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Apace With Business — 1935
By HON. DANIEL C. ROPER
Secretary of Commerce
HERE in the Department of Commerce,
where we keep our fingers on the pulsations of American industries, we get
definite indications that American business is on the upgrade — not of the boom
type, but
a gradual,
ment toward
stability.steady, sound moveThe last year has been an extraordinary one in the history of our country.
Radio broadcasting agencies have given
unstintingly of their time and facilities
in aiding national recovery.
This Administration has made a
greater use of the radio than ever before. It is serving a great public service
purpose and is meeting the statutory
requirement of "public interest, convenience and necessity."
It seems obvious that in the drive toward further economic
recovery in 1935, radio will play an increasingly important role.
I am told that it was one of the first industries to emerge from
business and it should be in the forefront of the developdepressed
ment during the ensuing year.
productive, and indications are that
the "standing room only" sign will
be prominently displayed as the
year moves forward.
Spot broadcasting enjoyed its
best year in 1934 and, according
to present indications, will do even
better in 1935. Widespread public
acceptance of transcriptions, plus
results reaped by numerous spot
accounts, have accelerated the
placement of diversified campaigns.
An outcropping of regional networks also has taken place. Network overflow plus accounts madeto-order for major markets are
being aligned by these station
hookups.
Indications are that many new
trade-names will be heard on the
air during 1935, augmented by a
sizable number of advertisers who
deserted the radio, but have found
it desirable to return. American
Tobacco Co., one of the pioneer
cigarette accounts over NBC, is
reported planning an elaborate
show. National Biscuit Co., a
newcomer, recently began a late
Saturday night three-hour dance
program, and plans to spend the
bulk of its increased budget on
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(Concensus of Broadcasters, Agencies, Advertisers
Data Indicates Income of 100 Million Dollars
FIRST of all advertising media to
emerge from the depression last
year, radio broadcasting enjoyed a
record volume of business and
seems headed toward a 1935 spurt
that may carry time sales up to
the 100 million dollar mark.
This conclusion is based on early
trade summaries and on the tenor
of the anual symposium on prospects for the new year, published
herewith. From advertisers, agencies and broadcasting executives
comes the practically unanimous
view that the year ahead will see
an even greater upturn in volume
than the record-smashing 1934.
Increases in radio appropriations,
say these men who place much of
this business, seem to be the rule,
with many of the pioneers who
signed off radio in earlier years
coming back.
Gain of 25 Per Cent Seen
WHEREAS 1934 saw a radio advertising expenditure of approximately §75,000,000 of which about
$42,000,000 represented incomes of
the major networks, the predictions for 1935 forecast an increased
volume approaching 25 per cent,
conservatively estimated. Of this
probably the bulk will be in the
network field, but spot broadcasting, coming more and more in
favor by virtue of public acceptance of transcriptions, seems likely
to enjoy an increase of from 15
to 20 per cent.
Solidly established as a major
advertising medium, American
broadcasting will make new advances in its service to the public
and its value as a medium. Radio
"circulation" has been increased
notably by the sale of some 4,700,000 sets during the last calendar
year, with a total of 19,000,000
receivers in American homes. Thus,
using the multiplier of 4.1 listeners
to the average set, designated as
standard by the U. S. Census Bureau, a maximum radio audience
of approximately 80,000,000 is indicated. Some 2,000,000 auto receivers in use also have opened
new radio frontiers that are destined to prove productive for program sponsors.
Nation-wide networks are entering the new year with a good percentage of their desirable hours
under commercial sponsorship.
Daytime hours are proving more

Radio

radio during 1935. Campbell Soup
Co. will make radio its first medium
during the new year. Among other
advertisers said to be planning
substantially increased appropriations are Studebaker, Ford, Dr.
Corp.
Miles Laboratories, and Centaur
Radio will march to its new records along with business generally.
In his annual report, Secretary of
Commerce Roper pointed to definite signs of returning prosperity.
Among national advertisers, using
all media, surveys indicate that
considerably more than one-third
will increase appropriations, while
substantially one-half will maintain their existing schedules.
Over-all appropriations, it is estimated, will be increased by 10 to
15 per cent for 1935.
Among the advertisers and the
agencies there has developed a feeling that radio must be taken still
more seriously. It has become a
highly competitive medium with
sponsors vying for listener attention in their presentations of more
and more elaborate programs. To
obtain worth-while audiences, they
believe, programs of high calibre
must be offered. They realize that

most of the early abuses of radio
have been eliminated and that
radio, as a highly respected and
tive medium, must be
highly produc
accorded infinite care in program
presentation.
Another merry scramble for
name-talent is foreseen, although
deprecated by many of those who
ing bill. Competiadvertis
the bidding
foot tive
for big names has had
the tendency of skyrocketing their
salaries, it is claimed.
Increased Power
COUPLED with the phenomenal
revival of set sales during the last
year, another factor in increasing
station circulation has been the
Communicathe Federal
of Commission
action tions
in lifting the lid
on power used by stations. Local
stations, heretofore
and regional
restricted
in their output, have
been accorded wholesale increases,
with the result that more sets are
brought within their range.
Also tending to increase the acmerchandisas athe
ceptance of radio
ing medium
has been
cleansing
of objectionable matter on the air.
Working in cooperation with the
Federal Trade Commission, many
questionable accounts either have
been refused or toned down. Moreover, networks and stations alike
have been in position to exercise
acgreater discretion in selecting
accelerated demand
counts, by thetime.
for desirable
Coverage Audits
SO THOSE who spend the radio
dollar may gauge more accurately
the markets they are covering and
plot their campaigns judiciously,
the next year more than likely will
see the creation of an independent
radio research bureau to audit
radio coverage and listening habits.
Such a bureau, to be supported by
stations, advertisers and agencies,
is in the preliminary stages of
formation,
three groups.and is favored by all
The one dark cloud on the horizon, facing all advertising media
along with radio, is that of possible restriction of sale and advertising of many commodities by
Federal mandate. The ghost of
the Tugwell food, drugs and cosmetics bill again looms, with likelihood of some action during the
year and with affected industries
presenting a united front for reasonable legislation. Also being
discussed as a means of aiding
Uncle Sam in his financial plight is
a possible Federal tax on advertising, to be paid by the media.
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PAUL BLAKEMORE
President,
Coolidge Advertising
Co., Des Moines, Iowa
BROAD CASTING is still so
relatively new
that each year
makes substantial contributions
to experience in
the successful
use of this medium; 1934 has
seen the position
Mr. Blakemore of radio strengthened by increased
broadcasting activity on the part
of important advertisers like Swift,
Ford and Procter & Gamble. Pioneers like Palmolive and Ipana,
who signed off for a time, have
come back on the air with outstanding shows.
Results of numerous coincidental surveys during the past year
have convinced most advertisers
that they must offer listeners a
worth-while program in order to
draw a worth - while audience.
Greater recognition of program
value should mean still better programs for 1935. Better programs
tend to increase the average number of listening-hours per day.
From observation and from our
own records, we expect 1935 to be
a good radio year. Among our
clients, four who are substantial
users of radio time are going forward into 1935 without any curtailment of broadcast advertising.
New programs in prospect indicate
a 10 to 15 per cent increase in use
of radio by our clients during the
year.
JAMES T. AUBREY
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, Inc.
IT IS our belief that broadcasting
during 1935 will receive its welldeserved share of the increase in
advertising expenditures. In our
own organization, plans have already been completed to make use
of this resultful medium, for
logical clients, up to the hilt of
its great potentialities. Broadcasting has proved beyond doubt
its ability to co-operate with other
media in forming a complete,
rounded advertising program . . .
and in many instances to do a complete and thorough job by itself.
Our experiences with radio in the
past have been gratifying, and we
expect even greater things from it
in the coming year.
D. M. BOTSFORD, President,
Botsford-Constantine & Gardner,
Portland, Ore.
RADIO advertisers hope to defeat
the economic law
of acculative results — to get
their audience instantly by employing celebrities. Against this
they pay the
penalty of being
Mr. Botsford
merely a passing
acquaintance of
some famous entertainer.
Advertisers with smaller talent
appropriations are by necessity
developing the soundest and most
productive
programs. "Show
Page 6
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Boat" is an excellent example of
the program which built its own
audience and was so strong it also
made stars out of its cast. "One
Man's Family" is another. It takes
brains and willingness to follow
fundamentals in order to build
programs like these, but the results
are worth the effort.
LEE H. BRISTOL
Vice President - Advertising Manager, Bristol-Myers Co.
I BELIEVE the
prospects vertising
forbyradio
adduring the year
1935 to be unusuallyready
bright.
thereAl-is
evidence that the
demand for popular hours on the
air exceeds the
Mr. Bristol
supply
the
chains andof the
important stations.
With the increase in knowledge
of the use of the broadcast medium for advertising there has
developed, I believe, a better
understanding of the medium and
a far better technique in its use.
I have great hopes, however, that
advertisers will see the wisdom of
exercising a restraint in their
commercials that will prove even
more effective from an advertising
standpoint and less offensive to the
listening public.
The government is already looking with critical eye at instances
of a breach in good taste in broadcast advertising, and every manufacturer would do well to bear this
thought in mind and improve his
selling technique accordingly.
"Toughness" should not be the
only criterion for successful commercials.
With a consciousness of this
being increasingly appreciated by
advertisers and stations alike, I
believe the prospects for the comview. ing year become doubly bright in
RUSSELL C. COMER
Russell C. Comer Advertising Co.
INCREASING
development of
m e r chandising
hook . ups and
plans both for
network and spot
broadcasters appears to be the
next important
development in
the increase in
Mr. Comer
the efficiency of
i-adio as an advertising medium, This observation is based on our own experience
in the past two years, which has
definitely shown us that intensive
merchandising with actual forcing
of sales in many instances will pay
the advertiser with permanent and
profitable sales increases. With
radio time likely to increase in cost
advertisers must launch programs
that will pay their way and return
profit. Our own research department is constantly working on new
ideas, and we expect to see a very
appreciable advancement in radio
merchandising by the end of 1935.

About

PERCY L. DEUTSCH
President, World Broadcasting
WITH industry
System
now formulating
and carrying out
important and
far - reaching
plans to aid and
speed economic
recovery,
1935
will be a year
of tremendous activity in national,
sectional
and loMr. Deutsch
cal broadcasting.
Large and comparatively small
concerns will use radio more than
ever in sales promotion. Trades
heretofore refraining will take to
the air and advertise, while banks,
investment security interests, savings banks, public utilities, life and
fire insurance companies, individually and through organizations,
will each find it highly advantageous,
systematically
and public
continuously to explain
to the
the necessary
and they
important
functions and service
perform.
In addition to providing highclass entertainment, prominent
commercial interests will undoubtedly campaigns.
sponsor educational and welfare
With the heavy cost taken out
of broadcasting, to which World
Service has so largely contributed,
the field from which to draw appropriate users of the ether waves
seems legion, especially with improved business conditions.
E. T. CUNNINGHAM
President, RCA Victor Co., Inc.
THE radio industry has a great
deal to be thankful for in 1934.
Total consumer purchases increased not only in number of
units but also in value per unit and
therefore in total dollars. I believe
that this pronounced upward swing
is evidence of a definite trend
away from the depression depths
of 1932 and 1933. But volume
alone is not the only test of an
industry, and when we look back
over 1934 we see many industry
practices that are undesirable and
need correction.
An industry is never any better
than the men in that industry
make it, and it is my sincere hope
that the upward trend of radio
volume will act to remove the
desperate pressure on the industry
and that it will actively cooperate
in seeking better and more constructive ways to promote consumer interest in our products and
the orderly distribution of our
products. Certainly we have seen
a great
deal have
of "jungle
and
we still
lots ofwarfare"
it with
us. The more the industry applies
itself to that kind of internal warfare, the less time it has to give
to the broad promotion of the
consumer market.
Radio merchandising attained
new heights of consumer appeal
the past year through all-wave
reception.
The values
quality offered
of performance and the
have
never been excelled in the radio
industry. It is only through this
constant progress in the quality
and merit of our product that we
create the desire for better and
better radios. The industry must

1935

Prospects;

remember that it is selling its out- 1
put largely on the basis of obsolescence of existing equipment.
Cooperative promotion within the
industry is essential to fullest attainment of that result.
HARRY A. EARNSHAW
President, Earnshaw-Young, Inc.
THE OUTLOOK
for radio
distinctlyisfavorable.
The character of
entertainment is
improving.
continue to Itdowill
so
as sales managers
tisingandmenadvercease
to regard radio
as an experiment
or toy, or an Mr. Earnshaw
instrument to minister to the vanity of sponsors and to the unrestrained egotism of performers.
I predict a gradual lessening of
the complex for the artificially
created "big name." I predict that
sponsors will become more critical
as they gain in understanding of
the medium and in the fundamentals of good showmanship.
Sponsors will also realize still
more the necessity of self-imposed
restraint and brevity in the commercial message. Advertising
writers will inci'easingly appreciate
that writing for radio is a real art
calling for study and the nicest
care and discrimination. Producers
of radio programs more and more
realize
that audience
"writing isdown"
to a
theoretical
a mistake.
Much of the radio material of the
past bleten
has picture
been comparato theyears
motion
output
of the old "nickelodeon" days,
which assumed the country west
of the Hudson to be inhabited by
morons. ... I look for an increasing interest in the drama, when
skillfully adapted for radio and
superlatively produced. ... I hope
to see still greater sincerity on the
part of sponsors, writers, producers, performers and radio station
operators — every one cooperating
to keep faith with the public, to
air clean, and still furkeep therthe
to promote both the artistic
and the commercial possibilities of
broadcasting.
F. R. GAMBLE
Executive
Secretary
American Association of Advertising Agencies
RADIO broadcasting has some
time since taken
its place as one
of the four leadvertising
media
ing groupscountry.
of adin the
Everyone knows
that its outlook
for 1935 is bright.
As more and more
Mr. Gamble
has been learned
about the technique and possibilities of radio broadcasting, advertisers and agencies have come to
use it with increasing confidence
and effectiveness.
I hope 1935 will see four things
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(one in the broadcasting field:
-l 1. Formation of an independent
* ^dio research bureau, supported
stations, advertisers and agents, to study radio coverage and
stening habits.
2. Formation of an agency recgnition bureau by the National
ssociation of Broadcasters,
3. Extension among broadcasters
f the use of 2 per cent cash disount as a policy to aid agencies
ii collecting from clients and thus
trengthen agency credit.
4. Wider acceptance and use of
he Standard Order Blank for Spot
broadcasting.
BOND GEDDES
Executive V. P.-General Manager
(Radio Manufacturers Association
ifflE RADIO industry is in exell en t position
for the new year.
(Estimated sales
in 1934 of close
to 4,500,000 receiving sets and
5,000,000 tubes
ave made this
ear the best
Mr. Geddes
incel930. These
ales have not
only greatly increased the circulation of broadcast stations, but the
new type receiver has also improved public satisfaction with
Programs. Public investment in
radio is dollar proof of satisfaction with programs and also with
the new and improved receivers.
A new and larger daytime audience has been afforded by continued large sales of automobile
receivers.
The most notable technical progress in 1934 radio was the enlargement of the frequency range of
receivers now made by over 90
per cent of manufacturers. These
new receivers have broadened the
market, at higher prices and thus
developed better as well as more
listeners. The radio industry enters the new year with signs of
past satisfaction and future confidence.
M. A. HOLLINSHEAD
Director, Radio Department
Campbell-Ewald Co.
THE YEAR 1934
has brought to
radio statisticians still further
indications of the
increased use of
radio by advertisers. Good old
Mother Necessity
has forced the
use of daytime
Mr. Hollinshead hours to some
extent — and if
"•esults match the hopes of the
time sellers — 1935 should show an
<;ven greater use of radio. Many
of the early abuses of radio havebeen entirely eliminated — and it
would appear that those advertisers who in the past treated the
radio audience so shabbily have
begun to apply the wisdom of more
successful air advertisers in striving for the good will of listeners.
Radio has definitely assumed the
coveted position of a recognized
and respected medium for advertising.
January I, 1935

W. B. HENRI, President
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Inc.
RADIO, like the stage and screen,
has its vogues. A success of one
formula brings a deluge of the
same idea in many guises.
This year has seen the advent
of radio musical comedy. This
type of program calls for longer
programs with the resultant larger
expenditures. Radio's greatest endorsement is its ever increasing
volume — and 1934 has been its biggest year without a national political campaign to swell the total.
Nineteen thirty-five has promise
of even greater achievement— better programs — bigger success to
the advertiser who pleases his
listeners.
We already have commitments
that will make 1935 one of our
greatest years in radio.
WILLIAM KRUEGER
V. P., Samuel C. Croot Co.
JUDGING by the present difficulties in obtaining suitable time
coast to coast on the big networks,
I should think the outlook for radio
advertising in the new year will be
brighter than ever before. More
interest in "going on the air" is
being shown by national advertisers. The competition for available
time and talent, however, may send
the cost upward to a point where
it may dampen the enthusiasm of
some. Our own clients expect to
spend fully as much in 1935 as in
1934 and we have several programs
in the making which will give our
radio billing a boost in the new
year.

PHILIP C. LOUCKS
Managing Director, NAB
JANUARY 1,
1935, finds the
copyrightversy controunsettled ;
45 state legislatures preparing
for regular sessions; the 74th
Congress ready to
convene; the international allocation difficulties
Mr. Loucks
unimproved;
license terms still of six months
duration; the Federal Communications Commission considering the
proposal to allocate 25 per cent of
all facilities to religious, educational and non-profit institutions;
and broadcasters still demanding
and economic
greater
stability. freedom

J. W. MARROW
Pres., Marrow Mfg. Co., Chicago
THE Marrow Mfg. Co., after a
very successful year, plans to expand its advertising appropriation
for 1935. At present the Pacific
Coast NBC network is being used.
This hookup will be continued duringtionthewecoming
year, and
in addiare making
a series
of
transcriptions for use in those
territories which cannot be economically serviced by chain broadcasting. We also plan to expand
our magazine advertising, to infield. clude periodicals in the women's
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ALFRED J. McCOSKER
President, WOR, Newark; Chairman, Mutual Broadcasting System
EVERY indication points to a
new year of outstanding development in radio
broad casting,
particularly in
the field of improved andprograms
diversified
for the listener.
Great strides Mr. McCosker
were made in
1934 in the broadcasting of good
music and drama. Plans are already under way both by sponsors
and broadcasters to increase the
activityment and
during scope
1935. of this developBusiness indices of financial reports indicate steady rises in all
business activities which have had
their reflection in broadcasting.
With the reaction by advertisers of
the need for additional broadcasting activities and thorough coverage of concentrated markets of
population, stations of the calibre
and prominence of WOR should receive an added impetus in sales.
In this connection it is gratifying to observe on the part of some
commercial firms, sponsoring
broadcasting, moderation in the
commercial announcements and the
writer is sanguine that further
modification will result in more
effective use of the medium.
Facsimile, the long awaited intermediate step to television, made,
in my ward
opinion,
giant
strides
during the
latter
partforof
1934. It is to be expected that the
novelty of reception combined with
clear picture definition will receive
prompt acceptance
present-day
listeners
if facsimilebyreceivers
are
marketed at reasonable prices.
ELLIOTT McELDOWNEY
Director of Advertising, Cities
Service Co.
THE current season is one of
which American
broadcasters may
well be proud.
Never before has
so much and such
varied entertainment been available over the air.
I feel certain that
the response of Mr. McEldowney
the listening audience to richly amplified program
schedules will be a fine thing for
radio as an advertising medium.
We of Cities Service are gratified that our program, which has
remained basically unchanged for
nine years, continues to find such
wide popular favor. We look forward to a year of increased activity in which broadcast advertising will play a vital and important
part in our salesmanship. Our
radio appropriation for 1935 will
be
1934.approximately the same as in
A. W. ROBERTSON, Chairman
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
BUSINESS and government are
beginning to pull together. The
load is beginning to move. As
these two forces learn to work in
harmony under the new conditions,

marked improvement in economic
conditions may be expected. The
fall business of electric manufacturers is the best in three years.
Prospects for next year are good.
WILLIAM S. PALEY
President, CBS
THE past year
has been a period
of many new
adjustments, in the
home, in business
and in national
affairs. During
this time radio
broadcasting has
been an increasingly vital force
Mr. Paley
i n making
possible on a more
democratic basis than in any other
nation, free and fair discussion of
lationships.
economic, political and social reJust as the broadcasting of information about the humanitarian
needs of distressed groups has
served to maintain social morale as
well as to answer want, the unique
open forum maintained by broadcasting in this country is serving
to establish the basis for a mutual
understanding between all classes
and sections which is essential to
the maintenance of our power and
unity as a nation.
I believe
has during
been radio's
most
vital this
activity
1934,
and is an extremely significant
contribution to economic recovery.
ARTHUR PRYOR, JR.
Radio Director, Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn, Inc.,
New York
FROM the program standpoint the
entertainment offered the public is
continually becoming better, more
important and more expertly produced. The inci-ease in volume of
business has placed the broadcasting stations and chains in a position where they can afford to refuse
programs
which are
objectionable or not
worthy.
Radio
is now
accepted as a primary advertising
medium and I believe the prospects
for the business of broadcasting
during 1935 are exceedingly bright.
EDWARD PETRY, President
Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
TODAY, the
present
future ofandspot
broadcasting is
brighter than
ever before. The
industry is now
on a firm, stable
foundation. The
one factor that
Mr. Petry
has been the most
important one in
establishing this
new era in spot broadcasting has
been the stabilization of the relations between station, agency and
advertiser. This has come about
only since sound representation has
been established. It is the general
belief in the advertising business
that the principles of exclusive
representation,
provena long
to Pa
beperiod
economically wise over
gt 9
of time in the newspaper field, will
continue to make spot broadcasting march on to even greater goals.

ARNO B. REINCKE, President
Reincke-Ellis-Younggreen & Finn
NEXT YEAR I confidently expect
radio advertising to make longer
strides than ever before. More
and more advertisers are learning
how better to employ this new
medium, and are beginning to realize that the absence of radio from
many schedules leaves an unprofitable gap in the appropriation. This
realization, plus the vastly improved business conditions and the
more intelligent selling accorded
radio today, should force the medium to its highest peak during
1935.
JOHN PIERRE ROCHE, President
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham,
Inc.
WITH BOTH major chains "sold
out" on evening
time, there is
little significant
comment that I
might make on
the popularity of
broadcasting as
an advertising
medium. It is
Mr. Roche
gratifying, however, to me and
to this agency to find that according to authoritative check-ups, our
two principal programs — Lowell
Thomas for Sun Oil Co. and Richard Himber's "Studebaker Champions'—are steadily increasing in
audience interest and productivity.
Much of the future of radio, in
my opinion, rests with the network
organizations themselves. There is
a real need for educating both the
public and self-constituted "critics"
of radio in tolerance towards "commercials." Some consistent advertising by the chains — on the air as
well as in general publications —
would help definitely.
W. L. RUBIN
General Cigar Co., Inc.
THE PROSPECTS for radio broadcasting in 1935 are unquestionably
favorable. It is beyond doubt a
medium of advertising that is both
economical and effective, granting
that the program sponsored by the
individual advertiser is of sufficient
merit, from an entertainment
standpoint, to attract a sizable
listening audience.
To my way of thinking, the wild
scramble for name talent has resulted in skyrocketing their salaries to such an extent as to present
a very serious problem to presentday and future users of radio
broadcasting.
With decreased advertising appropriations being the common
rule, it stands to reason that there
is a limit to what the individual
sponsor of a program can afford
to pay for talent, so that if its
cost continues to mount, the medium may eventually become so
expensive as to place it beyond the
reach of many of its present and
future clients.
It seems to me that this problem is of sufficient importance to
warrant the careful thought and
consideration of the broadcasting
system, agencies and advertisers.
There has been no increase in
our radio expenditures *or 1934 as
^mpared with 1933.
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EUGENE O. SYKES, Chairman
Federal Communications Commission

grow in popularity with a possible
slight waning in the popularity of
musical programs.

THE YEAR 1934
has not produced
any single outstanding technical development
in the broadcasting art. There
has been substantial progress
along several
technical lines.
Most notable of
Judge Sykes
these has been
the completion of the development
of the 500 kilowatt broadcast station and its successful technical
operation since May.
The use of half-wave or higher
vertical radiators has been extended to several more stations
with the result of improvement in
service to the listeners. In several
other cases stations have been able
to profit by the use of directional
antennas to restrict interference in
one direction while the service in
another was improved.
The regulation of the Commission limiting the power on the regular regional channels to 2% kilowatts daytime was amended, increasing the maximum power of
daytime to 5 kilowatts. Many stations have taken advantage of this
opportunity to improve the daytime
service. The provision setting up
the quota due the state is also revised to take into account the difference in day and night interference characteristics and thus
make possible the increase in the
day power as above enumerated.
The Communications Act of 1934
includes a provision: "Study new
uses for radio, provide for experimental uses of frequencies, and
generally encourage the larger and
more effective use of radio in the
public
section of
the
Act interest."
authorizes This
the Commission

GEORGE B. STORER, President
American Broadcasting System
MY CONFIdence in the future of American
broadcasting can

to encourage technical developments that heretofore the Commission was without authority to do
under the Radio Act of 1927.
The appreciation of the service
rendered by broadcast stations has
improved and the definition of the
service of stations and commercial
surveys to establish such service
have met with added interest. The
power of the station is only one important factor in determining the
area served by such station. It is
not possible to accurately determine
the entire coverage except by
means of a commercial survey.
H. S. THOMPSON
Advertising Manager
Dr. Miles Laboratories, Inc.
ANYONE who
has tried to get
a clear channel
on any of the
broadcasting systems can have no
doubts as to the
present popularity of radio. The
prospects
1935 should for
be,
Mr. Thompson and I believe are,
even brighter.
There is only one reason for this.
Radio, given the right program and
the right commercial announcements, delivers the goods. From
our observation the 15 or 30minute dramatic presentation will

J. TRUMAN WARD
President, National
Association c
Broadcasters
IT IS my sincere
hope that 1935
will tire
see broadcasting
the enindustry solidly
united behind the
NAB and bitious
its program
am-

in the launching
•' :
'>'<■' '(•:•':<
of the American
Jl Broadcasting Sys■tt
■'wmW
tern, with my asthird national
as a
sociates, Based
network.
MHfl
Bmm Mr. Storer
on the reception
already given our project, we feel
confident that 1935 will see its
development as a real entity in
the field of network broadcasting.
If our present plans materialize —
and there is every indication that
they will — the next year will see
the expansion of ABS in new markets throughout the country.
mm

'■,

for general improvement
of
broadcasting
conditions in the
Mr. Ward
United States.
The NAB has made steady prog
ress during the past few years an
I want to reiterate now my pledg
made at the time of my election a
Cincinnati that I will work tire
lessly in the interest of the Assc
ciation; which is the interest o
every broadcaster, large and smal
May I express the hope that in m
efforts I will have the help of al

I

WILLIAM R. STUHLER
Radio Director
Young & Rubicam, Inc.
WHILE it seems a bit reckless to
attempt to forecast what the 1935
broadcasting season will bring — a
score on which I would much
rather be a historian than a
prophet — I feel that the time has
come again for the building up of
a new group of stars. This is said
in view of the fact that the overwhelmingwho
majority have
of "bigalready
name"
entertainers
proven themselves as sure-fire bets
are already under contract for
1935 and in some cases into 1936.
Therefore a renaissance of the
"build-up" would seem due. This
does not imply a search for amateur talent, but rather the development of today's minor personalities, who are proving their worth
by good, consistent performances
day in and day out.
Good music of the classic, semiclassic, concert and dance type, of
course, will continue to be the
foundation of radio entertainment.
There have been some very encouraging signs, also, in the field of
radio dramatics, and we can look
for a broader development in this
field. Comedy, likewise, will continue to play an important role in
aerial entertainment, and one of
the characteristics of the new season should be the wider acceptance
of "high" comedy in contrast to
that produced by the out-and-out
gagster.
S. E. VAN WIE
Advertising Manager
R. B. Davis Co.
BECAUSE of the evidence of a
definite business advance we believe that our 1935 radio advertising will be more productive than
any previous year. "Buck Rogers"
is an unusually popular radio program. It has proven to be a successful advertising medium for
Cocomalt. Because of our confidence in the "Buck Rogers" program we have added a number of
additional stations for 1935. We
have no reason for feeling otherwise than that 1935 will produce
increased Cocomalt sales.

WLW
May Cut Powe
To Reduce Interference
With Canadian Statioi
UNLESS it is able to curtail ex
cessive interference with CFRE
Toronto, operating on an adjacen
clear channel with 10,000 watts
WLW, Cincinnati, must reduce it
power from 500,000 watts to 50,00
watts at night, under an order is
sued by the FCC Dec. 21, to be
come effective Feb. 1, when th
present license expires. Actioi
was taken after receipt of protest
from the Canadian government
The FCC specified that if the sta
tion can modify its antenna by Fet
1 so that its signal in Toronto wil
not be greater with 500,000 watt;
than with 50,000 watts on its pres
ent antenna, then it will conside I
renewing the present authority. J
The alternative of arbitraril; r
reducing its night power from 500, I
000 to 50,000 watts, or of effectinj b
the directional signal, it was ascer L
tained, was given the station
Until the technical work is accom
plished, the station may reduce it;
night power.
Daytime operatioi
with 500,000 watts is not affected
Steel Lodges Complaint
THE COMPLAINT was made abou'
a month ago by Lieut. Col. W
Arthur W. Steel, member of tht
Canadian Radio Broadcasting Com
mission, who personally visited th(
State Department and the FCC
The FCC on Dec. 22 notified th< J
State Department of its action.
CFRB operates on the 690 kc
Canadian clear channel, just 1(
kilocycles removed from the WL1
clear wave of 700 kc. It uses 10,000 watts power, and the complaint
was that it was being blanketed
in Toronto and surrounding territory. The interference did not become sufficiently serious until winter set in, when radio wave propagation is at its best. During the
last spring and summer, when
WLW operated with 500,000 watts,
there
ence. was no complaint of interferSome doubt is expressed over
the efficacy of the proposed change
in the radiating characteristics of
the station. To attempt this, it is
{Continued on page 35)
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Success

of

Philip

a Cigarette
Says
By M.
J. SHERIDAN
Director of Philip Morris & Co.

Morris,

an

Advertising

Drive

That

Advertiser

anticipated. By switching our
Marlboro sales force to Philip
Morris exclusively, we got the
brand started in January, 1933.
Our network radio advertising
followed several months later. On
April 17, we launched a 15-minute
campaign over 16 stations, three
times a week. Shortly after, more
stations were added and at the
same time the broadcasts were put
on a twice-a-week basis. Then, in
September
we increased
ber of network
stations the
usednum-to
21 and dropped to one program a
week. However, the 15-minute
show was stepped-up to half an
hour.
The following month the network used was again increased —
this time to 25 stations. In Janu31 stawas recently
the total
ary,tions;1934,
in August,
32 and
57. This last decided increase in
the number of outlets was made
possible by allocating to radio a
considerable portion of our publication
budget.
In addition toadvertising
our network
advertising,
we are now using 20-second spot
announcements in certain cities
where we have no network cover-

sed Broadcasting Alone and Brought Big Results
BELIEVE that anyone who has
■ jiade even a casual study of the
PHILIP MORRIS had tried them all. But when Philip
; 'lirrent trend in cigarette advertis! !pg today will grant me one point
Morris wanted to explore new fields and put its product
t the outset: The ideal advertising
ibb is something more than merely
between the lips of more millions, it turned to broadne right advertising for a given
rand. Before any outstanding
casting. Result: Another radio success story. Here it
igarette job can be accomplished,
he product itself must be right.
is, told by Mr. Sheridan. And he knows the story, beAnother point will be as quickly
cause he was part of it. Narrated herewith is the account
onceded, namely, that a cigarette
nanufacturer who can bring to
of a limited-budget advertising drive that stretched its
life sC (trademark which has 40
dollars
by placing them where they would do the most
Spears' advertising behind it, who
jan make that trade mark breathe,
good.
But let Mr. Sheridan tell it.
peak and become a distinct part
f national consciousness all within
.ntitled
space to
of see
a few
time,riseis
It was by no chance, therefore, for 20 (giving full value at this
his months'
sales curve
price) instead of 25 cents for 10,
that we turned our eyes thought.nd keep rising with little if any
we could build a strong consumer
fully to network radio when certain
ndication of flattening out soon.
conditions within the cigarette in- demand that would convince any
This has been our happy experidustry made speedy decisions for retailer that he had much to gain
nce with our largest selling brand,
us. A distinct change in marketing
by maintaining the straight 15 cent
3hilip Morris. These cigarettes
price. He would thus be getting
15
cent
popular
brands
was
taking
ire of the first quality; they are
place. The 10 cent brands had away from the cut-throat price
vell-known to the public, as a re- placed the 15 cent sellers in a diffi- war and would have a well-known
sult of 40 years of advertising;
cult situation. Because of the tre- quality brand to offer at 15 cents.
age. Most for the Dollar
hey offered a fair profit to remendous demand for the cheaper
On a Network
j.'-ailers
because,
as Ireduced
will outline
priced brands, wide-spread price
BECAUSE of budget limitations
ater, their
price was
from
and finding that radio gave us the
n.0 for 25 cents to 20 for 15 cents
cutting on 15 cent cigarettes re- IN VIEW of constantly dropping
most intensive coverage per dollai
sulted. This price war obviously volume of the leaders, we planned
it an ideal, psychological time in
lessened the popularity of the 15 to announce the new price to the we had to spend, as well as a
>he history of the tobacco industry.
thoroughly effective coverage, our
trade in April, 1933. However,
cent brands among dealers who
The dominating power one parwere experiencing unprecedented
due to a tie-up between some of campaign centered around radio
;icular advertising medium has had
the 10 cent makers and large chain
advertising. Since this advertising
reductions in net profits.
n welding this product to the pubIn such a situation we recognized
expenditure for our first year was
stores becoming effective in Januic fancy, constitutes the raison
so moderate against expenditures
a psychological opportunity to
ary
(which
gave
promise
of
ag1'etre of this story.
gravating still further the price which run between 15 and 20 milpush the Philip Morris brand. We
believed that if we were to sell war of the popular brands), we
lions of dollars annually for comOnly Radio Used
(Continued on page 32)
pushed
our
plans
ahead
sooner
than
Philip
Morris
cigarettes
at
15
cents
WITH an advertising campaign
oased primarily upon a single major medium, radio, at relatively
How Philip Morris Blends Advertising Continuities . . .
small cost, we have pulled Philip
Morris sales into fifth place of
and-blood page boy, whereas in
nity was available to the advertiser
ill 15 cent brands. With this maBy GILBERT CANT
to handle the commercial message
practically all other cases the acjor medium, since the advent of THERE are two unusual features
ceptance atfirst is for an ordinary
so tactfully that it no longer stood
the new price of 15 cents straight,
in the radio advertising of the
out like a sore thumb.
sales have shown a definite and
person
endowed
with some guarcigarettes of Philip Morris & Co.,
anteed acceptance as a result of
substantial
month-by-month in- which receive special mention,
Power of Suggestion
his or her own personality or encrease over preceding months.
ALONG the same lines, it was
since they are found in the case
tertaining activities.
We know how this was accomof
few
other
sponsors.
In
the
first
felt
that
the
power
of
suggestion
Adolescent Appeal
plished because we knew what we
would be a more effective sales
place, an attempt was made from
-had accomplished with radio when
the beginning to combine carefully
weapon than a specific selling talk IN ADDITION to his appearances
Swe used it for two other lesser
the
advertising
and
entertainment
in the dramatized commercial anfrom an announcer closely identirknown brands.
nouncements during the musical
parts of the programs.
fied with the sponsor, so they
In the fall of 1932, we first used
worked
in
their
commercials
in
the
program
which
is heard weekly
According
to
Kenneth
M.
Goode,
radio to advertise another Philip
over the NBC-WEAF network,
of the Biow Co., Inc., New York,
drama, by making one of the charMorris & Co., brand. Salesmen recomprising 61 stations, Johnny is
which handles the account, the
acters acigarette-vendor.
sported that they found tobacco
This character, Johnny, is in "spotted" in recorded station-break
dealers in a receptive frame of basic philosophy of the builders of
the early programs was to avoid
announcements on 25 stations.
himself the second unusual feature
iinind due to this radio advertising.
Most of these stations are outside
Thus, although not sensational by a sharp differentiation between ad- of the company's radio enterprise
the best service area of the netvertising and non-advertising — a that demands attention. He has
'any means,
this
campaign
first
fodifferentiation they felt, in the case
no name to commend himself to
cused our attention on the possiso the announceworktendprogram,
ments
to supplement
the chain
bilities of advertising by radio.
of newspapers, all manufacturers
the public in the sense that a wellshow. In some cases the individual
Shortly after our initial trial of and distributors had spent for- known artist has, and yet the extunes trying to avoid.
radio, we wanted to introduce Marlpex-ience has been that within a stations have been added as a reshort time after the program or
sult of requests from the sales
1 boro Cigarettes over the air in CinThese advertisers had been unspot announcements are heard in force, which finds the simple "Call
cinnati. We used a locally-built
remitting in their efforts to slide
a given area, there is a widespread
i show. It seemed quite popular and
into the news columns of the pafor Philip Morris," in a 15-yeari definite sales returns were noted.
old boyish treble, most effective in
acceptance of him, which causes
cases commermost
in
Yet
pers.
increasing receptiveness to the
listeners to write in for pictures,
We decided, as a result of the Cincial radio announcements were
t cinnati experience, to broaden the
and to request tie-ups that would
cigarette.
so separate from program
kept
Scattered observations by psy: scope of our radio activities and
matter that sometimes they at- make him more of a real character.
In
other
words,
a
living
being
subsequently
strengthened our
tracted unfavorable attention to
chologists interested in the proMarlboro advertising in Chicago,
gram and anouncements show that
themselves. The designers of the
(in the public mind) has been
Boston, and on the Pacific Coast
the suggestion value of both is
created quickly, and he has since
Philip Morris campaign felt that
(Continued on page 32)
with locally-built shows.
had to be identified with a fleshin a radio program the oppoi-tuJanuary I, 1935
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Network
Increased

Business
by

35%

Over
1933 Figure
Total Revenue of Two Chains
Exceeds $42,800,000
NETWORK broadcasting wound
up 1934 with a gross income more
than 35% above the preceding year,
and more than 12% above 1932,
which had marked the previous
record for any 12-month period in
the history of commercial radio.
With revised figures available
for both networks for the first 11
months of the year just ended, and
final estimates of December business, it becomes apparent that the
total revenues of the two chains
exceeded $42,800,000. This compares with $31,600,000 in 1933, and
$38,100,000 in 1932.
The respective totals for NBC
and CBS show that the latter network has slightly increased its
percentage of the total volume of
national network business, accounting for 34.5% in 1934, 31.6%
in 1933 and 33% in 1932.
Progress in Spring
AS WILL readily be seen from the
table setting out the figures month
by month, spring was the season
in which the most marked advances over 1933 were recorded on
both chains. During the first three
months of the year, improvement
over the corresponding period of
1933 was about uniform, but beginning in April there was a sharp
upturn. The increased jumped
from 25.5% in March to 40.4% in
April on NBC, and from 50.1% to
76.9% on CBS. While a 48.9%
gain in May was the highest recorded by NBC (whose income
fluctuated less throughout the
year), CBS during the same month
achieved a gain of 101.2%.
As was pointed out in Broadcasting during the summer, this
period showed a much less marked
decline from winter and spring
levels of activity than might have
been anticipated on the basis of
the previous years' figures. August
was the worst month in comparison with 1933, CBS showing only
a 2.7% advance and NBC 23.3%.
Gain in Closing Months
SINCE then the upward trend has
again been more rapid, though not
as rapid as it was in the early
months of the year. It will be
seen from the table, however, that
the closing months of 1933 themselves showed a marked improvement over previous periods. Thus,
the percentage increase in 1934
over the early months of 1933 is
greater than that during the closing months — but the dollar volume
is substantially greater towards
the end of the year.
It is, too, not unreasonable to
suppose that the extraordinarily
rapid recovery about a year ago
was accentuated by the fact
that it
represented recovery from an unnaturally low level.
The number of advertisers increased on both networks. At the
same time, the average expenditure by these clients was greater
than in any previous year — $138,800 on CBS, and $143,200 on NBC.
Gross network revenues are shown
in the accompanying table.
Page 10

WHIO Will Open Feb. 2
Over NBC Red Network;
Rate Card Is Announced

Ticker Notes
HOT OFF the teletype,
"Ticker Notes" are presented
every weekday by WLW,
Cincinnati, which brings last
minute financial news to business men. Joseph Ries, financial editor of WLW, is the
announcer. Besides a summary ofandstock
market
quotations
trends,
commodity
prices and the iron and steel
index also are reported. In
addition, national and international political news having a bearing on the business
and financial situation is summarized. The news is obtained from a Wall Street
Journal teletype through arrangement with Dow-Jones &
Co., New York.

Revenues

During

1934

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

193 %

% Increase

2,391,667
2,211,637
2,507,890
2,373,890
2,475,173
2,177,857
1,864,420
1,735,555
1,860,166
2,775,431
2,683,494
2,850,000*

27.9
26.9
25.5
40.4
48.9
44.0
36.2
23.3
19.6
30.3
22.2
25.0*

Total
$21,452,732$28,000,000*
Gross network revenues for CBS:
1933
19 3 U
%
January
$941,465 $1,405,948
February
884,977 1,387,823
March
1,016,102 1,524,904
April
775,487 1,371,601
May
624,256 1,255,887
June
553,056 925,939
July
445,414 630,290
August
499,638 513,315
September
547,203 700,491
October
1,125,793 1,752,601
November
1,277,459 1,682,959
December
1,372,716 1,700,000*

30.5*

Total
* Estimated.

$1,869,885
1,742,784
1,997,463
1,690,177
1,662,887
1,512,139
1,370,993
1,407,843
1,555,606
2,130,046
2,188,342
2,324,567

$10,063,566

Increase
49.3
56.8
50.1
76.9
101.2
67.4
41.5
2.7
28.0
55.7
31.7
23.8*

$14,851,758* 47.6*

Awaits

Action

FCC

Acts as Coordinator
MR. WITHYCOMB, who is now
coordinating the activities of the
two stations, will continue as manager of the NBC station relations
department, probably for the next
two months to assist in development of the proposed new stationrate readjustment plan which has
been under consideration for more
than a year and now is approaching completion. Upon the conclusion of that task, he will move to
Philadelphia. His successor at
NBC has not been named, but may
be R. M. Brophy, assistant manager under Mr. Withycomb, who
recently resigned as assistant general manager of the Canadian Marconi Co. to join NBC.
Mr. Withycomb has been with I
NBC since its formation in 1926, t

Gross network revenues for NBC:
1933

Fusion!

Donald Withycomb to Manage.
Philadelphia Combination
GENERAL management of WFIL
Philadelphia, a fusion of WFI and :
WLIT, time-sharing stations of;
that city, it is reported, will be
taken over by Donald Withycomb.
manager of station relations of
NBC, upon formation of the WFIL
Broadcasting Co. within the next
few days as the operating organization ofthe consolidated stations,
Actual change of the corporate
organization awaits approval by
the Broadcast Division of the FCC
of voluntary assignments of the
licenses of the stations to the new
company. WFI is owned by Strawbridge & Clothier, of which Dr.
Herbert J. Tily is chairman, and
WLIT is owned by Lit Brothers,
with Walter T. Crosscup as executive vice president. Both are large
department stores and the ownership of the new full-time station
will be retained by them. Samuel
R. Rosenbaum, an attorney and
banker of Philadelphia, will serve
as president. The stations operate
on the choice 560 kc. channel
with 1,000 watts, and will constitute the basic NBC-WJZ outlet in
Philadelphia upon formal approval
of the consolidation.

WHIO, Dayton, O., will join the
NBC-WEAF network on Feb. 2,
becoming the 88th station on the
coast-to-coast chains of NBC, according to an announcement Dec.
20 by Richard C. Patterson, Jr.,
NBC executive vice president.
Owned and operated by the Evening News Publishing Co., of Dayton, of which James M. Cox, former governor of Ohio, is the head,
the station will be operated in conjunction with the newspaper. NBC
will quote night rates of $200 per
hour, $138 per half hour and $86
per quarter hour for WHIO. The
station, which has been removed
from Erie, Pa., operates on 1260
kc. with 1,000 watts.
A show window in front of the
studios, adjoining the News building, will be used for merchandising
Guy Earl Injured
displays of sponsors and station
displays. The station will operate
GUY EARL, president of the
I8V2 hours a day. Officers of the Western Broadcast Co., KNX,
station include E. K. Steiner, general manager; J. L. Reinsch, for- Hollywood, was painfully injured
Dec. 12 en route to San Francisco
merly with WLS, Chicago, commercial mannager; R. H. Lingle, for a business conference. His
Jr., chief engineer; Charles E. Gay, automobile was completely demolof
Dayton, director of public relaished in a collision near Bakerstions.
field.
badly shaken up and
The elaborate show window is bruised,Though
Mr. Earl continued via
described as an innovation in train. His sister, Mrs. Ransom
broadcasting. In all there will be Henshaw, was taken to the Bakersfour windows, two visible from the field Hospital with injuries as were
street and two from the foyer. two other passengers.
Background will be in silver gray
burlap with aluminum mouldings
and ceilings will be finished in
Beverage Discs
prima-vera wood, a veneer having
the appearance of white mahogNEHI, Inc., Columbus, Ga. (soft
any. Lighting effects will be in- drinks) is sponsoring a series of
two-minute
WBS dramatized andirect, including reflection spotlights. Black polished granite,
nouncements featuring its "Parpolished pillars and satin alumiT-Pak" gingerale. The miniature
num window frames mark the ex- dramas were prepared by the James
terior.
A. Greene & Co., agency, Atlanta.
Network

WFI-WLIT

joining
it along with M. H. Ayles-'J
worth, president.
"It is with great personal regret I
that I consider the departure of I
Mr. Withycomb from NBC," Mr. I
Aylesworth declared. "But I am
proud to know that he has been
selected to direct the important enterprise at WFIL.
His wide experience inbroadcasting will serve
well the great Philadelphia listening audience."
Starch Sales Boosted
WITH three night programs
weekly, Faultless Starch Co., Kansas City, increased sales more than
400 per cent in a recent transcription testThe
withprogram
the "Forty-Niners"
serial.
is broadcast '
from WDAF, Kansas City; WOAI, !
San Antonio; WSM, Nashville.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York, is planning a new 1935 campaign for Lucky Strike cigarettes
through Lord & Thomas.
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Radio's
Right
to News
Upheld
U. S. Court Dismisses Associated Press Suit

by Court
Against KVOS

For the Broadcasting of Its News Dispatches
:iN A REVOLUTIONARY opinion
vate enterprise and public interest.
The case occasions restatement of
permitting unrestricted broadcasting of news over radio stations,
the principle that improved instrumentalities for the advancement of
:nce it is published in newspapers,
federal District Judge John C.
social progress and public conven8owen of the United States Disience, including agencies for imtrict Court in Seattle on Dec. 18
proved free speech and free press,
dismissed the suit of the Associated
must not be discarded for the sake
of private enterprise, unless such
:?ress against KVOS, Bellingham,
hindrance of the public interest be
Wash., in which the press associarequired
lion had alleged "pirating" of its
contract. by positive law or clear
I lews dispatches by the station from
:kP member newspapers published
"To refuse the interpretation of
n the state.
its rights desired by complainant
If sustained by the higher courts,
may as contended result in incidental financial loss to it, but, in
the ruling will reverse existing law
the absence of law or contract, it
respecting use by radio of disis in this situation for Congress
patches published in newspapers,
provided the newspapers already
alone to abridge the public interest
nave been circulated. In substance,
in
favor of complainant's private
Judge Bowen based his conclusion
enterprise; but Congress so far,
on the fact that radio stations, in
even after giving the subject spebroadcasting these news dispatches,
cific consideration in the past, has
do not do so for profit, and that
failed to take any action in the
JUDGE BOWEN
radio must be looked upon as a
premises.
modern means of news disseminadecision, but the question most
"The relative positions of comtion which cannot be blocked for
plainant and defendant in the comstrenuously
urged
upon the
court's
attention
is
whether
defendant
munication of news may be better
'tthe protection of "private investradio station, not engaged in sup- understood by recalling to view the
ment" in newspapers or press
associations.
plying news to other radio stations
history of the important phases of
for broadcasting by them, can development in the fields of transAppeal Expected
broadcast over its own station
portation and communication. In
AN APPEAL to the Federal Cir- gratuitously to its radio listeners the earliest period of our country's
history communication of private
news reports supplied by complain" cuit Court of Appeals in San Franant news agency to its member
dispatches and public news was by
I cisco is expected, with strong possibility that the case eventually will newspapers after these news re- individual courier on foot or, like
ports have been printed in regular
Paul Revere, on horseback. Later
;go to the U. S. Supreme Court.
issues of the newspapers and dis- came the stage coach with the
Judge Bowen dissolved a temporary
mails, always pressing onward to
tributed to the public."
: restraining order against the stanew frontiers. Next, the locomoAfter reviewing the bill of com: tion, discharged the "show cause"
tive, or, as originally known, the
plaint, answer and briefs, Judge
i order, denied the petition for a
I temporary
injunction, and dis- Bowen stated his findings and the "iron horse," developed the mail
express, soon, however yielding a
i missed the bill of complaint. In reasons therefor. The entire case
was submitted by brief and there portion of its communications busiji the
opinion,
he
pointed
out
that
the
ness to the telegraph and telephone,
KVOS case was similar to that of was no actual trial.
and later yielding much of its busil the Associated Press against StaSocial Aspects
ness to its present aggressive comtion KSOO, Sioux Falls, S. D.( in
petitors, the motor bus, motor truck
which Judge James D. Elliott of HIS FINDINGS, summarized in
and airplane. In many instances,
. the U. S. District Court of South
the conclusion of the lengthy opin- electric street railways have been
Dakota, on March 4, 1933, upheld
ion, are as follows:
forced out of business by the more
. the
"This court holds that when gen- convenient and efficient motor bus.
right. press association's property
eral news furnished by complain_ If Judge Elliott entertained that
Private Investment
ant, or local news claimed to be
■ view, the Seattle Justice declared,
under its control as regards rei "this court finds itself respectfully
publication, has been printed in a "THESE improvements and develunable to concur in it."
opments have occurred in the field
issue
of and
complainant's
i In its suit, the AP alleged that regular
member newspapers
that issue of news communication as well as
i KVOS in its program called has
in transportation, and have facilibeen, in the ordinary course,
"Newspaper of the Air," broadtated and have been indispensable
published and distributed to the
cast three times daily, uses three public,
to the march of progress in which
such news reports from that
AP newspapers, the Bellingham
moment belong to the public, in- the public has been most vitally inHerald, the Seattle Post-Intelliterested, and, in respect to them,
cluding the defendant and all
gencer and the Seattle Daily Times,
others who may desire to use them,
the protection of private investand "systematically reads there- for all purposes except for sale by
ment has had to yield to the confrom the whole or most important
a rival news agency to its news
venience of the public. A fair conparagraphs or parts, sometimes
struction of the true situation in
publishing members, and that the
verbatim and sometimes slightly
the
case
at bar is that it involves
mere
fact
that
defendant
dissemirearranging the wording of the
nates gratuitously those news re- an exemplification of the greater
most important and most interestefficiency of modern news dissemiports as a part of its radio serving news items in those newsnation instrumentalities as comice
after
they
have
been
so
repapers, including the items furpared with those of by-gone days,
ceived
by
defendant
contemporanished to such newspapers by comneously with other members of the which, in those days, adequately
plainant and including news items public, does
served alike private enterprise and
not prevent defendant
gathered by its member newspapers
from
so
receiving
and
using
news
as local news and belonging to reports, since such practice by de- public interest.
"Complainant's and its newscomplainant."
fendant does not involve the piratpaper members' facilities ax'e not
The Points Involved
ing by one news gathering and dis- likely to pass into disuse as some
tributing agency of news reports news communication instrumentaliJUDGE BOWEN explained at the of another such agency, as was the
ties have in the past, but the servcase in International News Service
outset that the case "is an imporice
which complainant's
have rendered
to the past facilities
or may
v. Associated Press, supra.
tant one" and
the properthe consideration ofitthat
necessitated
24render
to
the
future
cannot be em"Another very important phase
ployed to hinder the use of more
page opinion. "The record," he of this case is that disclosing the
said, "discloses several points for everlasting conflict between pri- modern means, including those of
January 2, 1935
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the defendant radio station, which,
in some respects, surpass complainant's facilities to an extent comparable to the advantages of the
airplane
over those of the railroad
train.
Dedicated to Public
"ACCORDINGLY, the proper protection of complainant's
news service
contracts and business,
invested
capital cannot justify withholding
from the public the more speedy
and more extensive dissemination
of news through the improved instrumentalities ofdefendant radio
station and others similarly situated, even when news reports
broadcast by defendant or others
gratuitously to their listeners have
been taken from sources originated
or controlled by complainant, if the
reports have already been dedicated
to the information of the public in
a publicly distributed issue of complainant's member newspaper, unless such dissemination is in violation of some clear contract between
complainant and defendant or complainant's member newspapers, or
in violation of some positive law or
well
conduct.defined general rule of
"This court is advised of no such
positive law, contract or rule of
conduct, applicable to the facts
here; and upon
the foregoing
siderations of fact
and law conthe
court concludes that the bill states
no cause of action in equity nor any
facts entitling complainant to the
injunctive relief now sought.
"The temporary restraining order will be dissolved, the defendant
must be discharged from the show
cause order, and the temporary injunction will be denied. As in the
court's view the bill cannot in any
event succeed, it must be dismissed.
Counsel may propose appropriate
form
of order."
In his
opinion, Judge Bowen reviews the pleadings made in the
case by B. W. Howard and John W.
Kendell, of Bellingham, attorneys
for the AP, and by Kenneth C.
Davis, of Seattle, and William H.
Pemberton, of Olympia, counsel for
KVOS. Among other things, the
opinion brought out that the AP
contended KVOS, in its use of news
items allegedly pilfered from the
member papers, is in competition
with the three newspapers; that
the station conducts the news
broadcasts as a part of its business; that the station is a business
enterprise for profit, the profit being derived from sale of time over
its station for advertising purposes; that the value of such time
for advertising purposes depends
practically entirely upon the popularity of the station; that the object and purpose of the news broadcasts is to popularize the station
and to induce more people to listen,
"whereby the value of time over
defendant's
broadcasting
stationis
for such advertising
purposes
Business Rivalry
enhanced."
THE CONTENTION is made that
the major portion of the revenue
of the newspapers is derived from
advertising; that the value of
newspaper advertising space depends largely upon the number of
readers, and that the number of
readers depends practically entirely upon the freshness and interest of the news, intelligence and
information contained in the news(Continued on page 37)

Two

New

Stations

In Canada

Prepare

For Early Opening
Use of 530 kc. Is Considered;
Several Wave Shifts
By JAMES MONTAGNES
THE NEW YEAR starts with a
new Canadian Radio Commission
station at Windsor, Ont., opposite
Detroit, ready for operation on 600
kc, with 1,000 watts daytime and
500 watts in the evening-. CRCW,
the call letters of the new station,
will operate from the same building as CKLW, joint engineers
being- in charge of both transmitters. The aerial systems of the
two transmitters will be at right
angles. This arrangement is temporary, according to official
sources, and it is expected that
CRCW will open its own studio
later. Jack Radford has been
named manager of CRCW. He
formerly was with CRCT.
CPCO, Chatham, is being
switched on Jan. 1 from 600 kc. to
make room for CRCW, and will
occupy 1,050 kc. CKSO, a new
1,000-watt station at Sudbury,
where the rich nickel mines of
northern Ontario are located, is
scheduled to open soon on 780 kc.
The station is owned by the Sudbury Star.
Receiver Problems
THE REPORTED placing of
CRCW on 530 kc. is said unofficially to have had possibilities, had
it not been for the intervention of
Canadian radio manufacturers who
pointed out that their sets would
not pick up the station. When
this was not sufficient pressure, the
story goes, the manufacturers
called up the Federal Communications Commission in Washington
and had them phone the Canadian
Radio Commission to point out that
international radio law would not
allow a 1,000-watt station to broadcast within 1,500 miles of a seaport on that frequency. This
seems to have done the trick, and
after some juggling of station frequency assignments the new commission station has been assigned
to 600 kc.
However, this by no means finishes the possible us of 530 kc. by
Canadian stations. In a conversation with a high commission official
it was intimated that Canada
would endeavor by international
agreement to have the broadcast
channels widened at both ends.
All-wave receivers were pointed
out as being capable of receiving
stations on 530 and 520 kc, and
with their more universal use as
old radios are replaced, the Canadian official did not think there
would be too great difficulty in
procuring more channels by widening the present band.
Joseph L. Hardig
JOSEPH L. HARDIG, vice president and general manager of
Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit, died
Dec. 17. He became general manager in October when D. P.
Brother resigned to form his own
agency in Detroit. Mr. Hardig had
been with Campbell-Ewald Co. for
18 years, handling various General
Motors and other big accounts.
Page 12

Agency Promotions
ALBERT D. LASKER, chairman
of the board of Lord & Thomas for
eight years, has succeeded Ralph
V. Sollitt, president and treasurer
since 1931, who resigned in December. Mr. Sollitt continues as a
director. Several promotions also
have been announced. Stuart Sherman, David M. Noyes and Ralph D.
Allum, of the Chicago office, become vice presidents. In the New
York office, Sheldon R. Coons is
executive vice president and Montague H. Hackett, Thomas M.
Keresey and Steve Hannagan are
vice presidents. Mr. Hackett also
is a director. T. W. Braun leaves
the agency and will become active
head of Braun & Co., marketing
economists, in San Francisco. Don
Francisco becomes executive vice
president in the Los Angeles office
and William R. Sachse continues
as secretary in Chicago.
Selling Beverage
A TWO-HOUR Saturday _ night
jamboree feature that has increased the sponsor's
business
approximately 400 per cent
and has
won a 52-week renewal have developed into one of the most popular features over WRBX, Roanoke,
Va., according to John H. Moses,
managing director. Sponsored by
Nehi Inc., Columbus, Ga., the program is an all telephone request
feature. As the calls are received,
the names, addresses and selections are read over the air, and
the address of the nearest Nehi
"Par-T-Pak" dealer is given. At
the end of the two-hour show, all
the name slips are placed in a hat
and the first one drawn receives a
case of Par-T-Pak gingerale or
some other Nehi product.
COMPLETE station and agency
listings and directories of FCC
Rules & Regulations, transcription
companies, station representatives,
equipment manufacturers, etc, are
a few of the many special features
that will be found in the 1935 Yearbook edition of Broadcasting.

European
Guarantees

Society
Its List

Assures NAB Against Any Loss
From Infringement Actions
ASSURANCES have been received
by the NAB from the Society of
European Stage Authors and
Composers, Inc., that it will guarantee the entire catalogue of European musical compositions licensed
to broadcasting stations for public
performance and "hold harmless
and indemnify" licensed stations
from loss through possible infringement actions, it is revealed
in an exchange of correspondence
between Philip G. Loucks, NAB
managing director, and Paul
Heinecke, president of SESAC.
The correspondence, made public Dec. 17, included a letter from
Mr. Loucks propounding a series
of questions relative to the SESAC
status in the copyright field, and a
reply from Mr. Heinecke categorically answering them.
Protection Assured
ON THE QUESTION of guaranteeing its catalogue, Mr- Heinecke
wrote: "We note that in your letter you inquire hypothetical^
about the possibility of a demand
or claim being made on a licensee
by another in connection with the
rendition of a composition covered
by our license.
"While this inquiry, we would
respectfully point out, is entirely
academic, inasmuch as during the
five years of our existence no such
claim or demand against any station or performer has been made,
nevertheless, be assured that if
such a contingency were to occur,
both from our own standpoint in
protecting our rights, as well as
from the desire to cooperate with,
and relieve the NAB member of
the annoyance and inconvenience
which would be occasioned thereby,
we would, legally and otherwise,
upon ten days' notice to us in
writing by United States registered mail, after the making of
such claim or demand, personally

ABS MEETING — Claiming establishment of a precedent in network broadcasting, owners and operators
of stations affiliated with the newly formed American
Broadcasting System met in New York Dec. 11 with
100 per cent representation. The meeting was called
by George B. Storer, president of ABS, to discuss
results of and reactions to the first few weeks of operation of the network. Since the meeting WCOL,
Columbus and WJW, Akron, have joined the network.
Those in attendance, left to right, top row, are: Edward Aleshire, ABS, vice president in charge of sales
research and development; Albert A. Cormier, ABS,
vice president in charge of sales; William Pote,
WMEX, Boston; James K. Norris, ABS, vice presi-

defend and thereafter, if neces ;
sary, hold harmless and indemnify ,
the NAB member from loss,5
through such possible situation oc '
curring
by reasonof ofmusical
the mem-'
ber's
performance
compositions licensedtofortheperformance'
by us according
terms and i
conditions of the standard license.";
To Widen Repertoire
MR. HEINECKE also declared in
his letter that the size of the
SESAC present repertoire will be
maintained and that it expects to
increase its repertoire in the future. As to restrictions of compositions— -a serious bone of contention with AS CAP — he said his
organization'srestrictions
policy "does
not
countenance
of any
sort which would lessen or impair
the value of the license, and
SESAC will at no time issue lists
of restricted titles of musical compositions which aggregate in excess of 10 per cent of its reperRegarding announcements of
title and composer, and of the musical production of sound film, if
the composition is taken therefrom, Mr. Heinecke said the announcement of title and composer
toire."
is required in the interests of the
author
and composer,
where
the
station,
in certain"but
instances,
finds it inconvenient to make such
anouncement, and informs SESAC
thereof, permission is granted to
waive
these announcements."
A number
of stations desiring
use of the SESAC catalog have
taken licenses from the organization, along with the major networks. The organization recently
launched a drive for licenses
among broadcasters.
New Local Station
SUSTAINING Examiner Ralph
L. Walker, the FCC on Dec 4 authorized a new station at Ponce,
Puerto Rico, to operate on 1420 kc,
100 watts night and 250 watts day,
specified hours. The applicant is
Julio M. Conesa, and the order
became effective Dec. 18.

dent and treasurer; Alfred Pote, WMEX, Boston; C.
R. McCollough, WDEL, Wilmington, Del.; Robert
Thompson, KQV, Pittsburgh; William J. Pape,
W1XBS, Waterbury; Harold Smith, WABY, Albany;
Fred Weber, ABS vice president in charge of network operations; Roy Albertson, WEBR, Buffalo; H.
J. Brennen, KQV, Pittsburgh; William A. Clark,
WFBE, Cincinnati. Bottom row: Left to right:
Benedict Gimbel, Jr., WIP, Philadelphia; Ralph G.
Matheson, WHDH, Boston; Ralph J. Atlass, WJJDWIND, Chicago; William S. Cherry, Jr., WPRO,
Providence; Mr. Storer; John Elmer, WCBM, Baltimore; H. H. Howell, WEBR, Buffalo; James Hughes,
WHBF, Rock Island; L. A. Benson, WIL, St. Louis.
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Consumers

40/000
Tell

You

About

the

Agencies and advertisers who
KNX have told us and we have

Outstanding
have used
told others

that "mail response proves KNX pulling
power in 11 western states," "KNX gives
coverage of the entire Pacific Coast at
lowest cost," "coast coverage at the cost of
a 'local' broadcast," "lowest milline radio
buy," etc.
But now you don't have to take their word
for it, nor ours. The voice of 40,000 consumers is concisely reflected in a booklet
which is yours for the asking. It's just off
the press
send the coupon today.

"THE

VOICE

OF HOLLYWOOD" — Speaking
Hollywood,
GREIG, BLAIR
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FREE
To

Booklet!

Nearest

Send

KNX

of

K

N

X

Coupon
Office...

GENTLEMEN:
40,000 is a lot of consumers. I am interested
in any analysis of their response to KNX.
Send me your FREE booklet.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

with 50,000

STATE

Watts on National Cleared Channel

California

& SPIGHT, Inc., Representatives

CHICAGO OFFICE
John Blair
520 North Michigan Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
Lindsey Spight,
485 California St.

Effectiveness

DETROIT OFFICE
J. Curtis Willson,
New Center Bldg.

NEW YORK OFFICE
Humboldt J. Greip
342 Madison Ave.
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■Rep.

Prall

]

Will

Succeed

i

Commission

to

Hampson
Cold

ANNING S. PRALL, veteran of a
dozen years in Congress as a New
York Democrat, will be appointed
to the FCC by President Roosevelt when Congress convenes on
Jan. 3 and upon assumption of
office will become chairman of the
Broadcast Division.
In that post he will succeed
Hampson Gary, Texas Democrat,
who has served on the FCC since
last July as an interim appointee
until Mr. Prall could become eligible for appointment with the
expiration of his term in the
House, which is simultaneous with
the convening of the new Congress.
Mr. Gary, it is learned in official
circles, is slated for another official post, possibly in the diplomatic corps, in which he has a
distinguished record attained during the Wilson administration.
This became known after the entire membership of the FCC conferred with President Roosevelt at
;the White House on Dec. 22.
' While no announcement was made
(either at the White House or by
individual members, it was ascertained that Mr. Gary would sub'jnit his resignation as an FCC
jmember and that Mr. Prall would
(be appointed.
FCC Progress Report
;THE FCC gave to the President
?a progress report since its formation last July on all phases of
'its activity, dwelling particularly
•upon investigations conducted by
'the three divisions pursuant to the
i provisions of the Communications
- Act and upon which reports are
due by Feb. 1. This information
'presumably will be used by the
'President in his message to Congress on Dec. 4.
! Out of the White House discussion came the distinct intima'tion that the FCC is apathetic to
proposals for class allocation of
facilities as proposed at the socalled "educational" hearings held
last autumn. It is believed therefore, that on the weight of the
testimony at the hearings before
the Broadcast Division, the FCC
will recommend to Congress, in
reply to its mandate involving
'class allocations, that the status
quo be maintained, possibly with
'the additional suggestion that
greater cooperation between commercial broadcasters and educational, religious and non-profit
'groups be developed voluntarily,
"Hion.
rather than by Congressional ac1 Since the change in administration, Mr. Prall has been a recognized majority leader in the House.
He is well acquainted with the
President, having been a member
of the New York Tax Commission
and head of the New York Board
of Education for a time during
Mr. Roosevelt's tenure as governor
of that state. Mr. PralPs immediate sponsor is Senator Robert F.
Wagner (D.) of New York, close
personal friend and one of the
President's advisors. Both Senator Wagner and Mr. Trail were
IPage 14

Be

Appointed

Gary,

to Proposals

Slated

for Class

injured last August in an automobile accident while en route to
Canada for a hunting trip. The
Senator recovered rapidly, but Mr.
Prall suffered a broken leg and
has been convalescing since, but is
now prepared to take office.
Contact With Congress
DURING most of his career in the
House Mr. Prall has been in
charge of Democratic patronage.
He is highly regarded by members of both houses identified with
radio legislation and is considered
the logical contact with Congress
for the FCC. Last February, he
was named by President Roosevelt as a member of the former
Radio Commission, to succeed William D. L. Starbuck, Democrat, of
Connecticut, whose term had expired.
Rep. Prall, however, decided to
conclude that session of Congress,
which adjourned in June, before
taking office, but in the meantime
Congress abolished the Radio Commission and established the FCC.
He was not eligible to serve on the
new agency because of the Constitutional provision that a memRemoval
As

of

for

to

FCC

Diplomatic

Post;

Allocation

ber of Congress may not serve on
an agency created by a Congress
of which he was a member. It was
then that Mr. Gary, a practicing
attorney in New York and Washington, was given the interim appointment.
Mr. Prall will be given a
seven-year term, but whether it
will date from Jan. 3 when he is
expected to assume office, or from
July 11, the date on which all
other appointments were made, is
not yet known. It is possible that
he will be nominated by the President to conclude the one-year term
of Mr. Gary, which ends July 11,
and to begin his own seven-year
term from that date.
The balance of the commission
personnel on the Broadcast Division will remain the same. In addition to Mr. Prall, Col. Thad H.
Brown will continue as vice chairman, and Chairman E, O. Sykes of
the full FCC will serve as the
third member. Theodore L. Bartlett, assistant to Mr. Gary, probably will leave with him. Mr.
Prall is expected to bring with him
Miss Virginia Hildebrand, his secretary as a member of the House,

Objectionable

Advertising

Result of Survey Claimed by FTC
Federal Board Praises Broadcasting Industry for Its
Help in Carrying Out Study of Continuities
Since then, the FTC has issued a
HIGHLY beneficial results are second call for continuities under
being achieved in a "staggered" plan whereby stathe elimination
tions in the five radio zones subof obviously false
mit continuities for varying twoand misleading
week periods. All told, it is estiadvertising from
mated that as of Jan. 1, some
radio programs
as a result of the 270,700 continuities will be in
survey of radio hand, with preliminary review
to 215,000, and with a total
advertising
con- givensome
Adams
27,500 held over for
tinuities inaugu- of
further review, as compared to the
rated last sum22,000 set aside for further study
mer by the Federal Trade Comon the first call.
mission, in enlarging its campaign
against such advertising matter in
Covered in the some 22,000 continuities set aside in the first call
newspapers and magazines, E. J.
Adams, chairman of the special for further examination, accordboard of investigation of the FTC
ing to Mr. Adams, were 671 separate commodity groups. Of these,
stated Dec. 27 coincident with the
262
related
to drugs and remedies;
release of the Commission's annual
96 to foods and 48 to cosmetics or
report to Congress.
In the report the Commission
beauty culture, or 406 items covering drugs, foods and cosmetics.
praises the "gratifying" cooperation it has had from stations, net- This represented about 60 per cent
works and transcription companies
of the aggregate number of commodity items, with the balance
in the filing of their continuities
covering a wide variety of articles
and points out that this scrutiny
and merchandise.
of radio advertising is being conducted with a minimum expense to
Network Returns
the Government as well as to the
THE SECOND CALL for contiindustry "because of the cooperation of members of the industry
nuities, effected by zones, Mr.
and the system of procedure de- Adams explained, covered the
Fourth or Middlewestern zone for
veloped."
the period from Nov. 15 to Nov.
Few Require Scrutiny
30, and
tral Zonethe
fromSecond
Dec. 1ortoEast-Cen15, The
MR. ADAMS brought out that
zone
calls
affect
only the stations,
only 12 per cent of the 183,000 continuities received during the first and are designed to spread the routine work at the Commission. Nacall for them, from the industry
tional and regional networks and
had been set aside for further extranscription companies subamination after preliminary re- the mit
their
continuities on a weekly
view, the balance having been
(Continued on page 38)
passed over as entirely proper.

and later may name an assistan-j
replacing Mr. Bartlett.
Radio will figure only casually ir
the early deliberations of Congress
which convenes Jan. 3, but is likelj
to become a hot legislative topic
toward the end of the new session
or along about spring.
This was the composite view of
chairmen of committees identified
with radio legislation and of other
members generally recognized as
radio authorities in the two houses,
expressed just before the new Congress was to convene. The concensus isthat no important legislation affecting radio has a chance
of serious consideration until the
FCC submits, to Congress a report
on investigations it has conducted,
together with recommendations
for new legislation. The report is
due Feb. 1. Considerable time will
be required, it is expected, for the
committee in each House to digest
this report and shape legislation
in accordance with it, in case any
is required.
It is probable that additional reports will be submitted after Feb.
1, but the main report in all likelih o o d will cover broadcasting
recommendations.
It is naturally expected that a
number of measures affecting
radio will be thrown into the legislative hopper as soon as Congress
convenes. In the main, these probablyvious
will be
"repeaters"
sessions
which havefrom
diedpre-in
committee, and which, as things
stand now, will get little serious
attention in the committees entrusted with such matters.
Committee Status
SENATOR WHEELER (D.), of
Montana, who will succeed the retiring Senator Dill, of Washington,
as chairman of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, feels
that nothing should be done about
radio legislation until the FCC has
had opportunity to submit its report. In this view he is joined by
such figures as Senator White (R.),
of Maine, also a member of that
committee and co-author of the
original Radio Act, and by Chairman Rayburn (D.), of Texas, of
the House Interstate and Foreign
Commerce
and Chair-of
man BlandCommittee,
(D.), of Virginia,
the House Merchant Marine, Radio
& Fisheries Committee.
Senator Wheeler declared it was
his plan to organize his committee
as soon as possible after convening
of Congress to consider, among
other things, the nominations of
the seven members of the FCC.
The prevalent view of committee
members is that the FCC group
will be confirmed without controversy, unless there are unforseen
developments.
Senator Wheeler announced that
it was his intention to call the FCC
members before the committee for
examination prior to confirmation.
The committee desires particularly
to inquire into their familiarity
with the subject, their previous experience and background, and
whether they had divested themselves of personal investments in
companies which are subject to
regulation of the FCC, as required
by Talk
the law.
inspired by Edgar Howard,
former Democratic representative from Nebraska, who was
defeated by Karl Stefan, Republi(Continued on page 36)
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11- 12 Noon
23.8%
2..88%%
13
2
.5
.
%
9%
•
2
2
9
.8%
12- 1 P.M.
63.8%
1-9% %
.0%
107.9
1
59.5%
.
%
7%
1- 2 P.M. .
6.7%
3.0%
34.6%
48
1
.8
.
2- 3 P. M. .
%
9
%
34.0%
54.0%
9.3%
1.6%
3- 4 P. M.
27
i.o%
.1
8.9%
1.1%
4- 5
61.4%
25.0%%
1.0%
5- 6 P.M.
3
.
8
%
3
61
2
.4%
.0%
P. M.
5.2%
2.4%
55.9%
6- 7 P. M.
5.7%
27
.6
7- 8
%
65.9%
3
3.4%
P. M.
9.7%
59.4%
8- 9 P. M.
26.9%
9- 10 P.M
55.3%
10- 10:30 P.M.

ALL HOURS

55.3%

GREATEST

AREA

WDAF
has the greatest primary coverage area of all Kansas
City broadcasting stations. Here are the figures in square miles:
WDAF
PRIMARY
COVERAGE
(Night)
Second station (Night)
WDAF
PRIMARY
COVERAGE
(Day)
Second station (Day)
IN OTHER WORDS:

^
Second

— ^^^^
station (Night)

41,505
12,126
41,505
26,169

WDAF
WDAF

Sq.
Sq.
Sq.
Sq.

Miles
Miles
Miles
Miles

(NIGHT)
(DAY)

Second station (Day)

LOWEST
WDAF

RATES

has the lowest rates. Advertisers who take the trouble to make comparisons will find that pro-

gram for program, period for period, schedule for schedule, WDAF's rates in dollars and cents are actually
lower in many cases than those of its nearest competitor, without reference or allowance for WDAF's vastly
superior coverage. When coverage and listener preference are taken into account, WDAF's rates are, in all
cases, away and by far the lowest of all Kansas City stations.
Advertisers in The Kansas City Star receive a special discount. "Any WDAF advertiser who spends an
equal amount of money in the same calendar month in the Daily, Sunday or Weekly Star for display advertising is entitled to a 25% discount from the regular broadcasting rates."

WDAF
OWNED
THE
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and

MAY

YOU

HAVE
#/

/#
TWINS

During

1935!

We mean, of course, may you have the "TWINS",
Minneapolis and St. Paul, on your schedule during
1935! For the Twin Cities' Trade Area — where 74.3c
out of every dollar in Minnesota are spent — is in the
very heart of the 9TH U. S. RETAIL MARKET, and is
certain to remain one of the richest markets in
America.
And remember, please, that in this market, the recent ERNST & ERNST SURVEY revealed these significant percentages of listener preference:
KSTP
Station B

50.1%
36.5

Station C

6.0

Station D

4.5

Other Stations

2.9

RMA Develops Progra:
To Coordinate Progre
In Facsimile Broadcas

Sales of Receiving Sets
Exceed 1933 Mark 40%
SALES of radio receiving sets during 1934 will run about 5,350,000,
a 40 per cent increase over 1933,
according to Dun & Bradstreet,
Inc., in a year-end review of the
radio industry. From 60 to 65 per
cent of the units sold represent replacements. The year will exceed
the 1929 record of 4,438,000 units,
although it will run below 1929 in
gross volume due to the popularity
of the smaller and cheaper models.
"Considerable replacement business," states the Dun & Bradstreet
survey, "has been received from
agricultural districts where sales
had been few more than three
years, owners now turning in their
old sets for the new all-wave
models. The many pay-offs during
the year, which gave consumers
money which had been considered
lost, the higher prices for cotton,
tobacco and the general run of
farm products which placed more
cash in agricultural districts than
in five years, and the steadier trend
of employment have permitted deferred desires for radio ownership
to be satisfied to the freest extent
possible since 1929.
"Although all previous records
were outdistanced during 1934, current indications reveal a stronger
uptrend of demand during the first

ORGANIZED development of fj
simile research, looking tows
production and marketing of su
devices for home use as an adjur
of sound broadcasting, is being
dertaken by the Radio Manufacti
ers Assn., which has designated
special committee on this subje
According to an announceme
by RMA, the Facsimile Commit
has already begun to functu
starting work on nomenclature a
standardization. E. W. Engstrc
of RCA Victor Co., Camden, N.
has been designated chairman
the group, which was organized
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, chairman
the engineering division of RW
and vice president of RCA Vic
Co., Inc., Camden, and Virgil
Graham, of the Standards Commi]
tee.
"The romantic appeal as well J
the service aspects of facsimile al
both being considered by the RMI
engineers in directing scientif]
progress toward eventual develoj
ment of a practicable facsimi]
broadcasting system," the RM
stated.
"The drum
of fa'
simile apparatus
is nowtypein use
bj
eventual development of a contii
uous type of recorder, taking il
paper from a feed roll, is regard?
as the ultimate practical solutic,
for broadcast facsimile recording
Higher speed also is an engineej

quarter of 1935."
RADIO spots are included in a big
new advertising campaign undertaken for the Olds Motor Works,
Lansing, Mich., by D. P. Brother
& Associates, Detroit.

ing goal."

-W

SP

D

W-H-E-R-E and W-H-E-N Minneapolis and
St. Paul L-l-S-T-E-N is where and when they
B-U-Y!

PRODUCES

RESULTS

Ask to see the Certified Copy of this Survey at any
of our branch offices. And for other proved facts
communicate with FORD BILLINGS, General Sales
Manager, KSTP, Minneapolis, Minn., or our National
Representatives: New York — Paul H. Raymer Co. . . .

Here

reason;

Representatives:
Jos. H. McSillvra
485 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.

• WSPD is on the Columbia Basi<
network.

John Kettlewell
230 N. Michigan
Chicago, III.

• WSPD presents your message in
market of 1,000,000 people.

Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco — Greig, Blair &
Spight, Inc.

are why!
a few

• The ONLY Radio Station in Toledc
and Northwestern Ohio.

• WSPD can honestly claim a 90°/|
Listening Audience.

KSTP
MINNEAPOLIS— ST. PAUL
DOMINATES

THE

9th U. S. RETAIL

MARKET

The

Toledo
COMMODORE
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broadcasters
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listeners

thousand
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spot

"Bay

Area"

The
DON
Broadcasting
KHJ
KFRC
KGB
KDB
KFBK
KWG
KMJ
KERN
Blankets

LEE
System

Los Angeles
San Francisco
San Diego
Santa Barbara
Sacramento
Stockton
Fresno
Bakersfield
California!

for full details

Don

Lee Broadcasting System
•
1000 Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco
AFFILIATED
WITH
THE COLUMBIA- BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Representatives: RADIO
SALES,
INC.
LOS ANGELES OFFICE
New York City: 485 Madison Ave. . . Chicago: 410 N. Michigan Ave.
Don Lee Building, Seventh and Bixel Streets
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FIRST

"REGIONAL"

IN

THE

SOUTH

THE

-

TO

USE

WATTS

5,000

■

STATION

IS

KTSA

SAN

ANTONIO

SBS

NETWORK'S

SOUTHERN-MOST

OUTLET

December I Ith KTSA was upped from 2500 to 5000 watts daytime service becoming the first regional station in the South and
the second in the nation to operate on 5,000 watts. With a
frequency of 550 kilocycles, KTSA has a wide reception area
covering the important San Antonio zone and the rich Rio Grande
Valley most adequately. It is a valuable coverage unit in the
SBS network whose 12 stations give the most complete and intensive Southwestern radio coverage.
You enjoy extreme flexibility of program presentation with the
SBS network. Programs may be fed from any one or more of
SBS's 12 stations — as many as 6 or 7 during a single broadcast
period if talent location or sales strategy should dictate. You
also have the advantage of High Fidelity lines in using the SBS
network. Let SBS help speed your sales in the responsive Southwest market.

SOUTHWEST

RADIO GOVERNMENT
Roosevelt Administration Sets
Record for Broadcasts — —
RADIO appearances of President
Roosevelt in 1934 doubled the 1933
record, totaling 23 for the year, or
41 since he entered the White
House, according to NBC statistics.
Of these, six were "Fireside
Chats." Mrs. Roosevelt set a record for "First Ladies," speaking
28 times during the year, 45 since
March, 1933. Mrs. Hoover spoke
only ten times over the air during
the prior administration.
Vice President John N. Garner
has spoken but once since taking
Office, but cabinet members were
unusually active, making 78 network appearances. Postmaster
General James A. Farley heads this
list with 22 broadcasts, challenging
Secretary of Agriculture Henry A.
Wallace's record of 21 in 1933.
Secretary Wallace and Secretary
Ickes, of the Interior Department,
each spoke 11 times in 1934.
Sixteen assistant secretaries, of
the "Little Cabinet," spoke a total
of 34 times, more than doubling
their own record. Members of
Congress were active on the air,
53 Senators having spoken 136
times in 1934, and 84 Representatives having appeared 172 times.
In newer Federal agencies, .General Hugh S. Johnson, former NRA
head, was on the air 11 times and
Chester Davis, AAA administrator,
spoke 10 times. The Department
of Agriculture had 185 speakers on
the Farm and Home Hour, consuming 83 hours of network time.

Pacific Colleges Approi
SponsoredFootballTiir
THE PACIFIC Coast college co
ference has unanimously approv
broadcasting of football games
1935, but makes the reservati
that
must be
approved "sua
ject toeach
securing
a satisfactory
rangement with a responsib
sponsor." This has been inte
preted to mean that the pri>
would be raised above the $60,0(
obtained in 1934 from Associate
Oil Co., of San Francisco.
Under the 1934 plan, no collet
in the conference was permitted j
withhold broadcast privileges fro
other stations. The University <|
Southern California, for exampl I
in several instances permitted ui |
sponsored programs
besides tt
Associated Oil broadcasts. It
believed that $100,000 would I
asked for the 1935 radio privilege
with possibility of shading th
figure during negotiations.
Four Stations Get 5 kw.
INCREASES in daytime power t!
the new regional station maximur
of 5,000 watts were granted by th I
Broadcast Division of the FCC o
Dec. 18 to four stations— WTC1S
Minneapolis; WNAX, Yankton, £
D.; KHJ, Los Angeles; and KFRC
San Francisco.
Simultaneously ■
similar applications of KDYL I
Salt Lake City; WEEI, Boston; am
WHK, Cleveland, were designatei
for hearing, as was the applicatioi
of WTCN for a shift in frequenc
from 1250 to 680 kc. (clear chan
cisco).
nel assigned to KPO, San Fran

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM
LEE H. ARMER, President . . . Fort Worth, Texas
GREIG, BLAIR & SPIGHT, Inc.
NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
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■ PLANNING

at

The rich Tri-State area has its full share of the great radio audience
of women working at home in the daytime.

• SHOPPING

They are the planners, workers,

and

shoppers

of American

families. Their days begin with feeding a million Juniors and packing them off to school; with satisfying the appetites of a million
Seniors and seeing them safely aboard trolley cars, busses and

day

to nightfall
by

day

WORKING

"8:15's." These women have come to depend upon radio to aid them
in solving the problems of homemaking.

RADIO

To sell this special Daytime audience in the Tri-State area, use
KDKA. The pioneer radio station
of the world, a giant in power,
PITTSBURGH
KDKA

50,000

WATTS

and as popular locally as it is famous
nationally, KDKA
has a definite
influence on their buying habits.

National
Broadcasting
Company,
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF
AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
NEW YORK
WEAF & WJZ

WASHINGTON
WRC & WMAL

★

CHICAGO
WMAQ & WENR

SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON— WBZ
• SPRINGFIELD, MASS.— WBZA
PITTSBURGH — KDKA
• CLEVELAND — WTAM
• DENVER— KOA • PORTLAND, ORE. — KEX
January J, 1935
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SAN
•

Inc.

FRANCISCO
KGO & KPO

SCHENECTADY - WGY
• SPOKANE— KGA
• SEATTLE— KJR
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Insuring

the

Future

ZEAL for a banner 1935, which the broadcasting industry is entering* with its best
prospects in history, must not dim a fundamental concept of American radio: That it
exists primarily as a public service. Every
radio advertiser, every advertising agency and
every station manager must keep uppermost
in mind the fact that radio exists not merely
for advertising messages but for the entertainment and enlightenment of the people.
The moment radio "sells out" its time to advertisers, that moment it will be in dire danger of complete extinction as a free American
enterprise.
We sound this note of warning as protagonists of commercial radio, which during the
last year has proved how faithfully it is meeting public trust and at the same time that it
can be operated profitably under prudent
management. There is no question that commercial messages are achieving a new technic
that is pleasing the public and at the same
time detracting nothing from their effectiveness. The Federal Trade Commission's surveys have proved that radio is cleaning its
own house most satisfactorily.
But greed for dollars, even though they are
there to be obtained, must not be the impelling motive of the broadcasters, large or
small. The last year's record time sales and
the excellent prospects for this year indicate
that there will be demand for nearly every
hour on the air, day and night. The broadcasters are beyond the point where the loss of
a few accounts, whether because time cannot
be cleared or because the product and its message do not pass muster, means any threat to
their livelihood. They cannot afford to forget
that certain hours — favorable hours, too —
must always be kept available for civic, educational and other public service programs of
a non-profit character. These may mean
dollars out of pocket, and even loss of audience in their lack of interest when handled by
inexperienced speechmakers and pedagogues,
but they are definitely in the public service
category — and the public service stations render, as well as the entertainment they give,
determine their right to hold radio franchises.

Next — Facsimile
IN A ROUTINE announcement, the Radio
Manufacturers Association has made known
that a special technical committee is working
on the standardization of facsimile developPage 20

ment. To everyone in radio, however, and to
the public at large, that action is far from
routine, for it signalizes a big step in the direction of introducing facsimile as a medium
of practical picture broadcasting — a phase of
the visual art that is destined to develop far
ahead of the over-ballyhooed television.
Facsimile, or still picture transmission, unlike television, or the motion pictures that ultimately will be carried by radio, is technically
practicable today, say the engineers. There is
need for coordination and standardization before any sufficient number of broadcasters can
be induced to establish facsimile broadcasting
stations and before the public can be induced
to purchase the receiving apparatus. Moreover, it is desired to find the propitious time,
economically, to introduce this new radio art.
Within two years, we are told by those who
should know, facsimile will be ready for introduction— after the all-wave receiver market
has tapered off. To the advertiser facsimile
will provide a means whereby he can show
his merchandise visually to all within the living room. There will be sound accompaniment
too, so he can describe his wares while his
audience views them.
The broadcasters of today, naturally, should
be the facsimile broadcasters of 1937 and 1938.
Those who foot the audible radio bill, perhaps
augmented by others, should be the facsimile
sponsors. But there will be plenty of others
who will try to elbow into this field, jealous of
the progress of sound radio and the opportunities many of them muffed a decade ago.
Progressive broadcasters will watch the development of facsimile, and be prepared to
offer it to the public as a public service when
bility.
it attains the necessary degree of practica-

The Bellingham Case
ON THE SOUND premise that progress cannot be stopped and that radio is a much faster
and more efficient disseminator of news than
the newspaper, Federal Judge John C. Bowen,
of Seattle, has ruled that broadcasting stations have the unqualified right to broadcast
dispatches from newspapers, whatever their
origin, once those newspapers are distributed
and sold.
This outstanding opinion upsets what the
press has believed to be unimpeachable law
since the famous INS-AP case in the Supreme
Court in 1917, involving the pirating of news.
Judge Bowen, however, found the facts in the
case of the AP against KVOS, Bellingham,
Wash., entirely different from those in the

RADIO

BOOK

SHELF

A COLLECTION of the stories told by Ireen
Wicker, Kellogg's Singing Lady, on her after
noon broadcasts, has been published by th
Whitman Publishing Co., Racine, Wis., und<j
the title The Sivging Lady's Favorite Stories
The Singing Lady programs are broadcaover an NBC network five days a week unde
the sponsorship of the Kellogg Co., Battl
Creek, Mich, (breakfast food).
BECAUSE of the big demand for description
of the NBC studios in Radio City, largel;
from abroad, O. B. Hanson, NBC chief engi
neer, has prepared and published a 22-pagt
brochure containing a complete technical de
scription of the plant with illustrations anc
diagrams. It is available on request.
REFRESHING his recollections of eight year;
in radio, Howell Cullinan, Boston news com
mentator, has published a book Pardon Mi
Accent in which his experiences inside anc
outside the news, over WEEI, Boston, are narrated.
AP-Hearst case. In the former case there
was the element of unfair competition between
competitive news-gathering associations, while
in the Bellingham case he ruled that no un-!
fair competition existed and that no property
rights were violated when KVOS read over
the air AP or other dispatches published in
newspapers which are sold for a profit. The
station makes no profit from these news
broadcasts but gives them to the people as aj
public service, Judge Bowen held.
But the highly significant interpretation was
that relating to private enterprise and public
interest where progress and development are
concerned. Judge Bowen traces the development of transportation and communication of
private dispatches and public news, at the outset by individual courier on foot and by pony
riders, to the stagecoach, locomotive, telegraph,;
telephone, and through the motor bus, truck1
and airplane. All these contributed to the
march of progress — and now comes radio.
Judge Bowen minces no words in his opinion. On the property rights issue, he holds
that the protection of the business of the AP !
and of its newspapers, and their invested capital, "cannot justify withholding from the
public the more speedy and more extensive
dissemination of news through the improved
instrumentalities" of broadcasting. A radio
station, he points out, surpasses the facilities
of a press association or newspaper as a
medium of news dissemination to an extent
comparable to the advantage of the airplane
over the railroad train.
Unquestionably the case will be appealed
and find its way ultimately to the Supreme
Court. Actually, the future of the newspaper
is at stake. If Judge Bowen's opinindustry
ion is upheld, it will mean that newspapers
will probably have to revamp their entire mode
of news presentation.
Perhaps the real answer will be the delivery of "facsimile newspapers" by radio.
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DONALD WITHYCOMB
)RDINARILY it would be ironic of broadcasting. His knack for doing the right thing at the right
bid perhaps a let-down for a man
o leave the supervision of 14 of the time won him rapid promotions in
the NBC.
lation's most important stations
or the helm of just one. Yet that
Now in his 37th year, Donald
s what Donald Withycomb is doing
Withycomb was born in Montreal
in 1897 and graduated from Lower
n accepting a call as general maniger of the newly formed WFIL in Canada College there in 1914. He
enlisted in the Royal Flying Corps
Philadelphia, where he becomes
hief executive in his own right. in 1915, and served overseas. It
'For him it is a stride forward, for was in 1919 that he returned to
what man would not prefer to be Montreal, and entered business
with the International Equipment
;he proverbial "big frog?"
Co. Later connections with the
Effective this month "Don"
Canadian Pacific Railway and the
i.!Withycomb takes over the general
Acme Press Co., of Toronto led to
..[management of the consolidated
, -stations WFI and WLIT, and pre- his appointment as Western Ontario representative of the Action
I pares to leave the network organisation with which he has been
Publishing Co., a position he reidentified since its formation in
tained until 1922, when he moved
(1926. Actually, he will double in to the United States and into what
later proved his baptism in radio.
(brass for two months, continuing
jto head the NBC station relations
Merlin H. Aylesworth, who was
department and at the same time
called to the presidency of NBC
when it was formed in 1926, had
directing the work of the Philadelphia station. Upon completion of become acquainted with young Don
.[the task of readjusting station
Withycomb while managing director of the National Electric Light
rates with NBC affiliates — a problem with which he has grappled for Association. In 1922 he retained
him as his assistant and when he
fmany months, along with other
<NBC executives — he will assume
joined NBC, Withycomb went
his Philadelphia post on a permaalong. Appointed assistant secrenent basis.
tary of the NBC at its outset, he
In his NBC post, which he has soon was designated assistant to
held since 1930, Mr. Withycomb
the president and then became ashas had duties as diversified and
sistant to the vice president in
charge of programs and sales.
^manifold as any man in broadcastHis big chance came in 1930,
ing. Aside from the supervision
of the 14 NBC owned, managed or when Mr. Withycomb was named
i operated stations, he has had
station relations manager, with duties that the position implied. Gradjcharge of all transmission and
ually, however, new functions were
J communication factilities; manageadded,
including the supervision of
ment of network traffic, and contacts between NBC and all its as- the 14 stations and development of
sociated stations.
a new station-compensation yardIn his new post, he will have
stick, which centered in his department. Recently William S.
opportunity to put into play the
wide experience he has acquired in Hedges was transferred from the
radio during nearly a decade. It management of KDKA to Mr.
will be his task to organize the
Withycomb's department as manstation and its staff and to build
ager of the owned and operated
stations, and R. M. Brophy was
it as an outlet for both national
spot and local business, as well as retained as assistant manager of
network programs. WFIL will station relations to relieve him of
serve as the Philadelphia key of some of his duties.
Mrs. Withycomb was Mathilde
the NBC-WJZ network.
Generally regarded as one of the Harding, noted concert pianist,
most handsome men in radio, and famed in the musical realm for her
charm and beauty. Don, who is
possessed of a charming personknown by his intimate friends as
ality, along with a sparkling sense
Colonel," Kentucky variety,
of humor, "Don" Withycomb is "The
claims golf as his hobby.
widely known throughout the ranks
January I, 1935
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MERLIN H. AYLESWORTH, president of NBC, William S. Paley, president of CBS, and Alfred J. McCosker,
president of WOR, Newark, have
been named members of the national
committee for the 1935 Birthday Ball
for the President, of which Henry
L. Doherty, head of Cities Service
Co., is chairman.
BERTRAM LEBHAR, Jr., for several years in the sales department of
a New York station, has joined the
sales staff of ABS, in New York.
T. R. PUTNAM, former manager of
KFYO, Lubbock, Tex., has been
named station manager of KFRO,
Longview, Tex.
WEBLEY EDWARDS has been
named by Fred J. Hart as manager
of KGMB, Honolulu, effective Dec.
1. Mr. Edwards was formerly program manager of KGU, Honolulu.
HUGH M. FELTIS, formerly of
KIDO, Boise, Idaho, has joined the
business staff of KOMO-KJR, Seattle.
Since graduating from the University
of Idaho in 1928 he has been with
commercial departments of KVOS,
Rellingham, Wash.; KXRO, Aberdeen, Wash., and KPQ, Wenatchee,
Wash., where he was manager.
LEO J. FITZPATRICK, manager
of WJR, Detroit and president of the
Adcraft Club of that city, has been
named a member of the advisory
council of "Michigan's Little World's
Fair," to be held March 9-17. The
city
is planning to entertain 500,000
visitors.
ROBERT DE HAVEN, production
manager of WTCN, Minneapolis-St.
Paul, has been named acting manager, succeeding E. D. Jencks, resigned.
RALPH BRUNTON, owner of the
Northern California Broadcasting
System, which operates KJBS, San
Francisco and KQW, San Jose, spoke
his first bit over the microphone on
Dec. 17, during transmission tests
which established KQW as a 1,000watt broadcaster. Brunton has managed KJBS for ten years, yet he had
never taken part in a broadcast until
this occasion. KQW was acquired by
Brunton last June.
FRED J. HART, manager of KGMB,
Honolulu, arrived in San Francisco
on board the President Hoover Dec.
20 to spend the Christmas holidays
and also to confer with station accounts on plans for the coming year.
Hart formerly owned and operated
KQW, San Jose, Cal.
WAYNE WOOLDRIDGE, former
sales manager for KQW, San Jose.
Cal.. has joined the sales staff of
KYA, San Francisco.
LOWELL E. JACKSON, a member
of the local sales staff of KYW until
it moved away, has joined the NBC
local sales department in Chicago.
This
havingis Jackson's
his positionsecond
takenexperience
away fromat
him, as he was with WIBO. Chicago,
when that station was closed by order
of the old Federal Radio Commission.
WILLIAM S. HEDGES, manager of
NBC managed and operated stations,
stopped off at his old stamping ground,
the NBC sfudios in Chicago, Dec. 19,
en route from Denver to New York.
DE WITT ROBINSON, former commercial manager of WOKO, Albany,
has joined WpRO, Providence, R. I.,
as commercial manager.
FENTON JEFFERS, assistant manager of KTUL, Tulsa, Okla., former
secretary to Lowell Thomas. NBC
news commentator, has assumed additional duties as program director.
CECIL BEAVER, formerly of the
sales department of WOW, Omaha,
on Jan. 10 becomes commercial manager of KARK, Little Rock, Ark.

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

FOUR announcers have been named
to the staff of WIP, Philadelphia.
They are Howard Jones, formerly of
WNAC, merly ofBoston
Morgan, Glen
forWDAS,; Roger
Philadelphia;
Parker, and Bob Carter, formerly
with WHAT, Philadelphia. John
Hayes has been moved to the program
desk and Murray Arnold becomes
head of public relations, both having
been taken from the announcing staff.
MERLE TUCKER, formerly of
WBAP, Fort Worth; WHAS, LouisWLW, Cincinnati,
NBC'sto
trainingville;school,
has beenandadded
the announcing staff of KTAT, Fort
Worth.
JERRY SULLIVAN, pioneer Chicago announcer
whoseto fans
"Chi-caw-go"
signature
was known
all over
the
country
in
radio's
early
days, has
joined the staff of WJJD, Chicago.
GRAVES TAYLOR, publicity director of WGAR,
Cleveland,
married
Dec. 27 to
Miss was
Gertrude
Schneider, former Cleveland actress.
They
moon. went to Virginia for their honeyWILLARD WARREN, program director, and Albert Bach, publicitv
director of KOMO-KJR, Seattle, were
principal speakers at the Vocational
Conference held Dec. 5 at West Seattle High School.
MACK MILLER, publicity representative, has been named to handle
publicity for station WNEW, Newark, as part of the station's personnel
expansion
facilities. following increased time
JACK WATTS, formerly of WJE.I.
Hagerstown, Md., has joined the announcing staff of WBOW, Terre
Haute, Ind. Other appointments to
the staff, announced by W. W. Behrman, vice president, include R. H.
Walton, tinuity
formerly
of WLBW, as conchief.
IVAN STREED. former program director of WMBD, Peoria, 111., has
joined WHBF, Rock Island, 111., as
special producer of community programs. Forest Cook has been transfrom the WFBH announcing
staff to ferred
sales.
JOHN BOYER, formerly with
WTAM, Cleveland, has joined the
staff of WJAY, Cleveland, broadcasting his own
program, "The Sunshine
Minstrel,
" and
acting as master of
ceremonies
on the
Breakfast Club.
Minnie Mae Searles has been named
official hostess at WJAY.

EVERETT MURPHY, former publicity assistant at KFWB, Hollvwood, but
out of radio the past vear,
late in December joined the Hollvwood NBC staff as production assistant. He replaced Jerome Dale who
the Sam . Goldwyn studios'
went withdepartment
publicity
FRANK KNIGHT, leading announcer for ABS, has been selected commentator for the Paramount Review
of 1934,
a
newsreel
ing events of
the year.showing outstandROBERT SWAN, who resigned his
post as announcer at KHJ, early in
December to free lance, is producing
the
weekly
KFAC,
Los "Radio
Angeles. Chautauqua" at
JOHNNY O'HARA,
who started
his
announcing
career at WCFL,
Chicago,
and who has since been heard from
WJJD, WIBO and WBBM, all in
Chicago, has
nouncing staff.returned to WCFL's anDONALD M. DOWD. who studied
music and medicine before joining the
announcing staff of WLIT. Philadelphia,cinnati
and forwho
was withhasWLW,
15 months,
joined Cinthe
Chicago announcing staff of NBC.
HENRY KLEIN, Chicago CBS continuity chief, and Mrs. Klein have
adopted a six-weeks-old baby boy.
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CONGRESS
is in session
Already this interesting assembly
has attracted thousands of people
to Washington . . . Society, too, has
taken on vivid color as guest lists
read like a World's "Who's Who."
You will enjoy Washington this
winter.
Stop at this distinctive hotel.
Quiet exclusiveness, downtown
location, facing Lafayette Park.

THE PRESS department of WOR,
Newark, taken over Nov. 19 by
"Johnny" Johnstone, formerly NBC
press representative, now consists, besides Johnstone, of Bruce H. Fouche,
formerly of the New York Evening
World and Jersey Journal, writer;
Miss Dorothy Haas, former radio editor Newark Star Eagle, writer ; Miss
Eleanor P. Hurley, secretary. Miss
Hurley
was Johnstone's
secretary
at
NBC, resigning
there Dec.
15.
HENRY SAEVKE, of the production
department of WTMJ, Milwaukee, has
been made assistant to Russ Winnie,
assistant manager, and will be in
charge of program production. Russel Tolg, supervisor of continuity, has
been named manager of the commercial program department. Frank
Cooley, formerly of KMOX, St. Louis,
has joined the announcing staff. John
Olson,vacation
announcer,
is South.
taking a fourweek
in the
RODERICK CUPP, of the continuity
department, KTUL, Tulsa, Okla., is
engaged to Miss Edwina Louise Wilser, Kansas City, the announcement
having been made Dec. 22.

LAFAYETTE PARK AT SIXTEENTH
NATHAN SINROD.MOR.
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Changes Endorsed
In Food-Drug Law

HECTOR CHEVIGNY, formerly
with KOMO, Seattle, where he created
the
program
the
Peoples"Pioneers"
Bank & Trust
Co., hasforjoined
the staff of KOL, Seattle, as continuity director. He is teaching a class
in radio writing at the University of
Washington.
BILL DAVIDSON, announcer at
KMTR, Hollywood, and formerly of
KSTP, St. Paul, was married Dec. 15
to Lillian Hirsch, of Minneapolis.
DAVID BAYLOR and Miss Shirley
Poff (Alice Abbott) of the announcing staff of WCAE, Pittsburgh, were
married Dec. 30 in Washington, Pa.
HERBERT GOLDSMITH has joined
the sales force of WCAE, Pittsburgh.

Wallington Wins Again
JAMES WALLINGTON, NBC announcer, for the second time was
awarded the annual diction prize
as radio's best announcer. In 1933
Wallington was winner of the
honor awarded by the American
Academy of Arts and Letters.
This year the award was made by
Radio Stars magazine, which succeeded the Academy as donor.
A group of 22 radio editors
picked Wallington, with judging
based on delivery, microphone personality, ability to adapt to the
mood of the program, and versatility. Closest contenders to Wallington were David Ross, CBS, and
John S. Young, NBC. The award
to Wallington will be made over
NBC early in January.
IN THE
CONTROL
ROOM

A

BIRD

THE

IN

HAIID

WREN is producing profitable results for scores of
different types of businesses. With known results
achieved by WREN to guide your selection of the
radio station in the Kansas City territory — why experiment? "A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush."
WREN is the bird you're looking for.

VERNON H. SMITH
Manager
Office and Studio:
WREN BUILDING
LAWRENCE, KANSAS
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GREIG. BLAIR & SPIGHT, Inc.
National Representatives
NEW YORK « CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
DETROIT

EDWARD JOHNSTON has been
promoted to technical supervisor at
WIP, Philadelphia. Reginald Harris,
formerly of Baltimore, has been added
to the technical staff and Herbert
Eckstein becomes staff technician.
A. S. CLARKE and L. A. Shuttig,
engineers of Radio Research Corp.,
Washington, presented a joint paper
on
Station Fidelity"
10 "Broadcast
before the Washington
SectionDec.of
the Institute of Radio Engineers.
SERENO SMITH, technician at
WGAR, Cleveland, recently bound
up a broken leg on a pigeon he picked
up at the transmitter. Some days
later while working in the studio control room, five miles away, he heard
a rustle at the window and found his
feathered friend had flown over to
pay him a visit.
R. MORRIS PIERCE, chief engineer
at WGAR, Cleveland, is developing
new talk feed-back equipment which
he expects to patent.
DONALD PETIT, formerly of
WFBG, Altoona, has joined WBOW,
Terre Haute, as chief operator, succeeding Burr Deal.
R. D. DU BOIS has been appointed
chief engineer of KFYO, new station
at Longview, Tex.
H. L. REYNOLDS, NBC Chicago
studio engineer, has gone to his home
in Huntington, W. Va., to recover
from a severe attack of influenza.
MAX CARTER, chief engineer of
KTUL, Tulsa, Okla., is the father of
a girl born in December.
VINCENT GILCHER, manager of
technical service for NBC. New York,
is father of a girl born Dec. 10.
CHARLES WEIR, staff operator at
WIP, Philadelphia, is the father of
a boy born, in November.

Proprietary Ass'n Sees Need
for Modernized Regulation
SAFE AND SANE legislation designed to regulate the sale and advertising of food, drugs and cosmetics will be supported by almost
all of the groups affected, but they
are unwilling to commit themselves until they have had opportunity to examine the administration-sponsored measure expected
to be introduced early in the new
session of Congress, which convenes Jan. 3.
On behalf of the Proprietary
Association, which launched the
most formidable attack upon the
numerous versions of the TugwellCopeland bill at the last session,
Frank A. Blair, president, has announced that his organization is
ready and willing to cooperate in
the legislative movement for adequate control of interstate traffic
in these fields. "It must reserve,
of course, the right to express
freely and frankly its views on
any
he said.to
"But and
with all
the proposals,"
declared purpose
brine: the present law abreast of
present needs, and with many of
the provisions suggested for accomplishing that, it is in definite
Removing Fraud
MR. BLAIR said his organization
accord."
not
only favors, but desires, legislation "to stamp out fakes and
frauds." He declared the existing
law, enacted in 1906, has been effective, but does not go far enough
to meet present conditions.
Discussing the Tugwell bill of
the last session, Mr. Blair said his
organization had no alternative but
to oppose it vigorously. That measure, he said, would have repealed
the existing law, changed the
theory underlying it, and set up a
new, intricate and involved law
"containing extreme and impracticable provisions which would
have vested in the administration
sweeping and inadequately supervised legislative, executive and
judicial powers."
Copeland's Measure
THE ENDS desired, according to
Mr. Blair, can be accomplished
without following the form of the
Tugwell Bill. He advocates revision of the existing law, retaining that portion of it that is effective and replacing defective
parts with provisions necessary
for adequate regulation.
Meanwhile Senator Copeland
(D.) of New York, co-sponsor of
the original
author of four Tugwell
revisions Bill
of itand
at the
last session, was awaiting receipt
of a proposed new measure from
Ole Salthe, former director of the
Bureau of Foods and Drugs of
New York, who is acting as his
personal advisor on this legislation. It is understood that this
measure will be a slight revision
of the final Copeland-Tugwell draft
of the last session. The Department of Agriculture has announced
that it will await the introduction
of this measure before drafting a
bill of its own, if it finds that
course necessary.
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iep. Celler Drops
adio Connections
MPLETELY reversing his milifcit position in opposition to newsper ownership of broadcasting
tions, Rep. Emanuel Celler (D.),
New York, announced in BrookDec. 15 that he had resigned
chairman of the board of Broadisters of Brooklyn, N. Y., Inc., an
anization comprising three
e-sharing Brooklyn stations.
Rep. Celler had appeared before
e FCC Dec. 10 in opposition to
Rveral applications for the facili!S occupied by four Brooklyn stacpns, notably that of the Brooklyn
aily Eagle.
The four stations
•aw sharing the 1400 kc. channel
Brooklyn are WLTH, WARD,
'VFW, and WBBC.
All except
'BBC were involved in the protion
"-consolida
which Rep.
eller posed
would
have headed.
When he appeared, Rep. Celler
•id he was unalterably opposed to
ewspaper ownership of stations
nd that he would favor legislation
shich would prevent such joint
^Tiership. In his announcement
l New York, however, he declared
3 had changed his opinion. He
ad decided to withdraw his suport from the merger, he declared,
cause of facts brought out during
e hearings before Examiner
;orge H. Hill, which ran from
ec. 3 to Dec. 11.
NGINEERS
of WOR, Newark,
ive formed basketball and bowling
vims and have challenged engineers
all metropolitan stations.

of

Press-Radio

No Longer Experimental
Asserts Dean Ackerman
NEWS for radio furnished by the
four press associations through the
Press-Radio Bureau and under the
program worked out last March,
has graduated from the "experimental" to the "service" stage and
has become indispensable, Carl W.
Ackerman, Dean of the School of
Journalism, Columbia University,
declared in an address Dec. 20 over
the NBC-WEAF network.
This service began as an experiment and has been continued despite many discouraging obstacles
and much criticism, he declared.
"It is not perfect today, but it is
no longer an experiment. It is a
service. There has been stupendous progress in recent months."
Dean Ackerman predicted that
this "new service in journalism"
will continue to develop as a public service and will become vital to
the life of the country. He pointed
out that writing for the radio requires development of a new technique and that commendable progress is being made along that line.
Aspirin-Plus Show
REMSEN Corp., New York (Aspirin-Plus) isusing four 5-minute
daytime WBS programs on 49 stations, with a theme song, followed
by an advertising continuity, musical selection from World Sustaining Service, theme song, and closing
announcement. The Company uses
a merchandising campaign in
which local dealers are invited to
participate.

EVERYWHERE!

There is no place that Postal Telegraph cannot reach. Postal Telegraph not only covers
70,000 cities in the United States and 9,000 in
Canada,* but it maintains its own telegraph offices, attended by a trained telegraph personnel
in cities between which 95% of all the telegraph
traffic of the country flows. There is no place
THAT

GUY

IN

CANADA

for which Postal Telegraph will not accept and
transmit your message with promptness... with

Is

Still

Listening

In!

Yes, and
is thetheonewhole
in Montana
a lot .of. .others
tered so
throughout
of North and
America
BUT, scatyou
are not buying them when you pick WHAS to broadcast your
advertising
message
. . No,
they Western
are just primary
so much audience
"gravy"
thrown
in with
the . rich
Middle
which this station delivers . . .
But our Canadian . . . Mexican and other far removed listeners are important for one reason . . . they demonstrate the
strength and clarity of the signal from WHAS . . . and they
also indicate that WHAS offers something worth listening to!
A casual study of WHAS's schedule is sufficient to convince
any skeptic that WHAS must be pretty popular in its primary area as well as attractive to innumerable other listeners
in other sections of the country, because it offers them a
letter show than any other station in the territory . . . delivering it on a nationally cleared channel (820 kilocycles) with
Super-power (50,000 watts) which affords consistently good
reception . . . !

dependability... with accuracy. Postal Telegraph not only offers efficient telegraph service
within the borders of this country but through
the great International System of which it is a
part, it offers communication

wo rid... through the only combination

WHAS

Represented Nationally by Edward Petry & Co.
New York
Chicago
Detroit
San Francisco

management in the United States.
*/» Canada, through the Canadian Pacific Railway Telegraphs
INTERNATIONAL

ToBtal
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of tele-

graph, cable and radio service under a single

THE
Otvned and Operated by
THE COURIER-JOURNAL
THE LOUISVILLE TIMES

with the entire

"Skeets"
NAB

COMPLETE N.B.C. SERVICE

Detroit

CKLW

Committee

today*

alone

ts
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Inquiry

NBC

Into Audience
Survey
Methods
First Steps Are Taken Toward Formation of
Independent Audit Bureau for Broadcasting
A COMPREHENSIVE study of joint sessions with ANA and
all available methods of audience
AAAA. The belief is that if the
and coverage surveys with a view
to devising a plan for an independof five, which also inent audit bureau for radio, to be committee
ex-official members —
cludes
three
maintained jointly in the interests
President J. Truman Ward, of the
of advertisers, agencies and broadcasters, has been launched by the NAB, Managing Director Philip
special committee of five of the
NAB under procedure approved at G. Loucks, and Dr. Hettinger— can
its first meeting in New York last agree on one basic point in the esmonth.
tablishment of the independent
Deciding to take the initiative in bureau, that the actual work of orthe project, the committee turned
ganization and detail of setting up
over to Dr. Herman S. Hettinger,
an auditing system can be
of
NAB research director, the task of
worked out by the proposed bureau
making the preliminary critical
itself.
analysis of all data now available.
After a tentative plan is evolved,
such a buThe thought is that definit
the committee, headed by Arthur
e proreau could formulate
B. Church, KMBC, Kansas. City,
cedure in correlating audience and
will take up the entire question
coverage surveys. Membership in
with appropriate groups reprethe bureau would be purely volunsenting the Association of Natary, with stations, advertisers and
tional Advertisers and the Ameriagencies subscribing to its reports
can Association of Advertising
without compulsion. It is generAgencies, both of which had indially agreed that vast sums spent
cated the need for data on radio
s for surveys of differby station
ent nature and sent to advertisers
that would parallel circulation information made available for and agencies direct by mail are not
printed media through the Audit
proper use. It is adbeing putmitted, to
Bureau of Circulation.
too, that perhaps the bulk
of this material finds its way into
Voluntary Membership
wastebaskets. By evolving a unized procedure, auform, standardi
IT IS CONFIDENTLY expected
thenticated byan independent and
that sufficient headway will be
unbiased agency, suchbe,as ittheis promade within a month to justify
felt
posed bureau would
that the ends of all three groups
would be served effectively.

cove

CKLW, the International
Station, member Columbia
basic network. 5,000 watts
(840 kc.)

Starts

Windsor offices: — Guaranty
Trust Building. Phone 4-1155.
Detroit Offices: — Union Guardian Building. Phone Cadillac 7200.

Correlating Data
THE FIRST MEETING of the
committee of five was held in New
York Dec. 13. In addition to
Chairman Church and the three
ex-officio members, those present
were John V. L. Hogan, W2XR,
New York, prominent consulting
radio engineer; Edgar Kobak,
NBC vice president, and John
Karol, CBS research director.
Walter Damm, WTMJ, Milwaukee,
the fifth member, was absent. Paul
F. Peter, NBC chief statistician,
part of the session for
attended
Mr.
Kobak.
Mr. Loucks told the committee it
was his view that the work is divided into two parts, first to ascertain where given stations can be
heard day and night under all
conditions, and second, what the
is to these staaudience reaction
tions. The study, he declared,
should consider the value of coverage surveys, mail analyses, telephone surveys, coincidental surveys, and, in fact, every available
type of survey which has been
conducted.
The committee agreed that,
than hold preliminary sesrather sions
with representative groups
of the agencies and advertisers, it
enshould take the initiative anddata.
deavor to correlate existing
If the data can be crystallized to
the point where the three major
groups agree upon the desirability
of an audit bureau, the bureau
itself then can be set up as a separate organization, it was believed,
and can work out details as to
how much of the cost of operation
shall be borne by each industrial
group.

Miller Directs

Evening Programs
WILLIAM Burke

Mmtmt^
■■r^^^l
fm

i

"Skeets"
Pulitzer Miller,
Prize
winner
who hasof
been director
special events at
NBC since the
spring ofevening
1930,
becomes

ager Jan. 1manand
program
is
succeeded
by
William Lundell,
announcer and interviewer.
At the age of 21, Miller had been
to West Point and was working
for the Louisville Courier-Journal,
when he attracted nation-wide attention for his interview with
Floyd Collins at Sand Cave. He
won not only the prize for 1925,
but also a job on the New York
World. From there he went to the
Brooklyn Eagle, and in June, 1927,
to the NBC press department.
After his appointment to the
special events division in 1930,
"Skeets" was responsible for innumerable "firsts" in broadcasting,
and for the regular NBC coverage
of all news and sporting events.
William Lundell, born in Minneapolis in 1900, attended the University of Minnesota and was
elected to Phi Beta Kappa. Later
he studied at Harvard, where he
was a member of the Glee Club.
After further studies in Paris, he
traveled extensively, writing special articles for New York and Boston papers, and on his return
to the United States joined the
staff of WBZA, Boston. From
there he was engaged by NBC in
May, 1931, to conduct interviews
over the air and handle special
announcing assignments for the
special events department.
Mr. Miller

Seek Two

N. E. Outlets

APPPLICATIONS for new 100watt broadcasting stations in Worcester, Mass., and Hartford, Conn.,
have been filed with the FCC by
corporations headed by Albert F.
Moffatt, as president and treasurer,
and John Shepard, 3rd, head of
the Yankee Network, as 25 per
cent stockholder. Mr. Moffatt is
operator of WMAS, Springfield.
The stations would be licensed to
the Worcester Broadcasting Co.
and the Hartford Broadcasting Co.,
Massachusetts corporations. Each
would operate on 1200 kc. and both
would become affiliated with the
ABS network, according to the
applications.
Oldest Musical Clock
THE KYW "Musical Clock," Chicago's oldest breakfast hour program of time signals, weather reports andleft
phonograph
which was
without -a records,
station
when KYW moved to Philadelphia
Dec. 3, resumed operation Dec. 17
over WBBM. The clock continues
to advertise the wares of Marshall
Field & Co., Chicago department
store, which has sponsored the feature since April, 1930. Halloween
Martin, Musical Clock Girl since
the ing
program's
a sustainfeature moreorigin
than asseven
years
ago, continues in that capacity at
WBBM.
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acts

on

ASCAP

rdered by Court
ANTING in part the plea of
IP, Philadelphia, for informa' pn
the inner Society
organizaon regarding
of the American
of
omposers, Authors & Publishers,
federal Judge Julian W. Mack of
e Federal District Court for
puthern New York, on Dec. 19
rdered ASCAP'S general manager, E. C. Mills, to supply the data
»quested in certain interrogatories
led by the plaintiff. The WIP
lit, filed in behalf of the industry,
feeks dissolution of ASCAP as an
llegedly illegal combine, and is
'parate from the anti-trust suit
led by the Department of Justice
fist summer, and pending before
>ie same court.
W In his ruling, Judge Mack alnved Mr. Mills time in which to
ppear in opposition to his order if
3je desired to do so on the constitutional ground that the information sought might tend to incrimi- ate him in future legal proceedings. WIP, through NAB copyight counsel, Baker, Hostetler,
idlo & Patterson, of Cleveland,
led the interrogatories in the deire to procure information which
light be used in the trial of the
■jase, the date for which has not
jret been set. The court denied the
VIP request for information as to
: alaries paid ASCAP executives
imd attorneys, but ordered thai
Ather questions, in the main involving ASCAP receipts in royalties and their distribution among
members, be answered, unless Mr.
:*lills makes a constitutional plea.

I CALL

LETTER SLOGAN

is
■ "This IsWHN-Dial Ten-ten
I
Getting Big ResponseA SLOGAN call letter, devised by
Major Edward Bowes, managing
director of WHN, New York, now
is on thousands of lips, due to its
catchy rhyme. The slogan is "This
is WEN— Dial Ten-ten." Ten-ten,
of course, is the kilocycle stop on
the dial for WHN. Any time
"WHN" is mentioned in its coverage area, some one is sure to come
back with "Ten-ten." Major Bowes
followed up the slogan with several
more, including "This is your station— WHN," which offers an air
of intimacy and its believed to be
a big factor in building the station's popularity. Recently the
Major started a slogan contest,
which is bringing a heavy response.
A program that caught on quickly
was the "WHN amateur hour."

Tatent

by

TELEPHONE

Mutual Renewal
THE CONTRACT of Jacob Tarshish, radio philosopher and commentator known as "The Lamplighter" and speaker on the first
commercially sponsored program
on the Mutual Broadcasting System of WOR, WLW and WGN, has
been renewed. His Sunday broadcasting time was changed from
11:30 a. m. to 2 p. m. Eastern
Standard Time. He is also heard
over WOR, only, Monday through
Thursday at 11:30 a. m. He is
sponsored by the Olive Tablet Co.,
Columbus, 0., and Primrose House,
New York. Erwin, Wasey and Co.,
Inc., New York, is the agency.

WIRE

t

Once

broadcasting stations were dependent on

talent available locally. Today hundreds of stations in small and scattered cities bring to exacting
audiences all the color and brilliance of the best
artists in the larger metropolitan centers. Telephone wires have made it possible.
Telephone wires were used in the first experimental station hook-up in 1923. And 74,000 miles
of telephone wire, supplemented by millions of
dollars' worth of special equipment, in 1935, link
broadcasting chains into great national networks.
The same systematic research, the same constant improvement that has marked Bell System
to KFWB
market

in Los Angeles ... the nation's fourth largest
There's not a better "spot" for your money

because, among

service to the broadcasting industry in the past,
in the future will continue to be directed toward

the four major Los Angeles stations,
perfect program transmission — to the

KFWB

"spot" rates are from

50%

to 60%

less.

Write for "spot" results,
and rates, to |£pt^^
|£
LOS ANGELES
Owned and Operated by Warner Bros. Motion Picture Studios, Hollywood, Calif.
Free & Sleininger, Inc., Exclusive Representatives
January 1, 1935
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most remote station — with fidelity —
and without distortion.

The
Current

Business
News

About

Accounts,

of

Broadcasting

Pending

Agencies and Representatives ; Notes from
STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WCAE, Pittsburgh
Fruit Dispatch Co., New York
, 16 so, thru Batten, Bar(fruit)
ton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc., N. Y.
(Dodge
Chrysler Sales Corp., Detroit
autos), 8 sa, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Inc., N. Y.
Bunte Bros., Chicago (confectionery),
sp, thru Fred A. Robbins, Inc.,
80
Chicago.
Crowell Publishing Co., New York
(Woman's Home Companion), 52
sp,Y.thru Geyer-Cornell Co., Inc.,
N.
R L. Watkins Co., New York (Dr.
Lyon's Tooth Paste), 15 t, thru
Blackett - Sample - Hummert, Inc..
Chicago.
United Drug Co., Boston (Rexall) , 25
sa, thru Street & Finney, Inc.,
Boston.
Studebaker Sales Corp. of America,
South Bend, Ind. (autos), 13 sa,
Williams & Cunnyngthru
Inc., Chicago.
ham, Roche,
& Co., Chicago (MonIteid, Murdock
arch food), 1262 sa, thru Philip O.
Palmer & Co., Inc., Chicago.
KTUL, Tulsa, Okla.
Wander Co., Chicago (Ovaltine), 54
Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
t,
Chicago.
Inc.,thru
I Theo. Hamm Brewing Co., St. Paul,
thru McCord Co., Inc.,
72 sa, is.
1
Minneapol
United States Brewing Co., Chicago
(Rheingold beer), 156 so, direct.
•General Baking Co., New York (Bond
302 sa, thru Batten, Barbread),
ton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc., N. Y.
Battle Creek,
Kellogg Sales Co.,
Mich, (cereal), 27 sa, direct.
Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta (beverage), 3
thru D'Arcy Adverhockey tisinggames,
Co., St. Louis
(Robin
Central Shoe Co., St. Louis
Hood shoes), 13 t, thru Jimin
Daugherty, Inc., St. Louis.
WLS, Chicago
•Curtiss Candy Co., Chicago, 14 daily
sa, thru McJunkin Advertising Co.,
Chicago.
Nyal Co., Detroit (remedies), 6 ta,
thru Reincke-Ellis-Youngreen &
Finn, Inc., Chicago, and A. T.
Sears & Son, Chicago. ,
:Mudlavia Springs Hotel, Kramer,
Ind., 3 weekly sa, thru Applegate
Advertising Agency, Indianapolis.
Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago
(excursions), 9 sa, thru Caples Co.,
Chicago.
United Remedies, Inc., Chicago (Peruna and Kolor Bak), weekly sp,
thru Heath-Seehof, Inc., Chicago.
WTMJ, Milwaukee
■ Chrysler Sales Corp., Detroit (Dodge
autos), 8 ta, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Inc., N. Y.
I. O. Products Co., Inc., New York
(1-0 Tabs), 39 sa, direct.
Nyal Co., Detroit (remedies), 6 ta,
thru Reincke-Ellis-Younggreen &
Finn, Inc., Chicago.
Reid Murdoch & Co., Chicago (Monarch foods), 939 sa, thru Philip O.
Palmer & Co., Chicago.
Studebaker Sales Corp. of America,
South Bend, Ind. (automobiles), 7 t,
thru Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Inc., Chicago.
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WIP, Philadelphia
Phillips Packing Co., Inc., Cambridge, Md. (soup), 7 weekly sp,
thru Aitken-Kynett Co., PhiladelCharles
phia. Marchand Co., New York
(Golden Hair Wash ) , weekly t,
direct.
John Morrell & Co., Ottumwa, la.
(Red Heart dog food), 6 weekly sp,
thru Henri, Hurst & McDonald,
Inc., Chicago.
Crowell Publishing Co., New York
(Woman's Home Companion), 52
sp,
N. Y.thru Gever-Cornell Co., Inc.,
Yeasties Products Corp., Irwin, Pa.
(cereal), Inc.,
6 weekly
Metzger
N. Y. sp, thru HanffL. R. Renault & Sons, Inc., Egg
Harbor, N. J. (champagne), 2
weekly sp, thru Al Paul Lefton Co.,
Inc., Philadelphia.
Crazy Water Hotel Co., Mineral
Wells, Tex. (mineral crystals), 6
weekly sp, direct.
International Vitamin Corp., New
York
direct. (IVC Pearls), 6 weekly sp,
John B. Stetson Co., Philadelphia
(hats), 2 weekly sa, thru N. W.
Ayer & Son, Inc., Philadelphia.
Pecano Mfg. Co., Inc., Manheim, Pa.
(Miracle food), 4 weekly sp, thru
Stewart-Jordan Co., Inc., Philadelphia.
KFI, Los Angeles
Nisley Co., Columbus, O. (shoes), 26
sa, thru Mumm, Romer, Robbins &
Pearson, Inc., Columbus, O.
Welch Grape Juice Co., Westfield, N.
Y., 32 ta, thru H. W. Kastor &
Sons Co., Inc., Chicago.
Numismatic Co., Fort Worth, Tex.
(old coins),
1 sp,
GuentherBradford
& Co.,
Inc.,thru
Chicago.
Crowell Publishing Co., New York
(Woman's Home Companion), 52
sp,
N. Y.thru Geyer-Cornell Co., Inc.,
WGAR, Cleveland
Studebaker Sales Corp., of America,
South Bend, Ind. (automobiles), 3
weekly ta, thru Roche, Williams &
Cunnyngham, Inc., Chicago.
Seeck & Kade, Inc., New York (Pertussin), weekly sa, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
Chrysler Sales Corp., Detroit (Dodge
automobiles), 2 weekly ta, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc., N. Y.

WOR, Newark
E. Fougera & Co., New York (Vapex),
weekly Inc.,
t, thru
Kleppner & 2Seiffer,
N. Small,
Y.
Paterson Parchment Paper Co., Bristol, Pa. (Patapar), 3 weekly t,
thru Platt-Forbes, Inc., N. Y.
Conti Products Corp., New York
(soap), weekly
Howland,
Inc., N.sp,Y.thru Henry S.
Joseph Martinson, Inc., New York
(Jomar coffee and malted), weekly
sp,
Albert
Law, thru
Inc., N.
Y. Frank-Guenther
Ogilvie Sisters Sales Corp., New
York (hair tonic), 3 weekly sp,
direct.
KHJ, Los Angeles
Citrus Soap Co., San Diego, Cal., 2
weekly
t, thru Norman W. Tolle,
San Diego.
Albers Bros. Milling Co., Seattle
(cereal), 3 week t, thru Erwin,
Wasey & Co., Seattle.
Pioneer Maple
Minne-t,
apolis (BucketProducts
syrup), Co.,
6 weekly
thru McCord Co., Minneapolis.
Campbell Cereal Co., Northfield,
Minn. (Malt-O-Meal) , 5 weekly t,
thru Mitchell-Faust Advertising
Co., Chicago.
WGY, Schenectady
Ball Bros. Co., Muncie, Ind. (canning equipment), 2 weekly sp, thru
Applegate Advertising Agency,
Muncie, Ind.
Carleton & Hovey Co., Lowell, Mass.
(Father
6 weekly
sa,
thru John's
John W.Medicine),
Queen, Boston.
William W. Lee & Co., Watervliet,
N. Y. (Save-the-Baby), 2 weekly
direct.
E.sp, Fougera
& Co., New York
(Vapex),
25 sa,Inc.,
thruN. Small,
Kleppner
& Seiffer,
Y.
KDYL, Salt Lake City
Studebaker Sales Corp. of America,
South Bend, Ind. (automobiles), 6
weekly sa, thru Roche, Williams &
Cunnyngham, Inc., Chicago.
Chrysler Sales Corp., Detroit (Dodge
automobiles), 6 weekly sa, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc., N. Y.
WEVD, New York
Planters Edible Oil Co., Suffolk, Va.
(Hi-Hat peanut oil), weekly sp.

MERCHANDISING TIE-IN— Here is a window display of the Haverty
Furniture Co., Savannah, inaugurated coincident with its return to the
air over WTOC. The radio program itself is institutional, with merchandising activities of the store designed to supplement radio.

WMAQ, Chicago
Mickelberry's Food Products Co., Ch
cago (sausage),
52 sp,
thru S'
Advertising
Agency,
Chicago.
Rival Packing Co., Chicago (
food), 365 so, thru Charles Silv
& Co., Chicago.
Vacuum Oil Co., Inc., Chicago (gascj
line and oil), weekly sp, thru L. C
Holmberg, Chicago.
Simoniz Co., Chicago, weekly sp, tbn
J. L. Sugden Advertising Co., Chi
cago.
Armour & Co., Chicago (meat proc
ucts ) , 6 Chicago.
weekly sp, thru Lord {
Thomas,
WJAY, Cleveland
Maryland Pharmaceutical .Co., Balti
more (Rem), weekly sa, thru Jos ;
Katz Co.,
Baltimore.
Karnack
Ambrosia
Co.. Scranton, Pa
(Lekatoria), 7 weekly sa, direct.
Carnation Co.. Milwaukee (Gollj
(Cross milk), sa, thru Erwin^
Wasey & Co., Inc., Chicago.
General Baking Co., New York (Bon.
bread), 7Durstine
weekly sa,
thru BatteD'
Barton,
& Osborn,
Inc.
)
KGO, San Francisco
Harold F. Ritchie & Co., New Yor!
(Eno Salts), weekly t, thru N. VI ^
Ayer & Son, Inc., New York.
Crowell Publishing Co., New Tort*
(Women's Home Companion) k
weekly sp, thru Geyer Cornell Co. |
Inc., New York.
G. Washington Coffee Refining Co. (
Morris Plains, N. J., weekly t, thn j
Cecil Warwick & Cecil, Inc., N. Y'f*
WENR, Chicago
Curtiss Candy Co., Chicago, sa, thn.,
McJunkin Advertising Co.,
cago.
. Chi MI
Kremola Co., Chicago (cosmetics), 5. I
sp,
Guenther-Bradford & Co. >
Inc.,thru
Chicago.
WJR, Detroit
Household Finance Corp., Chicago, (
weekly sa, thru Charles Daniel Fre;
Co., Chicago.
Drug Trade Products, Inc., Chicagi
(Peruna,
Kolor-Bak)Inc.,6 weekly
thru
Heath-Seehof,
Chicago. sa
WLIT, Philadelphia
RIESER Co., Inc., New York (Ven
ida hair nets), 3 weekly t, thru Don
ahue & Co., Inc., New York.
NBC

Pacific Programs

ADDED impetus to the rumor tha
NBC may center its western pro
duction in Hollywood in the earl?
spring months was given whei
Don Gilman, executive vice presi
dent of the NBC Pacific Coast di
vision, and 0. B. Hanson, chief en
gineer of the network, who was oi
the Coast in December, spent sev
eral days inspecting potential site;
for new Hollywood studios. Th<
networks' Hollywood business has
shown an increase of 325 per cenl
over 1933. A number of vacatec
movie studios were visited on tht
inspection tour.
Mr. Gilman recently announced that he wil
spend most of his time in Southerr
California instead of San Fran
cisco.
RADIO is to be used extensively ir
the two-year housing recoverj
campaign launched by Los Angeles.
Copy for various media is being
prepared by -W. M. Bishop & Co.
handling publicity and advertising for the campaign. Statior
KFWB has provided a radio hook
up at the city hall
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Breneman

to KFRC
TOM

BRENEMAN, for more
than a year manager of the Los
Angeles Broadcasting Co., operating KFAC and
KFVD, in Southern _ California,
has joined KFRC,
San Francisco, as
producer and
f-of-ceremonies of "Feminine
daily afternoon
Don Lee
rork5,"feature.
He succeeds
Ed
Egerald, who leaves early in
aary for New York where he
be identified with radio. Bebecoming associated with the
Angeles Broadcasting Co.,
Ineman was an NBC producer
•Jew York. Prior to that he was
ntified with KNX, Los Angeles,
special field representative. He
been in radio since 1925 as ari, producer and executive.
Chicago Advertisers
S'EW by
advertising
being
med
a group club
of is
Chicago
ttts, who plan to affiliate with
Chicago Federated Advertising
Lbs. Temporary officers are:
arles T. Beall, secretary-treasr of the Brandt Advertising Co.,
sident; W. B. Ricketts, vice_ sident of the Buchen Co., vice
hsident; Charles A. Reincke, seciry of Reincke-Ellis-Young^en & Finn, secretary- treasurer;
R. Fan Gunten, of Lord &
omas and W. Frank McClure,
e-president of Caroll Dean Mury, Inc., directors.
In

Planning
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Your

New York Using Network
To Promote Sale of Milk
THE MILK CONTROL BOARD of
New York, trying to increase the
income to farmers without increasing the price of milk to the consumer through expansion of the
amount of milk consumed, is using
radio and other media to reach the
State's millions of citizens.
Handling the publicity campaign
is A. W. Ayer & Son, Inc., New
York. Cooperating are hotels, restaurants, drug store chains, railroads, hospitals, civic and welfare
groups. Already milk companies
report an increased sale exceeding
5 per cent. A state-wide CBS network is being used in connection
with the campaign.

A

NEW

AND

GREATER

PROVIDENCE

WPRO

Pribble Heads WTAM
VERNON H. PRIBBLE, former
manager of WGN, Chicago, and
well-known advertising executive,
has been appointed general manager of WTAM, NBC-owned outlet
in Cleveland, it was announced
Dec. 20 by Richard C. Patterson,
Jr., NBC executive vice president.
He succeeds W. Webster Smith,
who has been given a leave of absence to recover his health. Mr.
Smith is now in Florida, where he
expects to remain until he is able
to accept another NBC assignment. The new WTAM manager
for eight years was on the advertising staff of the Chicago Tribune,
and afterward became manager of
WGN.

REMEMBER

200
MICROVOLTS
THE

Appropriation

COMPLETE

OF

NEW

ONLY

COVERAGE

ENGLAND'S

LARGEST

SECOND

MARKET

WPRO delivers to advertisers today's outstanding
radio value — the most effective, most economical coverage of this market of
1,225,578 CONSUMERS WHO
SPEND $284,082,000
yearly in retail outlets. The rich trading areas of Providence, Fall River, and New Bedford all lie within the 500
microvolt area.
The new WPRO booklet includes up-to-date facts
and figures of vital interest to anyone selling this rich
Southern New England market. Write for a copy.
8 Stations in Michigan's 8 largest cities. Primary coverage of 85%
of a territory with a population of over four million people.
•WBCM, Bay City •WFDF, Flint «WJIM, Lansing
•WIBM, Jackson •WELL, Battle Creek »WKZO, Kalamazoo
•WOOD-WASH, Grand Rapids •WXYZ, Key Sta., Detroit
Buy the Michigan Radio Network and avail yourself of this merchandising service . . . absolutely freet This service helps get distribution
... sells merchandise . . . arranges demonstrations . . . checks credits,
etc. Write or wire for details.
KUNSKY-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
(Owners and Operators of Station WXYZ)
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
300 Madison Theater Bldg.
Chicago: WM. G. RAMBEAU, Manager, 360 N. Michigan Ave.
New York: ROBERT NEWTON, 307 E. 44th St.

WPRO
630l<c
CHERRY & WEBB BROADCASTING CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
HIBBARD AYER— New York • Chicago • Boston
WALTER BIDDICK CO.— Pacific Coast
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NETWORK
ACCOUNTS
IA11 times EST unless otherwise indicated]
BI-SO-DOL Co., New Haven, Conn,
(remedy) on Jan. 2 renews "Everett
Marshall's Broadway Varieties" on 42
CBS stations, coast-to-coast, Wednesdays, 8:30-9 p. m. Agency : BlackettSample-Hummert, Inc., N. Y.
LIFE SAVERS, Inc., Port Chester,
N. Y. (candy) on Jan. 7 starts musical drama with Meyer Davis orchestra
on 36 CBS stations, coast-to-coast,
Mondays and Wednesdays, 8-8 :15 p.
ni. Agency : Topping & Lloyd, Inc.,
N. Y.
STERLING PRODUCTS, Inc.,
Wheeling, W. Va. (Bayer's aspirin)
on Jan. 1 renews "Lavendar and Old
Lace" on 22 CBS stations, Tuesdays,
8-8:30 p. m. Agency: BlackettSample-Humruert, Inc., N. Y.
STERLING PRODUCTS, Inc.,
Wheeling, W. Va. (Phillips Dental
Magnesia ) on Jan. 1 renews "Melodiana" on 25 CBS stations, Tuesdays,
S :30-9 p. m. Agency : Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Inc., N. Y.
ROCKET OIL Co., Los Angeles, on
Nov. 5 renewed "Unsolved Mysteries"
on CBS-Don Lee network, Mondays,
7 :45-8 p. m., PST. Agency : Beaumont & Hohman, Los Angeles.
GENERAL PAINT Corp., San Francisco, on Nov. 20 started in "Feminine
Fancies" on CBS-Don Lee network,
Tuesdays, 3:20-3:30 p. m., PST.
Agency : N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc.,
San Francisco.

STUDEBAKER SALES Corp., of
THOMAS COOK & SON, New York
(travel service > on Jan. 6 starts .America, South Bend, Ind. (automobiles) on Jan. 7 renews "Studebaker
"Cook's Travelogue" on 18 NBCon 24 NBC-WEAF staW JZ stations, Sundays, 5 :30-5 :45 Champions"
tions, Mondays, 8-8 :30 p. m., and 8
p m. Agency : L. D. Wertheimer
NBC-KPO
stations.
Fridays, 12:15Co., Inc., N. Y.
12 :45 midnight. Agency : Roche,
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE Corp., cago.
AVilliams & Cunnyngham, Inc., ChiChicago (small loans) on Jan. 1
renews "Household Musical Memories" on 16 NBC-WJZ stations, Tues- GENERAL MILLS, Inc., Minneapolis
days, 7:30-8 p. m. Agency : Charles
(flour),
onFancies"
Nov. on21 CBS-Don
renewed inLee"FemiDaniel Frey Co., Chicago.
ninework,
netWednesdays
and Thursdays,
VICK CHEMICAL Co., New York
p. m., PST. Agency:
(cold remedies), on Jan. 1 starts 3:20-3:30Advertising
Agency, San
Grace Moore and orchestra on 24 Westco
Francisco.
NBC-WJZ stations. Tuesdays, 9-9:30
p. m. Agency : Cecil, Warwick & GENERAL BAKING Co., New York
(Bond bread), on Jan. 6 renews Frank
Cecil, N. Y.
Julia Sanderson and Jack
PONTIAC MOTOR CAR Co., Pon- Crumit,
Shilkret's orchestra on 29 CBS statiac, Mich., on Jan. 6 starts "The
tions, Sundays, 5 :30-6 p. m. Agency :
Pontiac Program" on 60 NBC-WEAF
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn.
stations, Sundays, 10-10 :30 p. m. Inc., N. Y.
Agency : McManus, John & Adams,
Inc., Detroit.
COCA-COLA Co.. Atlanta (beverage), on Dec. 21 started Frank Black
SPRATT'S PATENT, Ltd., Newark
orchestra and chorus on 64 NBC(dog food) on Jan. 6 starts program
WrEAF
stations, Friday, 10:30-11
not yet determined on 5 NBC-KPO
p. m.St. Agency
stations, Sundays, 7 :15-7 :50 p. m. Co.,
Louis. : D'Arcy Advertising
Agency : Paris & Peart, N. Y.
CARNATION Co., Milwaukee (evap- P. LORILLARD Co., New York
(Briggs pipe tobacco), on Jan. 5 reorated milk) on Jan. 7 renews "Carnews "Briggs
with
nation Contented Program" on 40 Thornton
FisherSport
on 20Parade"
NBC-WEAF
NBC-WEAF stations, Mondays, 10- stations,
Saturdays, 6 :45-7 p. m.
Agency
m. Chicago.
Agencv : Erwin,'Wasey
&10:30
Co., p.
Ltd.,
N. Y. : Lennen & Mitchell, Inc.,
RCA-VICTOR Co., Inc., Camden,. N. SINCLAIR REFINING Co., New
J., on Jan. 9 starts "Radio City MatiYork (petroleum products), on Jan.
nee" on basic NBC-WJZ network.
7 renews "Sinclair Minstrels" on 43
Wednesdays, 2-3 p. m. Agency : Lord
NBC-WJZ stations, Mondays, 9-9:30
& Thomas, N. Y.
p. m. Agency : Federal Advertising
Agency, Inc., N. Y.
CARDINET CANDY CO., Inc., Oakland Cal. (candy) on Dec. 25, started
"The Night Editor" with Harold
Burdick on 7 NBC-KPO stations,
Tuesdays, 8:15-8:30 p. m., PST.
Agency
Oakland.: Tomaschke-Elliott, Inc.,
AUDIENCE
ACCEPTANCE
PROVED

PIONEER CANNERIES, Seattle
(minced clams) on Jan. 9, starts in
"Woman's Magazine of the Air," with
Bennie Walker on 6 NBC-KPO stations, Wednesday, 10:50-11:10 a. m.
PST, Agency: Roy Campbell,
Seattle.
GENERAL MILLS, Inc., San Francisco (flour and cereals) on Jan. 6
renews "Sunday Morning Special,"
with Colonel Rod on 5 NBC-KPO
stations, Sundays, 9-9:30 a. m. PST.
Agency : Westco Advertising Agency,
San Francisco.
SPERRY FLOUR Co., San Francisco (flour, cereal), on Nov. 7
started in "Feminine Fancies" on
CBS-Don Lee network. Wednesdavs
and Fridays, 3:20-3:30 p. m.. PST.
Agency : Westco Advertising Agency,
San Francisco.
COLONIAL DAMES. Inc., Los Angeles (cosmetics), on Dec. 9 renewed
"Colonial Miniatures" on CBS-Don
Lee network, Sundays, 4:30-4:45 p.
m., PST. Agency : Glasser Advertising Agency, Los Angeles.

Here's a record ! A total of 7993 mail responses from 35 spot announcements on
KMBC

in one week. That's audience acceptance coupled with audience action.
Superior KMBC programs assure audiences
which will respond to your message.

WFBG
ALTOONA.
PA.
1310 kilocycles
100 watts
The Ideal Outlet

K

M
B
C
KANSAS CITY
FREE & SLEININGER, Inc.. National Representatives

for Coverage
Central Penna.
Write Roy Thompson
"Voice of the Alleghenies"
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IRONIZED
YEAST Whispering
Co., Atlanta,Jackun-f*
Jan.
15 starts
Smith orchestra on 20 NBC- WEAK
stations, Tuesdays, Thursdays, Sat- At
urdavs,
p. in.
Agency:"1^
Ruthrauff 7:15-7:30
& Ryan, Inc.,
N. Y.
"PHILCO RADIO & TELEVISION
Corp.,
Jan. 1stations,
renews
Boake Philadelphia,
Carter on 21on CBS
Mondays through Fridays, 7 :45-8 p.
m. Agency : Hutchins Advertising I
Co., Inc., Rochester, N. Y.
WYETH
CHEMICAL
Co., New
York (Jad Salts), on Jan. 7 starts
"Easy Aces" on 26 CBS stations, '!
coast-to-coast, Mondays
through I
Thursdays, 3 :45-4 p. in. Agency ;
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Inc., N. Y.
GEORGE W. LUFT Co., Long Island I
City, N. Y. (Tangee lipstick), ou
Jan. 16 starts program not yet sel- »
ected on 24 NBC-WJZ
stations, i
Wednesday, 10-10:15 p. m. Agency:
Cecil, Warwick & Cecil, Inc., N. Y.
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL Co.. New
York, on Jan. 5 renews "Soconyland
Sketches" on 12 CBS stations. Saturdays, 7-7 :30 p. m. Agency : J. Stirling
Getchell, Inc., N. Y.
KLEENEX Co., Chicago, on Jan. 1
starts
"The Story
of Mary Marlin"
nation-wide
NBC-WEAF
network.on
MondaysAgency
through
12-12 Chi:1."> «;
cago.
noon.
: LordFridays,
& Thomas.
BORDEN SALES Co., New York, on
Jan. 2 startsNBC-WEAF
"Magic Recipes"
nationwide
network,on
Wednesdays, 11 :45-12 noon. Agency :
Young & Rubicam, Inc., N. Y.
NBC
American
Radiator"
Co., onCHANGES:
Dec. 23, started
Sigurd
Nil>sen in new series of "Musical Interludes";Harold F. Ritchie & Co., on
Jan.
2 changes
"Eno with
Crime Mark
Clues"Hei-to
"Penthouse
Party,"
linger, Gladys Glad, and orchestra.
Wednesdays 8-8:30 p. m. with Tuesday
program
Motor Car
Co.,unchanged
on Dec. ; Packard
25, changed
Lawrence Tibbett to Tuesdays. 8 :309 p. m.
CBS CHANGES: Liggett & Myers
Tobacco Co., on Jan. 7, begins new
series with Andre Kostelanetz and
chorus on same schedule ; Health Prodon Dec.
30, began
"FeenA-Mintucts Corp.,
National
Amateur
Night."
Lumber Group's Hookup
ALLIED products of the Texas
Lumberman's Association will be
promoted
overJan.
a special
five-station
network on
4, at 9:30
p. m.,
when a new series of "Friendly
Builder's Programs" originates at
WFAA, Dallas, and is sent by network lines to KPRC, Houston;
WOAI, San Antonio; KVOO,
Tulsa, and WKY, Oklahoma City.
This 30-minute program utilizes
the services of the best known
talent in the Southwest: the Bel
Canto Quartet, pioneer radio and
recording stars; Joan Evans, contralto; Biggs and Levan (Catfish
and Skillet), blackface comics, and
James McClain, commentator. An
orchestra of symphonic proportions, under the direction of Karl
Lambertz, is also featured. Commercial copy dealer,
specifies but
no particular lumber
simply
points out the advantages of owning and building your own home.
Erie Racey,
tising agency.Dallas, is the adver-
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WISCONSIN Department of Agri
culture and
Markets,
through f&
Chairman
Charles L. Hill, has
asked legislation providing for a
check-off of a half cent each 100 $?i
pounds of milk produced in the
state to finance a proposed $500,000 fi
advertising drive for the promotion
of Wisconsin dairy products, mainly
in the East.
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AGENCIES

AND

RADIO

REPRESENTATIVES
A. SPECKMAN, formerly assisijt western manager of Barron G.
ilier, Inc., has joined the staff of
'lliam
Rambeau,
Ive. Other
recentChicago
additionsrepresento the
mbeau organization include E. C.
En, previously associated with the
tional Directory of Advertisers and
pre that active in the field of newsier representation, and W. H.
j/twright, who had spent four years
the radio department of the Mciikin Advertising Co., Chicago.
>TTSCHALDT-H UMPHREI,
:C, Atlanta, on Jan. 1 takes over
i personnel and business of the
lanta office of the Fitzgerald Advising Agency, New Orleans, ac|ding to an announcement by A. C.
rttschaldt, president of the former,
'•fuce Morgan, manager of the Fitz'►ald Atlanta office, and Miss A. M.
ppert, his assistant, will continue
handle their accounts and join the
ttschaldt-Humphrey organization.
H. McKEE, head of the radio dertment of Cecil, Warwick & Cecil,
p., New York, arrived in Holly<>d during the holiday season for
month's stay in connection with
•fw transcontinentals from Hollylod which will start some time in
i^nuary.
These
include
Dgram with
Grace
MooretheandVick's
the
fngee broadcast with Jimmie Fidler.
ALE PERRILL, free lance writer
■\d program builder, takes charge
radio at the Chicago office of Ruthuff & Ryan, Inc.
H. BOWERS, former Chicago
wspaper man, has been placed in
arge of radio at the Chicago branch
N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc., succeeding
ason McGuire, who has been transrred to the agency's Philadelphia
Bee.
DT SPECTOR, head of the radio
partment of Sternfield-Godley, Inc.,
ew York, announces that his agency
is placed the following accounts:
C. Curtis Clothing Co., WINS,
ew York; Palter & Fitzgerald,
TAAT/ Salon,
JerseyWAAT.
City, and Henedy
eauty
IJSSELL C. COMER ADVERTISa'G
Co., ofKansas
City, announces
the
Dening
a Chicago
office at 540
Michigan Ave., R. A. Sorenson,
ce president, formerly with C. Wen'•1
Muench & Co., is in charge of the
•anch.
7AYNE MILLER, former announ;r at KFI, Los Angeles, and radio
litor of the Los Angeles Examiner,
lis become radio account executive
!ith the Charles H. Mayne Co.,
b;ency in Los Angeles.
ENE BRAZEAU, formerly with
BC and Federal Broadcasting Corp..
as become radio director for Edward
Powers Associates, New York.
' AOTJL MARLO has been named to
rect radio accounts of Bermingnm,
ork. Castleman & Pierce, Inc., New
(UMPHREY M. BOURNE, adversing manager of Hoffman Co., Newrk, has resigned to join F. Wallis
nnstrong Co., Philadelphia.
John J. Fanning
OHN J. FANNING, director of
adio for O'Malley Advertising &
elling Co., Boston, died in New
ork Dec. 14. He was a former
nnouncer and program director at
i^NAC, which he left in 1928 to
sin the agency. During the war
e was a lieutenant colonel in the
Lrmy Signal Corps, working on
adio.
anuary I, 1935
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ADVERTISERS

OAKITE PRODUCTS, Inc., New
York (cleaning materials) has named
Calkins & Holden, New York agency,
to handle its advertising, including
radio. Trade paper advertising will
continue to be handled by Richard
& Co., Inc., New York.
NEWELL GUTRADT Co., San
Francisco (soap) has named Leon
Livingston Advertising Agency to
handle its account. Agency has also
been appointed to direct the Rosefield
Packing Co., Oakland, advertising for
Skippy Peanut Butter.
NORTH AMERICAN SECURITIES Co., San Francisco (general
distributors for Comonwealth Investment Company) has appointed
D'Evelyn
Wadsworth,
Inc., The
San
Francisco to& handle
its account.
agency is also handling the advertising for the Higgins Furniture Manufacturing Co., San Francisco.
UTILITY DEVELOPMENT Co.,
San Francisco (Gasair butan mixers)
has appointed Gerth-Knollin Advertising Agency, San Francisco to handle its account. The agency also has
been appointed to handle the Pacific
Coast advertising for Ferry-Morse
Seed Co., San Francisco.
B. T. BABBITT, Inc., New York
(Bab-0 Lye, Wet-Me-Wet), makes up
lists during January, including radio.
Henry W. Flexner is advertising
manager. Account is handled by
Peck Advertising Agency, Inc., New
York.
CENTRAL SHOE Co., St. Louis
(footwear) makes up lists during
January and July, radio included.
W. A. Menke is advertising manager.
Account is handled by Jimm Daugherty, Inc., St. Louis. Annual appropriation, $160,000.
DELCO APPLIANCE Corp., Rochester, N. Y. (oil burners, Conditionairs) makes up lists during January,
including radio. J. L. Sedwick is advertising manager. Account is handled by The Geyer Co., Dayton, O.
H. FENDRIOH, Inc., Evansville,
Ind. (cigars) makes up lists during
January and June, including radio.
F. C. Fischer is advertising manager.
Account is handled by Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Inc., Chicago.
GEBHARDT CHILI POWDER Co.,
San Antonio, Tex. (Eagle foods)
makes up lists during January, radio
included. George G. Geyer is advertising manager. Account is handled
by Traey-Locke-Dawson, Inc., Dallas.
GENERAL BAKING Co., New York
(Bond bread) makes up lists in January and June, including radio. A.
Waldron Stone is advertising manager. Account is placed by Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc.,
New York.
JOS. SCHLITZ BREWING Co.,
Milwaukee (Schlitz beer) makes up
lists during January, including radio.
Ray Weber is advertising manager.
Account is handled by Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn, Inc., Chicago.
THE SCHWOB Co., Columbus, Ga.
(clothing) makes up lists in January
and July, including radio. Lester
Phillips is advertising manager. Account is placed by James A. Greene
& Co., Atlanta. Annual appropriation, $35,000.
UDGA, Inc., St. Paul (Ugda stomach
tablets) makes up lists during January, including radio. Helen Cambria Bolstad is advertising manager.
Account is handled by Guenther,
Bradford & Co., Inc., Chicago. Annual appropriation, $250,000.
WILL & BAUMER CANDLE Co.,
Inc., Syracuse, N. Y. (church &
fancy candles) has named Badger and
Browning & Hersey, Inc., New York,
to handle its advertising, including
radio.

BROADCASTING

KELVINATOR SALES Corp., Inc.,
Detroit, planning an expanded advertising program for its air conditioning equipment, has appointed
John S. Garceau, with the company
seven years, to be advertising and
sales
branch. promotion manager for this
CENTAUR Co., New York, has placed
advertising of its newly acquired Z.
B.
Products with ThompsonKochT. Baby
Co., Cincinnati.
EUCLID CANDY Co., Brooklyn
(Love Nestvertising
Candy)
has placed
its adwith Craven
& Hendrick,
New York.
LAVORIS CHEMICAL Co., Minneapolis, has transferred its account
to Addison Lewis & Associates, Minneapolis.
MOOGRA, Inc., Binghamton, N. Y.
(ointment), has placed its advertising, including radio, with Wylie B.
Jones, Binghamton.
Pryor Urges Studies
STUDIES of the effects of certain
types of radio programs on the
child mind, rather than general attacks on juvenile progi'ams, were
urged by Arthur Pryor, Jr., radio
director of Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc., New York,
during the round-table discussion
conducted by the Civic League of
Massachusetts, in Boston, last
month. Mr. Pryor deplored the
general criticisms being heard,
pointing out that advertisers and
agencies would welcome specific
data and recommendations. The
organization, headed by Roger
Fenn, of the Fenn School, Concord,
Mass., passed resolutions favoring
such studies.

Join ABS
WCOL, WNBR
AMERICAN
Broadcasting System
acquired its 21st outlet Dec. 25
when WCOL, Columbus, O., joined
the network. On Jan. 1 WNBR,
Memphis, will also join ABS.
Meanwhile, it was learned that negotiations are going forward for
alignment of other stations in the
South and Middlewest in furtherance of plans to establish a nationwide system. WCOL, formerly
WSEN, operates on 1210 kc. with
100 watts. Edgar Wolf, of Columbus, is president of the Columbus
Broadcasting Corp., operating the
station. Announcement also has
been made that A. T. & T. lines
have been substituted for Western
Union circuits, which formerly
were used for Eastern outlets.
WHAT
DETROIT
STATION
received
over eight
thousand letters from
three broadcasts of a
purely local program?

WJBK
DETROIT

A dependable stationone that dominates its
market and consistently
produces.
K
5000 WATTS

Since
been

1922

KJR

has

a leader— an example for the others to

follow.
Guaranteed time.

(LEAH

CHANNEL

Highest power in Washington.
Fisher's Blend Stations,
Inc., operating KOMOKJR, Seattle, Washington.
For information consult

N. B. C.
NETWORK

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
New York Chicago
Detroit San Francisco

SEATTLE
WASHINGTON
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TRANSCRIPTIONS

'jPHE most sincere compliment to the success of any program is the renewal of the
contract.
Borden s, through
Rubicam,
Yankee

its agency, Young

has renewed

Network

&

its contract with the

The

for a second year.

This twice weekly broadcast

Cosmetic

Series

DREZMA, hasInc.,
New York
(cos *\
metics)
enlarged
its WBS
broadcasts
which
havefollowing"
been highly I
transcription
series
successful in opening new markets I
and expanding others. The series, »
titled "Lessons in Loveliness," pre- [
sents beauty advice by Nell Vinick. j
The programs, lasting five minutes, I
are being continued over WBAL,
Baltimore;
WCKY, Cincinnati;
WHK, Cleveland; WJSV, Washington; WMAL, Washington. The
agency is Small, Kleppner &
Seiffer, Inc., New York.
A. STEIN & Co., Chicago (Paris
garters), expanding its advertising
program, is using radio among
other
mediaUp inAmerica,"
its 1935 campaign'
to
"Dress
according
to Joseph M. Kraus, its advertising!
manager.

In
tli
II
Mhi

7:45 Morning
Express
Gets The Listeners

over three

network stations provides interlocking primary coverage in three large, concentrated

1

markets —

n
■

Boston,

Bridgeport-New

Haven

Providence

territory, the Borden
other Yankee

Network

of the ready-made

and

the

area.

To reach the maximum

audience

Company,

in this

Yankee

Network

k

features
England's

For greatest local effectiveness buy Yankee
Network stations and a Yankee show. It is a
sure sales building combination.
THE

YANKEE
NETWORK,
Inc.
21 Brookline Avenue, Boston
EDWARD RETRY & CO., INC., Exclusive National Sales Representatives
New York— 17 East 42nd St., Murray Hill 2-3850
Chicago — Wrigley Bldg., Superior 7742
Detroit — General Motors Bldg., Madison 1035
San Francisco — 865 Mission St., Sutter 6400

FFAOM

.

like many

advertisers, uses one

— -the Melody Sweethearts, New
sweetest blended voices.
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TITAN PRODUCTION Co., Inc.,
San Francisco, production and transcription concern, has produced the
following new programs and discs :
"The Man on the Flying Trapeze," recording ;for MeCann-Eriekson, Inc.,
"Standard
Symphony'; 20 4-minute
announcements
for Bellevue
Hotel,
San Francisco. 2GB, Sydney, Aushas purchased
200 transcriptionstralia,
of all
late releases.
Now in
production are : 48 quarter-hour programs per month to be released Jan.
1 as a transcription chain circuit,
tests having been made by WSAI and
WLW, Cincinnati
one-minute
announcements ;for 24
Keeley
Institute,
thru Williamson-Thomas, Greensboro,
N. C. ; 4 five-minute programs for
Gardnerygrams Nursery
; five-minute
for Geppert
Studios, proDes
Moines, thru Northwest Radio Advertising Co.,for
Seattle
12%-minute
programs
Shell; three
Oil Co.,
thru J.
Walter Thompson Co.
EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS. Inc.,
Reseda,
Cal.,hasproducers
of theat "Tarzan"
series,
openedBldg.,
offices
1609
London
Guarantee
Chicago.
George Roesler, former commercial
manager of KOIL, Omaha, Neb., has
been
tive. named Eastern sales representaJAMES A. GUILFOYLE, associated
with the radio division at the Los
Angeles office of Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
Inc., has produced a series of 26 15minute transcriptions under the caption "Sun, Land and Sage." Recordings were done at Electro- Vox studios.
Los Angeles. Mr. Guilfoyle produced
the series as a free lance and will
do his own distributing to stations
or agencies.
"WIN AT BRIDGE" is the title of
a ^ new transcription produced by
WBS for a three-month campaign including 78 programs. Sponsors can
obtain exclusive use of bridge hands
which tie in with the series.

THE ANSWER to the demand fo^
"something new" in radio progran*,
ideas
embodied
in thecutnewby featup'
which ishas
just been
Mac^ ,>
Gregor & Sollie in San Francisco
and now being released to its mem
ber station. The series titled "Whal
Would You DoV consists of one-ac |l
plays of a quarter hour duration. Tfujj
leading character can make either o J
two decisions in ending the play. I j
is
left isforthen
the audience
to decide.as Tbi'l
play
finished exactly
thi \
first phone caller suggests, the tw( I
possible ending being cut on the disci
EARNSHAW
RADIO
productions I
Los Angeles, claims its short storj i
series
was bought
"sightDecember
unseen" anc\>) i'
eight stations
in early
that 54 stations asked for samples
The eight stations were WRC, Wash
ington ; KOH, Reno, Nev. ; KNX :
■1.
Hollywood
; KJBS,
WHB. Kansas
City;San
2GB,Francisco
Sydney 1
Australia ; KFIO,
Spokane am
KQW, San Jose, Cal.

WHICH NEW ENGLAND HEARS ITS RADIO'

Courtesy Pennsylvania E. R.
Dot Devlin, fireman, and Alan Trench, engineer WCAE
announcers — getting actual railroad experience.
To reach all of Greater Pittsburgh — when the family is together— place your messages aboard the 7:45, a program full of
sparkling variety.
The Morning Express entertains Pittsburgh, Monday through
Saturday, 7:45 to 8:30 A. M.; the time every five minutes, weather
and temperature reports every 15 minutes and popular music
throughout have made this program Pittsburgh's favorite.
No extra fare — regular rates prevail
WCAE
PITTSBURGH, PENNA.
1220 Kcs.
1000 Watts
BASIC RED NETWORK
BROADCASTING
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STUDIO

INAUGURATION of Gov. Herbert
H. Lehman as governor of New York
was toworkbe
Jan. heard
1 fromover
noontheto ABS
1 p. netm.,
keyed
from
WABY,
the
ABS
outlet
in Albany.

NOTES

_SE 23505, one of Chicago's sensaibnal automobile accidents, was re" acted
fa Sunday evening, Dec. 16, over
EBBM, Chicago, with a cast that
eluded the police officers, desk serants and patrol squad members
o actually participated in the case,
e broadcast dramatization opened
the police court, flashed back
rough the details of the accident itlf, and ended with the verdict, derered by Judge John Gutknecht of
*e Municipal Traffic Court just as
'fe had actually rendered it in court.
:fhis program, which was introduced
V Mayor Edward J. Kelly, was a
;lgh spot in the safety campaign that
v'BBM has been conducting five
Lornings a week since Oct. 20.

RADIO
premierwasof scheduled
"The Phantom,"
mystery series,
for Jan.
I, 8:45-9 p. m. over the ABS netA newly developed
sound who
effect is towork. introduce
the phantom,
acts as narrator, and the novel noise
is expected to exude chills and shudders.

[aestras
NUMBER
of additional
orare being
booked dance
by ABS,
sveral cities in which the network
(as stations being represented. Charge Davis and his orchestra started at
lie end of December from Broadway,
'•ther bands in New York which have
^jppeared recently on ABS are Buddy
iVagner, Ted Brown, Mike Durso and
:<*aul Martel. Will Ryshanek started
-rom Pittsburgh Dec. 22, Johnny
^laughter from Washington at the
ind of the month. From Philadelphia
)jral
now from
is playing
and Sleepy
Jail Ernie
is coming
Baltimore.

Elsie Janis, NBC Announcer

LIFE begins at 9 :20," "Are You Behind the Eight Ball?" "Who Cares
About Wave Lengths?" "We Are
prlad We Said No," are the titles of
'iour
the folders
now being
►ut byof WAAF,
Chicago.
One mailed
folder
is mailed each week and the campaign will continue until 12 have
i»een sent out. Each folder points out
jine reason why WAAF is a good advertising buy.
5LOBE Outfitting Co., Los Angeles
store, on Jan. 7 starts a series of
five - minute dramatizations thrice
iveekly immediately after the evening
hews broadcast, J. N. Landsfield, advertising director, having discovered
:hat radio outpulled newspaper space
;hree to one. Dake-Johanet Adverpising Agency, Los Angeles, handles
the account.
MR. INFORMATION at WJAY,
Cleveland, has been extended from a
half hour to 45 minutes, with Mendel
Jones, chief announcer, in charge.
Jones answers calls and dispenses information without charge during the
program.
The entire
trunkprogram
line sys-is
tem is blocked
while the
on the air each day, as listeners phone
in their queries.
TEN YEARS of Argentine history, as expressed through broadcasting, are reviewed in an elaborate illustrated brochure issued by LR4,
Buenos Aires. Big news events of
the decade are presented briefly, with
pictures. Coverage data is shown in
<harts and photographs.

ELSIE JANIS, widely known comedienne and mimic, was initiated
Dec. 19 in a special program as
NBC's first woman announcer.
Miss Janis had become known to
millions through her stage and radio career as well as her singing
to the A. E. F. during the World
War.
Now as a regular member of the
NBC announcer staff she is guiding
a number of network programs. A
special program at her induction
into NBC included a welcome by
NBC officials, an "audition," I. Q.
test, and gentle hazing by NBC
announcers. During the last few
years Miss Janis has been guest
star on many programs.
ABS
ship-toshore CLAIMS
broadcasta scoop
Dec. for
19 itsfrom
the
Europa in mid- Atlantic when an eyewitness report of a sea rescue was
broadcast by William Wells, New
York writer and advertising executive,
who described how 16 crew members
of the wrecked Sisto were saved. Dick
Bard arranged the feature.
"CKWX Promotes Sales" is the title
of a promotion booklet just issued by
this Vancouver station. It reviews
"the
case for coverage
radio advertising,''
tells
of audience
and describes
the
station's
merchandising
service,
with a rate card included.
A PROGRAM stressing comfort in the
automobile as well as in the home is
sponsored over WGAR, Cleveland, by
a local garage to promote sale of its
hot water heaters and radios for motor ears. The program includes
organ, Hawaiian instrumental trio,
short emphasis
narration onand
girls' vocal trio,
with
restfulness.

A NEW PROGRAM designed along
the lines of film cartoons is attracting
younger listeners over KOIL, Omaha,
Nebr. The feature is "The Animal
Fair," which,
contrary
to usual
cedure, tells entire
nursery
storiespro-in
one day with three programs. As the
title would indicate, the parts are
numerous. However, they are all
taken by either Art Faust or Harriet
Harris, who writes the script.
IN EXPLAINING why KWK, St.
Louis, had asked listeners to indicate
whether they wished to hear Father
Coughlin's
grams or a Sunday
musical afternoon
program in proits
place, Robert Convey, operator of the
station, went on the air with a recital
of the station's attitude. He said
that a poll showed 21,486 in favor of
Father Coughlin, 129 opposed, and
announced that the program would
be continued.
HERALDING the dedication of its
new
5,000-watt
transmitter
new
directive
antenna
system, and
WPTF,
Raleigh,churehas
issued aand
handsome
brofor agencies
advertisers,
stating
the
policies,
scope
and
marcovered by the station and new
rate ketcard.
WP^AVER JACKSON beauty parlors,
operating a chain in Los Angeles,
have started contests among listeners
to their thrice-weekly KHJ programs,
with manicure checks as prizes. Milton Weinberg Advertising Co., Inc.,
Los
count.Angeles agency, handles the ac-

NAB Convention Plans
DEFINITE time and place for the
1935 NAB convention will be decided by the NAB executive committee, comprising President J.
Truman Ward, WLAC; Treasurer
Isaac D. Levy, WCAU, and Managing Director Philip G. Loucks,
within the next month, according to
a statement Dec. 27 by Mr. Loucks.
The NAB board, at a meeting in
New York last month, tentatively
decided to hold the convention in
Colorado during July or August,
but left final decision to the executive committee, which plans a meeting by Jan. 15. The way is left
open, however, for removal of the
convention to some other Western
or far-Western state.

BROADCASTING

680 \A# DTE
5,000
Kc. WW I
I T Watts
"The Dominant Station
in Eastern N. C."
GOING

PLACES!
WHY?

BETTER
BROADCASTING
NBC Affiliate WPTF RADIO CO.
Member NAB
RALEIGH, N. C.

Inc.

ABROAD,

Specializes in radio advertising for exporters and advertising agencies engaged in selling merchandise in
foreign countries:
Provides a complete service in the major markets of
the world:
Builds all types of programs:
Builds them in this country under your personal
supervision and subject to your approval before
release :
Employs outstanding talent in all languages:
Writes continuities direct in all commercial languages
instead of mere translations from English:
Clears Time for Spot Broadcasting Anywhere:

Tacoma,
announces
FkI

I

Serves as your Foreign Radio Department:

Washington

the appointment

of

*V SlEIMIMGER,

as national

Invites enquiries for further information as to how it
can be of service to exporters and advertising agencies.
Inc.

advertising representatives

BROADCASTING

ABROAD,

1 19 West 57th Street
Get complete information on this pioneer CBS and
Don Lee station in the Pacific Northwest
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NEW

Inc.

YORK,

N. Y.

Telephone — Circle 7-4161
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plished this for us in the shoij
space of time we have been usm
network radio advertising.
The Power of Radio
I SUPPOSE that my reasons fo
Philip Morris' success, in the fina
analysis, can be boiled down fc
three basic ones: Our foreseeini
the need of a 15 cent cigarette tha
gives the retailer a real profit anr
at the same time protects him a
this price against the price cutter
establishing this protection by lead
ing ask
customers
intoMorris
retailers'
shop:
to
for Philip
cigarette;
by name, and our use of radio t<
furnish this brand with a vibrant 1
living trademark.
Beyond the talking trademark
angle which radio afforded us, 1
personally consider radio an advertising medium of major power
All I have to do is to recall other
phenomenal successes than our own.
Radio has enabled us to bring our
printed message to life. Not foi
a minute, however, do I want to
forget what our printed advertising has accomplished before we introduced Philip Morris to its comparatively new, audible advertising cousin.
Radio's power is comparable to
color pages versus black-and-white.
We prefer "color" — or every plus
we can secure for the Philip Morris
story. Radio has demonstrated its
power to us by delivering every one : I
of our who
messages to millions of
listeners
will some day (if they
already have not) become Philip
Morris smokers. The final point
I'm going to mention is vital to us
because of our policy of moderate
advertising appropriations: Radio
has demonstrated an economy in Btl
cost unequalled by any other major
advertising medium — and, we have
used them all.
t
jii:

Cigarette

Advertiser Thanks Radio
(Continued from page 9)
petitive brands, it is perfectly
A year ago sales of Philip
obvious that our advertising had
Morris cigarettes were almost negA
ITS
an uphill race to win. The fact
ligible in comparison with the 15
that our sales record has been so cent leaders. Today, however,
uniquely impressive, therefore,
Philip Morris is the fifth largest
LONG,
selling brand and continues to show
speaks
volumes
for
radio's
selling
power. The general growth of our substantial gains each month over
network radio advertising also is the preceding month. Since the
LONG
first of January, 1933, this cigahighly significant when reviewing
our advertising budget. With the
rette has shown a substantial increase ranging from 10 per cent to
TO
WAY
possible ginningexception
of
"the
very
beof our radio campaign, this 25 per cent over the immediately
budget has always represented a preceding month. Some months
relatively low percentage of our have run as high as 60 per cent
Y
R
A
R
sales
volume
increase. By May, 1934, for inTIPPE
stance, 1934 sales had exceeded
When we decided to do the natural thing— put the breath of life those for all of 1933.
!)
S
A
X
V
„«t
to
"cover
E
T
(OR
into Johnny, the page boy tradeThe fact that this increase was
mark of Philip Morris cigarettes —
steady from month to month prob*°
8ir'
^
^exa
'andTimbuctoo,
TipperaryandTexaBation9t
ably establishes some kind of recwe of course had an eye to the
you need 1U« '
diately around publicity, sampling, and all 'round
ord for it indicates an amazing and
cover isthe area *m
make
immediate reaction that is most
merchandising possibilities which
Louisville . • • »»*
either! this long-established trademark
unusual in the marketing of any
or
would afford us in the new medium.
mi8takes the o*er
cigarette. Comparatively speakThere arent any f f
ug -n Johnny's record in establishing the
ing, getting dealers to stock a new
brand is not difficult. Initial sales
"Call for Philip Morris" slogan
Texan stations that^ean
throughout the country has been on a newly introduced cigarette
^
OUR baili-ickl That sj
look rather high on the
amazing. As a "by-product," if I might
books, whereas consumer sales
why
advertnthugia8 may call it that, his work in perusing NBC
'WAVEnation^
„
in **c\an
might be far from rosy. For a
sonal appearances and sampling
tic way
.'
has enhanced his direct contribumore accurate picture, the manuthe facts"^
Want
National R-P^"'"! WC.
facturer would have to wait a petion to Philip Morris' air advertisriod of months to see how his
FREE & SLEIMNGER,
ing.
Johnny's
development
on
the
dealers reorder.
air has created nationwide demands
Thus it is particularly impressive
to meet the diminutive walking
trademark.
when dealers' sales figures are enlarged immediately in the followIn his street clothes Johnny is
ing months. This indicates that
simply a little boy. When dressed
the dealers are selling their origin the uniform (and he is never
out on business unless he is thus other inal stock and are reordering. In
words, the sales curve of even
attired) he is a living trademark,
a nationally famous radio figure. a successful cigarette usually shows
a dip at the beginning. The signiIn other words, radio has made
ficant part of the Philip Morris
more famous an already famous
experience therefore is the fact
slogan and uniform.
that the sales curve steadily increased from the start. Checking
at all strategic points has not indicated to us any signs of saturation or anything near it.
Secrets of Success
Y
©
IT
TO WHAT do I attribute Philip
Morris' success? There are half
a dozen or more definite reasons.
CANNOT GET
Our product is basically sound. We
launched the new price at a perfectly timed moment in cigarette
history. And our advertising contains unusual naturalness, featurADEQUATE
COVERAGE
ing, as it does now, the living,
breathing, speaking trademark of
Johnny, the page boy.
The sales organization has broad
in the
acquaintanceship in the tobacco industry. Each salesman brings a
tremendous amount of good will
to the sale of the new Philip Morris.
Each is well versed in cigarette
selling technique and throws every
ounce of additional assistance beNation's
hind the brand.
Could we have accomplished
what we have, with or without
13th
Retail
Market
radio, had our product not been of
proven quality and possessing an
established name? My answer is
NO. Our radio campaign made an
WITHOUT
already-established quality product
more quickly known to more
smokers. No other advertising medium costing the same, in my opinion, could possibly have accomWKBF
Indiana's

Only NBC

Outlet

D. E. "Plug" Kendrick, Vice President and General Manager

EPRESENTATIVES
ER
IC
WALT DIOBIDD
IONCO.
ATK
RA of CommerceSTBldg.,
568 Chamber
Los Angeles
6013326
KussSiuarl
Bldg.,Bldg.,
San Francisco
Seattle
619 Charles Bldg., Denver

Philip Morris Technique
(Continued from page 9)

In
LC

n
unusually high. The announcements were designed originally to i£
be used in the breaks during the ■
Dance Parade of WNEW, Newark,
and since their extension to other
stations as a result of New York
success, they have been placed
from two to six times nightly.
Dancing time has been deliberately
chosen by the sponsors for these
anouncements, as it is felt that
cigarette consumption is heaviest
late at night in recreation spots
throughout the nation. In New ft-:
York only, these announcements
are carried into the early hours of
the morning.
Both Men and Women
THERE is no deliberate attempt
to cater to either masculine or
feminine smokers, since it is felt
that the best way to achieve an
all-around increase in sales is to
have presentations with a wide
appeal. The average audience is a
family "caucus," so the broadcasts
are addressed to the family.
A striking feature of the breadth
of
appeal
is attested
by the
the program's
fact that an
unusually
high
percentage of fan letters are from
men who like the program, and a
similar percentage of requests for
pictures of Leo Reisman and of
Johnny
also irom
from men.
jonnny are aiso
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'rotest

Against

Rate

Changes

By NRA
Be Heard
To
Code
Hearing Is Set for Jan. 11 on Objection by
Kansas City Star; Six Others Also Protest
a h ELEVENTH -HOUR protest Code Authority the right and power
to prohibit, fix, prescribe and regu% ora the Kansas City Star, operlate discounts which a radio stajj ^ing WDAF, jigainst proposals
tion may give when the National
|r drastic revision of the broadsting industry code approved by Industrial Recovery Act does not
confer such authority upon the
e Code Authority, has caused
illiam P. Farnsworth, NRA dep- President or the Administrator selected by him the right, power or
iy administrator, to schedule an
authority to prescribe, fix, regulate
Iformal hearing in Washington
»n. 11 at which the issue will be or prohibit such discounts."
The contention is made that the
ired. The protest was primarily
proposed amendments would be in
gainst the plan for combination
swspaper and radio rates, but the nature of price-fixing, and
therefore contrary to the law.
|so included a similar protest
Moreover, it is held that the pur$ ijjainst "run-of -schedule" rates.
pose of the combination rate disjiTn addition to the WDAF procount, which is used by a number
;pst — the only one which demanded
3I hearing, NRA has received a half of the newspaper stations and
ranges up to 25 per cent, is to inpzen other protests involving one
duce newspaper advertisers to use
r the other of the proposed amendradio in addition to their printed
ments. WFAA, Dallas, operated
jr the Dallas News, registered its space. Mr. McCollum also held
that the effort is to stimulate busiojection to the combination rate
ness and employment and therefore
jfr o p o s a 1, while KGIR, Butte ;
work along the lines of the basic
<ROW, Oakland; WFAS, White
objectives of the administration.
'lains, N. Y.; WJAG, Norfolk,
ffeb., and WJJD, Chicago, opposed
Other Industries
of "run-of-schedule"
be banning
iates.
The hearing,
however, will AS TO RUN-OF-SCHEDULE,
e confined to the WDAF protest.
Mr. McCollum asserted these discounts are in accordance with
Advance Meeting
sound established business pracT WAS CONSIDERED likely
tices. "Practically all newspapers
hat the Code Authority will schedand magazines have a 'run-ofjle another meeting in Washington
paper'forrate
that is lowerordered
than the
rate
advertisements
to
n advance of the hearing — probappear on certain specified pages
ibly about Jan. 10. James W.
or in certain positions with rela3aldwin, executive officer of the
tion to reading matter. Telegraph
3ode Authority, indicated the probcompanies charge more per word
ibility of such a meeting, to conider not only the protests against
for a fast wire than for a 'night
he proposed amendments, but
letter,' 'day letter' or other message on which they are allowed
ither important matters relating
o rate practices, which have de- latitude as to time of sending.
veloped since the last meeting in * * * The practice of charging a
customer less when he is willing
November, at which the proposed
to waive elements of time, position
amendments were approved.
The WDAF protest was filed by and service is well nigh universal.
Earl McCollum, vice president of To deny radio stations that privilege would be to run counter to
the Kansas City Star Co. "The
sound economics, business usage
proposed amendments," his letter
and custom. It would diminish
stated, "purport to grant to the
revenue, employment and pay roll
and at the same time result in
higher operating costs.
"Radio as a medium of enterWBNX
tainment cannot prosper under a
program of petty restrictions.
Radio must have free opportunity
to add new artists, new orchestras
.//marks
and new soloists to the talent that
THE
¥
is already on the air. On the business side radio must have the adSPOT
/
vantage of new advertisers and new
BROADCASTING CENTER
revenue if it is to maintain and increase pay rolls and if its full
An agency testing results for a shoe
value as a sales force is to be
company
on seven
New York stations reported
as follows:
utilized in stimulating general busiAverage cost per $9.00 sale
ness recovery and general reemon WBNX— 55c
ployment. The effect of the amendAverage cost on each of other
ments if adopted and if enforced
six stations — 75c
would be curtailment of trade to
Proving therefore that WBNX, with
the extent that merchandise could
less wattage,
provides
greater
renot be distributed at the most
sults per dollar spent.
economical cost to the consuming
Results — Not Wattage — Make Sales
Send for Full Details Today
public and therefore not in the
greatest volume possible. It would
WBNX • New York
restrain advertising and merchanu

WHO
CLEARED-CHANNEL — 50/000
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-.Del Moines

which the Code Authority acted at
its November meeting, proposing
elimination of "special rates" for
time, including those allowed for
broadcasts of more than an hour,
is still in the hands of the Code
Authority and has not yet been
submitted to NRA. A referendum
vote of the industry was conducted
by Mr. Baldwin, with the vote
about three to one for the change.
Disposition of this matter would
be left to the Code Authority at
the meeting
next
fortnight. planned within the

Chicago Eye Opener
THE EARLIEST Chicago
commercial is "The Eye
Opener," combining music,
time and temperature reports with such eye-opening
questions as "What nationality was St.each
Patrick?"
is broadcast
week dayIt
from 6 to 7 a. m. over WAAF
and is
Householdsponsored
Finance Corp.,by Chicago,
which incidentally distributed
a quarter million folders announcing the program.
dising in this area and thereby reduce employment and pay rolls and
retard
Some recovery."
question has arisen on
the Code Authority as to whether
WDAF is eligible to protest the
contemplated amendments, since
the station is operating under the
provisions of the newspaper code
as a subsidiary of the newspaper,
rather than under the radio code.
This question may be raised at the
NRA hearing.
The third broad rate question on
Results
And

5000 SACi
ZOOO SACKS ALFAL

In

In

THE ORIGINAL microphone used
by the late Alfred W. McCann, Sr.,
in
his appearances
the McCann
Pure
Food Houron over
WOR,
Newark, was presented Dec. 24 to
his son, Alfred W. McCann, Jr., by
A. J. McCosker, president of WOR.
FEATURES
On Transcriptions
Available to Stations and Agencies
Samples on Request
STANDARD
RADIO ADVERTISING CO.
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Southeast

Southwest

FEEDS

Texas

Louisiana

IN LIGHTNING BORDER BAGS'
j^JJ^mj^njm^jTJJjJJl^Hjri^jJ
September 18, 1934.

llr. J. 11. Gilliam, President,
Sabine Broadcasting Co., Ins.,
Beaumont, Texas.
Deaf llr. Gilliam:
We signed our first advertising oontract with you
lovember 28, 1932, at $60.00 per montju
Later we increased It
to about $225.00 per month and on June 20th, of this year, we
increased our budget, for radio advertising, to approximately
$400.00 per month.
Regardless of the fact that only about Z0% of your
potential listener audience are potential buyers of our product,
the results have far exceeded our expectations.
We take this opportunity of expressing our appreclatioi
to the personnel of your sales promotion department for the
wholehearted assistance and co-operation given in the promotion
of Increasing our distribution through the wholesalers and retailers.
We are oonvinoed that the personal oontact, through your
sales promotion department, with the wholesaler and retailer. Is
largely responsible for the results obtained.
The retailers in
this territory seem to appreciate these personal contacts, which
makes them more consoious of the product advertised over your
station.
Yours truly,
J0SEY-MILLER 'COilTAUY, XSC .

WHC:D

Treas. 4 Gen. Mgr.

The pulling power of a radio station is contingent upon aggressive management and vision, the same as in any other business.
K
F
D
M
BEAUMONT, TEXAS
Representatives :
RADIO PUBLICITY, Inc., Chicago, 111.
WALTER BIDDICK CO., Los Angeles

WATTS —FULL-TIME
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ACTIONS

FEDERAL

THE

COMMUNICATIONS
(Broadcast Division)
DEC.

Decisions . . .
DECEMBER 18
WFDF, Flint, Mich.— Granted CP install new equip.
WQAM, Miami, Fla. — Granted CP move aux. transmitter.
WRGA,
crease fromRome
100 toGa.200— Granted
w D. CP change equip., inWTCN,crease from
Minneapolis
—
CP tochange
equip.,with
in1 to 5 kw Granted
D subject
compliance
air navigation rules.
WNAX, from
Yankton,
CP change
increase
2% to S.5 kwD. — D,Granted
move station
locally.equip.,
WMFF, Plattsburg, N. Y. — Granted modif. CP change
equip.,
commencement to 12-28-34, completion to
60 days extend
hereafter.
WO'R, pletioNewark
n to 2-16-35.— Granted modif. CP extending comKWTN, Watertown, S. D.— Granted modif. CP extending completion to 1-1-35.
— Granted modif. CP increase from
2%KHJ,
to 5 Los
kw Angeles
D.
KFRC, San Francisco — Granted modif. CP increase
irom 2 to 5% kw D.
WABY,Falls
Albany,
N. Y. — Granted license for move from
Hudson
to Albany.
WHJB,
Greensburg,
station 620 kc 250 w D. Pa.— Granted license for new
WQAM,
Fla. — Granted license covering local
move
560 kcM iami,
1 kw unltd.
WBEO, Marquette, Mich. —Granted modif. license to
-change specified hours.
W2XR, Long Island City, N. Y.— Granted modif. to
•change
name Service.
to John V. L. Hogan, d/b as Scientific
Broadcasting
SET FOR HEARING— WJBK, Detroit, CP move transmitter locally, change equip., change from 1500 to 680
Tec, increase from 100 to 500 w (Jan. 23) : KDYL. Salt
Lake City, CP change equip., increase from 1 to 5 kw
(Jan. 30) ; WEEI, Boston, CP change equip., increase from 1 to 5 kw (Jan. 30) ; NEW, David
H. Cannon. Pasadena, Calif., CP new station 1480
kc 100 w D (Feb. 6) ; WHK, Seven Hills, O., modif.
license to increase from 1 kw N 2% kw D to 5 kw (Feb.
€) ; WTCN, Minneapolis, modif. license to change from
1250 to 680 kc, change from 1 kw to 500 w N 1 kw D,
change hours from specified to unltd. (Jan. 23) ; WOPI.
Bristol, Tenn., CP change equip., change from 1500 to
620 kc. increase from 100 to 250 w ; NEW, Southern
Minnesota Broadcasting Co., Rochester, Minn., CP new
station 1310 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW. Dr. J. R. Burgess
& George B. Bairey, d/b as WHM Broadcasting Co.,
Helena, Mont., CP new station 1420 kc 100 w unltd. ;
f EW, Alexandria Broadcasting Co., Inc., Alexandria.
La., CP new station 1370 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Hauser Radio Co., B. R. Hauser & John MeGinniss, Ventura, Cal., CP new station 1210 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW,
Bellingham Publishing Co., Bellingham, Wash., CP new
station 1420 kc 100 w unltd. ; KTUL, Tulsa. Okla., modif.
license increase from 250 w N 500 w D to 1 kw ; WKBF,
Indianapolis, modif. license to increase 500 w to 1 kw
N ; KID. Idaho Falls, Idaho, modif. license to increase
from 250 w N 500 w D to 500 w N 1 kw D ; WTAG,
Worcester, Mass., exp. auth. operate 1 kw to 3-1-35 ;
WCHS, Charleston, W. Va., exp. auth. increase from
500 operate
w to 125kwkw N;N. KSTP, St. Paul, modif. exp. auth.
to
ACTION
ON EXAMINER'S
baker, Lewiston,
Idaho, granted REPORT—
applic. forH. CPE. toStudeconstruct station 1420 kc 100 w, sustaining Examiner Hill.
MISCELLANEOUS— Utah Radio Educational Society,
Salt Lake City, granted auth. take depositions re applic.
for CP to be heard Jan. 30 : WKEU, LaGrange, Ga.,
designated for hearing applic. to move to Griffin, Ga.,
to operate unltd. D because of protest by WRGA, grant
heretofore made, subject to protest, suspended: WBNO,
New Orleans, denied petition for reconsideration action
of Dec. 3 designating renewal applic. for hearing ; WSPO,
Toledo, O., denied petition to intervene hearing on WALR
Broadcasting Corp., for CP to move from Zanesville to
Toledo; WTJS, Jackson. Tenn.. dismissed with prejudice
applic. for facilities of WNBR ; W1XBS. Waterbury,
Conn., granted license covering new station 1530 kc 1
kw unltd. (action taken Dec. 11).
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— KUJ, Walla Walla,
Wash., granted extension spec. auth. operate unltd. 1-1-35
to 7-1-35 : WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md.. granted extension
temp. auth. operate 50 w specified periods in January.
RATIFICATIONS— KGKB, Tyler, Tex., granted extension temp. auth. to operate specified hours in December: KFWB. Hollywood, granted extension test period 30 days ; WLVA, Lynchburg. Va., granted extension test period 30 days ; KTRH. Houston. Tex., granted
extension temp. auth. to use 1290 kc 1 kw and 2V2 kw
LS for
60 days after 12-17-34 subject to action on pending application.
Applications . . .
DECEMBER 15
WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C. — Modif. CP as modified to
extend commencement to 12-21-34, completion to 3-21-35
NEW, Eugene DeBogory, tr. as Tern-Bel Broadcasting
Co., Temple,
Tex. — transmitter
CP new station
amended
re equip.,
site. 1310 kc 100 w D,
NEW, 1370
James
station
kc 100R. wDoss,
D. Jr., Decatur, Ala.— CP new
NEW, Denton Broadcasting Co., Eugene DeBogory
owner,
Tex. transmitter
— CP new station
amendedDenton,
re equip.,
site. 1420 kc 100 w D,
Page 34
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KGEK.moveSterling,
Col. — and
License
equip.,
transmitter
studio.to cover CP change
KRKD.
Los
Angeles
—
Modif.
license to increase from
500 w to 1 kw D.
KXA,
Seattle
—
Involuntary'
assignment
license from
American Radio Telephone Co. to Ward Walker.
NEW, Norman F. Storm, Centralia, Wash.— CP new
station 1500 kc 100 w unltd., amended to D only.
KNEI, Mobile, Ala. — Modif. CP extended commencement to 1-1-35, completion to 7-1-35.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— NEW, Hartford Broadcasting Co., Inc., Hartford, Conn.. CP new station 1200
kc 100 w unltd. (incomplete re equip.) ; WBAL. Baltimore, voluntary assignment license to American Radio
News Corp. (superseded) ; NEW, Herbert A. Folsom.
Augusta, Me., CP new station 1370 kc 100 w unltd. (no
answer to correspondence) ; NEW, Brothers & England.
Mansfield, O., CP new station 1370 kc 100 w unltd,
amended to 1300 kc 250 w (request of applicant, superseded) ; WGBI, Scranton, Pa., CP move transmitter,
amended to install new equip., increase from 250 w to
1 kw D & N ; WPTF, Raleigh, N. C, extension exp.
auth. use 1 kw to 8 p. m., period ending 8-1-35, and
modif. exp. auth. (signature) ; NEW, G. L. Burns, Brady,
Tex., CP new station 1500 kc 100 w unltd., amended to
1210 kc 100 w 250 w D, ltd. (hours) ; WDZ, Tuscola, 111.,
modif. license to change from 1070 to 1020 kc on removal
of KYWment Co.,(repetition!
; NEW,
Amuse-kc
Inc., Yreka,
Calif.,Northern
CP newCalifornia
station 1500
100 w unltd.
(wrong
form)
;
NEW,
Robert
Vern
drews, Seward, Alaska, CP new station 1000 kc An100
w ltd. amended to 900 kc (equip, and frequency).
DECEMBER 20
NEW, 560
Paulkc Sullivan
station
250 w D.Andrews, Lewiston, Me. — CP new
NEW,kc WDRC,
Inc., Hartford, Conn. — CP new station
1200
100 w unltd.
WHDF. Calumet, Mich. — License for CP change
equipment and move transmitter, modif. license to
change specified hours.
NEW,
Hazlewood, Inc., West Palm Beach, Fla.— CP
new
station
to 1200
kc. 1420 kc 100 w unltd., amended from 1420
NEW,
Jessew unltd.
H. Jay, Miami, Fla. — CP new station
1200
kc 100
NEW. Eugene DeBogory, d/b as Paris Broadcasting
Co., Paris,
Tex. — CP new station 1500 kc 100 w D,
amended
re equip.
KVOO, Tulsa, Okla. — Modif. license to change from
simultaneous
D, sharing N with WPAI, to unltd. (conunltd.) tingent on grant of WAPI applic. to change to 590 kc
KOIL. Council Bluffs, Iowa — License for CP as modified to install
mitter, amendednewre equip.,
equip. increase power, move transWJAG. Norfolk. Neb. — CP change equip.
Ind. w— CP
change
from
50 WLBC.
w N 100Muncie,
D to 100
N 250
w D,equip.,
changeincrease
hours from
simultaneous D, sharing WTRC N, to unltd.
WREN,
Lawrence,
from
1 kw to
1 kw, 5 kwKan.D.— CP new equip., increase
NEW, The Journal Co. (The Milwaukee Journal) Milwaukee, Wis. — CP new station 1010 kc 1 kw unltd.
KOIL, equip.
Council Bluffs. Iowa— Modif. CP as modified to
change
KLS.
Oakland,
250 w to 250 w Cal.
500 —w CPD, change
change equip.,
hours increase
to unltd. from
NEW, Eagle Rock Broadcasting Co., Charles A. But1160 ler,kcE. Kauffman,
250 w D. Eagle Rock, Cal. — CP new etation
KFBB', Great Falls, Mont. — Exp. auth. change from
1280 kc to 610 kc to 4-1-35.
KECA, Los Angeles — Modif. CP as modified to extend
completion to 3-15-35.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— NEW, Cumberland
Broadcasting Co., Portland. Me., CP new station 1210
kc
100 wCo.,unltd.
equip.) ; NEW,
Broadeasting
Inc..(reWorcester,
Mass.. Worcester
OP new station
1200 kc 100 w unltd. (re equip.) ; KMBC. Kansas City,
modif. license to use aux. transmitter regularly at night
(request of applicant).
DECEMBER 22
WHIO.mitter nearDavton,
Dayton. O. — Modif. CP change equip., transNEW. Wilton E. Hall. Anderson, S. C— CP new Etation m1200
it er sitkc
e. 100 w unltd., amended re equip, and transKABK, Little Rock, Ark. — CP change equip., increase
from 250location
w N 500
w D to 500 w N 1 kw D, amended
change
transmitter.
KADA,
Ada.
Okla.
to inn w N 250 w D.— CP new equip., change from 100 w
Tex. — CP change equip., increase from
500KXYZ.
w to Houston,
1 kw.
KRLD, Dallas, Tex. — Extension exp. auth. operate
simul. with WTIC to 8-1-35.
WHBF,
pow=r
and Rock
change Island,
equip. HI. — License for CP increase
WCBD. Waukegan, 111.— Modif. license from 1080 to
in20 kc. change hours from limited-sharing WMBI to
limited
KVW. D and such time after midnight as suitable to
WBAA, West Lafayette, Ind.— Modif. to add specified
hours.
KFAB, Lincoln. Neb. — Extension spec. auth. operate
synchronously
with WBBM LS to midnight from 2-1-35
to
8-1-35.
NEW. J. L. Scroggin, St. Louis, Mo. — CP new station
w LS to midnight, specified hours, amended
to1500100kcw 100
unltd.

DECEMBER 27
WOL, Washington, D. O— Modif. CP authorizii
equip,
changes and
sion completion
date. increase D power requesting exte
WMEX,
Boston,
Mass. — Modif. license to move stud
from Chelsea to Boston.
NEW,
Brothers
&
tion 1200 kc 100 w D.England, Lovain, O. — CP new st
NEW, Palm Beach Broadcasting Service, West Pa)
Beach, Fla. — CP new station 1370 kc 100 w unltd.
W9XBY, Kansas City— License for CP to erect e
peri mental station.
Joplin 1200
Broadcasting
CPNEW,
new station
kc 100 w D.Co., Pittsburgh, Kan.NEW, William Schield, Sydney R. Lewis and Haro
Smithson, trustees of Golden Empire Broadcasting Ct
Ltd., Chico, Cal. — CP new station 950 kc 250 w D.
KGIR, Butte, Mont. — Modif. CP for increase in .
power
requesting
equip, changes
mencement
and completion
dates. and extension con
KOL, Seattle — CP change equip., increase from 2
to 5 kw D.
KOL, Seattle — License for CP and transmitter mo\
resubmitted.
KRKO,
Wash. — Inc.
Voluntary assignment licen:
to Pioneer Everett,
Broadcasters,
APPLICATIONS R E T U R N E D— KRKO, Everet
Wash., CP change equip., move locally ; WHK, Clevi
land,
increase from; WREC,
1 kw N Memphi
2Y2 k'
D to 1modif.
kw N license
5 kw Dto (unnecessary)
CP change equip., increase power (unnecessary).
How Families Spend
TO FIND out just how much families spenc
the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics is gath
ering data that may include 110 cities witraj
the next two years, according to Isadore, Com
missioner of Labor Statistics. Already worll
is underway in the East, with New Yorkl
Rochester, Pittsburgh, Scranton, Johnstown!
Philadelphia, Columbus, 0., Richmond, Mem
phis, New Orleans, Birmingham and Detroi ±
included.
In New Hampshire a series of studies wil
show differences between distribution of fara
ily expenditures in big and little towns. Worl<
has started in Seattle, first of the Pacific cities
to be surveyed. In New York the study is being made in cooperation with the Russell Sage
Foundation and in a number of other cities,!
local civic agencies are taking part.
Directly in charge of the surveys is Missi
Faith M. Williams, Chief of the Bureau's Cost
of Living Division. Data is to be obtained on
expenditures of families with at least one employed earner. The figures will be broken
down in detail to obtain a clear picture of expenditures for particular items as well as the
share of the money which goes for each type
of expense.
Expenses will be classified similar to the
study of living costs of Federal employes in
the District of Columbia. Main headings will
be food, clothing, housing, household operation, furnishings and equipment, transportation, personal care, medical care, recreation,
formal education, vocation, community welfare, gifts and contributions to persons outside
the family, miscellaneous items, and savings
(life insurance, retirement funds, other investments).
AN INTERESTING booklet issued by the
Radio School of WGAR, Cleveland, only free
school of its kind, gives instructions to those
planning to have radio auditions. It is available for the use of other stations, with no
rights reserved. To date WGAR has selected
200 prospective performers and executives
from the 4,500 who have been auditioned.
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'CA Consolidates
ictor, Tube Units
ST SOLID ATION of the activi; of the RCA Victor Co. and
A. Radiotron Co. into a single
lanization to be known as the
•k Manufacturing Co., effective
. 1, was announced Dec. 27 by
vid Sarnoff, president of RCA.
3 • formation of the new company,
* :(vas stated, entails no change in
- of the sales, advertising or
nagement policies of either of
two former companies, nor any
, nge whatever in the products or
demarks heretofore used. Ex.tive personnel also is unchanged.
Separate statements were issued
Mr. Sarnoff and by E. T. Cun,gham, president of the new comjiy. Mr. Sarnoff is chairman of
°_ | board of the new organization.
" itesent
and management
two officers
subsidiary
companies, Mr.of
rnoff said, will continue in their
tpective positions, and the factfies located at Camden and Harj sk>n, N. J., will continue present
^rations.
*|:'The formation
of the new
npany," Mr. Cunningham anpnced,of"is
the final step
in has
the
ocess
centralization
which
en going on for more than a year
the interests of greater operat» economy and efficiency. As in
% past the RCA Victor Division
\ jid the RCA Radiotron Division
ill operate independently of each
iher as their different problems
ftrrant. The separate sales orLnizations and advertising proams will be maintained.
The complete list of the board of

AND

directors and officers of the new
company were announced as
follows:
David Sarnoff, chairman of the
board ; E. T. Cunningham, president
and director ; G. K. Throckmorton,
executive vice president and director ;
W. R. G. Baker, vice president in
charge of the RCA Victor Division
and director ; J. C. Warner, vice
president
in charge
the RCA Radiotron Division
andof director.
Other
directors : General James G. Harbord,
M. H. Aylesworth, Edward M. Harden, Dewitt Millhauser, Frederick
Straus, James R. Sheffield, Cornelius
N. Bliss and E. J. Nally.
Lawrence B. Morris, has been appointed vice president and general
counsel of the new company ; J. D.
Cook, treasurer ; P. G. McCollum,
comptroller; F. H. Corregan, secretary :J. W. Burnison, vi«e president
in charge of manufacturing for the
RCA Victor Division ; J. M. Smith,
vice president in charge of manufacturing for the RCA Radiotron Division ;Major J. T. Clement, vice president in charge of the Washington, D.
C, office ; F. S. Kane, assistant secretary ;David Mackay, assisrtant secretary ;C. B. Meyers, assistant secretary ;E. F. Haines, assistant treasurer ; and F. H. Troup, assistant
treasurer and assistant secretary.
Facsimile Patents
PATENTS covering an "image
broadcasting system," described as
a new-type of inexpensive facsimile
reception apparatus weighing only
14 pounds, and capable of reproducing half-tones as well as black
and white, were awarded William
G. H. Finch, assistant chief engineer of the FCC by the U. S.
Patent Office in papers issued Dec.
25. The apparatus was described
by Mr. Finch, who is FCC assistant

NOW

EQUIPMENT
BULLETINS giving television data
and how to tune in were released in
Los Angeles Dec. 15 by Harry
Lubcke, television director for the
Don Lee Broadcasting System. The
transmitter, W6XAO, operates six
nights a week. G. Wilber Read,
graduate of California Institute of
Technology, has been added to the
Lisgroup to
who hear Wilbur
programs,
and see E.theThorp.
teners assist
and send proof, are given passes to
visit the laboratory.
WQAM, Miami, celebrated its 14th
year on the air on Dec. 7 with in235-foot vertiof its new
transmision equipcal radiator.augurationNew
is
ment Western Electric high-fidelity.
A master control desk gives the engineer on duty control of the entire
plant without moving. Signal strength
improved with addition of
is
new equipment.
the greatly
WNBX, Springfield, Vt., went on the
air in mid-December with a new
1,000-watt transmitter, using Class B
modulation equipment developed by
the Collins Radio Co., Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. It is the second increase in
power for WNBX in the last six
months, a boost from 250 to 500 watts
having been made in July.
WORK on the new transmitter that
Downbuilding
Chicago,
WCFL,
ers Grove,
111., is isgoing
on asat rapidly
as weather conditions permit and the
dedication date has been tentatively
set for March 2.
chief for the Telegraph Division,
as a novel method of visual broadcasting, and is mobile. Several
months ago he was granted patents
covering a mobile radio printer and
in the new awards the facsimile apparatus is referred to as complimentary to the printer.
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pointed out, would seriousge.
Crosthe station's Ohio coveraing
WLW,
ley Radio Corp., operat
ring posit was learned, is considefrom
the
sibility of an appeal
it conparticularly ifantenn
FCC ruling,
a
cludes that the directional
would prove ineffectual.
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of the government of Canada, the
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Y

THE livest issue in station operation this year is high fidelity. Peak
performance is made easy with this new General Radio Monitoring Panel.
Modulation is continuously monitored, indicating carrier level
eous peaks on meters and over modulation peaks on
instantan
lamp.
aandflashing
Distortion and Noise are read directly on a meter (not continuously monitored) rendering these measurements so simple that
there is no excuse for not operating at the highest level of fidelity
and efficiency of which the station is capable.

TYPE
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TRANSMISSION

MONITORING
Lv

PRICE

fk

ASSEMBLY
$460

Described in Bulletin MB
#5*
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New

Recording

Firm

to FCC as Congress Convenes
(Continued from page 14)
can, and former chief radio an- for an investigation of proposals
nouncer of WJAG, Norfolk, Neb., that fixed percentages of facilities
has to do with the introduction of be so allocated. The Broadcast Division conducted hearings from
legislation to tax radio advertising.
Oct. 1 to Nov. 12, invading every
Indignant over his defeat, Mr. phase
of broadcasting activity, and
Howard is in Washington endeavorthe evidence was overwhelmingly
ing to corral support for such a in favor of retention of the present
measure, and has predicted its passage. The tax, he has stated, system.
The Paulist Fathers, headed by
would be in the nature of a license
Father John B. Harney, superior
fee, and would be a percentage of of the Society of St. Paul the
station receipts which might be Apostle, operate WLWL, New
York, a 5,000-watt station licensed
diverted for support of state, edu- for
approximately 15 hours weekly
cational or municipal broadcasting
on a clear channel. Repeated apenterprises.
plications for increased time had
In addition to Representativefailed before the former Radio
elect Stefan, the House will boast
Commission, and the legislative
lobby was launched in the effort to
a second "practical broadcaster."
He is Representative-elect Frank
acquire better facilities. While ofE. Hook, of Ironwood, Mich., who
ficials of the Society and the stais
listed
as
president
of
WJMS
of
WHAT
tion, a commercial outlet, have
that city. Neither Mr. Stefan nor been negotiating with the networks
Mr. Hook had reported to the sec- for a frequency shift which would
DETROIT
retary of the House at the time give them full time with 5,000
Broadcasting went to press.
STATION
watts, these conversations have not
yet resulted in a tangible project.
Class
Allocations
has increased its audience by
Renewal of Lobby
16%* since its affiliation
THE REAL RADIO activity is exwith the AMERICAN BROADpected in connection with that porA CONSEQUENCE, reports
CASTING SYSTEM on Oction of the FCC report, due Feb. AS
tober 14th?
are current that this organization
1, which will relate to allocation of will renew its legislative lobby
broadcasting facilities to so-called
when Congress convenes, and aim
* Result survey.
of independent
non-profit groups.
it at the networks and at the FCC.
After a prodigious lobbying ef- There was the report also that it
fort on the part of the Paulist
would attempt to block confirmation of certain members of the
Fathers of New York, the educaWJBK
tional group favoring class alloca- FCC. What was regarded as the
tion of facilities, and certain labor
opening gun in this new campaign
DETROIT
factions, had failed at the last ses- was the brief filed by Father Harney with the FCC last month in
sion, Congress inserted in the Communications Act a provision calling connection with the "25 per cent"
hearings. In it, the networks and
the former Commission were
flayed, and allegations were made
field.
of monopoly in the broadcasting
WAR
OR
PEACE?
The negotiations involving
WLWL have centered upon a freWhatever comes in Europe or Asia
quency shift for WCCO, Minneapolis CBS station, from the clear
TRANSRADIO PRESS
channel of 810 kc. to 850 kc, the
clear channel occupied by WWL,
Will be First on the Air with the News —
New Orleans, operated by Loyola
ACCURATE AND IMPARTIAL!
University, another Catholic institution. WWL and WLWL, under
S 3 3
that plan, then would operate
simultaneously on this wave with
Effective January 1, 1935
10,000 watts and 5,000 watts, respectively. The hitch, however, has
WYTHE WILLIAMS
been the question of shifting
Famous American War correspondent and writer for the New
WNYC, New York municipal station now operating on 810 kc. dayYork Times, Philadelphia Public Ledger, Collier's and
the Saturday Evening Post, becomes
time only, or of closing the station
CHIEF EUROPEAN CORRESPONDENT
altogether, together with the procurement of consent to the freof
quency exchange from other staTRANSRADIO PRESS
tions on adjacent channels which
and
might be affected by interference
due to lack of accepted frequency
RADIO NEWS ASSOCIATION
separation between the channels.
With his headquarters at Paris and Geneva
B S B

TRANSIGRAM Sound Corp. was
organized in California in December with offices and studios in the
Alexander Studios at 6048 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood. Directors include Gordon D'A. Soule and H. S.
Soule, formerly with the Imperial
Sound Studios; Gene Grant, until
lately on the KFI sales force;
George W. Burst and Clive Johnson. The incorporators asked authorization to capitalize with 500
shares of preferred stock at $25
par and 1,000 common, no par.
Permission was given in Sacramento to issue 200 preferred and
400 common. The firm will engage in the business of transcription producing and manufacture
personal recordings and air checks.

Prall

You can keep your listeners fully and accurately informed
of world events with Transradio News flashes, available
around the clock by leased printer circuits, telegraph or short
wave telegraphy.
WIRE OR WRITE FOR RATES

TRANSRADIO

PRESS

SERVICE,

INC.
"■Only What is Airworthy and Authentic"
342 Madison Ave.
New York City
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NEW RATES FOR
NEW YORK
American Broadcasting System's
Key Station— WMCA, New Yorkannounces new rate card effective
January I, 1935. Send for copy
today. See how cheaply you can
"crash" America's richest market
with this hard-hitting station!

judge Sykes Tel
Of Studies by FC
Stresses Non-political Aspe<
Of Commission Activities
WITH THREE separate divisio
each operating independently, f
FCC is functioning these days &■
tri-partite body, with each divis
having its "hands full," Chairm
E. 0. Sykes, of the FCC, declai
Dec. 28 in an interview over
nationwide NBC-WEAF netwo
He was interviewed by Mar
Codel, publisher of Broadcastii
in the last of a series of sev
broadcasts, during which each
the FCC members appeared befc
the microphone to tell of the ;
tivities of the FCC.
Defining the scope of the FC(
work
and the reasons whi
prompted
the administration
bringing about its creation, Jud
Sykes declared in response to K
Codel's questioning, that the ere
tion of this new agency "was n
dictated by any political consider
tions." He asserted that it was
natural sequel to the growth ai
expansion of communications ser
ices that the government shou
regulate them in the interests
the public whom both the FCC ai

the companies serve."
Commission Studies
■
JUDGE
SYKES enumerated tl ■
current investigations being co
ducted by the three separate c
visions. Apropos of the Broadca !ifi
Division, he said:
"The Broadcast Division, as ycI-:
know, is expected to report to Co;i
gress by Feb. 1 on the propos j
that a fixed percentage of tlj
broadcasting facilities be allocate
to particular types of non-prof |
activities. In addition to its rou ...
tine work, the Broadcast Divisic^
has also begun a survey of tilwave lengths, with particular aiK
tention to clear channels, to dffce
termine
whether
our preseriT
system of allocations is the mosSr
efficient in the light of recent act);
vances in radio engineering."
Paying high tribute to the wor-tj
of the FCC staff, Judge Sykes sail
the "teamwork
being displayed,",
could
be justly attributed
to thjb
leadership of the six other memL
bers of the FCC, whom he de£;
scribed as "public servants of thTvery highest calibre." The feeling'
of the entire
organization,
he as L
serted,
is that
contribut
something
real "we
and will
lasting
to th
American radio listener and th
American user of the telephone am

Judge Sykes
also commended th
telegraph
services."
value of the series of radio inter F?
views with members of the FCCT;
"I would like to say," he declared!;
"that the clear expositions of theifras
plans and purposes which my col j;
leagues of the Commission havrP
given in these broadcasts hav<F
served to answer many of thf.r
questions often put to us aboul 3;
what the administration really hac *
in mind in establishing the Com- .?
munications Commission."
a
A NEW local station in Lewiston.
a
Idaho, to operate on 1420 kc. with
100 watts, was authorized by the
Broadcast Division of the FCC Dec. a
18 upon ofapplication
H. E.decision
Stude- «
baker,
that city.of The
sustained the recommendation of
Examiner Hill.
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Court

Upholds Rights to News
Fr
(Continued from page 11)
Such news, it was claimed,
Judge Bowen brought out that
the AP did not assert any rights
fes to be fresh and interesting
under a statute or the copyyright
jr it has become generally
laws, and that the bill charged unsi <pn. For that reason, it was
fair competition and violation of
ended that the station has be- its property rights in the news. In
3 the competitor of the AP and
the argument, however, the court
lewspaper members in the ob- stated, AP counsel stressed its
news.
of
distribution
^fiing and
claim of unfair competition rather
n than its asserted property rights in
opinio
the
"
ition,
compet
spuch
tions
conten
the
ing
* es in review
the news reports. "Complainant,"
1 che AP, "necessarily involves
continues the opinion, "claims it
I i|lry and business competition in has such property right in the
news reports for at least 24 hours
disand
^ lig the first to obtain
after first publication thereof in
3 lute such news for the purpose
popularizing and making more
one of the newspapers of complainactive the respective advertisant's members, but that defendant
has customarily broadcast the rethe defendant's
mediums of compl
t
and
ainan
[o station and
ports many hours before the expiration of such 24-hour period."
lewspaper members."
Property Rights
'(he court recited that the AP
had
KVOS
that
ed
charg
, also
IN
THIS
connection, the court re! rganization of its own to gather
cited that the AP contention that
this property right was upheld in
js, except for some local items,
1 on the contrary regularly and
the AP suit in South Dakota
tinuously "follows the practice
against KSOO, and that the South
Dakota case, in turn, was upheld
-pirating'
the news, intelligence
information gathered at great
in the suit of the International
iense by complainant and its News Service vs. the AP, tried in
-nbers."
This was held to be the Supreme Court and in which
the 24-hour stipulation was laid
lair competition by the complain, on the ground that the station down. Judge Bowen declared,
ible to "spread and disseminate,
that a "careful
however,
oughout the territory served by of
the International
News review"
Service
icase "fails to disclose a statement
station, in advance of dissem
by the Supreme Court to the effect
t's members,
ainannews
ion
by identi
complcal
same
which is that complainant in that case acquired or had an absolute property
d for and obtained by the memright as such in news gathered by
la i s from complainant." Continu:e of this "pirating" of news, it it and supplied to its member
s alleged, would cause the AP
newspapers for any time after distribution to the public, or indeed
i its members to suffer "irreparfor any time whatever, either bee injury and damage."
or after that
such there
publication."
He foreadded
seemed to
Temporary Order
be no room for question that the
NOV. 13 the court had true construction of the rule of the
anted the temporary restraining
majority in that case "is confined
'der, instructing the station not to the actual holding on the parfacts there involved and
! "pirate, appropriate, use or that theticular
case turns on the point
sseminate" any of the news
vthered by the AP or its merri- that the pirating news agency was
es during a period of not less
unfair competition.
an 24 hours after publication.
guilty ofDifference
in Facts * * *"
• VOS then filed a motion to
question of unfair comsmiss the bill in equity, citing ON THE petition,
Judge Bowen held that
J imerous grounds. On the allega- the INS case was not controlling
1 !>n of pilfering news, the opinion
case case
at bar,
"becauseto the
the
ought out that L. H. Darwin, in in
rulethe
of that
is confined
- half of KVOS, categorically de- peculiar facts there involved and
j fed these allegations and set forth they are unlike the facts here. In
any news sources other than AP.
that case a majority of the court
bgan Jones, manager of the sta- held there was unfair competition
,pn, in an affidavit, stated that between plaintiff and defendant,
s ie general news reports broadist were obtained from the Radio
-|,ews Association of New York
Market
With
2 'associated with Trans-Radio
1 'ress Service, Inc.) by short wave.
On this score the court stated
lat the statements in the AP
MONEY!
Sdavits that KVOS has in many
oecific instances broadcast genAmong the fifteen largest
eral and local news items claimed
markets, Milwaukee rates —
e;p belong to the news service, "are
1 jlear
and in
convincing,
Home Ownership
3rd
pnsidered
connectionand,
withwhen
the
Automobile Ownership
. 5th
t ,iss specific statements in defendnt's affidavits as to defendant's
Radio Ownership
2nd
ources of general and local news
Industrial Payrolls
6th
'nformation, compel the conclusion,
nd the court so finds, that defendCovered Thoroughly ONLY by
.nt has in its radio news broad.asts taken and 'pirated' local and
;eneral news dispatches in some
pecific instances as charged by
WTMJ
omplainant, but not until after
uch news items were published
THE
M | LWA U K E E
nd distributed to the public in the
JOURNAL
STATION
■egular public editions of the
memEDWARD PETRY & CO.
lewspapers of complainant's
>ers."
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both of whom were news agencies
engaged for profit in gathering
and distributing news reports to
their respect contract members. In
the case at bar, the defendant is
not in any way pirating the news
reports furnished by the complainant for the purpose of selling
them or distributing them for
profit to radio news broadcasters
or other news publishers.
"The fact that insofar as disseminating news is concerned the
defendant radio station may be
performing a service similar to
that of member newspapers of the
complainant, does not necessarily
of itself constitute the defendant a
competitor even of a member newspaper of the complainant, because
the member newspaper disseminates news for profit through sale
of newspapers, while the defendant radio station receives no compensation for disseminating news
to the public but does so free of
* *
charge therefor.
Advertising* Angles
"A NEWSPAPER publisher gets
paid not only for the advertising
space in his newspaper purchased
by advertisers, but also for each
particular copy of his newspaper
distributed to the public. The defendant radio station is not, therefore, directly in competition with
complainant's member newspapers
in respect to the business of disseminating news for profit. The
mere fact that the defendant radio
station competes for business profit
with complainant's member newspapers in the advertising field does
not make of the defendant and
such newspaper competitors for
business profits in the dissemina-

of

PROPERLY
ALLOCATED
INTERVIEWS
MEAN
GREATER
ACCURACY
FOR THE

YARDSTICK

SOBY

AUDIENCE VALUE
For the past three years we have
directed our efforts toward everincreasing accuracy in our audience
analysis method. We were not conof "random
ced of the accuracy
ntly, we
calls. vinConseque
made a
number of test audience surveys,
d" results
taking dom"
"allocate
calls versus
"rancalls. The
convinced
us that the proper allocation of
telephone
calls according
to "radioto
on is essential
home" populati
greater
the final results.
Write accuracy
for morein information
and
audi"spot"
ence
surveys.
or
prices on "station"
•
BENJAMIN
SOBY
AND ASSOCIATES
1023 WALLACE AVENUE
Wilkinsburg, Pittsburgh, Pa.

tion of news."

EASY
Ride in Air-Conditioned Comfort on

WASHINGTON
GEORGE
THE F.F.V.
THE SPORTSMAN
The Finest Fleet of Air-Conditioned Trains in the World
cheerful. Appetizingly cooked
You can take a deep breath and
meals are served at painless
relax in the cool spring-like temperature of Chesapeake and prices. All this adds up to make
a trip remarkable for elegance
Ohio's air-conditioned trains.
Your clothes stay fresh and and comfort. Try it! There is
clean. Your surroundings are no extra fare.
The ticket agent of any railroad can route you
on the Chesapeake and Ohio. Insist upon it
THE

Detroit f Qieveli""*

Chesapeake

/« f

and

Ohio
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John F. Ness
JOHN F. NESS, 41, promotion
manager of KNX, Hollywood, died
in the Wilshire Hospital, Los
Angeles, Dec. 11. Though Mr. Ness
suffered serious illness two or three
years ago, necessitating a tenmonth rest, he had been in good
health until a few days before his
death. He is survived by his
widow, his mother, two brothers
and a sister. Mr. Ness was born in
Chicago and spent many years in
newspaper promotional work in
Nevada, Honolulu and Los Angeles.
He entered radio several years ago
as promotion manager for the
Los Angeles Times and ex officio
head of its radio activities. A year
ago he became more actively interested in radio as manager of
KMTR, Hollywood. Later he went
to KYA, San Francisco, in promotional work, followed by similar
duties for the Hearst interests in
the bay district.
PROF. GIAN CARLO VALLAURI
has been appointed president of the
E. I. A. R., the Italian broadcasting
organization, succeeding the late
Enrico Marchesi.
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press BIdg., Wash.,D.C.
T. A. M. CRAVEN
Consulting Radio Engineer
Allocation Engineering
Commercial Coverage Surveys
Antenna Installations
Complete Engineering Surveys
National Press Building,
Washington, D. C.
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting %adio Engineer
Synchronization Equipment Design. Field
Strength and Station Location Surveys
Antenna Design
Wire Line Problems
National Prese BIdg. Washington, D. C.
N. Y. Office: Englewood, N. J.
PAUL
GOD LEY
and Associates

Huey's Radio Project
LOUISIANA State University will have one of the
country's most powerful stations within two years, Senator Huey P. Long announced in New Orleans
Dec. 28. Admitting that he
wasn't certain yet about the
funds to build the station, he
nevertheless predicted that
it would be a "50,000watter," that "everybody will
want to listen to." The state
legislature passed a bill late
in November authorizing the
university to buy or lease a
station or arrange for a
chain of stations.

WEBC's AIR SCHOOL
Shows Education Can Be Made
■An Entertaining FeatureTHAT EDUCATIONAL programs
can have a high entertainment
value on the air is being proved
daily, according to WEBC, Duluth
and Superior, Wis. Last summer,
at the beginning of the summer
session of the Superior State
Teacher's College, WEBC, as an
experiment, wired one of the classrooms for broadcasting, and gave
the College 45 minutes daily.
At that time the program was
viewed rather skeptically by station officials, but before half of the
course was over it became obvious
that the feature was attracting an
astonishing audience. The subject
of the lectures at that time was
Historical Biography.
The element of radio showmanship, of course, had its place in
the success of the experiment. The
fact that the origin of the program
was a classroom right on the
campus, and that the actual atmosphere of a classroom was present,
added greatly. Facilities for broadcasting not only the lecture of the
professor, but also the discussions
by
the students made it more interesting.
So good was the response that
the latter part of September, 1934,
saw a resumption of this feature
which is still being carried and is
attracting new listeners each day
— among educated and uneducated
people. To date the courses have
been, historical biography, Napoleon and the French Revolution pe-

FTC Praises Radio
(Continued from page 14)
basis. The first call brought a
100 per cent return from stations
and networks and almost a perfect
return from transcription companies.
In that portion of its report devoted to the radio survey, as an
expansion of its newspaper and
magazine
sion stated:campaign, the CommisThe Commission, on May 16, 1934,
requested all networks, transcription
companies, and individual broadcasting stations to file with it duplicate
copies ties.
ofTo this
their request
advertising
all ofcontinuithe 10
networks, all of the 596 broadcasting
stations, and practically all of the
transcription companies which make
commercial continuities have responded. This cooperation has been
most gratifying. The Commission
has already received approximately
180,000 continuities, of which it has
made preliminary detailed examination of almost 150,000.
Of the latter number, more than
125,000 were found unobjectionable
and filed without further action, while
about 21,000 were distributed among
members of the special board of investigation for further checking.
There remained approximately 33,000
continuities to be examined. In all
cases where false and misleading advertising isfound, the Commission is
applyingcedure assubstantially
prois followed in the
casessame
of false
and misleading advertising in. newspapers and periodicals.
This scrutiny of radio advertising
is being conducted with a minimum
of expense to the Government as well
as to the industry because of the
cooperation of members of the indeveloped.dustry and the system of procedure
In its examination of the radio continuities, as well as of newspaper and
periodical advertising, the Commission's sole purpose is to curb unlawful abuses of the freedom of expression guaranteed by the Constitution.
It does not undertake to dictate what
an advertiser shall say, but rather indicates what he may not say. Jurisdiction islimited to cases which have
a public interest as distinguished from
a mere private controversy, and which
involve practices held to be unfair to
competitors in interstate commerce.
Some idea of the potentialities for
false and misleading advertising may
be gained from the fact that more
than 600 radio broadcasting stations
have been established during recent
years, while more than 20,000 periodicals, printing and circulating every
year more than 16 billion copies, are
published in the United States.
riod, Makers of American Literature and Geology of the Head of
the Lakes Region.

Coast Radio Study
PURSUANT to plans evolved!
the Engineering Department of
FCC for a technical survey of
broadcast structure with part
lar reference to clear channels
the desirability of their cont
ance, KNX, KFI, KFWB and K
all Los Angeles, met Dec. 18
approved plans for installation
technical checking apparatus ri
Los Angeles. The cost will be ]
rated among the stations. In
dition, KNX will conduct an ir
pendent survey, and has retai
W. E. Plummer, engineer as
ciated with Glenn D. Gillett, c
suiting engineer of Washing
and New Jersey.
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Classifiedcost advertisements
Broadcasting
7c per word forin
each insertion. Cash most accompany order.close 28th and 13th of
Forms
month preceding issue.
Wanted to Buy
50-watt transmitter, complete w
speech complete
input equipment
; a 250-watt
tra
mitter
with speech
input equ
ment. Must be in first class condition b
the price reasonable. Write Box 2
Broadcasting Magazine.

, . Precision
is the Prime factor of all PIEZO
ELECTRIC CRYSTALS. Scientifi
Radio Service Crystals are ground
to an accuracy of BETTER than
.0 1 % before
they leave
our laboratories in order
to meet
our
own specifications.
Now

Available! !
LOW

TEMPERATURE
CO-EFFICIENT

Radio Engineers
Montclair, N. J.
Phone Montclair 2-7859

CRYSTALS
These LOW TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT CRYSTALS are sup
plied in Isolantite Air-gap Holders
in the 550-1500 Kc. band at only

FREQUENCY MONITORING SERVICE
Reference frequencies derived from the
National Standard of Frequency of the
National tinuous
Bureau
of Standards
leased wire
service. by conFor 24-hour Service
Phone GREENWOOD 2134
Washington Institute of Technology
Washington, D. C.

$65.00 each
Complete
Prompt Delivery Assured
We maintain a Monitor
Service

EDGAR H. FELIX
1775 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes,
Allocation and Location
Investigations
Page 38

Frequency

Measuring

Service

Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY

66 BROAD STREET

NEW YORK, IN". Y.

BROADCASTING

124 JACKSON
University AVENUE
Park
HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND
Send for our price list and
booklet
Dept. B-l-5.
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DAYTIME

WITH

RADIO

HOURS

Daytime hours are perfect hours to reach
and sell the thousands of women who plan,
manage and shop for the home and family.
What brands to buy, what foods to serve,
and a hundred and one other housekeepare all part of their day's
problems
work.ing And
women have come to depend
upon the daytime messages of radio
advertisers for guidance and assistance.
In New England successful daytime
advertisers are using "WBZ andWBZA. For
WBZ and WBZA have the power to cover
four-fifths of the entire market, and the
popularity to influence this tremendous
daytime audience.
Use Daytime Hours to sell New England women, at half the cost of evening
time. Use WBZ and WBZA to reach New
England women, at less than half the cost
of using a complete network.

and

WBZ

WATTS

50,000

WBZA

1,000

BOSTON

WATTS

SPRINGFIELD

Inc.

Company,
Broadcasting
National
AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
OF
CORPORATION
A RADIO
NEW YORK
WEAF & VVJZ
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★

WASHINGTON
WRC & WMAL

★

CHICAGO
WMAQ & WENR

★
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•
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Harriet Hilliard. accompanied by Ozzie Nelson's Orchestra, sings into a new RCA Victor Velocity Microphone.
All NBC broadcast equipment is by RCA Victor.
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offer?

RCA
A
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VICTOR
OF

RCA

MANUFACTURING

CO.,

INC.

WASHINGTON,
JANUARY

D. C.
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Year

Canada and Foreign
$4.00 the Year
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Why

I

Hours

Meet the "Royal Highness" of his family! What
clothes he wears out, what medicines relieve his childhood illnesses, what foods satisfy his husky appetite,
his mother buys. For mother is the real plannermanager-shopper of the entire family.
Reach her by radio when she is most concerned with
endless duties of homemaking ... in the daytime. For
it is during the day that she depends upon the messages of radio advertisers to guide her in her daily
household and shopping problems.
In Washington, NBC offers a choice of two popular
stations; either WRC or WMAL. Both cover this concentrated retail buying market completely and effectively, and boast selling records which should be of
real interest to spot and local broadcasters.
Use WMAL or WRC to reach this special group of
women in the Washington area. Use NBC Daytime
Radio Hours to sell them ... at half the cost of

WRC

08

WMAL

WASHINGTON,

D.

C.

National
Broadcasting
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CORPORATION
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Oil
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—

WHK

i

ON

FULFILLED

I

.asfc September when U.K. Carpenter,
General Manager of WHK, contracted
o broadcast play-by-play descriptions
r the Cleveland Indians' home games
Se was looking toward the future, a
future that held better times for every»ody. • Here you see the fulfillment
>fthat vision. H.K. Carpenter (center)
J/HK General Manager, accepting
Standard Oil Company (Ohio) baseball broadcast contract from Burt
Squire (left) Sales Manager of WHK
and Harry H. Stair (right) Account
Executive.
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6429

Votes

An
Interview
with Star
EDWARD
for
"5

ALE
SHI RE
Final"

in

3

Days

Vice-President, American Broadcasting System
Amazing
Like

Response

Dramatized

to Cancellation
News

"Cash In" on New
ON DECEMBER 18, 19 and 20,
radio fans long accustomed to hearing "5 Star Final" as a sustaining
program on ABS, were shocked to
hear genial Ted Webbe announce:
"This period has been requested for
another program. Although happy
presented '5 Star Final'
to have
for
your entertainment these two
months, it will not be broadcast
after Friday unless enough people
write in to prove that our audience
really wants it to stay on the air. To
vote, simply send your name and
address on a postcard to ABS,
NewGladYork,
night."
were byABSFriday
and Ted
Webbe to
return with "5 Star Final" Friday
and Monday nights to tell anxiouslywaiting fans that thousands and
thousands of votes had been receivedthat
;
there would be no further question about keeping this
program on the air.
For within the three-day period,
vote after vote came into ABS
Broadway headquarters. Final tabulation revealed the amazing total
of 6,429 votes in this fairest of
audience polls. Included were long,
imploring petitions from clubs and
organizations where "5 Star Final"
had become an institution. Brooklyn policemen got 662 signatures on
one day.
No surprise was this to ABS
showmen, long proud of the show.
But even more amazing to advertising men will the news be when we
point out that no inducement was
offered to obtain votes. The public's
endorsement of "5 Star Final" was
! entirely voluntary. No presents were
given away. No prizes were offered.
Only one motive induced listeners to
respond — sincere desire to continue
hearing this program. And — now
there can be no question about that.
What is "5 Star Final"?
CERTAINLY NEWSWORTHY is
a program that can thrive in such
fashion against competitors like Edwin C. Hill presenting "The Human
Side of the News"; "Eno Crime
Clues" with their hair-raising thrillers ;Rudy Vallee's tuneful "Variety
Hour"; and lilting Jessica Dragonette, veteran of many "Cities Service Hours". Let's see, then, exactly
what "5 Star Final" has that made
6,429 fans respond so devotedly.
Vivid quarter-hour dramatization
of the day's news is "5 Star Final".
Broadcast 8:15 to 8:30 P.M., New
York time, daily except Saturday
and Sunday. Bringing the day's
news, hot off the press early in the

on

Chain's
THE

ABS;

Threat

Shows

Ready-Made

Reveals

That

Advertisers

How

Fans
To

Audience

LIKES and dislikes of radio listeners are usually harder

to predict than the fickle vacillations of a woman's heart. To
discover the answer in the case of one program, new chain's
promotion department put the question up to the fans themselves. The overwhelming response on "5 Star Final" proves
conclusively that the public does like drama in their radio news ;
that ABS programs are produced with a practical showmanship
that can also ring the bell commercially. In the columns below
is related the story of how this interesting test was conducted
by ABS; what it proves about coverage of radio's fourth major
network. And — how alert advertisers can buy this proven
circulation at one-third lower cost per available listener.
shrewd Mary O'Neill of the Albany
Knickerbocker Press: "I have been
fascinated by the completeness and
exactness of those '5 Star Final'
broadcasts. They dramatize the day's
highlights in news as well as the
once-weekly 'March of Time'! It
amazes me that the thing is so
perfect with but a few hours for

Drama in the News!
evening of the day it happens. All
the color, all the excitement of human interest items before they're
"old stuff." From the deep-throated
opening of "Extra! Extra! Just out!
Read all about it!" - "5 Star Final"
is packed with thrills . . . real as life
. . . presenting deep-etched pictures
of love, hate, heroism as they occur
in the world we live in!
There can be no question about it.
Five star entertainment is "5 Star
Final". The kind that has proven
its ability to get and hold listeners.
The loyal kind of listeners who can
be converted into customers by sponsors. For besides the huge vote cast
by its well-established audience,
"5 Star Final" has already sold
merchandise for advertisers.
Sustaining on the network, it has
been commercialized locally in several cities. WIP (ABS to Philadelphians) reports: "The Harvard Radio Stores sponsor a spot announcement immediately following '5 Star
Final' every night. After the first
announcement enough radios were
sold to pay for the first two weeks
of broadcasting!"
Earns Lavish Praise
NOR IS "5 Star Final" any stranger
to praise. Critics rave about it. Says

Less amazed would critic O'Neill
preparation."
be
if she would attend "5 Star Final"
rehearsals. For, under the able guidance of Dramatist Don Clark and
Producer Phillip Barrison, ABS
actors and actresses put on magnificent performances that would do
credit to any stage.
"The Play's the Thing"
ALERT COMMENTATORS point
out that in radio, even more than
any other form of dramatic expression, the play is still the thing to
get an audience. Physical coverage
doesn't necessarily guarantee listeners. Good programs on small stations, well-received in basic areas
where people and buying power are
concentrated, may have a larger circulation than poor programs on
super-power stations — a fact wellillustrated
"5 Star
As
well as the bymany
other Final."
programs
that complete the 16-hour program
schedule being fed to the 22-station
ABS network every day.
Thanks to another radio editor.
Again we are grateful. Quote we:
"I have yet to meet an unfavorable
reply. (In answer to question: How
do you like the new chain?) The
office boy likes the sport broadcasts.
He listened to the Six-Day Bike
Race from Madison Square Garden.
Hockey, too. The superintendent of
my apartment house was wreathed
in smiles because 'they have lots of
the old-time music. I like that.' Their
dramas of mystery are exciting and
filled with an excellent array of

characters. Dance bands not heard
over other networks are brought in;
as well as the Saturday Night Nick
Kenny Scandals, with a stage, screen
ABS special events are
or Likewise,
radio star."
outstanding. Billboard, theatrical
journal, comments: "Easily the outstanding special event of 1934, was
ABS's handling of the Morro Castle
investigation which still impresses
as being the program that got more
space and attracted more listeners
than any other in recent years."
These are the deeds ABS is performing to build its audience. Fan
response and critics' orchids, in our
opinion, prove that this has been
accomplished. Fast-growing numbers of listeners keep dials tuned to
ABS programs. Ready, willing prospects for anything from toothpaste
to tiaras are here for advertisers.
Lowest Cost Per Listener
OF EQUAL importance, comparison of rate cards and coverage
claims shows that the ABS basic
network offers adequate coverage of
metropolitan markets at about onethird lower cost per available listener than that given by other basic
networks.
No "super"-coverage, claim we.
And — you don't pay for it! Hence,
in our opinion, ABS offers a more
efficient formula
chandise today. for selling mer-

american broadcasting.
System, inc.
1697 Broadway, New York
230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago
3300 Union Guardian Bldg., Detroit
Chevrolet on ABS !
ON JANUARY 4, Chevrolet blazed
another trail when it sponsored the
Max Baer vs. Babe Hunt fight on
the ABS network. Originating in
the automobile capital, officials say
the bout contributed greatly in introducing the new 1935 Chevrolet
to American motorists. It is easy to
understand why ABS was selected
to carry this important fight, for
fans have looked to the new network
for outstanding features ever since
its inception.
ABS Adds New Stations
PRESIDENT STORER recently
announced the addition of two new
outlets, bringing his ABS network
to 22 cities. The newest members of
the family are KARK, Little Rock,
and WNBR, Memphis. Their chain
affiliation has already brought both
broadcasters many congratulatory
messages from Southern listeners.

Published semi-monthly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933.
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Bill of Its Own
Favors
Association
Proprietary
member and chairman of the subIEPETITION of the turbulent scenes of last year which cencommittee handling the legislation
tred around the food, drugs and cosmetics legislation appears
originally espoused by Rexford Guy
Tugwell,
culture. Under-secretary of Agri'jrtain with introduction of the 1935 version of the Tugwelldrastic
more
even
as
regarded
is
As was the case last year, it
opeland bill (S. 5), which
appears likely that opponents of the
lan its predecessor of the last session of Congress in restrictbill in i^, present form, all of whom
jig the sale and advertising of affected commodities.
have gone on record in support of
York,
New
of
(D.)
Introduced Jan. 3 by Senator Copeland
"reasonable" legislation, will present a united front in demanding
ponsor of similar legislation at the last session, the measure
far-reaching
changes in S-5. A
groups
important
among
Irred up spontaneous opposition
tentative proposal, drafted by the
Proprietary Association, which has
hich feel their operations would be curtailed, if not crippled,
taken the lead in the offensive, pro_
____
in its
poses amendment of the present act,
enactment
rough
jresent form. On behalf of opposed the original Tugwell- in force since 1906, rather than its
Copeland legislation.
he broadcasting industry,
with the aim of includSenator Copeland, who has stated scrapping,
ing new provisions which fit the
repeatedly that the new legislation widespread development of these inlenry A. Bellows, as legislate counsel of the NAB,
will be passed at this session, has
dustries since that time.
succeeded to the chairmanship of
-rote Senator Copeland on
Judicial Power
the Commerce Committee, placing
him in a more strategic position.
FIRST REACTION to the new
an. 8 requesting an opporjnity to appear before the Last year he was ranking majority
measure was that it puts the Secienate Commerce Committee,
imilar requests for hearings,
Dr. Copeland's Statement
[ was learned, would be filed
STATEMENT of Senator Copeland (D.) of New York, explaining
y the Proprietary Associathe scope of purpose of his bill (S. 5) to regulate the sale and
ion, American Newspaper
advertising of food, drugs and cosmetics.
ublishers Association, and a
"Mr. Copeland : Mr. President, Senators will find on their desks
this morning a new food and drug bill. Many have asked me how it
umber of other groups vitally
differs from the original act. I have ventured to prepare a statement
iterested.
relative thereto, which I ask may be printed in the Record for the
enlightenment of all who are interested.
Arbitrary Power
"There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed
.DVERTISING provisions of the
in the Record,, as follows:
ew bill appear more stringent than
"For a number of years the Food and Drug Administration has
aose contained in the last version
been embarrassed by weaknesses in the food and drug laws. The
f the legislation offered last year,
original act was a revolutionary and epoch-making piece of legisii a nutshell, the pending measure
lation. It will ever stand as a monument to the great pioneer in
>ould place arbitrary power in the
pure food and drugs, Dr. Harvey W. Wiley.
ands of the Secretary of Agricul"Naturally, during a period of more than a quarter of a century,
ure to regulate food, drugs and
there would arise new problems and the necessity for further proosmetics advertising, with that
tection of the public. Court decisions have clarified and in some
-ower to be exercised in advance of,
instances befuddled the law. The officials of the Administration have
ather than following decisions of
been embarrassed by reason of weaknesses which have become aphe courts, and would create wasteparent through the progress of invention, discovery, and legal proul and costly regulation of advercedure.
ising that duplicates the authority
"In June 1933 a bill was presented after numerous conferences in
low vested in the Federal Trade
the Department of Agriculture with the various industries affected.
■ommission.
When that bill reached the Senate there arose a good deal of opposiOf far less import than the Copetion. Days and weeks of hearings resulted in numerous revisions.
and measure, but significant neverThe measure laid on the desks of Senators today differs from S. 1944
heless, was a separate bill introof the Seventy-third Congress in several particulars. Some of them
are the following :
duced Jan. 10 by Senator McCarran
D.) of Nev., (S. 580), which was
"The first bill gave to the Secretary conclusive power as regards
questions of fact. This is now left to the court if a contest arises.
eferred to the Commerce Comnittee. The measure was similar
"The old bill did not include any provision for court review of
o one he offered last session
regulations. While that right existed under the common law, it has
seemed wise to write into the bill a provision providing specifically
=ponsored by Charles Wesley Dunn,
for such review. In place of the official authority given the Secretary
•ounsel for the Associated Grocery
under the original bill to promulgate rules and regulations, this bill
Manufacturers, Inc., and American
(Continued on page 47)
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association, and allied groups which
anuary 15, 1935
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retary of Agriculture in the position
of
"presiding
all matters
involving
sale, judge"
labeling,in grading
and
advertising of these commodities,
whereas the existing law leaves him
in the position
of "complaining
witness" before the
courts. These
groups, including the advertising
media, support the contention made
last year by the Federal Trade
Commission that it is vested with
adequate authority to take care of
cases of false and fraudulent advertising, and that the new legislation,
insofar as it relates to advertising,
represents wasteful duplication of
machinery.
In his letter to Senator Copeland,
asking for a hearing, Mr. Bellows
pointed out that the NAB last year
protested
similar
legislation. certain
"S-5,"
he
wrote,which
"alsowere
introduces
features
not included in
S-2800 (the final bill of the last
session which failed of enactment)
which apparently would be serious
handicaps to wholly legitimate advertising.
"Above all, S-5 would set up a
new authority with regard to advertising which would involve confusing, costly, and apparently needless duplication of the work now
being very effectively done by the
Federal Trade Commission under
existing law. Under the provisions
of S-5, every advertiser of foods,
drugs or cosmetics, and every
medium carrying such advertising,
would apparently be subject to the
jurisdiction of two distinct federal
bodies, to the obvious detriment of
all legitimate
Secreteffort."
Formulas
AMONG new provisions in S-5 are
seen some of the demands made at
the hearings last year on behalf of
Consumers Research Reports by F.
J. Schlink, head of the organization.
Standing out among these is the
provision for disclosure of formulas
by proprietary manufacturers to the
Department, which they contend
would destroy their businesses, since
their secret processes would be
available to competitors.
Senator Copeland, in a statement
inserted in the Congressional Record
on Jan. 7, declared the new measure
was far more satisfactory than any
of its predecessors. Among other
things, he maintained that the advertising provisions were greatly improved, and that the complaint
voiced last session should be largely
absent.
It is thought likely that, to offset
the Copeland Bill, a measure will
be introduced in the House contain(Continued on page 46)
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"Compariso
ns
of :
New
and
Old
Rate —Schedules
of NBC
:
I
RED NETWORK
BLUE
NETWORK (Cont'd)
—
12
(Light face figures are old rates, bold face figures are new;
( Light face figures are old rates, bold face figures are new )
(Din.)
120
(MJIII.)
1 hr.
(Diff )
(Ttitf
\
lhr.
(Diff.)
(Diff.)
—
3
4
KOIL
% nr.
72 nr.
M hr.
200
WEAF
M hr.
-40
$ 900
600
New York . .
120
190
80
$
352
156
$
562
1,000
— 1
400
—
250
2
4
WREN
400
144
-30
WEEI
+ 100
Lawrence, Kan. . .
144
216
360
Boston
240
$190
$120
96
+3S
TOTAL FOR
+48
120
46
WTIC
NETWORK
46
112
168
$74
76
280
$1,990
^Hartford
74
$5,090
$3,190
120
76
JWJAR
+160
800
+10
OPTIONAL
BASIC
SERVICE
$3,672
$6,120
120
200
$2,448
Providence . .
532
VV Li TTT
YV
TX7T
46
<WTAG
+50
80
2
120
9
+
. . 1,200
120
64
190
96
160
76
Worcester . . .
+80
+66
+482
$1,200
+24
—12
VV IV ±5 r
46
76
120
WCSH
+30
44
+
T
Tl
ft
l
o
n
n
r\
1
1
o
+34
160
96
160
$800
+40
64
•Portland, Me.
$532
96
]KYW
-f-OU —1
64
440
C
0
A
276
NADIAN GROUP
+2
172
176
+ 18
+40
—
440
2
'Philadelphia
74
4
i qo —
—30
CRCT
264
Toronto
.
+20
190
JWFBR
—
4
8
+
18
120
120
119
280
168
80
-2
CFCF
^Baltimore . . .
200
-70
120
190
74
$120
190
WRC
Montreal
—
48
1 oo -2
144
"8
74
120
$190
+10
200
0
'Washington .
74
TOTAT, FOR
240
86
138
220
80
GROUP
-48
-70
|WGY
144
216
360
-2
+10
+4
•Schenectady .
$148
7
0
+90
78
SOUTHEASTERN
GROUP
126
$74
'WBEN
112
200
4
+140
$380
+6
8
$240
-2
168
WRVA
'Buffalo
$312
280
—2
+50-70
+78
98
$520
+48
250
+140
WCAE
+58
—
+6
120
160
48
190
156
64
128
192
-2
Pittsburgh . . ,
WTAR
320
120
+80
-70
$190
74
188
+24
300
Norfolk
WTAM
120
2
4
4
8
72
190
+
48
118
-2
160
96
Cleveland . . .
+34 WPTF
400
—12
120
240
+70
—70 $120
48
+30 Raleigh
+72
+36
WWJ
120
340
+100
—10
190
72
212
48
—2
132
360
Detroit
WSOC
—48
144
$74
72
216
156
250
Charlotte
WSAI
—70
120
72
74
+52
WWNC
+42
Cincinnati . . .
240
120
98
—48
+20
190
120
96
WHIO
-70
144
48
74
WIS
iia
+12
Dayton, O. . . .
200
120
120
4
+
288
WMAQ
12072
460
48
—
180
190
1
44
74
360
Chicago
120
WJAX
240
190
—288
600
82
210
Jacksonville
....
KSD
120
—
72
48
132
+140
—400 30
—24
74
128
St. Louis
172
320
WFLA-WSUN
192
190
+72
118
4-42
188
WHO
-1
120
300
48
+110
160
74
+60 WIOD
Des Moines...
172
400
120
120
+60
190
WOW
120
—24
+100
74
+46
320
Omaha
—30
74
192
TOTAL FOR
-22
128
-44
120
-2
190
WDAF
GROUP
+130
74
$1,520
320
Kansas City .
74
192
96
128
48
—48 $592
SOUTH CENTRAL
GROUP
—60
$1,120
-2
+72
+130
$960
$672
+54 WAVE
TOTAL FOR
$5,710
118
NETWORK ..
188
—
7
160
$2,236
0
4
64
8
[-1410
$3,594
$448
2
+7
$7,120
128
192
$4,272
+54
300
—70
$2,848
BLUE NETWORK
—14 WSM
120
+678
320
190
WJZ
-9
WMC
$190
600
—24
$900
+612
96
-30 $120
-36
400
1,000
118
$562
98
188
156
$352
160
96
64
300
WBZ
250
50
176
+1-00
WSB
48
440
264
$74
+38
82
144
190
WBZA
+48
+190
210
132
96
—208
+108
240
120
160
48
WAPI
+10
-270
194
310
120
72
190
+78
WFIL
64
+20
122
160
400
120
74
240
WJDX
190
Jackson
72
120
190
WBAL
74
120
112
168
+90
160
120
280
WSMB
74
120
+46
74
190
64
WMAL
74
80
200
+90
+38
TOTAL FOR
4
+
120
190
+48
74
120
GROUP
WSYR
+38
74
96
-2
80
$1,550
120
+10
200
SOUTHWESTERN
126
GROUP
WHAM
128
KVOO
200
$1,280
$976
$606
320
+10
78
192
-48
120
144
96
$768
300
2
-26
0
188
KDKA
160
Tulsa
■
+120
128
-70
118
190
240
WKY
$512
400
118
6
48
240
+ Oklahoma City...
120
-48
80
+66
98
156
$190
250
WGAR
+100
192
+50
-60
168
WFAA-WBAP
188
300
200
112
$120
-68
+6
120
-70
280
74
+52
Ft. Worth-Dallas . 200
196
312
WJR
320
120
KPRC
500
264
+50
190
176
+42
$74
440
+30
80
-40
+12
250
WCKY
112
156
+22
120
48
74
190
200
WOAI
168
+14
280
98
120
120
74
+10
4
288
180
460
2
+
WENR-WLS
KTBS
120
190
360
600
+30
+10
72
240
132
+14
+20
KTHS
210
+12
KWK
+140
+6
80
120
190
112
168
82
72
48
280
120
+60
74
+10
+72
150
94
KWCR
+6
144
TOTAL FOR
96
+70
Cedar Rapids . . .
240
58
GROUP
74
+10
+36
150
94
58
KSO
+30
$1,440 {Continued, on page 45)
96
160
64
+90
+4
+50
$1,400
+38
$562
1908
+10
$560
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Up
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Adjusted

Charges

Rate

Increased

for

Structure

the

Most^Part;

Compensation
Setup Will Be Announced
Shortly
NBC vice-president in charge of
[INTRODUCING
an entirely new
out WLW, which is listed as
that renewals of pres- "special service." Rates quoted for
i fiscal yardstick evolved after more sales,ent stated
contracts with NBC advertisers
WLW are $1,200 per hour, $800 per
than a" year of study, NBC on Jan.
would be accepted to be effective up half hour and $532 per quarter
rate
ted"
an "adjus
announced
g |Ticructure
to Dee. 31, 1935. The additional
''
designedfacilities
to assess
hour, being identical with the rates
.or its network
on charges
a more
six-week period, however, was
added Jan. 10 so that a full twelve previously quoted for the station.
•scientific basis and at the same
months would be covered.
Scale of Discounts
Ame to enable it to revamp comBasic Rates
Uensation arrangements with affiliTHE RATE adjustment over the
ited stations more equitably.
entire NBC network organization,
* f The net effect of the new rate THE NEW RATE for the basic
(Red) network of 21 it is pointed out, represents an in(structure, which becomes effective NBC-WEAF
crease over the present rates of
stations is Quoted at $7,120 per
leb. 4, results in a slight general
7.84%. This is slightly more than
increase for the separate networks.
hour, $4,272 per half hour and
$2,848 per quarter hour, as against 5% in the case of the Red and about
1 (Kates of basic stations, in the main,
present rate for the network
2% for the Blue.
Ere increa'sed, but these are offset the
Lminus WHIO, Dayton] of $5,510,
In lieu of the staggered schedule
j largely by reductions in the charges
$3,456
and
$2,150,
respectively.
The
. Dis- new rate for the basic NBC-WJZ
stations
ntary
of
discounts on gross rates for numjior suppleme
counts are based upon weekly gross
ber of periods under contract within
(Blue) network is $6,120 per hour,
billings, rather than entirely upon
which ranged from 5% for
irequency of broadcasts, and a $3,672 per half hour and $2,448 per 25a year,
to 49 periods, to 25% for 300 times
quarter hour for 18 stations, as
special rebate is designed to benefit
against the existing rate of $4,780, and over, the new card lists a scale
[network advertisers using time
$2,996
and $1,868 for seventeen sta- of discounts based on gross billings
' Consistently throughout the year.
tions. Added to the Blue network
only covering contracted value of
Circulation Factors
network time at gross rates. These
is WFIL, Philadelphia.
discounts start with 2%% for
THE NEW station compensation
For the nation-wide Red network,
embracing 65 outlets, the rate is weekly gross billings of $1,000 or
pian was not divulged simultaneously with the adjusted rate struc- $15,200 per hour, $9,120 per half more but less than $2,000 per week,
ture but will be announced shortly.
and range up to 15% for billing of
hour and $6,080 per quarter hour.
Each station will be contacted in- This compares with the present rate $18,000 or more per week.
dividually by network representa- for 65 outlets of $14,450 per hour,
It is further specified that a rebate will be allowed the advertiser
tives to negotiate this new arrange$9,098 per half hour and $5,640 per
ment which takes into account
for
each 52 weeks of consecutive
quarter hour. For the entire Blue
market, station coverage, audience
network of 62 outlets, the new rate network broadcasting amounting to
"circulation"
and other
is $14,200 per hour, $8,520 per half 10% of the gross billing on facilities
reactionheretofore
^actors
not available.
under contract during each week
hour and $5,680 per quarter hour.
Affiliates will be compensated
This compares with the current rate of the 52-week period. Interrupon trie basis of a percentage of the for 62 outlets of $13,830 per hour,
tions of the series necessitated by
rate charged by the network ad- $8,694 per half hour and $5,394 per the broadcasing of special events of
vertisers for each station with the quarter hour. These rates are withimportance, it is stated, will not
element of acceptance of network
commercials also taken into consideration. To guarantee affiliates
desirable time for local or national
Effect of NBC
Rate Adjustment
spot features, the arrangement will
reserve to the stations periods of
By E. P. H. JAMES
day and night time which the netSales Promotion Manager, NBC
; work will not offer nationally.
Apropos the station compensaAN ADJUSTMENT of broadcast advertising rates has long been
tion plan, Frank Mason, NBC viceexpected. A few months ago, Broadcasting published an analysis of
president in charge of station relathe Association of National Advertisers' study on The Trend of Media
tions, informed Broadcasting Jan.
Rates in Relation to Circulation and Cost of Commodities, which covi 11 that stations would be contacted
ered the entire commercial broadcasting field and showed that rates
regarding it within a few days,
for all stations taken as a group had decreased in relation to actual
"indications are," he asserted,
audience reached. Since 1929 the over-all cost of reaching 1,000 radio
"that within a few days, representafamilies, according to the ANA study, had dropped 10 per cent.
tives of the NBC station relations
NBC now leads off with an adjusted network rate schedule, which
, department will be on their way
the network believes offers a more equitable deal to advertisers,
to visit each of the 72 associated
agencies and stations alike. While the NBC rate adjustment includes
stations of the networks to explain
reductions on some stations and groups and increases on others, the
personally the new plan of network
net result of the adjustment over the entire NBC network set-up is
operation and station compensation.
an increase over the present rates of 7.84%. This is slightly over
5% with the Red Network and approximately 2% with the Blue.
Separate Treatment
However, indications are that the surveys of the leading groups in
"ALL STATIONS have been advised
the radio industry wrill be in complete agreement that the number of
by telephone and every effort will
radio families in the United States has increased to approximately
be made to visit them with the least
20,000,000 as of Jan. 1, 1935. This represents better than an 11%
' possible delay.
Itineraries have
increase over the 17,950,000 of Jan. 1, 1934, and on the basis of the
j been worked out for each NBC stanumber of reachable radio families in the territories served by NBC
tion relations representative to innetworks the new NBC rates show a continued decrease in the relasure that the ground will be covered
cost of 1,radio
systematically and speedily. A
OntiveJan.
1934, "circulation."
NBC network hour rates calculated out at 81 cents
portfolio, explaining the new plan
per
1,000
radio
families
over the complete Red Network and supplej as it affects each individual station^
mentaries and 76 cents per 1,000 on the nation-wide Blue network.
is being prepared in order to faciliTaking the estimated U. S. total of 20,000,000 radio families on Jan. i,
, tate
the the
work."
1935, the adjusted NBC rates indicate a further relative decrease to
While
new network rates will
75 cents per 1,000 for national service on the Red and 72 cents when
become effective Feb. 4, provision
the Blue network is used with all supplementaries.
is made for renewal of existing conThe rates reflect, much more closely than heretofore, the number of
tracts of network advertisers on the
radio families reachable through the respective networks and groups.
present rate basis for a full year, or
Full details of the new study of potential circulation made by NBC
until Feb. 3, 1936. In his formal
will shortly be available in book form.
announcement of the new rate
structure on Jan. 7, Edgar Kobak,
BROADCASTING
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affect the advertiser's right to rebate. The Red and Blue networks
may be interchanged by mutual
case the rein which
agreement,
bate will apply
to the lower billing.
Recognizing the enhanced value
of Sunday afternoon time, the new
card quotes three-quarters of night
rates for 12 noon to 6 p.m. local
time, tionSundays,
as gross
againstrates.
the quotaof on-half of
Mr. Kobak's Letter
FIRST announcement of the new
rate structure was made by Mr.
Kobak in a letter to clients and
agencies dispatched on Jan. 7, together with the new rate card. The
letter follows in full text:
Ever since broadcast advertising
started, it has been a fundamental
need that rates should be governed
primarily by the number of radio
families
reachable through the station or network.
After more than a year of intensive
analysis, the National Broadcasting
Company has determined the potential
circulation of each NBC associated station,justedgroup
and network,
and has adits network
rate structure
to
bring the charges to advertisers into
a closer
relationship
reachable radio
families.with
Thetheadjusted
rates become effective February 4,
1935. work
They
are listed
rate card,
No. on18,oura new
copynet-of
which is enclosed.
Note countsthat
we are
placing
dison a more
logical
basis,ourgiving
emphasis to dollar volume. In addition, continuous 52-week campaigns
will earn a special rebate at the end
of each 52-week period. Note, also,
that in the adjusted rate schedule the
rate for Sunday afternoon time (between the hours of 12 noon and 6 pjn.
local
time) night
will be
the regular
rate.three-quarters of
Notlishonly
adjustment
networkdoes
and the
group
rates in estabcloser
accord with the service rendered, but
the total rates also compare most
favorably with the NBC network rates
of previous years. On the Red Network and all supplementaries, for instance, we estimate a relative decrease
im the evening hour rate from approximately $1.67 per thousand reachable
radio families in 1927, to less than 80
cents per thousand radio families now
reachable.
Network advertisers who have contracts with us as of February 3, 1935,
and who desire to continue on the
present rate basis, may do so for any
period or periods up to and including
Feb. 3, 1936, providing that they continue existing series of broadcasts,
using the facilities under contract at
the time the rate adjustment became
effective. Additions to such facilities
may be made only on the old rate
basis, but the adjusted rates are applicable to all new broadcast series
contracted for on and after February
4, Within
1935. the next few weeks we shall
publish a new book, "NBC Network
Areas," presenting new maps and
statistics for all NBC networks and
groups. In this book, for the first time
in radio history, total figures of potential circulation are given — the
figures which made possible this muchneeded rate adjustment. We know
you will be as enthusiastic as we are
about the publication of this new
factual information about radio.
A Year of Study
ANNOUNCEMENT of the new rate
structure and consummation of the
station compensation plan will
round out the reorganization plan
undertaken by NBC more than a
year ago. The plan has received
the approval of a committee of the
Board of Directors consisting of
David Sarnoff, RCA president
(Continued on page 48)
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^Station

Is

Held

Jointly

Liable

For Libel Uttered
by Individual
Federal Court Reverses Doctrine of Reasonable Care
^
in KMBC Case; Appeal May Be Taken
1934, broadcasted through that station
> COMPLETELY upsetting the recogcertain defamatory words concerning
\nized doctrine of "reasonable care"
The substance of the delin the liability of broadcasters for the plaintiff.
famation was that the plaintiff was an
t libel uttered over their facilities,
ex-convict who had served time in the
j Federal Judge Merrill E. Otis, of penitentiary. The defamatory words,
Kansas City, held Jan. 3 in a case probably requiring less than three seconds for utterance, were spoken into a
^involving KMBC, Kansas City. CBS
receiving instrument in New York City
'and Remington Rand, Inc.. as sponby an employee of Remington Rand.
sor of the "March of Time" proInc., a Delaware corporation, as a part
gram, that the station is jointly
of a radio program put out by that
pliable with the individual actually
company through the facilities of the
Imaking the statement for libel
Columbia Broadcasting Company, a
juttered over its facilities,
New York corporation. These facilities included a telephonic connection
j The case came before Judge Otis
with station KMBC.
_on the question of the jurisdiction
"There
was the
a contractual
arrange^of the state court to entertain a
ment between
Midland Company,
suit against KMBC, as a resident
on
the
one
hand,
and
the
Columbia
and
^corporation, which in no way had
Remington Companies on the other,
^control over the network program.
whereby, for a consideration, the
YXhe court held that despite the fact
former company broadcasted for the
gKMBC had no control over the
latter companies the Remington Company'sreferred
program. Byto the
\program and had no way of knowconnection
the telephonic
program
jing that the allegedly libelous statecame to KMBC and through its instrument was to be uttered, it neverthements directly went out upon the air.
less was jointly
liable.
a con-of The instruments of KMBC were in
sequence, he granted
the As
motion
charge of and being operated by the
^the plaintiff remanding the case to employees of the Midland Company but
*-the state court.
they had famatory
no knowledge
any dewords would bethat
included
in
Newspaper Analogy
the program and no means whatever
of interrupting them after they began
to be spoken.
^JL'DGE
OTIS, inofhisa station
opinion,in holds
(that
the position
such
"The plaintiff, in the state court,
, cases, is analogous to that of the brought
suit for damages against the
Tnewspaper which is held liable for three companies; the Columbia and
libelous statements in its columns.
Remington companies petitioned for
^The issue differs from that pre- removal. The case was removed. Plaintiff has moved for an order remanding.
sented in the now famous Nebraska
motion should be suslease of Sorenson vs. Wood, in Whethertained orthat
overruled is the matter for
£ which the Nebraska Supreme Court
decision.
■\held station KFAB jointly liable
Cause of Action
j»ment
with the
for a station
libelousinstatemadespeaker
over that
that "SO FAR as the Midland Company, the
resident defendant, is concerned, the
c in the Nebraska case the parties real facts are as they are set out in the
involved were political candidates,
first paragraph of this memorandum.
^and there was no network factor
The plaintiff knew or by the slightest
* whereas in the Kansas City case,
investigation could have learned that
such were the facts. The principal
the alleged statement was made
question presented then is whether the
"during a network commercial pro- pleading of those facts is a statement
1 gram.
of
any cause of action whatever against
The alleged statement was made
the resident defendant. If it is then I
do
not doubt that the cause of action
^ April 6 during the "March of Time"
so stated is not a separably controversy
j program by an employe of Remingcontroversies with the nonton Rand. The substance of the from theresident
defendants and the motion to
j alleged
defamation
was that
Robert J. Coffey, who brought the remand should be sustained. If it is
not, then the only controversies really
libel suit, was "an ex-convict, who
in the case are with non-residents and
*had served time in the penitentiary."
the
ruled.motion to remand should be over\ In the Kansas City case, RemingIton Rand and CBS were joined with
"1. Itweensee
no essential
distinction
bea situation
in which
the owner
\KMBC as defendants. The former
of
a
broadcasting
station
in
Kansas
Itwo petitioned for removal of the
City sells the privilege of speaking over
^case from that jurisdiction and the the
station for thirty minutes to X
petitions were granted.
who, speaking in the local studio of the
station, suddenly and unexpectedly
"\
Appeal May Be Taken
utters a defamatory sentence concernA and a situation in which the
£IT IS LIKELY that an appeal ulti- same ingstation
sells the same privilege to
^mately will be taken in the case, X who, speaking
in New York, projects
I because there is sentiment within
defamation by telephonic means
I the industry for appellate action his
into the identical broadcasting apparaI which would bring the issue before
tus in the Kansas City station. The
^the Supreme Court for final ad- mere matter of the distance of X from
judication, particularly since the the broadcasting instrumentality when
he speaks into it certainly cannot affect
^Nebraska decision has resulted in the
liability of the owner of the station.
-confusion and the new ruling agX's dafamatory
words reach
gravates that situation. The case Whether
broadcasting
instrumentality
from
5 first must be heard in the state the
afar by electrical impulses carried by
wire or directly through air waves
' court, however, as an original pro- created
by his voice certainly cannot
~\ ceeding.
affect the liability of the owner of the
C The decision of Judge Otis follows
station. The situations essentially are
jin full text:
identical. The greater simplicity of the
i
first of the situations stated makes its
consideration more convenient.
- "The Midland Broadcasting ComJpany,
corporation,
whose
S principala Missouri
place of business
is in Kansas
"In arymyoffender
thought
then local
I put studio
the prim-of
in the
JCity, Missouri, where it owns and oper{Continued
on
page
37)
jates radio station KMBC, on April 6,
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Reginald Brophy Is Named
By NBC to Assume Charge
Of Its Station Relations
REGINALD McL.
BROPHY. former
Canadian ecutive,radio
on Jan.ex-3

ABS
May Operate
Under
i\ew Setup

WMCA Reverts to Flamm:
Net Future at Stake
OPERATION of American Broadcasting System under a possible new
alignment was being negotiated with
was named manDonald Flamm. owner of WMCA, j
ager of station
New York, as Broadcasting went to I
press Jan. 11. The discussions, it
^wlf
succeeding Donald
was learned involved an arrangeresig
S^^^H
.v^A
■ tjiiiii.recently
ment whereby WMCA would conWilli;. ned
^
Mr. Broohy
tinue to feed programs to the 24tappoin
to accept
station network, but would be operment as general
ated entirely independently of the
BC.
manlaage
s rof Nof
tionJZ
out- network. In the event of failure of
WFIL. Philadelphia, reNBC-W
k
let. The new appointment was an- the negotiations, there was the possinounced by Richard C. Patterson,
bility that ABS might suspend unJr.. NBC executive vice president.
less.another New York key could be
obtained
After 15 years in radio work in
WMCA, which had been leased to
Canada, Mr. Brophy joined NBC
the Federal Broadcasting Corp..
several months ago as Mr. Withyheaded by George B. Storer, ABS
comb's chief assistant. He was
born in Montreal in 1900, and en- president, was to revert to Mr.
tered radio as soon as he left Flamm's management Jan. 12, at
school. vanced
During
that time he
ad- which time the lease contract was
from a workbench
in the
due to be terminated. Employes
Canadian Marconi Co., factory in Federal, together with ABS execu-of
tives and employes, had been given
Montreal to assistant general manager of the company, which post he notice of the termination of their
left to join NBC. From 1924 to services at that time.
1926 he held the combined positions
Mr. Flamm, in returning to the
active management of WMCA, told
of supervisor of CFCF, Montreal,
and assistant sales manager of Broadcasting that he was "happy
Canadian Marconi, and then was
in the industry. Assertnamed sales manager. Last year he to being back"
that there would
no interrup
was promoted to assistant general
tion in the service of be
WMCA to Newmanager. He was also president of York listeners, he said that full arrangements had been made for an
the Quebec Radio Trades Association.
adequate staff and that the "best
In his new post, Mr. Brophy will programs availab
le" would be ofserve as liaison officer between
fered. A. A. Cormier
NBC and the individual stations of of ABS in charge , vice president
of sales, it was
the networks. He will also maindicated, would join WMCA in inan
tain his close contacts with the executive sales capacit
y. First opCanadian Radio Broadcasting Comtionmains
on his
services, however, rewith ABS.
mission which he established while
active in the Dominion.
Contract Ended
AP Appeal on KVOS
AX APPEAL from the decision of
Federal District Judge John C.
Bowen, of Seattle, permitting unrestricted broadcasting of news over
radio stations once it is published
in newspapers, was ordered by the
board of directors of the Associated
Press in New York on Jan. 10.
Judge
Bowen's was
opinion,
hailedDec.
as
revolutionary,
rendered
IS in the case of the Associated
Press against KVOS, Bellingham,
Washington, the former having alleged "pirating" of its news dispatches by the station. (See Jan. 1
issue for detailed article.) No mention was made as to the court to
which the appeal will be taken, but
it probably will be the Circuit Court
of Appeals in San Francisco.
Hogan to Hearst
HOMER HOGAN, manager of
KYW, Chicago, until its removal to
Philadelphia, has been placed in
charge of sales promotion of Hearstowned stations in the Middle West
by Hearst Radio, Inc., and has
taken space in the Chicago offices of
the Paul H. Raymer Co., radio station representatives, whose list of
stations includes the Hearst string.
Mr. Hogan, while not a member of
the Kaymer organization, is cooperating with them to secure business
for the Hearst stations. Harold
Higgens, formerly of WBZ, Boston,
is manager of the Raymer office in
Chicago.

IF THE revised arrangement is effected, Mr. Storer will continue to
direct
network
with to the ''
programs
keyed operation
from News, York
lie
handled through WMCA on an affiliated station basis. Among others.
Fred Weber, vice president in charge
of operations of ABS, was to leave
ABS as of Jan. 12.
Federal acquired the commercial
and program rights of WMCA last
August from Mr. Flamm, under a
plan which guaranteed Knickerbocker $155,000 a year for five years,
with certain other reimbursements
to Knickerbocker for technical maintenance. Mr. Storer, however, did .
not become president and majoritv
stockholder of Federal until March
7, when he replaced John T. Adams,
who had made the original arrangement with former Gov. Al Smith of
New York as chairman of the board
of the original Federal company.
At a meeting of the Federal
board Jan. 8 it was agreed unanimously to terminate the contract
with Knickerbocker. ABS, however,
through Mr. Storer, immediately began negotiations with Mr. Flamm to
continue WMCA as New York key.
It could not be learned if ABS
was endeavoring to acquire another
New York station by lease or purchase to replace WMCA. .Unconfirmed /reports were that negotiations were being conducted with
certain independent stations in that
city, and that involved also are
pending plans for a full-time assignment for one station now operating limited hours.
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The

Future

of

Advertising

Over

By ROY
S. DURSTINE*
Vice President and General Manager
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc.
Restraint

in

Commercializing

Programs

Advised

to

Build

Larger Audience and Preserve Integrity of System
ALL ADVERTISING is an intrusion in the last
analysis. Its jusDurstine's Ideas for Better Radio
tification must
rest upon other
1. EXCLUDE all programs advertising products such as laxatives,
grounds than its
cures for skin diseases, and other bodily disorders unsuited to dinnerentertainment valtable conversation.
ue. The present
2. Continue to keep hard liquor off the air.
discussion is not
3. Eliminate fake testimonials.
the place to justify it as an eco- Mr. Durstine
4. Give preference in desirable time to those who keep their comnomic force which
mercials brief, interesting, nonrepetitive. (A little more spine in the
has made possible the growth of
networks and the agencies would accomplish this.)
mass production and which may very
5. Encourage announcers who have a simple, direct, and sincere
easily offer one solution to our namanner of speaking. Their salaries are too low.
tional ills by producing mass con6. Let the broadcasting companies employ more and better judges
sumption.
for auditions to give new talent a better chance.
In effect, the advertiser finds him7. Let the broadcasting companies use their sustaining periods
self in the curious position of trying
(those not sold to advertisers) for constructive experimenting instead
to decide upon the proper balance
between his entertainment and his
of filling so much time with the same old orchestras and soloists —
always making the same sounds under different names and song
advertising. In this connection an
titles.
interesting fact has been discovered.
It is that many radio programs
8. Import more British dramatic directors and give them time and
which carry the most relentless and
money for long rehearsals. Give American directors the same chance.
insistent advertising are the most
Network profits would easily permit both.
successful.
9. Encourage the best writers and composers to realize that radio
This is a discouraging discovery
is a new medium which they must study as earnestly as they had to
to the advertising man who feels
study sound pictures. Each has a technique which differs from the
that taste and restraint should have
legitimate stage.
their own rewards. It is annoying
10. Keep popular songs from committing suicide, by restricting
to the listener who suggests that it
them from being played every night in the week on every station, if
not on every program.
would be more successful "if it just
mentioned the name of the product
11. Let famous conductors realize that they are best developing
once or twice."
a taste for good music by arranging their programs to interest a
groping public rather than to impress other conductors or to satisfy
Sales vs. Compliments
themselves.
A SHORT TIME ago a certain man12. Put big names on the air only when and as long as they can do
ufacturer was freely complimented
big
things with good material.
upon the almost total absence of ad13. Remove from the air all the horror programs which send
vertising in one of his radio prochildren to bed frightened.
grams. Meanwhile, people were
14. Let those who like good programs write in about it, and those
inquiring about the mechanical inwho do not like bad programs do so too.
ventions of his competitor's product.
The first man got the compliments
15. Let the newspapers stop fighting and virtually ignoring radio
and the competitor got the sales.
(as they do except in the time-tables which their readers demand),
There is nothing in the constant
and start training intelligent critics who can give full and adult
accounts of programs, with constructive suggestions (as a few do now
surveys which are being made, to
privately) instead of smart remarks and trivial gossip.
prove that there is any relation between the popularity of a radio program and the good taste — or lack of
it— in its commercial announceing power. The confusing fact to
The result is that today there are a
ments.
nice people is that they and
The difficulty seems to be that great many programs describing in most
those who object do not take the the most intimate detail various ail- their friends are in no sense typical
ments of the human body — details of radio's audience.
trouble to write in to the sponsors.
Typical Audience
By the same token, those who ap- which cause an embarrassed silence
preciate the good things on the air to drop upon any group of people THE TYPICAL listening audience
who may be listening together. Why
are not the type to take the trouble
for a radio program is a tired, bored,
to write in. How often a person
are there not more protests? Meanwhile, sales are increasing. Who is middle-aged man and woman whose
deplores the standards of radio enlives are empty and who have exto blame?
tertainment, and in the next breath
hausted their sources of outside
boasts that he would never think of
One explanation for the evident
amusement when they have taken
commercial success of such programs
writing to a sponsor ! Yet letters
are read, records are kept, and the is that usually the radio audience is a quick look at an evening paper.
They are utterly unlike those who
ideas expressed are weighed with
composed of only one or two people
are most vocal in their criticisms of
the utmost care.
With fear and trembling one of in a family, and if there is any de- radio programs — people with full
gree of embarrassment it is not suf- lives, with books to read, with parthe networks only a few years ago
ficient to cause a written protest.
ties to attend, with theaters to visit,
accepted a radio program for a laxaAdded to this is the fact that
with friends whose conversational
tive. To its great surprise it has
when there are as many as eighteen
had almost no protest of any kind.
million radio sets in a country, it is powers are stimulating. Radio provides a vast source of delight and
clear that the great mass of radio
* Excerpts from an article written by Mr.
entertainment for the barren lives
Durstine for Radio: The Fifth Estate, pub- listeners are certainly no higher
of the millions. It is small wonder
the American
Academy
of Politicallishedand bySocial
Science and
reprinted
with
than the average motion-picture authat the millions do not complain,
permission.
diences in intelligence and purchasJanuary
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and that the unhappiness and sensitiveness about over-commercialisrc
and other objectionable features is
confined to the top layer.
This top layer, however, may in
time make itself felt. If it does, its
protest will be leveled against the
overly frank commercials of certain
proprietary articles ; against the
over-insistent and repetitive pounding of trade names ; against the
sugar-coatingmercialsofand the
comalldramatized
others which
promise
remedies
transformations which
cannot beordelivered.
Radio reflects a phase through
which much of advertising is passing— a inglamorous
landmaidens
of makebelieve
which forlorn
are
told that they will win a husband
by the use of a certain soap or face
powder ; in which young men will
succeed in life by avoiding bad
breath or by having their hair
combed neatly ; in which the lures
of beauty and success are held out
to a public that does not accept
them whole-heartedly but wants to
try them anyway, just in case they
might work. It fattens upon a certain state of mind comparable to the
way in which most people approach
a fortune teller or a reader of horoscopes. They don't quite believe
it
but theyit. aren't quite willing to
disbelieve
Agencies and Radio
MUCH of the responsibility for the
good or the bad in radio programs
must rest upon the advertising
agencies.
There is naturally a good deal of
confusion in the public's mind about
the way in which radio programs
are planned and produced in the
United States. When individual
stations came into existence in the
early
1920's,
the station
and their
assistants
put on managers
the first
programs and usually took an active
part themselves. Then as time was
sold to advertisers, the station people worked with the advertiser and
with his advertising agency which
was already responsible for preparing his printed advertising.
Gradually the agencies realized
that they must master the technique
of this new medium just as they had
already learned to prepare material
for magazines, newspapers, billboards, and other media. Departments of specialists have been created in most of the leading advertisingdividual
agencies.
Meanwhilehadthebeen
inradio stations
brought together into networks, and
from their simple beginnings they
have developed large and skillful departments whose business it is to
produce radio programs both for advertisers who come to them for help
(because their advertising agencies
are not equipped for radio) and for
"sustaining programs" which fill the
time not sold to advertisers.
Acting as Counsel
THE PLACE which the advertising
agency fills is that of general advertising counsel to an advertiser, and
in the preparation of its plans it
impartially considers all media. Ir
preparing its recommendations it is
not predisposed in favor of radio oi
{Continued on page Page
52)

jThe

Children's
of
Challenge
By
SIDONIE
MATSNER
GRUENBERG
Director, Child Study Association of America
Lecturer in Parent Education, Teachers College, Columbia University

i Cooperation
I Youngsters

to Discover
Is Urged

.s THE SCHOOL and the home do not
g between them maintain exclusive
1 control over the education of chil1 dren. Parents and teachers sometimes forget that other forces, coming from outside this somewhat
c limited horizon, affect children's
c lives just as powerfully. One of the
smost potent of these outside forces
c is the radio. Its social responsibilities and opportunities were clearly
^stated in the symposium on "Radio
*for Children" which was held Nov.
El9 under the auspices of the Child
f Study Association.
1 In one way or another, the symposium speakers all emphasized the
sgap between the radio's potentialities and our appreciation and utilisation of them. We have hardly begun, for instance, to understand this
nfar-reaching influence of the radio
rupon children's lives. Its social responsibility is immeasurable because it affects all kinds of children
!in all kinds of homes ; it reaches not
"radio fans" or habitual
the but
.Jonly
listeners,
the whole community
of children. For to children, public opinion is what "the other kids"
the "other
And when
\\o
kids"andaresay.thinking
and talking
in
breathand
\erms of radio heroes
taking adventures upon the air, no
'parent can expect his own children
p remain indifferent.
Conflict of Interests
THUS THE RADIO seems to find
Vhe parents even more helpless than
ftid the funnies, the automobile, the
movie, and other earier invaders of
the home, because it can not be
Socked out, nor can the children be
locked in. Moreover, we know, from
Snformal studies made during recent years, that a very large proportion of children between the ages of
six and thirteen are habitual listeninterand that
at about ten to
peak sustained
to a their
esters rises
chilthat
known
also
is
It
.twelve.
dren generally pick as favorites the
very programs — the thriller, the
comedy—
Wstery, the slap-stick
which their parents as a whole
especially disapprove. The broadcasters are thus faced with the
Rouble responsibility of evaluating
,both the children's interests and
,their parents' concern,
parents' obi They cannot
jections to radioignore
for children, for
ithese are amply justified. "Murdering the King's English," the
;{exploiting of child performers, the
j exaggeration of elemental fears and
'(horrors, the crude overemphasis of
(sales appeals directed at children —
\ these and other practices are legitimately open to severe criticism.
But the solution of the problem
; will not be found if the commercial
Hnterests allow themselves either to
jbe thrown into such a panic that
jthey take off the air every program
which is criticized, or to assume
Page 10

New

and

as Solution

Better
to the

Radio

Fare

for

Problem

AUTHOR,

lecturer

and

social

worker, Mrs. Gruenberg is an outstanding authority on problems affecting children. She is active in
many groups concerned with child
welfare. Here she takes up the
problem of programs for children
and in plain words suggests what can

MRS. GRUENBERG

be done to bring about a better understanding among the various interests affected, yet keeping in mind
what children want.

that parents are all alarmists to
whom they need pay no attention.
A constructive approach demands an
evaluation of the fundamental issues. Two of the most important of
these are : Why do children respond so eagerly to thrillers and
low comedies? What are the radio's
potentialities for furnishing higher
types of entertainment?
The most crucial problem is
probably that of children's interest.
It is certainly the problem which is
most frequently ignored by those
who indiscriminately condemn current programs for children. Psychological studies as well as the
insight of competent observers suggest that the exciting adventure
program which leaves the child
trembling, yet demanding more, may
satisfy some corresponding need
within the child, due to his stage of
development, the gaps in his experience, or his particular temperament.
A Real Opportunity
THIS PROFOUND need of children
for vicarious experience and adventure of many kinds, not all of
which seem "reasonable" to the
adult mind, cannot be ignored in any
effort to improve the radio. Public indignation over the shortcomings of current broadcasting too
often ignores these deeper drives
which come from within the child
himself. But this offers the radio
no excuse for irresponsible exploitation of the child. The radio has a
very real opportunity to experiment in the creation of programs
which satisfy the child's legitimate
craving for adventure without falling into the errors of taste and emphasis which have called forth such
bitter criticism.
This is a challenge which broadcasters cannot afford to ignore.
There are, indeed, signs that some
of the most objectionable features
of recent broadcasting are helping
to work their own cure. Those who
are in touch with both broadcasters

and the public believe that the radio
audience, including children, is becoming surfeited with this less desirable radio fare, and is now more
ready to demand and to enjoy a
higher type of entertainment.
Choice of Programs
THE VARIETY of good programs
already on the air offers the public
a fairly wide choice. If we hear
more complaints of the cheap and
vulgar than praise of these superior
programs, it may be, at least in
part, because the public as a whole
needs to become more discriminating. The radio has already made
some outstanding contributions to
the cultural life of our times. The
most conspicuous of these have
been in the field of music, but
many broadcasts of events in the
world's news and in the field of
sports also indicate a notable advance.
Drama, too. offers almost limitless possibilities. Although little
creative work has as yet been done
in this field, some of those who are
most experienced in radio feel that
it is potentially as valuable and
effective a dramatic form as is
either stage or screen. It is obvious
that before this promise can be
realized, we shall have to discover
a new dramatic technique, suited
to the radio's unique possibilities
and limitations. This demands ingenuity, experiment, and creative
ability of a very high order.
But there is no reason whv the
radio play should not eventually
become as stimulating intellectuallv.
and as moving emotionally, as the
traditional drama of the theater.
However, to attempt any effort at
improving the radio without the assistance of the professional writer
and skilled director is likely to be
only a waste of time and effort.
Those who criticize the current output must remember that radio is
still very new and that writers with
the ability to create, and directors
with the experience to conduct

Programs

really fine programs, are still few
and far between.
Charting the Future
IT IS TOO EARLY to estimate
with any degree of certainty the
effects of this force which was let
loose on the world only 14 years
ago. Sweeping condemnations of
something about which we know
so little are still unwarranted. One
of the most hopeful aspects of the
situation is that those on the inside of radio are the first to admit
their youth ; they believe that they
are ingstill
flexible,Thegrowing
to change.
problem,andas willthey
see it, is to experiment, to sift out
what works, and to take their lead
from what the public — men, women,
and children — really want.
If radio is to realize its potentialities and avoid its pitfalls, it is not
a question of some of us telling the
rest of us what should be done ; it
is a question of all who care giving
their thought, their insight, and
their sympathy. The commercial
interests are as concerned as are
parents. The way out is not through
a negative attack or an ill-informed
censorship, but rather through
working together to discover new
territory.
and
better paths in this uncharted
One step in this direction has already been taken. As reported in a
previous issue of Broadcasting a
proposal has been drawn up for the
establishment of a clearing house on
all matters pertaining to radio for
children. The tentative plans for
this central agency have been
worked out by a committee representing the American Library Association, the Progressive Education
Association, and the Child Study
Association. These plans were
placed before representatives of
national organizations at a meeting
on Nov. 22, and it is expected that
they will be finally approved by
these organizations.'
the would
near
future.
Such a central in
agency
offer both the interested public and
the broadcasting companies and
sponsors a practical means of
achieving the cooperation for which
they all feel an urgent need.

Radio Aids Peace Drive
MORE than 100 stations are reported to be carrying a special
script, pared
"The
World Peaceways,
Observer," Inc..
preby World
103 Park Ave., New York, an antiwar organization, which is conducting a drive through Young & Rubicam. Inc., New York, using also full
pages in Fortune, the New Yorker,
Liberty and other periodicals. All
snace and services are being supplied gratis as the venture is entirely non-commercial in character.
KRLC is the call assigned by the
FCC for the new 1000 watt station
at Lewiston, Idaho, licensed to H. E.
Studebaker on 1420 kc. with 100
watts, unlimited time.
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( Price-tags based on
14-hour 13-time commercial evening rate.4)
* Authority, December 1934 issue,
Radio Advertising Rates and Data.
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FROM the market-standpoint, Iowa is a big pie. If cut into pieces,
it's a bit hard to handle, because there are so many pieces, and
because even the largest piece — Des Moines — has less than 6% of
Iowa's population (1930 census).
Is the pie juicy? Um-m-m! With hogs topping $8; with corn above
75 cents, and plenty of corn on hand in Iowa; with $40,000,000 still
coming in corn-hog benefits, the Iowa pie will certainly be sweet and
juicy in 1935.
In radio, trying to buy Iowa

piece by piece is an expensive

process — and even then you don't get it all. The simple, economical
method is to buy the whole pie — the whole market— from the only
station that has power enough to deliver it— WHO, Des Moines.
CENTRAL

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

DES MOINES, IOWA
/. O. Maland, Manager
Phone 3-7147
National Representatives: Free & Sleininger, Inc.
New York
Detroit
Chicago Denver
Los Angeles
San Francisco Seattle
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Aiming S. Prall Named to Succeed Hampson
Little Opposition to Appointments Expected
NOMINATIONS of the seven members of the FCC, including that of
former Congressman Anning S.
Prall, who replaces Hampson Gary,
resigned as chairman of the Broadcast Division, were transmitted to
the Senate Jan. 10 by President
Roosevelt, with likelihood of confirmation within a week. Following
customary procedure, the nominations were referred to the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee,
where Chairman Wheeler (D.) of
Montana, planned brief hearings to
inquire into the qualifications of
the nominees.
Mr. Prall, veteran of 12 years
in the House as representative of
the important Staten Island district of New York City, will take
his oath of office immediately after
confirmation. He has been slated
for the FCC since last February,
when he was named by President
Roosevelt, a close personal friend,
to succeed William D. L. Starbuck
as a Democratic member of the old
FCC.
Paving the Way
"I AM DELIGHTED with my appointment to the FCC," Mr. Prall
told Broadcasting Jan. 10. "While
I am familiar with the legislative
aspects of broadcasting, and have
been a rather ardent listener, the
matters which confront the Broadcast Division will be somewhat new
to me.
"For the last six months I have
been endeavoring to acquaint myself with the work of the Broadcast
Division. At the outset. I naturally
will lean quite heavily on my associates, whose able work I have
followed."
Mr. Prall's appointment, under
the law, is for the unexpired oneyear term of Mr. Gary, which expires July 1. At that time, it is
definitely understood, he will be
named for a seven-year term. Essential y aconservative, Mr. Prall
is a staunch New Dealer. His wide
experience in Congress is expected
to prove of great value to the FCC,
which heretofore has lacked a member with any legislative experience.
He is regarded as the logical legislative contact of the FCC, particularly because of his long association
with members of Congress.
All of the nominations were for
terms beginning July 1. 1934, and all
were in accord with the recess appointments made by President
Roosevelt, insofar as tenures are
concerned, with the exception, of
course, of Mr. Prall. Judge E. O.
Sykes, chairman of the full FCC was
named from the seven-year term
from July 1, while Col. Thad H.
Brown, vice chairman of the Broadcast Division, was given the six-year
term. Commissioner Paul A.
Walker, chairman of the Telephone
Division, was given the five-year
term ; Vice Chairman Norman S.
Case, of the same division, four
years; Irvin Stewart, chairman of
the Telegraph Division, three years,
and George Henry Payne, vice chairman of the same division, two years.
Despite recurring reports of opposition to the confirmation of in-
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On Broadcasting Is ■
Before
Congress

FCC
Gary;

dividual members of the FCC, both
majority and minority leaders in
the Senate discounted them. It is
possible that Senator Bilbo (D.) of
Miss., and Senator Couzens (R. ) of
Michigan, will assert their opposition to the confirmation of Chairman E. O. Sykes and Commissioner
Thad H. Brown but should this occur, the view is that it will not be
sufficiently strong to block confirmation of either nominee.
Senator Bilbo announced Jan. 10
he would contest Judge Sykes' nomination. "I made it an issue that
if elected I would build a fire under
him, as long as I was in the Senate
until I got him out of the service,"
he said. "I always keep my
The resignation of Commissioner
promise."
Gary
was announced Jan. 3 in an
exchange of correspondence with
President Roosevelt. Mr. Gary
brought out in his letter that when
he was invited to become an FCC
member it was with the understanding that he would serve only
until Jan. 1, to make way for Mr.
Prall. who did not become eligible
to accept the post until the new Congress convened Jan. 3. President
Roosevelt, in his reply, indicated
that Mr. Gary would be given
another high official post.

Legislation

Rueful but Delighted
NAYLOR ROGERS, general manager of KNX, Hollywood, surveys
the huge stack of audience mail,
containing 8,458 pieces, received in
one day during December. The
month was a record one for KNX,
which counted 99,806 pieces of mail
in that period. Picture shows only
a small part of the batch.

Senator Long Negotiating
To Secure Control Over
Station
in New Orleans
NEGOTIATIONS are in progress
Mr. Gary's Letter
for the sale of WDSU, New Orleans,
to the Louisiana State University,
"PLEASE let me tell you again that
where it would be under control of
I appreciate the privilege you have
Senator Huey P. Long, and available
given me of serving in this interesting work, a work so important to for use as his personal mouthpiece,
according to advices from that city.
the nation and the whole people,
and I sincerely hope that in some
The purchase price is understood to
be about $100,000, which would be
small measure I have made a worthpaid over a 10-year period through
while contribution," Mr. Gary
funds raised from an additional
wrote in his letter of resignation.
corporation tax recently adopted by
"The responsibilities of the FCC
have to do in a very vital way with
the Long-controlled State legislature.
the entire social, cultural, and
economic structure. Its decisions
Asked regarding the negotiations
at his office in the Senate Office
and regulations intimately touch
Building on Jan. 7, Senator Long
the lives and well-being of all our
people. I would like to say after a declared he had nothing to say at
this time. In New Orleans, however,
half-year's service with its memhe had been quoted as saying that
bers that I know they approach the
problems with broad vision and in- the station's power, now 1,000 watts,
would be raised to 50,000 watts and
tellectual honesty, and I confidently
that it would be shifted from its
believe their work (will prove a
credit to the government and be of present regional assignment on 1250
kc. to a clear channel. The station
enduring value."
now is owned by the Uhalt BroadTn his reply to Mr. Gary. Presicasting Co., of which Joseph H.
dent Roosevelt wrote: "In accepting
Uhalt is president.
your resignation from the Federal
Conversations were reported In
Communications Commission, effecprogress between Mr. Uhalt and
tive tomorrow. I want to express
my very sincere appreciation of the • James Monroe Smith, president of
loyalty which prompted you to the University, with only routine
undertake, at my request, the im- details to be threshed out. It was
declared that the station's affiliation
portant work of helping to organize
and formulate working plans for with CBS would be continued and
that the present staff would be
the new commission. I have been
maintained in New Orleans, with
hearing fine things about your work
on the Commission, and a little later
remote-control studios to be operated from the University campus.
on I want to have a talk with you
In addition to Mr. Uhalt, as manabout certain plans I have in mind."
ager of WDSU, the executive staff
At a meeting on Jan. 4, the FCC
includes P. K. Ewing, commercial
adopted a formal resolution ex- manager. All "time" not needed by
pressing appreciation of the services
the University and by Senator Long,
of Mr. Gary and paying tribute to it was indicated, would be available
"the wisdom of his counsel, the in- for commercial sponsorship.
telligent helpfulness of his cooperaAssignment of the station to the
tion, and the consistent earnestness
University must be passed upon by
of his devotion to the work of his
the FCC. No application for assignment has been announced.
Commission."

Allocation Plan Revived
Committee Changes Made
CONGRESSIONAL activity involv
ing radio, with the exception of thi
Tugwell-Copeland food, drugs an<
cosmetics bill, paled into insignifl
cance during the first fortnight o
the new session, with only foui
measures affecting the industry
directly
or indirectly
the legislative
hopper. thrown int<
The first legislation affecting ra
dio was the Independent Offices ap
propriation bill carrying $1.525,00(
for the FCC for the fiscal yeai
193(5. It passed the House Jan. 11
First of the bills to be offeree
was that by Rep. Rudd, (D.J
Brooklyn, N. Y., (H.R. 55) propos
ing that one-fourth of all facilities
be assigned to educational, religious
agricultural, labor and similar non
profit-making associations. A re
peater from the last session whicl
died in Committee, the measure is
not taken seriously, particularlj
since a similar proposal is involved
in the so-called "25 per cent" re
port to be submitted to Congress by
the FCC not later than Feb. 1. Id
introducing the measure, which was
referred to the Merchant Marine,
Radio & Fisheries Committee, Rep.
Rudd did not take the trouble tc
alter the language, which provides
that the "Federal Radio Commis
sion," which was abolished last
year, make the proposed allocation.
Loan Advertising
AMONG other measures applicable
to radio was a bill (H. R. 3252)
offered by Rep. Sauthoff, (Progressive) of Madison, Wis., to prohibit
the use of the mails, certain periodicals and broadcasting stations having a range covering more than one
state, to the advertising of loans
for which interest in excess of 15
per cent per annum is charged r a
bill (H. R. 197) by Rep. Buckbee
(R.) of Rockford, 111., to prohibit
untrue, deceptive, or misleading advertising through the use of the
mails or broadcasting;
in interstate and
commerce,
in-"
eluding
a bill (S.r
4) offered by Senators Copeland
(D.) New York, Vandenberg (R.)
Mich., and Murphy (D.) Ia., to prevent the promotion of frauds ,
through interstate communication.
Seven new members were named
to the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee, the chairmanship of
which has been taken over by
Senator Wheeler, (D.) of Montana.
The five new Democratic members
are Bone, Washington ; Donahey,
Ohio ; Minton, Indiana ; Moore, New
(Continued on page 45)
Norton Shifts to RCA
HENRY KITTREDGE NORTON,
for the last 13 months treasurer of
NBC. resigns effective Jan. 18 to
become assistant to the president
of RCA, David Sarnoff. He succeeds to the post formerly occupied
by J. R. McDonough, later president
of RCA Victor Co. and now presidentwood.
of Radio
in author
HollyMr. NortonPictures
is a noted
and publicist, and formerly was a
lecturer on economics and foreign
affairs. His successor as treasurer
of NBC has not yet been made.
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IS SOMETHING
DO LISTENERS

fantastic fact that each held "first
place".
Of course, surveys may

mean

much
very little.
don't KMBC
know.
In theor Kansas
City We
market,
and WDAF broadcast both day and
night — WHB broadcasts in daytime
only. The managers of the three
radio stations are splendid gentlemen and we have no doubt the three
can, in their own minds, present
evidence to support their decision.
But — since all reach the same decision, whose evidence can possibly
be authentic?
WREN PRESENTS THIS
ARITHMETIC UPSET . . .
WHB claims 64.7% as a daily
average, giving WDAF third place
with 10.2%. WDAF claims 65.9%
as an evening peak and 63.8% as
the day peak. KMBC claims 55%
as a daytime peak. It is notable that
each station gives most "unstintingly" low places to its competitors.
These figures represent the most
confusing problem in Arithmetic it
has been our pleasure to scrutinize
in a long time. However, we accept
the whole fiasco in good humor.
WHB takes 64.7% and "runs
away miles ahead" of all others.

KANSAS CITY'S
DOMINANT DAYTIME STATION
O POPULARITY

proved by
Newspaper ballot
Popularity
ballots
on theandradio
pagea
Kansaspublished
CityInvited
Star
tba
Kansas ofCitytheJournal-Poet
readers
to answer
this question:
"To which
Kansas City station
do you listen
most often
inpostage
the daytime?"
Readers
paidbat their
own
to mall
replies;
received
nothing offor
the trouble
vote.
Result
thistaking
voluntary
ballot:to WHB
64.7%
.
.
.
KMBC
17.7%
.
.
.
WDAF
10.2%
...WREN 6,6% ... All other stations 0.8%.

O SHOWMANSHIP
proved Ratings
by Variety's
Community
• April,
• •
WHB.advanced
which was
by Variety
was
to firotranked
place second
in the October
Varietylast rating,
© COVERAGE proved by United States
Dept. of Agriculture Survey . . •
WHB
broadcasts market
the department's
Ottawa
Lawrence,
Kansas;
official
inSedalia.
St.andJoseph,
Joplin.Nevada,
Spring*
field.
Carthage.
coveragementlivestock
map
prepared
byreports.
depart-A and
officials
shows
that
listeners
Warrenaburg.
Independence.
hear
WHB regularly
In the primary
JeffersonExcelsior
City, Moarea
Greater
City,as Columbia.
berly. Boonevllle.
and Inaround
suchLeavenworth,
excellent Kansas
markets
Springs.
Marshal),Tren-Cam*
Topeka,
Parsons,
eron,
Lexington,
Pittsburg,
Salina. Arkansas
City.
ton. Chillicothe and
Atchison,Independence,
Chanute,
Emporia,
Scott.
Manhattan.Ft. Clinton
souri. Mis-

WHB
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CENT

IN

100%?

WRONG
IN THE KANSAS
CITY MARKET,
OR
TUNE
IN 3 OR MORE
STATIONS
AT ONCE?

Almost simultaneously in the national trade-papers, by direct mail
and through local papers, KMBC,
WDAF and WHB announced the

January

PER

MANY

HOW

MORE

THAN

ALL

THE

REST

WREN MAKES A
MODEST CLAIM . . .

COMBINED

WREN makes this announcement
as indicative of what national adverWDAT presents here the percentage results
of a listening habit survey made the week 8of.8% 1.7%
of us: tisers and advertising agencies think
October 7 to October 13, broken down into
4.7%
hours of the broadcast day and certified 6by.5%
Ross-Federal Service,23 Inc. (Complete surWREN is doing a 53% greater
.8through
vey in detail
any WDAF
% 16.0%
5.4% 3.4%
49.7available
%
representative.)
business than a year ago.
1.
4%
23.7% 14.0%
0.
0%
Others
51.1% 21
55% of the spot advertisers
7.9% 1.5%
% 19.1% Station
50.5% 26.62%
7- 8 A. M.
using WREN last season are
3
4
.
%
8
%
48
14.8% 4.7% ii%
.1% 26.4% 17.5%
8- 9 A. M.
back with us now.
9- 10 A. M.
3
50.9%
.
4
%
1.
26.6% 16.9%
3.9%
3%
50.2%
10- 11 A. M.
7.1%
A pretty good record — a reliable
1.9%
23
.9
13.6%
%
12%
11- 12 Noon
3
.
8
index
of our worth, don't you think?
%
23
.8%
63.9.87c%
55
12- 1 P. M.
13.5%
22
2
2
.
7.0%
.8
.
9
8
%
%
%.9
59.5%
1- 2 P.M.
KMBC looks down from the same
10.9%
%
6.7% 13%
2- 3 P. M.
48.8% 3434.6.0%%
3
.
1
0
.
"first place" that competitors claim.
%
7
%
3- 4 P.M.
93%
54.0%
11..96%%
27.1%
8.9%
4- 5 P.M.
61.4%
To WHAT
STATION
3.8% 1.
61.0% 25.0%
1.1%
5- 6 P.M.
0% 1.0%
55
.9
32
%
.4
5.2%
%
6- 7 P.M.
27.6%
65.9%
7- 8 P.M.
ahe ijon now tftitemfUf?
8- 9 P.M.
59.4% 33.4%
The replies of 10,400 Kansas Citians
9- 10 P. M.
prove KMBC dominance in this market
10- 10:30 P. M.
Throughout one week in March, 10,400
residence calls by an outside agency
ALL HOURS
55.3% 26.9% 9.7% 5.7% 2.4%
proved conclusively that KMBC is Kansas City's preferred station. In almost
every test period the majority answered,
"I am listening to KMBC!" Study this
WDAF finds its survey says the same
as surveys made for WHB and KMBC.
chart — it clearly
KMBC's
dominance
of the indicates
Kansas City
area.
WHAT CAN
BELIEVE?

A MAN

We believe a safe way to judge a
Radio Station is by the number and
type of advertisers on the particular
station. They are achieving successreturns the
or number
they wouldn't
be
there.ful And
of contract
renewals is important — repeat business, you know.
In the Kansas City market, there
are several good radio stations. If
you want to sell in this market —
we suggest you look over carefully
the merits of each station. WREN
welcomes any comparison.

WREN
Office and Studios
WREN Building, Lawrence, Kansas

"Dswn-to-Dusb with poll,
WHB", booklet
Including—
data
ratingone andpopularity
coverage survey.showmanship
DON
DAVIS.
President
JOHN T. SCHILLING. G*lkMciv

* BROADCASTING

VERNON H. SMITH
Manager

KMBC

Only the one question was asked on this telephone survey broadcasting
to establish KMBC's
Using various
periods fromleadership.
7 A.M.
to 7 P.M.. one hundred calls were made during
each veyperiod,
Complete
surand KMBCdaily.facilities
will bedetails
sent onof the
requesc.
MIDLANDSlat, BROADCASTING
COMPANY
on K M0C — Kansas City. Miliouri
*•« Vorl. OHico-CHryilM Building. Phono V«ndorbilt 3-3423
Chicago OHico-WfigUy Building Phr - ■: Superior 3426

HERE IS THE
WREN MARKET
Approximately 3? million people
. . . embodying both a rural and metropolitan market of people with
money. Broadcasting successfully to
the people in Kansas City, Mo.. Kansas City, Kans., St. Joseph, Mo..
Atchison, Leavenworth, Fort Scott,
Ottawa, Lawrence, Emporia, Topeka
and Manhattan. WREN is on the
NBC Basic Blue Network. We are
doing a good job for our advertisers
and can do a good job for you. We
work hard — conscientiously — are
liked and listened to. Results speak
more than all claims. Let us show
you results.

Change in Control
Of Three Stations
FCC Approves Transfers;
Hearing Plan Rejected
CHANGES in the corporate ownership of three major stations —
WBAL, Baltimore, WFIL (a combination of WFI and WLIT), Philadelphia, and WIOD, Miami, were
approved Jan. 8 by the FCC after
several weeks delay occasioned by a
proposal that all voluntary assignments be made subject to formal
proceedings before it. The FCC rejected this proposal, offered by Commissioner Stewart, chairman of the
Telegraph Division, and proceeded
with the grants.
WFIL, which has become the
basic NBC-WJZ outlet in Philadelphia, operated by the Philadelphia
Broadcasting Co., jointly owned by
Strawbridge & Clothier and Lit
Brothers, department stores, each of
which had operated half-time stations on the same channel. Donald
Withycomb recently resigned as
manager of station relations of
NBC to accept the post of general
manager of the new station. Now
in Philadelphia, he is organizing the
staff of the new station and shaping
its policies.
Transfer of WBAL
WBAL, a clear channel station, was
purchased Nov. 9 by the Hearst
newspaper interests from the Consolidated Gas, Electric Light &
Power Co., of Baltimore, at a figure
understood to be about $250,000. The
FCC approved assignment of the station control to the American Badio
News Corp., Hearst subsidiary. It
was in connection with this application that the question of policy on
voluntary assignments arose before
the FCC, and caused the agency to
hold in abeyance its action on several other applications in the same
category.
Jesse L. Kaufman, Hearst radio
executive, was in Baltimore Jan. 9
and planned to remain there for a
week or more to organize the new
station staff. The station will be
operated in conjunction with the
Baltimore News & American, Hearst
newspaper.
The FCC approved assignment of
WIOD from the Isle of Dreams
Broadcasting Corp., headed by Jesse
Jay, to the Metropolis Publishing
Co., which publishes the Miami
Daily News, owned by James M.
Cox, of Dayton, O., former Ohio governor and at one time Democratic
candidate for President. The station was purchased from Mr. Jay's
corporation after the Cox interests
had procured WLBW, Erie, Pa., and
secured authority to move it to Dayton, where it will begin operation
next month as an NBC-Red outlet
with the call WHIO.

KNX Plans to Expand
IN ITS PLANS for expansion this
year, KNX, Hollywood will ask for
200 kilowatts and will build six
studios and rehearsal halls, in addition to technical facilities and
executive oflBces. An intensive field
survey through 11 western states is
planned during the spring months,
under direction of Glenn D. Gillett,
consulting engineer, Washington,
D. C.
Page 14

IN TWO

LANGUAGES

AT

ONCE

Long-term Sports Serif
Booked by WJBK, Detroi
W.IBK, Detroil
announces
what I
believed to be tli
largest
ever
soldcontra
by <
100-watt statioi
Sponsorship of a
home games th.
season of Detroit
two profession;
hockey teams
National Leagu
and Olympics in the Internationath
n
Wi?^Ti
Britt
t Brewin
Mr. sold
was
to on
the **ed
Schmid
Co. for $32,500. This figure include
the broadcast of 46 regularl.
scheduled contests to be played a
the "Olympia," indoor sports arena
and does not include possibl
e post
season games if the Auto Cit;
representatives qualifv for the play
offs.

Canadian Hockey Broadcasts by General Motors, in
-French and English, Use Intricate Set-up
By C. M. PASMORE
From this point, play-by-play accounts are carried over the two
Director of Broadcast Advertising
broadcasts simultaneously — each in
Campbell-Ewald, Ltd., Toronto
its own appointed language. And
THE TIME is
so on to the second intermission,
just before 9
with its quota of musical entertaino'clock on a Satment, its synchronized summaries
u r d a y evening.
and synchronized commercials —
The place is a
French on the left, English on the
corner suite in a
right. The effect of that opening
Montreal hotel.
"dual broadcast" was rather more
The action is prothan mildly thrilling for those of us
vided by two porwho had had a share in conceiving
table radio receivand producing it — the first effort of
ers— one operatits sort, I believe, that has ever
ing in the room to
been attempted.
Pasm«re
Mn
Some Innovations
other
the
;
in
the
room
to
my
right.
They
are
left
my
tuned to two different Montreal sta- WITH INDIVIDUAL sources of entions, and in the tiny hall between
Credit for the sale goes to Clyd<
tertainment, of course, the double
the two rooms their competing
E. Britton, who has been in sale;
broadcast
would
have
presented
no
broadcasts
provide a discordant
n and radio advertising
babel.
problem whatever. It would simply promotio
for the last ten years. Inasmucl
have
been
two
separate
broadcasts,
The programs end. The stations
as theie is no agency involved, Mr
which might even have been less Britton
identify themselves. The air goes
is handling the entire super
costly
than
the
dual
broadcast.
But
vision of the broadcasts.
dead for five seconds — five lingering
seconds. Then both sets snap to life for various reasons — individually
minor but collectively important —
in unison with a signature melody
Bill in House Penalizes
a single source of music was comwhich has become familiar in every
pulsory ;while at the same time Radio
corner of Canada. Just ten seconds
Facility Contests
of it. Soon the music fades, and a everything vocal on each broadcast
A MEASURE designed to eliminate
had
to
be
in
the
language
of
that
broadcast.
wasteful and frivolous contests for
voice — youthful, exhilarated — identifies the broadcast. Pardon! I
radio facilities before the FCC,
That
was
the
problem
which
conshould have said two voices. The
fronted the technicians when C. B. was introduced in the Senate Jan.
set on my left shouts "Le Radioby Senator Neely (D. ), of West
Watt, advertising manager for 10
Hockey General Motors!" while
Virginia, and referred to the InterGeneral Motors Products of Canada,
that on my right insists with equal
Ltd., announced last summer that measurestate Commerce Committee. The
provides that Section 309 ■
enthusiasm "General Motors Hockey
every General Motors hockey broad- of
the Communications Act of 1934
cast in Quebec would have to be
Broadcast !"
Whistles and Roars
carried this winter in both lan- be amended by adding the following :
"In any proceeding before the
guages. Last winter the broadcasts
ON EACH SET a referee's whistle
upon an application
alternated between French and Commission
blows shrilly. Almost instantly the
which involves a contest with the
English—
French
for
the
home
whistles are drowned out by the games
owner or owners of any existing
of Les Canadiens, English for radio
roar of an unseen crowd. The
station for the use of all or
those
of
the
Montreal
Maroons.
crowd noise fades gradually, and
any
of
the facilities of such station,
This
year
the
General
Motors
broadin behind it the music reappears,
casts are carried on a network of 19 if the Commission dismisses the apswelling in volume and carrying the
plication or in any other manner
stations, in the case of Toronto
signature to its appointed ending.
denies the relief sought by the apThirty-five seconds have passed.
plication or in any other manner
games.
On the Quebec network Montreal
Again the voices of the announcers
denies the relief sought by the apgames are broadcast over CFCF,
— French on my left, English on my
plicant, itshall in its order of disCKAC, CRCM, Montreal and CRCK,
right — ratting through the opening
missal or denial, direct the appliQuebec.
For
the
sake
of
simplicity
commercials. The organ extemcant to pay the owner or owners
and flexibility, as well as general
porizes asoft background.
of
the
station all reasonable couneffectiveness,
it
was
decided
that
for
As each announcer finishes (the
sel fees and other costs which such
the first season of this new dual
variation is hardly two seconds)
owner or owriers may have exhis broadcast is picked up by a broadcast an organ background
pended or incurred in resisting such
should be used, the best available
sporting announcer at the Forum.
application.
Any such order for
being in the studio of a Montreal
Each of these in turn provide rapidthe payment of counsel fees or
fire summaries of play in the first department store.
other costs may
in the
The physical layout is this: A same manner as bean enforced
period (just ended) of the evening's
order for the
National Hockey League fixture.
box at the Forum accommodates
payment of money under Section
The first period is never broadcast
five persons — French play announcer
and summarist on one side ; English
during play; hence the summaries
are fairly detailed. From the set play announcer and summarist on
the other, and W. V. George, produc- at only two points. The organist
on my left the story comes entirely
in French. From that on my right,
tion manager, in the middle. In the has a split headset — English in one
entirely in English.
Forum fan-room, near by, is the ear and French in the other. The
soundproof booth which houses the production manager has a similar
Mixed Language
main controls of both networks.
split set. The latter, however, must
Half a mile or more distant is the also
THE SUMMARIES end almost synhandle a third earphone, which
store, with its organ pickups inside is tied
chronously. The organ reappears
407." in with the order wire, and
softly in the background again,
the hall, and its two separate con- which rides close enough to his
while the summarists are announctrol rooms and announcers' booths
"English ear" to attract his attenoutside
the hall but on the same
tion whenever a call is made on the
ing a brief return to the organ
floor.
studio for intermission entertainorder wire. Thirteen local telephone
ment. Each studio announcer picks
All points are co-ordinated by loops provide service and stand-bys
it up promptly on the cue, and in- means of an order wire common to between the two points of pickup
the production manager, to all oper- and the network inputs.
troduces the music — identical
ators, and to all announcers. Each
music, note for note, on both broadThe task of designing and inannouncer and operator has this
casts; but still introduced entirely
stalling the complicated set-up was
order wire on one ear of his head left to Station
in French by the set on my left, and
CFCF, one of the
entirely in English by the set on set or head-and-breast telephone set, "English" stations of the Quebec
while the other earphone of the set
my right.
group, and a department of the
carries the mixed output of the Canadian
Presently the broadcast returns
Marconi Co. From the
again to the Forum, in time for the broadcast on which he is working.
first broadcast, the operation was
start of play in the second period.
The two networks
come together
exactly as imenueu,
intended, wiinoui
without a naw.
flaw.
uino wmc
Lugctuci.
eiueuy
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America's

ADVERTISING

FOOD

Qreatest

Food

Marl^t!

$1,326,000,000 worth of food products . . . almost
a fifth of all the food products sold at retail in the
United States ... is sold in the Guaranteed Service
Area of WOR!
This amazing market fact was uncovered by the
recent Census of American Business, conducted by
the Bureau of Census, Department

of Commerce.

The reason for this heavy concentration of food
purchases in an area less than 1% of the nation's
total is due to the fact that 87% of the people in the
WOR Area live in cities of over 10,000 population^
They have no cows, chickens or vegetable patches of
their own. Whatever food they eat they must BUY!m
That is why the WOR

Area is such a super market

for manufacturers and distributors of food products of all sorts. It explains too why so many of the
leading food companies advertise regularly over
WOR. WOR carries more food advertising than any
other station serving the Metropolitan
market!

WOKs leadership
more than 8 years
of the Pure Food
began his regular

Neto York

in food advertising dates bach
when Americas chief exponent
movement — Alfred W. McCann
broadcasts over this station.

WOR

1440

BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK

CITY

Bamberger Broadcasting Service, Inc., Newark, New Jersey
Chicago: Wm. G. Rambeau, 360 N. Michigan Ave. Boston: James F. Fay, Statler Bldg.
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Advance
Use
And

in

Broadcast

of Super-power, Progress in
Antenna
Innovations Among

A. CHINN (CBS)
and
CHARLES XV. HORN (NBC)
THE RADIO broadcast engineer,
working behind the scenes so to
speak, played a highly important
part during the past year in disseminating material of great cultural, economic j and informative
value to the people of the world.
Seated at his control console, he has
guided the voices of statesmen, philosophers, singers, and reporters of
great news events, to the millions
of loud speakers. Ranging the field
of research, he has made possible
the transmission , of fine music with
ever-increasing fidelity of tone and
harmony.
Among the specific developments
which have made the engineer's part
In broadcast transmission (so notable in 1934, have been the increased
use of short-wave facilities to extend the scope of the international
exchange of program material, continued improvement in fidelity of
reproduction, development of the
world's highest-powered broadcast
transmitter at WLW, Cincinnati, installation of antenna systems of
: greater efficiency, and collection of
i extensive field survey data.
Of singular interest has been the
more extensive use of low-powered
short wave transmitters such as
i were employed by CBS in its transI mission of the first Arctic to Antarctic broadcast, by NBC in its pro1 grams from the schooner Seth
I Parker, and by both networks in the
i broadcasting of such sport events
I as the America's Cup Yacht races.
Program Material
EXTENSIVE "behind-theniK
scenes" activity of the engineers not
I >nly made such unusual broadcasts
: possible, but also brought to the
: American radio audience for the
i arst time programs from Norway,
Russia, Egypt, The Holy Land.
Rhodesia and India. There can be
I io question but that the world wide
| distribution of programs , of this
I lature creates a better understand( ng between the peoples of a nation
1 ind their fellow men throughout the
1 vorld.
Some of the most worthwhile de1 -elopments which took place during
he year were not spectacular nor
vere they given much publicity,
lome of these developments, howver, made possible the handling of
mportant broadcasts. Few people,
xcepting those directly engaged in
uch work, can appreciate the valuble accomplishments by engineers
a arranging and setting up equiplent for picking up important
vents like the Metropolitan Opera
com the stage, the so-called "stunt"
rograms, the devising and intailing of equipment on airships,
teamships, championship golf
I aurses, boat races, etc. „,..,,,.
Station Equipment
HE PROGRESS made during the
ear in utilizing higher powers and,
articularly, the construction of the
i 30,000 watt station of WLW, re-

Transmission
Short-wave Equipment
1934 Developments

By HOWARD

MOVING STEADILY toward the goal of "high fidelity"
transmission conditions for the entire industry, considerable progress was made during 1934 in technical
radio, from microphone to antenna. The authors, both
well known

engineers, set forth in lay language the accomplishments ofthe radio broadcast engineer, pointing

particularly to WLW's

500,000-watt

quired agreat deal of pioneering by
the engineers. It was a big step
to take — from 50,000 watts to
500,000 watts. It required the solving of engineering problems in all
phases of transmitter design. One
outstanding achievement in this connection is the sectionalizing feature
which permits the shutting down
of a portion of the transmitter for
repairs or tube replacement without interruption to the program.
Better Performance
IN GENERAL, the performance
characteristics of the better broadcast stations have been, for quite
some time, entirely satisfactory.
During 1934, however, a number of
new broadcast transmitters of various sizes, having exceptionally good
characteristics, have been placed in
operation throughout the country.
In addition to the development of
a new series of broadcast transmitters there has been made available considerable speech input
equipment which is completely a-c
operated, as far as the power supply
is concerned. This equipment,
which obviates the need for batteries, charging generators, etc., has
proven itself entirely satisfactory in
all respects and its more general application in the future is anticipated.
High-quality microphones and
amplifiers especially intended for remote or field pick-up service have
been developed and are being used
at all the large broadcasting centers.
This equipment is readily portable,
extremely rugged in construction,
and provides sufficient amplification
to permit the use of low-level, highquality microphones for remote
pick-ups.
A number of new, easily operated,
accurate measuring instruments
have been developed to facilitate
the operation of the broadcasting
plant at its optimum efficiency, and
to maintain the high fidelity of
transmission which this equipment
is capable of producing. This apparatus permits the broadcast
engineer readily to determine the
exact performance of his equipment at all times and to maintain
it at its best operating condition.
Broadcast Antennas
AMONG the important developments of the year is the increase
in the amount of research and experimental work being conducted on
the broadcast antenna and the sometimes neglected ground system.
Stations have come to realize that

age 16

transmitter.

the efficiency of a radiating system
is an essential function of good station operation.
The marked inefficiency of some
of the older types of antenna systems is now generally recognized
and considerable progress is being
made in the replacement of these
structures with more efficient
radiators. These developments
have resulted in higher signal intensity at the listener's home, increased service area, and a reduction in the "mushing" zone wherein
fading and distortion is caused by
the interference of sky wave and
ground ments
wave.
All these
improvehave been
obtained
with
little, if any, increase in operating
or maintenance cost.
A great deal of work was done
in devising equipment and means of
measuring the performance of antennas. In some cases airplanes
were used to obtain measurements
of waves radiated in the vertical
planes. Extensive experiments with
models were made to check theory.
During the year a number of directional antenna systems were installed at broadcasting stations
throughout the country. There are
several reasons why it is necessary
to employ such systems. They may
be used for the purpose of obtaining
specific interference reduction while
still rendering a maximum public
service or, the geographical location
of the station may be such as to permit a more effective coverage of the
populated rectional
area antenna
by system.
the use of a diField Surveys
IN CONNECTION with increasing
radiation efficiency of antennas, the
year has seen many field strength
measurements made. Stations have
become aware of the necessity of
properly supplementing mail response surveys by field contour
curves based on careful measurements. Neither a mail response
survey nor field intensity measurements are sufficient in themselves
to indicate the true coverage of
a given station. However, by intelligently applying the data obtained by both these means, a very
good indication of the audience being reached may be obtained. Careful scrutiny 01 the existing conditions and the realization of corrective measures, wherever such are
indicated, insures the broadcast station a maximum audience consistent
with the facilities available.

WLW
Seeks Permission
To
Increase Its Regular
Power
to 500 Kilowatts
APPARENTLY to pave the way for
an appeal to the courts, Crosley
Radio Corp. on Jan. 11 filed with
the FCC an application for authority to increase the regular power
of WLW, Cincinnati, from 50.000 to
500,000 watts, which it has been
using under an experimental license
since last summer.
Denial of this application is forecast as almost automatic, since the
FCC on Dec. 21 instructed the station either to curtail its night power
to 50,000 watts by Feb. 1 or attempt
to install a directional antenna
which would have the effect of reducing its signal in the direction of
Canada to that normally caused
by a 50,000 watt station. The issue
was provoked by virtue of formal
Complaints to the United States
government by Canada of blanketing of CFRB, Toronto, by WLW'S
super-power.
While WLW might appeal from .
the Dec. 21 decision even though it
has been operating with an experimental license, it was pointed out
that an appeal from an application
such as it has just filed for a regular 500,000 watt license would make
the issue clearer cut. Recourse to
the courts evidently is planned
since engineers admit it would be
most difficult to accomplish the
technical
feat of
curtailing
WLW's
signal
toward
Canada
without
also
seriouslyceptionimpairing
rein Northern the
Ohiostation's
and other
points in its normal coverage area.
With 500,000 watts, WLW has
been the highest powered station in
the world. Upwards of $500,000 has
been expended in the new plant.
For the FCC to grant the application for the regular use of 500,000
watts would entail a revision of
existing radio regulations, since the
maximum power permitted is 50,000
watts.
CBS

Acquires

Title

To Capital Outlet
PURCHASE of the physical property of WJSV, Washington, since
1932 leased from the owners, WJSV,
Inc., was announced Jan. 2 by CBS
in a letter to the FCC. The purchase price was not disclosed, but
was understood to have been about
$175,000.
Under the transaction, the Old
Dominion Broadcasting Co., a 100
per cent subsidiary of CBS, becomes the owner, rather than the
lessee of the station, which operates on 1460 kc. with 10,000 watts.
Since June 10, 1932, CBS has operated WJSV under lease as its basic
Washington outlet. WJSV, Inc.,
from which organization the station
was leased, was controlled by J. S.
Vance, publisher of the Fellowship
Forum. The original lease had been
for ation period
of 15 years, with opto purchase.
Now Hearst Radio, Inc.
CHANGE in the name of the Hearst
radio organization, licensees of the
majority of the Hearst stations,
from American Radio News Corp.,
to Hearst Radio, Inc., was disclosed
coincident with the filing of applications with the FCC on Jan. 5 for
transfer of licenses from the former
to the latter organization.
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Pictured above is a portion of the audience that came to see and hear a

★WLS

landful of WLS entertainers broadcast the Prairie Farmer Dinnerbell Program
from the center of Chicago's State and Madison Streets on August 1 Oth, 1 934.
These people came to see artists whom they know — whose friendly refreshing
personalities are carried into their homes. WLS personalities brought them
there.

MORNING SCHEDULE
6:00 to 9:00 A.M.

6:00 Smile-A- While Time
6:45 Pat Buttram's "Radio School"
7 :00 WLS Newscast
7:10 Cumberland Ridge Runners
7:15 "Bulletin Board"

WLS personalities have brought 312,000 listeners to the Eighth Street
Theatre to view 294 consecutive staged performances of the National Barn
Dance. Since November 1st, 1932, these same personalities have played to
5,200,000 persons in 750 theatres. WLS personalities were responsible for
most of the 1,051,041 letters that came to the WLS fold in 1934.
The popularity of and responsiveness to WLS

programs are founded on

live talent — living personalities. Phonograph records are not played on WLS
for the obvious reason that live talent alone expresses the personal element —
the spontaneity, informality and true fellowship that individualizes WLS.
And, add to interesting facts: (1) WLS is the only Chicago radio station
operating between 6:00 and 9:00 A.M. broadcasting live talent exclusively.
(2) WLS
tainers.

7:30
7 :45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8 :45

"Jolly Joe"
Spareribs' "Fairy Tales"
Morning Devotions
"Ramblin' Red" Foley; weather
Ford Rush
Morning Minstrels

•fc Artists featured include: Cumberland Ridge Runners, Dean Brothers, Hoosier Sodbusters, Pat Buttram, Neighbor Boys, WLS Rangers, Spareribs,
Julian Bentley, John Brown, Ralph Waldo Emerson,
Ford Rush, Jack Holden, Joe Kelly, "Check" StafParker.ford, "Tiny" Stowe, Arkansas Woodchopper, Linda

maintains, on its weekly payroll, a staff of 60 full-time enter-

You, as an advertiser, certainly are interested in personality. Test WLS.
You'll find a vast audience listening to WLS personalities, ready to listen and
respond to your advertising message on WLS.

THE
BURRIDGE D. BUTLER
PRESIDENT

STATION
FARMER
PRAIRIE
1 230 WEST
WASHINGTON
BOULEVARD
CHICAGO,
NEW
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... And CKLW alone
is the only Radio Station you need to cover
the entire Detroit area.
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WANT
Follow the example of DETROIT merchants. CKLW carries more local advertising than
any other network station
covering the vast Detroit area.
Detroit Offices:
UNION GUARDIAN BLDG.
Phone: Cadillac 7200

Member COLUMBIA Basic Network— 5,000 Watts (1030
kc. ) In the center of the dial.
Windsor Offices:
GUARANTY TRUST BLDG.
Phone: 4- 1155

1934

and

Congress

Extensively

by Radio
With Microphones Barred From the Court Room,
Networks Give Frequent Bulletins and Features

WAN'

DETROIT

Case

IN BOTH

ADVERTISING

AND

ADVERTISERS

OUTLET FOR NATIONAL BROADCASTING

Station KSD — The St. Louis Post-Dispatch
POST DISPATCH BUILDING. ST. LOUIS. MO.
Edward Petry BC Co., National Advertising Representatives
New York Chicago Detroit .
San Francisco

CO

FROM a public service standpoint,
broadcasting got away to a flying
start in 1935 with two big events
receiving extensive treatment —
the opening days of Congress and
the "trial of the century" at Flemington, N. J.
Coverage of these outstanding
events, however, offered a decided
contrast. The opening of Congress,
Jan.
3, and the
message
to Congress
on President's
the following
day,

President's Message
PRESIDENT
history-makingROOSEVELT'S
address to
Congress on Jan. 4 also made
radio history, for it marked
the first time that a complete
recording of a presidential
speechcasthas
been broadover aever
network.
CBS,
broadcast
from the "flesh"
House
after presenting
floor at 12 :30 p. m. on Jan. 4,
rebroadcast a recording of
the speech at 11 :15 the same
evening in the belief that a
majority of persons were at
work during the actual presentation and that the address
was of such vast importance
that every possible person
should have heard it. Permission was procured from the
White House and the recording was made by National Recording Studios, National
Press Building, Washington.
WJSV,
Washington
outlet, which
keyed the CBS
program,
received a tremendous response to the rebroadcast. It
is expected to mark the beginning of widespread use of this
method on epochal broadcasts
— a common practice in Europe,dentedbutin heretofore
this country.unprece-

presented an actual airing of the
events. In the trial of Bruno Richard Hauptmann on a charge of
kidnaping the Lindbergh baby, however, the event itself was not broadcast since microphones were not
allowed in the courtroom.
CBS, NBC, ABS and WOR had
microphones set up at many points
of vantage as the gavel was pounded for the opening of Congress. For
NBC, John B. Kennedy, news commentator, and Announcers Carleton
Smith and Fred Shawn, provided
word pictures of the proceedings. In
addition, NBC present air interviews with a number of Senators
and Representatives. Short waves
carried the President's voice to far
points of the world Jan. 4, the
second time this has been done.
Stefan Interviewed
FOR

CBS, Robert Trout, presidential announcer, described the
Congressional proceedings and H. V.
Kaltenborn, news commentator interviewed members of Congress. On
the following day, right after CBS
had broadcast the reading of the
message by the President. Mr. Kaltenborn analyzed its provisions for
the radio audience. The message
was rebroadcast later in the day
from a recording.
ABS in its coverage of Congress
included an interview by Strickland
Gillilan, ABS Washington commentator, with Rep. Karl Stefan,
new member of Congress from Nebraska and former announcer on
W.TAG, Norfolk. Neb. WOR broadcast the opening of Congress in conjunction with NBC.
Lindbergh Trial
IN CONTRAST to the feverish activity at Hopewell in March, 1932,
when both national networks and
several independent stations had
elaborate set-ups to cover the Lindbergh kidnaping case, Flemington,
N. J., has seen few broadcasters
since the trial of Hauptmann,
despite the fact that no criminal
trial in history has attracted such
widespread attention.
To a great extent the scarcity of
radio newsmen is attributable to
the policies of the broadcasters
themselves. If the court room had
been open for broadcasting, it would
have been necessary for the three
networks and WOR to maintain
enormous staffs in Flemington and
to kill innumerable commercial as
well as sustaining programs to
broadcast the high-spots of the trial.
Governor A. Harry Moore, in a proclamation, had expressed his opposition to permitting microphone set-

ups in court and Judge Trenchard
was of the same opinion.
All three networks have relied
mainly on the Press-Radio Bureau
for their Bulletins, supplementing
these occassionally with talks by
commentators. CBS installed origination equipment in a hotel near the
court house for the use of Boake
Carter, commentator for Philco. On
the opening day of the trial, and on
the day when Col. Lindbergh appeared as a witness, Carter devoted
his evening network broadcast to a
resume of the days' proceedings, and
gave much of the color as background. Other Coverage
FOR NBC, Lowell Thomas spoke
early in the evening soon after the
end of the first day's proceedings,
from a pick-up point installed in a
poolroom directly opposite the court
house. His comment was in his
regular series for the Sun Oil Co.,
and he is making similar broadcasts
while interest in the trial is at its
height.
ABS did not install microphones
in Flemington, believing that only
the courtroom scene itself could
justify such steps. It did, however,
supplement its Press-Radio service
with background bulletins, from a
newspaperman covering the trial.
All three networks made special
arrangements to disseminate PressRadio news as frequently as possible. Schedules were changed
almost daily, but between five and
ten periods from five to fifteen min(Continued on page 44)
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Radio
Into

Drive

New

Brings

York

State

Million

Milk

Club

Only Medium Used in Organizing Children's Group;
Seasonal Drop in Volume of Sales Avoided
By GILBERT CANT
and let it go at that. On the contrary, they were required to exert
RADIO advertising campaigns ac- themselves
to a considerable extent.
counted for only a small part of the
In this way the State Bureau of
$500,000 appropriated by the State
of New York last summer for a Milk Publicity and its advertising
milk-selling campaign — probably not agency, N. W. Ayer & Son, felt that
more than 12% and certainly not the children's adherence was of some
value, and not simply a meaningmore than 15% of the total.
less gesture.
But, in less than four months this
Adventure Stories
small outlay made it possible to roll
up a membership of more than a
AT FIRST TWO programs were put
million for the Children's Club pro- on the air. One, for children bemoted through the program, and
tween four and six years of age,
radio was the only medium used
to further the club.
consisted of the "Uncle Wiggily"
scripts, and contained only the
Latest available figures show that
slightly more than 1.100,000 chil- simplest possible commercials, designed to encourage the children to
dren of school age pledged themuse more milk by appealing to
selves, as members of the "5-M"
their sense of taste. Ararious apClub, to drink a quart of milk daily.
petizing foods and drinks containAt the time of going to press, this
ing milk were suggested, and with
response had already exhausted the
that the commercials ended. Their
fund set aside to provide badges
stark simplicity, however, attracted
for the members, and late-comers
must be content with a card. It is a great deal of attention, and
several broadcasting stations in
expected that about 100,000 more
other parts of the country have
will enroll during the five weeks
the program has been extended be- negotiated for permission to use the
yond its original expiration date transcriptions without rubbing out
the commercials. They were heard
(Dec. 29). The total of 1,200,000
would be almost exactly half the up to the end of December on five
stations, including WOR.
school-age population of the State
of New York.
Obviously if would be impossible
The striking feature of the chil- to measure the adult response to
such a program. However, the
dren's response is that it was
not made easy for them to say "I fact that the program itself was
highly acceptable was attested by
will," when asked to sign the pledge.
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On January 1, 1935, we opened our own Recording
Studio. We now are equipped and ready to build and
produce complete programs, electrically transcribed,
under the supervision of Keith McLeod, formerly Musical Supervisor of the National Broadcasting Company.

We clear time for Spot Broadcasting
in any language, Anywhere
We serve as your Foreign Radio Department

Economical,

Efficient and Effective

Broadcasting
Abroad,
Inc.
29 West 57th Street
New York, N. Y.
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Tiny Transmitter
EXPERIMENTS in ultra
short waves by Marconi.
Italian electrical wizard, are
being duplicated in San Francisco on a more humble scale
by Alan Cormack, KFRC technical director. Cormack has
built a tiny transmitter,
mounted on a panel less than
3x4 inches in size. The entire equipment was built at a
cost of $2.15, 90 cents for the
transmitter and $1.25 for the
receiving set. Cormack is able
to send radio messages and
music on a wave length of
three-fourths of a meter, or
more than 400,000 kilocycles.
Reception, so far, has been
limited to a comparatively
short distance, Cormack says.
"Under favorable conditions
the broadcasts from the midget outfit should be audible
for 30 or 40 miles," he adds.
parents who wrote in praising its
character, and at the same time approving of the educational aims and
the manner in which they were
brought out.
In the ease of the campaign
directed at children of school age,
however, a reliable index was established. The scripts, entitled
"Robinson Crusoe, Jr.," and written by Peter Dixon, were designed
to appeal to both boys and girls,
and great care was taken to meet
the current criticism of parents
about the nature of children's
programs. The "Blood and Thunder" recipe was amended by taking
out the blood, and the youngsters
in the story had plenty of adventures in which they received information on a great variety of subjects. What they learned, of course,
their audience also learned.
The schedule called for four
quarter-hour broadcasts weekly, beginning at 5.45 p.m.. and broadcast
through WABC and the following
split CBS network: WOKO. Albany: WFBL, Syracuse: WKBW,
Buffalo : WHEC, Rochester ; WIBX,
Utica. and WGLC. Hudson Falls,
Both the opening and closing
commercials were kept as short as
possible, and they concentrated on
telling children the importance of
milk as a body-building food to
maintain physical fitness. Letters
from famous athletes and cinema
stars contained personal testimonials to the value of milk — among
them Jack Dempsey. Helen Hicks
and Helen Hayes. Victor Czegka,
supply officer for the Byrd Antarctic Expedition, wrote at more than
average length on the elaborate
steps taken by the explorers to insure a continuous milk supply in
Little America.
Received Badges
AT THE END of the programs,
children were asked to go to their
school teachers to learn about the
"5-M" club for those who wanted
to support the state in its campaign
and also wanted to build themselves
up. Teachers gave out — only to
those who specifically requested
them — pledge cards which the children themselves signed, and which
they had to take home for their
parents to sign. Each joiner
pledged to drink a quart of milk
daily, in one form or another. The

membership badges contained
great seal of the State of New Yc
in miniature, so children were t_
only people in the state, except su!
officials, allowed to wear this :,
signia
them. — the only come-on offered
The fact that more than a milli
pledges have been received does c
of course, indicate that a milli
more quarts of milk are being so
daily in New York. It has, ho
ever, caused a marked increase
the sale of milk in communiti
where the program has been mo
successful. Most of these are ov
side the metropolitan area of Ne
York City, for two reasons : In t]
first place, the city already has tl
highest per capita consumption i
milk in the world, and second, cii
children (like city adults) ai
harder to reach and harder to "sel
by radio and other media tha
those in smaller communities.
Business Aspects
ALTHOUGH a special auditor wa
engaged by the milk bureau t
evolve a method of gauging the ii
crease in sales, no accurate figure
are available. Only the sales of th
large metropolitan companies ar
readily accessible, and it was founi
that too many factors entered inf
their business to make possible ai
accurate
check ofof dollars
the program's
feet in terms
and centsef
The figures would not be rep
resentative, in any case, since th<
sales of milk are nearer the satura
where.
tion point in their areas than etse
Upstate dealers reported hettei
business in about 75% of cases.
Some reported improvement over
corresponding months of 1933 ;
others said that whereas they usually experienced a seasonal drop, no
such decline had been shown this
year, and still others noted an in
trends.
crease contrary to normal seasonal
The Legislature's original appropriation expires March 31, but a
movement is already under way to
introduce new legislation providing
for a continuance of the campaign,
for during its progress the milk
surplus in the state has almost disappeared, with radio playing an outstanding role, as the medium used
to appeal to the greatest class of
potential customers.
Increases in Day Power
Are
Given
Six Stations
INCREASES in day power on their
regional channels to 5.000 watts, in
conformity with the recent change
of policy whereby the limit was
raised from 2.500 watts, were authorized for six stations in actions
of the FCC Jan. 8. Simultaneously,
the FCC designated for hearing a
half-dozen similar applications.
Stations securing the day increases to the new regional maximum were KWK, St. Louis : WDGY.
Minneapolis: WFBC. Greenville. S.
C. : WDAY. Fargo, N. D. ; WDOD.
Chattanooga, and KGW. Portland.
Ore. The FCC also authorized
KOIL. Council Bluffs. Ia., to increase its day power from 1,000 to
2.500 watts, with night power reat 1.000
ApplicaHons for maining
5.000
wattswatts.
day power
set '
for hearing include those of WRC.
Washington : KWTO. Springfield.
Mo. : WBBR. Brooklyn : WINP.
Oary. Tnd. : WKRC. Cincinnati, and
WSAI, Cincinnati.
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Your

Dealers
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it
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watts

500,000
The

most

most

EFFECTIVE,

ECONOMICAL

the world's
to reach
way
audience
radio
largest

The mercury vapor rectifier tubes, shown above, which supply the
power to the new 500,000-watt WLW transmitter were especially designed. They are rated at 450 amperes. The cathodes are so large
that thirty minutes is required to bring them up to the proper temperTHE
POWEL
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ature. A continued stream of temperature regulated air is directed
against these tubes to maintain the mercury at the proper temperature. 100 amperes at 12,000 volts is required for the plate power of
the new WLW transmitter, which is the most powerful in the world.

RADIO
CROSLEY
CROSLEY, Jr., President
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CINCINNATI
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News

for the

Radio

Without

Censoring
Pros and Cons of Service

As Seen by Competitors
THE ONLY safeguard against colored radio news and dominance of
either government or advertisers in
news broadcasting is press association service to stations, in the opinion of E. H. Harris, publisher of the
Richmond ( Ind. ) Palladium-Item,
■peaking Dec. 27 before two national
Journalistic teaching groups meeting
in Chicago.
Answering Mr. Harris, who is
chairman of the Publisher's National Radio Committee, Herbert
Moore, president of Transradio
Press Service, declared that radio is
entitled to its own news-gathering
organization and added that in his
opinion, Press-Radio service as now
operated permits newspaper monopoly and distortion of news.
These positions were stated in a
symposium before the convention of
the American Association of Teachers of Journalism and the American
Association of Schools and Departments of Journalism.
Lack of Censorship
"UNCENSORED news, free from
propaganda, can be presented and
maintained only if the news is furnished by reliable news gathering
organizations and if it is not resold
to an advertiser for sponsorship,"
said Mr. Harris. "If the news is resold to an advertiser, the news gath-

USED

FOR
TWO

ering association forfeits its right to
prevent
On thecensorship."
other hand, Mr. Moore
stated that sale of a radio press
service does not mean that the service will be censored. He traced the
growth of Transradio since last
March and added that it now supplies news to 150 stations.
Mr. Moore said that "the stations
buy news and that's what we
deliver." Continuing, he stated:
"There isn't the newspaper monopoly that means distortion. The newspapers are fighting the press radio
service with lies and deception. We
believe that radio needs its own
news gathering agency, uninfluenced
by the press. The public wants that.
Just as we fight control of the news
by newspapers, so we would fight
control by the government."
CBS Promotes Kesten
PROMOTION of Paul W. Kesten,
since 1930 CBS sales promotion director, to vice president and assistant to Edward Klauber, CBS executive vice president, was announced
Jan. 7 by Wiliam S. Paley, CBS
president.
Kesten's
successor
has
not beenMr.named,
his assistant,
Victor M. Ratner, holding the position in the meantime. CBS vice
presidents now include, besides
Mr. Klauber and Mr. Kesten, Sam
Pickard, station relations; Lawrence W. Lowman, operations ; Hugh
K. Boice, sales, and H. Leslie Atlass,
Chicago.
THE TOP GIRDER of the new
WGN studio building in Chicago
was riveted in place Jan. 3 completing the skeleton of the building.
""Si
OVER
YEARS

APPROVED

BY NATIONAL
ADVERTISERS

cban^c\ccks tfjjica
^
Secure ^ & sS\es ^^^^
your ■■ lacCs *l^ratft
&n6atl * sells . atv
stoti
avaft^Vr^^or *lte
RATES:

$200.00 per quartet hour, evenings
$125.00 per quarter hour, daytime
MICHIGAN'S GREATEST RADIO BUY!

8 Stations
Michigan'scov-8
s- in Primary
largest
eofr85%
ueragescities.
of a territory
with million
a population
four
people. of over
WBCM
Bay City
WFDF
Flint
WJIM
Lansing
WELL
Battle Creek
WKZO
Kalamazoo
WOOD-WASH
Grand Rapids
KEY STATION
WXYZ
Detroit

KUNSKY-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING CORPORATION

(Oumers and Operators of Station WXYZ)
DETROIT, MICH.
300 Madison Theater Bldg.
CHICAGO: WM. G. RAMBEAU,
NEW YORK: Robert Newton.
Manager, 360 N. Michigan Ave.
Manager, 307 E. 44th Strett
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Advertising
For Year
Previous

Gross

Broadcast Film

Equaled
Records

Total Sales of $72,000,000
Are Estimated by NAB
TOTAL broadcast advertising volume during 1934 has equaled the
previous highest level of the industry, it is indicated by preliminary
estimates based upon statistics compiled by the National Association of
Broadcasters for the first 11 months
of the year. Gross time sales of
stations and networks during that
period were in excess of $65,000,000,
with every indication that the December volume of the industry would
maintain the momentum of the past
several months.
On the basis of these totals it is
probable that the gross time sales to
advertisers will amount to more
than $72,000,000 for 1934, an increase of approximately 28 per cent
over the preceeding year. Network
advertising has shown the greatest
increase (see January 1 issue of
Broadcasting for network revenue
estimates), with national spot advertising ranking second. It is quite
probable that only slight gains will
be recorded by local broadcast advertising, asituation which parallels
tain other
degree.localized media to a cerDrop in November
TOTAL broadcast advertising revenues in November were $7,232,592,
a decrease of 1.9% as compared
with the preceding month. A decline of 3.5% in network revenues
and a similar one in local broadcast
advertising were responsible for the
downward trend. Regional network
advertising rose 11.4% while national spot business increased 4%.
Gross time sales of stations and
networks were 20.8% above November 1933. Regional networks led the
field with a gain of 44.4%. National
networks experienced a 26.7% increase in volume as compared with
the same period of the previous
year. National spot advertising
gained
19.8%5.2%.
and local broadcast
advertising
Compared with an increase of
20.8% in broadcast advertising volume, national magazine revenues
were but 10.4% greater than in November of the previous year, national farm paper advertising 5.9%
and newspaper advertising 5%.
Non-Network Income
IN THE non-network field, the 100watt stations experienced the greatest improvement in business during
the month, their advertising revenues increasing 9%. Revenues of
stations over 1,000 watts in power
a" i-iuvciii-

Total

FOR one of its film celebrity
programs, KFWB, Hollywood,
used "sound on film." "This
is
in station
radio,"
hing L.newKing,
saidsomet
Gerald
manager. "Instead of rehearsing before a studio microphone
in the station studio, and possibly being nervous before the
mike, listeners hear sound on
film that has gone through several 'takes'."
ber of the previous year. Those of
stations of 250 to 1,000 watts in
power experienced a gain of 14.5%
and those of 100-watt stations
showed an increase of 5.7%.
Live talent national spot volume
continues its rise of recent months.
Broadcast advertising of this type
was slightly greater than in October
and stood at a level 70% higher than
in November 1933. National spot
announcement volume was 45.5%
less than during the same period of
the preceding year, while there was
a slight
decline in local announcement volume.
Principal trends during the month
in the field of sponsorship of broadcast advertising included a gain of
25.5% in national network soap and
kitchen supply advertising as compared with October, a rise of 27.9%
in national spot cosmetic advertising, and of 22.7% in national spot
confectionery volume
, a 31% increase in local food advertising and
a gain of 18.1% in local
set
advertising. National spotradio
department store advertising tripled during the month, increased mail
department store volume beingorder
the
cause. Total retail advertising rose
3.1% against October and was 25%
above November of the preceding
Spot Income Gains
COMPARED with the same period
year.
of 1933 national network household
equipment volume more than doubled, soap and kitchen supply advertising increased more than one
and one-half times, and marked
gains were experienced in the pharmaceutical, cosmetic, food, confectionery, radio and tobacco fields.
Network clothing and beverage advertising were lower than in the
previous year.
National spot broadcast advertising experienced gains of more than
four times for November 1933
volume in the clothing field, of
approximately five-fold in the soap
and kitchen supply field and of nine
times in the tobacco field. Household equipment and financial advertising also gained markedly.
Local radio set advertising rose
materially, while some
slight gains
iier news.
'".if j. cl.ui ueu ill ui

Broadcast Advertising
Gross Time Sales

Class of Business
National networks
..
Regional networks
National spot business . . .
Local broadcast advertising.

October

November

$ 4,527,002
$ 4.366,453
95,964 107,259
1,251,014 1,300,625
1,503,104 1,458,255

$ 7,377,084

BROADCASTING

Volume

Cumulative
Jait-Nov.
$38,196,558
654,055
12,310,278
14,550,707

$ 7,232,592 $65,711,598
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*

WILL

3

PUT

YOUR

TRANSCRIPTIONS

6

KHJ

ON

LOS

FIFTEEN

FOR

ANGELES

MINUTES*

IF YOU BLANKET
THIS "WHITE SPOT"
you've covered 804% of the
Southern California Market.
4th Market of the Nation
Population
Radio Sets

. . 2,318526
. . 531/707

80.4% of the Radio Families of
all Southern California live in
2.2% of the land area in the
Los Angeles Metropolitan
District.
LOS ANGELES
METROPOLITAN
DISTRICT
*Only $36 for one-quarter of an hour of daytime broadcasting.A.M.
7
to 6 P.M. and after 10:30 P. M. every
day including Sundays. (Subject to regular frequency
discounts, plus tax.)
THE

BIGGEST

RADIO

BARGAIN

KHJ's daytime rate is almost one-third
that charged for night-time broadcasting.
KHJ is also production headquarters for
the Columbia Broadcasting System on the
coast, which commands for it audience
dominence in this great market.
That's why spot broadcasters say KHJ offers the lowest daytime cost per 1,000 listeners of any station on the entire Pacific Coast.

ON

THE

COAST

KFRC, San Francisco
KFBK, Sacramento

KHJ, Los Angeles
KWG, Stockton

(COLUMBIA NORTHWEST UNIT)

KOL. Seattle
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DON

District — the 4th market of the nation — a
market in which live 80.4% of all the radio
families of entire Southern California, and
51% of all the radio families of the 11 western states . . . and that's something!
Send your transcriptions to KHJ for daytime broadcasting and put your product in
the front rank in this rich market.

BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
Affiliated with
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
C. Ellsworth Wylie, General Sales Mgr., Los Angeles
San Francisco Office, 1000 Van Ness Avenue
KGB, San Diego
KMJ, Fresno
KOIN, Portland

• BROADCASTING

KVI, Tacoma

KDB, Santa Barbara
KERN, Bakersfield
KFPY, Spokane

LEE

Chain

Here is the top station in the Metropolitan

Arthur J. Kemp, KHJ Sales Manager
Eastern Representatives, Radio Sales, Inc., New York: 485 Madison Avenue — Chicago: Wrigley Building — Detroit: Fisher Building.

DON
LEE
Los Angeles Office, 7th and Bixel Streets

The

In addition tc real spot broadcasting, The Don Lee Broadcasting System gives you the utmost Ir flexibility
to match your selling problems.
•
You can buy a Northern California
network: San Francisco, Sacramento,
Stockton, Fresno, Bakersfield.
You can buy a Southern California
network: Los Angeles, San Diego.
Santa Barbara.
•
You can buy a California network
by combining these two and get your
message over Eight stations in the
Eight
major distributing areas of
California.
Another click of the switch and
you get a Pacific Coast network, by
adding Portland, Seattle, Tacoma,
Spokane.
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Monday

Wednesday (cont.)
* MODERN MINSTRELS
A black face chorus of 35 sit and sing
between two famous "end" men. Performed in costume before an early
morning audience. 9 :00-10 :00 a.m.
^COBINA WRIGHT
The popular socialite sings. And introduces famous people to the afternoon audience.
3 :00-4 :00 p.m.
THE LITTLE HOUSE

FAMILY

A typical American family learns
how much fun it is to build a house.
Broadcast from the studio of "The
Little House." 4:00-4:15 p.m.
CHICAGO VARIETY HOUR
Chicago parades its talent over the
CBS Network. 4:30-5:00 p.m.
Tuesday

+ HAPPY DAYS
From WCAU, Philadelphia, a lively
array of big-time talent goes on the
Columbia Network. 9:00-10:00 a.m.
THE LAUGH CLINIC
Russell Pratt and Ransome Sherman,
known to laugh-lovers as the "Two
Doctors." With organist Eddie Dunstedter's musical cure, Al Roth's laughing trombones.
10 :30-l 1 :00 a.m.
* COLUMBIA VARIETY HOUR
The cream of CBS staff talent. Fray
and dieBraggiotti.
Johnny Green.
FredRich. Mark Warnow.
Nick Lucas.
Vera Van. Betty Barthell. Loretta
Lee and others.
3 :00-4 :00 p.m.
AT THE LITTLE HOUSE
Well known people talk from "The
Little House" on topics for housewives
and home-builders. 4:00-4:15 p.m.
Wednesday

THE JOKE BOOK REVIEW
A new wrinkle in entertainment. The
listeners who think they can write
better jokes than the professional gag
writers have their inning.. .with saxophones for a jury.
9 :00-9 :30 a.m.
BRIGHT LIGHTS
Philadelphia broadcasts its brightest
entertainment.
10:30-11 :00 a.m.
*FULL

HOUR

COLUMBIA
485 MADISON

SHOWS

IN THE

*KATE SMITH'S MATINEE
A variety hour whose daytime success
has blazed a new trail. Kate acts as
impresario. Introduces guest stars and
world's champions. 3:00-4:00 p.m.
Thursday

SUNNYSIDE

Songs, humor and morning cheer in
a rollicking review. 9:00-9:45 a.m.
COUNTRY CHURCH
Human interest, songs and music,
broadcast from the West, by a nonsectarian corporation established by
the Rev. W. B. Hogg. 11 :30-12 noon.
^-ROADWAYS OF ROMANCE
Vera Van and Jerry Cooper, two of
Columbia's most promising young
soloists, in a serial romance, with the
romantic music of many nations.
Supported
by Freddie
Rich's Orchestra and a large
cast. 3:00-4:00
p.m.
VISITING THE LITTLE HOUSE
Visits to "The Little House" by a
young couple about to be married.
Fridaare
They
y shown the practical side of
home-making. 4:00 - 4:15p.m.

DEAR COLUMBIA
A novel show — the first of its kind
started November 30. Dramatization
of letters received by CBS and its
artists, in the fan mail. 9 :00-9 :45 a.m.
PHILADELPHIA SYMPHONY
A two hour program of incomparable
symphonic music — a new series this
fall, under the baton of Leopold
Stokowski. 3 :00- 5 :00 p.m.
Saturday

CHEER

UP

A bright program of laughs and
musical gayety. 9:00-9:45 p.m.
BUFFALO VARIETY SHOW
The best local talent goes on the
Network to rival Broadway with a
sparkling variety show. 3 :30-4 :00p.m.
DAYTIME.. .A CBS . INNOVATION

BROADCASTING

AVENUE, NEW YORK

UP

. 410 NORTH

MICHIGAN

SYSTEM
AVENUE, CHICAGO

ANA

Plans

False

to Bar
Penn's Promotion
IN ADDITION to sponsoring
a radio program to advertise
its product, the Penn Tobacco
Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa., also
makes its product advertise
the program. On the reverse
of every package of Kentucky
Winners cigarettes appears
the command to "listen to
radio's finest program, 'One
Man's Family,' every Wednesday night, 10:30 to 11. Eastern time." The sponsors have
frequently used space in printed advertisements to mention
their broadcasts. Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York, handles the
account, which is broadcast
over the NBC-WEAF network.

Advertising

Proposes Self -regulation to
Obviate Federal Control
IN THE HOPE of substituting
"self-regulation" of advertising for
projected government regulation, a
plan has been evolved by the Association of National Advertisers
which would "eliminate undesirable
advertising" by voluntary internal
censorship, Bernard Lichtenberg,
vice president of the Alexander
Hamilton Institute and chairman of
the ANA Government Advisory
Committee, declared Dec. 27 in an
address before the National Association of Teachers of Marketing
and Advertising in Chicago.
The plan involves the adoption of
the principle of internal censorship
by each type of advertising medium,
he said ; the choice of competent
persons to exercise such censorship,
and the coordination of the efforts
of the several censors so selected.
He asserted that the ANA will offer
to create the machinery for the plan
and the coordinating group would
act under the sponsorship and guidance of ANA. The entire plan, he
asserted, has been tentatively
worked out.
Assails Censorship
MR. LICHTENBERG cited this and
other actions taken by national advertisers and advertising groups to
clean house without the necessity
of any broad government intervention. He assailed plans for direct
government control or censorship of

advertising, pointing to their impracticability. Ahalf dozen governmental agencies, he said, already
have certain powers of advertising
regulation under general statutes,
but there is no Federal statute directly empowering any government
agency to regulate or control advertising per se. Among those with
some control, he said, are the Federal Trade Commission, Post Office
Department, Department of Agriculture, and Securities and Exchange Commission.
Discussing the SEC, he said :
"Indeed, so drastic are the penalties provided by the Securities Exchange Act over financial advertising that in 1934 such advertising
has almost disappeared. Under the
act, the term 'prospectus' is defined

BROADJISTING
broadcast
dvertising'
1935

YEAR

Radio's
Inclusive

BOOK

to mean any prospectus, notice, circular, advertisement, letter or communication, written or by radio
which offers any security for sale.
This makes any financial advertisement a prospectus and is perhaps
the most drastic regulation of advertising so far undertaken by any
branch of the government."
Plenty of Power
MAINTAINING there is adequate
power residing in government
agencies with respect to advertising
regulation, Mr. Lichtenberg criticized sharply government advocates
of further regulation and control,
notably Secretary of Agriculture
Wallace and Undersecretary of
Agriculture TugwelL These and
others, he said, are inclined to regard advertising as "waste," and
have
tion. no concepiton of its real func"During the past year," he stated,
"business has borne the brunt of
concerted criticism in what appears
to be a campaign of propaganda
emanating from "Washington. There
has been a nation-wide spread of
current news and interpreted statements issued daily by Washington
bureaus to approximately 15,000
newspapers and periodicals, and an
integral part of this is the 10,000
miles of leased wire used by the Department of Agriculture. To say
that releases toward business and
advertising have been sulphuric is
putting it mildly. The depression
and the attitude of the government
has accentuated the feeling among
the people that they are the victims
of gross misrepresentation."
1530 Kc. in Kansas City
W9XBY, one of the new high fidelity stations recently to be allocated
to a 20-kilocycle channel in the new
extended broadcast band, went on
the the air in Kansas City New
Year's Eve. The inaugural broadcast started at 5 p.m. and lasted
until 5 o'clock next morning, with
one sponsor using thirty 50-word
announcements throughout the evening. The new station which operates with 1,000 watts power on
1530 kc. is owned and operated
by First National Television, Inc.,
which also own television station
W9XAL. Sidney Q. Noel is president of the corporation ; G. L.
Taylor, chief engineer ; Walton M.
Lochman, program director, and
Walter T. Evans, is in charge of
Kansas City commercial sales.

First

Encyclopedia

240 Pages of

1 VIMMA.
1
CITIZEN BROADCASTING COMPANY
ASHEVILLE. N £

Directories and Facts
Flash
To Be Published
February

15 th

NO. 1

WWNC is the only Station in
Western North Carolina ... a
rich, resort-industrial area of
which Asheville is the trade
capital.

To Subscribers
Without Extra Cost
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Single Copies
Two Dollars

FULL TIME NBC AFFILIATE
1,000 WATTS
570 KILOCYCLES

More

Time

Is Sold!

By Mutual Network
Permanent Line Facilitie
Soon Will Be Acquired
DEFINITE decision to engage A. 1
& T. network lines on a 10-hour-a
day basis, and to exchange mor
sustaining programs in addition to
their commercials, was reached b.
executives of the Mutual Broadcast
ing System at conferences in Chi
cago, Jan. 10 and 11. The system
comprises
WOR, Newark
; WON"
Chicago; WLW,
Cincinnati,
an
WYXZ, Detroit. It was also decided
to set up Mutual personnel both in
New York and Chicago for sales
promotion and traffic coordination
Attending the conferences were
Alfred J. McCosker, WOR, chair
man of MBS ; W. E. Macfarlane,
WGN, president ; Theodore O.
Streibert, WOR, treasurer ; E. M.
Antrim, Chicago Tribune, secretary;
George Isaac and Edward Wood, Jr..
WGN; John Clark, WLW: George
Trendle and Allen Campbell,
WXYZ.
The first week of the new year
found the recently formed Mutual
Broadcasting System with 6% hours
of time sold, and this, combined
with the prospect of additional accounts being signed shortly, makes
it likely that permanent line facilities will be acquired in the near
future. It had not been expected
that such facilities would be necessary for some time, but the quick
acceptance of the group by advertisers has changed this situation,
and the lines may be engaged for
Feb. 1.
Wasey Products, Inc., which had
the first commercial heard on the
Mutual chain, in behalf of cosmetics,
now has added a second. Both are
heard on WOR, WLW and WGN.
the first from 2 to 2.30 p.m. Sundays,
and the new one, "Singin' Sam, the
Barbasol Man," for 15 minutes Friday evenings. The agency is Erwin
Wasey, Inc. The program originates
in Cincinnati.
Horlick Program

;
j
\
t
[
*

HORLICK'S Malted Milk Corp., i
which has been taking 15 minutes
five evenings a week on the three
stations plus WXYZ, Detroit, has
added WNAC, Boston, by wire link,
and is making arrangements to
supply grams,
the presumably
"Lum and
Abner" proin transcription,
to KNX, Los Angeles; KGO, San
Francisco, and KOIN, Portland, Ore.
Lord & Thomas is the agency.
Scholl Mfg. Co., (Dr. Scholl's Foot
Appliances)
has signed
for over
15 minutes three evenings
a week
the
four member stations, through Donahue & Coe, Inc. Other clients are
the Thos. Leeming Co., (Baume Bengue), using four stations (Lord
& Thomas), and General Mills,
Inc., with a campaign for CalAspirin calling for five quarter-hour
programs weekly, with WNAC,
WGAR, Cleveland and WCAE, Pittsburgh, added to the four regular
Mutual stations.
A NEW station at Anderson, S. C,
WMFM, on 1200 kc. with 100 watts
unlimited time, was authorized Jan.
8 by the FCC upon application of
Wilton E. Hall of that city.
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STRANG*

f ACTS

ABOUT

WSM

WSM's

RADIO

flELD MEN DISTRIBUTE 65,000 5AMPLE.S
IN MAJOR EXPERIMENT
unique merchandising system tested as Field Men distribute samples of Faultless Starch! Write (or complete details

of radio's most unique and effective merchandising system!

OmlV PROAPCAyr IN HISTOR.Y
FROM INSIDE HERKITACrEL-

THE

OCCURREO NOV. 17, 1934, WHEN "tyV^M.
scooped all rivals and broadcast,
FROM WS/ae THE HOME. OF ANDREW
JACKSON, COMPLETE- PETAILS OF THE.
BREAKFAST SERVED P RESIDENT AND
MRS- Roosevelt by members of
LAD>ES HERMITAG-E- ASSOCIATION .

ANDREW
JACKSOm's OWN PlANO AND MUSIC LIBRARY
WAS
USED.
"PEE — LIGHT FUL I" SAID PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT.

WSM-PRESS JURY
ANNOUNCES FOOTBALL AWARDS
In cooperation with the Nashville Banner, Atlanta Constitution, New Orleans Item, Birmingham Age Herald,
and Knoxville Sentinel, WSM continued its march (or
good will by broadcasting, on Dec. 11, 1934, the last of
a weekly series of programs dedicated to an All-Star
Southeastern Conference Team selected by sports editors
of the above papers. A handsome scroll was awarded
each member of the team.

kf^^ -

3,000 SHIELD MEN IN 21 STATES TUNE IN
ANNUAL NATIONAL LIFE CHRISTMAS PARTY
Asking the indulgence of its thousands of listeners,
WSM, on Dec. 23rd, presented for the National Life its
2nd Annual Christmas Party, broadcast to its 3,000
Shield Men in 21 states. Features: Talks by executive
officers, awards for service; telephone conversations from
managers in distant points. Moral: WSM reaches out!

267 different occupations
in response to a free sample offer from
one half-hour pro & ram, 3.30owsm listeners sent in not only r.eque5t5 for samples
But also their occupations, audienc-e.
analysis conducted by the aubrey, moored
ano wallace agency showed 2.6t
different occupations represented,

IS THE FACT THAT VV5M,WlTH ITS 50,000

en*
An9

iot
Owned and Operated by THE

January
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^O^^
WATTS , CLEARED CHANNEL, AND RADIOS
'MOST UNIQUE MERCHANDISING SYSTEM, IS DEFINITELY
GOING PLACES WITH AMP FOR. WSM ADVERTISERS /
50,000 Watts I Cleared Channel
0
0
YOU OUGHT TO KNOW THE WSM SVORy . IF YOU DON'T, IT
0
1,
WILL PAY YOUTO WRITE FOR. COMPLETE DETAILS TODAY.'
EDWARD RETRY & CO., Exclusive National Representatives
*
*
e
s
i
V
NATIONAL LIFE & ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY, INC. NASHVILLE, TENN.
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World

Only

Latest

Developments

SINCE the invention of the modern telephone, the engineers and scientists of the Be
Laboratories, a subsidiary of American Telephone and Telegraph Company, have bee
engaged in the technical development of sound transmission and reproduction. Because c
their vast resources for this purpose (unequalled by any other organization in the work
WESTERN
they have made continual and sensational progress. One of the most outstanding recen
developments is called Western Electric Wide Range Vertical Recording. This revolutionize
ELECTRIC
the motion picture industry as well as radio broadcasting with electrical transcriptions. Th
new and latest method, perfected by the leading research laboratories in the world, eliminate
WIDE-RANGE
all possible objections to the transcription method. It is
RECORDINGS
like a fine camera which brings the object into clear
focus with depth, detail and reality. Wide Range Vertical
Recording produces a virtually perfect image of the
original. All suggestion of background noise vanishes.
A life-like recreation of the living voice and original
music is tne result. Sound Studios of New York, a subsidiary of the World Broadcasting
System, is the only licensee for the production of broadcast transcriptions under the
patents covering Wide Range Vertical Recording.
THE
studios of the World Broadcasting
System have been acoustically treated
and equipped with the most modern transcribing equipment available in the world
today. The processing of masters and pressing of discs is done in a specially designed
plant coordinated with the other departments
to insure uniformly high quality. Our staff
of recording engineers is unsurpassed in the
recording art.
THE

ll

JP-TO-THE-

:s;i

MINUTE
>LANT
FOR
of music for broadcasting, the writing
of continuities and
the proper weaving

ROCESSING

together of these
elements of the pro-

services of this staff are available for casting, directing and production ofevery type of radio show to clients of the World Broadcasting System.

THE
preparation of material for production on the air requires fully
as great expert knowledge and skill as the preparation of successful
productions for the stage. This includes the adaptations of various types

gram. World offers
to its clients the services of its staff
trained by years of
experience andwidely
recognized for their creation of some of the
best known and outstanding successes in radio,

:;
: :c
|
a

ll

50
SOUND
Page 28

STUDIOS

WEST
OF

NEW

57th
YORK,

ST.
INC.

NEW

YORK,

(SUBSIDIARY
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ijn

Electrical

Transcriptions

THE
World Program Service is nothing short of
an inspiration. It can be used in such a way as to
7
enable an advertiser with a very modest appropriation to
AUDITIONS
go on the air with a program as effective and as fine as
AND
PRESEN
though his funds were unlimited.
Indeed, the World
Program Service is extensively used by those whose funds
TATIONS
FOR
are unlimited because they can purchase no finer material
SALES
to weave into their programs. This Service consists of
a treasury of recordings (Wide Range Vertical) which
DEPARTMENTS
includes every type of musical production: dance numbers, vocal solos and duets with orchestral accompaniment, quartets, salon music, concert selections, Hawaiian
and Marimba music, violin solos and quartets, piano and
organ numbers, bands, marches. This material is so arranged that any individual
ROADCASTING
to get results
number may be picked out and combined with any other number — thus giving
B
should
not
be
limited
to the procomplete freedom in putting together a
grams that are put on the air. Usually
program. The advertiser has practically unthose programs are part of a campaign and
limited choice of the finest material at a
it is desired to dramatize this campaign to
very slight cost. Over 100 stations in all
dealers and sales departments. World
parts of the United States plus stations in
Service offers a way to have auditions in
Hawaii and Australia are equipped and ready
advance
of the campaign and members of
to broadcast programs made in this way on
our staff are prepared to cooperate with
short notice. Moreover the existence of this
advertising agencies and sales departments
material makes it possible for an advertiser
in
the preparation of presentations and
i to combine it as part of any type of indisales promotional material.
vidual program. It can be used in the same
ofway an orchestra is used, weaving it in
{Swith other features and with continuities,
t^for a one minute show or a one hour show.

■•-./"^\NE of the most useful services offered by the World Broadcasting System is to
'11 v^/ record off-the-line programs from remote studios. This enables the advertiser to
f ihave a permanent record of his broadcasts for merchandising and for reproduction over
^additional stations. Advertisers who use the chains, frequently want to extend their
e broadcasting to additional stations not reached by the chains. This service offers an
ieasy way to do this.

World
BROADCASTING

offers

full cooperation
to advertisers and
their agencies.

SYSTEM,

400 W. Madison

Other Offices and Recording Studios at
St., Chicago, III., 555 S. Flower St., Los Angeles, Cal.
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The

Libel

Fallacy

OBVIOUSLY erroneous legal precedents, holding stations equally liable with speakers for
libels uttered over their facilities, are throwing
the broadcasting industry into a state of confusion. The latest opinion — that of Judge Otis
in the March of Time case in Kansas City — is
the worst blow yet, for it places every station in
jeopardy every moment that it is on the air.
In the Kansas City case, which involves CBS
and Remington-Rand, along with KMBC, the
court set up a hypothetical case in which it
showed that the element of negligence on the
part of the station was completely absent, and
that it had no iota of control over the program
material broadcast and no way of knowing that
a libel was to be uttered. Granting all this, it
still held that the station would be jointly responsible for the libel and amenable to damages.
Such a situation should not be permitted to
continue. The courts, doubtless due to lack of
proper education in radio, seem unable to distinguish between a newspaper and a radio station. It should be obvious that a broadcaster
cannot censor like a newspaper editor, who has
cold copy before him and a big blue pencil. The
operation there is entirely mechanical. The
broadcaster may have the advance copy of the
speech or continuity, but he can't control the
extemporaneous remarks of the speaker. And
in the case of a network station, the broadcaster
has no contact whatever with the speaker, who
is miles away.
The radio, we hear from every side, has become the successor to the public platform. A
radio speaker, after a fashion, "rents the hall
of the air." Even this is not an accurate
analogy, but it is the best we are able to cite.
There has never been an instance, so far as we
are aware, in which the owner of a hall has been
held jointly liable with a speaker who rented the
hall for libel the latter may have uttered. If
radio is to succeed the public platform, it should
be given the same privileges and immunities. It
seems just as silly to hold KMBC responsible
in the Kansas City case as it would be to hold
the owner of the Kansas City Coliseum liable
for a speech made by someone on his premises.
There will be an appeal in the March of
Time case after adjudication in the state court,
if that court happens to concur in Judge Otis'
ruling. The industry should see to it that an
able attorney, capable of arguing the case in
the proper light, handles it. Should the judicial
course fail, then the matter obviously should be
handled in legislative channels.
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A

Word

of

Tribute

SEVERAL appointments and promotions of the
last fortnight, official and private, are recorded
in this issue with a measure of satisfaction to
the radio industry. Former Congressman Prall
seems to be made of precisely the stuff that a
good radio commissioner should have; we welcome him to the FCC broadcast division, and
look for real benefits to that body and to radio
generally from his long experience as a leader
on Capitol Hill. At the same time we regret
the departure of Commissioner Gary for other
governmental fields. His short tenure in office
proved him a good and faithful public servant
who grasped the essentials of radio quickly and
acquitted himself well.
Judge Ewin L. Davis' promotion to the chairmanship of the Federal Trade Commission is
viewed with pleasure not only by radio but by
the advertising fraternity in general. He has
sometimes been a harsh critic, but always fair,
both as a Congressional leader in radio legislation and as a member of the FTC. Finally, we
are delighted to record the highly meritorious
promotion of Paul W. Kesten to a CBS vice
presidency. His sales promotion work and surveys, elsewhere discussed in this issue, have
furnished inestimably valuable material not
only for CBS but for the radio industry at
large.

Cows

to Lipstick

THE NEW Tugwell-Copeland Bill is in the
Congressional hopper. All things considered, it
is far worse than the measure which died at
the last session after a terrific bombardment
from all of the industries which would have
been affected. A month ago, when Secretary
Wallace, Prof. Tugwell, Senator Copeland and
others threw out hints that the industries, by
and large, would favor the new legislation, we
suggested that the measure's introduction be
awaited before judgment was passed. The cold
type gives the answer, and the spontaneous outcry of the industries involved is ample warning
of a fight that will be even more sanguinary
than that of last year.
Like the former bills, the new measure would
place dictatorial powers over the advertising
and sale of foods, drugs and cosmetics in the
hands of the Secretary of Agriculture. It would
impose rigid censorship of the advertising of
these commodities. To radio, it appears that enforcement of the bill, as now written, would
mean a loss of a substantial portion of the
$25,000,000 to $30,000,000 in revenue now
low derived
aerivea

BOOK

RADIO
SHELF

A VOLUME which contains what is undoubtedl
the most comprehensive symposium of radi
broadcasting to be published in recent year
has just made its appearance. It is a 200-pag
publication of the Annals of the American Ace
demy of Political and Social Science entitle
Radio: The Fifth Estate (3457 Walnut St
Philadelphia, $2.50) . The work has been edite<
by Dr. Herman S. Hettinger of the Universit;
of Pennsylvania, at present associated with tb
NAB on special research work.
Topics of particular interest to broadcaster
which are treated in the volume include a dla
cussion of the regulation of broadcasting by th<
Hon. Hampson Gary, chairman of the Broad
cast Division of the FOC; a paper on the regu
lation of radio advertising by the Hon. Ewii
L. Davis, chairman of the Federal Trade Com
mission ; presentation of the conflicting views or
radio and the press by E. H. Harris and the
Hon. C. C. Dill ; analysis of radio and public
opinion by William Hard ; a prediction as to th€
future of broadcast advertising by Roy S. Durstine, vice president and general manager of
Batten, Barton, Durstine and Osborn, Inc. y
discussion of probable future of technical and engineering developments by J. C. McNary, technical director of the NAB, and a plea for freedom
of the air by Louis G. Caldwell.
Much that is new and provocative will be
found in the volume. Mr. Durstine presents 15
cogent suggestions for the improvement of radio
advertising, which merit consideration, if they
do not meet with complete agreement. Charles 1
F. Gannon, radio director of Erwin, Wasey &
radio Inc.,
copy.indicates what can be done to improve
Co.,
Mrs. Sidonie Gruenberg, director of the Child I
Study Association of America, writes that even i
thrillers may have their logical place in the lives '(
of children. It also is refreshing to see Mrs.
(Continued on page 50)
6U

from these industries, statements of Depart- J
ment of Agriculture officials to the contrary not- r|
withstanding.
In a proportionately greater
degree the same would happen to other advertising media, including newspapers and magazines.
In these times, when all of the energies of
Uncle Sam are supposed to be directed toward
the revival of business, it is hard to fathom the t
logic of such legislation and how it fits into the
New Deal campaign. It would duplicate the
functions, where advertising is concerned, now
vested in the Federal Trade Commission, without repealing the legislative obligations of the
latter agency. This new machinery would have
to be paid for by the already over-taxed citizen.
What it would do to the basic commodity industries involved also is of direct concern, for if
these industries are unduly curtailed and reminish. stricted, their need for advertising would diFinally, we are at a loss to understand how
the Department of Agriculture fits into this
picture anyway. As we recall our history, the
Department was created to handle such items
as corn and cows and functions associated with
the farm. These seem to be a far cry from
aspirin, rouge ana
npsricKs :!
and lipsticks
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E. S. MITTENDORF, for more than
nine ageryears
president
general manof station
WKRC,andCincinnati,
has
joined station WIND, Gary, Ind., as
station
Richards. manager, succeeding Hank
WILLIAM S. PALEY, president of
CBS,
arrived
a business
trip.in Hollywood Dec. 28 on
CAPT. LEONARD F. PLUGGE, president and governing director of the International Broadcasting Corp., London, with offices in New York, visited
Los
over the Christmas holimoon.Angeles
days en route to Honolulu on his honey-

si :
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PAUL W. KESTEN
It was shortly after he joined the
•THEN announcement of his elecMcJunkin Advertising Co., in Chition to a vice-presidency of CBS
<vas made by President William S.
cago in 1920 that Kesten's latent
?aley, on Jan. 5, Paul W. Kesten
interest in automobiles was developjrobably was devoting bis attention
ed to the full, for among the accounts on which he worked were
fo something far removed from
adio, tbe promotion of radio sales, several automotive manufacturers,
or vice-presidencies. All tbat bis and as a copy-writer he found it
enormously valuable to undertake
friends need to be told, to guess
where be might be, is that Jan. 5 extensive research into the hidden
details of car engines and equipwas the day the New York AutomoDile Show opened in Grand Central
ment. With McJunkin he also worked on Pillsbury flour and Pluto
Palace. With th£^iemeJidous_engrgjL
and enthusiasm which he brings to Water advertising, and on the accounts of several retail stores,
any activity in which he is interestdevoting his attention to copy and
ed, Kesten is a student of fine cars
not merely in the Sense that a $2 planning. When he left the agency
ipunter is a student of horses, but field in 1922 it was to become vicepresident and advertising manager
with an eye to the most detailed
of the Foreman & Clark stores, a
mechanical and engineering developments, which he examines with as clothing chain extending from Chicago to the Pacific coast.
critical an eye as a blue-grass
Four years in the Windy City had
breeder looking over some bloodstock.
sufficed to make Kesten restless, so
Yet it would not be true to sug- in 1924 he turned East, and kept
gest that the pioneer work done by right on going until he had reached
Berlin. In Germany, and in EngKesten's department in surveying
land, Italy and France he studied
the progress of the movement to install radios in all automobiles arises
European ideas and their developout his spare-time interest in cars.
ment. Journeying around the conOn the contrary, it is attributable
tinent, absorbing the background
i to his extraordinary faculty for against which each national tech- singling out, from a number of alnique was set off, familiarizing himternatives, those which have the
self with the language, and studying
Jgreatest importance from a long advertising psychology as it affects
range point of view, those which are different kinds of people, kept him
' most dramatic and which lend themoccupied for more than two years,
1 most
selves modern
best tomanner.
exploitation in the and it was not until 1927 that he
returned to Foreman & Clark, to
Born in 1898 in Milwaukee, Wis.,
the son of George H. Kesten, an stay there until the end of 1928.
In Chicago Kesten had crossed
I optometrist, Paul Kesten attended
primary and high schools in his swords with William Lennen, then
home town until 1916, when he went
vice-president and advertising manager of Royal Tailors, the two of
to the University of Wisconsin at
Madison to take a science course.
them using full-page space in the
In the Fall of 1917 he left college city's most expensive daily newsto enlist as a buck private in the
papers to fight out their duals.
While fighting tooth and nail for
Marines, and was trained in a Wisconsin camp, but was never sent the attention of retail customers,
abroad.
Lennen and Kesten developed a
At the end of 1918 Kesten was
wholesome respect for one another,
appointed assistant advertising
and in 1929 Kesten appeared in
manager of the Gimbel Store in New York as a copy man for LenMilwaukee — the parent store of the
nen & Mitchell, Inc. After about a
present group — and his lively imagi- year and a half, during which he
nation and genius for presenting
worked on the Remington Rand,
original ideas in a still more original Elgin Watch, International Silver
manner, made themselves apparent
so quickly that in the following year and Noiseless Typewriters accounts,
Kesten took up the position of dirhe was promoted to the advertising
(Continued «on page 32)
managership.
managersnip.
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BOB CUNNINGHAM, formerly of
WMT, Waterloo, Iowa, who recently
joined the commercial staff of KOIL,
Omaha,
production
ager foristheacting
latter asstation
duringmanthe
illness of Duane Gaither.
C. M. GARNES, formerly with KOMA,
Oklahoma City, has taken over the
management of KADA, Ada, Okla.
THOMPSON BARTLETT, formerly of
Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap Associates,
Inc., Milwaukee, has been named public relations director of WISN, Milwaukee.
J. F. HIDDLESTON, formerly with
Tweedy Footwear Corp., and Rice
O'Neil Shoe Corp., of Chicago, has
joined the commercial staff of KOMOKJR, Seattle.
W. G. GOODRICH, formerly of
KGNF, North
Platte,
Neb., nowYankton,
is commercial manager
of WNAX,
S. D.
PAUL HEITMEYER, ten years in the
northwest radio field as manager of
KGW, Portland, Ore., and other stations, on Jan. 1 became promotion manager of KNX, Hollywood. The post
was left vacant several weeks ago by
the death of John F. Ness.
RAY LEWIS, account executive of the
Northern California Broadcasting System, sales department, San Francisco,
was married to Miss Grace Costello, on
New Year's Eve.
WILLIAMsociatedA.
PORTER,
formerly
aswith Ben
S. Fisher
in radio
law practice in Washington, on Jan.
1 joined the law firm of Littlepage &
Littlepage, Washington.
GLENN I. TUCKER, former director
of public relations of RCA in New
York, has opened offices in the Graybar Bldg., New York, entering the publicity and public relations fields.
GUY CORLEY, former of WSGN,
Birmingham, has been named manager
of WGPC,ticipates Albany,
and also paras a singer Ga.,
in programs.
Ed
Sims, and
formerly
with WNOX,
ville,
other southern
stations,Knoxhas
been appointed commercial manager of
WGPC.
WILLIAM ELLIS, production manager of WFAA, Dallas, has been placed
in charge of production for the
"Friendly Builders" of the Texas Lumbermen's Association program heard
over WFAA; KPRC, Houston; WOAI,
San Antonio; KVOO, Tulsa, Okla., and
WKY, Oklahoma City.
Loucks on NAB Trip
TO LAUNCH the organization
of state committees in the South,
Philip G. Loucks, NAB managing
director, left Washington Jan. 4
for a two weeks' trip. His first stop
was at Miami, where he attended
the annual convention of the International Radio Club. He then
planned to visit Louisiana, Tennessee, Kentucky and Alabama before
returning to Washington. Late in
January he contemplates a similar
trip through New England.

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

ROBERT TROUT, CBS presidential
announcer and chief announcer of
WJSV, moted toWashington,
has announcing
been prothe headquarters
staff of CBS in New York.
CHARLES GODWIN, formerly of
WKY, Oklahoma City, has joined the
announcing staff of WLW, Cincinnati.
BRAD ROBINSON, of the production
department of KMOX, St. Louis, has
announced his engagement to Miss
Doris Boxrud, of Red Wing, Minn.
Their
spring. marriage is scheduled for early
WILLIAM FARNUM, formerly of
WKBH, La Crosse, Wis., has joined
the announcing staff of WTMJ, Milwaukee.
HENRY KLEIN, head of the CBS
continuity staff in Chicago, is using
crutches since he suffered a fractured
right foot.
ELEANOR NYMAN, of the CBS traffic department in Chicago, has announced her engagement to James G.
Allen, of New York, associated with
Price-Waterhouse, accountants.
FRANCES E. NORTON, of the NBC
transcribing department in Chicago,
has been named secretary to Theodore
Schreyer, assistant manager of the
NBC central engineering division. She
succeeds Henryta Roehler, who resigned.
GRACE E. MULLEN, continuity
writer, actor and announcer, has been
named secretary to William E. Drips,
NBC Director of Agriculture.
MERRILL TRAPP, formerly with
Kramer Krasselt, Inc., Milwaukee
agency, and announcer of the Maytag
program onnouncingNBC,
has joined
the anstaff of WISN,
Milwaukee.
Trapp was married in December.
JAMES MILNE, announcer at WICC,
Bridgeport,
Conn.,Florence
was married
cember to Miss
Walker.in DeRUSSELL HODGES, formerly of
WHBF, Rock Island, 111., and WCKY,
Cincinnati, and Robert Longwell, formerly of WGBF, Evansville, Ind., have
joined the announcing staff of WIND,
Gary, Ind.
HARRY FLANNERY, former news
announcer of WIND, Gary, Ind., has
joined the staff of KMOX, St. Louis.
JAY JOHNSON
has joined
announcing staff of KFOX,
Long the
Beach,
Cal.
DAVID BROEKMAN, staff conductor
at KHJ, Los Angeles, soon will publish a symphonic suite called "ManTales," a modernistic
treatmenthattanof Fairy
fables.
HOWARD NELSON, formerly with
KGFK, Moorhead, Minn., succeeds
Hugh Aspinwall as announcer at
WD AY, Fargo, N. D.
JACK STROCK, for the last three
years announcer at KFOX, Long Beach,
Cal., resigned Dec. 28.
ART TAYLOR, organist, has joined
the announcing staff of KFIM, Beaumont, Tex.
BELLA LINDEN, formerly in charge
of record programs for WNAC and
WAAB, Boston, was married Jan. 6.
LORRAINE GILMORE, statistician
for WFAA, Dallas, was married recently to Jerry Moffett, of TraeyLocke-Dawson, Inc., Dallas.
ALLEN WANNAMAKER. formerly of
WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C. and Bill
Bivens, formerly of WFBC, Greenthe announcingville,
staffS. C,of have
WJSV,joined
Washington.

NG
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IN THE
CONTROL
ROOM
MAJ. GEN. IRVING J. CARR, chief
of the U. S. Army Signal Corps, retired for disability Dec. 31. In line to
succeed him is Col. James B. Allison,
chief signal officer of the Second Corps
Area,
N.
Y. stationed at Governor's Island.
I. R. BAKER, in charge of broadcast
equipment sales for RCA Mfg. Co.,
Camden, N. J. (RCA Victor Division),
is due to return from Florida about
Jan. 15. He went to Miami to attend
the annual International Radio Party.
FRANK M. KRATSKVIL, formerly
with the FCC field office in Detroit,
has been transferred to Dallas as FCC
inspector-in-charge.
ZALE DILLON, NBC sound technician in Radio City, recently was
awarded the Cross of Ferdinand by the
Rumanian Government for his work in
the World War. Dillon left college to
organize the 112th Trench Motor Company in which 17 nationalities were
represented, 60 per cent being Rumanians.
EWART PHAIR, of the NBC Sound
Effects Department in San Francisco,
was married Dec. 30 to Miss Virginia
Van Sickle, of Piedmont, Cal. They
spent a inweek's
honeymoon
in Phair's
cottage
the Santa
Cruz mountains.
JACK BURRELL, chief engineer,
Northern California Broadcasting System, San Francisco, has been reappointed Western representative of the
Engineering Committee of the National Association of Broadcasters.
GLENN E. WEBSTER, NBC studio
engineer in Chicago, is on leave of absence until March 1.

What

J. G. BEARD, for the last five years
with Westinghouse Electric and Mfg.
Co., at Chicopee Falls, Mass., has been
named manager of Westinghouse police
radio activities, according to Walter
C. Evans, manager of the Westinghouse
radio division. He has been connected
with radio since 1918.

COMDR. JOHN Q. WALTON, 65,
pioneer radio engineer who retired
from the U. S. Coast Guard in 1933.
died at his home in Washington
Jan. 4. He was stricken with a heart
attack.
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Paul W. Kesten
(Continued from page 31)
ector of sales promotion at CBS,
which he
filled for exactly four-anda-half
years.
Though he went to CBS without
previous experience in broadcasting,
Kesten soon demonstrated his ability to get at the essentials of a new
business or a new problem in a
phenomenally short time. While he
works under terrific pressure, he
has a faculty for absorbing information quietly and without attracting
attention, and it was not long before
he had formulated his estimate of
what the business of commercial
broadcasting needed most. Then he
set to work to fill the gaps.
The large and strikingly effective
output of the CBS sales promotion
department under his regime in
itself is sufficient tribute to the
broad sweep of his ideas, and the
penetrating self-analysis to which
he subjects them. He has been reWhy Should You
Pay to Cover
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R. C. POWELL, formerly in the
broadcast equipment manufacturing
field and lately publisher of The
Broadcast Engineer, has disposed of
that publication and is now in the consulting engineering field with offices at
1775 Broadway, New York.
JOHN FENTROSS, of the control
room staff of WNAC, Boston, and Miss
Frances Clover, of Cambridge, Mass.,
announced their engagement Christmas.
Olin F. Miller, Jr., of the WAAB staff,
and Miss Aline Bronson, of Springfield, Mass., also announced their engagement at the same time.
KEN CARLSON and Dick Richard, of
the control room of WISN, Milwaukee,
were year-end bridegrooms.
H. R. MILLER, former Westinghouse
engineer and operator at WBZA,
Springfield, Mass., now is with the
Anacostia station of the Naval Research Laboratories where he is in
charge of designing and testing of
ultra high frequency radio equipment.
He was with the Navy from 1917 to
1923 and with Westinghouse in various
capacities since that time.
GARO RAY, chief engineer of WICC,
Bridgeport, Conn., is the father of a
baby girl.
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sponsible not only for the origin
planning of promotion efforts, b
also for writing the text, design!
the books, and laying them out
Nobody who has read his depar
ment's publications can have
to notice the elasticity of his styl
which he adjusts with ease to su
the exigencies of any occasion, o|
his capacity for presenting with aE_
parent simplicity statistics and factij
which are in themselves complexll
and not always easy to interpret. |
Between f< ur and five years ag< Ji
there were innumerable question*
about radio advertising to whicflj
nobody knew the answers. Toda*
there are still such questions, bulB
their number has been greatly rei}
duced, and much credit for this goegj
to Kesten and the staff which h
organized. The work which he ha
done has been not only a promotio
job for CBS, but a promotion jo
for the radio industry as a whole
benefiting every station in the coun
try by supplying data on statio
coverage, program
coverage, set
ownership, frequency of use of radicl
sets, automobile radios, summei
listening habits, audience suscepti
bility to oral advertising messages
differences in the constitution of th
radio audience according to incom
levels, and the like.
The real
ments
is toldstory
in anof Kesten's
array of achieve
publica i
tions. religiously filed and frequent
ly consulted in the offices of net
works, stations, agencies and advertising departments throughout the
country, each bearing the legend :
"This is the Columbia Broadcasting
DR. E. F. W. ALEXANDERSON,
consulting engineer of General Electric Co., and noted television experiSystem."
menter, has been elected to the
Royal
Sweden. Academy of Science of
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It's time to iron... and her iron is old and slow to heat. It's time
to wash. ..and her supply of washing powder is nearly exhausted.
Cooking time . . . what shortenings, baking powders, flour, to replenish empty shelves? Housecleaning to do . . . and her ancient
vacuum

cleaner suggests a new one; faded rugs turn her thoughts

to shopping for housefurnishings.
What better time for the spot or local broadcaster
his story?

to tell

To reach and sell this great daytime audience of women

in the

Chicago area, use either WMAQ

or WENR.

Prestige stations of the

NBC, and assuring excellent coverage, they are particularly well
designed to carry your sales messages to this second wealthiest
retail buying market in America.
Case histories on file contain factual evidence
of WMAQ

and WENR

selling power. Consult

them direct, or through your nearest NBC office.

WMAQ"WENR
5,000
WATTS
50,000
WATTS
CHICAGO

National
Broadcasting
Company,
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF
AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
NEW YORK
WEAF & WJZ

★

WASHINGTON
WRC & WMAL

★

CHICAGO
WMAQ & WENR

★

SAN

Inc.

FRANCISCO
KGO & KPO

SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON— WBZ
• SPRINGFIELD, MASS. — WBZA
• SCHENECTADY— WGY
PITTSBURGH — K.DK.A • CLEVELAND — WTAM
• DENVER — KOA • PORTLAND, ORE.— K.EX • SPOKANE— K.GA • SEATTLE— KJR
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Chemical Sponsor
ENOZ CHEMICAL Co., Chicago,
will sponsor a series of 13 quarterhour broadcasts over an NBC-WJZ
network plus four supplementary
stations in the South, beginning
March 14. Advertising the sponsor's
moth spray, the program will be
called "Woolly the Moth" and will
picture the adventures of "Woolly"
and his moth friends. To build up
interest in the commercial announcements, the moths plead with
listeners to pay no attention to the
announcer who is trying to spoil
their fun. The series is written by
Hal Raynor, author of Joe Penner's
scripts, and is placed through the
McJunkin Advertising Co., Chicago.

MAKING

BUYERS

OF

PROSPECTS

Direct Mail Follow-up an Effective Way to Get
the Most From the Broadcasting Dollar
human. It is a living thing. It
By C. P. MacGREGOR*
talks to the whole family at once.
President, MacGregor & Sollie,
It talks to them at a time when
Inc., San Francisco
they are relaxed and ready to listen.
It builds up an interest in itself,
IT'S ONLY comcreates a following. When a popumon sense that
lar radio program goes off the air,
an advertiser usradio stations will tell you they reing radio should
ceive hundreds, in some cases thoutie it up with his
sands of letters in protest. I know
direct mail and
of no other form of advertising
with every other
which receives such protest when
form his advertisthe campaign stops.
ing takes. Radio
isn't something to
More Information
be loosely hooked
NO SHREWD advertiser is going
on to an advertis- Mr. MacGregor
to fail to get the utmost out of such
ing integral
campaign.part
It's of it, inseparable
interest. It may be a long way bean
THANKS!
tween a radio program and the
from the whole scheme of advertisfrom
final sale. But the program suping. From an advertising standplies an initial impetus that
point, radio need not be dealt with
680
5,000
shouldn't
be allowed to dissipate
as
a
separate
and
distinct
medium.
Watts
Kc.
WPTF
itself. It should be cashed in on
It can, and should, carry the same
advertising message as newspapers,
immediately. You've got your prosThe Dominant Station in
pect interested. The next move is
magazines, out-of-door displays, car
Eastern N. C.
cards, and every other medium.
to capitalize on the prospect's interto
by putting directly into his
But it does offer particular ad- handsest more
information about what
vantages for direct mail tie-up.
103 Local
I doubt if there is any other you have to sell. And that means
direct mail. The salesman who
34 Network and National
form of advertising which makes
called on a prospect, got him all
clients who used our
such a close contact with potential
steamed up over the prosposition,
customers
as
radio.
To
begin
with,
facilities during Deit gets into the home. It talks to and then failed to return with more
cember
people and is persuasive, warm and sales material, wouldn't last very
NBC Affiliate WPTF RADIO CO..
long. There are a lot of advertising
Member NAB RALEIGH, N. C.
men making the same mistake with
* From an address before a recent
radio.
round table of the Northern California
"Better Broadcasting"
Most radio programs make a plug
Direct Advertising Conference and
Exhibit, San Francisco.
for mail. It's gratifying to receive
a lot of letters. And letters prove
that the program is being heard.
But you can't accept letters in payment for merchandise, not even
under the EPIC plan. I've heard
radio advertisers boast "Our proIn Nashville
gram has accomplishment
a 50% audience."from
That'sa
a nice
standpoint of showmanship, only
I've always been under the impresRETAILING
GOES
WLAC
sion that radio had something to do
with advertising and advertising
had something to do with creating
sales.
Building a radio program which
Ninety percent of the Retail Advertisers of Nashville now on
gets a 50% audience costs money,
the air are using WLAC.
and the sponsor who stops merely
with getting an audience is one of
This heavy local preference held good for the entire year of
those people who came to sell but
remained to pay. The interest in
1934, and business already booked by this station for 1935
your radio program is the string on
strongly indicates a repetition of this leadership for the coming
which to tie further selling efforts.
year.
And while a 50% audience is fine,
the
string. nothing if you don't use
it means
To advertisers in the Nashville trading area, WLAC offers an
outstanding
ket at lowest"buy,"
cost. delivering intensive coverage of this marNational Representatives
J. T. WARD
Radio Sales, Inc.
Vice-President
Paul H. Raymer & Co.

WLAC
NASHVILLE,
MEMBER
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Let's look at it this way : There's
one type of advertising that's aimed
at the public in general, a sort of
barrage, such as out-of-door advertising and car cards ; there's another
that's more selective — newspaper :
and another still more selective —
magazines ; and finally, direct mail
— sent out to a handpicked list still
more selective. In none of these instances does the prospect ask for
the advertising. In none of these
instances does the prospect ask to
be sold. But with the right kind of
radio program, prospects will ask
for information about your product.
And think what a mailing list that
makes — the names and addresses of
people who actually request you to
tell them more about what you have
to sell.

Where could an advertiser get
more effective list of prospects th£
one made up by the prospects thera]
selves? Where could he find a mor?
responsive list of prospects tha;]
those who have already evinced ar
interest in his product? Yet hoT
many advertisers have classifie*
radio as general publicity, althougl [
it comes closer to personal sellin;
than any other medium.
Wasted Effort
IN MY FORMER position as man
ager
of the
our home
officeBrunswick
in ChicagoCompany
sent u f1
thousands
of pieces
of printedto mat
ter which we
were supposed
senc
to our dealers all over the coast
On
makingfind
trips
the than
territory
I would
thatovermore
om

{!
t
f1

half of the material we sent then *
was never given out, but waif
thrown in the waste basket. Wha 1
proportion of mailing pieces, eveij
those going to a hand-picked list*
are
consigned
I don't
know. toButtheI waste
do knowbasket
tha 1
the person who learns about youi i
booklet
the air,
andis then
down andoverwrites
for it,
going sitft( ir
read that booklet.
For instance, the advertisinf
manager of the Bank of America i
told me that with one announcement •
on their program regarding a foldei .
on personal loans, 40 of their banks
wired in that the material had not 5.
arrived, and within a comparativelyi
short time 50,000 people wrote it*
asking for this circular and wanting^tto know more about their business
This increased
business
100 per their
cent. personal loar '
The Public Food Stores recentlj
broadcast some six announcements
on KPO, San Francisco, stating that
they would give a little calendai
bearing the picture of Cecil and*
Sally to everyone making purchases t
at their stores. More than lOO.OOC
persons
the piece.
time to write in'
and ask took
for this
Hal Deal, Associated Oil Company executive,
informs
announced
they would
give me
awaythey*
at
their stations books of college songs
and
for'
these more
have than
been 300,000
made torequests
date. Associated Oil has also given away
more than half a million football
charts during the past season.
The Point of Contact
RADIO is an action media by which. .
the radio listeners will become interested in your direct-by-mail piece ,
whether there is a hook to it or not.X
As you know, many advertisers have i-t
stated they will give this or that ;
gadget provided the listener will not .
only write for it, but will make a b
purchase before they get this direct- fe
by-mail
E. E. Advertising
Sylvestre, '
president piece.
of Westco
Agency, San Francisco, states that
on one survey he asked the question : "Are you an old user or a 1
new
of Sperry
it is user
expected
that Flour?"
most of While
them !
would say they were old users, 50
per cent of the entire list stated
they were new users, new prospects
and therefore new people.
We hear a great deal in the radio
business of surveys and the big hub
and cry is that we cannot prove
definitely by any ABC method just
where our listeners are and I have
found direct-by-mail is in exactly
the same category. When a manufacturer sends out literature he
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fcn't the slightest idea where it is
*:tng, but in the case of radio he
'is
a list that
says definitely
"I amof
,:erested
in reading
your piece
*ivertising,"
and time
the people
Iher taken the
to writehaveor
ve gone to the actual point of
.tact for this literature. In the
;e where they go into the store,
_ not only have them interested,
Lt at the point of sale. What
3 re can you expect of advertising?
;1As a source of prospects, radio is
veritable gold mine — most effecrely tapped by direct mail, which
tables the advertiser to take im_.|ediate advantage of the interest
'is radio program has built. It is
. onomical. There is no waste cir.llation. Every person writing in
ctr direct mail material is a live
-ospect. It is flexible. It allows
le sponsor to concentrate his ad;rtising in the areas reached by
_s broadcast. It is inexpensive and
laptable to an advertising budget •
_E almost any size. And it supplements radio's appeal to the ear
jith visual advertising.
Most For the Money
GREAT DEAL of time and attenon are given in the building of
adio shows to the purely enterlinment side. This is proper. It
-t the type and quality of entertainment that pull an audience. But I
eve a feeling that in endeavorag to provide outstanding enter;iinment, radio advertisers are
verlooking somewhat the basic
eason for their going on the air,
re forgetting that the expenditures
or talent have to come back, with
. profit, in the form of sales.
I believe too many radio productions are built around a famous
i.rtist, or group of artists, when they
Jiould be built around an idea for
(jelling goods. I would hazard the
Hiess that the first question a
sponsor asks is : "What kind of
,show are we going to put on?"
]3e should be considering the question: "How are we going to get
'ullest advantage from our broadcasting?"
Equal Rights Asked
AMONG eight legislative proposals
ubmitted to President Roosevelt on
Dec. 31 by the American Civil Liberties Union was one relating to
radio and urging that equal facilities over stations be given advocates
and opponents of any public issue.
'Administration support was this and
the other proposals was asked. The
radio proposal reads : "We urge
upon you the principle of providing
lequal facilities of all radio stations
;for the advocates and opponents of
■:any public issue in precisely the
3 same way as candidates for public
office are now permitted to have
equal access to these facilities."
Davis FTC Chairman
EWIN L. DAVIS, former radio
leader in the House and co-author
of the Radio Act of 1927, on Jan. 1
assumed the chairmanship of the
Federal Trade Commission under
the annual rotation system observed
by that agency. A member of the
FTC since the outset of the Roosevelt administration. Judge Davis
has paid considerable attention to
its survey of radio advertising continuities designed to eliminate obviously false and misleading matter.
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Code

Price

Filing

Removal
Opposed
Is Heart of Code, Baldwin
Tells Hearing of IS IRA
REMOVAL of the so-called "open
price filing" provision of the broadcasting code, under which all stations are required to file rates 15
days in advance of their enforcement, will take "the heart out of our
code," James W. Baldwin, executive
officer of the broadcasting industry
Code Authority declares in a statement prepared for presentation to
the National Industrial Recovery
Board at tf!b price-fixing hearings
convened Jan. 10 by the NBA board
to determine whether such provisions should be removed from
codes, a move apparently favored
by NBA.
The rate provision in the broadcasting code, Mr. Baldwin explained,
means that each broadcaster is permitted to fix any rate to allow any
discount, and to pay any commission
he chooses. He can also change any
part or all of his rate structure, the
only requirements being that he
must publish them, file them with
the Code Authority and adhere to
them. Fifteen days' notice, however, must be given before any
changes can be made effective.
Results of Experience
EXPERIENCE of more than a year
has proved that the provision for
open price filing with the 15-day
waiting period "is by far the most
important
provision
of our
Mr.
Baldwin
asserted.
He code,"
added
that this had destroyed the old practice of secret prices, secret commissions and secret rebates ; served as
a protection to at least certain members of the industry against so-called
"hard" or "powerful" buyer and
stiffened their backs and helped
them reject the genuine chisler ; afforded all buyers equal opportunities ;displaced hasty and ill considered decisions with sound judgment ;
stabilized prices, and through increased stability has made it possible for the industry to meet increased costs of operation resulting
from sions
theof thewages
code. and hours provi"We have heard much about moMr. Baldwin
believe thatnopolies,"the
greatestasserted.
danger "I
of
monopoly in the radio broadcasting
industry lies in the possible promulgation of governmental regulations
which set standards, the level of
which greatly restricts either the
number or the class of persons who
can qualify as the licensee of a station. This result may be obtained
by a regulation which either directs
that certain things be done or by its
nature permits certain things to be
done. And, I believe that the removal of the provision in our code
for open price filing with a waiting
period and the retention of the present wages and hours provisions
would amount to such a regulation
because you would thereby aid the
financially strong to the injury of
those who must meet expenses out
of Mr.
current
income."declared that the
Baldwin
provision in point has not been injurious to the consumer. After recounting the development of the
broadcasting industry before and
after the code, he concluded :
"Mr. Chairman, such has been our
experience with open price filing

j January

and waiting period. Remove it and
you will have taken the heart out of
our code. Remove it and you will
have taken from the radio broadcasting industry all there is in it
to promote stability of price and to
promote the general welfare of its
employes. Remove it and you will,
in effect, take from us that which
earlier was promised us in return
for existing labor provisions. Consequently, if this
is the
removed we must
and provision
do ask that
labor provisions be removed at the
same time. It is our hope that you
shall not disturb it.
300 Get Ford Discs
ABOUT 300 stations were used by
Ford Motor Co., through N. W.
Ayer & Son, to introduce the 1935
Ford V-8, the agency spotting three
15-minute WBS transcriptions for
one of the most complete radio coverage campaigns in history. The
programs were recordings of the
Fred Waring shows taken off the
wires of CBS. They were broadcast under the auspices of local
Ford dealers, being ordered by the
Ford plant at Dearborn and then assigned to local dealers to arrange
ments.
for appropriate local time placeAids Charity Drive
SKELLY OIL Co., Kansas City,
boosted the Kansas Cir\ charity
drive recently, with Jimmie Allen
radiogramming a $25 contribution
to the "Jimmie Allen Charity Fund"
which he organized. Envelopes were
spotted at Skelly stations, with
badges for contributors, and radio
fans were invited to get the envelopes and send in their contributions.
^
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7:15 Morning
Express
Gets The Listeners

Courtesy Pennsylvania R. R.
Dot Devlin, fireman, and Alan Trench, engineer — WCAE
announcers — getting actual railroad experience
To reach all of Greater Pittsburgh — when the family is together— place your messages aboard the 7:45, a program full of
sparkling variety.
The Morning Express entertains Pittsburgh, Monday through
Saturday, 7:45 to 8:30 A.M.; the time every five minutes, weather
and temperature reports every 15 minutes and popular music
throughout have made this program Pittsburgh's favorite.
No extra fare — regular rates prevail
WCAE
PITTSBURGH, PENNA.
1220 Kcs.
1000 Watts
BASIC RED NETWORK
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GAZING

INTO

THE

NEW

YEAR

ShorteT Commercial Announcements, Longer Shows and
Successful Third Network Foreseen
By L. B. WILSON
experienced broadcasters in charge,
ample financial backing, and conPresident and General Manager
servative, sound policies.
WCKY, Cincinnati
RADIO IN 1935—
Better Stations
what will it bring?
For one thing, in I BELIEVE we shall see in 1935
the begining of a gradual eliminamy opinion,
tion of inferior stations. Those stashorter commertions which for various reasons do
cial announcements, delivering not serve the listening public, which
has become educated to quality
the advertiser's
message with a programs and quality transmission,
minimum of will in time to come eliminate
themselves. The A-l stations will
of words ; announcements de- become more firmly established and
Mr. Wilson
will add better equipment. The
signed to interest
station with poor programs and an
the listener in the product and not
inability to be heard clearly will
tire him out with extravagant
statements.
lose its audience, and consequently
its life blood, advertising revenue.
For another thing, increased
The next 12 to 24 months, unless I
prices on spot announcements. This
will tend to bring the sponsor to see am badly mistaken, will also bring
a renaissance of the legitimate
the desirability of going to programs,
theater, with the aid of radio. Up
instead of trading on the popularity
of other programs, sponsored or un- to this time radio entertainment has
sponsored, adjacent to the spot paid been largely of the vaudeville type
for. I am sure that 1935 will see — quarter hour and half hour acts.
Soon, I think, it will develop into
the general average of programs
upped in point of quality and audi- the "legitimate" type of entertainence appeal. The new shows slated
shows. ment, with longer and fewer evening
for the first few weeks of the new
year on the networks point defiIn other' words, we probably shall
nitely to that.
be hearing sponsored radio shows
The third network, ABS, should
lasting 90 minutes or more, with
be a great success in 1935. Unlike
possibly 15 or 30 minute sustaining
the ill-fated Amalgamated, ABS
"intermissions" between the big
finds times more favorable. It also
presentations of the evening. It
has an excellent management, with
would not surprise me to see big

$1,000,000

year business

developed by use of

Spot

in

Radio

Advertising

sponsors buying entire evenings on
the networks, instead of splitting
up their time over five or six days
of the week.
Improved Announcing
IN 1935, I believe, we will see the
stilted type of announcing on the
wane, with the more personal and
convincing style in universal demand.
Radio also will concentrate on the
things that are vital to the American public. I look for an expansion
of news broadcasting and enlargement of a public information service. For example, I should not be
surprised to see a daily weather
broadcast from perhaps a score of
cities in every part of the nation.
This would give concise, up-to-theminute weather reports and forecasts direct from the weather burears, one city following the other in
rapid succession.
Looking forward to the coming
year and gazing back at 1934, let
me say that I believe the National
Broadcasting Company has done
and is continuing to do more to develop radio entertainment and publictionservice
in the than
world. any other institu-

NEBRASKA

A new store in a Nebraska town used radio announcements daily.
In less than a year's time they had built a $1,000,000 business— and
they give radio much of the credit.
Another advertiser used a single announcement — and as a result,
the city's phone exchange was tied up for over an hour with calls ! .
Spot radio advertising in Nebraska IS producing exceptional results.
We can give you plenty of evidence. Nebraska is in better shape —
and is spending more heavily than in 4 years. Farm buying power,
alone, is over $300,000,000 this year.
Get your share through spot radio advertising. Have us give you
the facts. Address association office or any of the individual stations
shown below for rates.
MISSOURI

VALLEY

BROADCASTING

ASSN.

Omaha, Nebraska
WOW
KOIL
KFAB
Omaha, Nebr. Omaha, Nebr. and Co. Bluffs. Ia. Omaha, Nebr. and Lincoln, Nebr.
KFOR
WJAG
KGBZ
Lincoln, Nebr.
Norfolk, Nebr.
York, Nebr.
KMMJ
KGKY
KGNF
Clay Center, Nebr. Scottsbluff, Nebr. North Platte, Nebr.
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RADIO DISPLAY — As an added service for program sponsors, WPTF,
Raleigh, has installed a large display window, adjacent to its studios,
which it makes available to national advertisers without cost for display
of products advertised.

Edward

Congoin
Program
Held Within Code
CONGOIN Co., Los Angeles (health
beverage), will embark on its 1935
transcription campaign over 126 stations with fifteen-minute recordings
made at the Freeman Lang studios.
This was the announcement made
Dec. 31 by Ralph Lockwood.
Lockwood-Shackelford Co., Los
Angeles, agency handling the account.
Activities of the Congoin Co. had
been under investigation by the
aCode
preliminary
inferred
Authority, statement
from whose
office"
that ingthewith sponsor's
activities
in
dealstations violated the code.
"The code authority in Washington misinterpreted our arrangement," said Mr. Lockwood. "Before undertaking the radio campaign, we received word from the
local code authority that the carrying out of the plans would entail no
violation of any code. However,
code authorities in Washington
hastily read some data on the situation and misinterpreted the affair.
But we now have been informed
by the code authority that there is
no violation of any code, and we
shall continue the campaign as previously outlined."

J. Powell

EDWARD J. POWELL, 31, announcer of WOR, Newark, and regarded by WOR executives as one
of the station's most brilliant
production men and announcers,
died Dec. 26 at the Rockefeller Institute, of acute uremic poisoning,
following an illness of six weeks.
Upon his graduation from Yale
where he became interested in
the theater as a pupil in Dr.
Baker's Workshop, Powell came
to New York and entered theatrical
activities appearing in "Zeppelin,"
"Ladies of the Jury," "The Family
Blues" and as stage manager for
Mrs. Minnie Maddern Fisk on her
last road tour. When he returned
to New York he entered radio as an
announcer with WMCA, and came
to WOR three and one-half years
ago. Raymond Knight and Dr.
John S. Young of NBC were classmates of Powell at Yale. Surviving are his mother, Mrs. Edward
Damron, and a sister, Charlotte
Damron, who reside in Columbus, O.

Enlarged Yankee Network
Planned by Mr. Shepard
JOHN SHEPARD, 3rd, president of
the Yankee network and head of
the Shepard Stores in Boston and
Providence, has resigned the latter
post to devote his full time to radio,
according to advices received Jan.
understood that Mr. Shepard,
10.It isalso
who
is chairman of the Code
Authority for the broadcasting industry, has in mind material exnetwork,pansion
whichof his
now New
servesEngland
as the New
England unit of CBS. He has had
conversations regarding acquisition
of a New York station and one in
Philadelphia, and also has been
considering an affiliation with the
Mutual Broadcasting System, comprising WOR, WLW, WGN and
WXYZ. In addition, applications
for new local stations in Worcester
and Hartford now pending before
the FCC, are supported by Mr.
Shepard.
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Stations Held Liable
(Continued from page S)
KMBC at Kansas City. I assume his
food reputation; I assume that nothing
<n any former performance by him
fchould put the owner of the station on
fnquiry: I assume even that he has
submitted a manuscript and that nothing in it is questionable; I assume a
mdden utterance by him of defamatory
.vords not included in the manuscript,
hn utterance so quickly made as to
ender impossible its prevention; I
assume, in short, a complete absence of
the slightest negligence on the part of
he owner of the station. With those
issumptions is the owner of KMBC
iable to one of whom the primary
?tTender has falsely spoken as an exponvict who has served time in a penitentiary?
"The conclusion seems inescapable
that the owner of the station is liable.
It is he who broadcasted the defamation. He took the utterance of the
speaker which came to him in the form
nf pulsations in the air. Those waves
cf air he changed into electrical impulses. Them he threw out upon the
'ether knowing- they would be caught up
py thousands and changed again into
sound waves and into a human voice.
He intended to do these things. But
Ifor what he has done the victim of the
defamation never would have been
hurt.
'I conceive there is a close analogy
between such a situation and the publication in a newspaper of a libel under
circumstances exonerating the publisher of all negligence. The latter prints
the libel on paper and broadcasts it to
the reading world. The owner of the
radio station 'prints' the libel on a
^different medium just as widely or
,even
widely publisher
'read.' Inabsence
the caseof
of themore
newspaper
•'negligence
is no 214
defense.
Peck189.
v. Triibune
Company.
U. S. 185,
Yet
he is not helpless. He knows that

Full

Pulitzer Speakers
TWO WINNERS of Pulitzer
prizes are members of the
"editorial staff" of KOIL,
Omaha. As part of its news
service, KOIL has on the air
once a week a talk by E. P.
Chase, editor of the Atlantic
(Iowa) News-Telegraph, commenting on the activities of
the Iowa assembly, and a talk
by Charles S. Eyckman, editor
of the Freemont (Neb.) Tribune, who comments on Nebraska legislative news. Both
have won Pulitzer prizes.
without any fault of him or of any of
his employees some one some time surreptiously may insert in his paper
some line of libel. He takes that risk.
He can insure himself against resulting
loss through the subscription and adrates he ofcharges
or otherwise. Thevertising
owner
a broadcasting
station knows that some time some one
may misuse his station to libel another.
He takes that risk. He too can insure
himself against resulting loss.
"Learned counsel for non-resident
defendants contends with earnestness
and with subtle and finely reasoned
argument that a more precise analogy
is that between the station here and
that of a telephone company which,
without negligence, carries over its
wire words of defamation to some
listener. The telephone company would
not be liable, says counsel, citing, however, no decision to that effect. There
are decisions holding telegraph companies not liable for libel in the absence of negligence. In a certain sense
the telephone company does take a libelous message given it in the form of
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the ground of negligence thev^ were
decided on the ground of absolute
liability
famation. for the broadcasting of de"The conclusion is that upon the facts
the plaintiff has a cause of action
against the resident defendant and has
stated that cause of action.
"ORDER — Plaintiff's motion to remand, having been duly considered by
the Court, and the Court being fully
advised in the premises, is by the
Court sustained. It Is So Ordered."

We signed our first advertising oontract with you
lovember 28, 1932, at $60. 00 per months. Later we inoreased it
to about $225,00 per month and on June 20th, of this year, we
Inoreased our budget, for radio advertising, to approximately
$400.00 per month.
Regardless of the fact that only about 2056 of your
potential listener audience are potential buyers of our product,
the results have far exoeeded our expectations.
We take this opportunity of expressing our appreclatioi
to the personnel of your sales promotion department for the
wholehearted assistance and co-operation given in the promotion
of increasing our distribution through the wholesalers and retailers
We are convinced that the personal contact, through your
sales promotion department, with the wholesaler and retailer, is
largely responsible for the results obtained.
The retailers in
this territory seem to appreciate these personal contacts, which
makes them more consoious of the product advertised over your
station.
Yours truly,

of

* Sales Management
— Ross Federal Survey

1

In

"Kominoned factory
THE
d a
has develope
Leningra
tern" ofradioph
demountable regenerative tube of
300 kw power destined for highpower Soviet stations, according to
a report of the USSR Commissariat
of Postal and Electrical Communications, Moscow. The advantage
claimed for these lamps is their
"perpetuity," for they are said to be
capable of operating 15 to 20 years,
requiring only replacement of certain parts. The tubes, which cost
little more than glass tubes, have
been made entirely of Soviet materials, according to Prof. Minz and
the engineer, Aganov.

Mr. 3. M. Gilliam, President,
Sabine Broadc as ting Co., Inc.,
Beaumont, Texas.
Sear Mr. Gilliam:

EDWARD PETRY
& CO., Inc.

15, 1935

And

In

Soviet Tube

September 18, 1934.

Represented
Nationally

January

Results

Three

Markets

the Population

"So far the analogy with what is done
by the operator of a broadcasting station is good. But the analogy does not
persist. The telephone company, assuming the absence of negligence, but
carries a message (in a sealed envelope,
as it were) from the sender to a
single person. The operator of the
broadcasting station publishes the message to the world. If this distinction
is a calpractical
one rather
thansignificant
theoretiit is nevertheless
a most
distinction and quite enough to support
sibility.
an entirely different measure of respon"The case here certainly is not like
that in which one only provides another
with an instrumentality which that
other, all unsuspected by him who
furnished it, uses to inflict injury.
Here the instrumentality is operated
by the owner for another who has
hired him to operate it.
"2. Naturally there is a paucity of
precedents to which we may look for
guidance. The only decisions in point
are by the Supreme Court of Nebraska
in Sorenson v. Wood, 243 N. W. 82,
and by the Supreme Court of Washington in Miles v. Wasmer, Inc., 20 P.
(2d) 847. The rulings in those cases
are in accord with the views expressed in this opinion. While those cases
might perhaps have been decided on

New

. .

BEST

Test

spoken words, changes it into electrical
wire.
impulses, and sends it out over its

* BROADCASTING

I

WHC:D

Treas. * Gen. Mgr.

The pulling power of a radio station is contingent upon aggres
sive management and vision, the same as in any other business
KFDM
BEAUMONT, TEXAS
Representatives:
RADIO PUBLICITY, Inc., Chicago, 111.
WALTER BIDDICK CO., Los Angeles
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NETWORK ACCOUNTS
[Ail times EST unless indicated]

The
Business
of
Broadcasting
Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives; Notes from the Stations
STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WOR, Newark
Partola Products Co., Chicago (remedies), 3weekly t, thru Frankel-Rose
Co., Chicago.
John Morrell & Co., Ottumwa, la.
(Red Heart dog food), 3 weekly sa,
thru Henri Hurst & McDonald, Inc.,
Chicago.
Fasteeth, Inc., Binghamton, N. Y.
(denture powder), 3 weekly sa, thru
Wylie B. Jones Advertising Agency,
Inc., Binghamton.
Standard Oil Co., of New Jersey, New
York (oil products), 2 sp, thru
McCann-Erickson, Inc., N. Y.
Philadelphia Dairy Products Co., Inc.,
Philadelphia (Dolly Madison ice
cream), weekly sp, thru Scheck Advertising Agency, Inc., Newark.
Borden's
Farm
Products
Co., sp,
Inc., New
York (foods),
weekly
thru
McCann-Erickson, Inc., N. Y.
WHP, Harrisburg, Pa.
Piso
Co.,6 Warren,
(Piso's
remedy),
weekly ta, Pa.
thru Watson
Advertising Agency, Chicago.
Scott & Bowne, Inc., Elmira, N. Y.
(Scott's
Emulsion),
2 weekly
thru
Marschalk
& Pratt,
Inc., N. ta,
Y.
Richfield Oil Corp., of New York, 5
weekly t, thru Fletcher & Ellis, Inc.,
N. Y.
Interwoven Stocking Co., New Brunswick, N. J., weekly sp, thru Jules B.
Holub Agency, N. Y.
I
WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
North Western Public Service Co.,
Huron, S. D., 6 weekly sp, direct.
Zerbst Pharmacal Co., St. Joseph, Mo.
(remedies), 6 weekly sa, thru Barrons Advertising Co., Kansas City.
North Western Fuel Co., St. Paul,
(Chemacol), ta, thru CritchfieldGraves Co., Minneapolis.
McCleary
Sanitarium,, Excelsior
Springs, Mo., 2 weekly t, thru R. J.
Potts Co., Kansas City.

KWKH, Shreveport, La.
La Gerardine, Inc., New York (hair
lotion), 4 weekly t, thru H. E.
Lessan Advertising Agency, N. Y.
Lur-Eye Products, Inc., New York
(eye lotion), 4 weekly t, thru World
Broadcasting System, N. Y.
Remsen Corp., New York (AspirinPlus), 4 weekly t, thru World
Broadcasting System.
French Lick Springs Hotel Co., Ind.
(Pluto water), 4 weekly t, thru H.
W. Kastor & Sons Co., Inc., Chicago.
Miniwater Inc., Dallas (mineral crystals), 6weekly sp, direct.
Curtiss Candy Co., Chicago (Baby
Ruth), daily sa, thru McJunkin Advertising Co., Chicago.
Wheeling Corrugating Co., Wheeling,
W. Va. (steel), 3 weekly sa, thru
Critchfield & Co., Chicago.
Fred Fear & Co., Brooklyn (salad &
dyes), weekly sa, thru Menken Advertising, Inc., N. Y.
KDYL, Salt Lake City,
Studebaker Sales Corp., of America,
South Bend, Ind. (autos), 6 weekly
sa, thru Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Inc., Chicago.
Chrysler Sales Corp., Detroit (Dodge
autos) . 8 ta, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Inc., N. Y.

WGN, Chicago
Chocolate Products Co., Chicago
(syrups), 9 Co.,
sp, Chicago.
thru J. L. Sugden
Advertising
Numismatic Company, Forth Worth,
Texas (old coins), 13 sp, thru
Guenther-Bradford & Co., Chicago.
Durkee Famous Foods, Inc., Chicago
(food products), 156 sp, thru C.
Wendel Muench Co., Chicago.
WBBM, Chicago
Rit Products Corp., Chicago (Koolox
shaving cream), 8 sp, thru Earle
Ludgin, Inc., Chicago.
Hollywood Mask Corp., Chicago
156 sp, thru
(beauty preparatio
n),Chicago.
& Scott,
Schwimmer
WLS, Chicago
Rap-In-Wax Co., St. Paul (waxed
paper), 39 sa, thru Erwin, Wasey &
Co., Minneapolis.
WDAY, Fargo, N. D.
Nacor
Medicine
Co., Indianapolis
(remedies), weekly sp, thru Neisser
Meyerhoff, Inc., Chicago.
Truax-Traer Lignite Coal Co., Minor,
N. D., 2 sports events, direct.
Northwest Airliaes, Inc., St. Paul,
daily sa, direct.

WICC, Bridgeport, Conn.
Carter Medicine Co., New York
(pills), 3 weekly ta, thru Street &
Finney, Inc., N. Y.
Johnson Educator Food Co., Cambridge, Mass. (crackers), daily sp,
thru John W. Queen, Boston.
WTMJ, Milwaukee

WMAQ, Chicago
Illinois Central Railway System, Chicago (southern tours), 4 sp, thru
Caples Co., Chicago.

Kaempfer's, Chicago (bird food), 2
weekly sp, thru C. Wendel Muench
& Co., Chicago.

Reid, Murdoch & Co., Chicago (Monarch foods), daily sa, thru Philip O.
Palmer & Co., Inc., Chicago.

WBZ-WBZA, Boston

PEPSODEXT
Co., Chicago (toot),
paste & 'n'antiseptic) on Jan. 1 reneweci l
"Amos
Andy" on 38 NBC split net-j
work stations, Mondays thru Fridays! f
7-7:15 p.m. and 11-11:15 p.m. Agency: \
Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
CITIES SERVICE Co., New York!
(petroleum products, power and gasjlr
on Jan. 4 renewed concert and 30 1 f
NBC-WEAF stations, Fridays, 8-9 p.m.j
Agency: Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
GOLD DUST Corp., New York (soap!
powders) on Dec. 31 renewed "The !
O'Neills" on 14 CBS stations, Mon- '■.
days, Wednesdays, Fridays, 7:30-7:45
p,m. &Agency:
stine
Osborn, Batten,
Inc., NewBarton,
York. Dur-

LADY ESTHER Co., Evanston, 111. J
(cosmetics) on Jan. 1 renewed "Lady I
Esther Serenade" on 36 NBC-WEAF ,
stations,
Tuesdays,
8:30-9 pjn.
Agency:
Stack-Goble Advertising
Agency, Chicago.
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO Co,
New York (Chesterfied cigarettes) on I
Jan. 7 renewed
Kostelanetz or- II
chestra
and chorusAndre
on 80 CBS stations, \f
Mondays, Wednesdays, Saturdays, 9- 1
9:30 p.m. Agency: Newell-Emmett
Co., Inc., N. Y.
IE
WASEY PRODUCTS, Inc., New York
(Barbasol)
on Jan. network,
4 started Fridays,
"Singin' l~
Sam"
on Mutual
9:45-10 p.m. Agency: Erwin, Wasey I
& Co., N. Y.
1
SCHOLL MFG. Co., Chicago (foot ap- ]
pliances) on Jan. 15 starts "Arthur 1
Tracy the Street Singer" on Mutual {
network plus WXYZ, Tuesdays, Thurs- 1
days,
Saturdays,
p.m. Agency: *
Donahue
& Coe, 7:30-7:45
N. Y.
THOMAS J. LIPTON, Inc., Hoboken,
N. J, (tea), on Jan. 7, renewed participation
in "Blue
variety show
with Monday
Harrison Jamboree,"
Holliway,
master
of
ceremonies,
on
13
Don LeeCBS stations, keyed from KFRC,
San
Francisco,
9
p.m.
PST.
Agency:
Frank
Presby Co, N. Y.

WBAL, Baltimore
Piso Co., Warren, Pa. (remedies), 6
weekly t, thru Watson Advertising
Agency, Chicago.
Drezma, Inc., New York (cosmetics),
4 weekly t, thru Small, Kleppner &
Seiffer, Inc., N. Y.
Conti Products Corp., New York
(cosmetics), 2 weekly t, thru Henry
S. Howland, Inc., N. Y.
WNAC, Boston
Cal-Aspirin Co., Chicago (remedy),
weekly sp, thru McCord Co., Minneapolis.
Reid, Murdoch & Co., Chicago (Monarch food), 4 daily sa, thru Philip
0. Palmer & Co., Chicago.
WEAN, Providence, R. I.
Best Foods, Inc., New York (Nucoa
margerine), 3 weekly t, thru Benton
& Bowles, N. Y.
Louis K. Liggett Co., New York
(Rexall stores), 3 weekly t, thru
Street & Finney, Inc., N. Y.
WKRC, Cincinnati
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 7 weekly
sa,, thru Biow Co., N. Y.
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,VNDER Co., Chicago (Ovaltine)
"Little Orphan
1 Jan.on 131 renewed
NBC-WJZ stations Mon[hie"
tis thru Fridays, 5:45-6 p.m. and
t-SampleAgency:
pjn.Inc.,
ip-7
Chicago.Blacket
immert,
IXERAL MOTORS Corp., Detroit
litomobiles) on Jan. 6 renewed
on 18 NBCMotorss, Concert
l-neralstation
Sunday" s, 8-9 p.m.
ffZ
Jency: Campbell Ewald Co., Detroit.
LGATE PALMOLIVE PEET Co.,
j-sey City (Colgate dental cream) on
Party",
House
"Colgate
renewedEAF
in547 NBC-W
, Mondays
stations
&
Benton
50-10 p.m. Agency:
Iwles, Inc., N. Y.
tLGATE PALMOLIVE PEET Co.,
:- ; t-sey City (Supersuds )on Jan 1 reived "Clara Lu V Em" on 39 NBCiEAF stations, Mondays thru FriAgency: Ben0 p.m.
N. Y.
Bowles, Inc.,
avs,& 10:15-10:3
1LGATE POLMOLIVE PEET Co.,
^jrsey Citv (Palmolive soap) on Jan.
; i renewed "Palmolive Beauty Box
; leatre" on 59 NBC-WEAF stations,
". tesday, 10-11 p.m. Agency: Benton
1 ■ Bowles, Inc., N. Y.
& Co., New
5NJAMTN MOORE
>rk (paint) on Jan. 23 renews
Setty Moore" on 24 CBS stations,
ednesday, 11:30-11:45 ajn. Placed
i^-ect.
RIGID AIRE Corp., Dayton, O. (re'dgerators, air conditioning) on Feb.
• starts Jack Pearl and Cliff Hall on
ast-to-coast network, Wednesdays,
-10:30 p.m. Agency: Geyer Co.,
iayton.
rEWART- WARNER Corp., Chicago
■adio receivers, auto accessories, etc.)
i Feb. 19 starts "Captain Dobbsies
up of Joy" on 50 CBS-Don Lee staons, Tuesdays and Thursdays, 10:30Blackett-SampleAgency:
):45 pjn.Inc.,
-ummert,
Chicago.
MONTGOMERY WARD & Co., Chiago on onJan.
13 startedNBC-WEAF
"Immortal
'ramas"
coast-to-coast
etwork, keyed from Chicago, Sundays,
-2:30 p.m. Agency: Lord & Thomas,
hicago.
IRILLO MFG. Co., Inc., Brooklyn
household cleanser) on Jan. 13
tarted "Brillo Melody Cavaliers" on
5.m.CBS stations, Sundays, 12:30-12:45
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York,
•n Jan. 11 started "Kitchen Party" on
8 NBC-WEAF stations, Fridays,
:30-3 p.m. Agency: Benton & Bowles,
fnc, N. Y.
R.IESER CO., New York (cosmetics)
»n Jan. 13 started "Jack and Loretta"
•ver 20 NBC-WEAF stations, Sunlays, 11:15-11:30 a.m. Agency: Donaaue & Coe, N. Y.
STBC
Real 19Silk
Hosieryto
Mills CHANGES:
on Jan. 6 added
stations
WJZ network; Proctor & Gamble Co.,
:>n Jan. 7 shifted "Home Sweet Home"
Dn WJZ network to 1:45-2 p.m. for
WJZ only, others at 2.30-2:45 p.m.,
Mondays thru Fridays; G. Washington
(Coffee Refining Co., on Jan. 6 shifted

"Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" to
9:45-10 p.m. Sundays; Proctor &
Gamble
Dec. 31p.m.;
shifted
"Ma
Perkins" Co.,
to on
3:15-3:30
Proctor
& Gamble Co., on Dec. 31 shifted
"Dreams Come True" to 3:30-3:45
p.m. Mondays, Wednesday, Thursdays;
Proctor & Gamble Co., on Dec. 31
shifted "Vic & Sade" to 3-3:15 p.m.
Mondays thru Fridays; Proctor &
Gamble Co., on Jan. 1 shifted "Song of
the
to 3:45-4
thru City"
Thursdays;
J. A. p.m.,
FolgerTuesdays
& Co.,
on
Jan.
9
shifted
"Judy
&
Jane"
3:15-3:30 p.m., Mondays thru Fridays.to

Premier Bennett Conducts
Election Drive by Radio
By JAMES MONTAGNES
IN A SERIES of eight half-hour
speeches Prime Minister Bennett
n broadcasting ingave thedustryCanadia
an inkling of a busy first
quarter. The Prime Minister
started the electioneering ball rolling Jan. 2 on a trans Canada hookup and followed that speech with
another on Jan. 4, the remaining
SWIFT & Co., Chicago (meat prodsix speeches to be given before Jan.
ucts), on Feb. 10 starts "Swift Garden
17, on which date Parliament opens
Program" on 20 NBC-WEAF stations, for its last session before election.
Sundays, 2:30-3 p.m. Agency: J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
The Premier's talks were contracted for the best hours of the
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, Mich,
evening at regular commercial rates
(food), on Jan. 24 starts "Kellogg on both Canadian Radio Commission
College Prom" on 18 NBC-WJZ sta- and independent stations. The same
tions, Thursdays, 7:45-8:15 p.m.
Agency:, N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc. facilities will be open for all politiPhiladelphia.
cal parties, it is understood, and the
Canadian broadcasters will be asFORHANS Co., New York (toothsured of some steady political contracts between now and April, when
paste) on Jan. 21 starts "Stories of
the Black Chamber" on 21 NBCthe election is expected to take place.
WEAF stations, Mondays, Wednes-<
The Prime Minister's talks on a New
days, Fridays, 7:15-7:30 p.m. Agency:
Deal for the Dominion, foreshadow
McCann-Erickson Inc., N. Y.
his expected use of the radio right
M. J. BREITENBACH Co., New York
up to the last minute before election,
(Pepto Mangan) on Jan. 8 started
and similar use of the air will be
"Woman's Magazine of the Air" on! expected from the other political
5 NBC-KPO stations, Tuesdays, 10:50parties, provided they can pay the
11:10 N.a.m.
bill — a feature which does not
Inc.,
Y. Agency: McCann-Erickson,
bother the Prime Minister, wealthiGENERAL ELECTRIC Co., New
est man to have held that position.
York, on Jan. 13 started "What Home
J. Earl Lawson, K.C., of Toronto, is
Means to Me" on 21 NBC-WEAF
stations, Sundays, 12:15-12:30 p.m.
the Federal organizer for the Conservative party of which Premier
Agency: Maxon Inc., Detroit.
Bennett
is the leader, and it was
CBS CHANGES: Lehn & Fink on
following his recent appointment
Jan. 1 started "Club Romance," Sunthat the Premier's radio program
8-8:30 p.m.,
series days,
starts
Feb. 3.until Eddie Cantor
was developed.
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WOW's

1934 CONTRACTS
UP 82% OVER 1933!
When WOW's contracts jump 82% In one
year, the depression must be over. This in
crease also speaks well for the fcind of selling job WOW does.
Owned and Operated by
1000 WATTS
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
Life Insurance Association
JOHN J. GILI-IN, Jr., Commercial Manager
OMAHA, NEBR.
National Representatives:
GREIG, BI. AIR & SPIGHT, INC.
Chicago
Los Angeles
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Approximately

Million
V2
Coverage
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AGENCIES AND
REPRESENTATIVES

BNX
WBN

CAMPBELL-EWALD Co. of New
York, Inc., has been formed to handle
the New York business of the agency,
according to H. T. Ewald, president of
the agency,
to expand
ice. Mr. Ewald
will its
be eastern
chairmanserv-of
the board, Fletcher D. Richards will
be president and general manager.
Lynn B. Dudley will be treasurer and
Miss A. C. Schroeder will be secretary.
Offices will remain at 1790 Broadway,
New York, with main offices in Detroit.
FRED WESLEY, INC., Los Angeles
agency, will continue operation, with
Ned Newman in charge for Mrs. Fred
Wesley Villescues, widow of Fred
Wesley, who died Dec. 5 following an
auto accident.

A //MAMS
THE
¥
SPOT
/
BROADCASTING CENTER
RESULTS — NOT WATTAGE —
MAKE SALES!
Station WBNX provides greater results per dollar spent than any
other station serving the same area.
Write for details about WBNX's
concentrated Foreign Language
Market.
WBNX • New York

OKLAHOMA
KGRS
AMARILLO

KOMA
OKLA. CITY

."' HITA FAILS1
KTAT
Ft WORTH
WACO,
waco£temple
.KNOW,

LEWIS CLAY, Pacific advertising executive, has been named head of the
radio department of Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Inc., San Francisco, with Miss Isabel
McCloud as assistant. The agency has
trebled its office space in the Rusk
Building, San Francisco, and has
added Miss Genevieve Tully as office
manager. J. A- Robinson has been
named assistant to Dale M. Perrill.
newly appointed managed of the radio
department of the Chicago office.
LAKE-SPIRO-COHN, Inc.. Memphis
agency, has opened a New York office
in the RCA building, with Harry M.
Ireland, formerly advertising manager
of Health Products Corp., Newark, as
manager. The agency has long been
active in Southern radio where it
pioneered transcriptions
spot was
announcements. Its networkfordebut
made current
in 1933 productions
with "Penetro
Revue"
and
include
the
"Lombardoland" show for St. Joseph
Aspirin.
DON FORKER. formerly with the
radio department of the Los Angeles
office of Lord & Thomas, has been
transferred to the New York office
where he will be a staff member associated with the new program of the
American Tobacco Co. (Lucky
Strikes) . For six years he had been
advertising director of the Union Oil
Co. oftion with
California,
prior to his affiliaLord & Thomas.
KFDM. Beaumont, Tex.,. has appointed
Greig,
Blair & Spight as national representatives.

LITTLE ROCK1

RADIO SALES Inc., has been named
Chicago and New York representative
for WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
UKWKH
ISHREVEPORL

CHARLES F. JENZ has been named
production manager of Frederick W.
Ziv, Inc., Cincinnati.

/LOUISIANA

tfrTIHREE

Th

You
c

Know

Southwest

?

. . . Then, you'll recognize the strategic marketing importance of the twelve Southwestern cities
shown on the SBS Network Map.
. . . You'll recognize that a network of stations
covering these 12 major areas, with power more
than adequate for each, gives the most complete
Southwestern radio coverage.
. . . Let the SBS Network sell more of your products in the responsive Southwest market.
SOUTHWEST

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM
LEE H. ARMER, President

Fort Worth, Texas

GREIG, BLAIR & SPIGHT, Inc.
NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES

1
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EMERSON FOOTE, Pacific Coast advertising executive, has opened offices,
in San Francisco under the firm name
of Emerson Foote Advertising Agency.
He was previously associated with the
Leon Livingston Advertising Agency.
San Francisco. Among accounts are
Chrysler-Plymouth in Northern California.
Annual

HOUSTON)
KTSA
SAN ANTONIOj

Do

LOGAN & STEBBINS, Los Angeh
moved to larger quarters at 811 \Jl
7th St., Dec. 31 as part of the agencj^
expansion program. Affiliated officii
are maintained in San Franciscu.
Portland and Seattle and the conceiT
acts as Los Angeles representative f<
Doremus & Co., international advertij
ing agency.
CHARLES F. HANSER and A. ft
Churchill, vice-presidents of H. 1 (l
Lesan Advertising Agency. Inc.. Ne
York, have joined Donahue & Co<
Inc., New York, in the same capacitj
serving the Scholl, Glover and othe
accounts.
|
CARL C. WAKEFIELD, forme
financial editor of the San Francitc
Examiner,
agency ska*
660
MarkethasSt.,opened
San an
Francisco,
Carl C. Wakefield Advertising Agency
Mr. Wakefield has just been name<
acting secretary of the Securit;
Dealers' Association of San Franeiscc
and of the Regional Investmen
Bankers Code Committee of California £
EMIL BRISHACHER & STAFF. Sar
Francisco, has enlarged its staff tc
take care of additional business. A. N i
Hexter, fbr many years associated
with Chicago agencies, has joined the
organization to aid in preparation of !
merchandising plans. H. R. Beaven,
newspaperman and active in radio, has
been named to the creative staff. Both
are stationed in Los Angeles. Walter
Purdom and Norton Jacobs have been ,
addedSanto Francisco
the production
the
offices.department of',

LITTLE

I PIGS," a unique
quarter-hour program presented nightly over WAPI,
doubled sausage sales for
R. L. Zeigler Company,
Bessemer, Alabama.
The program was planned,
created and merchandised
by the staff of WAPI. Get
facts before you buy radio
advertising in Alabama.
WAPI, with cleared channel . . . most powerful
station in the state . . .
gets results because it gives
SERVICE to both its advertisers and its listeners!
BASCOM HOPSON— President
TH € VOICE OF A L A S A AA i5000 WATTS
NBC NETWORK

Budget

Message

Carrying $1,525,000 for
FCC IS Passed by House
AN APPROPRIATION of $1,525,000
for the FCC for the fiscal year 1936.
which begins July 1, was requested
by President Roosevelt in his budget
message and passed by the House
Jan. 11. In addition, a deficiency appropriation of$480,000 for the current fiscal year was requested in a
special deficiency appropriation
budget, since the FCC received no
specific appropriation when it was
created last Summer, but was
obliged to use the unexpended balance of Radio Commission appropriation of $620,000.
With 220 employes on its rolls, the
bulk of the increased appropriation
would be employed to augment the
staff to approximately 500, it was
brought out in testimony before the
subcommittee of the House Appropriations Committee by Chairman
E. O. Sykes, Secretary Herbert L.
Pettey and Assistant Secretary
John B. Reynolds, who appeared on
Dec. 5 in executive session. The
stenographic record of the hearings,
made public Jan. 9, revealed that
the additional personnel would be
used primarily for the telegraph
and
telephone division rather than
broadcasting.
The FCC originally had asked the
Budget Bureau for an appropriation
of $2,000,000 for the 1936 fiscal year,
but this was cut to $1,500,000. with
an additional $25,000 for printing
and binding. Among other things.
Judge Sykes stated in his testimony
that new field offices would be established in Hawaii and Puerto
Rico.
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IO ADVERTISERS
^LTH PRODUCTS Corp., Newark,
appointed Gifford R. Hart as adiising manager for Feen-A-Mint,
Hrd's
and was
White's
Cod
Ir
Oil Aspergum
Tablets. He
formerly
\ager of the New York office of
rman-Deute-Cummings, Inc., and
fire thatCo.,wasInc.,with
and Frank
Jfcbrey
NewCBSYork.
MARSHALL, advertising manI, has been named assistant general
» manager of Shell Eastern Petro& Products, Inc., New York, but
continue to direct advertising for
present. J. P. Cobb, Jr., has been
isferred to the advertising depart,L H. COLLINS,
president of
zy Water Crystals Co., Mineral
Is, Tex., went to San Francisco for
first program of the NBC "CareCarnival."
The programs,
company will
inue
transcription
ri. HAWLEY has been named adising manager of Quaker Oats Co.,
:ago, succeeding Donald B. Lourie,
steps from the post of advertising
sales promotion manager to that
assistant to the vice-president in
rge of sales.
ERICAN TOBACCO CO., New
k, has placed its Herbert Tarreyaccount with L. H. Hartman Co.,
, N. Y.
'HAWK
Inc..
sterdam, CARPET
N. Y., MILLS,
has named
ckett-Sample-Hummert,
Inc., to
die its advertising.
C HARLAN, advertising manager
-Household Finance Corp.. Chicago,
resigned. He will leave Household
rch 1.
^ELCOTE MFG. Co., St. Louis
( bber enamel paint) has appointed
i 'timer W. Mears, Inc., St. Louis, to
p ;e its radio advertising.
> STLE'S MILK PRODUCTS. Inc..
I v York (Nestle's Milk, etc.) has
}»;ed its advertising account with
L d & Thomas, New York.
lode Hearing Deferred
STPONEMENT to Jan. 15 of the
;ring on the protest of the Kamas
■y Star, operating WDAF, against
1 proposed revision of rate pro'.ons of the broadcasting induscode, was announced Jan. 5 by
liam P. Farnsworth, NRA deputy
uinistrator. The hearing origi[y had been set for Jan. 11 and
Is to be confined to the proposal
iroved by the Code Authority
t combination newspaper and
io rates be prohibited as unfair
ipetition with stations not affilii with newspapers and therefore
', in position to offer such reduced

eaves WGN for Agency
; ORGE F. ISAAC, formerly comi >cial manager of WGN, has been
i >ointed executive head of the
• io department of Lord & Thomas'
! cago office. In his 10 years with
BN Mr. Isaac played an importi part in the conception and
i!elopment of many programs
I ch are now on networks. Lewis
I »dkind and Basil Loughrane conI le in their respective posts. In
i £ing this move Mr. Isaac is fol< ing the precedent laid down by
liry Sellinger, now with NBC in
I cago, who in 1930 left the mani rship of WGN to become head of
I Lord & Thomas radio staff. Edi *d W. Wood, Jr., New York repI ?ntative of WGN, will succeed
k Isaac as sales manager of this
« ion.
Uuary
I

15, 1935

Code Authority Requests
Data onWagesand Hours
Of BroadcastPerformers
PURSUANT to provisions of the
code for the broadcasting industry
ordering an investigation of the
status of radio artists and performers under the wage and hour provisions of the code, James W.
Baldwin, executive officer of the
Code Authority for the Radio Broadcasting Industry on Jan. 5 made
public a questionnaire on this subject sent to all stations. The questionnaire form had been approved
by
the
Code
Authority and by the
NRA.
The questionnaire covers professional, semi-professional and amateur artists and performers. It
excludes radio announcers, sound
effects men, individuals exclusively
musicians, speakers appearing without compensation and individuals
not employed or compensated. Ten
specific questions, exclusive of subquestions, are asked. These cover
contractural arrangements with
artists and performers; bookings;

Qn

whether they are paid for auditions for commercial and sustaining
programs, and rates paid ; whether
artists' commissions are charged
and the amount ; payments, if any,
for repeat performances ; policies on
cancellation of engagements and
use of studio employes, other than
artists and performers in dramatic
programs for minor parts.
Also requested is a detailed tabulation for the week ended Dec. 15,
1934, of artists and performers
used at each station. Covered in this
tabulation are the queries whether
the performer is professional, semiprofessional or amateur ; whether
he performed in a commercial or
sustaining program ; whether payment is on weekly, monthly performance or job base ; gross and
aet compensation during the week ;
number of hours of service during
the week on auditions, rehearsals
and broadcast : number of microphone appearances : number of commercial auditions and length :
number of consecutive hours of
work each day and hours per day
presence is required in studio.

(hnsUtka'A

JoWith

New Dixon Office
PETER DIXON & ASSOCIATES,
Inc., New York, now are permanently located in the Columbia
Broadcasting Building, 485 Madison
Ave. The concern is headed by Peter
Dixon, author and lead in the famous "Raising Junior" series, formerly heard on NBC. Since incorporating, he has added several
members to his staff. Present programs include "Robinson Crusoe,
Jr.," "America's Little House,*' and
a number of spot broadcasts.
CLARENCE C. DILL, who retired
voluntarily as Democratic Senator
from Washington on Jan. 3, opened
new law offices on that date in the
Munsey Bldg. He will retain his
Spokane offices in the Hutton Bldg.
THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience of
radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
BENJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
1023 Wallace Ave.
Wilkinsburg, Pa.

TftoUtJud

DETROIT
WWJ, pioneer radio station of the
world, holds a unique position in
the hearts of Detroiters. It is Detroit's favorite station because it is
distinctly a local institution devoting much of its energies and talents
to local problems and affairs, yet
furnishing the people of the Detroit
trading area with finest national
chain programs available. WWJ
dominates the Detroit trading area,

The
Detroit
Market4th
in size
America's

* BROADCASTING

WWJ
is a
member of the
N. B. C. red
network

National
GREIG,

BLAIR

which comprises 47% of Michigan's
entire population and 60% of Michigan's wealth.
Representatives
&

SPIGHT,

INC.

New York, Chicago*, San Francisco, Los Angeles
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Prall Meets FCC
ANNING S. PRALL, former member of Congress who will shortly assume the chairmanship of the
Broadcast Division of the FCC, met
his prospective colleagues at a
luncheon tendered him Jan. 9 by
Commissioner George Henry Payne,
of New York. Mr. Payne, who
served with Mr. Prall as a member of the New York City Tax
Commission in 1922, was the only
member of the agency with whom
Mr. Prall had been acquainted. The
luncheon was held at the Metropolitan Club.

Market

With

MONEY!
Among the fifteen largest
markets, Milwaukee rates —
Home Ownership
3rd
Automobile Ownership
. 5th
Radio Ownership
2nd
Industrial Payrolls
6th
Covered Thoroughly ONLY by
WTMJ
THE
M | LWA U K E E
JOURNAL
STATION
EDWARD

PETRY

& CO.

K
5000 WATTS

(LEAR

CHANNEL

N. D. C.
NETWORK
SEATTLE
WASHINGTON
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TRANSCRIPTIONS
ADDITIONAL transcription accounts
placed on various stations are reported
as follows by National Advertising
Records, these being supplemental to
the lists carried in previous issues of
Broadcasting: Borden Co., New
York (condensed milk) ; Bureau of
Milk Publicity, Albany, N. Y. (statewide milk campaign) ; Carlton &
Hovey Co., Lowell, Mass. (Father
John's
medicine);
Eaton Paper
Co.,
Pittsfield,
Mass. (stationery)
; Gem
Products Sales Co., Camden, N. J.
(laundry gems) ; General Baking Co.,
New York (Bond bread); Justrite Co.,
Milwaukee (bird food); Libby, McNeill & Libby, New York (foods) ;
Magnolia Petroleum Co., Dallas, Tex.
(motor oil) ; Norwich Pharmacal Co.,
Norwich, N. Y. (Unguentine) ; Phillips
Petroleum Co., Bartlesville, Okla. (petroleum products) ; RCA Victor Co.,
Camden, N. J. (radios and records) ;
Richfield Oil Co. of N. Y., New York
(gasoline and motor oil) ; Staley Mfg.
Co., Baltimore (starch) ; Union Oil Co.
of Calif., Los Angeles (gasoline and
oil) ; Nell Vinick, New York (Kreml
& Drezma.
MIDLAND MILLING Co., Kansas
City, is broadcasting "Town Crier
Flour" musical
on WMT,units.
Waterloo,
la., using
WBS
The five-minute
program starts with theme songs,
commercial message, more music and
ends with an announcement and theme
music. The program was placed by
Potts-Turnbull Advertising Co., Kansas City, with W. B. Stone account
executive.

HORLICK'S MALTED MILK Co.,
Racine, Wis., has extended its transcriptionWOAI,
campaign, "LumSanand Antonio;
Abner,"
to include
WNAC, Boston; KNX, Los Angeles;
KGO, San Francisco; KOIN, Portland,
Ore. For some time the program has
been heard over the Mutual Network,
where the schedule remains the same.
Discs are made by RCA-Victor and the
account is handled by Lord & Thomas.
SOME 400 independent stations and
college broadcasters have been invited
by WEVD, New York, to feature its
"University ofThethestation
Air"on through
transcriptions.
Jan. 8
started the third year of lecture
courses with four programs a week. A
$2 fee is charged for each 15-minute
disc to cover actual recording cost, according to the WEVD, and the station takes care of shipping and program costs.

NRA

Adopts

Policy

Against Allowances
Optional Clause Suggested
For Inclusion in Codes
A NEW

POLICY governing advertising allowances in codes of fair
competition was announced Jan. 5
by the National Industrial Recovery
Board and recommended for inclusion in codes of industries affected.
The radio broadcasting industry is
not affected, since its code does not
contain provisions relating to such
THE 26-program "Leather Stocking
allowances.
Tales"of series
of Radio
Transcription
Co.
America
has been
taken by
The proposed amendment would
Tacoma Bread Co. for release on KVI.
limit advertising allowances to payTacoma, Wash. KFQD, Anchorage,
Alaska, has taken three mystery
ment for definite and specific adverserials from the concern.
tising or promotion services and
would prohibit price reductions, discounts, bonuses or rebates designated as advertising allowances. Provision also is made in the proposed
amendment that agreements to purchase advertising services from
customers must be written into conBegins
The
tracts entirely separate from sales
contracts.
N ew
Year
Will Be Optional
THE BOARD approved a draft of
With
Six
suggested code provisions conforming with the new policy, both regarding advertising allowances and
Hours of New
dealing with publicizing such allowances. Adoption of these provisions
is optional
with the was
industries
inCommercial
volved. The following
suggested
for use in codes in which it is
desired to regulate advertising allowances :
Programs.
"No member of the trade industry
shall designate as an 'advertising alallowance,'
by a similarlowance,' a'promotion
term, any price
reduction,or
The
Station
discount, bonus, rebate, concession, or
other form of allowance, or any consideration for advertising or promotion
With
The
services, offered or given by him to
any customer.
"No member of the trade industry
Most
Business
shall offer or give any consideration
merely forthan
'pushing,'
'advertising,'
otherwise
for definite
and specificor
advertising or promotion services.
Is Generally
Such consideration shall be given only
pursuant
a separate
written shall
contract to
therefor,
which contract
The
Best Buy
specifically and completely set forth
the advertising or promotion services
o
(in such manner that their specific
For information consult
character may be understood by other
members of the trade industry and
Edward Perry fir Co., Inc.
their customers) to be performed by
the recipient of said consideration,
New York Chicago
the precise consideration to be paid
Detroit
San Francisco
or given therefor by said member, the
method of determining performances,
and all other terms and conditions relating thereto."
BROADCASTING

STUDIO

NOTES

LAMBDIN KAY, manager of Wf
Atlanta, and Ernest Rogers, its p,
lie relations director, acting as "cht
leaders" in the annual WSB "I
organized Cheerful Givers" Christc
drive, raised $7,500 for the Atla;
needy,
or year.
$2,000 more than W
raised last
WTMJ,
Milwaukee,
an "Ar
teur Show"
Jan. started
6 with
La;
Lawrence as master of ceremonies.
A. SERIES of programs from Cine
nati's "Little Home" was started J
11, with Mayor Russell Wilson as
first speaker. Future programs v
present civic leaders. The house v
erected with cooperation of the Fede
Housing Administration.
INTRODUCING the new model Fc
cars, Fred A. Carlson, Salt La
City dealer, booked a half-hour oi
KDYL featuring a remote cont
pickup
from An
one announcer
of the carsin roami
the
streets.
the < 1
described its features supplemented :
music from the studios.
INAUGURATION of Gov. PhilL
La Follette was broadcast from
State Capitol in Madison, Wis., i J t
7, by WTMJ, Milwaukee.
f

BEAU City,
BRUMMEL
Lake
presents arestaurant,
social reportSi I'
Iof
the
air,
"Beau
Brummel,"
wjf
makes free announcements of women}-,
club activities.
THE FIRST sponsored program ,
the Mutual Broadcasting System to T
keyed from a station outside t
group originated from WKZO, Kal _
mazoo, Dec. 22, when the annu^
Christmas party
of the Co.
KalamaZ'
Vegetable
Parchment
(KV^.■
papers) was broadcast. The eight st
tions in the Michigan Network al ^
carried the 75-minute program.

THE
SECOND
state-wide "Schoj
Call," broadcast in the interest |r"
education,
was
put
ov< !=
KJR, Seattle, and onKGA,the air
SpokaD
Jan. 2, with Dr. N. D. Showaltel
State Superintendent of Schools, gi
ing a talk. The program original
in the studios of KJR. Some 60 st
dents participated.
COOPERATING with the America
Legion, WCBS, Springfield, 111., raise el
a large sum of money, as well as fooc
clothing and toys, with a series <
programs broadcast over a 10-daj
period during the holidays. A theati.
program was tied in with the drh
just before Christmas. With fireme
helping, toys were raised for 80
donated.
families, and 200 tons of food "wei

THE NEW YEAR was ushered in b
WESG, of Elmira, N. Y., with person
messagesas from
Governors
of tw'
states,
well the
as mayors
within
th £
coverage area, and greetings in 1
foreign languages. News events o
the
were part.
dramatized, with a cas
of 70year
taking
IN A Beaumont,
SPECIAL Tex.,
program
recentljf'
KFIM,
promoted
th
campaign for a 45-foot ship channel
with an address by Harvey W. Gilbert tihairman of Commission.
the Beaumont-Port Arthu^
Industrial
WHEN the "400," crack new train o stai
on its& first
regular tripRailway'
to thV
the ted
Chicago
Northwestern
Twin Cities from Chicago Jan. 2, thi
event was broadcast over WBBM
Chicago.
The half-hour program
which was arranged through Th<
Caples
Co., Chicago, included
pickupi'~from
Chicago
statioi
where the
the railroad's
train started
its record
breaking run, and the Gleneoe statioi
when the "400" went roaring thru
A MUSICAL comedy of errors entitled "What's Wrong With This Program?"
is presented
weekly ovei
WIND, Gary,
Ind.
January

15, 1935

!|10W, Oakland, Calif., owned and
iterated by the Educational Broaditing Corp., has established addi':!nal studios and executive offices in
«fju Francisco, and celebrated the
,'snt
Jan. The
6 witholda KFWI
special dedicatory
)gram.
studios in
Bellevue Hotel, San Francisco,
j?e been acquired by KB.OW and reideled.
new transmitting
equipnt was The
installed
by C. E. Downey,
lio engineer.
H. P. Drey is presiat and general manager of EducaBroadcasting Corp. Bert Winn
Isnalbeen
made San Francisco studio
-eetor. Other members of the permel include E. G. Wilson, sales
, imager; Ted Bindner, chief techniLn; and Clarence Putnam, publicity
rector.

IN A RECENT poll of its audience
WCAU, Philadelphia announced that
112,110 votes were cast for the Father
Coughin
program to 7.604
for the More
New
York Philharmonic
Orchestra.
than 200,000 votes were cast but many
of them arrived after the deadline
and were not counted in the returns.

EEINGquarter
STARS"
a new
rekly
hour captions
on an evening
' atalton,
from known
KNX, Hollywood
with
P.
over the air asK. the
backyard
Astronomer,"
microone. Discussions
will atbethefor
the
ifman, and will not involve mathefitics or the technical side of
i|tronomy.
n NEW SERIES of programs, to be
jlled" questions
Congress Speaks,"
during which
|iblic
before Congress
will
: discussed, was inaugurated by the
BC Jan. 8 from 5:15 to 5:45. The
ries, broadcast from the U. S. Capill, was opened by Senator Robinson
Arkansas, Democratic Leader of
e Senate, and Senator Daniel O.
I<astings, of Delaware, Republican,
fie U. S. Marine Band, under the
rection of Capt. Taylor Branson,
atures the programs. Speakers will
e confined to the House of Repreaitatives and the Senate.
ORTHERN California Broadcasting
ystem observed the
New 27th
Year's
Day by
taimemorating
anniversary
ft its San Jose, Cal., station, K.QW,
rid the tenth birthday of KJBS, San
'Tancisco, as well as signalizing the
installation of new transmitting equipment to both stations, with a gala all
ay program and open house. KQW
now on the air with 1000 watts
Dwer and celebrates its 27th annisrsary Jan. 16. KJBS, with 500
atts, was ten years old Jan. 3.
alph Brunton is president and genial manager of the Northern Cali>rnia Broadcasting System.
C. L.
McCarthy manages the San Jose
;ation.
|
;.FTER experimenting with unusual
rchestra combinations, WCKY, Cinnnati, has devised a novel program
)r the Union Gas & Electric Co.
;ries. The orchestra, directed by Lee
rwin, consists of three violins, four
rass,
two reeds and five rhythm inruments.

"NEW YEARS in Other Lands"
helped WGAR, Cleveland, welcome
1935. The program was staged with
the
cooperation of foreign groups in
Cleveland.

I NEW SLANT on the amateur idea
i beings tried by WBNX, New York,
i the form of an "Amateur Script
Writers' Hour" during which scripts,
ags and drama are cast and produced
including sound effects) in the order
f their receipt. The first program
as scheduled for Jan. 15, with one
week to follow. A cast of pro'ssional actors will produce the
:npts and the curtain will be dropped
n scripts considered un-airworthy.
30 THIS IS RADIO" is the title
: the weekly Sunday evening frolic of
-HJ, Los Angeles, keyed to coast staons of the CBS— Don Lee network,
rid formerly known as "Merrytakers." W. Vincent Leahy Adversmg Agency, Hollywood office, conaccount forA
handle
nufs
wholesale
foodthe
& W.to Co.,
rs.
[ythical radio station, "SNW," cartes a thread of continuity through
burlesque of station routine.
STATION
IO
DRE
RAEP
SENTATIVES
WALTER
BIDDICK CO.
568 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Los Angeles
601 Russ Bldg., San Francisco
3326 Stuart Bldg., Seattle
619 Charles Bldg., Denver

ROAD

CASTING

RADIO Gag Library has been formed
in Hollywood by Mildred Adamic, onetime gag librarian for Burns and Allen,
Wheeler and Woolsey and John P.
Medbury. Files are indexed into 700
topics with a monthly fee bringing a
specified number to stations or artists
subscribing. Gags from Julius Caesar
through Joe Miller to the Wynns,
Cantors and Bennys will be made
available.

B.B.C* Studio Sensation :
The Crooning Stowaway
From Radio Times of London
WNEL, San Juan, Porto Rico, 500watter on 1290 kc, recently started a
series of DX programs from 1 to 3
a.m., EST.
THE Christmas party of WTMJ,
Milwaukee, attracted 25,000 people who
paid 25 cents each to see "Heine,"
happy-go-lucky German band leader of
the station. Proceeds provided Chrismas joy to 33,000 children whose parents are on relief. Milwaukee merchants donated some 2,500 articles
which were auctioned.
TO PROVE the value of day-time
commercials, WFAA, Dallas, several
years ago started "The Early Birds,"
a 7-8 a.m. program of dance music.
In its fifth year, the program has a
100% performance record and carries
10 to 15 spots each morning.

"Bowes

Wins

TEN editors of the Springfield
(Mass.) Republican collaborated in a
year-end broadcast Dec. 30, delving
into their files for stories that made
1934 headlines. The program was
heard over WBZ-WBZA, BostonSpringfield.
Bank on the Air
THE RANKS of financial houses
which find radio advertising a most
effective medium have been joined
by the Modern Industrial Bank, of
New York. After a trial period
lasting five weeks, the bank has
signed a year's contract with WOR,
Newark, beginning Jan. 3, for a
series of news comments by Gabriel
Heatter. He will be heard for five
minutes each Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, at 6.45 p.m. The account is handled by the New York
office of the Scheck Advertising Co.

Air

Weekly Amateur Hour Viewed

Honors
as Best Program

of Year's Entertainment.
1934's radio achievements are passed in review,
credit for the outstanding one certainly must be
awarded Major Bowes. His weekly amateur hour is the

Fig

A

Newton
During one of those typical imare
well knownpromptutomoments
radiowhich
stations,
one of our announcers made the
bantering statement that a certain co-worker on the staff of
WWVA would do just about
anything for a fig newton.
Result: The
nextofday's
mail
brought
a box
delicious
home-made fig newtons for said
announcer.
Yes, a rather homely incident in
the operation of WWVA, but
one which stresses in a most
forceful manner, the intimate
relation between our listenters
and staff members — an illustration which perhaps best explains
why 16,300 listeners came to
the front for us in connection
with our recent Columbia Listening Area Study. These responses came from 1,814 cities
and towns in 35 states.
Advertisers
want their "Fig
Newtons" — who
or, brought down to
the point at which we are driving, BUSINESS — will do well to
place their radio advertising
plans for Eastern Ohio, Western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia,
in the hands of the staff at
WWVA.

Columbia

Station

year's best program, the only 1934 innovation in radio
entertainment and it has given WHN the largest radio
audience in town Tuesday nights."
NEW YORK WORLD-TELEGRAM,
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 29, 1934.
The amazing leap into popularity of Station WHN,
New York, is the "talk of the town".
Under the able direction of Major Edward Bowes,
Station WHN has advanced, during the past few
months, to such a position of importance that it
should challenge the favorable attention of every advertiser and advertising agent.
The present WHN rate card presents an unequalled
opportunity. We urge you to investigate WHN before completing your 1935 schedules.

NEW
1 000 WATTS
1010 K.C.

* January

15, 1935

YORK
P. F. WHITTEN
Sales Manager

5,000

WATTS

WWVA
II6O

KILOCYCLES

West

Vi rgima

Broadcasting Corp.
Hawley Building
WHEELING, W. VA.
•
Representatives
J. H. McGILLVRA
4S5 Madison Ave., New York
JOHN KETTLEWELL
230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago
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COMPLETE N.B.C. SERVICE

The Most

Three Stations in Iowa
Soon Will Be Realigned;
State Network Is Formed
A REALIGNMENT of the stations
operated in Iowa by the Des Moines
Register d- Tribune, making all
three basic network outlets, will be
effected shortly as a result of action
by the FCC Jan. 8. KWCR, Cedar
Rapids, was authorized to move into
Des Moines, while WMT, Waterloo,
was authorized to move to Cedar
Rapids.
The plan is to change the call
letters of KSO, Des Moines, to
KENT, and to have it take over the
1430 kc. wave of KWCR. The new
KRNT will become a basic CBS outlet. KSO will be retained as the call
letters for the second Des Moines
station, which will be a basic NBCBlue network outlet.
WMT, recently purchased from
Marry Shaw and operating on 600
kc, will become a basic NBC Blue
outlet. With its transmitter located
near Cedar Rapids and its main
studios in Cedar Rapids, WMT is
expected to cover both Waterloo and
Cedar Rapids.
The final lineup is scheduled to
begin about March 1, new equipment
having been ordered for all three
stations. In the meantime, the three
stations on Jan. 1 began operating
several hours daily as a network
under the name of Iowjai Network,
using A.T.&T. lines. .The rates
quoted for the network are the combined rates of the three stations,
with the network absorbing the line
charges.

Economical

Way to Reach1

„5tB*lseRS AND ACENc^"
V° ^£o,0W
?

»
\t*

The

AND AOVtltr,^

<S , '

""""

Richest

Buying
in Georgia

Power

ONVINCINGLY proved the best test market in the
Southeast, Atlanta also ranks as the best test city of its
size in America . . . and the buyers of Georgia are
CONCENTRATED in WGST's territory. Notwithstanding,
WGST, with its largest consistent local radio audience
(Ross Federal Survey), offers the lowest cost per listener
in the South! Investigation and comparison will convince
you of WGST for results and economy.

1000
Watts
DAY
500 Watts
NIGHT
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PAUL H. RAYMER
Representative
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

Lindbergh Case
(Continued from page 18)
utes each were set aside, during
which the bulletins were presented.
They dealt with most of the salient
points in the testimony, and were
augmented by occasional flashes.
NBC used three announcers, one for
the introduction, and two others
who read the testimony in question
and answer form, though without
attempting to act the parts of witness and counsel. ABS included
high-spots of the trial in its "Five
Star Final" program.
Transcendent News
THE TOTAL air time devoted to
trial news (in addition to the two
regular daily news broadcasts) on
NBC was 22 minutes on the first
day, and 65 minutes when Col.
Lindbergh was called. Press-Radio
Bureau, using the reports of the
three press associations, proceeded
on the theory that every important
item in the trial constituted "transcendent news" and gave
election-night service. Withalmost
Col.
Lindbergh testifying, the Bureau
sent out about 15,000 words in one
day. Resumes were included in the
regular news periods.
Transradio Press had a staff in
Flemington under Dixon Stewart,
with two men in the courtroom, and
three New Jersey correspondents
covering other angles. In addition
to the four regular news periods,
the service gave its clients in one
day more than 70 special bulletins,
transmitted from Flemington to
New York by teletype, and included
in these were about 20 flashes.
WNEW has been most active in
broadcasting from Flemington. With
a microphone instaUed in the
sheriff's office, there are no set program periods, but A. L. Alexander
takes the air whenever the proceedings are particularly interesting. In
one day he is reported to have talked for three hours and 11 minutes,
and every day there have been about
two hours of summarized testimony
and court room descript
ion.
Hauptmann's chief counsel, Edward J. Reilly, and Sheriff Curtiss
of Hunterdon county, were put on
the air by WNEW, and several
prominent writers for the Hearst
papers also have been heard. Lines
are ready in Trenton, should interest in the case switch to the state
capital.
WOR is carrying Transradio
service frequently, and at the beginning of the trial had Gabriel Heatter giving two 15-minute talks daily.

Cemetery

Program

Is Found

Effective

Over

Broad

Area

KOMO Series Gets
From All Northwest

Sales

By ALBERT BALCH
KOMO-KJR, Seattle
WHILE IT HAS BEEN commonly
believed that the scope of cemetery
business is of necessity limited to
the city of its location, Evergreen
Memorial Park and Washelli have
used a radio program to extend
their advertising until the entire
Northwest is not only interested in
the burial parks, but able, through
modern means of transportation, to
do business with them.
To illustrate the far-reaching influence of the "Old Songs of the
Church" program which Evergreen
Cemetery Company has been broadcasting every Sunday afternoon, 3 to
3:30, over KOMO for nearly two
years, two incidents of business origiuating outside of Seattle are
given by C. S. Harley, president and
general manager of Evergreen.
Listener Response
RECENTLY a listener to the program died at Alderwood Manor, expressing the wish that she be buried
in Evergreen Memorial Park. This
desire was carried out by her family.
Another sale by Washelli reveals
that a Vancouver, B. C, listener arranged a Seattle funeral for a relative without having seen Washelli,
but requesting that burial be there
as a result of hearing the Sunday
The Washelli Quartet is a feature
program.
of the "Old Songs of the Church"
program, sponsored by the cemetery,
and has been called to sing at many
funerals by listeners in whose hearts
the old hymns featured by the quartet have been enshrined, just as.
cemeteries have been established
and given a deeply religious attachment. The broadcast with its old
songs has done much to give these
cemeteries a new heart-interest to
countless thousands of listeners.
Sales Campaign

CONDUCTING an intensive sales
campaign exclusively by radio, the
monument department of Evergreen Memorial Park and Washelli
has just ended the largest month in
business in the history of the deCarry CRC Programs
partment, C. S. Harley, president
SIX STATIONS have been added to and manager of Evergreen Cemethe network carrying Canadian Ratery Company, revealed. The sales
drive was made through the prodio Commission programs, which now
totals 54. CKCW, Moncton, N B
gram, a regular KOMO Sunday
afternoon feature for two years.
on 1370 kc : CKCV, Quebec, on 1310
kc: CJRC, Winnipeg, on 1390 kc ;
In response to the first announceCKWX, Vancouver, on
ment made over the air, over $1,500
kc :
O.IOR, Vancouver on 600 1010
worth of business was written, Mr.
kc :
CKMO, Vancouver, on 141Q kc, and
Harley states, and as the campaign
are
the stations which were added early
was continued results exceeded
in the
new year.
expectations.
During the 88 weeks that the
"Old Songs of the Church" proil^lways it seems rather
gram has been on the air, not only
for
the monument department, but
involved— till I call
for Evergreen Memorial Park and
Washelli Cemetery advertising definite sales campaigns have been confor
..."
FREE <r SLEININGER, INC.
by radio and "high price"
RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES,
ideas in ductedminds
of listeners successSEE PAGE I, 'RADIO ADVERTISING RATES AND DATA
fully combated.
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Radio in Congress
Rate Schedules of NBC
Oldest Announcer
(Continued from page 12)
{Continued from page 6)
Jersey : Truman, Missouri. New
HERR SHERZ,
anNORTHWESTERN GROUP
nouncer of Radio, senior
Budapest,
El I
minority
members are Davis, Pennand said to be the oldest
(Light face figures are old rates, bold face figures are new
sylvania Republican, and Sbipstead.
broadcast announcer in the
1 hr.
Farmer-Labor of Minnesota.
(Diff.)
(Diff.)
% hr. (Diff.)
M
hr.
world in point of continuous
TMJ
—26 Other majority members, besides
128
192
$190
service, has been retired by
320
$120
Chairman
Wheeler,
who
are
carrythe Budapest Broadcasting
150
+ 130
96
□BA
ing
over,
are
Smith,
South
Carolina
;
72
—
48
Co. and is now its librarian.
160
dison
94
Wanger, N. Y. ; Barkley, Kentucky :
$74
132
He has announced for 25
58
210
—70
JTP
82
+54
Neely,
West
Virginia
;
Dietrich,
64
years, having started with the
+10
144
96
Illinois
;
Lonergan.
Conn.
;
Long
of
240
nneapolis-St. Paul
120
old Hungarian Telephone
48
1 OA
Louisiana ; Brown, of New York.
+30
News Service which broad120
72
Carryover
Republicans
are
Couzens,
.luth-Superior . .
+2
64
74
+12
150
+6
DAT
castandprograms
for informaMichigan ; Metcalf, Rhode Island ;
tion
entertainment
even
160
+14
96
94
Hastings,
Delaware
;
White,
Maine.
58
before the war, using a spe^YR
150
94
58
The
new
committee
clerk
is
Joseph
120
cial system of wires until
80
Wright, who served under Senator
200
+10
wireless came into existence.
)TAL FOR
Wheeler
as
clerk
of
the
Committee
His voice recently gave out.
$1,040
on Indian Affairs.
+50
$654
^OUP
'.. $1,200
$404
+26
+6
+160
At the Democratic caucus held
+2
$720
$480
+22
MOUNTAIN GROUP
+66
+76
Jan. 10, the following additional maDA
jority members were named to the New Brighton, N. Y. Rep. Otis S.
$190
144
96
240
$120
House Interstate and Foreign ComBland, of Virginia, remains as chair190
120
DTL
merce Committee : John A. Martin,
man, with Rep. Robert Ramspeck. of
$74
+50
120
200
ilt Lake City...
Pueblo,
Col.
;
Edward
C.
Eicher,
74
Georgia, remaining as chairman of
+24
DTAL FOR
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Copeland
CONGRESS
is in

ing the provisions supported by the
industries involved. Such legislation, it is felt, would carry the support of the Federal Trade Commission, notably its chairman, Ewin L.
Davis, former member of Congress,
who personally appeared last year
before the Copeland subcommittee
to oppose the earlier drafts of the
Tugwell-Copeland bills as a usurpation of the authority over advertising vested in his agency. This was
the subject of conferences held in
Washington as Broadcasting went
to press.

session

Already this interesting assembly
has attracted thousands of people
to Washington . . . Society, too, has
taken on vivid color as guest lists
read like a World's "Who's Who."
You will enjoy Washington this
winter.
Stop at this distinctive hotel.
Quiet exclusiveness, downtown
location, facing Lafayette Park.

What Are "Advertisements"?
IN S-5 the definition of the term
"advertisements" is the same as that
contained in S-2800 and is regarded
as objectionable to the advertising
media because of its all-inclusive
scope. It reads: "The term 'advertisement' includes all representations
of fact or opinion disseminated in
any manner or by any means other
than by the labeling." This, it was
pointed out, could make a conversation anapplication.
"advertisement," in its
broadest
Under the section defining adulterated drugs, S-5 specifies that a
drug would be considered adulterated if dangerous to health under
the conditions of use prescribed in
the "labeling or advertising therefore." This is held "very dangerous"
to advertising in that an advertisement never has been adjudged a set
of instructions. Therefore, it is held
this provision is far too strong.
The definition of "false advertisement" as contained in the new measure is much broader than that of

LAFAYETTE PARK AI SIXTEENTH
NATHAN SINROD.M0H.
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Y

Bill Stirs
tion
(Continued from pageOpposi
5)
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WITHOUT
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Only NBC

Outlet

D. E. "Plug" Kendrick, Viee President and General Manager

S-2800, and is termed "absolutely
vicious" in that it would give to the
Secretary of Agriculture arbitrary
powers in prohibiting the sale or advertising of any commodities which
in his judgment were improper.
The first part of the new section
reads: "An advertisment of a food,
drug, or cosmetic shall be deemed
to be false if it is false or misleading in any particular relevant to the
purposes of this act regarding such
food, drug or cosmetic. Any representation concerning any effect of a
drug shall be deemed to be false
under this paragraph if in every
particular such representation is not
sustained by demonstrable scientific
fact or substantial medical opinion."
More Drastic
THIS PROVISION differs from the
bill of last year in that the phrase
"in every particular" has been inand the word "sustained"
has beenserted,substitut
ed for the word
"supported." The new language, it
is held, is far more drastic than
previously and, if invoked, would
tend to eliminate a substantial portion of advertising now available to
all media.
The second part of this chapter
reads: "It shall be unlawful to advertise for sale in interstate commerce a drug represented to have
any therapeutic effect in the treatment of cancer, tuberculosis, venereal diseases, heart and vascular
diseases, as well as any other disease which may be added to this list
by regulations as provided by sections 701 and 703 (those giving the
Secretary of Agriculture such powers) ;except that no advertisement
not in violation of paragraph (a) of
this section shall be deemed to be
false under this paragraph if it is
disseminated only to members of the
medical and pharmaceutical professions or appears only in the scientific periodicals of these professions,
or if it is disseminated only for the
purpose of public health education
by persons not commercially interested, directly or indirectly, in the
sale of such drugs."
Specific Diseases
THIS PROVISO, it is pointed out,
differs from S-2800 in that it ex.
eludes a long list of specific diseases
and ailments on which advertising
would be unlawful, and substitutes
the brief list. However, it gives the
Secretary of Agriculture the authority to add to the list after consent
a special medical advisory comof
mittee.
_ Identical with S-2800 are provisions for the creation of a committee on public health and of a
committee on food standards. The
former would consist of five members designated by the President and
the latter of seven members, five of
whom would be appointed by the
President, and two by the Secretary
of Agriculture from the Food and
Drug Administration. The committees would "aid and advise" the secretary in the promulgation of regulations affecting the particular commodity groups.
Differing from S-2800, however, is
the provision for the appointment of
an advisory committee for each of
the groups affected "for the purpose
of consultation in formulating general administrative policies for the

enforcement of the law." H
groups
so represented would be
food industry,
drug industry, c|
metic
industry,
disseminators
of '
vertising, and the public.
Self-Regulation Plans
"TO AID in securing compliai
with the requirements of this 4c
continues this section, "the Secrete
is further authorized to accept p\..
for such self-regulation of advert
ing practices as tend to effectm
the purposes of this Act, when b
sented by associations or groups r<
resentative of their industries: Pi
vided, that nothing in this paragra
shall be construed as restricting t
responsibilities and powers conferr
upon the Secretary by this Act ai
no plans shall be accepted which a
designed to promote monopolies
eliminate or oppress legitimate e
It is this provision which is co
st rued as one which would set up
terpris
"boarde."of censorship" for the adve
tising of any of these commoditie
and a provision that is repugnant
American principle*. It would r
verse the existing order, in that tl
advertising would be censored in a
vance, with recourse to the cour
thereafter. Moreover, it is believe
such a provision would defeat or
of the purposes of the measure t
promoting monopolies and oppre
legitimate enterprise. Those sittin
on the advisory committees, necei
sarily coming from the industrie
obviously would resent the intrusio
of newcomers into their fields an J
would have the power of censoring
their advertising at the very outse f
Liability Provision
TAKEN bodily from S-2800 is th
provision which prohibits the dis
semination of any false advertise
ment by radio broadcast, Unitbj
States mails, or in interstate com
merce to induce directly or indirectl;
the purchase of foods, drugs or cos
metics.
This
section provide
further that no publisher, radio I
broadcast licensee or other advertis[r
ing medium shall be deemed to havt-1*
violated
provision
by disseminat"
tion
of athisfalse
advertisement,
buj
that the liability shall rest upon th<
manufacturer, packer, distributor, oi
seller who caused the disseminatioi
of the advertisement.
It provides further, however, that
the advertising medium, on reason
able request of the Government^
shall further the name and post
office address of the advertiser, andf
that failing to do this, shall be guilty .
of a misdemeanor and upon convicwL
tion shall
subject
imprisonment
for notbemore
than tothree
years, ror a fine of not less than $1,000 nor
more than $10,000 or both.
Seen as definitely discriminatory
against radio is the provision, taken
from S-2800 which reads : "No retail dealer shall be prosecuted under this section for the dissemination, in
good faith, other than by radio
broadcast, of any advertisement offering for sale at his place of business any article which is not distributed or sold in interstate comMr. Bellows had protested against
this provision last year on the
ground that it was directly and
absolutely
discriminatory and one I
merce."
which penalized radio without distm-bing other media. Senator Copeland had insisted that it was included to protect the small news(Contmued on page 47)
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ent
Statem
nd's
Copela
{Continued
from page
5)
"The last Congress passed an amendthe formuees for
committ
two regulati
i p of
ons.
ment to the Food and Drug Act proThese are a
viding for voluntary inspection of the
ittee on public health and a
establishments producing these foods.
ittee on food standards.
It has worked well in practice and all
Public Protection
parties interested believe it should be
continued for those particular products
declaraa
required
bill
IC original
as has been done. The bill does not
t>f ingredients to be placed upon
apply this feature to other substances.
backage reaching the consumer.
"The original bill excited criticism
i industries affected resented this because
thewas Food
and Drug
AdminisIse of what they regard to be
tration
authorized
to make
what
the formuin
rights
ary
propriet
IIThis
feature of the first bill and
are known as "mass multiple seizures";
that is, if a single package or case of a
successors in the last Congress
given product was found to be below
ed much discussion.
standard or unwholesome, the entire
; I the measure now pending, equal
product of that factory or industry
accomis
public
the
of
3 i'ption
could be seized wherever found in inEd by another method. Unless
terstate commerce. There never was
package carries the names and
tities of the ingredients contained
any complaint
on the
of industries affected when
the part
seizures
were
5n, this information must be filed
rthe Department. Such action will made because the products were unwholesome, deleterious, or harmful.
6t the Food and Drug AdministraThere was complaint that the Departte make certain that no incomment
might
begin proceedings in
substances, or unles, harmful
1 ] ?>ome
cases where the health
products are sold to the border-line
factor was not involved and do so in
*-ican people. Existing law is not
several parts of the country simulent will
Departm
the
that
in
^.ad
taue to make its own analyses of
taneously, putting the industry to
expense
in defending many suits
[jets and to advise the public of great
at
the
same
time.
wrongful or fraudulent claims for
Avoiding Abuse
is the purpose of this bill, not
to protect the public, but what is "IN VIEW of the fact that this bill
rise important, to protect the in- provides for injunction proceedings,
pi es involved. To this end the such authority for wide-spread seizures
fiittees which are provided by the in border-line cases, involving merely
| include representation from the the question of deception, is not
Btry affected so that it may have
The abuse, if the courts susIdant opportunity to state its side needed.
tain the Department's position, can be
3 i o case.
readily stopped through bringing injunction proceedings in the court
Prior Criticism
where the manufacturer resides and
FIRE was much criticism of the securing a prompt judicial determinanal measure due to the misundertion of the issues. This method of procedure is provided in the pending bill.
1:ne of why there was an enumeraof diseases in which self-medicaIt gives the public exactly the same
nrotection
as originally contemplated,
might be dangerous and a probut it reaches that desired end by a
tion
of
advertising
"cures"
for
diseases. The list was so long short cut and also assures against the
there arose a fear on the part of abuse of administrative power.
public that the individual would
"In the original bill there was great
complaint on the part of the adver<->ngerpreparation
be permitted
rite
and toto buy
takeanyit
tisers because of the language chosen,
r the directions of the label.
which set up a prohibition against
false advertising, not alone because it
>f course, that was not the intent
letter of the proposed law. but, was false or misleading, but also bertheless. it was used as a weapon
cause of nossible 'ambiguity or infernst its passage. In this bill the
ence.' "With thein great
power given
the Secretary
the original
bill, toit
ises
for
"curins."
the
advertising
rrhich is prohibited, have been
was felt that injustices would follow
the administration of the act without
:ed to cancer, tuberculosis, venediseases. and heart and vascular
givine the public any degree
ises. These are the diseases for ai-tuallv
of added protection.
h the virtues and values of remeSimilar Principle
have been advertised and which
scientific world believes to be un- "AS A MATTER of fact, all needed
I+antiated. The list in this bill is
ted, but may be added to from protection can be given by a prohibition against false or misleading statej to time as the Committee on Pubments in advertising. Similar
JTealth may recommend.
Vs to the method of the selection laneruase in the present law applicable
has been effectively prohis Public Health Committee, it is to the labels
tective of consumer interests, and at
to quote from the bill. This comthe same time has not been construed
ee is to "consist of five members
as unduly embarrassing to honest
{mated by the President with a producers.
This bill applies exactlv
p*dins
to and
theirinterest
distinguished
to the matter of adin publicscientific
health the same principle
without regard to their political labeling. vertising as existing law does to
iations." Personnel so chosen must
"It is felt by those who have gone
oal to the American people and
rantee the reasonableness and over the bill carefully that its armnsrement is more orderly and capntific worth of their conclusions.
able of better understanding. _ Cer^Fhere was much complaint from
tainly the bringing together of similar
:y growers and others regarding the subjects
under appropriate chapter
notions placed upon the sale of heads makes
the bill better suited to
h fruits and vegetables in pack- study and practical use. A great deal
;. The bill before us exempts
of discussion over the bill as originally
ural
iers. products sold in open con- introduced undoubtedly arose because
it was difficult to follow and understand.
Factory Inspection
bill is now in form and ready
IE small manufacturers and for"The
study
by everybody Tiavine an indueers complained of a provision in
terest in food and drug legislation. If
it is enacted into law. the health and
original bill providing for "volunwelfare of our people will be given
v inspection" of factories. It was
ified that the inclusion of this pro- much greater protection. It will place
on in the bill would result, in fact, no undue burden on honest industry.
mandatory inspection with the ex"It is hoped
theremeasure;
may be but,
speedyof
se of inspection for each and every
enactment
of the
course,
this
will
not
be
attempted
until
tory. As a matter of fact, the.adlistration was aiming at the control
there has been plenty of time to digest
certain sea foods.
its proposals."
Dr.
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State Legislatures Watched
PENDING completion of the organization of state committees of the
NAB, now being undertaken by
Philip G. Loucks, NAB managing
director, steps are being taken by
Henry A. Bellows, as legislative
counsel of the NAB, for the designation of individuals in each state to
keep in touch with any legislation
affecting radio. Mr. Bellows has contacted broadcasters in each state,
for the most part those residing in
the capital cities, asking them to
keep him apprised of any measures
offered in state legislatures which
may affect radio. More than 40 of
the 48 state legislatures are currently in session and there have been
many ureshints
of plans
to derive
revenueto offer
from measradio
throughtionaladvertising
taxes or occupataxes.
Copeland Opposition
(Continued from page 46)
papers operating solely in intrastate
commerce, and was not meant as an
attack upon radio.
Finally, S-5 provides that the new
law should take effect one year after
date of approval, with the existing
law to remain in force until that
time. It specifies also that sections
authorizing the Secretary of Agriculture tofomake
rcement of the regulations
new act and for
set enup
the advisory committees, shall become effective upon approval of the
legislation, with the Secretary authorized to conduct hearings and to
promulgate
to becomedate.
effective on orregulations
after the effective
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Discount and Rebate Provisions
In New NBC Rate Card
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New NBC Rates
{Continued from page 7)
and chairman of the board of
NBC ; M. H. Aylesworth, NBC
president, and Richard C. Patterson,
Jr., NBC executive vice president.
Nearly every official in NBC has
participated in the drafting of the
plans, with the station relations
aspects centering under Vice President Mason and Donald Withycomb,
who recently resigned as manager
of station relations, to become
general manager of WFIL, Philadelphia. Mr. Kobak and E. P. H.
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BROADCASTERS
PENNSYLVANIA

James, sales promotion manager,
have figured prominently in the
alignment of the new rate structure.
Station compensation has been a
serious bone of contention between
NBC and certain of its affiliates for
a number of years. Until the new
propositions are presented to individual stations their reactions obviously will not be known. . Some
repercussions, of course, are expected, particularly from supplementary stations which are destined
to suffer reductions.
Montgomery Ward Series
MONTGOMERY WARD & Co.,
Chicago mail order house, is using
radio in an institutional campaign
designed to increase the company's
prestige with its farm customers
and to combat the association of
cheapness with mail order merchandise by sponsoring a series of highly dignified programs which contain
no commercial announcements. The
advertising is limited to a simple
credit line at the beginning and
closing of each broadcast. Called
"Immortal Dramas," the programs
are a series of biblical stories from
the Old Testament, dramatized
against a background of choral and
instrumental music. Lloyd Lewis.
Chicago author, dramatist and historian, prepared the scripts. Hays
MacFarland & Co., Chicago, is the
agency.
From Ravag to NBC
AS A RESULT of her broadcast of
one of Ravag's "Merry Evening"
programs
to the Marcelle
United" States
last
summer, Miss
Luzzatto,
member of an old Vienna family and
a regular announcer on the Viennese station, has been engaged by
NBC and soon will join its staff,
according to a report from Vienna.
Miss Luzzatto speaks English,
French, German and Italian fluently. The report says she will be
troit.
assigned
by NBC to a post in DeAPPLICATION for a new "high
fidelity" station to operate in the recently opened 1500-1600 kc. band
was filed with the FCC Jan. 5 by
Eugene DeBogory, trading as Dallas
Radio Research Engineers, Dallas,
Tex. The application is for 1550
kc. with 1,000 watts day and night.

Limiting

of

Isst

In Copyright C
Government Asks Stripp?
Of Suit to Essentials
WITH A VIEW to expediting
judication of its anti-trust
against the American Societ;
Composers, Authors & Public
the Department of Justice thr<
Andrew W. Bennett, special assis
to the attorney general, on Jar
presented arguments to the I V
District Court for Southern
Y'ork in support of its motioi I
strip the case
of what it consi
irrelevant
matter.
The motion was filed by the !
partment on Jan. 2 and served t J
Nathan Burkan. general counse ')
ASCAP,
and Henry AVard Bi
counsel for a number of the I
spondents who adopted the ASCp
answer as their own. The mo
was directed at all allegations
the ASCAP answer pertaining
the difficulties of ASCAP v
users of music in fighting "pirar
the operation of foreign copyri li
societies, hearings before Cong] J
sional committees
on copyri I:
amendments, and simliar matters:
Commission Plan
ALSO INVOLVED in the argum I
on Jan. 11 were the merits of |
motion field in behalf of ASG,
that a commission be appointed
the court to take testimony in E;
land, France, Germany. Austria a
Italy and in practically all of I
large cities in this country. On Ji
4 the Department was served w;
a rule to show cause why such
commission should not be appoint!
In his argument before Fedei
Judge Knox, Mr. Bennett stress
the alleged price-fixing aspects
ASCAP activity. Lawful individrj
monopolies granted by the copyrig
statute may not be unitedly ex(
cised to restrain competition,
effect a monopoly or to fix prices, 1
contended. The power to fix rdya
ties, exercised by ASCAP, 1
argued, "is tantamount to tl
power toDominating
fix prices." Power
ON THIS SCORE, Mr. Bennett coi
tinued: "The mere fact that th
combining copyright owners in th
Society have actually impresse
upon the radio industry their d<
mands for a fixed percentage of th
income (not profits) of each sts
tion is a conclusive demonstratio:
of their power to dominate indu.<
tries dependent upon the perform
ance of music for economic exist
ence. It is conclusive of the fac
that by combining their public per
formance rights they have create!
in themselves, acting through thi
Society, the power to fix and main
tain royalties that is, the power t<
Such a vesting of power in on|
fix prices."
group
to fix prices, Mr. Bennett con
tended, constitutes the monopoly in
violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust
Act. Since price-fixing is a violation
of the Sherman Act, he concluded,
the additional defense alleged in
the ASCAP answer which involved
the difficulties of that organization
with regard to piracies, hearings
before Congressional committee?
and similar items, constitute no de
fense and should have no part in
the case.
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(1) Dynamic Microphone.
(2) 701 A Speech Input for
studio use.
(3) 1A Frequency Monitoring Unit.
(4) 12B Transmitter — 100
Watt output.
(5) 71 A Amplifier which
steps up output of 12B
Transmitter to 250 or 500
or 1000 watts. A 5000 Watt
Amplifier may be coupled
with the 12B and the 71 A
Amplifier for 5KW operation.
(6) 15 A Speech Input for
station use.
(7) 50KW Transmitter.
(8) Synchronizing System
for common frequency
broadcasting.
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Whether your station is large or small, you can rely on Western Electric equipment to put programs on the air at their best! Microphones, speech input equipments,
transmitters, amplifiers, tubes for every purpose— all are made to give long service
and highest quality transmission.
In addition to commercial broadcasting apparatus, Western Electric has pioneered
radio telephone equipment for aviation, marine and police use — the latter in both
the medium and ultra-high frequency bands.
For full information regarding Western Electric broadcasting and police radio
equipment to meet your particular needs, write to Graybar Electric, Graybar Building, New York — or telephone Graybar's nearest branch.

Western

Electric

RADIO
TELEPHONE
BROADCASTING
EQUIPMENT
^
In Canada: Northern Electric Co., Ltd. ----Distributed by GRAYBAR Electric Company
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ACTIONS

FEDERAL

OF

THE

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

(Broadcast Division)
JAN. 1 TO JAN 13, INCLUSIVE
Decisions

. . .
JANUARY 8
WNBZ,equip.,
Saranac
Lake,50 N.
Y. — wGranted
CP
change
increase
to 100
D.
WUH, Newport News, Va. — Granted CP install
new equip., increase 100 to 250 w D.
Hall,kc Anderson,
S. C. — Granted
CPNEW,
new Wilton
station E.1200
100 w unltd.
WFBC, Greenville, S. C. — Granted CP install
new equip.,
mitter site. increase 1 to 5 kw D, change transWDAY, Fargo, N. D. — Granted CP change
equip., increase 2% to 5 kw D.
WMT, mitterWaterloo,
la. — Granted
moveto transnear Cedar Rapids,
move CP
studio
Cedar
Rapids if not interfering with WREC.
KWCR, Cedar Rapids, la. — Granted CP move
station to near Des Moines, studio to Des Moines.
WDGY, Minneapolis — Granted CP change
equip., increase 2^ to 5 kw D.
KWK,
St. Louis
— Granted
CP change equip.,
increase 2%
to 6 kw
D.
KECA, Los Angeles — Granted modif, CP extend completion to 3-15-35.
KGB, San Diego, Cal. — Granted modif. CP extend commencement to 2-1-35, completion 5-1-35.
CP WJEJ,
1210 kcHagerstown,
100 w D. Md. — Granted license for
WLVA,
Lynchburg,
Granted license for
CP 1200 kc 100 w N 250 Va.D —unltd.
WEHC,
Charlottesville,
Va.
license
for CP 1420 kc 100 w N 250 w —D Granted
sharing WEED
N, unltd. D.
WBTM,
Granted
1370
kc 100Danville,
w N 250 Va.
w D— spec,
hours.license for CP
WHDF,
Calumet,
Mich.
—
Granted
license for
CP 1370 kc 100 w N 250 w D spec, hours.
WPTF,
Raleigh,
N.
C.
—
Granted
license
for CP
680 kc 6 kw N 5 kw D ltd.
WHBF,
Rock
Island,
111.
—
Granted
license
for
CP 1210 kc 100 w N 250 w D unltd.
KFCB,
Seattle
—
Granted
license
for
CP
650
kc
250 w ltd.
KGEK,
— Granted license for CP
1200
kc 100Sterling,
w spec, Col
hours.
WMEX,
Chelsea,
Mass.
— Granted modif. license
to move studio to Boston.
WDOD,
Chattanooga,
Tenn.to —5 Granted
license to increase from 2%
kw D. modif.
KFSG,
Los
Angeles
—
Granted
to increase from 500 w to 1 kw. modif. license
KJBS, San Francisco — Granted modif. license
to change from spec, to ltd.
modif. license
to KRKD,
increase Los
fromAngeles
500 w —to Granted
1 kw.
WBAL, Baltimore — Granted consent to transfer control to American Radio News Corp.
WLIT, Philadelphia — Granted consent voluntary assignment license to WFIL Broadcasting
Co.
WFI,
Philadelphia
— Granted
voluntary assignment
license
to WFILconsent
Broadcasting
Co.
WIOD, Miami Beach, Fla. — Granted consent
transfer control to Metropolis Publishing Co.
NEW, Wm Schield, Sydney R. Lewis &
Harold Smithson, trustees of Golden Empire
Brdcstg.
station 950Co.,kc Ltd.,
250 wChico,
D. Cal. — Granted CP new
W7XBD, Portland, Ore. — Granted modif. CP
extend completion to 8-15-35.
KGKF, Scottsbluff, Neb. — Granted CP change
equip., increase 100 to 250 w D.
WJBC, Bloomington, 111. — Granted CP change
equip.
WJAC, Norfolk, Neb. — Granted CP change
equip.
KFXD, Nampa, Idaho — Granted CP change
equip., increase 100 to 250 w D.
KPQ, Wenatachee, Wash. — Granted CP move
locally, change equip., increase 100 to 250 w D.
WOL, Washington, D. C. — Granted modif. CP
extend completion to 5-15-35.
WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C. — Granted modif.
CP extend completion to 3-21-35.
WOC, Davenport, la. — Granted modif. CP
change equip., granted license for CP move to
Davenport, install new equip., change from 1420
to 1370 kc, 100 w unltd.
KOIL, Council Bluffs, la. — Granted modif. CP
change equip., granted license for CP authorizing move
transmitter
kw D,
1 kw
N 1260 kclocally,
unltd. increase 1 to 2%
KGW Portland, Ore. — Granted modif. CP increase %yt to 5 kw D, extend commencement to
60 days from Jan. 8, completion to 7-2-35.
EXAMINER'S
REPORTlicense
— KFEQ,on
St.ACTION
Joseph, ONMo.,
granted renewal
regular basis, sustaining Examiner Hill.
MISCELLANEOUS — WSPD, Toledo, O., denied
permission to intervene in applic.
Community
Brdcstg., Co., for new station in Toledo; KDYL,
Salt Lake City, granted permission to intervene hearing of applic. of Paul Q. Callister for
new station; Brown Radio Service Lab.,
Rochester, N. Y., denied petition to reconsider
applic. for hearing for new station; Paul Q.
Callister, Salt Lake City, granted permission to
take depositions for hearing applic. new staPage 50

tion, set for hearing Jan. 30; WIP, Philadelphia,
action of Nov. 27, 1934, granted temporary extension license reconsidered and applic. for renewal on regular basis to 3-1-35 granted; WIND,
Gary, Ind., applic. for renewal of license set for
hearing; NEW, Albert T. Roche & Harold
Smithson, Chico, Cal., CP erect new station,
heretofore set for hearing, dismissed since applic. was superseded; NEW, Joseph M. Hallock,
Baker, Ore., CP new station, heretofore set
for hearing, dismissed request applic; WJBK,
Detroit, CP move transmitter, heretofore set
for hearing, dismissed request applic; WINS,
New
York, granted
p.m. during
January. temp. auth. operate 7:15-7:30
SET FOK HEARING — WBNX, New York, CP
change equip., increase 250 w to 2% kw D, no
change N; NEW, Howell Broadcasting Co., Inc.,
Rochester, N. Y„ CP 1210 kc 100 w N 250 w D
unltd.; WRC, Washington, D. C, CP move station locally, install new equip., increase 500 w
N 1 kw D to 1 kw N 5 kw D 950 kc unltd.;
WHBC, Canton, O., CP change equip., increase
100 to 250 w D; WGBI, Scranton, Pa., CP install
new equip., increase 250 w to 1 kw; NEW, Cliton Broadcasting Corp., Clinton, S. C, CP 620 kc
500 w D; NEW, Leo J. Blanchard, Fredericksburg, Tex., CP 1310 kc 100 w spec; NEW, Valley
Broadcasting
Service, Chattanooga, Tenn., CP
1120
kc
100
-w
NEW,1500William
Muskogee, Okla.,D; CP
kc 100L. wWaltman,
unltd.;
NEW, Denton Broadcasting Co., Eugene DeBogory,
Denton,
Tex.,
CP
14Z0
kc
100
w
D;
Palestine Broadcasting Assn., Palestine, NEW
Tex.,
CP 1420 kc 100 w D.; NEW, Big Springs, Tex.,
CP 1210 kc 100 w D; NEW, Eugene
DeBogory,
Temple, Tex., CP 1310 kc 100 w D; NEW, E W
Patrick, Brookfield, Mo., CP 1310 kc 100
w
unltd.;Inc.,NEW,
Valley Broadcasting
Co.,
East Mississippi
St. Louis, 111.,
CP 1500 kc 100 w
unltd.; KFJB, Marshalltown, la., CP change
equip., change from 1200 to 1230 kc, increase
from 100 w N 250 w D to 500 w, increase hours
from spec, to unltd.; NEW, Dr. George W
Young, Minneapolis, CP
kc 100 w unltd.;
NEW, George B. Bairey, 1370
Valley City, N. D CP
1310 kc 100 w unltd.; KWTO, Springfield,
CP change equip., increase from 1 to 5 kw Mo.,
WBBR, Brooklyn, CP
change equip., increase D;
to 5 kw D; WIND, Gary, Ind., CP change equip.,1
increase 2% to 5 kw D; WCAZ, Carthage, 111,
CP
increase 100 to 250 w DNEW,change
Helenaequip.,
Brdcstg.
Helena, Mont, CP
new station 1420 kc 100 Co.,
w unltd.; NEW Twin
Cities Broadcasters, Centralia.,
Wash., CP new
station 1200 kc 100 w
NEW, Fred L
Packard, A. Rosenberg, unltd.;
Los
Angeles,
new
station 1160 kc 250 w D; NEW, Radio CPService
Inc., Las Vegas, Nev., CP new station 1200 kc
100 w unltd.;
Los Angeles,
equip., increase KCFJ,
to 250 w D, operateCP change
250
w midnight to 6 a.m.; WKRC, Cincinnati,withmodif.
CP change equip., increase from 500 w to 1 kw
N and 2% to 5 kw D, extend completion 90 days
after
1-29-35;
WATR,
Conn,
modif. license
from 1190 toWaterbury,
1200 kc, increase
hours D to unltd.; WFBR, Baltimore.,
modif,
license to increase from 500 w to 1 kw; WSA1
Cincinnati, modif. license to increase 2% to 5
kw D; WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis., modif. license
from 1410 to 1300 kc, decrease from 500 to 250
w N, change
from sharing WROK to
unltd.;
KGAR, hours
Tucson, Ariz., modif. license
from
1370
to
1450
kc,
100 to 250 w NKALE, Portland, Ore., increase
modif. license from 1300
to 1250 kc, change hours from spec, to unltd ;
KDFN, Casper, Wyo., modif. license from 1440
to 630 kc; WFEA, Manchester, N. H, exp. auth
increase 500 w to 1 kw N; WGAR,
Cleveland,
exp. auth.,
increase 500 w to 1 kw N- NEW
Utah
Broadcasting
Co.,
Salt
Lake
City,
CP new
station 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— KSOO, Sioux
S. D , granted extension temp. auth. operFalls,ate spec,
hours; WNAD, Norman, Okla., granted
temp. auth.
mains silent. operate spec, hours if KGGF reApplications
... 2
JANUARY
NEW, Ashland Broadcasting Co., Ashland Ky
— CP new station 1310 kc 100 w unltd
WSPD, Toledo, O.— Modif. CP
modified to
change equip., move transmitter,as amended
re
equip.
NEW, Price Siever, O. L. Bayless, J. W. Steele
Jr., Duncan, Okla. — CP new station 1500 kc 100
w unltd.
NEW, East Texas Broadcasting Co., Dallas — CP
new
station 1500 kc 100 w specified hours
amended to simul. — D with KGKB and specified
hours 8 p.m. to midnight.
NEW, Homer York, Lufkin, Tex. — CP new station 1340 kc 250 w unltd., amended re studio
location.
WJBO,
Rouge, La. — License for CP as
modified toBaton
transmitter. install new equip., move studio and
NEW, Lakeland Broadcasting Co., Lakeland,
Fla. — CP transmitter
new stationand 1200 kc 100 w unltd
amended
studio to Hotel Florida

NEW, 1420
Wm.kc A.100 Schall,
Omaha, Neb. — CP
station
w unltd.,
amended to 1500
WHBL,
Sheboygan,
Wis.
— CP install
equip.
NEW, Springfield Newspapers, Inc., Springs
Mo- — CP new station 1120 kc 250 w unltd.
NEW, Mississippi
Valley Broadcasting
Inc.,
City, Mo.
— CP new station i
kc 100Jefferson
w D.
KFRU,
Columbia,
Mo. — Modif. license
WGBF
simul.
rele
ot hours and
by WOS).
w^?>&r?
fro,m
sharinSWGBF
WGBF,(contingent
WOS to shar
i^KX^'
Ore.;— CPincrease
change from
from 142
1410
change
100
250
w kc,
LSPortland.
to 500 w.equip.,
KFRC, San Francisco — Modif. CP as modi
to extend commencement date to 2-1-35
completion
5-1-35, •
KHJ, Los toAngeles—
CP as modifiec
extend
commencement Modif.
to 2-1-35
and comple
to 5-1-35.
{Continued on page 51)

Radio: The Fifth Estate
(Continued from page 30)

Gruenberg plead for a "white" list of good p
grams rather than for hysterical censorship.
Radio in the United States is paid a strik£
tribute by Dr. Stephen Duggan, director of g|
Institute of International Relations, who claii

that our
ing-supp
ortedarebroadcas
a'
freer
from advertis
propaga
nda than
those ts
of ad1
other nation in the world. William Hard do
■V
his usual splendid work in showing the construf;
tive force which American radio exerts on publj
opinion, while Dr. Glenn Frank, president of tl4
University of Wisconsin, goes so far as to suf
gest that broadcasting may some day complete I
revolutionize our present convention system i
picking national candidates.
The utter impracticability of applying tl1
Canadian system in the United States, and tt,_
expression of grave misgivings as to its ult
mate success in Canada, are voiced by Merri ! Denison, author and dramatist. Those enan
ored with governmental broadcasting should t £:.:
required to read the article by Herr Dresslei
Andress, which paints with amazing franknesi it:;
the extent to which broadcasting has been use
to inculcate the public with Nazi principles.
Undoubtedly the greatest contribution in th as
volume is the scholarly and thought-provokin;
analysis of radio and freedom of speech pre
sented by Mr. Caldwell. Few have made a mort
thorough study of the entire subject of freedon
of speech, and it is a matter of grave concern tc
hear him claim that the constitutional guaran
tees of freedom of speech have been serioush
impaired, potentially, in the structure of radi(
law which has been reared in this country since
1927.

Other items of interest include a complete
spiking of the criticism that American radii
appeals only to the lower cultural groups, oj
Dr. Hettinger; a splendid tribute to the sociat
service rendered by broadcasting by Louis E,
Kirstein, prominent retailer and former NR^
executive, and a picture of possible future edu
cational broadcasting by John Erskine, author,
which would do more to revolutionize education'
tS?.^ t0 cnanSe broadcasting. In some ways it
is a pity that the controversial aspects, of broad- (IN
casting were not treated more thoroughly, but
limitation of space probably prevented this.
IT
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ibB,
Angelescommencement
— Modif. CP asto
Ified Los
to extend
J6. completion to 5-1-35.
Mont. —780Extension
ijJHL,
auth. Billings,
to operate
kc to
•PLICATION RETURNED —
t,Radio
Edwin Advertising
A. Kraft d/bCo.,as Juneau,
North,#ta, CP new station 610 kc or
available, 250 w unltd.
JANUARY 4
Tupper Lake, N. Y. —
HDL,
tt. install automatic freq. con|INS, New York — Modif. license
Change name to Hearst Radio,
IPHR, Petersburg, Va. — Requests
|ent
tion. to transfer control of corMWJ, Detroit — CP new equip.,
|e transmitter, increase from 1
'to 1 kw 5 kw LS.
— Modif. CP
Staunton,to Va.
|SVA,
nd completion
4-4-35.
|EW,
Benavides Independent
>ol station
District, 1350
Benavides,
kc 100Tex. w— CPD
nded to 1310 kc 50 w.
KJKO, Wichita Falls, Tex. — Exyioxi
operate addiial 250spec.
w N auth.
to 9-1-35.
GRS,
Amarillo,
Tex. — Modif.
pse from specified to unltd.,
Inded to contingent granting of
AG applic, for change in freq.
GKO,
Wichita
Falls, Tex. —
lif. spec. auth. for 750 w addial N (1 kw) to 9-1-35.
jEW,
DeBogory, tr.Co.,
as
wnsvilleEugene Broadcasting
'wnsville, Tex. — CP new station
■ kc 100 w unltd.
'PAX,
— License
CP moveThomasville,
studio and Ga.
transmitter,
rtge equip, and hours.
:TSA,
Modif,
c. auth.Sanas Antonio,
modified Tex.
for — 550
kc
winded
midnight
to
6
a.m.
to
4-1-35,
to 1 to 6 a.m.
/SIX, transmitter
Springfield, and
Tenn.studio
— CP
Ire
nded from 1210 to 1370 kc.
/EOK,
111. — Modif.
nse to Rockford,
change
hours
from
;7HBL to unltd. (contingent upon
nting WHBL
applic. for freq.
nge).
;SD, St. Louis — Modif. CP as
iified to change equip, and exjd commencement to 10 days after
.nt and completion to 150 days
jreafter.
TEW, Garden City Broadcasting
Garden
— CP new
sta1210 kcCity,
100 Kan.
w unltd.
amended
transmitter site.
JEW, W. R. Cramer & G. A.
Person d/b as Omaha BroadcastCo.,
— CPamended
new ata-to
ri 1200 Omaha,
kc 100 w Neb.
unltd.
,0 kc and transmitter site.
JVHBU,
— Consent
transfer Anderson,
control of Ind.
corporation.
VFBM,
Indianapolis
—
CP
move
dio and transmitter and change
lip.,
ase 1amended
to 5 kw reD. equip, and inVHFC, Cicero, 111. — CP install new
up., increase 100 to 250 w D.
JANUARY 5
ISN, Milwaukee — Modif. license
change name to Hearst Radio,
EW; Riverside Broadcasting Co.,
.erside, Cal. — CP new station 820
100 w D amended re equip, and
rease from 100 to 250 w D.
iQW, San Jose, Cal. — License for
. as modified to change equip., incase power.
(j£SL,
— Determine
iwer Salt
by Lake
directCitymeasurement
ended re equip.
JBS, San Francisco — License for
as modified to change equip.,
rease from 100 to 500 w.
\"EW,
EugeneResearch
DeBogory,
d/b as
las Radio
Engineers,
lias,
Tex.
—
CP
for
new
exp.
stan 1550 kc 1 kw D & N.
APPLICATIONS
RETURNED —
PA, Spartanburg, S. C, modif.
as modified to install new equip.;
BHS, Huntsville, Ala., CP move
idio and transmitter, change call
ters to WTVA; NEW, Universal
vertising Agency, Laredo, Tex.,
thority to transmit sustaining
jgrams to all stations in Mexico;
:W, I. J. & J. Kohn, Nashville,
nn., CP new station 1370 kc 100
unltd.; NEW, Palm Beach Broadsting Service, West Palm Beach,
.a., CP new station 1370 kc 100 w
'ltd.;
Baptist
Church,
imford,NEW,
Tex.,First
CP new
station
1210
30 w spec, hours; NEW, L. C.
ROADCASTING
I

Memmott
& E. H. Carter, Rapid
City, S. D., CP new station 1200 kc
100 w N 250 w LS spec, hours;
NEW, Southwestern Broadcasting
Co., San
CP new station 1210 Diego,
kc 100 Cal.,
w unltd.
JANUARY 7
WJZ, New York — Extension exp.
auth. to use 50 kw to 8-1-35.
WHK, Cleveland — Modif. license
to
from 1 and 2% kw D to
5 kwincrease
D.
WWPA, Clarion, Pa. — Modif. CP
extendtion dates.
commencement and complePetersburg, date.
Va. — Modif.
CPWPHR,
extend completion
WORK, York, Pa. — Extension
exp. auth. change from 100 to 1320
kc, change antenna.
from D to unltd., use
directional
WKRC, Cincinnati — Extension
exp. auth. use 1 kw to 9-1-35.
WWPA, Clarion, Pa. — Auth, to
transfer control to Fort Industry
Co.
WSGN, Birmingham, Ala. — License for CP as modified to increase
D power, change equip.
to WNBR,
increase Memphis
500 w to— 1Modif.
kw D license
KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark.— Extension spec. auth. to change from 1040
to 1060 kc, change hours.
WTCN, Minneapolis — Modif. CP
move transmitter, change type of
antenna, extend completion date.
KWTN, Watertown, S. D. — Modif.
CP as modified to extend completion
date.
WIBW, Topeka, Kan. — License for
CO increase power, install new
equip.
NEW, William B. Smullin, Salem,
Ore. — CP 1330 kc 500 w unltd,
amended to 1440 kc, change equip.
APPLICATION RETURNED —
KIT, Yakima, Wash., voluntary ascasters,signment
Inc. license to Valley BroadJANUARY 10
WBAL,operate
Baltimore — Extension exp.
auth.
simul. with KTHS
spec, hours 2-1-35 to 8-1-35.
NEW, Worcester Broadcasting Co.,
Inc., Worcester, Mass. — CP new station 1200 kc 100 w unltd. (Resubmitted.)
NEW, Cumberland Bdrcstg. Co.,
Inc., Portland, Me.— CP new station
1210 kc 100 w unltd. (Resubmitted.)
NEW, Hartford Bdrcstg. Co., Inc.,
Hartford, Conn. — CP new station
1200 kc 100 w unltd. (Resubmitted.)
WMBQ, Brooklyn
Involuntary
assignment
license to— Paul
J. Gollhofer & Lillian B. Kiefer, d/b as Radio Station WMBQ.
WBIG, Greensboro, N. C. — Auth.
determine power by direct measurement.
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C. — License to
use old transmitter as auxiliary;
modif. exp. auth. to use 5 kw to 2-135.
NEW, Pope Foster, Mobile, Ala. —
CP new station 1200 kc 100 w D,
amended to 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
NEW, Neth L. Leachman, Dallas,
Tex. — CP new station 1200 kc 100 w
unltd., amended to change name to
Centennial Brdcstg. Corp.
KGKO, Wichita Falls, Tex. — Exp.
auth. 1240 kc 1 kw spec, hours;
KTAT, Fort Worth, Tex., exp. auth.
570 kc 500 w spec, hours.
NEW, Educational Radio, Inc.,
Spartanburg, S. C. — CP new station
1420 kc 100 w unltd., amended re
equip.
WHJB,
change
equip.Greensburg, Pa. — CP
WA
IOO

ill

JANUARY 11
WHDL,
Olean,
N. Y.,100
— CP change
equip.,
increase from
move transmitter
locally. to 250 w,
WLNH,
Laconia, hours
N. H. — from
-Modif.D license to increase
to
unltd., 190 w N.
WJAR,
Providence,
R. I.power
— Extension exp. auth.
additional
250
w 3-1-35 to 9-1-36.
to WLW,
increaseCincinnati
from 50 —tq Modif.
500 kw. license
NEW. Ardmoreite Pub. Co., Inc.,
Ardmore, Okla. — CP new station
1210 kc 100 w spec, hours, amended
to D.
KMAC, San Antonio — CP move
transmitter, change frequency. Increase power and hours, amended to
exp. auth. change from 1370 to 940
kc, increase from 100 w to 1 kw, increase hours from Sh-KONO to unltd., change equip., move transmitter
to Rural.
WNBR,
determine power Memphis
by direct— Auth.
measurement.
NEW,
Eugene
DeBogory
&
Mildred English, d/b as Dallas Brdcstg.
Co , Dallas, Tex. — CP new station
1500 kcmitter100location
w, and
amended
trans-to
change rehours
spec. 100 w.
NEW,
Brdcstg.
luth,
Minn.Duluth
— CP new
stationCo.,
1200 Dukc
100 w unltd., amended to 1500 kc.
NEW,
KGBX,
Inc.,
St.
Joseph,
Mo.
— CP new station 1500 kc 100 w N
250 w D unltd., amended to 100 w
D & N.
KFEQ,cense to increase
St. Joseph,D Mo.
Modif. andlito —unltd.,
from 2% kw D to 500 w N, 2% kw
WISN, Milwaukee, Wis. — CP
change cally,
equip.,
loD,
increase move
from transmitter
250 w N 1 kw
D to 1 kw D & N.
KRKO,
Wash. — and
CP
change
equip.,Everett,
move transmitter
studio
locally.
— Modif.
CPKOOS,
change Marshfield,
equip., changeOre.from
1370
to 1200 kc, increase from 100 w to
250 w to request further change to
1260 kc and extend completion date,
amended to request 1390 kc.
NEW, Edwin A. Kraft, d/b as
Northwest Radio Advertising Co.,
Juneau,
Alaska — CP erect new stamitted.)
tion 610 kc 250 w unltd. (ResubKGVO, Missoula, Mont. — CP new
equip., change from 1200 to 1260 kc,
increase from 100 w to 1 kw, amended mitter
requesting
transand further move
equip, ofchanges.
NEW, Eagle Rock Brdcstg. Co.,
Charles A. Butler, E. Kaufman,
Eagle Rock, Cal. — CP new station
1160 kc mitter250
site. w D, amended re transKMTR, Los Angeles — CP change
equip.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED —
WMBQ, Brooklyn, involuntary assignment license; WMFD, Wilmington, N. C, modif. CP for new station
requesting extension completion
date; WMC, Memphis, modif. exp.
auth. out
operate
additional
power WPTF,
withdirectional
antenna;
Raleigh, N. C, extension exp. auth.
for 5 kw to 11 p.m.; NEW, Victor B.
Pitts, Raton, N. M., CP new station
1500 kc 50w D. ; KVL, Seattle, modif.
license from 1370 to 1070 kc, hours
from sharing KRKO to D.
Ratifications . . .
KIDW,
— Granted
temp.
auth.Lamar,
operate Col.
simultaneous
with
KGIW
for
30
days.
(Action
taken Dec. 17.)
(Continued on page 53)
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TO
MAKE
A' TEST/
... to prove for themselves what a number of large studios have discovered — that
the Amperite SR-80 Velocity is definitely
the leading- microphone in the professional
class — and anythat
it's the !easiest
waya toTWOiminstallation
WEEKS proveTRIAL,
is offered, Now,
and limited,
to
100 responsible broadcast engineers. Get
the details of this offer, and the 7-points
of superiority
SR-80.
our !illustrated Bulletin of
FS. theWrite
for init now

Did your station .shut down
the last time you were
home ill V That might
sound silly to you . . . but
some radio-men think they
are indispensable. Of
course . . . they're wrong
.waiting
. . for there's
for another
your man
job
RIGHT NOW !
There's just as much opportunity in front of the control
board as there is in front of
the "mike."
There's good money and a
good future in radio for
those men who have sufficient technical training
to take advantage of the
opportunity
it the
arrives. CREI when
offers you
original course in advanced
practical radio engineering
to help you HOLD and
IMPROVE your present
position. Today, there are
CREI students and graduates in more than 120 U. S.
broadcast stations. These
men are "going places" . . .
why don't you?
Write today for complete information about the CREI
home study and residence
courses . . . and the easy way
you can
pay for
this valuable technical
education.
New 44-page illustrated
catalog mailed on request.

CAPITOL
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engineering^
institute
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New Office Booking Time
On Foreign Broadcasters
CAPT. LEONARD F. PLUGGE,
British advertising man who recently came to this country to survey the radio situation, has announced the formation of Imperial
Broadcasting Corp., of London, representing various stations in France,
Spain and other European countries
where commercial programs are accepted. American offices have been
opened in the RCA Bldg., New York,
with Mr. Plugge, Clarence Davis
and Alex Wiren as resident directors. The company is offering time
on the 10,000-watt "Radio Normandie," of France, for American
advertisers seeking to
reach the
British Isles where the British
Broadcasting Corp. accepts no commercial accounts ; on the 100,000watt Paris Poste Parisien station,
and on the 200,000-watt Radio Luxembourg, among others in Europe.

Foreign Programs
BROADCASTING Abroad, Inc., exclusive sales representatives of
Broadcasting Abroad. Ltd., has
opened recording studios at 29 W.
o7th St., New York, occupying the
entire tenth floor. The organization specializes in building and
broadcasting programs in foreign
countries for American exporters
and advertising agencies. Programs
are broadcast over leading foreign
statio
sents. ns which the company repre-

FEDERAL
RADIO

Future

any other medium, and uses it only
when it seems to be indicated.
Moreover, the agency is in the best
possible position to coordinate all
the various forms of advertising employed by a manufacturer and to devise a type of program which best
suits the central selling theme of
the advertiser. If it takes the time
and the trouble to learn the technique of broadcasting and to assemble specialists in music, dramatic
writing, and program direction, it
is in a particularly favorable position to decide whether an advertiser
should use broadcasting, and, if so,
to create the type of program best
suited to his needs.
In the end, the decision for accepting, revising, or rejecting a commercial program rests with the advertiser who pays the bill. The
weight carried by his agency's opinions depends upon his confidence in
the judgment and experience of its
members.
Danger of Bureaucracy
RECENTLY, well-advised advertising agencies have been pointing out
to their clients that extremely vocal
groups have come into existence to
protest against offensiveness and
horror and cheapness on the radio.
They can and will make themselves
felt if once they are sufficiently organized and properly led. The
danger is that they may not be able
to stop at reformation. They may
find that through their legislators,
always eager to cock an ear for a

TELEGRAPH

TUBES

of Radio Advertising
(Continued from page 9)

CO.

FAMED
FOR PERFORMANCE

LONG LIFE * UNIFORM
CHARACTERISTICS
Made under Federal Telegraph
Company-Owned Patents

Self-restraint Needed
THE BETTER solution for the future of radio would be for it to reform itself from within, as all advertising must do. In the scramble
to sell time on the air, the networks
must not fail to exclude many products, just as today liquor advertising is excluded. That much would
be easy. The real difficulty lies with

Federal Telegraph Co.
Tube F-3S7A
Half Wave Rectifier
(Interchangeable with
U. V. 857 and W. E. 266AI

W
#F-357A, half wave rectifier
' illustrated above, represents just
one of a long line of Federal Tele-

Federal Telegraph Company, a Mackay
Radio subsuiiary, maintains
a lube service
organization that really wants to serve you.

graph Co. Radio Tubes "Famed for
Per/brmance"throughoutthe world.
Federal Telegraph Co. engineers
have greatly improved this type of
mercury vapor tube by shielding it.
In F-357Athe arc is confined within
the shield which reduces bulb blackening and materially reduces the
tendency to arc back. A special
filament core material insures permanency of the oxide coating and
prevents flaking. Write for catalog.

FEDERAL TELEGRAPH COMPANY, 200 Mt. Pleasant Avenue, Newark. N. J.
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popular issue, they will have taken
broadcasting out of its present
hands and rested it in bureaucracy.
It would seem that that would be
the end of the higher level to which
much of radio has climbed.
Only industrial competition could
have laid before the public every
one of the finest voices in existence,
every one of the greatest musical
organizations, and most of the popular stars of the stage and the motion pictures. If the pendulum
swings in the other direction, there
will be little incentive to the greatest personalities in the field of entertainment topermit themselves to
be beguiled to the air.
Only a commercial sponsor will
pay the high-priced piper. The cost,
like that of all advertising, means
only the tiniest fraction of a cent
per package when it is spread over
the mass sales of a national advertiser. But what political appointee
would risk having it known that out
of public funds he was paying a
great artist several thousands of dollars for a few songs?
Moreover, for planning and directing programs,
broadcasting's
rewards
have attracted
people high
who
know their showmanship as it appeals to the millions. The head of
one of the networks recently pointed
out that the educational interests of
the country are not entitled to any
further time on the air until they
have learned something about showmanship. Most educational efforts
in radio have succeeded in being so
dull that their value was only a
fraction of what it might have been.
In bureaucratic hands, directed by
those who insist upon programs of
high caliber but have never learned
the knack of being interesting, it is
not difficult to foresee the result in
this country. The American public's appetite is whetted for novelty
and skill in showmanship. It will
not be interested in anything that is
taining.
worth while unless it is also enter-

the advertiser, who Indivldua '
should realize that while a cheap '
over-commercialized
program m
pay today, a better balance of I
straint will in the end build a larg 1
audience
and insure
a continuac'
of
the present
American
syste
The trouble is that there are alwa
some who will not abide by t ;
rules.
Those who are familiar wi
American broadcasting rememb i
the exact time when commercial ai
nouncements became annoying,
happened about five years ago. if
to that time all advertisers felt th |
they must woo the public, and th i
their advertising must be lightly a j
plied and sparsely scattered throun
their programs.
Then one advertiser broke awa i
He coached his announcers
pound home his selling points rep f
titively and aggressively. On everl
hand people who discussed radtt
were loud in their damnation of th.}
particular program. And its spoi
sor's quite
sales simple.
went up!He gave
The areasol,'
was
goof
show, and he was the first to takf
advantage of all the other sponsor
He was trading upon a receptivf
state of mind which they had en;
ated.
Then the floodgates opened. Eac
advertiser said to himself that ther
was no reason for him to prepare
listening audience for this one ad
vertiser to address so emphaticall;
and directly. All commercial any
nouncements grew longer and mon
insistent.
It would be a misfortune if, mere
ly for the restriction of those wh(
refuse to restrain themselves, a sei
of definite regulations were to b«
imposed upon those who want broad
casting to be effective. Better fai t
would be the elimination of some oil:
the things which are not in the inter- 1
ests of the listener and cannot ulti- ^
mately
itself. profit the sponsor or radio

Survey by WBS
BELIEVING more information on
transcriptions would interest agencies and advertisers, as well as stations, the WBS sales promotion de-|
partment has asked its 108 affiliated H]
stations to answer the following : i
Number of transcriptions used in
daytime and in evening; how many T:
are "World" ; what percentage of broadcasting day to transcriptions
consume, commercial and sustaining.
The survey is being handled by
Adrian J. Flanter, sales promotion
manager.

K-A-X
PATENT PENDING
KEAR ANTENNA EXCITATION SYSTEM
Used on new Airways Radio Range Beacon Stations
Recent K-A-X installations
WKRC, WORC, WPEN, WPRO, WORK, W1XBS
A STABILIZED DIRECTIVE SYSTEM WHICH WILL:
Reduce interfering signals with neighboring stations on same
channel.
Increase service area in non-interfering zones.
Designed, constructed and installed to meet your requirements.
WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
McLachlen Building
Washington, D. C.
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for
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WAAB — WNAC
Squantum, Mass.
WABC
Wayne, N. J.
WFEA
Manchester, N. H.
WNEW
Carlstadt, N. J.
WBNS
Columbus,Hungary
O.
Budapest,
Vienna, Austria
WBTCharlotte, N. C.
"ElBuenos
Mundo"Aires, Argentine
WHN
New York, N. Y.
WKRC
Cincinnati, Ohio
WIND
. Gary, Indiana
St. Louis, Mo.
WIL
CKTB
St. Catherines,
Brazil
Journal Canada
Rio
de
Janeiro, Brazil
Radio
Diffuaora
Sao Paulo,
WPEN—
WRAXBrazil
Philadelphia,
Pa.
WPRO
Providence, R. I.
WNEL
San Juan, Porto Rico
WTCN
Minneapolis, Minn.
KGER
Long Beach, Calif.
Baltimore, Md.
WFBR
WBIG
Greensboro, N. C.
KWKH
Shreveport, La.
WIXBS
WORWaterbury, Conn.
Carteret, N. J.
CKYWinnipeg, Canada
York, Pa.
WORK
WQAM
Miami, Florida
WIBW
Topeka,
Kansas
CHNS
Halifax, Nova Scotia
WMAZ
Macon, Ga.
WSPD
Toldeo,
KTUL Ohio
Tulsa, Oklahoma
WCFL
Chicago, 111.
CKLW
Windsor,
Ontario
Kansas City,
Mo.
WPFM
(Police) Ala.
Birmingham,
WPFO (Police)
Knoxville,
WPGS
(Police)Tenn.
Mineola,(Police)
L. I.
KGZX
Albuquerque,
KGPB
(Police) N. Mex.
Minneapolis,
WPGL
(Police) Minn.
Binghamton,
WPGH
(Police) N. Y.
Albany,(Police)
N. Y.
KGHX
Santa (Police)
Ana, Calif.
WPDY
Atlanta,(Police)
Ga.
KNFE
Minn.
U. Duluth,
S-.
Government
Kansas City, Mo.
U. 352S.Locations
Dept.
of Commerce
Radiators
at Various

:
aw

Self-Supporting Type
(Rigid)
This impressive list of users is evidence of the
widespread acceptance of Blaw-Knox VERTICAL
RADIATORS— both the Guyed Type and the SelfSupporting (Rigid) Type.
Blaw-Knox Vertical Radiators are available in all
heights from 79 ft. to 1050 ft.
Take advantage of Blaw-Knox experience.
BLAW-KNOX
COMPANY
2038 Farmers Bank Bldg.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Offices and Representatives in Principal Cities
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements in
Broadcasting cost 7c per word for
each insertion. Cash must accompany order.close 28th and 13th of
Forms
month preceding issue.
Wanted to Buy
Will pay cash for standard one thousand
watt W.E. 6B or RCA broadcast transmitter
with power
supplyBroadcasting.
and microphone equipment. Box 262,
Situations Wanted
Progressive executive seeks connection
with station or agency as Program or Production Manager. Local and chain experience, thorough musician, announcer, handle
special events, produce shows. Will go anywhere and produce results. Box 261,
Broadcasting.
Commercial manager of thousand watt
station desiies position as station manager.
Prefer low powered station. Excellent record of sales promotion and organization over
fifteen263,yearBroadcasting.
period. At present employed.
Box
Program director, musical director, continuity writer, announcer, violinist and orchestra leader. Eight years experience.
Fine recommendations. Box 265 Broadcasting.
Engineer — B. S. Degree in Electrical Engine ring. 12 years experience in broadcast station construction, installation, operation and maintenance. Best references.
Available
Broadcasting.on short notice. Box 258,

Production man.
continuity writer,
years old, college
erences. Box 266

Western

Experienced announcer,
program
25
graduate, manager.,
excellent refBroadcasting.

Electric

1

Kw.

106 B Transmitter
FOR

SALE

A well known Radio Station, which
recently has been granted a permit
to operate at a high power, will sell
its present Western Electric 1 kw.
106 B transmitter which cost in
excess of $20,000.
The transmitter is in perfect operating condition and complete with
Western Electrical Crystal control,
all tubes including spare Western
Electric 228A power tube and duplicate set of motor generators and
pumps.

STUDIO CROWDS
WHB Now Admits O
The Other Fellow's Vie
wpoint
. . | 1^When They Write
sold two transcontinental . programs
Spikes NBC Rumor
out of San Francisco and production
REVERSING
of admittb'
visitors to anits policy
auditorium
whe
To the Editor of Broadcasting :
has increased rather than diminthey
could
watch
programs,
WH
ished,
and
if
such
instructions
were
The National Broadcasting Co., is
Kansas City, now admits guests 1
received out here they were never
not considering moving its Pacific
cards which can be obtained on
heard of by me.
Coast headquarters to Los Angeles,
I called this to the attention of by writing for them. The auc
all rumors to the contrary notwithtorium has been converted into a
the editor of this publication and
standing. We have our transmitters,
ditional studio and office space.
his reply was — "Pay no attention to
studios and general staff in San
Under this arrangement, the si:
Francisco and we are not likely to that ; this is just a filler which we
of studio audiences can be kej
use occasionally." And that is about
move them to a point where we have
how substantial all the stories are. under control. Previously a numb
no transmitters or no natural outlet
of plans had been tried to take cai
We have definite need to improve
or control of programs which we
of the demand for seats In the aud
our
facilities
in
Hollywood
to
take
might create.
torium and studios, including li
care of productions which we are stallation
I think this answers your question
of a soda fountain an
compelled
to
present
from
there.
completely. I have made essentially
tables
in
a
gallery. Eve
What form this improvement will that failed spectators'
the same statement whenever I have
to keep down the crowd
take we do not know. After months
been asked but the rumor still persists. In fact I might say that a of study we are still in the dark. AUTHORITY to transmit sustainin
short time ago when I was in Los
If we knew how permanent producto "all stations in Mexico
tions from there would be, or if programs
Angeles a publication of general apis sought in an application file
peal to radio and movies made the
there was any guarantee that they with
the FCC recently by the Un
statement that contrary to the de- would continue in their present vol- versal Advertising Agency, o
nials of the Pacific Coast executives
Laredo, Tex.
ume or increase it would be much
definite orders had been received at simpler.
Don. E. Gilman,
San Francisco to curtail production
Vice-President,
there and enlarge production in Los
PROFESSIONAL
Angeles. Since that time we have
Dec. 26, 1934 NBC, San Francisco.

BOMBS
WBT

AND

METERS

Engineers Taken for
Thugs by Officer

A. B. CHAMBERLAIN and W. B.
Lodge, Chief Engineer and Assistant to the General Engineer for Columbia Broadcasting System, found
themselves facing gaping jail doors
last week when they couldn't explain to a China Grove (population
1,258) police officer what a field intensity meter was.
The two engineers spent a week at
Charlotte, N. C, making tests on the
new vertical radiator for WBT, key
southern outlet for Columbia. Arriving at China Grove at 2 o'clock
in the morning, they parked their
car on a vacant lot beside a store.
As they worked with flash lights,
nearby residents were aroused and
the cop was called. He approached,
brandishing a six-shooter and ordered Messrs. Chamberlain and
Lodge to "stick 'em up."
Finally the two engineers prevailed on him, before putting them
away in the bastile, to put in a long
distance call to Bill Schudt. manager of WBT.
A happy thought

came to Schudt and he told the sheriff he would have Grady Cole, WBT
columnist, mention his name on the
air next day. That worked and the
engineers came home with no jail
experiences.
The new vertical radiator feT
WBT, Southern 50,000 watt Key
Station for Columbia located at
Charlotte,
C, was
ice Dec. 17N. and
testsplaced
are in
saidserv-to
show that it gives the station the
equivalent of an increase in broadcasting power to 100,000 watts. The
new 435-foot radiator replaces the
old two-tower antenna at the WBT
transmission plant ten miles from
Charlotte. It employs a new radial
ground system and other features
never
beforeantenna,
used inmaking
' combination
for
a radio
it perhapstennathein the
mostentire
modern
designed anworld.

Correspondence is invited from
anyone interested in securing this
equipment at a bargain price.
Box 264 %
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Broadcasting

FREQUENCY

An Organization
of
Jansky
& Bailey
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg„ Wash., D. C.
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
Synchronization Equipment Design. Field Strength and Station
location Surveys Antenna Design
Wire Line Problems
National Press Bldg. Washington, D. C.
N. Y. Office: Englewood, N. J.
PAUL

G O D LEY
and Associates
Radio Engineers
Montclair, N. J.

BALBOA BREWING CO., Los Angeles (Balboa beer), after a test
campaign, has signed for a series of
one-minute daily transcriptions for
52 weeks on KFI, Los Angeles ;
KGER, Long Beach, and XEBC.
Mexico. Chet Crank Advertising
Agency, Los Angeles, handles the
account.

Designed to operate from DC supply, but can be modified for AC
operation and can be operated on
any power from 100 watts to 1 kw.

The transmitter is on the air everyday and can be inspected and
checked under actual operating conditions.

DIRECTORY

MEASURING

SERVICE

Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and1 for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST

R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS , Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
66 BROAD STREET
new YORK, N. Y.

Phone Montclair 2-7859
EDGAR H. FELIX
1775 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage Presentations for Sales
Purposes, Allocation and
Location Investigations
R. C. POWELL
DesignStation
Broadcast
Erection
Maintenance
General Motors Bldg., New York City
RADIO

BROADCASTING

ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
INSTALLATION

R. V. Wilson, C.P.A.
509 Plain Dealer Building
Cleveland, Ohio
'Phone: Cherry 4404
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The YEAR BOOK
Published February

Will Be
15, 1935,

as a supplement to the regular issue of BROADCASTING of that date. It will be sent without
added cost to all subscribers to BROADCASTING.
Copies to non-subscribers and extra copies will be
$2.00 each.
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Harriet Hilliard, accompanied by Ozzie Nelson's Orchestra, sings into a new RCA Victor Velocity Microphone.
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Druggist1.

theWe did.
Here's what

he said:

* 'Radio advertising sells twice as much

merchan-

"Instantaneous response"
"The most modern way to reach the public"
dise"convincing and permanent results."
"More
etc.
AND

. . .

86% of them
FACT . . .

endorsed

WOR.*

25 drug store products are currently being advertised over WOR.
REASON ...
WOR is the most economical
tive way

and the most effec

to sell your product to the women

the metropolitan

of

area.

WOR
1440
* Would you like to see
the investigation?

BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK

CITY

Bamberger Broadcasting Service, Inc., Newark, New Jersey
Chicago: Wm. G. Rambeau, 360 N. Michigan Ave. Boston: James F. Fay, Statler BIdg.

D. C.

1, 1935

.3.00
the Copy
Year
15c the

Canada and Foreign
$4.00 the Year
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She

does

whal

he's

told

.

.

.

.

This started out to be a story about the lady-who-listensthe CBS

in-the-kitchen, jotting down
But how

about Dad?

He's not shown

recipes she hears.*
here, but he won't

be left out of the radio picture. He tells her of a soup he
wants to try— because he's been listening evenings.* And
there's Johnny

and Judy, of course. For the first time in

their lives, they're actually excited about
milk*— because

cereals and

their favorite voices on the air tell them

• America's Little House — exclusive
broadcasting facilities from the "Little
House'" are available to CBS clients.

what
they're good. $ The whole family listens— and does
it's told -when

the telling is as easy-to-take as the fam-

ily's favorite CBS

programs.

CBS

Little wonder

food advertisers doubled

schedules in '34. Or that in January they're already 20%
are cigarette and automobile
the price-brackets

between.

lively route to twenty-million

advertising on CBS-and
The

world's

their

ahead of last year. • So
almost everything

largest radio network

else in

is a swift and

*
families - who buy the things they're told to buy!

* We'll be glad to show you proof...* and proof...* and proof...

COLUMBIA

BROADCASTING

485 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK
WORLD'S

LARGEST

RADIO

SYSTEM

• 410 N. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
NETWORK

■ 97 STATIONS

IN 95 CITIES

_

FLASH!

W

M

"At
RESUMES

Top

its leadership as the only FULL

CERTIFIED

NEW

the

coverage embracing

C

of the
TIME

the entire New

A

Dial"

New

York

independent

station, with

York metropolitan area.

RATES!

Nite Time:

Half Hour

$250.00

Quarter

Hour

$150.00

(less frequency discounts )

NEW

FEATURES!

INCLUDING

those that made

WMCA

boxing bouts and hockey games
Winners

TSew York's oivn station . . . Madison

Square Garden

. . . Chinatown

Mission . . . Five Star Final . . . Today's

(Daily Sports Review) . . . Round-the-Town

Parade nightly until 3 A.M. . . . Outstand-

ing Banquets . . . programs

that reflect the tempo and heartbeat of the world's greatest city.

The success of WMCA's many clients reflects the pulling power of this popular and enterprising station. Many WMCA clients have been with the station since its inception in 1925.
Detailed reasons why WMCA is the best "spot buy"
in the New York metropolitan area upon application

KNICKERBOCKER
1697

BROADCASTING

BROADWAY,
COlumbus

DONALD

Page 4

FLAMM,

President

NEW

YORK

CO.,

INC.

CITY

5-5660
BERTRAM

LEBHAR,

February

JR., Director of Sales

I, 1935
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Columbia
Says
— Through its spokesman, Victor M. Ratner of
C.B.S. Advertising and Sales Promotion Dept.

"Let

me

take

congratulate

the

opportunity
the

on

you

by

made

showing

strong
in

this

Area

station

drew

other

5,000

WATTS

especially
WWVA

Study.

Listening

to

as

WWVA
II60 KILOCYCLES

7S£o

many

AR
POPU

over

returns,

response

This

above

and

as

was

the

quota.

gratifying

to
POWERFUL

us

as

it

must

have

been

to

you/'

SYSTEM called
THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING
ons which make up "C.B.S." to
the radio stati
upon mine
the listening area of the respective terrideter
tories, and the collective coverage of the entire chain. The
plan was definitely set up by Columbia in advance and
"going in" each station was equal from the standpoint of
time allotted to the Listening Area Study, number of an-s
nouncements broadcast and offer made to listeners. Quota
were set, and the Columbia stations went to work. When
the returns were in and counted, WWVA stood out among
disall the stations of the entire Columbia chain with this
tinct honor-MORE RETURNS OVER AND ABOVE ITS
QUOTA THAN ANY OTHER COLUMBIA STATION!
Clerks spent four weeks breaking down the enormous
volume of WWVA Listening Area Study returns, and here
are the results of the compilation:
Returns from 816 cities in 55 Counties in Pennsylvania
Returns from 375 cities in 56 Counties in Ohio
Returns from 250 cities in 50 Counties in West Virginia
Also returns from 373 cities in 32 other States, and three
Provinces in Canada.
Indeed, Mr. Ratner, such a job is gratifying to us, but
still more gratifying is the job we are doing for a record
number of WWVA advertisers.

WEST

VIRGINIA

tudios and Offices: — Hawley Building
WHEELING,
WEST VIRGINIA

February

1, 1935

BROADCASTING
The most welcome radio station in
Eastern Ohio, Western Pennsylvania
and West Virginia.

• BROADCASTING

CORPORATION
SALES REPRESENTATIVES:
New York — Joseph H. McGillvra
485 Madison Avenue
Chicago — John 230
Kettlewell
North Michigan Ave.

Page 5

;tiw4ol^

3»(jL

ftxxcllor

^FTER you've dealt once or twice with
Free & Sleininger, we believe you'll
want to call on us in almost any emergency where radio is concerned.
Why?

Because

Lett

you just as much

f^&S

as we do our stations

. . . realizing that after all, you're the guy
that makes both our businesses possible.
But talk is easy.

Send us an SOS

we do know

this radio

next time you want help of any sort, and

field, and — no baloney — we

represent

see what happens!

€r
C^^adto
NEW YORK
Chrysler Building
Murray Hill 2-303O

CHICAGO
180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

WHO DES MOINES
NBC Basic Red Network
WGR-WKBW BUFFALO
CBS Basic Network
WIND GARY— WJJD CHICAGO
WIND-ABC Basic Network
WHK CLEVELAND
CBS Basic Network
WAIU COLUMBUS
Predominant in Central Ohio
WOC DAVENPORT
CBS Basic Supplementary Group
WDAY FARGO
NBC Northwestern Group
Population of primary daytime coverage area.

4,389,108*
1,544,828*
5,837,199*
2,069,345*
1,433,606*
300,000*
928,867*

SLEININGER,
cJiahon

DETROIT
DENVER
General Motors Bldg.
Charles Building
Madison 1423
Keystone 6e>28
WKZO KALAMAZOO
Tlie Voice of Southwestern Michigan
KMBC KANSAS CITY
CBS Basic Network
KFAB OMAHA-LINCOLN
CBS Basic Network
WAVE LOUISVILLE
NBC Southcentral Group
WTCN MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
The Twin Cities Newspaper Station
KOIL OMAHA-COUNCIL BLUFFS
NBC Basic Blue Network
WMBD PEORIA
CBS Basic Supplementary Group

INC.

r

the

1

weseniatives
SANRutsFRANCISCO
Building
Sutter 3*15

LOS
C. ofANGELES
C. Bldg.
Richmond 6164

SEATTLE
Stuart Building
Elliott 6662

KTUL TULSA
CBS Southwestern Group
346,406*
1,394,581 *

CKLW
WINDSOR!
(Detroit
Trading Area) CBS Basic Network4,372,000*
Represented in Chicago and Middle West Territory
only.
606,086*

2,522,075*

KFWB LOS ANGELES
Warner Bros. Movie Studios Station
<0IN-KALE PORTLAND
CBS Pacific Coast Group

925,717*
2,137,792*
1,363,985*
464,352*

KOLCBSSEATTLE
Pacific Coast Group
KV1 CBS
TACOMA
Pacific Coast Group

2,200,000*
692,457*
832,156*
728,000*

Published semi-monthly by Beoadcasting Publications,
National PressD. C.Building.
1870.Entered as second class matter March 14, I9.)3.
Washington,
at the Post Inc.,
Office 870
at Washington
under art
of March D.3. C.
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Advertising*
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8. No. 3

Charges

Ime
ost
ith

of

Rate

New

Structure

Schedule;

ALIGNMENT of practically the
re rate structure of broadcast
iertising. involving the two major
(vorks as well as the transcrip[ spot field, has been effected
jing the last month, bringing
lo time charges into closer conwith the service rendered
Jhity
advertiser.
after NBC
fortnight
than da its
new network rate
announce
Jjess
'icture and its joint project of
djusting its compensation arguments with affiliated stations,
22 published its new
on Jan.
pwork
rate schedule, based on a
£ely similar analysis of radio
erage costs. For the entire net•k of 97 stations, the new CBS
e card carries an increase of 3.1
cent as compared with the
gent rates.
Ls in the case of the NBC reustment, the CBS revision calls
increased rates for its basic netrk, with decreases for a majority
the supplementary stations,
detailed analysis of the NBC
Ised rate structure was published
'the Jan. 15 issue.] The main
Terence between the rate revisions
the major networks is that perning to discounts. Whereas the
jffc discount, schedule is based on
jtss weekly billings, scaled from
J.% for billings of between .$1,000
|d $2,000. to 15% for billings of
re than $18,000 weekly, the CBS
le is founded upon station-hours
l?d by the advertiser. This, it is
[id. inures to the benefit of supple•ntary stations. Both NBC and
!SS allow an additional 10%
nual discount for 52 weeks of con>utive broadcasting.
Based on Coverage
VTES charged for individual stains have been revised in accordce with the coverage surveys concted by CBS — a method also folded by NBC.
Employing the
stening-area" method. CBS claims
have brought the cost of member
ations "into logarithmic proporm to the number of radio homes
their coverage
areas." differ, both
While
the methods
ains now base their rates on the
;*ekly expenditures of the adversers rather than on the duration
contract only. The CBS schedule
Tovides for a discount of 2%% on
mtracts calling for five or more.
|t less than ten. station-hours per
jeek; 5% from ten to 15; 7y2%
om 15 to 25 : 10% from 25 to 45 :
ty2% from 45 to 70, and 15% on

on
Revised
By
SOL
TAISHOFF
CBS

Follows

Compensation

Changed

Affected

Spot

as

accounts calling for more than 70
station-hours per week. Although
these discounts are based on time,
the weight given to half-hour and
quarter-hour broadcasts is in the
same proportion to the hourly
periods as is the cost in dollars, so
that the advertiser who uses a
series of short periods, at a higher
dollar cost proportionately, receives
discounts commensurate with his
expenditures.
In the transcription field, announcement was made Jan. 25
jointly by World Broadcasting System, and Free & Sleininger Inc.,
station representatives, of a new
arrangement covering compensation
to WBS expected to accelerate
placement of spot business. Under
the arrangement, the additional 15
per cent commission heretofore paid
by stations to WBS for placement
of transcription commercials will
be eliminated. Instead a production fee sufficient to cover WBS
copyright costs will be assessed the
client on the WBS daily program
service, while on so-called "tailormade" programs, the regular commission paid the representative
will be split with WBS. Similar
arrangements are understood to be
in process with other station representatives. A detailed accounting of this innovation, will be
found on page 11.
The new CBS rate card becomes
effective Feb. 23, whereas the NBC
card takes effect Feb. 4. In both
instances provisions are made that

Convention

$3.00 A YEAR — 15c A COPY

Service
NBC

in adbe extended
may dates
contracts
for a full year
vance of these
at the old rates, with any stations
added
rates. to be computed at the old
In station compensation, the two
networks face different problems.
All of the CBS affiliates, it was
brought out, are under five year
contract, with varying provisions
as to compensation, guaranteed
clearance, and the like. The average life of these contracts is three
and one-half years, with all of them
containing provisions for increased
an "inflationary
compensation
clause"'.
Thus, init was
pointed out.
decrease in the
no
be
there will
rates of compensation paid CBS
stations, even though the cost to the
advertiser may have been reduced.
discount proBy the station-hour
vision, however, it was indicated
that all stations would benefit in
to the increases in staproportion
tion hours used.
Traffic Handled

NBC, which has paid most of its
$50 per hour for comstations a flat
mercials, with a $1,500 a month
charge for sustaining service, is offering all affiliates a new compenplan based on a specific forsation
mula but varying in the degree of
compensation according to commerby each affilicial programs carried charge
is elimate. The sustaining
marinated, with such factors as
ket, coverage and audience reaction
taken into account along with traf-

to Colorado

Springs

THE 13TH ANNUAL convention of the NAB will be held in Colorado
Springs, Col., July 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, the executive committee of the
NAB announced Jan. 25. Headquarters will be at the Broadmoor
Hotel, famous resort hostelry in the shadow of Pikes Peak.
Agreement as to the time and place was reached by President J.
Truman Ward, Treasurer Isaac D. Levy and Managing Director
Philip G. Loucks, who constitute the executive committee. The last
in New York Dec. 11,
meeting of the NAB board of directors, held
authorized the executive committee to select the exact time and
in Cincinnati, a resoplace of the convention. At the last convention,
lution was adopted changing the time of the convention from the
fall to the summer.
Simultaneously, President Ward announced that Edwin ML Spence,
manager of WPG, Atlantic City, again has been named gengeneral
eral chairman of the convention committee. He has acted in that
capacity for five consecutive years. Mr. Spence was authorized to
name his own committee members, and he probably will make a
Springs shortly with Mr. Loucks to handle prelimtrip to Colorado
inary arrangements.

Basis

tic handled. Consequently, flat payment cannot be arrived at for all
stations, since the sliding scale on
traffic handled is the primary measuring factor.
First reaction of NBC affiliates
to the new compensation plan
brought mixed comments. Whereas
satisfaction was expressed over certain of the provisions, some stations
in larger markets indicated at first
blush that alterations would be necessary to satisfy them. Elimination
of the sustaining fee is based upon
an exchange of four hours per week
of the affiliate's evening time. The
sliding scale of compensation, it is
understood, ranges from 22% to a
maximum of approximately 50%.
dependingmercial
upon
the number
of comhours used.
Drawing
the
fire of some of the stations is the
provision that only one half hour of
evening time between 6 p.m. and 11
p.m., EST. will be guaranteed for
local use. with the remainder earmarked for the network. The 30
minutes would be between 7 :30 and
S p.m.. EST. weekdays, while on
Sundays the guaranteed time would
amount to an hour.
Hourly Kate Raised
THE RATE for the entire CBS network of 97 stations in 95 markets,
under the new rate structure, is
$17,400 per hour, an increase of
$645 as compared with the old card.
The half-hour night rate, however,
is $10,440 or a decrease of $36.
while the quarter hour rate is
$6,960,timean
rates increase
(8 a. m. of
to $414.
6 p. m. Dayand
11 p. m. to midnight) are substantially one-half the night rates. A
new rate of two-thirds the night
rate has been established for Sunday afternoon (12 noon to 6 p. m.)
as against the old half-rate. This
follows the NBC card, and recogence. nizes the enlarged Sabbath audiThe work
night
for the
netof 22 rate
stations
is basic
increased
from $5,600 to $6,800 per hour. The
half-hour rate is $4,110. or an increase of $608 and the quarter-hour
rate is up $552 for a new total
charge of $2,740. The card also
brings out that KSO, Des Moines
( which will acquire the call
KRNT)
the $175
basic per
networkon
Marchwill17 join
at the
hour
rate. KFAB. Omaha-Lincoln, replaces WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne,
on the basic, with the latter joiningworktheat basic
supplementary
netan increased
rate. The
over-all increase in rate for basic
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—15
Comparison

of

New
and
Old
Rate
Schedules
(Light face figures are old rates, hold face figures are new.)

BASIC NETWORK*
1 hr. Diff. y2 hr. Diff. % hr. Diff.
WADC
$140 $ 88
$ 55
Akron
150 +10 90 + 2
60 +5
WOKO
125
78
49
Albany 150 + 25 90 +12
SO +11
WCAO
200
125
78
Baltimore
250 +50 150 +25
100 +22
WNAC-WAAB**
300
188
117
Boston
375 + 75 225 + 37
150 + 33
WGR-WKBW
225
141
88
Buffalo
275 +50 105 +24
110 +22
WBBM
425
266
166
Chicago
600 +175 360 + 94 240 + 74
WKRC
200
125
73
Cincinnati
250 +50 150 +25
100 +22
WHK
225
141
88
Cleveland
300
+ 75 156
180 + 39
120
CKLW
250
98 -t 32
Detroit-Windsor 350
+100 210
+54
14049 + 42
WDRC
125
78
Hartford
—
150
+25
90
+12
60
WFBM
185
116
72 +11
Indianapolis 200 +15 120 + 4
80 +8
KMBC
185
116
72
Kansas City
275 +90 165 +49
110 +38
WHAS
275
172
108
Louisville
350 +75 210 +38
140 +32
WABC
950
594
371
New York
1000 + 50 600 + 6 400 + 29
KFAB
175
109
68
Omaha-Lincoln
200
+25 281
120 +11
WCAU
450
17680 +12
Philadelphia 500 + 50 300 +19
200 + 24
WJAS
200
125
78
Pittsburgh
275 + 75 165 + 40
110 + 32
WEAN
125
78
49
Providence
200 + 75 120 + 42
80 + 31
KMOX
400
250
156
St.
Louis
400
240
—10
160
WFBL
125
78
49 +4
Syracuse
175 +50 105 +27
70 +21
WSPD
165
103
64
Toledo
175 + 10 105 +2
70 +6
WJSV
200
125
78
Washington
250 +50 150 +25
100 +22
GROUP
(old) $5600 $3502 $2188
TOTAL (new) $6850+1250 $4110 +608 $2740 +552
*KSO,
Moinesto (Call
to beon changed
KRNT)
will Des
be added
Basic letters
Network
March to17th,
1935,
at rate of $175 per night hour. KFAB, OmahaLincoln
replaces
WOWO-WGL,
Fort
Wayne,
on
Basic Network. Variance in Group Total should the
be
thus considered.
**WAAB (Alternate Boston Station) $275 per hour.
BASIC SUPPLEMENTARY GROUP*
WPG
$125 $ 78
$ 49
Atlantic City
125
75
—3
50
WLBZ
125
78
49 +1
Bangor
125
75
—3
50
WICC
125
78
49 +1
Bridgeport
150 +25 90 +12
60 +11
WBNS
165
103
64
Columbus
150
—15
90
—13
60 —4
WSMK
Davton
125
75
50
WOWO-WGL
125
78
49
Fort Wayne
175 +50 105 +27
70 +21
WHP
125
78
49
Harrisburg
125
75
—3
50
WFEA
125
78
49 +1
Manchester
125
75
—3
50
WMBD
140
88
55 +1
Peoria
125 —15 75 —13
50 —5
WHEC
170
107
66
Rochester
175
+5 105
—2
WSBT
125
78
4970 +4
South Bend
125
75
—3
50
WMAS
125
78
49 +1
Springfield
150 +25 90 +12
60 +11
WIBX
125
78
49
Utica
125
75
—
3
50
WWVA
140
88
55 +1
Wheeling
175 +35 105 +17
70 +15
stations is approximately $50 per
hour.
In a letter to advertisers, agencies and others in the industry,
bearing date of Jan. 22, Hugh K.
Boice, CBS vice president in charge
of sales, declared that the advance
of 3.1% in total cost is a "deferred
advance covering only part of the
increased station and operation
costs which we have withheld entirely from our rates during recent
years.''
"This advance," he declared, "is
more than offset by the steady
growth in number of radio homes
'current U. S. total: 20.000,000)
which continues to make each contract for radio time an equity worth
Page 8

BASIC

SUPPLEMENTARY (Cont'd.)
1 hr. Diff. Vz hr. Diff. % hr. Diff.
WORC
125
78
49
Worcester
175 +50 105 +27 70 +21
WKBN
140
88
55
Youngstown
150 +10 90 +2 60 +5
GROUP
(old) $1880 $1176 $736
TOTAL (new) $2300 + 420 $1380 +204 $920 +184
♦WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne and WSMK, Dayton have
been added to the Basic Supplementary Group. Variance
in the GROUP TOTAL should be thus considered.
SOUTH CENTRAL GROUP
WGST
$200 $125 $ 78
Atlanta
175 —25 105
—20 70
W1BRC
200
125
78 —8
Birmineham
150
—
5
0
90
—
35
60
WDOD
175
109
68 — 18
Chattanooga
125
—50
75
—34
50
WNOX
175
109
68 —18
Knoxville
125 —50 75 —34 50 —18
KLRA
170
107
66
Little Rock
125
— 45 116
75 —32 50
WREC
185
72 —16
Memphis
175
—10 10594
—11 70
WALA
150
59 —2
Mobile
125
—25
75
—19
WSFA
150
94
5950 —9
Montgomery
125
— 25 119
75 — 19 50
WLAC
190
74 —9
Nashville
175 —15 105 —14 70 —4
WDSU
250
156
98
New Orleans
225
—25 13578
—21 90
WCOA
125
49 —8
Pensacola
125
75 —3 50 +1
GROUP
(old) $1800 $1125 $703
TOTAL* (new) $1650 —150 $ 990 —135 $660 —13
*KLRA, Little Rock has been transferred on new rate
from Southwestern Group. Variance in GROUP TOTAL
should be thus considered.
SOUTH EASTERN GROUP
VVBT
1200 $125 $ 78
Charlotte
250 + 50 150 + 25 100 + 22
WDNC
125
78
49
Durham
125
75 —3 50 +1
WBIG
125
78
49
Greensboro
125
75 —3 50 +1
WMBG
125
78
49
Richmond
125
75 —3 50 +1
WDBT
170
107
66
Roanoke
125 —45 75 —32 50 —16
WTOC
165
103
64
Savannah
125 —40 75 —28 50 —14
WSJS
125
78
49
Winston-Salem 125
75 —3 50 +1
GROUP
(old) $1035 $647 $404
TOTAL (new) $1000 —35 $600 —47 $400 —4
FLORIDA GROUP
WMBR
$125 $ 78
$ 49
Jacksonville 125
75 —3 50 +1
WQAM
200
125
78
Miami
125 —75 75 —50 50 —28
WDBO
160
100
63
Orlando
125 —35 75 —25 50 —13
WDAE
200
125
78
Tampa
125 —75 75 —50 50 —28
GROUP
(old) $685 $428 $268
TOTAL (new) $500 —185 $300 —128 $200 —68
MOUNTAIN GROUP
KVOR
$125 $ 78
$ 49
Colorado Springs.. 125
75 —3 50
KLZ
190
119
74 +1
Denver
175 —15 105 —14 70 —4
KOH*
125
78
49
Reno
125
75 —3 50 +1
KSL
250
156
98
Salt Lake City
300 + 50 180 + 24 120 + 22
GROUP
(old) $690 $431 $270
TOTAL (new) $725 +35 $435 + 4 $290 +20
*Reno may be added without additional line charge only
when Salt Lake City and the Pacific Coast Group are used.

more to the advertiser with each
succeeding month. This fact is evident on the chart which the new rate
card contains, showing complete
network coverage for 1935 at a cost
of 51 cents per 1,000 radio homes,
compared with 69 cents per 1000
radio homes as recently as 1930."
Explaining further the effects of
the new rate structure, Mr. Boice
stated :
We should like to point out three imnew factors
our rate
structureportantwhich
reflect,in we
believe,
constructive thinking:
1. A weekly discount schedule
based on the amount of time and the
number of stations used each week.
2. An additional discount for 52
weeks of consecutive broadcasting.

—60
CBS

Diff
—355
NORTHWESTERN—5 '/2GROUP*
35 hr. Diff.
1 hr.
woe
Diff.
21975
KSCJ
wcco
Davenport
125
11675
185
350
137
125
Minneapolis
400
240
165
160
$125
V* hr.
$109
—3$6 504972
Sioux City
WNAX
64
103
Yankton
150
GROUP (old).
—12
+21
*WKBH, La Crosse, $1335
Wis. (Special
arrangement,
rates or »
request.)
+50 $835
$
800
$521
**Three Stations (KFAB, Lincoln;$48090WISN, .Milwaukee
60
WMT, Waterloo)
no longer
the Northwesterr
Group.
Variance in areGROUP
TOTAL—2in5 should
be $320
thus con 4*
50
sidered.
—8
CANADIAN GROUP —5 —20
—3
156
—15
CKAC
—14
—
120 +23
200 —50 —$156
Montreal.
2120
5
CFRB
98 + —3
250 +50
300
$200
Toronto...,
180
80 — 1
—
2
0
GROUP
$ 7898
$250
TOTAL (new).
(old)...
10072
SOUTHWESTERN GROUP
$196
200
$312
105
$500
175
—23
KRLD
—1
250
Dallas
116
185
—30$125
$500
78
125
KTRH
$300
119 + 24
Houston
70
105
$200
$ 78
150
175
KOMA
Oklahoma City..
125
200
120
8049
KTSA
190
74
78
70
San Antonio
49
200
KWKH
Shreveport
175 —205 10578
70
6070 +21
180 +50
113
125
WIBW
175
105 —172
70
Topeka
125
+25
KTUL
125
Tulsa
1137875
WACO
50 —8
Waco
+ 15
KFH
75
50
125
180
70
125
Wichita
—
150
1
9
KGKO
—3
49
Wichita Falls
—25 75
50
GROUP (old).
+4
KHJ
—19
$1177
TOTAL* (new)
$1880
+ 11
*KLRA, Little Rock $1675
has been transferred
on $733
new rate
—25 90in GROUP
card to Southcentral Group.
Variance
TOTAL |
should be thus considered.
$1005
225
PACIFIC 375COAST GROUP
—3$670
6
175
109
150 +23
+1
Los Angeles
150
80
78
$203
68 +12
KOIN
KGB
Portland
200
120
$127
$325
130 +3
San Diego
125
75
KFRC
135
325
203
12750 —9
225
109
195
San Francisco
325
175
KOL-KVI
200
125
+1
90 +li
Seattle-Taeoma . „
KFPY
+50
68
94
+25
59
150
90 +22
GROUP
(old) . $1350
Spokane
$560
$843
TOTAL (new)
60 +33
—8
+ 11 midnight)
$16755 +25
GRAND
$527
$17400 + 645 $10476
TOTALS
$6960 +414
10 $6546
$840 1 1 +P.M
Daytime rates (8 A.M.$1400to 6 P.M. and
are substantially
Night Rates
are
in effect fromone-half
6 P.M.of tothe 1 Night
1 $10440
P.M.Rates.
Transition
Rates
(two-thirds
of
the
night
rates)
apply
to
all
stations
casting on current New York Time from 6 P.M. tobroad6.30
P.M. Sunday Afternoon Rates
+50 (12 Noon to 6 P.M.) are
two-thirds of the night rates.^ After midnight rates (midnight to 8 A.M.) are one-third of night rates. Day and
Night rates and Sunday Afternoon rates are figured on the
basis of current local time in each city.

3. A re-distribution
of rates
among stations to bring the separate
price tive
of coverage
each into
with its relaas anlineindividual
unit
of the Columbia Network.
The first of these, the station-hour disenables therate
advertiser
to increasecount,
his discount
even by adding
minimum-priced stations to his network. It gives equal weight to all stations, regardless of price. It also gives
equal timeweight
periods. to day-time and to nightThe second factor, an additional 10%
discount for 52 weeks of consecutive
broadcasting,
offers a Itpremium
for con-it
sistent advertising.
should make
possible for many advertisers, who
have previously not broadcast throughout the year, to protect their time,
hold
their audiences, and maintain
so.
their advertising momentum by doing
February
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The third new point — the re-proporindividual
rates — reducestioningtheofcost
of manystation
supplementary
stations. Broadly, it brings the cost
of these stations into logarithmic proportion to the number of radio homes
in their coverage areas. It is based
primarily upon that most sensitive and
accurate of coverage measurements —
the Listening-Area Method, which determines the actual, not theoretical,
scope of influence of each station.
It will be noted that the new quarterhour and half-hour rates are, respectively, 40% and 60% of the full-hour
rate. This effects no notable change in
the quarter-hour rate, which was
previously 39.1%, but reduces the halfhour rate 2% (from 62%% of the fullhour rate) or by 4% when figured
against its own base. In recognition
(Continued on page 42)
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YEAR AGO a recommendation
|as made to the Board of Directors
jf the Sales Promotion Division of
le National Retail Dry Goods As|Dciation to the effect that a Radio
(anual be prepared with whatever
aaterial we had available or could
ibtain and include it in the 1934
rork program. This suggestion was
pproved and I shall cover certain
dghlights that will appear in the
planned manual.
Only a few stores have used raio publicity consistently. Ideas
rary in relation to length and inensity of experience. What is conidered a good program at one perbd is later considered a poor one.
Therefore depending upon the varying degree of your experience with
•adio broadcasting, you will agree
|ir disagree with the points I shall
.nake.
First of all I believe this medium
as latent possibilities for the average retailer ; but in the same
wreath I must agree with the majority of retailers that it cannot replace the newspaper — the backbone
)f the promotional program of the
jverage retail store.
Advantages of Radio
NEVERTHELESS,
broadcast advertising has its own advantages.
There are times, situations and
svents when the use of the radio
might well be preferred over any
Either medium or at least in many
leases used to supplement other
.media. It would seem that the use
Ipf radio publicity might be boiled
Idown to this question : In this particular situation can radio perform
rhiore effectively than any other
medium?
Certain sub-questions
might be as follows :
1. Do' our present media alone
provide adequate coverage?
2. Can they be depended wholly
to hold our customers and attract new ones?
3. .Will the additional goodwill
and store selling publicity obtained via radio be commensurate with the extra costs?
4. Are we over-spending in one
medium — the surplus of which
could be more effectively spent
in another?
Members' replies to a recent radio
questionnaire were extremely interesting— and also indicative of the
great amount of mixed feeling existing in the field.
Quoting very briefly from typical
replies :
Roy E. Clark, Strawbridge and
Clothier, commented : "We are
definitely of the opinion that broadcasting has a rightful place in a
store's publicity schedule but that to
*Spaeth,
Text ofmanager
an address
17 by Promotion
Frank W.
of Jan.
the Sales
Division of the National Retail Dry- Goods
Association
Association's annual
convention inbefore
New theYork.
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Medium

Publicity

for

Retailer

FRANK
W. SPAETH*
Manager, Sales Promotion Division
National Retail Dry Goods Association

Results

Department

Are

Stores

Attained,

a Survey

Indicates

THERE are pros and cons, and lots of each, when retailers get together to discuss broadcasting. From the merchant's viewpoint, Mr. Spaeth sums up his conception of
the value of radio as an advertising medium and tops it
off with some pertinent suggestions that will interest both
broadcasters and advertisers. The retailers' group is
preparing to publish a manual of broadcasting information for the benefit of its members.
attempt to use such a program continuously day after day, modeled
after newspaper plans, to definitely
sell goods is a mistake. People will
not listen in on a program on which
they are constantly importuned to
Paris,experience
San Francisco
: "It
hasCity
beenof our
that radio
advertising
will sell any article of
buy."
merchandise that can be sold by any
other medium and at approximately
the same cost."
Schuster's, Milwaukee, after discontinuing their broadcasting, due
to an effort to save expense, recently returned to the radio on a
15-minute morning program basis.
According to R. P. Kieft, the program has been fairly successful but
at this date they do not feel that
sufficient specific examples of its
pulling power exist to determine
its value.
The J. L. Hudson Co., Detroit, has
had experience with radio broadcasting off and on for the past several years. Since early in 1934 the
store has been on the air continuously using one hour each morning,
7:30 to 8:30. The purpose of this
broadcast, according to J. B. Mills,
is to sell the store through the
method of good merchandise publicity plus well-chosen music. Mr.
Mills commented : "We have a great
amount of so-called fan mail, some
criticizing our music, but 90% of
the letters speaking favorably of
the hour as a whole. What we get
out of this program I cannot say
other than the goodwill of the public. We are under no contract as
to time, but I am in the hopes of
making this hour permanent at
least for sometime to come."
The Fair, Chicago, is using a radio program known as "The Supreme Court of Bridge," which, according to D. F. Kelly, is a "ten
strike." He wrote : "We are getting
letters from, I might say, all over
the country concerning it, thus
showing a widespread interest." "If
retailers," he stated, "would study
the possibilities of radio and give
as much serious thought to its
proper use as they do to the use of
other media, then satisfactory results might he
obtained."
five months
trial,
the store After
reportsa
that radio has proved successful.
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G. R. Schaeffer, Marshall Field
& Co., is convinced that direct
results are sufficient to justify the
use of the tionnaire
radio.
He said
"A quessent to our
own :customers
indicated that we have a very large
audience listening to our program.
Goodwill is the principal benefit but
we get substantial results from the
individual announcements, enough
to justify us in keeping on with the
The Ernst Kern Co., Detroit,
expenditure."
claims that it pays to use radio publicity as "an insurance on newspaper advertising." The former
publicity director commented : "If
I can spend $3000 to advertise a big
event in the newspaper, surely I
can spend $200 more to make response acertainty — and that is precisely what radio has done for us in
Retail advertisers throughout the
country were interested some
Detroit."
monthsark,ago
when Bamberger's,
Newthe most
widely publicized
store as a successful broadcaster,
changed its type of program. Word
got about that the store experienced
better direct results from the newspapers at less expense. In order
to clarify their reasons for making
this change, George Bijur wrote :
Radio Specials
"IT HAS BEEN our experience that
low-priced items, or radio specials,
on the air bring very substantial
results. We replaced our morning
selling program with several institutional programs because: (1) we
had been operating for many years
our Super-Savings column in the
newspapers which absorbed almost
all of the low-priced items that we
were able to pick up, (2) the 6%
differential between Macy's and
Bamberger's made it difficult for us
to present radio specials at bargain
prices without complications across
the river, (3) we wanted to reach
men and other members of the family that we felt we were not reaching in theareearly
broadcast."in
What
the morning
factors involved
developing an effective program?
The first important point we must
remember is this : Do not use the
radio if you intend to glut your program with advertising talk. Such
a program is a source of annoyance
to all listeners. I believe it is also

a mistake to share the time of the
broadcast equally between advertising and musical interludes. A
retailer should decide on doing one
of two things ; either entirely devote the time to entertaining the
listener with no more than an opening, middlethe
and time
closing
message
or devote
entirely
to — a ■
"talking" program containing interesting instruction on home subjects. Considering the experiences
of our members, the latter type of
program should be developed by the
average store — for which there exist several good reasons which I
will explain later.
According to numerous surveys,
fan letters and consumer reactions,
the order of preference to radio programstenersby the
of lisis as largest
follows number
: Orchestral
music and/or popular entertainers :
dramas or comedies; short talks on
interesting subjects; reports on
athletics, weather, time, market :
educational
talks;science
children's
programs ;domestic
; physical
exercise.
What They Prefer
THIS ORDER of preference, however, must be reconciled to the fact
that the intensity of interest in any
one type of program varies during
the different hours of the day. For
example, in the evening the majority of listeners wish to be entertained whereas
;
just before dinner,
children like to hear programs of
specific interest to them. Women,
on the other hand, will listen to
programs which deal with their
special
interests when broadcast in
the
morning.
After music and entertainment
what is the next preference in radio
program? To women listeners, home
subjects, of course . . . subjects related to the woman's home, such as
planning meals and recipes, househealth informahold
tion,suggestions,
interior decorating,
budget
plans, diet and food suggestions, advice on beauty culture, care of children, merchandise values, fashions
of the day, service features and
store facts to a minor degree, interviews with well-known women,
weather reports, and in concentrated communities local happenings of wide interest. To sustain
interest in the program, the radio
personality should diversify her
talks with these subjects.
A suspense factor should be injected in every radio program. This
"teaser interest" is difficult to
"talking" broadachieve
cast, butinit acanretail
be done to a certain
degree.clude theThe
announcer
conbroadcast
with can
a slight
reference to an important recipe for
example, which will be divulged in
the next program.
Frequently the merchandise items
to be mentioned are suggested
by the activities occurring within
the store. For example, if a golf
instructor is demonstrating his skill
in the sporting goods department,
perhaps a specially priced golf bag
(Continued on page 38)
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of High-priced
Makers
an Effective
Radio
Find

Goods
Seller

s on Radio
Prior Succes
Brings
Remington
Rand
Back to 'March of Time'
REMINGTON RAND Inc., Buffalo
(office equipment) on Jan. 25 resumed sponsorship of The March of
Time, which had been initiated and
sponsored by Time, weekly newsmagazine, over a coast-to-coast CBS
network. The program first took
the air in March, 1931, and was
widely received as a new method of
depicting news events.
When Remington Rand sponsored
the program in 1933-34, sales of its
entire line of office equipment were
definitely helped, according to company executives. They add that
salesmen reported that their association with the program "made
interviews more productive, provided a topic of common interest for
discussion, and opened doors to executives which formerly had reUnder mained
theclosed."new sponsorship, the
series continues at the regular hour,
Fridays,
9-9:30
EST.stillMembers of the
staff p.m.,
of Time
are
preparing the continuity for the
broadcasts, which are under the
direction of Arthur Pryor, Jr., head
of the radio department of Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc.,
New York, handling the account.

Success Stories of Quick -moving Goods Repeated;
Broadcast Budgets Increased During Year
WHILE the dollar volume of net- Johns-Man ville Co. to double its
work commercial broadcasting was expenditures in 1934 ; and grouped
increasing in 1934, so that final fig- with it, since their products are used
ures for the year showed a gain of on expensive jobs which are done
35% over 1933, expenditures by only at long intervals, are makers
advertisers of high-priced products of paints and roofings.
and services gained at a noticeably
Automobile and tire accounts, rafaster rate. The result is that the
dio set and refrigerator manufacturers have been on the air for some
early months of 1935 show a bigger
time.
Among the newer recruits, or
proportion than ever before of commercial time devoted to this type of those which stand out because so
business.
far only one or two firms in the
field have adopted radio, are office
It is significant that the advertiser with the largest current budget equipment and typewriters ; heating
for radio time, with two hours equipment ; sheet steel ; travel
weekly over a full CBS network at agents ; washing machines ; coal ;
full night rates, is Ford Motor Co.
carpets; hotels; beds and matOther automobile accounts swell
tres esand
;
carborundum.
the client lists of both NBC and
The ability of radio to satisfy
CBS. But in addition to these com- sellers of these products is attested
panies, which were among the earli- by the fact that they are giving it
est to take the view that radio more and more of their money.
can do just as good a job for a Philco Radio and Television Corp.
thousand-dollar product as it has used only 8 % of its advertising appropriation for radio time in 1932;
done for tooth-pastes and shaving
creams, there are several classifica- the next year it increased the quota
tions which previously had not been
to 33%, and last year the figure was
represented.
40%. During the same period,
Network Trends
Philco's proportion of the total sales
of all set manufacturers has inThere is remarkably close agree- creased.
ment between the records of the two
The extent to which Henry Ford,
Mrs. Roosevelt Series
networks in regard to advertisers in one of the last of the big indusMRS
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT
the upper brackets. The number of
trialists to accept radio, has now
will be featured in a new series of
clients for the two networks com- adopted it as a medium has already
bined who may be regarded as fall- been mentioned, and the success of commercial programs sponsored by
ing in this classification increased
his early campaigns, which led to the Selby Shoe Co., Portsmouth, O.
by 55.9% in 1934 over 1933. while the later expansion of advertising
(Iris Tru-Poise arch preservers and
the figures for NBO and CBS sepa- by the manufacturing company
Style-Eez shoes) over a nation-wide
CBS network of 62 stations, startrately were 57.1% and 53.9%, ac(where previously it had been done
ing Feb. 15. The program will be
cording to the networks' own group- largely by dealers) was told in the
ings of accounts.
titled It's a Women's World and
Oct. 15 issue of Broadcasting. Since
Expenditures showed an even
will be heard Fridays, 8-8:15 p. m.
that date, Ford has again increased
EST. Mrs. Roosevelt will be paid
greater increase than the number of his radio budget substantially. Sales
clients. Comparable figures for the were up $90,000,000 in the first half $3,000 each for 10 appearances before the microphone but the money
two networks are not available, but of 1934 as compared with 1933.
will be paid directly to the Friends
CBS reports that the dollar volume
His chief competitor, the ChevroService Committee for charitable
let Motor Co., reported that sales
of business in the higher-priced
during the firsts three weeks of uses. Henri, Hurst & McDonald
ranks increased by about 95% durhandles the account, which will also
ing 1934, and therefore it now
November (later figures not being
feature a $20,000 prize contest.
available in detail), were higher
accounts for a much larger proporthan for any similar period since
tion of the network's total income
than in previous years. Since other
1926, when the all-time record was
BORDEN SALES Co., New York
set.
bases of comparison show the two
(Eagle brand condensed milk, Nonenetworks reporting similar trends,
Atwater Kent, one of the pioneers
Such mince meat, etc.) will spend
it is assumed that there has also in radio broadcasting, was absent
$1,000,000 on advertising this year,
been a very substantial gain in this from the air for about a year, and
the same amount as last year, about
respect for NBC. Certain of its indi- then came back to the fold, as has 45% going to radio, 45% to magavidual accounts, like some on the Remington Rand, Inc.
zines and 10% to newspapers.
CBS list, show gains of as much as
200 per cent.
CBS statistics also show that
RADIO
SELLS
CIGARETTES
advertisers in the upper brackets
spend more, on an average, for time
Yeor Fluctuate Directly
than do the advertisers of replaceSoles of "Big Four" for
ment goods, although the latter
In Proportion to The ir Use of Broadcasts
include some of the biggest buyers
of air time (particularly in the food
On the other hand, P. Lorillard
SALES of the "big four" cigarette
and drug classifications), and that manufacturers in 1934 show the Co. (Old Golds), which ceased
the yearly billing has increased subclosest possible relationship be- broadcasting in May, dropped 4.1%
tween their use of radio and the in- from its 1933 sales. American Tostantially since 1933. In that year,
crease or decrease in business as
the "higher-priced" advertisers spent
bacco Co. (Lucky Strikes) left the
compared with 1933.
an average of $115,000, and in 1934
air a month earlier and this brand
The
best
record
for
the
year
is
the corresponding figure was $145,000, while for all advertisers, re- that of Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. shows a falling off of 26.3% for the
(Chesterfields) with an increase of
gardless of category, the 1934 average was $138,000.
19% over 1933. The company spent
Still greater, relatively, was the
more than $1,100,000 on CBS for its year.
The presence of an increasing
success of Philip Morris & Co.
radio campaign, which lasted
number of insurance companies and
(Philip Morris), described in the
a finance company among these
throughout the year though with
Jan. 1 issue of Broadcasting. Penn
clients suggests that the field of different types of programs.
banking and general financial adverR. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. Tobacco Co. (Kentucky Winners)
tising may be profitably tapped by
(Camels) showed a 6.7% sales in- used radio extensively to introduce
the brand and made an impressive
broadcasters in the near future.
crease for the year and the company
Rapidly increasing activity in the used radio continuously at a cost of showing in the few months it was
on the market.
building and allied trades caused
$687,000.
Page 10
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WeberlsAppointed
MBS

Coordinator

Takes Charge of Station
Relations, Operations
FREDERICK H. WEBER, until recently vice president of American
Broadcasting System, on Jan. 26
joined the Mutual Broadcasting System as coordinator of network operations. In his new capacity, Mr
Weber will assume charge of operations and station relations, and ai
the outset will devote major attention to sustaining program exchanges among the four stations ol
the major market chain, WOK.
WON, WLW, and WXYZ.
Simultaneously, it was learned
that the matter of sales representation of MBS on a non-exclusive basis by the NBC sales organization
had been broached, but that no definite decision had been reached. NBC
now sells WLW in the course of its
sales operations, and the thought
was that these efforts will be expanded to include the four-station
hookup when the client is not in the
market for NBC's basic networks
This entire matter, it is understood
awaits the return to New York of
M. H. Aylesworth, NBC president
who is now on the Pacific coast. It
was made clear that if any such
sales arrangement is made with
NBC it will be non-exclusive.
Another meeting of the MBS
board will be held within the next
week, either in New York or Chi
cago. At a meeting in Chicago on
Jan. 11 and 12, MBS was established
as a permanent organization, and A
T. & T. lines were contracted for on
a permanent basis. These lines were
to be ready by Feb. 1. At present,
it was indicated, MBS has no inten
tion of adding stations to its regular
hookup. Conversations have been
had, however,
withevinced
a number
of sta-to
tions which have
a desire
join the Mutual organization. Ten
accounts are now being handled by
the four-station hookup.
Mr. Weber left ABS Jan. 12 when
that network was reorganized as the
American Broadcasting Co. He had
joined ABS last June as vice president in charge of operations and station relations, and was instrumental
in aligning the two-dozen stations of
that network, which began operations last October. Prior to joining
ABS, Mr. Weber for eight years had
been with NBC in its station relations department in Chicago. He began his radio career with the A. T.
& T. long lines division and had compiled the first data for *he NBC
wired
& T. program service over A. T.
— _
Rosenblum NBC Treasurer
DAVID ROSENBLUM, named vice
president of NBC last September, on
Jan. 19 was elected NBC treasurer
to succeed Henry Kittredge Norton.
Richard Patterson, Jr., NBC execupresident,
announced
fol-'
lowingtive avicemeeting
of the
board
directors. Mr. Rosenblum
retainsof his
vice presidential post. Before joiningtiveNBCviceMr.
Rosenblum
was execupresident
of Tradeways,
Inc., which has been serving the network organization in a consulting
and advisory capacity in connection
with organization and management.
Mr. Norton has joined RCA as assistant to President David Sarnoff.
• BROADCASTING
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Bright
Spot

Broadcasting

Of the Growth
By J. LESLIE FOX
Commercial Manager,
WGAR, Cleveland
« SPOT BROADon the highest ^P^^^^H
j plane in the his- I
of radio ad- H.^4£ fU
It tin- jL -fl
ally has achieved ^^Hp|.
its rightful posi- I Bt*^.
tion in the adver- I Bff^B
tising
picture, I
along with magajzines, newspapers,
]yjr< pox
networks and billfactors have conI hoards. tributMany
ed to the present great impetus
[ in this multi-million dollar medium.
Among the foremost of them is adeI yuate representation of the medium
itself, and of the stations individually in the national field.
Spot broadcasting was the first
: form of radio advertising, antedati ing even network advertising. When
j the networks sprang up, radio stations throughout the country found
that the potent result values of radio itself, plus the selling efforts of
the national network representatives, developed a large amount of
network business. But the stations
had no national representative in
the national spot field and so they
cast about for a means of increasing
their spot broadcasting volume. The
agencies and advertisers, unfamiliar
with the thousand and one factors
connected with spot broadcasting,
were hungry for assistance in developing, placing and servicing spot
hroadcasting campaigns.
Consequently, a great many organizations with varying degrees of
radio knowledge went into the spot
broadcasting business. A good memory made many of them seemingly
experts, for in the early days, if a
radio representative would just nonchalantly rattle off call letters of
stations all over the country, he was
often looked upon as a radio wizard.
If he was able to say offhand that
WQED was on such-and-such frequency, he was practically held in
awe of his profound radio knowledge.
Without Rate Cards
AT THIS TIME, there were few
rate cards, and they were only a
waste of printing. A station's base
rate was the lowest the sharpest
buyer could get. One by one, many
of these representative organizations
disappeared. Then, into the field
came three prominent companies. A
few dozen minor representative companies still remained — other small
ones began.
The brokerage system of representing stations was at its peak. All
of the evils of non-exclusive representation one by one raised their
heads. Agencies found it difficult to
do business with brokers because
they would favor certain stations —
but not openly. Sometimes this favoritism existed because of friendship, or private rate deals giving
the broker an extra discount. Then,
too, the brokers naturally could not
afford to spend a great deal of time
and money to study every station
February
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Representation
humble

and tottering adolescence,

spot broadcasting has acquired dignity and now is accorded its deserved place in the advertising picture. To
exclusive representation, says the author, it owes its rise.
Therein lies a story, and here it is, from birth to maturity. Favoritism, chiseling, rebates, rate-cutting — these
are a few of the evils which once were rampant, or nearly
so, but now are less in evidence.
and every market in the country.
Hence, agencies and advertisers
found that their help and advice became increasingly less valuable.
The agencies themselves, as they
became larger and larger buyers of
spot broadcasting, became more and
more familiar with the values of
each station. And with the hundred
and one factors that enter into the
successful use of any medium, the
competition between the brokers
became so intense that soon all
kinds of special inducements were
offered to take business away from
each other. Little was done to
build up spot broadcasting or to ad-

WBS

Revises

vance the proven economic principles of national representation with
the ensuing advantages to advertiser, agency and station. These
stabilized and sound advantages had
long been enjoyed in the newspaper
field by the advertiser and agency.
Little Cooperation
THE RADIO STATIONS, too, at
this time, were not receiving any
sound national spot broadcasting
representation. Any company with
"representative" printed on its letter head who could persuade some
agency to place an account through
it could secure commissions from

Its Compensation

Method

Stations Nationally Represented
Fixed License Fee to
Be Paid WBS for "TailorMade" Discs by Clients of Free & Sleininger
INTRODUCTION of a new method
ments are being negotiated with a
of compensation to World Broadlarge group of stations represented
casting System for regional and na- by other exclusive representatives,
tional sponsorship of its transcripwith the aim of stimulating trantions through arrangements with
scription spot business.
stations represented by national
"Realizing that the development
representatives, was announced
of transcription broadcasting as a
Jan. 28
by Percy L. Deutsch, presi- basic advertising medium needs the
dent of WBS.
cooperation of broadcasters, the station representatives and program
Contracts for the new plan, developed after months of negotia- producers," said Mr. Deutsch,
tions with station managers and
"WBS, after months of conferences
their representatives, already have and negotiations with station manbeen mailed to a majority of the
agers, and their representatives, ofmore than 100 stations subscribing
ferssiblea plan
will make
it posfor all which
concerned
to cooperate
to the World Daily Program Service. The plan includes a new basis and accomplish this objective.
"Having arrived at this plan,
for payment both for the daily servWBS has sent renewal agreements
ice
and
for
so-called
"tailor-made"
transcriptions produced for spot covering the continuation of its
placement by WBS.
daily program service for another
With respect to the daily program
to the
majority
of its associstations.
The changes
in the
service, a reasonable production fee, year ated
new
agreement
are
expected
to have
amounting to about $7.50 per quarfar-reaching effects, for they inter-hour program, will be turned
volve a new method of compensaover by the station to WBS to detion to WBS in connection with
fray copyright charges. This
regional
and national sponsorship
charge, as in the past, will be passed
on to the advertiser as a talent or of the service, whereby station representatives will be encouraged to
production fee, but instead of being
retained by the station, will go to develop this type of business.
WBS.
Service Expanded
Fixed License Fee
"IN LIEU of a commission on
station time payable to WBS for
IN THE CASE of the arrangement
and regional sponsorsip of
made by WBS with Free & Sleinin- national
the program service under current
ger Inc., the stations represented
talent charges for this
by the latter will pay to WBS a agreements,
fixed license fee in payment for service have been established which
will be compensation to the produc"tailor-made" transcriptions which
ing company. It is believed that
is deductible from the representathrough the concerted efforts of the
tive's commission. It is understood
(Continued on page 36)
that somewhat
similar arrange-

For
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practically
station organizations
in the country. These any
mushroom
did nothing to advance radio or spot
broadcasting; In no sense of the
word did they render any real sort
of representation to the stations.
The credit situation became even
more went
uncertain.
of thewithout
brokers
out of Many
business
paying
their primary
bills. elements in the
The three
spot broadcasting industry were not
being properly served. First of all,
the stations were not being represented. No one organization was
fighting
a station'sarenas.
battle inSecondly,
the major advertising
advertising agencies were not receiving the cooperation they wanted
— and consequently, were placing
most of their spot broadcasting business direct with the stations.
This was costly to the agencies,
made spot broadcasting unwieldly
and difficult to handle, and naturally tended to decrease their interest in spots. Then too, agencies had
no means of keeping up to date on
station information. For many
years, agencies had become accustomed to the sound system of representation in the newspaper field.
The American Association of Advertising Agencies took up the cry
of proper representation. A new
picture slowly started coming into
focus — and out of chaos came calm.
Growth of Spots
NOW, let us look at the spot broadcasting
situation
as it rates
exists are
today.
First, radio
station
so
stabilized that even the old-time ratecutters have ended their attempts.
Nearly every radio station in the
country of any consequence stiffly
adheres to its card rates. Of course,
there probably still are exceptions.
There always will be — just as there
are in the newspaper and magazine field and among agencies. But
the one great bugaboo of price-cutting has been as entirely eliminated
as it possibly can be. No longer are
agencies wary of spot, afraid that
either another agency, their clients,
or
will find a cheaper way
to abuybroker
.
Advertising agencies have found
that there are reliable representative organizations upon whom they
can depend for service, information,
and general cooperation. This has
naturally
madeand spot
easier to buy
easierbroadcasting
to handle,
Consequently, agencies are constantly recommending and buying
more spot broadcasting. This has a
most favorable reaction to the advertisers, too, for agencies no
longer have any hesitancy in suggesting spot broadcasting. Many of
the largest advertisers in the country are now almost constant users
of spot broadcasting in some form
or other. Last year showed a definite increase in the number of national spot advertisers on the air.
This year already looks even
brighter.
Now, look at the picture from the
radio station situation. Every station, just like every magazine and
newspaper needs representation in
the national field. Most agencies,
particularly the larger ones, are reluctant to take the time to talk to
every
station
visits their city. manager when he
If an agency was not interested
at the moment in that market, the
information learned from the station manager was forgotten by the
time the market was being considered. Conditions change quickly,
(Continued on page 36)
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York announcements from the studios. There was no interruption
in the feeding of network features
from Washington and Philadelphia.
First of the three new commercial contracts to go into effect (that
with riedAdam
having
over fromhats
ABS)
was been
signed carby

Four Sponsors Signed as Successor to ABS Goes Ahead
a group representing dentists, who
With Its Lineup of Stations Remaining Intact
took an extensive split network for
WITH FOUR commercial contracts is supplying programs to the network
a weekly 15-minute talk on oral
is operating as its key station and
on its books, and negotiations in and
hygiene, called The Dentist Says.
it is now assured that the network will
progress for several others, George continue with WNEW as its master
No product is mentioned on the
outlet in Greater New York.
programs, no attempt is made to
B. Storer's American Broadcasting
sell anything (whether goods or
Co., successor to the American
Previously,
Mr. Storer
had with
an- services) and the name of the sponBroadcasting System, was in procnounced
that
those
associated
sors is not mentioned. The idea
ess of incorporation at the time
Broadcasting went to press. It is him in his new venture were John
of this type of dental advertising
understood that Mr. Storer will be Hay Whitney, William Cherry, ex- is stated to have been approved by
ecutive of Cherry & Webb, departthe First District Dental Society
president of the new organization,
of New York and the Rhode Island
ment store operators in New Engand that some of the new capital
land and owners of WPRO, ProviState Society, as well as many city
being subscribed will be put up by
dence :Benedict Gimbel, Jr., presi- dental societies. The plan has been
Arde Bulova, watch manufacturer.
dent of WIP, Philadelphia ; George
worked out in large part by Dr.
Since Jan. 13, WNEW has served
George W. Clapp. This series
as the New York key station of Schott, owner of WFBE, Cincinnati :and James K. Norris, former
started Jan. 22.
the chain, which remains intact, all
member stations having decided to vice president and treasurer of
On Feb. 11, MacFadden PublicaABS. Mr. Storer identified himself
continue the network association
tions will become the first sponsor
as
owner
of
WWVA,
Wheeling
;
to
use all three networks (having
since the contract with WMCA, the
Knickerbocker Broadcasting Co., WSPD, Toledo; CKLW, Windsorbought time on NBC and CBS in
Detroit : WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va., the last two years), presenting a
and the Federal Broadcasting
and
WWPA,
a
station
authorized
half-hour dramatization of True
Corp., was terminated Jan. 10. Mr.
for Clarion, Pa. Heretofore, it. had
Bulova is associated with Milton
Detective Stories over the full netnot
been
known
that
Mr.
Storer
had
work. At the end of the month,
Biow in the ownership of WNEW,
and continuing until Passover, the
but so far the identity of the net- purchased the latter two stations.
B. Manischewitz Co. of New York
work and its new key station have
Schedule Maintained
will use ABC facilities to adverbeen maintained separately.
DURING the last few days, several
tise Matzos. This will be a split
J. Fred Coll, who was publicity
of the most popular ABS features
network.
director of ABS, is now in charge
for which an audience had been
The Amateur Hour begun at
of operations for ABC. Mrs. Leah
WMCA has been revived as an
built up during the run of the preV. Rule retains her former position
vious contract, have been origi- ABC-WNEW feature, in response to
of traffic manager.
nated by WNEW for the chain.
widespread demand, and it is now
Throughout
the transition period, a being considered by potential cliMr. Storer's Statement
ents.
full 16-hour schedule has been
OTHER former employes of ABS
Appointment of Robert Feldman,
will receive whatever assets may
maintained. At first WNEW'S sustainings were fed to the network : New York showman, as vice presiremain to the credit of the comthen it became necessary to provide
dent of WNEW, was announced
pany after its affairs have been
program material for member sta- Jan. 16 by Mr. Biow. In complete
liquidated, according to Mr. Storer,
tions while WNEW had local comwho expressed his regret that it
of programs,
mercials on the air. The key sta- charge
appointment
followedMr.theFeldman'
WNEW s
had been necessary to release the
tie-up with ABC. He was formerly
staff at short notice. His statement
tion's Dance Parade, beginning at with
WMCA.
9:30 p. in., is fed to the network
follows :
with
separate
announcements.
The
When in the course of the operation
WISN, Milwaukee Hearst station,
chain announcer covers the program
of a corporation it becomes apparent
that lack of income indicates the from the pick-up point, and a local on Feb. 16 will sever its CBS
affiliation.
straight road to bankruptcy with losses WNEW announcer cuts in the New
to employes and creditors, the writer
has always felt that it is far better to
cease operations so as to pay payrolls
and creditors one hundred cents on the
dollar.
Hence when it became obvious that
the American Broadcasting System and
more particularly Federal Broadcastingouscould
notofcontinue
under
the onerburden
the lease
arrangement
with Donald Flamm's company, licensee of WMCA, of approximately $13.000 per month plus all cost of operation of the station, it was decided to
discontinue operation under this lease,
pay our bills and employes out of the
assets and then make other arrangements for continuing the network with
another key station in Greater New
York.
In order to pay off employes, the
writer, with the help of James K. Norris, paid into the company on stock
subscriptions which were not due, sufficient funds to pay also all current
creditors. From present indications
there will be a substantial surplus.
I regret exceeding!}' the fact that our
staff could not be given longer notice,
but the time element in this case represented the difference between paying
or not paying our creditors.
In order to make up for our inability
to give our employes further notice, it
is our present plan to distribute the
remaining assets, if any, equally among
them.
Of course, we are going right ahead
with the network. We have ample
new capital and a new directorate and TAKING THE OATH— Former Representative Arming S. Prall (right)
we have decided to start things off with
a clean slate under the new name of getting his official introduction to the FCC Jan. 19, with FCC Secretary
Herbert Pettey administering the oath. He was the first Commissioner to
the American Broadcasting Co.
be confirmed by the Senate.
At the present time, Station WNEW
Page 12
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Independent
Resumed

Status

by WMCA

New Network Affiliation Is
Rumored for Ex-ABS Key
UNDER the general management
of Donald
Flamm, president
and owner,
WMCA

has resumed its status
as anent independNew York
station, although
the possibility of
Mr. Flamm
new network affiliation istalked aabout.
WMCA returned to the manageKnickeroperationCo.,ofheaded
ment
and Broadcasting
bocker
by
Mr. Flamm, under cancellation of
the lease held by Federal Broadcasting Co., of which George B.
Storer was president. No details
were available as to plans for the
invasion of the network field by
direc-a
WMCAtion, under
aside fromMr.theFlamm's
fact that
inquired
have
stations
of
number
whether such a step would be
taken.
Mr. Flamm announced that his
chief assistants are William Wiseman, well-known New York attorney and his brother, Sidney Flamm,
both of whom are vice presidents.
Miss Stella Unger, who has been
active with several New York radio
stations, has been named program
director,
Talbot. assisted by Miss Constance
Status of Personnel

associwho was
LEBAHR,
BERTated with
Mr. Flamm
WMCA before
withdrew from its operation, was
placed in charge of sales, with
George H. Houston, originally a
member of the production staff,
edRobert
producas B.director
designat
been
Sullivanofhas
tion.
made publicity director, with MissDonas hisin assistant.
Glenn,
Bettyald Clark
charge of conremains
tinuity, and John Fraser has been
appointed chief announcer.
The engineer and operating staff
have been
bockeremployes
BroadcastingofCo.theallKnickeralong,
and they remain under the direction of Frank Marx, chief en"My ultimate aim," said Mr.
gineer.
Flamm, "is to make WMCA stand
out among the New York stations
by keeping a few steps ahead in all
forms of broadcasting. For example, we have long been known for
our emphasis on sports. We are
going further along this line and
have increased the number of
sports programs."
AFA Convention
THE 31st annual convention of the
Advertising Federation of America
will be held in Chicago next June
at a date not yet fixed, it was decided by the board of directors.
The board approved plans to extend the federation's consumer advertising work and decided to support the new Copeland food and
drugs bill (S. 5). The chairman of
the^ board is Edgar Kobak, NBC
vice president in charge of sales.
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FCC

Opposes

Favors

Status

Quo

Class

Allocation

in Its Recommendations

Abolition

Plans

to Congress;

of the Davis Amendment
Is Proposed
UNQUALIFIED opposition to pro- the distribution of broadcasting
said thestatements
report, "were
defiposals that fixed percentages of facilities among the five radio
niteing."
in their
that they
zones : amendment of the provisions
1 broadcasting facilities be allocated
opportunity
for developrelating to hearing procedure, so had ample
ment of their
radio activities
under
by statute to non-profit organizations
was expressed by the FCC in its that preliminary hearings may be present arrangements, and they were
held when an applicant applies for likewise definite in their opposition
report submitted to Congress Jan.
the facilities of another station
22 in response to the Congressional
to any re-arrangement which would
without requiring the latter station
mandate for an exhaustive study
place the burden of maintaining
to defend itself until a formal hear- broadcast stations unon educational
and report on this issue.
institutions.
ing is found necessary ; amendment
Basing its recommendation largely
on testimony adduced at public- of the provision relating to revoc"Most of the witnesses who testiation of licenses, under which the
hearings held from Oct. 1 to Nov.
in behalf of the non-profit
FCC would acquire authority to groupsfiedexpressed
7. at which 135 witnesses testified.
the belief that the
suspend stations tor not more than
I the FCC recommended in direct
interests of such institutions would
30
days
for
violations,
and
a
related
be best served by a more efficient
language that there be no alloc- amendment
which would permit
! ations of the character proposed.
use of radio facilities maintained at
to the courts from suspen"The FCC," the report stated, "re- appeals
the present time and a more extension orders.
; spectfully recommends that at this
sive use of the resources and audience of stations now licensed.
time no fixed percentages of radio
Ponderous Report
broadcast facilities be allocated by
"It is clearly established by the
THE REPORT, covering approxi- Commission's study of the problem,
statute to particular types or kinds
mately 2,000 words, was submitted
that no allocation of facilities for
of non-profit radio programs or to
over the signature of Chairman
persons identified with particular
special services could be effected by
E. O. Sykes. Together with it was
the authorizing of new stations to
types or kinds of non-profit activitransmitted a digest of the testi- make up the proportion of facilities
ties."
mony taken at the hearings, with an proposed to be allocated to special
Among other things, the report
index of the complete record of services. Limitations of physical
brought out that the protracted
laws on the number of available
approximately 14,000 pages. The
hearings
developed
"no part
evidence
of broadcast
ing industry, representing
frequencies absolutely prevent any
a real demand
on the
of the
station licensees as well as manugeneral enlargement of the number
great body of non-profit organizations or on the part of the general
facturers, itstated, expressed oppobroadcast stations."
sition to the proposal, directing their of Practically
public for the proposed allocation
all types of non-profit
testimony largely to the service organizations were represented in
of definite percentages of broadcast
facilities to particular types or kinds
the comprehensive study, the report
rendered by broadcasters to particular types or kinds of non-profit ac- continued, "but no unanimity of
of non-profit
activities."
It
concluded that the interests of these
tivities. Records presented by the thought or plan on the part of these
groups may be better served by the NAB in behalf of 269 stations! said organizations is apparent from the
the report, showed that 11.3% of record. While the hearings were conuse of existing facilities of commercial stations, rather than the the total broadcasting time was
ducted to determine whether statuestablishment of new stations for devoted to program matter of the
tory allocation was desirable, there
their peculiar needs.
character referred to in the pro- were few definite proposals that
such allocation should be made.
posal, a large percentage of which
Conference Planned
were night hours. The report recited There were many statements made
THERE IS no need, the report
also that the evidence was overby prominent educators and leaders
stated, for a change in the existing
whelmingly in favor of retention of asking that no definite allocation be
law to accomplish the purpose of the present system, rather than the made by statute, hoping thereby, to
improving the status of educational
establishment of new stations by protect the present cooperative effort
and similar organizations insofar as non-profit institutions.
being carried on between the comradio is concerned. To devise plans
"Representatives of some of tie
mercial stations and the non-profit
for mutual cooperation between
most important institutions of learnbroadcasters and non-profit organizations, the report stated that the
organizations."
FCC proposes to hold a national
conference shortly in Washington.
Through such procedure, it was
NBC
Supplements
Rate Card
stated, the FCC will seek to accomADDITIONAL
explanatory
clauses
on
the
application of the new
plish the purposes for which the
rates and discounts provided for in the new NBC rate card, which
non-profit interests and the broadbecomes effective Feb. 4, were made public Jan. 28 by the NBC, for
casters are working but "without
the
convenience of advertisers and agencies. The detailed rate structhe necessity of any radical realloture [fully published in the January 15 issue of Broadcasting] has
cation, which would precipitate disbeen filed with the Code Authority for the radio broadcasting indussatisfaction and chaos and which
try, in accordance with the requirements of the code. The additional
would tend only to complicate and
clauses, added to Rate Card No. 19, follow :
impede true progress in the broad"Commitments made prior to the effective date of this card will be comcast public service."
pleted at the rates called for by such commitments but advertisers may
The entire issue over class allocaelect to substitute new contracts effective at any time after February 4th.
tions was agitated at the last session
1935, at rates on this card for the unexpired portion of said commitments
on the effective date of such new contracts. In the absence of such election
of Congress by the Joy Elmer
rates
in effect immediately preceding the effective date of this card will
Morgan faction of educators and by
apply to extensions of said commitments for any period or periods up to
Father John B. Harney, Superior of
and including February 3, 1936, for all or part of the same facilities
the Paulist Fathers, who operate
continuously used, and additions to such facilities will be made only at
WLWL, New York, at present an
said prior dates. Rates on this card are applicable to all new broadcast
applicant before the FCC for inseries ordered on and after the effective date of this card."
creased facilities. The investigation
"All network contracts for the same advertiser at the rates on this
card may be combined for determining rate of discount. Up to and inupon which the FCC based its report
cluding February 3, 1936, each advertiser will be allowed:
was specified by Congress in a pro"(1)
Upon each4, 1935,
seriesa of
broadcast
ratesrate
in cards,
effect
vision contained in the Communiprior to February
per programs
period discount
underat prior
cations Act of 1934.
measured by the total number of periods used on all series of programs
Simultaneously, the FCC transbroadcast within a one-year period which could have been combined
under the provisions of the prior rate card.
mitted to Congress a report containing additional legislative rec"(2) Upon each series of programs broadcast at the rates set forth
ommendations applicable to broadin
this rateby card,
a percentage
discountonunder
subparagraph
'E' above
measured
the weekly
gross billing
all series
of programs
being
casting. Among other things, it
recommended abolition of the Davis
broadcast concurrently."
equalization amendment which limits
February
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"They further stated that such
oganizations were not equipped and;
were not financially able to build
and maintain their own broadcasting
stations if facilities were allocated:
to them," the report adds. "The
Commission feels that present legislation has the flexibility essential to.
attain the desired ends without:
necessitating at this time any;
In general,
the preface of the
changes
in thesaid
law."
report, "representatives of non-profit
groups expressed the opinion that
the best results would be brought
about by cooperation between the:
broadcasters
organizationtions
underandthetheir
direction
and;
supervision of the Commission, and:
not by an allocation of fixed perRegarding its plan to call a
national
centages." conference, the FCC stated
the end sought would be that oi
combining the educational experience of the educators with the pro
gram technique of the broadcasters,
thereby better to serve the public
interest. The conference, it added
should also consider such specific
complaints as might be made by non
profit groups against the actions oi
commercial broadcasters "in order
that remedial measures may be
taken if necessary."
Clear Channels
RESULTS of the so-called "cleai
channel" survey, to ascertain the
degree of rural service rendered by
stations on exclusive waves with
high power, which is now undei
way, will be studied with the
thought of providing best possible
service to the public and to provide
the listener with a "well-balancec
selection of non-profit and public
interest programs," according to the
report.
As to complaints by educationa
stations against the procedure undei
which licensees are required te
defend their assignments in hearing;
upon application of other parties
the report referred to the legislative
recommendation that provisions be
made for preliminary hearings or
applications that appear from exami
nation to be antagonistic to estab
lished stations, or likely to affect
adversely the interest of established
stations. At such hearings the efforlj
would be to determine whether the]
application violates any provisions!
of the Communications Act or thc|
FCC rules and regulations, oi
whether the applicant is legally
financially and technically qualifiec
to contest the use of a radio facili
ties with an existing station.
Equitable Service
IN ITS separate report on legisla
tive recommendations, the FCC firs
proposed repeal of the Davis Amend
ment and substitution, with sligh
change of the original allocation;
provision contained in the Radio Ac
of 1927. This provision would no
require equitable allocation amonj
the five radio zones according t<
population — as does the Davi
amendment. The new provisioj
would read:
"In considering applications for li
censes, or modifications and renewal
thereof, when and insofar as there i
demand for the same, the Commissioi I
shall make such distribution of licenses
frequencies, hours of operation, and o
power among the several states an.
communities as to provide an equitabl
distribution of radio service to each o
Reciting its reasons for thi
recommendation,
the FCC state,
that the Davis Amendment ha
(Continued on page 39)
the same.'"'
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Expected
Despite
Opposition
Judge Sykes Is Attacked Before Senate Committee
I
By Senator Bilbo on Political Charges
CONFIRMATION of the six memThe committee interrogated all
ibers of the FCC, whose nominamembers of the FCC with the extions have been pending before the
ception of former Rep. Prall, who
was confirmed by the Senate Jan.
j Senate since Jan. 10, is confidently
jexpeeted shortly in spite of a bitter 15 to fill the vacancy created by the
(attack upon Chairman E. O. Sykes resignation of Hampson Gary. Mr.
Prall took his oath of office Jan.
]by Senator Bilbo (D)., of Mississippi, in which he openly asked that 19, and assumed chairmansbip of
]the Senate Interstate Commerce
the Broadcast Division. His appointment is until July 1, 1935, or
\ Committee deny Judge Sykes the
ipost for which he was nominated by for Mr. Gary's unexpired term, but
it is regarded as a certainty that
^President Roosevelt.
be will be reappointed for a sevenI Five days of Senate Committee
shearings were held — the last on year term.
In addition to Judge Sykes, the
Jan. 29 — with no action on the nomheard testimony from
inations. The hearings were re- Committee
tcessed, subject to the call of the Col. Thad Brown, vice chairman of
ichairman, with the committee plan- the Broadcast Division, named for
a six-year term : Paul A. Walker,
ning to probe further charges made
chairman of the Telephone Division,
sby Senator Bilbo and by George
five-year term ; Norman S. Case,
iLewellyn. former assistant inspector vice
chairman, Telephone Division,
fin the Atlanta office of the Radio
four-year term; Dr. Irvin Stewart,
•Commission, who was dismissed
chairman, Telegraph Division, threeIfrom the service following a scandal
year term, and George Henry Payne,
\n that office involving Walter Van
vice chairman, Telegraph Division,
iNostrand, former supervisor, who
Allegedly accepted a commission for two-year term.
The early questioning related to
^he sale of transmitter equipment.
the FCC recommendation submitted
Llewellyn had implicated Judge
Jan. 21 that legislation be enacted
t->ykes. Van Nostrand and others in to permit mergers in tbe telegraph,
Ct transaction whereby Oglethorpe
cable and radio fields, bringing toUniversity. Atlanta, acquired W.TTL
gether such competitive companies
<— a deal which he alleged involved
as RCA. Western Union and I. T.
:he "purchase" of a wave length.
& T. Sharp opposition to the proposal was indicated by Chairman
(
Commissioners Quizzed
Wheeler (D.), Montana, and by
■CURING the hearings Senators ran
Senator Couzens, (R. ), Michigan,
rough shod over the FCC because
ranking minority member. In spite
pf some of its activities in broadthe fact that the FCC is divided
basting. Alleged trafficking in ra- of
into three separate divisions, only
\lio licenses was dwelt upon par- one
of which is charged with the
licularly. with the complaint cen- merger
proposal, Committee memsering upon the disposal of stations
bers showed little regard for this
fit purported exorbitant prices to and interrogated
each Commissioner
lewspapers and others. It was desharply on the consolidation proveloped that the FCC is now considering a rule affecting the tendposal. Station Sales Cited
ency of newspapers to enter broadfasting field, but the nature of its ASIDE from the Bilbo attack, the
proposed rule was not disclosed.
hearings were enlivened by com£ Appearing before the Committee
ments of Senator Wheeler on
(fan. 22 and again Jan. 28, Senator
broadcasting. Expressing displeas3ilbo accused Judge Sykes of imure over the fact that both the Midproper political activity during the
dle West and
West are not
!nst elections when he favored for- represented onthetheFarFCC,
while the
mer Senator Stephens for reelecSouth and the North East have
tion over Bilbo, and also charged
three members each, he said he
jiim with various other actions
would sponsor legislation providing
(^hich were called improper. All of that future
appointments be made
the allegations were categorically
by the President so each of the five
denied by Judge Sykes, who took radio
zones is represented.
Ihe stand immediately following
Alleged
"trafficking" in radio
Senator Bilbo when the hearings
station licenses,
such as the sale of
!pened Jan. 22.
WBAL, Baltimore, by the Common; Heeding the comments of Commitwealth Gas. Electric Light & Power
ee members that Llewellyn had not Co. to the Hearst
newspapers, for
^een justly treated in that he was a price he quoted at $440,000,
was
nt accorded a hearing before his criticized by Chairman Wheeler,
•ismissal in December, 1932, the with Judge Sykes on the stand. The
|CO, sitting en banc, Jan. 29 ord- Senate also questioned the practice
red a hearing on the following day of attorneys leaving the FCC and
t which the former inspector was
immediately becoming representanvited to appear. The hearing was
tives of stations or networks in
leferred until Feb. 6.
practice before the same body, asImplicated in the Bilbo charges
serting that he favored legislatio
Vere Paul D. P. Spearman, FCC
which would preclude them from son
eneral counsel, and George A. Hill, doing for a stipulated period.
In this connection, Senator
'CC examiner, both native MissisWheeler developed that General
ippians, who also opposed Bilbo's
indiflacy for the Senate. Mr. Hill Counsel Spearman had resigned
■as charged by the Senator with
from the old Radio Commission as
an assistant general counsel sevnving "bought votes" — a charge
■hich Judge Sykes denied after
eral years ago, and had engage
private practice, and then dwasin
avintr discussed the matter with
fr. Hill.
named general counsel of the new
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International News Photo
CHAIRMAN & CHAIRMAN— Senator Wheeler and Judge Sykes during
a breathing spell at the Senate hearbers. ings on confirmation of FCC Memr
FCC. Commissioner Payne testified
he had looked into the statutes and
had found that there is a law which
permits independent agencies to
adopt regulations prescribing that
attorneys leaving particular departments may not practice before them
for a stipulated period. The Treasury, he declared, has such a regulation, and he predicted that the FCC,
at its next meeting, will consider
putting through a similar provision.
With Judge Sykes on the stand,
Senator Wheeler read info the record the brief filed with the FOO in
the educational hearings by Father
John B. Harney, Superior of the
Paulist Fathers, licensees of
WLWL. in which monopolistic tendencies of the networks were alleged. He observed that, while he
had "never favored government
ownership" of broadcasting, unless
these practices were curbed he felt
there would be a demand for such
drastic action.
First witness to appear was Senator Bilbo, who read a prepared
statement outlining his charges.
Judge Sykes, he said, was named
to the Mississippi Supreme Court
while he (Bilbo) was Governor, in
1916, and he charged that in supporting former Senator Stephens, in
the last election, he was guilty of
"political chicanery". He charged
also that Judge Sykes used his influence to arrange a network in
three states for a political speech
by former Senator Stephens diiring
the closing days of the campaign,
keyed from WJDX. Jackson. Miss. —
an allegation flatly denied by Judge
Sykes. He referred to Judge Sykes,
Mr. Spearman and Mr. Hill as
"three captains in crime."
"So effective became his (Sykes)
onslaught and that of his three captains in crime," said Senator Bilbo,
"that I seized upon his perfidious
conduct and held it up before high
heaven to the scorn and contempt
of all good men and women, and
made the question of his permanency in authority in Washington
a dominant issue in my campaign.
I denounced him and his two confederates upon every stump in the
state of Mississippi ; I pledged myself to the people that when elected
to the United States Senate, I
would fight his confirmation as a
member of the Communications
Commission and if I failed to succeed in my efforts, I would continue
my warfare against him until he
had been driven from the councils
of Broadcasting
the mighty." was not touched
upon until Judge Sykes completed
his refutation of the Bilbo charges.
Senator Wheeler then launched his
February
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broadside against chain ownership
of stations and sale of stations at
high figures. He asked why the
FCC permitted so many clear channels to go to the chains and Judge
Sykes replied that all applications
were considered in relation to public interest and public service.
Senator Wheeler insisted that
when stations are sold, such as in
the the
WBAL
case commodity,
the "wave length"
is
primary
rather
than physical equipment. Judge
Sykes, however, characterized this
as "good will" acquired by the station, rather than the sale of a government franchise to operate on a
given frequency. As to the remark
by Senator Wheeler that 35 of the
clear channels are "owned or controlled" by the networks. Judge
Sykes said this control extended
only to program service, but he admitted under persistent questioning that "something will have to be
done about this." He said the clear
channel study currently being conducted by the FCC to ascertain the
degree of service rural listeners receive would be a guiding factor in
future steps to eliminate duplication
of chain programs.
Advertising on Air
WHEN Senator Wheeler assailed
the degree of advertising on the air.
and asserted that it must be cut
down, Judge Sykes declared that
the FCC has given consideration to
this problem but feels it would be
getting dangerously close to censorentship,
law. which is prohibited in the presCol. Brown, who was the only
other member questioned regarding
broadcasting, explained in reply to
Senator Couzens. that he was sponsored for appointment on the FCC
by Former Gov. James M. Cox. of
Ohio, a Democrat. Gov Cox, he declared, now has two stations, operated in conjunction with his newspapers and acquired in recent
months. WHIO. Dayton, was purchased as WLBW, Erie, for approximately $85,000, and removed to the
with the FCC'S conlocation
former sent.
WIOD, Miami,
was acquired
under a lease and option arrangetioned. ment, but the price was not menWhen the hearings were reopened
Jan. 28, Senator Bilbo offered more
evidence which he said substantiated
his charges against Judge Svkes.
charge that
These
related
the
Judgeprimari
Sykesly hadto *used
his influence to align a southern station hookup for former Senator
Stephens during the last election.
Telegraphic advices from managers
of the five stations involved, sent in
reply to inquiries from Chairman
Wheeler, did not seem to bear out
these allegations, however.
Senator Bilbo then produced Llewellyn, who read a prepared statement in which he made charges of
improper conduct by Van Nostrand.
Judge Sykes and others. He charged
that Van Nostrand had received a
fee of $1,500 in the WJTL case, as
well as a commission of $500 for the
sale of equipment. WJTL. he said,
paid $11,500 for the right to use a
frequency. Among other things, he
alleged that Judge Sykes' son,
Charles Sykes. a lawyer, had accepted a fee of $800 for a station
action.
Names of people prominent in
broadcasting, including operators of
stations in the South and attorneys,
(Continued on page 37)
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DELIVER
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SUBURBAN

PHILADELPHIA'S
WFIL

MESSAGE

TO

METROPOLITAN

PHILADELPHIA

AMBASSADOR
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THE

Wj

AIR

has as its mighty background, the glorious outline of the Liberty Bell, America's

first Hall of Independence, shadowy figures of its great patriots, the charm of Colonial
Belles, the sturdy integrity of its pioneers.

WFIL

It will strive to be a worthy foreground.

will be the real "Voice of Philadelphia." A voice that six million men, women

and children, in the metropolitan and suburban area of the third largest city in the nation,
will listen to — eagerly.

WFIL

Its programs and transmission will insure that.

is the merger of WLIT
DONALD

560

ONLY

KILOCYCLES
N
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B

C

and WFI, two of Philadelphia's pioneer stations.

WITHYCOMB,

GENERAL

PHILADELPHIA
BASIC
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BLUE

MANAGER
OUTLET

1000

WATT

NETWORK
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Revision
In Code

of

Rates

Set

Aside

]

Changes Deferred Pending
General NIRA Proposal
ON THE GROUND that the pricefixing issue pending before the Na( tional Industrial Recovery Board
1 has direct bearing upon the rate
t provisions of the broadcasting in> dustry code, James W. Baldwin,
i executive officer of the Code Au{ thority for the radio broadcasting
1 industry, on Jan. 15 withdrew from
s consideration by the NRA proposals
t for drastic revisions of the code
' rate provisions previously approved
1 by the Code Authority.
1 The proposed amendments, which
drew the fire originally of a half1 dozen stations, would have pro> hibited special discounts on comi bination newspaper and radio rates
c and "run of schedule" rates which
c are popular with stations. WDAF,
r operated by the Kansas City Star,
1 protested both of these proposals,
1 and five other stations opposed the
i second plan in letters to William
C P. Farnsworth, NRA deputy adminf istrator in charge of the code.
^
Score of Protests
i THE VIGOROUS denunciation of
: the proposals by WDAF, which
T asked for a hearing, resulting in
5 NRA setting one for Jan. 11. This
i was deferred until Jan. 15 and
E again until Jan. 18. Meanwhile,
- WDAF and the Kansas City Star
" operated
canvassedstations,
all newspaper-owned
and
on the ground that
the banning of combination newspaper and radio rates, to eliminate
*'the discount given on radio time
1 would be a definite encroachment
'upon the rights of both, and would
\be "price-fixing." Nearly a score of
'stations promptly sent their protests to Mr. Farnsworth.
1 Following receipt of Mr. Baldwin's
'letter withdrawing the proposed
^amendments, along with one which
"would have provided a mandatory
'assessment clause in the code, Mr.
'Farnsworth
on Jan.to 16thatnotified
Vrotestant stations
end. the
He
explained, however, that the protests
were being kept on file and incorporated in the record, so that if the
^amendments were resubmitted for
raction, the parties in interest would
jbe notified and heard.
i
Special Rates
^PROTESTS which were on
/against one or the other of the
visions not only from WDAF
.from WFAA, operated by

file
probut
the

'pallas
Minneapolis ;
Tribune News;
and St. WTCN,
Paul Pioneer-Press
WGAL, of the Lancaster (Pa.) New
£lra; WMC. Memphis Commercial
(lppeal; WHBF, Rock Island (111.)
firgus; KGW and KEX, Portland
Oregonian; WWSW, Pittsburgh
ryost-Gazette; WDAE, Tampa (Fla.)
fimes; WJAG, Norfolk (Neb.)
paily News; WSBT, South Bend
<Ind.) Tribune; KSO, Des Moines,
NMT, Waterloo, and KWCR, Des
7Joines, of the Des Moines Registertribune; KFH, Wichita, Kan., afi/liated with the Wichita Beacon,
;ind WCLO, Janesville (Wis.)
Jazette.
j ,, Other protestants were KGIR,
\ jutte, Mont. ; WFAS, White Plains,
a . Y. ; W.T.TD, Chicago ; KOMO and
: fJR, Seattle, and KROW, Oakland,
j [ In addition to the three proposed
»*age 16

Lasky Named to Manage
KTAB in San Francisco

HOUSE SPEAKERS
Hearing Aids in Congress

Advertisers Stud)1
Food-Drug
Plan
PHILIP
G.
Asked
by
Stefan
PROPOSALS for revision of th<J
LASKY, for the
POINTING out that radio listeners
Copeland-Tugwell Bill (S. 5) to regl
last eight years
ulate the sale and advertising oil
miles away from other lines of comsecretary of the
munication were able to hear Presi- food, drugs and cosmetics, are beind
I n t e r m ountain
Broadcast ing
dent Roosevelt's recent message to analyzed by Ole Solthe, of New!
Congress better than members of York, in his capacity as legislative!
Corp. and assistCongress themselves, even though
assistant to Senator Copeland (D.).|
antager
general
manthey were actually in the presence
of New York, and will be considered]
of KDYL,
of the President. Rep. Karl Stefan
Salt Lake City,
by the latter upon his return to
Washington from Florida, during
has resigned and,
(R. ) of Nebraska, introduced a resoMr. Lasky
the
week of Feb. 4.
lution Jan. 17 calling upon the Areffective Feb. 1,
chitect of the Capitol to investigate
Before leaving Jan. 18. Senator
becomes general manager of KTAB,
and report on the practicability of Copeland said he had asked all
San Francisco.
installing loud speaker equipment in groups interested in amendments to
Lasky, well-known in radio the House.
his measure to discuss them with
through his activities in the NAB,
Rep. Stefan,
the onlyto radio
anMr. Solthe, to avoid protracted hearhas for many years been actively
nouncer to be elected
Congress,
ings. He indicated that he was ready
connected with broadcasting and its said he was impelled to offer the
immediate ancestor, wireless tele- proposal as a result of his own ex- to
accept "reasonable
Advertising
provisionsamendments".
of the bill
perience with the poor acoustics in have provoked opposition among
graphy,
having
held
radio
operator's
licenses since 1918, and having oper- the lower chamber and after conferated the pioneer station 9ZAF in
many groups,
although
the Advertising Federation
of America,
has
Architectences
Lynn with
andSpeaker
various Byrn's,
radio experts.
Denver with W. D. ("Doc") Reyannounced
its
support
of
the measnolds, with whom he was later He suggested hidden loud speakers
ure, with only minor changes in
phraseology.
affiliated at KLZ, Denver. Previthroughout the chamber so members
and
galleries
might
hear
every
word
ously he was active in the installaAmong others, the NAB, American
tion of the present KOA, Denver, as spoken on the floor, with microNewspaper Publishers Association
an experimental broadcasting venand the Proprietary Association
phones at the
Speaker's
Clerk's
at the
reading and
tables.
ture by the General Electric Co. desks and
have requested hearings on the
Even earlier, Lasky assisted in the
Rep. Stefan, with Gene Huse, pubCopeland
measure, a rewrite of the
lisher of the Norfolk (Neb.) Daily
establishment of transcontinental
bill the New York Senator introradio circuits for the Post Office De- News, is the founder of WJAG, Norduced last session and which was refolk, and for last 13 years has been
partment, forerunners of the present
vised five times, without winning apits
chief
announcer.
He
is
still
Department of Commerce airways
proval. In addition to the Copeland
a daily column on Washingradio network. In 1927, Lasky be- writing
Bill there is pending before the Senton
affairs
which
is
broadcast
locally
ate the McCarran bill (S. 58), which
came affiliated with S. S. Fox. president of KDYL and has acted as over WJAG. He is the only Repubalso has been referred to the Comlican elected to Congress from Nemerce Committee, of which Senator
station manager since that time.
braska in the last election.
Copeland is chairman. The latter
Lasky's new San Francisco conmeasure, far less radical than that
nection. KTAB. is operated by the
of Senator Copeland, was sponsored
Associated Broadcasters, Ltd., with
Executive Changes
by Charles Wesley Dunn, counsel for
Wesley I. Dumm as president. That
the Associated Grocery Manufacturstation was heard recently on CBS
Are
Made
at
WBAL
ers, Inc.. and the American Pharmawhen its executives placed technical
ceutical Manufacturers Association.
APPOINTMENT of
facilities and personnel at the disIn the House there is pending a
posal of KFRC, San Francisco CBS
Jules P. Daniel, of bill (H. R. 3972). offered by Rep.
outlet, in bringing to the nation a
the Joseph Katz
Mead (D. ). of New York, sponbroadcast of the landing of Amelia
Agency, Baltimore,
sored by James F. Hoge, counsel of
Earhart at the Oakland Airport at
the
Proprietary Association, which is
as
commercial
manthe end of her flight from Hawaii.
ager of W B A L, regarded as sound insofar as it afBaltimore,nouncedwas
fects-the regulation of advertising.
Jan. 18 anby It would
leave the regulation of all
J. L. Kaufman,
advertising in the hands of the FedChanges at WLW
eral Trade Commission, whereas
Hearst radio executive, who is the Copeland measure would vest
IN MAKING a number of changes
Mr. Daniel
in executive personnel. John L. temporarily serving as acting gen- this authority in the Secretary of
eral manager. The station recently
Clark, general manager of WLW
Agriculture, without, however, reand WSAI, Cincinnati, has named
was procured by the Hearst interpealing the advertising powers of
ests from the Consolidated Gas,
Don Becker assistant manager in
the Trade Commission.
Electric Light and Power Co., for a
change of programs : Edward
Three separate measures, two of
price reported to be approximately
Bauer, from the Crosley mamithem proposing regulation of the
sale and advertising: of foods and
$440,000, over a 10-year period.
facturing division, business manager
Frank Mulloy, publicity director
of WLW-WSAI. succeeding Edwin
drugs, and the third, including cosmetics also, have been introduced
Wegert who becomes WLW sales of WCAE, Pittsburgh, Hearst outlet, has been transferred to WBAL.
in the California State legislature.
manager ; E. C. Krauter from WLW
Gustave Klemm is remaining as
traffic manager to WSAI program
director. Edward Fitzgerald has program director and G. W. Cooke
with other per- PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS Co.,
been placed in charge of music prep- as chiefsonnel ofengineer,
the station kept more or Milwaukee
aration, the arrangers staff and
is planning a widespread
music library, and Bob Nolman has less intact, according to Mr.
radio campaign during the coming
Kaufman.
Mr.
Kaufman
also
anbeen named to the program and
months to advertise "Pittsburgh
nounced the appointment of Harold
production staff.
Higgins of the New York office of One-Day Painting." Chain programs,
transcriptions and local live-talent
Hearst Enterprises as WBAL ac- programs
will be used, according to
amendments submitted to NRA by countant.
plans. On March 18 the first
Frederick R. Huber, director of present
broadcast series will be launched
the Code Authority, another involvWBAL, Baltimore, since 1925, will over the Mutual Network, featuring
ing a rate question not submitted
devote his entire time to musical
Don Carlos and his marimba band,
but pending before the latter group
work, following his resignation,
was the proposal which would ban
in five quarter-hour davtime broadtendered recently to Consolidated.
casts each week. Well-established
"special rates" for time, including
local programs will be purchased on
those allowed for broadcasts of
GENERAL
MILLS,
Inc.,
Minnemore than an hour. A referendum
stations in larger marketapolis (Wheaties) will sponsor Pat abouting10centers.
Specially made discs,
vote of the industry was conducted
Flanagan's broadcasts of the Chi- now being transcribed by WBS. will
by Mr. Baldwin, with the vote about
cago Cubs baseball games during the be used in other cities and arrangethree to one for the change. In summer of 1935 over WBBM, Chiments areovernowan under
for broadview of the withdrawal of the other
cago. The account is placed thru
casts
NBC way
Pacific
Coast
proposals, it is likely that this Chicago,
Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc., hookup. N. W. Ayer & Sons. Inc., is
matter also will be shelved.
the agency.
February
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WGY

50,000

and most receptive to product advertising.

Throughout the entire day women are
busily engaged in the endless routine of
housework, shopping and planning home
improvements. At this time they are particularly concerned about how to buy and
what to buy for home and family needs.

In the Great Northeast (Eastern and Central New York State and Western New
England), the one best station to use in
reaching this special group is WGY. A
giant in power, and by far the most popular
station in the area, it offers a tremendous
audience of women who listen to its pro-

Broadcast advertisers who use daytime hours
are benefiting by the psychology of reaching
these homemakers while they are at work,

WATTS

SCHNEC

TADY

grams regularly.

^^^^^^

^
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pan
Com
ing
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National
IARY
SUBSID
A
AMERIC
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ATION
CORPOR
A RADIO

NEW YORK
WEAF & VVJZ

★

WASHINGTON
WRC & WYIAL

SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTOX — WB7.
PITTSBURGH — KDK.A • CLEVELAND — WTA.M
DENVER
February
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★

CHICAGO
WMAQ & WENR

★

• SPRIXGFIELD, MASS.— WBZA
KO A • PORTLAXD, ORE. — K.EX

SAN

•

Inc.

FRANCISCO
KGO & KPO

SCHEXECTADY — WGY
SPOK.AXE — KG A • SEATTLE — KJR
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Uses

the

By E. M. KIRBY
Sales Promotion Manager
National Life & Accident Insurance
Co., Nashville, Tenn.
EACH FALL the
return of children
to the schoolroom
furnishes the institution of life
insurance an annual opportunity
to dramatize the
place of insurance in guaranteeing the continued
Mr. Kirby
education of the
child, no matter who happens to be
the parent.
The job life insurance must do is
two-fold : (1 ) Sell the parent on
the need of educating the child. (2)
Show the parent and the child that
we can guarantee the continuance of
that education.
The fact that the average grammar school graduate earns but
$1,700 maximum, the average high
school graduate $2,800 a year maximum, and the average college man,
$6,000 a year plus, is a dollars and
cents means of selling the need of
an education.
Quitting School
WITH THESE figures must be included the fact that U. S. Office of
Education surveys show that two
out of every ten children in the
eighth grade drop out, never to reenter school. The reason is not difficult to discover: Financial emergency generally as a result of a
death in the family, causing the
child to seek any kind of employment to help replace the lost income
in that home, at once. Add to these,
the competitive factors in favor of
the educated, trained person, and
essentially social aspects, and we
have the stuff of which a "need"
and a "desire" is made.
It is obviously fundamental, but
nevertheless basic to this story, to
say that when the need is established and sold, the desire is implanted in the breast of the parent
to take no chances and see the child
through ; the good insurance man
can fill that need immediately with
the proper type of insurance.
And so in our approach to our
radio educational series we kept
these thoughts in mind: Show the
need, create a desire then guarantee
its fulfillment.
Dramatic Appeal
FROM purely a radio standpoint
the unusual thing of each of the 30minute "newsreels" was the fact
that the 28 minutes of sheer radio
entertainment, actually was selling
the need in a powerful subtle way.
The other two minutes of the program were used merely to compliment the alumni and say to all, "We
can guarantee the continued education of your child, and
as
well, financial security tocanyourbring
home.
See the Shield Man on your street
or write WSM for information.
Let us see: Each program traced
the beginnings and historical traditional background of the
s.
And in each case the episodescollege
show-

Selling

the
Amount

Air
of

Policies and

Life

Insurance

Intelligently and
New
Business

Leads

More

Policies Via the Air
THE FILES on life insurance radio promotions are slim and meager,
both in the networks and on the local spots.
Life insurance institutions have been slow to use raido. They felt
their way along, conservative as usual in all things. They have been
waiting for more evidence.
And here it is: In evidence made possible by WSM, Nashville,
owned and operated by one of the leading insurance institutions in
the nation— the National Life and Accident Insurance Co.
Two years ago WSM first was applied to the direct selling needs
of the company's 3,000 field men. In 1933 the Nashville institution
led every American and Canadian life insurance institution in the
gain of life insurance in force, showing an increase of $32,000,000
over 1932 when radio was not so used.
For the past year of 1934, results have almost doubled the 1933
results, with the gain in life insurance in force amounting to nearlv
$60,000,000.
The point to remember is: Radio was the only new ingredient
added to the sales kit in the past two years. It has been applied
under the direction of E. M. Kirby former newspaper and agency man
who is the company's sales promotion manager. Mr. Kirby freely
gives the lion's share of credit to WSM, which has been thoroughly
Integrated with the selling theme of the field organization.
The story related here is indicative of fundamental selling principles being interwoven with radio showmanship.
ed that our forefathers sacrificed
money, labor and self, because they
wanted their children to have a
better chance in life than they did.
This was powerful dramatic material, and rooted out an emotion every
parent has in his heart, today, yesterday and tomororw.
Again, each newsreel showed the
results of education in the accomplishments ofoutstanding alumni. We
recaptured the interest of alumni by
"flashbacks" to familiar campus
scenes or famous football episodes.
We enlisted the enthusiasm of the
present student body by tying-in
with current football games, homecomings and campus activities at
the following universities : Kentucky,
Auburn, Arkansas, Washington of
St. Louis, Louisiana State, Illinois,
Texas Christian, Texas A. & M.,
Texas, Southern Methodist, Pittsburgh, Indiana, Missouri, Alabama,
Tennessee, Vanderbilt, Oklahoma,
Notre Dame, Georgia Tech, Georgia,
Tulane, Ohio State, Maryland, Michigan, Detroit, Sewanee, Chicago,
Baylor, Mississippi, Temple, Virginia
Military Institute.
We received the very closest cooperation of college authorities by
refusing to broadcast a single program unless they were completely
satisfied and enthused with it from
top to bottom. Result here : The
college saw an unusual free opportunity for important publicity and
it was much to their interests to go
out and build up a maximum audience to the program as it was to
ours. The interest between the National Life and the college was
identical, to put it bluntly: "The
Sale of Education."
Guaranteed Audience
UNIQUE, therefore in radio, was
the fact that no program in this
series went on the air without a
guaranteed audience in advance,
because each college through its

alumni magazine, student paper,
state-wide publicity release system
with daily newspapers, circularizing
of alumni and alumni club organizations, contacts with teachers in secondary and grade schools, delivered
to us the attentive ear of a majority
of all living alumni, plus the "pickup" audience these other
gained. nal and publicity features promotio
Our conservative estimate of this
guaranteed intensely interested
alumni-audience was one million
listeners. These alumni, however,
do not include members of their
families.
Since the interests of the featured
university and ourselves were mutual, there was no trouble whatever
in establishing contact between our
field men and alumni groups and
individuals in every section of the
country. To provide further material for the cementing of this relationship, (he Home Office furnished
alumni groups, through its field men,
a handsome poster in four colors,
merchandising the program, suitable
for use on high school bulletin
boards, neighborhood stores, club
rooms and bank and office building
lobbies, and general
display.
Promotion Methods
A THUMB-NAIL sketch of what the
program would contain was furnished every agent so that he could intelligently discuss it with the alumnus before the program went on the
air. This information was also furnished every radio editor whom we
thought had an important interest
in the college broadcast. Tune-in
advertisements were run in one hundred daily newspapers where we
maintained District Oflices. As a
result, the interest of the alumni
was aroused to a point where they
not only wanted to listen to WSM,
but also wanted to recruit new
listeners, which would spread the
prestige of their alma mater in their
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own communities, particularly w
the coming
generation, whei.
comes the college enrollment
tomorrow.
Moreover,
great "push"
behi
this
series ofthe programs
automat
ally merchandised the idea to r
field force of developing educatioi
lead-ins as a selling approach to
prospects, whether interested in t
program or not, whether colle
people or not. We avoided narrc
ing the scope of this to strictly c
lege people, by highlighting t
disastrous effects of impoverish
homes among children in the pri:
ary and secondary schools. As
result our men had selling ammui j
tion for every type of home th
canvassed ; and the tremendous dri I
behind these programs kept it ev
before their minds.
Program Structure
AN AVERAGE of 50 people we
required for each broadcast, a ma I
chorus of 16 voices, an augmentf
orchestra of 22 pieces and a drar
atic cast anywhere from 15 to 2
Voice descriptions were obtainc I
from the colleges with the prograi J
material. Two musical arrange!
were kept busy at work arrangin I
the music for the coming program
The job of learning and singing pr<
fessionally five or six new songs, fo
each program, or ten or twelve j
week, is a job only a musical dii I
ector, musician or singer can full
appreciate.
Structure of the program wa,
built around five or six dramati
episodes, interspersed with the col
lege music, woven around a centra
moving theme. Only the human in
terest stuff, "newsworthy" material
was dramatized and each episod*
was made to stand on its own bot
torn withchosen
a "punch
line."for One
an
nouncer,
carefully
dictior
intelligence and clarity and rapidit:
of speech, Russell Wyly, served a;
the connecting link between episode!
and music.
Our observation is that radio, in
telligently conceived and consistent
ly applied, can sell service or mer
chandise — our own record proves it
Two years in a row, the Sales
Leader — two years in a row, radio
at work for us . . . Radio Can Sell !
West
To

Coast

Meet

Advertisers

in San

Diego

THE RADIO department of the 1935
convention of the Pacific Advertising
Clubs Association, will be handled
by John Wells, program director of
KFSD, San Diego, with C. P. MacGregor, president of MacGregor &
Sollie, Inc., San Francisco as vicechairman. This was announced Jan.
21 by D. R. Minshall, president of
the association, following its midwinter conference in San Francisco.
The association, composed of members of more than 30 Pacific Coast
advertising agencies, will convene
in San Diego, Cal., June 23 to 27,
inclusive.
Wells and MacGregor are now
building their radio departmental
program for the annual meeting.
Another conference of advertising
executives will be held at Longview,
Washington, on Feb. 4, when Pacific
Northwest members of the association will discuss their plans for the
convention.
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fewest

HISTORY

MAKES

ABC

?<ietwor\

Marches

On

to

More

Radio

Triumphs

"First ABC had the Morrow Castle Investigation.
Note it has the Hauptmann trial from the
Sheriff's courthouse office. Other netuorks are
said to he peeved."
Jerry Franken
"Billboard"

in
for

January 26, 1935.

rect from the courthouse, serves up the news while
it's sizzling.

BROADCASTING COMPANY is up in
±\_ the forefront vtith the history makers. American Broadcasting enterprise never misses a trick.
American Broadcasting conceives of a network as
AMERICAN

meaning public service as well as profit. Vast audiences in 23 principal markets listen consistently to
ABC stations which unfailingly deliver fastest firsthand reports on the Flemington trial — news story
of the decade. Other networks take their time, feed
ABC broadcasts dithe public predigested doses.

ABC sponsors on all stations are pleased with results and praise the enterprising "third chain" as it
again makes radio history.
First, the Morro Castle federal inquiry — an exclusive ABC feature, sent hot and fresh from the
hearing room. Now, the Flemington trial with ABC
news casters on the scene, closer to action than any
other radio broadcasters. Such service cannot fail
to attract MILLIONS OF LISTENERS!

Buy American time. It is the biggest bargain in advertising today. Your business
needs the push and go of this astonishing network for CERTAIN sales results.
ABC

HAS

THE

NEW

IDEAS.

ABC

ABC offers the LOWEST COST per listener for
concentrated coverage. Nighttime rates for the entire network are 82.870 per hour. S1.810 per half hour
and SI. 105 per quarter hour. Daytime rates are half
the nighttime prices.

KNOWS

HOW

TO USE THEM!

The American Broadcasting Company's new key
station, WNEW. gives ABC increased power, greater
coverage, in the giant market of metropolitan New
York.

ABC Stations in These Cities are Doing Radio's Biggest Job for Advertisers:
Cleveland
New York
Providence
Gary
Akron
Columbus
Albany
Davenport
Rock IslandDetroit
Baltimore
St. Louis
Little Rock
Boston
Trenton
Washington
Waterbury
Buffalo
Memphis
Chicago
Philadelphia
Wilmington
Pittsburgh
Cincinnati

AMERICAN

BROADCASTING
GEORGE B. STORER, President

501 Madison Avenue
NEW YORK CITY
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COMPANY
3300 Union Guardian Building
DETROIT, MICH.
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Humboldt

BUFFALO'S
BEST

BUY

The commercial business of Station WEBR

in-

creased 47% in 1934.
This healthy rise was due largely to the fact that
more and more local and national advertisers are
discovering that it is a station's popularity . . . and
not its power . . . that produces the best results.
Success has not gone to our heads. Despite the
clamor for time on WEBR

J.G reig Leaves

Greig,Blair& Spight,Inc.
WITHDRAWAL of Humboldt J.
Greig from the firm of Greig, Blair
& Spight,
tives, as of Inc.,
Jan. station
15, was representaannounced
Jan. 21 by John P. Blair, senior
member, with headquarters in Chicago. For the time being, it was
stated, the business will be conducted under the same firm name,
with Mr. Blair heading the Chicago
office and Lindsey Spight in charge
of the Pacific Coast division.
Curtis Willson, for nearly a year
manager of the Detroit office, has
been transferred to New York as
manager of that office, succeeding
Mr. Greig. He was formerly in the
General Motors organization, and
prior to his assignment in Detroit,
was at the San Francisco office of
the representative organization.
Mr. Blair has been elected president and Mr. Willson vice president.
It was announced that the policy of
the newly constituted firm will be to
develop along lines of newspaper
representation, having as far as possible one man specially assigned to
represent each station.

we refuse to up our

rates — always the lowest and unquestionably radio's
outstanding bargain in the second largest city of
the Empire State.
Do not be deceived by the extravagant claims of
elegantly printed brochures. The simple story of
a radio station which alone has developed a small

Black Leases WSGN
WSGN, Birmingham, has been
leased from the R. B. Broyles Furniture Co.. licensee, by Ormond
Black, secretary of the Protective
Life Insurance Co.. of that city. It
is understood that the lease, which
becomes effective Feb. 1, is for five
years. D. D. Campbell, formerly
commercial manager of the station,
will assume the managership.

Mrs. Henry Bellows
MRS. MARY SANGER BELLOWS,
46, wife of Henry Adams Bellows,
former vice president of CBS and
now special legislative representative of the NAB in Washington, died
at her home in Washington Jan. 19
after a long illness. Funeral services were held at Mt. Auburn
Chapel, Cambridge, Mass., Jan. 21.
Besides her husband, she is survived
by a daughter, Mrs. Philip W. Pillsbury, of Chicago, and a son, Charles
S. Bellows, a student at Harvard.
Mrs. Bellows was born in Annapolis,
Md., where her father was a professor of chemistry at the U. S. Naval
Academy. He later became director
of the Harvard chemistry laboratory. She met Mr. Bellows at Harvard, and they were married in 1911
while he was an assistant professor
at the University of Minnesota. They
lived in Minneapolis for 22 years before Mr. Bellows came to Washington as one of the original members
of the old Radio Commission.
Curtiss Candy

Spots

CDRTISS CANDY Co., Chicago
candy bar manufacturer, is signing
365-day contracts for a number of
spot announcements daily with stationstractsin all
parts
the toU. 25S. daily
Concall for
fromof two
announcements, with time during
the children's hours in the late afternoon and early evening preferred.
At present about 20 stations are
carrying these announcements and
other stations are being added as
rapidly as time can be arranged.
The
is placed
thru McJunkinaccount
Advertising
Co., Chicago.

local shoe store into a city-wide chain with an
annual sale of 1,200,000 pairs is more eloquent
than the unsubstantiated claims of so-called sur-

Want

to

KNOW

SOMETHING

veys.
about
Station WEBR

frankly caters to every part of

Women — because of their professional interest in
values — make the most profitable audience for an
advertiser.
We've proved that conclusively with KSTP in the
9TH U. S. RETAIL MARKET where we've built up
the largest and most responsive "Women's Audience"
during the daytime. Here's just one of the potent
findings
(others on request) from the recent Ernst
& Ernst Survey:

the pronounced cosmopolitan population of Buffalo
and Western New York.

That is why, hour by

hour and day by day, it constantly has the largest
audience along the Niagara Frontier.

TO OPEN
TALK
TO

WEBR

The Howell

H. H. HOWELL
President

Broadcasting Company/

THE
THE

Inc.

ROY L. ALBERTSON
General Manager

From NOON to 5 P.M.
Station B average audience
32.8% ence .50.6%. —. about
KSTP audi60%
GREATER!
FAMILY PURSE IN THE NORTHWEST
"WOMEN'S
AUDIENCE"
OF KSTP
For Northwest Market Facts
Just Ask: FORD BILLINGS, General Sales
Manager, KSTP, Minneapolis, Minnesota,
or our
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
in New York— PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
in Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco —
GREIG,
BLAIR
&
SPIGHT, INC.

Buffalo outlet of American Broadcasting Company
DOMINATES
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WOMEN

THE

February

KSTP
MINNEAPOLIS— ST. PAUL
9th U. S. RETAIL MARKET
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in

San

Tretncisco

Because
The

\

KFRC

thoroughly covers the entire Greater San Francisco-

DON

Oakland Trading Area (population 1,965,542).
It is a CBS

outlet — your guarantee of network popularity.

It has local acceptance due to its daily production of popular
Coast network and local features.

Its experienced production staff can create and produce your
program — co m petently.

Its local rate (15 minutes evening) is 50 per cent less than
that of the other network station.
It will co-operate conscientiously to assure the success of your
campaign. . . Write for full details.

MURRAY B. GRABHORN, Soles Manager, KFRC

The

LEE

Chain
In addition to local spot broadcasting, the Don Lee Broadcasting System gives you the utmost in flexibility
to match your selling problems.
You can buy a Northern California
network: San Francisco, Sacramento,
Stockton, Fresno, Bakersfield.
You can buy a Southern California
network: Los Angeles, San Diego,
Santa Barbara.
•
You can buy a California network
by combining these two and get your
message over eight stations in the
eight major distributing areas of
California.
•
Another click of the switch and
you get a Pacific Coast network, by
adding Portland, Seattle, Tacoma,
Spokane.

Lee Broadcasting System
•
1000 Van Mess Avenue, San Francisco
AFFILIATED
WITH
THE
COLUMBIA
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
LOS ANGELES OFFICE
Representatives: RADIO
SALES, INC.
Don Lee Building, Seventh and Bixel Streets
New York City: 485 Madison Ave. . . Chicago:^! 0 N. Michigan Ave.

February
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Transradio

Widens

Foreign Coverage
Acquires Reuters Service to
Replace Havas of France
FOREIGN news coverage of Transradio Press Service has been almost
doubled by acquisition of the
service of Reuters of Great Britain,
according to Herbert Moore, Transradio president, who announced at
the same time that the tieup with
the Havas
of France had
ceased
Jan. Agency
12.
Reuters will file flashes and bulletins night and day, Mr. Moore said,
augmenting the Central News of
London report. Foreign coverage
of Transradio, he added, now is independent of any foreign government-control ed orsubsidized press
association.
In addition Transradio has
Wythe Williams, war correspondent,
in Europe as head of its own newsgathering setup which consists of
American-born or American-trained
newsmen in every major capital of
Europe, Mr. Moore explained.
Williams maintains headquarters at
Paris and Geneva.
Reuters claims to have 3,000 staff
correspondents and 10,000 special
correspondents throughout the
world, penetrating inaccessible outposts from which news is received by
radio, steamer, pony express, camel,
yak and even the tom-tom telegraph
of the bushmen.
The contract with Havas expired
Jan. 5 but it was extended to Jan.
12 as a courtesy to Transradio, Mr.
Moore said.
Camille
Lemercier,
Havas'
general manager
for North
America,
said the action was inspired by the

THE

Bell System

has a large investment

KHJ Quick on Trigger
In Prison Escape Drama
THE PRISON escapes at San
Quentin, California, was the dramatization for the Calling All Can
from KHJ to the Don Lee network
Jan. 22, with a repeat later in the
day to the entire CBS network. The
broadcast recreated the sensational
prison break in which four convicts
assaulted the warden, and kidnaped
four members of the State Board of
Prison Terms and Paroles and two
guards as hostages.
While the dramatization was
given on the Calling All Cars program the week after the incident,
an even more timely dramatization
was done from KHJ the afternoon
of the break. With the wires still
"hot" with news of the escape and
the subsequent capture, the KHJ
staff dramatized the affair 80 minutes after it occurred. The Calling
All Cars episode, of course, was
more in detail.
possibility that such distribution
might cause misunderstanding repolicies. interested in
"Havasgarding
is Havas'
primarily
the sale of news to newspapers," he
said. "Since some American publishers take strong exception to the
broadcasting of news, Havas does
not want to appear to be taking
sides in the issue between the publishers and the broadcasting stations. Having carefully considered
the position, we have decided that
Havas should follow the same policy
as the american news associations
and confine its activities in this
country to the pursuits for which
it was created." Havas now has no
radio clients in the United States.

in

facilities used in broadcasting. It has provided
more

than $20,000,000

worth

circuits and special equipment.

of program
Hundreds

of

technicians are responsible for sustained, highquality transmission.
This equipment

and this personnel are more

than adequate to meet the present needs of the
networks.

Common

sense dictates that they be

kept so. Every index of future developments

Th« >''" «b« «» ■«"""

is

studied, charted. There are constant tests and
experiments.
The process of looking ahead will continue.
Two

great industries will go forward together

toward the ultimate goal —

broadcast reproduc-

tion so nearly like the actual program that there
will be no audible difference.

..as. *»- ,bc-
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WTAM

50,000

Happy,
Thanks

Husky,
to

the

Aid

Healthy

and

of Daytime

Alert • • •

Radio

In the thousands of homes with young, growing children,

CLEVELAND

Hours

And so the number of spot and local broadcasters sending messages into homes during the daytime, mounts higher and higher.

Daytime Radio programs are playing a vitally important part in keeping these youngsters up to par in health,
in happiness, in appearance. For mothers, husy at the many
duties of planning, working and shopping for home and for

NBC

To reach this important daytime audience of women in the
Cleveland area, use WTAM. The only clean channel, high
power station in this rich section of Ohio, it has always been
the favorite of radio listeners.

family, find their radios a convenient guide to practical
homemaking and practical buying.

Company,
Broadcasting
National
SUBSIDIARY
AMERICA
OF
CORPORATION
A RADIO
NEW YORK
WEAF & WJZ

PITTSBURGH

February

★

WASHINGTON
WRC & WMAL

★

CHICAGO
WMAQ & WENR

★

• SPRINGFIELD, MASS.— WBZA
SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON— WBZ
• DENVER — KOA • PORTLAND, ORE. — KEX
• CLEVELAND— WTAM
KDKA
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WATTS

SAN
•

Inc.

FRANCISCO
KGO & KPO

SCHENECTADY WGY
KG A • SEATTLE— KJR
• SPOKANE
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| Getting the Rate Right
|THE READJUSTMENT of card rates of the
| networks, announced within the past month,
|should not cause a ripple of backfire from advertisers or their agencies. The step was evolutionary, rather than revolutionary. Last summer, Broadcasting disclosed in an analysis of
a study made by the Association of National
Advertisers, how radio represented a far better buy, dollar for dollar, than any other advertising medium. In cold figures, ANA itself
divulged that radio rates had not kept pace
with the degree of service rendered, when com| pared with the rate structures of competitive
I mediums.
I
| The over-all rate increase for the two netIworks averages about 5 per cent. The ANA
|survey showed that radio, with about a 50 per
Icent increase in circulation from 1929 to 1933,
I showed a decrease of about 10, per cent in the
| cost of reaching 1,000 families. Since then
I there has been a phenomenal increase in radio
Iset sales; about 20,000,000 of the nation's 30,1 000,000 homes are now radio equipped. Certainly this circulation increase justifies a rate
advance such as has been introduced.
A big stride forward by both NBO and CBS
|in their new rate structures is represented in
the discount provisions. While arrived at in
different ways, both have as their objective the
encouragement of "through schedules" by advertisers, the year around. All broadcasters are
looking toward the day when summer business
will keep abreast of the fall and winter levels,
and they have ample proof that folks listen in
the summer. Daytime also should prove vastly
more saleable under the revised rate schedules.
Stations affiliated with the networks should
pbenefit proportionately in the rate increases.
|One of the objectives of the NBC realignment
|was to make it possible to invoke a system
§of station compensation which would end the
pconstant bickering it has had with affiliates
|over the flat $50 per hour commercial rate and
|the $1,500 per month sustaining fee.
| Individual stations likely will follow the neti ||works in revising their rate structures. Many
, |of them will glean new benefits in the spot field
Jalso from the arrangement made by World
^Broadcasting System with Free & Sleininger
•|and other station representatives as a means of
: /^eliminating the "third 15%" and at the same
I |time stimulating production in the spot transcription field.
'pirateEverybody
should benefit from the upward
trend. More
wherewithal for station operfPage 26

ators as well as the networks naturally will
reflect itself in better programming and greater
employment and wage levels. As long as radio
gets the results for advertisers who use the
air judiciously, as is indicated by the great demand for time, there will be no justified protest from advertisers about rates.

RADIO

BOOK

SHELF

A COMPREHENSIVE analysis of contests presented prior to 1934 over NBC has been published under the title The NBC Handbook on
Offers and Contests. It lists all pertinent details of all contests and premium offers and lists
the response in many cases. The 1934 section
will be published when complete information
has been tabulated.
HOWARD S. LE ROY, Washington attorney
and former assistant solicitor of the State Department, who is secretary of the American
Section of the International Committee on
Radio, has published an outline and guide to
air law covering municipal and international
radio and aeronautical laws and containing one
of the most comprehensive bibliographies on the
subject ever compiled. The 120-page volume is
titled Air Law: Outline and Guide to Law of
Radio and Aeronautics and is published by the
Randolph Leigh
Washington
($3). Publishing Co., 725 15th St.,

Bellingham

Appeal
FINAL adjudication of the case of the Associated Press vs. KVOS, Bellingham, Wash., involving the basic issue of news broadcasts, is
being undertaken as a test case for both the
press and the radio industries. The A. P. and
the United Press, both powerful in their field,
have decided to appeal from the revolutionary
decision of Judge John C. Bowen of Seattle,
who held that broadcasting stations have an unquestioned right to broadcast dispatches from
newspapers whatever their origin, once those
newspapers are sold to the public.
Now the NAB will seek to raise a fund of
about $25,000 to defray possible costs of the
appellate litigation in behalf of the broadcasting industry at large. At its worst, the San
Francisco Court of Appeals my reverse that ruling, and an appeal then will be in order to the
Supreme Court of the United States. It seems
to us that the broadcasting industry should fall
solidly behind the movement for a final adjudication.

Prices

and

Products

THE SUCCESS story of radio as a medium for
quick-turnover goods is too well known to require constant repetition. Less familiar and
more recent, however, is the achievement of
broadcasting in selling high-priced products near
the thousand dollar class and beyond. Herein
is a narrative, elsewhere carried at length in
this issue, that sounds almost like fiction, so
striking is its lesson to those interested in getting people to buy goods — whether fast-moving
or high-priced.
Last year saw makers of upper-bracket commodities almost double their radio budgets on
the networks, in some cases the increase
amounting to a good deal more than 100%.
This advance was not confined to any particular
field, but included automobiles, office equipment,
radio sets and several recruits from the insurance and finance group. But after all, it's only
one more story in the success edifice that radio
is erecting.
February

JUST published by NBC is a brochure titled A
Study of the Relative Effectiveness of Major Advertising Media, based on a survey by the Psychological Corp., reviewed in detail in the Dec. 1
issue of Broadcasting. It indicates the preferences of gasoline dealers, grocers and druggists.

Time

for

Truce

THE UNANIMOUS findings of the FCC against
allocations of fixed percentages of radio facilities to non-profit institutions will be greeted
with satisfaction by broadcasters and by the
vast majority of educators and religious leaders.
The Commission's report to Congress, the result
of five weeks of exhaustive hearings, is a complete vindication of the stand of the broadcasters
against class allocations and of most of the
educational and religious leaders who testified
that they are already cooperating happily witli
the status quo.
The industry cannot sit back with smug complacency, however, and regard its tight as all
over. Reform crusaders, a peculiar breed, will >
not be won over by the weight of argument or
by judicial findings. They may elect to continue
their crusades, if only to hold on to their jobs.
Already some of them have run to the Senate,
apparently intent upon continuing their lobby.
Though in the end sound judgment will prevail, pin-pricking tactics can leave a lot of sore
spots. Radio's desire now should be one of healing what sores remain, yet armoring against
further thrusts. The FCC's proposal to call a
national conference on cooperation between
education and radio should be welcomed by all
factions. Such cooperation is nothing more than
the broadcasters offered in the first placeindeed, as the report points out, voluntary cooperation already exists to a great extent, and
radio already is giving freely of its time to
non-profit pursuits as a public service. At such
a conference, perhaps it is not too much to hope,
even the Morgan faction, which started most of
the fuss and pother, will shift its methods
towards constructive ends.
1, 1935
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PERSONAL

NOTES

T. WYLIE KINNEY, a member of the
sales department of WOR, has been appointed sales promotion manager and
special sales representative. Before entering experience
radio, he with
had Pictorial
extensive Review
advertising
and Butteriek's, and earlier he was engaged ofinhis
the own
merchandising
of iscos-a
metics
invention. He
graduate
of Andover Academy and
Yale.
JOHN EUGENE HASTY has been
granted a 90-day leave of absence as
production manager of MacGregor &
Sollie,tionInc.,
studios,San
and Francisco
has gone transcripto New
YTork
to
write
and
produce
two
to-coast network shows. One ofcoastthe
accounts is sponsoring "Al Pearce and
His Gang."COSGROVE, account execuJAMES
tive for KYA, San Francisco, was
promoted to commercial manager of
the station, succeeding David H.
Sandeberg.

IN THE SEVEN years of radio
regulation under Federal commissions 17 men have served on the old
Radio Commission and the new
Communications Commission, but
there never has been a commissioner
with a legislative turn of mind and
a Congressional background. The
FCC now has acquired such a person in Anning Smith Prall, of New
York, distinguished parliamentarian, Democratic leader, business
man, journalist and public servant
for nearly two decades.
On Jan. 19, former Congressman
Prall, of Staten Island, New York,
became Commissioner Prall, chairman of the Broadcast Division
of the FCC. On that day he took
his oath of office after speedy Senate confirmation of his nomination
by President Roosevelt — the only
member of the seven-man agency
accorded that honor without preliminary interrogration by the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee.
A dozen years of service in the
House by Mr. Prall ended when the
new Congress convened Jan. 3.
During his Congressional tenure he
had become a powerful figure in
Democratic councils. Among other
duties, he had been entrusted with
the chairmanship of the important
Patronage Committee, a post requiring, infinite diplomacy and the utmost confidence of his colleagues.
He comes to the FCC as a personal
and respected friend of the President, and as a man who knows by
first name and is known by first
name to a vast majority of the 435
House members and by a sizable
group in the Senate.
It goes without saying that, besides his other duties at the FCC,
Mr. Prall will be the legislative contact of that agency, fitting into a
niche never before occupied by a
member of the FCC or its predecessor agency. Since broadcasting
began, the superficial knowledge of
radio evidenced by all but a handful of the members of Congress has
been deplored. Members have
orated at length without knowing
the difference between a kilocycle
and a sunspot cycle. Under the
guidance of Mr. Prall, who knows
his Congressional ropes and is rapidly acquiring an expert's concept
February
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of radio and its ramifications, a
transition
is in the offing on Capitol
Hill.
A sketch of Anning Smith Prall
would be incomplete without turning the pages of American history
back to pre-Revolution days. It
was in 1763 that the Dutch family
Prall settled on Staten Island, N. Y.,
the fourth family to locate there.
His ancestors figured in the barter
that will stand as the greatest investment of all time, for they bought
what is now Manhattan from the
Indians for a trunkful of colored
beads and trinkets, plus a few
blankets. The Prall family has
lived in Staten Island ever since,
and the
head home
of theat household present
maintains his
West
New Brighton, N. Y.
Anning Smith Prall was born
Sept. 17, 1870, at the ancestral home
on Staten Island. His appearance,
however, belies his 65 years. He is
of medium height, but sprightly and
athletic appearing. A most pleasant
conversationalist, he has an inexhaustible pounds
supply of "stories,"
every
one of which
home a point,
and often a moral. He is jovial
without being hilarious, and appears headed for a contest with
Former Gov. Norman S. Case, of
Rhode Island, for the distinction
of being the handsomest member of
the FCC.
Son of the assistant treasurer of
the Baltimore & Ohio railroad,
Anning Prall received his preliminary education in New York public
and high schools, as well as in city
institutions of higher learning. A
flair for writing carried him to the
old Neio York World, where he
served as a reporter for several
years, but he soon turned to economic pursuits and worked in a savings bank for several years. From
that post, he joined the Cosgrove
Coal Mining Co., Johnstown, Pa.,
which operates mines in Pennsylvania, Illinois, Indiana and Maryland. He is still vice president of
that company.
Although prominent in local civic
affairs and politics during his early
youth, it was not until 1918 that
Anning Prall found himself in the
limelight as a member of the New
(Continued on page 42)
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EMILE GOUGH, an executive of the
Hearst Radio, Inc., New York, and
general manager of the Pacific Broadcasting Corp., on
San theFrancisco,
after
several weeks
Pacific Coast
visiting his family, has returned to his
eastern headquarters at 959 Eighth
Ave., New York.
THOMAS L. LITTLEPAGE, head of
Littlepage & Littlepage, Washington
counsel for various radio stations, on
Jan. 17 was awarded the Cosmopolitan
Club's distinguished service medal for
the most outstanding service to Washington in 1934. He was formerly president of the Washington chamber of
commerce.
R. H. SCHOFIELD, formerly with the
Horluck Brewing Co., Seattle, has been
named to the commercial staff of
KOMO-KJR,
addition to the staffSeattle,
in the the
last third
few weeks.
Miss Virginia Robinson, a graduate of
the University of Washington, has been
appointed to the news department.
EDGAR J. ANZOLA, director of
WV1RC, Venezuela, who recently visited the United States, has been
awarded a distinguished service medal
for his zuelan
educational
government. work by the VeneGLADSTONE MURRAY, Canadianborn publications director of the
British Broadcasting Corp., who visited Ottawa and New York early last
year to confer with radio officials, has
been acting as program controller of
the BBC
during the illness of Col.
Alan
Dawnay.
DAVID WORRALL, manager of 3DB.
operated by the Melbourne (Australia)
Mail, has arrived in San Francisco
aboard the Matson liner Mariposa to
inspect radio in this country. He will
visit Los Angeles, Chicago, Detroit.
Boston and New York.
HOWARD BARTON, former advertising manager for I. J. Fox, has
joined the commercial staff of WGAR.
Cleveland. Miss Jean Moore, secretary
to Leslie Fox, commercial manager,
and Harold Waddell, of the orchestral
staff, were married Jan. 13.
LOREN STONE, formerly of KOMO.
Seattle, has joined KOL, Seattle, as
special sales representative.
JOSEPH M. BRYAN, president of
WBIG,man ofGreensboro,
N. C, wasforchairthe local committee
the
birthday ball in honor of President
Roosevelt. Major Edney Ridge, WBIG
manager, was a member of the national
radio committee.
HARRY'
A. ROSS,Newpresident
of RossFederal Service,
York, will
sail
late in February for Honolulu to open
a branch office there. Other branches
will also be opened in London and
other European cities.
HENRY PEARSON and Herbert
Goldsmith have joined the commercial
staff of WCAE, Pittsburgh.

JACK VAN VOLKENBERG, manager of KMOX, St. Louis; Brad Robinson, sales director
a former allstar football
man at and
the University
of
Minnesota, and France Laux, sports
announcer, were among the radio and
newspapermen feted by the St. Louis
Browns at a dinner last month attended by President Herridge of the Amnotables. erican League and other baseball
EDWARD PETRY, president of
Edward Petry & Co., left New York
Jan. 18 on a business trip through
the South and Middlewest. He
plannedperiod.
to vacation in Miami for a
short
SAM PICKARD, CBS vice president
and his family, left for Miami Beach
Jan. 25 for an indefinite stay. Mr. and
Mrs. Pickard are recuperating from
injuries sustained
accident
recently. in an automobile
NATE LORD, manager of WAVE,
Louisville,
an attack ofKythe. has
flu. been laid up with
HERB SHERMAN, general sales manager, WJJD, Chicago,-WIND, Gary,
announces the addition of A. C. Hoaglund,
Stan
Frank Kolar, Vicstaff. tor Short Golstein,
and Gene Ferguson to his
RALPH NORDBERG is back on the
WJJD, Chicago, sales force after a
year's absence.
DIETRICH DIRKS, general manager
of KFAB and KFOR, Lincoln, and
KOIL, Omaha, Neb.; H. H. Hoessley,
station manager at WAIU, Columbus,
Ohio; Charles Caley, commercial manager of WMBD, Peoria, 111.; and J.
Buryl Lottridge, commercial manager
of KOIL,
held an
impromptuwhenconvention the middle
of January
they
met unexpectedly
in
Chicago
at
the
offices of Free & Sleininger, Inc., radio
station representatives.
BERT PHILLIPS has been appointed
sales manager of KHJ, Los Angeles,
succeeding Arthur J. Kemp, resigned.
Don Bernard, program director, has
also resigned, and his work is being
handled
manager. by Scott Perkins, production
DON E. GILMAN, NBC vice president in charge of the western division,
has been elected vice president of the
San Francisco Commercial Club.
ARTHUR WESTLUND, manager of
KRE, Berkeley, Cal., has been elected
presidentecutive
of Association.
the Oakland (Cal.) ExLLOYD E. YODER, NBC western
division press relations manager, has
been elected a director of the San
Francisco Junior Chamber of Commerce.
E. R. SPRINGER, formerly account
executive for KYA, San Francisco, has
joined the commercial department of
KROW in the same city. E. Andrew
Barrymore is also a new addition to
KROW's
sales staff.
was formerly associated
with HeKJBS,
San
Francisco.
GENE HUSE, operator of WJAG,
Norfolk, Neb., and publisher of the
Norfolk Daily News, sailed Jan. 24 on
tion trip. for Costa Rica on a vacathe Peten
ENGAGEMENT of John F. Roche, of
the CBS Publicity Department in
New York, and Miss Mary Marioora
McDermott has been announced by
Dr. and Mrs. T. S. McDermott, of
New York City. Miss McDermott, a
graduate of Rosemary Hall and Bryn
Mawr College, was on the staff of Tide
before taking charge of Trade News
for thement twoCBS
yearsSales
ago.Promotion
She will Departgive up
her duties Feb. 15, and the ceremony
will take place March 2. Roche was
formerly on the staff of the New
Yorker, and has been with Columbia
almost three years. Recently he was
given a special assignment in charge
of the System's Institutional Publicity.
Page 27
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NORMAN DICKEN has been aj>
pointed
production
manager
WINS
New York.
He has
been ofassistati
program manager for WTAM, pro
gram and production manager ©)
WFLA, and was for several season;
pianist with Guy Lombardo's or
chestra.

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

HAL BURNETT, of the CBS Chicago
publicity department, has resigned to
take over the insurance brokerage business of his father, Henry C. Burnett,
who died Jan. 3. Burnett joined Columbia in the fall of 1933 as night editor of the western bureau of Columbia
News Service and was later transferred to the publicity department in
charge of special features.
HOWARD T. KEEGAN, former program manager of WCFL, Chicago, is
now a member of the Chicago NBC
production staff, where he succeeds
Joseph T. Ainley who has joined Erwin, Wasey & Co., Chicago, as a member of the agency's radio department.
ED SIMS, formerly of WKBC, Birmingham, and other stations, is announcer on the Ga.
"Sports Parade" of
WGPC, Albany,
RALPH HIEATT, formerly with
WLW, Cincinnati, and John Mathae,
formerlymountwriter
Pictures and
and actor
with with
KWK,ParaSt.
Louis, have joined the continuity staff
of KMOX, St. Louis.
ELSIE HORNER, publicity woman of
KMTR, Hollywood, late in January
was promoted to program manager.
MISS KATHLEEN GORDON has
resigned from the position of music
librarian at WOR, Newark, to join
McCann-Eiickson Inc., as assistant to
the director of music, Josef Bonime.
She is succeeded at WOR by her
former assistant* Miss Mary Murray.
ROBERT L. STONE, NBC production
and sound effects man, will join the
production staff of WOR, Newark,
Feb. 1. Stone is a graduate of Knox
College, and has been a member of
the production staffs of KVOO, Tulsa
and WTIC, Hartford.

SAM SLATE left the press depart
ment of CBS, New York, Jan. 21 t<
join the
chines
Co. International
house organ. Business Ma
ALAN
TRENCH,
announcer all
WCAE, Pittsburgh, has been named jl
publicity director succeeding Frank
G.Baltimore.
Mulloy, transferred to WBAL

Boake Carter at Work
QUITE candid is this picture of
Boake Carter, CBS news commentator, puzzling a bit over his comment
on the Hauptmann trial. He is
shown in his hotel room in Flemington, N. J., typing out one of his
eye-witness accounts. Hands of the
wrist-watch are at 7 :25 and his
comments, coming from a microphone in the hotel room, are broadcast 7:45-8 p.m.
MEREDITH WILSON, general musidirector of NBC's
division.
San calFrancisco,
closedwestern
1934 with
152
arrangements and 15 original composilished. tions, three of which have been pubROBERT TROUT, who has handled
presidential broadcasts for CBS for
the last few years, and who recently
was transferred to the New York staff
of the network, has been assigned to
handle feature events under Paul
White. He also broadcasts the PressRadio Bureau news reports.
GEORGE CASE, staff announcer of
WFBE.
Cincinnati,
is producing
sevlocally.eral of his
own programs,
sponsored
CHARLES SEEBECK, formerly chief
announcer of WLTH. Brooklyn, has
joined
staffonof1550
W2XR,
new highfidelity the
station
kc, operated
by
John V. L. Hogan at Long Island City.
JOSEPH HORNICK has been named
conductor
of the Woman's
the Air, broadcast
over 10 Magazine
West Coastof
ally.
stations of the NBC-KPO network.
Hornick also will announce occasionJACK HARRIS, sports announcer and
continuity writer of WSM, Nashville,
has returned from Peoria, 111., where
he announced an industrial film for
Midwestern Film Co.
MEL LeMON, former chief engineer
of KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., but
more recently free lancing as an announcer, on Jan. 10 became publicity
manager for KFAC-KFVD, Los
Angeles. Lucile Dinsmore has joined
the publicity department.

WREN is producing profitable results for scores
of different types of businesses. With known results achieved by WREN to guide your selection
of the radio station in the Kansas City territory —
why experiment? "A bird in the hand is worth two
in the bush." WREN is the bird you're looking for.

680
Kc.
WPTF
PRODUCES

Warn
5,000

RESULTS

"BETTER
BY

VERNON H. SMITH
Manager
Office and Studio:
WREN BUILDING
LAWRENCE, KANSAS
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RUSS JOHNSTON, continuity writeij
in the Hollywood office of the Radio 3
Transcription Co. of America, has
joined
the announcing
staff shift.
of KGFJ,'
Los Angeles,
for the night
He i
will continue his transcription work
HARRY W. BETTERIDGE. formerly
of WELL, Battle Creek, Michigan, haV;
joined the announcing staff of WMBD 3
in Peoria. A new addition to the
program
WMBD,
Clair Hull,department
production ofman,
who hasis"■
appeared in vaudeville for several I
years with his own orchestra.
rolet's Southwestern
BYRUM
SAAM, who football
handled broadChev-'j
casts over SBS staff
network,
has joined
the announcing
of KTAT,
SBS :
key station.
"BUDDY" LA ROUX, the "Lonely
Troubador" of KFAC, Los Angeles,
now is remote control announcer for
the Station. Celia Brady has joined
the staff as publicity assistant.
HAROLD HELVENSTON, for the
past eight months in charge of dramatic cisco,
production
for KFRC,
San Franhas resigned
to become
stage
director and designer of the Alcazar
Theater, San Francisco.
JACK
STROCK,staff
whoat resigned
from
the announcing
KFOX, Long
Beach, Cal., late in December, has
joined KMTR, Hollywood.
ROBERT nouncerSWAN,
former
chief was
anat KFJ, Los
Angeles,
added to the announcing department
of KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
J. E. "DINTY" DOYLE, radio editor
of
Oakland
Post-Enquirer,
has the
taken
a leave(Cal.)
of absence
and is
Eastward bound. Paul Nathan is actabsence.ing radio editor during Doyle'6
TED WEBBE
rejoined
announcing staff ofhas
WNEW,
NewtheYork.
Mack Millar has been appointed publicity director.
GORDON MORRISON has joined
the announcing staff of KRE,
Berkeley, Cal.
GRANT MAXWELL, production
manager of KTAB, San Francisco, has
resigned to tour the Far East as stage
director of Wilbur Enterprises. Max
Peacock, formerly announcer for
KROW, Oakland, has moved to
KTAB. F. C. Chamberlin, formerly
with the Weber Community Theater,
Ogden, Utah, has joined KROW as
continuity writer and announcer.
THE FIRM of Collier, Weber & Todd,
Inc., has been formed, with offices in
California Bank Bldg., Beverly Hills,
Cal., to handle radio and film talent.
W. M. ELLSWORJH
Radio Talent and Entertainment
Manager
of many
high forclass
radio artists and acts
available
employment.
Scouts talent for stations and
advertisers.
fill any
—
NoCan charge
for order
services
Suite 1503, Mather Tower, Chicago, III.
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ItED MORDE, formerly with several
j'e\v Englandandstations,
has joined
production
announcing
staff the
of
(itorthern California Broadcasting System, operating KJBS, San Francisco,
nd KQW, San Jose. Ronald Smith,
' ilroduction manager of KJBS, has been
iiiamed traffic manager for the system
IJnd is succeeded by Harry Wickerham. Edward V. Murphy, directing
iublicity for KJBS and KQW, has
|.een named to the same post for
il'AB, San Francisco.
DENNIS
BROWN,
announcer at
, VTOC. Savannah, Ga., is back on the
• |obrecent
with accident.
three broken ribs injured in
lrOHN PAGE, chief announcer of
KMTR, Hollywood, resigned Jan. 13.
le had been singing over the station
T inder the name of David Carlyle.
jESLIE TAFT, technical head of
vFQZ, now deleted, in early days of
■adio, is announcing remote control
mints for KFAC, Los Angeles.
. E. ARNEY, Jr., editorial commentitor of KOL, Seattle, is covering the
egislative session at Olympia. Wash.,
,riving daily broadcasts on proceedings.
:HARLES E. LEWIS, chief announc:r at WSYR, Syracuse, N. Y., for
;ight years, has joined the announcing
staff of WBEN, Buffalo. Two other
'KVSYR alumni, Ed Obrist and Louis
Kaiser, are on the WBEN staff.
MINABELLE ABBOTT, secretary to
John L. Clark, manager of WLW,
Cincinnati, has resigned to join the
. irtists staff.
Interference Recorder
XEW FIELD strength apparatus,
designed to measure local interfer.jence suffered by stations operating
,|on shared channels without interfering with the operation of the local
station, has been developed by Glenn
i|D. Gillett, consulting radio engineer
of Washington, and patents have
:'|been
applied
for. the
Thecontinuous
portable
equipment
permits
1 recording of signal strengths of stations operating on the same frequency as the local station. Model
equipment, according to Mr. Gillett,
has been built and successfully
N tested in the field.
Bell Head

Honored

DR. FRANK B. JEWETT, president of the Bell Laboratories and
vice president of the A. T. & T. Co.,
on Jan. 25 was awarded the Faraday Medal of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, according to
reports from London where the
council of the institution made the
award. Dr. Jewett is an outstanding electrical engineer whose contributions to the radio art have
been noteworthy. He is a member
of President Roosevelt's Science Advisory Board.
Engineering Office
: HERBERT L. WILSON, consultingradio engineer has opened offices in
I the Harrington Hotel, Washington.
D. C. as an addition to his New
| York City unit. In recent months
Mr. Wilson has been making extensive studies of antenna designs as a
I factor in increasing signal strength.
j class
He built
and designednowthe inhigh
level
B transmitter
successI ful operation at WBNX. New York.
WREN, Lawrence, Kans., was authorized Jan. 15 by the FCC to increase its day power from 1,000 to
5,000 watts.
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IN THE
CONTROL
ROOM
JAMES A. CHAPPELL, inspector in
charge of the Los Angeles Field Service
office of the FCC, was to transfer to
the edSan
Francisco
assignto the
staff ofoffice
the Feb.
12th 1,district.
The 11th district, Los Angeles, will be
in charge of Bernard H. Linden, who
was transferred from San Francisco
on Feb. 1. Mr. Chappell, who was in
the Los Angeles area for several years,
first with the Dept. of Commerce radio
division, later the Federal Radio Commission and finally FCC, was tendered
a farewell party Jan. 19, at the quarterly meeting of the Federation of
Radio Clubs of the Southwest, Pacific
division, with the San Fernando Valley Radio Club acting as the host.
E. H. I. LEE, formerly of the FCC
engineering
department,
has been oftransferred to Detroit
as inspector
the
field force branch. M. K. Kumins.
formerly in charge of the FCC office
in Buffalo, has joined Radio World as
technical editor.
E. W. D ANNALS, formerly with
WEYD, New York, has joined the
staff of Premier Crystal Laboratories,
New York.
D. W. SHORT, formerly with Hygrade
Sylvaniamitter
Corp.,
hasof joined
the Victor
transdepartment
the RCA
Division.
Radio
Mfg.
Co.,
Camden.
N. J.
J. D. KEENER, formerly in charge of
technical radio activities at the Century of Progress, has joined the
control staff of WBBM. Chicago. Ray
Norene has been transferred from the
WBBM sound effects department to
maintenance.
H. E. RANDOL, former chief engineer
of the old KYW in Chicago, has been
named plant manager of WBZA.
Springfield, Mass.
VERNE TASHNER. technician at
KFVD, Culver City, Cal., has resigned.
GERALD BRANCH has joined the
technical staff of WLW, Cincinnati, as
radio research engineer.
OLIN WILLIAMS and William Ratliff. of WTOC, Savannah, Ga„ have
exchanged places again on the engineering staff. Williams being on duty
while Ratliff takes another threemonth liamscourse
at Georgia
Wilis a member
of the Tech.
senior class
of Georgia Tech and Ratcliff is a
sophomore.
IRVING REIS, one of the youngest
CBS control board engineers, is author
of MEridian 7-1212, a radio drama
presented Jan. 24 over CBS by the
Dramatic Guild. The play dramatizes
motivations behind telephone inquiries
to the number in the title, where correct time is obtained. Reis also acted
as technical director of the production.
W. B. LODGE, assistant to the general
engineer of CBS, spent three weeks at
WBT. Charlotte, N. C, making field
tests of the new antenna. A. B. Chamberlain. CBS chief engineer, also spent
several days at the station. A recent
influenza epidemic swept the WBT
staff, laying up control and transmitter
engineers
as well as announcers for a
time.
CLYDE BOND has been named chief
engineer of KOL, Seattle, in a reorganization ofthe technical staff. A. D.
Gunston has left the station.
AL BARNARD, assistant engineer at
KIDO. Boise, Idaho, is the father of a
boy born recently.
RAYMOND BIRD, graduate of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
has joined the technical staff of
WGAR, Cleveland, as assistant chief
engineer to R. Morris Pierce, present
chief. Mr. Bird was formerly with
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Crosley
Radio Corp.
and Brush Crystal Laboratories of Cleveland.
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EVERYWHERE!

There is no place that Postal Telegraph cannot reach. Postal Telegraph not only covers
70,000 cities in the United States and 9,000 in
Canada,* but it maintains its own telegraph offices, attended by a trained telegraph personnel
in cities between which 95% of all the telegraph
traffic of the country flows. There is no place
for which Postal Telegraph will not accept and
transmit your message with promptness ... with
dependability. ..with accuracy. Postal Telegraph not only offers efficient telegraph service
within the borders of this country but through
the great International System of which it is a
part, it offers communication

with the entire

world... through the only combination

of tele-

graph, cable and radio service under a single
management in the United States.
*/« Canada, through the Canadian Pacific Railway Telegraphs
THE

INTERNATIONAL

Tostal

SYSTEM

Telegraph

Commercial

CM Cimerica
CabkB

Cables
tTlackay "Radio
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The

Business
of
Broadcasting
Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives; Notes from the Stations

STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
KNX, Hollywood
Reid, Murdoch & Co., Chicago (Monarch food), daily sa, thru Roy
Alden & Associates, Los Angeles.
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit (auto3daily sa, thru CampbellEwald Co.,mobiles), Detroit.
Golden State Co., Ltd., San Francisco
(dairy products), 5 daily sa, thru
Scholts Advertising Service, Los
Angeles.
Chicago School of Music, Chicago,
daily sa, thru Heath-Seehof Inc.,
Chicago.
Love Charm Inc., St. Louis (Bernard
cosmetics), 2 daily sa, thru Hilmer
V. Swenson Co., St. Louis.
Psychiani, Moscow, Idaho (books),
weekly sp, thru Izzard Co., Seattle.
Chrysler Sales Corp., Detroit (automobiles), 2daily *, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Raladam Co., Detroit (Marmola), 4
weekly t, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons
Co. Inc., Chicago.
Iowa Pearl Button Co., Muscatine, la.
(Blue Bird buttons), daily sa, thru
Beecher Advertising Co., St. Louis.
KOMO-KJR, Seattle
Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, Mich, (automobiles), 6sa, thru N. W. Ayer &
Son, Inc., Philadelphia.
Moon Glow Cosmetic Co., Hollywood,
4 so, thru Emil Brisacher & Staff,
San Francisco.
Nyal Co., Detroit (remedies and cosmetics), 6 daily sa, thru ReinckeEllis, Youngreen & Finn, Chicago.
Richfield Oil Co. of California, weekly
t, thru H. C. Bernsten Agency, Los
Angeles.
WCAE, Pittsburgh
Stanco Co., New York (nose remedy),
26i, thru McCann-Erickson Inc.
N. Y.
Best Foods, Inc., New York (Nucoa
oleo), 26*, thru Benton & Bowles,
Inc., N. Y.
Smith Brothers, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
(cough drops), 30 so, thru Hommann.
Tarcher & Sheldon, Inc., N. Y.
Richfield Oil Corp. of N. Y., daily
thru Fletcher & Ellis, Inc., N. Y.
VVJAY, Cleveland
Candy Cod Distributors, New York
(Candy Cod), 6 weekly sa, thru
Redfield-Coupe Inc., N. Y.
Standard Oil Co. (Ohio), Cleveland
(anti-freeze), 3 daily so, thru
McCann-Erickson Inc., Cleveland.
WNAC, Boston
Continental Baking Co., Boston
(Wonder bread), 6 daily so, thru
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., N. Y.
K. A. Hughes Co., Boston (Salicon),
daily so, thru H. B. Humphrey Co.,
Boston.
WABC, New York
Phillips Packing Co., Cambridge, Md.
(food), 2 weekly sp, thru Paris &
Peart, N. Y.
Hudson Motor Car Co.. Detroit, 1 sp,
thru
Detroit.Brooke, Smith & French Inc.,
KHJ, Los Angeles
M. J. B. Co., San Francisco (coffee),
2 weekly t, thru Lord & Thomas, Los
Angeles.
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KDKA, Pittsburgh
Love Charm Inc., St. Louis (Bernard
perfume), 2 weekly so, thru Hilmer
V. Swenson Co., St. Louis.
Ball Bros. Co., Muncie, Ind. (fruit
jars), 2 weekly so, thru Applegate
Advertising Agency, Muncie, Ind.
Hansen's
Chr. Lab. 3Inc.,
Littleso, Falls,
N. Y. (Junket),
weekly
thru
Mitchell-Faust
Advertising1
Co.,
Chicago.
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Chicago
(Johnny Muskrat), weekly so, thru
Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc., Chicago.
Dr. Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart,
Ind. (Alka Seltzer) 3 weekly t,
thru Wade Advertising Agency,
Chicago.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago, daily so,
thru Wade Advertising Agency,
Chicago.
Sterling Products Inc., Wheeling, W.
Va. (Phillips beauty cream), 3
weekly
Hummert sp,Inc.,thru
N. Y.Blackett-SampleVictor Brewing Co., Jeannette, Pa.
(Victor beer), weekly sp. thru Fam
Advertising Agency, Greensburg, Pa.
Carleton & Hovey Co., Lowell, Mass.
(Father
John's W.medicine),
3 weekly
sa,
thru John
Queen, Boston.
E. Fougera & Co., New York (Vapex),
2 weekly t, thru Small, Kleppner &
Seiffer Inc., N. Y.
KTM, Los Angeles
Tarzana Mineral Water Co., Los
Angeles, 2 weekly sp, direct.
KGO, San Francisco
California Redwood Assn., San Francisco (lumber), weekly sp. thru
Gerth-Knollin Advertising Agency,
San Francisco.
Horlicks Malted Milk Corp., Racine,
Wis.,
weekly t, thru Lord & Thomas,
Chicago.
Dr. Miles Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart,
Ind. (Alka Seltzer), 3 weekly t,
thru Walter Biddick Co., Los
Angeles.
Nourishine Mfg. Co., Los Angeles (hair
tonic), 2 weekly t, thru HughesNorton Advertising Agency, Los AnMJB
geles.Co., San Francisco (Coffee), 2
weekly sp, thru Lord & Thomas, San
Francisco.

WHAM, Rochester, N. Y.
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc., New
York, 2 weekly sp, thru J. Stirling
Getchell, Inc., N. Y.
Richfield Oil Corp. of N. Y., 65 /, thru
Fletcher & Ellis, Inc., N. Y.
Olson Rug Co., Chicago, 6 weekly sa,
thru Philip 0. Palmer & Co., Chicago.
Benjamin Moore & Co., New York
(paint), weekly sp, direct.
Dr. Miles Laboratories. Inc.. Elkhart,
Ind. (Alka Seltzer), 3 weekly t, thru
Wade Advertising Agency, Chicago.
C. F. Simonini's
Sons, )Inc.,
Philadelphia (Olio Simonini
, weekly
sp,
thru Yesley Advertising Agency, Boston.
American Molasses Co., New York
(Grandma's molasses), weekly sp,
thru Chas. W. Hoyt Co., Inc., N. Y.
KFRC, San Francisco
Stanco, Inc., New York, (Nujol), 2
weekly t, thru McCann-Ei ickson,
Inc., N. Y.
Kolynos Co., Inc., New Haven, Conn,
(toothpaste), 5 weekly t, thru
Blackett - Sample - Hummert. Inc.,
N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(soap products), 3 weekly /, thru
Blackman Co., N. Y.
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta (yeast),
2 weekly t, thru Ruthrauff & Rvan,
Inc., N. Y.
WKRC, Cincinnati
Shell Petroleum Corp., New York, 2
weekly so, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., Cincinnati.
Chrysler Sales Corp., Detroit (automobiles), 2daily t, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (pills),
3 weeklytising Co.,ta,N.thru
Y. H. H. Good AdverWDBJ, Roanoke, Va.
Clark Bros. Chewing Gum Co., Pittsburgh (Teaberry gum), 6 daily so,
burgh.
thru Edward M. Power Co., PittsWelch Grape Juice Co., Westfield,
N. Y., 3 daily ta, thru H. W. Kastor
& Sons Co. Inc., Chicago.
Chrysler Sales Corp., Detroit (Dodge
automobiles), 10 ta, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.

WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
Clark Bros. Chewing Gum Co., Pitts- *
burgh
(TeaberryM. gum),
weeklyPittsta, 1'
burgh.
thru Edward
Power 6 Co.,
Dollar Crystal Co., Omaha, Neb.
(Texas crystals), 12 weekly sp,
direct.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis (Bisquick), 5 weekly Inc.,
t, thru
BlackettSampie-Hummert
Chicago.
Crane & Crane Clothes, New York
(Mayo suits), 18 weekly sa, direct.
Olson Rug Co., Chicago (Olson's rugs),
6 weekly t, thru Philip O. Palmer &
Co., Chicago.
Phillips Packing Co., Cambridge, Md.
(Phillips soup), 2 daily so, thru
Aitkin-Kynett Co., Philadelphia.
Skinner Mfg. Co., Omaha, Neb.
Raisin Bran), 6 weekly t, thru
Buchanan-Thomas Advertising Co.,
Omaha.
Blaekstone Products Co. Inc., New
York (Tasty-Lax), 6 weekly sp,
thru Redfield-Coupe Inc., N. Y.
Wheeling Corrugating Co., Wheeling,
W. Va. (tin roofing), 3 weekly so,
thru Critchfield & Co., Chicago.
WGAR, Cleveland
Stanco Inc., New York (Nujol), 2
weekly t, thru McCann-Erickson
Inc., Brothers,
N. Y.
Smith
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
(cough drops), 5 weekly sa, thru
Hommann, Tarcher & Sheldon Inc.,
N. Y.
General Motors Corp., Detroit (auto13 so, thru CampbellEwald Co., mobiles),
Detroit.
Chrysler Sales Corp., Detroit (Dodge
automobiles),
dailyN. t,Y. thru Ruthrauff & Ryan 2Inc.,
Love Charm Inc., St. Louis (coss), 2weekly
so, thru Hilmer V.
Swenson meticCo.,
Chicago.
Knox Co., St. Louis (Cystex), weekly
t, thru Dillon & Kirk, Kansas City.
WIP, Philadelphia
Charis Corp., Allentown, Pa. (corsets),
10 weekly sa, thru Elkins AdvertisAgency,Distributors,
Philadelphia. New York
Candy ingCod
(Candy
Cod),
6 weekly
Redfield-Coupe Inc.,
N. Y. so, thru
General Baking Co., N. Y. (Bond
bread), 5 weekly t, thru Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
N. Y.
Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, Mich.
(automobiles), 2 daily so, thru N.
W. Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia.
Dethol Mfg. Co., Washington, D. C.
(insect powder), 2 weekly so, thru
Atkin-Kynett Co., Philadelphia.

SHOWING YEARLY INCREASE IN RADIO HOMES
AND YEARLY DECREASE IN CBS RATE PER 1000
(Based on H hour P. M. Rate!
1935
1934
1923
1931
1932
1930

69c
PER lOOO
61c
PER lOOO

1Sf.000.000
RADIO
HOMES

14. 80&,000
SSDlO HOMES

59c
MR lOOO

1«,000,000
RADIO
HOMES

58c
PER 1000

V«, 980,000
iAOIO HOMES

56c
PER lOOO

1S.000.000
•RADIO
HOMES

51c
*ER lOOO

20.000,000
RADIO HOMES

SMALLER COST PER HOME— In the last five years the cost of reaching
each 1000 radio homes has decreased from 69 to 51 cents, according to CBS
statistics illustrated here. (See article on new CBS rate card.)
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WOR, Newark
Borden Co., New York (ice cream),
weekly
N.
Y. sp, thru Pedler & Ryan Inc.,
Hearn's Department Stores, Inc., New
York,
sp (Hearn's
Liquor Revue),
direct. International
National Association of Engine & Boat
Mfrs., New York, 5 sp (30th Annual
National Motor Boat Show), thru
Briggs & Varley Inc., N. Y.
KUDO, Boise, Idaho
American Maize Products Co., New
York (Amaizo), 6 weekly so, thru
Geare-Marston Inc., Philadelphia.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (pills),
3 weekly
tising Co.,t,N.thru
Y. H. H. Good AdverZerbst Pharmacal Co., St. Joseph, Mo.
(Zerbst's capsules), 6 weekly sa,
thru
KansasBarrons
City. Advertising Co. Inc.,
WTMJ, Milwaukee
Chrysler Sales Corp., Detroit (automobiles). 2daily t, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Smith Bros., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
(cough drops), 3 weekly so, thru
Hommann, Tarcher & Sheldon Inc.,
N. Y.
WNEW, Newark
Texas Crystal Co., New York (Texas
crystals), 5 weekly sp, direct.
• BROADCASTING

NETWORK
ACCOUNTS
' [AH times EST unless indicated]
|SELBY SHOE Co., Portsmouth, 0.
(Iris True-Poise arch preservers and
i Style-Eez shoes) on Feb. 15 starts Mrs.
|Franklin D. Roosevelt on 62 CBS stations, coast-to-coast, Fridays, 8-8:15
p. m. Agency: Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc., Chicago.
TENNESSEE Corp., New York (Loma
plant food), on March 3 starts "Garden of Tomorrow" on 15 CBS stations,
! Sundays. 12:15-12:30 p. m. Agency:
Samuel C. Croot Co. Inc., N. Y.
WYETH CHEMICAL Co., New York
(Jad Salts), on Feb. 4 starts "Mrs.
Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch" on 8
1 CBS stations, Mondays thru Fridays.
10:45-11 p. m. Agency: Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., N. Y.
DELCO APPLIANCE Corp., Rochesi ter, N. Y. (oil burners, light plants,
, etc.), on Feb. 9 starts "Fascinating
Facts" on 17 CBS stations, Saturdays,
5:45-6ton, 0. p. m. Agency: Geyer Co., DayAMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
Corp., New York (remedies )on Feb. 4
starts "Easy Aces" on 21 NBC-WEAF
stations, Mondays thru Wednesdays,
7:30-7:45 p. m. Agency: Blackett-SamI ple-Hummert Inc., N. Y.
COTY Inc., New York (cosmetics) on
Feb. 22 starts Ray Noble orchestra
on 14 NBC-WJZ stations, Fridays, 1010:30 p.m. Agency: Biow Co., N. Y.
MOHAWK CARPET MILLS, Amsterdam, N. Y., on Feb. 4 starts "Five
Star Jones" on 16 CBS stations,
coast-to-coast, Mondays thru Fridays,
12.30-12:45 p.m, Agency: BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., N. Y.
J. L. PRESCOTT Co., Passaic, N. J.
(Oxol cleanser), on Feb. 4 starts Jack
Fulton orchestra on 11 CBS stations,
Mondays thru Fridays, 10:30-10:45
a.m. Agency: Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y.
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York (gelatin & tea), on Jan. 2 started
"The Tender Leaf Tea Program" on 58
NBC-WEAF stations, Wednesdays, 88:30 p.m. Agency: J. Walter Thompj son Co., N. Y.
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York (Fleischmann's Yeast for bread),
on Jan. 6 renewed "The Baker's Broadcast" on 46 NBC-WJZ stations, Sundays, 7:30-8 p.m. Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
SPARKS WITHINGTON CO., Jackson, Mich, (refrigerators & radios) on
Feb. 10 starts program not yet arranged on 21 NBC-WJZ stations, Sundays, 4-4:30 p.m. Agency: United
States Advertising Corp., Toledo.
VAN CAMP SEA FOOD Co., Inc
Terminal Island, Cal. (White R+ar
tuna), on March 14 starts in "Woi man's Magazine of the Air" on 6 NBCi KPO stations, Thursdays, 10:20-10:40
a.m. Francisco.
Agency: Emil Brisacher & Staff,
San
GENERAL MILLS, Inc., Minneapolis
(flour), on Jan. 16 renewed in "Feminine Fancies" on 12 Don Lee-CBS stations, Wednesdays and Fridays, 3:203:30 p.m. PST. Agency: Westco AdIvertisingAgency, San Francisco.
FELS & CO., Philadelphia (soap), on
Feb. 19 starts variety show on 9 Don
Lee-CBS stations, Tuesdays and Thursdays, 10-10:15 a.m. PST. Agencv:
Young & Rubican, Inc., N. Y.
McFADDEN PUBLICATIONS Inc.,
New York, on Feb. 11 starts "True Detective Stories" on ABC network, time
unscheduled.
Agency: Lord & Thomas,
N.
Y.
PHILIP MORRIS & Co., New York
(cigarettes), on Jan. 26 started "Madam Olyanova, Graphologist" on 4 Mutal stations, Saturdays, 10:45-11 a.m.
Agency: Biow Co., N. Y.
TRINITY LUTHERAN CHURCH.
Detroit, on Feb. 3 starts organ and
speaking program on 3 Mutual stations,
Sundays, 1:30-2 p.m. Placed direct.
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H. J. HEINZ Co., Pittsburgh (food)
on Jan. 21 started Josephine Gibson
and music on 44 NBC-WJZ stations,
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays, 1010:15 a.m., with repeats at 12:1512:30 p.m. Agency: Maxon Inc.,
Detroit.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Camay soap), on Jan. 14 renewed "Dreams Come True" on 40
NBC-WEAF stations, Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, 3:30-3:45 p.m.
with repeats at 4:45-5 p.m. Agency:
Pedlar & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
S. GUMPERT Co. Inc., Brooklyn
(desserts), on Jan. 16 started
"Maurice, the Voice of Romance" on
4 CBS stations, Wednesdays, 10:0310:15
N.
Y. a.m. Agency: Rose-Martin Inc.,
STUDEBAKER SAKES CORP. of
AMERICA, South Bend, Ind. (automobiles) on Feb. 2 renews Richard
Himber orchestra on 43 CBS stations,
coast-to-eoast, Saturdays 9:30-10 p.m.
with repeats at 11-11:30 p.m. Agency:
Roche,
Chicago. Williams & Cunnyngham Inc.,
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York (Chase & Sanborn coffee), on
Jan. 6 renewed "Chase & Sanborn
Opera Guild" on 52 NBC-WEAF stations, Sundays, 8-9 p.m. Agency: J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York (Fleischmann's Yeast), on Jan.
3 renewed "The Fleischmann Hour"
on 52 NBC-WEAF stations, Thursdays,
8-9
Co., p.m.
N. Y.Agency: J. Walter Thompson
STERLING PRODUCTS Inc., New
York
Aspirin,
Dr. Lyon's
powder),(Bayer
on Jan.
20 renewed
on 50
NBC-WEAF stations, "Manhattan
Merry-Go-Round," Sundays, 9-9:30
p.m., and "American Album of
Familiar Music," Sundays, 9:30-10
p.m. Inc.,
Agency:
mert
N. Y. Blackett-Sample-Hum-

HAROLD F. RITCHIE & Co. Inc.,
New York (Eno Salts), on Feb. 5 renews "Eno Crime Clues," Tuesdays,
8-8:30 p.m., and "Penthouse Party,"
Wednesdays
8-8:30 p.m. on 19 NBCWJZ
& Son stations.
Inc., N. Y.Agency: N. W. Ayer
PHILIP MORRIS & Co., New York
(cigarettes) on April 30 renews Leo
Reisman orchestra on 56 NBC-WEAF
stations, Tuesdays, 8-8:30 p.m., with
repeats
p.m. Agency:
Biow Co.,atN. 11:30-12
Y.

w

CLIMALENE Co., Canton, O.,
(cleaner),
on Feb.
7 renews
"Climalene
Carnival"
on 12
NBC stations,
keyed
from
WBEN,
Thursdays,
12 noon. Agency: W. S. Hill Co.11:30Inc.,
Pittsburgh.

o

J. A. FOLGER & Co., San Francisco
(Golden Gate coffee) on Jan. 15
started "Lee S. Roberts & His Old
Memory Box" on 5 NBC-KPO stations,
Tuesdays. Thursdays, Saturdays, 7:45a.m. Agency:
Botsford-Constantine
&8 Gardner,
San Francisco.
GENERAL PETROLEUM Corp., of
California on Jan. 31 renewed "Mobile
Don p.m.
Lee-CBS
network.Magazine"
Thursdays,on9-9:30
Agency:
Smith & Drum Inc., Los Angeles.
ROCKET OIL Co., Los Angeles, on
Jan.
7 renewed
on Don
Lee-CBS"Unsolved
network, Mysteries"
Mondays,
7:45-8 p.m. Agency: Beaumont &
Hohman, Los Angeles.
PACIFIC COAST DODGE DEALERS
(automobiles), on Dec. 25 started
"DSS Club" on Don Lee-CBS network,
Tuesdays and Thursdays, 5:45-6 p.m.
Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
SUSSMAN, WORMSER & Co., San
Francisco (S & W coffee), on Dec. 23
renewed
"Raymond network,
Paige Presents"
on
Don Lee-CBS
Sundays,
7:30-8 p.m. Agency: W. Vincent
Leahy
Francisco. Advertising Agency, San

K

O

♦

BASIC
COLUMBIA
OUTLET

HALT!
YOU

WE'VE
♦

COVERED

Troy
COVERS
Albany

Schenectady
OMAHA
OUR SIGHTS ARE ON
A MILLION PEOPLE
If you are hunting for new customers,
draw a bead on the rich middlewest.
With WOW as your weapon, you can bag- a million
prospects at a single shot. Think; it over . . . WOW is
the cheapest, most effective medium you can buy.
Owned and Operated by
1000 WATTS
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
Life Insurance Association
JOHN J. Gil. I. IN. Jr., Commercial Manager
OMAHA, XEBR.
National Representatives:
GREIG, BLAIRChicago
& SPIGHT, INC.
Los Angeles
New York
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Approximately
1/2

Million

Coverage

JNIVERSAL MILLS, Fort Worth
(flour & feed) on Feb. 5 starts "Radio
iievue" on 10 Southwest Broadcasting
System stations, Tuesdays, 7-7:30 p.m.
Agency: Tracy-Locke-Dawson Inc.,
Dallas.
STBC CHANGES: Colgate-PalmolivePeet Co., Jersey City (Colgate dental
■ream) on Jan. 28 started Otto Har)ach as librettist for "House Party";
Montgomery Ward & Co., Chicago,
idds 11 stations to "Immortal Dranas"; RCA Victor Co., Camden, N. J.,
idds three stations to "Radio City
Matinee"; General Electric Co., Schelectady, N. Y., adds 29 stations to
'What Home Means to Me"; Sperry
Flour Co., San Francisco, on Jan. 13
shifted "Sperry Sunday Special" to
1:30-2 p. m. PST on NBC-KPO network.

WWNC
Operated By The
Citizen Broadcasting Company, Inc.
ASHEVILLE,

N. C.

Flash NO. 2
A-l equipment that assures quality reception. Quality reception
that assures eager listenerinterest. Eager listener-interest
that assures exceptional listenerresponse !
Full Time NBC Affiliate
1,000 Watts 570 Kilocycles

CBS CHANGES: Pinaud, Inc., New
York (cosmetics) on Jan. 5 added 19
stations to "Lilac Time" program;
Remington Rand Inc., Buffalo (business machines) on Jan. 25 resumed
sponsorship of the "March of Time".

AGENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES

Washington Office
CAMPBELL-EWALD Co. on Jan.
22 opened a new branch office in
the Transportation Bldg., Washington, D. C, offering complete agency
service, following a visit to that
city by Henry T. Ewald, of Detroit,
president of the agency. Robert C.
Diserens, vice president, was placed
in charge. The Washington branch
will service the Chesapeake & Ohio
account, big radio user, among
others.

EDWARD PETRY & CO., national
representatives, announces the addition
of WMAS, Springfield, Mass., and
WLLH, Lowell, Mass., to its New
England list. Besides representing the
Yankee Network, the Petry organizationtionsnowin represents
six field,
of its namely,
11 stathe national
WNAC, WAAB, WEAN, WICC,
WLLH and WMAS.
KTUL. Tulsa, Okla., has appointed
Free & Sleininger, Inc., as national
representatives, Manager William C.
Gillespie announced Jan. 22 on the
sary.
occasion of the station's first anniver-

Code Meeting Feb. 7
A MEETING of the Code Authority
for the Radio Broadcasting Industry has been called for Feb. 7 by
James W. Baldwin, executive officer. No agenda for the session was
disclosed. The last meeting was
held in November, at which a number of amendments of the trade
practice provisions of the code were
recommended, and presented to the
NRA. only to be withdrawn after
protests had been received. Of significance in connection with the
meeting is the fact that the National
Industrial Recovery Act creating
NRA. expires June 16, and no definite provisions have yet been made
for legislation to continue the organization and the NRA codes. If pricefixing provisions of the code are
eliminated, a question being considered at NRA, there is sentiment
within the industry for rejection of
the entire code.
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PHOEBE ELKINS, director of the
Magazine of the Air at WIP, Philadelphia,
has organized
Elkins Advertising
Agency in thatthecity.
X.
W. AYER & Son, Inc., has moved
St.
its Chicago office to 135 South LaSalle
J.
J. DICKLEY",
headAngeles
of theoffice
radioof
department
in the Los
Emil Brisacher & Staff, has resigned
to free lance.
ARTHUR FARLOW, resident manager for J. Walter Thompson Co. at
Buenos Aires, Argentina, has been
transferred to the West Coast division
and will alternate between the Los
Angeles and San Francisco offices. Jack
Jessup, account executive for the
Burns and Allen program, went to
New York in January on a talent
scouting expedition. Stanley Holt of
the New YTork office is assisting in
production
of the program for several
weeks.
STELLER-MIKKAR Agency, Los
Angeles, formerly Millar Advertising
Agency, has moved to the Rives-Strong
building. Otto Steller and Mrs. Henry
Millar
the the
owners.
L. Y'oung,is
formerlyarewith
MillarC. agency,
occupying the former quarters at 620
West Tenth St., under the title of
C. L. Young and Associates.
E. E. ALBERTSON, associate partner
of Albertson-Kemper Co., San Francisco, was away from his desk several
weeks due to illness.
LOUIS W. McDERMOTT. formerly
producer for the Paul Ash shows, has
been named manager of the radio department of Smith & Drum, Inc., Los
Angeles. The agency has moved to 650
S. Grand Ave.
HET MANHEIM, Hollywood film publicity man, has been named assistant
to the president of Gardner Advertising Agency, St. Louis.
WALLIN
& BARKSDALE, Los
Angeles radio advertising agency, has
been dissolved as a partnership. I. F.
Wallin, Jr., will continue the business
as a general agency, with Charlton
Barksdale entering other fields.
C. WENDEL MUENCH & Co., Chicago agency, formerly occupying a half
floor at 210 E. Ohio St., has expanded
to occupy the entire floor.
EMIL BRISACHER, president of
Emil Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco,
is making a tour of the East making a
survey of advertising and business. He
is also
attendingandthewill
canner's
tion in Chicago,
return convento San
Francisco
Feb. 8.

Buy

For information consult
Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
New York Chicago
Detroit
San Francisco

A NEW 100-watt station for Clarksdale. Miss., WMFN and one at El
Dorado, Ark., were authorized Jan15 by the FCC Broadcast Division.
The former, licensed to Attala Broadcasting Corp. is assigned to 1210 kc.
unlimited time and the Arkansas
station, KELD, 1370 kc. unlimited
time. The latter is licensed to T. H.
Barton.
February
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RADIO

ADVERTISERS

I. A. HIRSCHMANN, since 1931 advertising director of Lord & Taylor,
New York Department store, and
prominently identified with radio advertising in the retail field, has resigned that post to become vice president
of
Saks-Fifth
Avenue, effective
March 15.
R. J. NEWMAN has been named to
succeed Mac Harlan, resigned, as advertising
manager of Household Finance Corp.,
Chicago.
RUNKEL BROS. Inc., New York
(Runeo chocolate) has named Topping
&advertising.
Lloyd Inc., New York, to handle its
ARTHUR A. GATTO has been named
advertising manager of Louis K. Liggett Co., New York.
CROSLEY RADIO Corp., Cincinnati,
has named Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati, to handle advertising of its
radio division.
NORTHLAND SKI MFG. Co., St.
Paul, is placing its advertising, including radio, through Erwin, Wasey & Co..
Minneapolis.
MONTGOMERY WARD & Co., Chicago, which started Immortal Dramas
Jan. 13 on a coast-to-coast NBC-WEAF
network, is placing the account through
Hays MacFarland & Co., Chicago, and
not Lord & Thomas, as incorrectly
stated in the Jan. 15 issue.
HAMLIN'S WIZARD OIL Co., Chicago& Hohman,
(Wizaroyal) Chicago,
has named
Beaumont
to handle
its advertising.
MACULETTE, Inc., Buffalo (sanitary
garments) has appointed Tracy-LockeDawson, which
Inc., New
to handle
account,
now Y'ork,
includes
radio. its
WAGNER ELECTRIC Corp., St.
Louis, has named Oakleigh R. French,
Inc., St. Louis, to handle its account.
NUSHEEN, Inc., New York (hair
rinse) has appointed J. Dresner
vertising.
Agency, New Y7ork, to handle its adCONSOLIDATED
BY" - PRODUCTS
Co.,
Philadelphia (Marco
dog food)
has
placed
its
advertising
through
Walter S. Cahall Advertising Agency,
Philadelphia.
L. R. HAWLEY has been named advertising manager of the Quaker Oats
Co., Chicago.
KENNETH ARRINGTON, continuitywriter at WTMJ, Milwaukee, has been
named tional
advertising
manager of NaBaking Co., Omaha.
NAB

State Groups

FIVE state committees, functioning
as state units of the NAB, now have
been formed, Philip G. Loucks, NAB
managing director, announced Jan.
24 upon his return from the first leg
of a planned nation-wide trip for
this purpose. He plans to depart
again early in February, travelling
through New England. Chairmen of
the newly formed state committees
are Harold Wheelehan, WSMB.
Louisiana ; S. Gordon Persons.
WSFA. Alabama : Harry Stone.
WSM. Tennessee : L. B. Wilson.
WOKY',
chairman.
old Smith,Kentucky
WOKO. : New
York. HarCONTRARY to reports published
widely in this country, the French
government has barred radio advertising only from its own governmentally operated radio stations,
notably from Radio Paris, Paris
PTT and Eiffel Tower. Private stations are not affected bv the edict.
• BROADCASTING

PRANS

CRIPTIONS

EQUIPMENT
TO TEST Western Electric broadcast
equipment on the frequencies 560, 900
and 1340 kc, operating with 5.000
watts after-midnight only, the Bell
Laboratories has applied to the FCC
broadcast division for special experimental licenses covering such tests to
be conducted at Whippany, N. J.

XEW
Hollywood mystery serial
tied The Shadow, written by John
ugene Hasty, and featuring Carl
roenke, veteran stage and screen
laraeter, is being cut by MacGregor &
jfllie in San Francisco. Kroenke will
so be heard in two other MacGregor
Sollie features, Eb and Zeb, which
. atures Al Pearce and William H.
'right, serial,
and ThenowBlack
another
ystery
beingGhost,
produced.
AMAR Recording Systems. Inc.,
oilywood, the middle of January
issed into the hands of Rita Gulick.
ho has been recording manager of the
rm. The holdings of Frank Marilles and associates were taken over
,- Miss Gulick.
ADIO Recorders, Inc., was formed
January with quarters established
: 606 Xorth Bronson Ave.. Hollywood.
In firm is composed of Lew Winston,
•r many years a Los Angeles talent
anager.a technician
and "Shang"
Winters,
(•rmerly
with Recordings,
le. The organization expects to do
idition discs, transcriptions and perImal recordings.
DGAR RICE BURROUGHS, Inc..
t£ completed production of a series
*lled Tarzan and the Diamond of
sher at the studios in Tarzana, Cal.
will be followed by a second series,
fith
of the 39 quarter-hour
riptstwo-thirds
already written.
"t3. Sydney. Australia, has purchased
1 episodes of the "Police Reporter"
■rai Radio Release. Ltd.. Hollywood,
illon & Kirk, Kansas City agency, has
aced the Newspaper Adventures of
Air for Knox Co., Kansas City
C'vstex) on the station for 52 weeks.
SECOND series of Radio Short
Tories of the Air is to go into producon Feb. 1 at Earnshaw Radio Projctions, Los Angeles.
ADIO PROGRAM SYNDICATE,
ecently formed transcription firm in
I. Hollywood, is producing three serials
ith nine stations contracting for the
I rograms. Titles are Home, Sweet
fame, Life of P. T. Barnum and Life
f Abraham Lincoln. All were written
w Edward Lynn. The Lincoln series
ras given over KMTR, Hollywood,
pveral months ago.
XEW SERIES of Do You Believe
I Ghosts?, produced by MacGregor &
cllie Inc., San Francisco, has been
sleased. The serial is broadcast in 15tinute episodes, each a complete story
i itself.
ETER P. DECKER, on the sales
:aff of the Olesen Sound Studios.,
[oilywood, has been appointed sales
lanager. He was with Columbia
lionograph Co. in New York for 15
i'ears.

Australians Elect Bennett
A. E. BENNETT, managing director
of 2GB, Sydney, Australia, and
chairman of World Broadcasting
System of Australasia, has been
elected president of the Australian
Federation of Broadcasting Stations, comprising the 53 commercial
stations of that country. Australia
is well satisfied with the present
combination of British and American systems of broadcasting
throughout the Commonwealth, according to M. A. Parkhill, the Postmaster-General. At present there
are 12 "A" or National stations run
along lines of the British Broadcasting Corp., and 53 stations
licensed to private interests. The
"B" class stations are permitted to
advertise, though it is being urged
that sponsored programs should be
limited to weekdays.
Wesley

B. Dougherty

WESLEY B. ("Doc") DOUGHERTY. 49. general manager for the
Freeman Lang sound studios in
Hollywood, died Jan. 14 at the
Queen of the Angels Hospital. Los
Angeles, as the result of an operation for adhesions. He had undergone an appendicitis operation about
a year ago, but had seemed in fair
health since that time. He had been
connected with transcription and
film activities since coming to the
coast from Chicago several years
ago. He is survived by the widow,
Fay. and two daughters, Barbara
and Joan.
A NEW daytime station, KHSL,
at Chico, Calif., on 950 kc. with 250
watts, has been authorized by the
FCC in granting the application of
Golden Empire Broadcasting Co.
Ltd. Trustees of the organization
are William Schield, Wydney R.
Lewis and Harold Smithson.

KVI
holds
key
position
in TACOM A- SEATTLE
Market

WGAR, Cleveland, has completed the
following installations under the direction of chief engineer R. Morris
Pierce: New--- RCA studio selector
equipment in the offices and audition
rooms; complete installation of highlevel switching, each studio a complete
unit; Western Electric "8" series
speech input revamped for 30 to 10,000cycle operation; filament rectifier built
by Western Electric, a 3-phase type
delivering 90 amperes.
A NEW self-supporting radiator 490
feet high has been installed on Harbor
Island for KOL, Seattle, by International Stacy Co., Columbus, O. An
automatic 5000-watt crystal-controlled,
100% modulated transmitter has been
installed.
A NEW RCA 5000-watt transmitter
has been installed by KGW, Portland,
Ore., recently granted an increase to
5000 watts daytime.
NEW equipment for KIDO, Boise.
Idaho, following an increase to 2500
watts daytime, lias been purchased
from the Spokane Radio Co., Spokane.
THE vertical radiator of KNX, Hollywood, is nearing its 500-foot peak and
station engineers believe it will be the
tallest self-supporting antenna in the
nation. K. G. Ormiston, chief technician, is supervising the construction.
An increase of 100% in signal strength
is expected. A powerful searchlight is
to be mounted atop the tower.

"Bowes

Wins

EARL E. GRIFFIN, vice-president
and chief engineer of the Universal
Microphone Co., Inglewood, Cal., has
been given a class A operators license
by FCC with call letters of W6LRP
for new 100-watt amateur station. It
will be erected on top of three story
microphone building in Inglewood with
extra lighting precautions for towers
because of proximity to Los Angeles
municipal airport at Mines Field.
WCFL. Chicago, will dedicate its new
5000-watt
high-fidelity
RCA installed
transmitter March
2. It is being
in a new transmitter house near
Downers Grove, 111., 20 miles from the
Loop. Studio and control room equipment installed three years ago is being replaced.
KRKD, Los Angeles, recently granted
permission by FCC to increase from
1,000 to 2,500 watts, in January
started installation of new technical
tenthe new
as the
March 15 of
equipment,
tative date with
for dedication
transmitter.
THE NEW 250-watt transmitter for
KRE, Berkeley,
Cal., for
nowusebeing
installed, will be ready
the end
of February, according to Arthur
Westlund,
100-watter. manager, KRE is now a
TWO NBC short-wave transmitters,
W3XL and W3XAL, Bound Brook.
N. J., have been rebuilt to relay NBC
programs atlantic
for hookups.
rebroadcasting
in transSignal strength
has
been increased
60%,
and
higher
modulation has been attained.
FREQUENCY of W6XAO, Don Lee
television station in Los Angeles, was
changed Jan. 12 from 44,500 to 45,000
meters. Installation of new radiator
equipment has strengthened signals.
THE TEXTH annual convention of
the Institute of Radio Engineers will
be held in the Hotel Statler, Detroit,
July 1. 2 and 3.

Air

Weekly Amateur Hour Viewed

Honors
as Best Program

of Year's Entertainment.
1934's radio achievements are passed in review,
credit for the outstanding one certainly must be
awarded Major Bowes. His weekly amateur hour is the
year's best program, the only 1934 innovation in radio
entertainment and it has given WHN the largest radio
audience in town Tuesday nights."
NEW YORK WORLD-TELEGRAM,
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 29, 1934.
The amazing leap into popularity of Station WHN,
New York, is the "talk of the town".
Under the able direction of Major Edward Bowes,
Station WHN has advanced, during the past few
months, to such a position of importance that it
should challenge the favorable attention of every advertiser and advertising agent.
The present WHN rate card presents an unequalled
opportunity. We urge you to investigate WHN before completing your 1935 schedules.

NEW
FREE
February

& SLEININGER,
1, 1935

National Representatives
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STUDIO

NOTES

"EADIO economic
ROSTRUM,"
a forum
political
expression
for theof
CBS audience, was inaugurated Jan.
12 over WJSV, Washington, and the
Dixie network, by Senator Byrnes,
Democrat of South Carolina.
A SCHEDULE board has been working efficiently for WMAZ, Macon, Ga.,
on which colored stickers are pasted
for different types of programs. It is
used by the commercial department.
THE NEW WPEO is described in a
brochure just published by this Providence, R. I., station. Exhaustive data
on coverage are presented.
"TODAY Down the Centuries" is the
title of a twice-weekly series broadcast
over KFWB. Hollywood, by Union
Bank Trust Co., Los Angeles, its first
radio venture.

WBN
BNX

If
/
BROADCASTING

THE
SPOT
CENTER

With 193 English programs and
53 foreign language programs per
week WBNX appeals to every nationality that makes up the character of this rich trading area.
WBNX

New York

Your

Georgia

MEMBERS of the voluntary association of the new Federal Savings and
Loan Associations in Southern California, pooling part of their advertising
appropriation, are conducting an educational campaign over KNX, Hollywood. New banking and monetary
policies of the government are described, although the appeal is mainly
designed to aid housewives in intelligent buying.
A SERIES of programs titled History
of Art will start Feb. 7 over the
Yankee network, with Dr. H. H.
Powers, president of the Bureau of
University Travel as speaker.
A NEW program, Sunday Afternoon
at Monticello, is in rehearsal and will
be scheduled over WBIG, Greensboro,
N. C on a Sunday afternoon spot
early in February by Jefferson Standard Life Insurance Co. The concern
has been sponsoring "Memories at
Twilight" for the past year.
LATE hours are good hours, in the
view of a local sponsor who has used
the 11:05-15 spot on WBEN, Buffalo,
for over two years for "The Ironic
Reporter,"
Another
client plans with
to usegood
the results.
period following
this program.
COLLAPSE of the old towers of WBT.
Charlotte, N. C, was broadcast recently with microphones picking up the
sound of the crash and an announcer
giving a word picture.
"STAMPS" is the title of a weekly
program over WBIG, Greensboro, N.
G, which is produced by Walter
Haislip,
atelist. of the WBIG staff, a philA NEW Mighty Oracle program is
part of the sustaining schedule at
WFBL. Syracuse, N. Y. Robert G.
Soule compiles the data and script
with George Perkins, assistant program
director,
as theto "Oracle."
The audience is asked
submit questions
for
the program. The ten best submitted
each week are awarded two tickets to
a theatre.

Market

Is

ATLANTA
~tltr
w

ir ATLANTA A
*

WGST

★
!
WGST, with its largest consistent
local radio audience (Ross Federal
Survey), offers the lowest cost per
listener in the South! A sweet setup when you consider that WGST
concentrates on this rich concentrated area . . . the great Atlanta
market, classed as the best test market of its size in America.

1000 WATTS DAY
500 WATTS NIGHT
PAUL H. RAYAAER, Representative
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO
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Paying of Tribute
For Song Opposed I

WWJ's Flying Studio
HERE is station WKFB. witb
Walter R. Hoffman, chief engineer
of WWJ, Detroit, operating the
transmitter at the telegraph desk.
The station is installed in a new
plane recently placed in service by
WWJ and the Detroit News. For
airway communication it is designated KHPMN. A frequency of
2150 kc is used by WKFB for rebroadcasts through WWJ. The
plane has three cameras installed in
the wings which operate electrically
from the pilot's seat -and can be
piloted automatically. The broadcasting installation was worked out
by WWJ, American Airlines and
Transcontinental & Western Air
Inc. and the transmitter was built
by Western Electric Co.
ACTIVITIES of high schools, junior
colleges and universities in Southern
California are reviewed in Campus,
Game and Gossip over KNX, Hollywood, with L. P. Corbett, vice-principal of the Sawyer School of Business,
Los Angeles, at the microphone. Guest
artists, including glee clubs and school
personages, take part.
AN UNPUBLISHED song by an amateur composer is presented on each of
the thrice-weekly Moonlight Melody
programs from KHJ, Los Angeles, to
coast stations of the Don Lee-CBS
network. Each program is dedicated
to a civic event.
KMAC, San Antonio, is operating in
newr studios and offices, occupying the
entire floor of the Smith Young Tower
building. A visitors gallery is provided
and studios
are decorated with 16 original paintings.
WOC, Davenport. Iowa, claims to be
the first in the Midwest to broadcast
a bowling tournament. A microphone,
with enough wire to allow the announcer to move to vantage points on
12 alleys, was used for the team finals
in the tournament sponsored by the
Tri-City Bowling association. Morgan
Sexton. WOC program director, dement. scribed the high points of the tournaKFRC. San Francisco, CBS-Don Lee
outlet, is . issuing a monthly one-page
publication KFRC Xeivscast. which is
sent to all advertisers and advertising
agencies, advising news programs, both
commercial and sustaining. It also contains studio gossip of interest to advertisers and agencies. Edited by Murray B. Grabhorn. sales manager, the
publication
uses the To
slogan.
Pays Big Dividends
Those"Radio
Who
Use It Wisely."

EPRESENTATIVES
WALTER
BIDDICK CO.
IO STATION
RAofDCommerce
568 Chamber
Bldg., Los Angeles
601 Russ Bldg., San Francisco
3326 Stuart Bldg., Seattle
619 Charles Bldg., Denver
February

"Wreck of the Old 97" If,
Still Before the Courts
BROADCASTERS, advertisers and
others who might be affected,
"would be foolish to pay a single
penny" in settlement of the alleged
claim of infringement of the song
"The Wreck of the Old 97," which
has been in litigation many months,
according to Isaac D. Levy, of
WCAU, Philadelphia. Mr. Levy is
treasurer of the NAB and a legal
authority on copyright matters.
In a letter to Broadcasting on
, Jan. 16, Mr. Levy called attention
to the current campaign of Robert
L. Nase, attorney of Flushing, N. Y.,
seeking
to negotiate
"settlements"
with
stations
oh the ground
that the
courts finally have held that his
client, David Graves George, is the
author of the composition. The
number, Mr. Nase claims in a
letter apparently sent to all stations,
has been played repeatedly over the
air, and suggests that, to avoid litigation, negotiations for settlements
be entered.
A Technical Point
THE CASE was originally brought
against the RCA Victor Co., Inc., in
connection with its recording of the
number, and went up to the Supreme Court on a technical point.
Mr. Levy emphasizes. The text of
Mr. Levy's letter follows :
I think that you would be doing a
real service to the broadcasting stations if you publish, in your next issue, the status of the George rs. RCA
Victor Co. case, involving the question
of the authorship of the song. "The
Wreck
the Old have
97". received the enRadio ofstations
closed letter from Robert L. Nase. attorney for George, demanding payment
for infringement of the use of the
song.
Wreckis ofmade
the Old
97". the
This"The
demand
because
press of this country have inaccurately
reported the effect of the decision of
the United States Supreme Court, involving atechnical point in this ease.
The facts are as follows:
George claimed authorship of the
song "ThesuitWreck
of the
97". and
He
brought
against
RCA OldVictor
Judge Avis in the District Court [John
Boyd Avis. U. S. District Court of
New Jersey] filed an opinion upholding his claim of authorship. A master
was appointed to assess damages.
An appeal was taken to the Circuit
Court of Appeals, which court reversed the findings of Judge Avis as to
authorship of the song. A certiorari
was then requested of the United
States Supreme Court, which court
limited the argument to the technical
point as to whether or not the Circuit
Court of Appeals had jurisdiction to
hear the case before the damages had
been assessed. The United States Supreme Court ordered the Circuit Court
of Appeals to dismiss the appeal taken
to it which brings the case back to the
master for the assessment of damages.
Following this assessment an appeal
will then be taken to the Circuit Court
of Appeals, which Court has already
determined
that George is not the author of the song.
You may advise station owners that
I think they would be foolish to pay
a single penny in settlement of the alleged claim for infringement.
RADIO sets were placed in cheese
dairies in Wisconsin
factories
Jan. 15 soandfarmers
could hear the
W iscon si n Agriculturist and Farmer
waukee, broadcast over WTMJ, Milwhen the cheese industry
program meeting" by radio.
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jets Big Response
TREMENDOUS has been the revise from its "Lilac Time" prom, started Nov. 3 over a 14ion CBS network, that Pinaud,
, New York (cosmetics) more
H doubled its network after a
weeks on the air. Now the
jgram is broadcast coast-to-coast
■i 33 CBS stations,
finaud's
at itsbyradioMarcel
venp was delight
expressed
'li-helin, vice president, in these
ds : "So great has been the pubiresponse to the first four weeks
our broadcast and so numerous
e been the requests from listenoutside of our immediate terrir for inclusion of their local stais in our schedule that we have
ided to double our territory.
Sales Climb Quickly
ESPONSE to our gift offer of
|and samples has been enormity encouraging. Furthermore, an
remely favorable sales reaction
I already been reported by retail
Uers in our territory. Customer
hand, particularly for 'Lilac de
jmce'
and featured
the '6-12' eyelash
;?r, both
in the beauradio
imereial, began to climb immedily after the inauguration of the
gram.
We feel our radio promotion has
>wn such excellent results already
t we are justified in widening
1 intensifying it. Reactions from
trade have been in a large de^e responsible for this decision."
dr. Michelin plans a visit to the
>st Coast to contact the trade and
ermine sales reaction.

What

Advertising Regulations
For Alcoholic Beverages
Are Issued by the FACA
RULES to govern liquor advertising
in all media, including radio, promulgated Jan. 17 by the Federal Alcohol Control Administration, forbid
"any untrue statement in an advertisement of distilled spirits or wine
or products of the brewing industry." According to Director Joseph
H. Choate, Jr., they are believed "to
embodyards forhigher
governmental
standtruthful
and informative
advertising than are in effect for
anyTheother
class offorbid
merchandise."
regulations
statements
inconsistent with label statements ;
statements as to curative or therapeutic effects that are untrue or misleading ;misrepresenting place of
actual origin ; giving impression
that product is imported when such
is not the case ; or misrepresenting
the actual producer of the beverage.
Use of guaranteed or similar words
is barred, with certain exceptions,
and all statements tending to lead
consumers to select a brand of beer
on basis of alcoholic content are regarded as misleading. Jurisdiction
of FACA does not extend to retailers since there is no retail alcoholic
beverage code in force. Distilled
spirits and rectifiers code authorities now l-equire approval of advertisements of spirits before publication.

Richfield Discs
RICHFIELD OIL CO., of California, Los Angeles, sponsors of the
Jlnvmie Allen transcription series
on Pacific coast stations, has
started to produce an additional
three-minute disc for the same list
of stations. World Broadcasting
System, Hollywood, will produce
the transcriptions which will be in
the form of brief interviews with
the Richfield "chief of staff."
Prominent flying people who were
recorded in January include Col.
H. H. Arnold, Jimmy James, Jerry
Voltee, Gladys O'Donnell, Donald
Douglas,
Squier,
Northrup
and Carl
others.
It Jack
is expected
that Richfield will later extend the
use of the new series to its eastern
radio program schedule.

WPRP are the new call letters of
the station at Ponce, Puerto Rico,
the FCC anformerly nouncedWMFK,
Jan. 23.

more

can

SBS

network

stations
you

Merchandising Service
In WBS Fashion Series
LIVELY fashion news and what
important persons are wearing will
be included in a new series of WBS
transcriptions called Tobelogwes to
be released Feb. 11 to department
stores. In addition, the 15-minute
discs will include musical selections
and a break in the middle for sales
message. The series of 14 programs
will be released for one department
store in each city.
The Tobelogues merchandising
service provides for answers to mail
inquiries concerning fashions, with
every letter receiving personal attention. Sample programs have been
sent to all WBS affiliates and letters have been sent to department
stores by WBS.

ask

out

is proud

of 12

that

markets

8 of its
covered

?
are

also

CBS

affil lates!

• 50,000 WATTS
• a NATIONALLY
CHANNEL

CLEARED

• and the ASSURANCE

that

YOUR Program will be
ASSOCIATED with the
CREAM

OF CBS entertainment

that is what you

. . . This guarantee of Columbia program excellence
gives double assurance that the majority of Southwestern radio homes are regularly tuned to SBS Stations!
. . . And SBS makes no apologies for its nonColumbia Stations! Three of them have no localstation
competition
— and the
other is
a "bear chain
cat"
that handles
competition
without
national
affiliations !
. . . Big talk from a cocky youngster? Just make us
prove it!

get when you buy —

WHAS
Owned and Operated by
THE COURIERJOURNAL
THE LOUISVILLE TIMES

SOUTHWEST

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM
LEE H. ARMER, President . . . Fort Worth, Texas

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO

ebruary I, 1935
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GREIG, BLAIR & SPIGHT, Inc.
NIW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
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WBS

station representatives and WBS a
definite increase in the use of the
daily program service by regional
and national advertisers can confidently be looked for during the coming year.
"The agreements call for a substantial increase both in the number of recorded musical selections
supplied to the stations each month
and also in the continuity service
which will total 2% hours a day.
It is planned to put these increases
into effect by March or sooner if
possible. A new schedule of shipments has been devised so that stations will be provided with popular
music more frequently than before
in order to keep in line with current hit numbers.
"In the field of specially l-ecorded
sponsored programs of the so-called
tailor-made type, a marked improvement is looked for also, as a result
of the trend toward greater understanding between WBS and station
representatives which is made possible by WBS' new contractural relations with stations, as exemplified
by the mutually satisfactory working arrangement already agreed
upon by WBS and Free and Sleininger, Inc.. with the hearty endorsement of the stations represented by the latter organization."
Cooperative Plan
IN BEHALF of Free & Sleininger,
II. Preston Peters, vice president in
charge of the New York office, declared Jan. 28 that the arrange-
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Revises Compensation
(Continued from page 11 )

COMPLETE

MERCHANDISING

TO

ALL

THE
RADIO
8largest
Stations
in Primary
Michigan'scov-8
cities.
erage of 85% of a territory
with a population of over
four million people.
WBCM
Bay City
WFDF
Flint
WJIM
Lansing
WIBM
Jackson
WELL
Battle Creek
WKZO
Kalamazoo
WOOD-WASH Grand Rapids
It Key Station
WXYZ
Detroit

SERVICE

WHO

BUY

MICHIGAN
NETWORK

Yes — a COMPLETE merchandising service which gets distributors . . . sells merchandise .. . checks credits . . . handles
demonstrations . . . places displays. This
service is a tested, a proved success, and
for almost 2 years has been used by national advertisers to great advantage !
Write or wire for details.
RATES:
$200.00 per quarter hour, evenings.
$125.00 per quarter hour, daytime.
MICHIGAN'S GREATEST RADIO BUY!

KUNSKY-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
(Owners and Operators of Station WXYZ)
DETROIT, MICH.
300 Madison Theatre Bldg.
Chicago: WM. G. RAMBEAU,
New York: ROBERT NEWTON,
Manager, 360 N. Michigan Ave.
Manager, 307 E. 44th St.
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Method

ment carries the organization's "unqualified
endorsement".
saidthree
the
discussions
during
the Hepast
months were instituted by Free &
Sleininger "for the express purpose
of arriving at a situation whereby
our stations could have the advantages of World's creative program department plus our own perStations represented by Free &
Sleininger now subscribing to the
WBS service are WHO, Des
Moines
sonnel.-'; WGR-WKBW, Buffalo :
WHK, Cleveland: WAIU. Columbus : WDAY, Fargo, N. Dak. ;
KMBC,coln and
Kansas
KFAB,Omaha
LinOmaha City;
; KOIL,
and Council Bluffs; WAVE, Louisville: CKLW, Detroit, and KOINKALE, Portland, Ore.
Chicago and New York offices of
Free & Sleininger are installing
transcription reproduction equipment, Mr. Peters stated, so that
samples of both daily program service and "tailor-made" recordings
may be auditioned there for agencies and clients. "Thus," he said,
"we have facilities to audition
programs built from the library
service exactly as they will be
broadcast by our stations subscribing to the service. We have long
believed in the excellence of WBS
recordings and anticipate that the
cooperation from this new plan of
compensation to WBS by our stations will result in increased transcription volume."
Spot Broadcasting
(Continued from page 11)
too. So a constant, on-tap source
of information and help was needed
— and finally developed. One major exclusive representative organization came into the picture and
established offices in the major advertising centers. This company,
Edward Petry & Co., Inc.. was the
first to go into this business of extensive radio station representation
and their lead was then followed by
several others.
The situation has changed. Agencies needanything
only pickabout
up the
'phone
to learn
a station
and market thousands of miles
away. Stations have found out over
the past several years that they,
too, just like newspapers, can
secure more business, a sounder and
more honest representation of their
facilities, and a closer cooperation
from agencies and advertisers by
having their own representatives.
A clearer and deeper understanding of the multiple methods of using spot broadcasting, in large part
rlue to the new era of representation, has been responsible for this.
Today, the present and future of
spot broadcasting is brighter than
ever before. The industry is now
on a firm, stable foundation. The
one factor that has been the most
important one in establishing this
FEATURES
On Transcriptions
Available to Stations and Agencies
Samples on Request
STANDARD
RADIO
ADVERTISING CO,
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
February
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Executives Nam* '
To Staff Eof
WFlj
XECUT
I]
staff

a ppoi |

ments for WF I
Philadelphia,
consolidation ■
WFI and WlJ
former time-sl:J
ing
stations, w.11I
announced
Withyeomb,
16 by Don agjlI
Mr. Chambers
e r a 1 inanagl
Stanley Chambers has been nan ]
commercial manager, Keith McL'
program
directormanager
and " Joseph
Nassau, former
of WL
chief engineer.
Chambers has been identili
with advertising and radio in si
York including association w
Peck Advertising Agency. Alfrl
Wallerstein Inc., Redfield-Cou •)
Inc., manager of sales and sa l
promotion for Federal Broadca I
ing Station (WMCA) and sales a]
merchandising manager of WHj
He is intimately acquainted wil
both manufacti |
fields. Among l|
ing and retailii
programs we]
Evening in Par J
Van Heusen aJj
Battle Creel
Food Products.
organist
De»■•'
verMcLeod
beforeinwas
entei
Mr. McLeod
ing radio with 1
post at WJZ. New York, where
became familiar with all branch ik
of station operation.
When NB»i
was organized, he became musiqli
supervisor,
with the
nel'
work until remaining
January 1933.
At th:|:
time he was named a member (J
the board of Broadcasting Abroaj
Ltd. He has built and directed
many programs, performed as
piano soloist on the air, and waj
musical director for the departinerj
of religious radio for the Federt^
America.
Council of Churches of Christ" ij
Pacific Basketball

3 tt

FOR the fourth season. AssociateHr
Oil Co., San Francisco, is sponsorin;
100 broadcasts of West Coast baskenball games. Fans are urged during
the programs to go to games an<
Harold R. Deal, advertising manaT.
ger, says the broadcasts have helped,
increase attendance. Announcers foi
the series include Doug Montell 01
KLX, Oakland: Herbert Herzeni:
berg on KTAB,
San Francisco f
Stanley Church on KALE, Portland : P
Frank Bull on KMTR, Los Angeles : r
Morey Rider on KJR. Seattle ; Doe .
Thompson and Ray Lewis on KQW.j
San Jose; Ernie Smith on KYA. San J
Francisco ; Harry Lantry on KGA, j
Spokane.
new era in spot broadcasting has J
been the stabiliztion of the relations
between station, agency and advertiser. This has come about only
since sound representation has been
established. It is the general belief in the advertising business that
the principles of exclusive representation, proven to be economically
wise over a long period of time in
the newspaper field, will continue
to make spot broadcasting march on
to even greater goals.
• BROADCASTING

(CC

Will

Restrict

departing Officers
BY the views exOMPTED
ssed by Chairman Wheeler (D).,
,
Montana and other members of
Senate Interstate Commerce
nimittee, criticising- procedure un• which former officials and atJmeys of the Radio Commission
en,i FCC staff are permitted to the
£e in legal practice before it,
C at a special meeting Jan. 26
antmously adopted a resolution
ich would prohibit any attorney
[| other FCC employe or officer
jm engaging in such practice,
;ler certain conditions, for two
irs after leaving its employ.
The resolution, offered by Comssioner George Henry Payne,
K-ified that it should preclude
■iner officials from engaging in
betice before it for two years "in
w matter or controversy" pendt before the FCC during the
f-iod of their employment. In
per words, a lawyer would not be
ievented from practicing before
?b FCC immediately after leaving
p.t agency if he handled cases
[her than those pending while he
us on the FCC staff.
Bilbo Charges
IE RESOLUTION will become
tective 60 days after promulga■ii. Actual promulgation will not
fee place until the FCC revised
(illes and regulations are published.
*ese are now being drafted and
bbably will be ready in about two
bnths.
'Simultaneously the FCC, upon
ijption of Commissioner Aiming S.
hall, ordered an immediate invesi?ation into charges made by Senior Bilbo (D. ), of Mississippi, that
Saminer George H. Hill had eniged improperly in political activ.es in Mississippi last fall. Senate- Bilbo had testified before the
|riate Committee that he knew of
te instance in which Mr. Hill had
liven $50 for a vote in favor of
x-Senator
Stephens, Bilbo's op>nent.
Change in Rules
HE RESOLUTION affecting pracce before the FCC, follows in full
xt:
i|Resolved that when the rules and
iigulations governing practice and profdure before this Commission are
lopted there be included the followg paragraphs setting forth the effect
previous connection with this Comission :
(a) No former officer or employee of
3te Federal Communications Commis"on shall act as attorney or agent, or
is the employee of an attorney or
jjjent, or shall appear as an officer or
jiiployee of an individual, partnership,
r corporation, in any matter or conjoversy pending before the Federal
Communications Commission during
le period of his employment therein
rithin 2 years after the termination of
Ijich employment; provided, however,
liat the foregoing shall not be eon.rued to prevent appearances as witesses.
(b) This rule shall not apply to perms who have severed their connec{ons with the Federal Communications
Jommission prior to 60 days after its
Effective date.
I
lN AMERICAN newspaperman,
tester Ziffrin, of the United, Press,
i acting as news broadcaster over
'.AQ.
Madrid,of Spain,
.000 words
news a which
day. carries
February J, 1935
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Confirmations Opposed
(Continued from page 14)
were brought forward by Llewellyn.
Several members of the committee
ng to
responding,
questioni
that Senator
he saw Wheeler's
no objection to one organization controlling
objected to his testimony on the
a
number
of
stations,
but that he did
ground that it was purely hearsay.
Llewellyn declared the official dis- object
ion's
to
any
organizat
munity.
more than one station in control
a commissal papers charged him with in- of
subordination, lack of cooperation,
removal of records from the office
Mr. Fisher said that Van Nostrand had four charges proved
and hindering the investigation of
Van Nostrand.
— the $500
against
the him
equipment
case"commission"
; a Miami,
Recalled to the stand, Col. in
Fla.
hotel
bill
paid
by
a
station : reBrown was grilled on the Van Nosceiving aradio set for a present, and
trand case. He said Van Nostrand
use
of
the
Commission
test
car for
had been transferred from Atlanta
his
own
purposes,
while
four
other
to New York, with a big reduction
charges, including the WJTL case,
were not proved.
in salary, after the charge of accepting a fee for the equipment sale had
Mr. Fisher denied the allegation of
been investigated. Then he was perLlewellyn that he had told the latter
mitted to resign. This provoked
that
wanted ittoinvolved
"drop" the
WJTL
questioning and criticism among
case hebecause
a lawyer
committee members, several of friend of Judge Sykes. He said
whom held the view that Van NosJudge Sykes had no knowledge of
trand should have been criminally
the Van Nostrand case because he
was at the Madrid radiotelegraph
prosecuted.
At the final hearing Jan. 29, the conference during the entire time.
committee heard Commissioner
This denial elicited an attack from
Sykes and Brown and Ben S. Fisher.
committee members upon the LlewelThe latter as former assistant genlyn testimony.
eral counsel of the old Radio ComAs the final witness, Judge Sykes
mission and of the FCC, made the also denied the Llewellyn charges reinvestigation in the Van Nostrandgarding WJTL. As to the charge
Llewellyn case.
that his son Charles had received an
Asked by Senator Wheeler about
a station action, he depolicy as to the sale of stations to $800 feeclaredfor
his son had not participated
newspapers, Col. Brown said that in the case but that it had been hanthe newspapers made applications in
dled by another person in his Jackthe prescribed way. Any publisher
son,
Miss, lawif firm.
who has been successful with a
tor Couzens
his sonAsked
had by
not Senabeen
newspaper, he declared, has a high mentioned before in previous confirregard for public interest. He said
mation proceedings, Chairman Sykes
he saw no reason why newspapers
said
that
it had been his former sonshould not be permitted to go into in-law, from
whom his daughter was
broadcasting, if the publishers are
divorced, who had once operated a
qualified. Col. Brown also declared.
radio news service and magazine.

When

a

BAKERY
in
BUYS

TIME

RHODE
ISLAND
— the choice is

WPRO

Amateur RaBamby
The dio
Show, sponsored by
the New England Bakery,
Southern New England's
finest and largest homeowned bakery, packs the
Metropolitan Theatre with
4000 Bamby rooters every
Saturday night . . . and
thousands more are regretfully turned away.
This means . . .
that the
BAMBY bakers
use WPRO
SELL MORE

The

F orgotten

<J In these United States, there are some 38,000,000
men, women and children, who either were born abroad
or are of foreign-born parentage.
1 These buyers of all kinds of products represent nearly
a third of the total population of the United States.

BREAD

It also means . . .
that WPRO

Market

and

has at

last brought real
RADIO SHOWMANSHIP
to Rhode Island

1,225,578
Consumers who

<1 Even if they have become more or less Americanized,
they still retain their love for their native music.

spend nearly
$300,000,000
annually live

<I Don't forget them.
Tell them your sales story the
modern way — by Radio.
*J Radio is efficient, effective and economical.

within coverage
WPRO's
complete
of this
second largest New England market.

*I Ask us to tell you how our Domestic-Foreign Department can help you. We have convincing facts.

Write for our new illustrated booklet which will
tell the whole story.

<J Our service is flexible and complete. We make our
own records in our own recording studio. We can supply
first grade talent, in any language, supplemented by a
library of some 7,000 of the finest orchestral, band, voice
and dramatized recordings.

Broadcasting
29 West 57th Street
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Xc.
WPRO

630

CHERRY & WEBB
BROADCASTING COMPANY
Providence, R. I.

Abroad,
Inc.
New York, N. Y.
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Radio
Western

Electric

1 Kw.

106 B Transmitter
FOR

or set of clubs will be mentioned : or
if a fashion show, a comparison between the prices of the originals and
copies might be emphasized : or if a
cake recipe is given; any mention of
associated items would be appropriate.
On dates of interest, such as
Hallowe'en, Thanksgiving, Mother's
Day, Children's
Day, Easter,
Father'setc.,
Day.if
Better
Homes Week.
part of the broadcast theme, suggest certain tie-ups in merchandise
offerings. Or local civic, social or
sports events, such as opening of
the opera, country club, automobile
show, local cooking school, garden
club activities, parents' and teachers' regional meetings, art exhibits,
sports tournaments, football games,
festivities of women's clubs or social clubs, and so on, all provide
radio
tie-ups.copy and suggest merchandise

SALE

A well known Radio Station, which
recently has been granted a permit
to operate at a high power, will sell
its present Western Electric 1 kw.
106 B transmitter which cost in
excess of $20,000.
The transmitter is in perfect operating condition and complete with
Western Electrical Crystal control,
all tubes including spare Western
Electric 228A power tube and duplicate set of motor generators and
pumps.
Designed to operate from DC supply, but can be modified for AC
operation and can be operated on
any power from 100 watts to 1 kw.
The transmitter is on the air every
day and can be inspected and
checked under actual operating conditions.
Correspondence is invited from
anyone interested in securing this
equipment at a bargain price.
Box 264

%

Broadcasting

as Medium
for Retailers
(Continued from page 9)

Of course any store feature of
promotional importance, such as
Night Life. Toy, Beach or College
Shop openings, announcements of
new shop openings, newlv decorated
model rooms, contests of all kinds,
special services of all kinds, feature attractions or promotional
stunts — furnish copy ideas as well
as appropriate merchandise items.
Thus in a general way the preparation of the continuity and the selection of merchandise items :ire influenced largely by community and
store activities.
According; to the experiences of
many stores, limited quantity purchases and other specially priced
items — frequently called "radio

BROADCASTING
broadcast
Advertising

1935

YEAR

Radio's
Inclusive

BOOK

First

Encyclopedia

240 Pages of
Directories and Facts
To Be Published

February
To Subscribers
Without Extra Cost

Page 38

15th
Single Copies
Two Dollars

specials," have proved resultful.
These are advertised over the
radio
only, and at inviting prices. If a
store runs a radio program daily,
two or three radio specials a week
are considered sufficient. These
may be repeated once or twice, depending on the number chosen for
the week. They should have universal appeal, be fashion-right, and
usually priced between .$1 and $5.
The merchandise should be displayed in the department where
sold, with a special price ticket
labeled "as advertised over the radio" or similar phrase.
A Good Voice
MANY effectively developed retail
programs have been ruined because
of the unpleasant voice personality
of the announcer. I have been with
radio executives when auditions
were being held on new radio programs. On paper the programs
were very impressive. The sense of
hearing, however, rebelled against
them simply because the announcer
acting.
in each case could not resist playProspective store announcers
should be subjected to this test :
Hold that
auditions
until' you
voice
is acceptable
as thehear
vocala
representative of your store.
As a matter of expediency, a great
many stores select a person from
the advertising department — or
from the personal shopping bureau.
If neither selection has the necessary qualifications, engage a "free
lancer." The personal shopper is
perhaps the best internal selection
if she passes the audition test. She
is sufficiently acquainted with store
operation — policies, services, merchandise and staff. She has already
been publicized as associated in a
personal way with the store.
Let there be a distinction between
what is ordinarily called good newspaper copy and radio copy. Both,
of course, must sell goods, but the
latter, a dialogue, must not have the
characteristic elements of meticulously prepared newspaper copy : it
must be less restrained, more spontaneous, improvised at times. Let
the broadcaster speak, if possible,
from notes rather than from wholly
prepared copy.
Selection of Station
THE SELECTION of a radio station is recognized as a problem of
vital importance. Coverage, radio's
equivalent to circulation, is important only insofar as it reaches the
greatest number of potentially active customers. Frequently a powerful station is considered the most
popular. It commands a far greater
percentage of the total listeners who
reside in the trade area. If this
station has high rates and a coverage extending far beyond the
trade area of the store, its use becomes subject to a comparison with
the second station.
In addition to power, an evaluation of other factors should be conFirst, the instation's
personalitysidered.
as reflected
the manner
of its program presentation. Sec-

ond, the type of clients and produoj
it advertises. Third, its services
advertisers, helping to build effe
tive programs.
After evaluating all of these fa
tors in selecting a station, the r
tailer should tben make a survey <
its customers to measure the pop
larity of the station it plans to pi
— perhaps applying the test, "max
mum number of listeners within 11
trade area during or near tr
planned broadcast period per Mil
message dollar." This survey can I
made either by engaging house-t(
house investigators or through
circularization of the customers. 0
perhaps better still is to telephon
several hundred typical customei
to discover whether they -are listei
ing to the radio at that moment.
What Hours?
ACCORDING to member stores, a.
overwhelming proportion favor th]
use of morning hours : the majorit
of course before 10 o'clock.
In selecting the hour, consider;;]
tion must be given to the possibl
benefit
accruing from listenei,
continuity established by the pr«
ceding program.
Sometime ago a leading retai
store engaged college students bj
make a house-to-house survey, in*
terviewing several thousand womeil.
living in certain districts represen,
tative of the store's average cus.
tomer. The purpose of this surve;
was tocustomer
learn thetoward
attituderadio
of the
av" .
erage
adver
tising in in
general,
and and
the thus
store':V
broadcast
particular,
t<
determine the best hour and th<
most effective appeal.
Some of the following valuablt
facts were discovered : 44% tune ii
at 7 :30 to 10 a.m. ; 42% get up at 1
a.m. : 35% have breakfast at 7 :3(
a.m. ; 31% of the husbands leave
for work at 8 a.m. ; 49% of th(
children leave for school at 8 :3C

a.m. ;9 54%
dishes
:30. spon
8 :4"
and
a.m. do
; 44%
knewat 8who
sored the store's program.
Other important information was
discovered which indicated the nee-;
essity of changing the store's period, j
at 11 o'clock, to a time previous toiI T:
9coverage.
o'clock in order to obtain the best Id

Evening Broadcasts
EVENING broadcasts, when used,
I
are usually institutional in character. The program must appeal to£p
the entire family, which requires JLm
entertainment and music. Our survey indicates that six to seven PC
o'clock was the most frequent time
used for evening broadcasts. Per ledi
i
iods later than 7 o'clock were not in
available due to the demand for the
air by national advertisers.
Aside from this there are other
objections held by the average retailer to evening broadcasts : 1. Usually twice the cost of morning i.
hours ; 2. Retail programs would *
suffer by comparison with the quality and cost of program, time demanded and talent used by national
advertisers ; 3. General entertain- I :
ment demanded by mixed-sexlisteners
too
high. which makes talent costs
Radio stations today are faced
with the vital problem of selling af-

WHO-.
CLEARED- CHANNEL — 5 O/OOO WATTS —FULL-TIME
February

I, 1935
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Promotional Activity
I BELIEVE the radio is a supplementary medium (for retail adverting). Ifirmly disagree with those
ho say that one medium should not
E used to sell another. In each
liy's newspaper advertising an anpuncement of the radio program
lould be inserted. Other importnt tie-ups between the air and the
jistomer are at the point of sale :
indow display, counter signs, in•rior displays. One store thorbghly promoted its broadcast from
le beginning — with 44 billboards,
J.000 postcards, posters in every
levator, store entrance and wint. Furthermore, the store proIded the broadcaster with social
cationery.
Many advertising executives who
elieve their promotional program
an be strengthened by adding raio broadcasting frequently find
lemselves stalemated because of
flayers'
a new aversion
medium. to the development
A majority of stores, responding
a questionnaire, believed it adisable to charge radio costs to genral rather than to the department
dvertised to overcome this aversion,
.n institutional program obviously
liould be charged to general public;y expense. In the case of a merhandise program, if it is sincerely
elieved that the radio will do a job
or the store and if willing cooperalon is not forthcoming from the
uyer, then, as a matter of expedince and fairness, I suggest that this
ccounting procedure be followed —
t least until the effectiveness or inffectiveness of radio publicity is
roved. Adequate consideration
aust also be given to helping the
uyer provide the right material for
he radio program. Selling plans
or the radio campaign should be
eveloped with the same painstaking
are as for the newspaper campaign.
In conclusion let me quote this
rom Amos Parrish : "A long way
as radio come. A long way it will
o. May its selling voice decrease
n noise and increase in sincerity in
935 !"
Penn Drops Net Series
JECISIOX of Penn Tobacco Co.,
Vilkes-Barre, Pa. (Kentucky Winaers cigarettes) to abandon for the
ime being its radio campaign led to
ancellation in January of its NBC
ontract for "One Man's Family,*'
•arried on 52 stations Wednesday
'lights.
company
lauded the
irogram The
highly,
in explaining
its
lecision, but stated that "a radio
>rogram appealing more specifically
to young men and women whose
•igarette buying habits are not yet
lefinitely formed would be more
iroductive for the introduction of a
!new
cigarette."'inItother
is understood
:hat campaigns
media are
ilso to be terminated.
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Opposes Class Allocations
(Continued from page 13)

achieved its purpose, and that it
now is "contrary to natural laws
and results in concentration of the
use of frequencies in centers of
population and a restriction of facilities in sparsely populated states
even though one or more additional
stations could be operated without
interference from any other station."
"Because of the size of the zones."
the recommendation
states,
"this
distribution
results in
providing
ample broadcasting service in the
small zones and lack of service in
the large zones. An absolute "equaliradio broadcasting
notty ofpossible
under theservice'
existingis
guide. In the provision suggested,
service is made an important
criterion, making it possible to carryout the statutory provisions of
public interest, convenience and
necessity without artificial restricPlan for Hearings
tions."
THE PROPOSED new provision
which would govern preliminary
hearings, would read as follows :
"However, if it appears upon examination of any such application
that the granting thereof will, in
the opinion of the Commission, adversely affect the service of any
existing radio station, the Commission may, pursuant to such rules and
regulations as it may prescribe, conduct an informal and preliminary
hearing thereon. If as a result of
such informal and preliminary hearing, the Commission is of the
opinion that the application violates
any provision of this act, or the
rules and regulations of the Commission, or that the applicant is not
legally, financially or technically
qualified, or that the applicant is
not in a position financially, technically or otherwise to contest the use
of a radio facility with the licensee
of an existing station, and that such
application should be refused, the
Commission may enter its final order
refusing such application, stating
the reasons therefore."
License Suspension
THE FCC stated, in support of this
proposal, that it has been found in
many cases that parties have not
filed their applications in good faith
or with any hope of favorable outcome, but for "purposes of annoyance and expense to the existing station and services." In other cases,
upon hearing, it has developed that
the applicants were so entirely lacking in necessary qualifications as to
be unworthy of favorable consideration. Under the new procedure proposed of holding preliminary hearings, such applications could be discarded and the existing station
would not be required to go to the
expenses of a needless hearing.
In its recommendation that it be
given authority to suspend licenses,
the FCC brought out that there are
many instances where the revocation of a license is too drastic a punishment, but where some admonitory action should be taken. In most
cases these are instances of violations of regulations which could be
properly punishable by a short suspension, whereas under the existing
law, it does not have that power, but
can only revoke or deny a renewal
application, if and when filed. The
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CONGRESS

XAB, in behalf of the industry, repeatedly has opposed such a provision, on the ground that a suspension is just as bad as a revocation,
for if a station is suspended for 30
days it is "ruined" anyway.
Thetionfinal
simply legislative
would allowrecommendaappeals to
the courts from suspension of licenses as well as revocations.

is in session
Already this interesting assembly
has attracted thousands of people
to Washington . . . Society, too, has
taken on vivid color as guest lists
read
World'sWashington
"Who's Who."
You
willa enjoy
this
winter.like
Stop at this distinctive hotel.
Quiet exclusiveness, downtown
location, facing Lafayette Park.

Enlarged Southwest Net
Issues 1935 Rate Card
RATES for its enlarged network of
13 stations, including one alternate,
are being sent out by Southwest
Broadcasting System, operating in
Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana and
Arkansas. The new 1935 rate card
lists $1,734 as the hourly charge for
its seven basic stations and five supplementaries. The SBS network,
with all 13 stations licensed for fulltime operation, now offers in its
basic group, KTAT, Fort Worth ;
KRLD and WRR, Dallas: KTSA,
San Antonio ; KTRH, Houston ;
KNOW, Austin; WACO, Austin, all
in Texas, and KOMA, Oklahoma
City. Stations in the supplementary
group include three more Texas stations, KGRS, Amarilla; KGKO,
Wichita Falls, and KFDM, Beaumont ;and KLRA, Little Rock, Ark.,
and KWKH, Shreveport, Louisiana.
Eight of the stations also carry
CBS features. The SBS network is
connected by permanent Postal Telegraph high-fidelity lines and originates programs at 13 points.

0

YOU

LAFAYETTE PARK AT SIXTEENTH
NATHAN SINRO0.M0R.
WASHINGTON, D.C.

WAN1

DETROIT

MARKET
... And CKLW alone
is the only Radio Station you need to cover
the entire Detroit area.

CKLW
YOU
Member COLUMBIA Basic Network— 5,000 Watts (1030
ke. ) In the center of the dial.
Windsor Offices:
GUARANTY TRUST BLDG.
Phone: 4-1155

WANT
Follow the example of DETROIT merchants. CKLW carries more local advertising than
any other network station
covering the vast Detroit area.
Detroit Offices:
UNION GUARDIAN BLDG.
Phone: Cadillac 7200
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ASCAP

No afternoon "lull"
WHAT do people do from 1 to 5 in the
afternoon? Indications are that a large
percentage of those in Richmond, and in
WRVA's
area, listen afternoon
... to
WRVA! listening
One participating
program elicited 426 unsolicited letters
for 1 0 programs. The audience value and
low ideal
cost time
of thisforClass
period make it
an
test "D"
programs!

The "Milky way" on WRVA!
Dairy Products are food for the masses,
and the three largest local dairies reach
them through WRVA! Southern Dairies
uses local talent in two 1 5-minute programs per week,- a famous Southern novelist is"on" for Virginia Dairy two mornings aweek,- Richmond Dairy just signed
for a half hour show every Saturday nite!

They know their media!
LOCAL stores know local advertising
mediums. Hence: One of the largest
local department stores uses WRVA 15
minutes six nights weekly,- the leading local furniture store, the two leading local
morticians, a prominent local tire dealer,
a local bakery, and the local Crazy Chrystal distributor use 1 5-minute periods each,
per week . . . while the local utility and
a local cigar distributor use a half-hour
weekly!

Licensing

Queried by Court
PENDING decision by Federal
Judge John 0. Knox, of the Federal District Court for Southern
New York, on the government motion that the anti-trust case against
the American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers be stripped of
non-essential matter, activity with
respect to the copyright suit has
been stalemated. The court heard
arguments on this motion Jan. 11,
at which time Andrew W. Bennett,
special assistant to the Attorney
General, and Nathan Burkan, general counsel of ASCAP, appeared.
Of significance during the argument was an observation made by
Judge Knox, presiding justice of
the court, expressing doubt as to
the legality of price-fixing functions of ASCAP. This point is the
crux of the Department of Justice
suit, which contends that the antitrust law violation grows out of the
fact that ASCAP combines the publie performance rights of its composer-members and fixes and maintains the royalties, which, it alleges, is price-fixing.
While Mr. Burkam was presenting his arguments, Judge Knox interposed this observation:
"I believe that the song writer
as an individual, is practically
helpless unless he can organize. 1
haven't the slightest doubt that he
has a right to organize to protect
his right, but there is a question in
my mind whether you can agree on
a price to be charged for license
Actual trial of the case has not
privileges."
yet been set by the court, and prob-

NATIONAL

ERS KNOW FROM

General Mills' Betty and Bob, and Ford
Dealers. WRVA "spots" must be good!
Represented by Paul H. Raymer Co.
New York Chicago San Francisco
'DOWN WHERE THE SOUTH BEGINS"

To

RADIO stations in Canada, Hawaii,
the Phillipnes, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Shanghai — in
fact, in every part of the globe where
there are English-speaking people
and where the broadcasting stations
will accept commercial programs in
English — will be used in a worldwide broadcast campaign for Princess Pat cosmetics.
The programs will be transcriptions of the Princess Pat Dramas
now broadcast Mondays over an
NBC network. They are being
recorded in the Chicago studios of
the Columbia Phonograph Co., using
the same casts that were heard over
the chain. Thirteen discs have already been completed and are being
placed on stations in parts of the
United States where sales need bolstering up and which are not covered
by the chain broadcasts. To avoid
any possible repetition of the same
program to the same listeners, the
recorded programs are of shows
heard on the network about two
years ago, when the Princess Pat
Dramas first went on the air. The
programs are produced under the
supervision of Frank Steel, radio
director of MeJunkih & Co., Chicago, agency for Princess Pat, Ltd.
ably will await decision on the motion to eliminate from the ASCAP
answer matter which the government contends is irrelevant, and another motion by ASCAP, opposed by
the government, that a commission
be appointed by the court to take
testimony here and abroad.

EXPERIENCE

THE

ONLY

WAY

TO

REACH
OHIO'S
MARKET

EFFECTIVE
NORTHFERTILE

IS TO USE
Northwestern Ohio's ONLY Radio Station

WSPD
l4H

H Toledo, Ohio

WSPD is on the Columbia Basic Network —
has a potential market of over 1,000,000 people— and will produce results at an unusually
low cost.

Jos. H. McGillvra,
485 Madison Ave.
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Just a partial list of
National accounts using WSPD:
Chesterfield
Ex-Lax
Ford Motor
Gen. Baking
Pillsbury
Lady Esther
Studebaker
Vick Chemical
Phillips
Campbell Dental
Soup
General Mills
General Cigar
Bisodol
Pet Milk
Wasey Lead
Products
Acme
Liberty
Hudson Motor
Gulf Oil
Chevrolet
Wrigley
True Story
Luden's
Bayer Aspirin
Brillo
Camel
Woodbury Soap
Barbasol
Shell Oil
Chicago

New York

RICHMOND,VA.

Pat Campaign
Cover Whole World

ADVERTIS-

THAT

WESTERN

Spot programs spot $$$'s!
WRVA'scounts includes
roster these
of "spot
program"
acimpressive
names,
using a total of 8 hours weekly: Sloans
Liniment, Alka Seltzer, Warner Brothers,
Nucoa, BC Remedy Co., Quaker Oats,
Dill's Best,
TheBenjamin
Knox Co.,
(Cystex),
Aladdin Lamps,
Moore
Paint Co.,

RADIO

Princess

WSPD
Toledo, Ohio

John Kettlewell
230 N. Michigan Ave.
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FCC
On

Getting
Clear

Dat

Channel

Listeners in Remote AreJ '
Are Sent Questionnaires
SUPPLEMENTING! the techni.-jj
study of clear channels now gettiij
under way to ascertain the servi ]
rendered by high power stations
remote listeners, the FCG is ca j
vassing by questionnaire more tin
100,000 residents of rural and agi||
cultural districts.
It was learned at the Engineerhi
Department of the FCC Jan. :
that 106,000 questionnaires ha^
been dispatched to postmasters i
small towns and villages and
farmers, the names being selectt
from lists furnished by the Depar
ment of Agriculture.
In the li:i
were 72,000 farmers. The questioi (
were whether the farmer had a r::
dio receiver; its make, model an
date of purchase, and the four ta
vorite broadcasting stations by ca
letters, together with any commera
or reactions on broadcasting an
programs.Autocratic Recorders
FROM these replies, the FCC hope
to glean information from laymel
disclosing
the channel
amount stations,
of servic'J
given
by clear
hort "■
important a factor the obsolete rer
ceiver is in clear channel receptiorjand the program likes of the rural ■K;
resident.
Meanwhile, it was learned thaiwork is going forward on the maiil)
technical analysis, upon which tM

FCCconnection
will determine
future policiet"
in
with allocations.
Au|
tomatic recorders have been ordereii
for nine separate locations through j
out the country, to record the signal
strength
stations'
The
work ofis clear
under channel
the direction
ofh
Andrew D. Ring, assistant chief en if
gineer of the FCC, with clear chant1
nel stations pro-rating the costs. Irr
addition, FCC and Bureau of Stand f[!
ards engineers are making hide
pendent studies to supplement the ) [i]
observations of the stations.
Mf
The study is being made pursuant
to the
action of athetechnical
FCC last
Octo-1]f
ber
authorizing
analysis
of the broadcast band prior to dec
laration of future policy with re
spect to clear channels. 40 of which
were set aside in 1928 for exclusive0
use of high power stations during
evening hours, but nine of which
have been "broken down" since then
through duplicated night-time operation. It is hoped that the study n
will be completed by April.
tlli
h.
0t«ti
Newspaper Buys Interest
SALE of an interest in WDAY, Inc.,
operators of WDAY, Fargo, N. D..
to the publishers of the Fargo
Forum, was announced Feb. 19.
The reorganized company will have
E. C. Reineke, founder of the station, as president, with Forum
officials holding all other offices.
Mr. Reineke will continue as general
manager, with Charles G. Burke as
commercial manager.

TO FILL IN spare moments at the
New York studios of WOE, Newark,
Wilfred Lewis, page boy, writes a
weekly radio column for the New IF,
York News, a Harlem publication
which has a wide circulation in that
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Hear

Channel
by

and

Full

Paulist

Time

WCAU
Files Complaint
Over Wire Restrictions

The New

1935

Fathers

Ag ainstlndependentLine
McKittrick Directory
THE CLAIM that the tariff
WITH
Nine Stations and Five Clear Channels Are Affected
Pennof
Co.
Telephone
of the Bell
Accommodate WLWL
sylvania worked a hardship on the
By Proposed Change to
handling of local, national and international broadcasts in its prohibiby Salt Lake Tribune and
dis- equally
of es,
s analys
Church of the Latter Day Saints.
G month
against two-way transmission
IZIN
tions
TALL
JtYS
ical
techn
and
n
feio
WOV, New ternational
York, Broadcasting
operatedCorp.
by the
In- and against the use of facilities of
Advertisers
would
IlWL, New York, operated by the
Keystone Telephone Co., an indeon its assignment on this chan- the
,|cietv of St. Paid the Apostle, has remainnel, but
pendent oragnization, the WCAU
would
share
time
day
and
a proposal in- night with WNYC, each using 1,000 Broadcasting Co. of Philadelphia
the r FCC
Jbmittgeda tojunio
reallocation with watts.
jllvin
would break down the operating WCAU, on Jan. 22 filed a
itself a 1130 kc. This
complaint with the FCC declaring
je object of procuring for
wave
as a clear channel.
ng
til-time assignment on an existi
WPG,
Atlantic
City,
owned
by
that
this provision to be "unreasonable
fear channel to replace its present municipality but leased to CBS,
be-sharing allotment equivalent to would be given full time operation on andTheunlawful.
WCAU, " which was signed by
Show your prospects that they can
the 1100 kc. clear channel, on which
fro days a week on the air.
Leon
Levy,
president, asserted that
Paulist station now using limited
more listeners per dollar on your
get
"Submitted on Jan. 15 in the form the
time. These two stations have battled the Bell tariff prohibitions prevented
station,
and you have gone a long way
from remote points
| a petition, the proposal would afin past years over time di- broadcasting
that
may
be
equipped
with
circuits
Jct the assignments of nine sta- incessantly
toward
making
more sales.
vision, with WLWL trying to get half- of Keystone and that this caused a
ibns Ln different parts of the coun- time operation.
of
needless expense to construct special
ty, and five clear channels, two
Directional Signals
A Soby audience survey will proBell circuits, while often the urgency
inch would be duplicated if the
vide FACTS about the radio audience
an is approved. The petition has THE PETITION also sets out that of the broadcast left insufficient
time for the installation of Bell
— FACTS that have a definite sales
?en routed by the Broadcast Divi- in cases where duplicated operaIt pointed out that the Keyon to its law and engineering detion on clear channels would lie in- wires. stone
facilities were often available
value!
artments for technical study prior
volved, engineering provisions
formal consideration.
in such cases and that, as a result
should be made for restriction of of this prohibition, the station had
Write for complete information and
Legislative Battle
signals with the objective of holdturned
over
national
and
intering interference at a minimum, It
HE PETITION is signed by
national broadcasts to other broadimplies that directional antennas
casting concerns in the vicinity.
prices.
Jather John B. Harney, Superior of should
be
employed.
the
led
fie Paulist Fathers, who
The
one-way
transmission
proThe
suggestion
is
made
that
the
BENJAMIN SOBY
vision was also criticized by WCAU
ijimpaign during the last session of
FCC base its action under Section
ongress for class allocations of 312-B
which claimed that it made imposof
the
Communications
Act,
AND
ASSOCIATES
— a lobby which was written to authorize the
sible for remote control points to
jl-oadcasting facilities
.rhich resulted in the Congressional
stand
by
and
pick
up
cues
or
inform1023
Wallace Avenue
Broadcast Division to order freation from the studios and that such
jjction calling upon the FCC to inquency shifts upon its own volition.
Wilkinsburg,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
a situation requires two-way transFCC's
. The is
such proposalswhich
|]estigate
ab- In other words, the petition promission.
The
Keystone
system
per■port to Congress,
poses, first, that the FCC order the
stracted elsewhere in this issue,
in assignments, after which
added. mitted two-way transmission, it
/as based on six weeks of hearings shifts
stations involved, under the law,
(iito this very question.
It is more or less an open secret would be notified in writing of the
planned, and would
hat WLWL, supported by certain realignment
Hducational groups combating the have a reasonable time in which to
American radio system, planned a protest. A hearing date would be
ALICE
ABBOTT
specified, should any of the parties
vigorous legislative attack unless involved
desire
to
protest.
JfvXWL was accorded full time on a
[lesirable wave with high power.
Hearing Expected
,^his campaign was to include at-is
tacks upon the networks and, it
IT IS a foregone conclusion, accordYou
understood, broadsides against
Offers
ing to interested observers, that a
hembers of the FCC with the aim
hearing will be held, should the FCC
confirmations by elect to follow this suggested course.
iff
die blocking
Senate. their
Feminine
The section has never before been
used either by the FCC or the old
Proposed Changes
Radio Commission. Instead of the
burden of proof being upon WLWL,
prois theandHarney
WING
FOLLOposal
y
for station
frequenc
as the applicant, the stations which
Jihifts, as briefed from the lengthy
would be shifted would have that
petition :
ceeding.obligation, under such a proWLWL, New York, would shift legal
Monday through Friday 9 :45
A second course suggested in the
time assignment
limitedchannel
present
'rom1100
to 810 kc.
kc. clear
an
^
^
toPittsburgh
10:00 A.M., Alice Abbott—
dear channel, operating with present petition, is that the FCC bring the
power of 5,000 watts, with full time. proposal before it for consideration
the "Friendly Voice" of
WWL, New Orleans, (operated by
of the resetting for hearingof all
the stations
Loyola University) would shift from by
newal applications
WCAE— brings to Pittsburgh's
involved.
present full-time clear channel assignhomemakers the latest innoment on 850 kc. with 10,000 watts to
A number of the stations invations in home management.
B10 kc. clear channel, operating fullvolved, previously contacted, have
jtime
simultaneously
with
WLWL,
and
conYour
sales
message delivered
With power increase authorized up to signified their intentions of
senting to the plan. These include
<50,000 watts. It would break-down
(in
this
feature
is assured of a
this clear channel, since more than one WLWL, WCCO, KSL, and WPG. So
station would operate on it at night. far as is known, WFAA is opposed
sympathetic and appreciative
WCCO,
Minneapolis, operated by to the plan, but the views of the
i CBS, would shift from 810 kc. to 800 other
audience.
stations have not yet been
H 'kc. clear channel, using present power
d
FCC.
the
with
registere
3 ;of 50,000 watts. This shift is deemed
Write for complete details.
mecessary to meet technical requirements regarding interference between
Two New Locals
stations on neighboring channels.
Mice Abbott, at work in her studio-kitchen
WFAA, operated by Dallas Neivs
NEW LOCAL STATIONS in Ashand WBAP, operated by Fort Worth
land, Kv., and Decatur, Ala., were
iStar-Telegram, which now share time
iwith 50,000 watts on the 800 kc. clear authorized by the FCC Jan. 29.
WCAE
channel, would move to 850 kc. clear Ashland Broadcasting Co. was auchannel vacated by WWL.
t
h
o
r
i
z
e
d
t
o
establish
a
full
time
staPITTSBURGH, PENNA.
) WNYC, New York, operated by City
on 1310 kc. with 100 watts,
01 "of New York as daylight station on whiletion James
R.
Doss,
Jr.
was
1000 Watts
Kcs.
1220
t,810 kc, would be shifted to 1130 kc,
BASIC RED NETWORK
clear channel assigned to KSL, Salt granted the Decatur station on
1370 kc. with 100 watts daytime.
Lake City, Mormon station owned

Lre

Asked
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Aiming Smith Prall
(Continued from pag<e 27)
President and party leaders to take
York City Board of Education.
Three times thereafter he was
charge of important administration
elected its president. He was
measures, among them the Federal
appointed a commissioner of taxes
Housing Act, and the Loans to Inand assessments for New York on
dustry bill, both highly significant
"New Deal" propositions.
Jan. 1, 1922, and he served on that
board with George Henry Payne,
For one week in 1932, Mr. Prall
now a Republican member of the served as Speaker of the House. He
FCC and vice chairman of the terms it one of the "greatest thrills"
Telegraph Division. All during
No afternoon ///u//
of his life. "Jack Garner was
Mr. Prall was ac- Speaker," he explains, "and it was
WHAT do people do from 1 to 5 in the this service.
quainted with Mr. Roosevelt, who
his custom to give certain members
SOME two score stations are in- afterward became Governor.
the honor of taking the chair for
It was in November, 1923, that
cluded in a spot campaign by Reo
brief periods. My chance came
Motor Car Co.. Lansing, Mich., in Mr. Prall first was elected to Contwo years ago. and Garner presented
announcing its new models.
gress. The next term he was re- me with the gavel I used during
elected. Then re-election became
theForspeakership."
almost a habit, for he served conthe 12 years Mr. Prall served
tinuously until the 1935 Congress
in the House, he represented one
convened, having declined to run at of the most thickly populated and
the last election because he had al- wealthy districts in the world.
ready been appointed by the PresiWith a population of nearly 300.dent to the old Radio Commission —
WFBG
000. the district included all of
a post he could not accept immeStaten Island, Wall Street, the Batdiately because of the pressure of
tery. Ellis Island, the expansive
ALTOONA,
PA.
important Congressional business in shipping district at the world's most
which he was a vital cog.
important port, and also the melting
1310 kilocycles
During his distinguished career in pot of humanity on the East Side.
100 watts
the House, Rep. Prall was not only
Long before he had an inkling
chairman of the Democratic Patronthat he might become identified with
age
Committee,
but
also
was
second
the Federal machinery which adThe Ideal Outlet
ranking member on the important
ministers radio, Mr. Prall took a
real
Banking
and
Currency
Committee.
for
interest in radio, but it was
The main subcommittee was that
from the program side and in its
Central Penna. Coverage
charged with legislation having to humanitarian phases. Always indo with the Reconstruction Finance
terested in children (he has two. of
Corporation. Mr. Prall was its his own), he took a fancy to chilWrite Roy Thompson
chairman. He handled the Federal
dren's programs, and while a memdeposit insurance legislation in its
"Voice of the Alleghenies"
ber of Congress frequented one of
battle through the House, and was
the local studios to observe the
designated several times by the children's hour. This, he explained,
grew out of his intimate contact
with social education while he was
"resident of the New York City
Board of Education. There is many
a future Galli-Curci or Barrymore
S
hidden among the talents of these
juveniles, he believes, particularly
those whose opportunities are diminished because of home circumstances. Radio, he thinks, offers an
avenue heretofore unavailable for
the discovery and development of
talent.
Mr. Prall was appointed to the
Radio Commission bv President
Roosevelt last Feb. 22 to succeed
William D. L. Starbuck of New
York as first zone commissioner.
With the President's consent, however, he elected to conclude his
term in Congress, since his committee was active in RFC matters. In
the meantime. Congress passed the
Communications Act which abolished the Radio Commission. Bebetween
1 ay\d
10
cause of a constitutional provision
which makes a member of Congress
ineligible to serve on an agency
....or between 8 and 12, mommq
ok afternoon,
created by the session of which he
was a member. Mr. Prall could not
IN LOS ANGELES where ^ou can qet double
nualify for the FCC until the new
Congress convened Jan. 3.
For the interim appointment.
the number of sspots" for the same money
President Roosevelt named Hampson Gary. Texas Democrat, who
and do a successful job.
KFWB
puts
served for six months efficiently and
conscientiously. Then the President
all of Southern California on fhe spof
named Mr. Prall Jan. 10 for the
balance of Mr. Gary's one-year term
and he was promptly confirmed by
for \jou at rates -that are 50% to 60%
the Senate, while the nominations
of other members, now serving
less... For notable proof of
under recess appointments, were
held up until they could be quesspot results uyn-teto
tioned by members of the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee.
His present term will expire July 1,
but it is a foregone conclusion that
Owned and Opened by Warner Bros .MoKon Picture Stvd.'os, Hollywood Calif
Free & S leimnqer, Inc ; Exclusive ftepresen-ra+ive/
he will be named to succeed himself
for a seven-year term.
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The new chairman of the Broad
cast Division probably will be in
troduced to the broadcasting industry at the next NAB convention,
scheduled for July (! to 10 at Colorado Springs. He is expected to \»
called upon for an address.
Fishing and golf are the hobbies
of Mr. Prall and he is proficient at
both. When he golfed regularly a
few years ago. he consistently shot
in the low eighties. Last Aug. 1.
when he was motoring to Canada
with his close friend, Senator
Wagner, of New York, to engage in
piscatorial pursuits, their car was
wrecked. Mr Prall suffered a fractured right leg. a slight concussion,
and many cuts and bruises. . He was
confined to his home for nearly five
months, but now gets about nicely
on crutches, one of which he hopes
to discard very soon.
Mr. Prall is a member of the
Columbia Country Club of Washington. Fox Hills Club of Staten
Island, a governor of the DownTown Athletic Club of New York,
and a member of the New Rochelle
Yacht Club. He is a Mason, and
attends the Dutch Reformed Church.

Time Charges Revised
(Continued from page 8)
of the consistently larger day-time audience on Sunday afternoon,
twothirds rate has been inaugurateda from
12 Noon to 6 P.M. on Sundays.
The new rate card becomes effective
teb. 23. 1935. Contracts may be signed
before then at new or old rates. All
advertisers with contracts at old rates
on Feb. 23, 1935 will be protected at
old rates until Feb. 23, 1936, for periods under contract at the prior date
on which broadcasting is continuous,
provided we are notified 60 days before
the contract expiration date. But any
station added to contracts
written at
old
rates.rates will likewise be figured at old
Discount Rates
INFORMING affiliated stations of
the new rate schedule, Herbert V.
Akerberg. acting director of station
relations in the absence of Vice
President Sam Pickard, pointed to
the advantages that should accrue
to affiliated stations. The re-proportioning of individual station
rates, he asserted, reduces the cost
of many supplementary stations,
but does not reduce the rates of
as set forth in
station compensat
station contracts. ion
The station-hour discount, he declared, "enables the advertiser to
increase his discount rate even by
adding minimum-priced stations to
his network. It gives equal weight
to all stations, regardless of price,
and equal weight to day-time and
to night-time periods."
Finally, he declared, the additional 10% discount for 52 weeks
of consecutive broadcasting, offers
a premium for consistent advertising. "All of this has been designed
with the interests of our stations in
mind, in order to promote the sale
of the largest number of stations
for 52 weeks of consecutive broadMAJ.
J. T. CLEMENT, Washington
casting."
represenatives of RCA Mfg. Co..
who holds one decoration from the
French government, was included
in France's Jan. 1 lists for promotion to Commander of the Order of
the Black Star.
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J hurt Delays Cut
11 Power of WLW

l|ipeal for a Permanent
fder Set for Feb. 11
•j I TEMPORARY
injunction, reFCC from making efpining
the
I five its order reducing the night
II *rer of WLW from 500,000 Avatts
1 50,000 watts, effective Feb. 1, bei ibe of interference allegedly suf< ijed by CFRB. Toronto. Canada.
5 jkrating on an adjacent wave, was
I fnted Jan. 30 by the U. S. Court
of Columfor the
(Appeals
%'j |.
The stay
orderDistrict
will be in force
>j atil Feb. 11 when the court will
II -ar argument on the petition filed
'! 7|WLW counsel. Louis G. Caldwell
8 m Arthur W. Scharfeld, that a pernent stay order be issued to be
^ gctive until the Court decides the
1 beal from the action filed on Jan.
a it
J ]The injunction was obtained af;r the FCC had rejected a sugges! hi from the Court made the pre. fling day. that the WLW decision
extended for a 15-day period
[tile the court considered the plea
r a stay order. This the FCC reked to do. upon suggestion of its
peral counsel. Paul D. P. SpearIn, and on Jan. 30 Mr. Scharfeld
J formed the court of this action. It
• bn granted the temporary stay.
Public Interest
|IE APPEAL was from the FCC
x-ision of Jan. 25. refusing, withit
noticefor orrenewal
hearing,
WLW's
tcation
of its
license ap-to
le 500,000 watts at night after Feb.
but authorizing it to continue usig that power during the day. If
le decision is reversed, the appeal
lid. then WLW will present at a
Wring arguments which it believes
,tll demonstrate that public intert would be served by granting regjar authority to use 500.000 watts
kd that such action would not be
■ntrary to the provisions of any
ijeaty with Canada, or any law or
: filiation.
Among other things, the petition
fought out that if the FCC decision
educing the night power is susined, it will render worthless an
■vestment of more than $450,000 in
le super-power plant ; that millions
* listeners will be deprived of
^LW's programs, through the cut
it power : and that WLW will be
?prived of a large amount of adbrtising revenue, in that it will be
>rced either to reduce its rates or
>se the business of certain adversers who are willing to pay presnt rates only because of the 500.!)0 watts and will be unwilling to
lay present rates for the "inferior
brvice and decreased coverage afKrded by operation of the station
Hth
power itof is50 contended
kw."
Further,
that a
nngerous precedent would be recognizee! by such an action, since on
nlely an "ex parte protest of a
ireign government, American citiens and corporations holding lienses from the FCC can be snbT'Cted. either temporarily or permanently, to deprivation of their
lear rights under the laws of the
Tnited States, to destruction of
heir investments, to loss of good
rill, and to other damage or injury,
kthout possibility of redress and
without any forum in which their
ust claims may be heard and deided."
February i, 1935

Stations in Washington
Raising Fund to Fight

WEBR ConvertsMansion
Into New Station Home

Appeal in KVOS
Case
EFFORTS to raise a fund of
$25,000 to carry through the case of
Associated Press vs. KVOS, Bellingham. Wash., involving broadcasting
of news, have been undertaken by
Washington State Broadcasters.
The NAB will act as the clearing
house, because of the importance of
a final adjudication to the broadcasting industry.
In an opinion Dec. 18, Judge John
C. Bowen, of Seattle, upheld the unrestricted right of radio stations to
broadcast news once it is published
in the newspapers. An appeal to
the Circuit Court of Appeals in San
Francisco has been filed by the Associated Press, with the United
Press signifying its intention of
joining in the action.
More than likely, it is indicated,
former Senator O. C. Dill (D.) of
Washington, now practicing law in
Washington. D. C, will be retained
as chief counsel for KVOS and in
the interests of the broadcasting industry. Senator Dill has been most
active in his contention that news
belongs on the air and that newspapers have done their utmost to
prevent development of radio news.
Philip G. Loucks. NAB managing
director, declared Jan. 23 upon his
return from a trip through the
South, that he found sentiment
among broadcasters strongly in
favor of final adjudication of the
radio-press issue. The ease, he asserted, probably will go to the
U. S. Supreme Court.
The suit of the AP and three
Washington newspapers against
KVOS alleged that the station had
"pirated" AP news dispatches from
the newspapers. Judge Bowen
held that the fact that stations, in
broadcasting these news dispatches,
do not do so for profit, and that
radio therefore must be looked upon
as a modern means of news dissemination which cannot be blocked for
the protection of private investment
in newspapers or press associations.

A LITTLE THEATER with a seating capacity of 200 is one of the
novel features of the commodious
three-story home into which WEBR,
Buffalo, has just moved. Rather
than remain cramped in an unsuitable building in the high-rent district, H. H. Howell, president of the
Howell Broadcasting Co., Inc.,
which operates WEBR, purchased a
mansion onTheonestructure
of the city's
streets.
has finest
been
completely remodelled, and into it
has been introduced acoustical and
technical devices of a revolutionary
type. Though affiliated with ABC,
WEBR does not intend to relinquish
any of its highly local color.
"In our new home we have built
four studios for local programs,"
explained Roy L. Albertson, general
manager
of WEBR.its "A
station that abandons
localradio
features
actually is committing suicide. It
is all right to present outstanding
network offerings, but experience
has proved to us that we build far
more goodwill and greater listener
interest with a local hill-billy band
than we do with the musical flights
of an out-of-town symphony orchestra. In a sensible, constructive
way we give a majority of the
1,500,000 people of this area what
we know they want. Such a policy
pays big dividends. Our business
increased 47 per cent in 1934."
WGAR, Cleveland, announces acquisition of the Carnegie Hall
Theatre as an auditorium studio.

DR. F.
Swiss
of the

V. ERNST, lawyer and journalist, has been appointed by the
Federal Council as director
Berne Bureau of the International Telecommunications Union,
succeeding Dr. J. Raber. deceased.
He took office Jan. 1, 1935.

The New
McKittrick

1935
Directory

Advertisers
10,000 National Advertisers
Officers, Sales and Advertising Managers, Advertising
Agencies placing accounts,
Account Executives, Appropriations.
Corrected Weekly
Entire service
Eastern service
Western service

$75.00
40.00
40.00

Write for particulars
George McKittrick & Co.
108 Fulton St., New York
185 No. Wabash Ave., Chicago

AFTER AN ALL-NIGHT RIDE ON
THE

Market

With

MONEY!
Among the fifteen largest
markets, Milwaukee rates —
Home Ownership
3rd
Automobile Ownership
. 5th
Radio Ownership
2nd
Industrial Payrolls
6th
Covered Thoroughly ONLY by

GEORGE
WASHINGTON
THE SPORTSMAN
THE F. F. V.
The Finest Fleet of Air -Conditioned Trains in the W orld
Passengers feel fresh as the air, humidifies it,
a daisy when they get off tempers it to springlike
Chesapeake
and
Ohio's mildness,
and keeps it
through trains.
Genuine gently circulating. There
air-conditioning
cleanses is no extra fare.
The ticket agent of any railroad can route you on the
Chesapeake and Ohio. Insist upon it
Wash

Detroit
'Lexington

WTMJ
THE
M| LWA UKEE
JOURNAL
STATION
EDWARD

PETRy
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

OF

THE

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

(Broadcast Division)
JAN. 15 TO JAN. 30, INCLUSIVE
Decisions

. . .

JANUARY 15
NEW, Attala Brdcstg. Corp., Clarksdale, Miss.
— Granted CP for new station 1210 kc 100 w
unltd.
WREN, Lawrence, Kan. — Granted CP install
new equip, increase from 1 to 5 kw D.
WSVA, Staunton, Va. — Granted modif. CP extend completion to 4-4-35.
KGIX, Las Vegas, Nev. — Granted modif. CP
install new equip., increase from 100 w to 100
w N 250 w D, also change spec, hours.
WPAD, Paducah, Ky. — Granted license for
CP change equip., increase from 100 to 250 w D.
WPAX, Thomasville, Ga. — Granted license for
CP change equip., change hours, and authority
to move transmitter locally.
WTRC, Elkhart, Ind. — Granted license for CP
change
1310 k<~ Ind.
50 w— Granted
N 100 w license
D.
WWAE,equip.,
Hammond,
for
CP install new equip.
KFXJ, Grand Junction, Col. — Granted license
for CP change equip, increase from 100 to 250
w D, 1200 kc, 100 w N unltd.
KJBS, San Francisco — Granted license for CP
to install new equip., 1070 kc 500 w spec.
WPHR, Petersburg, Va. — Granted modif. CP
extending completion to 2-15-35.
Cincinnati
700WLW,
kc 50 kw
unltd. — Granted renewal license
WHDF,
Calumet,
license to increase spec, Mich.
hours.— Granted modif.
KFJM, Grand Forks, N. D — Granted extension
exp. auth. 250 w D.
WGCM,to move
Gulfport,
Granted modif.
license
studioMiss.to— Mississippi
City,
granted consent to voluntary assignment license
to WCGM, Inc.
W8XCE, Pittsburgh — Granted renewal exp.
license.
KFYR,to increase
Bismarck,
license
fromN.2% D.to— Granted
5 kw D. modif.
SET
FOR
HEARING
—
WNBX,
Vt.,
CP increase hours to unltd. 1 kw Springfield,
N and change
antenna; NEW, Paul Sullivan Andrews, Lewiston, Me., CP new station 560 kc 250 w D; WCAE,
Pittsburgh, CP change equip., increase from 1 to
5 kw ette.D;La.,NEW,
Brdcstg.
CP newEvangeline
station 1310
kc 100Co.,
w Lafayunltd.;
NEW, Eugene DeBogory, d/b as Paris Brdcstg.
Co..
Paris,
Tex.,
CP
new
station
1500
kc
100
w DNEW, Nashville Brdcstg. Corp., Nashville, Tenn.,
CP new station 1370 kc 100 w unltd.; KADA,
Ada, Okla., CP install new equip., increase from
100 W P to 100 w N 250 w D and from spec, to
unltd.; NEW, KWIL Brdcstg. Co., D. A. Gibbs,
Jr., & E. H. Snemorrv, Williston, N. D., CP new
station 1500 kc 100 w spec; NEW, Natl. Battery
Brdcstg. Co., Minneapolis, CP new station 1370 kc
100 w unltd.: WLBC, Muncie, Ind., CP change
equip., increase from 50 w N 250 w D to 100 w N
250 w D and from simul. D, S-WTRC N to unltd.;
NEW, The Journal Co , Milwaukee, Wis., CP new
station 1010 kc 1 kw unltd.; KLS, Oakland,
Calif., CP new equip., change from 250 w D to
250 w N 500 w D and from D to unltd.; WNEW,
N. Carlstadt, N. J., modif. license to increase
from 2y2 to 5 kw D; WAAB, Boston, modif.
license to increase from 500 w to 1 kw D;
NEW, E. Texas Brdcstg. Co., Dallas, Tex., CP
new station 1500 kc 100 w simul. D with KGKB
and spec. N; KGKB, Tyler, Tex., modif. license
to change hours from spec, to unltd. D, spec.
N; WDRC, Hartford, Conn., modif license to
increase from 2y2 to 5 kw D; WNAC, Boston,
CP move station locally, install new equip.,
change from 1230 to 830 kc, increase from 1 kw
NWHDH,
2\'2 kw transfer
D to 5 kw
unltd.,
assume offacilities
of
present
facilities
WNAC to
WHDH; NEW, J. C. & E. W. Lee, Riverside
Brdcstg Co., Riverside, Cal., CP amended to request location and request 250 w instead of 100
w, 820 kc D; NEW, Richard Field Lewis, Del
Monte, Cal., CP amended to request transmitter
site and unltd., 1210 kc 100 w; WLW Cincinnati,
modif. license to increase from 50 to 500 kw.
ON El
EXAMINER'S
— NEW,
T. ACTION
H. Barton,
Dorado, 1370
Ark.REPORT
permission erect new
station
kc— Granted
100 w unltd.,
sustaining Examiner Hvde.
MISCELLANEOUS — KBOD, Denver, denied
petition to reconsider action of 9-9-34 setting
for hearing applic. to increase from 500 w to
1 kw D, denied petition to reconsider action of
12-11-34 which
settingalsoforasks
hearing
applic.
Denver,
increase
from of500KPOF,
w to
1 kw D, denied request to cancel said hearings
and grant both applic; KDYL, Salt Lake City,
granted permission intervene applic. Utah
Brdcstg. Co.; NEW, William G. Demuth, Uhrichsville, O., CP new station 1420 kc 100 w D, heretofore set for hearing, denied for default;
WNAC. Boston, modif. license from 1230 to 830
kc 1 kw unltd, heretofore set for hearing, dismissed because of new applic; KLS, Oakland,
Cal., modif. license to 1440 kc 250 w, heretofore
set for hearing,
applicant's
request;
WGAR,
Cleveland,dismissed
modif, ofat license
560 kc
1 kw
unltd., heretofore set for hearing, dismissed at
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applicant's
request;
modif.
license 680 kc
500 w WTCN,
1 kw LSMinneapolis,
unltd., heretofore
set
for
hearing,
dismissed
at
applicant's
request;
KGFI, Corpus Christi, Tex., exp. auth. 1500 kc
250 w unltd., heretofore set for hearing, dismissed at applicant's
WSOC, heretofore
Charlotte,
N. C, exp.
auth. 880 kcrequest;
250 w unltd.,
set
for
hearing,
dismissed
at
applicant's
request;
NEW, Hoosier Brdcstg. Inc., Indianapolis,
CP
1360 kc. 1 kw unltd., heretofore set for hearing,
dismissed at request of applicant.
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS — KQW, San
Jose, Calif., granted extension temp. auth.
operate without monitor; KGCX, Wolf Point,
Mont., granted temp. auth. additional hours;
KSD, St. Louis, granted modif. temp. auth. extend time to obtain survey data to 2-22-35.
RATIFICATIONS :
WKEU, Griffin, Ga. — Temp. auth. continue
operation pending hearing on protest filed by
WRGA.
(Action taken Dec. 29.)
WORK, York, Pa. — Modif. exp. auth. for survey to permit regular operation on 1320 kc.
(Action taken Jan. 4.)
WHJB, Greensburg, Pa. — Granted temp, auth.
operate
spec,4.) hours for special events. (Action
taken Jan.
WROK, Rockford, 111. — Granted temp. auth.
operate
without
tion taken
Jan. 5.)monitor pending repair. (AcWPTF, Raleigh, N. C. — Granted extension
temp.
auth. use
present
to 1-19-35.
(Action
takentransmitter
Jan. 5.) as auxiliary"
WIEK-WIEL, New York — Authorized to operate
pickup
stations
for
special
events. (Action
taken Jan. 5.)
WHIO, Dayton, O. — Granted temp. auth. use
testing transmitter.
(Action taken Jan 9.)
W6XAI, Bakersfield, Calif. — Authorized to conduct tests for 30 days. (Action taken Jan. 9.)
WJBO,tended 30 Baton
Rouge, taken
La. — Test
exdays. (Action
Jan. period
9.)
WHIO, Dayton, O. — Granted modif. CP change
equip., extend commencement date 30 days, comJan. 11.) pletion to 90 days after 3-6-35. (Action taken
JANUARY 29
NEW.
Ashland
Brdcstg.
Ashland.
Granted CP new station
1310 Co.,
kc 100
w unltd.Ky. —
WHBD, Mt. Orab. O. — Granted CP change
eciuin.. move transmitter to Portsmouth, O.
WWJ,transmitter
Detroit — Granted
install from
new 1equip.,
move
locally, CP
increase
to 5
kw. 1 kw N, unltd.
NEW. CP
James
Doss.1370
Jr.,kcDecatur,
Granted
new R.
station
100 w D.Ala —
KGVO. Missoula, Mont. — Granted CP install
new equip., move transmitter locallv. change
from 1200 to 1260 kc, increase from 100 w to
1 kw
AVHB. Kansas
— Granted
increase
from 500 City
w to
1 kw D. modif. license to
WDAF, Kansas Citv — Granted modif. CP
change equip., extend comnletion. granted
license for CP 610 kc 1 kw N 2V2 kw D unltd.
WIBW. Topeka, Kan. — Granted license for
CP 580 kc 1 kw N 2% kw D. shares KSAC;
granted CP increase 2% to 5 kw D.
WOW, Omaha — Granted CP move transmitter
locally, change equip., increase 2V2 to 5 kw D.
Apnlic to increase to 5 kw N set for hearing.
WDAF. Kansas City — Granted CP increase 1
to 5 kw D, change equip., applic. to increase N
power set for hearing.
KFRU, Columbia, Mo. — Granted modif. license
to increase from 500 w to 1 kw D.
KTUL, Tulsa, Okla. — Granted extension exp.
auth. operate added 250 w N to 3-26-35.
WIP, creasePhiladelphia
exp. months.
auth infrom 500 w to —1 Granted
kw for three
KFAB, Lincoln, Neb. — Granted extension exp.
auth. svnchronize with WBBM from LS at Lincoln. Neb., to midnight CST.
WBBM. Chicago
Grantedfrom
extension
synchronize
with —KFAB
LS at exp.
KFABauth.to
midnight to 8-1-35.
KMPC.three
Beverly
Cal. 500
— Granted
license
monthsHills.
710 kc
w ltd. renewal
WWL, New Orleans — Granted extension exp.
auth operate unltd. 850 kc 10 kw 2-1-35 to
8-1-35.
KWKH, Shreveport. La. — Granted extension
exp. auth. operate 1100 kc 10 kw D with conventional antenna and with directional antenna
N to 8-1-35.
WTCN,
Minneapolis
— Granted
modif. CP
giving transmitter
site, extend
completion
90 davs
after 4-18-35.
KWTN, Watertown, S. D — Granted modif. CP
extend completion to 2-15-35.
KHJ. Los Angeles — Granted modif. CP extending completion to 5-1-35.
KFRC, San Francisco — Granted modif. CP extending completion to 5-1-35.
WLBF,mitter andKansas
— Granted CP move transstudio City
locally.
WNEL.
San
Juan,
P.
CP 1290 kc 500 w unltd. R. — Granted license for
KSEI, Pocatello, Idaho — Granted license for
February

CP
increase
D power, locally,
change 250
fro» v
900 new
to 890equip.,
kc, move
transmitter
N 500 w D unltd.
KGBX, Springfield, Mo. — Granted extensioi
exp. auth. operate LS to midnight 1230 kc 500 v.
WIBA, Madison, Wis. — Granted extension exp
auth. operate added 500 w N with directiona
antenna to 4-1-35.
WCFL,
Chicago
license fo
three
months
970 —kcGranted
1% kw renewal
ltd.
newWHBL,
equip. Sheboygan, Wis. — Granted CP instal 'i
2-1-35.
KSD, St. Louis — Granted modif. CP changr!
equip., extend completion to 150 days afte (
KOL, Seattle — Granted license move statioij
locally,
change1270equip.,
kw
D unltd.
kc. increase to 1 kw N 2\',\
Cal. increase
— Grantedfrom
license
to KQW,
install San
new Jose,
equip.,
500 wfor toCI
kw 1010 kc unltd.
license t<
WINS, name
New toYork
— Granted
change
Hearst
Radio modif
Inc.
WISN, name
Milwaukee
— Granted
modif license t<
change
to Hearst
Radio Inc.
KOIN,
Portland,
Ore.
—
Granted
modif. license^
to increase 2% to 5 kw D.
WHBU,
Anderson,
Ind.
—
Granted
consent
transfer
control
to Leo M. Kennett and
operat<t<
1210 kc 100
w unltd.
N. C. — Granted license to ust
oldWPTF,
equip, Raleigh,
as auxiliary.
KFBB, Great Falls, Mont. — Granted exp. auth
change
kc to 4-1-35.
WJZ, from
New 1280
Yorkto— 610
Granted
extension spec ,1
auth. to use 50 kw to 8-1-35.
8-1-35.
WORK,
York,
Pa.
—
Granted
auth. to use 1320 kc 1 kw N extension
& D, unltd.spec)
tclv

KGA, Spokane,
Wash.applic.
— Granted petition re-f
consideration
renewal
WHJB, Greensburg, Pa. — Granted CP change^'
equip.
NEW. Bell Telephone Labs. Inc., Whippany, y.
N.
— Granted
CP a.m.;
spec. granted
exp. station
1340J. kc,
5 kw, 12-6
license 560,
for 900,<"
CP.J::
KQV,
Pittsburgh — Granted
extension
exp. i
auth. operate simul. WSMK to 2-28-35.
WDBO. Orlando, Fla — Granted extension,!,
temp auth. use added 750 w N to 3-1-35.
MISCELLANEOUS
— WEAN,
Providence, applic.
R. I.,1<
denied
increase to 500
w N permanently,
t
for license set for hearing; KWTO. Springfield, j:
Mo., denied reconsideration applic. for increased!'
power; WKBF,
Indianapolis, denied reconsid-i
eration Okla.,
applic.denied
for reconsideration
increased power:
KTl'L.
Tulsa.
applic
forf
increased
power:
David
Stern, New York.f
granted continuance of hearing set for Feb. 13 I
for new facilities
station 810of kcWNYC
500 w and6 AMWCCO;
to LS Van
and']:
asking
Campenplic. Adams,
Rochester,
Minn.,
granted
apintervene applic. Soutnern Minn. Brdcstg.
Co, and denied continuance: Utah State Federation of Labor, Salt Lake City, denied petition
intervene applic. Utah Radio Educational Societv
for new station but may offer evidence; NEW.
American Brdcstg. Co., Washington. D. C, CP '11'
830 kc 100 w unltd., heretofore set for hearing, >'
dismissed
applicant's
request;setWBK.
Cleve-'p<_
land,
modif.at license,
heretofore
for hearing,
dismissed at applicants request: NEW, Natl. 7
Battery
Brdcstg.
St. Paul,
new station's:
680 hearing,
kc 500
wdismissed
N 1Co.,
kw-LS
unltd.,CPheretofore
for
at applicants
request. set* a:
SET FOR HEARING — KARK,
Little Rock,
Ark., CP change equip , increase from 250 to 5
500 w N and 500 w to 1 kw D, change location; r ait
NEW, Eugene DeBogory, Dallas, Tex., CP 1550 S
kc
1 kw unltd.Price
(exp.) and CPO. 1500
kc 100 w DJ. and
spec;
W.w >"fl
Steele NEW,
Jr.. Duncan, Siever,
Okla., CPL. Bavless
1500 kc & 100
h
unltd.; NEW, J. L. Scroggin, St Joseph. Mo., CP V
new station 1500 kc 100 w unltd.; NEW, Omaha P
Brdcstg. Co., Omaha. CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.; L1
NEW Miss. Vallev Brdcstg. Co., Inc., Hannibal, JCI
Mo,
CP Salem,
1310 kc Ore.,
100 wCPunltd.;
Scullin,
1440 NEW.
kc 500 William
w unltd.;B. !
NEW, WMAN Brdcstg. Co., Mansfield, O., CP
1370 kc 100 w unltd.; WISN, Milwaukee, CP
move locally, install directional antenna, increase 250 w to 1 kw N; NEW. Eagle Rock -■
Brdcstg.
Co., San
Eagle
Rock, Cal.,
kc 250 w D: KYA,
Francisco,
CP CP
new 1160
equip.,
crease 1 to 5 kw D; KIEM, Eureka. Cal., CP f
change equip., move transmitter locally, change
from 1210 to 1450 kc and 100 to 500 w; WWPA,
Clarion. Pa., Modif. CP extend commencement:
NEW, Wm A. Schall. Omaha, Neb., CP amended
1420 to 1500 kc: NEW.
Norman
F. Storm,
Centralia, Wash., CP amended to D only; WLNH,
Laconia, N. H., modif. to increase from D to
unltd ; KFRU,
Columbia, Mo., modif. hours:
KGKO, Wichita Falls, Tex., modif. exp. auth 1
kw N: KGBX Inc., St. Joseph. Mo., CP amended
to 1500 kc 100 w unltd.; WDRC, Hartford, Conn.,
CP new station 1200 kc 100 w unltd.; NEW,
Brothers & England, Mansfield. O., CP 1370 kc
100 w unltd.; NEW, Jesse H. Jav, Miami, Fla.,
CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd.: KGBX Inc., Sedalia,
Mo., CP new station 1210 kc 100 w unltd.; NEW,
Miss. Vallev Brdcstg. Co. Inc., Jefferson Citv,
Mo., CP 1310 kc 100 w D; NEW, Joplin Brdcstg.
I, 1935
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If

decisions
. . kc
. 100
, Pittsburg, (con't)
Kan., CP 1200
D; WHFC, Cicero, 111., CP new
liiip., increase 100 to 250 w D;
500, Sioux Falls, S. D., modif.
>m 1110 to 780 kc, decrease 2% to
kw N, change hours from ltd. to
ltd. except when KFDY operates.
jVTIFICATIONS
|KMBC, Kansas City, granted exmsion temp. auth. use aux. transiftter N. (Action taken Jan. 21.)
rvVHIO,
Dayton, O. — Granted
•erate non-directional
antennaauth.30
tl.vs from Feb. 9. (Action taken
n. 21.)
WLIT, Philadelphia — G ranted
;mp. auth. use WFI transmitter 30
vs. (Action taken Jan. 21.)
William
A. Schall,
Denied
consideration
of Omaha
action— setting
tplic. for new station for hearing,
iction taken Jan. 20.)
Broadcasters
of Penna.,
— Dis-of
issed
court appeal
from Inc.
grant
bplic. of Leo J. Omelian for CP
l?w station at Erie, Pa., and CP
instated. (Action taken Jan. 22.)
WCBA, Allentown, Pa. — Granted
ttension exp. auth. 500 w to 3-26.. (Action taken Jan. 24.) WSAN,
llentown, same.
Hubert H. Hall — Denied suspen|on of CP to Leo J. Omelian for
bw station at Erie,
- Pa.
Applications . . .
JANUARY 15
NEW, Clarence Wheeler, Roches— CP newto station
00r, wN. D,Y. amended
250 w. 1210 kc
WCAO, Baltimore — CP change
ntenna, increase from 500 w. 1 kwS to 1 kw.
WICC, Bridgeport, Conn. — License
>r CP install new equip., increase
fiwer.
WLBZ, Bangor, Me. — License for
P to increase power and change
iuip.
WOCL, Jamestown, N. Y. — Volunary assignment license to Edward
Doyle.
WEAN, Providence, R. I. — ExtenI !5on exp. auth. for additional 250 w
i iJ to 9-1-35.
WLW, Cincinnati — Extension exp.
uth. for 500 w, using W8XO translitter to 8-1-35.
WPHR, Petersburg, Va. — Modif.
P to move transmitter and extend
ompletion
date, amended to change
ite.
NEW, G. L. Burns, Brady, Tex. —
1510 tokc 1210
100 kc
w, 250
y"■PD.
D,newltd.,station
amended
100
KWKH, Shreveport, La. — License
or
spec. auth. operate unltd.
100 modif.
kc.
WMFD, Wilmington, N. C. — Modf. CP new station 1370 kc 100 w D
o-11-35.
request extension completion
KWKH, Shreveport, La. — Extenion kc.
spec. auth. to operate unltd.
100
WFLA-WSUN,
St. Petersburg &
learwater,
Fla. — Extension exp.
luth. 1 kw 5 kw D to 9-1-35.
WLBF, Kansas City — CP move
ransmitter
locally and change anenna.
NEW, Walker Jamar, Duluth — CP
lew station 1200 kc 100 w unltd.
KSO, Des Moines — CP move transmitter locally.
NEW, W. B. Greenwald, Hutchinon,
Kan.
— CP new station 1420 kc
LOO w unltd.
NEW, Robert K. Herbst, Fargo,
N.
D. — CP new station 1310 kc 100
iv unltd.
NEW, Head of the Lakes Brdcstg.
!o., Virginia, Minn. — CP new station 1370 kc 100 w unltd.
NEW, Milwaukee Brdcstg. Co.,
Milwaukee
100 w D. — CP new station 1310 kc
WBBM, Chicago — CP increase
from 25 to 50 kw, change equip.,
amended to change hours from
Mmul.-D,
shares KFAB
KFAB N.N, to unltd.
D, synchronize
WNAX, Yankton, S. D. — Modif.
CP authorizing increase in power,
change equip., move transmitter, to
request extension completion to
" 18-35.
NEW, E. L. Sherman & H. L. Corley, Trinidad, Col. — CP new station
1370 kc 100 w unltd.
NEW, W. L. Gleason, Sacramento,
Cal.
CP new station 1490 kc 5 kw
D as— amended.
KTFI, Twin Falls, Idaho — Modif.
license from 1240 to 630 kc.
Cal. — License
forW6XAI,
1550 kc Bakersfield,
100 w.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED—
NEW, P. A. McBride, Ironton, O.,
CP new station 1500 kc 100 w
unltd.; NEW, Herman
Lippe, Del

■ i
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Rio, Tex., CP new station 1010 kc
100 w unltd.; WAGF, Dothan, Ala.,
CP change equip, increase from 100
w to 100 w 250 w D; NEW, Geo. D.
Barber, Mineral Wells, Tex., CP new
station 1420 kc 100 w spec; WSGN,
Birmingham, Ala., license for CP
as modified to increase D power,
change equip.; NEW, Ray J. Arend,
Rochester, Minn., CP new station
950 kc 100 w unltd.; NEW, M. E.
Armstrong, Austin, Minn , CP new
station 1200 kc 100 w, 125 w D;
WCBS, Springfield, 111., CP change
equip, change from 1210 to 1370 kc,
change hours from S-WTAX to unltd.; NEW, W. C. Miner, Rock
Springs, Wyo., CP new station 940
or 950 kc 500 w unltd.; NEW, Joseph
H. Hallock, Vancouver, Wash., CP
new station 1500 kc 100 w D; NEW,
Harold H. Hanseth, Fresno, Cal., CP
new station 1410 kc 1 kw unltd.;
KGMB, mitter
Honolulu,
CP move translocally.
JANUARY 17
WTBO,
Cumberland,
Md. — Transfer of corporation control
from
Herbert Lee Blye; 74 shares to
Frank
V.
Becker,
75
to
Roger
W.
Clipp.
WORC, Worcester, Mass. — Exp.
auth. change equip., use 1280 kc 1
kw
4-1-35.unltd., directional antenna to
WLWL, New York — Modif. license
to increase from spec, to unltd.,
change from 1100 to 810 kc, faciliof WNYC, ofamended
also tiesfacilities
WCCO. to request
WKEM,
New toYork
(portable)
Modif.
license
change
name —to
Hearst Radio Inc.
NEW, P. A. McBride, Ironton, O. —
CP new station 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
WLEU, Erie, Pa. — Modif. CP new
station 1420 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd. to request further change in
equip.
WADC, Akron, O. — License for CP
as modified to install new equip.,
increase
from 1 kw to 1 kw 2%
kw
D.
WREC, Memphis — Extension spec,
auth.
9-1-35;
increase1 kw
from2% 500kw w DN to1 kw
D toCP1
kw 2y2 kw D, change equip.,
amended to omit increase in power.
KGBX,
Springfield,
sion exp. auth.
1230 kc Mo.
500 — w ExtenLS to
midnight to 6-1-35.
WLBF, Kansas City — Transfer of
control to Kansas City Kansan.
KYA, San Francisco — CP new
5equip.,
kw D.increase from 1 kw to 1 kw
KIT, Yakima, Wash. — Modif. CP
change equip., increase 100 to 250
w D to request extension completion to 4-11-35.
KFL,cense toSeattle,
Wash. 1370
— Modif.
lichange from
to 1070
kc. hours from sharing KRKO to D.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED —
KFUO, Clayton,
Mo.; WLIT, Philadelphia; WFI, Philadelphia.
JANUARY 18
WJAR, Providence, R. I. — CP
change equip., move transmitter locally.
WESG,
Ithaca,from
N. 1040
Y. — Modif.
license to change
to 850 kc.
WDAF, Kansas City — Modif. CP
increase
5 kw, date,
change amended
equip., ex-to
tend tocompletion
change from modif. CP to CP and
omit tion
request
for extension
date; modif.
CP increasecomplefrom
1 kw to 1 kw 2V2 kw D, install new
equip., change completion to
1-30-35;
license to cover CP as modified.
WIBW,
Kan.- — Modif.
license to useTopeka,
old transmitter
as auxiliary when licensed for 2% kw.
WCBS, Springfield, 111. — Modif. li-
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cense from 1210 to 1370 kc. change
hours from share WTAX to unltd.
KFPY, Spokane, Wash. — CP new
equip.,
5 kw D.increase from 1 kw to 1 kw
APPLICATIONS RETURNED —
NEW, Conn. Brdcstg. Co., New Britain, Conn., CP new station 1270 kc
100 w kinsunltd.;
NEW,H. Jack
Haw& Barney
Hubbs,W. Pecos,
Tex., CP new station 1420 kc 100 w
unltd.; NEW, News Brdcstg. Co., St.
Joseph,
Mo.,w CPD new
100 w 250
unltd.station
or N; 1500
NEW,kc
Gville,
M Electric
Service
Co.,
Stevenskc 20 wMont.,
unltd. CP new station 1490
JANUARY 22
WHN,
New
CP D.change
equip., increase York
1 to —5 kw
WICC,
Bridgeport,
Conn.
license to increase from 500 —w Modif.
1 kw
D to 1 kw N & D.
WMBG,
Va. install
— CP
change
from Richmond,
1210 to 1350 kc,
new equip., increase from 100 to
500 w, move transmitter locally.
WTAW,
College
Station,
Modif.
license
to change
spec,Texas
hours.—
WaTJF, Dothan, Ala. — CP change
equip., increase from 100 to 250 w
D,
chang-e
Sunday
to Dhours
only. from D and spec.
WDAE,
Tampa,
— Modif.
exp.
auth. install new Fla.
equip.,
increase
from 1 kw 2% kw D to 1 kw 5 kw
D to 4-1-35.
WMC, Memphis — Auth. determine
power
tenna. by direct measurement of anWSGN, Birmingham- — Modif. CP
change equip., increase from 100 w
to 100 w 250 w D, request extension completion to 2-15-35.
KGBX,
— Modif.
exp.
auth. Springfield,
for approval Mo.transmitter
site.
NEW, LeRoy Halev, Durango,
Col.
unltd.— CP new station 1370 kc 100 w
KGIM, Stockton,250Cal.w — 9-12
Modif.
lip. m.,
amendedcense to operate
to 1 kw, ltd.
NEW, Paul R. Heitmeyer, Salt
Lake
100 w City
D. — CP new station 1210 kc
KGCX,
Point,
— Modif.
license to Wolf
change
spec,Mont.
hours.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED —
WSGN, Birmingham,
voluntaryBaton
assignment license; WJBO,
Rouge,
La.,
voluntary
assignment
WBRG.
permit, requests call letters of
JANUARY 23
NEW, Rochester Brdcstg. Co. Inc.,
Rochester,
1210 kc 250 N.
w D.Y. — CP new station
WHIS,
Bluefield,
W. Va — CP new
equip.,
500 w D.increase from 250 w to 250 w
WCBA,
Allentown,
Pa. 250
— Extension exp. auth.
additional
watts
to 3-26-35.
WSAN,
Allentown,
— Extension exp. auth.
500 w toPa.3-26-35.
WMFJ,
Daytona
Beach,
Fla. 100
—
Modif. CP new station 1420 kc
w unltd. to move transmitter and
studio locally, extend completion
date.
KTUJ,
Santa 1310
Fe, kc
N. M.100— Modif.
CP
new
station
w unltd.,
to move transmitter and studio locally, extend commencement date.
KFRC,creaseSan
Francisco — CP to intransmitter. from 1 to 5 kw N, move
APPLICATION RETURNED —
KBTM,
Jonesboro,
— License
for
CP as
modified Ark.
to move
from
Paragould, Ark., to Jonesboro.
(Continued on page 46)
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TED
:
IOO
ENGINEERS
TO
MAKE
A TEST/
... ber oftolarge
provestudios
for themselves
-what a— numhave discovered
that
the Amperite SR-80 Velocity is definitely
the leading- microphone in the professional
class — and that it's the easiest way to imany installation
! Now,
a TWO-to
WEEKS proveTRIAL
is offered,
and limited,
100 responsible broadcast engineers. Get
the details of this offer, and the 7-points
of superiority
SR-80,
our illustrated Bulletin of
F2. theWrite
for init now!
'Amperite Grporation 5V"r o°«"Ay
MICROPHONE

Standard

Signals

On New Schedules
THE SCHEDULE of standard frequency emissions from WW V, Bureau of Standards station at Beltsville, Md., has been enlarged to provide better service for stations adjusting their transmitters to exact
frequency. Emissions are to l>e
heard two days a week instead of
one and will be on three frequencies,
5,000. 10,000. and 15.000 kc instead
of the single 5,000.
With the use of three frequencies
no night emissions will be necessary
since the signals will reach all distances in the daytime, whereas the
5000 kc signal would reach only a
few hundred miles in daytime.
Starting Feb. 1 and continuing each
Tuesday and Friday except holidays, the schedule
lows :Noon
to 1 p.m., will
15.000be kcas; 1fol:15
.to 2:15 p.m., 10,000 kc : 2:30 to 3 :30
p.m., 5,000 kc.
Emissions consist mainly of continuous unkeyed carrier frequency
giving a continuous whistle with an
oscillating receiver. For the first
five minutes the general call (CQ
de WWV) and the announcement of
the frequency are transmitted. The
frequency and call letters then are
given every 10 minutes. Accuracy
is better than 1 part in five million
at all times. Any frequency may be
checked by using the harmonics.
Further data is given in a pamphlet which may be obtained from the
National Bureau of Standards.
Washington, D. C.

. Precision
is the Prime factor of all PIEZO
ELECTRIC CRYSTALS. Scientific Radio Service Crystals are
groundTER tothanan.01accuracy
of BET% before
they
leave our laboratories in order
to meet our own specifications.
•
New how Prices!
LOW
TEMPERATURE
CO-EFFICIENT
CRYSTALS
These LOW TEMPERATURE
COEFFICIENT CRYSTALS are
supplied in Isolantite Air-gap
Holders
in the 550-1500 Kc.
band
at only
$ 50.00
Completeeach
Prompt Delivery Assured
We maintain a Monitor
Service

SERVICE
124 JACKSON AVENUE
University Park
HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND
Send for our price list and
booklet
Dept. B-2-5.
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Applications (Cont.) . . .
JANUARY 24
NEW, Connecticut Brdestg. Co.,
New Britain, Conn. — CP new station 1270 kc 100 w unltd., amended
to 1370 kc.
WEHC, Charlottesville, Va. — Exp.
null, operate simul N with WEED
fiO days.
WFI, Philadelphia — Modif. license
to change lxours from shares —
WLIT
of WLIT.to unltd., requests facilities
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
T. A. M. CRAVEN
Consulting Radio Engineer
Allocation Engineering
Commercial Coverage Surveys
Antenna Installations
Complete Engineering Surveys
National Press Building
Washington, D. C.
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
Synchronization Equipment Design. Field Strength and Station
liOeation Surveys Antenna Design
Wire Line Problems
National Press Bldg. Washington, D. C.
N. Y. Office: Englewood, N. J.
FREQUENCY
MONITORING SERVICE
Reference frequencies derived from the
National Standard of Frequency of the
National tinuousBureau
Standards by conleased wireofservice.
For 24-hour Service
Phone GREENWOOD 2134
Washington Institute of Technology
Washington, D. C.
PAUL

G O D L E
and Associates

Radio Engineers
Montclair, N. J.
Phone Montclair 2-7859
EDGAR H. FELIX
1775 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage Presentations tor Sales
Purposes, Allocation and
Location Investigations
R. C. POWELL
Broadcast Station
Design
Erection
Maintenance
General Motors Bldg., New York City
RADIO

ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
INSTALLATION

R. V. Wilson, C.P.A.
!>0» Plain Dealer Building
Cleveland, Ohio
'Phone: Cherry 4404
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WKRC, Cincinnati — Modif. CP for
quip, changes, increase from 500
w to 2% kw D, extension completion to 4-29-35.
KFPL,increase
Dublin,fromTex.100— CI'
equip.,
w tochange
100 w
2 50 w D.
WSPA,
Spartanburg,
S.
C.
—
Modif.
CP move transmitter locally,
change equip , change from 1420 to
920 kc, increase from 100 w 250 w
D to 1 kw and hours from unltd. to
D, requesting further equip,
changes.
WDAF, termine
Kansas
City — Auth.
deoperating power
by direct
measurement of antenna.
NEW, Black Hills Broadcast Co.,
Rapid
D. — CP new station
1370 kc City,
100 wS. unltd.
NEW, L. E. Robideaux, Bend,
Ore. — CP new station 1500 kc 100 w
250 w D unltd.
APPLICATION RETURNED —
NEW, Victor B. Pitts, Baton, N. M.,
CP new station 1500 kc 50 w unltd.
JANUARY 26
WFAS, White Plains, N. Y. — CP
new equip., increase from 100 w to
100 w 250 w D.
WJMS, Ironwood,
transmitter
locally. Mich. — CP move
WWL, New Orleans — Extension
exp. auth. operate unltd. to 8-1-35.
Tuscaloosa,
Modif.
CPWAMC,
as modified
to move Ala.—
transmitter
locally, pletion
change
equip.,
extend
com90 days.
WHEF,
Kosciusko,
Miss.
—
CP
move transmitter locally.
WMFD,
Wilmington,
N.
C.
—
Modif.
CP as modified for new station 1370
kc 100 w D, requesting approval
transmitter site, install freq. monitor, extend commencement.
KTUL, Tulsa, Okla. — Extension
exp. auth. 500 w N to 3-26-35.
WPTF,
Extension
exp.
auth. Raleigh,
operate N.
to C.8 —p.m.
PST 1
kw to 8-1-35.
NEW, Ray J. Arend, Rochester,
Minn. — CP new station 950 kc 100 w
unltd., amended to 1200 kc, change
equip.
WIBA, Madison, Wis. — Extension
1-35.
exp.
auth. 500 w additional N to 4WMBH,
Mo. — Exp.
auth. 6
1380 kc 250 Joplin,
w directional
antenna
months.
NEW, Joseph H. Hallock, Vankc 100 wcouver,D.Wash. — CP new station 1500
Examiner's Reports . . .
WKOK, Sunbury, Pa., and WBAX,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — Examiner
Walker recommended (1-18) that
applications of John H. Stenger Jr.,
(WBAX) for renewal of license and
CP be denied and that applications
of Sunbury Brdcstg. Corp. (WKOK)
for renewal of license and CP be
granted.
WBNX, New York — Examiner
Walker recommended (1-19) that
applic. for renewal be granted and
that applic. for exp. auth. be denied.
"DON C," announcer on Household
Finance's Eye-Opener proyram over
WAAF, Chicago, recently was blackjacked on his way home from work
and robbed of his salary, coming to
in the police station just about the
time the bells were ringing in the
New Year.

FREQUENCY

Inquiry Is Sought
Into Line Charges
THE QUESTION of line charges in
telephone hookups if radio broadcasing will form a portion of the
projected
broadening
of the
FCC's
investigation
into the
American
Telephone and Telegraph Co. and its
subsidiaries under the authority of
the joint resolution introduced in
Congress Jan. 24 by Chairmen
Wheeler and Rayburn of the Senate
and House Interstate Commerce
Committees. The resolution extends
the scope ofvestigation othe
inf the Commission's
telephone system
and
allotsthean inquiry.
appropriation of $750,000 for
Chairman Walker of the Telephone Division said the investigation would be speeded up if the
resolution is adopted by Congress,
and the Commission staff of accountants and examiners will be
augmented. He believes the entire
investigation will not last more than
IS months. The Commission would
go into all by-product activities of
the telephone company and "propaactivities. ganda," advertising and political
The annual cost to broadcasting
stations for telephone line hookups
is estimated between $8,000,000 and
$10,000,000.
Retail Census

by Areas

Analyzes Sales for Year
WILLIAM L. AUSTIN, director of
the Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, announced Jan.
21 the completion of a special report
of the Census of American Business
which brings together in convenient
form the number of stores and their
sales in each of 11 major kindof-business classifications, for every
county in the United States and for
every incorporated city and town
having a population in 1930 of 2,500
or more.
Similar information for cities of
more than 10,000 population, but not
for smaller areas by kinds of business, has been published in a series
of State Reports, starting last August and reaching completion Dec. 3
when the U. S. Summary of Retail
Distribution was published. This
report continues the analysis, by
11 major business groups, into
areas below 10,000 population and
also summarizes in a single volume
the data for larger cities contained
in the several State Reports.

MEASURING

SERVICE

Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and1 for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Granted Power Boos
Increases in day powers to .
watts were granted by the FCC
29 to WWJ, Detroit: WDAF. I
sas City : WIBW. Topeka : W
Omaha, and KOIN, Portland.
WHB, Kansas City, and KI
Columbia, Mo., were given
watts day, and KOL. Seattle,
increased in day power to
watts. KQW. San Jose. Cal..
authorized to go to 1.000 watts.
KGYO.
Missoula. Mont., was
thorized to shift to 1260 kc. an<
watts. power from 100 to 1
crease

classified!
advertisements!
Classifiedcost advertisements
in
Broadcasting
7c per word foil
each
insertion.
Cash
must
accomJ
pany order.
I
Forms close 28th and 13th oi
month preceding issue.
Help Wanted
Radio Salesman Wanted
Opportunity for radio salesman who
proven liis ability to sell radio prog
contracts. Only station in midwest city
200.000 — 500 watts. Prefer man with 1
cessful record on similar station. Comj
r.ion
drawingfullaccount
opfl
tunity.and Write
details— excellent
of past expM
ence. Box 267 Broadcasting. fl
Wanted
Experienced Commercial Manager to
rect Sales and Studios — Excellent opportfl
ity
— low power Give
station
full experier
time chf
connections.
full with
details,
references, etc. Box 270, Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
Commercial manager, thoroughly expfl
enced ; knows station operation from stl
to finish; been on present job since 19J
wants progressive station spot with opporl
nity to go someplace; can furnish finest I
references and sales records; prefers -tail
that really wants a man who can produl
Will go any place for right job. Box 2%
Broadcasting.
I
University man (Northwestern and Nol
Carolina) desires permanent advertisij
connection, preferably agency or radj
Has had
research,in copy,
layout, and"
sa
ing
experience
advertising
agencij
Also
three
years'
newspaper
training.
24. Single. Good personality. Salary Alrl
as important as opportunity with high-gra
agency or station organization. Excellej
references. Box 278, Broadcasting.
Former
owner thoroughly
of one of America's
radio
stations,
acquaintedlargw
all phases of radio broadcasting, is willi
to manage a radio station where owner v,
cooperate, and will guarantee to show p
fits
within a period of one year. Box 26
Broadcasting.
Station manager having years of expe
ence in all departments of a radio stati
desires to change. Interested in local
chain station. Excellent record and kno
radio from every angle. Good reason f
desiring change. Box 277, Broadcasts
programcontinuity
builder writer,
and dir a
tor.Experienced
musical director,
nouncer, violinist and orchestra leade
Eight years experience. Fine recommend
tions. Box 272. Broadcasting.
Young radio engineer, operator,
nouncer desires connection with some st
tion. Will go anywhere. Am graduate
CREI. Also have money to invest in son
proposition. Box 268, Broadcasting.
Triple-threat man desires change. Eng
neer-director-commercial. Have definite pla
for awaking local stations. Write Box 27
Broadcasting.
Licensed operator-announcer availablt
Five years experience,
network
an:
independent
stations. major
College
graduate
Married. Box 273, Broadcasting.
Experienced announcer, successful am
progressive broadcast engineer. Now em
ployed.
Excellent references. Box 274
Broadcasting.
Station Wanted
Commercial man interested in renting
leasing or buying one to five hundred wat
radio station. South preferred. Box 271
Broadcasting.
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The opening of station WHIO on February 9th offers the national advertiser
a new and unusual opportunity to reach

is

jj There

and sell the vast radio audience in Ohio's
Miami Valley. Heretofore it has been
impossible to buy such intense radio
circulation in this rich market. Since

Celebration

Great

the beginning of radio broadcasting,
Miami Valley families have depended

I
1!

in

OHIO'S

MIAMI
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Red
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New
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5
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• WASHINGTON

• BROADCASTING

of America

at the prospect of having their first "big"
and thoroughly modern station, and enthused in anticipation of receiving^
locally, their favorite programs of the
famous N BC Red Network.
Here is a virgin market which the
network advertiser has never been able
to cover adequately. By the addition of
WHIO to the Red Network the circulation of this powerful selling media is
greatly intensified, and a tremendous
new potential audience is uncovered.
For these reasons, WHIO is a natural
for selling the Miami Valley.

DAYTON,

BROADCASTING
A Radio

upon programs of local stations with
limited appeal, or programs of far distant stations entirely out of the area. Consequently, they are completely aroused

VALLEY

DHin

COMPANY,

INC.

Subsidiary

• CHICAGO

• SAN

FRANCISCO
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HIGH

FIDELITY

TRANSMISSION

ECONOMICAL

.

UNINTERRUPTED

MAINTENANCE

All , vitally hnpoHan, ,„ the large and snndl
nation alike.
1I1VIH, is not the only commodity the Broadcast
er has to
sell. QUALITY and RELIABILITY are equally important commodities, — and they must be delivered at a
PRICE.

RCA

PROGRAMS

LET

GENUINE

GUARANTEE
STANDARD

MANUFACTURING
CAMDEN, N. J.

RCA

RADIOTRONS

YOUR
FOR

15

COMPANY,

SERVICE
YEARS

Inc.

One unit of the Radio Corporation of America

NEW YORK: 153 E. 24th St.
CHICAGO: 111 N. Canal St.
ATLANTA: 144 Walton St., N.W.
DALLAS: Santa Fe Building
SAN FRANCISCO: 235 Montgomery St.
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WASHINGTON,
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Feathered

JorDirection
An arrow, minus its guiding feathers, will fly . . . but
lack direction. Its feathers are its facts . . . applied
against the lack of direction which all guesswork entails.
In the field of broadcasting, NBC

has just completed a

factual, two-year survey of potential radio circulation?
It is Radio's Biggest Story
fore untouched. It feathers
advertising men, with a
worthwhile market of the

. . . along
new and
proved
United

basic lines heretosurprising facts for
direction in every
States.

"The first combined field strength and mail response study . . . revealing
over seventeen million NBC radio families (potential NBC circulation).

"NBC Network A ireas" , radio's biggest story,
charted and mapped, in colors, by counties.
NATIONAL

15, 1935

15c the
$3.00
the Copy
Year

Canada and Foreign
$4.00 the Year

BROADCASTING

COMPANY,
A RADIO CORPORATION

INC.
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Before

ORTENTS of taxes on radio by
ate governments, which have been
i sting envious eyes upon the broadisting industry as a source of new
avenue, are seen in the preliminary
.' jveruents of several state legislates which have before them bills
> tax the receipts of stations.
Already seven of the 44 legislates now in session are considering
ich measures, while New York City
Mitical bosses are nurturing a bill
hich would declare broadcasting a
ublic utility and extract from staons an estimated §800,000 a year
a rough a 3% tax on gross incomes,
adio apparently is now a target
pr taxation because of the generally
eralded, but widely disputed view
lat it is "rolling in wealth." In
aly one instance, so far as is
nown, have newspapers along with
adio been ear-marked for special
axes of this character.
Colorado Votes Tax
N ONE STATE— Colorado— a sales
ix of 2%, applying to all business
nd industry, has been passed by
be legislature. It was approved
an. 25.
Other pending measures are :
New York City: Bill introduced
y Morton Baum. Fusionist member
f the Board of Aldermen, for a 3%
ity tax on all broadcasting comanies to yield relief revenue.
Missouri: Bill introduced Jan. 23
y Senator Shotwell (S. 33) for a
% tax on gross receipts, including
ales of radio service for advertisng, lecturing, entertainment or
ither service rendered.
Tennessee: Bill introduced Jan.
4 by Senators Graves and Atchley
o levy a 1% tax on all business and
rofessions.
Washington: New emergency revnue bill containing a retail sales
ax of 2V2% in lieu of the former
.5% tax on retail business.
Texas: A bill introduced by Sentor Dugan (S. 62) on Jan. 14 to
evy a tax of 2% % of gross receipts
f telegraph and radio broadcasting
ompanies.
Oklahoma: A bill (H. 222) introluced Feb. 4 by Rep. Morse to set
ip an old-age pension fund to be
aised through taxation, including a
ax of 50 cents per radio set as a
tate registration fee.
Heretofore, special radio broadasting taxes proposed by states
lave been combated successfully beFebruary

Tax

New

Raids

Have

Bills on

York

City

cause of legal precedent established
by the Federal courts that broadcasting is exclusively interstate commerce, and consequently cannot be
taxed by the individual states.
This has been based on the recognized legal principle that all commerce insofar as it is exclusively
interstate, is subject only to Federal regulation, whether it be for
matters of taxation or of regulation.
Becoming Acute
EFFORTS of individual state legislatures to elbow into radio first became evident in 1930, when depressed conditions caused political
groups to seek new sources of revenue. Prompt action was taken by
the NAB, as the trade association of
the industry, through formation of
a special tax committee to delve into
such matters. Since then, however,
the situation has become more acute,
and as a result state committees of
the NAB are being established, at
the direction of the convention held
in Cincinnati last fall and under the
leadership of Philip G. Loucks, NAB
managing director. A half-dozen
committees, actually functioning as
state units of the national organization, already have been created.
The offhand opinion of seasoned
parliamentarians is that general
sales taxes apply only to purely intrastate business. The campaign is
against special taxes applying only
to broadcasting and to taxes on
radio receivers, which are viewed as
definitely at odds with the estab-

Radio's

First

on
Their

Radio
Calendars;

Aldermen

lished Federal law and as tax discrimination of the worst sort.
Any general enforcement of state
taxes on broadcasting, it is logical
to assume, would soon be reflected
either in increased rates for time,
to absorb these costs, or in passing
of the tax direct to the advertiser
as such. A number of West Coast
stations now are billing their advertisers for the 5% royalty for performance of copyrighted music
charged by the American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers.
New York Measure
FROM the New York correspondent
of Broadcasting comes the report
that Fusionist forces confidently expect passage of the Baum Bill, despite the obvious constitutional barrier. It was pointed out that the
Fusionist author of the bill collaborated with Frank J. Taylor, city
comptroller, and a Tammany adherent, in drafting it, thereby further
reducing the likelihood of political
opposition.
Should the bill be passed, its constitutionality promptly will be challenged, probably in the state courts,
and if necessary in the Federal
courts. The predominant issue will
be whether a broadcasting station,
in the light of the Federal statutes,
can ever be considered as engaging
in anything but interstate commerce.
The Federal courts repeatedly have
held that radio knows no state
boundaries, and that its signals always reach across state lines. Con-

Yearbook:

1935

THE EDITORS of BROADCASTING take pleasure and pride in introducing the first Yearbook of broadcasting and broadcast advertising,
sent to all subscribers as Part II of this issue. The direetories and
compilations contained in the 240-page volume represent our best efforts
over a year. The data were gathered from every available official and
unofficial source, the questionnaire method being largely employed.
We are confident that the Yearbook will be a valuable source of information for radio advertisers, agencies, stations and others interested
in broadcasting as an industry. No expense has been spared to secure
accurate information. The trust reposed in us by the industry's leaders,
who immediately recognized the need for such a compendium of information as we outlined our Yearbook plans and purposes to them over
the last twelvemonth, heartened us to go forward with this pioneer
effort. With the same cooperation we will be able to make the Yearbook
an annual institution.
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Industry
sequently, the effort to tax only the
local advertising receipts would
prove futile since that advertising
automatically becomes interstate
commerce.
Mr. Baum estimated that the receipts from his 3% measure would
yield approximately 8800,000, based
on a total estimated taxable income
of $26,400,000. This estimate, it is
pointed out, is entirely out of line.
If the three key stations of the major networks in New York sold five
hours daily, at maximum rates of
$1,000, the total for the year would
be only $5,375,000. All the other
New York stations combined would
not produce enough income to bring
the total to more than $10,000,000.
None of the city's taxing experts
reachedplain by
Broadcasting could exthis discrepancy.
Earmarked for Relief
THE MEASURE specifically provides that the tax returns are not
to be public, that the money received
may be used only for purposes of
relief, and that the payer shall be
exempt from paying city income
taxes on the same income. Legal
advisors of both of the networks
and the local stations were studying
the text of the proposed bill, seeking grounds on which to combat it.
As drafted, the measure recognizes the interstate character of
much commercial broadcasting by
placing
upon thewhat
stations
the burden of showing
proportion
of
their business is of an interstate nature andpowers.
therefore outside
the city's
taxing
Specifically,
the
measure would amend the local public utility tax law by providing that
stations and companies be defined as
public utilities, and therefore subject to the 3% levy. Under the city
charter, a public hearing must be
held on the measure. No date yet
has been set.
The broadcasting industry has always successfully maintained, in
both federal and state legislation,
that it is not a public utility, open
to all comers, and thus this proposal, if adopted, would completely
revolutionize the status of radio.
Arranging Convention
HEADQUARTERS of Broadcasting
Magazine will be maintained during
the NAB convention at Colorado
Springs, Colo., July 6-9, at the
Broadmoor Hotel. Hotel arrangements for station delegates and
others who will attend the convention are now being made under the
supervision of Edwin M. Spence,
chaiiman of the convention committee. It is urged that reservations be made as far in advance as
possible either with the Broadmoor
or the Antlers hotels.
Page 3
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Membership Is Now Complete as Opposition Voiced
By Senator Bilbo Falls Without Record Vote
bers were harsh in their inquisition
AFTER an investigation into the
into broadcasting matters while Col.
broadcasting activities of the FCC,
Brown was on the stand. The
during which Chairman E. 0. Sykes
latter was called a half dozen times
and Col. Thad H. Brown, Radio
during the hearings.
Commission holdovers, were subjected to examination in committee,
The hearings were concluded
the Senate on Feb. 7 confirmed the
Feb. 2, and two days later the comnominations of six members of the
mittee reported the nominations
FCC. The only objection to confavorably.
At the final
hearfirmation voiced on the floor was
ing three witnesses
wereday's
called
in
offered by Senator Bilbo (D. ) of connection with the Bilbo charges
Mississippi, political enemy of against Judge Sykes. C. A. Lacy,
advertising manager, and Dixon
Judge Sykes, a fellow Mississippian.
Pyles, news commentator, of W.IDX,
Senator Bilbo fought Judge Sykes
Jackson, Miss., were quizzed on the
in an indifferent way, and was
voted down without a record vote.
charges that the former had used
With the confirmations, the exJudge
nameof infive
arranging
politicalSykes'
hookup
southerna
ecutive organization of the FCC has
station for a broadcast by former
been fully qualified. Former Rep.
Aiming S. Prall, of New York,
Senator
opponent
chairman of the Broadcast Division,
in
the Stephens,
Senatorial Bilbo's
primaries
last
was confirmed by the Senate last
year. Mr. Lacy declared that if he
month. Far-reaching changes in had used Judge Sykes' name in arranging the hookup, he had done so
policy, it is indicated, may be
effected by the FOO now that the
without his authority. Mr. Pyles
had
testified
that he had been told
membership has cleared the Senatorial hurdle.
by Mr. Lacy about arrangements.
Dolies Goings, of Atlanta, former
Committee Probe
owner of a station in Rome, Ga.,
which subsequently was transferred
THE APPOINTMENTS all date
to Oglethorpe University (now
from July 1, 1934, and are as folWJTL) denied that any of the
lows: Chairman Sykes, Mississippi
sales price of. $6,500 was given to
Democrat, 7-year term ; Col. Brown,
Supervisor Van Nostrand as a "comOhio Republican, vice chairman
mis ion," a charge made both by
broadcast division, 6 years ; Paul A.
Senator Bilbo and Llewellyn.
One of the first acts of the FCC,
Walker, Democrat, Oklahoma, chairman telephone division, 5 years;
apparently growing out of the SenNorman S. Case, Rhode Island Reate hearings, was the designation of
publican, vice chairman telephone
a personnel committee, headed by
division, 4 years ; Dr. Irvin Stewart,
Commissioner Payne as chairman,
Texas Democrat, chairman telegraph
and including Commissioners
division, 3 years ; George Henry
Stewart, Brown and Walker. This
Payne, New York Republican, vice
committee will pass upon the apchairman telegraph division, 2
pointment of all new FCC emyears, and Mr. Prall, 1 year. All
ployes, as well as supervise the present staff. Action was taken on mofuture appointments will be' for
7-year terms, with Mr. Prall assured
tion of Commissioner Payne.
of reappointment.
The Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee reported favorably on the
Early Action Foreseen
nominations, which had been pending since Jan. 10, after six days of On FCC Phone Inquiry
hearings during which FCC members were interrogated in a probe
THE SENATE on Feb. 12 passed
which invaded such matters as al- the Wheeler-Rayburn resolution auleged trafficking in wave lengths, and
thorizing $750,000 to the FCC for
a sweeping investigation of the
the scandal of two years ago involving the Atlanta field office of the
American Telephone and Telegraph
former Radio Commission, which
Co. and other groups in the teleresulted in the dismissal of Walter
phone industry. If the House
accedes, the fund will be in the
Van Nostrand, supervisor, and
hands of the FCC by the end of
George Llewellyn, assistant supervisor. The former was charged
February or early March. The resolution was approved without
with improperly accepting a "comchange by the Senate Interstate
mission" on a second-hand transCommerce Committee Feb. 5 and
mitter sale, while Llewellyn was disby the House Interstate and Formissed because of purported "insubeign Commerce Committee Feb. 7.
ordination." After criticism of the
An amendment to be introduced
Radio Commission's action in disfrom the floor is understood to be
missing Llewellyn, who testified before the Committee, the FCC orpending, to exempt purely intradered a hearing on his application
state independent telephone comfor reinstatement, which was held
panies from Federal jurisdiction
on Feb. 6, and it appeared likely
and the inquiry. One phase of the
that he would be reinstated.
projected investigation will be the
Chairman Wheeler (D.) of rates for broadcasting charges over
telephone wires and the practices
Montana, remarked repeatedly during the hearings that the old Radio
and regulations, set up by the teleCommission and the FCC were
phone companies, in the use of their
guilty of what appeared to him to wires by broadcasting stations. It
it estimated that the broadcasting
be loose regulation. The Sykes atindustry expends between $8,000,000
tack was carried on single-handed
by Senator Bilbo, but Chairman
and $10,000,000 annually in leasing
Wheeler, Senator Couzens (R.) of A. T. & T. long lines for networks
and remotes.
Michigan, and other committee memPage 4

Edwin M. Spence Named
To Be Manager of WBAL
EDWIN
M.
SPENCE, since
1921 manager of
WPG, Atlantic
City, has been
appointed
m a n ager of WBAL,
Baltimore, according to an nouncement
an-Feb.
11 by Hearst
Mr. Spence
Radio, Inc., new
licensee of the station, an NBC Blue
network outlet.
One of the best known men in
broadcasting, Mr. Spence was instrumental in the establishment of
WPG, which was one of the first
half-dozen regularly licensed stations in the country. The station
is owned by the municipality of
Atlantic City, but has been operated
by CBS under lease since 1930. At
WBAL he succeeds Frederick R.
Huber, who managed the station
while it was under the ownership
of the Consolidated Gas, Electric
Light and Power Co., of Baltimore,
which sold the station to Hearst
several months ago.
H. J. Greig Is Appointed
As Commercial Manager
Of Southwest Network
APPOINTMENT of H. J. Greig,
who recently resigned as president
of Greig, Blair & Spight Inc., station
representatives, as commercial manager of the Southwest Broadcasting
System, serving 13 stations, was
announced Feb. 6 by Lee H. Armer,
president of SBS. Simultaneously,
announcement was made of the election of three new directors. Greig,
Blair & Spight will continue as SBS
representatives.
New directors are Earl Cullum
and George W. Johnson, of Fort
Worth, and Col. R. M. Shaw, of
Oklahoma City. A. P. Barrett, of
Fort Worth, was re-elected chairman of the board and Mr. Armer
was re-elected president. Mr. Cullum
becomes a vice president and Mr.
Johnson secretary, with David
Straiton, of Fort Worth, re-elected
secretary and assistant treasurer.
In addition
Mr. Greig's
appoint-of
ment, LewistoLacey,
manager
KTSA, SBS station in San Antonio,
was named program director for the
system. L. L. (Jake) Jaquier, commercial manager of WKBF, Indianapolis, was named to replace Mr.
Lacey at KTSA. SBS stations are
in Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana and
Arkansas. Mr. Armer announced
that the network, now supplying its
stations with sustaining as well as
commercial features for the six
weekday evenings, soon will go to
daytime and Sunday network broadcasting. Eight of the stations are
also CBS affiliates.
New St. Louis Local
A NEW local station in the St.
Louis area was authorized Feb. 5
by the FCC, which reconsidered
and granted the application of the
Missouri Broadcasting Co., Inc., of
E. St. Louis, 111., for assignment on
1500 kc. with 100 watts unlimited
time. Action was taken without a
hearing. William B. West, former
manager of KSD, and KMOX, St.
Louis, is identified with the applicant corporation.
BROADCASTING

Network

Receipts

Up 20% for Month
New Monthly Records Made
As Gross Slants Sharply
WITH an increase of 24.6% in the
January billing this year as compared with 1934 already in the
records, CBS anticipates that the
first quarter of 1935 will produce
gross revenues
$5,194,000,
an increase of 20.3% ofover
the $4,318,675
which it received in the first three
months of last year.
Last month Columbia's receipts
were $1,751,211, compared with
$1,405,948 in the first month of 1934.
and $941,465 in 1933. The increase
of 1934 over 1933 was 49.3%. and
87.1%.
the increase of 1935 over 1933 was
NBC's January income from time
sales was $2,890,190, an increase of
20.9%over the $2,391,667 intake of
January, 1934, and 54.9% over the
$1,869,885 received in January,
1933.
Group Expenditures
THE JANUARY totals for both
chains constitute new monthly
records, NBC improving on its previous best showing of December last,
and CBS on the record of last
October.
In compiling its estimate of gross
business for the first quarter of this
year, CBS lists the following
changes in industry group expenditures, as compared with the same
period last year : Tobacco, off 9% ;
food and food products, off 7% ;
drugs, up 25.4% ; confectionery, up
37% ; paints, up 64.7% ; automotive,
up 76.4%lishers,;up 172.5%.
Gasoline, up 117% ; pubWHIO Is Dedicated
WELCOMING WHIO, Dayton. 0„
to the NBC-WEAF network, NBC
on Feb. 9 broadcast two special programs, with M. H. Aylesworth, president, speaking from Hollywood, and
Richard C. Patterson, Jr., executive
vice president, speaking from New
York.
Will Sisters
Rogers, and
Amosother
'n' Andy,
the
Pickens
radio
stars also
participated.
becomes the 88th
member ofWHIO
the NBC
networks. It is operated with 1,000
watts on 1260 kc. by the Miami Valley Broadcasting Corp., with Ernest
K. Steiner as manager. The operating company is controlled by former
Gov. James M. Cox, who also publishes the Dayton Daily News.
Radio Increases Share
NATIONAL advertisers spent $349,055,000 in the five major media during 1934, an increase of $51,055,000
over 1933, reports the Bureau of
Advertising of the American Newspaper Publishers Association. Newspapers accounted for 46.7 cents of
the advertisers' dollar, magazine
32.5 cents, network broadcasting
12.2 cents, outdoor 7.7 cents and car
cards .9 cents. The newspaper
share in 1933 was 48.6, magazines
31.5, networks 10.7, outdoor 8 and
car cards 1.2.
STERLING PRODUCTS Inc., New
York, has started a campaign to
introduce a new product, Danderine, with Thompson-Koch Co.,
Cincinnati, handling the account.
•
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By L. W . WEDDELL
Director of Foreign Advertising
Erwin, Wasey & Co.
From

Continental

Stations

Great

Heard;

Eventual Recognition by the BBC
Is Predicted
A FEW YEARS ago I saw in the
London Daily Mail that the British
i Broadcasting Corp. was going to re- IT'S ALMOST SAFE to say that radio advertising has arrived, at last, in England. At any rate it is arriving in
the play-by-play
|lay to England the
Harvard-Yale
description of
rather large amounts via the back door- — in other words,
Ifootball game. Here was great news
to us exiles, many of whom had not
from the other side of the Channel. What's more,
I seen a real American football game
in eight or nine, or more, years.
American advertisers are breaking into the European
We did not have a radio in the
American Club in London. The reamarket by using continental stations. It's a situation
| son given by most members would
that
offers striking comparisons and Mr. Weddell, staI be that we could not stand the dull
programs furnished by the BBC.
tioned in London, is right in the thick of it. Here's his
The real reason, though, was that
authoritative analysis of the British plan.
radio, regardless of its programs,
has no place in that sort of a club.
, Furthermore, they were expensive —
All this was four or five years
around £30 ($150) for a three-tube
ago. There are now close to eight
cabinet set.
million sets in use over there. Eight
million sets in a country of ten
But, with the Harvard-Yale game
in sight, we secured a set for the
million families — that's coverage
afternoon. We then, declared a more complete than we have over
here. And think of the interest the
national holiday, and some 50 of us
public must have in radio to pay
gathered around to hear a real
American game broadcast with all what they do, a good deal more than
the familiar slang of a good old
we pay over here. It isn't £30 for a
three-tube set anymore ; you can
sports announcer.
buy them for as little as £10 ($50)
"Long John Kelly snuggles up to and less. But even a layout of £10
the pigskin, proceeds to the line
indicates considerable interest.
where Mr. Samson says 'Stop' ; and
What couldn't an advertiser do with
an audience like that? There are,
Mr. Kelly stops."
Thrills Galore
however, many barricades to hinder
an advertiser from taking advantage
of that interest and that coverage.
"LADIES and gentlemen," came the
voice of the English announcer, "the
Chief among these is the fact that
word 'pigskin' refers to the football.
the
BBC, which owns and controls
To clarify the position just outlined
all of the 23 or 24 broadcasting staby the American announcer — the
tions in England, does not believe in,
ball has come out of the scrum and
or permit, commercial programs. In
is seized by one of the Yale players
this they have the strong backing of
named Kelly. Mr. Kelly, or — as the
the press and, without doubt, a fair
announcer somewhat familiarly calls portion
MR. WEDDELL
of the public as well.
him — 'Long John Kelly' runs in the
From a financial . standpoint the
direction of his goal, and is tackled
a year ago. The most popular
BBC does not need to sell any of its Continental stations for this purand thrown by a Harvard man
time. It collects an annual fee of
pose are Radio Luxembourg, Post
named Samson."
shillings ($2.50) from each set Parisien and Radio Normandie.
By the time we got back to the 10
owner. This brings in an income of Time on these stations runs from
game again, the ball was on the £3,125,000.
or over $15,500,000.
$100 to $500 for a 15-minute period,
two-yard line — Yale's or Harvard's
(There are estimated to be between
depending on the station and the
we didn't know — and it was third
one-half
and
one
million
bootleg
sets
time of day. Somewhere in the
down, goal to make. We leaned
in
use
;
that
is,
sets
whose
owners
neighborhood of half a million dolcloser so as not to miss anything.
lars worth of time was purchased
dodge the fee. America has no monThere came a click, and we were
from
these stations last year by
opoly
on
bootleggers.)
listening to a lecture from the BBC
English
firms.
From
Abroad
Studio on "How to Raise Wheat in
Luxembourg has good coverage
Scotland !" We had been treated to AFTER paying a big fat portion to
exactly 15 minutes of the game, a the Government, the BBC still has
throughout the whole United Kingdom. Normandie's best zone is the
good part taken up by the English
around $10,000,000 to operate on.
South Coast and the North, includannouncer's
interpretations
of
This enables them to run their staing Scotland. Post Parisien covers
American football slang, and when
tions with noteworthy efficiency and
the Midlands and the North. A
the 15 minutes was up we were shut
also to produce programs which,
combination of the latter two staoff and the ball was on someone's
although constantly criticised as to
tions, giving complete coverage, costs
two-yard line. We never knew what
happened until the Paris edition of their entertainment value by one
approximately the same as Luxembourg alone.
the New York Herald arrived the group of listeners or another, are
still well above the average.
Radio Athlone, in the Irish
next day.
Free State, has been used effectively
In the face of the BBC policy, the
This, of course, gave us fresh amby English advertisers, but recently
munition with which to knock the British advertiser has but one alterinaugurated a rule limiting their
BBC. Had we stopped to think, we
native, which is to stage his ad- commercial
time to Irish advertisers
vertising programs from France and
would have written the BBC thankonly. When completed to its full
ing them for that 15 minutes of other places on the Continent. This
strength this station will blanket
he is doing with a vengeance.
their time. That transmission cost
England. It is government-owned
At present no less than 21 British
money and interested very few outand may at any time change its rule,
advertisers are singing the praises
side of those 501 gathered around
and be offered to British adthat one radio set. It had no interof their products into the ears of vertisers.
est for the rest, owners of almost
English listeners from three or four
Continental stations day in and day
The French government has defour million sets throughout England and Scotland.
out. This is double the number of
creed that there shall be no comFebruary
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mercial programs on government
controlled stations. This, of course,
does not affect the privately owned
ones Post Parisien and Radio Normandie or those in other countries.
These are only a few of the
difficulties that have been put in the
way of British advertisers who are
radio-minded.
The press of England makes no
secret of its determination to prevent radio advertising gaining a
foothold in England. The advertiser is not permitted to mention
his radio program in his press advertisements. The radio program
sections
in
the
press make
mention of foreign stations
whichno allow
commercial programs. This applies
even to the two special radio publications, Radio News (over 2,000,000 circulation ) and World Radio,
both of which are owned by BBC.
Obviously the cost of English
talent would be increased considerably by having
cover their
portation to the toContinent
and transback
for each program. Transmitting
these programs to the Continental
radio stations by telephone would
partially answer this difficulty, but
the English telephone company
(government owned) will not permit it. Therefore the programs are
now sound
exclusively
film
track. transcriptions or
Some Loopholes
THERE ARE, however, loopholes in
this combination of barriers which
the determined advertisers have
been quick to take advantage of.
Most important of these is the inability of the BBC to satisfy its
vast audience with interesting and
entertaining programs day and
night. This may be due in part to
the oft-mentioned BBC idea that
radio programs should be "uplifting". Most likely it is due to lack
of funds. The result in any case is
that there are gaps when no program at all is given, and other
periods when the program given is
intensely dull to the average listener.
One large radio manufacturer
(Philco) found that the retail
dealers could not demonstrate their
sets in the mornings because there
was nothing over the air. Philco
therefore filled the gap with its own
program daily from Continental stations. It must have been slighly embarrassing to competitive manufacturers to be forced to demonstrate their sets
on a competitor's
advertising
program.
The BBC
now starts its programs at 10:30 in
the morning; shuts down at midnight during the week, and 11 p.m.
on Sundays.
One advertiser (Kissproof) secured 5,000 requests for samples
from a 15-minute broadcast starting at midnight on Radio Normandie. Considering the time, the
limited coverage of this station, and
the fact that it is not listed in the
press, this result certainly indicates
that the British listeners are responsive to radio appeals.
It is not necessary to pick blank
periods, though. There are plenty
of hours, particularly Sunday after
(Continued on page 21)
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Radio

Editors

Pick

News Feature Program!
Of C. S. Monitor Usee

Favorite

Programs
. . .
PROGRAMS
1. Jack Benny
248
IN SELECTING their radio preferences in the fourth annual poll of
2. Fred Allen
112
3. Vallee Hour
107
the New York World-Telegram, 260 radio editors picked Jack Benny
4. March of Time
81
as their favorite 1934 comedian and his program as the year's most
popular. Jane Froman was named most popular songstress, Law5.
Waring's
Pennsylvanians
79
6. Alexander Woollcott
57
rence standing
Tibbettnew as
7. Philharmonic Orchestra
54
star.classical singer and Helen Jepson as the year's out8. WJZ Sunday Drama Hour ... 53
Three points were awarded for first choice, two for second and
9. WEAP Tuesday Operettas ... 48
10. Amos V Andy
43
one for third in the tabulation of the votes. Here are the first
choices in the various program groups :
11. One Man's Family
33
12. Paul Whiteman's Orchestra . . 31
13. WEAF Opera Guild
25
1934 Poll
CLASS
1933 Poll
14. Metropolitan Opera
24
15. Carefree Carnival
19
Jack Benny
Favorite Program Rudy Vallee Hour
16. Show Boat
17
Jack Benny
Comedian
Jack Benny
17. Phil Baker
16
Jane Froman
Popular Songstress
Ruth Etting
18. Will Rogers
15
Bing Crosby
Male Popular Singer
Bing Crosby
19-20. Bing Crosby and Bowes
Guy Lombardo
Dance Orchestra
Guy Lombardo
Amateur Hour
14
Mills Brothers
Harmony Team
Boswell Sisters
C03IEDIANS
Leopold Stokowski Symphonic Director Leopold Stokowski
Lawrence Tibbett
Classical Singer
Lawrence Tibbett
1. Jack Benny
527
Albert Spalding
Instrumental Soloist Albert Spalding
2. Fred Allen
348
3. Joe Penner
86
Waring's
. .Best
Musical Program. . .Waring's Pennsyl'ns
4. Burns and Allen
69
WJZ Sun. Pennsyl'ns.
Drama Hour.
. . .Dramatic
Program
March of Time
5. Phil Baker
65
Mary Pickford
Radio Actress
Not Voted on
6. Ed Wynn
64
Singing Lady
Children's Program
7. Eddie Cantor
46
Singing Lady
Edwin
C.
Hill
..Commentator
Edwin
C. Hill
8. Beatrice Lillie
37
Ted Husing
Sport Announcer
9. Will Rogers
34
Ted Husing
Jimmy Wallington Studio Announcer
10. Stoopnagle and Budd
32
David Ross
11. Amos V Andy
29
Ida Bailey Allen
Household Assistance Ida Bailey Allen
Helen Jepson
Outstanding New Star
12.
O'Keefe
21
Joe Penner
13. Walter
Lou Holtz
16
14. Block and Sully
15
ACTRESSES
POPULAR SONGSTRESS
HARMONY TEAMS
1. Jane Froman
168
1. Mary Pickford
.122
1. Mills Brothers
349
2. Kate Smith
166
2. Don Ameche
90
2. Boswell Sisters
318
3. June Meredith
69
3. Ruth Etting
157
3. Revelers
152
4. Rosaline Green
49
4. Annette Hanshaw
118
4. Pickens Sisters
133
5. Elsie Hitz
46
5. Ethel Shutta
88
5.
King's
Men
46
6. Gertrude Niesen
81
6- 7. Anne Seymour and John
6. Eton Boys
34
7. Harriet Hilliard
59
Barclay
32
7. Three X Sisters
31
8. Lionel Barrymore
22
8. Jessica Dragonette
50
8. Men About Town
21
9. Loretta Lee
49
9-10. Arthur Allen and Irene Rich 19
10. Ramona
41
CLASSICAL SINGERS
SPORTS ANNOUNCERS
11. Connie Boswell
37
1. Lawrence Tibbett
364
12. Virginia Rea
33
1.
Ted
Husing
489
2. Gladys Swarthout
157
13. Vaughn de Death
31
2. Graham MeNamee
39
3. Grace Moore
135
14. Irene Beasley
28
3.
Don
Wilson
30
4. John Charles Thomas
121
15. Vera Van
23
4.
Bill
Munday
23
5. Jessica Dragonette
110
5. Tom Manning
17
6. Lily Pons
89
MALE SINGERS
HOUSEHOLD
7. Nino Martini
88
1. Bing Crosby
351
8. Rosa Ponselle
85
1. Ida Bailey Allen
57
2. Frank Parker
255
9. Richard Crooks
65
2. Betty Crocker
54
3. Lanny Ross
159
10. John McCormack
34
3. Mystery Chef
30
4. James Melton
130
11. Crete Stueckgold
24
4. Frances Lee Barton
27
5. Donald Novis
84
12. Lucrezia Bori
22
6. Morton Downey
60
13. Giovanni Martinelli
21
5. Women's Radio Revue
24
7-8. Frank Munn & Conrad ThiCHILD PROGRAMS
14. Mme. Schumann-Heink
19
bault
44
15. Helen Jepson
14
9. Rudy Vallee
54
1. Singing Lady
138
INSTRUMENTAL
10. Dick Powell
25
2. Little Orphan Annie
78
11. Joey Nash
20
3. Buck Rogers
57
1.
Albert
Spalding
159
4.
Billy
Batchelor
45
12-13. Jerry Cooper & Lee Bennett 16
2. Jascha Heifetz
129
5. White Rabbit Line
42
14-15. Phil Duey & Pat Kennedy. . 15
3. Rubinoff
121
6. CBS Sunday Morning
27
4. Zimbalist
57
DANCE ORCHESTRAS
7- 8. Lady
Next Door and Let's 21
5. Jose Iturbi
39
Pretend
1. Guy Lombardo
243
6. George Gershwin
32
9. Damrosch Friday Morning
2. Wayne King
237
7. Emery Deutsch
31
Concerts
18
3. Fred Waring
137
8. Yehudi Menuhin
28
10-11. Red Davis and Skippy
15
4. Casa Loma
134
9.
Jesse
Crawford
27
COMMENTATORS
5. Paul Whiteman
106
10. Fritz Kreisler
23
6. Richard Himber
62
1. Edwin C. Hill
246
7. Eddie Duchin
61
MUSICAL PROGRAMS
2. Alexander Woollcott
159
8. Jan Garber
54
3. Lowell Thomas
ill
9. George Olsen
44
1.
Waring's
Pennsylvanians
150
4.
BoakeCart
er
102
2. Philharmonic Orchestra
57
5. John B. Kenne
10. Ted Fiorito
40
dy
45
3. WEAF Tuesdav Operettas 51
11. Isham Jones
36
STUDIO ANNOUNCERS
4-5. Vallee Hour & Detroit Sym12-13. Ben Bernie & Hal Kemp... 32
14. Jack Denny
phony 34
31
1. James Wallington
165
6. Jessica Dragonette Hour
30
15. Ozzie Nelson
25
2. David Ross
m
7.
Paul
Whiteman
Orchestra
....
29
16-17. Rudy Vallee & Abe Lyman! 15
3. Milton Cross
82
8. Wayne King's Orchestra
27
4. Harry Von Zell
63
SYMPHONIC
9. Frank Black Rhapsody Pro5-6. Don Wilson and John Young 33
gram 24
7. Alois Havrilla
26
1. Leopold Stokowski
323
10. Show Boat
21
2. Arturo Toscanini
8- 9. Graham MeNamee and Nor161
11-12.
WJZ
Saturday
Symphony
man
Brokenshire
21
3. Victor Kolar
135
and Romberg Hour
20
4. Bruno Walter
117
13. WEAF English Opera Guild... 18
5. Walter Damrosch
110
MARY PICKFORD has renewed her
DRAMA
6. Eugene Ormandy
56
contract with Standard Brands
7. Andre Kostelanetz
51
1. WJZ Sundav Drama Hour 186
(Royal Gelatin) for 13 weeks until
8. Howard Barlow
47
2. March of Time
152
9. Frank Black
April, but has announced she will
46
3.
One
Man's
Family
122
10. Wildred Pelletier
34
4. First Nighter
63 not renew after that time her dra11. Werner Janssen
20
5. Crime Clues
21 work. matic series on the NBC-WEAF net12. Ossip Gabrilowitsch
6. Snow Village sketches
20
18
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By 125 Radio Stations
OFFERING an
i n t e r p r e tative
news ice
feature
deliveredservby
mail and written
specially for
broadcasting purposes from
news files
of the
its
world-wide staff
of correspondents,
Mr. Hurd
the Christian
Science Monitor, Boston, reports
that about 125 radio stations are
now carrying the service. It is
furnished without cost to the sta
tions, carrying only the mention oi
the newspaper organization as its
source and containing no commercial announcement. Mention of the
newspaper's
name
construed as being
in nohaswaybeen
a viola
tion of the broadcasting code.
The daily news budget of several
thousand words is written in conversational form, with short items
and simple words, and is supplied
on a five-day basis. It does not conflict with spot news bulletins such
as those furnished by Transradio
Press, or Press-Radio Bureau, being
entirely interpretative in style.
According to the editors, three San
Francisco stations are carrying the
Monitor items to supplement their
regular news periods.
Volney Hurd, city editor and
former radio editor of the Monitor,
is editor of the daily service, with
a staff of three special writers working on it exclusively. The newspaper explains that its object in
furnishing the flashes is institutional and that, while the flashes
themselves may not be sponsored,
spots have been demanded by many
sponsors on either side of them.
American
Comes

Tobacco

Back

Co.

on the Air

WITH N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, as agency for the product,
American Tobacco Co. on Feb. 7
inaugurated a series of programs on
18 NBC- WJZ stations, Thursdays,
8:30-9 p.m., EST, to promote its
Half & Half smoking tobacco. The
program is titled Red Trails and
features episodes in the history of
the Northwest Mounted Police,
written by Stewart Sterling. The
account is being handled by Gerald
Lauck and Edward R. Dunning,
Ayer vice presidents. No decision
has been announced regarding the
oft-rumored return to the air of
Lucky Strike, also an American
Tobacco product and a former leading buyer of radio time. The Lucky
account is handled by Lord
&Strike
Thomas.
New Mutual Accounts
WITH the recent addition of two
new accounts, Mutual Broadcasting
System now has 7% hours a week
signed
for sponsored programs.
Consolidated
Cigar Corp., New
York (Harvester cigars) has taken
three quarter-hour periods weekly
on WOR, WLW and WGN while M.
Hohner Inc., New York (musical
instruments) has signed for a quarter-hour program Carl Freed' s Harmonica Band on WOR, WLW
WGN, WXYZ.

•
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Network4
Air eas': NBC
Survey
Formula
Field Intensity Tests, Audience Mail, Radio Families
Correlated

to

'RODUCT of two years work in
iking field strength measurements,
I ^jtabulating audience mail and assembling the results, the coverage
data on which NBC
circulation
| .[and
Cased its new rate card, issued last
month, have been published in a
(book entitled NBC Network Aireas.
Ebhe word "aireas" was coined to fill
gap for which no single word
could be found in the dictionary, a
word that would suggest both a geographical area and a zone influ; tjenced to a measurable degree by a
i radio station or network. The total "airea" of each station consists
a njof three zones of influence, in each
si of which the potential circulation of
;any program is now known more ac- - curately than at any previous time,
i Data was obtained for each NBC
i station
individually.
Then the
M e|overlapping maps were combined,
t and in this way it was possible to
calculate, with equal accuracy, the
potential circulation of a program
on any combination of stations,
s split network, or the entire net- work.
Without a Horse
SPEAKING at a luncheon for the
press, Feb. 8, Edgar Kobak, NBC
vice president in charge of sales, declared that in his opinion radio
broadcasting had done more than
{ any other medium (before this suri, vey was made) to check its circulation numerically — by number of setowners, number of listeners in an
i area, number of listeners to particular programs, number who identify
sponsors, and the number who remember the sponsor's message.
But, he contended, this constituted an excellent cart without a
| horse to pull it. The percentage
system used in these surveys could
mean little until a base figure had
been ascertained to which the different percentages could be applied.
figure must be the num| Thatber ofbase
people in the service area of
a station or group of stations who
are exposed to its (or their) programs.
At the luncheon meeting E. P. H.
James, director of advertising and
sales promotion, described the
method used in making the survey
and outlined its results.
What Is Circulation?
IN THE TEXT of NBC Network
Aireas it is stated that "definitions
of what constitutes true radio circulation— as distinct from listenership to individual programs — are
almost as numerous as those who
undertake to define it. They vary
all the way from the maximum
number of radio families physically
reachable through a given station
or network, down to the average
number normally tuned in at a
specified time. However, there are
two cardinal factors which must be
determined before any real progress
can be made :
"1. The Geography of Radio Circulation— Definition : The territories where each station or network
is heard consistently — a geographical measure of audience distribution.
February
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"2. The Numerical Potential of
Radio Circulation — Definition : The
total number of radio families
reachable consistently through each
station or network."
The first step in ascertaining "the
geography
radioa measurement
circulation" for
each stationof was
of
its field strength. Eighteen engineering crews covered the country
from coast to coast, and from Canada to Mexico, with mobile or portable field-strength intensity meters.
They covered 232,218 miles recording the signal
strength
NBC'sof
affiliated
stations.
Fromof aalltotal
21,360 measurements, contours were
plotted showing the area within
which each station laid down a
half-millivolt signal during daylight hours — thus confining the
study to measurements of groundwave signals, which are more constant and reliable than skywave
signals.
Analysis of Mail
TO, FILL OUT the bare outlines of
information afforded by the field
strength survey, there was undertaken simultaneously what is believed to be the most ambitious
breakdown of audience mail ever
undertaken. Of 5,000,000 letters
which passed through NBC from
February, 1933, to June, 1934, there
were 1,500,000 addressed to specific
stations by call-letters. The remainder, addressed to the network offices or to advertisers or artists,
were discarded.
were classified acThe 1,500,000
cording to the station to which they
were addressed, and according to
the state and county from which
For each letter a tabthey came.
ulating card was made out.
Use of audience mail as an index
to listening habits is predicated on
the "Soby Yardstick" developed by
the late Benjamin Soby for KDKA,

in
Loopholes
By GILBERT B. CANT
PRELIMINARY results of an extensive "program identification" survey being conducted for thebyPeriodiClarkcal Publishers' Association
Hooper, Inc., of 250 Park Avenue,
New York, have been announced. In
a publicity release the organization
says "It is the hope of the ClarkHooper organization, and of the 25
clients which are studying the results of its work, that the facts will
assist the study of radio advertising
problems to the end that radio, already a deservedly popular advertising medium, may be used even
more effectively."
About 2000 years ago a wellknown Roman writer put into the
mouth of one of his characters some
words about "fearing the Greeks
even when bearing gifts." In the
matter of this survey, the periodical publishers are the Greeks,
and in commercial broadcasting circles the view is generally held that
the findings can be recognized as a
very wooden horse.
Until Clark-
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which showed a direct ratio bedience. tween audience mail and actual auIn addition to counting and
analysing mail, it was necessary to
ascertain the number of radio families per county. NBC used McGraw-Hill figures, obtained by combining the 1930 census returns of
radio sets, a survey of radio set
manufacturers to ascertain the
number of sets sold since, and a
survey of dealers to determine the
distribution of sets sold, and the
proportion sold to families not previously owning radios.
Density of Response
WITH the actual number of letters
received from each county for each
station, and the number of radio
families in that county known,
NBC thus determined the density
ilies.
of response per thousand radio famSince the field strength survey
and the audience mail analysis
were both the most ambitious enterprises of their kind ever undertaken, NBC feels that the combination of the two "provides an accuracy of measurement which, while
it may be exceeded by some new
development in future years, is a
scientific basis and a long step
ahead ... in creating factual ramaterial." was made to compare
No dioattempt
the number of letters per county
within the half-millivolt zone, since
the entire study is based on the
premise that service within that
zone is good, and that all radio
families therein are part of the potential audience, except in cases
where specific factors operate to
the contrary — generally through the
greater popularity of another station laying down a stronger signal
and carrying the same or similar
programs.

All counties from which mail response was obtained and tabulated
are given an index figure, which
represents the returns per thousand radio families. All the counties which fall in the half-millivolt
zone are checked in black in an
adjoining column. The point at
which comparisons are first made
is the point where the sharpest dividing line can be drawn between
stations
the outside.
half-millivolt
zone
and lying
those inlying
Counties from which the mail
response is equal to or greater than
that of the "norm" county constitute "Airea 1" ; those from which
the response is between 50% and
99%
of that2,"ofand
the those
"norm"showing
make
up "Airea
between 5% and 49%, "Airea 3."
Less than
5%allis the
ignored.
is assumed that
radio Itfamilies
in "Airea 1" are "exposed to" the
programs of the stations in whose
area they are situated.
In making group and network
maps,
a "global If,
total"
coveragea
is obtainable.
for of
example,
county gives a 40% response to one
NBC station, and a 30% response
to another, the combined rating is
70%
puts themaycounty
in "Airea
2". Aand county
be in
"Airea
1"
for
one
station
and
in
"Airea
2"
for another; if the combined rating
is 100% or more, but not otherwise,
it goes into "Airea 1" for the network.
Coverage Map
THIS super-imposition of partial
coverage by individual stations, to
produce complete coverage by the
network, is best illustrated in a
series of maps in the book showing
the results of the survey in the Far
West. It is seen that in the case of
the individual groups — Mountain,
Basic Pacific Coast, Pacific Supplementary, and North Mountain— the
coverage for each ranges from
rather more than 50% to almost
90%. But when all are superimposed, as they must be for a propotengram taking all stations, the
tial circulation is 91.7% of the tomore
families,
tal number of radio
than the figure for any constituent
group in the combined network.

•
•
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Surv
a Publishers'
Hooper explained its hopes and as- month would be made, and work
pirations, and those of its clients, it
had been thought by many that the was begun in November. In two
calls should
months,
beenthen,
made.90,000
When a copy of
object of the research was to mini- have
mize the value of broadcast advertisthe release dated Feb. 4 reached
ing. In view of the fact that the Broadcasting the wording had been
people paying
the work areincom: "Now that the tabupetitors of theforbroadcasters
the altered latingtoof about
115,000 coincidental
sale of an advertising medium, this
telephone interviews has been com"misapprehension"
is
perhaps
unpleted,
Inc., itshasstudy
rederstandable.
leased
sampleClark-Hooper,
findings from
Survey Methods
covering the first five weeks of interviewing." If the calls are being
EVEN NOW that Clark-Hooper has made at the rate of 45,000 a month,
stated its position, there are still there is a discrepancy not explained
some sceptics who point to details in the release.
in the methodology followed as eviSince isthe
figures will
which
Clark-in
dence that even the flowing phrases
Hooper
producing
be used
quoted above do not entirely take many quarters in an attempt to bethe curse off the findings.
little the effectiveness of radio adWhen attention was first drawn
vertising, so it may be as well to
to the preliminary report in a re- examine the wooden horse's teeth.
Interviewers in 21 cities across the
lease dated Jan. 28, Clark-Hooper's
country made telephone calls bestory began:
"Now
that
the
tabutween 7and 10 p.m.. during the first
lating of almost 200,000 coincidental
and third weeks of each month. A
telephone interviews has been comradio home, therefore, for the purHowever, it had previously been
poses of this study,
"a telephone
pleted . . ." that 45,000 calls, a
made known
(Continued
on ispaye
26)
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Clipp Joins Withycomb
ROGER W. CLIPP, assistant manager of NBC-managed and operated
stations under William S. Hedges,
has resigned to join WFIL, Philadelphia, as assistant to Donald
Withycomb, WFIL manager. The
resignation is effective Feb. 19. Mr.
Clipp at one time was aide to Mr.
Withycomb when the latter was
station relations manager of NBC.

Rules Against Acceptance of Free Time From Groups
Which Are Engaged in Commercial Activity
Tanners
Council of America:
FORCED into action by increased
demands for free time from groups
Notice given that porgram The Romance of Leather offered to stations
and organizations engaged in commercial activity, the Code Authority
on a sustaining basis violates trade
for the broadcasting industry at its practice provisions of code, and stations so notified.
meeting in Washington Feb. 8-9, deHearst and Carter
Radio Stars Magazine: Notified
finitely ruled against acceptance of
such matter by stations, except on a that letter of Curtis Mitchell, editor,
Seek New Stations
commercial basis. Several cases in to stations concerning publication
this category which have been
considered "as an attempt to gain
brought before stations were acted
free advertising, and, therefore is TWO MORE newspaper-owned
broadcasting stations are sought in
on specifically, along with a general
a proposal which may frustrate the
Albany, N. Y., and Fort Worth,
ruling that such propositions in the
purpose and intent of the Code."
Tex., in applications filed with the
future would be considered in conThe Congoin Co.: Notified that
FCC for the 970 kc. channel, now
transcription program for 26 nonflict with the trade practice provisions of the code.
occupied by the 5,000-watt K.JK.
commercial transcriptions is not obSeattle, and the 5,000-watt WCFL.
Details of the action were not
jectionable, in the absence of eviavailable as Broadcasting went to
dence to show intent to violate the
Chicago. Applicants are Hearst Rapurpose and intent of code.
press, because of their highly comdio, Inc., seeking a 1,000-watt station in Albany and the Fort Worth
Velvetina Co., Inc., Omaha: Notiplex nature. John Shepard 3d, president of the Yankee Network, and
Star-Telegram, seeking a new 5,000fied that proposal concerning the
Velvetina Sweepstakes and the of- watter in that city.
chairman of the Code Authority, auConsent of KJR and WCFL to the
thorized the following statement :
fer of 10 cents per inquiry comes
addition
of the proposed stations is
within
the
prohibitions
of
the
code.
thevarious
many kinds
demandsof
understood to have been secured,
for"Because
free timeof for
Food & Drugs Brands, Inc.: Notiwith KJR planning to increase to
fied that proposal to stations that
propaganda made to broadcasting
10,000 watts and WCFLexpecting to
they take merchandise in payment
stations, the Code Authority has
retain its present power which it
of bills would frustrate code.
ruled against such propaganda exholds under an experimental license.
cept on a commercial basis. This,
Safe-Kurl Electric Hair Waver:
Back of the joint applications is
of course, does not affect matter
E. H. Brown Advertising Co., Chiunderstood to be a plan by Anion G.
cago, notified that proposal to pay
presented by the United States GovCarter, publisher of the Fort Worth
for broadcasting time on the basis
ernment. Abulletin on specific cases
of orders produced would violate
considered by the Code Authority is code.
newspaper, to operate his own fulltime station in lieu of the present
in process, and will be sent to all
Columbia Pictures Corp.: In- time-sharing arrangement of his
parties in interest."
formed that program material called
WBAP with WFAA, Dallas. TenEnforcement Plans
Holly wood News Flashes sent to statative plans include the possible sale
tions in pamphlet form appears to of WBAP to the Dallas News, opTHE CODE Authority also instrucerating WFAA, giving that station
ted James W. Baldwin, executive of- be an obvious attempt to procure
free time and that stations broadfull time. If this is done, NBC will
ficer, to prepare a plan to be precasting these program without
probably place WFAA on its basic
sented at the next meeting, whereby
sponsorship would be in violation of network while the new Fort Worth
local and regional code units would
trade
practice
provisions.
station,
to be known as WAGC, will
be created to act as enforcement
also become a basic NBC outlet.
At its meeting the Code Authority
committees. This was done after
called attention to the increased
The call letters of the proposed
the board adopted a resolution orig- also
tendency among stations to quote in Hearst Albany station would be
inally offered by Edward N. Nocktheir rate cards and otherwise, their
WGRH, carrying the initials of the
els, manager of WCFL, Chicago, and
day power or experimental power as
a member of the code board. The
publisher's
name. It would become
regular operating output. This was
proposal was made by Mr. Nockels
affiliated
with
Albanybe
held to be definitely in violation of Times-Union and Hearst's
would also
at the general code meeting held in
code provisions.
linked
to
an
NBC
network.
Cincinnati last September, but was
voted down at a meeting in November.
On each of these units, each staChiselers Still Rampant: An Editorial
tion in a given area would be represented and would report all vioDESPITE codes of fair competition, codes of ethics, and other regulations of code provisions. In that
lations and statutes designed to make business four-square, seekers
way, it was felt, local autonomy
after free time are still running rampant in the broadcasting industry
would be achieved in complying with
Ingenious schemes contrived by a surprising number of organizations,
code provisions. In offering this
including some in the past regarded as reputable, are being presented
proposal last September, Mr. Nockalmost daily to stations. They come under the guise of "education"
els charged that the code is not beand
"public
interest" programs, but actually are efforts to get something for nothing.
ing enforced and that many of the
fair practice provisions are being
Here are a few figures for people in the industry to conjure with,
openly violated.
apropos these time chiselers. They apply not only to the broadProposed Rulings
casters but to agencies and their clients as well, for obvious reasons.
If
one
advertiser
can get something for nothing, why shouldn't his
SIMULTANEOUSLY, Mr. Baldwin,
competitors
? And
why shouldn't the agencies trv to do the same
made available a bulletin to all staclients?
thing for their
tions and networks, describing a
Now for the figures : The average cost of a quarter hour over all
number of proposals which had
stations (one night period) is $45. Ten free programs of 15 minutes
been brought to the attention of the
duration broadcast over 550 stations would amount to $247,500. The
Code Authority, as the Code rulings
average cost of a night quarter hour on local stations
about $17 50
on them. These, however, did not
per station. Ten free programs broadcast bv 200 islocal
stations
embrace the proposals upon which
amounts to $35,000.
the board acted at its meetings on
These figures disclose the economic loss to the industry when free
Feb. 8 and 9. In brief, the bulletin
time is obtained by commercial interests. The eloquence of these
related to the following proposals:
figures should make it easier for station managers to reply an emParamount Pictures : Notice given
phatic "no" to the persistent time-chiselers.
who can obtain
that electrical transcriptions of this
$247,o00 worth of free time, or even $35,000 are Those
more than "chiselers"
company offered on a sustaining
— they are "sculptors" !
basis are in violation of trade practice provisions.
Page 8
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Home

Loan

Official

Urges Radio Drive
Local Associations Finding
Air Campaigns Helpful
FEDERAL savings and loan associ
ations "would benefit by the use oi
paid radio advertising," Georg<
Dock, Jr., public relations advisoi
of the Federal Home Loan Ban!
Board, declared Feb. 7 in a lettei
to Philip G. Loucks, NAB inanagin;.
director.

Mr. Dock's letter was in reply t'
a telephonic protest
lodged by Mr
Loucks because of published new*
paper reports quoting the federal
officer to the effect that newspapei
advertising was the best mere-nandising medium for such organizations. "My opinion as to the advantages of newspapers as an advertising medium was specifically
qualified to embrace their local character and field of operation, and has
no bearing on the superiority of spot
radio in reaching a wider public or
of the radio networks and magathe entire nation,"
zines in covering
said.
Mr. Dock
Results From Radio
HE POINTED OUT also that the
newspaper articles erroneously implied that federal funds, amounting
to $650,000 were to be spent under
this program for newspaper space
for such associations. "This is not
at all the case," he declared, adding
that even- penny spent for newspaper space, radio time, or any other
advertising would be paid entirely
by the individual associations.
"Some of the larger federal associations now in operation represent
conversions from long-established
building and loan associations." said
Mr. Dock, "in pointing out that
there are about 700 such organizations chartered in nearly as many
cities
60*0
of
themandare towns."
new, and More
many than
of them
cannot yet afford to advertise at
all.
"Many of the converted institutions are using paid radio advertising and report splendid results. In
fact, several of these converted federals have been using radio advertising consistently for years, even
prior to their conversion into federal savings and loan associations,
and wTe would urge their continuance
of radio because it has proved
profitable.
"In our opinion, any Federal savings and loan association whose
size and financial position justifies
it, would benefit by the use of paid
radio advertising. With that possibility in view among an increasing number of associations as time
goes by, we have already laid plans
for direct cooperation with all
the federal associations in the preparation of local radio programs
which will present the salient points
of the federal savings and loan plan
to the listening public, just as we
have done in the past in the form of
direct mail, and are doing now with
regard to newspaper advertising.
GOLDEN STATE CO. Ltd., Los
Angeles (dairy products), the last
week of January distributed 40,000
milk bottle collars with a message
to their patrons to tune in for their
weekly broadcasts over KNX, Hollywood. Scholts Advertising Service,
Los Angeles, handles the account.

•
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Skimming

Air
the
Off
Cream
the
JR.,
S,
WILLIAM
V.
L
By HERSCHE
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York
As told to Howard J. London

of Wheat" Goes
"Cream
Spoken Word, All-Important When
ing
Hear
a
Gets
n the Air, So Sponsor's Message
built
have
we
THE PROGRAM
for the Cream of Wheat Corp.,
NO ORDINARY audience tunes to the "Cream of Wheat"
Mile believe we have a broadcast
but
taining,
its creators are convinced. In it the spoken
hich is not only enteraudie
nce to program,
>u encourages the
word is paramount, and listeners are loath to twist to
si en to the commercial announceprofew
of
said
be
i Lent This can
other transmissions, what with Alexander Woollcott
a-htams on the air. Programs that are
do not compel
Herschel V.
I Musical in naturentrat
e upon the springing surprises that mustn't be missed.
steners to conce
Thompto
Walter
J.
free
for
feel
account
the
may
Williams, Jr., handling
roadcast; they
done.
is
ming
program
the
how
ujiCove about the house.
son Co., tells here just
little
• Spoken words usually are of
He pilots a number of other big programs, including
atertainment value to a musical
«' Urogram. This cannot be said of the
If the
"Burns and Allen," "The Swift Hour," "Roses and
'ream of Wheat" program. ly
the
stener does not follow closeessen
Drums," and the recent Nash Motor Co., series.
ce
k.rds of the raconteur, the
the
enjoy
If the program is lost. To
atten; Cream of Wheat" broadcast,
to the morningThis policy inleads
e,
you
the office
tion must be focused closely. Bridg
chatter
after
de :so"Did
ott
and so
serena
Woollc
hear
- liking, dancing, or other household
the
pubdiversions are laid aside until add
last night." Word of mouth
H -Ugram is ended. And I may
licity is still the best any Arm can
! nit there is very little musical inof Wheat" broadThe "Cream
ask. cast
is designed to meet with the
clude'allotted to this program.
into
n
wove
so
is
rcial
"8 The comme
and its contents
approval of adults
choice
are for the consumption of adult
he broadcast that there is no knows
minds. One college in a western city
fat to listen because no one
rathe
cott,
Wooll
nder
requires its students to listen to this
then Alexa
tellonteur, will resume erhisto story
it must
I supposereading
m ; outside
progra
. be classed under
miss the
cg and for a listen
Fan mail, to be sure, is received
is to lose touch
ng of
pe'nithe
resta oftalethe story. Needless
kth
AVoollcott and his sponsor. Two
by
uncement
raphers are delegated to do
0 say the commercial annogood
stenog
taste
but handle this mail, which
1 in keeping with the
nothing
Baown throughout the broadcast.
averages from 100 to 500 pieces a
of
week. And the unusual feature the
Groups of Listeners
this fan mail is that it is not
ordinary type. Letters from H.rpo
PRIVATE researches conducted by
not one
Marx, Charlie Chaplin. Helen Hayes
ur agency have proven that
and other persons of like calibre are
,r two persons in each home, but
listen
in the incoming mail— or perhaps
groups of four to six or more to
its
we should say telegrams, because
o the program, probably duebe said
there are plenty of them. The bell
Informality. And it may
of
bat these listeners constitute a
used to introduce the "Cream
was sent
air
the
on
m
progra
Wheat"
ordithan
y
societ
of
ligher strata
MR. WILLIAMS
by a woman listener.
larilv listen to the general run of
Audience Response
broadcasts. This may be due in to-coast on Sunday night and no
aassoci
long
its
ott's
After
Woollc
used.
is
Mr.
who have listened regularly
to
broadcasting
THOSE
f>art
spot
ion with the Aett? Yorker, a class
inauguration the program was left know that some of these letters have
•ublication.
on its own merits to attract addibeen used in the broadcasts. Other
The product sponsored is seasonal
No advance pubtional
listeners.
letters come from listeners who have
e a maxany kind is used. No one,
licity
of
did necessarily must receiv
ers
some story or anecbeen moved by raconteur
imum response from its listen
except Mr. Woollcott and I, knows
has told.
the
dote
that
it
vithin a short period. The present
before
script
the
the contents of
to those who write
surprise
Another
no
;eries began in October and ittheis
broadcast. CBS exercises
is that each letter is answered, if its
entatively scheduled to close at
few prowarrant it ; if not, a nicely
script,
the
contents
over
ensorship
md of March. Already a definite
is
grams enjoying this privilege.
Increase in sales has been recorded,
engraved card is sent acknowledgThe script is not rehearsed, but
uul no doubt radio has more than
of the letter. The ening receipt
graved card has a small drawing of
program are—
lone its part. The Cream of Wheat
ill other parts ofthethetime
Woollcott in the corner. The only
not allotted
and confined to
:orp. uses other media along with
are
this agency has ennoises
other time that
his broadcast, hence no real esti- to the script. So if studio
countered a like type of audience
luate can be given as to the part
heard, they can be blamed on the
we had the celeadio played in the uplift of the boys in the orchestra, laughing at mail wasbratedwhen
actress, Maude Adams, on
tellis
howtt
said,
some anecdote Mr. Woollco
the air.
kales chart. It may be
other media are
ing, since it is just as new to their
lever, that while
A few weeks ago in an attempt
,
Wheat
The
of
e.
Cream
audienc
tise
ised to adver
ears as to the radio
check how many listeners were
to
any
p
with
:he broadcast is not tied-u
sponsor's reason for not using any
radio audience we announced
the
in
its
:,ther advertising. It stands on
e fea- that we had a booklet authored by
announc
to
y
publicit
advance
>wn feet.
tures of coming broadcasts is the Mr. Woollcott for any listener who
When the program was started on
desire to insure an element of surfor it. Soon we had requests
in sent
prise. If the listener knew
for over 34,000 and there is every
3BS, we notified dealers through
to
was
tt
Woollco
advance whom
nail broadsides. The public was
indication that the number should
serenade— and it is his custom to be nearer 50,000 by this time.
Attracted by spot announcements
ivhich appeared for a while in 32 serenade some person or persons
'Recently, due to unavoidable circumstances we were forced to^ shift
night— the edge would
Sunday
:ities across the country. The 30- be
every
.
taken
off
the
program
ininute program is broadcast coastour program from the 9 o'clock
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Audience

7 o'clock.
earlier time,
niche to an was
announced well in
The change
advance. We sincerely believe that
we have built up a radio audience
that will follow us to the new hour
with interest. The shift may help
to enlarge our Pacific coast audience
because now we reach them at 4
o'clockon instead
hour
Sunday.of 6, a much better
Wheat, being a breakCream
fast food, ofis in a highly competitive
field and we must at all times be
alert to entice the consumer to try
it. Cream of Wheat has sponsored
other broadcasts, but it is believed
that when this program is a little
older it will prove to be the most
satisfactory of all. The broadcast
creates good-will and at the same
time does a real selling job.
Little America Programs
Now on Sustaining Basis
ADMIRAL
BYRD'S highly
ful relay broadcasts
fromsuccessLittle
America, sponsored over CBS from
their inception by General Foods,
New York (Grape-Nuts), discontinued as a sponsored program with
the Feb. 6 presentation when Mayor
LaGuardia of New York, President
C. M. Chester of General Foods
and others extended their felicitations to the explorers from the
Columbia studios in New York.
Tentative plans of CBS are to
continue the short wave relays on a
sustaining basis, incorporating them
into the California Melodies program every other Saturday night,
10:30-11 p.m., starting Feb. 16. In
the new sustaining series the expedition will be followed as it proceeds homeward, with Admiral Byrd
and Charles J. V. Murphy, special
CBS announcer with the expedition,
speaking in each relay.
New Groups Seeks WJTL
VOLUNTARY assignment of the
license of WJTL, Atlanta from
Oglethorpe University to J. W.
Woodruff and S. A. Cisler, Jr.. organized as the Atlanta Broadcasting Co., will be sought in an application to be filed shortly with the
FCC. The station operates on 1370
kc. with 100 watts. Mr. Cisler, who
also operates WJBY, Gadsden, Ala.,
will become manager of the Atlanta
station, the call letters of which will
be changed to WATL, subject to
FCC approval. J. A. Yates, former
commercial manager of WAPI,
Birmingham, and WALA, Mobile,
will be commercial manager. Stu
dios will be moved from the university campus to the Citizens and
Southern Bank Bldg., and the station proposes to specialize in news
broadcasting, having subscribed to
Transradio Press, Inc.
MARYLAND PHARMACEUTICAL
Co., Baltimore (Rem), a leading
radio advertiser, is introducing a
new product. Rel, a jelly for head
colds in tube form, advertising being
handled by the Joseph Katz Co.,
Baltimore.
Page 9

Boiling Heads
Revision

of Food

and

Drng

Bill

Branch

GEORGE
B O L L I N G
has been named
head oftroitthe
office Deof
Greig, Blair &
Spight Inc., by
John Blair,
president. Mr. Boiling
succeeds C u r t i a
Willson, who has
Mr. Boiling
gone to New York
as manager of that office following
resignation of Humboldt J. Greig.
Mr. Boiling previously was assistant sales manager of WXYZ in Detroit, and before that was sales
manager of KYW, Chicago.

Is Offered
by Senator
Copeland
Provisions Objected to by Advertisers and Media
Remain in Measure; Opposition Developing
exposition ofnouncement
their
views.
TheANA
anA NEW DRAFT of the Tugwellemphasized
that the
Copeland Bill(S. 5) designed to meet
had
not
been
a
party
to
any
statement
some of the objections launched
of any other advertising organization
in support of the Copeland Bill.
against the original measure introduced last month by Senator CopeIt was pointed out that the real disland (D.), of New York, has been
tinction between the various bills introduced lay in their philosophies.
prepared by the latter and probably
The
ANA
favors the broadening of the
will be presented to the Senate Comexisting act in relation to false advermerce Committee within a few days.
tising, misbranding, or adulteration,
Written as a confidential committee
so that the law will cover, effectively,
print, the revised measure is said
all possible acts which would be danto incorporate a number of suggerous to the
public
health, or inimical to the
public
interest.
gested amendments offered by food,
It
contends,
however,
that in the
drugs and cosmetics organizations,
interest of simple justice, offenses
Old NBC
Offices
which would be stringently regushould
be
stated
in
the
law
and not
lated under the measure. So far as
in regulations promulgated by its adcould be ascertained, the advertisthat vioOccupied by ABC
lations shouldministrators,
beand similarly,
handled with
full
ing provisions, viewed as seriously
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.,
opportunity for the accused to defend
objectionable by most of the media
himself before an impartial tribunal.
and by advertisers generally, have
as one of the first steps in its exThe ANA does not believe that adminnot been altered. The revised
pansion project, has taken space in
istrative
officers,
on
the
basis
of
their
the former NBC headquarters at
measure, it was indicated, is in the
own opinion that violations have been
nature of a composite of the Copecommitted, should be empowered to 711 Fifth Ave., New York, and neland Bill and the McCarran Bill
gotiations now are pending for use
institute arbitrary and hasty action,
of studios as well as offices in that
(S. 58).
such
as
seizures
and
criminal
proseThe Commerce Committee, of cutions.
building, George B. Storer, ABC
president, informed Broadcasting
which Senator Copeland is chairIn another quarter there were
man, was scheduled to meet Feb.
Feb. 9. Mr. Storer and his staff
legislative moves which might have
13 to consider the new draft, and
moved into offices on the loth floor
the effect of bringing about drastic
also to act on petitions filed by a alteration of the provisions of the
Feb. 11 from the temporary headnumber of organizations demanding
quarters established at 7 Beekman
pending Copeland Bill insofar as
hearings preparatory to committee
Place since the reorganization of
regulation of advertising, both over
action. Senator Copeland has said
the former American Broadcasting
the air and in print, is concerned.
repeatedly that he wished to avoid
As written, S. 5 would vest in the
System.
The present arrangement, Mr.
hearings, but other committee memDepartment of Agriculture practibers feel that the requests of such
Storer said, is purely temporary,
cally
autocratic
powers
over
adverorganizations as the Association of
and on a month-to-month basis.
tising, amounting to censorship.
National Advertisers, National AsThis
power
has
been
requested
on
The negotiations, however, defisociation of Broadcasters and
the ground that the Federal Trade
nitely are going forward. It is unAmerican Newspaper Publishers
derstood that WNEW, new key staCommission does not have the necAssociations, aside from a host of
tion
of ABC, also will remove from
essary power to curtail false and
organizations representing manudeceptive advertising, and that this its present location at 551 Fifth
facturers, cannot be ignored.
function should be vested in the Ave. to the old NBC quarters under
Other Measures
agency which, under the Copeland
a separate arrangement. The arrangements are being handled with
Bill, would be charged with the
THERE are two other measures
Mark Wood, assistant executive
regulation of the industries.
proposing amendment of the Food
vice president of NBC. NBC moved
Arbitrary Powers
from the Fifth Ave. quarters upon
& Drugs Act pending in Congress.
These are the Mead Bill (H. R. THIS VIEW has been contested by completion of Radio City more than
3972) sponsored by the Proprietary
a year ago. Since then the studios
most of the advertising media, as
Association, and considered by most
and most of the offices have been
well as by mission.
theThe contention
Federal Trade
Comunoccupied.
of the industrial groups involved
has been
as far less objectionable than the
that this would result in wasteful
Copeland measure, and the McCarduplication of the FTC functions.
ran Bill (S. 58) sponsored by Moreover, the advertising media,
Charles Wesley Dunn, counsel of backed by the commodity groups,
Truman Ward Acquires
the Associated Grocery Manufachave charged that the arbitrary
turers Inc., and the American
powers which would be placed in Station WLAC, Nashville
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Asthe
Secretary of Agriculture exceed
J. TRUMAN WARD, NAB president
sociation. The latter measure also
all recognized limitations and
is considered far more desirable
and vice president and general manamount to dictatorship.
ager of WLAC; Nashville, has purthan the Copeland Bill, but is held
Seen as an indirect attack upon
chased the station from its ownto lack certain particulars.
this provision of the Copeland Bill
ers, the Life & Casualty Insurance
Coming as a blow to Copeland adis
a
measure
(S.
944)
reported
faCo., of which Mr. Ward also was an
herents and also to trade groups
vorably to the Senate on Feb. 6 and
official and director. The transacwhich had openly espoused the
now awaiting consideration, which
tion, arranged as of Jan. 1, will not
Copeland measure was an announcewould enlarge the jurisdiction of become,
effective until approval is
ment on Feb. 2 by the Association
the
FTC
in
a
way
that
apparently
of National Advertisers that it had
obtained from the FCC. The stawould
meet
the
criticism
of
the
Detion is licensed to WLAC Inc., a
not approved in toto, as presently
partment of Agriculture regarding
wholly owned subsidiary of the inframed, any of the several measits
lack
of
power.
Offered
by
Sensurance company, and under the
ures now pending for revision of
ator Wheeler (D.) of Montana, on
the food and drug laws. This was
Jan.
14,
the
measure
was
approved
sale,
all
stock
passes into
in direct conflict with the statement
hands. Mr. Ward
will Mr.
alsoWard's
serve
by the Senate Interstate Commerce
as treasurer of the new organization,
Committee on Feb. 5.
previously issued by the Advertising Federation of America that it
with most of the station staff to reThe bill would amend the Federal
endorsed in principle the Copeland
main.
Trade Commission Act by declaring
measure as drafted. The ANA
Prior to his election to the NAB
as unlawful unfair methods of comstatement said :
presidency, Mr. Ward had served on
petition in or affecting commerce
The ANA executive committee rec- and unfair or deceptive acts and
the NAB board for two years.
ommended that advertisers, and others
WLAC was established in 1926 as a
practices
in
or
affecting
commerce.
interested in advertising, give careful
150-watt station, and Mr. Ward,
FTC would be empowered and
study to all such measures, and ex- The
directed to prevent organizations,
then a vice president of the insurpressed the opinion that public hearance company, was named executive
ings should be held on all bills intro- except banks and common carriers,
in
charge. The sale price was not
duced, so that full opportnuity might
subject to other laws, from usdisclosed.
be given to all affected persons for an
ing such "unfair methods."
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Decision

Deferred

In Appeal of WLW
AFTER LISTENING to oral argu- 1>
WLW, Cincinnati,
the FCC,
ments
presented and
by for
counsel
for '
the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia on Feb. 11 extended for one week, or until Feb.
18, the temporary restraining order
allowing the station to continue operating with 500,000 watts in the face
of an order of the FCC ordering it
to reduce its night power to 50,000
watts as of Feb. 1. WLW on Jan.
30 appealed from the FCC order
and filed a petition for a stay order
to allow it to continue operation
with the super-power until the court
rendered its decision on the appeal.
Louis G. Caldwell,
counsel for
WLW, and Paul D. P. Spearman,
FCC general counsel, argued the
case. Both were given leave to file
briefs after which the court will
decide whether it will make the stay
order permanent. Mr. Caldwell emphasized that if the FCC order is J
permitted to stand, an investment^
of nearly $500,000 will be destroyed.^
He brought out also that the station'
had not been properly notified and f
had not been accorded a hearing in
advance of the decision. Mr. Spear- [
man, on the other hand, contended >
that the FCC action was in effect*
mandatory under international law,
since CFRB, Toronto, on an adja-:
cent channel, claimed ruinous inter-- ference as with
a result
of WLW's
operation
500,000
watts. night
AMA Opposes Baker
AMERICAN Medical Association,
Chicago, on Feb. 5 was denied its
petition to intervene as an opponent
of the application of Norman T.
Baker to the FCC for authority to
erect a new station in Muscatine, la.
Mr. Baker is the former operator ot
KTNT, Muscatine, ordered off the
air several years ago by the old
Radio Commission for broadcasts
deemed to be contrary to public
interest. He now operates a statior.
in Mexico. The AMA has foughl
Baker's alleged cancer cures.
San Francisco Salute
CALLING San Francisco the ra;
dio center of the Pacific Coast, tht
San Francisco Junior Chamber ol
Commerce, on Jan. 23 staged its
Salute to Radio at a luncheon ii
the Palace Hotel. Honored guest:
were Don Gilman, NBC vice-presi
dent in charge of the western divi
sion ; Harrison Holliway, manager
KFRC; W. N. McGill, manager
KGGC; Edward McCallum, man
ager, KYA ; W. I. Durum, president
KTAB ; Ralph Brunton, president
Northern California Broadcastin;
System (KJBS and KWQ) ; am
Lew Frost, NBC program manager
Aveyard Shifts
A. E. AVEYARD, former executiv
vice-president of Lord & Thomas
has become a partner of Charle
Daniel Frey Co., Chicago, havin,
acquired a substantial interest b
the business. He is executive vice
president in charge of planning an«
creative production. After March
the firm name will be changed t
Frey & Aveyard. No change is con
templated in the radio activities o
the
Larrycompany,
Triggs. which continue unde
•
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s ire Links

Ruling

s Issued by FCC
ermit Not Needed if Line
i Not Common Carrier
N IMPORTANT ruling that stapns and networks need not procure
[deral authority to erect telephone
pes for broadcasting and that such
fies may be leased from railroads
i-tithout federal authority, was
mded down Feb. 7 by the Telehone Division of the FCC in renonse to an inquiry from KXL,
Wtland, Ore.
IKXL asked if it would be neces:kry to obtain a permit to string
-lephone wires on poles of a railjiad company from Portland to
^ilem and Eugene. Ore., for use in
c hanging programs with stations
i those cities, with the understandig that the lines would be used
plely for that purpose and for such
hmmunications as may be necesjiry. A second inquiry was whether
tach a similar arrangement could be
and Seattle
[>ade between Portland
nd Tacoma, except that the wires
-ould be leased in a cable of the
ailroad under the Columbia River.
Not Common Carrier
'HE RULING, authorized by Chairof the TeleA. Walker
PaulDivision,
manphone
stated:
If the wires from Portland to
alem and Eugene are used solely by
in _ queslie broadcasting stationsof radio
proion for the transmission
ams and the wires are not used for
for
tions
he transmission of communica
the Commisis made,
a charge
irhich
iion is of the opinion that it would not
for a permit to be obie necessary
tained from this Commission to make
Howlie construction in question. tions
ever, if any other communica wires
the
over
d
business is transacte
•ind a charge is made therefor, then
common carrier
a.
would become
jf
re
.
l oron hi
The situation as to the leased wires
falls in the
|o Seattle and Tacomadiscussed
in the
tame category as that
preceding paragraph. The Commission is likewise of the opinion that so
long as the leased wire is used solely
sion of radio programs
the transmis
iFor
r would
not be necessary for you to
bbtain a permit for the reason that
communicafoil are not transmitting
made,
has been within
a charge
tions for which are
not a carrier
ind therefore
fee terms of the act.
CRC Expenditures
if'AN ADA'S Radio Commission
tabled its annual report with the
opening of Parliament on Jan. 17.
an expenditure of
Band showed
'll.128.591, nearly
two-thirds of
'which is accounted for in line
Charges and programs. $56,000 in
fmew construction. $141,000 in rentals
$62,000 in administra;and leases.
tion, and the balance in operation
''and equipment of its stations. The
report states that Canada released
50 programs for transmission to the
lTnited States during the year,
receiving in exchange 70 broadcasts
from the NBC and CBS and the
^British
Broadcasting Company,
plight hundred artists were employed
.aiming the forty-eight hours the
^'Commission was on the air.
felO GRANDE OIL Co., Los Angeles,
j sponsors of Calling All Cars over the
..Don Lee network, is issuing the Calluing All Cars Neics, an 8-page illustrated
'i
tabloid. executive
It is editedof byHixson-O'Donnell
Ralf Spangler,
''account
f Inc., Los Angeles.
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Billings Heads
State Shows
CONCENTRATING on professional talent, Walter Preston, sales manager of WINS,
Heart station in New York,
has devised a new program
to resito appeal
designed
dents of the
city who have
moved there from other parts
of the United States. Surveys
show approximately 75% of
those who live in New York
residential
clubs, and hotels,
other women's
similar
houses come from outside. To
these, WINS will dedicate a
series entitled Professional
Out-of-towners. Since the
ranks of radio artists also
contain representatives of every state, each program will
be built with professional talent from one state, or one of
the largest cities, and addressed to other immigrants
from the same locality. Several sponsors are watching.
Link for Auto Show
THREE Baltimore stations, WCAO,
WFBR and WCBM, were linked for
special programs from the Baltimore
radio show, Jan. 21-26, with programs also being relayed to the ABC
network. Complete sound equipment at the auditorium, using RCA
Victor high-fidelity apparatus, was
installed and operated by Victor
Sound Systems, Inc., a partnership
consisting of Edwin F. Laker of the
staff and WalWCBMlace W.engineering
Shipley, operator of the
Shipley Radio Laboratory.

wcae

FORD BILLINGS
commercial
ager of KSTP, manJ3t.
Paul, and at one
time director of
WLW, Cincinnati,
has been appointed manager o f
WCAE, Pittsburgh, effective
Mr. Billings
Feb. 25, according
to an announcement Feb. 10 by the
New York offices of Hearst Radio,
Inc. Until July 1, 1932, when he
joined KSTP, Mr. Billings for several years was station relations
secretary of the old National Radio
Advertising Inc. His radio experience includes service with the old
WHK, Cleveland ; WTIC, Hartford ;
WGR, Buffalo, and WSAI, Cincinnati.
National Disc Series
ONE of the biggest deals ever consummated by a western transcription company was transacted by
MacGregor & Sollie Inc., San Francisco, when the entire series, including rights to stories and title,
of the transcribed broadcasts, What
Would, You Do was purchased by
Zain Features Syndicate, New
York. The syndicate was given exclusive rights to the feature for release over the entire United States
except on a nationally known coffee concern (M. J. B.) under the
title The Audience Decides. KGO,
San Francisco, and KHJ, Los Angeles, are the two California stations now releasing this feature.

Pacific
Discuss

Executives
Coverage

Survey Methods and Other
Problems Are Studied
"ANALYSIS of the Radio Audience" brought more than 60 radio
and advertising executives and
their clients to the radio departmental meeting of the San Francisco Advertising Club in the Palace Hotel Jan. 31, with Harry Anderson, salespresiding.
manager, NBC western division,
Fred Fidler, account executive,
J. Walter Thompson Co., discussed
four kinds of audience survey : Telephone check (or co-incidental),
Crosley interviews, power load
meter, and wall plug measurement
of time the radio was on. He told
how his organization organizes a
telephone check and a re-check two
weeks later to those who had listened to the advertiser's program,
to find out whether the advertiser's
product is being used in the home.
Interesting Facts
WALTER BURKE, account executive for McCann-Erickson, Inc.,
who is also regional executive, Pacific Association of Advertising
Agencies, reviewed some highlights
of his seven years work in this field.
Among interesting facts developed
were : Of approximately two million
homes on the Pacific Coast equipped
with electricity, about 80 per cent
have radios ; best Eastern programs
may get 300.000 to 400,000 sets on
the Coast, while a Western production rarely gets over 200,000.
It was pointed out that the
switching from station to station
may run as high as 70 per cent.
Illustratively, KFWB, Hollywood,
put on a highlight show that took
away KFI and KHJ audiences, but
distinct progress is being made in
tracingmatedown
an ultianalysis the
of adata
radioto program
as costing "$3.75 per thousand sets
tuned in (for most popular programs) to $17.95 per thousand (for
theBoth
leastspeakers
popular gave
programs)."
a complete
outline of their version of the
Analysis of the Radio Audience,
whichble discussion.
was followed by a round taBill Proposes

to Abolish

Property Rights in News
PROPOSED as a result of the
court ruling in the case of the Associated Press vs. KVOS, Bellingham, Wash.,
a bill which
declare news items
public would
property
and permit stations to broadcast
them was introduced in the Washington state legislature Feb. 9 by
Rep.
J.
D. bill
McDonald,
of Bellingham. The
would abolish
the
international Mews fhoto
Professor Lectures to Class in Absentiuin
DR. C. C. CLARK, wearing his microphone used was an ordinary
lounging robe and seated in an easy
The ultraphone set. was
French-type
short wave experiment
said to
chair in his apartment several
be the first ever attempted in classblocks away, is shown above lecturing to his class at New York Uniroom work and a practical adaptaversity via an ultra-short wave
tion of the microwaves which the
Transreceiver. Using fractional
inventor Marconi has been working
meter wave lengths, the chairman
on in Italy. In the bottom picture,
of the N. Y. U. science department
was not only able to speak to his the students are listening to Prof.
students shown below but was also
Clark while Laurence M. Cockaday.
able to hear and answer their questhe lecturer present, is at the contions in the two-way setup. The
trols.
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property rights of publisher or privatelishedpersons
in news once
it ispublic,
puband distributed
to the
according to an Associated Press
dispatch from Olympia. It would
not permit resale of the news, however.
In an opinion handed down Dec.
18, Judge John C. Bowen. of Seattle,
upheld tionsthe
unrestriced
to broadcast
newsright
onceof itsta-is
published in the newspapers, and
distributed. The case is being appealed by the AP, and efforts now
are being made to raise a fund
within the broadcasting industry to
defray costs of the litigation.
Page 11

British
To

Plan

Start

Public

From

BBC to Allocate Funds
Of a Network of Ultra
TELEVISION will be introduced to
the British public next autumn with
ultra-short wave broadcasts from a
London studio and station to be
erected by the British Broadcasting
Corp. This is the gist of reports
received in this country from
London during the last fortnight.
The reports naturally aroused great
interest here since they indicate the
first official departure from the conception that television still is in the
experimental stage.
The BBC will allocate about $875,000 of its surplus to start the television service, the London station
being the first of a network of ten.
The decision to erect it was the
result of a favorable report on the
status of television by the commission headed by Lord Selsdon,
former British Postmaster-General,
which visited the United States sevearl months ago to investigate
American television.
At the same time it was learned
from Dr. Fritz Schroeter, director of
the laboratories of the Telefunken
Co., Germany's
electrical
organization, that thebigReich
also expects
to have television under way this
year. Another British commission
visited Germany recently to study
its television progress.
Still an Uncertainty
WHAT the effect of the British
plans will be on development of
American television is still conjectural. Here the experts and leaders
have maintained that television is
not yet ready to emerge from the
laboratories. They admit that a
fairly good technical service can be
offered but insist that stupendous
financing will be required to introduce visual broadcasting on a
nation-wide scale.
The former Federal Radio Commission's annual reports for the last
few years have consistently labeled
television as "experimental", but it
is significant that its last report for
the 1933-34 fiscal year, not yet published, will omit the word "experimental".
According to the information from
London, the first visual broadcasting
station probably will be installed in
the tall Crystal Palace Building and
should be in operation next fall. It
was not learned what type of transmitting equipment will be employed,
although a combination of Baird
and Marconi apparatus has been
suggested. Standard receiving sets,
combining sight and sound, will be
marketed competitively. The smaller
set to be offered, it is reported, will
reproduce an image 6x8 inches and
will market for about $250 : the
larger set will reproduce a 9x12
inch image and will cost about $400.
Funds From Fees
THE ENTIRE PROJECT, starting
with the London station, will be
financed by BBC funds, derived
from the 10-shilling per annum
license fees collected on all radios
in England. The BBC's surplus is
said to be adequate for the purpose.
The London station's radius will be
25 to 35 miles ; it is expected the
Page 12

Television

London

in

Fall

From Surplus for the First
Short-wave Stations
other stations to be built later will
be linked to London via short waves
instead of land lines.
American authorities were considat Lord FCC
Selsdon's
report. erably
Dr. surprised
C. B. Jolliffe,
chief
engineer, asserted he doubted if
England is ahead of the United
States in television development and
expressed the belief that the London
station is really in the nature of a
test. Dr. Jolliffe is convinced that
television would have a chance here,
too, if adequately financed, but the
financing would run into hundreds
of millions of dollars and might entail scrapping most of the audible
broadcasting system.
Dr. Alfred H. Goldsmith, former
chief engineer of RCA and now a
New York engineering consultant,
commended the British on their
enterprise, but warned that the
problem there and here is quite different. "What they plan," he said,
"exactly parallels tests made in New
York and other American cities several years ago. It will be recalled
that ultra-short wave images were
projected from the experimental
station atop the Empire State Building to Camden, N. J., and that experimental transmitter [an RCA enterprise] is still
very much
although the
equipment
is not'alive,'
right
up to date.
"We must not forget, however,
that the area of England is about
equal to that of New York State.
England's problem is comparatively
simple when it is remembered the
area of the United States is 38 times
as large as the British Isles."
Race Among Nations
DR. O. H. CALDWELL, former
member of the Federal Radio Commission and now editor of Electronics, expressed the conviction
that England's move will lend
impetus to the development of television in America. He sees a race

Something to Swap?
THE EXCHANGE CORNER
on WGAR, Cleveland, gives
listeners a chance to trade
things they can get along
without for things they want.
Everything from lots to dogs
is covered in the program,
carried every morning. Articles for sale are not
accepted for the program, only
those that "warrant honest
efforts
do a humanitems
service."
Besidesto exchange
and
household comment, the show
includes news items, recordings, studio talent and weather
reports.
between England and Germany to
be first to make television an everyday reality.
"The only thing that is holding
back the development of this new
industry in the United States," said
Dr. Caldwell, "is the need for
capital to finance the construction
and equipment of image transmitters. To provide television programs
throughout the country would
require an initial investment estimated at $50,000,000 to $200,000,000
or more. This sum seems staggering
to private capital, but to a government handing out biltions for purposes that seem constructive even
$200,000,000
for television is not unthinkable.
"Television transmitters really
have a sounder claim to government
financing, in the present unemployment situation, than do other enterprises that have received generous
Federal aid. Each television transmitter built will be the means of
initiating the manufacture of thousands of television receivers, involving new factories, restoring employment and injecting new impetus into
the machine of national business.
From a social and governmental
standpoint, the implications of nationwide television are tremendous."
GILLETTE RUBBER Co., Eau
Claire, Wis., operator of WTAQ, has
applied to the FCC to transfer its
license to WHBY, Inc., Green Bay,
Wis., which proposes to move it to
Green Bay.

NBC'S LEAGUE OF NATIONS — Short-wave listeners will hear announcements from W9XF, experimental NBC station near Chicago, in eight
languages from recordings recently cut. The 10 kw. transmitter is heard
on 6100 kc. Here are the announcers: Standing, left to right, K. Kodera,
in Japanese; Howard Luttgens, NBC central divisional engineer; Sidney
EHstrom, in Swedish; William Kephart, in Spanish and German; seated,
J. Due, in French; H, Novinv in Russian; Pats Gallicchio, in Italian,
BROADCASTING

Television Future Seen
In Communication Field
TELEVISION was depicted by Da
vid Sarnoff, president of RCA, before the FCC Feb. 8 as likely to be
more important in the field of com I
munications than in radio broad
casting. He declared that the possibilities of television for commun
ications were revolutionary in the
transmission of record messages.
Mr. Sarnoff appeared during th(
Commission hearing on his applica
tion to serve as president and di
rector of RCA Communications Ine
and of Radiomarine Corp. of Amer
ica by virtue of his post as the hear
of the parent company. In describ
ing the operations of RCA Com
munications, . Mr. Sarnoff said thi
radiotelegraph company handler
most of the international broad
costs and charged the same rate;
for this service whether to NBC
CBS or any other chain or singb
broadcasting station.
Mr. Sarnoff was one of a grou]
of 11 officials of communication
companies to appear before th
Commission during a three-da:
hearing in support of their appli
cations to be directors or officers ii
more than one communications car
rier. Among the others were Wal
ter S. Gifford, president of Ameri
can Telephone and Telegraph Co.
Col. Sosthenes B«hn, president o
the International Telephone am
Telegraph Corp., and Newcom
Carlton, chairman of the board o
the Western Union Telegraph Cc
All contended that their "interlock
ing" positions produced greater et
ficiency in the management am
service of their communication
systems.
Opposition Is Expressec
To Automatic Copyright;
AN INTERNATIONAL copyrigb
treaty, understood to bear ei
dorsement of the State Departmen
but vigorously opposed by the NA1
and by newspaper and other put
lishers because it would provide fo
automatic copyright and eliminat
the requirement for registration, wil
be considered by the Senate Foreig:
Relations Committee shortly, it wa
announced following a committe
meeting Feb. 6. At that time actio:
was postponed until Feb. 13.
Called the International Copy
right Union Treaty, the legislatio:
would bring about conditions unde
which broadcasters would perforr
copyrighted works at their own peri
it was pointed out, since there woul
be no registration requirement an
stations would be unable to ascei
tain numbers which are registered
automatically. The measure, it i
understood, also would give author
the right to enjoin users of thei
compositions for changes or ai
rangements of their works unles
prior authority is procured.
STRASSKA LABORATORIES, Lo
Angeles (Dr. Strasska's toothpaste
through Hixson-O'Donnell. Inc
Los Angeles agency, Jan. 25 place
its Rajput transcriptions on KG!
San Diego, and KFRO, San Frar
cisco. The sponsor has a simila
program on KNX, Hollywood, on
previous contract.
•
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Note well this important fact in considering
station WTIC. You are reaching a tremendous audience — far larger than you probably

for the country as a whole. High buying
power plus low distribution costs (for the area
is less than 100 miles square) make the WTIC

expect. WTIC's primary coverage area has
a population of 1,580,000. In its secondary
coverage area are an additional 680,000.
(Jansky & Bailey survey figures.)
Nor are the people in the WTIC Communities just ''average1' prospects. One out of three
paid an income tax last year. Per capita savings bank deposits are over 500% greater than

Communities America's No. 1 test market —
a market that consistently justifies intensive
advertising.
Station WTIC offers the one way to reach this
entire market at small cost. Talent is available for the skillful staging of any type of
program.

Full particulars on request.

STATION
50,000 WATTS "J"
. . . owned
TheTFO
Travelers
RD,
| £ byHAR
Broadcasting Service Corporation
NEW YORK OFFICE: 220 East 42nd Street, J. J. Weed, Manager
CHICAGO OFFICE: 203 No. Wabash Avenue, C. C. Weed, Manager
The WTIC Communities
A prosperous population in a compact market
Operated Daily: 7:00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight
Sundays: 9:30 A.M. to Midnight
Member New England and NBC-WEAF Networks
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More Raids on Radio
ALREADY taxed on all sides by every sort of
license fee collector, already paying its just
corporate and other dues to the Federal government, radio broadcasting is now the target for
new tax attacks by the politicians of various
states and of New York City. The basic idea
seems to be that radio is rolling in wealth and
therefore ought to be taxed locally, in some
cases out of all proportion even to levies upon
other industries.
The states and municipalities will have to
leap the barrier of interstate commerce to tax
this instrumentality, for radio has always been
held to operate wholly in interstate commerce.
The greatest challenge lies in New York City's
proposal to define broadcasting as a public
utility, thus being subject to city taxation.
Congress has ^stated that it is not a public
utility, for it is obvious that radio cannot, like
the railroads and the telephones, open its facilities to all comers who have the price to pay regardless of what they have to offer. Radio
could not maintain its present high plane of
public service under such a construction of law.
Very properly the NAB is mustering state
committees to oppose these special measures on
constitutional grounds. Fortunately, none of
the taxes has yet been invoked. Every broadcaster, every broadcast advertiser and every
advertising agency has a stake in this matter ;
additional taxes inevitably will mean higher
rates for broadcast services. The NAB and its
committees deserve every cooperation in their
battles against unreasonable taxation.
Copeland Pot Boiling
THERE are hopeful signs on the food, drugs
and cosmetics legislative frontier. Senator
Copeland, author of the measure which has the
implied endorsement of the administration, has
agreed to modify the bill and already has prepared a new draft. This committee print, the
scope of which is not yet known, will be considered in committee. Despite the announced
intention of Senator Copeland to avoid them,
hearings probably will be held, because of the
vigorous protests of many groups which would
be affected by the proposed drastic legislation.
Just a month ago, when we criticized the
latest version of the Tugwell-Copeland bill ( S.
5) as almost a carbon copy of the legislation
scuttled during the last session because of its
)bnoxious provisions, there were prompt re>ercussions. We were told that a conciliatory,
•ather than a hostile attitude, should have been
aken, particularly since the Advertising FedPage 14

eration of America had endorsed the bill in
principle.
Since then, however, things have happened.
Such organizations as the Association of National Advertisers and American Newspaper
Publishers Association, as well as a host of the
manufacturers' trade associations, have announced openly their opposition to the bill as
written. All of them have demanded hearings.
And, without advance warning, Senator Copeland himself has drafted a revised bill, presumably designed to spike some of the opposition.
We held then, and we maintain now, that S-5
if enacted in its present form will be extremely
dangerous to industries representing literally
billions in investment. Provisions of the bill
are so broad as to make possible actual destruction of legitimate enterprises while aiming at
the questionable fringe. We agree that the
quacks and the charlatans should be driven
from the field, and that they should not be permitted to market their wares in competition
with respectable and honest firms. But we do
not agree that the great majority of legitimate
businesses and their advertising mediums
should be crushed, penalized or even threatened
in the effort to get at the minority.
We cannot side with those trusting groups
who believe that everything will turn out all
right anyway — not after observing the operations of Congress from the sidelines in Washington for many years. Only by militant opposition can the proper sort of legislation be procured. Fortunately, it now appears that a sufficient number of leaders of the industries affected will be active on the Washington front
to thwart any half-baked or overly-dangerous
legislation.
Television
UNLESS and until some "angel" appears with
millions to underwrite an adequate nation-wide
transmitting system, the United States is not
likely to follow Britain's example and introduce
public television this year. Least of all would
the broadcasters want Uncle Sam to furnish
the funds, for that would entail an encroachment of government upon a business and art
whose very nature demands that it be kept completely free from political restraints.
The British project should create no misgivings about our audible broadcasting system —
not yet. Britain, unlike the United States, is
willing this year to try out such television as
it has on the British public, which will pay
$250 to $400 per receiver. Wisely the first tryouts will be confined to London. We ought to

RADIO

BOOK

SHELF

EARLY publication of an up-to-date list of the
leading trade associations in the United States
is planned by the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce of the Department of Commerce. A partial list of this sort, entitled
"Leading Textile Trade Associations and
NRA's 'Textile' Codes," has just been published
by the Bureau and is available free. The last
publication of names and addresses from these
files was the 380-page (85 cents) "Commercial
and Industrial Organizations of the United
States," issued in late 1931, which covered over
2,600 national, interstate; etc., organizations :
3,000 state organizations; and 13,500 local
organizations. More than one-fourth of these
were professional, educational and similar
groups not strictly classifiable as trade associations. It is planned now, according to Claudius
T. Murchison, director of the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce, to Issue a supplement
which will give the names and addresses of only
the regional and national trade associations.
PROCEEDINGS of the Fifth Institute for
Education by Radio, held April 30 to May 2,
1934 by Ohio State University, have just been
published by the university under the title
Education on the Air. The book includes :
"Where Is American Radio Heading," by Levering Tyson ; "A Summary of the Achievements of
Educational Radio," by Judith C. Waller; "Cooperation of Commercial Stations and Educational Organizations, Round-table Discussion,"
led by H. V. Kaltenborn ; "The Use of Radio in
Voluntary Allotment Campaigns," by Morse
Salisbury ; "Needs and Opportunities in Radio
Research," by Herman S. Hettinger; "University
of Wisconsin Studies in Education by Radio,"
by Henry Lee Ewbank.
S. P. B. MAIS, British writer and radio commentator who visited the United States in the
fall of 1933 to broadcast back to England via
Transatlantic relays, has published his impressions of America and Americans, with
appendices on American radio programs, our
vocabulary and our food, in a new book A
Modern Columbus (Rich & Cowan, London, 7 s.
6d.). That was also the title of his broadcast
talks which the book brings together and which
were heard in this country simultaneously. The
whole volume exudes an enthusiasm for the
American scene and the American people — so
much so, reports World-Radio of London, "that
he came in for a considerable amount of criticism especially from people who have never been
know by the end of this year just how efficient
and just how acceptable British television is:
there."
and
then we can begin worrying, for our best
experts say the British have nothing we in
America do not have.
American authorities will do well to watch
the British experiments closely as soon as they
get under way. Indeed, we think an American
delegation of experts should be sent over to
London and Berlin later this year to see what
they really have, just as the British and
Germans sent experts over here to see what we
have accomplished.
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HARRY BUTCHER, Washington
manager of CBS, left Washington Feb.
1 for a week's sojourn in Florida with
Stephen T. Early, secretary to President Roosevelt,
commis ioner of the George
DistrictA.ofAllen,
Columbia,
and Merle Golf
Thorpe,
editor
Nation'sof
Business.
was the
mainof order
business.

GUY CHAFFEE

"GUY EARL is the kind of fellow
that ought to have a recording machine at his elbows, taking transcriptions ofhis ideas ; he loses too
many of them by not getting a
stenographer into his office fast
with that diffienough. But even to
snatch from
culty, we are able
his fast-moving mental barrage
enough ideas and enough stimulus
to keep KNX among the front ranks
of the nation's stations."
There you have an intimate colleague's estimate of Guy Chaffee
HollyEarl, Jr., Itoperator of KNX, e,
wood. is a fair estimat for
everyone who comes into contact
with Guy Earl is immediately impressed by his dynamic personality
and force. His is the genius of
modern American broadcasting ; he
typifies the wide-awake spirit that
has made broadcasting what it is
today.
Guy Earl presents the unusual
spectacle of a publisher who disposed of his newspaper to devote his
time and efforts entirely to radio.
It was while he was publisher and
general manager of the Los Angeles
Evening Express, a property passed
to him from his uncle, a pioneer
Californian, that he started KNX
as a 500-watter. At first regarded
merely as a subsidiary of the newspaper, bolstering its radio pages, the
station gradually absorbed his interest until in 1931, when William
Rr.ndolph Hearst offered to purchase the newspaper, Guy Earl
seized the opportunity. It gave him
more time to devote to radio, by
that time his primary interest.
Guy Earl is blue-eyed, quietmannered except when excited, and
perpetually smiling. He looks
younger than he is ; indeed, he looks
like a strapping college lad just
about to report for football practice.
He was born in Oakland, Calif.,
Jan. 18, 1894, the son of native.
Californians who had played a
prominent part in the early building of the Golden State. One of his
grandfathers came to California
during the gold rush of '49. Another
had trekked across the plains in a
covered wagon in 1850. Guy boasts
of being one of California's few
dyed-in-the-wool native sons.
February
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EARL, Jr.
Attending the public schools of
Oakland, his schoolmates recall
Guy as a studious lad but one who
could shoot paper wads with the
best of them. He entered the University of California in 1912, graduated with a B.A. degree in 1916.
Then for something less than two
years he attended the law school
of Columbia University.
Not many months after we entered the war, Guy joined the Army
Air Corps. He served overseas until 1919, returning a first lieutenant.
Back home, he decided to join his
uncle's newspaper business. In
the Los Angeles Express office he
came into intimate contact with
another war veteran serving in the
advertising department. He was
Naylor Rogers, who had seen real
battle with the Canadian tank
forces in the World War.
The two were drawn together immediately, the older and experienced
Naylor Rogers and the dynamic
youth finding they had much in
common. Together they developed
KNX from 500 to 5,000 watts and
then to 50,000. When young Earl
sold his newspaper, Rogers naturally went with him into KNX. The
teamplay of the two has always
been perfect ; in the office their
ground-gaining tactics have come to
be known as the "Rogers-to-Earl-toRogers
At thispass."
moment KNX is completing its new 515-foot vertical radiator. It will have a potential capacity of 90,000 watts. But that's not
enough for the Earl-Rogers team.
They are already thinking in terms
of 500,000 watts. They have their
minds fixed on rivaling some time
soon the highest power used in
broadcasting.
Quick-on-the-trigger as he is, Guy
Earl is often absent-minded about
little things — notably he forgets his
cigarettes more often than not.
When his staff celebrated his birthday the other day by presenting
him with a giant birthday cake,
they embellished it with 41 upright
cigarettes in lieu of the traditional
candles.
Guy Earl was married Dec. 31,
1927. He and Mrs. Earl have a
5-year-old son, Guy III, who has his
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M. H. AYLES WORTH, NBC president,wood.
left New
YorktheJan.West
24 for
Holly-it
While on
Coast,
was expected he would make a final
decision on new NBC studios in Hollywood, either as an enlargement of the
present quarters on the RKO lot or
larger space in another location.
DAVID HEENAN, publicity manager
of KHJ, Los Angeles, resigned Feb. 1
to become manager of the Pan-Pacific
Press Bureau's San Francisco office.
J. O. MALAND, manager of WHO,
Des Moines, has been elected vice
president of the Central Broadcasting
Co., according
to B. are
J. Palmer,
president. Other officers
D. D. Palmer,
vice president, and William M. Brandon, secretary. Additional members of
the board are M. H. Palmer; Paul
Loyet, technical supervisor; Ralph M.
Evans, and Victor Martin, business
manager
Democrat. of the Davenport (Iowa)
CLARENCE VORIS, of the sales staff
of KGW-KEX, Portland, Ore., has
whiskey.
been named sales manager for UDL
STANLEY W. BARNETT, commercial
manager of WBAL, Baltimore, recently purchased by Hearst Radio, Inc.,
has resigned, effective Feb. 24. Mr.
Barnett has been with WBAL since
its inception 10 years ago, having formerly been manager of WOC, Davenport,
PAUL la.FREDERICK, formerly with
WXYZ and the Michigan Network,
has been appointed sales manager of
WJIM, Lansing, Mich., according to
Harold Gross, manager. John C.
Drummond and Harold Raub have
joined the WJIM commercial staff.
Mr. and Mrs. Gross left Jan. 28 on a
West Indies cruise.
AL ROSE, in charge of publicity and
advertising promotion at WOR, Newark, has resigned. He has been succeeded by Wylie B. Kinney.
W. K.dentBOYCE,
CBS sales
viceinpresiin New York,
arrived
Los
Angeles late in January on a combined
business-pleasure trip. George McGarrett, CBS program director on the
coast with headquarters at KHJ, Los
Angeles, returned to New York Feb. 1
to be assistant head of the commercial
department. He was succeeded in Los
Angeles by Arthur Snyder, formerly
with the CBS New York office.
ARTHUR CHURCH, manager of
KMBC, Kansas City; Ed. Fellers,
advertising manager of the Mantle
Lamp Co.,
Chicago,
and Cliff Sleininger,
of Free
& Sleininger,
Inc.,
station representatives, will spend the
last half of February on the golf
courses of Florida.
EMMONS C. CARLSON, sales promotion manager of the NBC Central Division, addressed the Advertising Club
of Omaha Jan. 29 on "Radio Broadcast
Advertising."
C. WHITNEY SHEELY, production
manager the past year of Radio
Release, Ltd., Hollywood transcription
firm,
30 was appointed manager
of
the Jan.
company.
own radio in his bedroom so that,
as his dad says, he can "tune out
KNX" any time he wishes. Guy
Earl's three hobbies — he calls them
his vices — are yachting, golf, and
bridge.

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

LOWELL BLANCHARD, formerly
with KYW, Chicago; Russ Hodges,
from WCKY, Covington, Ky.; Robert
Longwell of WGBF, Evansville, Ind.,
and Reynold McKewn, vocalist, have
joined the anouncing staff of WIND,
Gary, Ind.
DAVE STERN, formerly program
director of WTEL, Philadelphia, has
taken over the post of continuity manager of WTAR, Norfolk, Va.
JOHN CANADY, announcer at KFI,
Los Angeles, is the father of a boy
born Jan. 30.
JAMES KENDRICK, formerly with
KFRC, San Francisco, has joined the
announcing staff of KRKD, Los
Angeles.
RICHARD BURRIS, of KSO, Des
Moines, has joined KFYR, Bismarck,
N. D., as chief announcer.
WESTON
EDWARDS
BUTT, S.formerly with WSPA,
Spartanburg,
C,
and 'beforemington,that
with
WRAM,
WilN. C, has joined WBT,
Charlotte, N. C, as announcer, continuity writer and pianist.
VINCENTnouncer in San
PELLETIER,
anFrancisco, NBC
and Mrs.
Pelletier are the parents of a daughter,
Cheri McKay, whom they have named
after
the NBC Merry Macs songstress
in
Chicago.
MARY MONTGOMERY,
of the accountingJan.
department
was married
26 ofto WLS,
Larry Chicago,
(Duke)
Wellington
of "The
Westerners",
the
ceremony being
performed
immediately
after the National Bam Dance program that night.
JOHNNY SHEA, for many years
"juniordepartment
press representative"
in the
press
of NBC. is making
good as an actor over CBS. He is
heard regularly on Booby Benson, True
Story and other CBS features.
CONGO BARTLETT returned to
KFAC, Los Angeles, Jan. 28 after a
year's absence from the air. He will
again
Voiceof ofadventure
Africa"
as
an produce
evening "The
program
for children.
J. M. COOPERSMITH, Harvard
graduate who has just returned from
a research fellowship in musical history in Europe, has joined KHJ, Los
Angeles, as music librarian.
JOHN CONRAD, formerly with
WIBW, Topeka,
has joined
the announcing staff of KWK,
St. Louis.
RUSS JOHNSON, free lance announcer and script
writer
for Radio
Transcription Co., of
America,
Hollywood,
is author
Bedlam,
a behind-thescenes
novelofwith
a radio
theme.
DON ALLEN, announcer at KFWB,
Hollywood, has been named assistant
production manager.
CAROLL CARROLL BECHTEL,
announcer at WTEL, Philadelphia,
was married Jan. 28 to Miss Ruth
Whartenby.
FRANCES CLARK, of the NBC Chicago press department, and R. Wells
Simmons, of the Aluminum Co. of
America,
have announced their engagement.
VIRJEAN RICHEY has resigned her
position as head of the NBC Chicago
hostess staff to become the bride of
Burton Mudge. Jr., salesman for the
Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co., on
Feb. 28. Hostess Anne Courtney succeeds Miss Richey as head of the staff.
JILL EDWARDS, educational director of WAAF, Chicago, has been
appointed midwest regional chairman
of radio for the National Leagues of
American Pen Women.
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LEWIS REID, for the last five years
program director of WOR, Newark,
has joined WMCA, New York, as proaccording to an angram director,
nouncement by Donald Flamm. president. Mr. Reid first was with WJZ,
New192S
York,
in radio's
days, and
in
joined
WOR asearly
an announcer
and continuity writer.
RALPH BRYAN, after eight months
of KGMB. Honomanager and
production
lulu, has resigned
has returned
to San Francisco. Prior to going to
Honolulu he was announcer ai KQV ,
San Jose, Cal.
EDDIE DEIN, formerly Hollywood
script writer, has joined the continucisco.ity department of KFRC, San FranHOWARD WAY has resigned from
the production staff of KJBS, San
Francisco, to write continuity in Holaccount exlywood.for Calvin
Northern California
the Littlefield,
ecutive
Broadcasting System, San Francisco,
local reprebecomemagazine.
resigned Feb.
sentative for al,.to
national
EARL RODELL. announcer at KNOW.
Austin, Texas, has been switched by
SBS network to KTAT. Fort Worth.
Jack McGrew of Austin replaces him.
Frank Stewart, formerly at KTAT.
at \\ ACO, SBS stanow tionannouncing
in Waco, replaces
Jesse Milburn.
shifted to KRLD, Dallas.
J AMES CASPER. formerly with
KRMD. Shrevepoit. La., and WHEF,
Kosciusko, Miss., has joined KMLB,
Monroe, La., as operator and announcer.

A

MICROPHONE

THAT

MOVES

Automatic Boom Permits the Control Room Engineer
To Adjust Its Position at Will
By DRAMIN D. JONES
judgment, it will enable him to
Chief Engineer, WAAT,
actually "feel"
program
under observation, thus the
making
the problem
of
Jersey City
securing the most effective balance
greatly simplified.
A RECENT development, the autocan be used very successfully
matic microphone boom, soon to be for4. It
television purposes, where the
released in manufactured form for microphone
must be kept from the
broadcast, television, and sound
"field of vision."
studio installations, will provide
5. It permits co-ordination of botli
the acoustic as well as the electrical
studios so equipped with the ultimate in microphone flexibility, and
phases of
a transmission,
ization in the
control room. by centralabsolute continuous control over the
How It Works
position of the microphone during
its entire period of operation. MoveLET
US
ASSUME a studio is
ment of the microphone is governed
accurately by means of six push
equipped
the "Auto-Boom,"
programwith
supervisor,
production
buttons mounted in a suitable con- and
trol panel, and placed convenient to man, or control engineer decides
that for optimum results the microthe control engineer.
phone should be shifted to another
Up to the present time, the control engineer has been able to point. Instantly the proper push
modify, control or adjust only the button is depressed, and the microphone proceeds smoothly and quietly
electrical phase of a given broadto this new position. The transicast. Should any change or correction is effected without delay,
tion of pickup be required, a studio
without sending anyone into the
aitendant or production man usually

EQUIPMENT
THE remote control division of
WCAU, Philadelphia, has been completely equipped with high-fidelity AC
amplifiers and inductor microphones.
New RCA speech input equipment and
system have been installed
amplifying
in
the auditorium studio control room.
CORK INSULATION Co. Inc., New
York, has introduced Corinco cork tile
for flooring and wall covering.
CHML, Hamilton, Ont., recently
oought by Senator Hardy of Ottawa
for his son, is understood to be buying
a new Marconi transmitter, new microphones and new control panel. A new
studio is planned.
A NEW remote control studio was
installed by WTOC, Savannah, Ga., in
the Hotel Savannah Feb. 2. The station's main studios and control facilities continue to be atop the Hotel
DeSoto.

Two

5000-watt

Stations

Being Erected in Cuba
TWO NEW 5,000-watt stations are
reported to be under construction in
Havana, according to diplomatic
dispatches to the State Department
from Jefferson Caffery, American
Ambassador to Cuba. Miguel Garbriel Juri, now operating CMQ with
500 watts on 840 kc., and Manuel
D. Autran, operating CMCY with
1,000 watts on 1100 kc, are the
builders. It is also reported that
LaVoz del Aire, 25 y G, Vedado,
Havana, operating CMCD with 180
watts on 960 kc, is negotiating for
the purchase of a 5,000-watt transmitter from the United States.
Twenty-nine Havana stations have
been assigned new frequencies
under a Communications Department Resolution published in Cuba's
Official Gazette Dec. 28. The resolution also prohibits the establishment of new stations or enlargement
of existing ones until Cuba's pending new radio law is put into effect.
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IN THE
CONTROL
ROO
JAMES M. CHAPPLE. in charge o
the Los Angeles inspection office of
FCC, who was to have been tramferred to the San Francisco headquarters Feb. 1. received cancellation of
orders at the last moment and went
instead to Honolulu to establish an'
FCC office. Bernard H. Linden, for-"
merly San Francisco chief inspector
took Mr. Chappie's place in LoAngeles.
J. J. BELOUNGY, former chief en
gineer for WPG, Atlantic City, and a
veteran radio technician, has joineo
MBT. Charlotte, N. C, as chief en
gineer. He replaced Paul Rosekrans
who resigned. Before serving WPG
for a year as chief engineer, Mr. Be
loungy was with the Amalgamated
Network, had engaged in consulting
work, and was with WEAF for eight
O. B. HANSON, NBC chief engineer
years.
told the radio audience how grand
opera is broadcast direct from tht
stage of the Metropolitan Opera House
in a microphone talk between acts at
the presentation of Die Walkure Feb
2. Hanson planned and supervised
the opera house installation.
GEORGE MAHER, studio engineer,
XBC, San Francisco, and Mis. Mailer, are the parents of a boy, Michele
.Maher, born Jan. 22.
J. S. HILL, of the technical staff of
WHK. Cleveland, Jias been elected
1935 land
secretary-treasurer
of the
section of the Institute
of CleveRadio
Engineers.
LUVERNE E. SHATTO has resigned
as engineer-announcer at KFJI, Klamath Falls, Ore., after 11 years with
tlic station.
ROBERT BROOK, former chief engineer at KFSD, San Diego, has joined
the technical staff of NBC, Hollywood.
VERNE TASCHNER, formerly with
KFAC-KF YD, Los Angeles, has joined
wood.
the technical staff of KMTR, HollyJOHN HEMLEY, plant operator at
WFAA,in January.
Dallas, is the father of a girl
born

must move the microphone by hand.
This entails interphone conversations between studio and control
room, or in small studio installations, the control engineer generally
relys upon gesticulation of the
hands to get his orders across.
By neerthis
may : device the control engi1. Raise, or lower, the microphone.
2. Change the position of the pickup
during the course of a broadcast and
move same to any other desirable
3. Move pickup further away or
point.
closer to sound source.
4. Determine the most satisfactory
and advantageous point of pickup
during rehearsals, and at the outset of
nonrehearsed programs.
Produce "physical
by 5.mechanical
means. fading" effects
6. Create unusual sound effects.
Still more, it has these advantages :
1. No person will be required to
move the microphone during the
course of a program, its supervision
being held under push button control
by
the studio engineer in the control
booth.
2. Program critics, supervisors, or
musical directors may, in collaboration with the control engineer, make
changes or last-minute corrections to
suit themselves, instantly, positively,
automatically.
3. In the smaller stations, where the
control engineer must rely on his own

studio, and without disturbing the
electrical balance of the microphone
or interfering with the performers.
A movement of but one inch or
several feet may be required in
either the vertical, lateral, or radial plane, all of which is within
the scope of this new device. The
basic mechanism housed entirely
within thebodiment ofturret
"B" there
is the
simplicity
are emno
tricky "gadgets,"
and what
little
maintenance
is required
can easily
be handled by regular staff engineers.
The "Auto-Boom" in its manufactured form may be installed in
any type studio, the only essential
difference between installations being in the length of the section
marked "A" in the drawing, the
turret
"B" being the same
in
each assembly
case.
The exterior appearance of the
complete system lends itself readily
to decorative treatment, and will
probably be supplied in chromiumblack or chromium-gray combinations, as well as in other less pretentious finishes. Studios using a
good high-fidelity microphone suspended from a boom of this type,
will find themselves particularly
well equipped to handle the more
complex broadcasts of today.
BROADCASTING

ERNEST JEFFERSON, studio engineer at the NBC plant department,
San Francisco, is the father of a girl
born Dec 28. Michel Maher, of the
same department, is the father of a
boy born Jan. 22.
HARRY L. BIXBEE, JR., engineerannouncer of WCAE, Pittsburgh, has
just been
appointed
engineering
supervisor of local
and studio
broadcasts
and pickups.
HUNTER REYNOLDS of the NBC
Chicago engineering staff, has written
a lullaby Tired Eyes presented over
the network Jan. 28 on the Carnation
program.
GERRY DE YLIEG, NBC Chicago
field engineer, and Alice Bergland
were married recently.
HOWARD WHEELER is captain of
the bowling team of the control room
staff of WGY, Schenectady, which is
competing with teams from announcing and commercial departments.
H. S. GOULD, of WMBC, Detroit, has
been elected 1935 vice chairman of the
Detroit section of the Institute of
Radio Engineers.
AAAA Meets in April
THE 18th annual meeting of the
American Association of Advertis
ing Agencies will be held April 1]
and 12. at The Greenbrier, White
Sulphur Springs. W. Va. Tht
executive board will hold its regu
lar quarterly session at the same
place April 10.
•
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1 BECAUSE it could not clear time,
j KSD. St. Louis Post-Dispatch station,
could not carry the local amateur boxin<2: tournament which the newspaper
was sponsoring. Accordingly, George
Burbach, advertising manager of the
Post-Dispatch in charge of KSD, consented to a two-hour broadcast of the
bouts by KWK, rival local station,
with John Harrington at the mike.
TWO announcers for news bulletins
were tried Feb. 1 by KNX, Hollywood,
one bulletin
for the itself.
"heads" and another for
the
THE ROMANCE OF FURS is being
presented over WEBC, Duluth, by
Master Furriers, Duluth. School superintendents were notified of the educational interest in the program and they
in turn informed teachers through
bulletins. WEBC is considering the
idea of sending a weekly bulletin of
educational radio offerings to school
officials and teachers.
WOR, Newark, is giving the public a
chance to speak over the air in a series
to start Feb. 3. Each week eight
letters from the mailbag will be
selected and the writers invited to talk
three minues about their pet peeves.
FINANCIAL NEWS AND VIEWS,
a weekly series over WHO, Des
Moines, is the first radio program to
be built by a financial publication.
Produced under the auspices of De
Puy Publications and broadcast each
Saturday from 6:30 to 6:45 p.m..
Financial News and Views is presented
to promote good will between the
public and the banking fraternity.
WITH lightning speed. WDBO. Orlando, Fla., aired a pitched battle between
Federal officers and gangsters at Oklawaha. Fla.. the program being arranged within a few minutes. It was
piped to CBS.
SKYLINES is the title of one of the
many new features started on WCFL.
Chicago, by Colby N. Harriman. new
program and production manager. It
is conducted by John Metcalfe and
takes the form of an open letter to
President Roosevelt. A number of
amateur programs have been removed
from WCFL and replaced by NBC sustaining features.
NEW GOVERNORS of Texas and Oklahoma went on the air over stations
of the Southwest Broadcasting System.
Gov.
W. Marland's
was
heardE. over
KOMA, inauguration
Oklahoma City,
and Gov. James Allred, of Texas, made
several appearances over a ten-station
SBS hookup, originating in KNOW,
Austin, Texas. The Texas Governor
plans a series of Rooseveltian "fireside
talks" via SBS.
TAKING the audience behind the
scenes in a radio station was the novel
feature aired recently by WJAY,
Cleveland. Morey Davidson, program
director, carried a microphone from
office to office for interviews with the
WJAY staff at work.
A RADIO auction was launched over
KGFJ, Los Angeles, the last of January under the direction of Harry
Styles, acting as radio broker and master of ceremonies. The sponsor, W. E.
Phelps, is the originator of what is
known in the southwest as the Phelps
Plan, a cooperative venture among independent merchants. When customers
make a cash purchase, a similar amount
is given them in Phelp's "Prosperity
Money." Listeners who have the
Phelps script hear the daily program
and phone in their bids while the program is on the air. The article is then
"knocked
to the paper
highestmoney.
bidder
in terms ofdown"
the Phelps
A SINGING MOUSE is featured in
the Musical Alarm Clock of WSPD.
Toledo. The performer, of the field
variety, makes sounds strangely similar
to those of a trained canary.
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"SING IT YOURSELF" titles a new
weekly evening half hour on KNX,
Hollywood, with Wilbur Hatch, music
director, at the baton. The home
audience is to join in singing the
various and sundry tunes. Numbers
are payed once for tenors and sopranos and again for the baritones and
contraltos.
AUSTRALASIAN distributors of
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(Rinso) have taken 104 of the "Pinto
Pete and His Ranch Boys" series,
produced by Radio Transcription Co.,
of America, through A. E. Bennett.
Sydney, agent for Transco. The
sponsors are using Pinto Pete badges,
card signs and other merchandising
aids, as well as supplementary media.
"PARADE OF NATIONS" is the title
of a unique program on KYA, San
Francisco. Various racial groups are
given the opportunity to present programs dedicated to their countrymen.
Produced by Harry Rogers, each broadcast introduces the consul as master-ofceremonies.
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A FEATURE of the new San Francisco studios of KROW, Oakland, is
the
"audition
studio,"
being ofmade
ready for advertisers
and others
the
advertising profession, who desire to
audition prospective programs. The
service will be available whether or
not KROW is to be included in the
schedule,
stated. H. P. Drey, general manager,
TWO radio displays easily featured the
impressive
three-'day advertising
exhibit of Philadelphia's
Poor Richard
Club which
preceded
the
club's
30th
annual dinner Jan. 17. Cox and Tanz.
station representatives, had prepared
an outstanding display which intronew thestation.
WFIL. duced
NBC Philadelphia's
had provided
other
attractive display which helped to
make the visitors "air-minded" as regards advertising.
THE FINALS in the WBBM. Chicago, radio amateur contest, in which
more than 2300 aspirants for radio
stardom are entered, are now in progress. The judges are Ben Paley. Howard Neumiller and Dr. Gxistav Ronfort
of the Chicago CBS staff, who hear the
•contestants without seeing them, so
that their judgment may be based only
on what goes over the air. The winner will receive a 13-week contract to
sing over WBBM. at $100 a week.
KECA. Los Angeles, finds that it is
meeting favorable response to its programslisteners,
catering even
to serious
and studious
when scheduled
against competing popular programs.
Educational features and classical
music feature these programs and the
response ticated"
cameclassesboth
"sophisand from
fromthefans
who
were "for the first time discovering
the power and appeal of the classics."
IN ITS FIRST few months of operation, WJIM, Lansing. Mich., has
staged a large number of stunt programs the
including
description
of abycir-a
cus from
biga tent,
sponsored
local firm. Among others were sports
events and the hotel tragedy Dec. 11
in which 32 lost their lives. More
than 100 families received Christmas
donations as the result of a series of
charity moniesprograms.
Inaugural cereof Governor Fitzgerald
were
broadcast Jan. 1 and keyed to the
Michigan Network.
SPONSORS are watching progress of
the Everybody Sing program on KEX.
Portland, Ore., a 30-minute feature.
Crowds are overflowing the studio and
the plants used in the first program
were omitted thereafter when the visitors did so much singing themselves.
SOUNDLESS pistons and pedals are
built into the new NBC studio organ
at Radio City and William Meader.
organist, has developed a new organ
technique
the "noiseless"
instrument, sincefororganists
learn to depend
on mechanical noises.

Roosevelt's Birthday
Fight Infantile Paralysis,

January
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Of all the radio and screen stars, name orchestras and stage headliners appearing at Chicago's party celebrating the President's birthday
the only feature mentioned by name in the advance publicity prepared by the Birthday Parity
Committee was the WLS BARN DANCE.
This is appreciated indication of the recognition Chicagoans — in common with other midwest listeners — accord WLS; of the popularity
of WLS artists and their ability to draw — and
entertain — cr o wd s .
6,425 cardboard placards as reproduced above were displayed in street cars, elevated trains and motor coaches
throughout Chicago and suburbs.
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The

Business

of

Broadcasting

Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives; Notes from the Stations
STATION ACCOUNTS
sp —t— studio
programs
transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WLS, Chicago
Standard Milling Co., New York
(flour), 39 sa, thru Benton & Bowles
Inc., N. Y.
Blue Moon Cheese Products, Inc., Minneapolis (cheese), 6 weekly sa, thru
Mitchell Advertising Agency, Minneapolis.
Campbell Cereal Co., Nortkfield, Minn.
(Malt-O-Meal), 6 weekly sa, thru
Mitchell-Faust Advertising Co., Chicago.
Hansen's Chr. Laboratory, Inc., Little
Falls, N. Y. (Junket), 6 weekly sa,
thru Mitchell-Faust Advertising Co.,
Chicago.
Airy Fairy Foods Inc., Minneapolis
(cake flour), 6 weekly sa, thru
Mitchell-Faust Advertising Co., Chicago.
AlAmerican Gas Machine Co. Inc., ok
bert Lea, Minn. (Kitchenko
48 sa, thru Grove Advertisstoves),
ing Agency, St. Paul.
Bernard Perfumers, St. Louis, 39 sa,
thru Hilmer V. Swenson Co., St.
Louis.
Corn Belt Hatchery, Gibson City, 111.,
thru Campbell-Sanford Adver39 sa, tising
Agency, Cleveland.
Earl Ferris Nursery, Hampton, la., 13
sp, thru Lessing Advertising Co. Inc.,
Des Moines.
Foley & Co., Chicago (Honey and Tar
78 sa, thru FrankelCompound),
Rose
Co., Chicago.
Jung Seed Co., Randolph, Wis., 8 sp
and 21 so, thru Frizzell Advertising
Agency, Minneapolis.
Justrite Co., Milwaukee (pet foods),
13 sp, thru Gustave Marx Advertising Agency, Milwaukee.
Lancaster County Seed Co., Paradise,
Pa., 13 t, thru C. F. Kern Advertising Agency, Philadelphia.
Lite Soap Co., Aurora, 111., 156 sa,
thru Schwimmer and Scott, Chicago.
McConnon & Co., Winona, Minn, (remedies), 12 sa, thru McCord Co., Minneapolis.
Scott & Bowne Inc., Bloomfield, N. J.
(Scott'sandEmulsion),
19 N.
ta, Y.thru Marschalk
Pratt Inc.,
Stanco Inc., New York (Nujol), 52 t,
thru McCann-Erickson Inc., N. Y.
Universal Battery Co., Chicago, 6 sa,
thru Aubrey, Moore and Wallace,
Inc., Chicago.
Smith Brothers, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
(coughTardier
drops),& Sheldon
36 sa, thru
Hornman,
Inc., N.
Y.
Murphy Products Co., Burlington. Wis.
(fodder), 13 sp, thru Wade Advertising Agency, Chicago.

KOL, Seattle
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. (Pinex),
200 ta, thru R. M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago.
Chrysler Sales Corp., Detroit (automobiles), 8 sa, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Star Brewery Co., Vancouver, Wash.
(Hop Gold beer), 26 t, thru William
L. Norwell Advertising Agency,
Portland, Ore.
Bond Electric Corp., Jersey City
(flashlights), daily t, thru 0. S.
Tyson & Co. Inc., N. Y.
B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, 0. (rubber
products), 54 sa, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Studebaker Sales Corp. of America,
South Bend, Ind. (automobiles), 13
sa, thru Roche. Williams & Cunnyngham Inc., Chicago.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, daily
sa, thru Biow Co., N. Y.
Moonglow Cosmetics Co. Ltd., Hollywood 2 sa, thru Emil Brisacher &
Staff, Los Angeles.
Dr. Miles Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart,
Ind. (Alka Seltzer), 3 weekly t, thru
Wade Advertsiing Agency, Chicago.
Union Oil Co. of Los Angeles, 21 sa,
thru Lord & Thomas, Los Angeles.
WHEC, Rochester, N. Y.
Planters Edible Oil Co., Suffolk, Va.
(mayonnaise), weekly sp, thru
Badger & Browning & Hersey Inc.,
N. Y.
1-0 Products Co. Inc., New York (1-0
Tabs), weekly sp, thru Stewart,
Hanford & Frohman Inc., N. Y.
Curtiss Candy Co., Chicago (candy
bars), 3 daily sa, thru McJunkin
Advertising Co., Chicago.
KHJ, Los Angeles
Stanco Inc., New York (Nujol), 2
weekly t, thru McCann-Erickson Inc.,
N. Y.
Central Shoe Co., St. Louis (Robin
Hood shoes), 2 weekly t, thru Jimm
Daugherty Inc., St. Louis.
Scott & Bowne Inc., Bloomfield, N. J.
(Scott's Emulsion), 5 weekly t, direct.
WABC, New York
Oakite Products Inc., N. Y. (cleaner),
2 weekly
sp, thru Calkins & Holden,
N.
Y.

WSPD, Toledo, O.
Glessner Co., Findlay, 0. (remedies),
3 sa, thru United States Advertising
Corp., Toledo.
Shell Petroleum Corp., St. Louis, 8
sa, thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N. Y.
Dr. Miles Laboratories Inc.. Elkhart.
Ind. (Alka-Seltzer) , 3 weekly t, thru
Wade Advertising Agency, Chicago.
Roney Plaza Hotel, Miami, Fla.. 3
weekly sa, thru Rose-Martin Inc.
N. Y.
Miami Biltmore Hotel, Miami, Fla., 3
weekly sa, thru Rose-Martin Inc.,
N. Y.
Standard Oil Co. of Ohio, Cleveland,
15 sa, thru McCann-Erickson Inc.,
N. Y.
Clark Brothers Chewing Gum Co.,
Pittsburgh (Teaberry gum), 6
weekly ta, thru Edward M. Powers
Co., Pittsburgh.
E. L. Knowles Inc., Springfield, Mass.
(Rubine),
7 weeklyCo.,
sa, Springfield.
thru DeForest
Merchandising
Kosto Co., Chicago (dessert), 3
weekly sa, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., Chicago.
Smith Brothers, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
(cough drops), 5 weekly sa, thru
Hommann, Tardier & Sheldon Inc.,
N. Y.
I 'T
Proctor
& Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Dreft), 5 weekly ta, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons Co. Inc., Chicago.
Booth Fisheries Co., Chicago, 2 weekly
sa, thru Carroll Dean Murphy Inc.,
Chicago.
WGN, Chicago
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago (remedy),
39 sp,
thru
First United Broadcasters Inc.,
Chicago.
Chocolate Products Co., Chicago (chocolate syrup), 3 weekly sp, thru J. L.
Sugden Advertising Co., Chicago.
Phillips Petroleum Co., Bartlesville,
Okla.bert &(gasoline).
Feasley Inc.,21N.sp,Y. thru LamOlsen Rug Co., Chicago (rebuilt rugs),
6 sp, direct.
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.
Emerson Drug Co., Baltimore (Bromo
Seltzer),Inc.,daily
Mathes
N. Y. ta, thru J. M.
Clark Brothers Chewing Gum Co.,
Pittsburgh (Teaberry gum), daily
tai, thru Edward M. Powers Co.,
Pittsburgh.

WGY, Schenectady
William S. Scull Co., Camden, N. J.
(Bosco), 2 weeklv sp, thru Kenyon
& Eckhardt Inc., N. Y.
Clark Brothers Chewing Gum Co.,
Pittsburgh (Teaberry gum), 6
weeklv ta, thru Edward M. Power
Co., Pittsburgh.
Crazy
Mineral
Wells,Water
Tex. Crystals
(mineral Co.,
crystals)
, 3
weeklv sp, thru Luckev Bowman
Inc., N. Y.
Federal Enameling & Stamping Co.,
Pittsburgh (kitehenware). weekly t,
thru Albert P. Hill Co.. Pittsburgh.
Kester Solder Co., Chicago. 5 weekly
sa,
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace
Inc..thru
Chicago.
E. L. Knowles Inc.. Springfield. Mass.
(Rubine),
7 weeklyCo.,
sa, Springfield.
thru DeForest
Merchandising
Benjamin Moore & Co., New York
(paint) . weekly sp, direct.
Niagara Hudson Power Corp., New
York.ton,3 Durstine
weekly& t,
thru Inc.,
Batten.
BarOsborn
N. Y.
Olson Rug Co., Chicago, 6 weekly sa,
cago. Philip O. Palmer & Co.. Chithru
Standard Milling Co., New York
(flour), Inc.,
2 weekly
Bowles
N. Y.sp, thru Benton &

Stanco Inc., New York (Cream of Nujol), 2 weekly
Erickson
Inc., N. sp,
Y. thru McCannPiso Co.. Warren, Pa. (cough syrup).
3 weekly vertising
sp, thru
Stack-Goble AdAgency, Chicago.
Illinois Meat Co., Chicago (corn beef
hash) , 5 weekly
sp, thru NeisserMeyerhoff
Inc., Chicago.
Pure Milk Dairy Products Co.. Chicago (Golden Rich Cheese) , 3
weekly sa, thru Carroll Dean Murphy Inc., Chicago.
John Morrell
& Co.. Ottumwa. Iowa
(Red Heart dog food), weekly sp,
thru
Henri,
Hurst
& McDonald Inc.,
Chicago.

WJJD, Chicago
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J. dene
G. Dodson
Corp., 5 Atlanta
'Mento& Kornpo),
weekly sa,
thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Raladam Co., Detroit (Marmola), 4
weekly
H. W. Kastor &
Sons Co. ta,
Inc.,thru
Chicago.
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago (remedies), 3weeklyInc..t, thru
First United
Broadcasters
Chicago.
Sterling Casualty Insurance Co., Chicago, 6weekly Inc.,
sa, thru
First United
Broadcasters
Chicago.
Olson Rug Co., Chicago, 6 weekly sa,
thru Philip O. Palmer & Co., Chicago.
Montgomery Ward & Co., Chicago
(furs), 6Chicago.
weekly sa, thru Lord &
Thomas,
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, Iowa
(seeds), 6 weekly /, direct.
Armand Co., Des Moines, Iowa (cosmetics), 6weekly sa, thru N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
Carey Salt Co., Hutchinson, Kan.
(Medisalt toothpaste), 6 weekly ta,
^
thru
Ruthrauff
RyanYork
Inc., (Vapex),
N. Y.
E. Fougera
& Co., &New
3 weekly ta, thru Small, Klepner &
Seiffer Inc.. N. Y.
Nyal Co., Detroit (remedies), 3
weekly
green & ta,
Finnthru
Inc.,Reincke-Ellis-YounChicago.
Mantle Lamp Co. of America, Chicago
(Aladdin lamps). 2 weekly sp, thru
Philip 0. Palmer & Co., Chicago.
John Morrel & Co., Ottumwa. Iowa
(Red Hart dog food). 2 weekly sp,
thru
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc.,
Chicago.

WOR, Newark
Grove Laboratories, Inc., St. Louis
(Bromo Quinine), 5 weekly sp, thru
Stack-Goble
Advertising Agency.
N.
Y.

KDKA, Pittsburgh
Clark Brothers Chewing Gum Co.,
Pittsburgh
(Teaberry
gum) 4
■ weekly ta, thru Edward M. Power
. Co., Pittsburgh.
& Co.. Chicago
Tar
1'.Fo\ey
Compound),
7 weekly (Honey
sa, thru &FranI kel-Rose Co., Chicago.
.Federal Enameling & Stamping Co.,
Pittsburgh (kitehenware) . weekly t,
I thru Albert P. Hill Co., Pittsburgh.
Alaska Pacific Salmon Corp., Seattle
(canned salmon), weekly sp, thru J.
| William Sheets. Seattle.
Z'urtiss
bars), Candy
daily sa,Co..
thruChicago
McJunkin(candy
Advertising Co., Chicago.
rhos. J. Lipton Inc., Hoboken, N. J.
(tea), 13 daily sa, thru Frank A.
Presbrey Co., N. Y.

WFAA-WBAP, Dallas
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn. (remedies), 3 weekly
tanooga.
ta, thru Nelson Chesman & Co., Chat-

Cartoonist Reed for the Register & Tribune Syndicate
"Would you mind tuning in WWJ, the President is giving one of Ms
fireside chats!"
BROADCASTING

WBBM, Chicago
United Remedies Corp., Chicago (Peruna) , Inc..
6 weekly
Seehof
Chicago.sp, thru HeathStanco Inc.. New York, (Nujol), 39 t,
thru McCann-Erickson Inc., N. Y.

•
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'NETWORK ACCOUNTS
[All times EST unless Indicated]
i
jGEXERAL HOUSEHOLD UTILI1TIES Co., Chicago (Grunow refrigeraItors) on Feb. 23 starts Minneapolis
; Symphony and Mrs. Anne Campbell on
143 CBS stations, keyed from WCCO,
{Saturdays, 10-10:30 pjn. Agency:
.Hays MacFarland &, Co. Inc., Chicago.
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York (Chase & Sanborn Tender Leaf
Tea) on April 3 starts "One Man's
Family"' on 57 XBC-WEAF stations,
Wednesdays, S-8:30 pjn. Agency: J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
EXOZ CHEMICAL Co., Chicago (insecticides) on March 7 starts "Wooley
the Moth'' on 18 XBC-WJZ stations,
Thursdays, 5:15-5:30 pjn., with repeat
at 6:15. Agency: Mc-Junkin Advertising Co., Chicago.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York (Half and Half smoking tobacco )
on Feb.
7 started
Trails,"
west Mounted
Police"Red
serial,
on 18 NorthNBCWJZ stations, Thursdays, 8:30-9 pjn.
Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.
STERLING PRODUCTS Inc., Wheeling, W. Ya. (California Syrup of Figs)
on Feb. 4 started "Dick Tracy" on 22
CBS stations, Mondays thru Thursdays, 5:45-6 pjn. Agency: StaekGoble Advertising Agency, Chicago.
B. T. BABBITT Co., New York
(.Bab-o) on Feb. 17 renews "Little
Miss Bab-o's Surprise Party" on 19
NBC-WEAF stations, Sundays, 1:302 pjn. Agency: Peck Advertising
Agency, N. Y.
WESTERN CLOCK Co., La Salle, 111.
(Big Ben clocks) on March 17 renews
"Big Ben Dream Dramas" on 17 NBCWLAF stations, Sundays, 4:45-5 pjn.
Agency: Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn, N. Y.
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, Mich,
(cereal), on Feb. 4 renewed "Singing
Lady" on 11 NBC-WJZ stations, Mondays thru Fridays, 5:30-5:45 pjn., with
repeat at 6:30-6:45; 6 stations to be
added Feb. 18. Agency: N. W. Ayer
I & Son Inc., Philadelphia.
BETTER SPEECH INSTITUTE OF
AMERICA, Chicago, on Jan. 27
started "Words to the Wise" on 4
XBC-WJZ stations, Sundays, 11:45-12
noon. Agency: Auspitz & Lee.
SPERRY FLOUR Co., San Francisco
(cereals) on Jan. 30 started in "Al
Pearee and His Gang" on 6 NBC-KPO
stations, Wednesdays, 2:45-3 pjn.
Agency: Westco Advertising Agency,
San Francisco.
CONSOLIDATED CIGAR Corp.,
Xew York (Harvester cigars) on
March 4 starts program not yet arranged on 3 MBS stations, Mondays,
Wednesdays, Fridays, 9:30-9:45 p. m.
Agency: Aitkin-Kynett Co., Philadelphia.
M. HOHNER Inc., New York (musical instruments) on Feb. 23 starts
"Carl Freed's Harmonica Band" on 4
MBS stations, Saturdays, 7:45-8 p. m.
Agency: Atherton & Courier Inc.,
X. Y.
TILLAMOCK COUNTY CREAM ASSOCIATION, Tillamock, Ore.
(cheese.) on Jan. 11, started in '"Woman's Magazine of the Air" on 5 NBCKPO stations, Fridays, 10:30-10:50
a. m. p-s.t., Agency: Bostford, Constantine & Gardner, Portland, Ore.
JELL-WELL DESSERT CO. Ltd.,
Los Angeles (gelatine dessert) on Feb.
20 starts in ''Woman's Magazine of
the Air? on 6 NBC-KPO stations,
Wednesdays, 11:10-11:30 am. p.s.t.,
Agency: The Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
CRAZY WATER HOTEL CO., Mineral Wells, Tex. (Crazy Water Crystals) on Feb. 9 started "Crazy Water
House Party,, on 5 Southwest Broadcasting System stations in Texas, Saturdays, 9:30-10:30 p.m. Placed direct.
February
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NBC CHANGES— Proctor & Gamble
Co. on March 31 will move "Gibson
Family"
to 10-11
30 stations:
COTY pjn.
Inc. Sundays
on Feb. on
20
starts Raj" Noble orchestra Wednesstations.days 10:30-11 pjn. on 36 NBC-KPO

Changes

Proposed

In Child

Programs

THE

"nuisance appeal" in commercial programs was condemned
in a speech Jan. 28 before the Palisade (N. J.) Parent-Teacher Association by Prof. Alvin C. Busse of
the Public Speaking Department of
the New York University College
of Arts and Pure Science. Speaking on "Radio Programs for Children," he criticized "bribery" of
children "with fairyland promises
if they will only send in to the sponsor a top, cap, label or box."
To bring about a change in such
programs, he proposed a buyer's
strike through the National ParentTeacher Association. A "turn of
the
by parents
is suggested
lieu dial"
of proposed
Federal
censorshipin
by the U. S. Office of Education.
Program Suggestions
AS TO PROGRAM continuity, Prof.
Busse said :
"It is the minimum task of schools
and parents to feed the immature
mind sufficiently with worldly information that the youngster may keep
at least one jump ahead of tragedy.
If sponsors of radio programs were
to be cooperative in their programs
they would help schools and parents
to acquaint the child with the
phenomena which surrounds us on
this planet — not with imaginary exploits of imaginary people on uninhabitable planets; they would help
children to understand the natu:fl
of community life, the battle against
the insects, the purpose of the
policeman, the fireman, the health
officer, the sanitation officer. They
would help the child to understand
the meaning of constructive efforts
of individuals for example — how Dr.
Park of New York University
largely eliminated diphtheria ; how
the Wright Brothers and others
gave us wings.
"The sponsors of radio programs
for children have the means of
dramatizing such things far more
effectively than they can be done
either in the school or the home.
They can make important actualities come alive and therefore meaningful in the life of the child."
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RETURN

S. S. FOX RADIO PRODUCTIONS
has been established at 5636 Melrose
Ave.,
Los done
Angeles.
Technical
activities
will be
at the
Freeman
Lang
studios. The organization is headed by
S. S. Fox, president of KDYL, Salt
Lake City,
who will
continueMr.
his Salt
Lake
business
interests.
Fox
previously
had
been
in
the
transcripseries.tion field with the Diamond Dramas

TRANSCRIPTIONS
NEWLY decorated studios of the Columbia Phonograph Co. at 952 N.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, were the scene
of a recent gathering of Chicago radio
and agency executives. Girard Ellis,
manager, announced that Columbia now
is backed by the same capital that is
behind American Record and Brunswick Record corporations. Discs now
are being cut for Princess Pat, Detroit
White Lead, Booth Fisheries, Health
Spot Shoes and a number of firms
which
have not yet announced their
radio campaigns.

AMERICAN
RADIO
TRANSCRIPTION AGENCIES
has been
formed at
29 Bligh St., Sydney, Australia, to
purchase and distribute U. S.-made
transcription programs. Miss Grace
Gibson, assistant production manager
and head of the transcription departmanager.ment for 2GB, Sydney, will be

CONGOIN Co., Los Angeles makers of
a health beverage, and sponsors of the
In-Laws on KNX, Hollywood, for a
quarter hour five nights a week, on
Jan. 31 started to transcribe the series
for Eastern distribution. LockwoodShaekelford Co., Los Angeles, handles
the account, with the Freeman Lang
studios producing.
RADIOTONE RECORDING Co.,
Hollywood, has moved to 735 N.
Seward St. for its transcription and
recording business.
STRATOSPHERE MURDER MYSTERY went into
production
in H0II3-wood studios
of Radio
Transcription
Co. of America Jan. 28 with Russ
Johnston, local announcer, as author
of the 13 15-minute episodes.

A CONTRACT for exclusive release
in Australia of all recorded programs
of MacGregor
& Sollie
San David
Francisco, has been
signedInc.,with
Worrall,bourne
general
manager
of
the
MelHerald Broadcasting Co., operating a group of stations in Australia.

LYLE E. WILLEY, Hollywood transcription producer the past five years,
has gone out of business.
FRANK E. GYLES, operating the
Radiotone Recording Studios, Seattle,
on Jan. 30 was appointed sales representatives inWashington. Oregon and
Alaska
wood. for Radio Release, Ltd., Holly-

W. M. ELLSWORTH
Radio Talent and Entertainment
Manager
of many
high forclass
radio artists and acts
available
employment.
Scouts talent for stations and
advertisers.
Can
fill
—
No charge any
for order
services
Suite 1503, Mather Tower, Chicago, III.

A

RADIO will be used with other
media by a joint committee of
growers and shippers of apples in
the State of Washington. A fund of
$75,000 will be used for the promotion campaign which will cover 36
cities. The account is handled by
the Izzard Co., Seattle.

COMPLETE

MERCHANDISING

TO

RADIO
8 Stations
in Michigan'scov-8
largest
eragecities.
of 85% ofPrimary
a territory
with
a population
four million
people. of over
WBCM
Bay City
WFDF
_
Flint
WJIM
Lansing
VV1BM
Jackson
WELL
Battle Creek
WKZO
Kalamazoo
WOOD-WASH Grand Rapids
Key Station Detroit
WXYZ

SERVICE

ALL

THE

m

WHO

BUY

MICHIGAN
NETWORK

Yes — a COMPLETE merchandising service which gets distributors . . . sells merchandise .. . checks credits . . . handles
demonstrations . . . places displays. This
service is a tested, a proved success, and
for almost 2 years has been used by national advertisers to great advantage!
Write or wire for details.
RATES:
$200.00 per quarter hour, evenings.
SI 25.00 per quarter hour, daytime.
MICHIGAN'S GREATEST RADIO BUY!

TO

ADVERTISER
ADVERTISERS

BECAUSE
GREATER

KUNSKY-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING CORPORATION

OF

RETURNS

NBC Affiliate The WPTF Radio Co.,
jMember
NAB
Raleigh, N. C.
I

• BROADCASTING

I

(Oivners and Operators of Station WXYZ)
DETROIT, MICH.
300 Madison Theatre Bldg.
Chicago: WM. G. RAMBEAU,
New York: ROBERT NEWTON,
Manager, 360 N. Michigan Ave.
Manager, 307 E. 44th St.

AND
AGENCIES
REPRESENTATIVES
WALTER N. MAY, for 11 years with
the Walgreen Co., Chicago drug store
chain, which has used radio extensively, in supervision and merchandising capacities, and recently advertising
manager, is inaugurating his own
merchandising counsellor service, with
offices at 110 South Dearborn St., Chicago. He will specialize in the drug
field, working with manufacturers of
drug products, advertising agencies
serving drug and allied accounts and
drug store chains.
EDWARD VOYNOW, manager of the
Chicago office of Edward Petry & Co.,
station representatives, spent two
weeks in New York recently, while
Henry Christal, manager of the Petry
office there, cruised in southern waters.
RANDOLPH HALL, former director
of radio advertising and publicity for
L. Bamberger & Co., Newark department store, has joined the copy staff
of Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., New York
agency.
WALTER BIDDICK & Co. announces
removal of its San Francisco headquarters to larger space in the Rusil
Building.
WARD WHEELOCK, of the J.
Wallis Armstrong Agency, Philadelphia, spent the first part of February
in Los Angeles in connection with the
Campbell Soup Hollywood Hotel program.
LOUIS GLASER Inc., Boston, has
moved to the Statler building in that
city.
CRITCHFIELD & Co., Chicago, has
moved its offices to 612 N. Michigan
Ave.
FRED W. REA ADVERTISING
AGENCY, San Francisco, has moved
from 165 Post St. into larger headquarters at 79 Post St. and has
brought in F. A. Mulvany as account
executive. He was formerly Pacific
Coast district manager of RCA Radiotron Co. and prior to that district
manager of the General Electric Supply Corp.
FAIRFAX M. CONE, who resigned
from the San Francisco offices of Lord
& Thomas last August to join the New
York staff of J. Stirling Getchell Inc.,
returned to his former San Francisco
position as account executive Feb. 1.

J. MALCOLM DEWEES former acexecutive
D'Evelyn has
& Wadsworth, count
Inc.,
SanforFrancisco,
been
appointed Pacific Coast manager for
Kelly, Nason & Roosevelt, Inc., with
headquarters in San Francisco. He
succeeds Frank J. Mannix, resigned.
Offices fortablishedthe
agency late
were last
esin SannewFrancisco
October, with Richard W. Byrne in
charge of production. He was formerly associated with CampbellEwaid Company. Accounts being
handled by the San Francisco office
include the Grace Steamship Line;
Higgins Furniture Mfg. Co.; Raymond
Whitcomb, Inc., (travel bureau) ;
Thomas F. Ryan III, (Pacific Coast
representatives for Waco Aircraft) ;
S. & G. Gump Co., (art goods), and
Gladding McBean & Co.
REDFIELD-COUPE Inc., New York
agency, has changed its name to Redfiekl-Johnstone, Inc., with L. L. Redfield continuing as president and E. F.
Johnstone, with the agency the last
two years, as vice president.
LEONARD JAY FREEMAN has been
placed in charge of the new radio department of Scheck Advertising
Agency,
New
York,
its offices to 565
Fifthwhich
Ave. has moved

JOHN F. MAYER, space buyer and
purchaser of radio time for Street &
Finney. Inc., New York, has been
elected a vice president of that agency.
WILLIAM A. McGUINEAS, of the
sales staff of WGN, Chicago, has been
named head of the station's New York
office.
SMITH & DRUM Inc., Los Angeles
agency,
moved
at
650 S.hasGrand
Ave.to larger quarters
C. MARSHALL
ALBEE,
account executive with
Atleeformer
F. Hunt
Co., Oakland, has opened an agency at
1924 Broadway, in that city.
ROY ALDEN & ASSOCIATES Inc.,
Los Angeles specializing in retail advertising, sales promotion and special
campaign preparation, has opened
offices at 423 Russ Building, San
Francisco. Maurcie H. Hyde, for the
past year vertising
manager
AdBureau of of
the the
San Retail
Francisco
News has been made local manager.
CECIL
WIDDIFIELD
has been
shifted to head of the radio department
of H. W. Kastor & Sons Co. Inc., Chicago and Ben Frost, former radio director, has been moved to the sales department.
PRF3, the 20,000 watt Radio Diffusora
do Sao Paulo, Brazil, has named Conquest Alliance Co. Inc., New York, as
exclusive representatives in the United
States.
jVfy own data is far ROBERT S. HOTZ has resigned his
position
account
on NBC'sof
Chicago assales
staff executive
to take charge
too fragmentary — I'd the
Chicago
radio
department
better telephone Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., effec-of
for . . .
sen. tive March 1, succeeding M. H. PeterFREE
6*
SLEININGER,
INC.
LANG DON CASKIN, Jr., has resigned
RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
as an account executive of Donahue &
SEC PAGE I. RADIO ADVERTISING RATES AND Data
Coe, Inc., New York.
National and Local
Advertisers Know
KVf Results

LEVER BROS. CO., Cambridge, Mass.
(Lifebuoy soap and shaving cream) is
extending its Pick and Put transcription series to KGMB, Honolulu, with
National Export Advertising Service
Inc., placing
the Co.
account
Conquest Alliance
Inc., through
New York.
For Zonite Products Corp., New fork
(antiseptic), Gotham Advertising Co.,
New York,
renewed
through and
National the has
series
on YVlRC
YV2RC, Broadcasting Caracas, Venezuela, long and short-waves.
CONGRESS CIGAR Co., New York
(La ingPalina)
has Advertising
placed its Co.,
advertiswith Gotham
New
York, which also handles the Portina
and Nurica campaigns
Rican-American
Tobacco for
Co. Porto
Congress
American.
Cigar
is a division of Porto Rican-

SOUND-ON-FILM-ON-AIR— Here is
unique equipment for broadcasting
from film track built for KFWB,
Hollywood, by United Research
Laboratories. The station claims it
is the only one in the world so
equipped. Al Jolson, actor and
singer, is looking it over.
RADIO

ADVERTISERS

LA LASINE INTERNATIONAL Inc.,
New York (antiseptic) has started a
test campaign in Washington, D. C,
including radio announcements. J. M.
Mathes Inc., New York, is the agenc-y.
RADIO campaigns have been started,
thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago,
which has just acquired the accounts,
by A. Bishop & Co. Chicago, (furs) ;
Lite Soap Co., Aurora, 111.; Medinah
Club of Chicago; Mills Hospital
Supply Co.; Arthur T. Mcintosh & Co.
(real estate) Aimer Coe & Co. (optical) ; Hollywood Mask Corp. (cosmetics) Spray-Way Washing Machine
Co. Other media also are being used.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
Jersey
City,clothes
is introducing
Kwik-Solv
soap for
and dishes
thru
Benton & Bowles, New York. Test
campaigns are being conducted in
Worcester and Springfield, Mass.;
Wilkes-Barre and Johnstown, Pa.;
Miami, Fla., and Kansas City. CumberFebruary.
land, Md., was to be added during
FRED YEATES, former news assistant at KFI, Los Angeles, and later
operating Radio Public Relations
Bureau, Hollywood, has joined the
H. C. Bernsten Agency, Los Angeles.
He will work on the Richfield Oil Co.
account.
JOHN PLATT, advertising director of
Kraft-Phenix Cheese Corp.. Chicago,
arrived in Los Angeles Jan. 28 to make
a survey of coast - operations for his
company. He was accompanied by
R. B. Keator, recently elevated from
Southern California manager of KraftPhenix (Los Angeles) to the coast
managership with headquarters in San
Francisco.
RAY WEBER, continui ty writer at
NBC, Chicago, for the past year and
a half, has joined the copywriting staff
of Swift & Co., Chicago packer. Succeeding Weber at NBC is Albert
Barker, free lance writer.
HYROL Co.. Fort Worth, Tex. (dentifrice) has placed its account with
Luckey-Bowman Inc., N. Y.

FREE
Page 20

& SLEININGER,

National Representatives

EPRESENTATIVES
WALTER
BIDDICK CO.
IO STATION
RAofDCommerce
568 Chamber
Bldg., Los Angeles
1358 Russ Bldg., San Francisco, California
4404 Stuart Bldg.. Seattle, Washington
619 Charles Bldg., Den?er
BROADCASTING

ARCHIEnouncer of WBT,
GRINALDS,
anCharlotte,former
N. C, has
resigned to join the Crazy Water
Crystal Co. as its radio director for
the Carolinas and Georgia. He will
continue producing and announcing
Crazy Crystal shows.
FOLEY & Co.. Chicago, (remedies)
has appointed
Co., Chicago, to handle Frankel-Rose
its advertising.
GEORGE GAGE, formerly associated
with McCann-Erickson, Inc., San
Francisco, has been appointed advertising manager
for the Fresno,
Sun-MaidCal.
Raisin
Growers
Association,
He
succeeds Lewis Russell, resigned.
NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE Co.,
Montpelier, Vt., is placing its account
through Richardson, Alley & Richards,
New York. Radio and other media are
being used.
IVANHOE FOODS Inc., Auburn,
N. Y. (Salanaise salad dressing) has
placed its account with Moser & Cotins
Inc., Utica, N. Y.
TIVOLI BREWING Co., Detroit, has
placed its account with McManus,
John & Adams Inc., Detroit.
LEMONDS Inc., Columbus, O. (cosmetics), isplacing advertising through
Proctor & Collier Co., Cincinnati.
Radio and other media are being used.
BALBOA BREWING Co., Los
Angeles, is using radio and other media
in a campaign placed through diet
Crank Inc., Los Angeles.
WILLARD TABLET Co., Chicago,
with an appropriation of $300,000, is
placing
advertising in radio and other
media.
tising. First United Broadcasters,
Chicago, is handling the radio adverJUSTIN HAYNES & Co. Inc., New
York (Aspirub) is placing advertising
through Redfield-Coupe Inc., New
York.
PHILLIPS PACKING Co. Inc., Camtising. bridge, Md. (soup) has named Paris &
Peart, New York, to handle its adverROSICRUCIAN BROTHERHOOD,
San Jose, Cal., is placing its advertising, including radio, through Frederick
Seid, San Francisco.
BETTER SPEECH INSTITUTE. Chicago, is placing radio advertising
through Auspitz & Lee, Chicago, using
an NBC-W JZ network of four stations.
CALVERT MARYLAND DISTILj\ew Y'ork.
has named
Homman.LING CO.,
Tardier
& Sheldon,
New
York, to handle its account, including
radio.
CLASS & NACHOD BREWING Co.,
Philadelphia,
is placing
account, in-&
cluding radio,
throughits Fehling
Jourdet Inc., Philadelphia.

SPARKLETS
Corp.,British
New York
subsidiary of the
company
manufacturing a patented siphon
bottle for charging' water, has appointed Kenyon & Eckhart, Inc.,
New Y'ork, to handle its advertising
but is first studying the American
market.
•
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llusicians

Demand
UTILITY

Ipees for Pick-ups
fextra $3 per Player Will
fee Asked in New York
ARRANGEMENTS for remote orbestra pick-ups in New York are
to undergo extensive reixpected
i ision as a result of the decision
y Local S02, American Federation
f .Musicians, to try to enforce a
mle providing that each player be
iaid $3 for each remote broadcast
if one hour or less. This stipulaconion was contained in mostwritten
tacts that the local has
:ince it first began dealing with
uoadcasters, but has not been genTally observed.
The local deeided at a meeting in
fanuary to demand compliance with
he regulation beginning March 4,
md that the funds should be paid
o the local by the orchestra leaders or hirers. The local in turn
kill devote the money to the emer^enev relief fund.
In the case of "Name Bands"
ind prominent orchestras for which
stations bid against one another for
late evening hours, no difficulty is
expected. Most of these have received the $3 per man, and it is
not thought that the players would
(raise strong objections to the money
(being used for relief purposes, if it
for the fact that other
|were not
opposition is almost sure to develop.
These will be the leaders and
members of orchestras which already are receiving less than their
i contracts (at union rates) provide. They are being taxed 2%
of their contract remuneration for
the local's relief funds. Since this
is more than 2% of their incomes
(in cases where they are accepting
less than their contracts provide),
Ithey feel they already are contributing as much as they are able
for relief purposes.
Moreover, they will encounter
'some difficulty in collecting the additional $3 per man from a large
!number of smaller restaurants and
ihotels in the city, though some of
these, believing that broadcasting
|benefits their business greatly, will
do anything to stay on the air.
Generally speaking, broadcasting
stations will be able to stay out of
jthe fracas when it develops, since
they are not directly interested parties to any contracts that will be
affected. NBC is taking up the
option it has to extend for a year
Iits contract with Local 802 at last
year's rates, so they will not be concerned. CBS expects to leave the
matter to the leaders, their employers and the local to adjust. WOR
! has written contracts with all the
J restaurants and hotels from which
! it picks up orchestras.
One Man's Family
I SPONSORSHIP of One Man's FamI ily, now a sustaining program and
I formerly sponsored by Penn Tobacco
! Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa., (Kentucky
Winner cigarettes), will be taken
over April 3 by Standard Brands,
Inc., New York (Chase & Sanborn
Tender Leaf Tea ) on a 57-station
NBC-WEAF network, coast-to-coast.
1 It will be moved from a Wednesday
night period to Sunday evening.
The program originated on the West
Coast three years ago and was extended to eastern networks a yearand-a-half ago.
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ON

AIR

OVER

DECADE

Pioneer Chicago Sponsor Takes Stock and Finds
Millions Have Responded to Program
By WINFIELD FOSTER
Publicity Assistant
Peoples Gas Chicago
Light & Coke Co.,
TO THOUSANDS of listeners in the
Chicago area, Mrs. Anna J. Peterson
is a friendly voice which four
days each week brings them helpful
advice on home problems. She is
home service director of the Peoples
Gas Light & Coke Co., of Chicago,
and on Dec. 11 celebrated her 12th
anniversary on the air.
This birthday of one of the
pioneer programs of the air and the
oldest program of its kind, which
has been heard without interruption
since 1922 when Mrs. Peterson made
her
broadcast
first first
station
KYW. over
has Chicago's
been the
occasion for a statistical summary
of the results which it has achieved.
The program has been used as a
model for other programs sponsored
both by other public utility companies and by food advertisers.
Probably the most significant fact
is the tremendous increase in the
number of responses of all types —
by mail, telephone and personal calls
— an increase which was started in
1930 and continued through 1934.
This increase is due, at least partial y, to the revival of interest in the
home which has been one of the few
beneficial products of the depression,
as well as to the general growth in
the size of the radio audience.
In 1923, her first full year of
broadcasting, Mrs. Peterson received 9,793 personal letters from
listeners. During the following six
years we noted a gradual increase
"to
1929however,
figure ofthe26,795
letters.of
In the
1930,
number
letters received jumped suddenly to
49,540 and has totaled well over 50,000 in each succeeding year.
A similar study of telephone calls
shows parallel figures, the big increase again appearing in 1930 when
the calls jumped from 27,665 to
41,960. The number of visits made
in person by housewives, as well as
their attendance at the regular
cooking demonstrations and lectures, shows the same increase, the
total of these two averaging 200,000
a year.
Pleasing Style
A SUBSTANTIAL factor in the
sustained success of this home service program is the personality of
Mrs. Peterson. She has an engaging style at the microphone, and a
rich background of experience and
facts to back it up. Her program is
ad libbed and she seldom refers to
her notes in talking. Studio executives, harassed by last minute
hitches which so often develop in
radio programs, say that her broadcast is one which they can forget
entirely as far as the studio is
concerned. In her 12 years on the
air, Mrs. Peterson has never been
late nor has she ever missed a
broadcast.
For a program of this type Mrs.
Peterson has an amazing number of
housewives in Chicago and within
a radius of several hundred miles of
the city, who make it a point to listen to her at every broadcast. It is
probable that her proportion of real
"fans" to her total audience is as
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CAKE CUTTER — On the 12th birthday of her program for Peoples Gas
Light & Coke Co., Chicago, Mrs.
Anna
J. Peterson,
home service
director,thecutscompany's
a piece
of cake for Ray Fenton of the advertising department.
high as that of any program on the
air. These fans deluge her with
gifts at Christmas and write her
personal letters asking for advice
upon almost any problem that may
confront them.
Mrs. Peterson has found it necessary to be extremely cautious in
mentioning any specific menu or
recipe which her department is offering to the public, since on a number
of occasions in the past the telephone switchboard of the sponsor —
with 80 trunk lines — has been completely swamped for an hour after
her broadcast.
To recapitulate: During the last
12 years Mrs. Peterson has received
more than 360,000 letters and an
almost equal number of telephone
calls ; over one million housewives
have called her department in person, and
have attendedanother
her lecture900,000
demonstrations.
In addition, her department has distributed the astounding total of
30 million copies of mimeographed
menu and recipe instruction sheets,
most of which have been called for
in person, a relatively small number having been sent out by mail.
Defamation Bill
DEFEAT of Massachusetts radio
defamation bill, which would have
required stations to keep transcripts in writing of every speech
or statement made over their facilities, was regarded as likely following a hearing Feb. 7 before the
joint Judiciary Committee of the
legislature at which practically
every broadcaster in the state appeared inThe
opposition
to the measure.
Massachusetts
State
Committee of the NAB, formed on
Feb. 5, handled the matter, under
the chairmanship of John Shepard,
3rd, president of the Yankee Network. The prevalent view was that
the measure would die in committee. It specifies that each transcript, be sworn to by a responsible
officer of the station, and provides a
fine of not more than $500 for infringement.

Massachusetts Creates
State NAB
Committee
ORGANIZATION of a state committee of the NAB in Massachusetts,
to be headed by John Shepard, 3d,
president of the Yankee Network,
as chairman was announced Feb. 6
by Philip G. Loueks, NAB managing
director, upon his return from
Boston, where the meeting was held
the preceding day. The committee
is the sixth thus far formed under
the plan to create an organization
of state broadcasters to function as
units of the NAB in each of the 48
states.
J. J. Storey, WJAG, Worcester,
Mass., was elected vice chairman,
and A. S. Moffat, WMAS, Spring
field, Mass., secretary. Attending tht
meeting were the officers: Roj
Harlow, WAAB, Boston ; Ira L.
Grimshaw, WBZ, Boston; Joseph
Gorce, WEEI, Boston; J. A. Holnian, WBZ-WBZA ; F. N. Maddix,
WBSO, Babson Park; Al Pote,
WMEX, Boston ; Robert Donahue,
WLLH, Lowell ; Irving Vermilya,
WXBH, New Bedford ; W. T. Welch,
WSAR,
Fall River, and J. A. Farrer,
Boston attorney.
Radio Ads in Britain
(Continued from page 5)
noon and evening, when almost any
kind of entertainment will be preferred by the majority of listeners
to
that furnished by the local British
stations.
Who would not listen to Lady
Cavendish (Adele Astaire) direct a
musical program for Pompeian from
Luxembourg in preference to some
organ music from London National?
Or that popular musical show
"Chariot's Revue" transported to
Paris at Kissproof's expense? Ingersoll is giving the correct time
from Continental stations a la
Bulova, and Wincarnis offers a
novel entertainment from three stations headed by Gene Dennis, "The
Woman with the Most AmazingMind
in the World."
Numerous
advertising agencies in
England are installing radio departments— Pritchard, Wood ; Erwin, Wasey ; London Press Exchange: Lord & Thomas, etc.
The International Broadcasting
Corp., which has fostered commercial radio in England from the start
and handles the programs and booking on these stations, has now
opened an office in Radio City, New
York, under the name of Imperial
Broadcaslting Corp. (F. Lamping,
Mgr.).
This company issues a weekly
program sheet covering all the programs not shown in the English
press. The retail news agents refuse to handle them, but distribution
is secured through radio dealers and
a mailing list of 30,000 set owners.
The program sheet is also included
in a new magazine Radio Pictorial
(claimed circulation 200,000) which
also permits mention of sponsored
programs
column. in its display advertising
One might almost say that radio
advertising had arrived in England.
This will not be strictly true,
though, until it is recognized by the
BBC. In my opinion this recognition will be forced in time. Everyone of these advertisers would prefer to spend their advertising money
in their own country.
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ACTIONS

FEDERAL

OF

THE

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

(Broadcast Division)

Decisions

. . .

FEBRUARY 5
KFIO,
Spokane
Granted CP
change equip.,
move studio and —transmitter
locally.
WPHR,
Petersburg,
Va.
—
Granted
modif. CP
move transmitter locally, extend completion
date.
WSGN, tending
Birmingham
— Granted
completion date;
granted modif.
license CP
for exCP
1310 kc 100 w N 250 w D.
WNBR,
Memphis
—
Granted
authority
determine power by antenna measurement.
WHIS,increase
Bluefield,
Va. —w Granted
CP change
equip.,
250 W.
to 500
D.
KMTR, ulation
Lossystem.Angeles — Granted CP change modWKRC, Cincinnati — Granted modif. CP to extend completion to 4-29-35.
WSPA, equip.
Spartanburg, S. C. — Granted modif. CP
change
KIT, Yakima, Wash. — Granted modif. CP extend completion to 4-11-35.
WDAF, Kansas City — Granted authority determine power by antenna measurement.
WCNW,
1500
kc 100 Brooklvn
w N 250 —w Granted
D spec. license for CP
WLBZ. Bangor, Me. — Granted license for CP
to change equip., increase from 500 w to 1 kw D,
500 w N 620 kc unltd.
WADC,equip.,
Akron,increase
O. — Granted
change
from 1license
to 2% for
kw CP
D,
1 kw N 1320 kc unltd.
WNBR,
Memphis
—
Granted
modif.
license
to
increase from 500 w to 1 kw D.
WTAW,
College
Station,
Tex.
—
Granted
modif.
license to change hours.
Topeka as— Granted
to use
oldWIBW,
transmitter
auxiliarymodif.
when license
licensed
for
2% kw.
KGCX,to Wolf
Mont. — Granted modif.
license
change Point,
spec, hours.
KGKO, Wichita Falls, Tex. — Granted exp.
auth. 1240 kc 1 kw, 1 to 6 a.m. to 3-1-35.
KTAT, Fort Worth, Tex. — Granted exp. auth.
570 kc 500 w, 1 to 6 a.m. to 3-1-35.
W9XBY,
1530 kc 1 kwKansas
unltd. City — Granted license for CP
SET FOR HEARING — WSAR, Fall River,
Mass., CP change equip., increase from 250 w
to 1 kw; WSIX, Springfield, Tenn., CP move
transmitter and studio to Nashville, change
from 1210 to 1370 kc; NEW, Eugene DeBogery,
Brownsville, Tex., CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd.;
WBAA, W. Lafayette, Ind., modif. license for
spec, hours, 500 w N 1 kw D; WRBZ, Ponca
City, Okla., consent invol. assignment license
to James F. Kyler.
MISCELLANEOUS — NEW, Herbert H. Fette,
Meriden, Minn., CP 1310 kc 100 w D dismissed
at
request;La.,NEW,
Liner's
Brdcstg.
Sta. applicant's
Inc., Alexandria,
CP 1370
kc 100
w D
dismissed
at
applicant's
request;
NEW,
Federal
Brdcstg. Corp., New York, CP 810 kc 500
w D
ltd., deniedpearancebecause
applicant
failed KSTP,
to file apand statement
of facts;
St.
Paul, denied reconsideration refusal to grant
25 kw N, application ordered to hearing docket;
WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis., denied reconsideration
of action designating applic. for hearing, 1300
kc 250 w N 500 w D unltd.; WIND, Gary, Ind.,
denied reconsideration of action designating for
hearing petition for equip, changes and increase
to 5 kw D; NEW, Miss., Brdcstg. Co. Inc., E. St.
Louis. 111., reconsidered and granted CP 1500 kc
100 w N & D; NEW, Don Lee Brdcstg. System,
San Francisco, denied petition to continue hearing on applic. of Radio Service Inc., for new station at Redlands, Cal., on 820 kc 100 w D and
denied petition to continue hearing of J. C. &
E. W. Lee for auth. erect new station at Riverside, Cal.; WBAX, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Granted
extension 15 days to file exceptions to ExamReport re applic.
of WBAX and
WKEU, iner's
LaGrange,
Ga., reconsidered
and WKOK;
granted
applic. move station and studio to Griffin, Ga.,
and operate unltd. daytime, protest of WRGA
dismissed; Evangeline Brdcstg. Co., Lafayette,
La., granted auth. take depositions in support
of applic. for CP new station 1310 kc 100 w
unltd.; American Medical Assn., Chicago, denied
• petition intervene hearing on applic. of Norman
Baker for CP new station at Muscatine, Iowa,
i but does not preclude Commission from offering
any competent evidence which petitioner may
have available for the hearing; KPQ, Wenatchee, Wash., denied temp. auth. reduce power
authorized by CP to Feb. 9.
RATIFICATIONS :
WESG, Elmira, N. Y. — Granted exp. auth. 850
kc 1 kw to LS at WWL 90 days; designed for
hearing applic. to change from 1040 to 850 kc.
,1 (Jan. 31.)
WBAL, Baltimore — Granted extension temp,
auth. operate simul. KTHS from LS Hot Springs,
Ark., to 9 p.m. EST 1060 kc and operate synPage 22

JAN. 30 TO FEB. 12, INCLUSIVE
fhronously
WJZ31.)760 kc 2% kw 9 p.m. EST
Cor 90 days. with(Jan.
KRLD. Dallas, Tex. — Granted extension temp,
auth.
operate simul. WTIC unltd. for 90 days.
(Jan. 31.)
KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark. — Granted extension
exp. auth. operate simul. -WBAL 6 a.m. to LS,
silent LS to 8 p.m. CST. operate 8 p.m. to midnight for 90 days 1060 kc. (Jan. 31.)
WTIC, Hartford, Conn. — Granted extension
exp.
auth.
operate
90 days. (Jan.
31.) simul. -KRLD unltd. 1040 kc
KWJJ, Portland, Ore. — Granted extension
temp. auth. 1040 kc ltd., resume operation 9 p.m.
to 2 a.m. PST 90 days. (Jan. 31.)
WJAC, Norfolk, Neb. — Granted extension
temp. auth. 1060 kc 1 kw ltd. 90 days. (Jan. 31.)
WENR,
Chicago —(Jan.
Granted
aux.
transmitter.
31.) renewal license &
WLS, Chicago — Same as above.
WJBY, Gadsden, Ala. — Renewal license extended to 5-1-35 on temporary basis. (Jan. 31.)
KGHL, Billings, Mont. — Granted extension
exp.
auth.
780 1.)kc 1 kw N 2% kw D unltd. to
4-1-35. (Feb.
WPCS, Seattle — Granted extension exp. auth.
710 kc 250 w unltd. to 4-1-35. (Feb. 1.)
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C. — Granted extension
exp. auth. 1 kw LS at KPO to 11 p.m. EST to
8-1-35,
use 1.)former main transmitter as
auxiliary. also(Feb.
Applications . . .
JANUARY 30
WESG, Ithaca, N. Y. — Exp. auth. 850 kc 1 kw
to LS at WWL to 8-1-35.
WMBG,
Richmond,
— License for CP increase power,
change Va.
equip.
NEW,
Metro
Brdcstg.
Co.,
Los Angeles, Cal. —
CP amended to 820 kc 250 w ltd.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— NEW, Morton
S. Zaller, Lakewood, O., CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.;
WBHS, Huntsville, Ala., CP move transmitter
and studio to Chattanooga, Tenn., change call
letters to WTVA, change hours; KFEQ, St.
Joseph, Mo., CP new equip., increase from 2% to
5 kw D; NEW, Walter V. Lemon, Pittsburg,
Kan., CP 100 w unltd ; NEW. John R. Langenegger. Poughkeepsie, N. Y., CP 1370 kc 100 w
D; WHK, Cleveland, modif. to increase from
1 kw 2V2 kw D to 5 kw D; WLEU, Erie, Pa.,
modif. CP change equip.; NEW, Abilene Brdcstg.
Co., Abilene, Tex., CP 1210 kc 100 w D; WCBS,
Springfield, 111., change from 1210 to 1370 kc,
change from shares WTAX to unltd.; NEW,
Peninsula
820 kc 100 Daily
w D. Herald Co., Monterev, Cal., CP
JANUARY 31
WSGN, Birmingham. Ala. — Vol. assign, license
to(lessees).
Ormond O. Black & Mary Collett Black
WMFG, Duluth — Modif. CP for new station
1210 kc 100 w unltd., extension completion to
5-16-35.
i
KWCR, Des Moines — Modif. CP move transmitter from Cedar Rapids to Des Moines, studio
to 715 Locust St., Des Moines, requesting approval transmitter site north of Des Moines,
change equip., extend completion 6 months.
WTAD, Quincy, 111. — CP change from 1440 to
900 kc,transmitter
hours from locallv.
shares WMBD to D only and
move
WMBD,
Peoria,
111.
— Modif.
license to change
hours from shares WTAD
to unltd.
WMT, Cedar Rapids, la. — Modif. exp. auth.
1 kw 2% kw D with 5 kw transmitter at new
site to be effected when station begins equip.
6 program tests; modif. CP to move transmitter
to Marion Twp., install new equip., extend completion 90 days.
KPCB. Seattle — Extension exp. auth. 710 kc
250 w unltd. to 8-1-35.
KLZ, Denver — Modif. CP as modified to increase to 1 kw 5 kw D, extend completion 180
days.
KGHL, Billings, Mont. — Extension exp. auth.
780 kc to 5-1-35.
FEBRUARY 1
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C. — Extension exp. auth.
use transmitter as auxiliary.
NEW. Acme Brdcstg. Co., Huntington Park,
Cal.
— CP 1300
kc 500amended
w sharesto KFAC,
facilities
of KFAC,
1370 kcrequests
100 w
D, omit request for KFAC facilities.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — WHDH, Boston, exp. auth. operate unltd. with directional
antenna after Denver LS to 8-1-35; NEW, H. K.
Glass. M. C. Kirkland, Eustis, Fla., CP 1310 kc
100 w D; NEW, Palm Beach Brdcstg. Service,
West Palm Beach, Fla., CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd.;
WIBF, Kansas City, transfer of control to
Kansas City Kansan; KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo.,
modif. license from 2% kw D to 500 w N 2% kw

D unltd.; WMBD,
Peoria, 111., modif. licensf
from 1440 to 1410 kc, change hours from shares
WTAD
to
unltd.,
requests
facilities of WHBL
and WROK.
FEBRUARY 2
locally.
WPAD, Paducah, Ky. — CP move transmittei
500NEW,
w D. A. L. Chilton, Kilgore, Tex. — CP 990 kr
NEW, Chamber of Commerce, St. Petersburg
Fla.— CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd.
WBNO, New Orleans — Modif. license from 120C
to 1500 kc, hours from share-WJBW to unltd
NEW, Pat Whitaker, d/b as Tampa Brdcstg
Co., Tampa, Fla. — CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd.
WJJD, Chicago—
CP move
Mooseheart
to Des Plaines,
111. transmitter from
WDGY,
Minneapolis
—
License
for CP increase
D power, change equip.
NEW,
Walker
Jamar,
Duluth
100 w unltd., amended as to equip.— CP 1200 kc
NEW, Ward Walker, Seattle — CP 760 kc 250
w N 500 w D unltd., requests facilities of KXA.
NEW,
Clark
Standiford, Porterville, Cal. — CF
1420
kc 100
w unltd.
NEW,
Louis
O. Holzman, Hilo, Hawaii — CF
1420
kc 100
w unltd.
FEBRUARY 4
Hartford
Hartford, Conn. —
CPNEW,
1200 kc
100 w NTimes
250 wInc.,
D unltd.
WOCL,
Rochester, N. Y. — CP install new
equip., move transmitter and studio from Jamestown, N. Y. to Rochester, increase from 50 to
100 w N, 250 w D.
KGRS.creaseAmarillo,
from 2V2 to 5Tex.
kw — D.CP change equip., inNEW,
Edward
Hoffman,
St. Paul
100 w unltd , amended to 1370
kc. — CP 1310 kc
WIBU,crease Poynette,
Wis.w — D.License
infrom 100 to 250
install for
new CPequip.
KICA, Clovis, N. M. — Modif. license to change
hours from share-KGFL to spec.
KGFL,
Roswell, N. M. — Modif. license to
change hours from share-KICA to spec.
APPLICATIONS
WPAX,
asville, Ga., modif. RETURNED
license from — 100
to 250Thomw D;
Guy
P.
Wilson,
Booneville,
Ark.,
CP
975 kc 100
w N 250 w D unltd.

j

:
■

I

FEBRUARY 5
WGNY,
Chester,
N. Y.equip.,
— CP change
to 640 kc, install new
increase from
from 1210..
100
to
500
w,
change
hours
from
share-WBPcB,
WFAS,
WGBBlocally.
to ltd. time and move transmitter .
and studio
WHBI,
Newark
— Modif. License to use WNEW
transmitter.
NEW, Philip J. Wiseman, Lewiston, Me. — CP
1210 kc 100 w unltd., amended as to transmitter j
location.
WMFI, New Haven, Conn. — Modif. CP new. .
station
kc 500
to' - .
1200 kc, 900
power
from w 500D wrequesting
to 100 w. change
250 w D,
hours from D to unltd., extend completion,,
change equip.
250WSAN,
to 500 Allentown,
w D & N. Pa. — Modif. license from
WCBA,
Allentown,
250 to 500 w D & N. Pa. — Modif. license from
KFRO, toLongview,
— License
as;
modified
erect new Tex.
station
1370 kcfor100CPw D.
NEW, Oklahoma Press Publishing Co., Muskogee, Okla. — CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
WDBO,
Orlando, Fla. — Extension exp. auth.
750NEW,
w D Jack
to 9-1-35.
W. Hawkins & Barney H. Hubbs,
Pecos, Tex. — CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd., amended
re transmitter site.
KFEQ, 2y2
St. to
Joseph,
increase
5 kw. Mo. — CP install new equip., j
NEW,
Oscar
C.
CP 930 kc I kw D.Hirsch, Cape Girardeau, Mo. —
NEW, Black Hills Broadcast Co., Robert Lee
Dean,
Rapid
CP 1370 kc location.
100 w unltd.,
amended
re City,
equip.S. &D. —transmitter
NEW, Radio Chapel of the Air, Rev. Robert » S
E. Connely, Minneapolis — CP 1370 kc 100 w
unltd.
license 250from
to KLS,
1280 Oakland,
kc, hours Cal.—
from Modif.
D to unltd..
w D1440to
250 w D & N.
,„
APPLICATIONS
RETURNED — WJTL,
Ogle- 1 [,
thorpe University, Ga., vol. assignment license
to Atlanta Brdcstg. Co.; WDAE, Tampa, Fla.,
extension exp. auth. 2% kw D, equip, changes.
FEBRUARY 6
NEW, Samuel Nathanuel Morris, Stamford,
Tex. — CP 1420 kc 100 w spec, hours, requests
facilities of KFPL, previous amendments withdrawn.
S-l-35.
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C. — Modif. exp. auth. increase from 1 to 5 kw to 2-1-35, amended to
NEW,
Pope 1500
Foster, Ala. — CP 1200 kc 100 w D.
amended
kc 100 w to
unltd. kc 100 w D, amended to 1500
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j WTAQ,
Eau Claire,
Voluniiarv
assignment
licenseWis.to— WHBY
nc"
icrKABR,
S. kc
D. —100
License
CP newAberdeen,
station 1420
w D.
WTAQ, Eau Claire, Wis. — CP diectional antenna, move transmiter to Green Bay, change hours
rom
nltd. simul. D-KSCJ, spec. N, to
FEBRUARY 7
WMFF,
Plattsburg,
Y. — License
lor CP as modified forN. new
station
310 kc 100 w D.
NEW, Morton S. Zaller, Lakewood,
ft. — CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
WCOL, Columbus, O. — CP change
quip., move transmitter locally.
NEW, H. K. Glass, M. C. Kirkland,
Sustis, Fla. — CP 1310 kc 100 w spec.
D hours, amended to change hours
rom 6 a.m. to LS.
WDOD, Chatanooga, Tenn. — Auth.
letermine
jrement. power by antenna measKCRC, Enid, Okla. — CP change
pquip.
WIOD-WMBF, Miami, Fla. — CP
,:hange from 1300 to 970 kc, install
|new equip.,
taiove
studio increase
locally. from 1 to 5 kw,
NEW, Florida Capitol Broadcasters Inc.,w Tallahassee,
Fla. — CP 1310
ice 100
unltd.
i NEW, Palm Beach Brdcstg. SerWest
Beach,
Fla. — CPto
A■ vice,
13 70 kc
100 Palm
w unltd.,
amended
TSkhange transmitter location.
! WRJN, Racine, Wis. — CP new
:^equip., increase from 100 to 250 w D.
WDGY, Minneapolis — CP increase
(from 1 kw to 1 kw 2% kw D, change
hours from ltd. to unltd., change
equip., move transmitter; amended
to make further equip, changes, increase from 1 kw 2% kw D to 1 kw
5 kw D.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal. — Modif.
' " license from ltd. to unltd.
KGIX, Las Vegas, Nev. — Modif.
-ICP
as modified
equip.,
increase
from 100to toinstall
250 w new
D, change
spec, hours, requesting extension of
completion to 60 days after grant.
KGFJ,increase
Los Angeles
equip.,
from 100— CP
w tochange
100 w
250 w D, amended to omit request
for 250 w midnight to 6 a.m.
FEBRUARY 9
NEW, Hearst Radio Inc., Albany,
N. Y — CP 970 kc 1 kw unltd.
License for and
CP
as WHIO,
modifiedDayton,
to moveO. —transmitter
studio and install new equip.
NEW, Pampa Daily News Inc.,
Pampa, Tex. — CP 630 kc 100 w unltd.
NEW,
G. D.w unltd.
Goff, Tampa, Fla. — CP
1500
kc 100
WKBB,
East
— Auth.
transfer control Dubuque,
from R. W.111.Hoffman
to Walter E. Klauer.
WLBF, Kansas City— Transfer
control from WLBF Brdcstg:. Co. to
Kansas City Kansan.
NEW, Evansville On the Air, Inc.,
Evansville,
Ind. — CP 1370 kc 100 w
unltd.
KHQ, Spokane — CP increase from
1 kw 2 kw D to 1 kw 5 kw D, move
transmitter.
KPCB, Seattle — Auth. install freq.
control.
KFWB, Hollywood, Cal. CP install new equip., increase from 2%
to 5 kw D, amended to change
equip.
KIEV, Glendale, Cal.— Modif. CP
change equip., increase from 100 to
250'
w, move
transmitter
amended
to omit
requestlocally,
move
transmitter locally, amended to
omit request move transmitter &
studio.
KGGM, Albuquerque, N. M. — CP
move transmitter and studio locally,
change antenna, amended to change
location.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED —
KGRS, Amarillo, Tex., CP change
equip., increase from 2% to 5 kw D;
WIOD-WMBF, Miami, Fla., CP
change from 1300 to 940 kc, increase
from 1 kw to 1 kw N 2% kw D, install new equip., move studio locally.
Examiner's
.
NEW, AbrahamReport
Shapiro,. .Astoria,
Ore — Examiner Walker recommended (1-20) that application for
CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd. be granted,
daytime only.
SIR WILLIAM SLINGO, former
chief engineer of the British Postoffice which supervises technical
operations of the BBC, and a world
renowned radio pioneer, died last
month in England.
February
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Decisions (con'd) . . .
FEBRUARY 1Z
WJMS, Ironwood, Mich. — Granted
CP move transmitter locally.
WREC,
change
equip.Memphis — Granted CP
NEW, Milwaukee Brdctsg. Co.,
Milwaukee
— Granted CP 1310 kc 100
w D.
WMFD, Wilmington, N. C. —
Granted modif. CP extend completion date to 4-11-35.
KIUJ, Santa Fe, N. M. — Granted
modif. CP transmitter site and studio site, extend commencement date.
WFI, Philadelphia — Granted modif.
license to change hours from sharing WLIT to unltd., and change call
letters.
WAGF, Dothan, Ala. — Granted CP
change equip., increase from 100 to
250 w D, change hours from D and
spec. Sunday to D only.
WHEF, Kosciusko, Miss. — Granted
CP move transmitter locally.
WKRC, Cincinnati- — Granted extension exp. auth. 1 kw D & N to 91-35, 550 kc unltd.
W6XAI,for Bakersfield,
license
CP 1550 kc Cal.
1 kw— Granted
unltd.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, P. A.
McBride, Ironton, O., CP 1500 kc 100
w unltd.; KOL, Seattle, CP change
equip., increase from 2% to 5 kw
D: KOOS, Marshfield. Ore., modif.
CP from 1200 to 1390 kc, change
hours to D onlv or LS, extend completion date; WBCM. Bay City, Mich.,
modif. license from 500 w to 1 kw D;
KFL, Seattle, modif. license from
1370 to 1070 kc, surrender 100 w N
and increase day to full time operation; KTFI, Twin Falls, Id., modif.
license from 1240 to 630 kc; KFRC,
San Francisco, CP to increase from
1 to 5 kw N, move transmitter, to be
heard before Broadcast Division en
banc March 27; NEW, Head of the
Lakes Brdcstg. Co., Virginia, Minn.,
CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd.; WEBC,
Head of the Lakes Brdcstg. Co., Superior,fromWis.,1 CP
increase
kw change
N 2% kwequip.,
to 1 kw
N 5 kw D; WMBG. Richmond, Va.,
CP change from 1210 to 1330 kc,
from 100 w N 250 w D to 500 w;
install new equip., move transmitter
locally, tenna;
employing
directional
anKPRC, Houston,
Tex., exp.
auth. increase from 1 to 5 kw N, to
be heard before Broadcast Division
March 27; KMAC, San Antonio, exp.
auth. move transmitter locally,
change equip., change from 1370 to
940 kc, increase from 100 w to 1 kw,
increase hours from sharing KONO
to unltd.; NEW. Centenial Brdcstg.
Corp., Dallas, CP 1200 kc 100 w
unltd.
ACTION
EXAMINER'S
PORT— NEW,ONCalcasieu
Brdcstg RECo.,
Lake Charles, La., granted CP new
station 1500 kc 100 w unltd., sustaining Examiner Hvde.
MISCELLANEOUS — Iowa State
Medical Society, denied petition intervene applic. of Norman Baker to
build station at Muscatine, la. 1170
kc 5 kw D but not precluded from
offering evidence; KFBB, Great
Falls, Mont., overruled motion to
disallow protest of WDAF & KFRC
for exp. auth. 610 kc and suspended
grant of permission for exp. auth.
610 kc applic. designated for hearing; WDGY, Minneapolis, denied
temp, tenna
operation
with on
present
pending decision
applic. an-to
changestall
location
of
station
indirectional antenna, and
ooerate
unltd 1180 kc: WNBO, Silver Haven,
Pa., surrender of license accepted,
applic. for renewal for assignment
of license and for CP to move to
Elco. Pa. dismissed and pending
hearings cancelled, temp, license to
operate terminating March 1.
RATIFICATIONS
WHBI,
Granted temp,
auth.
use Newark
WNEW — transmitter
and
use present
transmitter
as an auxiliary. (Jan. 25.)
WFIL, tension
Philadelphia
— Granted
temp. auth. 560
kc 1 kw exN,
sharing WLIT, to 4-1-35. (Jan. 28 )
WLIT, tension
Philadelphia
— Granted
temp. auth. 560
kc 1 kw ex-N,
sharing WFIL, to March 1. (Jan. 28.)
WNOX, Knoxville,
Tenn.560
— Granted
extension
temp. auth.
kc to
April 1 pending program tests of
WIS on 560 kc. (Jan. 31.)
KGDM, Stockton, Cal. — Granted
extension
auth. operate mid31.) night to 6 temp.
a.m. PST to 8-1-35. (Jan.
WFIL,
Granted
temp.
auth. Philadelphia
use present —transmitter
of WLIT as auxiliary of WFIL to
4-1-35. (Jan. 31.)
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Publishers

Dicker

For Capital Outlet
ACTIVE BIDDING for the purchase
of WMAL, Washington, Blue Network outlet now operated under
lease by NBC, is going on between
two Washington newspapers — the
Washington Post, published by Eugene Meyer, former governor of the
Federal Reserve Board, and the
Washington Herald, published by
William Randolph Hearst. Both are
morning newspapers. The bidding,
it is understood, has exceeded $250,000.
Bids are being considered by
Thomas P. Littlepage, Washington
attorney and trustee for the heirs
of the late M. A. Leese, station licensee. The station operates on 630
kc. with
watts
day. 250' watts night and 500
The negotiations, it was learned,
have been in progress for several
months. At the outset, the Washington Star, of which Frank B. Noyes,
president of the Associated Press, is
publisher, also participated, but then
dropped out. Mr. Meyer purchased
the Post more than a year ago and
has
been using radio to promote its
features.
In the case of the Hearst organization, itis apparently interested in
the purchase of WMAL as a part of
its project to acquire outlets in every city in which it publishes a
newspaper. Its most recent purchase was WBAL, Baltimore, acquired at a reported price of $440.000 over a long term from the local
power company.
WMAL was leased by NBC for
five years on Feb. 1, 1933, at approximately $30,000 a year, with option of renewal for another five
years.chase Any
arrangement
for take
purof the station
also must
into account the NBC lease. NBC
also holds the federal license for the
operation of WMAL.
New Chief Examiner
COL. DAVIS G. ARNOLD, senior
attorney of the Legal Department
of the FCC, was appointed chief
examiner of that agency on Feb. 8.
He was formerly attached to the
general counsel's office of the Veterans' Administration and transferred to the FCC last Summer. His
new salary is $6,500. Coincident
with the appointment, the FCC announced that the Examiners Division hereafter will be a unit separate and distinct from the Law Department, and under the direct
supervision of the FCC itself. Col.
Arnold is a native of Rhode Island.
He served on the Mexican Border
and in France, and upon his discharge from the A.E.F. was named
managing director of the Near East
Relief in Turkey.
C. & O. Program
A SPECIAL George Washington
Memorial Program will be broadcast Feb. 21 on a CBS network,
10:30-11 p.m., by the Chesapeake &
Ohio railroad. Taking part will be
Gus Haenchen's orchestra and the
Songsmiths quartet, with an address
by an official of the railroad. Campbell-Ewald Inc., Detroit, handles the
account.

THEY

WORKED

SIDE-BY-SIDE
. . . but
Their
Were

Salaries
Different

Jim and Bill were both in
the control room . . . but
Jim was moving ahead. It
was EXTRA TRAINING that
made the difference! The
foremost engineers in the
profession will tell you that
TECHNICAL TRAINING is a
necessity if you ever expect
to obtain the big jobs that
Radio
has TRAINED
to offer. men
There'sin
room for
Radio
right now your
... job
if you're
not improving
...
it's your own faultl
The
ORIGINAL Course
In Practical Radio
Engineering
Many callof this
"College
Course"
radiotheinstruction!
C. R.E.I, offers experienced
radio men thorough training
in all phases of Radio Engineering, including. Broadcast
Transmission Engineering and
Control Engineering. Write
today for complete details of
our Home Study and Residence School courses.

FREE!
NEW 44-PAGE
ILLUSTRATED
BOOKLET
Sent on Request

CAPITOL
RADIO
ENGINEERING;
INSTITUTE,

DEPT. ROAD,
B-2
14th and PARK
N. W.
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Results !
I The Other Fellow's Viewpoint . . .
The newspapers are unable to comYankee Scoops
pete with the rapidity of our disTo the Editor of Broadcasting :
semination of news, and even their
radio outlet is in most cases far
I have noticed published reports
that newspaper editors of dailies
behind us, in the breaking of "spot"
stories.
contend that Senator Dill's plan of
Regarding the "monumental
a broadcaster's news gathering
service is a departure from the bluff" I would like to refer to a
news item which was carried as a
American concept of Democracy
story by the Associated
and a "monumental bluff." As the copyrighted
Press Service yesterday, Jan. 16,
Yankee Network News Service
1935.
probably follows more closely the
The story was datelined OKLAoutline as recommended by Senator
WAHA, Florida. It stated that Fred
Dill, than any other radio news
Barker, his mother "Ma" Barker,
gathering organization. I feel justi- and
Alvin Karpis, long sought in
fied in taking exception to such ir- connection
with the kidnapping of
responsible and ill-advised stateEdward G. Bremer, were shot and
ments.
killed by Department of Justice
I base my statements on facts Agents, in a withering six-hour maand not on prejudiced opinions.
chine-gun battle. This story carThe Yankee Network News Service
ried a streamer on every Associated
Press paper in Boston, which was
maintains its own news-gathering
organization, exactly as outlined by on the street shortly after 2 o'clock.
The Yankee service carried this
Senator Dill, and in less than one
year of operation it has become a story, which came through Transradio Press, from which it secures
recognized necessity, with a proven
its news from outside of New Engfollowing many times larger than
land, in its 1 :30 afternoon broadany other radio program. The
cast. It had been flashed in 25
Yankee service is today an instituwords
at
11 :30 o'clock in the morntion that even the publishers of
ing. The Yankee service story,
century-old New England newspastated that only Fred Barker and
pers, admit is outstanding, as far
his mother had been killed and
as the gathering and dissemination
made no mention of Karpis. The
of news is concerned. And it is an
newspapermen handed many a goodunderstood fact, that the only comnatured joust at the Yankee Netpetition for the gathering and dework for not carrying the fact that
Karpis was included in the list of
livery of news for public consumption that the Yankee service
victims. However, we stood by our
watches with scrutiny, is the
story, and on the morning of Jan.
17 every Associated Press paper in
Press-Radio Service, which is the
Boston corrected the error and adradio outlet for the newspapers.
mitted that only Fred Barker and
his mother had been killed.
As for Press-Radio, one of the
most
significant blunders of that orThe New 1935
ganization, which is the radio outlet of the three major press associations occurred on Dec. 3. On
that afternoon every newspaper and
McKittrick ofDirectory
radio news service was playing up
the story of Lieut. Charles T. P.
Tim's flight to Honolulu.
The Yankee service, through
Transradio Press carried the story
story that Ulm and his companions
Advertisers
were down in the Pacific. A half
hour after we had flashed this fact,
Press Radio came through with the
same flash. Ten minutes later they
10,000 National Advertisers
came through with the flash that
Ulm and his companions had been
Officers, Sales and Advertispicked up. We still stood by our
ing Managers, Advertising
story that they were lost. Two hours
later Press Radio retracted their
Agencies placing accounts,
story that the men had been picked
up and admitted that they were lost.
Account Executives, ApThere was no opportunity to cover
propriations.
up this story as the men have never
been found.
This is just a couple of examples,
Corrected Weekly
which editors who declare that radio news is a monumental bluff
should bear in mind. And another
Entire service
thing, all of the men in our radio
$75.00
news service are experienced newsEastern service
40.00
papermen. It is. therefore, absurd,
Western service
40.00
for editors to attempt to decry radio news. Personally I served my
time on both Eastern and midWrite for particulars
FEATURES
George McKittrick Cr Co.
On Transcriptions
Available to Stations and Agencies
108 Fulton St., New York
Samples on Request
STANDARD
185 No. Wabash Ave., Chicago
RADIO
ADVERTISING CO
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
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Results !

SPONSORS
of Earlon Harper's
news
broadcasts
WINS,
New York, three time a week,
surprised Walter
the station's
manager
Preston, sales
with
a request that commercial announcements be omitted temporarily. The letter from
Teutonophone Inc., of New
York, ( Friend Advertising
Agency), contained no reference to cancellation, however.
In the last paragraph was the
explanation. Response has
been so great that the Company's sales force can not
keep up with inquiries if the
commercials are included in
everyneeded
program.
was
to let The
them lay-off
catch
up with their advertising.
western papers. I know exactly
how newspapers operate, and how
they handle their stories and build
their editorials, so I feel that I
have the right to ask the question,
"What do you mean, bluff?"
Lbland Bickfoed, Editor-in-Chief
Yankee Network News Service
Feb. 8, 1935.
F. & S. Claims First
To the Editor of Broadcasting:
I have written J. Leslie Fox
congratulating him on his splendid
article in the Feb. 1 issue of Broadcasting and his very clear and lucid
analysis of real station representation.
I presume that Mr. Fox as an
author and you as an editor are
interested in accuracy. While it is
not particularly important to the
value of the article in question, I
believe an error was made in the
statement that Edward Petry & Co.
was the first to go into this business
of extensive radio station representation and his lead was then followed by several others.
For your information, Free &
Sleininger Inc. was established as
a going organization and our Chicago office headquarters opened as
of May 15, 1932. We started to
work for our first seven stations
July 1, 1932. We are under the impression that Edward Petry & Co.
did not start to work for any stations, nor, so far as we know, open
any Sincerely
offices until
Jan. 1, 1933.
yours,
James L. Free, President,
Free & Sleininger, Inc.
Feb. S, 1935
Chicago, 111.
Lauds the Account
To the Editor of Broadcasting:
I am sure you will be glad to know
that your
story covering
Annual Convention
of the "The
National
Retail Dry Goods Association," and
Mr. Frank W. Spaeth's talk before
that group, was directly responsible for the purchase of one additional hour per week over WMC by
the Bry's department store.
I will appreciate it very much if
you will send me five additional
copies of the February issue of
Broadcasting to be used for sales
promotion purposes ; also please
send your current advertising rate
card, as we are now planning our
promotion budget, and are considlication.ering a schedule in your good pubH. W. Slavick, Director,
Feb. S, 1935. WMC, Memphis
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News Via Radio
To the Editor of Broadcasting:
The attitude of the newspape
in regard to news broadcasting
radio stations is comparable to t
manner in which the livery stal
operator derided the automobi
This one sided attitude is <leai
indicated in a recent article entitl<
Radio and the Press written by
H. Harris, and appearing in tJ
organ of the Southern News pap
Publisher's Association. Mr. Han
said, in part :
The contention of the newspapers
that no agency directly or i
(1)
directly
under government licen
should function as a news gatheri
organization; (2) that important ne.»
bulletins should be supplied to t!
the newspape
by general
broadcasthat
ters the
order
publicrs,m^m'
protectisources;
enjoy
obtainedcomplet
on on nev1(.
from e reliable
that the broadcasters cannot sell the
news bulletins to an advertiser, becau
this news service must be supplied 1
the broadcasters as a public service
the listener.
Radio operators know full we
the reason for the existence of tl
FCC: The allotment of availab
broadcast bands, and regulatioi
concerning power and equipment, 1
eliminate interference. There is r clause in a station's license that ca
be interpreted as "dictatorial" i
regard
to news broadcasts. Not onc^
has the Commission attempted 1
censor news, or to discolor bulletir
to favor the party in power. Toda;
the stations subscribing to new
services other than the Press-Radi
Bureau are running substantiall
the same news that appears in th
daily papers, the only differenc
being that the stations invariabl
"scoop" the papers on importac
stories.

The extent to which radio new
gathering organizations will expan
depends upon the stations. It i
obvious that no molestation to tbi,„
expansio
the F< '<
n willon come
The commissi
has from
not attempted
to dictate in the matter of musica:
dramatic and other phases of pre
grams, and there is no reason t
believe this policy will be change,
in regard to news dissemination.
If the United States ever reache
the point where the party in powe
wishes to censor the news the citi
zens hear, it stands to reason tha
the government will regulate, at th.
same time, the newspapers.
Mr. Harris in writing that "im
portant
news bulletins should b<
supplied the broadcasters by th(
newspapers, in order that the publii
may enjoy complete protection oi
news obtained from reliabh si
sources", infers that radio has not
or cannot, create a news gathering
organization that can cover event.and report them in an authentic
manner.
It must be remembered that nc
news gathering organization car
have "exclusive rights" to disaster*
and other events of interest. As tt
the authenticity of reports, the fact
that a man reports for a newspapei
does not make him infallible. At
the same time, the fact that a
reporter is covering a story for the
radioaccount.
does not mean
he will upon
"garble"
the
It depends
the
reporter and not the news organ he
represents.
Mr. Harris claims that news, if
broadcast over the radio, should notbe sold to an advertiser. Who pays
•
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tremendous expense incidental
gathering news for the papers?
to believe
ion price
:t"onetheis childish
subscriptenough
of a
)er covers the cost of printing and
news. Advertising
Simulating
ries the load for the papers, just
it should for the radio,
that 35.000,000
figures show
hers are sold daily in the United
Ites. Readers do not buy these
•pers to read the comic strips or
I advertisements. The sale of
1)00,000 millione newspapers indices an insatiabl hunger for news,
tiadio, if it is to be aggressive and
vance. has a definite job to do in
Ward to this hunger for news. It
foolish to believe that radio can
)lace the newspaper. Radio can
i&c carry the daily volume of
ivs that appears in print. Yet,

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements in
Broadcasting cost 7c per word for
. Cash must accomeach insertion
pany order.
Forms close 28th and 13th of
month preceding issue.
Situations Wanted
.Operator and Maintenance Engineer,
'-manent
f/ serving
as relief
position.
Go operator,
anywhere.desires
Exfienced
at Broadcast
100 and license
10,000-watt
t stations.
since broad1928;
Isent, broadcast and telegraph first-class.
T cord announcing experience, and contrable maintenance
experience and
- eipment.
Will
serve
probation
period.
27. Married. Box 280 Broadcasting.
^Experienced production executive, thirIlifn years Broadway theater, nine years
J, radio on both national networks, would
Sfptact
station ideas.
desiring Thirty-four-year-old
man with original
"Fmmercial
ihfriily
man,
sober,
and
of responility; excellent contactscapable
and references;
11 go to any sizable city. Box 281
BROADCASTING.
Help Wanted
|1
1 Experienced salesman wanted by. proU^ssive middle-western regional station.
Jjtist
haveaccount
proved record
of sales. Weekly
Tawing
and commission.
Two
-smen now making over $60.00 weekly.
1 a e references, complete radio experience,
ube accounts sold and weekly or monthly
lume. Box 279, Broadcasting.

Beginning
KSO,

March

1st

Des Moines

Can use four additional experienced announcers and four
other men who have had actual
and wide experience in selling
radio time locally and nationally. Additional help needed
to handle new Des Moines
Register and Tribune station in
Des Moines which will be basic
Columbia outlet. KSO will
continue with present staff as
basic NBC blue outlet in Des
Moines. All positions on new
station already filled except
those described above. Applicants should give complete details first letter addressed to —
JAMES C. HANRAHAN
General Manager
Iowa Broadcasting Company
Des Moines Register and
Tribune

February 15, 1935

Radio at Yale
YALE students are radiominded and most students
have sets in their rooms, according to the Service Bureau
of the University. For the
most part, all-musical programs are favored, with Amos
'n' Andy and Fred Allen being
the most popular among verbal programs. As to orchestras, Yale students show preference for Glen Gray, Abe Lyman and Fred Waring. Most
sets are of the midget type,
using direct current.
radio can and should bring to the
listener the high lights of all important events as soon after they
occur as possible. This applies to
national and local affairs.
l have had the opportunity in the
last few months to weigh the value
of news over the air. A small station in a metropolitan area, operating in competition with two network outlets, gained first place in
listener interest, according to a
survey made by a reputable publication. The daily airing of local
and national news tells the story.
The musical programs could not
possibly equal the network features,
and on the other hand, the brief
high lights on news sent out by
1'iess- Radio could not equal the
news bulletins broadcast by the
small station. The small station not
only subscribed to a radio press
service and employed an operator to
copy short wave dispatches, but also
engaged a competent reporter to
cover the local scene. Five and six
news broadcasts varying in time
irom 15 to 30 minutes each were
put on the air daily. Important bulvals. letins were flashed at frequent interThe railroads fought bus and
truck competition and frowned on
tne airlines. The blacksmith was
oi>en in his antagonism toward the
automobile. The newspapers view
radio with alarm, and have, to a
certain extent, tied the industry to
a leash. Yet, no man nor group of
men can stop progress. Radio will
grow to be a major news organ
because there's a need for this
growth.
Jack Keasler,
Sales and Program Dept.
WSGN, Birmingham, Ala.
Feb. 5, 1935.
Prall's Secretary
DEAN C. JENKINS, of New York,
civil enigneering graduate of
Rutgers, electrical engineering
graduate of Columbia and graduate
of Harvard Business School, on Feb.
1 became secretary of Anning S.
Prall, chairman of the FCC broadcast division. Mr. Jenkins until recently was connected with the JohnsManville Co. in development and
sales work. Born in Dover, N. J. in
1895, he attended Newark Academy
before entering Rutgers, and continued his studies until in 1934 he
was graduated from Harvard with
distinction. He served two years
overseas with the A.E.F. engineering corps, later becoming assistant
chief engineer at the Army Arsenal
at Dover, N. J.
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NOTES

A NEW SERIES, Home Town Headlines, began on KMBC, Kansas City,
Feb. 3. Conducted along the lines of a
newspaper's
exchangeof column,
it comprises the reading
news items
and
editorial comments from newspapers
of communities surrounding Kansas
City. Newspapers contribute to the
program by sending copies, marked if
desired, to KMBC. The program is
run as a supplement to the Home
Toion programs Sunday evenings,
which dramatize histories of the towns.
FOR its
AMATEURS
"get programs,
the bell"
on
Amateur who
Night
WRVA, Richmond, Va., has a halfgallon of ice-cream. The sponsor gives
$10 for first prize, $5 for second.
NEW in juvenile programs is the
Westchester Coivboys to be presented
Feb. 19 by the Scarsdale, N. Y.
Women's Club. It is written and produced by club members to find if programs that satisfy parents can still
satisfy children and to determine if
there is a wide difference in taste in
diverse communities.
SHELL OIL Co., San Francisco, has
re-named its NBC West Coast show
Shellville, taking on a new cast including Chic Sale, a chorus of 20 and
soloists. On Jan. 28 a police octet from
Honolulu was aired, originating in the
studios of KGU, Honolulu. The program is keyed from Hollywood NBC
studios.
STRASSKA LABORATORIES, Los
Angeles (toothpaste), is staging The
Corner Drug
with "Doc
Strasska"
behindStore,
the counter
and
artists supposedly dropping in before
and after their programs. HixsonO'Donnell Inc., Los Angeles, now
handles the program, broadcast over
KHJ, Los Angeles.
THE POWER of the air was used by
a Green Bay, Wis. youngster to obtain
an unscheduled holiday for school
pupils. At the evening frolic of
WHBY, a note, with the school supersignature faked,
handed to theintendent's
orchestra
leader was
and
read over the air.
AN EXPERIMENTAL series of programs has been introduced by WCAU,
Philadelphia, entitled The Public
Speaks, offering an opportunity to
listeners to voice their opinion on any
topic of the day. The only condition
is that the speaker must have a voice
adapted to the "mike".
AUTOBANK,
Los Angeles
loan morning
organization sponsoring
a Sunday
frolicinondaily
KHJ,papers
uses classified
"teaser"
ads
to call attention
to the weekly broadcasts. Copy appears in the personal column and says
"If
you
enjoy a good
showSunday
listen
to the Breakfast
Club radio
on KHJ
morning 9:30 to 10:30 a.m."
IN BUILDING interest in his sustaining spot of news comments, Grady
Cole, commentator and radio columnist
for WBT, Charlotte, N. C, is running
a contest and selecting the most popular jokes of the week. He has also
been selecting from a list of incidents
submitted a series of "most embarrassing moments" for use on his program.
Two

New

Locals

A NEW 100-watt local daytime station on 1310 kc. was authorized for
construction in Milwaukee Feb. 12
when the FCC granted the application of Milwaukee Broadcasting
Co., 96% of whose stock is listed
in the name of Glenn D. Roberts,
Madison, Wis. At the same time it
authorized another local at Lake
Charles, La., to T. B. Lanford, R. M.
Dean and L. M. Sepaugh, on 1500
kc. with 100 watts unlimited time,
sustaining Examiner Hyde.

SELLING PEPSODENT
Amos 'n' Andy Get Results
During Contest
ARE Amos 'n' Andy on the wane?
"no" —
in
Cincinnati
market anyway.
is a vociferous
answer
The the
The $31,000 prize contest arranged
by the Pepsodent Co., its sponsors,
resulted in sensational sales results,
according to a survey made by
George H. Moore, commercial
manager of WC.KY, which carries
the veteran comedians in Cincinnati.
Here are some of the results, as
shown in Mr. Moore's survey: BayGem chain of drug stores, laid in an
extra stock of Pepsodent toothpaste for the contest, and it was a
complete sell out in two days. The
stores were unable to restock. King
Drug Co., a Cincinnati chain, sold
out of an extra stock in three days,
and a new stock nearly as soon as it
was delivered. One large jobber
(name withheld) ordered additional
consignment
times during
the
last week ofthree
the contest
and was
still 15 gross short of orders. The
three orders totaled 70 gross — over
10,000 tubes.
Another large chain, operating a
wholesale house as well as more
than 50 retail stories in Southern
Ohio and Northern Kentucky, reported Pepsodent
sell-outs in
both
departments.
McKesson
Vogeler
Drug Co., Cincinnati, usually
ordered Pepsodent once a week.
During the two weeks of the contest, it ordered six times and each
time the order was doubled.
The nation-wide contest requirement was that a complete Pepsodent carton be mailed to Pepsodent,
together with a statement of 50
words or less on "Why I like Pepsodent toothpaste."
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

An Organization of
JANSKY & BAILEY
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg.» Wash., D. C.
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
Synchronization Equipment Design. Field Strength and Station
Location Surveys Antenna Design
Wire Line Problems
National Press Bldg. Washington, D. C.
N. Y. Office: Englewood, N. J.
PAUL

G O D L E
and Associates
Radio Engineers
Montclair, N. J.

Phone Montclair 2-7859
R. C. POWELL
DesignStation
Broadcast
Erection
Maintenance
General Motors Bldg., New York City
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Nine

Agencies

Spurned

By Twin Cities Stations
AGREEMENT to deny recognition
to nine firms in the Twin Cities doing business as advertising agencies
has been i-eached by the broadcasters in that area, according to
an announcement Feb. 4 by Stanley
Hubbard, general manager of KSTP,
St. Paul, and president of the
Minnesota Broadcasters Association.
This decision, Mr. Hubbard declared, was reached after all
agencies in the Twin Cities, totaling
about a score, had been surveyed
by questionnaire. The questionnaire covered their financial responsibility, number of employes
and departments, methods of doing
business and lists of clients, both
active and inactive.
"As a result of this questionnaire
survey," Mr. Hubbard asserted,
"nine agencies have been taken off
the list and no longer will be recogof commissions."
nized for payment
He declared
also that
newspapers
in the area were planning similar
action. Stations represented by the
Minnesota Broadcasters Association
include WCCO, WTCN, WEBC,
WDGY and WDAY, in addition to
KSTP. Officers, besides Mr. Hubbard, are Dr. George Young, WDGY,
vice president ; Earle C. Gammons,
WCCO, secretary; and William
Johns, WTCN, treasurer.
Bland Committee May
Handle Communications
A CHANGE in rules of the U. S.
House of Representatives, under
which the Merchant Marine, Radio
& Fisheries committee would become
the Merchant Marine, Communications & Fisheries Committee, absorbing the duties insofar as communications are concerned of the
Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee, was regarded as likely
within the next few days. On motion of Chairman Otis Schuyler
Bland (D.), of Virginia, chairman
of the Merchant Marine unit, the
Rules Committee on Feb. 8 adopted
a resolution to this and, despite the
opposition of Chairman Sam Rayburn of the Interstate Commerce
Committee. Action was expected
momentarily in the House.
Chairman Bland brought out that
since 1910 his committee had
handled 23 separate radio bills,
whereas the Rayburn committee
had only handled three telephone
measures.
Raladam Spots
RALADAM Co., Chicago (Marmola)
is placing a series of about 100 WBS
one-minute transcription announcements, twice daily Tuesdays through
Fridays, on 19 stations in all parts
of the country. H. W. Kastor &
Sons Co., Chicago, is the agency.
The announcements started in January on the following stations :
WKBF, Indianapolis; WBAL, Bali timore ; WGR, Buffalo ; KMBC,
Kansas City ; WHO, Des Moines ;
WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind. ; WOW,
; Omaha;
WIND, ;Gary,
Ind.; Miami
KFRC, ;
San Francisco
WIOD,
WSMB, New Orleans ; WJAS, Pittsburgh ;WJJD, Chicago; KNX, Los
Angeles; WFAA, Dallas; WGAR,
Cleveland ; WHEC, Rochester ;
WTM.T, Milwaukee; KMOX, St.
Louis.
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Loopholes

in Publisher
{Continued
from page 7)s'

subscriber owning a radio." Clai'kHooper says : "No information is revealed on the six to eight million
families, who may own radios, but
have
no telephone."
There
seems to be some understatement in the above, but perhaps
that is the mark of a conservative
organization, whose figures are always on the low side. When a telephone call has been completed, the
questions asked are: (1) Were you
listening to the radio just now?
(2) To what program were you listening? (3) What advertiser puts
on that program? (4) What product is advertised?
It is claimed that from the answers to question (1) will be found
"the percentage of radio-owning telephone subscribers, who have radio
sets in operation during each 15minute period of each evening." But
analysis shows how small a sample
was really taken: 22% (average)
of calls were unanswered, and still
others reported no radio, or were
busy, or bad been disconnected, so
that actually the number of completed calls was little more than
30,000, instead of 45,000. This averages 1,360 calls per city, over 14
days a month, or 98 calls per day
per city, or eight calls per quarterhour per city.
Some Loopholes
WOULD any broadcasting concern
attempt to prove anything from a
survey based on only eight telephone
calls during a short program (168
calls throughout the United States) ?
Probably not — and if this ever
should happen, the periodical publishers would be quick to point out
the error of the way.
It also should be emphasized that
at no time are more than 50 per cent
of all radio sets in use, so that the
number of calls per city, per quarter-hour, applying to sets in use, averages only fout — for three network
programs, plus some local stations,
or less than one call per station per
quarter-hour in any city !
These eight completed calls (out
of 12 calls attempted) were all made
in the 11 minutes that began two
minutes after the program started
(7:02 p.m., 7:17 p.m., etc.) and ending two minutes before the program
ended (7:13 p.m., 7:28 p.m., etc.).
This, plainly, reduces sponsor
identification by the audience to a
great extent, for in a series of programs checked by the writer, 25%
of network commercials made no
opening commercial announcement
whatever. How would a listener,
reached at 7 :03 p.m., be expected to
know the sponsor's name in such a
case? By clairvoyance? Of course
he might know it if he listened to
the program regularly, but the survey is not concerned with listening
regularity.
In the Woodpile
MANY commercials are heard in the
middle of the program, but 50 per
cent of them all are placed at the
THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience of
radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
BENJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
1023 Wallace Ave.
Wilkinsburg, Pa.

Survey

end. And the Clark-Hooper interviewers were instructed to catch
their interviewees before they had a
ment.
chance to bear the closing announceThe wooden horse comes equipped
with its own loaded dice !
The item in Clark-Hooper's findings supposed to have most significance is that the cost to the advertiser (including both time and talent costs) "per thousand sets identifying sponsor is computed" and "the
lowest cost shown is $1.36 (petthousand)
and the highest, $62.67.
The average is $16.22."
If this last figure be accepted, for
the sake of argument, the periodical
publishers have their answer in the
findings of Dr. Gallup : that in leading periodicals, the cost to the advertiser, in terms of readers identifying a full-page advertisement, is
$41.02 per thousand — giving radio
an advantage of two and a half to
one.
BRIDGE TOURNAMENT
KSTP Stages Contests to
Assist Amateurs
A FEATURE new to the radio field
was introduced by KSTP, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Jan. 21 and 22, with
the organization of the KSTP
Bridge League. Many bridge enthusiasts of Minneapolis and St.
Paul were attracted to the opening
night which had Russell J. Baldwin,
director of the American Bridge
League, present to supervise play.
KSTP will conduct the tournament
throughout the winter. The station is charging players a small fee
to cover operating costs and will not
attempt to show a profit. For a
slightly larger fee, KSTP offers a
membership in its own league and
also the American Bridge League
as well as the right to participate
in national meets. Play is open to
the public. However, it is not a
commercial project and is sponsored
by KSTP only in an effort to increase the interest of Twin City
people in contract bridge. Prizes
are awarded to the winners of each
night's play. "The object of this
league is to give the amateur players an opportunity to get a taste of
tournament play," said Stanley E.
Hubbard, ofvice-president
and general
manager
KSTP.

WWNC
Operated By The
Citizen Broadcasting Company, Inc.

ASHEVILLE,

N. C

Flash NO. 3
In Asheville, 91% of the homes
have Radio reception. In
WWNC's listening area, the
percentage of Radio-equipped
farm homes is the largest in the
entire Southeast! Ask for details!

RADIO AND crime
WAAT Dramatizes Stories
From Police Files j
A NEW ATTEMPT to prove th<
potentialities of radio as an eflicien
means of presenting crusades for th<
betterment of social life, has beer
devised by Paul H. LaStayo, presi
dent of WAAT, Jersey City. In co
operation with Thomas J. Wolfe
Commissioner of Public Safety ol
Jersey City, and Deputy Chiel
Harry W. Walsh, of the Jersej
City police department, the program
department of WAAT and the
Matinee Players, a dramatic grout
of this station, present dramatized
crime stories from the files of the
Jersey City police department
every Sunday afternoon to show
that crime does not pay and to
help Jersey City maintain its efficient police record.
The dramatizations, billed as A
Crusade Against Crime, are adapted
from the personal criminal files of
Deputy Chief Walsh, ace investigator who handled the Hall-Mills
murder mystery, Lilliendahl-Beach
murder, Harrison W. Noel murder
and kidnaping mystery, and lately
the Lindbergh kidnaping. He appears on each of the broadcasts in
an interview which points out the
weaknesses of the criminal's acts,
the short inhuman life the sought
criminal leads, and the way police
"get their man."
A REVIEW of French fashions was
arranged for Feb. 14 by NBC with
Carmel speaking
Snow, editor of Harper's
Bazaar
Coloniale studios. from the Radio

PULLED
3700

IN ONE

WEEK!

"On the Philco Programs which
were broadcasted from your station for one week, we take
pleasure in advising you that we
received 3700 letters."
"We certainly appreciate the
cooperation given us in putting
over these Philco programs and
are extremely gratified with results obtained."
So writes
J. P. Newsome, Alabama Distributor for Philco
Radios. We believe that a letter like that speaks volumes for
WAPI . . . with cleared channel
. . . most powerful in Alabama.
BASCOM

HOPSON, President

THE VOICE OF A LAB AM A "
5000
WATTS
NBC NETWORK

Full Time NBC Affiliate
1,000 Watts 570 Kilocycles
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Part II of This Issue of
BROADCASTING is the 1935 YEARBOOK
(240 PAGES)
The Yearbook is being sent without added cost
to all subscribers to BROADCASTING.
Extra eopies and copies to non-subscribers $2.00.
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largest

Daily

Sports

YANKEE

in

N.E

NETWORK

BASEBALL

Mow

Audience

FEATURES

available

for

PLAY

sponsorship

BY

PLAY:

An exclusive Yankee
Network feature — th
actual play - by - pla

description of major league games in Boston. Every day except Sunda
(for approximately 24 weeks) over the entire Yankee Network 10-statioj
hookup. The only network feature of its kind in the country. The mos
popular New England sports feature for the past 7 years. A demonstratec
sales producer reaching what is unquestionably the largest day-after-da
sports audience in America.
Exclusive in New England with the Yankei
Network. A nightly replay of Boston Red So:
and Braves out-of-town games — from direc
wire play-by-play reports. Over WNAC or any Yankee Network combination available. Broadcasts by Frank Ryan, publicity director for the Harvard Athletic Association, secretary and publicity director for the Bostor
Bruins. Mr. Ryan, since 1923, has been thrilling New England sports fans
with his stories and broadcasts of baseball, hockey and traekmeets.

REPLAY:

Complete official scores, including hits, runs
errors and home runs of all American anc
SCORES:
National League games. A five minute broad
cast — early and late evening — seven days a week over WNAC or any Yankee Network combination available. The scores are presented in a clear,
concise manner by Yankee Network announcers.

Offer

subject

to prior

sale.

Act

immediately

THE

YANKEE
NETWORK,
Inc.
21 Brookline Avenue, Bostdh
EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC., Exclusive National Sales Representative
New York — 17 East 42nd St. MUrray Hill 2-3850
Detroit — General Motors Bldg., Madison 1035
Chicago — Wrigley Bldg. Superior 7742
San Francisco — 865 Mission St. Sutter 6400
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RIDE again
of old, when Richard the Lion Heart
and his Crusaders sought the Holy Grail! They're
all here, in this exciting new program series.

The story begins with young Giles Mountjoy riding to the
relief of the besieged Castle Mortimer. He is attacked by a
scouting party and is hard pressed when he is dramatically
rescued by Richard the Lion Heart, who makes Giles his
squire. Together, they fight their way into Castle Mortimer,
where Giles makes friends with Richard's other two squires,
Nigel Mortimer and Allen Beaufort.
Trapped in the castle by the treachery of Richard's own
brother, Earl John of Gloucester, they are barely able to
fight their' way out. Returning with a company of lances,
they defeat their enemies in furious fighting, and give the
latter their choice of hanging for treason, or of taking the
Cross for the Crusade. They chose the Cross.
While Nigel is recovering from wounds, Giles and Allen
go to Giles' home for a holiday, where Allen falls in love
with Giles' sister, the lovely Lady Mary Mountjoy.
Richard's Coronation Parade to Westminster is about to
start when a dispute arises between Giles and the squire of
Comte de Chalvieux, an emissary of King Phillip of France.
There is a duel in which Giles is the victor.
Next day Richard is crowned, and at the State Banquet
that night, the Comte accuses Giles of murdering his squire.
Richard supports his own squire. . .

RICHARD

THE

HEART!"

LION
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citingtive
THE
Richard the Lion Heart — most heroic
?A(j?w
family

thrills

for
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most

in

glamorous

of NBOs

Recorded

the

entire

character of medieval times. These episodes furnish not only tingling excitement, but an histori-

and

cally accurate review of one of civilization's greatest chapters— The Crusades! Expertly portrayed

recent

Syndicated

Series

by the pick of NBC's network artists and sound
engineers. The price of this thrilling series is
moderate ... it is perfectly adaptable to all
kinds of businesses. NBC recommends it to
local sponsors as a truly unusual entertainment,
or as a first-rate station sustaining program.
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radio stations
more definite advantages
-lTA listed below, you'll find some large
ones, some small ones, some with chain
connections, and some without —
But two things you'll find they ALL have
in common .... all offer some one or

BSp

FREE

NEW YORK
Chrysler Building
Murray Hill 2-3030
HO DES MOINES
NBC Basic Red Network
JR-WKBW BUFFALO
CBS Basic Network
ND GARY— WJJD CHICAGO
WIND-ABC Basic Network
1 HKCBSCLEVELAND
Basic Network
\IU COLUMBUS
Predominant in Central Ohio
)C DAVENPORT
CBS Basic Supplementary Group
>AY FARGO
NBC Northwestern Group

6>

CHICAGO
ISO N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

4,389,108*
1 ,544,828*
5,837,199*
2,069,345*
1,433,606*
300,000*

928,867*
opula+ion of primary daytime coverage area.

jioii^
which make
them good contacts for both you and us,
and ALL are operated by the kind of
fellows that you yourself would choose
to do business with. That is our means
of insuring your continuing confidence

and good will.

SLE1NINGER.

DETROIT
benera I Motors Bldg.
Madison 1423

DENVER
Charles Building
Keystone 6o2S

WKZO KALAMAZOO
The Voice of Southwestern Michigan
KMBC KANSAS CITY
CBS Basic Network
KFAB OMAHA-LINCOLN
CBS Basic Network
WAVE LOUISVILLE
NBC Southcentral Group
WTCN MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
The Twin Cities Newspaper Station
KOIL OMAHA-COUNCIL BLUFFS
NBC Basic Blue Network
WMBD PEORIA
CBS Basic Supplementary Group

SANRussFRANCISCO
Building
Sutter 5415

INC.S

LOS ANGELES
C. of C. Bldg.
Richmond 6164

SEATTLE
Stuart
Building
Elliott 6662

KTUL TULSA
CBS Southwestern Group
346,406*
1,394,581*
2,522,075*

925,717*
2,137,792*

KFWB LOS ANGELES
Warner Bros. Movie Studios Station
KOIN-KALE PORTLAND
CBS Pacific Coast Group
KOL SEATTLE
CBS Pacific Coast Group
KVI TACOMA
CBS Pacific Coast Group

1,363,985*
464,352*

Published semi-monthly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933,
at the Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

606,086*
2,200,000*
692,457*
832,156*
728,000*
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Crisis
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Broadcasters,
Trend
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Toward

Selling the News
THERE is talk that one or more
of the big press associations, possibly the United Press, may withdraw from the Press-Radio agreement and begin selling news directly to radio. The United Press
is known to be growing restive und e r the present arrangement,
whereby its complete news report
and those of the Associated Press
and International News Service are
furnished to the Press-Radio Bureau for a twice-daily 5-minute
sustaining news flash service. Alt h o u g.h gaining in comparative
1, 1935

D. C. MARCH

1, 1935
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Radio -Press
By MARTIN
CODEL

of Journalistic

Sponsored

ERRONEOUS reporting by the
Associated Press of several transcendently important news events
of the last fortnight, with the
Press-Radio Bureau and its subscribing networks and stations
among the victims of perhaps the
greatest
"boner"of 1918,
since
the false journalistic
Armistice report
has served to widen further the
breach between broadcasting and
publishing interests in the gathering and reporting of news.
The false verdict in the Hauptmann trial supplied by the Associated Press to its newspaper clients
and to the Press-Radio Bureau,
and the accuracy of Transradio
Press Service in covering not only
the Hauptmann verdict but the Supreme Court's decision in the gold
cases, have intensified the dissatisfaction still prevailing among certain independent broadcasters who
refused to abide by the press-radio
"program" agreed upon by the networks, the network - operated stations, the press associations and
the newspaper publishers exactly a
year ago this month.
The whole subject of radio's reporting of the news is manifestly
due for renewed scrutiny if not a
complete overhauling, but what
course the leaders in the radio and
news fields will take remained
doubtful as this was written. One
news service alone has made its
course plain — Transradio Press —
organized less than a year ago as
an exclusive radio press association by Herbert Moore, former
United Press staff correspondent
in New York and London and former newsman with the old CBS
News Service which that network
suspended when the Press - Radio
Bureau was formed.

March

Advertising

News

^Boners',

Flashes

Grow

Restive:

Is Observed

The Radio-Press Situation
PRESS association errors lead Press-Radio Bureau clients into
incorrect news broadcasts of big events.
Transradio Press, exclusive radio news gatherer, gives correct
versions and expands service.
Broadcasters chafing at present arrangement with press.
Press-radio agreement abandoned in Pittsburgh.
Trend toward sponsored news broadcasts is noted, with advertisers buying flash periods.
Inland Daily Press Association opposes sponsorship of news
over the air.
Chairman of Press-Radio Bureau executive committee lauds its
first year's operations.
prestige from the Associated Press
blunders, the United Press is far
from happy at the onus placed
upon printed journalism at large
by the troubles of the last fortnight, made all the more glaring
by the erroneous service to radio.
Hugh Baillie, general manager
of United Press, which at one time
sold its service to. a number of
broadcasting stations for both
sponsored and sustaining use, asHow

Radio

Was

By GILBERT CANT
SOME daily newspapers throughout the United States on Feb. 14
carried stories with headlines such
as: "Radio Carries False Verdict
Report
These
referredto toNation."
the trial
of stories
Bruno
Richard Hauptmann at Flemington, N. J., in which the verdict had
been returned late at night on
Feb. 13, and it was also brought
out that the "false verdict report"
originated with the Associated
Press.
Nothing was done, however, to
inform the public that both the
major networks, as well as scores
of independent stations, carried
this report to the nation because
they had been persuaded to accept
a "program" for news broadcasting under which they were obligated not to do any news-gathering of their own, but to rely on
a bureau drawing its news from
press associations.
In the case of the Hauptmann

• BROADCASTING

there is "absolutely
nothing"
to the sertscurrent
talk that the
U. P.
may break loose from the pressradio "program". On the other
hand, he would not prophesy what
may take place in the future. It is
not unreasonable to expect the
U. P. management to decide there
is too much revenue in radio to be
overlooked by an organization
which, unlike the non-profit-making and mutually-owned Associated
Covered

on

Relations
Press, is independently owned and
can sell its news where it pleases.
Hearst's International News Service is in the same position as U. P.
On the otheris hand,
organization
taking Mr.
up Moore's
station
and sponsor clients rapidly. Transradio Press, he asserts, is now serving 150 of the 600 broadcasting
stations in the United States, some
in Canada and one in South Africa,
including several stations that are
newspaper-owned. The last few
weeks, Mr. Moore adds, have been
bringing in many more contracts
both from stations and from important
sponsors
vertising
agencies.through their adSponsors Interested
INDEED, the Hauptmann blunder,
for which the Press-Radio Bureau
"fell", through no fault of its
own, and the A. P.'s erroneous
gold dioclause
story,
Press-RaBureau did
not which
broadcast
until
the correct report came in — both of
which Transradio carried correctly
from the first — apparently proved
to the satisfaction of many broadcasters that radio can gather its
own news quickly and accurately
without depending upon the press
associations.
Selling news to stations on a fiat
fee basis if used for sustaining but
on a revenue-sharing
basis 6)
if spon(Continued on page

Hauptmann

verdict, accuracy was conspicuously
absent; speed was over-emphasized
— to the point where the AP
brought in a verdict before the
jury did so — and completeness was
improved upon, since the AP added
a recommendation for clemency,
which the jury did not. In all.
other respects, radio men point
out, the "program" agreed upon
between the publishers and the
broadcasters worked perfectly.
Transradio Was Accurate
THE independent news service
supplying news to stations which
have not subscribed to the pressradio "program" — Transradio Press
Service — covered the trial for its
clients, and gave them the correct
verdict when it was returned by
the jury. It did not supply the
added thrill of a "phoney" report.
The jury at Flemington took its
fifth and final ballot, finding
Hauptmann guilty of murder in
the first degree, at 10:28 p. m., ac-

Trial

cording to apparently authentic
accounts of its deliberations. The
have
verdictNews
at 10:24.
New had
YorktheDaily
claims ' to
At 10:30 p. m. preparations
were being made in the courtroom
for the jury to take their places
in the box, but the members had
not yet done so. At this time,
however, A. P. sent out a flash to
the effect that Hauptmann had
been found guilty, with a recommendation for mercy, which meant
that Justice Trenchard would automatically sentence him to life
imprisonment.
By 10:31 p. m. this message was
being redispatched to clients of
the Press-Radio Bureau, where the
editor, James W. Barrett, was in
charge. Also by 10:31 p. m., early
editions of morning papers
throughout the country, and special extras of evening papers on the
Pacific Coast, were beginning to
roll off the presses with the false
(Continued on page 40)
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sored, Transradio Press is also
selling direct to sponsors. The
week of Feb. 25 it started to deliver two daily five-minute news
flash periods five days weekly to
five important stations for sponsorship by Continental Baking Co.,
New York (Wonder Bread), the
news being purchased and placed
through that big advertiser's
agency, Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn, New York. Radio outlets
in five other cities were to be selected the first week in March for
the same sponsor.
Continental's news flashes were
first placed on CKLW, DetroitWindsor; WSPD, Toledo; WADC,
Akron; WBNS, Columbus, and
WHIO, Dayton. Significantly,
WBNS is controlled by the same
interests that own the Columbus
Dispatch and Ohio State Journal,
and WHIO is owned by former
Gov. James M. Cox, of Ohio, who
is the publisher of the Dayton
Daily News and Miami Daily
Netvs. The other radio outlets for
Continental's
sponsorship
of Transradio
Press news
were to
be selected in Chicago, Des Moines, St.
Louis, Milwaukee and Indianapolis.
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn has also placed for another
client — Waitt & Bond Co., Newark
(Blackstone Yankee Cigars) — par, ticipating news flashes in the
| 6-6:15 p. m. daily news periods on
the Yankee Network, one of the
staunchest supporters of Transradio Press. This sponsorship started
Feb. 18. Transradio news was also
being purchased for DuPont sponsorship in various parts of the
country, according to reports received at this writing.
Position of Networks
THE FACT that Press-Radio Bureau's newsspot
mayannouncements
not be sponsored
(although
are
still being placed immediately before and after its broadcast periods
by many stations, while the networks are selling the 10-minute
periods immediately afterward as
odd units) is undoubtedly the reason for most of the dissatisfaction
with the network-publisher-press
association "program" of last year.
' So far the networks apparently
I have been satisfied with the arrangement for three reasons: (1)
It relieves them of the cost of gathering news; (2) it maintains a
friendly liaison with the press at
large, presumably
insuring the
• listing of radio station programs
in the newspapers; (3) it gives
their news commentators — Boake
Carter, Lowell Thomas and the
rest — a budget of news at little
cost upon which to base their comment programs without being
charged with lifting from the
. press.
On the other hand, there are in! dividual station operators who dispute all three points, asserting (1)
that radio should have its own
news-gathering organization, free
1 from the restraints imposed by the
press, particularly the limitations

• of the press-radio "program"; (2)
that part of the press will always
fight radio yet the newspapers
must list program schedules
: whether they want to or not because they are demanded by their
readers, and (3) that with their
.own news supply their own com(Continued on page 42)
Page 6

Radio-Press

Press-Radio

Chairman

Extols

Service

LAUDING the Press-Radio Bureau's coverage of news for radio,
Edwin S. Friendly, chairman of its executive committee, asserted
in a statement to Broadcasting Feb. 23 that he believes "the first
year of the Press-Radio Bureau fully justifies the experiment" in
the cooperative furnishing of news to broadcasting stations by the
combined press associations. Mr. Friendly, who is business manager of the New York Sun and also a member of the Publishers'
National Radio Committee, made the statement on the occasion of
the bureau's first anniversary. He said:
"At the end of the first year of operation of the Press-Radio
Bureau I feel that the record fully justifies our committee in stating that the Press-Radio Bureau has rendered an important public
service to radio listeners. This service has comprised not only the
two regular daily reports of important and interesting news but
the frequent special bulletins issued by the bureau, giving the
public first news of the many outstanding events and situations
occurring from March 1, 1934, to March 1, 1935.
"This has been a year of stupendous world news. We have witnessed such stirring episodes as the escape and capture of the outlaw, John Dillinger; the arrest, trial and conviction of Bruno Hauptmann for the murder of the Lindbergh baby; the Morro Castle
disaster; the cancellation of the air contracts, and the disastrous
attempts of the Army to operate the air mail; the national elections of Nov. 6, 1934; the threatened steel strike; the textile strike;
the many important actions and messages of President Roosevelt;
the developments in the NRA; the decision of the U. S. Supreme
Court on the Gold Clause; -the Mohawk disaster — these being only
a few of the transcendent news events in America which were
promptly bulletined to the public by the Press-Radio Bureau and
in the foreign field. This year has seen such compelling events as
the Nazi Purge in Germany; the Nazi Putsch in Austria with the
assassination of Dolfuss; the assassinations of King Alexander of
Yugoslavia and Foreign Minister Barthou; and the many dramatic
and significant happenings in Russia, Italy and even in far-off
Japan and China.
"The special bulletins of the Press-Radio Bureau, together with
its two daily reports, have kept the radio public fully abreast of
all these events. This was a public service by the newspapers of
the United States, in cooperation with the press associations and
broadcasters. The service was rendered at cost and without profit
of any sort to any of the parties concerned.
"Both the regular reports and the special bulletins were issued
without any kind of commercial sponsorship or anything in the
nature of coloring or censorship of the news; and gave to the
American public the prompt, concise, accurate and interesting information— all in all an unprecedented and unsurpassed service,
being based on the complete reports of the world's foremost news
organizations, namely, the Associated Press, the United Press and
International News-Universal Service. I feel that the first year
of the Press-Radio Bureau fully justifies the experiment."

Negotiations Are Begun
With Reuters to Supply
News Service for Radio
SEVERAL independent broadcasting stations which have not subscribed to the Press-Radio agreement have addressed inquiries to
Reuters, Ltd., regarding the availability of a world news service,
similar to that which Transradio
Press Service is taking. Negotiations are now beginning between
these stations and the manager of
Reuters' New York office, A. B.
Moloney.
Prior to April, 1934, the contract
between Reuters and the Associated Press prevented either
from selling in the other's territory. In a new contract signed
then, however, this stipulation
does not appear, and Reuters now
has among its American clients
the New York Times, International
News Service and Transradio
Press. Formerly it served the
American Newscasting Association.
Broadcasters in the United
States are understood to be particularly interested in what is
known as the "Reuterian Service."
This consists of seven news broad-

Accord

casts daily and two on Sundays
between 8.50 a. m. and 7 p. m.,
e. s. t., on both long and short
waves from Rugby, England.
These are distinct from the British
government's news broadcasts.
They can be received without difficulty in the United States on a
good short wave set.
In addition, there is available a
cable service from the London office, on which American clients
pay the tolls. Reuters has 3,000
staff correspondents throughout
the world, and also has access to
the reports of national agencies,
such as Associated Press here, and
Agence Havas in France.
CBS March 4 Program
THE ENTIRE Roosevelt cabinet
will take part in a radio broadcast
March 4 by CBS entitled Of the
People, By the People, For the
People. Vice-president Garner also
will participate in the program,
which will review the first two
years of the Roosevelt Administration. Cabinet members will describe the work of their departments and microphones will be installed in their offices. John W.
Studebaker, U. S. Commissioner of
Education, will discuss historic significance of the two years.

Upset in Pittsburgh
Lid Flies Off When Big Store
Begins Sponsoring News
WITH one of Pittsburgh's big department stores,for
Kaufmann's,
having contracted
a reported
$100,000 a year worth of time and
Transradio news flashes over
WJAS, the lid is off in that city
with respect to limiting news
broadcasts to the news supplied by
the Press-Radio Bureau under the
terms
of the1934.
press-radio "program"
of March,
All three of Pittsburgh's newspapers have resumed their news
broadcast tieups, carrying news in
their own way and without outside
limitations. WJAS is broadcasting
two 15-minute sponsored news
periods daily in addition to other
news flashes supplied by Transradio Press Service, the Kaufmann
store officials having flatly refused
to accede to appeals from the newspapers and other radio interests to
discontinue the sponsorship of
news.
In view of the importance of the
store as a newspaper advertiser,
the failure to persuade it to drop
the broadcasting of news, started
in January, led the Pittsburgh
newspapers
mid-February
to return to theirin old
radio affiliations.
First to resume news broadcasting
in its own way was the Pittsburgh
Sun-Telegraph, a Hearst newspaper affiliated
Hearst's
WCAE
in that
city;with
then
the ScrippsHoward Press began broadcasting
over KDKA, Westinghouse - owned
but NBC-operated, and along with
it camezette,the
Post -Gaa PaulPittsburgh
Block newspaper,
which uses its own station,
WWSW.
Unusual Tieups
THE PECULIAR interlocking of
newspapers and radio stations in
Pittsburgh, and the fact that the
independently - owned WJAS has
tied up with a big department store
advertiser,
regarded as significant in radiois circles.
NBC was one of the organizers
of the Press-Radio Bureau yet the
NBC - operated station in Pittsburgh now becomes a party to an
abandonment of that service so far
as local news broadcasting is concerned, with the Scripps-Howard
newspaper also a party. ScrippsHoward interests, as represented
by the United Press and by
President Roy Howard, were also
instrumental in establishing the
press-radio
Hearst, an"program".
active radio operator,
is known to be cool toward the
press-radio restrictions, and it is
possible his other newspapers may
follow the example of his Pittsburgh as
Sun-Telegraph
and news
broad-of
cast locally
much of the
his newspapers and his International News Service (or other services they get) as they choose.
Paul Block is closely allied with
Hearst in the newspaper business.
CALL LETTERS assigned new
stations recently authorized by the
FCC include KIUL, Garden City,
Kan.;
Ala., and
WMFP, WMFO,
Ashland,Decatur,
Ky.
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A. WITTEN
LOUIS
By
Director of Radio, Hanff-Metzger, Inc., New York
Take

Some

Horse

Sense,

Add

Liberal

Portions

of Proper

stooges and
comedy employing severalorchestral
, or
musical support, either
orchestral and vocal.
Rogers — humorist with
3. Willsupport.
musical
Winchell — America s
Walter
4.
greatest gossip with musical support.
as it sug5. Sinclair Minstrels —comedy
with
another type of
support.
musicalgests,

and Mix With Efficient Merchandising
Programming
theatre to hire the George
irHERE is no royal road to suc- to decide who is successful in his the
Whites and the Earl Carrolls and
cess in any field of activity. Cer- given field and where I'll find him. the
Belascos for sure as fate the
must be consid- There's no mystery or black magic
tain
theatre and its trained actors and
ered to fundamentals
steer clear of failure but about it at all, at least in my
6. Amos and Andy — script, comactresses and its producers must
as far as you and I are concerned
opinion.
edy and pathos.
A digression for just a moment.
and will come increasingly into raas individuals, we will be outstand7. Red Davis — script, sketch of
dio. It also is true that when an American
Some of you may wonder why I
life.
ing successes or go to hell in our
am heard on the air with certain
own way.
advertiser enters radio he is enter8. Grand Hotel — drama of life as
of our radio programs. Because
With that attempt at philosophy,
ing the show business.
it flows through a grand hotel.
I said you have at your disposal
I state there are two schools of
9. Roses and Drums — Civil War
drama.
for a radio show, speech, drama,
thought in setting up a radio deThomas — news comcomedy and music. Put all three
10. Lowell
partment in an advertising agency.
.
mentator
together and you have a variety
One school, as practiced by sevdramatizaof Time
11.tion ofMarch
mood — music.
news with
eral of the large agencies, reshow. Of course, in the vaudeville theatre they could throw
out
quires every man in the radio
— -out
12. cFirst
typical
d inand
presente
showNighter
dramati
in a juggler or a quick change
department to be a specialist
theatre manner.
in radio. There is an expert
artist or things of that navamusical and
musical director, an expert
Waring —thea comedy
Fred
13. riety
ture, but not for radio — yet.
show wherein
Among the most popular
continuity writer, an expert
drama are supplied by song lyrics
commercial writer, an
and musical arrangements.
varietywell programs
is MaxHouse, with Captain
expert radio time buyer,
14. Guy Lombardo — popular dance
music.
Henry,
a lovable
master
an expert this and an ex, . ,
music.
of
ceremonies.
You
have
pert that.
15. A. & P. Gypsies — concert
music, of course, popular;
My school of thought is
this: How can a musical
16. Paul Whiteman — symphonized
you have
in Molasses andcomedy
January,
and popular music and guest stars.
director be an expert in
the popular field and the
you have drama in the
Success Formula
opera, too? How can a
love problems. The show is
THERE
is
only one program type
continuity writer be an exa variety
nent cast. show with permapert at comedy and drama,
terms, has not capin broad
which, tured
too? In an agency you find
Then there is the Fleischwide popularity. That is
man
Hour.
The
master
of
men and women copywriters
don't have
we comprehend
and to
music,
classical
who do their best job at writing
ceremonies is a crooner who capgiants
be mental
to
tured the romantic interest of our the
reason.
cereal ads, typewriter ads, etc., so
women. We have Rudy as master
I have enumerated more than a
why shouldn't that be true of raof ceremonies with his popular
dio? It looks as though I've torn
dozen programs which are among
music and singing. He usually in- the 25 most popular shows on the
something down. The question natroduces acomedian or a comedy
MR. WITTEN
turally arises — what do I do?
air. And remember these out of
note in skit form and a dramatic
It's this: When I plan a radio
a probable thousand shows a week
advertising show I analyze the after an early experience in sell- playlet or reading. This variety broadcast
by WEAF, WJZ, WABC
an
show
differs
from
Maxwell
House
as
nce
experie
later
a
and
ing
situation with the advertising manand WOR. No one type indicates
ager, account executive and the announcer, I feel that I bring to primarily in that it has a changon success and in the
ing cast, Rudy Vallee being the alistmonopoly
copy men working on the specific our clients on the air a greater symsuccessful shows of
have
we
continuity
value.
their
of
account. What is the product?
pathy and understanding
Emphasizing the
type.
every
er,
announc
What is the price ? How frequent
products than a station
n
hensio
compre
greater
Popular
Series
little
a
and
way, you
is its purchase ? To what sex must
in anotherformula
thought
dupand can't
successful
a licate
take
of sales psychology. In addition
the appeal be directed? To what
it with certainty of equal
NOW
to
substantiate
my
earlier
me
to
nt
(and this is very importa
age group ? Has it a seasonal
success. Yet you can take any
market ? Where is its distribution ? and our organization), on a radio statement that "there is no royal
formula properly handled and have
and
ized
recogn
road
to
success",
I'll
enumerate
sevsolicitation I am
Under several of these headings
eral of the leading popular pro- a chance of success.
there are further subdivisions on accepted more readily as a result
All of the shows I mentioned
and analyze their entertainwhich we decide morning, late of the air publicity.
mentgramsfactors.
are successful as viewed from the
Here is a fact which has been
afternoon or evening time.
1. Joe Penner and Ed Wynn are standpoint of attracting large numproved by the theatre and the
bers of listeners. And yet among
Planning the Program
ene
what
might be called "out and out
anywher
lly
Practica
movies.
them there may be one or more
tertainment ispresented there are gag comedy programs with musical which
are not successful when
BASED on this knowledge we plan several types — script or speech,
2. Phil Baker, Fred Allen, Burns viewed from the standpoint of cost
a show calculated to accomplish which might be drama or comedy;
(Continued on page 38)
and Allen, Eddie Cantor — situation
our primary objectives — appeal to and music, which might be popu- support".
sex and age group. Now if we declassical.
or
l
lar, semi - classica
cide there must be popular music
Every radio entertainment is made
in our show my opera expert would
or more of these elebe a dead loss. If we decide on up of one
ments. It's a matter of proportion.
THE FIVE "W's" of journalism — who, what, where,
a romantic script show an expert
lle theatre's
Despite thewevaudevi
comedy writer is also of no use passing
when and why — are well known to every newspaperremember its popeven
nor would I want to be plagued
ularity. The de luxe picture house,
by an expert blood - and - thunder
man. They are just as important in broadcast advertiswhile it features a comedy or dramatic movie, gives you the time
mystei'y writer. So it's all very
ing. In this article, written at our request, the author
simple. I don't have any difficulty proved variety show, including
putting my finger on a musical news reel and a stage show with
in the finer points of radio
expert who has proved himself as a master of ceremonies to set the provides a liberal education
a popular music conductor. Nor feminine hearts going pit-a-pat, a merchandising. He knows whereof he writes, for his
do I have any difficulty locating comedian or comedy team, dancing
own "Fire Chief" program is an epic of successful
a man who has made all the love- girls for the bald head row, and
sick women of America cry over so forth.
his romantic creations. In other
It is fortunate for many of us broadcasting. His experience in radio goes back a decwords I am not limited by my
radio executives that television is
ade, the last seven years of which have been spent as
knowledge of popular music or ro- not yet here. Many of us would
radio director of one of the largest agencies.
mance. My only limitation is judg- lose our jobs. The smart ones are
those who are studying enough of
ment and ability, and information
March
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Legislation

Joseph S. Gettler
AFTER an illness
of six months,
Joseph S. Gettler,
who retired in
December, 1933,
as manager of
WJAR,dence diedProviat his
home there last
month. He was
65. In addition to
Mr. Gettler
managing the radio station, he was advertising director of the Outlet Company, big
Providence department store which
operated the station. "Joe" Gettler
was a well known figure in radio
circles. When he retired he was
publicly honored at a dinner in the
Biltmore hotel the evening of
Dec. 12, 1933.

Storm of Protests Leads to Decision by Committee
To Give Affected Parts a Chance to Be Heard
FOLLOWING procedure almost
covering a variety of phases of the
identical with that of last year, the complex measure, have not been
Tugwell - Copeland bill (S-5) for altered insofar as broadcasting is
regulation of the advertising and concerned. The major objection is
sale of food, drugs and cosmetics
that under the terms of the meawill be subjected to public hearsure the Department of Agriculture is vested with power to make
ings during March before a subcom it e ofthe Senate Commerce
regulations having the force of law
Committee. Overwhelming de- with no check on it.
mands from industrial groups and
For example, it is pointed out,
advei-tising media which would be the Secretary of Agriculture, unaffected led to the decision by the
der the measure as now written,
full committee to schedule hear- could prohibit the advertising of
ings. The hearings are scheduled
aspirin as a cure for headaches,
to begin Mar. 2 at 10 a. m. before
and there would be no recourse. gards its relief program as too
the subcommittee.
This ban could be imposed un- necessary and important to attempt
The subcommittee, named by
der the provisions defining false
bills of lesser sigadvertising as that which is false to sponsor nificancany
Chairman Copeland (D.), of New
e if there are indications
in any particular and is not sus- of conflicts on them. The Copeland
York, author of S-5 and its leading
tained by demonstrable scientific bill apparently falls in that catesponsor, will be headed by Senator
Clark (D.) of Missouri. Other
factors or substantial medium
members are Mrs. Caraway (D.) opinion. Other provisions of the gory.
In the House, little or no interof Arkansas, and Senator Gibson
pending measure also could be inest has been evinced in legislation
(R.) of Vermont. The latter was
voked to bring about similar re- of this nature. Should the bill in
sults.
named after Senator McNary of
some revised form pass the Senate,
Whereas at the outset of the ses- hearings more than likely will be
Oregon, Republican leader, had been
asked to be relieved of the assignsion in January, it was generally asked in the House, particularly
believed that the Copeland Bill, or after the issue has been agitated
ment because of his parliamentary
duties. Mrs. Caraway had served
some modification of it, would be before the Senate committee. That
enacted speedily, developments of the House is little interested in
on the subcommittee last session,
when a vigorous fight against the the last fortnight present an en- the measure now was indicated
tirely different picture. Hearings
original Tugwell-Copeland measure
when preliminary efforts to hold
resulted in its defeat.
naturally will slow up considera- joint hearings on the Copeland Bill
tion. Moreover, Congress is facing were made, but with unfavorable
All Over Again
a legislative jam as great if not response.
THUS FAR, the history of S-5, greater than that of last year,
Interest of the broadcasting inintroduced Jan. 3, has been a repe- with the Senate in a far different
dustry in the pending legislation
tition of what occurred last ses- mood than it was last year in ap- centers around the fact that apsion, despite predictions by Senaproving administration - sponsored
proximately one-third of the vollegislation.
tor Copeland that the revised meaume of commercial programs hansure would be enacted without
dled by both networks and through
House Indifferent
hearings and without substantial
national and local spot are sponFOOD and drugs legislation, as
change. There is already pending
sored by affected manufacturers.
a committee print, presented on evidenced last year, is highly con- Radio averages approximately
Feb. 23, which represents a controversial, and it is generally be- $30,000,000 annually from these
lieved that the administration re- fields.
solidation of S-5 and S-580, introduced by Senator McCarran (D.)
of Nevada, but sponsored by
Charles Wesley Dunn, counsel for
THE
SOUL
OF
RADIO
the Associated Grocery Manufacturers of America and the AmeriFOLLOWI
NG is the address of James M. Cox,
can Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association.
former governor of Ohio, 1920 Democratic presidential nominee, and now publisher of newsWhile this measure is held to
papers in Ohio and Florida on the occasion of the
meet the objections of most of the
dedication of WHIO, affiliated with his Dayton
groups involved — National AssoDaily News, on Feb. 9:
ciation of Broadcasters, American
Newspaper Publishers Association,
"The voice of radio
hear itinthis
American Association of Advertishistoric
an evening
takes its flight through astheweheavens
setting. The antennas of the new station rise
ing Agencies, and other groups
representing advertising media
imperiously between the banks of the Great
other than the Advertising FederMiami and Mad rivers. Here it was that TecumGov. Cox
ation of America — it is still viewed
seh, the greatest Indian of all time — statesman,
as having a number of shortcomorator, warrior — followed the pursuits of peace and combat. Withings.
in sight are the fields now historic where Wilbur and Orville
On behalf of the NAB, and as its
Wright gave to man the wings of the air that have carried him
around the planet.
legislative chairman, Henry A. Bellows again has requested an oppor"In this inspirational
tunity to be heard by the subcomwe build
structure of steel
and wires and insulators scene
and all the magica giant
devices of this scientific
mittee. After reviewing the revised
age. And now it takes the tongue of man and the melodies of
bill, he declared there had been no
poetry and music.
substantial change in any of the
dozen provisions to which the NAB
"Birth is always
solemn thing and our emotions are deeply
originally objected when S-5 was
stirred as WHIO is aannounced
as a new thing of life. May I exintroduced.
press this christening sentiment — that the voice of this Miami
Valley empire will always be an instrument of dignity, culture and
Censorship Threat
practical service; that it will carry the light of joy to places that
THE ADVERTISING section of
are dark; that it will build a love for goodness and beauty; that
the committee print, criticized genit will plant in the hearts of men a philosophy that will help them
to see Divinity in sunshine and shadow; that it will sense its oblierally because of its broadness, has
not been changed, Mr. Bellows
gations tothe more than a million people who are by common inbrought out, and represents a centerest to be our immediate radio fireside. In brief, may WHIO in
its long watches of the night and in its endless days be conscious
sorship threat having far-reaching
implications for printed media as
ever of its duty to God and humanity."
well as radio. Other provisions,
Page 8
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Much of Success Is Attributed
By FHA to Use of Radio
RADIO promotion has become one
of the most effective publicity
media for the repair and modernization drive of the Better Housing
Program, according to an announcement Feb. 16 by the Federal
Housing Administration. Both the
FHA and business firms cooperating with it are using radio with
success and at least 98% of stations are cooperating in the drive.
Thousands of letters attesting to
housing broadthe populari
ty ofreceived,
casts have been
says the
FHA, and the publicity varies from
short spot announcements by independents to half-hour programs
over nation-wide networks. More
than 250 firms are tying in the
housingts.drive with their regular
broadcas
Over the NBC-WJZ network
Saturday evenings, The Master
Builder broadcasts bits of homely
philosophy with constructive hints
on home repair and improvement.
The program draws hundreds of
letters daily. Another program
What Home Means, to Me consists
of a series of 26 informal talks donated by the General Electric Co.
and heard Sunday afternoons on
the NBC-WEAF network.
Programs for Women
TWO

PROGRAMS intended primarily for women are presented by
FHA, The Story of a Thousand
Dollars, on a CBS network Wednesday afternoons and an ABC
series Friday mornings on which
prominent home authorities are
speakers.
Independent stations have carried more than 30,000 spot announcements on the drive and
many have broadcast playlets furnished by FHA which often are
staged
by high school students.
ship.
Most of the playlets and spots are
used on time sold to local advertisers and given under their sponsor"An overwhelming percentage of
property owners have learned
through these broadcasts of the
many advantages of repairing and
modernizing without delay," says
the FHA. "The many thousands of
inquiries received show the effectiveness ofhousing broadcasts. To
judge from this interest, a most
effective way to secure modernization business being created by the
FHA is for the business man to
feature the Better Housing Proadvertising".
gram in his
A new
FHAradio
program,
Thursdays
at 11:15 p. m., The House Detective, adramatic series, is presented
over the NBC-WEAF network.
Roger B. Whitman, author and authority on home repair and maintenance plays the title role in the
script which is written by Peter
Dixon. Dixon also writes the CBS
program The Story of a Thousand
Dollars.
NEARLY

250 stations are broadcasting the series of 15 weekly
Short Talks on Advertising sponsored by the Advertising Federation of America. The program is
in its third year.
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Revision
Federal

of

Group

Copyright
Studies

Treaty;
In Rome
By SOL TAISHOFF
JVERSHADOWING all legislative
activity involving copyright and
performance of copyrighted works
a bill sponn the past decade,Depar
tment to
sored by the State
amend the Copyright Act of 1909
iiow is pending before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee. It
be*vas the subject of conferencesental
fore a special interdepartm
committee during the week of Feb.
18 in which the broadcasting industry and other interested groups
rwere represented.
A number of provisions in the
■existing law which have proved
both damaging and irksome to
broadcasting, including the $250
statutory minimum infringement
fee, will be drastically altered if
recommendations of the State Department are adopted by Congress.
ght proMany reforms in copyristrip
the
cedure, which would
American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers of the arbitrary powers it now holds, would
be instituted, if recommendations
made by the NAB, hotel groups,
motion picture exhibitors, and
other users, are adopted.
American Entry
THE PROPOSED DRAFT of the
measure submitted by the State
was deDepartment to the SenateCopyrigh
t
signed so to alter the
Act of 1909 as to permit American
entry into the Rome revision of the
Convention for the Protection of
Literary and Artistic Property.
After submission of the proposal,
however, protests were filed by
numerous organizations, including
was rethe NAB, and the matter Relations
ferred by the Foreign
Committee to the State Department for the taking of further
interdepartmeny by theThese
testimoncommittee.
conferences
tal
were held Feb. 19, 20, 21 and 23
with the most important testimony,
from the standpoint of the broadcasting industry, offered on the
final day.
The Interdepartmental Committee hoped to have its report ready
for the Senate Committee during
the week of March 4, after which
rather prompt action was anticipated. The proposed ratification of
the convention has the support of
the administration.
The original draft of the State
Department's bill,
which proposed
the first substantial revision of the
copyright law since its enactment,
would include radio broadcasting
in its provisions for the first time.
proHighspots of this original
posal, insofar as broadcasting is
concerned, are reduction of the
statutory minimum infringement
fee from $250 to $100; extension
of the scope of the copyright laws
to include both literary matter and
copyrighted music broadcast over
stations, and exemption from copyright requirements of hotels,
stores, restaurants and others who
pick up radio programs on receivfor incidental entertainingmentsets
of their patrons.
This proposal, if enacted, would
March
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Plan

Law

Permitting

Submitted
American

Entry

$250 Infringement Fee Involved
take away from ASCAP its right of it involved in the alleged infrom such es- fringement.
to demand royalties
tablishments— a right which it
e htpro, theic measur
drafted
As vides
for automat
claims to have acquired under the
copyrig
of
celebrated Jewell - LaSalle case of
provia
tions,
all foreign
sion whichcomposi
admittedly places a
six years ago, adjudicated by the
Supreme Court.
greater burden upon users of copyThe broadcasting industry,
works. This would remove
through the NAB, suggested a from therighted
domain (composipublic
number of amendments to the State
tions on which no copyright exDepartment draft designed to
ists) all numbers now protected by
bring to the broadcasting industry
the convencountri
maximum protection. It urged tion. es signatory to
enactment of the amended law with
Whereas foreign copyrights
these suggested provisions in- would be automatic, copyrights
cluded. In its demands it was sup- in this country would have to be
ported by the American Hotel As- registered by the owner, as at
Picture Thesociation, of
and Motion
present, before he could sue for
atre Owners
America.
damages or profits. Should such
The most important suggested
compositions not be regisforeign
amendment offered in behalf of the
tered, then the owner could sue for
broadcasting industry by Philip G. a reasonable license only, which in
Loucks, NAB managing director, no case, under the proposed draft,
was the proposal to eliminate the can exceed $2,500.
statutory minimum damage reLiterary Works
quirement altogether. Whereas
the State Department in its first IN HIS opening statement, Mr.
draft had proposed reduction of Loucks raised two prime points rethis fee from $250 to $100, Mr.
specting the application of the proLoucks contended that it should be
amended law to the broadcastposed
eliminated altogether, with the
ing industry. Broadcasting, he
such
collect
to
copyright owners
ial
brought out, is the only substant
damages as a court of law decides
t material to come
user of copyrigh
hearing
after
to
e
entitled
act
original
the
since
into existenc
they are
of the case.
in 1909. Secondly, he explained that
it is the only group mentioned in
Protection for Radio
the proposed revision that is liTHE PROPOSED revision is highcensed by the government to operate in the public interest and whose
Throughout his arguly complex.
ment for the industry, Mr. Loucks
operations are not carried on for
asked that in the new legislation the sole idea of profit. Moreover,
the same considerations be given he explained that in most other
radio as are given periodicals and countries which are signatories to
newspapers with respect to injunc- the copyright convention, radio is
owned or operated by the governtions procured by copyright ownment, whereas in the United States
ers for infringements. In other
words, he pointed out that if a it is privately owned and competinewspaper infringes a copyright,
tively operated. Therefore, he asinjunction cannot tie up the entire
serted, the problems in this country differ from those of foreign
publication. By the same token, he countries
.
contended that in the case of a raOf vast importance is the prodio program, injunctions should
posal in the State Department
not be allowed to cancel the entire
draft
that copyrights, insofar as
program, but simply that portion

RCA

PLANS

FACSIMILE

CIRCUIT

York-Philadelphia Service Projected/ Television
Not Yet Practical, Says David Sarnoff
home, including pictures, printed
PROGRESS in
matter and other visual material.
facsimile trans"The translation of these developmission has
reached the point
ments into practical public services,
however," he asserted, "precommuniwhere
sents a number of complex financation "by the
cial, commercial and operating
inproblems which are receiving the
inch"
square stead-of by
Morse
continued study of your managecode is now possible, and by
which RCA will
Mr. Sarnoff pointed out that
Mr. Sarnoff
facsimile has been employed explace into service
for some months in
this year a high-speed ultra-short the receptionperimentallyaboard
ship of
ment."
wave facsimile circuit between
New York and Philadelphia, David weather maps, pictures and other
Sarnoff, president of RCA, declared information useful and interesting
Feb. 27 in his annual report to to navigators and passengers.
stockholders of that company.
Aside from home and commercial
Unlike television, which he called uses, he declared that this new
impractical in this country at the system "may also find application
present time, Mr. Sarnoff declared
transmisfor ofthe
work,
in police
that facsimile development promsion between
cities
photographs
cacommuni
-point
ises newandpoint-to
(Continued on page 45)
tions broadcast services to the
New
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apply to literthey relate to radio,
ary works. At present such works,
poems
quotati
on
used are
be like
can the
and and
covered
so ons,
not
the air without the permission of
owners. Under the procopyright
posed new law, however, the right
of the author to protect his works
is provided, and his permission
must be procured, or royalties
paid. This however, would not
ons"
"fairisquotati
so-calledcredit
cover proper
given the
when
author.
Protection for Scripts

THIS PROVISO, however, works
both ways, for it also protects
infringement, scripts and
against ies
written for the radio.
continuit
In the past, there has been no adequate recognized protection for the
radio writer.

Appearing along with Mr.
Loucks on behalf of the broadcasting industry were E. S. Sprague,
NBC attorney; Sidney Kaye, CBS
, legisBellows
; Henry
counsellative
chairman A.
of the
NAB;
and
Oswald F. Schuette, president of
the Radio Program Foundation,
NAB music subsidiary which has
dormant
been largely
ation two years
ago. since its creJoining the NAB in its demands
for suggested amendments, particularly on the score of elimination of the statutory minimum requirement were H. P. Somerville,
chairman of the legislative committee of the American Hotel Association, and A. Julian Brylawski,
PicMotion
of the of
vice presiden
America.
ture Theatret Owners
Mr. Somerville advocated particularly the elimination of the ASCAP
licer. 2 fee on hotel radio receivers.
The Other Viewpoint
AMONG

those appearing in opposition to some of the suggested
changes were E. Claude Mills,
general manager of ASCAP, and
Louis D. Frolich, ASCAP counsel,
and law associate of Nathan D.
Burkan, ASCAP general counsel.
They said they favored entering
the union, and ebjectedofstrenuousthe $250
ly to the elimination
statutory minimum, claiming _ it
was the only protection against infringement of the author. LikeDewise, they opposed the State
partment proposal to eliminate
hotel receivers and other receivers
in establishments catering to the
public, from royalties. They were
radioof interin accusing
outspoken
ests of seeking
all sorts
ways
of taking music without paying
for it.
Mr. Mills held that the United
the Union unStates
der theshould
law asenter
now written, and
afterthe statute
seek changes
ward. In thisin view,
however,
he
had no followers among the groups
which appeared.
the interdepartmental
Sitting
ee aswere Wallace McClure,
committ
assistant to Assistant Secretary of
State Sayre; William L. Brown,
register of copyrights of the LiDes; Richard
brary of Congi-es
t register
, and C.L. G.
Wolf, assistan
Koetfle, acting chief of copyrights
of the Department of Commerce.
Mr. McClure, sitting as chairman,
explained following the conferences
that he hoped to have the report
week of
completed during the
March 4. It will be submitted to
mittee.
the Senate Foreign Relations Com-

Morency
WLW
To

Plans

Meet

Directional

Canadian

Signal

Objections

Cincinnati Station Is Compelled by Order of Court
To Reduce Its Power to 50,000 Watts at Night
FORCED to reduce its night power
from 500,000 to 50,000 watts on
Feb. 18, when the U. S. Court of
Appeals of the District of Columbia dissolved the stay order it had
procured the preceding month,
WLW, Cincinnati, was planning
installation of a new type of directional antenna which might make
possible restoration of 500,000
watts at night. The antenna arrangement will be designed to
simulate in the direction of Toronto— the intensity of a 50,000
watt station, with the power in all
other directions remaining at the
higher output. The station retains
500,000 watts daytime.
Simultaneous with the court action, which validated the FCC ruling that night power be reduced
because of complaints of interference lodged by the Canadian Radio
Commission, it was learned that
WLW had reduced its night rates
to the level quoted prior to the
500,000 watt operation. This former rate was $990 per hour, $660
per half hour and $440 per quarter
hour. Since it began operation
with 500,000 full time last spring,
WLW increased its rate by 10 per
cent on two occasions. The rate
currently in effect until the court
action was $1,200 per hour, $800
per half hour and $532 per quarter
hour.
The Canadian complaint was that
CFRB, Toronto, operating with a
licensed power of 10,000 watts on
the adjacent channel of 690 kc. was
blanketed at night.
Appeal Pending
THE APPEAL of WLW from the
FCC ruling of last December ordering the power curtailment
was dropped on Jan. 25. The
action of Feb. 18, which became
effective at once, related only to
the stay order to permit WLW to
operate with the super-power during the pendency of this appeal.
Having lost on that score, WLW
now must operate with the reduced
evening power until it proves that
the projected directional antenna
can alleviate the interference with
CFRB. WLW hopes to have the
new antenna installed within 30
days.
In its ruling of Dec. 21, the FCC
gave WLW the option of cutting
down its night power to 50,000
watts by Feb. 1, or installing a directional antenna which would perform like a station of the lower
power in Toronto. WLW, through
counsel, Louis G. Caldwell and
Arthur W. Scharfeld, elected to go
to the courts, and on Jan. 30 procured a temporary stay order,
largely on the ground that an investment of some $500,000 in the
station would be destroyed, along
with loss of service to a large portion of the public.
After listening to further arguments, presented by Mr. Caldwell
for WLW, and by Paul D. P. Spearman, general counsel of the FCC,
the court again extended this stay
order until Feb. 18. It was followPage 10

ing the final argument on that day
that the court dissolved the order,
without a written opinion. The fact
that no formal opinion was handed
down practically negatived any
chance of procuring a review in the
Supreme Court of the United
States. The court did not divulge
its reasons for refusing to continue the stay order. The contention of the FCC, however, that international relations with Canada
were involved, since the complaint
had been lodged with the State
Department, is believed to have
had telling effect.
The first complaint against
WLW interference with CFRB was
made in December by Lieut. Col.
Arthur W. Steel, member of the
Canadian Radio Commission in a
trip to Washington. He conferred
with both the State Department
and the FCC, contending there
was a violation of the agreement
between the two countries respecting interference. WLW operates
on the 700 kc. clear channel with
CFRB on 690 kc, which, although
a clear channel, is being employed
by a station listed at 10,000 watts
but held by WLW counsel to be
using a bona fide output of only
between 2,000 and 3,000 watts.
Winter Signals
THE CONTENTION of WLW was
that if CFRB met only reasonable
technical requirements in operating efficiency for clear channel stations— that is, if it used 50,000
watts — the ratio of interference
with WLW, using 500,000 watts,
would be no greater than formerly.
The interference did not become
sufficiently serious for CFRB to
complain about until winter propagation conditions set in. All last
spring and summer, when the station operated with 500,000 watts
day and night, there was no complaint whatever. The FCC's grant
to WLW for the additional 450,000
watts was on an experimental
basis, since its rules specify that
the maximum allowable regular
power is 50,000 watts.
The action of the FCC and of
the courts is a blow to superpower
broadcasting in this country. Several other clear channel stations
have been considering applications
for power equivalent to that of
WLW's, because of the success it
has attained. Some feeling has
been engendered in broadcasting
circles over the whole incident, not
only because of the drastic effect
of the action, but because the Federal government allegedly yielded
to a technical demand of a foreign
country without the formality of a
hearing on the facts.

Typewriter Program
ROYAL TYPEWRITER Co., New
York, will broadcast a sales talk
and demonstration March 4 at
12:45-1 p. m. on 36 CBS stations,
coast-to-coast. Hanff-Metzger Inc.,
New York, handles the account.

Back at WTIC

AFTER an exten d e d illness,
Paul W. (Fritz)
Morency, general
manager of
WTIC, Hartford,
has returned to
his office to resume active
charge of the staMr. Morency
tion, according to
word received
Feb. 20. Mr. Morency has managed the Hartford station since
1929. He was stricken with a leg
ailment nearly two years ago induced by injuries received at Chateau Thierry during the World
War. He is now back to normal
weight and practically normal
strength, and hopes to dispense
with his crutches shortly. During
his illness he kept in constant contact with his office and with James
F. Clancy, business manager.
Prior to joining WTIC, Mr. Morency served for two years as
traveling representative of the
NAB.
George Bijur to Direct
Sales Promotion for CBS
GEORGE BIJUR,
for two years director of publicity and sales for
L. Bamberger &

Mr. Bijur

Co., Newarkpartmentdestore,
will join the New
York staff of the
CBS by March 15
as
salegdirector
promotion.of

The appointment was announced
Feb. 19 by Paul W. Kesten, recently elected an executive vice
president of CBS, whom Bijur will
succeed in sales promotion.
"Mr. Bijur's exceptional creative
work in advertising and promotion first came to our attention,"
said
Kesten, "during
his
earlierMr.
association
with Erwin
Wasey & Co. We are glad to attract a man who has won unusual
recognition in the agency field as
well as in retail advertising work.
Mr. Bijur is thus exceptionally
well grounded both in national advertising strategy and in retail
merchandising, two highly important factors in modern advertisWhile
copy and account execuing practice."
tive for Erwin, Wasey, Mr. Bijur
handled copy for such accounts as
Maxwell House Coffee, Log Cabin
Syrup, Diamond Crystal salt, Danersk furniture, Whiz automotive
products, Knabe, Mason & Hamlin
and Chickering pianos. Among
other connections, he served as assistant publicity director of R. H.
Macy & Co., department store, and
prior to that was advertising manager of Brokaw Bros. At Bamberger's he was responsible for
many promotions which achieved
nation-wide notice.
AMERICAN PACKING Co., St.
Louis (Sunrise meats) is sponsoring a daily morning news broadcast on KMOX, St. Louis, featuring Harry W. Flannery, former
newspaperman and secretary to J.
P. McEvoy, author.

Twin

Cities

Adopt

%

Agency Recognition |
Radio and Press Form a Joint U
Group for Mutual Benefit
THE FOUR radio stations of Minneapolis and St. Paul have combined with the five newspapers to
form the Association of Twin City
Newspapers & Broadcasting Stations to pass on advertising
agency recognition and interchanging credit information. The new
organization
absorbs
previously formed Twin
City the
Broadcasters
Association, which included WCCO,
KSTP, WTCN
and WDGY, the
formation of which was reported in
the Feb. 15 issue of Broadcasting,
James Cole, national advertising
manager of the Minneapolis Tribune, half-owner of WTCN, was
elected chairman of the group at
a recent meeting attended by William Johns, business manager of
the St. Paul Dispatch - Pioneer
Press, owner of the other half of
WTCN; J. R. Van Horn, business
manager of the St. Paul Daily
News; John Jerome, advertising
manager of the Minneapolis Journal; William Auer, advertising
manager of the Minneapolis Star;
Stanley
Hubbard,
manager of
KSTP; Earl Gammons, manager
of WCCO; Kingsley Murphy, publisher of the Minneapolis Tribune,
and Dr. George Young, operator
of WDGY.
Four Principles
ACTIVITIES of the Broadcasters
Association resulted in the setting
up of a code for the recognition of
Twin City and Northwest advertising agencies. Under the new
code four principles were set up
in the recognition of advertising
agencies. They are:
1. Financial stability : The agency
must furnish evidence of its financial
stability. It must have resources adequate to its needs and have business
practices that are sound.
2. Demonstrated ability: The
principals as individuals, and the
agency as an organization, must have
demonstrated their ability to develop
and serve advertisers. The individual
applicant smust
satisfied
the and
Asociation of his have
or its
integrity
financial ability to meet its just obligations.
3. Ethical practices: (a) The
agency must be operating primarily
in the advertising agency business
with a minimum of three accounts ;
(b) Translating the commissions paid
by the radio stations into service to
the advertiser
rect rebating. without direct or indi4. Cooperative in practice : No
agency commission will be paid on accounts which the station has developed and where the station salesman
has secured the order and schedule
prior to receiving an agency order.
Regular commissions will be gladly
paid to the agency, however, on any
subsequent contract or schedule that
may come through an agency for this
same account.
Station officials stated that the
new code will react to the benefit
of advertiser, the station and also
to the advertising agency. The
work of the Twin City Broadcasters Association thus far is reported to have set a new precedent in
national advertising circles, and
the short time which it has been in
existence has already proved its
value.
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THE SHOW'S the thing in radio
as well as on the stage. That is
one of the lessons to be learned
from the astounding success of
Today's Children, the 15 - minute
mid - morning program sponsored
by our client, the Pillsbury Flour
Mills Co., Minneapolis.
Another lesson, which has nothing to do with the first is that,
given a good radio program, maximum effect cannot be realized
without intensive merchandising of
the
program
the sponsor's
salesmen
and among
the trade.
Let us consider each of these
lessons in order.
The objective of Today's Children when it was put on about
three years ago as a sustaining
program by WMAQ, Chicago, was
to appeal to the average American
housewife, and at a time of day
when they were most likely to be
at home and best able to listen
regularly. Mid -morning, 10:3010:45 a. m., was decided upon. An
enthusiastic following among just
the type of women Pillsbury was
trying to reach was quickly attained. It was arranged to sponsor the program over 28 stations
of the NBC-WJZ network.
From the first it pulled really
amazing results and the loyalty of
its audience, both to the program
and its sponsors, is almost fanatical. There probably are other programs with larger audiences on the
air, but none surpasses Today's
Children in the deep-rooted devotion of its listeners. It invariably
rates first or second in popularity
among daytime programs in the
Crossley surveys.
For "Just Folks"
j TODAY'S CHILDREN differs from
many women's programs in that
each broadcast is a chapter or
j episode in the lives of a typical
middle-class American family,
I their friends, and the sweethearts
of the younger members of the
family. It is a serial story, with a
daily instalment.
Irna Phillips, creator and author
of the program, has a deep understanding and knowledge of feminine psychology that, applied to
her writing, gives Today's Children a "true to life" atmosphere
that
gets "home" to the kind of
American
housewife we wish to
reach. Therein, we believe, lies its
extraordinary power to hold its
vast audience day after day, week
after week.
It is drama, homely drama of
the type that appeals to "just
folks", the mothers, the homemakers, the flour users of America.
The pulling power of this dramatic
type of program has led us to believe that the "show's the thing"
in a radio program which seeks to
reach Mrs. American Housewife.
Hundreds of thousands of listeners look upon the affairs of Mother
Page 12

Salesmen
Drama —
By MERRILL
HUTCHINSON
President, Hutchinson Advertising Co., Minneapolis.
of

Pillsbury

Audience

Products

to Morning

as

Sponsor

Program

PILLSBURY' S best selling idea takes advantage of those
not-fully-appreciated daytime hours when mother is running the house to
or daughter. At
Pillsbury knows
supply runs low.

suit
any
who
So

herself. Or maybe it's just wifie,
rate, it's the user of flour and
does the buying when the flour
that is why Pillsbury uses daytime

hours, realizing that the flour-buying audience can be
reached — and sold. Here is the success story of this
program which began as a sustainer and flowered into a
network

commercial

in the mid-morning

IRNA PHILLIPS— Author and creator of the popular morning program sponsored by the Pillsbury
Flour Mills Co., which for the
fourth successive time has been
rated among the best adult daytime programs.
Moran and others in the cast as a
definite part of their own lives. To
the various members of the cast
these women pour out real love.
Every holiday brings hundreds of
greeting cards for them. When a
birthday is announced, it is a signal for thousands to send in congratulations. Ajoy for the Moran
family is a joy for millions, and a
sorrow for the Morans bring tears
throughout the country.
A little less than a year ago we
offered to those who had missed
the earlier instalments of the play
a booklet which brought the story
up to date. Each listener who
asked for the book was required to
send in with her request a label
from a bag of Pillsbury's Best
Flour or from a package of Sno
Sheen Cake Flour. More than a
quarter of a million labels and requests were received in the course
of a few weeks.

period.

The magnitude of this response can be fully appreciated
only when it is remembered that
Today's Children is a morning program reaching an audience made
up almost exclusively of housewives, that the offer appealed
mainly to those who had missed
earlier instalments, that there was
no contest, no offer of general interest to all listeners. And not only
did a quarter of a million women
write for the booklet, but a large
percentage took the additional
trouble and expense of writing a
letter of thanks and appreciation
after the booklet was received.
The dredsamazing
allegiance
of hunof thousands
of women
not
only to members of the cast but to
Pillsbury products is a constant
source of wonderment even among
those professional people who for
years have been working with radio programs. There seems to be
almost a universal conviction by
housewives that if they like Today's Children they should buy
Pillsbury products to keep it on
the air. Almost every letter received mentions not only the superior quality of the program but
satisfaction with one or more Pillsbury products.
Telling the Trade
IT IS APPARENT after reading
only a few of these letters that the
regular listeners are using Pillsbury's Best Flour or some other
Pillsbury product, that they like
them, that they are going to continue buying them and that they
are boosting them to their friends
as well. Thus the program is serving not only as an advertising medium, but is promoting direct sales.
So much for the first lesson to
be learned from our experience
with Today's Children. The second
lesson, that of the necessity for
merchandising the program to the
salesmen and the trade, is almost
equally important.
Given something good on the air
one must keep on telling the trade
it is good. The axiom may sound
banal to many readers, but it is
nevertheless true, and its import-

for

Flour

ance cannot be overestimated. '
Many radio programs, I believe,
are not fully capitalized upon because the people most closely connected with their production and
control do not realize that salesmen and customers have plenty of
other things to think about. Furthermore, most salesmen and store- ;
keepers have little or no oppor- <
tunity to listen to programs that
go on during working hours, and
therefore are not as familiar with
all radio programs as one might
suppose.
All developments
Today'sin
Children
are describedin regularly
The Pillsbury Salesman, a monthly house magazine published for
the sales force. These articles in
the house magazine are supplemented with regular monthly bulcontaining a advertising
detailed schedule of letins
all Pillsbury
for
the forthcoming month. Products
that are going to be featured in
the commercial announcements
during the next few weeks are
listed, and additional information
and inspiration for the salesmen is
contained in bulletins on special
drives in which radio plays a part.
Retail grocers are kept informed
about the program with broadsides
and trade magazine advertising.
Pulling Power
FACTUAL evidence is submitted
to salesmen and dealers whenever
possible to convince them that the
program has the power to create
and hold business. Their attention
is called to dollars-and-cents facts
on the value of the program. Prize
contest news, therefore, is very
convincing information, especially
when contest entrants must submit proof that they have bought a
Pillsbury product.
Early were
in theoffered
program's
historyof
listeners
a picture
Today's Children cast in return
for evidence of purchase of a sack
of
Flour.
The res p Pillsbury's
o n s e was Best
really
astounding.
Later the booklet summarizing the
story of
Today's
offered and,
as has Children
been toldwas
above,
requests for more than a quarter
of a million booklets were received.
These facts were submitted to the
salesmen and the grocers as real
evidence that more than 250,000
sacks of Pillsbury's Best Flour or
packages of Sno Sheen Cake Flour
had been sold over the counter directly as a result of the radio proThere are other instances, which
limited space does not permit givgram.ing in detail, that proved the dollars and cents value of our merchandising ofenthusiasm
Today's Children.
The widespread
for the
program and any offer we make in
connection with it is apparent and
a matter of daily proof to us of its
pulling
power,
but acceptance
much of the
effect of this
public
would
be lost if we did not tell the salesmen and the trade about it too,
backing
up theandstory
with statistical evidence
reprinting
some
of the more quotable letters of
thanks and praise.
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In addition to local spot broadcasting, The Don Lee Broadcasting
Systembility togives
utmostproblems.
in fleximatch you
yourtheselling
•
You can buy a Northern Cahfornia network: San Francisco, Sacramento, Stockton, Fresno, Bakersfield.

•
Eastern Representatives, Radio Sales, Inc., 485 Madison Ave., New York; Wrigley Bldg., Chicago;
Fisher Bldg., Detroit.

BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
Affiliated with
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
C. Ellsworth Wy lie. General Sales Mgr., Los Angeles

DON
LEE
Los Angeles Office, 7 th and Bixel Streets
KFRC, San Francisco
KFBK, Sacramento

KHJ, Los Angeles
KWG, Stockton

(COLUMBIA NORTHWEST UNIT)

KOL. Seattle
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San Francisco Office, 1000 Van Ness AvenWe .
KGB, San Diego
KMJ, Fresno
KOIN. Portland
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KVI, Tacoma

KDB, Santa Barbara
KERN, Bakersfield
KFPY, Spokane

can buy Los
a Southern
CahforniaYounetwork:
Angeles,
San
Diego, Santa Barbara.
•
You can buy a Cabfornia network
by combining these two and get
your message over Eight stations in
the Eight major distributing areas
of California.
•
Another cbck of the switch and
you get a Pacific Coast network, by
adding Portland, Seattle, Tacoma,
Spokane.

Fee

Plan

Started

By Record
Artists
Seek Five Millions Per Year
In Tribute From Stations
assault upon the broadcasting industry designed to exact
tribute from stations and their advertisers for the performance of
phonograph records, has been
launched by an organization calling itself the American Society of
Recording Artists, Inc., with headquarters in Los Angeles. Understood to be preparing to demand
licenses from stations or perhaps
advertisers following the pattern
devised by the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers, and its several imitators, this
new combination is reported to
have set as its goal a revenue of
$5,000,000 annually.
Gene Austin, a recording artist,
appears as the organizer of the
group, and titles himself "chairman, board of governors". In a
circular letter sent to "fellow recording artists", the headquarters
are given as the Guaranty Building, Hollywood, Calif. At meetings
recently held in Los Angeles, it
was reported that the active campaign to solicit stations for licenses
soon would get under way.
Called a Racket
THIS newest form of attack upon
broadcasting revenue is regarded
by legal authorities as an out and
out racket. Philip G. Loucks, NAB
managing director, pointed out
that recording artists have never
established their right to collect
tribute from stations and that
there is no legal ruling on it. The
licenses of ASCAP, now embroiled
in litigation, he declared, give to
broadcasters the right to perform
the musical compositions in its
catalogue, whether by phonograph
record or through live talent.
The theory under which the new
combination will demand royalties,
according to reports, is that the
recording artist has a right to prohibit the broadcasting of. his renditions from phonograph records.
They contend that when they record for phonograph records it is
for private and not public performance.
In his circular letter, Gene Austin stated that the recording artists of America "are losing millions of dollars yearly through the
indiscriminate and unlicensed use
of our records for broadcasting
and commercial purposes". He asserted that the purpose of the new
organization is to regulate, license
and collect royalties for the broadcasting and commercial use of records "so that you and I and all
other recording artists receive a
fair and just compensation each
time one of our records is so
used".
Restrictions on Use
MOREOVER, he declared that
through the organization, it will
be possible to have recordings restricted from use on the air if such
is the individual desire of the artists. Declaring that there are
many artists prominent in the recording industry who have joined
the organization, he said there are
no dues, initiation fees or assessments.
"Instead you will receive a specific sum each time one of your

Spot

A NEW
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Cole Transcriptions
COLE MILLING Co., Chester, 111.
(Omega Flour) is sponsoring a
twice - weekly WBS transcription
series Down Memory Lane on 15
Middle West stations. The account,
handled by D'Arcy Adv. Agency,
St. Louis, is placed on KOIL, Omaha; KSOO, Sioux Falls, S. D.;
WHO, Des Moines; KSCJ, Sioux
City, la.; KWCR, Cedar Rapids,
la.; WMT, Waterloo, la.; WHBF,
Rock Island, 111.; WJBL, Decatur,
111.; WMBD, Peoria, 111.; WTAX,
Springfield, 111.; WTAD, Quincy;
W J B C , Bloomington ; W B O W ,
Terre Haute, Ind.; WGBF, Evansville; KWK, St. Louis.

Hearst Radio Appoints
Marvic H. Petersen to
Advertising Post
MARVIC H. PETERSEN
of
Blackett- Sample Hummert Inc.,
Chicago, on Feb.
25 joined Hearst
Radio Inc.,
as national advertising

manager
associated with
New
York
headquartMr. Petersen
ers. As such he
will represent all Hearst stations
devoting his attention primarily
to the creation of spot programs,
both national and regional. He will
function under J. L. Kaufman, executive of Hearst Radio, Inc.
In connection with the appointment, Mr. Kaufman declared that
station representatives have confined their activities largely to
contacting space buyers of the
agencies. Mr. Petersen, whose position will be similar to that taken
over by Homer Hogan in the Chicago area, will contact advertisers
and others to show them how to
use radio on a regional or spot
basis. Mr. Petersen prior to joini n g Blackett - Sample - Hummert
nearly two years ago, was assistant sales manager of NBC in Chicago.
Robert S. Hotz, of the NBC
sales department, has joined Blackett-Sample-Hummert and will become identified with its radio department.
North

American

Whether

to Start

Richfield Renews
RICHFIELD OIL Co., of California, Los Angeles, has renewed the
Jimmie Allen WBS series for 52
weeks, five discs a week, on KNX,
Los Angeles; KFWB, Los Angeles; KFOX, Long Beach; KFXM,
San Bernardino; KFSD, San
Diego; KXO, El Centro; KOIN,
Portland; KFPY, Spokane; KPO,
San Francisco; KJR, Seattle.
Beaumont & Hohman, Los Angeles, is the agency.
Pennzoil's Spots
PENNZOIL Co., Los Angeles, on
Feb. 12 started a transcription
campaign on 26 stations in 11
western states to introduce its new
solvent process Pennzoil. The campaign, handled by Mayers Co. Inc.,
Los Angeles, consists of IV2 minute announcements produced by
Recordings Inc., Hollywood.

Co.

Soon

Wired

UNUSUAL activity within organizations associated with Wired Radio Inc., a subsidiary of the North
American Co., big public utility
holding company, has been apparent during the last few weeks, with
indications that the company intends to decide shortly whether it
will attempt to invade the radio
entertainment field by providing
program service over power lines
entering the home.
Associated Music Publishers
Inc., also a subsidiary of North
Amei-ican, has contracted with
Electrical Research Products Inc.,
for its transcription recording license. It is understood that a large
library of recordings of AMP compositions is being produced under
this license for use by Wired Radio.
Coupled with this is the confirmed report that a number of instal ations ofwired radio sets have
been made in Cleveland in the
homes of officials of the local
records is broadcast by a licensee,"
the letter stated. "The Society is
supported out of the royalties it
collects and does not need or solicit
funds from any other source. It
costs you nothing at any time to
be This
a member."
new licensing attempt is
not to be confused with the Music
Publishers Protective Association,
which collects royalties from transscription producers on the use of
transcriptions made exclusively for
broadcast use, as distinguished
from phonograph records, which
are sold for general use.

Will

Radio

Decide

Fictitious Account

Used t

By San Francisco Club
To Analyze Media Value
TO DECIDE
which is the best
method of advertising, the San
Francisco Advertising Club is giving
ing the
mediaadvertismen a
day in court.
Through a series
of four succesMr. Grabhorn
sive luncheon
seminar
meetings, which started
Feb. 13, with radio as the media,
an unusual presentation has been
devised.
The club has resolved itself into
the officers, directors and stockholders of a purely fictitious company — the Gro-more Plant Food
Laboratories Inc., which is confronted with a consumer's merproblem. The organization inviteschandising
representatives
of the
various branches of advertising to
present their case to campaign the
C. P. MacGregor, president of
product.
MacGregor and Sollie Inc., transcription studios, San Francisco,
and Murray B. Grabhorn, salesmanager, KFRC, San Francisco,
were the speakers at the radio
seminar Feb. 13. MacGregor used
as his sales argument, "Spot
Broadcasting", and Grabhorn, representing the fictitious network,
the United Broadcasting Corp.,
spoke on "Radio Network". They
told their stories in the same positive and uncompromising manner
they use when talking to a prospective sponsor. Grabhorn illusarguments with a tranmeeting.trated hisscription
cut especially for the

System

power company, also a North
American subsidiary. Upon these
final tests will rest the technical
expediency of the system. Whether
any large-scale enterprise will be
launched, however, depends upon
later action of the board of the
North American Co.
Probably Intrastate
AMONG arrangements made by
Wired Radio, it is learned, is one
with American Telephone & Telegraphcilities.
Co. toShouldfurnish
terminal
a concrete
plan fabe
developed, it is more than likely
the program service, presumed to
be non-commercial insofar as the
"listener" is concerned, will be on
a local or intrastate basis, rather
than chain service paralleling the
radio networks. As purely intrastate service, it is felt, wired radio
wouldtion ofnot
the come
FCC. under the jurisdicWired radio is a method of transmitting sound along power or telephone lines entering the home. Pictures or "wired television", it is
held, also can be transmitted over
wires much more effectively than
through space. Technically, it is
generally recognized that the quality of transmission over lines exceeds that of radio, since there is
no interference from the elements.
The stoodplan
for service
under-to
to involve
rental ofis sets
listeners at approximately $1.50
per month, with the price depending upon
theChargesquality
the receiver.
will beofadded
to
the electric power bills of the con-

sumer. Three sustaining programs
of educational features, high quality music and popular music would
be offered, with possibly a fourth
channel for commercial programs.
The listener could tune any prowill.
It isgram atclaimed
a numerical count
of the number of sets tuned in to
each circuit is possible with the
Wired Radio system. An indicating device discloses this, and another arrangement shows when a
"bootleg" receiver other than that
rented to the consumer is emThe North American Co. set up
Wired Radio even before network
ployed.
broadcasting began in 1926. About
the same time it established Associated Music Publishers to procureture
a supply
music forcopyright
the venand to ofovercome
complications. This organization
has grown and now is licensing
many European compositions. Also
it is conducting a licensing drive
among broadcasting stations.
A number of years ago, North
American procured the wired radio
patents of Maj. Gen. George O.
Squier, former chief of the Army
Signal Corps. Since then a great
number of additional patents have
been obtained. Almost every issue
of the official Patent Gazette discloses assignments to Wired Radio.
Economic conditions, it has been
maintained, caused the North
American board to defer action for
the last few years. This year the
understanding is that wired radio
either will be introduced or dropped
altogether.
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WFIL is the only Philadelphia outlet
for NBC Basic Blue Network

'When you think of Phila
think of WFILadelph

DONALD WITHYCOMB
General Manager
560 Kilocycles
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Program

Father Coughlin Plans
Paul Revere Program to

Club
By Women's
Arouses
Criticism

Replace Present Series
PLANS to continue his broadcasts
during the summer, instead of ending them on Easter Sunday as in
the past, were announced Feb. 22
by Father Charles E. Coughlin,
militant Detroit radio priest. The
programs, however, will be for only
half an hour instead of a full hour
and will be broadcast beginning at
midnight, e.s.t., with a repeat for
Central and Far Western stations.
Temporarily titled a "Paul Revere" radio hour, because of the
time element, the plans call for the
same group of 27 stations now being used for the Sunday afternoon
program, with other stations likely
to be added. As in the past, Leo J.
Fitzpatrick, general manager of
WJR, Detroit, key outlet, in handments.ling station contacts and arrangeDecision to continue the broadcasts during the summer was
reached because Father Coughlin
feels that his new organization, the
League for Social Justice, makes it
necessary to have an unbroken
series of weekly broadcasts. The
present series of Sunday afternoon
broadcasts (4 to 5 p. m., e.s.t.) will

Amateur

Good Plot But Poorly Staged,
In Opinion of Observerg
By PETER DIXON
Radio Author and Producer
FOR MORE than three years the
Scarsdale (N. Y.) Women's Club
has been the best known communwomen's organization
—
all ity
because
the club hadin aradio
radio
committee and issued statements
on the merits or lack of merit of
the various radio programs for
children. Reports from the Scarsdale women were read and discussed everywhere in radio and, in
some instances, taken quite seriously.
On Feb. 19, the club, with the
cooperation of CBS, stuck its neck
out, presenting on a CBS network
its conception of a radio program
for children. It was written, directed and acted by persons without radio experience.
Some Skill Needed
THE PROGRAM, titled The Westchester Cowboys, had as its background the activities of cattle
thieves in Westchester county during the Revolutionary War. It was
an interesting bit of history and, I
believe, could have been made into
a good juvenile program had
the job been done by professional
radio people. As presented the program suffered from unskilled radio
writing and amateurish acting.
As a suggestion of the type of
material suitable for radio programs for children, The Westchester Cowboys was good. As an example of a radio program it lacked
many things. New York papers
almost ridiculed the whole affair in
their accounts of it on the following day. In justice to members of
the club, the program was not presented as a "model" but as an indication of the type of material considered acceptable to both parents
and children.
Radio executives, discussing the
program the following day, seemed
to think the Scarsdale women had
sacrificed much of their effectiveness when they left themselves
open to comparison with professional radio efforts. Certainly the
program proved that club women
are not as yet competent to present acceptable juvenile programs.
To a writer of juvenile programs,
The Westchester Cowboys might
have suggested a series. The life
and adventures of a boy living near
New York during the American
Revolution should make an exciting story and a story that could be
continued for 13 or 26 weeks or
longer. But the episode presented
certainly would not offer serious
competition to programs like Buck
Rogers, Bobbie Benson or Little
Orphan Annie.
I talked to several youngsters
who heard the program. All of
them agreed that it was interesting to hear what happened to a
boy who lived 150 years ago but
I they didn't think that it sounded
very "real" on the air. One boy
made a very pertinent criticism.
'There wasn't anything to laugh
it," he said.
Page 16

KOIL

Scholarship

A SCHOLARSHIP of $200
to Creighton University will
be given by KOIL, Omaha,
Neb., to the high school student in the station's nearby
listening area who shows the
most ability in radio dramatics. Four runner-ups will
receive $25 cash prizes and
a silver cup will go to the
school represented by the
scholarship winner. The stationinaims
to promote
tion
radio
dramatics.educaend Easter Sunday and will be resumed by the middle of October.
The use of the midnight facilities
in no way will interfere with the
continuation of the Sunday afterstated.noon broadcasts for 1935-36, it was
Father Coughlin announced that
more than 8,000,000 people have
joined his League of Social Justice, created several months ago as
purely a radio membership venture. More than 200 secretaries,
he said, are now employed to answer the mail, which averages
40,000 pieces daily.

SOVIET RADIO PALACE— This is an architectural drawing of the projected new Moscow headquarters of Russia's broadcasting system. The
building is to be one of the most magnificent in the world devoted to
radio. The structure is to be 275 feet up to the base of the 90-foot mast
to be used for ultra-short wave transmissions.

Sykes Is Mentioned
For Judicial Post
Rumors Name Prall Chairman
And Gary a Member of FCC
PENDING legislation for temporary creation of an additional
judgeship on the Court of Appeals
of the District of Columbia, which
sits as the radio appellate tribunal,
has given rise to speculation as to
additional changes in the personnel of the FCC. Chairman E. O.
Sykes of the FCC is considered a
logical appointee for the post, having been prominently mentioned a
year pending.
ago when similar legislation
was
The bill (H. R. 5227) introduced
by Chairman Sumners of Texas,
of the House Judiciary Committee,
has been reported favorably and
now is pending before the House.
Called up on the unanimous consent calendar Feb. 18, it was passed
over due to a parliamentary objection by Rep. Blanton (D.) of
Texas. It will come up again
shortly. The measure provides that
an additional judge be named by
the President to the five-man
bench, to sit as an alternate. The
court would sit with only five members, named by the chief justice.
Should retirement or death eliminate one of the members, the sixth
jurist would become a regular
membercancy and
vawould notthebe alternate's
filled.
Crowded Calendar
APPOINTMENTS to the court,
which has the same status as a
Federal circuit court of appeals,
are for life. Several of the members now are eligible for retirement, with one failing in health.
The volume of litigation coming
before the court, it is felt, makes
it imperative that it sit with its
full complement of five.
Should Judge Sykes, former chief
justice of the Supreme Court of
Mississippi, be given this new
post, it is generally expected that
Former Rep. Anning S. Prall, of
New York, a Democrat, now chairman of the FCC Broadcast Division, would succeed to the chairmanship of the full FCC. He is
the newest member of the FCC
having assumed office early this
year, bers
whereas
the since
other July,
six memhave served
1934,
when the new agency was created.
Filling a Vacancy
WHO would be named to fill the
vacancy in case Judge Sykes were
named to the bench is problematical, of course. It is known, however, that Hampson Gary, Texas
Democrat, who served on the FCC
from last July until January, when
Mr. Prall was able to qualify legally for the post, stands in high
favor with the President. When
Mr. Gary's resignation was accepted by President Roosevelt last
December, the latter made it clear
that Mr. Gary would be given another "important post", but up to
this time no appointment has been
announced.
Another possibility is that some
prominent Western Democrat,
probably
from the Pacific coast,
will
be named.
It is generally believed Judge
Sykes would not hesitate to accept
the judicial appointment, i f offered.
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99,797

to

December

In

KNX

(or 1 letter from every 21 radio sets in the West)

319,302
Six

Months.

Prove
Los

Letters

KNX

Keyed

Low

Angeles

Received

and

Cost

Copy

December
1
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
11
12
13
14

Mail

11 Western

"THE

VOICE

OF

August

30,504

in

States

other station — or even with national
networks. This evidence supports our
claims that KNX assures you of
GREATER RESULTS FOR LESS
MONEY than any western station. That
is why more dollars are spent direct on
KNX than any other radio station in
this lucrative coast market.

. October
November

54,505

JQT/^L

56,033

^

._

September 47,514
December 99,797 319,302
(December Total Equivalent to 1 out of every 21 sets in 11 Western States)

Received

15
17
18
19
20
21
22
24
26
27
28
29
31

1,022
2,901
1,811
2,194
2,457
2,427
1,818
4,356
5,355
6,426
6,789
5,522

30,949

Results

Leadership

In judging radio station popularity
and consumer listening habits, you do
not have to take our word for KNX
coverage. Nor telephone survey results
either. Just consider the following figures on mail received . . . letters and
postcards from the responsive KNX
audience. Compare the totals with any

July

In Last

4,217
8,458
3,193
4,145
4,238
3,346
1,276
7,504
5,325
3,205
2,840
2,628
6,344

FREE!

New

Booklet

Reflecting The Voice of 40,000 Consumers in KNX
Agencies and advertisers who
have used KNX have told us and
we have told others that "mail response proves KNX pulling power
in eleven western states," "KNX
gives coverage of the entire Pacific
Coast at lowest cost," "coast coverage at the cost of a 'local' broadcast," "lowest milline radio buy,"
etc.

HOLLYWOOD" — Speaking

with 50,000

But now you
their word for
voice of 40,000
cisely reflected

Market

don't have to take
it, nor ours. The
consumers is conin a booklet which

is yours for the asking. It's just off
the press — send today for "On
The Evidence KNX Pleads Guilty".

Watts on National

Cleared

Channel

Hollywood, California
GREIG, BLAIR & SPIGHT, Inc., Representatives
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
Lindsey Spight,
485 California St.
March

I, 1935

CHICAGO OFFICE
John Blair
520 North Michigan Ave.
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DETROIT
OFFICE
Geo. Boiling,
New Center Bldg.

NEW YORK OFFICE
J. Curtis Willson
342 Madison Ave.
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WOR'S
WOR's
NEW
HOUR-GLASS
SIGNAL
Directional Radiator to Provide Greatest Strength in the
Heavily Populated Regions
—
equal
to
that
obtained
from
a
WHEN WOR's 50,000-watt transmitter at Carteret, N. J., is offi- 120,000 watt transmitter. While
cially inaugurated March 4, it will the normal discharge lengthwise
bring into operation an antenna
from this system would be considerably less than 50,000 watts, the
system designed to give coverage.
In the shape of an hour-glass, the decrease is made even more marked
by the installation of the third
bulbous parts embrace the met- vertical
radiator. This cuts down
ropolitan areas of New York and
the lengthwise signal to that of a
Philadelphia, while the Atlantic
6,000 watt uniform radiation. This
Ocean and the sparsely populated
mountains of Pennsylvania lie signal serves the New Jersey communities close to Carteret, in the
close to the "waist". The station
suburban and rural counties of
will officially go on the air regularly with its new power when
Middlesex, Morris, Monmouth, Mercer, Warren. Tests have shown
President Roosevelt presses a button in Washington telegraphing the that this signal is ample to meet
conditions in those counties, where
starting signal.
The effect has been obtained
the noise level from "artificial
static" is negligible.
through an extra vertical radiator, in addition to two towers.
Technically, the effect is the reThese resemble the masts used to
sult of spacing the three antennas
suspend horizontal antennas in old- so that the waves they emit broadtype transmitters, but instead of
side are "in step". That is, the crests
being used for this purpose, they and troughs match precisely and
are themselves the radiators. Slung
each other.
between them is a wire, from the reinforce
emitted lengthwise
by The
two "waves
of the
center of which the third radiator
antennas, however, are out of step.
They tend to neutralize each other
is suspended. The arrangement
in this direction, and also tend to
can be clearly seen in the accompanying illustration.
reinforce the power sent out broadSince the directions in which it side.
In choosing the transmitter site
is desired to lay down the strong— a task on which Jack Poppele,
est signal are those of Philadelphia and New York, the line be- chief engineer, was engaged for
tween the antenna towers is at more than a year — a further factor
had to be taken into consideration.
right angles to a line joining these
two cities. The broadside discharge
being made for WOR's
from the two towers is stated by Allowance
assigned frequency of 710 kcs., a
the Western Electric Co. to be site 30 miles to the north would

A DISTINGUISHED BROADCASTING
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STATION

ST.LOUIS

Leads

All

Local

In Most

Popular

Stations

Network

Programs

The New York Wo rid -Tel eg ram recently questioned 260 foremost newspaper radio editors
to determine the most popular network programs. Among the first 20 selected KSD led
all St. Louis Stations in number. The division
of those on St. Louis stations was as follows:
KSD

...

9

KWK

...

5

KMOX

RED NETWORK

.

. 5

OUTLET FOR NATIONAL

BROADCASTING

Station KSD
— TheBUILDING.
St. Louis
Post-Di
POST DISPATCH
ST. LOUIS.
MO. spatch
Edward Petty * Co., National Advertising Representatives
New York Chicago Detroit San Francisco
i Page 20

CO.

DIRECTIONAL

ANTENNA

CONCENTRIC
TRANSMISSION
LINE
have caused the sky-wave and
ground-wave to meet just north of
Philadelphia, thereby putting that
city in the area of poorest service.
With the location at Carteret, the
line of conflict between sky and
ground waves lies south of Philadelphia. In Washington and Baltimore, sky-waves will predominate.
An unusual feature in the design of the actual transmitting
system is the line from the control
house to the radiators. This is composed of two concentric copper
tubes, tanceand
a disof fiveruns
feet 600
belowfeettheatsurface
of the ground. Not a single wire
leaves the transmission house above
ground.
The 35 acres occupied by the
transmitter are on swampy ground,
and part of the site is under water
at high tide. The ground system
contains 40 miles of N®. 8 wire,
part of it running at right angles
to the line between the towers, and
the remainder radiating under
them.
The building itself has no ordinary heating plant, but is kept at
a proper temperature principally
by the energy dissipated by the
power tubes. This is equivalent to
110 kw., and down to temperatures
of 10 above, the building requires
only from 35 to 70 kw. to keep it
at 70 degrees. The distilled water
circulated through the tubes is led
into the building's air conditioning
plant where it heats the air and
at the same time is partly cooled
itself. Should the tube heat be inadequate, two emergency heaters
would automatically be brought
into operation by a thermostat.
The hot air that has become
"spent" in passing through the
system is not dumped out into the
open, as is the case with most ventilating systems. Instead, it is
turned into the built-in garage,
and during recent severe cold
spells, with the outside temperature down below zero, kept the
garage at 40 above.
The entire building has been designed to accommodate visitors
with a minimum of inconvenience.
A studio has been built so special
programs can originate there, and
space has been set aside for a
short-wave transmitter.
An aircraft radio beacon will be

operated to warn aircraft of their
proximity to the towers, which are
385 feet high and 790 feet apart.
The station plans a big day of
special programs March 4, with
prominent persons participating.
The evening program will come
from Carnegie Hall, New York,
from 8 to 11 and a variety program will continue until 2 a. m.
Inaugural programs to introduce
the new transmitter officially to
the listening public will begin at
12:30 p. m. March 4, with a halfhour feature originating at the
transmitter,
"Of, By and
and For"
the
people of Carteret
vicinity.
Duringtures the
afternoon
special
feawill be heard from the store
of L. Bamberger and Co., Newark,
including addresses from the auditorium by Gov. Harold G. Hoffman
and Mayor Meyer C. Ellenstein.
History that has been made duringvicethewill13beyears
of WOR'sin serdramatized
the
form of news flashes of outstanding events.
From
8 to 11 p. m., there will
be a variety show from Carnegie
Hall, New York in which outstanding personalities in public life, the
theatre, movies and radio will be
presented. From then until 12:30
a. m. dance music will be brought
in from cities in the enlarged service area, and until 2 a. m. a floor
show from the ballroom of the
Hotel Plaza will be broadcast.
Civic Programs Sponsored
MUNICIPAL Light and Power
Defense League, of Los Angeles,
is sponsoring a series of four
broadcasts starting March 27 over
KHJ, Los Angeles, during which
the League will present its views
on city subjects. The Security of
Schools Foundation, another Los
Angeles civic group, will sponsor
six programs starting March 15.
As in the Municipal League series,
the political talks will be supported by incidental piano music. The
League account is handled by Ray
Davidson, Los Angeles agency, and
the School series by CampbellKellogg,
Inc.Feb.
A series
of health
talks
started
21 on KHJ,
with
the Milk Dealer's Association as
sponsor, handled by Martin Allen
agency.
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New

Disc

Library

BeguninHollywood
ENTRY of Standard Radio Advertising Co., Hollywood, into the
transcription "library" field, furnishing one hour daily of musical
recordings to stations for local sustaining or sponsor service, was announced Feb. 23 by Seth Ely, president. The service will be available to one outlet in each city, with
the discs ready for first broadcasts
April 1.
Standard Radio Advertising thus
enters into competition with the
World Broadcasting System's daily
program service to supply transcription programs "comparing favorably with the finest entertainment on the air," according to its
announcement. The Program Library, as it will be called, consists
of diversified musical shows with
full continuities adapted to the particular needs of the individual subscribers. Itwill consist of several
hundred individually recorded selections.
"Advertising agency me n,"
stated Mr. Ely, "have indicated
their enthusiastic support of the
library plan as it offers them the
advantage of being able to present
to clients a coherent, cohesive program plan of outstanding merit
which can be spotted at will."
Arthur E. McDonald, formerly
with the Don Lee Broadcasting
System, will become manager of
the service March 1. Kasper-Gordon in Boston, Conquest Alliance
in New York and Universal Radio
Productions in Chicago have been
appointed representatives in their
respective territories.

K
5000 WATTS

RADIO

CHANNEL

NETWORK
SEATTLE
WASHINGTON
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FILM

COLONY

Aylesworth Sees Hollywood Television Center
IN THE construction of its new
By DR. RALPH L. POWER
Hollywood studios, to get under
PRODUCTION from Hollywood
way within the next few months,
broadcasting studios has more
NBC is planning with an eye to
than tripled in the past six months,
television, according to M. H.
with NBC soon to erect a new
building with more facilities for Aylesworth, president of the network, who is now on the Pacific
offices, studios and audiences.
coast. He stated that when teleWhile some of the new accounts
vision is perfected or approaches
have been the result of normal
that point, Hollywood will have
new business, many of them have
resulted from the desire to build
one of the nation's first visual
transmitters, operated in conjuncprograms with a film locale.
tion with the studios now being
The romance and glamor of Hollywood, of course, has been a big planned.
"Television," Mr. Aylesworth
factor. At one time a big-name
sponsor attempted to produce from
said, "will be forced out of the
San Francisco with picture names
laboratories when the public demands it. And it will become a
for the chief attraction. The talent planed north each week, but hundred million dollar business.
When that time comes, NBC will
there were difficulties. Rehearsals
were too hurried, some of the stars be the first to offer it."
refused to go via plane, and storm
Mr. Aylesworth, who is also
periods often disrupted service at president of Radio Pictures and
critical times. Then the sponsors
chairman of the board of RKO,
transferred to Hollywood and Los declared that Hollywood and its
Angeles for their production cen- film concerns will be importantly
ter.
identified with the transmission of
television. He scoffed at the
Many Big Programs
theory that radio has hurt the
NBC STUDIOS in Hollywood have film industry, but stated that input all the star talent on the air
stead it has developed many new
within recent months with per- stars.
haps only four exceptions — Greta
Garbo, Mae West, Norma Shearer
and Shirley Temple.
Outstanding transcontinentals of Ross, Ben Bernie, Log Cabin Syrup, Standard Symphony (Coast
the past year or so originating at
the Hollywood NBC studios in- only), Phil Baker, Jack Benny,
clude Chase and Sanborn, Non Spi, Mary Pickford, Langendorf (West
Marx Bros., "Shell Show", Lanny only), Watanabe and Archie, MJ-B (Coast), Rudy Vallee, Will
Rogers, Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors programs, "Hall
of Fame" and some 25 specials
from the Ambassador and Biltmore hotels.
A dependable station
The chain's activities in the film
capital center around their own
— one that dominates
building and facilities which inits market and consisclude asmall visitors' room, studio,
offices, announcing, program and
tently produces.
technical staff.
Since 1922 KJR has
been a leader — an
example for the others
to follow.
time.

Highest power
Washington.

in

Fisher's Blend Stations, Inc., operating
KOMO-KJR, Seattle,
Washington.
N. D. C.

THE

Program Production Triples in the Last Six Months;
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For information consult
Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
New York Chicago
Detroit
San Francisco

Broadcasts by CBS
USE OP HOLLYWOOD facilities
by CBS has centered in the metropolitan area of Los Angeles at the
KHJ studios and within half an
hour's ride of the film center.
While the NBC programs from
moviedom are practically all sponsored ones, the CBS programs include several unsponsored ones.
In sustaining programs, CBS has
California Melodies once a week,
and the Country Church of Hollywood goes eastward weekly, as
well as the daily broadcast to the
coast network.
Don Lee Programs
THE CBS-DON LEE System uses
"Colonial Miniatures" and the
"Merrymakers" weekly from Los
Angeles and takes the "Country
Church of Hollywood" daily as a
sustainer and Rabbi Edgar F. Magnin, University of Southern California and Life of Benjamin Franklin once a week.
The Don Lee Broadcasting System programs from Los Angeles
include "Calling All Cars", "Barnyard Serenade", "Hi - Jinks" and
"Treasures of Times", as sponsored programs, with the "All
Year Club" and the University of

California programs as sustainers.
Thus two separate and distinct
network organization plans have
been developed in Southern California. NBC prefers to use its own
studios and separate organization
to originate programs for eastern
consumption. Their studios in San
Francisco, of course, originate for
the Coast unit.
On the other hand, CBS has
found it more feasible to use the
existing KHJ studios as the focal
point for their production since the
station is the key station for programs eastward via CBS, as well
as the California and the Coast
network.
Each plan has apparently worked
out well, since NBC will soon build
new Southern California studios,
and CBS will continue its headquarters at KHJ with increased
facilities available.

Equity Eyes Radio
APPOINTMENT of a radio committee of Actors Equity Association to foster the unionization of
artists and performers in the radio field, with the object of procuring standardized hours and
wages, was disclosed at Equity
headquarters in New York Feb. 25.
This matter has been one of the
issues pending before NRA in connection with the broadcasting industry code, but no conclusion ever
has been reached. Unofficially, it
was indicated that efforts to organize at first would be made
through advertising agencies building their own programs. The original Equity proposition, submitted
last year, provided for minimum
sponsored and sustaining program
fees, rehearsal fees, audition fees,
as well as minimum fees for those
participating
in crowd scenes and
the
like.
Cormier Joins WIP
ALBERT A. CORMIER, former
commercial manager of WOR and
later vice president of American
Broadcasting System in charge of
sales, has joined WIP, Philadelphia,
as commercial manager. He replaces Franklin Lamb, who has resigned to engage in business in
the Middlewest. Mr. Cormier has a
home in Atlantic City, and sought
a connection closer to that city.
Stewart Joins WFIL
JACK STEWART, until recently
manager of WCAE, Pittsburgh,
and prior to that general manager
of WCAO and WFBR, Baltimore,
has joined WFIL, Philadelphia, to
take charge of national sales and
sales promotion, according to an
announcement by Donald Withycomb, general manager. He has
been in radio since 1921.
A NEW 100-watt daytime station
on 1210 kc. was authorized Feb. 26
by the FCC, the construction permit being issued to the Ardmore
(Okla.) Ardmoreite, a daily newsWISC are the call letters assigned
paper.
the new 100-watt station authorized in Milwaukee to the Milwaukee Broadcasting Co.
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Well

Filled^

L

Hungry

Thanks

and

to

Lads

Mother

Daytime

. . .

Radio

Hours

Experience stories of daytime radio advertisers reveal how religiously
housewives and mothers depend upon their radios during the day to
remind them of when to buy, what to buy, and how to buy. We discover
that radio brings them entertainment that makes housework pleasanter,
and home-making and shopping suggestions that make household duties
easier and more economical . . . without interrupting their daily work.
Use NBC network stations to reach the
the country. Use WRC or WMAL to reach
in Washington. Of sufficient power to
centrated area, and offering famous NBC
grams, they are the choice of Washington
spot advertisers.

WRC

and

largest daytime audience in
the largest daytime audience
completely cover this conRed and Blue network promerchants . . . and national

WMAL

WASHINGTON,

D.

C.

National
Broadcasting
Company,
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF
AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
NEW YORK
WEAF & WJZ

★

WASHINGTON
WRC & WMAL

★

CHICAGO
WMAQ & WENR

★

SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON — WBZ
• SPRINGFIELD, MASS.— WBZA
PITTSBURGH — KDKA
• CLEVELAND— WTAM
• DENVER — KOA • PORTLAND, ORE. — KEX
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SAN

Inc.

FRANCISCO
KGO & KPO

SCHENECTADY — WGY
SPOKANE — KG A • SEATTLE— KJR

Radio

Lang Produces Film
FREEMAN LANG, Hollywood
transcription producer, the last
week in January was unanimously
elected president of the California
Studios, Hollywood film producing
organization. He succeeded the
late Wesley Dougherty, who was
president of the film company and
general manager of the Freeman
Lang Sound Studios. Mr. Lang
will continue his transcription business. The California Studios, two
days before the death of Mr.
Dougherty, had completed a feature length talkie called Hong
Kong Nights in which Mr. Lang
used his power cruiser for some
of the closeup shots, and also took
the part of a sea captain in the
film.

Peak

Film

Methods

Corp., Recording Firm,
Is Started in New York
RADIO and Film Methods Corp.
has been established at 101 Park
Ave., New York, as a manufacturer of transcriptions for radio
stations. Chairman of the board
will be Frank L. Dyer, for many
years research associate of the late
Thomas A. Edison. Other directors
are Count Gosta Morner and A. R.
Steinberg, former head of the Foreign Language Division of the
NRA. Mr. Steinberg is president.
Jack Holloway, president of the
Standard Instruments Corp., is
vice president in charge of sales,
and W. W. Black, formerly head of
United Radio Artists, heads the
sales force.
Two modern studios have been
fitted up at 101 Park Avenue. The
company is sole licensee for Morner Multigroove Recording, which
is based on Dyer patents, and this
"Hill and Dale" method will be introduced shortly. At present
standard lateral recording is employed. The Multigroove makes it
possible to put 30-minutes entertainment on one side of a 16-inch
disc, so an hour's show can be recorded on one double-faced disc.
The Morner system has not previously been used in radio.
For the present it is not proposed to enter the field of program
production, but if this step should
be taken it probably would be in
connection with foreign - language
programs with which Mr. Steinberg has had extensive experience.
A series in ten foreign languages
is being auditioned for a sponsor.

WWNC
Operated By The
Citizen Broadcasting Company, Inc.
ASHEVILLE,

&

N. C.

Business

— for Asheville and Western
North Carolina comes in
spring and summer — just
the time most markets are
dull. WWNC alone blankets
this prosperous area!
Full time NBC Affiliate
1,000 Watts
570 Kilocycles
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Nostrand

Charges

Are

Says
False

Denies Llewellyn's Claim That
He Had Accepted Gratuities
DENIAL of charges made before
the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee by George Llewellyn,
recently reinstated in the FCC field
service, was made Feb. 19 by W.
Van Nostrand, former radio supervisor of the Atlanta office of the
former Radio Commission, in a letter to Broadcasting.
Writing what the "erroneous
statements" and "slanderous quotations" made it imperative that
he take cognizance of them, Maj.
Van Nostrand declared "there is
not one iota of truth" in them.
"According to the columns of
your magazine," he stated, "Llewellyn testified before the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee that
a sum of money had been paid in
an alleged frequency shift between
broadcasting stations WJTL, Oglethorpe University, Ga., and WFDV,
Rome, Ga., and that, in this transaction, Ireceived the sum of $1,500.
I could not say, of my own knowledge, that any such transaction
ever took place between these two
stations; that I had anything whatsoever to do with any such alleged
transaction or that I ever received
a single penny or any other valuable consideration in connection
with this alleged transaction, is a
lie.
Alleges Perjury
"I TELEGRAPHED the Communications Commission on Feb. 7,
1935, as follows:
" 'Reference Llewellyn hearing
Stop If press reports true he testified before Senate Interstate Commerce Committee I received any
sum whatsoever in an alleged
transaction involving a frequency
shift between Rome and Oglethorpe Istand ready to prove he
committed perjury Stop Believe
your body will desire to consider
this matter before rendering deciMaj. Van Nostrand pointed out
that during the major portion of
his 18 years of service with the old
Radio siDivision
of the Department
on.' "
of Commerce, he was supervisor in
charge of the district embracing
six southeastern states. "During
this long time, when broadcasters
in this area were building their
structures, they received every cooperation within my power to render them and the helping hand
which any growing industry might
well expect from its own government," he stated.
"The vast majority of broadcasters inthis area know that, dur-

BUY

It is no wonder that CKLW's time is so very productive
for its advertisers — an interested audience at all hours.
Investigate the array of stars that appear daily on
CKLW, over the Columbia Network, and you'll know
why CKLW audiences are willing and ready listeners.
CKLW, Member Columbia Basic Network. 5000 watts
C1030 kc.)

Van

Windsor Offices:
Guaranty Trust Building
Detroit Offices:
Union Guardian Building

WSYR
FASTEST
GROWING
SYRACUSE

I'age 26

Llewellyn

Is Reinstated

By FCC to Former Post
REINSTATEMENT of George
Llewellyn, former radio inspector
attached . to the Atlanta office of
the old Radio Commissioner, was
ordered by the FCC in a resolution made public Feb. 18 on the
ground that the charges preferred
against him by his superiors did
not justify his dismissal. He had
been charged with insubordination,
removal of official records and
"trouble - making", and his case
was one of the central issues investigated by the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee last
month in considering confirmation
of the members of the FCC.
Llewellyn had been dismissed on
Dec. 2, 1932, upon charges preferred by L. C. Herndon, now inspector in charge of the Seattle
field office, but at the time acting
chief of the Atlanta office. The
resolution was adopted by the FCC
at a special meeting. It concluded
that the former inspector, whose
salary was about $3,200, "should
be reinstated to his former position at the grade and salary which
he had at the time of removal".
ing all these years, I carried out
the duties of my office without f ear
or favor, honestly and efficiently.
Not a single broadcaster could honestly state that they ever had to
pay or ever did pay me any money
or other valuable consideration for
cooperation which frequently exceeded the requirements of the position. Unfortunately for anyone
who questions the fact that I have
always been held in the highest regard by broadcasters throughout
this area,
as an honest
and efficient administrator
of the
radio
laws, . a great many of the outstanding broadcasters of this area
have expressed their high opinion
of me, in writing, in no uncertain
terms.
"I resigned from the service of
the Federal Radio Commission entirely of my own volition and my
resignation was accepted without
prejudice. The reference to my
'dismissal' from the service in the
columns of your last edition of
Broadcasting is, therefore, erroneous.
"I resigned
from the service
because I was dissatisfied
with the
arbitrary action of the Federal
Radio Commission; because simultaneously, the Federal Radio Commission had broken up the previous
field organization of the Radio Division of the Department of Commerce and I did not wish to revert
to the status of an automaton; and
because I felt that I could best continue to be of service to broadcasters in this area outside the government service. Since that time,
I have never once given a thought
to reentering the government service and I most certainly entertain
no such thought at the present
NEW local stations in Pecos, Tex.,
and Hutchinson, Kans., were authorized Feb. 19 by the FCC. The
former,
time." licensed to Jack W. Hawkins and Barney N. Hubbs, is assigned to 1420 kc, 100 watts, unlimited, while the Kansas station
is licensed to W. B. Greenwald, on
the same channel and with the
same terms.
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Reallocation

of

Waves

As Requested by WLWL
Designated for Hearing
A CASE involving the largest proposed wave length shift since the
famous 1928 reallocation, will come
before the Broadcast Division of
the FCC on April 10 when hearings will open on the proposal of
WLWL, New York, operated by
the Paulist Fathers, to procure a
full-time assignment in lieu of its
present time-sharing allotment
amounting to about two days a
week.
Protests against the proposed
shift, which would involve nine
stations and five clear channels
(breaking down two) led to the action of the FCC on Feb. 19 designating the applications for hear1 ing. Protests were filed by WWL,
New Orleans, operated by Loyola
University; WFFA, Dallas, and
WJJD, Chicago, with an implied
objection from WNYC, New York,
operated by the municipality
through Mayor LaGuardia.
Stations notified of the hearing
and expected to participate include, besides those mentioned,
KSL, Salt Lake City; WOV, New
York; WCCO, Minneapolis; WPG,
Atlantic City, and WESG, Elmira,
N. Y., all of which would be definitely involved if the projected
shift were approved. (For details
see Feb. 1 issue.)
CBS has acquired its third Broadway theater for audience shows
with the leasing of the Little Theater, 244 W. 42nd St., New York,
now being converted for radio use.

Joins Representative
GENE FURGASON, formerly associated with Texas stations, has
joined Greig, Blair & Spight Inc.,
station representatives, and will
devote his time exclusively to sale
of the Southwest Broadcasting
System and its affiliated stations,
according to an announcement
Feb. 18 by John P. Blair, president of the organization. He will
be attached to the Chicago office.
Mr. Furgason has been associated
with KTSA, San Antonio, KNOW,
Austin, and KPRC, Houston.
Alert Operator Checks
WMCA Transmitter Fire
QUICK ACTION on the part of
Kenneth Bridgham, operator at
the Flushing, L. L, transmitter of
WMCA, New York, recently saved
the transmitter building from a
brush fire. He fought the blaze
with a hand extinguisher until firemen came to his assistance. Donald
Flamm, who recently resumed
operation of WMCA, has announced completion of the staff of
the Knickerbocker Broadcasting
Co. Inc. It includes William Wiesman, vice president and counsel;
Bertram Lebhard, Jr., sales director; Sidney J. Flamm, assistant to
President Donald Flamm; Lewis
Reid, program director; Fred Dyson, business manager; Angelo
Palange, sports and night clubs;
Philip Barrison, dramatic director;
Harry Pascoe, continuity director;
A. L. Alexander, chief announcer;
Elizabeth P. Glenn, publicity director; George Houston, studio director, and Frank Marx, chief engi-

When
WHAT

ABOUT
the

DAYLIGHT

weaf and wnac

joined in the first experi-

mental hook-up in 1923, an uncritical public
equipped with crystal detectors and headsets was
well satisfied. But Bell System engineers recognized that telephone transmission between stations
must be vastly improved to assure the future of
radio broadcasting.

HOURS?

An ordinary telephone circuit carried ordinary
I F you are looking for a profitable spot for
I your program, study the daytime schedule
of WHAS. By using a day schedule on this
station you can reduce your time cost onehalf and your message will reach a wide
audience of urban and rural listeners who
prefer WHAS day and night because it
brings them the cream of Columbia Chain
programs and because its 50,000 watts and
nationally cleared channel of 820 kilocycles
assure them of consistently good reception.

WHAS

Owned and Operated by
THE COURIER-JOURNAL
THE LOUISVILLE TIMES

speech clearly and intelligibly. But music and
drama demanded
tion and a much

much

more faithful reproduc-

wider range of frequencies.

Subtle shadings and overtones, variations in volume, and distortion due to the different speeds
at which different tones travel all complicated
the problem.
Gradually, special radio circuits were developed, special equipment designed, and special personnel trained to achieve today's high degree of
fidelity in program transmission. For the future,
the Bell System will go on working with the radio
industry to keep always ahead of the
public's increasingly critical taste.
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clude it if his campaign is to be well rounded
Copyright Again
COPYRIGHT suddenly has become a burning
ssue again on Capitol Hill. Without any warnng, a measure providing for American entry
nto the International Copyright Union was
slipped before the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, bearing administration endorsenent. It was the opportunity long awaited by
■adio, hotel, motion picture and other indusries which have been so much putty in the
lands of ASCAP under the copyright law
vhich has remained unrevised since 1909.
Fortunately for these industries their trade
groups, notably the NAB, got wind of the
neasure as it went to committee, apparently
ill set for favorable action. Telegraphic and
ither objections resulted in postponement of
:ction. Conferences to hear these objectors
,vere ordered by the committee before the State
department, as reported elsewhere in this isue. Recommendations were made for amendlent of the bill — recommendations which
lSCAP and its redoubtable general manager,
C. Mills, opposed.
Soon a new draft of this measure will go
o the committee, presumably still bearing adlinistration endorsement, for the administraion wants the United States in the interna:>nal union. If the NAB recommendations, so
o r c i b 1 y presented by Managing Director
hilip G. Loucks, flanked by the other groups,
re adopted, much of the trouble with ASCAP
hould be over. There will be bitter pills to
wallow under the revised act, but if eliminaon of the present minimum statutory damage
jr infringement of $250 per number — the ax
lat ASCAP has so ruthlessly wielded these
lany years — is approved, it will more than
jmpensate for them.

The

Witten

Lesson

* THIS ARTICLE we publish a highly inresting, frank and instructive article by
ouis A. Witten, radio director of Hanff[etzger Inc., surveying radio advertising. He
;lls of the job it can do and is doing for adsrtisers, including his own celebrated proram featuring Ed Wynn. After ten years
i radio and nearly seven years as director of
idio for one of the largest agencies, Mr.
ritten has reached this significant conclusion:
"Every manufacturer whose product is used
7 the great mass — food-stuffs, gasoline, cloth;}g — can use radio effectively and should inI"age 28
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and complete."
While we agree with most of Mr. Witten's
conclusions in his article, we feel that in this
regard he rather understates radio's value.
He recites that the only class of advertiser
who should not use the radio is the fellow in
the Rolls Royce category. Cadillac is now on
the air, apparently getting results with a class
of merchandise directly comparable to Rolls
Royce. So are several others in the high-cost
item groups, such as Armco and Packard.
Mr. Witten brings out that the reason manufacturers of mass consumption items should
be on the air is because about 30% of the
radio sets are owned in towns of less than
2,500. "The penetration of magazine and newspapers into this sized community is noticeably
lower," he declares.
From Mr. Witten's article can be gleaned
many pointers on building programs that will
sell. Running through the entire story is the
theme that the radio fits into every character
of advertising campaign, provided it is used
judiciously. While there will be many experienced in radio who will disagree with some of
Mr. Witten's forthright statements, every advertiser, agency and station will find much of
merit in the analysis as a whole — and many
ideas.

Plunder

Planners

WILL rackets in radio never cease ? One by
one, new plans to plunder radio broadcasting
come to light despite the widespread knowledge that the industry is probably the most
regulated and most taxed extant. Fees are
being paid to a variety of collectors, led by
ASCAP; Federal taxes have been increased;
states are demanding their pound of flesh in
discriminatory levies, and a variety of smalltimers are snapping at the radio cash-box for
whatever they can mulct from this industry
which apparently is on all sucker lists as an
easy mark.
Latest to attempt to "muscle in" is an organization calling itself the "American Society of Recording Artists Inc.", headed by
Gene Austin, Tin Pan Alleyite, who obviously
has taken his cue from ASCAP. In a circular letter seeking to rally the Rudy Vallees,
Casa Lomas, and other recording artists to
the cause, Austin declares they are losing
"millions of dollars" because of the indiscriminate and unlicensed use of their records for
broadcasting. The report is that he hopes to

BOOK

SHELF

REJECTING the idea of supporting television programs by advertising revenues, the
British television committee headed by Lord
Selsdon, in its report discussed in the Feb. 15
issue of Broadcasting, recommends that Britain's projected new television system derive
its revenues from the 10 shilling license fees
now collected from British listeners. Copies
of the report, adopted by Parliament, which
recommended the establishment this year of
two ultra-short wave visual stations in London, one using the Baird and the other the
Marconi system, have reached this country.
They may be obtained from His Majesty's Stationery Office, London, for 6 shillings.
RADIO has revolutionized the status of music
in this country, says Peter W. Dykema, professor of music education at Teachers College,
Columbia University, in a brochure Music as
Presented by the Radio, published (free) by
the Radio Institute of the Audible Arts, 80
Broadway, New York, founded by Philco Radio & Television Corp., Philadelphia.
The booklet is the first in a series of four
dealing with various aspects of music on the
air. Other papers are to be presented from
time to time with the aim of stimulating a
wider appreciation of good radio programs.
SOMETHING "far off the usual promotion
trails" is an 8-page brochure You Do What
You're Told, just distributed to a limited circulation by CBS. Pointing out that "it is a
deep, abiding rule of human action to 'do what
we're told'," the CBS promotion piece cites a
list of common "voices of authority" and
neatly ties them in with the "supple power"
of radio "to move people and mold them, to
enlist them and command them."
EXTENSION bulletins are being published
semi-monthly by the University of Iowa to
carry program schedules and other data about
its station, WSUI, Iowa City. The bulletin of
Jan. 15 outlines and schedules its Speech Clinic
of the Air.
set up a system of license fees for stations
and radio advertisers to gross his group about
$5,000,000 a year! This figure, incidentally, is
just about double what ASCAP gets.
In the first place, Mr. Austin should look
into the law books. He will fail to find any
legal ground upon which to base a license fee
system. Without the legal authority, his efforts might border upon extortion. Secondly,
Austin and his fellow disc-makers should take
inventory. They will find that radio often has
put them in the position where they could become recording artists. Moreover, much of the
demand for their recordings, they will discover, can be traced to "plugging" of their
renditions over the air.
Could it be that Mr. Austin and his cohorts
want those recording artists to kill the famous
old goose who laid golden eggs ?
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PERSONAL

NOTES

JOHN H. NORTON, Jr., has been
appointed assistant to William S.
Hedges,
NBC W.
- operated
stations, manager
succeedingofRoger
Clipp
who
resigned
Feb.
15
to
join
WFIL,
Philadelphia.
CHESTER L. THOMAS, temporarily manager of WCAE, Pittsburgh,
will return to WINS, New York, to
resume his post as assistant general
manager and program director.
ALEX SHERWOOD, formerly manager of KDKA and KQV, Pittsburgh
and later with WROK, Rockford, 111.,
has joinedmercialWISN,
manager. Milwaukee, as com-

FIVE YEARS ago this month a
young man sat in an audition
room on Chicago's Michigan Boulevard listening nervously to what
he thought was a good radio program. He had every reason to be
nervous. Six weeks before he had
left a good job with an established
publication to try his hand at selling time on the air, because of his
belief that radio was the greatest
medium for mass advertising. This
was his first audition. Beside him
sat his first live prospect, the man
for wmom the audition was being
held, the man whose product the
program was designed to sell, the
man who did not seem particularly
impressed as he sat there stolidly
puffing on his fat cigar.
Feverishly the neophyte radio
salesman checked over his argument; the program was ideally
suited to the mass audience the
advertiser .wanted to reach — a dramatic version of a short story by
an author whose name was continually blazoned on the covers of
the popular magazines; the cast
was good, and well-rehearsed; the
author himself spoke the introduction, giving the program name publicity value; the commercials were
strong, but so well tied up with
the entertainment as not to be in
the least offensive; yes, it was a
geod buy from every angle.
The last note of the musical climax died away. The sponsor-to-be
took the cigar from his lips. "Well,
I'll tell you. It's a nice little show,
but I won't listen to talk on the
radio. When the radio starts to
talk I shut it off. Now, what I like
is some good peppy music, something with a swing to it, like . . . "
"My first client, and my worst,"
says Jim Free. "I can laugh about
it now, but it was tragic then.
There I was, fresh from the publishing business where advertising
was planned to make people buy
things, and not to entertain the
advertiser. This was my first intimation that radio was different,
and it probably was the biggest
shock of my life."
Then and there young Free decided that if he was going to succeed in radio, he must find a way
to discount the client's prejudices
March
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in advance, to make him realize
that what he personally likes and
dislikes on the air has nothing to
do with the case. And the best
way to do that, Free has found,
is to tell the prospect bluntly before an audition that it isn't designed for him but for his product,
and that whether he ever listens
to the program after it is on the
air
doesn't
mean listen.
a thing as long
as his
customers
James Lamb Free wTas born
April 29, 1903, in Barberton, O.,
near Cleveland. Graduated by the
University School of Cleveland, he
attended the Wharton School of Finance and Commerce of the University of Pennsylvania and got
his start in advertising during vacations, writing sales letters for
the real estate bond house, G. W.
Stone Co. of Cleveland.
In 1924 Free came to Chicago
and landed a job with Aubrey &
Moore, where during the next three
years he served successively as production manager, copy writer and
account executive. He left the
agency to start a trade paper in
the building field, but after acting
as editor, advertising manager and
general handy man for a year he
was ready to sell out (at a handsome profit) to the Porter-Langtry
interests.
Joining the sales staff of Forbes
Magazine Free came under the
spell of B. C. Forbes' industrial
idealism, which gave him an undying faith in advertising as the
best means of educating the
masses and bettering their living
conditions. Meanwhile radio had
come into the advertising picture,
and Free, who had been an enthusiastic listener since the days when
he built his own receiving sets,
found himself with a growing conviction that of all media, radio had
the greatest mass appeal.
With Free a belief has always
been something to act on, and 1930
found him an account executive in
the Chicago office of National Radio Advertising, at that time the
largest
"timetaught
brokers".
next two ofyears
him a The
lot
about radio and station representing, and as usual he acquired a
(Continued on page b6)
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ANNING S. PRALL, chairman of
the Broadcast Division of the FCC,
was host to approximately 50 Washington celebrities at a dinner at the
Columbia
Country
in Washington on Feb.
13. InClub
addition
to the
membership
of
the
FCC
and
its
executive staff and to the New York
delegation in Congress, among those
present
were M.to President
H. Melntyre,
assistant secretary
Roosevelt,
and Speaker Byrns of the House.
GERALD J. NORTON, formerly assistant sales manager of KHJ, Los
Angeles, has been named to the sales
staff of KROW, San Francisco. Ed
Wilmoth, vertformerly
in has
newspaper
adising in the East,
joined the
commercial department.
B. W. BULLOCK, since June, 1933,
assistant to Chester H. Lang, in
charge of radio activities of the General Electric Co., has been appointed
assistant manager of the General
Electric publicity department. With
this appointment, Mr. Bullock also
becomes assistant manager of broadcasting for General Electric.
HENRY M. JACKSON, for more
than three years associated with Bob
Roberts & Associates, San Francisco
agency, as radio account executive,
has joined the sales department of
KFRC, San Francisco.
FREDERIC A. WILLIS, assistant
to the president of CBS, was married
in New York Feb. 15 to Mrs. Herbert
Lederer. As Miss Isabel Leighton,
the bride
headed
the Women's
Division of NRA
in New
York in 1933.
The
honeymoon
was
spent
on
a
West
Indies cruise.
DOROTHY SUTHERLAND, formerly radio editor of Advertising and
Selling, has joined the sales promotion department of CBS, to handle
trade publicity. She succeeds Miss
Mary McDermott, who is to be married March 2 to John F. Roche, of
the publicity department.
PAUL HEITMEYER, formerly manager of KGW, Portland, Ore., and
recently promotion manager of KNX,
Hollywood, has joined the executive
staff of KLO, Ogden, Utah. Arthur
Kemp, former sales manager of KHJ,
Los Angeles and KFRC, San Francisco, takes his place at KNX.
ELLIS VAN DER PYL, sports commentator, has been named commercial manager of WGAR, Cleveland,
succeeding J. Leslie Fox who is moving to Chicago. Van Der Pyl is a
former Yale athlete, war veteran and
Olympic runner.
WALTER E. MYERS, national sales
representative of NBC in New England and president of the Advertising Club of Boston, was the speaker
at a meeting held Feb. 20 by the
Providence (R. I.) Engineering Society. He discussed the new NBC
rate structure and gave some sidelights on the broadcasting profession.
CLAIR R. McCOLLOUGH, general
manager of the Mason Dixon Radio
Group, and Mrs. McCollough became
the parents of a baby girl on Feb. 20.

AL ROSE who recently left his post
in charge of sales promotion and publicity at WOR, Newark, will join
WMCA, New York on March 4, as
sales promotion manager. He will
work under Donald Flamm, president
and general manager of the station.
MAXINE WRIGHT, formerly with
Mills-Wolf agency in Tulsa, Okla.,
and author of several radio shows,
has joined KOMA. Oklahoma City,
commercial and continuity department. Harry Hutchinson, former
manager of KVOO, Tulsa, also has
been added to the commercial staff.
Mrs. Weldon C. Farris leaves the department, moving to Altus, Okla., and
Clarence Games, announcer, becomes
commercial manager of KADA, Ada.
Okla.
BENEDICT GIMBEL, Jr., president
of the Pennsylvania Broadcasting Co..
operating nounced
WIP,
Philadelphia,
has anthe resignation
of Franklir
Lamb as vice president. Mr. Lamt
will
associated with the Reyndent. become
old's Appliance Corp. as vice presiWILLIAM T. KNIGHT, Jr., presi
dent and general manager of WTOC
Savannah, has been named chairmai
of a special fund campaign to b<
staged by Trinity Methodist Episco
pal church, Savannah, and will b<
assisted bv N. T. Stephens of th<
WTOC staff.
WALTER C. COX, formerly witl
the Daily Oklahoman, Oklahoma Citv
and Lillian Fischer, of the WTUI
continuity department, have beei
named to the sales department o
WTUL, Tulsa, Okla.
ERNEST S. COLLING, for twyears with NBC as feature write
and interviewer, has been transferre<
to the RCA department of informa
tion under Frank Mullen.
FORMER SENATOR C. C. DILI
has been retained as legal advisor am
Washington counsel for Trans-Radi
Press Service Inc., exclusive radi
press association.
CHARLES PRINGLE, executive o
KGU, Honolulu, visited Los Angele
stations and contacted accounts 1
February.
CHESTER G. MAT SON. former!
with the Los Angeles Communit
Chest and the Los Angeles Examine\
that joined
city. the sales staff of KHJ, c
has
NORMAN REED, program directc
of WPG, Atlantic City, has bee
placed in charge as acting manage:
succeeding Edwin M. Spence, wh
has
WBAL, Baltimore, as gei
eral joined
manager.
GARLAND TINSLEY has resigne
from the sales force of WBAL. Bait
more. Joining the commercial depar
ment of the station is Jerry Moor
formerly commercial manager <
WMAL, Washington, and more r
cently associated with other Bait
more stations.
R. D. INNES has assumed charge >
promotional activities of the Mutu;
Broadcasting System with headquar
ers in the Tribune Tower. Chicag
He was formerly with the Chieaj
Tribune business survey departmen
MERLE S. JONES, formerly wi
the Buchanan-Thomas and Ernest ]
Bader agencies, and lately sales ma
ager of WAAW, Omaha, has joim
the City.
commercial staff of KMBC, Kan
as
AL TRIPP, formerly in West Coa
radio, has joined the commercial stf
of KFEL, Denver.
HERMAN FAST, formerly in t
outdoor advertising field, has join
the sales staff of WKRC, Cincinna
HERMAN A. KEYS has joined t
sales staff of KGW and KEX, Po:
land, Ore.
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FRANK nouncerMORAN,
an and
anwith WGY, formerly
Schenectady,
lately on the stage with Katherine
Cornell and others, has joined the
announcing staff of WOR, Newark,
being assigned to the Newark studios.
ARTHUR AINSWORTH, for six
years a member of the announcing
staff of WLW, and active in radio
since 1924, has joined the announcing staff of WCKY, Cincinnati. Maurice Thompson has been relieved of
announcing duties and will devote his
time to program production.
JOSEPH RIES, announcer at WLW,
Cincinnati, has been named director
of the newly created educational department of WLW, WSAI and
W8XAL, Cincinnati. The department
was formed to coordinate educational
activities of the Crosley stations.
JOHN HEVERLY, formerly of
WMT, Waterloo, and other mid-western stations, will fill the vacancy created by the departure for Italy of
Bennett Fisher, announcer at KOMOKJR, Seattle, son of D. R. Fisher, the
operator. Heverly will be announcer
and technician, having been engaged
on technical radio work in the Orient
for the government over a two-year
period. Fisher will study singing for
two years in Milan.
JULIUS LEIB, conductor and composer, has been named musical director of KGB, San Diego. He has
been connected with a number of
theatres and was musical director of
WIBW, Topeka.
FRANK GALVIN, former continuity
writer and producer at KJBS, San
Francisco, has joined the production
staff of KYA, San Francisco.

GABRIEL HEATTER, news commentator of WOR, Newark, gave sidelights of the Hauptmann trial in an
address to the Advertising Club of
New York.
MRS. THOMAS PATRICK COVEY,
widow of the former operator of
KWK, St. Louis, has recovered from
a recent illness and has resumed her
duties at the station. KWK has added
Bob Richardson to its sound effects
department.
HAROLD GIBNEY, formerly with
KTAB, Oakland, Cal., has joined the
announcing staff of KGW and KEX,
Portland, Ore.
HENRY KLEIN, Chicago CBS conon Feb.
told students tinuity
in thechief,Radio
Short20 Course
at
the University of Illinois, "How Radio Programs Are Produced".
BOB KENNETT, for the last five
years with WSBT and WFAM, South
Bend, Ind., as program director and
chief announcer, has been named to
the production staff of WLW, Cincinnati.
WALTER K. (Skid) KELLY, former chief announcer at WAAT, Jersey City, and more recently program
director at WRBX, Roanoke, Va., has
joined Bess & Schillin Inc., New York,
as production and continuity chief.
john Mccormick, production
manager of WKRC, Cincinnati, has
announced his engagement to Miss
Eunice Richardson of Cincinnati.
CARL MARSHALL, formerly of
KPRC, Houston, and Carroll Foster,
formerly - of WTAR, Norfolk, Va.,
have joined the announcing staff of
KFEL, Denver.
DON HANCOCK. Anderson, Ind.,
formerly with WFBM, Indianapolis
and WLBC, Muncie, has been named
to the announcing staff of WSAI,
Cincinnati.

COVERS
A Basis Station of the
Columbia Network . .
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Through the facilities of
WSPD (at our quarter hour
daytime rate) you can
reach 200,000 Radio
Equipped Homes at 15c
per thousand.
Chicago

Jos. H. McGillvra,
485 Madison Ave WSPD
On The Commodore

WYMAN PENNELL, formerly program director at WQBC, Vicksburg,
Miss., has joined the announcing
staff and commercial department of
WALA, Mobile, Ala.
LEE CHADWICK, formerly of
WTEL, Philadelphia, has joined the
announcing
staff of WTAR, Norfolk,
Va.
JACK MAJOR, former production
manager and musical director of
WPAC, Paducah, Ky., has joined
the staff of KFRC, San Francisco,
and has a twice weekly program,
The Looking Glass on the Don Lee
network,
under & sponsorship
of &Sussman, Wormser
Company, (S.
W.
Coffee), San Francisco.
WAYNE MILLER, formerly with
the Charles H. Mayne Co., agency,
Los Angeles, has been appointed publicity director of KHJ, Los Angeles.
BOB NICHOLS, NBC producer of
the Woman's Magazine of the Air and
the Western Farm and Home Hour,
was married in San Francisco on
Valentine's
of
Seattle. Day, to Miss Elva Kucher
EDDIE LYNN, announcer at WLW,
Cincinnati, and Miss Bea Green, Chicago radio singer, were married Feb. 8.
JOHN McDONNELL, former free
lance booker, has joined Thomas Lee
Artists Bureau at KHJ, Los Angeles.
CARL FENTON, for many years in
radio, recordings and vaudeville, who
Bing Crosby's
orchestra
headed the
former
Cremo
Cigarin program,
has
director of
musical
appointed
been
WMCA, New York.
JOHN C. SCHAMM, formerly in the
production and research departments
of NBC, and later chief announcer
of WBNX, New York, has joined the
announcing staff of WOR, Newark.

AAA

New York
Coverage

EVERETT L. DILLARD, publicity
director of W9XBY, Kansas City, is
the father of a boy born Feb. 8.
CLARENCE CRARY, formerly with
KGER and KFOX, Long Beach, has
joined the announcing staff of KREG,
Santa Ana, Cal.
JOHN HARRISON, formerly of
WMAQ, Chicago, KSTP, St. Paul
and KPO, San Francisco, has joined
las.
the announcing staff of WFAA, Dal-

WSPD

I est Med
and the ONLY

H. R. GROSS, formerly bureau manager of the United Press in Des
Moines and an experienced farm paper editor, has joined WHO, Des
Moines, as news editor. He also acts
Press.
as
Iowa correspondent for Transradio

John Kettlewell,
614Palmolive Bldg.

Perry Hotel, Toledo, Ohio

Advertising

Power

Meets Objection of NAB
IDENTICAL administration bills
and S. 1807) to con(H. R.tinue5585
the Agricultural Adjustment
Administration, while they do not
specifically deal with advertising
of agricultural products, contain
provisions which would give the
Department of Agriculture power
to make regulations under which
it might fix the amount to be expended by farm, processing and
distributing organizations in the
advertising of their commodities.
The measure, referred to _the reees of
committs,
agricultural
the two spective
houses
of Congres
will
presuma
be protested by the NAB,
ions
bly along with trade associat
representing other advertising
containing the same sort
media, as ial
of dictator
provisions respecting
advertising as are found in the
current Tugwell - Copeland Bill
e the sale and ad(S. 5) to regulat
metics.
vertising of foods, drugs and cos-
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IN THE
CONTROL
ROOM

Fun in a Junk
THE FAMOUS Chinese junk
Amoy owned by Alfred Nilson,
WOR engineer, who achieved fame
and pleasure as the first man to
sail such a craft in the Atlantic,
plans to start another long voyage
this summer. In the five years he
has owned the quaint 70-foot craft,
Nilson has circled the globe and
traveled some 50,000 miles.
Drawing little
water, the junk
can sail in very
shallow water as
well as through
treacherous seas
and is so steady
that none of the
furniture is fastened down. It is
built
of
camphor
Mr. Nilson
wood and the
sails are a blood red, the result of
dipping in ox blood to remove
starch and prevent mildew.
Nilson is in great demand as a
lecturer and has written about his
junk for National Geographic and
other magazines. He is the only
American who has a junk in the
Western hemisphere.
New

WALTER STONGER, of the technical staff of WFBL, Syracuse, is the
father of a boy who has been named
James Allen.
JOE D. CARROLL, who has just
been named chief technician of KFJI,
Klamath Falls, Ore., is the father of
a girl born recently.
ROBERT EUBANK, plant chief of
WRVA, Richmond, Va., is the father
of a girl born Feb. 17.
C. W. JANES, former chief engineer
of WRHM and of WDGY, Minneapolis, has accepted appointment as
instructor in communication engineering at the Michigan College of Mining
& Technology.
DARREL MINKLER, for five years
chief technician with the Brunswick
Laboratories, Chicago, has joined the
technical staff of Radio Recorders
Inc., Hollywood. Jack Brundage and
Ernie Dummel, formerly with Reization. cordings Inc., have joined the organFREDeral KAHN,
one time withN.GenElectric Co.,at Schenectady,
Y.,
has joined the technical staff of Recordings, Inc., Hollywood.

Radio District

ESTABLISHMENT of radio inspection district No. 21, embracing
the territory of Hawaii with headquarters in Aloha Tower, Honolulu, was announced Feb. 15 by
the FCC. James M. Chappie, formerly inspector in charge at Los
Angeles, has been appointed tc the
same post at Honolulu. He sailed
from Los Angeles Feb. 8 and was
to open the office upon arrival.
W. M. ELLSWORTH
Radio Talent and Entertainment
Manager of many high class radio artists and acts available for employment.
Scouts talent for stations and
advertisers.
fill anyfor order
—
NoCancharge
services
Suite 1503, Mather Tower, Chicago, 111.
March

FIFTY old-timers in radio, members
of the Northern California Broadcasters Association and the Pacific
Radio Trade Association, consisting
of radio station managers and members of the radio trade, on Jan. 25
staged in San Francisco a farewell
dinner to Bernard II. Linden, Chief
Inspector, Western Area, Twelfth
Radio District, who has been transferred to Los Angeles in a similar
capacity. Harrison Holliway, manager, KFRC, San Francisco, was
toastmaster. Speakers included Preston Allen, manager, KLX, Oakland,
and president of the Northern
California Broadcasters Association ;
Ralph Brunton, president, Northern
California Broadcasting System
(KJBS and KQW) ; and C. L. McWhortor, Pacific Coast manager,
Philco radio and president of the
Pacific Radio Trade Association. The
dinner inspired the organizing of a
"Radio Old Timers Club", to meet
once a year, Jan. 25.
CHARLES W. HORN, NBC general
engineer at New York, has been appointed aKentucky Colonel by Gov.
Ruby Laffoon in recognition of his
distinguished contributions to radio
engineering.
HOWARD C. LUTTGENS, NBC
Central Division engineer, in Chicago,
is under observation at the clinic of
Mayo Brothers, Rochester, Minn.
CHARLES HOOVER, formerly of
the control room staff of WBEN,
Buffalo,
illness. is recovering from a serious
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£ 95% of all telegraph traffic of the country is between cities in
which Postal Telegraph maintains its own telegraph offices for
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The

Business

of

Broadcasting

Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives; Notes from the Stations
STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
i
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
I
ta — transcription announcements
I
WLS, Chicago
; Pennsylvania Salt Mfg. Co., Philaf L.
delphia
(Lewis' Co.,
Lye),Chicago.
48 sa, thru
TV. Ramsey
1 Drug Trade Products, Chicago (Pe'■ runa),
weeklyChicago.
sp, thru HeathSeehof Inc.,
Kalamazoo
Stove Co., Kalamazoo,
Mich., 12 sp, thru Philip O. Palmer
& Co. Inc., Chicago.
. Parkelp Laboratories, Chicago (health
salts), 16 sa, thru Rogers & Smith
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Reliance Mfg. Co., Chicago (Big
Yank shirts), 13 sp, thru Carroll
Dean Murphy Inc., Chicago.
. Geppert Studios, Des Moines, Iowa
! (enlargements), 66 sa, thru Lansing Adv. Agency, Des Moines,
j Hotel Jefferson, St. Louis, 12 sa, thru
Budke-Connell Adv. Agency, St.
Louis.
E. H. Rucker, Ottumwa, la. (poultry
feed), 78 sa, direct.
Gillette Rubber Co., Eau Claire, Wis.
1 (tires), 13 sp, thru Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee.
Rural Products, Inc., Chicago, 12 sa
and 2 sp, thru Freeze-Vogel-Crawford Inc., Milwaukee.
Kitchen Art Foods Inc., Chicago
(Two Minute Dessert), 26 sa, thru
Rogers & Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago.
[llinois Bottled Gas Co., Chicago. 39
sa, thru Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Washington State Apple Bureau, Seattle. attle, 78 sa, thru Izzard Co., SetfcConnon & Co., Minneapolis (home
products), 3 weekly sa, thru McCord Co., Minneapolis.
WIP, Philadelphia
Dakland Chemical Co., New York
(Dioxogen), 7 weekly sa, thru
Small, Kleppner & Seiffer Inc.,
N. Y.
31mwood Farms Co., Boston (Chicken Shortcake), 3 weekly sa, direct.
Tohn B. Stetson Co., Philadelphia
' (hats), 2 daily so, thru N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia.
]
WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
,i. L. Watkins Co., New York (Dr.
Lyon's
weekly t, Inc.,
thru
Blackett toothpaste),
- Sample - Hummert
: N. Y.
Drug Trade Products, Chicago (Calonite, Peruna), 6 weekly t, thru
Heath-Seehof Inc., Chicago.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., Milwaukee (paint), weekly sp, thru N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia.
KNX, Hollywood
Jodissarts'
Classique
cais Inc., Parfum
Hollywood,
2 weeklyFransp,
thru Glasser Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles.
. G. Dodson Proprietaries, Atlanta
(Ironized Yeast), 2 weekly sp, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Chamberlain Laboratories Inc., Des
Moines (cosmetics), 5 weekly sa,
thru Goolidge Adv. Co., Des Moines.
WGN, Chicago
. rime, Inc., New York (newsreel), 6
1 sa, thru Batten, Barton, Durstine
■ & Osborn Inc., N. Y.
1 Lffiliated Sales Inc., Chicago (Kiss1 proof Lipstick), 3 sp weekly, thru
J Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc.,
t N. Y.
^al-Aspirin Co., Chicago, 78 sp, thru
y McCord Co., Minneapolis.
♦'age 32

WTMJ, Milwaukee
Blue Ging-am Studios, Minneapolis
(cosmetics), weekly sp, direct.
Federal Enameling & Stamping Co.,
Pittsburgh (kitchenware) weekly t,
thru
burgh.Albert P. Hill Co. Inc., PittsGeneral Mills Inc., Minneapolis
(Wheaties), 5 weekly t, thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
Robert A. Johnston Co., Milwaukee
(candy), weekly sp, thru N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc., Chicago.
C. H. Robinson Co., Milwaukee
(apples), 3 weekly sp, thru Izzard
Co., Seattle.
Master Drugs Inc., Omaha, Neb. (proprietary), 6weekly sp. direct.
Raladam Co., Detroit (Marmola), 5
weekly t, thru H. W. Kastor &
Sons Co. Inc., Chicago.
Russel Miller Milling Co.. Minneapolis (Occident Biscuit Mix), 5 weekly sa, thru Mitchell Adv. Agency
Inc.. Minneapolis.
WGAR, Cleveland
Fels & Co., Philadelphia (Fels Naptha
soap), 2 weekly sp, thru Young &
Rubican, N. Y.
Maud Muller Candy Co., Columbus,
O., weekly sa, thru Bertha K.
Wullf, Columbus.
Maxine Products Co., Detroit (perfume), 6 weekly sa, thru Lee Anderson Adv. Co., Detroit.
Nestles Milk Products Inc., New York
(.chocolate ) , weekly sa, thru Lord
& Thomas, N. Y.
WOAI, San Antonio
J. G. Dodson Proprietaries, Atlanta
(Kompo, Mentodene, Ironized
Yeast), 5 weekly t, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Alaska Pacific Salmon Corp., Seattle,
2 weekly sa, thru J. Wm. Sheets,
Seattle.
Horlick's
Racine.&
Wis., 5 Malted
weekly Milk
t, Corp.,
thru Lord
Thomas, Chicago.
R. L. Watkins Co., New York (Dr.
Lyon's toothpaste), weekly t, thru
Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc.,
N. Y.
KPO, San Francisco
American Home Products Co., New
York (Anacin), 3 weekly t, thru
John F. Murray, New York.

KFRC, San Francisco
Technical Laboratories, Inc., Berkeley, Cal. (Aratone fertilizer), 2
weekly t, sociates,
thruSan Francisco.
Bob Roberts & AsStrasska Laboratories Inc., Los Angeles (toothpaste), 2 weekly t, thru
Hixson-O'Donnell, Inc., San Francisco.
Best Foods Inc., New York (Nucoa),
3 weekly t, thru Benton & Bowles
Inc., N. Y.
California Spray Chemical Corp.,
Berkeley, Cal. (fertilizer), weekly
sp, thru Long Adv. Service, San
Jose, Cal.
Pacific Guano & Fertilizer Co., San
Francisco (fertilizer), weekly sp,
thru Tomaschke-Elliott Inc., Oakland, Cal.
Ferry-Morse Seed Co., San Francisco
(seeds and fertilizer), weekly sp,
thru Gerth-Knollin Adv. Agency,
San Francisco.
WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Ft. Worth
Sterling Drug Co., Des Moines (toothpaste), 3 weekly
sa, thru HeathSeehof Inc.,
Chicago.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la.
(seeds), 6 weekly t, direct.
Northrup King & Co., Minneapolis
(seeds), 63 weekly
sa, thru Olmstead-Hewitt
Inc., Minneapolis.
Lincoln Aid Association, Chicago (insurance), 3weekly sa, thru Guenther-Bradford & Co. Inc., Chicago.
R. L. Watkins Co., New York (Dr.
Lyons toothpaste), weekly sp, thru
Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc.,
N. Y.
Bokay Talcum Powder, New York, 3
weekly sa, thru Small, Kleppner &
Seiffer Inc., N. Y.
WOR, Newark
Crowell Publishing Co., New York
(magazines),
weekly
Cornell
Co. Inc.,
N. Y.sp, thru GeyerFederal Enameling & Stamping Co.,
Pittsburgh (kitchenware), weekly
t, thru Albert P. Hill Co. Inc.,
Pittsburgh.
WENR, Chicago
Detroit White Lead Works, Detroit
(Rogers brushing laquer), 13 t,
thru Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc.. Chicago.

MICROPHONE PROGRESS— Kolin Hager, manager of WGY, Schenectady, shown beside a bank of mikes marking the progress of broadcasting since WGY was founded Feb. 20, just 13 years ago, when Hager
was program director. The station celebrated its anniversary by broadcasting over each of these mikes with explanations by W. J. Purcell,
chief engineer. Left to right are telephone transmitter, black; one-button carbon mike; two button carbon mikes; three types of condenser
mikes, including the goose neck, and ribbon or velocity mike.

WOW, Omaha, Neb.
Adlerika Co., St. Paul (proprietary),
2 weekly t, thru St. Paul Adv. Co.
Curtiss Candy Co., Chicago (candy
bars),
6 weekly
Adv. Co.,
Chicago.sa, thru McJunkin
Federal Enameling & Stamping Co.,
Pittsburgh (kitchenware), weekly
t, thru Albert P. Hill Co. Inc.,
Pittsburgh.
Iowa Pearl Button Co., Muscatine,
la., weekly sa, thru Beecher Adv.
Co., St. Louis.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore (Rem), daily sa, thru Jos.
Katz Co., Baltimore.
Mid-Continent Petroleum Corp., Tul6 weekly
Kirk,sa, Okla.,
Kansas
City. t, thru Dillon &
Raladam Co., Detroit (Marmola),
daily sa, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons
Co. Inc., Chicago.
Skelly Oil Co., Tulsa, Okla., 5 weekthru Russell
Co.,ly t,Kansas
City. C. Comer Adv.
WBBM, Chicago
French Lick Springs Hotel, French
Lick,tor &Ind.,
sp, Co.,
thru Chicago.
H. W. KasSons 13Adv.
Adlerika Co., St. Paul (proprietary),
26
Paul.t, thru St. Paul Adv. Co., St.
Metal Textile Corp., Orange, N. J.
(Chore Girl), 78 sa, thru Charles
Dallas Reach Adv. Agency, NewCrowell Publishing Co., New York
(Woman's Home Companion), 13
sp,
N. Y.thru Gever-Cornell Co. Inc.,
Angelus - Campfire Co., Chicago
(marshmallows),
sp, thru Johu
H.
Dunham Co., 312
Chicago.
Snider Packing Corp., Rochester, N.
Y. (catsup), 78 sp, thru Batten,
Barton,
Buffalo. Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
WENR, Chicago
Time, Inc., New York (newsreel), 7
Durstine
thru Batten,
&sa,Osborn
Inc., N. Barton,
Y.
California Fruit Growers Exchange,
Los Angeles (Sunkist oranges), 36
sa, thru Lord & Thomas Inc., Los
Angeles.
Clark Bros. Chewing Gum Co., Pittsburgh (Teaberry gum), 78 ta. thru
Edward M. Power Co., Pittsburgh.
KFOX, Long Beach, Cal.
M. J. B. Coffee Co., San Francisco,
2 weekly t, thru Lord & Thomas,
Los Angeles.
Dr. Phillip Lowell, Los Angeles (clin5 weeklyCo.,sp.Losdirect.
Roland ic),Gard
Angeles (baby
clinic), 6 weekly sp, direct.
WKRC, Cincinnati
BC Remedy Co., Durham, N. C. (prosp, thru Harprietary), 6weekly
Co., Durham.
vey-Massengale
California Fruit Growers Exchange,
Los Angeles (Sunkist oranges). 2
daily sa, thru Lord & Thomas, Los
Angeles.
WGAR, Cleveland
California Fruit Growers Exchange.
Los Angeles (Sunkist oranges), 2
daily
Chicago.sa, thru Lord & Thomas,
General Baking Co.. New York (Bond
bread), Durstine
5 weekly & t,Osborn,
thru Batten,
Barton.
N. Y.
KOMO-KJR, Seattle
E. Fougera & Co., New York (Vapex), 2 weekly so, thru Small,
Kleppner
Seiffer Co.,
Inc., Muscatine,
N. Y.
Iowa
Pearl & Button
la., 52 so, thru Beecher Adv. Co.,
St. Louis.
WJZ, New York
Soap Products Ltd., Long Island City,
N. Y. (Lathorizer), 3 weekly sp,
thru
N. Y. Kelly, Nason & Roosevelt Inc.,
KTAB, San Francisco
Congoin Co., Los Angeles (health
tea),
6 weekly
LockwoodShackelford
Co., t,LosthruAngeles.
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NETWORK

ACCOUNTS

nilLLIP-JONES Corp., New York
[Van Heusen collars) on March 31
ttarts musical program on 18 NBCYJZ stations, Sundays, 10:15-10:30
h. m. Agency : Peck Adv. Agency
Inc., N. T.
GOODRICH RUBBER Co., Akron,
D. (tires) on March 8 starts Circus
Wight in Silvertown with B. A. Rolfe
orchestra, Phil Duey and variety
show on 53 NBC-WJZ stations, Fridays, 10-10 :45 p. m. with repeat at
11 :30 p. m. Agency : Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., N. Y.
NORTHWESTERN YEAST Co.,
Chicago (baking yeast) on Feb. 18
tetarted Virginia Lee and Sunshine on
13 NBC stations, Mondays, WednesFridays, 1 :30-l& :45Co.,p. Chicago.
m. Agency :
Hays days,
MacFarland
jFELS & Co., Philadelphia (Fels
'Naptha soap) on Feb. 19 started
Brad & Al on 2 CBS stations, Tuesdays & Thursdays, 9:45-10 a. m.
Agency : Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
LADY ESTHER Co., Evanston, 111.
(cosmetics) on Feb. 24 started (revised contract) Wayne King orchestra on 41 CBS stations, Sundays and
Mondays, 10-10 :30 p. m. Agency :
I Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, Chicago.
, PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS Co.,
Chicago (paint) on March 18 starts
Don Carlos and His Marimba Orchestra on 4 MBS stations, Mondays, 9:45-10 a. m. Agency : N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS Co.,
Chicago (paint) on April 1 starts
Mr. & Mrs. on Don Lee network,
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays, 3 :454 p. m. p. s. t., to June 21. Agency :
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
WILLIAM R. WARNER Co., New
York
Sloan's
Albodon) (Vince,
on March
24 Liniment,
renews with
program not yet arranged on 25 NBCWJZ stations, Wednesdays, 9-9 :45 p.
m. Agency : Cecil, Warwick & Cecil
Inc., N. Y.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York (Jello) on March 3 renews Jack
Benny program on 59 NBC-WJZ stations, Sundays, 7-7 :30 p. m. Agency :
Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
SUSSMAN WORMSER & Co., San
Francisco (S & W coffee) on Feb.
15 started The Looking Glass on Don
Lee-CBS network, Tuesdays and Fridays, 5:30-5 :45 p. m. Agency : W.
Vincent Leahy Adv. Agency, San
Francisco.
J. W. MARROW Co., Chicago (MarO-Oil shampoo) on Feb. 19 started
Betty Marlowe and Her Californians
on 18 NBC s ta t i o n s keyed from
WMAQ, Tuesdays & Fridays, 4:45-5
p. m., e. s. t. Agency : Heath-Seehof
Inc., Chicago.
U. S. TOBACCO Co., New York
(Dills smoking tobacco) on March 8
starts One Night Stands on 18 NBCWEAF stations, Fridays, 9:30-10
p.
N. m.Y. Agency : McCann-Erickson Inc.,
GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis
(flour) on Feb. 6 renewed Betty
Crocker on 32 NBC-WEAF stations,
Wednesdays & Fridays, 10 :45-ll a. m.
Agency : McCord Co., Minneapolis.
THOMAS J. LIPTON, INC., Hoboken, N. J. (tea) on April 1 renews
in Blue Monday Jamboree on 13 Don
Lee-CBS stations keyed from KFRC,
San Francisco, Mondays, 9 p. m.
p. s. t. Agency : Frank Presbrey Co.
Inc., N. Y.
GEORGE W. CASWELL CO., San
Francisco (coffee) on March 18 renews Casioell Coffee Concert on 5
NBC-KPO stations, Mondays, 7:45-8
p. m. p. s. t., Agency : Emil Brisacher
& Staff, San Francisco.
R. B. DAVIS Co., Hoboken, N. J.
(Cocomalt) on March 4 renews Buck
Rogers in the 25th Century on 26
CBS stations, Mondays thru Thursdays, 6-6 :15 p. m. with repeat at
7 :30. Agency : Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
March

I, 1935

Epidemic Classes
WHEN 15,000 Milwaukee
children were forbidden to
attend classes because of a
scarlet fever epidemic,
WTMJ came to the rescue
with two 15 - minute radio
classes each school day.
Teachers offered to present
the series and they read
stories and suggested activities for children after the
program ended. Parents
were given an insight into
methods used in instructing
their children and were expected to assume the role of
teacher after each broadcast.
PINAUD Inc., New York (hair
tonic) on March 4 starts Lilac Time
with the Night Singer (anonymous)
on 30 CBS stations, Mondays, 10:3011 p. m. Agency : Calkins & Holden,
N. Y.
JOHNS - MANVILLE Corp., New
York (asbestos products) on April 18
starts Floyd Gibbons on coast-tocoast NBC-WJZ network, Thursdays,
7:30-7:45 p. m. Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
C. F. MUELLER Co., Jersey City
(macaroni & spaghetti) on March 11
renews Bill and Ginger on 11 CBS
stations, Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays, 10:15-10:30 a. m. and Tuesdays, Thursdays on 9 CBS stations,
same time. Agency : E. W. Hellwig
Co., N. Y.
R. H. LAIRD MFG. Co., New York
(Rose Laird cosmetics) on March 12
starts Fifth Avenue Window Shopper
on 10 CBS stations, Tuesdays and
Fridays, 10 :05-10 :15 a. m. Agency :
Kelly, Nason & Roosevelt Inc., N. Y.

TRANSCRIPTIONS
NINE stations in the East are carrying the present series of Terry & Ted
WBS discs for General Baking Co.,
New tions
York
(Bond Cleveland
bread). ;The
staare WGAR,
WHAS,
Louisville ; W JAR, Providence, R. I. ;
WHBC, Canton, O. ; WADC, Akron;
W1XBS, Waterbury, Conn.; WTAG,
Worcester, Mass. ; WBNS, Columbus ;
WWVA, Wheeling.
FREEMAN LANG, Hollywood transcription producer, installed a recording channel for use of Judge Rutherford in making 50 transcriptions
from his San Diego home. The producer is recording a series of 104
discs by Salvatore Santabella, musical
director of KMTR, Hollywood, to be
used as nucleus of a sound library
tions.dubbing in films and transcripfor
FREDERICK K. ROCKETT Co.,
Hollywood transcription firm, has
moved to 6050 Sunset Blvd., with
larger quarters.
NATIONAL RADIO ADV.
AGENCY, Hollywood transcription
firm, has opened a Chicago office at
111 W. Washington St., with Joseph
A. Hennessey taking charge. Harry
Jacobs, partner in the firm, will open
a New York office March 15.
2GB, Sydney, Australia, has purchased Bible stories enacted by Sunday Players Inc., Los Angeles through
Funeral Foundation Inc., for similar
sponsorship in Australia.
CAPUDINE CHEMICAL Co.,
Raleigh, N. C, is placing 52 WBS
announcements on 11 stations, 10
of them in the Southeast. Jacobs,
Dillard Agency, Inc., Atlanta,
handles the schedule.
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What

About

No.

Specialty

at

WPRO
One of the many programs that
please the
1,225,578
consumers
in its complete coverage of New
England's Second Largest Market

2

W

The dealer and his jobber — how many
have you in Michigan? How many
would you like to have? Are they good
credit risks?

W LANSING
J I M

TO
THE

B C M
BAY CITY
W F D F
FLINT
I B M
JACKSON

WELL
BATTLE CREEK
W

A

MANUFACTURER
. . . . DEALER
. . CONSUMER

w x y z
(keyDETROIT
station)

W

I2udd\j avib the Cjancj

K Z O
KALAMAZOO

WOOD
GRAND RAPIDS

ALL
WHO
BUY
MICHIGAN
RADIO

NETWORK!
A complete MERCHANDISING SERVICE which secures distributors —
jobbers — and dealers . . . actually
takes bona fide orders . . . checks credit
. . . arranges demonstrations and displays! This is a proven success in the
food and drug field, as well as other
fields.
MEMBER MUTUAL

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

To get the most out of your radio
dollar, cover this rich "spot" with a
program on WPRO. Full details of
its complete coverage and its high
sales potential are included in the
new WPRO booklet. Write for a copy.
The NEW

and GREATER

WPRO
CHERRY

KUNSKY-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
(Owners and Operators of Station WXYZ)
NEW YORK:
CHICAGO:
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
ROBERT NEWTON,
WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU
316 N. MICHIGAN AVE. 300 MADISON THEATRE BUILDING
307 E. 44TH ST.
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630 Kc.
& WEBB
COMPANY

Providence, R. I.
Basic Member A. B.C. Network

This which
GLITTERS
is GOLD

l\'VV\x
and SILVER

I

. . . and it says
that business is
good in the Salt
Lake City market— fully covered by KDYL.
For Utah, you
know, is the leading non - ferrous
mining state in
the union.
Gold and silver
prices are higher
now than they
have been for
years. The gain
in Salt Lake City
retail business,
too, is 5 0%
greater than in
75 other leading
western cities.
(Research by National Retail Dry
Goods Association.)
Yes, the people
are spending in
the Salt Lake
trade zone in
which 82% of
the state's population resides.

"THE popular STATION "
Salt Lake
Utah

City

AGENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES
WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU Co., radio station representatives, has moved
Chicago offices to the Tribune Tower
Bldg., and is contemplating opening
a San Francisco office to handle the
Mutual Broadcasting System accounts
in addition to its stations.
C. O. LANGLOIS and Ralph C.
Wentworth, formerly with General
Broadcasting Co., New York, have
organized the firm of Langlois &
Wentworth,
supplying
radio
service, with
offices atadvertisers'
745 Fifth
Ave., New York.
MACMANUS, JOHN & ADAMS,
Inc.. Detroit agency, has established
Western offices at 111 Sutter street,
San Francisco,
inson as manager.with J. H. R. HutchOTTO GTJENTHER, president of
Guenther-Bradford & Co. Inc., New
York and Los Angeles, arrived in Los
Angeles
February in connection withlate
radioin accounts.
W. L. CHESMAN, formerly president of Geyer-Cornell Co., New York,
has joined Donahue & Coe Inc., New
York, as vice president.
WALTER W. ZAHRNDT, formerly secretary and treasurer of Jimm
Daugherty Inc., St. Louis, has joined
Kelly-Stuhlman Co., St. Louis, as vice
president and treasurer.
CONQUEST ALLIANCE Co.. has
been named exclusive representative
in the United States for HHK. government station in Port-au-Prince,
Haiti, which
now is accepting commercial accounts.
SHECK ADV. AGENCY, New York,
has moved to 565 Fifth Ave.

u^

Smdl

™
mMk

WALTER BIDDICK — FREE &
SLEININGER,
station
representatives, movedradio
their San
Francisco
office to larger quarters in the Russ
Bldg.,tiontrebling
its space.has Transcripaudition equipment
also been
installed in a special studio. Walter
Biddick,
of the Walter
dick Co., president
in San Francisco
the endBid-of
February to inspect the new offices,
announced that his organization now
represents the Conquest Alliance Co.,
(representatives
for foreignLos radio
stations), in San Francisco,
Angeles,
Seattle and Denver. The company
has also been
exclusive
representative in 11named
Western
States
by
KMED, Medford, Ore. Ken Boucher
is San Francisco manager for Walter
Biddick — Free & Sleininger.
HAROLD BEAN, formerly with
KYW and other stations, has been
named head of the radio department
of Jewell F. Stevens Co., Chicago
agency.
DON MILLER, formerly with ABS,
has
been named advertising manager
of Today.
JOHN F. MAYER, of Street & Finney Inc., New York, has been named
vice president and will handle radio
accounts as well as space buying.
FREEZE-VOGEL-CRAWFORD Inc.,
Milwaukee, is being liquidated and
Howard M. Landgraf, C. F. Schilke
and G. C. De Heus have joined KlauYan Pietersom - Dunlap Associates
Inc., Milwaukee.
S. STEPHEN ROBERTS has been
named to the radio department of
Charles H. Mayne Co.. Los Angeles
agency.
< 'RAMER-TOBIAS Co. Inc., New
York, has moved its offices to 515
Madison Ave.
THOS. M. BOWERS agency, Chiborncago,St. now is located at 343 S. Dear-

I'an

RICHARD MARVIN, radio director
of the Chicago office of J. Walter <
Thompson Co., is teaching a course in i
Radio Commercials at Northwestern I
University this semester. Every type J
of commercial
announcement,
includ- |
ing the humorous,
dialogue, emphatic,
and commercials given by the program talent, will be covered in the,
course, which will deal exclusively
with the writing and presentation of
sales talk on the air.
WGPC, Albany, Ga., has appointed
Cox & Tanz as its exclusive national
representatives.
CARL executive
E. WIDNEY,
ac- count
for Lordformerly
& Thomas,
has joined J. Stirling Getchell Inc., i
Detroit office.
GERTRUDE
HENDRICKS, home
economics specialist, has been named \
to the staff of the C. Wendel Muench
& Co. agency, Chicago, to handle food '
broadcasts. A testing kitchen for clients is planned.
MERLE V. COX ADV. AGENCY,
Chicago, has taken over accounts of^
Willard E. Stevens Adv. Agency, Chicago. Mr. Stevens having joined H. ,
W. Kastor & Sons Co. Inc., Chicago.
NBC

Bureau

Will Check j

Advertising Continuities
JANET
MacRORIE,
with NBC
since last July, has been named i
head of the new department of j
continuity acceptance of NBC, i
Richard C. Patterson, Jr., executive
vice president announced Feb. 19. J
She will work in cooperation with
John F. Royal, vice president in j
charge of programs, and Edgar
Kobak, vice president in charge of
sales.
Before coming to NBC,
Miss MacRorie was in charge of
new business advertising for Public Service Electric & Gas Co., and
has been an actor, reporter, editor
and feature writer.
Announcing creation of the new
department, Mr. Patterson said:
"To meet the need for consistent
checking of material submitted for
broadcast over National Broadcasting Company facilities, we
have established this new department whose function it will be to
see that all material offered for
broadcasting meets the requirements of NBC policies, of fairness
to radio listeners, of ethical advertising, common sense and good

THAT

ACT

S

WREN broadcasts to approximately 3% million
people . . . men and women of character and
earning ability ... a large proportion owning
farms and homes . . . these men and women are
big buyers of every kind of commodity from
soap to automobiles . . . WREN broadcasting,
from close study of sales figures, has materially
influenced selection and made thousands of people ACT in favor of WREN advertised commodities.
CAN YOU USE AN AUDIENCE
THAT ACTS FOR YOU?

W9XBY Completes Staff
W9XBY, Kansas City, having been
ontaste."
the air several weeks, has completed its staff, according to S. Q.
Noel, president of First National
Television Inc., operating the station. G. L. Taylor, formerly with
the old Federal Radio Commission,
is manager and supervising engineer. Walt Lochman, who has been
with WDAF, KMBC and several
other stations, is program director
and chief announcer. Everett L.
Dillard, formerly operator of
WLBF, is publicity director and
Walter B. Evans, for 13 years with
the Kansas City Journal-Post, is
sales manager. The station operates with 1,000 watts on 1530 kc.
in the recently widened portion of
the broadcast band.
My own data is far

Representatives
GREIG BLAIR & SPIGHT, INC.
New York - Chicago
San FranciscoDetroit
- Los Angeles

Page 34

WREN
Vernon H. Smith, Manager
WREN Building
NBC Basic Blue Network
Lawrence, Kansas
17 Hours Daily

better telephone
too fragmentary — I'd
for . . .
FREE €r SLEININGER, INC.
RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
SEE PAGE I, RADIO ADVERTISING RATES AND DA
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[Million to Be

Spent

[By Crazy Crystals
In Radio This Year
CELEBRATING five years on radio in a "depression-made" business, Crazy Water Crystals in February went on the air with a new
regional network supplementing a
national broadcast established two
months previously. The new program, on seven SBS network stations in Texas and Oklahoma, fills
out a national program headed by
the Carefree Carnival on 25 NBC
stations as well as numerous spot
programs.
Hal H. Collins, president of the
Crazy Water Co., announced with
the signing of the 52-week SBS
contract that Crazy Crystals would
spend nearly a million dollars in
1935 in advertising, with all but a
fraction of this amount concentrated on radio! Last year, Crazy
spent $940,000, of which $840,000
went for radio.
Five Years of Success
"RADIO has been our prime medium since we started active advertising five years ago and it has
been successful every step of the
way," Mr. Collins said. The president of the crystal company has
taken a personal interest in the radio work from its inception, announcing the original program and,
more recently, serving as special
announcer on both the NBC and
the SBS programs.
Mr. Collins frequently flies from
the home office, in Mineral Wells,
Texas, where the Crazy Water
House Party goes on the air over
SBS Saturday nights, to San Francisco for the Monday night NBC
Carefree Carnival broadcast from
KPO. Both programs are played
before live audiences with informality an important factor stressed
by Mr. Collins.
In 1930, Crazy Crystals went on
the air with its first program, over
KRLD, Dallas, with Hal H. Collins at the microphone. Other stations were added in the following
months and soon transcriptions
were made. In June, 1933, Crazy
became the first Southwestern
product to go on NBC, with Gene
Arnold and the Commodores as the
featured attraction on a daily
morning program.
"Various other national and regional programs are broadcast.

ON THE DOTTED LINE— Lee H.
Armer (left) president of Southwest Broadcasting System clinching the contract with Hal H. Collins, president of Crazy Water
Hotel Co., Mineral Wells, Tex., on
the signing of a 52-week contract
for a full-hour "Crazy Water
House Party".
RADIO

ADVERTISERS

BROADCASTING ABROAD, Ltd.,
New York, announces it has placed
orders for daily one-minute spots for
the account of Export Advertising
Agency
Northam
Wai-ren
Corp.,
New Yorkfor(Glazo
manicure
specialty)
on the following Cuban stations :
CMAF. Havana; CMJK. Camaguey ;
CMHD, Caibarian, and CMKC, Santiago.
PINATJD. Inc., New York, now is
placing its advertising thru Calkins &
Holdin. N. Y.
MOON GLOW COSMETICS Co.
Ltd., Hollywood (nail polish) has
placed
its account
ner & Seiffer
Inc., with
N. Y.Small, KleppUNION STARCH & REFINING
Co. (Pennant syrup) Columbus. Ind.,
has shifted its account to CaldwellBaker Co., Indianapolis.
GORDON BAKING Co., Detroit,
has transferred its advertising to Sehl
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
NATIONAL SUGAR REFINING
Co., New
account withYork,
Younghas& placed
RubicamitsInc.,
N. Y.
BLOCK DRUG Co., Brooklyn (La
Blache face powder) is advertising
through Redfield-Johnstone Inc., N. Y.
BATTLE CREEK DRUGS Inc.,
Battle Creek, Mich. (Bonkora) has
placed
GuentherBradfordits& account
Co. Inc.,with
Chicago.
L. R. BARNETT and D. S. CUNNINGHAM, of Horliclrs Malted
Milk Corp., Racine, Wis., visited Los
Angeles in February to make a coast
sales survey in connection with the
Lum & Abner transcriptions placed
through Lord & Thomas.

National and Local
Advertisers Know
K VI Results

STANCO Inc., New York has
launched a radio campaign in Brazil
for Flit, insecticide, using 42 quarterhour programs on PRA3 in Rio de
Janeiro and PRF3 in San Paulo.
Over PRC2, Porto Alegre 25 programs will be used. The campaign
is handled by the Brazilian branches
of Foreign Advertising and Service
Bureau Inc., and Conquest Alliance
Co. Inc., New York.
LAKESIDE BREWING Co., Port
Huron, Mich., planning a radio campaign, has named Bass-Luckoff Inc.,
Detroit, to handle its account.
BARBEYS Inc., Reading, Pa. (Sunshine beer), has appointed Jerome B.
Gray
& Co., Philadelphia, to direct its
advertising.
I. MILLER & SONS, New York
(shoes) has named Hirshon-Garfield
Inc., New York, to handle its account.
LIBERTY MUTUAL INSURANCE
Co., Boston, has named Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., New
York, to handle its advertising.
LITE SOAP Co., Aurora, 111. (soap)
has
account with Schwimmer placed
& Scott,its Chicago.
PHILLIPS PACKING Co., has
placed only its New York metropolitan advertising with Paris & Peart,
New York, the remainder of the account still being handled by AitkinKynett Co., Philadelphia.
FASHION transcriptions of WBS
called World Tobelogues for department store sponsorship west on the
air in February, with a merchandise
service plan included in the setup.
Among first stores to sign was H. &
S. Pogue Co., Cincinnati, over WCKY.
KNOX Co., Kansas City (Cystex) is
transcribing True Confessions at the
Hollywood studios of Radio Transcription Co., of America. Dillon- &
Kirk, Kansas City, handles the account. The series follows Newspaper
Adventures.

The

Whole

Walker

WALKER REMEDY Co., Waterloo, la., (Walko tablets) is using
a series of one-minute WBS
dramatized discs on stations in 12
scattered cities. They are WGY,
Schenectady; KDKA, Pittsburgh;
WBT, Charlotte, N. C; WSM,
Nashville; WCCO, Minneapolis;
WLS, Chicago; WMT, Waterloo;
KMOX, St. Louis; WFAA, Dallas;
KEX, Portland, Ore.; KOA, Denver; WSB, Atlanta. The account
is
handled by Weston-Barnett Inc.,
Waterloo.
WKBF Appoints Reckett
FRANCIS RECKETT, former Chicago agency man, and for the last
three months with WKBF, Indianapolis, has been appointed exclusive representative for that station in Chicago, according to an
announcement Feb. 19 by D. E.
(Plug) Kendrick, general manager.
Offices have been established at
230 West Huron St.
STANDARD OIL of Indiana has
purchased
of the
state
basketball sponsorship
championship
tourney,
starting March 15, over a special
state network comprising WFBM,
WSBT, WGL, WIND and WLBC.
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Talking

WHN
The rush of WHN (under the direction of Major Edward
Bowes) into general popularity with the listening audience
of Greater New York is the topic of conversation everywhere in town!
Alert advertisers already grasping the new opportunities
made possible by WHN include such outstanding firms and
products as:
Truly Warner Hats
Bendix Brakes
Demande Cosmetics
Teaberry Gum
Russeks, Fifth Avenue

1010 K. C.
1000 Watts
& SLEININGER,

EPRESENTATIVES
WALTER
CO.
STATION
DIO BIDDICK
568 RA
Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Los Angeles
1358 Russ Bldg., San Francisco, California
4404 Stuart Bldg., Seattle, Washington
619 Charles Bldg., Denver

To wn

Carlsbad "Sprudel" Salts
Omega Oil
Hearn's Department Store
International Diamond

Puro Pet Food
Bloomingdale's
Herbert's Diamonds
"Young America" Newsweekly

FREE

Disc Series

NEW

Appraising
Vicks
VapoRubCo.
H. C. Bohack Stores
Rhodonize Process
Michael Bros.

YORK

P. F. Manager
WHITTEN
Sales

I
i
.
.
'
i

Mutual Sustainers
TO MEET "demands of the listening public for a change from the
usual fair of dance music Saturday
night", MBS on Feb. 23 started the
Chicago Symphony as a sustaining feature every other Saturday
night, the first sustaining program
of the network since its lines were
installed. For alternate Saturday
nights, MBS plans to obtain another symphony orchestra. On the
Chicago Symphony programs, Edwin C. Moore, music critic, is commentator and Frederick Stock and
Eric De Lamarter are conductors,
For listeners who like dance music,
MBS has added a Saturday night
dance hour featuring Wayne King,
Jan Garber and Ted Weems and
their orchestras. The program is
keyed from WGN.

WBN
MARKS
THE
SPOT
BROADCASTING

CENTER

Variety says . . . "Only five of
WBNX's 60 foreign language programs are sustaining . . . Foreign
language newspapers are cordial
The reason for this popularity is
that WBNX brings results at the
least per capita cost.
WBNX • New York

?
you

STUDIO

NOTES

WBT, Charlotte, N. O, has signed
Crazy Water Crystal Co., Mineral
Wells, Tex., for four daily programs,
with additional specials on Saturday
and Sunday nights, including the
one-hour barn dance. Popular music
gradually is replacing hill billy programs, in an effort to broaden the
audience. The Sunday night program
is classical in nature, morning and
noon series are hill billy, and the evening strip is semi-hill billy. The contract is believed one of the largest
single series ever placed by a spot
broadcaster, the time amounting to an
hour and 15 minutes daily or ten
hours a week in all.
A NEW program on WMCA, New
York, is Paging Mr. Traveler, started
Feb. 25. The program consists of interviews with persons checking in and
out of the Hotel New Yorker. Prominent persons who are guests at the
hotel will be introduced.
GENERAL GROCER Co., St. Louis,
on Feb. 11 inaugurated what is believed to be one of the first women
news commentator programs in radio,
presenting Kathryn Cravens in News
Through a Woman's Eyes.
A FREE trip to New York to participate in the CBS amateur program
of Health Products Corp., Newark
( Feen-a-mint) is offered winners of
local amateur shows at WBIG,
Greensboro, N. C. Other cities are
expected to adopt the idea. When the
program is not sponsored over WBIG,
the station pays cost of the trip to
New York.
EARLY morning hours are in demand at WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va.,
and the station has moved its opening time a half-hour earlier. Two
half-hour commercials fill the 6-7 a.
m. time.

American!
o
oo
o
p
o
should
know

This vast listening audience is comprised of men, women and children of foreign-born or mixed parentage.
They instinctively turn to and trust those who speak
their own language.
Tell them about your product in the language they
understand best, their own. Use our
"RADIOLETS"
(One Minute Dramatizations )
built especially for your product in any language.
We

clear station time in language, anywhere — and record
Electrical Transcriptions IN
OUR OWN STUDIOS.

X

NO COST TO YOU

Broadcasting
Abroad
Inc
19 West 57fe Street
New York.
^Te^jAcrue, : eloooaoo 5 0780
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A SPONSOR has taken over the
Baseball School of the Air, conducted
at WNAC, Boston, by Jack Onslow,
former big league coach. The program is broadcast three times weekly.
Any boy may join the school but
those who wear the sponsor's shoes
get special
consideration
full members. Prizes
are to beas given
and
baseball clubs are to be formed in
towns were the sponsor has stores.
The clubs will be outfitted by the
sponsor and will be coached by Onslow.
ON WBIG, Greensboro, N. C., The
Dumb Citizen asks questions on publie events and gets the answers. A
listener controversy has developed
over
dumb. whether the "citizen" really is
SKIMMING over the ice with hazardous ease, Eugene S. Darlington,
General Electric engineer, with a
portable transmitter, broadcast an intimate description of what it feels
like to go 70 miles an hour on a bobsled. The program was carried by
WGY, Schenectady. Darlington carried a 25-pound pack set on which
was a 5-foot antenna. A special
microphone with a mouthpiece was
fastened to his chest. The transmitter operated on 7 meters, and was
picked up by a nearby transmitter
operating onto 150
meters
which
rebroadcast
Lake
Placid
village
where the signal was picked up by
an ordinary receiver and fed into a
telephone line to Schenectady.
SUPPLEMENTARY work for music
appreciation classes in the Los Angeles city schools will be provided by
KFAC with the approval of the
Board of Education. Material follows the course given in the public
schools and covers the lives of composers, with the illustrative music.
PUBLICIZING This Week, magazine
added to the Detroit Sunday News
Feb. 24, the News used WW.T. W.TR.
CKLW, and the 8-station Michigan
network Feb. 23 to present a dramatization by Herschell Hart of the
WW.T staff and directed bv Wvnn
Wright
WWJ COFFEE
studio's.
ANDRE in
SENthe- RYAN
Co..
Duluth. sponsors a daily Arco Coffee
News over WEBC, Duluth. announeeing free of charge organizations meetings and notices of lost and found articles. Two periods daily are used,
one at noon devoted to out-of-town
announcements and one at night reserved for local organizations. Two
amateur acts are tried out nightly.
THE WCCO Radio Kitchen, combination laboratory and model cooking
school, has just been established in
Minneapolis
Dayton's department
store. The atauditorium
seats 500.
Broadcasting began Feb. 25 in charge
of Martha Moore. The kitchen will
be open to companies whose products
are used in the program, according
to Earl Gammons, vice president and
general manager of WCCO.
SUFFICIENT
callsofffrom
teners will cut aphone
program
the lisair
when WBNX, New York, is broadcasting its Amateur
Script
Hour. The
station has
set Writers'
a minimum number of calls necessary to
stop the broadcast of a script, but
this number is not announced since
the station realizes that a group of
friends might organize to vent their
dislikes on a particular program.
A SERIES of burlesques on radio
programs is being broadcast bv
W9XBY. Kansas City. The skits are
take-offs on some of the popular chain
and local programs and are written
by Cecil Holman. Another unique
feature is the series of code lessons
for the benefit of owners of shortwave sets, to help them master the
dots and dashes that fill the atmosWWNC, Asheville, N. C, celebrated
phere.
its eighth birthday Feb. 22 with a
two-hour anniversary program, bringing to the microphone speakers and
artists who had broadcast over the
station in past years.

NEW STUDIOS of WOV, New York,
located in the WOV Building, 132
W. 43rd St., were occupied by that
station on Feb. 15.
PROPONENTS
of a higher school
levy
the- Parentin Omaha,
Teachers cooperating
Association,with
bought
time on KOIL, Omaha-Council Bluffs
to obtain a list of 30,000 names to be
submitted to the Iowa Legislature.
WBIG, Greensboro, N. C, will use ;
a Greek announcer for a series of
programs in modern Greek, featuring
both live talent and recordings, to be1
sponsored by local G reco- Americans. :
KTAB.
out-': J
let in SanAssociated
Francisco,Broadcasters
has moved into
new studios in the Russ building. An .
entire floor has been remodeled for a
complete station set-up. Philip G.-y
Laskv. former station manager of
KDYL, Salt Lake City, and well;
known radio executive, is generaPmanager of KTAB, having become [
associated with the station Feb. 1.
THE OLDEST continuous program I:
in St. Louis, Community Forum, re- r:
centlyKSD,
observed
its fifthItanniversary
'
over
St. feature
Louis.
is a Sunday afternoon
sponsored
by (..
the St. Louis Community Fund.
SO RECIPIENTS of weekly direct
mail bulletins will open them, E. K.
Cargill. manager of WMAZ, Macon,
of Southeastern
Ga., and president
Broadcasting
Co.. encloses dollar bills
in three, selected by lot. The first
time, of course, the dollars went to
Macon's
leading
conversationalists if
and
the news
soon spread.

Carlyle Stevens Wins
First Award of BBDO
For Good Announcing
CARLYLE STEVENS, young CBS
announcer, has been chosen for the
first annual "BBDO award for
Roy S. Durgood announcing",
vice president and general
stine,
DurBarton,
Batten,
manager
announced
Inc.,
Osborn
stine & of
is a substanFeb. tial26.check.TheWithaward
it goes an appropriately engraved stopwatch.
In offering the award several
months ago, Mr. Durstine described
as "sincerity, acgood announcing
curate diction, naturalness, persuasiveness, lack of mannerisms and
of those curious inflecan absence
tions which belong to an unknown
language in a world which doesn't
"The first winner", Mr. Durstine
said, "has, we believe, all the qualities which make a good announcer.
He has definitely not been a member of the stilted school of broadexist."
casting that has come to be resented alike by the public and the
programs."
The selection
was made
by five
of broadcast
sponsors
executives of BBDO from announcers whose voices are heard on network programs audible in New
York City. This group included
Arthur Pry or, Jr., vice president
in charge
of the agency's
work
and Herbert
Sanford ofradio
its
radio department.
Stevens, who is 27, has been
identified with radio as announcer,
continuity writer and program producer for four years, and stepped
into the broadcasting limelight in
November, 1933, when he joined
the announcing staff of CBS in
New York. Recently he has been
heard as the announcer on such
programs as Roxy and His Gang,
The O'Neills, Ye Olde Tea Shoppe
with Julia Sanderson and Frank
Crumit, and Richard Himber and
His Champions. His first radio
work was with WXYZ, Detroit,
and before joining CBS he was
with WLTH, Brooklyn.
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BOOSTS

RADIATOR

KNX

POWER

Plans for 500,000 Watts Abandoned for the Time Beins;
New Antenna Steps Up Signal 50%
ORSAKING for the time being
|ts plans to go to super-power,
LNX, Hollywood, has installed its
ew 500-foot half-wave vertical
adiator for its 50,000-watt operaion an 1020 kc, claiming that
ests over the last month have improved efficiency 50% over its old
[uarter-wave
wire KNX
suspended betweenvertical
two towers.
kill await the outcome of the
WLW controversy
efore determining whether it should apply to
he FCC as previously planned for
Dower of 500,000 watts.
Kenneth G. Ormiston, KNX
;hief engineer, asserts that his experience with the new radiator has
proved that station operators at
comparatively small expense and
'without increasing their transmitter power can practically double
;their effective radiated power
through modernization of antenna
jsystems.

The New KNX Transmitter
strength, both locally and at distant points, and has moved out the
fading area into an, area comprised principally of desert and
mountain spaces and the Pacific
ocean.
Early in February, about one
week after the new antenna was
put into operation, preliminary field
strength measurements showed at
a distance of one mile from the
transmitter a signal of 1750 millivolts as compared with 1000 millivolts with the old antenna. Reports from listeners, both in the
KNX primary coverage area and
throughout the 11 western states
which KNX serves, state that their
reception is definitely stronger
and that KNX now is over-riding
local interference.

Washington Legislature
Studies Radio Measures

THESE copper strands, continuing
up the full height on each corner
post, provide a path of low resistance for the tremendous load of
radio frequency energy. It was
not necessary to bond the individual steel members of the tower,
and they were bolted together,
keeping down construction expense.
KNX already was equipped with
an extensive ground system, which
comprises a 10-acre network of
buried copper wires, with connecting radials laid every 3 degrees,
This provides a total number of
120 radials, all converging at a
point directly beneath the tower.
The total weight of the ground
copper is one and a half tons.
In actual
halfwave
verticaloperation,
radiator KNX's
has accomplished two important things, according to Ormiston. It has greatly increased the effective signal

HEADED by a proposal to place a
tax of 50 cents per watt upon its
broadcasting stations, the Washington state legislature during the
last two weeks has had placed before it five measures affecting radio. The tax measure, designed to
raise revenue, is viewed as illegal,
since radio is definitely held to be
interstate commerce, subject only
to such regulation, including taxation, as the Federal government
may impose.
Two of the measures relate to
libel and slander over the radio,
and propose extension of the liability to include stations as well as
speakers. Another pending bill,
socialistic in its intent, proposes
that the state take over all public utilities, including broadcasting,
with the compensation to be fixed
by a state board.
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NEW Western Electric equipment is
being installed by WWVA, Wheeling,
W. Va., including dynamic microphones for three studios, noiseless fadequipment and When
W-E low
and high
levelingamplifiers.
complete
the
station
will
have
two
complete
channels of studio equipment, one Western
Electric and the other RCA.
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SELL

MORE

TIME

ADJECTIVES!

Show your prospects that they
can get more listeners per dollar
on your station, and you have
gone a long way toward making
more sales.
A Soby audience survey will
provide FACTS about the radio
audience — FACTS that have a
definite sales value!
Write for complete information and prices.

A TINY velocity microphone perfected by Amperite Corp., New York,
provides uniform output no matter
what
of the
speaker'smagnets
head.
Using the
new angle
chrome
aluminum
and weighing only 8 ounces, it has an
output level equal to a large velocity
microphone and a frequency range
from 60 to 7500 cycles. It is 2% x
IVi x % inches in size, and is worn
hanging from the speaker's neck.

COVER

WILL

THAN

KHSL, new 250-watt station at Chico,
Butte county, California, authorized
in January by the FCC, is installing
RCA equipment and hopes to be on
the air on 950 kc. in March, according to Harold Smithson, in charge.

Ground System

March

FACTS

KFRC, San Francisco, Don Lee station, has installed three new-sound
proof monitoring
boothsdesks,
and compact
client's
rooms.
Studio control
and no larger than an average size
office desk, designed by Harold Peery,
chief engineer for the Don Lee Broadand built bystaff,
the members ofcasting
theSystem,engineering
have
been installed in each of the monitoring rooms.monitoring.
Each of the studios has
individual

COMPLETION of its new BlawKnox radiator has greatly boosted signal strength, according to W9XBY,
Kansas
City.
144-foot
radiator
is located
at The
Indian
Village,
just
south of the city limits, and has been
marked as a warning to aircraft.

Signal Strengthened
THE BASE of the tower pictured
herewith is elevated to a height
of 10 feet from the ground, with
the four legs resting on reinforced
Atop each
('concrete
in a cast pillars.
steel mounting,
is a pillar,
heavy
porcelain insulator that electrically
; isolates the steelwork from the
! ground. The thorough insulation
I of the tower, of course, is one of
i the most important features.
Directly beneath the 62-ton mass
[ of steel that com^.-ises the an• tenna, is a 125-^0^ square of cop- per wires forming a ground screen
- raised 6 feet from the earth. This
screen serves to eliminate the
ground losses in the high capacity
I to ground effect of the wide base
I of the tower, and makes for increased radiation efficiency.
,j To feed the tower, KNX engineers extended a transmission
line from the 50,000 power amplifier stage of the transmitter, the
line terminating in a tuning house
directly below the steel mast.
Then from the tuning apparatus,
the antenna leads spread into four
heavy copper wires each clamped
to the outer edge of the four legs
of the tower.
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Road
CONGRESS
is in

session

Already this interesting assembly has attracted thousands of
people to Washington . . . Society, too, has taken on vivid
color as guest lists read like a
World's "Who's Who". You will
enjoy Washington this winter.
Stop at this distinctive
hotel. Quiet exclusiveness,
downtown location, facing
Lafayette Park.

of program compared to dollars of
merchandise sold.
And again there are innumerable programs that can never
climb into the exclusive first 20 in
popularity which, however, are excellent advertisements when viewed
from the standpoint of cost and
merchandise sold. I don't think I
need explain the possible reasons
behind these facts. I'll sum up
this thought with the statement:
A $20,000 a broadcast program
might be a terrific audience getter
and yet a comparative flop as an
advertisement. And an inexpensive program might be the finest
sales getter although its audience
might be comparatively small.
Listeners and Sales
ALL THIS leads to a recognition
of the two most important factors
in a successful program: First the
program must attract the largest
number of the desired type of
listener; second, it must have intelligently handled sales effort to
make the greatest number in that
group buy your product.
An intelligently handled sales
effort is not only a matter of
copy either. The ideal program
adds to its attraction of a wide
audience, a subordination of the
show or stars, and ready identification of product. In other words
the listener enjoys the entertain-

LAFAYETTE PARK AT SIXTEENTH
NATHAN SINRO0.M0R.
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Here

to Success in Radio
(Continued from page 7)

is your

BIGGEST
GEORGIA
MARKET

WGST offers you an audience of
1,106,387 people, and the cheapest coverage in the entire Southeast. The Atlanta area is the richest market in the
South, because:
Atlanta is the
Largest industrial center in the South
Greatest railroad center in the South
Educational center of the South
Leading mail distributing point in
Southeast
Leader in Bank Clearings
Seat of U. S. Government Activity
in the Southeast
To reach this tremendous buying
population, use
Today WGST has the largest
list of advertisers in the station's history, showing substantial gains in all fields of
advertising appeal.
WGST maintains a staff of
thoroughly trained men and
women to help you with
your radio program.
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1O0O WATTS DAY
500 WATTS NI6HT
PAUL H. RAY AA E R . Representative.
HEW YORK • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO

ment but whenever he thinks of
the program he unconsciously must
think also of the product name —
for instance, "Maxwell House
Showboat",
and ideal
several others."Fire
And Chief"
then the
program subordinates the star to
the product. Perhaps the best example in radio history is the Fire
Chief Program.
One of the more subtle uses of
radio is the elimination of sales
resistance that results from the
public's fear of appearing foolish
by asking for a product the pronunciation ofwhose name is uncertain. A reader sees an ad and
he is uncertain of pronunciation of the product's name. Radio
can overcome this by frequent emphasized correct pronunciation of
the name by the announcer. For
instance when I saw Ipana with
the mark over the "I" I thought
well, that's Ipana. The radio program taught me to say Ipana. The
announcer on the air says "We
prefer to call it Nestles, but call
it Nestles, or Nestle's, it's still the
best, etc. etc." And in my opinion that's a very smart handling
of that problem because the brains
behind it understand the psychology of the mass mind. He tells
you the correct pronunciation in a
way that only suggests it as their
preference, and then goes on to let
you keep your self respect by letting you feel you were always
right when you said Nestles. There
are others along the same line such
as
etc. Cliquot, Campana, Seiberling,
Color Appeal
ANOTHER of the more subtle uses
of radio — obviously attempting to
overcome the advantage of color
advertising to illustrate the package— is the description of the package on the air.
Radio can be used to personalize
the manufacturer and his product.
It can be used to reflect the policies and principles of the advertiser whether this is an initial effort at building good will or a
necessary attempt to overcome consumer prejudice.
Where the product depends on
its beauty of eye attraction, radio
can be used to point to color advertising in the magazines. Or
where the list of items is too great
to handle on the air, radio can
direct you to newspaper ads.
The radio program can be effectively used as a reminder at point
of sale — in the form of window
display and counter cards.
It can form the basis for bill
board advertising, card cards, direct
mail speeches and presentation at
sales conventions, salesmen's portfolios, dealer announcements, trade
papers, house organs, booklets and
novelties. On the other hand newspaper ads and magazine ads may
be used and should be either in
whole or in part space to exploit
the radio program. These activities serve to inspire the salesman,
build up a strong dealer organization, and make more people listen
to
your
wheremessage.
they'll be
exposed program
to your sales
"Radio is the facility — not the
medium." The program is the medium. Proof? Here are the facts.
Programs can sap audience
from competing stations. When

the "Fire Chief" program started
on the air three seasons ago within several weeks so great was the
hysterical listening interest that
"Eno's Crime Clues", itself a popular program, moved off its CBS
spot opposite. A little while later
Chesborough's Vaseline with its
"Real Folks" moved off the competing spot on the Blue.
It's less difficult to buy network
time on Thursday night than any
other night of the week. Why?
Because you have to buck two
hours of Rudy Vallee and Maxwell House. Certainly I have made
my point: The program is the
medium.
And almost
yet I any
wouldn't
hesitate
to
buck
program
on the
air with the proper show. For instance, the survey which is most
generally subscribed for by the
agencies and advertisers rates Penner at nearly 50% of the sets.
Maxwell is rated above 40%. Even
the 50% remainder is a terrific
audience.
In an attempt to compete with
the Texaco program CBS finally
put Jessel opposite Wynn. In my
opinion that was not smart. I'd
have bucked Wynn with a terrificgripping script show or a top popular
program.
able tomusical
believe
that ifIt'sa reasonperson
doesn't like Penner he's looking
for another type of program. Build
that type of program and you have
a potential listener group nearly
comparable
Penner's.
other thing to
harking
right And
back an-to
one of my early statements ■— it
isn't entirely the size of your
audience nor the cost of your proFirst I don't need 30 or 40 or
50% of the listeners. Even though
gram.
the Texas Program has a high production and time cost, I would say
offhand we could fall off in listeners to 15% and still have a wellspent advertising dollar, based on
cost per set tuned in.
Listening Listeners
GENERALLY speaking, I would
fight to the death with any advertiser. Well, almost to the death
with any advertiser who wanted to
put on a nice musical program
that you can have turned on without distracting the listener from
his reading or bridge game. No
sir,turn
I contend
got tolistener
listen
or
it off. they've
A listening
is worth a handful of reading or
card playing listeners. Of course
this raises two nasty problems:
First your show has got to have
appeal so intense that Mr. Set
Owner wants to listen. When you
can make him "ssh" the kids or
his wife's mother's conversation,
you've got him.
Now comes the big advertising
problem. You've got him listening
to the entertainment but then you
start to orate at him about your
product. You start telling him
what a wonderful rat trap you
make, and how the rats love them.
Mr. Listener has an uncanny ability to close his ears to your oration and start talking. And the
son-of-a-gun can open them again
almost at the note of entertainment.
So now we have the big problem
of making your advertising interesting. When I said the ideal program
had
have intelligently
han-I
dled salesto effort
this is what
meant. The perfect advertisement
is that which fits into the enter-
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ainment as an integral part. It
fust be in the spirit and tempo
f the show. It must, if possible,
■ as strong entertainment as the
iow. For instance, what we call
,e gag commercial.
Gag Commercials
T HAS BEEN claimed by a few
■eople that Jack Benny created the
ag commercial. History records
hat Ed Wynn started on the air
hree weeks before Mr. Benny,
however, we have a comedy pro;ram selling gasoline. Imagine
he central character sticking to
lis horse. Imagine the advertiser
ilaying thousands of dollars to
i|tave McNamee advertise his gasowon't let him. It's
and Wynn
ijine
terrific:
"I'll stick to my horse."
\nd yet it's the psychology of
comedy. I walk down the street
jike any other dope and I slip on
strike
doesn't funny,
peel.as That
\l
;hebanana
on-looker
particularly
—but some dignified, self - impor;ant appearing gentleman with
spats, top-hat and cane comes
along, and he slips — well, you
because
Andtheit'ssituation,
all. of
ofaugh,
the that's
extremes
the personification of dignity and
superiority — and, well it's just
ludicrous.
commercial is com| Now, ical.the
It is gag
entertainment just as
much and just as definitely as the
[operas, or the gag about the aunt
'tor uncle. In fact, many people
Consider it the high-spot of the
rogram.
There are three types of adversers, academically speaking, as
elated to radio:
1. For instance, a radio tube
jmanufacturer can use radio excluisively because everyone who hears
this program is a user and hence
•a potential customer of his.
2. As an extreme example the
IRolls Royce Co. He has no right
even to consider radio.
3. But every manufacturer
1whose product is used by the great
mass, food-stuffs, gasoline, clothling, can use radio effectively and
should include it if his campaign
lis to be well rounded and complete.
Three Other Types
THE REASON for this is that approximately 30% of the radio sets
are owned in towns of less than
2,500. The penetration of magazines and newspapers into this
sized community is noticeably lowier. This fact is undoubtedly linked
up with the phenomenal increase
in radio advertising, even during
the depression while other media
were falling off.
I said there were three types of
advertisers, academically speaking.
Viewed from the personal side
; there are also three types.
1. The advertiser who, having
finally succumbed to the cajoling
and persuasion of high pressure
I salesmanship, starts considering
I his program something like this:
Let us assume it is he and I. I've
just finished outlining a "natural".
Something like advising Payson
Terhune to sell dog biscuits,
or Tom Mix to gather in the kids
to sell them a children's product.
Something equally obvious and natural.
He looks thoughtful for a moment and then it comes to him.
"Oh!
Yes,"JoeheDoak
says,who"I've
it.
My friend
livesgotnext
to me in Mount Vernon; you know
the fellow who makes reversible
March
I
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Tarey ton's Shorts
USING six stations in Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, American Tobacco
Co., New York, inaugurated
the shortest program in the
history of commercial radio
Feb. 25, in behalf of Herbert
Tareyton Cigarettes. The
complete programs, which are
transcribed, take only 15 seconds, and are heard 12 times
a day through WCAU and
WFIL, WFBR and WCAO,
and WJSV and WOL. They
comprise music, singing and
comedy. Most of the spots
are timed after six p. m.,
but there are one or two exceptions, in which they are
heard during the late afternoon. Lawrence C. Gumbinner, New York, is the advertising agency, and the transcriptions are being made by
Jean V. Grombach, Inc., New
York.
underwear over in Bayonne. Well,
he had a program on the air last
year and it was very successful.
Let me see what program did he
have. Oh yes, he had a dance band
and quartet." I throw up my
hands in complete hopelessness,
and he continues: "That's it — get
me a dance band and quartet."
2. Then there's the president
who wants opera-stars or symphony orchestras, either because
he personally is fond of them, or
would like to pose that he is. There
may be another reason for his
choice. He can feel proud among
his neighbors as he commutes
home on the 4:59.
3. But the most hopeless of all
types is the guy who wrote "the
book on radio". He might not even
know that we try to follow the indications of nationwide surveys.
No sir, he is the one person who
knows the entertainment tastes of
the great American public.
Well, that was all in fun. And
now away from nonsense and back
to seriousness. As I promised I
am going to point out the high
spots in the Fire Chief campaign
as the best illustration of some of
the thoughts I put forth.
Speed and Action
FIRST let me say, an advertising
agency should function as a part
of the advertiser's organization.
So I'd like you to understand that
in the case of Hanff-Metzger we
do. We function with and under
Mr. George Vos, advertising manager of the Texas Co.
Here we had a Fire Chief gasoline. You could just picture fire
engines standing in the cold in the
fire house, but just a step on the
starter and the motor roars into
action. You can picture Fifth
Avenue or Main Street, sirens
screeching, bells clanging, crowds
on the sidewalk thrilled as the fire
engines go roaring down the street.
Why when we were kids the fire
trucks gripped us in awe, almost
fear, yet fascinated us. Even today as intelligent grown - ups we
pause with a subconscious reaction
similar to our childhood as the
hose cart rumbles down the street.
We have speed, pep, power, action. The original "Fire Chief"
program with the hysterical Wynn
and McNamee and Don Voorhees'
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band, brass and plenty of it playing only fast tunes, a male chorus
of 8; certainly interpreted speed,
power, virility. And, of course,
all of it applied to fundamental
entertainment. Today Ed Wynn
is the Fire Chief. You can't think
of him except as the Fire Chief.
You can't think Fire Chief without gasoline. You think of it every
time you hear the siren and bell.
Today the
Fire
Chief appeal
is an established
entertainment
so
this yearcrease we
thought
we
might
inour audience by giving the
music more importance than just
using it as supporting factor. Accordingly we started to analyze
surveys and public tastes. We
found that Eddy Duchin right opposite Ed Wynn was getting himself a satisfactory listening audience, so the choice of a popular
orchestra was not exceedingly difficult. Then to prevent confusion
of identity we hired Duchin exclusively. You hear Duchin on sustaining programs from the Casino
or from wherever he is playing,
but you don't think of any advertising association other than Texaco, withal quite intelligent but yet
very simple.
Radio is no different than any
other activity, even life. Technically it is like any other effort.
If we start with enough accurate
facts, conscientiously apply common sense or as Ed Wynn would
say "Horse Sense", we stand a
good chance of success.
There is no black magic about
radio; it responds to the same kind
of solution that makes for success
elsewhere.
And again, like life — in radio
there is no "Royal Road to Suc-
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How

Radio

Was

Covered on the Hauptmann
(Continued from page 5)

verdict, for which plates had been
cast in anticipation.
At 10:34 p. m. the jurymen filed
into the box. The preliminaries
being over, the verdict was announced by the foreman, the jury
was polled, and then Justice
Trenchard allowed newspapermen
to leave the courtroom to file their
flashes. In the meantime — at
10:42— the A. P. had killed its
false report. At 10:45, along with
the other press associations, A. P.
sent out the correct verdict.
Both national
networks and
of
The New 1935

McKittrick

Directory

Advertisers
10,000 National Advertisers, Officers, Sales and Advertising
Managers, Advertising Agencies
placing accounts, Account Executives, Appropriations.
Corrected Weekly
Entire service
#75.00
Eastern service
40.00
Western service
40.00
Write for -particulars
George McKittrick & Co.
108 Fulton St., New York
185 No. Wabash Ave., Chicago

many independent stations carried
the false report on the air at some
time between 10:32 and 10:42.
Then at 10:46 they anonunced the
correct verdict, generally with an
explanatory sentence such as
"This is a cerrection of the previous report which said that Hauptmann had been found guilty with
aTransradio
recommendation
Press gottoitsmere
flash y."
to
clients under way at the same
time as the press associations were
carrying the correct verdict.
Source of a "Scoop"
JAMES W. BARRETT, formerly
city editor of the New York World
and of the New York American,
told Broadcasting that A. P. had
been running from five to ten minutes ahead of United Press in its
reporting of the events at Flemington on the night of Feb. 13.
On each previous occasion during
the evening A. P. messages had
been confirmed within this space
of time by U. P. reports. When
the 10:30 flash was received from
A. P., he had to make up his mind
whether he should put it out at
once, or wait for U. P. . to come
through. Since A. P. had been
faster before, he assumed that it
was again showing its speed, and
put out the flash. At 10:42 he
relayed
"kill", and at 10:45
the
true the
verdict.
Neither newspapermen nor radio
executives believe that any blame

SPOTreof

You don'1- have to look very hard or far
to see that its cents-able and wise ... in
Los Anqeles.to put you r's pot" proq rams on this
popular Southern California station . . . and when
we mention that the *sf>ot* rates onKFWB
are 50% to 60% lower . . . putting you on the
xspot" twice tor the same
money... there's noarqument.
•For spot" testimonials write to
Owned and Operated by Warner Bros. Motion Picture Studios, Hollywood, Calif.
Free b> Sleininqer, Inc; Exclusive Representative*
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Verdict

can be attached to the Press-Radio
Bureau per se for the difficulties
which it caused its clients. It is
pointed out that managing editors
throughout the country who subscribe to A. P. and one other service, either U. P. or International
News, had to make the same decision as Barrett, and most of
them decided just as he did. In
New York,
Hearst's
American,
which
of course
relies largely
on
the Hearst services, nevertheless
printed more than 25,000 copies
containing the false verdict before
the "kill" was received.
The Daily Mirror has no A. P.
franchise, but one of its reporters
made the same mistake as did an
A. P. man, and they also had
thousands of copies printed before
they caught the mistake.
Within an hour of the event,
A. P. sent out over its wires an explanation to editors reading:
"When word that a verdict had
been reached . . . flashed through
the courtroom, confusion reigned
briefly. In transmitting the verdict from one part of the courthouse to another, the Associated
Press's report of the decision was
garbled and first word to reach
waiting newspapers was that the
jury had found Hauptmann guilty,
but with a recommendation for life
sentence instead of the death penNext day the A. P. told a different story. The statement follows:
Flemington, N. J., Feb. 14 (AP).
— alty."
A misunderstanding of code signals
last night resulted in the Associated
Press flashing an erroneous verdict in
the Hauptmann case.
In transmitting the report, the decision was garbled and the first word
to reach waiting newspapers was that
the jury had found Hauptmann guilty, but with a recommendation for life
sentence. The correct verdict was
guilty, with the death penalty.
Short-wave transmission, employing
code, was set up to cover the verdict.
The staff had been cautioned not to
confuse signals and to be certain that
ihp signals recji/ed were from the
As - Wated Press representative.
^hen word came from the court100m that the jury was ready to rehowever,
the Associated
man onport,the
receiving
end pickedPress
up
the wrong code signal, resulting in
the erroneous and premature flash.
The courtroom being closed, minutes passed before knowledge of the
error was learned. The flash and
bulletins were killed but too late to
catch some editions of newspapers
which had issued extras.
The Scripps-Howard New York
Telegram, comfigloating
disture of the A. P.over
and the
pointing
with pride to the spotless record
of the U. P. said with restraint:
"The above . . . differs somewhat
from its first statement." The
New York Times also explained
frankly how radio was caught in
the dilemma, and credited Transradio for its accuracy. Other newspapers and newspapermen generally were much less restrained in
their criticism of the reasons advanced by A. P. in the second message, which they contended were
inconsistent with the facts. Neither were they very kind to the
A. P. man at Flemington who said
it was "a mechanical failure".
In its evening report Feb. 14,
Press-Radio Bureau carried the fol-

lowing item: ". . . Meanwhile the
mystery of how a reported verdict
of 'guilty, but with a recommendation of mercy,' was broadcast and
published last night was explained
by the Associated Press. The news
service said it had established a
system of code signals for getting
the verdict, and that the man receiving the signals misunderstood
part of the message."
Five days later, A. P.'s carefully
built
for accuracy
re- 1
ceived reputation
another shock,
when the
Supreme Court handed down its
decisions in the gold cases. Newspapermen covering the court were
puzzled by the ruling that the
government's abrogation of the
gold clause in Liberty Bonds was
unconstitutional, since it was coupled with a denial of relief to the
plaintiff. A. P; at first emphasized
the latter aspect of the ruling, and
then sent out a "kill" with a substitute flash, saying that the govBond case.ernment had "lost" the Liberty
Editor Barrett, no longer disposed totookrely
the to
AP'scheck
reputation,
timeon out
the
story with
AP's rivals,
saved
himselfthea repetition
of and
the
previous week's embarrassment.
U. P. has been consistently cautious in handling recent news
events of outstanding importance,
perhaps remembering the false
Armistice reports in 1918. On the
night of the Hauptmann verdict, it
sent out a message to editors:
"We will not flash the verdict until
it is read
by the
Newspaper editors
and jury."
broadcasters,
reading this, have made the mental addition: "A. P. please copy."
#
* *
Yankee Takes Steps
BECAUSE of alleged glaring errors in Press-Radio releases, the
Yankee Network announced Feb.
19 that it "has been compelled to
take steps that will insure accurate news" for its listeners. In
the future no Press-Radio news
flashes will be accepted by the stations of the Yankee Network until
the Yankee Network News Service
shall have been informed of the
content of the releases, and then
they will be accepted only after
they have been verified by the
Yankee Network News Service.
"Since the Yankee Network
News Service was organized,"
said its statement, "it has striven
to bring
up-to-the-minute news accurate,
to its great
listening
audience throughout New England.
To get the news first, and to get it
accurately has been its main ob"During the past few weeks
jective.
other news services have brought
inaccurate reports to the listening
public work
through
the Yankee
Netstations. This
news service,
which is the Press-Radio Bureau,
secures its news from the Associated Press, the United Press, and
the International News Service,
and it has an agreement with the
Columbia Broadcasting System
whereby, in the past, it has cut in
on Columbia programs coming
through the Yankee Network stawill." be used with other
RADIOtions, at will
media in a campaign by associated
railroads of Pennsylvania to combat adverse legislation, with Al
Paul Lefton Co., Philadelphia, handling the account.
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Banks
(urn

in Kentucky
to Broadcasts

Two Large Institutions Use
fladio, Merchandising Tie-ins

1, two of Kentucky's
^INCE Jan.
largest banking institutions — the
l Bank and the Kenfirst Nationa
tucky Title Bank & Trust Co. and
l Bank
.[he Citizens Union Nationa
ad Fidelity & Columbia Trust Co.,
—have turned to radio advertising.
J The first organization goes on the
|iir over WAVE, Louisville, each
•iveek day with 15-minute news buletin service at 5:30 p. m. The latler banking group presents its
Galaxy of Stars program over the
i|;ame station Sunday evenings at
15:30.
president of the
Gifford,
RalphNationa
Lj
l Bank, was highly
.First
bleased with the first news broadEast Feb. 18. He said: "We bejiieve in the value of a constantly
||changing program such as world
\hews broadcast daily, not only
From a promotional advertising
standpoint, but in such a program's
1 constructive efforts combined with
iiignined advertising."
Short Waves Used
THIS radio news furnished by
Transradio News Service required
(the installation of short wave
jequipment in WAVE studios. Chief
(Engineer Wilbur Hudson, who was
jonee in the Navy radio service,
handles the reception of bulletins
(by short wave, and Homer Burton
iB 1 a c k w e 1 1, staff announcer, rebroadcasts the news over WAVE's
regular airlanes.
Famous stars of the operatic
and concert stage appear as guest
artists on the Galaxy of Stars
program, designed to depict the
real stability of business and opportunity for advancement; show
I the employe his economic relationship to his job, and the necessity
I of earning a profit on the capital
that employs him; inspire people to
a more solid estimate of the oldfashioned virtues of thrift, dependability and hard work, and to guide
the thinking community along
' sound financial lines.
As a supplement to the broadcasts the banks have done extensive advertising by means of display ads in newspapers, window
posters, printed blotters and slips
inserted into depositor's financial
i statements calling attention to the
time of the broadcasts and the type
of entertainment to be presented.
The two banking organizations are
among the largest in Kentucky.
The 52-week contract signed by
each one was negotiated by James
Cox, WAVE commercial manager.

WLS

Excursion

SOME 165 vacationers left Chicago Feb. 14 on a special train for
a Mexican tour under the joint
auspices of the farm paper Prairie
Farmer and its radio station WLS,
Chicago. After stops at Laredo,
Monterey, Saltillo and Mexico City,
the party visited the famous Borda
Gardens at Xochimilcho, the pyramids of Teotihuacan, the Shrine
of Guadalupe, and other Mexican
points, returning to Chicago Feb.
25 after stopovers at San Antonio
and New Orleans. Burridge D.
Butler, president of WLS, accompanied the party as far as Guadalajara, going to the Butler ranch
near Phoenix,
mainder of the Ariz.,
winter. for the reRevised

Fee

On

Programs

Disc

Plan

Split Commission Described
As Big Help to Radio
THE ARRANGEMENT between
World Broadcasting System and
Free & Sleininger Inc., involving a
new compensation plan for production and creation of transcription
business, is explained by James L.
Free, president of the station representatives organization, in a letter made public Feb. 23. He called
the arrangement "the biggest
single contribution to the good of
our industry
in 1934."
stance of the letter
followsThein subfull
text:
For a long time we have been concerned about the decreasing volume of
transcription program business. While
our organization has always done
considerable work promoting sales of
this type of business, it has not been
practical for us to set up elaborate
facilities for the presentation, sale,
and production of high grade transcription programs. Obviously, no one
exclusive representative of a limited
number of stations can afford to carry
the entire burden of transcription vs.
network sales effort, for the benefit of
all radio stations.
After considerable study of this
problem, we worked out a simple,
practical solution, and last September
presented it to the World Broadcasting System, the sole surviving organization with adequate equipment and
qualified personnel to create and sell
spot program ideas, and produce them.
We proposed that WBS concentrate
its efforts on the creation of transcription business, and withdraw from
placement of station time. Instead of
demanding a 15% commission on station time, we suggested substitution
of a program production fee equal to
71/2%
by the
stationof tostation
Worldtime,
on payable
all commercial
transcription programs created by
World. We, in turn, voluntarily offered to reduce our compensation

Silver Dust Series
WBS is recording The O'Neills off
the CBS network thrice-weekly for
the Gold Dust Corp., New York
(Silver Dust). The transcriptions,
15 minutes in length, started Feb.
11 on KRLD, Dallas; KTRH,
Houston; KTSA, San Antonio;
WACO, Waco, Tex.; KGKO, Wichita Falls, Tex.; WDSU, New Orleans; KWKH, Shreveport, La.;
WKY, Oklahoma City; KVOO,
Tulsa; KLRA, Little Rock, Ark.;
WMC, Memphis. The account is
handled by Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., New York.
March
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5 NEW

NETWORK

SPONSORS
Wide-awake advertisers realize
that ABC offers radio's greatest
coverage value at the lowest
cost today.
Wire, phone or write for details
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
711 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK
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from our stations to 7Vi% on World
"tailor made" transcription programs.
An unsuccessful effort was made to
get other exclusive representatives to
agree to this plan. Finally, after
months of negotiation, World Broadcasting System agreed to go ahead
and offer resented
thisby Free
plan &to all
stations repSleininger,
and
any others that want it.
Thus,
total sales
cost on
transcription business
for Free
& Sleininger
stations is 15%, the same as on other
national
and awhich
fair compromise hasbusiness,
been made
enables
our organization,
World,
and
the
stations to work together like one happy
family forscription
a larger
volume
of tranbusiness. We
unblushingly
believe this is the biggest single contribution to the good of our industry
in 1934, and are proud of the fact
that we planned and carried it
through.
Jello Retains Benny
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York (Jello) will continue sponsorship of Jack Benny and his
troupe through the spring and early summer, with the possibility that
the comedian may take a 13-week
vacation in summer and return for
Jello in the fall, according to official reports that set at rest previous announcements that General
Tires would sponsor Benny in the
summer while Jello sponsors him
in the winter. Contract for the
NBC-WJZ network Sundays, 7-7 : 30
p. m., and with the artists have
been renewed with this understanding through Young & Rubicam,
agency handling the account.

Yankee and the Law
MICROPHONES and transmission
equipment of the Yankee Network
have been installed in the office of
Paul A. Dever, 32 - year - old Attorney General of Massachusetts,
as an expansion of the public service aspects of the network, according to John Shepard 3d, its
president. "The action of Mr.
Shepard," the Attorney General
declared, "in placing in the office
of the attorney general the facilities to broadcast to the entire commonwealth of Massachusetts, is
but a further evidence of his public spirit."
WFBG
ALTOONA,

PA.

k

1310 kilocycles
100 watts

1

The Ideal Outlet
for
Central Penna. Coverage
Write Roy Thompson
"Voice of the Alleghenies"

SHoiumflnsHip

• The success of a radio station is
in direct proportion to the showmanship that station displays. For
many

years WCAE has been recognized as the most popular and most

productive radio buy in the Pittsburgh area. Why? — Showmanship
again
• You! as a business man,
showmanship
tacts.

in your

display

daily con-

• You are successful, so the formula must be right!
There is too much to say in such
limited space. Write to us. Ask
questions. Make us prove our statements— we can and will!

UJCflE
PITTSBURGH
1220 KILO.
BASIC

, PENNA.
1000 WATTS

RED NETWORK

Crisis

mentators have sufficient material
for their broadcasts.
To the latter school belong such
leading independent broadcasters
as WOR, Newark, most important
of Transradio's
which
for severalstation
monthsclients,
has been
carrying four 15-minute news
periods daily plus the flashes from
Transradio on a sustaining basis,
and which effective March 12 has
sold three of the 8-8:15 a. ni.
periods weekly for sponsorship by
the Fischer Baking Co., Newark;
KNX, Hollywood, operated by Guy
Earl, former publisher of the Los
Angeles Express and one of the
strongest exponents of news broadcasts, whose station flashes news
periodically throughout the day,
both sponsored and sustaining; and
John Shepard 3d, president of the
Yankee Network, whose Yankee
Network News Service covers New
England extensively with its own
reporters both for itself and for
Transradio.cidental Mr.
Earl'syears
station,
iny, for several
bought
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United Press service at a " fancy
price until that organization, apparently at the behest of publisher
clients, withdrew it.
Transradio Clients
TRANSRADIO has not revealed
its list of 150 clients, but many of
them are known in radio circles,
some being newspaper-owned.
They include WLS, Chicago, owned
by the Prairie Farmer, important
agricultural journal; KSTP, St.
Paul, whose manager, Stanley
Hubbard, was instrumental with
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known. The breaking of important
news, the demands from the networks and stations and public, and
the growingly liberal attitude of
the three press associations supGuy Earl in forming the Radio
Press-Radio Bureau with
News Association, now incorpor- their fullplying
reports account for
ated into Transradio; WJAS, Pitts- the change news
from
the original plans.
burgh; KWK, St. Louis; KMBC,
More than that, James Barrett, ediKansas City; WHO, Des Moines;
tor of Press-Radio Bureau and forWCLO, of the Janesville (Wis.)
Gazette, and the eight Michigan , mer city editor of the old New
York World, is one of those who
Network stations.
Mr. Moore asserts that he will firmly believes that the broadcasting of news does not hurt newspawelcome competition if any of the
per circulation but actually stimupress associations should decide to
lates readership because it whets
go into the radio field on a payfor-service basis, without restric- the appetite for further details.
tions as to broadcast use. In turn
Radio's Sphere
he will sell Transradio service to
newspapers, many of whom have
already asked whether the service
MR. BARRETT apparently shares
is available for publication pur- with William Randolph Hearst —
poses, he asserts. So far, accorduser of all the radio time he
ing to Mr. Moore, Transradio has eager
and his newspapers can get, owner
elected to serve radio only.
of five broadcasting stations and
seeker after others in practically
Transradio is said to be operating on a $10,000-a-week budget and every one of the cities in which he
with "plenty of backing", getting has newspapers — the belief that
radio will not sound the death
its news from its own correspondents throughout the country, with
knell of published news and adverbureaus at strategic locations and
tising. The physical limitations of
with a London office. It is covered
radio and the fact that people look
to
it
for
abbreviated reports of
on worldwide news by Reuter's,
news coincidental with its chief
Ltd., important British press association which recently severed its substance, which is entertainment,
exclusive American tieup with As- appear to substantiate this idea.
sociated Press. In addition, it subother columns of this issue
scribes to Central News which has theIndetails
of the Hauptmann, gold
bureaus in New York, Washington
and other news events of the last
and London, specializing in news
few weeks are carried, as well as
of the financial world. Transradio's news is distributed by direct the story of the Pittsburgh situaBell teletype circuits and by short
tion where the press-radio "prowave radio. For the latter delivery
gram" appears to have broken
the code circuits of Press Wireless
down diocompletely.
Thatunfortunate
Press-RaBureau was an
Inc., are used for pickup by sta- victim of circumstances for which
tions properly equipped and within the Associated Press is primarily
range — an arrangement said to be responsible in the Hauptmann
working very satisfactorily despite case, is manifest. According to
the vagaries of the short waves.
Mr. Barrett, the liberalization of
Transmission Methods
Press-Radio Bureau's policy toward radio was amply shown in
last year when restrictions
PRESS Wireless is owned and con- the
practically removed on major
trolled by five big newspaper or- were
stories.
example, it was
ganizations— the New York Times, learned that For
something like 10,000
New York Herald-Tribune, Chris- words a day were delivered to the
tian Science Monitor, Chicago Tri- networks on the progress of the
bune and San Francisco Chronicle.
It was organized primarily to Hauptmann trial, with NBC carrying as much as two hours daily.
handle press traffic for American
newspapers, its federal license reThe publishers and press assoquiring that it be operated not
ciation people and their spokesalone for the newspapers controllmen, smug in their conviction that
ing it but for all the press on a they and the A. P., U. P. and
I. N. S. alone are adequately
public utility basis. Transradio
equipped to gather news, still are
pays less
regular
rates
to
Press
Wirefor its transmission service, charging that much of independent radio's news is lifted. The fact
and its relations with that organization have remained most cordial. remains, however, that no definite
Press-Radio Bureau derives its proof of such lifting has ever been
supporting income chiefly from the made public and that none of the
networks which pay on the basis of press interests have ever brought
the number of stations taking the legal action against Transradio or
twice daily five-minute periods and any other news service or newspaper supplying radio with news.
the news flashes of "transcendent
That many individual publishers
importance" that are furnished.
are violating the press-radio "proStations wishing special Press-Radio Bureau delivery, and about a
gram",their
broadcasting
whatever
news
from
columns
and their
half dozen newspapers using its
press
associations
they
please
national news to bolster up their
their locally owned or aflocal news broadcasts, obtain over- through filiated
stations, is also well known
head telegraph delivery by paying
the tolls and a nominal fee of in radio circles. The situation in
Pittsburgh is an outstanding ex$12.50 per month. The press asso- ample.
ciations furnish their full news rePlans for the Future
ports on a no-cost basis "as a public service" of American newspaWHATEVER is done to discard,
That Press-Radio Bureau has
or bolster the Press-Radio
liberalized its news service to sta- modify
Bureau setup — and there are pubpers. tions far beyond the 30-words-perlishers
who would raise no objecitem limitation imposed by the
tions to the outright sale of news
"program" of last year, is well to radio stations by U. P. or L N.

in Radio-Press Relations
(Continued from page 6)
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if not the mutually-owned A. P.,
done in England by Reuters—
e recommendations probably will
me first from two coordinate
hers Nammittees, the Publis
)nal Radio Committee formed by
Publishe American Newspaper govern
ing
s Association, and the
immittee of Press-Radio Bureau.
Chairman of the Publishers Napnal Radio Committee is E. H.
Marris, publisher of the Richmond
Its other
,[nd.) Palladium-Item.
embers are John Cowles, pub•sher of the Des Moines Register
Tribune, which operates three
Wa radio stations; James Stahlian, publisher of the Nashville
y,
Friendl
and Edwin
lann'er, manage
Sun.
r, NewS. York
asiness
Mr. Friendly also is chairman
F the executive committee of the
ress-Radio Bureau, which injudes Frank Mason for NBC;
aul White for CBS; Hugh Bailie for U. P.; Lloyd Stratton or
William F. Brooks for A. P. and
. B. Connolly or J. D. Gortatowki for I. N. S. A seventh place on
his committee is kept open for the
aational Association of Broadcast's whose president at the time the
■iress-radio "program" was formuated and agreed upon, Alfred J.
r, director of WOR, rejlcCoske
used to enter into the agreement
in behalf of the broadcasting inustry.

Transradio

Scoops

HauptmannVerdict
Correct Version Is Broadcast
Seconds After Jury Returns

TRANSRADIO Press Service, exclusive radio press association, covered itself with glory as PressRadio Bureau, radio service of the
newspapers, suffered the consebluneditorial
colossal of
quences of ahandling
the verdict
der in the
murnn
Hauptma
d
in the celebrate
der case on Feb. 13. A false flash,
given to the networks by Pressin turn, obRadio Bureau, which
tained it from the Associated
Press, stated that Hauptmann had
been saved from the electric chair
through a recommendation of
mercy from the jury. This was not
corrected over CBS until 10.40
nine minutes later, acp. m., or
cording to officials of that network,
while NBC made the correction on
the basis of later information at
10.45 p. m.

Delay in Correction
ACCORDING to Transradio, the
correct flash was sent to its associated stations and broadcast by
short-wave a fraction of a minute
after 10.44 o'clock, when the verdict was returned. It was broadcast in New York by WOR, Transradio subscriber, and simultaneSponsored Radio News
ously by other stations promptly
at
10:45
p. m. "The false verdict,
flashed 14 minutes before that
3pposed by Inland Press
Bureau,"
APPROVAL of the first year's time the
the Press Radio
by Transradio
announcement,
Iterations of the Press-Radio Bu- said
National
eau, and disapproval of the spon- "was not corrected on the until
sevnetworks
orship of news by radio, were ex- and Columbia
eral minutes after the Transradio
pressed in a resolution adopted
,?eb. 21 by the Inland Daily Press
had gone on the air."
flash
WOR did not make the incorrect
Association, comprising non-metroement, but awaited the
announc
politan newspapers, at its convenTransradio flash. Both before and
ion in Chicago. The resolution
after thestreetverdict, the station broad"ollows :
sounds outside the court
cast
[Press
"Resolved,
thatis opposed
Inland toDaily
Association
the house, with Jeff Sparks and Kenneth Fickett, commentators of the
sale of news by press associations,
milling through the crowds
station,
either directly or indirectly to ad- and broadcas
ting a running story
/ertising sponsors for broadcast
action.
the
of
purposes; second, that operations
Transradio broadcast a running
of the Press-Radio Bureau be ap- account of the trial via short wave
sroved; third, that we recommend
to the Publishers National Radio for world reception, in addition to
handling of the story for client
Committee that the present cooper- its
stations. Dixon Stewart, city ediative arrangement with the broadtor, who covered the trial, is
:asters be maintained and all inde- claimed
to have been the first to
pendent broadcasters be asked to
get
the
verdict out of the courtjoin this cooperative movement."
room, using an ingenious relay
system of colored handkerchiefs to
signal waiting messengers. Mr.
Stewart formerly was with the
Announcers' Fraternity
PROPOSING the formation of a United Press, and also was on the
staff of the CBS news service,
national organization of announcers for the exchange of ideas and which ceased operation last March.
A clean beat of more than 15
information regarding the accomplishment of the radio announcing
minutes is claimed by WGN, Chicago, in the Hauptmann case, with
fraternity, Varl Bratton, chief announcer ofWREN, Lawrence, Kan., its broadcast at 9:23 p. m. that
on Feb. 26 addressed a letter to an- Hauptmann had been found guilty
nouncers throughout the country
and would be given the death penalty. As Press - Radio bulletins
'asking for their opinions. His idea,
|(he states, would be to hold local were announcing a death penalty
with
recommendation
for mercy,
meetings, appoint delegates to sectional meetings and from these WGN insisted that its own bullesend delegates to a national contin was correct, and then convention. Mr. Bratton asserts that
firmed its own bulletin. The studio
phone was connected with the New
he has no thought of an "announicers' union" but rather wants a York Daily News, which had a
medium for exchanging ideas.
code flash system.
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SELL
with

SBS

the
the

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Lansing,
Mich. (Oldsmobile) is sponsoring a.
series of WBS announcements
Headlines of 19SU on 159 stations,
with more to be added in the near
future. D. P. Brothers & Associates, Detroit, handles the series.

Chicago, is introducKOTEX Co.,
ing Quest, a deodorant powder, on
Marlin program
Story of Mary
its an
on
NBC-WEAF network. The
account is handled by Lord &
Thomas, Chicago.
FEATURES
On Transcriptions
Available to Stations and Agencies
Samples on Request
STANDARD
RADIO ADVERTISING CO.
Hollywood, Calif.

Southwest
Southwest

gives complete

Market
System

coverage

—

plus

a sweet merchandising hook-up!
Twelve major stations in 12 major markets enable SBS to
reach the great majority of Southwestern Radio homes! Add
to this the kind of a merchandising job SBS permits UniMills to do — and you'll recognize the SBS network's
unique versal
advantages.
. . . Using 10 SBS stations, Universal broadcasts a live network show, featuring Alice Joy and presenting Southwestern Amateur Night, from a different station each week. . . .
Miss Joy auditions available talent personally in each city
and gets much local publicity and dealer interest .... The
best of each area's competing talent is put on the network
with Miss Joy in a public appearance show attended by
dealers, customers and prospects. ... An average of 120
dealers' names are broadcast as a definite part of each radio
show — 12 from each of the 10 stations for its own area!
This hook-up is building business for Universal. Let SBS
show you what it can do for you!
SOUTHWEST

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM
LEE H. ARMER, President, Fort Worth, Texas

GREIG, BLAIR & SPIGHT, Inc., National Representatives
NEW YORK
CHICAGO DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES

The, Ceiybwl Station," WHO

CLEARED-CHANNEL — 50,000

RCA Shows a Profit
AS AGAINST a loss of $582,094
for 1933, RCA realized net profits
for 1934 of $4,249,263, showing a
profit in each of the four quarters
anof last year, according toersthemade
nual report to stockhold
public Feb. 26. Gross income of
RCA and its subsidiaries from all
sources amounted to $78,756,993,
as compared with $62,333,496 for
the preceding year — an increase of
26.3%. The substantial increase in
earning permitted payment of dividend arrears on "A" preferred
stock, and the total dividend paid
on Feb. 19 in clearing up these arrears amounted to $4,519,610. The
problem on of meeting dividend arrears "B" stock, the report said,
still remains.

—FULL-TIME

ACTIONS

FEDERAL

OF

THE

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

(Broadcast Division)

Decisions . . .
FEBRUARY 19
WJAS, Pittsburgh — Granted CP move transmitter
locally, install new equip.
KQV, Pittsburgh — Granted CP move transmitter locally, change equip.
NEW, Jack W. Hawkins & Barney N. Hubbs, Pecos,
Tex.— Granted CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd.
KMBC,
new equip., increase fromKansas
2% to City
5 kw— Granted
D on 950 CP
kc unltd.
KCRC, Enid, Okla. — Granted CP change equip.
W. wB. unltd.
Greenwald, Hutchinson, Kan. — Granted
CPNEW,
1420 100
KFRO,
Longview,
Tex. — Granted license for CP 1370
kc 100 w D.
KABR,
Aberdeen,
S.
D. — Granted license for CP 1420
kc 100 w D.
WBIG, Greensboro, N. C. — Granted auth. determine
power by measurement of antenna input.
WHBI, Newark — Granted modif. license to use WNEW
transmitter.
WMFD, Wilmington, N. C. — Granted modif. CP move
transmitter & studio locally, change completion to 4-11-35.
WMFG, Hibbing, Minn. — Granted modif. CP extend
completion to 5-16-35.
WMBG, Richmond, Va. — Granted license for CP 1210
kc 100 w N 250 w D unltd. except Sunday.
KGFL, Roswell, N. M. — Granted modif. license to
change
100 w. hours from shares-KICA to spec, on 1370 kc
KICA, Clovis, N. M. — Granted modif. license change
hours from shares-KGFL to spec.
WREN,
Lawrence,Brdcstg.
Kan. — Co.
Granted consent vol. assign,
license to WREN
KGBX,
Springfield,
Mo.
—
Granted modif. exp. auth.
transmitter site, directional antenna.
WHIO,
Dayton,
O.—
Granted
license for CP 1260 kc
1 kw unltd.
WREC, Memphis — Granted extension exp. auth. 1 kw
N 2% kw D to 9-1-35.
1 WDBO,
kw D to Orlando,
9-1-35. Fla. — Granted extension exp. auth.
MISCELLANEOUS — WWJ, Detroit, suspended CP
move transmitter, increase from 1 to 5 kw LS, applic.
set for hearing because of protest of WAAF ; W. H.
Henderson, Shreveport, La., dismissed protest re applic.
Int. Brdcstg. Corp. ; KWK, St. Louis, granted motion to
strike protest of KWTO requesting FCC to set for hearing applic. of KWK for CP change equip., increase from
2% to 5 kw D (granted Jan. 8) ; KDFN, Casper, Wyo.,
denied petition for reconsideration and grant of applic.
to change from 1440 to 630 kc, set for hearing; WJW,
Akron, denied petition for reconsideration and grant of
applic. to increase D power, set for hearing ; WHBC,
Canton, O., denied petition for reconsideration and grant
of applic. to increase D power, set for hearing ; KQW,
San Jose. Cal., applic. to move studio and transmitter,
heretofore granted, retired to closed files ; KMLB, Moninstall new equip., heretofore granted,
retiredroe, La.,
to applic.
close files.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, Oklahoma Press Pub.
Co., Muskogee. Okla., CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW,
Mid-Central Brdcstg. Co., Kansas City, CP 1370 kc 100
w unltd. (facilities of KWKC) ; NEW, Walker Jamar,
Duluth, CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd. ; WHN, New York, CP
change equip., increase from 1 to 5 kw D ; WCBA &
WSAN, Allentown, Pa., modif. license to increase from
250 to 500 w; WBNO, New Orleans, modif. license from
1200 to 1300 kc, increase hours from shares-WJBW to
unltd. ; WDGY, Minneapolis, CP amended to 5 kw D ;
NEW, Winger & Thomas, Chattanooga, Tenn., CP
amended from 1420 to 1200 kc, hours from D to unltd.,
to be heard 3-20-35 ; NEW, Samuel N. Morris, Stamford,
Tex., CP amended to 1420 kc 100 w spec, facilities of
KFPL ; NEW, Edward Hoffman, St. Paul, CP amended
to 1370 kc 100 w unltd. ; WEAN, Providence, R. I., extension exp. auth. additional 250 w N to 9-1-35 ; KGKO,
Wichita Falls, Tex., extension exp. auth. 500 w N to
9-1-35.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED (request of applicants)
—NEW,
Storm,
Centralia,
Wash., license
CP 1500to
kc 100 w Norman
; WBNO, F.New
Orleans,
vol. assign,
Edw. R. Musso ; KVOD, Denver, modif. license from 500
w to 1 kw D ; NEW, D. E. Kendrick & W. E. Vogelback,
Indianapolis, CP 850 kc 5 kw unltd. ; KLS, Oakland,
Cal., CP new equip., change to 250 w N 500 w LS, hours
from D to unltd. ; WCAZ, Carthage, 111., CP change
equip., increase from 100 to 250 w D spec, facilities of
WDZ ; KTSA, San Antonio, modif. exp. auth. 1290 kc
550 kc SA, 1 kw 5 kw, 1 to 6 a. m. ; NEW, A. L. Boykin, d/b Tallahassee Brdcstg. Co., Tallahassee, Fla., CP
1310 kc 100 w unltd. (substitute applic. filed) ; NEW,
A. 1R.kw.Montgomery, Findlay, O., CP exp. station 1530
kc
ACTION
ON EXAMINERS'
Phoe-N
nix, Ariz., granted
modif. licenseREPORTS—
from 500 wKTAR.
to 1 kw
620 kc unltd., sustaining Examiner Hill ; KGFK, Moorehead, Minn., granted CP move transmitter to Minnesota
Point, Duluth, 1500 kc 100 w unltd., affirming FCC
grant without hearing 1-30-35.
Mrs. Nellie H. Morris & W. C. Morris, Eagle Pass,
Tex. — Hearing to be held at San Antonio, Tex., 3-15-35
on applic. transmit programs to XEPN, Piedras Negras,
Mex., Commissioner Thad H. Brown and Assistant General Counsel George B. Porter to be in charge.
Farmers & Bankers Life Insurance Co. (KFBD- —
Hearingforto renewal
be heldof atlicense.
San Antonio, Tex., 3-25-35 on
applic.
KMPC,
Beverly
Hills,
Cal.
Action months
of 1-29-35
granting
temp, extension license for— three
reconsidered
and subjected to whatever action is taken by CommisPage 44

FEB. 13 TO FEB. 27, INCLUSIVE
sion ; after hearing in Los Angeles 4-8-35 ; KFWB,
KGFJ, KRKD and KIEV, ordered to submit applic. for
renewal.
RATIFICATIONS:
WOR, Newark — Granted auth. extend equip, tests 10
days (Feb. 13).
WJBO, Baton Rouge, La. — Granted auth. extend program tests 30 days pending action on license applic.
(Feb.
13). Advertiser Gazette Co. Inc. granted petition
Lafayette
to intervene applic. of Evangeline Brdcstg. Co., denied
motion for continuance of hearing (Feb. 13).
KTRH, Houston, Tex. — Granted extension temp. auth.
1290 kc 1 kw 2V2 kw LS 2-15-35 to 4-1-35 subject to
action on pending applications (Feb. 14).
City — for
Granted
useKMBC,
presentKansas
transmitter
1 kw extension
N pendingtemp.
actionauth.
on
applic new equip, and power increase (Feb. 16).

.
. . 13
Applications
FEBRUARY
NEW,
Amon
G.
Carter,
Fort
Worth,
Tex.— CP 970 kc
5 kw unltd.
WOW,
Omaha,
.Neb.
—
Modif.
CP
increase
5 kw D, move transmitter, install new equip. from 1 to
KJR, Seattle — CP move transmitter locally, install new
equip., increase from 5 to 10 kw.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW, Salt C i t y
Brdcstg. Co., Hutchinson, Kan., CP 1500 kc 100 w (requestnings,
of applicant)
Birdwell
& S.w R.unltd.
Jen- ;
Johnson City,; NEW,
Tenn., J.CPW. 1210
kc 100
NEW,
Cole's
Furniture
Store,
Potosi,
Mo.,
CP
1310
100 w D ; NEW, Robert L. Sanders, San Pedro, Cal., CPkc
1180 kc 100 w D ; WCFL, Chicago, extension exp. auth.
unltd. time to 8-1-35 and modif. CP move transmitter to
extend completion to 3-15-35 (unnecessary) ; NEW,
Harold
Fresno, Cal., CP 1410 kc 1 kw unltd.,
amended H. toHanseth,
D.
FEBRUARY 14
WEHC,
Charlottesville,
Va. — Exp. auth. operate simulWEED, amended to 30 days.
NEW,
A.
R.
Montgomery,
Findlay, O. — CP 1570 kc
1 kw.
WGBI, Scranton — Extension exp. auth. use added 250
w to 9-1-35.
WPAD, Paducah, Ky.- — CP move transmitter locally,
amended.
WPAX,
from 100 toThomasville,
200 w D. Ga. — CP change equip., increase
NEW,
Lawrence
w N 500 w D unltd.B. Holzman, Atlanta — CP 590 kc 250
WDAG, power,
Amarillo,
— License
increase
installTex.new
equip. for CP as modified to
WTAX, Springfield, 111. — Modif. license to change from
shares-WCBS to unltd., asks facilities of WCBS, contingent on change of WCBS to 1420 kc.
WLBC, Muncie, Ind. — CP change equip., increase from
50 w N 100 w D to 100 w N 250 w D, change hours from
shares-WTRC N to unltd., amended to ltd.
WMT, Des Moines — Extension exp. auth. 1 kw 2% kw
D to 9-1-35.
WCBS, Springfield, 111.— Modif. license from 1210 to
1420 kc, hours from shares-WTAX to spec.
KGEK, Sterling, Col. — Modif. license to change spec,
hours.
APPLICATION RETURNED— WCFL, Chicago, modif.
CP move transmitter to York Twp., 111., requesting extension completion dr.te (unnecessary).
FEBRUARY 15
NEW,
Frank
Lyman
Jr., Portland, Me. — CP 1210 kc
100 w unltd.
WMMN,
Fairmont,
W.
W. Va. Brdcstg. Corp. Va. — Auth. transfer control to
to WJBY,
Bascom Gadsden,
Hopson. Ala. — Auth. transfer 25 shares stock
NEW,
D.
B. Sutton, Miami, Fla. — CP 940 kc 500 w
unltd.
NEW,
D.
B.
Sutton, Miami, Fla.— CP 1210 kc 100 w
unltd.
NEW, Lafayette Advertiser Gazette Co. Inc., Lafayette, La. — CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd.
250NEW,
w N A.
500 O.w DJenkins,
unltd. Jacksonville, Fla. — CP 610 kc
KCTN,
Pine
Bluff,
Ark. — Voluntary assign, license to
Universal Brdcstg. Corp.
WDAE, Tampa, Fla. — Extension exp. auth. 2V2 kw D,
change equip., to 10-1-35.
NEW, Springfield Newspapers Inc., Springfield, Mo. —
CP 1120 kc 250 w unltd., amended re transmitter location.
KPPC, Pasadena, Cal.— Modif. license from 50 to 110 w.
NEW, Northern California Amusement Co. Inc.,
Yreka, Cal. — CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd., amended re equip.
NEW, Walter L. Strieker & Curtis Larsen, Rock
Springs,transmitter
Wyo. — CP & 1210
100 w unltd., amended re
equip.,
studiokc location.
NEW,
Victor
B.
Pitts,
Raton,
w D, amended re equip., hours. N. M. — CP 1500 kc 50
KGMB,crease fromHonolulu
moveamended
transmitter
locally, in-&
250 w —toCP1 kw,
re transmitter
studio sites.
50 KPPC,
to 100 Pasadena,
w N, 250 Cal.
w D.— CP new equip., increase from
NEW,
Carl
C.
Struble,
The Dalles, Ore. — CP 1200 kc
100 w unltd.

FEBRUARY 16
WAAF, Chicago — CP move transmitter locally, install
new equip., change from D to unltd. 500 w.
NEW, G. M. Electric Service Co., Stevensville, Mont.— 1
CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd., amended re freq. & equip.
KOMO, Seattle — CP install new equip., increase from i
1 to 5 kw D, move transmitter locally.
APPLICATION RETURNED— NEW, Maynard Dowell
San Diego, Cal., CP 1150 kc 100 w unltd.
FEBRUARY 19
WQDM, St. Albans, Vt. — CP install new equip., change
spec, hours, change from 1370 to 1390 kc and 100 w to
1 kw, amended to change spec, hours.
WMFE,
Conn. —equip,
Modif.changes,
CP newextension
stationj
1380
kc 250New
w D,Britain,
requesting
completion
date.
Albertson, Buffalo, N. Y. — CP 1370 kc
100NEW,
w 250Royw D,L. share-WSVS.
WMFE, New Britain, Conn. — Modif. CP new station
1380 kc 250 w D, extend completion to 5-16-35.
KADA,100 Ada,
change to
fromomitD to-'
unltd.,
w toOkla.
100 —w CPN new
250 wequip.,
D, amended
N
power
and
N
operation.
Inc.WLAC, Nashville — Vol. assignment license to WLAC,
WBHS, Huntsville, Ala. — CP move transmitter to
Chattanooga, request change of call letters to WTVA,
amended
to request change in hours from 6/7 time to
unltd.
NEW,N unltd.,
Harold amended
H. Hanseth,
1 kw
to 1 kwFresno,
D. Cal. — CP 1410 kcii
NEW.
D.
A.
Wark
&
H.
H.
Hcdstrom,
Twin Falls,
Ida. — CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— NEW, Geo. D. Barber
Mineral Wells, Tex., CP 1420 kc 100 w ltd. ; WJBC,
Bloomington, 111., license for CP change equip. ; KFBI,
Abilene, Kan., CP change equip., move studio and transmitter to Wichita; WAIM, Anderson, S. C, modif. CP
new station 1200 kc 100 w unltd., change from 100 w to
100 w 250 w D ; NEW, H. LeRoy Miller, d/b Minneapolis Broadcaster, Minneapolis, CP 1370 kc 100 w D.
FEBRUARY 20
NEW, George Bissell & Herbert Littlefield, Watertown,
N. Y.— CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd.
Memphis
— Extension
exp. auth. 1 kw 2% kw
D WMC,
to 9-1-35
(directional
antenna).
WWL, New Orleans — Modif. license from spec, to
unltd.
WJBW,to unltd.
New Orleans — Modif. license from shares —
WBNO
KECA, Los Angeles— Modif. CP as modified to extend
completion to 6-15-35.
Ass'n,to CheyenneCPNEW,
780
kcWyoming
500 w &Radio
1 kw Educational
unltd., amended
ask facilities of KGHL.
NEW, Ward Walker, Seattle — CP 760 kc 250 w N 500
w D unltd., amended re transmitter site.
NEW, Clark Standiford, Porterville, Cal. — CP 1420 kc
100 w unltd., amended re transmitter site.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— WBOW, Terre Haute,
Ind., CP change equip., increase from 100 to 250 w;
NEW, R. R. West, Rock Springs, Wyo., CP 1200 kc 100
w ltd. ; NEW. J. B. Kiefer, Los Angeles, Cal., CO 1480
kc
etc. 5 kw unltd. ; WMC, Memphis, 780 kc 500 w 1 kw-LS

Decisions (continued). . .
FEBRUARY 26
WMAZ,
Macon,
Ga. — Granted modif. CP change antenna.
WOW, Omaha — Granted modif. CP extend completion
to 5-1-35.
WNAX, Yankton, S. D.— Granted modif. CP extend
completion to 7-18-35.
KGIX, Las60 days.
Vegas, Nev. — Granted modif. CP extend
completion
KOOS, Marshfield. Ore.— Granted modif. CP extend
completion to 3-15-35.
WICC, Bridgeport, Conn. — Granted license for changes
Nequip.,
spec. increase from 500 w to 1 kw D, 600 kc 500 w
WTBO,of stock
Cumberland,
— Granted
applic.
transfer
control
held by Md.
Herbert
Lee Blye
to Roger
W.
Clipp and Frank V. Becker.
NEW, CPArdmoreite
Granted
1210 kc 100Pub.
w D.Co. Inc., Ardmore, Okla. —
WFLA-WSUN, Clearwater, Fla. — Granted extension
exp. auth. 1 kw N 5 kw D to 9-1-35.
WJAR, Providence, R. I. — Granted extension exp. auth.
use added 250 w N to 9-1-35.
WIND, Gary, Ind. — Granted renewal license 560 kc 1
kw N 2% kw D unltd.
WMT, Waterloo, la. — Granted extension exp. auth. 600
kc 1 kw N 2V2 kw D unltd. to 9-1-35.
WGBI, Scranton, Pa. — Granted extension exp. auth.
use added 250 w to 9-1-35.
W8XAR. Chicopee Falls, Mass. — Granted renewal exp.
license to 6-23-35 in conformity with existing license.
SET FOR HEARING— KFWB, Los Angeles, CP
change equip, increase from 2% to 5 kw ; KMPC, Beverly
Hills, Cal., modif. license to increase hours to unltd. ;
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IeV, Glendale, Cal., modif. CP change
bip., extend completion ; KGFI, Corpus
iristi, Tex., CP move station locally, inIll new equip., change to 1380 kc 1 kw
ltd.; NEW, C. L, Burns, Brady, Tex.,
► 1210 kc 100 w D ; NEW, Robert K.
rbst. Fargo, N. D., CP 1310 kc 100 w
ltd. ; WRJN, Racine, Wis.. CP change
l&ip., increase from 100 to 250 w D ;
pW, Joseph H. Hallock, Vancouver,
ish., CP 1500 kc 100 w D ; WMFI, New
ven. Conn., modif. CP new equip.,
B tinge to 1200 kc 100 w N 250 w D
'ltd., extend completion; KLZ, Denver,
fdif. CP new equip., increase from 2%
5 kw D, extend completion ; WICC,
lldgeport. Conn., modif. license from 500
1 Jlto 1 kw LS to 1 kw N & D ; KLS, Oakpd, Cal., modif. license from 1440 to 1280
" "L increase from D to unltd., 250 w N;
jEW,
Universal
Lado, Tex.,
applic. Advertising
to transmit Agency,
from Laredo
I XENT,
Nuevo Laredo, Mex., and
4 ; [th.
jhers new
; WORC,
Mass.,
equip., Worcester,
1280 kc 1 kw
N &exp.D
ltd. to 4-1-35, directional antenna ;
ERC, Charlottesville, Va., exp. auth.
derate simul.-WEED N 30 days : WMBH,
>plin. Mo., exp. auth. 1380 kc 250 w di- etional antenna 6 months ; WTAQ, Eau
|aire, Wis., CP move station to De Pere,
*; i^tional
![is., increase
hoursvol.to assignment
unltd., install
diantenna,
license
WHBY, Inc. ; KWCR, Des Moines,
kt 'bdif. CP requesting approval transmitter
te, extend completion to 6 months after
s :ant ; KSO, Des Moines, CP for approval
: new site, new transmitter equip. ; WMT,
6 iledar Rapids, la., modif. CP for approval
5 ?w transmitter site, Marion twp., install
=w equip., extend completion to 90 days
[ fter commencement.
IMISCELLANEOUS— WEED, Rocky
» i[ount, N. C, denied temp. auth. operate
1 4mul.-WEHC 30 days ; WNBR, Memphis,
6 ifenied temp. auth. operate spec, hours 1
fw; NEW, Garden City Brdcstg. Co., Garj 4n City, Kan., granted CP 1210 kc 100 w
cltd. (Jan. 29) ; WEAN, Providence, R.
; r„ granted reconsideration action of Feb.
B setting for hearing applic. to extend
j .Kp. auth. use added 250 w N, and exp.
( ijuth. extended to 9-1-35; WCFL, Chicago,
j Ranted applic. renewal license and exten. .Son exp. auth. ; KOA, Denver, granted re! :)ewal ; KVI, Tacoma, Wash., granted rei Jewal ; WKRC, Cincinnati, denied reeon•ideration action setting for hearing aplic. install new equip., increase from 500
£ N 2% kw Dsuspended
to 1 kw Ngrant
5 kw modifying
D ; WIP,
rhiladelphia,
icense increasing power from 500 w to 1
'Iw N and set for hearing because of
VCAO protest.
ACTION ON EXAMINERS" REPORTS
■j—WSMB, New Orleans, granted modif. license
fromantenna,
500 wsustaining
to 1 kw Examiner
unltd., directional
"Valker.
WBNX,
York —equip.,
Grantedmove
renewal
ij'lense
for New
CP new
studioliocally, denied increase to 500 w., sustaining Examiner Walker.
WHOM, Jersey City — Granted applic.
ior CP move transmitter to Hoboken, re•ewal license, sustaining Examiner Hill.
I NEW, Norman Baker, Muscatine, la.,
j fenied in default applic. new station 1170
•cc 5 kw ltd., sustaining Examiner Hyde.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED— WW AE.
(Hammond-.SanInd.,
CP 1010exp.kc auth.
500 w 1310
unltd.;kc
,(5ABC,
Antonio,
iOO w unltd.; WOKO, Albany, N. Y.,
modif. license 1430 kc 1 kw unltd. ; KOL,
Seattle, CP 1270 kc 5 kw unltd. ; WBBZ,
Ponca City, Okla.. invol. assign, license
1.200 kc 100 w unltd.; NEW, A. L. Chil:on, Kilgore, Tex., CP 1200 kc 100 w
inltd.';
Salinas,
Sal.,
CP NEW,
1500 kcA.100H.w Sconberg,
unltd.
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— WDBO,
Drlando, Fla., granted extension temp,
luth. added 750 w N to 3-31-35; WSMK,
Oayton, O., granted extension temp. auth.
iperate simul.-KQV 6 :45-12 p. m. to
M4-31-35; KQV, same.
| RATIFICATIONS:
WICC, Bridgeport, Conn. — G ranted
'auth.
16). extend program tests 30 days ( Feb.
WDAF, Kansas City — Granted auth. ex;end equip, tests 10 days (Feb. 19).
WGPC, Columbus, Ga. — Granted auth.
extend period of suspension 10 days (Feb.
,19).

RCA

and other
Afinger-prints
page of business
letter records."
size, he
explained,
can
be
transmitted
within a few minutes.
Far less optimistic as to television, the RCA president stated
that continued research in the ultra-short waves and in the technique of visual transmission has
been maintained. On this score, he
said:
Our laboratory efforts in this direction have been guided by the principle that the commercial application
of such a service could be achieved
only through a system of high-definition television, which would make the
images of objects transmitted clearly
recognizable to observers. In this respect it is notable that transmission
results attained by RCA in laboratory
experiments meet or go beyond the
foreign standards indicated as satisfactory for the inauguration abroad
of experimental television service.
Similarly cathode ray tube reproduction, as developed in our laboratories,
provides a larger field of vision for
the picture received than has been
hitherto attainable. In addition,
RCA's development of the "iconoscope"— an electric eye that facilitates
the pick-up
of studioof action
permits the broadcast
scenes and
outside
the studio — has been further developed.
Viewed, however, from the standpoint of public service our own studies agree with the conclusions
reached abroad by competent engineering and public authority. These
conclusions are that sound broadcasting and sound receiving equipment
comprise the fundamental broadcasting and receiving facilities of the nation, with television facilities as a
supplementary service ; that there are
no short cuts to the inauguration of
television ; that it must proceed step
by step search,
through
processes offield
relaboratorythedevelopment,
demonstration and thence to regular
service ; and that the technical, program, and financial problems involved
are so great as to make it impractical
to erect and maintain a system of
television on a nation-wide basis, particularly in the United States, in the
present state of the art.
The report of the British Commission which recently recommended the
establishment of an experimental television station in England, states that
transmission difficulties "may seriously limit the extent to which the country can be effectively covered" and
"that the area capable of being effectively covered by ultra-short wave
stations of about 10 kw. capacity will
not exceed a radius of approximately
25 miles over moderately undulating
country " The cost of this experiment
at a single location in London is estimated to be approximately $900,000.

Don Marquis on Air
DON MARQUIS, the author, doing a Column of the Air, on Feb.
26 started for Simon Ackerman
Clothes, Inc., New York, on WEAF
cwiee weekly and on the WJZ Sundays, both at 11 p. m. HirschonGarfield, Inc., New York, handles
the account.
March
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Plans Facsimile Circuit
(Continued from page 9)
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For a service limited to half the population of England, it is stated that
probably ten transmitting stations at
suitable locations would have to be
erected, and that "some time is likely
to elapse
before
of an with
efficient receiver
willthe
be price
comparable
that of the average type of sound
Withtory notEngland
occupying
terri-of
much larger
than athat
receiver."
New York state alone, the vastly
greater problems of television service
for the United States are self-evident.
The present wire systems are not
suitable for inter-connecting television
stations as they are for broadcasting
stations. For that purpose either a
new wire system must be created or
radio relays must be further developed and established.
In view of these facts it is apparent mentthatof the
the art
next instep
the developthe inUnited
States
must begin with the establishment of
television on the basis of field demonstration in order that subsequent
planscalmay
be founded
the practiexperience
thus onobtained.
In
view of the continued laboratory
progress
of RCA
and new
the field
wide your
public interest
in this
management is diligently exploring
the possibilities of such a demonstration.
Newspapers Still Dicker
For Washington Station
ALTHOUGH all parties involved
were secretive, it was learned, as
Broadcasting went to press Feb.
27, that negotiations were still in
progress for the sale of WMAL,
Washington, NBC-WJZ outlet, to
one of three newspapers. Understood to be bidding for the property are the Post, owned by Eugene Meyer; the Star, of which
Frank B. Noyes, Associated Press
president, is publisher, and the
Herald, a Hearst-owned paper.
Best information obtainable was
that the bidding had reached
$285,000, which represented the
Hearst offer. Officials of the
Hearst organization were understood to be in Washington at the
time in connection with the negotiations.
Bids are being considered by
Thomas P. Littlepage, Washington
attorney and trustee for the estate
of the late M. A. Leese, which owns
the property. It now is being operated under a five-year lease of
$36,000 per year by NBC, which
would have to waive its lease in
order to allow consummation of
the sale.

LITTLE

Activity

on

Code

Held in Abeyance
PENDING the return to his office
of James W. Baldwin, executive
officer of the Code Authority for
the radio broadcasting industry, all
matters relating to the code now
before the NRA are being held in
abeyance, according to word given
at NRA Feb. 26. Mr. Baldwin now
is confined to his home following
a minor operation.
Among the matters before the
NRA is that relating to wages and
hours for broadcast technicians,
which was the subject of an investigation some weeks ago by the
Code Authority. Actions of the
Code Authority at its meeting last
month involving free time and socalled "propaganda"
offered stations on a broadcasts
no-pay basis,
also are being held up, insofar as
notification to the industry and to
the parties involved is concerned,
pending
Mr. Baldwin's
Of significance
in return.
connection
with the broadcasting code was the
President's message to Congress
Feb. 19 recommending legislation
to extend the National Industrial
Recovery Act for two years from
June 16, when it would expire by
its own provisions. The language
of the message was strong where
it related to enforcement of industrytion ofcodes.
Senatorial
investigaNRA A has
been ordered.

"The Crystal
Since 1925
Pioneers
Specialists"
Scientific Radio Service Crystals are ground to an accuracy
of BETTER than .01% before
they leave our laboratories in
order to meet our own specifications.
•
New Low Prices!
LOW
TEMPERATURE
COEFFICIENT
CRYSTALS
These LOW TEMPERATURE
COEFFICIENT CRYSTALS
are supplied in Isolantite Airgap band
Holders
in the 550-1500
Kc.
at only

VELOCITY
with uniform output!
Output
uniform Output
with speaker's
at any angle.
level equalheadto
large velocity (-68 D. B. ) Frequency
~fiMP response
cycles.
Reproduction
lifelike. 60-7500
Eliminates
audience
noises.
Transformer included within microphone case.aluminum
Rugged magnets
construction.
New chrome
used.
Weight only 8 oz. Size 2ixlixli in.
Write 561forBROAOWAV
Bulletin NfW
BJ. YORK
Z (oipcratt

$50.00
Completeeach
Prompt Delivery Assured
We maintain a Monitor
Service

RADIO SERVICE
124 JACKSON AVENUE
University Park
HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND
Send for our price list and
booklet
Dept. B-3-5
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Abolition
Rumor

in

of

CRC,

Canada

Commission on Probation Until
Programs Are Improved
By JAMES MONTAGNES
BECAUSE of poor quality programs, rumors are current that
the Canadian Radio Commission
would be taken over by a new Department of Communications. Now
the rumors have been stilled, with
the government's report at Ottawa
that the Commission is still on probation, and that if the quality of
programs takes another slump,
control of the Commission may be
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

taken
sioners. from the present commisOther factors which point to the
government still favoring its appointees as commissioners are the
recent opening and building of a
new 1,000-watt Commission station at Windsor, CRCW; the voting of a budget of $1,250,000 for
the fiscal year, which is a quarter
of a million dollars more than last
year; and no announced changes in
the Radio Act which would take
the control of the Commission
away from the present authorities.
The proposed Department of
Communication, it was learned in
Ottawa, is still under discussion,
government policy not yet having
been decided. It is known, however,
that should such a department be
established, the Radio Branch of
the Department of Marine, under
which the Radio Commission now
operates, would not be included in
the new department, but radio
broadcasting would. The department has been mooted by Premier
Bennett, and is expected to centralize control of all communication and transportation facilities
under one ministry. The. Radio
Commission will continue to operate in the same manner as it does
at present under the new ministry.
Farthest North Station

T. A. M. CRAVEN
Consulting Radio Engineer
Allocation Engineering
Commercial
Surveys
Antenna Coverage
Installations
Complete Engineering Surveys
National Press Building
Washington, D. C.
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
Synchronization Equipment Design.
Field Strength and Station Location
Surveys. Line
Antenna
Design. Wire
Problems.
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
N. Y. Office: Engleivood, N. J.
FREQUENCY MONITORING SERVICE
Reference frequencies derived from the
National Standard of Frequency of the
National tinuous
Bureau
Standards by conleased wireof service.
For 24-hour Service
Phone GREENWOOD 2134
Washington
Institute ofD. Technolo
gy
Washington,
C.
PA

U L GODLEY
and Associates

TWO HUNDRED miles above the
Arctic Circle, at Arctic metropolis
Aklavik, at the mouth of the MacKenzie River in the Northwest
Territory, the world's most northern broadcasting station will shortly go on the air, with the call letters CJCU on a frequency of 1210
kc. with 50 watts, Dr. J. A. Urquhart, chief medical health officer
there for the Canadian government, is the licensee. CJCU makes
the 75th broadcasting station on
the air in the Dominion, according to the latest official list just
issued. This list shows seven Canadian Radio Commission stations,
.12 newspaper-owned stations, and
41 stations operating as regular
business institutions or being affilitrade. ated with the radio and electrical
WTMV is the call letter combination assigned by the FCC to the
new 100-watt station authorized at
East St. Louis, 111., to the Mississippi Valley Broadcasting Co., Inc.

James L. Free
(Continued from page 29)
new conviction: That the day of
the general representative had
just about ended. Unable to sell
this idea to his superiors, he put
it across to a coworker, Cliff Sleininger, and on May 15, 1932, the
firm of Free & Sleininger took out
corporation papers, opened an office, and started in business as exclusive station representatives.
They allowed themselves six
weeks to line up stations, and on
July 1 began promoting business
for their group of seven. Since that
time, although they have done no
soliciting for themselves, they now
represent 19 stations, with WOCWHO and WGR-WKBW, the first
stations they signed up, still at the
head of their list. Their staff now
numbers 19, most of them successful space salesmen who have been
won away from their newspapers
and magazines by the greater opportunities ofradio. Free & Sleininger now have offices in New
York, Detroit and on the West
Coast (where they are represented
by Walter Biddick Co.) in addition
to their home office in Chicago.
Free believes the representative's
place is that of station salesman
in the national field and not a dictator of station policies. A good
salesman, however, does more than
produce revenue, and Free & Sleininger have tried to help the . stations they represent by acting as
a clearing house for successful local program ideas, by suggesting
a unit merchandising plan, and by
developing standardized practices
in the matter of quantity discounts
and the methods of determining
and presenting station coverage
statistics.
Aside from regular production
of spot sales for the stations represented by Free & Sleininger,
Free thinks the firm's biggest contribution had been the plan worked
out with World Broadcasting System to eliminate conflict between
WBS and the exclusive reps and
allow them to work together to
create more transcription business
(see Feb. 1 issue of Broadcasting).
Married to Julia Scarritt of
Kansas City, Jim Free lives in
the Chicago suburb of Flossmoor,
where his hobby of bee-keeping
supplies his daughter and two sons
with an abundance of honey and
excitement.

Radio Engineers
Montclair, N. J.
Phone Montclair 2-7859
EDGAR H. FELIX
1775 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes, Allocation and Location Investigations
R. C. POWELL
Broadcast Station
Design
Erection
Maintenance
General Motors Bldg.. New York City
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FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

House

Radio

Legislation j

Is Under New Committee !
ALL
RADIO
legislation in thei
House will be handled hereafter t>> ,|
the Interstate & Foreign Com-!
merce Committee, rather than b>
the Merchant
Marine, Radio & I
Fisheries Committee, under a com-ilpromise
the chairmen of reached
these between
committees,
Rep |k
!
Rayburn of Texas and Rep. Blanc
of Virginia. Under the revised ar
rangement, the Merchant Marine
Committee
willtitle.
drop the word "ra- j
dio" from its
In the Senate, a subcommittee
of the Interstate Commerce Com-,
mittee, headed by Senator Browr j
(D.), of New Hampshire, has beer
named to handle broadcasting leg
islation, and amendments to the j
FCC Act. Other members are {
Donahey (D.), of Ohio, and White j
(R.) of Maine, the latter wel
versed in radio. Chairman Ray i
burn declared he had not yet con |
sidered the naming of a radio sub ,
committee, but both he and Sena
tor Brown indicated that broad j
casting matters would not come uj
until late in the session because of .,
the
pressure of other committee j
business.
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements in
Broadcasting cost 7c per word for
each insertion. Cash must accomForms
pany order.close 25th and 10th of
month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
Successful midwestern network statior
with responsive audience in booming city
of 175,000, only station trading area
300,000, desires
persistenl
salesman
with an
radioaggressive
sales background
Agency
executives
assist withtrained
ideas, radio
contacts,
closing.will
Rightpriced programs,
spots
and
talent
participations.furnished
Continuity,
and collections
by promotion,
station. Guaranteed
drawing
account against commissions. Box
284, Broadcasting.
A real sales manager, preferably a big
town man, who would like to break away
and make a career for himself in the local
field. Station is one of the country's finest
local type layouts, with a staff of 23 people, operating in a metropolitan manner in
CASTING.
aOur
60,000
town. about
Location
men know
this North-Central.
ad, so lay all
your cards on the table. Box 287, BroadExperienced announcer and continuity
writer by progressive Illinois local station.
State
casting.salary expected. Box 283, BroadSituations Wanted
ATTENTION
LOCAL STATION OWNERS
Station manager who has made new
local station one of the outstanding in the
United States wants small station in a
more progressive city. Interested only in
local stations. If your local plant is not
aLet's
success
address
Box it.
289, Broadcasting
at least
discuss
Progressive engineer, announcer, continuity writer and program builder. SalaryBroadcasting.
secondary
to good
Now 282,
employed.
Excellent opportunity.
references. Box
Programannouncer.
and musicalSpecializing
director, continuitywriter,
in building
up
programs.
Years
of experience.
Fine letters of recommendation.
Box 288,
Broadcasting.
Stations Wanted
casting^
Full time, good locality. State best
proposition first letter. Box 285, Broad100 or 250 watt radio station, state
price,
cash and
additionalto
information
thatterms,
might also
be any
of interest
prospective
buyer.
Box
286,
Broadcasting.
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THE

*>he'U
Just

HOME

Plan,
as

Her

MANAGER

Keep
Mother

House

OF

and

TOMORROW

Shop

by

Radio

Does

The thousands of mothers throughout the
country who spend their entire days working,
planning and shopping for home and family,
have come to depend upon the messages of
daytime broadcasters to guide them.
Realizing this, more and more advertisers
are using daytime hours. And the increasing
number of success stories in our files oners
positive proof of their effectiveness.
To reach and sell the rich Northern Ohio
market, use WTAM. The only clear channel,
high power station in the area, and offering
popular NBC Red Network programs, it is the
favorite station of listeners who want and
appreciate better programs, and of advertisers
who find it a powerful selling influence.

WTAM
50,000

WATTS

CLEVELAND

National
Broadcasting
Company,
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF
AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
NEW
WEAF

YORK

★

& WJZ

WASHINGTON
WRC & WMAL

★

CHICAGO
WMAQ

★

SAN

& W'ENR

SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON— WBZ
• SPRINGFIELD, MASS.— AVBZA
PITTSBURGH— >-KDK A • CLEVELAND— WTAM
• DENVER — KOA • PORTLAND, ORE. — KEX

•

Inc.

FRANCISCO
KGO & KPO

SCHENECTADY — WGY
» SPOKANE — KG A • SEATTLE— KJR

In the daily transmission and reception of hundreds of important messages,
to and from 46 countries around the globe, R. C. A. Communications, Inc.,
necessarily must use equipment of the utmost reliability. Naturally this
applies first of all to the tubes— the heart of any radio equipment, whether
for code, music or voice. The world's great radio communications system
has found that RCA Radiotrons stand up with unfailing dependability. Critical
broadcast engineers and operators have found them equally reliable for
their purposes. This same reliability can easily be yours. Save yourself the
"grief" caused by tube limitations and troubles by specifying genuine RCA
Radiotrons, the standard by which all other tubes are judged.

RADIOTRONS
Chicago : 111 N. Canal St. • Dallas: Sanla FeBldg. • Atlanta: 144 Walion Sl.,N.W. • San Francisco: 235 Montgomery St,
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Advertising"

Front

Page

Punch!

There's power in repetition, so we repeat this advertisement
here which appeared in the February 1 issue of BROAD"FRONT

5,000

WATTS

CASTING because it is a most forceful testimony of WWVA's
PAGE PUNCH:'

* "Let me take this opportunity to congratulate you on the especially
strong showing made by WWVA in the Listening Area Study.
No other
station drew as many

returns, over and above the quota.

WWVA
II60 KILOCYCLES

This response

was as gratifying to us as it must have been to you."
"Quotation from unsolicited letter received from the sales promotion
department of the Columbia Broadcasting System.

POPULAR

THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM called upon the radio stations which make up "C.B.S" to determine the listening area of the respective territories, and the collective coverage of the entire chain. The

POWERFUL

plan was definitely set up by Columbia in advance and "going in" each station
was equal from the standpoint of time allotted to the Listening Area Study, number of announcements broadcast and offer made to listeners. Quotas were set,
and the Columbia stations went to work. When the returns were in and counted,
WWVA stood out among all the stations of the entire Columbia chain with this
distinct honor— MORE RETURNS OVER AND ABOVE ITS QUOTA THAN
ANY OTHER COLUMBIA STATION!

PRODUCTIVE

pJEWETT E. LIVERPOOL*
LISBON \ROCHESTER*

Clerks spent four weeks breaking down the enormous volume of WWVA
Listening Area Study returns, and here are the results of the compilation:
Returns from 816 cities in 55 Counties in Pennsylvania
Returns from 375 cities in 56 Counties in Ohio
Returns from 250 cities in 50 Counties in West Virginia
Also returns from 373 cities in 32 other States, and three
Provinces in Canada.

WTTI^/ •CADIZ /•[ MONONSAHEU
UMBlfHSVILLE |A
SIEUBEWILLE (
JfPLLANSBEt
PITTSBURGH1
ALlQUIPPA
MARTINSeT.
" WASHINGTON
{CAMBR
IDGE ^^L
5 NEWCOM
#
«
ERSTOW
aiR
NFE^RRY/ BETHANY
I
jwELLSBURG "NNONSBURG
Oil If)

Indeed, such a job is gratifying to us, but still more gratifying is the job
we are doing for a record number of WWVA advertisers.

>ST MARYS CLARKSBURG

WEST

VIRGINIA

Studios and Offices: — Hawlcy Building
WHEELING,
WEST VIRGINIA

BROADCASTING
The most welcome radio station in
Eastern Ohio, Western Pennsylvania
and West Virginia

1UN3VILL* MORGAH
MOUNDSVILIE
« UNIOMTOWNj
TOWNj
»MAHNIN
rAlftMONTGTONA
• CAMERON WAYNE 56 URG
SlSTEP-SVILLE

WOODSFIELD
CALDWELL

CORPORATION
W. VA. "
SALES REPRESENTATIVES:
New York — Joseph
McGillvra
485 H.Madison
Avenue
Palmolive Bldg.
Chicago — John Kettlewell

MYSTERY.

.

. SOLVED!

Slrange figures kept popping up — here, there and everywhere

across the map. Behind the

scenes in radio, they turned up without regard for the 'official' counts of set ownership.

MYSTERY

IN SAN

DIEGO-Two

summers

ago, Station KGB

listened incredulously to

a visitor who brought a tip. The visitor: Dr. Broom of San Diego University. The tip: "9 out
of 10 San Diego homes now have radios." (His students had just finished a city-wide survey.)
But where had they come from ? 'Official' counts stopped at 7 out of 10 homes. 90 % radio ownership? Impossible. So, KGB put its tongue in its cheek — and Dr. Broom's figures in a deep file.

MYSTERY

FROM

PORTLAND

(Ore.) TO

WORCESTER

(Mass.) - The R. L.Polk

Co. made house-to-house surveys of every big city in America. Seattle, back in Summer-1932,
showed 76% radio ownership. ('Official' figures said 60.) When
Bridgeport the figures showed

Polk came to Hartford and

79% ownership. (65 was 'official.') And across the continent,

the mystery deepened — in cities as far apart as Portland, Ore. and Worcester, Mass.

MYSTERY... SOLVED!

What

else to do but cut through the mystery? Not in a scattering

of map-points, but in complete cross-section of the country. In all sizes of cities. And on farms.
Columbia

put Dr. Daniel Starch on the job. Told him not to stop until he finished — even if

it took 100,000 house-to-house calls to do it.
He didn't stop. And

he made

125,000 interviews — by far the biggest 'sample' of its kind.

In 321 communities from coast to coast, he uncovered

the biggest, most factual story in radio.

And solved a mystery!
The complete story is told in the CBS booklet: LOST

& FOUND.

How

2l/2 million "hidden"

radio homes were found by Dr. Starch. And a net total of 21,455,799 radio homes in the U. S.
(January 1, 1935) — analysed by income levels and size of community.

COLUMBIA
485 MADISON
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AVENUE, NEW

YORK • 410 N. MICHIGAN

SYSTEM
AVENUE, CHICAGO

N ow

on

MBS

Barbasol

Chocolate

Consolidated

Products

Cigar

Company
Friends of Mutual

lenera I Mill:

say this network is a "natural.

• intensive coverage

in four major markets

• plus a powerful advertising pressure which does

Gordon

Baking

Company

a real sales job in the richly productive sales areas
adjacent to these markets

M.

Hohner,

Inc.

•

at a cost less than

half that of the major

networks.

Horlick's

Thomas

Malted

Leeming

&

Milk

The best "proof of pudding"
think of to the question —

Lutheran

Church

good

Scholl

&

Company,

Manufacturing

Wasey

can

is Mutual?

is that our business is exactly as good
these twelve Mutual

Philip Morris

we

Company

"How
The

answer

Ltd.

as that of

clients. All are doing business

with us — NOW.

thru business"
us with anottremendous
j^O^ us —but
"doing
only with
number of people in our market who have
taken both to Mutual and to its advertisers with

Company

Products

gratifying alacrity.
Ask

any member

station representative

for full

details about the

UTUAL

B
BROADCASTING

S
SYSTEM

ewart
WLW—
Cincinnati
WGN-C/)/cago
WXYZDetroit'
N
Published semi-monthly by Broadcasting Publications,
Press D.Building,
Washington,
Entered as second class
matter March 14, 1933,
WO
at the PostInc.,
Office870 atNational
Washington,
C, tinder
actRof MarchD. 3,C. 1879.

The
DON

LEE

Chain
In addition to local spot broadcasting, The Don Lee Broadcasting
System gives you the utmost in flexibility tomatch your selling problems.
You can buy a Northern California network: San Francisco, Sacramento, Stockton, Fresno, Bakersfield.
You can buy a Southern California network: Los Angeles, San
Diego, Santa Barbara.
You can buy a California network
by combining these two and get
your message over Eight stations in
the Eight major distributing areas
of California.
Another click of the switch and
you get a Pacific Coast network, by
adding Portland, Seattle, Tacoma,
Spokane.

• Quite a sizeable Sales Plum — isn't it?
Your share of these annual sales depends
entirely upon yourself . . . your product . . .
and your advertising.
California is not steeped in old world tradition. Ifyou have something new to sell,
the people of California will gladly give it a
trial
... if you tell them what it is and where
to buy.
California, too, is a compact market, its
population being concentrated in the "Great
Valley" and surrounding its three major
seaports (see map).
Therefore, not only is California a most
profitable market to cultivate, but an easy
one as well.

15, 1935

The eight major distributing areas of California account forMarket*
91% of the state's entire
Don Lee releasing stations are located in
population.
each of these areas, thus enabling its advertisers to"blanket" California with their sales
messages with ONE medium.
If desired — LOCALIZED commercials
may
city,
tion
Don

be given on a chain broadcast in eac^h
simultaneously through special produc
facilities, an exclusive feature of the
Lee Broadcasting System.

*Each of these stations releases all of the feature programs of the Columbia Broadcasting
System. Audience preference, day or night, is an established fact which surveys will
attest.
If vou
write 485
for Madison
folder "What
Three Surveys
Said."
Eastern Representatives,
Radio
Sales,want
Inc.,proof,
New York:
Ave. — Chicago:
Wrigley Bldg.
— Detroit: Fisher Bldg.

DON
LEE
Los Angeles Office, 7th and Bixel Streets
KHJ, Los Angeles
KFRC, San Francisco
KFBK, Sacramento
KWG, Stockton
(COLUMBIA NORTHWEST UNIT)

March

A "Don Lee" Station in Each

• BROADCASTING

KOL. Seattle

BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
Affiliated with
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
C. Ellsworth Wylie, General Sales Mgr., Los Angeles
"

San Francisco Office, 1 000 Van Ness Avenue
KGB, San Diego
KDB, Santa Barbara
KMJ, Fresno
KERN, Bakersfield

KOIN, Portland

KVI, Tacoma

KFPY, Spokane
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WASHINGTON,
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Control

Replaces

JUDGE SYKES' resignation as
chairman and Mr. PralPs appointment were announced March 8 by
the White House in an exchange
of correspondence between the former and President Roosevelt. In
his letter, Judge Sykes stated that
the organization of the FCC, which
took office last July 11, now has
been completed and he wished to
relinquish that post. In his reply,
President Roosevelt expressed his
appreciation of Judge Sykes' services, and gratification over the
fact that he had decided to remain as a member of the FCC.
In the same letter, the President
announced appointment of Mr.
Prall, who is highly regarded in
administration circles, as FCC
chairman, effective March 11. The
appointment is for one year from
that date, which automatically provides for Mr. Prall's reappointment when his present term expires July 1. An executive order
was issued by the President.
In taking over the FCC helm,
Chairman Prall made it clear that
15, 1935

to Be

Brown

IN A MAJOR shift in broadcasting regulation dictated by the
White House, Anning S. Prall,
since Jan. 3 a member of the FCC,
has been appointed chairman of
that agency by President Roosevelt
as the first step in a reorganization plan designed to tighten FCC
operations and minimize criticism
of its activities.
Promptly following the Prall appointment, the FCC of its own volition revamped the personnel of
the Broadcast Division by transferring to it Commissioner Norman S. Case, former Republican
Governor of Rhode Island, replacing Col. Thad H. Brown, Ohio Republican, who was carried over
from the former Radio Commission. Col. Brown exchanges posts
with Gov. Case, who has been vice
chairman of the Telephone Division.
The make - up of the Broadcast
Division, under the realignment,
places Judge E. 0. Sykes, who resigned from the chairmanship of
the FCC, in the post of chairman
of the Broadcast Division. Gov.
Case serves as vice chairman, and
Mr. Prall as the third member, as
well as Chairman of the full FCC
and as ex officio member of each
of the two other FCC divisions.
Executive Order Issued

March
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Revised

As

Setup;

Division

FCC BROADCAST DIVISION— With Commissioner Prall's elevation to
the chairmanship of the full Commission, he becomes ex officio member
of
the Broadcast
Judge Sykes as division chairman- and
Commissioner
CaseDivision,
as vice with
chairman.
lax practices, particularly as they
relate to activities of the Broadcast Division, will not be tolerated
and that all regulations will be
strictly enforced. The effort, he
asserted, will be to place the FCC,
in all its departments, on an equal
footing with such regulatory bodies
as the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Federal Trade
Commission.
Criticism aimed at the FCC and
the predecessor Radio Commission
in the handling of broadcasting
matters, contributed to the decision to effect a reorganization.
While no other changes in the personnel of the three divisions are
contemplated at this time, it is
highly probable that there will be
deletions or shifts among members
of the staff. The Legal Department may feel the brunt of this
action. The Engineering Department, on the other hand, is considered well organized.
Rules to be Enforced
"RULES and regulations of the
Broadcast Division," Chairman
Prall
be
strictlydeclared
adhered Jan.
to in11,the"will
future.
Stations which fail to observe the
letter of these regulations will be
penalized under the punitive provisions of the law, even to the extent of their removal from the air
in Acases
flagrant will
violations."
letterof shortly
go to all
station license holders informing
them that the regulations will be
rigidly enforced in every particular. Experimental grants, involv-
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ing temporary awards of increased
power or frequency shifts, will be
continued only upon proper showing that they are in fact experimental, and not regular grants
made under the guise of temporary authorizations. Moreover, it
was indicated that such items as
special authorizations to broadcast
beyond regular hours will be granted only in cases where the regulation requiring ten days notice is observed. Despite this ten-day clause,
the majority of the stations heret o f o r e have been resorting to
eleventh-hour telegraphic requests
for these authorizations — a practice which the newly organized
Broadcast
Division plans to break
up.
Reorganization of the Broadcast
Division was effected March 9, a
day following
Judge Sykes'
resignation as chairman.
Col. Brown,
who left Washington March 5 on a
trip to the Southwest and the Pacific coast, during which he will
hold hearings on broadcasting applications, was notified of the
change while in San Antonio, Tex.
In the general meeting, however,
the FCC adopted a resolution delegating to Col. Brown the powers
of a Broadcast Division examiner,
to qualify him to hold the broadcast hearings and complete his trip.
He is not due back to Washington
until early in May.
Mr. Prall's appointment to the
chairmanship is expected to bring
about a closer relationship between
the FCC with the White House and

Chairman
Congress. Highly regarded for his
administrative ability and vast
legislative experience, he will have
more or less a free hand in the
reorganization. A veteran of a
dozen years in the House, where
he represented the Staten Island
district of New York City, he
joined the FCC as chairman of the
Broadcast Division last January.
He had been appointed to the old
Radio Commission by President
Roosevelt on Feb. 22, 1934, but had
elected to finish his term in ConWhen the FCC took office last
July,
Hampson
Gary, and
former
Minto Switzerland
a native
gress. ister
Texan, was named to serve for one
year with the understanding that
he would make way when Rep.
Prall became eligible to serve with
the convening of the new Congress.
(A constitutional provision specifies that no member of Congress
may serve on an agency created
by a bersession
of which
he isexpires.)
a memuntil that
Congress
On Jan. 3 the resignation of Mr.
Gary was announced along with
the appointment of Mr. Prall by
President Roosevelt to fill the unexpired term, ending July 1, 1935.
It was definitely understood that
Mr. Prall would be reappointed for
a seven-year term. In appointing
him as chairman for a one - year
term from March 11, President
Roosevelt apparently has confirmed
that belief.
Judge Sykes, who takes over
the chairmanship of the Broadcast
Division, finds himself in a post
equivalent to the one he occupied
before the creation of the FCC last
July. He had been chairman of
the old Radio Commission for
more than a year, and had been
one of its members since the original agency was created in 1927.
A Mississippi
and aCourt
former member ofDemocrat
the Supreme
of that state, he is mentioned for
a federal judgeship if such a vacancy occurs. Pending legislation
for the creation of an additional
judgeship on the U. S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia, if adopted, would open such
a place, and Judge Sykes has been
strongly recommended to the White
House for this portfolio.
Task of Reorganization
THE ARDUOUS task of organizing the FCC, upon its creation last
July, fell on Judge Sykes. Appointed chairman by President Roosevelt as oneheoffound
the two
"carryover"to
members,
it necessary
sit as a member of all three of the
FCC divisions as well as direct the

retention of personnel and the establishment of new departments
and sections. As chairman of the
Broadcast Division, his functions
will be restricted to broadcasting.
His term on the FCC is for seven
years from July 1, 1934.
The new member of the Broadcast Division, Vice Chairman Case,
came to the FCC upon its creation
last July. Like Mr. Prall a close
personal friend of President Roosevelt, he has served intermittently
as a temporary member of the
Broadcast Division to fill in for
absent members. For five years
prior to 1933, he was governor of
Rhode Island, and chairman of the
Conference of Governors while
President Roosevelt was governor
of New York. Distinguished as a
lawyer and soldier, he was born
in Providence, R. I., on Oct. 11,
1888. He is a graduate of Brown
and studied law at Harvard. From
1921 to 1926 he was U. S. Attorney
for Rhode Island, and lieutenant
governor from 1927 to 1928, when
he became governor. He served on
the Mexican border as a first lieutenant and in the World War as
a captain, having been decorated
for bravery. He is a Baptist and
a Mason. He was named for a
five-year term from July 1, 1934.
Commissioner Brown, whose
term is for six years from July 1,
1934, was named to the Broadcast
Division upon the organization of
the FCC last summer. An Ohio
Republican, he was named general
counsel of the old Radio Commission in 1929 and was appointed second zone commissioner in March,
1932, by President Hoover. Along
with Judge Sykes, he was a holdover from the former agency.
Other Personnel
PERSONNEL of other divisions of
the FCC and of the Secretary's
office will remain unchanged, for
the time being. The controversy
provoked within the last fortnight
by Senator Huey Long (D.) of
Louisiana, demanding an investigation into charges he preferred
against Secretary Herbert L. Pettey, who received $1,000 for writing a series of articles on the FCC
for a newspaper syndicate, was
ended, insofar as the FCC was concerned, when it informed Mr. Long
March 8 that an investigation
showed the secretary was guilty of
no improper or unethical action. A
committee comprising Commissioners Prall, Case and Irvin Stewart,
he was told, investigated the incident and had sworn statements
from FCC officials and executives
of the Des Moines Register-Tribune Syndicate fully absolving Mr.
Pettey of any misconduct of office
in writing the series.
The Long attack was part of
the Senator's battle against the
administration, particularly since
Mr. Pettey is known to be a close
friend of Postmaster General Farley, against whom Senator Long
has waged a persistent fight. The
articles written by Mr. Pettey
were distributed by the Des Moines
Register - Tribune Syndicate, and
Senator Long had inferred that
one of the stations owned by that
newspaper had received favored
treatment because of this transaction.
A change in FCC meeting routine also was effected by Mr. Prall
at the initial meeting over which
he presided. The Broadcast Division hereafter will hold its weekly
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Radios and Homes
THE ELECTRIC iron ranks
first with the New Jersey
housewife as the most essential of all household electrical appliances, but radio is
a close second, according to
a survey among more than
1,000 of them made by McCall's Magazine. Asked to
vote on the "most essential"
household electrical equipment, 68.9% said the iron,
64.4% the radio, 63.3% the
vacuum cleaner, 38% the refrigerator and 36.3% the
washing machine. The thousand-odd women were found
to own 8,882 electrical appliances, with irons leading
with 96.5%; radios, 95.6%;
vacuum cleaners, 76% ; toast44.2%.ers, 73% and refrigerators,
session on Tuesday mornings, beginning at 10 a. m., with the Telegraph Division meeting that afternoon instead of the following day
as heretofore. The Telephone Division will meet Wednesday mornings, instead of Thursdays, and
the full FCC will meet for consideration of policy matters on
Wednesday afternoons rather than
Fridays. In that way the time of
members, particularly the chairman, will be conserved to allow
for participation in hearings and
handling of office business.
The Correspondence
FOLLOWING is the exchange of
correspondence between Judge E.
O. Sykes and President Roosevelt,
together with an executive order
appointing Anning S. Prall to the
FCC chairmanship:
My dear Mr. President :
I am happymunications
to say
thatis the
ComCommission
organized
and in my judgment properly performing the duties delegated to it by the
Act.
For some time I was Acting Chairman, then Chairman of the old Radio
Commission. I was honored by you,
for which I am deeply appreciative,
by being appointed to and designated
Chairman of the Communications
Commission. I have discharged this
duty to the best of my ability. At this
time, if it meets with your approval,
I would like to be relieved of the
duties of Chairman.
With kindest personal regards.
Sincerely yours,
March 8, 1935
Eugene O. Sykes.
The President's letter follows:
My dear Judge Sykes :
Your letter of March 8, in which
you express a desire to be relieved of
the duties of Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission, has
been received. Knowing how onerous
are the duties devolving upon the
Chairman of the Commission and
your reasons for making this request,
I am accepting your resignation as
Chairman of the Commission as of
Monday, March 11, 1935.
I am designating Commissioner
Prall to be Chairman of the Commission for a period of one year from
that date.
In expressing my appreciation of
your work as Chairman during the
period of reorganization, may I also
express my great satisfaction that we
are to have
theasbenefit
of yourof continued service
a member
the
Commission.
Very sincerely yours,
March 8
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
The President signed the follow-

Acquisition by Hearst
Of Los Angeles Stations
Is Sustained on Appeal
PURCHASE by the Hearst newspaper interests of KTM, Los Angeles, and KELW, Burbank, Cal.,
500-watt time-sharing stations on
780 kc, received legal approval of
the U. S. Court of Appeals of the
District of Columbia on March 11
when the court sustained the decision of the former Radio Commission authorizing the transaction. Unless an appeal to the U.
S. Supreme Court is attempted, the
transaction under which Hearst
purchased the two stations will become final in 15 days.
The appeal from the decision
rendered last year was taken by
the Don Lee Broadcasting System,
an applicant for the facilities occupied by the two stations, which
sought a new station on 780 kc.
at Redlands, Calif. In all, five
applications were pending involving these facilities.
Hearst's
of $35,000
for KTM and
$25,000offer
for
KELW was held by the court to
have been a "reasonable amount."
In its opinion, the court stated that
the decision of the old Radio Commission in favor of the Hearst purchase
was "founded
substantialproposal
evidence
and isupon
not
arbitrary
The KTMor -capricious."
KELW controversy
was one of the most bitter fought
before the old Radio Commission.
Entry of Hearst into the Los Angeles field was opposed by other
stations on economic and quota
grounds.
Code for Radio Industry
Not to Be Discontinued
ANY THOUGHT that the code of
fair competition for the broadcasting industry would be numbered
among those which might b e
dropped under the plan offered to
Congress by Donald R. Richberg,
NRA coordinator, for continuance
of the relief agency, was dispelled
March 11 by William R. Farnsworth, NRA deputy administrator
in charge of the code. Mr. Richberg had stated to the Senate Committee investigating NRA that all
codes covering service industries
and small industrial groups might
be dropped, except insofar as
hours and wages are concerned.
"I can't imagine any action
which would result in the throwing
out of the broadcasting industry
code," said Mr. Farnsworth. "In
my opinion, it is one of the most
successful industrial codes and has
helped the industry a great deal.
As I view it, the talk about 'service' codes trastate
is synonomous
withthan
inindustries rather
those in interstate commerce, such
as Inbroadcasting."
testimony before the Committee March 12, Mr. Richberg enumerated 17 industries which should
be excluded from code provisions
as service industries, among them,
advertising.

Broadcast

Receipts

Expand 20% Over
Volume
Last Year
BROADCAST advertising in January continued to show the gains
experienced in recent months.
Gross time sales during the month,
according to the National Association of Broadcasters, totaled
.$7,387,825 and were 19.8% greater
than during the same month of
the preceding year. This is comcember.pared to a 16.6% gain during DeThe principal reason for the improved comparative showing was
the showing of local broadcast advertising which stood at a level
8.8% above the preceding January, in spite of the usual seasonal
decline. National network volume
was 25.5% greater than during the
same period of 1934, national nonnetwork volume gained 14.3% and
regional network advertising 8.0%
as compared with 1934.
Gross time sales to advertisers
during December and January are
found in the following table:
December January
National networks— $4,450,523 $4,711,529
Regional networks-63,702 57,916
National non-networks 1,231,492 1,229,530
Local
1,430,494 1,388,850
Total
$7,176,211 $7,387,825
In the national non-network field,
live talent programs continued to
show the strength exhibited for the
last eight or nine months. Volume
of this type of program was 46.5%
greater than during the same
month of the preceding year.
Transcription volume was 2.1% underment
January
business1934,
was while
12.7%announcegreater.
All types of rendition showed slight
gains in the local advertising.
Marked Retail Gains
THE MOST marked gain of the
month occurred in the retail broadcast advertising field. The December-January decline was less than
usual, being only 4.0% as compared with 13.2% in 1934. Total
retail advertising was 34.4%
greater in January than during the
same month of the preceding year.
Department store advertising
was approximately double that of
last January. Other important retail gains as compared with the
same
periodstations,
of 1934 are
as follows:
Gasoline
garages
etc.,
150% ; clothing and apparel stores,
44.6%; beverage retailers, 6007c;
furniture
stores, 63%; and radio
retailers, 77%.
Several improvements have
been made in the NAB Reports
beginning with the January issue.
Ratio charts have supplanted the
arithmetic charts previously used,
thus presenting a better picture of
the relative increase and decrease
of items from month to month.
National network data have been
made more comprehensive by the
inclusion of Mutual Broadcasting
System figures. This has been
done insofar as the territory covered by the system more closely
corresponds to the common usage
ing erOrder
designating
Prall as
Chairman Commissionto succeed of the term "national" in modern
distribution than to the term "reJudge Sykes:
Improvements alsoby have
Under the provisions of the Act of been madegional".
in terminology
the
Congress, approved June 19. 1934,
creating the Federal Communications
elimination
of announcement
the term "spot"
from
both the
and
Commission, Anning S. Prall is here- national non - network classificaby designated as Chairman of the
Federal Communications Commission
tions, while the sample of contributing stations has been materially
for a period of one vear from March
increased.
11, 1935.
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New

Census

Shows

21,455,799

By
Seven

Out

Number

of Ten

Homes

of Listeners

COMBINING new data obtained
from 125,000 personal interviews,
with all earlier data on radio set
ownership and distribution, CBS
on March 4 published a booklet
showing there were 21,455,799
homes in the United States
equipped with radios on Jan. 1,
1935, or 69.4% of all the homes in
the country.
In addition, there were 2,295,770
houses with two or more sets and
1,800,000 automobile radios — making a grand total of 25,551,569 sets.
Cutting the U. S. Census Bureau's estimate of 4.1 persons per
family down to 3.3 listeners per
home to include only those 10
years of age or older, it is estimated that there are 70,804,137 radio listeners in the United States
out of a 126,425,000 population.
The new census report comes exactly five years after the government's census of radio homes taken
as part of the 1930 census of population. Like the federal census reports, which were broken down not
only by states but by counties and
cities in each state, the new CBS
report will shortly be supplemented
with mimeographed sheets containing this additional data. These will
soon be available upon request
from the CBS market research department.
Upward Changes
THE 1935 census reveals that
marked upward revisions have
been made in all the categories into
which set ownership is divided.
The most striking increase is recorded in the classification about
which least has been known — people who had radios when the 1930
census was taken but were not so
reported by the U. S. Census Bureau.
From this group alone, 2,450,000
radio homes never previously counted have been added to the previously accepted total of slightly more
than 19,000,000 at the end of 1933.
The government's 1930 census
showed 12,048,762 homes with radios, or 40.3%.
Various attempts have been
made in the last four years to fill

Have

GILBERT
Sets, Survey

Is Estimated

at 71

in the gaps in the radio statistics
gathered by the census takers, but
it has never been claimed that the
count was by any means complete.
Definite proof that the census fig-
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21,455,799
RADIO
HOMES
January 1, 1935
Radio % ship
OwnerPopulation Faniilies Homes
ALABAMA
2,710,000
602,200 216,979 36.0%
ARIZONA
457,000
111,500 53,518 48.0%
ARKANSAS
1.876,000
446,700 122,989 27.5%
CALIFORNIA
6.158.000 1,759,400 1,369,365 77.8%
COLORADO
1.056,000
270,800 186,598 68.9%
CONNECTICUT
1,655,000
403,700 339,845 84.2%
DELAWARE
242,000
60,500 45,898 75.9%
DIST. of COLUMBIA. . . 497,000
127,400 121,787 95.6%
FLORIDA...
1,575,000
403,800 200,674 49.7%
GEORGIA
2,911,000
661,600 260,011 39.3%
IDAHO
448,000
109,300 74,284 68.0%
ILLINOIS
7.876,000 2.019,500 1,647,283 81.6%
INDIANA
3,304,000
869,500 597,696 68.7%
IOWA
2,485,000
637,200 459,988 72.2%
KANSAS
1,905,000
488,500 319,714 65.4%
KENTUCKY
2,657.000
617,900 300.877 48.7%
LOUISIANA
2.166,000
503,700 258,420 51.3%
MAINE
804,000
201,000 136,840 68.1%
MARYLAND
1,671,000
397,000 318,877 80.1%
MASSACHUSETTS. .. . 4.335,000 1.057,300 903,467 85.5%
MICHIGAN
5,093.000 1,242,000 919,946 74.1%
MINNESOTA
2.602.000
619,500 441,164 71.2%
MISSISSIPPI
2,057,000
478,400 113,989 23.8%
MISSOURI
3.678.000
943,300 649,040 68.8%
MONTANA
538,000
137,900 86,011 62.4%
NEBRASKA
1.395,000
348,700 244,503 70.1%
NEVADA
94,000
26,900 16,370 60.9%
NEW HAMPSHIRE ... 470,000
120,500 94,186 78.2%
NEW JERSEY
4,231,000 1,032,000 895,884 86.8%
NEW MENICO
437,000
101,600 43,394 42.7%
NEW YORK
13.059,000 3,264,700 2,928,870 89.7%
NORTH CAROLINA 3.301.000
673.700 266,924 39.6%
NORTH DAKOTA
688,000
146,400 84,138 57.5%
OHIO
6.836.000 1.752.800 1,336,547 76.3%
OKLAHOMA
2.475,000
589.300 291,595 49.5%
OREGON
990,000
275,000 211,103 76.8%
PENNSYLVANIA
9.826,000 2,285,100 1,913,349 83.7%
RHODE ISLAND
705,000
171.900 148,961 86.7%
SOUTH CAROLINA. . 1.750,000
372,300 142,706 38.3%
SOUTH DAKOTA
705,000
164,000 103,342 63.0%
TENNESSEE
2.676.000
622,300 312,491 50.2%
TENAS
6,073,000 1,445.900 733,128 50.7%
UTAH
520,000
118.200 84,293 71.3%
VERMONT
361,000
90,300 61,274 67.9%
VIRGINIA
2.446,000
531,700 301,894 56.8%
WASHINGTON
1,608,000
434,600 333,236 76.7%
WEST VIRGINIA
1,786,000
388.300 239,227 61.6%
WISCONSIN
3,005.000
732.900 489,602 66.8%
WYOMING
232.000
59,500 33,522 56.3%
U.S. TOTAL
126.425,000 30,919,300 21,455,799 69.4%

PERCENT AND TOTAL OF ALL U.S. HOMES OWNING RADIOS
SHOWN BY SIZE OF COMMUNITY, JANUARY 1, 1935
TOWNS
U. S.
RURAL
UNDER
FARMS
TOTAL
1.000

6. 767,000 4,695,000
HOMES HOMES

Radio

ures, even with corrections made
for new set sales, were still totally
inadequate came to the attention
of broadcasters and advertisers in
curious ways.

The CBS publication, titled Lost
and Found, quotes the example of
a local merchant in a small Middle
Western community who made up
a mailing list from his radio returns, and found that more families
in a nearby county had heard and
responded to his radio program
than there were radio homes, supposedly, in the county. Other dealers in other communities, broadcasting stations, and research organizations had similar experiences.
They found that there were 10%
more radio homes than had ever
been claimed even by optimists.
An Explanation
TWO THEORIES are advanced
by CBS to explain this disparity,
with the suggestion that the true
explanation
probably a combination of both istheories:
1. That census takers were told
"we have no radio set" in 1930 because the taxation of receivers was
being widely advocated then (the
North Carolina Legislature even
had passed a measure providing
for such taxation). Many set-owners did not want to put themselves
on record, fearing a tax on radios
such as foreign countries impose.
2. That when set-sales figures
have been broken down into new
sales and replacements, the proportion estimated for the latter
has been too high. In 1932 the
proportion was estimated by CBS
and McGraw-Hill as 50-50; in 1933,
they put it at 63% replacements
and 37% new radio homes, and in
1934 it was 68.1% and 31.9%.
A factor which is not brought
out in the publication, but which
many dealers point to as having
greattion importance,
the disposiof old sets by ispurchasers
of
"replacements". By no means all
of the former sets are taken in
trade, sold to second-hand set dealers or junked. Many of them are
given to other members of the
family not living in the same
house, who have not previously
owned a set. Thus a purchase
which appears to the dealer as a
"replacement", or might be marked
off as an addition to the ranks of
homes with two or more sets, actually adds one more to the total
of radio-equipped homes.
To gather a sufficiently repre(Continued on page 4-7)

PERCENT AND TOTAL OFU.S. HOMES OWNING RADIOS
SHOWN BY INCOME LEVELS. JANUARY 1. 1935
(with dotted lines showing percent of radio homes having two or more sets)
S2.000
ALL
INCOMES
UNDER
SIOVER
0.000
INCOMES
S3.000
S5.000
INCOMES
S10.000
85%
INCOMES
INCOMES
SI.
000
COMBINED
INCOMES
INCOMES
SI. 00072%
79
%
S5.000$3,00080%
S2.00069.4%
HOMES
70%
HOMES
90%
65%
52%
3.590.000
HOMES
21,455.000
HOMES
60%
50%
40%
29. S%
10.7%
30%
20%
4-. 2 %
10%
Adapted from charts in CBS brochure "Lost and Found"
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A AAA

Upholds

Commissions;

Condemns
Rebates
as Illegal
Present Formula Should Stand Until a Better
Method Is Found, Reply to Haase Report Says
STINGING retort to the advertising agency compensation study of
the Association of National Advertisers, in which it was held that
the commission system of compensation is breaking down and that
a new method should be worked
out, was made March 4 by the
American Association of Advertising Agencies in a 101-page volume
titled Analysis and Criticism of
the ANA study, popularly known
as the Haase report. The latter
study was made public last November and tossed a bombshell into
advertising circles, including advertisers, agencies and media.
Rebating of commissions by
agencies to advertisers — a practice
held to be perfectly proper in the
Haase report — was described as illegal and dishonest in the AAAA
retort. The commission basis of
compensation, which the ANA
maintained was on the way out
taking the view that the advertiser should be free to make any
terms he wishes with the agencies,
was declared by the AAAA to be
the best system possible at this
time. Its shortcomings were admitted, but it was insisted that
there was no better method.
What Other Course?
"UNTIL someone can suggest an
alternative method of compensation that will eliminate the admitted defects of the commission
system, and at the same time not
introduce objections and evils of a
far more serious character," the
AAAA report states, "we believe
every true friend of advertising—
whether he be advertiser, agency
or publisher — will prefer to adhere
to the formula which over a period of years had been attended
with so practical a measure of success.
"We have admitted that there
are some human weaknesses in the
agency compensation system, as is
contended in the Haase report.
With other of its contentions, especially regarding the agency's
legal status and right to rebate,
we must sharply disagree."
In a preface to the answer,
which was prepared over a period
of several months for AAAA members, John Benson, president of the
agency organization, attacked
sharply the Haase report, a study
of 215 pages, which he said apparently seeks to weigh the merits
and demerits of the agency structure and if possible to work out a
more satisfactory method of compensation, but "really devotes its
endeavor to undermining the agency structure and basis of pay."
While the report might seem
plausible to the casual reader, and
does quote points of view both for
and against the present method of
agency compensation, Mr. Benson
said: "It is obviously
favor of a predeterminedbiased
conclu-in
sion, that in no sense can be regarded as being scientific. As our
analysis will show, it contains too
many misstatements and halftruths, vital omissions and mistaken inferences, to afford a reliable picture of the real situation."
Page 10

The study, continued Mr. Benson, offers no well worked out alternative to the present method of
agency compensation, with substantial grounds for its adoption,
but
merely
presents
fallacious
point of view
that "a
agencies
are
legally and morally free to rebate
commissions, and proposing a contract which calls upon the agency
to disregard its long established
equities
and obligations."
The agency
method of compensation was described by Mr. Benson as a "time-tested institution",
with
the virtue of
"worked"
in advertising
as having
none other
has
ever done. "But there is nothing
static or sacrosanct about it," he
adds. "Like any other commercial
practice, it is always subject to
such revision as changing condimay require."
The tionsAAAA
answer opens with
a restatement of the six formal
conclusions reached in the Haase
study. These were:
1. The advertising agency is the
agent of the advertiser only.
2. It is the advertiser and not the
publisher who actually pays the agency commission.
3. Agencies themselves and not
publishers fix the rate of agency compensation.
4. Major
of the
"discount"
system
is itsfault
seeming
rigidity
; does
not permit of agency compensation
being adjusted to needs of individual
agency or advertiser.
5. "Discount" system has been
modified in actual business practice.
6. Advertiser is free to make any
terms he wishes with advertising
agency. (And agencies may rebate
commissions if they like.)
The report then goes into a categorical refutation of all these conclusions, making criticisms and
suggestions. Practically all of the
"evidence" cited by the Haase
study is questioned, with most of
the interpretations derived from
the ANA survey held to be "fallacious". About Rebates
ON THE SUBJECT of rebating,
the AAAA answer contends that
the Haase study shows nothing intelligible about either the amount
of the charges or the degree of
rebating or, in fact, whether any

"Tarnation damn!

exists. That portion of the ANA
study dealing with consumer media
which are commissionable to agencies, such as magazines, newspapers, radio, outdoor and farm
papers, all at national rates, shows
how many advertisers are billed at
card rates, how many at a fixed
percentage on net or gross billings, how many on a fee basis —
the speculative basis being negligible, says the AAAA answer.
"But none of these figures," the
AAAA states, "indicate what percentage is added to the net or
gross nor how large the fee; so
that it is impossible to tell to what
extent there is any rebating.
"Covering all five major consumer media, the fee basis averages less than 4% of reporting
advertisers; the percentage basis
less than 11% and the card rate
or better basis over 85%. Even if
we were to assume the highly improbable contingency that all the
fees and likewise all the percentages charged on total net or gross
amount to less than card rates,
the table would show less than
15% of all reporting advertisers
by any possibility receiving a rebate, however slight. It might be
much nearer 10%, if the factors
were
known."
After
analyzing the ANA findings on this score, the answer holds
that actually there is "vastly less
rebating now than there was 20
years ago. Many of the rebating
agencies have gone out of business
and some of the rebate-seeking advertisers have changed to full rate
service, as agency records would
substantiate."
The Conclusions
CONCLUSIONS contained in the
AAAA answer, based on its comprehensive analysis, are given as
follows:
1. ofTheadvertisers,
"general dissatisfaction"
the
part
claimed by the onHaase
report and assumed by the trustees who
sponsored it, does not exist. On the contrary, while certain imperfections in the
commission system are frankly recognized
on all sides, that system seems to be definitely preferred to any other system that
has as yet been put forward. According
to Haase's own data, there is a large majority for that.
2. There
is not, as claimed in the Haase
report, any progressive trend towards addispensingany
withbreakdown
the use of ofagencies, nor vertisers'
is there
the
present agency structure or method of
compensation, deducible from the data presented by the Haase report.
3. The advertising agency is not, in
any exclusive sense, as claimed by the
Haase report, the agent of the advertiser.
Neither is it exclusively the agent of the
publisher. It is in many essentials an independent contractor, doing business on its
own capital, and assuming the risk as to
commitments made either for advertising

From the New Yorker.
It's them thar Yancey Boys from WABC!"

space and radio time or for other expenditures.
4. Agencies have neither the moral nor
the legal right to rebate commissions, in
violation of the terms and conditions under
which these are allowed.
The legal reasoning by which Haase attempts to justify rebating of commissions
by agencies, on the ground that there can
be no adverse interest between a principal
and his agent and hence no transaction between them can be construed as rebating,
is shown to be fictitious and inapplicable
to that very transaction.
5. The publisher is deeply concerned
with the continued health and vitality of
the agency system, not because of what
any one agency can do for him, but because a strong agency system, being indispensable to the effectiveness of advervital to him.justified, therefore, in
He istising, isthroughly
seeing to it that agencies are properly
financedtheir
and creative
affordedeffort
an incentive
increase
for clientsto and
hence for him. To that end he is thoroughly justified in allowing commissions
to
recognized on
agencies
and inagency
basing costs,
those
commissions
reasonable
because if the existence of agencies is vital
to him, their services are worth to him
whatever it costs to keep those agencies
operating effectively.
6. The publisher has the same right as
any other manufacturer or merchandising
concern, to determine the amount of commission that he shall allow on his product
■— and whom he shall and whom he shall
not allow a commission. And like any
other manufacturer he has the right to
refuse to assist in the tearing down of an
organization, vital to him, by allowing that
commission to any advertiser who buys of
him7. "direct".
And as a corollary to the last statement the publisher has the right to prevent the doing by indirection and subterfuge of that which he can prohibit directly ; in other words, he may insist that the
agency to which he allows a commission
may not use that commission in whole or
in
part, tobuys
reduce
advertiser
his the
space.price at which the
8. The advertiser, under the present
system, buys for his space dollar not only
space in the publication but (if he chooses
to avail himself of it without additional
cost) thenized"that
professional
of a "recog-to
"service"
agency,space.
of hisservices
own selection,
9. If he wishes to pay compensation to
his agency
in addition
to the compensation that the
agency receives
from the
publisher as a commission, he is of course
at liberty to do so. The publisher neither
has nor claims the right to prevent such
additional compensation. In fact, as is
shown by the Haase report and as is universally known, most agencies do receive
some entscompensation
directly
their and
clifor service which
the from
advertiser
agency do not believe is adequately paid
for in commissions alone.
10. No agency
to favor commissionable billingcan
TO afford
THE DETRIMENT
OF
A
CLIENT.
The
client's
interests
come
first ; in no other way can an agency serve
its own true interest ; it can not afford to
jeopardize success for any immediate or
temporary gain. It would be a fool to
do so.
In isolated cases where such a shortsighted policy might exist, it would also
exist with a fee system or any other method of compensation, since there would always be some forms of advertising service
which secure for the agency more employment or a more profitable use of its facilities, than do others. The temptation would
still be there.
Any temptation to favor commissionable
expenditures as against non - commissionable, can easily be removed by the advertiser's
puttingequal
non-commissionable
ditures on an
or proportionate expenbasis
of pay, aschanicalisand art
now work.
generally done for me11. The principal product which advertising agencies have for sales is ideas.
Ideas are not created by the time-clock —
nor is their value measurable by the timeclock. No one can say how much time is
spent in the generation of an idea. No
one can say what it is worth. The same
idea may be worth $100,000 to one adverand only
$100 toto another
the onetiser is
in position
use the— because
idea in
hundreds of media, and with millions of
people — whereas the other, because of the
character of his business or financial limitations, may be confined in the use of the
idea to a strictly local area. Perhaps after
all, with all its illogicalities and imperfections,thethecompensation
commission system
sures
for an— which
idea ormeafor
services, by the extent to which the idae
or those services are used — is as logical and
sound
devised. and equitable as any that could be
JUNE 9-12 have been fixed as the
dates for the 1935 annual convention of the Advertising Federation
of America to be held in Chicago.
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"WE'VE lost inin radio!"
Such isterestthe
song
of the minority,
and it is the reasons behind this
complaint and the
merits of these
reasons with
which this article
is concerned. It is
Mr. Gannon
not an unimpressive minority, either in quality or
in numbers. On the other hand,
the great rank and file of listeners
consume their daily radio schedules gratefully and zestfully.
These assertions are susceptible of
reasonable proof. Tons of fan letters in every mail express unrestrained enthusiasm for their
writers' idols, while a few thousand, perhaps, chime in with some
pretty acid comments about the
way radio is run.
This minority, however, includes
several highly vocal gentlemen
whose protestations are echoed in
the Chambers of the Federal Communications Commission, the Federal Trade Commission, the United
States Senate, and very often, indeed, in the columns of our daily
press. Many drawing-room conversations receive abundant nourishment from this topic. Here are
two schools of opinion, and from
their battering and healing influences will be shaped the patterns
of a future time.
A Notable Record
THAT ROOM for complaint exists
is certain. That complaint thus
far bears the hall-mark of selfinterest and unconstructiveness is
growingly apparent. Perhaps an
abbreviated recital of broadcasting'serationheadway
and a little
consid-at
of the criticisms
leveled
it will provide a fair background
against which to define the true
center of complaint.
The miracle of radio is of credit
to only a few engineers. How the
miracle has been used has depended upon station operators fortunate enough to possess a franchise,
advertising counsel, advertising
sponsors, governmental supervisory agents, and others, all paid
to do a job. By many standards,
American broadcasting under the
commercial system has developed
faster and extended farther than
that of any other nation.
It has made a consequent industry of radio receivers. It has
given a new and undeniably effective advertising voice to business
in general. It has furnished abundant quantities of rich entertainment without regard to cost. It
has served with fine equity our political welfare. It has laboriously
*Text of an article written by Mr. Gannon for Radio: The Fifth Estate, published
by the American Academy of Political and
Social
mission. Science and reprinted with perMarch
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diet served the American

listener is a lux-

urious one, but a few refinements are in order, says Mr.
Gannon, who, besides his agency post, is chairman of
the National Radio Council of the AAAA. Although
annoyed at the crudity of some commercial announcements, he recognizes the rapid progress of broadcasting
that creative minds have made possible. Going right
to the heart of the question, he lays down a formula
which he believes will remove much that may be objectionable to the discriminating auditor, yet will prove
even more effective as an advertising medium.
searched to ascertain and meet
public taste. It has achieved superb mechanical power and quality.
There is glory in this record, and
it is the common share of many
minds. The station and network
executives have fashioned sensible
principles of operation, broad and
flexible enough to stand the shocks
of high speed; the engineers have
met great challenges; the Government has shown wisdom by forbearance and caution; and advertisers have shown courage by their
support of unproved medium. The
beehives of better programs have
been the national advertising agencies, out of which have come both
the conception and the execution of
most Grade A programs. Research
has begun to lay its steadying hand
upon radio science.
Critics of Radio
THE FABRIC of radio is well
knitted, but there are seams, and
the seamy side is the outside.
Broadcasting's sins, however, are
not those charged by its professional critics. Let us see who are
parties to the indictments.
One group is a handful of educators who charge that radio in its
present form is restrictive of cultural programs and that more time
should be allocated to educational
and religious institutions. Foremost and loudest in this handful
are a few men who are seeking
wave lengths for themselves, and
whose charges therefore have at
least the suspicion of selfish interest. This subgroup has kept a
fairly active lobby in Washington.
It has circulated quantities of rancorous criticism to legislators, colleges, newspapers, and so forth,
and it has probably been the fusing action behind the current Federal investigation of radio.
The next complainant, who also
has a personal stake, is the American newspaper. Not since the first
advertising was broadcast have the
magazines and newspapers overlooked an opportunity to smear
this new competitor. Newspapers

generally have assumed a resentful attitude toward the new advertising medium, as much as to say
that "no industry impressed with
the character of a public service,
should be allowed to set up competition for established private enterprise"— meaning themselves.
So much for these counts. There
are other objections less characterized by private interest.
A Method Needed
I BELIEVE the majority of educational leaders, if approached tomorrow, would state their honest
convictions that broadcasting is deficient in cultural offerings. These
opinions are scrupulously sincere,
and I think pitifully inept. They
are the accumulation of scattered
impressions harking back to tinny
reception, unremitting static, and
later
close-ups
bedtime
stories,ofand"hot-cha"
the like.bands,
However the impressions have
been formed, it is safe to say that
impartial, businesslike analysis has
had no part in such formation,
and that of all groups most logically interested in radio as an instrument of public influence, educators have contributed least to
the development of the art. Nearly any station director will affirm
that broadcast time placed at the
disposal of schools and universities has been handled as a general rule with magnificent incompetence and complete ignorance of
the public appetite for knowledge
by Except
radio. in a few instances, no
noteworthy efforts have been made
to establish a radio curriculum
separating lecture subjects from
laboratory subjects, measuring absorptive capacities of listeners,
and scientifically determining the
effectiveness of decentralized education. Instead, precious time generously provided by stations has
been consumed with fatuous, dry
disquisitions, with any old voice reciting them, with no regard whatever for the authority of dramatic
technique.
What the educators

Space'

need most is not more time, but
more method.
I am not sure that radio will
ever be useful for the dissemination of certain lengthy and detailed subjects heretofore dependent tween
upon intimate
beteacher andrelationship
student; but
that radio's inherent dramatic
force can add new luster to such
topics as history and philosophy,
no one doubts. Languages are certainly impartible by radio, but so
far, only sporadic efforts toward
this end, usually inspired by station directors, have been made.
Cultural Programs
NEARLY ALL the conspicuous
programs of true cultural value
have been sponsored programs prepared by advertisers, or sustaining programs prepared by the networks without any aid from educators. Ihave in mind such presentations as the Cook's Tours program. "The March of Time", and
"Forum areof
Liberty Magazine's
Liberty".
These mentioned
largely spoken -word programs;
and certainly no one will contend
that classical music in all its traditional glory has not been served
adton No! by
up by the vertisers.
the commercial
condemnations
of educators come with very bad
grace. The educators have treated
broadcasting as unimaginatively as
they treated teaching up to a few
years
But ago.
what of another group of
complainants — that group having
no specific obligation to the cause
resentbut instinctively
of culture,
ful of the crass
technique common
to so many programs. This group
is our class minority. It is poIts
influential.
andcare
tent, original,
members
do not
for a large
part of commercial broadcasting
today, and they have ground for
This ground is
complaint.
just
largely
commercial copy, badly
badly projected, obstruconceived,
sive, inharmonious, bracing of
wares, deficient in gfflSeT and as
unproductive as it is unnecessary.
This description does not fit all
commercial copy, of course, but it
fits a sufficient percentage to make
a most offensive impression.
Room for Improvement

MAGAZINE advertising is frequently thumbed for interest in
copy and layout. I have yet to
find a listener who tunes in for
the commercials. There is this
difference, perhaps, that he finds
the radio commercials far less escapable than the printed advertising. He can easily ignore publication advertising and still read the
editorial content.
His powers of disassociation are
not so
in exposed
sound. to
Themany
human eyegreat
can be
images and still concentrate on
only one. The ear is less endowed;
and as the listener is heeding a
program for entertainment, he
finds it inconvenient to avoid the
commercial announcement paren(Continued on page Jt8)
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Chicago

educational standards. This can be
done only in local areas, where
close guidance and supervision of
programs
possible.
means
locally thatis there
must"This
be pooling
of interests and, nationally, that
the good programs of the future
will be developed in well organized local regions," he asserted.
To illustrate the workings of his
proposal,retical
Mr. arrangement
Miller set
a theoforup Chicago,
which has many educational institutions, several stations of high
power and a dense population. The
four major universities are Chicago, Northwestern, De Paul and
Loyola. There are a half dozen
stations with power in excess of
20,000 watts.
One institution alone, he said, is
unable to finance an adequate program, and also has too few faculty
members with radio ability sufficient to maintain adequate and diversified programs.
Mr. Miller's plan, in the Chicago
case, would provide for a central
"University Broadcasting Council", to coordinate
the stations.
interests of
several
schools and
It
would supervise, construct and
schedule programs for certain cooperating schools and stations; experiment with and develop pro-

Cooperative Venture Conceived by Allen Miller
Of Chicago University to Have Endowment
which promised such a general
THE LONGSTANDING con- meeting in its report to Congress
troversy between last January relating to the sobroadcasting and
called "25 per cent" hearings inedu cational
volving proposals for class allocations.
groups appeared
The plan was drafted by Mr.
to be approachMiller in collaboration with his asing a solution
during the last
sociates at the University of Chiweek as definite
cago, and now has the implied approval of all those who have been
plans for a coopMr. Miller erative
radio-educonsulted. Mr. Miller, who recational venture, with funds to be
turned to Chicago on March 7 after
a series of conferences in the East,
raised from philanthropic groups
had reduced the plan to writing.
along with contributions from both
schools and stations, began to take
It is abstracted briefly in the folform.
lowing paragraphs.
As a result of these conversaHolding Interest
tions, first broached by Allen Mil- AFTER reviewing the problem of
ler, director of radio of the University of Chicago, it is likely that educational broadcasting, Mr. Miller said the solution is to establish
four major Chicago stations and
four large universities will test the machinery for the production of
educational programs high in inplan this spring, with a liberal enterest-holding qualities as well as
dowment. Should it prove successful, similar projects will be undertaken in other parts of the country.
This broad plan calls for the
A VOICE
WITH
SALES APPEAL
pooling of local or regional radio
and educational interests, with
funds to be raised from philanThe Romance of Merchandise Is Dorothy Dean's Theme
thropic groups and from stations
which would contribute time based
In Selling Department Store's Goods
on card rates. The contribution of
By THOMAS L. YATES
Directing Manager
the schools would be based on their
Advertising
— Business
tuition fees. In no phase of the
Fort Worth,
Texas Co.
project is the use of other than
commercial stations proposed.
"PRESENTING the dean of women in Radio — Dorothy Dean." A
Favorably Received
check on Dorothy Dean's hours on
the air probably will show that few
DURING the last fortnight Mr. women in radio have had more
Miller has conferred with officials hours of service before the mike.
of the FCC, with U. S. CommisWhat's more, Dorothy Dean is
sioner of Education John T. Studeair and is going strongbaker, and with the NAB and the still eronthantheever.
Her radio career
networks. In behalf of the broadstarted back in January, 1929, when
casting industry, Philip G. Loucks, she became one of the first women
NAB managing director, has indi- to do department store merchandiscated his approval of the basic
ing on the air. Today she is direcplan as one that should lead to
tor of public relations and handles
amicable solution of the educa- a daily
radio program for the
tional radio problems. Both Comlargest department store in Fort
missioner Prall, as chairman of the Worth,
Tex. And her job is the
FCC and Judge E. O. Sykes, have
of the success of her departtold Mr. Miller that the plan ap- result ment
store merchandising over the
pears to be worthy.
air.
In New York, Mr. Miller conToday Dorothy Dean is a wellferred with M. H. Aylesworth,
known personality in the Fort
NBC president; Franklin Dunham,
Worth retail trade area. Since
DOROTHY DEAN
NBC educational director; Fred- early in 1929 she has been on the
erick C. Willis, assistant to the air almost continually with her inpresident of CBS; Levering TyThe program clicked. Those 18 petimate chats to women. Dorothy
riods were so highly satisfactory
son, secretary-director of the Na- Dean doesn't talk about the stereotional Advisory Council on Radio
to the sponsor that the daily petyped
subjects
often
used
in
desin Education and others interested
riods were continued and are still
cribing merchandise. She goes bein the proposal. Jointly with Mr.
neath the surface and brings out on the air.
Loucks, the matter was broached
the romance, the unusual things
But here's the sad part of the
to leaders in the fields of both edu- about
merchandise which are of story as far as KFJZ is concerned.
cation and radio and to the larger genuine interest to her listeners. Dorothy Dean continued to do such
endowment funds. Substantial
Through her intimate chats she an outstanding job for her client
agreement has been procured for has been called upon to render that the client offered her a fullthe Chicago experiment.
many and varied services for her time job and hired her away from
listeners.
KFJZ. The station still gets the
Availability of Funds
business, but Dorothy Dean is now
Clicked From the Start
director of public relations for the
A SUBSTANTIAL endowment,
store. She continues her intimate
PRACTICALLY all of Dorothy
sufficient to carry on the Chicago
experiment for about four years, Dean's broadcasting has been over radio talks to women and doubles
KFJZ, a 100-watt station in Fort in brass by talking to civic groups,
is practically assured, it is underWorth. In December, 1933, Miss parent teacher associations, and
stood. Presumably the preliminary
results of the tests in Chicago will Dean, while a member of the handles various types of promotion.
be made available to the national
KFJZ staff, sold a test series of She even gets many requests for
conference on radio education to be 18 Christmas broadcasts to The personal advice from her listener
called later this year by the FCC, Fair, Fort Worth department store. public. And if you once meet the
Page 12

gram forms and technique, and
conduct research in education by
radio. Stations and schools would f
be represented on the board, whose
responsibility would be that of dis- ;
tributing programs originated on
the several campaigns among the
several stations.
Would Rent Lines
THE PHYSICAL equipment of
the council would consist of a central studio, connected by broadcast
lines with studios on the several
campuses, and by short lines with
each of the participating stations.
Thereby each station would be able
to receive regular and special programsOffices
from each
of thesupervising
universities.
for the
and clerical staff would be in the
central studio.
"The budget needed annually,"
said Mr. Miller, "is estimated at
$55,000. Of this $25,000 is sought
from philanthropic organizations
or individuals, in addition to
$10,000 for stallation.
the The costs
of initial
inremaining
$30,000
is to be raised from the educational
institutions and stations in the
Chicago area. The basis for determining the division of financial responsibility shall be (1) for the
stations, that of commercial rates
for time which are considered fair
indices of station wealth, power
and audience; (2) for the schools,
that of tuition fees which are considered fair indices of university
wealth, reputation, and quantity
of potential programs.
"At present, a number of stations make direct annual expenditures ranging from $2,500 to $4,500
for rental of lines to one or more
university
campuses.
stations welcome
university Other
programs,
■
(Continued on page ^9)
charming
Dorothy
Dean
know
that her
listeners
alwaysyou'll
get
cordial and intelligent replies.
Dorothy Dean says there are
three necessary points to accomplish in conducting a successful
retail store broadcast: Sell the
store on the effectiveness of radio;
select the right station; have the
proper personality in charge of the
program.Appeal of the Voice
TO SELL the store on the effectiveness of radio is a job of salesmanship, she says. Her basic argument is that the appeal of the
voice is the most powerful influence on people. Miss Dean leans
to small, low-power stations, although she qualifies her preference
with a statement that the available appropriation has much to do
with the selection of stations.
To Dorothy Dean the program
is the all important thing. She
says power, chain affiliation and
other station qualifications mean
little without the program. For
over six years Dorothy Dean has
conducted daily department store
programs ranging from 15 to 30
minutes in length and she still has
her listener audience. In fact, her
success in merchandising proves
that she has a larger audience now
than before.
If you'reandpassing
Worth
want through
to meet Fort
the
charming Dorothy Dean, don't look
for her name in the telephone directory. Look up the number of
Mrs. I. E. Shaw. But to Fort
Worth she's Dorothy Dean, the
dean of women in radio.
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50-50 Chance With Congestion in Congress'
Mounting Opposition From
Many Quarters

riOTH adjournment of Congress
jreseen during the early summer
:nid with a peak legislative load
ow pending, legislation for the
regulation of food, drugs and cosmetics along the lines of the Coperand bill (S. 5) is now given only
i 50-50 chance of enactment at the
urrent session.
This was the view of seasoned
ibservers at the hearings on the
Topeland-Tugwell bill, held by Sentte Commerce subcommittee durng the last fortnight. While not
manimous in their opposition, representatives of affected industries
•ffered many amendments and, on
he whole, were passively against
Some were openly antagonistic,
ncluding Chairman Ewin L. Davis,
)f the Federal Trade Commission,
svho opposed usurpation by the
Department of Agriculture of that
Dody's authority over false and
nisleading advertising. The Proprietary Association and related
groups also opposed the bill. NAB
. npposed sections held to discrimi- aate against radio, and offered a
series of amendments to the adver:ising provisions. The Association
» of National Advertisers and the
American
Newspaper Publishers
Association offered far - reaching
= amendments, while the Advertis' ing Federation of America ex' The
pressed
its support
of the measure.
American
Association
of Ad'i :with
vertising
Agencies
went
along
the bill, except for suggested
; amendments relating to advertising.
Legislative Jam
ADVERTISING media appeared to
'be
a unit in supporting
Trade
Commission
view that the
authority
over the advertising of foods,
drugs and cosmetics should not be
vested in the Secretary of Agriculture, but should be retained by
the Trade Commission. Judge
. Davis, testifying March 8, said a
,few simple amendments to the
. Federal Trade Commission Act,
Ibroadening its authority, could
bring the same result as the CopeIland measure and more effectively,
economically and efficiently.
In view of the jammed docket
i in Congress, it was rather generally agreed that unless President
Roosevelt steps in with a message
to the Senate urging passage of
the Copeland bill, it will not pass
that body during this session.
, There have been intimations that
the President will follow such a
i course if asked by Senator Cope. land (D.) of New York. This
! would follow the procedure of last
year, although at that time five
• separate drafts failed to pass.
Should the bill pass the Senate,
there is extreme doubt about its
reception
in or
theno House,
there is little
interest.where'
If the
■ bill wins Senate approval with the
provision for Department of Agri• culture control over advertising
provisions, Judge Davis, himself a
veteran of a dozen years in the
House and one of its most respected members, has indicated that he
March
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will fight it vigorously. The odds
then would be against its passage
in that body unless amended to
suit the Trade Commission head.
Broadcasters' Views
THE SUBCOMMITTEE hearings
began March 2. Members appointed by Senator Copeland, as chairman of the Commerce Committee,
were Senators Clark (D.) Montana,
chairman; Gibson (R.) Vermont,
and Caraway (D.) Arkansas. Mrs.
Caraway, however, has been ill in
a Washington hospital, and Senator Copeland sat during the hearnations.ings, handling most of the examiIn a prepared statement, Henry
A. Bellows, as legislative chairman
of the NAB, voiced the views of
the broadcasting industry. He said
the NAB did not desire to appear
in support of, or in opposition to,
any particular piece of legislation
relating to foods, drugs and cosmetics. "With the principle underlying the various proposals to
amend the Food and Drugs Act, as
distinct from the enactment of
wholly new legislation on the subject," he asserted, "the broadcasters are heartily in sympathy."
Referring specifically to the socalled "dealer" provision of the
bill, Mr. Bellows said it contained
language which seemed a "deliberate and wholly unwarranted discrimination against broadcasting
in favor of all other forms of advertising."
"It says in effect," he continued,
"that a dealer doing a purely intrastate business may freely use
any other advertising1 medium he
desires, including the United States
mails, but he cannot use radio
broadcasting without rendering
himself liable to the special penalties provided in this act.
Choice of Media
"THE FUTILITY of such a provision seems to us apparent. If, in
fact, the use of radio broadcasting
by such a dealer results in a single
interstate sale, he immediately becomes liable to the penalties provided for false advertising in interstate commerce. If he does no
interstate business, there seems to
be absolutely no legal or social
justification for having the Federal
government undertake to tell him
what advertising media he should
and should not use.
"We cannot believe that it is a
proper function for federal legislation to dictate to advertisers, and
above all to advertisers in intrastate commerce, regarding their
choice of media. We cannot but
see in this provision an illustration
of the tendency which appears to
run through every part of S. 5—
the tendency to put all phases of
food, drug and cosmetic business
under the strictest sort of federal
regulation.
"This theory of far-reaching regulation is a long way removed
from the principle of protecting
the public against injurious or
fraudulent merchandising. The
broadcasting industry, already sub-
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Standard Brands Adopts
Bowes Amateur Series
For

Network

Docket

ject to stringent general regulation by the FCC, and to equally
strict regulation as to its advertising by the Federal Trade Commission, naturally looks with some
misgiving at the prospect of further regulation, based on the
broadest possible grant of authority by another
the government. Whenbranch
the billofsetting
up
this new form of regulation contains a provision specifically discriminating against such broadcasting,
under the circumstances suchalthough
discrimination
seems
absolutely unwarranted, this misgiving is necessarily increased."
Viewed as Too Broad
MR. BELLOWS continued that the
NAB has no comment to make on
provisions of the measure which
do not concern advertising, feeling
that the manufacturers and distributors are more directly concerned. As for the definition of
advertising, he said that even
though this had been modified as
compared with the last draft which
failed last year, it was still viewed
as practically unworkable if applied literally. As written, he said,
it covers every form of verbal
statement and certainly would applysiontoin which
any public
medical discusthe properties
of any
drug might be mentioned. Such a
definition, he declared, is "manifestly inaccurate". He urged slight
amendment of the measure by adding the read:
word "commercially", so
it would
The term 'advertisement' includes
all representations of facts or opinion commercially disseminated to
the public in any manner or by
any means other than by labeling.
Mr. Bellows held that the definitions of both drugs and cosmetics
were too broad. In the case of the
former, he said it might be construed to include eyeglasses, corsets and almost any device that
may be worn, while cosmetics if
literally applied might embrace
such thing's as earrings and other
jewelry. He suggested amendments
to other provisions of the measure
ing.
covering definitions and advertisPower Unrestrained
THE DELEGATION of broad powers to the Secretary of Agriculture
under the Copeland measure, Mr.
Bellows said, has caused criticism
because they are "alarmingly
vague". So far as advertising is
concerned, he added, the Copeland
bill does not affect the power of
the Trade Commission over advertising, and therefore doubles the
machinery for regulation in such
a way that the "new regulatory
body can pretty nearly determine
for itself the limits of its own
Of some 100 witnesses, many
simply submitted statements to the
subcommittee, which in turn will
report
findings to the full compower."itsmittee.
Testimony of proponents,
including numerous women's organizations, was largely a repeti(Continued on page 40)

Programs

THE ENORMOUS success
achieved by Major Edward Bowes
with his amateur
shows over WHN,
Newmanaged
York, which
is
by
the noted
man and showradio
ied Standard
personality,
has
Brands Inc., New York, to engage
him for a new series of Sunday
night shows over an NBC-WEAF
network starting March 24. Maj.
Bowes' Amateur Hour will bring
prospective radio talent before the
microphone for a full hour from 89 p. m. (EST), replacing the grand
opera series which succeeded Eddie
Cantor on the same period on behalf of Chase & Sanborn Coffee.
The account is handled by J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
Maj. Bowes is credited with
starting the wave of amateur
shows now current on the air. In
the new program he will act as
master of ceremonies, select the
candidates, ring the gong when
necessary and make the awards.
He will continue as heretofore to
manage WHN, conduct his NBC
Sunday noon Capitol Family proand direct
the He
Capitol
The-a
atergramin New
York.
is also
vice
Metro-GoldwynMayerpresident
Pictures ofCorp.
Maj. Bowes

Ford

Campaign

Brings

Jump in Sales Volume
THE "vigorous" sales campaign
last year, in which radio was an
outstanding medium, increased
Ford Motor Co. passenger car sales
70.5% and truck sales 105.5%, according to information just made
public by the company. Total advertising expenditures doubled
those for 1933, according to Ford
officials. Passenger car sales were
530,528
in
1933. as compared with 311,113
The company has started a
graduate course in merchandising
and salesmanship with factorytrained experts acting as instructors in 34 cities where branch offices are maintained. Through local dealers Ford is sponsoring local programs, with cars being
given to listeners who send in the
best sales talks.
The Ford Sunday evening hour
has been renewed over a nationwide CBS network, featuring Victor Kolar as conductor of the Ford
Symphony Orchestra and Chorus.
Store Sponsors News
THALHIMER'S, Richmond, Va.,
department store, has placed three
more programs on WRVA, Richmond, adding 2H hours to its former quota. Irvin Abeloff of the
WRVA sales staff auditioned three
programs in one afternoon for the
store, and all were accepted. The
new features are Transradio news
service presented weekdays at 6:15
p. m.; WBS Tobelogues, fashion
news with merchandising tieups at
7:15 p. m. Mondays, and Westinghouse Band-Box, WBS discs, Tuesdays and Thursdays at 7:15 p. m.
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Continuance

of ABC

Network

Confined

Is

Uncertain;
to

East

Selling Good

Eggs

THE first three programs of
Poultrymen's Cooperative Association of Southern California, Los Angeles, do not
mention the name of the
sponsor but children are
urged to write to their nearest grocer and join the Good
Egg Club. The Association,
a newcomer to radio, recently started a 15-minute program thrice - weekly on
KFWB,count is handled
Hollywood.
The Club
acdirect.
members may obtain prizes
by sending in the tops of egg
boxes. A contest among grocers to name the program
was started March 1.

Arde Bulova Says Present Plan Is to Operate Only
On Seaboard; Mr. Storer Resigns as Manager
$281.25 per half hour and $175.75
WHETHER the American Broadcasting Co. will cease operations
per quarter hour.
altogether was being debated by
Stations deleted from the network as of March 6 were WEBR,
officials of the network as Broadcasting went to press March 13. Buffalo; KQV, Pittsburgh; WIL,
Consideration was being given this St. Louis; WJAY, Cleveland;
proposal after the network had WJW, Akron; WCOL, Columbus;
dropped 13 stations constituting
WFBE, Cincinnati; WJBK, Deits western and southern links on
troit; WIND, Gary, Ind.; WJJD,
March 6, and began operating un- Chicago; WHBF, Rock Island, 111.;
der a new setup providing service
WMBR,
tle Rock. Memphis, and KARK, Litto only 10 stations in nine markets
Personnel details were not comalong the Eastern seaboard.
With curtailment of the network,
pletelythat available,
but it executive
was indicated
the WNEW
George B. Storer, founder and
staff
would
fill
in
most
of
the
spots.
guiding spirit of the project since
Charles Stark, sales manager of
its inception last fall, announced
Leading Agencies
WNEW,
takenforover
his resignation as general mantive saleshas
duties
ABC.the execuager. He remains as president,
American Broadcasting System,
however, and is retaining his finanRated by Total of
predecessor of ABC, was inaugucial interest.
rated
Oct.
14
with
21
stations
in
18
Network
Business
A losing proposition since it was
January it was reorinaugurated, it is understood that cities. Last
ganized, at which time WMCA,
one group of the ABC board fa- New York, key station, returned to Blackett-Sample-Hummert 1st,
vors cessation of network operations altogether. Good outlets in its original management under Leading J. Walter Thompson
Donald Flamm, and WNEW be- BY THE slight margin of about
major markets are lacking, it was
came the key outlet under a propointed out, and the saleability of
gram arrangement. Most of the $3,000, Blackett-Sample-Hummert
a network of that nature has executive
Inc., nosed out J. Walter Thompstaff, with the exception
proved difficult.
son Co. to head the list of adverof Mr. Storer, then was released.
Contacted on March 12, Arde
tising agencies in the volume of
It was at that time that Mr. Bulova
business
placed on the NBC and
Bulova, New York watch manufacjoined the project.
turer and part owner of WNEW,
CBS networks in 1934. The leader's total amounted to $4,104,412,
ABC key station, who recently acMcAdoo's Radio Plan
or .07% more than the second
quired a substantial though not
ranking
agency.
controlling interest in ABC, de- CREATION of a new Committee
clared his present intention was to on Aviation and Radio in the SenMore than a million dollars below these two is Lord and Thomas,
continue operation of the eastern
ate, with 15 members, was prowhich led the entire field in 1933.
network. Beyond this, he had no
posed in a resolution offered March
comment to make.
12 by Senator McAdoo (D.), of The fall in network business placed
With deletion of the Western and California. The resolution was re- by this agency is attributable to
Southern stations, it is understood
ferred to the Rules Committee for the cessation of the American Tobacco Co. campaigns for Lucky
that ABC headquarters will be consideration. Senator McAdoo,
Strike cigarettes. Two agencies
moved from 711 Fifth Ave., for- who is president of the National
merly occupied by NBC, to the Aeronautic Association, said he which improved their rankings are
WNEW quarters at 501 Fifth Ave., thought that these two new arts Benton and Bowles Inc., which
after a month in the former build- of transportation and communicajumped from ninth to fourth, and
ing.
William Esty & Co. Inc., which
tions should be given special con- ranks
15th instead of 51st as in
Storer to Detroit
sideration bya separate committee
1933.
rather
than
be
secondary
to
other
ECONOMIC factors, coupled with
the 15 leading agencies, 13
the decision of Mr. Storer to re- matters in other committees. He areOfcarried
over from the first 15
turn to Detroit to resume active said that he was not particularly
concerned with broadcasting as- of 1933; the newcomer, in addition
charge of his business interests
pects of radio, but would like to to William Esty, is Ruthrauff and
there, motivated the changes. Mr.
Inc. — up from 21st place to
have the proposed committee han- Ryan
Storer owns CKLW, Detroit-Winddle communications insofar as it ninth.
sor, as well as Tubeweld Inc., a
The
total of $28,744,084 placed
relates
to
aviation
as
a
safety
of
steel manufacturing company in
that city. He announced March 4 life factor.
by
the
top 15 with the two nationthat because of the serious illness
of an executive of the latter firm,
it had become necessary for him to
Network
Business of Agencies
return to Detroit and take active
charge of the business.
HERE is the rating of advertising agencies according to the
Although not officially anamount of business placed on major networks last year, with
nounced, it is understood that the
comparative rating for 1933:
decision to delete the Western and
1933
Southern stations was reached be19
3
U
1933
Rank
cause it was decided a network
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc
$4,104,412 $2,885,438 3
comprising stations other than
J. Walter Thompson Co
4,101,685 3,627.452 2
those in the populous centers of the
Lord & Thomas
2,930,851 3,726,395 1
East is not economically feasible.
Benton & Bowles Inc
2,392,374 857,512 9
A new rate card covering the nine
Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc
2,145,732 1,284,042 5
markets remaining on the chain
N.
W.
Ayer
&
Son
Inc
2,042,173
1,068,544 6
was made public.
Young
&
Rubicam
Inc
1,796,832
848,394 10
Stations now constituting the
B. B. D. O. Inc
1,439,478 1,805,437 4
netwoi-k are WNEW, New York,
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc
1,409,984 400,353 21
key; WHDH and WMEX, Boston,
Stack Goble Adv. Agency
1,367,254 702,715 13
alternates; WPRO, Providence ;
Newell Emmett Co. Inc
1,140,460 653,783 14
W1XBS, Waterbury, Conn.; WIP,
McCann-Erickson Inc
1,052,392 1,038,657 7
Philadelphia; WCBM, Baltimore;
Campbell-Ewald Co. Inc
970,952 859,222 8
WOL, Washington, and WDEL,
Lennen & Mitchell Inc
963,800 847,354 11
Wilmington. Night rates for the
William Esty & Co. Inc
885,705 84,761 51
full network are quoted at $900
per hour, $562.50 per half hour
Total
$28,744,084 $20,690,059
and $351.50 per quarter hour. Day
rates were quoted at $450 per hour,
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wide networks represents an increase of 38.9% over the volume
placed by the same agencies in the
previous year.
Accounts now on the air which
help to make up the large billing
for Blackett-Sample-Hummert are:
On CBS— Affiliated Products Inc.,
for Louis Philippe Inc., and Edna
Wallace Hopper; Bisodol Co.; A. S.
Boyle Co.;
Kolynos
Mohawk Carpet
Mills Sales
Inc.; Co.;
Sterling
Products Inc., for Phillips Dental
Magnesia and Bayer Aspirin;
Stewart- Warner Corp., and Wyeth
Chemical Co. On NBC they have
General Mills Inc.; Procter and
Gamble Co.; Wander Co.; J. A.
Folger Co.; American Home Products Co.; Sterling Products Co.
J. Walter Thompson Company
places accounts on NBC for Andrew Jergens Co.; Kraft - Phenix
Cheese Corp.; Lever Brothers;
Standard Brands Inc.; Union CenLife Insurance
Langendorf tral
United
BakeriesCo.;
Inc.;
Shell :
Oil Co., and Swift & Co. On CBS
they have Cream of Wheat Corp.;
General Cigar Co.; Libby, McNeill
& Libby; Shell.
Other Placements
LORD & Thomas places with NBC
business for Cities Service Co.; .
RCA Radiotron and RCA - Victor Co.; Armour
& Co.; Kleenex;
Luxor, Ltd., and Pepsodent.
Benton and Bowles places the
NBC advertising for General
Foods Co.Inc., and Colgate-PalmolivePeet
Erwin, Wasey & Co. has on CBS
the Hecker H-0 Company; Mac- I
fadden Publications Inc.; Wasey
Products Inc.; on NBC the Chicago
office of the same agency has the
Carnation Co., Hoover Co. and
Real-Silk Hosiery Mills.
The 15 leading agencies, in volume of business placed, on CBS
are: Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Inc.; Erwin, Wasey & Co.; Young
& Rubicam Inc.; Newell Emmett
Co. Inc.; Batten, Barton, Durstine
& Osborn Inc.; N. W. Ayer & Son
Inc.; William Esty & Co Inc.; J.
Walter Thompson Co.; Frances
Hooper Adv. Agency; Stack Goble
Adv. Agency; Lennen & Mitchell
Inc. ; Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc. ;
Hutchins Adv. Co. Inc.; E. W.
Hellwig
Co.; Campbell-Ewald Co.
Inc.
The 15 leading agencies on NBC
accounts are: J. Walter Thompson
Co.; Lord & Thomas; Benton &
Bowles Inc.; Blackett-SampleHummert Inc. ; McCann - Erickson
Inc.; Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.; N.
W. Ayer & Son Inc.; Erwin, Wasey
& Co. Inc.; Stack Goble Adv.
Agency; Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham; Campbell - Ewald Co.
Inc.; Young & Rubicam Inc.; Cecil,
Warwick & Cecil Inc.; Blackman
Co.; Lennen & Mitchell Inc.
Pacific Account
MYRNOL Products Co., Los Angeles (Myrnol Nose Drops) on
March 1 started sponsorship of the
noontime daily news broadcast on
KNX, Hollywood. The account is
handled by the Mayers Co., Los
Angeles. It is the first radio effort
of the organization and the campaign probably will be extended to
other West Coast stations.
G. A. COCK, with the British
Broadcasting Corp., since 1925 and
recently outside broadcast director,
has been
named director of television for BBC.
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Candy

Co.

Widens

Its Market

Popularity

And Sponsor's Sales Volume and Prestige Are Enhanced
By H. V. MERCER
American Rolling Mill Co.
THEY GASPED when Armco began to advertise a new
i .IE HAD just finished his turn,
[is face and hands were grimy kind of rust-resisting metal. Who ever heard of adverl,nd you wouldn't need two guesses
tising a"raw" product nationally? And then in 1929
•p know that he worked in the mill,
jle is one of the many boys not Armco jumped on the radio bandwagon just as it was
.png out of college who have seated Armco as a good company
hitting its stride, and has been on ever since — with a
■p work for. Why do they come
p Armco ? That question usually band that millions like. Even if these listeners don't
wrings answers that sound good to
hose in the advertising depart- calculate on going out Monday morning to buy a basketfull of ingots, Armco knows that radio has done a good
nent, but this story isn't to prove
jhat
advertising brings good men
o Armco.
job of building recognition for its products and when a
This young man, however, asked
customer for a stove asks the store clerk for one made
is an interesting question: "I
Haven't been an iron and steel man
of Armco, the sponsor is cashing another dividend that
'•ery long," he said, "but considering the product we make, I can't boosts the sales volume of ingots and sheets.
mderstand how radio advertising
an be worth what it costs." As a
natter of fact, there are a lot of to identify their products with an combination for Armco is undoubtedly radio and national magazines.
oeople who ask the same question. Armco label so their customers
They think only of the sheets and would know instantly the quality We are continually keeping an ear
alates as they come from the mills of the iron used. This was a very to the ground and an eye on the
j|md not of the thousands of prod- important point. At last the buyer future to support every division of
ucts made by our customers from had a way to measure quality in Armco with the kind of advertishese Armco sheets. Neither do a metal product.
ing and publicity that will continue
:hey think how helpful it is to the
In the years that followed the to keep Armco "out in front".
\rmco salesmen to have their cus- companies that labeled their prodTen guest conductors were presented on the March 10 Armco
omers and prospects continually
ucts also spent millions of dollars
mpressed with the size and scope for advertising that also featured broadcast, arrangements having
if Armco activities. People just their use of Armco Ingot Iron. been made at the recent American
laturally like to do business with Thousands of retail salesmen
Bandmasters' Association convention at Cincinnati. The program
in outstanding company.
everywhere began telling the wois
keyed
from WLW, Cincinnati.
men
who
came
into
their
stores
—
Building Prestige
"Yes, this range is made of Armco
ARMCO's advertising isn't de- Ingot Iron." It is impossible to Dr. Brinkley Now Active
signed to sell directly the products
estimate how many extra thousands of tons of sheets have been Over Station in Mexico
3f our mills. That, strictly speakin Armco mills because of AFTER desultory efforts to come
j'ng, is the salesman's job. Once rolled
^ou stop to consider what really this sales value in the name
back via midwestern stations, in"Armco".
nfiuences you to buy certain
cluding aspecial hookup and other
;hings, you can readily understand
Then radio came into the pic- spot periods, Dr. John R. Brinkley,
the former Kansas and Mexican
ture. At first it was a novelty —
why Armco's radio programs are
building prestige for everything
a plaything. Most of us can re- medico broadcaster, is reported to
chat carries the Armco name.
member the crystal and the cat have resumed advertising his Del
Radio programs must entertain, whisker set with its head phones.
Rio, Tex. hospital over XEAW,
because that is the primary purNext came the big horn-like loud Reynosa, Mexico. The station operpose of radio; but we are endeav- speaker. To get a couple of minates with 25,000 watts on 960 kc,
oring to leave a very definite imthe Canadian clear channel on
utes'
clear
reception
without
static
pression of quality and confidence was thrilling. Then, some brave
Winnipeg, is operatwith the listener. Letters frequent- soul recognized an opportunity to whiching.CKY,
Brinkley is reported to be goadvertise
his
product
over
the
air.
ly say — "Your programs are so
ing on the air himself for DX refine that I am sure your product
ception between 1 and 4 a. m.
Value of Radio
as good." The one - minute sales
Whether the deposed American
talk at the end of each radio pro- THE CHART shows that radio ad- broadcaster has made his peace
gram is designed to leave two imvertising really got under way in with the Mexican authorities, who
pressions: First, that anything
1928, and it is interesting to look ordered his 150,000-watt XER at
made of Armco sheets is a better back and see that Armco early Villa
Acuna, opposite Del Rio, disproduct; second, that Armco makes
mantled about a year ago, or has
sensed the value of radio advertis,a special grade of metal for every
ing, for we started in 1929. We
simply been allowed to buy time
.-conceivable use.
picked up radio just when it on XEAW, has not been deterArmco blazed a new trail in the started to "zoom". The depression
mined. Several of the American
advertising world in 1914 when brought certain retrenchments in stations which carried his programs in January have been cited
there appeared a double - page our advertising and radio was
spread in the Saturday Evening given the entire responsibility for by the FCC broadcast division. It
Post advertising a new kind of keeping Armco's name, products
is believed that none now carry his
and accomplishments before the
'rust-resisting
metal
—
Armco
Ingot
Iron. It was the first national ad- public. Armco has ridden the up- programs.
New Bakery Discs
ward curve of radio popularity
vertising of a "raw" product. It
RADIO ADV.
was considered a daring thing to with a program that has been dis- NATIONAL
tinctive and different. The Armco
i do. t The continuation of that adAGENCY, Hollywood transcription
vertising built a great deal of pres- Band is considered by many the concern, on March 1 started production of 100 five - minute discs
tige for Armco among users of finest concert band on the air tosheet metal, but it also did somefor bakery sponsorship. Merchanday,
while
the
Ironmaster's
frienddising aids include recipe booklets,
thing else. It helped convince a
ly chats are increasingly popular
great many manufacturers using with the great radio audience.
newspaper matrixes and window
its sheet metal that the Armco triWe believe the Armco Iron- posters. On March 15 the concern
master programs are doing a is to start a series of 15 - minute
1 angle trade-mark added extra sales
< value to their finished products. It creditable job of building wide rec- discs Within the Law for the gasoline trade. A series for the jewelry
was not many years until hunognition for Armco and Armco
dreds of manufacturers were glad products. The ideal advertising trade is also contemplated.

March

Curtiss

By Spot Campaign
'Radio Home Box' Introduced
To Promote Family Use
TO INCREASE the consumption
of candy by teaching people to
consider it a staple food instead of
a luxury, the Curtiss Candy Co.,
Chicago, is sponsoring an extensive radio campaign, backed with
special six-bar boxes for two of its
leading candy bars, Baby Ruth and
Butterfinger. Fifty-three stations
are used, each broadcasting from
one to 25 announcements daily,
usually in connection with time
signals, weather reports or station
breaks.
The central theme of the campaign was summed up by Otto
Schnering, president of the Curtiss
Candy ment,
Co.,whichinis the
statealsofollowing
carried by
all
of the company's sales literature
and letterheads: "Baby Ruth and
Butterfinger and other similar
candy products are food in its most
palatable form — as such their potential consumption is limited only
by the food-consuming capacity of
all of the people."
Widening the Market
"IN OUR RADIO broadcasts,"
Mr. Schnering
stated,
"we tellways
our
listeners
new and
interesting
to serve our candy bars, all with
the thought of securing consumer
recognition of candy as a wholesome, nourishing food, so as to
broaden our market by developing
new uses for our goods."
To tie in with the radio campaign at the point of sale, the
company is introducing a new sixbar "Curtiss
Home
Box"to
which
makes itRadio
easy for
people
buy candy bars for home or office
consumption. With each box is
packed a counter card with the
words "As advertised on the air".
"Most candy bars are bought on
impulse, for immediate consumpIrvingMcJunkin
M. Tuteur, Advertising
vice-presidenttion,"
of the
Co., agency in charge of the camtold Broadcasting.
"A ma-is
jor paign,
purpose
of this campaign
to getingpeople
into
the
habit
takcandy bars home and ofusing
them to make desserts and in other
unusual ways, a number of which
are described on the cover of the
Radio Home Box."
Why Radio Is Used
MR. TUTEUR said that the choice
of radio as the backbone of the
campaign was due to its overwhelming popularity with jobbers,
salesmen and retail candy dealers.
"They are all particularly responsive to the power of radio," he
said, "and the salesmen's calls just
before the programs went on the
air resulted in unusually large
orders.
"The first announcements were
broadcast over a few stations in
December; more stations were at
it in January and the list completed arein February,
the socon-it
tracts
to run for and
a year
is still too early to gauge results
although all reports have been encouraging."
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Kobak

Says

Radio

Helps Other Media
Circulation Data on Equality
With Others, He Declares
QUOTING Adam
and Eve as the
first experimenters with ear appeal in advertising, the principle
on which broadcast advertising
is based, Edgar
Kobak, vice-president in charge of
Mr. Kobak
NBC sales and
chairman of the board of the AFA,
reviewed the field of broadcasting
as an advertising medium March
6 before the Advertising Club of
Cincinnati.
He reiterated the belief that
radio does not replace other advertising, but that it enables a proper combination of eye and ear appeal. He pointed out that radio
has developed a new technique in
advertising — as important as the
introduction of photographic illustration or of color plates. Broadcast advertising has introduced the
technique of showmanship, helping
to make advertising more entertaining and thus more palatable,
and more effective, he added.
The personal friendship between
manufacturer and consumer developed through the human voice
in radio advertising has increased
confidence and reduced fear, and
has done its share toward returning better times at a faster rate
than would have been possible before, said Mr. Kobak.
Aids Other Media
HE MAINTAINED that broadcast
advertising has developed new accounts for other advertising media
by successfully launching new
products. Some examples quoted
were Lady Esther Face Powder,
Kraft Miracle Whip Salad Dressing, Pepsodent Antiseptic, and
Tastyeast. Speaking from his past
experience in other advertising
media, Mr. Kobak stressed the
importance of cooperative activity
by all groups in the advertising
business for the benefit of the
whole. One of the most important
contributions that radio has made
to advertising generally, he said,
has been the encouragement of
more exact circulation measurements.
During the last five years program-checking inradio has thrown
the spotlight on the necessity of
analyzing not merely the circulation of a medium but also the
number of families definitely
reached with the advertising message and Kobak pointed out that
radio now is equipped with facts
and figures as exhaustive as those
available through the older advertising media. In this connection
he referred to the latest publication of NBC, NBC Network
Aireas which gives base figures
of potential radio circulation for
the first time.
Since his entry into the broadcast advertising field, Mr. Kobak
has been particularly interested in
the improvement of advertising
copy on the air. The institution
of a continuity acceptance department by NBC is indicative, he said,
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of the positive action now being
taken to regulate and improve
radio advertising copy as regards
good taste, simplicity, truth, freedom from competitive disputes, etc.
The necessity for extreme care
in preparing broadcast advertising
copy is emphasized by the delicacy
of radio's mechanism, he said.
Also, because of the immediacy
with which a radio message
reaches the public, the reaction to
any unpleasant advertising copy
is felt by the sponsor a short time
after the broadcast. The fact that
radio circulation is voluntary, and
that no listener stays tuned-in to
a program unless it meets with his
approval, has not only forced advertisers to consider the tastes and
preferences of customers and potential customers, but also has reemphasized importance of good
will as an advertising asset.
Radio circulation being concentrated in homes where the standard of living is at least sufficiently high to permit the ownership
and operation of a radio set, has
made it possible for radio advertisers to reach a relatively high
proportion of consuming families
able to buy and maintain payments
on their purchase, said Mr. Kobak.
Still another important angle of
broadcast advertising, according to
Mr. Kobak, is its dealer acceptance. Recent surveys have indicated that the dealer is actively
conscious of the effectiveness of
radio in influencing purchasers.
This dealer consciousness of radio,
he said, can benefit the entire advertising campaign of a broadcast
advertiser, since it makes the problem of educating the dealer much
simpler and by enlisting dealer
support, adds to the effectiveness
of the national advertising.
A TAX of not more than 5% on
radio and newspaper advertising,
collectable by the media, is being
considered by the Quebec Legislature. The plan is designated to
raise $8,700,000 for the City of
Montreal.

HEARST PROMOTION
Program Ideas Are Supplied
By Stations in Rotation
HEARST RADIO Inc. has put into
effect a plan for mutual promotion
of programs by the five Hearstowned stations — WBAL, Baltimore; WCAE, Pittsburgh; KYA,
San Francisco; WISN, Milwaukee
and WINS, New York.
Two periods each week on each
station are allocated to a program
idea that has proved successful on
the schedules of another member
of the Group. The first such broadcast took place March 5 when all
except KYA offered a program entitled San Francisco Presents. In
each case the programs are heard
at 4 p. m., local time.
Other stations are supplying the
program ideas in rotation. Since
there is no wire link between the
four outlets carrying these features, individual productions are
arranged.
Don Lee Wins Verdict
A VERDICT in favor of the Don
Lee Broadcasting System and Rio
Grande Oil Co., Los Angeles, was
issued in Los Angeles Superior
Court Feb. 28 by Judge H. D. Burroughs in the $200,000 libel action
brought by Richard Cordona Jr.
Cordona, a member of the Long
Beach police force, had alleged
that
oil company's
Calling had
All
Cars the
program
on the network
identified him, under a fictitious
name,
as a "firebug",
leadingTheto
his dismissal
from the force.
defendants testified that Cordona,
member of a well - known circus
family, had been an inmate of a
hospital for the insane, and denied that they had sought to identify him as a police character.
TED HUSING, CBS star sports
announcer, is writing a book to be
titled Ten Years Before the Mike.
It is now running serially in Cosmopolitan Magazine.

The Radio Kitchen That a WCCO Advertiser Built
FIVE HUNDRED women can—
tures of each half-hour perforand do — crowd into the WCCO ramance. ("Hoot Owls" at left of
dio kitchen built by the Dayton
photo.) A special 15-minute program is given the studio audience
Co., Minneapolis department store.
The kitchen was introduced to the at the end of the broadcast. Durvisual and radio audiences Feb. 25
ing this period participating advertisers exhibit their products and
and now daily performances in the
delicate art of preparing meals are distribute recipes.
staged.
At present the program is staged
in mid - afternoon but when the
In charge is Martha Moore
(standing at table in center), with baseball season gets under way it
will be shifted to forenoon. Mrs.
Clelland Card of WCCO's announcing staff (also at table) acting as Moore has been engaged in educamaster of ceremonies. Station arttional, publicity and social work
ists are presented as special fea- for several years.

Network

In

Texas

Has 43 Sponsors
More Commercials Scheduled;
Members Adopt New Name
FORTY-THREE 15 and 30-minute
commercial programs a week are
being carried on the Texas Quality
Network, it was disclosed at the
semi-annual meeting of the member stations in Dallas March 5.
These programs, all using live talent, total 11 hours and 15 minutes.
Several additional programs are
scheduled to begin by April 1, and
two advertisers have contracted
for time
on an "if and when available" basis.
The network began operating on
a full-time schedule Sept 10, 1934.
After experiments it was determined that telephone lines would
be necessary to do a quality job.
Accordingly, a contract was signed
with the Southwest Bell Telephone
Co. for lines on an 18-hour a day
basis.
New Name Adopted
AT THE MEETING it was decided to change the name from
Texas Quality Group to Texas
Quality Network. Plans were made
to begin feeding sustaining programs to member stations, in addition to the present schedule of
commercial presentations.
Present at the meeting were
Hugh Halff, vice president and
general manager of WOAI, San
Antonio; Ingham S. Roberts, manager of KPRC, Houston; Harold
Hough, supervisor and George
Cranston, director of WBAP, Fort
Worth; dent,
J. Martin
M. Moroney,
presiCampbell,vicegeneral
manager, and Alex Keese, program director of WFAA, Dallas.
Among advertisers now using
the Texas Quality Network are:
Hicks Rubber Co., Waco, Tex.
weekly.
(tires ) , five 15 - minute programs
Ideal Co., Waco (Ideal built-in
furniture and allied products), six 15minute programs.
Hyral Distributing Co., Fort Worth,
Tex. (tooth powder ) , seven 15-minute
Gebhardt Chili Co., San Antonio,
programs.
Texasone(chili
products),
one 15-minute
and
30-minute
program.
Burrus Mill and Elevator Co., Fort
Worth, Tex. (flour), six 15-minute
programs weekly.
Crazy Water Hotel Co., Mineral
Wells, Tex. (crystals), six 15-minute
programs.
Greyhound Bus Co. (transportation), one 15-minute program.
Lumberman's Association of Texas
and Oklahoma (lumber and allied
products), one 30-minute program.
Employer's Casualty Co., Dallas
(insurance), one 15-minute program.
Dr. Pepper Co., Dallas (soft
drinks),
15-minute
program.
Bewley one
Mills,
Fort Worth
(flour),
six 15-minute programs.
The Southwestern Drug Corp.,
Dallas,work utilizes
Texas andQuality
stations WFAA
KPRC Netfor
three 15-minute programs weekly.
In addition to these live talent
presentations,
an15 electrically
transcribed program,
minutes weekly,
The Ice Carnival has just been added
to the schedule. Texas Ice Dealers
are the sponsors.
UNITED DRUG CO., Boston (Rexall, Puretest) will use some 200
stations this spring to advertise
its "one-cent" sales, with Street &
Finney Inc., New York, handling
the account.
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By HENRY A. BELLOWS
Chairman, Legislative Committee, ^iAB
THE PAST two months have witnessed an unusual number of proposals in the legislatures of the
(various states to extend the libel
and slander laws to cover specifically the "publication" of defamatory statements by radio. Few legislative matters are of more immediate concern to every broadCaster than this, because the basis
of practically every statutory proposal thus introduced is that the
broadcaster is jointly liable with
the speaker of the defamatory
words.
How far some of these proposals go is indicated by Washington House Bill No. 531, which provides "that the person injured by,
or against whom the libel has been
published shall have a civil action
Slot only against the persons participating therein but the place
where such transmission originates
lis declared to be a public nuisance
land the injured party shall also
have a right to institute civil proceedings to abate the place where
such libel originated, as a public
nuisance."
As this bill likewise makes every
person participating in such a
broadcast, either directly or indirectly, guilty of a gross misdemeanor, it is evident that if this
bill is enacted any broadcaster in
the state of Washington who,
through no fault of his own, finds
himself involved in the broadcast
of any defamatory statement is in
a bad way.
Parallel With Press
'iN GENERAL,
the been
legislative
proposals which have
introduced
jare based on the statutes applying to newspaper publication. In
some instances existing laws applying to newspapers would simply
be amended by adding such a
phrase as "or by radio broadcast".
In practically every instance, there
is a clear assumption that newspaper publication and broadcastingare closely parallel. Every broadcaster realizes that this is not the
case. It is absolutely impossible
for .a single item to appear in a
newspaper without the active cooperation of some employe of the
paper itself. Whether that employe be an editor, a reporter or
a linotype operator, somebody in
the actual employ of the paper has
invariably seen and had an opportunity to consider every item that
is published in advance of its appearance.
With broadcasting the situation
is entirely, different. Many programs, of course, are prepared by
or with the active cooperation of,
the station staff and in such cases
it may fairly be urged that the.
newspaper parallel is close. On
the other hand, there are many
broadcasts, and among them some
of the most valuable to the public, wherein the broadcaster cannot conceivably know in advance
what is going to be said.
This applies in particular to all
broadcasts of public events. The
March
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MR. BELLOWS
broadcaster who puts his microphone in a public hall to pick up
and broadcast the proceedings of
a meeting or convention is almost
invariably unable to know in advance what is going to be said.
It is obvious that such broadcasts
are, in general, in the public interest, and that their discontinuance would be an injury to the
public.
Leaving the Script
A SECOND point at which the
parallel breaks down is the fact
that any speaker over radio may
at any moment deviate from his
prepared manuscript. A defamatory statement may be uttered
even though the broadcaster has
taken every possible precaution to
see in advance a copy of what he
expects the speaker to say. Since
a defamatory statement can be uttered in two or three seconds, the
control operator, even if he has
strict instructions to switch off the
speaker instantly on any deviation
from the prepared text, cannot always do so before the mischief is
done.
Third, and in many ways most
important of all, the parallel between broadcasting and the press
completely breaks down in view
of the specific provision of Section
315 of the Federal Communications Act of 1934. Under this section any broadcaster who permits
a candidate for political office to
use his facilities is absolutely prohibited from exercising any censorship over such a speech.
One can easily imagine the outcry that would arise from the
newspapers if they should be confronted with a federal statute compelling them to publish complete
and unedited the speech of every
political candidate if they gave
space to any political speeches at
all. It is manifestly preposterous
for state laws to hold a broadcaster liable for utterances over
which the federal law specifically
denies him the smallest measure
of control.
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If the states enact legislation
of the general type now under consideration, the only possible result
will be that broadcasters must refuse to allow the use of their facilities in practically all cases
where they cannot be absolutely
certain in advance as to just what
is going to be said. Since broadcasts of this type are precisely the
ones most valuable and interesting
to the public, it is clear that the
public would be the principal loser
if such a policy had to be adopted.
The remedy for such a situation
appears to lie in framing state legislation to provide that the broadcaster shall not be liable, either in
criminal or in civil action, in the
case of broadcasts over which he
can have no adequate control. In
some instances the following specific proviso has been suggested:
Provided, That no broadcasting
station shall be held liable in the
case of any defamatory statement
uttered by or on behalf of any candidate for public oifice when such
speech falls within the scope of
Section 315 of the Federal Communications Act of 1934, nor in the
case of any such statement made
in any public
incidentallyaddress
broadcast, norwhich
in theiscase
of any such statement made in any
program wherein the broadcasting
station cannot, by the exercise of
reasonable care, know in advance
what ventissuchtoutterance.
be said and thus preA second phase of this subject
is the proposal that broadcasters
shall be required by law to keep
complete written transcripts of
every utterance broadcast. In one
instance this has been carried to
the extent of suggesting that even
the words of every song must be
made a matter of record.
Filing of Scripts
THE MANIFEST difficulty with
any such mission
proposal
the suband filing isof that
manuscripts
in advance provide no definite
proof as to what is actually broadcast. As has been pointed out, a
speaker may at any time deviate
from his manuscript, and it is precisely in such deviation that defamatory utterance is most likely.
Furthermore, in the broadcast of
any public
event, most of the
terial is extemporaneous,
and mano
advance manuscripts are available.
The expense of making stenographic or mechanical transcriptions of an entire broadcast schedule would manifestly be prohibitive. In certain cases the prudent
broadcaster will undoubtedly desire such a transcript for his own
protection, but so far as libel or
slander is concerned, broadcasting
is, like a certain brand of soap,
99.44% pure, and the burden of
spending hundreds of thousands of
dollars annually to record the fractional percentage of utterances
which are open to question would
be obviously unjust.
As in many other instances,
broadcasting is suffering from the
tendency to extend existing laws
to cover conditions for which these
laws were never designed. The es-

Supreme Court to Hear
Georgia Radio Tax Case
THE U. S. SUPREME COURT decided March 11 to consider an attack on the right of cities in
Georgia to impose a license tax
on broadcasting stations. The case
was brought by Oglethorpe University, former licensee of WJTL,
which had sued in Georgia state
courts to restrain the imposition
of a $300 annual tax by the city of
Atlanta, where it is located. The
University charged that the tax
was imposed on interstate commerce and in support of its contention cited rulings by courts upholding Federal government regulation of broadcasting. From the
standpoint of precedent, the case
is regarded as being of vital imdustry.
portance to the broadcasting inKVOS News Trial Set
INITIAL appearance in the appeal
of the news broadcasting case of
the Associated Press vs. KVOS,
Bellingham, Washington, is scheduled for March 26 before the Federal Circuit Court of Appeals in
San Francisco, according to word
received March 11 from R o g a n
Jones, manager of the station. In
an opinion rendered last December,
Judge John C. Bowen, of Seattle,
upheld the unrestricted right of
radio stations to broadcast news
once it is published in the newsAn appeal
this A.action haspapers.
been
noted from
by the
P.
Efforts are being made through the
NAB to raise a fund to defray
costs of the litigation, with former Senator C. C. Dill likely to
be retained as chief counsel for
the station.
Freedom

of the Air

FREEDOM of speech over the air
has become one of the chief tasks
of American radio today, in the
opinion of M. H. Aylesworth, NBC
president, in speaking Feb. 22 at
the annual banquet of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce. Mr.
Aylesworth listed the ten outstanding radio speakers in the country
today as President Franklin D.
Roosevelt, Alfred E. Smith, Will
Rogers, Owen D. Young, William
Randolph Hearst, Senator Huey
Long, Father Coughlin, Dr. S.
Parks Cadman, Dr. Glenn Frank
and Walter Damrosch.
Radio Libel Bill Passed
A BILL (518) extending the application of the newspaper libel
laws to broadcasting stations and
speakers was passed March 8 by
the Washington state Senate. Having already passed the House, the
measure went to the Governor for
signature.
sential thing is to make clear to
those in charge of state legislation the peculiar conditions which
apply to broadcasting, so that any
legislation which may be adopted
will really meet those conditions.
Unless this is done, broadcasting
is in danger of losing some of its
most interesting and valuable features, and the public will suffer a
serious
and perfectly avoidable
loss.
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Fate

of

Radio-Press

Situation

Awaits
Meeting
of Publishers
Controversy Marked by Watchful Waiting Attitude ;
Sponsors Taking to News Bulletin Programs
ALL PARTIES interested in the Press or International News Service will sell their news reports,
radio - news situation appeared to
be settling down to a period of without restrictions, directly to radio stations.
"watchful waiting" during the last
fortnight, with another airing of
Meanwhile, radio again demonthe broadcast news situation by
strated its ability as a news dispublishers and press association
tributing medium during the big
executives plainly due at their blizzard of March 4 which cut off
April meetings in New York City. Duluth, Minn, and Superior, Wis.
The Associated Press board meets
from the outside world, with the
April 22 and 23 and the American
A.P. and U.P. both turning to
Newspaper Publishers Association broadcasting stations to deliver
opens its annual convention April their news reports not only to the
24.
Head of the Lakes newspapers but
On the outcome of the New York
the isolated public. (See story on
meetings, particularly the senti- page 47.)
ments expressed at the ANPA conMeantime, Transradio Press
vention, may depend the fate of Service, continuing to profit by the
the Press-Radio Bureau and per- recent errors of the Associated
haps a decision whether the United
Press (see Broadcasting March

NEW

YORK'S OWN

1), continued to expand its independent service to radio stations
and sponsors, delivering worldwide news gathered by its own
correspondents and by Reuters of
London via teletype and wireless.
Continental Baking Co., New
York (Wonder Bread), through
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, its agency, continued to purchase two specially edited 5-minute news flash periods direct from
Transradio, delivering them via
teletype to selected stations for
sponsorship by its local baking subsidiaries. To the five stations carrying the news periods between 12
noon and 1 o'clock and 6 to 7 p. m.,
as reported in the March 1 issue
of Broadcasting, Continental was
planning to add other outlets and
even was considering the possibility ofmentbuying
the in
flashes
placeon stations
each for
of the
66
cities in which it has plants.
In addition, E. I. du Pont de
Nemours & Co., Wilmington, Del.
(Brush Duco division), through the
same agency, was planning to start
April 1 to sponsor news flashes on

STATION

"at the top of the dial"
NOW
THE
OF

OPERATING
PERSONAL
DONALD

RESUMED

AGAIN

ITS

AGGRESSIVE

IN

NEW

INDEPENDENT

BROADCASTING

Op

UNDER

HAS

LEADERSHIP
YORK

U.P. and I.N.S., however, are under no such restraints, being privately owned, and both are known
to have surveyed the possibilities
of radio revenues. United Press
indicates that it will be guided by
its clients, who are largely newspapers, and I.N.S. probably is in the
same position. On the other hand,
I.N.S. is known to be dissatisfied
with the Press - Radio Bureau arrangement, particularly in view of
Hearst's ownership of five broadcasting
is notaway
improbablestations,
that it and
will itbreak
after
the
ANPA
meeting
next
month.

DIRECTION

FLAMM

THE

FIELD!

the five major stations which share over 90% of New

York's listening audience — WMCA is the only station catering
exclusively to local interests. WMCA programs are built to
please the great cosmopolitan New York audience whose tastes
are anything but "high-brow." Hence WMCA
loyal, local following at all times.

enjoys a large,

That this policy is right is proven by the fact that more
business has been signed in the few weeks since Donald Flamm
has resumed operation of WMCA than in the previous year
and a half!
KNICKERBOCKER
WMCA
DONALD
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BUILDING, Broadway at 53rd St., NEW
FLAMM,
President
•
BERTRAM

the Yankee Network as participating spots in its regular daily 66:15 p. m. news periods. Yankee
Network is one of the chief clients
of Transradio. The du Pont account is for eight weeks. The same
concern is also buying announcements before and after the regular
9:30-9:40 p. m. Transradio News
periods on KWK, Sk Louis.
That sponsors are interested in
news periods was also evidenced
by the fact that Waitt & Bond,
Newark (Blackstone Yankee Cigars) was considering renewal in
the same Yankee Network news
participations for another year,
while du Pont was buying announcement periods between the
Reading Tomorrow's Tribune and
Quin Ryan's
Other
Days
periods Headlines
on WGN, ofChicago,
9-9:15 p. m. five days weekly.
Biding Their Time
INQUIRYciations as toamong
the press
the reports
that assothey
might enter into competition with
Transradio in selling their news reports direct to stations, with no
restrictions as to sponsorship, met
with a curiously silent attitude on
the part of the United Press and
Hearst's International News Service. The Associated Press, which
with the other two furnishes the
material for the Press-Radio Bureau's non - sponsorable news periods, is not likely, to consider sellbecause it is a
ship. ing news to radio
mutually-owned
concern dominated
by the majority of its member-

COMPANY,

INC.

YORK CITY • Columbus 5-5660
LEBHAR, JR., Director of Sales

The attitude of the networks,
who were the moving factors with
the press associations in setting up
Press-Radio Bureau, also is one of
"watchful waiting". Since 112 radio stations are newspaper - owned
or controlled (see Broadcasting
Year Book) there are many pub1 i s h e r s who want unrestricted
rights to broadcast news — and
there are others having favorable
local relations with radio stations
who want the bars let down so they
can use radio news for promotion.
The networks have not favored
Transradio's establishment so its
support has come entirely from independent stations and sponsors
unwilling to be tied down by the
restrictions of the Press-Radio Bureau, which furnishes two sustaining 5-minute news flash periods
daily to subscribing networks and
stations, and protects them with
flashes on news deemed to be of
transcendent importance.
BAKER'S CONSULTING BU- *
REAU, 228 N. LaSalle St., Chicago, is drawing
up advertising
a plan for cooperative national
by
wholesale and retail bakers to be
presented to the industry about
May 1. It proposes wide use of
radio among other media.
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important
radio

change

situation?

Shifting-about of low-powered transmitters — or juggling of call-letters — may make
radio news-of-the-moment. But on the basic Iowa radio situation, these gestures have
little effect. From the viewpoint of the advertiser seeking the most economical way
to sell Iowa —
The
fundamentals
And what are the fundamentals of the Iowa
radio situation?
These, to be specific:
1. Selling Iowa by radio is distinctly not a
low-power job, because Iowa is too broad a
market, stretching over 200 miles north to
south, and over 300 miles east to west.

are

unchanged

with smaller stations is expensive — and you
still don't cover them all. The sound, economical way to sell Iowa by radio, is through
the one station with power enough to cover
all Iowa — Station WHO.

2. Iowa trade is not dominated by one or
two big cities. Des Moines, home of WHO,
is Iowa's largest city, yet it has less than 6
per cent of Iowa's population (1930 census). Iowa commerce flows through more
than a score of trading centers.
3. Some of these centers have smaller radio
stations — some do not. Trying to cover them

Remember, WHO broadcasts full-time on a
cleared-channel with 50,000 watts power.
No other Iowa station has evening power of
more than 1000 watts. Through results for
spot-advertisers, WHO has earned recognition as one of the most profitable media
available today, not just in radio alone, but
in the entire field of advertising.

CENTRAL
BROADCASTING
J. O. Maland, Mgr. DES MOINES, IOWA
National Representatives: FREE

& SLEININGER,
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Inc. — New York, Detroit, Chicago, Denver, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle
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dio-drama writing strengthens what
is the average writer's weakest
point — his tendency to indulge in
"author - summary" instead of
thinking directly in terms of active
scenes between people rising to
crisp climaxes in which the turning-point of the narrative-action
has been achieved through pure
dialogue. There is no doubt but
that radio-writing forces the writer
to make his clashes concrete rather
than abstract; forces him to strive
for good, convincing, clear, natural
dialogue.
There is a second reason why
writing for radio is an auxiliary to
sound training in writing. The
rigid time limitations imposed by
American radio force thought into
a very hard mold. Much to my surprise, Ifind the experienced writers in my class have the greater
difficulty here. Accustomed as they
are to "fudging" an extra paragraph or an additional thousand
words to complete a story, they
find "timing" is extremely difficult,
showing that here, at least, they
are being forced to use mental

AIR

University of Washington Experimenting With a
Course in Writing for Broadcasting
By HECTOR L. CHEVINGNY
interest, writing technique, relaKOL, Seattle
tionship to other popular narrative
forms (the stage play and the
WITH the approval and cooperashort story), production and sale.
tion of Dr. Dudley D. Griffith, exThe third quarter will be deecutive officer of the Department
voted to other forms of radio writof English, and of Prof. Glenn
ing—
exercises
in musical continuHughes, who heads the Division of
ity, spot announcements, station
Drama of the University of Washington, the writer this season in- practices.
The University seems to consider
augurated ayear's course in radio the class a successful one. Regiswriting in the Extension Service.
tered late and therefore unadverOne two-hour lecture is being given tised in the University's regular
weekly open to credits in advanced
bulletin, it nevertheless has more
English composition.
than its quota of students. The
course
is considered a branch of
Following the custom at WashEnglish
Composition, and not
the year's work
divided
into threeington, quarters.
In theis absence
among the technical - vocational
of precedents the course was
courses, such as newswriting or adwriting are customarily considered.
planned as follows: The first two
The decision to classify the course
quarters are occupied exclusively
with radio drama, the structure of as has been done was motivated
the radio play, factors that create
by Dean Griffith's opinion that ra-
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muscles which long had been inactive. It has been my experience
that when trained writers assume
a radio "job", they at once think in
terms of the one-act play. As time
goes on and more and more experiences are "pooled" on this subject,
our concepts will no doubt clarify,
but it seems to me, after five years
intensive work in radio drama,
that there is a far greater affinity
with the short story from the
structure-standpoint.
To begin with, the short story
and the radio story must attract
attention and interest at once, even
at the expense of perhaps losing
some of the suspense in the body.
The theatre need not do this, but a
stage play can afford to accumulate complex motivations for some
time during the first and possibly
the second acts, as the dramatist
knows members of the audience
seldom quit in disgust, if they are
going to
all,act.
much before the
second
or at
third
Commercial Aspects
THIS being the case, and the
American short story already having evolved a well-defined technique for capturing interest, I believe it "sound radio" to adopt the
methods bodily, and to carry them
over into the studio. Accordingly,
I make a great deal of structure,
insisting on clear plot-development
and endeavor to have the students
convey their thoughts by means
of the most easily understood type
ment.
of
story — the story of accomplishBut all this does not mean that
the course is purely academic in
its purposes. The commercial aspect of American radio is accepted
as a basis, and the fact kept continually in mind. Sponsorship is
accepted as a limitation, but the
fact is also accepted that, like all
limitations, it has certain advantages as well as disadvantages. Inasmuch as my own training has
been in the thick of commercial
radio, I would find it difficult, if
not impossible, to treat it purely
academically. A number of dramatic programs on KOL (CBS)
and on KOMO (NBC) are systematically followed by script. Dramatic work on these stations is
followed from the inception of the
idea, its sale, the changes made
thereby and its final expression in
terms of reception.
This radio-writing course is now being
given Extension
under the Service,
University's
downtown
and
is open to non-credit-taking auditors. The Extension Service is the I
University's testing - ground for
new
ideas.
work prove
to have
the Should
merit the
in practice
we :
have assigned to it in theory —
worthy of being considered in importance to workshop - study in
stage drama — it may become part
of the daytime work offered to
drama and speech majors on the
campus, and may even be made
compulsory,
has radio become assoa important
means of dramatic
expression.
In view of the recent attempts
on the part of a group of educators
and religious leaders to assume .
control of a portion of the nation's
facilities, the University's attitude
in all this is worthy of study. The
University has no desire, at the
present time, to enter broadcasting. It believes that radio must be
accepted as it is, and any teaching
of its writing must take into consideration its commercial aspect.
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From

no

to

distribution

4400

clipped
in

wrappers

and

one

mailed

week!

Edward M.
A year ago, agents
Power Company forwarded to
this station a contract which
signified that, with practically no
distribution in the WSM market,
1 the Palmer

Match

Company

had

decided to test WSM's ability by
contracting for a five minute program, once a week, on Strikalite
Matches. That was all. No other
medium was to be used. If the
product went over, fine. Otherwise —
With the agency, a program was whipped into shape
to do the job. For 43^ minutes, once a week, a WSM
entertainer by the name of Robert Lunn, who makes
up funny songs, was to play a guitar and sing. At the
end of the 43^ minutes, an announcer would discuss
briefly the merits of the product, would state that
anyone who wanted a copy of the words of the song
featured could get it by sending in two covers, each

"We think that you should feel gratified that a featuretinuesuchto attract
as this,such
running
cona largewithout
response.change,
To us should
it indicates
not only a very large and increasing listening audience,
but an unusually
friendly
one."
(Signed)EDWARD
EDWARDandM. M.responsive
POWER,CO.,
Jr. Inc.
President,
POWER
taken from a box of Strikalite Matches.
Strikalite Matches retails for 5c.)
That was a year ago. With

(A box of

practically no change,

the program has run week in and week out, was renewed December 27th on an "until forbid" basis. Distribution ispractically 100%, and repeat sales are
excellent. Top "pull" for one week (as of Feb. 8, 1935),
4400 wrappers. The moral is obvious: Get the right
program

on the right station and you'll get results!

50,000
WATTS

WSM
COMPLETE
PRODUCTION
FACILITIES
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc., Exclusive National Representatives. Write for Program Release and Open Time Schedule.
Owned and Operated by the NATIONAL LIFE & ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY, INC.. NASHVILLE, TENNESSEI

March
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Bands
NO

WASTE

WJDX
82% of the receiving sets
of Mississippi may be
reached with WJDX.
The absence of competitive stations insures a maximum and undivided
audience.
MISSISSIPPI'S ONLY
NETWORK OUTLET

W
J
O
X
9A? LAMAR
LIFE STATION
JACKSON .MISSISSIPPI
A SOUTH CENTRAL NBC STATION

WHAT
IS

in New

York

Deleted by $3 Rule
Networks Go to Other Cities
For Dance Orchestras
NEW YORK remote dance orchestras have been absent, though not
noticeably, from the networks
since March 5 because of a ruling
by the local musicians union to enforce a $3-per-man fee for such
broadcasts originating in hotels
and restaurants in the metropolitan area. Musical broadcasts
from hotels were cancelled by the
networks which keyed dance music
from other cities or filled in the
spots with different program material. New York stations not affiliated with the networks have resorted to other program material
to avoid difficulty with the musicians.
The $3 rule had been on the
books for two years, but the money
had not been paid in to the union.
In most cases it had not been paid
to the orchestra men either, and in
the exceptional instances where
the hotels had lived up to the rule,
the $3 had been simply a bonus for
the players.
Up to the last minute it had
been generally expected that a
compromise would be arrived at,
and the impasse avoided. The
union spokesmen were confident of
their ability to enforce their demands, and the hotel men and
other employers were equally confident that this would not be the
case.
Stations and networks were not
directly interested parties but they

Soap Merchandising
DISPLAY cards which tie in
the program of Fels & Co.,
Philadelphia (Fels Naptha
soap) with the program on
WFBL, Syracuse, contain a
picture of Jack Buckland,
singer and announcer, at the
microphone and are distributed by Buckland himself.
In making personal contacts
with dealers, he checks on
sales and displays. The twiceweekly programs are directed at the housewife.
bore the brunt of the inconvenience. The networks, with music
at their disposal in cities all along
the line, were in a much better
position than the local stations,
but even for them the task of arranging switchovers to a number
of points around the country was
by nooutmeans
easy. Stations
withnetwork affiliation
were much
harder hit, and in some cases they
closed down an hour or two earlier
than usual, after filling in the time
usually devoted to dance music
with girls' harmony teams, accordion players, and whatever
talent could be corralled at such
short notice.
The union called a meeting for
March 6 with the band leaders, and
at the gathering the position was
explained. It was freely reported
that the leaders of name bands
were against the decision to enforce the rule, but they were outnumbered in the union membership
by the unemployed.
On the other

A dependable station
— one that dominates

WITHOUT

K

SUPPLY?

5.000

In other words — why spend money creating demand—
IF you haven't the dealers to SUPPLY it? Obviously
that kind of advertising expenditure is practically
wasted — BUT — there's ONE solution for the manufacturer who WANTS MICHIGAN'S RICHEST MARKETS! The solution is the Michigan Radio Network
— with its eight stations — AND — its MERCHANDISING SERVICE. With this setup there is not only a
demand created for your product — but also an oudet—
DEALERS! The merchandising service GETS DISTRIBUTORS — CHECKS CREDITS — ACTUALLY
TAKES ORDERS FOR MERCHANDISE— HANDLES
DEMONSTRATIONS— PLACES DISPLAYS! Don't
make the mistake of stopping at merely creating demand! Finish the job! Use the Michigan Radio Network MERCHANDISING SERVICE available to its
advertisers without additional cost. Write or wire for
details.

KUNSKY-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
(Owners and Operators of Station WXYZ)
CHICAGO
DETROIT, MICHIGAN SAN FRANCISCO
T^T*
T,GL?ambAeaU
300
MADISON THEATRE BUILDING Douglas
Nowell
316 N. Michigan Ave.
Russ S.Bldg.
MEMBER MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
WOR, New York; WLW, Cincinnati; WGN, Chicago; WXYZ, Detroit
Page 22

RUDY VALLEE has been signed
by Standard Brands Inc., New
York (Fleischmann's yeast) to a
contract for another year with options for succeeding years through
to Jan.tract1,which
1942,
succeeding
a conwould
have expired
Jan. 1, 1936.

GOOD

DEMAND

WXYZ
(keyDETROIT
station)
WBCM
BAY CITY
W F D F
FLINT
W J I M
LANSING
W I B M
JACKSON
WELL
BATTLE CREEK
WKZO
KALAMAZOO
WOOD
GRAND RAPIDS

hand, the latter received support
from those players who are regularly employed in radio stations.
If remote broadcasts from hotels
stopped, there would be more
studio originations, and thus more
staff jobs, and more work for those
already on the staff.
Possible Compromise
NOTHING definite resulted from
this meeting, but when it ended
there was a marked disposition on
the part of the prominent leaders
to say nothing. The union officials
were confident that they had the
situation well in hand.
After the fee had been in effect
for a day it was suggested that a
compromise might be reached on
the basis of a $3 charge for major
hotels and night spots, but a lower
charge for
smaller hotels and "intimate" clubs.
Meanwhile NBC, CBS, and WOR
(through the Mutual tie-up) continued to bring in programs from
out of town. Only three employers of CBS bands agreed to the
rule in the first day — Essex House,
with Glen Gray; Cotton Club,
where Claud Hopkins opened, and
the Casino de Paree, with Jerry
Freeman. WNEW utilized ABC
stations, and brought in music
from New Jersey and Philadelphia,
but even so was obliged to close
at 2.30 a. m., instead of 4 a. m.

WATTS

its market and consistently produces.
Since

1922

KJR

has

been a leader — an
example for the others
to follow.
Guaranteed
(LEAR

CHANNEL

time.

Highest power
Washington.

in

Fisher's Blend Stations, Inc., operating
KOMO-KJR, Seattle,
Washington.
N. B. C.
NETWORK
SEATTLE
WASHINGTON

For information consult
Edward Petry & Co.. Inc.
New York Chicago
Detroit San Francisco
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Chosen

to

the

1935

Duluth's

member

Hall

of

Apparently, the old adage that a
prophet is not without honor save
in his own country, doesn't apply
to Duluth. Duluth has just chosen
Margaret Culkin Banning to the
Hall of Fame. The Northwest appreciates itsnoted author, novelist
and lecturer. Also appreciated by
the Northwest is the well-balanced
program of entertainment, news
and education broadcast byWEBC.
This appreciation takes the form or
'round-the-clock fixation of radio
dials at 1290 kilocycles.

Head

March

1$, 1935

the
of
upgrior

Lakes
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Stores in 12 Cities Take
WBS Style Disc Series
DEPARTMENT store and women's ready-to-wear establishments,
long1 the goal of station commercial departments for local sponsorship, have signed to carry the first
series of 14 15-minute World Tobelogues, transcribed style programs,
in 12 cities, reports the World
Broadcasting System.
Accounts so far signed and stations being used are: G. Fox &
Co., Hartford, Conn., WTIC; Brigham Co., . Springfield, Mass.,
WMAS ; B. Forman Co., Rochester,
N. Y., WHEC; Thalhimer Bros.,
Richmond, WRVA ; L o v e m a n ,
Joseph & Loeb, Birmingham,
WAPI; Maison Blanche, New Orleans, WSMB; H. & S. Pogue Co.,
Cincinnati, WCKY; Union Co., Columbus, 0., WBNS; Rike-Kumler
Co., Dayton, 0., WSMK; H. P.
Wasson & Co., Indianapolis,
WKBF; Field-Schlick, St. Paul,
KSTP, and The Emporium, San
Francisco, KLX.

WLS

received

SPONSOR

Obtaining Good Results by
— Duty in Gettin
By BARKLEY SCHROEDER
WLW, Cincinnati
THE Ken-Rad Unsolved Mysteries
program on WLW has a popular
appeal. More than that, it is selling radio tubes for its sponsors at
an unprecedented pace.
Mystery stories have always
challenged the ingenuity of all
classes, young and old, rich and
poor. The manner in which these
stories are presented is both unique
and interesting. An invented character, Dr. Kenrad, and his stooge
"Skeets" play the principal parts.
The stories are told with all the
hair-raising episodes of real thrillers. The sound effects are particularly thrilling. The sound man is
in his glory. From the tap, tap of
the murderer stalking his prey, to
the crash of an infernal deathdealing machine, the audience is
given thrill after thrill.

1,051,041

letters from

Station mail in the first two
433,742 —

100%

period last year.
week

SOLVES

increase

months
over

11-16.

about radio mail not coming

Making Thrillers Do Double
g New Business
The story is acted up to the climax when a gong is sounded and
the announcer tells the listeners to
send in solutions, giving their versions of who the murderer was,
the motive for the crime, and how
it was done. The solutions must
not exceed 100 words. Ten complete sets of Ken-Rad radio tubes
are awarded to the ten best solutions. The following week the correct solution is given, together
with a new mystery. In this way,
the detective ability of the listeners is challenged, and the audience
is held from week to week.
The Dealer's Part
THE PART that the dealers play
in selling Ken-Rad radio tubes is
given utmost consideration. The
audience is told to have their radio tubes tested by their nearest

of 1935 totalled

the

After

MYSTERY

listeners in 1934.

72,555 letters were

of February

THE

corresponding
received the
all the

talk

in "as in the old

days" WLS continues to get increased response from interested listeners and
greater

results

for

advertisers.

50,000 WATTS

WLS

PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION
1230 WASHINGTON BLVD. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
BURRIDGE D. BUTLER, President «
»
GLENN SNYDER; Manager
NEW YORK OFFICE: Graham A. Robertson, 250 Park Ave.

1'

E
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Ken-Rad dealer. It is advised that
replacement be made with KenRad tubes. However, a closer association with the dealer, and one
which carries a great deal of
weight, is the manner in which the
prizes are awarded.
After the names of the winners
are announced at the conclusion of
each broadcast, the lucky ones are
advised by mail of their good fortune and asked to give the types
of Ken-Rad tubes they need for
their radio receiver. They must
send in the name and address of
the radio dealer from whom they
ordinarily buy radio supplies. The
tubes then are sent to that dealer
to install in the receiver of the
winner.
The dealer is also sent a check
for the profit he would have made,
had he actually made a cash sale
of the tubes. The fact that he is
not a Ken-Rad dealer makes no
difference. It is needless to say
that this sets well with the radio
merchant and often through this
method a new Ken-Rad dealer is
made.
Some Real Results
RECENTLY a questionnaire was
sent to dealers through whom sets
of Ken-Rad tubes had been delivered to winners in connection
with the Ken-Rad Unsolved Mysteries during the past year. Remarkable as it may seen, 70% of
those dealers who replied had become Ken-Rad dealers as a result
of this program.
In one instance, a radio dealer
in a large city delivered several
sets of Ken-Rad tubes to prize
winners in the manner described.
He became so interested that he
asked the Ken-Rad representative
to call. As a result of the call, the
dealer became a new outlet and his
business to date indicates that he
will sell approximately 1000 KenRad tubes per week.
The program is considered one
of the most unique on the air.
WLW, with its super-power, has
given it a vast audience. Returns
are mounting weekly. Every state
in the Union has been heard from;
seldom less than 42 states are represented in the weekly mail. The
program is selling Ken-Rad tubes
and establishing Ken-Rad outlets
in most desirable spots. The program is heard over WLW every
Thursday, 9:30 to 10 p. m. (EST).
Bill Blocked in Alabama
To Protect News Source
EFFORTS of Alabama newspaper
interests antagonistic to radio to
have the state legislature enact a
bill which would permit newspapers to withhold sources of information from juries, were blocked
last month as a result of activity
by the Alabama State Committee
of the NAB. After introduction of
the measure, S. G. Persons, state
committee chairman and president
of WSFA, Montgomery, appeared
before the committee to which the
measure had been referred and requestedradio
that it
be amended
to include
stations
as well
as
newspapers.
As a consequence, the measure
died in committee as the state legislature recessed for 60 days.
While its reintroduction is expected
at the forthcoming session, Gov.
Graves has indicated that he desired radio to be included in the
measure on a par with newspapers.
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WSB

Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston |

NBC
NBC

Boston |
Birmingham

CBS

Bridgeport |

CBS

New Haven |

CBS

Buffalo
Cleveland
Dallas
Fort Worth
Denver
Detroit

NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
CBS
NBC

Hot Springs
Houston

NBC
NBC

Indianapolis
Los Angeles |
Kansas City
Los Angeles |

CBS
NBC
NBC

Louisville

CBS

Lowell
Miami
Milwaukee
Nashville
New Orleans
(Portland |
Norfolk

YN
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC

(Portland}
Providence

CBS

St. Louis

NBC

Salt Lake City
San Antonio

CBS
NBC

*W
WFBR
AA
WBRCB
*WNAC

WICC
WBEN
WGAR
WFAA
WBAP
KLZ
WJR
KTHS
*KFI
KPRC
WFBM
WDAF
KECA
WHAS
WLLH
WTMJ
WIOD
WSM
*KGW
*WSMB
KEX
WTAR

WEAN
K*SKDJR
*KHQ
*K
KSOM
L O
WOAI

THE

VOICE

OF

EXPERIENCE

]featt!el

*KGA
KTBS
WMAS
WDAE
KVOO
KFH

V><LEAR,

NB
C
NBC

|Spokane
J
Springfield
Tampa
Tulsa
Wichita

CBS
CBS
NBC
CBS

pleasing and persuasive, the voice of each of these sta-

ALSO

tions is surely the Voice of Experience.
Alert, successful broadcasters, their experience has taught them the
importance

of knowing

who and where their audience is and how"

to please it — how to sell it.
Experienced,

successful advertisers know

these stations — know

in their markets.
The advertising Voice of Experience calls for these stations on Spot
Broadcasting schedules destined for the greatest success.
15, 1935
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THE
THE
THE

YANKEE

NETWORK

TEXAS QUALITY GROUP
NORTHWEST TRIANGLE

^Indicates stations located in same
city under same management.

from their own experience that they are the pullers, the producers,

March

...NBC

jlS
Seattle |
P°kanel
Shreveport

Represented throughout the United States by
EDWARD

NEW

PETRY

&

CO.

INCORPORATED
•
DETROIT
YORK

CHICAGO

•

SAN FRANCISCO

'Time' Newsreel Spots
TYING IN both with its Friday
night broadcasts on CBS and with
its March of Time newsreels, Time
Inc., New York, on March 7 and 8
released an average of two spot
announcements per station on 50
stations in cities where theaters
are playing its newsreels. The oneminute transcriptions were produced by WBS and placed by Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., New York, the magazine's
agency. It is planned to place
these spots monthly to synchronize
with the Thursday and Friday releases of the monthly newsreels,
the time specified in cases of CBS
stations being immediately after
the network program.

610 Kilocycles
You want
RESULTS
COVERAGE
You can count on
WJAY- Cleveland
for both!

Call Report
For

System

Salesmen

That

Works
Effectively
WHB Has Perfected a Plan
That Is Simple to Operate
THE RADIO business being what
it is, and salesmen being what
they are, the average station sales
manager has a group on his hands
only slightly less temperamental
than a string of Metropolitan
Opera Stars. They agree with
alacrity to any new call report
system, and follow it faithfully
for all of two or three days. Then
either a new man must be hired
to follow up the follow-up, or —
and this is usually the case — another beautiful plan dies stillborn.
Don Davis, president of WHB,
Kansas City, believes that part of
the fault lay with station management. Usually the plans have been
too complicated, and no salesman
is friendly toward detail work.
Any system which involved more
bookkeeping than the salesman
himself would ordinarily go
through would be doomed to failure, as well as any system which
required the salesman to make a
daily oral report.
How It Is Done
THE SOLUTION lay in a set of
pocket-size envelopes 4% by 6%
inches. Each WHB salesman is
given one of the envelopes for
each day's work. Divisions printed on these envelopes, two on the

STYLES

FROM

PARIS

|Transatlantic Telephone Talk;
— Sponsored Over WJBC —
A NEW kind of international
hook-up was broadcast recently by
WJBC, Bloomington, 111., under
sponsorship of the W. H. Roland
Department Store, when a telephone conversation between a Paris
fashion expert and a French
teacher in a Bloomington dining
room was put on the air.
The transatlantic call had been
worked out in advance and the
telephone conversation, in French,
was taken from the wires and
broadcast. All steps in establishing the phone connection between
Bloomington and Paris were aired
cellent.
and reception was described as exAfter the conversation had been
completed, the WJBC announcer
read a translation of the conversation. The store used newspaper
space as part of its advance publicity, as well as spot announcement. After the broadcast, the
fashion trends were featured in
window displays and the conversation reproduced in a local newspaper. three on the back, allow
front,
space for reports covering service
calls on clients, call-backs on prospects, first calls on new prospects,
telephone contacts, and "failed to
see". The salesman is given added incentive to use the sales-report
envelope because it is handy as a
pocket file for newspaper clippings, publicity matter, notes, and
any other material he may wish to
carry around.
It takes about one-fifteenth of a
secretary's time to keep this call
report system going. In the morning, when the salesmen come in,
she gives each man an envelope
bearing his number and the date.
From previous envelopes she has
gathered follow-up dates, and if
Salesman No. 1 had said he was
going to see Mr. Jones again on
this particular day, Mr. Jones'
name appears in the call-back section. Similarly, the "failed to see"
from the previous day are switched
into the set of call-backs. A swift
check-up for complaints on station
service can be gained at any time
by thumbing through the service
call portions of the envelopes and
Market

With

MONEY!
...no

foreign

rates, no

'transcription surcharge...
no penalties for spof broadcastinq in the Southern California marke+..,if you use KFWB in Los
Anqeles. In fact, amonq thefour major Los Anqeles
sta+ions KFWB offers *spor'Vafes from 50 to bOo/o
lower and a record of results tha+
lYspo+less!"
a^top" station
inav>opwmarket-. Reqardinq
ava ila ble spot 'time write to.J
. Owned and Opera-ted by Warner Bros.
| Motion Picfure S+udioj , Hollywood, Ca Ii-p.
^ree iJ> Sleir>inqer,lnc.; Exclusive Representatives
'age 26

Among the fifteen largest
markets, Milwaukee rates —
Home Ownership
3rd
Automobile Ownership
. 5th
Radio Ownership
2nd
Industrial Payrolls
6th
Covered Thoroughly ONLY by

WTMJ
THE
M J LWA U K E E
JOURNAL
STATION
EDWARD

PETRY

& CO.

WBBM

to Synchronize

With KFAB Night-time
And Use 50 kw. Power
FULL AUTHORITY to operate
synchronously on the 770 kc. clear
channel during night-time with
doubled powers was given WBBM,
Chicago, and KFAB, Lincoln, Neb.,
by the FCC in decisions announced
March 5, following hearings before
the Broadcast Division. The synchronization will be experimental.
In annouRcing the decision the
FCC first made the grant permanent, but then modified it. Both
stations are CBS outlets, with the
former owned by the network.
WBBM was authorized to increase its power from 25,000 to the
regular maximum of 50,000 watts
and to install new equipment, with
the order becoming effective March
26. KFAB
was granted
an increase in power
from 5,000
to
10,000 stallwatts,
and authorized
innew equipment.
Under totheir
regular licenses the stations have
divided time, but have duplicated
operation during day-time with experimental synchronized operation
at night.
Frank Falknor, CBS central division engineering chief, indicated
that WBBM would have its new
equipment installed by April 1.
Peter Gets RCA Post
THIRD of the NBC executive staff
to be transferred to the parent
company, RCA, is Paul Peter, forcian,merlywhotheonnetwork's
March 1 chief
went statistiover to
RCA in the same capacity. Mr.
Peter was the organizer of the
NBC statistical department in 1929.
H. M. Beville, like Mr. Peter a
graduate of Syracuse University
and for the last five years Mr.
Peter's assistant, has been promoted to the post. During the last
few months H. K. Norton, NBC
treasurer, went over to RCA as
assistant to President Sarnoff, and
Frank Mullen, NBC agriculture director,
named RCA public relationswasdirector.
noticing if any squares
checked.

are

This is the system as far as the
salesman is concerned. In beginning the call report system, WHB
asked each salesman for a list of
clients and prospects. When duplications were eliminated, each man
was given protection for 90 days
on the accounts and prospects he
had named.
A supplementary file of firms,
transferred by the secretary from
the envelopes, keeps tab on the
dates of actual calls. Additional
information can be derived from
the file of envelopes. When 90
days have expired on any prospect
without a sale, another salesman
gets the job. In this way, Mr.
Davis figures that during the year
four different personalities will
make a bid for the business.
To develop a healthy form of
competition among salesmen and
to keep each in touch with what
the other is doing, a bulletin board
record lists each salesman's service calls, call-backs, new prospects and telephone contacts, as
well as actual sales. The system
is copyrighted by Mr. Davis, but
a letter to him at WHB, Kansas
City, cure
is permission
all that'sto necessary
to seuse it.
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BUT

YOU

REAO-TA

THOUSAND

TIMES

LARGER

CROWD

THROUGH

WTIC
Try this experiment on your imagination. Think of this
photograph hanging on your wall. Then imagine it surrounded by999 similar pictures — and you can form some
idea of the tremendous audience you reach through
Station WTIC. A population of 1,580,000 in the primary coverage area alone (Jansky & Bailey survey figures) .And 680,000 more in the secondary coverage area.
Now look at the people in the WTIC Communities from
a quality standpoint. One out of three paid an income

tax last year. Per capita savings bank deposits are over
500% greater than for the country as a whole. High
buying power plus low distribution costs (for the area
is less than 100 miles square) make the WTIC Communities America's No. 1 test market ■— a market that
consistently justifies intensive advertising.
Station WTIC offers the one way to reach this entire market at small cost. Talent is available for the skillful staging of any type of program. Full particulars on request.

WTIC
Mr \ !/ V -y
*Sf i/HvT -"

f

/ "~f i| -

50,000 WATTS
HARTFORD

•

CONNECTICUT

The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation
Member

THE WTIC COMMUNITIES
A PROSPEROUS POPULATION IN A
COMPACT MARKET
March

15, 1935

New England and NBC-WEAF

Networks

PAUL W. MORENCY, General Mgr. JAMES F. CLANCY, Business Mgr.
J. J. WEED, Manager
NEW YORK OFFICE, 220 EAST 42nd STREET
C. C. WEED, Manager
CHICAGO OFFICE. 203 N. WABASH AVENUE
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World

brings

stations

new

through

Service

by

business
adoption

to affiliated
of Program

national

advertisers

A SHORT time ago the manufacturer of a well-known household product
wanted to broadcast with the best and most authentic music from
Spain, Italy, France, England, Germany, Scandinavia and South America
as well as the latest American music. This proposition looked like an
impossibility. The

cost of assembling and rehearsing such a variety of

talent and instruments would
of the World

Program

be prohibitive. Then

Service. He

every kind of music which

found

all the commercials

best of

or special

result was a thoroughly individual studio job. And

because all the music was available in World
of the most economical musical programs
Needless to say, the manufacturer
accomplish with

that this Service contained

he wanted, ready for instant use. And

all, into such a program could be woven
features desired. The

this advertiser heard

the World

Program

Program

Library, it was one

ever built for a national advertiser.
was delighted. He
Service what

was able to

would

have

been

impossible in any other way.
The programs were shipped from World
SIXTY-FIVE stations for 20 weeks.

ige 28

studios and broadcast over

ADVERTISERS, AGENCIES,
STATION MANAGERS! Let
us give you all the facts about the
most sensational and latest way to
increase business.
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Will you

be the station

Program

Service

to qualify

franchise

for a new

in your

World

territory?

This was a boon for the advertiser and a boon for the stations. Nothing
else like this had ever been done before.
And
Today

now

other national advertisers are taking it up enthusiastically.

the manufacturer

of a well-known

brand of paint is preparing in

World studios forty 1 5-minute programs to use over many stations throughout the United States. The manufacturer of a drug product that is a
household

word

has just completed a highly successful campaign

broadcasts per week

for thirteen weeks

over FIFTY-TWO

of four

stations. A

women's wear broadcast started with fourteen stations and after two weeks
is adding new stations every week. And so it goes!
The

affiliated stations of World

Program

Service are given exclusive

rights in their territory to these wonderful programs of national advertisers.

Grasp

WORLD
50

these

possibilities!

BROADCASTING

SYSTEMS

57th
STREET,
NEW
YORK,
N. Y.
St., Los Angeles, Cal.Flower
S.
555
•
III.
at: 400 W. Madison St., Chicago,
Recording
Other Offices
INC. (SUBSIDIARY OF WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.) WESTERN ELECTRIC LICENSEE
YORK, Studios
OF NEW
STUDIOS and
SOUND
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Graduated

Scale of Fees

Fixed by Artists' Group
In Planning Radio Raid
FEES of from 5 to 30 cents per
run of a phonograph record, with
the rate depending upon station
power, will be sought by the newly
formed American Society of Recording Artists, Inc., for the performance of their records, according to advices received from Hollywood March 4 by Broadcasting.
(The scope and purpose of this
organization, as defined in letters
soliciting the membership of recording artists, were outlined in
the March 1 issue.)
Claim is made by the organization, which has not proved its right
to collect tribute of any kind and
has no court decisions to substantiate its action, that some 25 million hours of phonograph music
are broadcast annually. Thus, it
is held, the record royalties would
gross between $5,000,000 and
$8,000,000 annually, as against
some $2,000,000 now collected by
the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers from
stations as a music performance
fee.

an and Maiden About Town turn their

The new organization claims a
membership of some 500 phonograph recording artists, including
Crosby, Vallee and John Charles
Thomas. Al Jolson is said to be
head of the membership committee, with George Hall, formerly
Hollywood manager of the RCAVictor Co. Inc., as executive organizer, with headquarters in the
Guaranty Building, Hollywood. The

footsteps Gotham-ward as instinctively as they

group has no dues, with the organizing expenses subscribed to by
"big
name
stars". are not involved,
Transcriptions
since transcription producers pay
the artists a straight fee for recastingcordings
use. for the exclusive broadIn broadcasting circles it is felt
that the recording artists cannot
enforce their royalty plan for a
number of reasons. First, there is
no legal right for such collections.
Secondly, broadcasters now pay
ASCAP for the right to perform
the musical compositions in its
catalogue, whether by phonograph
record,
live talent or remote pickup.
Chandu Brought Back
A TEST campaign, bringing back
the Chandu the Magician series,
formerly sponsored by Beech-Nut
Packing Co., Canojaharie, N. Y.,
was started March 11 over WGN,
Chicago, and will begin March 25
over WJR, Detroit, under the banner of Sterling Products Co., New
York, in the interests of CafiAspirin. The 13-week series will
be heard for 15 minutes, five nights
weekly on each station, WGN carrying it at 9:15 p. m. and WJR
at 6:15 p. m. Blackett - SampleHummert Inc., New York, handles
the account, which may extend to
other stations later:
THREE

stations have been assigned call letters by the FCC, the
station at Pecos, Tex., being assigned KIUN; that at Hutchinson,
Kan., KWBG, and WMFP, Ashland,
Ken., changed to WCMI.

select the smartest shops, the cleverest divertisseAlt

ment. Is not graceful living the sum total of

Aboard

many familiar trusted things? An environment
and an atmosphere correctly luxurious ... a
manner flavored by the habits and tastes of cultivated New Yorkers . . . facilities congenial to a
precise mode. Most simply expressed, perhaps,
by guests of the Gotham as the comfortable feeling of belonging there . . . the easy assurance a
well-fitted coat imparts. For instance . . . the
Alpine Grill, now air-conditioned, with the dean
STARTING every weekday with the "Shopper's
Special" at 8:00 A. M., and continuing 'til midnight,
WDRC offers advertisers a potential market of OVER
A MILLION people within a 30 mile radius of Hartford ... a market tested and proved by critical advertisers who buy only RESULTS. There are a few
periods still available between well-known national
programs . . . time that will produce SALES for you,
as it is continually doing for others.

of New York bartenders, Joe Hentschel, presiding . . . luncheon or dinner in the beautiful
Rennaissance Room ... or the Ladies' Bar during the Cocktail Hour. Attractive rooms from $4.

2500 Watts
Max A. Haeringi Resident Manager
FIFTH AVENUE AT FIFTY-FIFTH
NEW YORK CITY

Daytime

WDRC

Nishts

ST.
Hartford,
♦
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1000 Watts

Connecticut

Basic Network Station of the Columbia Broadcasting System ♦
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Pacific ^Magazine'
iOn Afternoon Time
NBC Feature on West Coast
Shifted; Sponsors Go Along
FOR MORE than six years a
morning NBC feature over the
Western network from San Franthe Woman's
Magazinetimeof
the Aircisco,takes
an afternoon
to be heard five days a week, Mondays to Fridays, inclusive, from 2
to 3 p. m. (PST), effective March
18. The feature, which replaces
Al Pearce and His Gang, will be
known azineasof thetheAirNew
and Woman's
will retainMagall
its present talent, with Bennie
Walker as master - of - ceremonies
and Emil Polak as musical director.
In announcing the new set-up,
Harry Anderson, NBC sales manager, San Francisco, stated that
all sponsors on the morning broadcasts will switch to the afternoon
hour. Those with 20-minute periods will continue as such through
April 12, reverting to the new 15minute schedules April 15.
Swift Switches
SWIFT & Co., Chicago (meat
products) , which sponsored 15
minutes on the Al Pearce and His
Gang hour, has switched to the
New Woman's Magazine of the
Air, to be heard Tuesdays and
Thursdays, 2 to 2:15 p. m. Other
sponsors who have switched to the
new hour with days and time of
broadcast follow:
Tuesday: M. J. Breitenbach Co.,

And So They Wed
WHAT, no music! exclaimed
a shimmery bridesmaid just
before a prominent young
couple in High Point, N. C.
marched down the aisle. Aha,
a hunch! Phone the radio
station. Which was done, so
Johnny Miller, program manager of WBIG, Greensboro,
cancelled a network program
to broadcast special music
for the nuptial ceremonies.

Did

You

Get

1935

The

YEAR

BOOK?

BROADCASTING
^combined with
N. Y. (Pepto mangan), 2:15-2:35
p. m.; Pet Milk Sales Corp., St.
Louis (Pet milk), 2:40-3 p. m.
Wednesday : Pioneer Canneries,
Seattle (minced clams), 2:15-2:35
p. m., Jell-Well Dessert Co. Ltd.,
Los Angeles (gelatine dessert),
2:40-3 p. m. Thursday: Van Camp
Sea Food Co. Inc., Terminal Island,
Cal. (White Star Tuna), 2:15-2:35
p. m.; George W. Caswell & Co.,
San Francisco (coffee and tea),
2:40-3 p. m.; Friday: Tillamock
County Cream Association, Tillamock, Ore. (cheese), 2:15-2:35
p. m., and Pacific Coast Borax Co.,
N. Y. (20 Mule Team borax), 2:403 p. m.
USING radio spots to bolster a
big newspaper and poster campaign in markets where it has distribution, Van Camp Sea Food Co.,
Terminal Island, Cal. (canned
tuna) has expanded its 1935 advertising through Emil Brisacher &
Staff, San Francisco.

broadcast

Advertising'

YEAR

BOOK

AVAILABLE

TO

ALL

SUBSCRIBERS

[Without Extra Cost]

Increase
After
Rate
Revision

KSD
LEADS
IN
INCREASED LISTENER AUDIENCE
Surveys of radio listener audiences covering the primary
area of St. Louis to determine justifiable Increases
in hourly network rates were made recently
National Broadcasting
both the Broadcasting
by Columbia
System. InCo. theand
rate52% changes,
and a
increase,KSDKWK was33%given
the KmOX rate remains
unchanged.

STATION

March

KSD -THE
POST-DISPATCH ST.
BU1LDINC LOUIS
ST. LOUIS. MO.POST-DISPATCH
Edward Petty * Co.. National Advertising Representatives
New York Chicago Detroit • San Francisco
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National Press Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.
Please enter my subscription to BROADCASTING. Begin with 1935 YEARBOOK Edition. Check is enclosed.
□ #3.00 for ONE YEAR— YEARBOOK INCLUDED.
□ #5.00 for TWO YEARS or for TWO ONE-YEAR subscriptions YEARBOOK INCLUDED.
Canadian and Foreign Subscriptions #4.00 per year
Name
Address
City
State
Firm Name
Your Position .
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Honestly.
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SPEAK

ENGLISH!
e idea has got around that
HoOW thty
Eal
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SOBu
et
much of a foreign city . . .
is pr
st
u
ed
mo
at
an interpreter to make
ne
th yo al
od
to
lf
rs
se
. . . and that for these reaunde
your
sons other markets present greater sales opportunities.
Nothing could be farther from the truth. Buffalo
is a typical American City. Only 20.6% of our
people are foreign-born.* Only 7.9% of these
Buffalonians do not speak English . . . more
than one-third of our foreign-born population
comes from English speaking countries.
And Buffalonians are prosperous. We weathered
the depression without a single bank failure.
Our industries are on the up-turn with employment and payrolls showing decided increases.
We're buying new cars . . . new clothes . . .
new furniture . . . trying new kinds of toothpaste . . . doing our part to keep Buffalo the
tenth major American Market.
You'll go a long way in getting your share of
Buffalo's business by telling Buffalonians about
yourself over the Buffalo Broadcasting Corporation stations. WGR and WKBW, Buffalo's
pioneer broadcasters, divide Columbia Broadcasting System and Buffalo Broadcasting Corporation production between them. This division enables you to pick desirable, guaranteed
time ... to get your message across in a way
that's impossible when a single station carries
network programs.
WGR

and WKBW

Builds Staff
SIDNEY FLAMM
has been appointed assistant to
the president of
WMCA, New
York, sinceagementmanof the
station reverted
to Donald Flamm,
and several
executives formerly

fell
Sidney Flamm
with the organization have returned. These include
A. L. Alexander, as chief announcer, and Harry Pascoe, as continuity director. A staff of announcers to replace those who remained with American Broadcasting Co. when the latter separated
from WMCA now includes: Alfred
Hall, from WOV; Thomas Coates,
from CBS; Leslie Marcus, from
WNAC; Howard Butler, from
WNEW; James F. Cleminger, from
Byers Recording Laboratories and
Paul Gregory, from WHAS. Helen
Hancock, formerly in charge of
daytime programs, has been appointed assistant program director
to Lewis Read. George Houston,
formerly with World Broadcasting
System, is studio director, and Carl
Fenton, from Brunswick Recording
Co., is musical director.
To Whom It May Concern:
Due to repeated inquiries, I wish
to announce that I have not been
in any way connected with the engineering firm of Doolittle & Falknor, Inc., of Chicago, since Jan.
1, 1933.
Frank B. Falknor

WHAT

New Series on Network
Boosts Sales of Pebeco
By 80% Within a Month
AN 80% increase in sales of the
new Pebeco toothpaste for 1935 to
date as compared to 1934 has been
definitely traced to network advertising by Lehn & Fink Products
Co., sponsors of Pebeco's CBS Sunday night series starring Eddie
Cantor. The program, which marks
Pebeco's most extensive use of radio, went on the air Feb. 3 to introduce the new Pebeco toothpaste
and toothpowder. Featuring the
Eddie Cantor Magic Club, the series in the first five weeks produced 50,000 new users of the new
Pebeco, with a weekly total already at the 15,000 mark.
Commenting on Pebeco's reaction to the series, Miss Dorothy
Cocks, Lehn & Fink advertising
manager, said: "We are delighted
with the results of the program to
date. Pebeco sales now stand 80%
ahead of last year, an increase
which we believe is largely due to
radio. At the factory unit in which
Pebeco is produced we are operating with twice the force used last
Lehn & Fink have been using
radio and the Columbia network
to promote their various products
since 1931. For Hinds Honey and
Almond Cream, Lehn & Fink also
presents immediately following the
Cantor program, the Hinds Club
Romance on the same network from
8:30 year."
to 9 p. m.

ABOUT

DAYLIGHT
HOURS?

cover the Buffalo Area in-

tensively .. . they're the wisest choice if you
want to get the cream of Buffalo Dollar.
* The
average for the fifteen largest cities in the Country is 20.2%.

IF you are looking for a profitable spot for
your program, study the daytime schedule
of WHAS. By using a day schedule on this
station you can reduce your time cost onehalf and your message will reach a wide
audience of urban and rural listeners who

OPERATED
BY THE BUFFALO BROADCASTING
CORPORATION, RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO, N. Y.
MEMBER
Columbia Broadcasting System
National Association of Broadcasters
World Broadcasting System Program Service
REPRESENTED BY
FREE 8C SLEININGER, Inc.
New York, Detroit, Chicago
Denver, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seatde
Page 34

prefer WHAS day and night because it
brings them the cream of Columbia Chain
nationally cleared channel of 820 kilocycles
programs and because its 50,000 watts and
assure them of consistently good reception.

WHAS

Owned and Operated by
THE COURIER-JOURNAL
THE LOUISVILLE TIMES
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responds to potent advertising messages at shopping time.
In the Denver area, KO A reaches and influences the buying habits of this special daytime audience. With
COME

Come

INTO

THE

KITCHEN

into the kitchen while breakfast is under way . . .

but you won't stay long. For the modern

housewife has

studios

popularly known as "Denver's Own Radio City", with sufficient power to serve a wide group of listeners, it offers
broadcasters both the prestige and the facilities important to
effective selling in this rich, radio-minded market.

much to do, knows how to do it well, and she doesn't
waste time or extra steps.
Ask her how she manages so capably and effortlessly
and she'll tell you that her radio is particularly helpful.
Along with entertainment that brightens the working day,
it brings her household hints, housekeeping short-cuts,
cooking recipes and shopping information. As she works
she listens, she learns, and, according to the success
stories of NBC

daytime broadcasters, she enthusiastically

KOA

50,000

WATTS

DENVER

National
Broadcasting
Company,
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF
AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
NEW YORK
WEAF & WJZ

★

WASHINGTON
WRC & WMAL

.★

CHICAGO
WMAQ & WENR

*

SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON— WBZ
•• SPRINGFIELD, MASS.— WBZA
PITTSBURGH — KDKA
• CLEVELAND— WTAM
• DENVER — KOA • PORTLAND, ORE. — KEX
3 March
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SAN
•
•

Inc.

FRANCISCO
KGO & KPO

SCHENECTADY — WGY
SPOKANE — KGA
• SEATTLE — KJR
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Rebates

and

Rackets

THE BROADCASTING industry finds itself
sitting on the sidelines in the battle between
the Association of National Advertisers and
the American Association of Advertising
Agencies, over methods of compensation. Radio cannot plunge into the fracas, despite the
fact that it is vitally concerned.
Irrespective of the reasoning by the major
combatants, it boils down to a situation wherein the advertising medium relinquishes 15%
and 2% of its rate for the placement of business through an agency. The ANA contends
the agency works for the advertiser, and the
AAAA argues that it is a free agent, working for both advertiser and publisher or station owner. Regardless of who wins, the percentage comes out of the medium's rate.
The ANA says the rigid 15% commission
should go by the boards and that the advertiser should be free to make any terms he
wishes, including rebates from the agency. We
submit that rebates of any kind smack of the
unethical and breed distrust, for if the agency
l rebates to the advertiser, why shouldn't it rebate, for example, to the station in cases where
the broadcaster himself sells the advertiser,
builds the program and puts on the show, as
occurs in many, many cases in radio.
As a medium, broadcasting has been per1 fectly willing to pay the 15% commission to
legitimate agencies, and presumably will continue to feel that way. Although sometimes
wondering why it should pay the commission
when an agency doesn't turn a hand in developing the account or building the program, it
nevertheless is willing to concede that. What
radio does not like, however, is the placement
of business through racket agencies or bogus
house agencies of advertisers, when they contribute nothing to the development and servicing of the accounts.

The

FCC

New

Deal

ONE of the greatest but least apparent
dangers to commercial broadcasting has been
the loose regulation of the industry by a weak
licensing authority. The old Radio Commission was all too prone to jump through the
hoop to satisfy political whims and demands.
The result was that the law and the regulations were evaded with impunity. The big fellows, and even the little ones with loud political voices, got pretty much what they wanted.
The old Commission was viewed with contempt by the very persons who curried favor
Page 36

and got it, for it is axiomatic that no one respects aweakling.
The FCC came into being last July and
there were sighs of relief and high hopes. But
all of the old practices were not broken up,
especially in the Broadcast Division, which for
all practical purposes simply began where the
old Radio Commission left off.
Another "new deal" has been effected on the
FCC. It is felt, that a change in personnel and
positions will make possible the clean-up that
obviously has become necessary. This is not
necessarily a reflection upon the present FCC
personnel or that of the Broadcast Division.
Rather it is an effort to change the system on
the theory that new brains, with fortitude, can
start with a clean slate. It is something akin
to an auditing firm taking over a business establishment and analyzing its books to set it
on the right course.
Judge Sykes has done a praiseworthy job
in setting up the new FCC, and his wide experience as a member of the Radio Commission for all of its seven years served him and
his government in good stead in laying the
framework of the new structure. He has
stepped aside to turn over the helm to another, but remains as chairman of the Broadcast Division, where his background and training should prove valuable.
In former Congressman Anning Prall, the
President has selected a man whose capabilities as an executive are well known to most
of the men on Capitol Hill, where he seiwed
for a dozen years. He takes over that post
with an open mind and with nothing to gain
but a good record. He has set as his goal the
moulding and functioning of a regulatory body
that will command the respect now accorded to
such contemporary agencies as the ICC and
the Trade Commission. That he will brook no
trifling with the law is already known to the
FCC staff, the key members already having
trod the carpet in the new chairman's office.
Vice Chairman Case is another whose purpose is that of wiping out the unsavory past
of the radio regulatory body. His background
as governor of Rhode Island, and his distinguished service as U. S. Attorney, means that
he knows the law, and will enforce it.
It may prove difficult for some stations to
hew to the line. But in the long run a politicspurged regulatory board is industry insurance.
Looking ahead, it means that there should be
security for every bona fide license holder with
a proper concept of public service, for it is
well nigh impossible to break down an honest,
reputable fraternity of broadcasting stations
which maintain their position by merit and
service.

RADIO

BOOK
THE

SHELF

FASCINATING

mystery of Radio is]

clearly and simply described in The Beginner's
Story of Radio (Radex Press Inc., Cleveland),
written "for the millions who, interested in
radio, desire an intelligent understanding of
what goes on within their receivers". Such
terms as resistors, intermediate frequency and
others equally baffling to the layman are described and charts depict the devious course
of a radio impulse through the receiver.

;j
|
i
jj
jl
jj

THE MONTHLY journal of the U. S. Office of
Education, School Life, is now listing educational radio programs in all issues, according
to an announcement by William D. Boutwell,
its editor. The publication is issued through
the Government Printing Office at Washington at $1 per year.

21,500,000 Radio Homes
FROM THE PROLIFIC researches conducted'
by the "little brain trust" of CBS under the;
able guidance of Paul Kesten and John Karol- :
comes another penetrating report of incalculable value to the broadcasting and advertising:
fields. Taking up where Uncle Sam left off
five years ago, CBS has sponsored a survey by
Dr. Starch of radio set ownership in the United
States that is revealing and gratifying. The
findings published in this issue, show seven
out of every 10 homes in the United States 1 t
now have radios — a total of neai'ly 21,500,000,
not counting second and third sets in many: I
homes and 1,800,000 auto radios now in use. ;
The ratio compares with two out of five radio .
homes counted by the federal census takers in 1930.
This is the third supplemental radio census
report prepared by CBS to bring up to date
the federal count of 1930, a count known to be j
inadequate because so many failed to report p
owning radios for fear of possible taxation, i
The 1935 report, like the others, uses the
12,000,000 federal count of five years ago asa base; then it adds the known radio set sales1
in each state since that date, deducting therefrom a substantial proportion going into use(
as replacements. To strengthen these findings, ;
it takes into account the actual door-to-door
sample counts made by Dr. Starch's staff
among 125,000 homes in 321 representative:
communities.
It was a gigantic task, and there can be few
who will dispute its findings. With CBS we
agree that if it errs at all it errs on the side
of conservatism, for who is there who does not!
believe there are vastly more radios in use in j
the United States than the 21,430,000 passen- |
ger automobiles and the 10,600,000 residence!
telephones ?
To CBS all credit for doing a splendid job
in compiling figures that can be used as standard in measuring potential audience. All the
more credit to CBS for its announced purpose
of breaking down its state-by-state calculations by counties and cities, and for making
these state reports available in mimeograph
form to all who want them — whether or not ;
they are CBS clients or member stations.
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PERSONAL
We

Pay

Our

CARLYLE

Respects

To

STEVENS

THE PSYCHOLOGY of advertis- delightedly informed Parkhill
ing has many wrinkles and they
(Ont.) rivalneighbors
new little
arwas a boy.thatIn thethat
can't be mastered at one sitting —
or three or four, for that matter.
community the Stevens family had
But the day - to - day plugging at resided for several generations,
customers and copy and schedules
everer since
great-grandfaththat the agency man experiences
arrived Carl's
from England
to join
the
trek
to
Western
Ontario.
proves an effective medium for inThe nearest Carl ever came to
struction in the gentle art of persuading people to see things your following his father's engineering
way.
footsteps was his first job, which
It was with this experience un- he landed soon after absorbing the
der his belt that Carlyle Stevens
educational diet offered by Walker
mustered a liberal supply of for- Collegiate School at Windsor, Ont.
titude back in 1928 and undertook
That job was in the Ford automoto exercise some persuasion upon
bile plant in Detroit, but it was an
the powers-that-be at WXYZ, De- accounting task far from the clattroit. Under his arm were a numter and dash of the mills.
ber of short stories and plays that
Dreaming over figures and more
his nimble fingers had tapped off
when the advertising ranks in the figures failed to stir the latent amin the the
young
motor city had nothing further to soul andbitionsoon
rolls accountant's
of a Detroit
offer him at the moment.
advertising agency contained a
And at the very moment he en- Carlyle Stevens who was starting
tered the sound-proof studios of at the bottom. Not for long did
WXYZ, he started his career as a he
stay at the bottom, though, and
professional talker. While that
persuasive talent failed to sell any one day his door was labeled "Assistant Account Executive". After
of the early Stevens tomes to the continuing
to glorify automobiles
Detroit station, it still proved the instead
of figuring over them, he
power of talking for he talked joined another
agency.
himself, instead, into a job as a Here was a job Detroit
that was cut out
WXYZ announcer.
Ever since he has been talking, for a young chap. In 18 months
Carl traveled 35,000 miles, publiprofessionally. So well and naturcizing everything: from summer really has he talked that when Batsorts to the Indianapolis races.
ten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn deAnd that's where radio enters
cided not long ago to award a prize
to the announcer who talked with the picture, for he found himself
without
the pleasure of a regular
the greatest of ease, the token was
pay
envelope,
in fact any pay enbestowed upon "Carl", which hapvelope. The next turn in the road
pens to be the short-cut used by
intimates in addressing him.
to success proved to be fict;on
The agency had decided that it followed.
liked announcers who used a na- writing and the visit to WXY"Z
Until 1931 Stevens talked and
tural style. Not only that, but it
produced dramatic prodidn't care particularly for an- wrote and
grams and even became a sound
nouncers who cultivate a dripping,
pseudo-aristocracy in their verbal effects expert. The latter achieveemissions. Hence the creation of
ment recalls the time that someforgot to supply sound effects
the annual "BBDO award for good for abodyfrying
chicken as specified
announcing".
And
hence
the
selection of Stevens, who naturally in a script, and the alert Stevens
enough, always has felt that an snatched a package of cigarettes
announcer should have an easy, from his pocket, tore off the cellophane, and wrinkled it under the
natural, individual delivery — and
has practiced what he preached.
microphone — a bit of drama that
The climb up the long ladder to the audience never realized when
radio eminence has been a brisk it heard the fowl sputtering in the
one for Carlyle Stevens. It was radio skillet.
not so far back— May 23, 1907 —
Still seeking new worlds to con(Continned on page 54)
that the elder Stevens, an engineer,
i March
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NOTES

A. E. BENNETT, managing director
of 2GB,
Sydney,
Australia
and presi-of
dent of the
Australian
Federation
Broadcast Stations, will arrive in this
country April 20, with Los Angeles,
New York and Washington on his
itinerary. J. D. Stodart, an executive
of 6PR. Perth, Western Australia,
arrived in Los Angeles late in February for an American visit.
GEORGE M. BFRBACH. Jr., for
the last year engaged as associate
editor of the Broadcasting Magazine Year
has joined
commercial Book,
staff of NBC
in Newthe York.
Formerly
he
was
with
KSD.
St.
Louis.
RICHARD C. PATTERSON, Jr.,
NBC executive vice president, has
been named chairman of the campaign to raise $500,000 by popular
subscription to support the work of
the Salvation Army in New York.
GEORGE W. HARYEY has been
added to the local sales staff of WGN,
Chicago. Mr. Harvey comes to WGN
from Motor Magazine and was formerly with Wilkening Mfg. Co. and
National Cash Register Co.
FRANK A. SEITZ. manager of
WFAS. White Plains. N Y., was
stricken suddenly with appendicitis
while broadcasting Feb. 26 and was
operated on immediately. He is reported convalescing favorably.
FORREST E. WILLIAMS has resigned from the NBC sales staff in
Boston to join the staff of the Massachusetts Republican Club. He will
continue, however, to broadcast over
WBZ-WBZA, Boston-Springfield, for
the state Republican organization.
L. A. PIERCE, formerly with Foster
& Kleiser, Portland agency, has joined
the sales staff of KGW and KEX,
Portland, Ore.
PRESTON D. ALLEN, manager of
KLX, manOakland,
was reelected
chairof the Northern
California
Broadcasters at a meeting held Feb.
26 in Oakland. Arthur Westlund.
manager elected
of secretary.
KRE, Oakland, was reROSS WALLACE, formerly advertising director
of Wallace'sdepartment
Farmer.
has ioined
the commercial
of WHO, Des Moines.
D. J. LIXDBERG. formerly of KIM.
Walla Walla, Wash., has been named
manager of KRLC. new station at
Lewiston, Ida. He also is a licensed
operator and before joining KTJJ had
been a member of the technical staff
of KIT. Yakima, Wash., and other
northwest stations.
DON WIKE, formerly of KHQ-KGA.
Spokane and since 1934 commercial
manager of KUJ, Walla Walla,
Wash., has been named assistant to
H. E. Studebakor. general manager
of KUJ and KRLC, Lewiston, Ida.
JOHN F. PATT. manager of WGAR,
Cleveland, has been named by Gov.
Ruby Laffoon as a Kentucky Colonel.
JOSEPH CATANICH, formerly sales
manager of the Freeman Lang sound
studios, Los Angeles, has been named
to the sales staff of KHJ, Los Angeles, succeeding Arthur McDonald,
who resigned March 1 to become sales
manager of Standard Radio Advertising Co., Hollywood transcription concern.
HUGH ERNST, manager of KMPC,
Beverly Hills, Cal., received a broken
leg and arm in a recent automobile
accident. Because of an expected long
convalescence, Dick Conner, former
city hall reporter for the Southern
California Network, was named
KMPC manager. His post was taken
by his brother, Ned, who resigned
from the sales staff of KRKD. Los
Angeles.

THE

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

REP. KARL STEFAN (R.) of Nebraska, formerly chief announcer and
commentator of W.IAG, Norfolk. Neb.,
delivered an address Feb. 28 over a
nation-wide CBS network. Telling of
the
of a newhisCongressmau, impressions
he also discussed
pending
resolution to have the House chamber
equipped
with aacoustics.
public address system to improve
JOHN thority
R.on sports,
TUNIS,has writer
joined and
NBC auas
sportscast eyecommentator.
"He will
broad- witness accounts
of important tennis matches and other outstanding athletic events and will also
handle a weekly sports account. He
is managed by NBC Artists Service.
JOHN HOBART has been named
radio editor of the San Francisco
Chronicle, replacing James Adam.
The newspaper
an NBC-KGO
filiation and onhasMarch
1 closed afits
remote control studio in the Chronicle
building to broadcast its daily features from NBC headquarters.
TICK KNIGHT, CBS production
man, has written two new songs
which other
haveLove"just
and been
"I published,
Still Wear "Anthe
Same Size
Hat". of the WOR Artist
JULE
PELMAR,
Bureau, Newark, is seriously ill in
French Hospital, New York.
WADE THOMPSON, for the last
three years with KOIL, Omaha, and
KFAB and KFOR, Lincoln. Neb.,
leaves March 15 to live in Seattle.
BILL CHERRY has returned to the
continuity
department of KMOX, St.
Louis.
JOE WEEKS, formerly of WJR and
WXYZ, Detroit, has joined the announcing staff of WSBT-WFAM.
South Bend, Ind. Ned L. Reglein has
replaced Bob Kennett as program
director.
DOROTHY DIGGLES, for the last
six years
a member
NBC's casting department,
San ofFrancisco,
will
be married May 1 to Robert T. Whitten of the
S. Department
Commerce. MissU.Mary
Oman, who ofassigns
and clears
studios
for
NBC
broadcasts leaves San Francisco the end
of March for New York City where
she will marry Harold Wilmshurst,
accountant,
of Ernest Wilmshurst, formerbrother
NBC technician
in San
Francisco and now a member of the
technical staff at Radio City.
FELIX ADAMS Jr.. announcer of
WSPD. Toledo, is the father of a
boy born Feb. 16. Harry Burge, formerly with WMBC. Detroit, and
AVMBR. Jacksonville. Fla.. has joined
the WSPD announcing staff.
TRUE

BOARDMAN,
nouncer and actor at
geles, and free lancer,
producing and writing
Los Angeles.

former anKFI, Los Anhas joined the
staff of KHJ.

SIDXEYporter onAXDORX.
formerly
rethe Cleveland
Press,a has
joined WGAR, Cleveland, and is
heard in dentially
the Speaking.
gossip program ConfiMILFORD WADDELL. organizer of
the Kansas City Civic Theater heard
over KMBC, and formerly associated
with Illinois and Missouri state universities, has joined the staff of
W9XBY,
director. Kansas City, as educational
EDDIE LYNN, announcer of WLW,
Cincinnati, was married in February
to Bea Green. Chicago songstress.
BOBBY ISBELL. six-vear-old son of
Harold Isbell. Chicago CBS production man. made his microphone debut
March 2 as guest announcer on the
Salerno-Megoweu
Biscuit Co.'s Woody
and
Willie program.
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BROOKS G. CONNALLY has been
promoted from chief announcer to
program director and studio manager
of KTSA, San Antonio, with James
W. Crocker being promoted to proI duction manager. Walter Beck, forI merly with KRLD, Dallas, has been
! added to the KTSA announcing staff.
V. EUGENE MOSER, formerly with
KMOX, St. Louis, and at one time
with the Don Lee Network, has joined
the production and announcing staff
of KTAT, Fort Worth, and the SouthI west Broadcasting System.
i JOHN F. WHITE, Jr., formerly on
the NBC production staff in San
| Francisco, has joined KGW, Portj land, Ore., in the same capacity.
FLORENCE MARKS, in private life
Mrs. Bosley Crowther, who has been
a member of the CBS publicity staff
in New York for five years, resigned
March 9. Nora Drummond has
joined the publicity department of
CBS in New York. A native of Norfolk, Va., she has worked on several
newspapers in the Old Dominion as
well as the New York Evening Post.
JACK SAYERS has joined the publicity department of KHJ, Los Angeles.
DON DOUGLAS, formerly with
WRC, Washington, has joined the
announcing staff of KGFJ, Los Angeles.
JOHN HUGHES, recently with Seattle stations, has joined the announcing staff of KMTR, Hollywood.
W. M. ELLSWORTH
Radio Talent and Entertainment
Manager of many high class radio artists and acts available for employment.
Scouts talent for stations and
advertisers.
Can
fill anyfor order
—■
No charge
services
Suite 1503, Mather Tower, Chicago, 111.

HARRY R. LONG, formerly production director at KPCB, Seattle
and other stations, has been named
program director of KRLC, Lewiston, Ida.
JACK HARRISON, formerly with
KYW, Chicago, and KPO, San Francisco, has joined the announcing staff
of WFAA, Dallas.
JERRY DEMONG, radio actor, has
been named to the announcing staff
of WFBL, Syracuse, replacing Charles
Arlington, resigned.
Reproducer Out
ck" reA NEW portable "playba
supplementing its reguproducer,
lar recording
apparatus, has been
introduced on the market by Presto
Recording Corp., New York. It is
specially designed for broadcast
station salesmen, program builders
and radio advertisers. The lightweight apparatus operates on both
AC and DC current, and can be
used for demonstrations of studiorecorded artists and programs as
well as for the playing of all kinds
of records and transcriptions.

IN THE
CONTROL
ROOM

New

New Minnesota Local
A NEW local station at Rochester,
Minn., to operate on 1310 kc. with
100 watts, unlimited time, was
authorized March 5 by the FCC in
a decision sustaining Examiner R.
H. Hyde. The licensee is the
Southern Minnesota Broadcasting
Co.
MOTION PICTURE ACADEMY
awards for 1934, recently announced in Hollywood, include a
certificate of merit to Electrical
Research Products Inc., for its vertical cut disc recordings.

WBAL

NEW
Ownership
Management
Policies
Programs

WHAT! NO MIKE — They called
it the "Little NAB Convention",
these broadcasters who got together Feb. 23 at Virginia Beach
as guests of WTAR, Norfolk. Left
to right they are: (Bottom row)
Campbell Arnoux, WTAR general
manager; Keith Kiggings, NBC
station relations; Henry Slavick,
WMC, Memphis, general manager;
(top row) John New, WTAR sales
manager and George I. Jones, engineer of Jansky & Bailey.

Four Broadcast Awards
By Women's Committee
Will Be Made in April
FOUR AWARDS, one each for
the best musical and non-musical
program in both sustaining and
commercial classifications will be
made
April
10 by
the Women's
National
Radio
Committee,
New
York. Anning S. Prall, chairman
of the FCC broadcast division, has
accepted an invitation to present
the awards, which will consist of
illuminated parchment scrolls. No
public announcement of the winning programs will be made before
the luncheon at which the awards
are made.
The committee of judges to pass
on programs comprises: A. Walter
Kramer, editor of Musical America; Yolanda Mero - Irion, pianist;
Eva LeGallienne; Fannie Hurst;
Walter Naumburg; Mrs. Oliver
Harriman; Mrs. E. James Ottaway, past
president
of theClubs.
National Federation
of Music
In judging the commercial features, special attention will be
given to the length, good taste, unobtrusiveness
and general "appeal"
of the sales talk.
The Women's National Radio
Committee was organized to try to
improve radio programs through
constructive action rather than
mere criticism. Its headquarters
are at 113 W. 57th St., New York.

HARRY MILLER, engineer of WOR,
Newark, is featured in Camel cigarette advertisements appearing in magazinesby andWilliam
newspapers.
was Inc.,
selected
Esty &He Co.,
New York, Camel agency, for the
photographs.
IRVING REIS, young CBS engineer
who has met with marked success in
writing and directing radio dramatics,
adapted Half Pint Flask from a short
story by Dubose Heyward and directed itsMarch
production
over a CBS network
10.
FRANCIS N. KING, of the technical staff of WGR-WKBW, Buffalo,
N. Y., is the father of a son, Ronald
Leon King, born ' Feb. 18.
A. B. CHAMBERLAIN, chief engineer, and W. B. Lodge, engineer, of
CBS, on March 11 read illustrated
papers
on Washington
"The Broadcast
Antenna"
before the
Section
of the
Institute of Radio Engineers.
GLEN WEBSTER, NBC Chicago
engineer who recently returned from
a trip teur
to transmitter,
Cuba, heard
his own
amaW9JIR,
Chicago,
while he was on the Atlantic Ocean.
It was being operated by Paul Clark,
station
W9BG. who operates "ham"
NBC supervisor,
LAVERNE SHATTO, formerly of
KFJI, Klamath Falls, Ore., has
joined
technical
KTJJ,
Walla the
Walla,
Wash.,-staff
and ofKRLC,
Lewiston, Ida. KRLC is to be completed in time to begin operating
March 31. Construction is under the
direction of Ellwood Lippincott, KUJ
chief engineer.
HAROLD
HADDEN,
chief master
supervisor of theC.New
York studio
control of WOR, Newark, and Marie
C. Mehl, secretary to Jack Poppele,
WOR
chief engineer, have announced
their engagement.
JOHN PENAZ, NBC engineer at the
transmitter of WENR, Chicago, has
been transferred to the communicastudios.tions department of the Chicago NBC
CLARENCE
chief technician of KTM,JUNEAU,
Los Angeles,
is the
father of a daughter, born Feb. 26.
GEORGE BROWN, engineer of
WSPD, Toledo, is the father of a
girl, born in February.
OLIVER D. PERKINS, formerly of
KOAC, Corvallis, Ore., succeeds VicCarson,
resigned,Portland,
on the Ore.
operatingtorstaff
of KOIN,
THE CUBAN
ordered all radiogovernment
stations has
on the
island to install crystal control.
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Music

Publishers

Code

Food

Prohibits Song Plugging
A BAN on song-plugging as an
unethical trade practice is specified
in the code of fair competition for
the music publishing industry promulgated March 5 by the NRA
after more than a year of bickering among various elements in
the industry. Bribing of orchestra
leaders, singers and others, in any
form whatsoever, to get them to
perform numbers over the air or
otherwise, is prohibited. The code
sets up separate code authorities
for popular and standard publishers and a coordinating committee
to settle matters between the two,
solving a problem that caused
much commotion during hearings
on the code last year. At the request of the NAB, the code includes a provision that the code
or any subsequent amendments
should not be construed as approving any of the acts against music
publishers alleged in the Department of Justice anti-trust suit now
pending against ASCAP and some
130 co-defendants in the federal
district court in New York.

and Drug Bill in Doubt
(Continued from page 13)

tion of that of last year, although
there were some, including Consumers Research Reports and the
Peoples Lobby, who claimed the
measure did not protect the consumer but was written for the benefit of the industries involved.
First of the witnesses to appear
when the hearing opened was
Charles Wesley Dunn, counsel for
the Associated Grocery Manufacturers Association and the American Pharmaceutical Association,
who was instrumental in drafting
the McCarran bill (S. 580), certain
portions of which had been written into the Copeland bill in committee before the hearings began.
While he favored the broad principles of the revised measure, Mr.
Dunn offered many amendments,
all of which were taken under advisement. He supported particularly provisions which would give
the Department of Agriculture
jurisdiction over advertising, thus
beating to the gun groups which
opposed this change.
[radio M
Women's Viewpoint
~p "Miss Schmutz, it is HE ARGUED that the Trade ComJBw indeed high time to
mission has no scientific organizatelephone for . . .
lg<^
tion and therefore cannot determine whether the commodities are
harmful or dangerous and whether
FREE
SLEINiNGER,
INC.
RADIO 6>STATION
REPRESENTATIVES
the advertising is improper. He
SEE PAGE 1. RADIO ADVERTISING RATES AND DATA advocated
a unified administration

SHouimnnsHip

• The success of a radio station is
in direct proportion to the showmanship that station displays. For
many years WCAE has been recognized as the most popular and most
productive radio buy in the Pittsburgh area. Why? — Showmanship
again !
• You as a business man, display
showmanship in your daily contacts.
• You are successful,
ula must be right!

so the form-

• There is too much to say in such
limited space. Write to us. Ask
questions. Make us prove our statements— we can and will!
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of the proposed new law in the
Department.
Lee H. Bristol, vice president of
Bristol-Myers Co., and a past president of the Association of National Advertisers, declared his industry would welcome action to
limit the activities of "cheap manufacturers". He added, however,
that certain provisions seemed too
drastic, and favored retention of
advertising control in the Trade
Commission.
Among representatives of women's organizations who supported
the measure, as well as Department of Agriculture control over
advertising, were Alice L. Edwards, American Home Economics
Association; Mary I. Bannerman,
National Congress of Parents &
Teachers, and Mrs. Harris P. Baldwin, National League of Women
Voters. At the session on March
8, a number of other association
women took a new tack on the
bill, and advocated inclusion of alcohol among the list of "habitforming drugs". This would mean
that under the labeling provisions
every bottle of alcoholic beverage
must bear, boldly inscribed the
words "habit forming".
Walter P. Jacobs, executive manager of the Institute of Medicine
Manufacturers,
vic'ously
the Copeland bill.
He said attacked
it made
the Secretary of Agriculture a dictator over the industries involved,
and added that forcing disclosures
of formulas would ruin the business of many medical manufacturers. He likewise declared it
would duplicate the Trade Commission's authority over advertising.
Certain provisions he described as
unconstitutional. He proposed that
the Secretary of Agriculture
should report to the Trade Commission all cases of false advertising, rather than handle that function itself. Finally, he urged that
the Copeland bill should be offered
as an amendment to the Food and
Drug Act of 1906, rather than as
an entirely new act.
Stand of Publishers
FOR the National Publishers Association, C.C. Parlin, of Philadelphia, supported the basic measure,
but pointed out that mooted questions on a number of its provisions
have arisen. "We shall be pleased,"
he said, "if the committee will report out favorably S. 5 either as it
now stands or "with substitutions
from S. 580 (McCarran bill) or H.
R. 3972 (Mead bill). We would,
however, be unanimously and
strongly opposed to the introduction into S. 5 of any of the provisions of the original Tugwell bill,
. to which we voiced objection at the
original hearing on Dec. 8, 1933.
W. J. Schiffiin, chairman of the
legislative committee of the National Wholesale Drug Association,
said his organization would prefer a revised bill at this session in
the form of amendments to the existing law, rather than an entirely
new measure. He favored Trade
Commission jurisdiction over advertising.
On behalf of advertising agencies, John Benson, president of the
American Association of Advertising Agencies,is said
he felt
newlegislation
sound,
andtheadded

that he desired to see a measure
that will not handicap or interfere
with legitimate business and advertising. Through conferences
with Senator Copeland, he assei-ted
that the advertising provisions had
been clarified, but he advocated a
slight change in the definition of
false advertising, by substituting
the word "supported" for "sustained", with the phrase to read
"supported by medical opinion."
AFA Opposition
"I DESIRE to place on record the
Advertising Federation of America
as urging
S-5, assome
revised eitherpassage
with or ofwithout
of the additional constructive
amendments suggested by others,"
said A. T. Falk, research director
of the Advertising Federation of
America, in supporting the measure.
As was the case last year, the
opening day's hearings were enlivened when Arthur Kallett, secof Consumers'
Research
Inc., tookretarythe
stand. His testimony
was cut short by Chairman Clark,
after Kallett had attempted to
mention in a disparaging way, the
medical radio talks of Senator
Copeland. Senator Clark said he
would not permit witnesses to indulge in personalities, but the witness persisted. It was then that
the chairman told the witness that
he would have him ejected from
the room if he did not conduct
himself in orderly fashion. "All
right,"
said anKallett,
"if you
want
to act like
American
prototype
of Hitler and leave thousands of
Americans in jeopardy. I want the
record to show that I haven't been
able to make my whole statement."
The young co-author of "100,000,000 Guinea Pigs" had objected
to the Copeland bill as one that
did not protect the consumer. He
went into a detailed summary of
what he described as fraudulent
advertising of dangerous products,
declaring he did not expect Congress to pay any attention to his
testimony. He asked that the
Public Health Service, rather than
the Department of Agriculture, be
given jurisdiction and that the
measure be made more stringent.
Called Objectionable
THE COPELAND bill was described as "more objectionable than
its
predecessors"
by Clinton
Robb,
counsel for the United
Medicine
Manufacturers Association. He
said it would give the Secretary of
Agriculture dictatorial powers, and
prohibit the right of self-medication, thereby making possible "conn of a great Trade
industry."
He
advocated fiscatioFederal
Commission, rather than Agriculture control over advertising.
On behalf of the Associated
Manufacturers of Toilet Articles,
Hugo Mock, attorney, said he felt
there is no need for inclusion of
cosmetics in the proposed legislation. He objected to certain of the
provisions, including labelling and
factory inspections, but, unlike
most of the other manufacturers,
supported the provision of placing
advertising control in the Department of Agriculture. He favored
clarification of the advertising
definition.
Opening the session March 8,
Chairman Davis of the Trade Commission declared that the Copeland
bill infringes upon the jurisdiction
of his organization. About 70 per
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cent of the cases coming before it,
jhe asserted,vertising,
deal
adand ofwith
theseforms
20Trof deal
•with advertising involving foods,
[drugs and cosmetics. He reviewed
the manner in which the Commission handles advertising cases, settling the bulk of them by stipulations and without court action or
.complaints. After Senator Copelland stated that he agreed the
Commission had rendered a great
ipublic service on unfair practices,
'but was not equipped to handle
the health features of advertising,
Judge Davis asserted that as he interpreted the bill, it does not take
taway from his organization any of
lits jurisdiction over false and misHeading advertising, but provides
a duplication of effort.
Changes Proposed
THE BILL, he added, would have
to be amended to eliminate this.
The courts already have held that
false advertising is unfair competition and unfair trade practice,
whether the commodity be a food,
drug or a piece of furniture. He
declared that the Commission in
the past has called upon the Food
& Drug Administration, Public
Health Service and Bureau of
Standards to perform the laboratory work in connection with foods,
drugs and cosmetics, while it undertakes the regulatory phases as
specified in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
"I believe the Trade Commission is infinitely better equipped
to make the field investigations,"
he said. "It has trained lawyers
who make the investigations. The
Copeland bill would deprive us of
the enforcement simply because we
don't have the laboratory facilities." He said that the Commission could just as well establish
the laboratory facilities, but that
it would be much more economical
and efficient simply to amend the
existing Trade Commission act and
Food & Drugs law to give his organization the necessary added authority and allow it to delegate the
scientific undertakings to organizations already established.
"Congress," said Judge Davis,
•'could leave advertising out of the
Copeland bill altogether and give
the Food & Drug Administration
the right to seize and destroy and
stop the sale of improper and
harmful products. With that function," he continued, "there would be
no occasion for the Department of
Agriculture to exercise any jurisdiction over advertising."
Other Amendments
FOR THE Proprietary Association,
James F. Hoge, its general counsel, first made clear that his organization favored the Mead bill
(which he was instrumental in
writing) now pending in the House.
Nevertheless, he offered a long series of amendments to S. 5, and
after speaking for some 40 min' utes, was asked by Chairman Clark
to insert the balance of his statement in the record. He said he
supported the Mead bill because it
amends rather than repeals the
present law, and would keep intact
the precedent established in food,
drug and cosmetic litigation. As
to the definition of advertising, he
suggested that the word "supported" he substituted for "sustained",
as did Mr. Benson. Like many of
the preceding witnesses, he also
advocated retention of advertising
March
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control in the Trade Commission.
Another effort to attack Senator
Copeland, made by Ben Marsh, representing the People's Lobby, was
nipped by Chairman Bennett. Callthe bill aalleged
"swindlethat
and ita did
farce",
Mr. ingMarsh
not
protect the public. He attempted
to mention the Copeland testimonials, but was stopped in his
tracks by Senator Clark. Then, he
remarked, he would give the "dope
to Huey Long" and predicted a
situation wTould develop that would
"out-Farley Farley".
The Copeland bill, insofar as its
advertising provisiftns are concerned, was viewed as unnecessary
by Elisha Hanson, general counsel
for the American Newspaper Publishers Association. There is ample
law on the books today to prevent
false and fraudulent advertising,
he asserted. The postal laws, denying the use of the mails to improper advertising, and the jurisdicture of the Trade Commission
over unfair methods of competition in advertising, he maintained,
are adequate.
Ample Laws on Books
"THERE already are ample laws
to take care of any offense which
relates to advertising," he said.
"The Federal Trade Commission
Act makes false advertising, injurious to a competitor, illegal, and
the Commission is empowered under the act creating it to prevent
the dissemination of such false and
fraudulent advertising. Insofar as
the general public is concerned,
Section 2350 of the postal statutes
makes false advertising illegal, and
subjects the person who is guilty
of devising the scheme to defraud
or to obtain money by means of
false or fraudulent representations,
to a fine of not more than $1,000,
or imprisonment of not more than
five years, or both. * * *
"If the Secretary of Agriculture
has cause to believe that an advertisement which has been published in a newspaper is false or
fraudulent, insofar as its representations of the value of a food, drug
or cosmetic are concerned, he can
start his proceedings in the courts
under the postal statutes, he can
subpoena the publisher of the
newspaper or the distributor of
the advertising, or the owner of
the radio broadcasting station
which has disseminated the information, and compel the giving up
of any information which this paragraph requires without any diffiDiscussing the Copeland bill proculty."
WWNC
Operated By The
Citizen Broadcasting Company, Inc.
ASHEVILLE,

N. C.

UP!
Goes
Business
— in Asheville and Western North
Carolina during spring and summer. Concentrate vour sales efforts here. Begin NOW! WWNC
affords the only blanket Radio
coverage in this market!
Full time NBC Affiliate
1,000 Watts 570 Kilocycles
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visions, Mr. Hanson said in his
opinion the definition of advertising is "too loose". The purpose of
an advertisement, he said, is merely an effort to create interest in
the thing advertised. It may promote a demand for the product or
the idea, but it does not directly,
as a result, result in a sale. "Therefore," he continued, "while I dislike to suggest the substitution of
a definition of my own for that of
someone else, I submit the following definition:
" 'The term advertisement includes representations of fact or
opinion disseminated to the public
in any manner, or by any means
for the purpose of creating an interest in or a demand for food,
drugs or cosmetics.' " He suggested a number of other changes affecting advertising provisions.
Among those who testified at the

Some

closing hearing on March 9 in support of the measure as drafted
were Erwin Funk, member of the
legislative committee of the National Editorial Association, an organization ofsmall daily and weekly newspapers, and Dr. W. G. Campbell, chief of the Food and Drug
Administration. Both urged speedy
endorsement of the measure. Following the hearings Senator Copeland indicated that the full committee might consider the measure
within a week or 10 days.
ADIO STATION
R EPRESENTATIVES
WALTER BIDDICK CO.
568 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Los Angeles
1358 Rnss Bldg., San Francisco, California
4404 Stnart Bldg., Seattle, Washington
619 Charles Bldg., Denver

FIREWORKS!
....and

a Report...

... The Southwest, where business has boomed above
the national average for many months, touches off more
firecrackers as Texas starts spending millions on its
coming 1936 Centennial Exposition.
. . . Booming? YES! . . . During the month of February,
SBS added one-and-three-quarter hours of night-time network commercial programs. Some report for a re. . . Toogional ! . . . SBS carries six full evenings of programs,
weekly, supplementing CBS on eight of its thirteen stations, ripening programs for sponsorship.
. . . Here's a tailor-made network doing a tailor-made
job. Sell the Southwest from start to finish with SBS!
SOUTHWEST
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Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives; Notes from the Stations
STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
KOIN, Portland, Ore.
Union Pacific Stages, Omaha, weekly
sp, thru Ernest Bader & Co.,
Omaha.
Richfield Oil Co. of California, Los
Angeles, 5 weekly t, thru H. C.
Bernsten Agency, Los Angeles.
Dr. Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart,
Ind. (Alka- Seltzer), 3 weekly t,
thru Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Moon Glow Cosmetic Co. Ltd., Hollywood, Cal. (nail polish), 3 weekly
sa, thru Small, Kleppner & Seiffer
Inc., N. Y.
I Central Shoe Co., St. Louis (Robin
Hood shoes), 2 weekly t, thru Jimm
Daugherty Inc., St. Louis.
American Maize Products Co., New
; York (Amaizo), 12 weekly sa, thru
i Geare-Marston Inc., N. Y.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
' pills), 3 weekly t, thru H. H. Good
1 Adv. Co., N. Y.
1 Selby
Shoe Co.,
Portsmouth,
preserver
shoes),
weekly O.
sa, (arch
thru
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc.,
Chicago.
Nourishine Mfg. Co., Los Angeles
(hair restorer), 2 weekly t, thru
Hughes & Morton, Los Angeles.
Currier's
Tablets 3 Inc.,
Los sa,
Angeles
(proprietary),
weekly
thru
Hixson-O'Donnell Inc.. Los Angeles.
Horlick's
Racine,&
Wis., 5 Malted
weekly Milkt, Corp.,
thru Lord
Thomas. Chicago.
Pennzoil Co., Los Angeles (gasoline,
oil), 12 weekly sa, thru Mayers
Co., Los Angeles.
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta, 2 weekly
*, thru
Ruthrauff & Rvan Inc.,
N.
Y.
WGN, Chicago
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich,
(corn flakes), 5 weekly, sp, renewal thru N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
Philadelphia.
Rival Packing Co., Chicago (dog
food), 13 sp, thru Charles Silver &
Co., Chicago.
Fels & Co., Philadelphia (Fels Naptha soap), 117 sp, thru Young &
Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
Kaempfer's, Chicago (Big Kernel bird
seed ) , 26 sp, thru C. W e n d e 1
Muench & Co., Chicago.
John Puhl Products Co., Chicago
(bluing and ammonia), 156 t, thru
Charles Silver & Co., Chicago.
Dr. Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart,
Ind. (Alka - Seltzer), 39 sp, thru
Wade Advertising Co., Chicago.
WCLO, Janesville, Wis.
Zerbst Pharmacal Co., St. Joseph, Mo.
(proprietary) daily sa, thru Barrens Adv. Co. Inc., Kansas City.
DeJay Stores, New York (wearing
apparel), 3 weekly sp, direct.
Wisconsin Power & Light Co., Madison, 5 weekly sp, thru Klau-Van
Peterson .- Dunlap Associates Inc.,
Milwaukee
Gamble
direct. Stores, Minneapolis, weekly t,
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 3 weekly ta, thru H. H. Good
Adv. Co., N. Y.
WJZ, New York
Simon Ackerman Clothes Inc., New
York, weekly sp, thru HirschonGarfield Inc., N. Y.
S. Gumpert Co. Inc., Brooklyn (dessert), weekly sp, thru Rose Martin
Inc., N. Y.
WJZ, New York
Ralph Hancock, New York (Gardens
of the Nation), weekly sp, direct.
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KFI, Los Angeles
Fruit Industries Ltd., Los Angeles
(Guasti wine), 3 weekly thru
Fletcher & Ellis Inc., N. Y.
Continental Baking Co., Los Angeles
(Wonder bread), 3 weekly sp, thru
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., N. Y.
Kolynos Co., New Haven (toothpaste), 5 weekly t, thru BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., N. Y.
Sears-Roebuck & Co., Los Angeles
(brassieres), sp, thru Dana Jones
Co., Los Angeles.
Welch Grape Juice Co., Westfield,
N. Y., 3 weekly ta, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., ChiKHJ, Los Angeles
Sussman, Wormser & Co., San FranciscoS( & W coif ee ) , 2 weekly
sp, thru W. Vincent Leahy Adv.
Agency, San Francisco.
John F. Roberts & Associates, Los
Angeles (Liv-A-Tone) , weekly sp,
thru Dake-Johanet Adv. Agency,
Los Angeles.

WSPD, Toledo
Campbell Cereal Co., Northfield,
Minn. (Malt-O-Meal) , 6 weekly so,
cago.
thru Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., ChiCalifornia Perfume Co., New York, 2
weekly
Inc., N. sp,
Y. thru Luckey Bowman
Sterling Drug Co., Des Moines (toothweekly sp, thru Heath-Seehoff Inc.,paste),Chicago.
Continental Baking Co., New York
(Wonder bread), 10 weekly sp,
thru Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn Inc., N. Y.
WBAL, Baltimore
California Perfume Co., New York
( Ambrosia cosmetics ) , 30 t, thru
Luckey-Bowman Inc., N. Y.
Sterling Drug Co., Des Moines (tooth,2 weekly
Seehof paste)Inc.,
Chicago.t, thru HeathInternational Magazine Co. Inc., New
York (Cosmopolitan), t, direct.
United Fruit Co., New York (bananas), 13 sp, direct.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la.
(seeds), 2 sp, direct.
6ALANC&

WLS, Chieago
Ball Bros., Muncie, Ind. (glass jars),
4Muncie.
sa, thru Applegate Adv. Agency,
Northwestern Yeast Co., Chicago
(Yeast Foam tablets), 39 sp, thru
Hays MacFarland & Co., Chicago.
Goodrich-Gamble Co., St. Paul (Hoff's
linament), 3 weekly sa, thru McCord Co., Minneapolis.
Standard Chemical Mfg. Co., Omaha
(Egg- o- Day mash),
12 sa, thru
Buchanan-Thomas
Advertising
Co.,
Omaha.
Horse and Mule Association of America, Dallas, Tex., 12 sa, thru Carpenter-Rogers Co., Dallas.
Murphy Products Co., Burlington,
Wis. (home products), 9 sp, thru
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Duffy-Mott Co. Inc., New York ( Sunsweet prune juice), 39 sa, thru Long
Adv. Service, San Jose, Calif.
Mantho-Kreamo Co., Clinton, 111. (MK Cold remedy), 6 weekly sa, thru
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
WOR, Newark
B. Fischer & Co:, New York (Astor
coffee ) , 3 weekly
Locke-Dawson,
N. sp,
Y. thru TracyJustin-Haynes Inc., New York (Aspirub), 2 weekly sp, thru Thomas H.
Reese & Co. Inc., N. Y.
Wipe-on Corp., Brooklyn (lacquer).
3Associates
weekly sp,Inc.,
thruN. E.Y. M. Freystadt
Borden Sales Co. Inc., New York
(Horton's ice cream), weekly sp,
thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
B. Fischer & Co. Inc., New York
(coffee, tea, spices), 3 weekly sp,
thru Tracy - Locke - Dawson Inc.,
N. Y.
WBBM, Chicago
Taylor Washing Machine Co., ChiChicago.cago, 300 t, thru Auspitz & Lee,
Princess Pat Ltd., Chicago (toiletries), 3 weekly
Adv. Co.,
Chicago.sp, thru McJunkin
National Tea Co., Chicago (food
stores),
thru Beaumont &
Hohman 78
Inc.,sp,Chieago.
Armand Co., Des Moines (cosmetics),
26
W. Kastor & Sons
Adv.sp,Co.thru
Inc.,H. Chicago.
Bowey's Inc., Chicago (Dari-Rich
chocolate
milk),Adv.26 Co.,
sp, Chicago.
thru Russell C. Comer

THE FREQUENCY'S THE THING— Coincident with the dedication on
Jan. 9 of WHIO, the Dayton Daily News, affiliated with the station,
published a special 16-page section devoted to the new broadcasting outlet. To popularize the frequency upon which WHIO operates, the cartoon shown above was published with the caption "It's '1260' Day in
Dayton Today".

WMCA, New York
Torgsin, New York (service to Soviet
Russia),
weekly sp,
Advertisers Broadcasting
Co.,thru
N. Y.
United Remedies Inc., Chicago (proprietary), 4weekly f, thru Bess &
Schillin, N. Y.
Duffy-Mott Co. Inc., New York (Sunsweet prune juice), weekly sp, thru
Grady & Wagner, N. Y.
WCAE, Pittsburgh
W. coS. food
Sculldrink),
Co., Camden,
N. J.
3 weekly
sa, (Bosthru
Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., N. Y.
Washington State Apple Co.. Seattle,
100 sa, thru Izzard Co., Seattle.
Pennsylvaniaadelphia, 7weekly
Automobile
Ass'n, Philsp, direct.
WOAI, San Antonio
A-C Spark Plug Co., Flint, Mich., 2
weekly t, sociates,
thruDetroit.
D. P. Brother & AsBunte Bros., Chicago (Tango bars
candy),
weekly
sa, thru Fred A.
Robbins 4Inc.,
Chicago.
Hoover Liniment Co., Carlisle, Ind.
(Dr. Cox's liniment), 3 weekly sa,
thru Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
WMBH, Joplin, Mo.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills),
3 weekly
Adv. Co.,
N. Y. ta, thru H. H. Good
Central Shoe Co., St. Louis (Robin
Hood shoes), weekly t, thru Jimm
Daugherty Inc., St. Louis.
WEAF, New York
Simon Ackerman Clothes Inc., New
York,
Garfield2 weekly
Inc., N. sp,Y. thru Hirschon-
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NETWORK

ACCOUNTS

SHELL - EASTERN PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS Inc., New York;
SHELL OIL Co., San Francisco;
SHELL PETROLEUM Corp., St.
Louis, on April 6 start Al Jolson in
variety show on 45 NBC-WEAF stations, Saturdays, 9:30-10:30 p. m.
Agency : J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N. T.
P. LORILLARD & Co., New York
(Briggs pipe tobacco, Muriel cigars),
on April 6 starts Briggs Sport Review of the Air on 35 NBC-WEAF
stations, Saturdays, 7 :45-8 p. m.
Agency : Lennen & Mitchell Inc. N. Y.
NATIONAL MODES Inc., New
York (Carolyn fashions), on March
12 staged one-time program on 19
CBS stations, 3 :30-4 p. m. Agency :
Grey Adv. Service Inc., N. Y.
CRYSTAL Corp., New York (Outdoor Girl cosmetics), on April 6 renews Outdoor Girl Beauty Parade on
17 CBS stations, Saturdays, 7:30-8
p. m. Agency: United Adv. Agencv
Inc., N. Y.
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL Co. Inc.,
New York, on March 2 renewed
Soconyland Sketches on 12 CBS stations, Saturdays, 7-7 :30 p.m. Agency :
J. Stirling Getchell Inc., N. Y.
WAITT & BOND, Newark (Blackstone Yankee cigars) on Feb.
started in news service on 9 Yankee18
stations, daily, 6 p. m. Agency : BatN. Y.ten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc.,

E. I. du PONT de NEMOURS & Co.,
Wilmington, Del. (paints), on April
1 starts in news service on 9 Yankee
stations, Mondays, Wednesdays,
Thursdays, Fridays, 6 p. m. Agency:
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., N. Y.
FORD MOTOR Co., Detroit on
April 7 renews Ford Symphony Orchestra on 90 CBS stations. Sundays,
9-10
p. m.N. Agency:
N. W. Ayer &
Y.
Son Inc.,
JOHN MORREL & Co., Ottumwa,
la. (Red Heart dog food) on March
31 renews Bob Becker's Fireside
Chats on 16 NBC-WJZ stations, Sundays, 2:15-2 :30
Agency : Henri,
Hurst & McDonalp.d m.Inc.,
Chicago.
MOLLE Co., Bedford, O. (shaving
cream) on Feb. 7 renewed Molle
Merry Minstrels on 15 NBC-WEAF
stations, Thursdays, 7:30-8 p. m
Agency: Stack-Goble Adv. Agency,
Chicago.

MODERN FOOD PROCESS Co.,
Philadelphia (Thrive
food), on
March . 11 renewed DogdogStories
on 3
NBC-WJZ stations, Mondays, 4:154:30 p. m. Agency: Clements Co.,
Philadelphia.
WRIGLEY PHARMACEUTICAL
Co., Atlantic City (Spearmint toothpaste) on March 10
Harry
Reser and Orchestra renewed
on 19 NBCWEAF stations, Sundays, 4:30-4:45
p. m. Agency : Jerome B. Gray &
Co., Philadelphia.
AMERICAN RADIATOR Co., New
York (heating equipment), on March
17 renews Fireside Recitals on 19
NBC-WEAF stations, Sundays, 7:307:45 p. m. Agency: Blaker Adv.
Agency, N. Y.

GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis
(flour) on April
renews Sperry
Sunday Special, with7 Colonel
Rod on
6 NBC-KPO stations, Sundays, 1 :302 P- m. (PST). Agency: Westco
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
AMERICAN OIL Co., Baltimore, on
March 10 started in news service on
9 Yankee stations, daily, 6 p. m.
Agency: Jos. Katz Co., Baltimore.
OMEGA CHEMICAL Co., Brooklyn
(Omega oil, proprietary), on Feb. 25
renewed in news service on 9 Yankee
stations, Mondays thru Fridays.
Husband & Thomas Inc.,
Agency:
N. Y.
March
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ACME WHITE LEAD & COLOR
WORKS, Detroit (paint), on March
5 renewed Merry-Go-Round on 6 Yankee stations, Tuesdays & Thursdays,
7 :30 - 7 :45 p. m. Agency : Henri,
Hurst & McDonald Inc., Chicago.
PENN TOBACCO Co., Wilkes-Barre
(Kentucky Club tobacco, Kentucky
Winner cigarettes) on April 17 starts
Boston major league baseball games,
daily except Sunday, on 10 Yankee
stations. Agency : Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
STRASSKA LABORATORIES Inc.,
Los Angeles (toothpaste) on April 5
starts Million Dollar Smiles on CBSDon Lee network plus KSL, Fridays,
7:30-7:45 p. m. Agency: HillmanShane Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
S. S. S. Co., Atlanta (tonic), on
March 8 started The Music Box on
4 Mutual stations, Fridays, 8:30-9
p.
m. Agency : Johnson-Dallis Co.,
Atlanta.
SPERRY FLOUR Co., San Francisco (cereal) on April 7 renews
Sperry Sunday Special on 6 NBCKPO stations, Sundays, 1:30-2 p. m.
(PST). Agency: Westco Adv.
Agency, San Francisco.
Shell Features Jolson
IN THEIR first joint sponsorship
of a nationwide radio program,
Shell-Eastern Petroleum Products
Inc., New York, Shell Oil Co., San
Francisco, and Shell Petroleum
Corp., St. Louis, will take to the
air April 6 with a one-hour variety
show with Al Jolson as master of
ceremonies. Guest stars will be
presented each program. The orchestra and assisting talent have
not yet been selected. The Shell
companies refute two of "radio's
oldest taboos", according to J. Walter Thompson Co., the agency, in
selecting summer months and in
adopting a Saturday night period.

Dodge 'Secret Service'
Charms Youngsters and
Boosts
Sales of Autos
A COOPERATIVE broadcast started during the holidays for Pacific
Coast Dodge motor car dealers,
through the Los Angeles office of
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., has
achieved unusual success with the
Dodge Secret Service (D.S.S.) program three afternoon quarter hours
weekly to stations of the Don LeeCBS network, originating at KHJ,
Los Angeles.
To launch the series a small advertisement was carried in cities
where the stations handling the
program are located. Youngsters
go to individual dealers for application blanks and are given an
operator's license for the D. S. S.
When they bring in five more operators they are given a bronze
lieutenant's badge.
Each program is a secret service drama with elaborate sound
effects, and at the conclusion of
each broadcast a "teaser" for the
next episode is given. The 468
dealers in California, Washington,
Oregon, Wyoming, Nevada, Montana, Utah and Arizona have reported increased actual sales
through the prospect list of parents furnished through the network programs.
UNDER the direction of Frank
Mullen, who recently became public relations chief of RCA after
serving for many years as agricultural director of NBC, the RCA
parentsued itscompany
on March
1 isfirst monthly
house organ,
RCA Family Circle.

RADIOLETS
( One

Minute

Dramatizations )

The World -Telly "tells all"!
The New York World-Telegram's radiopreference poll sets 'em up in OUR alley
. . . disclosing why WRVA's audience
is th-a-at large: we just give 'em the most
of the best programs! WRVA carried 1 3
of the 20 picked best programs— including
the three lead-offs named first: Jack Benny, Fred Allen, and the Vallee!

9 nine
out ofofthe77seventeen
"firsts"different
on 'RVA
In
classifications included in the poll, the most
popular features— first choice by votes, are
WRVA features! F'rinstance: Best programs—Jack Benny's,- best comedian— Jack
Benny,- most popularsongstress— Jane Froman; best dance orchestra— Guy Lombardo,- best musical program— Warings Pennsylvanians,- best drama feature— Lux Drama
Hour,- most popular actress— Mary Pickford; household feature Ida Bailey
Allen; studio announcer— Wallington!

A perfect double 36 figure!
72 of all the most popular features are on
WRVA-m ore than a third— nearly a half
-of 'em! And not only does WRVA
carry 1 3 of the seventeen first choice programs,but also,- 7 of 14 of the comedian
class,- 7 of 1 5 in the Popular Songstress
group; 7 of 16 in the Dance Orchestra,8 of 1 3 in the Musical Programs,- 3 of 6
in the Drama Group,- 3 of 5 in the Household features,- and 5 of 8 Announcers!

They fit the Smallest Budget.
They Produce Results.
Tell your story in little short dramas — built especially for your product, and in any language.
They are compelling and economical.

We record in our Own Studios.
We Clear Station Time.
We work through and in cooperation with Advertising Agencies.
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i

made (tJm^ii

The
World-Telly
did not survey local
Another
"Best"!
shows orrets",
it would
certainly
"SecWRVA's morning selected
participation
program,- designed especially for women.
This program makes radio dollars do double duty because it gives you a lot for a
little. Wire or write for full information!
Represented by Paul H. Raymer Co.
New York Chicago San Francisco
'DOWN WHERE THE SOUTH BEGINS"

NO COST TO YOU
W

</Wti own

Broadcasting
Abroad
Inc
19 West 57fe Street
New York.
^/e^Oraeyte : ELDORADO

5 0780

RICHMOND

VA.
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AGENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES
HENRY T. EWALD, president of
Carnpbell-Ewald Co., Detroit agency,
arrived in Los Angeles the middle of
March on a coast business trip. His
agency handles automobile accounts
including that of Don Lee, Inc., Cadillac and La Salle California distributors.
X. PORTER (NATE) CALDWELL,
formerly radio director of Hays MacFarland & Co. and Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., Chicago, is now affiliated with
Tower Advertising Service, a newly
organized advertising agency specializing in local advertising for automobile dealers. Offices have been opened
in the Strauss Bldg., Chicago.
EDWARD ALESHIRE, formerly
with Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc.,
and Lord & Thomas, and more revice-president
the old of
ABS,
has beencentlynamed
radioof director
H.
W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc.,
Chicago.
ERNEST E. CHAPPELL, formerly
director of the radio division of NBC
Artists Service has joined Donahue
& Coe Inc., N. Y.
; FREE & SLEININGER Inc., Chi, cago, has been named national rep; resentative for WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.
]
FEATURES
On Transcriptions
Available to Stations and Agencies
Samples on Request
STANDARD
RADIO ADVERTISING CO.
Hollywood, Calif.

An

WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU Co., Chicago station representatives, have
opened a Pacific Coast office in the
Russ bldg., San Francisco, with Douglas A. Nowell in charge. The office
will serve MBS, Michigan Network
and WOR, Newark, WXYZ, Detroit,
and WOOD -WASH, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
C, M. STROM has resigned from the
staff of A. T. Sears & Sons, Inc., station representatives, to join the sales
staff of Billboard magazine. He forwith the
Home
CircleChesman
Magazinemerlyand waswith
Nelson
Adv. Agency.
J. H. McKEE, radio head of Cecil,
Warwick & Cecil Inc., New York, is
in Hollywood during March in connection with the programs of William
R. Warner & Co., New York ( Yince )
and Vick Chemical Co., Greensboro,
N. C. (Vicks).
FRANCIS W. GERHART, formerly
with N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.. has
joined the radio department of the
Blackman Co., New York.
H. C. YOGEL Co., Milwaukee, has
been organized by Hugo C. Vogel,
former vice president of Freeze- VogelCrawford Inc., Milwaukee, which has
been liquidated.
D'EYELYN
WADSWORTH
San Francisco& advertising
agency, Inc.,
has
effected an affiliation with the FerryHanly Advertising Co., maintaining
offices in New York, Chicago and
Kansas City.
EDWARD HOWARD Agency, Cleveland, has been changed to Howard &
Gymer,erick with
Mr. asHoward
and FredE. Gymer
principals.
GORDON BAMBERGER of the radio department
of Blaekett-SampleHummert
Inc., Chicago,
is conducting
a course in radio advertising recently
added to the curriculum of Central
Y. M. C. A. College, Chicago.

INTERESTED

AUDIENCE

Is

A

PRODUCTIVE
★ ★ ★

AUDIENCE

CKLW
the
OF

most

PRESENTS
BRILLIANT

STARS

ON

parade

THE

AIR

Day and night night and day — an endless
parade of STARS of the stage, screen and radio
— are brought to CKLW listeners. Listeners —
not by accident — but because they're interested!
No wonder time on CKLW is so very productive!
CKLW, Member Columbia
Basic Network. 5,000 Watts
Windsor Studios: Guaranty
Trust Bldg. Detroit Offices:
Union Guardian Bldg.
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RADIO

ADVERTISERS

CYRIL G. FOX, advertising manager
of Fels & Co., Philadelphia (Fels
Xaptha soap) is to make a trip to
Los Angeles late in March in connection with West Coast programs placed
through Young & Rubicam, X. Y.
STRASSKA LABORATORIES, Los
Angeles (toothpaste) has placed its
radio account with Hillman - Shane
Adv. Agency Inc., Los Angeles. Hixson-O'Donnell
Inc., other
Los Angeles,
will
continue to handle
media. The
sponsor will start a new program
March 22 with orchestra and impersonations of famous people on the
Dun Lee-CBS network.
GEORGE W. LUFT Co. Inc., Long
Island City, X. Y. ( Tangee cosmetics), isplacing
dramatized
nouncements on XEW,
MexicodiscCityan- ;
CMAF, Havana and WEAQ, San
Juan, Puerto Rico, thru Broadcasting Abroad, Inc. The orders consist
of three daily announcements for 13
weeks.
RADBID OIL Co. Inc., Philadelphia
( Penn-Rad motor oil, Renuzit cleaner) has named Al Paul Lefton Co.,
Philadelphia, to handle Penn-Rad, and
John Falkner Arndt & Co., Philadelphia, for Renuzit.
RELIAXCE MFG. Co., Chicago (Big
Yank shirts), has placed its account
with Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
EMERSON DRUG Co.-, Baltimore
(Bromo Seltzer) has appointed J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York, to
handle its advertising, effective
March 31.
PENNSYLVANIA REFINING Co.,
Butler. Pa., (Pen -Drake, Penreco)
has placed its account with Paris &
Peart, N. Y.
AUSTIN, NICHOLS & Co., Brooklyn (Long John whiskey) has placed
its advertising with Charles M. Storm
Co., N. Y.
ETNA CHEMICAL Co., New York
t Johnson's Anodyne) is advertising
through Kellv. Nason & Roosevelt
Inc., N. Y.
ALLIED MILLS Inc., Chicago (OBrand. Kreemex flour) has placed its
account with Louis E. Wade Agency,
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
ZERBST PHARMACAL Co., St.
Joseph, Mo.
capsules)& isRyan
advertising(grippe
through Ruthrauff
Inc., Chicago.
NORTHWEST AIRWAYS Inc., St.
Paul, ten,now
advertising& through
BatBarton,is Durstine
Osborn Inc.,
Minneapolis.
WHITE KING SOAP Co.. Los Angeles, isadvertising thru Barnes-Chase
Co., Los Angeles.
KXOX GELATIXE Co., Jamestown,
X. Y. (Knox sparkling gelatine), has
placed its medical advertising^ with
Murray Breese Associates, X. Y.
Charles Daniel Frey Co.
Names Klein Radio Head
HENRY C. KLEIN, formerly of
the radio department of J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago, and for
the last two years CBS western division continuity chief, has joined
the Charles Daniel Frey Co. as director of radio. Among programs
he has produced are Roses and
Drums,
Paid Bill
Whiteman's
Musical
Hall, Jolly
and Jane,
The
Northerners, Uncle Ezra, Angelo
Patri and the Lone Wolf Tribe.
At the same time Charles Daniel
Frey Co. announced the appointment of L. F. (Larry) Triggs, for
seven years director of radio for
the company, as director of the
copy department. He was formerly
a copy editor on the Chicago Tribune and instructor in English at
the University of Illinois.
B ROA

Programming

Idea

Of Women's
Group
Suggestions Are Offered for
Improvement of Broadcasts
ALTHOUGH agreeing in general
with suggestions made by Roy S.
Durstine, vice president and general manager of Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc., for the
improvement of radio programs
(see Broadcasting Jan. 15), the
Women's National Radio Committee offers several more ideas on the
subject.
The committee includes educational, patriotic, civic, religious,
social, philanthropic, business,,
professional and cultural groups
and aims to serve as a link between
the radio industry and organized
womanhood. It desires to encourage "the better things that radio is
doing without losing sight of the
fact that there is room for improvement, and much that is
shoddy and inferior is still broadIdeas advanced by the committee, in addition to those offered by
Mr. Durstine, according to Luella
S. Laudin, executive secretary,
cast".
are:
Do not appeal to children, over the
heads of their parents, in commercials. Intelligent parents resent this.
Let the broadcasting companies
really make use of NAB as a clearing house, and work out some arrangement whereby the same types,
of programs
on all the networks at the are
samenothour.
Let all advertising agencies, through
their central association, agree to observe a code of ethics so far as advertising of food and drug products is
concerned. In an attempt to find new
"bear oil'' for promoting products
which have heretofore enjoyed a good
reputation solely on their merits, the
agencies are going to ridiculous extremes. It is becoming a race to see
what additional, ridiculous claims may
be discovered for well-known articles.
The result in many instances is that
the bewildered public turns to some
reputable toothpaste which does not
claim to do anything but clean teeth
satisfactorily — or a cosmetic which
does not promise ravishing beauty and
eternal youth to every woman.
Keep comedy clean. The success of
Jack Benny and Fred Allen are proof
of the fact that suggestive songs and
stories are unnecessary.
Make every radio station in the
country directly responsible for the
programs
broadcasts —It commercial
as well asitsustaining.
is not the
sustaining hours which offend — it is
the commercials. This is not censorship. It may be compared with the
restrictions which reputable magazines impose in accepting advertising.
There is no better way of serving the
sity.
public interest, convenience and' necesSpark Plug Series
A. C. SPARK PLUG Co., Detroit,
formerly a network advertiser, on
April 1 will start a series of twice
weekly dramatized transcription
announcements on 10 stations, with
more to be added. Stations thus
far selected are WOR, Newark;
WFLA, Clearwater, Fla.; WJAX,
Jacksonville; WRVA, Richmond;
WEBC, Duluth; WSYR, Syracuse;
WOWO, Ft. Wayne, Ind.; WCSH,
Portland, Me.; WMC, Memphis, and
CFCT, Victoria, B. C. The discs
were produced by WBS and account is handled by D. P. Brother
& Co., Detroit agency.
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TRANSCRIPTIONS
ADDITIONAL transcription accounts
are reportstations Advertising
on various
Iplaced
fed as follows
by National
[Records, these being supplemental to
the lists carried in previous issues of
(Broadcasting :
[American Stores Co.. Philadelphia
(.chain grocers)
Armour & Co., Chicago (meats)
IBulova Watch Co., New York
Carey Salt Co., Hutchinson, Kan.
(smoke salt)
Chocolate Products Co., Chicago
(chocolate drink)
U. C. Clein & Co., Atlanta (Mentho
Mnlsion)
iPeep Rock Oil Corp.. Milwaukee
(gasoline & motor oil)
lEmerson Drug Co., Baltimore I Bromo
Seltzer)
Garry & Co., New York (Styleset
hair lotion)
Horlick's
Malted Milk Co.. Racine,
Wis.
Independent
Milwaukee Brewery. Milwaukee
Kolynos Sales Co.. Chicago (toothpaste)
La Gerardine Inc.. Xew York I hair
preparations)
M.TB Co., San Francisco (coffee)
Olson Rug Co., Chicago
Phillips Packing Co.. Cambridge. Md.
(canned foods)
Pioneer Maple Products Co.. MinneapoliBucket
s(
syrup )
Piso Co., Warren, Pa. (cough syrup)
! PX Products Co., Detroit, PX antiseptic )
Simoniz Co.. Chicago (auto polish)
Spool Cotton Co.. Xew York
Standard Oil Co. of Ohio, Cleveland
(gasoline & oil)
Star Brewing Co.. Vancouver. Wash.
(Hop Gold beer)
United Artists Corp., Xew York (motion pictures)
Vacuum Oil Co., Chicago
KOIX, Portland. Ore., has taken the
Sunday Players transcriptions series
of Bible stories for six months with
Lincoln Memorial Park as sponsor.
KSL. Salt Lake City, has taken the
series for 52 weeks, with South East
Furniture Co., as sponsor. The series
is produced by Funeral Foundation
Inc., Los Angeles. The concern has
just named Joseph A. Hennessey, Chicago, as its Midwestern representative.
CRAZY WATER Co., Mineral Wells,
Tex., on March 1 began recording 20
hillbilly discs at the Hollywood studios of Freeman Lang. They will be
used on 40 stations, and will be placed
by state distributors.
PITTSBURGH PAIXT PRODUCTS
Co., Milwaukee, is utilizing forty
15 - minute programs from the WBS
Sustaining Library on behalf of neighborhood druggists, the account being
placed on the following stations by
X. W. Ayer
& Son
Inc., Phoenix;
Chicago*:
KOIL.
Omaha;
KTAR,
WHBF. Rock Island; WGX. Chicago; WHO, Des Moines; WREC,
Memphis ; WDBJ. Roanoke ; WHAM,
Rochester; WQAM, Miami; WMBR,
Jacksonville; WFLA, Clearwater,
Fla.; WDBO, Orlando, Fla.
STERLING REMEDY Co., Des
Moines, is using the WBS Program
Service on staggered schedules on
the following stations: WBAL. Baltimore; WAPI, Birmingham; WGR.
Buffalo; WHK. Cleveland; WTIC,
Hartford; WCSH. Portland. Me.;
WLAC, Nashville; WRVA, Rich- Seehof, Inc., Chicago,
handles mond.
theHeathaccount.
WALKER REMEDY Co., Waterloo,"
la., through Weston - Barnett, Inc.,
Waterloo, has spotted one - minute
WBS transcription announcements
on the following stations: WGY,
Schenectady; KDKA. Pittsburgh;
WBT. Charlotte; WSM, Nashville;
WCCO, Minneapolis; WLS, Chicago;
WMT. Waterloo; KMOX, St. Louis;
WFAA. Dallas ; KEX, Portland. Ore. ;
KOA. Denver; WSB, Atlanta.
March
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ARTHUR E. McDONALD. sales
manager of Standard Radio Advertising Co., Hollywood transcription concern, left March 4 on a three-month
trip to corded
contact
stations.
The new
library will
be released
April re-1
with some 300 titles available "in
bulk" and 20 or more new releases
to be ready each month.
A NEW SERIES of weekly news
transcriptions, pressed by WBS and
offered direct to stations together with
three 15-minute news resumes, is being
sponsored by News-Week, the weekly
magazine, with headquarters in the
RKO Bldg., New York. Fred Smith,
originator of the March of Time,
writes and directs this News Magazine of the Air.
Payments of Royalties
To ASCAP in Argentina
Are Increased Ten - fold
THAT the American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers
is not confining its royalty - grabbing activities to the United States
is shown in a report from Buenos
Aires received March 8 stating
that on the eve of the expiration
of its contract with the Argentina
Broadcasting Association, the organization representing ASCAP increased the payments "ten times".
"Two years ago," wrote A. B.
Dougall, manager of LR5 Radio
Excelsior, at Buenos Aires, "the
Argentine Broadcasting Association, of whose directorate body I
am a member, signed an agreement with the organization that at
that time represented the ASCAP
interests in the Argentine Republic, whereby all the stations agreed
to pay a fixed remuneration every
month for the term of two years.
This obligation contracted by the
broadcasting stations in the Argentine Republic has been complied
with in every detail by all the stations, but on the eve of the expiration of our contract, which comes
to an end on the 29th of the present month (February), we have
been advised by the new organization that claims to represent
ASCAP interests in the Argentine
Republic that it has been decided
to increase the present quota payable by the broadcasting stations,
ten times.
"This new organization, known
as 'Argentores', insists that all the
broadcasting stations should pay
as from the 1st of March, 1935, a
quota which is actually ten times
as great as that which has been
paid up to the present by all the
radio stations in the Argentine Republic. Apart from this exorbitant
quota, which is far and above the
means of the local broadcasting
stations, 'Argentores' insists upon
other restrictions which seriously
handicap the normal working of
broadcasting stations in this counKeystone Net Officers
try."
ELECTION of Dwight S. Mathis,
manager of WRAK, Williamsport,
Pa., as president of the Keystone
Network Inc., with headquarters
in that city, was announced March
6. Paul Hoffer, former director of
WKJC, Lancaster, Pa., was elected
vice president and Herbert R. Carroll, Williamsport lawyer, secretary. The network plan, it was
stated, is to form a state - wide
chain of stations, presumably in
the local, independent category.
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WCAU AIRS FILMS
'Radiofilm' Is Regular Feature
In Philadelphia
"RADIOFILM", another program
in the experimental series announced by Stan Lee Broza, program director of WCAU, Philadelphia, becomes a regular weekly
feature over that station, starting
March 15 at 10:45 p. m.
For several months the WCAU engineering department under John
G. Leitch, in cooperation with the
RCA-Victotf Co., and motion picture
producers, have been conducting
experiments in sound transmission
from motion picture film. A large
sound projector has been installed
in one of the WCAU studios, and
the film will be run through this
and the output of the projector
will be fed into the studio speech
input equipment and then sent by
telephone
lines to the transmitting
station.
Present plans are for Powers
Gouraud, WCAU dramatic critic,
to review the outstanding picture
of the week and cuts will be taken
direct from the production and presented over the air, thus making
possible the reproduction of the
dialogue of the picture on the air.
This new series will have unlimited
possibilities and opens a new field
of radio programs which will feature all the leading stars of Hollywood, it is stated.
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KPLC are the call letters assigned
to the new 100-watt station on
1500 ke at Lake Charles, La., licensed to Calcasieu Broadcasting
Co.
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Advertising!

1

RADIUS
WFAA has unsurpassed, thorough
coverage of 7 southwestern states, a rich and developing section.

2

RADIOS — ~ WFAA's primary area contains
539,549 radio families that control the purse strings of
the Southwest — and every accredited survey shows the
vast majority tune regularly to WFAA.

3

RECEPTION
Undistorted, clear channel
transmission insures perfect radio reception — popularity of programs guarantees interested attention to
your advertising message.

4

RELATIONSHIP
WFAA is affiliated with
NBC and a member of the Texas Quality Group.

5

RATES
WFAA's cost to advertiser is exceedingly low on cost - per - listener basis.

6

RESULTS — a record of proven response that
speaks for itself. Ask WFAA advertisers.

800 K. C.
DALLAS,

TEXAS
5o'oo° Watts
^
faf^ j^j
y
Represented Nationally By Edw. Petry & Co. Inc.
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J. H. UHALT, president of WDSU,
New Orleans, has organized a program board of five staff members to
replace rector,
theon theposition
ditheory of
thatprogram
five heads
are better than one. The board meets
once a week for discussion of programs and ideas are offered for new
programs as well as criticism of current productions. After the meeting,
the board listens to auditions for several hours and votes on each. Members are Mr. Uhalt, P. K. Ewing, vice
president of WDSU; Fred Castle, in
charge ofnouncerprograms
Lionel McGowan,
Ricau, anand artist ;; Jimmy
office manager.
EIGHT programs which have been
features on the schedule of WXTZ,
Detroit, were extended to the Mutual
Network starting the week of March
11. They are The Song Shop; The
Escorts, male quartet ; Melody Makers, orchestra ; Rex Battle's orchestra,
from Toronto
The Captivators,
chestra ;The ;Aristocrats,
orchestraor-;
The Three Treys, harmony trio ; Jack
Silver's orchestra.
THE FIRST birthday of Yankee
Network News Service was observed
March 3 with a birthday party in the
studios ofBoston.
the network's
key presents
station,
WNAC,
The service
its listeners with a broadcast of dramatizations of biggest stories of the

COMPLETE N.B.C. SERVICE

year.
INSTALLATION of a new 1000watt transmitter has been started by
WHIS. Bluefield, W. Va. New highfidelity studio and transmitter equipment is being furnished by J. M.
Temple, Pittsburgh radio engineer.
VISITING celebrities are interviewed
as fast as they arrive in the city by
WFAA, Dallas.
WHB

Power

• •• and on March 1, 1935,
American radio stations
for radio adnewsThe Federal
MORE good vertisers!
Communications Commission has
granted WHB authority to increase
its power from 500 to 1000 watts.
New Western Electric equipment
was installed during February, and
on March 1, 1935 WHB began to
operate at double its former power.
Already a marvel among American radio stations for its wide
coverage and strong signal, WHB
became even more efficient March
1— and now delivers to advertisers
an even greater, widespread audience.

Doubled!

this famous pioneer among
became "High Fidelity"
At the same time, WHB became
a "High Fidelity" station — with
the latest-type equipment, capable
of transmitting any sound in the
wide range from 30 to 10,000 cycles. WHB is thus one of the alert
American stations on the regular
broadcast band to become a "High
Fidelity" station. WHB pioneered
in
1922 — it is pioneering again
today!
But WHB believes in delivering
its advertisers more than mere
quality, kilocycles and watts! Its
programs, personality and popularity deliver results.'

FACT BOOK • FREE!
64-pages of pictures, people, programs, popularity
polls.
you're City
spending
advertisingto
in the IfKansas
area, money
you owefor itradioto yourself
read a copy. SENT FREE ON REQUEST. Shows
why WHB ofdelivers
the "most
listeners per dollar"
advertising
expenditure.
Don Davis, President
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John T. Schilling, General Manager

UNIQUE SPEAKER— A clever
combination of chandelier and public address speaker, designed by
Telefunken, hangs in the cathedral
at Regensburg, Germany.
INTEREST is growing in the weekly
broadcasts by WHO, Des Moines,
from high schools and requests for
information about the- series have
come from many States. The conricula. tinuity is tied in with the school curTRAFFIC court broadcasts . by
WSAI, Cincinnati have been so successful that the station now is broadcasting a series of inquests direct
from the coroner's office to bring to
publicless attention
the dangers in reckdriving.

SEVEN stations within the last two
months have ordered new Western
Electric 5 kw. broadcast transmitters
after having received increased power
from the FCC,
an announcementaccording
March 13 byto Western
Electric Co. The stations are KFRC,
San Francisco ; KHJ, Los Angeles ;
WSPD, Toledo; WJAS, Pittsburgh;
KLZ, Denver; WOW, Omaha, and
WTCN, Minneapolis. In addition, it
said, KMBC,
Kansas City,
has arranged for installation
of amplifying
and control units from the same type
of transmitter.
KGMB, Honolulu, started March 1
to rebroadcast several programs weekly from KNX,
Hollywood.
arrangement was made
upon theTherecent
visit to Hollywood of Webley Edwards, manager of KGMB.
FOR the first time, all four Denver
stations— KOA, KLZ, KFEL, KVOD
— were combined Feb. 17 for a contest on '"What the Tourist Means to
Denver'' as part of the Dividends for
Denver program. Staff members from
the four stations participated.
WROL, Knoxville, Tenn., has taken
over The Jackson Family, for several
months acinnati,
daily
WLW, Cinand it feature
is now ofsponsored
by
the Southern Coal & Coke Co. Bob
Drake and Jimmy write the script
and play some 26 parts.
W9XBY, new Kansas City station on
1530
kc., plans
to install
directional
antenna
system ato four-way
increase
the signal strength in the Kansas City
area and the four major directions.
The station has just purchased a
210B line equalizer from General
Communications Laboratories.
WITH installation of new Class B:
modulation, 5,000 watt transmitter.
KOIN, Portland, Ore., and KALE,
sister station, have remodeled studios
to provide
and and
improved additional
facilities for space
programs

PUPILS kept out of Philadelphia
schools through illness are given daily
instruction in history, geography, nastudy, literature,
sictureappreciation
in the civics
Schoolandof muthe
Air over WHAT, Philadelphia.
EVEN QUARTERS for television
are available in the new studios of
Radio Hall, WHA's headquarters on
the campus of the University of Wisconsin. Engineering installation was
designed by Glenn Koehler, professer
of electrical engineering at the University, with Operators Bell, Connor,
Stiehl and Buchanan assisting. The
new quarters include three studios,
control room, reception room and
offices.

Aauditions.NEW sustaining program onWGAR. Cleveland, is The Voice of]
Public Opinion, in which a microphone is carried into restaurants,
stores and other public places where
news are staged.
impromptu
interviews on the day's

SUNDAY PLATERS, Los Angeles
drama group, recently returned to
the air with a 5 :30 p.m. program
Sundays on KFWB, Hollywood. The
series of Bible plays is handled
through Funeral Foundation, Inc.,
advertising counsel for morticians,
with eral
local
parlors.sponsorship of seven fun6:30 EXPRESS labels a new early
morning daily feature on KNX, Hollywood, under the direction of Bill
Lawrence
Stuart Buchanan,
former KNXand
announcers
but now free
sorship.
lancing. They also arrange the spon-

Sales of Radio Receivers
Set New Record in 1934

A NEW WEEKLY educational feature Congressional Opinion has been
announced by CBS to start March 17.
Programs will originate at WJSV,
Washington^ and will use the 1111 :15
period
Sundays.
ers onp.them.first
program
will beSpeakRep.
Maury Maverick (D.) Texas and
Rep. Will Rogers (D.) of Oklahoma.
WITH installation of new 250-watt
equipment, WHBY, Green Bay, Wise,
on March 25 will celebrate its tenth
anniversary. The St. Norbert College
station started in 1925 with 50 watts,
growing to 100 watts in 1928. It is
managed by the Rev. James A.
Wagner.

KFWB, served
Hollywood,
on March 4with
obits tenth anniversary
Harry Warner, president of Warner
Bros. Pictures Inc., as guest of honor.
CFRB. Toronto, is rebuilding one of
its studios so that passing pedestrians
on
Street, onewill
of betheable
city'sto
majorBloor
thoroughfares,
see broadcasts from the street.

RETAIL sales of radio sets soared*
to a new record in 1934 when'
4,696,000 receivers were sold, ac-i
cording to the current issue ofi
Radio Retailing. At an average
consumer selling price of $45.40
each,domestic
4,084,000
sets were
sold f or
the
market,
and averaged
6.5 tubes per set.
The total dollar volume of radio
products sold at retail was $235,628,000, marking an increase of
$23,000,000 over the 1933 figure.
Of the receivers, 280,000 were bat
tery-operated and 780,000 for automobiles, again of 56,000 over 1933
for the latter. Tube sales in thedomestic market, at an average retail price of $1.08, amounted to
$59,548,000 for 55,192,000 units,
the magazine states, and the total
tube sales were 64,882,000 units.
The number of automobile radios
in use is estimated at 2,000,000.
On a basis of 21,505,000 auto registrations, the publication points
9.3%.
out, the market saturation is only
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Fills Breach

n Wisconsin

Storm

ids Both Press Associations
nd Public Utility Concerns
,IHEN a blizzard of unusual prolirtions demolished telephone, tele•aph and power lines at Duluth
.nd Superior, Wis. the night of
!iarch 4, radio leaped into the
i each and broadcasting stations
rnished the only contact with the
ntside world for 12 hours. All
,,y March 5 WCCO, Minneapolis,
•3 1 a y e d Associated Press and
nited Press reports to the Duth and Superior newspapers and
ansmitted emergency messages
•r power, telephone and telegraph
■mpanies.
WEBC, Duluth-Superior, relayed
ie reports from WCCO, using two
ansmitters — its new tower in
»burban Superior and its auxili•y station downtown. With the
ermission of John M. Sherman,
CC radio inspector in St. Paul,
vo-way communication was estabshed with WCCO, including the
-ess association news flashes both
• listeners and newspapers, warnIg to the public against dangling
3wer lines and other emergency
sports.
No Network Programs
ELEPHONE
lines being down,
?EBC for 3y2 days was without
! 5 regular NBC programs, but it
:ayed on the air throughout the
: ay and night with its own prorams and the relays from WCCO.
ngineers of the Minneapolis sta: on built a special aerial atop the
'icollet Hotel to maintain two-ay with WEBC.
Twin City newspapers credited
ifCCO with getting the AP and
rP bulletins into Duluth and Superior and the heads of the press
i ssoeiations formally extended
neir thanks to Earl Gammons,
: HCCO
manager,
and Walter
•ridges, WEBC manager. The
■ ron Range district, north of Du''■ ath,
likewise
radio
overage
for depended
news and upon
warnings
o the public and to the local newsapers.
Sponsor Not Named

!l PROGRAM, The Romantic Bachelor, that has no formal commercial
i .nnouncements and does not mention the name of its sponsor, was
lilaunched March 12 over WGN,
-Chicago. A quarter-hour program,
hree mornings_ weekly, it deals
-vith the housekeeping adventures
i»f a bachelor who tells his audince how he does household chores,
■.•hat food he buys, how he cooks
• t and other domestic details of
:^he sort usually broadcast by wo; nen. Casually in each program he
h alks about eggs and the advanages of buying them packed in
sartons instead of in bulk, thus
--serving the interests of the spon^ ;or, the Self -Locking Carton Co.,
-hicago, maker of egg cartons,
i The program was developed and is
-landled by Needham,
Louis &
: Brorby Inc., Chicago, recently
olaced in charge of the carton
company's advertising, and if the
.'"broadcasts prove successful in Chi: -ago they will be extended to cover
f zhe country.
^March
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Sitting Disc
THE HEFT of a portly lady
visitor at a recent studio
program of WBT, Charlotte,
N. C. proved too much for
a transcription turntable
when she sat on it, so from
now on visitors are excluded
from the station's sustaining
programs. For some time
the station had been bothered by the disappointment
of visitors who were crowded
out of studios. On commercial programs, visitors will
be admitted when the sponsor sanctions it.
Senator White Reelected
Head of ICR Committee
SENATOR WALLACE WHITE
(R.) of Maine was reelected president of the American Section of
the International Committee on
Radio at the annual meeting held
March 4 in Washington. Other
officers elected were: Louis Caldwell, vice president; Howard LeRoy, treasurer; Paul Segal, secretary. The executive committee
comprises William A. Vallance,
State Department, chairman; Dr.
J. H. Dellinger, Bureau of Standards; A. L. Ashby, NBC; Henry A.
Bellows, NAB; FCC Commissioner
Thad H. Brown, and F. P. Guthrie,
RCA Communications Inc.
Senator Wheeler, chairman of
the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee, in the principal address warned communications companies to increase their serviceability rather than strive for profits.
Otherwise, he said, public ownership is in the offing. He reiterated
his opposition to any telegraph consolidation. Mr. Caldwell urged the
American Section to send to the
International Committee's convention next summer in Paris a complete report on broadcasting and
radio activities in this country if
it could not have a delegate present at the gathering. Dr. Dellinger
described the work of the CCIR
at the Lisbon parley last year.
INTRODUCING to the public its
latherizer and liquid shaving cream,
Soap Products Ltd., New York,
took to the air March 4 over WJZ
and WEAF immediately following
the 6:30 p. m. news programs,
thrice weekly.
Census of Radio
(Continued from page 9)
sentative set of data to show by
what amount the accepted estimates of set ownership should be
written up, CBS was advised that
50,000 interviews would be necessary. To make assurance doubly
sure, 125,000 such calls were made
under the direction of Dr. Daniel
Starch, properly proportioned in
each income level and divided according to time zones. All were
made in person, without any telephone interviews or written questionnaires. Only interviews with
members of the family were accepted,The andcalls
not were
thosemade
within servants.
321
communities, of which more than
200 were in the less - than - 5,000
population class, while 120 had less
than 1,000.
The situation
scope of in
thisrural
research into the
districts is important, since it is in

these areas that the extent of set
ownership is believed to have been
underestimated most seriously.
The percentages of set ownership in proportion to the total
number of families in each state,
which appear in the last column
of the table reproduced herewith,
show a national average of 69.4%.
The District of Columbia achieves
the distinction of going well over
90% and 19 states exceed the national average of 69.4%. Only 11
states appear with less than 50%
set ownership.
Another table in the booklet incorporates data gathered by CBS,
NBC and the McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. on sales of radio sets
in 1934. It shows that the states
with the lowest percentages of set
ownership last year were the ones
with the highest percentages of
new set purchases, as distinct
from replacement purchases. In
other words, the gap between the
wealthier and more populous sections of the country and the rural
areas is gradually being closed.
The payments made by the AAA
in agricultural districts, which for
the first time are attaining a financial position comparable to that of
industrial areas, may be largely
responsible for this. Last year was
a record one since the 1929 peak of
radio sales, 3,304,000 sets having
been sold, of which 68.1% were replacements and 31.9% went into
new homes. During 1934 there
were also 780,000 new automobile
radios marketed, bringing the total
to 1,800,000— called by CBS a
"plus" in radio circulation of special interest to summer broadcasters
and atotal
"plus"
which in
itself
rivals the
circulation
of many
leading magazines.
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SALES!

Advertising value of any
radio station . . . large or
small ... is measured by
its local popularity. WAPI
. . . with cleared channel . . .
most powerful station in
Alabama . . . attracts loyal,
local listeners with a daily
parade of the best local
talent.
That explains why Birmingham's great department
stores prefer WAPI. Every
week these institutions sponsor 19 local commercial programs over this station . . .
6 solid hours of local entertainment! To get radio results in Alabama, you need
WAPI!
BASCOM HOPSON, President
THE VOICE OF ALAS A AA A 1
5000
WATTS
NBC NETWORK
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is the fact of KSTP's Dominant Position in the 9th
U. S. RETAIL MARKET — as proved by the recent
Ernst & Ernst Survey of Listener Preference in the
Minneapolis-St. Paul Metropolitan Area.
Thus:

KSTP Listeners
Station B. "
1
Station C. "
Station D. "
Other Stations

50.1%
36.5%
6.0%
4.5%
2.9%

Note: 20,408 families answered during the 7 consecutive days of this
survey taken between 7 A. M. and 11 P. M.

V

ST. PAUL mJ

See a Certified Copy of this Survey at our General Sales Office,
Minneapolis, Minn., or with our
National Representatives: NEW
YORK, Paul H. Raymer Co.
CHICAGO, DETROIT, SAN
FRANCISCO: Greig, Blair &
Spight, Inc.

S^
POLI 9th U.S. RETAIL
A
DOMINATES
THE
E
N
(MIN

MARKET
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H.B.McNaughtonNamed
As Manager of WTBO
HENRY B. McNAUGHTON, assistant manager of WTAM, Cleveland, has resigned that post to assume general management of
WTBO, Cumberland, Md., which
recently passed from the control of
Herbert Lee Blye, of that city, to
new interests which purchased control of the Associated Broadcasting
Corp., according to announcement
March 7 by the station. The new
owners will meet later this month,
it was stated, to elect officers. New
studios and other improved facilities are planned this fall.
Mr. McNaughton has been in radio for 10 years, half of which
were spent with NBC. Prior to
becoming WTAM assistant manager he was a studio engineer and
night traffic manager at NBC in
New York. He has served on the
production and engineering staffs
of WTMJ, Milwaukee, WIBO, Chicago and WHAS, Louisville.

Utilizing (Continued
Radio's
Space"
from frClock
page 11)
The medicine man who came
thetically inserted. Hence, deficiency in radio copy is more glar- to the crossroads, raised his umbrella, and chanted the praises of
ing than elsewhere.
snake oil is a figure of the past.
No particular person or group
By force of personal magnetism
is entirely responsible for bad comand in an unenlightened age, he
mercial copy. It is an awkward
age of broadcasting, and we lack was able, it is true, to sell his
wares. But times have changed.
a proper sense of its awkwardness,
The radio is crowded with "medijust as we lacked a proper reaction to the hideous proportions of
cine men", selling not only medicine but everything on earth.
the Victorian age. Present radio
There
is no longer any fascinacopy originators seem to have too
tion in the technique of noisy,
little appreciation of white space,
in the sense of proportion of copy boastful claims. Even the majority
radio listener instinctively reacts
to the whole layout. Just as many
more modest and unearly publication advertisers cal- better to the
obtrusive approach, and although
culated that so much space could
stand so many words, so today the same listener may have been
many radio commercials are de- moved by blustering shouts a few
years back, it would appear that
signed for clock space rather than the
din of it all has worn him out
consumer effect.
and
that today he much approves
Some of the more objectionable
the gentler method.
aspects of commercial programs
Advertisers sensitive to the crudseem to me so easy of correction
ity of commercial announcements
as to inspire wonder why nothing
is done about it. No advertiser are adopting softer tactics slowly
DEAN JOHN T. MADDEN, of
but certainly. Evidence of their
would think of going into a friend's
efforts may be found in such forms
New York University's business
school, announces that John S. living room and shouting over and as dramatized copy, although here
Young, NBC staff announcer and over again that "Uncle Henry's
there is much to be desired.
holder of a doctorate from St. corn cure restores latent energy, again
relieves pain, dispels gloom, and A frequent infringement of good
taste and simple psychology is the
Benedict's College, will offer a
old age!" But that is no well - enacted commercial dramaticourse in public speaking during delays
exaggeration
of
what
takes
place
the present semester.
zation followed immediately by the
on any number of radio programs.
How infinitely less offensive and announcer's extended explanation
more effective if in the manner of of the same thing. Instead of emphasizing, however, he negatives
good taste the announcer would
WFIL
adelphia
the advantage gained, and offends
quietly suggest that "Uncle Hen- the listener by robbing him of the
Only Philadelphia outlet
ry's corn cure is a time - tested
for N. B. C. Basic
of discovering for himremedy compounded of reliable in- satisfaction
Blue Network
self the implications of the drama.
gredients and offered as a safe,
1000 Watfs
560 Kilocycles
Inherent in just such errors as
helpful application in the treatment of ordinary foot ailments." these, in just such flagging recognition of public wants, are the
roots of much of the strife raging
about the broadcasting industry.
The offended radio listeners have
1 of the 2 High Ranking States
been apathetic in registering their
distress; they have not taken time
in Bank Clearings Gains is
actually to understand and define
their own complaints, but they are
conscious indeed of an inner aversion to much that they hear. Commercial copy in its style and technique is the true storm center, reNEBRASKA
sentedminority.
particularly by a discriminative
I do not say that entertainment
Omaha Outranks 22 of
by radio has achieved perfection,
but I do say that it has progressed
the Largest Cities
as quickly as good creative minds
can work, and that by any other
Here'stheproof
that increase
Nebraskain folks
have the
money!
standard, American broadcasting
While
average
Bank DO
Clearings
among
the
affords a pretty luxurious diet.
leading cities was only 7.5% last year, Omaha's increase
was 37.9% — only 1.9% less than the leader!
Happily, the refinement of adverBig advances in grain and livestock prices have helped
Nebraska incomes. Money is freer — and advertisers are
being more richly rewarded — than in 4 years!
Get

Your

Share

Through

Spot
Radio
Advertising
Throughout Nebraska, 9 live radio stations are ready to
deliver your messages to large, prosperous audiences. May
we supply you with actual examples of outstanding results?
Just write the association office, or any station listed below.
MISSOURI

VALLEY

BROADCASTING

ASSN.

Omaha, Nebraska
KFAB
WOW
KOIL
Omaha, Nebr. Omaha, Nebr. and Co. Bluffs, la. Omaha, Nebr. and Lincoln, Nebr.
KFOR
WJAG
KGBZ
York, Nebr.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Norfolk, Nebr.
KMMJ
KGNF
Clay Center, Nebr.
North Platte, Nebr.
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tising by radio seems imminent
more imminent than many havi*
believed. The reason lies in th
fact that the form of commercia
copy most agreeable to the dis
criminative minority promises ti
be
resultful form in thi4,
casetheof most
the majority.
FCC Tightens Its Rules!
Governing the Issuance
Of Construction Permits
TIGHTENING of requirements fo;
construction permits has been an
nounced by the FCC in a notic<
to all holders of such permits
Hereafter, all construction permit;
will be issued for six months, in
stead of for. shorter periods as ii
the past,
with licenses
to follov'
prior
to expiration
if constructioi
is completed properly. In excep
tional cases extensions will b>
given, but in others expiration o
permits will mean that new con
struction permit applications mus
be filed. The announcement fol
lows:
It has been observed that in man;
cases an incorrect estimate of th
period of time required for construe
tion necessitates the filing of a sub:
sequent application for modificatior;
of the permit to authorize a late
completion date. Frequently, such aj
plications for modification are no^
filed in conformity with Rule 11
which results in the expiration of th
permit prior to action by the Con;
mission
fication. on the application for modf
Effective immediately all construe
tion permits granted by the Commis
sion normally will specify a completion date not
lessdate
thanof six
month'
subsequent
to the
commence
ment of construction specified there
on, regardless of the date of comple
tion shown in the application. Th*
permittee, however, may actually corr.
plete the installation and file forme
application for license or modificatio
of license at any time within the des
ignated period of construction. A,
though the minimum period of cor
struction which normally will be ar,
thorized will be six months, a longe
period than this may be requested i
exceptional cases where reasons ar
submitted to show the need for sue
authority and the Commission wi i
consider such cases.
Applications for extension of th
construction period which are no
filed in accordance with Rule 11 anc
as a result thereof, are not present*
to the Commission for action prior t
the date of expiration of the permi
in question, will not be considered b
the Commission. The applicant, how
ever,
may filepermit
application
a netb
construction
whichformay
acted upon by the Commission as pre
vided by Section 319 of the Coni
munications Act of 1934.

WBNX

a//makks
BROADCASTING
CENTER
E
TH
M
OT
SP
/
Five Italian spot announcements
on WBNX sold 225 gallons of
wine for an advertiser resulting in
$337.50
net sales at an expenditure of $20.
This is but one of the many "sucachieved
by language
advertiserscess
on allstories"
WBNX
foreign
programs.
WBNX

• New York

Lewellyn Reinstated
GEORGE LEWELLYN, former ir
spector in the Atlanta office of th
old Radio Commission, who wa
the storm center of hearings b<
fore the Senate Interstate Con
merce Committee because of hi
dismissal from the service moi:
than two years ago, on March 1
was ordered reinstated in the A1
lanta office at a salary of $3,20<!
He will take office in April.
LOCAL spots may be used wit
newspapers in a new campaign b
the Johns Manville Corp. automc
five division to promote its brak
lining. J. Walter Thompson Co
New York, handles the account.
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INEW HOMEMAKERS
Utility Tries Radio First Time
—And Gets Fast Results
ARDLY a month old, the Modn Homemakers program of the
one Star Gas Co., Dallas, over
ISPAA, already has satisfied the
|i>onsor that it is accomplishing its
tarpose — creating good will and
itablishing a strong merchandis' idio,
g salesthemedium.
sponsor Aisnewcomer
using copyto
ed in with its current merchanj | sing campaigns,
ijWhen the sponsor's water heati (}g apparatus, for instance, is beii jikg featured, Albertina Berry,
pme economics director, talks on
ach subjects as "The Many Interring Uses of Hot Water", "Hot
Pater As Home Beauty Aid", etc.
I j| The copy then continues :
jpoesn't
that remind
of Rethe
[sod old days?
But wereyou
they?
member h°w you used to struggle
;srith a sulky fire that whimpered
t wet wood, how often you were
,-isappointed over a roast that
;ytirned to an ashy crisp because
ijcpe
old-fashioned
was and
too
i|ot, or
a cake that range
was soggy
j id when the oven cooled because
<f:ou forgot to stoke the fire . . .
'hat a contrast is the modern kityhen with full gas appliances,
[ blorf ul, efficient, smart. No wonijjer Modern Homemakers are
heerful, active in civic affairs, and
i|eenly alive to current events."
Djj Homemaking bulletins are numbered according to subjects and are
jjiupplied upon requests from listenfirs. Each bulletin prominently disXflays the radio schedule. A close
l||iewspaper advertising tie - up i s
lilLiade in each of the 250 cities
Aerved by the Lone Star Gas SysI ladio Education Groups
!fo Hold Annual Session
SPOKESMEN for radio, governAjjnent, advertising and civic intertlfes will be represented at the
lipxth annual institute for Educa[ion by Radio combined with the
ipfth annual assembly of the Na1 ional Advisory Council on Radio
<Mn Education to be held May 6-8
1it Ohio ' State University, Colum'liims.
| An outline of possible developiment of educational broadcasting
•jVill be of
presented,
as well
as dis(ibussion
educational
problems
of
College broadcasting stations and
fmeans of organizing and financing
more popular programs for adults
md children. Emphasis will be
placed on the growing power of
broadcasting as a means of reaching the public for political and
'^governmental
purposes.
Demonstrations and clinics
of recorded
broadcasts are planned.
Dr. Michael Pupin
|DR. MICHAEL I. PUPIN, world
Jf a m o u s physicist and inventor,
,(whose tuning inventions helped
| make practical the early Marconi
wireless methods, died in New
York March 12 at the age of 76.
IliHe had been suffering for several
iijweeks and his death attributed
[pijto uremic poisoning. Dr. Pupin
;dwas a Serbian immigrant boy when
dofce came to America, and rose to be
one
_ of its greatest s c i e n t i fi c
geniuses.
March

15, 1935

Chicago Education Plan
(Continued from page 12)
while not maintaining such lines.
In any comparison with present
and proposed costs, it should be
remembered that poorly produced
educational programs may be very
costly indeed, reducing as they do
the value of time preceding and
following them. The cost to stations has been calculated to furnish programs from four universities at approximately the same
cost as that of maintaining service
from one school at the present
time." Overcoming Trouble
MR. MILLER maintained that the
four basic reasons for the slow
development of educational broadcasting in the past will be obviated by the proposed central organization, ifused in different local areas, such as he proposes in
Chicago. He recited these as follows:
1. Educational programs have been
poorly designed for radio consumption.
Thus, the efforts of the Council in the
adaptation of techniques and the careful selection of talent will afford a
remedy to this situation.
2. sionExpert
guidance
andhave
superviof educational
features
been
lacking. This lack will be met by the
staff of the council which will include
experts in the various fields of producment. tion, continuity and program manage3. Educational broadcasting has received inadequate financial support.
By the pooling of funds from the
schools and stations, supplemented by
grants from philanthropic organizations, this difficulty will be overcome.
4. Cooperative efforts between institutions and stations have been the
exception, rather than the rule. With
the
serving
as an cooperation,
"agency to
effectcouncil
the closest
possible
this confusion will be eliminated.
The annual budget of $55,000 for
the Council, according to Mr. Miller, would be allocated as follows:
Salaries, $30,000; line rentals,
$7,500; office and studio rent,
$3,000; office expense and travel,
$3,500; equipment maintenance,
$1,000; honoraria, $8,000; professors on chain programs and profes ionals in educational dramatizations $2,000.
The division of this financial responsibility would be $25,000 to be
procured from philanthropic organizations; $16,000 from universities,
and $14,000 from stations. In alloting the financial responsibility
among the universities on the basis
of relative tuition fees, the follow-

680
Kc.

WPTF

ing division has been agreed upon
by each: Chicago and Northwestern, $5,000 each; De Paul and
Loyola, $3,000 each. In alloting
financial responsibility among the
stations, on the basis of relative
commercial rates, Mr. Miller suggested that WMAQ-WENR assume
$5,000 of the $14,500 total; WGN
and WBBM, $3,500 each, and
WJJD-WIND, $2,500.
Endowment Basis

fated Fess and Wagner - Hatfield
bills were tangible results of such
agitation.
Ignoring
the fundamental causes of
the present
condition
in educational broadcasting, as
these proposals did, it is not surprising that the FCC in its recent
report to Congress did not favor
disruption of the status quo at
least until the present operators
were granted a reasonable opportunity to effect close cooperation

"IT IS HOPED," he concluded,
"that the council can be placed
upon an endowed basis after it has
demonstrated its effectiveness. If
this were done, the burden from
the stations and schools would be
lessened
Beforeor entirely
advancingremoved."
his specific
plan, Mr. Miller analyzed the radio -educational situation, describing it as one of the most perplexing problems of radio today. The
problem, he concluded, requires cooperation of the two groups.
"Certain minority groups of educations, operating on the hypothesis that education is sufficient unto
itself in radio, have agitated for
paternalistic legislation to increase
the allocation of facilities for the
use of education and to fix the
total percentage of available facilities alloted to education at the
increased level," he said. "The ill-

with educators."
Brown and Porter Leave
COL. THAD H. BROWN, vice
chairman of the FCC broadcast division, and George B. Porter, assistant general counsel, left Washington for Texas March 5 on a
tour that will carry them to the
Pacific Coast to conduct hearings
on applications
involving
casting. The hearings
will broadbegin
at San Antonio March 25, after
which they will journey to Los
Angeles.
THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience
of radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
BENJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
1023 Wallace Ave.
Wilkinsburg. Pa.

CAN

ALL

KANSAS

STATIONS

BE

CITY

FIRST?

The answer is YES. All principal stations
CAN be first and ARE -at some periods of
the day. Several listener studies made for
KMBC in 1934, including a December study
of ten thousand calls, prove that statement.
We have made enough of these studies
that we KNOW the Kansas City situation,
and we make this challenge.

CHALLENGE!
On any periods recommended by KMBC to
an advertiser on a specific program proposal, KMBC will pay for a listener study
made by the advertiser's agent if KMBC
does not show the largest Kansas City
circulation.

Watts
5,000

Announces
the Appointment of
FREE & SLEININGER, Inc.
as its national
representatives.
NBC Affiliate
Member NAB
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WPTF RADIO CO.
RALEIGH, N. C.

FREE
and
SLEININGER
Inc.

14
AUDITION
RECORDINGS
now
AVAILABLE

National Sales
Representatives
KANSAS

CITY
7
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

OF

THE

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

(Broadcast Division)

Applications . . .
FEBRUARY 27
WMFI, New Haven — Modif. CP new
station
tion. 900 kc 500 w D to extend compleWMPC, Lapeer, Mich. — CP change
wequip.,
D. increase from 100 w to 100 w 250
NEW,
Homer
York,amended
Lufkin, toTex.1350— CPkc
1340 kc 250
w unltd.,
and spec, hours.
NEW, Florida Capitol Broadcasters Inc.,
Tallahassee, Fla. — CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd., amended re transmitter site.
WAIM, Anderson, S. C— Modif. CP
1200 kc 100 w unltd., to request changes
in equip., move transmitter locally.
WJAX, Jacksonville, Fla.— CP new
equip., increase from 1 kw to 1 kw 5
kw D.
KSO, Des Moines — CP move transmitter
locally, amended to change equip.
KWCR, Des Moines — Modif. CP move
transmitter and studio from Cedar Rapids,
change equip., extend completion, amended
re equip.
WTAD, Quincy, 111. — Modif. license from
1440D. to 900 kc, hours from shares-WMBD
to
KPQ, Wenatchee, Wash. — License for
CP move station locally, increase D power,
change equip.
KWYO, Sheridan, Wyo. — Vol. assignment license to Big Horn Brdcstg. Co. Inc.
KWSC,
Pullman,
equip.,
increase
from 1 Wash.
kw 2 —kwCPD tochange
1 kw
5 kw D.
KOL, Seattle — CP change from 1270 to
810 kc, increase from 1 kw 2% kw D to
5 kw, change equip., jnove transmitter
locally.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW,
W. C. Miner, Rock Springs, Wyo., CP 950
kc 500 w ltd.
FEBRUARY 28
WLW, Cincinnati — Modif. exp. auth. 500
kw LS to 6 a. m. using directional antenna to reduce signal in Niagara to Lockport, N. Y. to equivalent of 50 kw to
8-1-35.
Petersburg,
Va. — License
for
CP WPHR,
as modified
to move transmitter,
change
freq., install new equip., change hours, increase power.
NEW, Eugene DeBogory, d/b Dallas RaEngineers,to Dallas,
1550 dio
kc Research
1 kw, amended
1570 kc. Tex. — CP
KBTM, Paragould, Ark. — Modif. CP as
modified to extend completion to 3-1-35.
KWEA,
— Vol.
ment licenseShreveport,
to Allen W. La.
Hinkel
Dry assignGoods
Co., Wichita, Kan.
KBTM, Jonesboro, Ark. — License for CP
as modified to move station from Paragould to Jonesboro.
WKEU, Griffin, Ga. — License for CP
move transmitter & studio, change hours.
NEW, Duluth Brdcstg. Co., Duluth — CP
1200 kc 100 w unltd., amended re frequency.
WTRC, from
Elkhart,
increase
50 w Ind.
100— wCP D change
to 100 equip.,
w 250
w D.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— WWPA,
Clarion, Pa., auth. to transfer control to
Fort Industry Co. ; WTAD, Quincy, HI., CP
change from 1440 to 900 kc, and hours ;
KHQ, Spokane, modif. license from 1 kw
2 kw D to 5 kw.
MARCH 1
NEW, Paul Sullivan Andrews, Lewiston,
Me.— CP 560 kc 250 w N.
WHDH, Boston— Modif. license from 830
to
unltd.1230 kc, hours from LS Denver to
250WBNX,
to 500 New
w. York — Modif. license from
WELL, Battle Creek — CP change equip.,
increase
ter locally.from 50 to 100 w, move transmitWLVA,
Lynchburg, Va. — CP change
equip.
WHBC, Canton, 0. — Modif. license from
spec, to unltd., facilities of WNBO.
WJTL,license
Oglethorpe
assign,
to J. W.University,
Woodruff Ga.& —S.Vol.
A.
Cisler Jr., d/b Atlanta Brdcstg. Co.
KPRC,
Houston
—
Extension
exp.
auth.
5 kw D to 9-1-35.
WRGA,
Rome, Ga. — Modif. license from
spec,
to unltd.
NEW, Eugene DeBogory & Mildred English, d/b Dallas Brdcstg. Co., Dallas — CP
1500 kc 100 w D, amended re hours.
KTRH, Houston — CP change equip., increase from 1 kw 2% kw D to 5 kw D &
Page 50

FEB. 28 TO MARCH 12, INCLUSIVE
from 1430 to 970 kc.
equip., increase from 100 w to 100 vr
N, change from 1330 to 1290 kc, amended
to omit increase N power.
250 w D.
WHJB,
Greensburg,
Pa.
—
License
for
CP
change
equip.
WGCM,fromMississippi
Miss. change
— CP
WTRC, license
Elkhart,to Truth
Ind.— Voluntary
ae-'l
change
1210 to City,
1120 kc,
signment
Publishing Go.
WKAR, East Lansing, Mich. — CP change Inc.
equip., change hours from spec, to unltd.,
equip.
power from 100 w 250 w D to 500 w D
Visalia, Cal.— I
NEW, H. K. Glass & M. C. Kirkland, CPNEW,
& N.
850 kcClark
100 Standiford,
w D.
Fla. — CP 1310
Chico, Cal.— i
ed re transmitter
site. kc 100 w D, amend- CPNEW,
111. — License for Eustis,
1210 kcClark
100 wStandiford,
unltd.
CPWJBC,
change Bloomington,
equip.
WRDW,
Augusta,
Ga.
—
Exp.
auth.
new
APPLICATIONS
NEW.CP
111. — Modif.
license from
equip., 1240 kc 250 w 1 kw D six months. Franklin
A. Brown,RETURNED
Kingston, — O.,
890WILL,
to 580Urbana,
kc & hours
from shares-KUSD
& KFNF to D.
WALA,
1210 kc 20 w unltd. ; WQAM, Miami, Fla., ;
from
500 w 1Mobile,
kw D to Ala.
1 kw— Modif.
D & N. license modif.
CP move transmitter locally, !
WBOW,increase
Terrefrom
Haute,
— CPw D.change
KFRO, Longview, Tex. — Modif. license
equip.,
100 toInd.250
equip., decrease power from 250 to
from 1370 to 1210 kc, hours from D to un- change
150
w;
KFKA, Greenley, Col., modify
NEW, Hammond-Calumet Brdcstg.
ltd., facilities of KWEA.
ltd. 880 to 630 kc ; NEW, A. Garfield
from
Corp.,
kw
D. Hammond, Ind. — CP 1480 kc 5 as KIUJ,
Santa
Fe,
N.
M.
—
License
for
CP
modified for new station.
Tubbs, Pampa, Tex., CP 940 kc 1 kw un- '
NEW, Luther D. Gibson, d/b TimesKPCB, Seattle — CP change equip.
Herald
Publishing
850
kc 250
w D. Co., Vallejo, Cal. — CP
APPLICATIONS
WDEL, Decisions . . .
Wilmington,
Del., CPRETURNED—
new equip., increase
KRKD, Los Angeles — Modif. CP new
250 w 500 w D to 500 w 1 kw D ;
equip., increase from 500 w to 1 kw 2x/2 from
NEW, Valley Brdcstg. Co., Youngstown,
kw D to extend completion to 4-20-35.
MARCH 4
O., CP new station; NEW, WRBC Inc.,
KHSL.
Modif. transmitter
CP new sta-& Cleveland,
CP 550 kc 250 w unltd. ;
tion 950 kcChico,
250 wCal.—
D giving
WTAD,
Quincy,
111. — Granted modif. li|
cense from 1440
WAZL, creaseHazleton,
new equip.,
in- shares-WMBD
studio
as Gage's
Chico.
from 100 to Pa.,
250 wCP; WPTF,
Raleigh,
to D.to 900 kc, hours fron
NEW,sitesHauser
Radio Bldg.,
Co., Ventura,
Cal.
N. C, modif. spec. auth. increase from 1
—CP
WMBD,
111. — Granted
re freq.1310 kc 100 w D & N unltd., amended
cense
from Peoria,
shares-WTAD
to unltd.modif. H i
to 5 kw to 8-1-35.
KXYZ, Houston — Granted CP change!
APPLICATIONS
RETURNED—
KSUN,
MARCH
6
Lowell, Ariz., CP change equip, increase
equip., increase from 500 w to 1 kw.
from 100 to 250 w ; NEW, Grant Wrathall,
WOR,to install
Newarknew— License
CP as power,
modiWMFE, New Britain, Conn. — Grantee I
equip., for
increase
d/b Indiana Brdcstg. Co., Evansville, Ind., move fied transmitter.
modif.
CP extending completion to 5-16-35 »
CP 1370 kc 250 w D 100 w N unltd. ;
WSPD,
Toledo — Granted modif. CP'
KMBC, Kansas City, exp. auth. 5 kw.
KSTP, St. Paul — Extension exp. auth. change equip.,
extend completionmovedate. transmitter locally
use added 15 kw LS to 11-1-35.
MARCH 4
NEW, Radio Chapel of the Air, Rev.
WMF CP
J, Daytona
Beach,& transmitter
Fla. — Grantee]
NEW, Monocacy Brdcstg. Co., Frederick, Robert E. Connely, Minneapolis — CP 1370 modif.
move studio
lo
Md.— CP 900 kc 500 w D.
kc
100
w
unltd.,
amended
re
studio
&
cally,
extend
completion.
KPLC, Lake Charles, La.— Modif. CP transmitter sites.
WLAC, Nashville — Granted consent vol-f
change jesticequip.,
transmitter
KFBI,studio
Abilene.
Kan. — CP transmitter
change equip.,to untary assignment license to WLAC Inc. -j
Hotel, Lake
Charles. & studio at Ma- move
to Wichita,
WCFL, Chicago — Granted modif. CP exf
NEW, Springfield Newspapers Inc.,
tend completion.
near\ Wichita.
Springfield,
Mo.—
CP
1120
kc
250
w
spec,
KFH,
Wichita
—
Modif.
license
to
move
KECA, Los Angeles — Granted modif. CI 1
hours, amended re transmitter site.
studio to Hotel Lassen, Wichita.
extend completion to 6-15-35.
NEW, Pittsburgh Publishing Co., PittsWMFF,
N. wY.—D.Granted li
KFWB, Hollywood — Exp. auth. new cense
for CPPlattsburg,
1310 kc 100
burg, Kan. Commercial
— CP 1500 kc Broadcasters
100 w unltd. Inc., equip.,
5 Southern
kw N to Oregon
4-1-35. Publishing Co.,
NEW,
WJBO,
Baton
Rouge,
NEW,
w —D.Granted li
Moorhead, Minn. — CP 1310 kc 100 w un- Roseburg, Ore. — CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd., cense for CP 1420 kc 100 La.
ltd.
seeks
call
of
KRNR.
WIBU,
Poynette,
Wis.
—
for CP 1210 kc 100 w 250 Granted
w D unltd.license
WDAF, Kansas City— License for CP
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW,
change equip., increase D power.
WCBS,
Springfield,
111.
—
Granted
Pampa Daily News Inc., Pampa, Tex., CP license from 1210 to 1420 kc, change modif
KSD, St. Louis — ■ Extension & modif.
630 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Donnie W. from shares-WTAX to spec, 100 w. hour;
temp. auth. 1 kw N & equip, change, re- Barnes,
City, Ala., CP 1500 kc
questing extension to 9-1-35 and modif. 100 w DAlexander
KGEK,
Sterling,spec,
Col. —hours.
Granted modif. li
; NEW, Plainview Brdcstg. Co., cense
to change
approval survey data to permit operation
during regular broadcast day.
Plainview, Tex., CP 1500 kc 100 w D.
WSGN, Birmingham — Granted consen
KGIW,
Alamosa,to spec.
Col. — Modif. license
MARCH 8
voluntary
Ormonc L
O. Black & assignment
Mary Collettlicense
Black to(lessees).
from
share-KIDW
WEEI, Boston — CP new equip., change
KIDW,
Lamar,
Col.
—
Modif.
license
from
WMMN,transfer
Fairmont,
from 1 to 5 kw D & N, amended to use consent
control W.fromVa.A.— M.Grantee
Row
share-KGIW to spec.
Inc., to West Va. Brdcstg. Corp.
KFPY, Spokane — CP install new equip., directional antenna.
increase from 1 kw to 1 kw 5 kw D,
Grant
WJBO,
Rouge,100La.w.— Modif. li- edSPECIAL
cense fromBaton
D to unltd.
amended re transmitter site.
extension AUTHORIZATIONS—
temp. auth. operate simul.
KIDW
spec,
hours
;
KGKB,
Tyler,
Tex.
NEW, Robert Louis Sanders, San Pedro,
WIBW.
Topeka,
Kan.
—
License
for
CP
granted temp. auth. operate spec, hours ii
Cal.— CP 1180 kc 250 w D, amended re increase from 1 kw to 1 kw 5 kw D.
WDZ,
Tuscola,
111.
—
CP
change
equip.,
March.
power.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, Hartfore
increase from 100 to 250 w, change from
NEW, Harry Prezant, Los Angeles — CP
Co. Inc., Hartford, Conn., CI
1120
KRKD.kc 1 kw unltd., facilities of KFSG & 1070 to 1020 kc, amended further changes Brdcstg.
1200
kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Worceste:
equip.
Brdcstg. Co. Inc., Worcester, Mass., CI
MARCH 5
KLPM, to Minot,
N. D. Radio
— Consent
transfer
unltd.; WFAS( Whits
control
Northwest
Service
Inc. 1200 kc 100
WOKO, Albany, N. Y.— Modif. license
WHBU,
Anderson, Ind. — CP change Plains, N. Y., CP increase from 100 t
1::

MAN POWER OF NEW WOR— This is the engineering staff at Carteret, N. J. of the new 50,000-wat
transmitter of WOR, dedicated March 4 with brilliant ceremonies at Carnegie Hall, New York. Left t< 8t
right: Charles Singer, Carteret plant supervisor; Edmund Franke, Ralph T. Willey, Seth Gamblin, Ray
mond O'Niell, C. A. Reberger, Clarence S. Thevent, George Robinson and Jack R. Poppele, chief engineerfs
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V> w D. change equip. : NEW, Duluth
ltdestg. Co., Duluth, CP 1200 kc 100 w
,'ltd.
» 990; NEW,
kc 500 A.w L.D. ;Chilton,
NEW. Kilgore,
EvansvilleTex.,
on
» Air Inc., Evansville, Ind., CP 1370 kc
w unltd. ; WAAF, Chicago, CP change
Luip.. move transmitter locally, increase
Em D to unltd. ; NEW, Ward Walker.
I kittle, CP 760 kc 250 w N 500 w D :
I EW. David Parmer, Atlanta, CP 1370
199 w N 250 w D unltd. ; NEW, Clark
Porterville, Cal., CP 1420 kc
«ndif
w ord,
unltd. ; eWGST, Atlanta, modif. lise to increas from 500 w to 1 kw N.
■ MICTI,ON ON rnEXAMINERS' .REPORTS
lliNEW Southe
Minn.
Co..
d CPBrdcstg
t-ester, Minn., grante
1310 kc 100Ro-w
Jthltd., sustaining Examiner Hyde ; WBBM,
o, granted CP increase from 25 to
j^iicag
kw, install
new equip., 770 kc unltd.
Li synchronize-KFAB N (effective March
d CP
n,
I]!) ; KFAB,
se from Lincol
M-jerea
5 to 10Neb.,
kw, grante
install new
nizeI'tuip.,
770
kc
unltd.
D,
synchro
| BBM N (effective March 26).
i MISCELLANEOUS— WIL, KSD, KWK,
■i- Louis, denied reconsideration grant of
1-p to Miss. Valley Brdcstg. Co. for new
Nation 1500 kc 100 w; WIP, Philadelphia,
Impended
apwic.
increasegrant
fromand500setw for
to 1hearing
kw N due
I protest of WICC ; WHFC, Cicero. 111.,
|I (nied
action for ofCP1-29-35
tting reconsideration
for hearing applic.
1420
I fc 100 w N 250 w LS ; NEW, Alexandria
I rdcstg. Co., Alexandria, La., denied pe| tion reconsider action setting for hearing
I jplie. new station 1370 kc 100 w ; NEW,
I .ilwaukee Brdcstg. Co., Milwaukee, sus| ended
grantsetforforCPhearing
new station
J.»0
w and
due to 1310
protestkc
I t' WHBL;
NEW,
W.
C.
Hilgedick
& Geo.
Knaur, Denison, Tex., CP 1200 kc
100
D, heretofore set for hearing, dismissed
: applic. request ; NEW, Guilford Brdcstg.
Abilene, Tex., CP 1420 kc 100 w unheretofore set for hearing, denied as
default; WOW, Omaha, modif. CP incase power & move transmitter retired
pon applic. request.
ATIFICATIONS:
Dallas Brdcstg. Co., Dallas ; Brownsville
rdcstg. Co., Brownsville, Tex. ; Paris
, rdcstg. Co., Paris, Tex. ; Tern-Bel Brdcstg.
o.. Temple, Tex. ; Dallas Research Engieers. Dallas: Denton Brdcstg. Co., Den•n, Tex., authority to take depositions at
alias re hearings (action taken Feb. 23).
WIBU, Poynette, Wis. — Granted auth.
ctend program tests ( Feb. 26 ) .
WNBO, Silver Haven, Pa. — Effective
rate of temporary license extended to
-15-35 (Feb. 28).
WFIL, Philadelphia — Granted extension
W auth. 560 kc 1 kw N to 3-31-35;
.ranted extension temp. auth. use WLIT
ransmitter as auxiliary to 3-31-35
March 1).
KWEA, Shreveport, La. — Granted extenlon temp. auth. remain silent 3-2-35 to
,-30-35 (March 1).
KGKO, Wichita Falls, Tex. — Granted exension exp. auth. additional 250 w N durig March (March 1).
KSO, Des Moines— Granted temp. auth.
se new transmitter to 5-1-35 (March 2).
KWCR,auth. Cedar
Rapids, transmitter
la. — Granted
mp.
use composite
250
;- KPRC,
D & to Houston
5-1-35 —(March
2).
Granted extension exp.
uth. operate 5 kw D to 9-1-35 (March 2).
MARCH 12
WLVA,
Lynchburg,
Va. — Granted CP
hange equip.
WPAD, Paducah, Ky. — Granted CP move
>eal]y.
KPCB, Seattle — Granted CP install new
quip.
1_
WDAE,
— Granted
Hsp.
auth. Tampa,
1 kw NFla.2y2
kw D extension
unltd. to
let. 1.
WMC,1 kwMemphis
uth.
N 2% — kwGranted
D to extension
Sept. 1. exp.
WMFE, New Britain, Conn. — Granted
lodif.date.CP change equip., extend compleion
WIS, Columbia, S. C. — Granted modif.
•P transmitter site, increase from 2V2 to
kw D, extend completion date, change
<iuip.
WILL, Urbana, 111. — Granted modif. liense from 890 to 580 kc, change power to
kw D.
I WCFL, Chicago — Granted modif. CP
|j hange equip. & antenna.
IorWPHR,
CP 880Petersburg,
kc 500 w Va.
D. — Granted license
WHJB,
Greensburg.
or CP 620 kc 250 w D.Pa. — Granted license
WKEU,
Ga. — from
GrantedLaGrange
license forto
move Griffin,
transmitter
Jriffin,
change
hours
from
spec,
to D, 1500
:c 100 w.
WJBC, Bloomington, 111. — Granted liense for CP change equip.
WDAF,
^P change Kansas
equip. City—
610 kcGranted
1 kw Nlicense
5 kw forD
mltd.
KIUJ, Santa Fe — Granted license for CP
,iew station 1310 kc 100 w unltd.
pt ense
WPGA,
— Granted
from Rome,
spec, toGa.unltd.,
1500 modif.
kc 100 li-w
J-TKGGM,
& D. Albuquerque — Granted CP transmit er & studio sites, applic. dismissed
I rom hearing docket.
March
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WGES. Chicago — Granted renewal license with auth. 1 kw to LS Sunday, applic. dismissed from hearing docket.
WDZ, Tuscola. 111. — Granted renewal license, applic. dismissed from hearing
docket.
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— WCOC,
Meridian,
Miss., instead
granted oftemp.
auth.pending
operate spec, hours
unltd.
repairs. 30 days ; WHBD, Mt. Orab, O.,
granted temp. auth. remain silent pending approval transmitter site.
SET FOR HEARING — WCAO, Baltimore, applic. CP change equip., increase
from 500 w to 1 kw N ; NEW, George Bissell & Herbert Littlefield. Watertown, N.
Y., applic. CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd. ;
WBHS, Huntsville, Ala., applic. CP move
to Chattanooga, change hours to unltd. ;
NEW, John Brown University, Silcan
Springs, Ark., applic. CP 1500 kc 100 w
N 250 w D unltd. ; WTRC, Elkhart, Ind.,
applic. CP change equip., increase from 50
w N 100 w D to 100 w N 250 w D : KRKD,
Los Angeles, applic. modif. CP extend completion ;NEW, Hazlewood Inc., W. Palm
Beach, Fla., applic. CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd. ;NEW, Times Herald Publishing Co.,
Vallajo, Cal., applic. CP 850 kc 250 w D ;
KPPC, Pasadena, Cal., applic. CP new
equip., increase from 50 w N & D to 100
w N 250 w D ; WMT, Cedar Radips, la.,
applic. modif. ex. auth. use added 500 w
N & 1500 w D in Marion twp. ; WLBC,
Muncie, Ind., CP in hearing docket amended to change equip., increase from 50 w
N 100 w D to 100 w N 250 w D ; NEW,
Hauser Radio Co., Ventura, Cal., CP in
hearing docket amended to 1310 kc 100 w
unltd. ; WQDM, St. Albans, Vt., CP in
hearing docket amended to 1390 kc 1 kw
D, move transmitter locally, change equip.
& spec, hours.
MISCELLANEOUS — W S B T, South
Bend. Ind., applic. renewal granted ;
KGHI, Little Rock, Ark., denied temp,
auth. 1120 kc 250 w D & N unltd; KIT,
Yakima, Wash., denied temp. auth. operate spec, hours in March ; NEW, WHM
Brdcstg. Co., Helena, Mont., CP 1420 kc
100 w unltd. dismissed at applic. request ;
Lit Bros. Brdcstg. System Inc., Philadelphia, applic. modif. license 560 kc 1 kw,
share WFI, retired after assignment license
to WFIL ; KFBB, Great Falls, Mont., reconsider consolidation applic. with hearings on KFRC, WDAF and granted
applic. separate hearing on request exp.
auth. 610 kc 1 kw ; WMEH, Boston, denied reconsideration action setting for
hearing applic. 250 w N ; W. O. Ansley
Jr., Abilene, Tex., granted petition intervene applic. Denton Brdcstg. Co. & Palestine Brdcstg. Co. new stations ; KMAC,

San Antonio, hearing scheduled for March
18 continued ; WEBC, Superior, Wis., denied petition reconsideration action setting
for hearing applic. change equip., increase from 2V2 to 5 kw D ; WCLS, Joliet,
111., reconsidered & granted applic. unltd.
D operation and denied applic. unltd. night
operation ; WCFL, Chicago, denied motion
asking denial
applic.; John
of Journal
Co., Erie,
Milwaukee, for default
G. Curtis,
Pa., denied request continuance hearing on
applic. CP new station 1370 kc 100 w;
Brothers
& England,
denied request
continue Wellington,
hearing on O.,
applic.
new station 1370 kc 100 w; KSTP, St.
Paul, sustained motion dismiss protest of
KSTP against applic. Minn. Brdcstg.
Corp., location transmitter site etc. : WGBI,
Scranton, Pa., denied petition reconsider
action setting for hearing applic. CP
change
1 kw. equip., increase from 250 w to
RATIFICATIONS:
WHIO,auth.
Dayton,
O. — Grantedantenna
extensionto
temp.
nondirectional
4-1-35 (March
4).
WLW, Mason, O. — Granted modif. exp.
auth. 500
to 6 a.1).m., using directional kw
antennaLS(March
Milwaukee Journal, Milwaukee; Dallas
Brdcstg. Co., Dallas; KFYO, Lubbock,
Tex. ; Raymond L. Hughes, Midland, Tex. ;
F. W. Pierce, Taylor, Tex. ; WRR, Dallas ;
KFBB, Great Falls, Mont. ; Helena Brdcstg.
Co., Helena, Mont. ; KGKL, San Angelo,
Tex. ; Gish Radio Service, Amarillo, Tex. ;
City of Dallas, Tex. ; Big Springs Brdcstg.
Sta., depositions.
Big Springs, Tex.— Granted auth.
take
Examiners'
Reports
. Hill
. .
WHOM, Jersey
City
— Examiner
recommended
that application
for renewal
of license and CP be granted.
WEBR, Buffalo ; WTBO, Cumberland,
Md. — Examiner Hill recommended (1-25)
that applic. of WEBR for 1 kw 800 kc
ltd. be denied ; that applic. of WTBO to
changebe from
D to 6 a. m. — LS Dallas,
Tex.,
granted.
INSULATORS
for every
Broadcasting Requirement
LAPP INSULATOR CO., INC.
LeROY, NEW YORK

ANSWERS
DEMAND
AN

RV3"

THE
WITH

MICROPHONE

Your audience demands true fidelity —
clear cut tones — sparkling notes.

ARE

YOU

BETTER
THAN

YOUR

JOB?

Being better than the requirements of your job is
the most important step toward success! A Technical
education combined with
your own experience will
equiptage ofyou
take advan-to
everytoopportunity
advance yourself. There are
20% good"
too
men many
in radio"pretty
. . . but not
enough TECHNICALLY
TRAINED men for the
many responsible, well-paid
positions.
OF U.S. BROADCASTING
STATIONS EMPLOY CREI
STUDENTSandGRADUATES
Over 160stations
of America's
broadcast
employ
CREI men. Proof that
TECHNICAL TRAINING
is valuable. Our one-year
Residence Course and
Home - Study courses offer
you a well-balanced training
in essential mathematics —
theory — practice and practical engineering problems.
Write today for complete
details.
FREE!
44-Page Illustrated Booklet with pictures of equipment, flaboratories,
inormation on courses,andcosts,

Hold your listener's attention by answering this demand with the

faculty, etc.
BRUNO

1—
2—
3—
4—
5—
6—
7—
8—

"RV3 95
Excellent fidelity characteristics
Frequency response 30 to 14000 CPS
Not subject to variation with humidity
and temperature
No diaphragm .
Highly directional
Reduces acoustic feed back
Affords higher gain
Ruggedly constructed

CAPITOL
RADIO
ENGINEERING;
INSTITUTE

Write for Series "B" bulletin
Bruno

Laboratories

26 West 22nd Street, New York, N. Y.
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Pat.
Pending

DEPT. B-M
14th and PARK ROAD,
WASHINGTON,

N. W.

D. G.

Control

NBC Now Is Full Owner
Of Civic Concert Service
NBC has taken over Civic Concert Service Inc., organized in 1922
to promote concert courses throughout the country, as a completely
owned subsidiary. It had been partially owned by NBC since 1931.
Executive offices were moved from
Chicago to NBC headquarters in
New York March 11 where it will
function as a division of NBC
Artists Service under George
Engles, NBC vice president. 0. 0.
Bottorf, formerly assistant manager of Civic Concerts, has been
named general manager of the reorganized corporation.
D. S. Tuthill, business manager
of the Artists Service, has been
promoted to assistant managing
director, effective March 4. He will
continue to direct sales, sales promotion and general departmental
personnel, coordinating the activities of the management and sales
divisions. Dema Harshbarger,
founder of Civic, has been appointed manager of the Hollywood office of the Artists Service and will
arrange cinema appearances for
NBC artists and watch the movies
for potential radio talent.
THREE new commercials have
been signed for the Martha Deane
Woman's
Newark. The Hour
accountsoverareWOR,
Manhattan
Storage & Warehouse Co., New
York; B. Fischer & Co., New York
(Astor coffee) ; Wipe-on Corp.,
Brooklyn (lacquer) ; and Paterson
Parchment Paper Co., Bristol, Pa.
(Patapar), renewal.
INCREASED
.......

By Canada

AT NEW TRANSMITTER— This group photograph was taken at the
entrance to the new ultra-modern transmitter house of KOA, Denver,
during a recent visit of William S. Hedges, manager of NBC-operated
stations. Left to right: A. E. Nelson, KOA manager; A. L. Jones, General Electric Co. mountain district manager; A. L. Simons, architect;
Mr. Hedges; R. C. Jensen, radio engineer; Raymond Guy, radio facilities
engineer, and Robert H. Owen, chief engineer.
WMBD

Gets Full Time

AFTER a two-year effort, WMBD,
Peoria, was granted full time on
1440 kc, by the FCC March 5, taking over the half-time used by
WTAD, Quincy, which was shifted
to day operation on 900 kc. WMBD
uses 500 watts at night and 1,000
watts day, while WTAD has 500
watts on its new assignment.

COVERAGE
FIDELITY

with the new General Radio transmission monitoring equipment, which has these indispensable features: continuous highspeed program modulation monitor — automatic, positive and
instantaneous over - modulation indicator — measures carrier
noise and hum-levels and levels of amplifiers, wire lines and all
associated equipment — measures harmonic distortion of modulated envelope and distortion in all a-f amplifier equipment.
Simple to operate, direct reading, easily installed and moderately priced, this transmission monitoring equipment is required in all 'high-fidelity' stations.
GENERAL RADIO MONITOR
TYPE 730-A
TRANSMISSION
. . . v.snan
4o2
Detailed Specifications in Bulletin M-B2
RADIO
COMPANY
30 STATE STREET
CAMBRIDGE A, MASSACHUSETTS
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Through

Tax

Is Opposed by Listeners;
A SUBSTANTIAL majority of

IMPROVED

GENERAL

of Broadcasting

AUTOS AND RADIOS
Sales of Sets for Cars Boosted by
WSYR Announcements
AGAIN WSYR, Syracuse, is cooperating with automobile and radio dealers to promote the sale of
radio sets for automobiles by runn i n g sustaining announcements
during the heavy buying season
urging the public to buy cars
equipped with receiving sets, or
buy sets for their present cars.
That the idea succeeds is shown
by the fact that the rate of sale
of auto radios in Syracuse is far
above the national average. Dealers aid by offering bonuses to
salesmen and by urging salesmen
to push sales of auto receivers. In
addition, a larger allowance is
given on trade-ins when the machines are radio equipped. The net
result of this campaign has been
a big increasing in summer listeners. The station has adopted the
slogan "summertime is broadcasttime in Syracuse".
A ingsample
continuity reads like
this: "Spring is 'just around the
corner'. To most of us, that means
picnics and outdoor roasts. Take
your favorite radio programs into
the open with you. Install a radio
in your car!"
Kleenex

Canadian
listeners favorsystem
the Uniteda: '
States' broadcasting
against their own system of governmental control, with a receiver
tax, according
to taken
a poll of
Canadian audience
by the
Radex,
published by the Radex Press, Inc..
Cleveland. The results of the magazine's poll are:
In favor of the governmental system with a tax — 2052.
In favor of commercial system
with advertising — 2502.
Scanning the replies to its Canadian dequestionnaire,
rcur ent of protest aisstrong
found unby
the magazine to "a governmental
body trying to force upon the listening public educational or cultu
ral programs in lieu of lighter enemphasized taxis
the belief that tertainment".
no Alsoreasonable
on receivers
sufficient revenue"would
for theprovide
government
to put on the high-priced artists
and features that are possible under the competitive commercial
system".
Canada's annual radic
set tax is $2.
While some fault is found by
Canadian listeners with advertising continuities of American programs, yet it is recognized that the
advertising message is being made
less conspicuous and frequently is
both interesting and instructive.
Improvement also is noted in spot
announcements of many stations
although some Canadian listeners
feel that these short programs
"rub the fur the wrong way".

RADIO
OUTLINE MAPS
of the
United States
Every city in the U. S. having
a radio station as of February
15, 1935,
shown . .. .. .Time
zones
are isindicated
The
reverse side of the map carries
a complete log of broadcast
stations, alphabetically by state,
city, and call letters, with wave
lengths and powers shown.
The map is l^'/^xll'/i inches,
printed on white ledger paper
that permits
the use of ink
without
smudging.

Shifts

"THE . STORY of Mary Marlin",
currently broadcast over NBC in
the interests of Kleenex cleansing
tissues, on April 1 moves to CBS,
where it is to advertise Quest,
a new deodorant. The International Cellucotton Products Co.,
Chicago, maker of Kleenex, Quest
and Kotex, made the move after
NBC officials discovered an old
ruling barring deodorant advertising from their chain. Lord &
Thomas, Chicago, is the agency.

!

PRICES
25 Copies
50 Copies
100 Copies
Single Copies

#2.00
#3.75
#5.00
10c

BROADCASTING
\dvertisingf

THE third annual convention and
trade show of the Institute of Radio Service Men, Inc., will be held
March 22-24 at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
BROADCASTING

National froadcast
Press Building
Washington, D. C.
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PENETRATES

Ml the Way to the Antarctic
And Sells a Motor Car
AR away in Little America, a
.ember of the Byrd Antarctic Exertion succumbed to the sales
Ipeal of a radio program of the
rysler Sales Corp., Detroit
odge automobiles) shortly here the expedition headed northThat is why
Jpd.
^idio operator,
Clay Byrd's
Bailey, chief
will
Ive a brand new Dodge waiting
r him when he gets back to
(>ston.
lit was while the expedition was
;ieparing to leave the land of ice
»d six-month nights that Bailey,
4th ears glued to a headset,
eked up faint music from the
(orth, listened closely, and then
sard the sales talk for the new
odge. The description sounded so
)od that he drifted into dreams
Clay Bailey driving down Com©nwealth Ave., seated in the car
hich had just been advertised.
11 All dreams must end, and this
ie ended when Bailey started the
merators and radioed Detroit as
■Hows: "Picked up radio descripon last night new Dodge that
,jes 20 and more miles per galn of gas stop you can place my
•der now stop please have coupe
waiting me Boston on our return
states you can take in and sell
y old Dodge now." The account
handled by Ruthrauff & Ryan
he, Detroit.
FEDERAL
RADIO

International Copyrights
Under New Plan Studied
A PRELIMINARY redraft of the
proposed bill to enable the United
States to enter the International
Copyright Union, involving a number of far-reaching changes which
would affect copyright users, has
been almost completed by the
State mental
Department's
committee, it interdepartwas stated
March 11 by Wallace McClure,
chairman. A proposal by the NAB
that the $250 minimum infringement fee in the present law be
eliminated altogether is being
studied, he indicated, along with a
variety of other provisions designed to reform present procedure and protect users.
After the preliminary redraft is
complete, Mr. McClure said, it will
be submitted to parties in interest
for final comments, preparatory
to revision and submission to the
Congress. Conferences participated
in by the NAB, ASCAP, motion
picture, hotel and other interested
groups, were held by the Interdepartmental Committee from Feb.
19 to 23.
Follows Ball Clubs
FOR THE fourth consecutive year,
Bob Elson, baseball announcer of
WGN, Chicago, left March 9 on his
annual tour of the baseball training camps and the West Coast to
get first-hand information for his
sports broadcasts and player interviews sponsored by Walgreen Drug
Co., Chicago. WGN will carry all
the home games and most of the
road games of the Chicago Cubs.

TELEGRAPH

TUBES

FAMED
FOR
PERFORMANCE

WITH
BL

AW-

VERTICAL

KNOX
RADIATORS
KNFE (Police) 0^>
Duluth, Minn.

WNEW

'^O

WBT

WJR

NfYHN

KKABC >
WKRC

KTUL^S
WQAM KJ\

V'Tenna, WFBR
AuiW,
KGPB (Police)
Minneapolis, Minn.
KSO

Federal Telegraph Co
Tube F-3S7A
Halt Wave Rectifier
(Interchangeable
U. y. 8S7 and W. E. with
266A

Ay

Federal Telegraph Company, a Mackay
Kadio subsidiary, maintains a lube service
organization that really wants to serve you.

EFFICIENCY

CO.

LONG LIFE • UNIFORM
CHARACTERISTICS
Made under Federal Telegraph
Company-Owned Patents

©F-357A, half wave rectifier
illustrated above, represents just
one of a long line of Federal Telegraph Co. Radio Tubes "Famed for
Performance" throughout the world .
Federal Telegraph Co. engineers
have greatly improved this type of
mercury vapor tube by shielding it.
In F-357A the arc is confined within
the shield which reduces bulb blackening and materially reduces the
tendency to arc back. A special
filament core material insures permanency of the oxide coating and
prevents flaking. Write for catalog.

FEDERAL TELEGRAPH COMPANY, 200 Mt. Pleasant Avenue, Newark. N. J.
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jS!"* on(ario
WIBW
.
BLAW-KNOX VERTICAL
RADIATOR 720 FT. HIGH
WJR
Rio de Janeiro. Brazi STATION
DETROIT. MICH.
Brazil Journal

U. S. Dept. of Commerce
352 Radiators at Various
Locations

Blaw-Knox Vertical Radiators are engineered to meet modern requirements and represent experience dating from the
very start of broadcasting. Stations that have installed BlawKnox Radiators are reporting great extensions in area served
plus improved clarity and quality of their signals resulting
in gratifying increases in their volume of business.
It will pay you to consult Blaw-Knox if you are planning
any changes whatsoever in your antennae.
BLAW-KNOX
COMPANY
PITTSBURGH, PA.
2038 FARMERS BANK BUILDING
Offices and Representatives in Principal Cities

BLAW-KNOX

Canada

May

Spend

Million

Dollars

for

High-power Outlets
CRC Now Hinges on Elections;
Ottawa Gets Blattnerphone
By JAMES MONTAGNES
ALTHOUGH a definite date has
not been set, it is understood that
the Canadian Radio Commission is
ready to establish new high-power
stations and increase the power of
existing stations to give a more
adequate service covering all Canada. The plans call for about
$1,000,000 expenditure, but the
sum has not yet been voted by
Parliament. Meanwhile Minister
of Marine Duranleau, under whose
department is the Radio Commission, has stated in Parliament that
the plans are ready.
The modern stations would be
erected in various sections where
coverage has been inadequate and
from which complaints about radio
conditions have come. Surveys
show such areas exist particularly
in the Maritime provinces, part of
Quebec, northern Ontario, Saskatchewan, part of Alberta and
practically all the populated part
of British Columbia.
With construction of new stations is planned an extension of
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
Synchronization Equipment Design.
Field Strength and Station I ocation
Surveys. Line
Antenna
Design. Wire
Problems.
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
N. Y. Office: Englewood, N. J.
FREQUENCY MONITORING SERVICE
Reference frequencies derived from the
National Standard of Frequency of the
National tinuous
Bureau
Standards by conleased wireof service.
For 24-hour Service
Phone GREENWOOD 2134
Washington institute of Technology
Washington, D. C.

hours of national broadcasting.
New and modern studios are included for points where the principal commission programs are produced. The response from listeners
regarding program quality is now
satisfactory, the complaints being
largely due to poor reception and
inadequate coverage. The Commission has now completed its station
at Ottawa for the reception of English programs, and a battery of
three Blattnerphone electrical
magnetic "wire tape" recording
machines has been installed to record the outstanding programs for
rebroadcasting during evening
hours.
Incidentally, the Blattnerphone
machines are the only ones on this
continent, and are used now not
only for recording the principal
English rebroadcasts, but as permanent records of such important
broadcasts as King George's New
Year's messages, the recent royal
wedding, and other historic broadcasts, the electrical magnetic recording on a thin metallic ribbon
keeping for many years.
* * *
CANADA'S three radio commissioners, Hector Charlesworth,
Jacques Cartier and Lt. Col. A. W.
Steel, are liable to go looking for
new jobs, should the forthcoming
Canadian general election go to
the Liberal party. The three commissioners, appointed by the Conservatives, are all slated to go by
the board along with others of the
Commission personnel, if the Liberal party returns to power, according to a definite decision of
the party at Ottawa, it leaked out
when the subject of political appointments was recently discussed
in Parliament.
* * *
THE Vancouver Board of Trade
has decided that the city is not
adequately represented on the air
with two 500 watt stations and
four 100 watt stations, and has
asked the Radio Commission to
install a high power station to
compete with nearby United States
and Canadian cities with stations
of more power than those of the
Dominion's third largest city.
ADMIRACION LABORATORIES
Inc., subsidiary of National Oil
Products Co., Harrison, N. J., has
increased its advertising budget
for Admiracion shampoo this year
and will use radio among other
media, the account being handled
by Charles Dallas Reach-Advertising, New York.

Carlyle Stevens
(Continued from page 37)
quer, Carl set out in 1931 for New
York. He got as far as WLTH,
Brooklyn, where he got a job. St. 11
more, he went after another job
—at WABC, New York— just in
case a vacancy might occur there.
The old "This is the Columbia
Broadcasting
System",
so often
uttered in Detroit,
still buzzed
in his
brain and he yearned to say it once
again — from the network's key
station.
The vacancy occurred, sure
enough, a few months later, and
he joined the CBS staff in the
middle of August, 1931. His rise
since that time has been rapid and
he has been heard on such programs as the Studebaker Champions, Roxy, headliners.
The O'Neills and
other network
Still erary
surviving
Stevens'
litambitions.are
Again
leaning
toward the esthetic side, he is
learning to play the piano. His
favorite hobby is amateur photography and the quiet of midnight
often finds him with his hands in
the hypo pan in the kitchen sink.
Another hobby — and love — is
John Stevens, born last August
while his daddy had an engagement
with the radio audience. When
Don Ball scrawled "it's a boy"
under the new papa's eyes, he had
to summon all the courage that
the pioneer Stevens in Canada had
shown generations back to finish
the program.
Which recalls another dramatic
event in his life — the time he was
to go on at 7 a. m., only to waken
at 7:40. And he still has a warm
place in his heart for the Democratic
in convention
sembleddelegates
who talked
and voted asall
night and then some to dispose of
athat
presidential
nomination
— an event
the network
was much
more
interested in than a scheduled 7
a. m. organ recital.
Stevens is an avid reader; has
published several short stories;
believes agencies have aided the
cause of announcing by allowing
announcers to adapt continuities
to their particular styles; is goodlooking (see photo above) ; weighs
145; 5 feet 10 % inches tall; has
acted as Frank Crummit's radio
brother; played football and basketball in school but now likes tennis, canoeing and motorboating;
has an out
epicure's
ferret
new taste
kinds and
of likes
cookingto
in obscure restaurants; hates to

PAUL
GODLEY
and A ssociates
Radio Engineers
Montclair, N. J.
Phone Montclair 2-7859
EDGAR H. FELIX
1775 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes, Allocation and Location Investigations
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FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

OTHER
FELLOW'S
VIEWPOINT
Who Came First?
To the Editor of Broadcasting:
Not that it matters, but sincfi
there seems to be some interest ir
the question of who was the firsl
representative in radio, here art
the facts.
Advertisers Radio Service In<Si
was launched early in 1931 to acl
as special representative for i I
group of associated radio stations
I was with this organization froir
the beginning until it was dissolved because it appeared that nc
representative could do a thorough
job stations.
for as many as twenty-one ra^
dio
When Advertisers Radio Service!
Inc. quit the latter part of Ocj
tober, 1931, I immediately started
lining up stations for special rep]
resentation on my own and becami
the first real special representa
tive in radio.
If any confirmation of this
needed, I respectfully refer you ti
the gentlemen who have so kindls
advised you of their own pionee»
status as special representatives. \
William G. Rambeau,
Feb. 26, 1935.
Chicagd
ALASKA'S
new 100-watt radifk
station at Juneau will be known asj
KINY, which is the call assignee!
by the FCC to the Northwest Ra
dio Advertising Co.
wait in line for anything; hatei
sort ofofwordy
"line" still more
—another
the "line"
gossip somi
folk affect; once helped out (■!
baffled sound-effects man by sup
plying without mechanical aid i\
noise like an elephant.
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements in
Broadcasting cost 7c per word for
each insertion. Cash must accompany order.close 25th and 10th of
Forms
month preceding issues.
Situations Wanted
Experienced young announcer, continui
writer. Excellent recommendations. Non
user intoxicating beverages, tobacco. Bo:
290, Broadcasting.
Progressive engineer, announcer, con
tinuity writer and program builder. Salar:
secondary to good opportunity. Now em
ployed. Excellent references. Box 295
Broadcasting.
Station manager — worked at every posi
tion in programming department. Wife a
dramatic
children's
Work for department,
one joint salary.
Highlyprograms
recom
mended. Box 292, Broadcasting.
17 years'
in Nav;
andEngineer,
broadcasting,
last experience
7 years with
NBC
key
outlet
;
desires
position
with
progressiv
station as maintenance or control man
Responsible, married with two children
ing.
Excellent references. Box 293, Broadcast
Sales manager of high powered chaii
station in one of largest Eastern citie
will be available for position as genera
manager or sales manager of progressiv
station. Past experience includes posi
tions as salesman, sales manager, anc
general
manager
of both
network
non-network
Eastern
stations.
Box an<29
Broadcasting.
Wanted to Buy
Full time, good locality. State best prop
osition first letter. Box 291, Broadcastinc
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More

of

the

Niceties

are

of

Hers

Living

to

Enjoy

The young housewife
joys a new freedom

of today en-

made

possible

by radio. Everything to help her
with housekeeping,

shopping, and

other duties of homemaking,

come

to her on the programs of daytime
broadcasters.
works. And

She

listens as she

because she can absorb

this wealth of information

without

sacrificing time, she finds opportunity to know
of living.
KGO

more

of the niceties

in San Francisco, a favor-

ite of Northern

California daytime

listeners, has the prestige and the
facilities to reach and influence the
buying power of this great audience of women. The most powerful
local station in this area, it boasts
a selling record which
of more

should be

than ordinary interest to

the local or spot broadcaster.

KGO

7500

WATTS

SAN

FRANCISCO

National
Broadcasting
Company,
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF
AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
NEW YORK
★
WEAF & WJZ

WASHINGTON
WRC & WMAL

★

CHICAGO
★
SAN
WMAQ & WENR

SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON— WBZ
• SPRINGFIELD, MASS.— WBZA
PITTSBURGH— KDKA
• CLEVELAND — WTAM
• DENVER — KOA • PORTLAND, ORE.— KEX

•
•

Inc.

FRANCISCO
KGO & KPO

SCHENECTADY— WGY
SPOKANE — KG A » SEATTLE— KJR

In the daily transmission and reception of hundreds of important messages,
to and from 46 countries around the globe, R. C. A. Communications, Inc.,
necessarily must use equipment of the utmost reliability. Naturally this
applies first of all to the tubes— the heart of any radio equipment, whether
for code, music or voice. The world's great radio communications system
has found that RCA Radiotrons stand up with unfailing dependability. Critical
broadcast engineers and operators have found them equally reliable for
their purposes. This same reliability can easily be yours. Save yourself the
"grief" caused by tube limitations and troubles by specifying genuine RCA
Radiotrons, the standard by which all other tubes are judged. ^

"P f"*
ft
|^ T\T^*VT8P
^^IVTC!
RCA MANUFACTURING
A. (iTWfl)
U. S.INC.
NEW JERSEY. CO..
CAMDEN,
^3
A
I J ■ *^xT JL Xfc^^T
I! ft
In V_l*jLl_
New York: 153 E.24ih St. • Chicago: 111 N. Canal St. • Dallas: Santa Fe Bldg. • Atlanta: 144 Walton St..N.W. • San Francisco: 235 Montgomery St.
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LISTENER

LOYALTY.MMBt
programs

all listen to what

rather than to stations . . . Why,

and again on WOR?
loyalty? . . . The
and

metropolitan

audiences

greatly increased

Why

answer

entertaining

—serving

We

commands

lies in the quality and

. . . And

by our new

. . . programs
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NEW YORK OFFICE: 1440 Broadway •
BOSTON: James F. Fay, Statler Building

•

variety of WOR's
planned

to please

of our listeners has been

50,000-watt

high fidelity transmitter

markets.

SERVICE,

NEWARK,

such listener

the number

as it does profitable NEW

BAMBERGER

then, do we tune in again

is it that WOR

helpful programs

pleases us — to

NEW
•

INC.

JERSEY

CHICAGO: Wm. G. Rambeau Company, Tribune Tower

• SAN FRANCISCO: Wm. G. Rambeau Company, Russ Building

RADIO

SALES

REPRESENTS

WABC

NEW

YORK

50,000 waits — 860 kilocycles
WBBM

CHICAGO

1

25,000 watts — 770 kilocycles
(Construction Permit granted for
50,000 watts after April 1st)
KMOX

ST. LOUIS, MO.

50,000 watts — 1090 kilocycles
wcco

MINNEAPOLIS-ST.

PAUL

50,000 watts— 810 kilocycles
WJSV

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

10,000 watts — 1460 kilocycles
WBT

CHARLOTTE,

N. C.

50,000 watts— 1080 kilocycles
WKRC

CINCINNATI,

O.

1,000 watts — 550 kilocycles
WPG

ATLANTIC

CITY

5,000 watts — 1100 kilocycles
KHJ

LOS ANGELES,

CALIF.

1,000 watts — 900 kilocycles
KFRC

SAN FRANCISCO

1,000 watts — 610 kilocycles
KGB

SAN

DIEGO

1,000 watts — 1330 kilocycles
FOR
DON

LEE

CALIF.

COMPLETE

DETAILS

ON

"OPEN

TIME", RATES,

NETWORK

These stations use higher wattage

during the day . . . The

power

shown

is night power

For

Local

and

"Spot"

and-operaied

Immediate,

stations,

complete

service

station facts, program
Department

RADIO

CBS Research

markets

in advance,

people

live, what

been

and

the

from

RADIO

have

how

over

CBS-Don

SALES,

Lee

Inc.

been

measured,

You buy known
many

people

in the past five years. These

mapped,

stations — helping

RADIO

SALES

markets

A Division
NEW

DETROIT,

485

WRIGLEY
FISHER

And

facts! Market
Columbia's

facts,

Research

call in New

SALES,

with

can give you.

York, Chicago

all RADIO

"program-power"

with maximum

SYSTEM

A V E N U E • Wickersham

ROOM

have

you with everything

INC.

BROADCASTING

BUILDING,

these

SALES

for your local campaigns.

by the accumulative

BLDG., 410 NO. MICHIGAN

SALES

by the

"time." You

their station preferences

communication

and present your sales message
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and audited

instead of just buying

staff can supply
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YORK,

CHICAGO,

to instant teletype

stations are backed

RADIO

stations

listen regularly to your station, where
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you to maximum
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facts — and service — RADIO

radio and

programs
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This service is no further from you than a local telephone

from complete
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facts. Facts from
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from no other station representative.
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know,

Advertising

facts, merchandising

— available
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local prestige.

Not
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Not
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A

MESSAGE

SPACE

TO

BUYERS

ABOUT

Northern

Listeners

in 39 Northern

sponded to a recent
These

counties

California

California

offer made

represent 97.8%

over

counties

KFRC

re-

locally.

of all the population

in the northern half of the state! . . . That's coverage
for you ! . . . But more . . . they not only can listen but
do! . . . That is if, as you and I, they enjoy The March
Time

. . . Myrt and Marge

Waring

. . . Alexander

big CBS

commercial

. . . Edwin

Woollcott
features.

of

C. Hill . . . Fred

. . . and all the other
There's

only one

way

you can cash in on this audience . . . that's by placing
your spot business on KFRC, the CBS outlet in San
Francisco
you

now.

... A new
If we

rate card is on its way to most

have

unintentionally

missed

of

you —

forgive us — and let us know.

HARRISON

The

HOLLIWAY,

Don

M. B. GRABHORN,

Manager

Lee Broadcasting System
AFFILIATED
WITH
THE

•
1000 Van Ness Avenue,
COLUMBIA
BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Representatives: RADIO
SALES,
INC.
°
New York City: 485 Madison Ave. . . Chicago: 410 N. Michigan Ave.
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Sales Manager

San Francisco

LOS ANGELES OFFICE
Don Lee Building, Seventh and Bixel Streets
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\WT

E know

what you want

to know

to your questions will be prompt,

about all the Free & Sleininger

curate— and honest.

stations listed below — and about the
markets

SSSS

they serve . . . Our

FREE

NEW YORK
Chrysler Building
Murray Hill 2-3030
VHO DES MOINES
NBC Basic Red Network
VGR-WKBW BUFFALO
CBS Basic Network
VI ND GARY— WJJD CHICAGO
WIND-ABC Basic Network
VHK CLEVELAND
CBS Basic Network
VAIU COLUMBUS
Predominant in Central Ohio
/OC DAVENPORT
CBS Basic Supplementary Group
/DAY FARGO
NBC Northwestern Group

&

1,544,828*
5,837,199*
2,069,345*
1,433,606*
300,000*

928,867*
Population of primary daytime coverage area.

Page 6

if the op-

posite would do the job . . . Baloney,
you think ? All right — try us !

SLEININGER,

CHICAGO
180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373
4,389,108*

answers

Even

ac-

DETROIT
General Motors Bldg.
Madison 1423

WKZO KALAMAZOO
The Voice of Southwestern Michigan
KMBC KANSAS CITY
CBS Basic Network
KFAB OMAHA-LINCOLN
CBS Basic Network
WAVE LOUISVILLE
NBC Southcentral Group
WTCN MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
The Twin Cities Newspaper Station
KOIL OMAHA-COUNCIL BLUFFS
NBC Basic Blue Network
WMBD PEORIA
CBS Basic Supplementary Group

INC.

SANRussFRANCISCO
Building
Sutter 5415

346,406*
1,394,581*

15

LOS
C. of ANGELES
C. Bldg.
Richmond 6184

WPTFNBCRALEIGH
Southeastern Group
KTUL TULSA
CBS Southwestern Group

925,717*
2,137,792*

KFWB LOS ANGELES
Warner Bros. Movie Studios Station
KOIN-KALE PORTLAND
CBS Pacific Coast Group
KOL CBSSEATTLE
Pacific Coast Group

1,363,985*

KVI TACOMA
CBS Pacific Coast Group

2,522,075*

464,352*
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684,840*
606,086*
2,200,000*
692,457*
832,156*
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728,000*
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FCC

to

Cleanse

Radio
By

Cites
Calls

Score

of

National

Stations
Conference

FOLLOWING through with its
pledge to eliminate loose practices
in broadcasting and otherwise to
icleanse the ether of objectionable
ommercial programs, the recently
eorganized Broadcast Division of
he FCC has opened fire on all
adio fronts during the last fortnight under the leadership of
Chairman Anning S. Prall, who assumed that office March 11.
Current developments having direct bearing upon station operations, involving both the commercial programming and technical
maintenance phases, include:
1. Citation of more than a
score of stations for broadcasting of programs sponsored by
medical groups which advertise
personal medical care, involving
the possible refusal to renew
licenses. One station had its license renewal set for hearing
before the FCC Broadcast Division for advertising a medicated
jelly.
2. Sending of notice to all
broadcasting stations that henceforth they will be required to
observe strictly all rules and
regulations. One station was
cited for a license renewal hearing on charges of exceeding its
licensed power.
3. Calling of national conference May 15 to consider proposals for greater cooperation between broadcasting stations and
non-profit organizations, particularly insofar as educational programs are concerned.
4. Holding of conference in
New York attended by Chairman
Prall; M. H. Aylesworth, NBC
president; Fred Willis, Assistant
to President Paley of CBS; J.
Truman Ward, NAB president;
Philip G. Loucks, NAB managing director, and officers of the
Women's National Radio Committee, regarding elimination of
programs that offend good taste.
5. Flat assertion- by Chairman Prall in an interview over
NBC that the FCC will brook no
trifling in radio regulation, and
that programs not in the public
interest will be the basis of
punitive action against stations.
Immediately after its reorganization last month, the Broadcast
Division sallied forth with its project. Judge E. O. Sykes became
chairman of the Division upon retiring from the chairmanship of
April 1, 1935

for
on

SOL

Care

Educational

"OUR current campaign," said
Chairman Prall March 26, "may
seem to be drastic and too inclusive. It is our view, however, that
lax practices must be cleaned up
for the benefit of the industry itself as well as for the public. In
the long run, I am confident that
all groups affected will realize
that the course is wise, for it is
far more desirable and usually
more effective to clean house voluntarily than to do it by legislaThe letter to all stations putting
them on notice that violations of
tion."
regulations will not be counte-

Loose

Broadcasts;
Programs

nanced, was mailed March 18 at
the direction of the Broadcast Division by Secretary Herbert L.
Pettey. It read:
"There has been a general laxity
on the part of licensees of broadcast stations with reference to observance of the Rules and Regulations of the FCC. You are advised
that henceforth all stations will be
required to observe these rules and
regulations in their strictest form.
"The Commission, for example,
has had a number of applications
filed recently for authority to
broadcast special programs, many
of which were not filed in accordance with Commission Rule No.
22 [requiring 10 days advance notice]. In the future, all applications filed which do not come under this rule or any other rule,
will be returned without action.
Your cooperation in the enforcement of these rules will be appre-

The campaign against medical
ciated."
Deal Strikes Radio ... By Thornton Fisher

• BROADCASTING

Practices

TAISHOFF

Medical

the full Commission, with Former
Gov. Norman S. Case assuming the
vice chairmanship by exchanging
places with Col. Thad H. Brown,
who joined the Telephone Division.
As chairman of the full FCC, Mr.
Prall sits as ex officio member of
each of the three divisions.
Voluntary Action

The New

of

$3.00 A YEAR — 15c A COPY

STATIONS will
HAVE TO TOE
THE

programs
had itsDivision
inception beforeactually
the Broadcast
reorganization.
But
it
has
been
accelerated since then. As of March
21, the FCC had before it the cases
of 21 stations which broadcast programs sponsored by medical groups
to advertise personal medical care,
as well as nine stations for having broadcast certain medical products. These cases are entirely
apart from those under surveillance of the Federal Trade Commission, which is reviewing programto determine
continuities ofwhich
every character
ones
transgress the laws governing
false and fraudulent advertising
and unfair competition. The FCC,
in considei'ing such program matters, must do so under the public
interest, convenience and necessity
clause of the law upon applications for renewal of license, whereas the Trade Commission has a
more direct course.
Stations Not Named
IDENTITY of stations cited was
not divulged by the FCC. The six
products involved were enumerated
as: Dr. Springer's Products; Dr.
Ford Reducing Tea; Electron-oMeter; Cherry Pectoral; Commanders; Birconjel. In connection
with the last - named product, a
medicated jelly, it was cancelled
by WMCA, New York, following
receipt of a complaint against it.
Despite
this,meeting
the Broadcast
sion at its
on MarchDivi26
cited WMCA
for
hearing
on
the
renewal of its license.
The forehearing
was commissioners
scheduled bethe broadcast
sitting en banc June 6 in Washington. This drastic action was considered most unusual since, so far
as known, it is the only complaint
about WMCA programs officially
on record. Moreover, the same
product was advertised in the New
York Times, regarded as among
the most reputable newspapers,
with shipa policy.
rigid advertising censorAt the same time the Broadcast
Division cited for hearing May 21
the renewal application of KFYR,
Bismarck, N. D., because of
charges of having operated with
excessive power. In this instance,
it was brought out that the station
management had no knowledge of
the action of its engineers in stepping up the output. The FCC suspended the licenses of the engineers involved, but nevertheless
cited KFYR for the infraction of
regulations.
The 23 programs advertising
"medical care" were named by the
Page 7

FCC as follows: S-M-S Laboratories Inc.; S-M-S Herb-Nu Health
Institute; S-M-S Herb-Nu Remedies; Mother Helen; Mother Helen's S-M-S Remedies; Mother Helen's Herb-Nu Remedies Co.;
Mother Helen's S-M-S Herb-Nu
Remedies; Mother Helen and Doctor Schyman; Dr. P. B. Schyman;
Pure Herb Health Institute; Medical Herb Institute; Dr. Michael;
Dr. Brinkley;
Dr. O'Connell
Dentists; Varicur Institute;
Electronic
Institute; Modern Medical Associates: Hill Medical Office; Winslow
Medical Group; Dr. McCleary Sanitarium; Dr. Whetstone, Dentist,
and Dr. Ritholz Optical Co.
Programs to Be Studied
IN EACH INSTANCE, the FCC
has asked the stations involved to
submit, in affidavit form, copies of
the programs sponsored by the
groups mentioned, together with
announcements, contracts, agreements and periods of time during
which the programs were broadcast. In flagrant cases, it is designating for hearing the station's
applications for renewal of license
to determine the nature and character of the service rendered and
the program broadcast and "to determine whether the continued operation of the station would serve
the public interest, convenience
and/or necessity."
The notice for the national conference on educational programs
was sent March 19 to all parties
in interest. It was called pursuant
to the FCC report to Congress on
Jan. 22 submitted in response to
the Congressional mandate for an
exhaustive inquiry into proposals
for so-called "class allocations".
At that time the FCC unqualifiedly
opposed any plan to allocate fixed
percentages of facilities to nonprofit institutions, and stated that
a national conference would be
called to bring about greater cooperation between broadcasters and
non-profit groups.
Also on the program side was
the conference in New York March
25, attended by Chairman Prall
with the heads of the major networks and officials of the NAB.
(Details on page 9.)
In addition to the commercial
program campaign and to the notice served upon stations that violation of regulations will not be
tolerated, broadcasters who have
contacted the FCC during the last
month have detected a sudden
change in procedure in its various
departments. Strict compliance
with every technical regulation
now is being demanded by the
technical departments, with all policy matters, however minor, left
to the FCC itself. This is a wide
departure from past activity,
brought about by instructions
given by the FCC itself that every
regulation shall be observed. In
this manner, Chairman Prall has
made clear, it is hoped to rid the
FCC staff of the last vestige of
"politics" and "wire-pulling".
The three Broadcast Division
commissioners will sit during the
May 15 educational conference. Invited to participate are all broadcast station licensees, the NAB, all
chain companies, all educational,
religious and non-profit eleemosynary institutions, and all persons,
groups and associations of every
character interested in the subject.
"The cooperation and participation
of all governmental agencies, particularly the U. S. Commissioner
Page 8

Government

Broadcast

System

Urged
by Joy Morgan
Group
A VISIONARY plan for a governplacements, or adoption in prinment broadcasting system, paralciple of the so-called British sysleling the existing commercial
tem; second, a proposition for a
structure but supported by taxes license fee on commercial stations
on radio sets or on commercial
in compensation for the chance to
broadcasters, has been drafted by get in the government franchise.
a subcommittee of the National
The Morgan group, which was
Committee on Education by Radio, overwhelmingly repudiated at the
controlled by Joy Elmer Morgan. autumn FCC hearings by other
educational groups, which sought
It is designed to be the spearhead
of an attack of this group of re- only greater cooperation with commercial broadcasters rather than
formers at the forthcoming educational conference called by the exclusive facilities, has persistentFCC on May 15 to consider a coly denied that it endorses government ownership or operation of
operative educational - radio proradio in any fashion. The comgram plan.
mittee exists under an endowment
Closely paralleling the plan introduced at the FCC educational
by the Payne Fund, which expires
hearings last fall, attributed to and shortly. The requirement of this
then repudiated by the Tennessee fund is that "constructive progValley Association, the new plan
ress" be made. In the case of the
was considered at a meeting of the Morgan reform committee, its recMorgan group March 25. The subord is regarded in the broadcastcommittee which brought in the
ing industry as having been one
plan consisted of Arthur G. Crane, of destructive opposition from the
start.
president of the University of
It is held that the expense of
Wyoming; Father Charles A. Robinson, of St. Louis University, and constructing and maintaining this
J. O. Keller, assistant to the presi- proposed governmental system
dent of Pennsylvania State College. would not be excessive, since unFacilities for the proposed netder one plan
a "modest"
manuwork, to be administered by public
facturer's tax would
be sufficient.
boards, would be wrested from Under the second, the license fee
commercial stations, or, in other would be based upon station
words, by disrupting the existing power, population of its primary
structure. The proposed system
service area, time privileges and
would have national coverage, with desirability of the channel allocated. The fees, it is argued, could
the stations constructed by the
be used by the Federal Governgovernment.
Other
"non
profit"
stations now existing would have
ment not only to support the govthe right to hook into this network.
ernment system and supply proTwo separate financing plans are
grams, but also to defray the cost
proposed: First, a tax on new re- of federal regulation of broadcastceiving sets and supplies and reof Education, are especially requested by the Broadcast Division," the FCC stated in its announcement. "It is also hoped that,
at this hearing, definite plans may
be presented for consideration and
In the notice, the FCC asked also
study."all those who desire to parthat
ticipate in the hearings inform it
not later than April 24, that an
agenda may be prepared. The
hearings will be held at the FCC
offices in the New Post Office
Building, Washington, beginning
at 10 a. m. May 15.
The issue of specific allocation
of facilities to non-profit institutions is in no way involved in the
forthcoming discussions, since the
FCC disposed of the matter in its
report to Congress last January,
based on the extensive hearings
held the preceding fall. The broadcasting industry, through the NAB,
probably will offer a plan for cooperation between non - profit and
broadcasting groups for use of the
latter's facilities. The networks
likewise are expected to present
plans under which specific blocks
of time may be earmarked for educational and religious programs.
In its notice, the FCC referred
to that portion of its report to
Congress detailing the plan for a
national conference. At such a
session, it said, "plans for mutual
cooperation between broadcasters
and non-profit organizations can be
made, to the end of combining the
educational experience of the educators with the program technique
of the broadcasters, thereby better

to serve the public interest. The
conference should also consider
such specific complaints as might
be made by non-profit groups
against the actions of commercial
broadcasters in order that remedial
measures may be taken if necesOne of the plans to be advanced
to the conference will be that
evolved by Allen Miller, radio director of the University of Chisary." cago,
for a cooperative venture,
with funds to be raised from philanthropic groups, together with
contributions from both schools
and stations. This proposal, discussed in detail with Federal officials as well as with representative groups in broadcasting, was
outlined in the March 15 issue of
Broadcasting. Plans now are under way for a test of this plan in
Chicago this spring, with four of
that
city's stations
joining with a
like number
of universities.
Prall Goes on Air
IN AN interview over a nationwide NBC-WEAF network on
March 30, Chairman Prall reiterated in lay language what he has
said previously about the objectives of the "New Deal" FCC.
Questioned by Martin Codel, publisher of Broadcasting, he was
asked about the purpose of the
changes in FCC division assignments. He said there was nothing
"especially sensational" in this,
but he added:
"We all agreed that bringing
fresh viewpoints to the several divisions might be helpful all around.

Name of Representative
Now Is John Blair & Co.
CHANGE in the
name of the station
tiverepresentafirm of
Greig, Blair &
nounced anMarch
Spight was
19 by John Blair,
president. The
organization will
hereafter
be
Mr. Blair
known as John
Blair & Company, Mr. Blair maintaining his headquarters at 520 N.
Michigan Blvd., Chicago, with
other offices in New York, Detroit,
San Francisco and Los Angeles.
No changes in the organization
other than its reincorporation are
involved. Humboldt Greig, former
president, sold his interest several
months ago and left to become
commercial manager of the Southwest Broadcasting System. Officers of the new organization, in
addition to Mr. Blair, are Lindsay
Spight, mondJ.T. Linton,
Curtis Willson
and Rayvice presidents,
and Blake Blair, secretary - treasurer.
Canada Bans Sunday Ads
ALL SALES talks and spot advertising will be prohibited on all Canadian radio broadcasting stations
on Sundays under an order just
promulgated by the Canadian
Broadcasting Commission. The order will become effective following
a study of existing commercial contracts. How it will apply to sponsored
programs
Canadian stations
fromcarried
U. S.bynetworks
on Sundays was not indicated, but
the order was obviously designed
to clear all commercialism from
the air on that day.
* * * We have decided to tighten
up broadcasting
regulation
enforce our rules more
rigidly.andThat
means that radio stations must toe
the mark if they want to earn their
license renewals. We will not brook
any trifling with our regulations.
The radio people who disregard
them — and I include the broadcasting of harmful and manifestly
fraudulent material — are going to
be made conscious that there is a
board in Washington to whom they
must render an accounting. We
will punish the malefactors even
if it means their extinction from
the wave lengths.
"To maintain the high standards
of radio programs, to render the
most efficient and satisfying service to the people of the country,
to aid the broadcasting industry in
every possible legitimate way, and
to bring to the administration, to
which we are responsible, honor
and credit in this particular field
of its activity, is the purpose of the
seven
membersPrall
of the
Chairman
said FCC."
there was
no plan pending for any sort of
general reallocation. He said it
was his view that the fullest possible use of radio as a educational
and cultural force had not yet been
made, and that a greater cooperation was essential. Juvenile programs of the
"blood-and-thunder"
type were
condemned,
along with
extreme commercials in other
fields. On the other hand, he paid
high tribute to broadcasting for
the opportunity it offers to develop
juvenile talents.
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Program

Study

Plan

Discussed

eration from broadcasting stations
in calling for continuities. The industry, he said, can be depended
upon for full cooperation in any
plan
improve programs on a
sound tobasis.
Running through the discussion
were possible means of improving
children's programs to eliminate
the "scare" element for nervous
youngsters, and removal from the
air of certain medical programs
relating to feminine hygiene and
laxatives. There was agreement
that these should be controlled,
and, on the part of the broadcasters, a strong indication that certain proprietary accounts would be
more sharply edited or eliminated.

Groups
's
Women
and
Radio in
(By
Cooperation
Analyzing
Broadcasts for Children
And Housewives by Review of Fan Mail Proposed
made. We are going to protect that
PRELIMINARY plans for cooperition between the Women's Naportion of the industry that is doional Radio Committee, a newly
Alling theofright
the thing."
participants agreed
ormed organization of women's
that some sort of cooperative steps A GOOD ONE — Chairman Anning
lubs, and the broadcasting indusry, having to do with production
might be taken in connection with
S. Prall of the FCC (right) is
the production of certain types of spinning a yarn which apparently
>f programs designed for housevives and children, were discussed
programs, both commercial and amused his listeners, M. H. Aylesit a conference in New York
sustaining. The only concrete proworth, NBC president (left) and
March 25 attended by leading Agposal given detailed consideration,
Truman Ward, president of the
ues in broadcasting and officers of however, was that advanced by Mr. J.
NAB. This candid camera shot
he women's committee.
Aylesworth for the fan mail an- was made in New York following Government of Mexico
Participating in the discussion
alyses.
, were Chairman Anning S. Prall, of
In opening the conference, Mrs.
the
meeting
the Women's
National
Radiowith
Committee.
NBC Series
Sponsoring
OPENING of a series of programs
Milligan, who is prominent in na" ;he FCC; M. H. Aylesworth, pres.; dent of NBC and RKO; J. Truman
on an NBC-WJZ network March
tional women's activities, explainWard, president, and Philip G.
ed that the committee was organ21 by the Mexican government
pointed
to
the
decided
trend
toized
last
summer
to
make
more
marks the first time a foreign
jLoucks, managing director of the
ward
cultural
programs,
and
dearticulate
the
views
of
American
NAB; Frederic A. Willis, assistclared that the commercial rather
country has sponsored a network
regarding radio. Ex- than the sustaining features are
series in the United States. Dea':jant to the president of CBS, and womanhoodpressing
whole-hearted support of most popular and, from the standsigned to promote good will and
f "Franklin Dunham, NBC educathe American plan of broadcasting,
1 tional director, for the broadcastpoint of merit, far superior to the create interest in Mexico and Mexers; Mrs. Harold V. Milligan, pres- as opposed to the government-conican life, the broadcasts present
sustaining periods. Advocating
ident; Mme. Yolanda Mero, advistrolled systems, she said the de- better commercial programs, he music and talks about the country.
ory chairman, and Miss Luella S.
sire of the organization was to see
On the first broadcast, Edouardo
then suggested his fan mail anLaudin, executive secretary, for it "as free as the press".
alysis plan as a starting point in Villasenor, Mexican Consul General in New York, brought a greet(the women's
organization.
The inthe gauging of listener reaction.
Ounce of Prevention
formal conference
was called
at
ing from Dr. Emilio Portes Gil,
Cultural
Programs
Mexican Secretary of Foreign ReTHE ORGANIZATION, Mrs. Milof Chairman
11 •jtheA instance
suggestion
by Mr.Prall.
Ayleslations. Music is furnished by Anligan emphasized, is not in any
ON BEHALF of the NAB, Presi- gell Mercado
i! worth made early in the conf er- sense a "reform" movement, analand an orchestra of
dent
Ward
pledged
the
"highest
n fence that the women's organiza- agous to the motion picture crunativeists.Mexicans,
with
two by
vocalThe
account
is placed
De
degree
of
cooperation"
from
the
r- ;tion began its task by analyzing
sade or to the factional educationindustry. He pointed to the vast Garmo-Kilborn Corp., New York.
al lobby for radio facilities. The
'? -the tremendous volume of fan mail
improvement in program quality
■ received by the networks and by purpose, she said, is simply that of during the last few years. People,
offering to commercial radio the
"• ■selected independent stations, was
said, are too prone to criticize
i< well received and probably will be women's viewpoint, notably in he
Congressman's Martin
Network L.
generally for some single CONGRESSMAN
" given further consideration. His connection with commercial pro- radio
program or some single station Sweeney (D) of Cleveland, booster
Jt proposal followed a general disthat exceeds the bounds of good of Father Coughlin, is arranging
on the theoryis that
:'i cussion of the possibility of im- ounce ofgrams,prevention
worth"ana taste or good judgment.
a network of Ohio stations to carry
m 'iproving programs
designed for
The Institute of Audible Arts,
Sunday talks preceding those of
women and children, based on re- pound
cure." who conducted the founded by Philco, was referred to his
Miss ofLaudin,
the Detroit priest. Previously Rep.
actions from women's organizaby
Mr.
Willis
as
the
character
of
initial
research
for
the
women's
Sweeney had broadcast over
3 tions affiliated with the Radio
committee, declared there was real
"intelligent cooperation" that is WGAR, Cleveland. The new net'•■ - Committee, which would be glean- need for the "elimination of repulwork is to include WGAR; WSPD,
helping
radio.
He
said
that
no
one
it i ed from the observations of "lissive advertising". Many women,
in the industry realized the stag- Toledo; WCKY, Cincinnati, and
i«' tener's groups" to be established
she asserted, no longer listen begering
amount of
cultural,actually
educa- WAIU, Columbus.
ir throughout the country,
cause of some of the extreme comtional
and civic
programs
j
Chairman Prall, in concluding
mercials. The organization, she broadcast over networks and staWKBF Now WIRE
said, desires to make the woman
■; the three-hour session, assured
tions until the hearings on the edumore articulate. Listening groups,
cational issue before the FCC last A CHANGE in call letters from
'& those present that the FCC, under
t- its new organization, proposes to she said, are being formed in the fall. When he began digging into
WKBF to WIRE for the Indiathe CBS records, he said, he found
y ' do its duty in every way. "The day South and the West.
napolis station operated by India" of the. influential Senator, ConMr. Aylesworth pointed out that an "astounding" amount of this
napolis
an2 gressman, politician or lawyer has radio is no more commercial than
character of program material on
nouncedBroadcasting,
March 16 byInc.,thewasFCC.
the
New
York
Times.
He
said
that
the
air.
The
station,
managed
by
D.
E.
!'e ;' given
passed,"
asserted.
thosehe orders
to the "We
rank have
and
the average newspaper runs 75%
Mr. Loucks pointed out that the "Plug" Kendrick, sought the change
advertising and 25% news, and that
Federal Trade Commission which
nn j file
of the Commission
because its original call often was
the Commission
itself willstaff,
take and
the the two media are closely parallel
last year began scrutinizing radio
confused with that of another staand
work
on
the
same
basis.
He
tion in the same area.
responsibility."
advertising, received 100% coops As to programs, Chairman
e I Prall declared that the problem, as
• • he analyzed it, is comparatively
i|i simple. Setting as his goal the
"compositethatAmerican
home", has
he
IinI declared
the broadcaster
) j only to gauge his programs to fit
i j the desires of that group. Mutual
II cooperation in the planning of proi\\ grams designed for feminine and
juvenile listeners, he declared,
should prove wholesome and productive. He suggested that such
conferences might be held periodically "since they certainly can do
no harm."
Reverting to broadcasting regulation, Mr. Prall declared that "if
broadcasting should fail by reason
of even the small stations doing RADIO PROGRAM CONFEREES — These leaders in radio and women's activities attended the conference
the wrong thing, you certainly will in New York on March 25 devoted to women's and children's programs. They are, left to right: Mrs. Harold
find enough legislative power not V. Milligan, president Women's National Radio Committee; Philip G. Loucks, NAB managing director;
only to take action on applications Anning S. Prall, chairman FCC; M. H. Aylesworth, president NBC; Mme. Yolanda Mero, advisory chairon renewal of station license but
also to take prompt and effective
man of Women's Committee; J. Truman Ward, NAB president; Frederic A. Willis, assistant to president,
steps when the transgressions are CBS and Franklin Dunham, NBC educational director.
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Tests
Food

and

Believed

to

Drug
Have

Message; Changes
DESPITE a Presidential message
to Congress urging enactment of
food and drugs legislation, the
Copeland-Tugwell bill (S-5) to
amend the existing law by establishing rigid control over sale and
advertising of food, drugs and
cosmetics, has taken a back seat in
the Senate with only a fighting
chance of becoming law at the
current session.
With the transmission to the
Congress on March 22 of a special message from President Roosevelt asserting the need for new
legislation, the Senate Commerce
Committee, of which Senator
Copeland (D.) of New York, is
chairman, reported S-5 favorably
to the Senate by a split vote of 9
to 6. A minority report will be
filed by Senator Clark (D.) of Missouri, who was chairman of the
subcommittee which held the hearings on the measure earlier this
month. Senator Clark along with
the remainder of the minority, is
strongly opposed to certain provisions, notably that which would
transfer from the Federal Trade
Commission to the Department of
Agriculture control over advertising of the commodities.
Still Objectionable
WHILE the measure is regarded
as a distinct improvement over the
last draft, as a result of amendments adopted in committee, it is
still held to be somewhat objectionable from the standpoint of most
advertising media, including broadcasting. It still contains the provision in the discriminates
so-called "dealer"
section which
against broadcasting and in favor
of small local papers, supposedly
in intrastate commerce. The major
objection otherwise from the advertising groups is that of setting
up the Department of Agriculture
as the autocrat over advertising.
On behalf of the NAB, Henry A.
Bellows declared, following an analysis of the new bill:
"A careful study of report No.
361 of S-5 indicates, from the
standpoint of broadcasting, a considerable improvement over the
earlier draft. The discrimination
against radio in the retail dealer
section is still a very serious flaw
in the bill, and it still remains true
that the bill would set up a wholly
new agency for the regulation of
advertising in addition to the regulatory power now given to the Federal Trade Commission."
President's Views
IN HIS MESSAGE, President
Roosevelt did not specifically endorse the Copeland measure or any
other pending bill. He simply said
that there was a need for enactment of the basic principles involved, to protect the consumer,
and to protect the vast majority of
legitimate trades that need no regulation against the minority of
"evaders and chiselers". He said
that changes in conditions have
made "loopholes" in the old law,
on the books for more than a quarter century.
"It is time," he said, "to make
Page 10

Bill
Little

Remove

Takes

Chance
Main

a Back

Despite

Radio

practical
improvements.
measure is needed
which will A extend
the controls formerly applicable
only to labels to advertising also;
which will extend protection to the
trade in cosmetics; which will provide for a cooperative method of
setting standards and for a system of inspection and enforcement
to reassure consumers grown hesitant and doubtful; and which will
provide for a necessary flexibility
in administration as products and
conditions change."
Only a Possibility
ON MARCH 26, however, Senator
Robinson, of Arkansas, Democratic
leader, disclosed a legislative
"must" list, approved by the Administration, which did not include
food and drugs legislation, but
mentioned it only as a possibility.
After a conference at the White
House, Senator Robinson said that
the subjects to be considered dur-

Seat

Presidential

Objections
ing the remainder of the session
include social security and unemployment insurance, regulation of
utility holding companies, increased capital for Home Owners Loan
Corp.,
banking legislation and
NRA extension.
Then, in a secondary list, he said
the President has heretofore indicated his desire that transportation legislation may be worked out
but that "it cannot be determined
now whether this legislation can be
completed during the present session." Winding up in the rear was
this assertion: "It is also thought
that the Pure Food and Drug Act
mayThis,be plus
brought
forward."
the fact
thatis the
Commerce Committee
itself
seriously
split on the Copeland bill, led to
extreme pessimism even on the
part sure.
of Even
proponents
meashould theofbillthesucceed
in getting through the Senate, it
would have to start from scratch
(Continued on page Uh)

President's Food and Drug Message
THE TEXT of President Roosevelt's message to Congress March
22 on food and drug legislation follows:
To the Congress of the United States:
Every enterprise in the United States should be able to adhere to the
simple principle of honesty without fear of penalty on that account.
Honesty ought to be the best policy not only for the individual, or one
enterprise, but for every individual and every enterprise in the nation.
In one field of endeavor there is an obvious means to this end which has
been too long neglected ; the setting up and careful enforcement of
standards of identity and quality for the foods we eat and the drugs we
use. together with the strict exclusion from our markets of harmful or
adulterated products.
The honor of the producers in a country ought to be the invariable
ingredient of the products produced in it. The various qualities of goods
require a kind of discrimination which is not at the command of consumers. They are likely to confuse outward appearance with inward
integrity. In such a situation as has grown up through our rising level
of living and our multiplication of goods, consumers are prevented from
choosing intelligently and producers are handicapped in any attempt to
maintain higher standards. Only the scientific and disinterested activity
of government can protect this honor of our producers and provide the
possibility of discriminating choice to our consumers.
These principles have long been those on which we have founded public policy. But we have fallen behind in their practical application. No
comprehensive attempt at reform in the regulation of commerce in food
and drugs has been made since 1906. I need not point out to you how
much has happened since that time in the invention of new things and
their general adoption, as well as in the increase of advertising appeals.
Because of these changes loopholes have appeared in the old law which
have made abuses easy.
It is time to make practical improvements. A measure is needed
which will extend the controls, formerly applicable only to labels, to advertising also ; which will extend protection to the trade in cosmetics ;
which will provide for a cooperative method of setting standards and for
a system of inspection and enforcement to reassure consumers grown
hesitant and doubtful, and which will provide for a necessary flexibility
in administration as products and conditions change.
I understand this subject has been studied and discussed for the last
two years and that full information is in the possession of the Congress.
No honest enterpriser need fear that because of the passage of such
a measui-e he will be unfairly treated. He would be asked to do no
more than he now holds himself out to do. It would merely make certain that those who are less scrupulous than I know most of our proable ducers
ways.to be, can not force their more honest competitors into dishonorThe great majority of those engaged in the trade in food and drugs do
not
need law.
regulation*
observeought
the tospirit
as well primarily
as the letter
existing
Present They
legislation
be directed
towardof
of evaders and chiselers. At the same time evenminority will
small regulation
ahanded
not only outlaw the bad practices of the few, but
will also protect the many from unscrupulous competition. It will, besides, provide a bulwark of consumer confidence throughout the business
world.
It is my hope that such legislation may be enacted at this session of
the Congress.
Franklin D. Roosevelt

by

Sunkist

Pave the Way
for
National Campaign
Favorable Results Are Shown
After 19-Station Drive
AFTER a 60 - day test campaign
on 19 Eastern and Midwestern
stations, California Fruit Growers
Exchange, Los Angeles (Sunkist),
is
studying
results
to an extension
of its
radio prior
advertising
in i!
the near future. Details of the !
campaign are being worked out,
with Lord & Thomas, Los Angeles,
handling the account. Definite
areas have been mapped, returns
tabulated and consumer reaction
charted.
The Exchange has announced
that it is satisfied with the test
drive and will continue radio advertising of citrus fruit in May,
with copy to be placed again in
the East and Midwest. Meanwhile,
one-minute daily spots are being
placed on WMT, Waterloo, Iowa,
and WMBD, Peoria, 111., featuring
the health qualities of lemon juice.
In addition, an experiment is being
conducted at KHJ, Los Angeles,
and KNX, Hollywood, where double
time has been contracted on daily
morning participation programs,
with the sponsor's name mentioned
but not Sunkist. This drive is promoting health qualities of lemons
and oranges, it being considered
unnecessary to urge Californians
to eat citrus fruit.
Promoting New Uses
SOME PARTS of the country offer
a virgin field for new uses of
citrus products, the sponsor believes, and radio will be used in
this phase of the campaign.
The 60 - day campaign took the
form of one-minute spots with the
script calling attention to the
health properties of Sunkist navel
oranges. Stations included WBZ,
WBZA and WNAC, Boston;
WDRC, Hartford; WEAN, Providence; WCAO and WBAL, Baltimore; WCAU and WFIL, Philadelphia; KDKA and WJAS, Pittsburgh;WJRWGARand
and WW
WTAM,
Cleveland;
J, Detroit;
WKRC, Cincinnati; KWK, St.
Louis; WENR and WBBM, Chicago.
The Exchange, a cooperative,
had used Los Angeles stations and
a network program for Sunkist
but had been off the air for a
couple of years.
Big Chevrolet Campaign
CHEVROLET unit of General
Motors is undertaking another extensive spot campaign, seeking to
clear time on more than 250 stations for a 13-week transcription
series titled Musical Moments. The
music is dubbed from the WBS
World Library, with Hugh Conrad
announcing. The series is to run
three times weekly, and is being
placed through Campbell - Ewald
local dealers parCo., Detroit,ticipatingwith
inthe sponsorship.
HAVING concluded his Sunday
night series on CBS for Pebeco,
Eddie Cantor has established offices as a radio consultant on
scripts and productions at 113 W.
57th St., New York.
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Implanting the Advertising Message Most Important
GREAT DEAL has been said
. the past and more is going to
"SPONSOR RECOGNITION" is a term appearing more
a£ said in the future about the
sociation in the listening mind
and more in surveys which attempt to evaluate the
stween the artist and the sponsor,
sfhis new phase of inquiry has
""circulation" of radio. There's danger in that, and
seen given the name "sponsor recMr.
Dolph, looking at the subject from the agency viewrenition", and in certain radio sureys being regularly conducted has
point, goes right to the heart of the problem and points
:|een made a definite part of the
?tudy. As a matter of fact it has out the weakness of the method. After all, advertisers
een carried far enough now so
hat a second figure, the supposed
spend money because they want to sell their products,
ost to the sponsor per thousand
.l.steners associating his name with
and not to provide memory tests for the listening mil;he program
is being furnishd
lions. The writer offers excellent food for the thoughts
. ubscribers.
I All of which has led a great
of those who believe that listeners should be mobile
lany of us to wonder just how
advertising directories.
important such a listener associaion is in the sale of merchandise.
; It seems to me that the process
f advertising, whether visual or
With a certain few exceptions
ural, is the attempt to influence
which, at the moment, appear to
individual behavior by presenting
be opportune and clever scattering
ts story to groups of such indiof advertising throughout the edi:iduals whenever
they may be
torial matter such as intei'ruptions
I ound. The history of the publiby the announcer, gags and situacation business has been a long
tions by the artist, most radio ad>rocess of selecting and organizvertising takes the form of spot
ng groups to which advertising
announcements.
nay be presented with the greatI am not convinced that the good
est possible money efficiency. In
will and gratitude supposedly
:.ther words, the publication busiachieved by the advertiser for the
ness has been carefully building
mere fact that he presents the
ts own audience, providing for the
program is all that it has been
(idvertising fraternity fairly deficracked up to be. Rather I believe
nitely outlined markets to be sepeople consider radio more or less
ected as they fit the need and
their natural heritage, paid for
•haracter of the product to be adwhen they bought their set much
!/ertised.
as their newspaper is paid for
About Audiences
when they pay their two cents, rethe adfactthethat
gardlessalsoof the
EN ANY consideration of a paralvertiser
makes
newspaper
elism between advertising as it
nas been successfully employed on
All of which leads up to the
possible.
:he printed page and advertising
of sponsor recognition.
subject
as it is to be successfully employed
There has been a question in my
jpver the air, one fundamental fact
mind as to whether some of our
MR. DOLPH
las to be kept in mind. It is this:
most successful programs, comWhile in publications the audience
las been amassed with a certain commercial purposes the first
mercially, would show high sponsor recognition. On rather careful
amount of selectivity by the pub- money which came along was that
of the sponsor who, having paid inquiry into the figures as prelisher— in radio it has remained
sented by field studies taking this
j-;:or the advertiser, in most cases, the artist, put on the show.
I find that
:o gather his own audience.
There isn't much difference basi- point into consideration,
Most publications have a definite
cally between the attitude of the a surprisingly small proportion of
offhand the sponcan name
I ore-arranged balance between per- reader of the newspaper or magapeople
of their favorite radio
sor of some
zine and that of the radio listener. artists.
centage of advertising and perI rentage of editorial matter. In ra- In publications the reader has beiio no such balance has so far
come quite accustomed to the inPopping the Question
trusion of advertising. He glances
'oeen established as a general "edi- at some advertisements, partially MORE and more this condition is
policy, andandwithin
certainof reads others, and gives his most
. imits oftorial"
decency
standards
going to become a bugaboo in radio advertising until it is underperformance
an advertiser may careful attention to those which
stood. The same condition has exprovide what editorial content he refer to the current needs of his
isted in publication advertising al.wishes to surround his advertising life. He does all this while being
most since its inception. I remem(messages.
instructed or entertained by ediber one particular instance. An
torial material.
The reason for this seems to me
important executive of an account
In radio he is rapidly learning
:o be simple enough when the birth
upon which I was working made
and growth of the radio business to accept the presence of advertis- the
rounds of fellow passengers
is considered; since most of the
ing material and probably goes on a ship, asking how many had
material provided in the early days through a very similar performance in the selection of that to seen his company's advertisement
of radio was done for purposes of
that morning in the ship's paper.
sxperience, publicity and just for which he gives his best attention. it.
He was upset to find that practifun . . . there wasn't much neces- He too is being entertained or incally none remembered having seen
sity for large working capital in
formed and he too has the privithe average radio station. The
lege of "turning the page" or figYet if he had phrased his quesuratively glancing away if he is
tion differently he would have
question at that time was "Who is
not
interested
in
the
advertising
found
that a surprisingly high pergoing
to
pay
the
artist?",
and
as
a result, when radio was freed for which is being presented to him.
centage of the passengers knew
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the information conveyed by the
advertisement. Probably most of
them would not have known where
they learned it, and more than
likely many would have thought a
friend had told them, or that they
had heard it in general conversation. This is an old problem which
publication advertising has pretty
well settled.
But in radio, there seems to be
a growing tendency to expect the
listener not only to remember the
advertising message, but the surrounding editorial material as well.
I do not believe there is much more
reason for us to find that a radio
listener has associated the advertising and the artist than for the
reader of a shoe advertisement in
a newspaper
the column of newsto remember
material next
to
which it appeared.
If there is any truth in this, radio is making a mistake in basing
its calculations on sponsor recognition rather than on listening
audience attained. It has not been
long since those interested in promoting broadcasting were calling
much attention to the tremendous
amount of mail produced. I think
we all remember painfully the difficulties we encountered in reeducating our advertisers. Perhaps
this story of sponsor recognition,
improperly viewed or too enthusiastically presented, may constitute
another of our own petards upon
which we may be hoisted.
At any rate, it's worth thinking
about.

Chandu Magician Series
Is Revived and Recorded
ALL of the Chandu the Magician
programs now being sponsored
over WGN, Chicago, are being
transcribed in the Chicago studios
of WBS direct from the WGN studio show for possible later placement in a spot campaign on additional stations to be selected. The
programs, sponsored by Sterling
Products Co., New York, for its
new Cafi-Aspirin, are already being repeated on discs over WJR,
Detroit.
The revival of Chandu over the
two stations is a test campaign in
the two markets, the success of
which will determine its expansion.
WGN carries it five nights weekly
at 9:15 p. m., and WJR has a similar schedule at 6:15 p. m. Both
schedules are for 13 weeks, the account being handled by BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., New York.
Heinz Tests Series
H. J. HEINZ Co., Pittsburgh (57
Varieties) in March started a
schedule of 52 15-minute WBS
transcription programs over WTIC,
Hartford; WHK, Cleveland, and
WHO, Des Moines. The program
features Col. Roscoe Turner, noted
speed pilot, and is being tested for
possible later expansion to other
stations. It runs five times weekly,
placed through Maxon Inc.. Detroit.
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Hookup on Cooperative Basis Started by WMC A- WIP ;
WNEW Ties up With WPRO, W1XBS, WHDH
OUT OF the demise of American
aim of establishing a "national
Broadcasting Co. on March 26, the
network" competitive with the
major chains. Little could be
when it ceased feeding programs
to 10 stations along the Eastern learned beyond this, except that
seaboard have come two separate the project would be formally
"mutual program exchange" ven- broached within a few days.
tures, neither claiming network asCBS Supplementaries
pirations, along with a crop of unverified reports regarding a pos- SIMULTANEOUSLY, there were
sible new project for another major wholly unconfirmed reports that
network.
CBS, due to the demise of ABC,
ABC, which had curtailed its op- might reconsider old plans for a
erations last month by dropping
network which long have
13 of its 24 stations, decided to junior
been
pigeon
- holed, the primary
discontinue after Arde Bulova, its purpose of which
would be to feed
acting head, failed to evolve a defi- sustaining programs to supplemennite plan of procedure at a meettary stations which do not receive
ing March 22 in New York with commercials
booked only for the
affiliates. George B. Storer, of De- basic network. The problem has
troit, organizer of the network and
of originating such susits predecessor, American Broad- been thattaining
features for the supplecasting System, had withdrawn
mentaries. More than a year ago,
earlier in the month. It was con- it is understood, CBS shelved such
strued as another indication of the
a plan because of the lack of defutility of attempting to inaugusirable outlets. Whether it will be
rate a "third outlets
chain", with
due suitable
to lack reconsidered because of the foldof available
ing of ABC, at this time, is problecoverage in the primary markets. matical.
Promptly following the ABC disIn connection with the cessation
integration, WNEW, its key sta- of ABC operations, Walton Buttertion, announced that it was con- field, program director of WNEW,
tinuing service on a "mutual" basis sent the following telegram to afto three New England outlets—
filiated stations on March 25:
WPRO, Providence; W1XBS, Wa"Due
to inability of the associterbury and WHDH, Boston. Cerated stations to agree on the
tain of the commercials on the old amounts
to be paid by them for
network, including Crazy Crystals, sustaining service and due to the
it was said, will be continued on losses sustained by WNEW in supthis hookup, with negotiations in
plying this service, we are comprogress for retention of others.
to discontinue all network
No plans for extension of this service pelled
as of 1 a. m. tonight March
hookup are under contemplation, it 25. Perhaps at some future date
was stated.
we can get together on some muWMCA-WIP Hookup
Thetual basis."
mutual proposition which
THE SECOND development follow- failed at the meeting, it is undering the closing down of ABC was
stood, involved pro - rating line
the announcement by WMCA, New
charges, but nothing came of it.
York, and WIP, Philadelphia, of a During
the last month of ABC opcooperative association, with pereration, itwas stated in one quartmanent telephone lines. Announced
er, the operating deficit ran about
on March 26 after negotiations be- $50,000, with a number of the statween Donald Flamm, president of
tions failing to remit for line
WMCA, and Benedict Gimbel, Jr., charges at approximately $1,500
president of WIP, the arrangement
month.
is for leasing of permanent A. T. perMr.
Flamm and Mr. Gimbel
& T. lines on a 24-hour basis for made public the following joint
simultaneous broadcasting of com- statement regarding their project:
mercials in the two markets, and
"We have for some time been in
also for exchange of sustainings. accord in the idea that a combination
Joint sales representatives will of the two popular stations WMCA
be engaged by both stations, with and WIP would afford advertisers the
Betram Lebhar, Jr., commercial
opportunity of reaching the vast audiences of these two great metropolimanager of WMCA, superintendtan areas at a rate considerably below
ing activities in New York, and
that of any single high powered staAlbert A. Cormier, commercial
The combined
'good isservice'
head of WIP, in charge in Phila- areas oftion.these
two stations
equal
delphia. Both are well known in to almost twenty per cent of the popuradio circles, Mr. Cormier formerlation of the United States. Both stations occupy excellent wave lengths
ly having been general manager of
and
have
sufficient power to do a thorWOR, while Mr. Lebhar was assoough coverage job in their respective
ciated with the WOR sales staff
and ABC. The stations will be sold communities. Both stations are indeowned and operated and
commercially for a combination of have each pendently
enjoyed the distinction of
their two rate card quotations. It exclusively catering to the program
was said that there are no present needs of their respective cities. This
plans for expansion, but that there arrangement will draw the city of
Father Knickerbocker and Father
have been "a number of conversaPenn together and will eliminate the
tions" with other stations, with the
possibility that later on the ser- 88-mile gap that separates them."
vice will be expanded to stations
in other major markets.
OSBORN & SOUVAINE Inc.,
Meanwhile, word was received
that a new influential group, not New York program producers,
now in broadcasting, planned to have changed the firm name to
emerge in the near future with
Henry Souvaine Inc.
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Does Radio Pull?
A TOTAL of approximately
2,600,000 Pepsodent cartons,
which means sale of that
number of tubes of the toothpaste, was pulled by the nationwide contest early this
year over NBC in connection
with the Amos 'n' Andy prize
offer, it was learned in authoritative quarters. The
Pepsodent
Co.
has never The
revealed this result.
$31,000 contest requirements
were that a complete Pepsodent carton be mailed the
Pepsodent Co., together with
a statement of 50 words or
less on "Why I Like Pepsodent Toothpaste."
CBS

Changes

Staff

At Chicago Office
DONALD W. THORNBOUGH, for
the last four years a member of
the CBS Chicago sales department,
has been named assistant to H.
Leslie Atlass, CBS vice president
in charge of the western division,
in a personnel shift. Richard C.
Elpers, former sales promotion
head of the CBS Chicago headquarters, has been promoted to the
sales department. Succeeding him
is John Myers, formerly with Simmonds & Simmons Inc., Chicago
agency.
Hal Hudson has been named continuity head of CBS in Chicago,
succeeding Henry Klein who resigned to become radio director
for Charles Daniel Frey Co. C. D.
McMillan, formerly in the Sears,
Roebuck & Co., advertising department, has been added to the continuity staff.
Cecil Widdefield, CBS continuity
chief in Chicago from 1930-32 and
later with Bob White Productions
Inc. and H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
Co. Inc., has returned to CBS to
organize and head the WBBM
sales service department.
Federal

Probe

of Threat

To Kidnap Boake Carter
DEPARTMENT
of Justice
agents are investigating kidnap
threats received by Boake Carter,
Philco's CBS commentator. Four
notes demanding $5,000 have been
received by the noted radio commentator at his Philadelphia home
and office during the last two
months.
The last note ordered him to
change his usual signoff with a
code phrase signifying that he
would meet the demand. Carter
said he. did so and planted a package of fake money at the place designated. With two federal agents
he waited for the kidnapers to appear, but they failed to do so.
Wright Buys WPFT
C. J. (Chuck) WRIGHT, studio
director of WBRC, Birmingham,
since 1930, has bought WPFT,
Hattiesburg, Miss. He has been
made president of the Forest
Broadcasting Co., which plans to
change the call letters to WFOR.
Mr. Wright has been in radio since
1925, is a native of Knoxville,
Tenn., and attended the University of Tennessee.

CBS

Annual

Shows

Report

Network

II

ini

Stronger Positionll
Contracts Reach Record Total: II
Improved Service Claimed n
NET PROFITS of CBS during J
1934, after providing $480,097 foil
depreciation and $357,286 for fed t
eral income taxes, amounted tc I
$2,274,119, according to the annua I
report for the year issued Marcr I
16 by William S. Paley, president 1
At the end of the fiscal year, as!
of Dec. 29, 1934, the network or- 1
ganization's earned surplus was t
$2,148,928, the report reveals.
The CBS surplus on Dec. 30 1
1933, was $4,150,853, but cash ancl
stock dividends in the amount oi I
$3,138,545 were paid out and there i
was transferred to capital, arising I
from a change of no par stock tc I
stock of $5 par value, the sum oil
$1,137,500.
According to National Advertis- 1
ing Records, gross income from the I
sale of time to advertisers ovei
CBS amounted to $14,825,845 dur-'
ing 1934. Mr. Paley's report states 1
that
network results
anticipates
con-i
tinuedthefavorable
for 1935.
the value of its unbilled contracts
at the end of February being nearly half a million dollars greater
than at the same time last year.
Capital Changes
TWICE during 1934 CBS changed;
its capitalization. In February its
stock was changed from no par to
a par value of $5, and five shares,
of new stock were exchanged for
each
sharewasof paid
old. in
A 50%
stock1
dividend
December.
Dividends were paid at the rate
of 25 cents per share for the first
quarter and 50 cents for the next
three quarters, with an extra dividend of $1 per share paid in the
fourth quarter.
The consolidated balance sheet;
shows 750,000 authorized shares
each of Class A and Class B stock,
of which 474,298 shares of the;
former and 474,337 shares of the
latter have been issued, with 1,425
shares of Class A and 94,875
shares of Class B in the treasui-y.
The par value of the capital stock
is $5 per share.
Mr. Paley's report reviews the
program
policiesduring
and the
of the network
the activities
year and ,
CBS",
the fact athat
strives
to maintain
balanced!
emphasizes
schedule. "It is only by providing
programs of all types in proper
proportion and proper relation to
each other that we discharge our
obligations as custodians of a
great instrument of public ser-4
vice," he states.
The CBS network was expanded
during 1934 from 92 to 97 stations.;
of which seven have power of,

50,000 watts and 59 have 1,000J
watts or more. Mr. Paley's re->
port
concludes:
"We find
ourselvesij
in 1935
in a stronger
position
than
ever before. The size of our radio1
audience has increased. Advertis-j
ing contracts booked show the
greatest total in the history of;
the business. The standards of;
radio broadcasting have reached
new peaks. The financial condition of your company was never '
sounder. We are very hopeful for ' i
a very successful year."
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'he Intimate Story of the Kilocycle Dust Storms Created
|y U. S. Promoters
Licensed by Mexican Government
THE SUMMER of 1930, when
2 Ja Federal Radio Commission was
eping a wary eye on and crampstyle of, stations broadcast: g the
programs whose commercial
vertisements were of a misleadg character or of an objectional
adical nature, and Better Busies Bureaus were frowning upon
cB broadcasting of so-called "psy;:jology" programs on a "send-a1 liar" basis, two Texas promoters
it upon the happy idea of build;g a broadcasting station across
e Rio Grande — as close to the
1 : nited States as possible — from
:\ lich location they would be able
broadcast programs of what:er nature they wished, regard:<ss of finding ill favor in the eyes
the FRC or the U. S. Governj£nt. After all, they would be a
ireign radio station broadcasting
om a foreign country, and as
:ng as they complied with the very
iiient Mexican radio laws, they
ould worry!
The idea was great. They would
ied enough Mexican citizens in
e company to make the thing lell, and that could be easily arnged. Permission was obtained
om Mexico City to form the International Broadcasting Co. S. A.,
Jid to build and operate a broadsting station in Reynosa, in the
Ijfate of Tamaulipas, immediately
J. :ross the international bridge at
idalgo, Texas. The call would be
ED.
Although all the money put into
Ete scheme was American, the
"Tjmpany
was incorporated
the
exican state
of Tamaulipasin and
;~/.e thing was legally and techni;.'
Uni] .l!y a Mexican concern.
One-Hundred Hours
4 CONTRACT to build a station of
^j.O.OOO watts power — a considerable power five years ago — was
J warded to one W. E. Branch, a rarfto engineer of Fort Worth, Tex.,
; id in July 1930 construction startup!. A low stucco-brick building was
-; "ected on a site about 1000 yards
:ej;- from the Rio Grande, snugly
~;=tted in between two saloons —
' am's
on the
side and
the
ztec Place
Club on
the one
other.
It con-| .ined two studios, two offices, re-

XED AT REYNOSA— Now known as XEAW, this Mexican border station is reported to be in the hands of Dr. John R. Brinkley, deposed former U. S. medico-broadcaster. Like other border stations, it is described
as a paradise for accounts frowned upon by most American stations.
ception hall and transmitter rooms,
while additional office and studio
space were rented in McAUen, Tex.,
some nine miles in from XED, and
telephone lines were connected to
join the two points.
Things progressed smoothly and
the opening was set for the early
part of November. Commercial accounts were obtained with the Rio
Grande Valley Chamber of Commerce, the Rio Grande Valley
Bridge Co., the South Texas Building and Loan Co., and the Hicks
Rubber Co., while across the river
the Berreteaga Habanero people
and the Carta Blanca Beer Co.,
bought time on the new station.
On Nov. 9, 1930, the inauguration of XED, "The Voice of Two
Republics" started. I say started,
for it was to run uninterruptedly
for 100 hours — and run it did!
What with the fall rains and the
newly broken ground, there was a
foot of mud around the building,
and through this slopped local dignitaries, artists, orchestras and
sightseers for four days and four
nights. When the brain and tongue
lagged, the convenient Aztec Club
or Sam's Place provided new inspiration.
What an inauguration! Reynosa

II riTH Dr. Brinkley reported back on the air in Mexico,
4 pparently having made his peace anew with the Mexi:: an authorities, this case history of American promoted
rfrfpd sponsored broadcasting from across the Rio Grande
- ill be of real interest to broadcasters here. Unfortu$ ately, the Mexican situation doesn't seem to have ocis upied as great concern among the American radio officials pledged to protect U. S. interests. The author
i mows whereof he writes for he was engaged in radio
ec ngineering work in South Texas during the period
e!,liscussed, and for a year was engineer in charge of
: IEAW, Reynosa, which formerly was XED.
otpril 1, 1935
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Horizon

had never seen anything like it.
Even
a July
fight couldn't
compete
with 4 a bull
concentrated
four
days spree like that. When it was
all over, XED was truly ensconced
on her "clear channel" of 965 kc.
Since all U. S. stations are assigned frequencies of 10 kc. separation,
XED was sitting half way between
stations on 960 kc and 970 kc, and
must, enceof
necessity, cause interferto both.
Dollars, Dollars Everywhere
ONE American engineer and one
American announcer were in charge
of the broadcasting on the Reynosa side, the remaining office and
technical employes being Mexican,
while most of the American artists
and orchestras went on the air
from the McAllen studio. Among
them were Jimmy Rogers, Honey
Boy and Sassafras, Briar Hopper
and Raja Raboid. On the Mexican
side Juan Arvizu and Rosa Dominguez were perhaps the best known
of their countrymen to sing there.
New accounts were obtained and
the "psychology" program, run by
Gayle Norman II, was good for an
average of $100 per day. He was
later followed by Dr. A. M. Curl,
Raja Raboid, Ethel Duncan and
Prince David. Raja Raboid and
Ethel Duncan proved the most
successful, a fair day's mail bringing in $250 to $300 over the winter
months. Most of these programs
boiled down to "send a dollar and
I will answer any three questions
by return mail". The dollars rolled
in from all parts of the Union, a
few from Canada, Mexico and
Honolulu.
The station was on the air from
6 p. m. to midnight, and programs
were selected from the lists of
songs restricted by the American
Society of Authors, Composers and
Publishers. For a time even the
Amos 'n' Andy program was picked up from a Texas station and
sold to a Mexican beer company,
the beer continuity being read

while the Pepsodent ad was made.
XED would fade the program in
during the Amos V Andy theme
and cut it at the end of the show to
put on the beer closing commercial
beforement the
announcecould bePepsodent
heard.
Along toward the summer of 1931
there were rumors of an impending rival on the border. A certain
Dr. John R. Brinkley of Milford,
Kan., having lost his broadcasting
license in that state, was reported
to be building a 75,000-watt station— an unheard of power in those
days — in the Mexican town of Villa Acuna, along the border about
400 miles west of Reynosa. This
rumor developed into a fact when
construction started in July 1931,
the contract again being awarded
to Mr. Branch.
Then Came the Lottery
ABOUT this time things at XED
were not mercial
so good.
Most off,
of the
accounts were
and comthe
income was largely dependent upon
the percentage programs — i.e. programs that cost the sponsor nothing to put on, the station splitting
50-50 on any returns. Expenses
were cut to a minimum and phonograph records took the place of the
Mexican orchestra and marimba
band. However, rip roaring days
were just ahead — for a Houston,
Texas, theater owner, one Will
Horwitz, had just had a bright
idea. He made a deal with the owners of XED so that he had control
of the station, and the bright
idea— the XED lottery that was to
started.
bring him a prison sentence — was
The lottery was entirely on the
level, a Tamaulipas state affair, all
drawings taking place on the Plaza
in Reynosa in the presence of state
officials. It was broadcast over the
air at the time. One whole ticket
cost 20 pesos (about $6) but parts
of a whole ticket could be bought
and the prize money awarded accordingly. Atotal of 10,000 pesos
were given away at each monthly
drawing, the first prize being 5,000 or about $1,500, and the others
proportionally
nate winner of smaller.
the first The
prizefortuwas
called by long distance telephone,
whereever this was possible, and
notified of the happy fact, the
check being mailed immediately.
All orders for tickets were addressed to the station in Mexico and all
tickets were mailed out from that
point, not from the Texas offices, so
Horwitz was satisfied that no U. S.
anti-lottery law could touch him.
It took some time to get the
American public, or rather, XED's
public,
bite.of"Plug
the and
lottery"
was
the toorder
the day,
plug
they did. The station was now on
the air from 7 p. m. to 2 a. m. and
again from 4 a. m. to 7 a. m., so
they got you going to bed and they
got you getting up again. Gone was
all semblance of program production. It was plug, plug, plug — lottery,
lottery, took
lottery,
gradually the thing
hold.andOrders
for
tickets began to come in end then
built up with amazing speed until
XED had 15 Mexican stenograph(Continued on page 36)
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In Revising Measure for Senate Subcommittee
ADOPTING practically all the copyrighted music broadcast over place of the word "works", thus rerecommendations made on behalf stations; exempts from copyright
moving any danger as to the adoption
the
so-called
copyright".
The
of the broadcasting industry by requirements hotels, stores, restau- of
Committee did "oral
not believe
that oral
rants and others who pick up pro- copyright would be required under
the NAB to lessen hardships imposed by existing copyright laws,
grams on receiving sets for inci- the Convention and this opinion has
the Interdepartmental Committee
dental entertainment of patrons, been concurred in by some of the
on Copyright, created by the State and provides automatic copyright counsel who appeared at the hearings.
Department, on March 28 was
of all foreign copyrights. The However, the use of the word "writready to submit to the Senate
stand of the NAB was supported
ings" serves to remove any doubt on
question.consideration has been
Foreign Relations Subcommittee a on all controversial points by the theCareful
revised draft of a proposed bill to American Hotel Association, and given to the language proposed by
amend the copyright laws. The the Motion Picture Theatre Ownan amendment in the prorevision was made following a
ers of America. The National Edi- you for
viso to Section 8 of the present law
series of conferences before the
torial Association also has ap- (pp. 11-12 of the new draft). It is
committee in February, held at the
proved the general proposal.
understood that the broadcasters desired to be certain that they may
request of the Senate subcommitRemoving Abuses
continue the use of recordings or
tee.
of music made for
Senator Duffy (D.) of WisconTHE REVISED measure, accord- arrangements
bi'oadcasting from works hitherto in
sin, planned to introduce the bill
ing to Mr. Loucks, appears to meet the
public domain but to which
in the Senate, and have it referred all of the objections the broadcastadto the Patents Committee, of which
of the accrue
United after
States the
to the
ing industry had to the original copyrightherencewill
Senator McAdoo (D.) of Cali- measure. "It seems to be the most Convention. It is believed that the
language of Section 8, proviso, is
fornia is chairman. Hearings prob- constructive thing yet attempted
ably will be held, since such a to correct the abuses in the music broad enough to permit such continued use, but for the sake of betrequest from the American So- copyright field," he asserted.
ter assurance in this respect, certain
ciety of Composers, Authors & PubIn writing Mr. Loucks, Chairman
changes
have been made in the lanlishers, which would be stripped of McClure said the Interdepartmental
guage of the final clause. It is not
much of the arbitrary power it Committee has considered "with understood that the broadcasters
now holds, is seen as a foregone sympathy the peculiar situation of would contend for the right to use
conclusion.
an arrangement or recording not made
the broadcasters as a comparativeA copy of the revised bill and a
ly new industry making very large by them but merely purchased. The
letter analyzing the changes were
use of copyright material and not purpose of the proviso in Section 8
submitted to Philip G. Loucks, finding in the present copyright is to afford all equitable protection
who have themselves inNAB managing director, by Wal- law, which was enacted before the to persons
vested money or incurred liability in
lace McClure, State Department
advent of broadcasting, any special the direction of performance of works
official and chairman of the Inter- reference to their needs. You will which were not copyrighted at the
departmental Committee. The pro- therefore find, I believe, that the time when the undertaking began, but
posed amendments are designed so amendments in the new draft have not to permit everyone to use a work
to alter the Copyright Act of 1909 approached closely the require- which was in the public domain, since
Convention requires generally the
as to permit American entry into
ments of the broadcasting industry the
protection of all works for which
the Rome revision of the Conven- as stated in your brief (NAB brief copyright
exists in union countries.
tion for the Protection of Literary
The changes suggested by you in
on Feb. 23)."
and Artistic Property. After the filed
Section 23 (pp. 19-21 of the new
Excerpts from Mr. McClure's
original State Department propos- letter,
enumerating the changes draft ) as to the permissibility of
al was submitted, protests were
other proof of the date of origin of
which apply to radio, follow:
filed by numerous organizations,
The right of radio broadcasting a woi'k only in the absence of notice
including the NAB, and the whole granted in Section 1 (f) has been and registration, have been adopted.
issue was referred back to the enlarged to include other analogous You will note also that language has
been added providing that the term
forms of communication to the pub- shall
State Department by the Senate
in no case exceed 56 years, so
lic, to which it is assumed the broadForeign Relations Committee. It
that when an unpublished work has
casters will find no objection.
was on this instruction that the
a new term will not
word "writings" (revised draft, been copyrighted,
(Continued on page 2U)
Interdepartmental committee con- p. The
6, line 9) has been restored in
ducted the conferences, after which
the revised draft was submitted.
Infringement Fee
MOST IMPORTANT of the amendments suggested by the Committee
was the elimination entirely of the
existing $250 statutory minimum
for innocent infringement of copyrighted works — a provision that has
been used ruthlessly by ASCAP in
imposing arbitrary license fees on
broadcasters, hotels, restaurants
and others it classifies as copyright performers for profit.
Impressed with the argument
advanced by the spokesmen for
the broadcasting industry that stations should be placed on equal
footing with periodicals and newspapers with respect to injunctions,
the revised draft would prevent a
copyright owner from holding up
an entire broadcast by temporary
restraining orders for infringement. Also proposed is the NAB
suggestion that there be no multiple infringement of the same
composition, as in the past.
In his letter to Mr. Loucks, Mr.
MERCHANDISING IDEA— WJBC, Bloomington, 111., has been displaying merchandise advertised on its programs in the window of a vacant
McClure enumerated the changes
made in the draft and their effect. store. Interest was enhanced by installation of a 30-day clock, with 27,766 persons registering guesses as to the time the clock would stop. .A
Among other things, the measure
extends the scope of copyright
bedroom suite was given the winner. The local Association of Commerce plans a similar promotion for its members.
laws to include literary matter and
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ASCAP

Win,*?

Skirmish;

Granted Motion to Strip Suil
Of Irrelevant Questions
A
SMASHING;
victory
in the|
first preliminarj
clash involving
adjudication o 1
the Department
of Justice
antitrust suit againsl
the American SoMr. Bennett Publishers,
was
city of Composers, Authors &
won by the Government March 26
when Federal Judge John C. Knox,
of New York, granted the Government's motion to strip the case oi
irrelevant matter.
Sustaining practically every contention of the Department, as advanced in January by Andrew W
Bennett, special assistant to the
Attorney General, who has been in
charge of the case, Judge Knox at
the same time denied a countermotion by ASCAP chief counsel
Nathan Burkan, seeking to delay
the case through taking of depositions throughout the world. He
left the way open, however, for
ASCAP to reapply to take testimony on three or four of the relatively minor points, but only if exceptional reasons are advanced.
By the court's ruling, the case
now is limited to the important
issue of illegal price-fixing by
ASCAP — the point around which
the Government built its case. Mr,
Bennett had argued before the
court Jan. 11 this was the clear-cut
issue, and that the power to fix
royalties, exercised by ASCAP,
was tantamount to the power to
fix prices. Judge Knox sustained
this viewpoint.
Argument Expedited
WITH the issue so restricted, it is
now likely that argument of the
case before the court will be expedited. In its answer to the original suit, filed last year, ASCAP
sought to bring into the case such
issues as its difficulty in fighting
"piracy", operation of foreign
copyright
societies,
fore Congress,
and thehearings
like, all beof
wh^ch confused the case. Similarly the motion to take depositions
would have delayed action indefinitely, if it had been granted, since
ASCAP had proposed to have a
commissioner appointed to take
testimony in many foreign countries, as well as in the United
States.
When the case, which alleges
violation of the Sherman AntiTrust law by ASCAP and names
132 defendants, will be tried is
problematical because of the crowded docket of the Federal District
Court for the Southern District of
New York. However, with the
elimination of extraneous issues,
trial will be hastened.
In denying the ASCAP motion
in its entirety, Judge Knox added
that the denial "is without prejudice to the right to renew as to
witnesses living in the United
States, and who can testify to defensive matter that is relevant and
material to the defense. However
I may say now that if a renewal
motion is made, a strong case for
relief will have to be presented."
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NOTE— The Federal Communications Commission
has authorized
WREN to increase
its daytime power
to 5,000 watts.
New RCA highfidelity transmisstalled.sion is being in-

Network programs between St.
Louis and Denver.

There are 336,51 0 native white families in the

There are 95,267 native white families in the

white area. WREN received at least one piece
of audience mail each month from each 200

shaded area — WREN received one piece of
audience mail monthly from each 500 native
white families.

native white families living in each county in
the white area.
NOTE — In the counties of which Kansas City, Missouri, Kansas
City, Kansas, Topeka, and St. Joseph are a part, WREN
actually received one piece of audience mail monthly from
each 72 native white families living in these four important trading centers.

There are 276,767 native white families in the
black area. WREN received one piece of mail
from each 1 ,000 native white families.
No detailed record was kept of the mail outside the 150 mile radius.

The figures tell the Story of WREN Coverage —
actual response, a survey of indisputable facts.

Creig, Blair & Spight, Inc.
National Representatives
New York - Chicago - Detroit
San Francisco - Los Angeles
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"A BIRD IN THE HAND'

Vernon H. Smith, Manager
Main Offices and Studios
WREN Building
Lawrence, Kansas

Radio
NEW

Set

Ownership

by

Principal

ESTIMATES of radio set ownership in American cities are presented herewith as a sequel to the census of "radio homes" for the
United States reported in the March 15 Broadcasting in a review of
the recent CBS report Lost and Found which set forth radio ownership
by states as of Jan. 1, 1935. CBS has now broken down the state reports into county and community estimates by applying to each county
the state-wide average ownership found to prevail in each state for each
of the following population groups: cities over 100,000 populations, cities
of 50,000-100,000, cities of 2,500-50,000, rural non-farm communities and
rural farms. Individual state reports are available upon application from
the Market Research Department, Columbia Broadcasting System, 485
ship
Radio
Radio
Total
Families
Homes
Homes
ALABAMA64.0
. Birmingham
64,263
% 93.6
Owner17,154
60,150
10,750
Mobile
16,806
64.0
3,075
Montgomery
17,247
11,040
90.3
3,193
ARIZONA3,627
. Phoenix
11,340
12,558
90.3
Tuscon
1,934
8,206
7,410
58.0
ARKANSAS Hot Springs
5,346
1,076
83.9
Little Rock
20,026
16,800
6,588
3,100
96.0
CALIFORNIA Long Beach
47,030
45,150
27,201
354,900
Los Angeles
368,508
216,775
96.3
91.0
Oakland
83,080
75,600
48,083
96.0
San Diego
45,227
43,400
.
90.7
23,144
162,000
San Francisco
178,625
87,033
90.0
Bakersfield
7,121
90.0
14,958
2,750
Berkeley
24,372
6,400
21,900
Fresno
14,477
13,000
5,602
90.0
Sacramento
24,687
13,257
22,200
90.0
Santa Barbara
9,781
4,400
8,800
11,150
Stockton
12,392
68.4
6.288
86.0
89.4
40,296
COLORADO Denver
79,351
70,940
Boulder
3,432
87.0
Colorado Springs
9,994
4,236
1,584
2,950
8,700
87.0
Pueblo
12,321
10,700
6*646
3,964
91.0
CONNECTICUT- Bridgeport
35,807
32,580
20,938
90.7
91.0
Hartford
40,646
37,000
20,897
91.0
New Britain
15,534
14,100
6,758
New Haven
39,554
21,428
36^000
Stamford
10,925
90.7
9^910
Waterbury
23,078
20,900
9,433
DELAWARE.
94.4
Wilmington
25,543
13,679
24,100
DIST. of COL. . Washington, D. C.
125,554
121,790
97.0
67,640
FLORIDA
526
. Gainesville
2,675
1,860
69.5
89.0
Jacksonville
32,393
28,800
8,009
Miami
30,756
7,537
27,370
Orlando
7,780
75.0
1,604
6.050
75.0
Pensacola
8,061
5,840
89.0
1,261
75.0
St. Petersburg
12,688
3,038
99
000
9,500
Tampa
25,017
3,686
GEORGIAAtlanta
67,749
17,593
60,400
89.2
14,600
65.0
Savannah
22,425
3,398
IDAHO
. Boise
88.8
.
1
5,887
2,382
Pocatello
5,230
88.8
1,500
4,139
3,670
ILLINOIS806,300
532,729
. Chicago
842,578
95.7
14
480
Peoria
26,494
89.0
INDIANA.
22,060
. Evansville
25,716
8,692
85.8
85.8
25.000
Fort Wayne
29,145
17,842
Gary
23,103
10,714
19,800
85.8
94.0
46,460
Indianapolis
98,610
92,700
85.8
South Bend
25,633
21,990
13,413
88.6
IOWA
- Cedar Rapids
15,317
13,570
7,992
Council Bluffs
10,826
88.6
9,590
5,695
Davenport
16,645
14,750
8,930
34 270
90.0
Des Moines
38,078
19,594
88.6
Sioux City
19,975
17J00
9^53
10,580
Waterloo
11,936
6,382
88.6
KANSAS
93.0
. Kansas City
31,618
13,206
29,400
16,050
92.1
Topeka
17,424
11,282
0,400
Wichita
29,938
27,840
93.0
KENTUCKY80.0
.Covington
17,242
13,800
i
,930
Lexington
12,026
80.0
93^7
9,620
3,286
Louisville
80,079
75,030
26^805
LOUISIANA80.0
. Baton Rouge
7,567
1,251
100,520
6,050
New Orleans
111,936
89.8
23,537
16,000
80.0
Shreveport
19,997
6,018
MAINE
91.2
Bangor
6.859
91.2
2.988
6,260
Portland
17,478
15,940
96.8
8,280
MARYLANDBaltimore
193,991
94,965
187,780
100,783
MASS
90.9
162,890
. Boston
179,200
90.0
15,135
Cambridge
27,448
24.700
90.0
Fall River
27,001
24,300
12,023
21,350
Lowell
23,726
90.0
9,563
Lynn
25,880
16,636
23,300
10,378
90.0
New Bedford
27,920
25,130
90.0
Somerville
25,531
22,980
16,369
23,257
34,260
Springfield
38,066
41,270
90.0
Worcester
45,853
91.7
27,464
MICHIGAN.—. . Detroit
214,710
370,293
339,560
94.2
Flint
37,683
19,705
35,500
Grand Rapids
43,441
21,479
94.2
40,920
MINNESOTA.. - Duluth
11,896
23,828
89.0
21,210
109,460
69,695
93.4
Minneapolis
117,200
93.4
St. Paul
67,745
40,326
63,270
MISSISSIPPI- . Jackson
11,065
2,081
83.0
9,180
104,510
MISSOURI
96.2
53,080
. Kansas City
108,641
107,950
199,400
92.8
St. Louis
214,855
Page 16

Cities

of

the

U.

S.

. . .

Madison Ave., New York. CBS explains how it projected forward the
1930 federal census, to make available a 1935 census, as follows:
"The breakdown of number of families in each of these population
groups, by counties, was developed from census records. The resulting
figures of radio set ownership are thus entirely dissociated from the
1930 radio census and must not be confused with projections which use
this first radio census as a base. Radio set figures for 1935 are based
entirely upon sampling. Their accuracy is dependent only upon the ade-.
quacy of the survey upon which they are based and upon the degree of
agreement in radio ownership in any size of community as compared
ship
with the state-wide average of all communities of that size throughout
a given state."
MONTANANEBRASKA-

. Billings
Butte . Lincoln
Omaha
Reno

Radio
Homes
1,895
2,792
10,218
28,709

Total
Families
4,442
. 10,199
20,161
54,603

NEVADA
5,018
N. H
.Manchester
18,748
NEW JERSEY- .. Atlantic City
16,851
Camden
27,833
Elizabeth
26,709
Jersey City
76,273
Newark
105,098
Paterson
35,503
Trenton
27,130
NEW MEXICO- . Albuquerque
6,783
NEW YORK— _ Albany
34,065
Binghamton
18,819
Buffalo
139,860
New York City
1,722,954
Rochester
82,033
Schnectady
24.228
Syracuse .
53,034
Utica
24,858
Yonkers
32,514
N. C._
. Asheville
11,695
Charlotte
19,243
Durham
11,478
Greensboro
11,474
Raleigh
7,905
Winston Salem
17,148
N. D...
_ Bismarck
2,446
Fargo
6,612
Akron
62,557
OHIO.
Canton
26.320
Cincinnati
122.511
Cleveland
221,502
Columbus
75,621
Dayton
52,758
Toledo
73,975
Youngstown
39,043
OKLAHOMAOklahoma City
47,133
Tulsa
36,970
. Portland
86,825
OREGON
PA
. Erie
28,197
Harrisburg
21,620
Philadelphia
458,627
Pittsburgh
155,079
Reading
27,659
Scranton
32,927
R. I..
Providence
61,371
Charleston
16,698
S. C._
Columbia
11,184
Yankton
S. D
1.448
TENNESSEE- . Chattanooga
29,169
Knoxville
24,363
Memphis
68,265
Nashville
39,404
. Amarillo
10,913
TEXAS Dallas
67,119
El Paso
24,406
Ft. Worth
43,040
Houston
75,408
San Antonio
55,703
Waco
13.283
Wichita Falls
11,702
.
Salt
Lake
City
34,410
UTAH
Ogden
9,951
VERMONT. Burlington
6,004
Rutland
4,356
. Alexandria
5,863
VIRGINIACharlottesville
3,715
Lynchburg
9,333
Norfolk
31,859
Richmond
44,774
Roanoke
15,898
Seattle
100,996
WASHINGTON. Spokane
31,897
Tacoma
30.563
Charleston
14,067
W. VA
Wheeling
15,554
La
Crosse
10.007
WISCONSIN- Madison
15,053
Milwaukee
143,369
Casper
4,637
WYOMING
Cheyenne
4,569

2,250
7,628
8,935
14,842
16,159
48,182
57,240
21,413
15,101
1,994
19,074
9,107
76.834
1,019,791
45,731
13,952
12.068
29,736
21,082
3,511
6,395
2,101
2,173
3,105
2,704
3.092
1,155
32,741
13,335
59,633
106,579
37,547
29.229
45,338
17,878
17,218
14,655
50,061
12,026
14,480
258,273
81,053
15,532
12,920

BROADCASTING

33,789
738
2,380
2,358
6,733
17,855
5,989
11,098
27,032
3,839
14.844
4,662
24,061
14,527
4,179
3,903
18.683
4,716
2,584
2,292
2.728
944
1,962
10,300
15,110
4,973
15.275
52,802
14,829
5,750
7,400
4,536
90,082
9,345
1,937
2,275
•

1935
Homes
Radio % Owner90.6
3,770
85.0
9,240
19,150
92.0
50,230
87.5
95.0
96.8
18,150
4,390
96.0
16,180
96.8
96.8
26,940
97.0
96.8
101,940
25,850
73,980
96.8
34,370
97.0
26,260
92.6
94.0
90.1
96.8
17,700
6,110
31,500
135,000
1,695,000
95.0
98.4
92.6
77,900
22,770
49,100
94.0
23,000
30,100
92.6
75.0
14,430
8,770
8.610
75.0
75.0
12,860
75.0
5,930
8,610
89.7
1,960
96.5
80.0
5,930
60,370
97.2
96.5
118,220
25,580
96.5
209,540
94.6
97.2
72,970
51,280
97.2
96.5
71,390
37,950
41,480
32,530
88.0
88.0
82,480
91.9
95.0
89.1
91.4
419,200
25,100
96.5
19,870
149,600
29,300
24,600
89.1
91.0
89.1
55.850
74.6
74.6
12,460
80.0
8,340
88.0
1,160
86.7
25,670
88.0
21,390
34,670
90.6
59,190
88.0
89.5
60,100
84.9
9,260
22,100
89.5
39,000
90.6
84.9
67,500
84.9
50,500
11,200
92.5
90.0
31,830
9,900
86.7
86.7
5,200
8,960
94.0
82.0
3,780
5,510
90.0
92.2
3,050
29,370
41,280
90.0
8,400
14,300
98,370
88.3
97.4
28,160
88.3
91.9
27,000
91.9
12,930
14,290
13,258
88.0
92.0
8,810
131,900
88.0
3,950
85.2
85.2
3,890
April 1,

ELECTRICAL

COMMERCIALLY-TESTED

THE

TRANSCRIPTIONS

BLACK

GHOST
• Black in robes and black in
THE

heart, The Black Ghost rides daringly out of the Western night
to send a good, old-fashioned
tingle up and down the collective spine of ANY audience. A
yarn of the Old West when men
were men and Larry Brandon,
cow-hand, was one of them . . .
man enough to take up the trail
of The Black Ghost the night of
the hold-up at the Diamond Stud,
to face and to overcome odds
that only a typical Western hero
COULD overcome . . . and, of

doors

your

Open
to

AUDIENCE
Transcriptions

that get interest and hold it!

Better yet . . . transcriptions that do a job for
their sponsors! MacGregor

and Sollie tran-

course, man enough to win the
hand of Betty Cameron, without
the like of whom no plot would
be complete. And what a plot

mystery serials, for instance... or any in the

THIS is! Why, even the hardest-

every taste and age, totalling 24 hours per

boiled radio executive can't listen to one episode of the twentyfour without feeling a pardonable yen to know just WHO this
Black Ghost isl

week. Nationally-famous

scriptions are commercially-tested!

MacGregor

stage and screen!
Merchandising
WRITE

OR WIRE

Electrical
Western Representatives:
EDWARD PETRY
April 1, 1935

and Sollie program

These

service for

artists from radio,

Perfect reproductions!

possibilities! Everything!
FOR

COMPLETE

Transcri

• Pandora's box was a musical
jewel case on the dressing table
compared to that Egyptian tomb
which released to the world the
curse of TheHawkl Wierd, super-

bigger

a

HAWK

DETAILS

natural, but, in the end, as logical as the simplest cause and
effect, The Hawk gives Scotland
Yard enough troubles, laid end
to end, to reach half way around
the world. Matter of fact, Inspector Dunning DOES get half way
around the world by the time
the sixty-sixth of sixty-six startling episodes reveals what you
might have guessed all the time
. . . but didn't. Successfully sponsored by leading advertisers,
The Hawk has bated a lot of
breaths all over this mysteryloving nation of ours . . . but maybe not in the area YOU want to
cover. Why not find out from us?

pi ions
865 MISSION STREET
SAN
FRANCISCO

& COMPANY

• INC.

• BROADCASTING
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North
Tries
In

American

Wired

Cleveland

Radio
Area

Equips 200 Homes and Offers
Choice of Three Programs
INSTALLATION of an experimental "wired radio" service in
Cleveland has been completed, with
200 receivers placed in as many
homes to pick up programs transmitted along electric power lines
from tionthe
power
companysection
sub-stain the
Lakewood
of
that city. A choice of three programs is being offered, selected
from some 40 playing hours of
transcriptions made for Wired Radio Inc., by its sister company, Associated Music Publishers Inc., of
New York, under contract with
Electrical Research Products Inc.
The test installation of 200 sets
is being afforded the Lakewood
section residents gratis for the
purpose of sounding out public reaction. After a three-week trial,
the sets will be moved to another
group of 200 homes on a similar
basis, and this process will be continued for three months. Then, it
is believed, the parent organization, the North American Co., will
decide whether to expand the project nationally, taking one large
city at a time.
Three Program Channel
ON THE THREE program channels, 17 hours of programming per
day are being offered. One channel affords dance music from 7 a.
m. to 11 p. m.; a second carries
classical programs and the third
request programs through the evening hours. Under regular operation the plan is to offer three diversified programs, with considerable time devoted to educational
features.
The 200 sets installed were
manufactured by Philco and are
of two types. One is an attachment to the ordinary broadcast receiver which makes it possible to
use the speaker for reproducing
the wired radio programs. The
second is a complete set picking
up only the wired radio. It is the
plan of Wired Radio Inc., upon
permanent installation, to charge
a rate of $1.50 to $7 per month,
dependent upon the size of the set
used. The charges would be added
to the monthly electric power bills
of subscribers.
The Cleveland experiment is being conducted by the Musak Corp.
of Ohio, a subsidiary of Wired Radio Inc., which in turn is a subsidiary of North American, a giant
holding company in the utility
field. The plan is to organize local or intrastate companies, since
the organizations then would not
come under Federal jurisdiction.
Headquarters of the Cleveland
company are at 1300 Athens Ave.,
Lakewood. Frank Ryan, former
manager of WTAM, Cleveland, before its acquisition by NBC, is the
active head of the project, in his
capacity of vice president of the
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co.
The recordings made for Wired
Radio by AMP have been produced at the studios of ERPI at
2826 Decatur Ave., Bronx, N. Y.
Some 600 titles already have been
transcribed at a cost of about
$125,000. While 40 playing hours
already have been transcribed,
Page 18

FASHION

PROGRAM

Cooperative Morning

THAT

SELLS

Broadcasts on Capital Station

Effective for Stores Appealing to Women
FASHION copy over the air with
a personality behind it — that's the
story of the success of a 15-minute
cooperative morning program,
Shopping with Betty Hudson,
heard over WJSV, Washington,
four
daysin weekly.
Hudson's
success
selling Miss
specialty
shop
items, furniture, novelties, department store goods, etc., is traced to
definite appeals to the feminine
audience.
Once with Macy & Co., New
York, Miss Hudson also has conducted a shopping bureau in Paris
on the Rue de la Paix, providing
ample merchandising background
for her new work. In a little over
a month she has proved to the
somewhat skeptical commercial department of the station that her
fashion summaries and shopping
talks could pull for the advertisers
participating on her 15-minute proHow It is Done
gram.
THIS is how she does it. First she
contacts a likely store, giving them
MISS HUDSON
an idea of what a varied audience
will be reached by radio advertismerchandise her advering. The possibilities of selling whateverhas chosen,
leading up to the
merchandise by appealing to her actualtiser description
of the articles
feminine audience from a fashion
theirit. price, if the adangle are stressed. After a pro- for sale and
vertiser desires
gram of this type is sold, she looks
These preliminary chats may
over the merchandise, and with the deal
with color in clothes, table
buyer or head of the department
decoration, beauty hints, or what
chooses several likely articles, and
describes them in detail on the air. so-and-so was seen wearing at
Her program always starts off such-and-such a place. Then comes
the meat of the program, approxiwith a chat about the new trends
mately 300 words per advertiser.
in fashions, house decoration, or The whole
program is carried out
within the next week it is likely
that another 10 hours will have
been completed.
Listener Count
ALTHOUGH Wired Radio thus
far has thought only of three socalled "sustaining"
channels, italsois
understood
that consideration
has been given to the possibility
of a fourth "commercial" channel,
or for sponsored wired radio programs. The listener can tune any
program at will, it is claimed, and
by means
of abe "counting"
ment it will
possible toinstrushow
the precise number of sets tuned
in to particular programs, so that
charges for sponsorship conceivably could be made on the basis of
number of sets tuned to a given
program.
The North American Co. has
been experimenting with wired
radio since 1926. It originally acquired the patents of Maj. Gen.
George O. Squier, former chief
of the Army Signal Corps, to use
frequencies adhering to power
lines for transmission of voice and
music, and afterward created the
Associated Music Publishers to acquire copyrighted titles for performance over the proposed system. Economic conditions have
been largely responsible for the
delay in inauguration of service, it
has been maintained.
Waddil Catchings, chairman of
the board of the North American
Co., is the moving spirit of the
new national venture. He is also
chairman of the board of the
Musak Corp., with Tom J. Smith
as general manager.

in a chatty fashion, and the feminine buyers have responded to this
approach.
Miss Hudson now has many regular advertisers. M. Philipsborn
& Co., one of Washington's better
specialty shops, has used Miss
Hudson's programs ever since she
has been on the air, and its advertising manager in a letter to
WJSV
said:
"We weare have
very received
pleased
with the results
from Betty Hudson's program. Her
fashion copy is excellent, and we
have heard comments complimentary to her style of delivery and
personality on the air. We feel
certain that her program has a
great appeal
to everyOrders
woman."
Out-of-town
GARRISON'S SHOP, which specializes in gift novelties, uses her
program twice a week. Besides,
she handles sales for department
stores such as W, B. Moses & Son,
who reported to the station that
they received phone calls to the
store and money orders from out
of town in response to Miss Hudson's program. The Goldenberg
Co.
has
usingcoatMiss
Hudson's
program been
for fur
sales,
which
received direct response. She has
continued to handle their advertising for spring merchandise as a
result of this response. In addition she has had many stores for
seasonable merchandise. She has
also handled direct advertising for
merchandise being introduced
through department stores. Also
Emile Beauty Salon uses it from
time to time.
Miss Hudson makes frequent
trips to New York to keep abreast

Program for Two Items
Works for Bristol-Myers
"YOU'RE CRAZY", or words to
that effect, they told Bristol-Myers
Co., New York, just a year ago
when the company decided to advertise both Sal Hepatica and
Ipana, unrelated products, on the
Town Hall Tonight program on an
NBC-WEAF network.
The answer was given March 20
by Tiny Ruffner, speaking for the
sponsor on the first anniversary of
the program,
the had
radio audience when
that hethetoldidea
worked — so well, in fact, that millions of new users have been acquired during the year for these
products. Still more, the sponsor
was so pleased with the first year
of the program that it has renewed, Ruffner told the audience,
and will continue to promote both
products.
Texas "Pepper-Uppers"
SIGNING of Dr. Pepper Co., Dallas (Dr. Pepper soft drink) for a
Texas Quality Network program,
starting April 7, marks the booking of almost 12 hours of commercials over that regional network
comprising WFAA-WBAP, DallasFt. Worth; WOAI, San Antonio,
and KPRC, Houston. The program
is a comedy by "Sugah" and "PepandWFAA
an orchestrapy",leda novelty
by Alex trio
Keese,
production manager. Titled the Pepper-Up ers itwill be heard Sundays, 8-8:18 p. m. The sponsor also
uses spot announcements on various stations. Tracy-Locke-Dawson,
Inc., Dallas, handles the account.
New Railway Program
CHICAGO & NORTH WESTERN
railway on March 13 started a series of 13 weekly broadcasts on
WENR, Chicago, with half - hour
variety programs featuring Frank
Westphal's orchestra, Ruth Lyon,
soprano, and Charles Sears, tenor.
Harvey Hays, commentator, will
give travel talks about vacation
regions ficersonand the
railway's
Ofemployes
werelines.
notified
of the series in a letter by R.
Thompson, passenger traffic manager, and urged to tell their friends
about it.
An Optician's
Spots on
ONE-MINUTE
dramatizations
transcriptions will be spotted some
time in April on stations in the
Southwest for Harry Davis, operating the optical department of
Walker's department store, Los
Angeles. Newman & Wesley, Los
Angeles radio agency, will place
the account on 10 stations to be
selected. Mayfield Kaylor, production head of KTM, will write
the script with technical work at
the Freeman Lang sound studios.
of the style trends, and subscribes
to several style services as well as
the smart fashion magazines of
the style centers of the world.
The program was started when
she returned from a trip around
the world, and she adds colorful
notes to her programs by telling
occasional anecdotes about shopping in various countries. Her
chatty style has had much to do
with her success, as well as hard
work and constant effort to introduce the new and usable to her
audiences.
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-

WMCA

New

York's
letoendent

Leading
Station

forces

join

cover

to

THROUGH

2

Markets!

Great

the joint facilities of these two leading Independent

Stations, advertisers desirous of broadcasting their programs
America's First and Third Markets can now
h if
if
it

do so — with network

venience— and with local station effectiveness and economy.

to

con-

• Perma-

nent lines will connect the two stations in this new co-operative hook-up
which

supplies a need long expressed by advertisers and advertising

agencies. • Rates are based on the combined

rates of the individual

stations— with all line charges eliminated! • Further details on the new
hook-up will gladly be supplied by

KNICKERBOCKER
WMCA

BUILDING

•

BROADCASTING
1697 Broadway

•

NEW
JOHN

CHICAGO:

15 pril 1, 1935

520 North Michigan Avenue

• BROADCASTING

•

PENNSYLVANIA
BROADCASTING
CO.
35 South Ninth Street •
PHILADELPHIA

CO.
YORK
BLAIR

DETROIT:

&

COMPANY

New Center Building

•

SAN FRANCISCO:

485 California Street
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News

—

Flashes

Grow

in

Favor

Showing
Interest
Press-Radio
Bureau Gets!
More Sponsors Turning
Favorable Response
To Transradio Press

"But pray, sir," quoth Sancho, "is it a good laic of chivalry that says ice shall
wander up and down, over bushes and briars." — p. 110.

For

Advertising

Whose

Agencies

Clients

Keep

Programs

Changing
. . . We

Suggest

- DRAMAS*
MINUTE
To bolster up sales in any territory ... to reach every
type of individual, in anv and all languages . . . MINUTEDRAMAS.*
If there is some particular point you want to stress, leave
it to MINUTE-DRAMAS.* These sixty-second complete
radio programs with music, sound effects, plots, drama,
suspense, are tailor-made to suit any advertiser's need.
They SELL . . . pound home sales messages . . . and are
just the things to supplement a big show or act as a campaign by themselves.
Don't "wander
up and
down".
Use MINUTE-DRAMAS.
THEY
SPEAK FOR
THEMSELVES!
: MINUTE-DRAMAS (registered and copyrighted) are short,
terse, meaty sales messages, electrically transcribed. They
are of the finest quality wax recordings. Casts are all featured players in network programs. The cost? Lower than
you
imagine!
We w'll advertising
be very happy
to present
campaigns
to reputable
agencies
for theircomplete
clients,
upon receipt of complete information.
Simply address
KASPER- GORDON
STUDIOS,
Inc.
141 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
One of the Country's Leading Program Producers
Page 20

Sponsors

INCREASING sponsorship of
Transradio Press news reports
over various stations, with more
radio advertisers being attracted
to news, was the major development in the radio-news situation
during the last fortnight. Continental Baking Co., New York
(Wonder Bread) continued to take
the lead in news sponsorship, extending its spots to three more stations to bring them to a total of
nine. Of these four of the stations
are newspaper-owned.
In addition, General Mills Inc.,
Minneapolis, on behalf of its new
Cal-Aspirin, started on March 19
to sponsor the 12-12:15 p. m. news
periods Tuesdays to Saturdays inclusive on WOR, Newark, planning to shift to the 5-5:15 p. m.
period as of April 27 for a 52-week
contract.
Tobacco Sponsors
WAITT & BOND, Newark (Blackstone Yankee Cigars) also has
purchased Transradio on WOR;
and on WFBR, Baltimore, it is
participating in a sponsored news
period similar to that using Transradio on the Yankee Network.
WOR previously had signed the
Fischer Baking Co., Newark, for
news three times weekly at 8-8:15
a. m., starting March 12.
Congress Cigar Co., Newark,
was reported to be entering the
news sponsorship field also,
through Gotham Advertising Co.,
New York, while the Mennen Co.,
Newark (toiletries), starting on
Yankee Network, was also getting
interested in Transradio news.
The newest additions to the list
of stations carrying Transradio
News for Continental Baking- Co.
pre KRNT, Des Moines: WMT,
Cedar Rapids, and WKBF. Indiananolis, which started March 25
fhroug;h Batten, Barton, Du^stine
& Osborn. KRNT and WMT are
owned by the Des Moires Register
Tribune whose publisher, John
Cowles, is not only on the board of
the Associated Press but is a member of the Publishers National RaCommittee, sponsoring the
Press-Radio Bureau.
The other stations carrying
Transradio news for Continental,
whosevice direct
agency
serfrom purchases
TransradiothePress,
are CKLW, Detroit -Windsor;
WSPD, Toledo; WADC. Akron;
WBNS. Columbus; WHTO, Davton,
and WKBN, Youn«?stown. WBNS
is controlled by the interests ownine the Columbus Dispatch and the
Ohio State Journal, and WHTO is
owned bv former Gov. James M.
Cox of Ohio, publisher of the Davton Daily News and Miami Daily
News.
AmTnT other stations scheduled
to "at Continental's news feature
is KSD, St. Louis, owned by the
St. Louis Pnst-Dispa+ch. The contract was still in negotiation at the
time Broadcasting went to press.
CALL LETTERS of WHBD,
Portsmouth, 0., have been changed
to WPAY.

"FAN
MAIL"
received
by the'
Press-Radio
Bureau
in response
tof
an announcement March 1, its first?
birthday, contained only one letters
of criticism or complaint which
was regarded seriously. Of 14]
other adverse pieces of mail, near-l
ly all alleged discrimination!
against
Huey and
Long,
lin,
or both,
the Father
writersCough-I
made!
no
attempt
to
conceal
their
politi-j
cal partisanship.
These 15 were among a total of>
1,758
been ana-)
lyzed pieces
at thewhich
time had
Broadcasting
went to press. Returns are still
coming in, according to James W.l
Barrett, editor of the bureau.
The announcement, made only
once in the evening broadcast
March 1, asked listeners three
questions: "Do you like this service?", "Do you listen regularly?'and
youwriters
write and
Most "Will
of the
wenttelloutus?"of
their way
give they
additional
mation forto
which
had notinforbeen
asked. For example, many who apparently had no interest in radiopress relations other than that of
readers and listeners, expressed
the opinion that news broadcasting
did not interfere with the sale of
newspapers. They declared that in
their own cases, such a service
made them go out and buy newspapers to get more details.
Rural Reaction
SEVERAL newspapers dealers rejj
ported that the broadcasting of
news increased their sales. The
proprietor of a country store (rural writers accounted for approximately 55% of the mail) described
how customers sat around in the
store in the evening, listened to the
Press-Radio report on his set, and
then walked over to the counter to
order the next day's paper.
Inhabitants of remote rural districts in all
tinuance cases
of the begged
service for
on conthe
ground dium
that
it
was
the
only
methrough which they could
keep up with outside events. Many
blind listeners and invalids rein theunanimity,
same vein. however,
In all sponded
this
the most striking feature was the
universal desire for more news
over the radio. Of those who expressed achoice, the numbers are
about equally
divided between
advocates of a 10-minute
news period
and advocates of a full quarterhour. None of the writers specifically said they thought five minutes was enough. All who mentionedwanted
the duration
casts
more. of the broadChange in Iowa Calls
KSO, Des Moines, la., officially became KRNT March 17 under action of the FCC approving a change
in call letters. Simultaneously
KWCR, Cedar Rapids, adopted the
call KSO. Both stations, along
with WMT, Waterloo, are owned
and operated by the Des Moines
Register-Tribune, through subsidiary corporations.
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EIULIITH

To Paul LeMay, brilliant young American conductor, WEBC
extends congratulations for his achievement in building the
Duluth Civic Symphony Orchestra into an organization that
has won the acclaim — and the practical support — of music
overs of the Northwest.
WEBC hopes to have the privilege again this year, of presenting Paul LeMay and the Duluth Civic Symphony Orchestra in another series of network programs from coast to coast.
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Iowa

"We

Cover

the

. •
Waterfront"
. . . and it's a pretty big waterfront, too. The
Niagara Frontier which stretches from this side of
Erie, Pennsylvania, down to the outskirts of Rochester on Lake Ontario is one of the country's
major markets.
1.312.551 people live here. Most of the workers
are working. They're earning good pay. What's
more important is the fact they're spending it.
They're buying new cars, radios, washing machines,
furniture, rugs, stepdadders and house paint. Automobile registration is 157% over last year. Department stores and other retail outlets report a
consistent gain in sales since January 1.
These million and a quarter people are prospering. They're definite prospects for what you have
to sell them . . . and darn good prospects at that.
You can reach every one of them through the Buffalo Broadcasting Corporation's stations . . . WGR
and WKBW. We're not being conceited when we
say that WGR-WKBW have the largest consistent
listening audience in the entire Niagara Frontier.
That's been proved again and again by unprejudiced surveys.
Moreover, WKBW and WGR divide Columbia
Broadcasting System and Buffalo Broadcasting
Corporation productions between them. That
means you can pick desirable time . . . put your
message across in the way that's impossible when
a single station carries network programs.
Yes, we cover the waterfront and we do a thorough
job of it. How about letting us help you cover the
Buffalo Area — the Niagara Frontier?

OPERATED
BY THE BUFFALO BROADCASTING
CORPORATION, RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO, N. Y.
MEMBER
Transradio Press Service
Columbia Broadcasting System
National Association of Broadcasters
World Broadcasting System Program Service
REPRESENTED BY
FREE & SLEININGER, Inc.
New York, Detroit, Chicago
Denver, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle
Page 22

Radio

Lineup

Undergoes Change
THE RADIO situation in Iowa
underwent several major changes
March 17. KRNT, owned and operated by the Register & Tribune
through its subsidiary, Iowa Broadcasting Co., opened in Des Moines
as a CBS outlet — the first in that
city to carry CBS programs. Des
Moines now has the services of all
three major networks. KSO, the
other Register & Tribune station,
carries the NBC-Blue and WHO,
owned by the Central Broadcasting Co., is the NBC-Red outlet.
KRNT operates on 1320 kc, formerly occupied by KSO. On March
17, KSO was moved up to 1430 kc.
On the same day, WMT went on
the air from Waterloo and Cedar
Rapids, as a merger of the old
WMT, Waterloo, and KWCR, Cedar
Rapids, both of which were owned
by the Iowa Broadcasting Co.
WMT operates on 600 kilocycles.
New WMT studios are operated at
both Waterloo and Cedar Rapids,
and it is a basic outlet for the
NBC-Blue programs. A new transmitter is located midway between
the two cities.
KRNT started as a basic CBS
outlet with the equivalent of 48
15 - minute evening commercials
from CBS, and with 17 15-minute
day-time CBS commercials. The
new WMT and KSO carry all commercials of the NBC-Blue network.
BY VOTE of the Orleans Parish
Medical Society, physicians will be
permitted to have their names used
in radio talks in the future, providthe talks toto bethedel'vered edarecopies
firstof submitted
society for its approval.

ITALIAN

PROGRAMS

On WMEX, Boston, Now Have
Waiting List of Clients
TWO
DAILY news periods in
Italian, over WMEX, Boston, now
are being sponsored by four na
tional accounts as well as a number of local accounts on a partici
pating basis, according to Alfre
J. Pote, general manager. The na
tional sponsors, who placed th
accounts direct, are Old Dutc
Coffee Co., Boston; Dominion Dis
tillers, Jersey City (Kahveh, cof
fee cordial); Floret Products Co
New York (Italina laxative salts
and Prince Macaroni Co., Boston
The program, designed for th
200,000 Italian population in th
Boston area, is supervised by L
Di Fante.
The commentator
Ubaldo Guidi, of the editorial sta
of El Progresso, Boston Italia
language newspaper. The progra
has been on the air since last No
vember and has proved highly sue
cessful, according to Mr. Pote, an
now has a waiting list of sponsor
Broadcasts are from 9:45 to 1
a. m. and 6:35 to 6:50 p. m.
Soap Products Tests
SOAP PRODUCTS Ltd., Long Is
land City (Lathorizer s h a v i n
cream) is testing a new 15-minut
transcription series twice weekl.
on WNAC, Boston, placed throug
Kelly, Nason & Roosevelt Inc. Thi
concern, also using WJZ anc
WEAF for local shows, is planning to expand its radio placement,
considerably. The transcription be
ing tested in Boston features Dal
Wimbrow as the Mississippi Min
strel.

Station KSD— The St. Louis Post-Dispatch
POST-DISPATCH BUILDI-NG, ST. LOUIS, MO,
Edward Petry £ Go,, National- Advertising Representatives
New York Chicago Detroit San Francisco
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The

NBC

Increases

Blue

and

Network

Intensifies

Its

Circulation

in

By adding WMT
Cedal

IO^^A

to its famous chain of prestige

stations, the NB C Blue Network

Rapids

has greatly in-

creased and intensified its circulation in this important Eastern Iowa market.
Full time studios, operating in Cedar Rapids and
in Waterloo, are producing more of the popular
programs which have always made WMT
station of Iowans.

a favorite

Improved equipment and a new transmitter in an
ideal location give WMT

a stronger and clearer

signal . . . thereby expanding

its airea and

further perfecting its program reception.
These

features, plus the new

preeminence

enjoyed by WMT in providing its listeners with
famous NBC Blue Network programs, opens a
splendid opportunity to do a better selling job in
this great market.
CEDAR
WAT

R
E

API

R

L

DS
0

Here is prestige selling at its best. Here, in fact, is

0

one of the most attractive advertising buys in Iowa.

National
Broadcasting
Company,
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF
AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
NEW YORK
WEAF & WJZ

★

WASHINGTON
WRC & WMAL

★

CHICAGO
WMAQ & WENR

★

SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON — WBZ
• SPRINGFIELD, MASS. — WBZA
PITTSBURGH — KDKA
• CLEVELAND— WTAM
• DENVER — KOA • PORTLAND, ORE.— KEX

SAN
•
•

Inc.

FRANCISCO
KGO & KPO

SCHENECTADY— WGY
SPOKANE — KG A • SEATTLE— KJR

Nassau Heads WIBG
JOSEPH M. NASSAU, technical
supervisor of WFIL, Philadelphia
and formerly general manager of
WLIT of that city, has become
general manager of WIBG, of
Philadelphia and Glendale, according to announcement March 24 by
Stephen V. Moffett, secretary of
WIBG Inc. He has been in radio
since 1922 and is well known as
an executive, technician and announcer. Margaret R. Collins, formerly of the program department
of WLIT and staff artist of WFIL,
has been named program director
of WIBG, with Andrew T. Stanton
as commercial manager, T. Cole
Talmadge as technical director, and
Elizabeth Golden Collins as publicity director.

WBNX

THE
¥
OT
SP
/
BROADCASTING CENTER

Whether it is English, Jewish,
Italian, Polish, Spanish, Greek,
Hungarian or Russian, WBNX
"speaks the language of your
prospect" by appealing to ALL
the races that comprise the population of the metropolitan area.
WBNX • New York

*AT£s

New Copyright Bill
(Continued from page 1J+)
begin upon subsequent publication.
In the new draft (p. 24, line 4),
broadcasters have been included, as
desired by you, in the exemption from
temporary restraining orders.
The Committee considered carefully
the request of your organization for
a change
in the ofbillcopyright
which would
restrict the owner
to either
damages or profits and not give him
both, but it was doubted whether it
would be wise to make this change
from the present law. The notion of
giving profits unconscionably made to
the copyright owner in an infringement case is solidly embedded in copyright law and has not hitherto, so
far as the Committee is aware, met
with any special criticism. The proportion of the profits to be awarded
to the plaintiff is left to the discretion of the Court. While the Committee does not regard the question
as entirely closed, it has not so far
been convinced that the ehange proposed is desirable. As you know,
effort has been made to avoid any
changes going beyond what seemed
necessary for the purposes of the
draft.
You will be very much interested
to observe that, on page 26 of the
new draft, very material changes have
been made amounting, briefly, to the
removal of any stated minimum for
statutory damages and the increase
of the maximum in all eases to
The Committee recognizes
$10,000.
that there have been great changes
in the conditions and forms of the
use of copyright material since 1909,
when the present Act, including the
provision for minimum damages of
$250 was adopted. It seems reasonable and, all things considered, desirable to leave more to the discretion of the Court, while damages
should not be so low as to amount
to a license to infringe. The Com-

WFBL^

DOWN

?

?

Yes in some brackets down

NOT

UP

?

?

?

?

considerably
?

?

?

?

Yes in a few instances up a liltle
Simplification in ovir rate structure was
jective.
This new card lists 3 rather than 12 rate
cations. Maximum discount is now 30%
of 20%. For the year around advertiser
an additional 10%.

the obclassifiinstead
there is

If you haven't received your copy of the new
WFBL rate card write for one.
The Onondaga Radio Broadcasting Corp.
Onondaga Hotel
Syracuse, N. Y.
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Oil Screamers
TO INTRODUCE its new
Record Breaker gasoline,
Gilmore Oil Co., Los Angeles,
pioneer radio user, returned
to the air March 22 on 11
Don Lee-CBS stations after
a promotion campaign which
included house-to-house distribution of 1,800,000 fourcolor screamers, newspapersize. Outdoor, newspaper
and other media are supplementing the program, which
is titled Strange as It May
Seem and dramatizes the
John Hix cartoons. The network program consists of
three evening quarter hours
a week. Raymond R. Morgan
Co. Inc., Hollywood, handles
ing.
the sponsor's radio advertismittee believes that the change is in
the public interest.
On pages 26-27 of the new draft,
the requirement has been inserted of
both notice and registration in order
to permit the copyright owner to obtain anyjunction
remedy
other ofthan
an inor the value
a license.
This is in accordance with the desire
of the broadcasters. It will be further noted that the maximum value
of a license under such circumstances
has been reduced from $2,500 (old
draft) to $1,000 (new draft). ,
On pages 27-28 of the new draft,
the suggestions of the broadcasters
have been adopted in part. It is provided that proof of fraud, or of good
faith on the part of the infringer,
shall be sufficient to exempt him from
any liability except for the value of
a license. The Committee, however,
did not feel warranted in going so
far as to strike out entirely the saving value of some record in the Copyright Office or of the notice on a published work. Here, as in some other
instances, there is danger of incurring
the criticism that this is an "infringers' bill".
The reference
mance of works
in citiesto ofperforover
100.000 population, however, has been
omitted. It is hoped that with these
changes the subsection will meet the
needs of those whom you represent.
In the provisions relating to infringing advertising matter as to
which the infringer was innocent,
broadcasters have been included in
the exemptions granted, as desired,
and similar amendments have been
made in other portions of the infringement section, placing broadcasters in
general on the same footing as publishers of periodicals (new draft at
pp.Another
3jl-34). change not specially asked
for by the broadcasters, but which
seems fair to them, is in the provisions relating to possible impoundment or destruction of infringing
matter (p. 36). The harshness of
impounding and particularly of destruction isrecognized and it has been
pi-ovided that they shall not take
place where
publisher of
periodical or thethebroadcaster
hasa acted
in good faith.
Your proposed change in Section
25 (9) b (new draft, pp. 39-40) has
been adopted by providing that there
shall be no liability, in respect of
''the ordinary occupation by a guest
of
hotel or lodging-house
for
thea reception
of a radio room",
broadcast.
You will be interested to note the
amendment in paragraph (5) of the
same subsection which provides that
the incidental reproduction of the
copyrighted work in a broadcast relating to current events is not to
raise any liability. The Committee
recalls, in this connection, Mr. Bellows' remarks as to the situation arising at the time of the broadcast of
President
Roosevelt's apply,
inaugural.
The
same considerations
of course,

WREN

PROMOTES

Indian 'Pow Wow' and 50,000
Visitors Attend

WHEN Haskell Indian Institute
decided
to have
a three-day
"Pow
Wow" for
promotional
purposes
WREN, Lawrence, Kan., offered tc
help build up interest. A number
of programs were broadcast by the
Indians and then a caravan of 6C
cars and busses was organized tc
tour ernWestern
Missouri and EastKansas.
As the caravan left each city
the fact was announced ovei
WREN and in every ease, big
crowds were on hand when the
next city was reached. In some
cases schools were dismissed sc
pupils could see the dancing and
musicers in provided
by the entertainnative costume.
The Haskell students are showr
in the photo during one of then
broadcasts. In all, 50,000 visitors
were received during the "Pow
to the broadcasts of sports events
such
as the big football games.
Wow".
Section 34 of the existing law (pp.
43-44 of the new draft) has been
amended to accord the right of review
of damages on appeal.
ate inadveran unfortun
Through
t desired
by the
tence, the amendmen
broadcasters in Section 39, providing
for no liability in civil cases more
than three years after infringement,
was omitted in mimeographing the
e intendCommitte
The change
draft. this
revised
and it will
ed to include
be added before the bill is presented
to Congress.
Section 41, dealing with the moral
subthe author,
right jectofof much
commenthas onbeen
the the
part of
reprehave beenand who
groups
various sented
before thewhoCommittee
desired to be adequately protected
abuseof that
possible
any the
againstfrom
arise
inclusion
this might
right
in the law. Accordingly, a somewhat
elaborate series of provisions have
order to cover all reabeen added
sonableinrequirements.
The Committee feels confident that
(reof the
provisions
the new
vised draft,
pp. 45-46)
fullybill
protect
your position in respect of moral
rights and that the advantages, if
any, of making reservations have been
greatly overemphasized. It is very
doubtful whether the United States
should make reservations in any event.
The forward looking course is to encourage the complete elimination of
reservations. The Committee feels assured that formal action by the Brussels Conference
islation in the with
Unitedreference
States to
is legout
critiadverse
that
and
of the cismquestion
is extremely unlikely. On the
other hand, the Conference will offer
to the United States, if it has ratified
the Convention, a welcome opportunity to obtain acceptance for some of
its international
own policies law.
and their inclusion
in
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FLASH
KNX

!

SIGNAL

STRENGTH

DOUBLED

KNX now broadcasts from its
new 500-foottype"vertical
radiator"
ultra-modern
antenna.
ive power DOUBLED,
thus Effectgiving
the same intensity as 100,000 wans
of power would give using an
antenna of conventional design.

SMASHED

chain"

of

stations

ALONE

is the

''covers"

theory

Western

that

America

dd^c of population here live outside the "35 mile" retail
trading areas of cities having basic network stations.

part of the family. They like to write to "their" station
(KNX) and patronize KNX advertisers because KNX has

National advertisers, awakening to these facts, are now

taken the pains to give them the particular kind of entertainment and news that they want.

buying KNX as a major medium
blanket the entire area.

to

Audience

Any
KNX

Other

Unlike

has an audience all its own. It

can be likened to the loyal circulation
of a home town paper. Their radio is

THE

VOICE

OF

its loyalty anywhere else. More and
more national advertisers are realizing this situation and are using KNX
on a major basis. Phone or write
nearest KNX

representative for data

booklet "KNX Pleads Guilty", also
for time and talent available.

HOLLYWOOD

Speaking with 50.000 Watts Power on National Cleared Channel

NEW YORK
342 Madison Avenue
April 1, 1935

Products

now broadcast over KNX's 50,000
watts to 2,021.233 Western radio
families.
Wheaties . . . Hoi-lick's Malted Milk
. . . Fels-Naptha . . . Ovaltine . . .
Monarch Foods . . . Washington Apples . . . Libby, McNeil & Libby . . .
Sunsweet
Prunes . . . Congoin . . .
e^c.
etc.
Golden State Milk .' . . Dill's Tobacco,

on Coast

KNX

\ou cannot buy this audience and

Roll Call of
Grocery

KNX

a

Represented by John Blair & Company
CHICAGO
DETROIT
New Center Building
520 No. Michigan Blvd.
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SAN FRANCISCO
485 California
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WATTS
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New Orleans Net Shift
NEW ORLEANS dispatches to
Broadcasting have confirmed the
report that WWL, operated by Loyola University, will become the
CBS outlet in that city Nov. 1, replacing WDSU. Wider coverage
on the college station's 850 kc.
clear channel, on which it recently
secured full time when KWKH of
Shreveport was switched to another frequency, was given as the
reason for the shift. Negotiations
for the purchase of WDSU by
Louisiana State College, with Senator Huey Long as the intermediary, are now understood to be at a
standstill.

Spread

of $3

Fee

on

Dance

Musicians

For Remote
Radio Programs Proposed
American Federation of Musicians,
NEW YORK orchestras were nearing the end of their first month
has given no official consideration
to the idea of extending the $3 levy
without radio outlets as Broadcasting went to press, and the on a countrywide basis. It is
dance music situation, instead of known, however, that there have
being eased as the days passed, been informal conversations looking towards this, and Samuel Tathreatened to become more tangback, a member of the executive
led than ever. The principal new
element to disturb broadcasters
board of Local 802, is confident the
idea will spread.
was the suggestion that Chicago
When a meeting of Local 802
and other union locals might emulate the example of Local 802 in was held in Carnegie Hall March
New York, impose a $3 per man
22, the subject was not even discussed. A resolution proposing a
per broadcast charge, and (since
this would never be paid) auto- 3% tax on the incomes of all mumatically take them off the air.
sicians who are working, the probe used for unemployment
During the last two weeks, one relief,ceeds towas
approved, however.
or two more "name bands" have
This may eventually render unnecfound
their
way
back
to
the
airMarket
With
essary the $3 charge which the
waves because their leaders have
union is now trying to collect for
elected to pay the broadcasting
relief purposes. Also, it may have
charge themselves, or have per- the effect of shutting out the prossuaded the players to help. There
MONEY!
pect of even more drastic levies
are very few of these cases, how- which have been brought forward.
ever,
and
the
New
York
AssociaOne of those voted down at the
Among the fifteen largest
tion of hotel men remains adammeeting would have set up a maximarkets, Milwaukee rates —
ant in refusing to pay the men exmum income of $100 for all instrutra for radio work.
mentalists, any excess over this to
Home Ownership
3rd
Studio programs, and entertaingo to the relief fund.
Automobile Ownership
. 5th
ment of a non-orchestral type from
Sustaining Periods
Radio Ownership
2nd
night clubs, have been developed as
SUGGESTION
that some of the
a
substitute
for
the
entertainment
Industrial Payrolls
6th
big "name bands" may decide to
formerly
offered
by
stations
without network affiliations. The chains withdraw from the union and "go
Covered Thoroughly ONLY by
have perfected their arrangements
it alone" is not entertained seriously in well-informed circles. It
for bringing in music from other
cities than New York, but now
is pointed out that the top-notchfind themselves confronted with
ers, who are the only ones who
WTMJ
the possibility of losing many of could afford to risk such a course,
THE
Ml LWA U K E E
are also the ones who benefit by
these, if other locals of the union
the ruling which keeps them from
imitate Local 802.
JOURNAL
STATION
Broadcasting is informed that having sustaining programs. Most
them have commercials already,
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
the national
organization, the of
for which they are well paid. When
they have several sustaining
periods also, these are often sponsored locally, or sandwiched between commercial announcements
WHAT
GOOD
so they seem to be sponsored, and
the results is to lessen their value
in
a sponsor's estimation.
IS
DEMAND
For this reason, it is thought
that the "name bands" who have
sponsors will studiously refrain
WITHOUT
from upsetting the present arrangement. They like to have a
w x y z
scarcity/ value. Some of the broad(keyDETROIT
station)
casters are wondering whether the
SUPPLY?
scarcity will not become so proWBCM
nounced they will lose value.
BAY CITY
In other words — why spend money creating demand —
Public interest in the musicians'
W F D F IF you haven't the dealers to SUPPLY it? Obviously
private squabble reached the point
FLINT
that kind of advertising expenditure is practically
where the New York Daily News
decided it had sufficient reader inwasted — BUT — there's ONE solution for the manufacW J I M
LANSING
turer who WANTS MICHIGAN'S RICHEST MARterest to fill; the "Inquiring PhoKETS! The solution is the Michigan Radio Network
W I B M
tographer's" column.
— with its eight stations — AND — its MERCHANDISJACKSON
James Jema'l recorded, in anING SERVICE. With this setup there is not only a
swer to the question: "Do you think
WELL
that orchestras playing steady endemand created for your product — but also an outlet —
BATTLE CREEK
DEALERS! The merchandising service GETS DISgagements should be paid extra
WKZO
TRIBUTORS — CHECKS CREDITS — ACTUALLY
for broadcasting, /to aid jobless
KALAMAZOO
TAKES ORDERS FOR MERCHANDISE— HANDLES
musicians?": Don Bestor, in favor
WOOD
DEMONSTRATIONS— PLACES DISPLAYS! Don't
of it, with a graduated scale; Jack
GRAND RAPIDS
make the mistake of stopping at merely creating deDenny, favorable; Leon Belasco.
mand! Finish the job! Use the Michigan Radio Netfavorable, but advocating hotel and
work MERCHANDISING SERVICE available to its
orchestra men pay half; Abe Lyadvertisers without additional cost. Write or wire for
man, negative, believing players
details.
should pay $3; Willard Robison,
favorable, because hotels get valuable publicity; Noble Sissle. unfaford
it. vorable, believing hotels cannot afKUNSKY-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
(Owners and Operators of Station WXYZ)
W. M. ELLSWORTH
Radio Talent and Entertainment
CHICAGO
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
SAN FRANCISCO
Manager of many high class radio artists and acts available for employment.
^,Gl
?amtAeaU
300 MADISON THEATRE BUILDING Douglas
Nowell
Scouts talent
for stations and
3Tj1 6 N.
Michigan
Ave.
Russ S.Bldg.
advertisers.
MEMBER MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
fill anyfor order
—
NoCancharge
services
WOR, New York; WLW, Cincinnati; WGN, Chicago; WXYZ, Detroit
Suite 1503, Mather Tower, Chicago, 111.
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WOR LISTENERS
Audience in Cities Is Checked
With Premium Offers
COOPERATION
with with
Loew's
circuit of theatres and
United
Artists will enable WOR, Newark,
to make a novel type of check on
its program coverage since inauguration of the new 50,000 watt
transmitter at Carteret, N. J. On
March 25, WOR began a series of
announcements, ten a week, at
varying times of day, addressed to
listeners in particular cities. Thirty
in number, these cities are spread
all along the Atlantic coast from
Maine to Florida, and as far inland as Chicago. On the first program, addressed to Harrisburg,
Pa., the announcement advised listeners that they could receive free
admission to the local Loew's Theatre, where a certain first-run film
would be played during the next
few days, by writing in to WOR
on how well they received the
broadcast. Writers of the ten best
letters are awarded admissions for
two.
Each announcement also contained atrailer advising what city
would be the next on the list. On
"Harrisburg Day" it was stated
that
day's announcements
would thebe next
for residents
of Reading.
From Reading they swung to
Springfield, Mass., and from there
to Columbus.
FCC

Schedules

Hearing

On 970 kc. Applications
A HEARING in Washington May
9 before the three members of the
FCC Broadcast Division has been
ordered in connection with the ap- I
plications
of Amon
Carter,
Fort
Worth,
Tex., G.and
Hearstof '
Radio Inc. for new stations on the
970 kc. channel. At the same time
the three commissioners will hear
the application of KJR, Seattle,
present occupant of the channel,
for a power increase from 5,000 to
10,000 watts.
Mr. Carter, publisher of the
Fort Worth Star - Telegram and
operator of WBAP, seeks a new
5,000 watt station in Fort Worth
and the Hearst interests seek a
new 1,000 watt station in Albany,
N. Y. Since WCFL, Chicago, now
operates on 970 kc, it is no longer
'.n the clear channel category, and
duplicationditional
of occupants
the channel
adis beingwithurged
as
technically
and
economically
feasible.

Spots for De Soto
DE SOTO MOTOR Corp., Detroit,
on March 18 launched a spot cam51 coast-to-coast
w.th atpaign onleast
one station stations,
used in
every key city. In all, 26 announcements will be broadcast — brief
dramatic episodes, each with a different sales approach. Time between 6 and 10 p. m. is used, with
two announcements on each of 12
nights and one on each of two
nights. The campaign is handled
by J. Stirling Getchell Inc., Detroit.
KIUO is the call signal assigned by
the FCC on March 16 to the new
local broadcasting station at Ardmore, Okla.,
licensedCo. toInc.the Ardmoreite
Publishing
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The Mexican Paradox
WHAT a curious anomaly that the Mexican
Government should become sponsor of so splendid a network program to stimulate travel in
Mexico and good will toward our southerly
neighbor, yet at the same time give haven to
American - owned broadcasting stations along
the border that are operated by people who
are persona non grata in a radio way with
their own government!
Now comes the news that Dr. Brinkley,
driven off the air in this country and later
suffering his powerful border station at Villa
Acuna to be dismantled by the Mexican government, has made his peace with the new
communications powers at Mexico City and is
back in radio over his own station. Dr. Brinkley is only one of a dozen or more who cannot
f secure or hold American radio licenses but
somehow get them from Mexico for stations
along the Rio Grande that throw their signals
not into Mexico but northward into the States,
often employing directional antennas for the
purpose.
To these stations go many of the questionable and contingent accounts that U. S. stations won't accept or cannot accept under the
code. The increasing interference they are
causing U. S. and Canadian stations is a problem to which we believe our FCC could well
devote itself; possibly the Mexican authorities
themselves don't know its serious implications
both technically and as a matter of good will
toward Mexico.

In Doubt — Don't
When
THESE are boom days for radio. Never before has the demand for time been so constant
— a demand growing out of unquestioned results for the advertisers far exceeding the
return for the dollar invested than he is able
to derive from any other medium. Broadcasters are in a better position today to select their clients than ever before. Which
brings us to our point.
The newly reorganized FCC is on the warpath. It is cracking down on stations that
violate the regulations in the remotest degree.
It has also started a campaign against stations which are accepting questionable medical and other commercials. It is going deeply
into that old bugaboo — the educational-radio
problem. In a word, it is aiming under its
new regime to clean up broadcasting.
The lightning couldn't strike at a better
time for the broadcasters. They can afford to
drop improper commercials. For their own
good, they can stand a little more stringent
Page 30

regulation, for when politics and "wire-pulling" go out the window, stability and self
respect walk in the front door.
For the reputable advertiser and his agency,
this New Deal in radio should prove beneficial
in the long run. He will be assured of good
company on the air, for the fellow who precedes and follows him on the air will have to
measure up to rigid standards. That will make
for even greater listener acceptance.
It is to be hoped that the FCC, in its desire
to improve broadcasting and reform its own
laxity of the past, will not run out of bounds.
There is always danger in an excess of zeal,
particularly when reform groups supply the
agitation and ammunition with selfish aims in
view and without regard for the good that has
already been accomplished. We trust that
Chairman Prall will not let his ambitions to
put the broadcasting house in order, lead to a
mailed-fist bureaucracy. Every bona fide element in radio will cooperate with him and his
staff wholeheartedly so long as the rules and
their enforcement remain reasonable. As a
business man himself, Mr. Prall has given
every assurance that they will be entirely
reasonable.
To the broadcaster we have but one suggestion to make in acting on doubtful programs:
When in doubt — don't.
Educated

Education

PURSUANT to its pledge to Congress last
January, the FCC has called a national conference on education by radio, beginning May
15. The only issue is that of developing a plan
for mutual cooperation between broadcasters
and non-profit organizations, combining the
educational experience of the educators with
the program technique of the broadcasters.
It does not involve, in any way, the old issue
of class allocations, for that was disposed of
by the FCC in its report to Congress expressing unqualified opposition to proposals for allocations of "fixed percentages" of facilities
to non-profit organizations.
As in the case of the hearing last fall, the
broadcasters can be expected to come forward
with concrete plans for solution of this problem. More than likely, the networks will advance proposals for the assignment of specific
blocks of time for such purposes. All the
broadcasters seek and have ever sought is
sound cooperation from the educators. Unfortunately the educators on their part have
never been in agreement among themselves as
to the way to use radio, and even now we have
the Morgan group, by no means representative

RADIO

BOOK

SHELF

LAVISHLY illustrated and full of coverage
information is NBC Network Aireas, the product of two years' work in taking field strength
measurements, tabulating audience mail and
analyzing the results, just published in complete form. (See Broadcasting Feb. 15.) NBC
explains that agency executives and national
advertisers "can take a survey rating based on
an adequate cross section and, by applying it
to the potential circulation figures of the NBC
network, determine how many radio families
areTheactually
volume listening."
contains large, colored maps and
charts depicting the circulation data of the
network, regional networks and individual stations. According to NBC, the book "doesn't
spar with shadowy fancies — it shows where
and how many radio families are reachable
through NBC."
of education as a whole, stepping forward with
another hare-brained scheme for a governmental radio system.
What appears to be a sound plan to solve
the radio - education problem is advanced by
Allen Miller, progressive young radio director
of the University of Chicago. He proposes a
pooling of interests of educators and broadcasters, with endowments to carry the primary financial burden. He views with scorn
the idea of educational reformers that there
be government operation of radio or class allocations of facilities.
Under Mr. Miller's plan, education by radio
would be dispensed by people on and off the
campus who are qualified to perform the service. They would work in collaboration with
the broadcasters, who know studio technique
and audience appeal. There could be coordinated operation, with the commercial stations
that admittedly have the audience appeal, used
as the medium.
The endowment proposal is particularly impressive. In what better way could philanthropic organizations assign their funds ? How
much better, for example, would it be for the
Payne Fund, which has provided the wherewithal for the destructive and fruitless campaigning of the Morgan group, to endow a
project such as Mr. Miller proposes? The
Miller plan merits the mature consideration
of the forthcoming conference.
But They Sell!
CRITICS of radio occasionally take keen delight in hopping the nearest band wagon and
gleefully shouting that only a small percentage of listeners to some programs can name
the advertiser who is sponsoring it. No embel ishment isneeded for the flat statement
from an agency executive (on another page)
that: "I do not believe there is much more
reason for us to find that a radio listener has
associated the advertising and the artist than
for the reader of a shoe advertisement in a
newspaper to remember the column of news
material next to which appeared." And after
all, many of the most successful programs,
commercially, do not rate high from a sponsorrecognition standpoint — but they sell, and
that's what advertisers want.
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PERSONAL

We

Our

Pay

ANNE

SCHUMACHER

LEADING all agencies in network
time placements during 1934 was
Blackett - Sample - Hummert, Inc.,
which accounted for a gross of
more than $4,000,000 on the major
chains and came up from third
place in 1933. (See Broadcasting, March 15.) Although no official figures are available, it is
generally believed that B-S-H also
tops the list in spot broadcasting.
this agency's
campaigns
areMost
for ofproducts
sold to
women.
Hence it is not surprising that the
moving spirit behind its productions is a woman — a petite blonde
whose years in newspaper work
were spent writing about women,
for women, and who now produces
more radio performances than
anyone else in the field, man or
woman.
Anne Schumacher Ashenhurst,
vice president of B-S-H in charge
of its radio activities, is not very
well known among the broadcast
fraternity because she has preferred to remain in the background,
so far as station contacts are concerned. Yet she is one of the most
important leaders in broadcast advertising.
Born in Baltimore 30 years ago,
the daughter of an engineer now
retired, Anne Schumacher was
graduated from Goucher College
and there began the journalistic
career that was later to fit her for
her commanding position in radio.
While an undergraduate she acted
as college correspondent for the
Baltimore Sun and during vacations served on the main office staff.
At 17 she was conducting a column
of personal advice for the Baltimore News. That the lovelorn might
have confidence in the maturity of
her judgment, the column pictured
her with an old-fashioned hat
which seemed to treble her actual
age. She remained with the latter
newspaper as a member of the city
staff until 1925, specializing in assignments on women's topics.
This experience led her to obtain a position with the New York
Herald, Paris version of the Herald Tribune, and in the French
capital her duties consisted of interviewing the celebrities who provide boulvardiers with topics for
their interminable conversations.
April 1, 1935
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ASHENHURST

Coupled with this was some work
on
fashions — describing
coalswomen's
in Newcastle.
It was in Paris too that Anne
Schumacher became Mrs. Ashenhurst, and there her son John, now
eight, was born.
Back in the United States, Mrs.
Ashenhurst decided to enter advertising, and in 1929 she joined
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, in Chicago, as a writer, assigned to assist Frank Hummert. Writing
copy with him and giving him general assistance in his position as
editorial head of the company, Mrs.
Ashenhurst was at first concerned
almost exclusively with publication advertising. In fact, the
agency which is now the biggest
buyer of network time entered the
field of commercial broadcasting
most unobtrusively, and without
any fanfare.
Its first radio campaign was for
the depilatory Neet, and it was
conceived merely as' an adjunct to
printed advertising. Mrs. Ashenhurst, remembering her Baltimore
technique, wrote 15-minute talks
in the form of questions and answers on beauty and charm, and
tucked away in this continuity was
a commercial announcement for
the product. The solid success
which this program achieved
paved the way for the many which
have followed, including Louis
Philippe Inc., (lipstick) ; Edna
Wallace Hopper; Phillips Dental
Magnesia (on which program Abe
Lyman's orchestra is now in its
third successive year ) ; Kissproof ,
and Kolynos.
Underlying
the agency's
grams is the fundamental
ideaproof
appealing to the greatest possible
number of people. Selected as the
best way to reach these masses of
people is the appeal to the fundamental emotions. All B-S-H script
shows, in addition to this element,
have behind them the fact that
they are not just about people, but
are about particular people with
particular problems — and of course
these problems have been chosen
with a view to their wide emotional appeal.
In the case of Just Plain Bill,
who is a small-town man with
small - town philosophy running a
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NOTES

BRUCE VAN CLEAVE has joined
the NBC Chicago sales department,
where he replaces Robert Hotz, who
left March 1 to become head of the
radio department of Blackett-SampleHummert Inc. A former partner in
an investment firm, he sold out in
1930 to go into advertising, first with
McFadden and later with the American Weekly, the Portland Cement AsArmour & sociation,
Co.N. W. Ayer & Son, and
J. FRED COLL, former director of
publicity and special features for
WMCA and the American Broadcasting Co., has joined Publicity Associates, public relations counsel for the
Empire State Building, former Gov.
Al Smith and numerous business enterprises. The firm specializes in public relations, advertising, radio programs and general publicity, with
main offices in the Empire State Bldg.
LEO M. KENNETT, manager of
WSBT and WFAM, South Bend,
Ind., has resigned to take over the
managership of WHBU, Anderson,
Ind., which he recently purchased.
He goes to Anderson April 1.
EDWIN S. REYNOLDS, formerly
assistant publicity director for R. H
Macy & Co., New York, has joined
the sales promotion staff of WOR,
Newark.
MARK J. WOODS, assistant executive vice president of NBC in New
York, arrived in Hollywood March 12
on a Western tour, accompanied by
Don Gilman, NBC vice president and
West Coast manager.
MYRON J. BENNETT, formerly
with KFYR, Bismarck, N.
has
asumed management of KLPM, D.,
Minot,
N. D.
J. F. JARMAN, Jr., former commercial manager of WDNC, Durham,
N. C, was appointed acting manager
of that station March 13 by the board
of the Durham Radio Corp. He succeeds E. W. Carr, resigned.
DEAN C. JENKINS, secretary to
Chairman Prall, of the FCC, and
Mrs. Jenkins are the parents of a
boy born March 11 in New York.
small - town barber shop, the unusual twist lies in the fact that his
wife is supposed to have died when
his baby was born. He has sent
his daughter away to a fashionable school.
Will when
she be she
"too comes
good"
for her
father
home ? The radio public is intensely interested in the resulting problems that confront him. Marie, the
Little French Princess, is depicted
as having run away from her title
and married a plain American
(apparently
Mae Mdivanis),
Murray's
views
on the sharing
marrying
because she wanted to leave her
wealth and social position behind
her — to be just plain Marie.
The Romance of Helen Trent
brings the script in closer relationship with the commercial purposes of the program: she is a
woman over 30, and the message
conveyed by the series is that a
woman of her years can still be
beautiful and have charm.
Mrs. Ashenhurst originates ideas
for these series, builds the shows,
writes some of them herself, and
supervises the writing of others.
In the case of musical presentations, she carries out Frank Hummert's theory that melody has a
wider appeal than rhythm — which
explains the popularity of Bayer
Aspirin's American Musical Revue,
and the fact that Abe Lyman has
not played a rhythm number in
more than 400 broadcasts.
In commercial announcements

JOHN W. GUIDER, Washington radio attorney, and Mrs. Guider are the
parentsder,ofborna in
son,Columbia
Frank Hogan
GuiHospital,
Washington, March 26.
WALTER NEFF, sales manager of
WOR,
was show
co-producer
a specialNewark,
vaudeville
satirizingof
various phases of advertising before
the meeting of the Association of Advertising Men of New York March 14.
RALPH DUNCAN, of Pueblo, Colo.,
has joined the commercial station of
WGCM, Gulfport, Miss., and will be
in charge of the Biloxi, Miss, office
of the station.
A. D. WILLARD, assistant manager
of WJSV, Washington, addressed the
Washington Advertising Club on
March
on the subject of successful radio11 advertising.
MARION KYLE, formerly on the
sales staff of KHJ and KMTR, Los
Angeles, joined
the Los
commercial
partment of KFAC,
Angeles, dein
March, as did David McCosker, formerly in the auto sales field.
WILLETT BROWN, son of J. E.
Brown, general manager of Don Lee
Inc., California Cadillac-LaSalle dishas joinedLostheAngeles.
administrative staff oftributors,KHJ,
RALPH STEWART, former member
of the sales staff of KOIN and KALE,
Portland, Ore., has joined the comFrancisco.mercial department of KTAB, San
JACK BENNETT, chief announcer
of KRE, motedBerkeley,
has been Don
proto assistantCal.,manager.
Hambly, program director, was elevated to the post of production manager. Ray
Grantandhasspecial
come announcer.
in as account
executive
Hambly's
engagement
to Miss Florence Tuttle,
of San Francisco,
has
been announced.
H. J. GREIG, recently resigned from
Greig, Blair & Spight, station representatives, and now commercial manager of the SBS Network in the Southwest, is touring the 13-station group.
GORDON S. AVERY has been
placed in charge of the new specializedstitutedmerchandising
department inby KVOO, Tulsa.
also there is a fixed policy: Give
people news about things that are
important to them personally. If a
man or woman has an ache or
pain, it will be news to be told
what to do about it; if a woman
has a poor complexion, she will
welcome news on how to imrove it.
For pthree
years Mrs. Ashenhurst
commuted between Chicago and
New York, since the latter office of
the agency is almost entirely a
creative department, while the
main business activities are centered in Chicago. A routine of two
weeks in one city, and two weeks
in the other, has made her an expert on railroads
and a favorite
with Pullman
porters.
Walking and the theatre are her
chief recreations, the former being
her chosen form of exercise as
well. Three miles a day is the minimum, rain or shine, from the New
York Central building, up Part
Avenue to her home. Betweer
book-covers she likes to find detective mysteries or stories about eleand on the radio
Alexanderphants,Woollcott,
becausedialhi;
chilling.
unsolved murder mysteries are s(
Perhaps it is because Woollcot
has such a different effect on his
audience from that emotional ap
peal which sells cosmetics that hi
has such an enthusiastic listene:
in Anne Schumacher Ashenhurst
Page 3

CONGRESS
is in

session

Already this interesting assembly has attracted thousands of
people to Washington . . . Society, too, has taken on vivid
color as guest lists read like a
World's "Who's Who". You will
enjoy Washington this winter.
Stop at this distinctive
hotel. Quiet exclusiveness,
downtown location, facing
Lafayette Park.

JAMES
vice president of theHAXRAHAN,
Iowa Broadcasting
Co.,
radio subsidiary of the Des Moines
Register & Tribune, operating KRNT
and KSO, Des Moines, and WMT,
Cedar Rapids, has been transferred to
Washington and New York permanently to represent the newspaper in
radio and other interests.
J. B. CHANDLER, president of the
company of the same name in Brisbane, Australia, which operates five
commercial broadcasting stations in
that Commonwealth, arrived in San
Francisco March 27 on his first visit.
He plans to investigate American
broadcasting and merchandising methods, with the hope of introducing them
in his home country.
JAMES TV. CLARK has been appointed general manager of WGST,
Atlanta,
succeeding David Brinkmoeller.
J. L. STONE, formerly with WMBG,
Richmond, has been named general
manager of WPHR, Petersburg. Va.
CHARLES G. BURKE, for the last
six years sales manager of WDAY,
Fargo. N. D., has joined W9XBY,
new Kansas City high-fidelity station
ou 1330 kc, in the same capacity.
CARROLL E. KING, former amusement manager, press agent and newspaper advertising director, has joined
the commercial staff of WMC, Mem-

LAFAYETTE PARK AT SIXTEENTH
NATHAN SIN ROD, MGR.
WASHINGTON, D.C.

An

phis.
E. H. CALKINS, for nine years with
WKRC. Cincinnati, resigned from the
sales staff in March to free lance.
Stanley Bateman. sales manager, is
back on the job after an illness of
three months.
GUESTS OF HONOR at the Broadway Cheese Club on March 18 included the following radio notables :
David Sarnoff, RCA president; M.
H. Aylesworth. NBC president ; Alfred J. McCosker, WOR director, and
Donald Flamm, WMC A director.

INTERESTED

AUDIENCE

Is

A

PRODUCTIVE
★ ★ *

AUDIENCE

CKLW
THE
OF

MOST

RADIO PAINTER— Dr. Seth Maker, "The Philistine" to auditors of
the Painless Parker dental program from San Francisco to coast
NBC stations, is a painter of no
small talent. He recently completed
this portrait in oils of Don E. Gilman, vice president in charge of
the network's western division. .

THE

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

EDDIE CASEY, former Harvard
athlete and coach, has signed with
Yankee Network as football commentator and will be heard three times
weekly during the gridiron season.
TRUE BOARDMAN. announcer of
KILL Losnounced hisAngeles,
Mar-ch
20 an-in
marriageonlast
January
Mexico to Thelma Hubbard, radio
actress.
SIDNEY TEN EYCK, WCKY announcer, is commuting from Cincinnati to Dayton. O., two nights a wfeek
to announce the Ex - Lax Amateur
Show, which is broadcast by WSMK,
After seven weeks the finalists will
compete for an opportunity to take
part in a CBS broadcast.
HAROLD SPARKS, formerly with
KSO, Des Moines and Oklahoma City
stations, has been transferred to the
announcing
staff of KRNT, Des
Moiues.
THREE new announcers have joined
the staff of KWK. St. Louis : Arthur
Jones, formerly of WIND. Gary. Ind. ;
Bobby Griffin, formerly of WIND,
and John Conrad, formerly of WIBW.
Topeka. Jones was married March 14
to Miss Pauline Pierson.
GORDON "DON" KERR, formerly
of WOR. Newark, and WTAR. Norfolk. Va.. has joined the announcing
staff of WMCA, New York.
KEN MILES, producer-announcer of
KILL Los Angeles, is the father of
a son born March 10.
ARTHUR JONES, announcer of
KWK. St. Louis, and Miss Polly
Pearson were married March 1-4 in
St. Louis.

PRESENTS
BRILLIANT

STARS

ON

PARADE

THE

AIR

Day and night — night and day — an endless
parade of STARS of the stage, screen and radio
— are brought to CKLW listeners. Listeners —
not by accident — but because they're interested!
No wonder time on CKLW is so very productive!
CKLW, Member Columbia
Basic Network. 5,000 Watts
Windsor Studios: Guaranty
Trust Bldg. Detroit Offices:
Union Guardian Bldg.

age 32

GORDON HITTENMARK. formerly
with KVOO, Tulsa; WBAP, Ft.
Worth ; KOJIA Oklahoma City, and
WDAF, Kansas City, has joined the
announcing staff of WRC, Washington, where he is now conducting the
7-9 :15 a. m. Foi<r Time Keeper period.
JACK KAY, former Chicago and
Detroit showman, has joined the announcing staff of KH.I, Los Angeles,
replacing
Harold Horton, who retour. signed to manage a European variety

WFBG
ALTOONA,

PA.

1310 kilocycles
100 watts
The Ideal Outlet
for
Central Penna. Coverage
Write Roy Thompson
"Voice of the Alleghenies"

DAVID NOWINSON, formerly with
WIND. Gary, Ind., is now free-lancing his scripts, including some shows
for Norman Alexandroff & Co., program producers, Chicago.
EARL H. KEATE. former booker
for Fanchon & Marco stage shows, on
March l."i
Lee Artists
Bureau
at joined
KH.J, Thomas
Los Angeles.
ROBERT L. KENNETT. formerly
program director- at WSBT, South
Bend. Ind., has joined the production
department of WLW, Cincinnati.
BURTON BENNETT, program director of KFAC, Los Angeles, resigned in March to free lance as a
writer-producer.
PAUL SULLIVAN, formerly with
KMOX and KSD, St. Louis, has
joined
the announcing staff of WLW,
Cincinnati.
GENE LOFFLER, formerly of the
production staff of WHO, Des Moines,
has joined the Omaha studios of
KFAB and KOIL. Loffler, who has
had wide experience in conducting the
I ova Barn Dance show, is in charge
of KFAB farm programs.
HERBERT MORRISON, formerlv
with WCBD, Waukegan, 111. and
XER.
Villa Acuna, Mexico, has
Milwaukee.
joined the announcing staff of WTMJ,
VIRGINIA NISSEN. daughter of
Cal Nissen. commercial manager of
KNX. Hollywood, will write publicity
under Arthur Kemp, new KNX sales
promotion manager.
RAY RASMUSSEN, new to radio,
has joined the announcing staff of
WGAR. Cleveland.
PAULINE BUTLER, formerlv of
WFAA. Dallas, Texas, WOMT, Manitowoc- Wis., and WBBZ, Ponca City.
Okla.. has joined the program staff
of KTAB. San Francisco.
DON HAMBLY, production manager
of KRE. Berkeley, Cal., and Miss
Florence Tuttle, San Francisco, recently announced their engagement.
BOBBY BROWN, CBS production
manager in Chicago, in response to
a petition
signed
by 608
invalid
veterans, wrote
a special
sketch
of Myrt
& Marge. William Wrigley Jr. Co.
program,
for Edward
Hines111..Jr.March
veterans hospital
in Maywood,
23 and presented it at the hospital.
MITCHELL GERTZ and Sherman
Grancell in March purchased the talent agency of William S. Gill, Hollywood. The firm will manage radio
and screen names.
T. MART REGAN, head of the Community Broadcasting Studios, Los Angeles,cording
air check
instantaneous
regroup, isanda candidate
for the
City Board of Education.
DAVID SARNOFF, president of
RCA, on March 26 received the
Cross of the Legion of Honor of
France from Consul General
Charles de Fontnouvelle in recognition of his "pioneering and great
accomplishments in the science of
FEATURES
Available Onto Transcriptions
Stations and Agencies
radio." Samples on Request
STANDARD
RADIO ADVERTISING CO.
Hollywood, Calif.
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Raymond Paige Resigns
From Don Lee Position
RAYMOND PAIGE, music director of KHJ, Los Angeles, and the
Don Lee-California chain the past
five years, resigned March 20.
Thomas S. Lee, son of the late
Don Lee and head of the Don Lee
Broadcasting System, in accepting
the tendered resignation said:
"We regret the resignation of
Mr. Paige as musical director of
the Don Lee network, which resignation he found necessary in his
judgment dertaking
because
new unwith the of
CBShisHollywood.

IN THE CONTROL R O O M—
Photographs show newly completed transmitter house and main
transmitter room of WMAZ, Macon, Ga. George P. Rankin, Jr.,
chief engineer, is studiously perusing BROADCASTING Year Book.
IN THE
CONTROL
ROOM
VICTOR G. ROWE, inspector in the
FCC Los Angeles field office, in April
will inspect Arizona stations and hold
operators'
in Phoenix
later
in theexaminations
month.
DEE ROWSELL. formerly on the
technical and announcing staff of
KDYL. Salt Lake City, has taken
acisco.
similar post at K.JBS, San FranCHARLES SPRAGUE. chief engineer of WJIM. Lansing. Mich., is
rhe father of a boy born Feb. 24.
Henry Titherington, formerly of
WELL. Battle Creek, and Lauren
Bergeron, formerly of WOOD. Grand
Rapids, haye joined the WJIM engineering staff.
K. C. AMBLER and Addison Beidenan. technicians with KFWB. Hollywood, and the Southern California
network, on March 28 left on the
North Haven to become radio technicians for the new Pan - American
Trans-Pacific Airplane Seryice. Ambler will be stationed at Wake and
Beidenan at Midway Island.
JACK POPPELE. chief engineer of
WOR. Newark, who completed the
installation last month of its new
50.000 watt transmitter, sailed March
19 on the S. S. Brittanic with Mrs.
Poppele for a three-week Caribbean
and South American cruise.
FRED D. WILLIAMS, former president of the Radio Manufacturers Association and now its treasurer, has
been appointed yice president
general manager of International and
Resistance Co., Philadelphia.
EDWARD R. JOHNSON, chief engineer of WIP. Philadelphia, has
named technical supervisor, with been
Cliff
Harris promoted to chief engineer.
G. W. EARNHART. former U.
radio inspector, has been named chiefS.
engineer of KWYO, Sheridan, Wyo.
DON C. McCRAE. well-known radio
engineer who has specialized in aeronautical radio in recent years, has
been appointed chief communicat
ions
engineer of Eastern Air Lines.
OLIN WILLIAMS and William Ratliff. of the WTOC, Savannah, engineering staff, on March 23 exchanged
places when Williams returned to
Georgia Institute of Technology and
Ratliff resumes his transmitter duties
at WTOC.
ROBERT H. DAVIS, formerly on
the staff of WRC. Washington, has
joined the technical staff of KYW,
Philadelphia. April 1, 1935

L. McC. YOUNG, supervisor of synchronization at WBBM. Chicago, addressed the Chicago section of the
Institute of Engineers. March 22 on
"Present Practices of Synchronization
of Broadcasting Stations".
LARRY FISKE. Chicago CBS remote supervisor, celebrated March 10
his tenth anniversary with WBBM.
CARRINGTON H. STONE, formerly sales manager of Jenkins & Adair
Inc., Chicago, has opened offices at
1020 Engineering Bldg.. Chicago, as
Westinghouse dealer in broadcast stationStates.
specialities for the North Central
GLENN D. GILLETT. Washington
consulting
engineer,
in Losa Angeles in March
to was
conduct
field
strength survey for KECA.
New

Velocity Microphone

ALTHOUGH 6 db. higher in output than formerly obtained in velocity microphones, the new 7-point
microphones by Amperite Corp.,
New York, are more compact, this
being in part made possible by use
of the new nickel aluminum chrome
magnets. The most powerful and
expensive magnet available today
— twice as powerful as 36% chrome
steel — found its first American
application in the new microphone.
Operating without background
noise and a flat response over the
entire audible range, the new velocities can be used for either
speech or music. Acoustic feedback and hum pickup is eliminated
entirely
public address
or station in
installations.
The flexibility

Hotel program. The Don Lee System has the highest respect and
regard for Mr. Paige and wishes
him high success in all ventures
he undertakes." No successor had
been announced to the music post
at the time Broadcasting went to
press.
New RCA Transmitter
RCA MFG. Co. Inc., RCA Victor
Division, Camden, N. J., has announced a new high-fidelity broadcast transmitter for low-power stations of ultra-modern design for
which it claims a variation of less
than 2 db. over the 30-10,000 cycle
range. It is designed for 100 to
250 watt operation. Quality and
reliability are said to compare with
the RCA de luxe transmitters, in
which this new transmitter is used
as the exciter unit.
SOCONY- VACUUM OIL Co., New
York, starting a new CBS series
on 12 stations with a revised program, will introduce a new line of
Mobiloil products.

JOE
ASK YOUR:
CLIENTS
DISTRIBUTORS
DEALERS

the Realm

of Sport With

Sport Kings (and Queens)
66 Around

in Person

the Cracker
7:30 to 7:45 P. M.

Barrel

'*

AVAILABLE UP TO
SEVEN NIGHTS WEEKLY
—ACROSS THE BOARD.
FULL DETAILS. COST,
ETC., BY WRITING.

UNIVERSAL FILM STUDIOS,
near Hollywood, is building a radio studio to provide facilities for
talent to broadcast direct from the
lot.

National Representative: —
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
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A NATURAL!
SWELL!

CONSUMERS
Traversing

610 Kilocy cles
You want
RESULTS
COVERAGE
You can count on
WJAYfor Cleveland
both!

THEY'LL SAY:
ENTERTAINING!
NEWSY!

of the microphone has been increased by the addition of a swivel
bracket. It is thoroughly shielded
and has an unusually rugged, mechanical construction in appearance.

BUTTE ■ MONTANA

Palmolive Contest
A TRIP-TO-EUROPE contest has
been started by Colgate-PalmolivePeet Co., Jersey City, for Palmolive soap, 20 round trips on the
Normandie to be offered for winners who tell "why I use and prePalmolive
The contest
will fer
close
June soap".
15 and winners
will
be announced July 2. Optional cash
awards of $1,000 are offered and
dealers mentioned by winners will
receive $500. Entrants must include adealer's name in submitting
three wrappers, or copies, from the
soap. The company, with Benton
& Bowles Inc., New York, as agent,
is using its various radio programs
along with other media to promote
the contest.

PITTSBURGH, PA.
Basic Red Network

Broadcast Auditions Note —
Tues. Thurs. Sat.
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Mr. Hartin Codel,
BROADCASTING,
Suite 870,
National Press Building,
Jashington, E. C.
Sear Kr< Codel:
I want to congratulate you on your 1935 Year Book.
I received ray personal copy and find that it is a
great storehouse of information valuable to anyone
in the radio business. Thank you very much for
sending it to me.
Yours very truly,
CttlPBELL-SY/ALD CCtlPAIIY
Director
A. Hollinshead - a

cm J

Hadio Department

FAMILY AMATEURS
WFBL Picks Talent Each Show
From Common Names
WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y., has a new
idea in amateur shows. The idea,
credited to Robert Soule, introduces
the family angle into the weekly
shows. The first week's program
was given entirely by those whose
names were Smith, or whose parents or grandparents were Smiths.
The second week the Browns had
their program. The 14 names with
the longest listings in the directory
have been chosen for the series.
With 1408 listings for Smiths in
the directory, Mr. Soule figured
that there should be ten times that
number including all of Central
New York besides the many who
would be related to Smiths. The
auditions conducted in this manner
have proven of unusually high
quality.
A tie-up with the Journal publicized the series with news stories
and ads daily. The local Loews
Theatre also divides the expense
with the newspaper and the radio
station. Judges are chosen among:
well-known citizens in all walks of
life, including each week a person
by the name used in the program.
Prizes are furnished by merchants
who receive a plug on the program.
Eddie Leonard conducts the show,
which is produced by Jack Shannon, program director.
CREATION of a state advertising
fund for a national campaign to be
handled by a State Advertising
Commission of three is proposed in
a bill before the Utah Legislature.

The Most

New York Stations Help
Drive for Child Baseball
BROADCASTERS on rival New
York stations are cooperating in a
novel campaign for the organization of "Twilight Baseball Games"
for boys in America's parks. The
Voice of Experience, who is heard
over WABC and a CBS network
for Wasey Products Inc., (Kreml,
Zemo, etc.), received a letter from
a youngster complaining that
Park Commissioner Robert Moses
was going to plant Central Park
baseball diamonds with grass, and
leave the city children with nowhere to play. The Voice took up
the matter with the city authorities, and the plan was dropped.
In cooperation with Robert
Jones,
who conducts
club programs
over WORchildren's
for R.
H. Macy & Co., he approached the
city's supervisor of recreation, and
the plan for a city-wide series of
twilight games was worked out.
Through
Wasey
Co.'s network
broadcasts,thewide
publicity
will be
given to the idea, in the hope that
other cities will adopt the scheme.
New York merchants will award
prizes to the best teams, and the
Wasey Co. is donating silver cups.
Dog Food Campaign
ALASKA LIVESTOCK & PACKING Co., Seattle (White Rover
dog food) has started a radio camp a i g n in Pacific Coast cities
through Boyd Co. Inc., Los Angeles agency. Transcribed spot programs are used, with production at
the torHollywood
branch of RCA- VicCo.
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Progress of Radio
As News
Medium
THE GROWING importance of
broadcasting in the distribution of
national and international major
news events to the American public was depicted by Joseph Pierson,
president and general manager of
Press Wireless Inc., in his testimony March 18, in defense of low
press telegraph rates, before the
Telegraph Division of the FCC.
Mr. Pierson cited how his organization, which devotes itself exclusively to the transmission of news,
had built up a wide use of its radiotelegraph facilities in news dispatching to broadcasting stations
through an arrangement with
Transradio Press Service. He told
the Commission that Transradio
circulates many thousands of
words of news daily to a large
number of broadcasting stations
over our system" and "not a line
of this news, incidentally, ever
goes through a printing press."
The big opportunity of press
news transmission was in the multi-ad res ormulti-destination service, he continued, which is the
method utilized in the filing of
news to radio broadcasting stations. Press Wireless, it was pointed out, had a lower level of press
rates than the other communications companies. Mr. Pierson stressed that radiotelegraph afforded a
better and speedier means of news
transmission than the wire systems, because of a lack of high
equipment costs.
Herbert J. Moore, president of
Transradio Press, another witness,
described the growth of his news

AT
r\

Radio and News
BROADCASTING is the fastest medium of disseminating
news and public information
and thus is fully entitled to
the reduced "press" telegraph
rates. This view was expressed by J. C. Willever,
first vice president of the
Western Union Telegraph
Co., and Col. A. H. Griswold,
executive vice president of
the Postal Telegraph Co., at
an FCC hearing March 14 on
telegraphic message classifications. Postal Telegraph has
long realized the value of
broadcasting in the news-distributing field, Col. Griswold
emphasized.
service to broadcasters during the
years his agency has existed. He
said his service now handles news
for 150 broadcasters and added
that his agency had been ahead on
many major news events of the
last year and as a result broadcasting stations had flashed the
news first and accurately.
The multi-destination service of
Press Wireless has been of great
cost saving to Transradio. Press
Wireless operates as a public service agency under its federal licenses which require it to accept
press traffic from any newspaper
or news organization despite the
fact that stock is owned by seven
newspapers, the New York Times,
New York Herald-Tribune, Christian Science Monitor, Chicago Tribune, Chicago Daily News, San
Francisco Chronicle and Los
Angeles Times.
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Lucky Strike to Return
With Hour Show on NBC
After Absence of Year
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York, will return to the air April
20 for Lucky Strike cigarettes just
a year after the brand was last
advertised by radio, through sponsorship of Metropolitan Opera performances. During the intervening
time, the sponsor and its agency,
Lord & Thomas, New York, have
been hearing many suggested programs in an effort to find something that would sustain George
Washington Hill's reputation for
doing the unusual and unexpected.
It now appears that the coming
series, which will be heard on the
NBC-WEAF, totaling about 50
stations including Honolulu, will
resemble programs broadcast Saturday nights for many months before the Opera sponsorship was undertaken. Lenny Hayton not only
will be conductor of the orchestra,
but also musical director of the
program, which will be built
around the 15 most popular songs
of the week. It is emphasized that
the selection of these 15 will not
be made on the basis of any one
publication's
list, but will
determined by correlating
databefrom
several cities on frequency of radio performances, sheet music
sales, and phonograph record sales.
The program will be 8-9 p. m.
The company currently is broadcasting Red Trails on an NBCWJZ network for Half and Half
tobacco in addition to using 15second music and drama spots on
several eastern stations for Herbert Tareyton cigarettes.
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Radio

Clouds on Mexican
(Continued from page 13)

ers mailing out tickets and handling the correspondence. The daily
mail grew to $1000 and $1200.
It was grand for XED. The
"Voice of Two Republics" could be
heard in all states and orders poured in from all parts of the country. Being blissfully ignorant of any
approaching disaster, XED paid
scant attention to the fact that the
new super-powered job up at Villa
Acuna was about to come on the
o

K

o

♦

No End of Money
ON OCT. 13, 1931, XER made
its official bow as the second of the
border stations. It had studios in
Villa Acuna and also across the
river in Del Rio, Tex. With an antenna power of 75,000 watts and a
"clear" channel of 735 kc, "The
Sunshine Station Between the Nations" cut a slice in the ether that
was effective all the way from
Mexico up into Canada — this fact
being duly noted and disapproved
by the U. S. and Canadian government— and as an indication of
the service that XER was to offer
to Mexico as a Mexican station,
they had installed a directional antenna system to concentrate all of
the energy into the U. S. and to
keep it out of Mexico. The staff
totaled 40 people and consisted of
three small hillbilly bands, one
Mexican string orchestra, one
marimba band, engineers, announcers and office workers.

Horizon

XER's commercial accounts included the Willard Tablet Co., International Oil Heating Co., Supertone Radio, and Old Equity Insurance Co. Dr. Brinkley had his own
medical programs advertising his
hospital at Milford, Kan., and
nightly the "Sunshine Station Between the Nations" invited the
public to send 25 cents, in coin or
stamps, for the "Blue Book" or
"The Story of Pa and Ma", in
which illuminating literature was
given the reason just why people
went to the Brinkley hospital.
The fortune-telling racket started with Mel Roy to be followed at
a later date by Dr. Richards and
Koran. Dr. Richards was the most
successful at XER, his mail reaching $3000 on peak days when XER
later increased power to 200,000
watts. Another profitable program
was the piano lessons by one "Major Kord",
one enable
dollar for
of
lessons
would
one theto setplay
the piano in a remarkably short
space of time, and one year over
XER netted ihe "Major" $20,000.
Dr. Brinkley's next step was to
rent land lines from the telephone
company, and install a studio in his
home at Milford, Kan., from which
point he would broadcast by remote
control over his station in Mexico— his broadcasts varying from
the "Story of Pa and Ma" to his
campaign for election to the office
of governor of the state of Kansas.
W. E. Branch was now busy

<#
OUTLET

COVERS

building a third border station, an-}
other giant of 100,000 watts, tins!
time in the town of Piedras Negras — a point between XER and'.
XED— the call being XEPN. M
also
tookAs over
a case
"clear"
channel/
585 kc.
in the
of the
other i
stations studios were to be installed both in Piedras Negras, Mexico, and also across the river in
Eagle Pass, Tex., and this time he
was
stay there
it wasto partly
his. and run it, since 1
Back at XED things were again
looking cloudy. To be sure the lottery was still raking in the dollars,
but the U. S. postal people were
annoying the Houston theater
man, that
saying
he make
musn't itdohotit
and
theythat
would
for
him
if
he
didn't
stop
it. His
attorneys in Washington, however,
are said to have told him that he
was safe, so the lottery stayed on.
Early in the spring of 1932 the U.
S. postal authorities began stopping mail addressed to XED, and
returning it to the sender, but still
the hint wasn't noticed, or at least
it wasn't heeded until the climax
came in May. Early, very early — 4
a. m. to be exact — one morning, as
Horwitz was about to embark in
his private plane at Hidalgo, Texas,
for parts unknown, Department
of Justice agents arrested him.
Later that same morning they
picked up the American announcer
and when the Mexican announcer
came across the bridge to answer
a bogus phone call, they got him
too. The Mexican engineer had the
good
stayfootover
sa andsense
not toto set
on in
U. ReynoS. soil.
The unfortunate employes were
thrown in jail at Brownsville, Tex.,
until Horwitz bailed them out;
XED meanwhile remaining off the
air. The case came up, and all but
Horwitz received a suspended sentence; he received a $5,000 fine and
a sentence of a year in Leavenworth for his bright idea.
He appealed, and a petition was
started in Houston, Tex., where he
had been very active in relief work,
and signed by thousands of citizens, but all of no avail. The affair dragged out till at last the
gates of the federal prison closed
behind the man who had merely
put his bright idea into practice. It
was reported that the lottery had
brought in over $300,000, but the
legal fight must have swallowed
most of that, and it is doubtful if
the overall result was on the positive side.
All Quiet at Reynosa

... no foreign
♦

transcription
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SINCE XED owed the State of Tamaulipas a considerable sum for
unpaid taxes, the State slapped an
embargo on everything in the
building other than the actual
technical equipment. The grand
pianos and three-manual pipe organ that Horwitz had moved from
one of his Houston picture houses,
office furniture, safes, files, adding
machines and typewriters, were all
inventoried and locked up in the
big studio, the 15 Mexican stenographers, and the remainder of the
personnel not in jail were paid off.
The Mexican engineer returned to
Mexico City, a solitary watchman
was placed in command, and "The
Voice of Two Republics" — wedged
in between Sam's Place and the Aztec Club — was stilled.
Along the border to the West,
XER was going strong, XEPN was
on with about 60,000 watts in the
antenna and the usual medical,
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mining stock and fortune telling
programs. A couple of low-powered
stations were going up across the
border from somewhere in California, and the towers of a new
150,000-watter were already up in
Nuevo Laredo, across from Laredo,
Tex., between XED and XEPN. The
call was to be XENT and the owner was Norman Baker, who owned
a cancer hospital in Iowa, and
whose broadcasting license in that
state had been cancelled. He had
built his home across in Mexico off
the Nuevo Laredo highway, bought
a high-power Deisel plant to generate the power for his station,
have studios in Mexico only, and
would be independent of Uncle
Sam. Construction permits had
been issued from Mexico City for
erection of a new monster of 500,a 000 watts power to go up in Matamoros across from Brownsville,
Texas, and it seemed that there
would soon be standing room only
on the border. Poor XED had started the idea and had been a fairly
high power station, but now she
like a porwas being
table unit. made to look
In the fall of 1932 another effort was made to get XED on a
paying basis. The call was changed
from XED to XEAW, the slogan
Voice of Two Republics"
from"La"The
to
Voz a Servico International— The Voice of International
Service". The frequency was shifted from 965 to 960 kc, the idea
being to live down any unfavorable
publicity that the station may have
earned during the lottery days. Of
course the percentage and fortune
a
telling programs were there and
cancer doctor came down from
Houston to start up a practice a la
one or two paBrinkley, but when
tients started to arrive he got cold
feet, quit the idea and returned to
Houston, only to pick it up again
later on by having continuity read
by the station announcer while he
remained in Houston. Such programs were inevitable. The border
stations cannot hope to compete
with U. S. stations in the field of
legitimate advertising, and in the
AW she didn't
XED-XEwer
of super-po
case the
have
to offer her
sponsors that the others did. It
was a hand-to-mouth existence at
ogy" program
best. The "Psychol
was the mainstay, and it depended
daily dollar reupon
largelyturns
whetherthe
the staff was paid
on time.
Stuck in the Mud
LATER in the summer of 1933,
XER increased its power to around
200,000 watts. This made a total
of 280,000 watts of broadcast
power being pumped nightly into
the United States from across the
border, an additional 150,000 watts
nearing completion at XENT, and
the 500,000-watter yet to be started at Matamoros.
At this point the 1933 Radio
Conference was held in Mexico
City with representatives from the
U. S. and Canada in attendance.
The border was worried for they
knew that, as far as the U. S. and
Canada were concerned, it was
aimed at them. They all obtained
extra legal representation in Mexico City. Brinkley had 16 men
looking after the interests of XER,
included among them the former
Vice President of the United
States, Charles Curtis, the owners
of XEAW started out for Mexico
City themselves, but got stuck in
the mud and marooned at a ranch

less than 100 miles from Reynosa
and missed the whole affair.
It seemed that the border station representatives had done their
work well for the conference
washed up in about 10 days, and
the delegates went back home.
Brinkley phoned XEAW and said
they could thank him for the victory and that he had spent a pile
of money on the job.
But it turned out that it wasn't
quite the victory that they had
hoped, for in the fall of that year
orders were received from Mexico
City banning all medical talks on
the air unless by special permission of the Mexican department of
health, all percentage and fortunetelling programs, forbidding Mexican broadcasting stations to maintain studios in the U. S. and,
finally, insisting that all programs
be broadcast first in Spanish.
A Bit of Spanish
THIS was a blow! The backbone
of the border stations consisted of
the prohibited programs, and as
for reading all continuity first in
Spanish that meant just about
doubling the time on the air for
a given amount of program time.
They compromised. XEAW dropped
the medical talks and closed the
Texas studio, but kept on the fortune-telling program. XER kept on
both medical and fortune - telling
programs and also continued broadcasting from its Del Rio studio,
but it did cut out the Kansas pickup. XEPN carried on much as usual and they all got around the
Spanish problem by making a very
brief summary of the program in
Spanish, and then broadcasting it
in full in English.
XENT at Nuevo Laredo had just
come on the air, their fortune-telling program being conducted by one
(Continued on page U6)
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The

Business

of

Broadcasting

Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives; Notes from the Stations
STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WFAA, Dallas-Fort Worth
Sterling Casualty Insurance Co., Chicago (Penny-A-Day insurance), 6
weekly so, thru First United Broadcasters, Chicago.
Bokay Talcum Co., New York (cosmetics), 3 weekly sp. thru Small,
Kleppner & Seiffer Inc., N. Y.
I. T. S. Co., Elyria, N. Y. (rubber
heels), 2 weekly so, thru Carr Liggett Inc., Cleveland.
McConnon
(remedies),& 3 Co.,
weekly"Winona,
so, thruMinn,
McCord Co., Minneapolis.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage. Ia.
(plants), weekly sp, thru Northwest Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
Armand Co., Des Moines (cosmetics),
7 weekly t, sp, thru Heath-Seehof
Inc., Chicago.
Hoover Liniment Co., Carlisle, Ind.
(Dr. Cox's liniment), 5 weekly sa,
thru Inc.,
Wade New
Adv.York
Co., Chicago.
* 4
Time
(newsreel),
weekly ta, thru Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y.
California Perfume Co.. Suffern, N. Y.
(cosmetics) , 2 weekly t, thru
Luekey Bowman Inc., N. Y
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago (remedies), 2weekly /, thru First United
Broadcasters, Chicago.
Walker Remedy Co., Waterloo, la., 6
weekly ta, thru Weston Barnett
Inc., Waterloo.
Wind Motor Electric Co., Ridgeway,
Mont, (motors), 3 weekly sa, direct.
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga (remedies), 6 weekly so. thru
Nelson Chesman Co., Chattanooga.
Dr. Pepper Co., Dallas (beverage
syrup), weekly sp, thru TracyLocke-Dawson Inc.. Dallas.
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (cereal), 5
weekly sp, thru Lord & Thomas,
Chicago.
KFI, Los Angeles
Chrysler Sales Corp.. Detroit (Plymouth autos), 13 so. thru J. Stirling Getchell Inc.. Detroit.
Crowell Publishing Co., New York
(Woman's
Companion Co.) ,
weekly sp, thruHome
Geyer-Cornell
Inc., N. Y.
American Home Products Co., New
York (Anacin), 3 weekly t, thru
Blackett
- Sample - Hummert Inc.,
N.
Y.
Federal Enameling & Stamping Co.,
Pittsburgh ( enamelware ) . 4 t, thru
Albert P. Hill Co. Inc., Pittsburgh.
Kolynos Co. Inc., New Haven, Conn,
(toothpaste), 5 weekly t, thru
Blackett
N. Y. - Sample - Hummert Inc.,
Carter Medicine Co., New York
(pills), 18 ta, thru H. H. Good
Advertising Co., N. Y.
E. Fougera & Co. Inc., New York
(Vapex), 2 weekly ta, thru Small,
Kleppner & Seiffer Inc., N. Y.
WMAQ, Chicago
Fish & Sea Food Institute of the
U. S., Chicago Office. 20 sa, thru
Sellers Service Inc.. Chicago.
Bunte Brothers, Chicago (candy
bars), 365 so, thru Fred A. Robbins Inc., Chicago.
D- Hill Nursery Co., Dundee, 111.
( seeds), 7 sp, thru Cramer-Krasselt
Co., Milwaukee.
Time, Inc., New York (newsreel), 6
ta. thru Batten, Barton, Durstine
& Osborn Inc., N. Y.
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WWJ, Detroit
Chrysler Sales Corp., Detroit (Chrysler autos ) . 10 weekly ta, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
( Drene shampoo), weekly sp, thru
H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc.
Graham-Paige Motors Corp., Detroit
(autos), 6 weekly sa, thru United
States Advertising Corp., Toledo.
General Baking Co., New York (Bond
bread), 5 weekly t, thru Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
N. Y.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,
Mansfield, O. (refrigerators), 6
weekly sa, thru Fuller & Smith &
Ross Inc., Cleveland.
Fancier Foods Inc., Chicago (PrestO-Meat), 6 weekly so, thru StackGoble Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Buick Motor Co.. Flint, Mich, (autos),
6Co..weekly
Detroit.so, thru Campbell-Ewald
Washington State Apple Bureau, Seattle, 6weekly so, thru Izzard Co.,
Seattle.
Mazer Cressman Cigar Co., Detroit
(Cremo, Dime Bank cigars). 6
weekly
Detroit. sa, thru Harold Aarons Inc.,
WOR, Newark
Larus & Bro. Co.. Richmond, Va.
(Edgeworth tobacco), weekly sp,
thru Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn Inc., N. Y.
Mennen Co., Newark (shaving cream,
etc.), 3 weekly sp. thru H. M.
Kiesewetter Adv. Agency Inc., N. Y.
New York Herald-Tribune, New York,
1 sp. thru Batten, Barton. Durstine
& Osborn Inc.. N. Y.
Binney & Smith Co., New York
(Crayola, paints), 3 weekly sp,
thru McLain Organization Inc.,
Philadelphia.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis (CalAspirin ) , 5 weekly sp, thru McCord
Co., Minneapolis.
WENR, Chicago
Chicago & North Western Railway,
Chicago (vacation tours), 10 sp,
thru Caples Co., Chicago.
Electrolux Co., New York (refrigerators), 91 so, thru Batten, Barton,
Durstine and Osborn Inc., N. Y.
Ruud Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh (water
heaters), 56 sa, thru Ketchum,
MacLeod & Grove Inc.. Pittsburgh.

WGN, Chicago
Self-Locking Carton Co., Chicago (egg
cartons), 39 sp, thru Needham,
Louis & Brorby Inc., Chicago.
Sterling Products Co., New York
(Bayer Aspirin), 5 sp, weekly, thru
Blackett
- Sample - Hummert Inc.,
N.
Y.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich, (corn
flakes), 260 sp, thru N. W. Ayer
& Son Inc., N. Y.
Phillips Petroleum Co., Bartlesville,
Okla. (Phillips 66 gasoline), 39 sp,
thru Lambert and Feaslev Inc.,
N. Y.
Bell Bakeries Inc., Chicago (bread),
312 sp, thru D. T. Campbell Inc.,
Chicago.
W. F. McLaughlin & Co., Chicago
(Manor House coffee), 52 sp. thru
Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee.
Ruud Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh
(water heaters), 12 so, thru
Ketchum.
Pittsburgh. MacLeod & Grove Inc.,
KOL, Seattle
Central Shoe Co., St. Louis (Robin
Hood shoes ) , 26 t, thru Jimm
Daugherty Inc., St. Louis.
Pioneer Maple Products Co., Minneapolis (Bucket syrup), 6 weekly t,
thru McCord Co., Minneapolis.
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta (proprietary), 26 t, thru Ruthrauff & Rvan
Inc., N. Y.
Fruit Industries Ltd., New York
(Guasti wine), 5 weekly ta. thru
Fletcher & Ellis Inc., N. Y.
Nourishine Mfg. Co., Los Angeles
(hair tonic),
52 thru
HughesMorton
Adv. Agency,
Los Angeles.
Pennzoil Co., Los Angeles (petroleum
products), 6 weekly ta, thru Mayers
Co. Inc., Los Angeles.
WCKY, Cincinnati
Wheeling Corrugating Co.. Wheeling,
W. Ya. (Cop-R-Loy fence), 26 sa,
thru A. T. Sears & Son Inc., Chicago.
Fred Fear & Co., Brooklyn (Chick
Chick egg coloring), 4 so, thru
Norman Craig, N. Y.
Time Inc., New York (newsreel), 6
ta, thru Batten. Barton, Durstine
& Osborn Inc., N. Y.
KNX, Los Angeles
Northrup, King & Co., Minneapolis
(seeds), 6 weekly sa, thru Olmstead-Hewitt Inc., Minneapolis.

KGO, San Francisco
Emerson Drug Co., Baltimore, Md.
(Bromo Seltzer), 2 daily sa. thru
J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Richfield Oil Co., Los Angeles. 2
weekly t, thru H. C. Bernsren Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles.
Cubbison Cracker Co., Los Angeles
(crackers), weekly sp, thru Roy
Campbell Co.,
Angeles.
General
MillsLosInc..
Minneapolis
( Wheaties), 5 weekly t, Westco
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Calodine Distributors, San Francisco
(mineral water), 6 weekly sp. thru
Marc Bowman Agency, San Francisco.
Nourishine Sales Co., Los Angeles
(hair tonic), weekly sp. thru
Hughes & Morton, Los Angeles.
WMCA,

New York

Dogglow Products Co., New York
(dog cleansing powder), weekly sp,
thru Loewy Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Duffy-Mott
Co. Inc.,
New York
(citrus products),
3 weekly
sp, thru
Grady & Wagner, N. Y.
Graham-Paige Motors Corp., Detroit
(autos),Adv.
7 weekly
States
Corp., so.
N. Y.thru United
William P. Goldman & Bros., New
York (clothing), weekly sp, thru
Bess & Schillin Inc., N. Y.
WBAL, Baltimore
Globe Brewery, Baltimore (Arrow
78 sa, thru Joseph
SpecialCo.,beer),
Katz
Baltimore.
Bernard Perfumers, St. Louis (cosmetics), 6weekly sp, direct.
Fred Fear & Co., Brooklyn (Chick
sa, direct.
egg dye),
Chick Water
Crazv
Hotel4 weekly
Co., Mineral
Wells, Tex. (mineral salts), 6
weekly sp, thru Abernathy Adv.
Agency, Washington.
WHAM, Rochester, N. Y.
Numismatic Co., Fort Worth (rare
coins
) , 6 weekly
thru GuentherBradford
& Co., ta,
Chicago.
Sterling Drug Co., Des Moines (toothpaste),Chicago.
weekly sp, thru Heath-Seehof Inc.,
Pathfinder Magazine, Washington. D.
C, 3 sp, casters,
thruChicago.First United BroadWKRC, Cincinnati
Rival Packing Co., Chicago (dog
food), 13 t, thru Chas. Silver &
Co., Chicago.
Seminole Paper Co., Chicago (toilet
tissue), 3 weekly sp, thru Paris
& Peart, N. Y.
Crazy Water
Co.,624Ashland.
O. (mineral crystals),
sp, direct.

STUDIO MURALS — These 7-foot photomontage decorations are part of the group that line the corridors of
the new studio quarters of WSM, Nashville, occupying the entire top floor of a new wing of the National
Life & Accident Insurance Bldg., built specially to accommodate the expanding needs of the station. The
station now boasts a staff of 225 artists and one studio that seats 500 spectators. In the right photo is Harry
Stone, manager, under letter "t" in portion of the word "entertainment".
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WMEX, Boston
Old Dutch Coffee Co., New York, sp
in Italian, direct.
Dominion Distillers, Jersey City
(Kaveh, coffee cordial), sp in
Italian, thru Ralph Rossiter Inc.,
N. Y.
Floret
Products Co., New York
(Italina laxative salts), sp in
Italian, direct.
Prince Macaroni Co., Boston, sp in
Italian, thru Badger & Browning
Inc., Boston.
KWK, St. Louis
E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co.,
Wilmington, Del. (Duco paint), 6
weekly sp, thru Batten. Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y.
Seminole Paper Co., Chicago (tissue),
sa, thru Paris & Peart, N. Y.
A-C Spark Plug Co., Flint, Mich., 52
sa, thru D. P. Brother & Associates, Detroit.
WIP, Philadelphia
Henry Tetlow Co., Philadelphia (Blue
Moon cosmetics), 3 weekly sa, thru
George Moll Advertising, Philadelphia.
Oakland Chemical Co., New York
(Dioxogen cream ) , 3 weekly sa,
thru Small, Kleppner & Seiffer Inc.,
N. Y.
KDKA, Pittsburgh
American Home Products Corp., New
York (Anacin), 3 weekly t, thru
Blackett
- Sample - Hummert Inc..
N. Y.
Fels & Co., Philadelphia (Fels Naptha
soap), 2 weekly sp, thru Young &
Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
WCAU, Philadelphia
Household Finance Corp. of New
York. Chicago (loans), 2 weekly
sp. thru Charles Daniel Frey Co.,
Chicago.
Stevens Receives Award
CARLYLE STEVENS, CBS announcer, received a check and enI graved stop watch March 17 after
'■-the Ye Olde Tea Shoppe program
! f or winning the first "BBDO
Award for Good Announcing".
"The winner has all the qualities
which we believe make a good announcer," said Roy S. Durstine,
vice president and general manager of Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn Inc., New York, in making
the
not
been award.
a member"Heof has
the definitely
stilted school
of broadcasting that has come to
be resented alike by the public and
the sponsors of programs."
Ready-Cut Homes Drive
PACIFIC READY-CUT HOMES
Inc. (Pacific System Homes), Los
Angeles, makers of ready - built
homes, newcomer to radio, has
launched a test campaign on
KNX, Hollywood, through the
Campbell-Kellogg Co., Los Angeles. The campaign takes the form
| of five-minute Freeman Lang tran] scriptions. Other stations will be
added if the test is successful.
WAITT & BOND Co., Newark
(Blackstone Yankee cigars) is using one-minute spot announcements
six evenings weekly for 52 weeks
on WCSH, Portland, Me.; WDRC,
Hartford; WGY, Schenectady, and
WWJ, Detroit. Account is handled
by Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc., New York.
JELL -WELL DESSERT Co., Los
Angeles (molten dessert), through
the Mayers Co., Los Angeles
agency, is conducting a Pacific
Coast radio campaign over KFI,
KFSD, KPO, KGW, KOMO and
KHQ.
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KASPER-GORDON STUDIOS Inc.,
Boston,
been representatives
appointed exclusive Newhave
England
for
the handling of transcriptions produced by Standard Radio Advertising,
CONQUEST ALLIANCE Co. Inc., Hollywood,
which include Honor the
New York, announces sale of the fol- Law series for
the gasoline industry ;
lowing transcriptions : 100 Belle &
Radio Romances for furMartha discs to 3DB, Australia, and Armchair
niture dealers, and Belle and Martha
KFEL, Denver ; 50 You Be the J udge
the baking industry. Kasperto 3DB ; 13 Hawaiian music records for
to 3DB and KFEL ; 13 Kay Kayser Gordon reports signing WAAB and
records to WAAT, Jersey City, and WNAC, Boston ; WEAN, Providence ;
WFAS, White Plains, N. Y. Daily WICC, Bridgeport, and WDRC, Hartford, for the new Standard service.
spots for Bost Tooth Paste, New York,
on KGMB, Honolulu, thru Erwin
containing full descripWasey & Co. Inc., N. Y. and renewal A FOLDER
tions and a catalogue of NBC recordof Musical Legends of Lentheric for
ed programs, including terms and deLentheric Inc., N. Y. (perfume) on
as to the recording of customWKAQ, San Juan, Puerto Rico, also built, tailsagency-produced,
network and
are announced.
its own transcriptions, has just been
issued
by
the
NBC
Transcription
COMPLETE merchandising plans
have been announced by WBS for Dept., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
Bridge Club on the Air, featuring the York. It is available upon request.
"Four Acesv of contract bridge. In- B. KUPPENHEIMER & Co., (men s
cluded are a sales campaign for the clothes) has transcribed a series of 13
station in selling to sponsors; mer- one-minute WBS announcements,
chandising and exploitation campaign
whiching stations:
have been
placedWATR,
on the KIEM,
followWIAC,
for the sponsor ; copy for sales promotion, and a mail response stimulant.
WBCN, KTUL, WDAG, KGKO,
WBOW, KGBX, WMBG,
A NEW SERIES of aviation tran- WKRC,
KXRO and KDYL.
scription programs. Flying Time, pro- RADIO RELEASE Ltd., Hollywood,
duced by National Broadcasting Inc.,
includes a promotional program based has named Walter Biddick Co., Los
on the influence exerted by children Angeles, as Pacific Coast representative for stock transcription programs.
in
getting parents to buy advertised
brands.
NATIONAL STARCASTS Inc., Hollywood
producers,
disJOSEPH PERRY, Pacific coast mancontinuedtranscription
business in March.
Famous
ager for Decca Records, in March
Features,
program
producers,
also
moved headquarters from San Fran- have gone out of business and the
cisco to the Los Angeles office.
discs was taken over by ReTHIRTEEN one-minute WBS tran- stock of cordings
Inc., doing its technical work.
scription announcements have been
Co., Hollywood stuspotted by Pennick & Ford Ltd., New RCA-VICTOR
recorded The Adventures of
York (My-T-Fine dessert) on the Sonny dios,&has Buddy,
for a year
following stations : WBZ, Boston ; over KFSD, Sansponsored
Diego, by Cramer
WTAG, Worcester; WJAR, Provi- Bakery. The 65 15-minute episodes
dence ;WDRC, Hartford, and WICC,
being placed for local sponsorship
Bridgeport. Account was placed by are
Norman W. Tolle & Associates,
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn. by
San Diego.
A TEST of 26 five - minute beauty NOURISHINE SALES Co., Los Antalks on WBS transcriptions has been
geles (hair oil, etc.), used a series
started on WEEI, Boston, and
minute RCA - Victor transcripCKLW. Detroit-Windsor, by R. H. of 5 - tions
in March on West Coast staLaird & Co., New York (Rose Laird
a 60-day campaign through
cosmetics), featuring beauty talks and Hughes tions-in Morton
Adv. Agency, Los
placed direct.
Angeles.
HOLLYWOOD RECORDING STU- WESTERN WHOLESALE DRUG
DIOS, 4803 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, in the business of air checks Co., Los Angeles (Currier's tablets)
and instantaneous recording for the in March recorded a series of 1-minute
transcription
last year, announced in March it RCA-Victor
ments for Pacific
Coast announcestations
would hereafter also record on wax
with the Hollywood studios of the through Logan & Stebbins, Los AnRCA-Victor Co. The group is managed by H. Dixon McCoy with Lilias geles.
JOHNSTON CANDY Co., Milwaukee, is using WBS World Library
Duane as program director. The initial production series, as announced,
programs three times weekly for 13
includes Lone Star Rangers, Hender- weeks on the following stations, placed
through N. W. Ayer & Son, Chicago :
sons of Clay Hill, Camelon Mystery
and Famous Tragedies.
WKBF, KMBC, KWK. WHK,
CELLUTONE RECORD MFG. Co.. KOIL, KOIN, WCAU and WCAE.
1135 W. 42d St., Los Angeles, has PRICE FLAVORING EXTRACT
started to produce instantaneous discs Co., Chicago, has taken 27 five-minute
for recording purposes with Sam W. World Program Service programs on
Hawver as contact man with stations KRLD, Dallas, through N. W. Ayer
and transcription firms.
& Son, Chicago.
TRANSCRIPTIONS

ADVERTISERS
ADVERTISING
AGENCIES
BROADCASTERS
YOUR radio audience depends solely
upon their local newspapers for radio personally. tion aires, al papers are examined
program information. Do you know if
the stations over which your programs
DIRECTORS of Publicity will find
are broadcast have their programs
this service invaluable in curtailing
listed in the local press ?
waste coverage. Space buyers and rabuyers will find much of
TO supply this vital information the meritdiointimethis
analysis. Some agencies
"■Radio Program Distribution Sur- time.
use
this
analysis
to purchase radio
veys"
have
been
assembled,
classified,
summarized and fully presented. Six
hundred newspapers from 330 cities are THE "Radio Program Distribution
compiled in this analysis. The total Surveys" have been used by all large
daily circulation of these newspapers is advertising
agencies, advertisers and
30,000,000.
broadcasters for the past three years.
A new edition is now ready, revised,
SPACE
prevents
listing of
edited and brought up to date. This the many features a ofcomplete
this service, for
service is NOT compiled from quescomplete information address
HOWARD J. LONDON
THE SHELTON
• NEW YORK, N. Y.

• BROADCASTING
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BASIC

CROP
PRODUCTION
VALUE
(FOR

1934)

DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURE
OF
AND
COMMERCE,
STATE
OF
MISSISSIPPI

Official records show
Mississippi one of the
"brightest spots" for
advertisers in search of
profitable markets.

Greatly increased value
of cotton, basic crops
and industrial earnings
have added many millions to the incomes in
this fortunate territory.

In the WJDX good
service area lies the
major portion
this
additional
buyingof power— 70% of Mississippi's purchasing power.

Fortunately for advertisers, this is an economical market to cover
. . . One Medium, Radio
Station WJDX, Does
the Job Alone.

%e LAMAR LIFE STATION
JACKSON . MISSISSIPPI
A SOUTH CENTRAL NBC STATION
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NETWORK
WEBUY

WATTS
FROM
THE EDISON ELECTRIC ILLUMI' NATING
COMPANY
OF BOSTON. IF YOU WANT TO BUY
I POWER
CONSULT
YOUR LOCAL POWER COMPANY
. . .
• • • • •
WE

SELL

LISTENER

COVERAGE

OUR FAN MAIL FOR LAST WEEK
: REPRESENTED AN AUDIENCE
I IN 105 MASSACHUSETTS CITIES
AND TOWNS
• • • • •
THE NORTHERN CORPORATION
Owners and Operators of

WMEX
1500 kc — 250 w L.S. — 100 w N.
HOTEL MANGER — BOSTON
America's Fourth Market
; Tel. CAPitol 7560— Teletype Bos. 157

ACCOUNTS

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
Jersey City (Super Suds) on April
17 starts House of Glass, dramatic,
on 55 NBC - WJZ stations, Wednesdays, 8:30-9 p. m. with repeat at
11 :30. Agency : Benton & Bowles
Inc., N. Y.
LEAGUE
NATIONS
New York, onOFMarch
24 startedASS'N,
Clark
M. Eichelberger, lecturer, on 2 Mutual stations (WOR, WXYZ), Sundays, 8-8 :15 p. m.
STERLING PRODUCTS Inc.,
Wheeling
(Bayer's Aspirin)
April
2 renews Lavender
& Old Laceon on
22
CBS stations, Tuesdays 8-8 :30 p. m. ;
(Phillips
Magnesia)Tuesdays,
Melodiana
on 25Dental
CBS stations,
8:30-9 p. m. Agency: BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., N. Y.
CAMPANA SALES Co., Batavia,
111. ( Dreskin ) on March 24 renewed
Grand Hotel on 27 NBC-WJZ stations, Sundays, 6 :30-7 p. m. Agency :
Aubrey,
Moore & Wallace Inc., Chicago.
WASEY PRODUCTS Inc., New
York ( Primrose House Cosmetics,
Dr.
Olive
on
MarchEdward"s
24 renewed
The Tablets)
Lamplighter
on 3 Mutual stations, Sundays, 2-2 :30
p. m. Agency : Erwin Wasey & Co.
Inc., N. Y.
WASEY PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (Barbasol) on March 24 renewed
Singin' Sam on 3 Mutual stations,
Fridays, 9 :45-10 p. m. Agency : Erwin Wasey & Co. Inc., N. Y.
KLEENEX Co., Chicago (Kleenex
tissue and Quest deodorant) on April
2 starts Mary Marlin dramatic sketch
on 27 CBS stations, Mondays thru
Fridays, 11:15-11:30 a. m. (repeat at
11:45 a. m. until June 3). Agency:
Lord & Thomas, Chicago.

A dependable station
— one that dominates
its market and consistently produces.
5,000

WATTS

Since 1922 KJR has
been a leader — an
example for the others
to follow.
Guaranteed

CLEAR

CHANNEL

time.

Highest power
Washington.

in

Fisher's Blend Stations, Inc., operating
KOMO-KJR, Seattle,
Washington.
N. B. C.
NETWORK
SEATTLE
WASHINGTON
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ACME WHITE LEAD & COLOR
WORKS, Detroit (Lin-X) on March
14 started Smiling Ed McConnell on
39 CBS stations, keyed from WKRC,
Cincinnati. Thursdays, 1 :45-2 p. m.
Agency : Henri, Hurst & McDonald
Inc., Chicago.
STANDARD BRANDS INC., New
York (Tender Leaf Tea, Royal desserts) on March 31 started One Man's
Family on NBC-KPO network, Sundays, 12:30-1 a. m. (PST). Agency:
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
CRAZYeral Wells,
WATER
MinTex. HOTEL
(mineral Co.,
crystals)
on March 13 started Jack Savage and
His Hillbillies on WEAF-WGY, Tuesdays thru Saturdays, 4 :30-5 p. m.
Agency : Luckey Bowman Inc., N. Y.
GILMORE OIL Co., Los Angeles
(Red Lion, Record Breaker gasoline),
on March 22 started Strange as It
May Seem on 11 Don Lee-CBS stations, thrice weekly, 7 :45 - 8 p. m.
Agency : Raymond R. Morgan Co.
Inc., Hollywood.
HORLICK'S MALTED MILK Corp.,
Racine, Wis. (malted milk) on April
1 renews Lum and Abner over Mutual Network, daily except Saturday
and Sunday, 7 :15 to 7 :30 p. m.
Agency : Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
A. CARLISE & Co., San Francisco
(stationery supplies) on March 17
started Blue Moonlight with Paul
Carson, organist, and Alvino Rey,
guitarist, on NBC - KPO network.
Sundays, 4-4:15 p. m. (PST).
Agency : Charles R. Stuart Inc., San
Francisco.
GOLDEN STATE Co., Inc., San
Francisco (dairy products) on March
25 renewed Golden State Menu
Flashes with Joan Andrews, home
economic expert, on NBC - KPO network. Mondays, Fridays, 10 - 10 :15
a. m. (PST). Agency: N. W. Ayer
& Son Inc., San Francisco.
KAY JEWELRY Co.. Oakland. Cal.
(jewelry) on March 20 started The
Kay Troubadour with Tom Mitchell,
tenor, on NBC - KPO - KFI network.
Wednesdays, 5:45-6 p. m. (PST).
Agency: Sidney Garfinkel Adv.
Agency, San Francisco.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York (Lucky Strike cigarettes) on
April 20 starts Lenny Hay ton in The
Hit Parade on 64 NBC-WEAF stations, Saturdays, 8-9 p. m. Agency :
Lord & Thomas. N. Y.
GOVERNMENT OF MEXICO on
March 21 started musical and travelogue program on 14 NBC-WJZ stations, Thursdays, 9 :30-9 :4o p. m.
Agency
N.
Y. : De Garmo - Kilborn Corp.,
HYRAL DISTRIBUTING Co., Fort
Worth (dentrifrice) on March 16
started Monro Manning, philosopher,
thrice weekly on 4 SBS stations.
Agency : Luckey-Bowman Inc., N. Y.
NACOR MEDICINE Co., Indianapo(proprietary) Barn
on March
22 startedlisin Southwest
Dance
on 7
SBS stations, Fridays. 10:30-10:45
p.
m. Agency : Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc.,
Chicago.
STERLING CASUALTY INSURANCE Co.,
insurance)
on Chicago
March 22(Penny-a-Day
started in
Southwest Barn Dance on 7 SBS stations. Fridays, 10 :45-ll p. m. Agency : Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc., Chicago.
EMERSON DRUG Co., Baltimore
(Bromo Seltzer) on April 8 starts
Pathe News of the Air on 4 Mutual
stations. Tuesdays, Thursdays, 7-7 :15
p. m. Agenev : J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y.

For information consult
Edward Petry & Co.. Inc.
New York Chicago
Detroit
San Francisco

ADIO STATION
EPRESENTATIVES
WALTER BIDDICK CO.
568 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Los Angeles
1358 Russ Bldg., San Francisco, California
4404 Stuart Bldg., Seattle, Washington
619 Charles Bldg., Denver

GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York,
on April 29 starts Tony & Gus on
coast-to-coast NBC - WJZ network,
Mondays thru Fridays, 7 :15-7 :30 p.
m. Y.Agency : Benton & Bowles Inc..
N.
LYONS VAN & STORAGE Co., Los
Angeles on April 2 starts Moving
Stories work.
ofAgency
Life
cm DonMayne
Lee net: Charles
Co.,
Los Angeles.
GUARANTY BUILDING & LOANDEPOSITORS- INVESTORS' PROASS'N of Southern
fornia. LosTECTIVE
Angeles
on MarchCali23
broadcast one-time political talk on
Don Lee network. Agency : Mayfield
Naylor, Los Angeles.
NBC CHANGES— Crazy Water Hotel Co., Mineral Wells, Tex., conCarnival
networkcludes
AprilCarefree
8 and
moves onto WJZ
Sundays.
2:30-3 p. m. April 28 on 21 WEAF
stations ; Household Finance Co., Chicago on March 26 changes Musical
Memories to Welcome Valley with
Edgar A. Guest and shifts to Tues8:30-9 p. m.,Tobacco
on 17 Co.,
WJZ New
stationsdays,
;American
York (Half-and-Half tobacco) on
April 2 shifts Red Trails to Tuesdays.
9-9:30 p. m. changing from 17 to 39
WJZ stations, coast-to-coast ; John
Morrel & Co., Ottumwa, la. (Red
Heart dog food) on March 31 shifted
Bob Becker to Sundays, 5 :45-6 p. m.
on 19 WJZ stations ; Forhan Co. Inc.,
New York on March 18 added 7 KPO
stations to Black Chamber Mondays,
Wednesdays, Fridays, 7 :15-7 :30 p. m.
U. S. Treasury Gratified
As Radio Aids Campaign
For Refunding of Bonds
U. S. TREASURY officials obtained
a prompt response from the radio
audience during the last half of
March when radio stations and networks aided the Treasury in informing the public about details
of converting the called Fourth
Liberty Loan bonds.
Stations and networks were
asked by Secretary Henry Morgenthau Jr., to announce the conversion plans and more than 10,000
responses were received within
four days. Nearly every station
broadcast announcements of the
Secretary Morgenthau obtained
the aid of radio by sending this
telegram to stations and networks:
plan. Treasury appreciates your
"The
cooperation on other similar occasions and will be grateful if you
will broadcast the following announcement at convenient times
up to and including Wednesday
March 27:
" 'The Secretary of the Treasury
has requested an announcement for
the benefit of those individuals who
hold Fourth Liberty Loan bonds
which have been called for payment on April 15. The Treasury
is now offering other securities in
exchange for these bonds but this
offer will terminate at midnight of
Wednesday March 27 and after
that date holders of these called
bonds will be unable to gain the
advantages of the exchange. If
you hold any Fourth Liberty Loan
Bonds you should inspect them
carefully. In the upper right hand
corner is a serial number. If the
last digit of this number is a five
or a six or a seven it is one of the
called bonds. Your banker can give
you the details of the exchange offering. If you wish to exchange
your called bonds
for other
interest-bearing securities
you should

act promptly.'• " April 1, 1935
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Association of
Twin City Newspapers
and Radio Stations

AGENCIES
AND
EPRESENTATIVES
||IAL E. PEARCE, formerly Northwest repersentative for Walter Bidick Co., San Francisco, is now opating as a direct station represena t i v e, with offices in the White>nry-Stuart Bldg., Seattle.
llRS. M. D. CORBETT, formerly
riead of the M. D. Corbett Adv.
Ikgency, St. Louis, has been named
[irector of the radio department of
(he Ridgway Co., St. Louis agency.
IJIABERLIN (Bud) MORI ARTY,
liio handled the Chevrolet radio aclount in San Francisco for Campbellhwald Co., has been transferred to
be Detroit office.
LIAR SHALL HURT, formerly with
[VJDX,
and anwith
adlertising Jackson,
firms, hasMich.,
started
agency
jrith offices in the Daniel Bldg.,
fackson.
JWYNN FIELDING, space buyer
nd active in radio accounts of Lord
e Thomas, San Francisco, was maried recently to Miss Bess Carleton
n San Francisco. Lewis H. Yeomans,
5an Francisco manager of J. Stirling
Jetchell, Inc., was best man at the
eremony which was performed by
'udge George Steiger.
30B ROBERTS & ASSOCIATES,
San Francisco, have been appointed
o handle Pacific Coast radio for
ibrazy Water Co., Mineral Wells, Tex.
tONQUEST ALLIANCE Co. Inc.,
sew York, has been named exclusive
IJ. S. representative for CMW and
'MX, Havana, and CPX, La Paz,
Bolivia.
,'iIHK,
Port au government
Prince, Haiti,radio
has station
decided at
to
iceept advertising, and has appointed
1'onquest
Co., New York as
ts U. S. Alliance
representative.
HADIO LUXEMBURG, the poweriul commercial broadcasting station in
{he Duchypointed theofConquest
Luxemburg,
has Co.,
apAlliance
New York, as its official American
representative, according to an announcement March 25 by Conquest.
FORD SIBLEY, for the last eight
months with Lord & Thomas, San
jprancisco, has been appointed publicity director for the agency in that
eity. He is publicizing radio as well as
nther accounts.
STANLEY PLUMB, former account
executive of Lord & Thomas, San
Francisco, has become traffic manager
lor the Yosemite Park and Curry Co.,
ilirecting sales and advertising.
MAURICE HYDE, for the last year
manager of the Retail Advertising
Bureau of the San Francisco News,
has opened his own agency at 26
O'Farrell St., San Francisco, and will
handle radio along with other advertising.

AmJCATION FOR ADVERTISING AGENCY
D» Sail
Tka loUong mlomulko a gw I to jaui Cmp m
Km ot A,ax.
Awn-

nil. puaiT^Hp. ud ivr

« tot bm 6 airiitt amOuti *nrtf

Twin City Agency Recognition
ADVERTISING agencies in Minneapolis and St. Paul fill out the
above blank in applying for recognition by the Association of Twin
and Radio StaCity Newspapers
tions. Questions they must answer
are: Name, address, statement of
ownership — names of stockholders, or partners if a partnership,
and date of establishment; financial references; bank; list of active
clients (newspaper or radio billing
for past six months considered active); remarks. The Association
already has discontinued recognition of ten agencies and officers
claim that chiseling agencies have
been practically eliminated.
J. THOMAS LYONS, executive vice
president of WCAO, Baltimore, announces appointment of Free & Sleininger Inc.,
as national
tative effective
May 1. sales represenSTANLEY SWANBERG, vice president of Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, San Francisco, has been selected
as guest lecturer for the University of
California extension course in advertising for a second term.
FREDERICK SEID Adv. Agency,
San Francisco, has established offices
in the First National Bank Bldg., San
Jose, with Dick Jorgensen in charge
as manager.
SIDNEY GARFINKLE, president of
the Sidney Garfinkle Advertising
Agency, San Francisco, and Mrs.
Garfinkle, are the parents of a girl,
Ann Louise, born Feb. 21.
MURREL CRUMP Co., Kansas City,
has gone out of business.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
REPORTS

wt-uy

A specialized Washington News Letter covering the Telephone,
Telegraph and Radio Communications Fields and containing a
complete and authentic record of the activities of the Federal
Communications Commission and Congress.

Morgan

Forms

Agency

RAYMOND R. MORGAN Co. Inc.
has been formed with its offices
at 6362 Hollywood Boulevard, Los
Angeles, by Raymond Morgan,
former vice president of EarnshawYoungdentInc.
and executive
later vice inpresiand radio
the
Los Angeles office of Bowman,
Deute & Cummings Inc. The new
group will handle general advertising,counts.
but specialize
in the
radioKHJ
acFelix Mills, of
musical staff, will be music direcCyril Ambruster,
former series,
castingtor;director
for the Chandu
will be drama director; Kathryn
Tjerney, late of the M-G-M studios, will head continuity activities and Tuck Edwards, onetime
city editor for the Los Angeles
Record, will be publicity director.
Bacher to Armstrong
WILLIAM A. BACHER has been
selected by F. Wallis Armstrong
Co., Philadelphia agency, to head
the radio department and now is
in Hollywood
directing
wood Hotel series
on the
CBSHollyfor
Campbell Soup Co., Camden, N. J.
With Bacher on the coast is Ward
Wheelock, Jr., executive vice-president of the agency. Formerly a
free-lance producer, Bacher has
been closely identified with Benton
& Bowles Inc., New York, being responsible for their presentations of
Maxwell House Showboat, Palmolive Beauty Box Theatre, Lanny
Ross's
Log Cabin,
and directed
Maria's
Certo Matinee.
He also
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Speaking

of

consider

Markets,

. . .

WHN
NEW

YORK

In the primary marketing area of Station WHN

there live

10,524,084
people — a greater market than the combined population of these
twelve major markets:
900,429
Boston
781,188 Cleveland
Cincinnati
451,160
Providence
252,981
Detroit
1,568,662
Philadelphia
1,950,000
St. Louis
821,960
Baltimore
804,874
634,394
Washington
486,869 San Francisco
Buffalo
573,249
Los Angeles
1,238,048
Total 12 Markets _10,463,793
WHN, New York, owned and operated by Marcus Loew Booking
Agency and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, one of the largest entertainment organizations in the world, is today one of the greatest
radio stations in the world's richest market. You should investigate NOW.

Write for sample issue and further information.
ROLAND

C. DAVIES,

1 1 58 National Press Building

April 1, 1935

Editor
Washington, D. C.
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Loew's State Theatre Bldg., Broadway and 45th St.
NEW YORK
1010 K. C.
1000 Watts
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RADIO
WWNC
Operated By The
Citizen Broadcasting Company, Inc.
ASHEVILLE,
Now!
Best

N. C.
Our

Season!!

Tourist influx brings big business gains for Asheville and
Western North Carolina in
spring and summer. Concentrate sales efforts here — over
WWNC, sole blanket Radio coverage! And begin NOW!
Full Time NBC Affiliate
1,000 Watts
570 Kilocycles

Speaking

Get

These

Coverage

ADVERTISERS

OVAL-ACQUIN Co., St. Louis (proprietary) has placed its account with
Kelly-Stuhlman Adv. Co., St. Louis.
A campaign including radio has been
started in the Midwest.
VESTAL CHEMICAL LABORATORIES Inc., St. Louis (Wax -All
floor polish), planning a campaign to
include radio, has placed its account
with Shaffer - Brennan Adv. Co., St.
Louis.
SELF - LOCKING CARTON Co.,
Chicago, starting a test radio campaign, has placed its account with
Needham, Louis & Brorby Inc., Chicago.
YIMAY
Inc., Los
using radio and other
mediaAngeles,
to introduce
its
Amphoteric face cream, has placed its
account with Chet Crank Inc., Los
Angeles.

of

Areas

Facts

of the Responsive

on

SBS

Southwest!

There are 17 cities in the Southwest — Texas, Oklahoma. Arkansas and Louisiana — with a population of
more than 40,000 each.
SBS stations are located in 12 of these. (And Port
Arthur is completely covered by Beaumont's KFDM,
just as Galveston is in the Houston primary area.) That
leaves only 3 cities — El Paso, Tulsa and New Orleans —
and each is to be found in SBS secondary areas.
Further, there are 68 cities of more than 10,000 population inthe Southwest. Of these, 51 are in the SBS primary area ( total population 2,307,887), while seventeen
(total population 926,232) are in the secondary area.
Finally, the total population of the SBS primary area
is 8,542,978 and the secondary area total is 3,633.852.
Figure it out yourself- — SBS has the real Southwestern
coverage!
Sell the Southwest with SBS!
SOUTHWEST

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM
LEE H. ARMER, President, Fort Worth, Texas
GREIG, BLAIR & SPIGHT, Inc., Representatives
NEW YORK
CHICAGO DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
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FERRY - MORSE SEED Co., San
Francisco, has appointed Gerth-Knollin Adv. Agency, San Francisco, to
handle advertising in nine western
states. The 1935 campaign includes
a weekly 15-minute feature, The Garden Guide, over KFRC, San Francisco, in collaboration with the California Spray-Chemical Corp., Berkeley, Cal. (Long Advertising Service,
San Jose) and Pacific Guano & Fertilizer Co., San Fancisco (TomasehkeElliott Inc., Oakland). N. W. Ayer
& Son Inc.. continues to handle the
national account for the Ferry-Morse
seed Co. Gerth - Knollin agency has
added John Logan to its staff. He is
assisting in radio as well as other
media.
STRONG, CARLISLE & HAMMOND Co., Cleveland (Sib cleaner)
has placed its account with Fuller &
Smith & Ross Inc., Cleveland.
GEM PRODUCTS SALES Co., Camden, N. J. (Soaps), is advertising
through Robert M. Clutch Co., Philadelphia.
ELGIN AMERICAN Co.. Elgin. 111.
is advertising direct its Elgin razor
through spot broadcasting and other
media.
MIRACUL WAN Co.. St. Louis, is
advertising through Gardner Advertising Co., St. Louis.
SEAGRAM DISTILLERS C o r p.,
New York, has been elected to membership in the ANA.
NUL - EN PRODUCTS MFG. Co.,
Philadelphia (skin lotion), using radio, has appointed Jerome B. Gray &
Co. to handle its account.
F. W. FITCH Co., Des Moines
I shampoo) has placed its account
with J. Roland Kay Inc., Chicago.
LOUIS K. LIGGETT & Co.. New
York (stores) is advertising through
Street & Finney Inc., New York.
J. A. FOLGER & Co., San Francisco
(food) has transferred its account to
Raymond
R. Morgan Co. Inc., Hollywood.
PAUL SCHULZE BISCUIT Co.,
Chicago, radio user, has placed its
advertising with H. W. Kastor &
Sous Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
TASTYEAST Inc., Trenton. N. J.
(Tastyeast candy, Mt. Rose Gin) has
placed
its account with Clements Co.,
Philadelphia.
HAAS. BARUCH & Co., Los Angeles
(Iris coffee),
radio, Co.,
has Los
appointed Charlesusing
H. Mayne
Angeles, to handle its account.
CRACKER JACK Co., Chicago (confection )has placed its account with
John R. Dunham Co., Chicago.
BOWEY'S Inc., Chicago (flavors)
has placed its account with Russel
C. Comer Adv. Co., Chicago.
All-Florida Network
THE FIRST commercial over the
newly formed All-Florida Network
was piped March 15 over Class D
lines connecting WDAE, Tampa;
WDBO, Orlando; WMBR, Jacksonville, and WQAM, Miami. Seybold
Baking Co., Miami, sponsored the
first program, and in addition two
sustaining programs were carried.
According to Norman McKay,
WQAM program director, and Fred
Mizer, WQAM commercial manager, who are in charge of originating the All-Florida Network programs from Miami, three more
commercials for Friday nights are
to be added.

STUDIO

NOTES

THE NEW $100,000 studios of WIP,
Philadelphia, were officially opened
March 16ofbyWIP.
Benedict
Jr.,' i
president
They Gimbel
are located
in the Gimbel Bros, store, where the
station has broadcast since 1922. The
new studios were dedicated by Gov.
George H. Earle, of Pennsylvania,
and Mayor J. Hampton Moore, of
Philadelphia,
dedicated
nal station 13whoyears
ago. the origiWINDOW cards calling attention to
the twice-weekly programs of Fels &
Co., Philadelphia ( Fels Naptha soap)
over KNN.tributed byHollywood
been disthe station have
to some
500
Southern California stores. While the
cards are directed at consumers, leaflets acompauying them explain the
program to grocers so they can pass
the information on to customers.
Young & Rubieam Inc., New York,
handles the Fels account.
A 13 -WEEK contest Curious Questions sponsored on KMOX, St. Louis
by the David G. Evans Co. (Old
Judge coffee) provides prizes ranging
from $50 to merchandise. Prizes are
tripled if a coupon from a can of
the sponsor's coffee accompanies entries. Questions and answers are presented by a cast of five, with a musical background.

half-hour
A SERIES of 13 Sunday Cincinnati
,
over WCKY,
programs
been started by Morris Plan
has
Bank of Cincinnati. A bank official
each progives a three-minute talk in vocal
trio
gram, with a male quartet,
and dramatic episode rounding out the
half-hour. Key Adv. Co., Cincinnati,
handles the account.
BROADCAST three times weekly
over WAAF, Chicago, A Dogs Life
has an all-canine cast of characters,
Scotwho depict the adventures of a point
dog's
and her
tie view.
sketchesfromare a written and
Thefriends
of
produced by Dick Morenus.
TACOMA*S "big three" department
stores are big radio users and Fisher
Co. has just signed for daily studio
programs on KYI in addition to time
used by several departments of the
store. Peoples Store and Rhodes
Bros, also are liberal users of time
on KYI.
dealers assembled
700 meat
SOME
in
the studios
of KMOX, St. Louis,
for a beef-cutting demonstration staged
by American Packing Co., sponsoring
Views on News.
A JOURNAL titled Goose Creek
Bugle Inc. has been incorporated by
the Country Church of Hollywood,
heard on KH.I. Los Angeles, Don Lee
Network and KFAC, Los Angeles.
Capital stock of $3 is subscribed by
William B. Hogg, pastor of the
church. Virginia Hogg and William
A. Barr.
RELICS in the museum at Mission
Yillage, California, are featured in
a new program Indian Theatre on
KFAC, Los Angeles. The dramas
are built around pioneer days on the
Santa Fe trail, and Robert Callahan,
author of Indian stories, is narrator.
WJIM. Lansing, Mich., has started
a nightly Lost & Found Column
sponsored by the local Frigidaire
dealer.
of charge.Announcements are made free
FAMOUS criminal trials are being
dramatized in the Wheels of Justice
series on WBNX. New York. Actual
transcripts of testimony are presented, with five-minute addresses on crime
prevention by leading prosecutors,
lawyers
and police officials included
in the program.

WHO
Tht> Conthnl S+n-hVmCLEAR ED-CHANNEL — 50/000 WATTS
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0 BRING to its audience's attenon the fact that its radio advertis»g copy is carefully investigated bef £re being broadcast. KSD. St. Louis,
>Kf having its announcer go on the air
■ ii periods not occupied by comruer- Jals to explain the methods it emKSD mainhandling copy.
loys ain censorship
-iiins
committee to pass
- fa products and claims.
TRIPLE turntable, specially
:"|juilt
playing
effects
reirds for
directly
into sound
the studio
microihone, has been installed by WTMJ.
Milwaukee. It was designed by Hary Saevke. production chief, and conducted by the Wirtz Co., Milwaukee.
| iSTGPC, Albany, Ga., has returned to
i .pe air after being silent for two
eeks. During this period studios
-ere redecorated and new mechaniial equipment was installed.
"ISIBLE sound and audible light
-ill be demonstrated by General
Hectric research engineers when they
cramble a radio program of WBNX,
."ew York, into light waves and then
i^e the audience, supplied with mir• ors. an opportunity of reflecting the
sht into an instrument which will
hange it back again to sound waves,
"his demonstration will be made durag the week of April 6-13 as a feaure of the Bronx Prosperity and Better Housing Exposition with Goveror Lehman, Mayor LaGuardia,
Lousing Administrator Moffett and
ither public officials participating.
V9XBT, new Kansas City station in
he new 1500-1600 kc band, operating
n 1530 kc. has made its Dot & Dash
flub a daily feature, as a result of
-idespread interest. The program, fori^rly once a week, gives lessons in
adio code, with Friday as "Examination Night".
N A BASKETBALL game with anouncers of KWK.
St. Louis, the
jkMOX team ended on top of a 31-24
core. The KWK team is coached by
larence G. Crosby, general manager.
i former college athlete.
AMERICAN PACKING Co.. St.
.ouis I Sunrise Brand meats) and
ponsors of the daily weekday news
roadcast Views on News featuring
larrr W. Flannery. newspaper
■ riter. on March IS added a lettervriting contest. A subject of national
nterest is taken each week, and the
ve best daily letters of 250 words
r less win a carving knife. A grand
reekly cash prize is given the best
K the 30 weekly winners.
!7HE SUNDAY morning Breakfast
i"?!/Z> on KHJ. Los Angeles, with
1'insorship by Autobank. loan organiation, in March added eight more
Tations of the Don Lee-CBS Netrork. While the KHJ broadcast will
.<>ntinue under local sponsorship, the
•rogram elsewhere will be on a susjfiining basis.
BEGINNING April 1. WSMB. New
)rleans. again cooperates with the
Vew Orleans School Board in presentng the annual spelling bee of the
frublic schools. Conducted by Nichoas Bauer, superintendent of schools,
e contest will be heard each afterjxm. with the outstanding spelling
,itars competing.
t SERIES of broadcasts from stu. ios on the campus of the University
If Notre Dame has been started bv
•VSBT-WFAM. South Bend, Ind.
Educational discussions are presented
In the form of interviews. Students
: ct as announcers and production
aen. as well as providing band, orhestra, glee club and choir talent.
L. NEW SERIES of Wednesday Eveing Edgeicorth Concerts has been
tarted by Larus & Bros. Co. Inc.,
tichmond. Ya. (Edgeworth tobacco),
n WRY A. owned and operated by
he tobacco company. Advertising coninuity is confined to a short eommerial announcement in the middle of
he program.
4pril 1, 1935

Rodent Interferes
THE silent adventures of a
■wandering rat deprived listeners of KHJ, Los Angeles,
of several minutes of the
Jamboree program over the
Don Lee-CBS network. The
roving rodent wandered into
the KHJ transmitter and
was electrocuted, throwing
the transmitter out of commission.
KJBS, San Francisco, which has no
orcfiestra. could make up one from
members of its regular production,
sales and engineering staff, several of
whom have been professional musicians. Here's a fair orchestra : Pianist, salesmanager Carleton Coveny ;
saxophonists, traffic manager Ronald
Smith, and announcer Frank Cope ;
violinists, production manager Harry
Wickersham. announcers Gene Clark
and Tedneer Morde
; trumpets,
chief engiJack Burrell
and newscaster
Hugh Gagos ; tuba, operator Gene
Goldrup ; drums, announcer Ed
Franklin.
CYNTHIA KING. 21. of Boston,
new to radio, was chosen by WNEW,
New York, in a contest for the selection of a woman announcer. The station set up a microphone in the lobby
of the Strand theatre and for 45 minutes patrons who had seen the show
were invited to criticize it on the air.
Miss King was selected as the one giving the
best radio
voice.bestThecriticism
feature inwastheconducted
by Martin Block.
COLLEGE debating teams are being
heard over Southwest Broadcasting
System, the competing teams often
speaking from different stations.

Get

on

WCKY. Cincinnati, is cooperating
with Radio Dial. Cincinnati radio
program and news weekly, to decide
which of the station's ace announcers
is the most popular, James S. Alderman, Arthur Ainsworth. Lee Goldsmith orget
Sidney
The City.
winner will
a freeTentripEyck.
to Radio
ACCORDING to W. A. Stanton,
manager
of CHML.
the by
Hamilton
tion recently
purchased
Senator staA.
C. Hardy of Ottawa, approximately
S30,000 has been appropriated for
building a new station. A new 100watt crystal controlled transmitter is
already installed and in operation, and
is to be moved outside the city in the
near future. Enlarged studios and
equipment capable of handling three
programs
ing built. simultaneously are now beA NEW feature on KOIN. Portland,
Ore., Northicestern Neighbors, sponsored by Northwestern Electric Co.,
pays west
respects
outstanding
citizens in tomany
fields. TheNorthfirst
of the series was broadcast March 12
and featured Amos Burg, explorer.
Maj. Bowes Leaves WHN
MAJOR EDWARD BOWES, whose
Amateur Hour has now become a
Sunday network
night feature
on the NBCWEAF
has resigned
from
his vice - presidency of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer and from the managership of WHN, New York,
which MGM controls. He remains
managing director of the Capitol
Theatre. In his place, temporarily
in charge of WHN, is Louis K.
Sidney, who in addition retains
his present duties with the theatre
circuit and its New York house.
Chase & Sanborn sponsors Maj.
Bowes and his Amateur Hour on
the network, while Jay C. Flippen
will take Bowe's place at the head
of WHX's amateur production.

days verofsold '29
for silan
average price
of 52.9c per
ounce; and gold
for $20.67 — in
L'tah, the nation's leading
non - ferrous
mining state.
Today silver
sells for 64.5c

WBAL
This

In the boom

Spring

to

WIN

(up 21%); and
gold for S35
(up 69%).
All of which
means that business is zooming in the Salt
Lake City market — fully covered by KDYL.

"THE popular STATION "
WBAL
VALUE

for

Gives

MORE

YOUR

DOLLAR

Salt Lake

City

Utah
WBAL'S NEW PROGRAMS
ARE CLICKING
Full Details

Upon

Request.

1060 Kcs.
1 0,000 Watts
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WBAL
BALTIMORE
Paul H. Raymer Co., National Sales Representative

Basic Blue
Network
N.B.C.

Representatives
JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
New York - Chicago
San FranciscoDetroit
- Los Angele?
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Food

National
Radio
Advertisers
Know

From

Experience
That the Only
Effective Way to
Reach Northwestern
Ohio's Fertile Market
— IS TO USE
Northwestern Ohio's ONLY
Radio Station

WSPD

Just a partial list of National
accounts using WSPD:
Chesterfield
Wasey Products
Hudson Motor
Ex-Lax
Ford Motor
Gulf Oil
Alka-Seltzer
Gen. Baking
General Motors
Lady Esther
Kleenex
Pillsbury
Bisodol
Studebaker
Standard Oil
Campbell Soup
Chrysler
General Cigar
Pebeco
Camel
Woodbury Soap
Pet Milk
Barbasol
Frigidaire
California Perfume
Proctor & Gamble

WSPD is on the Columbia
Basic Network — has a potential market of over 1,000,000
people — and will produce results at an unusually low cost.

and Drug Bill in Doubt
(Continued from page 10)
House. It was the first time this
in the House, where Chairman
Ewin L. Davis of the Federal
session
that Mr. Tugwell has idenTrade Commission a former House
tified himself with the legislation,
leader is certain to exert influence
since his arbitrary stand last year,
when five separate revisions of the
against its passage in its present
form because of the provision for bill failed of enactment, was held
transfer of advertising control.
largely responsible for the deluge
of opposition to it.
Not to Be Pushed
In his majority report, made
SENATOR Copeland, in offering
public March 26, Senator Copeland
discussed
the new bill section by
the measure to the Senate, declared that it has been accorded no
section. He said that provisions
special place on the calendar, and
which had aroused the apprehension of honest manufacturers have
that "several weeks" might elapse
before it comes up for considerabeen rejected or altered. He added
tion. He said he would not try to that the bill, if enacted in its prespush it unduly so far as to interent form, "will be of incalculable
fere with the regular order of busi- benefit to the consumers. It will
ness. He defended the advertising
undue burden on any honprovisions, notably that placing placeestnomanufacturing
or advertising
control in the Food & Drug Administration, rather than the
Discussing the advertising defiTrade Commission. He said that
nition, he said it was to be noted
advertising of these commodities
practice."
that the words "to the public" have
is not a "commercial function", but been inserted after the word "disas an extension of the label, comes
seminated", to meet the fears of
some that the breadth of the defiunder the head'ng of public health.
The Committee vote on reportnition was such that the manufacing the measure was: Senators in
turer of a product could be made
favor — Fletcher, Shepard, Maloliable to action through purely social conversations of satisfied
ney, Radcliffe, Copeland, Democrats; McNary, Vandenberg, White,
users of that product who might
Gibson, Republicans: against,
mistakenly misrepresent it.
Bailey, Clark, Murphy, Bachman,
Regarding false advertisements,
Donahey, Guffey, all Democrats.
the report, said:
Section 601 defines false advertiseThe president's message was
ments. Paragraph ( a ) covers all the
sent to Congress a day after Sengroups encompassed in the
ator Copeland, Undersecretary of commodity
bill
and
defines the advertisement of
Agriculture Rexford G. Tugwell
a
food,
drug,
or cosmetic as false if it
who sponsored the original meaor misleading in any particusure last session, and W. G. is false
relevant to the the purposes of the
Campbell, chief of the Food & bill lar
regarding such food, drug, or cosDrug Administration, conferred
metic. The language is similar in its
with Mr. Roosevelt at the White
import to that of the general mis-

We

don't

claim

Nation's

to be

Greatest

the
Station

J^UT IT IS interesting and rather gratifying
to note that advertisers keep coming back
for time on WHAS . . . The only way that
we can account for this is that they must be
getting results . . . reaching and selling a
valuable market through this station . . .
It stands to reason that 50,000 watts is going
to cover a lot of territory . . . especially when
the broadcast is made from near the center
of population and on a nationally cleared
channel (820 kilocycles) which insures good
reception, day or night . . .

WSPD
TOLEDO, OHIO
New York : Jos. H. McGillvra,
485 Madison Ave.
Chicago : John Kettlewell,
614 Palm Olive Bldg.
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WHAS

Owned and Operated by
THE COURIER-JOURNAL
THE LOUISVILLE TIMES

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO

branding provisions in sections 30(a),
402
(a), and
502 (a).
It in,-!
poses the same
standard
of truth.
The words "relevant to the purpOB'
of this act regarding such food, drug
or cosmetic" have been added for th<
reason that it is not intended to ap-.|
ply
to what
is simply
goodwill advei-j
tising
and not
an advertisement
on
the merits of the article, even indil
rectly. Such language is deemed unJ
necessary in the provision with rej
spect to labeling, which does not len<l
itself to such representations.
This paragraph, as will be noteoj
from the definition of advertising in
section 201, paragraph (j), deals with
representations of opinion as well as
fact. This is to prevent the unscrupulous from expressing false representations by the simple expedient of couching their advertisements in the form
of expressions of opinion. Clever copy
writers would have no difficulty in
conveying false representations in
opinion terms. But the law has long?
recognized
privilege
"trade put'-]
fing",
or thetheright
of theofadvertiser
to]
"put his best foot forward" in the sale
of his wares. Section 601 is not in-j
tended to restrain the legitimate exer-i
cise of this privilege where it is in no!
particular
misleading. Good
ing is not incompatable
with advertistruth in
advertising, and there is nothing inj
this paragraph
any other
sec-l
tion
of the bill orto inprevent
the vivid
and attractive advertisement of any
and all meritorious properties of
goods. The language of this paragrap
dealing with representations of effect
of drugs is identical with the proviso
under paragraph (a) of section 402
which was discussed in connection!
with that section.
Paragraphof (b)
the list
ad-l
vertisement
drugsproscribes
for a short
of extremely dangerous diseases that
cannot be effectively treated by self-j
medication with any drug. The purpose of the paragraph is to afford a
means of summarily stopping such advertisements before victims of the diseases have been encouraged to waste
valuable effective
time treatment,
in temporizing
with the
induring which
malady
may
progress
to
stages
where
the most skilled treatment will not
avail. It is recognized that most advertisements of drugs for these diseases could be stopped under the precedingvertparagraph
proscribing true
false that
adising. Itis nevertheless
vendors ofresort
thesetooutrageous
"fakes",
through
technicalities
and
legal delays, could continue to foist
the nostrums
the public (a)
for were
considerable time on
if paragraph
the sole instrument under which the
Government could operate. The toll
of suffering and death taken by such
fraudulent preparations is so serious
that authority should be provided for
immediate and unquestionable action.
An exception is made in the paragraph
for advertisements appearing in medical and pharmaceutical journals if
such ardadvertisements
standof truth imposedmeet
by the
paragraph
(a) of the section.
Media Exemptions
DISCUSSING that provision exempting media from the penalities
of the act, Senator Copeland said:
Publishers, radio broadcast licensees,nationandofother
media are
for not
the indissemiadvertising
many
instances in a position to know the
nature of the goods they advertise nor
can they be expected to maintain the
necessary laboratory equipment and
staff of technicians to determine the
facts. Accordingly, paragraph (c)
will exempt such persons from liability under the law and place the responsibility where it rightly belongs, on the manufacturer or dealer
of the advertised product who is in a
position to know, and should know,
whether the representations concerning his goods are true or false. Howif a publisher
or other refuse
advertis-to
ingever,medium
should willfully
furnishdress the
and post
office adof an name
advertiser,
he would
be
held jectguilty
of
a
misdemeanor
and
subto penalty.
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A
for

FORMULA

Selling

Greatest

Both WMAQ

the

Market

and

WENR,

in Chicago, fit this formula

Second

in

NBC

America

Network

stations

perfectly. A legion of

broadcast advertisers, all successful in selling this

If a radio station gives you the

second greatest market

circulation you want and commands the listener attention you

in America, will credit the

services of either WMAQ

or WENR

share of the responsibility for making

with a large

need, it will have a tremendous

their selling

influence on the buying power of
the audience

success possible.

within

National
Broadcasting
Company,
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF
AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
NEW YORK
WRAF & WJZ

★

WASHINGTON
WRC & WMAL

★

CHICAGO

*

WMAQ & "WENR
SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON — WBZ
• SPRINGFIELD, MASS.— WBZA
PITTSBURGH- KDKA
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FACTS
WILL

SELL

MORE

TIME

THAN
ADJECTIVES

!

Show your prospects that they
can get more listeners per dollar
on your station, and you have
gone a long way toward making
more sales.
A Soby audience survey will
provide FACTS about the radio
audience — FACTS that have a
definite sales value!
Write for complete information and prices.
BENJAMIN
AND

SOBY

ASSOCIATES

1023 Wallace Avenue
Wilkinsburg, Pittsburgh, Pa.

You look and feel fresh when
you get off Chesapeake and
Ohio's
air-conditioned
trains. genuinely
Air is fresh
and clean.
Temperature is even, mild. No
drafts. No cinders. You relax

Mexican Radio Clouds
(Continued from page 37)
"Prof. Rood". It was broadcasting
on 1115 kc. adding 150,000 watts
to the nightly din, but no work had
yet been started on the 500,000watt job at Matamoros. Things
continued in this manner until
February, 1934, when XEAW received notice from Mexico City
that it was fined 5,000 pesos for
violating the Mexican radio department law by continuing to broadcast fortune-telling programs after
having been instructed to stop it.
This was bad news, but up at XER
they were staggered to learn that
their fines amounted to over 350,000
pesos for ignoring the newly issued laws as much as they did.
XEAW managed to pay her fine,
but since XER was tardy in mailing her payment, the Mexican government forced open the doors of
the station one night while it was
still on the air, closed the place
down, and placed an embargo on
the whole works until the fines
should be paid. "The Sunshine Station Between the Nations" was
silent, and as far as XER is concerned, it still is.
That was that ! The style of the
border stations was undoubtedly
cramped, Brinkley has tried to
have the fines removed, but so far
has not been succesful. The other
stations continued to broadcast, but
in a half-hearted fashion, XENT
got special permission for her cancer talks, and XEAW got permission for a modified fortune-telling
program, but the spirit of the
thing was different.

into sound sleep. You enjoy delicious food at low prices. Your
clothes stay clean. Hear your
favorite radio broadcasts in the
lounge cars. You feel fit as a
fiddle at the end of your trip.

THE GEORGE
WASHINGTON
The Sportsman
. The F. F. V.
The finest fleet of genuinely air-conditioned trains in the world.
Any ticket agent
can route you on
Chesapeake and
Ohio. Insist upon
it!

1785
One Hundred
and Fiftieth
Anniversary
1935

Chesape/kewOhio
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News
Calling All Citizens
COLUMBUS (Ga.) police
find that broadcasting of
police radio announcements
over WRBL is helping in
crime prevention in that section. WRBL breaks into programs with police flashes and
listener response is favorable. The feature has been
on the air three months.
Police explain that supplementing of their short-wave
flashes with the WRBL
broadcasts puts the public
on the lookout when robberies and other crimes are
announced. The feature was
developed by David Parmer
vice-president and director of
the station.
Brinkley's name was linked with
various radio projects. He bought
a yacht in Florida and was supposed to be building a high powered job aboard her from which
he could pour his lectures into the
U. S. while remaining outside the
border limit. He was reported to
be connected with the 500,000-watt
station going up in Cuba, and he
was shifting XER to Haiti. Actually, he bought time on XEPN,
which had also managed to get the
special permission of the Mexican
department of health, and put on
a modified medical program there.
In January of this year he bought
out XEAW, lock, stock and barrel.
XER's old slogan was used over
XEAW and the station is now on
the air from 7 p. m. to 6 a. m., and
he is reported to be increasing the
power. Whether he will build it
up to another super-power job, is
a question.
XER still stands idle at Villa
Acuna. The 500,000-watter at Matamoros never materialized. XEPN
and XENT are still on — but only
just — and it appears that Dr. John
R. Brinkley is again No. 1 broadcaster on the border, and old XED
may again be No. 1 station there.
He has recently completed a
$200,000 mansion at Del Rio,
Texas, fitted with organ room,
swimming pool, etc., and organ
programs are sent by remote control to a Kansas station each
morning. Under his management
XEAW is trying hard to get the
good will of the U. S. public, both
local and distant, by broadcasting
interesting programs of varied nature, and the old programs are
now so toned down that they apalmost "ethical".
The pearborder
situation may carry
on like this for years, but its back
was broken with the closing of the
200,000 -watt XER. The stations
down there are no longer a novelty.
Ai'tists of note do not perform
there any more, and even the backwoods folk no longer sit up all
night listening to them. But as
long as the border stations continue to cater to the country people,
they will probably always make a
living from the daily dollars.
MANDEVILLE & KING Co.,
Rochester, N. Y. (nursery) on
April 4, starts a Thursday morning test campaign on WFBL, Syracuse, with advice on gardening
given by Holmer Bloomer of the
sponsoring company.

For

Reel

Bromo

of

Air

Seltzer

Pathe Films Will Be Sponsored \.
On Four Mutual Stations
UNDER the title Pathe News of
the Air, Emerson Drug Co., Baltimore (Bromo Seltzer) on April 8
will start two weekly quarter-hour
programs on 4 Mutual stations using the sound tracks of movie
newreels.
Presentation of the Pathe newsreel will mark the first time any
transcription, whether on discs,
film, or thread, has been used for
a regular network program. However, the campaign is experimental
in nature, and the station has in
the contract a provision permitting
it to reject
after thirteen weeks.theIt program
is also emphasized
that the station is not committed
to accept other business offered for
transcribed programs, but will consider each on its merits, and the
same applies to the mutual chain
as a whole.
J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York, now handling the Emerson
account, states that the newsreels
will broadcast from WGN and
WXYZ at 7 p. m. Mondays and
Wednesdays, with repeats from
WOR and WLW Tuesdays and
Thursdays.
Legal opinion has been rendered
that notables interviewed on the
gangplank by newsreel men, or
winners of championships in tennis or ping pong have no basis for
suit against Pathe, stations or
sponsors. The situation is believed
to be analagous with that of the
press, where advertising matter
views.
appears side-by-side with interThe Bromo-Seltzer continuity is
to
kept and
separate
from the will
newsreelbe itself
the program
be
presented as Pathe's newsreel — not
Bromo Seltzer's.
General

Mills Sponsors

Base Ball in Cleveland
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis
(Wheaties) will broadcast on
WGAR, Cleveland, play - by - play
accounts of out - of - town baseball
games played by the Cleveland
team of the American League.
Ellis Vanderpyl, WGAR sports announcer and commercial manager,
will handle the broadcast starting
with the opening game April 16.
Through an arrangement with
Western Union, WGAR will get
descriptions of the games except
when the team is in New York or
Philadelphia and these cities probably will be included before the
season starts. Graves Taylor, of
the WGAR staff, will relieve Vanderpyl and announce commercials.
This is the first time such a program has been made in Cleveland.
Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc.,
Chicago, handles the contract,
which is around the $10,000 mark.
Willard Battery Spots
WILLARD STORAGE BATTERY
Co., Cleveland, has enlarged its
1935 advertising campaign and
spot announcements will be used
in addition to other media. Meldrum & Fewsmith Inc., Cleveland,
handles Willard advertising.
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Million
{Jsed

Radio

Sets

in Dominion

iainof 15% Over 1933 Shtmn;
icense Fees Come Due
By JAMES MONTAGNES
.ASED on the number of radio
jeceiving licenses issued during the
J&st year, there was approximateone radio receiving set to every
3.6 persons in Canada, according
> a report just issued by the Deartment of Trade and Commerce
: Ottawa. There were 798,761 reviving licenses issued during the
rst 11 months of the fiscal year
ided March 31, making an in•ease of 105,932 licenses or 15.3%
\rev
Add to
lis the
the preceding
number ofyear.
receivers
in
omes of people not having licenss and an estimated million radio
eceivers are in use in Canada. A
ertain percentage of the populaon still holds out against the $2
nnual license, chancing the fine if
aught. Unemployed unable to pay
lie fee are allowed to use receivers
■ithout a license.
Patronage System
TARTING April 1 radio listeners
lust buy new licenses, and plans
t present indicate that the sale of
hese licenses will be pressed more
his year than ever before. Within
he past few years the sale of licenses has been used as political
atronage, in that unemployed pary workers or members are auhorized to sell licenses on a door
c door system, retaining 15^ of
he sale price.
With an election to be held for
he federal government this sumner this lucrative patronage sys«m is understood to be well oiled
o sell as many licenses as possible,
iespite the fact that listeners are
ndignant about this method of
ale, since it means opening the
loor and hauling out the license
or any number of men who are
'ending the compulsory license, as
veil as for the inspector who is
iable to come on complaint from
my vendor to whom the listener
vould not buy or show his license.
3ERT PHILLIPS, sales manager
)f KHJ, Los Angeles, suffered
racture.s of both heels in March in
fall from a transom when he
:ried to get in his office at night
.vithout a key. Both feet are in
?asts and he expects to be back at
lis desk in April with the aid of
crutches.
National

WROL

Has 24 Pickups Daily —
REBROADCASTING on an extensive scale has proved effective over
a three-year period for WROL,
100-watt station at Knoxville,
Tenn., on 1310 kc, and the station
is picking up as many as 24 programs a day from WLW, Cincinnati; WHAS, Louisville, and WSM,
Nashville.
Located within an area which receives these stations satisfactorily,
WROL uses special receiving
equipment located 10 miles out of
Knoxville where noise of power
lines and interference are at a
minimum. Rebroadcasts are by
special arrangement with the originating stations and the FCC.
Station breaks are sold to local
sponsors for the rebroadcasts, only
one of which is a network commercial— the American Rolling Mills
Co.'s Armco program. A typical
WROL schedule shows three evening rebroadcasts, the rest originating in the station. Reception
difficulties are rare.
The receiving equipment requires
no operators, although weekly inspections are made. Programs
from other stations are picked up
by the control room with a telephone dial system which operates
the automatic receiver 10 miles
away. Among popular programs is
the Ohio School of the Air which
Knoxville schools make available
each dav in the school auditoriums.
California Libel Bill
CALIFORNIA Assembly Bill 188,
now before the Legislature in Sacramento, would hold individual radio stations responsible for all
statements made over the air by an
advertiser. Coast broadcasters
will fight the measure as discriminatory, and a measure that would
put a penalty on radio advertising
whereas there is none on the press.
The Los Angeles
Broadcasters'
sociation, incollaboration
with Asthe
Northern California Broadcasters'
Association, late in March was
preparing to oppose the bill.
WASHINGTON State wrote a radio libel law on its statutes March
21 when the bill extending the application of the newspaper libel
laws to stations and speakers was
signed by the governor. The measure had passed the Legislature
earlier this session.
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

OF

THE

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

(Broadcast Division)

Decisions . . .
MARCH 19
WELL,
Battle
Creek, studio
Mich — Granted
CP move transmitter,
locally ;
change equip., increase from 50 to 100 w.
WBOW, Terre Haute, Ind. — Granted CP
change equip., change power to 100 w N
250 w D unltd.
KGMB,transmitter
Honolulu —locally,
Granted
CP move
studio,
increase
from
250 w to 1 kw.
WCOL, Columbus, O. — Granted CP
change equip., move transmitter locally.
WAWZ,freq.Zarepath,
install
control. N. J. — Granted auth.
WAIM,
Anderson,
C. — Granted locally,
modif.
CP move studio, S.transmitter
change equip.
KPLC,CP Lake
— Granted
modif.
changeCharles,
equip., La.move
studio,
transmitter locally.
Ogden,
CPKLO,
change
equip.Utah — Granted license for
WTAX, Springfield, 111.— Granted modif.
license
to
unltd.to change hours from shares-WCBS
KFH, Wichita — Granted modif. license
move studio locally.
KGIW, Alamosa, Co.- — Granted modif.
license change hours from shares-KIDW
to spec.
KIDW, Lamar, Col. — Granted modif.
license change hours from shares-KGIW
to spec.
NEW, Florida Capitol Broadcasters Inc.,
Tallahassee,
Fla.— Granted CP 1310 kc 100
w unltd.
WCBA, WSAN, Allentown, Pa. — Granted extension exp. auth. use 250 watts additional for 90 days.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, Lafayette
Advertiser Gazette Co. Inc., Lafayette, La.,
applic. CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW,
Oscar C. Hirsch, Cape Girardeau, Mo., applic. CP 930 kc 1 kw D ; NEW, H. K.
Glass & M. C. Kirkland, Eustis, Fla.,
applic. CP 1310 kc 100 w D ; WGCM,
Mississippi City, Miss., applic. CP change
equip., change from 1210 to 1120 kc, 100
w N 250 w D to 500 w, spec, to unltd. ;
NEW,
Hammond-Calumet
Hammond,
Ind., applic. CP Brdcstg.
1480 kc Corp.,
5 kw
D ; NEW, Robert Louis Sanders, Palm
Beach, Fla., applic. CP 1420 kc 100 w
unltd. ; NEW, Louis O. Holzman, Hilo,
Hawaii, applic. CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd. ;
NEW, LeRoy Halev, Durango, Col. ; applic. CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Carl
C. Struble, The Dalles, Ore., applic. CP
1200 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Hearst Radio
Inc., Albany. N Y., applic. CP 970 kc 1
kw unltd., directional antenna ; WIOD, Miami, Fla., applic. CP change studio site
locally, change equip., freq. from 1300 to
970 kc, increase from 1 to 5 kw. ; NEW,
Amon G. Carter, Fort Worth, applic. CP
970 kc 5 kw. unltd. ; KJR, Seattle, applic.
CP change transmitter site locally, change
equip., increase from 5 to 10 kw; NEW,
Springfield Newspapers Inc., Springfield,
Mo., applic. CP 1120 kc 250 w; NEW,
Harold H. Hanseth, Fresno, Cal., applic.
CP 1410 kc 1 kw unltd. ; NEW, Robert
Louis Sanders, San Pedro, Cal., applic.
CP 1180 kc 250 w D ; WMFI, New Haven,
applic. modif. CP extend completion to
7-13-35 ; WHBC. Canton, O., applic. modif.
license from spec, to unltd., requests facilities of WNBO ; KPPC, Pasadena, Cal.,
applic. modif. license from 50 to 100 w ;
WRDW, Augusta Brdcstg. Co., Augusta,
Ga., applic. exp. auth. install new equip.,
change from 1500 to 1240 kc, increase from
100 to 250 w N 1 kw D for 6 months ;
NEW, Eugene DeBogory, d/b Dallas Radio
Research Engineers, Dallas, Tex, applic.
amend CP (in hearing docket) to 1570 kc
1 kw N & D ; NEW, Homer York, Lufkin, Tex., applic. to amend CP (in hearing docket) re studio, transmitter site,
new equip., 1350 kc 250 w spec. ; KADA,
Ada, Okla., applic. amend CP to 1200
kc 250 w D, new equip. ; WMFH, Boston,
applic. modif. CP extend completion.
MISCELLANEOUS—
Brdcstg. Co..
Pittsburg,
Kan., denied Joplin
reconsideration
and
grant of applic. : KFWB, Hollywood,
KMPC. Beverly Hills, KIEV. Glendale.
Cal., KGFJ, Los Angeles, KRED, Los
Angeles, denied petitions for reconsideration and hearing set for April 8 at Los
Angeles ; WSAM, Allentown, Pa., denied
petition reconsideration and grant of applic. increase from 250 to 500 w D & N
and continue share with WCBA ; WCBA,
Allentown, Pa., denied petition reconsideration and grant applic. increase from
250 to 500 w D & N and continue share
WSAN ; NEW, Head of the Lakes Brdcstg.
Co., Virginia, Minn., denied reconsideraPage 48

MARCH 13 TO MARCH 28, INCLUSIVE
^—
tion action setting applic. for hearing 1370
100 w N 250 w D to 1 kw, and from SH
WCBA,
Allentown, Pa. — Extension exp
kc 100 w unltd. ; WBNO, New Orleans, to unltd. ; WOKO, Albany, N. Y., applic. auth. added 250 w for 90 days.
denied reconsideration applic. change from modif. license from 1430 to 970 kc ; WALA,
WFIL, Philadelphia — Modif. license from
1200 to 1500 kc and increase operating Mobile, Ala., applic. modif. license to in- 500 w to 1 kw, amended to change name
crease from 500 w N 1 kw D to 1 kw N to WFIL Brdcstg. Co.
time from share-WJBW to unltd. ; Pittsburg Pub. Co., St. Joseph, Mo., granted & D 1380 kc ; KFRO, Longview, Tex.,
WAIM,1200Anderson,
— Modif.
CP newto
permission intervene hearing of J. L. applic. modif. license from 1370 to 1210 station
kc 100 S.
w C.unltd.,
amended
Seroggin and KGBX Inc., St. Louis ; kc, hours from D to unltd., and increase change equip., transmitter and studio at
WTAQ, Eau Claire, Wis., denied recon- power ; KFWB, Hollywood, applic. spec, Anderson College.
sideration applic. move station to DePere, auth. install new equip., use 5 kw N.
WMFD, Wilmington, N. C— Modif. CP
Wis., modify license, approval of sale to
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED — KFJB,
Marshalltown, la., CP 1230 kc 500 w new station 1370 kc 100 w D, extend comWHBY, Ind. ; NEW, Dudley J. Connolly,
Chattanooga, applic. CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd. ; WMVI, New Haven, modif. CP
WSPA,pletion to 6-11-35.
Spartanburg,
S. C—1420
Modif.
CP
unltd., heretofore set for hearing, dis- 1200 kc 100 w N 250 w D unltd. ; KSCJ. change
change from
to 920
missed because superseded by applic. Dud- Sioux City, la., modif. license 1290 kc 1 kw kc, hoursequip.,
from
unltd.
to
D,
power
from
ley J. Connolly & Co
N 2% kw D unltd.; NEW, William L. 100 w 250 w D to 1 kw D & N, move
Waltman, Muskogee, Okla., CP 1500 kc transmitter
RATIFICATIONS:
locally, extend completion to
100 w unltd. ; NEW, P. A. McBride, Iron- 4-21-35.
WAFN, Clarksdale, Miss., granted auth. ton, O., CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd. ; WTAR.
KFH,
Wichita
CP 1 change
extend equip, tests 10 days.
Norfolk, modif. license 780 kc 1 kw N
crease from 1 kw— to
kw 5 kwequip.,
D. in500 w D unltd. ; WMFH, Boston, CP 1120
KMBC,
Kansas
City
—
Exp.
auth.
5 kw N.
kc 250 w N 500 w D unltd.
MARCH 26
KWK, St. Louis — License for CP change
APPLICATIONS
DENIED
(default)
—
equip.,
increase
D
power.
WGAR,
Cleveland—
Brothers & England, Mansfield, O.,
mine operating
power. Granted auth. deter- NEW,
KHQ, Spokane, Wash. — CP increase from
CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, John G.
kw D to 1 kw 5 kw D, move transKTRH, Houston — Granted CP change Curtis, Erie, Pa., CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd. ; 1 kw 2 mitter
locally, amended to 5 kw D & N.
equip., crease
change
from
1330
to
1290
kc,
inWWPA,
Clarion,
Pa.,
modif.
CP
extend
from 1 kw N 2V2 kw D to 1 kw commencement date.
KHSL, Chico, Cal. — Modif. CP new staN 5 kw D.
tion 950 kc 250 w D, amended re transmitter site.
EXAMINERS'
REPORTS
KTSA,
San1290Antonio
— Granted
— ACTION
NEW, OhioONValley
Brdcstg. Corp.,
ParkWSYB, Rutland, Vt. — CP change equip.,
cense from
to 550
kc and modif.
1 kw liN ersburg,
W.
Va.,
granted
applic.
CP
1420
increase
from 100 to 250 w D.
5 kw D.
100 w unltd., sustaining Examiner Hill ;
NEW, Monocacy Brdcstg. Co., Frederick, kc
WFIL,
Philadelphia
auth.name
inNEW,
Abraham
Shapiro,
Astoria,
Ore.,
crease
kw, amended— Exp.
to change
Md.
CP new station 900 kc granted CP 1370 kc 100 w D and denied to WFIL to 1Brdcstg.
Co.
500 —w Granted
D.
applic.
night
hours,
sustaining
Examiner
NEW, Big Spring Herald Inc., Big
Chico,site.Cal. — Granted modif. CP Walker.
re KHSL,
transmitter
Tex. — CP
1500 kcJr.,100d/bw Guilford
unltd.
MISCELLANEOUS — WISN, Milwaukee, Spring,
NEW,
O. Ansley
WMFD, Wilmington, N. C. — Granted denied
of hearing order on Brdcstg. Wm.
modif. CP extend completion to 8-11-35. applic. reconsideration
Co.,
Abilene,
Tex.
—
CP
1420
kc
100 w unltd.
to increase
movefrom
locally,
WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C. — Granted
tenna,
250 wdirectional
to 1 kw anN ;
modif. CP extend completion to 4-21-35.
NEW,
Reporter
Publishing
Co.
Inc.,
AbiPub. Co., Pittsburg, Kan.; delene, Tex. — CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd.
WMAQ, Chicago — Granted modif. CP Pittsburg
nied petition intervene applic. Joplin
KFEQ, from
St. Joseph, Mo. — CP new equip.,
extend completion to 7-4-35.
Brdcstg.
Co.
;
WMT.
Waterloo,
la.,
granted
increase
KRE, Berkeley, Cal. — Granted modif. applic. change equip., move transmitter transmitter site.2% to 5 kw D, amended re
CP extend completion to 7-11-35.
near Cedar Rapids ; KRNT, Des Moines,
WOC, Davenport, la. — CP change equip.,
WMAZ, Macon, Ga. — Granted license for granted
applic. CP move transmitter, new
from 100 to 250 w.
CP change
equip.,
move
transmitter,
inequip. ; WEBC, Superior, Wis., denied increase
crease from 500 w to 1 kw N & D ltd. time grant
WMAQ,mitter,Chicago
— Modif.
transwithout
hearing
of
applic.
change
on 1180 kc.
increase from
5 to CP50 move
kw, extend
increase from 2V2 to 5 kw D ;
KWK, St. Louis — Granted license for CP equip.,
to 7-4-35.
WDNC, Durham, N. C, hearing on applic. completion
authorizing equip, changes, increase to 5 CP
KLO, equip.
Ogden, Utah — License for CP
1 kw 590 kc postponed ; Palestine change
kw D 1350 kc, 1 kw N unltd.
Brdcstg.
Assn.,
Palestine,
Tex.,
granted
KIT, Yakima, Wash. — Granted license permission take depositions applic. new modified
KGIR, for
Butte,
— License
CP as
new Mont.
equip.,
increase forpower.
for CP change equip., increase from 100 station
; Dallas Brdcstg. Co., Dallas, denied
to 250 w 1310 kc 100 w N unltd.
APPLICATION RETURNED — Eugene
permission
amend
applic.
new
station
:
DeBogory & Mildred English, d/b Dallas
KGIR, Butte, Mont. — Granted license for
CP change equip., increase from 1 to 2% WBNX, New York, denied petition imCo., Dallas — CP 1500 kc 100 w
and spec.
kw D 1 kw N 1360 kc unltd., subject to of license. mediate consideration applic. for modif. DBrdcstg.
court and commission order pending apMARCH 15
AUTHORIZATIONS— WNOX. Knoxville.
granted extension temp. auth. 560 kc to
WAWZ,
Zarepath,
N.
J.
—
Granted
modif.
WRC, creaseWashington
peal. from 250 w N 500 w D to 500 w 10-1-35 ; KQV, Pittsburgh, granted extenlicense
from 500 w N— CP
1 kwnewD toequip.,
5 kw in-D
sion temp. auth. operate simul.-WSMK in & N, move
N 1 kw D.
transmitter, amended re power.
April
;
WSMK,
Dayton,
O.,
same
as
KQV
;
WHBI, Newark — Granted modif. license WTCN, Minneapolis, granted extension
WICC, Bridgeport, Conn. — CP change
use transmitter as auxiliary.
temp. auth. use WLB transmitter in equip.
WJBO,license
Baton
KABC, San Antonio — CP change equip.,
; WILL, Urbana. 111., granted temp, increase
modif.
fromRouge,
100 w La.D —to Granted
100 w April
100 to 250 w D, amended to
auth. 890 kc 250 w 1 kw LS, sharing omit freq.fromchange.
N & D unltd.
KUSD & KFNF to 4-5-35; WISN, MilKMJ,cense from
Fresno,
Cal.
—
Granted
modif.
liNEW,
Brdcstg.
waukee, granted extension temp. auth. use
500 w to 1 kw D.
Tex. —Plainview
CP 1500 kc
100 w Co.,
D &Plainltd.,
former WHAD transmitter as auxiliary : view.
amended
to
omit
ltd.
time.
WKAQ,newal license
San 60Juan,
P.
R.
—
Granted
reWDBO, Orlando, Fla., granted extension
days pending study by temp.
NEW, Milton Kaufman & Jonas Weiauth. operate with added 750 w N
legal dept. 1240 kc 1 kw N & D half time. in April
land, Kinston, N. C— CP 620 kc 1 kw un; KGKO, Wichita Falls, Tex., ltd.
KSTP, St. Paul— Granted extension exp. granted extension
temp.
auth.
operate
with
auth. 25 kw 6 a. m. to LS on permanent added 250 w N in April.
WNAX, Yankton, S. D— Modif. CP as
basis for regular license period.
modified change equip., transmitter site.
WCAD, Canton, N. Y.— Granted renewal
KIT, Yakima, Wash. — License for CP as
license 1220 kc 500 w spec. D.
modified
to change
equip.,
move transmitKOTN, Pine Bluff, Ark.— Granted conter & studio,
increase
power.
sent
vol.
assign,
license
to
Universal
Applications . . .
KMJ,
Fresno,
Cal.
—
Modif.
license
Brdcstg. Corp.
crease from 500 w to 500 w 1 kw
D. inMARCH 13
RENEWAL OF LICENSES — KFYR,
KGCX,
Wolf
Point,
Mont.
—
CP
Bismarck, N. D., granted renewal of liWSAN,
Allentown,
Extension exp. equip., increase from 100 w 250 wchange
D to
use added
250 w Pa.90— days.
cense on temp, basis and renewal set for auth.
1 kw, change from 1310 to 610 kc, change
hearing before Division en banc 5-21-35 ;
WMAZ,
Macon,
Ga.
—
License
for
CP
hours
from
spec,
to
unltd.,
move
transmitter
locally.
WMCA, New York, granted renewal of move transmitter, change equip., increase
license on temp, basis and renewal set
NEW,
A. Corenson,
for hearing before Division en banc 6-6-35. power.
kc 100
w unltd. Ventura, Cal. — CP
KGVO, Missoula, Mont. — CP move trans- 1210
SET FOR HEARING — WAZL, Hazlemitter
locally,
1200
kc
100
w
unltd.,
pendKRE.
Berkeley,
Cal. — Modif. CP extend
ton. Pa., applic. for CP change equip.,
ing construction new transmitter.
to 7-11-35.RETURNED — NEW,
APPLICATIONS RETURNED: NEW, completion
increase to 250 w D : NEW, Cache Valley
APPLICATIONS
Brdcstg. Serv. Co., Logan, Utah, applic. E. L. Clifford. Pottsville, Pa., CP 580 kc Charles Edwin Enrich, Mobile, Ala., CP
CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, C. M. 250 w D ; NEW, Clark Standiford, Fresno. 1200 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd. ; NEW, J.
Electric Serv. Co., Stevensville, Mont., Cal., CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.; KHQ, B. Pepper, J. H. Scarborough, d/b Coastal
applic. CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW,
Spokane, modif. license from 1 kw 2 kw States Brdcstg. Co., Savannah, CP 1420
D. A. Wark & H. H. Hedstrom, Twin D to 5 kw; KOL, Seattle, CP change from kc
100ers Life
w Ins.
unltd. Co.,
; NEW,
Farmers
Bank-kc
Falls, Id., applic. CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd. ; 1270 to 810 kc, increase from 1 kw 2V2 kw
Wichita,
CP &1210
100 w N ; NEW, Alaska Radio & Service
NEW, land,Cumberland
Brdcstg.
Co.
Inc.,
PortD
to
5
kw,
change
equip.,
move
transmitter
locally.
Me., applic. CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd. ;
Co. Inc., Juneau, Alaska, CP 1220 kc 100
NEW, Wyoming Radio Educational Assn.,
WDEL,increase
Wilmington,
Del.
— CP
newto w unltd.
equip.,
from
250
w
500
w
D
Cheyenne.
Wyo.,
applic.
CP
780
kc
500
w
MARCH 19
N 1 kw D unltd.. facilities of KGHL ; 500 w 1 kw D.
NEW, Harrv Prezant, Los Angeles, applic.
NEW, Robert E. Cole, Washington, Pa.
WATR,
cense fromWaterbury.
1190 to 1200Conn.
kc, —100Modif.
w D lito — CP
CP 1120 kc 1 kw unltd. ; WJTL. Atlanta,
1200 kc 100 w spec, asks facilities
100 w D & N, hours from D to unltd.. Df WNBO.
applic. vol. assign, license to J. W. Wood- amended
to omit change in frequency,
ruff & S. A. Cisler Jr., d/b Atlanta
WWJ,
— CP move transmitter to
Brdcstg. Co. ; NEW. Pittsburg Pub. Co., change hours from D to LS San Antonio. Oak Park,Detroit
Mich.
Pittsburg. Kan., applic. CP 1500 kc 100 w
WAWZ,
Zerepath,
N.
J.
—
CP
change
NEW,
Reporter
Publishing Co. Inc.,
unltd. : NEW, Clark Standiford. Chico, antenna, increase from 250 w 500 w D to Abilene, Tex. — CP 1420
kc 100 w unltd.,
Cal.. applic. CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd. ; 500 w 1 kw D ; modif. license ; install amended re transmitter site.
KGCX, Wolf Point, Mont., applic. CP automatic freq. control.
NEW, North Texas Publishing Co., A.
change equip., move transmitter locally,
WAZL, from
Hazleton,
Tex. — CP 1500
kc Mayse.
100 w D.president,
amendedParis,
re transmitter
site. !
change from 1310 to 610 kc, increase from
increase
100 to Pa.
250 — wCPD. new equip., G.
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NEW. J. W. Birdwell & S. R. Jennings.
\hnson City, Tenn. — CP 1210 kc 100 w
jnended
kc unltd.Herald Inc., Big
iNEW, toBig1200Spring
pring.
Tex.
—
CP
1500 kc
wended re transmitter
site. 100 w unltd.,
' KTUL, Tulsa, Okla. — Extension exp.
nth. 500 w N to 4-30-35.
IIKGW. Portland, Ore. — License for CP
I modified to increase D power.
KFKA. Greenley, Col. — Modif. license
iiom 880 to 630 kc.
,160NEW.
kc 1 W.
kw H.
unltd.Kindig, Hollywood — CP
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — WMC,
jiemphis, auth. measure antenna power ;
JEW. Ray J. Arend, Rochester, Minn..
4:!Pvol.1200
kc 100 wlicense
unltd.to; Ward
KXA. Walker
Seattle. ;
assignment
XL, Portland. Ore., CP change from
t20 to 1410 kc, change equip., increase
.iom 100 w 250 w D to 500 wMARCH 20
! WMFH. Boston — Modif. CP new station
'120 kc 500 w D, seeking extension of comletion to 6-13-35.
J NEW, Pampa Daily News Inc., Pampa,
ex. — CP 630 kc 100 w unltd., amended to
r200 kc D.
KTSA, San Antonio — Modif. license
-omD. 1290 to 550 kc and 1 kw to 1 kw 5
Iw
KGFG,
Oklahoma
City — CP change
luip., increase from 100 w to 100 w 250
r D, change hours from share-KCRC to
mltd.. facilities of KCRC ; modif. license.
NEW, Vernon Taylor Anderson, ABC
! i:rdcstg. Co., Big Spring, Tex. — CP 1500
>c 100 w D.
KMBC, Kansas City— Modif. CP install
I Jew equip., increase from 1 kw 2% kw D
• o 1 kw 5 kw D, further changes in equip.
NEW. A. Staneart Graham, E. V. Baxsr, Lester E. Cox, d/b Pittsburg Brdcstg.
o.. Pittsburg, Kan. — CP 1310 kc 100 w
:• . nltd.
irom
KFJB,
. Ia. — Modif. license
spec,Marshalltown
hours to unltd.
KXL. Portland, Ore. — Modif. license
Tom share-KBPS to spec., freq. from 1420
Jb 780 kc, increase from 100 w 250 w D to
550 w.
MARCH 21
NEW, Fountain of Youth Properties
nc,unltd.
St. Augustine,- Fla. — CP 1210 kc 100
WIBA, Madison — Extension exp. auth.
dditional 500 w N to 5-31-35.
WTMV,1500Eastkc St.100Louis—
Modif.requesting
CP new
tation
w unltd.,
pproval transmitter and studio site 5th
'c Broadway, antenna changes.
NEW. Clark Standiford, San Jose, Cal.
'—CP
kc 100Standiford,
w unltd. Oakland — CP
NEW,kc1150100Clark
490
w unltd.
beNEW,
100 w A.D. Corenson, Pasadena— CP 1480
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — WAWZ,
iarepeth,
equip.,
inrease from N.250J.,w CP
500 wchange
D to 500
w 1 kw
} : WBZA, Boston. CP change equip. ;
<OIL, Council Bluffs, la., CP new equip.,
•ncrease from 2% to 5 kw D ; WICC,
3ridgeport, Conn., CP change equip.
MARCH 22
NEW, Quincy A. Brackett, Lewis B.
3reed, Edmund A. Laport, d/b as Conn,
irdestg.
:c 500 w Co.,
ltd. Springfield, Mass. — CP 1140
WPRP, Ponce, Puerto Rico — Modif. CP
•xtend completion to 8-18-35.
Pottsville, Pa.—
TPNEW,
580 kcE. 250L. wClifford,
D.
NEW, Wm. O. Ansley Jr., d/b Guilford
3rdcstg.
.00 w D. Co., Abilene, Tex. — CP 1420 kc
WRGA, Rome, Ga. — Modif. CP change
Kjuip., increase from 100 w to 100 w 250
v D., extend completion to 7-18-35.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— WCBD.
IWaukegan, 111., modif. license from 1080
jo 1020 kc, change hours from ltd. &
hare— WMBI to ltd. D ; KGDM. Stockton,
ral.. modif. CP new equip., move trans'nitter. increase to 1 kw D, change equip.
MARCH 27
W JAR, Providence — Extension exp.
iuth. use added 250 watts N to 9-1-35.
NEW, Brown Radio Service & Laboratory, Gordon P. Brown, Rochester, N. Y.
—CP 630 kc 250 w D.
CBS & WBBM, Chicago — Auth. transmit
Sustaining programs to CKLW, CFRB,
(CKAC.
WKJC.
Lancaster,
— Transfer
con- ;
trol to Mason
DixonPa.Radio
Groupof Inc.
vol. assign, license to Associated Broadrasters Inc. ; CP move transmitter & studio to Easton, Pa.

WPAY, Portsmouth, 0.— Modif. CP new
equip., move transmitter & studio from Mt.
Orab. O. to Portsmouth, O.
w NEW,
unltd. Champaign. Ill— CP 1370 kc 100
WIL, St. Louis — Exp. auth. change
equip., freq. from 1200 to 1250 kc, inw D. crease from 100 w 250 w D to 250 w 500
KFH. Wichita — CP change equip., increase from 1 kw to 1 kw 5 kw D, amended re equip.
NEW. Joplin Brdcstg. Co., Pittsburg,
Kan. — CP 1200 kc 100 w D amended re
equip.
NEW. W. R. Cramer & G. A. AnderOmaha
Brdcstg.
Co., Omaha
CP
1500 son,
kc d/o100
w unltd..
amended
to 1200— kc.
KOOS. Marshfield, Ore.— License for CP
as modified to change equip., increase
power, change freq.
KGVO, Missoula, Mont. — CP move transmitter locally, operate on 1200 kc 100 w
unltd. during construction.
KGA,
Spokane
900 kc 1 kw
2V2 kw— Extension
D unltd. exp. auth.
NEW, Clark Standiford, Visalia, Cal. —
CP ter850site. kc 100 w D amended re transmitKGHL, Billings. Mont. — Extension exp.
auth. 780 kc to 6-30-35.
KGVO, Missoula, Mont. — CP move transmitter, change freq., equip., power re
transmitter site.
KTFI, Twin Falls, Idaho — Extension
exp. auth. 1 kw N to 10-1-35.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW,
Clarence Wheeler, Rochester, N. Y., CP
1210 kc 100 w D, amended to 250 w;
NEW. Brothers & England, Lorain, O.,
CP 1200 kc 100 w D ; NEW, James M.
Patterson Jr.. Stillwater. Okla., CP 1290
kc 100 w D. amended to 1210 kc ; WHEF,
Kosciusko, Miss., exp. auth. increase from
100 to 250 w N; KMBC, Kansas City,
modif. CP new equip, increase from 1 kw
212
kw DWatertown.
to 1 kw 5 S.kw D..D modif.
(unnecessary)
KWTN,
CP move ;
transmitter locally, extend completion ;
KGW,5 kwPortland,
kw
D to 5 Ore.,
kw. CP increase from 1
Examiners' Reports . . .
DELBERT E. REPLOGLE, Boston — Examiner Hyde recommended (1-29) that application for CP experimental station 1570
kc 1 kw unltd. be denied.
NEW, Smith Brdcstg. Co., Chattanooga
— Examiner Dalbert recommended (1-32)
that applic. for CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd.
be denied for default.
WBIG. Greensboro N. C. — Examiner
Hyde recommended
that applic. for
modif.
license to 1 kw(1-31)
be denied.
Code Fees Approved
AMENDMENT of the code of fair
competition for the broadcasting
industry, to provide for mandatory
assessment of dues among stations,
was approved March 23 by NRA.
The amendment provides that each
station shall pay its equitable contribution to the expenses of maintenance of the Code Authority, and
that only members complying with
the code and contributing to the
expenses, unless specifically exempted, will be entitled to participate in the selection of Code Authority members or to the benefits
of any of its provisions, or to make
use of any emblem or insignia of
NRA.

INSULATORS
for every
Broadcasting Requirement
LAPP INSULATOR CO., INC.
LeROY, NEW YORK

Good

Taste

In Child

Guide

Programs

A DEFENSE of programs for children, recently criticized as possess.ng tooment,much
of the "horror"
was presented
March 21 eleby
M. H. Aylesworth, president of
NBC, in an address before the New
York Federation of Women's Clubs.
The problem of child programs
is a difficult one, he explained.
"Take, for instance, the children's
programs," he said. "How would
you appeal to the interest of little
children, let us say from five to
eight years of age, in a radio program? Would you sing them a
song, tell them a story, recite a
poem or enact a little play? Yes,
you would perhaps do all of these
but you would not crowd them all
into one program unless they all
appeared
to fit
together."
But then
there
is the older
brother, aged 10, who will have
none of little sister's program, Mr.
Aylesworth added. "He wants his
own programs. And here is where
he comes in conflict, often for the
first time, with the ideas of us
parents. What is wrong when we
insist that his entertainment be
made educational. Nothing — ■ if it
can be accomplished by not letting
himAs know
it."
to mystery
programs, Mr.
Aylesworth told the Federation:
"It is well for us to remember
what the boy and girl want — and
let them develop for themselves
standards of judgment and taste,
which the market affords. If you
consider a program harmful for
your child it is a simple enough
thing to turn the dial. I can assure you, if it be a sponsored program, the advertising sponsor will
not be slow to notice the disappearance of his audience. He will
correct himself or we will, ourselves, as quickly as we realize
public disapproval. But, on the
other hand, he will not wait for
this criticism and action to so
mount, but will correct it as soon
as there is the slightest basis for
legitimate
criticism."
He reminded
the Federation that
"cleanliness and good taste have
been constant attributes of American radio programs. Constant vigilance on our part is another indication of how public opinion controls broadcasting. Radio is clean.
It will remain clean. In the final
analysis, the control by public
opinion, reflected in our actions,
will keep it so."

Aqa

in, Amperite

offers

FREE
TRIAL?
Broadcast engineers, you are invited to
conduct a TWO-WEEKS FREE TRIAL of
the Amperite 7-Point Velocity Microphone.
So successful have been the tests made by
hundreds of studios, that we are resuming
this offer in full confidence. Accept this invitation !No strings attached. Put the inthrough its —paces.
it isn't
the finest strument
microphone
from See
everyif angle
—
available today. Write now.
A M PERI TE Qrporation

Meeting of 100-Watters
For Spot Business Urged
HAVING received replies from 24
of 248 local stations circularized
in February on a proposal to form
an association of 100-watt stations
to procure national business, Edward A. Allen, manager of WLVA,
Lynchburg, Va., is planning an
April meeting in Pittsburgh to
work out organization plans. No
decision has yet been reached.
The letter was sent Feb. 19 by
Mr. Allen, and the replies came
largely from stations within 500
miles of Pittsburgh. He has written LeRoy Mark, president of
WOL, Washington, for suggestions,
and presumably has written other
stations. Such a meeting, he said,
could decide to send a committee
to the NAB convention in Colorado
Springs in July, and discuss the
plans
in the with
West. owners of 100-watters
Mr. Allen wrote Mr. Mark that
local stations are not getting their
share of national business. Should
only 15 locals be present at the
contemplated Pittsburgh session,
he said, it might be possible to
hire a traveling representative to
solicit national and regional business and acquire new 100 - watt
members. One thought is that lomight be
sold said
under hea "group"
rate.calsMr.
Mark
thought
something tangible could be done
for the progressive locals, but that
he would not favor any organization which would conflict with the
NAB as a trade association.

Exacting

CrysScientific Radio Service
tals are ground to an accuracy
of BETTER than .01% before
they leave our laboratories in
order
cations.to meet •our own specifiNew Low Prices!
LOW
TEMPERATURE
COEFFICIENT
CRYSTALS
These LOW TEMPERATURE
COEFFICIENT CRYSTALS
are supplied in Isolantite Airin the 550-1500
Kc.
at only
Holders
gap band

each
00
$50.Complete
Prompt
Delivery Assured
We maintain
a Monitor
Service

MCE
124 JACKSON AVENUE
University Park
HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND
Send for our
price list and
booklet
Dept. B-4-5
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Seth Parker Quits
PHILLIPS
to cruise
around the LORD'S
world inplans
the schooner
Seth Parker, possibly securing a
sponsor for his relay broadcasts,
apparently have gone glimmering,
for the noted radio star sailed
from Samoa March 15 for Honolulu with the announced intention
of selling the schooner. His vessel
was towed to Tutuila, American Samoa, after its recent distress calls
which brought a British warship
to its rescue and won it front page
notice throughout the world.
New Detroit Agency
GRACE & BEMENT Inc., advertising agency, has been organized
in Detroit with headquarters in the
New Center Bldg., by Edward R.
Grace, president of Grace & Holiday, of the same city and Austin
F. Bement, president of an agency
which bore his name and recently
with Erwin Wasey & Co., Chicago.
Mr. Grace is president and treasurer of the new firm.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
T. A. M. CRAVEN
Consulting Radio Engineer
Allocation Engineering
Commercial Coverage Surveys
Antenna Installations
Complete Engineering Surveys
National Press Building
Washington, D. C.
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
Synchronization Equipment Design.
Field Strength and Station Location
Surveys. Line
Antenna
Design. Wire
Problems.
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
N. Y. Office: Englewood, N. J.
FREQUENCY MONITORING SERVICE
Reference frequencies derived from the
National Standard of Frequency of the
National tinuous
Bureau
Standards by conleased wireof service.
For 24-hour Service
Phone GREENWOOD 2134
Washington Institute of Technology
Washington, D. C.

Federal
World

Data
Radio

Show
Sets

Total of 53,587,474 Operating
Commerce Department Finds
A NEWLY REVISED world census of radios compiled by the electrical equipment division of the
Department of Commerce reveals
that 53,582,474 radios are now in
use throughout the world, with
1,537 medium-wave broadcasting
stations in operation. In addition
there are 136 short-wave broadcasting stations and 58 operating
in the long-wave bands.
The report, compiled under the
direction of Andrew W. Cruse,
chief of the division, accepts the
25,551,569 total as the number of
radios in use in the United States
which is shown in the 1935 radio
census of the United States by
states, fully reported in the March
15 issue of Broadcasting. Thus
the United States is shown to have
nearly half the radios of the whole
world.
The government report shows
548,249 radios in use in Canada,
though Canada claims 1,000,000,
350,000 in Mexico and 100,000 in
Cuba, with the rest of the North
American countries having far
smaller numbers. All of South
America has 1,169,417 sets, with
Argentina accounting for 600,000,
Brazil and Chile 200,000 each, and
Uruguay 100,000. All of Europe
has 20,788,363 sets, with the Umted
Kingdom accounting for 6,780,570,
Germany 6,142,921 and France
1,662,402.
The report is available without
cost from the division's offices in
Washington, and it shows the number of radios and broadcast:ng stations in each class in every country in the world. It recapitulates
the counts of radios by continental
divisions as follows: North America, 26.592.613; South America,
1,169,417; Europe, 20,788,363; Europe-Asia, 2,005.500; Asia, 2.050,339; Oceania, 800,163; Africa,
176,079. World total, 53,582,474.
Craig Opens Office
NORMAN CRAIG, former vice
president of Scott Howe Bowen,
Inc., on March 20 announced the
establishment of a station representation organization in New
York, to carry his own name. A
number of stations, he said, already have been aligned, and temporary offices have been established at 230 East 50th St.

Dirtiest Broadcast
BROADCAST of a dust
storm from Salina, Kan., by
KMBC, Kansas City, March
20, was released to the CBS
network. It was dust from
start to finish for Ted Malone, program director, and
Paul Fonda, remote control
man, who got their fill of
dust in the train and stayed
dusty all night in a hotel
lobby. Highlights of the program included assertion by a
Chamber of Commerce secretary that the dust came from
Oklahoma and Nebraska,
and changing of a menu item
in a Greek restaurant from
"beef bullion" to ''cream
soup".
Dr. J. C. H. Macbeth
D R. JAMES CRUICKSHANK
HENDERSON MACBETH, 58,
noted cryptographer and intimate
of the Marchese Guglielmo Marconi, died March 21 in New York as
a result of complications from a
broken kneecap suffered last fall.
Scottish-born and an expert in code
telegraphy, Dr. Macbeth was
formerly head of the code department of the Marconi company of
London. He devised and edited the
Marconi International Code Book,
still used internationally.
Theme Song Contest
A CALL to songwriters in the
radio studios has been issued by the
fifth annual Memphis Cotton Carnival, which takes place May 6 to
11, asking for entries into competition for a carnival theme song to
be used over the radio and on the
street. Details can be secured by
writing
to Saul
chairman of the
CottonBluestein,
Carnival Music
Committee, 80 Madison Ave., MemYankee Artists Bureau
phis.
THE ARTISTS BUREAU of
Yankee Network has been organized under supervision of Linus
Travers, director of commercial
productions, with Van D. Sheldon
as director. The Bureau now is
equipped to produce any sort of
entertainment from a musical
comedy to a singer or from a symphony orchestra to dance band.
Public address systems are to be
made available if clients desire.

PAUL
GODLEY
and Associates
Radio Engineers
Montclair, N. J.
Phone Montclair 2-7859
EDGAR H. FELIX
1775 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes, Allocation and Location Investigations
Page 50

FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Associated Oil Obtains
Exclusive Radio Rights
In Pacific College Games
ASSOCIATED OIL Co., Los Angeles, for the tenth consecutive
year will broadcast principal Pacific Coast college football games,
having signed a contract in March
with William Monahan, chairman
of the radio committee of the Pacific Coast Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference.
The contract gives Associated
exclusive sponsorship of all college
athletic events. While the contract figure has not been made
public, the company paid $75,000
to the conference and independent
schools last year for broadcast
privileges. Already this year the
company has . broadcast basketball
games, track meets and rugby.
"Decision to broadcast Pacific
Coast football games in 1935 is due
to the tremendous interest shown
not only by western motorists, but
also by football fans, former i
students of western schools and I
parents of students in all parts of
the United States," P. E. Allan,
domestic sales manager for Associated declared. "More letters of
appreciation for the broadcasts
were received in 1934 than any
previous year, coming from nearly
every state in the Union, from
Hawaii, Manila and even Europe.
Associated in 1935 will again urge
western motorists to 'Go to the
Games', providing the broadcasts
for those unable to attend."
Krometan Spots
KROMETAN Co., Omaha (home
tanning outfits) plans to add several more stations to its spot campaign, conducted in March on
KNX, Hollywood; WHO, Des
Moines; WAIU, Columbus, O.;
WMBD, Peoria. The schedule of
three-minute
spots stations
will bearecon-to
tinued. Additional
be added in May. Campbell, Kellogg Co., Los Angeles, now is
handling the account.
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements in
Broadcasting cost 7c per word for
each insertion. Cash must accomForms
pany order.close 25th and 10th of
month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
Radio station in town of 50,000 has
opening
for experienced
manager.
Give details in first
letter. Box 298,
Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
Station manager and program director.
Married, dependable, highly recommended.
Salary secondary. Box 299, Broadcasting.
Opportunity to record your programs.
Recording engineer desires connection with
broadcasting station or other branches of
sound field. Excellent references. Box 296,
Broadcasting.
Engineer, 17 years' experience in radio.
11 years
as class
chief telegraph
engineer and
broadcast
station. First
telephone
license. Electrical Engineering graduate.
Accept positionBoxas 297,
operator
if chance for
advancement.
Broadcasting.
Wanted To Buy
Private party wants to buy or lease
small station of 50, 100 or even 1,000
watts. Middle or far - west independent
station preferred. State fully particulars.
Box 300, Broadcasting.
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She

Listens

While

and

She

Today's housewife

Learns

Works

finds her radio a welcome

to getting housework

aid

done easily, quickly and eco-

nomically. The messages of daytime broadcasters
come

to her as she works, and she listens and

learns without interrupting her daily chores.
Significant of the effectiveness of reaching
women

at home

the use of NBC
46.8%

during the day is the fact that
daytime radio hours has increased

since a year ago.

In the rich Tri-State area no station so completely influences the buying power of this special
audience as does KDKA.

Pioneer of all radio broad-

casting, and pioneer of many

new

radio develop-

ments, KDKA'S local prestige alone, among several
other important reasons, is why broadcasters using
its facilities get the most out of this great market.
Its "Home

Forum"

program,

conducted

Evelyn Gardiner, M. A., is one of America's
standing daytime radio features.

by
out-

50,000
KDKA

PITTSBURGH

National
Broadcasting
Company,
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF
AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
NEW YORK
WEAF & WJZ

★

WASHINGTON
WRC & WMAL

★

CHICAGO
WMAQ

★

SAN

& WENR

SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON— WBZ
• SPRINGFIELD, MASS.— WBZA
PITTSBURGH— KDKA
• CLEVELAND — WTAM
• DENVER — KOA • PORTLAND, ORE.— KEX

WATTS

•
•

Inc.

FRANCISCO
KGO & KPO

SCHENECTADY — WGY
SPOKANE — KG A • SEATTLE— KJR

■
1

THE

NEW

HIGH

BROADCAST

TRANSMITTER
TYPE

A

DE

1/2.5,

LUXE

1/5 AND

5000
5 K.W.

FIDELITY

5-C

WATT

EQUIPMENT

BROADCASTING

FOR

STATIONS

FEATURING:
1 High Fidelity Performance

6 Cathode

2 Low

7 Complete

Operating Cost

Ray Indicator for Modulation

3 Complete

A. C. Operation

8 Automatic

4 Ingenious

Hum

9 Mycalex

Compensation

5 Safety and Convenience

of Operation

THE STANDARD
RCA

Overload

Suppression
Protection

and Isolantite Insulation

10 Strikingly Attractive Modern

OF MODERN

BROADCAST

MANUFACTURING
CAMDEN.

Harmonic

N. J. "RADIO

Design

PERFORMANCE

COMPANY,

HEADQUARTERS"

Inc.
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No. 8

combined

with

WASHINGTON, D. C.
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Broadcast
Canada and Foreign

15c the
$3.00
the Copy
Year

Advertising*

W^GY

S

Dominance

of

the

"Great

Northeast

is

Unchallenged

. . .

In the wealthy markets of Eastern and Central New
York State and Western New
50,000

WATTS

station serving this population of over 4,000,000
comes anywhere

SCH

EN

ECTADY

England, no other

near equaling the power, the

prestige, the program popularity or the selling
record of WGY. . . an NB C Red Network station.

National
Broadcasting
Company,
Inc.
A- RADIO
CORPORATION
OF
AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
e
WASHINGTON
NEW YORK
★
WASHINGTON
★
CHICAGO
★
SAN FRANCISCO
WEAF & WJZ
WRC & WMAL
WMAQ & WENR
KGO & KPO
SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON— WBZ
• SPRINGFIELD, MASS.— WBZA
PITTSBURGH — KDK.A • CLEVELAND— WTAM
• DENVER — KO A • PORTLAND, ORE. — KEX

•
•

SCHENECTADY — WGY
SPOKANE — KG A • SEATTLE— KJR

A

Daily

In America's
Market

Sports

No.1

Is Now

For

Test
Sale

WTIC's Special Sports Program offers advertisers
a rare opportunity thoroughly to cover a prosperous population at reasonable cost.
The program will start at the opening of the baseball season and will give the scores of the National,
American and International Leagues, together with
interesting comments on baseball and other current
sports.
Time:
Added

Program

6:45 to 7:00 P.M. Seven days per week.
Feature:
Scores repeated at 11:00 to

11:05 P.M. seven days per week.
The majority of people in the WTIC

Communities

are dependent on the radio for that day's
news. The program, therefore, reaches a
audience. 1,580,000 in the primary coverage
680,000 more in the secondary coverage
(Jansky & Bailey survey figures.)

This program is necessarily offered subject to prior
sale. For particulars and price, telephone or wire
at once.

WTIC
50,000 WATTS
HARTFORD

•

CONNECTICUT

The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation
THE WTIC COMMUNITIES
A PROSPEROUS POPULATION IN A
COMPACT MARKET

sport
peak
area.
area.

Member New England and NBC-WEAF Networks
PAUL W. MORENCY, General Mgr. JAMES F. CLANCY, Business Mgr.
NEW YORK OFFICE. 220 EAST 42nd STREET
J. J. WEED, Manager
CHICAGO OFFICE. 203 N. W ABASH AVENUE
C. C. WEED, Manager

Brother's

Keeper?

A definite responsibility must be recognized and accepted
by those who control the wide influence of the nation's
Broadcasting Stations. Censorship is imperative if advertising on the air continues to increase in effectiveness.
The unworthy must be denied association with the worthy.
When

commercial

broadcasting

was first accepted,

the

long established and successful censorship regulations of
the Post-Dispatch were adopted by KSD. The pitfalls of
inexperience were avoided and KSD listeners have always
been protected.
All advertising offered for broadcasting from Station KSD
is subject to rigid censorship regulations. Nothing will be
accepted

which

is misleading, deceptive, repulsive or

suggestive, or that which attacks the integrity of persons,
institutions or merchandise.
Advertisers using the facilities of KSD are, therefore, assured
that the text of business announcements
with the high quality
entertainment

which

will be comparable

has characterized

KSD

programs.

Station
KSD
The
St.Advertising
Louis Representatives
Post-Dispatch
Edward
Petry—& Co.,
National

' Published semi-monthly by Broadcasting Publications,
PresB D.Building,
D. C.3, 1879.
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933,
at the PostInc.,
Office870atNational
Washington,
C, underWashington,
act of March

Five

pull

WSM

broadcasts

f 1 1,144(Complete
forstoryGardner
in five paragraphs)
friendly — the Master Gardener talked of
seed-time and planting, invited listeners
to order. That was all.
• On Deceamc-t
on34t,r the
1 ber 11,C19
Gardner Nursery of Osage,
,
a
w
o
through
I
, the
n
e
its ag cwye
st
North
Radio Advertis-

ing Co., contrascte. d with WSM for 13 1s,5-minute spot
which were
These broadcast
broadcast
,
k
e
e
c
e
r
were to be
a we
to go on th ai on
e
built to sell, for 11.00, a compl te assortment of plants, shrubs, and seeds. Those
o
wh ordered were to form a mailing list
for the Gardner catalog. From their reorders would come the nursery's profit.

Nursery

being adequately compensated for the tremendous volume of business you are sending
us and will gladly entertain suggestions
from you whereby we can spend a little
more money for additional night periods
throughout the week Stop You are doing a
wonderful job for us what can we do for
you Kindest regards. Kraft, Northwest
Radio Advertising Company."

• -Today,
Results — The first program went
• on the air Jan. 26 — was repeated
once a week thereafter. On Feb. 25, tabulations covering the first five weeks
showed that the programs had pulled
dollar orders as follows:
3

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

26
2
9
16
23

2203
1
1676
----- 2697
2663
1905

instead of one
ner Nursery
pro-*-*
15 - minute
gram,
the Gardease
Incron
sponsors
5
WSM three programs a week, each designed to do a
definite selling job to a particular audience. Continued increase in orders shows
that they have not failed. Again we repeat
— Get the right program on the right station
and you'll get results.

4^

Program^ With the client's approval, WSM designed and produced a program calculated to do the job.
It was a simple combination of music and
advice on gardening — the advice being
given by a character known simply as the
Master Gardener. There was nothing pretentious about it. Plain, outspoken,
2 •

Agency

3Men9

Advertisers — NOTE

4 •

ile, on Feb.
Meanwhthis
m — come
Telegra
telegram:
had
14,

"Radio Station WSM — Needless to say we
are delighted with the wonderful response
from WSM Stop We feel that you are not

Write us today for Program Release and
Open Time Schedule and complete information regarding WSM's talent, production, and merchandising facilities.

50/000

WSM
COMPLETE

WATTS
FACILITIES

PRODUCTION

Edward Petry & Co., Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
NATIONAL
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ACCIDENT
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The

Weak

Get

Weaker—
The
Strong
Due to "Summer Migration" from City to Resort

100 to 1,000 watt, "city" stations LOSE
50,000
The

watt, wide

Summer

FROM

the city

range

POPULATION

stations

Trend

TO the country

much

CAIN

Get

of their metropolitan
listeners

in outlying

Summer RADIO
FROM 1,000 Watt City Stations

Stronger

audience
districts

LISTENERS'

Trend

TO 50,000 Watt Stations

Inasmuch as K N X has never claimed a domers using a group of 'city' staSOME advertis
inant audience in the cities of San Francisco,
tions to 'cover' Western America and seePortland, Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma, Denver
ing only half of this picture (the summer
and Salt Lake City, due to sharing audiences
exodus from the city TO the country) cancel
with local stations, all vacationists from these
their advertising.
Other advertisers, analyzing the other half of
'centers' are PLUS
coverage for K N X summer
advertisers.
this picture (the increase in
summer listeners to 50,000 watt
BIG USERS
OF
Thus for the cost of a 'local'
stations) have discovered a genSUMMER
TIME
uine opportunity to get EXTRA
program, you get full western
coverage if you select KNX
ON KNX
advertising results — simply by
INC.
GENERAL MILLS, — Wheaties
concentrating a major campaign
for this summer's campaign. No
need to lose contact with either
on K N X during the evenings.
FELS CO. —Fels-Naptha Soap
WANDER CO. —Ovaltint
your city or country customers.
POWER
TO BURN
CALIFORNIA PRUNE &
No need to let your western
APRICOT
GROWERS'
ASS'N
— Sunsweet
Prune Juict
With its 50,000 watts, its new
dealers lose interest. Do a bangCURTISS CANDY— Baby
CO. Ruth
up summer selling job this year.
'vertical radiator' antenna (givUNITED STATES
ing the equivalent of 100,000
Buy KNX.
TOBACCO CO. —Dill's Ben
watts), its peculiarly advantage
LIBBY,
McNEILL
&
LIBBY
ous location which bulges its
— Evaporated Milk
Write for additional 'summer
signal northward and eastward,
HORLICK'S MALTED
MILK CO.
facts'
and available time and
K N X easily blankets the far
RICHFIELD OIL COMPANY
talent.
western states even in summer
and others

'THE VOICE

NEW YORK
542 Madison Avenue

April 15, 1935

OF HOLLYWOOD ' ' — Speaking with 50,000 Watts on National Cleared Channel
Hollywood, California
Represented by John Blair & Company
DETROIT
CHICAGO
New Center Building
320 No. Michigan Ave.

• BROADCASTING

SAN FRANCISCO
485 California Street

Page 5

NETWORK

TO

SELL

NEW

EW

ENGLAND

ENGLAND

is not one-

station territory.
It cannot be compared to any western area dominated by
one station.
Audience density has made New England fertile ground
for local stations, which have created local listening habits
and made

it impossible to cover New

To reach the complete New England audience, you need
the Yankee Network's I I stations, blanketing the leading
trading areas.
THE

YANKEE
NETWORK,
INC.
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON
EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC., Exclusive National Sales Representative
NEW YORK— 17 East 42nd St
Murray Hill 2-3850
CHICAGO— Wrigley Bldg
Superior 7742
DETROIT— General Motors Bldg.
Madison I035
SAN FRANCISCO— 865 Mission St..
Sutter 6400

England listening

areas with a single outlet.

The Yankee Network ties into one great listening unit the

Yankee

local listeners of I I separate centers of population. On the
strength of local showmanship and program appeal, it has
created a network audience that cannot be duplicated in

Network

size by any one New England station or any other group.
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Radio

Reacts

Quickly
By

FCC

Elaborates

Reform

Intent;

on

Networks

REACTIONS from both advertisers and stations to the campaign
of the FCC against medical care
and medical products programs
viewed as questionable have come
thick and fast since the disclosure
of the FCC's new policy. Every
indication from the recently reorganized Commission was that it
does not intend to let up in its
drive to "cleanse" the ether of this
character of commercial business.
Immediately after the appearance of the last issue of Broadcasting, in which was published a
list of medical services and medical products made public by the
FCC as being "under investigation", the Broadcast Division was
beseiged with inquiries from manufacturers ofthe commodities mentioned, together with requests from
stations as to what they might do
to appraise such accounts in advance. A large number of broadcasters have personally visited the
FCC, while others have called their
Washington attorneys for advice
and information.
Avoiding Censorship
AS FOR the FCC itself, which
launched the campaign under the
new leadership of Chairman Anning S. Prall, there was every indication that it would move cautiously lest it become embroiled in
any censorship controversies. It is
specifically prohibited by the Communications Act from exercising
any censorship powers, and has no
authority whatever to take punitive action against the advertisers.
It can proceed only against broadcast station licensees, and then
only on a showing that, through
the broadcasting of such questionable programs, the licensee has
failed to serve the public interest.
There were reports from many
stations that they had promptly
cancelled contracts covering accounts they considered of doubtful
character. This led to inquiries
from the advertisers themselves as
to what they might do to meet the
situation, but in such cases the
FCC was in no position to advise
since it is obligated only to regulate the holders of station licenses'.
In an effort to clear the air as
much as possible and to answer the
questions raised by broadcasters
and by advertisers. Broadcasting
submitted to the FCC a series of
questions as to what might be done
to check in advance whether a parApril 15, 1935

Statement

SOL
of

Impose

to

Program

Stricter

as

Prall

Denies

Selection

FCC's Advice on Checking Accounts
TO CLARIFY the status of questionable accounts, Broadcasting
asked the FCC the following questions:
can if station,
advertiser
do beforehand
to "What
ascertain
a particular
accountor isagency
acceptable?
"Can he query the Food & Drugs Administration, Federal
Trade Commission or Federal Communications Commission?"
The FCC's answer, as prepared by its Law Department, follows:
"The broadcaster can write or telegraph (a) the Federal Trade
Commission; (b) , the Pure Food and Drug Administration; and
(c) the Post Office Department, giving the name of the proposed
advertiser and the proposed product to be advertised and request
that any of these governmental offices wire collect or write information as to whether or not any "cease and desist order", "fraud
order", "citation", record of proceedings of hearing, or other public
action has been taken against the advertiser or product. However,
the broadcaster may not request from any of the above offices any
information
of athat
confidential
[Italics
FCC's.]
ence will show
in most nature.
cases some
one are
of the
above Experioffices
will have sufficient public information available to guide the broadcaster. This Commission may not answer any such query because
Section 326 of the Communications Act specifically prohibits such
action.
"State and Federal courts have handed down many decisions
concerning specific products and advertisers. Examination of these
decisions would greatly help broadcasters. Most states have agencies to regulate stock promotions and promoters. The state boards
of public health and other agencies regulating the activities of
medical practitioners invariably have a fund of information available concerning questionable medical practices and practitioners.
In any event, this question is one which essentially does not concern the Commission as the sole responsibility of operating its
station in the public interest and according to law is upon the
station licensee. [Italics are FCC's. 1 If a station licensee is not
prudent and intelligent enough to find its sources of information
to properly guide it, then it is not properly qualified to operate a
station in the public interest and according to law."
ticular account is acceptable. The
questions and answers are published elsewhere on this page.
It was only after considerable
debate between the Law Department of the FCC and Chairman
Prall that these answers were
forthcoming. They advise the station or the advertiser to check with
other governmental agencies for
whatever information they may
have regarding the products. This
statement was made as a blanket
answer:
"If a station licensee is not prudent and intelligent enough to find
its sources of information to properly guide it, then it is not properly qualified to operate a station
in the public interest according to

law."
• BROADCASTING

Mandate

TAISHOFF

Policy

Asked whether any new products

$3.00 A YEAR — 15c A COPY

or programs, in addition to the list
published April 1, were under investigation, itwas stated that such
complaints are continually received
from various sources, and that only
a portionious".ofAfter them
"meritortheir are
receipt,
they
are investigated, and these investigations are "strictly
Meanwhile,
Chairmanconfidential".
Prall and
others at the FCC have received
many comments on the newly instituted drive. Mr. Prall asserted
April 11 that his purpose is to help
commercial broadcasting. He said
the vast majority of stations,
which are performing excellent
public izedservice,
penalbecause ofmust
the not
sinsbe of
the
small minority.
"We are not seeking to hurt any
broadcasting station by forcing it

to discontinue certain sponsored
programs,"
FCCthat
chairman
asserted. the
"We feel
a station
will be more successful in the long
run if it foregoes programs from
questionable advertisers and of
doubtful taste now.
"I wish to assure all concerned
that the Commission is in no sense
movement.
are performing
attempting toWeinstitute
a 'reform'
our duty, as we see it, without regard to the movements of reform
organizations."
Action by Networks
SIMULTANEOUSLY, it became
known that both of the nation-wide
networks have decided not to renew certain accounts sponsored by
laxative manufacturers when they
expire. This move on their part
actually preceded the FCC campaign and, it is understood, was
decided upon because there now is
sufficient demand for network time
to warrant still more careful
"choosing" of program sponsors.
One large network account, sponsored by a proprietary manufacturer, will end this month under
this new policy since the sponsor
desired to go off the air for the
summer. The company was informed that it would not be permitted to resume its schedule in
the fall, as it has in the past.
When other laxative and proprietary accounts believed to be in
somewhat bad taste expire they
likewise will not be renewed under the policies established by NBC
and CBS. A number of independent stations have announced that
they no longer will accept such
To emphasize the policy it has
programs.
established in connection with cathartic accounts, NBC reissued a
statement first promulgated on
Dec. 5, 1933, in which it announced
it would thartic
accept
additional
caaccounts,noand
that upon
expirationtracted
andaccounts,
non-renewal
of conthey would
be
dropped. So many questions have
been asked regarding the acceptability of such accounts, NBC stated
in the bulletin sent to agencies,
clients and other groups, "that we
are calling
this ofto policy,
your attention."
The
statement
follows in
full text:
Effective December 5, 1933, and
until further notice, NBC will accept
no additional cathartic accounts.
This means any and all products
which are advertised and sold for the
purpose
of internal physical cleansing
or
elimination.
The foregoing in no way relates to
accounts of this character now under
contract, or renewals of such acPage 7

counts. However, in the event of the
expiration and non - renewal of any
such contract, it is not to be further
solicited for re - contracting and the
advertiser should be informed that
NBC feels that the commercialism
necessary
to any tosuch
programs is opposed
the product's
best interests
of radio as an advertising medium.
Inquiry at the Federal Trade
Commission, which has been surveying all continuities of broadcasting stations, network and transcription companies since last July,
revealed that it has not had occasion to issue a solitary complaint
against any station or advertiser
because of false or fradulent advertising. There have been a sizable number of continuities which
have been questioned, it was stated officially, but in every instance
the advertiser has volunteered to
alter his continuity, with the result that no punitive action has
been necessary. In such cases, the
entire matter is kept confidential.
It was developed that certain of
the programs questioned by the
FCC also have been investigated
by the Trade Commission and that
in one case — involving Dr. Ritholz
Optical Co., of Chicago — cease and
desist orders had been issued as
recently as last year.
Further emphasis upon the objectives of the FCC in broadcast
programming was given by Chairman Prall April 10 in an address
at the meeting
of the Women's
National Radio Committee
in New
York, and broadcast over both
NBC and CBS. "The FCC," he
said, "is determined to clear the
air of offensive programs and to
encourage to that end broadcasters, who, regardless of the success
or failure of the future of broadcasting, count only its present
financial responsibilities.
"At our command we have the
best the world has produced in
science, literature, music, drama
and other wholesome entertainment. We must not fail to take
advantage of this great opportunity. We must not turn radio
broadcasting into a grotesque sideshow by producing obnoxious programs. The Commission cannot
approve or disapprove any program prior to its rendition.
"Under the Communications Act,
governing radio broadcasting, we
may not exercise any direct control over radio programs, we cannot censor what is said on the air.
That is right and proper, for you
can readily see the political consequences if any governmental
agency were invested with such
bureaucratic powers while any one
political party is in power, but we
can maintain a general surveillance over radio stations and networks under our broad authority
in the public interest, convenience
and necessity. We can, however,
take into account the public interest as a whole, or in part, of the
general program structures of radio stations, and if they are consistent violators, we can refuse to
renew their licenses.
Up To Station Owners

Awards
To

Are

Four

Selected

Given

Programs
as

Best

March of Time, General Motors

Symphony Picked hy Women
FOUR AWARDS for the musical
and non-musical network programs
adjudged best on the air, two each
THEIR PROGRAMS JUDGED BEST— Left to right: C. F. Price, vice in the sustaining and commercial
president. Remington Rand Inc.; William S. Paley, CBS president;
categories, were made April 10 at
Anning S. Prall, FCC chairman, who presented the scroll awards; Col. a lunch by the Women's National
Richard C. Patterson, NBC executive vice president, and Alfred H. Radio Committee in the St. Regis
Swayne, vice president, General Motors Corp. (See story in Column 4.) Hotel, New York. Anning S. Prall,
chairman of the FCC, presented
parchment
to representatives of the scrolls
companies
responsible
Loew Theatre Group Projects Network;
for the winning programs. The
awards were as follows:
WMCA-WIP
May Extend Program Plan
Best musical commercial proALREADY serving three New
gram— "General Motors' Sunday
stations, and with WOL, WashingEngland stations with programs
ton, WCBM, Baltimore, and staNight
Symphony
Hour"
NBC.
Presented
to Alfred
H. on
Swayne,
from New York, plans are definitetions in Philadelphia. There is disGeneral Motors vice president.
ly under way whereby the Loew
cussion of five-year contracts,
Best non - musical commercial
theatrical organization, affiliated with the stations agreeing to pay
with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, may
their
line
charges,
plus
certain
talprogram
March to
of Time"
on
CBS.— "The
Presented
C. F.
enter the network broadcasting
ent costs. Thus far no network
Price, representing Remington
field. From WHN, the Loew sta- sales organization has been estabRand Inc., sponsor company at
tion in New York, programs now
lished and conversations have not
the time of selection.
are being fed to WMEX, Boston;
gone
beyond
program-supply
arWPRO, Providence, and WlXBS,
Best musical sustaining prorangements. WDEL, Wilmington, it
is learned, also is being contacted.
Waterbury, Conn., over lines which
gram— "Columbia
Concert
Hall".
Louis K. Sidney, the newly
William
S. Paley, CBS
president,
had been set up for the disbanded
was
presented
with
the
award.
American
Broadcasting
Co.
netappointed manager of WHN, sucwork.
Best non - musical sustaining
ceeding Maj. Edward Bowes, is
Meanwhile, it was learned that handling the negotiations along
program
— NBC's "You and Your
with Charles C. Moskowitz, vice
negotiations for definite contracts
Government" series, presented in
are under way with these three president of both M-G-M and
cooperation with the National
Loew's. Mr. Sidney has been
Advisory Council on Radio in
prominently identified with the
Education. Presented to Richard
high standard in program presenC.
Patterson, Jr., NBC executive
Loew's
organization
as
a
theatre
tation, have assured me of their
vice president.
unqualified support in our efforts operator.
Seven-Station Hook-up
The actual presentation cereto improve conditions within the
mony was broadcast over both
industry and all other forwardPLANS were said to be in a formaNBC
and CBS from 3 to 3:15 p. m.
looking policies we have in mind.
tive stage, but it was expected that
Mr. Prall, before making the preIn my judgment the broadcaster, within ten days a seven-station
sentations, delivered the principal
who keeps his advertisers in good network along the Eastern seaaddress, reported elsewhere in this
company, will prove the maxim of
board
would
be
aligned
with
staissue.
the survival of the fittest. The
tions formerly affiliated with the
Mrs. Harold Vincent Milligan,
press also has been most compli- ABS and ABC chains. Whether
chairman of the committee, welmentary in its comments regarding the project contemplates expansion
comed the guests. About 40 prothese policies and today we sup- in other directions could not be asgrams which received most votes
plement this with the guaranteed
certained. Through the availabilin a nationwide preliminary survey
support of some ten million womity of Loew and M-G-M stars, and were
considered by the committee,
en. The broadcasting industry an exclusive talent tieup with the
cannot go far wrong if it gives ear William Morris agency, WHN is it was explained. These had been
nominated by members of the 23
to the advice of this great army, in a position to embark on program
in whose homes perhaps nearly origination for either local or net- national women's organizations
work dissemination on a much
which are affiliated with the Natwo-thirds of the manufactured
tional Radio Committee.
more ambitious scale than in the
radio sets have been placed.
Uniform Quality
"To those who are not informed past, it was pointed out. It is understood that additional funds
as to the objects of this triumIN
CHOOSING
between these 40,
virate, Iam pleased to announce have been set aside for the station's
it was found that many of the
that periodically throughout the operation, as a prelude to general
year representatives of the Womexpansion.
musical programs were not of uniAs of April 7, WPRO, W1XBS
en's National Radio Committee,
form quality.were
In some
casesto highthe NAB, the two great networks,
and WMEX began receiving sus- class artists
employed
sing
and the Chairman of the FCC will
taining service from WHN. This, second-rate songs which they would
meet to discuss and, if possible, to however, was described as "temponot even consider including in their
solve the perplexing program
rary" until such time as regular
problems or other questions of contracts could be negotiated. On concerts or recitals. In other inbroadcasting which may arise from the preceding day, WNEW, New
the solo
tions stances,
were of
goodperformers'
quality, butselecthe
time to time.
York, which had been feeding proorchestral
numbers
belong to a difgrams
to
certain
of
the
former
"I wish also to assure both the
stations, announced that it
ferent category and should have
broadcasters and the Women's Na- ABC
been in a different program.
tional Radio Committee of my ap- had discontinued this service.
In another quarter, it was
preciation for their interest in
A large proportion of the nonsolving this problem. But let there learned that preliminary steps also musical
programs which figured
be no misunderstanding about ra- are being taken by WMCA, New
high
on
the
list submitted to the
dio programs. I would not care York, and WIP, Philadelphia, now
committee were in the news field
to have the impression go forth joined in a mutual exchange ar- — either comment or dramatiza"THE notFCCto looks
to stationof owners,
rangement, to expand along the
that we expect every advertiser or
and
the sponsors
advertion.
runner were
- up feaevery broadcasting station to go Eastern seaboard. Tentative proptising, to present and broadcast
tures on Among
the the
networks
the
ositions, itwas reported, have been Drama Guild (NBC), American
programs in the public interest and on the air with high-priced stars
or symphonies. We know that made to the same stations being School of the Air (CBS), Lux
therefore can only hold station
owners responsible.
many of them are lacking in finan- contacted by the Loew's organizaTheatre of the Air, and R. F.
cial ability to do so. We do ex- tion.
"The reaction to my last broadCo.'s presentations for
Unofficially, it is estimated that Warner
pect, however, that regardless of
cast has been most encouraging.
Vince. Non-network programs included health talks on WOR, and
Broadcasters, with an eye single the cost, or the variety, or the type approximately $500,000 was lost in
to the future possibilities of radio of entertainment produced, it will the ABS and ABC ventures since
WEVD's University of the Air and
their inception last October.
Traveltalks.
and who are now maintaining a be clean and wholesome."
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BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH

where PO
power
—
WERis needed
Iowa is a BIG market, because it is a BIG
collection of smaller markets. Des Moines,
home of WHO, is Iowa's largest city, yet has
less than 6% of the state's population. Instead
of being concentrated in limited metropolitan
areas, Iowa's buying power flows through more
than a score of trading centers, spread over
the entire state.
To sell Iowa, you must cover it— and to
cover Iowa, you need the one station with
power enough to do the job single-handed —
WHO, Des Moines, 50,000 watts.
^^GENCY
brochure

on WHO,

men

who

have seen advance

just off the press, is a long step forward

— -and a real help toward
get extra dividends from

copies, say that this 32-page

in concise presentation

of station facilities

a better understanding of those vital factors that enable some advertisers to
radio. These brochures are too expensive for widespread distribution, but

we will be glad to send a copy to any executive

genuinely

interested in the selling power

of radio.

CENTRAL
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
J. O. Maland, Mgr.
DES MOINES, IOWA
Phone 3-7147
National Representatives : FREE

& SLEININGER,

Inc. — New York, Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco

WHO
ESSENTIAL

TO

COMPLETE

CLEARED-CHANNEL
April 15, 1935

RADIO
—

COVERAGE

50,000

OF

IOWA

WATTS

OR

THE
—

MID-WEST

FULL-TIME
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Now

Using

MUTUAL

Aitken-Kynett

Atherton

&

Company

Currier
THESE

N.

W.

Ayer

Biow

&

Son

Company,

ARE

RADIO-MINDED

NOW

BUYING

AGENCIES

MUTUAL

Inc.
. . . Last year four of these agencies placed over
$11,000,000 worth of network time.

Donahue

&

Coe,

Inc.

Now

these four have joined the rapidly growing

list of agencies which are on the air more than 12
Erwin,

Wasey

&

Company

hours every week selling the Mutual

audience.

12 hours a week — 11% of all waking time.
Johnson-Dallis

Lord

&

Company

Here is startling proof of Mutual's value as a selling force. When the leaders endorse a proposition
you can bank on its merits.

Thomas

The Mutual
McCord

Broadcasting System offers unusual

advantages —
Company

# direct approach to the 5,700,000 families in the
five metropolitan markets of New

Sehl

Advertising

Agency

Philadelphia, Detroit and Cincinnati.
# power

J. L. Sugden

J. Walter

Advertising

York, Chicago,

which

pounds

deep into the areas ad-

jacent to these centers with force enough to produce volume sales.

Co.

# low cost where sales are greatest.

Thompson

Ask any member

station representative for full

details about the

UTUAL

WGN-Criicago
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Fund
U.

P.

and

Press-Radio

I. N.
Bureau

S.

May

Likely

to

Sell
be

Radio

Continued

News
if ANPA

Approves Plan for Revised Rules of Operation
owned by its member newspapers.
5. Changes in the existing setPOSSIBILITY that the two priup will be made slowly to avoid
It seems certain, however, that the
vately-owned press associations,
United Press and International
antagonizing newspaper owners
subject will also be considered by
who
are
clients
of
U.
P.
and
I.
the A. P. directorate at its annual
News Service, will shortly enter
N. S.
meeting in New York April 22.
, the broadcasting field to supply
radio stations with news for
6. Though no specific mention
Mr. Cowles, whose newspapers
will be made of any private
broadcasting purposes looms large
operate three radio stations, is also
on the board of the A. P.
news-gathering agency which
j on the eve of the annual convennow or in the future may be
I tion in New York of the American
Change in Attitude
selling news to radio stations,
' Newspaper Publishers Association,
THE
U.
P. and I. N. S. while conthe
press
associations
are
exApril 23-26. Unless it is rejected
pected to drive hardest in the
tinuing to supply their reports to
| by that convention, the continuterritories where stations are
Press-Radio Bureau, will probably
i ance of the Press-Radio Bureau of
now buying Transradio Press.
! the Publishers National Radio
make available their complete reports to subscribing stations for a
Committee is practically assured
No special meeting of the Publishers National Radio Committee
under somewhat altered rules of
fuller service than two 5-minute
was called after the New York periods daily. Neither Mr. Baillie,
operation.
That the radio-press situation as meeting, and it is presumed that newly-elected president of the U.
I a whole is not only due for a comMr. Harris' draft repoi-t will be P., nor Mr. Connolly, president of
I. N. S., would confirm or deny the
plete overhauling but is likely to circulated to the committee members by mail. Its other members
fact, obtained by Broadcasting
come to a definite head soon, as
predicted in the March 1 issue of are John Cowles, publisher of the from reliable sources, that they
Broadcasting, was evident after a Des Moines Register & Tribune propose to enter the radio field and
, meeting in New York April 5 and James Stahlman, publisher of sell news direct to radio stations.
where preparations were made to the Nashville Banner, and Edwin
It is possible, of course, that
prepare a report to the ANPA con- S. Friendly, business manager of they will change their minds if the
the Neiv York Sun.
vention.
sentiment of the ANPA convention is such as to arouse fears
The position of the Associated
Present at the meeting, which
Press
—
which
with
the
U.
P.
and
was closed, were E. H. Harris,
that they will lose substantial
I. N. S. furnishes its reports to newspaper clientele if they go into
publisher of the Richmond (Ind.)
Palladium-Item and chairman of the Press-Radio Bureau for con- radio. On the other hand, the atthe Publishers National Radio
titude of publishers appears to
densation into the two daily 5minute news periods and for the have undergone a considerable
Committee; Howard Davis, New
| York Herald-Tribune, president of protection of radio stations on spot change during the last year in
view of the success of Transradio
the ANPA;
Edwin S. Friendly, flashes of transcendent importance
t New York Sun, chairman of the — is not clear but it is considered
Press in gathering its own news.
unlikely that it will enter the field They have learned that they hold
Press - Radio Bureau governing
committee; M. H. Aylesworth and of selling news to radio stations in no monopoly on news and that
(Continued on page i3)
Frank E. Mason, NBC; William S. view of the fact that it is mutually
Paley and Paul W. White, CBS;
Jackson Elliott, Associated Press;
Hugh Baillie, United Press; Joseph Continental Baking Co.
Third News Bureau
V. Connolly and Barry Faris, International News Service, and T. Expands News Programs
For Radio Started
J. White, representing the Hearst
WITH the signing of KSD, St.
radio and newspaper interests.
Louis Post-Dispatch station, and
FORMATION of a second indeKMBC, Kansas City, the list of
Proposed Changes
pendent news gathering and disstations carrying Transradio Press
tributing organization to supply a
WHILE no definite decisions were
news flashes daily under sponsorcomplete news service to radio staship of the Continental Baking
announced, it developed as a result
tions and sponsors was announced
Co., New York, has grown to
of this meeting that the following
in
New York April 5. Called
changes in the present radio-news
eleven. KSD's contract was effec- Inter-Continental
Communications
tive April 1 and KMBC April 8.
setup may be expected if the
The account is handled by Batten,
ANPA approves the recommendaInc., with headquarters at 101
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., Park Ave., New York, it is schedtions which Mr. Harris is now
drawing up:
uled to enter the radio news field
New York. (See April 1 Broadcasting for earlier details.)
1. The Press - Radio Bureau
22, according to Malcolm
In addition, WOR, Newark, on April
will be continued for at least
Strauss, president.
April 15 starts a five-minute
another year, with the NBC and
who at one time
Transradio news period at 6:55-7 wasMr.on Strauss,
CBS guaranteeing sufficient revthe old New York Herald,
enues to maintain it.
p. m., five nights weekly, to aug- declined to disclose the backers of
ment its regular news periods of
2. There will be no liberalizathe venture except to say that he
15 minutes at 5 and 11 p. m.
tion of the Press-Radio Bureau's
The same agency is handling the was one of them himself and that
service schedule except as this
there were several others. Various
account of Waitt & Bond, Newark
may be dictated by competitive
stations, he said, have already been
(Blackstone Yankee cigars) which
conditions, and no sponsorship
lined up for the service, which will
is also sponsoring Transradio
of its news will be permitted.
Press on various stations, adding be sold in some cities on an exclu3. The United Press and Insive basis and also offered to adWIP, Philadelphia, on April 9 for
vertisers and agencies for their
the 11 p. m. period four nights
ternational News Service "reweekly. The cigar company has own sponsor placements.
serve the right" to enter the
Chester Hope, former Hearst
also taken five one-minute anfield of supplying news to broadcasting stations on a commernouncements weekly on WGR, Bufmanaging editor, will head the editorial staff, which Mr. Strauss said
cial basis, with stations being
falo, and WSYR, Syracuse. Continental buys Transradio direct
will comprise bureaus and correallowed to sell this news to sponsors.
through the agency while the cigar
spondents inkey cities of the counsponsor purchases the news periods
try, special correspondents in for4. There will probably be a
on stations already subscribing to
eign capitals and affiliations with
"gentlemen's agreement" for the
Transradio.
several news services. Gates FerU. P. and I. N. S. not to try to
guson, Telephone
formerly with
the Internasell stations which are now subtional
& Telegraph
Co.
scribing to the Press - Radio
AFTER five years, during which
and the Postal Telegraph Co., is
Bureau reports, though so far
time Tulsa, Okla., newspapers did director of communications.
as can be learned no method has
News will be delivered both by
not publish radio programs or rabeen suggested by which such
dio news, the Tulsa Tribune has teletype and short wave radio, arstations can subscribe if they
rangements now being made for
started a Sunday radio page devoted to local station and national
voluntarily drop their Pressthe latter. In addition, special mail
network news.
Radio Bureau service.
features will be offered.
April 15, 1935

in News

Arouses

Case

Protests

PROTESTS from nearly a dozen
newspaper-owned broadcasting stations against the action of the
NAB in connection with the raising of funds in behalf of KVOS,
Bellingham, Wash., to help defray
the costs incident to the appeal of
the Associated Press from the decision of Federal Judge John C.
Bowen in the radio-press controversy, have been received during
the last fortnight at NAB headquarters in Washington. The letters,
more
or that
less the
uniform
in content, contend
proposal
was
entirely "uncalled for" and beyond
the province of the NAB. They
argued that the effect might be to
arouse the ire of the entire newsThe paper
case
field. in question is that in
which Judge Bowen last December
upheld the unrestricted right of
radio stations to broadcast news
once it is published in the newsthe right of
radio aspapersaand upholding
faster means of news
dissemination to broadcast such
news. The suit was brought by
the Associated Press against the
Bellingham station, and an appeal
was taken to the Circuit Court of
Appeals in San Francisco by the
Former Senformerator C. organization.
C. Dill, of Washington, has
been retained by KVOS.
In reply to these letters, Philip
NAB managing direcG. Loucks,
tor, stated April 11 that the NAB,
as such, is not intervening in the
case but is acting simply as a collection agency to put KVOS in the
position to carry on the appeal.
"Judge Brown's decision," he aslawas inmuch
a con-in
fusedserted,
state"leaves
and the
it is
the interest of the newspapers as
the radio stations that the law be
At the same time, Mr. Loucks
that a number of staoutincluding
brought
clarified."
tions,
several owned by
have contributed to
newspapers,
the KVOS fund.
Transradio for Cigars
THIRTY stations have been signed
by Congress Cigar Co., Newark,
Gotham Adthrough its agency,
vertising Co., New York, to carry
Press
Transradio
of
broadcasts
news in a campaign for the new
"Excelente" size La Palina cigars.
In some cases the stations already
take Transradio, and resell it, or
sell participation in their news
broadcasting schedule. In other
cases it is bought specifically for
these stations to use on this account. The schedule is highly diverse, and ranges from five to 15
minutes a day, from three to seven
days a week. Some began April 1,
and the remainder April 11.
Gong Protection
THE GONG'S the thing in amateur programs, believes Carter
Barron, Washington representative
for Loew theatres, owners of
and he
WHN, Newdeavoring to York,
learn from
the isU. enS.
Patent Office if a "gong" can be
regispatented
copyrighted,
tered. L. K. Sidney,
who or
succeeded
Maj. Edward Bowes as manager
of WHN, claims that the station
is entitled to exclusive use of the
particular gong adopted when
WHN started the amateur fad.
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that

believe

WE

stations, advertisers

and
our

agencies

can

all profit from

of experience,

our

increased

advertising
background

radio

and

expanded

firm

name.

facilities.

STATIONS
Location

Station

Chicago, Illinois
Columbus, Ohio__
Des Moines, Iowa
Des Moines, Io wa . _
Detroit, Michigan
Kansas City, Mo
Los Angeles, Calif
New York City
Waterloo-Cedar Rapids, la.

WGN*
WBNS
KSO
KRNT
_WWJ
WREN
KNX
WMCA
WMT

Please

note

personnel

the change

of

REPRESENTED
Location
Station
Omaha, Nebraska
WOW
Philadelphia, Pa.___,__ __WIP
Phoenix, Arizona
KTAR
Rochester, N. Y.__
__ WHEC
St. Louis, Missouri
KWK
St. Paul-Mpls., Minn.__ ._.KSTP**
Salt Lake City, Utah
JCDYL
San Diego, Calif
__KFSD
'Represented on the West Coast.
'♦Represented in territory outside New York.

Southwest Broadcasting System:
Fort Worth
San Antonio
Dallas
Dallas
Beaumont
Little Rock____

Austin
Waco_
Oklahoma City
Houston
Shreveport
Amarillo
Wichita Falls

KTAT
KTSA
KRLD
WRR
KFDM
KLRA

*

JOHN

BLAIR

*

KNOW
WACO
KOMA
KTRH
KWKH
KGRS
KGKO

*

&

COMPANY

(Formerly Greig, Blair & Spight, Inc.)

NEW YORK
341 Madison Avenue
Murray Hill 2-6084

Page 12

CHICAGO
520 North Michigan Avenue
Superior 8660

DETROIT
New Center Building
Madison 7889

SAN FRANCISCO
485 California Street
Douglas 3188
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A

Pioneer

Bank

Sells

Its

Service

by

Radio

By
JOE
CORNELIUS
First National Bank, Spokane, Wash.
cause it is one of the few programs that I have listened to along
Spokane's Oldest Uses Dramatic Merchandising Programs
this line that really was interestSuccessfully and Has Interesting Results to Show
From these excerpts it is very
evident that radio is doing a real
CONTRARY to general belief, the
selling problems of the banking
CAN RADIO do a job of selling for banking institutions
selling job for the First National
business are not vastly different
Bank in Spokane. Better even than
which have the intangible commodity of good will and kind words is the fact that much
from those which beset most com! mercial endeavors.
actual new business is being
A bank is an enterprise organpublic trust to offer? The answer is a vigorous "yes"
traced
to these programs. Recentized to earn a profit for its owners
ly a commercial announcement
ing."
and is engaged in the selling of from the First National Bank of Spokane. In this ar- mentioned
that the bank was in
credit, an intangible commodity,
for short time automoticle, the author relates how this institution's first at- the market
and in providing certain services
bile loans. This message brought
tempt failed after a short lived trial. But then the right
of value to its patrons. Like any
business house it must first attract
in a gratifying number of acceptable applications, the income from
customers and then hold them with
combination was struck, with results surpassing expecpay the radio broadwhich will
courteous efficient service and mercasting costs for that one evening
tations. Thus, he says, his institution has found radio
chandise of value to these cusmany times over.
tomers. Credit is a bank's meran exceptionally fine medium for producing new busiIn summing up there are sevchandise and must be wisely granted or it becomes detrimental rather
probank's
this ul,
ness and holding present patrons.
eral
has beenwhysuccessf
and the
gram reasons
than valuable to a borrower.
chief ones are listed below.
On the theory that selling bank1 — Much good-will has been obmessages telling about the banking
ing services and selling tangible
tained from present large deposimerchandise have much in combusiness. The officers of First Nators of the bank because they cantional
appreciate
that
banking
is
mon, Spokane's First National
not help feeling pleased that their
essentially a business of public
Bank attempted to sponsor a
service and, as such, its depositors bank is spending its money to adbroadcast several years ago. I say
vertise them and their successes
are entitled to know about a bank's to the Inland Empire.
"attempted" advisedly, because this
record — the ability and character
broadcast had no particular ap2 — Each firm is asked to notify
peal, and when contrasted with the
of its management — ■ its responsi- its employes that the firm is to be
fine programs that were beginning
bility— and how it invests deposits
to make their appearances on the
and safeguards them. That our featured in a First National broadradio program is being heard and have cast,
various networks, it was quite a
and many employes' accounts
sorry presentation. This program
followed is evident from the num- fact. been directly traced to this
ber
of
written
comments
which
provided music by a local orches3 — The bank is fortunate in havtra of average talent as a backhave been received when these ining a large number of accounts
ground for a commercial announceformative messages were started.
RADIO BOOSTERS — Joseph
substantial business
ment. Since no appreciable results
representing
Bailey (left), president, and A. W. A few follow:
interests of the city. The fact that
were obtained, the campaign was
Lindsay, chairman, of the First
"I, personally, listen to your ra- these firms bank with the First
dropped after a short lived trial. National Bank of Spokane.
programs
andtheenjoy
them."part National is creating prestige for
"Idiohave
lived
greater
A Different Tale
the bank in the public mind.
firms featured — several decades
4 — It is often possible to present
California where adTHE YEAR 1934 brought a much
old themselves — have banked with of my lifevertisiin
ng isdone on a rather large
different story. It was in coopera- the First National since they start- scale and I have yet to hear a bank
commercial mesa much longerradio
than it is by
sage over the
tion with the studio staff of KHQ
ed in business. One firm, in fact, program equal the Romance of
in Spokane that the First National
newspaper and, accordingly, the
had proudly framed its first check
Bank has developed recently a real drawn on our bank near the start Achievement."
"get a message
"I have listened to your broad- bank can often
of the century.
radio selling program — a program
across" that would be unread excasts without missing one and have
so different from its original atRecently the bank has devoted
cept by a small minority in printed
mediums.
them
very mention
interesting."
the commercial announcement to found
tempt that there is no comparison
"
—
I
merely
this
be5— It presents information rich
between the two — a program that
has been weighed in the balance
in interest to citizens of Spokane
COAL
IN
SUMMER
and the Inland Empire.
and found productive of worthSeasonal Products on the Air I
After all, it is results that prove
while'
results.
[This
contract
has
Two Full Days Booked on WTJS I the worth of any advertising exbeen renewed for another year.]
This program Romance of
STORE
Continuously Four Years
of Spoand the officers
penditure,National
IN
see A
Vnn
esG
n Store
aiWhite
Ch
IMByOTe
kane's First
Bank have
Achievement is a narrative story WINTER and summer, for four WHEN
the
Black
&
Store,
written and presented by Don Nor- years, the Keller & Goetz Coal Co. chain department store in Jackson, found radio an exceptionally fine
has broadcast continuously on
man of KHQ, featuring each week
for producing new busithe achievements of a firm that WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y., and of- Tenn., moved into new quarters re- medium
ness and holding present patrons.
broadtwo-day
a
staged
cently,
it
has been a pioneer depositor in the
fers a success story for yearcast over WTJS, Jackson. TempoFirst National Bank. Each story around advertising of seasonal
rary studios were set up in the new
is presented from material obtained
products.
New Transradio Sponsor
In the spring the company sells store and seating space was arin personal interviews with the
ranged for several hundred.
the thought of cheaper coal prices,
leading officers of the featured
the TransAll WTJS programs for the two
A SECOND sponsor
over
concern. The program is a weekly and in the autumn advises listen- days
flashforperiods
originated in the store, and radio Press new
ers to stock early for the winter. broadcasts
feature 15 minutes in length and
,
WOR,
Newark
has
been
signed by
were continuous from
is broadcast every Thursday eve- The sponsor's name is kept on the 7 a. m. to 10 p. m. Throngs
that station, with General Mills
ning at 9:45. Supplementing the air during the extreme summer
jammed
the
store
both
days,
the
feastartingof the
Minneap
Inc., ture
achievement story is a musical pro- weeks to hold the audience and to
March olis,
19 on behalf
its new
management
estimating
the
numkeep
the
name
before
the
public
gram furnished by a "Symphony
ber at more than 20,000. A public product Cal-Aspirin. General Mills
as "the" coal company of Syra- address system was installed, with sponsors the 12-12:15 p. m. period
of Strings"
augmented
by the studio organ, under
the direction
of cuse.
at different places inside Tuesdays to Saturdays inclusive,
Gottfried Herbst. A short commerRecently live talent replaced the speakers
the store as well as outside.
and on April 27 will begin to sponcial announcement of an informatranscription series which had
The Black & White Co. paid regsor the 5-5:15 p. m. periods. The
been used. The program opens
tive nature completes the program.
contract is for 52 weeks. The first
ular
station
rates
for
both
commercial and sustaining programs,
Spokane's First National has the with ten-year-old Charlotte Hill
news flash sponsor signed for the
distinction of being the city's old- talking to her doll and the con- being given an announcement every Transradio periods over WOR was
est banking institution. As these
tinuity works into the comfort of
that "the broadcasts are the Fischer Baking Co., Newark,
a home heated with the right coal. half-hour
stories of pioneers are presented,
coming direct from the big new three times weekly starting March
Charlotte
then
turns
on
the
radio
an impression of traditional de12 at 8-8:15 a. m. WOR carries
& White Store
in Jackson."
pendability isbeing left with radio and listeners to her air favorites, Black
A. B. Robinson,
business
manager
four 15-minute Transradio periods
Jack
Shannon
and
Eddie
Leonard.
of WTJS, handled the project.
listeners, because many of the
daily, all open for sponsorship.
April 15, 1935
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Revision
Recording
Threats
NAB

to

Artists
Exact

Carry
Radio

Out
Fees

Asks New Society to Supply Data Demonstrating Its Right Under the Law to Demand Imposts
ual recordings; under what U. S.
FORWARNED by published notices of the formation of the or- Statute or Federal court decisions
ganization, all broadcasting sta- the Society bases its right to litions this month received circular
cense, and upon what the Society
letters from an organization call- bases the extent of liability of staing itself the American Society of
tions and how it would "protect"
Recording Artists, informing them them.
that, effective May 1, they will be
Numerous stations have inquired
called upon to pay from 5 to 15 since receipt of the circular letter,
cents for each performance of regarding the moves they should
To NAB members, Mr.
phonograph records, plus a "sus- make.
taining" fee of $5 per month if Loucks has written that the matter
they wish "licenses"
fromthethat
or- is receiving study. Broadcasters of
ganization. Otherwise,
threat
Los Angeles, it is reported, have
of suit is implied. A goal of united in questioning the right of
$5,000,000 annually has been set, the organization to collect royalties unless and until court action
it is understood, as the annual
amount to come from broadcast- base.
is instituted to provide a legal
ing.
In March, Broadcasting pubProposed Imposts
lished first reports of the organTHE
letter
and the contract pracof this to
"Society",
whichof
conforms izationclosely
the pattern
tically advance the suggestion to
stations that they pass along, the
the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers, now un- royalties which would be invoked
der scrutiny as an alleged illegal to sponsors and advertisers. The
monopoly by the Department of Hall letter stated that the Society
Justice and the target of pending "intends to begin the collection of
legislation in the Senate designed
on May 1", and that it
to end its arbitrary powers. At royalties
desired to have the station's signed
that time it was pointed out that application
not later than April 15.
the record outfit apparently had Few if any of the signed contracts
no legal basis upon which to collect have been returned, according to
royalties. In the first instance, best information available.
stations pay royalties to ASCAP
Salient points of the proposed
and to other copyright owners
contract are as follows:
whose music they perform for the
Class A stations — (those of
right to perform such composi- 1,000 watts and up) shall pay 15
tions no matter who performs
cents per usage; Class B stations
them. Moreover, there is no legal
(500 watts to 999 watts) 10 cents
precedent under which the artist per
usage, and Class C stations
can claim a royalty for playing
(499 watts or less) 5 cents per
of a record.
usage.
The circular letter to stations,
different kinds of "usages"
dated April 1, is signed by George areSixdefined.
An uninterrupted use
H. Hall, as managing director. In of talent broadcast
through the
other records of the organization,
recording or reprohowever, he is listed as director of medium ducedoffroma either
side of a 10public relations. Together with the
inch double-faced 78 r.p.m. record,
letter is sent an application for where
playing time is not more
license membership in the organi- than 3 the
minutes and 45 seconds, is
zation, to bear the signature of the called one
usage. In the case of a
licensee and of the executive sec12-inch
record,
where the playing
retary of the "Society", one Arthur
W. Levy. Headquarters are given time does not exceed 5% minutes,
as the Guaranty Building, Holly- the "usages" total two, as does one
wood.
side of a double-faced 33 1/3 r.p.m.
record, where the playing time
More Data Sought
does not exceed 6 minutes. When
APPRISED of the campaign to a 33 1/3 r.p.m. record is played
license stations as of May 1, Philip uninterruptedly for not to exceed
G. Loucks, NAB managing direc- 9 minutes, it shall constitute three
tor, notified Mr. Levy that; the en- usages. Usage of other classifications of records shall be charged
tire matter has been referred to
the NAB board of directors as a accordingly, it is stated, with partial or interrupted performances
matter of policy. On April 10 he
to be counted at not less than "one
wrote Mr. Levy seeking additional
information which could be presented to the board. The board usage". Yearly Licenses
is expected to meet prior to the
NAB convention July 6-10 at Col- THE LICENSE would be issued
for a term of one year and would
orado Springs.
To ascertain the status of the renew for a second year unless
terminated by either of the parties
new organization, much additional
data is necessary, it is felt. Among
upon 30 days written notice. "Provided the applicant shall have fulother things, Mr. Levy is being
filled this agreement upon its
asked to furnish a complete list of
regular members of the organizapart," the license blank states, "the
tion; a list of recordings of each
Society agrees to release the applicant from any and all liability to
member which it proposes to liit
or its regular members, without
cense; a copy of the agreement by
which the members convey to the compensation whatsoever, or
Society the right to license; in- charge therefor to it or its regular
formation whether stations are members, arising from the broadprivileged to negotiate separately
casting of its members' talents
with Society members for individ- through the medium of recordings,
Page 16

15-Watter Gives Up
THE UNIQUE situation
wherein the FCC Broadcast
Division was called upon to
authorize the surrender of
a station license came up
April 2 — and the application
was granted. The station
giving up the ghost was
KFPM, Greenville, Tex., operated by a local furniture
store. Its power of 15 watts
was the lowest in the broadcast spectrum. "Losing money
every day," its operator complained, "andthe
it license
costs too
much to hang
on
the wall." The official action
granted the license surrender
"because of economic conditio n s," the commissioners
smiling as they contemplated
several dozen applications on
file for as many new stations
in the same state.
occurring prior to the date of
signing
of this application."
The "Society"
also proposes a
"restricted list" similar to
ASCAP's. It says: "The applicant agrees to refrain from broadcasting such talents through the
mediums of records, at such times
as may be designated from time to
time in writing by the Society,
when the Society believes such
broadcast may interfere with the
services of any regular member,
and due notice of such suspension
shall be given the applicant not
less than 72 hours in advance of
such
time beorrequired
date." to
The suspension
station would
forward, on the last day of each
week, on forms to be furnished by
the new organization, a daily log
sheet of all records played. Payments of the royalties would be on
the fifth day of the month following the broadcasts. The $5 monthly service fee would be payable
quarter-annually in advance, with
the remittance for the first quarter to accompany the application
for license.
"Nothing herein contained,"
says the
prohibit the application,
applicant from"shall
charging
its advertiser, sponsor or customer
for the broadcasting of the said
talents of the Society's said 'artist
members' through the medium of
said
_ Therecordings."
circular letter, covering two
single - spaced pages, tells of the
plight of the recording artist because he does not receive compensation for the performance of
his recordings. Listed in the
board of governors are some twoscore outstanding artists, with
Gene Austin, instigator of the organization, listed as chairman.
The list includes Al Jolson, Eddie
Cantor, Ben Bernie, Lucrezia Bori,
Mischa Elman, Ossip Gabrilowitsch and other celebrities.
The "Society", said the Hall letter, was founded more than a year
ago and includes among its membership "hundreds of the world's
leading
artists."he Aadded,
purpose of recording
the organization,
"is to represent its members in the
broadcasting field, t o license
broadcasters, establish a usage
rate for each such use of the artist's talents and to collect for its
artist members certain compensation to which, it must be admitted,
they are rightfully entitled."

To

of

Reduce

Burden

Laws

ASCAP

Foreseen

Duffy Bill Slated for Hearing;
Rome Pact Approval Favored
REVISION of the copyright laws
in accordance with the Duffy bill
(S. 2465), which would lessen the
hardships of copyright users, notably broadcasters, is confidently
expected at this session of Congress with the introduction of this
measure in the Senate April 1.
The bill, with a series of amendments proposed by the NAB, was
drafted by the Interdepartmental
Committee on Copyright of the
State Department after extensive
conferences, and would revise existing law to permit the United
States to adhere to the convention
for the protection of literary and
artistic property under the provisions of the Rome revisions of
this treaty.
Brief hearings are likely before
the Senate Patents Committee, of
which Senator McAdoo (D.) of California, is chairman, before consideration bythe Senate. The Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
however, in the light of the new
bill, already has voted to report
favorably to the Senate the ratification of the Rome convention. It
is understood, however, that the
Senate will not consider the ratification until the revised bill itself
is adopted.
Infringement Costs
TERMS of the Duffy Bill were
described in the April 1 issue of
Broadcasting insofar as they relate to provisions dealing with
broadcasting. The only major
change from the draft proposed
originally by the Department of
State was that which increases
from $10,000 to $20,000 the maximum damages for all infringements by one infringer up to the
date of judgment. The revised
provision is regarded as "perfectly tant
reasonable."
impor-is
provision ofThe
the most
measure
that it would strike out of the existing law the minimum statutory
damages of $250 per infringement,
and leave to the court determination of damages suffered by the
copyright owner.
Anti-trust Suit
MEANWHILE, on the other copyright front, efforts were being
made to expedite trial of the Government's anti-trust suit against
ASCAP, after the sweeping ruling
March 26 by Federal Judge John
C. Knox, of New York, granting
the motion of the Department of
Justice to limit the issue to ASCAP
price-fixing. The government confidently expects to have the case
heard prior to court recess in June,
and is prepared to file a motion
for preference.
In an official statement March
27, the Department said the rulings of Judge Knox "in effect rection thatognized
thethe Government's
sricken mattercontenis no
defense to the charge of pricefixing under the Sherman AntiTrust Act." It added that the government "will use every effort to
bring the case to trial without de-
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IOWA'S

FACE

RADIO

LIFTED

Again

the

Des

Moines

Tribune stations do
new Iowa set-up:
Now, both NBC

the

Register
job!

and

Here's

the

and Columbia audiences in Iowa with One hookup,

through —

T/" Q f~\
J\.0 > S

0j9

Des Moines Basic NBC
500 watts daytime, 250

Des Moines
§

KRNT

™m

TA7"K yTT
V
VV

1*1

Blue Network,
watts evening.

Basic CBS

Network,

1000 watts daytime, 500 watts evening.

Waterloo-Cedar
Rapids,
Basic NBC
Waterloo-Cedar2500R watts daytime, 1000
k, Studios
Blue Networ
eveninc.
Stuf
watts
evening.
in BOTH cities.

US—

Thorough newspaper program publicity
in the Register and Tribune (circulation
265,000).

Alert showmanship with the decided admarkets. vantages of localization in Iowa's best

2

Complete, practical merchandising service.

A permanent line between Des Moines,
Waterloo and Cedar Rapids with low
combination rates on programs and announcements, and no line charges.

2a

High fidelity throughout
stations.

^b

New vertical, optimum height antennas
for best coverage.

7.

on all three

8.

Popular programs for sponsorship or participation.
Five to one preference by local advertisers who know the local audience likes
and dislikes.

For Rates, Availabilities and Other Information Write or Wire
THE

Register

IOWA
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
GIVING YOU BOTH NBC AND COLUMBIA AUDIENCES IN IOWA
& Tribune

Bldg.

Des

Moines,

Iowa

Representatives: John Blair & Company, Chicago, New York, Detroit and San Francisco
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Uniformity

in

Coverage

Coffee Grinder
IN ANNOUNCING the new
IGA coffee grinding service,
Independent
Grocers'
Alliance Distributing
Co., North
central division (WinstonNewell Co., Minneapolis), put
a coffee mill on the air on
four Midwest stations as a
sound effect in explaining advantages of freshly - ground
coffee. The stations were
WCCO, Minneapolis; WHO,
Des Moines; WDAY, Fargo,
N. D.; KFYR, Bismarck, N.
D. The account is handled
by McCord Co., Minneapolis.

Data

To

Be Studied
by NAB
Group
Committee of Five to Meet April 17 Will Lay Plans
To Be Submitted to Advertisers and Agencies
named at the NAB convention in
A MEETING of the special comCincinnati last fall, include Arthur
mittee of five of the NAB, named
last year to develop a plan to es- B. Church, KMBC, chairman; Edtablish a cooperative bureau of
gar Kobak, NBC vice president;
standard coverage and listener John Karol, research director of
data for the benefit of agencies CBS, John V. L. Hogan, New York
and advertisers, will be held in consulting engineer, and operator
New York April 17 to consider of W2XR, Long Island City, N. Y.,
and W alt e r J. Damm, WTMJ.
organization details and methods
Philip G. Loucks, NAB managing
of proposed operation. Following
this meeting, it is planned to call director, is ex officio member, along
a joint session of the NAB com- with Herman S. Hettinger, NAB
mittee with committees of the As- research director.
sociation of National Advertisers
Prorating the Cost
and the American Association of
Advertising Agencies to form defi- THE COMMITTEE will consider
nite organization plans, with the data accumulated by Dr. Hettinger
hope of having a concrete proposal
Mr. Loucks' direction for the
for the NAB annual convention at under
organization of a cooperative bureau
which would be supported
Colorado Springs, July 6-10.
Members of this committee,
jointly by the members
of the

W

three trade associations affected,
and operated as an independent
body, similar to the Audit Bureau
of Circulation in the publications
field. The tentative ratio of contribution for maintenance of the
bureau, it is understood, would be
40% each for the NAB and the
ANA and 20% for the AAA A.
Since he joined the NAB last

WW

First

Radio

World

Station

to

Because
it gained

WWJ
an

in the

Broadcast

was

a pioneer in its field,

audience

which

no other

radio station in the great Detroit market
has ever been
WWJ

in RESULTS.
biggest market
able homes!
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to civic appeal

and

first

It has the ear of Detroit's
and

The Detroit News
Radio Station

groups.

Agency Recognition
THE THOUGHT now is that the
three committees, meeting jointly,
will have crystallized an organization plan in time for discussion at
the meeting of the NAB Commercial Section to be held in conjunction with the annual convention of
the Advertising Federation of
America at the Palmer House,
Chicago, June 9-12. Also on the
agenda for this meeting is the
plan to establish an agency recognition bureau for stations, which
would function under the NAB.
Dr. Hettinger has drafted such a
plan, closely
the systems adoptedparalleling
by the publishing
media, and conforming in many
major respects with the plan
adoptedtions by
the broadcasting
and newspapers
in the staSt.
Paul-Minneapolis market.
Preparatory to drafting this
plan, the NAB sent questionnaires
to • all member stations with respect to their recognition practices.
From these and other available
data, he has set up proposed standard forms dealing with agency organization and operation required
for recognition, and forms dealing
with interchange of credit information, which also would be an
activity of the proposed bureau.
These two projects, coupled with
■the recently developed system of
uniform cost accounting for stations, form the major portion of
the program outlined by the NAB
for stabilization of its economic
structure and its sales relationcies. ships with advertisei-s and agen-

upon.

is first in listener interest, first in

responsiveness

WWJ

able to encroach

November, Dr. Hettinger has been
preparing data for the formation
of the proposed bureau, the basic
principle of which has been approved by all three of the organizations. The project grew out of
the expressed need for reliable and
unbiased data regarding station
circulation uniformly presented
from a central agency, to displace
individual station surveys and
listener data studies which are not
uniform.
The NAB committee at this time
is concerned only with the organization details, which will be taken
up with the committees of the
ANA and AAAA. It is the present
belief that the bureau itself, if
finally agreed to, should devise its
own formula for determining standard coverage and listening data,
subject to the prior approval of a
governing
tive of allcommittee
three of representathe trade

Detroit's financially

DETROIT

Socony Gets Rangers
AS A RESULT of its success over
KMBC, Kansas City, rights to the
Red Horse Ranch series, a western
starring the Texas Rangers, have
been acquired by Socony - Vacuum
Oil Co., New York, (White Eagle
and Lubrite divisions) for transcription placement three times
weekly on about 30 stations. J.
Stirling Getchell Co. purchased the
act through Karel Rickerson, its
Kansas City branch manager who
supervises the show. Gomer Cool,
of the KMBC staff, is author of
the series and appears in the cast
together with Ted Owens, popular
cowboy singer and yodeler. The
program for more than two years
has originated from KMBC for the
CBS network west to the Pacific
Coast.
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Chevrolet's Series
Sets New
Records
Sponsor Message to Be Heard
93,600 Times in 13 Weeks

INTER

- CONTINENTAL

COMMUNICATIONS,
The

World

- Wide

Inc.

Systems

Announces

A

Daily

THE

MOST

News

r
fo
Stations

COMPREHENSIVE

SERVICE

OBTAINABLE
The world-wide facilities of Enter-Continental, with its
unequalled news sources, its corps of news-gatherers and
special writers, coordinating through teletype and short
wave, make it possible for stations to broadcast the LATEST
NEWS in many instances in advance of every other source
of information, BEFORE the newspapers can print it.
Franchise

rates and other details furnished
upon request

INTER -CONTINENTAL
COMMUNICATIONS,
The World-Wide
10 1

PARK
NEW
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THE SALES message is a straight
sellingencestype.
About eight
to the Chevrolet
dealerreferare
made in each 15-minute program,
with the dealers and not the artists
starred. The program is designed
to sell Chevrolet cars and trucks,
used cars, and Chevrolet service.
In cities where only one station is
used, the broadcasts will occur
three times a week. Where two
stations have been engaged, the
programs will be staggered to provide six periods on different days.
Exclusive of the Pacific Coast,
where arrangements are not quite
complete, 241 stations have been
signed for the series. Addition of
the Coast will raise the number
above the 300 mark, probably exceeding the previous record for the
number of stations engaged, as
well as overall coverage.
Earlier in the year Ford used a
similar set-up to publicize the 1935
V-8 model but the campaign lasted
only three days.
To Chevrolet dealers, the sponsor pointed out that the spot drive
"takes advantage of the greater
flexibility, and consequently far
wider coverage, obtainable by the
use of transcriptions, by reason
of the fact that they can be placed
on the air in each locality at the
hour when results are best obtained. Tremendous strides have
been made in the electrical transcription field, and all of this progress is embodied in the new series
now under way."

Inc.

Systems

AVENUE
YORK

Telephone: AShland 4-1004

The Chevrolet message will be
endeavor."
heard
7,200 times each week and
the broadcasts will total 225 hours
a week. Thus specific mention of
"your300local
Chevrolet
the
markets
will bedealer"
made onin
93,600 occasions,
tending well into the
July.campaign exWider Coverage

SERVICE

Radio

SOME 11,500 quarter-hour WBS
transcription programs, all advertising one product, are being presented on 300 stations in the 13week series of the Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit, in cooperation
with its local dealers, thru
Campbell-Ewald Co. Inc., Detroit.
Through the thrice weekly programs, Chevrolet dealers are entering the largest radio advertising campaign
cording to WBS.ever conceived, acThe series marks the return of
Chevrolet to the spot field, and according to a Chevrolet broadside
to dealers, the series, called Musical Moments,
"takes
of
all that
has ever
beenadvantage
learned on
the subject of commercial radio

Cable Address: Icony

Dixie Distributors Discs
DIXIE DISTRIBUTORS Inc.,
Hillsdale, Mich., big independent
oil marketer, is staging a 13-week
transcription campaign using WBS
15-minute discs on KOA, Denver;
WHO, Des Moines; WKY, Oklahoma City; KMOX, St. Louis;
WTMJ, Milwaukee; WJR, Detroit;
KFAB,
Neb. City,
Potts-Turnbull
Adv.Lincoln,
Co., Kansas
is the
agency.

Ozark

Journal

Started

Under the Auspices of
Two
Missouri Stations
PROBABLY the
most ambitious
newspaper enteredpriseas everanlaunchoutgrowth of radio
is the Ozarks
Journal, a new
weekly which
made its bow
Mr. Cox
Marchauspices
29 underof
the
KWTO and KGBX, Springfield,
Mo. The newspaper is full-sized
with eight columns, and its first
issue of 20 pages carried about
50% advertising, some in two colors. It is published by the Ozarks
Journal Publishing Co., with Floyd
M. Sullivan as editor.
Mr. Sullivan for many years was
editor of the Springfield Leader
and in recent years has achieved
a reputation over the Springfield
stations as a news commentator.
The stations employ Transradio
Press. Lester E. Cox, executive
manager of the two stations and
president of the Ozark Motor &
Supply Co., heads the publishing
corporation. The other officers
are: Ralph D. Foster, president of
KWTO-KGBX; C. Arthur Johnson,
the stations' vice president and
treasurer, and LeRoy M. Magruder, secretary of the motor comMr. Sullivan's assistants are Erpany.
win A. Greenhaw and Karl Zomar,
together with nine members of the
station staff who have been devoted to news gathering. The
news coverage is essentially local
and regional, the newspaper bein?
dedicated to the "Greater Ozark
Empire". Decision to publish a
newspaper of their own was
reached by Mr. Cox and his station
organization when efforts to cooperate with the local daily newspapers
(applicants for a new stafailed. tion in Springfield) consistently
Father Coughlin to Start
New Series on April 28
CONCLUDING his six-month Sunday afternoon schedule of one-hour
broadcasts on April 21, Father
Charles E. Coughlin on April 28
will begin a new series of Sunday
night halfhour discourses over the
same independent hookup with a
few changes. Plans to extend to
the Pacific Coast have been abancosts. doned because of the heavy line
Father Coughlin will broadcast
out of Detroit at 11 p. m. (EST),
with a repeat an hour later for
stations west of Chicago. The 32station lineup will remain the same
except that WIND, Gary, Ind., will
be used instead of WJJD, Chicago,
and KMBC, Kansas City, will be
linked instead of WHB. The
schedule will run for 13 weeks,
with full card rates being paid the
stations. E. W. Hellwig Co., New
York, is handling the account this
DAMAGE resulting from the invasion of CMX, Havana, by armed
year.
men who wrecked the studio during the recent Cuban disorders,
have been repaired and the station resumed operation April 6.
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Jobber

Study

Survey

Shows

Which

Products

Made

Sales

Rates

Gains

Greatest
in

1934

Alka-Seltzer, Maxwell House, Chesterfield
Among Those Picked by Jobbers
New York, March 21— Alka-Seltzer, Maxwell House coffee, Chesterfield cigarettes, Sherwin-Williams
paints, Crane plumbing products and
G-E Mazda lamps head the lists of
products in six fields which made the
greatest gains in sales in 1934 according to 246 leading jobbers in six representative markets queried by RossFederal Service, Inc., in connection
wit"h a survey made for Advertising
Age and directed by a group of advertising executives.
While the method employed, in the
opinion of the Advertising Age advisory committee on research, does
not provide conclusive evidence that
these products have bested all competition, itdoes furnish sufficient information to indicate that they have
enjoyed a degree of success which
warrants thorough investigation of
erchandising methods involved.
recommended
esented

WLS

Alka-Seltzer

advertising and merchandising cooperation extended by the manufacturers of established and newlyadded eraltrade
successes,
the Ross-Fed-to
field men
were instructed
pass up the subjects unless the jobbers were prepared to give complete
answers.
Alka-Seltzer in Lead
Seventeen of the 40 drug jobbers
begged the question. Among the
others, Alka-Seltzer received 5 firsts
and 3 seconds. Other products which
received more than one first mention
were, in order of votes polled, Campana, Vicks, Pebeco, Barbasol, Woodbury, Colgate, Listerine and Squibb.
Only 19 of the 40 paint products
jobbers interviewed felt able to answer satisfactorily. Sherwin-Williams
received 2 firsts, 1 second and 1
third; Murphy, 2 firsts and 1 second;
Devoe & Raynolds, 2 firsts and
third.
Paragon and U. S. N. Deck
Reived 2 firsts. Other product^
1 first and 1

is Proud

of

FIRST

In

Sales

Gains

Advertising Age
March

its Part

23, 1935

in This

Success

Dr. Miles Laboratories, makers of Alka-Seltzer Tablets, saw promise in WLS

advertising early in

1932. The initial radio venture was a 30 minute WLS daytime show titled "Songs of Home Sweet
Home". An offer made during one of these programs brought 9500 responses. Later Dr. Miles
Laboratories undertook sponsorship of a portion of the WLS National Barn Dance. Still later a WLS
daytime feature, Station E-Z-R-A, was added. Three announcements during this program drew 53,000
responses. Step by step Alka-Seltzer's radio appropriation grew . . . with sales growing apace,
The National Barn Dance Program was extended to a limited network in 1933; Station E-Z-R-A in
1934. Outlets were added. Today the Alka-Seltzer National Barn Dance Program has 38 . . . Station
E-Z-R-A has 16.
Many other advertisers have used WLS with
Let WLS help keep the sales quota UP during
equally good results. Perhaps WLS can do the
the summer months at a minimum cost. Write
same for your product!
for particulars today!

THE

PRAIRIE
1230 WASHINGTON

WL5
50,0

0 0
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>»
GLENN SNYDER, Manager
NEW YORK OFFICE: Graham A. Robertson, 250 Park Ave.
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"That's

of

a

Malar

Lot

key"

RISE on our hind legs to refute the
assertion that Buffalo blunders along in
1914 cars, wears Gay Nineties clothes and that
moths fly out of every pocketbook. That, we
say. is a lot of malarkey.

WE

We're far from being spendthrifts but we do
buy merchandise — and plenty of it. What's
more, we've got the money to pay for it. Factory payrolls and employment show a consistent and gratifying increase. Automobile registrations are nearly 160% over last year. Oh
yes, we have the money to buy.
However, we like to know what to buy, what
we're buying, and where to buy it.
Experience has showed other advertisers that
the most profitable and economical way of
peddling their wares is over BBC stations —
WGR and WKBW. These are Buffalo's pioneer
radio stations. They have the largest and most
consistent listening audience of any Buffalo
stations.
They divide Columbia and Buffalo Broadcasting
Corporation productions and programs between
them. That gives you even better coverage —
permits you to pick and choose profitable time
in a way that's impossible when Chain Broadcasting programs must be handled over a single
station.

Shoe Polish Testing
GOLD DUST Corp., New York, on
April 8 started a two-week test
campaign of a variety of programs
for its Two-in-One shoe polish
through Batten, Barton, Durstine
& Osborn Inc., New York. Its biggest item is the sponsorship of a
15-minute afternoon Transradio
news broadcast over the Yankee
Network six days weekly. In addition, WOR, Newark, has been
signed for a five-minute spot program of library
and Two
announcements srecordings
ix days weekly.
one-minute announcements daily
are also being used on WGY,
KDKA,
WRVA. WRC, WBAL, WCAU and
WTMJ Limits Medicals
IN line with other stations as well
as networks, WTMJ, Milwaukee, is
turning down all contracts for the
broadcast advertising of internal
medicinal products. Many stations
which have made this change in
policy, however, have serviced existing contracts to their expiration. WTMJ decided to go the
whole way immediately and has
canceled all such contracts.
New Station Calls
CALL LETTERS for new stations
assigned by the FCC during the
last fortnight include KROC, for
the new station at Rochester,
Minn., licensed to the Southern
Broadcasting Co., and WTAL, assigned to the station at Tallahassee, Fla., licensed to the Florida
Capitol Broadcasters Inc.

Kaufman

After Ferguson

Resigns

WITH resignation of R. L. Fergergusonof asWINS,
manaNew
York,
taki n g effect April
3, Jesse
L.over
Kaufmantivetookdirection
acof
the station, and
at the same time
eral
of Hearst
radio enMr. Ferguson
genWhite,
T. J. manager
terprises, announced that this was
the full extent of personnel
changes in the Hearst Radio group.
Mr. Kaufman has transferred his
headquarters from Hearst Radio,
Inc.,
959 Eighth Ave., to the WINS
studios.
Kaufman had been acting as
business manager for the eastern
Hearst stations, and the new assignment was described as being
due to "a change in organization
policy." Mr. Kaufman stated that
"the detail of the new general structure which has been created for
the business operation of our
broadcasting stations has now been
established, thus affording me this
opportunity to try my hand at conducting ametropolitan station."
EDGAR KOBAK, NBC sales vice
president, and Jean V. Grombach,
New York program producer, are
among the guest instructors in
the round table advertising course
being conducted by the Advertising Club of New York.

WGR-WKBW are doing outstanding selling jobs
for a wide variety of sponsors. They're getting
messages across to the buying public of Buffalo
and the Niagara Frontier. They'll get your
message across, too.

Directs WINS

E

ABL

NS
SPE

I

IND

We'd like to have the chance of proving to you
that Buffalo Broadcasting Corporation Stations
are the logical, profitable choice if you want to
get maximum results from your radio advertising in the Buffalo Area.

ENDS

OFTHE

DfAt

OPERATED
BY THE BUFFALO BROADCASTING
CORPORATION, RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO, N. y.
MEMBER
Transradio Press Service
Columbia Broadcasting System
National Association of Broadcasters
World Broadcasting System Program Service
REPRESENTED BY
FREE 8C SLEININGER, Inc.
New York, Detroit, Chicago
Denver, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle
Page 24
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The

By
Has

That

Furniture

Building

Good

Up

Maintained

Sales

By BURRELL L. PICKERING
Advertising Manager,
Biederman Furniture Co., St. Louis
TELL the multitude something in
sincerity, repeat it often and long
enough, and in time they will accept it as truth. That is, the reason the good-will of many companies is valued far above their
physical properties. Usually it
takes many years and a fortune to
create this good-will. Today's merchandising, keyed to a quick tempo,
demands quick results. Radio can
do the job quickly, effectively and
economically.
This is what the Biederman Furniture Co. has learned from extensive experience with radio advertising over WIL. Starting in 1931,
in the heart of the depression, by
continuous use of radio the store
has been able to maintain its sales
volume, reduce advertising expense
and build up good-will of inestimable value. It is this good-will,
this city-wide name consciousness
and friendly feeling toward the
firm, that has carried it through
these difficult times.
The constant dripping of the
water of publicity gradually wears
away the stone of doubt and the
firm which is well known through
repeated advertising seems like a
familiar friend. Last week, I
walked up to a bank teller and
opened
the conversation
"I am
from the
Biederman with
Furniture
Co." "Biederman's on the air",
were the words with which he smilingly greeted me. Then a few days
later I was having an application
filled out by a postal clerk, when
after
giving himfilled
thein firm's
name
he
immediately
the address
and the rest of the blank without
further questioning. Later, I had
occasion to phone the employment
manager of a large industrial organization, afirm known to give
little cooperation to retail dealers,
yet he extended me every courtesy.
Listeners' Desires
NONE of these three men are customers of the firm yet they evinced
wholehearted good-will toward it
and were quite familiar with its
merchandising policy. That we attribute to radio, rightly used.
During our tenure on the air, we
have made an exhaustive study of
the principles governing radio advertising and have abided by them.
At all times, we have tried to give
full consideration to our listeners.
We know they do not tune in just
for the sake of listening to our
selling talk but rather to be entertained. Hence our copy is short,
smooth flowing and the "main idea"
subtly presented.
It's the main idea that we always try to get across. In our particular case, it is our merchandising policy. Biederman's location is
three short blocks from the principal business street and this has
necessarily made it a price store.
Grasping on the slogan "out of
the high rent district, low price
for you", we first sold this idea to
St. Louisians. Then we hammered
on the message that the firm was
April 15, 1935

Will

by

Broadcasts

Radio,

in Depression

a

St. Louis

at Lower

Sold

Store

Cost

"BIEDERMAN'S on the Air" is a
common expression in St. Louis.
And Beiderman's furniture is in
thousands of homes because this
progressive store has selected radio
for a good part of its advertising.
Copy, for the most

part, has been

strictly institutional, with the interesting results that Mr.' Pickering
tells about on this page. The store
MR. PICKERING

has tried to develop good-will and
has succeeded, as narrated here.

of long standing, having been
started in 1886. This we followed
by a "Great St. Louis institution
a half block".
store
with
Then atoo,
withcovering
the commercial
copy
we have carried the "tag" in a
dozen different ways of guaranteed
satisfaction — and we have often
gone to extremes to give this satisfaction.
Selling Ideas
THUS by using the airways, for
the main part, to sell ideas and
firm policies rather than continually to sell specific merchandise, we
have been able to build up a name
consciousness for the firm and also
to create good-will. So far-reaching have been the good results
from our radio advertising that it
has affected every department of
the business. As a particular example, our credit department a few
years ago had considerable difficulty in obtaining credit information when checking sales, but now
it is the exception when wholehearted cooperation is not obtained.
The reason some furniture dealers and other retail firms are not
consistent radio advertisers is
probably two-fold, First, radip,
like any other medium, must be
used for a time before results will
be felt. Many firms do not keep up
the broadcasting long enough to
build up this momentum, the accumulated results of repetition.
Then again, retailers are interested in immediate results, in what
is known as action advertisements.
They often use price appeal and
expect to move a variety of items.
Such a message is difficult to get
across over the air. In other words,
with practically all retail dealer
advertising, they place it one day
and expect immediate and tangible
results the following day.
Ideal Medium
GOOD - WILL advertisements, on
the other hand, do not call for an
immediate response. They simply
try to inform the public of the
firm's policies and try to leave
with them the idea that when they
need such merchandise or service,
this is the place to get it. To cultivate in the consumers a friendly
feeling paves the way toward fur-
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ther sales effort either by radio or
other media.
When a firm is sold on the idea
of institutional advertising, it will
find radio probably the most potent
medium. The subtlety of the continuity, the fact that it is usually
put across with entertainment, and
the unlimited presentations of the
idea to be imbued in the minds of
the listeners make this medium
ideal. Often an idea can be so unconsciously presented on the air
that it has complete acceptance,
but in print it might appear obtrusive. In other words, on the air,
by means of dramatization, testimonials and other forms of presentations, afirm can say nice
things about itself — give itself a
pat on the back — but in newsprint
such an advertisement might appear bold and insincere and would
produce
bad rather than good results.
What a "lucky break" retailers,
particularly furniture dealers, get
without always being cognizant of
the fact. Their radio programs
reach the greater part of the audience in their homes — next to the
store as an ideal place ideal to give
them the selling talk. In this environment, they are inThen
a far again,
more
receptive attitude.
since the merchandise sold by retail firms usually has universal appeal, the users — potential customers— are readily reached. To sell
persons on the need of something
without distracting their attention,
so they can look for themselves,
perceive this need, seems about the
acme of advertising.
"Double Insertion"
UNIQUE in sponsor program
scheduling is the arrangement
whereby the current Chevrolet
transcription campaign is carried
in New York. The "double insertion" method is being employed,
with WOR carrying the programs
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, and WMCA carrying the
same programs Tuesdays, Thursdays and isSaturdays.
The former's
schedule
from 7:30-7:45
p. m.,
and WMCA carries the programs
from 9-9:15 p. m.

Radio Provokes Only
Casual Discussion As
AAAA Ends Convention
From a Special Correspondent
WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS, W.
Va., April 12 — Despite corridor
discussions, and mention in the
closed sessions, radio failed to bob
up at all at the open business session of the American Association of
Advertising Agencies, which ended
its two-day annual convention today. At the executive session on
April
there was ofsome
off-therecord 11,discussion
commercial
credits and possible questionable
accounts, but with no definite action.
One subject discussed informally
about the convention was that of
spot announcements interspersed
between network programs. On
this score, Arthur B. Church,
KMBC, Kansas City, who attended
as chairman of the NAB commercial section, asserted that perhaps
such announcements should be reduced to a minimum, but there is
involved an economic problem due
to the network structure. "Until
stations are adequately recompensed for their time", he declared, "they will have to depend
upon a substantial amount of spot
Mrs. William Brown Meloney,
Sunday editor of the New York
business."
Herald-Tribune,
in an address, advocated advertising on the part of
physicians as a matter of public
information and service. The medical profession, she said, should not
withhold its knowledge and should
support truthful advertising.
Discussing advertising opportunities in the Federal housing
program, W. C. McKeenan, Jr., of
J. Walter Thompson Co., predicted that the building industry
would be the next great industrial
entity and would parallel the boom
in the automotive field during the
last two years.
In addition to Mr. Church, other
broadcasters attending the sessions
included Philip G. Loucks, NAB
managing director; Edgar Kobak,
NBC vice president in charge of
sales, and Roy C. Witmer, NBC
vice president; H. K. Boice, vice
president of CBS in charge of
sales, and
Walter Neff, WOR di- i
rector of sales.
Bids of 3 Newspapers
For WMAL
Still Pend
THREE Washington newspapers
are still participating in negotiations looking toward the purchase
of WMAL, NBC Blue outlet, from
the trustees of the estate of M. A.
Leese, it was learned April 12.
Now operated under a lease by
NBC, the station has been bid for
by the Post, owned by Eugene
Meyer, former governor of the
Federal Reserve Board, the Herald, owned by the Hearst interests,
and the Star, of which Frank B.
Noyes, ispresident
of the Bidding,
Associatedit
Press,
the publisher.
is understood has exceeded $285,000, which was the Hearst bid,
but which involved a substantial
amount of paper. The Star and
Post bids, according to best information, are lower but involve
substantial amounts of cash.
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New WMCA-WIP
Tieup
Books Five Commercials
FIVE commercial programs now
are being exchanged on the intercity hookup of WMCA, New York,
and WIP, Philadelphia (see Broadcasting April 1). They are Fitch
Publishing Co., New York, five
weekly five-minute programs; William P. Goldman & Bros., New
York (3 G's Clothing), two quarter-hour programs, and Dr. George
W. Clapp, New York (dentist), two
weekly quarter-hour programs, all
emanating from WMCA; George
A. Palmer, Philadelphia (religious), 6 weekly hour programs,
and Young Peoples Church of the
Air, Philadelphia (Rev. Percy
Crawford), one hour weekly, both
from WIP.
OFFICE hours of the FCC will
be from 8:30 a. m. to 4:00 p. m.,
instead of 9 to 4:30, effective
April 15.

Baseball Broadcasts
ALL HOME baseball games of the
champion St. Louis Cardinals and
also of the St. Louis Browns are
to be broadcast under sponsorship
by St. Louis stations. For General
Mills, Inc., Minneapolis (Wheaties), Bob Thomas and John Harrington will broadcast the play-byplay over KWK. For the Kellogg
Co., Battle Creek, Mich., France
Laux will broadcast the games
over KMOX. Wire reports of the
out-of-town games also will be
handled.
Grayco Dealer Discs
THE quarter-hour programs on
KHJ, Los Angeles, sponsored by
Marion R. Gray Co., Los Angeles
(Grayco haberdashery) are being
taken off the air for transcriptions
which are shipped to Grayco dealers throughout the country for
dealer sponsorship. Louis Creveling,
Gray advertising manager, has replaced Don Dana as announcer of
the Grayco Hollywood Gossip Program.

Rambeau

in New York
WILLIAM G.
RAMBEAU Co.,
station atives,
representon April 1
opened
offices New
at York
507
C h a n i n Bldg.,

with
Bachman Earle
in charge.
The organization
Mr. Bach man
now has offices in
New York, Chicago and San Francisco, Mr. Rambeau continuing in charge of the
Chicago office and Douglas A.
Nowell having recently been assigned to a newly opened office in
the Russ Bldg., San Francisco.
Mr. Bachman recently was sales
director mated
forNetwork.
Ed Wynn's
Before Amalgathat he
was in charge of sales for the
Quality Group of Magazines, for
five years he was advertising manager of the American Mercury, and
was with Scott Howe Bowen, transcription producer.

this new radio cue line five sponsored programs are now being introduced to the joint audiences of WMCA in

WITH

New York and WIP in Philadelphia. * Advertisers and Agencies are acclaiming this
new two station hookup which enables them
to cover the two greatest markets of the
East with network convenience — yet with
local station effectiveness and economy !

KNICKERBOCKER BROADCASTING CO.
PENNSYLVANIA BROADCASTING CO.
WMCA BUILDING, 1697 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
THIRTY-FIVE SO. NINTH ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Donald Flamm, Pres. Bertram Lebhar, Jr., Dir. of Sales
Benedict Gimbel, Jr., Pres. Albert A. Cormier, Gen. Mgr.
Represented in CHICAGO, DETROIT, and SAN FRANCISCO by JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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Uniformity Sought
In Evaluating Copy
Plan to Be Adopted as Guide
In Selecting Commercials
HEEDING the new FCC campaign
to cleanse the air of objectionable
programs, a group of station officials who met informally in Chicago the first week in April have
devised preliminary plans for
standardized practices in judging
commercial copy. Following an impromptu session in the offices of
Free & Sleininger Inc., station representative of these stations, it
was decided to adopt a plan whereby all stations represented by the
organization would collaborate in
eliminating objectionable copy.
Arthur B. Church, general manager of KMBC; J. O. Maland, general manager of WHO; Dietrich
Dirks, general manager, KFAB;
J. B. Lottridge, sales manager of
KOIL, and Clark Luther, commercial manager, WOC, all in Chicago
on various station business, happened to meet in the offices of Free
& Sleininger where they began discussing FCC cooperation.
Separate Standards
EACH of these stations, as is true
of most of the country's major
stations, has set up standards of
public interest and good taste for
judging all advertising copy submitted for broadcasting. But these
standards have evolved largely
from individual experience and
vary widely among stations. In
determining the acceptability of a
proprietary medicine, for example,
one station may apply for information to the Food and Drug Administration ofthe U. S. Department of Agriculture, another to the
Federal Trade Commission and a
third to the city or state officers or
to a local Better Business Bureau.
There are three main points to
be considered: The acceptability
of the product, the acceptability of
the claims made for the product,
and the acceptability of the advertising copy from a standpoint of
good taste. The first two are matters of determinable fact; the third
a qualitative matter that is not so
easily settled. In the discussion it
was informally decided that if each
station would contribute a list of
the words and phrases that it cona master
boo" listsidered
couldobjectionable
be compiled
for "tathe
guidance of all the stations.
Following the discussion James
L. Free, president of Free & Sleininger Inc., sent a letter to the following stations, also represented
by Free & Sleininger or by Free,
Johns & Field Inc.: WCAO, Baltimore; WGR-WKBW, Buffalo ;
WJJD, Chicago; WHK, Cleveland;
WAIU, Columbus; WIND, Gary;
WDAY, Fargo, WDRC, Hartford;
WKZO, Kalamazoo; KFWB, Hollywood; WAVE, Louisville; WTCN,
Minneapolis-St. Paul; WMBD, Peoria; KOIN-KALE, Portland;
WPTF, Raleigh; KOL, Seattle;
KVI, Tacoma; KTUL, Tulsa.
The letter asked them to contribute their ideas and suggestions
to the end of working out a standardized plan of procedure to be followed by the entire group in judging the acceptability of any piece
of copy submitted to them. When
this plan has been completed it
will be available for any other station wishing to use it.
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1
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5KW—with

Western

TaKING advantage of recently granted power
increases, the stations above have ordered 5KW
broadcast transmitting equipment.
selected Western Electric because:

They all

(1) Distortion is less than 5% at 100% modu-

Electric"

(5) Audio frequency characteristic is linear
within + 1 db from 30 to 10,000 c.p.s.
For full details, write to Graybar Electric Co.,
Graybar Building, New

York — or telephone

Graybar's nearest branch.

lation and under 2% at average program level.
(2) The noise level is at least 75 db below
the signal at 100% modulation as measured with
a program noise meter.
(3) Harmonic

radiation on any multiple of

the carrier frequency is at least 70 db below the
carrier.
(4) Carrier frequency stability is maintained
well within 50 c.p.s. of the assigned frequency
by quartz crystal control.

Western

Western Electric transmitter and amplifiers for 5KW operation

Electric

RADIO TELEPHONE
BROADCASTING
EQUIPMENT
Distributed by GRAYBAR Electric Company
In Canada: Northern Electric Co., Ltd,
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Radio

Time

Sales

Good Will Advertising
Is Allowed on Sundays

For

Under Dominion Ruling
NO DEFINITE effective date has
been set to date for the new ruling
of the Canadian Radio Commission
to prohibit sales talks on Sundays
but the decision will allow sponsored programs to go on the air
on Sundays. No data is available
as yet as to what will be done with
United States chain programs coming into Canada on Sundays, but it
is hoped that a compromise can be
reached, otherwise many new
Canadian programs will have to
be developed or the stations shut
down for a good part of the day.
The decision was first made public March 28, with an announcement that a study would be made
of existing contracts before the
ruling would go into effect. All
stations from coast to coast come
under the regulation, which reads:
"Advertising on Sundays shall be
confined to good-will programs of
a high standard
It was explained that the only."
mere sponsoring
of a program by an advertiser
would not be prevented when the
new rule comes into effect.
The decision hampers Canadian
stations, which are already limited
to a 5 per cent advertising content.
Undoubtedly many small stations
will shut down for the major part
of Sunday, while the Commission
may plan some new programs to
feed to an enlarged chain of stations free of charge. There is no
doubt that American stations will
be tuned in more by Canadian listeners than at present when the
new ruling becomes effective.

Last Year by 21%
Retail Advertising Is Up 48% ;
Department Stores Increase
FEBRUARY broadcast advertising continued to run well above
the 1934 level, it was indicated by
statistics issued April 5 by the
NAB. Gross radio time sales totaled $7,205,145 and were 21.2%
greater than during the same
month of the preceding year.
Various forms of broadcast advertising for the most part exhibited the usual seasonal trends,
though national non-network volume increased 8.5% as compared
with January, contrary to the normal downward movement at this
time of the year.
Compared to February, 1934, national network volume was greater
by 24.4%, regional network volume
by 5.5%, national non-network
business by 23.6% and local broadcast advertising by 9.5%.
National non-network studio programs continued strong, the. volume of this type of advertising
standing at 37.5% above the level
of February, 1934. Electrical
transcription business, on the other
hand, showed weakness, national
volume being 3.2% and local business 4% lower than for the same
period of last year.
Slight declines in non-network
business were experienced in the
New England, Middle Atlantic and
Middle Western areas, while mod-
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The Broadcast Barometer
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February
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February
1935 i 1935 1934
1
erate increases 2 —were recorded in
the South and Far West. These
trends seem to be normal seasonal
ones.
The usual seasonal trends were
dominant with regard to advertising by various sponsoring industries. Clothing advertising increased appreciably in all fields of
broadcasting, a marked rise occurring in the national network and
non-network fields, and an increase
of 45.8% taking place in local apparel advertising. Other fields experiencing marked increases over
February, 1934, included drugs and
pharmaceuticals (except in the local field), furniture and household
equipment, national non-network
and local financial and retail advertising.
Retail advertising continued to
show encouraging strength, total
volume in this field exceeding February, 1934, by 48.2%. Department
and general store advertising led
the list with a gain of 70.5% over
the same month of the preceding

s/

Following are 1935 gross time
sales :
year.
January $4,472,432
February
National networks 84,711,529
Regional networks — 57,916 58,023
National non-networks 1,229,530 1.334,662
Local
1,388,850 1,340,028
Total—
$7,387,825 $7,205,145

* Premium Offer Required Evidence of Purchase

National
Broadcasting
Company

50,000 Walt Station
WFAA
DALLAS, TEXAS

Represented Nationally by Edw. Petry & Co.
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Texas
Quality
Network

Yankee Adds WRDO
YANKEE Network increased its
station lineup to 12 April 6 when
it acquired through affiliation
WRDO, Augusta, Me., 100-watter
operating on 1370 kc. Centrally located in the state capital, it provides coverage over much of
Maine. Growth of Yankee has been
rapid since 1928 when WEAN,
Providence, R. I., was affiliated by
John Shepard 3d with his first
Boston station, WNAC, now the
key station of the network.

Spots Are Opposed
At Station Breaks
Criticism by Advertisers and
Agencies Returns to Surface
POSSIBILITY of a campaign of
advertisers and agencies against
the practice of interspersing spot
announcements between network
and national commercials at station breaks is indicated with the
revival of discussions on this subject, long a sore spot in radio.
Frederic R. Gamble, executive
secretary of the American Association of Advertising Agencies, declared April 11 at the AAAA annual convention at White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va., that this is a
problem which has agencies "deepconcerned".
asserted
that
whilely the
matter He
is being
discussed,
no definite plan of approach had
yet been decided upon and that he
was not ready to discuss it in detail.
Attitude of Stations
A YEAR
AGO, after
the Association of National
Advertisers
had
adopted a resolution frowning
upon the practice, it was informed
by
for theadvertisers
networks
that spokesmen
if the national
themselves ceased demanding and
buying such spots the practice
might be discontinued. Stations
have consistently maintained that
the 20 seconds between station
breaks are not sold to the program
sponsors preceding or following
the period, and it is for the station
to dispose of in any fashion it likes.
Criticism directed against these
station-break spots has been mainly on the score that the spot advertiser, paying only a fraction of the
amount paid by the regular program sponsor "rides along on the
power" of the latter. Last year
NBC, with the apparent intent of
ending the practice insofar as its
affiliates were concerned, announced that it would curtail station breaks from 20 to 10 seconds.
The order, however, never became
effective, because of the deluge of
protests from stations, who claimed
that these spots were a major
source of revenue and were in
great tisers
demand
national
adveras well asbylocal
accounts.
While radio, per se, was not on
the agenda of the AAAA convention, it was expected that this
issue, along with other radio subwould be discussed in the
closed jects,
session.
March Network Receipts
20% Above 1934 Figure
EXPENDITURES on the two national networks for time reached
an all-time monthly high during
March, and set a record which is
not likely to be broken before the
fall campaigns get under way.
April and May figures almost invariably have shown a decline from
March highs, preparatory to the
summer adjustment of schedules.
NBC, with sales for Red, Blue
and Pacific Coast combined of
$2,971,321, bettered its March,
1934, gross by 20.2%. CBS, with
$1,819,553, improved its previous
vear's tally for the same month
business
showedor$1,783,237
the
by
$295,000,
19.4%. for
NBC's
Red network; $1,118,149 for the
Blue and $69,935 for the Pacific
Coast.
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photographs on this page illustrate some of the re
M
equipment of a remarkable new service.
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Q
has created nothing finer. But no less startling than I
C
the result is the EASE and ECONOMY
which it offe
to go on the air.

It reduces production costs of the fir

a nominal figure.
It gives the advertiser an almost i
of material.
It enables him to use this material in a
weaving into it whatever is desired to give individuality
And

finally it offers hitherto undreamed

of speed in

getting into action in any market
from coast to coast.
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World Program Servj
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ABOV E: This service overlooks WORLD
nothing to make it complete. Every
program is matched with a vivid
continuity prepared by expert
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LEFT: Through an efficient catalogue reference system, each
of the 110 stations associated in World Program Service is
equipped to put its hand instantly on every type of musical program.

(programs to
inited choice
combination
he program.

RIGHT: The cross reference catalogue make i
it possible to put together any combination
of numbers voithout delay. Never before
has there been anything like this for facilitating program building vuhtle keeping it
absolutely flexible.

LEFT: Special pick-up equipment for World Program Service is
installed in each associated station, insuring absolute fidelity and uniformity inevery corner of the U. S. (photograph shows installation in
Station WOR, Nehv York).

E
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and

GREAT

NEEDS:

Economy

is a combination of upwith a vast variety of
v available to provide an

ABOVE: The recording equipment is
matched vuith the vertical pick-up equipment— these together vuith the processing
of masters and the acetate pressings from
the masters are all part of Wide Range
Vertical Recording developed by Bell
Laboratories. This is the equipment of
World Program Service.

all-round vehicle for going on the air, nationally
or locally. Let us give you AN AUDITION and
FULL INFORMATION !
INC.

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

50
WEST
57th STREET,
NEW
YORK,
N. Y.
W. Madison St., Chicago, III.; 555 S. Flower St., Los Angeles, CaL; 274 Branan St., San Francisco, Cal.
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Rule

of Common

Sense

WITH FCC Chairman Prall's determination
to cleanse the air waves of dubious and distasteful advertising, every far-seeing radio and
advertising executive cannot but agree. But his
legal department's suggestions as to what a
station operator can do to guide him away from
pitfalls remain rather vague. Boiled down, it
seems to us to mean simply that the station
must be its own judge, after carefully consulting authorities about accounts in question,
as to what it should accept or reject.
That is all very well, but what if the local
or state medical boards (quite aside from their
natural prejudices against self medication),
the Food & Drug authorities in Washington
and the Federal Trade Commission decline
to rule beforehand? Advisory opinions, in our
experience, are something taboo in government. Bureaucrats usually like to pounce upon
offenders, deliberate or unwitting, after the
act. Shall a station then be penalized to the
extent of losing its license, let alone being subjected to costly hearings, even if the general
character of its programs and public service
is and has been of a high order?
We believe with Mr. Prall that common
sense can be a sufficient guide in most cases,
and we reiterate what we said editorially in
our last issue: When in doubt, don't. But
there are degrees of doubt, and if a station
resolves the doubt in favor of an advertising
account that appears bona fide, we think its
motives and its past record should be taken
into consideration before it is cited for hearing or otherwise penalized.
It is up to the FCC to see that its aides
do not let their new-found power go to their
heads. The broadcasting industry by and large
wants to cooperate with the Commission, and
already it has shown evidences of that by rejecting many an account that might otherwise
mean needed revenues. But the broadcasting
industry, no less than any other industry, cannot afford to live under a regime of fear and
the big stick wielded by officials in Washington. Every person in the radio audience has
his own preferences and predilections as to
programs and commercial statements; shall
every Mrs. Tattles' complaint receive an official sanction from Washington in the form of
a citation for hearing or a defense of license?
We don't believe Chairman Prall or his colleagues mean anything of the kind, but their
handling of the several cases already in the
hands of the FCC's legal department will be
watched with intense interest — and perhaps
some apprehension — by the industry. In the
meantime, pending a more clearly defined polPage 32

icy on the part of the Commission, we say to
stations and sponsors and agencies that they
should follow the rule of common sense.
Copeland Stalemate
IN A WAY, it is unfortunate that legislation
to regulate the sale and advertising of food,
drugs and cosmetics appears to be doomed at
this session of Congress. All reputable manufacturers and advertising media want the existing law remedied to weed out the charlatan
and the quack. But they want, and have a
right to expect, safe and sane legislation. The
Copeland-Tugwell bill, now evidently sidetracked in the Senate, was not foolproof.
Some of the glaring injustices and possible
consequences of that measure were not fully
realized until it came to the Senate floor and
was subjected to the cross-fire of Senators
Bailey and Clark.
As they brought out so forcibly, the Department of Agriculture, even under the revised
measure, would have become a veritable advertising censor. And many an industry, under
the multiple seizure provision, might have
been ruined simply because an advertisement
was construed as one which portrayed "adulterated" goods. Amendments were offered and
carried to rectify these provisions, but against
the wishes of Senator Copeland.
It is to be hoped that workable legislation
will be devised soon. The most should be made
of the last two years of intensive study of
this situation. A bill generally following the
recommendations made by the President in his
message to Congress (which the Copeland bill
does not) should be enacted.
Passing the Hat
WELL BOYS, we are now notified that the
"American Society of Recording Artists", a
carbon-copy of ASCAP in the record field, will
now pass around the hat for tribute from stations, effective May 1. It only costs from 5 to
15 cents every time you play a record, plus
$5 per month sustaining fee. All they want
is about $5,000,000 a year, or just double what
ASCAP gets. It doesn't matter whether there
way.
is any legal basis for this, they're asking anyRight now, the NAB is looking into this
thing and asking a few pertinent questions
about legal rights and the field covered. At
this writing, too, ASCAP is stewing in the
juice of a Government suit charging it with
price-fixing, and Congress has before it a bill
to take away ASCAP's horse and guns. Maybe
Uncle Sam, in his wisdom, might look into this
new "Society" too.

on

the

Run

THE GOOSE isn't hanging so high these days
for ASCAP. On two fronts — judicial and legislative— it is getting a sample of the reaction
that has set in against its ruthless tribute-exacting operations. Now visions of defeat
face it.
The Department of Justice, thanks to its
brilliant young attorney, Andrew W. Bennett,
won the first round of its anti-trust suit
against ASCAP in the New York courts a
fortnight ago, when Federal Judge Knox
threw out of the case page after page of fancy
verbiage upon which ASCAP hoped to rely.
As it now stands, the case is limited to one
basic issue and that is Uncle Sam's contention
of illegal price-fixing.
Now the Department announces that it will
"use every effort to bring the case to trial
without delay". ASCAP can be depended upon
to do everything possible to postpone it. Most
of all it would like to delay things until the
Sept. 1 deadline, when the present extortionate
5% contracts with the broadcasters expire.
During the same month, its contracts with the
motion picture exhibitors also terminate, and
its arrangements with other users, including
the hot-dog stands, corner stores and the like,
will end from time to time during the remainder of the year.
Despite a crowded docket, it now appears
the case will be tried very soon — or before the
court recesses in June for the summer. The
government is prepared to take legal steps for
preferential trial. Speedy trial is essential,
for otherwise serious consequences might result, particularly in dealing with an organization having the record of ASCAP.
On the legislative side, the Duffy bill is now
pending and seems headed for Senate approval. It would take away from the combine its big bludgeon — the $250 per infringement as minimum statutory damages. The bill
also would relieve ASCAP of many other "discretionary" powers it claims to hold under the
present law.
To Attorney Bennett, all of ASCAP's victims really owe a debt, for he had the courage,
aggressiveness and ability to build a lawsuit
against ASCAP that has stuck — something no
one else has succeeded in accomplishing in
more than a decade. Credit also to the State
Department and to Philip G. Loucks, NAB
managing director, for their collaboration in
drafting a copyright bill that meets a pressing need.
THE STORY of the inception and growth of
Transradio Press Service, telling how three
unnamed backers, one of them a publisher, in
March of 1934 furnished $50,000 apiece to
get it started, is recounted by Herbert Moore,
its president, in an article on The News War
in the Air printed in the March Journalism
Quarterly, published by the American Association of Schools and Departments of Journalism and the American Association of
Teachers of Journalism. This $150,000, states
Mr. Moore, was ample to operate for nine
months without revenues, but within a week
Transradio had contracts assuring an income
of $100,000 a year, or enough to meet operating costs for six months. Thereupon the service was expanded and incorporated at Albany
with a capital of $50,000.
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NORMAN STANLEY CASE
ONE NEEDS only to spend a also of Judge Sykes' (Broadcastshort time with Governor Norman
ing, March 1, 1932). To the broadcasting fraternity Gov. Case is a
Stanley Case to be impressed with
comparative
newcomer.
the man's statesmanlike stature.
He is a handsome figure, product
He looks the statesman, he talks
like one and his past record in the of Mayflower and Colonial stock
public service bespeaks his high that settled his native Rhode Island
qualifications for the post on the with Roger Williams. He was born
Federal Communications Commisin Providence Oct. 11, 1888, atsion to which his oldtime friend
tended the public schools there and
and colleague, Franklin D. Roose- was graduated from Brown University in 1908. He spent the next
velt, personally selected him. In
the New Deal which Chairman
year traveling around the world,
Prall is instituting in the regula- returning to attend Harvard Law
tion of broadcasting, Gov. Case as School for two years. He was
the Republican vice chairman of graduated in law from Boston College, class of 1912.
the FCC's Broadcast Division
Then he practiced law in Rhode
should acquit himself well if his
Island and Massachusetts, serving
record is any criterion.
The former Governor of Rhode
on the Providence City Council
from 1914 until he went into the
Island candidly admits he knows
military service. Always interestvery little about radio broadcasted in the military, he had risen
ing beyond being a more or less
regular listener to favorite pro- from the ranks in the Massachusetts National Guard to a first
grams and beyond his own experilieutenancy while in college. In
ence as a speaker and campaigner
1915 he transferred to the Rhode
on the radio. He was transferred
j from the Telephone Division re- Island National Guard and with
that organization served on the
cently, at the instance of ChairMexican border in 1916.
man Prall, to bring to broadcast
When the United States entered
regulation a fresh viewpoint and
to help Judge Sykes and Mr. Prall the world war, Gov. Case went to
institute a new policy of enforcing
France in October, 1917, as captain of the 103d Machine Gun
rigidly the FCC's own rules and Battalion
of the Yankee Division.
regulations.
The laxity into which the old Overseas he was soon made a general staff officer under Maj. James
Radio Commission had fallen, the
yielding to political pressure and G. Harbord. By the time he was
discharged from the army, he had
the general lack of organization
in the regulation of broadcasting
been decorated for bravery in action and wore the French decoraimpelled
the
recent
sweep
by
wh'ch
Judge Sykes, at his own request,
tion of the Chevalier de L'Etoile.
Returning, he became a member
stepped down from the FCC chairof
the
Soldiers Bonus Board of
manship and assumed the chairmanship of the Broadcast Division, Rhode Island, and in 1921 was appointed federal district attorney
with Gov. Case exchanging division
assignments with Col. Thad H. for Rhode Island. In 1926 he was
elected lieutenant governor of his
Brown and Mr. Prall becoming
ex officio member of the Broadcast
state, succeeding to the governorDivision as well as chairman of the
ship a few months later on the
death of Gov. Pothier. He was
full Commission.
It remains to be seen how well elected in his own right in 1928
the new Broadcast Division will and again in 1930, serving until
carry out is aims, but the fact is January, 1933.
It was while he was chairman of
that three men with much practhe executive committee of the
tical political experience are now
holding the reins — and their big- Governors Conference of the United
gest task will be to handle, firmly States, of which Mr. Roosevelt as
Governor of New York was a
but politely, the constant demands
member, that their friendship
for special favors for constituents
blossomed. President Roosevelt
that come mostly from members
his esteem for Gov. Case,
of Congress. Of Mr. Prall's back- showed
defeated in the 1932 landslide for
ground we have written before
(Continued on page 53)
(Broadcasting, Feb. 1, 1935) and
April 15, 1935
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NOTES

WINSLOW P. Leighton, commercial
manager of WGY, Schenectady, has
been promoted to NBC national sales
representative for New York State,
with a traveling assignment out of
Schenectady. He has been succeeded
as commercial manager by George R.
Nelson, WGY salesman, formerly with
WCAX, Burlington, Vt.
B. M. MIDDLBTON, vice president
of WEHC, Charlottesville, Va., has
added the sales managership of
WSVA, Staunton, Va., to his duties.
PAUL R. HEITMEYER, former
manager of KGW and KEX, Portland, Ore., later with KNX, Hollywood, and now with KLO, Ogden,
Utah, is seeking authority from the
FCC tiontoin Cheyenne,
establish a Wyo.
new 100-watt staFRANK A. BYRNES, former assistant district manager in San Francisco for Firestone Tires and for a
decade with Willard Battery Co., Chicago, has joined the commercial department of KJBS, San Francisco, as
an account executive.
HUGH TERRY, advertising manager
of WKY, Oklahoma City, is a part
time instructor in the Department of
sity.
Journalism of Oklahoma City UniverWILLIAM PARKER, formerly with
Bill commercial
Allsbrook's department
orchestra, has
joined
the
of WBIG,
Greensboro, N. C.
ARDE BULOVA, co-owner of
WNEW, Newark, and for the last
month the head of the former American Broadcasting Co., which ceased
operation March 26, sailed for Europe on March 27.
A VERA WYNNE, manager and
owner of WEED, Rocky Mount, N. C,
on
thatMarch
city. 9 married Anne Hunter of
FRANK WRIGHT, Oakland radio
advertising executive, after several
months as general sales manager of
KTAB, San Francisco, has resigned.
He has returned to his organization,
Frank Wright & Associates, Oakland,
specializing in radio.
GEORGE PROVEL has joined
KGGO, San Francisco, as sales manager. He was formerly associated
with KDYL, Salt Lake City, in an
executive capacity.
WAYNE

WOOLRIDGE, account executive of KYA, San Francisco is seriat Mary's
and
will beously ill away
fromHelp
his Hospital,
desk several
weeks.
B. W. FRANK, on the commercial
staff of WEED, Rocky Mount, N. C,
has been named assistant manager by
Avera Wynne, owner.
GORDON S. PERSONS, president of
WFSA, Montgomery, Ala., has been
appointed chairman of state rural
electrification authority by Gov. Bibb
Graves.
KENT RIDER, of Austin, Tex., and
B. R. Patterson, of Waco, have joined
the commercial staff of KTAT. Fort
Worth.
MAJ. J. T. CLEMENT, U. S. A. retired, vice president and Washington
representative of RCA Mfg. Co., on
April 9 received the Order of the
Black Star from the French government. He already holds the Croix de
Guerre and the ribbon of the Legion
of Honor from France.
FRANK E. MASON, NBC vice president, was the principal speaker at
the recent annual convention of the
Radio Manufacturers Association of
Canada in Toronto, with R. M.
Brophy,
manager
of the NBC
station relations
department,
attending
as a guest.
FRED PALMER, general manager of
WBNS,came theColumbus,
on April 2 befather of aO.,daughter.

GUY EARL, president of KNX, Hollywood, has been named a member of
the public relations committee of the
Better Business Bureau of Los AnELMER PEDERSON, formerly with
the Los Angeles office of Paul Block
& Associates, on April 1 joined KNX,
geles.
Hollywood as national advertising
manager, a new office.
SAMUEL J. HENRY, Jr., formerly
with Cecil, Warwick & Cecil, and later associated with Joseph H. McGillvra, station representatives, has
joined World Broadcasting System,
succeeding Andrian Flanter, resigned.
MRS. JERRY MOFFETT, formerly
Lorraine Gilmore of WFAA, Dallas,
and now at Ponea City, Okla., where
Mr. Moffett is a representative of
Tracy-Locke-Dawson Inc., Dallas, was
a recent visitor at WFAA.
FRANCIS MULLINS, commercial
representative of KOMO-KJR, Seattle, has a new daughter, and Leo
Moen, KOMO-KJR
announcer,
announces arrival of a baby
boy.
G. L. TAYLOR, station manager of
W9XBY, Kansas City, is baek at his
desk after a tonsil operation.
FRED HART, manager of KG1IB,
Honolulu, was in Southern California
early in April visiting stations and
transcription producers.
HARRY W. WITT, formerly with
Foster & Kleiser in San Francisco,
Los Angeles and San Diego, learned
in
boy.one day that he had been named
general manager of KGB, San Diego,
and had become the father of a baby

THE

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

PHILLIPS CARLIN, NBC sustainprogram manager,
awardedinga bronze
medallion hasby been
the alumni
of De Witt Clinton High School, New
York, foruationachievements
sinceThehis award
gradfrom the school.
was made at an alumni dinner.
DON ter,
NELL
O'CONNOR,
RochesN. Y.. former
programof director
of WBT, Charlotte, has been named
program director of WEED, Rocky
Mount, N. C. George Coppedge. formerly on the announcing staff of
WPTF, Raleigh, has joined WEED
as an announcer.
TOM GIBSON, former drama coach
at KFAC, Los Angeles, has opened
an office in the Union Life Bldg.,
Hollywood to prepare radio scripts
and programs for dramatized announcements.
MARTHA CRANE, for seven years
director
of women's
programs Rayat
WLS, Chicago,
and her husband,
Caris, are the parents of a son, Crane
Caris.
EDWARD DRAKE, who has been a
free lance writer, has joined the continuity staff of WLS, Chicago, succeeding Robert Dwyer, who is now
with the Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
MAURICE W. WOOD has replaced
William Joyce as junior production
supervisor
at NBC's
studios.in
Wood substituted
for Chicago
Albert Short
the production department for three
weeks last fall while Short was on
leave of absence.
EDWARD V. MURPHY, directing
publicity for KTAB, KJBS and
KQW, has been named to the same
post at ceeding
KFRC,
Francisco,W. sucDavid H.SanGlickman,
C.
(Cap)man andHolliway,
father of veteran
Harrison newspaperHolliway,
Murphy.
manager
of KFRC, is assisting
J. C. MORGAN has joined the prostaff of of
KTAB,
Francisco, asduction
director
featureSan
programs
and dramatic
He formerly
ducted Morganskits.
Productions
Inc., conSan
Francisco radio school.
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THE

MAN

BOB NICHOLS, for the past five
years NBC Western division producerannouncer of the Woman's Magazine
of the Air, resigned April 1 and is
scheduled to go to Radio City. Prior
to his San Francisco NBC affiliation.
Nichols was chief announcer for the
American Broadcasting System.
ARCHIE PRESBY, announcer at
KGW-KEX, Portland, Ore., who has
joined Cliff Engle and Sid Goodwin,
ex-KGW announcers, at NBC, San
Francisco, was given a farewell party
at the Multnomah Hotel before leaving Portland. He replaces Marthin
Provenson, who has gone to Hollywood.

VICK KNIGHT, of the CBS production staff in New York, is author of
an experimental
"dramalogue"
Cartwheel
presented
over the titled
CBS
network April 13. It presented in
rapid sequences the history of the
minted silver dollar. Mr. Knight formerly was with WHK, Cleveland.
RAT WINGERS, formerly program
director and announcer at WOV, New
York, has joined the announcing staff
of WOR, Newark.
THOMAS FREEBAIRN - SMITH,
announcer at KNX, Hollywood, is
back at the microphone after a twoweek absence due to a hockey accident.

FORGOTTEN
/

Radio appeals to
Jfl BW
the Negro — b e 3| cause of his in4^^3^^^
^^^
0f ^
— * M ^P
music love
and his
Vs. -/^
flare for the mysterious. The signal drum, of
his tribal
ancestor's
method
broadcasting,
has left a decided hereditary influence. Generally speaking, the
Mississippi negro does very little reading. From the ages he
has inherited his tendency to
learn thru the ear rather than
thru the eye. So great is his
interest in the music and
drama of radio programs, that
he takes in every
conthe comword of and
^^^^k
tinuity
mercial
^^^^^^^mn
T « J True.
negroes Mississippi
do not
own as many radio sets as the white people ;
but the
vast majority
cess to radios.
At all have
hours ac-in
the negro sections of Mississippi communities, radios are to
be heard. They gather in large
numbers at the home of set
owners
or at negro stores
equipped
withof this
radiostremendous
— and today, because
appeal, no counm Mis^^Mfe
^BB&
com" withoul
^H^Biv
*W
J
radio.
Further\ J
/ more,
100% ofpracticallv
the servants in Mississippi homes are negroes. They
always hear the radio when the
master or mistress is listening —
and seldom fail to tune-in when
the owner is out.
Without question, the Mississippi negro is impressed and influenced by radio. He is a great
imitator. What the white folks
have in every day conveniences,
he must have too. Furthermore,
merchants agree that negroes
invariably insist upon brands
advertised on the air.

VVJDX
94- LAMAR LIFE STATION
JACKSON .MISSISSIPPI
A SOUTH CENTRAL NBC STATION

f
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JOHNNY MURRAY, master of ceremonies on the former Hi-Jinks program keyed from KHJ, Los Angeles,
to the Don Lee network, left Los
Angeles April 5 for New York to take
part in the new Lucky Strike Hit
Parade on an NBC-WEAF network.
FELIX ADAMS, announcer of
WSPD, Toledo, is substituting at
WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va., for Howard Donahoe, program director, who
is taking a vacation.
ARTHUR SNYDER, in charge of
CBS programs from Los Angeles, is
recuperating in Hollywood Hospital
from injuries received in an auto
wreck. His face was badly cut. requiring plastic surgery.
GENE CLARK, announcer and continuity writer at KJBS, San Francisco, has been elected vice president
of the San Francisco Progressive
Speakers Club.
JOSEPH R. BOLTON, announcer
of WOR, Newark, and Miss Dorothy
Bondy, of New Roehelle, N. Y., were
married March 28. Bolton formerlv
was with WNJ, Newark, WCAU,
Philadelphia, and WOV, New York.

ANNOUNCERS FOUR — This is
the announcing staff of WBT,
Charlotte; bottom, left to right;
Charles Crutchfield, program director, and Weston Britt; top,
Holly Smith, production director,
and Clair Shadwell, music director.
HELEN COBB, former NBC librarian, San Francisco, has been appointed assistant to Arthur Garbett,
NBC Western division educational director, Noel Corbett, assistant to Miss
Louis Landis, NBC Western division
feature writer, has been made night
press cisco
representative
at the San Franstudios.
ROBERT nouncerSWAN,
anKHJ, Los formerly
Angeles, chief
on April
3 was named program manager of
KFAC-KFYD. Los Angeles.

RICHARD S. DAVIS, columnist and
dramatic critic, discusses well-known
personalities on his thrice-weekly Xot
Exactly a Commentator program on
WTMJ, Milwaukee.
EARLE H. SMITH, former newspaperman, has been given complete
charge of the news broadcasts of
W9XBY, Kansas City, which has set
up its own news service.
MRS. MARY ELIZABETH EMMEL, motker of Lou Emmel, manager of the NBC Artists Bureau, San
Francisco, died April 3, in Los Gatos,
California.
MISS EDITH LIPPMAN, assistant
in NBC traffic department, San Francisco, on March 25 announced her engagement to Ted Fillipi. She leaves
NBC May 7 and will be married in
Seattle, Wash., shortly after.
CHARLES GLENN, formerly of
W9XBY, Kansas City, has joined the
announcing and production staffs of
WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
BILL GREEN, formerly of CBS, has
joined the announcing staff o f
WBOW, Terre Haute, Ind.
RICHARD McBROOM, former Spokane newspaperman, has replaced
Joseph Alvin, who resigned April 1
from the NBC press department in
Chicago.
J. LESTER MALLOY,
licity director of KTAB,
cisco, is writing a radio
a chain of San Francisco
lications.

NOW
WE

CAN

TELL

AND

SELL
'EM
A
LITTLE
FARTHER
Daytime Broadcasting on 5000 Watts! Now
WREN
can extend its "circle of coverage" much
farther — adding many thousands of listeners to the
excellent audience of Zy2 million people living in
the immediate WREN
territory. No increase in
rates — W R E N is a big broadcasting bargain any
minute of its 17 hours of daily broadcasting. The
only Blue Net-Work NBC Station between St.
Louis and Denver — 900 miles.

WREN
Vernon H. Smith, Manager
WREN Building
NBC Basic Blue Network
17 Hours Daily
Lawrence, Kansas

former pubSan Francolumn for
weekly pub-

HARRY FIKE, new to radio, has
joined
the Cal.
announcing staff of KIEV.
Glendale,
JOHN CLARK, assistant news editor
of KNX, Hollywood, is recuperating
from a nervous breakdown.
EUGENE EUBANKS, at one time
assistant production manager and
dramatic director at KFRC. San
Francisco, and more recentlv on the
production staff of KFAC and KHJ.
Los Angeles, has joined KYA. San
Francisco, as continuity and publicity
writer. Richard Holman, KYA production manager, will continue to sument.
pervise the public relations departTOM BARRY, who directed the serial Air Pockets on KMTR, Hollywood, has joined the production staff
of KJBS, San Francisco.
CHARLES ELLSWORTH, former
amusement manager, has joined the
Thomas Lee Artists Bureau at KFRC.
San Francisco, in an official capacity.
DAYID WARD, formerly announcer
of KELW, Burbank, Cal.. and more
recently free lancing, has returned to
the station.
AL ROTH, musical director of
KMOX,tract forSt.
Louis,year.
has His
signedorchestra
a conanother
is
heard
on
23
programs
a
week,
eight
for CBS hookups.
CARRYING a substantial amount
of advertising, the New WLS
Weekly, featuring the program
listings of the Chicago station and
stories about radio artists, made
its appearance March 16. The 16page testmagazine
is conducting
for a permanent
name. a con-
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IN THE
CONTROL
ROOM
HATES EADIO & SUPPLY Co.,
Quiney, 111., announces station installations as follows : WBIG, Greensboro, N. G., speech input equipment ;
WMBD, Peoria, 111., crystal microphones KUMA,
;
Yuma, Ariz., speech
input rack; KGNF, No. Platte, Neb.,
transcription and mixing equipment ;
WJ1FF,
N. Y.,equipment
transcrip- ;
tion andPlattsburg,
remote control
CMCF, Havana, crystal microphone ;
OMW, Havana, modulation equipment
for use with Phillips tubes.
A 204-FOOT vertical radiator capable
of delivering 5 kw. is being erected
for WSPD, Toledo, by the Blaw-Knox
Co., Pittsburgh, and Bell engineers
are installing the 5 kw. Western Electric transmitter. Plans for the transmitter house are being completed by
local architects, with the new set-up
to be ready to operate about June 15.
Studios and offices will remain atop
the Commodore Perry hotel.
THE NEW Honolulu control office
of the FCC field section has been established on the entire eighth floor of
the Aloha Tower. James M. Chappie,
inspector transferred from Los Angeles in January, is in charge of the
new district.
GUY RABUTEAU, French radio engineer now in this country, said after
a visit to the new 50 kw. transmitter
of
Carteret,
N. J. : "There
are WOR
many at
features
incorporated
in the
new WOR transmitter I shall take
back to France with me and introduce to the broadcast stations of my
country."
EDWARD W. STONE, formerly at
Springfield, Mo., has joined the technical staff of WGST, Atlanta.
FREEMAN LANG, Hollywood transcription producer, has been awarded
a service contract for the California
Pacific International Exposition in
San Diego May 29-Nov. 11. He will
open an office on the grounds with
Archie Goldman in charge and equipment will include remote control api paratus, public address system and
the Ulustrovox (illustrated voice).
WHAT is elaimed to be the first allwood radio tower in America soon
will be dedicated by WRVA, Richmond. Decision to build the 320-foot
radiator of wood, as successfully tried
abroad, was made on recommendation
of Paul F. Godley, radio consultant
[ of Upper Montclair, N. J. The tower
i is of tripod construction and joints
are tied with a new type of timber
connector.

Six News

Periods

Are Broadcast

Daily

Cargill Group in Control
WMAZ, Macon,
Ga., is now the
property
of
S o u t h e a stern
Broadcasting
Co.,

by KMBC

CARRYING
six including
"newscast"special
periods daily, not
flashes, news dramatizations and
CBS network news features,
KMBC, Kansas City, on April 8
enlarged its news broadcasting
schedule to what it claims is the
most extensive on any Middle
Western
station.
KMBC's
daily
Tattlers Sports
Review
and early
evening Transradio news schedules
are sponsored by Continental Baking Co., New York (Wonder
bread), and it has arranged for
local news pickups from a roving
short wave newscasting car which,
after several months experimenting with temporary equipment,
will be on the streets shortly.
The station's news department
head has not yet been named, but
Arthur Church, manager, and Ted
Malone, program director, are
closely supervising the new features. It is planned to cut into
local programs, whether sustaining
or commercial, for transcendent
news flashes.

Any

time

lessee
and1929,
operator since
as
a result tiations
of negocompleted
this month with
the Macon Junior
Mr. Cargill
Chamber
of Commerce. The chamber
received
the
station as a gift from Mercer University which opened it in 1924 but
consented to its lease on a commercial basis. Edward K. Cargill is
president and general manager;
George P. Rankin, Jr., vice president and chief engineer, and Wilton E. Cobb, secretary-treasurer.
A. CORENSON, whose interest in
KELW, Los Angeles, has been acquired by Hearst Radio Inc. for
combination with KTM into a new
full-time outlet there, has applied
to the FCC for a new 100-watt
daytime station in Pasadena on
1480 kc.

-Any

Bireley Orangeade

Plans

Campaign on 60 Stations
SOME 60 stations are to be used
by Frank W. Bireley Co., 1117 N.
Mansfield St.,
(Bireley's
orangeade)
in Hollywood
a national campaign
during the late spring and summer. Philip J. Meany Co., Los Angeles agency, is directing the campaign, which will include magazines, and point-of-sale material
for local dealers wishing to advertise.
Production of a series of fiveminute transcriptions has been
started at Recordings Inc., Hollywood. They take the form of dramatized skits tying in the product,
which is marketed in bulging-neck
milk bottles. About a thousand
dealers have
exclusive
franchises. The first
seriesBireley
of a dozen
programs
was Pacific
placed stations
on four Midwest and one
as a
test and the number will be increased to 25 late in April, gradually rising to 60 stations by warm
weather. Under present plans, the
ber.
campaign will last until Septem-

Day

WEEI-Boston

Derby to Be Sponsored
BROWN
& WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Co., Louisville (Kool, Raleigh, Wings) has obtained exclusive rights to broadcast the Kentucky Derby May 4 and will be
heard on a 92-station CBS network. This is the first time the
Derby broadcast has been sponJ sored.
Batten, Barton, Durstine
i & Osborn Inc., New York, handles
' the
account.
Announcing
be
handled
by Thomas
Bryan will
George,
turf writer of the New York
I Times, and Westbrook Van Voorl hees and Bob Trout of the CBS
staff.

KGIR

A

of

Composite

795,910*

in the
most

highly

(ertile

Picture

Radio

Dials

concentrated

market

in New

—

England

*WEEI's Potential Audience
radio sets as determined byJa
q
I sky & Bailey and N. B.C. Surveys.
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The

Business

of

Broadcasting
Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives; Notes from the Stations

STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WJSV, Washington, D. C.
Stanback Medicine Co., Salisbury, N.
C. (proprietary), 6 weekly sa,
thru J. Carson Brantley Adv.
Agency, Salisbury.
Chrysler Sales Corp., Detroit (Plymouth autos), daily sa, thru J.
Stirling Getchell Inc., N. T.
Chrysler Sales Corp., Detroit (Dodge
autos), ta, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
General Motors Corp., Detroit (auto
shows), 25 sa, thru CarnpbellEwald Co. .Inc., Detroit.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, Iowa,
weekly sp, thru Northwest Radio
Adv. Co., Seattle.
Clark Bros. Chewing Gum Co., Pittsburgh (Teaberry gum), 6 weekly
sa, thru Edward M. Power Co. Inc.,
Pittsburgh.
A. C. Spark Plug Co., Flint, Mich.,
2 weekly ta, thru D. P. Brother &
Co. Inc., Detroit.
California Perfume Co.. Suffern, N.
Y. (cosmetics). 2 weekly t, thru
Luckey-Bowman Inc., N. Y.
Carlton & Hovey Co., Lowell, Mass.
(FatherW. John's),
weekly sa, thru
John
Queen, 6Boston.
Fred Fear & Co., Brooklyn (Chick
Chick egg dye), 4 sa, thru Menken
Adv. Inc., N. Y.
American Tobacco Co.. New York
(Herbert Tareyton), 7 daily ta,
thru Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv.
Agency, N. Y.
I. T. S. Co., Elyria, O. (rubber heels
& soles), 6 weekly sa, thru Carr
Liggett Inc., Cleveland.
Stanco Inc., New York (Cream of
Nujol), 2 weekly t. thru McCannErickson Inc., N. Y.
Oakite Products Inc., New York
(cleanser), 3 weekly sp. thru Calking & Holden Inc.. N. Y.
Reid, Murdoch & Co.. Chicago (food),
3 weekly sa, thru Philip O. Palmer
& Co. Inc., Chicago.
Crowell Pub. Co., New York (magazines), 2 weekly
Cornell Co.
Inc.. N.sp.Y. thru GeyerSkinner & Eddy Corp., Seattle (Peter Pan salmon ) , weekly t, thru J.
Wm. Sheets Inc.. Seattle.
Procter & Gamble Co.. Cincinnati
(Ivory soap). 6 weekly t. thru
Blackmail Co.. N. Y.
Simplex Diathermy Co.. New York
(diathermy apparatus). 2 weekly
sp, thru Rose-Martin Inc.. N. Y.
WFBL, Syracuse
Fels & Co., Philadelphia (Fels Naptha soap). 2 weekly sp. thru AitkinKynett Co., Philadelphia.

WLS, Chicago
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la.
(plants), 26 sp, thru Northwest
Radio Advertising Co., Seattle.
Collingbourne Mills, Elgin, 111. (Virginia Snow Yarns), 13 sp, thru
Rogers & Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Sterling Drug Co., Des Moines, la.
(toothpaste),
13 sp, thru HeathSeehof
Inc., Chicago.
Bernard Perfumers, St. Louis, 39 sa,
thru Hilmer V. Swenson Co., St.
Louis.
Coyne Electrical School, Chicago, 13
sp. thru Philip O. Palmer & Co.
Inc., Chicago.
Murphy Products Co., Burlington,
Wis. (poultry feed mix), 6 sp, thru
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Drug- Trade Products, Chicago (proweekly sp, thru HeathSeehof Inc.,prietary),
Chicago.
WOR, Newark
Waitt & Bond Inc., Newark (Blackstone cigars), 3 weekly sp, thru
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., N. Y.
Reklamefondet for Den Norske Hermetikindustri (Norwegian canned
sardines), Stavenger, Norway, 2
weekly sp, thru Wales Adv. Co.
Inc., N. Y.
General Baking Co., New York (Bond
bread), 5 weekly sp, thru Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc..
N. Y.
Fasteeth Inc., Binghamton, N. Y.
(denture powder), 3 weekly sp,
thru Wylie B. Jones Adv. Agency,
Binghamton.
WMAQ, Chicago
Chicago Council Fish and Sea Food,
10
sa, thru Sellers Service Inc.,
Chicago.
Studebaker Sales Co., Chicago (automobiles,) 4 t, thru Schwimmer &
Scott. Chicago.
Ruud Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh (water
heaters), 66 sa, thru KetchumMacLeod and Grove Inc., Pittsburgh.
Northwestern Yeast
Co., Chicago
(Yeastfoam tablets), 6 sp, thru
Hays MacFarland & Co., Chicago,

RADIO SHOW-WINDOW— After WMBG, Richmond, Va., a CBS outlet, had tried this window-display of merchandise advertised over its
facilities,
it found
that one
window
enough.
So for
gooda were
results from
the initial
display
that wasn't
it launched
plans
series the
of
Page 36

WMCA, New York
Steelcote Mfg. Co., St. Louis (paint),
3 weekly ta, thru Mortimer W.
Mears Inc., St. Louis.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 6 weekly sa, thru Street &
Finney Inc., N. Y.
A. C. Spark Plug Co., Flint. Mich..
2 weekly ta, thru D. P. Brother &
Co. Inc., Detroit.
American Gold Buying Service. New
York, 6 weekly sp, thru Friend Adv.
Agency, N. Y.
Chrysler Corp., New York (autos).
14 sa, thru J. Stirling Getchell
Inc., N. Y.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore (Rem), 3 daily sa. thru
Joseph Katz Co., New York.
General Foods Corp., New York
(Postum),
weekly sp.
tisers Broadcasting
Co.,thru
N. Y.AdverGeneral Foods Corp., New York
(Diamond salt), weekly sp. thru
Advertisers Broadcasters Co., N. Y.
Kienzler Distilling Corp., New York
(London Tower gin). 3 weekly sp
(baseball
drama),Inc..
thruN. Kelly,
Nason
& Roosevelt
Y.
Chevrolet Motor Co.. Detroit, 3
weekly
Detroit. t, thru Campbell-Ewald Co..
Fred Fear & Co., Brooklyn (egg dye),
6 sa, thru Menkin Adv. Inc., N. Y.
KGO, San Francisco
Caledine Distributors, San Francisco
(mineral water), 6 weekly sp, thru
Marc Bowman Adv. Agency, San
Francisco.
Nourishine Sales Co., Los Angeles
(hair tonic), weekly sp. thru
Hughes - Morton Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles.
Horlicks Malted Milk Corp.. Racine.
Wis. (malted milk), 5 weekly t,
thru Lord & Thomas, San Francisco.
Growers Fertilizer Co.. San Francisco (Grozit plant food), weekly sp.
thru Gerth-Knollin Adv. Agency,
San Francisco.
WABC, New York
Household Finance Corp., New York
(loans). 2 weekly sp. thru Charles
Daniel Frey Co., Chicago,

WWL, New Orleans
Drug Trade Products, Chicago (Peruna, etc.), 6 weekly sp, thru
Heath-Seehof Inc., Chicago.
Sterling Casualty Insurance Co., Chicago (Penny-a-Day insurance), 2
weekly sp,
First United Broadcasters thru
Inc., Chicago.
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago (proprie2 weekly sp,Inc.,
thruChicago.
First
United tary),
Broadcasters
B. C. Remedy Co., Durham, N. C.
(proprietary), 6 weekly sp, thru J.
Carsonham, Brantley
Adv. Agency, DurN. C.
Stanback Medicine Co., Salisbury, N.
C. (proprietary), 6 weekly sp, thru
Harvey
N.
C. - Massengale Co., Durham,
Nacor
Medicine Co., Indianapolis
(Nacor),
weeklyChicago.
sp, thru NeisserMeyerhoff 6 Inc.,
Stanco Inc., New York (Nujol), 3
weekly t. thru McCann - Erickson
Inc., N. Y.
Burrus Flour Mills, Fort Worth, Tex.
(Lightcrust flour), 6 weekly t,
direct.
Crazy Water Hotel Co., Mineral
Wells, Tex., 12. weekly sp, direct.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., Milwaukee (paint), 6 weekly sp, thru N.
W. Ayer & Sons Inc., Philadelphia.
Interstate Nurseries, Hamburg, la.
(plants),Nursery
4 weeklyCo.,sp,. Osage,
direct. la.
Gardner
( plants ) , 6 weekly sa, weekly sp,
thru Northwest Radio Adv. Co.,
Seattle. Co., Los Angeles (herb tea),
Congoin
7 weekly
Lockwood- Shackelford Co., t,LosthruAngeles.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis
(Wheaties), 6 weekly Inc.,
t, thruChicago.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Monticello Nurseries, Montieello, Fla.
(pecan trees).
weeklyCo.,sa,Chicago
direct.
Slingerland
Banjo 6 Mfg.
(music lessons), 6 weekly sa, weekcago.ly sp, thru Heath-Seehof Inc., ChiFoley & Co., Chicago (proprietary),
6Chicago.
weekly sp, thru Frankel-Rose Co.,
Geppert Studios,
Des Moines
(enlargements), 6weekly
sa, weekly
sp,
thru
Lessing
Adv.
Co.
Inc.,
Des
Moines.
Brazilian Herb Tea Co.. Atlanta (reducing tea). 6 weekly sa, direct.
Durkee Famous Foods Inc., Elmhurst,
N. Y. (margarine), 6 weekly sa,
thru Federal Adv. Agency, N. Y.
KNX, Hollywood
Sterling Casualty Insurance Co., Chicago (Penny-a-Day insurance), 6
weekly sp,
First United Broadcasters thru
Inc., Chicago.
Libby. McNeil & Libby, Chicago
(evaporated
sp, thru J. Walter Thompsonmilk),
Co., Chicago.
General Mills Inc., San Francisco
(Wheaties), 5 weekly t. thru
Westco Adv, Co., San Francisco.
KWK, St. Louis
Walter H. Johnson Candy Co., Chicago. 3 weekly t, thru N. W. Ayer
& Son Inc., N. Y.
Congress Cigar Co., New York, 3
weekly sp (news), thru Gotham
Adv. Co., N. Y.

windows in empty stores at desirable locations, including spot as well
as network products. The current program calls for the use of ten
show-windows. In addition a house-organ of WMBG, devoted entirely to
news of programs, sponsors and merchandise, is distributed monthly.
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WCAE, Pittsburgh
International Magazine Co., New
York, weekly t, direct.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 3 weekly ta, thru Street &
Finney Inc., N. Y.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 2 daily
sa. thru Biow Co., N. Y.
A. C. Spark Plug Co., Flint, Mich.,
2 weekly ta, thru D. P. Brother &
Co. Inc., Detroit.
R. L. Watkins Co., New York (Dr.
Lyon's tooth powder), weekly t,
thru Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Inc., Chicago.
Time Inc., New York (newsreel), 1 t,
thru Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn Inc., N. Y.
Steelcote Mfg. Co., St. Louis (paint),
3 weekly sa, thru Anfenger Adv.
Agency Inc., St. Louis.
Staley Sales Corp., Decatur, 111. (corn
products), daily sa, thru Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
Chicago.
KHJ, Los Angeles
Marion R. Gray Co., Los Angeles
(Grayco shirts), 6 weekly t, thru
Lockwood - Shackelford Co., Los
Angeles.
Numismatic Co., Fort Worth (old
coins), 4 sp, thru Guenther-Bradford & Co. Inc., Los Angeles.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis
(Sperry flour division), 2 weekly
sp, thru Westco Adv. Co., San
Francisco.
Knox Co., Kansas City (Cystex),
weekly t, thru Dillon & Kirk,
Kansas City.
Pacific Coast Dodge Dealers, Los
Angeles (automobiles ) , 2 weekly
sp, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
Los Angeles.
KFI, Los Angeles
Emerson Drug Co., Baltimore (BromoSeltzer), 5 weekly sa, thru J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Walker Remedy Co., Waterloo, la.
(Walko tablets), 5 weekly ta, thru
Weston-Barnett Inc., Waterloo.
Cycle Trades of America, New York,
2 weekly sa, direct.
Graham-Paige Motors Corp., Detroit,
6 weekly sa, thru United States
Adv. Corp., Toledo.
Sperry Flour Co., San Francisco
(Drifted Snow), 2 weekly sp, thru
Westco Adv. Co., San Francisco.
Welch Grape Juice Co., Westfield,
N. Y., 3 weekly ta, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc.,
Chicago.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 7
weekly sa, thru Biow Co., N. Y.
WJZ, New York
Oakland Chemical Co., New York
(Dioxogen), 2 weekly sp, thru
Small, Kleppner & Seiffer Inc.,
N. Y.
Railroad Campaign
SPOT announcements on some 75
stations are contemplated in a
campaign to be started this month
by western railroads, with Reincke-Ellis-Younggreen & Finn Inc.,
Chicago, named to handle the account. Other media also will be
used. Air-conditioning, faster
schedules, dependability and safety
will be stressed by the carriers.
The announcements, it is planned,
will suggest that listeners write
friends and relatives in the East
to visit the Middle West and West
during the summer months, via
rail. About $450,000 will be spent
during the campaign, according to
plans.
POCAHONTAS OIL Co., Cleveland, has signed Mel Harder, leading pitcher of the Cleveland Indians, for a twice weekly series of
fan talks and forecasts while the
Indians are at home, appearing
over WGAR starting April 17.
April 15, 1935

NETWORK

ACCOUNTS

II. C. BRILL Inc., New York (E-Zee
Freez dessert.) on April 25 starts song
trio Jimmie, June & Jack on 15 CBS
stations, 10:05-10:15 a. m. (EDST).
Agency : Donahue & Coe Inc., N. Y.
BETTER SPEECH INSTITUTE OF
AMERICA, Chicago (instruction) on
April 14 started Words to the Wise
on 25 NBC-WJZ stations, Sundays,
2-2
:15 p. m. Agency : Auspitz & Lee,
Chicago.
AMERICAN TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH Co., New York, will use
92 CBS stations Sunday, April 28,
from 7-8 p. m. (EDST) for a 50th
anniversary broadcast. Agency : Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati on April 15 renews Dreams Come
True on 40 NBC - WEAF stations,
Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays,
3 :30-3 :45 p. m. with repeat at 4 :45,
changing April 30 to Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, 3 :45 - 4 p. m.
Agency : Pedlar & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
REAL SILK HOSIERY MILLS, Indianapolis, on April 7 renewed Real
Silk Program on 24 NBC-WJZ stations, Sundays, 9-9 :30 p. m. with repeat at 12 midnight. Agency : Erwin
Wasey & Co., Chicago.
HEALTH PRODUCTS Corp., Newark (Feen-A-Mint) on April 21 renews National Amateur Night on 42
CBS stations. Sundays, 6-6:30 p. m.
Agency : William Esty & Co. Inc., N. Y.
ROBERT A. JOHNSTON Co., Milwaukee (candy) on April 1 started
Painted Dreams on 4 Mutual stations,
Mondays through Fridays, 1 :45-2 p. m.
Agency : N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
Philadelphia.
COCOMALT Co., Hoboken, N. J.
(Cocomalt) on April 29 renews Buck
Rogers in the 25th Century on 15
CBS stations, Mondays through
Thursdays, 6-6 :15 p. m. with repeat
at 7:30 (EDST). Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
STUDEBAKER SALES CORP. of
America, South Bend, Ind., (autos)
on May 3 renews Richard Himber &
Studebaker Champions on 40 CBS
stations, Fridays, 10-10:30 p. m.
(EDST) with repeat not yet scheduled. Agency : Roche, Williams &
Cunnyngham Inc., Chicago.
MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS
Inc., New York (True Story Magazine) on April 5 renewed True Story
Court of Human Relations on 40 CBS
stations, Fridays, 8 :30-9 p. m.
(EDST). Agency: Erwin, Wasey &
Co. Inc.
STERLING PRODUCTS Co., New
York (Dr. Lyon's toothpaste, Bayer's
Aspirin) on April 21 renews Manhattan Merry-Go-Round, Sundays, 9-9:30
p. m., and American Musical Revue,
Sundays, 9:30-10 p. m., on 50 NBCWEAF stations. Agency : BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., N. Y.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Maxwell House coffee) on April 4
renewed
Capt. Henry's
60 NBC-WEAF
stations,Shoivboat
Thursdays,on
9-10 p. m. Agencv : Benton & Bowles
Inc., N. Y.
GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC
TEA Co., New York (retailer) on
April 15 renews A & P Gypsies on 20
NBC-WEAF stations, Mondays,
9-9:30
N.
Y. p. m. Agency: Paris & Peart,
Figures, figures, figures . . . would that
I had called in . . .
FREE Cr SLEININGER, INC.
RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
SEE PAGE 1. RADIO ADVERTISING BATES AND DATA
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PACIFIC COAST BORAX CO., Wilmington, Cal., (20 Mule Team boraxsoap chips) on May 28 renews
Death Valley Days, dramatic skits,
with George Rand, the Old Ranger,
on 4 NBC-KPO stations, Tuesdays,
8:30-9 p. m. (PST). Agency: McCann-Erickson Inc., San Francisco.
FORHAN Co. Inc., New York (toothpaste) on April 22 renews Stories of
the Black Chamber on 22 NBCWEAF stations, Mon., Wed., Fri.,
7Eriekson
:15-7 :30 Inc.,
p. m.
N. Y.Agency : McCannSCHOLL MFG. Co., Chicago (foot
appliances) on April 16 renews The
Street Singer on Mutual network plus
WXYZ, Tues., Thurs., 7:30-7:45 p.
m. Agency : Donahue & Coe, N. Y.
WASEY PRODUCTS Inc.. New York
(Barbasol) renews Singin' Sam on
Mutual network, Fridays, 9 :45-10 p.
m.
Inc., Agency
N. Y. : Erwin, Wasey & Co.

SELL
with

the
the

TILLAMOCK COUNTY CREAM
ASSOCIATION, Tillamock, Ore.
(cheese ) , on April 5 renewed in
Woman's Magazine of the Air on 5
NBC-KPO stations, Fridays, 2:152:35 p. m. (PST); beginning April
19, 2:15-2:30 p. m. Agency: Bostford, land,
Constantine
& Gardner, PortOre.
PHILIP MORRIS & Co. Ltd., New
Yorked Johnny
(cigarettes)
April 10 onstart& His onFoursome
23
CBS stations, Wednesdays, 8-8:15 p.
m. Agency : Biow Co. Inc., N. Y.
S. C. cine,
JOHNSON
& SONon Inc.,
Wis. (floor wax)
April Ra16
starts Fibber McGee & Molly on 18
NBC-WJZ stations, Tuesdays, 1010 :30 p. m. Agency : Needham, Louis
& Brorby Inc., Chicago.
RCA MFG. Co., Camden, N. J. (RCA
Victor Division) on April 20 starts
Radio City Party on 53 NBC-WEAF
stations, Saturdays, 9-9 :30 p. m.
Agency : Lord & Thomas, N. Y.

Southwest

Market

Southwest

System

S

B

S

is America's
Fastest -Growing
Network!
Regional
Let Us Give You
The

Facts!

SOUTHWEST
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
LEE H. ARMER, President, Fort Worth, Texas
JOHN

BLAIR & COMPANY, National Representatives
NEW YORK
CHICAGO DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
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The

Greeks

Had

a Word

For It

KUDOS
KU DOS (Ku'dos), n. [nl. fr. Gr. glory]
glory, fame, renown, praise. Webster
★

★

"Your Year Book is a corker and I congratulate you on it."
Roy S. Durstine,
Vice-President,
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.
"It certainly is the whole radio picture under one cover."
Frank Smith,
Assistant Advertising Manager,
General Foods Corporation.

*
"It is a most comprehensive piece of work, and you may
be sure it will be in constant use in our offices."
Douglas Coulter,
Vice-President,
N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc.
★
"Very thoroughly done and certainly right up - to - theRobert Diserens,
minute."
Vice-President,
Campbell-Ewald Co., Inc.
"Many attempts have been made to institute annual reviews of the radio industry, but none has succeeded so well
in compiling and presenting the statistics that are in everyday demand as this Year Book, intended to be an annual
publication." The New York Sun.
★
"I think it is .a most complete compendium of information,
and I don't see how anyone interested in radio broadcasting
can get along without it."
L. C. Probert,
Vice President-Advertising Manager,
Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad.

BORDEN SALES Co. Inc., New
York, on May 1 starts Magic Recipe
on NBC - KPO - Mountain network,
Wednesdays, 8:45-9 a. m. (PST).
Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
WASEY PRODUCTS Inc., New York
(Primrose House Products) renews
The Lamplighter on Mutual network,
Sundays, 2-2 :30 p. m. Agency : Erwin,
& Co. Inc.,
N. New
Y. ' York
WM. Wasey
R. WARNER
& Co.,
(Vmce) on April 24 starts Our Home
on the Range on 25 NBC-WJZ stations, Wednesdays, 9 - 9 :45 p. m.
Agency:
Cecil, Warwick & Cecil Inc.,
N.
Y.
SPERRY FLOUR Co., San Francisco, on April 4 started Prize Romance on Don Lee-CBS network,
Tues., Thurs., 3:30 p. m. (PST).
Agency
cisco. : Westco Adv. Co., San FranUNIVERSAL FLOUR MILLS Inc.,
Fort Worth, Tex., on April 9 renewed Radio Revue on 10 Southwest Broadcasting System stations,
Tuesdays, 7 p. m. Agency : TracyLocke-Dawson Inc., Dallas.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Co., Louisville (Kool, Raleigh,
Wings) on May 4 will broadcast Kentucky Derby on 92 CBS stations.
Agency
Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn :Inc.
NBC CHANGES— Carlsbad Products
Co. Morton Downey on April 19
changes to Fridays, 8 :15-8 :30 p. m.
on NBC-WJZ ; RCA Mfg. Co. (Radiotron) on April 20 changes Radio
City Party
to 9-9:30
p. m.Co.NBCWEAF;
Procter
& Gamble
Vic
& Sade on April 29 changes to 3 :153 :30 p. m., Mon. thru Fri., NBCWEAF ; Procter & Gamble Co. Oxydol's Otcn Maw Perkins on April 29
changes to 3 :30-3 :45 p. m., Mon.
thru Fri., NBC-WEAF ; J. W. Marrow Mfg. Co. Betty Marlow on April
30 changes to 5:45-6 p. m., Tues.,
Thins.,
NBC-WEAF;
Procter &

Shore

or the

Gamble Co. Ivory Stamp Club on
April 29 changes to 6:3 5-6:30 p- m.,
Mon., Wed., Fri., NBC-WJZ; Northwestern Yeast Co. Virginia Lee &
Sunshine on April 29 changes to 1 :151 :30 p. m.. Mon., Wed., Fri., on NBCWJZ.
CBS CHANGES— Corn Products Refining Co. Hour of Charm on April
9 changed to 9:30-10 p. m., Tuesdays ;
Gulf Refining Co. Gulf Headlines
on April 7 changed to 8 :30-9 p. m.,
Sundays ; Lehn & Fink Products Co.
on May 5 substitutes Ethel Merman
for Eddie Cantor, 8-8:30 p. m. Sundays ;Crystal Corp. on April 6 added
Parade.
six
stations to Outdoor Girl Beauty

Mary Garden Comments
For Standard Oil Series
LIKEof Lambert
use
Geraldine Pharmacal
Farrar on Co.'s
the
Metropolitan Opera programs for
Listerine, Standard Oil Co., of California has brought Mary Garden,
opera star, to San Francisco for
eight weeks as commentator for
its Standard School Broadcasts
and Standard Symphony Hour on
Thursdays, heard over the NBCKPO network.
Her first broadcast on April 4
was heard by nearly 250,000 school
children in 2,000 Pacific Coast
schools.
During the Standard School
Broadcast at 11 a. m., Miss Garden
incorporates her own thoughts in
regard to the music being studied
by the school children. For the
Standard Symphony Hour at 8:15
p. m. she comments on the numbers
to be played by the orchestra, directed by Gaetano Merola.

Mountains

?

Argue All You Please
About the Vacation Spot
The1935 Year Book
(S40 pases of directory data)
AVAILABLE
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ami
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BOOK
BROAD«STING
•roadcast
VJverfcinr/
National Press Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.
Please enter my subscription to BROADCASTING. Begin with 1935
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BUT

Reach

This

Spring

WBAL,

the

People

- Summer

at Both

by

Using

BALTIMORE

Programs developed, tested and proven
now offered for sponsorship include
The Johnson

Family

Lydia Looks Around
Old Colonel and the Comics
Hi Noon, Hi Jinks — Variety
The Public Forum
Write for full details
B asic Blu<

1060 Kcs.
1 0,000 Watts

Network
N.B.C.

WBAL
BALTIMORE
Paul H. Raymer Co., National Sales Representative
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RADIO

ADVERTISERS

LIFE SAVERS Inc., Port Chester,
N. Y. (candy etc.) makes up lists in
June and November, radio included.
! The account is placed by Topping &
| Lloyd Inc., New York, with Canadian
! advertising through Lord & Thomas
I of Canada Ltd., Toronto. Annual appropriation, $500,000.
CROSLEY RADIO Corp., Cincinnati
1 (radios & refrigerators) makes up
' lists in May and August, including
radio, with Procter & Collier Co. Inc.,
Cincinnati, handling refrigerators and
: Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati, hanI dling radio. Annual appropriation,
$250,000.
i A. C. LEGG PACKING Co., Birm| ingham, Ala. (Old Plantation sausage
seasoning) makes up lists during May,
[ including radio, the account being
placed by Silver & Douce Co. Inc.,
Birmingham. Annual appropriation,
! §15,000.
i HEALTH PRODUCTS Corp., New1 ark (Feen-a-mint, Aspergum, etc.)
makes up lists in May, including ra! dio. William Esty & Co. Inc., New
York, handles the account.
GEORGE T. BRODNAX Inc., Memphis (jewelry mfgrs.) makes up lists
in May, including radio, placing the
account through Merrill Kremer Inc.,
Memphis.
LOFTIS JEWELRY
Co., Chicago,
makes up lists in May, including radio, with Franklin Advertising Agenj cy, Chicago, handling the account.
CHAPMAN'S
ICE CREAM
Los
Angeles
ice cream
factoryCo., with
■ branches in Pasadena and Glendale,
opened a 30-day trial campaign on
KFAC, Los Angeles, early in April,
preliminary to the summer trade
campaign. The account is handled
direct.
; YANI - SHINE Corp., Los Angeles
(wave lotion) on April 1 started a
daily quarter-hour program on KGFJ
of that city, through Campbell, Kellogg Co., Los Angeles, and may expand the schedule to take in Western
and Midwestern territory.
' BIOTONE
DISTRIBUTING
Co.,
Los Angeles, representing
a Salt Lake
I City medical product company, has
, placed its radio account with Campbell, Kellogg Co., Los Angeles agency.
The current contract was placed on
Los Angeles stations for April with
the possibility later of extending up
the Coast. The product is a system
toner.
HOLLAND FURNACE Co., Holland,
Mich., planning a campaign including
radio, has placed its account with
Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc.,
Chicago.
FRIEND BROS., Inc., Boston (baked
beans, brown bread) is planning a
New England campaign, including radio.the Ingalls-Advertising,
Boston, handles
account.
1-0 PRODUCTS Co. Inc., New York
(1-0 Tabs) is conducting a test campaign in Wisconsin on iodine products for use in pastries, using radio
and other media.
GAR WOOD INDUSTRIES Inc.,
Detroit (industrial equipment) has
named Grace & Bement Inc., Detroit,
to
handle its air conditioning advertising.
OLD INDIAN MEDICINE Co., Toledo (Wa-Hoo bitters) has named
Beals-Kent
its account. & Co., Toledo, to handle
ADIO STATION
EPRESENTATIVES
WALTER BIDDICK CO.
568 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Los Angeles
1358 Rnss Bldg., San Francisco, California
4404 Stuart Bldg., Seattle, Washington
619 Charles Bldg., Denver
April 15, 1935

POMPEIAN Co., Bloomfield, N. J.
(cosmetics), planning a campaign to
start in mid-June with radio included,
has named Topping & Lloyd Inc.,
New York, to handle its advertising.
This year the program will consist
mainly of tests with a more extended
campaign planned for 1936.
SOUTHERN DAIRIES Inc., and
Chestnut Farms-Chevy Chase Dairy,
Washington, D. C, are sponsoring
The National Capitol Radio Amateur
Shoic on WJSV, Washington, with
Arthur Godfrey as master of ceremonies. The account is handled by
Spangler & Berry, Washington.
James
tive. J. McNally is account execuSTANDARD OIL Co. of Ohio, Cleveland, has started a campaign including announcements. Included are
weather notices on WTAM, Cleveland,
and WLW, Cincinnati, as well as
baseball broadcast from WHK, Cleveland.
W. R. HUBER, formerly with J.
Stirling Getchell Inc., Detroit agency,
and sales promotion manager of Pontiac Motor Co., Detroit, has been
named sales promotion manager of
Gulf Refining Co., Pittsburgh, succeeding Robert J. Flood, resigned.
DOWN

HERE

IN

MRS. MARGARET FITZGERALD,
formerly advertising manager o f
O'Connor-Moffatt & Co., San Francisco department store, has been appointed advertising manager of McCreery's,
5th Ave store,
at 34th
York department
and St.,
will New
take
office April 15.
RELIANCE Mfg. Co., Chicago (Big
Yank shirts) has placed its advertising with Mitchell-Faust Adv. Agency,
Chicago.
MeALEER Mfg. Co., Detroit (wax,
cleaners), using radio, has placed its
account with Maxon Inc., Detroit.
MONARCH METAL WEATHERSTRIP Co., St. Louis, using radio
aid business papers, is advertising
now through Mortimer W. Mears Inc.,
St. Louis.
MARLENE Co., Washington, D. C.
(cosmetics) has placed its account
with Henry J. Kaufman, Washington
agency.
ANGOSTURA - WUPPERMANN
Corp., New York (bitters, liquors)
now is advertising through Fletcher
& Ellis Inc., New York.
KREUGER BREWING Co., Newark,
has placed its account with Fuller &
Smith & Ross, New York.

SOUTH

CAROLINA'S

CRACKER JACK Co., Chicago
(candy)
placed Co.,
its Chicago.
account with
John
H. has
Dunham
HUMBOLDT MALT & BREWING
Co., Eureka, Cal. (Brown Derby
beer),
J. Walter
son Co.,hasSannamed
Francisco,
as its Thompagency.
SUN OIL Co., Philadelphia, has
placed its insecticide advertising
through Stewart - Jordan Co., Philadelphia.
Wheaties Baseball
GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolie (Wheaties) which last year
sponsored all home games of the
Newark team of the International
League on WINS, New York, will
expand its campaign this season
and follow the team wherever it
goes. Through Blackett - SampleHummert Inc., time has heen reserved daily beginning at 2:45
p. m., and entire games will be
described by Earl Harper. In most
cases this will involve rather more
than two hours broadcasting. The
series begins April 17 and lasts
until October.
RICHEST

MARKET

C
B
WT
f
'Qreenvitleb
Own
Radio Station

-and

22

Million

Dollars

.

.

.

Here is South Carolina's richest market — a people
who spent $22,000,000.00 in 1933 for food, clothing, automobiles, homes, etc., . . . $4,000,000.00
more than was spent in the second best county in
South Carolina . . . and listen to this, Mr. Food
Manufacturer: the wholesale business for Greenville
county for the same year amounted to 20% of the
total spent in the entire state, Greenville's share
being $32,505,000.00.
There are 656,992 people residing within fifty miles
of WFBC's transmitter. 76% of them own radio
sets and are loyal listeners to the "above the avertion. age" programs broadcast consistently from this staRadio advertisers are asked to investigate the rich
possibilities that are here.
1,000 Watts — 1300 Kilocycles—
(5,000 daytime authorized)
High Fidelity RCA Equipment
WFBC
Greenville.

SERVING
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SOUTH

S. C.

CAROLINA'S

Owned and operated by The Greenville News and Piedmont — the Leading Newspapers in South Carolina.
Net Paid Circulation 45,000.

RICHEST

MARKET
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COLUMBIA

NETWORK

STATION

DOUBLES
changing

from

10,000
KFAB

ITS

IN OMAHA-

LINCOLN

POWER,

5,000

watts

to

WATTS

is the only high-powered,

cleared channel station in Nebraska.
It serves

a rich urban

and

rural

market not only throughout

the stale

but in Kansas

The

schedule
Columbia

and

Iowa.

full

of major programs

on the

Basic Network,

broad-

cast by KFAB,

has carried it to un-

disputed first-place in popularity.

OWNED
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AND

STATES

OPERATED
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BROADCASTING

CO.
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TRANSCRIPTIONS
ADDITIONAL transcription accounts
placed on various stations are reported
as follows by National Advertising
Records, these being supplemental to
the lists carried in previous issue of
Broadcasting.
Adlerika Co., St. Paul (Adlerika
tablets )
Anacin Co., Chicago (Anacin
tablets )
Angelus Campfire Co., Chicago
(marsh mallows)
Coco Cod Corp., Evanston, 111.
(cod liver oil)
Currier's Tablets Inc., Los Angeles
(medical tablets)
Federal Enameling & Stamping Co.,
Pittsburgh
French Lick Springs Hotel Co.,
French Lick, Ind. (Pluto water)
Fruit Industries Ltd., New York
(beverages)
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, Iowa
(shrubs)
E. L. Knowles Inc., Springfield,
Mass. (Rubine)
Mickelberry's
Food Prod. Co., Chicago (sausage)
Nu Enamel Corp., Chicago (paint)
Oshkosh Overall Co., Oshkosh, Wis.
Partola Products Co., Chicago
(Partola)
Piso Co., Chicago (Piso)
Princess Pat Ltd., Chicago
(cosmetics)
Sun Oil Co., Philadelphia.
RECORDINGS Inc., Hollywood, is
installing new equipment and refinishing its quarters following a $10,000
fire April 3.

STANDARD RADIO ADVERTISING Co., Hollywood, reports signing
the following stations for its new
transcription program library service :
WTMJ, Milwaukee ; WXYZ, Detroit ;
WOOD-WASH, Grand Rapids, Mich. ;
WIBM, Jackson, Mich.; WFBM, Indianapolis; WMBD, Peoria, 111.;
KMOX, St. Louis; WCOL and
WBNS, Columbus, O. ; KFWB, Los
Angeles; WPTF, Raleigh; KTAB,
San Francisco ; WTCN, Minneapolis ;
WNAC and WAAB, Boston ; WEAN,
Providence ; WICC, Bridgeport, Conn. ;
WPAY, Portsmouth, O. ; KGW and
KEX, Portland, Ore.; WOC, Davenport, la.; KOMO, Seattle; KHQ,
Spokane; KSO and KRNT, Des
Moines; KGHL, Billings, Mont.;
W9XBY, Kansas City; WAIM, Anderson, S. C. ; WIBW, Topeka, Kan. ;
WIOD, Miami; KSL, Salt Lake
City; WSUN, St. Petersburg, Fla.;
WJTL, Atlanta; KLZ, Denver, and
KTAR, Phoenix, Ariz.
A NEW 15-minute transcription series, The Kilmer Family, to be used
three or five times weekly, has just
been announced by the NBC transcription department. It is the story
of a family that finds itself in the
"twilight zone" financially. Merchandising tieups in keeping with the program are provided.
WALTER BIDDICK Co., Los Angeles, has taken over sales rights to
The Adventures of Sonny & Buddy,
a series of 100 quarter-hour discs produced by Park Edwards.
TRANSIGRAM SOUND Corp., organized late in 1934 in Hollywood to
produce transcription programs, has
gone out of business.

AT

STAT

PON YOU

^JUDGE

WE

and

know
REAL

JURY

YOU

know

EVIDENCE

CHALL
On any periods proposed by KMBC for a specific
program, the cost of a radio listener survey will be
paid by This Station if KMBC does not show the
largest Kansas City Audience.
FREE & SLEININGER, Inc.. National Representatives
Consult Nearest Ofiice
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
Phone Murray Hill 2-3030
Phone Franklin 6373 Phone Madison 1423
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
Phone Richmond 6184
Phone Sutter S415

KMB
KANSAS CITY

C

T4)ke Ze ShowmanihbCxcek
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Adams

Joins Agency
LENNE N &
MITCHELL Inc.,
New York agency,izedhas
reorganits radio
department, with
the appointment
of John T. Adams
to take charge of
some activities,
Mr. Adams
with Marion Parsonnet remaining responsible for program production. Adams was president of
Federal Broadcasting Corp. during
the first few months of its operation of WMCA, after it had been
leased from the Flamm-Knickerbocker interests. He came into radio originally through the Judson
Radio Program Corp. from the
field of concert management. Recently he has been in Hollywood.
LYON VAN & STORAGE Co., Los
Angeles, a state - wide organization,
early in April launched its first radio
campaign through the Charles H.
MaynetionsCo.,
Los Angeles
agency.
Sta-;
used include
KHJ, Los
Angeles
KFRC, San Francisco; KMJ, Fresno; KDB, Santa Barbara, and KGB,
San Diego, all members of the Don
Lee network. The sponsor uses a 15minute transcription weekly with dramatizations of "moving stories from
life"
produced
at the Hollywood
of Radio
Recorders
Inc. EugeneplantJ.
Carman writes the scripts. Projected
plans call for the possibility later of
utilizing the same program in the
Northwest through affiliated moving
and
and storage
Oregon. companies in Washington
RIO GRANDE OIL Co., Los Angeles, following a test campaign, on
April 1 renewed its 30-minute weekly
police drama transcriptions, Calling
All Cars, on KQW, San Jose, for 52
weeks. KQW was selected to supplement the Don Lee Network live talent weekly Calling All Cars program.
Hixson-O'Donnell
handles
the account.Inc., Los Angeles,
M. A. KING Co., Somerville, Mass.
(Statler
Tissues)Dramas
is producing
a series of Minute
for spotting
throughout the country, with recordington,byandKasper
- Gordon
Studios,
Bosplacement
through
the David
Malkiel Advertising Agency, Boston.
Boston Celery Co., Boston, has also
been signed for a series of Minute
Dramas to be placed throughout New
England.
BRISTOL-MEYERS Co., New York
(Sal Hepatica, Ipana) has recorded
five WBS transcriptions for Mexican
stations, featuring Hollywood, Town
Hall and studio atmosphere, with
Spanish continuity.
Colorshine Programs
CHIEFTAN MFG. Co., Baltimore
(Colorshine cleaner) on April 15
starts a series of 20 5-minute WBS
transcriptions on 34 stations under
the title Do You Know"! Writers
of best 25-word letters accompanied
by flap of carton with name of
station will receive waffle irons and
similar prizes, one prize through
each station. On the list of stations are WBZ, WBZA, WGY,
WGR, WTAM, WJR, WMAQ,
KSTP, WHO, WOR, WCAU,
KDKA, WBAL, WRC, WRVA,
WTAR, WBT, WSB, WCKY,
WKBF, WSM, WMC, WAPI,
WSMB, KMOX, KMBC, WKY,
WFAA, KPRC, KOA, KJR, KGW,
KGO, KFI. Van Sant, Dugdale &
Co. Inc., Baltimore has the account.

AGENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES
JOSEPH E. RICHARDS has joined
the San Francisco office of HixsonO'Donnell Inc., as account executive
and will handle radio along with
other accounts. Richards for more
than eight
years was
advertising
ager of William
Cavalier
& Co., manSan
Francisco.
ROBERT H. JONES, advertising
manager and public relations director
of R. H. Macy & Co., New York, has
resigned to join Lawrence Fertig &
Co., New York agency.
ROD dioARKELL,
former
publisher,
racommentator and
author,
has been
named head of the radio department
of William H. Rankin Co., New York.
CLYDE SCOTT, radio director of
Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles agency, isfrom
recovering
in Hollywood
Hospital
an operation
made necessary
by injuries suffered a year ago. He is
not expected back at his desk until
June.
THOMAS K. NEELEY has resigned
from the CBS Artists Bureau, and is
producing programs for J. Stirling
Getchell's radio department.
LORRY R. NORTHRUP, formerly
with the Chicago offices of Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., and
Erwin, Wasey & Co., has joined
Charles Daniel Frey Co., Chicago, as
vice president.
KENNETH RANDOLPH, formerly
at WSMK, Dayton, O., has been
named head of the radio department
of White-Lowell Co. Inc., New York.
DOUGLAS D. CONNAH, for four
years a member of the CBS publicity
department and a graduate of the Columbia School of Journalism, has resigned to take a publicity position
with Batten,
born Inc., NewBarton,
York. Durstine & OsHARRY T. KERR, formerly with
the NBC press department, has joined
the radio publicity department of J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York, as
assistant to Calvin Swanson. He is
a graduate of the Columbia School
of Journalism.
ROBERT E. DWYER, formerly of
the WLS commercial department, Chicago has joined the staff of the Wade
Advertising Agency, Chicago.
FRED T. WEEKS, associate partner
of Brewer & Weeks, San Francisco
advertising agency, has recovered from
a severe illness that confined him to
his home.
BROOKE, SMITH & FRENCH Inc.,
Detroit, has opened an office in New
York at 247 Park Ave. In charge is
Carleton C. Provost, formerly with
Joseph Katz Co.
FRANCIS W. GERHART, formerly
with N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., has
joined the radio department of the
Blackman Co., New York.
GEORGE C. HOOPER, formerly
with WCFL, Chicago, has been named
head of the radio department of
James H. Turner Adv. Agency, Chicago.
A. E. AVEYARD, with the Charles
Daniel Co., Chicago, for several
weeks, and formerly executive vice
president of Lord & Thomas, has resigned.
KGMB, Honolulu, has established
mainland offices in the California Hotel, San Francisco.
BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU,
Los Angeles, with a weekly eveLos AngeKHJ,program
program on the
les,ning
is releasing
on
KDB, Santa Barbara, and also
sponsors weekly talks on KNX and
KFWB, Hollywood, and KFI and
KECA, Los Angeles.
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Film Gossip Disc Series
I. N. S. May Sell to Radio
Recorded for 30 Stations
Newspaper Account
(Continued from page 11)
THROUGH Commercial RaMARION R. GRAY Co., Los Andio Service, New York prothere is sufficient revenue in radio to buy U. P. or I. N. S. if and
geles (Grayco shirts and cravats)
gram service, one of New
i and sufficient public interest in when those services are offered
has started A Motion Picture ColYork's
Italian
language
i radio news, sponsored or sustain- for sale to radio stations. On this
umn of the Air on a 90-day basis,
newspapers, the Corriere
|ing, to warrant news broadcasting
matter, however, no official stateone
evening
quarter-hour program
d'
America,
has
contracted
ment was forthcoming.
i whether independently or in affiliafor an hour-long program
weekly on KHJ, Los Angeles. The
| tion with the press.
New York headquarters of the
seven days a week on WINS,
programs of film gossip are being
Newspaper interests, in fact, Press-Radio Bureau, headed by
transcribed at Recordings Inc., and
New York, with the idea of
! have been greatly disturbed by the James
A. Barrett, reports that 63
will be released to 30 stations all
selling linage and time on a
■ entrance of independent news or- NBC stations and 66 on the CBS
combination rate basis to its
over the country.
! ganizations in the field, especially network are at present getting its
advertisers. Beginning April
since the Hauptmann and gold
Handling the account is Lock15 the shows will go on from
two daily news periods and its
wood-Shackelford Co., Los Angeles,
radio's ac- transcendent flashes via the netproved
fiascos
clause and
;i curacy
7:45
to
8:45
p.
m.,
with
conbut the transcription series is
speed in gathering its
stantly changing talent. They
presumably out of New
placed directly by Louis Creveling,
will be entirely in English,
' own news. More than that, with York. Inworks,
addition, W. R. Gordon,
advertising manager for the Gray
'• more than 100 newspapers already head of the Press-Radio Bureau in
with the exception of a 100i owning radio stations and scores
Co., in collaboration with Don
word
announcement
in
Italj of others eagerly striving to gain Los Angeles, reports that 60 staDana, who is writing and directian. For the winner of a contions of both networks are being
test to select a title for the
ing the series.
| a foothold in radio, either by se- fed by the Pacific division. There
! curing their own stations or affili- is some overlapping, however, in
show, there will be a trip to
\ ating with radio stations for news
Italy aboard the liner Rex.
> and promotional purposes, there the
ing. lists furnished to Broadcast_
; has been considerable dissatisfacIn
addition,
Press-Radio
Bureau
: tion in newspaper ranks over the furnishes its service overhead to C; WDAG, Amarillo, Tex.; KGFI,
WBNX
present setup. The result has been
Corpus Christi, Tex.; WIBA, Madfollowing stations: WMCA,
ison; KDFN, Casper, Wyo., and
j that many newspaper-owned sta- the
WINS,
WHN
and
WNEW,
New
KARK, Little Rock, Ark.
I tions have been buying Transradio
York; W1XBS, Waterbury, Conn.;
Press.
Of these the following are owned
WCBM, Baltimore; WLW, Cincin- by or corporately affiliated with
.//MARKS
nati; WEEI, Boston; WGN, Chi- newspapers: WLS, The Prairie
Mr. Moore's Viewpoint
cago; WTMJ, Milwaukee; WBEN,
(weekly) ; WCLO, JanesBROADCASTING CENTER
MR. BAILLIE'S election as presiWTCN, Minneapolis, and Farmer
ville Gazette; WMT, KSO and
! dent of the U. P. on April 9 is not Buffalo;
THE
OT
SP
WRJN,
Racine.
Newspapers
getM
KRNT,
Des
Moines
Register
&
/
; likely to cause any appreciable
ting the service direct to incor- Tribune; KSD, St. Louis Post-DisWith
a
program
ratio
based
on
changes in the policies of that orporate in their own local news
patch; WDEV, Waterbury Record
ganization in regard to radio, and flash broadcasts over local stations
population
characteristics,
(weekly) ; KOIN, Portland Oregon
he will continue to serve as the are: Columbus Dispatch, Elmira
WBNX announcements "hit the
Journal; WRJN, Racine Journalj U. P. representative and spokes- Star-Gazette, Rochester Democrat
spot"
because its programs apTimes;
WBNS,
Columbus
Dispatch
man in the radio-press discussions.
& Chronicle, Rochester Timesand Ohio State Journal; WHIO,
He succeeds Karl Bickel. Rumor
peal to the entire metropolitan
Union, Washingtoyi Post, Chicago
Dayton Daily News; KSL, Salt
has been rife for more than a year Herald-Examiner, Peoria Journalcharacter of the New York
Lake Tribune; WIBA, Madison
that Mr. Bickel and Roy Howard,
market!
Transcript, Grand Rapids Herald,
Capital Times and Wisconsin State
head of the Scripps-Howard newsWaterbury Democrat and Olean Journal, and KARK, Arkansas
WBNX • New York
papers and chairman of the U. P.,
Farmer (weekly).
(N. Y.) Times-Herald.
have been at odds over the policy
U. P. should adopt on news broadTransradio Users
casting. Itis said their differences
have been settled and that Mr. SOME of the Press-Radio Bureau
Baillie and Mr. Howard are in subscribing stations also buy
substantial agreement also.
Transradio Press or get it for
Herbert Moore, president of sponsor periods, including many
Transradio Press Service, said in that are newspaper-owned. Mr.
an interview: "I believe that the Moore on April 8 released for the
press-radio agreement ought to be first time a partial list of the 150
modified, in the interests of the clients which he states Transradio
public — either to give more fre- Press is now serving. The list inquent news broadcasts of five
cludes the Yankee Network and its
minutes duration, or to provide 11 stations and the Michigan Nettwo broadcasts of 10 or 15 minwork and its eight stations in adutes each. Thirty minutes of news
dition to the following:
a day is a reasonable quota for
WOR, Newark; WLS, Chicago;
stations.
KNX, Los Angeles; KSTP, St.
"Such a modification would be Paul; KWK, St. Louis; KMBC
in the interests of the public and and WHB, Kansas City; WHO, Hits
ike Ball!
of free competition. It should be Des Moines; WGR and WKBW,
made, if for no other reason, for Buffalo; WJAS, Pittsburgh;
the sake of the 28 stations owned
WFBR, Baltimore; WDSU, New
or operated by the networks, which
Orleans; KFPY, Spokane; KFEL,
apparently are forbidden to buy Denver; WFBM and WIRE, InTransi-adio.
dianapolis; WMBR, Jacksonville;
"Such changes as have been WQAM, Miami; WJTL, Atlanta;
made in the set-up of the PressWSGN and WAPI, Birmingham;
Radio Bureau have shown that KOY, Phoenix; WOW and KOIL,
there was room for improvement,
Omaha; WD AY, Fargo; WKBN,
and the interests that control it Youngstown; WJAY and WGAR,
have established a precedent for Cleveland; KJBS, San Francisco;
improving when the demand ex- WABY, Albany; WAVE, Louisisted. They can hardly deny that
ville; WBNX, Springfield, Vt.;
KGVO, Missoula, Mont.; KGGM,
such a demand exists today."
Albuquerque, N. M.; WCLO, JanesNetwork Stations
ville, Wis.: KSO and KRNT, Des
INCREASE IN CONTRACTS
Moines; WMT, Cedar Rapids;
SINCE the networks apparently
have no intention of going back KSD, St. Louis; WDEV, WaterTHE FIRST THREE MONTHS
into the news gathering business
bury, Vt.; KOIN, Portland; WRJN,
which CBS conducted quite suc- Racine; KVOO, Tulsa; WBNS,
OF 1935 OVER 1934
cessfully until the press-radio "pro- Columbus, O.; WADC, Akron;
HOTEL CHASE
ST. LOUIS, MO.
WHIO, Dayton; WSPD, Toledo;
was formulated, andgram"inof early
view 1934
of their
tentative
KWKH, Shreveport, La.; KSOO,
Rep
resen
tat
ives
agreement to continue to underSioux Falls, S. D.; WIP, PhiladelJOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
write the operating costs of the
phia; WIND, Gary, Ind.; WJJD,
New
York,
Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco
Chicago;
WKBZ,
Muskegon,
Mich.;
Press-Radio Bureau, it is regarded
as unlikely that their owned and KSL, Salt Lake City; WIS, Colummanaged stations will be permitted
bia, S. C; WSOC, Charlotte, N.
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NOTES

LISTENERS are to guess names of
persons being imitated on the Millio>i
Dollar Smiles program which started
April 1 from KHJ, Los Angeles to the
Don Lee -CBS network for Strasska
Laboratories, Los Angeles ( toothpaste). Ten thousand dollars in prizes
will be awarded. Hillman-Shane Adv.
Agency Inc., Los Angeles, handles the
account.
TESTING an article not otherwise
advertised, and kept under the counter
so customers had to ask for it, the
new Lincoln Store, Syracuse, N. T.,
was so pleased with the response that
it is using five-minute spots six days
a week on WFBL, Syracuse. The
program Shopping Quotations gives
values in various departments each
day, with prices quoted.
"COURT"
being broadcast from thesessions
studios are
of WMCA,
New
York, Sunday evenings, with lay
judges helping to solve the human
problems of members of the audience
who come before them. Their identities are kept secret. The series was
started March 31, under the title
Good-Will Court, with former Police
Commissioner
F. O'RyanA. and
other
notables John
participating.
L.
Alexander, chief announcer of WMCA.
is in charge.
THE OFFICIAL opening and housewarming of the new downtown remote control studios of WTOC, Savannah, in the Hotel Savannah, was
celebrated on April 1. The main studios are atop the Hotel De Soto.
GENERAL MOTORS Corp., Detroit, broadcast an American
Musis; Festival in its regular Sunday symphony programs on an
NBC-WJZ network April 7 and 14,
featuring works of American composers.

WHAT?
No

Bonded

Indebtedness

in

NEBRASKA?
No, sir! NOT

ONE

RED

CENT!

Nebraska is one state where a bonded indebtedness is
forbidden by law!
Besides, Nebraska has no state income tax — no general
sales tax. In fact, it has one of the lowest per capita taxes
of any state in the Union.
At the same time, the per capita wealth ($4,004) is one
of the 6 highest among all the states.
GET
YOUR
SHARE
Favored as are few other states, Nebraska is a fertile field
for the advertiser. And Spot Radio Advertising has proved
to be one of the most effective mediums.
If you are interested in NEBRASKA— or in RESULTS—
get the exceptional story of Spot-Radio-Advertising-inNebraska. Write to the association office, or any individual
station.
MISSOURI

VALLEY BROADCASTING ASSN.
Omaha, Nebraska
KFAB
WOW
KOIL
Omaha, Nebr. Omaha, Nebr. and Co. Bluffs, la. Omaha, Nebr. and Lincoln, Nebr.
KGBZ
KFOR
WJAG
Lincoln, Nebr.
Norfolk, Nebr.
York,
Nebr.
KGNF
KMMJ
North Platte, Nebr.
Clay Canter, Nebr
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2,000th Broadcast
RADIO'S oldest regular daytime sustaining show on a
network, the NBC National
Farm and Home Hour, on
April 8 celebrated its 2,000th
broadcast with a historical
program reviewing the development of farm broadcasting.
Walter Blaufuss'
24piece orchestra
played with
a flashback to Harry Kogen's
5-piece orchestra first used
on the program, three members of which are still playing. Speakers were Secretary of Agriculture Wallace,
M. H. Aylesworth, NBC president, and Frank Mullen,
former director of the hour
and now with RCA. William
E. Drips,cessor,
Mr.arranged
Mullen's
sucthe program.
SATISFIED that the radio audience
likes its policy of featuring classical
music, almost to the exclusion of the
dance variety, KECA, Los Angeles,
will continue this type of entertainment. Glenn Dolberg, program manager states that a survey of audience
preference showed pronounced approval of the policy. Popular music is
heard only between 7-11 a. m.
A RADIO community songfest staged
in an auditorium Sunday afternoons
by WMBH, Joplin, Mo. is attracting
wide interest and listeners come a
hundred miles or more to take part
and meet WMBH artists.
ALL SORTS of home problems are
covered by Home Makers Time, over
KJR. Seattle, and Ball Brothers,
Muneie, Ind. (fruit jars) and A. F.
Ghiglione & Sons Inc., Seattle (macaroni) consider the program "a highly beneficial medium for increasing
consumer demand and dealer satisfacGEORGIA-ALABAMA Business College is using 26 periods on WMAZ,
Macon, Ga., to introduce graduates to
prospective employers. The commercial announcement consists of a mestion."
sage dictated to a young lady, who
reads it back, then types it and submits for correction before the end of
the broadcast.
NBC is broadcasting on the WEAF
network thrice weekly Grandpa Burton, one-man show written and acted
by Bill Baar on WENR, Chicago.
The program now originates in New
York. Baar was on the air from Chicago for four years and he takes as
many as nine parts in a single broadcast.
DIRECTORS of dance bands on
KHJ, Los Angeles, and staff conductors, will direct music for the station,
which does not plan to appoint a successor to Raymond Paige, who resigned recently as music director.
AGAINST a record fan mail of
296,162 letters during January and
February of 1934. WSM, Nashville,
reveals a new high for the same
months of this year when it received
342.268 pieces of fan mail.
SOME of the talent which appeared
on WKRC, Cincinnati, when it first
opened
took part
in theApril
station's
anniversary
program
5. tenth
THE A. & I. Normal Glee Club of
Nashville, Negro choral group, started a series of weekly programs over
CBS April 13 under the title Song
Time in Tennessee.
OCCUPATIONAL interviews are being broadcast by WBOW, Terre
Haute, Ind.. under the title The Airwave Special Interview. The feature
is daily and local persons are brought
to the studio, after being given a 24hour notice, and questioned about
their work.

NANCY GREY, woman commentator
of WTMJ, Milwaukee, is taking a
six-week European trip in search of
new program material.
She is to
start a participation program after
her return which will be returned to
six advertisers, none of whom may
sign for less than three times a week.
She will give individual service to
each advertiser and cooperate with
store buyers, providing an air-fashion
magazine featuring an ensemble service telling the listener what to wear,
and when. Sponsors are to maintain
displays of radio advertised merchanstore. dise, always in the same place in each

I
*
j
.
?

STILLE & DUHLMEIER Co., Cincinnati furniture maker and retailer,
is sponsoring the new daily Man on
the Streetcinnati,
program
announced of
by WCKY,
Sydney CinTen
Eyck. Charlotte, N: C, celebrated its
WBT,
14th anniversary April 7, and was
saluted over the CBS network during a program featuring Fray and
Braggiotti.
WITH Dallas the heart of the Texas
1936 Centennial Celebration, WFAA,
Dallas, is including in its signature
"Dallas, Texas Centennial Exposition
EXCLUSIVE to KPRC, Houston,
Tex., is Flashes From the Oil Fields,
aCenter".
daily feature which is popular over
the Gulf Coast oil region. News given on the program includes a discussion of discoveries and developments.
MAJOR league baseball will be presented for the first time on the Pacific Coast, except for World's Series,
by KNX,
Hollywood,
which bywill
receive accounts
of the. games
direct
wire and recreate them in tabloid
play-by-play form.
THE ELEVENTH anniversary of
the WLS National Barn Dance was
1924, when April
the first
celebrated
13. barn
Since dance
April was
12, ''.
broadcast from the station's old studios in Chicago's Sherman Hotel, not
a single Saturday has passed without
one of these programs. For more
than three years the program has been
broadcast from the Eighth Street
Theatre, during which time more than
350.000 persons have witnessed the
production.
CHANGING its daily program giving
passers-by a chance to voice their
views through a sidewalk microphone,
WTMJ, Milwaukee, now divides the
series between the sidewalk and the
studio, devoting the studio programs
to reading of letters from listeners.
IN ITS Good Egg Club series on
KFWB, Hollywood, the Southern
California Poultyrmen's Cooperative
Association is inviting juvenile listeners to participate in an egg hunt
Easter morning on vacant lots. There
will be 150 prizes and 3,000 colored
eggs for youngsters to obtain.
TROUBLES of a love-sick couple are
aired
by Kay's
Departmentwith
Store,Philco
Los
Angeles,
in cooperation
radio distributors, in a program which
started April 7 on KMPC, Beverly
Hills. During the program the spooners stop now and then to tune in their
Philco auto radio.
IN THE final joint Round-up program of WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Fort
Worth, a fiddle band in Fort Worth
joined one in Dallas, 30 miles away,
in playing
same number.
Directors of thetheorchestras
synchronized
by wearing earphones connected by
telephone.
BLACK & WHITE CAB Co., Long
Beach, Cal., in its Police Headlines
started recently on KFOX, Long
Beach, thrice weekly, launched the
series by sending post cards to everyone listed in city and telephone directories. The closing announcement
offers a card to listeners which entitles them to reduced rates and invites them to a weekly dance given
employes.
opening
commercial
calls attentionTheto the
fact that
all the
sponsors' cabs are radio equipped and
the program can be heard en route.
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iRetailers' Manual
(Offers Guidance in
|Use

of Broadcasts

(Spaeth Survey Reviews Methods
Of Successful Campaigns
[HOW the retailer, notably the department store, can use radio effectively as an advertising medium,
lis shown in a comprehensive survey conducted by Frank W. Spaeth,
.manager of the sales promotion
division of the National Retail Dry
Goods Association, which has just
;been published for the benefit of
members of the association. The
(volume, titled Radio Broadcasting
Manual for Retailers, is based on
[the survey which had its inception
five years ago, and it contains numerous case histories of department store programs that have
yielded results.
The manual itself supplements
the analysis of the use of radio
by retail establishments produced
more than a year ago by W. C.
Roux, now advertising manager of
INBC, which was based largely on
articles which had been published
in Broadcasting, telling of successes attained in such radio merchandising. Like the Roux analysis, the manual quotes liberally
from the many articles published
in Broadcasting.
Charting a Course
m 11 CHAPTERS, the manual
chronologically charts the course
which should be pursued by the
retailer in his use of radio. The
chapters are: Radio as a Publicity
Medium; The Retail Store and
Broadcast Advertising; Relative
Popularity of Programs; Selection
of Station, Announcer, Hours;
What Merchandise to Feature;
Use of Music in Retail Programs;
Other Program Problems; The
Budget and Results; Radio Promotional Ideas; A Resume of Retailers' Experiences and A Glimpse
into the Future. The appendices
cover typical continuities and a
bibliography of publications and
studies which relate to retail advertising over the air.
The manual was prepared to answer the many questions raised by
department stores respecting the
use of radio as an advertising medium and is designed to give to
the promotion executives of such
organizations all necessary data in
planning and arranging a productive radio campaign.
"Fundamentally," says Mr.
Spaeth, in approaching the results
of his survey, "the radio as a selling medium should achieve the
same ends for advertisers whether
they be national or local. We hear
broadcasting
alibi — for'Radio
the
adver-is
the national
all right
tiser. He has only one product; —
one name to sell. The department
store has thousands of items to
sell'. True, but on the same theory
l of 'selling the store' — selling its
name, building it up as a meaningful entity in the community,
just as much as the national advertiser on a nation-wide scale. In
that respect, there is absolutely no "
difference."
In the Future
DELVING into what the future
may hold for retail advertising via the air, the manual quotes
Walter J. Neff, commercial manApril 15, 1935

ager of WOR, Newark. The day
when the average citizen will carry
with him his own individual set;
when synchronized operation of
broadcasting stations will find the
"mother" station feeding its programs to "boosters" throughout
the country, and when facsimile
transmission will be commercially
feasible, was mentioned. As to facsimile, Mr. Neff writes:
"You can readily see the possibilities of the application of this
principle to your own advertising
requirements. Imagine the millions of radio-equipped homes in
this country, awakening each morning to find not only the last-minute
news of the world, but the lastminute style information, and of
extreme importance to the housewife, price information on commodities. And all this, mind you,
is without the limitation of not
being able to see the exact item
to which you are referred."
The manual is an 80-page volume, and can be procured from
NRDGA headquarters, 225 West
34th St., New York, for $2.50 per
copy. The price to NRDGA members is $1.50.

Snug-Fit Campaign
SNUG-FIT CO., Los Angeles
(paste for false teeth) in March
launched a 30-day spot campaign
over KNX, Hollywood, through
Campbell-Kellogg Co., Los Angeles. It is the firm's first radio activity. Contemplated plans outline
a summer campaign in 11 western
states, with other media also to be
used.

Good Response Received
To Plans for National
Announcers Association
GRATIFYING response to the
proposal for the formation of a
national organization for the betterment of the announcing profession, through exchange of ideas,
has been received since this plan
first was broached two months ago,
according to a report received
from Verl Bratton, chief announcer of WREN, Lawrence, Kan.,
who conceived the plan. In a letter
received April 3, Mr. Bratton said:
"The March 1 issue of Broadcasting carried a note of reference to the proposed association,
for which I wish to give my sincere thanks. Response to my suggestion has been national, and,
judging by the letters received, it
is immediately apparent that the
majority
was which
a direct resultof ofthetheresponse
brief note
appeared in Broadcasting.
"As I received responses from
station managers as well as announcers, am
I convinced that such
an association as I proposed (not
a union) meets with general approval as an asset to all stations
as well as to we announcers. There
are still a great many stations and
announcers from whom I have not
heard, and I hope to hear their
opinions on the proposed association before the rest of us take definite steps to organize. I am sure
I speak the sentiment of all concerned when I say that any further
assistance in our endeavor we may
receive from Broadcasting will be
more than greatly appreciated."
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CBS

Not

Its Lease

to Renew
on

California

WPG

ALLOWING its renewal option to
expire, CBS will cease its operation of WPG, Atlantic City, effective June 30, when the station will
revert to the municipality after
having been leased for five years
to the network. CBS had until
April 30 to decide whether it would
exercise its option to renew, but
has notified Mayor Bacharach that
it had decided to forego it.
Assigned to the 1100 kc. clear
channel, WPG, because of its resort location, was not in great demand by network or national spot
advertisers. It was estimated, unofficially, that CBS stood to lose
about $50,000 this year under the
lease, and it was stated that the
station never has made money under CBS operation. Edwin M.
Spence, for more than a decade
manager of the station, resigned
that post about two months ago to
take over the general management of WBAL, Baltimore.
Whether the city will take over
active operation of the station or
dispose of it to some other lessee,
could not be ascertained. A number of proposals have been submitted, it was asserted. WPG is
involved in the so-called Paulist
Fathers case, now pending before the FCC. Under the multistation shift, proposed by WLWL,
New York, which now uses the
equivalent of two days per week
on the WPG wave, the latter station would acquire full-time operation on the same channel, while
the Catholic station would be given full-time on 800 kc.

Legislation

Makes Sponsors Liable
CALIFORNIA Assembly Bill 188,
now before the Legislature in Sacramento, which would hold an individual radio station responsible
for all statements made on the
air by an advertiser, has been
amended so that blame would be
wholly with the sponsor. Pacific
Coast broadcasters opposed the bill
in its original form, claiming that
it was discriminatory inasmuch
as such legislation was aimed directly at radio and did not cover
newspapers.
Representatives of the Northern
California Broadcasters' Association, on April 2 appeared at the
committee hearing in Sacramento
opposing the bill, which was then
amended by its author, Assemblyman James J. Boyle, Los Angeles.
Guy Earl, president of KNX, Hollywood, and Ben McGlashan, owner
of KGFJ, Los Angeles, represented Southern California stations at
the hearing.
New Dessert Campaign
WITH two periods on the CBS key
station in New York and one on a
15-station CBS network, H. C.
Brill Inc., New York (E-Zee Freez
dessert) on April 25 starts a new
radio campaign, taking the 10minute periods after news flashes
on WABC along Tuesdays, 10:0510:15 p. m., and on the network
Thursdays at the same time. The
song trio Jimmie, June & Jack
will be featured. Account is handled by Donohue & Co. Inc., New
York.

WELCOME

NAB
to

^BROADMOOR
Colorado

Springs,

Colo.

Socony

Campaign

Strikes Code Snag
Local Rates Held Not to Apply
On Discs for Middle West
EFFORTS of the Socony- Vacuum
Oil Co. Inc., New York, to place a
campaign of 26 quarter-hour transcriptions on more than a dozen
stations in the Middle West at local rather than national rates,
were checked by James W. Baldwin, executive officer of the Code
Authority for the radio broadcasting industry April 8 on the ground
that it would violate the trade
practice
provisions of the industry
code.
Mr. Baldwin, upon being notified
of the negotiations, declared that
the national, rather than the retail
rate, must obtain in the placement
of such an account, irrespective of
whether the contract actually was
signed by the local distributor or
dealers. The account itself, he
said, is interpreted under the code
regulations as a national advertiser and therefore must pay the national rate in cases where stations
have a dual rate structure.
Violation Claimed
IN A TELEGRAM to Roy B. Dill,
of the Lu Brite Division of the
Socony- Vacuum Oil Co., New York,
sent April 8, Mr. Baldwin said:
"This office informed you have
telegraphed several radio stations
for purpose of arranging 26 15minute electrical transcriptions to
run twice weekly at lowest local
rate. This is to inform you that in
all cases where the station has
both a retail and national rate
your account can only be considered national and that acceptance
of your account by such stations
at local rates will be in violation
of the provisions contained in article seven section one paragraph
A of the Code of Fair Competition
for radio broadcasting industry.
On the same day, Mr. Baldwin
received the following reply from
Mr. Dill:
Advise."
"Retel April 8 all business
placed for our account will be national rate, however we have
planned on encouraging certain
distributors and dealers to cooperate on radio shows in points
where we would not normally use
the radio stop Distributors usually
expect their suppliers to attend to
most of the details which is our
reason for securing as much in-

92 CBS Stations Booked
For A.T.&T. Anniversary
AMERICAN TELEPHONE &
TELEGRAPH Co., New York, has
engaged a hookup of 92 CBS
stations for one hour on Sunday, April 28, to sponsor a broadcast celebrating the 50th anniversary of its founding. The program
will be heard from 7 to 8 p. m.
(EDST) with switchovers and pickups from four different parts of
the country. The special program
is being handled by Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., New
York.
Ted Husing will be master of
ceremonies, in one portion of the
broadcast speaking via long distance with telephone officials at
San Diego, Eastport, Me., Bellingham, Wash., Key West, Fla., and
Smith Center, Kan. to depict the
nation-wide service of the A. T. &
T. In another portion Husing and
prominent personalities will engage
in a "conference service conversation" by telephone.
Andre Kostelanetz orchestra
and chorus, Edwin C. Hill and
Channing Pollock, playwright, will
present dramatic portrayals, and
Walter C. Gifford, A. T. & T. president, will discuss the company's
policies and service.
Exposition on Radio
THE CALIFORNIA Pacific International Exposition, to be held at
San Diego May 29-Nov. 11 will get
radio advertising through exhibitor sponsorship. In addition, NBC
plans totween"cover"
benow and the
its exposition
opening and
through the summer months, says
Don E. Gilman, vice president in
charge of coast activities. A series
of programs created around the
Federal Housing Administration
exhibit at the fair will be given
on ais regular
fair
open. schedule while the
formation as possible before outlining the plan to them stop It then
becomes butorsoptional
the points
distrior dealers with
at such
whether they buy time on that
basis stop Under the circumstances
we cannot see where this would be
a Mr.
code Baldwin
violation then
stop informed
Advise." Mr.
Dill that the matter was being
taken up directly with the stations.
He reiterated his view that since
Socony is a national account, the
business must be placed at the national, rather than the local rate.
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and Drug Bill Detoured
(Continued from page 14)
relating not only to the label and
vertising. He said the current
1 law, nearly 30 years old, does not to the circular, but to advertising;
and the advertising includes not
i cover control of false advertising
or regulate advertising of food only the newspaper advertising,
products except insofar as the but also the radio and the billboard and all other forms of adTrade Commission is charged with
vertising. We propose to cast all
it. He called advertising a mere
of
that
into the hands of a bureau
extension of the label, and mainwhich will never again be responsitained, in spite of the consistent
ble to us, and which, if it follows
attack of opponents, that the Food
& Drug Administration should be the example of some bureaus here,
charged with that function. He will seek not to be responsible to
contended that the majority of the the Supreme Court of the United
reputable advertising groups fav- States in the matter of rights of
ored the bill and that the only our constituents."
Refering particularly to that
newspaper group asking transfer
to the Trade Commission was the provision of the bill which he said
American Newspaper Publishers
provided for a "supervisor of adAssociation, which he asserted repvertising", Senator Bailey said the
bill
would repose in him supreme
resented only 400 newspapers.
judgment over the right to seize
Definitions Changed
the goods of an American citizen.
! DURING the April 2 debate, the Senator Bailey contended: "He
Senate adopted a revised definition
says the advertising makes an
adulteration that is injurious to
of the term "advertisement", which
appeared to meet the testimony of health; I am selling my goods in
48 states; he seizes them in 40
many witnesses that the original
definition was too broad. The states, and, even though I go into
words "to the public" were insert- court a thousand times and prove
he is wrong, my business is gone,
ed, so that the provision read:
The term "advertisement" includes all for a man cannot be universally
representations of fact or opinion dissemi- disgraced by his government and
nated to the public in any manner or by
any means other than by labeling.
hope to recover in a lawsuit."
Rights of the People
Numerous other changes in defiDISCUSSING h i s amendment,
nition of terms in the bill, similarly designed to comply with sug- which subsequently was adopted
and resulted in the shelving of the
gestions made during the hearings
bill, Senator Bailey said it would
on the measure, also were proposed
and adopted. There was also a take the advertised article on the
change in the definition of "false basis of the false advertisement
it where it belongs, unadvertisement", by striking out the "and derputmisbranding,
and then would
phrase "in every particular", and
permit
one
seizure.
There is a
by insertion of the phrase "and
vast difference between destroying
reliable" after the word substanan injurious poison or product, and
tial, so as to read:
An advertisement of a food, drug or a proper action to take charge and
cosmetic shall be deemed to be false if it proceed in a considerate way prois false or misleading in any particular
tective of the rights of the people
relevant to the purposes of this act regarding such food, drug or cosmetic. Any under the misbranding act."
representation concerning any effect of a
It was on the fourth day of the
drug shall be deemed to be false under
this paragraph if such representation is debate that Senator Long raised
not sustained by demonstrable scientific the radio discrimination point and
facts or substantial and reliable medical
had it eliminated. He asked that
opinion.
the words "other than by radio
On the third day, Senator Bailey
broadcast" be eliminated from the
delivered his impassioned speech
following provision:
in opposition to the measure.
"Noder thisretail
dealerforshall
prosecuted un-in
section
the bedissemination
Among other things, he said:
good faith, other than by radio broadcast,
"I do not think the President of of any advertisement offering for sale at
the United States would tolerate
his place of business any article which he
does not distribute or sell in interstate
for a moment a piece of legisla- commerce.
tion that described crutches as
Senator Long called this "unfair
'drugs' and advertising as 'adul- discrimination"
and added there
teration', carrying the English lan- was no basis to support it. "I
guage and the law very far. * * * have
been able to make myself
heard over the radio when the
To Help Farmer
newspapers would not let me be
reconcile
myself
some
heard," Senator Long asserted,
ij "I
sortCAN
of way
to a law
that indefines
"'and I am somewhat of the opinion
a crutch as a drug, and advertisthat there is no reason to discriming as adulteration, but I have the
inate." After some discussion.
very greatest difficulty in compreSenator Copeland agreed to the
hending how the Department of amendment.
the Agriculture of the United
On April 5, the conflict between
States would ever get jurisdiction
Senator Copeland and Senators
over drugs, medicine, advertising
Bailey and Clark became personal
and cosmetics. I understand the and the remarks savage. Senator
Department of Agriculture was
Clark spoke of "jokers" in the bill,
i created for the purpose of fosterand the author talked of the "lobing agriculture in the United
bying" offacturers
patent
States and not for the purpose of
to defeatmedicine
it. ThemanuMisgoverning advertising in the Unitsouri Senator charged that the Deed States. It is inconceivable to
partment of Agriculture had spent
me that it should take charge of- a quarter of a million dollars of
medicine and of cosmetics and of public funds "for propaganda in
advertising. * * *
support of the bill" and covered
"The old law was confined to the up "by calling them inspection
label and the circular included in trips"
as its men went around and
the package. The measure before
addressed women's clubs and other
organizations.
us includes legislation of a very
strict and comprehensive character
On April 8, after Senator Bailey's
Food
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amendments on multiple seizures
and advertising had been adopted,
Senator Clark made the motion to
recommit the bill. In the ensuing
debate, Senator Copeland said he
would prefer to have the measure
returned
calendar, "because
if there to
aretheamendments
desired
which could be worked out during
the next week or two, there might
be ultimate agreement. We have
spent all of last week — the entire
week — and today of this week, discussing amendments to this bill.
If the bill shall be recommitted
everything we have done here so
far will have been wasted." This
action finally was taken on motion
of the majority leader, Senator
Robinson, of Arkansas.
"Gypsies" Guest Policy
ONE of radio's oldest features, the
A. & P. Gypsies, entering its
twelfth year on the air with a new
12-month contract for the 9-9:30
p.
m. period
Mondays
NBC-8
WEAF
Network
with onitstheApril
show embarked on a new policy of
presenting guest stars with Harry
Horlick's Orchestra. Frank Parker
will continue on all programs as
"The Gypsy
Tenor", Thibault,
but such Phil
performers as Conrad
Baker,
MolassesClemens
'n' January,
Jack
and Loretta
and Mary
Small are to be guests. Paris &
Peart, New York, handles the A.
& P. radio account.
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, downtown division of the University of
Southern California, Los Angeles,
early in April started a course in
television.
For
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Scores
Hour

At 2 p. m., 3 p. m., 4 p. m., 5 p. m. and
6 p.m., WHB interrupts Hour91
its musical prothe
gram schedules
to give up to-the-minute
on
scores by innings in the American League,
National League and American Ass'n.
This idea of broadcasting baseball heard in the Kansas City area!
With a 50-word commercial announcement in connection with
scores "every hour on the hour"
was originated in the Showmaneach
broadcast,
the WHB "every
ship Shops of WHB. ..is copyrighted
on the hour" baseball service
by us., and exclusive with WHB in hour
is offered for $600 a month. Five
KansasCity. No station here broad- broadcasts daily, every day of the
casts complete games throughout
month, for $20 a day. Wire or
the
WHB's
reports
are write for option.
thus season.
the finest
baseball
service
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These Nationally KnownGrocery Products on
Parade Over Alabama's
Most Powerful Station

Armour
Borden Milk
Briggs Tobacco
Congress Cigar
Chase 8C Sanborn
Coca Cola
Colorshine
Curtiss Candy
Eagle Milk
Fleischmann Yeast
Half 8C Half Tobacco
Heinz
Jello Strike
Lucky
Maxwell House
Phillip Morris
Nucoa
National Biscuit
Oxydol
Palmolive
Swift
Super Suds
Tea Berry Gum
Tender Leaf Tea
BASCOM HOPSON, President
THE VOICE OF ALABAMA
5000 WATTS
NBC NETWORK

Supreme Court Upholds
Dental Advertising Ban
THE RIGHT of states, on grounds
of "professional ethics", to prohibit dentists and presumably
other professional groups from advertising their services, was upheld
by the U. S. Supreme Court in a
decision April 1 delivered by Chief
Justice Hughes. The ruling was
on the appeal of Dr. Harry Semler, dentist of Portland, Ore., from
the 1933 state law banning such
advertising. The highest court
held that the issue was whether
the law was an "arbitrary interference with liberty and property."
Deciding in the negative, the court
said the state had the right to
protect the public against actions
which "tend to demoralize the proIn effect, the court upheld the
fession."
rights of all states to make such
laws as they desire to regulate
professional ethics. The decision
does not place any restriction on
such advertising in states which
do not have laws of this character,
but it does automatically validate
laws similar to the Oregon statute
which may be invoked in other
states. As a result of this opinion, it is considered likely that dental and medical associations will
campaign to have similar state
laws enacted.
GREAT BRITAIN increased its
radio set licenses by more than
800,000 during the last year to a
total of 6,780,570 as of Jan. 1,
1935. Its revenues, at 10 shillings
per set, amounted to $16,544,590,
part of which goes to support the
BBC and part to the government.
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KOMO-KJR, Seattle,
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Yankee Network Offices
And Studios Centralized

NAB

In Remodeled

Epidemic of Taxes
Radio Subject Only to Federal
Control, Brief Points Out

Quarters

MR. SHEPARD
CENTRALIZING all of its studio
and executive office activities in
one building, the Yankee Network
now is established in its new headquarters at 21 Brookline Ave., Boston, following large scale alterations and redecorations representing an outlay of approximately
$25,000.
In addition to the studios, located on the first floor of the building, John Shepard, 3d, president of
the Yankee Network, also has
taken over the second floor of the
hotel building and remodeled it
for executive offices, audition
rooms and general offices. A new
entrance to the Yankee Network
headquarters, framed in carved
sandstone and red brick, also has
been constructed. The building also
houses the studios and offices of
WNAC and WAAB, Yankee Network key stations in Boston.
Studios have been altered and
will be provided with an air conditioning system. Floors, except in
the executive offices, are covered
with specially designed block rubber mosaic, and ceilings are echoproofed with a sound absorbing
material. The entire job of rebuilding, furnishing and decorating was under the personal supervision of Mr. Shepard. The early
American motif was carried out in
the entire decorative scheme.
Wasey Products Contest
Gives Washington Trips
FIFTY boys will win all-expense
trips to Washington this summer
in a contest being: conducted
through
Edwin
Hill's Humanon
Side
of the
NewsC. broadcasts
CBS for Wasey Products Inc.
(Barbasol, Bost, Kreml hair tonic
and Kreml shampoo). Winners
will be those who send in the
greatest number of cartons from
these products. Consolation prizes,
consisting of Univex cameras, will
be given to entrants sending in
ten cartons, to comprise four from
Bost, four Barbasol and two Kreml.
Five zones have been marked off
for the contest, on the basis of the
number of radio families they contain, and a specified number of
prizes will go to each zone. Erwin,
Wasey & Co., New York, is the
agency.
W. M. ELLSWORTH
Radio Talent and Entertainment
Manager
of many
high forclassemployment.
radio artists and acts
available
Scouts talent
for stations and
advertisers.
fill anyfor order
—
NoCancharge
services
Suite 150S, Mather Tower, Chicago, 111.

Acts

to

Stop

A CAMPAIGN against the current epidemic of state and municipal proposals for taxing gross revenues of broadcasting stations, or
for the assessment of license fees,
has been launched by the NAB,
which on April 4 released a brief
citing numerous legal precedents
to show that broadcasting, as an
instrumentality of interstate commerce, is subject only to Federal
rule.
On the same day, the appeal of
Oglethorpe University, former licensee of WJTL, Atlanta, from the
city ordinance imposing an annual
tax of $300 on the station, was
voluntarily dismissed in the U. S.
Supreme Court. On March 11, the
nation's highest tribunal had
granted the petition for review.
The decision to withdraw the appeal was reached apparently on
the ground that it was not the
ideal test case because of the peculiar set of facts. The University has contended that the tax was
imposed on interstate commerce
and therefore was illegal.
Interstate Aspect
IN THE NAB brief, drafted because some 30 different state and
municipal measures for taxing of
radio are pending, it was brought
out that Federal regulation of
broadcasting is based on the assumption that radio communication is a form of interstate commerce. This assumption, it was
held, has been maintained consistently by the courts. For example,
the brief pointed out that no one
may claim the right to operate any
sort of an unlicensed radio station,
no matter how low its power or
limited its range, on the ground
that the
operationcommerce.
does not constitute interstate
After reviewing numerous court
opinions, the brief states that the
courts have consistently held that
"no state or subdivision thereof
may impose any form of franchise,
occupational or excise tax on interstate commerce, as such taxation inevitably imposes a burden
on interstate commerce and becomes, in effect,
regulation
of it."
Furthermore,
it was
declared,
the
courts have consistently held that
"a tax on the revenues of gross
earnings of a business is a tax on
the business itself. Thus a tax on
the revenues of a radio broadcasting station is, in effect, a tax on
the right of that station to engage
in Itinterstate
is estimatedcommerce."
that the initial cost
to the broadcasting industry of
such revenue taxes in all states
would amount to $1,500,000 a year.
This is based on an average tax
of 2% on gross revenues of
$80,000,000. When municipal taxes
and license fees are added, this
figure would be more than doubled,
and once the precedent is established, there would be no way of
checking the spread of such levies,
it is felt.
FRANCE'S noted Eiffel Tower
broadcasting station, hitherto
operatingturnedonto the
a long
wave, hasband,
rebroadcast
operating on 1470 kc.
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THE
New

"PHOTONA"
MAKES
ITS BOW
Musical Instrument, Operated by Electricity,
Produces Tones Over a Wide Range
organ keyboards, the bass notes
- being
of experimen
yearslaborator
|AFTER
ies of
played from the left side of
tal workTWO
in the
|WCAU, Philadelphia, a musical in- the keyboards. It can be moved
i strument which produces electrical easily around the studio or set up
where current is availI tones, the "photona", was played any place
able. Output of the instrument
, April 6 from the WCAU studios
! over the CBS network.
goes direct into microphone outlets, ordinarily, and the sound is
Development of the photona folonly as it comes from the
; lowed tests of several types _ of heard
air.
sound production, including moving
Each of the two manuals comIfilm and rotating discs, with the
prises six octaves, the keys being
I patented method of Ivan Kremeeff,
l Russian inventor, finally being se- used as switches to light the filaments of the lamps. On one bank
I lected. Mr. Kremeeff directed con-

THE NEW PHOTONA — A twomanual electronic organ is one of
the newest instruments in radio
invented by a staff engineer of
WCAU, Philadelphia. L e o n a r e
MacClain is here shown at the console of the instrument, which was
played April 6 at 6:15 p. m. over
a CBS network.

W6XAI Completes Staff
COMPLETION of the staff of
W6XAI, first of the new "high fidelity" stations to go into operation on the Pacific Coast, has been
announced by the Pioneer Mercantile Co., Bakersfield, Cal., the licensee. Manager of the station,
which operates with 1,000 watts
on 1550 kc. in the recently widened
broadcast band, is Frank Schamblin. Edwin E. McCaffrey, formerly with the Hines and Palmer publications and later head of his own
agency, is commercial manager.
Curtis Sturm is program manager,
and Ralph LeMert is chief engineer. The Walter Biddick Co. has
been appointed exclusive representative in the 11 Western states.

Extending Short Shorts
EXCELLENT response is reported
to have been achieved by the country's shortest radio program — the
15-second spot "variety shows"
sponsored by the American Tobacco Co. for Herbert Tareyton cigarettes on six stations in Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington.
The agency, Lawrence C. Gumbinner, New York, is now contemplating extensive additions to the
schedule.

610 Kilocycles
You want
RESULTS
COVERAGE
You can count on
WJAYfor Cleveland
both!

ALTHOUGH that many are not
licensed, it is estimated in Canadian trade circles that there are
now 1,308,000 radio sets in use in
the Dominion, or one to every
eight persons.
struction of the instrument with
| the aid of the station's engineering staff.
Production of tones is effected
by rotating discs inserted between
a light source and photo - electric
1 cell, ing
as drawing.
shown The
in the
accompanyoutput
of the
cells is fed to a high-fidelity amplifier and loud speakers having
wide dynamic range. A single synchronous motor drives the entire
rotating mechanism and the size
of driving pulleys governs the
speed of the discs. Average load
from AC mains is 350 watts, although varying with the number
of light sources.
In all there are 12 rotating disc
shutters similar to the one shown
in the drawing. The sections cut
from the disc periphery are of
varying depth and their arrangement permits light to enter from
1 proper sources. The diameter of
each disc pulley is based on the
number of sections cut from it and
the speed of rotation. A step-down
transformer lights 900 six - volt
automobile lamps, which are the
light sources.
Sounds similar to those of an
organ are produced by the photona, although a wide range of
tones can be obtained. The instrui ment itself is about the size of an
office desk and has two piano-like
keyboards rather than the ordinary

of stops harmonics or sub-harmonics may be inserted in any desired
ratio and chords may be struck
from the other by using a single
key.
As seen in the diagram, a tremolo is included and it may be operated either by hand or foot, with
speed varying as the operator desires due to the cone-shaped pulley.
This tremolo is merely a variation
in pitch. A foot-operated potentiometer regulates volume.
Output of the photoelectric cells
is transformer coupled to input of
a preamplifier and through a voltage and power amplifier to the
loud speaker; or it may be fed directly through a microphone receptacle into the standard speech
input equipment. Tuning of the
photona depends on the speed at
which the discs are rotated. Once
tuned, it will remain so indefinitely
and not be affected by changes in
temperature.
Originally the photona was conceived as an entirely new type of
musical instrument for broadcasting but it has been found that effects resembling those of a pipe
organ may be produced, among
innumerable other types of tones.
Already improvements are being
made and future models will include foot pedals to sustain bass
notes, among other changes.

We're

'|N

THE

. . . and

MIDDLE'

like

it!

WHAS has the distinct advantage of being
able to deliver both northern and southern
markets ... It is the farthest south of all
Columbia Broadcasting Basic Outlets, yet it is
strategically located in the very heart of the
rich Ohio Valley, near the center of population, where its 50,000 watt signal spreads
into profitable territories on every side.
. . . And it is because WHAS has proved its
ability to reach and sell a large, cosmopolitan
audience that its schedule is well filled, winter and summer, with the cream of radio programs.

WHAS

PIALI 1
(VjTTHE
(top__ol
ED POSITION
in SYRACUSE
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Senate Munitions Probe
Touches FCC Chairman
THE NAME of Arming S. Prall,
chairman of the FCC, came before
the Senate Munitions subcommittee on April 4 in connection with
an apartment sharing arrangement he has with Joseph W.
Powell, president of United Dry
Docks Inc., and a close personal
friend. Committee investigators
attempted to draw the inference
that there was impropriety in the
arrangement under which the shipping official paid half of the
monthly rental. Testimony was
offered to the effect that Mr. Prall,
for a dozen years a member of
Congress from New York, had
helped Mr. Powell in naval contract
having
informed the negotiations,
President in
1933 that
employment in New York would
be helped if the Powell company
received a PWA contract for the
building of four destroyers.
While Mr. Prall himself did not
appear before the committee, he
said Mr. Powell was one of his
oldest personal friends and the
apartment sharing arrangement
was personal rather than any business arrangement. He said he
could see nothing untoward or improper about it, and that anything
Mr. Powell may have done in behalf of his son, an insurance man,
could not be challenged as unethical.
NEW call letters assigned by the
FCC and announced April 11 are
WFMD, Frederick, Md., the new
station of the Monocacy Broadcasting Co., and KAST, Astoria, Ore.,
licensed to Abraham Shapiro.

The

SALE

of

ay
TWO
for

CITIES!
1 . . . GET

2!

Our rate structure is based on our coverage for ONE city . . .
yet we deliver complete coverage for TWO!
KSTP is now — as it has been for many years — the Dominant
Station (with 50.1% of the total radio audience) in the 9th
U. S. RETAIL MARKET, the metropolitan area of St. Paul
and Minneapolis where 74.3 cents of every retail dollar in
Minnesota are spent !
To get this coverage would require at least one newspaper in
each city — at a combined rate of $1.45 per thousand circulation. KSTP's rate per thousand circulation is 25 cents!
The conclusion — it would seem — is OBVIOUS!

^MINNEAPOLIS^

hht
\. ST. PAUL mJ
DOMINATES
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THE

For further details write to:
General Sales Office, KSTP,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, or to
Our NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: New York — Paul H. Raymer
Co. Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco —
John Blair & Company.

9th U.S. RETAIL

MARKET

Extensive
Planned

Good Taste, Common Sense
THESE qualities, says Miss Janet
MacRorie, are the two stars by
which radio writers today set their
courses. She is critical editor of
the NBC continuity acceptance department, New York, and is shown
conferring with Andrew Love, NBC
continuity editor in San Francisco,
where she arrived March 29 on a
nationwide tour of NBC stations
to unify continuity writing policies. While in San Francisco she
also conferred with Don E. Gilman,
NBC vice-president, western
division.
Hearings on West Coast
Are Held by Col. Brown
COL. THAD H. BROWN, member
of the FCC, arrived in Los Angeles
early in April accompanied by
George B. Porter, FCC assistant
general counsel. On April 2 Col.
Brown inspected the FCC monitor
station in the Palos Verdes Hills
near San Pedro where James H.
Homsy is in charge. Bernard H.
Linden, inspector in charge of disat Los Angeles, accompaniedtrictthe11 party.
Starting April 4 in the federal
building, Col. Brown began hearing applications involving KMPC,
Beverly Hills; KIEV, Glendale;
KFWB, Hollywood; KGFJ and
KRKD, Los Angeles. Slated were
11 separate hearings, five of which
were on medical accounts, and the
others having to do with applications for construction permits and,
in the case of KFWB, for additional power. The hearings were
expected to take a week or ten
days. The Los Angeles Broadcasters' Association was to tender
a luncheon to Col. Brown and Mr.
Porter April 15.
Sound Service Starts
DEALING exclusively with agencies, Sound Service Inc., producing
transcriptions, has moved its Hollywood quarters, with recording
studios now at 5746 Sunset Blvd.
The transfer was celebrated with an
"open house" at the studios April
6. Heading the company is Frank
H. Hundley, president, with Fred
O'Neil as vice president; Herbert
Witherspoon as sales manager, and
A. (Scotty) Brown as technical director. Mr. Hundley is also business manager for Sid Grauman,
noted Hollywood theater man, and
Mr. Witherspoon formerly was
with the Don Lee System.

Network
in Europe

Radio Informations of Paris
To Add Several Stations
PLANS for an extensive European
network to carry commercial
broadcasting are being pushed by
Radio Informations S. A., of Paris,
which is represented in the United
States by Radiodiffusion Europeenne, with offices in the RCA
Building, New York. Wendell S.
Gibbs, American representative,
sailed April 10 for Europe to familiarize himself with the progress
being made there.
Radio Informations already operates a six-station network in five
cities of France, with Radio - Toulouse, Radio-Agen, Radio-Lyon,
Radio-Bordeaux, and Poste Parisienne and Poste Hie de France,
both in Paris. Leon Kierzkowski
and J. Tremoulet, both advertising
men, are at the head of this organization. There are several accounts on this network for international advertisers, including the
English mobile
Dunlop
tires). Rubber Co. (autoIn addition, there will be added
in the near future three Belgian
stations, Brussels, Liege and Antwerp; two Spanish, Madrid and
Barcelona; two Italian, Milan and
Rome, and Radio-Maroc in French
Morocco.
Program Building
THE SERVICE which is expected
to appeal most to American advertisers of products with an international sale is in the program
building field. If transcriptions
are used, the show can be put together in the United States, and
announcements in any desired number of languages cued in. Rates
have not been settled definitely, so
it is impossible to say whether it
would be cheaper to distribute
discs to all stations, or originate
from one and use lines to the
others.
For network purposes, the common practice in Europe today is
to use announcements in as many
languages as necessary on all the
stations in the hookup. Tests are
being made to see whether timing
cannot be sufficiently improved, so
that half-minute opening and closing commercials can be given locally in the native language, and
the
middle
matically. of the show cut in autoThere is also available a service
for
carrying "communiques" — spot
announcements.
Dog Food Series
H. MOFFAT Co., San Francisco,
wholesale butchers and distributors
of Scotty Allan's Dog Food, on
April 5 started a series of 26
quarter-hour dramatizations, twice
weekly, Heroes of the Air on the
hookup of KJBS, San Francisco,
and KQW, San Jose, Cal. Consisting of live talent and featuring
Capt. William C. Royle and cast,
Wednesdays and Fridays, 5-5:15
p. m., the series offers direct sales
talk with original true stories of
heroic aviators. As a direct tiein, juvenile listeners are asked to
send in three labels from Scotty
Allan's Dog Food packages for a
set of plans for model airplanes.
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Studio

Band

Used

To Avoid
$3 Fee
FIRST of the New York stations
which rely on their own originations rather than on network affiliations to break through the impasse
created byforthe$3 Musicians'
Union demand
per man
per broadcast is WNEW, Newark.
This station was hardest hit when
the order was put into effect
March 5, because it has for more
than a year relied on its Dance
Parade to fill about five hours of
late evening and early morning
time.
As long as the eastern ABC stations hung together WNEW was
able to draw upon Philadelphia for
much of this music, but when that
association of stations collapsed,
the New York outlet was thrown
: still more on its own resources.
One device which tended to get
around the difficulty was to pick
up non - orchestral parts of night
club entertainment, and alternate
broadcasts of this type with remote dance orchestras from points
in Northern New Jersey and Westchester which are not affected by
the union ruling.
Now the tables have been turned
completely in regard to pickups
from prominent night spots in
New York. Instead of broadcasting from these places, WNEW
broadcasts for them. A studio orchestra opens with the theme song
associated with Delmonico's, for example. The announcer says that this
is the theme which Delmonico's orchestra features, and that the station is broadcasting for Delmonico's. There is some talk about the
restaurant, and the program goes
on from the studio. Most of these
night clubs and supper clubs paid
for wire lines, at least, before the
union ruling came into effect. Now
they pay more, because these spots
in the Dance Parade are in the
nature of commercial broadcasts.

WOR's Protest Pending
OnoOOkw.UsedbyWLW
A PROTEST of WOR, Newark,
against the operation of WLW,
Cincinnati, with 500,000 watts at
night using a directional antenna,
is pending before the Broadcast
Division of the FCC and probably
will be acted upon at the regular
meeting April 16. Illness of Chairman Sykes, together with the absence of other FCC members,
caused cancellation of the meeting
of the preceding week at which the
matter had been scheduled for consideration.
Fearing that it would suffer undue interference when WLW resumed its night operation with the
super-power, WOR filed the protest on April 2. WLW is on the
700 kc. channel, with WOR on 710
kc. The contention was that WLW,
by attempting to curtail its signal
in the direction of Toronto, where
CFRB protested against blanketing, would so alter its signal pattern as to cause a signal of greater
intensity in the WOR area. The
protest requested a hearing. WLW
plans to resume night operation
with 500 kw. and the directional on
April 16.
April 15, 1935

SPONSORS

AND

THE

PRESS

Short and Distinctive Program Titles Which Do Not Mention

PUBLIC

Advertiser's Name Are Advised
INTEREST
the air use this title so it will have
By HOWARD J. LONDON
a connection with the future proAS ONE who has consistently
grams that will be listed in the CONVENIENCE
culled all the large newspapers in newspapers
after the spot ads have
the United States for about three
AND
been discontinued. When you run
years, my sole purpose has been
spot
ads
a
good
idea
would
be
to
to see what the radio pages of prepare the copy with the station
some 600 journals offer the radio and time displayed in letters large
NECESSITY
audience. The increasing number
enough to be read without a spy
of publishers owning radio stations
glass. Since the primary purpose
ARE MORE THAN JUST COLD,
can be determined by reading their of running these ads is to induce
radio pages without any advance
the
radio
audience
to
listen
to
your
LEGAL "MUSTS" WITH US . . .
information that the newspaper
urogram,
why to
subordinate
the staowns a station.
tion and time
the last line
and THEY ARE THE VITAL FOUNThe whole, or the large ma- give it the smallest type? UnforDATION STONES ON WHICH
jority, of the radio pages in such
tunately this small type when it
instances are devoted to programs
WMEX
IS
BUILDING A LOYAL
comes off the press often is blurred.
of their own station and some menThe same can be said of car cards AND ENTHUSIASTIC LOCAL
tion sponsors. Some even give and window posters; the type is
front-page space to their promi- too small to be read at a reason- AUDIENCE REFLECTED IN REnent programs. This fact should
able distance. Get the prospect to
SULTS TO OUR CLIENTS . . .
be given special attention by the listen and he will find out who
publicity staffs of agencies.
• • •
vou are and what vou have to
sell!
Sponsor Recognition
THE NORTHERN CORPORATION
IN MENTIONING that sponsors
Owners and Operators of
Auto
Radio
Ban
names are given I do not mean to
create the impression that the re- A BILL outlawing auto radios, exmainder of the newspapers in the
cept in police cars, and invoking a
United States are mentioning
fine of $50 for violation, has been
sponsors ; such is far from the introduced in the Connecticut Legcase. The best policy seems to be,
islature. The Radio Manufacturers
WMEX
not to connect the program title
1500 kc — 250 w L.S. — 100 w N.
Association,
which
has
successfulup in any way with the name of
ly blocked similar bills in other
the sponsor. To illustrate my
HOTEL MANGER — BOSTON
states, is opposing the bill on the
point: From a large stack I have ground that automotive radio is a
In America's Fourth Market
selected two Sunday papers and factor in decreasing driving speed
here is the way the Chase and and therefore reduces rather than Tel. CAPitol 7560 — Teletype Bos. 157
Sanboni Opera Guild is listed. One
increases highway hazards.
paper calls it Opera Guild while
another paper names it Opera
With Deems Taylor. So it is evident that if you do not drop the
sponsor's name the radio editors
THOROUGH
will do it for you. The above is
mild, ficult
butfor publicity
here's what
makes
it
difThe Michigan Radio
directors to keep
COVERAGE
the public correctly informed about
Network, with 8 stations in the 8 largest
who's who on the programs heard
over their respective stations. For
OF
cities in Michigan, ofinstance the program title is The
fers primary coverage
Pause that Refreshes on the Air.
S
AN'
T
HIGES
MICCH
RI
of 85% of a territory
In a minimum number of newspapers the whole title is printed,
of over four million
MARKETS
but here are the listings taken
from the majority of the press
people
and also the Associated Press,
WXYZ
lifted out verbatim: Black's Ore;
A COMPLETE
Vocal, Ore; Frank Black and EnKey Station. Detroit
WMBC
MERCHANDISING SERVICE
semble; Frank Black Orch — choir.
Even the New York papers list it
To all who buy the Michigan Radio
with variations, one as Frank
Network — a COMPLETE MerchanBlack's Orchestra and James Meldising Service — WITHOUT ADDIton and another as Symphony OrTIONAL COST: gets Distributors,
chestra, Frank Black directing,
checks credits, actually takes orders for
and James Melton. Out of this
merchandise, handles demonstrations,
conglomeration of titles for a show
places displays. This SERVICE plus
what have we left in our minds?
blanket coverage by 8 stations — conI have heard the show, but from
stitutes THOROUGH coverage — insures RESULTS!
the listings I am under the imKalamazoo
pres ion ithas been changed since
RATES
I last heard it some weeks ago.
WOOD-WASH
Grand Rapids
$200.00 per quarter hour, evenings.
To sum up, what should be the
$125.00 per quarter hour, daytime.
first thing a sponsor or his agency
should do when they begin to
Michigan's Greatest Radio Buy!
think up a name for their program? First, leave off the name
of the sponsor, second get a name
KUNSKY-TRENDLE
that cannot be confused with any
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
other program, and make the title
(Owners and Operators of Station WXYZ)
short. Two excellent examples
3C0 MADISON THEATRE BLDG.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
which I can recall are Red Davis
WM. G. RAMBEAU COMPANY
and Let's Dance.
Eastern Office:
Western
Office:
Russ Building,
Short Titles
Home Offices:
507122 Chanin
Tribune
Tower.
E. 42ndBuilding
St..
San
Francisco,
Cal.
Earl Bachman. Manager
WHEN the title has been decided,
Douglas A. Nowell, Manager.
Chicago, iilinois.
stick to it, and if you run any
Member Mutual Broadcasting System
spotlight advertisements in the
newspapers or announcements over
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Relays From Big Ship
WHEN the gigantic French liner
Normandie sails from Havre May
29 on its maiden voyage for New
York, it will carry three representatives each from NBC and CBS
who will conduct special broadcast
relays to the American networks
not only of the departure but of
events aboard ship each day during the crossing. NBC has not yet
designated its staff for the special
broadcasts from the largest ship
afloat, but CBS has named Paul
W. White, director of public events
and special features; Davidson
Taylor, announcer, and Henry
Grossman, chief operations engineer.

WWNC
Operated By The
Citizen Broadcasting Company, Inc.
ASHEVILLE,
Sales

UP

N. C.
with

Temperature
The warm season brings rapid
rise in the Asheville and resort
Carolina sales curve. Heavy retail buying here in the months
just ahead. Extend your sales invitation NOW over WWNC— sole
blanket radio coverage!
Full Time NBC Affiliate
1,000 Watts
570 Kilocycles

The

BREAK

your

A Ten Strike
A RECORD for hitting the
audition bulls-eye is claimed
by Bill Warran, program director of KOMO-KJR, Seattle. Five programs were
prepared for the Eastern
Outfitting Co., of Seattle,
ready - to - wear makers, and
all were auditioned in one
night. All were accepted and
immediately placed on the
air in the original form. Miss
Ann Newman, of the constaff, wrote and producedtinuity
the group.
Oxydol's Transcriptions
AUGMENTING its NBC - WEAF
series, Oxydol's Own Ma Perkins,
Proctor & Gamble Co., Cincinnati,
on April 1 began to spot transcriptions of the programs on WWL,
New Orleans; KMOX, St. Louis;
WIOD, Miami; WJAX, Jacksonville; WFLA, Clearwater, Fla.;
WRVA, Richmond; WHAM, Rochester; WFBL, Syracuse, and
KLRA, Little Rock, Ark. In all
but two of the cities the transcribed
program is synchronized with the
network broadcast, being on the
air at the same time. RCA Victor
Co. produced the transcriptions,
and Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Inc., Chicago, handles the account.
UNION OIL Co. of California, Los
Angeles, on March 18 started a
two-month campaign on 22 West
Coast stations with spot announcements and five-minute programs
through Lord & Thomas.

JOCKEY

de serves

It takes the best jockey PLUS the best horse — to WIN
We've PROOF that
Any program
by two or ofmore
Pittsburgh
A IT
stations
finds broadcast
a MAJORITY
Listeners
on \Y/^*
W V. At
ASK FOR THE STORY

PITTSBURGH, PA.
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Pick the best horse in Pittsburgh.
Ask about our jockeys — too.
Basic Red Network NBC
Nationally Represented by
PAUL H.RAYMER COMPANY
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

PHANTOM SHOPPER
Tried In Chicago, May Be
Taken Elsewhere
A DUAL-PURPOSE program is
the Phantom Shopper, broadcast
over WGN, Chicago, three mornings each week under the sponsorship of Durkee Famous Foods, Inc.,
Chicago. It is designed to awaken
the retailer's interest in the line of
Famous Foods and to increase his
cooperation in merchandising them
as well as to arouse desire in the
mind of the listening housewife.
The Phantom Shopper is not
merely a radio character, but an
actual shopper, who visits grocery
stores in all parts of Chicago,
meeting and talking with grocerymen and with other shoppers. Her
experiences on these tours, reported in a neighborly fashion, make
up the material for her broadcasts.
Although the program has been
on the air only a short time, the
idea seems to have clicked with
the trade because many requests
for a visit from the Phantom
Shopper have been received by the
sponsor. These requests have, of
course, all been refused, for by
keeping the identity of the shopper secret the program also keeps
the retailers expecting a visit at
any time, and they all keep listening to the broadcasts, each merchant hoping that a visit to his
store will be described.
"Every angle of the WGN broadcasts is being carefully tested,"
says G. R. Euwema, head of the
radio department of C. Wendel
Muench & Co., Durkee's agency,
which
the program.
soon asdeveloped
the Phantom
Shopper "As
has
been on the air long enough for
its results in actual sales to be
measured we expect to put it on
the air in a number of cities provided, of course, that the results
are satisfactory. And, unless present indications are all wrong, I'm
pretty sure that they will be."
Favorite Screen Stars
Selected in Radio Vote
RESULTS of a radio audience vote
conducted by Jimmy Fidler, Hollywood gossiper on an NBC - WJZ
network for George W. Luft Co.
Inc., Long Island City, N. Y.
(Tangee cosmetics), placed Claudette Colbert, Clark Gable and Director Frank Capra in first place.
The outcome was similar to the
recent list of Motion Picture
Academy awards, and was based
on their work in It Happened One
Night.
Nearly 25,000 votes were cast
by the radio audience, which gave
Miss Colbei't a wide margin over
Norma Shearer, Bette Davis and
Grace Moore. Mr. Gable won over
Robert Donat, George Arliss and
Frank Morgan. Second and third
places in pictures were won by
Barrets of Wimpole Street and
One Night of Love. The Tangee
account is handled by Cecil, Warwick & Cecil Inc., New York.
WFIL
adelphia
Only Philadelphia outlet
forBlue
N. B.Network
C. Basic
1000 Watts
560 Kilocycles

Plans

to be

Drawn

By 100-Watt Group
Steering Committee to Devise
Policies at May Meeting
MOVING forward with the plan
for the organization of a group of
leading independent stations in the
local field to foster the procurement of national spot business, Edward A. Allen, manager of WLVA,
Lynchburg, Va., has arranged for
the appointment of a "steering
committee" to meet in Washington
during May to formulate preliminary plans. Actual organization
details, however, will be left for
the NAB convention to be held in
Colorado Springs, July 6-10, where i
a representative group of these ,
stations will meet.
The plan for appointment of the
steering committee was decided
upon as a substitute for Mr. Allen's original idea of holding a
meeting in Pittsburgh. The objective, however, would be the same —
that of setting up an organization
of the "better" stations in this
category so they can be presented
to national advertisers and agencies in a concerted sales effort that
tion. demand respect and considerawill
Not Trade Association
MR. ALLEN has discussed his
plan with LeRoy Mark, owner of
WOL, Washington; John Elmer,
WCBM, Baltimore and W. W.
Gedge, WMBC, Detroit, all of
whom favor the idea. Offices in
New York, Chicago and possibly
other major centers might be established to represent the organization of non-network stations.
It was learned April 10 that Mr.
Allen is inviting the following station executives in the non-network
category to serve on the steering
committee and to meet with him in
Washington sometime during May:
Mr. Gedge, Mr. Mark, Mr. Elmer.
William S. Pote, WMEX, Boston;
L. A. Benson, WIL, St Louis; Herbert Hollister, WLBF, Kansas
City, Kan.; Ben S. MeGlashan,
KGFJ, Los Angeles; Edward E.
Bishop, WGH, Newport News, Va.,
and Isaac Z. Buckwalter, WGAL,
Lancaster, Pa.
No Conflict With NAB
MR. ALLEN emphasized that the
association would in no way attempt to become a trade association, and that its functions would
be primarily that of elevating the
standards and saleability of nonnetworktional field.
independents in the na-

Pebeco to Renew

Cantor

LEHN & FINK, New York (Pebeco toothpaste) will re-engage Eddie Cantor next fall, together with
Harry
as "Parkyakakas"
over theEinstein
CBS network.
This announcement was made April 5 by
Lennen & Mitchell, New York
agency handling the account, to
set at rest reports that Cantor !
will not come back. The comedipresent concludes
Sunday night
hour an's
series
Aprilhalf28
when he goes to Hollywood to
make another picture. Definite
starting date for the fall series
has not been fixed.
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flubicam

Is Named

Chairman

of A AAA

More Than 300 Attend Session
|fct White Sulphur Springs
RAYMOND RUBICAM, chairnan of the board of Young &
iiubicam, New York, was elected
o the chairmanship of the American Association of Advertising
Agencies April 11 at the opening
session of the organization's conention at White Sulphur Springs,
W. Va. He succeeds Arthur S.
Kudner, president of Erwin,
Wasey & Co.
Simultaneously, John Benson
;vas reelected president and
Frederic R. Gamble executive secretary. Other officers include Maurice Needham, president, Needham, Louis & Brorby, Inc., Chi:ago, vice president; William Beniton, chairman of the board of Benton & Bowles, New York, secretary; E. D. Hill, vice president,
McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York,
treasurer; Gilbert Kinney, vice
president, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York, member of the board at
large; Richard Compton, partner
of The Blackman Co., New York
member at large, and Mr. Kudner,
member at large.
Informal Talks
i
WHILE less than 100 members attended the executive session at
(which the elections were held, approximately 300 delegates and
guests had arranged to attend the
regular sessions, which got under
way April 12. Some 30 important
[figures in agency work gave brief
"shop talks", all of which were off
the record, at the opening session
participating in this discussion
Iwere :
Mr. Kudner; J. P. Cunningham,
(copy chief, Newell-Emmett Co., Inc. ;
jThomas L. L. Ryan, president, Pedlar
& Ryan, Inc. ; Francis G. Hubbard,
president, Kimball, Hubbard & Powjel], Inc. ; Ernest V. Alley, partner,
'Richardson, Alley & Richards Co. ;
Frank B. Raucher, vice president,
Crowell Publishing Co. ; H. H. Kynett,
partner,
Atkin-Kynett
Co. ;treasurer,
Guy C.
Smith, vice
president and
IBrooke, Smith & French, Inc. ; A. L.
IBillingsley, president, Fuller & Smith
l& Ross, Inc. ; S. W. Page, vice president, Batten, Barton, Durstine & OsIborn, Inc. ; D. M. Botsford, president,
(Botsford-, Constantine & Gardner ; L.
D. H. Weld, director, McCann, Erickson, Inc.; B. C. Duffy, vice president,
JBBD&O ; Henry Eckhardt, president,
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc. ; Milton J.
fBlair,
viceCo.president,
J. Walterof
Thompson
; J. E. Finnerman,
Ithe Scripps - Howard Newspapers;
jC hester J. Laroche, president of
Young & Rubicam, Inc. ; Henry T.
Ewald, president, Campbell - Ewald
(JCo.
; C. Advertising
L. Fitzgerald,Agency,
president, Inc.
Fitz- ;
|gerald
iGeorge Link, Jr., attorney, McKercher
& Link ; Ralph Van Buren, secretarv,
iRuthrauff & Ryan, Inc. ; Roy S. Durstine, vice president and general manager, BBD&O.
Dayton Utility on Air
JOINING the fast-growing list of
public utilities on the air, Dayton
Power & Light Co., Dayton, O., has
signed a 13-week contract for a
weekly half -hour program on
WHIO, using an evening period.
The program, titled The Musical
Voyage, uses a 25-piece orchestra
with a chorus of 15.
April 15, 1935

Four

Broadcast

Series

Are Cited for Alleged
Radio
Code Violations
CITATION of four propositions
currently being made to stations,
two of which are held to be "compropaganda"
as
sustainingmercial
features
and offered
the other
two
as "per
violate
the inquiry"
code, wasoffers
madewhich
by
James W. Baldwin, executive officer of the Code Authority for the
radio broadcasting industry in a
bulletin (No. 22) issued April 10.
The notices were as follows:
People's Homewhich
Foundation—■
TheOldannouncements
are being
distributed
the Oldbe People's
Homeas
Foundation byshould
considered
commercial propaganda and therefore
should not be broadcast except on a
commercial basis.
United Artists — The "Last Minute
Flashes" distributed by the United
Artists should be considered as commercial propaganda and therefore
should not be broadcast except on a
commercial basis.
Silverman Advertising Agency — The
recent circular letter sent to certain
stations by the Silverman Advertising
Agency enclosing what purports to
be an Advertising Order in behalf of
The Millson Company for thirteen
one-minute announcements at a certain price per announcement with the
understanding as reflected in an accompanying letter that the cost per
inquiry received shall not exceed fifteen cents per inquiry is just another
attempt to frustrate the purpose and
intent of the per inquiry provisions
contained in Article 7. Section 1, Paragraph (b) of the Code. This is notice that stations accepting the proposal on the terms described in the
circular letter will be construed as a
violation of the provisions of the Code
above referred to.
U. S. D. Handbook — This is notice
that the acceptance by stations of the
proposal tendered bv Wallace C. Price
for the sale of the U. S. D. Handbook
on a percentage basis will be construed to be a violation of the provisions contained in Article 7. Section
1, Paragraph (b) of the Code.
Book Export Programs
NATIONAL Export Advertising
Service, New York, has contracted
with Broadcasting Abroad, Ltd.,
New York, for the release during
the next three months of 2,370 programs on stations in eight Latin
American countries. Sponsor is the
George W. Luft Co., Long Island
City, N. Y. (Tangee beauty products). Export has also contracted
for 1,064 transcription programs
for Pro-ohy-lac-tic Brush Co.,
Florence, Mass., in four countries.
Market

Brevity in Berths
WHEN longer Pullman
berths are made, Ken Carney, NBC producer, San
Francisco, will ride in them
and not before. Carney, who
measures many inches more
than the average person, is
back in San Francisco from
New York and hobbling
about on a cane. He crooked
an ankle against the frame
of the berth. When the train
rounded a curve, he rolled,
the ankle twisted. He arrived
in San Franc;sco March 29,
on crutches. This is the third
time it's happened.
Norman S. Case
(Continued from page 33)
reelection, by appointing him to
the Republican minority on the
new FCC. It was a surprise appointment, surprising to the politicians no less than to those in the
communications businesses; it was
altogether a personal appointment.
Gov. Case counts as his greatest
achievements while in office the
reduction of his state's indebtedness, and Rhode Island's handling
of its unemployment relief problem without Federal aid. Social
welfare has always been one of
his prime interests, and the social
aspects of broadcasting inevitably
will command his attention during
lvs tenure on the Broadcast Division. He calls himself the "utility
outfielder" of the FCC, for he is
the only member besides Judge

Sykes who has sat on all three of
the FCC's divisions — Broadcast,
Telephone and Telegraph, having
pinch-hit
from time to time for absent members.
The new broadcast commissioner
can be rated a New England conservative. His business experience
has included ownership of interests
in textile mills. His political faith
has always been regular Republican. At Brown he was a member
of Delta Upsilon fraternity. He is
a member of Phi Delta Phi legal
fraternity, the Veterans of Foreign
Wars, Military Order of Foreign
Wars (he is still state commander), Elks and various civic and
patriotic societies. He is a Baptist and a 32d degree Mason. He
still holds a colonelcy in the Army
Reserve Corps, commanding the
315th Cavalry. Manhattan College
and Rhode Island State College
have conferred honorary degrees
upon
Gov.him.
Case was married in 1916
to Emma Louise Arnold, of Bethel,
Vt.
TheyStanley,
have three
—Norman
Jr., children
18; John
Wareen, 2d, 14, and Elizabeth
Richmond, 11. His hobbies are boating on Narragansett Bay, where
he has a summer home, and Rhode
Island's famous clambakes whose
tunity.
delights he extols at every opporTHE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience
of radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
BENJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
1023 Wallace Ave.
Wilkinsburg, Pa.
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With
THE

MONEY!
Among the fifteen largest
markets, Milwaukee ratesHome Ownership
3rd
Automobile Ownership
. 5th
Radio Ownership
2nd
Industrial Payrolls
6th
Covered Thoroughly ONLY by

WTMJ
THE
M l LWA U K E E
JOURNAL
STATION
EDWARD
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PETRY

WHY

YOU

C
CKLW, Member
Columbia Basic
Network. 5,000
Watts (1030 kiloWindsor
Offices: cycles).
Guaranty
Trust Bldg. Detroit
Offices: Union
Guardian Bldg.

reasons

SHOULD

K

BE

L

USING

W

STARS of stage, screen and radio — BIG names
attract a BIG, interested audience — which is
the chief factor in bringing CKLW advertisers
BIG returns! A check-up of the array of BIG
NAME talent heard daily on CKLW over the
Columbia Network is convincing proof that
the "3 big reasons" for your using CKLW is
not idle chatter — but SOUND FACT! It
PAYS to use CKLW.

& CO.
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RADIO
OUTLINE MAPS
of the
United States
Every city in the U. S. having
a radio station as of February
15, 1935, is shown . . . Time
zones are indicated . . . The
reverse side of the map carries
a complete log of broadcast
stations, alphabetically by state,
city, and call letters, with wave
lengths and powers shown.
The map is ^'/zxll'/i inches,
printed on white ledger paper
that permits the use of ink
without smudging.
PRICES
25 Copies
50 Copies
100 Copies
Single Copies

BROA

#2.00
#3.75
#5.00
10c

w
STING

National Press Building
Washington, D. C.

CBS Cultural Programs
Total 661 for Quarter
IN THE FIRST three months of
the year, CBS broadcast 661 programs of an educational, cultural
or informative nature, including
180 five-minute periods for PressRadio reports. Besides these news
reports, there were 143 programs
involving current events. Not included are special Press-Radio bulletins or eye-witness broadcasts of
news events.
Eighty - three programs covered
national questions such as the
soldiers' bonus, finance, labor legislation, defense and sociology.
The third topic in point of importance was home economics, with
77 programs. After this group
came 44 music discussion periods,
23 talks on religious subjects, and
the following general topics: international affairs, 16; economics
15; industry, 13; education, 12
child welfare, 7; armaments, 4
student thought, 4; general, 32.
Sues Another "Ripley"
ALLEGING that Fred R. Ripley,
of Syracuse, N. Y., went on the
radio and otherwise lectured under
the title "You Can Believe Ripnewspaper
Robert ley",
L. theRipley
and his cartoonist
company,
Believe It or Not Inc., filed suit in
Supreme Court at White Plains,
N. Y. March 27 for $100,000 damages. The cartoonist Ripley alleged
that the other Ripley has been offering radio stations a feature under a wrong impression. He asked
for an injunction.

Ireatly improved clarity
of signal within the area
served characterizes the
broadcasts

coming

from

stations using BLAW-KNOX
Vertical Radiators. It
will pay you as it has paid
others to take advantage of
Blaw-Knox experience in
planning your radio station
or changes in existing
antennae.

BLAV
STATION WHO
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WCNOX

Localized
In

W9XBY

Talent
Series

Arousing
Interest
Communities Take Active Part ;
Sponsors Watching Program
By EVERETT L. DILLARD
Station W9XBY. Kansas City
FOR OVER a year contests of one
kind or another in which amateur
and community talent take part
have been the vogue both in radio
and the theater. A highly successful contest of this sort is one that
originated early in February at
W9XBY, the new high-fidelity station on 1530 kc. at Kansas City.
Its program not only has gained
the support of over 75 towns within a 100 - mile radius of Kansas
City, but, even more important and
unusual, it has enlisted the support of the rural newspapers in
most of these communities. It is
common to have a half a column
on the front page of the local
papers about local talent.
Community Night is the name of
this program. It has been built
with the idea of stimulating local
interest in community activities
and to impress the nearby radio
audience with the idea that both
musical and dramatic activities are
an important item in the life of
the community. It also promotes
each community as a center of
trade, civic and cultural life.
Good Response
EACH TOWN sponsors each week
a local community night to select
representatives to send to Kansas
City for the big weekly Community
Night program at W9XBY. The
weekly Community Night features
these representatives on a program
shared by each town. The mail
response on this broadcast has exceeded all expectations. Over 300
letters are received on each broadcast, yet no promotional work is
conducted by the station.
Many towns have written to inquire how they can be represented
on these programs. In fact, so
many requests have come in that
it is becoming a problem how to
accommodate them. Each week
sees between 100 and 250 persons
in the studios for the broadcast.
The program is under the direction of M. R. Waddell, who contacts personally the chambers of
commerce, high schools, civic clubs

Canada
Into
If

Starts

ASCAP

Fees

Are

Inquiry ,
to Decide
Excessive

AN INVESTIGATION
into the!
activities of the Canadian Per- 1
forming Right Society Ltd., Can- J
adian affiliate of ASCAP, to ascer-|
tain whether its plan to collect
royalties from broadcasting stations and other users is reasonable,
has been ordered by the Canadian
government.
The Society proposes a tax of 10 cents per receiving set from Canadian stations,
holding that the percentage basis
employed in the United States
nue.
would not produce sufficient reveActing on instructions from the
Committee of the Privy Council,
issued March 22, Judge James
Parker, of Ontario, appointed commissioner to make the investigation, held a preliminary hearing
April
He planned
start reg-'
ular 9.
hearings
aboutto April
15.
Judge tions,Parker,
under the
instrucis to investigate
whether
the
Canadian Society proposes to collect "excessive fees, charges or
royalties in compensation for the
issuewhether
or grant
of such its
licenses,"
and
it conducts
operations in Canada
a way "deemed
detrimental
to thein interests
of the
The Commissioner also is instructed to report on what he considers to be legitimate compensation of fees and the basis on which
such fees could properly be computed. The Canadian Association
ofpublic."
Broadcasters, which represents I
practically all commercial stations
in Canada except those owned and
operated by the Canadian Radio
Commission, is opposing the Society proposition through the law
firm
of Rogers & Rowland, of
Toronto.
The Canadian Society actuallv
operates as a branch of ASCAP
and licenses the same catalog. The
proposed new tariffs covering all
performing rights was submitted
Jan. 29 by H. T. Jamieson, its
president.
and editors of local newspapers.
Several advertisers have inquired
about sponsoring the program, and
within the next few weeks it will
probably
go commercial.
stations could
well afford Other
to use
this idea to build friends for the i
station, the communities it serves }
and advertisers.

K-A-X
PATENT PENDING
KEAR ANTENNA EXCITATION SYSTEM
Used on new Airways Radio Range Beacon Stations
Recent K-A-X installations
WKRC, WORC. WPEN. WPRO, WORK, W1XBS
A STABILIZED DIRECTIVE SYSTEM WHICH WILL:
Reduce interfering signals with neighboring stations on same
channel.
Increase service area in non-interfering zones.
Designed, constructed and installed to meet your requirements.
WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
McLachlen Building
Washington, D. C.
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Ail-Metal
A MESSAGE

K,

C.

FROM

B#

IF YOU
listened.
* * haven't
*
ON WEDNESDAY night.
* * *
OR SUNDAY night,
v * m
AT
7:30.
ISlj
* * *
OVER K H J
* * *
TO RAYMOND Paige.
* * *
AND HIS orchestra.
* * *
AND KENNETH Niles.
* * *
WHO MAKES the talk.
* * *
FOR S. and W.
« * *
AND ALONG with them.
* * *
YOUR COLUMNIST.
» * *
YOU NEVER will know.
* * *
HOW GOOD we are.
* * *
OR HOW bad we are.
* * «
AND YOU ought to listen ia.
* * *
I THANK you.
SPOTLIGHT TIEUP— When Sussnan, Wormser & Co., San Fran:isco (coffee), started its twice-aveek program on the Don Lee-CBS
letwork, it also started newspaper
jjublicity written by Kenneth C.
>3eaton (K. C. B.), columnist, who
omments between musical collecjions. The newspaper ads are writen in his unique column style.
Vbove is an advertisement used in
jOS Angeles papers.
Take Old NBC Quarters
30RTI0NS of the former quarters
>f NBC at 711 Fifth Ave., New
fork, are now occupied by the
tCA License Division laboratories
inder the direction of Arthur Van
Dyck, formerly located at 75 Varck St. Mr. Van Dyck has the
welfth floor quarters formerly ocupied by Bertha Brainard, Wiliam Rainey, Burke Boyce and the
>JBC Music Program Department.
The .small audition studios are
>eing used to test radio equipment.
?he RCA License Division provides
m engineering service to the comlany's 65 licensees on technical
natters connected with RCA patnts.
Auto Dealers' Drive
LANDED TOGETHER for the
irst time in history are the 17
najor new car dealers of New
Orleans, in a radio campaign on
iVSMB under the general heading
?icZe Back to Better Times in a
*Jew Car. Beginning with announcements for used automobiles,
he dealers expect to move into
'heir new car campaign shortly.
IThe original campaign will run
tor an extended period; five anlouncements daily. The idea was
onceived and the account handled
y T. J. Fontelieu, WSMB.
ipril 15, 1935

Braille Listings
THE Clovernook Home For
the Blind, Mt. Healthy, 0.,
recently released what will
be a Monthly Radio News
for the Blind, all printed in
braille. The purpose of the
magazine is to acquaint the
more unfortunate with schedules of different stations and
offer them bits of news items
about various radio artists
and their programs. WKRC,
Cincinnati, is broadcasting
free announcements requesting contributions from its
listeners to help those unable
to afford the subscription
price of $2.

Assistant

Counsel

Is Named
by FCC
THE FCC April 5 filled one important vacancy in its staff, that
of third assistant general counsel
post, and began organizing its
corps of more than 100 accountants
and engineers for the telephone ininvestigation
by the selection of dustry
a chief
accountant.
The new assistant general counsel, who will devote himself to the
work of the telegraph and telephone divisions, is Carl F. Arnold,
dean of the University of Wyoming Law School, with a specialized background of utility law
study. His post pays a $7,500 annual salary.
John H. Bickley, director of the
accounting department of the Wisconsin Public Service Commission,
was named for the chief accountant post at a $9,000 salary in
charge of the accounting work of
the telephone investigation. The
accounting studies will be the
major task of that inquiry. At the
same time the Commission appointed another accountant at a
$5,600 salary, Lloyd E. Bemis, of
Chicago, who has conducted a number of telephone rate investigations. Last summer Mr. Bickley
had been mentioned for appointment as a member of the FCC.
CBS Redesigns Studios
To Provide Limited Echo
ALL STUDIOS of CBS in New
York are being redesigned to improve accoustics, one unit, Studio
No. 3, already having been completed. It involves the echo system based on the live-and-dead-end
theory, with one end covered with
rockwool, the other with wood
panels free to vibrate and side
walls reflecting moderately. One
strong echo is* provided for each
sound produced to give a rich, musical tone and a vibrant quality in
speech.
Two-directional RCA velocity
microphones are used, all in standing positions, suspension microphones having been eliminated.
The control room has been raised
above the studio level. The remaining studios are to be redesigned
during the spring and summer
months. The work is being done
bv the CBS technical staff under
Edwin K. Cohan, with Dr. E. E.
Free, of New York University, as
consultant.
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Tubes

Stir

Dissent ; Not Transmitter
THE PROPOSED introduction of
all-metal tubes in next summer's
line of General Electric Co.'s radio
receivingerable
setsdiscussion
has stirred
in the considradio
trade, with Philco sending out
statements and taking full-page
advertisements in New York newspapers to dispute the claimed superiority of the new tubes. General Electric's announcement and
descriptions of the tubes indicated
that they are not to be adapted,
for the present at least, for transmitting purposes, though G. E.
states it is possible to produce them
for broadcast transmission also.
The new tubes will be manufactured in the RCA Radiotron Co.
plant at Harrison, N. J., for General Electric, neither RCA itself
nor any of its licensees having indicated as yet that they will follow
the Schenectady company's example in introducing them. They are
one to three inches tall, and various points of superiority over the
ordinary glass tubes are claimed,
such as self-shielding, longer life,
use of the metal envelope itself
as plate and grid, etc. The present
types of tubes are not interchangeable with glass tubes.
Philco pointed out in its statement that the introduction of
metal tubes in England several
years ago proved a failure, and
warned the American radio "in
justice to the public and to itself
not to rush pell mell into metal

PORCELAIN
WATER

COILS

Modernize your transmitter
with these new Lapp Porcelain
Water Coils. Permanent, secure, non-sludging, they eliminate one of the most troublesome pieces of equipment in
the modern transmitter.
Write for your copy of the
Lapp Radio Catalog describing
insulators for every Broadcasting requirement.
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc.
Le Roy, New York, U. S. A.

radio tubes."
FEDERAL
RADIO

TELEGRAPH
CO.
FAMED
FOR
PERFORMANCE
TUBES

LONG LIFE • UNIFORM
CHARACTERISTICS
Made under Federal Telegraph
Company-Owned Patents
Federal Telegraph Co.
Tube F-3S7A
Hall Wave Rectifier
■Interchangeable with
U. V. 8S7 and W. E. 266AI

^F-357A, half wave rectifier
illustrated above, represents just
one of a long line of Federal Telegraph Co. Radio Tubes "Famed for
Performa nee" throughout the world .
Federal Telegraph Co. engineers
have greatly improved this type of
mercury vapor tube by shielding it.
In F-357A the arc is confined within
the shield which reduces bulb blackening and materially reduces the
tendency to are back. A special
Federal Telegraph Company, a Mackay filament core material insures perRadio subsidiary, maintains a tube service
organisation that really wants to serve you.
manency of the oxide coating and
prevents flaking. Write for catalog.
FEDERAL TELEGRAPH COMPANY, 200 Mt. Pleasant Avenue, Newark. N. J.
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FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

(Broadcast Division)
— — —
Applications . . .
MARCH 29
WKRC, Cincinnati — Modif. CP extend
completion.
WSVA, Staunton, Va.— Modif. CP extend completion, change equip., transmitter
site.
KFPL, from
Dublin,100 Tex.
increase
w —toCP100change
w N equip.,
250 w
LS,
amended
re
transmitter
site
and antenna.
WEBQ,
— Modif.
licenseof
from
spec,Harrisburg,
to unltd., 111.asks
facilities
KFVS.
KFNF, Shenandoah, la. — Modif. license
from Vs time shares-WILL and KUSD to
shares-KUSD, KFNF % time, KUSD Va
time, part of facilities KUSD.
CP.WKBB, East Dubuque, III. — License for
KUSD, Vermillion, S. D.— Modif. license
to change hours from shares-WILL,
KFNF, KUSD, WILL % time KFNF y2
time
time. to shares-KFNF Va time, KFNF %
KTFI,
from
500 Twin
w 1 kwFalls,
LS toIda.—
1 kw.Modif. license
NEW, Alaska Radio & Service Co. Inc.,
Juneau, Alaska — CP 1220 kc 100 w unltd.
amended to 1200 kc, studio & transmitter
sites.
NEW, L. E. Robideaux, Bend, Ore. — CP
1500 kc 100 w 250 w LS unltd., amended
to
100 w, spec,
transmitter
site. hours, change equip. &
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW,
Lee Medley & T. O. Hurst, d/b Central
Brdcstg. Station, Brownwood, Tex., CP
1210 kc 100 w unltd. 250 w D ; NEW,
John Franklin Norris, Tuscaloosa, Ala.,
CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd., facilities WAMC ;
NEW, Clinton G. Nelson, Petoskey, Mich.,
CP 1390 kc iy2 watts-2 watts-LS unltd.;
NEW, Valley Brdcstg. Co., Youngstown,
O., CP 13% kc 100 w D, amended to 1370
kc; NEW, Bell Pub. Co., Belton, Tex.,
CP 1310 kc 100 w D; WPFB, Hattiesburg,
unltd. Miss., modif. license from spec, to
MARCH 30
NEW, Hartford Times Inc., Hartford,
Conn.— CPto 1200
amended
100 wkc D 100& N.w 250 w D unltd.,
WOR, Newark — CP move 5 kw transmitter to Carteret, N. J., for auxiliary.
WGCM, Mississippi City, Miss.— Modif.
license from spec, hours to unltd.
WDAG, Amarillo, Tex. — Vol. assignment
license to Plains Radio Brdcstg. Co.
David
CPNEW,
1200 kc
100 Parmer,
w unltd. Columbus, Ga.—
NEW, KGBX Inc., St. Joseph, Mo.— CP
1500 kc Co.
100 w unltd., amended to News
Brdcstg.
WTMV, East St. Louis, 111— Modif. CP
new station 1500 kc 100 w unltd., requestdate. ing equip, changes, extension completion
KOIL, Council Bluffs, la. — CP new
equip.,
5 kw D. increase from 1 kw 2lA kw D to
WREN, Lawrence, Kan. ■ — Vol. assignment CP new equip., increase from 1 kw
to
1 kw 5 kw D, requesting further equip,
changes.
WAAW, Omaha — CP increases from 500
w to 5 kw, change equip.
NEW, Black Hills Broadcast Co., Rapid
City, S. reD.—transmitter
CP 1370 site.
kc 100 w unltd.,
amended
KRLC,
Lewiston,
Id.
—
License for CP
new station.
KWSC, Pullman. Wash. — CP change
equip., increase from 1 kw 2 kw D to 1 kw
5 kw D, amended further equip, changes
and transmitter site to be determined.
NEW, Edwin A. Kraft, Fairbanks,
Alaska— CP 950 kc 250 w unltd.
APRIL 1
WJMS,
Ironwood,
move transmitter. Mich. — License for CP
WKBO, Harrisburg, Pa. — License for CP
increase power, change equip.
WMFJ, Daytona Beach, Fla. — License
for CP as modified for new station.
NEW, Dudley J. Connolly & Co., Chattanooga—CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd.
KWBG, Hutchinson, Kan. — Modif. CP
change
equip.,
approval transmitter and
studio sites.
KWK,control.
St. Louis — Auth. install automatic
freq.
KLO.
Ogden.
change equip.,
increase from 500Utahw —toCP1 kw.
NEW. Paul R. Heitmeyer, Cheyenne,
Wyo. — CP 1210 kc 100 w N 250 w D unltd.
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MARCH 29 TO APRIL 12, INCLUSIVE —
WMFG, newHibbing.
NEW,
Miles
CP 1210 kc 100 J.w Hansen,
unltd. Fresno, Cal. —
modified
station Minn.—
1210 kc Modif.
100 w CP
unltd.,as
requesting approval studio & transmitter
NEW. Southern Oregon Pub. Co., Roseburg. Ore.to— DCPonlv.1500 kc 100 w unltd., at Howard St. & 6th Ave., extend comamended
pletion.
NEW, News Brdcstg. Co., St. Joseph,
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— WHBY,
Green Bay, Wis., license for CP increase Mo.
— CP
kc kc.
100 w unltd., amended
from
1500 1500
to 1310
D power, change equip. ; NEW, E. L.
Sherman & H. L. Corley, Trinidad, Col., change
WJAG,
Norfolk,
Neb.— License for CP
equip.
CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd., amended re
equip., studio & transmitter sites ; CBS,
Wis. — License for
change Sheboygan,
equip.
New York, auth. transmit programs to CPWHBL,
foreign stations ; KVOO, Tulsa, Okla.,
KMPC,
Beverly
Hills,
— Exp. auth.
modif. license from simul. D, share N with 710 kc 250 w N 500 w D Cal.unltd
to 8-1-35.
WAPI to unltd. ; WAPI, Birmingham,
NEW,
Robert
Kaufman,
Inglewood,
Cal.
modif. license from 1140 to 590 kc, change —CP 1210 kc 100 w spec. D.
power from 5 kw to 1 kw N 5 kw D,
NEW,
Clark
Standiford,
Pasadena,
Cal.
change
CP 1150 kc 500 w unltd., studio &
KVOO tohours
unltd.from simul. D, share N with —transmitter
39 S. El Molino Ave., PasAPRIL 2
adena.
KGDM, Stockton, Cal. — Modif. CP new
WMBQ,
Brooklyn
— Voluntary Brdcstg.
assign- equip.,
move transmitter, increase power,
ment license
to Metropolitan
amended re transmitter site and extension
Corp.
completion.
NEW. W. T. Knight, Jr., Savannah,
Cal. —&
Ga. — CP new station 1200 kc 100 w un- CPNEW,
1500 Clark
kc 100Standiford,
w unltd., Fresno,
transmitter
ltd.
studio
2040
Kern,
Fresno.
NEW, Tom E. Foster, M. E. Terry d/b
NEW, Alfred Frank & Clarence BamKilgore
Salt Lake
City—St.,CP Salt
500 Lake
kc 500City.w
990
kc 250Daily
w D.News, Kilgore, Tex. — CP unltd., atberger,4th
& Main
WCFL,
Chicago
—
Modif.
CP
as
modified
to move transmitter, install new equip.,
APRIL 5
increase from 1% to 5 kw, hours from
ltd.
to
unltd.,
extension
completion
to
6WNBF,
Binghamton,
N. Y.— Exp. auth.
15-35.
change equip., 1240 kc 500 w N 1 kw D
unltd., move transmitter.
WAAF,
Chicago
—
CP
move
transmitter
NEW, Dean R. Richardson, Watertown,
to Union Stock Yards, studio to Palmer
House, install new equip., change from D N. Y. — CP 1340 kc 250 w unltd.
to
unltd.
500
w,
amended
to
500
w
N
1
WCAO,
kw D.
500 w N 1 Baltimore
kw D to —1 Modif.
kw D &license
N. from
NEW,
Valley
Brdcstg.
Co.,
YoungsWMBD,
Peoria,
111.
—
Modif.
license
from
500 w N 1 kw D to 1 kw D & N.
town, O.— CP 1370 kc 100 w D.
KSO, Des Moines — Modif. CP move
WIP,
Philadelphia
—
Modif.
license
from
500 w to 1 kw D & N.
transmitter, approval transmitter site, new
equip., amended transmitter site to 715
500WFIL,
w to Philadelphia
1 kw D & —N.Modif. license from
Locust St., Des Moines.

Photo courtesy of Baird Television, Ltd.
TELEVISION IN ENGLAND— From aerials on this spire of the Crystal
Palace, London, British engineers have conducted experimental tests of
visual broadcasting, but the actual installation of the first transmitter
for service to the public later this year will be at Alexandra Palace in
northeast London. From the Alexandra Palace's four 145-foot towers,
aerials nearly 600 feet above sea level will be strung to furnish a 25-mile
radius with 10,000 watts power. Here are shown three of the Baird
system's truding
aerials
the Crystal Palace, one atop the tower and two profrom theonbalustrade.

— — —
—
KGCU,
Mandan,
N.
D.—
from 1240 to 1230 kc, spec, Modif.
to unltd.licens<
NEW,1370Earlkc E.100 Rumbaugh,
Danville, 111
—CP
w D.
KGB,
San
Diego,
Cal.
—
Modif.
CP ex
tend completion.
KFRC,
San
Francisco—
Modif.
CP
extend
completion.
KGGC,
San
Francisco
—
Modif.
license
from spec, to unltd.
KHJ, Los Angeles— Modif. CP extent
completion.
APRIL 6
WMFE,
New
Conn. site,
— Modif.
CI
change equip., Britain,
transmitter
extenc
completion.
newWFDF,
station.Flint, Mich. — License for CF
Co., ClevelandCPNEW,
850 kcFort
250 Industry
w D.
NEW, St. Petersburg Chamber of ComCP 1310 site.
kc 100 w unltd.
amended merce,reFla. —transmitter
KFJM,
Forks, N. D. — CP change
from
13705Grand
tokw 1390
to
1 kw
D. kc, increase from 100 v.
WIL, St. Louis — Exp. auth. change
equip., crease
freq.
1200w toD to1250250 kc,
infrom 100from
w 250
w 50C
w D, change time from unltd. to spec,
amended re spec, hours.
NEW,
Charles
C. Theis, Wichita— CF
1210
kc 100
w unltd.
KGY,
Olympia,
Wash.; —modif.
Extension
hours.
auth. use added time
licensespec,r<
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— WCFL
Chicago, ext. exp. auth. unltd. time
WMBQ,cense toBrooklyn,
invol. assignment
Paul J. Gillhofer
& Lillian EliKiefer.
APRIL 8
NEW, Century Brdcstg. Co. Inc., Rich— CP — 1310
kc 100 wequip.
unltd.
WJW,mond, Va.Akron
CP change
WMBC,
Detroit
—
CP
change
change from 1420 to 1300 kc, change equip.,
from
100 w 250 w D to 500 w D & N.
WAIM,
Anderson,
S.
C.
—
License
for
CP
as modified, new station.
NEW,
Joplin
Brdcstg.
Co.,
Pittsburg.
Kan. — CP 1200
transmitter
site. kc 100 w D amended re
KLZ, Denver
Modif.
equip,D
increase
from 1— kw
to 1CPkw new
2% kw
new equip., further request for 1 kw 5 kw
D, extend completion, amended to omit request for 5 kw D.
APPLICATIONS
RETURNED—
WSYB,
Rutland,
Vt., CP change
equip., increase
from 100 to 250 w D ; NEW, Rev. Jerome
J. De Fontes, Savage, Md., CP 1500 kc 100
w SH; NEW, Carl S. Taylor, DuBois, Pa.,
CP 590 kc 100 w D ; NEW, K. K. Brown,
S. O. Wright
Gordon
Drum, hours,
Morganton,
N. C,& CP
100 A.
w spec,
optional frequency ; NEW, Life Builders,
Dr. Alvin J. Corbell, Fort Worth, CP 1200
kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, V. H. Lake &
H. E. Stanford, d/b L & S Brdcstg. Co.,
Atlanta, CP 100 w unltd. ; WEBC, Superior, Wis., modif. license from 1 kw 5
kw D to 5 kw D & N; NEW, A. Corenson,
Ventura,
Calif., CP 1210 kc 100 w, SHKPPC, KFXM.
APRIL 10
WPRO,
Providence,
R. I. — Modif.
to cover CP new transmitter,
change license
from
1210 to 630 kc, increase from 100 to 250
w, move transmitter.
WMMN, Fairmont,
W. 250
Va. w— 500
CP wnewD
transmitter,
increase from
to NEW,
1 kw, R.move
transmitter.
R. West,
Rock Springs, Wyo.
— CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd., amended re
freq. & time.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW,
Frank Lyman Jr., Portland, Me., CP 1210
kc 100 w unltd. ; KXYZ, Houston, Tex.,
license for CP change equip., increase
from 500 w to 1 kw ; KGKY, Scottsbluff,
Neb., license for CP new equip., increase
power;censeKLPM,
modif.hourslifrom 1240 Minot,
to 600 N.
kc, D.,
change
ice Inc.
from
spec, to unltd., call to KFEU, transfer of control to Northwest Radio ServWinters to WOR
RAY WINTERS, pioneer NBC announcer, who later went with
WMCA, New York, has joined the
staff of WOR, Newark. At one
time he was with KFI, Los Angeles, and lately has acted as program director for WOV, New York.
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decisions

APRIL 2
WIBA,
Madison,
Wis. —500Granted
ion exp. auth. use added
w N 90 extendays.
W2XHI, Newark — Granted modif. CP
xtend completion.
WRGA, Rome, Ga. — Granted modif. CP
xtend completion.
WIBW, Topeka — Granted license for CP
i !|S0 kc 1 k\v N 5 kw D, shares-KSAC.
KFJB, change
Marshalltown,
la. — to
Granted
cense
from spec,
unltd.modif.
1200
c 100 w N 250 w D.
KTUL, Tulsa, Okla. — Granted modif. liense 1400 kc 500 w unltd., regular period.
WPHR,
Granted Edge.
con=>nt
transferPetersburg,
control to Va.J. — Sanford
"SETDel.,
FORapplic.
HEARING
— WDEL,
jd
CP new
equip., Wilmingincrease
rom 250 w N 500 w LS to 500 w N 1
w LS ; KHQ, Spokane, applic. CP move
ransmitter locally, increase to 5 kw ;
!RKO, Everett, Wash., applic. vol. assign,
cense to Pioneer Broadcasters Inc. ;
GFG, Oklahoma City, applic. CP change
luip., increase to 250 w D, change hours
unltd., requests facilities of KCRC ;
FKA, Greeley, Col., applic. modif. license
630
kc; WEEI, Boston, CP amended
c;- > directional
antenna, seeks increase from
to 5 kw; WATR, Waterbury, Conn.,
r:j|pplic. modif. license amended to ltd. (LS
Tpnpplic.Antonio)
; KFEQ,
St. Joseph,
Mo.,
CP change
transmitter
site, change
~buip., increase to 5 kw D ; NEW, "Radio
Minneapolis,
S phapel
1370ofkcthe100Air",
w unltd.
; NEW, applic.
C. D.
1 loff, Tampa, Fla., applic. CP 1500 kc 100
! - unltd. ; NEW, Reporter Pub. Co. Inc.,
-!-f'.bilene,
Tex., applic.
CP 1420Herald
kc 100 w
nltd.;
NEW,
Big applic.
Springs
|:ig
Springs,
Tex.,
CP 1500 kc Inc.,
100
*-4 unltd. ; NEW, Wm. O. Ansley, Jr., d/b
?■
uilford
Brdcstg.
Co.,
St.
Abilene,
Tex.,
.;; pplic. CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW,
* jforth
Pub.w Co.,
Paris, 34-35
Tex., Lamar
applic.
P 1500Texas
kc 100
D, studio
x Lve. ; KXL, Portland, Ore., applic. modif.
cense from 1420 to 780 kc, increase from
; 50 w D 100 w N to 250 w D & N, hours
: —jrom
shares-KBPS
to spec.
igo, applic.
CP move
to Des; WJJD,
Plaines, Chi111.
Hind erect vertical radiator.
m ■ ACTION ON EXAMINERS' REPORTS
; J'-WEBR, Buffalo, Oral argument to be
Mjeard
on power
applic. from
CP 100
change
310 to6/13
800 kc,
w N from
250
D to 1 kw ltd. to LS Dallas ; WBTO,
- umberland,
same
as
WEBR
except
time
EW, E. D. Smith, Jr., Chattanooga. ;
enn., Denied as in default applic. for
lilure to appear.
MISCELLANEOUS— NEW, Big Springs
rdcstg. Co., Big Springs, Tex., denied
r petition take supplemental depositions on
P applic. ; WWJ, Detroit, hearing conjg ;nued pending surveys; WIP, Philadel; r.j hia, hearing set for 4/8 on applic. 1 kw
continued on request of applicant and
--, rotestants, WCAO, WICC. all asking 1
Oiw; NEW, F. N. Pierce, Taylor, Tex., on
- lotion Chairman Prall, applic. remanded
:b.,< examiner for additional testimony;
FPM. Greenville, Tex., surrendered lily]]
pise 1310
kc 15 ; w WSMB,
spec, because
of eco. omic
conditions
New Orleans,
enied reconsideration order to suppress
glials toward Des Moines not to exceed
tt 00 w; KGA, Spokane, cancelled spec.
„ uth. 900 kc 1 kw N 2% kw D, ordered
ack to 1470 kc 5 kw as of 4/8: KGNO,
m j odge City, Kan., denied protest against
jgj :rant of CP new station to Garden City
uijj'i rdcstg. Co. ; WSPD, Toledo, O., denied
"'imputation of attorneys for WALR,
■"fofVHBA,
WSPD
for intervention
WSPDto
V- : hearing,
on applic.
WALR tobymove
a oledo despite former adverse ruling by
"sommission ; KELW, Burbank, Cal., &
"snjl'TM,
Los Angeles,
auth.as terminated
I id renewal
licensesspec.
issued
result of
>urt decision in Don Lee Brdcstg. System
Federal Communications Commission, &
asM'isent vol. assignment licenses to Eve■'•r^ing
Herald Pub. Co.DISMISSED — NEW,
25** APPLICATIONS
: afayette Advertiser Gazette Co. Inc., La-Jjiyette, La., CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd.;
T[]MPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., Modif. license
] 0 kc 500 w unltd. ; KVL, Seattle, modif.
jfjfeense 1070 kc 100 w D.
i * \TlFICATIONS :
tk|{WPAY, Portsmouth, O. — Granted modif.
"r ? transmitter & studio locations (March
jjJii WKAR, East Lansing, Mich. — Granted
.--imp. auth. to broadcast special events
j^yMarch 29 ) .
: ( j J. M. Draughon granted auth. take depositions supporting CP applic; City of DalJ£{te (WWR) granted right to intervene
;jr.,,)p!ic. East Texas Brdcstg. Co.; KRGV
lie., granted petition to intervene in ap• ic. CP of Eugene DeBogory ; Don Lee
-destg.
System and
Kansas City applic.
Star Co.,of
anted petition
to consolidate
.Jttrey Broadcast Inc. (KFBB) with hearZ .g on KFRC, WDAF ; City of Dallas
m VWR) denied request for order to take
the!* Positions at hearing.
APRIL 9
Je
'
(
Meeting
deferred
to illnessDivi-of
5rO--iairman E. O. Sykes due
of Broadcast
lo pril 15, 1935

Examiners' Reports . . .
NEW, E. B. Gish, Abilene, Tex— Examiner Dalberg recommended (1-33) that
applic. to withdraw applic. for CP be
granted.
WNRA, Muscle Shoals City, Ala.— Examiner Dalberg recommended (1-34) that
applic. for modif. of license to 1420 kc
100 w unltd. be granted.
KFBK, Sacramento, Cal. — Examiner
Walker cationrecommended
appli-be
for CP 1310 kc(1-35)
100 wthat
unltd.
denied.
NEW, W. L. Gleeson, Salinas, Cal.—
Examiner Walker recommended (1-37)
that motion for leave to withdraw applic.
without prejudice be granted and case
dismissed.
NEW, Radio Service Inc., Redlands, Cal.
— Examiner Walker recommended (1-38)
that motion for leave to withdraw applic.
be granted and case dismissed.
NEW, Arthur Westlund & Jules Cohn,
Santa Rosa, Cal. — Examiner Walker recommended (1-39)bethatdenied.
applic. for CP 1500
kc 100 w unltd.
Labor

Board

Cites

Station in Atlanta
Finds That WGST Failed to
Bargain With Employes
A FINDING that WGST, Atlanta,
had violated Section 7(a) of the
National Industrial Recovery Act
by refusing to bargain collectively
with the authorized representatives of its employes was announced April 8 by the National
Labor Relations Board. The ruling reversed the finding of the regional board in Atlanta in favor
of the station. It was the first
opinion involving a radio case.
Decision has not yet been reached
as to whether an appeal will be
noted by the station to the Federal courts.
The case was brought before
NLRB on appeal of Local Union
No. 647 of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, of
which all eligible employes of
WGST were said to be members,
after the regional board had decided in favor of the station. In
its opinion, NLRB said that during December, 1934, A. S. Nance,
a union representative, called on
D. H. Brinkmoeller, then WGST
manager, and presented an agreement covering wages, hours and
working conditions and providing
for a closed shop. One of the
salient issues, it is understood, was
the demand that announcers rather
than operators be used for station
break announcements during late
hours.
Mr. Brinkmoeller, the opinion
states, rejected the proposal without offering any counter proposal
on the ground that he would not
accept a closed shop provision. He
is said to have repeated his position subsequently.
"Since the facts are undisputed,"
the opinion said, "we can consider the case independent of the
findings of the regional board. In
our opinion the company has failed
to bargain collectively with the
authorized representative of all its
employes. An employer is not, of
course, required by Section 7(a)
to accept a closed-shop clause.
But the presence of a closed-shop
provision in a proposed agreement
does not justify a refusal to discuss other terms or to suggest
counter-proposals."
Importance is attached to that
phase of the ruling stating that
closed-shop agreements are not
mandatory. The complaint in the
WGST case was that the manage-
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Liquor Bill Aired
"TO BROADCAST or not to
broadcast"
the question
before the was
Nebraska
House
recently when it was about
to consider liquor legislation.
By a vote of 61-20, KFAB
and KFOR, Lincoln, and
KOIL, Omaha, were requested to remove their microphones to cloak rooms where
they might give summarized
reports. Dissatisfied, the stations put it up to the public.
The deluge of messages that
swamped the lawmakers
made them change their
minds and the order was revoked. The state government
uses radio on a broad scale.

"YOUR

IS

VITAL IN THE
TRAINING OF
— recently said a prominent
radio"
executive.
man knows...
that his
MY ThatMEN
organization gets best results from
men who can qualify to handle any
type of gressive
radioexecutives
job.areThat's
why prosuggesting
this
additional,
advanced
technical
training to their men. CREI training is
a wise investment for every radio
man,
that pays dividends in cash
and knowledge.
3 PLANS OF STUDY FOR
EVERY AMBITIOUS
RADIO MAN
HOME STUDY
For the experienced
radio man; a
complete
training
in every phase of
practical radio engineering.
RESIDENCE
In our Washington school
engine r-instructors. Funder
inest working
apparatus and
equipped laboratories.
COMBINATION
A thorough course that combines
home-study training with our resiThe most vnorough radiodence
coursecourse.
available.

ment failed to attempt to negotiate an agreement.
"No effort was made," continued
the opinion,
"to learn
the sentiments of the
representatives
toward the concessions granted.
From the evidence it appears that
the company heard evidence and
presented its decision without attempting to secure the agreement
of After
the employes
in the its
result."
proclaiming
findings,
the board stated that unless within seven days the station notifies
the board in writing that it will
enter into negotiations with IBEW
and endeavor in good faith to arrive at a collective agreement covering terms of employment, "the
case will be referred to the Compliance Division of the NRA and
to other agencies of the Federal
Government for appropriate ac-

POLICE

COURSE

Write ForCatalog!
Free 44 - Page
Capitol Radio
ENGINEERING INST.
14th andDept.
PARK
B-4 ROAD
WASHINGTON, D. C.

FREQUENCY

MONITOR

tion."

Increased congestion in the high-frequency channels necessitates the use of refined frequency monitoring equipment by
Police Radio Stations to avoid interference with other services.
The new General Radio Type 475-A Police Monitor furnishes
adequate protection against "off frequency" reports.
This monitor consists of a temperature-controlled a-c operated
quartz - plate oscillator, heterodyne detector, audio - frequency
amplifier and power supply. It is completely self-contained and
a-c operated.
The output is sufficient to furnish loudspeaker warning to the
operating personnel if the transmitter deviates from its assigned frequency.
Price, complete with quartz plate adjusted to the frequency
of the station, $415.00.
For complete specifications request a copy of Bulletin B-385A
which we will gladly send upon request.
GENERAL
30 State Street

RADIO

COMPANY

Cambridge

A, Massachusetts
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The

Other

Fellow's

Housewives and Children
To the Editor of Broadcasting:
We were rather disturbed to
read your account of the important conference held in New York
March 25, since there are a few
inaccuracies and some omissions
which tend to place the work of
our organization and its membership in a false light.
First of all, at no time during
the conference did we stress particular interest in programs for
"children and housewives". We
are interested in all radio programs andin spoke
of the woman's
viewpoint
this connection.
It is
true we discussed children's programs but we certainly did not
convey or intend to convey the impression that our interest is confined solely to programs for "children and housewives".
Second, Mrs. Milligan made it
very clear that our membership
varied greatly in character and
comprises practically every type
of woman's organization. As you
will see by glancing at our letterhead, we have such groups as the
American Association of University Women, Association of Junior
Leagues of America, Medical Women'sAssociation
National Association,
National
of Women Painters and Sculptors, National Federation of Music Clubs and Zonta
International, as well as the American Legion Auxiliary, General
Federation of Womens' Clubs and
other organizations which are composed largely of women chiefly interested in the home.
Third, according to your report
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bide.. Wash.. D. C.
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
Synchronization Equipment Design.
Field Strength and Station Location
Surveys. Line
Antenna
Design. Wire
Problems.
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
N. Y. Office: Englewood, N. J.

Viewpoint

. . .

the
representatives
of the Women's
National
Radio Committee
made
no concrete suggestion at all, although it is my impression that
we offered a very definite proposal
for better children's radio programs,this
and explained
in great
tail how
would work
out deto
the mutual satisfaction of broadcasters and present critics of children's programs.
Fourth, you confine to a single
sentence our report on listening
groups, and how they serve to
make constructive use of radio as
an educational and cultural device.
This is a growing movement, and
the organization of thousands of
of such units all over the country
with their very direct bearing upon
radio programs, (since we are encouraging them . to become articulate in expressing their opinions)
should not be too lightly regarded.
Fifth, while you correctly report our favorable reaction to Mr.
Aylesworth's proposal to study fan
mail received by NBC you failed
to state that we disagreed with
Mr. Aylesworth as to the character of such mail. We have endeavored from the first days of our
organization to impress more discriminating listeners with their responsibility towrite frequently expressing their likes and dislikes,
but we cannot concede that the
majority of the letters received at
present truly represents the viewpoint of this type of audience. If
this were true we would not have
been able to build such a vast organization of women, who demand
higher standards in radio, in the
comparatively
of ourexistence.
At brief
club period
meetings
we
have frequently asked those women who have written to studios
to raise their hands, and often not
a single hand is raised.
Sixth, we regret you did not
state our satisfaction with Mr.
PralPs appointment as Chairman
of the FCC. We expressed in no
uncertain terms our feeling that
we consider him an excellent man
for the responsible job he holds,
and our intention to cooperate
closely with him.
Please do print these corrections
in your next issue as we do not
want anyone to glean the impression that our membership is interested only in programs for "housewives and children". The home wo-

Convention Calendar
July 6-10 : National Association
of Broadcasters, 13th annual
convention, Broadmoor Hotel,
. . Colorado Springs, Col.
June 9-12 : Advertising Federation of America, annual convention, Palmer House, Chicago. Commercial section of
NAB meets in conjunction
with AFA session and will
have tion
before
recognibureau itandagency
creation
of a
cooperative
bureau
of
standard coverage and listener data.
May 5-8 : Association of National Advertisers, semi - annualWhite
meeting,Sulphur
Greenbrier
Hotel,
Springs,
Va.
June 11-12 : Radio Manufacturers Association, annual
meeting,
Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
July 1-3: Institute of Radio
Engineers, annual meeting.
Statler Hotel, Detroit. Engineering Committee of NAB
will meet during sessions.
MayRadio
15 : Conference,
National Education
—■
session
called by FCC to consider
plans for cooperation between
broadcasters and educators, to
be held before Broadcast Division of FCC at New Postoffice Bldg., Washington.
May 6-8 : National Advisory
Counciltion, on
Radio inassembly,
Educasixth annual
Ohio State
lumbus, O. University, Comen in our organization have a
very real and personal interest in
radio programs, and intelligent
opinions to offer; but we also have
large groups
and pro-is
fessionalof
women business
whose interest
just as keen. It would be manifestly unfair to them to think only
in terms of housewives and exclude
the views of this important and
extremely intelligent portion of the
radio audience.
LUELLA S. LAUDIN,
Executive Secretary
Women's Nat'l Radio Committee
New York
April 2, 1935
EDITOR'S
NOTE —theMissfactors
Laudin
fails to
take
into account
of editorial
evaluation and space limitations. We are
glad to publish the foregoing letter to
enable her to set forth her views. Miss
Laudin sent copies of the foregoing letter
also to Messrs. Prall, Ward, Loucks, Aylesand Willis, all of whom
attended worth,
the Dunham
meeting.
EDWIN E. FRESHNEY, formerly sales manager of WLW, Cincinnati, Cincinnati
has joined Procter
& Collier Co.,
agency,
as
vice-president and radio director.

PAUL
GODLEY
and Associates
Radio Engineers
Montclair, N. J.
Phone Montclair 2-7859
EDGAR H. FELIX
1775 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes, Allocation and Location Investigations
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FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

WOR's COVERAGE
Includes Even Birds and Fish,
'
Engineers Discover
THE BIRDS and the fish around \
Carteret, N. J., scarcely know what
to make of WOR's
new conduct
50 kilowatt
transmitter
and their
has '
engineers a trifle baffled. In recent tests, the engineers noticed
that tones of certain frequencies
made fish in nearby Casey's Creek
float belly upward for hours.
Later they recovered, apparently
as good as ever. At another frequency the fish lined up in military
formation and wouldn't disburse
until the frequency was changed.
Birds simply adore the warm
water in the large outdoor cooling ij
pond, especially when the day is jj
raw, and they use it for a bathtub ||
as well as foot warmer. A trained IJ
spaniel now keeps the birds out of II
the pool, thus eliminating danger II
of a clogged strainer in the pumps. II
Georgia S. Aylesworth
MRS. GEORGIA SHORES
AYLESWORTH, mother of M. H.
Aylesworth, NBC president, died
at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Arch Hahn, in Fort Collins, Colo., April 4. She was in
her late seventies and had been ill
since the death in 1933 of her husband, Dr. Barton 0. Aylesworth,
who was president of Colorado
State College for 15 years, at one
time tian
pastor
Central
Church ofin the
Denver
and Chrislater
on the faculty of Drake University in Des Moines. Mr. Aylesworth went to Fort Collins to attend the funeral.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements in
Broadcasting cost 7c per word for
each insertion. Cash must accomForms
pany order.close 25th and 10th of
month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
Announcer -organist, announcer-pianist and
experienced radio salesman wanted for local station mid-Atlantic location. Large potential field to be developed. Excellent opportunity. Box 303 Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
Progressive
engineer,
continuity writer and
programannouncer,
builder. Salary
secondary ployed.
to good
opportunity.
Now
emExcellent references. Box 305,
Broadcasting.
Young announcer. Excellent knowledge oi
operation and maintenance of broadcast
equipment. Voice recording on request.
Box 304 Broadcasting.
Station Manager — dependable, excellent
references — salary secondary to good opportunity. Box 302 Broadcasting.
Scripts For Sale
Continuity — "The
Great$1.Marko"
— Modern
gag
Transcription
$2.50.program.
Exclusive Script
your territory.
Samples
gratis. William H. Davis, 301 West Pearl,
Jackson, Mississippi.
Business Opportunity
Capital needed for erection of prospective
small station in far-central west. Field
all cleared. No cash need be spent until
construction permit is granted. Wonderful
opportunity as sound investment. If you
haven't
at least $6,000 don't apply. Box
301 Broadcasting.
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A radio station having particularly wide
circulation must recognize and cater to
many different program preferences of its
far-flung, mixed audiences.
WBZ

and WBZA,

synchronously oper-

ated New England stations, do just that.
In their joint bag of tricks are various
local programs of definite appeal to the
potato growers of Maine, to the textile
workers of Massachusetts, to the fishermen
of Cape Cod, to the socialites of Boston.
These two favorite stations know their
listeners, and give them exactly what they
want to make listening-in a pleasure nc
50,000

WATTS

•

matter what hour of the day or evening.

BOSTON

It is a combination of this showmanship,
and dominant circulation in four-fifths of
the important New England market, that
WBZA
1,000

WATTS

make WBZ and WBZA

of local and spot broadcasters.

• SPRINGFIELD

National
Broadcasting
Company,
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF
AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
NEW YORK
WEAF & W.JZ

★

WASHINGTON
WRC & WMAL

★

CHICAGO
WMAQ

the preferred choice

★

SAN

& WENR

SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON — WBZ
• SPRINGFIELD, MASS.— WBZA
PITTSBURGH — KDKA
• CLEVELAND— WTAM
• DENVER — KOA • PORTLAND, ORE. — KEX

•
•

Inc.

FRANCISCO
KGO & KPO

SCHENECTADY — WGY
SPOKANE — KG A • SEATTLE— KJR

it
THE

NEW

FIDELITY"

HIGH
BROADCAST

TRANSMITTER
TYPE

A

DE

1/2.5.

LUXE

1/5 AND

5000
5 K.W.

5-C

WATT

EQUIPMENT

BROADCASTING
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IF we're boring you about "F & S service", please
stop us. But ... In both our New York and
Chicago offices, we have just installed a complete
and comfortable Audition Room. Designed by
sound engineers. Acoustically treated. Fitted out
with the latest Western Electric Wide Range transcription reproducing equipment, for both 33 1/3
and 78 R.P.M. vertical and lateral recordings . . .
These rooms will be available to all our agency

SSS5FREE

&

friends and their clients . . . will also be used for
auditioning World Program Service and other fine
transcription features now available for sponsorship
on F & S stations.
Even if you have never before tested "F & S service" — especially if you have never done so — you
will be more than welcome to the use of our audition facilities.

SLEININGER,

INC.

15
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Broadcasters,

Toward

MOVING with unexpected speed,
epresentatives of the trade assoiations representing broadcasters,
dvertisers and their agencies met
n executive session in New York
Lpril 22 and laid the groundwork
or a cooperative independent bueau to authenticate station coverge and audience data. It will parllel broadly the functions of the
iLudit Bureau of Circulation in
jhe printed media field.
Called together at the invitation
|f the National Association of
iroadcasters, officials of the Association of National Advertisers
nd the American Associtaion of
advertising Agencies — the groups
itally interested — met in a round
able discussion, agreed upon the
undamental theory, and proceeded
nth steps to hasten the formation
f the proposed agency, which
rould act as a research bureau
nd clearing house for trade inforlation of the broadcasting indusry.
Both the NAB and the AAAA
ave enabling resolutions from
heir memberships authorizing deiberations looking toward creation
f an ABC of radio. The ANA has
lot, but will endeavor to put itself
n record in similar fashion at its
onvention at White Sulphur
Springs May 7 and 8.
t
Six-month Goal
Bt WAS AGREED at the session
*y hat the three trade groups,
knihrough duly designated committees, would convene following the
lNA meeting to formulate a tangible project, with the hope of seting up the central bureau in the
hortest possible time. The obiec|iv
've
is towithin
have the
bureau a Broadgoing
jncern
six months.
H the discussion surrounded diviion of control of the bureau on a
Uasis of 40% each to the broad:: asters and advertisers and 20 per
jient to the agencies, the latter assuming the lesser proportion beause they function both for the
advertiser and the medium.
I In attendance at the joint meetng were :
For the ANA — Stuart Peabody.
the Borden Co., chairman of the
ANA board ; Paul B. West, managing ing director, and A. W. Lehman,
assistant managing director.
For the AAAA — John Benson,
president; Frederic R. Gamble, executive secretary ; H. H. Kynett,
Aitken - Kynett Co., Philadelphia;
May 1, 1935
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Charles Gannon, radio director, Erwin, Wasey & Co., and Louis Weld.
For the NAB — Arthur W. Church,
KMBC, Kansas City, chairman of
the special committee of five designated last year to develop the plan ;
Edgar Kobak, vice president of
NBC in charge of sales ; John
Karol, CBS research director;
Philip G. Loucks, NAB managing
director ; Dr. Herman S. Hettinger, NAB research director, and
Hugh M. Beville, chief statistician
of NBC.
Details as to drafting of the
plan, and formulation of a definite
project, were left by the joint committee to the three executive officers of the trade associations —
Messrs. Loucks, West and Gamble.
After this group completes its deliberations, itwill convene with the
main "joint committee" for approval of the work, assuming, of
course, that the ANA will vote approval of that
organization's
participation at its
White Sulphur
Springs meeting.
In the joint committee discussions over which Mr. Church preRowing

$3.00 A YEAR — 15c A COPY

and

Agencies

Coverage

sided only basic organization matters were gone into, with no definite understanding as to how costs
would be prorated. It was tacitly
agreed that the bureau should be
an independent organization, owing
its allegiance to no single trade association or industry, but working
cooperatively and in unbiased
fashion for all three.
Need of Accurate Data
THERE was unanimity of view on
the need for such an agency, to
supply authenticated data about
radio coverage, whether from the
technical standpoint or of the audience reaction species. The need, it
has been emphasized, is for uniform data to displace haphazard
and possibly biased surveys now
produced by stations, or by research bureaus for agencies and
advertisers. Through such a bureau, for example, advertisers and
agencies could procure in standardized and uniform manner, identical data for all stations which
subscribe to the bureau to displace
. . . By Thornton

Fisher

the material now prepared independently by stations, most of
which, it is contended, ultimately
reposes in yawning waste-baskets.
The joint committee discussion
presupposed a bureau which would
move slowly and judiciously, undertaking atthe outset perhaps an
uncontroversial matter such as
statistics on receiving-set distribution. Gradually it could invade the
more complicated fields of audited
coverage, such as listener surveys,
data.
field strength surveys and similar
Ultimately, however, it would
cover the whole broad field, necessarily establishing precedent since
there is no formula which it may
follow. Control of its actions would
be vested in the board of directors,
split up among the NAB and ANA,
possibly with equal representation,
and the AAAA with the balance of
the power represented perhaps by
one-half the membership of the
two other organizations.
Preparatory Work
IT WAS INDICATED that a slow,
methodical development of the bureau is desirable, so there will be
a minimum disturbance of existing
work in the survey field. There was
a thought that possibly these broad,
but uncoordinated operations could
be fit into or absorbed by the projected bureau.
At the joint session, Mr. Loucks
outlined the preparatory work done
by his organization
under hiswhen
direction. Since last November,
Dr. Hettinger took leave of absence
from the Wharton School of Finance & Commerce, of the University of Pennsylvania, to become
NAB research director, he has
been engrossed in this task. He
was retained after the NAB convention in Cincinnati last September had adopted
a resolution authorizing the undertaking.
The joint committee meeting followed asession of the NAB special
committee of five, held in New
York on April 17 at the call of Mr.
Church. This committee originally
comprised Messrs. Church, Kobak, Karol, John V. L. Hogan,
consulting engineer of New York,
and Walter J. Damm, past president of the NAB, and manager of
WTMJ, Milwaukee. Mr. Damm,
however, it developed, has resigned,
and J. O. Maland, general manager of WHO, Des Moines, was
named in his place. All of the committee members, together with the
ex officio members, Mr. Loucks and
Dr. Hettinger, met at the April 17
session. It was immediately after
this meeting that arrangements
Page 5

were made for the tripartite sessions with the other trade associations, and the coordinated plan was
placed definitely under way.
More than likely, sufficient headway will have been made in the
deliberations to allow the subject
to be discussed fully at the forthcoming meeting of the NAB Commercial Section to be held in conjunction with the annual convention of the Advertising Federation
of America, scheduled for the Palmer House, Chicago, June 9-12. It
also will be one of the live topics at
the forthcoming NAB annual convention at Colorado Springs July
6-10.
NAB Convention Action
AT THE LAST NAB convention,
held in Cincinnati Sept. 16-18, the
subject of a cooperative coverage
buieau provoked considerable discussion. Finally, the following
resolution was adopted:
"Resolved,
that the
hereby
directs
the chairman
of itsNAB
commercial
section to appoint a committee of five
to study what is pertinent information for the advertising agencies and
the advertisers who are the buyers of
radio advertising, and to invite discussions with representatives of the
American Association of Advertising
Agencies and the Association of National Advertisers, with a view to setting up a bureau for the broadcasting industry, such committee to report
with recommendations to the board of
directors for action as quickly as possible."
In connection with this action,
President Benson of the AAAA
told the last convention that his organization also had gone on record
endorsing such a project. He
pointed out that the ABC created
20 years ago, had given tremendous
impulse to the publication field,
and that the outdoor advertisers
recently had established a comparable yardstick which brought
new confidence to the medium.
With those media providing such
information, he asserted that radio could not afford to be without
a similar clearing house. He declared that field strength surveys
and listener habit studies both are
indispensable to agencies and advertisers, but not enough are being
made and they are not standardized. The job, he pointed out, is to
decide upon the method to be used
for all stations, upon a national
scale.
Garment Workers' Plea
Confuses 970 kc. Case
COINCIDENT with the filing of
an application by the International
Ladies Garment Workers, for a
1,000 watt broadcasting station in
New York on the 970 kc. clear
channel, a report became current
that the agreement reached by
four station operators for a realignment on the wave had been
broken. The case had been set for
hearing for May 9, but the Garment Workers, in their application
made public April 24, requested a
postponement.
The original applicants are KJR,
Seattle, dominant station on the
channel, which applied for an increase in power from 5,000 to
10,000 watts; WCFL, Chicago Federation of Labor, operating fulltime on the wave under special
grant; Amon G. Carter, Fort
Worth publisher, who seeks a new
5,000 watt station in that city, and
Hearst Radio Inc., which seeks a
new 1,000 watt station in Albany,
N. Y.
Page 6

First Lady — Reporter
MRS. FRANKLIN D.
ROOSEVELT turned "roving
reporter" for NBC Easter
Monday by broadcasting a
portion of the
roll"
festivities
on "roll
the by White
House lawn. Carleton Smith,
NBC presidential announcer,
was broadcasting the historic
egg-rolling event with a
portable
mike,
when he
ticed Mrs.
Roosevelt
on nothe
White House portico. He
held the "mike" before the
F^rst Lady, only to have her
take it from his hand and
rove about with it for several minutes, to tell the
NBC-WJZ network audience
of the goings-on.
Railroad

Campaign

Will Start May 1
A SERIES of one-minute transcriptions for the Western Railways Association, which recently
placed its appropriation in the
hands of Reincke-Ellis-Younggreen
& Finn, Chicago agency, will be
spotted twice daily on between 30
and 40 stations beginning May 1.
The campaign, recorded by WBS
at its Chicago studios, is a cooperative one in which all Western
lines are cooperating to increase
summer travel by rail.
The precise schedule had not
been worked out as Broadcasting
went to press, but it is understood
that if the spots prove successful,
the project will be continued
throughout the Summer. The commercials will suggest that listeners
write friends in the East advising
them to take their summer vacation trips by rail. With the exception of the national spot-transcription campaign of the Chesapeake
& Ohio and the current Chicago
& North Western series on WENR,
Chicago, this is the first important
radio advertising effort on the part
of railroads for several years.
Vick Resumes in Fall
VICK CHEMICAL CO., Greensboro, N. C. (cold remedies), going
off the air for the summer months
plans to renew network and spot
broadcasting in the autumn, probably with a half-hour program.
The sponsor has just closed a 29week NBC-WJZ series thrice-weekorchesWillardone Robison's
ly,
withclaims
tra and
out of three
radios turned on during the program
was tuned to its Plantation Echoes.
Cecil, Warwick & Cecil Inc., New
York, handles the account.
Schenley Program
SCHENLEY PRODUCTS Co.,
New York (liquor) has taken over
sponsorship of the amateur show
of WHN, New York, originator of
this type of program. The series,
which is reported to be for 26
weeks, is understood to be the forerunner of further Schenley radio
advertising. The New York program involves a talent tieup with
Loew theatres, owners of WHN.
Lord & Thomas, New York, is the
agency.

Senator Wheeler Defers
Plan to Exclude Press
From Station Ownership
REITERATING his view that he
felt newspapers and radio broadcasting stations should be divorced
completely, and that there should
be no joint ownership of the two,
Senator Wheeler (D.) of Montana,
declared April 23 he has in mind
legislation which would prohibit
such joint ownership.
Earlier this session the Senator,
chairman of the Interstate Commerce Committee charged with radio legislation, declared during
hearings that he was opposed to
the joint control of the two mediums. Pressure of other legislation, particularly his measure to
strictly regulate holding companies, he told Broadcasting April
23, might prevent his introduction
of such a measure at the current
session.
"I am definitely of the opinion
that newspapers and broadcasting
stations should be divorced, whether corporately or otherwise," Senator Wheeler declared. "But I find
it difficult, due to the pressure of
other business, to handle such legislation at this time. If I do not
introduce such a measure at this
session, I intend to pursue it at
Senator Wheeler said that two
the next."
great
mediums of news dissemination, so effective in moulding public opinion, should not be "monopolized". During the hearings last
January he repeatedly interpolated
remarks about newspaper acquisitions of stations, notably those by
the Hearst organization.
Increased

Use of Radio

Aids Philip Morris Sales
EARNINGS of Philip Morris &
Co., New York (cigarettes) trebled
earnings last year, mainly on the
basis of continued growth in sales
of the 15-cent Philip Morris cigarettes introduced in January,
1933, according to information obtained by Lawrence M. Hughes, of
the New York Sun in an interview
with L. B. McKittrick, president
of the company.
Earnings for the fiscal year ended March 31 were between $3.50
and $3.75 a share, Mr. McKittrick
is quoted as saying, as compared
with $1.21 for the previous year.
Unit sales of Philip Morris cigarettes are said to have passed
the four billion mark, with radio
advertising playing a prominent
part in the growth. The company
is said to be increasing its use of
radio, with nearly 100 stations now
scheduled. Biow Co., New York,
is the agency.
Max Baer for Gillette
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co.,
Boston, on April 29 started a 13week series of half-hour programs
with Max Baer, heavyweight boxing champion,
an NBC-WEAF
network.
The onprogram
is titled
Lucky Smith, and presents the
boxer in a detective role. The contract is understood to include
broadcast
rights to the
dock championship
fightBaer-BradJune 13,
which also may include a CBS network. The sponsor has an option
on an additional 13 weeks. Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., New York, is
the agency.

45

Affiliates

New

NBC

Sign

Contract

I

Negotiations Continuing With}

Rest of Network's Stations
FORTY-FIVE
affiliated stations,!
in addition to the 15 it manages ,
and operates, have thus far been
signed by NBC to the new con- j 1
tracts being offered under its new
station compensation
plan. The
contracts go into effect on varying
schedules, some being in effect already, and the whole plan is to become operative for all stations Feb.
4,
network
rates1936,
are when
in effecttheon new
all accounts.
Contract negotiations are still 1
under discussion with most of the
remaining stations among the 88
affiliated with NBC, with the exception of those in the Mountain
and Pacific Coast divisions. These
are to be discussed personally with
the station managers during the
next month by Frank E. Mason, I
administrative vice president, who
will be joined on his tour of the j
stations by Don E. Gilman, Pacific |
division vice president.
Field Representatives
NEGOTIATIONS with the stations started early in February
when the NBC dispatched its repatives tothe field.largely
The contracts were resentobtained
by ,
Niles Trammell, Chicago division
vice president; William S. Hedges,
manager of managed and operated
stations; R. M. Brophy, station relations manager, and Keith Kiggins and Ed Zimmerman, station
relations department, New York.
The list of 45 affiliated stations
which tracts
have
follow: already signed conW.JAR, Providence; WTAG,
Worcester; WCSH, Portland, Me.;
WFBR, Baltimore; WBEN, Buffalo;
WCAE, Pittsburgh ; WWJ, Detroit ;
WHIO, Dayton; KSD, St. Louis;
WOW, Omaha ; WFIL, Philadelphia ;
WBAL,
Baltimore;
Syracuse ;KWK,
St. Louis WSYR.
; WMT, Cedar
Rapids, la. ; KSO, Des Moines ;
KOIL. Omaha ; WREN, Lawrence,
Kan. ; WTAR, Norfolk, Va. ; WPTF,
Raleigh; WWNC, Asheville, N. C. ;
WIS. Columbia. S. C. ; WJAX, Jacksonville, Fla. ; WFLA, Clearwater,
Fla. ; WSUN, St. Petersburg, Fla.;
WIOD, Miami ; WSOC. Charlotte, j
N. C. ; WAVE, Louisville; WMC,
Memphis; WAPI, Birmingham ;
WJDX, Jackson, Miss.; WSMB,
New
Orleans;CitvKVOO.
Tulsa; Dallas;
WKY,:
Oklahoma
; WFAA.
WBAP. Fort Worth ; KPRC. Hous- i
ton; WOAI, San Antonio; KTBS,1
Shreveport.
La.; WTM.T,
WIBA,
Madison.
Wis.; Milwaukee
KSTP, St.; Paul ; WEBC, D u 1 u t h ; WD AY,
Fargo, N. D., and KFYR. Bismarck,
N. The
D. NBC managed and operated
stations coming under the new
plan,
whoseare:contracts are alreadv all
in of
effect,
WEAF and W.TZ, New York;
WENR and WMAQ. Chicago; KPO
and KGO. San Francisco; KDK A,
Pittsburgh; KOA. Denver; WBZ,
Boston;
WBZ A,
WGY, v
Schenectady;
WRCSpringfield:
and WMAL,;
Washington ; WTAM, Cleveland ; and
KTW. Philadelphia.
WIRE

on Basic Red

WIRE (formerly WKBF), Indianapolis, has been transferred by
NBC to the status of a basic Red
network outlet, instead of an op- :
tional outlet on either the Red or
the Blue. The station is managed
by D. E. "Plug" Kendrick.
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Publishers

Liberalize

By
3ppose

the

Sponsorship

of

GILBERT

News

at

Press-Radio

CANT

Annual

Convention;

Basis
Jj^ote to Continue 15% Agency Compensation
Press-Radio Bureau, and a direcE. H. Harris, of the Richmond
CAPITULATION of American
of the Associated Press, said
(Ind.) Palladium - Item, presented only torthat
lewspaper publishers to the printhe AP cannot and will
iple that the public is entitled to the report of the Radio Commitaore radio news was voted April
tee, of which he is chairman. On not sell news to anybody but news5 at the annual convention of the his motion, it was adopted, after
Roy Howard, president of the
a desultory discussion featured by papers.
;3|lli.merican Newspaper Publishers
Scripps - Howard enterprises, said
admissions from all publishers who
Association, but a deaf ear was
touched on the question that radio newspapers are faced with the dejurned to the contention that news
velopment of a new medium of
broadcasting of news has not cut news dissemination
hould be available for sponsorwhich has not
into their sales and may have
hip.
The convention unanimously
"a century of journalistic ethics
helped them.
Frank D. Throop, of the Lincoln and tradition behind it." He made
dppted the report of its radio comnittee containing recommendations
(Neb.) Star said that while there no suggestions but contented himself with the rhetorical question
o that effect. To date the two
was no doubt radio did take the
3ress-Radio bureaus have not de- edge and the freshness off some
"What are we going to do to meet
ided to what extent they will of the news printed, he had never
E. Thomason, Chicago Times,
iberalize service which is permit- heard of anybody giving up the thisS. situation?"
ed under the amended program
warned publishers that newspapers
buying
of
newspapers
for
this
rearat it is expected subscribers will son.
are going to have to face the fact
>e able to get practically as much
Frank S. Hoy, of the Lewiston of competition in news broadcastlews as they can carry.
ing, whether they like it or not,
(Me.) Sun - Journal, confirmed
In the case of networks this
and accused them of having failed
Throop's
experience,
and
went
furirobably will mean one or two exther, saying "All can testify that to consider squarely the economics
. ra five-minute news periods, one we have
had an increase in circu- of the situation. The thing to deibout noon and the other at 11
cide, in his opinion, is whether the
lation
during the last two years."
,p. m. Individual station subscrib- Discussion of the provisions for existing great news-gathering organizations are going to furnish
es, particularly those facing keen supplying news to radio stations
jTransradio competition, may be al- was scarcely more animated. J. R. the news for radio broadcasting,
owed even more news if they are Knowland, of the Oakland (Calif.)
or letseesomebody
do it. "Weof
villing to pay transmission costs.
Tribune, a member of the radio must
that the else
dissemination
Allowed More News
committee, member of the governnews does not get out of the hands
ing committee of the Los Angeles
of the newspapers," he said.
(STATIONS affiliated or owned by
newspapers will be in an even beter position since they will be able,
ifter paying the fee to Press RaRadio Committee
Report of ANPA
lio Bureau, to pick any desired
■lews off the wires and after giv;tng the usual credit, use it on the THE TEXT of the report on newsand the International News Service
iis;!;»ir whenever desired,
agreed to share the expense of the
paper-radio
relations
as
adopted
a; ! Formulation of the New York by the AN PA:
appeal. On
other sideCommittee
of the con-of
troversy Thethe
Executive
^'bureau's plan was delayed by the
The focal point of Press-Radio re- the National Association of Broad™;'libsence of Edwin
casters is raising a fund to fight this
S. Friendly,
based upon
the news
newspapers*
^' rasiness manager of the New York
propertylations is rights
in the
which
appeal.
Many
of the National
Associationmembers
of Broadcasters
are
-r 'Sun, who was in Binghamton due they have gathered as members or as
using
their
influence
to
induce
the
Asrick-' ;o
his
father's
illness.
Expected
clients
of
one
or
more
press
associaimitations inherent in network
sociation to withdraw from the case.
tions. Since all newspapers which are
Efforts have been made by certain
ttr, operation will cause many stations
members or clients of one or more
la.; \m subscribe to Press-Radio separ- press associations have a certain prop- interests connected with the broadcasting industry to destroy the propitely to avail themselves of potenerty right in the news of those press
erty rights of the newspapers and the
11 iial liberalization of rules, it is an- associations, the Radio Committee
Press Associations in the news through
bases its activities upon the premise legislation. This action was attemptjg' icipated.
ed in the Legislature of the State of
jy|j Herbert Moore, manager of that these property rights in the news
where
bill was tointro■a!.' Transradio, commented on the ac- should have some central body to co- Washington
duced to permit
radioa stations
take
ordinate their interests in the broad;;. ion as follows: "I am sorry they
casting of news furnished by the the news from the newspapers with;xtended the agreement and sorry
out
their
consent
or
that
of
the
Press
pat various modifications are only press associations. The Press-Radio Associations. The legislation failed
of the press as■potentially better. Unless they take Bureaus, composed
sociations, the newspapers, and the of enactment.
rull advantage of extra latitude broadcasters provide a medium through
Your Radio Committee has only
hey now have, the situation will
been able to report these violations
these rights may be co-ordinat- and
jaot be improved. Discrimination in which
to make recommendations for
ed and preserved in the broadcasting
^ avor of stations owned by newsof news. This is the basis upon legal action on the part of those who
which the Radio Committee makes its are in a position
amental rights. to defend these funda,'papers
is bad public
and destroys
real report.
»r pretended
service the
nature
We believe, however, that through
During the last year attempts were
(t. If the plan. If they put more news
further cooperative efforts on the part
made by some broadcasters to en- of
■pnjpn, competitors will retaliate with
some of the larger interests in
croach upon the property rights of
CA, nore and better news.
radio and through continued effort on
the
newspapers
and
the
Press
Asso% jform
"We commercial
are doing credits
our bestin tonews
rethe newspapers to cociations in the news which they gath- the partoperateofwith the
ST.
radio industry as a
er.selvesThese
attempts
manifested
themin the news which certain radio whole, we will be able to eliminate
AL; Ijjjroadcasts
and these
blame things
criticism
on
some
of
the
conflicts
which exist in
he fact that
sound
stations took from the newspapers
these spots.
vorse than they look. We don't without their consent or that of the
Publishers must understand that
)lug products in news columns as Press Associations. They persisted in
Associations and newspaoapers do and I don't think the these violations even after notice had the Press
pers have no legal right to interfere
been served upon them. One case of
American public is so stupid as this
with
the
broadcasting
of news which
kind in the State of Washington
oublishers seem to think, in mis- in which
has
not
been
gathered
by the newsthe
property
rights
of
The
sy aking commercials for news. Spon- Associated Press in the news had been
papers or the Press Associations.
sors have no say in the selection violated by a broadcasting station was
The newspapers and the Press Associations have no monopoly on the
>f news and if they were to do any- taken to a Federal Court. The Fedor selling of news.
hing objectionable in commercials
eral Judge ruled against The Asso- gathering
The
main
point at issue between the
ciated Press. An appeal was taken
hey would be dropped from our
(Continued on page i3)
to a higher court. The United Press
ist of clients."
May 1, 1935
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Support for the proposal to continue the Press-Radio Bureaus
came from John Ewing, of the
Shreveport (La.) Times, who said
that he has bought two radio stations during the last year, and
very soon found out that his listeners (who are also the readers of
air.
his paper) demanded news on the
ANPA's committee on advertising agents lined up squarely behindtional
the association's
two tradiwatchwords: Preserve
the
dual rate intact, and continue the
15% straight agency commission.
In both these matters it is thus
aligned with the AAAA, and
against the ANA.
Radio Competition
THE ANPA'S Bureau of Advertising stated in its report that
newspapers are now "facing unusual competition for the advertiser's dollar." According to the Bureau's estimates, national advertisers paid $163,000,000 for newspaper space in 1934; a gain of
12.4% over 1933, as compared with
a loss of 9.4% shown in 1933 as
against 1932. Expenditures in
magazines totaled $113,500,000, a
gain of 20.8%, and the Bureau
thought the fact magazines showed
a larger percentage gain than
newspapers could be partly explained by the fact that they
showed a larger loss between 1932
and 1933—18.3%.
Then, using the quaint word
"broadcast" to denote broadcast advertising, the Bureau reverts to its
habitual denunciation of radio as
"anIn experimental
medium".
another section
of its report,
the Bureau of Advertising takes
up the thread where the Clark
Hooper ducessurvey
left off,
repro-to
charts which
are and
alleged
show "How Radio 'Circulation'
The method of depicting homes
in a row (developed by the CBS
Sales Promotion Department) is
Shrinks."
used,
and the figures appended tell
the following:
"Of all 32,500,000 Homes in the
United States
"61.5% have
radio sets
"Of these, 87% are
occupied,
7 to sets
10 p. turned
m
"22.4%
have their
on ... .
"4.5% are listening to a single
program
"3.2% can identify
the advertiser or the product."
Directly contrasting "Radio versus Newspaper
the
following
claims Circulation,"
are made:
"Of all homes
"87.5% read
a newspaper
"22.4% listen to
The radio
Bureau
has neglected _ to
some
pi'ogram."
point out that it refers to "reading
a newspaper" on a 24-hour day
basis, while for some unexplained
(because unexplainable) reason,
radio listeners are presumed to be
non-existent unless they choose_ to
have their noses counted durine:
the arbitrarily designated period
from 7 to 10 p. m.
Without bothering to sjive Clark
Hooper credit bv name, the Bureau
organization'sof
then quotesthethis
"findings,"
fallaciousness
which has already been demonstrated in Broadcasting, Feb. 15.

Alka-Seltzer

Liberal
Combine
■

Use

of Radio

Takes
the
Air-way
By
H.
S. THOMPSON
Advertising Manager, Dr. Miles Laboratories Inc.
Time

and

Intelligent

Merchandising

to Bring Spectacular Jumps in Sales Volume
OUR first radio
broadcasting over
WHEN Uncle Ezra calls for a "toot on the tooter,
W L S, Chicago,
-,
.. oi L ' ' : ;i_>, look.- d Tommy", millions are listening — and a lot of them are
like an answer to
buying Alka-Seltzer. About a year after the product
prayer — 33,000
sample requests
was introduced (1931), Dr. Miles Laboratories Inc.,
from our Sunday
afternoon anbegan to use radio. The record: 1932, not so hot;
HE&St^H
nouncements and
1933, fair; 1934, up over 500%; 1935, January alone
The same idea occurred to all of was far ahead of the whole year 1933, and shooting
us at the same time — the chain —
skyward.
The bulk of Alka-Seltzer advertising has been
that's all we need to put AlkaSeltzer over right! So we went on
done via the air waves.
And here is how it was done
the chain; went high-hat; kept the
same theme but engaged different
a radio success story that is teeming with lessons in
talent — more expensive. Results —
fewer sample requests from the en- skillful merchandising and good promotion.
tire chain than formerly from one
station alone.
Summer with baseball games as
gram. He had a "powerful little California suggested to us that
competition. Our 13-week contract
five-watter in the friendly little they put on an Alka-Seltzer week
for us in January. They asked
expired, and we took a Sunday afof Rosedale", broadcast over nothing in return, but we entered
ternoon period the following fall city
WLS
at
1:15
p.
m.
We
sponsored
over another chain. Thirteen weeks
into the campaign with th-em
broadcast for several months.
wholeheartedly, using generous
and few tangible results cured us, this
Three announcements that we newspaper space, a total of nearly
we thought, of the radio habit.
February, 1933, and the hour of would send a photograph of the old 1,000 radio announcements on all
the National Barn Dance from 10 " Jumpin' Jennie Wren" and stations in the state, and special
to 11 p. m. (CST), was open for a "Toots", a baby that had been abanplacards on the front of street
doned in the hallway of his station cars in larger cities. We installed
sponsor. It took the combined efbrought
between
56,000
and
57,000
window
displays, counter displays,
forts of the advertising and sales
departments as well as all the requests. This from a 15-minute
banners, etc., in 3,000 of the 3,400
daytime broadcast over the single retail stores in the state. From
salesmanship of our agency, Wade
station.
the amount of Alka-Seltzer sold in
Adv. Agency, Chicago, to convince
our board of directors that we
this one week, we are more than
Dealer Cooperation
ever convinced that the druggist,
might be able to get some results
WHAT more natural than that wholesale and retail, is a mighty
from this program. The Barn
Dance had been on the air for Uncle Ezra should be our selection
important factor in putting over
any item he really wants to push.
seven years. For more than a year, for our network program?
In every town where we use a
it had been on at the Eighth Street
About 200 different transcrip- radio
station, we put special detail
Theatre in Chicago, packing the
tions have been made of the
house and turning them away every
Comedy Stars of Hollyivood. These men. We put in as many window
as possible, and as many
performance at 75 cents admission.
transcriptions are for spot broad- trims
counter cards and soda fountain
casting
over
stations
that
reach
an
Upward Go the Sales
audience not adequately covered by dispensers as the druggists will let
The first duty of our special
AFTER ONLY two or three broadour other broadcasts; for areas us.
where the sales are lagging a bit, salesmen is to make both wholesale
casts, the sales in the Chicago area
and retail druggists conscious of
and for densely populated districts
picked up a bit. A new president
that can use more coverage than our product and the efforts we are
took office — and business increased.
making to increase the demand for
The banks were all closed — and is given by our regular programs.
business increased.
News broadcasts are put on in
similar territories for exactly the
By mid-summer, the Chicago
area was going so well that we
same reason — to bring and keep
our per capita sales per month up
were considering using the NBC
basic blue network. But the hour to or above our quota. These spot
broadcasts have been continued in
—11 to 12 (EST). "Everybody's
many instances, long after their
in bed before that time!"
A compromise was effected. The
appointed
expiration,
cause the time
resultsfor have
seemed beto
program was extended to Detroit
more
than
justify
the
expense.
pnd Pittsburgh by direct wire from
Why have we been successful in
WLS. The results proved that there
our broadcasts?
are some towns in which curfew
Not having access to the results
does not ring, at least on Saturday
mghts. The National Barn Dance
of other radio programs, we do not
know
whether or not we have had
i~ now on twice each Saturday
greater
than others. All
■ ight, 9:30
to 10:30for(EST),
and a we know success
is that we continue to
special
broadcast
Western
broadcast
and
our
sales continue
Spates 9 to 10 (MST), 8 to 9
(PST).
to increase.
Like any truthful advertising
They are still packing the house
■> nd turning them away at the man, I will confess that the principal reason for the rapid increase
Eighth Street Theatre in Chicago.
Nearly half a million people have
in the sale of Alka-Seltzer, is the
paid to see this show, and that's a merit of Alka-Seltzer. Cooperation
of druggists has been, and still is,
real run for any man's show.
Uncle Ezra? Well, he was very a mighty important factor in AlkaSeltzer sales. The druggists of
popular on the Barn Dance proUNCLE
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to

Success

it. Orders are of secondary importance although they generally
run to a considerable volume.
Why doBarn
people
listen Frankly,
to the AlkaSeltzer
Dance?
we
don't know. We believe that it is
because most of them like the
friendly atmosphere of the program. After all, the majority of
us are just plain folks. We like the
man who is informal and friendly.
We like the man who takes us by
the hand and calls us by our first
name. That is why Rotary, Kiwanis and other so-called service
clubs flourish.
Variety in Appeal
MANY of us grew up in small
towns or on the farm. Nearly all
of us have friends or relatives who
did. The Barn Dance is popular
for the same reason that "The Old
Homestead", "The County Fair",
"Shore Acres", and "Way Down
East" were sure-fire hits 40 or
more years ago. We have put on a
lot of veneer since those days, but
underneath we haven't changed
much. some
Our entertainment
reaction toisclean
the wholesame.
Uncle Ezra, because he is human
— quickborn,tempered
but kindly
— stubbut underneath
the surface,
charitable and deeply religious — is
attracting a large and constantly
increasing number of listeners.
The Comedy Stars of Hollywood
appeal to a different audience, the
more sophisticated. As we use
them, they are mighty effective in
Seltzer.
increasing
the demand of Alka"Give me a toot on the tooter,
Tommy.
Special wants
Announcement
—
Station MILES
to express
its appreciation of the fine work
of the Wade Advertising Agency
in producing
the Alka-Seltzer
National Barn Dance
and the Uncle
JustPrograms."
a word about broadcasting
Ezra
results.
Our records show that for
the first 13 weeks, the increase in
most sections is gradual. Then a
jump in sales
whichgoes
becomes
noticeable
as time
on. more
In many cases, the increase over
sales made before our programs
went on the air has been greater
the fourth
month
the three
combined increase
for than
the first
months.
ANx\

to Convene

For Semi-annual

May

5

Session

AS IN PAST
gatheringsAdvertisers
of the Association of National
closed sessions will precede the
open meetings
the ANA
26th to
semi-be
annual meeting of
of the
held
May
5-8
at
the
Greenbrier
White Suluhur Springs, W. Va
At the closed radio session Maj
7, program,
commercial
ment, merchandising
and announceaudience
check subjects will be discussed witr
speakers including Chester J. La
Roche, president of Young & Rubi
cam; Dr. D. P. Smelser, Proctei
& Gamble and George Bijur, direc
tor of sales promotion, CBS.
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Ernest Pontius, veteran
WREN announcer, and
C. R. dentSiromberg.
of the Eansas presiCity
.Retail Grocers Association, invite Mrs. Houseto the Eansas City
1 Food wife Show.

0iy 1, 1935
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A

Story

Point

at

With
the

a

End

Most anniversary celebrations are better
undiscussed. ..organized to revive and glorify
the forgotten past . . . occasions to which the
guests of honor attend with regrets or develop
severe
of "prev. appointm'ts". . . but this
ONE WAScasesDIFFERENT.
KFWB, the Warner Bros, station in Los Angeles, recently celebrated ten years on the air
with a thousand-dollar-a-minute cast in a two
hour and a half program that made history. On
this one program were probably a greater number of "big name" stage and screen celebrities
than had ever been heard over any station.

Bette Davis, Dolores Costello and Al Jolson share
the microphone in a 3-star act.
Every star invited arrived, and stayed (that's
aE.world's
of Joe
Brown record)
who waswith
ill inthebedoneatexception
home.

Here's just part of the highest-priced program ever broadcast. From left to right, Mr. and
Mrs. Pat O'Brien, Dick Powell, Joan Blondell, Phil Regan, Maxine Doyle, Frank McHugh
and Lyle Talbot.
Warner Bros., "it was through this station that
talking pictures were made possible. It was
during the construction of KFWB that Frank
Murphy, our electrical wizard, called our attention to an instrument that convinced us
talking pictures could be given to the public."
On the program was Monte Blue, a film colony favorite, whose voice was the first to be
heard on KFJI B's first broadcast, ten years ago.
Dick Powell dashed in, whispered something
about a "heavy date, get me out early"... ended
up by being one of the last to leave.
The notable team of Harry Warren and Al
Dubin, Hollyzvood's song-ivriting fools, exhibited their "Babe Ruth ways."
Benny Rubin, Bob Armstrong, George Brent,
Winifred Shaw, Warren William and Dorothv
Dare were a big part of the "Thousand-dollara-minute" cast.

Some thirty individual acts were rehearsed
and broadcast. Leo Forbstein's Vitaphone Orchestra and the Vitaphone Men's Chorus gave
a notable musical performance.
The
studios
where
fact,"

anniversary broadcast was made from the
of KFWB, located on the actual stage
the first talking picture was made. "In
said Harry M. Warner, president of

Page 10

Monte Blue, Harry Warner, Frank Murphy and
Al Jolson do a little harking back.

Al Jolson flew in from Palm Springs to ap
pear
. . had this
say been
. . . given
"1 don't
an
radio .program
has toever
withthink
so man
stars and I think that if Warner Bros, had t
pay, they would have really gone out of busines

tonight."

Here's as many of the cast as could be pulled awa
from the birthday cake long enough
to be photographed.
and the point . . . because of its close tieu
with motion picture people and the nature of it
programs, KFWB is a real force in the broac
cast field in Southern California ; that it slict
oft a considerable share of the listening audienc
in this area ; that its rates, plus coverage, d(
serve consideration in air advertising in thi:
the nation's fourth market.
KFWB is owned and operated by Warnt
Bros. Motion Picture Studios. It is located o
the Warner Bros, lot in Hollywood and broac
casts from the largest sound stage in the W es
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Evaluating

\ Formula
The

Developed

Essential

Elements

K GREAT many questions are
isked in this era of successful ratio advertising as to how a commercial program can be judged
beforehand. To satisfy my own
nind, I have set up a formula
i-hieh appears to cover the essenhereI present
tial
with forpoints.
whatever
good them
they may
,o to others interested in program
Production and presentation.
In reading the script, I check the
ollowing things: Form, action,
nogression, good taste, balance,
ariety, tempo, length.
A Matter of Form
?0 MAKE each of these a little
leai-er, the following is a brief
ynopsis of what I mean by each
f these points:
■'ORM: In matter, there are three
jtasic forms : A circle — variation an oval; a square — variation
.n oblong; a triangle. Now a
ivramid, a mushroom, a ti'ee, a
hampagne glass, a pear, are all
asically triangular in shape alhough each one is a variation. On
vase you have a triangular base,
circular body and an oblong neck,
ut the form as a whole is tringular.
Therefore, successful radio proTarns should have a basic appeal
nd while the variations are numerous, for success the script
S/riter and producer should have
n mind a form as the basis on
he builds.
i.•'nich
In radio
there are three distinct
,orms: Comic; straight (sex in its
jroadest sense) ; tragic.
Plenty of Action
iCTION: A successful program
onsists of three major actions : Inroduction, happening, a clearing
p. To illustrate:
1. You introduce the fighter in
prize fight. A blow is struck;
ou await the result.
2. You announce Mr. Jones will
peak. He makes a statement,
urns up.
^ 3. .You introduce Jack and Jill,
'hey
they are
up the
ill forsaywater.
They going
go. Finale:
Jack falls down and breaks his
rown and Jill comes tumbling
:fter."
I 4. An orchestra is introduced,
t plays a number which in itself
ulfills the happening and clearing
p. The verse and the chorus
jither musically or orally, or both,
fl bake a statement and clear it up.
PROGRESSION: A successful
jf'adio program must progress. It
an't stand still. A successful
musical show is simply a number
;f pieces of music put together and
.ecomes one big number progresively.
You can't imagine a successful
lusical comedy which opens with
yerybody in the show on the stage
inging the hit number and ending
nth a soprano and duet. A sue
'safessful radio show must build to a
limax. Anti-climaxes tire an audiHay 1, 1935

in
Program
Radio
By
R . CALVERT
HAWS
Radio Department, Henri, Hurst & MeDonald Inc., Chicago
the

by

a Successful

of an

Effective

Producer

Dissects

Broadcast

TO ANSWER the thousands of questions shot at people
in radio about how to best judge a program is well nigh
impossible.

In this article the author, who has been
highly successful as a program builder, and who has the
background of a station manager, gives his formula. He
has directed the series over CBS for the Selby Shoe Co.,
Portsmouth, O., featuring Mrs. Roosevelt, wife of the
President, which ended on April 19 for the Summer.
ence and lose their interest. The
same law of progression applies to
talks and script shows.
GOOD TASTE: Radio has been
ever careful in this regard. Other
forms of entertainment have not
been so careful. In radio you cannot select your audience — "for
adults only" does not apply. Nor
does the time of day help. Therefore, a radio program to be successful must always in every detail be in good taste. It must not
be offensive to any creed or section
of a race or age.
Holding Interest
VARIETY: Variety is the law
of interest. You have seen people
pick
"that
book
looks updry,a book
page and
aftersaypage
of solid
type." A trip on the ocean where for
day after day one sees only the
same old sea, gets monotonous.
Riding on a train through the desert— nothing but sand. A good
speaker injects a joke every so
often into his talk, or varies it
with a personal reminiscence. A
successful radio program, therefore, must have variety to hold
and retain interest.
BALANCE: This is something
that only instinct can distinguish.
If you entered a room and found
the fireplace on the ceiling, at once
you would feel something was
wrong. A picture hung badly — instinctively you feel just how high
or how low it should be. A tree
with just the trunk showing above
the lower branches at once seems
out of harmony. Stage setting, a
picture, an advertisement out of
balance, a building that protrudes
instead of recessing in its progress
skyward, a flagpole smaller at its
base than at its top — all are against
our ideas of proportion and so produce a feeling of dissatisfaction.
Many a play has been a flop because of too much of the leading
man or leading lady. Script writers and producers feel as it were
the right spot in which to place
.the commercial, the music or to introduce the great artist. To cut
dialog, to introduce new characetc. Ahave
successful
eram ters,
must
balance. radio proTEMPO: If I stand 10 feet away
from you with a basket of tennis
balls within my reach and throwone to you, and after you have
caught it throw you another,
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MR. HAWS
chances are I can throw each one
fairly fast and you won't drop any.
But if I throw them at you even
slowly, but in rapid succession, you
may catch the first one or two and
then throw up your hands to shield
yourself. The same way with
throwing thoughts over the radio.
They must be presented so that
the audience can catch each one,
assimilate it and be ready for the
next one. Otherwise they stop
mentally and lose part of the
speech trying to get the part they
missed. This applies to all sounds
coming over the radio. Composers
repeat bar after bar, sometimes
the exact thoughts, sometimes the
melody with variations, but the
central melody or theme is there.
Proper Timing
THE
'n' Andyof
is oftenSUCCESS
attributedof toAmos
the tempo
their shows. No pains are spared
to be sure that the audience has
properly assimilated a thought before they proceed to another one.
If people come in and out of a
scene too quickly, if they are not
properly introduced, if a speaker
rushes from one thought to another without being sure his radio
audience has thoroughly understood what he is driving at, a feeling of dissatisfaction is built up in
the listener's mind, and the pi-ogram is not successful. Tempo is
vital to a successful radio program.

Advance

LENGTH : I have left this _ to
the last. No scene, no musical
number, no speech, no commercial
should be longer than is necessary
to adequately put across the
thought you wish to convey. The
trouble with many writers, speech
makers and some composers is that
they so often detour from the main
thought only to try and cut across
lots
to get back to the main
thought.
The last word is of great advantage. In courts of law, the lawyer
for the defense trys to anticipate
the final address of his opponent
to the jury and to take as much
out of it as he can, because the last
thought in the mind is often_ the
one best remembered. Copywriters
of advertisements invariably end
their copy with an urge to act. So,
in radio continuities the length
should be sufficient to tell the story,
driving home the most important
point at the end of the speech or
Otherwise, antithe production.
climaxes appear which are bad and
feeling in
unpleasant
produce
the
mind an
of the
listeners.

Spot Series
New
Started by Colgate
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE - PEET
City, begins
Co., Jersey
April
late anin extensive spot campaign
for Crystal White and Octagon
transcriptsoaps, using 15-minute
ions, twice weekly. Entitled Theaare
shows
tre of Romance, the
written from stories that have appeared in Hearst's Cosmopolitan
magazine.
Through Benton and Bowles
Inc., New York, the transcriptions
have been placed on the following
stations for Crystal White: KFH.
Wichita; KMBC, Kansas City;
KOMA, Oklahoma City; WFAAWOAI, San AnDallas;
WBAP, tonio;
KWK, St. Louis; WOW,
Omaha; KOA, Denver, and KSTP,
St. Paul.
For Octagon Soap: WCAU.
Philadelphia; WOR, Newark;
WBAL, Baltimore; WRVA, Richmond; WBT, Charlotte; WSB, Atlanta; WTOC, Savannah, and
WAPI, Birmingham.
General Food's Radio
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, began sponsorship of Tony
and Gus on the NBC Blue (basic)
network April 29, to promote Post
Toasties and Post 40% Bran
Flakes. The script is written by
George Frame Brown, who plays
Gus, while Mario Chamlee, tenor
of the Metropolitan Opera Company takes the part of Tony. The
show is at 7:15 p. m. to follow
Amos 'n' Andy five nights w-eekly
from Monday through Friday. The
contract is for 26 weeks, and the
agency
is Benton
and Bowles
Inc.,a
New York.
The client
is using
larger proportion of the total appropriation on radio, as compared
with other media, than in previous
ucts. campaigns for these
years'
Page prod-

Dr. Stewart Is Elected
Vice Chairman of FCC
DR. IRVIN STEWART, member
of the FCC, on April 18 was elected vice chairman of the agency, in
addition to his duties as chairman
of the Telegraph Division. A Texas
Democrat, and the youngest member of the seven-man commission,
he will serve in his new capacity
as acting chairman when Chairman Anning S. Prall is unable to
preside. He will not, however, necessarily serve on each of the three
divisions as an ex officio member,
since the act provides that the
chairman shall designate who
shall sit on each of the divisions
in the absence of regularly assigned members.
At the same meeting, a motion
put by Dr. Stewart, providing that
the FCC itself in general meeting
shall pass upon every staff appointment, however minor, was carried.
Heretofore, this function has been
left to the appropriately designated personnel officer in cases of
non-executive posts, as in most
governmental agencies. ,

Ugliest Man
A NEW version of the Man
in the Street type of program tried by WGPC, Albany, Ga., wassponsored
the "ugly
man" contest,
by
Goodrich tire stores. Listeners were offered passes obtainable at Goodrich stores
and more than 4,000 appeared for a special program
staged in
theatre.
So successful awas this
idea that
Ed
Sims, sales manager o f
WGPC, despite the fact that
he received a number of
votes as the "ugliest man",
decided
to stage a "biggest
liar" contest.
Beverage Sports Series
STAN LOMAX, sports commentator of WOR, Newark, will broadcast two new series of programs,
with Fiegenspan Brewing Co., of
Newark, and Frantz Distillers
Inc. as sponsors. The Fiegenspan
series began April 30 while the
Frantz programs start June 3.

SOUTH
CAROLINA'S
You cannot afford to overlook South
Carolina's richest market. Here are
people that spent $4,000,000.00
more for food, clothing, automobiles,
etc., than was spent in the second
best county in South Carolina.
Greenville County for the same year
accounted for 20% of the entire
wholesale business for the State of
South Carolina.

WFBC
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
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WJR
With

Will
CBS

Affiliate
in

Fall

NBC Now Is Negotiating for
A New Outlet in Detroit
A SHIFT in CBS and NBC outlets in Detroit will take place Sept.
29 when WJR, 10,000-watt clear
channel outlet of the NBC-Blue
network switches to CBS and
CKLW, present CBS outlet, either
returns to independent status or
moves to the WJR position. Also
figuring in the negotiations for the
realignment is WXYZ, operated by
the Kunsky-Trendle Broadcasting
Corp., tual
and Broadcasting
now aligned
with MuSystem.
The
CBS-WJR contract is for five
Negotiations
WJR grew
deyears.
cided to shift to whereby
CBS largely
out of the station's failure to reach
an accord with NBC on its new
station compensation plan. Arrangements with CBS were made
in conversations between William
S. Paley, CBS president, and G. A.

RICHEST
MARKET
Within fifty miles of WFBC's transmitter there are 656,992 prosperous
people. 76% of them own radio sets
and are loyal listeners to WFBC.
We invite you to investigate the rich
possibilities advertising over WFBC
offers the manufacturer.
1000 watts, 1300 kilocycles (5000 daytime
authorized) High Fidelity RCA Equipment

Owned and operated by The Greenville
News and Piedmont — the Leading Newspaper in South
lation
45,000. Carolina. Net Paid Circu-

Richards, president, and Leo J.
Fitzpatrick, vice president and
general manager of WJR. While
figures were not divulged, it is understood that under the CBS-WJR
contract, based on CBS business
this year, the station will realize
in the neighborhood of $35,000
more annually from its network
programs. Roughly, it is estimated
that during the current year
WJR's contract with NBC yielded
it something like $200,000.
Seeks 50 Kilowatts
MEANWHILE, WJR is making
plans to petition the FCC for an
increase in power from 10,000 to
the maximum 50,000 watts. Mr.
Fitzpatrick was in Washington
April 22 to discuss the matter with
his attorneys
and iswith
cials. The station
on theFCC750 offikc.
clear channel.
It is understood
severance with NBC that
will WJK's
in no way
affect the status of its sister station, WGAR, Cleveland, as an
NBC-Blue outlet. WGAR is controlled by the Richards-Fitzpatrick
organization.
In addition to WXYZ, and
CKLW,tion, control
a Canadian-licensed
of which is held staby
George B. Storer, consideration
also may be given by NBC to an
affiliation with WMBC, Detroit,
now operating with 100 watts. The
station has pending an application
to increase its power to 500 watts
and to shift its frequency from
1420 kc, a local channel, to the rechannel of by1300thekc. Michigan
The stationgional
is owned
Broadcasting Co., of which W.
Wright Gedge is executive.
Contract Problems
CONFERENCES were held m
New York April 24 between Mr.
Storer, his Washington counsel,
Horace L. Lohnes, and NBC officials, in connection with a possible
NBC affiliation. One of the issues
involving the station has been the
unsettled state of Canadian radio
regulation and periodic frequency
shifts. CKLW now is assigned to
the 1030 kc. channel, a Canadian
exclusive channel. Moreover, there
has been some controversy about
the broadcasting
of U. stations
S. commer-on
cials over Canadian
Sundays tention
— awith respect
serious to
point
of conCKLW
anc
its network affiliation. These matters, it is understood, are ap-T
proaching satisfactory settlement!
insofar
the Windsor-Detroit!
outlet is as
concerned.
An inkling also has been given!
that CKLW might contest the CBS|
cancellation of its contract, effecJ
tive in September, on the ground!
that the document still has a yeaJ
to run from next June. The CBJj
contention evidently has been that!
since CKLW has been shifted ir|
frequency by the Canadian aul
thorities, the terms of its contract
cally.
have been abrogated automatifl
Fisheries on Network
BOOTH FISHERIES Corp., Chil
cago, starts a CBS program on Iw
stations May 2 under the tithl
Fish Tales. It will be broadcast
Thursday mornings, with a seconqi
program on Tuesdays to be added
Oct. 29. The company recentn
placed its account with Sellers Ser]
vice Inc., Chicago.
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Proposal

to

Change

Disc

Rules

To
Be Heard
June
20 by FCC
Whole Issue of Transcription Regulations May Come
Before Commission Following Petition by WBS
ACTING upon a petition filed last filed by World Broadcasting System,
Incorporated, New York, New York,
autumn by World Broadcasting
for an Amendment to or Clarification
System Inc., together with re- of Paragraph 176 of the Rules and
quests that regulations governing
Regulations of the Commission, the
the broadcasting and announceDivision will hear argument of transcriptions be clarified Broadcast
ment on this subject which pertains
or amended, the Broadcast Division to mechanical reproductions. Such
of the FCC has set June 20 for argument will be held June 20, 1935,
at 10 :00 A. M. at the ofargument on possible alteration of beginning
fices of the Federal Communications
existing regulations.
Commission,
Washington, D. C.
In a notice issued April 19 the
All parties who wish to participate
FCC ordered all parties who wish
should file their notice of desire to
to participate to file their notice be heard with the Commission not
later than May 18, 1935.
not later than May 18. Simultaneously, it was stated orally that
Change in Rules
entire issue of transcription regulation, rather than merely that of IN ITS BRIEF filed Oct. 17
the WBS program service, would through counsel, Paul M. Segal and
be thrown open. The FCC notice George S. Smith, of Washington,
WBS asked that the rules for anof hearing follows in full text:
nouncement of transcriptions be
Upon consideration of a petition

your

advertising

I

of DAYTON,

GREAT

5

CLASS B {All Hoars Except 6 P.M. to 11 P.M.)
1. PROGRAM TIME:
6 Times 1 3 Times 26 Times 52 Tinua
I Hour
20.75
25.75 $16.80 ?35.Z0
25.00 $38.00
% Hour...
22.00 *33.20
12.45
15,00 14.25 23.00
13.20
13.80
10.35
11.25
10.70
6.25
6.90
6.60
7.10
7.50
9.35
9.90
* SPECIAL RATE: Six %-hour periods in one week, $50.00.
2, ANNOUNCEMENTS: 100 Words, Maximum.
18 at
1 at
12 at
6 at
SU.00at
50 at
100
8^.60
«3,SO
**.2fl
S3.40
Una
•SPECIAL RATE: Five anoouocemeots in one day— per day, $10.00

3 00 'i'unt*
19.50
$31.20
8.75
11.70
5.85

300 at

$2.80
*OLASS C (Announcements on Special Participating Programs)
PEP CLUB (7-0.00 AMI

WSMK
BROADCASTING

COMPANY

Loew's Theatre Bldg.,

Dayton, Ohio

Page 14

story

to

OHIO

MIAMI

TIMES

revised to cover explicitly the WBS
program service. The issue of
elimination of the transcription announcement altogether, a perennial one since transcriptions became popular, was not specifically
raised. It was asked that definite
language be added to the existing
regulations, and the request also
was made that WBS be given an
early opportunity to offer evidence
and present oral arguments.
The language proposed by WBS
to cover transcriptions in its library to eliminate the necessity of
the announcement after each number, was as follows:
"In cases where a library of
electrical transcriptions made exclusively for broadcasting purposes
is so made that a number of individual selections are used in the
presentation of a coherent and continuous program, then even though
that program is not produced from
one individual mechanical reproduction, but is assembled into a
continuous program through the
use of selections from several such
reproductions, the program is nevertheless an electrical transcrip-

the

people

and

the

VALLEY

tion program and the announcement thereof is governed by the
first sentence of the second paragraph of Rule 176. The use in
such program of various commercial credits or announcements shall
not be considered as interrupting
the continuous character thereof."
Other Revisions
THIS ISSUE grew out of the fact
that some FCC employes had interpreted the regulation now in}
force to mean that in the case of,
the WBS service, announcements
of the "electrical transcription" or
"mechanical reproduction" would
have to be made after each number from a given disc, rather than
at the 15-minute interval specified.
Aside from this issue, however,
the current understanding is that
the Broadcast Division also will
take testimony on the broader issue of elimination of the announcement "this is an electrical transcription", altogether. It is indicated,
the other
Broadcast
Division too,
will that
consider
possible
revisions, such as those now in
force in connection with call letter
announcements, wherein the stations are required to make such
announcements only at one-half
hour intervals, or changes in lanter.
guage designed to clarify the matOpposition to the WBS proposal,
and to any proposition that the
announcement be eliminated, doubtlessly will be forthcoming from the
American Federation of Musicians,
which repeatedly has opposed transcriptions on the ground that they
tend to bring about unemployment
for musicians in radio studios.
Networks, like live talent performers, also have looked askance upon
the elimination of the transcription announcement, maintaining
that there should be some differentiation between "live talent" and
recorded programs so the public
may
be
kept
informed as to the
character of program.

NAB Resolution
THE ISSUE of elimination of the
announcement requirement was
first raised in 1933 at the NAB
convention, when a resolution was
A
DAY
adopted petitioning the old Radio
Commission to abolish the requirement. At the convention last October in Cincinnati, similar action
was taken. As adopted by a record
vote, last year's resolution reads as
follows :
:10
A
DAY!
Resolved, that the National AssoBroadcastersadopted
hereby atreaffirmsciationtheof resolution
its,
r
o
WSMK is the pioneer broadcasting staf 1933 convention referring to the elimination of announcements for electrical
tion of the Miami Valley. Its ten years
transcriptions produced especially for
on-the-air have created a faithful followbroadcasting,
and committee
directs the toconvening that responds to the stimulation of
tion resolutions
draft
choice C.B.S. and local programs. Its
an appropriate
resolution
for
this
purpose to be transmitted
to the Federal
I8V4 hours on the air each day are
( 'ommunications
Commission.
crowded with production opportunities
The : 1933 resolution reads as
follows
for advertisers who
Whereas, the use of the electrical
want to sway the bulk
transcription method of broadcasting
of this rich market
programs is generally accepted by|
both stations and by listeners, and
has become an important economic
quickly
ate cost. and at moderfactor in the operation of broadcasting stations, and
there is definite evidence
Population Characteristics and Case of Whereas,
serious
loss in income to stationst
Histories of Successful Sales Cambecause of existing requirements that]
paigns Available on Request.
electrical transcription programs must]
be so announced, and
Whereas, there has been sufficient
AFFILIATED STATION
progress
the manufacture
of electricalintranscription
programs that
thej
reproduction of the majority of such]
(Continued on page 89)
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In the greatest mass radio survey ever conducted in Los Angeles,
KHJ,

the Don Lee-Columbia station had the

largest number of listeners in the Los Angeles
Metropolitan District. It
showed that an average
of nearly one-third of
the 639,895 radio families in this rich area are
habitually tuned to KHJ.

LOS ANGELES
METROPOLITAN
DISTRICT
station 23%; 3rd station 12%; 4th station

Los Angeles Metropolitan District has
| of the population and 78% of the
il sales of the entire 11 Southern Cali1 counties. KHJ
e;ia
s this market.

11%; 11 other stations and "stations not
known" accounted for 24%.

completely domi-

Who

Made

The
DON

This Radio
Chain

Survey . . . and How?
Here are the Vital Statistics
to Prove That Claim

Radio Surveys, Inc., an independent research organization tested every night for
seven weeks, from 6 to 9:30 p. m. — 3^/2
hours a night until over 64,000 calls were
made.

380 radio listeners answered the quesWhat radio station are you listening
|ow?" KHJ was tuned in on over 30%
:he radio sets during this test period.

Copy of this survey will be
mailed on request

jo more audience than the next leading
ion.

Bert A. Phillips, Sales Manager of KHJ

Here's the score: KHJ 30%, ; 2nd

ON

BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
Affiliated with
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
C. Ellsworth Wylie, General Sales Mgr., Los Angeles
San Francisco Office, 1000 Van Ness Avenue

LEE

os Angeles Office, 7th and Bixel Streets
KFRC, San Francisco
KFBK, Sacramento
COLUMBIA NORTHWEST UNIT)
iwy 1, 1935

KGB, San Diego
KMJ, Fresno

KHJ, Los Angeles
KWG, Stockton
KOL. Seorrle

KOIN, Portland

LEE

KVi, Tacoma

KDB, Santa Barbara
KERN, Bakersfield
KFPY, Spokane

In addition to local spot broadcasting, the Don Lee Broadcasting System gives you the utmost in flexibility
to match your selling problems.
You can buy a Northern California
network: San Francisco, Sacramento,
Stockton, Fresno, Bakersfield.
You can buy a Southern California
network: Los Angeles, San Diego,
Santa Barbara.
•
You can buy a California network
by combining these two and get your
message over eight stations in the
eight major distributing areas of
California.
•
Another click of the switch and
you get a Pacific Coast network, by
adding Portland, Seattle, Tacoma,
Spokane.

• BROADCASTING
Page 15
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TEXACO
Success

in Introducing

To

YEAS
BOOK

^ "I think it is a most complete
compendium of information, and
I don't see how anyone interested in radio broadcasting can
get along without it."
L. C. Probert,
Vice President- Advertising
Manager,
Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad.

Th
1935 Year Book
(240 pages of directory data)
AVAILABLE
ALL

Campaign Using
By Ralph Lockwood
Vice President
Lockwood-Shackelford Co.. Los Angeles
FORTY TONS of Congoin (health
beverage) a month is a lot of merchandise to move, but radio is doing it. As a matter of fact, radio
launched the idea about 12 months
ago and has carried the entire
burden. The only additional advertising other than radio has been
a minor use of trade publications
and, of course, dealer displays and
the other necessary literature for
point of sale effort.
Outstanding in the campaign of
the Congoin Co., Los Angeles, is
the fact that it is doubtful if this
product could ever have been introduced to the people of this country without radio when you realize
that Congoin is an entirely new
product to this continent. It necessarily carries a long story, longer
than the public will read but with
sufficient interest that they will
listen to it. Some 140 stations
carry the programs.
Wide Distribution THE UNUSUAL feature of the
campaign was a series of programs
over KNX, Hollywood. This campaign was run for a period of five
weeks. Congoin sponsors the
In-Laws, five nights a week, over
this station and has for many
months. An offer was made — a
picture of the In-Law cast in return for an evidence of purchase,
consisting of a box top. The listeners were instructed if their
dealers did not carry Congoin they

Traced

140 Radio Stations
could send their dollar direct to
the station and receive a package
of Congoin along with the picture.
In five weeks, from all of the 11
western states, Alaska and in many
states east of the Rockies, 16,542
In-Law fans responded.
To get some idea of the power
of radio, the present distribution
of Congoin in the 11 western
states tells the story, said to be
virtually unparalleled in the history of trade. The first distribution of this beverage was made
last August. Today it is distributed through over 20,000 drug and
grocery stores in the 11 western
states. The restaurant business,
served by individual tea bags, is
growing with unusual rapidity.
Congoin is supported by nearly
every wholesale druggist and grocer in the West.
The present radio schedule of
Congoin gives complete coverage
in the West. KNX In-Law programs are supported by three time
signalsciscoaareanight.
In the San
FranJohn Nesbitt,
narrator,
in his famous Headlines of the
Past has taken the history of Congoin into hundreds of thousands
of homes v!a KFRC. Spot transcription broadcasts have been carried on in all of the population
centers of the West. The people
living in and around Chicago are
being sold Conaroin direct over two
stations — s;x days a week over
WLS, sponsoring the Ma and Pa
skit, and six nights a week over
WJJD, using Transradio News.
Following the policy of Congoin

TO

SUBSCRIBERS
Business is better in
Washington State.

[Without Extra Cost]

BROADCASTING
broadcast
Advertising'
National Press Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.
Please enter my subscription to
BROADCASTING. Begin with
1935 YEARBOOK Edition. Check
is enclosed.
□ $3.00 for ONE YEARYEARBOOK INCLUDED.
□ $5.00 for TWO YEARS or
for TWO ONE-YEAR subscriptions, YEARBOOK INCLUDED.
Canadian and Foreign Subscriptions $4.00 per year.

K
5000 WATTS

CLEAR

CHANNEL

Name

City
State
:
Firm
Name
Your
Position

And business is much
better for those firms
who use KJR.
Sales managers will
do well to advertise
in this favored territory over this favorite
station.
The Grand Coulee
Dam and Bonneville
Dam projects are
speeding up business
here.
You will get your
share if you use KJR.
Fisher's Blend Stations, Inc., operating
KOMO-KJR, Seattle,
Washington.

Address

N. B. C.
NETWORK
SEATTLE
WASHINGTON

Page 18

Congoin

For information consult
Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
New York Chicago
Detroit
San Francisco

On the A
Signs Baseball S
ESTABLISHING what is believed
to be a record for speed, the Texas
Co. (Fire Chief gasoline and Texaco
Petroleum products) became the
sponsor of all home games of the
two Chicago major league baseball
clubs over WCFL on April 16. According to S. J. Andrews, vice
president of Hanff - Metzger, Chicago,
which was
placed
the account, theagency
program
okehed
by
the Texas Co. at noon April 15
and it went on the air the following afternoon.
The oil company is sponsoring
the play-by-play broadcasts of all
of the home games of the White
Sox and Cubs, under the contract.
Hal Totten, dean of Middle West
sports announcers, and a pioneer
of broadcasting from the playing
field, is handling the broadcasts.

these new markets are opened
through direct sale to the consuming public. Some 140 stations on
the schedule have taken the story
of Congoin throughout the length
and breadth of the United States. ||
The progress
of one
Congoin's
activity
has been
of the radio
most
interesting success stories to come
from radio on the Coast.
Merchandising Tieups
CONGOIN has never given away
free samples. It has, however, a
display carton carried at the cash
registers of the drug and grocery
stores. This displays 24 ten-cent
trial packages. They are never
mentioned over the air, but in the
last six months over 800,000 have
been sold. Besides the trial package Congoin is packed in 100, 200
and 400vidual cup
sizes, ofand
indibag cartons
100 the
Congoin
bags for individual service. This
latter is for cafe, restaurant and
soda fountain distribution. Supplementing thisbyradio
effort, strips,
it has
been backed
window
window displays and 50,000 sevencolor lithograph color cards.
The Congoin success proves beyond all question the tremendous
power of radio advertising. It
proves that when you have an interesting story, presented in an interesting way, the public will reand their
reflect inspond,
sales.
The response
present will
activity
west of the Rockies is now developing the Congoin business in a
dozen or more trade centers, and
by maintaining the present schedule national distribution will be secured within the next few months.
New Representative
GEORGE ROESLER has opened
offices as a station representative
at 43 East Ohio St., Chicago, representing KARK, Little Rock, Ark.j
and the Wisconsin League of Radid
Stations, comprised of WKBH, La-!
Crosse, WTAQ, Eau Claire, WHBL;
Sheboygan, WHBY, Gree Bay;
WCLO, Janesville, WRJN, Racine,,
and WIBU, Poynette. For several
years commercial manager o f
KOIL, Omaha, Mr. Roesler was
later eastern sales representative
for Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc.
(Tarzan transcriptions), and was
recently
the Ber1
Horswell associated
Co. Mr. with
Horswell
haf.
closed his Chicago office and is now
in La Crosse, Wis., as assistant tc
Joseph Callaway, head of WKBH
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COMMERCIALLY-TESTED

ELECTRICAL

TRANSCRIPTIONS

OYe've

bUnded

LAUGHTER

THRILLS

MUSIC

HOME

and

INTEREST

every

other
use

Radio's

Most

Diversified

element,
LYL...

Service

ur Sollie Program
# Securing MacGregor yo
and
Cjreat shows with famous artists . . .
This is "big time" stuff, every minute of it! It's
the stuff of which great network features are
made! Every artist is a "name" artist, with all
the ability that made him famous! Every show
is created by producers who have made their

is like becoming

stations use it to keep
r the quality of their
fo
programs at the top! Here is perfect balance, with
every conceivable

type of listener -interest cared

is the greatest diversified group of pro-

grams offered anywhere
Commercial

value

come

proved on every proaram . . .
Every feature in the MacGregor

and Sollie

not only are they audience builders; they're
business builders! After all, you're in business to make money . . . and these programs
are designed to keep you in business!

Electrical

$May

1, 1935

& COMPANY

Here, ready to

to you weekly, are 24 units of such amazing

once! Thrilling dramas, gay dance

music, child ap-

peal, domestic science, gossip, philosophy,
entertainment,

comedy,

at

variety

team shows . . . and a whole

lot more. This is no mere "phonograph record" service! But the cost is amazingly low. Write for details!

Transcri

pi ions
865 MISSION STREET
SAN
FRANCISCO

% Western Representatives of
PETRY

by anyone!

variety that any station begins to build audience

Program Service has been successfully sponsored and every feature is easy to sell! For

| EDWARD

station overnight. Many

network

for. Here

mark! What's more, these programs sell!

a network

Service

• INC.
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A

PIONEER

KSD

was

in developing

IN

RADIO

prominent
practices that

today are commonplaces of broadcasting. For example, the first chain
service in America followed successful
experiments

made

by KSD

when

stage

performances at theaters in St. Louis
were broadcast from this station.
Red Network Outlet for
National Broadcasting Co

Station KSD — The St. Louis Post-Dispatch
POST-DISPATCH BUILDING, ST. LOUIS. MO.
Edward Petry 8C Co., National Advertising Representatives
New York Chicago Detroit San Francisco

Sponsors

Revising

Drug
Continuities
Cooperate With FCC to Avoid
Trouble Over Programs
COOPERATIVE steps to eliminate
objectionable continuities are being taken by several of the medical service and medical products
accounts cited by the FCC as being
under investigation, it was learned
in official quarters April 26. Following disclosures in the April 1
issue of Broadcasting of more
than a score of accounts against
which complaints had been made,
a number of the manufacturers or
distributors of the products contacted the FCC and the Federal
Trade Commission to ascertain
how they could modify their commercial credits to avoid any possibletions
punitive
actionbeen
against
which had
cited. the staContinuities Revised
MEANWHILE, a general toning
down of such advertising was apparent, with many stations moving far more cautiously than in the
past. The FCC maintained its silence with respect to new complaints on the ground that such
matters must be held strictly confidential until full investigations
are made. It is understood that
there are now pending before the
FCC about three-score complaints
having to do with station programs
and other operations construed as
in possible violation of regulations.
In all of its dealings regarding
programs,
now emphasizing thatthe
it isFCC
doingis nothing,
and

WOR Rate Increase
AN INCREASE in evening rates
and introduction of a more liberal
discount plan, promoted by the increase in power from 5,000 to
50,000 watts,
stantial gain together
in radio with
sets, "a
andsuban
estimated increase of 50% in listeners" was announced April 20 by
WOR, Newark, to become effective
one month later. As against the
former night rate of $750 per hour,
$450 per half hour and $300 per
quarter hour, the new rates are
$925, $555 and $370, respectively,
with day rates remaining the same.
Prior to May 20, WOR will accept
contracts at the old rates for the
first 13 weeks, providing the broadcasts begin by June 20. As in the
case of the readjusted network
schedules, the buyer of time will
benefit according to the quantity
of time purchased per week, and
in addition the advertiser will receive a 10% rebate at the end of
casting.
52 weeks of consecutive broadintends to do nothing, that will
violate the provisions of the law
prohibiting any exercise of programtheless,
censorship
on Anning
its part. S.NeverChairman
Prall
reiterated that there was no intention whatever
"lettingis down",
and that
the FCCof already
seeing
the fruits of its efforts in the elimination of improper or border-line
programs.
GEORGE B. STORER, Detroit
broadcaster and operator of CKLW,
Windsor, Ont., has filed an application with the FCC for a new daytime station on 680 kc. with 1 kw.

Fulfills the insistent demand
by Broadcasting Stations and Electrical Transcription
Studios for highest quality,
PRESTO
"INSTANT"
RECORDER
highest fidelity recording apparatus. The list of stations now using Presto Equipment reads like the "Blue
Bock" of Broadcasting. And, all the better recording studios are Presto equipped.
Write for
complete
descriptive
circular
and prices.
Ask about
theHigh
new
Fidelity
AC -DC
Portable
Disc
Reproducer

FEATURES

Turntable — 2 speeds — 78 and 33% R.P.M. Recoris on either aluminum or acetate. Interchangeable
feed screw for either inside out or outside in, at any number of lines per inch. Accurately turned cast
aluminum table with extra heavy rim for maximum filtering. Amplifier has 92 Db gain — 10 watt output.
Flat within 1.5 Db from 30-15,000 cycles. Copper oxide Weston volume indicator. Power supply for
preamplifier and radio tuner. Equipped to handle 2 turntables for continuous recording. Has 2 controls.
Gain and selector switch (radio — radio receiving, play back, microphone receiving, microphone P.A.).
Everything for recording, from a needle to a, complete studio installation.

PRESTO

Page 20

RECORDING

CORPORATION,

139

West

19th Street, New

York, N. y.
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43

LEADING

STATIONS

A|NEW

ROAD

THROUGH

Standard

HAVE

PROFITS

TO

THE

FOUND

USE

Program

OF

Library

# Here's a new profit opportunity for broadcast operators and advertisers ... a complete program library
utilizing Hollywood's finest recording orchestras, vocal
soloists and singing ensembles in flexible form at low
cost rates. Already 43 leading stations are enthusiastic
subscribers.
The Standard Program Library service brings you the
finest talent in America flexibly arranged permitting
you to build programs for every possible sponsor at the
lowest possible cost.

The following leading American broadcasters are now using Standard
Program Library Service:
WTMJ Milwaukee
WFDF Flint
WOW Omaha
WTCN Minneapolis
WXYZ Detroit
KGHL Billings
KGHI Little Rock
WNAC-WAAB Boston
WIBM Jackson
WFAA Dallas
KMBC-W9XBY Kansas City
WEAN Providence
WFBM Indianapolis
WAIM Anderson
WHEC Rochester
WICC Bridgeport
WMBD Peoria
WIBW Topeka
WEBR Buffalo
WPAY
Portsmouth
KM OX St. Louis
WIOD
Miami
WKRC Cincinnati
KGW-KEX Portland
WCOL-WBNS Columbus
WCAE Pittsburgh
KSL Salt Lake City
WOC Davenport
WBBM Chicago
WJTL Atlanta
WINS New York
KOMO-KJR Seattle
KFWB Los Angeles
KLZ
Denver
WPTF Raleigh
XEBC Agua Caliente
KHQ-KGA Spokane
KTAB San Francisco
KTAR Phoenix
WOOD-WASH Grand Rapids
KSO-KRNT Des Moines
*AII in the brief period since March 1st — and the list is growing daily.

If you want exclusive use of this outstanding service in
your territory at the present prevailing low rates communicate immediately with us.

STANDARD
RADIO
6404 HOLLYWOOD BLVD., HOLLYWOOD,
KASPER-GORDON
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ADVERTISING
CALIF.
•
180 NORTH

— Representatives —
140 North Boylston Ave., Boston, Mass. • CONQUEST

• BROADCASTING

COMPANY,
MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO.

INC.
ILLINOIS

ALLIANCE 5I5 Madison Ave., New York City, N. Y.

Disc
"PFUI

!**
Days
Dog
onSomehow,
somewhere, the idea has got around

that people don't listen to their radios in the
summer. That loud noise you hear is us
laughing.
Out here in the Buffalo Area, radios are just
as popular in the dog days as they are in the
winter time — and there's an even larger listening audience.
That's no exaggeration at all. The Buffalo
Area is pretty much of a vacation territory,
you know. There's Niagara Falls drawing
thousands of tourists every week. There's
Lake Erie literally lined with cottages on
both the American and Canadian Shores.
There's Lake Ontario with almost as many
summer homes. And there's also the automobile radio which dealers tell us is selling like
hotcakes hereabouts.
Those are the reasons why we say "Pfui on
dog days". We know from past experience
that radio advertising is highly effective
throughout the summer months in the Buffalo
Area. Advertisers who tried it just to keep
us from pestering them any more got results
that surprised everybody but the Buffalo
Broadcasting Corporation.
The time is ripe right now to lay your plans
for a summer radio campaign in the Buffalo
Area. When you put one on over Buffalo
Broadcasting Stations WGR-WKBW you command the largest regular listening audience
on the Niagara Frontier. You reach the
spending public — and you can pick the most
advantageous periods to put your message
across.* Think it over.

OPERATED
BY THE BUFFALO BROADCASTING
CORPORATION, RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO, N. y.
MEMBER
Transradio Press Service
Columbia Broadcasting System
National Association of Broadcasters
World Broadcasting System Program Service
REPRESENTED BY
FREE & SLEININGER, Inc.
New York, Detroit, Chicago
Denver, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seatde
* Buffalo Broadcasting Corporation Stations WGRWKBW divide Columbia Broadcasting and Buffalo Broadcasting productions between them, enabling you to pick
and
choose your
a way that's impossible when
one station
carriestime
chainin programs.
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Baseball Stars Signed
SPONSORED by General Mills
Inc., two
stars
will ofbe baseball's
featured inoutstanding
a nightly
baseball review over WCAU, Philadelphia, in which they will tell
the "inside story" of the day's
baseball game. Left to right, in
the above photograph, are Jimmy
Wilson, manager of the Philadelphia Nationals, Dr. Leon Levy,
president of WCAU, and Jimmy
Fox, captain of the Philadelphia
Americans. Nightly ten minute
talks will be given at 6.45 p. m.
from the dressing rooms of one or
the other of the clubs, depending
upon which team is playing on
home grounds. The account was
placed
Blackett - SampleHumniertthrough
Inc., Chicago.
Waytrol Series
NUTRITIONAL RESEARCH Inc.,
Los Angeles, on April 17 started
a 30-day test program on KECA,
Los Angeles, thrice weekly. Advertising Arts Agency, Los Angeles, handles the account and the
program is captioned Health News
Reporter.
The the
sponsoring
recently entered
national firm
market
and
produces
"Waytrol",
a weight
control
nutritive
in powder
form.
Other stations in the 11 western
states will be used later if the
opening campaign is successful.

Firm

Control

Is Taken
to Court
COURT action in Los Angeles in
April indicated a three-cornered
legal battle for the control of the
Radio Transcription Co. of America, which maintains studios in
Hollywood
and Chicago.and offices in New York
Action was brought in superior
court by G. Y. Clement, a stockholder, who asked for the removal
of Freeman Lang and Everett K.
Barnes as directors. He asked for
an accounting of funds of the corTwo cross complaints were on
poration.
file April 19. One was placed by
Messrs. Lang and Barnes and
Gertrude De Blin, also a director.
They asked for removal from the
directing board of C. C. (Cash and
Carry) Pyle, sales manager, and
John J. Wilson, secretary-treasurer, on the
that They
they also
exceeded theirgrounds
authority.
asked for an accounting of expense
funds used by Mr. Pyle.
The second cross-complaint was
filed by Mr. Pyle and called upon
the court for a declaration of the
respective rights of both Mr. Lang
and Mr. Pyle under an alleged voting agreement. His contention, as
stated in the document, was that
under the specified agreement Mr.
Lang lacked a right to vote any of
the stock of the corporation without his (Pyle's) concurrence.
FORD dealers are sponsoring Mr.
Gallagher and Mr. Shean, Juniors,
sons of the famous old song team,
weekly.
on WEAF, New York, six evenings

on

Because Mature planted her iron
mines in our front yard, many
transmitters — even of high power — cannot reach the ears of
iisteners here. The Head of the Lakes section must depend
upon WEBC; and WEBC realizing this unique responsibility,
goes the limit to please and hold its audience. You need
WEBC to reach this rich territory — we Ve got an IRON
GRIP on listener interest.
Head of the Lake* Broadcasting
Co.
SUPERIOR
DULWTM
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Sales of Summer

Time

On Networks Increasing
SUMMER schedules of networks
will overcome much of the usual
warm weather letdown, according
to present indications, with NBC
announcing- that bookings already
are 25% over 1934. Sixty NBC
clients, as of April 19, had signed
to continue during the summer,
37 of them having been users of
the network for more than a year.
In all, 74 sponsored programs are
booked.
Expenditures on NBC for the
four summer months since the network started have been: 1927,
$923,720; 1928, $2,482,128; 1929,
$4,251,278; 1930, $6,545,597; 1931,
$7,953,082; 1932, $7,957,685; 1933,
$5,953,862; 1934, $8,253,005.

WWNC
Operated By The
Citizen Broadcasting Company, Inc.
ASHEVILLE,

N. C.

Biggest Business
in Years!
—Asheville
is the and
honest
resortprediction
Carolina for
for
the next few months. Vanguard
of tourist army already arriving
. . . retail sales already mounting.
Get on the air NOW . . . over
WWNC . . . sole blanket radio
coverage!
Full Time NBC Affiliate
1,000 Watts
570 Kilocycles

(9J~
P

TIEUP WITH CIRCUS
Ovaltine Program Offers Cheap
Tickets to Big Tent
TO HELP children who listen to
the broadcast adventures of Orphan Annie see her in a circus, to
help the circus sell more seats in
the afternoon, and to increase the
sale of its Ovaltine are the three
purposes of a tie-up recently effected between the Wander Co.,
Chicago, and the Cole BrothersClyde Beatty Circus.
In the serial program, broadcast
each weekday afternoon over an
NBC-WJZ network, Annie is begin ing a new series of adventures
with a mythical circus. In reality,
there is an Orphan Annie in the
Cole Brothers-Clyde Beatty Circus
which opened in Chicago on April
20, who may be seen with her dog
Sandytire season.
throughout the show's enBy an exclusive arrangement between sponsor and circus management, any child presenting an
Ovaltine carton-top at the ticket
office will be admitted at a reduced
rate (a 40-cent seat for the carton-top and 25 cents) at any matinee performance except Saturday
or Sunday. This arrangement, announced on each broadcast, will be
continued during the road tour of
the circus, which will include approximately 150 towns. The plan
was conceived and carried out by
the Chicago office of Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., in charge of the
Ovaltine advertising.
AN AMATEUR program especially for child talent has been started
by WFBL, Syracuse.

ecru/u^e 7
YOU

WAN

DETROIT

MARKET
. . . And CKLW alone
is the only Radio Station you need to cover
the entire Detroit area.

WLW Directional Signal
On 500 kw. Is Analyzed
THE FCC is holding in abeyance
consideration of the protest of
WOR
againstwith
WLW's
of operation
500,000resumption
watts at
night until it can review the technical analysis of the super-power
operation with the new WLW directional or "suppressor" antenna,
it was learned April 25. Action is
unlikely until the regular FCC
meeting May 7. WLW resumed its
500,000-watt night operation experimentally with the new antenna on April 24 and observations
are being made by the FCC, Canadian Radio Commission, WLW
and WOR, to ascertain the signal
pattern fand
erence, if any.the degree of interWOR contends that WLW's use
of a directional designed to curtail
interference toward Toronto,
where CFRB complained of blanketing, would result in intensifying
interference with it, since the
Newark station operates on the adjacent channel of 710 kc. After
analyzing the results, the FCC
then will consider the WOR protest. Both stations are outlets of
the Mutual Broadcasting System,
and, it is openly indicated, some
resentment has arisen from the
protest.
Client's Audition Room
Placed in New Offices
By Free
& Sleininger
AN AUDITION room for clients,
modern in style and equipped with
wide-range Western Electric reproducing equipment, has been included in the newly-enlarged Chicago quarters of Free & Sleininger
Inc., at 180 N. Michigan Ave.
In addition to the audition and
control rooms the added space includes anumber of private offices
which will be occupied after May 1
by the Chicago staff of Free, Johns
& Field Inc., affiliated firm of station representatives.
On May 1 the New York office
of Free & Sleininger Inc., will
move into larger quarters at 110
E. 42nd St. These will contain
audition and control rooms similar
to those in the Chicago offices and
will house the New York staff of
Free, Johns & Field Inc. The enlarged quarters in both cities are
in line with increased activities in
the sale of transcribed radio programs, it was stated by James L.
Free, president of both organizations.

WBNX

CKLW
YOU
Member COLUMBIA Basic
Network— 5,000 Watts (1030
kc.) In the center of the dial.
Windsor Offices:
GUARANTY TRUST BLDG.
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WANT
Follow the example of DETROIT merchants. CKLW
carries more local advertising than any other network
stationtroitcovering
the Offices:
vast Dearea. Detroit
UNION GUARDIAN BLDG.
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Because WBNX broadcasts in 10
other languages besides English,
it truly speaks the language of
every resident of this rich metropolitan market.
WRITE FOR
CONCENTRATED MARKET
COVERAGE BULLETIN
WBNX • New York

Recording
Refuses
to
Names

Artists
Supply

of Licensees

Proceeding With Plan to Exact
Fees for Record Broadcasts
DESPITE inquiries from stations
and from the NAB respecting its
membership and its right to assess
royalties on the performance of
phonograph records, the American
Society of Recording Artists Inc.,
Hollywood, has thus far failed to
supply this information, but informed Broadcasting's
ent in Hollywood
April correspond22 that it
intends to "proceed" with its original plans, as of May 1. So far as
known, no stations have signed the
licenses proposed, which are regarded as "extortionate" in the extreme, plus the fact that the organization has not proved its right,
legally or otherwise, to collect the
royalties.
Strangely enough, George H.
Hall, thurmanaging
director secretary,
and ArW. Levy, executive
told Broadcasting's correspondent
that they had received "many
communications from broadcasters"
and that "in the main their reactions have been favorable." Thev
added: "While we will not, at this
time, bersrelease
the namesthat
or numof the stations
have
signed with us, we can say that
the response has been favorable
to the extent that we shall go
ahead with the original plans.
These call for a service fee of $5
a month to stations to pay for log
sheets, clerical expense, postage
and so forth. In addition, stations
will pay from 5 to 15 cents per
performance for each phonograph
record that uses talent belonging
List Not Furnished
to our group."
THE ORGANIZATION a few
weeks ago circularized .all stations
with license blanks and a covering
letter informing them that the new
system
of royalty
would
become
effective assessments
May 1. It
is understood that the "Society"
seeks to collect in the neighborhood of $5,000,000 from radio, as
against about $2,000,000 collected
by ASCAP. The bulk of this, of
course,
would which
come from
er stations
use the
far smallmore
phonograph
records than the larger ones.
To bers
theand inquiry
regarding memtheir compositions,
Mr.
Hall said:
"I have not felt it at all necessary to furnish a list of our present-day members' names or their
number. After all, it is a list that
is being revised almost daily with
additions and changes. However,
I do not mind saying that the list
is available to bona fide station I
inquiries from broadcasters who I
have signed up with us. Member I
stations, naturally, are entitled to 1
this and all other facilities of the!
Society's clerical force."
Another Fireside Chat
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT spoke
over the nation-wide networks of
both NBC and CBS networks Sunp. m. (EST),!
day, April 28,
in another
of at
his 10Fireside
Chats, i
this time on the $4,800,000,000 reIt was his first;
intimate talkemployment
thisfund. year.
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Reverses

Copyright Action
Rescinds Treaty Ratification
(Pending Plan to Revise Law
THE UNUSUAL procedure of
rescinding its ratification of a
treaty was taken by the Senate
April 22 in the case of the Rome
Copyright Convention, after its
membership had been informed
that there had been a legislative
understanding- that the document
would not be accorded action until
jthe Senate could consider an accompanying bill revising the copyright laws to afford greater protection to users.
The treaty was ratified April 19
while Senator Duffy (D) of Wisconsin, was absent from the chamIber. On April 22 he asked unanimous consent that the measure be
returned to the executive calendar,
a motion concurred in by Senator
Pittman (D) Nevada, chairman of
the Foreign Relations Committee,
which originally had reported favorably on the treaty.
Amendments Needed
SENATOR DUFFY is author of
the bill (S.2465) which would
i drastically amend the existing
copyright law by eliminating the
statutory minimum infringement
]\fee of $250 per infringement and
otherwise tone down its provisions,
particularly insofar as the arbitrary powers of ASCAP are concerned. It has been pointed out
that amendments to this law are
essential before the United States

Senator's Ambition
A LIFELONG ambition was
realized recently by 30-yearold Rush D. Holt, U. S. Senator-elect from West Virginia, when he pinch hit for
the Solemn Ole Judge in announcing the Grand Ole
Opry of WSM, Nashville.
The Senator-elect said he
had 24 invitations to speak
on Jefferson's
chose
Nashvillebirthrday
because but
he
knew the Opry would be in
full sway.
can join the International Copyright Union.
Senator Duffy declared April 24
that the procedure now is for the
Senate Patents Committee to consider his measure, and perhaps
hold brief hearings, particularly
to hear whatever protests ASCAP
may wish to make. Senator McAdoo (D.) of California, chairman
of this committee, has been ill and
this has delayed committee action.
More than likely, it was indicated
at his office, hearings will be called
within 10 days or action will be
taken without a hearing.
The plan then is to have the
Senate consider the Duffy bill preparatory to ratification of the
treaty, since this country will not
be in position to adhere to the international treaty unless the law
is revised. Provisions of the existing law, under the Duffy bill,
would be altered to lessen materially the hardships of copyright
users, notably broadcasters. (For
details
and
15.) see Broadcasting April 1
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world beyond, send your
Postal Telegraph.

WHAS has the distinct advantage of being
able to deliver both northern and southern
markets ... It is the farthest south of all
Columbia Broadcasting Basic Outlets, yet it is
strategically located in the very heart of the
rich Ohio Valley, near the center of population, where its 50,000 watt signal spreads
into profitable territories on every side.

message

via

For Postal Telegraph is the only American
telegraph company that offers a worldwide service of co-ordinated telegraph,
cable and radio communications under a
single management.
Postal Telegraph will speed your message to the other end of the town or the
other end of the world... with accuracy...

. . . And it is because WHAS has proved its
ability to reach and sell a large, cosmopolitan
audience that its schedule is well filled, winter and summer, with the cream of radio programs.

with dependability. And when you send a
message via Postal Telegraph by telephone,
charges will appear on your telephone bill.
THE
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REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY 8C CO.
NEW YORK
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Radio's Audit Bureau
GOOD progress is being made toward the
formation of an ABC for broadcasting station coverage. If diligent effort means anything, such a bureau should be a going concern
before the year is out due to the combined
efforts of the trade associations representing
advertisers, agencies and stations. Properly
the broadcasters, through the NAB, are taking the lead.
Guess-work should be taken out of i~adio.
From the standpoint of results, there are case
histories of advertisers aplenty which show
that radio, dollar for dollar, so outsells every
other medium that there really isn't any basis
for comparison. But the agencies and the advertisers, indeed the stations themselves, ideally don't know how they accomplish it from the
standpoint of analytical coverage. The proposed cooperative bureau will be designed to
supply the figures and related data. It is a
logical development, because competitive media
have it, despite the fact that their "circulation" problems are not analagous. Pioneering
technical survey work undertaken
in lean times
by such organizations as Jansky & Bailey
should not be lost sight of in the creation of
the new bureau.

The

Program

Solution

A TEMPEST unequalled in the history of
commercial radio has been stirred up by the
Prall-inspired campaign of the FCC to eliminate questionable commercials, particularly
those having to do with medical accounts.
Many stations are leaning over backward to
avoid trouble as a consequence of the FCC
edict, and are turning down good business
along with the bad or near-bad.
The FCC must move cautiously, lest it run
counter to the anti-censorship provision of the
law. With conviction and zeal that can hardly
be questioned it has sounded the warning,
threatening stations with possible extinction.
But it hasn't provided a formula which stations or their advertisers can pursue in deciding whether a program meets the standards
of good taste. This does not seem to be entirely just, yet the FCC contends that it is as
far as it can go.
Everyone agrees there is a certain amount
of ill-advised material on the air — a fractional
fringe that has tended to cause the whole industry to be misjudged. The united effort is
to clear the air of it. The fear is that the
Page 28

FCC may exceed the bounds of sound judgment.
Perhaps a solution would be to set up within the industry (the NAB would be the logical
agency) an individual whose task it would be
to advise stations and advertisers and their
agencies whether particular accounts are construed to be ethically, esthetically and otherwise acceptable. It would be a matter of "editorial selection", so to speak, for the industry.
The man would have to be forceful, and one
with the courage to say "no". In our opinion a man like James W. Baldwin, executive
officer of the Code Authority, might well fit
in that niche.
Thus, when a new account is offered, the
NAB could review it, and if necessary, check
with Federal authorities to ascertain whether
the claims are reasonable. Like the procedure
so successfully adopted by Good-Housekeeping
in the home commodity field, the NAB could
place its stamp of approval on products or
services, and deny it to those which fail to
meet predetermined specifications.
We simply toss this idea into the ring.
Common

Sense

THE CLOSEST approach yet taken to a common sense attitude on radio-press competition
in news was the action at the convention of
the American Newspaper Publishers Association in New York, upon recommendation of its
radio committee. In the committee's conclusions individual broadcasters and radio advertisers who sponsor news will find plenty with
which to quarrel. But the real victory is found
in the recognition of radio as a news disseminating medium — something the publishers
were unwilling to concede at their convention
a year ago.
The way is now opened for the United Press
and the International News Service to sell
news to stations, if they choose. The chances
are that they will, and promptly at that. And,
as the action of the ANPA clearly sets forth,
they can, if they wish, sell their news for
sponsorship competitively.
All things considered, it seems that the
worst is over in the conflict between radio and
the press. It was only necessary for the publishers to realize that radio, as an ultra modern means to disseminate information, could
not be ignored. The recognition came in the
ANPA action, and while there will be plenty
of controversies to smooth over, the problem
at least is reduced to a tenable and consistent
; :g:

SHELF

IN THE INTEREST of effective radio selling,
NBC has just published Broadcast Merchandising— A Review covering the period from
August, 1933 to January, 1935. Among contributors to the regular Broadcast Merchandising, of which the new publication is a summary, were Lee H. Bristol, vice-president,
Bristol-Myers Inc.; Ralph Starr Butler, vicepresident, General Foods Corp.; George W.
Vos, advertising division, Texas Co.; Douglas
F. Storer, formerly radio director of the
Blackman Co.; W. C. McGreevy, manager,
Clark-McGreevy Drug Co.; W. G. Hildebrant,
president, Gotham Adv. Cp. ; Arthur Sinsheimer, radio director, Peck Adv. Agency.
"MORE Power to You\" titles a handsome
brochure published by WOR to publicize
among advertisers and agencies its recent increase in power from 5,000 to 50,000 watts.
Illustrated with remarkable "shots" of the
new high -power plant by the famous woman
photographer, Margaret Bourke- White, the
spiral-bound volume tells a graphic story of
the increased service and coverage afforded by
the 10-fold power increase. Particular emphasis is laid on the fact that WOR has "directed
power", attained through use of a directional
antenna designed to give its maximum coverage in the populous areas.
A POCKET edition of Gilbert & Sullivan
operas to serve as a guide to radio listeners
has been published by Bass Publishers, 509
Fifth Ave., New York, (35c) under the title
The Radio Synopsis of the Gilbert & Sullivan
Operas.
The

Action

basis.

RADIO

Status

of

the

Local

A SERIOUS effort seems to be under way to
organize local independent stations into a cooperative group for procurement of national
business — business which for the most part
now is denied them. In the past such plans
have come and gone without making so much
as a dent in the tough hides of national advertisers and their agencies.
It is fool-hardy to think that all of the some
250 locals, or even half of them, can band together and establish a common sales organization able to crash the national field. Time isn't
bought that way. Moreover there are too many
hay-v/ires who operate on a catch-as-catch-can
basis in the local field, who couldn't give away
their time (though many of them do!).
But there is no real reason why a moderately-sized group of stations in reasonably
good markets could not set-up a cooperative
organization with that aim in view. They must
be technically acceptable, and operated on high
business and ethical standards if they wish to
achieve their goal. After all, an advertiser
does not inquire as to the number of presses a
newspaper has before signing an account; he
pretty well knows the public acceptance of the
publication as reflected in its circulation. The
same applies to radio. The question is not how
much power, but whether the station covers
the market and has the audience appeal or
circulation.
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GEORGE

To

FRANCIS ISAAC
THE TYPICAL success story of bosses seemed inclined to let George
radio, familiar to readers of this do it, he said OK and started out.
His six years at WGN gave
rolumn, is the tale of the pioneer
vho left the plainly marked high- George an exceptional opportunity
ways of established business to to view radio from several angles.
Dlunge into the uncharted regions During that time WGN was affiliated first with NBC, later with
if radio and who wrested a pioCBS, and finally, later a time
ieer's profits from exploiting the without
any network tieup, with
.irgin ether. George Francis Isaac,
subject of this sketch, is the ex- WOR, WLW and WXYZ in the coeption that proves the rule.
operatively owned Mutual Broadcasting System. The successful
The best clue to Isaac's characformation
of
MBS is largely due
er is the fact that, since he left
college to sell want ads for the to the untiring efforts of Isaac,
■hicago Tribune, he has never who found ways of smoothing out
the difficulties that so frequently
:tsked for a job. Following Emerthreatened to turn this new netson's classic address to mousetrap
work into just another of many
nakers, he has applied himself to
he job at hand and let the world good ideas that didn't pan out.
At his door can also be laid the
tome to him. The fact that at 32,
Lieorge Isaac is head of the radio credit — or blame; only history will
;taff of Lord & Thomas, is suffi- decide which it is — for the flood
cient testimony to the value of of juvenile programs that nearly
Smerson's advice and to the effec- swept the country's radios from
the living room into the nursery.
iveness of his own application.
Born Nov. 12, 1902, in the little It was he who suggested to the
own of Oak, Neb., George spent agency of the Wander Co. that
radio would be a good place for
lis boyhood in Mankato, Kan.
liter graduating from the Man- the "healthy child" appeal of their
publication advertising and that
date High School, he matriculated
Orphan Annie, comic strip heroine
it Northwestern University, where
le laid the foundation for his ad- whose chief quality is robust
health, would be just as popular
-ertising career by managing the on
the air as in the funnies and
rasiness end of the campus humorous monthly magazine and daily an excellent salesgirl for Ovaltine.
So successful was this radio
japer. He was a member of Phi
Jamma Delta and of the journalis- juvenile serial that when the craze
was at its height a manufacturer
jic fraternity, Sigma Delta Chi.
of a drain cleaner wanted WGN
In 1924 George left Northwestrn and made his sole application to prepare a juvenile program for
for employment
at the Chicago him. "Aside from the difficulty of
interesting children in something
-rribune, where he started work
n the classified advertising de- they cannot use themselves," said
mrtment. The next five years saw
George, "can
imagine the
reof anyyounormal
mother
■iim steadily progress from clas- toward action
an
advertiser
who
tried
to
ilied to merchandising, from mer; handising to local display and sell her children a product that
rom local to national display. is plainly labeled Poison?
Then in February, 1929, when he
"This is an extreme case, of
course, but there are still too many
jvas beginning to feel established
.s a successful space salesman, the programs not at all suited to the
products advertised which are on
"ribune's
station,
the air merely because some other
bund itselfradio
in need
of a new WGN,
comadvertiser has had an outstanding
; aercial manager and George was
■ success with a similar show. The
':■ kicked
for
the
job.
No one, to use a trite phrase, fact that it is so much easier to
copy a pattern than to build a
y vas more surprised than George.
program around the product to be
": le knew little about radio, was
" lot especially interested in it, and advertised makes it one of radio's
• ad certainly never considered
When dangers."
in January of this year,
eaving the newspaper where he bigerest
Lord & Thomas persuaded George
,ad made good for the unknown
ealm of radio.
But since his Isaac to put his knowledge of ra55 [lay 1, 1935
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NOTES

AMONG the radio notables attending
the spring Gridiron Club dinner of
Washington correspondents April 13
were : M. H. Aylesworth, NBC ;
George M. Burbach, KSD, St. Louis;
Louis G. Caldwell, Washington attorney Gardner
;
Cowles Jr. and John
Cowles, buneDesstations
Moines
KSO,Register
KRNT& Triand
WMT; Edwin C. Hill, CBS commentator; Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, FCC
chief engineer ; Richard C. Patterson
Jr., NBC ; Commissioner George
Henry Payne, FCC; Frank M. Russell, NBC; Quin Ryan, WGN, Chicago; David Sarnoff. RCA; T. J.
White, Hearst Radio Inc. ; Frank W.
Wozencraft, RCA; Rov A. Roberts,
Kansas City Star (WDAF) ; Frank
E. Mason, NBC.
ARTHUR W. SCHARFELD, Washington radio attorney, suffered a
broken leg April 16 when he tripped
while walking on a capital street. He
is temporarily confined to his home
with his leg in a cast.
COL. THAD H. BROWN, member
of the FCC, on the Pacific Coast in
April, was tendered a dinner in the
Palace Hotel, San Francisco, April
15 by communications firms operating
in northern California. He was in
San Francisco for an inspection of
the FCC office.
HARRY CARLSON, night manager
of WNEW,
and former
program directorNewark,
of WMCA,
New York,
has entered the insurance business.
REGINALD B. MARTIN, manager
of WKBB, Dubuque, la., for more
than a year, has resigned to become
program director of KSO. Des Moines,
and the Iowa Broadcasting System.
JAMES W. BALDWIN, executive officer of the Code Authority for the
Radio Broadcasting Industry, left
Washington
April on21 code
for aauthority
week's
stay in Chicago
business.
E. Q. WILSON, commercial manager
of KROW in San Francisco, resigned April 13 to become display
manager for the J. C. Penny Co. H.
P. Drey,vising thegeneral
manager,
superdepartment
and isHoward
Wilson continues as manager of
KROWs commercial department in
Oakland. Dan Weldon. who left
KROW about a year ago, has rejoined the staff as account executive
in San Francisco. Other new additions to the commercial department
are Frank T. Faircloth, new to radio, and Victor Narrow, formerly associated with KGGC, San Francisco.
dio and radio talent at the disposal
of their clients who are buyers of
these commodities he found little
essential difference between his
work at WGN and that at the
agency.
"Broadcasters and agencies are
alike," he says, "in that it is their
job to present programs that are
both profitable to the sponsors and
pleasing to the audience. The fundamental task of the radio executive is to find ideas that are intrinsically valuable for radio and
to adapt those ideas to the advertising of his clients in a way that
is compatible with the best interests of the listening public. And
that is true whether the executive
is employed by a station or an
Married to Kathleen Iris Detweiler, George is the father of a
agency." old daughter. Some of
19-mcnth
his spare time is spent on the
bridle path or golf links, but it is
entirely consistent with his character that he can say without affectation that his real hobby is
radio.

NILES TRAMMELL, vice-president
in charge of NBC Central Division,
was one of the Chicago Association
of Commerce members to ride to Minneapolis during the initial run of the
twin Zephyrs in April.
JAMES E. FRANCIS, executive at
the Camden, N. J. office of RCA Mfg.
Co., RCA- Victor division, arrived late
in April at the Hollywood branch on
an inspection trip.
MARVIN NEVILS, formerly with
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., New York,
has joined the commercial staff of
WBIG, Greensboro, N. C.
GERALD J. NORTON, formerly assistant sales manager of KH.I, Los
Angeles, and for the past few months
on the sales staff of KROW in San
Francisco, has joined the commercial
department of KYA, San Francisco,
as account executive.
COL. ROBERT R. McCORMICK,
publisher of the Chicago Tribune,
spoke on "The
Freedom New
of theYork,
Press",at
broadcast
by WMCA,
the April 25 meeting of the Advertising Club of New York.
WILLIAM JAMES, former night
program director of KMPC, Beverly
Hills, CaL, has been transferred to
the Los Angeles studios as assistant
business manager.
HAL BO SKILL, formerly with the
commercial department of KGHL,
Billings, Mont., has joined the sales
staff of KGVO, Missoula, Mont.
ED HELLMUND, formerly with the
Travel Guild in New York; Walter
Evans, Kansas City advertising man,
and Murray Danglade have joined the
sales staff of WHB, Kansas City.
LINCOLN DELLAR, manager of
KDB. San Diego, resigned in April
to leave for New York. He was succeeded by Harry Witt, at one time
commercial manager of the station.
THE

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

COL. BOB NEWHALL, pioneer
sports writer and radio commentator,
is back on the air at WLW, Cincinnati, after a six-week vacation during which some 50,000 fans wrote
His proletters urging his byreturn.
Co.,
(cosmetics ) . the Mennen
Newarkgram is sponsored
SID SCHWARTZ, formerly assistant
radio editor of the New York Mirassistant pubbeen ofnamed
has director
ror,licity
WNEW, Newark.
SeatJOHN HUGHES, formerlythe with
announchas joined
stations,
tle
of KMTR, Hollywood.
ing staff
BOB EVANS, former sports editor
of the Cleveland Plain Dealer, has
left journalism to broadcast sponsored
Cleveland.
on WGAR,
sports events
new to radio, is
Jonson,
Wauenita
Ben Levin, WGAR news
assisting or.
commentat
C. G. '"TINY" RENTER, formerly of
WDAF. Kansas City, has been named
production manager of KMOX, St.
Louis.
SARA MINABELLE ABBOTT, singer and actress of WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati, was married April 7 in Aurora, Ind., to Ralph P. Hutehins,
chemical engineer. She was secretary
to John L. Clark, general manager of
WLW-WSAI,
before joining the stations' artists staff.
FRED HEGELUND on April 15
terminated his services as assistant in
the production department of KTAB,
San Francisco.
FRANK COOLEY, announcer at
WTMJ. Milwaukee, was back at the
microphone eight days after a recent
emergency operation for appendicitis.
JENNISON
PARKER, California,
after a year's
absence
in Southern
has
returned to KFRC, San Francisco,
as continuity editor.

JOHN McCORMICK, production
manager of WKRC, Cincinnati, was
married April 24 in Mariana, Fla.,
to Eunice Richardson, Cincinnati.
THOMAS FREEBAIRN-SMITH, announcer at KNX. Hollywood, is the
father of a boy born April 11.
•C. C. VON EGIDY. former production man in the Northwest, has joined
the announcing staff of KMPC, Bev-erly Hills.
ART LINDSAY, announcer, has returned to NBC, San Francisco, after
two years at KOIN, Seattle, in the
same capacity.
YERNE E. SAWYER, formerly announcing at Seattle stations, has
joined the staff of KGVO, Missoula,
Mont.
Market

With

MONEY!
Among the fifteen largest
markets, Milwaukee rates —
Home Ownership
3rd
Automobile Ownership
. 5th
Radio Ownership
2nd
Jndustria! Payrolls
6th
Covered Thoroughly ONLY by
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THE
M l LWA U K E E
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EDWARD
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LOU EMMEL, for several years manager of NBC Artists Bureau, San
Francisco, resigned April 15. He
plans to start his own booking agency.
STANLEY SHAW, announcer at
WNEW,cently to Gloria
Newark,Garcia,
was married
rehead of the
Concert Dance Group of Baltimore.
HARRY GEISE, chief announcer at
KRKD, Los Angeles, takes the part of
the announcer in the new M-G-M picture "Public Hero No. 1" which is
about to be released.
DOROTHY MATSON, formerly singer at WHB, Kansas City, has joined
the program staff of WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
MAHLON MERRICK, producer and
one-time program manager of KHJ,
Los Angeles, resigned as of May 1.
LESLEY MARSHALL, formerly of
WNAC, Boston, and WMCA, New
York, has joined the announcing staff
of WIP, Philadelphia.
DEAN MADDOX, director of special
events at KYA, San Francisco, has
been appointed program director, succeeding Richard Holman, who was
both program director and production
manager. Lynn Church, announcer,
is also doubling with continuity and
publicity, succeeding Eugene Eubanks,
who had recently come to the station.
H. C. Connette, for more than a year
in
continuity
has
alsoKYA's
left the
station. department,
Harry Rogers,
exploitation manager and Rodrick
Mayes, announcer,
have taken writing
on additional duties of continuity
and production.
JOHN WELLES, production manager of KFSD, San Diego, resigned in
April, with Harry de Lasaux, formerlymentwithat San
the NBC
production
departFrancisco,
taking
his
place. Mr. Welles will be chairman
of the radio round table at the annual convention of the Pacific Advertising Clubs Association in San Diego
June 23-27.
JOCKEY

de serves

MINUTE INTERVIEWS
STARS OF THE AIR
KSD
ON

ED WYNN
WHOSE
REALLEOPOLD,
NAME IS IS
EDWIN
JEWISHA SCAPULAR,
BUT we ALWAYS
HAS
A
GOLD
THE
IMAGE MEDAL
VIRGIN
MARY,
AMOF THE
AGNUSBEARING
DEI M}ID
APEHFORMAMCE.
ROSARYHE INSTARTS
HIS POCKETS
BEFORE
HIS
FIREOLD CHIEF
LIKESA HIS
TOHISIEBELARGE
AMD HAS
DERBY,COSTUMES
AMONG
THAT IS 52 SELECTION
YEARS OLD. OF HATS.
WVNN.HAS
A. PET A SUPERSTITION CONCERNING
PAIR OF SHOES
HEAPPEARAMCE
HAS WORN OWIN EVERY
STAGE, SINCE
IN
VAUDEVILLE
AMD
RADIO
HE ESTIMATES
AT1906.A DOLLAR
A WEEK THEIR
. UPKEEP
STARRING THE STARS — To
stimulate interest in programs
broadcast over its station, KSD,
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, is publishing adaily feature on its radio
page, "minute interviews", of the
type shown above, with stars of
the NBC-WEAF network. The series, which began last month, will
be continued indefinitely. The feature is three columns wide by nine
inches deep and is drawn by Medearis, staff artist of the newspaper.
REGINALD A. ALLEN., formerly of
WMCA, New York, WHOM, Jersey
City and WDNC, Durham. N. C, has
joined the announcing staff at WBT,
Charlotte, N. C. He is an announcer,
singer and dramatist and replaces
Weston Britt, who resigned to become
program director of WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C.
LEW LANSWORTH, at one time
script writer and producer of Eddie
Cantor and Jimmy Durante air
shows, has opened radio consultant
offices at 382 Monadnoek Building,
San Francisco.
JOE SIMPSON, for more than a
year announcer at KGMB, Honolulu,
CBS outlet, has resigned and is back
in San Francisco. He was succeeded
by Dean Stewart.
STAFF members of WBRC. Birmingham, walloped WAPI's baseball
team approximately 36 to 8 in a recent game. The series will continue
every other Sunday until one station
wins four games. In the first game
Announcer Leland Childs, Operator
Hugh Graham and Manager Bill
Young hit homers for WBRC.
DICK STEPHENS, formerly with
KFI, Los Angeles, on its technical
and announcing staffs, on April 15
joined the announcing force of KFWB,
Hollywood. Al Warner, who had been
holding the dual position of announcer with KGFJ. Los Angeles,
and KFWB. Hollywood, resigned the
KFWB
post in April to devote full
time to KGFJ.

It takes the best jockey PLUS the best horse — to WIN
W e've PROOF that
Any program
by two or ofmore
Pittsburgh
A C
stations
finds broadcast
a MAJORITY
Listeners
on \V/^*
W V-/MASK FOR THE STORY

PITTSBURGH, PA.
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Pick the best horse in Pittsburgh.
Ask about our jockeys — too.
Basic Red Network NBC
Nationally Represented by
PAUL H.RAYMER COMPANY
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

WMCA "Strip Rates"
IN AN effort to prove the value of
afternoon time, WMCA, New York,
has inaugurated a low "strip
price"
quarter
- hour
periods rate
betweenfor1 and
4 p.
m.,
which represents a reduction of
approximately
per cent
rent rates. The50 rate
calls offorcur-a
strip "across the board" from Monday through Saturday, and will be
applicable only to advertisers who
use sixmum periods
a week on a mini13-week contract.

JOSEPH E. BAUDINO, plant manager of WBZ in Boston lectured
April 22 on radio engineering in a
series of radio courses offered by the
University Extension Division of the
Massachusetts Department of Education. John F. MeNamara, NBC announcer and program director of
WBZ-WBZA, lectured on announcing
on April 29.
NED NOLAN, Engineer at WGAR,
Cleveland, resigned May 1 to enter
Dodge Institute, Valpariso, Ind.
CHARLES
M. SHERWOOD,
formerly eastern sales
manager of F. A.
D.
Andrea Inc., has been named general
sales Mfg.
manager
the Allen makers
D. Card-of
well
Corp.,of Brooklyn,
variable condensers.
JAMES TISDALE has returned to
the technical staff of WIP. Philadelphia, after an absence of two years
spent in radio research.
LU VERNE E. SHATTO, formerly
with KRLC, Lewiston, Id., and KF.II.
Klamath Falls, Ore., has joined
KAST, Astoria, Ore., and is installing
a high-fidelity transmitter for the new
station,
in June. which expects to open late
Protests

Against

Series

By Mexican Government
Are Rejected by FCC
FINDING nothing improper or in
violation of the radio regulations,
the FCC has passed over the protest registered by a group of Congressmen against the program
sponsored over an NBC-WEAF
network by the Mexican government and designed to stimulate
tourist travel, it was learned April
25. The protest asked for punitive
action against NBC on the ground
that the initial program, broadcast
March 21, contained a poem in
Spanish, fensivewhich
allegedly
ofto Catholics.
In was
addition
to the protest signed by 16 Congressmen, Father John B. Harney,
superior of the Paulist Fathers,
New York, also asked for disciplinary action.
The Congressional petition was
signed
by Reps.Casey
Connery,
McCormack, Healey,
and Higgins,
all of Massachusetts, Democrats;
Citron, Smith and Kopplemann,
Connecticut Democrats; Daily and
Slack, Pennsylvania Democrats ;
Pfeifer and Fitzpatrick, New York
Democrats; Welch, California Republican, and McGrath, California
Democrat; O'Neal, Kentucky Democrat and Igoe, Illinois Democrat.
Father Harney's protest was
motivated largely by the antiCatholic actions of the Mexican administration. The matter was referred to the FCC Law Department by Chairman E. 0. Sykes of
the Broadcast Division, which reported no violation. The Mexican
account is placed by De GarmoKilborn Corp., New York.
KGMB Opens U. S. Office
OPENING of a mainland office at
the Hotel Californian, San Francisco, in charge of L. D. West, isannounced by KGMB, Honolulu,
which recently changed management. Simultaneously, it was announced that negotiations are under way to open a San Francisco
studio where programs will be
originated and sent by remote control to Honolulu.
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EQUIPMENT
X ISSUING its Catalog H, General
isvdio Co., Cambridge, Mass., has for
he first time included a section on
ndustrial devices, the result of the
implication of electronic apparatus
iiid technique to fields other than the
bmmunications industry. Among
;uch devices are noise meters and
itroboscopes. Other sections of the
•atalog deal with the company's re;istors, condensers, inductors, frequency and time-measuring devices,
Oscillators, amplifiers, bridges and acsessories, standard-signal generators,
)scillographs, cameras, analyzers, meters, power supplies and parts and accessories. The catalog describes
•quipnient for those who desire compete installations and component
iarts
for those who prefer to assemile units.
vVTMJ, Milwaukee, which for more
ban a year has been broadcasting a
•egular daily schedule of facsimile
xansmission over one of its shortwave experimental stations, soon will
make radical changes in its equipnent. These improvements will make
it possible to reproduce picture material on a tape seven inches wide
instead of only four inches as heretofore. Much finer definition of the
drawing will be obtained by scanning
the subject material at the rate of
100 lines per minute, and by the use
of a chemically treated paper in the
recording device.
A NEW accoustical tile made of
(pressed and ground rock is being used
Jin the control rooms of WNEW, New
York, to overcome unnatural reverLiberations and aid the control man in
rleheeking reception.
THE HIGHEST point in Philadeljphia now is the self-supporting radi|$ator of WDAS, described by the staI'jtion as the only one of its kind in
tlie East. The signal has been more
Hthan tripled by the new antenna.
^Alexander W. Dannenbaum, president of WDAS, announces that the
■Ljantenna is the first step in a series
■[of technical improvements.
1JKFRC, San Francisco, has started
III (installation
of a which
new Western
Electrie transmitter
will be ready
Jifor service in June. The station will
tjalso
complete Holliway,
new studiomanager,
equipiinent,addHarrison
r.announced. The FCC recently grant|«d KFRC a 5000-watt daytime power
1I increase.
i ALL-WAVE reception is being inI [stalled in the Waldorf-Astoria hotel,
r|New York, with Western Electric Co.,
I making the installation of a receiver
I which will be the largest all - wave
Ijequipment in the world. The 2,2001)25,000 kc. band is included in the
installation, with a special antenna
system being suspended between twin
I towers of the hotel. Automatic volJ ume control will counteract fading
I't The
and aequipment
device will
reduce to
interference,
is similar
that used
jby A. T. & T. at Netcong for trans|ijktlantic communication and at Miami
for Caribbean radiotelephone reception.
Take World

Library

l^iFOUR stations subscribed in April
to the WBS World Program Service, bringing the list to 116 stations. The new subscribers are
feWJR, Detroit: WOOD-WASH,
P Grand Rapids, Mich.; KGA-KHQ,
)i Spokane; WKEU, Erie, Pa.
W. M. ELLSWORTH
Radio Talent and Entertainment
Manager of many high class radio artists and acts available for employment.
Scouts talent
for stations and
advertisers.
Can fill any order —
No charge for services
Suite 1503, Mather Tower, Chicago, 111.
May
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Radio Treatment
NOT what the doctor ordered, but startling in its
effect, was the "Open Your
Eyes" theme melody of Eddie Dunstedter's organ program on KMOX, St. Louis.
According
the organist's
mail, a lad to
in Akron,
O., who
had been bed-ridden for a
year and consigned by doctors to a walkless future,
heard the theme melody
faintly, but wanted it louder.
When no one heard his call
for aid, he got out of bed and
walked to the radio, according to the letter to KMOX,
and now can walk with ease.
Hearst

Interests Ready

To Assume Operation of
Two West Coast Stations
SINCE no appeal was on file with
the FCC, the sale of KTM, Santa
Monica, Cal., and of KELW, Burbank, Cal., to the Los Angeles Evening- Herald Publishing Co. was to
be consummated April 30, according to information from the West
Coast.
Official notice of the proposed
transaction was filed April 18 with
the county recorder's office in Los
Angeles.
While
preparations
made
to take
over the were
stationsbe'ng
for
operation on May 1, no staff appointments had been made at the
time of going to press.
Charles F. McGuire, radio director for the Hearst paper, and Eugene Inge, its radio editor, were
expected to announce soon names
of the manager and permanent
staff. It was expected that ultimately the Hearst interests would
combine the two half-time stations
into a single unit.
Coincident with the taking over
of the two Southern California stations, the Los Angeles Herald-Express was expected to drop its official affiliation with KFAC, Los
Angeles, its official station the last
two years. It was only an affiliation, however, as Hearst had no
monetary interest in the station or
any hand in its operation.
ALL 1935 home games of the
champion St. Louis Cardinals and
the Browns will be sponsored over
KWK, St. Louis, this season by
General Foods Inc., New York
(Wheaties).

Quartz Crystals
Crystals for broadcast band 550-1600 Kcs.
UNMOUNTED Accuracy less than 50 cycles
X cut.... $22.50 A cut... $30.00
Our type A adjustable air • gap plug - in
holder
$5.00
Station may furnish a holder when purchasing a crystal provided that it is of
correct design for us to guarantee the
accuracy desired.
Accurate dependable quartz crystals and
associated apparatus for 6 years. Complete
price list and literature sent on request.
American Piezo Supply Co.
Kansas City, Missouri
Sunny Slope Station
P.O. Box 6026
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The
Business
of
Broadcasting
Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives ; Notes from the Stations
STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WSPD, Toledo
Raladani Co., .Detroit (Marmola), 8
weekly ta, thru i±. vV. Kastor &
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Ohciago.
Standard Oil Co. of Ohio, Cleveland,
167 sp, (baseball games), thru
McOann-Erickson Inc., Cleveland.
Bunte .Bros., Chicago (candy), 4
weekly ta, thru J* red A. Iiobbins
Inc., Chicago.
Grahani-Faige Motors Corp., Detroit,
6 weekly sa, thru United States
Adv. Corp., Toledo.
Studebaker Corp., South Bend, Ind.,
4 weekly ta, thru Roche, Williams
& (Junnyngham Inc., Chicago.
Buick Motor Co., Detroit, 5 weekly
sa,
thru Campbell - Ewald Co.,
Detroit.
E. L. Knowles Inc., Springfield, Mass.
(Ruoine linament), 6 weekly sa,
thru DeForest Merchandising Bureau, Springfield.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 6 weekly ta, thru Street &
Finney Inc., N. Y.
Frozen Desserts Inc., Chicago (Ice
Cream Mix), weekly ta, thru Roche,
Williams & Cunnyngham Inc., Chicago.
A-C Spark Plug Co., Flint, Mich., 2
weekly ta, thru D. P. Brother &
Associates, Detroit.
Chrysler Corp., Detroit (De Soto
autos), 6 weekly ta, thru J. Stirling Getchell Inc., Detroit.
Dr. Miles Laboratories, Elkhart, Ind.
(Alka-Seltzer), 3 weekly sp, thru
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
WGAR, Cleveland
Staley Sales Corp., Decatur, 111. (corn
products), 4 weekly sa, thru Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., N. 1.
Dr. J. W. Haines Co., Cincinnati
(Golden treatment), 5 weekly sa,
thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
Co. Inc., Chicago.
Chevrolet Motor Oo., Detroit (autos),
2 weekly sa, thru Campbeli-Ewald
Co. Inc., Detroit.
Bernard Perfumers, St. Louis (Love
Charm), 2 weekly sa, thru Hiliner
V. Swenson Co., St. Louis.
Master Drugs Inc., Omaha (proprie5 weekly
thru BuchananThomas tary),Adv.
Co.,t,Omaha.
Congress Cigar Co., Newark (La
Palina), 5 weekly sp, thru Gotham
Adv. Co., N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Ivory soap), 6 weekly sa, thru
Blackman Co., N. Y.
A. C. Spark Plug Co., Flint, Mich.,
2 weekly t, thru D. P. Brother &
Co. Inc., Detroit.
Raladani Co., Detroit (Marmola), 8
weekly ta, thru H. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Kellogg Sales Co., Cleveland (cereal),
4 weekly sa, direct.
Chrysler Sales Corp., New York (Plymouth autos), 4 weekly ta, thru J.
Stirling Getchell Inc., N. Y.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis
(Wheaties ) , 55 sp, thru BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
WMAQ, Chicago
Excel Electric Co., Muncie, Ind.
(electric cookers),
4 sp, thruChicago.
RootMandabach
Adv. Agency,
Armstrong Paint & Varnish Co., Chicago, 39 sp, thru Johnson, Read &
Co. Inc., Chicago.
National Live Stock & Meat Board,
Chicago (lamb), 10 sp, thru Carroll Dean Murphy Inc., Chicago.

KGO, San Francisco
A. C. Spark Plug Co., Flint, Mich,
(spark plugs), 52 sa, twice weekly,
thru D. P. Brother & Associates,
Detroit.
Anglo California National Bank of
San Francisco, San Francisco
(banking), 52 weeks, 4 daily sa,
(time signals) thru Doremus & Co.
Ltd., San Francisco.
Chieftain Mfg. Co., Baltimore (Color
Shine shoe polish), 2 weekly t, thru
Van Sant, Dugdale & Co. Inc.,
Baltimore.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati,
(Ivory soap), 18 ta, 1 sp, thru
Blachman Co., N. Y.
WIP, Philadelphia
John Lucas & Co., Philadelphia
(paint), 3 weekly sp, thru Jerome
B. Gray & Co., Philadelphia.
Slim Sales Co., Cleveland (reducing),
6 weekly sp, direct.
Dentists'
York,
weekly Supply
sp, thruCo.,
A WNewAdv.
Inc.,2
N. Y.
Fitch Publishing
Co., New
York (investment publication
) , 5 weekly
sp,
thru E. C. VanDyke Inc., N. Y.
Waitt & Bond Inc., Newark (Blackstone cigars), 4 weekly sp, thru
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., N. Y.
WTMJ, Milwaukee
Crystalac Products Corp., Chicago
(auto manfinish),
78 sa,
thru WoodStewart Co.,
Chicago.
A. C. Spark Plug Co., Flint, Mich.,
2 weekly t, thru D. P. Brother &
Co. Inc., Detroit.
Chrysler Sales Corp., Detroit (De
Soto), 2 daily ta, thru J. Stirling
Getchell Inc., Detroit.
Chrysler Sales Corp., Detroit
(Dodge),
5 weekly
rauff
& Ryan
Inc., N.ta, Y.thru RuthChrysler Sales
Corp., Detroit
(Plymouth), 6 weekly ta, thru J.
Stirling Getchell Inc., Detroit.
WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
A. C. Spark Plug Co., Flint, Mich.,
2 weekly ta, thru D. P. Brother &
Son Inc., Detroit.
Pen Jel Corp., Kansas City (pectin),
26 so, thru R, J. Potts & Co.,
Kansas City.
Vacation Laboratories, St. Louis, 5
weekly so, direct.
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WLS, Chicago
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la.
(plants),
sp andCo.,3 Seattle,
t, thru Northwest Radio3 Adv.
Wash.
Dr. Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart,
Ind. (Alka Seltzer), 42 sa, thru
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Geppert Studios, Des Moines (enlargements),
sa, thru
Lessing AdvertisingdailyCo., Des
Moines.
Walker Remedy Co., Waterloo, la.
(Walko tablets),
ia, thru Ia.Weston-Barnett
Inc., 30
Waterloo,
Collingbourne Mills, Elgin, 111. (Dexter yarns), weekly sp, thru Rogers
& Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Sterling Casualty Insurance Co., Chicago (Penny-a-Day insurance), 39
sp,
thru First United Broadcasters,
Chicago.
Olson Rug Co., Chicago (rugs), 12
sp,
thru Philip O. Palmer & Co.,
Chicago.
Rapinwax Co., St. Paul (waxed paper), 39 sp, thru Erwin, Wasey &
Co., Minneapolis.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver pills),Co.,156N. ta,Y. thru Spot Broadeasting
United Drug Co., New York (drugs),
5 t, thru Spot Broadcasting Co.,
New York.
Congoin Co., Los Angeles (beverage),
3-l2 Co.,
sp, Los
thruAngeles.
Lockwood-Shackelford
Gardex Inc., Michigan City, Ind.
(garden Adv.
tools),Co.,21 Chicago.
sa, ■ thru J. ' L.
Sugden
WMCA, New York
Zem-Zem Corp., New York (shampoo), 52 ta, thru Street & Finney
Inc., N. Y.
Thomas J. Lipton Inc., New York
(tea), daily sa, thru Frank Presbrey Co. Inc., N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Ivory soap), 6 sa, 1 weekly t, thru
Blackman Co., N. Y.
WMBH, Joplin, Mo.
Am-Bro
Lawton,sa,Okla.
lotion),Co.,
6 weekly
direct.(Brown's
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit (autos),
3 weekly t, thru Campbell-Ewald
Co., Detroit.
United
Drug Co., Boston (Rexall), 5
weekly
N. Y. t, thru Street & Finney Inc.,

WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
Ford Dealers, Charlotte (N. C.) Division,Auv.
-t uany
sa, Atlanta,
thru EastmanScott
Agency,
Ga.
B-(J Jttemeay Co., Durnam, N. C.
(heauacne remeuy) aaily sp, thru
Harvey Alasseugaie Co., Atlanta,
«ja.
Gardner Nursery Co. (plants and
shrubs)
Seattle,
thru Northwest Kaciio
Auv. 12Co.,I, Seattle.
Dr. Miles laboratories Inc., Elkhart,
inc. Waue
(Alka-Seltzer),
'6 weekly
thru
Aav. Agency,
Chicago.t,
Carter
Medicine
Co., i\ew
ioik W (liver pills
) , two weekly
t, thru
ade
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Chevrolet Aiotor Co., Detroit, 3
weekly t, thru Campoell-Ewald Co.,
Detroit.
Chieftain Mfg. Co., Baltimore (Color
Shine ) , 'Z weekly t, thru Van Sant,
uuguaie & (Jo., Baltimore.
Chrysier Sales Corp., New . York,
(Dodge& Ryan
autos),inc.,
10 N.ta, Y.thru Ruthraun
Porto Rican American Tobacco Co.,
Aewark, (Nurica Cigars) 5 weekly
sa, thru Gotham Adv. Co., New
Rice-Stix Dry Ooods Co., St. Louis,
Mo.,
13 ta,Mo.
thru Gardner Adv. Co.,
St. Louis,
Walker Remedy Co., Waterloo, Iowa
(chicken Inc.,
pills),Waterloo,
13 ta, thru
WestonBarnett
Iowa.
WGN, Chicago
John Morrell & Co., Ottumwa, Ia.
(Red Heart dog food), 13 sp, thru
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc.,
Chicago.
Skelly Oil Co., Kansas City (oil and
gasoline), 78 sp, thru Russell C.
Comer Adv. Co., Kansas City.
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.,
Wilmington, Del. (Duco), 40 sp,
thru Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn Inc., N. Y.
Electrolux Co., New York (refrigerators), 78 sa, thru Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y.
Ruud Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh (water
heatersLeod)&,Grove
18 sa, Inc.,
thru Ketchum,
Pittsburgh.MacCadillac Motor Car Co., Detroit (automobiles), 14 sa,
thru CampbellEwald Co. Inc.,
Detroit.
Hamlin's Wizard Oil Co., Chicago
(linament), 10 sp, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., Chicago.
Durkee Famous Foods Inc., New York
(food products),
thru C.
Wendel
Muench & 117
Co., sp,
Chicago.
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago (proprietary), 117Chicago.
sp, thru First United
Broadcasters,
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit (auto39 t,Detroit.
thru CampbellEwald Co. mobiles),
Inc.,
Chocolate Products Co., Chicago
(chocolate
9 sp, thru J. L.
Sugden
Adv.syrup),
Co., Chicago.
WTJS, Jackson, Tenn.
Velvetone
Co.,sa,St.direct.
Louis (cosmetics),
42 weekly
Nash Medicine Co., Jonesboro, Ark.
(cosmetics), 6 weekly sp, direct.
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit (autos),
3 weekly t, thru Campbell - Ewald
Co. Inc., Detroit.
United Drug Co., New York (Rexall),
5 weeklv
Inc.,
N. Y. t, thru Street & Finney
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, Iowa, 6
weekly
thru Northwest Radio
Adv. Co.,ta,Seattle.
Geppert Studios, Des Moines (enlargements),
6 weekly
ta, Seattle.
thru Northwest
Radio
Adv. Co.,
Puratone Medicine Co., Kansas City
(proprietary), 6 weekly ta, thru
Loomis
Clapham - Whalen Co.,
Kansas -City.
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WKRC, Cincinnati
Ford Motor Co., Detroit, 6 weekly sa,
thru McCann-Erickson Inc., Cleveland.
A-C Spark Plug Co., Flint, Mich., !
daily sa, thru D. P. Brother &
Associates, Detroit.
Wm. S. Scull Co., Camden, N. J.
(Bosco food drink), 4 weekly sa,
thru Kenyon
Inc., N. Y.2 1
Plymouth
Motor& Eckhardt
Corp., Detroit,
daily fa, thru J. Stirling Getchell
Inc., Detroit.
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NETWORK
ACCOUNTS
}(AJU times EDST unless otherwise specified)
WM. WRIGLEY Jr. Co., Chicago
(chewing gum) on April 29 started
■Just Entertainment on 7 CBS stations. Mondays thru Fridays, 7-7 :15
\\'.
m.
Agency, Agency
Chicago.: Frances Hooper Adv.
BOOTH FISHERIES Corp., Chicago, on May 2 starts Fish Tales on
19 CBS stations Thursdays, 11-11:15
a. m.. adding Tuesday broadcast starting Oct. 29. Agency : Sellers Service
Inc., Chicago.
CENTAUR Co., New York (ZBT
baby powder) on April 29 started
Famous Babies on 30 CBS stations,
Mondays, 11-11 :15 a. m. Agency :
j Hanff-Metzger Inc., N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati on April 29 started Home Sweet
Home on 19 NBC-WEAF stations,
Mondays thru Fridays, 3-3 :15 p. m.
Agency : Blackman Co., N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, on April 29 started Tim Heahj
stamp Club of the Air on WBZ,
TVBZA, WJZ, Mon., Wed., Fri., 6 :156 :30 p. m. Agency : Blackman Co.,
N. Y.
LIBBY, McNEILL & LIBBY, Chicago (food products) on April 1 renewed Og. Son of Fire on CBS network, Mon., Wed., Fri.. 5:15-5:30 p.
m. with repeat at 6 :15. Agency : J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
STANCO Inc., New York (Daggett
& Ramsdell cosmetics) on April 15
started The Charm Cruise on Mutual
'jnetwork,
Wed.,McCann-EriekFri., 9:15!9:30 a. m.Mon.,
Agency:
json Inc., N. Y.
GENERAL MILLS Inc., San Francisco (Sperry flour division) on May
(|6 broadcasts, one time only, Happy■\Go-Lucky Hour on Don Lee-CBS network, 2:15-2:30 p. m. Agency:
Westco Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
COLD MEDAL FLOUR MILLS OF
TEXAS on April 8 started Jack
Armstrong, All-American Boy on 5
Southwest Broadcasting System stations, Mondays thru Fridays.
FRIGIDAIRE DEALERS (Southwest) on March 31 started Just a
Song at Twilight on 6 Southwest
Broadcasting System stations, Sunclays. 6 p. m. (CST). Agency: Johnston Adv. Co., Dallas.
GEORGE W. CASWELL CO., San
Francisco, (coffee) on May 13 renews
in New Woman's Magazine of the
Air on 5 NBC-KPO stations, Mondays, 2:45 -3 p. m. (PST). Agency:
Ernil Brisacher & Staff, San Fran|cisco.
JELL-WELL DESSERT CO. Ltd.,
Los Angeles, (gelatine dessert) on
, May 22, renews in New Woman's
Magazine of the Air on 6 NBC-KPO
stations, Wednesdays, 2 :4o-3 p. m.
I (PST). Agency: Mayers Co., Los
Angeles.

RADIO

ADVERTISERS

E. D. THORNBURGH, formerly
manager of the press and advertising
division of International Telephone &
Telegraph Co., New York, now is assistant vice-president in charge of information.
GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis, has appointed Knox Reeves Adv.
Inc., Minneapolis, for its bakers'
bread, Betty Crocker radio, businesspaper and experimental advertising.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc. continues to handle Wheaties, Gold Medal
flour, Bisquick and Softasilk.
ARCHIE GRINALDS, former staff
announcer with WBT, Charlotte, N.
C., in charge of radio for Carolina
distributors of Crazy Water Crystals,
has resigned to become divisional
manager at Baltimore for Crazy Water Hotel Co., makers of the product.
He is succeeded by Frank Gaither,
recently Of WGST, Atlanta.
JOHN B. LEYPOLDT has joined the
Centaur Co. (Fletcher's Castoria and
ZBT Olive Oil Baby Powder) as assistant advertising manager, according to an announcement by H. B.
Thomas, vice president in charge of
sales. Mr. Leypoldt was with Young
& Rubicam Inc., for seven and onehalf years prior to joining Centaur.
WM. P. GOLDMAN & BROS., New
York (clothing) has named Bachenheimer-Dundes Inc., New York, to
handle its account, including radio.
EATON PAPER Corp., Pittsfield,
Mass. (stationery) has placed its account with Wylie B. Jones Adv.
Agency Inc., Binghamton, N. Y.

VICTOR H. LINDLAHR, New
York (Serutan health-builder) is
sponsoring a 25 - minute program,
six weekly, on WIP, Philadelphia,
WMCA, New York, and WNEW,
Newark, keyed from WIP.
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The high prices
of silver and
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mean more
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'ix, operates
daytime,
[,j
1000 wattsonat 2500
night,watts
and according
2 to Allen T. Simmons, covers 14
11 Ohio counties. Studios and offices
are maintained in neai'by Canton.
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A JOINT meeting of the engineering committees of the NAB and
the Radio Manufacturers Association with the Broadcast Committee of the Institute of Radio Engineers will be held in New York
May 1, at the New Yorker Hotel.

SILVER

idend checks — in
the Salt Lake

Tenth Anniversary on Air
Is Celebrated by WADC
| AMONG the first stations to install the new type vertical radiator, WADC, Akron, claimed a
three-fold increase in Northern
1 Ohio, as it celebrated its tenth year
on the air. Some 15,000 persons
visited the new studios and transmitter at Tallmadge, six miles
f i'from
downtown
Akron,
which were
installed
at a cost
of $50,000.
The
radiator was erected by Truscon
s1' Steel
Youngstown,
O. of CBS,
The Co.,
station,
an affiliate

May

SCOTT & BOWNE Inc., Bloomfield,
N. J. (Scott's Emulsion) has placed
its Ki-Moids advertising with Redfleld-Johnstone Inc., N. Y.
EOPA Co., San Francisco (proprietary) has placed its account, including radio,
Bob Roberts & Associates, Sanwith
Francisco.
BOOTH FISHERIES Co., Chicago,
has
placed
account with Sellers
Service
Inc.,itsChicago.
STRECKFUS STEAMERS Inc., St.
Louis, has appointed Kelly-Stuhlman
Adv. Co., St. Louis to handle its account, including radio.
COLUMBIA
LIFE INSURANCE
Co., Cincinnati, using radio, has appointed Keelor & Stites Co., Cincinnati, to place its account.
MANDE VILLE & KING Co., Rochester, N. Y. (nursery) has placed its
account with Hutchins Adv. Co.,
Rochester.
HUMBOLDT BREWING Co., Eureka, Cal., advertises through Leon
Livingston Adv. Agency, San Francisco.

• BROADCASTING

Thus the territory covered by
KDYL becomes
even more valuable to the advertiser who
"spending
wants
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N. BRUCE ASHBY, sales and advertising executive of General Foods
Corp., New York, has joined Lord &
Thomas,tive. HeNew
account ofexecuhad York,
been inas charge
Post
Toasties,
Post's
bran
flakes,
Post's
whole bran and Grape-Xuts flakes.
Formerly he had been with J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York, and had
directed
several of the agency's foreign offices.
GENE WILLOUGHBY, formerly
western manager of Paul H. Raymer
Co., has joined the Chicago staff of
Free & Sleininger Inc., station representatives, as account executive, re' becomes
placing J.viceF.president
Johns who
on May
of Free,
Johns1
& Field Inc., station representatives.
McCANN-ERICKSON Inc., has enlarged its offices at 910 S. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, with audition studios
and conferences included in the remodeling, just completed. Earlier in
the year the agency opened branches
of the Chicago office in St. Louis,
Kansas City and Minneapolis.
D. M. REYNOLDS Jr., of the sales
promotion department of Union Oil
Co. of California, has joined the sales
staff of Walter Biddick, manager of
the Los Angeles office of Free &
Sleininger Inc., station representatives.
THOMAS F. HARRINGTON and
Lawton Campbell, of Young & Rubicam Inc.. New York, arrived in Hollywood late in April in connection
with supervision of the Jack Benny
NBC program for General Foods
(Jell-O). Mr. Harrington is to supervise the agency's Pacific Coast radio activity.

FRED FIDDLER, radio account executive, J. Walter Thompson Co., who
handles the Shell Oil account, has
returned to the San Francisco offices
from New York where he conferred
with Eastern executives of the agency.
PAULINE B. PETERS, formerly
with Erwin, Wasey & Co., and F.
Wallis Armstrong Co.. has been appointed secretary of Lincoln Roden
Inc., Philadelphia advertising and
merchandising agency. Mrs. Peters,
who is adelphia
past
of theWomen,
PhilaClub ofpresident
Advertising
company.
is also production manager of the
CLARK-HOOPER Inc.. New York,
advertising research concern, has
moved to larger quarters at 17 E. 45th
St., bringing
the production
department and executive
offices together.
STANLEY HOLT, account executive
with the New York office of J. Walter Thompson Co.. is in Los Angeles
in connection with the production of
the Burns and Allen program for
White Owl cigars.
GEORGE COSTELLO, former advertising and sales promotion manager of Calvert Maryland Distilling
Co., and previously connected with the
New York Office of Paul Block, has
joined the New York office of Joseph
Hershey McGillvra,
representatives ofradio advertising
stations.
NAN MURPHY, formerly with N.
W. Ayer & Son Inc., has joined the
radio department of the Blackmail
Co., New York.
FRANC ARNOLD, formerly of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer. has been named radio director of Lyle T. Johnston Co..
St. Louis.
GUENTHER - BRADFORD & Co.
Inc.. ficehas
its LosBldg..
Angeles
ofto the moved
Paramount
323 W.
Sixth St.
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W. R. CHRISTIAN, on April 25 announced the opening of the Standard
Broadcast Service, with offices in the
Mortgage
Guarantee
Building, counsel
Atlanta to serve
as advertising
specializing in radio.
BLAYNE BUTCHER has tendered
his resignation in the radio department of Lennen & Mitchell, effective
May 1. Among his productions were
Thornton Fisher's Briggs tobacco programadise.
and Woodbury's
Dangerous
His plans are not
known. ParMILNE & Co. Inc., Seattle agency,
has been elected to membership in the
AAAA.
Kool-Ade

PERKINS PRODUCTS Co., Chicago, will use daily announcements
during June on WLW, Cincinnati,
WHO, Des Moines, WCAU, Philadelphia, WFAA, Dallas, and KFYR,
Bismarck, as part of an extensive
campaign for Kool-Ade extracts
for soft drinks. Metropolitan
dailies, small-town weeklies and
national magazines also will be
used in the campaign, which is
handled
Chicago. by Mason Warner Co. Inc.,
Grunow Uses WBS
GENERAL HOUSEHOLD UTILITIES Co., of Chicago, (Grunow
refrigerators) on April 15 started
a nation-wide spot campaign with
a 15-minute musical program recorded by WBS Chicago Studios.
The series will be placed on a minimum of 35 stations during the 12week campaign. Talent used is
Marvin Sazby orchestra and singers. The account is placed through
Hays-McFarland & Co., Chicago.

After many years as a leading
figure in the boxing world, Edward G. Foster knows his sports.
When he tells us the same thing
our large, loyal audience of sports
fans has been telling us daily in
their letters, we feel amply justified in calling WPRO "Southern
New England's favorite Sports
For an example of the sports
interest
WPRO's audience,
sider theofphenomenal
success, inconits
Station."
first racing season, of Narragansett Park.
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Complete

Coverage

of New

Spots

JOE FAY
CHERRY & WEBB
BROADCASTING COMPANY
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
England's

Second

BROADCASTING

Largest Market
• May
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ranscriptions
SERIES of 15-miuute transcripi^ns was started in April at the
pA-Victor
Christian Hollywood
American laboratories
Crusaders,
is Angeles, to be used on stations
er the country.
AIL Co., Los Angeles, has placed a
le of acetate surface-treated instanneous recording discs on the market
Lth F. L. Cook, 606 Parkman Ave.,
Angeles, as factory representajre.
M ERIC AN RADIO FEATURES
INDICATE, Los Angeles program
roducers, in April started to traniribe a Charlie Chan series of 15linute discs at the RCA-Victor plant
| Hollywood.
TANDARD RADIO ADVERTISING Co., Hollywood program build's, started its new transcription li|ary in April and changed its affiliabn from Recordings Inc. to the Holiwood RCA-Victor branch, which will
le its studios and will do the pressing and pressings. Three hundred
;les for the Standard series, plus
e monthly allotment, have gone into
•oduction with 60 copies of each,
ick
Joy's KFWB
is doing
e musical
portion Orchestra
of the series.
ADVANCED
Disc byRecording"
was
iblished in April
E. E. Griffin,
ief engineer of the Universal Microtone Co., Inglewood, 16 pages, small
le. It discusses the types of reading discs, needles, lead screws,
•egrooved and ungrooved records,
ayback, recording heads, turntable
eeds, hum level, stroboscope, ampliation and other topics.
. U. McINTOSH and Associates,
is Angeles transcription firm, in
pril produced the first 39 episodes
a series of 100 15-minute Advente Bound transcriptions. The comcny, organized a year and a half
o, had previously confined itself to
anscribing its Bill, Mack and Jimit series. Merchandising aids iniide a world map, which may be
lored in by juveniles ; two "treasure
aps,"'
membership
pplementary
media. cards and other
U. McINTOSH, executive head of
| U. Mcintosh and Associates, Los
pgeles transcription producing firm,
ck from a New York trip in April
mounces that Mary Robert Daney,
jouston, Texas, had been appointed
ipresentarive for Texas, Oklahoma,
I'kansas, Louisiana
and Mississippi,
epresentatives
in New
York and
aicago will be announced in May.
iOLLYWOOD PRODUCTIONS,
tanscription firm formed last year,
fent out 'of business in April. Leo
ieery, production manager, is conjpuing to produce the Lem & Luther
ries which has been taken over by
|lles.
U. Mcintosh & Associates, Los AnpNQUEST ALLIANCE Co. Inc.,
ew York, reports the following
anscription sales : Standard Library
•rvice to WHEC, WEBR, WINS,
CAE ; 100 5-minute Belle & Martha
Friehoffer Baking Co., Reading,
11- J 39 episodes of Honor the Law
', Hoffnung
Co., ofAustralia
epi|des
of Makers
History ; to143DB,
elboui-ne, Australia.
A.RTER
MEDICINE
Co., New
,i)rk (liver pills) will use daily spots
TIGP and TIEP, San Jose, Costa
i'jica,
Adver|Mng with
ServiceNational
placing Export
the contract
lth Conquest Alliance Co. Inc., New
kk.
pB,
Australia,
has puriased Sydney,
the Strange
as Is Seems
disc
H'ies, currently live talent on the
on Lee-CBS network ; also 26 epides of Harmony Isle from Radio
'lease Ltd., and the same number
Royal Intrigues and Police Rerter. From Radio Programs Syn:ate it has ordered 26 episodes of
sine Sweet Home.
r«y 1, 1935

Examiner

Advises

Brooklyn Changes
Would Delete Four Stations in
Favor of Brooklyn "Eagle"
FAVORED with an Examiner's
report recommending approval of
its application for a new station
in Brooklyn to take over the facilities of four time - sharing stations, the Brooklyn Daily Eagle
nevertheless faces possible long litigation before final adjudication of
the issue, it was indicated by counsel representing the stations which
would be deleted, as Broadcasting
went to press. Under FCC procedure, the parties in interest have
until early in May to file exceptions to the report of Examiner
George H. Hill and request oral
arguments before the Broadcast
Division, sitting en banc. Such
arguments are now mandatory
when requested.
Therefore, it was asserted, at
least three or four months may
elapse before the Broadcast Division has an opportunity to consider final action on Examiner
Hill's report. And even after the
FCC decision, the way is left open
for recourse to the Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia.
If such a course is pursued there
is the likelihood that the case will
be kept in litigation possibly for
a year or more.
Alternate Proposal
IN HIS April 15 report Examiner
Hill recommended that the four
stations now sharing time on 1400
kc— WARD, WBBC, WVFW and
WLTH— be deleted and that their
facilities be given the newspaper.
He held this would serve public interest, as opposed to what he construed to be uneconomical use of
the ether through a four-way time
division. He found also that while
two other applicants for the facilities wrere fully qualified financially
and technically, he felt that the
newspaper was entitled to first
consideration.
Mr. Hill recommended that the
application of WEVD, New York,
operated by the Jewish Daily Forward, through the Debs Memorial
Fund, be denied because it would
entail shifting of other stations
and cause objectionable interference. In the case of the application of Arde Bulova, New York
watch manufacturer, and halfowner of WNEW, Newark, and
Norman K. Winston, realtor, for
a new station on 1400 kc, the Examiner held that the applicants,
like WEVD, were fully qualified,
but that granting of the Brooklyn
Eagle
application
distribute
the radio "would
facilitiestend
avail-to
able to the area". In his conclusions he recommended that if
the Eagle application is not granted, then the Bulova - Winston requested should be the alternative.
The four stations whose deletion
is recommended have been at loggerheads off and on for several
years. They have interested themselves primarily in the broadcasting of foreign language programs.

Six P & G Programs
WITH the debut April 29 of Home
Sweet Home, comedy of suburban
home life, on 19 NBC-WEAF stations, Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, increased its NBC red network programs to six. The new
program was heard during the
autumn and winter on WJZ. Other
Procter & Gamble programs are
Ma Perkins (Oxydol), five weekly; Vic & Sade (Crisco), five weekly; Dreams Come True (Camay),
thrice weekly; Gibson Family
(Ivory), Sundays; Capt. Tim
Healy's Stamp Club (Ivory ),
thrice weekly.
Brinkmoeller at WIND
DAVID BRINKMOELLER, formerly manager of WGST, Atlanta,
has been named manager of WIND,
Gary, Ind., succeeding Eugene S.
Mittendorf, according to announcement April 20 by Ralph L. Atlass,
president. Mr. Mittendorf, formerly president of WKRC, Cincinnati, has taken an indefinite
leave of absence to return to California for his health and to rejoin
his family.
F. J. & F. Lineup
WHEN the new firm of Free,
Johns & Field, Inc., enters the radio station representative field
May 1, it will represent the following stations: WDRC, Hartford;
WMAZ, Macon; WKZO, Kalamazoo; WAITJ, Columbus; WOC, Davenport; WDAY, Fargo; WMBD,
Peoria; WPTF, Raleigh; KALE,
Portland,
BOre., and KTUL, Tulsa.
WDRC andu
WMAZ
y are new appointments.

UP,
MEN!

STEP
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Transradio
NEWS
FOR

•

SALE

Four established Newscasts
available: 8:30 a.m.; 12:30, 6:30,
and 9:00 p.m. Six days a week,
5-minute periods, each carrying
two 50-word commercials. Pick
your
own #53.60
time. per
Ratesweek,
(13-week
basis):
day;
#87.20 per week, night. You know
what you get with Transradio.
WIRE FOR RESERVATIONS

WNBR
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
MID-SOUTH
COVERAGE

"W HIS — a radio station that
is really going places."
Mark Hellinger — IS. Y. Mirror

WHN
NEW

STATION

OF

YORK

THE

STARS!

Ufyu — the most talked about station in New York —
has attracted to its microphones during the
past few weeks such celebrities as Ben Bernie, Morton
Downey, Sophie Tucker, George Givot, Jack Benny,
George Olsen, Ethel Shutta, Cab Calloway, Gertrude
Niessen, George Jessel, James Melton, Jack Pearl,
Jimmy Durante, and a host of others.
New and different programs bristling with sales opportunities for sponsors are causing comment seldom
accorded a radio station by the press or public. BUY
WHN NOW and watch your sales accelerate.

A\SH-N.*
N
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TIV
STAT
O NTA
DIESE
RAEPR
WALTER BIDDICK CO.
568 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Los Angeles
1358 Ross Bldg., San Francisco, California
4404 Stuart Bldg., Seattle, Washington
619 Charles Bldg., Denver
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Loew's State Theatre Bldg., Broadway and 45th St.
NEW YORK
1010 K. C.
1000 Watts
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STUDIO

A SERIES of sponsored programs
Metropolitan Travelogue will be presented on WOR, Newark, starting
May 2 and continuing 18 weeks by
the Port of New York Authority.
The programs are designed to acquaint New York residents with interesting places easily reached.
ONE-MINUTE programs, not spot
announcements, are being sponsored
on WBT, Charlotte, N. C, by the local Ford branch, covering the Carolinas. Twenty-six programs a week
will be broadcast on the long-term
contract. Martha Dulin, called the
"Ford Radio Girl" gives a dialog,
telephone-operator
promotingto
Fords. The programstyie^''
is designed
aid dealers in moving used-car stocks.
Miss Dulin is provided with a white
Ford and loud-speaker, making the
rounds of Carolina dealers. In visiting local dealers, a car is placed under a canopy and sold as the "Radio
Girl" special of the day.
IN A NEW rate card issued by
WCAU, Philadelphia, an hourly rate
has been established, replacing the
practice of charging double the halfhour rate for an hour program. To
encourage summer advertising, a 10%
discount is offered for 52-consecutiveweek contracts.
SEVEN Tulsa stores sponsor jointly
the Tour of Downtown Tulsa, a
nightly 30-minute program on KTUL,
Tulsa, Okla. The script employs
imaginary vehicles for tours of the
city, with proper sound effects. All
commercial announcements are dramatized. A 14-piece orchestra, a quartet, and three singers are used.
THE popular Silver Flute dramatic
series, with "Marco the Wanderer"
will
revived May 3 on the NBCWJZ benetwork.

\Hitch if our Efforts
to a Local Star!
Columbia Network programs average 1 2 of the
1 dKhours daily operations.! '"■
At the metropolitan
shopping center of the
South.
Where 92.2% Radio
ownership is shown in
44,774 Richmond families.
In the largest and wealthiest community in the
State of Virginia.

BUYERS

800,000
At

Your

NOTES

Finger

Tips

USE

WSPD
TOLEDO,

OHIO

The Key to America's
Ideal Test Market
Member

of the Basic Network
of the
Columbia Broadcasting System
New York Representatives:
Joseph H. McGillvra
13th Floor
485 Madison Avenue
New York City
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STUDIO AND OFFICES—
The Commodore Perry Hotel
Toledo, Ohio

Chicago Representative:
John K. Kettlewell
919 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago. III.

Chicago CBS Discovers Find in "Unknown Singer" Contest
IN VIVIAN DELLA CHIESA,
Smith, WBBM commercial mana
ger; Howard Neumiller, CBS Chi
winner of the recent "Unknown
Singer" contest conducted over
cago production chief; Ferdi
WBBM, Chicago, whose lovely so- Grofe, orchestra leader and com
prano voice is being compared with
poser; Josephine Buckley, contes
the finest experienced professional
finalist; Dorothy Gordon, contes
talent on the air, CBS believes it finalist; H. Leslie Atlass; Mrs;
has a "find". Entering a contest of William J. Piggot, chairman, Illi
2,500 young hopefuls, she emerged
nois
of Women's
Clubs
Miss Federation
della Chiesa;
John Boles,
mo
winner not only of a 13-week contion picture star, judge; Stephani
tract at $1,300, under the sponsorship of the American Druggists
Ziegler, contest runner-up, als<
Syndicate, but the assurance of a awarded a contract; Sylvia Froos
regular radio career. Here she is radio and stage star, a judge; Mar
shown receiving her award from
Westcott,
finalist, divi
an'1
H. Leslie Atlass, CBS Chicago vice jorie
Holland
Engle, contest
CBS western
president. Left to right: J. Kelly sion program director.
DESIGNED to attract the fisherman
in the audience, is a new spring program Angling the Streams on KYA.
San Francisco, conducted by a piscatorial authority, Capt. Gene Sullivan,
during his Sportsman Corner. It is
an idea that has commercial as well
as sustaining possibilities for many
stations.
THE SERIES titled WSM Brings
Hollywood
Home Nashville,
was concluded Aprilto26Your
by WSM,
and was declared an outstanding success by National Life & Accident Insurance Co., Nashville, and MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Corp., joint sponsors.
PROGRESS of WSMB, New Orleans, during the last decade was reviewed in a tenth anniversary program April 21. The station was the
first in the Louisiana-Mississippi area
to adopt a 17-hour daily schedule.
COOPERATING with the Cleveland
Academy of Medicine, WGAR, Clevehas startedfeaturing
a series interviews
WGAR's
Health land,Reporter
between an Academy executive and
local doctors on health problems.
RAYMOND KNIGHT, cuckoo artist, will start an NBC-W.IZ series
May
under the title Ray Knight's
Cuckoo6 Clock.
THE California-Western School Music
Conference, held in Pasadena, Cal.,
April 14 to 17 inclusive, broadcast
four programs via remote to KHJ,
Los Angeles, and to stations of the
Don Lee-CBS network. There were
3,000 musicians in attendance at the
biennial convention.
RESULTS of Sunday games of
Cleveland sandlot ball team are to
be broadcast by WGAR, Cleveland,
cooperating with playground officials.
• •
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Station Representatives
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WHB, Kansas City, and the Kansa
City Journal-Post affiliated April 1
with the newspaper carrying a bi
front-page display announcing tha
WHB would broadcast three new
programs a day featuring John Can;
eron Swayze as commentator. WH1
programs will be interrupted for in
portant news flashes.
FIVE new afternoon programs hav
been started by WCKY. Cincinnat
as weekly features. They are th
Youth Parade, songs and instrumer
tal
; Happy
Days banjo;
in Dixie,
sister
act and
Tioofiddlers
Wit
Tunes, vocal and violin ; two new son
program series.
CIVIC and community development
are discussed daily at noon on KMEI
Medford. Ore., by the local Chambe
of Commerce, the first in the natio
to broadcast by remote control direc
from its offices on a regular dail
schedule, according to Mrs. W.
Virgin, station owner. Subjects a,
the way from farm problems to touist promotion are discussed in til
programs.
A TWO-WAY studio classroom broac
cast was staged recently by WHA1
Rochester, during a science prograr
in the Rochester School of the Ai'
More than 6000 classi'oom listenei
were tuned to the program. The ii
structors voice was reproduced in tl
schools as usual from the mai
WHAM transmitter, while the shor
waved remarks of pupils and educi
tors were picked up and rebroadca:
along with the instructor's voice.
KTAB. San Francisco, observed i
tenth anniversary and also offici.
opening of its new studios on the 31
floor of the Russ building with
three-hour broadcast April 11. Mayc
Angelo J. Rossi was heard in gree
ings and pronoiineed success for t!
station under general management «
Philip G. Lasky. who recently toe
over reins of the station, coming
San Francisco from Salt Lake Cii
where he formerly managed KDY1
THREE new programs on KFAB ar
KOIL. Lincoln and Omaha, are Cor ,
tassel Carnival. Melody Matinee ai
News, Xotes and Variety.
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Adopting Radio, Houston Department Store Discovers
That Business Soon Increases Rapidly
By W. C. MUNN
President. The Munn Co.
Houston Department Store
lDIO as a medium for direct
rchandising has been driven
me to us by a graphic proof furshed through the facilities of our
jadcast over KPRC, Houston.
3 have found that the housewife
p be brought into direct contact
ith our merchandise over the air
jives, and the experience is not
ly edifying but is proving very
Datable.
jln structure, our program is
taple, and two characters carry
e entire thread of the continuity,
sliich is provided by our show-winws, counters and racks of cloth|g and other items. These characfcs are the "Radio Floorwalker",
to directs the attention of the lisping audience to the merchandise
;at we have to offer, and Mary
[,sial
ne Munn,
Co.'sliaison
pershopper,thewhoMunn
is the
jjtween the store and the public.
A Vivid Picture
3ESE TWO go hand in hand,
ep by step, down the aisles of all
ge floors of our store and, speakjs informally and in a conversa>nal tone into a portable micro.i.one, they discuss the store in a
right., informative way. The
oorwalker will call attention to
is item and that, and Mary Jane
unn will pause to give a descripm of it. The effective service
us afforded the listener is easily
hrceived. The listener is given a
'vid, accurate word picture of
bat we have to offer, has the adintage of expert comment, and
ceives the whole message in a
ay that makes it easy to grasp
jd easy to retain.
Our store is a large one, Housn's largest
department
store,of coving five acres
in the heart
the
ty. We have two annexes and an
France on each of the four streets
unding our building. We have a
turally heavy traffic in the store
ider ordinary conditions, and
ve found that traffic in the store
creases materially during the
riods of and just following the
oadcast.
There is no question that this
ogram has produced direct remits for the store, as concerns our
attume of sale. And we are happy
I report that it is doing a splen,i institutional job for us.
Selling Merchandise
| IS INTERESTING to note that
Pjles always increase in the de|rtment affected by the broadcast,
d after only six broadcasts from
r store, we noticed direct results
volume of sales over the count's, while our mail order business,
Rich is invited
by Miss Munn, has
Ufereased 20%. In one day, in
flpich our draperies and rug dej-rtments were featured in the
i oadcast, business in these items
t<iubled.
As for our mail order business,
5 have received mail requests
Dm as far away as 400 miles. All
vail is personally attended to by
jjflr personal shopper, with the un]tT standing that the merchandise
sired may be returned if it fails
*Uay 1,1935

MR. MUNN
to meet the requirements. We also
invite listeners to phone in for
their wants, if they are within
phoning distance, and our phone
business triples for several hours
following the broadcast.
We broadcast from some department in the store three times weekly, Monday and Wednesday morning at 10, and Friday at 8:40, at
which hour the store is open for
business.
Hollywood Plans of NBC
Await Legal Clearance
HOLLYWOOD headquarters o f
NBC may be moved to the old Consolidated Film Laboratory building
on Melrose Ave., close to RKO and
Paramount studios, according to
advices from Hollywood, if final
legal barriers are overcome. The
building has not been used since it
was damaged by fire several years
ago.Consolidation of the NBC artists
bureau, now temporarily in the
Roosevelt Hotel, and the downtown
Los Angeles publicity office, is understood to be among plans under
consideration. With abandonment
of the present studios on the RKO
lot, the Hollywood division would
group under one roof its offices,
rehearsal halls, technical quarters,
studios and in addition would be
equipped for future development
of television.
Consumers Study
CONSUMERS RESEARCH Inc.,
radical organization which has
constantly asserted itself in opposition to many forms of advertising, has inaugurated a study of radio, and has asked subscribers for
short description of "particularly
objectionable programs".

Copyright of
Bulletin
REOPENING
copyright
negotiations with the ASCAP
was signalized April 26 when
a special meeting of the
NAB Copyright Committee
was called in New York to
consider a proposal by
ASCAP in connection with
prolongation of existing contracts when they expire
Sept. 1. The proposition, it
is understood, takes into account the pending Government anti-trust suit against
ASCAP. At present broadcasters are paying 5% of
their "net receipts", plus a
sustaining fee established arbitrarily. The NAB copyright committee comprises
Alfred J. McCosker, WOR,
chairman; Isaac D. Levy,
WCAU; F. M. Russell, NBC;
I. Z. Buckwalter, WGAL;
and Walter J. Damm,WTMJ.
Philip G. Loucks, NAB managing director, attended the
session.
A TEST radio program is being
staged by the Gas Appliance Society of Metropolitan Chicago to
supplement its newspaper advertising. Beginning the middle of
April and continuing through
June, the Society is placing daily
one-minute announcements over
stations WBBM, WGN, WENR,
WMAQ, and WGES, advertising
the seven makes of gas ranges
whose manufacturers, together
with their more than 300 dealers
in the Chicago area, make up the
Society
Ewald "s
Co. membership.
is the agency. Campbell-

GOOD
strikes

IB
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ONES,
BIG

MEDIUM

ONES

ONES

BUT ALL OF THEM
CHOICE
NOW

SPOTS

AVAILABLE

WE DO NOT CLAIM TO COVER
NEW ENGLAND BUT WE DO
A MIGHTY GOOD JOB IN
METROPOLITAN BOSTON . . .
AND
OUR
RATES
ARE LOW.
THE NORTHERN CORPORATION
Owners and Operators of

WMEX
1500 kc — 250 w L.S. — 100 w N.
HOTEL MANGER — BOSTON
In America's Fourth Market
Tel. CAPitol 7560 — Teletype Bos. 157

SALESMANSHIP
at

all

Southeast Texas
and Southivest Louisiana

KFDM
"Voice of the Sabine

KG

LITTLE

vital

factors

KFDM does not bid for your
business solely on the basis of
its long established dominance
of the listener - audience. Merchandising cooperation through
personal and mail contacts with
the retail trade assures you of
the vital element of distribution
plus valuable window and store
displays
throughout
rich trading
area. this entire,

SABINEDistrict"
BROADCASTING
CO.,
P. O. Box 2950-BEAUMONT, TEXAS

Inc.

Local
FACTS
WILL

SELL

MORE

TIME

THAN
ADJECTIVES!
•
Show your prospects that they
can get more listeners per dollar
on your station, and you have
gone a long way toward making
more sales.
A Soby audience survey will
provide FACTS about the radio
audience — FACTS that have a
definite sales value!
Write for complete information and prices.
BENJAMIN
AND

SOBY

ASSOCIATES

1023 Wallace Avenue
Wilkinsburg, Pittsburgh, Pa.

to Meet

For Organization Study
A MEETING of a representative
group of 18 local independent stations, scheduled for May 8 in
Washington, with a view to formulating plans whereby these stations and others in a similar status
can be represented nationally in
procuring national spot business,
has been called by Edward A. Allen, president of WLVA, Lynchburg, Va., and prime mover of the
project. The meeting is designed
to be in the nature of "steering
committee" work to develop preliminary plans to be considered at
the NAB convention in Colorado
Springs
6-10.by Mr. Allen to
Those July
invited
participate in the "steering committee" meetings are : L e R o y
Mark, WOL, Washington; John
Elmer, WCBM, Baltimore; W. W.
Gedge, WMBC, Detroit; William
S. Pote, WMEX, Boston; L. A.
Benson, WIL, St. Louis; Herbert
Hollister, WLBF, Kansas City,
Kan.; Ben S. McGlashan, KGFJ,
Los Angeles; Edward E. Bishop,
WGH, Newport News, Va. ; Isaac
Z. Buckwalter, WGAL, Lancaster,
Pa.; S. A. Cisler, WJTL, Atlanta;
Earl J. Smith, WNBZ, Saranac
Lake, N. Y.; Ormond O. Black,
WSGN, Birmingham, Ala.; Clifford M. Chafey, WRAW, Reading,
Pa.; C. D. Martin, WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y.; H. M. Loeb, WFOF,
Flint, Mich.; C. A. Hill, WIBM,
Jackson, Mich.; Winston L. Clark,
WLAP, Lexington, Ky., and C. W.
Hayes, WHBC, Canton, 0.

I
2
3

MANUFACTURER
. . . DEALER
. . CONSUMER

w x y z
(keyDETROIT
station)
WBCM
BAY CITY
W

Stations

F D F
FLINT

WJIM
LANSING
WIBM
JACKSON
WELL
BATTLE CREEK
W K Z O
KALAMAZOO
WOOD
GRAND RAPIDS

What
About
No. 2
The dealer and his jobber — how many
have you in Michigan? How many
would you like to hare? Are they good
credit risks?
TO
ALL
WHO
BUY
THE MICHIGAN
RADIO
NETWORK!
A complete MERCHANDISING SERVICE which secures distributors —
jobbers — and dealers . . . actually
takes bona fide orders , . . checks credit
. . . arranges demonstrations and displays! This is a proven success in the
food and drug field, as well as other
fields.

MEMBER MUTUAL

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

KUNSKY-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
(Owners and Operators of Station WXYZ)
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
WM. G. RAMBEAU CO., Exclusive Representatives
WESTERN
OFFICE:
EASTERN OFFICE:
HOME OFFICES:
Russ Building,
TRIBUNE TOWER. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
507 Chanin Building
San Francisco, Cal.
122 E. 42nd St.,
Earl Bachman, Manager
Douglas A. Nowell, Manager.
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Copeland Bill Lingers
UNLESS a legislative miracle
takes place, the Copeland-Tugwell
Food & Drug Bill (S. 5) is dead
for this session of Congress. Since
the measure was shoved to the bottom of the Senate Calendar April
8 by motion of its sponsor, Senator Copeland (D.) of New York,
there has been no active consideration of it. Senator Copeland has
shifted his interest to other urgent
legislation, and while some women's clubs and other organizations
are understood to be agitating for
prompt passage, he has shown no
disposition to revive floor consideration. With the exception of the
provision which would vest advertising control in the Department
of Agriculture, the bill already has
been so drastically altered on the
floor that it has few active opponents. The only possibility of passage, it is stated, is for all opponents to unite in an active campaign
to jam it through.
Pickwick Bus Series
PICKWICK Corp. (Pickwick Greyhound Lines), Los Angeles, in
April started to produce a series of
five-minute travel dramatizations
with the Los Angeles office of
Beaumont & Hohman handling the
account.
" RCA
- Victor
studio did Hollywood
the technical
work.
The
agency was to make up its list late
in April to place the series over a
number of stations throughout the
country starting in May and conmonths. tinuing through the vacation
Rice Regional
CHINA RICE IMPORTING Co.,
San Francisco (rice) for the first
time in its history is including radio in its advertising schedule and
is using a 15-minute spot on NBCKPO, Sundays, 9-9:15 p. m. (PST)
starting May 5. The program features Bennie Walker, master-ofceremonies and the Jones Boys, a
five-man harmony team. HixsonO'Donnell
the
agency. Inc., San Francisco, is
WLEU Opens at Erie
FORMAL opening of WLEU, Erie,
Pa., new local station, on April 20,
is announced by Leo Omelian, station licensee and owner. On 1420
kc. the station has 250 watts day
and 100 watts night. It is equipped
throughout with RCA apparatus.

WFBG
ALTOONA,

PA.

1310 kilocycles
100 watts
The Ideal Outlet
for Coverage
\
Central Penna.
Write Roy Thompson
"Voice of the Alleghenies"

Programs

Studied

By Philco Institute
Radio Credited With Improving
American Tastes in Music
A RESPONSIVE
CHORD ha:
been struck by the newly former!
Radio Institute of the Audibl'
Arts among radio, musical an<
educational groups in its broad ef !
fort to encourage and stimulate
audience interest in "worth-while i
The Institute was founded sev;
programs.
eral
months Corp.,
by theandPhilco
& Television
Pitts Radii
San; ■
born, eminent music critic, wa
named as its director. The pur
pose of the Institute, according t<
a statement made upon its forma
tion,
"further
advance
ment isof toradio
and tothesecure
fo
every listener the full benefits an<
satisfaction that can be derivei
from the radio as an instrumen
of entertainment and education.
Since its formation, the Institut
has prepared a number of broch
ures and instituted several sur
veys relating to programs. Thes:
are being sent to selected lists o
listeners. Among the current re
leases is one titled "recommende
radio music programs", with com
ments by Mr. Sanborn. A radi^j
time table listing recommended ra
dio programs in the musical field
identifying the time and the net
works over which they may b
heard, together with the feature*
orchestras and artists, and a timetable covering recommended talks
carrying the same listening infor
mation. Commercial along witl
sustaining
programs are enumer
ated.
Educational Surveys
IN
THE has
FIELD
of surveys,
Mi?
Sanborn
instituted
one cover
ing the work of educational insti
tutions operating radio stations
and another dealing with the effec
of musical offerings over the ai
upon the viewpoint of the listenei ;
In the former, the Institute re
viewed the activities of some o
the 38 stations operated by educa
tional institutions in 22 states, a
well
the educational
made as
available
through the course'
facili
ties of commercial stations. "Thi
informal survey." Mr. Sanborn de
clared, "is not intended as a com
casting
in the ofUnited
States, broad'
but i
educational
plete picture
offered
as an indication of what if
being
done,theandradio
whatin can
be don
to utilize
schools
an
in On
the the
fieldmusic
of adult
side,education."
Mr. Sanbor
declared that his observations hav
shown that radio had done muc I
to improve the musical tastes o
the American public during th
last
ten years.
"The have
standards
American
listeners
soareo
since 1925,"
said. "It isexper
radi !
temerity
andhe courageous
ment and subsequent public educs
tion by radio that have done i
The phonograph began this mus
cal trend, but that was attende
with considerable expense and th
repertory was limited. Radio ha
cut the expense to a minimum, an
the repertoire broadens with eac

successive season."
CALL letters of the Ardmoreit gffl
Publishing Co. Inc., station at Arc >,
more, Okla., have been changed b: tin
the FCC from KIUO to KVSO.
: »;
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futurelsUncertain
JFor Canadian Body
Life of CRC Extended by Bill
For Only Two-month Period
By JAMES MONTAGNES
[NTIMATION was given by Hon.
Alfred Duranleau, Minister of Maine, under whose jurisdiction raiio operates in Canada, during the
losing days of the Parliamentary
session, that when Parliament
meets again May 20 definite action
night be taken in connection with
Canadian broadcasting. Sir George
perley, acting prime minister durng R. B.
illness,
;hange
in Bennett's
radio control
wouldsaidnota
necessarily be made, but felt personally, that "we ought to be able
:o carry on this service by a Commission, but how that can be done
[ do not know, I admit that
frankly."
The radio question came up with
the passing of a bill to extend the
life of the Canadian Radio Commission. That something will be
done soon is shown by the fact that
the bill provided only for the life
of the Commission for two months
from April 30.
Private Stations
[CHARGES by the opposition included that the number of private
stations had increased from 49 to
j 59 during the last three years,
when radio was supposed to be
operated under a commission appointed to build a national owned
\ system; that politics had crept into the administration of broadfeasting; and that programs were
mediocre. Replying to these
charges, the government stated
that there was a plan to build
h.gh power stations at Vancouver,
in the Maritimes, and elsewhere,
but it was delayed by lack of
money. When Parliament reassembles the question is to be considered, either by a House com:mittee tion.orIf all
by the
government
legislaprivate stations
were wiped out, many parts of
Canada would be left without radio
services.
CKLW, Windsor, soon to be replaced by WJR as CBS outlet for
Detroit, came in for considerable
mention in Parliament, and the
charge that political interference
there was so great as to cause aljmost a public scandal was made
by Hon. W. D. Euler, former minister of national revenue.
Mr. Euler proposed a 15 kilowatt
'federal broadcasting station for
Toronto. He stated that present
3aules of the Commission forbid any
"criticism
of legislation
the present
government,enacted
which byif
(enforced, would mean the elimination of opposition speakers from
jithe air during an election campaign. Public dissatisfaction with
the Commission has even bred the
suspicion that the government radio has become the property of the
Conservative party, now in power,
he charged. None of the purposes
for which the Commission was
, . created has been carried out, nor
5jpas the Commission made any adequate attempt to answer^criticism,
he claimed.
That much of the radio question
had to deal with the forthcoming
it iigeneral election, can be gathered
id from the fact that several opposition speakers stated that free use
■of the air should be given leaders
)fMay
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Acme
The 'Mike' Line
MORE than 1400 applicants
for positions on WHIO, new
Dayton (0.) station, were
auditioned in selecting the
staff and it took two weeks
to hear all the voices. Among
those selected was Tom
Slater, brother of Bill Slater,
NBC announcer, and he had
never been confronted by a
microphone before. He formerly was publicity director
of Miami University, Miami,
O. WHIO control engineers
wear light uniforms with red
letters WHIO on the lapel,
and also must wear them on
remote pickups. Page boys
also are uniformed.
of Canada's three political parties.
Premier Bennett in his recent series of half-hour talks paid for the
time, but he is a wealthy man,
claimed the opposition. The leaders of the two other pai'ties were
unable to pay for time on the air.
England's system was recommended by the opposition, but the government could not see how the
Canadian air could be similarly divided to give everyone satisfaction. The radio should be considered a means of education for the
voters, the opposition pointed out.
Meanwhile the Canadian Radio
Commission stays on the job officially till June 30, and with an
election to be held in the autumn,
some decision will have to be made
before
the out.
Commission's term of
office runs
SPOT ADVERTISING on Sundays
will stop May 5, the date the recent prohibition against Sunday
spot advertising will go into effect. Exempt from the prohibition are time signals and spot announcements which render a public service.
The ruling came about due to
the question of legality under the
Lord's Day Act, of all forms of
broadcast advertising on Sunday.
Information is now being collected
with a view to restricting advertising publicity in Sunday programs to "good will" advertising
from which the element of solicitation for the sale of commodities,
against which the Lord's Day Act
seems
inated. to be explicit, has been elimChange in Disc Rules
(Continued from page 14)
programs is now generally considered
as excellent, and
Whereas, the broadcasting industry
would be greatly benefited by the removal of existing restrictions, therefore, be it
Resolved, that the NAB hereby respectfully urges the Federal Radio
Commission to alter the existing regulations requiring that electrically
transcribed programs made especially
for broadcasting be so announced, so
that such a transcription may be announced merely as a production of
the
concern
making such transcription.
Resolved further, that the National
Association of Broadcasters hereby
directs its officers to bring this resolution without delay to the attention
of the Broadcast Division of the Federal Communications Commission, and
to take whatever steps may be necessary and practicable to secure prompt
revision
of this
the resolution.
regulations in accordance with
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Beer Increases

CALIFORNIA BREWING ASS'N,
San Francisco, has increased its
Acme beer advertising to include
spot announcements on eight Pacific Coast stations over a threemonth period, starting May 1.
Stations being used include KFRC,
San Francisco; KPQ, Wenatchee,
Wash.; KJR, Seattle; KGW, Portland, Ore.; KDYL, Salt Lake City;
and KGA, Spokane. Emil Brisacher
& Staff, San Francisco, is
the agency.
Fisher in Movies
THORNTON FISHER, radio narrator and cartoonist featured by
P. Lorillard Co. (Briggs Tobacco)
over an NBC-WEAF network in
the Briggs Sports Review, has
been signed by Noel Pictures Inc.,
New York , for four half -hour
sports features, in which he appears as narrator and actor. The
first
release
"IdollifeofandMillions",
which covers the
battles
of
Jack
Dempsey,
will
be
released
during May.
WBRC

Baseball

WBRC, Birmingham, will broadcast out-of-town games of the local Southern League baseball team,
with Hood-McPherson Furniture
Co. as sponsor. Eugene (Bull)
Connor, member of the State Legislature, again will announce.
RADIO is to be used by Universal
Camera Corp., New York, in a fivemonth campaign which will include
other media. Brooks, Smith &
French Inc., New York, is the
agency.

Announcing

•

Southern Broadcasting Company
announces W.
the Clark
appointment of James
to
the post of Vice - President
and General Manager of
WGST.
Mr. Clark is at home in Atlanta, having formerly resided in the city for a number of years while publicity
and exploitations director of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer p i ctures in the South.
"Jimmy" Clark knows the
South and has first hand
knowledge concerning the
commercial, economic and
social aspects of this territory. His familiarity
with
the requirements,
buying
power and social habits of
JAMES W. CLARK
Southern people is an invaluable asset to advertisers contemplating an appeal to the
Southern market. Inquiries concerning facilities and time
available are cordially invited.
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Wilson Breaks Arm
L. B. WILSON, president and general manager of WCKY, Cincinnati, and one of the nation's most
popular broadcasters, suffered a
broken arm in a fall at his home
on April 15. In attempting to separate two dogs engaged in a fight
on his lawn, he slipped, and fractured his left arm between the
shoulder and elbow. He returned
to his office during the same week,
but probably will have to carry his
arm in a cast for six weeks.

Advertising Session
THE 32d annual convention of the
Advertising Affiliation of America,
including four advertising clubs in
the United States and five in Canada, will be held May 9-11 in Pittsburgh. Chairman of the program
committee is Ralph Leavenworth,
Westinghouse advertising manager. Among speakers will be
Chester A. Lang, advertising manager of General Electric Co. and
William E. McFee, American Rolling Mill Co.

Structure
DAVID SARNOFF

of the

NBC

Three Types of Programs
And Merchandising Tiein
In WBT Tastylax Series
BLACKSTONE PRODUCTS Co.
Inc., New York (Tasty-Lax, Blackstone Aspirin) has started an extensive merchandising program
on WBT, Charlotte, N. C. Under
the direction of A. H. Kaplan, radio director of the Rose - Martin
Inc., New York Agency, three diversified types of programs are
now being used on the weekly
schedule. One is an amateur show,
the other musical and third melodramatic.
In each show, unusual features
are included to induce listeners to
write in and win cash prizes. On
one show, problems are presented
and listeners asked to send in the
solutions. Cash prizes are awarded the three best solutions. In the
other production, strange facts are
solicited and again prizes awarded
for the best.
Fridays, dramatic
Tasty-Lax
uses aasmeloseries known
the
Spider. A handkerchief is the giveaway used for this show. To increase interest in the Tuesday
amateur programs, the client
awards the winner of the audition
with a traveling set.

Cleveland
610 Kilocycles
E'LL TELL
Your Message
IN TOWN
OUT OF TOWN
UP and DOWN the STATE!
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WMCA

Defendant

In Copyright Suit
Associated Music Publishers
Seek Injunctions in Court
SUIT trict
was
in the U.
DisCourt begun
for Southern
NewS. York
on April 19 by Associated Music
Publishers Inc., for alleged violations of copyright by Knickerbocker Broadcasting Co. (WMCA)
in performances on the air of
works for which AMP claims to
have exclusive American rights.
WMCA's answer must be filed in
the court by May 14.
With 600,000 titles on its list,
AMP had a number of alleged violations drawn to its attention last
year, as a result of which it warned
stations against unlicensed use of
its numbers. L. L. Watson, radio
director of AMP, said this is the
group's first suit against a radio
sees.
station. It has 175 station licenInjunctions Sought
THE COMPLAINT lists seven
causes of action, charging that beginning with a performance of
"Fue Tu Culpa", a tango, on Aug.
23, 1932, WMCA allegedly violated
the copyright law; that no reply
was received to published and
other warnings, and that it was decided to begin suit after a performance of the Polka and Fugue
from Weinberger's "Schwanda der
Dudelsackpfeiffer" on Feb. 6 this
year. On Feb. 10, however, it is
charged, the same work was again
performed,
as was also a "Poeme"
by The
Chausson.
court is asked to grant both
temporary and permanent injunctions against continued performance of its works without license,
and to assess either actual damages or the penalty provided by
the copyright law, ranging from
$250 to $5,000.
Schlitz Plans Drive
SCHLITZ BREWING Co., Milwaukee, starting a new advertising program, plans to use spot
broadcasts in a score of cities.
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Fraud

Charges of Censorship
Are Filed by Rep. Fish

WAVE
HAS
LD

WOR

ING

ST
BR' CA

STRAN
AND
O!
RADI
news
This here
i9 just so mm
ich
broadcasts via
Station
gravy for ^f^y
Transradio,
^AVE ••• ^aper fiends don't
and our »eWSP*£L don't want
have to listen if tbey
gelting
Bnt in the mean^uVaUdiencethat
^stoftbeLomsvdle^^
wants news ■ ■ ■ ,
NBC
or not
newspapers
The

Against WHN, New York
ALLEGATIONS of censorship
against WHN, New York, were
made April 19 by Rep. Hamilton
Fish Jr. (R.) of New York, after
he had been notified that a speech
he was scheduled to deliver could
not be put on the air because he
had failed to submit the manuscript three days before air time.
Mr. Fish protested to the station
and also to the FCC verbally, and
on April 25 raised the issue on the
floor of the House.
Louis K. Sidney, manager of the
Loew's station, asserted that the
Fish speech, which purportedly attacked the New Deal, was not submitted to the station until two
hours before the time of broadcast,
or too late even to be read by station counsel.
The Fish fight was immediately
picked up by the American Civil
Liberties Union, which said it welcomed the Congressman's offer of
support for legislation to guarantee freedom of the air, but pointed
out that Mr. Fish had been inconsistent in his stand. The Union
said that at the educational hearing before the FCC on May 15, it
would present " a list of wholly
unjustified instances of censorship,
of which we have records and will
add them to your recent experi-

PERAMBULATING ANTENNA—
Here is the 66-foot portable tower
used by Lynne C. Smeby, technical
supervisor of KSTP, St. Paul, in
making tests with a portable transmitter to determine location of new
station KROC at Rochester, Minn.,
to be operated in conjunction with
KSTP. The tower can be erected
by three men and the portable
transmitter set up ready for use
in an hour and a half. The tower
folds 12intofeeta space
and
long. 20 by 20 inches

ence."
STANDARD
OIL Co., of New Jersey, having started a "Happy Motoring" campaign, plans to include
radio in mid-summer.

Order

Is Pressed

On Astrology Broadcast
THE FEDERAL government at,
Laredo will attempt to uphold it'1
fraud order against Prof. E. R
Rood, who gives advice (for a consideration) on all matters bj
means of astrology over statior
XENT, Nuevo Laredo, Mexico. A1
present, Prof. Rood has a temporary restraining order against thf
government to prevent postmaster
J. R. Goodwin of Laredo fron
holding up his mail. Chief Assist
ant United States Attorney For
rest Lee Andrews, who will represent Postmaster Goodwin as wel
as the government, said that ir
addition to giving advice, Prof
Rood also dispenses (for a consid
eration) a medicine named by hin
as "Cell Food Tablets" which h(
claims will cure a person suffering i
from any physical disorder.
The trouble started when Prof
Rood was conducting his astrologi
cal observations for the benefit o:
the "Astro Radio Club" over sta
tion XEPN at Piedras Negras
Coahuila, Mexico. His mail wai
stopped after the postoffice depart
ment issued a fraud order agains
him. Then the professor moved hii
operations, his astrological obser
vations and his "Cell Food Tab
lets" to radio station XENT acros:
the Rio Grande from Laredo. Th>
postoffice department issued ;
fraud order against him there, rec
ords show.

Where
Daylight Saving Prevails
CITIES and towns throughout the country and in Canada in which
radio broadcasting stations are located and which are observing
daylight saving time this Summer are listed below. The list was
drafted from a compilation made by the Merchants' Association
of New York, which led in the daylight saving time movement
throughout the country. Data was obtained by the Association
by questionnaire sent to municipal officials and commercial organizations in every
town, to ascertain those in which the
earlier hour
wouldcity
be and
observed.
Except where otherwise indicated, the period of observance
is from 2 a. m., April 28 (the last Sunday in April) until 2 a. m.
Sept. 29 (the last Sunday in September). All New York program
schedules during this period will be broadcast on Eastern Daylight Saving Time.
The: list of daylight cities having radio stations, by States,
follows
Nobody knows how clean a
whistle is, but everybody who
rides on Chesapeake and Ohio
through trains knows how
clean our passengers are.
Genuine air-conditioning provides a fresh, clean, springlike atmosphere. White shirts,

collars and cuffs STAY white.
Your nose and throat and
lungs give thanks with every
breath you take. You eat
well, sleep well, rest and relax. It will pay to route your
next trip via Chesapeake and
Ohio. There is no extra fare.

THE
GEORGE
WASHINGTON
The Sportsman
The F. F. V.
The finest fleet of genuinely air -conditioned trains in the world.
1785
The ticket agent
One Hundred
of any railroad
and Fiftieth
can route you on
Anniversary
the Chesapeake
and Ohio. Insist
1935
upon it.
Chesape/kewOhio
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CONNECTICUT— Notwithstanding the
attempt of rural legislators to prohibit the observance of Daylight Saving by the passage of law making it
an offense to show other than Eastern Standard time on clocks or timepieces publicly displayed. Daylight
saving is observed by banks, offices,
stores and factories in the following
places : Bridgeport, Hartford, New
Britain, New Haven, Waterbury.
DELAWARE— Wilmington.
GEORGIA— Atlanta.
ILLINOIS — Chicago and suburbs, Cicero, Waukegan.
INDIANA— Elkhart, Fort Wayne, Gary,
Hammond, Muncie. Richmond, South
Bend.
MAINE — Augusta, Bangor, Portland.
MASSACHUSETTS — Observance required by State law.
MICHIGAN — Practically every comTime all munity
vear.follows Eastern Standard
MISSISSIPPI— Jackson.
NEW HAMPSHIRE— Has State law
similarthan
to Connecticut's
prohibiting
other
Eastern Standard
Time
but a number of cities start the
working day an hour earlier. They
include Laconia, Manchester, Portsmouth.
NEW JERSEY— Asbury Park, Atlantic City, Jersey City, Newark, Red
Bank, Trenton.
NEW YORK— Albany, Brooklyn, Buffalo, Freeport, Jamestown, Long

Island City, New York, Plattsburgv
Saranac Lake, Troy, Utica. In
Rochester
saving butwasmany
defeated by daylight
a referendum
factories and offices start the day
an hour earlier.
OHIO — Due to demands for daylight
saving in cities, towns and villages
outside the Eastern Time Zone, the
entire state was put on Eastern
Standard Time April 3, 1927 by order of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
PENNSYLVANIA
— Allentown,
Erie',.
Johnstown, Lancaster,
Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh,
Reading,
Scranton.
tory. ISLAND — Entire state.
RHODE
HAWAII — Honolulu and entire terriCANADA — Brantford, Ont. (June 30Aug. 31) ; Chicoutimi, Que. (May 4Sept. 28) ; Fort William, Ont.; Halifax,ilton.
N. S.Ont. (June
(May 1-Sept.
4-Sept. 29)
14) ;: HamHull,
Que. ; Kingston, Ont. ; Moncton, N.
B. ; Montreal ; Ottawa ; Quebec ; Regina, Sask. ; St. Catharine, Ont. ; St.
John,
N. year).
B. ; Toronto ; Yorkton.
Sask., (all
EUROPE — Great Britain and Northern
Ireland (April 13-Oct. 5) ; France
(March 25-Sept. 29) ; Belgium (seven monthserlandsfrom
April 7)S) ; ;ThePortugal
Neth(May 15-Oct.
(March 30-Oct. 6).
1-March AMERICA—
30).
SOUTH
Argentina (Oct.
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Radio Committee
Report of ANPA
(Continued from page 7)
sadcasters and the newspapers is
While the plan, which your Comji reluctance of the newspapers and
mittee submits herewith, is not enPress Associations to sell the
tirely satisfactory, we believe it is
\s
to
the
best
that can be obtained under
J(fs ove
toerradio
advertisers for sponsor- the competitive
the air.
4?
conditions which exist
ftTiis refusal rests upon these two among the various groups represented
in Press-Radio. Your Committee,
ijdamentals :
irst : The practice would permit therefore, recommends the adoption of
advertiser to censor and edit the the plan and that it be put in operation at once.
ys to suit not only his own adverjng program but also his prejudices
Your Committee desires to place itself on record as being opposed to the
i social, economic, religious and poAmI questions, and thus news would general practice of selling news to an
leuerate into propaganda for the ad- advertiser for sponsorship over the
Itiser.
air because this policy is unsound in
(Second : Since the sale of news is principle and, if it is generally adopted eventually will destroy Press-Radio
! basis of the newspaper publishing
jiness this asset should not be sold Bureaus and do untold damage to the
the broadcasters to be used in com- public welfare.
The sale of news to an advertiser
'ition with the newspapers.
yo get to the essence of the prob- for broadcasting purposes opens the
- which has confronted the Radio way for him to edit and censor the
pmittee, the general public is de- news over the air. The listeners will
fading news by means of Radio be offered propaganda of various kinds
under the guise of news. The radio
.'Bdcasting
of itsstations
speed and
lenience. because
Many radio
are advertisers who are in control of all
inclined to give away the time for advertising programs under our presiidcasting
"Radio
ent system of broadcasting have dele
can benews
sold when
to anthis
advertiser
veloped the technique of weaving their
I a substantial amount of money, advertising stories into the broadcasting
as
a
part of their news programs,
'jvsradio
also advertiser,
can be sold easily to almost
so that the listeners, if they are not
guard, will be sold a cathartic or
-"he and
newspapers,
Presshave
Assoeiathe two the
Chains
been on
a breakfast food because some alert
operating in the performance of a advertiser has hooked up his product
,ilic service to radio listeners, but with a news item concerning the
by of the independent radio sta- health of some person prominent in
Ls have not cooperated because the the public life. The listening public
ad of the cash register means more
fooled by advertising propa(hem than the preservation of prin- is beingganda
broadcast under the guise of
es which affect the welfare of the news.
sral public.
After many conversations with the
Pe believe that substantial progress various groups involved in Pressbeen made in the last year in the Radio relations, a conference with
?s-Radio Bureaus, in the coopera- representatives of the groups which
J extended by the National BroadS had been previously concerned with
ing Company and the Columbia
this problem was held at the Hotel
ladcasting System, and that still Biltmore, New York City, April 5th,
which was attended by representatives
Iher progress is possible.
\he co-operation of the newspapers
of the National Broadcasting Com1 radio stations in the broadcastpany, the Columbia Broadcasting Sysof news has been carried on untem'tional
The United
The InternaNews, ThePress,
Associated
Press,
the general supervision of your
iimittee.
and the Executive Committee of the
he Press-Radio
have value
per- A. N. P. A. Radio Committee.
iled a service of Bureaus
inestimable
After eliminating all of the proposals to which the combined group
-adio listeners. This statement is
?d upon the contents of thousands
could not agree, we arrived at the
letters and calls which have come
and unanimous conHhe Bureaus from listeners who following clusionsfinal
as a basis for further cooperation between the broadcasters,
intarily
expressed
their
appreciaof the service.
and the news:he New York Bureau has attained the presspapers, forassociations,
a period of one year. This
gh standard of efficiency under the course seemed to be the only one open
■•onal supervision and direction of to 1.us.That the public interest requires
rin S. Friendly of The New York
. The Pacific Coast Bureau has
the continuation of the Press-Radio Bureaus in order to make ceri developed to an equally high detain that reliable and authentic
! of efficiency by Norman Chandler
news is disseminated through the
rhe Los Angeles Times and J. R.
medium of radio broadcasting. (The
•wland of The Tribune, Oakland,
National Broadcasting Company
fornia. all of whom are members
and The Columbia Broadcasting
•our Committee.
System have pledged their support
i addition to this, your Committee
been making a study of the trend
for another year if this recommendation is adopted.)
.adio and its relation to the news2. That the Committee in charge
ier publishing business. One of
of the operations of each of the
noticeable developments is the
iual increase in the number of
Press-Radio Bureaus be authorized
to adopt such rules and regulations
o stations owned, in whole or in
as in their opinion are essential to
. by the newspapers. The records
a better service.
v that one hundred and fifteen of
six hundred radio stations in the
3. That the newspapers owning or
red States are owned or controlled
affiliated with radio stations, subnewspapers, which in terms of
ject to the regulations of the PressRadio Bureaus, be allowed a more
er amounts to about one-third of
total.
flexible use of wire reports as those
he Committee believes that the
reports are received in their own of;=s-Radio Bureaus should be mainfices for broadcasting of news ; provided, that such newspapers make
>ed for another year, that the
announcement of the news sources
dcasting of news should be liberas required of those who receive
Vd. and that fuller authority
Id be vested in the two Bureaus
their reports from the Press-Radio
Bureaus.
governing the broadcasting of
4. That publishers should individu-

ally take every step necessary to
prevent the improper use of news
and the prostitution of news in
their own communities, even to
of the ofprograms
droppingfendersthe
from their
columns.
The InternaPress and
United
The tional
g in
News Service,
in concurrin
the action of the conference, reserved
when and if, in their opinthe right,
ion, it should become necessary, to
sell a news service to advertisers or
radio stations for broadcasting purposes under such restrictions as they
shall impose to preserve the purity
They stated that, in
of the news.
principle, they were opposed to the
sale of news for radio sponsorship as
a source of revenue, and that such
news would be sold only for sponsorship when competitive broadcasting
of news warranted such action.
"We believe that the above plan will
provide enough flexibility in the operation of the two Press-Radio Bureaus
to enable them to serve the public
with reliable news and at the same

SELL
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CENTAUR Co., New_ York, has
started a morning radio series on
30 CBS stations promoting its
ZBT baby powder, with HanffMetzger Inc., New York, the
agency.

Southwest

Market

Southwest

System

S

B

S

is America's
Fastest
- Growing
Regional
Network!
Let Us Give You
The

Facts!

SOUTHWEST
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
LEE H. ARMER, President, Fort Worth, Texas
JOHN

WHO
The Cmt>™l S+n-firm C LEA RED-CHANNEL — 5QrOOO WATTS

the

time, not tie the hands of the press
associations
nor penalize
newspaperowned
or affiliated
radio stations.
Your
Committee
has
made
est effort to serve the Pressan ashon-a
whole, with due regard for the rights
and privileges of the public, but there
still remains a responsibility upon
every publisher to do his part to solve
a most difficult problem by lending
his full cooperation to any plan which
the Convention may adopt as a policy
for the best interests of all.
Respectfully submitted, E. H. Harris.manChairman
Carter, John
NorChandler.; Amon
E. D.G. Corson,
Cowles, K. A. Engel, Edwin S.
Friendly,
Ponting, J. G. Stahlman. O. S.H.Warden.

BLAIR & COMPANY, National RepresentativesNEW YORK
CHICAGO DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES

— FULL-TIME
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FEDERAL

Decisions . . .
APRIL 16
KFPL, Dublin, Tex. — Granted CP change
equip., increase from 100 to 250 w D.
WOC, Davenport, la. — Granted CP
wchange
D. equip., increase from 100 to 250
KWBG, Hutchinson, Kan. — G ranted
modif. CP change equip., transmitter site.
WMC,
Memphis
— Granted
auth. determine power
bv antenna
measurement.
WKRC, Cincinnati — Granted modif. CP
extending completion to 7-29-35.
— Granted license
forKRLC,
CP 1420Lewiston,
kc 100 w Id.unltd.
WSVA,
Harrisonburg,
— Granted
modif. CP transmitter, studioVa.sites,
change
equip. ; extend completion to 6-4-35.
WGCM,license
Mississippi
City,toMiss.
modif.
from spec,
unltd.— Granted
WTRC, Elkhart, Ind. — Granted consent
vol. assign, license to Truth Pub. Co. Inc.
WIBA,fromMadison,
Granted
license
500 w Wis.
N 1— kw
D to modif.
1 kw
N & D.
WMPC,
Lapeer,
Mich.
—
Granted
change equip., increase to 250 w D. CP
WPRP, Ponce, Puerto Rico — Granted
modif. CP extend completion to 8-18-35.
WTMV, E. St. Louis, 111. — Granted
modif.
tion. CP change equip., extend compleforKOOS,
CP 1200Marshfield,
kc 250 w Ore.
D. — Granted license
KPQ,cense forWenatchee,
Wash.
CP 1500 kc 100 w— NGranted
250 w Wliunltd.
KWYO, Sheridan, Wvo. — Granted vol.
assign,
license to Big Horn Brdcstg. Co.
Inc.
WJAR, Providence, R. I. — Granted extension exp. auth. 250 w added power N
to 9-1-35.
KTFI, Twin Falls, Id.— Granted extension exp. auth. 500 w added N to 10-1-35.
WTMV, E. St. Louis, 111. — Granted
modif. CP change antenna, transmitter &
studio sites.
KGVO, Missoula, Mont — Granted modif.
CP transmitter site near Missoula.
KGVO, Missoula, Mont. — Granted CP
move transmitter, operate 1200 kc 100 w
unltd.
with temporary antenna pending
completion.
SET FOR HEARING— NEW, Paul Sullivan Andrews, Lewiston, Me., applic. CP
560 kc 250 w N; NEW, A. O. Jenkins,
Jacksonville, Fla., applic. CP 610 kc 250 w
N 500 w D unltd. ; KRKO, Everett, Wash.,
applic. CP move transmitter & studio locally, change equip. : NEW, Alaska Radio
& Service Co. Inc., Juneau, Alaska, applic.
CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd. : NEW, Robert E.
Cole, Washington, Pa., applic. CP 1200 kc
100 w spec. ; NEW, Fort Industry Co.,
Cleveland. O.. applic. CP 850 kc 250 w
D ; NEW, Robert Kaufman, Inglewood,
Gal., applic. CP 1210 kc 100 w D spec. ;
WEBQ, Harrisburg. III., applic. modif. license to unltd. ; KTFI, Twin Falls, Id.,
applic. modif. license from 500 w N 1 kw
D to 1 kw: NEW, J. W. Birdwell & S. R.
Jennings, Johnson City, Tenn., applic. CP
1200 kc 100 w unltd. ; WFBM, Indianapolis, applic. CP new equip., move studio
locally, increase to 5 kw D : NEW, Pacific
Acceptance Corp., San Diego, Cal., applic.
CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Quincy
A. Brackett, Lewis B. Breed, Edmund A.
Laport d/b Conn. Valley Brdcstg. Co.,
Springfield, Mass., applic. CP 1140 kc 500
w D ltd. ; WRC, Washington, CP in hearing docket amended to move station locally, install new equip., increase to 5 kw.
ACTION ON EXAMINERS' REPORTS
— NEW,
ette, La.,Evangeline
granted CP Brdcstg.
1310 kc Co..
100 Lafayw unltd., sustaining Examiner Dalberg ;
WWVA. Wheeling, W. Va., granted renewal license; WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind.,
granted renewal license ; NEW, Dalbert E.
Replogle, Boston, denied CP 1570 kc 1 kw
sustaining Examiner Hyde ; NEW, E. B.
Gish, Gish Radio Service, Abilene, Tex.,
CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd., withdrawn without prejudice ; NEW, Radio Service Inc.,
Riverside, Cal., CP 820 kc 100 w D denied
in default, sustaining Examiner Walker ;
NEW, W. L. Gleeson, Salinas, Cal., CP
1210 kc 100 w unltd., withdrawn without
prejudice; NEW, Radio Service Inc., Redlands,
CP 820 kc 100 w D, withdrawn
withoutCal.,
prejudice.
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— WEBC,
Superior, Wis., granted temp. auth. use
present aux. transmitter as main pending
construction ; WILL, Urbana, 111., granted
extension temp. auth. 890 kc 250 w,
S-KUSD,
KFNP'KGKB,
pending
on
WIBW protest;
Tyler, decision
Tex., granted temp. auth. spec, hours pending action
on applic. for unltd. time; WBEO, MarPage 44
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APRIL 13 TO APRIL 27, INCLUSIVE
—
quette,
Mich.,
granted
shift
in
hours
beWMFN,
Kosciusko,
Miss.
—
Granted
excause of daylight time.
tension equip, tests (April 11).
MISCELLANEOUS — KFYR, Bismarck,
Edward
P.
Graham
—
Granted
request
N. D., denied
enlargeS. bill
par- take depositions (April 11).
ticulars ;KABR,motion
Aberdeen,
D., ofdenied
E. W. Patrick
Granted request take
depositions
(April — 10).
petition intervene applic. KSOO ; WLBC,
Muncie, Inc., denied reconsideration of
WEAN,
Providence,
R. wI. —D Modif.
cense from 250
w D to 500
& N. lihearing order ; Black Hills Brdcstg. Co.,
Rapid veneCity,
S.
D.,
granted
petition
interWMFF,
Plattsburg,
N.
Y.
—
CP
applic. KSOO ; WATR, Waterbury,
equip., increase from 100 to 250 w. change
Conn., granted petition for modif. license,
NEW, Wayne Brdcstg. Co., Edmund J.
heretofore set for hearing; WTRC, Elk- Meurer, Henry, Anton & Zigmund Lewanhart, Ind., denied reconsideration applic. dowski,
100 w D. Hamtramch, Mich. — CP 1370 kc
CP 250 w D 100 w N; KMLB, Monroe,
NEW, Charles A. Wharton, Cambridge,
La., denied further postponement hearing
set for May 6 ; WDRC, Hartford, Conn., O.— CP 1500 kc 50 w spec.
denied reconsideration hearing on applic.
KWEA of&control
KWKH,
Shreveport,
Transfer
to Times
Pub. Co. La.—
Ltd.
increase from 2V2 to 5 kw D ; KFPM,
NEW, Florida West Coast Brdcstg. Co.
Greenville, Tex., designated for hearing
petition for
reinstatement,
proposed
asInc.,
Tampa,
Fla.
—
CP
1370
kc
100
w
unsignment license to Voice of Greenville ; ltd.
WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis. — Modif. license
KGHL, Billings, Mont., denied reconsider- from
1410 to 1300 kc, change from 500 to
ation hearing appiic. 780 kc ; WLNH, Law N, hours from S-WROK to unltd.,
conia, N. H., denied grant of applic. with- 250
amended
to change from 250 w 500 w D
outniedhearing
:
WBCM,
Bay
City,
Mich.,
dereconsideration hearing on applic. for to 250 w D & N.
WLBF,
Kansas & City
— License
CP
1 kw D ;eration
WIL,
St.
Louis,
denied
reconsidstudio,
changeforequip.
denial of hearing postponement ; move transmitter
KRE, Berkeley,
Cal.
—
License
for
CP
WALR, Zane3ville, O., denied reconsider- modified
install new equip., increase power.as
ation denial applic. to intervene at hearing of applic. of Toledo Brdcstg. Corp.
KGY, Olympia, Wash. — Modif. license to
hours,operates.
amended to unltd. exfor auth. to move to Toledo ; WIP, Phila- changeceptspec,
when KTW
delphia, denied reconsideration hearing of
NEW, Clark Standiford, Marysville, Cal.
applic. for 1 kw N ; WCAO, Baltimore,
—CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
denied 1 kw N pending hearing ; WICC,
Bridgeport. Conn., denied 1 kw N pending
Los D Angeles
from
500KTM,
w 1 kw
to 1 kw,— Modif.
amendedlicense
to change
hearing ; KYA,consideration
Sanapplic. Francisco,
denied
re5 kw D ; Big Spring name
from Pickwick Brdcstg. Corp. Ltd.,
to Evening Herald Pub. Co.
Brdcstg.tition to Co.,
Spring, reTex.,
take- Big
depositions
No. denied
2747. peKINY, Juneau. Alaska — Modif. CP new
APPLICATIONS
DISMISSED—
WEAN,
610 kc 250 w unltd., requesting apProvidence, R. I., modif. license 780 kc 1 station proval
stein bldg. transmitter & studio site at Goldkw unltd.
;
WCLS,
Joliet.
111.,
modif.
license 1310 kc 100 w unltd. ; WGL, Fort
RETURNED — NEW,
Wayne, Ind., CP 1300 kc 250 w 500 w D W.APPLICATIONS
Kindig, Hollywood, CP 1160 kc 1
unltd. ; WIRE, Indianapolis, modif. license kw H.
amended re transmitter site;
1400 kc 1 kw unltd. ; NEW, Miss. Vallev NEW,unltd.,
Standiford. Oakland, Cal., CP
Brdcstg. Co. Inc., Springfield. Mo., CP 1310 1490 kc Clark
100 w unltd. ; NEW, Clark Standikc 100 w unltd. at Hannibal, Mo. ; NEW,
ford,
San
Jose,
Cal., CP 1150 kc 100 w
KGBX Inc., Springfield, Mo., CP 1210 kc unltd. ; NEW, Clark
Standiford, Pasa100 w unltd. at Sedalia, Mo. ; NEW. Miss.
dena,
Cal.,
CP
1150 kc 500 w unltd. :
Valley Brdcstg. Co. Inc., Springfield, Mo., NEW, Pope Foster,
Mobile, Ala., CP 1500
CCP 1310 kc 100 w D at Jefferson City, kc 100 w unltd. ; KXA,
Seattle, extension
Mo. ; WCAO, Baltimore, CP 600 kc 1 kw exp. auth. operate simuI.-WJZ
LS to 10
unltd.
p. m. (PST) 250 w to 8-1-35; NEW, W.
APPLICATIONS RETIRED — KRKO,
L.
Gleeson,
Sacramento,
Cal.,
CP
1490 kc
Everett, Wash., CP move station ; NEW,
Hilo Brdcstg. Co. Ltd., Hilo, Hawaii, CP 5 kw D.
APRIL
23
1210 kc 100 w spec.
RATIFICATIONS:
WKAR,equip.
E. Lansing, Mich. — Granted CP
change
WFIL, Philadelphia — Granted extension
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va. — Granted CP
temp. auth. 560 kc 1 kw N to 4-30-35 install new transmitter, increase to 1 kw
(April 4).
D 500 w N, move transmitter.
WMFN,testsKosciusko,
Miss. — Granted auth.
KWSC, Pullman, Wash. — Granted CP
extend
(March 25).
change equip., increase from 2 to 5 kw D.
WKOK,
Sunbury,
Pa.
—
Granted
extenWCFL,
Chicago — Granted modif. CP exsion to file reply to exceptions (March 9).
tend completion to 6-15-35.
Evansville on the Air Inc., Evansville,
KGW,
Portland,
Ind. — Granted to take depositions on CP for CP increase to 5Ore.kw— Granted
D 620 kc license
1 kw
applic. (March 30).
N unltd.
WEEU, Reading, Pa. — Granted extension forWFDF,
Flint,equip.
Mich. — Granted license
CP change
time to file brief ; other applicants involved granted extension (March 30).
WJAG,
Norfolk,
Neb. — Granted license
WOR,gram testsNewark
30 days— Granted
(April 3).extension pro- for CP change equip.
KPCB,
Seattle
—
Granted
auth. install
Broadcastingon Co.
Granted(Apr.
request
to News
take depositions
CP —applic.
5). auto, f req . control.
KHJ,
Los
Angeles
—
Granted
CP
Big Spring
Big Spring,
Tex. —of as modified extend completion tomodif.
12-1-35.
Denied
motion Herald,
to intervene
CP applic.
E. F. Houser & Clyde Miller (March 16).
SPECIAL
Muncie,
Ind., AUTHORIZATIONS—
Granted temp. auth. WLBC,
operate
WEBC,increase
Superior,
— CPto change
equip.,
fromWis.2Vz
5 kw D without approved f req. monitor 30 days ;
KFIZ,
Fond
du
Lac,
Wis.,
granted
temp,
(March
28).andApplic.
ing docket
granted.dismissed from hear- auth. operate spec, hours in May ; WPRP,
Ponce,
Puerto
Rico,
granted
temp.
WMFI,completion
New Haven,
extend
(MarchConn.—
28). Modif. CP operate portable for tests ; WN AD, auth.
NorWMFH,pletionBoston
—
Modif.
CP
extend comman, Okla., granted temp. auth. remain
(March 28).
silent
5-7-35
to
10-1-35.
Action of March 19 on two apclic. above,
SET .FOR HEARING — WMBC, Detroit,
setting them
hearing,
reconsidered,
dis- applic.
CP change equip., change from
missed from for
hearing
docket
and granted.
1420
kc, increase from 100 w N
KGHL. Billings, Mont. — Granted exp. 250 w toD 1300
to 500 w N & D ; WEED, Rocky
auth. 780 kc to 6-30-35 (April 6).
Mount,
N.
C,
applic. CP change equip.,
George Bairey, Valley City, N. D. —
increase from 100 to 250 w D & N, change
Granted auth. take depositions on CP ap- hours
to
unltd.,
freq. from 1420 to 1350
plic. (April 5).
kc; KGFK, Moorhead, Minn., applic. CP
Reporter onPub.
Co. Inc.
— Denied
petit'on amended re site in Moorhead instead of
intervene
applic.
E. B.
Gish, Abilene,
Tex., for CP new station (March 16).
Fargo, 1310 kc 100 w unltd. ; WAAF, Chicago, applic. CP change equip., move
NorthtitionTexas
Pub.
Co.
Inc.
—
Denied
locally, change hours to unltd.,
intervene applic. CP new station pebv transmitter
1 kw D with directional antenna ; WAAW,
Eugene
De
Bogary,
Paris,
Tex.
(March
18).
Omaha, applic. CP increase from 500 w to
5 kw D, change equip. ; NEW, North Side
Louis Wasmer,order
Spokane,
Wash.exp.
— Denied
reconsideration
cancelling
auth. Brdcstg. Corp., New Albany, Ind., applic.
to KGA for 900 kc and cancellation effec- CP 1370 kc 100 w N 250 w D unltd. ;
tive 5-1-35 (April 11)
NEW, Paul R. Heitmeyer, Salt Lake City,
applic. CP 1210 kc 100 w D ; NEW. Miles
WJMS,program
Ironwood,
— Granted
extend
tests Mich.
(April
10). auth. J. Hansen, Fresno. Cal., applic. CP 1210
KGKB, spec,
Tyler,hours
Tex. (April
— Granted
unltd. ; KLO, Ogden, Utah, apoperate
11). temp. auth. kc 100plic. wCP change
equip., increase from 500
WFBM,mitter siteIndianapolis
—
Granted
CP
transw
to
1
kw;
KGCU, Mandan, N. D., apnear Millersville (April 11).
plic. modif. license from 1240 to 1230 kc,

—
unltd. ; KMA, Shenandoah, la., applic.
modif. license to unltd. ; KPJM. Preseott,*
Ariz.,
renewal Peoria,
license 1500
100 wmodif.
un-'
ltd.
; WMBD,
111., kc
applic.
license to 1 kw N & D.
ON EXAMINERS'
REPORTSCPj
— ACTION
KSIM, Salem,
Ore., applic. modif.
change
from ■ D Walker;
to unltd.WBIG,
granted,
sustaining Examiner
Greensboro]
N. C, oral argument granted for 6-15-35 1
NEW, Bailey Bros., San Diego, Cal., de-j
nied as in default applic. CP 1420 kc 100
w unltd., sustaining Examiner Walker.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED— WIL, St
Louis, CP 1250 kc 250 w 500 w LS unltd.
KMO, Tacoma, Wash., modif. license 133C
kc 500 w unltd. ; KDFN, Casper, Wvo.
modif. license 630 kc 500 w unltd. ; WOKO
Albany. N. Y., modif. license 970 kc 50C
w 1 kw LS unltd. ; NEW, Clark Standiford, Chico, Cal., CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd.; WBAA, W. Lafayette. Ind., modif.
license 890 kc 500 w 1 kw LS spec.
MISCELLANEOUS — KWTN, Watertown, S. D., applic. move transmitter locally, heretofore granted, retired to closed
files; WLAP, Lexington, Ky., denied temp,
auth. operate 250 w for first anniversary
celebration ; WBNX, New York, set for
hearing applic. modif. license increase
from 250 to 500 w N ; WILL, Urbana, HI.,
suspended grant change from 890 to 580
kc D 1 kw, designated for hearing applic.
make changes due to protests of WIBW ;
KGBZ, York, Neb., set for hearing applic. renewal and granted temp, license;
WCBS, Springfield, 111., suspended grant
change from 1210 to 1420 kc, hours to
spec, and set for hearing due to protests
of WHFC, WEHS, WKBI ; WELL. Battle
Creek, Mich., suspended grant and set
for hearing applic. change equip., increase
to
100 due
w, move
studioof and
locally,
to protest
WMBCtransmitter
; NEW,
J. H. Hallock, Portland, Ore., denied request continuance of hearing set for 5-2035 on applic.
CP kc
new 100
station
at Vancouver, Wash.,for1500
w; WBOW.
Terre Haute, Ind., suspended grant and
set for crease
hearing
from 100 applic.
w to 100change
w N equip.,
250 w inD,
due to protest of WLBC.
RATIFICATION? :
WBBM,
Granted auth. extend
equip,
tests Chicago
(April — 17).
WMFJ,
Daytona
Fla., 15)
granted
auth. extend program Beach,
tests ( April
.
WHBY,
Green
Bay,
Wis.^-Granted
auth.
extend program tests (April 15).
WDAG,program
Amarillo,
— Granted
extend
tests Tex.
(April
12). auth.
KWTO, from
Springfield,
Mo. —D Applic.
CP
increase
1 to 5 kw
and install
new equip.,consideredset
for
hearing
1-8-35,
reand granted.
James O. Howton. Walla Walla, Wash,
and
Falls toBroadcast
Ass'n Inc
grantedSioux
authority
take depositions.
City of Moorhead, Minn., and WEBC
granted petition to stay effective date de
cisisn granting applic. KGFK (April 19)
WHBY,program
Green tests
Bay, Wis.
— Granted
extend
(April
15). auth
Examiners' Reports . . .
WARD, Brooklyn; WBBC, Brooklyn
WLTH, Brooklyn ; WVFW, Brooklyn
NEW, Brooklyn Daily Eagle Brdcstg. Co
Inc.,
; NEW,
man K.Brooklyn
Winston,
New Arde
York; Bulova
WEVD,& Nor
Nev
York; WHAZ, Troy, N. Y. ; WFAB, Nev
York
; WBBR, (1-40)
Brooklyn
recommended
that— Examiner
applications Hil0
WARD for CP, modif. license, renewal o
license and vol. assignment of license b'
denied ; that applications of WBBC fo
modif. license, renewal license and re
newal of auxiliary transmitter license b
denied ; that applications of WVFW fo
modif. license, renewal license and vol. as
signment
license be
; that
applies
tions of WLTH
for denied
renewal
license
an
vol. assignment of license be denied ; tha
application of WEVD for modif. license t
denied ; that applications of licensees c
WHAZ, WFAB and WBBR for renewL
of licenses be granted ; that application c
Brooklyn Daily Eagle Brdcstg. Co. Inc
for
CP beDaily
granted
; that
if application
Brooklyn
Eagle
Brdcstg.
Co. Inc r:
granted,
then K.application
and Norman
Winston offorArde
CP Bulov
be d.
nied,
but
if
Brooklyn
Daily
Eagle's
appl,
cation
is
denied,
then
application
of
Bulov
and Winston for CP be granted.
KMAC, San Antonio: KFYO, Lubboc
Tex.
; KGKL, San Angelo,
Dalbert
(1-44)Tex.—
thatExamine
applic:
tions forrecommended
940 kc be denied.
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AAT, Jersey City — Examiner Hyde
enmended (1-42) that application for
ise
to cover
CP be
and appliin for
renewal
of granted
license then
could
etired to files.
(EW, Richard Field Lewis, Del Monte,
— Examiner Walker recommended
1) that application for CP 1210 kc
w unltd. be granted,
liley Bros., San Diego — Examiner
ser recommended (1-43) that motion
respondents that application be denied
• ki cases of default be granted.
^plications . .
APRIL 13
NBF,
Binghamton,
N. Y. —from
License
CP change equip., increase
100
b 100 w 250 W D.
TUL, Tulsa, Okla. — Modif. license from
jjiv 500 w D to 500 w 1 kw D, amended
liower.
|MC,
— Modif.
from 500
![ kw Memphis
D to 1 kw
2Vo kwlicense
D, directional
jtnna, change equip.
jRS, Amarillo, Tex. — Vol. assignment
, jlse to Plains Radio Broadcasting Co.
3EW, Lee Medley & T. O. Hurst d/b
;ral Brdcstg. Station, Brownwood, Tex.
P 1210 kc 100 w unltd., amended re
ip. & quota.
IBM, Jonesboro, Ark. — CP move transier & studio.
iGBZ, York, Neb. — Modif. license from
ing to unltd., seeks facilities of KMA.
MED,
k 1310 Medford,
to 1410 kc,Ore.100— wModif.
250 w license
D to
w, hours from unltd. to spec.
PPLICATIONS
RETURNED — NEW,
6C, Cleveland, CP 550 kc 100 w 250
p unltd. ; WKBO, Harrisburg, Pa.,
if. license from S-WKJC to unltd.,
er from 100 to 250 w N ; NEW, Ed
wser, Corsicana, Tex., CP 1210 kc 100
; NEW, Farmers & Bankers Life Ins.
Wichita, Kan., CP 1210 kc 100 w
spec. ; equip.,
KFXM, increase
San Bernardino,
L| eL CP& change
to 250 w
MNEW, David H. Sutherland, Walla
Ma, Wash., CP 1200 kc 50 w spec.;
Y. Juneau, Alaska, modif. CP transfer & studio sites.
APRIL 15
LVA,
Lynchburg,
— License for
| change modulation Va.
system.
KBZ,
Muskegon,
Mich.
License for
[change equip., increase —power.
|FRO, Longview, Tex. — CP change
i||p., 250
change from 1370 to 1210 kc, from
I iw
CWEA. w D, hours to unltd., facilities

PORCELAIN
WATER

COILS

i

NEW, V. H. Lake & H. E. Stanford,
L & Samended
Brdcstg.to Co.,
wd/bunltd.,
1200Atlanta
kc. — CP 100
NEW, Clinton Brdcstg. Corp., Clinton,
S.
1380C. —kc.CP 620 kc 500 w D, amended to
KGFG, Oklahoma City — CP change
equip., increase to 250 w D, change hours
from S-KCRC to unltd., facilities of KCRC,
amended from unltd. to S-KCRC.
WOPI,
Tenn. — CP
1500
to 620Bristol,
kc, increase
fromchange
100 tofrom
250
w, change equip., amended to omit request
for freq. change and changed to 250 w D.
NEW,kc 100
W. Dexter
1500
w unltd.Moss, Tulsa, Okla.— CP
WDZ,
Tuscola,
CP w,change
increase from 100 111.
to —250
amendedequip.,
for
further changes equip., freq. from 1070
to 1020 kc with move of KYW, extend
completion.
NEW, W. R. Cramer & G. A. Anderson,
d/b Omaha Brdcstg. Co., Omaha, Neb. —
CP
1500 1200
kc. kc 100 w unltd., amended to
KRNT, Des Moines — Extension exp. auth.
500 w 1 kw D to 11-1-35.
NEW, J. L. Scroggin, St. Joseph, Mo.—
CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd., amended to 1310
kc.
NEW, Roberts MacNab Hotel Co.,
Jamestown, N. D. — CP 1420 kc 100 w
unltd.
NEW, Chicago Brdcstg. Assn. (Kleofas
Jurgelonis, Jos. F. Budrik, Laurent V.
Radkins & Vladas G. Jurgelonis) Chicago
—CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
KGKY, Scottsbluff, Neb.— License for CP
new equip., increase power.
NEW, George B. Bairey, Valley City,
N.
D. — CP
to 1500
kc. 1310 kc 100 w unltd., amended
APRIL 20
WOL, Washington — CP change equip.
WMFE, New Britain, Conn. — Modif. CP
as modified
studio
site. to change equip., amended re
WBAL, Baltimore — Extension exp. auth.
simul. — KTHS 1060 kc 1 kw 6 a. m. to
LS Hot Springs, Ark., 1060 kc 10 kw
sunset to 9 p. m., synchronize with WJZ
760 kc 2V2 kw after 9 p. m.
WTIC, Hartford, Conn. — Extension exp.
auth. change from 1060 to 1040 kc, and
from
8-1-35. S-WBAL to simul. -KRLD unltd. to
kc NEW,
250 w WRBC
unltd. Inc., Cleveland— CP 550
NEW, George E. Heiges, Sharon, Pa.—
CP 1370 kc 250 w D 100 w N unltd.
NEW, Eastern States Brdcstg. Corp.,
Bridgeton, N. J. — CP 1210 kc 100 w D.
WPAY, Portsmouth, O. — License for CP
as
modified new equip., move transmitter
& studio.
NEW, Dudley J. Connolly & Co., Chattano ga— CP 1200
w unltd., amended to give names kcof 100
partners.
WMFD, Wilmington, N. C. — License for
CP as modified for new station.'
WJTL, Oglethorpe Univ., Ga. — Modif.
license move studio to Atlanta.
KRLD, Dallas — Extension spec. auth.
simul.-WTIC to 8-1-35.
KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark. — Extension
spec. auth. simul. -WBAL to 8-1-35.
WCAL, Northfield, Minn. — CP new
equip., increase from 2% to 5 kw D
WMAQ, Chicago — Modif. CP as modified for extension of time and approval
of antenna.
KLPM, Minot, N. D. — Vol. assignment
license to Northwest Radio Service Inc
kc, from spec'
modif.
KFEU.
lettersto to600
unltd.,fromcall 1240
to
APRIL 22
NEW, Fred S. Rogers, Glen Falls, N. Y
—CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd. (resubmitted).
NEW, Robert Louis Sanders, Palm
Beach, Fla.—
CP 1420
kc 100 w unltd.,
amended
re transmitt
er site
WIOD-WMBF, Miami, Fla.— CP change

Modernize your transmitter
ith these new Lapp Porcelain
ater Coils. Permanent, seire, non-sludging, they elimiIftte one of the most troubleme pieces of equipment in
jie modern transmitter.
'rite for your copy of the
app Radio Catalog describing
sulators for every Broadcastg requirement.
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc.
2 Roy, New York, U. S. A.

Again,

from 1300 to 970 kc, install new equip.,
increase from 1 to 5 kw, move studio locally, amended to 1 kw N 5 kw D.
WPAX, Thomasville, Ga. — CP change
equip.,
from 100
amended increase
re transmitter
site. to 250 w D,
NEW,
J.
L.
Scroggin,
St. Joseph,
Mo.—re
CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd.,
amended
transmitter.
NEW, Farmers & Bankers Life Ins. Co.,
Wichita — CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd., amended re hours.
NEW, A. Staneart Graham, E. V. BaxCP
1310 ter,
kc Norman
100 Baxter,
w unltd.,Pittsburg,
amended Kan.
to —omit
Lester E. Cox as partner and substitute
Norman Baxter.
WTAD, Quincy, 111. — CP change equip.,
move transmitter and studio locally.
NEW, Review Pub. Co., Pearl B. Robinson, owner, Moscow, Id. — CP 1310 kc
100 w unltd.
NEW, Pauline Holden, Porterville, Cal.
— CP 1160 kc 100 w D.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED.— WJIM,
Lansing, Mich., vol. assignment license to
Capitol City Brdcstg. Co. Inc. ; WPFB,
Hattiesburg, Miss., vol. assignment license
to Forrest Brdcstg. Co. ; KWTN, Watertown, N. D., modif. license from 100 w
to 100 w 250 w D ; KABR, Aberdeen,
S. D., modif. license from 100 w to 100 w
250 w D, increase hours ; NEW, Missoula
Brdcstg. Co., Missoula, Mont., CP 1420 kc
100 w 250 w D unltd. ; KVL, Seattle,
modif. license from 1370 to 1070 kc, time
from
to D, amended to
250 w shares-KRKO
D.
APRIL 23
WKBO, Harrisburg — Modif. license from
S-WKJC to unltd., requesting facilities of
WKJC when it moves to Easton, Pa.
KFPM, signment
Greenville,
Tex. —ofVoluntary
license to Voice
Greenville. asWREC, Memphis — Modif. exp. auth. directional antenna to 9-1-35.
WMT, Des
Modif. exp. auth. directionalMoines
antenna to— 9-1-35.
NEW, Black Hills Broadcast Co., Robert
Lee
City, reS. transmitter
D. — CP 1370site.
kc
100 wDean,
unltd.,Rapid
amended
WBAA,
West spec,
Lafayette,
cense to change
hours. Ind. — Modif. liWNBF,
Binghamton, N. Y. — CP change
wequip.,
D. increase
from 100 w to 100 w 250
KHSL,
Chico,
Cal.— License for CP as
modified new station.
KDFN, Casper, Wyo. — Modif. license
from
KGHL. 1440 to 780 kc, requesting freq. of
KGY,erateOlympia
Extension
auth. op-to
additional —spec,
hours,exp.amended
unltd. except when KTW operates.
KOH, Reno — Modif. license from 500 w
to 1 kw D.
KOMO, Seattle — CP new equip., increase
from 1 kw to 5 kw D, change from 920
to 760 kc, move transmitter locally.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW,
Leon S. Packard, Lewis H. Stebbins, Alden
C. Packard, d/b Valley Brdcstg. Co., Pomona, Cal., CP 1160 kc 250 w D ; NEW,
W. H. Kindig, Hollywood, CP 1160 kc 1
kw unltd., amended re transmitter site;
NEW, King County Broadcasters, Seattle,
CP 850 kc 100 w D and midnight to 6 a. m.
APRIL 24
WNBF,
Binghamton,
N. Y. —power.
License
for CP change equip., increase
WORK, York, Pa. — Modif. license to
1320 kc, power to 1 kw D and 1 kw N
(directional), unltd.
NEW, Century Brdcstg. Co. Inc., RichVa. — 1370
CP kc1310D. kc 100 w unltd.,
amended mond, to
NEW, Alexandria Brdcstg. Co. Inc.,
La. — Amended to 1420 kc 100
wAlexandria,
D.
NEW, Clark Standiford, Marysville, Cal.
— Amended to 1210 kc. ; San Jose, Cal.,
amended to 1500 kc D ; Fresno, Cal., amended to 1210
kc 100
w D.kc; San Diego, Cal., CP 1210

Am peri te offers

FREE
TRIAL/
Broadcast engineers, you are invited to
conduct a TWO-WEEKS FREE TRIAL of
the Amperite 7-Point Velocity Microphone.
So successful have been the tests made by
hundreds of studios, that we are resuming
this offer in full confidence. Accept this invitation !No strings attached. Put the instrument through its paces. See if it isn't
the finest microphone — from every angle —
available today. Write now.
561 BROADWAY
fiiM PERI TE Qrporation

MICROPHONE]

Alaska — CP increase
to KGBU,
1 kw 5 Ketchikan,
kw D.
APRIL 25
NEW, Int. Ladies Garment Workers
Union, New York — CP 970 kc 1 kw unltd.
NEW, Caller-Times Pub. Co., Corpus
Christi, Tex. — CP 1330 kc 1 kw unltd.
WTAL,
Tallahassee,
— Modif. CP
move
transmitter
& studioFla.locally.
APRIL 26
WHDL, Olean, N. Y.— Vol. assign, license to Olean Brdcstg. Co. Inc.
Witt KGB Manager
HARRY W. WITT, since September, 1933, commercial manager of
KGB, San Diego outlet of the CBSDon Lee network, has been named
manager of the station, according
to an announcement April 16 by
C. Ellsworth Wylie, general manager of Don Lee. He succeeds LinYork coln
City.
Deller, who has left for New
South American Visitor
JAIME YANKELEVITCH, president, general manager and owner
of Radio Nacional (National Radio, Buenos Aires), parent organization of the largest broadcasting
chain in South America, is expected to arrive in New York May 10
on a business trip. He intends to
make extensive purchases of latest
types of radio equipment for his
stations, and to contract for transcriptions, rebroadcasting and the
like. His headquarters in the
United States will be at the office
of his American representative,
Fally Markus, 1560 Broadway,
New York.

.Accuracy
Scientific Radio Service Crystals are ground to an accuracy
of BETTER than .01% before
they leave our laboratories in
order to meet our own specifications.
•
New Low Prices!
LOW
TEMPERATURE
COEFFICIENT
CRYSTALS
These LOW TEMPERATURE
COEFFICIENT CRYSTALS
are supplied in Isolantite Airgap band
Holders
in the 550-1500
Kc.
at only
$50.00 each
Complete
Prompt Delivery Assured
We maintain a Monitor
Service

NICE
124 JACKSON AVENUE
University Park
HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND
Send for our
price list and
booklet
Dept. B-5-5
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Editors
As

Becoming

Medium

Reconciled

for Dissemination

THAT EDITORS of the country
are becoming reconciled to the
power of radio as a disseminator
of news was obvious as the 13th
annual convention of the American
Society of Newspaper Editors,
held in Washington April 18-20,
found the press turning toward a
common sense approach to the
competition of broadcasting.
Typical of this trend was discussion on the last day of the convention when a resolution was introduced, criticising the NAB for its
part in raising a fund to meet the
Associated Press appeal from the
KVOS
case, in which Federal

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
T. A. M. CRAVEN
Consulting Radio Engineer
Allocation Engineering
Commercial Coverage Surveys
Antenna Installations
Complete Engineering Surveys
National Press Building
Washington, D. C.
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
Synchronization Equipment Design.
Field Strength and Station Location
Surveys. Line
Antenna
Design. Wire
Problems.
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
N. Y. Office: Englewood, N. J.
FREQUENCY MONITORING SERVICE
Reference frequencies derived from the
National Standard of Frequency of the
National tinuous
Bureau
Standards by conleased wireof service.
For 24-hour Service
Phone GREENWOOD 2134
Washington Institute of Technology
Washington, D. C.
PAUL
GODLEY
and Associates

to Radio
of News

Judge John C. Bowen ruled that
stations have unrestricted right to
broadcast news once it is published,
since radio is a faster means of
disseminating news.
The resolution at first was worded to "condemn" the NAB but this
was amended, after discussion, to
"declare its disapproval", and then
adopted. Leading the discussion
was A. C. McCullough, publisher
of the Lancaster (Pa.) Intelligencer, which operates WGAL and is
identified with the Mason-Dixon
group of stations. Professing that
he isn't interested in radio but is
a "newspaperman and just don't
know anything else", he warned
the editors to prepare for the "inevitable". In addition, he stated
that "radio is going to become the
headlines of the news of tomorrow, and that the newspaper has
to rebuild itself and present the
details." Continuing, he warned
that "you can't stop it if you will.
The thing is to meet the competition as we find it."
Rights of Stations
EDSON BIXBY, publisher of the
Springfield (Mo.) News-Leader,
and an applicant for a station, sugthat broadcasters
"should
procure gested
their
own news and
then
broadcast
it." of the Kansas City
W. A. Bailey,
(Kan.) Kansan, which has just
bought WLBF, Kansas City, took
the position that broadcasters have
a perfect right to raise money for
the test of the KVOS ruling and
proposed that the word "condemned" be changed to "disapproval", which was done.
At the closed sessions of the convention April 19, Dorothy Thomoson, foreign correspondent and
author, and Raymond Gram Swing,
referred to the evils of government-controlled radio in foreign
countries, and Marlin Pew, editor
of Editor & Publisher, touched on
the competition of radio.
The stenographic transcript of
the
editors' follows:
discussion of the KVOS
resolution
A. C. McCULLOUGH, Lancaster
(Pa.) dering
Intelligencer
whether we —canI'mturnjust
back wonthe
tide. I have seen a great many
things come and go in my time —
canals, jerkwater railways, trolley
lines, buggy factories, wagon factories, whip factories and a great many
others. The newspaper today is big-

ger and better than ever. It has
stood the trend of the times and the
disintegration that has come to other
industries like no other institution.
It is bigger and better than ever.
The radio is here. I am just wondering whether the newspapers ought
to be eternally fighting with it. Fortunately, or unfortunately, we also
have radio. I am not speaking in those
terms. I belong to the old school.
The radio doesn't appeal to me. I
am a anything
newspaperman
know
else, butandit just
does don't
seem
to me that this society might just as
well prepare for the inevitable. It
does seem to me that the radio is going to become the Headlines of the
news of tomorrow, and that the newspaper has to rebuild itself and present
the details. I fear that any attempt
by this society, as I said, to turn back
-the tide, is something that has no
place here. It is something which
every speaker before this convention
has referred to as the thing which is
making demagogues and what have
you. Let us not be fogeyish with advancement. You can't stop it if you
will. The thing is to meet the competition as we find it.
WALTER M. HARRISON, The
Oklahoman, Oklahoma City (Operating WKY) — Would the gentleman
give to selvesallof it,who
to possess
themour wish
material,
that which
we have paid for so dearly?
EDSON BIXBY, Springfield (Mo.)
News-Leader — As I understand it,
there was not opposition to radio
broadcasting news. It is broadcasting and stealing news that we have
paid for. Let them procure their own
news and then broadcast it.
W. A. BAILEY, Kansas City
(Kan.) Kansan
— As I out
understood
the
resolution
it started
by saying
that we condemned the passing of the
hat, or something like that. The
point I was
: As Iitself
understood thisraising
move, isitthis
resolves
on the fight primarily, on the side of
radio, between newspapers that do
not have radio hookups and newspapers, and those that do, and right in
the Association of Broadcasters there
is, as I understand it, some feeling
that those who do not have newspaper hookups should not contribute to
this fund, and those who do not have
newspaper hookups are contributing.
It seems this resolution would be a
little more in keeping with the dignity
of this Association if we would leave
out the part where we say that we
condemn their attempt at financing
this fight. I think they have a perfect
right to test the case in court and
why not have our resolution drawn
along the line that we are centering
on the point of combating piracy,
rather than their financing of the
case.
J. NOEL MACY, Yonkers (N. Y.)
Statesman — If we are going to make
it general, we might as well add to
it that we condemn piracy of news
by radio and other newspapers, either

Radio Engineers
Montclair, N. J.
Phone Montclair 2-7859
EDGAR H. FELIX
1775 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes, Allocation and Location Investigations
VAN NOSTRAND RADIO
ENGINEERING SERVICE
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT SERVICE— -More
fifty broadcasting
stations
servedthanregulaily
under annual agreements find our service highly accurate and dependable.
339 LelandTer. N. E., ATLANTA, GA.
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FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

one. I think the newspapers taugl |
them how to do it in the first plac ;
MR. McCULLOUGH— I want t
answergentlemen
Mr. Harrison's
elder
here ; the query.
older metTil
bers, remember very distinctly, til
many discussions on this floor, in tht
convention, that I personally had wilt
the President of the National Broa>!
casting
Co., at the
Mr. Harrison
putconclusion
his arm ofonwhkn 'I
shoulder and Mr. Harrison sai' '
"Quit fighting. Go home and get
station." We did.
follows
The :resolution was adopted, ; 1
Resolved, That the American S
ciety of Newspaper Editors, assembh
in Washington for its annual conve
tion. declare its disapproval of tl
action of the National Association
Broadcasters in undertaking to finan
a court fight to break down proper
rights in news as developed throuf
the years by newspapers and pre
associations, and be it further
Resolved, That this Society give
the Associated Press a vote of appro,
al for the well directed effort it
making in the case of Station KV<
to outlaw piracy of news as practic
by those radio stations rebroadcasti)
published information without t
Consent of those who pay for gathe
ing the news and its distribution.
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements in
Broadcasting cost 7c per word for
each insertion. Cash must accomForms order.close 25th and 10th of
month panypreceding
issues.
Help Wanted
Licensed operator with announcing
perience, who can receive Transra*
News, who thinks he can sell. Our sal
men are licensed operators who have s
vanced.
Send full details to Box 3
Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
Attention commercial
Station Owners — Tried-test
experienced
withr/v
cellent
sales record wishesmanager
to assume
agement of commercial department of p
gressive
radiorecords
stationandon references
a percent!f
basis. Sales
nished
upon
request.
Box
309,
Broadca
ING.
Progressive
Production
ecutive
with Program
local andandchain
experiei 1
seeks connection with station or agen
Thorough musician, produce shows,
nounce, special events, contact clients,
anywhere, produce results. Best referenc
Box 314, Broadcasting.
Available construction engineer, thirty
years
experience to
as W.
chiefE. and
Jobs comparable
and constructi
RCA. C
casting.
genial personnel object. Box 313, Bro
Former station manager, available as
announcer, operator. Seven years exp
ence, act as chief either. References, y
offer. Box 312, Broadcasting.
Have successful record both as comn
cial and general manager. Open for chai
Preferably- independent station that nt
building up. Box 310, Broadcasting.
Program
director, announcer,
writer
and entertainer.
years'contin'
expG
ence.
Single,
sober, now Tenemployed.
references. Box 308, Broadcasting.
Old enough to know, young enough
grow. Can make a good station pay, w
today. Box 315, Broadcasting.
For Sale
For Sale ... in whole or part. C
plete
power supply
Western
6B transmitter
with for
water
pump, Elecnv
and
radiator.
Very
reasonable.
Box
Broadcasting.
Wanted to Buy
Will buy, lease or make sales and n
aging contract with station of not
than five hundred watts, in good territ
Box 311, Broadcasting.
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KOA's potential circulation as determined by the new
NCC Method of Audience Measurement by
"Aireas".

National
Broadcasting
Company,
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FOR
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100/250

WATT

Stations operating
or on

100

250

STATIONS

on 100

or 250

watt licenses may

give their listeners the same
and

completely

transmitters.
Broadcast
smaller

now

High Fidelity

reliable service that is
powerful

by more

afforded

watts,

The

RCA

Transmitter

Type

up-to-date
ET-4250

brings this to the

station, plus new

RCA Broadcast Transmitter, 100/250 watts, Type ET-4250,
for High Fidelity. Complete, self-contained, AC operated.

simplicity, in-

OUTSTANDING

creased reliability, finer performance,
and new

economy.

COORDINATED

DESIGN

It is important to remember that RCA is the only
organization in the radio industry that produces
everything from the microphone in the studio to
the loudspeaker in the home. All RCA
equipment is designed according to a thoroughly coordinated plan for organized
High Fidelity, avoiding all difficulties in
matching and compensation in the field.

The audio characteristic of this new transmitter affords
less than plus or minus 2 db. variation from 30 to 10,000
cycles. The hum level is 60 db. below the modulation
level. The audio harmonics are less than 4% total arithmetic sum at 95% modulation, and the radio harmonics
are well within the requirements of the Commission. All
this means high fidelity, and vastly increased listener
interest and substantially larger audiences. The improved crystal
circuitcritical
employing
the newcontrol
"V"
cut crystals
does control
not require
temperature
and insures less than 10 cycles variation plus or minus.
At 250 watts output, this modern transmitter,
operating on either 110 volts or 220 volts • 60
cycles, draws only 1.7 KW, — which means new
economy in power consumption.
Write for Bulletin No. 47 on this remarkable
100/250 watt transmitter.

TRANSMITTER
RCA

MANUFACTURING

FEATURES

SECTION
COMPANY,

CAMDEN, N.J.
A Subsidiary of Radio Corporation

of America

INC.
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**318,568 letters were received from all programs during the period January 1st to
April 30, 1935... 203,350 of which were
in response to nighttime programs only.

a single station draws mail in such quantities

1 from each state of the 11 Western States and the percent of mail returns per
I state practically parallel Radio Ownership per state ... that's western "Coverage"
that will justify any western advertising appropriation.
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merchandising

for

Executives

praise results as WSM
samples

SIX months ago, WSM, ready to put to
a test a merchandising system entirely new to radio, invited the Faultless
Starch Company, which, through its
agency, the Russell C. Comer Advertising Co., had placed a contract with this
station, to participate to the extent of
supplying samples of its product to be
distributed house to house by the station's Field Men.
frankly in the January 15

issue of Broadcasting as a "major experiment", the samples were put in the
field, dealers and wholesalers were contacted, and the test to obtain sales and
distribution got under way. Coupled
with the distribution of 65,000 samples,
the program pulled from the start. The
first sixteen weeks of the campaign obtained better than 70% distribution, and
sales have been consistently good. Follow two letters from Faultless Starch
executives:

unique

system

from

scores

heavily

Starch

Faultless

distribute 65,000

Announced

most

Field Men

house

to house

Gordon T.' Beaham, Jr., March 12: "We
feel that the distribution of samples last
Fall and Winter was highly successful
in introducing Faultless Starch in a new
territory. We are now beginning the
broadcast over your station of the second
series of 52 episodes. This fact in itself
bears witness to the success we have had
in the use of station WSM."
D.R. Christie, Sales Manager, March 20:
"You certainly have cooperated with us
in every way in order to make not only
our program a success, but the sale of
Faultless Starch a success. We are quite
safe in saying at this time we can heartily recommend WSM to any manufacturer who wants to go in a new market."
How WSM's

merchandising system

operates
The WSM Field Merchandising System
(as distinguished from our work with

dealers and jobbers) consists of an a
rangement with the National Life & A
cident Insurance Co., Inc., owners ar
operators of WSM, whereby, at no ext
cost to advertisers, WSM Spot Broa
casts are called to attention in appro?
mately 500,000 homes a week by 3,0(
National Life representatives, who u
WSM news and pictures as the sun
means of getting themselves inside t
prospects' homes.
For complete details regarding this nu
unusual and effective merchandising s)
tern and how it can be applied to yo
product, write WSM.

50,000

WSM
COMPLETE

WATTS

PRODUCTION

FACILITIE

Edward Petry & Co., Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
Otened and Operated by the
NATIONAL

LIFE

&

ACCIDENT

INSURANCE

CO.,

Inc.,

NASHVILLE,

TEN

When
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can
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WORC
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*WAAB, Alternate Key Station

when you can get a primary audience

AND

in eleven major New

\ England markets with one broadcast, THAT'S
The fact is, New
one audience
Coverage

COVERAGE.

England is too densely populated to be reached

as

by any single station or small group.
is not station power. Coverage

is a matter

of actual

listeners.

EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
elusive National Sales Representative
NEW YORK— 17 East 42nd St.
Murray Hill 2-3850
CHICAGO— Wrigley Bldg.
Superior 7742
DETROIT— General Motors Bldg.
Madison 1035
SAN FRANCISCO— 865 Mission St.
Sutter 6400

Because
New

of the density of the separate trading areas, the people of

England listen to their local stations. The Yankee

combined
of New

Network

has

eleven of these local stations to provide complete coverage

England's eleven major markets.

This entire network

gives you the largest possible New

audience— and a primary audience
THE

YANKEE

England

in eleven centers of population.
NETWORK,

Inc.

21 Brookline Avenue, Boston
Commonwealth 0800

Yankee
ay 15, 1935
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in this rich

area

radio

completely domi-

survey

Los

ever

station

Angeles

of nearly
are

Markei

Angeles

Audience

KHJ

- Columbia

Los

The Los Angeles Metropolitan District has
77% of the population and 78% of the
retail sales of the entire 11 Southern California counties. KHJ
nates this market.

—

Largest

Listens

In the

Fourth

conducted
had

the

Metropolitan

one-third

habitually

of the

tuned

largest

District.

639,895

64,380 radio listeners answered the question "What radio station are you listening
to now?" KHJ was tuned in on over 30%
of the radio sets during this test period.
30%

more audience than the next leading

station.

Here's the score: KHJ 30%.; 2nd

DON
LEE
Los Angeles Office, 7th and Bixel Streets
KFRC, San Francisco
KFBK, Sacramento

KHJ, Los Angeles
KWG, Stockton

(COLUMBIA NORTHWEST UNIT)

KOL. Seattle

Angeles,

number

It showed

radio

station 23%; 3rd station 12%; 4th station
11%; 11 other stations and "stations not
known" accounted for 24%.
W ho Made

families

The
DON

LEE

This Radio

Radio Surveys, Inc., an independent research organization tested every night for
seven weeks, from 6 to 9:30 p. m. — 3^
hours a night until over 64,000 calls were
made.
Copy of this survey will be
mailed on request
Bert A. Phillips, Sales Manager of KHJ

BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
Affiliated with
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
C. Ellsworth Wylie, General Sales Mgr., Los Angeles
San Francisco Office, 1000 Van Ness Avenue
KGB, San Diego
KMJ, Fresno
KOIN, Portland

of

to KHJ.

Survey . . . and How?
Here are the Vital Statistics
to Prove That Claim

in Los

KVI, Tacoma

KDB, Santa Barbara
KERN, Bakersfield
KFPY, Spokane

Chain
In addition to local spot broadcasting, the Don Lee Broadcasting System gives you the utmost in flexibility
to match your selling problems.
You can buy a Northern California
network: San Francisco, Sacramento,
Stockton, Fresno, Bakersfleld.
You can buy a Southern California
network: Los Angeles, San Diego,
Santa Barbara.
•
You can buy a California network
by combining these two and get your
message over eight stations in th^
eight
major distributing areas of
California.
•
Another click of the switch and)
you get a Pacific Coast network, by
adding Portland, Seattle, Tacoma,
Spokane.

Published semi-monthly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building. Washington, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933,
at the Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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l^oucks

7inds

Up

aldwin,

Resigns

Five-Year

Bellows,

3 you know," Mr. Loucks wrote
NAB president and his board,
has long been my desire to ren to the private practice of law
..^ch I interrupted in November,
jO, to assume the post of man~ng director of the association.
My purpose in writing you at
; time is to inform you and the
nbers of the board of directors
t I will not be a candidate for
ppointment upon the expiration
|my .term in July of this year
1 give
to give
the board opportunity
consideration
to a suesor.
During the four-and-one-half
rs I have served as managing
'Pec-tor the membership of the
I ; ociation has grown consistentand many services have been
:ituted. Many of the problems
ch faced the Association at the
r.;e of my appointment have been
ed or are on their way to soon and I feel that the program
eloped and the policies laid
tisuccessor.
can be carried forward by
It has been a distinct honor to
e served as executive head of
Association and I shall forr treasure the many friend;0s which have developed from
; service.
Just as I have served to the
$ of my ability during my past
aty 15, 1935

Term

Lafount,

TER a tenure of nearly five
|.rs, Philip G. Loucks on May 13
idered his resignation as managdirector of the National Assopion of Broadcasters, to become
•ctive immediately following the
iual convention at Colorado
rings July 6-10.
jn a letter to J. Truman
.rd, NAB president, which
0 was submitted to mems of the board of direc3, Mr. Loucks declared
had decided to return
[the private practice of
f— a practice which he
errupted in November,
(0,
to assume
listrative
helm the
of adthe
de association. During
incumbency, the NAB
Aw from a membership of
stations to a roster of
noximately
and inhas
n for itself 400,
a place
the 1
«front of trade association
ivities in the nation's capitol.
Plans Moving Forward

As
NAB
Managing
By
SOL
TAISHOFF
to

Return

Hedges

Mentioned

tenure, I shall continue until the
end of my present term and, for

MR. LOUCKS
my successor, I can wish for nothing more helpful than that he
shall continue to enjoy the same
loyal cooperation from members
of the Association that I have enjoyed during my term of office."
Filling the Post
IMMEDIATELY after learning of
Mr. Loucks' decision Broadcasting
inquired of a number of key
broadcasters as to their views
with regard to a successor. The
view was expressed in several
quarters that while there is no
disposition to interfere with Mr.
Loucks' plans, it was felt that
possibly an arrangement could be
made whereby the NAB would derive the benefit of his experience
and counsel through his retention
as NAB general counsel.
Mr. Loucks' decision, which was
not unexpected by his close associates, did, however, provoke considerable conjecture as to what
course the NAB would take to fill
the post. There was spontaneous
revival of the plan which originated at the NAB convention in
St. Louis in 1932 for a "czar" for
the industry in the person of some
outstanding public figure who per-

• BROADCASTING

to Practice
for

of Law;
Post

hapsof would
dent
the serve
NAB. as salaried presiWhile it is too early to hazard
any guesses as to a successor, a
number of persons within the industry are considered possibilities.
Among these are James W.
Baldwin, executive officer of
the Code Authority, and former Secretary of th? Federal
Radio Commission ; Henry
A. Bellows, former member
of the Radio Commission
and an ex-vice president
of CBS, now serving as
NAB man;
legislative
Harold A. chairLafount,
former member of the Radio Commission, and William S. Hedges, twice
NAB president, and now
manager of NBC operated
stations.
Since
tion will Mr.
not Loucks'
become resignaeffective
until the next convention adjourns, it is improbable that the
NAB board wTill consider appointment of a successor until it holds
its board meeting during the convention at Colorado Springs. In the
meantime, the sentiment of the industry unquestionably will be
sounded, and the matter probably
will be roundly debated during the
Colorado Springs deliberations.
Mr. Loucks' announcement adds
zest to what already gave promise
of being one
of the
the most
ventions since
NAB active
came coninto
being 13 years ago. A stiff battle
over NAB policies, notably that
having to do with radio news, appears imminent at the convention.
Considerable antipathy has been
aroused, for example, by the NAB
executive committee action in connection with the litigation involving
the Associated Press and KVOS,
Bellingham, Wash., regarding the
right of stations to broadcast news
once it is published in newspapers.
The NAB, with the idea of having
this issue clarified, according to
the executive committee, agreed to
serve as a collection agency for
the industry and accept contributions from stations with which to
defray the cost of the appeal in
the case.
This brought down upon NAB
headquarters the wrath of a number of newspaper - owned stations,
which maintained it was outside
the scope of the trade association.
The attitude was reflected in reso-

5.00 A YEAR — 15c A COPY

Director
1 u t i o n s and discussions which
cropped up at meetings of newspaper publishers held subsequent
to the appeal. The issue is booked
for an airing at Colorado Springs.
The decision in the lower courts
was favorable to the radio station
— something the press associations
and certain of the newspapers
could not accept. Former Senator
C. C. Dill has been retained by
KVOS to handle the appeal in the
Court of Appeals at San Francisco, while John W. Davis, of New
York, eminent barrister who was
Democratic presidential nominee in
1924, is understood to be head
counsel for the AP, UP and INS,
which have joined forces in the
appeal.Newspaper-owned Group
OF EQUAL significance, however,
is the disclosure that newspaperowned stations have been invited
to hold separate sessions during
the Colorado Springs convention
for discussion of problems considered of mutual interest but which
do nottions.
involve
staWalter J. independent
Damm, manager
of WTMJ, operated by the Milwaukee Journal, and former president
of the NAB, proposed this meeting.
The informal committee on arrangements also includes Lambdin
Kay, general manager of WSB,
operated by the Atlanta Journal;
H. Dean Fitzer, manager of
WDAF, operated by the Kansas
City Star; H. K. Carpenter, general manager of WHK, operated
by
the
Cleveland
Plain-Dealer;
Gardner Cowles,
Jr., KRNT,
WMT
and KSO, of the
Moines Webb,
Register-Tribune,Des
and Jefferson
WWJ, operated by the Detroit
Neivs.
Asked by Broadcasting about
the proposed meeting, Mr. Damm
said that for some time in the
past
question of
the newspaperownedthe stations
getting
together
has invariably been discussed.
"There never has been any unanimity of opinion as to the purpose
of such a get-together and it was
only after considerable thought
and correspondence with some of
the newspaper-owned stations that
the wrote.
matter has come to a head,"
he
"With the full appreciation of
the fact that any move of this
kind might readily be interpreted,
by those wishing to do so, as an
attempt to harm the NAB or create a schism in the NAB, we have
proceeded slowly and carefully. As
you know, when the matter was
put up to the NAB they readily
Page 5

agreed that there would be no
cause for criticism or comment if
the newspaper-owned stations discussed their problems at a separate meeting of the convention. _ It
is with considerable gratification
that we were able to arrange the
newspaper meeting in this way
and were not forced to hold it independently of the convention
which, as I mentioned to you
above, might readily have left the
impression of dissension.
Combination Rates
"THE REASON the newspaper
stations want to get together is
to discuss some of the problems
they are faced with, that as a
whole do not affect the broadcast
industry. Among these are the
matter of selling radio in combination with white space, the legitimate use that the various stations
are making of their operations in
the promotion of the parent paper.
In addition to these there has been
expressed the thought that possibly the newspaper - owned stations
in presenting a unified front on
some problems affecting the industry as a whole, might be of assisto thedeclared
industryhe ashada whole."
Mr. tance
Kay
felt for
some time that newspaper stations
could exchange ideas to advantage,
but that he had flatly declined to
join in the calling of a meeting
that could possibly be construed as
unfriendly to the NAB. The present plan, he added, seems to have
entirely eliminated that hazard.
Mr. Kay advanced the following
suggested topics as among those
that could be discussed to advantage at the forthcoming meeting:
(1) Promotion of circulation by
radio; (2) exploitation of editorial
features by radio; (3) general institutional promotion by radio; (4)
joint station - paper advertising
rates; (5) station-paper tie-ins on
specific advertising projects; (6)
editorial support for station activities; (7) possibility of cooperative
station - paper features by syndicate of newspaper stations; (8)
news broadcasting; (9) educational
broadcasting; (10) what newspaper-owned stations can do toward
raising standards of commercial
copy; (11) an annual award for
most notable instance of public
service by newspaper stations;
(12) copyright, and (13) merchandising service.
Moreover, Mr. Kay said he felt
such a newspaper-station meeting
urgently advisable. "No such meeting has ever been held," he said.
"Newspapers represent the largest
single element in broadcasting.
They hold the largest stake and
share a broader common interest
than any other single element.
The being
industry's
generalhandled
problems
are
splendidly
by
the NAB and newspaper stations
are wholeheartedly supporting the
NAB's aims and
and advancement
policies for the
protection
of
broadcasting.
"However, in numerous specific
respects, operators of newspaper
stations deal with factors that affect no other type of station. These
matters are of no interest to nonnewspaper stations and it would be
both impractical and unfair to devote time at a general broadcasting meeting to their discussion and
consideration. Yet these matters
are of vital importance to the efficient management of our newspaper stations and in making newspaper investments in radio more
secure and profitable."
Page 6

Mentioned

Mr. Baldwin

for

NAB

H. A. Bellows

In addition to the newspaper
meeting, local independent stations
seeking to make a more material
showing in the national advertishave scheduled a separing
atefield,
meeting of their own during
the Colorado Springs sessions^ in
the hope of organizing a projcet
under which national representatives may be placed in the field.
Disclaiming any plan of establishing a separate organization, competitive with the NAB, they assert they merely wish to set up
a sales group to promote their
merits as outlets for national spot
business. This movement was instigated by Edward A. Allen,
WLVA, Lynchburg, and a preliminary meeting was held in Washington May 6 at which time a
steering committee, headed by Mr.
Allen was created (see article elsewhere in this issue).
Agenda for the convention has
not vet been completed and prob. A
ably "willcrop
not beof for
a fortnight
bumper
industry
matters,
including an ABC of radio, agency
recognition, transcriptions and related questions are due for consideration, with final action contemplated on them. The official slate,
plus the newspaper-stahowever,
tion developments, are likely to
overshadow all other deliberations.
"When Phil Loucks takes his departure from the NAB after the
convention to hang out his shingle
as a radio practitioner, he will
leave behind a brilliant record of
achievement in the broadcasting
industry. A foi'mer newspaperman,
as well as lawyer, he took the NAB
managing directorship at a time
when its vitality had ebbed almost
to the vanishing point. It was
"broke" financially and its membership of 42 in good standing represented about 5% of the industry.
Today the rolls read approximately 395 paying members, or about
809c of the industryWithout a Defeat
PERHAPS the greatest tribute to
his incumbency was the fact that
while more than 100 separate
pieces of legislation affecting radio
broadcasting were introduced in
the four-and-a-half years, not a
solitary measure considered detrimental, and which the NAB opposed, became law.
A rapid recapitulation of NAB
activities since 1930 discloses a few
of the things that have been accomplished. These include the tri-industry movement for a cooperative
bureau for authentication of station coverage data and audience
surveys; agency recognition;
monthly index of broadcasting business; cost accounting system;
standard order blank; organization
of state committees of the NAB;
development of sections; coordinating of industry data and testi-

Executive

Mr. Lafount

Post

Mr. Hedges

Seltzer Extending
Broadcasts of News Reel
IN A TEST campaign for possible
expansion of the Pathe News Reel
of the Air, now twice weekly on
four Mutual network stations,
Emerson Drug Co., Baltimore
(Bromo Seltzer) on May 7 added
WCAU, Philadelphia, and on May
The pro8, WJSV, Washinongton.
the air through
grams have beens since
April 8. J.
Mutual station
Walter Thompson .Co., New York,
handles the account
taken directThe broadcasts are sound
tracks,
ly from the news reel
with comment dubbed in to achieve
reproducin the
continu
events. WCAU
news sound
actual
tion ofity
ent for
equipm
ed
recently install
pickup from sound track but
WJSV, due to rigid fire regulations
in the capital, uses Earle theatre
projection equipment.

Bromo

mony at a multitude of hearings
like the educational conferences,
international conclaves, Trade
Commission surveys, Congressional hearings, and the like and
dozens of reforms in industry practice and trade association activity.
In the copyright negotiations
now reaching a climax, the NAB has
Mr.
role, with Only
played an
Loucks
everimportant
in the forefront.
year has this tranduring the last
scendently
important controversy
reached a head, and in it Phil
Loucks has figured prominently.
The information which he was
largely instrumental in accumulatof the Departbehestcontributed
ing,mentat ofthe
Justice,
in no
Government's
the
to
small degreesuit against ASCAP.
dissolution
And the legislation now pending in
Congress (Duffy Bill) which would
rip from the copyright combine
its greatest legal protection was
launched on its way through the intervention of Loucks at the propitious time.
When the press-radio situation became acute in 1933 and the agreement
was reached between press associations and networks for the PressRadio Bureau service, the NAB declined to go along and Mr. Loucks
was largely
responsible
for that
attitude. At the
time he was
sharply
criticized. Last month, however,
he had the pleasure of observing
that the newspaper industry, haying become reconciled to the failure of that project, threw open the
floodgates
on radio with
newsthe broadcasts. This coincided
stand
he had taken a year before.
To recite all of the developments
of the last five hectic years in radio— the period during which Phil
Loucks served as the executive head
of NAB, would be almost to recite
the history of commercial radio itself.

Regional Council
Selected by AAA/
THE FOUR sectional councils (1
the AAAA have been elected f(,
the
year ending March 31, 1936, i
follows:
New York CoudcU — Chairman, Pa
Cornell, Geyer-Cornell Co., Inc. ; vi
chairman, Mark O'Dea, Mark 0'I»<
Samuel Co"V
Meek,
Walter Thompson
Inc. J.; secy.-treas.,
& Co., Jr.,
governors, Richard Compton, Blao
man Co. ; Lawrence L. Shenfield. P^
lar & Ryan, Inc.; R. L. Strobridei
Newell-Emmett Co., Inc. ; H. L. Wh
temore, Richardson, Alley & Richar
Co.New England Council — Chairma
J. L. Lavin, Layin & Co., Inc. ; vi
chairman,
V. Alley,Co.;
Richar
son. Alley Ernest
& Richards
sec;; :
treas., George Merritt, Charles ^
Hoyt Co., Inc. ; governors, S. A. Co
over, S. A. Conover Co. ; Henry S
Humphrey, H. B. Humphrey Co.
Atlantic Council — Chairman,
Harold
Marston, Joseph
Geare-Marston,
Inc
vice chairman,
Katz, Jose;
Katz Co. ; secy.-treas., Florence I
Dart, Simpers Co. ; governor, Robe
S. Simpers, Simpers Co.
Western Council — Chairman, Z.
Potter. Erwin, Wasey & Co., Ltc
vice chairman, Merle Sidener, Sic
ner. Van Riper & Keeling Inc. ; sec;
treas.. H. M. Dancer, Henri. Hurst
McDonald Inc. ; governors, A. L. B
lingsley, Fuller & Smith & Ross Inc
Milton J. Blair, J. Walter Thomps
Co.; C. W. Brooke, Brooke, Smith
French Inc. ; Charles Daniel Frt
Charles Daniel Frey Co. ; Maurice
Xeedham. Xeedham, Louis and Br<
Advertising
by Inc. ; J.Co.F. Oberwinder, D'Ar

Start*
Campaign Ltd.,
Liquor DISTILLERS
UNITED
Nt
York, in May started an air cai
paign with an hour transcrib
program titled American Pagea
on toWCFL,
Chicago.
The other
eampai:
is
be released
in nine
M:
west states this month and eve
tually will cover the entire cou
try, according to Amalgamat
Adv. Agency Inc., New York, har
ling the account. A brief addrc
on liquor was given on the fn
D. Ekrolm
by Clarence
program expert,
technical
who exploded
conceptions about liquor.
Chevrolet Suspended
the 300-stati
of ption
SUSPEN
ChevroletSION
transcri
spot pi
s
condition
strike
to
due
gram
the automotive industry, was <
-Ewf
by Campbell
May 3agency
deredDetroit
Co.,
handling t
account. The campaign, which
gether with the newspaper schc
ule, involves an appropriation <
0, will be resura
ceeding
as
soon $1,000,00
as the labor situation
settled. Moreover, it was learn
that Campbell-Ewald plans to z
some 25 stations to the list for t
WBS transcription campaign.
Shoe Polish Spots

CARDINAL LABORATORI
Inc., of Rite- Way shoe polish, v.
sponsor 13 announcements, bro;
cast three times a week beginni
New Yoi
June 3, over WINS,
WCAE, Philadelphia; WGN, C
St. Louis. Th
KMOX,which
cago;
ements,
will
announcand
broadcast as part of the regu
s
onomics
program of th
home-ec
stations, are placed through Bla
ett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chica
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Advertising

Convention

Problems

♦R THE FIRST time, the Assotion of National Advertisers, in
23d semi - annual meeting at
nite Sulphur Springs, W. Va.,
ly 5-8, devoted a major part
its program to radio advertisFollowing its custom, the assotion held closed meetings from
ich all but members and adverer-guests were barred. In these
stings on the third day of the
'lvention, the subject of radio
tm the building of a program
d the writing of commercials to
jcking on the audience were disused.
Radio Research
1.DIO also was taken up at other
isions, being touched on particuly by Lee H. Bristol of the
istol-Myers Co. and chairman of
board of governors of the Adrtising Research Foundation,
is foundation was started six
jinths ago at the ANA conven(n in Atlantic City and has as
purpose the finding of facts inving all kinds of advertising
jblems.
The foundation is divided into
pups, with Stuart Peabody, of
Borden Co., as head of the
>up studying methods of rating
lio program popularity and covjige. The radio group also is to
in conjunction with the NAB
d the AAAA in developing a
lo audit bureau, with the first
t meeting of these three to be
d May 20 in New York when a
Jiinite program will be considered
}e page 8).
'\ new series of studies is to be
iu'ted by the ANA which will
nv where the advertiser's dollar
mt in 1934 and where it is budded in 1935, depicting what perltage went to different media,
itat percentage into production
•fits and administrative expense,
e data will be classified by instries.
jIThe opening speaker at the
iised radio session was W. B.
nton of Benton & Bowles Inc.,
(w York, who spoke on "Build| a program to Get an Audijpe". He was followed by Duane
Jones of Blackett-Sample-Hum:rt, Inc., whose subject was "How
Make Low Cost Broadcasting
Jft". Chester J. LaRoche of
ung & Rubicam, Inc., discussed
friting of Commercials That
11".
Promotion Methods
jOWMANSHIP is a necessary
^nent in merchandising a radio
i>gram, George Bijur, CBS direcof sales promotion told the
iTA members. Illustrating his
mts from experience, Mr. Bijur
Gained the technique in getting
iults from radio premiums and
eaways.
Promotion outside the program
;?lf is effective in selling broadnis, he said, suggesting that adtisers build listening groups by
•anizing local clubs and inducfay 15, 1935

PUTTING CARES ASIDE— A bit of relaxation on the greens for these
ANA conventionites. Left to right: Paul B. West, ANA managing director, sinking a 3-foot putt; Stuart Peabody, Borden Co., head of radio
research group; Ken R. Dyke, Colgate-Palmolive-Peet; Lee H. Bristol,
ANA director, of Bristol-Myers Corp.; Allyn B. Mclntire, Pepperell
Mfg. Co., ANA president.
ing them to participate in programs that particularly interest
them. He suggested these groups
could be provided with special dramatic scripts for local presentation and that lectures could be
given on forthcoming musical
broadcasts.
Among programs which Mr. Bijur said had been particularly well
exploited were the Maxwell House
Showboat, Jack Benny for Jell-0
and Gillette Blades.
Also of interest to radio advertisers was the report made by Dr.
D. P. Smelser, manager of the
market research department of the
Procter & Gamble Co., and chairman of the governing committee of
the
Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting.
Explaining that the CAB was
organized in 1930 and that it is a
non-profit organization, Dr. Smelser continued:
"Speaking generally, the CAB
has attempted to furnish to the advertiser and his agency information which indicates from week to
week how his program compares in
popularity with other programs.
This information has been issued
in the form of program ratings. A
great deal of other valuable information has been
to subscribers which
has given
assisted
them in
spending their radio dollar effectively." Confusion in Data
DR. SMELSER said that the great
mass of research data had been
confusing.
"Just as market research," he
continued, "is not a substitute for
brains in the general administra-
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on

tion of business, so the results of
research in radio can not be a substitute for ability (1) to produce
programs that will achieve popularity or (2) to write commercials
that will sell goods. It can only be
Some of the points made by Mr.
Smelser follows:
an aid."
"Those who have imitated a program having a relatively high audience rating with the expectation
that their program would have a
similar rating have been frequently disappointed.
"The factor which has contributed most to the distrust of research indicating the approximate

size of a program's
audience is and
the
inability
of some advertisers
agencies to understand that an
audience rating is not necessarily
a selling rating. A program which
is listened to by 20% of the radio
audience does not necessarily sell
twice as much goods as a program
which is listened to by 10% of the
audience.
"Naturally you want a large
audience, but it is well known that
there have been programs with the
maximum audience which have
sold very little goods while on the
other hand there have been programswhich
with relatively
audiences
have been small
gold mines
for the advertisers.
Lure of Numbers
"A CHARACTERISTIC tendency
of the advertising fraternity is to
succumb to the 'lure of large numbers'. Some agencies and some
publishers have always insisted
upon projecting
to millions of peoplepercentages
and presenting
these millions on charts which are
so large that the first assistant
and the second assistant had to be
pressed into service for transporting them. People who have been
thus trained become panicky when
they see a research study showing
that a mere 2% of the radio audience listened to one of their pro"I once heard an advertiser try
grams.
to prove that more than 4% listened to his program that was
broadcast four times a week, by
showing
thathe over
a period 100,000
of several weeks
had received
replies from listeners to his program! He did not realize that he
had about 15,000,000 radio sets in
his area and that 4% of 15,000,000
is 600,000 to say nothing about the
fact that the individuals making up
the 4%tainlydaily
audience
not the same
everywere
day,ceror
that the replies were not limited
to one in a family.
"As long as magazines and
newspapers attempt to prove that
the printed word is a more effective advertising medium than radio, and as long as radio chains attempt to prove that the opposite
(Continued on page U2)

Photos courtesy of Washington Post
TALKING IT OVER— W. W. Wachtel, Loose-Wiles Biscuit Co., (left)
discussing ANA convention problems with John H. Piatt, Kraft-Phenix
Cheese Corp. (center) and Marvin Harmes, Premier Pabst Sales Corp.
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Formay
By

Consistent

Friends

in the

Use

of Radio,

Kitchen,

By V. M. EKDAHL
General Manager, Formay Refinery
of Swift & Co-, Los Angeles
EVER since the spring of 1931 we
have used radio to place before the
women of the West our message
on Formay, the perfected shortening. We have used radio consistently, so today we feel that our
afternoon period between 2 and
2:15 over the western network of
the NBC really belongs to us, and
we know from hundreds of letters
that women folks expect to hear
something worth while from us at
that time.
We have used radio to establish
a definite faith in our product, and
we have manufactured a product to
justify that faith. We have never
overplayed to our audience. r We
have never oversold. We have simply told the truth in a simple way,
and developed a continuity which
has carried our sales story through
the years. And through perfect
laboratory control we have been
very careful to have a product as
good or better than we claimed to
have in our advertising statements.
The original program featured
Al Pearce and His Gang. Al was
our
the air."
He did not
havesalesman
to use ofdirect
salesmanship.
He used sincerity, simple facts,
and personality. Through his
genial approach we captured the
friendship of a great audience, and
we established such intimate
friendship with homes in the West
that we figure every time we go on
the air we. have an audience of
300,000 women. Folks began to
look for the program as part of
their daily entertainment.
Proof of the Pudding
WE WENT OFF the air one time
for two weeks. Letters- and telegrams poured in from men and
women everywhere. One was
signed by , 20 women members of
one club. It revealed that this particular club depended upon Al
Pearce's Formay program as part
of their regular entertainment.
When we went back on the air the
volume of applause expressed in
letters was remarkable. That
proved a point to us — that if we
had the kind of program folks
wanted they would listen to our
program, and would buy our product.
The direct result of our radio
broadcasting was that grocers who
had never carried Formay came to
us and insisted on stocking our
product immediately. Business
leaped ahead, and we were forced
to run our $1,500,000 refinery day
and night to catch up with orders.
Radio accomplished most of that
for us, I am sure, because women
learning by radio how Formay
made better pies and cakes, determined to try it themselves, and created the demand for our product
in grocery stores.
On our broadcast we gave special recipes. We offered prizes for
recipes and for the best letters on
why Formay had proved itself by
test to be the better shortening.
We got bags of mail. We capitalPage 8
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V. M. EKDAHL, general manager of Swift and Co.'s million and a half dollar Formay refinery in Los Angeles,
spends a large percentage of annual advertising funds
for radio. When the Al Pearce troupe went off the air
on the coast several weeks ago, Mr. Ekdahl transferred
sponsorship of Formay to the "NBC Magazine of the
Air" several afternoons a week to "reach a large number of people with a program of human interest." On
the Coast, Swift has been a big radio user for four years,
mostly with daytime programs for women in the home.
There is romance when Uncle
Henry comes to dinner and compliments the housewife on her cookIknow cooks
that inwe helping
women being.better
have helped
make happier homes. We are continuing our radio messages with
that thought in mind. If we can
continue sealing a friendship in the
homes with entertainment and
truthful advertising and help make
the housewife a better cook, we
know we will see a consistent gain
in Formay sales.

AUDIT

MR. EKDAHL
ized on these letters of experience.
We have about 2500 persons on
the Swift & Company payroll on
the coast. All these folks, from
stenographers to plant workers
and top executives, tested Formay
in their own homes, and were able
to tell a convincing story about its
fine qualities. Besides there are a
great number of the 2900 persons
on pension from Swift' living out
here too, and there are 55,000 Swift
stockholders.
Selling an Idea
NO ADVERTISING PLAN is successful unless the entire organization knows all about it. When we
launched our present advertisingwe bought early morncampaign,
ing time over the NBC western
network. We invited everybody in
the organization to listen in. We
had breakfast meetings in the
principal western cities for pur
staffs. Thus our entire organization got all the facts about our
plans, and the public likewise was
able to listen in and see what progressive plans were actually had.
For after all, all advertising and
the beneare forbuyer,
salesfit campaigns
of the ultimate
and
through our radio convention we
sold our ideas to our personnel and
to the public.
I have never thought of Formay
just as a shortening. I have
thought of it as an item making
roThere isfood
life.preparing
happiermance home
in a woman
for her loved ones and her friends.

BUREAU

Gray co in 30 Cities
STATIONS in 30 cities are broad
casting the Motion Picture Columj
of the Air program of the Marion
R. Gray Co., Los Angeles (haberl
a1
local isdealers
with series
dashery), The
sponsors.
recorder
from the Gray programs on KHJ
Los Angeles, by Recordings Inc.!
Los Angeles, with Lockwood-Shack
elford Co., the agency. The dealer
manufacturer arrangement is co1
operative.KREG,
Stations
CaliJ
fornia—
Santainclude:
Ana; KM
Fresno; KERN, Bakersfield
KFXM, San Bernardino; KTRE
Modesto; Arizona — KGRA, Cool ,
idge; KTAR, Phoenix and KSUM j
Bisbee; Oregon — KORE, Eugen I
and KMED, Medford; Washingto: |
—KIT, Yakima; KUJ, Walla Wal
la; KXRO, Aberdeen and KPC,
Wenatchee ; Montana — KGVC j
Missoula; KFBB,
Great Falls
KGEZ, Kalispel and KGCX, Woll
Point; New Mexico — KGFL, Ros
well; KICA, Clovis and KGGW|
; North Dakota-i
Albuquerque
KDLR,
Devil's Lake and KLP1V
Minot; WPAD,
Paducah, Ky.
KARK, Little Rock, Ark.; KDF>
Casper, Wyo.; KFXD, Namp;
Grand Junctioi
Idaho; KFXJ,
Longview, Texa:(
Colo.; KFRO,
and WSJS, Winston-Salem, N.
KTAB Now KSFO
CALL LETTERS of KTAB, Oalj
land, Calif., have been changed 1
KSFO upon authority of the FC<

PLANS

ADVANCE

Joint Session in New York May 20 Will Go Further
Into Plans for Authentic Coverage Data
l
H. K.t,Boic:
WITH the Association of Nationa
of sales,
charge sales
CBS
vice andpresiden
al;
Advertisers having designated a were at White Sulphur and pa
part in the con- ticipated in the discussions. The
committee to take
versations looking toward creation were
in agreement on the bas
buof a cooperative independent covproposal
for the bureau. John Be;
station
icate
reau to authent
son, AAAA president, agreed
a sec- the May 20 meeting on behalf
data, groups
ce three
and audien
of the
meeting
onderage
his organization.
involved has been scheduled for
The NAB, which has taken tl
New York on May 20.
lead in the conversations for tl
at
tion
conven
annual
its
At
audit bureau, hopes to have tl
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., independent bureau a going co
the
cern within six months. The b
May 7-8, the ANA authorized
its newly formed reau would be maintained coope
radio division of~tion
with
meet
to
Research Founda
by the
ativelyANA
and three
NAB organizatior
having equ ,
the NAB and American Associa- with
coms'
Agencie
singte the plans for representation in its control ai
tion of Adverti
mittees to formula
the AAAA one-half the represe
a radio ABC. The committee is tation as the unit representii
the
of
,
Stuart Peabody
headed by
both advertisers and media. T
Co.
Borden
scope of the bureau has not
after the ANA exImmediately
ecutive committee reached the been defined and it is hoped th
the
20 meeting will cryst;
lize May
this point.
agreement, arrangements were
made by Arthur B. Church, NAB
commercial committee chairman
and chairman of its special audit
Penn Tobacco Sports
bureau committee, to meet again
in New York to form definite plans, PENN TOBACCO Co., Wilk*
The initial meeting had been held Barre, Pa., (Kentucky Winnc
dis- cigarettes), is sponsoring play-l
were
April 22cussed.when
Both the details
AAAA
NAB and
play baseball broadcasts of be
d e ,s i g - the St. Louis Cardinals and
tees
commit
e
definit
had
r
nated to conside this subject but Chicago White Sox. The Cardii
the ANA, while represented at the games are broadcast by Hal Pai
first meeting, did not have author- over a KSO, Des Moines, - WW
ity to go along with the plans.
Waterloo - Cedar Rapids, hook-i
and the Sox games by Russ Hodg
The audit bureau proposal was
discussed by Mr. Church, along over WIND, Gary, Ind. The sai
company is also sponsoring a da|
with Philip G. Loucks, NAB manofficers and sports review, broadcast >
with
aging
director,
members of the ANA during the "Dutch" Reagan over KSO-W1V'
White Sulphur convention. Edgar
Chicago.
Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan It
vice president in
Kobak, NBC
BROADCASTING
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CENTRAL
BROADCASTING
J. O. Maland, Mgr.
DES MOINES, IOWA
National Representatives: FREE

COLUMBIA

media.

COMPANY
Phone 3-7147

W HERE consumers are
concentrated in metropolitan areas, low powered stations may reach them profitably. But Iowa consumers
are spread over sixty thousand square miles. Des
Moines, home of WHO, is
Iowa's largest city, yet has
less than ulation.
6%, To sell
of Iowa's
Iowa,popby
radio, you need the one
station with power enough
to cover Iowa — WHO.

Inc. — New York, Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco

WHO
~V
i0. Conitr
ESSENTIAL
TO nl
COMPLETE
StoMGnRADIO
ZZ

LEAR

ED-CHANNEL

•ay 15, 1935
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Problems

Merchandising

'UNSO

LVED

RIES'
MYSTE
?
■

WLW

REMOVES

THE

or wire

will bring

A

letter

MASK

you

''case

examples" of the successes of numerous WLW advertisers, as compared
with

non-WLW

advertisers

solicited statements of

The

POWEL

World's Most Powerful
Broadcasting Station

. . . Un-

praise,

and

inpositive proof of results that will
to
deed excite you to allow WLW
'remove

RADIO
CROSLEY
THE
CBOSLEY,
Jr., President

the

mask'

! ! !

CORPORATION
CINCINNATI
WE DO out MUET
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J. P.

and

Yankee

I. N.

Network

and

Buys U. P.
WCAU
By GILBERT CANT
.LESMEN for United Press and
ernational News Service are ofing their facilities to broadcaststations, and Associated Press,
= the two associations already
ntioned, has given its newspaclients carte blanche to arrange
airing on a liberal schedule of
very news which, a year ago,
y sought to keep from the radio
iience.
. N. S. and Universal Service
ned contracts May 8 with John
jpard 3d for Yankee Network
ws Bureau to furnish it with
aplete national, international
1 New England news reports
hours a day along with WFIL,
iladelphia, which also signed
h I. N. S. These are the first
omplishments recorded for the
vately-owned press associations
er the relaxation of former
es was authorized by the ANPA
ivention.
Simultaneously, the U. P. signed
contract for full service with
"AU, Philadelphia, to begin
y 20.
fankee Network's contract with
insradio Press Service was terlable at 30 days notice,
lerbert Moore, president of
msradio, stated that the loss of
northeastern chain from his
;nt list was offset by an equal
inber of stations throughout the
intry added during ten days
vious to Shepard's action. Morer, his contract with Yankee had
tained an exclusive proviso,
ich prevented Moore from sellhis service to other stations in
cities where Yankee outlets
located. This ban being now
ied, a new field is opened to
B.
A. P. guardedly sent out word
'.t "pending general action for
entire association" members
?ht utilize their wire reports to
ke up news broadcasts, and arige with local stations to have
time set aside. If a station is
willing to donate the time in
urn for the free news, the pas are at liberty to buy the time,
the news must not be sponged. The newspaper "angel"
ild be credited, and of course
P., too, must be credited.
Approximately the same situai applies to U. P. and I. N. S.
>nts, with the proviso that they
st report to headquarters what
angements they are making as
heck against interference with
another. It is not yet clear
at action these two privately
ied press associations will take
regard to commercial sponsor? of such news, but it is heed they will permit this subto their approving the client
the manner of presentation.
Contacting Stations
E U. P., which has in readiness
ervice designed for radio, has
ailed Al F. Harrison as execu'. in charge of radio sales and
nee. Mr. Harrison was the acl pioneer in the news radio field,
ing launched it for the Consoli3d Press Association some four
• rs ago. This service, however,
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S.

Offer

WFIL

News;

Take

News

LN. S. - Universal

A. P. Loosens

appeared to be premature and stations then were not greatly interested. Joining the U. P. some two
years ago as assistant to the president, he was detailed to organize
a bulletin-printer service in Washington for other than newspaper
clients, actually a service designed
for ultimate sale to broadcasting
stations. Mr. Harrison now is on
the road contacting stations.
In the case of the I. N. S., it is
known that one contract with a
station already has been signed.
That is with WFIL, Philadelphia.
All details have been cleared up
between Joseph V. Connelly, I. N.
S. president and Donald Withycomb, WFIL
general manager.
Shortly following the ANPA action, James W. Barrett editor of
the Press-Radio Bureau, notified
A. P. newspapers which subscribed
to the service for broadcasting purposes that hereafter they would be
permitted to use four 15-minute
periods daily, as against the two
five-minute periods previously in
force. His message to such newspapers read:
"Associated Press advises that
newspaper members of the PressRadio Bureau may now use Associated Press to make up their own
press reports and special bulletins.
Morning papers may broadcast
four 15-minute periods between 6
p. m. and 6 a. m. Evening papers
between 6 a. m. and 6 p. m. This
is with understanding that you will
continue press radio bureau membership and fees. You are hereby
authorized as bureau subscribers.
General Confusion
BROADCASTING stations which
do not or cannot make tie-ups with
local newspapers may obtain news
reports, up to an hour a day, from
Press-Radio Bureau, by paying the
prevailing subscription price of
$12.50 a month, plus tolls.
Since the ANPA convention in
New York adopted the report of its
radio committee, permitting
changes in the radio-press situation as a result of which the above
developments have taken place, the
feeling has increased that confusion is worse than ever before, and
that the whole maneuver was dictated by jealousy of Transradio
Press Service. Up to that time,
Herbert Moore's independent organization had almost a monopoly
on profit-making distribution of
news to stations and the field was
closed to the private press associations by the1934.
famous "program" of
February,
The publishers' action seems to
have precipitated a flood of news
broadcasting which will probably
not only satisfy, but satiate, the
public's appetite. The confusion
which reigns everywhere is such
that it will be difficult for stations
to adjust their schedules with proper balance, as they would have preferred to do if the conflict with the
publishers had not been whipped
up last year.
Transradio Press reported having lost no clients other than the
Yankee Network since the publishers' "liberalization" of the
rules, and announced the addition
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to

Radio
Service;

Rules for Clients
of the following stations, making
the total list about 190 in all:
WIBX, Utica; WBAP, Fort Worth;
WOAI, San Antonio; WFAA, Dallas; KROW, Oakland; WOL, Washington; WPTF, Raleigh; WNOX,
Knoxville, and WWL, New Orleans.
WLW was signed just before these,
taking a full service.
NBC and CBS are continuing at
present with only two periods daily
of five minutes each, devoted to
Press-Radio news.
It seems doubtful whether it will
become necessary to add to this
schedule, in view of the trend towards local arrangements between
stations and newspapers.
Division of the Hearst services
into two branches (I. N. S. day
report for evening papers and Universal Service for mornings) results in a peculiar situation for
stations tying up with clients of
these services. The I. N. S. report must be used on the air between 6 a. m. and 6 p. m. From
then until 6 a. m. Universal must
be used. But I. N. S. has a great
many more clients than Universal,
so in a large number of cities stations might obtain news generously through the day, and find
themselves without it during the
peak-audience hours. In a smaller
numbers of cases, where the affiliation was with a Universal client,
the reverse would be true, but stations would be exposed to the
danger of missing the bulk of the
news which (except for the catastrophic kind) generally breaks
during the day.
Transradio Press Opens
Bureau in San Francisco
TO EXPAND its news service to
radio stations and sponsors on the
Pacific Coast, Transradio Press
Service Inc., on May 9 opened a
San Francisco bureau at suite 206
Chronicle building, with Allan C.
Faith, Pacific Coast newspaperman
as manager. The bureau has been
established on the same floor with
the Associated Press headquarters.
Three schedules daily, of one hour
each, supplemented by flashes, are
being serviced to Pacific Coast
clients by short wave and wire
from San Francisco. Local clients
are served by teletype. A mail feature service for Pacific Coast clients, to be used independent of
regular short wave teletype service, will be inaugurated.
A staff of 60 string correspondents has been organized on the
Coast, to be increased within the
next few weeks, Faith stated. Central correspondent bureaus have
been established in Seattle, Wash.,
and Portland, Ore., to cover the
Northwest. A complete list of Pacific Coast stations carrying Transradio was not available, but it was
learned that among those using the
service are: KJBS, San Francisco
(Italian language only) ; KROW,
Oakland; KIEM, Eureka, Cal.;
KNX, Los Angeles; KVOS, Bellingham, Wash.; KPQ, Wenatchee,
Wash.; KFPY, Spokane, Wash.;
KFEL, Denver, Colo.; and KGVO,
Missoula, Mont.

New

Association

Formed

To Supply News Service
For Radio Exclusively
FORMATION of
a n independent
news gathering
and distributing
organization t o
supplyplete news
a comvice to radio serstations and sponsors wasin aSan
n nounced
Mr. Wright
Francisco on
May 3. Called the American
Broadcasters'
is
scheduled to News
enter Association,
the radio newsit
field
1, competing
with PressRadioJuly
Bureau,
the publishers
flash
bulletin service and with independent services, according to Frank
Wright, who heads the venture.
Wright, who is head of Frank
Wright & Associates, Oakland and
San Francisco radio advertising
agency, and former manager of
KTAB, in both cities, declared that
the association is a profit-sharing,
membership organization, owned
and operated exclusively in and for
the broadcasting industry, Wright
stated. Headquarters have been
established at 216 Pine Street, and
544 Market Street, San Francisco,
and at 1404 Franklin Street, Oakland. Representation is planned in
key American cities. The associawill contract
Worldtion Wide
Service,with
for Reuter's
foreign
coverage,
receiving
this
newsYork
via
cable and wireless in New
and releasing it by teletype and
short wave to member clients.
The ABNA expects news gathering costs to run $2,000 weekly. It
is negotiating with an initial membership group of more than 100
stations. Wright declined to disclose the backers of the venture,
except to say that he was one of
them and that there were several
others interested.
Air - Sports Inc. Created
To Supply Radio Stations
AIR-SPORTS Inc., New York, has
been organized to supply sport
news to radio stations, with Clem
McCarthy, sports writer and announcer, as editor of the daily bulletin service. It will be available
for re-sale to sponsors and merchandising aids are to be provided.
Wire and wireless transmission is
planned and flash bulletins will
supplement the regular service.
Sport news is to be supplied for
broadcasting at 1:30, 5, 7, and 11
p. m. Exclusive racing results are
promised. Wireless service will be
transmitted through Press Wireless and wire service will be by
"timed wire" direct to the control

Trading Stamp Discs
SPERRY AND HUTCHINSON,
Inc., New York, begins a test radio campaign for its green trading stamps
(a form
of cash discount) on May
20, through
five
Northeastern stations. Kimball,
Hubbard & Powel Inc., is the
agency. Five-minute NBC transcriptions, with announcements
dubbed in, will be placed several
times weekly on WLBZ, WSAR,
WNBH, WMFF, and WJAC.
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Consents

Decree

Now

Possible

of ASCAP
Powers
Curbing
Six-month Continuance of Present Contract Looms;
Dissension and Legislation Threaten Society
CONTINUANCE of existing
broadcasting station contracts with
the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers for
six months beyond the Sept. 1
deadline, when these agreements
automatically expire, looms as a
of current "conpossible outcome
ferences" being held at the invitation of ASCAP. A meeting of the
NAB copyright committee was
held in New York May 13 and the
was that the broadunderstanding
casters would meet with ASCAP
discusrepresen
sions. tatives for further
Meanwhile, with ASCAP jammed
between a government anti - trust
suit threatening its dissolution,
legislation pending in Congress
which would strip it of much of
its arbitrary powers, and internal
dissension that appears to have
reached the breaking point, talk
is current of a possible consent
decree in the litigation. Such a
decree would mean that ASCAP,
under court auspices, would consent to the elimination of certain
practices subject to court action
if violated. The government suit
hinges upon alleged illegal pricefixing, and, should a decree be entered, it unquestionably will cover
this practice and possibly set up
a "per piece" basis of cost to
broadcasters and other copyright
users, rather than the arbitrary
system now employed, and against
which practically all copyright
users have protested.
Per-piece Method
IT WAS ASCAP that invited the
broadcasters into conference a
fortnight
ago to contracts
"discuss"under
the
status of existing
which broadcasters pay 5% of
their "net receipts" this year, plus
arbitrary sustaining fees. The
over-all annual payments, it is estimated, approximate $2,500,000.
ASCAP apparently is anxious to
tide over its arrangements with
broadcasters pending action one
way or the other in the litigation
before the Federal District Court
for the Southern District of New
York.
On behalf of the broadcasters,
Joseph C. Hostetler, NAB copyright counsel, emphasized to the
ASCAP representatives that any
agreement reached must be acceptable to the government since the
pending anti-trust suit now is definitely involved in continuance of
existing contracts. He pointed out,
too, that the NAB has favored a
"per piece" or measured service
plan for payment of royalties and
that specific mention of a similar
compensation arrangement is made
in the suit against ASCAP filed
by the Department of Justice last
year.
When the suggestion for a sixmonth license extension under
present terms, but contingent upon
any action which might be taken
in the government suit, was made,
the April 26 conference ended,
after ASCAP spokesmen had
promised that such a recommendation would be made to its board
of directors. It was hoped that
Page 12

the meetings beginning May 13
would develop some agreement.
Those who attended the initial
meeting, and who have been called
for the May 13 session, in behalf
of the broadcasters, are Alfred J.
McCosker, WOR, chairman of the
copyright committee; J. Truman
Ward, NAB president; E. A. Allen,
WLVA, newly appointed copyright
committee member; Edward Klauber, CBS first vice president; A.
and genvice ofpresident
L. Ashby,
eral attorney
NBC; Walter J.
Damm, WTMJ, and Frank M. Russell, NBC Washington vice president; Philip G. Loucks, NAB managing director, and Mr. Hostetler.
At the meeting for ASCAP were
Gene Buck, president, E. C. Mills,
general manager, Otto Harbach,
Romberg, Louis BernSigmund
stein, Saul H. Bornstein, Walter
Fischer and T. Allen, members
of the committee designated by
contract exASCAP to
tensions or negotiate
new contracts.
In the litigation end, Andrew W.
Bennett, special assistant to the
attorney general, in charge of the
government anti - trust suit, appeared before Federal Judge John
C. Knox in New York on May 7
to argue his motion for preference
and to have the court fix a definite
date for trial. Indications were
that the court would agree if a
could be transferred from
judge other
some
jurisdiction to hear the
case. Word on the action was expected momentarily, since it was
considered likely that a judge
would be procured. The New York
court, because of its heavy docket,
has been unable to expedite trial.
Royalty Demands
IN HIS MOTION Mr. Bennett declared there was "great apprehension" as to what demands for
royalties ASCAP would make upon
the expiration of existing contracts
with copyright users, including
broadcasters, motion picture owners, hotels and
experience
overother
manygroups.
years "Past
leads
the owners of the businesses involved to believe that greatly increased royalties will again be demanded and that they will be
forced to pay such increased
amounts or go out of business,"
the petition said. "Deponent behe added, of
"that
early
trial andlieves,"decision
the anlegality
or illegality of the pooling of individual copyright monopolies and
the concerned action of individual
copyright owners in eliminating
competition and fixing prices or
royalties is urgent," he said.
ASCAP's woe within its own
house comes largely from the publishing houses of Warner Bros.,
which, it is understood, publishes
nearly one - half of the numbers
demanded for air use. The movie
concern has indicated repeatedly
that it might withdraw from
ASCAP and attempt to deal with
broadcasters in its own right,
rather than become embroiled in
possible dissolution judgment with
ASCAP.
The Warner Bros, houses include
such well-known firms as Harms

SUNDAY MORNING
Hours, Two of Them, Being Used
-On KMOX by Dodge
A DEPARTURE in programming
was inaugurated on KMOX, St.
Louis Sunday, May 12, when a
two-hour variety show of popular
entertainment took to the air at
8:30 a. m. and continued two hours
without pause, sponsored by Dodge
Dealers. This will be a regular
Sunday morning feature over
KMOX. The broadcast will be
known as The Air Gliders and its
central theme will be to give a
cheerful, pulse-quickening start to
a day of rest and relaxation. The
no sponthat an
is unique
program
sor heretofore
has inused
early
twoof
urogram
morningand with a popular
Sundayduration
hour
type of entertainment.
Heading this revue will be Al
Roth and his orchestra. Other talent includes Georgia Erwin, singHarmonsongs;
populartrio;
Preis, lyric
Bob the
ettes,inggirl
Quartet,
Gliders
Air
tenor; the
a sixcompleted for
who recently
the
month series of programs
Ruthrauf
Agency:
CBS network.
& Ryan Inc.
Chappell
T. B. Harms,
Inc.,
Remick.
and -Harms,
& Son
M. Witmark

Inter-city
In East

Hookup

Expanding

WCAP-WIP Acquiring Stations,
Which Absorb Line Costs
EXPANSION

of

the
WMCA-WIP
intercity
to include hook-up
WCBM,
Baltimore,

Mr. Flamm

WDEL, Wilmington, and WOL
Washington,
a !1
former affiliates
of
AmericanCo
Broadcasting

and its predecessors, was announced effective May
president of
Flamm,
6 by Donald
fai
WMCA, the key-station. Thus
the only name accorded the project
is the cue line announcement "This
Presentation".
an Inter-City
is While
declared th(
Mr. Flamm
station alignment was not to bca network, it neverconstruedtheless as
falls into that category a;
a regional station tie-up along the
Eastern seaboard. The combmec
er
facilities are offered to advertis
at a combination night rate of $95,
r anc
per hour, $560 per half-hou
per quarter-hour, exclusivi
$350
frequency discounts. This is ai
of
Consent decree talk has surroundte of the card rates of thi
aggrega
ed the Warner Bros, stand.
stations, with no assessment fo:
In addition, several other importhe A. T. & T. line costs which an
tant publishing houses might leave
absorbed by the stations.
ASCAP if Warner Bros, takes the
Loew's Negotiations
lead, and join it in steps to end
the court litigation insofar as they
WITH the alignment of these sta
plans erof th
are concerned. The consent de- tions, -Metro
nic yn-May
-Goldw
the
Loew's embryo
cree possibility, however, involves
atrical organization, which opei
ASCAP also, and all of its associates would agree to certain fixed
ates WHN, New York, evidentl
practices and stipulate that they
into the discard, since negotia
go
would not be violated.
tions were being carried on wit
On the congressional front in the same stations. WHN had i
Washington, the Duffy Bill (S.
where America
mind picking up
2465), which would drastically
Broadcasting Co. left off thre
amend the existing copyright law
negotiahtion
months ago but itsalthoug
pre
by eliminating the mandatory in- failed to bear fruit,
gram service was being provided t
fringement fine of $250 and otherwise remove from ASCAP its arbifour stations in New England.
"In furnishing program servic
trary
powers,
was
still
pending
befor the Senate Patents Committee
to stations in Washington, Bait
as Broadcasting went to press.
Flami
more and Wilmington," Mr.
In executive session on May 8, asserted,
"WMCA is not attemptin
the committee heard eight wit- to become the key station of a ne
network. The rendering of th
nesses who opposed certain phases
of the measure; including repreout-of-towc
merely antoexpression
programis service
sentatives of ASCAP. The wit- stations
nesses were given opportunity to
withofothiov
our part of cooperation
In the case
broadcasters.
submit briefs, after which the committee will decide whether it will tieup with WIP in Philadelphi
hold public hearings or report the we have found it a mutually su
measure without them. Those who
cessful venture. Line charges a:
conferred with the committee were
shared by both stations and a
Gene Buck and Nathan Burkan,
clien
a dozen
more than for
ready
service
have contracted
general counsel of ASCAP. who
ov
markets
great
two
these
objected to most of its provisions;
WMCA and WIP.
George Creel and Louise Sillcox,
"Under the terms of our a
representing the Authors League;
John G. Paine, president of the rangement with the Southern st
time ov
Assotions, WMCA will sell
Music Publishers
ciation, sister Protective
organization of all
five stations for simultaneo
ASCAP: Edwin P. Kilroe and
broadcasting. The advertisers w
Grabiel Hess, representing the Motime
for theare station
onlycharges
pay line
being absorb
tion Picture Producers and Dis- the
tributors.
that if
themselves."
stations declared
the Flamm
by Mr.
2-in-l Spots
new network should develop out
2-IN-l SHINOLA-BIXBY Corp.,
the existing
have
to come arrangement,
into existence"itqu\*
New York (2-in-l shoe polish) is naturally, without any one gro
or individual 'holding the bag
announceone-minute
sponsoring
ments over Yankee
Network
seven
a "compliment
was these
He said itthat
days a week: over WRVA, WBAL,
WMCA"
stations i
WCAU, WGY and KDKA six days
and tl
programs,
its
up
picking
other stations in nearby sta
a week; over WOR five-minute announcements six days a week. Bathave asked for similar cooperati& Osborn
"It is quite likely," he assert
ten, Barton,
Inc. New
York,Durstine
is the agency.
(Continued on page 51)
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STATIONS
Location

Station

Chicago, Illinois
Columbus, Ohio
Des Moines, Iowa
Des Moines, Iowa
Detroit, Michigan
Kansas City, Mo
Los Angeles, Calif
New York City

WGN*
WBNS
KSO
JKRNT
.WWJ
WREN
KNX
WMCA

*

are

to agencies

available

advertising

branches

to you
can

be

of the out-

equipped
and

with

advertisers.

by men

of ex-

of assistance

facts to your

ij

to

problems.

*

REPRESENTED
Location

Station

Omaha, Nebraska
Philadelphia, Pa
Phoenix, Arizona
Rochester, N. Y
St. Louis, Missouri

WOW
WIP
KTAR
WHEC
KWK

St. Paul-Mpls., Minn
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Diego, Calif

KSTP**
JCDYL
KFSD

Waterloo-Cedar Rapids, Ia._ WMT
Southwest

Broadcasting System

♦Represented on the West Coast.
"Represented in territory outside New York.

JOHN

NEW YORK
341 Madison Avenue
Murray Hill 2-6084
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BLAIR

CHICAGO
520 North Michigan Avenue
Superior 8660
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RCA

to

Bring

Out

Television

tinder Million
Dollar
Program
Influenced by European Efforts Deemed Inferior,
High-definition Service Will Be Inaugurated
IN THE MOST
significant move
in television in
several years,
David Sarnoff,
president of RCA
and chairman of
the NBC board,
announced May 7
that "high definition" television
Mr. Sarnoff
would be brought
out of the laboratory for field experimentation ina three-point project involving expenditure of approximately $1,000,000.
The program, to be completed
within 12 to 18 months, plans creation of a modern television station incorporating RCA laboratory
developments in the East, perhaps
New York or Philadelphia ; manufacture of a limited number of
television receivers for observation
purposes, and development of an
experimental program service with
the necessary studio technique to
determine the most acceptable
form of television programs.
The RCA action apparently was
motivated by the fact that both
Great Britain and Germany have
inaugurated public television service which is considered far inferior to developments in this country. It is not unlikely that the
RCA decision will be followed by

similar action by other manufacturers, notably Philco, which has
been actively engaged in laboratory experimentation.
Ahead of Europe
MR. SARNOFF'S announcement
was made at the annual meeting of
the RCA stockholders in New York
on May 7. It throws new light on
RCA television experimentation,
concerning which utmost secrecy
has been maintained for the last
two or three years. Throughout
his statement, reference is made to
inferiority of European television
service as compared to RCA developments. Thus the inference
definitely is drawn that the RCA
three-point plan is embarked upon,
not because television is regarded
as technically and economically
feasible, but because of the excitement aroused by the European undertakings and the innuendos that
America was falling behind in
visual radio.
The results attained by RCA in
laboratory experiments, Mr. Sarnoff said, go beyond the standards
accepted for the inauguration of
experimental television service in
Europe. "We believe," he added,
"we are further advanced scientifically in this field than any other
country
in the world."
Mr. Sarnoff
emphasized that

BULLETIN
FEDERAL JUDGE John C.
Knox of New York on May
13 set the government antitrust suit against ASCAP
for trial on June 10. This
granted the motion of Andrew W. Bennett, special assistant to the U. S. Attorney
General, for an early trial.
At the same time Judge
Knox denied the motion of
Nathan Burkan, ASCAP general counsel, for authority to
take depositions throughout
the country which would
have delayed trial for many
months. (See story on p. 12.)
television bears no relation to the
present
of sound
broadcast-to
ing andsystem
that while
it promises
supplement the present service by
adding sight to sound, it will not
supplantance nor
diminish theof importand usefulness
sound
broadcasting.
"In the sense that the laboratory
has supplied us with the basic
means of lifting the curtain of
space from scenes and activities at
a distance, it may be said that television is here," he said. "But as a
system of sight transmission and
reception, comparable in coverage
and service to the present nationwide system of sound broadcasting,
television is not here, nor around
the corner. The all important step
that must now be taken is to bring
the research results of the scientists and engineers out of the laboratory and into the field.
Evolutionary Stages
"TELEVISION service requires
the creation of a system, not merely the commercial development of
apparatus.
with in
its related
coordinated unitsRCA
engaged
phases vicesofis outstandingly
radio communication
equippedser-to

Station KSD— The St. Louis Post-Dispatch
POST-DISPATCH BUILDING, ST. LOUIS, MO.
Edward Petry 8i Co., National Advertising Representative*
New York Chicago Detroit San Francisco
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supply the experience, research and
technique for the pioneering work
which is necessary for the ultimate
creation of a complete television
system. Because of the technical
and commercial problems which the
art faces, this system must be built
in progressive and evolutionary
stages.
"Considering these factors and
the progress already made by your
company, the management of the
RCA has formulated and adopted
the following three point plan:
1. Establish the first modern television transmitting station in the
United
States, ofincorporating
highest standards
the art. Thisthestation
will be located in a suitable center of
population, with due thought to its
proximitytories,
to manufacturing
RCA's research
laborafacilities,
and
its broadcasting center in Radio City.
2. Manufacture a limited number
of television receiving sets. These will
be placed at strategic points of observation in order that the RCA television system may be tested, modified
and improved under actual service
conditions.
3. Develop an experimental program service with the necessary studio technique to determine the most
acceptable form of television pro"It will take from 12 to 15 months
grams.
to build and erect the experimental
television transmitter, to manufacture the observation receivers and
to commence the transmission of
give a complete picture of the
testTo programs."
status of television, insofar as
RCA
is concerned, Mr. Sarnoff

Cruse

to

Analyze

Television

Abroad

TO PROCURE
first - hand information on television developments
abroad, Andrew
W. Cruse, chief
of the Electrical
Division, Department merce,
of sailed
Comfor
Europe May 10
Cruse
under orders
from Secretary of Commerce
Roper. Due back on June 30, he
will visit London, Berlin and Paris,
where the main experiments are
being conducted.
Orders
ment to Mr.issued
Cruse by
read:the Depart"To get first-hand information
on television developments in England, France and Germany and to
study these developments in order
to present them to American inIn England, Mr. Cruse will devote his primary attentions to the
experimental
visual
radio bytransdustry."
missions being
conducted
the
British Broadcasting Co., which
utilizes the Baird system. Germany,
which also is maintaining regular
television
schedules,
centi-alized its work
under has
the German
Broadcasting System. Little is
known about French television experimentation.
Mr. Cruse, a
former naval offitwo
years ago.
cer, joined
the Department about
He had
been associated with the
International
Telephone and Telegraph Corp.,
and managed its broadcasting activities in Cuba several years ago.
made the following statement,
which is given in part:
"Reception: Our research and
technical progress may be judged
by the fact that upon a laboratory
basis we have produced a 343-line
picture,
as against
the ofcrude
30line
television
picture
several
years ago. The picture frequency
of the earlier system was about 12
per second. This has now been
raised to the equivalent of 60 per
second. These advances enable
the reception,
over clear
limited
distances, of relatively
images
whose size has been increased without loss of definition.
"Transmission: In the present
state of the art, the service range
of television from any single station is limited to a radius of from
15 to 25 miles. National coverage
of the more than three million
square miles in the United States
would require a multitude of stations with huge expenditures, and
presents a great technical problem
of interconnection in order to create a network system by which the
same program might serve a large
territory.
"Existing and available wire
systems are not suitable for interconnecting television stations.:
Therefore, radio relays must be
further developed or a new wire
system created to do the job now
being done by the wires which connect present day broadcasting staTechnical Problems
"TELEVISION
a highly compli-j
tions. ** * of istransmitting
cated system
andi
receiving elements with thousands)
(Continued on page 41)
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on

the

dial

—on

I

POSITION

the

map

so important to advertising that many media charge extra for it.

Through the facilities of the Mutual

network and without premium

of any kind you can

secure high-spot

sition for your advertising.
Mutual

puts your program

on coveted

positions of the dial and gives you intensive coverage

of five

sjor. markets.
Thus Mutual

guarantees preferred position for your advertising — both on the dial and on the map.

iiln the five major metropolitan markets of New

York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit and

Cincinnati, the

wtual network gives you direct access to the most buyers at the lowest cost.
Because of this fact an increasing number

of advertisers are using Mutual. 15 advertisers are now

otal of IOV2 hours every week on the Mutual

network.

Any member station representative will be glad to show you how
ility to stimulate volume sales in these markets at the minimum cost.

Mutual
GN — Chicago

to take advantage

Broadcasting
WLW

placing

— Cincinnati

WOR-Newark

of Mutual's tested

System
WXYZ-Detroit

News

Service

of KMBC

Includes Wandering

FCC
Bird's Nest Radio
HERE'S a radio story for
the book. In the vicinity of
WOR's new
50,000 watt N.
transmitter at Carlstadt,
J.,
engineers discovered the nest
of a meadow lark built inside a discarded coil of wire.
It was found that the heat
generated in the wire by the
high powered transmitter was
sufficient to hatch the eggs
without any attention from
the parents, except when the
station was off the air for
the night. But when other
birds in the vicinity tried to
imitate the larks by winding
bits of wire around nests already built, says this report,
they
couldn't
get the
right
combination. They
either
overdo it so that the eggs
are cooked in the nest, or
they use too little wire and
get no "electric heating" at
all.

Auto

KMBC, Kansas City, has appointed
Erie Hazlett Smith, prominent
Kansas City journalist, sports
writer and aviator, as news editor
of its newscasting department. In
his new capacity, Smith will edit
all news stories received via Transradio service and all local material
submitted by the KMBC staff,
which has been drafted as a reportorial body. The schedule includes
seven regular Newscasts daily
(6:30, 7:30, 10:45, 12:00, 4:30,
6:15, 11:55).
Smith is a graduate in journalism
from Kansas State College, former
managing editor of the Kansas
City Journal and former feature
editor of the Kansas City JournalPost. KMBC planned to announce
this month the placing of the
KMBC "Newscasting Car" on the
streets of Kansas City to broadcast
all events of news importance direct from the scenes.

Tin s is

Mr.

Investigating

Marmola
Accounts
Several Stations Are Affected;
Federal Policy Still in Fog
AS THE latest phase of its antimedical program crusade, the FCC
has singled out the Marmola account, transcription spot program
for a fat-reducing tablet produced
by Raladam Co., Chicago, and
placed over some 30 stations, it
was learned at the FCC May 10.
License renewals of a number of
stations have been set down for
hearing, it was learned, because
of this program, among them some
of the largest in the country.
While only one of more than
two score of products or services
involved in "investigations" being
conducted by the FCC Law Department, covering more than 60 separate stations, the Marmola program apparently now is being
made the spearhead of the FCC
anti - medical onslaught. This
course is evident because the Law
Department feels it can make a

Lilienthal

. . .

Mr. Lilienthal is Vice-President and Treasurer of I. J. Fox, Furriers,
and the "big boss" here in Boston. In 1928 —

seven years ago —

I. J. Fox inaugurated their evening radio shows in New
over Station WEEI.

Since 1928 —

England

I. J. Fox in Boston has grown

from a "store" to a business institution, a truly important factor in
New England's great retail activities. Throughout these last seven
years I. J. Fox has used radio in Boston extensively and successfully.
The backbone

of their radio activities has been their outstanding

evening presentations —

some of the best and most costly radio

shows in all New England. For such presentations, I. J. Fox through
Mr. Lilienthal has used —
FOR

SEVEN

YEARS

Stati ion
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WEEK

IN—

WEEI

WEEK

OUT

particularly strong case on thi;
product,
sinceseveral
the Federal
Trad'is
Commission
years ago
sued a complaint against the sam
company, alleging false and mis
leading advertising.
Official records disclose, how
ever, that while the Trade Corn
mission complaint was issued, a:j
appeal taken by the Raladam C(
resulted in an opinion sustainin;
the
contention
the manufacturer's
Trade Commission
had than
authority
no "unfair
tition" wassince
involved.
The compi
com
however, in its opinion, did crit
cize the product and the nature (
the advertising.
which has years,
been on isth;
airMarmola,
for a half-dozen
thyroid
extract
designed
crease the basic metabolism to
of thin1
body, the effect of which is sai
to bring about weight reductior
The Trade Commission complai
was that it is dangerous to us
this compound without specifi
prescription from a physician. Th
commercial continuity currentl
used in the transcription serie
suggests use of a prescribed nu:
ber of these tablets until weigh
is reduced to a desired figure.
Meanwhile, because of repercus
sions to the FCC campaign, fir;
divulged by Broadcasting o
April 1, efforts are being made t
clothe its actions in utmost secrecj
The fear is that the FCC migt
find itself embroiled in a case a]
leging that it is exceeding its a
thority to the point where it
censoring programs — a function
is specifically prohibited from e
ercising under the terms of th
Communications Act.
Up to Each Station
NO SATISFACTION can be pre
cured from the FCC for "advanc
information" as to what prograr
or what character of programs ar
on the taboo list. The blanket ar
swer is that stations must us
their own judgment, since the FC
is not authorized or qualified
pass scientifically upon the mei
its of products or services i
advance and that if a station
unable to decide for itself wh<
falls into the category of "publ
interest, convenience and necei
sity" in the way of commercii
accounts it is not qualified to ho]
a franchise to operate a statio;
Within the industry, statior
have adopted a practice, in man
instances, of rejecting altogeth*
accounts
to be "bo
derline". they
Theyconstrue
are resorting
this rather than risk a citatic
from the FCC.
The Chicago Association
Broadcasters picked up the pr
posal made editorially in the May
issue of Broadcasting that tl
NAB set itself up as a clearir
house on program acceptance
through designation of some qua!
fied man who would pass judgmei
on continuities and accounts su
mitted in advance. NAB has tak<
the position, however, that it h;
neither the funds nor the facility
for such an undertaking. It
likely that this matter will ari:
at the next NAB board meetin
since headquarters in Washingtc
have been besieged with queries.
Another report from Chica;
states that stations represents
nationally by Free & Sleining
Inc., have under consideration
plan to detail a man to Washin
ton to advise as near as possitj
in advance
about questional:;
medical accounts.
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To

Reach

the

Great

Radio

Audience

in

!
America's

Second

Wealthiest

Market

Use

. . .

*|CThe potential circulations of
WMAQ and WENR as determined
by the new NBC Method of Audience Measurement by aireas.

National
Broadcasting
Company,
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF
AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
NEW YORK
WEAF & WJZ

★

WASHINGTON
WRC & WMAL

SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON— WBZ
PITTSBURGH — KDK.A •
CLEVELAND — WTAM
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*

CHICAGO
WMAQ

★

SAN

& WENR

• SPRINGFIELD, MASS.— WBZA
*
DENVER— KOA
•

•

Inc.

FRANCISCO
KGO & KPO

SCHENECTADY— WGY
PHILADELPHIA •

DETROIT
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ALetterto BoysandGirls
Ideas

on

Merchandising

from Uncle Don

Getting Children to Listen, and Buy — A Free Program
For Druggists — Hats and Gasoline
By HOWARD J. LONDON
THE PROGRAM of General Baking Co., New York (Bond Bread)
titled Adventures of Terry and
Ted, which is being broadcast on
13 stations in the East and Midwest, uses a number of novel merchandising ideas.
To get children to listen, and to
buy Bond Bread, the sponsor has
woven into the continuity each
week a code message. The solution is not given over the air, but
listeners are told in the closingannouncement they they can find
it wrapped inside of every loaf of
Bond Bread they buy the following day.
Increased sales of Bond Bread
have been shown repeatedly on the
days when the codes were featured.
A map, tracing a portion of the
boys'
travels, The
is also
to listeners.
firstoffered
20 of free
the
65 episodes plug the map and tell
the listeners where to obtain them
— either through their local station or their neighborhood food
store. The appeals for the map
have found many stores in the
eastern area crowded with boys
and girls clamoring for copies of
the map the day after the announcement had been made over
the air.
Inserts in the Bond Bread wrapping, posters on all delivery trucks
in the cities in which the program

We're

'|N

is being broadcast, and store display pieces are also used to promote the program.
Actual automobiles designed to
appear like the "Land Cruiser"
pictured in the folders and displays pieces are cruising the
streets. These automobiles are
equipped with loud speakers for
music and sections of past adventures of Terry and Ted are broadcast.
The "Land Cruiser" is driven
around the streets and talks are
given to crowds of children and
their parents who assemble when
it stops. Schools and playgrounds
are a favorite stopping place for
the six cruisers and they travel
from one town to another.
Movie theatres located in residential districts have tied-up with
this program and are allowing
personal appearances of some
character in Terry and Ted. These
personal appearances are usually
scheduled for Saturday afternoons.
The program is now being broadcast over WADC, WBNS, WDRC,
WGAR, WHBC, WHAS, WJAR,
WTAG, WWJ, WWVA, W1XBS,
WOR and WRVA. It is a 15-minute transcription broadcast five
days a week between the hours of
5 p. m. and 7 p. m., the best hours
for a child program. Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., New
York, is the agency.

T|_|E

. . . and

TERRY & TED
with UNCLE DON
j, presented by J&Vtld J&ClKetS
WOR-6:30 P. M.
TONY WONS and his House By
The Side of the Road played to a
near capacity audience in the largest studio in Radio City on Easter
Sunday afternoon, an ideal day for
strolling on Fifth Avenue. This
program
Chicago. is usually heard from
* * *
IN THE American Mercury for
May is an article under the title
"Contest-Crazy". It deals with the
why ous
andcontests
wherefore
the current
numerthat areof now
over the air and in printed publications. It also suggests that
contests are beginning to become
a "racket" for the professionals,
citing a case of a Columbia University professor who quit his job
to devote more time to solving
contests.

FOUR MILLION "Texaco Fir
Chief" hats have been given awa;
to date. These hats have bee
dispensed at the studio broadcast
of Ed Wynn and through the gasc
line dealers throughout the coun
try. On Easter Sunday 10,000 o
these hats were, given away on th
Boardwalk at Atlantic City. Th
hat manufacturer reports this i
the largest individual order eve
received.
* $ $
WHEC, Rochester, has a 15-mir
ute program, gratis, once weekl
for all the druggists in Rochestej
WHEC requests copy or materie
from the druggist to be used o
this program. It is a good-wi
gesture in appreciation of the cc
operation the druggist gives th
drug products which are advei
tised over the station.
ALL New York American deliver
trucks carry a poster directing a
tention to the reading of the Sui
day American comics over WO
each Sunday at noon.
WATR, Waterbury, Conn., on Ma
8 joined Yankee Network, bringin
the total number of Yankee st;
tions to 13.

MIDDLE'

like

it!

WHAS has the distinct advantage of being
able to deliver both northern and southern
markets ... It is the farthest south of all
Columbia Broadcasting Basic Outlets, yet it is
strategically located in the very heart of the
rich Ohio Valley, near the center of population, where its 50,000 watt signal spreads
into profitable territories on every side.
. . . And it is because WHAS has proved its
ability to reach and sell a large, cosmopolitan
audience that its schedule is well filled, winter and summer, with the cream of radio programs.

WHAS
50,000 WATTS

TUNE IN

PRE-ANNOUNCEMENTS of th(
new Phillips - Jones Corp., New
York, program (Van Husen col
lars)
on toana number
NBC-WJZof radio
networl
were sent
lis
teners. The announcements wen!
sent through the mails and asket!
for comments on the program. Thi
mailing list was obtained from fai
mail gathered from the previou
program Van - Husen had on th
air.
* * #

820 KILOCYCLES

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO

Fifty circuits thrown out of commission! Over six thousand calls piled
onto the switchboards of the Tri-State Theatres in Des Moines. And
more calls — yes, thousands — sidetracked by the busy signal. Folks reported they couldn't get past the third digit on the dial. No wonder
the telephone company complained.
All this occasioned by a single announcement at 10:12 a. m. over Station KSO. The Tri-State Theatres offered a free movie ticket to all
listeners who called within the next forty-five minutes. There was no
previous intimation that such an announcement would be made! Only
twenty-nine hundred people could get their calls through within the
time limits, but the calls kept up for hours. Everybody from the
janitor to president did duty at the switchboard.
The program is fifteen minutes of organ music and chatter by Orville
Foster, musical director of The Iowa Broadcasting System, at 10:00
a. m. daily over KSO. Nothing elaborate — just a one-man production.
But like all productions of The Iowa Broadcasting System it has real
"listener-appeal."
Incidents such as this reveal much about listeninghabits in Iowa. Write or wire now for rates and
further information concerning The Iowa Broadcasting System, The Des Moines Register and Tribune.
Des Moines Des Moines Cedar Rapids-Waterloo
KSO
KRNT
WMT
NBC Basic Blue
CBS Basic
NBC Basic Blue
Representatives: John Blair & Co., Chicago, New York, Detroit, San Francis(
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. She

Buys

Her

Cosmetics

in

New

England

No, she is not boycotting New York merchants. It

No other form of summer

is simply that her summer home is in the WTIC

much

Communities.

1,500,000 in the primary coverage area; 680,000

Here, for the next few months, she

will buy her cosmetics, food, auto supplies and a

advertising offers so

extra value as WTIC.

An

additional in the secondary coverage

audience of many 100,000 more.
Over 3,000,000 well-to-do Americans spend over
in New

area

(Jansky & Bailey Survey figures). And a guest

host of other things.

$500,000,000

audience of

England each summer.

Naturally, most of them have a radio. Naturally,

All with pur-

chasing power far above average.
Talent is available at WTIC

for the skillful staging

of any type of program.

Full particulars on re-

too, most of them listen to WTIC.
quest.
WTIC
50,000 WATTS
HARTFORD

•

CONNECTICUT

The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation
Member

THE WTIC COMMUNITIES
A PROSPEROUS POPULATION IN A
COMPACT MARKET
lay 15, 1935

New England and NBC-WEAF

Networks

PAUl W. MORENCY, General Mgr. JAMES F. CLANCY, Business Mgr.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 220 EAST 42nd STREET
J. J. WEED, Manager
CHICAGO OFFICE, 203 N. WABASH AVENUE
C. C. WEED, Manager
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K

HA

P
OR

WSB
NNIE

WFBR
WBBC
WAAB
WNAC
1V " '
tow*^

S

ARRET

NBC
Atlanta
Baltimore NBC
Birmingham. . - CBS
|Boston
CBS
I
(New Haven
{Bridgeport

WBEN
WGAB
WFAA
WBAP
KLZ
WJR
KTHS
KPBC
WFBM
WDAF
KFI

KECA

why neglect them?
Those step-child markets of yours—
iated orphan territories
Spot Broadcasting can change emac
will contribute their full
into prosperous markets which
share to the general family support.
Annies for you now,
If any markets listed here are Orphan
these stations can m
ake their sales stories have happy endings.

They wave no magic wand-they

promise no over-night

intelligent showmanship,
miracles-but they'll do the job if
rn broadcasting facilities
aggressive merchandising and mode
can do it.

CBS

Buffalo- NBC
Cleveland— NBC
NBC
Dallas
NBC
Fort Worth_.
CBS
Denver
NBC
t
Detroi
Hot Springs — NBC
Houston, NBC
Indianapolis,— CBS
Kansas City —NBC
kos Angeles— NBC

f

WHAS
WIXH
WTMJ
WSM
WSMB
WTAB
KGW
KEN

CBS
Louisville
YN
ell
Low
Milwaukee NBC
Nashville NBC
New Orleans__NBC
NBC
Norfolk
}Portland_
-NBC
I

WEAN
KSB
KSE

WOAI
KOMO

CBS
Providence
NBC
St. Louis
Salt Lake City_ CBS
o— NBC
San Antoni—NBC
!Seattle

KJB

I

KTBS
KH<*

Shreveport NBC
by
Ispokane- -NBC

WM
KGAAS
WDAE
KYOO
KFH

F ngfield. CBS
ISpri
Tampa. _^CBS
NBC
Tulsa
CBS
Wichita
Also

The Yankee Network
The Texas Quality Network
The Northwest Triangle
Represented throughout the United States
PETRY
EDWARD
& COMPANY
INCORPORATED
DETROIT
NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO

GET
IN

YOUR
THE

PLACE
SUN

Here we are with a late Spring and all —
almost forgetting that "summer is y-cumen
our
in , loud sing cuckoo". You'll forgive
frankness, but we think people are very
cuckoo indeed if they even consider passing
e summer marmost profitabl
of theUnited
up one
kets in these
States.
For the good old Buffalo Area is just that.
As we have said before — and will undoubtedly say again — Buffalo and the Niagara
Frontier are one of the greatest vacation
spots in the nation. All summer long we
have conventions and we have tourists and
we have strangers in our midst.
Everyone of them is a potential customer of
yours. And everyone of them — so help us
— is pretty constantly exposed to radio during his stay here. (We're leaving out Buffalonians here. According to results obtained from radio advertising, they practically hang over their radios the year round.)
Now what we'd suggest is this: If you want
to tap a provedly profitable market, look
into the Buffalo Broadcasting Corporation
pretty carefully. Remember, we have two
stations — WGR — WKBW — that divide Columbia and Buffalo Broadcasting productions and give you the best kind of a break
as far as choosing advantageous time is concerned.

WCKY Salesmen!
HITLER, Mussolini, Huey
Long and other notables are
selling furniture on WCKY,
Cincinnati, although they
may not be aware of it. Five
evenings each week WCKY
broadcasts News Headliners
giving intimate glimpses of
personalities in the news
DuhlStille & furnispotlight.
meier
Co., Cincinnati
ture manufacturer and retailer, is the sponsor. The
program is written by Elmer
H. Dressman, WCKY continuity director, and put on
the air by James S. Alderman, chief announcer.

No Plans for Expansion
Of Basic Networks Being J
Considered

Now

by NBC

NBC does not have under consider- <
ation at this time any plan for ex- j
pansion of its basic networks in J
any part of the country, it was \
stated May 8 by Frank E. Mason, ,
administrative vice president of |
NBC. Reports to this effect, he
said, have no basis whatever at i
in the natural
present,
course of although
operations and planning,
individual
involving
casesmarkets
and
arise.
Because stationof the
word-of-mouth spreading of these
NBC headreports, he declared,
quarters lately have been deluged
from stations
with inquiries
t the country.
throughou
Mr. Mason said that 46 stations,'
aside from the 15 owned or manTwo New Reps
the
have signed
aged units, already
new station
compensation
plan and
TWO NEW radio station repreare being contacted.
sentatives were created early in that others
Rochester, is the latest
WHAM,
May in Chicago, both planning to signer. He plans to leave for the (
represent a limited number of sta- West Coast next month to contact
stations in that area along with
tions. They are Ray Linton and
Don E. Gilman, NBC Pacific Coast
Jackson & Moore. Linton, formerly with John Blair & Co. and vice president.
No comment was forthcoming
WBBM, Chicago, has opened an
office at 360 N. Michigan Ave.
from NBC headquarters with reDeJackson & Moore offices are at 307
for a Blue
its tonegotiations
spect tooutlet
troit
supplant WJR,
N. Michigan Ave. Lowell E. Jack- outlet which moves to CBS Sept.
son formerly was in charge of
however, that consales at KYW and a member of 29. It is known,
versations have been held with
the NBC Chicago sales force.
WXYZ and CKLW, the latter beL. Moore was station reing the present CBS outlet. WMBC
Margaretlations
manager of the Midwest
Detroit local, which has an applidivision of WBS and before that
cation pending before the FCC foi
was with NBC sales and sales
also has been menregionaltioned asstatus,
a possibility.
traffic departments.

We have some very elegant charts, data and
figures we'd like to send you. They'll show
you how easy, economical and very profitable itis to get your place in the sun of summer radio advertising.

BY THE BUFFALO BROADCASTING
OPERATED
CORPORATION, RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO, N. Y.
MEMBER
Columbia Broadcasting System
National Association of Broadcasters
Transradio Press Service
World Broadcasting System Program Service
REPRESENTED BY
FREE SC SLEININGER, Inc.
New York, Detroit, Chicago
Denver, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle
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The most progressive Station in St. Louis dominates this Major Market and consistently produces for its many Advertisers because it saturates the St. Louis Area.
Representatives
JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco
ST. LOUIS, MO.
HOTEL CHASE
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interest of the listener and the
value of the broadcast service to
CBS

Places

Limit

on

Sponsor

Laxative and Childrens Programs
10%
% Limit on Night Continuities;

Are
Prall

Credits

Rigidly
Elated

Restricted;

In announcing the action, Mr.
Paley said:
"We are satisfied that the best
thought of many leading advertisers as well as of the broadcasters is reflected in these policies. They set higher standards
than
him."broadcasting has attempted
before.
"CBS recognizes, with many advertisers and with the public, the
desirability of avoiding advertising
announcements that are too
lengthy or too frequent.
"With the interest of the audience and the great majority of advertisers in mind, CBS considers
it desirable, at this time, to set
maximum allowances for commercial announcements."
Unpleasantly
rapid delivery of
the sales message, to effect a
crowding of excessive material into the period
allowed forwillthenotcommercial announcement,
be
permitted,
CBS
stated.
(Continued on page 35)

ment: "This new pronouncement
IN THE most far-reaching declaration of proof policy by the Columbia Broadgram policy in the history of network radio,
casting System is gratifying not
William S. Paley, CBS president, announced
merely because it is one of the
May 13 that restrictions would be invoked on
most forward looking steps ever
the amount of commercial credits allowed on
undertaken in the great American
radio industry but also because it
all network programs, that all programs dealis the considered undertaking of a
ing with internal medical products or proprienetwork serving more than 100
taries no longer will be accepted and that chilstations from coast to coast.
Mr.
Paley
"Such an example of wise leaddren's programs and sponsored features genership can hardly fail to exert a
erally, will be subjected to rigid scrutiny.
profound influence on American
Under the change all laxative accounts will go off the network
broadcasting generally. The net
effective early next year.
effect of such a marked raising of
The action is declared to involve approximately $2,500,000
broadcasting standards can only
— —
in revenue for CBS.
be to enhance further radio's
unique influence on our modern
The new policies announced by he construes improper commercial
CBS are as follows:
ways of living and thinking, and
programming. Mr. Prall declared
to increase at the same time the
in connection with the announce1. Effective July 30, a maximum of 10% of the total broadcasting period may be devoted to
the sponsors' commercial announcements, including contests and ofHERE
IN
SOUTH
CAROLINA'S
RICHEST
MARKET
fers, on programs after 6 p. m. DOWN
During the day time sponsored
programs will be allowed a maxiImum of 15% of the total broadcast period for commercial anare
Happening
nouncements. A single exception
to these ratios will be made on
in
quarter-hour programs, on which
an additional allowance not to exthe
ceed 40 seconds will be made in
recognition of the fact that the
short program necessarily requires
as much time as the longer one
for routine identification announcements.
2. A new standard is to be set
PIEDMONT
in children's programs by prohibiting entirely certain types of programs specified under eight different headings. To this end CBS
is engaging the services of an emiSECTION
nent child psychologist who will
have the benefit of an advisory
board of qualified members, with
the special purpose of pointing the
way toward programs designed to
meet the approval of parents,
[children and educators alike. The
|new policy becomes completely effective July 30.
Good Taste a Criterion
CAROLINAS
'{iserious
3. CBSconsideration,
has concluded,
after
to permit no
The record of the Carolinas during the
he
broadcasting
for any product
than $1,500,000,000; Bank
ofi tclearings
past thirty years may be conservatively
Iwhich describes graphically or refrom less than $100,000,000 to more
taken as an indication of what is going
'ipellently any internal bodily functhan $1,550,000,000.
to happen during the next ten, twenty
tions, symptomatic results of internal disturbances, or matters
or thirty years. Here are some of the
686,922 of the people who are re,which are generally not considered
high spots in this thirty year record.
sponsible for such a territorial growth
acceptable topics in social groups.
This policy will specifically exclude
The
number
of
industrial
wage
earners
reside
within
fifty miles of WFBC's
rom the CBS network not only
increased from 118,705 to more than
transmitter. 72% of them own radio
11 advertising of laxatives as
uch, but the advertising of any
sets and are loyal listeners to WFBCs
350,000; Annual wages from $23,324,axative properties in any other
330 to $235,000,000; Cotton textile
consistently
good programs. This is a
product.
It will further exclude
factories from 257 to 695 and furniwonderful market — the possibilities
,the discussion of depilatories, deture plants from 69 to 146.
odorants and other advertising
are rich and the manufacturer who culwhich by its nature presents questivates them will reap benefits far beThe value of manufactured products
tions of good taste in connection
increased from $153,668,394 to more
with radio listening.
As to new
yond expectation.
business, this policy becomes effective immediately. As to existing
business, it becomes effective as
1,000 watts full time (5,000
rapidly as present commitments
watts authorized daytime).
with clients expire. The last of
1300 Kilocycles — Owned and
these expires in March, 1936.
operated by The Greenville
The announcement won the anNews and Piedmont, South
probation of chairman Anning S.
Carolina's leading newspapers
.Prall, of the FCC, who has been
'leading a campaign against what
May

15, 1935
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adds

another

major

link

At the stroke of midnight on September 28, 1935, "This is the Columbia Broadcasting System"
will ring out across Michigan from the towering 735-foot single mast of WJR. When

it joins

Columbia, the "Goodwill Station' will not merely be the only cleared channel station in

Michigan, but will offer greater power and coverage in America's fourth largest market than all
other- Michigan stations combined. The bigger the advertiser, the more markets in which he

seeks dominance, the more reason for using Columbia facilities, for Columbia offers nearly 5Qfo

more stations than any other radio chain. The swing to the world's largest radio network has
been so emphatic that more of che TOO largest advertisers broadcast on Columbia than over

any other chain. Columbia not only broke all records in radio history with its dollar-volume
ot business during the last quarter of 1934, but immediately proceeded to eclipse this new

record with an even greater volume in the quarter which has just been completed in 1935.

THE

COLUMBIA

485 Madison

Avenue,

New

York City

ANTON BRUEBL
May 15, 1935
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410 North

SYSTEM

Michigan Avenue,

Chicago, 111.

FCC
In

to

Hear

Plans

for

Cooperation

Developing

Educational Broadcasts
up a national chain paralleling
the existing networks. This alone
would disrupt the existing broadcasting structure.
Taxes on Radio Sets
AFTER procuring government
funds for the initial construction,
the plan contemplated taxes on
new receiving sets and supplies
and replacements, following the
so-called European plan, to defray
the operating overhead. As an alternative, it suggested licensee
fees on commercial stations as
compensation for the franchises
they procured from the government. This plan was to have been
the spearhead of the Morgan attack but its premature disclosure
by Broadcasting may have forced
its alteration or abandonment.
Approximately 100 requests to
be heard have been filed with the
FCC. The hearings will be before
Chairman Anning S. Prall, of the
FCC, who is a member of the
broadcast division, with E. 0.
Sykes, chairman of the Broadcast
Division and Norman S. Case, vice
chairman. The NAB will present
the case for the broadcasting industry through J. Truman Ward,
president, or Philip G. Loucks,
director, while about 50
WHILE the Broadcast Division managing
individual stations, through counhas not made public any definite
sel, have filed appearances.
agenda, it is assumed that it will
Among the stations listed are
limit its consideration to plans for WFIL, KGW, WTMJ, KTSA,
cooperative solution, rather than KNOW, KTAT, WACO, KOMA,
for class allocations, since that KGKO, WBAP, WFAA, KFWB,
issue definitely was disposed of in KSL, WFBL, WDGY, WWAE,
the report to Congress. However, WMEX, KMBC, WHO, WVFW,
there is the likelihood that many
WLWL, KOIN, WOW, WBBR,
radical plans will be thrown into WHK, WBEN, WLBL, WHOM,
the conference hopper.
WBBM, WSMB, WIRE, WFBR,
From the standpoint of the WMAS, and WXYZ.
broadcasting industry the issue is
Radio organizations, aside from
regarded as clear cut. It is likely the NAB, are listed as Yankee
that the industry, through the Network, Knickerbocker Broadcasting Co., Hearst Radio Inc.
NAB, again will pledge its willingness to cooperate with any repEducational
Groups
resentative group as it has in the
past, but with particular emphasis
IN THE educational field, organion production of programs that
zations listed as desiring to apare air-worthy rather than the
pear include: National Committee
academic type that scare off the on Education by Radio; Smithaudience with the motive of cramsonian Institution; Ohio Radio Education Association; American Aseducationtaking
down into
the account
public's
throat ming
without
sociation for Adult Education;
radio's peculiar technique.
National
Advisory
Council on RaOne of the plans will be that
dio in Education; Carnegie Instiworked out by Allen Miller, directution of Washington; Departtor of radio for the University of
ment of Education of MassachuChicago, to set up a testing laborsetts ;University of Chicago;
atory in that city through co- American Vocational Association,
operation of four universities and Inc., and National Education Asfour stations. Should his broad
sociation. Schools having radio
cooperative plan, covered in previ- stations include Kansas State Colous issues of Broadcasting, be aclege; St. Olaf College; Cornell;
cepted and prove successful, it University of Wisconsin; Ohio
then would be applied in other
State; University of Minnesota
regions. Discussions also have
and University of Florida. Also
been held in connection with an the U. S. Office of Education, Inendowment to underwrite this exterior Department.
Individuals include former Senperiment.
From theNational
Joy Elmer
Morganator Clarence C. Dill, of Washingcontrolled
Committee
on
ton, Alice Kieth, of Washington,
and James Rost, of Knoxville,
Education by Radio, the organization which had devoted itself al- Tenn.
most exclusively to an attack upon
In the general field, those which
commercial broadcasting, it is en- have filed appearances include Natirely likely that a plan for a
tional Institute of Public Affairs;
government network will be forth- American Red Cross; American
coming. A project involving this Civil Liberties Union; Rochester
was considered at a meeting of (Pa.) Daily Times; Brooklyn Daily
this crusading committee in WashEagle; Chicago Civic Broadcast
ington on March 25. Briefly, it Bureau;
American Medical Assoproposed in its original form that
ciation; International Radio Profacilities be wrested from comMagazine, and International
mercial stations sufficient to set News gram
Service.

TO SETTLE the problem of educational broadcasting through cooperation between broadcasters
and educational, religious and
other institutions rather than by
possible legislation a national conference convenes before the Broadcast Division of the FCC May 15,
destined to remain in session possibly a week to hear a wide variety of proposals.
Called pursuant to the pledge of
the FCC in its report to Congress
last January, the conference has
before it only the issue of methods
of working out a cooperative plan
to present more effectively and
harmoniously the programs that
fall into the educational, cultural
and religious categories. The conference will be a sequel to that
held last Fall when the FCC threw
open its doors to hear testimony
in connection with the proposal
that Congress allocate fixed percentages of facilities to such nonprofit organizations for this character of program. It was following these far-reaching hearings
that the FCC recommended against
class-allocations and urged solution around the conference table.
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anything radio has to offer.
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CBS

Precedent

IN THE belief that network broadcasting has
reached the point where sponsors can be
chosen, CBS has adopted revolutionary policies
that make radio history. While the action
is drastic — much more so than any one in
the industry would have believed possible at
this time — President Paley of CBS believes
it will pay dividends in the long run. In one
sweep, it appears, he has closed the door to
perhaps $2,500,000 in revenue.
The restrictions on commercial credits,
when analyzed, should not prove detrimental
either to advertiser or network. Most of the
program sponsors, who have taken the trouble to check, have found that long-winded
blurbs react unfavorably and the vast majority of the network programs along with national spot, are well under the CBS limitations. Again it is a case of placing on the
books something that will block the injudicious minorities.
Much more severe are the CBS pronunciamentos as to medical and children's programs.
The networks naturally must take the leadership in such program reforms. In the case
of laxative accounts, both of the networks
some time ago served notice that such accounts would be dropped gradually. Now CBS
goes one better and excludes depilatories, deodorants and other advertising which naturally appears in bad taste.
As for children's programs, the CBS edict
also is revolutionary. It states that "blood
and thunder" features which arouse the child's
imagination should be excluded. This is its
answer to the criticism lately heard of such
features.
It is our view that CBS has acted wisely.
It has done so because it feels that it can afford to adopt such a drastic policy without
jeopardizing its economic structure. Gradually, all stations may find in the CBS declarations of policy a pattern which they can follow
and thereby place broadcasting as an industry head and shoulders above any other advertising medium for integrity and quality of
service.

Loucks — A

Tribute

BECAUSE he considers his job finished, Phil
Loucks is leaving the NAB after nearly five
years of stewardship. Those years were as
full of activity, adventure and tribulation as
ever were experienced by any man in any industry.
When Phil took over the managing directorPage 30

ship of the NAB, a stripling lawyer of 30,
it was a trade association in name only. It
had about 40 paying members and its books
were one big red ink smudge. Its record of
achievement was practically nil.
Today the NAB has nearly 400 members.
It is one of the strongest trade associations
in Washington. The record shows that not
a solitary piece of legislation objected to in
behalf of the NAB has become law. It has led
the way in a hundred pursuits to stabilize
broadcasting as a business.
All these, and more, stand as monuments
to Phil Loucks. For the NAB has revolved
about this genial, aggressive, persevering
young fellow. NAB presidents have come and
gone, but Loucks sort of runs on forever.
Not only broadcasters, but advertisers, agencies and the multitude of others with whom
he dealt held him in high esteem and had
boundless confidence in his ability. Even his
adversaries, and in radio they are legion, regarded him with respect.
We have not always agreed with NAB policies during the Loucks tenure. We have
criticized when we felt it necessary. But we
have never doubted the integrity of the man
Loucks. It will be difficult to fill those big
shoes. Whoever is selected will be doing his
job well if he but follows the course charted
by his predecessor.
And to Phil Loucks we say: "It was a grand
job. God speed."
The

License

Menace

WHERE else can one find a major industry,
such as broadcasting with its investment of
a hundred million dollars, that survives practically on a month-to-month basis, and then
is accountable to a Governmental agency for
its continued existence ? How can such an industry acquire the stability and self-reliance
it should have ?
Those are the thoughts that naturally come
to mind after reading the views expressed by
David Lawrence, internationally prominent
journalist, which are reported elsewhere in
this issue. Mr. Lawrence strikes at the very
heart of the broadcasting problem when he
places all the responsibility for the existing
situation upon the six-month license. He advocates the issuance of licenses for the full
period allowed in the law — that is, for three
years. In th's he is but taking up the fight
that broadcasters themselves have been waging, perhaps not vigorously enough, for nearly
a decade.
With many of Mr. Lawrence's deductions

RADIO

BOOK

SHELF

RADIO is helping men to reclaim their musical birthright, says Peter W. Dykema, professor of music education at Teachers College,
Columbia University in a new brochure Men
and Radio Music, just published by the Radio
Institute of the Audible Arts, founded by
Philco Radio & Television Corp., Philadelphia.
THE MAY issue of Market Research was devoted to radio, with articles written by Herman S. Hettinger, Dr. Daniel Starch, E. P. H.
James, Archibald M. Crossley, Eddie Cantor,
Paul W. Kesten, Noran E. Kertsa, Marion K.
Nolan and Gerald W. Tasker. Many of the
articles dealt with methods of surveying audience coverage.
and conclusions on the political complexion oi
domination of radio we do not agree. As a
matter of fact, we disagree with him most
violently with regard to his allegations of administration "intimidation" of broadcaster?
But with his basic argument that a three-yeai
license would end most of the perils that be
set radio, and with his recommendation tha1
the press should cooperate in this campaign
we agree wholeheartedly.
Re

Television

TELEVISION is bouncing about in the head
lines again, but for appropriate reason thi
time. RCA is going to spend a million withii
the next year or so to take this visual radi
infant out of the confines of the laborator;
and expose it to the sunshine of practical opei
tion, to see how it behaves.
It is well that RCA makes clear that it ha
no idea whatever about television being practi
cal, and it isn't trying to delude anyone int
that belief. Yet, on the other side of the At
lantic they have been raising a rumpus abou
the public presentation of television — telev
sion which, because of its primitive natur'
was obsolete in this country five years ag<
We have heard anti-radio agitators here poir;
to the English and German activity as proc
of their contention that progress was bein
suppressed in this country under our prival'
system. Ind.'rectly, they have advocated a
tion by Uncle Sam.
Much good should come from the RC j
move. Other laboratory experimenters can 1
expected to follow suit. Unquestionably the; I
test operations will hasten development <\
visual radio but how soon or when it will b 1
come a practical entertainment medium opj
rating alongside radio no one will make :J
bold as to predict. As another means of rad j
service, television logically will perfoimi
its best in the hands of broadcasters.
Europe is alive to television. They held i
secret conference there on it as reportfl
elsewhere in this issue, with the movie peopi
doing their utmost to elbow in, for they ha I
designs on this radio-movie embryo. T 1
same condition is evident in this country, 1 1
neath the surface. We may be a little pil
mature, but there's a lot of merit in th
slogan "an eye to the future and an ear

the ground."
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PERSONAL

E ORTHODOX biographical
la of Henry Clay Klein: That
was born in Muncie, Ind., Nov.
.899; that his formal education
5 begun in the Muncie grade
aol,
continuedMilitary
at Virginia's
fais Staunton
Academy,
. topped off with a year at
thwestern; that he began his
ertising career with the Charles
;zalin Agency in Chicago— these
lil statistics need not concern us
e.
Hore pertinent to this radio biaphy are the facts that young
|in was named for one of the
atest orators of history; that
*rge part of his early life was
nt doing odd jobs around the
tl theatres in order to see every
w that came to town; and that
boyhood ambition, never com|ely outgrown, was to be a cirbarker. Now he is radio direcof Charles Daniel Frey Co.,
cago agency.
he real beginning of this story
in 1930, when Henry Klein
,'ied the J. Walter Thompson
;,i as a radio cub and began writ, commercials for some of their
io accounts. For the first time
lis life he really felt at home,
the words that came from his
. jjiewriter were now being car1 into thousands
of homes,
ken by soft - voiced announcers
»se cultured tones reached an
f dence beyond the range of a
. jusand of the roaring barkers
. Henry's youth.
[enry Klein took to radio like
ismueller to water and before
. ? he was writing continuities
well as commercials and then
iting and building entire radio
ipaigns with such success that
.933 CBS made him continuity
Ictor of its western division.
p, says Klein, was a real step
' 7ards, as his new office was on
ninth floor of the Wrigley
; Wing, two stories above the
0 ncy's
uring quarters.
his three years with J.
. Her Thompson,
Klein's work
uded writing the commercials
Paul Whiteman's Music Hall
, adcasts
for Kraft - Phenix
| |-iese ; writing appropriate com1 Jcials and building programs
and Angelo Patri's talks for
im of Wheat and writing both
yy 15, 1935

scripts and commercials for the
same sponsor's Jolly Bill and Jane
series; building dignified institutional programs for the Northern
Trust Co. and homey dialect ones
(Uncle Ezra) for the Mathieson
Alkali Co. One of his last, and best,
efforts at the agency was the Lone
Wolf which
Tribe series
for a Wrigley's
gum
included
juvenile
organization
complete
with
Klein-so
constructed Indian rituals that
captivated young America that
even now, two years after the final
broadcast, the sponsor is still getting letters from children about
the broadcasts.
At CBS, Klein continued to create and write commercial shows
for clients, and began building
sustaining programs for Columbia
artists that would most effectively
display their talents to potential
sponsors. But the work he enjoyed
most at the network was conceiving and producing Public Events
and Special Features. Typical of
these were Chicago Aflame, a radio presentation of the dramatic
terror
Chicago'ssymphonic
great firemusic
with
speciallyof written
forming a vibrant background for
the actors' voices, and The Romance of the Wheat Pit, which
called for pickups from a halfdozen
Board vantage
of Trade.points in Chicago's
Probably the most effective of
these public service broadcasts is
the current safety campaign broadcast five mornings each week directly from the traffic court of
Judge Gutknecht as an object lesing. son in the dangers of reckless drivMost dramatic, at least in its
building, was the Life and Death
of John Dillinger broadcast over
a coast-to-coast hookup less than
ten hours after America's Public
Enemy No. 1 had met his death
at the hands of government agents.
Here's how it was done:
At 10:40 Sunday evening, Julv
22, 1934, Dillinger was killed. At
11:30 a wire from CBS, New York,
requested
the program
8 o'clock
the next morning.
At 1for
a. m.
Klein
had made his notes and was starting to write. At 3 the first draft
was done and the cast summoned
from their beds. At 6 rehearsals
were started. At 7:48 Klein pulled

NOTES

IN RECOGNITION of outstanding
achievement in their lines, the Penn
Athletic Club of Philadelphia has
awarded gold medals to M. H.
Aylesworth, NBC, for broadcasting
achievements ; David Sarnoff, RCA,
for international communications ;
Ed Wynn for amusement ; Owden D.
Young, General
Electric Co., for contributions to industry.
STUART L. BAILEY, partner in
the firm of Jansky & Bailey, Washington consulting radio engineers, was
married May 1 to Miss Carol Richey,
of Evans ville, Ind., and Washington.
They sailed May 2 for Panama, to
be gone about a month.
WALTER NEFF, sales manager of
WOR, Newark, addressed the Sales
Executives Club of New York May 6.
■TAMES W. BALDWIN, executive
officer of the
' Authority,
Washington
MayCode
2 for
Columbus left
to
investigate matters incident to code
affairs involving stations in that city.
GUY E A R L E Jr., president of
Western Broadcast Co., Hollywood
(KNX), broke two ribs May 1 in a
fall
at hisvalley.
brother's ranch in San
Fernando
BURRIDGE D. BUTLER, president
of WLS, Chicago, has returned from
a vacation spent on his Arizona ranch.
FRED WAGENVOORD, salesman
of WJIM, Lansing, Mich., is the
father of a boy born in April.
GEORGE ENGLES, NBC vice president and managing director of NBC
Artists Service left for Hollywood
early in May to open a new branch
of NBC Artists Service, and to start
several
radio artists on screen careers.
EDWARD K. CARGILL, president
of WMAZ, Macon, Ga., has been
touring Western states.
KITTIE M. BENEDICT has joined
the sales staff of KFAC-KFVD, Los
Angeles.
LOUIS G. CALDWELL, former general counsel of the Radio Commission,
and Washington radio attorney, has
been elected president of the Inquirendo, an organization of Washington
professional men.
the last sheet of script from his
typewriter. And at 8 the program
went on the air.
Some radio executives pay most
of their attention to talent, others
to
stations fetish
or timeisofcontinuity.
day. Klein'sIf
particular
the continuity is right, he believes,
the program is almost sure to be
a success. And just to prove that
he practices what he preaches, he
unblushingly admits that the CBS
announcers who so vividly described the opening and closing of
Chicago's Century of Progress did
not ad lib a single line, but worked
entirely from scripts Klein had
prepared for them well in advance.
After two years with CBS
Henry Klein has just returned to
the agency field as director of radio for the Charles Daniel Frey
Co. where he will devote less of
his time to writing programs and
more to supervising and directing
them. But it is a safe bet that
he'll always
havefire.at least one continuity on the
Although Class A bridge is one
of his many accomplishments-,
Klein's only real interest outside
of radio is at home, where great
plans are under way for the boy
that Henry and his wife adopted
last winter from Evanston's cradle.
"Maybe,"
says,circus
with career
a sigh, that
"he
will
have hethat
I missed out on."

WILLIAM V. WHITTINGTON, of
the treaty partment,
division
the State
Dehas been ofnamed
secretary
to Commissioner Stewart, FCC telegraph division chairman.
LAWRENCE
LOWMAN,
CBS having
vicepresident, is touring
Europe,
arrived in London April 30. E. K.
trip.
Cohan, CBS technical director, will
leave late this month for a European
HARRY
ANDERSON,
NBCmanager,
Western Division
general sales
San Francisco, has returned to his
desk after being confined to his home
several weeks through illness.
JAMES D. SHOUSE, Chicago CBS
salesman, on April 30 addressed
Northwestern
class onin
the
writing of University's
radio commercials
the subject of Radio Coverage.
RALPH mercialS.staff DORSETT,
of the Tex.,
comof KNOW, Austin,
has been named grand vice president
of Alpha vertising
Deltafraternity.
Sigma, honorary adAL TRIGGS, former commercial and
program manager of KSO, Des
Moines, has been named assistant
manager of WJTL, Atlanta.
CHARLES W. VANDERBURG, San
Diego newspaperman, has been named
radio director for the California Pacific International Exposition, opening May 29 in San Diego.
ANDREW W. TALLEY, eight years
in radio and advertising, has been
named agency contact man of WINS,
New York.
WALTER B. EMERY, director of
forensics, University of Oklahoma,
has obtained a leave of absence for
the summer to act as secretary to.
Commissioner
Paultelephone
Walker,division,
chairman of the FCC
succeeding John J. Hassler, recently
named executive assistant to the assistant engineer in charge of telephones. Mr. Emery is director of
WNAD,
the
university's
station.censor,.
ETHEL DANCE,
program
KYA, San Francisco, was married to
W. W.
San Sunday.
Francisco business man,Cartee,
on Easter
JAMES FONDA, in charge of the
sales department service bureau of
KHJ, Los Angeles, has been named
national advertising manager of the
station, a new post. William Forbes,
formerly
manager
of the
Los Hills,
Angeles studios
of KMPC,
Beverly
has joined the KHJ sales force.
THE

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

JAMES nouncerS.of WCKY,
ALDERMAN,
chiefis anCincinnati,
the
father of a boy born recently.
JOHN L. CLARK, formerly with
KYW,
WBZ -editor
WBZA. of has
been
named and
continuity
KMOX,
St. Louis.
HAROLD E. BEAN, former KYW
announcer, is replacing Norman Ross
at NBC, Chicago, while Ross is on
a month's leave of absence to handle
the Bosthe May
ton Store. amateur shows of
FRANKLIN BINGHAM, of Washington Court House, O., has been appointed to the announcing staff of
WKRC, Cincinnati.
BOB GREEN has been promoted
from continuity to program director
of KOMA, Oklahoma City ; Bernard
Macy promoted from chief announcer
to studio director ; Weymond RamBingErvin Okla.,
Rock, and
sey ofham,Little
from WNAD,
Norman,
added to the announcing staff ; Maxtransferred from continuine ityWright
to commercial department.
WYNN ORR. production man at
WLS, Chicago, and Angeline Hearick,
radio actress, are to be married
June 1.
ROBERT GILL, of the dramatic
staff of WCAE, Pittsburgh, is doubling as an announcer.
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CECIL HOLMAN, in charge of
specialty productions at W9XBY,
City, is doing an announcing
Kansas
shift.
HICHARD WARE, formerly o f
has joined the anKVOO, Tulsa,
nouncing staff of WJIM, Lansing,
Mich.
BOB BROWN, formerly in continuity for NBC on the West Coast, has
joined
Omaha, as script writer andKOIL,
news editor.
GEORGE BOWE, formerly announcer at WICC, Bridgeport, Conn., has
joined the staff of WTIC, Hartford.
Robert Parker, of Bridgeport, has
taken his place.
JEANNINE MACY, 19-year-old blues
singer, and Tom Richley, xylophonist,
both of WLW, Cincinnati, were married May 4.
JOHN HUGHES, announcer at
KITE, Hollywood, is the father of
a boy born late in April.
YERNE moted toE.chief
SAWYER
proannouncerhas ofbeen
KGVO,
Missoula, Mont.
JAMES RICH has been named director of the musical bureau of
WNEW, Newark.

BILL KUSER,
years announcer at KFRC,forSanthree
Francisco,
on
Prizes for Errors
May 1 was transferred to the Don
Lee network station KHJ, Los AnCOMMERCIAL announcein the Sherwood,
same capacity,
succeedments containing errors are
inggeles,Robert
resigned.
Jay
featured on the Comedy of
Sims succeeded Kuser at KFRC.
Sims was formerly on the announcing
Error program thrice-weekly
staff of KJBS, San Francisco. Prior
on WNEW, Newark. Prizes
to that he was continuity writer and
are awarded to listeners
announcer at KGMB, Honolulu.
sending in a correct list of
JOHN L. CLARK, general manager
mistakes
on sponsor's announcements.
of WLW, Cincinnati, went to Chicago recently on a quest for new
talent as part of the station's plan
PAULINE CARRIGER, formerly
to enlarge its full-time artists staff.
traffic manager of KFRC, San Franto the New York talent marA trip
succes1. Her
May new
resigned
kettion
alsocommittee
is contemplated.
audisor is cisco,
Cleise
Boyce,
to radio.
includes DonTheBecker,
assistant general manager; Bob NoFRANK BLACK, NBC general muslan, Arthur Chandler Jr., and David
ical
awarded
gree ofdirector,
Doctorwillof beMusic
May the
27 deby Conlon, engineer.
Missouri Valley College for outstandRODERICK MAYS, announcer,
ing accomplishments in the field of KYA, San Francisco, has been apAmerican music.
pointed producer of dramatics.
MRS. JENNIE K. ZWICK, civic
AINSWORTH, of
worker, has joined the staff of ARTHUR
WGAR, Cleveland, bringing with her WCKY, Cincinnati, has been named
winner of the announcer's popularity
the sponsored. Guide to Happiness
contest conducted
by Radio
Cincinnati radio news
and Dial,
program
program.
weekly. He received 8,123 of a total
PHILLIPS H. LORD (Seth Parker) arrived in Los Angeles May 3 of 19,599 ballots and was awarded
on the SS Lurine from Honolulu.
a trip to New York.

Detroit

Dominates

Michi

igan

Map shows
relative population
of
Detroit
and rest area
of
Michigan

is First

Listener

WWJ

Several local programs originated by WWJ
have a practical monopoly of listener interest while they're on.
Rigid censorship of continuity and type
of program prevails. Detroit people know
that WWJ is fit for every member of the
family to hear at all times.

WWJ has been the favorite radio station in
this area from the day it pioneered broadcasting in America. Some of the reasons
follow:
fine

national

network

program is

National
New
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York

Representatives

BLAfR
JOHN
Chicago

&

COMPANY

San Francisco

BEN ADLER, manager of the Ai
lanta district office of RCA Manufacturing Co., in charge of transmit (
ter sales, has been named manage,
of power tube sales at RCA heac
quarters in Camden. D. A. Reeso, I
formerly of the Chicago office, ha |
taken over the Atlanta vacancy.
A. S. CLARKE, in charge of th
broadcast division of the Radio R< [
search Co., Washington, has return?
from a 14,000 mile trip through tt
South and Southwest in the cod
pany's field car, during which tin
he performed engineering services <
surveys for nearly a score of station
He began his trip Dec. 26, and r
ported that there
has technical
been "mark<
improvement"
in the
fications of stations,
attributed qual[
larg
ly to improved business together wir
a realization of the importance <
high
quality transmission.
Amor
the stations
served were WSF/
WFLA,
WDBO,
WDAE, WQAJ
WIOD,
WROL,
WREC, KRL1
WFAA,
WOAI,
KABC. KON<,
KPRC, KTRH, KXYZ, WBIG ai
WLVA.
WALLY
SCHROEDER, Chica
CBS master control operator, h j
been awarded a winning certifica
in the short-wave contest conduct
by Wireless Institute of Austral:
for
sending
any "harB
signals
in the
the clearest
United ofStates.
transmitter uses 1,000 watts input
trolled.
the final stage and is crystal coi
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, for ma
years chief engineer of WPE
WRAX, WFAB and WTNJ, is n<
devoting his entire attention to tj
consulting practice. Offices are |
the Hotel Pennsylvania, Philadelph
H. COLE
TALMADGE has
signed as technical supervisor
WIBG, Glenside, Pa.
ARTHUR
H. CHANDLER, ch
engineer of CJOR, Vancouver, ai
R. L. Hope, engineer in charge
7HO, Hobart, Tasmania, were ea
May visitors in Los Angeles.
MEYER FRIEBERG, audio ami
fier specialist recently with Univer
Cal., has joined t
studios, Burbank,
technical
staff of WJJD, Chicago.
KENNEY, supervisor
TED
h, is the father,
Pittsburg
KDKA,
recently.
a boy born
ARTHUR MOORE, formerly N.ct j
engineer of WBIG, Greensboro,
has joined WMCA, New York.

Interest

ever cancelled to make room for local
commercials.

47% of Michigan's population, and 60%
of its wealth is concentrated in the Detroit
area.

No

in Detroit

IN THE
CONTROL
R O O >j

Los Angeles

Engineers Speed Plaii
To Extend High-fideli
of expediting techni
MEANS
steps to bring into operation ,
fideW c
of s"highwere
proportion
station
larger asting
broadc
meet,
joint
the
cussed May 1 at
in New York of the NAB En
neering Committee, IRE broadc
committee and RMA Engineer
The discussion de
Committee.
ly with high-fideli
almost entire
standards proposed by the F
and eri':j
ment,
EngineD.ering
nt chief
assista
Ring,Depart
drew
ated on the FCC vit
neer,
regard.
thiselabor
in
NAB committee members atte ,
included J.
ing the meeting chairm
an; E.
Chambers, WLW,
Cohan, CBS; H. A Chinn, CII
J. H. DeWitt, WSM; John E.
zer, WKZO; Edward L. Gc
WHK; C. W. Horn, NBC; John
L. Hogan, New York consulting
C. McNary, tec!
andr, J.NAB.
gineer,
cal
directo
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CBS Moves Its Offices
On West Coast as NBC

EQUIPMENT
' GH-FIDELITY
equipment
has
n installed on WBT,
Charlotte,
0., under the direction of J. J.
■ loungy, chief engineer, with recep1 showing marked improvement.
.STERN district offices of the RCA
g. Co., transmitter sales section
re been removed to the RKO
ilding, 1270 Sixth Ave., Radio
y. Ted A. Smith is manager.
[E ENTIRE plant of KSTP, St.
ul, has been brought up to high?lity standards, according to Lynne
Smeby, technical supervisor. Aditages of high fidelity were shown
a special program during which
ers were cut in to show listeners
limits in reproduction of their
ieivers.
E-KILOWATT Western Electric
jh-fidelity
equipment
is being and
killed in KHJ,
Los Angeles,
.'RC,
San
Francisco,
by
Harold
G.
ery, chief engineer of Don Lee
jadeasting System Inc.
iW EQUIPMENT of Lifetime
rp., Toledo, makers of Lifetime
jrophones, is described in literature
ently out by the company. Inded are a tri-unit condenser miphone with two-stage preamplifier
pen the makers declare has broad
ige, nondirectional pickup and is
ally efficient for widespread and
t pickup. For portable and moi transmitters and similar pures, the company makes a transeiver hand set mounted in french
me design.
STALLATION of new RCA amying equipment under the direcu of Charles Quentin and Don
ssner, heads of the technical staff
WMT, Waterloo, Iowa, and a new
!-foot vertical radiator, has been
ipleted. A special program was
adcast in April when the newlyipped studios were opened.
UVERSAL
MICROPHONE Co.,
;lewood, Cal., in May began pro:tion of a full frequency pickup
playback of all types of discs.
[LLAPHILM, a cellophane stock
J sound - on - film which carries six
; nd tracks side-by-side, is announced
! Freeman Lang, Hollywood translation producer. The striations
impregnated throughout the film
A can be repolished when scratched
|.hout
of definition, it is
limed. loss
Cost of recording are said
:be considerably under this system,
ichmes for reproducing Cellaphilm
being made on a production basis,
ording to Mr. Lang.
fRNELL-DUBILIER Corp., New
"fk, announces a new line of porceja encased mica transmitting conkers designed for amateur, police
I small broadcast transmitters,
[a line includes 13 sizes from
□05 mf. to .1 mf, in voltage ratis from 2000 to 12,5000. The elects are hermetically sealed and the
■iver Jfactor is said to be extremely
|TTL, Atlanta, has erected a Bev'Hgesupervision
antenna 1400
long under
of W. feet
J. Holey,
conting engineer to pickup programs
m WLW, WHAS, WSM and
for rebroadcasts. It is similar
the institution at WKEU, Griffin,
L, having four receivers peaked to
four stations whose programs are
broadcast. It is operated from the
;ianta studios.

Studies Hollywood Plans
WEST COAST headquarters of
CBS have been moved from the KHJ
building, Los Angeles, to 811 W.
7th St., to operate as a separate
unit and the summer is expected
to bring completion of new NBC
Hollywood quarters.
The new Los Angeles office of
CBS is in charge of Arthur Snyder, with Paul Rickenbacher as
production manager. Mr. Snyder
came from the New York office
and Mr. Rickenbacher is a former
program manager of KHJ. Raymond Paige, who recently resigned
as music head of KHJ and the Don
Lee chain, directs that department.
Activities will be along program
lines only. CBS has taken facilities of Figueroa Playhouse, Los
Angeles, for programs originating
in that city. These include the
Bing Crosby, Hollywood Hotel,
Burns & Allen and Will Rogers
broadcasts.
NBC's Hollywood studio problem

AMPERITE PRE - AMPLIFIER—
The new model APP of Amperite
Corp., is described as unaffected by
weather, offering naturalness and
low feedback under AC operation.
Disc Merchandising
A SEPARATE disc containing a
sales talk and analysis of program
and structure and merchandising
plans now is provided with each
series sold by R. U. Mcintosh &
Associates, Los Angeles transcription producers. It is for use of
agencies and sponsors and is designed to insure a uniform sales
message with the program whether
offered for sale by a station or
agency.

will be decided
cording to Don
dent and coast
announcement

late this month, acGilman, vice presimanager. Formal
of plans awaits

legal formalities and blueprints 'alreadyvationhaveof an
been existing
drawn for
renobuilding.
Three sites are being considered
now, with the most likely prospect regarded as the building once
used by Consolidated Film Laboratories.
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ADING internationalists speakfrom five nations were heard
an NBC network May 3 in an
-□eal for world peace, celebratthe 20th anniversary of the
■men's
League for
ice and International
Freedom.
ay 15, 1935

Syracuse Store on Air
AFTER two months on the air,
Moskins, Syracuse, N. Y., clothiers, finds its WFBL series far
ahead of expectations. A 15minute Sunday afternoon spot is
used, with a movie gossip continuity. Pairs of movie tickets
are given ten names picked at
random each week. A trailer on
the screens at two theatres helps
merchandise the program. Roy
Furniture Co., Syracuse, is continuing through the summer on
WFBL for the first time in four
years of radio advertising. Three
15-minute programs weekly are
used.

• BROADCASTING
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president ■**
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^

lowegt

philco
WILLIAM C. GITTINGER, sales
manager of CBS, will address the
distributors' cruise of
fifth
Philcoannual
Radio & Television Corp.,
during- the May 18-26 voyage to
Jamaica on the chartered Monarch
of Bermuda of the Furness Line.
Other speakers will be John T.
of the school of comMadden, mercedean
of New York University
and president of Alexander Hamilton Institute; Tom Beck, president of Crowell Publishing Co.;
Dr. James Francis Cooke, president of Presser Foundation and
editor of Etude; Curtis Wessel,
editor of Radio Weekly. Regional
dealer cruises on Great Lakes
boats also are being planned by
Philco.

WBN
MARKS
THE
SPOT
BROADCASTING CENTER
•
Ask any German, Italian or
other foreign-speaking person of
the several millions living in
New York what station they
prefer and you will find that
WBNX heads the list because
its broadcasts "speak" all of their
languages.
WBNX • New York

Broadcast

Soars

WBCM
BAY CITY
WFDF
FLINT
W

J I M
LANSING

W.I B M
JACKSON
WELL
BATTLE CREEK
W K Z O
KALAMAZOO
WOOD
3RAND RAPIDS

Record

ve, apparel, and houseAutomoti
ngs
were the principal
furnishi
fields of sponsorship to show
MANUFACTURER
DEALER
CONSUMER

What
About
No. 2
The dealer and his jobber — how many
have you in Michigan? How many
would you like to have? Are they good
credit risks?
TO
A ILL WHO
BUY
THE MICHIGAN
RADIO
NETWORK!
A complete MERCHANDISING SERVICE which secures distributors —
jobbers — and dealers . . . actually
takes bona fide orders . . . checks credit
. . . arranges demonstrations and displays! This is a proven success in the
food and drug field, as well as other
fields.

MEMBER MUTUAL

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

KUNSKY-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
(Owners and Operators of Station WX.YZ.)
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
WM. G. RAMBEAU CO., Exclusive Representatives
EASTERN OFFICE:
HOME OFFICES:
WESTERN
OFFICE:
Russ Building,
507 Chanin Building TRIBUNE TOWER. CHICAGO.
122 E. 42nd St..
San Francisco. Cal.
Earl Bachman. Manager
Douglas A. Nowell, Manager.
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High

March

Level

Gross of $8,287,740 Is Recorded During the Month;
Quarterly Receipts Show Advance of 19.6%
reThe Broadcast Barometer
CONTINUING its growth of ing
cent months, broadcast advertis
MILLIONS
in March reached the highest figure in the history of the medium.
Gross time sales during the month
IO S~\
repreamounted to $8,287,740 and March
sented again of 18% over
of the preceding year, according to
National Asby theters.
data compiled
sociation of Broadcas
National the network advertising exceeded March, 1934 figure by
regional network vol23% while
ume rose 16.1%. Local broad
cast advertising experienced a
gain of 25.7% as compared with
the corresponding month of last
encouryear. This is particularly the
meof
aging since this portion
dium lagged materially during the
fall and early winter, showing improvement only during the last
non-netseveral months. National
work advertising was 2.5% below
the level of last March.
Gross time sales for various por8tions of the medium during March
are found in the following table :
7—
March February
National networks.- $4,923,245 $4,472,4.32
Regional networks 77,360 58,023
National non-network 1,470,990 1,334,662
Local
1,816,145 1.340.028
5Total
$8,287,740 $7,205,145

1
2
3
w x y z
(keyDETROIT
station)

to

Income

MARCH- FEBRUARY-MARCH
1935
1935 1934

marked gains over
— the same month
of last year. 2 National network
automotive advertising increased
26%, national non-network volume,
161.3% and local broadcast advertising 80%. Local clothing and apparel advertising, representing the
bulk
64.2%.of time sales in this field, rose
All phases of housefurnishmg
advertising increased over last
March. National network volume
rose 43.7%, national non-network
advertising, 31.7%, and local
broadcast advertising, 70%. General retail advertising was 65.2%
than in the
duringof March
greater
same month
last year.
The First Quarter
COMPLETION of the first three
months of the current year finds
broadcast advertising volume 19.6%
greater than during the corresponding quarter of 1934. Total broadcast
advertising during the quarter
just completed amounted to $22,880,710. On the basis of this showbarring business recesing, and
•
sions, total volume for the year
should reach approximately $85,000,000.
t adbroadcas
A comparis
vertisingonvolume of
during
the first
quarter of 1934 and 1935, respectable: tively, is found in the following
W. Talent
M. ELLSWORTH
Radio
and Entertainment
Manager
of many
high forclassemployment.
radio artists and acts
available
Scouts talent
for stations and
advertisers.
All anyfor order
—
NoCancharge
services
Suite 1503, Mather Tower, Chicago, 111.

1935 1934
National networks.
$14,107,206
Regional
networks
_
193,299$11,365,15',
175,021
National non-network 4,035.182
3,664,59
Local
4,545,023 3,943,99
Total
$22,880,710 $19,148,76'
National network advertising
fared best as compared to the sarin
period of the previous year. Naj
tional network advertising expeii
enced a gain of 23.9% as compare
to a rise of 10.47c in regional net
work
an increase
of 10.1'
in thevolume,
national
non-network
fiel'
and 13.3% in local broadcast ad
vertising volume.
Compared to the 19.6% gain o
the part of broadcast advertisinj
national magazine volume ros
20.6%, newspaper advertising
7.8%,
and 6%.
national farm paper ac
vertising,

NonTnetwork Trends
LOCAL stations experienced th^
greatest rise in non-network ac;
vertising volume as compared t
the first quarter of the previou
year. Gross time sales of thi
group increased 22%. Stations i
the
class over
rose 5.5',
and 250-1,000
those of watt
stations
1,00 j
non-network
regi:i"
gains
Heaviest were
watts, 14%. volume
tered in the South Atlantic-Sout
Central, and in the Mountain an
Pacific areas.
Live talent volume showed marke
gains as against the first thre
while
months of 1934,
transcription
volume
fell electricoff mi
terially.
National
non-network
i«
talent volume rose 25%, and loc
increased
broadcast 20.17c.
programs of th's tyi
National transcription volum
on
the local
other volume
hand, dropped
while
rose to a10.7'
lev
but 2% above that of the fir
Announceme
of 1934.20.3%
quarter increased
volume
in the n
tional
non-network
field
and 7.8'
in the local field.
Types of Sponsorship
A MARKED rise in automotiv
apparel, housefurnishings, s o a
and kitchen supply advertisii
featured the first quarter of 193
National network automotive a
c whiv<
43.5' local
increased and
vertisingnon-network
national
ume increased slightly during t

el advertising increas
quarter.
Appar
in the network field, doubl
80%
in the national non-network fiel
and rose 54% in the local field.
National network food advert
ing rose 31.7%, confectionery a
vertising, 52%, and soap and k
chen supply advertising, 62.8%.
National non-network househc
equipment advertising rose 47.6
as compared to the first thr
months of last year, while local a
vertising increased 57.6%. N
network volume in this fi<
tional13.8%.
rose
Retail advertising during t
th
48.5% greater
quarter
during thewascorresponding
period
1934. Principal gains were as f
50.1 '
h i n g stores,retaile
lows : c 1 otequipment
household
stores, 86.0'
35.5%; furniture
stores, more than dot
hardware
led, and department stores, 58.6
LEADERS in political and ei
nomic life will discuss currj
problems over an NBC netwc
starting May 30 in a revival
the town meeting under the a'
of the League for Politi
pices
Education.
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CBS

Limits Sponsor Credits
(Continued from page 23)
casts addressed to children are deIn children's programs the anbuncement lists eight specific
voting great effort and much
lemes and dramatic treatments
money to creating programs that
hich are not to be permitted in merit the approval both of child
oadcasts for children:
and parent. It is true that there
have been instances of poor judgThe exalting, as modern hement and careless execution. To
roes, of gangsters, criminals
eliminate such faults would be
ind racketeers will not be alowed.
gratifymg to all those who feel a
Disrespect for either parental
deep responsibility for the rearing
and location of impressionable
>r other proper authority must
lot be glorified or encouraged.
youth.
Cruelty, greed, and selfishness
"CBS has no thought of setting
mist not be presented as worthy
itself up as an arbiter of what is
Motivations.
proper for children to hear; but it
Programs that arouse harmful
does have an editorial respons.lervous reactions in the child
bility to the community, in the inoust not be presented.
terpretation of public wish and
sentiment, which cannot be waived.
Conceit, smugness, or an unwarranted sense of superiority
"We realize that distinctions in
ver others less fortunate may
aesthetic values and feeling which
ict be presented as laudable.
may be wholly obvious between
Recklessness and abandon
two given treatments of dramatic
nust not be falsely identified
material cannot always be easily
rith a healthy spirit of advenspecified
in words. Thus, for inure.
stance, it is not easy to capture
in definition the fine distinctions
Unfair exploitation of others
or personal gain must not be
between the pure fantasy which
nade praiseworthy.
comprises
some of for
the children,
world's
Dishonesty and deceit are not
greatest literature
and
the
fantastic
distortion
of
jo
appealing or attracivebeto made
the child.
realities which is unsuitable for
In making this list public, Mr. a youthful audience. None the
iiley stated:
1 ss, the differences between these
forms of entertainment become
''Wide variations in viewpoint
ist among parents as to pro- rather obvious when the two are
ams which they regard as suit- compared side by side.
"A program for children of eleile
for their
ch'ldren exist
to hear,
d similar
differences
bementary school age should offer
een parents and children. The
entertainment of a moral character in the widest social sense.
ane divergence of opinion is freently found among authorities.
It should not obtain its entertain(Continned on page 38)
'Commercial sponsors of broadgj j TAT "VPKIl 7

JOHN

CAMERON SWAYZE
"Your Joarnal'Post Radio News Reporter"
will broadcast hereafter exclusively over
860
kilocycles
WHB
"Kansas City's Dominant Daytime Station"
Hear the latest news bulletins over WHB week-days at
| O'CLOCK
NOON
7:20 A.M.
12^K
ind whenever
entout
event! occur during the4:15
day! P.M.
The jolrnal-post '•

KANSAS
'ON DAVIS, President

iy 15, 1935

Children^
On

Radio

Programs

Station

WLS

In all this argument about programs for children,
WLS finds no problem at all. We understand children, we love them and we consider them accordingly
in our children's programs.
WLS

never has broadcast children's programs involving "blood and thunder", shootings, kidnapings or any
other tense, nerve-straining adventure of that sort.
We don't tell such stories to our own children — why
should we broadcast them? Our children's programs
make boys and girls happy; inspire them to be better.
Parents will tell you so, as they have told us.
Likewise, we present them in the early morning, and
surprising as it still is to many, they have the widespread and enthusiastic approval of parents and children at that hour — and produce results for advertisers.
Two such programs long-established on WLS are "Jolly
Joe and His Pet Pals" and "Spareribs' Fairy Tales".
TIDE (April, page 28) says: "Jolly Joe — informal children's and mo'hers' skit in which Jolly Joe (Joe Kelly,
master of ceremonies of the famed National Barn
Dance), offers a combination of nonsense and good
advice on the conduct and guidance of children. Last
year, the program topped the WLS sustaining list in
mail, totalled 15,000 letters. Half the mail is adult
(mothers), half children's. No mail-pulling efforts
are used regularly, but when in December, Jolly Joe
offered a small whistle to each child, 5,401 letters wers
received following two announcements."
Of the "Spareribs" program, The Society for the Improvement of Children's Programs stated, April 24,
1935: "The following comments on 'Fairy Tales' were
made by our listeners' group during the past few
months — 'Good versions of excellent fairy stories well
and interestingly told and making a strong appeal to
children'." Charles J. Gilchrest, radio editor of the
Chicago Daily News, wrote on April 3: "That the
public is beginning to take interest in Malcolm Clair's
WLS act called Spareribs is obvious from the number
of letters I have received recently, either asking questions about him, or pointing out the program as one
deserving favorable comment." In a mail test on this
program, 4,519 letters were received following one announcement— 40' - grown-ups, 60 % children.
Both programs are now available for worthy
sponsorship. A further description of either or
both these programs gladly supplied on request.

CITY

JOURNAL-POST

JOHN T. SCHILLING, General Manager
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THE
1230
BURRIDGE D.
NEW YORK

PRAIRIE FARMER STATION
W. Washington Blvd. Chicago, III.
BUTLER, President
GLEN SNYDER, Mana3er
OFFICE: Graham A. Robertson, 250 Park Ave.
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Broadcasting
Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives ; Notes from the Stations

The

Business

STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Fort Worth
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (cereal),
5 weekly sp, thru Lord & Thomas,
Chicago.
Cadillac Motor Car Co., Detroit (La
Salle), 18 sa, thru Campbell-Ewald
Co., Detroit.
Bunte Bros., Chicago (candy), 4
weekly sa, thru Fred A. Robbins
Inc., Chicago.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Ivory soap), 2 weekly t, 4 weekly
sa, thru Blackman Co., N. Y.
Armand Co., Des Moines ( Symphonie
cosmetics),
weekly sp, thru HeathSeehof Inc.,2 Chicago.
Rice-Stix Dry Goods Co., St. Louis
(shirts), 2 weekly t, thru Gardner
Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Johns-Manville Corp., New York (asbestos products), weekly t, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co., Jersey
City (Crystal White soap ) , 2 weekly t, thru Benton & Bowles Inc.,
N. Y.
Chief tan Mfg. Co., Baltimore (Colorshine), 2 weekly f, thru Van Sant,
Dugdale & Co. Inc., Baltimore.
WEAF, New York
Empire Gold Buying Service Inc.,
New York, weekly sp, thru Friend
Advertising Agency, N. Y.
Sheffield Farms Co., New York (dairy
products), 5 weekly sp, thru N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
Kay Jewelry Co., Oakland, Cal.,
weekly sp, thru Sidney Garfinkel
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Rieser Co. Inc., New York (hair
nets), weekly sp, thru Donahue &
Coe Inc., N. Y.
Ford Motor Co., Edgewater, N. J.,
6 weekly sp ( Gallagher & Shean
Jr.),
N. Y. thru McCann-Erickson Inc.,
WESG, Elmira, N. Y.
Detroit White Lead Works, Detroit
(lacquer), 26 t, thru Erwin, Wasey
& Co. Inc., Chicago.
Swift & Co., Chicago (Quick Arrow
soap flakes), 6 t, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
Ford Motor Co., Detroit (autos), 4
daily sa. thru McCann-Erickson
Inc., N. Y.
KPO, San Francisco
Kay Jewelry Co., San Francisco,
weekly sp, thru Sidney Garfinkel
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Golden State Co., Ltd., San Francisco
(dairy products), 2 weekly sp, thru
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., San Francisco.
WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y.
John Morrel & Co., Ottumwa, la.
(Red Heart dog food), 6 weekly
sa, sp, thru Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc., Chicago.
WMAZ, Macon, Ga.
Dr. Pepper Co., Dallas (carbonated
beverage), 18 t, 60 sa, thru TracyLocke-Dawson Inc., Dallas.
KWK, St. Louis
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 2 weekly ta, thru Street &
Finney Inc., N. Y.
United Drug Co., Boston (Rexall),
5 t, thru Street & Finney Inc.,
N. Y.
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WBBM, Chicago
PX Products Co., Los Angeles (disinfectant), 52 sp, thru Smith &
Drum Inc., Los Angeles.
United Remedies Inc., Chicago (Peruna, Kolorbak, Calonite, Germania Tea, Acidine, Noake), 30 weekly, t, thru Heath-Seehof Inc., cago.
Chi.^
Armand Co., Des Moines (cosmetics),
39 sp, thru Heath-Seehof Inc., Chicago.
General Mills, Minneapolis (WheatBlackett-SamthruChicago.
ies), laselall, Inc.,
ple-Hummert,
Oakite Products Inc., New York
(cleanser), 26 sp, thru Calkins &
Holden Inc., N. Y.
American Druggists Syndicate, New
York (milk of magnesia), 13 sp,
thru Rogers & Smith Adv. Agency,
Chicago.
Dodge Dealers Ass'n Inc., Chicago
(automobiles),
13 sp,
thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc.,
Chicago.
French Lick Springs, French Lick,
Ind. (Pluto Water), weekly, sp,
thru H. W. Kastov & Sons Adv.
Co. Inc., Chicago.
WCKY, Cincinnati
Gopher Granite Co., St. Cloud, Minn.,
13 sp, weekly, direct.
Hartz Mountain Products, New York,
3 sa, direct.
Reo Motor Co., Detroit (autos), 10
sa, thru Maxon Inc., Detroit.
Wheeling Corrugating Co., Wheeling.
W. Va., (iron), 26 sa, thru A. T.
Sears & Son, Chicago.
KNX, Hollywood
General Electric Co., Cleveland (refrigerators), 5 weekly sa, thru
Maxon Inc., Cleveland.

WOR, Newark
Kissproof Inc., Chicago (lipstick), 3
weekly
thru Chicago.
Blackett - Sampl<~
Hummertt, Inc.,
National Live Stock & Meat Board,
Chicago
sp, Chicago.
thru Carroll Dean(lamb),
Murphy 10Inc.,
Antrol Laboratories Inc., Los Angeles,
3Hummert
weekly sp,
Blackett-Sampi> Inc.,thru
N. Y.
Gold
Dust
Corp.,
New
York (Two-inone shoe polish), 3 weekly
sp, thru
Batten,
Barton,
Durstine
& Osborn,
N. Y.

KGO, San Francisco
Chrysler Sales Corp., Detroit, Mich.,
(Dodge), 20 ta, thru Ruthrauff & United Drug Co., Boston (Rexall I. ."
t, thru Street & Finney Inc.. BoRyan Inc., N. Y.
ton.
Chr. Hansen's Laboratories, Little
Falls, N. Y., (Junket), 3 weekly
Maryland morePharmaceutical
(Rem), 3 daily Co.,
sa, Baltithru
sp,
thru Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co.,
Chicago.
Joseph
Katz
Co.,
Baltimore.
California Redwood Association, San Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersej
Francisco (lumber) 1 weekly sp,
City
(Octagon& Bowles
soap), Inc.,
2 weekly
thru Benton
N. Y. t
thru Gerth-Knollin Adv. Agency,
Frantz
Distillers
Inc.,
Pittsburgh
San Francisco.
Gibraltar Casualty Association, Los
(liquor), 3 weekly sp, thru B. H
Hockswender Agency, Pittsburgh.
Angeles, (insurance), 14 sa, thru
Simplex Diathermy Co., New York
Logan & Stebbins, Los Angeles.
(diathermy apparatus), 2 weekh
Chrysler mouth
Co.,automobiles)
Detroit,23 Mich.
(Ply-J.
ta, thru
sp, thru
N. Y. &
Stanco
Inc.,Rose-Martin
New York Inc..
(Daggett
Stirling Getchell Inc., Detroit.
Ramsdell
cosmetics),
3
weekly
sp
Reo Motor Co., Lansing, Mich, (authru McCann-Erickson Inc., N. Y.
troit. tos), 10 sa, thru Maxon Inc., De- Joseph Middleby Jr. Inc., Bostoi
Nu-Enamel-San Francisco Co., San
(Midco ice box freeze), 3 weeklj
Francisco, (Nu-Enamel paint), 2
sp, thru Badger & Browning Inc.
Boston.
weekly sp,sociates,thru
Bob Roberts & AsSan Francisco.
WDRC, Hartford, Conn.
WMCA, New York
A-C Spark Plug Co., Flint, Mich.,
Dr. Howard B. Norton Shoe Co.,
weekly t, thru D. P. Brother I
New York, 6 weekly sp, thru Bess
Associates, Detroit.
& Schillin Inc., N. Y.
Waitt & Bond, Newark (Blaekston.
Victor
H. Lindlahr,
New 6 York
(Serucigars),
5 weekly sa, thru Batten
tan health
builder),
weekly
sp,
N.
Y.
|L
Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc.
thru Bess & Schillin Inc., N. Y.
Fitch Publishing
York (inFood Co.,
Cam1
vestment Co..
counsel).New
5 weekly
sp, Johnson
bridge. Educator
Mass. (crackers),
6 weekl;
thru E. C. Van Dyke Inc., N. Y.
sa, thru John W. Queen, Boston.
Ex-Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (proprie
KGEZ, Kalispell, Mont.
Ka'tz Co.. N. Y.
tary). 3 weekly sa, thru Josep'
Texas Co., New York (Texaco), 6
weekly sp, thru Hanff-Metzger Inc., General Baking Co., New York (Bon
Los Angeles.
bread), 5 weekly t, thru Batter
WENR, Chicago
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Ine
N. Y.
Eyeteb Inc.. Chicago (mascara), 13 Graham-Paige Motors Corp., Detroi
sp, thru Carroll Dean Murphy Inc.,
(autos), 7 weekly sa, thru Unite
Chicago.
States Adv. Corp., Toledo.
Reid. Murdoch & Co., Chicago (Moi
arch food), 28 weekly sa, thr
Philip O. Palmer & Co. Inc., Ch
cago.
Reo Motor Car Co., Detroit, 5 week!
sa, thru Maxon Inc., Detroit.
WLS, Chicago
Chr. Hansen's Laboratories Inc.. Lr
tie Falls, N. Y. (Junket), 39 si
thru Mitchell-Faust Advertisin
Co., Chicago.
Amerkdo Pioneer Padlcr Station
General Motors Corp., Detroit (aut<
mobiles), 4 sa, thru Campbel
Smcm KDKA
j
Ewald Co. Inc., Detroit.
Walker Remedy Co., Waterloo, I:
(Walko
poultry tablets),
12 f<
thru
Weston-Barnett
Inc., Wate
loo.
Muric,Drtima.Comex^ <mdXpcat&.
Murphy Products Co., Burlingtoi
Wise., (home products), 22 s;
thru Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago
Programmed hy>' AF. B.C.
Chicago Gold Smelting & Refinir
Co., Chicago, (old jewelry), 4 s;
thru Chicago Union Adv. Agenc;
Chicago.
WSB, Atlanta
Porto Rican American Tobacco C
(Waitt & Bond), New York (Po
tina cigars),
Adv.
Co., N. 104
Y. sa, thru Gotha
Chief tan Mfg. Co., Baltimore (Col
Shine),
18 t,
thruBaltimore.
Van Sant, Du
dale
& Co.
Inc.,
Chrysler Corp., New York (Plymou
autos), Inc.,
10 ta,
Getchell
N. Y.thru J. Stirlii

PORTABLE DISPLAY — A lobby window display has been transformed
into a movable exhibit by KDKA, Pittsburgh, and will be exhibited in
the Tri-state area served by the station. The diorama consists of two
"rooms" representing a studio and the living room of a home, with a
scale model of the transmitter. Alternate illumination is provided.

KOMO, Seattle
Graham-Paige Motors Corp., Detrc
(autos), 5 weekly sa, thru U
Adv. Corp., Toledo.
Northrup, King & Co., Minneapc.
(seeds), 63 weekly
sa, thru Ob
stead-Hewitt
Inc., Minneapolis.
Stanco Inc., New York (Nujol),
weekly
Inc., N. sp,
Y. thru McCann-Ericks
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KOMA, Oklahoma City
ittanooga Medicine Co., ChattaiGoga, Tenn. (proprietary), weekly
a, thru Nelson Chesman & Co.,
[Chattanooga.
iLvnsend Plan, Los Angeles (penlions), 2 weekly t, thru Tom Wallace Adv., Los Angeles,
ison & Co. Inc., Chicago (Ideal
fog food), weekly t, thru Carroll
Dean Murphy Inc., Chicago,
ilrling Products Co., New York (Dr.
Ipyon's
tooth powder),
hru Blackett
- Sample - weekly
Hummertt,
nc, N. Y.
WTOC, Savannah
St Tooth Paste Co., New York, 6
reekly sp, direct.
C. Remedy Co., Durham, N. C,
B C powders), 6 weekly sp, thru
larvey-Massengale Co., Atlanta.
Lewis Cigar Mfg. Co., Newark
Melba cigars), 6 weekly so, direct,
rthampton Brewing Co., Northampon, Pa. (Tru-Blu beer), 6 weekly
a, direct.
WICC, Bridgeport, Conn.
inson Educator Food Co., Camiridge, Mass. (crackers), 6 weekly
a, thru Newell-Emmett Co. Inc.,
sT. Y.
-Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (proprieary), 3 weekly so, thru Joseph
Utz Co., N. Y.
lick & Ford Ltd., New York (My!?-Fine dessert), 9 weekly ta, thru
fatten, Barton, Durstine & Os<irn, N. Y.
WNEW, New York
H. Pfunder Inc., Minneapolis
proprietary), 18 weekly sp, direct,
[imas J. Lipton Inc., Hoboken, N.
. (tea), 6 weekly sa, thru Frank
'resbrey Co., N. Y.
r. Fox Inc., New York (furs), 100
reekly ta, thru Peck Adv. Agency
nc, N. Y.
WCAE, Pittsburgh
fcar A. Murray Co., Detroit (intecticides), 26 sa, thru Bass-LuckIff Inc., Detroit.
•dinal
olish),Laboratories,
3 weekly sa,Chicago
direct. (shoe
Dert A. Johnston Co., Milwaukee
candy), 3 weekly t, direct.
KHJ, Los Angeles
ox Co., Kansas City (Cystex),
weekly sp, thru Dillon & Kirk,
Kansas City.
ion R. Gray Co., Los Angeles
Grayco shirts, cravats), weekly sp,
irect.
KGMB, Honolulu
?ee Minute Cereals Co., Cedar
Rapids, la. (oat flakes), daily sa,
hru Maxon Inc., Detroit, & Conuest Alliance Co. Inc., N. Y.

For
the

Fastest

3

NETWORK

WASEY PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (Barbasol) on May 14 started
Singin' Sam on 7 CBS stations keyed
from WKRC, Tuesdays, 7:30-7:45
p. m. Agency : Erwin, Wasey & Co.
Inc., N. Y.
EX-LAX Co., New York (proprietary) on June 24 renews The Big
Show on 35 CBS stations, Mondays,
9 :30-10 p. m. Agency : Joseph Katz
Co., N. Y.
CAMPANA SALES Corp., Batavia,
111. (cosmetics) on May 3 renewed
First Nighter on 38 NBC-WEAF stations, Fridays, 10-10 :30 p. m. Agency :
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace Inc., Chicago.
GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis (Wheaties) renews Jack Armstrong on 16 CBS stations, keyed
from WBBM, Mondays thru Fridays,
5 :30-5 :4o p. m. with repeat at 6 :30.
Agency : Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Inc., Chicago.
WM. WRIGLEY JR. Co., Chicago
(chewing gum) on April 30 started
(revised contract) Just Entertainment on 7 CBS stations, keyed from
WBBM, Mondays thru Fridays 77 :15 p. m., beginning Sept. 30 with
22 stations at 7 p. m., 32 stations at
11 p. m. Agency to be announced.
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co.,
Boston, on April 29 started Lucky
Smith on 44 NBC-WEAF stations,
Mondays, 10 :30-ll p. m. Agency :
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
CLIMALENE Co., Canton, O. (water
softener)
on May
9 renewed
Climalene Carnival
on 13
NBC stations,
Thursdays, 11 :30-12 noon. Agency :
W. S. Hill Co. Inc., Pittsburgh.
COTY Inc., New York (cosmetics)
on May 22 renews Ray Noble orchestra on 40 NBC-WEAF stations, Wednesdays, 10 :30-ll p. m. Agency :
Biow Co., N. Y.
SPERRY FLOUR Co., San Francisco (flour) on June 6 renews
Martha Meade - Hazel Warner on 6
NBC-KPO stations, Tuesdays, 10:3011 a. m. (PST). Agency: Westco
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
KISSPROOF Inc., Chicago (lipstick)
on May 6 started The Love Doctor
on 3 MBS stations, Mon., Wed., Fri.,
1-1:15 p. m. Agency: Blackett Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
PHILIP MORRIS & Co. Ltd., New
York (cigarettes)
on April
renewed Madam Olvanova
on 427MBS
stations, Fridays, 12:15-12:30 p. m.
Agency : Biow Co., N. Y.
CRUSADERS, New York (political)
on May 9 started political talks on
5 MBS stations, Thursdays, 9:45-10
p. m. Agency : Marschalk & Pratt,
N. Y.

NBC CHANGES — Luxor Ltd. on
April 14 shifted Sally of the Talkies
to 2-2:30 p. m. Sundays on NBCWEAF ; United Drug Co., on May 12
shifts Rhythm Symphony to 5-5 :30
p. m. Sundays on 48 NBC-WEAF
stations ; Shell Eastern Petroleum
Products
repeatstations
programs
celled andInc.
western
addedcan-to
9:30 broadcast; B. F. Goodrich Co.,
Akron, shifts Circus Night in Silvertown to 10 :30-ll p. m. Fridays NBCWEAF ; Procter & Gamble Co. Song
of the City adds six stations; Procter
& Gamble Co. Dreams Come True
adds 40 stations ; Welch Grape Juice
Co. adds 10 stations to Irene Rich
drama.

Barbasol on CBS
WASEY PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (Barbasol) on May 14 began
a series on 7 CBS stations with
Singin' Sam (Harry Frankel),
who had been heard on Mutual.
The program is keyed from
WKRC, Cincinnati. Erwin, Wasey
& Co. Inc., New York, is the
agency.

MORE

Fastest

Preferences

Of Famous
People
PROGRAMS of all sorts, from
symphonic to slapstick, are found
in an analysis of broadcast preferences of famous people, as announced by the Radio Institute of
Audible Arts, founded by the Philco Radio & Television Corp., and
with Pitts Sanborn as director.
The data were obtained through
a questionnaire which divided
programs into four classes, music,
education, news and entertainment. A marked preference for
symphony programs was noted,
with Philharmonic preferred in
many cases. Metropolitan opera
broadcasts also were favorites.
News programs, comedians and
specific educational broadcasts
were named in most cases as popular among the famous folk. No
evidence appeared of a relation
between a person's profession and
his radio tastes. Mme. SchumannHeink, for example, listed Silken
Strings as first choice, followed by
Edwin C. Hill and Amos 'n' Andy.
SEPARATE stories have replaced
the series of related episodes on
the Red Trails program sponsored
by American Tobacco Co. (Halfand-Half) on an NBC-WJZ network.

Joins Missouri Group
KGFW, Kearney, Neb., has joined
the Missouri Valley Broadcasting
Association. Other member stations are WOW, Omaha; KOIL,
Council Bluffs and Omaha; KFAB,
Omaha and Lincoln; KFOR, Lincoln; WJAG, Norfolk, Neb.;
KGBZ, York, Neb.; KMMJ, Clay
Center,
Neb.; KGNF, North Platte,
Neb.
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CBS CHANGES— Gulf Refining Co.
extends Will Rogers to June 9.
MUTUAL CHANGES — SSS Co.
Music
Fridays.Box changed to 8 :30-9 p. m.
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CBS Limits Credits
(Continued from page 35)
merit value at the cost of distorting ethical and social relationships
in a manner prejudicial to sound
character development and emotional welfare.
"In
general,
it is worth
noting
that the
literature
for children
which continues to find their favor
through many generations offers
heroes worthy of the child's ready
impulse to hero worship, and of
his imitative urge to pattern himself after the hero model. Such
literature, whether created 100
years ago or written today, succeeds in inspiring the child to socially useful and laudable ideals
such as generosity, industry, kindness and respect for authority; it
opens doors into wide worlds that
may be reality or fantasy, but are
in neither event ugly or repellent
in aspect; it serves, in effect, as a
useful adjunct to that education
which the growing and impressionable child is absorbing during
every moment of its waking day.
"It is our
and of
purpose
stimulate
the hope
creation
a betterto
standard
in been
children's
programs
than
has yet
achieved.
"Thiscludepolicy
specifically
exfrom the will
Columbia
network
not only all advertising of laxatives as such, but the advertising
of laxative properties in any other
product. It will further exclude
the discussion of depilatories, deodorants, and other broadcasting
which, by its nature, presents
questions of good taste in connection with radio listening.
"Until the policy can be made
effective, advertising
completely

WHY

YOU

SHOULD

USE

WJDX
TQeGlon

A/o.

ONLY NETWORK
AFFILIATE
STATION
IN
MISSISSIPPI

I

. . ,

WJDX is the only full-time
station with network affiliation in Mississippi, or within
a radius of 160 miles.
Within the good service area
of WJDX there are more
than one and one - quarter
million people with a spendable income of $155,000,000.
★
W
J
O
X
9/te LAMAR LIFE STATION
JACKSON , MIS* ISSIPPI
A SOUTH CENTRAL NBC STATION
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GENERAL PETROLEUM Corp. of
California, Los Angeles, is offering a
$10 gasoline coupon bonk for short
short stories used on the Don LeeCBS broadcast. Smith & Drum Inc.,
Los Angeles, has the aecount.PRO-PHY-L AC-TIC BRUSH Co.,
Florence,
Mass.,
is sponsoring
an amateur hour
on CMW,
Havana,
the
contract being placed with Conquest
Alliance Co. Inc., New York, by National Export Adv. Service Inc.
WONDER ORANGE Co., Chicago,
a newcomer in the orange drink field,
has placed its advertising account
with Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Chicago,
and a national advertising campaign
is nownitebeing
planned.
no defi-it
announcement
has While
been made,
is understood that radio, newspapers
and magazines will be used. Wonder
Orange, which will retail at a nickle
a bottle, will be shipped to bottlers
directly from the orange groves, in
the form of a concentrate. The company is headed by Clayton J. Howel,
who organized the Orange Crush Co.
in 1916 and served as its president
until 1930 when he sold out his inproper."Dolph at WOL
terest. Mr. Howel was also the organizer of the Southern Fruit Julep
WILLIAM DOLPH, for the last
Co.
in
1909.
two years radio director of NRA,
on May 13 became manager of NORTHERN TRUST Co., Chicago,
WOL, Washington. Leroy Mark
sponsor of The Northerners programs
remains as president and owner.
broadcast weekly over WMAQ, Chicago, for more than four years, has
shifted to WGN, Chicago. Agency :
TO MEET the demand for better
J.
Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
child programs, WOR on April 20
started Rainbow House, an hour RADIO RESEARCH Co. Inc., Washington, makers of receiving and
program with Bob Emery, and presenting a stock company called transmitting equipment, and station
Beaumont, Tex., have named
"Radio Rascals" as well as child KFIM,
Henry J. Kaufman, Advertising, of
amateurs.
Washington, to handle their accounts.
A NEW station at High Point, N. UNITED REMEDIES Inc., Chicago
(Germania tea, Acidine. etc.) has
C, to operate on 1200 kc, with 100 placed
its advertising with Benson
watts, daytime only, was author- & Dall Inc., Chicago.
ized April 30 by the FCC to Hart
JUSTIN HAYNES & Co., New York
& Nelson.
(Aspirub) has placed the account
KVOL is the call assigned the new with Redfield-Johnstone Inc., N. Y.
E. R. WAGNER MFG. Co., Milstation at Lafayette, La., licensed
waukee, (carpet sweepers) planning
to Evangeline Broadcasting Co.
a campaign including radio, has
named Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee, to handle the account.
RADIO ADVERTISERS
MAGNESIA PRODUCTS Co., MilPAUL H. BEUTER, San Francisco
waukee (West's bird food) has placed
advertising and sales promotional ex- its advertising with Klau-Van Pieterson-Dunlap
Associates, Milwaukee.
ecutive, has been appointed advertising manager for the M. J. B.. Coffee LOVALON LABORATORIES Inc.,
Co. in that city. He will shortly San Francisco (hair prep.) has
launch an extensive radio program to placed its Pacific Coast advertising
supplement that now in force.
with Erwin Wasey & Co., San Francisco.
CHEVROLET
Washing-of
ton state met dealers
in theinstudios
MIDWEST DRUG Inc., Chicago
KOMO-KJR, Seattle, recently to dis(Dr. Chapin's
Muscletone)
cuss radio and sales promotion plans placing
its advertising
direct. now is
for the summer. A prior meeting of
BUCKEYE
BREWING
Co., Toledo,
Seattle dealers in the studios had
been so successful that the state-wide
is
advertising
through
Grace
& Besession was called.
ment Inc., Detroit.
REO MOTOR Car Co., Lansing,
DEISEL - WEMMER - GILBERT
Mich., is using W.TIM. Lansing, as a Corp., Detroit, has placed its advertising of Emerson and San Felice
special research station to determine
cigars with S. M. Epstein Co., Deeffectiveness of Reo's spot campaign.
troit.
THE Honor the Law transcription
HEGER PRODUCTS Co. Inc., St.
series has been placed by Republic
birdseed) is adverOil Co.. Pittsburgh, through Con- Paul (Vit-a-Song
tising through Gerald S. Beskin
quest Alliance Co. for broadcasts in
Wilkes-Barre, Altoona, Greensburg,
Agency, Minneapolis.
and Johnstown. Pa. ; Norfolk, Va. ; ILLINOIS MEAT Co., Chicago
Martinsburg, W. Va. ; Canton. O.
(Broadcast corn beef hash) has
KANSAS CITY ICE CREAM MFG.
placedvids Inc.,
its N.account
with Ernest DaY.
INSTITUTE, Kansas City. Mo., is
sponsoring Adventure Bound tran- KALAMAZOO STOVE Co., Kalascriptions of R. U. Mcintosh & Asmazoo, Mich., has placed its radio adsociates, Los Angeles, five nights
weekly for 17 weeks on WDAF.
Milwaukee. vertising with Cramer-Krasselt Co.,
Ferry-Hanley Adv. Co., Kansas City,
has the account.
MAURY COLE Co.. Memphis (Canova coffee) now is advertising thru
Gottschaldt-Humphrey Inc., Atlanta.
THE SOBY YARDSTICK
MINNEAPOLIS BREWING Co..
OF AUDIENCE VALUE
Minneapolis ( Golden Grain Belt
Impartial and comparable data about
beer) win,
hasWaseyplaced
with Erthe size and location of the audience
& Co.itsofaccount
that city.
of radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
BLUE MOON CHEESE PRODBEN.I \MIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
UCTS Inc.. Minneapolis, is advertis1023 Wallace Ave.
Wilkinsburg, Pa.
ing through Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co.,
Chicago.

continuities for any such product,
in broadcasts carried under present commitments, are to be so
worded as to conform strictly with
a specific standard of new requirements. Many programs containing such advertising in the past
have offered entertainment of
great merit, judged by the strictest standards. On the other hand,
many people prefer not to hear
such advertising over the radio,
regardless of the excellence of the
program.
"The reason for this viewpoint
is obvious: Radio broadcasting is
heard by mixed and assorted
groups of all kinds, in the home,
in restaurants, and in public meeting places. In certain groups a
listener may find it distasteful to
hear a discussion of some subject
which under other circumstances
he finds wholly fitting and

BROADCi

Local
Plans

Stations to Ru±\
for Organizatiorj

To Obtain Spot Business
DECISION to proceed with th(
plan to organize local independent
stations for national represents]
tion in spot business was reachej
at the preliminary conference hel I
in Washington May 6 at the ca I
of Edward A. Allen, president c||
WLVA, Lynchburg, Va., and mo\ J
ing spirit of the enterprise. Eigr 1
members of the organizing corrij
mittee of 18 were on hand and a: J
ter a half-day's session decided t j
constitute themselves as a steerin |
committee, with Mr. Allen a J
chairman.
This committee, it was agreeif
will endeavor to procure large j
scale local independent attendam j
at the NAB convention at Coloni
do Springs, July 6-10, when effoil
will
be made
to perfect
orgaiJJ
ization.
It was
againanstressei
that there is no thought of estaijl
lishing a local-station trade ass*
ciation competitive with the NA |
but that the sole purpose is that <
procuring
identity
in thethenation
field and of
elevating
statij '
of the local.
Those who attended the meetir
held in the offices of WOL, Was j
ington, were Mr. Allen; Ler<1
Mark, president, WOL; William
Boston; general
Charlesmanager,
A. Hill, WME'
gener
Pote,
manager, WIBM, Jackson, Micl
John Elmer, WCBM, Baltimor
Steve A. Cisler, WJTL, Atlant,
Edward A. Bishop, WGH, Newpo,
News, Va.,
and O. C. W. Hay<;
WHBC,
Canton,
O'CEDAR Corp., Chicago (mops)
advertising through Gale & Piets
Inc., Chicago.
FELLOWS MEDICAL MFG. C
New York (Hypophosphates) I
placedFishier,
its United
advertisi
with
ZealandStates
& Co.,
N. Y.
R. H. LAIRD MFG. Co., New Yc;
(beauty
salon)
has placed
with
Moser
& Cotins
Inc., its
N. accoi
Y.
DAWSON'S BREWERY Inc.. N
Bedford, Mass., is advertising n;
through David Malkiel Adv. Agen i
Boston.
CENTAUR Co., New York. 1
placed its radio advertising of Z-,
products with Hanff-Metzger Ii
New York, with Thompson-Koch (|
Cincinnati, handling advertising I
this line in other media.
DRUG TRADE PRODUCTS, C
cago
through(Acidine,
Benson etc.)
& Dall isInc.,advertis'
Chic;ti
IOWA SOAP Co., Burlington, la |
Camden, N. J., is advertising r..j
through Beecher Adv. Co., St. Lo>
DOLLAR CRYSTAL Co. Inc.. Oi
ha (Texas Mineral Water Crysta;
has appointed Earl Allen A
Agency,
Omaha, radio.
to place its adi
tising, including
CROWELL PUBLISHING Co., >
York, has placed its Colliers acco
with Ralph H. Jones Co., New Y(!
OMAHA FLOUR MILLS '
Omaha, is advertising through Bo*
& Jacobs Inc., Omaha.
DURKEE FAMOUS FOODS I
Elmhurst, N. Y. (salad dressing e
has
its nutadvertising
margarine,with
cc
nut placed
and related
Wendell Meunch & Co., Chicago.
CONSOLIDATED
BY-PRODUt
Co., Philadelphia
(dog
food)
placed its advertising with Cahall
vertising Agency, Philadelphia.
STING
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AGENCIES
AND
EPRESENTATIVES
I'LIAX
resident CARGILL.
of William formerly
Esty & vice
Co.,
ew York, has been named to the
une position with Donahue & Coe
ie:, New York.
REWER-WBEKS Co., San Fransco agency and member of the Connental Agency network, has become
fliliatecl with the Rose-Martin Inc.,
ew York advertising agency, which
as affiliation in 12 principal cities.
'IOD,
Miami,New
Fla.,York,
has named
Wiljr
Babcock,
as national
■presentative.
:. PRESTON PETERS, vice presi?nt of Free & Sleininger Inc., Chiigo, and manager of the New York
Tice, is touring Southern territory.
H A R L E S PERRINE, Pacific
orthwest advertising executive, has
Jen appointed manager of the Ruthuiff & Ryan Inc., offices in San
rancisco, succeeding J. J. Cahill,
signed. Perrine was in charge of
le Seattle offices.
A-CK C. MESSLER, advertising
nager of Union Bank & Trust Co.,
os Angeles, resigned May 1 to be>me account executive with Dan B.
iner Co., Los Angeles.
ANFORD H. LANE, formerly sales
anager of American Bank Note Co.,
$s joined Gotham Adv. Co., New
(ork, as account executive.
. WINIFRED
LOUTHAIN, formerly with NBC and Don Lee BroadLsting System, San Francisco, has
jjined Frank Wright & Associates,
Oakland and San Francisco radio adrtising agency.
Miss Louthain is
charge of the newly opened San
rancisco offices at 544 Market
reet. Jean Kent, previously with
LX, Oakland, has also joined Frank
'right
& Associates
and will superse
Oakland
sales activities.
ONQUEST ALLIANCE Co. Inc.,
ew York, has been named American
jpresentative for 3AK, Sidney and
jJV, Ulvertone, Australia, and
IA8, Pernambuco, Brazil.
|DWARD
SCHAGER
has been
^med head of the radio department
Earle Ludgin Inc., Chicago, sucj|eding Louis Weinberg Jr.
!'ROK,Publicizing
Rockford,Inc.,
111.,NewhasYork,
namedas
prial
iles representatives in that territory.
)HN TAYLOR, formerly with the
iieatre Guild in New York, has
tned the radio department of the
uickman Co., New York.
pGAN & STEBBINS, Los Angeles,
Is been elected to membership in
e AAAA.
jON BOBBINS, Pacific Coast adrtising and sales executive, became
in Francisco manager of Walter
|ldick Co., Free & Sleininger, radio
|ation representatives, on May 1.
e succeeds Ken Boucher who reHied to become advertising manager
t the Hawaiian Pineapple Co. In
tiking the announcement, Mr. BidIk stated that for the present Pa!pc Northwest business of the ormization will be handled from the
n Francisco and Los Angeles ofjes, pending development of plans
further extension in that area.
KPLC Goes on the Air
liPLC, new 100 -watt station at
ike Charles, La., on 1500 kc. was
.crmally dedicated last month in a
ij|ecial series of broadcasts. Local
iV-C and musical groups participated in the dedication.
Id transmitter
are located Studios
in the
;,ajestic Hotel. Operating: hours
:e 7 a. m.-2 p. m„ and 5-9 p. m.
fay 15, 1935

WLW

on 500

kw Nights

With Suppressor Antenna
ACHIEVING its purpose of cutting down interference in the direction of Toronto through use of
a directional antenna, WLW, Cincinnati, on May 8 resumed its operation on experimental schedule
with 500,000 watts both day and
night by authority of the FCC.
Technical observations of results
of the directional, designed to curtail the WLW signal in the direction of CFRB, Toronto, to the intensity of a 50,000 watt station,
proved satisfactory to the FCC
and Canadian authorities, and to
WOR,
had protested the Newark,
use of thewhich
directional.
Subsequently, it was learned that
WOR had withdrawn May 4 its
protest on the ground that WLW
had proved to its satisfaction that
the directional signal toward Toronto would not intensify the signal toward New York and interfere with WOR's coverage. The
Canadian station had complained
that the super - power used by
WLW had caused severe blanketing
— a move that forced WLW temporarily to reduce its power in the
evenings by FCC order pending
the installation of the suppressor
antenna.
TRANSCRIPTIONS
ADDITIONAL transcription accounts
placed
on various
stations Advertising
are reported as follows
by National
Records, these being supplemental to
the lists carried in previous issues of
Broadcasting :
Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich.
Bunte Bros., Chicago (candy)
Cal- Aspirin Co., Minneapolis (aspirin)
California Perfume Co., New York
International Laboratories, Rochester
(hair grower)
No. American Dye Corp., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. (Dytint)
Penick
&
T-Fine Ford
dessertsLtd.,
) New York (MyProctor & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Dreft)
Smith Bros., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
(cough drops)
zine) Inc., New York (Time magaTime
Walker Remedy Co., Waterloo, Iowa
(Walko poultry tablets)
ARTHUR MacDONALD, sales manager of Standard Radio Advertising
Co., Hollywood
firm, resigned effective transcription
May 11.
JEAN V. GROMBACH Inc., New
York, and associated concerns, transcription and program producers,
have taken over the CBS and Columbia Concerts Corp. studios in the
Steinway building, New York, and
is engaged in remodeling. A contract was signed May 3 to do all audition programs and library, studio
and remote control recording for
CBS, it was announced.
ARTHUR M. DAVIS, manager of
the transcription department of S.
Hoffnung & Co. Ltd., Sydney, Brisbane and Adelaide, Australia, sailed
from Sydney May 1 and is to arrive
in Los Angeles May 18. He expects
to purchase transcriptions, all . purchases to be confirmed by the American agents, Michelson & Sternberg
Inc., New York.

Thank God for my
sense of humor . . ,
and for . . .
FREE 6* SLEININGER, INC.
RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
SEE PAGE 1, RADIO ADVERTISING RATES AND DAT*
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ASSOCIATED EXPORTERS Co.,
New York, representing transcription
producers for foreign territories, has
moved St.to larger quarters at 145 West
45th
RADIOTONE Recording Co., Los
Angeles equipment firm, is marketing
a line of
taneousacetate
recording. discs for instanALLIED PHONOGRAPH & RECORD MFG. Co., Hollywood processing concern,
has installed
experimental laboratory
and is an
marketing
a light-weight disc called "RadioFUNERAL FOUNDATION Inc.,
Los Angeles, producers of the Sunday
Disc". Bible Stories transcriptions,
Players
has changed its firm name to Mertens & Price Inc., with Fred C. Mertens and George Logan Price continuing as principals. A more general transcription business will be
conducted, rather than confining production to morticians' programs.
COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH & RADIO Co., sound-on-disc division, has
moved its Hollywood quarters to 6624
Romaine St., retaining the warehouse
at 6804 Santa Monica Blvd. A new
building has been built for technical
operations, with executive and clerical offices in a separate building.
RADIO TRANSCRIPTION Co. of
America has started production of 13
programs by the Henry Busse orchestra at its Hollywood studios, to
be
part of the Transco Montmartre
series.
THE RADIO division of the Townsend Recovery Plan, Los Angeles, is
recording a series of 15-minute talks
through Recordings Inc., with Tom
Wallace agency handling the account
for national distribution. Additional
discs are to be made in Chicago.
4BC, Brisbane, Australia, has contracted with Radio Recorders Inc.,
Los
Angeles,
for a year's supply of
recorded
programs.

17 DRUG
STORE

PRODUCTS

Join the "BIG PARADE'
Over Alabama's Most
Powerful Station
THIS

MONTH

mm
Alka Seltzer
Briggs'
Carter's Smoking
Liver PillsTobacco
Colorshine
Fleischmann's
Yeast
Half
8C Half Tobacco
Jergens Lotion
Johnson
Wax
LuckyToilet
Strike
Lux
Soap
Luxor Face Powder
Octagon Soap
Palmolive Soap
Phillip Morris
Portina Cigars
Rexall Products
Teaberry Chewing Gum
WAPI with cleared channel . . .
most powerful station in Alabama . . . gets results for national
advertisers because it has coverage PLUS popularity!
BASCOM HOPSON, President
THE VOICE OF ALABAMA '
5000
WATTS
NBC NETWORK

who
LISTENS

TO

YOUR

PROGRAMS?

"Tell me not in mournful numbers
. . rather prove to me that my program will be listened to by an alert,
open-minded audience — willing and
ready to buy.
Must you make your appeal to the
modern mind? Then use CKLW,
whose audience, for the most part, is
composed of Detroiters — the people of
America's fourth largest city. CKLW
caters to them with the type of entertainment appeal they prefer. CKLW
alone will, therefore, cover the entire Detroit area for you completely.

CKLW
CKLW, member Columbia
Basic Network. 5,000 watts.
Windsor offices:
Guarantee Trust Building.
Detroit offices:
Union Guardian Building.

Representatives:
J. H. McGILLVRA
485 Madison Ave , New York
JOHN KETTLEWELL
230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago
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NOTES

A PAMPHLET "WLS for Summer
Sales" has
been issued
by the
Chicagoin
station,
presenting
results
obtained
the past by summer advertisers, towith an analysis of the summer gether
audience.
A SERIES More for Your Money is
being broadcast over CBS by the consumers' committee of the National
Advisory Council on Radio in Education, headed by Mrs. Emily Newell
Blair.
WSM, Nashville, will close studios to
the public until autumn.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, presents a comedy transcription at 6 :45 a. m., repeating it during the day with an announcement that "this is the kind of
program you miss by not tuning in at
6 :45 every morning."
PROGRESSIVE TEXANS INC.,
non-profit group promoting Texas
products, is presenting weekly talks
on Southwest Broadcasting System.
COVERAGE of Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Delaware and Maryland is
shown in an elaborate brochure and
rate card by WFIL, Philadelphia,
managed by Donald Withycomb.
Based on a survey by Paul F. Godley, consulting radio engineer of
Montclair, N. J., the brochure shows
coverage by signal intensity of this
populous region, and is illustrated
with maps and charts.
TRANSRADIO NEWS SPOTS
Established newscasts at 8:30 a. m.. 12:30,
6 :30 and 9 :00 p. m. 5-min. periods, 6
days a week. Rates (13-week basis) :
$53.60 weekly, day spots ; $87.20 weekly,
night spots. Wire reservation.
WNBR

MEMPHIS,

TENN.

KFDM
"Voice of the Sabine
Keeps

District"

Business

TRAFFIC
Moving
Right

in the

Direction

■■prrFlash RED

...

Flash yELLOW

Flash GREEN

.

HOLD EVERYTHING, while
KFDM merchandise men pave
the way for distribution.
GET READY TO GO while
KFDM merchandise men are arranging store, window and counter displays.
GO AHEAD, with your KFDM
broadcasts to their receptive listener audience in a market now
well covered by your products or
services.

Here is one broadcasting station that feels its job is not
completed until your products or
services have been sold.
Southeast Texas and Southwest Louisiana
SABINE
BROADCASTING
P. O. BOX 2950 • BEAUMONT,
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OUTSTANDING events in the rise
of WBBM, Chicago, were broadcast
in a special program May 7 celebrating the power increase to 50 kw.
The program was piped to the CBS
network. Participating were 25 artists, with Gov. Henry Horner, of
Illinois, giving a congratulatory message. A theme song for the occasion
Just One Hour was written by Di
rector Bobby Brown and Chicago
CBS Musical Director Billy Mills.
WHO, Des Moines, has issued a
spiral-bound brochure showing its
coverage on a state, regional and
national basis and depicting listener
response during 1934, before the new
vertical radiator had been installed.
Coverage
of the nation's
farm
homes alsoof ismostclaimed.
The primary
servicetion of area
is
said
to
have
a
popula5,445,703.

CO.,
TEXAS

Inc.

CAUGHT IN THE ACT— No, this
isn't an optical illusion or even the
leaning tower of Pisa. It is one
of the old 300-foot masts of WBT,
Charlotte, photographed in the act
of toppling. The tower was purposely collapsed as an experiment
to ascertain just how such a tower
would break up or buckle when
loosened from its mooring. In the
background
is seen
WBT's which
new
435-foot vertical
radiator,
catapults
intoof space
50,000
watts
output.the station's
MORE than 6,000 calls were received
by 6 p. m. when The Movie Parade
program of the Tri-State Theatre Co.,
on KSO, Des Moines, observed its
first
ticketsanniversary
to listeners. and offered' free
DON LEE stations in California are
negotiating
with Fox-West
theatres in connection
with a Coast
series
of weekly amateur nights, with winners to go on the network from
KHJ, Los Angeles.
MORE than 60 hours were devoted
to educational programs during the
winter and spring season by WGN,
Chicago.
IN A LITTLE more than an hour,
without previous notice, Al Bates,
engineer of KOIL. Omaha, set up remote control equipment at a point
overlooking
of Omaha's
recent street the
car center
strike and
an eyewitness
account
was
given
KOIL listeners.
REACTION of children to radio instruction is being studied during an
experimental series over WTMJ. Milwaukee. A new woman's feature on
WTMJ isMagazine.
Linda Marsh's Radio
Household
RECORDINGS of Cleveland artists
available for sponsorship are made
available by WGAR, Cleveland, following installation of RCA-Victor recording equipment.
W9XBY, Kansas City, new station
on the 1530 kc. channel, is operating now on an 18-hour schedule.
Since its opening Jan. 1 it had been
operating 4-11 p. m. only.
A NEW series of programs sponsored
by Y.,
St. aChristopher's
Inn of Garrison,
N.
home for wayfarers
operated
by the Franciscan Friars of the
Atonement to raise money for the
institution's
work, started
April 28is
on
WOR, Newark.
The series
titled The Ave Maria Hour, and
consists
tizations. of weekly half-hour dramaADIO STATION
R EPRESENTATIVES
WALTER BIDDICK CO.
568 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Los Angeles
1358 Rusk Bldg., San Francisco, California
4404 Stuart Bldg., Seattle, Washington
619 Charles Bldg., Denver

TED
MALONE'S
the Bool-to j
ends had
expanded Between
its schedule
five-weekly
broadcasts
on CBS.;
coast-to-coast. The program is keyed 1
from KMBC, Kansas City, and ineludes organ background by Howard
Ely. Malone is program director ol
KMBC.
Another KMBC program
Happy Hollow has been put on CBS
five times weekly.
It is one of ra
dio's oldest daily dramatic programs
SUMMER brings the return of thret
distinguished clerics to NBC Sundaj
programs. They are Dr. Ralph W
Wockman, conducting the Sundai
Forum; Dr. Charles L. Goodell, oi
Sabbath
Paul SchererJ
resuming Reveries;
his SundayDr. Vespers.
AT THE State Barn Dance and Fid
dlers Convention staged by WAPL,
Birmingham, recently, all prizes ex
cept two were won by WBRC musf
cians. Barn
Grand Dance
prize for
the State'
Best
Orchestra
wa
awarded to Brack Phillips Pioneen
a daily feature on WBRC.
ARTISTS from a number of Ohi
stations were presented at the oper
ing broadcast April 15 by WPA1
new 100 watt station at Portsmoutl
O., on 1370 kilocycles. The statio
formerly was WHBD. Mt. Orab, C
It is owned and operated by Vee Be
Corp., with M. F. Rubin as pres
dent. Staff members include Mari
Williams Vandegrift. general mat
ager; Gwen Sherburn, program d
rector ; Orville Fields, sales manager
P. J. Eubanks, chief engineer; Ro
L. Nourse, merchandise manager.
KPRC, Houston, is planning a lOt
anniversary program for May 10 ths
will include about every form of r:
dio entertainment, with Kenneth *
Millican, the "Old Tautologist" ac
ing as master of ceremonies.
A NEW early morning program o
WBIG. Greensboro, N. C. is Gree
ings. Thistaking
Is Another
Day. the
nouncer
an imaginary
trip a:i
station's are:
the prominent
towns inwith
one of 21
zens.
having
breakfast
civ1
WBT, Charlotte, N. C, has devisl
an economical and well balanced lil
talent show to use in the incideni
announcement businel
spots
in
the around
early evening ; thus doing awfl
entirely with the use of phonograj
records. Utilizing xylophone a
piano
in announcement
popular fast period
moving night
sel<|
tions the
has taken on added zest and has d
only increased business for the clieif
buying into this program, but bJ
brought in many personal appearaii
dates for the duo featured.
A FEATURE of the new KTAB. SI
Francisco,
is and
the others
"audit!I
studio"
for studios,
advertisers
the advertising profession, who des]
to audition prospective progradj
The services are available whether
not KTAB is to be included in
schedule, Philip G. Lasky, gene'l
manager, stated.
WHBY, Green Bay, Wis., recen|
broadcast a city council meeting
rect from the City Hall.
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RCA Television Plans
(Continued from page H)
interlocking parts, each of
hieh must not only function cor?ctly within its own sphere of acvity, but must also synchronize
ith every other part of the sysm, In broadcasting of sight,
ansmitter and receiver must fit
6 lock and key.
''On the other hand, broadcastg of sound permits a large vaety of receiving devices to work
ceptably with any standard
ansmitter. Notwithstanding the
eat progress that has been made
sound broadcast transmission, a
ceiving set made ten years ago
in still be used, although with
eat sacrifice in quality. This is
it true in television, in which
ery major improvement in the
t would render the receiver inerative unless equivalent changes
are made in both transmitters
id receivers.
"Important as it is from the
|andpoint of public policy to delop a system of television comjnication whereby a single event,
ogram or pronouncement of namal interest may be broadcast
sight and sound to the country
a whole, premature standardition would freeze the art. It
>uld prevent the free play of
hnical development and retard
a day when television could bene a member in full standing of
i radio family. Clearly, the first
ige of television is field demonation by which the basis may be
for technical standards.
Rapid Obsolescence
ROM the foregoing it will be
:n that a number of basic probqs surround any effort to estabisi television on a regular basis
public service to the nation. The
>re important of these problems
'1. The fact that if the new art
television is to make the required
tnical progress, there will be rapid
::olescence of both television transfers and television receivers.
S2. The creation of new radio or
e facilities of interconnection bee a service on a national basis can
rendered.
'3. Further development, through
iierimentation in the field, of a sysi of high definition television which
s for new radio technique inside
outside the studio, and for the
iduction of home television receivwhich will increase the size of the
jture and at the same time decrease
price at which the receiver can be
3 to the public. * * * "

Six-Month

License

Viewed as ^Cancer'
Threatens Freedom of the Air,
Declares David Lawrence
LI C E N S E S of
broadcasting stations, now issued
for
sixmonthonly
intervals,
should be extended to the statutory maximum of
three years if the
perils of "politiMr. Lawrence
cal domination"
o f broadcasting
are to be eliminated, in the opinion
of David
eminent journalist andLawrence,
editor.
In a vigorous editorial on "Freethe Air",
in his
Uniteddom ofStates
News,published
Mr. Lawrence
assailed what he described as the
political control of radio, and
called upon the nation's press to
enlist in the crusade "with a spirit
of patriotic
comradeship."
pointed
out that
the analogy Heof
the press to the radio is important.
"Free speech and free press go
together,"
"They They
are
the bulwarkshe ofwrote.
our liberty.
must protect us against dictatorship and despotism."
Calls It a "Cancer"
AFTER expressing his views of
broadcasting, which he charges is
under the influence of the administration as a result of intimidation
brought about through the licensing method, Mr. Lawrence stated:
"All this is because the licensing
system is a cancer which eats into the judgment of the broadcasting companies and the stations.
The President of the United States
appoints the members of the Federal Communications Commission.
He can remove them at will without cause. Nevertheless to free
itself from suspicion of White
House domination, the Commission
ought to issue licenses for three
years instead of six months. This
can be done by the Commission
under the present law whenever it
wishes to exercise that discretion.
"The power of intimidation, of
course, will not be completely removed until the Congress specifies
in the law the exact technical
grounds on which licenses may not
be renewed and also makes the
facts as well as the decisions reviewable by the courts.
"This is the great crusade which

radio has ahead of it. And the
press should enlist in it with a
spirit of patriotic comradeship.
Public Reaction
"FOR while control of the radio
may be thought by the present administration tobe essential to the
perpetuation of the party in power,
it will lead ultimately to a public
reaction. 'Freedom of the air' may,
indeed, become some day an issue
at the polls.
"If the truth is suppressed a free
people cannot exercise their independent judgment. A radio broadcasting situation, untrammeled bv
Federal bureaucracy, is the biggest
single need of America in its hour
of crisis. The sooner the American people realize the perils in the
present political domination of
broadcasting, the quicker will
America be saved from the most

America's

These

iEE & SLEININGERINC°^
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Mr. Lawrence criticised the netthe politicians."
works for their purported failure
to present both sides of important
public issues, but then, in their defense,
"When
a governmentalobserved:
commission
has the
power
of life and death over a radio station or a network, it is natural
that intimidation should develop
in most insidious forms."

Fastest-Growing

New

SBS

or Programs

Network!

Network
Show

General Motors
Universal Mills
"
"
Gold Medal Flour
Company of Texas ....
Hyral Dist. Co
Texas Co-Operative
Drug Chains . . . . . .

the

Accounts
Trend!

CHEVROLET
FRIGIDAIRE
GOLD CHAIN FLOUR
RED CHAIN FEED
WHEATIES
HYRAL Dentifrice
SERVICE AND NATIONAL
PRODUCTS

They Chose SBS on Facts
—So Will You!

1
TACOMA

Sell Tacoma-Seattle
economically with KVI
KVTs transmitter is located midway between Tacoma and Seattle,
which gives two markets at the
price of one . . 1000 watts . . 570 kc.
Pioneer CBS Station in the
Pacific Northwest

dangerous form of exploitation it
has ever faced — exploitation by

Regional

COVERING
THE

SEATTLE
MARKET!

Bay State Fish Resumes
AFTER an absence of several
years from the air, Bay State Fishing Co., Boston (40 Fathom fish)
has returned to radio and has arranged a 26-week program to be
placed on 27 stations in the East.
Street & Finney Inc., New York.,
has the account.

SOUTHWEST

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM
LEE H. ARMER, President, Fort Worth, Texas
JOHN

BLAIR & COMPANY,
New York

Chicago

National Representatives

Detroit

San Francisco
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Centers Research on Radio
(Continued from page 7)
is true, radio research will be sub- kept in mind is that, generally
speaking, there are two kinds of
ject to conscious and unconscious
radio programs:
misinterpretation.
(a) The program that is of
"Research will not be properly
that the radio ownappreciated as long as people sucher character
has to listen to it or turn it
ascribe more importance to the
number of interviews made than off. By that I mean that the program requires active listening.
to the content and details of how
Jack Benny is an example of what
the individual interviews were
I
have
in
mind.
made. One thousand interviews
made carefully and properly by
(b) The program that is soothing and is easy to listen to. A
experienced investigators are of
considerable
percentage of the lisfar greater value than 10,000 intening to this type of program is
terviews made carelessly by inexpassive. Any rhythmic musical
perienced investigators.
program
this head. would be classified under
Interpreting Data
"If you would classify the people
"IRRESPECTIVE of what method
is used in estimating the size of who have heard a given program
the audience, the information will
(a) Enthusiastic about the probe misinterpreted until those using
it become familiar with the peculigram, or program is acceptable
the
arities of radio. For example, pro- to (b)
them,
or
gram X is on a certain basic network and has an audience rating
(c) lthe
iked, or program is heartily disof 15. At some time X adds
as —
several supplementaries to his
(d)ion ofthey
have no definite opinthe program;
basic network. His rating jumps
to 18. This is due to the fact that — you will find that the people
in the basic area we have, gen- who have heard the programs
erally speaking, three chains, which are of the type first described above, that is, those that
while in the non-basic area there
are only two chains. Therefore, require active listening, are divided approximately as follows: 80%
other things being equal, a greater
between highly enthusiastic and
percentage of the radio audience
in the supplementary areas will heartily disliking and 20% beacceptable and no opinion.
listen to a given program than will On the tween
other hand, the people who
be the case in the basic area.
have heard the second type of
"In interpreting figures showing
the size of the audience to individ- program, the one that induces passive listening, will be divided apual programs, irrespective of the
proximately as follows: 20% bemethod that is employed, one of
tween highly enthusiastic and
the most important facts to be
heartily disliking and 80% between acceptable and no opinion.
Attention Value

Special
Convention
"A Service Institution"
TO
COLORADO
National

SPRINGS

Association

Convention

.

.

of Broadcasters

. July

6-10,

1935

The de luxe equipped NAB Convention Special, over the SCENIC
LIMITED ROUTE, making direct connections with the Chesapeake &
Ohio's genuinely air-conditioned GEORGE WASHINGTON, your official route from the East, and connecting with trains from the East,
Southeast and Chicago, leaving St. Louis at 4:15 P. M. July 5th, arriving Colorado Springs 1 P. M. July 6th.
Let us help with your trip to Colorado Springs and a delightful
Western vacation after the Convention.
For reservations and complete information phone
ANY MISSOURI PACIFIC REPRESENTATIVE
\ or
P. J. NEFF, Ass't Chief Traffic Officer
1601 Missouri Pacific Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Missouri Pacific Representatives in Principal Cities
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"THIS BRINGS us to the question
of attention value and memory
value — one of the most debatable
questions in radio. One side takes
the position that one who has listened to an active program generally knows the name of the entertainer or the popular name of
the act or the name of the product
sponsored. They feel that the
program is of such a character
that the listener could not have
been reading or even talking when
the radio was tuned on that pro"This same school of thought
further thinks that one who had
gram.
the radio tuned to a passive program does not necessarily know
the name of the participants or the
name of the sponsor because the
program was so easy to listen to
that the listener could have been
reading or talking while the program was on.
"The other side takes the position that in active programs such
dramatic scripts, the excitement
pathos, drama and human interest
frequently outshines the interest
of the commercial. On the other
hand, this school thinks that a
passive
program,
mic music,
in whichsuch
the as
onlyrhythtalk
is the incisive direct speech of the
KGIR
Butte, Montana
Joe McGillvra,
485 Madison Ave.,
New York City, Eastern Representative

commercial announcer, may have
greater advertising impact.
"The accumulation of sales records and research information
may some day prove that neither
side is wholly correct."
Public Confidence
RAYMOND RUBICAM, of Young
and Rubicam Inc., and newly elected chairman of the board of
AAAA, urged ANA members to
take an active part in maintaining
public confidence in advertising.
He declared that there is a campaign, which he said is meeting
with considerable success, to destroy this confidence and that it
is up thing
to about
advertisers
to do someit. He suggested
the
use of the radio, among other
mediums in counteracting the antiadvertising drive. He blamed
principally Consumers Research
Inc., the Copeland bill and some
of the writings of Dr. Rexford G.
Tugwell,
culture. Undersecretary of AgriRadio has reached the precensorship stage, declared John P.
Cunningham, of Newell-Emmett
Co., in discussing good taste in advertising. Made bolder by claims
of competing media, he said, radio is approaching actual censorship and he defined good taste in
advertising as the "presentation
of yourtractsmessage
way that
atmore peoplein toa your
product
than it offends away from it, with
out, at the same time, impairing
the standing and sales ability of
advertising
itself."
S. Clay Williams,
of the R. J
Reynolds Tobacco Co., and former
chairman of the National Industrial Recovery Board, was the
principal
speakerHeat defended
the semi-annual banquet.
the
New Deal, but criticized those
within the Government whom he
termed "New Dealers Plus", peo
pie who would go much furthei
than the President intends to go
He said these people had causec
considerable misunderstanding ol
the President's purposes.
Other speakers and their sub.
jects: J.
"Local
- National
Rates"
Harry
Prudden,
of Prudden
KingtheandIndependent
Prudden; "The
Futunir
of
Retailer
Respect
Advertising,"
P. Sei
berling, tothe
SeiberlingJ. Rubbe:
Company; "Home Finance an(
Business Development," John H
Fahey, chairman of the Hoirn
the
Consumer
Thinks of Advertis
Owners
Loan Corporation;
"Wha'
ing
Copy,"
Prof.
Walter
B.
Pitkin
University.
School of Journalism, Columbu
Among the broadcasting execu
tives attending the conventioi
were for NBC: Richard C. Patter
son, Jr., executive vice president
Ed Kobak, vice president for sales
and vice presidents Niles Tram
mel and Roy C. Witmer; for CBS
H. K. Boice, vice president i
charge of sales; John Karol, direc
tor of research, and Mr. Bijui
For Mutual and WOR, Theodor
C. Streibert, treasurer, and Walte
Neff, director of sales of WOI
Mr. Church and Mr. Loucks.
Members of the ANA radi
group besides Chairman Peabod
are D. P. Smelser, Procter <
Gamble Co.; D. B. Stetler, Stanc
ard Brands; Harold Thomas, Cer
taur Co.; Paul W. Garrett, Genen
Motors Corp.; Robert V. Beucu
Andrew Jergens Co.; M. H. Leis
ter, Sun Oil Co.
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ttorneys

on

FCC

St by New Ruling
|?arman to Resign; Others
ijy Leave Federal Body Soon
£jL D. P. SPEARMAN, general
ipsel of the FCC, will resign efi ive not later than July 1 to re1 to the private practice of law
Washington.
While Mr. Spearl's resignation may have been
Itened by the adoption of a
ngent rule by the FCC barring
n practice before that agency
two years any attorney or em'e on its staff, he has mained that it was his intention
to remain with the agency for
;-er than a year when he ased the general counselship
July, at which time he left
icrative private practice,
imultaneously, it was learned
rL several other members of the
t legal staff, and probably ceri of its engineers would depart
|r to July 1, unless the FCC
i fit to modify the drastic rule,
jch, in effect, would preclude
• vers, and even engineers now
,he staff, from engaging in any
:tice before the FCC, once they
after the July 1 deadline,
nown to have under consideraseparating themselves from
service are Ralph L. Walker,
ran senior examiner, and Miss
ny Neyman, a mainstay of the
' Department.
MissRadio
Neyman,
.: joined the former
Common more than six years ago,
inderstood to have received a
hte proposal to practice radio
j Mr. Walker, who has served
on the legal staff and as exaer since his tenure began in
|, likewise is considering ending in private practice.
Possible Revision
MUCH stir has been caused by
jadoption of the resolution that
e is some possibility of its Tern, to remove its teeth, for
'j be
the crippled
FCC Law
Department
by wholesale
dejures. Moreover, the order, as
I written, is interpreted to af; engineers as well as lawyers
' other
it ismemevithat employes,
many FCCandstaff
including newcomers in all
Krtments, are debating seriousf hether .they will remain after
i£
tie rule was adopted by the
! May 1 upon motion of Comioner George Henry Payne. It
rseded a rule also offered by
Payne, which had been adopted
January following the investipn into the qualifications of
members conducted by the
-te Interstate Commerce Com|ee in connection with their conation. The latter rule, which
,. ly would have prevented FCC
jjj ers from representing clients
latters which were pending bethe agency at the time they
on its staff, was held to be
f ffective" by Mr. Payne.
'"' Iws
le rule
in fulladopted
text: by the FCC
one serving the Federal Comeations Commission on or after
alj^l, 1935, shall be permitted to
•lice, appear, or act as an attorney
)ent in any case, claim, contest or
; proceeding before the Commisf.-or before any division or agency
1 jbf, until two years shall have
1 hi after the separation of the
| > person from the said service.
Li ior to offering his resolution,
15, 1935

For 473 Hours
TO TEST its equipment under a continuous grind,
WIBM, Jackson, Miss., set
what it claims is a world record by broadcasting continuously for 473 Yz hours. The
only reason the station
stopped at that time was because of a required transfer
to the 1370 kc. channel.
Equipment stood up well under the test, says Charles A.
Hill, WIBM manager.
Commissioner Payne solicited the
opinions of leading lawyers as to
their views, and procured a sizable
number of endorsements. Among
those who favored the ruling were
Newton D. Baker, John W. Davis,
Felix Frankfurter, and some two
dozen presidents of state bar associations.
Mr. Payne's Statement
THE FOLLOWING statement was
issued by Commissioner Payne's
office upon introduction of the proposal at the May 1 meeting of the
FCC:
With thedorsement ofalmost
unanimous
enthe Presidents
of the
Bar Associations of the country, a
resolution was introduced yesterday
afternoon at the meeting of the FCC
that is intended to put an end to an
evil that lawyers have long been complaining about.
George Henry
Payne,
Federal
Communications
Commissioner,
introduced
this resolution after consultation with
lawyers from all over the country and
in so doing followed the practice set up
by the Supreme Court of the United
States, where there is a rule preventing any lawyer or employee from practicing before that tribunal until he
had been at least two years out of
the service of the court.
There has been a general movement
throughout the bar associations of the
country
a reform of
adopted in allto ofhavethe such
departments
the
government where there has been, occasionally, scandalous use made of information gathered by a practicing attorney when he was in the employment of the government.
The agitation for reform in the matter of attorneys leaving the commission and then reappearing as representatives of private interests began
with Senator Wheeler's denunciation
of the practice when the Federal Communications Commissioners were before Senator
Wheeler'sCommittee
committee,of the
the
Interstate
Commerce
Senate, last January. The Senator
denounced the practice and said it
had to stop and he hinted that a law
might be passed to put an end to it.
Among other things. Senator Wheeler
said, "that it is an extremely bad
practice, to say the least, for a man
to step out of the Federal Radio Commission and then go up there before
it
appear for private
clients. to* *do*
Theand Commission
itself ought
something about it."
The resolution introduced by Commissioner Payne following this discussion at the Capitol was found to be
ineifective and a more stringent resolution was introduced yesterday.

Fitch Doubles

Sales

ON THE BASIS of a 100% increase in business since going on
the air in September, 1933, F. W.
Fitch Co., Des Moines (hair lotion)
is increasing
work from 21itstoNBC-WEAF
57 stations netand
continuing the series through the
summer. Western and Canadian
stations are being added. Quoted
in the American Perfume?- & Essential Oil Review, Gail Fitch, advertisingradio
director, said
: "Thehave
results of our
program
been sufficiently successful to justify our broadcasting right on
through the summer months."
Chocolate Drink Discs
CHOCOLATE PRODUCTS Co.,
Chicago (Kayo bottled drink),
planning an extended series, is recording Buddy & Ginger 15-minute
programs at Mid-West Broadcasting Co. Inc., Minneapolis, with
pressing done at Allied Phonograph & Record Mfg. Co., Hollywood. J. L. Sugden Adv. Co., Chicago, handles Chocolate Products
advertising.
Socony Sport Parade
ALL MAJOR sports events in the
South Bend, Ind., area are being
sponsored over WSBT and WFAM,
South Bend, by Socony - Vacuum
Oil Co. Inc., New York, as a yearround Parade of Sports. The schedule for the year includes 118 hours
on the air. Local announcers will
handle the broadcasts. J. Stirling
Getchell Inc., Detroit, is the
agency.

our station
★
Up To The
Minute Programs
Direct from New York
*
Up To The
M inute Equipment
Gives quality transmission
THE NORTHERN CORPORATION
Owners and Operators of

WMEX
1500 kc — 250 w L.S. — 100 w N.
HOTEL MANGER — BOSTON
In America's Fourth Market
Tel. CAPitol 7560 — Teletype Bos. 157

Business is better in
Washington State.
K
5,000

CLEAR

WATTS

CHANNEL

STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York (Fleischmann's yeast) will
present Bob Ripley, "Believe It or
Not" cartoonist on the Sunday
bakers series on NBC-WJC next
fall.
N. B. C.
WF IL adelphia
Only Philadelphia outlet
forBlue
K B.Network
C. Basic
1000 Watts
560 Kilocycles

Up To The
Minute
Men
are employed by

NETWORK
SEATTLE
WASHINGTON

And business is much
better for those firms
who use KJR.
Sales managers will
do well to advertise
in this favored territory over this favorite
station.
The Grand Coulee
Dam and Bonneville
Dam projects are
speeding up business
here.
You will get your
share if you use KJR.
Fisher's Blend Stations, Inc., operating
KOMO-KJR, Seattle,
Washington.
For information consult
Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
New York Chicago
Detroit San Francisco
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Hearst
MENTION
MY

NAME
Did you ever call on a new prospect with the "edge" of special
permission to mention the name
of someone already on the "in"
with the prospect? It helps,
doesn't it?
And here's a WWVA "Mention
My Name" story that's mighty
interesting: A direct mail advertiser using daily time on WWVA
made this convincing test:
This advertiser selected one
thousand names, at random,
from the Wheeling telephone
directory and mailed each a sales
letter, purposely omitting any
mention of his WWVA broadcasting. Result: Very few inquiries, and closures next to
nothing. Next, the advertiser selected one thousand more names
from the same telephone directory and mailed them the same
material which was sent to the
first thousand, with this one exception: he rubber - stamped on
the envelope "Tune in on the
Sterling program on WWVA
every morning at 6:30". Result:
A greatly increased percentage
of inquiries which resulted in a
high percentage of closures.
And so once more it is proved
that WWVA has a reputation
with its listeners. To "mention
our name" in connection with
a product does count. And all
because we have built up that
confidence between listener and
station that "clicks" for advertisers. That's why we're crowded
for time. Consult our representatives about the most responsive radio audience in Eastern
Ohio, Western Pennsylvania
and West Virginia.
Columbia

5,000

Radio

Sues

Owners
of WMAL
Asks Performance of Contract
Alleged to Have Been Signed
LITIGATION which may require
six months before it can be settled,
has been launched by Hearst Radio
Inc., one of three bidders for
WMAL, Washington, which offered
$285,000 for the station, aside
from leasehold accruals for the
next three years which would
amount to an additional $106,000.
Other bidders were the Washington Post, and the Washington Star.
The station, under a five-year lease
which has three years to run at
$36,000 per year, now is operated
by NBC as its Washington Blue
network outlet — a lease which
would not be relinquished, it is understood, even with the sale of the
station.
The Hearst suit was filed in the
Supreme Court of the District of
Columbia on April 29 by T. J.
White, president of Hearst Radio
Inc., through attorneys Elisha Hanson and Eliot C. Lovett. It alleged
that on Jan. 12 the heirs of Martin
A. Leese and his widow signed an
agreement whereby the station
would be sold for the $285,000 plus
certain other considerations over a
five-year period. The agreement,
however, it was alleged, had not
been complied with and the suit
was filed to demand "specific performance" of this contract.
An answer will be filed for the
Leese administrators on or about
May 20, when it is due.
Named as defendants are Loraine Leese Good, daughter, Norman Leese and William Earl

Station

. . . represents our investment in one of
radio's finest organizations to keep
KSTP the Dominant Station in the 9th
U. S. RETAIL MARKET— that metropolitan area of Minneapolis and St.
Paul where 74.3c of every retail dollar
in Minnesota are spent!

WATTS

For specific details and valuable market data write —
General Sales Office, KSTP,

Virginia
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Minneapolis, Minn., or our

t\

is

Broadcasting Corp.
Hawley Building
WHEELING, W. VA
Representatives
J. H. McGILLVRA
485 Madison Ave., New York
JOHN KETTLEWELL
Palmolive BIdg-, Chicago

The Jan. 12 agreement provided
pay the $285,000 purthat Hearst
cute it."
chase price by initial payment of
by the FCC
upon approval
$50,000
and sale; $20,000
of
the transfer
each six months thereafter for
three years ; $50,000 in the ensuing
yearpaidafter
$65,000
year, and
at
to be
was the
Interest
that.
accompany$3,000 a year, or $1,500
ing each payment on the principal.
Written into the agreement was
that the revethe understanding
nue from the existing NBC lease
three
of $36,000 per year, for the
years the contract has to run,
expirawould continue. Following
tion of this lease, however, Hearst
pay $6,000 a year
agreetheto WMAL
would
studios for
rental for
three additional years.
Among other considerations was
"WMAL
ed call
be
for letters
50 years,
and "a
that the
one continu
OptiLeese
A.
M.
the
that
second
after termiyears
five
cal Co. for
nation of the lease with NBC
would be given as a part of the
sales agreement announcements
over WMAL having a value of not
less than $5,000 a year.

$1,995,000
. . . represents our investment in a
highly trained staff of men and women
whose brains, experience, and energy
make your program a success!

WWVA
II6O KILOCYCLES
West

Leese, sons, and Mrs. Fannie I.
Leese, widow. It was alleged that
the Jan. 12 agreement had not
been complied with but that on or
about Jan. 31, 1935, in lieu of the
deferred payments, the defendants
purdemanded payment of the full
chase price and that Hearst agreed.
About Feb. 1, the bill recites,
Hearst proposed a more formal
agreement, in order to have the
matter arranged for presentation
to the FCC. Despite this, however,
adit was charged that the Leesewithministrators "have refused,
exeto
ion,
justificat
out cause or

K

ST. PAUL I

National Representatives —
in New York: Paul H. Raymer
Co.; in Chicago, Detroit, San
Francisco: John Blair & Com-

LI
APO

NNE
IMI
DOMINATES THE

pany.

9th U.S. RETAIL

MARKET

Network

Business

Improved in Apri
Well Ahead of Level of 1934
Following a Good Winter
DESPITE the fact that natiom
network advertising was at a h
markably high level of activity
year ago, after a winter of ph<
nomenal recovery, both NBC an
CBS nevertheless registered sul
stantial gains in April this yes
over the gross income for the co
responding month in 1934.
In terms of percentages, the ii
creases are not as marked as son
of those recorded during the pr
ceding months, but considering tl
degree of recovery which had bet
attained by April last year, tl
figures this year are consider^
extremely satisfactory.
Moreover, while the improv
ment that can be made over got
months last year is not so marki
as that possible where comparis<
is being made with the le;
months between eighteen montl
and two years ago, the fact th
gains
being record*
shows are
that still
the saturation
poi
hasNBC
not took
yet been
reached.
in $2,692,073 gro
this April, or 12.4% more than
year ago, while CBS showed
percentage gain of 16.5 over i
previous April income, with 19
tallying $1,597,283.
The table shows
NBC comparisons
1935
%over
Increase
193
193 If
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.

$2,890,190
2,757,475
2,971,321
2,692,073

20.9 $2,391.6
20.3 2.197.2
20.2 2.473,1
12.4 2,368.1

524;
$11,311,059 16.6
over
CBS 1934 $9,430.J
1 935 % Increase
15.3
193>,
Jan.
Feb. $1,751,211 24.6
405.
387.S
371,(
Mar.
1,638,421
19.4
16.5
1,819,553
1,597,283
Apr.
$6,806,468
16.4 $5,689,^
NAB Ohio Committee
ORGANIZATION of the 01
state committee of the NAB n
effected in Columbus May 6, w
a score of broadcasters of 1
state in attendance. Chairm
Anning S. Prall, of the FCC i
dressed the broadcasters infor
ally and Philip G. Loucks, N.
managing director, explained
of the state organizati
purposes
Fred Palmer, WBNS, Columb
was elected chairman, John ■
Cleveland, vice ch£
Patt, WGAR,
man
and Warren Williamson
WKBN, Youngstown, secretary
Thousands of Roses
RETAIL florists, members
Southern California Floral Ind
tries, used a two-time spot
KHJ, Los Angeles, recently,
which a dozen roses were offe
free to listeners as part of a ci
paign to make the radio audie
"flower conscious".
FEATURES
On Transcriptions
Available to Stations and Agencies
Samples on Request
STANDARD
RADIO ADVERTISING CO.
Hollywood, Calif.
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Purchase
POOR
MAN'S
COURT
ON
THE AIR
By Amicably Settling Minor Disputes/Brooklyn Judge Has
-Developed Popular Program on WMCA
i HON. NATHAN SWEEDLER
Municipal Court Judge
Brooklyn, N- Y,T THESE DAYS, millions of the
st cosmopolitan population of
e United States listening-in over
e radio realize and appreciate
at broadcasting, far beyond afrding entertainment, is actually
rforming diversified important
iblic service. Recently Station
MCA, New York, initiated a susining night broadcast which, inresting and helpful as any proam on the air, enhances radio's
rvice by bringing home to listenthe utility of and the benefits
rived through such a public inItution as "Good Will Court".
As Judge in the Municipal Court
Brooklyn, and in 20 years predus law practice, I saw many
ars ago the crying need for a
oor man's court" for the settlejnt of disputes of every kind
thout technicalities, delays or
wsuits, free to all persons, irreective of race, nationality, or
eed. In 1928 "Good Will Court",
lg a fond hope, became a reality
carrying out such purpose.
[When the result rectifies external
Siculties, when it changes hatred
i;o love and mutual antipathy and
Dtrust into sympathetic underkndings, among other altruistic
Ijectives, then certainly the "Good
!p.ll Court" is entitled to the enniums showered upon it by those
jio have used such tribunal, by
riists, by social workers, the
ess, and, now a broadcasting sta■n in New York City.
jRadio stations throughout the
untry, and particularly in indusal centers, will find a "Good Will
tart" broadcast a unique and use1 program which will attract a
gmendously large audience, belles much favorable publicity.
g|Such broadcasts will not only ex;nd direct service, by proper ad'nications
guidance tothethose
rStress,
by by
enlightening
publicin
rough information imparted in
ich program, but will add to comjunity welfare through so arous■t,jg public opinion as to insure the
vf eation of more "Good Will
' .urts".
JStation program directors can
cept the assurance that, if confi-

JUDGE

SWEEDLER

dences are observed, if identities
are kept secret by presenting cases
in key, it is possible, at little or no
expense, to prepare and present to
their listeners a most human "Good
Will
Court"Either
program
based
on life's
problems.
on the
reading
of
letters from those affected who cannot attend the broadcast, or by
brief recital of cases by persons
who are present, prominent members of the bench and bar, physicians, psychiatrists, clergymen, editors, economists — those who can
give expert advice and guidancewill willingly come to the studio to
act as "judges" in extending such
public service as at the same time
aids in solving difficulties confronting unfortunates.
Leading citizens of any community will consider as a compliment
an invitation to be part of the studio audience to listen to such broadcast.
In my opinion, "Good Will
Court" broadcasts, in addition to
serving a direct purpose, will also
be educational, because of the wisdom which must necessarily flow
from "decisions" by men and women of the learning and experience
of the "judges".

INCOME

WFAA\

WF
DALLAS,

A

A

50,000 WATTS

TEXAS
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Families, Survey Shows
A NEW RADIO will be the next
purchase of most Chicago families,
the 1935 De Paul marketing survey of Chicago reveals. Tabulation
of 5,931 personal interviews with
families in all parts of Chicago,
made by students in the marketing
department of De Paul University's College
of Commerce
to find
out what
these
families want
to
buy next, shows radios at the top,
first choice
of Automobiles
11.1% ofarethose
interviewed.
in second
place, first choice of 9.7%, and rugs
third with 5.4%.
These findings show a considerably increased interest in radio
over last year, when automobiles
were the first choice of 14.5 per
cent of the families interviewed and
radio a poor second with 7.7 per
cent. In 1932, when the first De
Paul marketing survey was made,
automobiles ranked first with 24%
of the families, electric refrigerasecond, 19.5%, and radios
third, tors
7.3%.
In these surveys families were
asked to indicate first, second and
third choice. The 36 items covered
were dernotbut listed
alphabetical
were in
chosen
rather orby
drawing
out;26th
for onexample,
biles came
the listautomoin the
current study, which covers the
month of March, 1935.
L. M. McDermott, professor of
marketing at De Paul, told Broadcasting's representative that the
students are now conducting a survey of radio program preference
in 6,000 Chicago homes.

Spot

Radio

Really

Building of New Studios
Of KNX Gets Under Way
WORK on new studios and quarters for KNX, Hollywood, started
May 10, with completion expected
by mid-July, according to a joint
statement
by Guy C. Broadcast
Earl Jr., president of Western
Co.,
and Naylor Rogers, vice-president
and general manager. The new
quarters will have some 20,000
square feet of floor space, including six studios as well as rehearsal
and audition halls.
The main transmitter will remain at Sherman Oaks, in San Fernando Valley. K. G. Ormiston,
chief engineer, is supervising installation of technical equipment
and has just returned from an inspection trip in the East.
WWNC
Operated By The
Citizen Broadcasting Company, Inc.
ASHEVILLE,

N. C.

Tourists ...
Business

In!

. . . Up!

The heavy-spending season is
now on in Asheville and Western Carolina. Retail sales, already good, will mount even
higher the next few months.
And WWNC is the sole blanket
radio coverage of this far-famed
tourist section!
Full Time NBC Affiliate
1,000 Watts
570 Kilocycles

Advertising

WORKS

in

NEBRASKA
Here's ONE

case of many:

A three-times-a-week advertiser received such encouraging results he increased his time to three —
PER DAY! These, again, did so well that, within
had contracted for FIVE— PER DAY—
30 days,
for
ONE heYEAR!

MISSOURI

Represented Nationally By Edw. Petry & Co. Inc.
ay 15, 1935

of Chicago

Write for facts to the association office or any of
the individual stations shown below.

* Authority: Sales Management
Survey of Buying Power
800 K. C.

First Choice

Radios

If YOU need inquiries — dealers — sales — use spot
radio advertising in Nebraska. Nebraska is one of
the top 6 states in per capita wealth. This money is
being spent. We have an abundance of proof that
Nebraska folks are among the nation's best buyers —
and that spot radio advertising is the way to reach
them.

billions
SPENDABLE

of New

VALLEY BROADCASTING ASSN.
Omaha, Nebraska
KFAB
WOW
KOIL
Omaha, Nebr. Omaha, Nebr. and Co. Bluffs, la. Omaha, Nebr. and Lincoln, Nebr.
KGBZ
KFOR
WJAG
Lincoln, Nebr.
Norfolk, Nebr.
York,
KGNFNebr.
KMMJ
KGFW
North Platte, Nebr.
Clay Center, Nebr,
Kearney, Nebr.
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Daytona Beach Staff
at DayWMFJ, 100-watt station
tona Beach, Fla., on 1420 kc,
Wright
W.
owned and operated by
Esch, Florida radio pioneer, is tied
up with the All-Florida chain for
special broadcasts and is using
WBS transcriptions after a month
on the air. Selection of the staff
has been completed and it consists
of Russ Brinkley, chief announcer
and continuity director; Roger
Skelton, dramatic director; Duke
Brewer, commercial manager ;
Roscle Beech, commercial representative; Joseph Gardberg, chief en-t
gineer; Bryan Wright, assistan
engineer; B. B. Esch, program director; Donald Hood, remote technician; Helen B. Pope, office manager.

WJAY

Cleveland
610 Kilocycles
An Independent Station
BIG

Coverage

Code for Broadcasters
Not Affected by Joint
Resolution in Congress
SHOULD Congress adopt the
extenproposing
joint sionresolution
of NRA until
April 1, 1936,
it would have no bearing whatever upon continuance of the code
for the broadcasting industry, according to James W. Baldwin, executive officer of the Code Authority. As originally written, the
resolution, while it would amend
the existing law in drastic fashion
by curtailing the powers of the
NRA over certain types of industries, apparently would have no
effect
dustry. upon the broadcasting inThe measure still has to be considered in the House. As proposed in the Senate it is construed not to effect price-filing,
of the broadcasemeans
which, in
castingthe
industry,
the filing
of rates with the Code Authority.
Moreover, since radio broadcasting
is definitely understood to be interstate commerce, code operations would not be disturbed. Only
service industries in intra-state
commerce would be relieved of
code obligations.
Meanwhile there is pending before the U. S. Supreme Court the
suit to test the constitutionality
of the National Industrial Recovery Act, creating the NRA. Should
this act be held unconstitutional,
then all codes automatically would
be dissolved unless salvaged by
some unforeseen Congressional
act.

VACATION

PARADISE

Auttoun

PITTSBURGH, PA.
Pittsburgh vacationists stay near home
(Jft

this YEAR-AROUND buying market they:
Camp on rivers and in primeval forests
Golf at Oakmont and other fine courses
Play at luxurious country clubs

-@ndt9 wherever they go, whatever they do,
they have their radios along
So -What?*

o, they tune in WCAE,

acknowledged

Pittsburgh's most popular radio station
Basic Red Network
NBC
Nationally represented by
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY
WCAE
- NEW YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
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Educators
Upheaval
At Ohio

Oppose
of Radio
Sessions

Broadcasting a Neutral News
Medium, Says William Hard
REFRESHING unanimity of view
among educators, who apparently^
now appear to seek only modification of program routines and reforms in some methods of presentation rather than wholesale upheavals in radio, was displayed by
the majority of speakers at the
combined meeting of the National
Advisory Council on Radio in Education and the Institute for Education by Radio in Columbus, 0.,
MayThe 6-8.
meeting was held on the eve
of the national conference on this
subject called by FCC to convene
May 15 in Washington and throws
light upon the proposals that will
be made at that important conference.
It was the first time the two educational groups had held joint
meetings for the discussion of
broadcasting conditions and techniques. Leaders in government,
education and broadcasting addressed the sessions, including
Chairman Anning S. Prall, of the
FCC ; Philip G. Loucks, NAB managing director; Dr. Levering Tyson, director of the Council, and
Dr. W. W. Charters, chairman of
the Institute.
FCC to Cooperate
CHAIRMAN
PRALL
in restrained fashion
of thespoke
relation
of
radio to education. He assured educators and broadcasters alike that
the FCC desires to cooperate in
the development of a definite and
practical plan for expansion and
modernization of education by
means
of broadcasting.
"Thatmodern
there
is a fertile
field for such
methods in this direction is unquestioned," he said. "A time more
opportune to put it into effect has
never presented itself, and that the
universal demand for a broader
use of radio for educational purposes increases as time goes on and
as modern mechanical improvements mark the progress of the
possibilities of radio makes its application to greater educational
uses
possible."the history of educaRetracing
tion, Mr. Prall pointed out there
has now developed radio as an instrumentality tobroaden the educational horizons. Radio, he asserted, already is doing a tremendous educational service, far surpassing the newspapers, which he
described as lacking the universality of circulation and the directness of appeal. "Scan the daily
programs of our broadcasting stations and see how closely these cardinal school objectives are paralleled by the numbers broadcast
over the
radio," reads
he said.
radio
program
like"Many
a pagea
from the curriculum of a progresIt siveremains
for the school,
school."
Butte, Montana
Where Silver is mined
KGIR

NBC

outlet

through constructive criticism, Mr.
Prall declared, to aid in improving
serprogram
of radio that
the quality
vice. He concluded
divergent
views for harnessing education
with radio will be presented at the
May 15 conference and he called
upon broadcasters and educators
alike to do their share "to bring to
a successful conclusion the work

conference."
of this Pooling
Experience
DECLARING he was in agreement
of
Prall's statement
with Chairman ago
that the fullest
several weeks
as an
of radio
usemedium
possibletional
has not
yeteducabeen
to the
proposed
found, Mr. Loucks
conference that the educators pool
their experiences with the 15 years
of experience of the broadcasters
to find the solution. Summarizing
his remarks, he said:
"Broadcasters alone have the responsibility under the law for what
goes on the air. They have found
certain principles peculiar to radio
which must be observed in the successful presentation of educational
programs. They have built and
presented successful educational
their own and have
programs of
cooperated
successfully with groups
of educators in presenting othei
educational programs. They have
educafollowed the objectivebe that
interesting
tion by radio must
and unbiased as well as democratic
in its concept and supplementary
They are cooperatin its purpose.
ing and are willing to cooperate
with educators. While they hav<
found some disagreement amon£ )
educators with respect to radio ii
education they have found tha
there is a general attitude amonj
them that more adequate program:
could be developed through close:
"The answer will be found, I be
* * * out of a plai
cooperation.
in the working
lieve,
for cooperative action which con
hand the util
templatesof onthethe15 one
ization
years of experi
ence accumulated by the broadcast
ers and on the other hand the ap
of thos
the knowledge
plication
educators of who
have familiarize
themselves with practical broac
Upon this found
casting problems.
ation could be erected a practicE
working laboratory in whic
broadcasters and educators coul
work harmoniously with a view t
to practical agreement
coming
and
solutions.
"Perhaps, at the beginning
single community could be chose
for this experimental work, usin
individual stations as the labon
tories. The knowledge of admini;
tration, presentation technique, ait.
educational program content a?
quired in this single experimei
could then be applied throughoi
the land. As programs of teste
worth and merit are devised and
is found that they will attract ar
hold large audiences, they shou
be offered to nation-wide aud
Reaction of Women

the FOD
"open letter"
IN AN constitut
ed his tospeech,
which
ences."satired radio as a three-rn
Tyson
(five ring including local:tl
circus
ters for
chided
and
s ofbroadcas
samenes
programs, plus :
over -supply of comedians, croone
and the like. He asked the FCC
"crack the whip", since it has tl
authority, and bring about a gres
er diversity for the sake of the 1)
teners. "It seems to this listenei
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dis"that a proper
\ concluded,differen
t types of per:bution of
■mances on a single station and
i between stations is far more imirtant, so far as listeners are conJsned than the allotment of some
npulsory percentage of time to
iy one or more classes of service
it the broadcast showmen try to
j-e."
iVomen's reactions to programs
re presented by Mrs. Harold V.
of the Women's
illigan,
tional chairman
Radio Committee,
and
■s. B. F. Langworthy, president
the National Congress of Paris and Teachers. The former
d her group, representing affili,id clubs with 10,000,000 women
mbers, has lined up for better
;lio, and has organized listener
>ups to hear and discuss worthile programs; is tabulating proims sponsored by advertisers on
,al stations, and is writing to
)adcasters, telling of programs
.predated and not appreciated.
Mrs. Langworthy described sochildren's
programs
the
latestiledradio
problem
of theas day.
je said that radio may prove a
fankenstein, "unless, in their wis'|n, those
whoby control
the proems, guided
the intelligence
ius who listen, shall keep the ratheir slave and not allow it to
:ome their master."
Freedom of the Air
GREGATION of a "decent pro■tion" of the air for educational
jtitutions was advocated by Presnt Herman G. James, of the
iversity of South Dakota, as a
ans of checking the "rise of the
nagogue". These facilities, he
d, "should be definitely and lastly protected against encroachnt either by the political adminrations that happen to be in
ver or by special interests."
nile he said the danger of goviiment interference' with liberty
!speech and of press is remote,
^nevertheless saw the possibility
radio censorship or suppression
governmental action as "very
1".
fiVilliam Hard, news commentaand political analyst, pointed
Dr. James' statement as in dit conflict with that made several
rs ago by President Glenn
nk, of the University of Wisusin, who said "radio will be the
nth knell of the demagogue",
us, he added, radio has been unidietable in its nature. "Radio,"
. Hard education.
asserted, It"was
to revoionize
has not
done
It was to revolutionize poliIt has not done so. In my
gment it cannot do so."
Describing the American sysm, as good, Mr. Hard suggested
eral steps which, in his opinion,
;uld make it better and maintain
iedom of the air. He proposed a
it on the number of radio chans that can be occupied by one
nership and a check on the ten|»cy toward newspaper ownerjp of radio stations,
freedom of the air is mainned, he said, not by legislation,
I by "the multitudinousness of
llio station ownership. If any
i station tried to close its air to
tain ideas, there is almost alys some neighboring station
Mi, under a different and coming ownership, can be persuadto give those ideas an oppority to reach the ears of listenwho like the idea in question,
hink that some limit should be
<iy 15, 1935

John Law on the Job
EDGAR H. FELIX, radio
consultant, and his assistant,
J. C. Waller, were arrested
in Wilmington, Del., as suspicious characters while measuring field strength of the
new 50 kw. transmitter of
WOR, Newark. The police
figured that they were conducting some sort of shortwave communication for
bootleggers. In the future
they plan to carry a bundle
of credentials that will satisfy alert guardians of the
public welfare. The Wilmington grilling lasted several
hours before they were released for lack of evidence.
placed tions
to which
the can
number
of radio sta-in
be controlled
their political policies by the head
of one organization. * * *
Neutral News Conveyors
"THERE are now more than 100
stations owned by newspapers. Mr.
Hearst is accumulating a whole
group of them. Newspapers, in the
preservation
of liberty,
different function
from thehave
one a that
is properly discharged by radio
stations. Radio stations are properly essential neutral conveyors of
all varieties of thought. Newspapers can properly have editorial
policies. * * * But is a man, saturated with editorial conviction and
dedicated to propagandist activity,
the best possible sort of a man for
the controlling of a properly, utterly neutral form of opinion such
as Among
a radio others
station?"
who addressed the
sessions were George R. Bryant,
emergency schools supervisor for
the FERA in Ohio; Raymond G.
Swing, editor of The Nation, who
forecast changes in radio in the
future; Miss Agnes Samuelson,
Iowa State superintendent of public instruction; Conyers Read,
chairman of the American Historical Association's radio committee,
and Tracy F. Tyler, secretary for
the National Committee on Education by Radio.
The visionary plan for a government network, alluded to elsewhere in this issue, was discussed
by Dr. A. G. Crane, president of
the University of Wyoming, and
member of the Morgan anti-commercial radio educational group.
RCA Profit Up 31%
CONSOLIDATED gross income of
Radio Corporation of America for
the first quarter amounted to $21,265,789 compared with $19,133,919
last year, David Sarnoff, RCA
president, informed stockholders
May 7 at the annual meeting. This
represents an advance of 11%. Net
profit for the quarter was $1,618,025, a gain of 31%. Mr. Sarnoff
said this was the sixth consecutive
quarter in which RCA earned a
profit. Directors elected for three
years were Arthur E. Braun, John
Hays Hammond Jr., Edward W.
Harden, David Sarnoff; other directors are James G. Harbord,
chairman; Newton D. Baker, Cornelius N. Bliss, Bertram Cutler,
De Witt Millhauser, Edward J.
Nally,
James R. Sheffield, Frederick Strauss.

WFIL Religious Policy
Is Placed in the Hands
Of Local Cleric Group
ADOPTION May 12 by WFIL,
Philadelphia, of a religious policy
similar to that of NBC but conforming to its regional position
places broadcasts of this type under the supervision of an Advisory
Council composed of three prominent Philadelphia clerics, Donald
Withycomb, general manager, has
announced. Sponsored religious
programs will not be accepted.
The casts
station
will cease
broadfrom churches,
except
for
outstanding events, replacing them
with speakers recommended by the
council. Suitable musical background will be supplied by WFIL
and programs will originate in the
studios. In addition the council
will pass on all requests from individuals and organizations for
the use of WFIL's facilities for
religious programs, each request
to be referred to the member of
the council representing the faith
of the applicant.
Members of the council are Rt.
Rev. Mons. H. L. Lamb, chancellor
of the Archdiocese of Philadelphia;
Rev. J. A. MacCallum D.D., minister of the Walnut St. Presbyterian Church, and Rabbi Wm. H.
Fineshriber D.D., of Temple Keneseth Israel.
WFIL will continue to carry religious programs supplied by the
NBC-WJZ network. The purpose
of the policy, says Mr. Withycomb,
is to present sacred programs of
general
appeal non - controversial
in character.
The

BRUNO
20-22
NEW

Currier's Spots
A SERIES of 25-second dramatized disc announcements for McKesson-Western Wholesale Drug
Co., Los
Angeles
(Currier's
lets) is being
rotated
among tabsix
western stations in a test campaign and will continue through
the early summer. The 15 discs
were transcribed at RCA-Victor
Hollywood studios. Logan & Stebbins, Los Angeles, is the agency.
The discs are placed on KHJ, Los
Angeles; KFRC, San Francisco;
KOIN, Portland, Ore.; KFPY, SpoDenver.kane; KSL, Salt Lake City; KLZ,
Market

With

MONEY!
Among the fifteen largest
markets, Milwaukee rates —
Home Ownership
3rd
Automobile Ownership
. 5th
Radio Ownership
2nd
Industrial Payrolls . . , . , . 6th
Covered Thoroushly ONLY by

WTMJ
THE
M | LWA U K E E
JOURNAL
STATION
EDWARD

SYMBOL

PETRY

& CO.

of QUALITY

LABORATORIES
West

22nd

YORK,

Street
N.

Y.
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A FA
RADIO
MAPS

OUTLINE
of the
United States

Every city in the U. S. having
a radio station as of February
15, 1935, is shown . . . Time
zones are indicated . . • The
reverse side of the map carries
a complete log of broadcast
stations, alphabetically by state,
city, and call letters, with wave
lengths and powers shown.
The map is 17^x11% inches,
printed on white ledger paper
that permits the use of ink
without smudging.

Will

Discuss

Retailing by Radio
Broadcast Issues on Agenda
Of Convention Next Month
RADIO as a medium for retail advertising and the mutual problems
facing the buyers and sellers of
radio advertising will be the two
principal topics to be discussed at
the annual meeting of the NAB
commercial section, to be held at
the Palmer House, Chicago, June
10-11, in conjunction with the 31st
Annual Convention of the Advertising Federation of America.
General meetings of the Commercial Section will take place on
Monday and Tuesday mornings,
while a special meeting of the
NAB Commercial Committee will
be held on Tuesday afternoon.
Progress made by the NAB in the
establishment of an agency recognition bureau, and in its efforts
for the creation of a -cooperative
bureau for the determination of
coverage and listener data will be
among the matters discussed by
the Committee at that time.
Panel Discussions
IN ADDITION to the general
topics of the meeting, the NAB
has planned addresses by Anning
S. Prall, chairman of the FCC and
E. J. Adams, chairman of the Special Board of Investigation of the
Federal Trade Commission. Chairman Prall has been invited to
speak on Monday morning and Mr.
Adams on Tuesday morning.
A unique feature of the Com-

Silver Dust Series
A SERIES of 104 announcements
for Silver Dust were started May
10, over 22 Eastern stations.
With one exception, all the announcements are of one minute
duration. Over WOR the announcements are for five minutes.
announcedaytime
of
This series
ments will be heard
twice a day on
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday;
three times a day on Thursday
and Friday. Live announcements
are being made at present, but
transcriptions will be shipped out
in about ten days. The stations
are: WMCA, WCAU, WFBR,
WRC, WGBI, WERE, WHP,
WFBG, WJAC, KDKA, WWVA,
WSAZ, WMMN, WTAG, WTIC,
WOR, WCHS, WBEN, WSYR,
BatWHAM, WNBF and WGY.Osborn
Durstine and
Barton,agency.
Inc., ten,
is the

mercial Section meetings this year
is the fact that they will be organized in the form of panel discussions. Under this system vary25 Copies
£2.00
ing points of view regarding the
50 Copies
£3.75
problem under consideration will
100 Copies
£5.00
leading authoribe presented by which
discussion
ties, following
Single Copies
10c
will be opened to all present.
The retail broadcast advertising
meeting will be held Monday morning. The following speakers have
been invited to participate in the
BROADCASTING
panel discussion at that time: Mrs.
Margaret Fitzgerald, advertising
manager, James McCreery & Co.,
New York; Frank W. Spaeth, manpromotion diviNational Press Building
sales
ager
of the
sion,
National
Retail Dry Goods
Washington, D. C.
Association; Kenneth Taylor, vice
president, John Taylor Dry Goods
Co., Kansas City; John Shepard,
3d, president of WNAC, and owner
of the Shepard Stores; John M.
CO.
H
GRAP
TELE
FEDERAL
Henry, manager, station KOIL,
_ _ _ . _
FAMED
FOR
Omaha; Walter J. Neff, sales manand Dr. HerWOR, Newark, merchandising
manager,
S, Hettinger,
performance
TUBES
RADIO
department, University of Pennsyldivania, and at present research Carrector of the NAB. H. K.
penter, manager, WHK, Cleveland,
will preside as chairman.
Subject matter of the Monday
LONG LIFE • UNIFORM
include matmorning
CHARACTERISTICS
ters suchmeeting
as the will
coordination of
broadcast advertising with the
Made under Federal Telegraph
Company-Owned Patents
other phases of the store promotion program, the particular ways
in which retailers can most effectively use radio, the mutual probFederal Telegraph Co,
lems of retailers and broadcasters
Tube F-3S7A
Halt Wave Rectifier
and developing a radio advertising campaign, special problems
il. (Interchangeable
V. 8S7 and W. E. with
266A
facing different types of retail
stores and the like.
Tuesday morning's panel will be
concerned principally with questions such as the standardization
>F-357A, half wave rectifier
of coverage and listener data,
recognition, merchandising service,
illustrated above, represents just
and similar items.
one of a long line of Federal TeleSpeakers who have been invited
to participate in this panel are:
graph Co. Radio Tubes "Famed for
Benson, npresident, AmeriA. Associatio
John can
Performance" throughout the world .
of Advertising
Federal Telegraph Co. engineers
Jones,
Duane , Inc.;BlackettAgencies;- Hummert
Stuart
Sample
have greatly improved this type of
chairmercury vapor tube by shielding it.
Peabody, the Borden Co.,Associaof thers;
the boardAdvertise
In F-357A the arc is confined within
Hugh
tionmanofofNational
the shield which reduces bulb blackK. Boice, vice president in charge
of sales, CBS; Edgar Kobak, vice
ening and materially reduces the
president in charge of sales, NBC;
tendency to arc back. A special
John F. Patt, manager of WGAR,
Federal Telegraph Company, a Mackay filament core material insures perCleveland; Lloyd C. Thomas, manRadio subsidiary, maintains a tube service
organization that really wants to serve you.
ager, WROK, Rockford, 111.
manency of the oxide coating and
Arthur B. Church, chairman of
prevents flaking. Write for catalog.
the NAB Commercial Committee
will preside at the Tuesday mornJ.
N.
Newark.
Avenue,
Pleasant
Mt.
200
COMPANY,
TELEGRAPH
FEDERAL
ing meeting.
PRICES
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Small

Tire

Store,

By Adopting Radio,
Outselling Rivals
Popular Program Builds Trade
To Biggest in Greenville
A SMALL service station in Greenville, S. C, using WFBC, and accommodating only four cars at
a time, sells more tires than an>
other Greenville dealer, many oi
whom have as much as 20 times the ;
floor space. The service station i;
the Buck Rawlings Tire Co., lo
on a bridge near the cent<y
cated
of the city, and agent for Kell;
Springfield tires.
The sponsor's program cost:
about $150 a week. It is a half
hour long and is heard Thursday
nights at the same time as tto
Fleischman program with Rud;
Vallee. The Rawlings compan;
traces its success directly to its ra
dio advertising.
A Full House
THE SHOW was first presente
from the WFBC studios in the Im
perial Hotel. So many studio visi
tors came that the studios coul
sho-\
The aud
them.school
not accommodate
was
moved to a large
torium capable of accommodatin
1,000. This became too small. Al
ter the fourth broadcast from thi
was moved int
the minstrel
point Carolina
the
Theatre, largest i
the state, and every Thursda
night a packed house greets tt
performers.
The show is produced by Hai
a former professional mil
McBee,
strel man whose particular ta
ent is blackface comedy. It coi
tains three other blackface c
medians, a male quartet, two sol
ists, a girls' trio and a band.
An interesting part of the stoi
is the fact that a half-hour pr
gram, on an independent statio
can yield a profit to a sponsor wl
per week for
is paying
when
it's on$150
the air in competitk
with
one of chain radio's most po
ular programs.
Suit Against KMTR
KMTR, Hollywood, was sued
April by Wallace S. Wiggins ai
ted
Ernest Voice
L. Spencer,
"The
of theincorpora
Orange Ei

pire". Plaintiffs seek to recov
$6,389 in asserted damages resu
ing from discontinuing the We:
era Union lines from KRE
last
SantaJuly.
Ana, to KMTR, Hollywoc
Four oil companies which ha
used NBC for two or more years
Standard and Ric
Sun,— Sinclair,
field
again will be on the air d\
increas t
withmaking
summer,
ing oftheauto
use
radio sets
medium a "natural" for sales p:
motion among motorists.
Mexicans Seek Boosts
XEMO, Tijuana, Mexico, a
XEBC, Agua Caliente, Mexi
have petitioned the Mexican g(
ernment for increases to 50,(
watts. Baron Long controls XE.
and Wirth Bowman, XEMO. 1
stations are said to be taki
considerable business from KP
and KGB, San Diego, though mi
of it is in accounts which cam
be handled by American station
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RECOGNIZING

THE

ANNOUNCER

Objectives of Proposed Association Are Described
—
By the Organizer of the Movement
that the experience, knowledge,
By VERL D. BRATTON
WREN, Lawrence, Kansas
foresight, and adaptability of the
announcer plays no small part in
NYBODY can
the making of a successful radio
—
production. In no few cases the
.nounce!"
c h was the
announcer of today is the station
neral opinion
executive of tomorrow.
ring the early
Admission Standards
ys of broadting, and such
I HAVE received letters of suggesthe opinion of
tion and encouragement from all
ae people toparts of the United States, and all
. Someone
seem to be in general accord as to
n d s the anMr. Bratton
standards and purposes of the asmcer a sheet
sociation. Standards for admiscontinuity, tells him what stusuggested are : Eighteen
to use — someone points out the monthssion continuous
active announper mike, shows him how to turn
cing experience, and, recommendation of the station manager. There
on — following someone's direc1, the announcer reads continumust, of course, be some instruthat someone else wrote,
ment through which exchange of
^ow let's take another viewpoint
expression of personal opina moment. Mr. and Mrs. X are ideas, ion,
round-table discussions, and
ening to the radio. In response
national news may be published.
a brief commercial plug, a disSeveral suggestions as to the
sion arises which results in the manner
of effecting an announcers
association have been offered. The
■chase of the product advertised
the program. Who started that general opinion is that we should
:ussion? Mr. and Mrs. X will hold a national meeting in Colower,
"We the
were announcer
listening to said
the
rado Springs during the NAB Naio and
tional Convention there in the
" So anyone can announce,
early part of next July, provided
yone is competent to represent the NAB has no objection. Such
manufacturer, the advertiser,
a national meeting would enable us
program, and the station as a to establish our association immeio guest in the home of Mr. and diately.
3. X?.
Other suggestions which I have
)f course not ! Today a good received include the extending of
louncer must possess an ever in- membership to include the entire
asing list of qualifications. His radio production staff. These are,
ation is fast becoming a profes- as I say, suggestions which I have
1 with the educational prerequireceived in response to my props of a profession.
posal that a national association
be formed. I hope that those who
The Time to Rise
have not as yet expressed themselves to me on the subject will
RING my seven years with
1EN I have deplored the fact do so immediately, for the success
t announcers have been the re- of any such enterprise depends entirely upon the interest and coents of so little recognition for
operation of those directly conir part in the advancement of
cerned. I am also interested in
io. As a result, I have taken it
n myself to correspond with an- knowing how station managers feel
about the value of such an assoncers throughout the United
tes, suggesting that the time is ciation.
I wish to extend personal thanks
pitious for announcers to beie associated and acquainted for cooperation received from
L)ugh the formation of a na- Broadcasting Magazine; Mr. Vernon H. Smith, manager of Station
ial association for the distribui of information of particular WREN; Ernest Pontius and George
Callahan, my fellow announcers at
:rest and assistance to announWREN; and from the following
fe. Unfortunately, in a few iso- announcers
and their stations:
[d cases my suggestion has been
Chester Veeder, Robert Rissling,
construed as an attempt to fosPhillip Brooke and John Sheehan
janhas"announcer's
union".
of WGY; J. Howard Ackley of
been farther
fromNothmy
WOWO; Jack Shannon of WFBL;
Jghts.
Lansing of WTCN; John
'heassociation
objectives must
and standards
of Hal
Jaeger of WNEW; Arthur F. Edes
of course be
irmined by a representative na- of WEEI; Daryl McAllister of
ial committee. I realize that the WKY; A. K. Redmond of WHP;
upetitive atmosphere which sur- Jack Knell, Lloyd Dennis, Wayne
Henry Latham, Bill Whitfield, Ken
jnds many stations of the same
Smith of WHDH; Raymond HolIpe territory has been prohibi- lingsworth
of KGRS; Larry Coke
to local cooperation. However,
lone can deny that a national of KGNF; Bill Goodrich, John
hange of ideas is inevitably an Peter DePagter and Ray Olson of
fet to all concerned,
WNAX; F. C. Sowell, Jr., Herman
.s main objectives, I would sug- Grizzard, and Charles S. Roberts
Through standards of ad- of WLAC; Charles A. Smithgall
of WGST; Monte Rosenwald of
tance to membership, through
peration between members in KOB; Howard J. Perry of W2XR;
:ussion and exchange of ideas, Jack L'Ecuyer and Frank Stewart
of WACO; Reginald Allen, Lee
:ain the recognition in the work
advancing radio that our pro- Vickers and J. B. Clark of WDNC;
C. Wilbert Pettegrew of WOSU;
don rightly deserves^
H. William Koster, Howard W.
n announcer is no longer mereMemmott, Arthur Wallberg and
. convenient "mouthpiece". Sta- Kenneth
Houseman of WPRO; A.
managers
and advertising
ncies are well aware of the fact E. Mickel of KFJB; Harry Wood
iiy 15, 1935
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Youthful Group Starts
Station in Parkersburg
ESTABLISHED by five young
men under 25, WPAR, Parkersburg, W. Va., a 100-watt full time
station, will begin operation June
1 after a year of preparation.
The station, to operate on 1420 kc,
has established studios in the
Chancellor Hotel and becomes the
first broadcasting unit in that city.
Heading the Ohio Valley Broadcasting Corp., which created the
station, is Max A. Morgan, nephew
of former Gov. E. F. Morgan of
West Virginia. Although only 24,
he has been identified with technical radio for six years and will
serve as WPAR chief engineer.
General manager of the station is
Harold McWhorter, who has had
five years experience in radio.
Other organizers are Marion H.
McDowell, a licensed amateur since
1925, who designed the equipment; Ken Given production manager and announcer, and Sherwood Musgrave, publicity director.

CONGRESS
is in session
This interesting assembly has
attracted thousands of people
to Washington . . . Society, too,
has taken on vivid color as
"Who's lists
Who".
enjoy
guest
read You
like will
a World's
Washington.
Stop at this distinctive
hotel.
Quietlocation,
exclusiveness,
downtown
facing
Lafayette Park.

RETURN of Admiral Richard E.
Byrd to the United States was
broadcast May 10 over networks,
with a number of independent stations taking the program.
and Gene Reynolds of KFPW;
Vern Hansen, Albert Gilbert,
George Comte and James Fleming
of WHA; Noel R. Van Hecke of
WIBU; Carl Menzer of WSUI; C.
M. Games, Joe Lee, Paul Hughes
of KADA; Claude H. Haring, J.
Melville May of WCBA and
WSAN; Ronald Jenkins of WSOC;
C. M. Rowe of WCAT.

LAFAYETTE PARK AT SIXTEENTH
NATHAN SINROO.MOR.
WASHINGTON, D.C.
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WLWL

to

Resume

Lobbyist Campaign
Petition for Clear Channel on
Full Time Set for Hearing
COINCIDENT with the action of
the FCC denying the motion of
WLWL, New York, operated by
the Paulist Fathers, for a junior
reallocation of stations to provide
the New York station with full
time on an existing clear channel,
it became known that the Paulists
would resume their intensive lobbying operations in Congress in
an effort to force favorable action.
After denying the motion May 1,
the FCC Broadcast Division ordered the petition set for hearing
June 27. This places the burden
of proof on WLWL to show why
the far-reaching shifts should be
made, whereas, if the FCC had followed the suggested course of
WLWL, the other stations would
have been called in to show cause
why the action should not be taken.
The WLWL proposal, submitted
Jan. 15, would affect the assignments of nine stations in different
parts of the country and five clear
channels, two of which would be
duplicated if the plan were approved. The Paulist station was
responsible for much of the Congressional agitation against the
FCC and broadcasting generally
at the last session, all because of
its quest for a clear channel assignment as against its present
allotment of two days a week.
The station operates commercially
and the full time is sought admittedly for commercial rather than

WE

L

C

OM

E

NAB
to

^BROADMOOR
Colorado

Springs,

Colo.

Headquarters
13th

Annual

July

Rates:

6-10

inc.

$9-°° single, $ 14-00
— American Plan —
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Convention

By

Reservation

double
Only

ecclesiastical or eleemosynary purBecause of the FCC decision
denying the petition without a
poses.
hearing, a report has been circulated that the Paulist lobby will
resume its anti-FCC and anti-network operations at once. So insidious did this lobby become last
session that thousands of letters
were sent to members of Congress
demanding action. In the lobby
last year were Father John B.
Harney, superior of the Paulist
Fathers, James Kiernan, chief advisor for the station and a member
of the Broadcasting Industry Code
Authority and Michael Flynn, one
of the legislative representatives
of the American Federation of
Labor. In one quarter it was said
that efforts would be made to have
the Senate and House committees
identified with radio call immediate hearings at which the issue of alleged FCC discrimination
and network monopoly would be
raised. Radio attacks over WLWL,
against the networks, were resorted to last year and may be
resumed.
Whether the hearing will be
held June 27 is problematical.
Apparently the hope of the WLWL
lobby tionisof some
to getsort
Congressional
in advance acof
that date. Moreover, advance notice already has been served by
several of the stations affected
that they will oppose the plan insofar as it has to do with their
own assignments.
Stations which are directly involved in the WLWL proposal and
which will participate in the hearing, if it is held, include in addition to WLWL, the following:
WWL, New Orleans; WCCO, Minneapolis; WFAA, Dallas; WBAP,
Fort Worth; WNYC, and WOV,
New York; KSL, Salt Lake City
and WPG, Atlantic City. It is
understood that WNYC, operated
by the City of New York, WFAA,
and WWL protested against any
action without hearing. (For the
detailed WLWL proposal, see Feb.
1 issue of Broadcasting.)
Store's Radio Month
BOSTON STORE, Chicago departstore,show
is sponsoring
an amateurmentradio
in connection
with
the store's 62d anniversary celebration which runs for the entire
month of May. Programs are
broadcast at 9:30 a. m. each weekday morning, Monday, Wednesday
and Friday over WMAQ; Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday over
WBBM. Norman Ross, NBC anmaster and
of ceremoniesnouncer,
on theacts as
broadcasts
also
conducts the tryouts each afternoon, both of which are held in
the store's own studio. The program is placed through Dade B.
Epstein Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Name Representative
WDRC, Hartford, Conn., has named
Free, Johns & Field Inc., as national sales representative, effective May 1. WMAZ, Macon, Ga.,
also has named the new subsidiary
of Free & Sleininger Inc., as its
representative, effective May 1, according to E. K. Cargill, president
and general manager.
EDDIE CANTOR has been signed
to return next fall in a new CBS
series for Lehn & Fink Products
Co., New York (Pebeco toothpaste).

CRC
Mostly

Broadcast}]
Sustaining

Only 8% of Its Income Come
From Advertising Programs 1
By JAMES MONTAGNES
THAT the Canadian Radio Con
mission does not make great ii
roads into commercial broadcast
ing was shown at the investigs
tion of the Canadian Performin
Right Society at Toronto, whe
Col. Philip Landry, bi-lingual se(
retary of the CRC, told the invesl
tigation that 92% of the commi;
sion's budget comes from licens 1
fees paid by radio listeners, an
only 8% from commercial advei
tising over commission stations.
The fact was revealed whe
Col. Landry gave the investigs
tion figures as to the fees pai
by the commission to th
Canadian Performing Right Sc
ciety. In 1934-35 the Commissio
paid $15,894 to the society in 1 j
cense fees, while in 1933 the Con
mission was charged less, wit
rates varying from $980 for eac
500 watt station to $2,500 for a
kilowatt station. The Commissio
was almost crippled when in Dt
cember 1933, the society secure
an injunction restraining it froi
using its repertoire, which as Co
Landry pointed out, contains aboi
90% of all popular music.
Triple Payments
WHEN broadcasting Chu Chit
Chow, the Commission was force f
to pay three times for the righl I
to the music, once by the societ I
which claimed all Canadian right I
and twice by United States pul l
lishers who claimed the sole rig\ |
to the music, Col. Landry told il l
vestigating Judge James Parker c
Toronto. The Canadian Perforn
ing Right Society is undergoin
an intensive investigation into ii
activities and its new and highc
rate
schedule recently
filed wit
the government
at Ottawa.
Tr '
inquiry is to be conducted througl
out Canada, following which Judg
Parker will make his report on th
investigation.
Further radio evidence brougl
out at the investigation showe
that the number of radio sets i !
Canada is 1,308,000 according 1
R. C. Poulter, editor of Radv
Trade- Builder, while the goveri
ment license figures give onE
some 750,000 radio sets licenser
Government officials could not e?
plain the entire difference, bi
pointed out that people on rebel
having
radio were
require"]
to
pay aa license
fee, ifnotthey
coul
show that they were actually o
relief, thus accounting for a coi
siderable number
unlicensed r<
CKCL, 100 watt station at Tt
Ceivei'S.pointed out through its pre;
ronto,
ident and general manager, Henr
Gooderham, that it operated eac
year at a loss, but paid the Ci!
nadian Performing Right Societ
$917 for license fees in 1933, an
in 1934 was forced to pay $1,75 !
THE latest list of Canadian Radi
Commission stations shows th*
there are now 53 stations affiliate
with the Commission, 25 of whic
are basic stations on its region: j
nets. The CRC owns and operatfj
seven stations of the total, whi
two are on the short waves ope:
ating for the Far North.
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Big Oil Sponsors
ictive for Summer
sing Time Liberally During
eason of Heavy Motoring
HIS summer all the leading gasohe companies will be sponsoring
•r the first time one or more ra0 programs over the national
itworks during the warm season,
rom reliable sources Broadcast:g has obtained the following ini.rmation as to the summer plans
: these leading oil companies. Bew are listed the plans of each
•mpany.
The Shell Co. began a new sees of programs on April 6, a
i»ast-to-coast hour program over
BC-WEAF network. Individual
ibsidiaries of the parent company
ixe sponsored radio programs in
.e past, but this is the first time
1 three, Shell Eastern Petroleum
i-oduets, Inc., N. Y.; Shell Oil
San Francisco; Shell Petroura Corp., St. Louis; have comned and sponsored one radio proram. Shell is using no spot broadLsting.
Cities Service Co., one of the
|dest oil programs on the air, now
its ninth year. This program
ill continue throughout the summer. It is heard over the NBCI'EAF
westspot
as
alt Lakenetwork
City. asA farlittle
oadcasting is used by this comfrny.
Richfield Oil Co., of N. Y. is
onsoring a 15-minute transcripon Jimmie Allen over 16 eastern
ations. This program is sehed)ed to sign off June 28. No sumer plans completed as yet.
Gulf Refining Series
L'LF REFINING Co. will conaue on the air throughout the
mmer. A new program will reft ce Will Rogers June 9 and it
111 continue for seven weeks,
ois is in accordance with the
ilf policy of changing the enterinment at regular intervals. No
ot broadcasting is used by this
mpany. This program is a 30inute show on CBS.
The Sun Oil Co. plans to conaue on the air throughout the
mmer. The company broadcasts
e days a week over the NBCJZ network.
Standard Oil Co. of N. J. is con:nplating a network program to
: gin early in July. No definite
ans have been made as yet, nor
ve any contracts been signed.
Socony - Vacuum
Oil Co. in-

tends to continue the Soconyland
Sketches through the summer but
there is a possibility that the program will be changed. This show
has been sponsored by the company for the last eight years. It
is the oldest dramatic program on
the air. Last spring the sponsors
queried listeners as to whether
they wanted a change in the program; 40,000 letters said "leave
as is". This strong mail - pulling
power, no doubt, is largely responsible for its long run on the air.
The program is broadcast in the
New England and New York
States over CBS. Socony- Vacuum
is experimenting in two localities
with local shows. In Rochester,
N. Y., over WHAM, an elaborate
musical show called the Socony
Pleasure Cruise is given from the
stage
the is
city's
largestitself
movieof
house. ofThis
proving
value in tying in the sponsor with
local interests, as is the case with
the Socony-Vacuum Spotlight over
WEEU, Reading, Pa., in which
Berks county is provided with its
own local commentator on news of
local interest. Subsidiaries of the
company are sponsoring transcriptions of the Red Horse Ranch as
well as sport broadcasts in certain
localities.
The Texas Co. will continue on
the air this summer over the same
NBC - WEAF network coast - tocoast. Ed Wynn will be on vacation. Eddy Duchin and his orchestra will carry on with a male voice.
Auditions are being held for a
male voice at present. No spot
broadcasting is used.
Sinclair Refining Co. will continue sponsorship of the Sinclair
Greater Minstrels heard over the
NBC-WJZ network as far west as
Denver. The program has been
sponsored by Sinclair since December 1931. No spot broadcasting is
used.
In mentioning that a company
does not do any spot broadcasting
Broadcasting does not include the
programs sponsored by individual
dealers in their respective territories.
Inter-City Group Grows
(Continued from page 12)
"that they may be included in our
program service. An interesting
feature of this arrangement is
that is it not contingent upon the
sale of time for existence."
The basic rates for "Inter-City
Presentations", aside from the
night hours (between 6 p. m. and
11 p. m., already mentioned), are

K-A-X
PATENT PENDING
KEAR ANTENNA EXCITATION SYSTEM
Used on new Airways Radio Range Beacon Stations
Recent KA-X installations
WKRC. WORC. WPEN. WPRO. WORK. W1XBS
A STABILIZED DIRECTIVE SYSTEM WHICH WILL:
Reduce interfering signals with neighboring stations on same
channel.
Increase service area in non-interfering zones.
Designed, constructed and installed to meet your requirements.
WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
McLachlen Building
Washington, D. C.

ay 15, 1935
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Hearst Interests Manage
Two West Coast Stations
HERALD Publishing Co., Hearstowned Los Angeles publishers of
the Evening Herald Express, on
May 1 took over the operation of
KELW, Burbank, and KTM, Santa
Monica-Los Angeles. The firm had
an option on the two stations for
more than three years, but had
withheld actual taking over of the
stations until final FCC rulings
and court decisions had been given.
The new owners made no immediate change in the staffs of
either station. Abe Corenson will
temporarily continue as manager
of KELW, while George Martinson will continue in charge for the
present at KTM. Don Keeler, business manager of the Herald-Express, is in
general
supervision ofimmediate
the stations.
Eugene
Inge, radio editor of the HeraldExpress, has temporarily taken
immediate direction of both stations for general policy. The paper is continuing its affiliation
with KFAC, Los Angeles.
daytime $521 per hour, $302.50 per
half hour and $187.50 per quarter
hour. These are in effect between
■8 a.m. and 6 p. m. Frequency discounts are less than 26 times, net;
discounts for 25-51 times 59c ,*
52-103 times 109c, and 104 times
or more, 159c.
As to programs, the arrangement also includes interchanges
among the stations. Programs
from Baltimore and Washington
will be fed to the hook-up, to supp 1 e m e n t those originating at
WMCA and WIP.

Schwartz Cigar Expands
SUCCESS of the amateur show
from the Fox theatre, Detroit,
sponsored on WJR, Detroit, by
Bernard Schwartz Cigar Corp.,
Detroit, has persuaded the sponsor
to stage a similar program from
the Oriental theatre, Chicago, over
WBBM. C. F. Mclntyre & Associates, Detroit, is the agency.
Ed Wynn's Vacation
ED WYNN, who has just celebrated his third year on the air
under the sponsorship of Texaco,
will take a well-earned vacation
immediately after the June 4
broadcast. Ed has just had his
boat overhauled and two new engines installed and plans to spend
all his time on the water. Broadcasting was informed, on good authority, that Wynn and the Texas
Co. will resume the program in the
fall. A musical show will be substituted, during the summer
months, on the same network.
ONE of the pioneer variety shows
in radio and a feature of the CBSDon Lee network for more than
nine years, Blue Monday Jamboree, is now being heard over a
nationwide CBS network Mondays,
9-10 p. m. (PST). It is produced
by Harrison Holliway, manager of
KFRC, San Francisco.
INSULATORS
for every
Broadcasting Requirement
LAPP INSULATOR CO., INC.
LeROY, NEW YORK

V^reatly improved
U

clarity

of signal within the area
served characterizes the
broadcasts coming from
stations using BLAW-KNOX
Vertical Radiators. It
will pay you as it has paid
others to take advantage of
Blaw-Knox experience in
planning your radio station
or changes in existing
antennae.
BLAW-KNOX COMPANY
2038 Farmers Bank Bldg.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

BLAW«NOX
W. B. T.
Charlotte. N. C.
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FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

(Broadcast Division)
—
Decisions . . .
APRIL 30
WJMS,
Ironwood,
Mich. — Granted
license for CP move transmitter
1420 kc
100 w unltd.
WAIM,
Anderson,
S. C. 1200
— Granted
cense for CP
new station
kc 100 li-w
unltd.
KGKY,
ScottsblufT,
Neb. increase
— Granted
cense for CP
new equip.,
powerli1500 kc 100 w N 250 w D unltd.
WHBL,
Sheboygan,
Wis. — 1410
Granted
cense for CP
change equip.,
kc 500liw D & N, S-WROK.
WJTL, Atlanta — Granted modif. license
move
lanta. studio to Volunteer Life Bldg., AtKSO, Des Moines — Granted modif. CP to
request changes in equip., approval transmitter site, extend completion.
KLZ, extend
Denver —completion.
Granted modif. CP change
equip.,
KTUL,change
Tulsato— Granted
amended
modif.
license
1 kw D 1400
kc unltd.
KJBS, San Francisco — Granted auth.
use present antenna temporarily.
KGKO, Wichita Falls, Tex.— Granted extension temp. auth. use added 250 w N
to 5-31-35.
WOL,
equip. Washington — Granted CP change
Hibbing,
CPWMFG,
transmitter
site Minn.
1210 —kcGranted
100 w modif.
unltd.
KGB, San Diego, Cal. — Granted modif.
CP extend completion.
KGRS, Amarillo, Tex. — Granted consent
vol. assignment license to Plains Radio
Brdcstg. Co.
WWJ, mitterDetroit
locally. — Granted CP move transWKBW, Buffalo; WSMB, New Orleans;
WHEC, Rochester, N. Y. ; WGAR, Cleveland ; WIOD-WMBF, Miami— Granted renewal license temp, basis for period one
month from 5-1-35.
WEAN, Providence, R. I. — Granted
modif. license from 250 w N 500 w LS
to 500 w D & N.
NEW, Hart & Nelson, High Point,
N. C— Granted CP 1200 kc 100 w D.
WKBF,
Indianapolis
newal license
for May. — Granted temp, reSPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— WABI,
Bangor, Me., granted temp. auth. operate
spec, hours ; KQV, Pittsburgh, granted extension temp. auth. operate simul. WSMK
to 5-1-35; WSMK, Dayton, O., same as
KQV; WDBO, Orlando, Fla., granted extension temp. auth. use added 750 w N
to 5-1-35; WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md., granted extension temp. auth. use 50 w spec,
hours in May ; KSO, Des Moines, granted
extension temp. auth. use composite transmitter to 11-1-35 ; KWEA, Shreveport, La.,
granted extension temp. auth. remain silent in May; WNAD, Norman, Okla.,
granted temp. auth. operate spec, hours ;
WFIL, Philadelphia, granted extension
temp. auth. use former WLIT transmitter
for emergencies ; WKAR, East Lansing,
Mich., granted temp. auth. operate spec,
hours ; KGKB, Tyler, Tex., granted temp,
auth. operate spec, hours in May.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, Conn.
Brdcstg. Co., CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd. ;
NEW, Central Brdcstg. Sta., Brewnwood,
Tex., CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd. ; WHBU,
Anderson, Ind., applic. CP change equip.,
increase to 250 w D unltd. ; NEW, Southern Oregon Pub. Co., Roseburg, Ore., CP
1500 kc 100 w D ; WNBF, Binghamton,
N. Y., applic. exp. auth. 1240 kc 500 w
N 1 kw D move station locally, install
new equip. ; NEW, Clinton Brdcstg. Corp.,
Clinton, S. C, amended to 1380 kc 500 w
D ; KGFG, Oklahoma City, amended to
change equip., increase D to 250 w ; WWL,
New Orleans, applic. modif. license from
SH to unltd. ; KGY, Olympia, Wash., applic. modif. license to unltd. except when
KTW operates; WIL, St. Louis, applic.
exp. auth. change equip., change to 1250
kc, increase to 250 w 500 w LS SH ;
WFEA, Merrimack, N. H., temp. auth.
operate pending action on renewal ;
WGES, Chicago, same; WEDC, Chicago,
same; WEVD, New York, license extended to 6-1-35, renewal applic. pending ;
WQAM, Miami, Fla., license
extended to
6-1-35, renewal applic. pending ; W6XZ,
Bakersfield, Cal., granted renewal to
5-1-36 ; W6XAH, same company, granted
renewal visual license to 5-1-36 ; W4XB,
Miami Beach, F]a., relay license extended
to 6-1-35; W1XAL, Boston, same.
APPLICATIONS DENIED — NEW, Anzi
G. Barber, Montgomery, Ala., CP 1210 kc
100 w unltd., denied as in default.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED— WHEC,
Rochester, modif. license ; WBNS, Columbus, O., modif. license ; NEW, Twin Cities
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APRIL 30 TO MAY 11, INCLUSIVE ^
— —
ta Falls, ext. SA 570 ke 500 w 1 kw-Ll
Broadcasters, Centralia, Wash., CP 1200
KFIO,
Spokane
—
Granted
license
for
CP
unltd. ; KFKA, Greely, Col., Modif. licens
kc 100 license.
w unltd. ; KTFI, Twin Falls, Id., move transmitter, install new equip.
modif.
630 kc 500 w 1 kw-LS S-KPOF.
WMBQ,
Brooklyn
—
Granted
vol.
assign,
MISCELLANEOUS — WQAM, Miami, license to Metropolitan Brdcstg. Corp.
RATIFICATIONS:
Fla., applic. remove aux. transmitter, preKRNT, Des Moines — Granted extension WDAG, Amarillo, Tex., granted auth. ex
viously granted, retired to closed files ; exp. auth. 500 w N 1 kw D to 11-1-35 tend
program tests (April 30) ; WFIL
NEW, Utah Brdcstg. Co., Salt Lake City, and applic. set for hearing.
Philadelphia, granted extension exp. auth
granted petition reopen proceedings for
WIBG,
Glenside,
Pa.to— Granted
consent
560 kc 1 kw N to 5-31-35 (May 1)
more testimony on applic. CP 1500 kc 100 vol.
assign,
license
Seaboard
Radio
WBAL, Baltimore, granted modif. exr
w ; KFBK,
Cal., because
oral argu-of Brdcstg. Corp.
auth. synchronize with WJZ startini
ment June 13Sacramento,
on CP applic.
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— WCAC,
:45 p. m. Sunday evenings during day
request of L. B. Wilson Inc., a respon- Storrs, Conn., WICC, Bridgeport, Conn., 8light
(May 3) ; WMFE, New Britain
dent; E. W. Patrick, Brookfield, Mo., ap- WSVS, Buffalo, WFAS, White Plains, N. Conn.,time
granted modif. CP change equip,
plic. CP 1310 kc withdrawn from docket Y., WHDF, Calumet, Mich., KFDY, Calapprove
transmitter
studio site, extent
due to amendment to 1210 kc ; WDAY,
umet, Mich., granted consent operate completion ; Carl E.& Struble,
Robert L
Fargo, N. D-, denied right intervene ap- spec, hours.
Sanders,
Okla.
Press
Pub
Co., BellinghaD
plic. new station at Moorhead, Minn. ;
SET FOR HEARING— NEW, Eastern Pub. Co., Mayor of Bellingham,
WPFB, Hattiesburg, Miss., dismissed from States
Brdcstg. Corp., Bridgeton, N. J., County, Wash., granted petition Watcon
to tak
docket applic. assign license to Geo. T. applic. CP 1210 kc 100 w D ; NEW, Kil- depositions
intervene; KVOS Inc., de
Bishop, contract since abrogated ; WTCN,
gore Daily News, Kilgore, Tex., applic. nied petition orintervene
; petition of WLW1
Minneapolis, permitted operate 30 days CP 990 kc 250 w D ; NEW, Robert Louis for
action setting its ap
during adjustment engineering trouble ; Sanders, Palm Beach, Fla., applic. CP plic.reconsideration
for hearing overruled ; request o
KSCJ, Sioux City, la., granted renewal amended 1420 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW,
WARD
and
WVFW
for 20 days exten
license ; WDRC, Hartford, Conn., same ; Hartford Times Inc., Hartford, Conn.,
KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo., granted renewal applic. CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd. ; WIOD,
sion
to
file
exceptions
; Int'l
La
dies Garment Workers granted
granted
petitioi
to 8-1-35 ; WJJD, Chicago, denied petition Miami, Fla., applic. CP amended to 970 intervene
applic. new station at Albany
for grant of CP move to Des Plains, 111. kc 5 kw D, install new equip. ; NEW,
WJAG, KTHS, WBAL, KRLD, WTIC,
Clark Standiford, Fresno, Cal., applic.
8-1-35.
KWJJ — Granted extension exp. auth. to CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, David
Parmer, Columbus, Ga., applic. CP askWESG, Elmira, N. Y. — Ordered to
ing facilities WRBL, call letters WDPI, Applications
APRIL .29 . .
change freq. to 1000 kc to 8-1-35, allowed 1200 kc 100 w unltd. ; WDZ, Tuscola, 111.,
to operate on 850 kc to 5-15-35.
NEW, Thames Brdcstg. Corp., Nes
applic. CP amended to 1020 kc 250 w;
NEW, Joplin Brdcstg. Co., Pittsburgh, London, Conn. — CP 1200 ke 100 w unltd
RATIFICATIONS:
Kan., applic. CP 1200 kc 100 w D ; NEW,
KXYZ, Houston, Tex. — License for CI
WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C. — Granted Charles C. Theis. Wichita, Kan., applic. change
extension test period 10 days from 4-26-35 CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd. ; KFJM, Grand 1 kw. equip., increase from 500 w t<
(April 25) ; WOR, Newark, granted ex- Forks, N. D., applic. CP 1390 kc 1 kw
Lake new
Charles,
— License
tension test period 30 days from 4-27-35 5 kw D ; KFNF, Shenandoah, la., applic. CPKPLC,
as modif.
stationFla.1500
kc 100 fo:v
(April 25) ; KONO, San Antonio, granted modif.
unltd.
license
to
S-KUSD,
asks
part
of
CO move locally (April 25) ; WLLH,
NEW, Black Hills Brdcst. Co., Rapi<
KTM, Los Angeles, apLowell, Mass., granted temp. auth. oper- KUSD plic.facilities;
modif. license to 1 kw N ; KGGC,
City, S. reD. —transmitter
CP 1370 kcsite.100 w unltd.
ate without approved freq. monitor (April San Francisco,
applic. modif. license from amended
25) ; WJJD, Chicago, granted temp. auth. SH to unltd. ; KDFN, Casper, Wyo., apKWTN, Watertown, S. D. — CP increase
to begin at 5 a. m. CST to 8-1-35 (April
27) ; KOOS, Marshfield, Ore., granted auth. KGHL.plic. modif. to 780 kc, asks freq. used bv D to 250 w, amended re equip.
KLPM,move
Minot,
N. D. — CP
installchangnev
take depositions (April 24) ; WQAM, MiMISCELLANEOUS
— WLNH,
Laconia,
transmitter
locally,
ami, Fla., granted petition intervene apH., granted increase
hours from
D to equip.,
from
1240
to
600
kc,
time
from
SH
t<
plic. Jesse H. Jay for new station at Mi- N.
WAML, Laurel, Miss., granted unltd.
ami (April 25) ; WISC, Milwaukee & unltd. ;remain
silent to 5-31-35 to move
KFEQ,
St.
Joseph,
Mo.
—
Vol.
assign
WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis., denied petition auth.
studio ; KFRU, Columbia, Mo., granted license to KFEQ Inc.
to reinstate and grant Milwaukee Brdcstg. continuance
hearing to June ; WMT, WaNEW, Northern California Amusemen
Co. (which was granted 2-12-34 and proterloo, la., suspended for 90 days rider site.
tested by Press Pub. Co., of Sheboygan
Co. Inc., Yreka, Cal.— CP 1500 kc 100 v
attached
to
CP
re
station
site
;
KGFK,
and hearing scheduled 2-22-35) and grant Moorhead, Minn., denied petition intervene unltd., amended re transmitter & studii
Press Pub. Co. applic. set for hearing
Jamar CP new station at
4-22-35 (April 20) ; WFIL, Philadelphia, applic. ;Walker
RETURNED — NEW
WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y., CP W.APPLICATIONS
denied petition modif. license without hear- Duluth
L. Gleeson, Sacramento, Cal., CP 1491 It
new
equip.,
increase
to
250
w
D,
heretoing and designated for hearing (April 19).
kc
5
kw
D
;
KUJ,
Walla Walla, Wash.
fore granted, retired to closed files ; KID.
change equip., freq. from 1370 b
Idaho Falls, modif. license 1320 kc 500 w CP
MAY 7
1340
kc,
increase
from
100 w to 1 kw D
1 kw LS unltd., set for hearing, dis- time from D to unltd., facilities
of KFPY
missed due to new applic. ; NEW, Joseph amended to change equip., transmitter
WJW, Akron — Granted CP new equip. H. Hallock,
site
Wash., CP 1500
WKBO, Harrisburg — Granted CP change kc 100 w D, Vancouver,
-:
set for hearing, denied as in
MAY 1
equip., increase to 100 w N 250 w D
1200 kc S-WKJC.
default.
APPLICATIONS
DISMISSED
(request
WKBZ,
Muskegon,
Mich. — Granted
cense for CP
change equip.,
increase lito of applicants) — WHP, Harrisburg, modif. kc NEW,
D.
100 w Hyman
Altman, Detroit— CP 137(U
250 w D 100 w N 1500 kc unltd.
license 1430 kc 1 kw unltd. ; KGKO,
WCBA,
Allentown,
Pa. — Modif. licens' Wichita
Falls,
Tex.,
modif.
SA
570
kc
1
KGGM, Albuquerque, N. M. — Granted
250 to 500 w, amended to 1 kw ? Hilicense mitter
for& studio.
CP change equip., move trans- kw unltd. ; NEW, Jesse H. Jav, Miami, &from
D.
CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd. ; KGKO, Wichi■i
WSAN, Pampa
Allentown,
Pa. — Same.
NEW,
Daily News
Inc., Pampa, j
kw N— CP
& D.
Tex.
1200 kc 100 w D amended to .ifii
• h.
NEW, Plainview Brdcstg. Co., Plain;
view,
Tex.
—
CP
1500
kc
100
w
D,
amendec
re transmitter site.
Belton,
— NEW,
CP 1310Bellkc Publishing
100 w D, Co.,
amended
to Tex,
1370
kc, studio Temple, Tex.
Pomona
Cal.NEW,
— CP Valley
1160 kcBrdcstg.
250 w Co.,
D, asks
cal
KPSP, amended jurat, signature, financia
statement.
NEW,
A. wCorenson,
Pasadena,
Cal. state
— CI
1480
kc 100
D, amended
financial
ment, ask applic. set for hearing.
KPOF, equip.
Denver — CP new transmitter
change
NEW,
Honolulu
Hawaii— CP 1420 kcBrdcstg.
100 w Co.
250 Ltd.,
w D Hilo
NEW, Cal. Sales Contract Co., Saif;
ltd.
Francisco — CP 1280 kc 500 w 1 kw D unltd.
V
APPLICATIONS determine
RETURNED—
Minneapolis,
power City,
;WTCN
NEW:8 ?\
Voice of theauth.
Black Hills, Rapid
D., CP 1200 kc 100 w spec, hours ; NEW,, .
John
Alaska, CF jJ
1210 kcA. 75Stump,
w spec,Fairbanks,
hours.
ROLLS HER OWN— Instead of tapping the city's power lines, WICC,
Bridgeport, Conn., operated by the Bridgeport Broadcasting Co., generates her own power of 500 watts. Here are the two Fairbanks-Morse
30-hp. Diesel engine A. C. generating units which supply the. power.
One unit is operated at a time, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and the
units are alternated every week. The plant generates approximately
160 kw.-hr. daily, and the power cost is said to be 1 cent per kw.-hr.,
whereas commercial power generally costs as much as 4 to 5 cents.

MAY 3

IK

WSVA,
Va. — Vol. assign
ment
CP Corp.
asHarrisonburg,
modified to Shenandoah
Valle;
Brdcstg.
WGBI, Scranton, Pa. — CP new equip,
increase
500 w D from
& N. 250 w to 1 kw, amended t< i
WEXL, Roval Oak, Mich. — CP nev :
to 1420
kc, 51 I
wequip.,
to 100change
w 250 from
w D, 1310
facilities
of WMBC
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WWL, New Orleans — Extension spec,
pith,
to 2-1-36.Co., Wayeross,
NEW,operate
L & unltd.
S Brdcstg.
a. — CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd. : Brunswick.
a. . CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
KID. Idaho Falls — CPP move transmit»r, increase from 250 w 500 w D to 500
1 kw D.
NEW,
A. Corenson,
Ventura, toCal.600— CPkc
210
kc 100
w unltd., amended
50 w.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— WEXL,
oval Oak, Mich. — Modif. license from
ilO to 1420 kc, 50 w to 100 w 250 w D ;
|EW, E. L. Sherman & H. L. Corley,
Jtrinidad, Col., CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd.,
[nended to change equip.
MAY 6
WMFH, Boston — Modif. CP studio at
ppley-Plaza
hotel, transmitter at SpeedBy,
extend completion.
|uth.
KLUF.
Galveston
spec,
increase to 100 — w License
250 w D,forchange
nip.
!lorn
KGRS,
— Modif.
spec, Amarillo,
to unltd., Tex.
request
call of license
KGNC
id facilities of WDAG.
iWTFI,
Athens,
Ga.
—
Transfer
of
conlol to Norman K. Winston.
!nEW, Walker Jamar, Duluth — CP 1200
100 w unltd., amended to 1500 kc, reliesting facilities of KGFK.
'WTCN, Minneapolis — Modif. CP as
pdif. change equip., extend completion ;
ense for CP as modified.
JNEW, Golden Empire Brdcstg. Co.,
ucramento, Cal. — CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
APPLICATIONS
— NEW,
ixhester,
N. Y., CPRETURNED
1210 kc 250
w D;
iOCL, Rochester, N. Y., CP new equip.,
live transmitter & studio locally, increase
bm 50 to 100 w 250 w D ; KWEA.
itreveport. La., vol. assignment license
1i,Allen
Hinkel Beaumont,
Dry GoodsTex.,
Co., license
WichKan. W.
; KFDM,
pm
500
w
1
kw
D
to
1
kw
D
ange time from unltd. to spec. ; &KGA,N,
lukane, extension spec. auth. 900 kc 1
]/ 2V2 kw D unltd.
MAY 7
iwCAP,
e 1 kw 30Asbury
days. Park, N. J.— Exp. auth.
NEW, Herbert Lee Blye, Uniontown,
.—CP 1420 kc 100 w D.
(NEW, Herbert Lee Blye, Lebanon, Pa.
~P 1240 kc 250 w D, asks call WBLY.
SVGCM, Mississippi City — CP change
!>m 1210 to 1120 kc, change equip.,
jange from spec, to unltd., from 100 w
M w D to 500 w D & N, amended to un. except 8-9 p. m. Mon., Fri.
*VIOD, Miami, Fla. — CP change equip.
NEW, A. E. Hughes, d/b Valdosta
dcstg.
I w D. Co., Valdosta, Ga. — CP 1500 kc
t<SD, St. Louis — Modif. license change
he from S-KFUO to unltd., contingent
.anting another freq. to KFUO, amended
ask facilities of KFUO, suggests 1010
to sunset for KFUO.
IVOW,
— Modif. site,
to change
equip.,to
proval Omaha
transmitter
amended
inge transmitter to 56th & Kansas Ave.,
■aha.
\TM,
Angeles facilities
— Modif. oflicense
JELW Los
to unltd.,
KELW.from
■JEW, E. L. Sherman & H. L. Corley,
nidad, Col. — CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd.,
*-nded re equip.
MAY 9
VPG, Atlantic City — Vol. assign, license
Jpity of Atlantic City.
v'BZA, Carl
Boston — Taylor,
CP change
equip. CP
JEW,
kc 100 w D S.amended
toDuBois
850 kc la.—
250 w.
SPA, Spartanburg, S. C. — License for
as modif. change freq., hours, increase
power, move transmitter.
VPFB; Hattiesburg, Miss. — Vol. assign,
use to Forrest Brdcstg. Co.
/GES,
-o 1 kw.Chicago — Modif. license from 500
license
n"FIM,
500 wBeaumont,
lkw D to 1Tex.
kw — NModif.
& D, change
rs from unltd. to spec, amended to
t request for change in hours.
PPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW,
liam S. Thellman, New Castle, Pa., CP
i kc 100 w spec, WEXL, Royal Oak,
h., modif. license from 1310 to 1420 kc,
ease from 50 w to 100 w 250 w D ;
m, Chanute Brdcstg. Co., Chanute,
b. , CP 1220 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, J.
iWithington, Los Angeles Co., Cal., CP
!■ kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, W. L. Glee| Salinas, Cal., CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd
'HIS,
Bluefield, W. Va.— Modif. CP
ige equip.
DAY, Fargo, N. D.— License for CP
kw D, change equip.
ABR,
Aberdeen,
S. D. — CP new equip.,
w N 250
w D unltd.
PXD,
Nampa,
Ida.
ige equip. 250 w D. — License for CP
MAY 11
BNX, New York — CP move transmitw.change equip., increase from 250 to
FMJ,
N. D. — License for
auth. Grand
250 w Forks,
D.
Iry 15, 1935
i

KGBX,
Extensionat exp.
auth.
1230 Springfield,
kc 500 w LS Mo.to —midnight
new
transmitter site.
Raton,
N. M.—to
CPNEW,
1500 Victor
kc 100B. wPitts,
unltd.,
amended
change applicant to Victor B. Pitts, D. V.
Tostenson d/b Raton Brdcstg. Co.
KWYO,increase
Sheridan,
CP wchange
equip.,
to 100 Wyo.—
w N 250
D.
Examiners' Reports . . .
WMBR, Jacksonville, Fla. — Examiner
Dalbery recommended (1-45) that application for 1370 kc 100 w 250 w LS unltd. be
denied.
NEW, Journal Co., Milwaukee — Examiner Hyde recommended (1-46) that application for CP 1010 kc 1 kw unltd. be
denied.
NEW, Metro Brdcstg. Co., East Los
Angeles, Cal. — Examiner Walker recommended (1-47) that applic. 820 kc 250 w
ltd. be denied, and that applic Fred L.
Packard & A. Rosenberg, Los Angeles for
CP 1160 kc 250 w D be denied.
KFBB, Great Falls, Mont.— Examiner
Dalberg recommended (1-48) that applic.
610 kc be denied.
KCRC, Enid,
Examiner Hyde
recommended
(1-49)Okla.—
that applic. 1360 kc
250 w unltd. be granted in part,
250 w 1360 kc D, one-fourth time N with
NEW, Guthrie Brdcstg. Co., Guthrie,
Okla. — Examiner Hyde recommended
(1-50) that applic.
kc 100 w N
S-WBBZ be denied asCP in1200
and that
apphc. Howard Johnson default
for
license for WBBZ be granted. renewal of
NEW, Jackson D. Magenau, Erie, Pa.
— Examiner Hill recommended (1-51) that
applic. CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd. be granted and applic WMAN Brdcstg. Co., Mansfield, O., for same facilities be denied.
KGFJ, Los Angeles — Examiner Walker
recommended
(1-52)
250 w LS be denied. that applic CP 100 w

AN ANONYMOUS listener to the
Romance of Song on WOR on May
3 offered unnamed gifts to the radio audience with the idea of finding how great was the interest in
a popular program with good
music and to find a program of
this type for possible sponsorship.
The gifts proved to be silver
polish.

Compromise Is Sought
On Orchestra $3 Fee
COMPROMISE of the difficulties
between Local 802, American Federation of Musicians, and New
York hotel and restaurant owners, is expected to be completed on
a compromise basis after the Federation's convention at Atlantic
City next month.
Preliminary meetings in New
York between spokesmen for the
Local and the hotel interests have
produced the suggestion that orchestras be permitted to make two
broadcasts weekly without an extra charge being assessed for the
union's unemployment fund. For
the third and succeeding broadcasts, however, the Local still expects to collect $3 per man per
broadcast. An attempt has been
made to collect this since March 5
on all broadcasts, but the result
has been that New York hotel and
restaurant orchestras have been
put off the air.
KFPY Wins Case
IN AN OPINION on May 6, the
U. S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia, sustained
the decision of former Radio Commission last year authorizing
KFPY, Spokane, to shift in frequency from 1340 to 900 kc, over
the competitive application of
KSEI, Pocatello, Idaho, which desired a shift from 890 kc. The
court held the case was decided on
the facts and that the decision was
not arbitrary or capricious. Further, it held that state quota was
not directly involved.

SILENT
COMPACT

DEPENDABLE

1 HOUSANDS of the General Radio Type 653 Volume
Controls are in use in broadcasting stations, public address
systems, and recording and moving picture studios.
The Type 653 Control has a constant-impedance laddertype network. Attenuation is linear with dial setting and
is adjustable in 33 steps from 0 to 45 db, with complete cut-off. The dial plate is calibrated directly in db.
These units are stocked in three impedances : 50, 200 and
500 ohms. They are priced at $12.50 each. Intermediate
impedance units are available at slightly additional cost.
When cash accompanies order, we prepay shipping
charges, and send on 10 days trial.
Give the General Radio Type 653 Vol-

JOBS
WANTED
by trained ....
OPERATORS
TECHNICIANS
ENGINEERS

CREI Students and
Graduates in 170
Broadcasting Stations
Having placed men in
every conceivable job
offered by large and
small broadcasting stations, we are in a good
position to fill the requirements of the most
tive.
exacting
Radio ExecuTechnical Training
backed by liberal
education . . .
A limited number of
highly
trained inmena will
be
available
few
weeks. We are graduating an exceptional
group
... all
high school
. . finished
. more
than a third are college
graduates.
just
finished anThey've
intensive
school year of daily
classwork running from
8:30 a.m. 'til 4:30 p.m.,
with 3 hours of homework nightly. Complete
laboratory training on
transmitter and studio
equipment (3 hours
daily in lab.). All had
code training, some had
professional code experience.
Write for Details
Send for detailed description of each man,
or send full particulars
regarding position you
desire to fill. Several
already have attractive
positions in view ... to
get your pick, write at
once!

CAPITOL
RADIO
ENGINEERING)
INSTITUTE

ume Control a trial and you won't have
any other control in your station.
GENERAL
RADIO
COMPANY
30 State Street
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Cambridge A, Massachusetts

DEPT. B-5
14th and PARK

ROAD

WASHINGTON,

N. W.
D. C.
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Hearing in 970 kc. Case
Is Deferred by the FCC
DUE to a reversal in the views
sion
Televi
certain of the parties, the hearon
of
Cooperate
To
ing involving a united proposal to
stations on the 970 kc.
realignchannel
Meeting Under League of Nations Auspices, Program
scheduled for May 9
clear
For Orderly Development of Art Is Adopted
was postponed until further notice
Broadcast Division.
THE FIRST international confer- performances and the like is not by the FCC
Whether a hearing will be held at
ence in history on television, in yet practicable.
2. To create a committee rep- all is problematical, and it is not
which it developed that motion
resenting the motion picture and will
that the entire proposal
unlikely
picture interests of Europe are
be dropped.
fearful of the effect of visual broadcasting industries in Europe,
channel originally was one
radio upon their industry, was held with the participation of the of The
the clear channels assigned to
in Nice, France, last month under League, to study the progress of the Fifth or Far Western zone,
and to work cooperatively.
the auspices of the League of Na- television
sole staKJR, Seattle, as theAbout
tions. Plans for a permanent cotwo
3.
To
establish,
through the with tion
using it at night.
operative committee on television
Cinematographic Institute in
Fedwere adopted and arrangements
ago, WCFL, Chicago
was auRome, an office to serve as a clear- years eration of Labor station,
tion" between
made for "coopera
thorized to operate on it fulltime,
broadcasting and motion picture tion. ing house on television informarendering it a shared or regroups of Europe.
4. That there should be close thus
gional wave. The new proposal
Apparently anxious to keep the
was for two adwinter
between motion pic- filed last ditional
sessions secret, the conferees met cooperation
stations to occupy the
tures broadcasting because of the
n
on April 4 and 5 at the invitatioof
channel — a 5,000 watt outlet for
direct
of the International Institute
casting.relationship in visual broadFort Worth, to Amon G. Carter,
Educational Cinematography , afAn effort was made to have the newspaper publisher, and a 1,000
filiated with the League of Nawatt station in Albany, N. Y., for
tions. Private organizations, in- conference go on record in favor
newspapers. In addicluding NBC and RCA, were repre- of future government control of the Hearst
tion, KJR would have procured a
"Eurothe
with
line
adminisin
radio
television
with
sented,
power increase from 5,000 to
trationsalongof European countries,
pean plan" of radio operation by 10,000
watts.
government but this was blocked
picture interests and the when
motion ional
Mr. Jordon pointed out that
A complicating factor developed
Internat
Broadcasting Union,
in the United States broadcasting
InterEuropean broadcasting association.
when the
however,
April 27, national
Workers,
Ladies Garment
is not government controlled and
EuroRepresenting NBC was itsJordon,
an applicathat television, if and when it be- of New York, filed
pean representative Max
tion for a 1,000 watt station in
comes practicable, probably will be
while RCA Manufacturing Co. was
and
channel,
the
on
York
New
operated by private initiative.
represented by W. F. Garling.
hearing.
The conference was suggested
asked for a postponement of the
Four-point Agreement
by the British Film Institute of
AFTER the two day discussion,
London, obviously because of the
the conference agreed:
school of thought that television
1. That television is still in its some day may supplant the cine- in the nature of "visual radio
preliminary stages even insofar
ma. Representatives of this or- news reels". Mutual cooperation,
ganization apparently felt that the they emphasized, would inure to
as transmission with film is concerned, and that transmission from film industry should become iden- the advantage of both.
studio
tified
with
television in its embryo
parades,
the scene, such as
Adopting Standards
stage, to be in position to control
it when it becomes a practicable THE MATTER of adopting standmedium of entertainment. The
ards for television also was disview was expressed, however, that
PROFESSIONAL
cussed, with apparatus manufactelevision does not offer any imturers opposed to it at this stage,
the Broadcasting Union
bewith
films
but
mediate danger to the
DIRECTORY
cause of its lack of development
le on the ground that it
favorab
and also due to the probable high would expedite development and
end confusion.
cost of equipment and of presentation. Finally, it was stated that
others represented at the
Among
color films are coming into their confer
ence were the Marconi Co.,
own, whereas the best held out for of London; the Marconi Co., of
& Bailey
sky
JanAn
Organization of
television is "black and white".
Rome; the Telefunken Co. of GerQualified Radio Engineers
this the film represenDespite
ng CorDedicated to the
many; British Broadcasti
tatives pressed the issue of agreeporation; Italian Broadcasting Sysment between broadcasters and
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
tem; Swiss Broadcasting Organiproducers on television. Some day,
National Press BIdg., Wash., D. C.
asting comzation; French broadcBroadc
mothe
said,
was
it
asting
example,
for
mission, and Belgian
tion picture theatres might desire
of Nations
e
Leagu
The
d.
boar
to present television features
director of the InGLENN D. GILLETT
picked up from the scene direct, sent thestituteParis
Consulting Radio Engineer
of Intellectual Cooperation.
Equipment Design.
Synchronization
Field Strength and Station Location
Design. Wire
Antenna
Surveys. Line
Problems.
National Press BIdg., Wash.. D. C.
N. Y. Office: Englewood. N. J.

Radio

and

Cinema

in

Europe

GODLEY
PAUL
and Associates
Radio Engineers
Montclair, N. J.
Phone Montclair 2-7859
EDGAR H. FELIX
1775 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes,tionAllocation
and LocaInvestigations
Page 54

SERVICE
MEASURING
FREQUENCY
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter perform.ance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
Inc.
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
66 BROAD STREET

Wisconsin Ford Spots
A STATE - WIDE campaign wi
soon be launched in Wisconsin b
the Ford dealers of that stati
using four to six announcemenl
daily over most of the stations
Wisconsin to sell cars taken
trade. The same plan that ha
been so successfully used in Omahj
and elsewhere, that of using
"Radio Girl" who describes tha
day's special bargain in a usd
car as if she were a switchboaij
operator
the Ford request,
dealer's wi
at
swering aat telephone
be followed. The Detroit office d
N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc., in i
charge of the campaign.
Yankee

Network

Start

New England Movemei
TO PROMOTE New England iJ
dustry and prosperity, Yankd
Network has organized the "Yaj
kee Minute Men" to present I
"united front against all attacS
that threaten the security of Nd
and industries."
England homes evening
quarter-hour
period I
and mo:
organization
the
given
time
is promised if it is fouj
necessary.
On the opening broadcast Api
10, Gov. James M. Curley of Ma!
sachusetts was the speaker. Oth;
New England governors also a
legislatoi
well asproblems
to
-and appear,
they willasdiscuss
fa;
ing New England.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements in
Broadcasting cost 7c per word for
each insertion. Cash must accompany order.close 25th and 10th of
Forms
month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
in Mid-west desires
station
100 watt
, gat
who can announce
licensed operator take
Transradio Press
and
news,
local
ting.
Broadcas
319,
Box
r.
typewrite

and operator
experie.ncedGivecon-j
nation
stationcerdesires
Local announ
details of experience, references, age
ture, etc. KFRO, Longview, Texas.
Situations Wanted
Chief engineer five kilowatt station,
installat
experie
practicalmainten
e
years tion,
ance,nceshortwav
construc
wants position
broadcasting equipment bility
pro
and
responsi
greater
fering
tion. References. Box 318 Broadcast1
Licensed broadcast technician, ten yi
Elec
e, familiar with Western
experienc
rapid r:
and RCA transmitters, CREI
gr(
typist.
telegraph
ting.
Broadcas
Boxer,317touch
ate.

Available at once— Licensed broad
latest hign-nro
on and
trained
rs nt;
operato
remotes
ity equipme
City, M
Kansascontrol
W9XBY,
or wire
Write
includin
er, experien
n chain,
at Announc
local station,
Americaced,
nowg jc
Available anyt
station.
a
Columbi
basic
Box 321, Broadcasting.
Wanted to Buy

Production, promotion man with ad
tising background. Married, excellet.nt
Mid-wes
ord, now
astingd.. Prefer
320,
Broadcemploye
WANTED — ■ Merchandising Plans
in all Media, pan
Ideas for Campaignsconfiden
ce and lull
larly radio. Strict
316, Broadcast
Box
tection guarantee.
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HIGH

FOR

FIDELITY

100/250

WATT

Stations operating
or on

100

250

STATIONS

on 100

or 250

watts,

watt licenses may

now

give their listeners the same High Fidelity
and

completely

afforded

by more

transmitters.
Broadcast
smaller

reliable service that is

The

powerful
RCA

Transmitter

Type

up-to-date
ET-4250

brings this to the

station, plus new

RCA Broadcast Transmitter, 100/250 watts, Type ET-4250,
for High Fidelity. Complete, self-contained, AC operated.

simplicity, inOUTSTANDING

creased reliability, finer performance,
and new

economy.

COORDINATED

DESIGN

It is important to remember that RCA is the only
organization in the radio industry that produces
everything from the microphone in the studio to
the loudspeaker in the home. All RCA
equipment is designed according to a thoroughly coordinated plan for organized
High Fidelity, avoiding all difficulties in
matching and compensation in the field.

The audio characteristic of this new transmitter affords
less than plus or minus 2 db. variation from 30 to 10.000
cycles. The hum level is 60 db. below the modulation
level. The audio harmonics are less than 4% total arithmetic sum at 95% modulation, and the radio harmonics
are well within the requirements of the Commission. All
this means high fidelity, and vastly increased listener
interest and substantially larger audiences. The im"V"
the newcontrol
employing
circuitcritical
proved crystal
temperature
not require
does control
cut crystals
and insures less than 10 cycles variation plus or minus.
At 250 watts output, this modern transmitter,
operating on either 110 volts or 220 volts 60
cycles, draws only 1.7 KW, — which means new
economy in power consumption.

TRANSMITTER
RCA

FEATURES

Write for Bulletin No. 47 on this remarkable
100/250 watt transmitter.

SECTION

COMPANY,
MANUFACTURING
CAMDEN, N.J.
A Subsidiary of Radio Corporation of America
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N case you haven't heard it elsewhere, Free &
Sleininger, Inc., has just had a blessed event!
The new arrival is "Free, Johns & Field, Inc." — a
new firm of radio station representatives, and a fullgrown chip off the old F & S block. Immediately
upon arrival it was presented with approximately
half of its parent company's "list" — and the goal of
serving this list in an even more comprehensive and

SSSgjFREE

&

F & S STATIONS
WHO DES MOINES
NBC Basic Red Network
WCAO BALTIMORE
CBS Basic Network
WGR-WKBW
CBS Basic BUFFALO
Network
WHK CLEVELAND
CBS Basic Network
WIND GARY— WJJD CHICAGO
Result-Getters in Chicago Area
KMBC KANSAS CITY
CBS Basic Network
Page 6

1,133,139*
1,544,828*
2,069,345*
5,837,199*
1,394,581*

larger roof, to accommodate

2,522,075*
925,717*

WTCNThe MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
Twin Cities NewspaperPAUL
Station 2,137,792*
KOILNBCOMAHA-COUNCIL
Basic Blue Network BLUFFS 1,363,985*
KFWBWarner
LOS Bros.
ANGELES
Movie Studios Station 2,200,000*
KOINCBSPORTLAND
692,457*
Pacific Coast Group
KOL CBS
SEATTLE
Pacific Coast Group

832,156*

KVI CBS
TACOMA
Pacific Coast Group

728,000*

an increased personnel.

As the proud parents of F J & F, we invite you to
test the mettle of this most promising new firm. The
new line-up of stations is given below.

cJialion C&efi
DETROIT
CHICAGO
General Motors Bldg.
180 N. Michigan
Madison 1423
Franklin 6373

KFABCBSOMAHA-LINCOLN
Basic Network
WAVENBC LOUISVILLE
Southcentral Group
4,389,108*

separate sales organizations. One ideal of service —
two lists of stations. All under one roof — but a

SLEININGER,

(&aJio
NEW YORK
110 East 42nd St.
Lexington 2-8660

effective manner than has ever before been possible. In other words . . . one management — two

INC.!

eseiilalwes
SAN FRANCISCO
Russ Building
Sutter 5415

F J & F STATIONS
WAIU COLUMBUS
Predominant in Central Ohio
WOC DAVENPORT
CBS Basic Supplementary Group 1 ,433,606*
WDAY FARGO
NBC Northwestern Group
WDRC HARTFORD
300,000*
CBS Basic Network
928,867*
WKZO KALAMAZOO
Tne Voice of Southwestern Michigan
449,756*

LOS
C. of ANGELES
C. Bldg.
Richmond 6184
WMAZ MACON
Choice of Central and South Georgia Lu?
WMBD PEORIA
CBS Basic Supplementary Group
WPTF RALEIGH
NBC Southeastern Group
KTUL TULSA
CBS Southwestern Group
KALE PORTLAND
Sister Station to KOIN
* Population of primary daytime coverac
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Accounts

had been held in suspense dockets
pending hearing on the program
Stations from Ether Not Planned;
charges. Now, it is learned, the
FCC feels that this would work
undue hardship and it has decided
JYardstick" to Be Provided on Program Acceptabilit
that such routine applications of
y
[ITHOUT compromising in any
gram," he said, "it hopes that its stations which have been cited will
oratories" of Chicago, featurin
ly its campaign to purge the one "Dr. Schyman", and advertis-g formal opinions following hearings
ed in the regular manler of all program matter it beon programs cited will serve to be consider
Helen"a clarify
of "Mother
a variety and
ner upon their merits subject,
ves obnoxious to the sensibili- herb ingremedies
these issues as they arise however,
tonics under
to final disposition of the
1 of the average listener, the dozen different names, and held in formal Commission proceedings.
1C at last has let it be known
out as treatment for cancer, tu- We believe this should to some ex- applications for renewal on the
program issues.
it its object is not to banish
tent provide stations, advertisers
berculosis, syphillis, gallstones
In other words a station applicaand agencies with a yardstick
jm the air everything in the and a long list of chronic ailments
tion for relocation of its trans<dical or treatment line. At the and diseases. Cited for hearing which they can apply to future
mitter if otherwise consistent
ne time it became apparent that on June 17 in Chicago are WEDC,
sponsored programs in these lines. with regulations will be granted
3re is no intention of meting out WSBC and WGES, Chicago, and The opinions thus rendered by the with the added proviso that the
nishment that will mean any
WWAE, Hammond, Ind., which al- Commission might be considered ruling will have no bearing on the
olesale deletions of stations.
as precedents which have been es- decision the FCC may reach later
legedly carried the programs.
That there will be provided as
The FCC, according to informain adjudicating the program citan obtained by Broadcasting,
time goes on a "yardstick" with tablished."Routine Petitions
tions. Several petitions were filed
iched the crux of its crusade which
the industry can measure
along this line, the last by WJR,
en it cited for hearing 21 sta- the acceptability of programs in THE Marmola citations exploded
has pending an apns which have broadcast pro- various categories was made ap- like a blast of TNT despite the Detroit, which
plication for an increase in power
parent May 27 by Chairman Prall advance warning. At the time from 10,000
ems sponsored by Marmola, fatmany of the stations cited had clear channel.to 50,000 watts on its
lucer distributed by the Rala- of the FCC in an interview with
routine applications pending for
n Co., of Detroit. These sta- Broadcasting.
Leo J. Fitzpatrick, vice presins have been hailed for hearing
"While the FCC knows it has no increases in power, location
dent and general manager, stated
which
of
all
like,
the
and
changes
power
of
censorship
over
any
pro"ore the
in this petition, filed May 22, that
on
t. 3. InBroadcast
the MayDivision
15 issue
the Marmola program had been
oadcasting exclusively reported
carried for 11 weeks on WJR but
it Marmola was under scrutiny,
that on receiving a letter from the
;h action imminent. The formal
FCC indicating the program was
Code
Authority
Closes
Doors
houncement came May 21.
in
disfavor, immediately cancelled
I was learned that there is no
it. He asked that the 50,000 watt
tention of excluding from the
application be granted with the
all proprietaries, medicines or As
NRA
Is Adjudged
Illegal
understanding that "the granting
Idical services. Assuming that THE CODE AUTHORITY for
of said application for construction
terest of industrial recovery.
product itself is not dangerous
The court held in substance that permit shall not operate as a findIhealth, it is felt that stations, the broadcasting industry officially
ing by the Commission that the
'ertisera and agencies will serve closed its doors May 27 when the NRA is unconstitutional because
operation of said stapublic interest if they do not Supreme Court by unanimous opin- it illegally delegated to the Presi- continued
tion does now or will hereafter
ion
declared
the
National
Indusdent
powers
which
Congress
had
isrepresent" or "deceive" in
no constitutional authority to give. serve public interest, convenience
trial Recovery Act unconstitu"or advertising and if the comtional and along with it all codes, Further it held that the title (title or necessity; that the granting of
Ircial continuities do not offend
said application for construction
I are not in bad taste, taking wage and hour provisions and fair 3) under which codes were created
permit, and any and all expenditrade practices provisions which was invalid because of the absence
account the
tures of money and effort which
■. 'olistening
group.family circle as industries have observed since the of a constitutional standard.
While the Code Authority, of petitioner may make pursuant
Blue Eagle was born two years
thereto, shall not in any way conHundred Stations Cited
which James W. Baldwin is execuago.
stitute, and will at no time be
Thus the broadcasting industry
tive officer, was automatically
IS is precisely the information
at the same time was freed of the abolished, he planned to call a urged by petitioner as constitutbroadcasting industry, and restraints and the benefits imposed
ing, a reason or argument for the
meeting shortly for the formal acI includes the advertisers and by the code of fair competition
granting of said application for
tion. In the meantime, it is under'sncies, have awaited since the adopted in the winter of 1933. Stastood that stations will be called
of license."
C started its campaign last
tions no longer are bound by any upon to continue to observe, so far renewal Reaction
of Stations
W%. It does not mean, however,
of the code provisions and, as a as practicable, all those beneficial
provisions
of
the
code
that
have
matter
of
fact,
past
actions
of
the
| there is any let-down. As a
IT IS PRESUMED that in grantjtter of fact, there are now
code authority can be disregarded
tended
industry.to bring stabilization to the
ing pending applications of sta•e than 100 stations which have as having been illegal and without
tions cited the FCC will request
I cited on license renewals be- constitutional authority.
that
the stations concede to similar
Meanwhile administration leadBe of questionable programs,
provisions with respect to ultimate
As a friendly gesture to labor,
ers including the President planned
ise are not restricted to medi- it is probable that the NAB along to pitch into conferences with the decision on their renewals.
accounts but include also lot- with those broadcasters who have
In addition to WJR, stations
objective of devising legislation
ies, advertising of electrical ap- served on the Code Authority will continuing the fundamentals of formally cited for hearing because
mces claimed to have therapeuof the Marmola account are KNX,
NRA and at the same time meetask that the wage and hour provisions of the code be observed
value, and other "misrepreLos Angeles; WBAP, Fort Worth;
ing
the
Supreme
Court's
constitu:ations".
tional objections. They felt this WGAR, Cleveland; WBAL, Baltivoluntarily. Trade practice proviIhe latest citations which folsions, likewise, should be observed
could be accomplished within the
more; WGR, Buffalo; WHEC,
ed close on the heels of the until the administration determines
Rochester; WHO, Des Moines;
court's opinion, but it was evident
that all intrastate commerce would
WIOD, Miami; WIND, Gary, Ind.;
"mola barrage, involve the what course, if any, it will pursue,
(Continued on page 46)
b" remedies of the "SMS Lab- to salvage NRA policies in the inWIRE, Indianapolis; WJAS PittsWholesale
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burgh; WJJD, Chicago; WKBW,
Buffalo; WOW, Omaha; WO WO,
OrFort Wayne; WSMB, NewKFRC,
leans; WTMJ, Milwaukee;
San Francisco; KMBC, Kansas
City, and KMOX, St. Louis.
The press release issued by the
FCC stated that the stations must
prove that their "continued operation will be in the public interest"
and that "pending the outcome of
the hearings they will be granted
temporary licenses". There was a
spontaneous uprising from the stations, which held that in a measure
it was unfair to make such accusations prior to hearing because it
placed them under a stigma and
gave their competitors ammunition with which to seek accounts
now using their facilities.
In response to an inquiry, Broadcasting received the following
quotation
from
E. D. Hayes,
president of the Raladam
Co.:
"We have always defended our
product against government agencies and will contest the hearing
Oct. 3. In 28 years of successful
operation we have never had any
harmful cases. This should be
sufficient evidence of the merits of
ourIn product."
its announcement the FCC
said that Marmola has been under
the ban of the Post Office Department for several years and also is
in disfavor with the Federal Trade
Commission. "Some of the stations 'cited'," it added, "still carry
that program".
Federal Action Cited
The FCC announcement continued:
In April 1929 the Federal Trade
Commission issued a cease and desist order against the Raladam Co.,
distributors of Marmola. The concluding order in that case directed
that the Raladam Co. cease and desist :
From representing Marmola as a
remedy for the treatment of obesity
unless such representation is accompanied by a statement that Marmola
cannot be taken with safety to physical health except under the direction
and advice of competent medical authority.
In that order the Federal Trade
Commission indicated that the promiscuous sale and use of Marmola is
inimical to the public health and possible menace to the public welfare.
The Supreme Court of the United
States, however, reversed the Federal
Trade Commission in that case on the
ground
' competition
interstate
commercethatwas
not shownin but
made
this statement :
"Findings
evidence
warrant
the supported
conclusionby that
the
preparation is one which cannot be
used generally with safety to physical health except under medical direction and advice."
The Post Office Department some
time ago cited Marmola in fraud order proceedings and at the conclusion
of the hearing Marmola producers
stipulated they would go out of busi(Continued on page 46)
Chevrolet Back
CHEVROLET returned to the full
roster of some 300 stations carrying the spot transcription campaign on May 20 upon cessation of
the automotive strike in Toledo,
after having been off the air since
May 6. On June 1 the program
starts on about a score of Pacific
coast stations for a 13-week schedule paralleling the schedules on
stations in other parts of the country. The account is placed by
Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit, and
the series was recorded by WBS.
Page 8

Ice Cream Discs
SOUTHERN DAIRIES Inc.,
Washington, D. C. (ice cream) has
started a campaign in the 13 MidAtlantic and Southeastern states
in its territory, using Tarzan
transcriptions three times weekly
on seven stations. Present plans
contemplate the addition of several
more stations. On the list to date
are WJAX, WTOC, WBIG,
WBTM, WDBJ, WBT and WCSC.
McKee & Albright Inc., Philadelphia, has the account.

Audit

Bureau

Meets

With

Plan
Delay

Senator Wheeler
Congress

Hopefu

Will Pass Bil

ANA Committee Lacking Power
To
Repeal
ClausDESPITE
the Davis
intense legislate
To Take Necessary Action
jam Chairman Wheeler (D.) c
is still hopeful of havin
DESPITE a complication as to the Montana
enacted at this session of Congrej
status of the Association of Na- his bill (S. 2243) to repeal th
tional Advertisers in the venture,
Davis Equalization Amendment i
plans are progressing for the the Communications Act whic
formation of a cooperative inde- governs allocations, he informe
Broadcasting May 22.
pendent bureau to authenticate
"I regard this amendment, re<
station coverage, following conversations in New York May 20 ommended by the FCC, as most u
between ANA, NAB and the gent, since the present law has tl
American Association of Adver- effect of depriving certain areas q
Liquor Advertising
the country of broadcasting facil
tising Agencies.
Rules Are Revised
ties which they can accommodate
A general meeting of committees
Senator Wheeler said. He did n
of
seven
of
the
three
groups,
REVISED regulations to govern
know whether his committee wou
for that day, was dethe advertising and labeling of dis- scheduled
ferred due to the disclosure that have opportunity to consider tl
tilled spirits, effective June 10,
amendment, since it
have been issued by Joseph H. the ANA had not finally author- proposed
now occupied with both holdir
ized
its
committee
to
participate.
Choate Jr., chairman of the Fedcompany and railroad legislatio
Instead there were informal con- but he added that he hoped the o
eral Alcohol Control Administraferences of heads of the committion. In the main, the rules conportunity would arise for favo
sist of a compilation of previous
tees representing the organizations
able action.
orders with minor amendments of and a tacit understanding the plans
As now written, the Da\
a clerical nature.
would be pursued. In the meanAmendment provides an equal di
At the same time, Mr. Choate
time, efforts were to be made by
of broadcasting faciliti
announced that a hearing will be Stuart Peabody, Borden Co., chair- tribution
among the five radio zones in.
held June 6 to consider proposals to
man of the ANA committee, and which the country is divided a
amend FACA regulations affecting
Paul B. West, ANA managing di- cording to population, and :
rector, to get authority from the equitable division among the stat
advertising and branding of
liquors. For the most part, the pro- ANA board to proceed on a formal
in each zone, with proportiona
posed changes affect technical basis.
population as the yardstick,
methods of describing spirits.
was
under this amendment th
Allocating the Task
Article VII of the new FACA
the former Radio Commission drt
BOTH the AAAA and the NAB
rules, dealing with false advertisup itsa storm-center
"quota system",
which h
ing:, includes broadcasting along have duly authorized committees
been
of controvert
The new provision proposed
with other media. It prohibits ad- created by resolutions adopted by
vertising ofspirits that is in viola- the trade associations to follow
the FCC, and which Senate
tion of the false advertising pro- through on plans to create the co- reads:
Wheeler incorporated in his bi
visions of the various codes govoperative
bureau
which
would
deerning different branches of the
In considering applications for
vise "radio circulation" yardsticks
alcoholic beverage industry. The
or modifications and renew
and data designed to supplant ex- censes,
thereof,
when and insofar as there
article specifies that advertiseisting methods of analysis. The demand for the same, the Commissi
ments "shall not contain any statecommittee, under the tentative
shall make such distribution of lic<
ment, design or device representscheme, would be cooperatively
ses, of
frequencies,
operati<
ing that the use of any distilled maintained and controlled with and
communitieshours
as toof provide
spirits has curative or therapeutic
NAB and ANA having equal rep- equitable distribution of radio serv
effects, if such statement is untrue
resentation as to control and with to each of the same.
in any particular, or directly or by the AAAA, as the organization
ambiguity, omission, or inference
representing both advertiser and
tends to create a misleading im- medium, with the balance of the
Mint Tea Introduced
Arthur B. Church, chairman of PROMOTION of mint-flavored t
pression."
power.
the NAB committee, and Philip G. for iced tea will be launched Ju
Esso Plans CBS Series
Loucks, NAB managing director, 7 by the north central division
Independent Grocers Alliance. T
met with the ANA representatives
And Merchandi sing Drive
new product will be introduc
May 20 and afterward with John
STANDARD OIL Co. of New Jer- Benson, president and Frederic A. through the 530 stores in the di
sey (Esso) will begin a new series
Gamble, executive secretary of sion, served through Winstc
of CBS programs June 10. The the AAAA. There was general
Newell Co., Minneapolis. FJ
program will be Guy Lombardo
accord on the plan itself. The 5-minute spots on each of four
and His Royal Canadians, Monday
ANA, however, it developed, is in dio stations will be used June
nights from 8-8:30. A split net- disagreement as to whether the and 8, 20 spots in all. Stations (
work of about 40 stations will be
be done under its Ad- WCCO, Minneapolis; WDAY, F;
used but the stations had not been work should
vertising Research Foundation as go;
KF^
Moines,
WHO, Des
Bismarck.
McCord
Co.,and
Minnea;
definitely decided as Broadcasting
an ANA venture or under the lis,
is the agency.
went to press. Esso petroleum
joint committee. AAAA and NAB
products are sold as far West as are
agreed on the latter, and the
St. Louis and in all the Eastern
ANA representatives indicated
June 10 and during which time
states from Maine to Florida. The
would try to procure similar NAB commercial section will h
network will be designed to fit in they
action
from
the
ANA
board.
At
its annual session.
with this distribution of Esso
the White Sulphur Springs conTo conform with the size of '
products.
vention
of
ANA
last
month,
it
had
ANA and AAAA committees, tJ
The contracts are for one year,
been reported that the necessary
additional members have b
with Marschalk & Pratt Inc., New
named to the NAB committee d
York, recently assigned to service authority had been given for ANA
participation in the same status ignated to handle the audit bun
Standard radio advertising. An ex- as
that of the other organizations, negotiations. These are Alfred
tensive merchandising campaign
but this action apparently was not McCosker, WOR, Newark, s< a
will be carried out in conjunction
formal.
with the network series.
John Elmer, WCBM, Baltimc
Meanwhile all three organiza- Other members, aside from Chi
tions
propose
to
proceed
with
their
man Church, are Edgar Kob
WITH the transfer of WIRE, InNBC sales vice president; J(|^;
dianapolis, from optional service preliminary studies to convene
again
in
general
session,
subject
to the basic Red network, and the
Karol, CBS director of resear
signing of a contract to that ef- to call, and after the ANA status J. V. L. Hogan, New York consi
fect, the number of NBC affiliates is cleared. There was the confi- ing engineer, and Joseph A. IV
dent hope that the basic plan will and, WHO, Des Moines.
which have signed the new station
Loucks is an ex officio meml
compensation plan totals 47, ex- be drafted in time for the convention of the Advertising Federation
along with Dr. Herman S. E
clusive of the 15 owned and operated stations.
of America, to be held in Chicago tinger, NAB research director.
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News
Sales

Services
Campaigns

ANPA

and

News

B THE FOG in the radio news situai tion began to lift with the approach of June and the still unsettled scene finds U. P. and I. N. S.
actively contacting broadcasters to
) whom they are offering extensive
i news coverage. Transradio Press,
tjfighting to prevent inroads by
; jnewspaper wire services, claims to
iiave added more stations although
hi few have been lost. Press-Radio,
jrstaying in the background, continues to supply a somewhat augmented service to network and sta: ion clients.
Negotiations are in progress
oetween both nationwide networks
knd U. P. and I. N. S. for news
service available for sponsorship
;o stations owned or operated by
:hem. These discussions are understood to cover local use by
:hese stations, with no immediate
jabhange
tblanned. in network arrangements
ill- N. S. has signed contracts with
General Mills and WGST, Atlanta,
fs he former providing for sponsorhip on five Hearst stations, in the
lature of a test. General Mills
II expected to use spot programs
ather than network.
Herbert Moore, head of Transadio, announced the signing of
I^JAR, WTIC,
WHDH, WSAR,
ftUJ, WSYR, WIS, KROW, KGMB,
trDSU, KMO, WPTF and KIT.
Transradio Suit

'UT of the clearing skies Trans; adio burst into public limelight
[lay 21 by filing suit for more than
million dollars damage against
:e three major press associations,
BC and CBS, and the ANPA.
Ipming Transradio in the suit is
s affiliated Radio News Associajkm. Violations of the Sherman
id Clayton Acts and the FederaCommunications Act are
M'Mmed, the complaint centering on
:Itjie
134. Press-Radio agreement of
^Including the Yankee Network,
% stations are now subscribing to
Fjjiternational
Service.
Addibns since the News
last issue
of BroadiffiiSTiNG went to press comprise:
INS, New York; WCAE, Pittsirgh; WBAL, Baltimore; WISN,
fiwaukee; KYA, San Francisco;
TCN, Minneapolis-St. Paul, and
GST, Atlanta. The first five of
■ese are owned or operated by
ela sarst interests,
I. N. S. Arrangements
,f||jE SITUATION with regard to
(H earst services has been simplified
y the decision to sell only one re.[ rt — that of I. N. S. — and to make
^available from 6 a. m. to 2 a. m,
[dpi time, and during certain
; ]ars on Sunday. The Universal
U! rvice report is not sold as such.
;tHUnited Press has sold its ser:0t « to the following: KYW, PhilaJujphia; WEEI, Boston; KJBS,
eai ifi Francisco ; KNX, Los Ange0, f (a client of U. P. before the
,J 2ss-Radio agreement went into
;ct), and WFAA, Dallas.
d ?f-3 P. members owning stations
1,{ l\ understood to have been given
% 'mission to compile news proIfbte 1, 1935

Clamor
Under

Way;

for

Radi

Transradio

Associations

for

ALTHOUGH the American Broadcasters' News Association, with offices in Oakland and San Francisco, has not announced affiliated
stations, Frank Wright, who heads
the venture, stated that his news
gathering and distributing organization will start on July 1 with
approximately 100 stations. In the
meantime he is lining up correspondents throughout the country.
The organization will be worked
on a cooperative system with stations sharing in the profits.
KIEM, Eureka, Cal., dropped its
Press-Radio news May 15, in favor
of Transradio, and KFRC, San
Francisco, not satisfied with PressRadio, is looking with favor upon
one of the other services. Trans-

HOW

WFIL

Sues

Million

grams from the service, with no
sponsorship allowed. U. P. has
added special men to prepare news
for broadcasting.
Confusion still reigns in radio
news on the Pacific Coast, with
several late developments. Although the United Press hasn't established aregular West Coast bureau in San Francisco, its salesmen are active, offering their facilities to broadcasting stations.
The Northern California Broadcasting System, which discontinued
its Press-Radio service May 18, is
the first on the Pacific Coast to
sign with the U. P., and on May 20
started using two schedules daily
on KJBS, San Francisco and three
on KQW, San Jose, Cal. KJBS
also has a daily 15-minute Transradio Italian language broadcast
at 7 p. m. U. P. is said to have
cut its price considerably to get
the Northern California Broadcasting System's business.
As far as can be learned, I. N.
S. hasn't invaded the Pacific Coast
territory, but is expected daily.
New Association

oClients
Networks,

Dollars

radio reports several additional
Pacific Coast stations are taking
their services, supplementing those
announced in the May 15 issue of
Broadcasting.
WFAA, Dallas, announced acquisition of the full U. P. service
May 27 by a circular and half -page
advertisement in the Dallas News,
operating the station. WTMJ, Milwaukee, is preparing news bulletins from A. P., Press-Radio and
staff stories in the Milwaukee
Journal.
In Syracuse, WSYR has subscribed to Transradio. WFIL,
Philadelphia, has revised its news
department to handle I. N. S. service, Manager Donald Withycomb
announced
May 16, installing three
day.
teletypes to operate 21 hours a
Suit Filed by Transradio
RELATIONS between radio and
the press were thrown into the jurisdiction of the Federal courts
May 21, when Herbert Moore announced the Transradio Press Service and Radio News Association
suit for more than $1,000,000 under the anti-trust laws and Federal Communications Act, against
the three press associations, the
two m aj o r networks, and the
ANPA.
The networks are included in the
suit on the strength of the "public interest, convenience and necessity" provision of the old radio
law and the present Federal Communications Act, since it is contended that their agreement with
the press-radio "program" of February,of news
1934, providing
for a limitation
to the bulletins
of
Press - Radio Bureau, was not in
the public interest. It is therefore
asked that the licenses of stations
operated
by the networks be revoked.

DRAMATIZES

NEWS

Two Announcers and an Actor Are Used to Add

Color

To Frequent Presentations of Bulletins
WITH stations dramatic actor. Shows open with
ticker spelling studio call letters
revising their
in code, followed by fanfare.
program methods
and news sources Headlines are done by the anwith a second announcer
WFIL, Philadel- handling nouncer,
actual news copy. The
phia, offers
an example
in- stories are broken by the ticker
teresting
of how news serv- code effect. In cases of quotes
during copy, a dramatic actor is
ice can be han- used.
dled. Three teletypewriters are
The tag line is "WFIL is first
Mr. Gosch
at work 21 hours
with
the can
news!"
WFIL
move news as fast as
per day, grinding out I.N.S. news.
The station employs its own edi- it arrives. Although stories are
generally short, enough detail is
tor who clips, edits and rewrites
the material in script form. The used to give the listener a combroadcasts are done four times
plete index of stories. The new
daily, in 15-minute periods be- WFIL rate card, which embraces
tween 7 a. m. and 11 p. m., to- quotes on the news service, includes complete ether service for
gether with special dispatches of
time, news material, editing and
importance as they come over the delivery.
wires. Martin A. Gosch is news
editor.
Mr. Gosch was formerly of the
Philadelphia Record and New York
In presenting the news WFIL
employs two announcers and one Post.
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Acts of unfair competition
charged against the ANPA, the
press menassociations
or their spokesinclude:
1 — That they allegedly sought to
leave the impression that Transment; radio and RNA are propaganda
bureaus of the United States government or some foreign govern2 — That they allegedly sought to
leave the impression that authentic news can be secured only from
the defendant press associations
and not from Transradio or RNA;
3 — That they allegedly sought to
leave the impression that the news
service of Transradio and RNA
consists of "pirated" news, and
4 — That they allegedly charged
that advertisers might censor and
edit Transradio and RNA news,
whereas contracts for Transradio
and RNA services contain clauses
to protect the objective nature of
Basis of Complaint
the news. ' of $977,500 are asked
DAMAGES
on behalf of Transradio, and $192,500 on behalf of RNA. These figures have been arrived at by computing the weekly value of all contracts lost by the respective services since the acts complained of
on the part of the defendants, multiplying them by 52, and adding
an unspecified amount for the allegedly libellous statements which
it is charged arose out of the conspiracy. There is no stipulation of
libel in the petition, which was
filed in the Federal District Court
for the Southern District of New
York, the entire suit being based
on the allegation of conspiracy,
though the one may be incidental
to the other.
Isaac W. Digges, New York, is
general counsel for the Moore interests, and associated with him in
the suit is Phillip S. Rivlin, of New
York.
a son-in-law of
Senator Digges
Carter is
Glass.
Property Rights
THE FULL list of defendants
named in the petition comprises:
Associated Press Inc.; United
Press Associations Inc.; International News Service Inc.; Columbia tional
Broadcasting
System
Inc.; Inc.;
NaBroadcasting
Company
Amercian Newspaper Publishers
Association Inc.; E. H. Harris,
Publisher of Richmond (Ind.) Palladium Item and Chairman of the
Publishers National Radio Committee; Lloyd Stratton, executive
assistant to the president of Associated Press; Hugh Baillie; president (formerly executive vicepresident) of United Press; Joseph
V. Connolly, president, International News Service; J. D. Gortatowsky, "an important agent of
International News Service whose
exact titlechairman
is unknown";
W.
Howard,
of theRoy
board,
Scripps-Howard newspapers; G. B.
Parker, editor - in - chief, ScrippsHoward newspapers; William S.
Paley, president, CBS; Paul White,
an executive officer of CBS; Merlin
H. Aylesworth, president, NBC;
Frank E. Mason, vice-president,
NBC.
It is declared that "a valuable
property interest in the news, as
news, cannot be maintained by
keeping it secret, or by artificial
restraint . . . artificial restraint
placed upon its sale by a competi(Continued on page 38)
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Food

and

Drug

Bill

Passed By Senate
Wings Clipped, It Now Awaits
Further Action by the House
WITHOUT a record vote the Senate on May 28 passed the Copeland
Bill (S. 5) to regulate the sale
and advertising of food, drugs and
cosmetics after all provisions obof the Senjectionable tomembers
eliminated by the
ate had been
conference method. The measure
now goes to the House. If finally
enacted it will take effect in one
year.
Amendments to the measure
agreed to by Senator Copeland
(D.) of New York, included those
demanded by Senators Bailey (D.)
North Carolina, and Clark (D.)
Missouri. Advertising provisions
have been clarified so that advertising itself is not classified as a
food, drug or cosmetic, as Senator Bailey claimed in the heated
debate on the measure when it was
stymied in April. Moreover, Senator Clark's stern opposition has
been eliminated by addition of an
amendment providing that nothing
in the measure shall take away
any of the power over advertising
vested in the Federal Trade Commission.
False Advertising

Canada Uses 530 Kc.
WITH the disclosure that Canada
had assigned CJKL, Kirkland Lake,
Ontario, to the 530 kc. channel
with 1,000 watts, protests were anticipated from naval, shipping and
possibly other government services
in the United States, it was learned
May 28. The channel is a guard
band for the international distress
(SOS) frequency of 500 kc. and
the Navy has been vigorous in the
past in protesting any enlargement of the broadcast band below
550 kc.
Some three years ago Canada
assigned a station to the 540 kc.
band, and a controversy ensued.
The new allocations, released May
15 by the Canadian Radio Broadcasting Commission, showed that
CJKL had been assigned to the 530
band. It is a commercial station,
privately operated. On 540 kc. is
CJRM, Belleplaine, Sask., with
1,000 watts.
Col. & Budd on Ford
N. W. AYER & SON Inc., Philadelphia, announced May 28 that
Stoopnagle and Budd will join the
Ford Motor Co. program with Fred
Waring's
in
July. orchestra on CBS early
KRNT, Des Moines, on May 28
was granted a license for special
experimental authority to increase
its power to 500 watts night and
1,000 watts day.

Mayor LaGuardia Plans
Commercial Operation
For Municipal Station
COMMERCIAL operation of
WNYC, municipal station operated
by the city of New York, is being
considered by Mayor LaGuardia,
along with a plea to the FCC for
full time operation. The station
now operates daytime only on the
810 kc. clear channel, and does not
sell time.
In Washington on May 16,
Mayor LaGuardia told a staff
member of Broadcasting that he
had such
planhe under
considera-to
tion, and athat
was opposed
the proposal of WLWL, New York
Faththe Paulist
City,ers,operated
whereby theby civic
station would
be transferred to 1130 kc. as part
of a proposed shift which would involve nine stations and five clear
channels. Instead he said he had
under contemplation an application before the FCC for full time.
As to commercial operation,
Mayor LaGuardia asserted that
should this be decided upon, the
station would seek only those advertisers who are not purchasing
time on mercial
privately-operated
stations. He said thatcom-in
his opinion there wouldflict. ; be no conMcCloskey Varnish Tries
Local Series in Far West
McCLOSKEY VARNISH Co., Los
Angeles and Philadelphia, in May
started a series of West Coast test
programs through the Bert (A. A.)
Butterworth Agency, Los Angeles,
for its KWIK-ON product. The
first program on KMJ, Fresno, 15minutes weekly, brought 400 people
into the store of the local distributor. Late in the month a similar
test was to be made on KXRO,
Aberdeen and KRKO, Everett in
Washington; KIEM, Eureka, Cal.,
and KTAR, Phoenix, Ariz.
The projected campaign, arising
out of the May tests, will probably
be through
of transcriptions in thethe11usewestern
states.

Summer
On

CBS

Business
Increases

Gain of 22% Noted Over 1935 ;
Daytime Sales Up 45.9%
SUMMER business booked by CBS
sets a new record in total expenditures,vertiser
average
expenditure
per time
adand average
daily
sales, with only a half dozen of the
first quarter clients leaving the air
for June, July and August.
NBC business also is running far
ahead
of theMay1934
Broadcasting
1). total (see

Total expenditures for the JuneAugust period on CBS will be
reto figures
$2,526,480
leased ,by itsaccording
Trade News
Division,
compared with $2,069,544 last year
and $1,498,108 in 1933. Summer
daytime
broadcast
totals a$625,700 for the
currentingseason,
gain
of 45.9% over last year. Evening
sales total $1,900,634, a gain of
15.9%.
Year-round Schedules
CBS ascribes the steady increase,
in summer broadcasting to one
conclusion — that radio advertisers
already recognize broadcasting as
an all-year-round advertising medium and more and more advertisers are adjusting their radio apfor consistpropriations toallow
ent broadcasting
throughout
the

THE DEFINITION of "false adA breakdown of the figures
vertisement" was revised to read
as follows:
shows that the bulk of summer advertising isbeing absorbed by the
An advertisement of a food, drug,
year.
device, or cosmetic shall be deemed
drug industry with foods and food
to be false if it is false or misleadbeverages taking second place
Summer drug advertising h a s
ing in any particular relevant to the classification as drugs; (4) a defipurposes of this act regarding such
nition of the meaning of scientific
jumped from $338,000 in 1933 tc
food, drug, or cosmetic. Any repre$913,000 in 1935. Foods have
sentation concerning any effect of a opinion; (5) liberalization of the
leaped from $211,000 in 1933 tc
of "germicide"; (6) muldrug or device shall be deemed to be definition
tiple
seizures
prohibited
in
charges
false under this paragraph if such of misbranding except imminently
nearly $610,000 this summer.
In the confectionery and sofi
representation is not supported by
dangerous
to
health,
and
provision
drink
classification, expenditure:
demonstrable scientific facts or subfor
consolidating
multiple
seizures
on CBS have progressed fron
stantial and reliable medical or scienfor a single trial.
$7,000 in 1933 to $71,000 in 1935
tific opinion."
Specific
provision was made not
With the assignment of a sepaand paints and hardware, whicl
to interfere with the powers of the
totaled
$6,900 in 1933 will ap
rate definition for "device", classiFederal Trade Commission over
fied as a "drug" in earlier prints,
season.
proach $19,000 for the curren
the bill has been changed in some
advertising. This proviso was
Automotive advertising is dowi
added: "That nothing in this act 40 different places to read "food, McGregor and Sollie, San Franshall impair or be construed to drug, device or cosmetic", to care
cisco, was making sample discs for this year, dropping from the 193impair or diminish the powers of for this change. Also important is the agency. The localized pro- summer figure of $255,511 to $216,
the Federal Trade Commission un331, with a 1933 mark having beei
grams are not to be a cooperative
the definition of "scientific opinion", which is declared to mean the idea, the sponsor paying the entire $83,568. Tobacco accounts gaine>
der existing law."
opinion within their respective cost of time and talent. Each local from $187,550 last year to $198,50
Senator Copeland has worked
assiduously behind the scenes in fields, of competent pharmacolog- dealer and representative of the but still were far below the 193:
ists, physiologists or toxicologists. product can select the station and sum of $368,718. Petroleum prod
endeavoring to procure agreement
on his measure. In its present
his only expense will be any pos- ucts, down to $19,526 last summer
Misbranding Clause
to the 1933 level of mor
form the bill, while still far-reachsible local newspaper tie-in for the are
than up$201,000.
ing in its application, nevertheless
THE
BAILEY
amendments
on
program,
any other
meis a far different measure than the
Other groups showing increase
dia. Theplus
sponsors
willlocal
furnish
one he originally introduced or the definitions of adulteration and mis- folders and window displays.
this
year areas radios
music?
one that was blocked and shunted
instruments
well asandsoaps
an
branding are retained in substantially the form they were offered
to the foot of the Senate calendar
housekeepers supplies. No wir
Malt-O-Meal
Tests
on the floor last April. The lanand beer accounts are booked thi
last April even after a half-dozen
rewritings.
guage "if it is dangerous to health CAMPBELL CEREAL Co., Northsummer, although they amountd
In the House the story may be under the conditions of use pre- field, Minn. (Malt-O-Meal) has to $128,207 last summer.
different for, so far as known,
scribed in the labeling or advertis- launched a summer radio camthere has been little sympathy
ing thereof" has been eliminated
paign on WBBM, Chicago. Prothere for the Copeland Bill and from the definition of adulterated
grams are dramatized true - life
circus
stories
featuring Al Priddy,
Mission Dry on Air
drugs,
and
the
first
part
of
the
the Trade Commission, should
misbranding
section
now
reads:
MISSION DRY Corp., Los Ang
the "circus man", which have been
it oppose the revised mea"A drug or device shall be approved by a number of Parentsure, may be able to muster sufmaker and distributor of Mi;
ficient support to get its views deemed to be misbranded — (a) if Teacher Associations and school les,
Dairy Orange, late in Ma
its
labeling is false or misleading authorities. Merchandising is chief- sion
across. Chairman Ewin L. Davis,
was
to
use spots on several st;
ly through a letter-writing contest, tions in the East, although the li: |
of the Trade Commission, is a for- in any particular. Any representation
concerning
any
effect
of
a
each letter to contain a box - top. was not available when Broai
mer Congressman and is widely redrug or device shall be deemed to Best 25 letters on each broadcast
spected in the lower house.
will
win their writers tickets to casting went to press. The oran|
Among the high-spots of the re- be false under this paragraph if
bul*
concentrate
and delivered
eastward byas mil!;
vised measure are: (1) False ad- such representation is not support- the Ringling Brothers-Barnum and juice
is shipped
ed by demonstrable scientific fact Bailey circus during its Chicago men. Spot announcements on a s
vertising isclassified as misbrandor
substantial
and
reliable
medical
ing rather than adulteration; (2)
visit. Plans call for similar pro- lected list of stations were to 1
grams in other cities as soon as used through June, possibly tra.
specific provision that no power is or scientific opinion, (b) If it is
dangerous to health under the con- it has been tested in Chicago. Pro- scription in July. The Los Ang
taken away from the Trade Comditions of use prescribed in the
mission; (3) a separate definition
grams are placed through Phillip les office of Leon Livingston Ad
O. Palmer & Co. Inc., Chicago.
for devices, removing them from
label or advertising thereof."
Agency handles the account.
Page 10
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Marshall

Field
By

Sells
BRUCE

With

Musical

Clock

ROBERTSON

"Many of the announcements
institutional in nature, describare
Are Sales Hours lor Department
Store
ing such store events as art exhibits, displays of period furniture,
\nd Thousands
of Chicagoans Hear Its Daily Message
lectures by bridge experts or visiting authors, fashion shows and
tence my opinion should have some
the like. Unlike Field's newspaper
weight)
that
its
regularity
is
one
advertising, which is normally
THERE are Musical Clocks and Musical Clocks! From
planned and scheduled a week in
of the Clock's biggest attractions.
Many programs of this type give advance, the announcements for
oast to coast these programs fill the ether at breakfast
the time haphazardly, between rec- the Clock are chosen and written
ords and at odd intervals. On the the afternoon before going on the
r inie. In Chicago, Marshall Field & Co., big department
Musical Clock the time is given air. Abrupt changes in weather,
* tore, has celebrated its fifth air birthday. Every weekevery five minutes, exactly, at 7:05, or in buying trends can thus be
a lay Chicagoans time their morning routine by the Field
7:10,
etc.,five-minute
right up mark
to 9 happens
o'clock. taken advantage of overnight."
If the
Musical Clock specials, adverto come in the middle of a record
^ jlusical Clock. And often enough, they are influenced
tised in no other way, are occa— and it usually does — the music
sionally used as a check on the
is
toned
down
while
the
time
is
f;»y the program's merchandising appeal.
It is an outprogram's power to create direct
In this way the comsales, sometimes with surprising
tanding example of effective radio selling by a first- announced.
muter can depend on the 8:05 sig- results, as when two electric
ank department store that knows its airwaves.
nal to warn him it's time to gulp ranges were sold by mail at a
that coffee and set out for the sta- price of $159 each to out-of-town
tion to make the 8:15, and mother
customers who heard them anlistens to all the new recordings;
knows exactly when to start
nounced on the air. Large counter
:*;[T ISN'T what you do; it's the she
is
constantly
changing
and
Johnny and Mary off to school.
, ay you do it." Old advice that
signs
that
bear the words "As Adadding
to
her
list.
- ut still good, and just as appliThis regularity is not limited to
vertised on the Musical Clock" are
-_v.; ible in radio as elsewhere.
"All kinds of music are included
time. The temperature and a brief displayed with all merchandise
ltJ A case in point is the Marshall
in the Musical Clock programs:
forecast of the weather are given mentioned during the broadcasts.
r -ield & Co. Musical Clock, which
operas, folk songs, dance tunes, at 10 and 20 past and at 20 and
Pulling Power
jjj|jti April 15 celebrated its fifth classics, semi - classics and strictly 10 to each hour, eight times in all.
I Lrthday on the air with its 1,567th popular numbers. Only 'hot' rec- And the brief commercials come
IN READING the announcements,
ords are taboo, because they would
every 15 minutes, at the quarter, Miss Martin never speaks as a
broadcast — 3,134 hours of broad;;.;isting during which more than not fit the attitude we want our half and hour. Unlike the time member of the Field organization;
v. 1,000 musical selections have been programs to set up in the listen- signals, the temperature and com- she is always the shopper, describjy.ayed.
ers' consciousness, and because
mercial announcements do not ining what she has seen in the store.
The Clock has been on the air there is something essentially
anterrupt the records, but are insert- The voice of Marshall Field & Co.
ed between selections at the breaks
5 1 om 7 to 9 every weekday mornachronistic about 'hot' music at 7
is masculine, belonging to Parker
nearest the proper times.
4|g, including Christmas and in the morning, anyway."
Wheatley, who concludes each profourth of July and other holidays,
Others credit much of the proCareful Commercials
gram with a four-minute summary
J|r five years with only one inter gram's success to Halloween Marand bargains previtin, who has announced the Clock "AS MUCH care is exercised in of theouslynews
described by Miss Martin.
two weeks
last fall when
;j'jiption,
: YW moved
to Philadelphia
and since its inception. Her voice is preparing the commercials as in
Two years ago it was decided
Sag Clock was waiting for time clear, resonant, and pleasantly un- selecting the recordings," says that
the public be asked if they
affected. "The only voice I could John Finlay, account executive of wished the program to continue,
.'~T-BBM.
be cleared
There on
are its
33 new
or 34home,
rec- stand listening
to at that time of Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, through
to make an ands played during each broadcast.
which agency the program is and it was planned
the morning,"
nouncement asking for letters on
tener expressesisit.the way one lis.• - The program consists of phoplaced. "They are brief and to the each broadcast during the follownograph records, time signals,
point. Beginning with economy
Right on Schedule
ing week. The first announcement
values at the opening of the pro- was made, and the second. But
"7 eather
reports, Hundreds
and commercial
inouncements.
of sim- PERSONALLY, I believe (and as
gram, they progress as the two when the mail arrived on the sec.: ir programs fill the early mornone who has showered, shaved, and
ond morning in answer to the first
hours elapse
men's femimerchandise to thethrough
higher priced
Ijjjfjg air; there are half a dozen in breakfasted to the Musical Clock
request, all others were immedinine articles and services.
;_;iicago alone. Why then does the through almost its entire exisately canceled and the program
C^usical Clock day after day comrenewed without further question.
mand so large an audience?
From these two announcements
First in the Field
more than 5,000 letters were received.
;'; 3 VELTY may be one reason.
A recent offer of a sample of
;l'hen
G. R.
Schaeffer,
face powder, announced once on
publicityof
Id sales
promotion
manager
the Clock, brought requests from
,^,arshall Field & Co., first heard
1807 women in three days at the
;.icils program a little more than
main cosmetics section alone, exclusive of those at the basement
- j-e feature
years ago
a KYWit was
sustainand asdecided
exsection and in the suburban stores.
. .tly the thing to carry news of
Incidents like these could be ree department store to Chicago's
peated many times as further at* oppers, the program was someng new, to Chicago at least,
testations tothe program's following. But it all adds up to a single
t being first hardly explains the
conclusion : That any program, even
ock's exceptional popularity.
of a type as ubiquitous as the
Mr. Schaeffer himself
attributes
Musical Clock, will arouse interest
success to the selection of the
and
produce sales if enough care
-•ords played. "When we took
is
taken
in its preparation and
the program," he says, "our
Jstsr concern
was to make the mupresentation.
V | typical of Field's as a store of
n 'ality and dependability, to se" Jt music that would have the
WISN Back With CBS
'i -ongest appeal to the type of
WISN,
Milwaukee, operated by
; man who shops at Field's, a
Hearst Radio Inc., on May 19 re^ ;*man
of
taste
and
discrimin
ation,
that end we secured a trained
sumed CBS affiliation after an abTO PAY OR NOT TO PAY— Network microphones were scattered all
sence of several months. The new
.tsician, with years of stage ex- over the House of Representatives May 22 as President Roosevelt vetoed
contract follows several months of
*-ience, who makes the daily se- the tonus bill at a joint session of House and Senate. WJSV and WMAL,
ction of records a full-time job. Washington, repeated the speech in the evening from transcriptions re- negotiation. In returning to the
network, WISN announces it will
corded by National Recording Studios Inc., Washington. WJSV cancelled
• e has analyzed the libraries of
retain popular local programs.
ery recording company; she the Bi-So-Dol CBS program to repeat the 40-minute speech.
Breakfast
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Baldwin
Program
Among

Favored

Crusade,
Turbulent

FAVORED by an apparent majority of the board of directors,
e offiJames W. Baldwin, executiv
cer of the Code Authority, is seen
as the next managing director of
the NAB, succeeding Philip G.
Loucks. Mr. Loucks, as exclusively
reported in the May 15 issue of
Broadcasting, announced he would
not be a candidate to succeed himself when his term expires coincident with the NAB convention
July 6-10 at Colorado Springs, and
will return to the private practice
of law.
Simultaneously it became evident that a strong sentiment has
developed for the retention of Mr.
Loucks as a special counsel of the
NAB with certain matters of law
to be delegated to him from time
to time. It is felt that the industry should not lose the benefit of
his knowledge on such subjects as
copyright and state legislative
problems, with which he has coped
during the four-and-one-half years
he served as the NAB executive
head.
Two Withdraw
MR. has
BALDWIN'S
(he
now
the statuspromotion
of assistant
managing director) seems doubly
certain since the three other individuals who had been most prominently mentioned for the post in
effect have withdrawn their names
from consideration. William S.
Hedges, manager of NBC operated
stations and a former NAB president, wrote Broadcasting May 16
that he wished it "distinctly understood" that he was in no sense
a candidate. Similarly, on May 18,
Henry A. Bellows, former Radio
Commissioner and NAB legislative
chairman, wrote Broadcasting
that he did not care to be regarded
as a possible candidate, but pointed to the urgent need of filling another executive post within the
NAB because of its enlarged scope
of activity. (Both letters are published herewith in full text.)
The fourth name mentioned was
that of Harold A. Lafount, former
member of the Radio Commission.
While Mr. Lafount was unavailable for direct quotation, it is understood that he is not an active
candidate for the managing directorship. The post is being sought
by several others, both within and
without the broadcasting realm.
The informal poll of the NAB
board by this publication, however,
reveals little sentiment for them
and a general accord for the Baldwin promotion.
With the executive direction of
the NAB practically settled, conversation logically has drifted to
the presidency of the organization
and to policy matters at the forthcoming convention. When the Cincinnati convention adjourned last
fall in Cincinnati, with the election
of J. Truman Ward, WLAC, Nashville, as president, the general
view was that the presidency
would be rotated annually and
Leo J. Fitzpatrick, vice president
and general manager of WJR, DePage 12

for

NAB

Copyright, Radio News, Audit
Issues to Confront Convention
troit, was considered the logical
selection for the 1935-36 presidency.
If it is offered, Mr. Fitzpatrick
will accept the presidency. Last

Letter
I note from
the current issue of Broadcasting that
you have very
kindly suggested me as
a possible
cansucc e e d didate toMr.
Loucks as
Mr. Bellows managing director of the National Association of Broadcasters. I would
like to make it perfectly clear
that I am not a candidate for
this office.
As you will recall at the Cincinnati convention I very urgently advised the Association
to enlarge its Washington staff
in order to provide adequately
for certain services which the
managing director, no matter
who or how efficient he may be,
cannot possibly maintain in
connection with his other duties. I specifically urged the
maintenance of a federal and
state legislative service on a
permanent basis and a material
expansion
in the public
tions and educational
workrelaof
the Association.
As a specific example of the
importance of such work, I may
point out that in connection
with the hearings before the
Broadcast Division of the FCC
last fall, it was necessary for
the Association to take on an
additional full - time employe
and secretary, who worked for
three months exclusively on the
presentation of material and
the preparation of the brief in
connection with these hearings.
Since Jan. 1 the maintenance of
an adequate state legislative
service has been very nearly a
full time job. Wholly irrespective of any personal connection, Ifeel more strongly
than ever that the National Association of Broadcasters urgently needs to increase its
permanent personnel to care for
such matters as these. This is
particularly true in the light of
the investigations to be carried
on bytee the
commit-of
under new
the Federal
chairmanship
Dr. Studebaker. It is perfectly
apparent that the managing director of the Association cannot, without seriously neglecting the regular duties of his office, give anything like adequate attention to such legislative, educational and public relations activities as these.
I have, frankly, been glad to
serve the Association in such
capacities as I have indicated,
and I am ready to continue to
Mr. Bellows'

Executive

Bureau

year he voluntarily withdrew his
candidacy after many broadcasters
had rallied to his support. The
same group already is working in
his behalf, according to word

Mr.

Hedges'

Letter

Like
all have
others who
been interested
in the growth
and progress
of the
National Association
of Broadcasters, I feel
that Phil
Mr. Hedges
termination to
Loucks' dewithdraw from the position of
is in the naManaging
ture of a Director
major calamity.
Of
course we have no right to exservices
Phil's he
pect to command
indefinitely,
because
has
made it clear from time to time
that eventually he would return
to the practice of law.
I feel that the Association
can stand the shock of his withdrawal better at this time than
at any previous time in the hisorganization. He
tory of the
has built
it to an exceedingly
strong position.
As far as his successor is
concerned, I believe there are
available to the industry several very good men who can carry
on the splendid work that has
been started by Mr. Loucks.
However, I want it distinctly
understood that I am in no
sense a candidate for that position. Ido not desire it and
would not accept it if it were
offered to me.
I appreciate the measure of
confidence in me that is indicated by those who may have
name in this consuggestednection my
but I am not to be considered as even a possibility for
the position.
do so if the Association, recognizing the need, really desires
to expand its activities in the
directions I have suggested, and
wants me to carry on this kind
of work. I do not feel, however, that this sort of thing can
be adequately done by any
managing director on the present basis of organization, nor
do I feel that it can best be
done by the managing director
even with an enlargement of
the staff. For many reasons,
therefore, I do not care to be
a possible candiregarded
date for theas position which will
be left vacant by the resignation of Mr. Loucks. I have too
high an appreciation of the
splendid work he has done to
feel that it could possibly be
carried on satisfactorily by anyone whose primary interests in
the broadcasting industry are
in legislative, educational and
public relations fields.

Post

gleaned
broadcasters. from representative 'I
Another group of broadcasters,
however, has represented itself as
feeling that the NAB should not
change "two horses" in the middle
of the stream by replacing both
president and managing director.
The thought was that Mr. Ward,
with nine months as NAB president, is thoroughly acquainted with
NAB policy and should be prevailed upon to serve another term
to bridge the gap created by Mr.
Loucks' departure.
In sounding industry sentiment
it was found also that at least a
half-dozen prominent broadcasters
are highlyidential
regarded
as NAB
timber. Among
thesepresare
H. K. Carpenter, WHK, Cleveland,
whose name was brought forward
last year; Arthur B. Church,
KMBC, Kansas City, aggressive
chairman of the commercial section; John Shepard 3d, Yankee
Network president and chairman
of the Code Authority; Lambdin
Kay, WSB, Atlanta, at present an
NAB vice president; Charles W.
Myers, KOIN, Portland, Ore., also
a vice president; Isaac D. Levy,
WCAU, Philadelphia, NAB treasurer and executive committee member; John Elmer, WCBM, Baltimore, whose enterprise in the
ranks of the locals has won him
small-station support, and Lestei
Cox, of KGBX and KWTO, Springfield, Mo.
Other Positions
BESIDES the offices of president
and managing director, other posts
to be filled include those of first
vice president, now held by Mr
Kay; second vice president, helc
by Mr. Myers; treasurer, held bj
Mr. Levy, and five directorships
The directors whose terms expiri
are J. Thomas Lyons, WCAO, Bal
timore; I. Z. Buckwalter, WGAL
Lancaster ; Stanley Hubbard
KSTP, St. Paul; Harold Wheela
han, WSMB, New Orleans, anc
nati.
Powel Crosley Jr., WLW, Cincin
All signs point to a conventioi
of unprecedented activity in Colo
rado Springs. The industry ha:
been fanned to white heat by sue!
things as the FCC anti-medica
program crusade, copyright, radio
news situation, newspaper - ownei
stations. Then there is the bum
per crop of station - advertiser
already docketed
agency matters,
embracing
such propositions as th<
audit bureau for radio circulation
transcriptions
agency recognition,
development
of a yardstick to gov
ern acceptance of accounts, and t
multitude of others. The NR^
abolition also throws a lively topi
into the convention.
The local station also is comini
into greater prominence then evei
with plans in attheColorado
making Spring
for :
side-convention
under the leadership of Edwan
A. Allen, WLVA, Lynchburg, wh
sponsored the organization o
"Local Broadcasters", which as
gain recognition in th
pires to field
national
for independent non
network outlets which heretofor
have not been organized. Stil
stressed is the fact that the mov
in no way involves a separat
association,on divorced
trade (Continued
page 39) fror
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Stations
In

Follow

Raising
Recent

Network

Ethical

Steps Toward

Improved

As a Voluntary Campaign
A GENERAL tendency within the
broadcasting industry to follow
the lead of the networks in their
establishment of program policies
to raise the ethical standards of
broadcast advertising has become
increasingly evident, and it appears to be in the nature of a voluntary campaign for self-regulation.
CBS announced that its statement of program policies issued on
May 13, placing limits on commercial credits, tightening up on children's broadcasts, and excluding
all laxative advertising, had received enthusiastic response. It
released a number of these comments.
NBC pointed out that in January, 1934 it had issued a statement of program policies designed
to inject good taste into broadcast
advertising, and that these policies
were being adhered to. Beyond
that, it was brought out that early
this year NBC had established a
department of continuity acceptance to enforce these policies. On
the subject of cathartic accounts,
NBC first issued a statement in
December, 1933, in which it announced itwould accept no further
laxative accounts.
This statement was reissued last
March. "This means," said the
statement,
"any and and
all products
which
are advertised
sold for
the purpose of cleansing or elimination."
NBC Rejects Accounts
FOR EXAMPLE, it was pointed
out in behalf of NBC that among
the accounts which it had not accepted since introduction of the
new policies were Ex-Lax, FeenA-Mint, Castoria, Carter's Little
Liver Pills and Quest.
As a result of the wide publicity
given the CBS statement of policies, NBC issued a reminder on
May 20 that on March 30, 1935,
NBC mailed a letter to all advertising agencies and broadcast advertising clients in the cathartic
field. This letter was signed by
Edgar Kobak, vice-president in
charge of sales for NBC. The
closing paragraph read:
"... These policies are not new,
but they seem to need reiteration,
and we take this means to call
them to your attention."
Attached to Mr. Kobak's letter
was a copy of a statement of policy
regarding cathartic accounts and
the following is quoted verbatim
from the attached sheet:
Effective Dec. 5, 1933, and until
further noticej NBC will accept no
additional cathartic accounts. This
means any and all products which are
advertised and sold for the purpose
of internal physical cleansing or elimination. The foregoing in no way relates to accounts of this character
now accounts.
under contract,
or " in
renewals
such
However,
the eventof
of the expiration and non-renewal of
any such contract, it is not to be further solicited for recontracting and
the advertiser should be informed that
NBC feels that the commercialism necessary to any such product's programs
is opposed to the best interests of radio as an advertising medium.
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Standards
Programs

Viewed

of Self -regulation
NOTE : This policy was issued December 5, 1933. So many questions
have been asked regarding acceptability of cathartic accounts that we are
calling this to your attention.
The page closed with the explanation that "this is one of a series
of bulletins released occasionally
to give expression to important
policies established by NBC in the
interests of the entire advertising
business." Previously NBC had
made no effort to have this matter
drawn to the attention of the general public.
Program Continuities
AS EVIDENCE of this, all sponsors of programs for laxatives or
products with laxative properties
now using NBC are reported to be
submitting to sales department restrictions, and in the case of CBS
only one client has announced
withdrawal. This is the Ex-Lax
Co. (Joseph Katz Co., agency).
The following CBS clients are
making their commercial copy conform to requirements:
Centaur Co. (now promoting
ZBT baby powder; expected to revert to Fletcher's castoria under
restrictions in the fall) ; Health
Products Corp. (Feen - A - Mint) ;
Sterling Products Inc. (California
syrup of figs) ; Wyeth Chemical
Co. (Jad salts), which expires at
the end of June.
Mr. Kobak gave the following
analysis of the situation:
"NBC is not cancelling shows
advertising laxatives. Such shows
will be permitted to continue on
our networks so long as they keep
renewing their contracts without a
break. We are not accepting any
new ones.
"Advertising scripts about medicinal or corrective products must
be submitted to and approved by
the NBC copy control department
13 weeks in advance. No appeal
may be taken from our final editing of such sales talks.
Length of Sales Talks
"NBC will not accept programs
advertising deodorants because
oral descriptions of such products
are, in our opinion, in bad taste.
We have turned down 11 of them.
We place no time limit on any sales
talks, so long as they are interesting. We decide whether they are
interesting or not. We believe a
time limit would destroy incentive^
sentation.
to
refinements or novelty of pre-'
"Program sponsors who are cooperating with us are those of
Fred Allen (Sal Hepatica), Rudy
Vallee (Fleischmann's Yeast),
Spencer Dean (J. C. Eno Ltd.) and
Morton Downey (Carlsbad Sprudel
Salts). The Vallee program, recently classified with the others as
promoting a corrective product, we
are told will shortly change the
form of its commercial appeal.
"We have not had any complaints sufficiently definite to warrant any change in the presentation of children's programs.
"We lievehave
every
reason
to bethat more
drastic
treatment

Professional Hour
A PROFESSIONAL hour
was started May 20 by
WINS, New York, giving
agencies interested in new
talent a chance to listen in,
since the time is 2 p. m.,
Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Applicants must show
proof of professional experience. There is no telephone
voting by the public and no
gong to offend artists.
of the programs involved would
only force them from the networks
into less restricted channels so
that the country would be deluged
by electrically transcribed presentations vastly more indelicate."
Remodeling of the children's
programs on CBS is now being negotiated with individual clients by
Edward Klauber, executive vicepresident. The advisory council,
and consultant on child psychology,
who will assist the network and
its clients in making the shows
conform with the new standards,
have not yet been appointed.
WCAU's New Policy
IN A STATEMENT issued May
16 WCAU, Philadelphia, announced
a new policy limiting the amount
of commercial advertising on all
programs. Following closely the
CBS time limitations, the station
declared that on all new contracts
the commercial copy on five-minute
broadcasts will be limited to 100
words at the opening and close of
each broadcast. In the second
group, including commercials before 6 p. m., three minutes of advertising will be permitted on 15minute programs, five minutes on
30-minute programs and eight minutes on hour programs. All programs after 6 p. m. also were separately classified, with three minutes of copy on 15-minute periods;
four-and-one-half minutes on halfsix-and-oneprogramson and
hour minutes
half
one hour programs. These limitations, it announced, will affect all new contracts and will be adapted to existing contracts as soon as possible.
During the last several months
a half-dozen stations have announced the adoption of policies
governing proprietary broadcasts,
rigidly restricting their use. It was
widely indicated that the lead of
the networks, combined with the
FCC attitude on certain types of
medical programs and the Federal
Trade Commission survey of continuities, gradually would be reflected in the dropping of these accounts unless the continuities are
toned
down tocopy.
the point of virtual
institutional
The CBS declaration of policies
received wide attention because of
their timeliness, bringing favorable
comment from many of those who
heretofore have criticized networks
along with independent stations
for allegedly excessive emphasis on
commercial announcements. In inserting in the Congressional Record of May 14 the CBS statement,
together with the brief comment of
Chairman Anning S. Prall of the
FCC commending the action, Senator Wheeler (D.) of Mont., declared they were "very gratifying
to me as chairman of the Interstate Commerce Committee". This

Colgate Sponsors Discs
Promoting Two Products
ON NINE stations in the Midwest
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey
City, is sponsoring
15-minute
transcriptions
for Crystal
White
Soap. The programs are broadcast
during the morning hours, twice
a week, and the transcriptions are
titled Theater of Romance. Along I
the Eastern seaboard the same |
transcriptions are being used to
advertise Octagon Soap. Eight
stations are carrying this program, twice a week, mornings.
The series, in both the East and
Midwest, began early in May and
is scheduled for 13 weeks, although
it may be extended. The spots selected for these transcriptions were
the result of special problems confronting these products in these
cities. Stations Crystal White
Soap is using are KFH, KMBC,
KOMA, WFAA - WBAP, WOAI,
KWK, WOW, KOA, and KSTP;
Octagon is on WCAU, WOR,
WBAL, WRVA, WBT, WSB,
WTOC, WAPI. Benton & Bowles
Inc., New York, is the agency.
JOHN MORRELL & Co., Ottumwa, la. (meat products) is testing
its new Beef-'N- Vegetable Dinner
in Syracuse, Milwaukee and Dallas, using radio and other media.
is the committee charged with radio legislation.
Tribute From Mr. Young
OWEN D. YOUNG, chairman of
the executive committee of General
Electric Co., wrote William S. Paley,
"enthusiasof hisyou
support for what
say, the
CBStic president,
beautiful
the
and
it,
say
you
way
printing in which you put it out.
"One who knows much less about
Columbia than I must get the impression from the objectives which
you state, and the excellent English inlumbia
which
put it,
thatthose
Cocan be you
trusted
with
editorial powers approaching censorship which are necessary not
only to improve cultural values on
the one side, but to prevent the
disintegration of broadcasting
through bad taste on the other.
This step, more than anything that
has recently been done, justifies, I
think, our American system of
broadcasting control."
Proprietaries' Position
In a report congratulating the
networks on their high standards,
the advisory committee on advertising on the Proprietary Association,
statement,
said:in "We
recognizein apeculiar
problems
the
nature of radio advertising, of
proprietary advertising, and of
particular classifications of proprietary advertising. We believe,
nevertheless,
be possible to find that
a wayit should
of presenting
through any advertising medium
a product
which makes
in itself
is legitimate and which
use^of
only
thoroughly legitimate advertising
The tocommittee
then toadded:
statements."
wish
take occasion
urge u"We
all media the careful enforcem
of standards of accuracy and good
taste."
>
The annual convention df thejj
Association
will beSprings.
held June 5-7
at
White Sulphur
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All advertising offered for broadcasting from Station KSD is subject to rigid censorship regulations. Nothing will be accepted
which is misleading, deceptive,
repulsive or suggestive, or that
Which attacks the integrity of

Til 29 1935

persons, institutions or merchandise. Advertisers using the facilities of KSD are, therefore, assured that the text of business
announcements will be comparable
with the high quality which has
characterized KSD entertainment

George
g1& ulJ^_St L.onis
Bear Mr- ^

programs.
t0 congr^

advertising

St. Louis' Distinguished

Broadcasting

Station

Station KSD — St. Louis Post-Dispatch
POST-DISPATCH BUILDING, ST. LOUIS, MO.
NEW YORK
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ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
DETROIT

SAN FRANCISCO

Extension

of

ASCAP's

Fees

Until
1936
Being
Considered
Chance of Consent Decree Increase at Date of Trial
In Federal Court on Monopoly
EXTENSION of existing contracts for the right to perform
music controlled by ASCAP until
the conclusion of pending litigation
involving the music combine's legality is being considered by the
board of directors of ASCAP as a
means of avoiding further turmoil
for broadcasting stations. Such a
proposal, made by the Copyright
Committee of the NAB on May 23
to the ASCAP radio committee,
now is under consideration with

12

MAJOR
12

SBS

MAJOR

Radio

the likelihood of an answer prior
to the opening of the Department
of Justice anti-trust trial against
ASCAP which begins in New York
June 10.
While current contracts, calling
for 5% tions,ofplusthe
receipts"
of staan "net
arbitrary
sustaining
fee, ordinarily would expire on
Aug. 31, ASCAP has agreed already to extend them until Dec. 31,
1935, on the same basis. This date
coincides with the date on which

STATIONS

for

MARKETS!

Coverage

Southwestern

Charge Draws Near

Dove-Tails

Sales

with

Strategy!

The national manufacturer soon learns that the long distances between important markets encountered in the Southwest, call for revamping his usual sales and merchandising
set-up!
He can't use only two or three jobbers or distributors — two
or three newspapers — or two or three radio stations! He
finds that he must sell-^and advertise — intensively — in widely separated, individual markets.
In looking over the above SBS map, remember that it covers
an area 1,040 miles east to west by 928 miles north to south.
Then, you'll see why the SBS Network of 12 important stations serving 12 major markets is necessary to give you effective radio coverage of the responsive Southwest market!
Let us give you all of the facts!
SOUTHWEST

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM
LEE H. ARMER, President, Fort Worth, Texas
JOHN
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BLAIR & COMPANY, Nati onal Representatives
New York Chicago
Detroit San Francisco

Loud-speaker Decoy
RECORDINGS of two mated
geese, sent through loudspeakers, lure flocks to the
Cape Cod hideout of Tobe
Deutschman, equipment manufacturers. When four speakers are tuned on at once, an
impression of thousands of
chattering birds is created
and the roving geese throng
to the shooting station. Then
the guns begin to bark.
present contracts between ASCAP
and its publisher and composer
members expire.
ASCAP Revenue
IT IS ESTIMATED that during
the current 12-month period,
ASCAP will derive between $2,500,000 and $3,000,000 for radio
performing
an the
increase of morerights.
than This
200% isover
flat fees paid prior to the writing
of the three-year contracts which
became effective in September,
1932.
At the May 23 meeting, which
followed a series of sessions held
during the preceding fortnight at
the invitation of ASCAP, Otto
Harbach, as chairman of the
ASCAP committee, agreed to submit the NAB extension proposition
to his board with a reply expected during the following week.
Stations now are being offered
the contract extensions until Dec.
31, in accordance with the agreement reached May 20 by Philip G.
Loucks, NAB managing director
and E. C. Mills, ASCAP general
manager. At that time the form
of contract extension was approved. Mr. Loucks declared that
stations in their judgment may
execute these contract extensions
and return them if they so desire.
Meanwhile, plans are being
made for the trial of the anti-trust
suit beginning June 10 before a
justice of the Federal District
Court for the Southern District of
New York. The government case
is being whipped into shape by Andrew W. Bennett, special assistant
to the Attorney General, and some
50 witnesses for the government
already have been subpoenaed, including broadcasters, motion picture exhibitors, hotel people,
"small users" of music, such as
delicatessen, boot-black and other
merchants who use radio incidentally in their businesses. The main
case for the defense is being handled by Nathan Burkan, ASCAP
general counsel, and his associate,
Arthur Schwartz.
Consent Decree?
WHTLE ASCAP appears to be
adament on the subject, there is
still a strong possibility that the
case will not go to trial and that a
consent decree will be negotiated.
If such a decree is executed with
the approval of the court it doubtlessly will be on the basis of substituting for the existing percentage basis plus sustaining fee a
"measured service" or "per piece"
plan. Under it broadcasters and
perhaps other users, would pay
royalties at a predetermined price
for such ASCAP music as they
use. Thus the greatest objection
to ASCAP would be overcome,
since broadcasters and others complain that they are forced to pay

a percentage of their entire income
whether or not ASCAP music is in
anyBroadcasters,
way involved.through the copyright committee, and Joseph A.
Hostetler, of Cleveland, copyright
counsel,sistedand
Loucks, decree
have in-is
that ifMr.
a consent
entered it must include this "measured service" basis. That is mainly because the government in its
suit makes such a suggestion as
the proper method as against
whattheit part
allegesof toASCAP
be "price
on
now,fixing"
with
a monopolistic rather than a comdustry.
petitive situation in the music inBecause of the possibility of some
action,extension
particularly
in connection
with
of current
licenses
during the pendency of the litigation, the NAB executive committee
comprising J. Truman Ward, president, Isaac D. Levy, treasurer,
and Mr. Loucks has notified all
members of the board to be in
readiness for a board meeting calli n g in the immediate future.
Where or when this meeting will
be
ments.held depends upon developPossible Legislation
THE COPYRIGHT committee
comprises Alfred J. McCosker,
WOR, Newark, chairman; Messrs.
Ward and Levy; Edward A. Allen,
WLVA, WGAL,
Lynchburg;
I. Z. Buckwaiter,
Lancaster,
Pa.;
Walter J. Damm, WTMJ, Milwaukee, and F. M. Russell, NBC vice
president, Washington.
On the third copyright front —
legislative — action is imminent.
The Duffy Bill (S. 2465), which
would drastically amend the existing copyright law by removing the
mandatory infringement fine of
$250, and thereby strip ASCAP
of much of its arbitrary power,
seems on the road to Senatorial
approval without any sweeping
change. Now in the hands of the
Senate Patents Committee, the
measure probably will not go to
formal hearing. Opponents, including ASCAP and the Authors
League, have submitted their objections in brief form.
Mr. Loucks, Edward Kuykendall, ture
president
of the of
Motion
PicTheatre Owners
America,
and manHarry
P. Somerville,
chair-of
of the legislative
committee
the American Hotel Association,
informed members of the Patents
Committee during the week of
May 20 that they endorsed the bill
as drafted by the State Department,
enact-as
ment.andThe urged
reactionimmediate
was viewed
favorable. Committee action, reporting the measure favorably, is
foreseen within the next week.
Nestles on West Coast
NESTLES MILK PRODUCTS
Inc., New York (Alpine Milk), has
started a 13-week campaign on ten
Pacific Coast stations, using three
weekly, five-minute transcriptions
under the title What-to-Do-When.
A premium gift book listing many
household products that may be exchanged for Alpine Milk coupons
is offered. To tie-up this program
with local dealer problems, off-thetranscription announcements are
made at each station. Stations using the feature are KMED, KOIN,
KFRC, KHJ, KFBK, KMJ, KERN,
KWG, KFSD, and KIEM. Lord &
Thomas, San Francisco, is the
agency.
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To

the

Serve

Public

By adhering

Well

Interest

steadfastly to this first tenet of

radio broadcasting, the National
Company

The

Broadcasting

best serves the interests of its clients

responsibility

for the development of radio broadcast-

That adherence to this ideal has been
a success can be measured

by two

ing as we know it today was originally

things: (i) the great public acceptance

vested in the National Broadcasting

and recognition of NBC as the leader
in radio entertainment and education;

Company.

As the first to establish

mass radio communication

and adver-

tising on a national scale, the company
early recognized the need for discretion
in the use of its forces. Thus, the set-

(2) the ever-increasing volume of business placed by advertisers — a tangible
expression of their endorsement

of

ting up of standards and the shaping of policies

NBC standards and policies. Without
the one there could not be the other. The success

for programs and advertising messages demanded

of radio advertisers can only be in proportion to

the most careful consideration. For, a large part

the public acceptance of the medium.

of the destiny of the entire radio broadcasting
industry was in its hands.
And

so, from the beginning, the National

Broadcasting Company

has directed its course

It has been gratifying to see the results of
NBC's pioneering assume concrete form throughout the broadcasting industry. Greater care in
the choosing of programs; better balancing of

along channels which it believed led to the clear-

advertising messages and entertainment; more

est sailing. Program and advertising policies
were based on one fundamental: to serve well the

precise definition of types of products acceptable
for broadcast advertising — these are three of the

interest of the public, for in so doing the interests

major accomplishments which are today making

of advertisers, stations and NBC

radio an even greater social and economic force.

are best served.

NATIONAL
BROADCASTING
COMPANY,
INC.
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY • NEW YORK • WASHINGTON • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO
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President
For

EVERYWHERE!

There is no place that Postal Telegraph cannot reach. Postal Telegraph not only covers
70,000 cities in the United States and 9,000 in
Canada,* but it maintains its own telegraph offices, attended by a trained telegraph personnel
in cities between which 95% of all the telegraph
traffic of the country flows. There is no place
for which Postal Telegraph will not accept and
transmit your message with promptness... with
dependability. ..with accuracy. Postal Telegraph not only offers efficient telegraph service
within the borders of this country but through
the great International System of which it is a
part, it offers communication

with the entire

world... through the only combination of telegraph, cable and radio service under a single
management

in the United States.

*In Canada, through the Canadian Pacific Railway Telegraphs
THE

INTERNATIONAL

festal
Commercial
Cables

Telegraph
Oil Clmericq
Cables
ttlackay Radio
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Nominates

Seven- Year

Term

Mr.
on

Prall
FCC

Confirmation by the Senate Is Considered Automatic;
Western States Seeking Member on Commission
CHAIRMAN ANNING S. PRALL
of the FCC on May 23 was nominated by President Roosevelt for
reappointment as an FCC member
for a seven-year term from July 1.
His confirmation by the Senate is
considered practically automatic.
The reappointment of Mr. Prall
has long been considered a foregone conclusion despite the fact
that notice recently was served by
the Paulist Fathers (WLWL, New
York) that they would block all
FCC members because of the failure of their full-time operation
scheme without a hearing. Moreover, it is understood that Mr.
Prall's reappointment was opposed
by a member of the FCC.
The White House departed from
regular procedure in submitting
Mr. Prall's nomination six weeks
prior to the expiration of his current term. It is believed this was
done because of reports of internal
conflict on the FCC, provoked
largely by differences between
Chairman Prall and George Henry
Payne, vice chairman of the Telegraph Division, a Progressive Republican, also of New York. Mr.
CHAIRMAN PRALL
Payne's term expires next July 1.
Western Representation
as vice chairman, and Mr. Prall as
the third member and member of
LAST January when the Senate
the other two divisions. Talk about
Interstate Commerce Committee
another change on the Broadcast
held hearings in connection with
Division, supplementing that of
confirmation of six members of the last
March, has disappeared.
FCC (Mr. Prall already had been
A number of FCC employes, inconfirmed) a number of Western
cluding Paul D. P. Spearman, still
Senators protested against the are contemplating leaving the FCC
lack of Western representation on
prior to July 1 when the two-year
the FCC while there were two
effective. Mr. Spearmembers from New York, three rule becomes
man has indicated his intention of
from the South, one from Ohio and
returning to private practice of
one from Connecticut. It was made
law upon
completion
of a he
year's
apparent afterward then that one service
on the
FCC. When
asof the early vacancies would be
sumed
the
post
last
year
he
filled by a Westerner.
formed friends of this intention. inMr. Prall's reappointment means
that the next opportunity that will
arise to appease the demands of WOR's Summer Business
the Western states, unless there
Shows Increase of 40%
are resignations or other unforeseen
business of WOR, Newoccurrences, will be with the expi- SUMMER
ark, is 40% above the 1934 figure,
ration of Mr. Payne's term. Mr. with the increase traced to higher
Payne was author of the drastic
power and better coverage, resort
"two-year" rule, under which FCC
personnel departing from the coverage and spread of auto raand affiliation with Mutual.
agency after July 1, 1935, will be Since dios,
installation of the 50 kw.
disbarred from any sort of practransmitter the number of spontice before it for two years from
sored hours for the first four
their date of departure.
Mr. Prall joined the FCC last months of the year increased 30%
January, succeeding H a m p s o n above the same period last year,
Gary, of Texas, who had been given although the new transmitter did
an interim appointment until Mr. not open until March 4.
Prall, then a member of Congress
About 80% of the station's time
from New York with a 12-year
is sponsored by national advertisstanding, could qualify for the post.
in April
He was named chairman on March
eders.
247 Sponsored
hours, time
a 9.5%
gain totalover
March
and
56.8%
gain
over
April
8, after Judge E. O. Sykes had relinquished that post, President
Roosevelt appointed him chairman
RCA Declares Dividend
1934.
for a one-year period from March
RCA MFG. Co. on May 24 declared
11, the date he was sworn in, thus
automatically providing for his re- the regular dividend for the second
ap ointment as a FCC member as quarter on its A preferred, amountof July 1.
ing to 87%c a share.
As a result
of
Mr.
Prall's
reappointment it is expected that the QUESTIONS that have been asked
about the NBC Network Aireas
FCC will be restored to harmonious operation. The Broadcast Di- published recently by NBC are anvision, itis understood, will remain
in aEvery
supplementary
brochuresweredtitled
Good Question
intact with Judge Sykes as chairDeserves an Answer.
man, former Gov. Norman S. Case
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Ward

Baking

Co. Tests

Spot Series in Midwest
WARD BAKING Corp., New York,
is experimenting with spot programs featuring local talent in
Midwestern cities. The first program, over WAIU, Columbus, 0.,
was titled Spectator, a news report
with emphasis on the local angle
15 minutes once a day. It was renewed May 20 for another 13
weeks. Another spot was to be
taken later in the day, making two
15-minute programs a day. The
sponsor has an agreement with
WAIU whereby no competitor of
Ward will be allowed to sponsor
a program over WAIU while the
bakery is a client.
Success of the WAIU program
prompted the sponsor to start a
similar series on WJR, Detroit,
called Friendly Counselor, 15 minutes Tuesdays to Saturdays inclusive at 10-10:15 a. m. This series
has also received an excellent response. The sponsor is considering
another program for Jacksonville.
Fletcher
and Ellis Inc., New York,
is
the agency.
WMCA-WIP Accounts
THIRTEEN hours weekly of commercial programs are being broadcast over the WMCA, New YorkWIP, Philadelphia tieup, in addition to several sustaining programs which are exchanged.
Largest user of time is Rev.
George A. Palmer, Philadelphia,
using an hour every morning except Sunday. Other advertisers on
the twin stations are Health Aids
Inc., Fitch Publishing Co., Dr.
Howard D. Norton, Rev. Percy
Crawford and Reformation Fellowship. WCBM, Baltimore; WDEL,
Wilmington, Del., and WOL,
Washington, now receiving station
programs from WMCA, in no way
affect the relationship between
WIP and WMCA, having made independent arrangements with
WMCA for sustaining service but
receiving none of the programs
originating at WIP.

In a business

that sells minutes

and

hours,

minutes and hours are valuable. . . . Can you
clear that coast chain for a Saturday

evening

program? Can you get three scripts delivered
before the customer sails?
Turn to your telephone.

The whole

broad-

casting industry is at the other end of it. In
approximately

a minute

and a half (average

time required to reach out-of-town telephones
last year) you can talk to any one, anywhere.
Three hundred or three thousand miles. Get
the answers,
decisions,
affairs.
Page 20

discuss details, make

and

be free for other

It pays.

Try it today.

Colgate Contest
A MYSTERY solving contest introduced by Colgate - Palmolive Peet Co., Jersey City, (Colgate
dental powder) was started May
31 on WOR, Newark. The first
program goes on at 7 :30 p. m. for
15 minutes and in this time the
listener is to watch for clues. The
second program, solving the mystery, goes on the air at 9:15 p.
m., for 15 minutes. The person
who sends in the correct solution
in the least number of words in
the earliest possible time after the
7:15 p. m. broadcast is completed
is judged the winner. All solutions must be sent in by wire and
the time marked on the telegram
will be used to ascertain which solution was filed earliest. Benton
& Bowles Inc., is the agency.
Phillips Flour Series
PHILLIPS MILLING Co., San
Francisco (flour) for the first time
in its history is including radio in
its advertising schedule and is using a 15-minute recording spot on
KJBS, San Francisco, Wednesdays, 10:15-10:30 a. m., supplemented by spot announcements.
Emil Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco, is the agency.

Mexican
Ruled

Broadcast
Inoffensive

Broadcast Division Cites Legal
Precedent For Its Finding

QUOTING legal precedent for its
action the Broadcast Division of
the FCC ruled May 27 that the
Mexican government program
broadcast over the NBC-WJZ network on March 21 which allegedly
contained obscene verse did not fall
in the category of offenses necessitating punitive action.
In a letter to Father John B.
Harney, president of WLWL,
New York, and Superior of the
Paulist Fathers, Judge E. 0.
Sykes, chairman of the Broadcast
Division, stated that this conclusion had been reached after careful study. Father Harney, along
with a delegation in Congress had
complained of the broadcast, alleging that it was not only indecent,
but was in the nature of foreign
"propaganda".
Judge containing
Sykes' Letter
The letter
the ruling
follows in full text:
The Commission has had under investigation the broadcast of a program sponsored by the Mexican Gov- ||
ernment which was originated by Station WJZ and carried by other members of the blue network of the National Broadcasting Company on the '
evening of March 21, 1935. The portion of this program referred to in
your letter to the Commission was a
song
"En Elogio De Silves",
sung entitled,
in Spanish.
The question as to whether a matter which is broadcast is obscene or
indecent must be determined by the
application
of the
ruleFed.
announced
Duncan v. V.
8., 48
(2d) 128,in
and
followsother
: leading cases, which is as
"The true test to determine whether
a writing comes within the meaning
of the statutes is whether its language
has a tendency to deprave and corrupt
the morals of those whose minds are
open to such influences and into whose
hands it may fall by arousing or implanting in such minds obscene, lewd,
or The
lascivious
thoughts Broadcast
or desires."DiviCommission,
sion, after careful study of all the
facts and circumstances in connection
with this broadcast, has reached the
conclusion that the program does not
fall within the above definition.
The Division desires to express its
appreciation for your cooperation in
directing its attention to this matter.
Because of the large number of broadcasting and other stations, letters,
such as yours, are very helpful in the
duties of the Commission.
Blair Sees Spot Gain
JOHN BLAIR of Chicago, president of John Blair & Co., representatives, in San Francisco on
May 20 to confer with Lindsey
Spight, Pacific Coast manager of
the organization, stated that spot
broadcasting is increasing matereported a at"general rially.
feelingMr. Blair
of gratification
the
increased business which all stations, large and small, are experiencing", and stated that there is
a tremendous pickup in spot broadcasting throughout the country.
Many national chain advertisers
are supplementing their efforts
with live talent and spot announcement campaigns in strategic markets. The primary object of Mr.
Blair's visit to the Pacific Coast
was to inspect the new KNX, Hollywood.
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HOW

DOES

RADIO

INTO

YOUR

AREA

KNX
AT

COME
NIGHT?

Ross Federal Research Corporation interviewed 946 dealers of Ford, Chevrolet,
and Plymouth cars; druggists and grocers in 144 towns located throughout the
eleven Western States. All these towns were widely scattered throughout the
entire
(excluding network cities) thus giving a true picture of KNX's
blanket area
coverage.
CITY
WASHINGTON
Aberdeen
Bellingham
Bremerton
Centralia
Clarkston
Colville
Ellensburg
Everett
Mt. Vernon
Olympic
Pasco
Port
Port Angeles
Townsend
Pullman
Raymond
Ritzville
Shelton
Walla Walla
Wenatchee
Yakima
*
Stars mark

metropolitan

in which are located
Stations.

KNX

whatsoever

districts

Basic Chain

makes

no

to coverage

claim

in these

areas. Totaled they represent
but 33.7% of the Radio Families
of the eleven Western

66.3%

of the Radio

the eleven Western
the KNX

Families of
States live in

night time service area.

THE

50

NEW YORK
342 Madison Avenue
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States.

000

WATT
JOHN

GOOD
7
5
&
7
4
7
5
7
5
66
7I
7
6
7
6
7
5
6

IDAHO
TOTAL
iTT~
Caldwell
6
Leurston
6
Moscow
7
Pocatello
6
Preston
7
St. Anthony
7
Twin Falls
7
Wallace
6
Weiser
7
TOTAL
5?
MONTANA
Anaconda
6
Billings
Bozeman
62
Dillon
7
Glasgow
Glendive
66
Great Falls
7
Helena
7
Havre
7
Miles City
6
Missoula
7
Red Lodge
4
Shelby
7
Sidney
7
TOTAL
85
WYOMING
Cheyenne
7
Douglas
Evanston
67
Laramie
4
Rawlins
7
Rock Springs
7
Sheridan
7
TOTAL
45
COLORADO
Boulder
—
Brighton
2
Colorado Springs .... 3
Durango
Grand Junction
57
Las Animas
I
Montrose
4
Rocky Ford
6
Sterling
7
Trinidad
5
TOTAL
40
UTAH
Brigham City
Cedar City
Eureka
Logan
Manti
Ogden
Park City
Price
Provo
St. George
TOTAL
64
VOICE

FAIR POOR KNOW
DON T
—
I

I

—

I

—

I

—

3

—

I
I

—
—

3

—

5

—

2

—

OF

OREGON
Albany
7
Astoria
7
Baker
7
Burns
7
Canyon City
2
Coquille
7
Corvallis
6
Eugene
77
Grants Pass
Heppner
Hood River
67
Klamath Falls
7
La Grande
6
Medford
6
Ontario
7
Pendleton
7
Roseburg
Salem
76
The Dalles
7
Tillamook
7
Toledo
6
TOTAL
136
NEW MEXICO
Alamogordo
4
Albuquerque
26
Artesia
Gallup
7
Lordsburg
5
Rosweil
7
Santa Fe
4
Silver City
7
TOTAL
42
ARIZONA
Douglass
Fallbrook
75
Flagstaff
7
Kingman
6
Miami
4
Nogales
4
Phoenix
4
Prescott
2
Safford
7
Tucson
6
Yuma
5
TOTAL
57
NEVADA
Carson City
7
Elko
7
Las Vegas
7
Reno
7
Tonopah
6
TOTAL
34
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
Alturas
7
Auburn
6
Crescent City
7
Eureka
9
Lakeport
7
Marysville
7
Modesto
4
Napa
3
Redding
7
Salinas
7
San Jose
4
Santa Cruz
7
Santa Rosa
3
Sonora
7
Tulare
7
Ukiah
7
Visalia
7
Weed
7
Yuba City
4
TOTAL
117
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Brawley
Riverside
56
San Bernardino
2
Santa Maria
7
Ventura
6
TOTAL
26
GRAND TOTAL . . .822

I

—

I

—

6

2
27

30
I

67
HOLLYWOOD

BLAIR & COMPANY — NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
DETROIT
CHICAGO
New Center Building
520 No. Michigan Blvd.
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FAIR POOR KNOW
DON T

SAN FRANCISCO
485 California

Joint
Plan

who
got
from
Summer

Results

Schedules

WLS
These are only a few, of course — but their
ords amply indicate what others can do on
station. If you have a product or service
people can use in the summer WLS definitely

recthis
that
can

assure you an audience- — of buyers!
Canning Jar: Advertised over WLS seasonally since 1930. The agency says:
"WLS is one of the two best stations we
have ever used."

Railway System: 4312 inquiries concerning its passenger service from a
small summer schedule in 1933; 8216
inquiries in 1934.
Warm-weather Dessert: Prepared for
serving in mechanical refrigerators.
Sales "boomed" in Chicago as a result
of its WLS campaign last summer;
stayed on WLS out-of-season.
Automobile Radio: Writes the manufacturer: "Our distributors show a
gratifying increase in business in this
territory."
Baking Yeast: Test campaign on WLS
last summer. Three renewals — now network. Writes the agency: "Cost per
inquiry is far below expectations."
These five summer advertisers — plus seven or eight others
— ore discussed in our new Illustrated booklet titled
"Heat Waves and Air Waves." Included, also, is a page
of valuable market data. Do you have a copy?
THE

PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION
1230 WASHINGTON BLVD CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
BURRIDGE D. BUTLER, President .
.
GLENN SNYDER, Manager
NEW YORK OFFICE Grjham A. Robertson. 250 Park Arc.
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Committee
for

to

Cultural

Develop

Broadcasts

Two-day Conference Leads to Appointment of Group ;
Raising of Broadcast Standards Is Commended
WITH Dr. John facilities, now understood to be engaged in conducting a vigorous
W. Studebaker,
lobby in Congress against commercial broadcasting, launched a tiU. S. Commisrade against the networks alleging
sioner of Education, as its chair- monopoly and against Broadcasting. In the latter instance, he
man, a committee of approxi- charged this publication with misstatements of the facts in connecmately 30 broadtion with WLWL operation. (The
educators andcasters,
others
text ofment is this
portion
of his stateMr. Studebaker identified with
published
below.)
non-profit
broadcasting will be named shortly to
Medical Viewpoint
devise plans for cooperative use
VIEWS
of the American Medical
of existing radio facilities in fur- Association
were advanced by W.
thering educational and cultural
W. Bauer, M.D., director of the
This was the decision reached by Bureau of Health & Public Instiprograms.
the Broadcast Division of the FCC
tution of the organization, and by
Dr. Arthur J. Cramp, director of
following the two-day conference
May 15 and 16 at which this sub- its Bureau of Investigation. Dr.
Bauer pointed out that A. M. A.
ject was discussed. The conference
was called by the FCC in compli- has broadcast extensively over faance with its report to Congress
cilities contributed by the networks
and by individual stations. While
last January in which it recommended against specific allocations
"dulytion ofappreciating"
the industry,
cooperaof time or facilities for educational
the broadcasting
use and announced its intention of he said the A. M. A. nevertheless
calling a national meeting to de- "is constrained to represent to the
vise definite cooperative plans to Commission that certain practicenhance the educational value of and
situations in the field of eduradio.
cational broadcasting require atSome 40 educators, broadcasters,
tention and should be modified if
clerics and others interested in the possible in the interest of the list
sessions testified before the Broadcast Division. While the division
Briefly, his complaints were that
ening public."
on scientific topics are
chairman, Judge E. 0. Sykes, an- speakers
nounced at the outset that the con- "limited" in what they say, nota
ference was called solely to work bly in connection with venereal dis
out a cooperative plan utilizing ex- ease and that speakers are re
isting facilities, there nevertheless
quired to acceptHe"censorship"
were presented several illusory broadcasters.
suggested from
that
propositions, one by the Joy Elmer
the FCC make provisions whereby
Morgan educational group for a
AMA plete
speakers
have
"comgovernment network, and another
freedom" towould
talk of
anything
by Father John B. Harney, Su- they like, without liability on the
perior of the Paulist Fathers, for part of broadcasters; whereby veuse of 50% of all evening time for
nereal diseases and their preveneducational and cultural programs
tion may be discussed; and have
under Federal mandate.
free access to the filed copies of
radio addresses which have been
Cooperative Plan
made, particularly in connection
AS SPOKESMAN for the broad- with medical service "schemes".
casting industry, J. Truman Ward,
Dr. Cramp devoted the major
NAB president, advocated a co- part of his statement to an attack i
operative movement, espoused from upon patent medicine broadcasting.
the beginning of the controversy
He submitted transcripts of the adbetween educators and broadcastvertising parts of patent medicine
ers, and suggested that the task be broadcasts made during the "past
assigned a committee under FCC
two or three Tablets",
weeks" for"Ex
"Peruna",
auspices. The same proposal was
- Lax",
subscribed to by the vast majority "Willard's
"Alka-Seltzer" and "Crazy Crysof those who testified, with only a
few exceptions, such as those of each. tals", analyzing and discussing
the Morgan and Harney groups.
"The preparations that have
In adjourning the hearing, Judge
been specifically dealt with are by
Sykes said he felt much good would
no means the most objectionable of
come from cooperation and agree- the 'patent medicines' that are adment on educational programs,
vertised over the radio," he said.
both nationally and locally. He "They were
purposely picked out,
said that the conference would re- because they seemed to be a fair
cess,
"possibly
to be called
a fur- cross-section of 'patent medicine'
ther time
to consider
the atreports
broadcasting and by no means the
of High
the committee."
Radio's examples."
Appeal
praise for the steps of the most pernicious
networks to eliminate certain types
of programs and rigidly supervise
others, notably the statement of "RADIO advertising of 'patent
medicines' is more objectionable
policies of CBS, was voiced by sev- than
newspaper advertising of the
eral educators. From the Amerisame products,"
Dr. Cramp asas-a jj
can Medical Association came conserted. "Many newspapers,
demnation of certain proprietary
matter of enlightened self-interest,
accounts, mentioned by name.
have developed certain standards
Father Harney, whose Catholic
of decency and censorship that
order operates WLWL, New York,
(Continued on page JfO)
a persistent applicant for improved
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PROFITS!

SUMMER

NEW

. . . SAVE

ON

SUSTAINING

PROGRAMS

!

. . . EARN

ON

SPONSORED

PROGRAMS

!

MORE

THAN

LEADING
ARE

Qft No matter

USING

Program

Library
Service
WTMJ Milwaukee
WXYZ Detroit
WIBM Jackson
WFBM Indianapolis
WMBD Peoria
KMOX St. Louis
WCOL-WBNS Columbus
WBBM Chicago
KFWB Los Angeles
WPTF Raleigh
KTAB San Francisco
WREC Memphis
KCRC Enid
WTCN Minneapolis
WNAC-WAAB Boston
WEAN Providence
WICC Bridgeport
WPAY Portsmouth
KGW-KEX Portland
WOC Davenport
KOMO-KJR Seattle
KHQ-KGA Spokane
KSO-KRNT Des Moines
KTUL Tulsa
KSFF Shawnee
WOW Omaha
KGHL Billings
KMBC-W9XBY Kansas City
WAIM Anderson
WIBW Topeka
WIOD Miami
KSL Salt Lake City
WJTL Atlanta
KLZ Denver
KTAR Phoenix
WSM Nashville
WFDF Flint
KGHI Little Rock
WFAA Dallas
WHEC Rochester
WEBR Buffalo
WKRC Cincinnati
WCAE Pittsburgh
WINS New York
XEBC Agua Caliente

greatly the summer

how

turb astation's schedule

STATIONS

NOW

Standard

50

everyone

can come

with actual profits with the STANDARD
LIBRARY.

With

this amazingly

every type of musical program
and at remarkably low cost!

This Program
recording

months

dis-

through

PROGRAM

complete

service

is instantly at hand —

service brings you Hollywood's

finest

orchestras, vocal soloists of accepted com-

mercial appeal, and other talent known

to be success-

ful in holding and gaining listeners. Finest mechanical quality is assured
low-surface

Victrolac

Already more

by RCA- Victor recording
prints.

than 50 leading American

are using STANDARD

PROGRAM

VICE, and are enthusiastic
bility with which

and

broadcasters

LIBRARY

over the ease and

it builds both

sponsored

and

SERflexisus-

taining programs.

We

invite you to investigate now
ness and low cost of this Program

quality, completeLibrary.

// you want exclusive use of this outstanding
service in your

territory at the present prevail-

ing low rates communicate

immediately

with us.

STANDARD
RADIO
6404 HOLLYWOOD BLVD., HOLLYWOOD,
KASPER-GORDON
une 1, 1935

ADVERTISING
COMPANY,
INC.
CALIF.
•
180 NORTH MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
— Representatives —
140 North Boylston Ave., Boston, Mass. • CONQUEST ALLIANCE 515 Madison Ave., New York City, N. Y.
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Film

Television Tests
WESTINGHOUSE will
launch extensive visual
broadcasting experiments in
the ultra-high frequencies in
conjunction with three of its
stations — KDKA, Pittsburgh,
KYW, Philadelphia, and
WBZ-WBZA, Boston — according to an announcement
May 18. To operate in the
55.5 megacycle band, the stations will have apparatus not
only for television and facsimile experimentation but
also for five-meter band
broadcast transmission
through use of relay and repeater stations.

Television

Gains in Spot Business
In Autumn Are Foreseen

TERRIBLE
Since
the

TESTIMONIALS

I started

popularity

doubled.

This

fan

letters.

got

one.

. . . No.

1

broadcasting,
of K.F.W.B.

week
Last

I got
week

has

two

Group

L. CY WHITAKER, sales manager of MacGregor & Sollie, San
Francisco transcription producers,
who has just completed a threemonth nation-wide survey of radio
stations, advertising agencies and
large users of radio time, reports
that radio is looming large in advertising plans for the fall and
winter.
The trend in programs, according to Whitaker, seems to be toward
a lighter form of dramatic serials
and skits, with children's programs leading in favor, and dance
bands running a close second.
Vocalists with dance bands are
overdone, he said, and will be eliminated from MacGregor & Sollie
productions this season. Variety
and revue shows are also overdone,
he stated, and have decreased in
popularity chiefly on account of
their cost. Comedy acts also are
losing their hold on the public, he
believes. Whitaker reported sales
of radio time are steadily increasing and every indication points to
a big increase in spot transcrip-

Starts
Survey

HOLLYWOOD film studios in
May sion
launched
a survey basis
of televion a cooperative
with
costs divided among the major
plants. The results will be published during the summer in a report to the film industry, with the
possibility of a second and confidential report being made to the
"inner circle" of filmdom at the
same time.
The committee was selected by
the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences with Carl
Dreher, RKO's chief sound engineer, as chairman and N. M. LaPorte, Paramount research director, as vice-chairman. Members
include Gordon Chambers, Hollis
Moyne, J. C. Frayne and R. C.
Wellman, representing ERPI,
Eastman Kodak and RCA.
A majority of the committee
will spend a month in the East on
a tour of television transmitters,
conferring with experts. Don Gledhill, executive secretary of the
Academy, announced that the committee will give particular attention first, to the possible effect of
television from a standpoint of entertainment and, secondly, the detained. gree of perfection already atMr.
Gledhill said:
"The technical development
is important
only
insofar as it will affect the use of
film product in the future or the
theatergoing of film followers.
Thus the investigation will be exhaustive on the entertainment

WNEW Pays Band Tax
question."Newark, on May 20 began
WNEW,
paying Parade,
the musicians'
for staits
Dance
being thetaxfirst
tion to come to an agreement with
the union on the fee for remote
broadcasts. The program lasts 5%
hours, with continuous dance
music.

I only
NEW

CABLE

FOR

TELEVISION

Bell Laboratories Develop New High-precision Method
For Transmission of Visual Service

If KFWB

is Southern California's most popular independent station, some of the credit is due to Miss
Blondell and other big time screen stars who, because
of our Motion Picture Studio ownership are frequently and informally heard over this station.

A GOOD

SPOT

FOR

YOVR

ADVERTISING

Owned and Operated by Warner Bros. Motion Picture Studios
Free &- Sleininqer, Exclusive Representatives^
Page 24

DEVELOPMENT of a high-precision cable, declared to be capable
of transmission of television frequencies and pave the way for
ultimate chain television broadcasting, was disclosed in an application filed with the FCC May 16
by the A. T. & T. and the New
York Telephone Co. The application seeks authority to lay a coaxial cable between New York and
Philadelphia for experimental use.
The application comes on the
heels of the RCA announcement
that it will spend $1,000,000 in
television experimentation and locate a station in the area between
New York and Philadelphia. Development of a cable of sufficient
capacity to carry television images
has been one of the principal obstacles in contemplated projects
for nation-wide television analagous to sound broadcasting.
The A. T. & T. application said
the cable could be placed in operation by March, 1936, if the necessary authority is procured. Its use,

said United
the application,
makein
the
States the"would
pioneer
the cable transmission of television." Its cost was estimated at
$290,000 for development and
manufacture, with $70,000 additional for terminal equipment. The
cable
wouldthe"make
possible for
first time
transmission
overthea
cable type
of circuitimage
for long
distance a television
of good
definition," it was added. Repeaters would be required every ten
miles to revitalize the visual im- '
The cable is said to consist of :
pulses.
special forms of sheathed conduc-l
tors, wide bands of repeaters ofi
unusual stability and fidelity and
new types of terminal apparatus. .
In telephone,
use,
the cable israther
said tothan
permitvisual'
the
transmission of 200 or more simultaneous telephone conversations!
over a pair of wires, as against j
three simultaneous conversations!
over the existing multiplex system I
on a single wire.
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77

rue

of

markets

as

well

as

men

V 0 New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit, and on down to Pittsburgh — the Big Ten of
American cities — these are the markets where sales curves are bent or boosted — where
cm added 2% of the potential volume may mean an added 20% to your profits.
Especially in these key cities are the gods of sales usually on the side of the manufacturer
with the biggest radio advertising campaign. For in these ten tactical towns radios are
found in more than 95.7 of all homes— with 76% of these 6,860,000 sets tuned in daily.
By every impartial survey in this group of markets the giant stations of the Columbia
Broadcasting System are ranked first in popularity.
Perhaps that's why American advertisers spend more for Columbia coverage than for
any other network. Why nearly twice as many of the TOO largest advertisers use CBS
as any other chain. Why Columbia sales for the last quarter of 1934 were the greatest
which any network had ever enjoyed, yet were soon eclipsed by the even larger volume
which advertisers brought to Columbia during the first quarter of 1935.
Don't you think that your business too would benefit by the huge sales influence of
the world's largest broadcasting system?
THE

COLUMBIA

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

ilR©APCASTOIM€
cuxA

Published Semi-Monthly by
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National Press Bldg- • Washington, D. C
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Program Policy Trend
NOT SINCE the beginning of commercial
broadcasting has there been so healthy a sign
as the general trend toward rigid internal control of program policies now so apparent.
The industry has grown in stature, influence and income so that it can now exert the
kind of self-imposed regulation it has long
wanted but could not afford. Not unlike the
printed media, broadcasters as a group up to
the present have been unable to reject accounts that meant the difference between profit
and loss.
CBS' statement of policies of a fortnight
ago has struck a responsive chord. The statement was frank and courageous. Other stations are studying it for their own guidance.
It was the well-timed punch that was needed.
The CBS declarations were the crystallization of a movement that long has been apparent within the industry. A year and a half
ago, for example, NBC issued a statement of
its program policies aimed at the same goal
of good taste, integrity and quality in programs. It followed that up with the establishment of a department of continuity acceptance. Both networks long ago decided that
they would forego laxative programs, but they
had to await contract expiration and protect
themselves until such time as replacement
business appeared imminent.
Broadcasters have no apologies to make to
their advertisers by invoking rigid restrictions.
The demand for radio time is the answer.
That demand exists because of proved results.
In the long run (and it shouldn't be so long
at that judging from time demands) it will
pay dividends, not only in increased business,
but in security, stability and audience satisfaction.
WE ARE inclined to believe that the FCC,
responsible in no small measure for the spurt
in program reforms, will not run rampant in
its cleansing campaign. Some 100 stations are
on the carpet because of questionable programs — 21 of them in the case of Marmola
broadcasts. It looked pretty bad last April
when the FCC started on the war path. It is
our considered judgment, after sounding the
FCC sentiment, that there will be no steps
that will mean loss of investments in stations.
Temporary licenses will be doled out in extreme cases and the ax may even fall in a
case or two in which palpable disregard of
the public service obligation is exposed.
But the feeling is prevalent that the bigPage 28

gest part of the campaign is over. The idea
of self-regulation appears to have gone across.
More and more stations will fall in line. Besides the FCC for the first time has given an
indication of where it stands and, more important, it proposes gradually to provide a
yardstick by writing into its opinions statements of its position respecting the programs
involved. This sounds like sensible procedure
and sensible regulation. The clarified atmosphere will have a wholesome effect and will
dispel the nightmares that have had the entire industry on edge.

Old

ASCAP-Last

Curtain

WITH its back to the wall and somewhat
crowded by Uncle Sam's anti-trust suit,
ASCAP seems to be very much on the defensive these days. What a change from it arrogant domineering and take-it-or-leave it attitude of the past when dealing with broadcasters on royalty contracts for the right to perform music over the air?
As it now stands, ASCAP has given the
broadcasting industry an extension until Dec.
31 of the current contracts for the right to
perform its music. The contracts would have
expired Aug. 31. Now negotiations are in
progress for a further extension of the 5% of
"net receipts" until final adjudication of the
sweeping government suit, which goes to trial
beginning June 10. The matter is before the
ASCAP board.
There is only one main issue before the court
— price-fixing of music. ASCAP maintains it
will go to trial and defend its position. But
it is torn with internal dissension. Its biggest
publishing group, controlled by Warner Bros.,
has been discussing a consent degree, which
would obviate the trial if ASCAP went along.
It may be consummated before June 10. If it
does there will be provided, in all likelihood, a
"per piece" method of music performance
wherein the broadcaster pays for precisely
what he uses in an open competitive market
rather than a percentage of everything he
takes in plus a sustaining fee.
ASCAP appears to be on its last legs as the
hard-hearted music trust. Broadcasters and
other copyright users are not looking for
vengeance; they simply want to pay a fair
price from what music they use on a business
basis. Thanks to Uncle Sam, its brilliant and
indefatigable young attorney, Andrew W.
Bennett, and if you please, to the NAB, it
finally looks like they will get their wish.

The Three R's in Radio )
AFTER an eternity of controversy which magnified the problem out of all proportion to its
actual status, the educational-radio issue seems }
headed for final solution. A committee operat- •
ing under the aegis of the FCC will undertake ■
to form a cooperative plan for more effective
use of the ether for educational purposes.
It was last fall that the FCC Broadcast Division, acting pursuant to Congressional instruction, held exhaustive hearings on this
subject with the focal issue that of whether
fixed percentages of facilities should be allocated for the use of non-profit organizations
or individuals. The FCC came back with an
unequivocal "no". It urged cooperation.
Within the last fortnight a hearing to work ;
out this cooperative means was held. It was
clearly understood that the only issue was that
of a cooperative plan, since the question of
class allocations had been disposed of. Yet the
Morgan-controlled educational group stepped
forward with a plan for a government network, once again showing that the educators
are still hopelessly split.
From the beginning this schism in educational ranks has prevented the accomplishment
of a constructive campaign. The job of the
FCC committee first will be to get a unanimity
of view among the educators; the broadcasters
have offered their cooperation as a unit from
the start. It seems that the majority of the
educators, those who appreciate conditions,
favor the cooperative plan; only the outer
fringe constitute the die-hard element.
Then the FCC committee should watch one;
other all-important phase of its future activity. The whole issue, we repeat, centers \
around educational broadcasting in its strictest sense and that means the work which the)
pedagogues undertake in collaboration withi
broadcasters. The personnel of the committee
yet to be selected, should be drawn only from
educational and broadcasting ranks. Politics;
should not figure in it.
The committee's work will not embrace
broader phases of programming that might b(
drawn into a general view of education
Broadcasters are obliged to render such public
service and in so doing they present forums,
debates, speeches and the like. These are ut
terly beyond the purview of the committee, a:
we understand it. Should the committee at j
tempt to get into such matters, it soon will fine
itself hopelessly involved and the result wil
be non-action and more controversy.

— A?Natural
Seven S.Years
ANNING
PRALL has been nominated b
President Roosevelt for a seven-year terr:
from next July. Last January he first joine
the FCC and three months later became it
chairman. In that brief span the FCC ha'
accomplished more than in any other perio
within our memory. This in spite of know
friction on the board itself. Now most of the
internal disturbance, happily, should end jbt
cause Mr. Prall's status is settled for seve:
years anyway. It hasn't all been a bed c
roses for those subject to FCC regulation sine
the turn of the year. But none can say thi
Mr. Prall did not pursue his duty as he saw i j
We are gratified over his reappointment —
view, we believe, in which the industry hearti
concurs.
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PERSONAL
We

Pay

Our

Respects

BURTON

To

—

KENDALL WHEELER
;T IS the boiling of the old legis- Burton Kendall Wheeler was born
at Hudson, Middlesex County,
lative cauldron down in Washingon that causes broadcasters and
Mass., on Feb. 27, 1882. The
Wheeler family had 300 years in
heir clients no end of mental ani'uish during Congressional ses- America behind it, and there was
ions. At the outset of this ses- no silver spoon. After graduating
ion when a new radio chef began
from Hudson High School in 1900
1 d stir things up as chairman of the he enrolled at the University of
.enate Interstate Commerce ComMichigan, working as a stenogra: littee there was much speculation
pher to pay part of his way and
bout what would happen to an al- managing to acquire the balance
ready over-regulated industry that through waiting on tables. He got
his law degree in 1905 and took
ad become a prize topic of congressional conversation.
Greeley's advice, journeying westward to Butte, Mont., with little
Burton Kendall Wheeler, Demorat of Montana, who had ac- more than his degree, ambition
luired a reputation for action as and good looks (he stands nearly
did and woolly as his home state, six feet, and is wiry).
Butte soon became a second
ad succeeded to the chairmanship
:i the committee in which radio
home to the young barrister for
gislation originates. For more
h s first job was collecting bills for
lan a decade his name had been
a local lawyer. The same year,
mblazoned across newspaper front
however, he hung out his own
shingle. After establishing him'ages as an enemy of the "trusts"
jnd as a progressive who espoused
self, he married Lulu M. White, of
overnment in business. The repu- Albany, 111., who had been a school
acquaintance at Ann Arbor.
ation he acquired as a prosecutor
_i several Senate investigations
Closely allied with the late Senalaced him in a class by himself in
tor Thomas J. Walsh of Montana,
hat line.
he supported him in the 1910 camThere was just one thing the
paign, where he got his first baproadcasting industry wanted to
tism of political fire, running for
earn about Senator Wheeler. He
the state legislature. Walsh lost
ave the answer himself during
but Wheeler won. Two years later,
.he hearings last January on conwhen Walsh won his seat, young
Wheeler was named U. S. District
rmation of FCC members, saying
e was opposed to government
Attorney by President Wilson.
wnership or operation of stations,
When only 40 (in 1922) Wheeler
was elected to the Senate, and soon
s'here' was a big sigh of relief. But
carved for himself a niche in the
ie was pretty pointed in certain
national arena. A prosecutor from
/ther observations. He doesn't care
bout newspapers owning stations,
the word go, he exposed one of the
e said, and he has indicated rebiggest national scandals in hispeatedly that he might do sometory in the Teapot Dome investining about it in a legislative way.
gation, driving three cabinet memIe thought the old Radio Commisbers from office. His probing of
ion was guilty of too many politi- the Alien Property Custodian's office sent Custodian Miller to the
cal plays — and said so. There has
penitentiary.
a een action along that line too.
In 1924 Senator Wheeler was the
" , Senator Wheeler has been too
ngrossed in such matters as rail- Progressive Party candidate for
vice president, running on the
' oad and holding company meaticket with the late Senator Rob: ures to follow through on certain
ert M. Lafollette, Sr. He is men' "■f his radio legislative plans. Those
tioned as Third Party presidential
timber
for 1936.
i ' ho know
most intimately
dethat him
his progressive
tendenA
home-loving
Senator
es do not send him blindly into Wheeler actually hasman,
three abodes
, :tion. He is an intensive student.
— one in Butte, a cabin in Glacier
National Park, and his Washing' ^ith the facts (and he usually
ton home in Chevy Chase. The
' ets them) he is regarded as an
npartial judge, albeit a stern one.
Wheelers have six children— three
The youngest of ten children,
boys and three girls; the youngest
une 1, 1935
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NOTES

A. L. ASHBY, NBC vice president
and general attorney, has been elected
a director of the New York County
Lawyer'sready is Association,
he alchairman of ofthewhich
committee
on communications.
RICHARD W. STANNARD, in department store promotion several
years, has been named sales promotion manager for Don Lee Broadcasting System Inc.
HEXRY JACKSON, account executive of KFRC, San Francisco, maneuvered the Thelma in the annual
yacht race of the Corinthian Yacht
Club May 12, staged in San Francisco
Bay. The Thelma took first honors
in division
11. Jackson's
crewstation
consisted of Harrison
Holliway,
manager; Murray Grabhorn, sales
manager, and Earl Smith, assistant
sales manager. Charlie Cancannon,
technician, and Chester Smith, musician, were aboard the Mah Pe.
SAM H. BENNETT, of the Southwest Broadcasting System commercial
staff, located in Fort Worth, is the
father of a girl, Beverly Joy.
NEAL BARRETT, manager of
KOMA, Oklahoma City, and an official of the AFA, spoke recently before the Austin Advertising Club.
JOSEPH G. CATANICH, of the
sales force of KHJ, Los Angeles, will
teach two radio courses this summer
at the University of California, Los
Angeles.
STANLEY L. SPENCER, formerly
with KDKA, Pittsburgh, and later
with WBZ, Boston, has joined the
sales staff of WGY, Schenectady.
JAMES PETERSON, of KVI, Taeoma, is teaching a course in radio
advertising, program production and
continuity writing at the College of
Puget Sound.
E. H. BONDURANT, assistant sales
manager of WHO, Des Moines, has
been elected vice president of the Des
Moines Advertising Club.
DON E. GILMAN, NBC western division vice president, San Francisco,
speaking on the "New Trends In Radio Programs",
the 15,
San stated
Francisco
Advertising
Club atMay
that
the most important influence on radio
programs comes from the self-appointed critics and those attempting to attack radio through legislation.
HAROLD R. DEAL, advertising and
sales promotion manager of Associated
Oil Co., San Francisco, has been elected president of the San Francisco
Advertising Club.
MERLE JONES has joined KMBC,
Kansas City, as salesman.
HAL BO SKILL, formerly of KGHL,
Billings, Mont., has been named sales
manager of KGVO, Missoula, Mont.,
and Yerne E. Sawyer has been promoted to program director.
LESLIE W. CONNOR, commercial
representative of WBRC, Birmingham, has been named state publicity
chairman of the American Legion.
ED BURWELL, formerly of WTEL,
Philadelphia, has joined the sales staff
of WTAR, Norfolk, Ya.
WILTON HAFF, announcer at
KOMO-KJR, Seattle, has gone to Los
Angeles to participate in sponsored
programs.
LELAND BICKFORD, editor-inchief of Yankee Network News Service, has written a book titled News
While It Is Neics, to be published
June 10 by G. C. Manthorne & Co.,
Boston.
is called Montana. He is a member
of the Montana Bar Association, a
32nd degree Mason and Shriner,
and an Elk. Golf, fishing and children are his hobbies.

CHARLES L. BELFI, formerly of
CBS and SBS, has been placed in
charge of
production
and which
sales hasof"
WBBZ,
Ponca
City, Okla.,
reorganized its staff. Sue Fulton, formerly with KFH, Wichita, is program director; Ted Compton, studiodirector ; Rov Pickett, announcer ;.
Don Mitchell, formerly of WTJS,.
Jackson, Tenn., engineer ; GlennFlynn, operator.
SAM S HAP AN, formerly with
KDYL, Salt Lake City, has joined:
the commercial department of KGGC,.
San Francisco, as account executive..
A. E. BENNETT, president of 2GB,.
Sydney, Australia, was speaker at
the Los Angeles Advertising ClubMay 21
on a special
foreign
week
program.
He told
abouttradethe
part transcriptions play in cementing
friendship between the two nations.
His station has imported 5,000 Ameritranscriptions within thelast can20-made
months.

THE

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

ALFRED HALL, of the announcing
staff of WMCA, New York, has been
named program director, succeeding
Lewis Reed resigned.
FRED WEBBER, formerly of
KDKA. WCAE and WjAS, Pittsburgh, has joined the announcing staff
of WFIL, Philadelphia.
DON WILKIE, formerly of NBC
and the U. S. secret service, has
joinedcast aKFI,
Angeles,
to broadweeklyLosCrime
Laboratory.
ROBERT CARTER, formerly of
WIP,
Philadelphia,
joined New
theannouncing
staff of has
WMCA,
York, A.nouncer,
L. announced
Alexander,
chief
anMay 23.
RADIO editors in California were
guests of NBC and Baron Long, hotel
proprietor,
gatheringat
San Diegoatanda three-day
Agua Caliente.
The
editors will hold quarterly conventions.
DON CRAIG, formerly announcer
and vocalist on KOMO-KJR. Seattle,
is making movie shorts in Hollywood.
EYELYN KRUEGER, in charge of
the continuity script department of
KYA, San Francisco, resigned May
15 to join the California School Book
Depository. She was succeeded by
Jane Barrett, well known in Pacific
Coast radio.
CHARLES SEEBECK. announcer at
W2XR, Long Island City, has been
named production manager.
EARL CALDWELL, who wrote and
produced the KYA, San Francisco,
Minstrel Show has severed his connection with the station.
CARL BERNDT, operator of WTMJ,
Milwaukee, was married in May.
MRS. LAWRENCE H. PIKE, of
Albany, is now in charge of the
Household Program of WGY, Schenreplacing Patricia
who will ectady,
be married
in June. Sheldon,
DON GORDON, for eight months
with KMOX, St. Louis, has returned
to
the announcing staff of W'lYIJ,
Milwaukee.
HELEN
CBS Western News HARTZER,
Bureau, San in
Francisco,
has
been appointed traffic manager of
KFRC,
of thatresigned.
city, succeeding Pauline Carriger,
CECIL
CARMICHAEL,
tor of the
Mecklenburg feature
Times, edion
May 20 gramsstarted
a
series
of
news
proin distinctive southern style
on WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
WHO, Des Moines, will retain a staff
of 45 artists
during
summer, head
according to Irving
H. the
Grossman,
of the artists bureau.

HERMAN PALEY, composer and
theatrical agent, and Jack Klotz, also
a theatrical agent, have joined the
artist bureau of WOR, Newark.
EDWARD LYON, announcer formerly identified with the Brinkley station
XER, on June 1 joins the staff of
KLPN, Minot, N. D.
JOHN LINER, of Boston, has established an artists bureau in that
city. He was formerly connected with
orchestra work in New England.
GEORGE BARRIE, formerly of the
March of Time and announcer at
WNEW, Newark, has been named
night supervisor of WIP, Philadelphia. Howard Jones is handling WIP
news broadcasts. Murray Arnold, production chief, will be married June
23 to Miss Thelma Bain.
BILLY WILLIAMS, dean of continuity writers at KOIL, Omaha, has
taken leave of absence due to ill
health. He was given a farewell party
on the
dio set. air, and presented with a raGEORGE VANDAL, formerly of
KFWB, Hollywood, has joined the
continuity department of WNEW,
Newark.
MICHAEL FITZMAURICE, who
formerly announced at KNX, Hollywood as Mike Kelly, is announcing
remote control dance programs for
CBS, keyed through KHJ, Los Angeles.
JOE CONNOLLY, assistant publicity
director of the Fox Theatre, Philadelphia, joined WFIL May 20 in the
same capacity.
T ALBERT MORGAN, formerly with
Don Lee network, has joined WBRC,
Birmingham, succeeding Chuck
Wright, who recently bought WPFB,
Hattiesburg, Miss.
GEORGE L. YOUNG, public relations director of WSPD, Toledo, and
Miss Mildred Bolz were married
May 18.

Fifth

Row,

WQAM's Scoop
WQAM, Miami, Fla., scooped
the world on the results of
the first meeting of the newly-elected city commission, at
which it is customary to
elect a new mayor. Leslie
Harris, announcer, ran a cable from another part of the
building and passed microphone and line to Norman
McKay, program director,
and an intimate report of the
meeting was broadcast.
ARTHUR LINKLETTER, announcer, and Gary Breckner, program manager, of KGB, San Diego, have joined
the radio staff of the San Diego exposition. Charles Bullotti Jr., of
KHJ, Los Angeles, became KGB program head and Jerry St. Stein, formerly ofnouncing
XEBC,
has joined
anstaff. Truman
Bradley,theCBS
Chicago announcer, has gone to San
hibit.
Diego to announce at the Ford exJACK TRACY has joined the announcing staff of KSFO, San Francisco as the "Hollywood Correspondent". He was formerly associated
with the now defunct Morgan Production Co., San Francisco. Helen
Harvey has joined the staff of KSFO
as home economist.
JACK SHANNON, for five years
with WFBL, Syracuse, is announcing
a CBS sustaining program keyed
from WFBL.
ERNIE SANDERS, staff announcer
at WHO, Des Moines, has been electedter ofpresident
of theOfficers
Des Moines
chapthe Reserve
Association.
EDWARD LINN, formerly with
WLW, Cincinnati, has joined the staff
of WROK, Rockford, 111.

Center

.

.

The better
the show, the more
you insist
Please"
Floor,
Main
on "fifth row, center . . . main floor".
Well . . . authentic surveys show that
KSTP plays to the largest "main floor"
audience (fireside) — day in and day out
— because this Dominant Station of the
Minneapolis-St. Paul Trading Area presents the greatest parade of radio stars
offering the most popular programs . . .
the Red and Blue Network of NBC, in
fact.

BEST

Hitch your program to the "Stars of
KSTP" and you'll present your sales
message to 50.1% of the total Twin Cities
radio audience.*
Details Promptly! Just write:
GENERAL SALES OFFICE,
KSTP., Minneapolis, Minn., or
to our
NATIONAL REPRESENT ATIVES: in New York— Paul H.
Raymer Co. ... in Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco — John Blair
& Co.

BUY

buemAA
BETTER
WMT, NBC Basic Blue Network, is
now broadcasting from a new 412 foot,
quarter-wave antenna. Advertisers
are thus assured increased and intensified circulation in rich Eastern
Iowa and surrounding territory.
The IOWA Broadcasting System
The Des Moines Register and Tribune
WMT
KRNT
KSO
Cedar Rapids Des Moines Des Moines
Waterloo
NBC Blue CBS Basic XBC Blue
Page 30

^Certified copy of this Survey is
yours on request.
DMINATES

THE

TED BLISS, announcer at KHJ,
Los
May 24 was
promoted Angeles,
to be chiefon announcer.
Clarence
Hamilton, chief announcer, was elevated Jack
to theVanpost
of studio
supervisor.
Nostrand,
continuity
writer at KHJ, Los Angeles, and
Julie Dillon, radio dramatist, took out
license in Los Angeles May 20. Martin Provensen, radio announcer the
last ten years in Washington, New
York and San Francisco, on May 24
joined the staff of KHJ.
DAVID andB. HENLEY,
rector
announcer program
at WDAY,diFargo, N. D., from 1929 to 1932, has
been recalled to the announcing staff
and is handling publicity.
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GENE
man- Ij
ager of LOFFLER,
KOIL and production
KFAB, Omaha,
attended a meeting of the Iowa Broad- |
casters' Association at Marshalltown
May 21-22.
JOSE
RODRIGUEZ,
head of the
news and publicity departments of
KFI-KECA,
Los Angeles, suffered
three broken ribs and internal injuries
May 12 in an automobile accident in
which the driver of the car was killed.
WEYMUND RAMSEY, formerly of
Littleing staff
Rock,
has joinedOklahoma
the announcof KOMA,
City,
as has Ervin Bingham, formerly of
WNAD, Norman, Okla. Bob Green,
formerly in charge of the continuity
department, has been named program
director, and Bernard Macy, formerly an announcer, has been made
studio director.
BOB PROVAN, formerly of Pratt &
Whitney and Harvey Olsen, formerly
of WATR, Waterbury, Conn.,
WNAC, Boston, and WNBH, New
Bedford, have joined the announcing
staff of WDRC, Hartford.
BOB CUTTER, program manager,
KGMB, Honolulu, arrived in San
Francisco on May 9 aboard the liner
Malolo to confer with Fred J. Hart,
managing director of the station, who
is in San Francisco arranging for
mainland studios.
CONSTANCE VANCE, formerly of
the Los Angeles branch of Oregon
Mutual Life Insurance Co., on May
1 joined KNX, Hollywood, as press
representative.
Omega Shoe Polish
OMEGA SHOE POLISH Co., Los
Angeles, launched a campaign on
the West Coast division of NBC
using twice weekly for a 90-day
period the Julia Hayes Helpful
Hints to Housewives morning participating program originating in
Los Angeles. The sponsors in June
will offer a two-ounce sample to
the radio audience. The account is
serviced from the Los Angeles office of the Leon Livingston Advr
Agency, San Francisco.

18

HOURS!

The only station in northeastern
Oklahoma maintaining this schedule
KTUL
1000 WATTS DAY
500 WATTS NIGHT
TULSA
CBS Network
W. C. Gillespie, V. P.
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Engineers' Program
TECHNICAL problems of broadcasting will be discussed by the
Institute of Radio Engineers at
the tenth annual convention to be
held July 1-3 at the Hotel Statler,
Detroit. Among addresses will be:
"Design and Equipment of a 50kilowatt Station for WOR", by J.
R. Poppele, WOR, Newark, and
F. W. Cunningham and A. W.
Kispaugh, Bell Laboratories; "Automatic Frequence Control", by
Charles Travis, RCA ; "Ultra
Short Wave Propagation Overland", by C. R. Burrows, Alfred
Decino and L. E. Hunt, Bell Laboratories; "A Study of Radio Field
Intensity vs. Distance Characteristics of a High Vertical Radiator
at
1080 of
kc",Standards.
by S. S. Kirby, U. S.
Bureau

EQUIPMENT
GRAYBAR ELECTRIC Co., New
'York, has installed district sales maniagers who will take charge of sales
[of
police
radio equip■mentbroadcasting
in each of and
its five
districts.
They
vrill operate in addition to the district
:nien who formerly handled all types
[of Graybar equipment in the 17 main
ihouses." The five sales managers for
(broadcasting
and York,
policeH.radio
equipment are : New
S. Taylor,
former handling speech input engineer
in the research products department ;
.Atlanta. W. F. Bartlett. formerly handling broadcast sales out of the Xew
Orleans office; Chicago. O. E. Richlardson. formerly broadcast sales engi. neer in the research products department ;Kansas City, R. G. MeCurdy,
of the Kansas City broadcast sales
^department ; San Francisco. B. R.
Cole, formerly of the Bell laboratories
radio department.
KXX. Hollywood, in May contracted
with RCA Mfg. Co. for complete new
studio equipment.
GENERAL RADIO Co.. Cambridge,
Mass., has redesigned its 213 audio
■oscillator into the type 813, now on
.the market. More accurate calibration, lower damping and greater freindepenf.queney
:pendence stability,
of output complete
and fork driving
circuits, lower harmonic content and
reduction of sound in air produced by
the oscillator are some of the advantages claimed for the new equip.
RJADOLEK Co.. Chicago, announces
'an all-purpose 8-watt public address
amplifier of low cost which allows
carbon, capacity, dynamic or velocity
: microphones, operating up to seven
"-connections,
dynamic speakers.
It channels
has complete
two input
with
. mixing and fading equipment, is said
to be hum-free, and has a frequency
;<eurve from 100 to 7000 cycles.
ADDITIONAL space for studios will
.be available when remodeling is com. pleted by KHJ, Los Angeles.
YVSYR. Syracuse, has erected a new
steel antenna at its transmitter site
on the campus of Syracuse University. This 200-foot vertical tower is
"over double
height toof improve
the old the
antenna and isthe
expected
listening area of the station. A modern ground system is expected to produce a stronger signal in the Central
New York area. The system was to
'•te completed about June 1.
BTNEW, Newark, is installing new
monitor amplifiers and speakers and
rebuilding an outside pickup amplifier
xith Western Electric dynamic microphones.A. new cooling system is
oeing placed in the transmitter at
Tarlstadt, N. J.
CLAUDE
MARQUIS,
formerly of
-3oston. has joined the technical staff
)f WLNH, Laeonia, N. H.
3DDIE GOON, who retired from
iVSPD, Toledo, a year ago because
i ill health, is back on the job.
ROBERT DEHART has been pronoted to the control staff of WKRC,
Tincinnati.
YBT, Charlotte, N. C, has installed
wo new panels of equipment, includog a radio modulation and distortion
aeasuring monitor. Installations of
his equipment practically completes
VBTs new high fidelity system.
YORK has been completed on the
90-foot vertical radio tower, erected
TJroveWCFL,
nearcity,Downer's
to the Chicago,
west of the
and on
une 1 WCFL will begin operations
n its new power of 5.000 watts.
Tests with the new power, put on
rom 2 to 7 a. m. Sunday mornings
uring May, brought responses from
11 parts of the country.
1H. GAGER. plant manager of
IYW, Philadelphia, addressed the
("ire Chief's Association of Montomery County Pa., May 15.
Uine 1, 1935

NEW LOW IN PROGRAMS— From
the depths of the Potomac River
at Washington, Arch McDonald,
WJSV announcer, described from
a diving bell what he saw on the
river bottom and added some baseball scores for good measure. The
bell belongs to the Constellation,
four-master which is to go on a
Haitain ocean-floor treasure hunt.
NBC's ment Chicago
is claiming engineering
a record ofdepartsome
sort since three of its staff members
became fathers within a two - weeks
period. Schedule of arrivals : May 7,
to W. C. Lahman, studio engineer, a
daughter, Ann ; May 18, to James
Miller, control supervisor, a son,
Charles Ralston ; and May 19, to
Yern Mills, field engineer, a daughter
as yet unnamed.
JERRY MERQUELIN formerly in
charge of commercial broadcast sales,
other than point-to-point, for Western
Electric Co., has been transferred to
handle government sales as government sales engineer. George Davis
former ERPI field representative has
been appointed to handle commercial
broadcast sales for Western Electric
Co.
Change in CRC
GLADSTONE MURRAY, Canadian-born chief of the British Broadcasting Co., is slated to come to
Canada next year to take control
of the Canadian Radio Commission, according to a dispatch from
London in the Toronto Star of
May 25. From Ottawa comes word
that Hector Charlesworth, former
editor, art and music critic, now
chairman of CRC at $10,000 a
year, is to be promoted to Dominion Archivist, and it is rumored
will be replaced by Mr. Murray.

VACATION

MARKS
THE
SPOT
*
BROADCASTING
CENTER
The transmitter of WBNX is the
only unit in the East using high
level Class B modulation — the
latest form of audio used in the
world's most powerful broadcasting stations and is strategically located for metropolitan coverage.
WBNX • New York
Northwest Advertising Co. Inc.,
Seattle, Wash.
Western Sales Representative

What's the newest in better
spot programming?

PARADISE

So,

PITTSBURGH, PA.
Pittsburgh vacationists stay near home
(Jn

WBN

» BROADCASTING

Libel Bill Sidetracked
CALIFORNIA Assembly Bill 188,
which would make advertiser wholly responsible for statements made
on the air, has been tabled and
from all indications will not be
acted upon by the Legislature in
Sacramento, scheduled to adjourn
June 2. The original bill held an
individual station responsible for
all statements made on the air by
an advertiser, but through the efforts of the Northern California
Broadcasters' Association and the
Los Angeles
ciation, it wasBroadcasters'
amended so Assothat
blame would be wholly with the
sponsor.
WTMJ, Milwaukee, is recording all
sustaining programs and each office of its sales representative
ferings.
keeps a library of WTMJ of-

Stay Orders Granted
PETITIONS for stay orders to
restrain the FCC from making effective its decision of Feb. 19 authorizing KGFK to move from
Moorhead, Minn., to Duluth, were
granted May 16 by the U. S. Court
of Appeals
the District
of Columbia. Thefor
petitions
were filed
by
Arthur W. Scharfeld as counsel
for WEBC, Duluth, and for the City
of Moorhead and will remain in
force pending adjudication of the
appeals. WEBC appealed from the
FCC decision on economic grounds
claiming that Duluth now has sufficient broadcasting service while
the
city
of Moorhead
removal holding
that itopposed'
needs the
the
local service of KGFK.

this YEAR- AROUND buying market they:
Camp on rivers and in primeval forests
Golf at Oakmont and other fine courses
Play at luxurious country clubs

^^ftdtf wherever they go, whatever they do,
they have their radios along
o, they tune in WCAE,

acknowledged

Pittsburgh's most popular radio station
Basic Red Network
NBC
Nationally represented by
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY
WCAE
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

The

Business

of

Broadcasting

Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives; Notes from the Stations
STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WHAM, Rochester, N. Y.
1-0 Products Inc., New York (1-0
Tabs), weekly sp, thru Stewart,
Hanford & Frohmann Inc., Rochester.
Greyhound Management Inc., Cleveland, weekly t, thru Beaumont &
Hohman Inc., Cleveland.
•General Ice Cream Corp., Schenectady, N. Y., 10 weekly sa, thru N.
W. Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia.
Congress Cigar Co., Newark (Exeellange cigars), 5 weekly sa, thru
Gotham Adv. Co., N. Y.
A. C. Spark Plug Co., Flint, Mich.,
2 weekly ta, thru D. P. Brother &
Associates, Detroit.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore (Rem), daily sa, thru Joseph
Katz Co., Baltimore.
WHP, Harrisburg
Best Foods Inc., New York (Nucoa),
3 weekly t, thru Benton & Bowles
Inc., N. Y.
Richfield Oil Corp., New York, 3
weekly
N. Y. t, thru Fletcher & Ellis Inc.,
Paul Lantive, New York (perfume),
2 weekly t, thru Arthur Rosenberg
Co. Inc., N. Y.
California Perfume Co.. New York
(Avon cosmetics), 2 weekly t, thru
Luckey Bowman Inc., N. Y.
Milson Co., Cincinnati (liquor), 4 sp,
thru A. T. Sears & Son Inc., Chicago.
Wheeling Corrugating Co., Wheeling
(Cop-R-Loy), 3 weekly sa, thru A.
T. Sears & Son Inc.. Chicago.
WSPD, Toledo
Gordon Baking Co., Detroit (Silver
Cup bread), 156 sp, thru Sehl Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Master Drugs Inc., Omaha (proprietary), 156 sp, thru BuchananThomas Adv. Co., Omaha.
■Congress Cigar Co., Newark (La Palina), 74 sp, thru Gotham Adv. Co.,
N. Y.
Dominique Inc., Detroit (perfume), 6
sa,
thru Campbell-Ewald Co. Inc.,
Detroit.
Clark Bros. Chewing Gum Co., Pittsburgh, 6 weekly ta, thru Edward
M. Powers Co. Inc., Pittsburgh.
Sparks-Withington Co., Jackson,
Mich, (radio sets), 20 sa. thru
United States Adv. Corp., Toledo.
WENR, Chicago
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Drene shampoo), 26 sp, thru H.
W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Company,
Inc., Chicago.
Eye-Teb Inc., Chicago (artificial eyelashes), 13 sp, thru Carroll Dean
Murphy Inc., Chicago.
Run-Proof Laboratories of Chicago
(run preventer for hosiery), 13 sp,
thru R. C. Morenus & Co., Chicago.
Rice-Stix Dry Goods Co., St. Louis
(sport shirts), 13 ta, thru Gardner
Adv. Agency, St. Louis.
WCAE, Pittsburgh
Kroger Grocery & Baking Co., Cincinnati, 26 sa, thru Wessell Co.,
Chicago.
Bunte Bros., Chicago (candy), 4
weekly sa, thru Fred A. Robbins
Inc., Chicago.
General Electric Co., Cleveland (appliances), 5weekly so, thru Maxou
Inc., Detroit.

WLS, Chicago
Olson Rug Co., Chicago (rewoven
rugs), 6 weekly sp, thru Philip O.
Palmer & Co. Inc., Chicago.
Oshkosh Overall Co., Oshkosh, Wise,
120 sa, thru Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Chicago.
Ball Brothers Co., Muncie, Ind.
(glass jars), 26 sp, thru Applegate
Adv. Agency, Muncie.
Gillette Rubber Co., Eau Claire, Wise,
(tires), weekly
sp, thru CramerKrasselt
Co., Milwaukee.
Western Railways Association, Chicago (summer trips), 26 ta, thru
Reinecke-Ellis-Youngreen & Finn
Inc., Chicago.
W9XBY, Kansas City
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la.
(plants), 12 weekly ta, thru Northwest Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
Muesbeck Shoe Co., Danville, 111.
(health
direct. sport shoes), 12 weekly ta,
Congoin Co., Los Angeles (health beverage), 26 t, direct.
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Chicago, 500
sa, direct.
WMCA, New York
Chrysler Corp., New York (autos),
10 ta, thru J. Sterling Getchell
Inc., N. Y.
Gold Dust Corp., New York (Silver
Dust), 12 daily so, thru Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
N. Y.
WFBL, Syracuse
Fels & Co., Philadelphia (Fels Naptha soap), 2 weekly sp, thru Young
& Rubicam, N. Y.
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KSFO, San Francisco
Congoin Co., Los Angeles (health beverages), 6weekly
t, thru
LockwoodSchackelord
Co., Los
Angeles.
Parisienne Co., San Antonio, Tex.
(perfume), 90 ta, thru Northwest
Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
Crazy Water Hotel Co., Mineral
Wells, Tex (mineral crystals), 6
weekly sp,sociates,thru
Bob Roberts & AsSan Francisco.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, Iowa
(garden seeds and plants), 6 weekly t, thru Northwest Radio Adv.
Co., Seattle.
General Petroleum Corp. of California,,ucts),Los2 weekly
Angeles sp,
(gasoline
& prod-&
thru Smith
Drum Inc., Los Angeles.
KWK, St. Louis
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey
City (soap), 26 *, thru Benton &
Bowles Inc., N. Y.
Fawcett Publications Inc., Minneapolis (Startling Detective Adventures), 6sa, thru Critchfield-Graves
Co.,
Minneapolis.
Dr. Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart,
Ind. (Alka-Seltzer),, 21 sa, thru
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
WTMJ, Milwaukee
Western Railways Association, Chicago (summer trips), 12 weekly ta,
thru Reinecke - Ellis - Youngreen &
Finn Inc., Chicago.
United Drug Co., Boston (Rexall), 5
weekly ta, thru Street & Finney
Inc., N. Y.
Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich,
(autos), 5 weekly sa, thru Maxon
Inc., Detroit.

WFAA-WBAP, Dallas, Fort Worth
Hyral Co., Fort Worth (dentifrices),
300 sa, thru Luckey-Bowman Inc..
N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(Rinso), 13 sa, thru RuthraufE &
Ryan
Inc.,Larabee
N. Y. Corp., MinneapoCommander
lis (Sunfed flour) , 5 weekly sp,
thru Addison Lewis & Associates,
Minneapolis.
Marrow Mfg. Co., Chicago (Mar-OOil),
weekly
so, thru HeathSeehof 2Inc.,
Chicago.
Western Ass'n Railway Executives,
Chicago, 7 weekly ta, thru ReinckeEllis-Younggreen & Finn Inc., Chicago.
Fawcett Publications Inc., Minneapolis Startling
(
Detective Adventures), 6 Minneapolis.
sa, thru CritchfieldGraves Co.,
J. G. Dodson Co., Atlanta (Kompo),
weekly
Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. sa,
Y. thru
.
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta, 2 weekly
t, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
N. Y.
Bulova Watch Co., N. Y., 3 daily sa,
thru Biow Co., N. Y.
WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
Florida Fruit Canners Inc., Frostproof, Fla. (Silver Nip), 3 weekly
sa, thru James A. Greene & Co., Atlanta.
Seaboard Air Line Railway, Norfolk,
Va., 3 weekly sa, direct.
Welch Grape Juice Co., Westfield,
Inc.,tor3& Sons
weeklyAdv.ta, Co.
thruInc.,
H. W.
KasChicago.
Clark Bros.burghChewing
Gum
Co.,
Pitts(Teaberry), 6 weekly ta,
thru Edward M: Power Co. Inc.,
Pittsburgh.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey
City (Octagon soap), 2 weekly t,
thru Benton & Bowles Inc., N. Y.
General Motors Corp., Detroit (auto
show), 12 bell-Ewald
weekly
thru CampCo. Inc.,sa,Detroit.
KFI-KECA, Los Angeles
Rice-Stix Dry Goods Co., St. Louis
(wholesalers), 3 weekly t, thru
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Union Pacific System, Omaha (rail3 weekly
sa, thru Ernest
Bader &way),Co.,
Omaha.
Chr. Hansen's Laboratory. Little
Falls, N. Y. (Junket), 3 weekly
Chicago.
sp, thru Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co.,
Bulova Watch Co., New York. 116 sa,
thru Biow Co. Inc., N. Y.
Emerson Drug Co., Baltimore
(Bromo-Seltzer) , 6 weekly sa, thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
KFRC, San Francisco
Nestles Milk Products Inc., New
York (Alpine Milk), 3 weekly t,
thru Lord & Thomas, San Francisco.
Globe Beer Co., San Francisco (beer),
5 weekly
sp, thru The
Norman Organization,
San Kelso
Francisco.
Salakuta Co., San Francisco (hair
shampoo), weekly sp, thru Dake
Adv. Agency Inc., San Francisco.
Malt - O - Meal Co., San Francisco
(breakfast cereal), 3 weekly sp,
thru Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
WMAQ, Chicago
E. R. Wagner Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee
(carpet sweepers),
6 ta. thr'j
Cramer-Krasselt
Co., Milwaukee.
North American
Dye
Co.,
Vernon, N. Y. (Dytint), 13 Mt.
sp. thru;
Atherton & Currier Inc., N. Y.
Chieftain Mfg. Co., Baltimore (shof
polish),
18 Inc.,
t, thruBaltimore.
Van Sant, Dugdale & Co.
WICC, Bridgeport, Conn.
Johnson Educator Food Co., Cam
bridge, Mass. (crackers), 6 weeklj
sa, thru John W. Queen, Bostoi
(incorrectly listed in May 15 issue) i
WTOC, Savannah, Ga.
Southern Dairies Inc., Washingtor
(ice &cream),
3 weekly
t, thru Mc j
Kee
Albright
Inc., Philadelphia
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WOAI, San Antonio
. C. Spark Plug Co., Flint, Mich.,
52 ta, thru D. P. Brother & Asso, ciates, Detroit.
Welch Grape Juice Co., Westfield, N.
Y., 60 ta, thru H. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
;|ronized Yeast Co., Atlanta (proprietary), 9t, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
Vestern Ass'n. of Railway Executives, Chicago, 26 ta, thru ReinckeEllis-Younggreen & Finn Inc., Chicago.
'olgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey
City (Crystal White soap), 2 weekly t, thru Benton & Bowles Inc.,
N. Y.
California Perfume Co., Suffern, N.
Y. (cosmetics), 30 t, thru LuckeyBowman Inc., N. Y.
WGAR, Cleveland
fcellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich,
(corn flakes), 4 weekly sa, thru
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
[roger Grocery & Baking Co., Cincinnati, 10 weekly sa, thru Wessell
Co., Chicago.
ohns-Manville Corp., New York (asbestos products), weekly t, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
choll Mfg. Co., Chicago (Dr. Scholl
I foot supplies), 2 weekly sa, thru
Donahue & Coe Inc., Chicago.
J. Fox Inc., New York (furs), 19
, weekly
Cleveland.sa, thru Alfred Rooney Co.,
Tinder Co., Chicago (Ovaltine), 5
| weekly t, thru Blackett-Sample; Hummert Inc., Chicago.
KGMB, Honolulu
fv. Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart,
: Ind. (Alka - Seltzer), 26 t, thru
I Walter Biddick Co., Los Angeles,
ongoin Co., Los Angeles (health beverages), 26 t, thru Walter Biddick
Co., Los Angeles,
iever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
; (Lifebuoy soap), 13 t, thru Conquest Alliance Co., New York,
tost Tooth Paste Co., New York, 78
' sp,
N, Y.thru Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc.,
it. J. B. Co., San Francisco (coffee),
26 t, thru Lord & Thomas, San
i Francisco.
KGO, San Francisco
,'ashofftiveCo.,
Lakesp,City
Harold
thru (protecweekly
cream),Salt
W. Pickering Adv. Agency, Salt
Lake City,
razy Water Crystals Co., San Francisco (mineral water), 3 weekly
sp, thru Bob Roberts & Associates,
San Francisco.
Imerson Drug Co., Baltimore, Md.
(Bromo Seltzer), 2 daily, 112 sa,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
s|N. Y.
WKRC, Cincinnati
ongress Cigar Co., Newark (La Palina), 100 sa, thru Gotham Adv.
Co., N. Y.
iludson Motor Car Co., Detroit,
I (autos), 100 sa, direct,
joston Varnish Co., Everett, Mass.,
(Ky'anize),
52 so, thru Ingalls Adv.
Boston,
Ij 4j Agency,
jpoger Grocery & Baking Co., Cinj cinnati, 76 sa, thru Wessell Co.,
j Chicago.
WOOD-WASH, Grand Rapids
.rozen Desserts Inc., Chicago (Icej Cre-Mix), 2 weekly sa, thru Roche,
Williams & Cunnyngham Inc., Chicago.
3mmereial Milling Co., Detroit
Henkel's flour), 6 weekly sp, thru
Karl G. Behr Adv. Agency, Detroit.
WIP, Philadelphia
ealth Foundation of California, Los
Angeles (carbohydrated foods), 3
weekly sa, direct.
- chel Products Inc., New York (fla»|vor
6 weekly
sp, Inc.,
thru
Grantextracts),
& Wadsworth
& Casmir
In. y.
WGN, Chicago
M-th Star Woolen Mills Co., Minneapolis (blankets), 36 sa, thru N.
I*
W. Ayer & Son Inc., Chicago.
0 me
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TRANSCRIPTIONS
KSFO, San Francisco, has subscribed
to the Standard Transcription Library.
RADIO RELEASE Ltd., Hollywood,
in June will record two series of
sacred songs and hymns by Homer
Rodeheaver, evangelical singer.
TRANSIGRAM SOUND Corp., Hollywood, inactive for two months, reopened in May. Gordon Soule, executive in charge, expects to announce
new eastern backing. A subsidiary,
Transigram Broadcasting System, will
engage in transcription business.
STANDARD RADIO ADV. Co. of
Hollywood and Chicago, announces
addition of KTUL, Tulsa, Okla.,
KGFF, Shawnee, Okla., and KCRK,
Enid, Okla., as subscribers to the
Standard Program Library Service.
R. U. McINTOSH & Associates, Los
Angeles, has named Ray Hetzler, St.
Louis, as Midwest sales agent, with
Walter H. Ehredt, Chicago, as the
first regional sub-representative.
RECORDINGS Inc., Los Angeles,
has resumed transcribing following
the April fire. During repairs the studios of RCA-Victor, Radio Recorders,
and Freeman Lang handled Recordings' clients.
EARNSHAW - YOUNG Inc., and
Harry A. Earnshaw Radio Productions, Los Angeles, planned to move
June 1 to 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
PHILIP J. MEANY Co., Los Angeles agency, has entered the transcription field with production of
Ports of Call, 52 half-hour programs
cut at Recordings Inc., Hollywood.
Nation's Oldest Factory,
DeVoe Paint, Back on Air
PROMOTING its $5.75 a month
plan to paint the average home,
DeVoe & Raynolds Co. Inc., New
York (paint) has returned to the
air after an absence of five years,
using Stoopnagle and Budd on a
36-station CBS network, twice
weekly, with 10-minute evening
programs, for 13 weeks.
The company has increased its
advertising budget 200% and merchandised the radio series with
special delivery letters to dealers,
salesmen and sales managers, following up with literature and display material. It was founded in
1754 and is believed to be the oldest manufacturing concern in the
country. The radio campaign is
handled by McCann-Erickson Inc.,
New York.

To

Say
of

Nothing

Cabbages

and

Kings..

EING canny souls out here in
Buffalo, we are firmly opposed to putting all our eggs in one basket. In
other
words, we're thoroughly sold on diversified
industries.
As a result, everything from flour to cellophane
is made here and as a result of that Buffalo and
Buffalonians are better off financially than most
other towns and people in these United States.
We know you need no diagram to figure out
that this diversification and superior financial
standing mean a superior market to you. They
mean you can peddle your wares hereabouts and
be surer of making sales than almost anywhere
else in the country.
Nor are we being egotistical when we say that
Buffalo Broadcasting Stations WGR - WKBW
give you the best possible "in" in this very
profitable market. (Here again diversification
rears its comely head. You can pick the most
advantageous time for advertising your product
on WGR-WKBW because these stations divide
Columbia and Buffalo Broadcasting productions
amicably between them.)
Let's talk over the facts and figures of a radio
campaign that will give the cream — to say nothing of the top milk — of one of the country's
most consistently profitable markets.

What do you call this new
program building service?

• BROADCASTING
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OPERATED
BY THE BUFFALO BROADCASTING
CORPORATION, RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO, N. Y.
MEMBER
Transradio Press Service
Columbia Broadcasting System
National Association of Broadcasters
World Broadcasting System Program Service
it1
REPRESENTED BY
FREE & SLEININGER, Inc.
New York, Detroit, Chicago
Denver, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seatde
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NETWORK

ACCOUNTS

DE VOE & REYNOLDS Co. Inc.,
New York (paint) on May 21 started
Stoopnagle & Budd on 36 CBS stations, Tues. & Thurs., 6:45-6:55 p. m.
Agency : McCann-Erickson Inc., N. Y.
AMERICAN RADIATOR Co., New
York, on June 16 renews Fireside
Recitals on 20 NBC-WEAF stations,
Sundays, 7 :30-7 :45 p. m. Agency :
Blaker Adv. Agency, N. Y.
OUTDOOR GIRL Co. Inc., New
York (cosmetics) on May 20 started
Blanche Sweet on 9 CBS stations,
Mon., Wed., Fri., 12:45-1 p. m.
Agency
Inc., N.: Y.Blackett - Sample - Hummert
U. S. TOBACCO Co., New York
(Dill'son Best)
on June
3 startsMondays,
Pick &
Pat
48 CBS
stations,
8:30-9 p. m. with repeat at 11:30.
Agency : McCann-Erickson Inc., N. Y.
PRINCESS PAT Ltd., Chicago (cosmetics) on June 24 renews program
on 17 NBC-WJZ stations, Mondays,
9 :30-10 p. m. Agency : McJunkin
Adv. Co., Chicago.
UNION CENTRAL LIFE INS. Co.,
Cincinnati, on June 9 renews Roses
& Drums on 17 NBC-WJZ stations,
Sundays, 5-5 :30 p. m. Agency : J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
GENERAL MILLS Inc., San Francisco (Sperry Flour division) on May
13 renewed in Feminine Fancies on
12 Don Lee - CBS stations, Wednesdays, 3-3:30 p. m. (PST). Agency:
Westco Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
ACME WHITE LEAD & COLOR
WORKS, Detroit (paint) on June 9
starts Smilin' Ed McConnel on 17
CBS stations, Sundays, 6:30-6:45
p. m. Agency : Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc., Chicago.

CRAZY WATER HOTEL Co., Mineral Wells, Tex. (mineral crystals )
on May 13,
Mountaineers, onstarted
KJBS, inSanCrazy
Francisco,
and KQW, San Jose (Northern California Broadcasting System), MonWednesdays,
:1512:30 days,
p. m.
(PST).Fridays,
Agency:12 Bob
Roberts & Associates, San Francisco.
ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cincinnati (cosmetics) on June 2 renews
■Jergens Program on 17 NBC-WJZ
stations, Sundays, 9 :30-9 :45 p. m.
Agency : J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N. Y.
SSS Co., Atlanta (tonic) on June 7
renews The Music Box on 4 MBS
stations, Fridays, 10 :30-ll p. m.
Agency : Johnson-Dallas Co., Atlanta.
ROBT. A. JOHNSTON Co., Milwaukee (candy) on May 27 renewed
Painted Dreams on 4 MBS stations,
Mondays thru Fridays, 12 :45-l p. m.
Agency : N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
Chicago.
JELL -WELL DESSERT Co. Ltd.,
Los Angeles, on May 23 renewed in
Woman's Magazine of the Air on
NBC-KPO network, Thursdays, 2:453 p. m. Agency : Mayers Co. Inc., Los
Angeles.
ROGER ifornia
K. HUSTON,
newspaperman, Southern
on May Cal16
joined
KGB, San Diego, as sales
manager.
COST of network time on national
and regional chains is shown at
a glance on a unique pocket indicator compiled by Grombach
Productions Inc., New York.
EDGAR A. MURRAY Co., Detroit
(insecticides) nounhas
cements on 29 started
stations.spot anKEHE is the new call assigned to
KTM, Los Angeles, operated by
the Evening Herald Publishing Co.

3-Point

Sales

PI an

Won't Allow Your Products to be
DEALER

HEIRLOOMS

for the Next Generation!
KFDM 'Voice of the Sabine District'
has built an enviable spot and program record by keeping products
moving tailersoff
dealers
shelves.
Rein thetheSabine
District
welcome
products advertised over KFDM because they know THEY WON'T BEC O M E 'SHELF - AGED' HEIRLOOMS.
Here's the 3 point sales plan —
1. KFDM merchandise men contact
the trade for product distribution.
2. KFDM representatives arrange
store and window displays for your
products.then broadcasts your selling
3. KFDM
messages to a rich market that has
long appreciated the entertainment
value of KFDM programs.
Southeast Texas and Southwest
Louisiana

BUYERS

Complete NBC Service
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
National Representatives
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SABINE
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CO.,

Inc,

P. O. Box 2950 - Beaumont, Texas

RADIO

ADVERTISER!

THE National Industrial Advertising
Association will convene at PittsSept. 18-20,
the gap burgh,
between
1929 and
and will
1935 "bridge
which
marked the era of industrial lassitude,,
depleted appropriations and changing
NO-DOZ
LABORATORIES, Sacraorganizations."
mento,
Cal.
has named (packaged
Warner -sleep-resisters
Clifton Adv. i
Agency, San Francisco, to handle its
account mentsand
is using
spot onannouncesix times
weekly
KJBS.
San
Francisco,
along
with other
media.
A BIRTHDAY party, complete with
candle-topped
accoutrements, tookcake
placeandMayother
15 in
the
Chicago headquarters of Free & Sleinthird Inc.,
anniversary.
inger
in celebration of the firm's;
PEPSODENT Co., Chicago, has added a tooth - powder to its line, an- :
nounced May 27 on the Amos 'n'i
Andy program.
PARK CHEMICAL Co.. Detroit,
(Parko Gloss polish) has placed its
advertising with Brooke, Smith &|
French Inc., Detroit.
POCAHONTAS OIL Corp., Cleveland
(Blue Flash gasoline) is advertising
through Griswold - Eshleman Co., ;
Cleveland.
MARX BREWING Co., Wyandotte
Mich.,
Martin has
Inc., placed
Detroit. its account with
BRADFORD OIL REFINING Co.
Bradford, Pa. (All Penn products)
has
its account with MossChaseplaced
Co., Buffalo.
BLACKSTONE
PRODUCTS Co
Inc., New York (Tasty Lax, etc. ),
has placed its account with Rose
Martin Inc., New York.
NATIONAL
LABORATORY,
Chi (
cago ( Nuga-Tone proprietary ) is advertising through Guenther-Bradforc
& Co., Chicago.
TUNG-SOL
LAMP
ark miniature
(
lamps, WORKS,
radio tubesNew) it
advertising through Picard Adv. Inc.
N. Y.
A. R. HANSON has been named ad
vertising
manager
of Selby Shoe Co.
Portsmouth,
O.
KITCHEN ART FOODS Inc., Chi
cago
(2-Minute
dessert)Co.,
hasChicago
placet
its account
with Vanden
D. SCHULTZ, Philadelphia (wal
paper) is advertising through Phili]
Klein Agency, Philadelphia.
KOSTO Co., Chicago (desserts) ha
placed
advertising with Perrin
Paus Co.,itsChicago.
ALL EN- A Co., Kenosha, Wis!
(hosiery) is advertising through J
P. Muller & Co., N. Y.
SAMUEL KUNIN & SONS Inc
Chicagoadvertising
(rectifiers)
placed
radio
with has
Harold
I. Colit1'
len, Chicago.
JOHN R. THOMPSON Co., Chica
go
(restaurants)
now is
through
Sellers Service
Inc.,advertisin
Chicagc
at
WFAA,DUNN,
Dallas,formerly
has been
name
EDDIE
announce'
advertising manager of Burrus Mil
& Elevator Co., Fort Worth.
WESTINGHOUSE
neighborhoo.o
dealers
in Southern California
May 15 started a morning prograr
weekdays on KFAC, Los Angele;
and KFOX, Long Beach.

EPRESENTATIVES
WALTER
BIDDICK
STATIONCO.
DIofOCommerce
568 RA
Chamber
Bldg., Los Angeles
1358
Francisco,
California
4404Ross
StuartBldg.,
Bldg.,San Seattle,
Washington
619 Charles Bldg., Denver
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4GENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES
IICHAEL STRIVER. Sydney, Aus?alian manager for J. Walter Thompjn Co., arrived in Los Angeles May
,9 and planned to visit eastern cities.
>n the same boat was Byron Wrigy. of Sydney,
head of thebig"Wrigley
aterprises
in Australia,
radio
ser.
ELEBRATIXG his SOth birthday
'lay 22, Frank Presbrey, chairman
f the board of Frank Presbrey Co.,
>«• York, and
reviewed
60 years
ivertising
the 39his years
he hasin
ad his own agency. He is still active
i the business.
ILBERT H. KNEISS. president
ad general manager of the Audiek
orp., San Francisco, transcription
reducers, announced the appointent of the Kasper Gordon Studios
ic, Boston, and Dillon & Kirk,
Kansas City, Mo., as exclusive repre■nratives in those territories. Kneiss
so stated that 2GB, Sydney, Aus•alia, has purchased the rights to
k-o
They are 39
lairserials.
of the Mounties,
and episodes
26 of Theof
reasure of the Lorelei. A series of
mute drama announcements for
:olden West Brewing Co., Oakland
El Capitan Beer) to be placed with
laeific Coast stations in June, is
sing produced by Audiek.
. M. FEELET, sales manager of
.e Chicago office of Free & Sleiniger Inc., radio station representaves. was married May 9 to Sara
ifaase Franklin, known to radio
;t^ners as Anne Chase.
OBERT JAMES, San Francisco
anager of Hixson - O'Donnell Inc.,
is been made a vice-president of the
reney. He will continue to superbe the northern California radio acliunts.
HARLES A. HOLCOMB. formerly
ce president and treasurer of WolItt & Holcomb Inc.. Boston, has
ined the Greenleaf Co.. of the same
::y as vice president and director of
"Irviee.
T. CLIFTOX, partner of Warnerpfton Advertising Agency, San Fran■fcco.
May of14India.
returned from a six
jnthson tour
|UL H. RATMER Co., station repisentative. has moved to larger ofies at 366 Madison Ave.. New York.
REWER- WEEKS Co.. San Franco agency, has been elected to memrship in the AAAA.
DDGIN Inc.. Chicago agency, has
wed to 230 N. Michigan Ave*., Chieo.
pi.
B. REMINGTON
Inc., toSpringId. Mass.,
has been named
memrship in the AAAA.
GERS, GANO & GIBBINS ADV.
jc. is the new name of the Chicago
d Tulsa agency formerly operating
Rogers Gano Adv. Agency Inc.
PSS HARDY, copy writer and ace in radio accounts, has been transred from the Chicago to San Fran- co offices of J. Walter Thompson

•MURTRIE & OSBORN has been
ablished at 2456 El Contento
(ive, Hollywood, to act as a radio
)duction unit for agencies and spon:'Stions.
and toInrepresent
organcharge eastern
are Gardiner
born, former organizer of radio,
l-ge and screen talent, and Bert
^lurtrie, former CBS program
nager. Associated with them is
-k Weil, formerly in the radio de5■tment
Angeles.of J. Walter Thompson,
jORGE COMTOIS, formerly of the
lio department of Gotham Adv. Co..
w York, has resigned, as has George
lton of the same department.
ja; me 1, 1935

RADIO SELLS SHOES
Selby Finds Business Booming
After Recent Campaign
THE recent radio campaign of
Selby Shoe Co., Portsmouth, 0.,
for its slenderized Arch Preserver
line for women, with Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt delivering a series
of ten talks, increased sales of the
Arch Preserver line from 14 to
200%, according to the sponsor.
The campaign was concluded
April 19.
Figures just compiled by Henri,
Hurst & McDonald Inc., New York,
the agency, show that each broadcast drew an average of 4,000 letters in the 50-word essay contest
in which a $10,000 grand prize was
awarded. A popularity rating
placed the program third among
15-minute broadcasts.
In addition, the sponsor claims
that the program proved effective
in "invisible salesmanship", with
dealers reporting that this goodwill was invaluable in promoting
sales.
Contest entrants were required
to buy a pair of the new Slenderized models when calling at a
store for an entry blank. The program was carried on a 62-station
CBS hookup.
McDonald Joins Blair
ARTHUR MCDONALD, formerly
with KNX, Los Angeles, Don Lee
Broadcasting System, and later
sales manager of Standard Radio
Advertising Co., Hollywood, has
joined John Blair & Co., station
representatives, and will headquarter in Chicago, according to
an announcement May 27 by John
Blair, president. Mr. McDonald
was a publishers' representative in
Chicago prior to entering radio,
and for five years called on advertisers and agencies in this territory, according to Mr. Blair.
R. CALVERT HAWS has severed
his connection with Henri, Hurst &
McDonald Inc., Chicago, following the
conclusion of the Selby Shoe Comradio series
Mrs.
Roosevelt,pany'swhich
was featuring
produced under
Mr. Haws' direction.
GENE GRANT, formerly of the sales
force of KFI, Los Angeles, and later
sales manager of Transigram Sound
Corp., Hollywood, has become a radio
account executive with Philip J.
Meany Co., Los Angeles agency.
CONFIDENCE
JAF
■
I
*\

Why

Local

Advertisers
Use

not you?

Antrol on 11 Stations
ANTROL LABORATORIES Inc.,
Los Angeles (ant exterminator) on
May 28 opened a campaign on 11
stations that will extend through
July 20. More than $2,000 in prizes
will be offered in a contest, with
dealers and consumers each receiving awards. Stations selected
are WENR, WTAM, WHO, WJR,
WCAU, WOR, WTIC, WEEI,
KNX, KHJ, KFRC. Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago, handles the radio campaign while J.
Walter Thompson Co., Los Angeles, will direct supplementary advertising in other media in the 11
western states.
What's this new program
service that stations are talking about?
AT BOULDER DAM— Don. E. Gilman, NBC vice-president in charge
of the western division, San Francisco, and O. B. Hanson, manager
of NBC technical operation and
engineering, New York, recently
visited Boulder Dam to work out
details for a special broadcast. Here
is Gilman at the base of the dam.

WSM-WREC Hookup
TWICE weekly Pen-O-Rub Cutups,
sponsored by Plough Inc., Memphis,
on WSM, Nashville, now are piped
to WREC, Memphis. This is the
first time WSM has fed a regular
program series to a Memphis station. Lake-Spiro-Cohn Inc., Memphis, is the agency.
"WHN — a radio station that is
really going places."
Mark Hellinger — N. Y. Mirror
WHN
NEW YORK
The

Most

Station

Talked
in

New

About
York!

Ask Us About These "Pre-Tested" Programs!
M-G.M. Movie Club- 2.700 Itty- Bitty Kiddy Hour
SophieTheTucker's
Music
letters per program
Hall.
beloved Sophie
Slam - bang, uproarious
proves the review
power of this
in person as mistress of matchless
comedy featuring Ward
of Wilson
ceremonies, presenting
and Perry Charles
movie —gossip,
news the
and in a dizzy
headliners of stage and drama
burlesque of
- presenting
radio. A grand show by screen's
radio
programs.
New
alities. greatest persona grand personality.
York is "nuts" about it!
Thursday 7:00-7:30 P.M. Sunday 12:30-1:30 P.M. Sunday 7:30 b i ( r. M.
Undercurrent of the
Ed
Lowry1sFastBroadway
Melodies- moving
News.
New York's
own
news broadcast
by Bryce
variety show by a
master showman, preOliver,
feature
writer
the current
and "inside news" man
vaudevillesentingand
radio
par body
excellence.
EveryMonday
likes it !
hits of the
week. Outstanding
radio
enterWeekdays
7:00-7:15
P.M.
tainment.
except Thursday
Tuesday 6:45
6:30- ■ 6:45
P.M.;
7:0O
P. M.
8:00-9:00 " P. M.

KFRO
'Voice of Longview"
Longview, Texas
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Loew's State Theatre Bldg., Broadway and 45th St.
NEW
YORK
1010 K. C.
1000 Watts
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Cocomalt Continues
R. B. DAVIS Co., Hoboken, N. J.
(Cocomalt) will continue through
the summer with Buck Rogers in
the 25th Century on CBS, four
times weekly. A steady increase
in sales is claimed by the sponsor
since the program was started two
been estiit has homes
and million
ago,
years mated
that ten
have
been reached. Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., New York, is the agency.
A DOUBLE anniversary program
was broadcast May 19 by WAAF,
Chicago. Thirteen years before
WAAF's first program had gone
on the air and a year ago the station's studios and transmitter were
destroyed in the Stock
completely
Yard fire.

A profitable market for national advertisers. WJ BO covers this rich territory.
Western Electric Equipment
100 Watts
World Broadcasting System
Affilated with
State-Times-Morning Advocate
For rates write WJBO,
Baton Rouge, La.

WJBO
THE BATON ROUGE
RADIO
STATION

STUDIO

NOTES

WHB, Kansas City, has added new
continuity and sales offices, as well as
a conference room.
WITH about 2,000 hours of enterthe Woman'sits
Magazine tainmentofto itsthecredit,
Air celebrated
seventh anniversary with a special
program over the NBC-KPO network,
San Francisco, May 23 during the
periods sponsored by Van Camp Sea
Food Co. Inc., Terminal Island, Cal.,
(White Star Tuna), and George W.
Caswell & Co., San Francisco, (cofee and tea) 2-3 p. m. (PST). An
informal party was held in the studio
during the broadcast. The Magazine,
believed to be the oldest variety feature of its type, is heard five days
aships.
week under nine different sponsorSTUDENTS of Sheboygan High
School took over WHBL, Sheboygan,
Wis., for a day recently, staging programs, operating the equipment, soliciting accounts, and handling everything connected with the station's
operations.
MORE than 10,000 inspected a de
luxe train in the Pennsylvania Railroad station, Pittsburgh. May IS
when WCAE staged its Mid-dag
Merry-go-round in a dining car while
the public passed through.
Francisco,
KSFO, ratedSan
an amateur
hour has
showinaugutitled
Discovery ditioned
Hoar.
All
artists
auand rehearsed beforearegoing
on the air.
WGAR, Cleveland, recently presented
a five-hour Radio Prayer Meeting
the Clevemidnightofwith
startinglandatFederation
Churches in
Rodeheaver, evangelcharge.ical Homer
singer and trombonist, and
response
others participated. The idea
will
was so successful that the
be resumed in the autumn.

V Accounts

D
ays

n of the rich and varied
id, center Pennsylvania,
ey, Delaware and West
advertiser profitable re-

being made tor autumn
ble time, programs sent

1060
BAL

Kilocycles

Believing in Iowa
THE "Believe in Iowa" campaign is being supported by
11 Iowa stations, with broadcasts depicting increasingly
good conditions throughout
the state. Newspapers, theaters, chambers of commerce
and churches are cooperating in the campaign to build
up economic confidence in the
State. In addition, WHO,
Des Moines, has started a
series of weekly Iowa Speaks
broadcasts, each devoted to a
particular city, frequently by
remote control.

MAJOR PETROLEUM Co., Philae
five-minut
delphia, has added
to. its
Thrills
Major six
shows titled
street interviews on WIP, Philadelrapid-fire,
consist ofhappenings
The shows
phia.ons
descripti
of exciting
dramatized with sound effects. Prizes
are given to listeners suggesting
WIP's
program.
the
for
antopics
hold its
will
Club 23
rs June
Homemake
nual outing
and about 4000
are expected. The Major Oil account
Arthur R. Sterthrough
was placed
ia.
nau,
Philadelph
TASTYEAST Inc., Trenton, N. J.,
spontaken over
(yeast candy)
sorship of the has
sustainer
Five Star
Final, news dramatization of WMCA,
New York, six nights weekly.
THE annual summer Symphonic
Hours program of CBS, with Howard
resumed'
was May
Barlow directing,
eoast-to-coast
hookup
26. on
Bar-a
low
has
directed
2,500
hours
of
musical broadcasts for CBS.
KFOX, Long Beach, Cal., in May
announced it would continue to use
transcriptions, but has banned phonograph records from the station. Hal
one
"For time
president,
Nichols,I have
thing.
noticedsaid:
for some
that socastsmany
mechanical
were having
a bad disc
effectbroadupon
,he work of staff announcers. Under
the new plan they have more time to
study and put expression into their
announcements. They don't have to
spend four-fifths of their time adjusting records to the turntable."
WSYR, Syracuse, in connection with
RKO Keith's Theatre brought Amos
V Andy to Syracuse May 25^26
using the event as a major station
promotion. Thirty drug stores competed usingfountains
Pepsodentoffered
windows
most soda
Amos and
V
Andy Sundaes for the week. The
comedians put on a special program
in the WSYR studios, as a further
build-up stunt.
WHEN 50,000 Los Angeles chess
players signed a petition asking
KECA to start weekly chess programs, the station
responded Steiner
by start-at
ing a series
with Hermann
the microphone.
V NEW order at WBT, Charlotte.
N. C, requires all commercial copy
to be submitted to the station at
least 24 hours before broadcasting.
The station has set up elaborate filing systems for scripts and music.
Ad
libbing, except in rare instances,
is forbidden.
WHAT listeners want to know, all
the way from income tax to recreation, they can get on the early morning gym classes on WOR, Newark,
Co., Chisponsored
cago (cornbybeefIllinois
hash). Meat

3V. JB. C,

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

• • Exclusive • •'
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
Station^ Representatives
NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO
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ROY FURNITURE Co., Syracuse, 1
N. Y., for the first time in its fonrl
years of radio advertising will sta.vl
on the air during the summer, usin^J
three quarter-hours weekly.
ALLIED INDEPENDENT DRU<
GISTS of Kansas City, with 60 men -j
hers, are sponsoring an amateur showj
on KMBC, Kansas City.
KOIL, Omaha, has augmented its
news
service for
with use
a 2-watt
short-wav
transmitter
in broadcasting
special events. Receivers will be hi
stalled at three points.
COVERAGE and sales data on Radi' j
Luxemburg are presented by Conquest
Alliance Co. Inc., American represen
tative, in a booklet showing what tL'
foreign station "has to offer to Ameri i
can companies desiring to intensif;|
and • increase fhei •
their indistribution
sales
the English, French and Ger
A SERIES'
of weekly program
about
the Cradle, of Evanston, 111.
man markets."
world - famous adoption center fo
babies, is being broadcast Saturday
over WBBM. Chicago, as the newes
addition to that station's public ser
broa<J
Each Cradle
programs.a dramatic
vice includes
cast
sketch deal
ing with a Behind-the-scenes story o
an actual adoption case.
COVERAGE of WHIO, Dayton, O
is graphically illustrated on a promc
tion piece consisting of a cut-ou
photograph of a velocity microphont
LOCAL stores sponsored five hal!
over WHAM, Roches
hour programs
drive.
ter. N. Y., for the Community Ches

Broadcasters

in Kansa

Form Group to Proniot
Their Mutual Interest
FORMATION of the Kansa
Broadcasters Association to fun<
ent c
tion for the general bettermof
thj
conditions for broadcasters
state was announced May 21 b
Don Searle, general manager ci
WIBW, Topeka. The orgamzatio
was perfected recently at a mee
ing in Topeka, with Mr. Searle £
tary.
president, and Vernon Smith, mai
ager of WREN, Lawrence, seen

Among other things, Mr. Sear
asserted, the organization will su]
the World Broa<c
port the plea of Inc.,
for alterati
casting System
of the FCC regulations govermr
the announcement of transcri;
tions. It is also foi'mulating pr
ion t\t
the edificat
gram policies
asters
and in
broadcfor
Kansas
light of recent activities of tl
FCC. The organization plans
meet every two months for the di
cussion of problems of mutual i
terest and has scheduled a mee
conventu
the NAB
July 7doat Spring
ing
s. An inqui
in Colora
into telephone line charges w
;
Broadcas
d. ters who attended t
propose
organization meeting, in additi
to the officers, were State Senat
Denious, owner of KGNO, Dod
KFI
Pyle, manager of
City; Kay Herbert
Hollister, mar
Abilene,
ger of WLBF, Kansas City; *
nest Pontius, WREN. Other me
ber stations include KGGF, CofT<
ville and KFH, Wichita.
HOLLYWOOD

MASK

Inc., C

of a beauty
of p
a seriesprepa"
cago, ismaker
sponsoring
tion,
grams over WGN, Chicago, feat
Francis X. Bushman, act
ing
Schwimmer
the
agency. & Scott, Chicago,
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Headline

onvention

of AFA

btail Advertising and Mutual
.|*oblems Are on the Agenda
)TALLY aside from the meeting
the NAB commercial section,
w docketed as an annual event,
ildio will fare prominently in the
seussions of the 31st annual conintion of the Advertising Federan of America, to be held at the
hner House, Chicago, June 10
12.
At a number of the section meet's, including public utilities adrtising, and retail sales promon, and at the general session, ra» is expected to come in for an
jprecedented share of attention.
the public utilities departmeni on June 11, C. A. Tattersall, asItant vice president, Niagara
idson Power Co., will discuss rai) advertising for utilities, and
! C. Joy, of the Pacific Gas &
iectric Co., will take up cooperae advertising. The luncheon on
kt day will feature several utilradio program transcriptions
.ranged by Batten, Barton, Durtjne and Osborn Inc.
Retail Problems
> THE commercial section meet*s to be held June 10 and 11, the
ding scheduled topics will be re1 broadcast advertising and mud problems of buyer and seller
;* radio advertising. But in a
i(sed session June 11 such issues
! the proposed cooperative audit
a-eau and agency recognition,
img with transcriptions and reed subjects, will be discussed.
Anning S. Prall, chairman of the
EC, will not address the sessions,
A' was originally reported.
The tentative program is as folre :
Monday Morning, June 10
3ning
Remarks
— Arthur Committee.
B. Church,
Chairman,
Commercial
I -bel Discussion — "Retail Broadcast Ad: - vertising."
"I. K. Carpenter,
Manager, WHK, Cleveland, O., Chairman.
i - Kenneth Taylor, Vice President &
Merchandise Manager, John Taylor
Dry Goods Co., Kansas City, Mo.
larvin
Oreck, Minn.
Vice President, Oreck's
inc., Duluth,
ale B. Epstein, Dade B. Epstein Advertising Agency, Chicago, 111.
• IfNewark.
red J. ' McCosker, President, WOR,
l ,in eorge
cbs. Bijur, Sales Promotion Manager,
irank W. Spaeth, Manager, Sales Proji motion Division, National Retail Dry
.; |j Goods Association, New York, N. Y.
': ohn
Bluffs,Henry,
Iowa. President, KOIL, Council
i lohn Shepard, 3d, President, Yankee
~: U Network, and owner Shephard Stores.
... - r. Herman S. Hettinger, Director of
'■- Research, NAB.
' , Tuesday Morning, June 11
Iress
— Hon.
Adams, Chairman,
Special
Board E. ofJ. Investigation,
Fed; eral Trade Commission, Washington,
\C 1 D. C.
r el Discussion — "Mutual Problems of
- the Buyer and Seller of Radio Ad*!SI pLrthur
vertising."
B. Church, Vice President,
:: k( KMBC, Kansas City, Mo., Chairman.
_ ohn A. Benson, President, American
" I Association of Advertising Agencies,
I ' New York, N. Y.
f ; jtuart
Peabody,
Borden
Company,of
Chairman
of theTheBoard,
Association
National Advertisers, New York, N. Y.
athan H. Pumpian, Henri, Hurst &
McDonald, Chicago, 111.
ugh K. Boice, Vice President in Charge
. ( i of Sales, Columbia Broadcasting System, New York, N. Y.
' , dear
Kobak,National
Vice President
in Charge
of Sales,
Broadcasting
ComPany, New York, N. Y.
'., ohn F. land,Patt,
President, WGAR, CleveO.
::' loyd
C.
Thomas,
Manager, WROK, President
Rockford, &111.General
ne 1, 1935

EASY AS FUDGE
To Solve Mystery, so 1 5 First
Prizes Are Awarded
NEW PROOF that fact is stranger than fiction was given May 20,
when the 13th broadcast in the
series of Johnston Instant Mysteries over WTMJ, Milwaukee, concluded with an ending more unexpected than any of their broadcast
problems. Perfect solutions of the
mystery were received from 15
listeners and in accordance with
the announced offer to make duplicate award in case of a tie, the
Robert A. Johnston Co., Milwaukee (candy) paid 15 duplicate first
prizes of $25 each.
Announced as the fastest radio
contest in history, each of the
mysteries is broadcast in two
parts. At 8:30 the problem is presented in the form of a quarterhour dramatic sketch. Listeners
are then invited to name the guilty party and the clue that proves
his guilt. To the person sending
by Western Union telegram the
briefest correct and complete solution to the station before 9:30 that
evening, the sponsor offers a $25
cash award, to be delivered bv
Western Union messenger that
same night. Eleven other prizes
of Johnston's chocolates and instant fudge are also given away
on each program.
At 10 o'clock the program returns to the air; the drama is concluded showing how Prof. Fordney
solves the mystery, and the prize
winners are announced. Each contest is staged and completed and
the awards are made all within an
hour and three-quarters.
The Johnston company also
sponsors Painted Dreams five afternoons a week over Mutual.
Sales of fudge powder are reported to be exceeding all of the
company's
and a
much more expectations
extensive advertising
campaign is contemplated for
fall. The Chicago office of N. W.
Aver & Son Inc., is in charge of
the account.
Rockett Oil Series
ROCKETT OIL Co., Los Angeles,
makers and distributors of Rockett
brand of gasoline, through the Los
Angeles office of Beaumont & Hohman Agency, on May 27 launched
a 13-week program originating at
KHJ, Los Angeles, to coast stations of the Don Lee-CBS network
at 8:30 p. m. (PST) for a half
hour each Monday. The program
is captioned Road to Fame with
the amateur show theme. Cash
prizes will be awarded winners
the first 12 weeks. The final program, with a grand award, will be
a run-off for the winners of the
first 12 programs.
Greyhound Bus Series
GREYHOUND BUS LINES are
using five-minute transcriptions,
recorded by RCA-Victor at Los
Angeles, in all parts of the country to promote bus travel this
summer. The campaign runs from
the middle of May until the end of
June and is being placed through
the local offices of Beaumont and
Hohman Inc. for local Greyhound
lines. Headquarters of both client
and agency are in Cleveland.
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YOU

REQUIRE...

QUALITY

APPARATUS

QUALITY

REPRODUCTION

(jht&ckh/

PRESTO

for

h "fidelity

UNIVERSAL

"INSTANT
RECORDER"
When
t is impossible to obtain wire lines or
the schedule will not permit immediate
casting— USE PRESTO.

broad-

THE Presto "Instantaneous" Recorder can be
used for recording any air or studio program.
I' OR split-second-action, for smooth, long lived
transcriptions, for perfect reproduction of
tones with steel needles — USE PRESTO!

> CHECK
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

features of the Uniant er:
these
Presto Record
versal Import

Completely portable.
Easy
to operate (ONLY TWO CONTROLS FOR
OPERATION).
Positive overhead feed screw mechanism.
Two speeds— 78 RPM or 33 1/3 RPM.
Interchangeable feed screw construction so as to
allow for inside-out and outside-in cutting.
Three stage resistance and transformer coupled amFlat within 1.5 DB from 20-12,000 cycles.
Power
10 watts.
plifier.output
Adaptable
for public address work.
Prices within your reach!

17 rite for latest descriptive bulletin of our equipment and
coated discs.

News
GOOD

Services Clamor for
(Continued from page 9)

tive combination is unfair competition.
"By means of the combination
and conspiracy among defendants
NEWS
hereinafter described, competition
between the plaintiffs and the defendant press associations has
been destroyed, insofar as the
f broadcast of news over the radio
broadcast stations of the defendant
broadcast companies is concerned,
and there has been created a series of tying contracts which foreclose a lawful market to these
Exclusive Memphis use of
plaintiffs, and which said contracts
give to the defendants herein the
TRANSRADIO
power to dictate the manner in
wfrch radio broadcast stations may
available through WNBR
be operated."
Alleged Conspiracy
Wire for your choice
of four popular, estabFollowing are quotations from
lished Ncwcasts: 8:40
the petition, in which the alleged
a.m.; 12:30, 6:30, and
conspiracy is detailed:
9:00 p.m. Six days a
"Commencing March 1, 1934. and conweek, 5-minute periods
tinuously since that time, defendants have
and con(two 50- word commerbeen engaged in a combination
and meththe meansaforesaid
cials to each). Rates (13spiracy to restrainset byforth,
inthe
ods
hereinafter
week basis) : #53.60 per
terstate and foreign commerce in radio
week, day; #87.20 per
broadcasting and in the production and
week, night.
sa'e of news, to the damage of the plaintiffs, in violation" of the Clayton Act,
Sherman
tions Act. Act, and Federal Communica"The defendant press associations and
MID-SOUTH
association,
the defendant publishers'
representaconstituted
duly the
theircommitted
through tives,
COVERAGE
among
following,
of unand
conspiracy
of
acts
overt
other, fair
plaintiffs
the
competition against
and in furtherance of,
herein, pursuant to, agreement
hereinabove
said unlawful
the
described:
WNBR
a campaign of vilifica"(a)tion,Conducted
abuse, and false witness withregard
hereMemphis, Tenn.
to the news service of the plaintiffs
.
in, by written statement and oraPS^gtess
and writwitness
oral
by
Sought
"(b)
ten statement to leave the impression upon

cuse
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Clients

Home
A

the public and upon the customers of the
plaintiffs herein, that the plaintiffs herein
Govern-or
ment of the Unitedbureaus
States ofof'the
America,
propaganda
aresome
of
foreign government.
"(c)
Sought to byleave
oralthewitness
and written statement
impression
upon
the public, and upon the customers of the
plaintiffs herein, that authentic news can
be secured only from the defendant press
associations,
and not from the plaintiffs
herein.
"(d)
Soughtto byleave
oralthewitness
and upon
written statement
impression
the public and upon the customers of the
plaintiffs herein, that the news service of
of 'pirated'
consists
the
'faked'plaintiffs
news, while
cognizant
of the factor
that the
news
disseminated
by
the plain-of
tiffs results from the direct inquiry
their own correspondents, or as purchased
from affiliated press associations, which
said
press associations
the
Associated
Press Inc., deliver
and tonews
such todaily
newspapers as the New York Times and
others.
"(e) Falsely charged that advertisers
might censor and edit the news dispatches
of the plaintiffs, whereas the fact is that
contracts between the plaintiffs and their
subscribers contain provisions appropriate
to guarantee the objective nature of the
plaintiffs' dispatches,
and in
to substance
protect suchor
dispatches
change
alteration inagainst
phraseology.
"(f) Eliminated and excluded from the
plaintiffs a large market for their services,
broaddefendant
with
by conspiring
cast
companies
not tothe
accept
the news service of the
plaintiffs.
Selling Below Cost
"(g) CAUSED
false -or to
misleading
information to be conveyed
the public,
through the purposeful misrepresentation
of radio broadcast programs of subscribers
to the neft services of the plaintiffs, in
the news columns of members of the defendant press associations and of the defendant publishers'forassociation.
"(h) Released
publication in Editor
Pubthe 'oldestAmer(self-styled asJournal
& Publish
anjd Advertisers
ica', lishers
and ' with
a wide circulationin among
newspaper owners and advertisers) a camabuse inandthedenunciaof* vilification,
tionpaignagainst
thebusiness.
plaintiffs
conduct
of their-.lawful
]• "(i) ■Conspired with the defendants.
and InterUnited ^Bess
national NewsAssociations
Service Inc.Inc.
to amend
the
terms of the Press-Radio agreement, in
order that those press associations might
sell news at or below cost for radio sponship,' for the
destroying
the
business sorof
the purpose
plaintiffsof and
completely
eliminating competition.
"(j) The defendant press associations.
United Press
national NewsAssociations
Service Inc.,Inc.haveandin Interfact,
and
in
pursuance
of theat conspiracy
set
forth * * * sold news
discriminatory
prices for radio sponsorship to customers
of the plaintiffs or their competitors, for
the purpose of destroying the business of
the plaintiffs, and with the effect of causing great financial damage to the plaintiffs in the conduct of their lawful business.
Risk of Censorship

Town

Vital

Local

Spiril

Force

ir

Broadcasts

Use of Community Atmospher
Urged to Build Up Audience i
By BURTON SCHELLENBACI
Keelor & Stites Co*, Advertising
Cincinnati
LOCALIZE yot
local program
You hear it u
"How from
can I, Iog
wit;often
radio advertiser:
o r half -hour o J
my
time, quarter-hoi
and my iu
Mr. Schellertbach expensive
with the taler
grei
, hope to compe
network programs on which thoi
spent?"adve
are radio
sands
Much of asdollars
the local
tiser may bemoan his inability
buy big-time entertainment, h
program has it all over any cha
respect —Heself-inte
in one
offering
est of his
audience.
can d
velop a wallop no national pr
can possess, if he tal
gram "the
about
home town" in bo
entertainment
and the commerci
continuity.
Reenacting Events
WHAT happened 25 years ago
your city? Several interesti:
things, I'll wager — many of the
on a half-ho
reenacting
worththat
spot
would build a real rac
audience. Do residents of yo
city know all of its points of
terest? Even if they do, they c
them. "They
joy hearing
partly
ours,"about
tiny voice
their minds
assays
theya listen.
And what added strength yc
selling gains if you localize
The introductory
phrase,
heard
in an Eastwood
street"Ovca
or "As one girl said to another
a Blank Building elevator yest
day,"
certain to ofgetpeople
the att<vi
tion ofis hundreds
ride that car, who are often
that building themselves.
And use your suburbs! An i
nouncer's voice quoting Mrs. A.
of Eastwood, Mrs. F. M. of Pa
view, and describing Miss B.
of Stiff
Neck, who
"drives
a be*,
tiful
roadster
and can
afford
a
thing she wants, yet shops
Swizzle's," has the immediate
of suburbanites in those sectic
and those who aspire to live tht
Let's stop trying to discover
cal Ed Wynns and Fred Alle
Let's resolve to do a local ra
for our own
and woods!
job
neckof,ofby,the
The li1c
cash registers will provide a mi
cal accompaniment.

"(k) FALSELY created the impression
among the custor/fcrs of the plaintiffs that
the
broadc#t ofwithlews
by radio runs
stations,
in cooperaEon
the plaintiffs,
the
risk of governmental censorship, when they
well knew that no greater degree of cen^ applied
the
broadcast sorshiofp, if any,
news could
of plafatiffs
than tocould
be applied to the broadcas\,of the product
of the defendant press associations.
"(1) Wilfully, malciously arfct unlawfully sought
induce
the cancelation
existing to
contracts
between
the plarmffsof and
their customers, and to induce radio broadcast of
companies
not to purchase
services
the plaintiffs
; such actsthe-^news
raving
been committed in the cities of Pittsburgh,
Pa. les;;Des
NewMoines
York ; City
: Chicago D.: Los
Washington,
C. : AngeSajite
Fe,
N. M. ; and elsewhere in the Unjged
States.
7
plaintiffs' and
contracts
with access
affiliatedto r.i
"(m) Falsely represented that the cam- of
associations
to prevent
<
of theof defendant
publishers'
assfc sources.
ciation paignand
the defendant
press asso§
"(q) The defendant, Associated f
ciations, was designed .to further the pub- & Inc., pursuant to the combination and
lic interest, when such campaign in fact
has exceeded.
herein thedescribed,
was designed to destroy the business of ^spiracy
Sfeexceeding,
authority granted it
the plaintiffs, and to act in opposition to der its certificate of incorporation, by
the public interest, convenience and neces- terinfx into the Press-Radio agreen
and/or
causing its news despatch!
Arrogated
themselves powers
broacfiast by radio broadcast stat
of "(n)
censorship
and ofto curtailment
of the be "(r)
The
defendant, Associated I
lawful business enterprise of the plaintiffs.
is exceeding
ffceeded byandfurnishing,
Inc., has powers,
"(o) Conspired with their members to corporate
*>r
-prevent the broadcast of news dissemi- mitting to he furnished, its_ nev
news
nated by the plaintiffs, even to dropping
patches to i%dio broadcast st<£i<
thesity."
programs
byof its duty underwits
derogation
their
columns. of plaintiffs' customers from to
reser\
and to
its members,
protect
them
the
exclusive
We
and
value
of
"(p)
Sought
by
unfair
means
and
false
statements to bring about the termination
sociated Press news despatches."
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Baldwin

Favored

(Continued from page 12)
pie NAB. Definite organization
fans are still in the formative
j»age and will remain so until the
'Invention, but temporarily it has
pen decided that a Washington
|;adquarters should be m a i n Jined through the offices of WOL,
Tith the matter of personnel for
litional representation, and policy
•oblems left for the local convenjn session.
Despite these open statements
at the locals do not have another
>ade association in mind, it neverleless is known that many of the
idependents, aroused by "leftiingers" have set up a howl over
ick of local station representation
i the NAB board. They point out
at the locals represent one-third
the NAB membership, yet have
Jy one representative on the
f|«ard. Already there are rumbiigs of alleged "network domina<m" of NAB. Privately, it is
.ated that unless the NAB gives
e local independent a greater delee of representation and author<7 in NAB affairs, there will surge
i a movement for a separate
ijade association, built around
,ccal Broadcasters".
From the FCC head, Chairman
aning S. Prall, the NAB conven'|>n will hear about the FCC pro-am edicts, an event which has
tershadowed all others in broadsting during the last several
Dnths, and has already revolumized program acceptance produre. Stations, advertisers and
encies alike are in a deep haze
out procedure, and it will be Mr.
•all's effort, it is understood, to
irify it. He will be the principal
■eaker at the convention. The
finite program has not yet been
olved by Mr. Loucks and chairan Edwin M. Spence, WBAL,
iltimore, of the program commitPrecisely when the managing dictorship selection will be made
still conjectural. Mr. Loucks has
ated that he will relinquish his
st when the 13th annual conven•n ends in July. However, it is
thin his power to tender his resaation in advance of that date at
aich time the NAB board may
me his successor.
Baldwin Available Now
THE CASE of Mr. Baldwin,
is available for assignment to
3 post immediately. While he has
•ved as executive officer of the
de Authority and has held that
st since the winter of 1933, he
riially is on the NAB payroll as
distant managing director.
Mr. Baldwin formerly was chief
rk of the Department of Juse. He joined the former Radio
mmission in 1930, becoming its
:retary. In 1933 he resigned
:h the change in administration
i at once was retained by the
lB as assistant managing direc| He was detailed to the North
lerican Radio Conference held
Mexico City in July of that
ar as NAB representative,
on his return he became assofed with the code negotiations
i later in 1933 became executive
icer of the code authority. His
ajfAB1°WeVer' Sti11 ^ame fr0m
r.nce the announcement by Mr.
lcks of his intention to retire
m the managing directorship,
has been deluged with letters
ne 1, 1935

for

NAB

Post

WFIL

Promotes

Stewart ;

Names Edw. Petry & Co.
JACK STEWART, in charge of
studio promotion and national
sales at WFIL, Philadelphia, and
formerly general manager of
WCAO and WFBR, Baltimore, has
been named by Donald Withycomb,
WFIL station director, to be general sales manager. Just before
coming to WFIL he had been manager of WCAE, Pittsburgh.
At the same time, Mr. Withycomb announced that WFIL will
be represented in the national advertising field by Edward Petry &
Co. Inc. The contract was effective
May 20.
MR. BALDWIN
from broadcasters and many
others with whom he was thrown
in contact during his tenure. Regret was expressed wholeheartedly
over his determination to leave
but this was intermingled with
well-wishes for his selected career.
In no few instances there were
expressions that he should be retained in some legal capacity with
the NAB, primarily as a consultant on problems with which he is
familiar.
As for the convention itself, several separate organization meetings have been scheduled tentatively. Most important, of course,
are the sessions scheduled by
newspaper-owned stations to discuss problems they consider of interest only to themselves, and the
local station session. Both NBC
and CBS plan independent network meetings for discussion of
network station problems.^
As in the past, a number of
broadcasting equipment ajad transcription companies planjjexhibits
at the Broadmoor Hotel, headquarters for the convention. RCA
Mfg. Co. and Western Electric
have made arrangements for equipment displays, as in the past. In
the transcription and recording
fields, World Broadcasting System,
Standard Radio Advertising and
Presto Recording Laboratories
have arranged for exhibits.
Broadcasting, following annual
custom, will maintain headquarters at the Broadmoor.
An NAB special will be operated
out of St. Louis by the Missouri
Pacific Railway in conjunction
with the Chesapeake and Ohio
which will carry ftie Eastern portion of the haul. This special will
leave St. Louis at 4:15 p. m., July

5, arriving in Colorado Springs at
1 p. m. July 6th. This train will
connect with the George Washington of the C. & 0., which leaves
the east on July 3. Usual convention rates will prevail, with
delegates having the option of
procuring summer tourist rates at
practically the same figure.
The NAB convention committee,
in addition to Chairman Spence,
comprises Guy Earle, KNX; Ed
Craney, KGIR; Ralph Brunton;
KJBS; Glenn Snyder, WLS; P. J.
Meyer, KFYR; William West,
WTMV; Hugh A. L. Halff, WOAI;
Hoyt Wooten, WREC; Earle D.
Gluck, WSOC; Credo Harris,
WHAS; Campbell Arnoux, WTAR;
Roy Thompson, WFBG; Paul W.
Morency, WTIC; Charles W. Burton, WEEI, and C. D. Mastin,
WNBF. The local convention
committee comprises Gene O'Fallon, KFEL; F. W. Meyer, KLZ;
KOA and W. D.
E£ .Nelson,
VOD.

Yes Sir 1 !!... and it's a proven fact
thatlet WMBG,
full-time out-an
in Richmond,Columbia's
Virginia, commands
attentive BUYING audience.
The Proof of this is the fact that advertisersnational
(
and local I renew their schedules consistently. The majority have
been tiesusing
tor manyWMBG
years s productive faciliAdvertisers desiring effective, economical
coverage in the South's Metropolitan
Shopping Center, show consistent preference for WMBG.

i

Speaking
of LISTENERS
Here are a few FACTS about
WPRO

. .
the

audience!

A recent sixteen-week radio advertising campaign,
broadcast over WPRO, brought in a total of
219,348

responses

Each response represented a purchase of the product for which the customer spent from 9c to 11c of
his own good money ... with no incentive of gift
or prize to himself.
These responses came from
82 cities and towns in 3 states
The advertiser, as a result, obtained
178

Cleveland
610 Kilocycles
WE'LL
TELL
Your Message
IN TOWN
OUT OF TOWN
UP and DOWN the STATE !
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new

dealers

Complete details of this campaign will be sent at
your request.
Listeners who produce RESULTS like these are
the only audience important to the advertiser. A
few favorable spots are still available. Get the most
for your radio dollar. For complete, RESULTFUL
coverage of New England's Second Largest Market,
630
in
Kilocycles
Providence WPRO
USE
CHERRY & WEBB BROADCASTING CO.
Providence, R. I.
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Group

to Plan Cultural Programs
(Continued from page 22)

keep out of their pages the advertisements of many products of this
character. Further, the public has
through several generations developed a defense mechanism
against the printed word and is
much less likely to be carried
away by false or fraudulent claims
made in cold type than it is when
similar claims are made verbally
by a plausible radio announcer.
"Then, too, claims that are to be
made in printed form have a permanency that causes the maker of
them to be much more cautious
than when they are to have ephemeral character of a radio broadcast. It is also to be remembered
that impressionable young people
do not, as a rule, read 'patent
medicine' advertisements in newspapers or magazines. These same
people can hardly avoid listening
to
'patent
ballyhoo
comes
into medicine'
their homes
over that
the

COMPLETE N.B.C. SERVICE

Dr. Cramp said that the better
type
radio."of stations attempt to reject
"patent medicine" contracts of the
most objectionable type. He pointed out particularly that WTMJ,
operated by the Milwaukee Journal, had cancelled all such contracts "in an effort to clean up the
air and rid it of offensive advermatter."
The tising
government
network scheme
of the Morgan group was presented by Dr. Arthur G. Crane, president of the University of Wyoming, as spokesman for the National Committee on Education by
Radio. Broadly it was similar to

Let Your
Marching
And

Radio

Dollars

Through
Take

Atlanta

Go

Georgia
First

When Sherman marched through Georgia he was not
bent on reaching the Sea, but in seeing (and taking)
Atlanta First! For Atlanta is the strategic point and the
major market of Georgia. When you capture this market,
you will find the wooing of the rest of the state an easy
task. So, "MARCHING THROUGH GEORGIA" means
taking Atlanta First!
To cover Atlanta effectively and the most economically, WGST
should be your spokesman. It will prove to be your Star Salesman.
The fact that most of the largest advertisers use this station to sweep
Atlanta off its feet is indicative of its pulling POWER. A staff of
trained radio men and women is maintained to assist advertisers with
their programs.
On Columbia Network
PAUL H. RAYMER
National Representative
NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO

1,000
WATTS

500
WATTS

by DAY

by NIGHT

JAMES
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W. CLARK, Vice-Pres't & Manager

to plan described in past issues
of the magazine. Since it fell outside the scope of the conference
nothing is expected to come of it.
Whereas the original plan suggested a set sales tax or taxing of
commercial stations and the wresting of facilities from existing stations, the revised plan on these
scores said simply that provision
of funds and allocation of channels "shall be made by the Federal
Government Aid
government."
DR. STUDEBAKER pledged the
cooperation of his Federal office in
devising "a new and improved system of continued collaboration" to
adjust and direct discrimination in
the use of radio facilities for educational purposes. He spoke of the
importance of the radio as a means
of "extending the public forum to
the
air",that
andthesaid
it seemed use
clear
to him
educational
of
radio has not kept pace with its
use for entertainment purposes.
He called the educational use of
radio "one of the rough spots in
our broadcasting system."
"The history of educational
broadcasting is strewn with the
bones of dry lecturers because educators went on the air without
mastering the art of teaching by
radio," he declared.
Allen Miller, director of radio
of the University of Chicago, presented his plan for local cooperation between educational institutions and stations for educational
broadcasting. He disclosed that
three major Chicago universities
have formed the University Broadcasting Council to place in operation his plan (described in previous issues of Broadcasting). This
plan has won widespread support
as an ideal experiment and doubtlessly will be considered by the
FCC cooperative committee.
A number of educators and
broadcasters appeared to describe
the workings of educational-radio
plans they had evolved or which
were in use. Several educational
stations sent spokesmen who in
effect plead their individual cases
on applications for improved facilities now pending before the FCC.
For the American Civil Liberties
New

UP

Car

Sales

88%

Wisconsin's new automobile
sales during the first quarter
of 1935 were the highest in
five years — surpassed only in
1927 and 1930, and 88%
greater than last year. Your
sales should be up in Milwaukee and WTMJ canboost'em!
WTMJ
Milwaukee Journal Station
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.

Union, Frederick A. Ballard, Wash-j
ington representative, first sup-j
ported the Morgan - group project]
for a government network, but?
failed to explain how his organi-j
zation reconciled that with its ma- J
jor objective of freedom of speech]
and of the press, since the organi-!
zation is founded on the principle
of anti-censorship. Among othei
things he restated the proposal
made by B. M. Webster Jr., its
counsel, at the educational hearings last fall, that regular hours!
be set aside for discussion of public, social and economic problems
He said the Union proposed tc!
have introduced in Congress sev-t
eral amendments to the Communications Law to make possible this
course and to exempt the statior
owner from any liability for what !
is said during such free-discussior
broadcast periods.
The WLWL Attitude
AT THE outset of his speech
which was punctuated with threat:
of legislative action (his group is
conducting the lobby because th<
FCC failed to grant without i
hearing the WLWL petition for i
reallocation out of which WLWI
would get full - time with higl
power
by Father
destroying
twoempha
cleachannels),
Harney
sized that the Paulist Fathers an
strictly religious order. Then h
set
to explain published
the "inaccuracy'
of aout statement
in th
May 15 issue of Broadcasting
This statement was:
"The station (WLWL) operate
commercially and the full time i :
sought admittedly for commercia
rather than ecclesiastical or eleemosj
And here is what Father Harne;
nary
purposes."
said in
rebuttal:
"Our motives have been boldly an
publicly
questioned
in yesterday's
sue of the
Broadcasting
magaziniis:
Under other circumstances, I woul
probably let it pass unchallenged fo
life is too short and too precious t
spend much of it in refuting the mii
representations and calumnies of thos
who speak or write out of subsidize
malice or out of an inborn disposition
to throw mud — but since this mos
recent calumny has an intimate bea: i
ing upon my purpose in appearing l>
fore youconnected
today — and
moi J
vitally
with is theevenpetito
which our radio station WLWL hf
presented to your honorable body fc
allocation to a frequency on which
can be given full broadcasting tin
without detriment to any other rad>
station, I wish to call your attentic j
promptly
to this
slur and toas brand
directly and
unequivocally
a fals^
hood. The writer deals with our a;
plication for full broadcasting time c
the 810 frequency. He says that 9
operate commercially and that ftt>
time is sought admittedly for comme
cial rather than ecclesiastical or ele
mosynary purposes.
Commercial Time
"THERE is in that statement, as
almost
cleverWe liedo— aa bit
f ragmei
or
two every
of truth.
of r :
dio advertising — roughly speakii i
enough to meet perhaps 10% of oi
operating
one centov ;
recompense coststo— without
any speaker
WLWL or to any Paulist Father f
the time and energy he gives to oi
radio work — and without the payme j •
of one penny of rental for the st
dios and offices which we provided f I
WLWL at our own heavy expense
our headquarters at 415 W. 59th S
New York City. It is true also th
if we are given in the long run mo
broadcasting
time advertising
we will endeavor
secure
additional
that v 1
may
give
a
decent
honararium
those who speak over our statio
may improve the entertainment fe i
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ines of our program and may make
ie station largely if not entirely selfn porting.
, J.. j
• This much we have repeatedly adutred, or have openly affirmed. I say
again today without apology. No
,ght - thinking, fair - minded man on
irth will deny our right to lift our
;ation out of the state of mendimcy. and to make it self-supporting,
'o this slight extent — and to this ex;nt alone, is there truth in the asijrtion of the Broadcasting maga:.ne that we seek further broadcasting
.me for commercial purposes. The
:fest of its cock-sure but groundless.
Use statement is but the product of
mind which is apparently unable
i conceive of any human objective
igher or nobler than the pursuit of
•ealth, or to believe that other men
an turn their backs on the profestons and enterprises that generally
! ?ad
financial
ike to
of doing
as prosperity
much good for
in the
the
-orld as may be within their power.
' Whether the writer who presumes to
ill the world through the Broadcast\-r> magazine why we seek an adequate
had just share of broadcasting facilies, and with an audacity equalled
ly by his wilful ignorance asserts
at he proclaims our admitted purse, can believe it or not, I would
sure you that we did not enter into
e broadcasting field for the sake of
linking money for ourselves individufor remain
our Society,
ouldally ornot
in it and
nor that
seek weto
jetter our radio condition for the
fike of that which we foreswore in
louth, but only for the purpose to
ihich we solemnly dedicated our lives
bd energies — the welfare, above all,
%e moral and spiritual welfare of our
r'(dlow-men."
Charges Monopoly
Then Father Harney launched a
rade against commercial broadasting generally. Shouting raojopoly, he charged that in Shreveort, La., both newspapers and
oth stations are in the hands of
ine same group. He said:
"It is widely rumored, and it is
aghly credible that the development of a chain of radio stations
y the owner of an even larger
Win of newspapers has been facilitated by the officials of our
ominant radio network, who it is
■so rumored have themselves a
irge stock interest in these newsaper-owned radio stations."
Talking of the Wagner-Hatfield
til of last year, agitated by the
aulists, for 25% of the radio falities for educational and religijs stations, he said the measure
as defeated "temporarily". He
tien suggested that the FCC order
1 broadcasting stations "to de"ipte not 25 but 50% of their time
]stween 5 and 10 p. m., to those
jHucational and cultural programs,
nth or without an advertising
oonsor." He also raised the Mexdi :ian program incident over NBC
ivolving an allegedly profane
:>em — a subject dealt with at
reater length by a succeeding
jaeaker, Father Joseph Francis
horning, S. J., of Georgetown
niversity.
Other Speakers
MONG others who addressed
; te conference were L. V. Berkner,
f the Department of Terrestrial
agnetism, Carnegie Institution of
Washington, who discussed technill radio studies; R. C. Higgy,
hio State University, operating
OSU; Douglas Greisemer, Ameran Red Cross, who expressed
A latitude for the "finest cooperapri"
stations;of Harp K.accorded
Randall,it by
manager
the
nicago Civic Broadcast Bureau,
ho presented a variation of his
r ine 1, 1935

New

Sales Scheme

SAMPLE programs by talent of WGAR, Cleveland, are
presented by the station at
personnel meetings of sponsors of the Home-Makers
programs. Rather than push
their
products,
sponsor'sto
sales forces
are instructed
urge the public to listen to
the program, thus handling
the sales message indirectly
and increasing the audience.
Among sponsors using personal appearances of HomeMakers talent are Swift &
Co. and Truscon Steel Co.

Bagley Ends Series
ARTHUR E. BAGLEY, for ten
years broadcaster of The Tower
Health Exercise Hour for Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., New
York, is promoting a nationwide
campaign of health exercise for
Metropolitan through literature
and in cooperation with district
managers. The radio series ended
April 20 after going on the air
every weekday from March 31,
1925. The company sent out more
than two million pieces of health
literature in response to requests
from the radio audience, as well as
nearly two million exercise charts.
NORTH

CAROLINA ICE ASSOCIATION is promoting use of ice
with a thrice weekly disc series
on WBT, Charlotte.
original ambitious plan to take
over time of commercial stations;
Belmot Farley, of the National
Education Association; Alice Keith,
formerly of RCA and NBC and
now in program activity; Francis
A. Robinson, public relations director of WHO, Des Moines; Miss
Myrtle Stahl, assistant manager
of WGN, Chicago; Morse Salisbury, chief of radio service, U. S.
Department of Agriculture; Dr.
LeveringciationTyson,
for Adult American
EducationAssoand
director, National Advisory Council on Radio in Education; Kathleen Goldsmith, executive director
of the Radio Institute of Audible
Arts; James A. Moyer, Department of Education of Massachusetts; W. T. Middlebrook, secretary of board of regents, University of Minnesota, operating WLB;
James Hart, American Political
Science Association; Edward Bennet, University of Wisconsin; Otis
T. Wingo Jr., National Institution
of Public Affairs; Mrs. M. E. Fulk,
Ohio Radio Education Association; Charles D. Isaacson, Brooklyn Daily Eagle; Selma Borchardt,
International Printing Trades Association, and American Federation of Teachers; Mrs. H. C. Fowler, chairman, radio committee of
Parent - Teachers Association of
District of Columbia; G. August
Gerber, WBBC, Brooklyn; AlexCity. ander Kahn, WEVD, New York

WLWL Petitions Assailed
CONTENDING that the application violates the rules and regulations, WWL, New Orleans, on May
21 filed with the FCC a petition
requesting that the proposal of
WLWL, Paulist station in New
York, for a sweeping realignment
of stations designed to give it full
time, be returned without action.
The application involves nine stations and five channels. Filed by
Paul M. Segal and George S.
Smith, WWL, counsel, the petition
states that the FCC is "without
power" in a proceeding of this
character to grant an application
in violation of its own regulations.
The case has been designated for
hearing on June 20. It is contended that Loyola University,
operating WWL, would be forced
to an expense of more than $5,000
to
at this which
hearing under
"to resist
an appear
application
the
terms of the regulations of the
FCC may not be considered and is
required to be returned and which
the Commission is without power
to grant under the law."
Ice Cream Schedule
GENERAL ICE CREAM Corp.
(Fro-Joy) has
announcements on 11taken
stationsspot
in New
England and New York state. The
announcements are of one-minute
duration either in the daytime, evening, or both. Some 60 or 70 announcements are scheduled. Stations are: WBEN, WHAM,
W1XBS, WLBZ, WNBF, WCAX,
WCSH, WGY, WSYR, WIBX, and
WDEV. N. W. Ayer & Son is the
agency.

Only network station
in western Montana
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Will

soon

more

be blowing

purchasing

power

into the cool climate of
America's
Market.

Fourth Largest

THE NORTHERN

CORPORATION

Owners and Operators of

WMEX
100 w N.
1500 kc — 250 w L.S.
HOTEL MANGER — BOSTON
In America's Fourth Market
Tel. CAPitol 7560— Teletype Bos. 157

"WASHINGTON
STATE
K
5,000

WATTS

LED

THE

PACIFIC COAST—
THE
PACIFIC
COAST
LED THE
NATION— in retail
sales. April, 1935,
— Federal Reserve
over April, 1934."
Bank,

CLEAR

San Francisco, May 13.

CHANNEL
S— has the
IDE
BES
tle
at
Se
second
highest
percentage of radio
set ownership in
America.

N. B.C.
KGIR
Butte

4/ot

NETWORK
SEATTLE
WASHINGTON

For information consult
Edward Perry & Co., Inc.
New York Chicago
Detroit
San Francisco

Bow Wow
NO CANNED dog barks for
KHJ, Los Angeles! Instead,
Lloyd Creekmore, sound engineer, calls in the dog of
Cyril Armbrister, radio producer, when a bark is cued
in the script. The pooch has
been trained to yap the minute a finger is pointed at
him. Creekmore is preparing
his own dog for microphone
appearances.

AVE

W

S

UNCE

ANNO

SOME

NEW

Pacific

S!
RATE■ „ ppak Hours, rri
You can now buy * * > chadren'8
" lyon StaHours
'J;aru Day
-^H°U^
exact
or
Hours
tionWAVE-«ndP°y based
that time u actually
on tbe P'OP01*; wned in at your
who are -^f^fcam 100% •»
period. • • ■ Rale^!d You one of the
-e send yo
33%.rateMaycards.
«pw
, • „1 RepraenwHees:

Representatives :
Jos. H. McGillvra
485 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.
John Kettlewell
919 Palmolive Bldg.
Chicago, HI.

In less than sixty days
WSPD will be broadcasting from its new
Transmitting Station;,
using the latest type
vertical radiator.

Ad

Clubs

Arranging Exhibit
THE EXHIBITS section of the
Pacific Advertising Clubs Association's convention to be held at San
Diego June 23 - 27 will take the
theme "Advertising Exposed", with
merits of different media presented
on a non-competitive basis. It is
expected to be "the most complete
display of media advertising ever
shown at a PACA meeting", according to Norman R. Barnes, of
the Barnes Chase Co., Los Angeles
and San Diego agency, who is
chairman of the exhibits committee.
Cooperating in working out the
radio exhibit are Ellsworth Wylie,
KFI, Los Angeles; Don E. Gilman,
NBC western vice president, San
Francisco, and Harrison Holliway,
KFRC, San Francisco.
Subchairmen of the program
committee, in charge of radio, are
John Wells, KSFD, San Diego, and
C. P. MacGregor, of MacGregor &
Sollie Inc., San Francisco transcription producers.

Test
Here

are

Logical

Toledo
COMMODORE

a few
why!

WFBG

• The ONLY Radio Station in
Toledo and Northwestern
Ohio.
• WSPD presents your message
in a market of 1,000,000
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ALTOONA,

PA.

1310 kilocycles
100 watts
The Ideal Outlet
for
Central Penna. Coverage

Broadcasting
HOTEL

Broadcasting Free of Pressure
He Informs Head of ANPA
TWO - FISTED
denial of allegations by Howard
Davis, former
president of the
American Newspaper Publishers
Association,
that
radio is amenable to political
pressure and that
Mr. McCosker
the was
air
does not
made May
of exist
freedom
28 by Alfred J. McCosker, president of WOR, and former NAB
president. The answer was directed
against a speech made by Mr.
Davis on May 18 at Waterville,
Me.
"Mr. Davis made some assertions concerning fancied subserviance of radio that I cannot permit
to pass by
Mr. McCoskerunchallenged,"
declared. He quoted
Mr.
Davis as having said:
" 'In effect the party in power by
invisible pressure and unspoken threat
obtains a maximum service on the air
and holds opposition to a minimum.'
"Such an accusation is entirely
unjustified," continued Mr. McCosker. "No fair mind should mistake growing pains for decadence.
In my experience covering 12 years
as operating head of WOR I have
never encountered any basis for
such allegation. Radio is as free
and untrammeled as the ethereal
blue in the makeup of its broadcasting programs. Broadcasters
have never been circumscribed by
government censorship.
Political Restraint

reasons

• WSPD is on the Columbia
Basic network.

PERRY

To Charge Radio
Yields To Politics

Medium

people.
The

Replies

"THE ADROIT wording of Mr.
Davis' speech might have left the
impression of merely potential
evils in present radio regulations
had he not stated unequivocally,
'speech magnified a thousand-fold,
clothed with a new persuasiveness
and unprecedented power through
the marvel of the machine, was being curbed for political ends while
we watched. In this new field (radio) lacking the traditions which
newspapers
* * *
the political have
processinherited
of restriction
which I described at the outset of
my remarks, operated instinctively
and infallibly. * * * "The battle for
a free press has been won at least

WSPD
The

McCosker

— TOLEDO

Co

Write Roy Thompson
"Voice of the Alleghenies"

Julius Seebach Leaves
CBS to Return to WOR
In Charge

I

of Programs

JULIUS F. SEEBACH has re- '
signed as program director of
CBS and after seven years in that
capacity will return June 10 to
WOR as director of program operations, according to announcement
May 28 by Alfred J. McCosker,
president. It was from this station
and this position that he went to
Columbia, after first assisting in
the presentation of CBS programs
before a New York key station
had been acquired, and when it
was still developing from the origcasters.inal United Independent BroadIt is almost exactly ten years
since Mr. Seebach entered radio as
an announcer at WOR, working
up from that capacity to the program directorship.
Neither Seebach nor WOR executives would admit that there
was any special significance in the
move, but the opinion prevailed in
radio circles that Mr. Seebach
would not have left the network to
assume duties with an independent
station unless he were attracted by
the possibility of a third network
growing from the Mutual System.
No announcement had been
made by CBS at the time Broadcasting went to press regarding a
successor to Mr. Seebach. Lawrence W. Lowman is vice-president in charge of operations. If
Mr. Seebach's position were left
unfilled, the set-up at CBS would
correspond closely to that at NBC,
where John Royal is vice-president
in charge of programs with a
number of division heads working
under him but reporting directly
to him rather than through a supervising director.
temporarily; the battle for a free
radio has yet to begin. It must
not end until the regulatory body
at Washington has been established on a in
highsuch
plane
* * *asandto
functioning
fashion
free the air from political restraints and open it to every legiti"Throughout the Coolidge and
Hoovermate voice.'
administrations and up to
the present day of the Roosevelt
regime, because of my executive
radio duties, I have had frequent
contact with the personnel of the
regulatory radio bodies. I say emphatically and in mere justice that
I found them to be able, intelligent,
patient continuously
and honorable
public
vants
faced
withser->a
multiplicity of complex problems.
Neither radio
legislators, administrators nor broadcasters
have
claimed
perfection
for
present
radio law. All these elements are
constantly at work on the everchanging, ever increasing problems
of the art. We have reassurance of
our freedom of speech over the aii
waves from President Roosevell
Mr. McCosker referred to the?
letter read at the NAB conventior
himself."
at Cincinnati, in which the President said: "The American systerr
of broadcasting assures an equal
ity of dom
freedom
thatisfreewhich hassimilar
been toand
th(|
keystone
the American
Press.' !
"Talk ofof government
censorship
of radio
a fantastic
man',"
Mr. isMcCosker
added.'bogey 1
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WANTED:

BETTER

RADIO

CRITICS

Convention Calendar
July 6-10 : National Association
of Broadcasters,
13th annual
convention,
Broadmoor
Hotel,
Colorado Springs, Col.
June 9-12 : Advertising Federation of America, annual convention, Palmer House, Chicago. Commercial section of
NAB meets in conjunction
with AFA session and will
have tion
before
recognibureau itandagency
creation
of a
cooperative
of standard coverage bureau
and listener
data.
June 23-27: Pacific Advertising
Association,
annualClubs
convention,
San Diego,
Cal. 11-12 : Radio ManufacJune
turers Association, annual
meeting,
Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
July 1-3 : Institute of Radio
Engineers, annual meeting,
Statler Hotel, Detroit. Engineering Committee of NAB
will meet during sessions.
Sept. 18-20: National Industrial
Advertising Association meets
burgh.
at Wm. Penn Hotel, Pitts-

'Magazine Writer, Deploring Dearth of Good Reviewers,
Gets a Frank Answer From One of Them
critical members of the editorial
"(HY isn't radio better"
wrote a staff. But that time will not arrive
Itributor in the April issue of until
after the general antipathy
Hi America, starting a discusof newspapers to a meJi on the functions and abilities on the diumpart
which takes from them much
''radio critics" which inspired
arles J. Gilchrist, radio editor advertising revenue is eliminated."
Incidentally, he wants it known
the Chicago Daily News, to ex- that
as far as he knows, his paper
j.in what the newspaper radio
"is
the
only paper which permits
newswhy
and
against
up
is
|tor
its radio editor an absolutely free
oer criticism isn't all it might be.
The magazine contributor, stat- hand." He claims that he has "no
+ that stations "have permitted sacred cows to protect" and is
an advertising deI sponsors to take over radio, "blessed with
partment director who urges me
'ving the stations in the position to honest criticism
and never holds
simply renting out time on the
over my head as a wea", adds that often ulterior mo- advertising
pon to make me please clients.
talmay lie behind
;esselections.
As an sponsors'
example, he This is an unusual situation and is
.-s that "the sponsor may want to the key to the success of this rae a job to the little blonde he
dio page."
t at that party last night, or his
:e may have relatives or friends GENERAL BREWING CORP.,
; believes should be exploiting San Francisco (Lucky Lager)
starting June 3, for a period of
oby's product."
Another point is that many three months, will use three daily
,staining programs, in his opinion, time signals announcements on
PEOPLES GAS, LIGHT AND
; merely "fillers" between comand spot anCOKE Co., Chicago, is using radio
rcials. Satisfied that govern- KGMB, Honolulu,
on eight California
nt control would not solve the stations. Othernouncementsmedia
also will be to promote the sale of water heaters, sponsoring The Bathtub Revue
>blem, he writes that fan mail used. McCann - Erickson Inc., San
daily except Sunday on WBBM,
jsn't help the sponsor decide Francisco, is the agency.
Chicago.
ether or not his program is
,Dd.
iThe solution, then, is better
ticism from radio reviewers,
}s the article, pointing out that
idio, with the greatest potential
iience of all media of education
amusement, has the fewest able
-tics." Magazines print few rehows
ws, weekly publications unani■usly ignore radio, and most
wspapers print only skeleton proam listings, the article continues.
The answer, from the newspaper
atltolxtucCoit
Cjo Tlaium U/ixli
riewers viewpoint, is presented
Mr. Gilchrist, in this fashion:
lGAIN KMBC gives plus value to A
adio is a commercial feature and
A<
GAIN KMBC
proves it's superior
showmanship.
its advcr-isers. By doubling its power
tied in with advertising strongly,
to 5,000 watts KMBC now reaches
r that reason and because of
100,000 new listeners at no extra cost.
'tain definite editorial policies
"Red Horse Ranch." a fifteen minute
%ny newspapers put so many
♦
les on the radio editor's shoultransci
lption stoiy with music, feaThe only high powered vertical radiator
:rs he can hardly move. He is not
turing western and cowboy life has
transmitter in the Kansas City area, been bought by Socony Vacuum Oil
rmitted to criticize this program
::ause the sponsor spends so
KMBC embodies the newest wide range Co [Lubnte and White Eagle Divisions].
my thousands of dollars a year
high
fidelity developments of the Bell Over 30 stations are broadcasting the
:th his advertisement.
laboratories.
program 3 to 5 times weekly.
♦
'And he can't bawl out this act
::ause it is on the radio station
♦
Recently the Columbia Broadcasting
dch his newspaper wants to proite. He can't praise another show
Company increased EMBC's rates for Ted Malone's "Between the Bookends."
network facilities 50% but as yet, Radio's most intimate feature and
. :ause it's on a station competie to the interests of his employKMBC has made no increase in rates "Happy Hollow" a cross section of home
town America, now are broadcast daily
There's your main reason for
to spot advertisers.
ak radio criticism."
on
a coast to coast Columbia net work
♦
♦
But that doesn't cover the range
the reviewer's dilemma, says
KMBC --Kansas City, Mo. KMBC - - Kansas City, Mo.
\ Gilchrist. "A real radio
tic would have to be an expert in
Where Showmanship Excels
Where Showmanship Excels
naphony, opera and popular muFree and Sleininger, Inc..
Free and Sleininger. Inc..
■ . He would have to be abreast of
National
Representatives.
rrent events and fit to criticize
National Representatives.
J president's broadcasts. He
■uld have to know about books,
IN THE HEART OF
IN THE HEART CP
inting, society, comedy, and so
AMERICA
AMERICA
forever."
Again, "no one could possibly
ten to all the programs on all the
:itions." Which prompts Mr. Gilrist to reiterate that he agrees
K
MB
C IK
MiB
C
tat we do need more and more
finite radio criticism."
Summing up, he concludes:
rankly, I think the time will
Tie when the radio editors are
' :)repaid
carefully
betNOW 5,000 WATTS
NOW 5.000 WATTS
and set chosen,
up as much
important
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A

WORD

ABOUT

THE

SOBY
YARDSTICK
The interpretation of the relation between mail response and
listening audience, as established
in 1932 by Benjamin Soby and
Associates, is now generally accepted by the broadcasting industry.
Other equally important contributions to radio research are
incorporated in the Soby Yardstick which make it the most
practical known method of solving the station or program rating
problem.

BENJAMIN
AND

SOBY

ASSOCIATES

1023 Wallace Avenue
Wilkinsburg, Pittsburgh, Pa.

We're

'|N

National Contests Urged
To Find Best Amateurs
AMATEURS would be required to
"make good' in a small way and
progress step-by-step into big-time
network programs featuring novice talent under a plan proposed
by Hal Kemp, orchestra director,
under contract with Harold S.
Ritchie & Co., New York (Eno
salts) for its Penthouse Party program on an NBC-WJZ network.
As it is now, Kemp says, aspiring young men and women who
appear on amateur programs seldom are able to hold an important
place in radio. Besides, those who
really have talent are handicapped,
he adds, by being heard on the
same program with inferior performers.
Therefore Kemp proposes a series of graduated amateur programs in which the performer
would make his debut on a small
station and work up by stages to
a national competition on a network. Thus competitors in the
"grand national" would have
proved their ability and would
have acquired some broadcasting
experience.
Instead of hitch-hiking his way
to New York, the amateur would
appear on an amateur program in
his home section. Failing, he would
go back to typewriter or plow.
Winning, he would have a chance
to perform on a larger station, the
largest in his state, possibly. Surviving this, he would advance to
semi-finals in his part of the United
States. Winning there, he would
be invited to appear on a network
amateur program.

JHE

. . . and

MIDDLE'

like

it I

Program

Policies

Endorsed

by

Advisory

. . . And it is because WHAS has proved its
ability to reach and sell a large, cosmopolitan
audience that its schedule is well filled, winter and summer, with the cream of radio programs.

WHAS
50,000 WATTS

820 KILOCYCLES

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY Sc CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
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Counci

Mr. Aylesworth Outlines Stand on Medical, Chi
And Educational Broadcasts of the Network
PROGRAM
cies of NBC,polias
interpreted and
carried out by
the company,
were unanimously endorsed May
27 at the annual
meeting of the
Advisory Council
of the NBC, com- ,
representatives
of religion,
agriculMr. Aylesworth
leading
oflabor,
posed ture,
education
and public
affairs. M. H. Aylesworth, NBC
president, gave a report of his
stewardship covering the entire
nine years of the NBC's history,
and after the meeting Owen D.
Young, chairman, announced that
the report had been completely
approved.
The Advisory Council, in addition to Mr. Young, consists of
Newton D. Baker, Paul D. Cravath, Dr. Henry Sloane Coffin, Dr.
Walter Damrosch, John W. Davis,
Dr. Francis D. Farrell, William
Green, General James G. Harbord,
Dr. Robert M. Hutchins, Judge
Morgan J. O'Brien, Dr. Henry S.
Pritchett, Henry M. Robinson,
Elihu Root, Felix M. Warburg and
Miss Ada Comstock. All were
present with the exception of Mr.
Cravath, Dr. Farrell, Dr. Hutchins
and Mr. Root.
In addition to reporting on company policies in general, Mr. Aylesworth placed before the Council
ten policy decisions made during
the year on matters concerning religion, agriculture, labor, education, and public affairs, and these
illustrations of policy judgment
also were unanimously approved.
Program Policies

WHAS has the distinct advantage of being
able to deliver both northern and southern
markets ... It is the farthest south of all
Columbia Broadcasting Basic Outlets, yet it is
strategically located in the very heart of the
rich Ohio Valley, near the center of population, where its 50,000 watt signal spreads
into profitable territories on every side.

of

HIGHSPOTS of Mr. Aylesworth's
report follow:
"We organized several months
ago, a Program Policy Committee
consisting of five officers of the
company with the president as
chairman. This committee meets
each week and provides an opportunity for us to deal with program policy, particularly policies
affecting what we are pleased to
call "the public domain." This
committee has already proved helpful in the application and development of our policies, while retaining flexibility in dealing with curproblems. * *of * children's pro"Therentcharacter
grams is still a field of discussion.
The problem apparently is to provide programs that are not only
attractive to the children, but to
their parents as well. Unfortunately,
childrenprograms
aren't always
interested in the
in which
their parents think they should be
interested. There is such criticism,
but little in the way of practical,
constructive suggestions. Here

again we have found that the NI
must blaze the trail.
"We have obtained constructi
reactions about the likes and pr<
erences of children of varyi
ages. Most boys prefer adve
tures, comedies and mysteries wi
romance and tragedy lagging a b
Most girls prefer romance, h
quickly succumb to comedy, adve
ture and tragedy too, if they c
hear it on the air. Most of o
children's programs have been (
signed simply to entertain.
"We are becoming more succer
ful in children's educational M
grams, enlisting the most com]
tent advice and program aid. T
improvement in this field is qu
evident.
"While the children's progr;
department of the NBC has poi)
ed the way to good taste in ch
dren's programs, we must adr
that
children's
progra:
hold sponsored
the greatest
juvenile
attf
tion and that the best the Nl
has had to offer in this field ha
been quickly appropriated by spc
sors who desire to hold the inb
est of children not only in 1
entertainment program but in 1
products sold by the sponsor tc
friendly juvenile audience.
Medical Accounts
"ANOTHER field in which
have been making progress duri
the
past year
is in the gradi
elimination
of advertising
of c
tain products, discussions of wh:
may offend because of the persoi
nature of broadcasting and w
range and group listening of
audience.
"In November, 1933 we deck
not to accept additional advert
ing accounts for laxatives, deod
ants, and similar products, a
not to renew existing contra
for such products when those c<
tracts expired. We also began
cooperate with our advertisers
improve suchNBCcommercial
nouncements.
has always i
sisted that these announcemei
be truthful, but at the beginni!
of the year, we went further a
insisted that announcements
made more direct and brief a
that they be kept strictly with
the limits of good taste. In J;
uary,
NBC prepared
sued a1934,
statement
of programand p
icies along these lines. Shor
thereafter, the National Bro:
casting Company created a i
tional department to review
supervise commercial announ
ments. This department 1
worked quietly and efficiently w
advertisers and with most
couraging results.
"Within the last month, C
also issued a statement of _p
erram policies along similar lir
These policies of Columbia foil

WHO-n

liiose principles established by
,jBC. We welcome this move on
he part of our competitor. Each
..mpany in its own way is thus
iking steps to eliminate one of
|ie sources of complaint against
idio programs and to provide a
rvice that will be more satisiictory both to listeners and to
Ivertisers.
Broadcasting of News
iJjAN IMPORTANT development
past year -was the creajringof the
on
the Press Radio Bureau,
his was organized in March,
)34, through the cooperation of
ie two national broadcasting
impanies with the three uewsjithering organizations and the
Imei'ican
issociation. Newspaper
This bureau Publisher's
furnished
lie broadcasting companies and
jidio stations with news bulletins
(vice a day, in addition to special
I sports of important events, and
bring the past year as a result
c this arrangement we have been
Jijroadcasting the news each day
Ver both our networks.
!adio
"TheBureau
importance
of the isPress
arrangement
not
i4ly that we are able to broadcast
lijtjte news over our stations, but
iso that the agreement clears ut>
difficult situation we have had
Jlith the press. For eight years
I inmost
every meeting
of anewspasr publishers
witnessed
battle
Irainst the new medium of radio,
iany newspapers took the nosition
at sponsored or commercial nrorams were in direct competition
|ith their own advertisine. Moves
ere made to eliminate all radio
>ws and radio r>ro<rrams from
wspapers.
Graduallv more and
jore newspapers purchased radio
Jations and became affiliated with
ir corrmany, until today we have
me thirty-five newspaper owned
managed stations on the NBC
;tworks.
Mutual understanding
adually replaced fear and onnoition. The arrangement which
u Llas begun last March has worked
, Jt very satisfactorily and the rejj.i tions of radio with the press toIjiy are most friendly.
Broadened Service

Borden in Southwest
BORDEN Co., New York (dairy
products) is staging a 13-month
campaign on "Recipes of the
Week" in the Southwest, with
spot announcements on SBS stations thrice weekly supplementing
the drive. Tracy - Locke - Davison
Inc., Dallas, has the account.
KWKH
and KWEA Sold
TIMES Publishing Co. Ltd., of
Shreveport, La., became the owner
of KWKH and KWEA, both in
that city, when the FCC on May
28 granted the applications for
voluntary assignment of control
of the International Broadcasting
Corp., from Sam D. Hunter, oil
magnate, to the newspaper publishing company. KWKH is listed
as being assigned to 850 kc. with
10,000 watts, but with special authorization to operate on 1100 kc.
unlimited time. KWEA is on 1210
kc, with 100 watts unlimited time.

Radio

At Chicago Session
Marketing Group Hears Survey
Of Listening Audience Habits
THE first radio session of the
Chicago Marketing Society, held
May 20 at the LaSalle Hotel,
found 56 men and women representing more than 30 of Chicago's
leading agencies, broadcasters, advertisers, publications and research organizations represented.
A two-day analysis of the Chicago audience, recently completed,
was reviewed by W. B. Ricketts,
of Edwin G. Booz & Fry Surveys
Co., followed by discussion in
which many of those present participated.
Those Attending

ASHEVILLE,

N. C

Summer

BUSINESS

IS

BUSINESS

Peak

— in resort Carolina! June, July
and August banner months. Population doubles. Visitors with
money to spend! Extend your
sales invitation NOW over
WWNC- — sole Radio coverage!
Full Time NBC Affiliate
1,000 Watts
570 Kilocycles

What's the latest in better
program

building?

ADVERTISING agency executives
present at the meeting included L.
E. Scriven, M. Lewis Goodkind,
Coralie Schaefer, George Isaac,
Lord and Thomas, who presided
over the session; Henry C. Campbell, N. O'Meara, J. Walter
Thompson Co.; C. C. Chappelle,
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc.;
M. J. Evans, Evans Associates; J.
J. Martin, M. A. Pumpian, Henri,
Hurst and McDonald Inc. ; C. M.
Oehler, Lord and Thomas; Madge
Child, Hays MacFarland and Co.;
J. H. North, F. G. Ibbett, Aubrey,
Moore and Wallace Inc.; Walter S.
Holden, Hays MacFarland and
Co.; Jacqueline Gray, Benton &
Bowles; Paul Holman Faust, Lyman Weld, Mitchell-Faust Advertising Co.; H. E. Smith, B. P. Wil-

THOROUGH

COVERAGE

The Michigan Radio Network,
with eight stations in the eight
largest cities in Michigan, offers
primary coverage of 85% of a
territory of over four million
people.
wxyz
Key station, Detroit
WBCM
Bay City
WFDF
WJIM

Flint
Lansing

WIBM
Jackson
WELL Battle Creek
WWNC
Operated By The
Citizen Broadcasting Company, Inc.

liams, McCann-Erickson Inc.; R..
B. Williams, Reincke-Ellis-Younggreen
& Finn.
Broadcasting
representatives
were E. K. Hartenbower, NBC;
M. A. Meyer, CBS; Norman R.
Goldman, WLS; R. D. Innis, MBS;
M. B. Wolens, WCFL.
Present also were research officials E.Service;
L. McAllister,
eral
Donald W.Ross-FedWhite,
General Marketing Counselors
Inc.; C. E. Hooper, Clark-Hooper
Inc.; E. G. Harn, Business Research Corp.; L. Wilkinson, M. K.
Nolson, Market Research Corp.;
W. M. Sheppard, J. L. Laemmar,
J. F. Fry, Edwin Boos & Fry Surveys Co.

Is Discussed

WKZO

Kalamazoo

WOOD-WASH
Grand Rapids

OF

MICHIGAN'S
RICHEST

•

MARKETS

A COMPLETE
MERCHANDISING SERVICE
To all who buy the Michigan Radio
Network— a COMPLETE Merchandising Service— without additional cost:
Gets distributors, checks credits, actually takes orders for merchandise,
handles demonstrations, places displays. This SERVICE plus blanket
coverage by eight stations —constitutes
THOROUGH
coverage — insures
RESULTS!
RATESi
$200.00 per quartet hour, evening
$125.00 per quarter hour, daytime
Michigan's greatest radio buy!

KUNSKY-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
(Owners and Operators of Station WXYZ)
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
WM. G. RAMBEAU CO., Exclusive Representatives
EASTERN OFFICE: HOME OFFICES' WESTERN OFFICE:
507122Chanin
Inw '
Building.Ca|.
E. 42ndBuilding
St., TRIBUNE TOWER,
San RusaFrancisc0>
Earl Bachman. Manager CHICAGO, ILLINOIS Douglas A. Nowell, Manager.

a-'

!N LTGHT of this year's experi- ce, the Press Ra'lio Bureau has
jen continued.
The press assoVitions and the ANPA now recogjtee that the radio public is eniP;led to a liberal news-service
esented through the broadcastg companies and radio stations,
is now furnishing that service
the stations. Thus, we have a
Hi guarantee of international,
.tional and local news to the rap audience without, we think, in
h m way invading the legitimate
Bi! Id of the newspapers or press
jjsociations. * * *
ifl'r'If we are permitted to rely on
ion ^i|e American people to control
'ir destiny. I have no fear of the
?' |ture public service that radio
•t jay render in the United States,
hile it is true that we are po?ed by a Federal onal
Commission,
the
cord of the Nati
Broadcastvely
any
er Comp
conclusi
proves
e freedom of the air in religion,
iblic affairs and education. I,
f one believe there is as much
aedom of expression in radio as
ss or any other medium
i ^e v.re
m public expression. Those who
!«ide the destinies of the NationBroadcasting
Company, the

world's greatest broadcasting system, act independently and without fear of political or religious
pressure or control.
"Every controversial question
of great importance has been argued over the radio with equal
American rato all.
opportunity
dio broadcasting
is not Republican,
Democratic or Socialist; Protestant, Catholic or Jew. The NBC
has no editorial policy or opinion
except to grant within the limitation of time available the right of
the representative of every important issue to be heard in the
homes of the American people.
True, the short term licenses issued by the Federal Government
to radio stations should be given
longer
life in the interest of public confidence.
"But ficial
regardless
of the franchise,
short oftenure of radio
there need be no fear or timidity
on the part of those who guide
the policies and the operation of
broadcasting companies and radio
stations in the United States if
we continue to act intelligently
and fearlessly in rendering the
greatest public service to the
greatest number of people. After
all, the American people control
the government and they control
the radio. The service of radio
broadcasting is an essential service
to American home life and our
people will never permit it to be
coerced, manipulated or destroyed."

]} me
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FCC

Explains Medical Policy
(Continued from page 8)
ness and cease its mail distribution. a competent physician," says the
Subsequently the Marmola Company
complaint. "There are several
reorganized, becoming the Raladam
classes or types of obesity. In only
Company. While distribution through
a small percentage of obesity
the mails was eliminated distribution
cases is desicated thyroid a safe
through drug stores was substituted.
While the Commission under the and efficacious remedy and then
law has no authority to censor pro- only when administered by a comgrams it is charged with the duty to
see that stations are operated for the
petent physician."
public welfare and the courts have
Alleged Untruths
held that the Commission can take
cognizance of broadcasts inimical to THE COMPLAINT alleges that the
the public health.
following representations by Raladam are untrue: That reputable
On the heels of the FCC Marphysicians endorse the use of inmola citations came an announcegredients contained in Marmola;
ment on May 28 from the Trade
its use constitutes the same
Commission that it had issued a that
treatment as all modern doctors
complaint at the Raladam Co.,
the virtues of Marcharging it with unfair competi- employ;molathat
ingredients are known by
tion in making "false and mis- and prescribed by physicians the
world over; and that Marmola
representations"The
in aid
the sale leading
of Marmola.
Tradeof constitutes a scientific remedy,
Commission recited the past his- safe, harmless and efficacious, that
tory in this case.
can be taken safely without medical advice and direction.
Nature of Ingredients
June 28 has been designated by
the Commission for the Raladam
AMONG ingredients of Marmola,
said the Trade Commission, is des- Co., to show cause why an order
iccated thyroid, made, it is said, to cease and desist from the practices alleged should not be issued.
from the thyroid glands of the
sheep, the cow, the pig and the
goat. The complaint says it is a
dangerous and powerful drug, its
Code Authorities End
function being to burn up tissue,
(Continued from page 7)
and that Marmola contains so
be
eliminated
from Federal control
much of it that when taken as directed it is liable to produce "radi- under codes or any other kind of
cal and harmful" physical changes. jurisdiction.
To avoid confusion or possible
"Such harmful changes may
safely be guarded against only by damage that might result from utter disregard of code provisions, it
the previous and continuing investigation, observation and advice of is urgently recommended that stations adhere to the code in its present form, for the time being, in any
event. There are several possible
developments which seem to make
such a course desirable.
First, the possibility of new legislation which will make certain of
the NRA provisions constitutional,
is strong. Secondly, many stations
feel that the trade practice provisions of the code have helped the
industry help itself by eliminating
chiseling, rate-cutting and other
repugnant practices. Even should
all efforts to resusitate NRA fail,
there is still a chance that the industry might wish to invoke trade
practice provisions voluntarily by
having them stipulated in an agreement negotiated by the Federal
Trade Commission.
The NAB convention is little
more than a month away. Code
will now become one of the main
topics of discussion. Stations
should hold in abeyance any steps
to discontinue their operations under the code until a majority of
the industry has an opportunity to
"Take back that ticket and
what course they would preroute me to the N. A. B. decide
fer to pursue for their own benefit.
Mr. Baldwin made the following
Convention via Chesastatement in connection with the
decision which the Supreme Court
peake and Ohio Lines!"
handed down:
my hope
that all members
of "It
the isradio
broadcasting
industry
The George Washington
will retain the status quo of the
The Sportsman
National Industrial Recovery Act
The F. F. V.
as respects labor. Otherwise, I beThe finest fleet of
air-conditioned trains
BUTTE
in the world
where people buy
Chesapeake
1785

•
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what they hear
advertised on
KGIR

lieve sincerely that only chaos can
Donald Richberg, chairman |
of the National Industrial Recovery Board, made public his state-,
ment asking for voluntary adher-l
result."
ence to trade practice provisions i
of codes on May 27 following a,
conferenceandcalled
President'
Roosevelt
attendedby also
by At- ,
torney General Cummings and So-,
licitor General Reed. His statement, which is self-explanatory,
follows in full text:
On June 16, 1933. when the national
industrial recovery act was approved, the
President stated the simple truth that the
act was a challenge to industry, to labor
and to our whole people — a challenge to
"sink selfish interest and present a solid
front
against
common
peril."
stated
that the
law a put
to our
wholeHe people
"the simple but vital test: Must we go
on in many groping, disorganized separate I
units to defeat or shall we move as one ij
great
teamtwoto years
victory which
?"
In the
have followed
we have engaged in a great cooperative
movement for the rehabilitation of trade
and industry, for the improvement of the
condition of the workers and their standard of living, and for the elimination of
sweatshopwages, child labor and unfair
competitive practices.
According to the opinion of the Supreme Court, the Congress did not sufficiently define in the law the policy and
standards of the wise and beneficent measures which we have undertaken, but delegated to the President "unfettered discretion" to approve all provisions in codes of
fair cialcompetition
which
"benefiin dealing with
the he
vastdeemed
array of
commercial and industrial activities throughout the country." The court held that:
"The code-making authority thus conferred
is an unconstitutional delegation of legisThis decision
court makes codes
power." of the unenforceable
of fairlativecompetition
as a
matter of law ; and in deference to that
ruling all methods of compulsory enforcement of the codes will be immediately suspended. Thiscontractual
will not affect
the enforcement of any
obligations
which
may have arisen by agreement of the parthority.
ties requiring no sanction of Federal auWe face now the question of maintaining the gains which have been made in
the last two years and retaining the values
which have been created under the National Recovery Administration. It seems
clear that the question must be decided
by the Administration and the Congress
and the people of the United States within a very short time.
Pending the determination of this question, it would be most harmful to the general welfare if unfair competitive practices, universally recognized as such, were
to be revived, and if the fair standards
affecting labor were to be disregarded.
Therefore, pending the determination of
this question, I hope that all employers
heretofore operating under approved codes
and all their employes will cooperate in
maintaining
those standards
of fair
competition in commercial
and labor
relations
which have been written into the codes
with practically universal sanction, and
which naterepresent
a united effort
elimidishonest, fraudulent
trade to
practices
and unfair competition in overworking and
underpaying labor.
of the CodeIndustry,
Authority',
forMembers
the Broadcasting
in
addition to Executive Officer Baldwin, are John Shepard, 3d, president Yankee Network, chairman;
John Elmer, WCBM, Baltimore,
vice chairman; Isaac Z. Buckwalter, WGAL, Lancaster; James
Kiernan,
WLWL, New
Alfred J. McCosker,
WOR, York;
Newark;
Edward N. Nockels, WCFL, ChiR. Runyon,
Frank cago;
M. M. Russell,
NBC. CBS and
Hurt in Auto Wreck
CAMPBELL ARNOUX, manager
and John New, commercial manager of WTAR, Norfolk, were injured in an auto accident en route
from Washington to Norfolk May
14 when they collided with a car
parked without lights on the highway. Mr. Arnoux suffered a slight
concussion of the brain and numerous bruises, while Mr. New
was badly bruised. Both were
away from their offices for about
a period of two weeks.
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wo Proposed Services
0 Transmit Programs
cross Border Opposed
ECOMMENDATION
that two
^plications to transmit programs
om Texas border towns to Mexiun stations be denied was made
the FCC May 22 by Commisoner Thad H. Brown, formerly of
e Broadcast Division, who heard
stimony at hearings held in
exas in March. Both applicants,
was indicated by the evidence,
oadcast "medical" and "astrogical"
In theprograms.
first recommendation,
ommissioner Brown opposed,
ranting of a permit to locate stulips and transmit programs from
le Hotel Eagle, Eagle Pass, Tex.,
> XEPN at Piedras Negras, Mex:o, operating on 590 kc. with 50
Jw. The petition was filed by Mary
« kE. and W. C. Morris, a partnerhip, operating the hotel.
! In the second case, Commisoner Brown opposed the petition
E T. Young, under the name of
Advertising Agency, La* Ihiversal
do, Tex., in which it was prof P osed to transmit programs to
ENT,
Nuevo
Laredo, Mexico,
■ iperating on 1110 and 910 kc, the
itter assigned to Canada and des, ^nated for a clear channel. XENT
;? i ses 60 kw. of an authorized
., !50 kw.
Both refusals are based on the
elief that the applicants would
ot serve the public interest and
hat section 325 of the Communiations Act is designed to prevent
ffjluch broadcasts.
I In the Eagle Pass case, Commissioner Brown pointed out that
)r. John R. Brinkley, former licence of KFKB, Milford, Kan., who
vas denied a license renewal in
930, broadcast over XEPN and
ffered medical advice. He also
Mentioned astrological programs
>y "Marjah". In both instances
fasteners are invited to send money
nl'or
ut. charts or booklets, he pointed
T. Yount, applicant at Laredo,
Apparently is an employe of Nornan Baker, the commissioner india t e d in his recommendation.
3aker was denied a renewal license
"une
1931,The
for recommendation
KTNT, Musca1 n e 5,
, la.
tates that the "applicant's project
ooks to the presentation of programs sponsored by Norman Baker.
:>ome of the programs presented in
he past under this sponsorship have
ncluded talks about what was described over the radio as a cancer

Store
Department
Sales By
Expands
Good -will Series
Los Angeles Retailer Renews
As Fine Results Are Noted
DOLLAR for dollar, radio has outpulled any other type of advertising used by Globe Department
store, Los Angeles, with a branch
in Inglewood, according to Joseph
Landfield, advertising manager,
who
has just
renewedLostheAngeles,
store's
contract
on KHJ,
with additional time and a new
type of program.
Success of the store on the air,
he says, is due not to any particular type of program but to a consistent and intelligent use of the
medium.
Since the advent of the store's
broadcasts, its business has increased steadily, Mr. Landfield, asserts, and the appropriation for
radio has been increased from time
to time.
Good-will Promotion
THE NEW schedule is in the form
of a commentary series of current
magazine articles and is staged
five nights weekly at 10:10 p. m.
following news flashes. At first
the sponsor had used occasional
spots but starting last September
a series of five-minute programs
three nights a week was inaugurated. It consisted of a "fooler
drama" series of blackouts with
tense dialogue and comedy conclusion.
The Globe stores have not used
radio for price or item advertising, although the Los Angeles area
is quite price-conscious. The broadcasts have been of the good-will,
institutional type. This will be continued in the new series and extend through the vacation period
under the title of The Voice of the
Globe.
The Globe store is a credit establishment but does no mail order
or telephone business. Though customers must come to the store,
only 55% of the business is from
the immediate locality. The other
45% comes from outlying areas
and even from distant points.
Dake - Johanet Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles, handles the account.

PERFECT

cure, cures for cross-eyes, offers to
give divorce advice, coupled with
an offer of a book on the subject
available at 25 cents a copy."

Leese Estate Trustees
Ask Dismissal of Suit
Hearst toto dismiss
Get WMAL
ABy MOTION
the suit
filed by Hearst Radio Inc., for specific performance of contract in
connection with negotiations for
the purchase of WMAL, Washington, was filed in Supreme Court of
the District of Columbia May 20
by the law firm of Hamilton and
Hamilton, as counsel for the trustees of the estate of the late Martin A. Leese. The motion contended, among other things that the
grounds on which Hearst Radio
sought tract
specific
of conwere tooperformance
indefinite and
too
vague.
The Hearst suit was filed April
29 and argued that the heirs of
Mr. Leese signed an agreement
whereby the station would be sold
for $285,000 plus certain other considerations which over three years
amounted to $106,000 additional.
In addition to Hearst, the Washington Post and Washington Star
have been bidding for the station.
The court is expected to hear oral
arguments on the motion to dismiss. Should the suit be held
proper, then the Leese estate will
have time in which to answer the
original petition. Several months,
perhaps a year, may elapse before
final adjudication, if the court
holds that the Hearst suit is qualified.
NATIONAL Housing Exposition,
which opened May 18 in Los Angeles, used Los Angeles stations
for 10 days for spots announcing
a fan contest.

Detroit

CKLW

PORCELAIN
WATER

COILS

Modernize your transmitter
with these new Lapp Porcelain
Water Coils. Permanent, secure, non-sludging, they eliminate one of the most troublesome pieces of equipment in
the modern transmitter.
Write for your copy of the
Lapp Radio Catalog describing
insulators for every Broadcasting requirement.
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc.
Le Roy, New York, U. S. A.

today.

..

alone

DEFINITION

achieved with NCWSH SO
L'sten to a band over the air. Are the instruments
e'ear'y defined ... or do you get just a general effect?
You'll
hear aPERFECT
superior reproduction
It
achieves
DEFINITIONwith. the
. . new
bringsSR-80.
out
each instrument clearly, naturally. (Voices, too, are lifelike, not mechanical.) A TEST will prove all. Therefore we invite you to conduct a TWO WEEKS FREE
TRIAL of the new SR-80. No deposit, no obligation, no
strings attached. Simply write your request for the free
trial on your business letterhead.
'fiiMPERITEGrporation 5Vw0yo«KAy

WRITE
FOR
BULLETIN

CO

CKLW, member Columbia Basic
Network. 5,000 watts.
Windsor offices :
Guaranty Trust Building
Detroit offices :
Union Guardian Building

vets

&

Representatives :
J. H. McGILLVRA
485 Madison Ave., New York
JOHN KETTLEWELL
Palmolive Building, Chicago
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ACTIONS

FEDERAL
—
Decisions

—

—

. . .
MAY 14
WPAX, Thomasville, Ga. — Granted CP
change equip., increase to 250 w. D.
WJAX, Jacksonville, Fla. — Granted CP
new equip., increase to 5 kw. D.
— Grantedantenna,
modif.
CPWMAQ,
extend Addison,
completion,111.approval
correct location.
WORK,
York,
Granted modif.
cense 1320 kc
1 kwPa.—
N directional,
unltd. liWMFJ,
Daytona
Beach,
Fla.
—
license for CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd.Granted
KXYZ, Houston, Tex. — Granted license
wfortoCP1 kwchange
1440 equip.,
kc unltd.increase from 500
WMFD,
N. C. —1370
Granted
cense for Wilmington,
CP new station
kc 100liw D.
Chico, 950
Cal. kc
— Granted
CPKHSL,
new station
250 w D.license for
KRNT,
Des
Moines
—
Granted
license for
CP change equip.
KPLC,
Lake
Charles,
La.
—
Granted
license for CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
WPRO, Providence, R. I. — Granted
modif. license exp. auth. new equip., move
locally, change from 1210 to 630 kc 250 w
unltd.
WSAN,fromAllentown,
Granted
modif.
license
250 to 500Pa.w,— set
for hearing
applic. to operate with additional 500 w.
WCBA, Allentown, Pa. — Same.
WMC, toMemphis
license
increase
1 kw —N Granted
2% kw modif.
D directional,
change equip.
WKBB,
Dubuque,
Granted
cense for CPE. new
equip., 111.—
increase
to 250liw D, hours to unltd. 1500 kc 100 w.
WSVA,vol.Harrisonburg,
Granted
consent
assign, licenseVa.to— Shenandoah
Valley Brdcstg. Corp.
SPECIALW. AUTHORIZATIONS—
Bluefield,
Va., granted temp. WHIS,
auth.
program tests pending action on applic.
modif. CP, 30 days; KGGF, Coffeyville,
Kan., granted temp. auth. operate spec,
hours.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, National
Television Corp., New York, applic. CP
television 2000-2100 kc 500 w unltd. ; NEW,
George E. Heiges, Sharon, Pa., applic. CP
1370 kc 100 w N 250 w D unltd. ; NEW,
Educational Radio Inc., Spartanburg, S. C,
applic. CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd., asks call
WWC; NEW, St. Petersburg Chamber of
Commerce, St. Petersburg, Fla., applic CP
1310 kc 100 w unltd. ; KRSC, Seattle, applic. CP 250 w N & D, unltd. hours,
change equip. ; KGBZ, York, Neb., applic.
modif. license from S-KMA to unltd., asks
facilities of KMA; WBAA, W. Lafayette,
Ind., applic. modif. license to daily;
KMED. Medford, Ore., applic. modif. license to 1410 kc 250 w, change hours to
spec. 6 a. m.-9 p. m. ; NEW, Roy L. Albertson. Buffalo, N. Y., applic. CP 1370
kc 100 w N 250 w D S-WSVS ; NEW, E.
L. Clifford, pottsville, Pa., applic. CP 580
kc 250 w D ; NEW, Pittsburg Brdcstg. Co.,
Pittsburg, Kan., applic. CP 1310 kc 100
w unltd. ; NEW, Clark Standiford. Marysville, Cal.. applic. CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd. ;KTAT, Fort Worth, Tex., exp. auth.
570 kc 1 kw unltd., directional; WWAE,
Hammond, Ind., WSBC, Chicago, KWKC,
Kansas City, WOS, Jefferson City, Mo.,
applic. renewal license ; WWL, New Orleans, WFAA, Dallas, WBAP, Fort Worth,
WCCO, Minneapolis, WOV, New York,
WPG, Atlantic City, applic. for renewal
set for hearing 6-27-35 ; KGKO, Wichita
1Falls,
kw. Tex., applic. exp. auth. 1240 kc
ACTION ON EXAMINERS' REPORT
— WNRA,
ed modif. Muscle
license Shoals
from DCity,to Ala.,
unltd.grant1420
kc 100 w, sustaining Examiner Dalberg.
APPLICATIONS RETIRED — KGI X .
Las Vegas, Nev., CP move locally, change
equip., heretofore granted, and call letters
KGIX deleted ; WAMC, Anniston, Ala., applic. rebuild station, heretofore granted,
and call letters WAMC deleted.
MISCELLANEOUS — NEW, Arthur
Westlund & Jules Cohn, Santa Rosa, Cal.,
granted request oral argument 9-12-35 ;
WAAT, Jersey City, granted request oral
argument 9-12-35; WINS, New York,
granted 2 more weeks to file appearance ;
WESG, Elmira, N. Y., granted 30 days
extension to continue on 850 kc. ; WMCA,
New York, granted postponement of taking of depositions in re hearing on license
renewal, hearing set for 6-6-35 ; NEW,
Ward Walker, Seattle, granted petition accept statement of facts, hearing continued
until action on applic. KOMO change from
920 to 760 kc ; KXA, Seattle, denied motion filed by NBC to default and dismiss
applic. Ward Walker ; KWTO, Springfield.
Page 48
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COMMUNICATIONS
(Broadcast Division)
MAY 14 TO MAY
—
Mo., suspended grant and set for hearing
applic. increase from 1 to 5 kw D because
of protest of Springfield Newspapers Inc. ;
KARK, Little Rock, Ark., denied reconsideration action setting for hearing applic. increase to 500 w N 1 kw D ; NEW,
Guilford Brdcstg. Co., Abilene, Tex.,
granted request hearing with applic. Reporter Pub. Co., for station at Abilene
and applic. Big Spring Herald Inc., for
new station at Big Spring and applic.
North Texas Pub. Co., for new station at
Paris ; WTAX, Springfield, 111., suspended
grant and set for hearing applic. full time
1210 kc ; WIL, St. Louis, denied auth.
make tests preparatory to request for
change freq. and increase power ; NEW,
Leroy
Durango,
consid. Haley,
auth. new
stationCol.,
1370granted
kc 100 re-w
unltd. ; KWIL, Williston, N. D., granted
request take evidence ; WKAQ, San Juan,
P. R., granted renewal; KBTM, Paragould, Ark., directed to remain silent pending action on applic. license ; WLWL,
New York, denied reconsideration applic.
change from 1100 to 810 kc unltd., instead
of spec, also asks modif. licenses of
WNYC, WOV, WCCO, WFAA, WBAP,
WWL, WPG, to be heard 6-27-35 ; WROL,
Knoxville, Tenn., granted applic. new
equip., increase from 100 to 250 w D ;
WBOW, Terre Haute, reaffirmed grant
change
increase
250 w Western
; Intermountainequip.,
Brdcstg.
Corp. to& Great
Assn. Inc., denied reconsideration reopenmony.ing applic. new station to take new testiAPPLICATIONS DISMISSED— WBNX,
New York, CP 1350 kc 250 w 2% kw LS
5-500WAWZ;
WBNX, modif. license 1350 kc
w.
RATIFICATIONS:
WEBC,
sion tests Superior,
( May 8 ) . Wis. — Granted extenWLW,
Cincinnati
midnight (May 8). — Granted 500 kw LSNEW, Radio Chapel of the Air, Minneapolis— Granted
request
take depositions
in support
of applic.
CP (May
8).
KALE, Portland, Ore. — Granted request
take
depositions
in
support
of
applic.
modif. license (May 9).
KGKL, San Angelo, Tex. — Granted extension time to file exceptions to Examiner's Report 1-44 (May 9).
NEW,
Goff, Tampa,in Fla.—
Grant-of
ed auth. G.takeD. depositions
support
applic. CP (May 4).
MAY 21
WKBB, Dubuque, 111. — Granted consent
transfer control from R. W. Hoffman to
Walter E. Klauer.
WLVA,
Va. — Granted license for CPLynchburg,
change equip.
KINY, Juneau, Alaska— Granted modif.
CP as amended approving studio and
transmitter sites Golstein Bldg., change
equip.,
change tofrom
250
w unltd.
100 w610N to& 1310
D. kc, from
KWBG.
Hutchinson,
Kan.
— Granted
modif. CP change equip.
WDAG, Amarillo, Tex. — Granted consent
vol. assign, license to Plains Radio Brdcstg.
Co.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, Century
Brdcstg. Co. Inc., Richmond, Va., applic.
CP 1370 kc 100 w D ; NEW, Roberts MacNab Hotel Co., Jamestown, N. D., applic.
CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Clark
Standiford, San Jose, Cal., applic. CP
1500 kc 100 w D : NEW, George B. Storer,
Detroit, applic. CP 680 kc 1 kw D ; NEW,
Hyman Altman, Detroit, applic. CP 1370
kc 100 w D ; NEW, Pat Whitaker d/b
Tampa Brdcstg. Co., Tampa, Fla., applic.
CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, D. B.
Sutton, Miami, Fla., applic. CP 1210 kc
100 w unltd. ; NEW. Commercial Brdcstrs.
Inc., Moorehead, Minn., applic. CP 1310
kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, A. Corenson, Pasadena, Cal., applic. CP 1480 kc 100 w D
(en banc 9-19-35) ; NEW, Dudley J. Connolly & Co., Chattanooga, applic. CP 1200
kc 100 w unltd. ; KOMO, Seattle, applic.
CP move trans, locally, change from 920
to 760 kc, increase from 1 to 5 kw D, install new equip., requests facilities of
KXA (en banc 9-26-35) ; KID, Idaho Falls,
applic. CP move transmitter locally, increase from 250 to 500 w N, 500 w to 1
kw D ; WCAP. Asburv Park. N. J., applic.
spec. auth. 1 kw 30 davs ; WRBL, WGAR,
WIRE. WHEC, WIOD-WMBF, WSMB,
WKBW, KFVS, granted temporary licenses
pending hearing.
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS — KLPM,
Minot, N. D., granted temp. auth. operate
6- 7 a. m. except Sunday for 30 days ;
WMT. Waterloo, la., granted temp. auth.
operate reduced power of 1 kw LS 30 days
pending removal to new site ; WTAW,
College Station, Tex., granted temp. auth.

COMMISSION

—
28, INCLUSIVE
remain silent to 9-1-35; WFIL, Philadelphia, granted ext. exp. auth. 560 kc 1 kw
N to 6-30-35; KWSC, Pullman, Wash.,
granted temp. auth. spec, hours ; KQV,
Pittsburgh, granted extension temp. auth.
simul-WSMK 8 p. m. to midnight during
June; WSMK, Dayton, O., same as KQV;
WCAC, Storrs, Conn., granted temp. auth.
remain silent to 9-1-35 ; WIOC, Bridgeport,
Conn.,
operate
unltd.
6-10-35 granted
to 7-9-35temp.
whileauth.
WCAC
is silent;
WEW, mainSt.silentLouis,
granted
temp.
auth.
reto 8-15-35 ; WCAD, Canton,
N. Y., granted temp. auth. operate spec,
hours.
MISCELLANEOUS — KWTO, Springfield, Mo., CP increase from 1 to 5 kw D,
set for hearing May 14, reconsidered, protest dismissed, authority heretofore granted
to station sustained ; WBAX, Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., denied petition to rehear applic. renewal; KGFK, Moorhead, Minn., in constaymove
orderto ofDuluth
May 16,
effective dateformityofwithCP
extended
as of 4-20-35 until further order of court
and commission ; WCBS, Springfield, 111.,
action of March 5 granting applic. change
from 1210 to 1420 kc, hours from S-WTAX
to spec, affirmed, protests having been
withdrawn and dismissed ; WTAX, Springfield, 111., affirmed action of March 10
granting unltd. time ; WFAX, White
Plains, N. Y., denied petition reconsider
and grant applic. change equip., increase
to 250 w D ; NEW, Utah Brdcstg. Co.,
Salt Lake City, Utah, denied motion Utah
Radio Educational Society to reconsider
and deny motion for hearing ; WDAG,
Amarillo, Tex., dismissed from hearing
docket and retired to files applic change
from 1410 to 1120 kc : KBTM. Paragould,
Ark., granted
if efficient
?"t»*"ia
installed,
grantedCP temp.
auth. use
presentis
equip, at Jonesboro 30 days.
RATIFICATIONS:
KGKB, spec,
Tyler,hours
Tex. —(action
Granted taken
temp. 5/18).
auth.
operate
WCFL,
Chicago
— Granted ext. equip,
tests
10 days
(5/13).
WHBY, Green Bay, Wis.; WLBF,
Kansas City; WMFN, Clarksdale, Miss.;
WLEU, Erie. Pa. ; WLVA, Lynchburg,
Va. — Granted ext. program tests 30 days.
WHDF,
Mich. — Granted temp,
auth.
spec Calumet,
hours (5/20).
MAY 28
WBZA, Boston — Granted CP change
equip.
WDZ,
Tuscola,
— Granted
ed to change
from 111.1070
to 1020 CPkc, amend100 to
250 w D, change equip., transmitter site.
KFH, Wichita — Granted CP change
equip., increase to 5 kw D.
WHIS, Bluefield, W. Va. — Granted modif.
CP change equip., license for 1410 kc 250
w N 500 w D S-WHBX.
WGCM, change
Mississippi
Granted
CP
amended
to 1120 City
kc, —change
equip.,
increase
to
500
w,
unltd.
except
8-9
p.
m.
Mon. Fri.
WDAY.
Fargo,
N.
D.
—
Granted
license
for CP 940 kc 1 kw N 5 kw D unltd.
Francisco —date
Granted
modif.
CPKFRC,
extendSancompletion
to preserve
status quo pending renewal.
W JEJ,tensionHagerstown,
Md. —useGranted
extemp. auth. 30 days
50 w from
LS to 11 p. m. spec. days.
KWEA-KWKH,
— Grantapplic. transfer Shreveport,
control to La.
Times
Pub.
Co. edLtd.
KSO, Des Moines — Granted license for
CP change equip., extend completion.
KRNT, Des Moines — Granted license for
exp. auth. 1220 500 w N 1 kw D.
WMFH, Boston — Granted modif. CP approvitrans.
ng .
& studio sites, extend comSPECIAL
AUTHORIZATIONS—
pletion.
Shreveport, La., granted extensionKWEA,
temp,
auth. remain silent to 6-28-35 ; WCAT,
Rapid City, S. D., granted temp. auth. remain silent to 9-9-35.
APPLICATIONS DENIED — KGBX,
Springfield, Mo., denied extension exp.
auth. 500 w LS to midnight 1230 kc directional ;KFRO, Longview, Tex., denied
spec. auth. 100 w D specified hours ;
WCAP, Asbury Park, N. J., denied temp,
auth. operate simul. WCAM specified
hours ; KGKB, Tyler, Tex., denied temp,
auth. operate unltd. 30 days.
SET FOR HEARING — WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md., applic. CP new equip., move
transmitter
change
1230 ; kc
crease to 250locally,
w N 500
w D tounltd.
NEW,inHerbert Lee Blye, Uniontown, Pa., 1420 kc
100 w D ; NEW, Herbert Lee Blye, Leganon, Pa., 1240 kc 250 w D asks call
WBLY;nah, 1200
NEW,
W. T.w Knight,
kc 100
unltd. ; Mr.,
NEW,SavanFla.

— —
—
West Coast Brdcstg. Co., Tampa, 1370 I I
100 w unltd., asks call WPAT; NE? I
Black Hills Broadcast Co.. Rapid Cit I
S. D., 1370 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Go J
don P. Brown, Rochester, N. Y., 630 1 I
250 w D ; KWEA, Shreveport, La., appli I
renewal ; WJTL, Atlanta, applic. renewa I
KFPL, Dublin, Tex., applic. renewal.
RATIFICATIONS :
WPAY, Portsmouth, O. — Granted aut] 1
extend program tests (5-24).
WCFL, Chicago— Granted auth. exter I
equip,
(5-24).— Granted auth. exter I
WOR,tests
Newark
program tests . (5-18) .
WMBC, Detroit — Granted auth. tal I
depositions CP applic. (5-23).
KFYR. Bismarck, N. D. — Granted autl I
take depositions on license renewal (5-18 I
NEW, Hammond-Calumet Brdcstg. Corp ■
Hammond, Ind. — Granted auth. take dep< I
sitions CP applic (5-20).

Examiners' Reports . . 1
NEW, L.HillM.recommended
Kennett, IndianapolisExaminer
(1-53) thf 1I
applic. for CP 600 kc 1 kw D be grantee I
NEW, Helena Brdcstg. Co., Helens I
Mont. ; Montana Brdcstg. Co., Boulde; I
Mont.
B. Craney, (1-54)
Helenathat
— Examine
Dalberg; E.
recommended
applies I1
tion of Helena Brdcstg. Co. CP 1420 kc 10 I
wcations
unltd.bebedenied.
granted and that other appl I
NEW,
J.
C. & E.Walker
W. Lee,
Riverside 1I
Cal. — Examiner
recommends
(1-55) that applic. for CP 820 kc 250 w 1 l|
be granted.
NEW, A. P. Herbert & Alvin Muelle I
Jr., Mueller Amusement Co., Seguin, Tei J
— Examiner Walker recommended (1-56 1
that applic
for asCP in1500
kc 100 w spe< 1 1
hours
be denied
default.
NEW, Price Siever, O. L. Bayless, J
W. Steele Jr., Duncan, Okla. — Examine
Hyde
that appli i
1500applic
kcrecommended
100 w unltd. (1-58)
be denied,
ad
NEW, Raymond L. Hughes, Midland
Tex. — Examiner Walker recommende I
(1-59) that applic. 1200 kc 100 w D bdj
denied ; also that applic. E. F. Houser S|
Clyde
Spring, Tex., 1210 k|
100 w Miller,
unltd. beBigdenied.
Applications
. . .
MAY 14
WJZ,
New
York
—
License
increase from 30 to 50 kw. for exp. autl
NEW, Knox Brdcstg. Co. Inc., Schenec
tady,
N. Y. — CP 1240
1 kw unltd.
WBEN,
CP kcchange
equip., in
crease from Buffalo
1 to 5— kw.

WWJ,to Detroit
— Modif.
move trans 1
mitter
Oak Park,
changeCP equip.
NEW, E. F. Sapp & S. F. Sapp d/1
Waycross
Co.. Waycross, Ga.—
CP
1210 kcBrdcstg.
100 w unltd.
NEW,
E.
W.
Patrick,
Brookfield,
Mo.-t
CP 1310
amended
1210
kc. kc 100 w unltd.,
WTMJ, Milwaukee — Auth. antenna mea
surement.
NEW,CP Howard
Santa Rosa
Cal.—
1280 kc W.
250 Heskett,
w D.
KGCX,
Wolf
Point,
Mont.
—
equip., increase from 100 w 250CPw Dchang.
to
kw, change from 1310 to 610 kc, hour:
from spec to unltd., move transmitte
locally, amended to 1450 kc, change equip
NEW, Pacific Acceptance Corp., Sai
Diego,
CP kc
1420D kc
amended Cal.to— 1200
only.100 w unltd.
KECA,
Los
Angeles—
Modif. CP a: j
modified to extend completion.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— WJBC
Bloomington,
neww equip.,
inereascj
from
100 w to111.,
100 CPw 250
D : NEW,
Pal
mer Brdcstg. Syndicate Inc., Lewiston
Me., CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd.
MAY 15
WJEJ,moveHagerstown,
Md. change
— CP fron
new
equip.,
trans, locally,
1210 to 1230 kc, increase from 100 to 25(
w N, 500 w D, hours from D to unltd
KSO, Des
License
for Moines
CP foi
removal
from Moines
Cedar —Rapids
to Des
change
equip.
NEW, L. E. Robideaux, Bend, Ore. — CI
100 w 1500 kc spec, amended to unltd.
KINY,
Juneau,amended
Alaska—to Modif.
kc
250 wequip.
unltd,
1310 kcCP100 61(v: 1
change
KBTM,
Paragould, (CP
Ark. —expired
Licenseandfor new
CI
move
to Jonesboro
CP not granted).
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— WMFE
New
Britain, Conn.
— Sutton,
Modif. CPMiami,
additiona
time;
Fla..
CP 940NEW,
kc 500D.w B.unltd.
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MAY 16
5YB-WSYU. Syracuse— CP new equip.,
ije
from 250
to 500 rew, equip.,
move power
transr locally,
amended
kw, transmitter at Nedrow, N. Y.,
i d completion.
:W. W. S. Thellman, New Castle, Pa.
1200 kc 100 w spec.
:W. Attala Brdcstg. Corp., Columbus,
— CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd.
SBC,
Superior,
— License for CP
e equip.,
increaseWis.power.
KNT,
Des
Moines
—
500 w 1 kw D. License for exp.
TBM,
— Modif.
move
mitter Indianapolis
to Millersville
Road,CP change
W.
Ralphw unltd.
E. Smith, San Diego — CP
kc 100
OR,
Colorado
Col. — CP move
mitter locally, Springs,
change equip.
PLICATION RETURNED — WOCI,
!Stown, N. Y., vol. assign, license to
urd J. Doyle.
MAY 17
}DO, Albany, N. Y. — CP change
>., move transmitter locally.
|MBG,
Richmond,
Va. — 1210
CP install
new
)., change
freq. from
kc to 1350
nove transmitter, increase from 100 w
50
). w D to 500 w unltd., amended re
5W, Springfield Newspapers Inc.,
ngfield, O. — CP 1120 kc 250 w D.
JBC,
City to— 5License
CP
equip.,Kansas
increase
kw D, for
modif.
se to measure power.
IHL, Billings, Mont. — Extension exp.
. 780 kc 90 days.
'PLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW,
-j. i wS Brdcstg.
Co., Atlanta,
CP Brdcstg.
1200 kc
unltd. ; NEW,
Lakeland
i Tampa, Fla., CP 1200 kc 100 w
i. ; NEW, Wm. H. West, St. Louis,
1 1200 kc 100 w unltd., contingent on
ting of applic. of WIL (applic. of
has been dismissed).
MAY 20
ONO, San Antonio — License for CP
ISW,transmitter
studio. Chattanooga,
W. A. &Patterson,
,—0. CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd., asks call

:::

"The Crystal
Sinc
Speceiali1925
sts"
.Pioneers

■cientific Radio Service Crysare ground to an accuracy
<: nlf BETTER than .01% before
tiey leave our laboratories in
rder to meet our own specifiations.
»
New Low Prices!
LOW
TEMPERATURE
COEFFICIENT
CRYSTALS
I|hese LOW TEMPERATURE
COEFFICIENT CRYSTALS
ire supplied in Isolantite Airap Holders in the 550-1500
* ijCc. band at only
$50.00 each
Complete
Prompt Delivery Assured
a Monitor
s We maintain
Service

NICE
1Ril^cfs^^<
124 JACKSON AVENUE
University Park
HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND
Send for our price list and
booklet
i ept. B-3-6
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Clarksdale, Miss. — License for
CPWMFN,
new station.
NEW, Waycross Brdcstg. Co., Waycross,
Ga. — CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd., amended
re equip.
WMBD,
ter, changePeoria,
equip. 111. — CP move transmitWOC, Davenport, la. — License for CP
change equip., increase D power.
NEW, Fort Dodge Brdcstg. Co., Fort
Dodge. Ia. — CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
WCFL,
Chicago — Modif. CP as modif.
extend completion.
KQW, mitterSan
Jose, toCal.Fresno.
— CP move transand studio
NEW, Pacific Agricultural Foundation
Lt., San Jose. Cal.— CP 980 kc 100 w D.
APPLICATIONS
Clayton,
Mo., modif. RETURNED—
license from KFUO,
550 to
1010 kc, 500 w 1 kw D to 1 kw, hours
from S-KSD to D, asks facilities of station not specified ; NEW, King County
Broadcasters, Seattle, CP 850 kc 100 w D
and midnight to 6 a. m., amended to ltd. ;
KGRS, Amarillo, Tex., modif. license from
spec, to unltd., amended to contingent
granting applic. WDAG for freq. change
(station assigned) ; WEBC, Superior,
modif. CP change equip., increase from
1 kw 2% kw D to 1 kw 5 kw D, change
equip.
MAY 21
NEW,
L &w S unltd.,
Brdcstg.amended
Co., Atlanta—
1200
kc 100
to 1210 CPkc
D onlv.
KVSO,1210Ardmore,
Modif. CP new
station
kc 100 Okla.—
w D, transmitter
site
Northwest & Chickasaw Blvds., studio
same, change equip.
Louis, 111. — License for
CPWTMV,
modif. E.
newSt.station.
KIUL,
Garden
City,
Kan. — License for
CP new station.
KFNF,
Shenandoah,
Ia.
from 500 w to 1 kw N. — Modif. license
WTAD, Quincy. 111. — CP change equip.,
move to 510 Main St., amended to omit
request to move.
KIZ, mitter,
Denver
Modif. CPchange
move from
trans-1
extend —completion,
kw
kw D to 1 kw 5 kw D.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW.
Preston E. Kennedy, Pitman, N. J.. CP
100 w unltd. ; NEW, Dr. Alvin J. Corbell,
Fort Worth, Tex., CP 1200 kc 100 w
unltd.. amended to 1310 kc ltd. & sharing,
change equip., change location trans. &
studio; WCAZ, Carthage. 111., CP new
equip., increase from 100 to 250 w ; NEW,
LaGrande Brdcstg. Inc., LaGrande, Ore.,
CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd.
MAY 22

MAY 24
WLLH,
Lowell,
— Vol. Co.
assignment
license to MerrimacMass.
Brdcstg.
Inc.
WMFI,
New
Haven
—
Modif.
modif. extend completion, change CP
equip.,as
transmitter & studio Taft Hotel.
WLBL, Stevens Point, Wis. — CP change
equip., increase from 2% to 5 kw.
MAY 27
NEW, Waycross Brdcstg. Co., Waycross,
Ga. — CP 12101200
kc kc.
100 w unltd. amended re
transmitter,
NEW, L & S Brdcstg. Co., Waycross,
Ga. —1210CP kc.1200 kc 100 w unltd., amended
to
KTAT, Fort Worth— Exp. auth. 570 kc
w1 kw
1 kwunltd.,
LS. directional, amended to 500
KVI, Tacoma, Wash. — CP move transmitterfromKing1 county,
crease
to 5 kw. change equip., inKWTN,
Watertown,
S. D.w— LS
CP amended
increase
from 100 w to 100 w 250
to
new
equip.,
omit
request
for
increase
in D power.
WEAN,
from
500 wProvidence,
to 1 kw D.R. I. — Modif. license
WEBC, Superior, Wis. — Modif. license
from 1 to 5 kw LS to 5 kw D & N.
WOL, equip.
Washington — License for CP
change
WTRC. Elkhart, Ind.— CP change equip.,
increase from 50 w 100 w LS to 100 w
250
w LS, change name to Truth Pub.
Co. Inc.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW,
E. L. Sherman & H. L. Corlev, Trinidad,
Col., CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW,
Clark Standiford, San Diego. Cal., CP 1210
kc 100 w D.
KIUP are the call letters designated by the FCC for the new 100
watt station on 1370 kc. at Durango, Col., owned by LeRoy Haley.
KFH, Wichita, on May 28 was authorized by the FCC to increase
its day power to 5,000 watts.

KFPL. Dublin, Tex. — Modif. CP increase
from 100 w to 100 w 250 w D, move
transmitter, chann-e eouio.
NEW, Oil Capital Brdcstg. Assn. James
G.
Ulmer. seeks
Kilgore.
Tex. — of
CP KWEA.
1210 kc 100
w unltd.,
facilities
KROC. Rochester. Minn. — Modif. CP
new station 1310 kc 100 w unltd., requpsting extension completion to 1-19-36.
Moorhead,
Minn. —
CPNEW,
1500 R.
kc E.100 Chinn,
w unltd..
seeks facilities
of KGFK if KGFK moves to Duluth.
NEW, Mason City Broadcast Co., EmIa.- —
CP 1420mons L.kcAbeles,
100 w Sec.
unltd..Mason
asks City.
call KMCI.
NEW,
W.
L.
Gleeson,
Salinas,
Cal.
—
1210 kc 100 w unltd.. amended re equip.CP
NEW. Mrs. C. A. S. Heaton. Las Vegas,
Nev. — CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd.
NEW. Marvsville-Yuba Pub. Inc.. Marysville. Hal. — CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd.
Kindig.
Hollywood
CP
1160NEW,
kc 1 W.
kw H.
unltd.,
amended
to 1300— kc,
hours from unltd. to S-KFAC.
NEW, Kelsev-Jenney Commercial Colleg"
unltd. Inc., San Diego — CP 1210 kc 100 w
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW.
John Siegle. Pittsfield. 111.. CP 1500 kc
100 w D ; NEW, Pendleton Brdcstg. Inc.,
Pendleton. Ore., CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd. ;
WHDL, Olean, N. Y., CP change equip.,
increase from 100 to 250 w move transmitter.
MAY

• BROADCASTING

of NBC

Now on Enlarged Basis
EXPANSION and reorganization
of the NBC Artists Service have
been completed and are now in
operation, according to George Engles, NBC vice president and
managing
director
of the
service —
the largest
talent
management
concern in the world.
Mr.sion ofEngles
concluthe taskannounced
from Hollywood,
where he supervised the opening
of a branch office for quicker and
more efficient service in the motion
picture field — a division in which
rapidlyed.growing
activity
s expectUnder Dema
Harshbarger,
the Hollywood office will be able
to assure artists adequate service
in regard to motion picture contracts, and at the same time will
act ersasand liaison
the starsbetween
on the talent-buymovie lots.
"After careful experimentation
with realignment of personnel in
specialized divisions (many of
them new) ." Mr. Engles explained,
"we have now decided upon a
course which we believe makes us
better prepared to serve artists in
the fields of radio, motion pictures,
theater, opera, concerts, recording,
private entertainment, hotels, night
clubs and resorts. We are also
able to offer an equally broad service to talent buyers in the advertising, theatrical
world."
Mr. Engles
saidandthefilmexpansion
will permit varied and consecutive
bookings for artists through all
offices. Daniel S. Tuthill remains
assistant managing director.

TRUE FIDELITY EQUIPMENT IS REQUIRED FOR
FIDELITY REPRODUCTION.
More and more engineers are demanding the
Bruno Model R V-3 high fidelity microphone.
These guaranteed microphones are constructed almost entirely of metal and are unaffected
by atmospheric conditions. Here is proof of
its performance under operating conditions.
. . . "We incontemplate
the and
BrunoinRV-3
exclusively
our remote using
studios
the
— "by direct comparison" tests we have always
found the Bruno mikes equal in performance to
Yours very truly,
more expensive makes.
Radio Station WINS
Paul von Kunits.
Engineer in charge of Operations
field."
(".beck these characteristics of this truly high
fidelity microphone.
• Frequency response of 30 to 14,000 CPS.
•• Output
— 69 db.high gain.
It has anlevel
extremely

23

WAZL, 100Hazelton,
CP new toequip.,
increase
to 250 Pa.—
w, amended
1380
kc unltd.
NEW Honolulu Brdcstg. Co. ltd., Hilo,
T. H. — CP 1420 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd.,
amende"! re equip., 100 w D & N.
APPLICATION RETURNED — W8XD.
WBEN
Inc., Buffalo, modif. license general
exn. station.
KROC.
Rochester,
Minn.— Modif.
modif. approval
transmitter
2d St. CPN.W.as
KIUJ.
Santa
Fe
—
Assignment
license to
W. C. Irvin.
KEHE,
Los
Anee'es
—
CP
change
equip.,
asks facilities KELW. move transmitter
locally, change from 500 w 1 kw LS to
1 kw 5 kw LS unltd.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— WNPF,
Binghamton, N. Y.. CP change equip.,
increase from 100 to 100 w 250 w LS ;
license for CP change equip, etc.

Artists Service

• It is highly directional.
Write to the acoustics department fcr detailed information on these "microphones

BRUNO
20-22
NEW

of tomorrow."
LABORATORIES
West

22nd

YORK,

Street
N.

Y.

Test Broadcast Campaign
Begun by National Sugar
A TEST program over 4 stations
was begun for the National Sugar
Refining Company of N. J., Jack
Frost Sugar, during the week of
May 27. Stations used for this test
are: WWJ, WTMJ, WOWO, and
WCAE. In Detroit, over WWJ,
the program is broadcast five days
a week. In the other three cities,
Milwaukee, Fort Wayne, and Pittsburgh the programs are broadcast
every Tuesday and Thursday
morning. All programs are 15
minutes in length. Young and
Rubicam, Inc., is the agency.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
T. A. M. CRAVEN
Consulting Radio Engineer
Allocation Engineering
Commercial Coverage Surveys
Antenna Installations
Complete Engineering Surveys
National Press Building
Washington, D. C.
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
Synchronization Equipment Design.
Field Strength and Station Location
Surveys. Line
Antenna
Design. Wire
Problems.
National Press Bldg., Wash.. D. C.
N. Y. Office: Englewood, N. J.
FREQUENCY MONITORING SERVICE
Reference frequencies derived from the
National Standard of Frequency of the
National Bureau of Standards by continuous leased wire service.
For 24-hour Service
Phone GREENWOOD 2134
Washington
Institute ofD. Technology
Washington,
C.
PAUL
GODLEY
and Associates

Stations

Held

to Lack

Injunctive

Relief

Prior to Rendering of Decisions by FCC
IN A 3 to 2 decision, the U. , S.
ened to proceed to a hearing on
Court of Appeals for the District
the application of WHB without
of Columbia held May 27 that allowing petitioner to be heard in
broadcasting stations have no right
opposition thereto," Justice Groner
to go to court for injunctive relief wrote.
in advance of FCC actions which
"In the circumstances, * * * I
might prejudice their operations.
am of opinion that this action of
Justices Groner and Hitz, however,
the Commission was arbitrary and
handed down a strong dissenting
in direct conflict with its own rules
opinion in which many new phases
of station legal rights were touched
Groner declared while he
andJustice
regulations."
was not unmindful of the broad
upon.
The decision came in the appeal
which Congress has grantof the FCC from the opinion of powers
ed to the Commission he felt that
the Supreme Court of the District the Commission had misinterpreted
of Columbia which had denied the its own rules and misunderstood
FCC petition that an appeal taken
the law with relation to the rights
on economic grounds by WREN,
of WREN. Broad as is the ComLawrence, Kan., be dismissed.
mission's power, heand
continued,
WREN had sued in equity, through
is not unlimited;
I have "it
no
counsel Paul M. Segal and George
doubt that, in any proper case in
S. Smith, against the FCC ruling which it is shown that the threatened action of the Commission is
denying its petition to intervene in
the hearing on the application of arbitrary, the courts of the DisWHB, Kansas City, for increased
trict of Columbia, in the exercise
hours during the evening, contendof their equity jurisdiction, at the
ing that it was a party in interest
instance of the person injured,
and raising the economic and comhave authority to enjoin as a plain
petitive issues.
abuse of power.
Remedy at Law
"And certainly no action can be
more arbitrary, more oppressive,
THE MAJORITY of the appellate
or more unjust than that which
court did not touch upon the eco- condemns before it hears."
nomic issues but held simply that
Justice Groner pointed to the dethe lower court erred in overuling
cision of the Supreme Court in the
the motion of the FCC to dismiss
WIBO case, in which it said the
the WREN bill. It reached that
"equities of existing stations unconclusion on the ground that
doubtedly demand consideration."
WREN had "a plain, adequate and
The equities of which the highest
complete remedy at law" after the tribunal spoke, said Justice Groner,
FCC decision by appealing to the "are in the nature of property
higher court rather than the lower
rights which, at the least, may not
one. Secondly, it held that this was
be taken away without not;ce and
its "exclusive remedy" and that the hearing. If it were otherwise, the
lower court was without jurisdicmillions of dollars invested in ration. It reversed the decision and
dio broadcasting stations would be
remanded the case with instrucwholly subject to the caprice or
tions to sustain the motion and
favor
of the regulatory body. Such
dismiss the bill.
a
grant
of power would be so clearAn opposite view on both grounds
unreasonable, so oppressive, and
was taken by Justice Groner in a so lypartial
as to make it unthinkdissenting opinion concurred in by
able, without more, that the ConJustice Hitz. He pointed out that
gress ever intended to grant it."
WREN alleged that the Kansas
The dissenting opinion continued:
City area already is adequately
and fully supplied with broadcastWhen, therefore. WHB made its
ing service and that introduction
application to the Commission for
of another nighttime station would
night-time
and the
sion agreed service,
to a hearing,
the " Commisprimary
vitally affect its service, revenue
and resources, and thereby ad- issue involved determining whether
the present service was adequate and,
versely affect public interest, convenience and necessity.
if it was, the probable effect of admitting competition into a field ade"The Commission, although statquately termining
served the; financial
and this involved
deing no reasons for its action, reeffect upon
fused to allow petitioner to interthose now rendering public service in
that field. In the determination of
vene and, the bill alleges, threat-

Radio Engineers
Montclair, N. J.
Phone Montclair 2-7859
EDGAR H. FELIX
1775 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes, Allocation and Location Investigations
VAN NOSTRAND RADIO
ENGINEERING SERVICE
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT SERVICE— More
fifty broadcasting
stations
servedthanregularly
under annual agreements find our service highly accurate and dependable.
339 Leland Ter. N. E., ATLANTA, GA.
Page 50

FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

these questions petitioner had a v
interest
the Commission's
to whichand,I ifhave
already refer1
means anything, it means that s
an interest may be represented at J
hearing
and present
evidence and
heard before
the determination
made.
Therefore to say, as the opinion
this case says, that petitioner has
adequate remedy by appeal to
court — after the Commission has m
its final decision on the applicatioi
WHB — is, it seems to me, wh
without point. It is the equivalent
locking the stable door after the h<
is gone. Section 402 (e) of the C
munications Act of 1934, provk
for appeals to this court, limits I
court's consideration to questions
law and provides that findings of I
by the Commission, if supported
substantial evidence, shall be con
sive ; and we have held time and as
that the court is bound by the C,
mission's fact-findings.
To contend, therefore, that r
tioner has an adequate remedy, w
it is bound byand
factswithout
found without
intervention
an op]
tunity on its part to be heard, h
effectively foreclose its rights be:
they are known and render an ap|
to this court, on a record to whfcl
is a stranger — wholly bootless. T
enough, it may be the right of
Commission to determine the "st
ties" which shall control, but to c
mand approval it must act judicij
must hear and weigh the evidence
exercise its powers fairly and equi
ly ; and this it cannot do by clo;
its ears to the proffer of testimony
behalf of one whose legal rights
put in jeopardy and who season;
applies
a hearing.
"Judgn
ceases tofor
be judicial
if there
is <
demnation
in
advance
of
trial."
v.
1935.Zerbst (S. C), decided MayE.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements
Broadcasting cost 7c per word foj
each insertion. Cash must aecom
Forms
pany
order.close 25th and 10th o:
month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
Opening for an experienced radio
vertising salesman, progressive south
tral independent station. Drawing aec
and commission. Must be a prodi|
Good opportunity for the right man.
own organization knows of this adver,
ment. Box 325, Broadcasting.
Midwest station seeking personality p
nouncer : master of ceremonies t_J
rural background preferred ; friendly!
vial and able to control talent and [
over acts and sales copy. Send eomi
information and photograph. If yq
not
A-l don't write. Box 326 Br
casting.
Wanted and
ProgressiveSituations
station manager
duction executive possessing over
years' experience with network and
pendent stations seeks connection as
ager, preferably
Thoroughly
familiarwithwith"full-time"
FCC and 1|
right and
laws,continuity.
sales, systematizing,
pro!
tion,
Excellent
recommendations.
At present record
emplq
Box 322, Broadcasting.
Progressive production director,
tinuity writer, engineer, announcer, s
sales experience. Ten years in radio br
casting.
Excellent references. Co
graduate. Hard worker, dependable,
ary
secondary
Broadcasting. to opportunity. Box
Research student in radio advertis
age
graduate of
universities,
sires 24,connection
withtworadio
station
agency.
Excellent
references.
Box
Broadcasting.
Available at once — Licensed broad
operators trained on latest high-f
ity equipment
remotes Kansas
and control
Write
or wire ;W9XBY,
City, Mrc
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NATIONAL
NEW
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WEAF & WJZ
S,

BROADCASTING
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
* WASHINGTON
WRC & WMAL

SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON— WBZ

COMPANY,
SUBSIDIARY

★ CHICAGO
WMAQ & WENR

★ SAN

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.— WBZA • SCHENECTADY— WGY
DENVER — KOA • PHILADELPHIA « DETROIT

■

'

INC.

FRANCISCO
KGO & KPO

• PITTSBURGH— KDKA

• CLEVELAND— WT AM

HOW

HIGH

IS

YOUR

FIDELITY?

Do

you realize that no matter

studio
on

and

transmitter

the air can

at the input
Right

RCA

RCA

be any better

at the beginning

than

pu

that delivere(

of the chain is the mos
the other

link

is neglected.
VELOCITY

for the beginning
Send

the rest of you

is, the signal you

link. It is useless to improve

if this one
The

equipment

good

by the Microphone?

there

important

never

how

for our

MICROPHONE

of your

broadcast

descriptive

is the best lin
equipment

bulletin — let us

Manufacturing

chai

prove

Company,

i

Inc

TRANSMITTER
SALES SECTION • CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY
New York: 1270 Sixth Avenue
Chicago: 111 N. Canal Street
Atlanta: 144 Walton St., N.\*
Dallas: Santa Fe Building
San Francisco: 235 Montgomery St.
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Canada and Foreign
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15c the
$3.00
the Copy
Year

no"

Advertisi

"I'll

9 lev

swap

en

yuh

miggies

fer

this ? glassie?"
Remember
That glassie was sure plenty more fun to own than
those eleven miggies. It was a beauty! It was bigger. It
had " Class ". And you wanted it.
Broadcasters feel the same about their choice of
stations in New England when they select WBZ and WBZA.
For, although their combined power exceeds the combined
power of all other stations in Massachusetts, power is but
one important factor in making WBZ

and WBZA

"bigger

and better".
Equally important are the ideals behind their management. The highest standards of advertising and ethical
conduct assure WBZ and WBZA advertisers that they will
always be in good company.
That's what gives a station "Class".
And " Class " is what makes a glassie worth even
more than a good handful of miggies.

WBZ
50,000

and
WATTS

BOSTON

NATIONAL

BROADCASTING
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

1,000

• SPRINGFIELD, MASS. — WBZA • SCHENECTADY— WGY
DENVER — KOA • PHILADELPHIA • DETROIT

WATTS

SPRINGFIELD

COMPANY,
SUBSIDIARY

NEW
YORK
* WASHINGTON
★ CHICAGO
* SAN
WEAF & WJZ
WRC & WMAL
WMAQ & WENR
SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON— WBZ

WBZA

INC.

FRANCISCO
KGO & KPO

• PITTSBURGH — KDKA

• CLEVELAND — WTAM

INC

A PARTIAL LIST OF
1935 SPOT ADVERTISERS
Kolynos
Nujol
Proctor & Gamble
Libby, McNeil & Libby
The Knox Co.
Bulova
Scott's Emulsion
Best Foods
Plymouth
Pennzoil
General Motors
Standard Oil
Malt-O-Meal
Fels Naptha
Colgate
Chevrolet

A

IN SAN FRANCISCO transcription advertisers placed 76%
more business on KFRC during the first five months of 1935 as
compared with the same period last year.

HERE'S
WHY:
KFRC is the only radio station in San Francisco accepting transcriptions and announcements which offers network popularity.
Network popularity means a superior audience — greater circulation— and forms the basis of the lowest rate per thousand
listeners in the Bay Area. For coverage — circulation — and results— Use KFRC in San Francisco.
Harrison Holliway, Manager
Write

The

Don

for Full Details

Lee Broadcasting System
•
1000 Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco
AFFILIATED
WITH
THE COLUMBIA
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Representatives: RADIO
SALES,
INC.
LOS ANGELES OFFICE
New York City: 485 Madison Ave. . . Chicago: 410 N. Michigan Ave.
Don Lee Building, Seventh and Bixel Streets

/ANKEE

NETWORK

PRIMARY

CENTERS

AUDIENCE

OF

J_|ERE is the most intense regional coverage in the
country ... 12 stations covering a territory
where audience

reaches

density makes every local station an

a

in

POPULATION

To cover New

England thoroughly, you need the

intense local effectiveness of the Yankee
1 2-station audience.

Network's

important unit in the network.
Each of these stations commands
work audience for Columbia
and Yankee

Network

an all-day net-

Broadcasting

programs,

System

including such ex-

clusive regional features as the Yankee Network

News

Service and the play-by-play broadcasts of American

THE

YANKEE
NETWORK,
INC.
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON
EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC., Exclusive National Sales Representative
NEW YORK— 17 East 42nd St
Murray Hill 2-3850
CHICAGO— Wrigley Bldg
Superior 7742
DETROIT— General Motors Bldg
Madison I035
SAN FRANCISCO— 865 Mission St
'. .Sutter 6400

and National League baseball games.
Through these stations the Yankee

Network

solidates into one great primary audience

con-

the listen-

Yankee

ers of 1 2 centers of population.
With no single station or other group of stations
can you secure
the Yankee

an audience

Network

June 15, 1935

comparable

audience.
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in size to
Network
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YESTERDAY

TODAY

we

we

are

weren't

exclusive

resentatives of thirteen

It's this way.

Our

parent company,

Free &

Sleininger, Inc., felt that its list of radio stations was becoming
could continue
also continue
expect from

too large. No

to grow

at the same

yet

in

business.

national

important

number
made,

stations!

of stations? . . . The

and today Free, Johns

choice

takes over its part of the job. Under

rate, and

management

lent stations, most

to give the kind of service you

With

of them

the same

thirteen excel-

formerly

F & S list. But concentrating

F & S.

was

& Field, Inc.,

one firm

as before.

rep-

on the

on those thir-

teen stations exclusively, and with additional
So what
mere

to do?

Become

of

Stop growing?

Or split

up into two separate organizations,

each of

which

order-takers?

an organization

handles

no

FREE.

more

than

a reasonable

JOHNS
( Associated
Radio

NEW YORK
110 East 42nd St.
Lexington 2-8660
WCSC CHARLESTON, S. C.
Serving Coastal South Carolina
WIS COLUMBIA, S. C.
NBC Southeastern Group
WAIU COLUMBUS
Predominant in Central Ohio
WOC DAVENPORT
CBS Basic Supplementary Group

Expect

to help do a hang-up

& Field.

Expect great things of F & S. Your
tions will be fulfilled.

expecta-

FIELD,

Representatives

DETROIT
General Motors Bldg.
Madison 1423

SAN FRANCISCO
Russ Building
Sutter 5415

WDAY
NBC FARGO
Northwestern Group

928,867*

393,827

WDRC
CBS HARTFORD
Basic Network
WKZO
KALAMAZOO
The Voice of Southwestern Michigan
WNOX KNOXVILLE
CBS Southcentral Group
WMAZ
DoingMACON
a Peach of a Job in Georgia

449,756*

763,960*
* Population of primary daytime coverage area.

INC.

with Free & Sleininger, Inc. J

332,837

1,433,606*

job.

great things of Free, Johns

&

Station

CHICAGO
180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

man-power

LOS ANGELES
C. of C. Bldg.
Richmond 6184

WMBD PEORIA
CBS Basic Supplementary Group
WPTF RALEIGH
NBC Southeastern Group

346,406*
518,673

KALE PORTLAND
Sister Station to KOIN

464,352*

813,069*

KTUL TULSA
CBS Southwestern Group

684,840*

Published semi-monthly by Broadcasting Publications,
870 atNational
Press D. Building,
at the PostInc.,Office
Washington,
C, under Washington,
act of March D.3, C.1879.Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, 692,457*
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Copyright

Signing

Convention
Main
Turmoil
TAISHOFF
SOL
By

of Five-year

Contracts

With

ASCAP

by

Networks

Precipitates Split; Board Meeting Called
Vnd WCAU
ter to all stations informing them WCAU has an independent station
BREAK in broadcasting ranks
ver copyright contracts with the of the action. He pointed out that contract with a very low sustain.merican Society of Composers,
the five-year contract was opposed
ing fee, and that it pays 5% of its
uthors & Publishers has developed by Joseph C. Hostetler, chief NAB
receipts only on programs using
uring the last fortnight with the copyright counsel and by Mr. music, whereas under the regular
inferences so intense that serious Loucks, on the ground that it might contracts the percentage is paid on
all programs.
onsequences may ensue at the be prejudicial to the government
suit against ASCAP alleging it is
Bitterness crept into the con,'AB annual convention, scheduled
troversy when on June 11 Mr.
a combine in violation of the antiar Colorado Springs July 6-10.
trust
laws.
But
he
maintained
that
Disclosure that the two nationLevy addressed a second letter to
wide networks and WCAU, Phila- the contract was acceptable "un- NAB members, replying to Mr.
elphia, had signed contracts with
der the circumstances" and he Hostetler's letter which had been
lSCAP extending their present urged stations to accept the exten- circulated by Mr. Loucks. [This
sions of five years, although there letter also is published in full text
rrangements, on the eve of the
rial instituted by the Department
herewith.] He said among other
is "no compulsion" to do so.
f Justice against ASCAP, brought
Expressing the opposite view things that he had had reliable
bout the split. The NAB eopy- was a letter from Mr. Hostetler to word that ASCAP intended to inMr. Loucks, dated June 5, in which
ight committee, which had made
crease payments up to 25% of
futile proposal to ASCAP to ex- he reviewed the ground covered in gross receipts. He denied that the
end existing licenses until the liti- the ASCAP negotiations, and al- networks, WCAU or WOR had
gation was concluded, declined to
luded to "advantages" accrued by dealt "for our own selfish intero along with the networks.
the chains over independent staests", which he said was insinutions in their copyright contracts.
Increased Payments
ated by Mr. Hostetler.
Mr. Hostetler said, among other
In conclusion, Mr. Levy said
JONTRACTS negotiated by NBC,
IBS and WCAU call for extension things, that he understood that that Mr. Loucks did not have the
f their present contracts for five
By Thornton Fisher
■ears from Jan. 1, 1936, under the NAB Convention Previews
jresent terms. The only change,
o far as known, is a sustaining
ee increase of 825,000 for each of
he networks, so that CBS, in addiion to the 59c of the receipts of
ts key station WABC, will pay
■55,000 as a sustaining fee rather
han S40,000. The $25,000 increase
ipplies to both of the NBC networks, meaning that NBC will pay
t sustaining fee of approximately
5100,000.
The situation became so tense
:hat on June 12 President J. Trunan Ward ordered a board meetng called at the earliest possible
iate. Philip G. Loucks, NAB managing director, in New York at the
:ime as a witness in the anti-trust
suit instituted by the Department
of Justice against ASCAP, set the
meeting for June 22 at the St.
Regis Hotel, New York. Simultaneously, itwas learned that E.
p. Mills, ASCAP general manager,
had stated orally that he would
not make a formal offer to the
XAB copyright committee to extend all licenses but that he would
extend the licenses of stations under present terms for five years if
they communicated with ASCAP.
News of the signing of these
contracts burst like a bombshell in
industry ranks. Isaac D. Levy,
WCAU executive, treasurer of
the NAB and important CBS
stockholder, on June 6 sent a letJune 15, 1935
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the Hostetsend out
to NAB
authority
. _ He
ler letter on
stationery
President
from
a telegram
quoted
J.
Truman
Ward stating that Mr.
Louck's letter did not have his approval, that Mr. Ward did not ap" in had
prove "insinuations
the letter
and that
Mr. Loucks
been
wired to call a board meeting. Mr.
Levy denied that the new contracts
interfere in any way with the
ASCAP trial.
attitude of newsRespecting the
paper-owned stations, Mr. Levy
said that a canvass showed that 35
of the 36 stations holding such special contracts indicated they would
accept the 5-year extensions. He
declared the only exception was
the newspaper represented by Mr.
Hostetler (Cleveland Plain-Dealer,
operating WHK).
Further confusing the situation
was the revelation that newspaper
stations, evidently aroused by the
fact that the extensions had been
negotiated, immediately started
conversations with ASCAP for re"preferential" connewal
of fortheir
tractstracts,
five
years.
These connegotiated
separately
by
ASCAP three years ago on the
ground that newspaper stations
were entitled to special considerations because of their contributions
to music generally, call for payment of 5% only on programs
using ASCAP music, with the
guarantee that the sum shall be
four times the sustaining fee arbitrarily established.
Damm States Views
WALTER J. DAMM, manager of
WTMJ, Milwaukee, and a member
of the copyright committee of the
NAB, in reply to a query from
Broadcasting, asserted that his
ASCAP'sof ofconsideringextension
station
fer for is
a five-year
its
newspaper
contract
based
on
present terms. His communication was
as follows:
With the full realization that: (1)
Irrespective of the decision of the
lower court in the ASCAP case, that
case will be appealed to the Supreme
Court of the United States, with the
result that there is no possibility of
final adjudication before Dec. 31, 1935
(when current contracts now expire)
and probably not for another year
thereafter; (2) WTMJ cannot operate without the present ASCAP catalog; (3) ifare
the null
U. S.and
winsvoid;
the case
contracts
(4) allif
ASCAP wins WTMJ is protected for
the duration of any extension it
agrees to ; ( 5 ) if for one reason or
another ASCAP fails to continue its
present catalog. WTMJ under the eontract can cancel, WTMJ is considerPage 5

ing ASCAP's offer for a five-year extension of its license based on present terms.
Original reports were that
WOR, Newark, also had signed the
five-year extension. On June 10,
however, A. J. McCosker, president
of the station and chairman of the
NAB copyright committee, stated
that he had not signed and that
the matter was receiving consideration of WOR counsel. Further,
he said, that as chairman of the
Copyright Committee, he had not
received from ASCAP a formal
proposal that contracts for all stations will be extended for five
years. Mr. Loucks made this announcement public.
The only word from Mr. Loucks
was that the NAB Copyright Committee, which had been carrying
on negotiations for the last several
months, was functioning under a
resolution of the NAB board which
authorized discussion of a "per
piece" or measured service basis of
payment only. That would mean
that broadcasters would pay only
on the music they used at a price
predetermined by the copyright
owner and based upon competition
rather than on their entire receipts. It is roughly estimated
that, based on current broadcasting business, ASCAP will realize
this year between $2,500,000 and
$3,000,000 from broadcasting in
the nature of copyright royalties.
Development of the copyright
controversy threw into the discard
practically all of the prearranged
plans for the NAB convention.
Copyright again will be the keynote, it seems apparent, and many
speeches tentatively scheduled have
been deleted to make way for free
and full discussion of this issue,
along with the score of other matters that are regarded of transcendent importance. In Washington on June 8 to discuss revision of
the plans with Mr. Loucks was
Edwin M. Spence, general manager of WBAL, Baltimore, and general chairman of the convention
committee.
In the light of the exigencies,
here is the way the revised convention program shapes up:
The only featured speaker will
be Anning S. Prall, FCC chairman,
whose message will be on the program crusade which he was instrumental in bringing about. Because
of the deep interest in and the significance of this movement, it was
felt that the initial session should
be devoted to it. Chairman Prall
has indicated that among other
things, he will talk about advertiser and agency responsibility
program commercial credits. Hein
informs Broadcasting that his
purpose is to have a "heart to
heart" talk with the broadcasters.
Mr. Loucks' Report
THERE will be the customary reports of officers of the NAB and
its committee chairman. Mr.
Loucks will deliver his final report
as managing director, having announced last month his intention
of returning to private law practice following the convention. More
than likely he will be retained as
special counsel of the NAB and be
delegated certain legal problems
and matters of policy. James W.
Baldwin, now serving as assistant
managing director, having terminated the Code Authority of which
he was executive officer, has won
widespread endorsement as Mr.
Loucks' successor.
Page 6

Railroads
Mr. Hostetler's Letter
I CANNOT yet
believe that the
two chains and
McCosker have
entered into conASCAP. tracts
I withwould
not be surprised,
of course, if Ike
Levy causehad,
he told beus
Mr. Hostetler
frankly on Monfore the meeting broke dayupevening
that be-if
Mills would give him the contract
on Tuesday morning he would take
it. I made no protest to this because, in the first place, I did not
think Mills would give him the contract alone, and in the second place,
I did not think the protest would
do a bit of good. My understanding certainly was that McCosker
would soget
offerbe insubmitted
written
form
thatMills'
it could
to the Copyright Committee and
their reaction gotten, and in turn
submitted to the Board of Directors of the National Association of
Broadcasters before it was exeI hadcuted. * *hoped
that Mr. Bennett
*
[Andrew W. Bennett, special assistant to the Attorney General on
copyright] was right in his conclusion that he would - be able to try
the Government case with ASCAP
without pointing out as one of the
proofs of discrimination, the advantages which the chains got in the
last negotiation as distinguished
from the independent broadcasters.
If these new contracts have been
signed, carrying that same preferential arrangement (and I understand they will carry it, except for
the fact that the wholly owned
chain outlets will pay the 5 per
cent on their card rate rather than
on the amount allocated by the
chain to the station for the time),
then I do not see how it will be
possible to avoid calling the Court's
attention to this preference in explanation of the willingness of the
chains to execute an extension
agreement on the very eve of trial
of the Government suit.
I think that the members of your
Association know enough about the
terms of the chain contract that it
will be unnecessary to spell out for
them this situation. The members
of your Association which are chain
outlets, in their negotiations with
the chains on the matter of payments to be made to outlet stations,
have undoubtedly used the fact that
the outlet station is bearing all of
the ASCAP burden for all that it
is worth.
Now, as to the advantages which
Ike Levy has in his contract, I do
not think the members of the Association or the members of the Board
on the whole know what those advantages are, and I think they
should know before being called
upon to determine whether they are
going to assume the obligations in
their present contract, or whether
they wish to ask Mills to give them
terms as favorable as he gives
Levy's
regard
to this
matter, station.
I am gladIn that
we had
the
extended conversation that we did
on Monday afternoon, because it
was certainly left clear that Ike
was to give full information on this
subject in a letter which he was to
address to broadcasters.
(Continued on page 56)

Regular sessions will be held
a. m. on the three busi9:30convention
from ness
days (July 8, 9
and 10) until 1:30 p. m., with afternoons free unless the discussion
runs over. Except for the Prall
and elecspeech,tions official
the balancereports
of the sessions

Mr. Levy's Letters
SINCE our last
NAB meeting,
many conferences
have been held
between counsel
and members of
the Copyright
Committee.
Numerous attempts
were made by us
to negotiate a
satisfactory eontract with
ASCAP. An extension
of the present
agreement was granted, providing
for termination on Dec. 31, 1935.
You probably know that the Government's suit against ASCAP is to
be tried on June 10, 1935. It is
very likely that a final judgment
would not be entered in this proceeding for a period of perhaps two
years. Assuming success in the Government's case, it is reasonable to
anticipate that the machinery of
ASCAP could not be reorganized,
so as to conform with any Decree
entered, for a further period of several years. In this connection, let
me state, I have always believed in
the Government's theory of its case.
Under the circumstances, therefore, and for all practical purposes,
our position on Dec. 31, 1935 will
be the same as it is today. We are
therefore constrained to take such
action immediately as will best protect our interests and purposes.
At one of the meetings with ASCAP recently, it was proposed that
we enter into an extension of five
years of our present agreement.
This proposition the Copyright Committee refused to entertain. In the
alternative, they suggested that the
present contract be extended, upon
its present terms, to the conclusion
of the Government suit. ASCAP refused to enter into any proposition
which made reference to the suit.
I believe that the proposed extension for a five-year period is acceptable under the circumstances.
There is nothing to be lost thereby
and everything to be gained. In the
event that the Government's suit
was decided in its favor, these contracts, of necessity, would fall.
Should the Government suit be lost,
we would still have had and continue to have the benefits of the
five-year extension.
Different and divergent views were
expressed at other meetings held by
the members of our Copyright Committee. Mr. Hostetler and Mr.
Loueks believe that we should not
enter into any contract with ASCAP on the ground that it might
be prejudicial
case.
I am of tothethefirmGovernment's
belief that
the case can in nowise be detrimentally affected by our entering
into the five-year extension. This
opinion is shared by my legal associates and all other counsel whom
I have consulted.
I, therefore, on behalf of WCAU
Broadcasting Co., decided to enter
into an agreement to extend the
present contract for five years. NBC
and CBS have both entered into
similar agreements. The latter are.
however, paying a larger sustaining
fee than they have in the past.
I am writing you this letter in
order that you may be informed of
the difference of opinion existing
amongst the members of our Commit e . Ibelieve you will be serving(Continued
your best interests
on pageby57)acceptwill be devoted to floor discussions. Aside from copyright, subjects which will command major
attention include the program reform movement to eliminate all
matter
offensivenews
to "good
taste";
the current
broadcasting
(Continued on page Jf2)
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Rates via C. & O. and MOPAC
Are Below Usual Charges
SPECIAL railroad facilities for
the NAB convention at Colorado
Springs July 6-10 have been made
by the Chesapeake & Ohio and
Missouri Pacific Lines, with summer tourist rates, which are lower
than the regular one and one-third
fare round-trip convention rates,
prevailing
all
lines. from all points and over
From the East, the C. & O. will
have special sleepers reserved
aboard its crack train, the George
Washington, and this will make
direct connections with the NAB
special out of St. Louis over Missouri Pacific on July 5, with arrival at Colorado Springs at noon
Saturday July 6.
Comparison of Rates
RATES to the convention via the
C. & O. and Missouri Pacific, from
principal points are approximately 40% lower than the one-way
rates under the 16-day summer
tourist tariffs, and average between
35 and 45% lower, dependent upon
the starting point for the 45-day
summer tourist round-trips. In
the past the NAB has taken advantage of the 1 1/3 round-trip
rate for conventions but this year
the summer tourists rates are even
lower.
Following is a tabulation of the
round-trip rates from main points
to Colorado Springs, including
both the 16-day summer
tourist
rate and 45-day summer tourist
rate:

Schedule of Rates
16-DAY 45-DAY
New York
81.50 1
Newark
74.70
Philadelphia
71.05
$81.90
I
77.85
Baltimore
75.75 1
68.95
$75.10
Washington
68.95
75.75
I
Richmond
66.25
74.00 1
Norfolk
64.55
69.60
75.50
Buffalo
Pittsburgh
57.75
55.30
62.10
Detroit
53.30
46.50
Chicago
Cincinnati
51.50
45.60
34.20
St. Louis
Memphis
52.25
35.85
43.00
30.10
New Orleans
43.55
Dallas
Fort Worth
30.10
28.85
24.05
Houston
25.10
34.65
41.55
San
Antonio
33.35
40.00
El Paso
31.55
26.05
41.00*
Los Angeles
San
Francisco
Portland,
Ore.
36.00*
19.60
Kansas City
St.
Paul
31.00
Seattle
♦Summer tourist season limit, round trip,
good to Oct. 31.
For further information consult local57.50*
passenger agents.
57.50*
57.50*^
FCC Defers Marmola 62.50*
45.00*
26.50*1
ACTION on several petitions pending before the FCC in connection
with the citations of 21 stations ,
which have broadcast the Marmola
anti-fat programs, was deferred
by the Broadcast Division of the
FCC June 11 for another week..
The on
petitions
askedapplications
that the FCC
act
pending
for '
changes in facilities without prejudice to the action it may take following the hearings on the renewal
applications set for next October.
Among them are those of WJR,
Detroit, to increase its power to
50,000 watts, and one of WJJD,
Chicago, for increased facilities.
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KAB

etailers'

Group

Use

Discussions

of Radio
at

Preliminary Inquiry
-|L REPORT on the progress of
"he
audit Church,
bureau
dans committee
was read byon Arthur
-£MBC, Kansas City, chairman,
vho said that he expected the comnittee to have a plan completed
oefore next month for a temporiry organization to make a preliminary planning investigation
und that it was hoped this organzation would include representatives from advertisers and agen:ies as well as from the broadasters themselves.
The following delegation represented the NAB at the annual busness section of the AFA June 12
Arthur Church, KMBC, delegate
it large; A. J. McCosker, WOR
J. L. Maland, WHO; Edgar Kobak
WEAF; Don Thornbaugh, WBBM
John Sbepard, 3rd, WNAC; H. K
Carpenter, WHK;
Edgar Bill
WMBD;
Fred Palmer, WNBS
i'John Henry, KOIL; Don Davis
WHB; Lou Weiss, WJR; John Gilin, WOW; Ray C. Jenkins, KSD
■iMartin Campbell, WFAA; Hugh
fealff, WOAI.
Because the broadcasters annual
convention is less than a month
away, little attempt was made to
push through any important business measures at these meetings
pf the commercial section, which
were kept largely educational.
Each session was attended by more
j than 100 broadcasters, advertisers
*andA agency
executives.
new method
of convention
; : procedure was tried out at this
■- 'year's sessions. At each of the two
-• meetings a single topic was discussed in round-table fashion by a
group of men chosen to represent
all sides of the question, replacing
the customary
program
of ad-dresses by individual speakers.
Mr. Church, chairman of the
NAB commercial section, opened
!j Monday's meeting by commenting
" on the growth of the radio depart15, 1935

Audience

and

Chicago

E LONG-AWAITED
plan to
t up a bureau of agency recogtion and credit information with11 the broadcasting industry was
iopted by the commercial section
E the NAB in executive session
me 11 in Chicago while meeting
ii conjunction with the annual
invention of the Advertising
federation of America. This plan
-ill be submitted to the NAB contention next month, with the recmmendation of the committee that
ach a bureau be set up without
lelay and that its control be exusively in the broadcasting inistry.
A committee consisting of J. O.
aland, WHO, Des Moines, chair an; I. R. Lounsberry, WGRv'KBW,
Buffalo, andwasJohnappointed
Elmer,
7CBM, Baltimore,
3 draw up amendments for the
JAB Code of Ethics, which will be
eported first to the commercial
ommittee preceding the business
^jession
of the for
NABaction.
and then to
he convention

June

Recognition
Agency
Votes
ROBERTSON
BRUCE
By

Convention

Surveys
of the

Prominent

AFA

CONVENTIONEERS— At the AFA session were (left to right) Chester
H. Lang, AFA president and manager of publicity, General Electric
Co.; Albert D. Lasker, president, Lord & Thomas; Edgar Kobak, vice
president NBC, and AFA chairman. Lang and Kobak were reelected.
mental since the broadcasters began to get
with sessions.
the advertisers attogether
these annual
He turned the meeting over the H.
K. Carpenter, WHK, Cleveland,
chairman of the discussion of "Retail Broadcast Advertising".
Retailer's Volume
THE LAST-NAMED, Dr. Herman
S. Hettinger, director of research
for the NAB, started the discussion by stating that in 1934 retailers spent approximately $7,000,000 for advertising by radio, about
44% of all expenditures for local
broadcasting, 25% of non-network
broadcasting, and 10% of all
broadcasting. The first quarter
of 1935 shows an increase of 48%
over the same period last year, Dr.
Hettinger said.
A merchandise breakdown shows
40% of the retail broadcasting
done by the clothing and apparel
group. Department stores are
second, with 20%. Home furnishings accounttomobiles
for 8%.
10 The
to 15%remaining
and aufraction is divided among some
200 classes of goods.
Fifty per cent of retail programs
were announcements; 37% studio
programs; 7% records; and 5%
transcriptions. For department
stores these figures are slightly
different: 47% announcements,
44% studio programs, only 3%
records, and 6% transcriptions,
Dr. Hettinger reported.
In answer
to theprincipally
question "Is
retail
broadcasting
an
institutional advertising medium or
does it possess value as a direct
sales force ? " Kenneth Taylor,
vice-president and merchandising
manager, John Taylor Dry Goods
Co., Kansas City, replied that the
experience of his company proved
conclusively that radio does sell
goods.
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Marvin Oreck, vice - president,
Oreck's Inc., Duluth, said that
even the most optimistic person
has
of radio's
true
valueno asconception
an advertising
medium
for the retailer. It is important
for both institutional advertising
and direct selling, he stated, the
decision
immediatedepending
problem. on the store's
Alfred J. McCosker, WOR, Newark, said that for six years the
original owners of this station confined themselves to the simple announcement that "WOR is owned
by L. Bamberger & Co., one of
America's great stores, located in
Newark, N. J." It was only after
other department stores began to
use radio for direct advertising
that Bamberger's did so too.
George Bijur, CBS director of
sales promotion, reported that
during his years in the publicity
departments
Macy's opportunity
and Bamberger he hadof ample
to make rather accurate comparisons of the costs of radio with
other media. Costs of radio specials averaged 6% of sales, he stated, as compared with newspaper
costs of 10%. It is sometimes
hard to draw the line between institutional and direct selling, he
said,
Filene'son pre-Easter
series citing
of broadcasts
colors in
clothes and accessories as an example of a radio campaign that
was always institutional in tone
but that created a vast volume of
business.
To the value
next question
radio's
specific
the same"Is for
all
types of retail outlets?" Dade B.
Epstein, head of the Chicago advertising agency of that name, reemphatically:
is so plied
flexible
that "Yes.
it meetsRadio
the
needs
equally."
Contradicted by of
Johnall Henry,
KOIL,
Omaha,
who said that some retailers can

Plan

use radio to much better advantage than others, Mr. Epstein retorted that the general run of retailers are becoming more radiominded to the profit of all.
Mr. Shepard's Views
ING what the broadDISCUSS
caster can do to sell his medium
more effectively to retailers, John
adNetwork, with
Yankee
Sheperdvised3d,salesmen
in dealing
large stores to spend more time
selling radio and what it can do
to the buyers of individual departments, who don't like to see their
newsdiverted from radio
appropriations they
know, to
papers, which
The time
a big sale, when a
which
they of
don't.
retailer expects to do a large part
of his year's business in a week or
ten days, is an ideal time to get
him to try radio, Mr. Bijur said.
And once he has tried radio it is
comparatively easy to keep him
on the air.
Where the store that hasn't tried
radio has a children's section, the
juvenile appeal is a good starting
said. Chilker iastic
McCosenthus
place, drenMr.
than
are more
adver-d
apt
more
are if they areto please
adultstise and
the store
with what they get there.
Mr. Oreck confessed that he had
been sceptical about radio until
persuaded to go on the air with
an item which had sold well when
advertised in the newspapers, and
to compare costs. Mr. Epstein
said that many retailers depended largely on illustrations to tell
their story and could not see how
job. He addo totheprepare
could
radio vised
salesmen
sample
continuities for such prospects,
if the continuibe sold
would
who ties
were good
enough.
Not more knowledge of radio,
but better dissemination of the
knowledge we already have, is radio's greatest need, said Dr. Hettinger. We know enough about
radio to sell retailers, he added,
but we don't know enough aboui
retailing to convince them thai
radio can do a job for them.
Helping the Retailer
HOW CAN the broadcaster best
serve the retailer in assisting him
to use radio effectively? Mr.
Shepard said by selling the store
on the value of merchandising its
its own saless andtotheboth
programpeople
public would help
most in making its radio advertisthe gen(During
ing
the
followed
discussion that
eralsuccessful.
manpanel, Herb Sherman, sales
ager of WJJD, Chicago, illustrated
this by describing a costly radio
of the Wiefailure, the campaign
boldt Stores in Chicago. After
being approved by every major
executive in the Wieboldt organization as just what they needed,
dismally bethis campaign
advertised on the
cause the itemsflopped
air wlere not tied up with the
broadcasts at the point of sale.)
To illustrate how much merchandising aspecific period will
stand, Mr. Taylor played records
of three broadcasts put on by his
(Continued on page 58)
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ASCAP

Efforts

at

Delay

Fail

Starts Trial
Court
Federal
And
Motion of ASCAP to Remove Publishers and Others
From Case Is Taken Under Advisement
WITH PRELIMINARY moves by
by ASCAP commerce
was in and
i-estraint offorcedinterstate
ASCAP to force a postponement
until fall proving futile, the anti- amounted to price-fixing. He said
trust suit of the Department of that the present contracts should
be voided as monopolistic. ASCAP,
Justice against that combine
charging it with price-fixing in vi- he continued, should be forced to
olation of the Sherman Act got compete just like any business enunder way June 11 before Federal
gaged in interstate commerce. In
Judge Henry W. Goddard, in the other words, let supply and demand take its course.
Federal District Court for SouthIn rebuttal Messrs. Burkan and
ern New York. The trial, expected
to last several weeks, is regarded
Thacher claimed that the broadcasting of music on the radio does
as a show-down on the copyright
issue and the status of ASCAP.
not come under the head of interstate commerce.
Arrayed against each other in
the suit were Andrew W. Bennett,
special assistant to the attorney
general, with a corps of a halfdozen assistants, and Nathan
Copeland Measure
Burkan, chief counsel of ASCAP,
flanked by a number of prominent
lawyers. After Mr. Burkan had Delayed in House
moved for postponement until Oc- Crowded Committee Calendar
tober when the case was called
June 10, Judge Goddard deferred Prevents Immediate Action
action until word could be received
THE FATE of the Copeland Bill
from the Department of Justice.
It preferred not to accede and the
(S. 5) to regulate the sale and advertising of food, druars. devices
trial proceeded the following day, and cosmetics
was in doubt in the
as scheduled. Judge Goddard is
slated to transfer to the motions
House because of the heavy legislative calendar not only before the
bench July 1 and indicated that
he might not be able to sit after House itself but also before the
that date.
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, which first must
Limiting the Issue
consider the measure. After a twoUPON opening of the trial itself year battle in which it had been
almost beyond recogJune 11, Mr. Burkan proposed that emasculated
nition, the measure was passed
music publishers and others, except
May 28 by the Senate without a
ASCAP, be severed from the case record
vote.
and that the issue be limited to
The committee, of which Rep.
that of pooling of copyrights by
Sam Rayburn (D.) of Texas is
ASCAP. The court took the motion under advisement.
chairman, has before it the important Wheeler-Rayburn Bill on utilAssisting Mr. Bennett were Mac
ity holding companies and will
Asbill, Mastin G. White, Harold F. consider
no other matters until it
Collins, and Richard L. Bird Jr.,
is disposed of. Also pending are
of the Department of Justice, and several
I. C. C. measures on which
Joseph Klein, investigator of the
Federal Trade Commission. Mr. hearings have been scheduled. It
was indicated at the committee
Burkan was assisted by Thomas
D. Thacher, former solicitor gen- that two or three weeks may
eral, and Arthur Schwartz, his law elapse before it has opportunity to
even consider the food and drugs
associate. Abraham S. Gilbert was
measure. Hearings are considered
present as counsel for the Music
likely in advance of final action by
Publishers Protective Association.
Some 50 witnesses, including a the Committee.
Thus far there has been no indiscore of broadcasters, hotel men
opposition to the
and motion picture exhibitors, have measurecation ofinserious
the form in which it
been subpoenaed by the governpassed the Senate. The major
ment as witnesses. Star witnesses
at this writiner, seems to
for the government were expected nroblem,
be whether there will be time
to be Philip G. Loucks, NAB managing director, and Joseph C. Hos- enough during the remainder of
the current session to give it the
tetler, of Cleveland, NAB copy- consideration
committee members
right counsel.
believe it deserves. There have
In opening the trial Mr. Burkan
traced the efforts of authors and been few protests from industries
affected against the measure as it
composers to protect themselves
against what he termed piracy. He passed the Senate, since the majority of the amendments sought
said ASCAP was formed in 1914
when cabarets and revues were by radio, publishing, maufacturing
springing up all over the country and proprietary interests were acand something had to be done to cepted.
prevent the constant piracy of music. He admitted that ASCAP had
Tests for Wave Set
received an adverse decision in the
first case it took to court, but de- AFFILIATED
PRODUCTS Inc.,
clared that a victory was won in
1917 before the United States Su- Chicago, on June 1 started a series
of quarter-hour transcription propreme Court. This case involved
grams on WGN, Chicago, as a test
the music
in
"Sweetheart"
by
Victor Herbert.
campaign for Jo-Cur Wave Set.
In opening the case for the gov- The contract is for an indefinite
ernment, Mr. Bennett contended
period, with Blackett-Sample-Humthat the present system being en- mert Inc., the agency.
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Republicans Start Plans
For Wide Use of Radio
1936 campaign
FIRST of the
major political
parties to begin
laying its radio
plans
for the
1936 national
campaign is
the
Republican
Party,
whose national
Henry
Mr. feabin chairman,
nounced in WashP. Fletcher, an-

During

ington June 6 that Thomas Goggan Sabin has been appointed radio director of the Republican National Committee with headquarters in Washington.
Mr. Sabin on June 15 leaves the
sales managership of WBZ-WBZA,
Boston-Springfield, to take up his
new post. For the last seven years
he has been with NBC, having recently been transferred from New
York to Boston. He is a native of
Dallas, a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania and a war
veteran.
Democrats have not yet made
their radio plans, though it is
probable that Herbert Pettey, now
secretary of the FCC, will be reap ointed to the radio directorship
of the National Committee which
he held during the 1932. If appointed, Mr. Pettey will necessarily relinquish his present FCC post.
Plans
For

Are

Revised

NAB

Session

Few Speeches, Much Discussion,
Fill Feature July Meeting
ELABORATE plans for the 13th
annual convention of the NAB in
Colorado Springs July 6-10, which
included a large number of speakers, have been thrown into the discard largely because of the importance of the copyright question and
because of the desire for full discussion of a number of other matters on the agenda, Philip G.
Loucks, NAB managing director,
announced June 8, following a conference with Edwin M. Spence, of
WBAL,man of the
Baltimore,
general
chairconvention
committee.
The business sessions will open
at 9:30 a. m. Monday, July 8, following observance of Denver Day
on July 6 and the playing of the
annual golf tournament for the
Broadcasting Magazine trophy on
Sunday, July 7. At the opening
session, President J. Truman
Ward, Managing Director Loucks,
and other officers will deliver their
reports. Then the principal address
will be delivered by Anning S.
Prall, chairman of the FCC, with
his subject the FCC campaign
against medical and other proprograms that are regarded as offensive to good taste.
Topics for Discussion
IMMEDIATELY following Mr.
Prall's address the subject will be
thrown open for discussion, and
indications are that it will be
heated. At an afternoon session
further reports will be given by
committee chairmen. This is the
only afternoon session scheduled,
though others may be necessary.
Fireworks on the copyright ques-

tion will open at the session om
Tuesday, July 9, beginning at j
9:30, with the reports of Chair- 1
man Alfred J. McCosker, WOR,
Newark, of the Copyright Commit-*
tee; Managing
Treasurer
Isaac Director
D. Levy, Loucks;
WCAU,
Philadelphia, and Joseph C. Hostetler, of Cleveland, NAB copyright counsel. There will be no
limit on the discussion.
Other speakers tentatively listed
include Andrew W. Cruse, chief of
the Electrical Division of the Department of Commerce, now in
Europe surveying television, who
will speak on that subject; Dr.
John W. Studebaker, head of the
U. S. Office of Education, and
chairman of the cooperative educational committee to be named by
the FCC to work out plans for
more effective use of radio for edutional and cultural purposes, and
A. E. caster
Bennett,
broad-to
now in theAustralian
United States
study radio here.
At the Wednesday morning session there will be the election of
officers. The posts to be filled include the presidency, first and second vice presidencies, treasurer
and six directors. Following the
elections and consideration of resolutions, as well as other business
the convention will adjourn, and
the new board will convene immediately. Its first task will be to
consider the resignation of Mr.
Loucks as managing director and
to name his successor.
Retirement of Loucks
MR. LOUCKS announced last
month his intention of resigning to
return to private practice of law.
He is being widely endorsed for
the post of special counsel of the
NAB to handle particular legal
problems and matters of policies.
James W. Baldwin, assistant managing director, former secretary of
the Radio Commission, and until
the fall of NRA last month, executive officer of the code authority,
is seen as Mr. Loucks' successor as
managing director.
Invited to attend the sessions,
among others, have been John A.
Benson, president, and Frederic C.
Gamble, president and executive
secretary, respectively, of the
American Association of Advertising Agencies, and Stuart Peabody,
the Borden Co., and Paul B. West,
chairman of the board and managing director, respectively, of the
Association of National Advertisers. They are expected to participate in the discussion relative to
the NAB-espoused project for the
creation of an cooperative bureau
to authenticate station coverage
and listener data. Herbert L. Pettey, to
FCC secretary,
has been
invited
attend the also
sessions.
During the course of the convention it is expected that the separate projects for formation of
trade organizations affiliated with
the NAB by newspaper-owned stations and by purely local stations
will be raised on the floor. There is
considerable opposition to both, on
the ground that creation of such
organizations would weaken the
united front heretofore presented
by the industry and seriously endanger the future of NAB.
BROADCASTS of Los Angeles
baseball games have been stopped
on KFWB, team officials deciding
that airing
local contests decreased of
attendance.
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ItsBestMedium
Radio
MiagaraHudsonFinds
A. TATTERSALL
By CHARLES
Secretary, Niagara Hudson Power Corp., New York
Ldvertising

Cost

Only

a Tenth

as Much

as Other

Methods;

bill, in few cases does he know
what that service covers. If the
wife tells him that the bill is high,
then to him it is high, and he is
hard to convince otherwise. If his
that the bill is reasonwife ablefeels
for the service used, then he
is most likely to agree.
Used Morning Hours
WITH that situation in mind, we
become more and more interested
field. Mornin the morning radio an
exclusive
ing broadcasts reach
those who
and
women,
of
audience
do their own work — thus having
less time to read — are more likely
to have a radio turned on during
the morning hours. Furthermore,
you know, all the programs are
as
directed at the homes and at the
women. There are no Paul Whiteenteror other
Wynns during
mans, Ed tainment
the mornutilized
ing hours which is prohibitive in
talent cost. Thus, with morning
radio time our problem of the high
talent cost of evening broadcasting
was automatically overcome.
We had decided on the audience
to whom we would appeal; we had
learned that the most appropriate
partime
programticular
audiencetowasreach
also this
the most

uggests General Use of Its Spots by Power Companies
HEN any advertising proposal
made — whether it be a newspaWHETHER it's peanuts or motor cars or advertising, it's
r campaign, printed literature,
the cost that counts — measured by results, of course.
first
my
e—
pictur
dio, motion
estion is "How does it fit into
r general plan? What does it And that's why Niagara Hudson is a big radio user — because it gets best results for the least money. In fact,
complish that isn't already beaccomplished by someareadvernow
we
ting medium which
this power company reaches a thousand radio sets, acing?"
tually tuned to its program, for $3.46. In what it conThe radio program of the Ni•ara Hudson System Companies
the cheapest printed media, the Saturday Evening
siders
olved from just that kind of ap, oach — not on my part alone, of Post, the cost per "seen" advertisement is $14 per thouurse, but on the part of the en•e Niagara Hudson management,
sand, and the cost per "read" message is $52.50.
is by no means our first venture
i)to radio. Many years ago we
ncluded that radio, with its frank to say, was difficult to keep
sold there. At about the time when
ama, its glamour and its tre- economic conditions were such as
. endous following — particularly
following in homes where little to compel curtailments all along
line, the split network became
;ading is being done — offered us the
unavailable too. For these com1 advertising medium which was
pelling reasons, among others, it
ell worthwhile. At the same
was decided to discontinue this
me, we recognized the practical
fficulties which confronted us:
program.
During the time of the broadne comparatively small number of
ations which we could use even
cast, and for months after the program was taken off, Niagara Hud|hen covering the entire system
son received many communications.
inexpensive as to competitive taltfritory, and the resultant high
probbut one
leftgoing
had we,
>st of talent.
entlem:
cost;Howwewere
Christmas cards, letters from hosto cover
pitalized veterans, from little chilPleasing Everyone
dren and elderly grandmothers,
without ofthea tremendour territory
ous waste coverage
complete
the typed letters of the business
network.
Remember
that the split
lOREOVER, as experienced util- man and the penciled cards from
network was no longer available.
y men, we will admit that any
remote hamlets — there was eviitility venture into radio must be
Radio transcriptions were sugdence aplenty that Niagara Hudven more carefully considered than
gested as logical, and as quickly
son had gained many friends. We
condemned
as smacking of
iie typical commercial radio show, fully realized that this good-will
"canned"
or phonographic matefirst of all, it is difficult to secure
eventually would result in inprogram which will strike a popcreased sales of electricity, and
hear. rial. However, we went to see and
lar response and still appeal to that at some later time we should
lie executives of our industry,
Turned to Transcriptions
again go on the air.
ten who reach the top in business
Sometime afterwards the use of
WHEN we became thoroughly ac1ave a background of taste and radio was again considered. We then
MR. TATTERSALL
quainted with the transportation
ilture which frequently causes
felt that it would be impractical
lem to dislike what might be to put on any radio program which
program
we
turned our early conway to susthe best
thatpublic
System,
demnation aboutwas
withourthe necessity
realizatain good
relations is to
ailed a "popular" program. Added
did
not
compare
favorably
with
tion
that
what
} this difficulty is the fact that that which we had formerly used. demonstrate to your customers
was
also
our
very
good
fortune.
3r several years our business has
More, we were equally sure that that electric service is dependable
The best talent recorded under the
een so consistently harassed that we
should put on no program
to them its exceed- ideal technical conditions to a fideland to explain
tility officials are sensitive — are
ingly low cost. The typical utility
of large and reckeculiarly susceptible even to the whichlesssmacked
ity that defies detection— that is
company is not equipped to answer
expenditures.
the modern radio transcription.
riidest kind of criticism.
the
frequent
and
biased
attacks
Thus,
from
the
management
When we first considered radio, viewpoint, we were left with the that come as headline news to the The transcription record can be
played over different stations at
Te recognized all these handicaps.
realization that, while radio as an
ts varying
broadcas
name"
or as "big
hours as may best suit local
press radio
. We
over
channels
cannot
!ut at that time, through a fortuadvertising
medium
had
distinct
requirements; it can be prepared
ate coincidence, we were able to
ask
the
public
to
read
reams
of
for us, we had no pracuy a split network consisting of advantages
argument. But we can say over in advance and so lends itself to a
tical plan by which to seize upon
and
over again, with complete well designed and balanced proVEAF, New York; WGY, Schethose advantages. Naturally we
ectady; WSYR,
Syracuse, and
gram series; the entertainment
truth and as convincingly as poswanted one program throughout
once recorded, re?BEN, Buffalo. Although this net- our territory and certainly it was
sible: "Your electricity costs you and message,
mains letter perfect and there
work gave us a large extra circuless today than ever before. It is arises no
not
practical
to
move
talent
from
possibility
of a wrong
ation outside our territory it did one local station to the other.
the biggest bargain you buy . . . note or other accidents. We found
That was our situation in radio the biggest penny's worth in Amer- ■ that it enabled the use of the best
'lanket
550,000
which
we
serve.theWith
thishomes
distribution
at about June 1, 1932.
ica." Our Customer's Service De- talent at a reasonably low unit
we hired the best available orchesfound
partments havetime
ments effective
aftersuch
timestateand cost. Thus it was that the Niagara
jira and put on half an hour of
Boss of the House
Hudson System Companies decided
jnusic in conjunction with short
have demonstrated that the aver- to
use radio transcriptions.
ramatie sketches reenacting notaDURING this early period, howle about his
citizen
age
is
reasonab
electric bill.
•le historic events in New York
ever, we had become increasingly
Selecting Talent
5tate. The popular response to conscious of the importance of the
More and more, as we studied
his program was gratifying. Like
housewife as a factor in public re- the situation, we became con- AFTER a great deal of consideralations as well as in the sale of
ther radio programs of punch,
tion, and after two or three previnced that the opinion of the womelectric appliances and in the
iiowever, it aroused criticism withan of the house was far more sigliminary auditions before our prinn our organization, and, I am
greater use of electricity.
nificant than that of the man. Alcipal operating men, we selected
This
strengthened
impression
though in many instances the man
Little and his orches*Address before public utilities advertis- had a direct bearing on the belief, does make
out the check or provide Littletra to Jack
carry the onentertainment
of
ing association meeting at AFA conven(Continued
page hh)
ion in Chicago June 11.
long held in the Niagara Hudson
the money to pay for the electric
Tune 15, 1935
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Industry
By

FTC

Official

For
Cooperation
Adams Says Stations Displayed
Courage in Spurning Accounts
DESPITE the recognized fact that
it took courage to reject advertising "with checks pinned to the
copy", broadcasters have cooperated "100 per cent" in the Federal
Trade Commission campaign to
eliminate false and misleading advertising from the air, E. J.
Adams, chairman of the special
board of investigation of the Federal Trade Commission, declared
June 11. He addressed the meeting of the NAB commercial section
held in Chicago in conjunction with
the annual convention of the Advertising Federation of America.
In an enlightening talk on the
functions of the Trade Commission
in advertising control, Mr. Adams
alluded particularly to the procedure adopted a year ago by the
Commission under which it refers
commercial continuities of stations,
networks and transcription companies. Leading up to this discussion, he pointed out that several
years ago far-sighted publishers
entered into an accord to reject
copy that would offend or deceive
readers. But he pointed out that
a large number of publishers do
not belong to the associations that
agreed to this procedure, and are
not bound by any rules.
"That is why some Government
agency must be empowered and directed to make those who cannot
be controlled by association methods, conform to proper methods of
competition," he said.
On the Spot
AS THE MORE reputable publishers rejected advertising copy
on questionable products, Mr.
Adams continued, many of these
advertisers turned to radio. Stations needed the revenue, and the
majority were not familiar with
the efforts of reputable publishers.
The result, he added, was that
"much very bad advertising has
gone out over the air, and the time
has come for the radio industry to
clean house." Mr. Adams continued:
"The radio industry was new.
Stations could not pay talent to entertain their public. Sponsors were
necessary to pay the bills. Advertising appeared to be essential to
secure revenue to meet the payrolls. Stockholders wanted dividends. Station managers were on
the spot. It took courage to reject
advertising with checks pinned to
the copy.
"It was a hard place for managers of stations. If they secured
the income from bad advertisers,
they faced the loss of listener confidence which, in turn, would destroy their stations as advertising
mediums. If they rejected the copy
and the checks, it might mean suspension for want of operating
money.
"The Commission can help materially to assist managers of radio stations in rejecting bad advertising copy. They can serve advertisers by compelling a revision of
the advertising copy before broadcast.
"With the desire in mind of helpPage 10

NAMING THE BABY
Audience Submits Thousands

Praised

OfSuggestionsto KGFF
HIGHER and higher grew the
mail pile as the audience of KGFF,
Shawnee, O' k 1 a., following the
Lloyd and Thelma announcement
that their new baby was to be
named by listeners. The program,
biggest account on the station, and
sponsored by Shawnee Milling Co.
(Climax
was continued
ing theflour),
confinement
period durby
means of special recordings.
Lloyd plays a guitar, accompanied by his wife, Thelma, presenting semi - religious music and
song. The baby was born April 28,
a girl, and mail reached avalanche
proportions when the sponsor and
station announced that the audience would be invited to submit
names.
MR. ADAMS
ing the radio industry, preserve
the confidence of the public, and
conserve the value of their facilities as advertising mediums, the
Federal Trade Commission, last
year, initiated
a procedure
restrain advertisers
over the toradio
from misrepresenting the goods offered for sale, or in any other
manner deceiving and misleading
the buying public.
Procedure of FTC
"IT IS to the everlasting credit of
the radio industry that it has cooperated with the Commission
100%.
"The first call for copies of commercial continuities sent out by the
Commission, brought responses and
copies from every station in the
United States. This was an astounding response, and it has been
very helpful to the Commission,
and we hope the procedure of the
Commission has been helpful to the
radio
industry."
In the
course of his remarks, Mr.
Adams explained in detail the procedure followed by the FTC in its
handling of advertisements. The
same procedure applies in cases of
periodicals and radio. He emphasized that the FTC uses the "restraint" method rather than punitive action. For example he pointed out that under new procedure
about 90 per cent of its cases are
handled by stipulation of the parties involved in which they agree
to end the objectionable practices.
The object, he said, is to prevent
unfair methods in the future, and
experience teaches that this can be
accomplished by stipulation even
more effectively than by the more
drastic "cease and desist" order.
Listener confidence was characterized by Mr. Adams as essential.
If many stations expect to survive,
he declared, they must respect,
promote and protect listener confidence. Programs must be clean,
and the representations by advertisers must be reliable and truthful.
"Those stations that permit
worthless products to be advertised, or good products misrepresented over the air from their station, will not long endure, and
those stations that protect the public from offensive programs, and
false advertising, will find their
facilities in demand by reputable

advertisers. Reputable concerns,
and truthful advertisers will not
remain in the company of advertisers that resort to misrepresentation, or sell fake remedies and
worthless articles."
Requests for Advice
MR. ADAMS pointed out that the
FTC and its special board lately
have received many station requests for advice and information
concerning certain advertisers and
their products. This deluge doubtlessly was brought about by the
FCC campaign for elimination of
questionable medical and other advertising, first disclosed in the
April 1 issue of Broadcasting.
On regret
this score,
he said:
"It is
with
that the
Commission,
in many cases cannot give the information requested even though
it may have it in hand. It is the
fixed policy of the Commission to
treat all proceedings confidential
prior to the acceptance of a stipulation, or the issuance of a complaint. After that, proceedings are
for the public record.
"The Commission is pleased to
give radio managers all the informationinformation
possible, butsecured
it cannotdurins:
disclose
the preliminary stages of investigation, and it cannot pre-judge a
case in advance of giving the advertiser and opportunity to be
heard in justification of his claims.
All the information is available to
anyone who may request it, after
stipulation has been accepted and
approved,
complaint
issued."
Analyzingor the
entire advertising
industry, Mr. Adams declared there
are about 20,000 periodicals published in the country, and approximately 600 stations in operation.
Approximately one billion dollars
per year is spent for advertising
— money which is necessary for the
survival of many periodicals and
stations.
"The temptation is always present to overlook exaggerations that
may mislead the buying public and
to that extent, destroy the confidence of the reading and listening
public in representations made in
advertising." He summed up with
the observation that unless truth in
advertising copy is demanded by
publishers and radio stations, "the
public will not long respond to advertising appeals and this source
of revenue for publishers and radio stations will come to an end."

Gilson
CBS

Gray

Given

Policy

Posi

Will Administer New Ruling'
On Commercial Programs
GILSON GRAY
formerly head o:
the radio depart
ment Co.
of Inc.,
DArc;St
Adv.
Louis, is admin
istering the poli
nev
advertising
cies of CBS fol
Mr. Gray
lowing his a p
pointment M a 3
31 as CBS com
mercial editor. It is his job t<
carry out the CBS limitations 01
length of commercial announce
ments, edit such announcement!
to prevent discussions of unpleas
ant subjects, and apply new stand
ards of fitness to sponsored pro
grams for children.
Mr. Gray was graduated fron
Princeton with the class of 1920
employed in the editorial depart
ments of the New York Herald
Tribune and New York Times, anc
was with Batten, Barton, Durstin<
&DArcy
Osbornagency.
Inc., before joining th<
"Administration of these policie:
involves an undertaking entirel;
new in broadcasting in the Unite(
States," said William S. Paley
CBS president, in announcing th(
appointment.
"It will
Mr. Gray';
work to render
our bepolicies
com
pletely effective, and to give adver
tisers all possible assistance in thi
making of any program readjust
ments which are thereby required
New standards are being applie(
even with respect to those types 0:
advertising which are to cease en
tirely with the expiration of pres
ent commitments."
New Job for Taylor
HOWARD TAYLOR, who fron
August, 1934, until May this yeai
had the title of commercial edito:
which is now assumed by Gray, re
mains in a responsible capacity
He has an extensive background 0:
work in advertising agencies and ii
the advertising departments 0:
national advertisers.
Miss Nancy Lane, daughter o
the former Secretary of the In
terior and herself an ex-member o;,
the New Mexico State Legislature
completes the division. She ha:;
been with CBS for about a year, ii.
the commercial program division
and is now concentrating on chil
dren's programs.
Announcement of the advisor;
board and child psychology exper
who will be named to assist CBS ii
building shows for juveniles is ex
pected to be made early in July.
Sterling Products Inc., marketinj
of California Syrup of Figs, wal
undecided at the time Broadcasting
went to press on the continuatioi
of its advertising with the Die
Tracy scripts four times a week
It has the privilege of renewing a
long as there is any other laxativ
account on CBS, up to the last ex
piration date, which is next Feb
ruary. Stack-Goble Adv. Agency
New York, has the account.
Ex-Lax Co. (Joseph Kat
Agency) will terminate the run 0
The Big Show on June 24 and Cas
toria has also cancelled the bal
ance of its CBS contract.
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Yankee
Sponsored

News

j! Both

CBS

NBC

and

Programs

Negotiating

With

Spreading
Press

Associations;

United Press Signs ^Richfield Reporter' Direct
tions and there has been no rate
'VHILE actual signing of con- WGY, Schenectady; KDKA, Pitts- base from
which to deviate.
tracts is proceeding slowly, a large
burgh; WTAM, Cleveland, and
Instead of the central bureau
.umber of stations are now studyKOA, Denver. The CBS stations plan
of U. P., I. N. S. is offering
are WBBM, Chicago; WJSV,
rig offers by three press associato stations three types of service.
tions of their news services avail- Washington; WKRC, Cincinnati;
The
main
service is the full I. N. S.
ble for sponsorship, with fhe
WBT, Char- report delivered by automatic
ikelihood that a majority of sta- WCCO,lotte, Minneapolis;
and
KMOX,
St.
Louis.
ions will be broadcasting such
printer, which is the same as that
Acting for U. P. in the network provided metropolitan newspapers.
lews on regular schedule when the delibera
tions are Clem J. Randau,
The secondary service is in the
lew season gets under way this
'all.
and Edbusiness manager,
general Moss
of a limited report from the
Williams, general sales nature
win
bureau nearest the city in which
Foremost in the current delibersales
Moss,
E.
Walter
.
manager
the station is located, supplied for
ations are those of the networks
the I. N. S.
vith both United Press and Inter- manager, is handling E. Mason, ad- a stipulated number of periods
Frank
negotiations. ministrative
daily, and the third service is in
national News Service for acquisivice president of NBC,
tion of their reports for owned and
the
nature of a "drop copy" or
group of NBC rep- supplementary
perated stations only. While the is heading the resentatives,
flash service at regalong with William
ular intervals. The prices are
i (networks themselves will adhere to
operated
of
manager
Hedges,
S.
;he Press-Radio agreement and
based on physical costs of furnishstations, while Edward Klauber,
the service, plus the market
roadcast only the sustaining re- executive vice president, and Paul whiching the
station serves. I. N. S.
orts prepared by the Press-Radio
head,
White, CBS special events
ureaus, they are also interested in are
is
using
its
standard form of newshandling the CBS matters.
ontracting for the news services
paper contract for stations, adapted
to
broadcasting.
.available for sponsorship over
Augmented Service
The form of contract used by
their owned and operated stations.
THE NEXT move in the $1,000,000
Another move made by U. P. is damage suit filed recently by U. P. has been specially drafted.
While it includes certain of the
the sale of its service to the RichTransradio Press against the three
field Oil Co., through the H. C.
newspaper provisions, it has been
the net- written to cover the phases of
associations,Newspaper
Bernsten Agency, Los Angeles, for major press
works and American
use in its Richfield Reporter proPublishers Association, will not operation peculiar to radio. The
gram over the NBC Pacific coast come until June 24 at which time contract sets out first that the
U. P. will furnish its news to the
chain. The program, broadcast
all defendants are due to answer
station for use on either sustaining
nightly from 10 to 10:15, PST, be- the petition.
or commercial programs, and that
gan with the U. P. report on June
it had an- it will be delivered by messenger,
21 stations
theas signed
Beyond nounced
9, after being on the air many
as of June 1, telephone
or telegraph. News of
months as a "news behind the I. N. S. officials declared there
transcendent importance will be
news'' feature. The program is were no additions, as Broadcastfurnished as soon as possible after
keyed from KFI and broadcast
ing went to press. Numerous sta- it is received by U. P.
over KFSD, KPO, KGW, KOMO
conbeing
however,
tions,
and KHQ.
Insuring Accuracy
said.are
tacted, it was
The list of stations signed by PROVISION is made that the
NBC's negotiations, it is understood, relate to its 14 owned and U. P. for its service includes:
U. P. at all times shall have edioperated stations while CBS is intorial direction of the broadcasts
WCAU, Philadelterested in acquiring the news ser- WEEI,phia;Boston;
KJBS,
San
Francisco;
KQW,
of its report to insure accuracy
vices for its seven stations, excludSan
Jose,
Cal.;
WXYZ,
Detroit,
and to ascertain that the facts
ing WABC, the key station. The
used in the broadcasts shall be the
conversations with U. P. in the and the Michigan Network;
WNOX,
Knoxville;
WIS,
Columbia,
case of both networks are undersame as stated in the news restood to have reached the point S. C; WCSC, Charleston, S. C;
WFAA,
Dallas;
CKLW,
Detroit;
where contracts can be signed.
The contracts cover a stipulated
ports.
U. P. has indicated that it desires
WSPD, Toledo; WWVA, Wheelnumber of broadcasts for the staDes
KSO,
Moines;
Des
ing;
WHO,
tion of a maximum of 15 minutes
WABC to be included and, so far
Moines; KRNT, Des Moines, and
as known, no agreement has yet WIBA,
each,
except that news of tranMadison,
Wis.
been reached on that score.
scendent importance will be furUnlike either I. N. S. or Trans. Types of Contracts
radio practice, U. P. is placing ex- ceived. nished and may be broadcast as reperienced newsmen, trained speBROADLY, it is understood that
of the standard provisions
cially to write for the air at each of One
the U. P. contracts are on the basis
the newspaper contract included
point
in
which
it
has
station
clients
in the station agreement specifies
of approximately one-fourth of the
its report and provide bu- that the station shall furnish to
sales price by the stations of spon- to editreau
service. Moreover, it was
sored programs utilizing its re- pointed out, these men located on U. P. without cost all local news
special service from tributary
port, plus certain minimum guarsec- and
will handle
also
the ground
antees and minus the usual agency
news territory collected by the stational
news
of
interest
to
radio
and frequency discounts. In the clients.
tion and to make no subsequent
case of L N. S., the price is on a
news service arrangements which
In
this
fashion,
U.
P.
officials
flat rate basis and this service is
will interfere in any way with the
being sold only in cities where plan to augment their general ser- fulfillment of the station's obligavice not only to stations but to
newspaper clients permit cleartion under this provision. Conance.
newspaper clients as well. Bureaus
versely, itis specified that the staIt may develop that both the are being located at points where
tion shall not furnish any portion
U. P. and I. N. S. reports will be U. P. heretofore has not mainof the U. P. report or news tips to
purchased for certain of the owned
tained them. Revenues realized anyone or to use it in any way exand operated stations. Transradio
from radio clients makes the except as provided in the agreement.
Press competition in these cities
pansion possible. The service is Stations are required to broadcast
may lead to that arrangement.
not being sold on an exclusive the U. P. credit-line at the opening
L N. S., however, is not available
and the close of each news broadto stations in the same marin all of the cities in which there basis
cast period.
kets.
are network operated stations.
A
new provision in the contract
Published reports that U. P. is
_ NBC owned and operated sta- "cutting rates" to stations, notably
reads: "This agreement and all its
tions which are being considered
provisions are subject to the rules
on the Pacific coast were branded
for the news services include
and regulations now in force or
as
inaccurate
and
without
foundaWEAF and WJZ, New York;
hereafter adopted by the Federal
tion.
There
could
be
no
such
pracCommunications Commission, and
WRC and WMAL, Washington;
tice, it was pointed out, because neither party to this agreement
WMAQ and WENR, Chicago;
there have been no established
shall be liable in damages to the
KGO and KPO, San Francisco;
(Continued on page 30)
rates for the U. P. service to staWBZ, Boston; WBZA, Springfield;
June 15, 1935
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On

News

Signs

Five

Programs

Other Sponsors Over Network
In New England Announced
WITH five clients sponsoring its
news dispatches, furnished through
International News Service,
Yankee Network has just announced clients broadcasting over
its facilities.
of newsCo.,
dispatches
are :
E. Sponsors
L. Knowles
Springfield,
Mass. (Rub-ine liniment) through
DeForest Merchandising Bureau,
Springfield; Frank Bownes & Co.,
Lynn, Mass. (Modene paint),
through Harry M. Frost Co. Inc.,
Boston; Waitt & Bond, Newark
(Blackstone cigars), through Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., New York; Waitt & Bond
(Quincy (JA
cigars)
Alles & through
Fisher,
Boston
& 63; cigars),
Lester B. Hawes, Boston.
Other Yankee sponsors are:
Scott Furriers, Boston, amateur
shoiv, Sundays,
10-11 p. m., through
Aaron
Bloom, Boston.
Radio League of the Little Flower,
Royal Oak, Mich., Father Goughlin,
Sundays, midnight-12 :30 a. m.,
through E. W. Hellwig Co., Boston.
Perm Tobacco Co., Wilkes-Barre,
Pa. (Kentucky
Club tobacco,baseball
Kentucky Winners cigarettes),
games, through Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., New York.
ITS Co., Elyria, O. (rubber heels),
participating, through Carr Liggett
Inc., Cleveland.
Spencer Shoe Co., Boston, Baseball
School of the Air, Mon., Wed.. Fri.,
5-5 :15 p. m., through Chambers &
Wiswell Inc., Boston.
V. LaRosa, Brooklyn (macaroni),
daily musical, 1-1 :30 p. m., through
Commercial Radio, New York.
Hanley Co., Boston (ale), quarter,
Mondays, 9-9 :15 p. m., through Harold Cabot & Co. Inc., Boston.
Larus Bros., Richmond (Edgeworth
tobacco),
Club,Batten,
Mondays, 10 :10Corn
:30 p.Cobm., Pipe
through
Barton, Durstine & Osborn, New
York.
Kendall Mfg. Co., Boston ( Soapine), Francine & the Soapine Whalers, Mon., Wed., Fri., 7 :30-7 :45 p. m.,
through Dowd & Ostreicher, Boston.
Acme White Lead & Color Works,
Detroit (Lin-X, Furn-X), Merry-goround, Thursdays. 7:30-7:45 p. m.,
through
Henri, Hurst & McDonald
Inc., Chicago.
Boston Advertiser ( newspaper ) ,
transcription, Saturdays, 6 :45-7 p. m.,
direct.
B & T Society, Brooklyn (religious), Sundays, 10-10:15 a. m., direct.
Holland Butter Co., Boston, participation, direct.
New England
Ice direct.
Dealers Ass'n,
Boston,
participation,
Sands, Taylor & Wood Co., Boston
(King Arthur flour, coffee), participation, direct.
Durkee-Mower Inc., Lynn, Mass.
(Marshmallow Fluff), participation,
direct.
Chamberlain & Co. Inc.. Boston
(meat), participation, through
Charles W. Hoyt Co., Boston.
Silver Dust Discs
GOLD DUST Corp., New York
(Silver Dust) has placed a series
of 70 one-minute WBS transcriptions on 25 stations. The announcements, dramatized, are broadcast
during morning hours to reach
housewives, the schedule calling
for at least 10 announcements a
week on each station for seven
weeks. Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn Inc., N. Y., is the agency.
Page 11

How

Far

Away
By

London
Should

Demonstration
Be

Watched

ALL THIS TALK about television
development at home and abroad
really has a basis in actual technical achievement. Granted that
vision by radio still faces enormous
obstacles, which admittedly involve economic problems more than
technical, it has already been accomplished to a remarkable extent
— at least in the laboratories.
On a vacation trip in England
last month I witnessed a demonstration of one of the two visual
broadcasting systems which the
British Broadcasting Corp. will introduce this year to the London
audience.
I returned home with the conviction, which I confess I did not have
before, that sight added to sound
by radio is not as far away as
many of us have been led to be-

Leads

Closely

Is

Practical

MARTIN
to

CODEL

Belief

by Broadcast

lieve. Not being a prophet, or the
son of a prophet, I shall not venture any prediction as to when it
will come as an everyday reality.
But come it will, and the broadcasting and advertising worlds
will do well to watch its every
move — especially now that RCA
has promised to bring an initial
experimental unit out into the open
during the next 12 to 18 months.
It may seem somewhat ironical
that I had to go to London to see
a television demonstration that so
completely altered my judgment
— and my enthusiasm — about the
practical potentialities of the visual
broadcasting art. But television
experiments over here, at least
those of the major laboratories,
have been conducted behind closely
guarded doors. Apparently it is
the determination
of the British
and the Germans,
particularly the
former — who are
introducing
television publicly
this year upon
recommen d a t i o n
of atalgovernmencommittee of
experts who
visited the United
States and Germany last winter
and saw what
both;of them have
— that is acceleractivity. ating American
We are assured
by David Sarnoff, president of
RCA, in his May
7 report to stockholders,
that

Television?

That

Progress

Industry

GIANT CATHODE — Baird engineer holding what British firm
claims is largest cathode ray tube
in world. This type of tube is the
heart of television system.

Television Ltd. and Electrical
Music Industries (a Marconi enterprise popularly known as EMI).
These will be tried out on the public first before either or both are
extended over the whole of England and the British Isles.
But the significant point is that
the British government has authorized an appropriation of $1,000,000 to bring them out this
year, and that RCA likewise has
set aside a $1,000,000 budget for a
modern television station in the
East and for the manufacture of a
certain number of test television
receivers, together with research
America is "further advanced
scientifically in this field than anv
other country in the world" but
that "as mission
a andsystem
of sight
transreception,
comparable
in coverage and service to the
present nation-wide system of
sound broadcasting, television is
not here nor around the corner."
Certainly the radio advertising
fraternity will agree with Mr.
Sarnoff that "because of the technical and commercial problems,
which the art faces, this system
must be built in progressive and
evolutionary
It cannot stages."
be done otherwise
and even the amazing results that
I saw in London are going to be
brought out in the same way. London is to have two accepted television services, those of Baird

into the necessary studio technique.
Mr. Sarnoff 's statement (see
May 15 issue of Broadcasting)
sets forth some of the basic problems involved, but it should be
noted
that laboratory
he says: "In
sense
that the
has the
supplied
us with the means of lifting the
curtain of space from scenes and
activities at a distance, it may be
saidWith
that that
television
is here."
assertion
I heartily
agree, recalling what I saw in
London.
What I saw in London was 240line television at 25 frames per
second — and it was excellent. RCA
announces its first demonstrations
will consist of 343-line pictures at
the rate of 60 per second. The best
reported from Germany is 180 lines
and from France only 60 lines.
Some idea of the relative values
may be gleaned from the photographs accompanying this article,
though it is unfortunate that none
of the 343-line pictures have yet
been made public.
Control of Systems
THE BAIRD system, which I saw
demonstrated, it should be explained, is controlled
by the Gaumont British
film interests.
Its
American affiliate is Farnsworth
Television Ltd., of Philadelphia,
which also has announced plans
soon to erect its first visual broadcasting unit in that city.
The Electrical Music Industries
system, which I was unable to see
demonstrated because its apparatus was said to be dismantled at
the time, is affiliated with RCA
here and presumably has access to
all the
developments of the American company.
Philco's secretly guarded television experiments are still a subject of conjecture here and the
Philco people have maintained
their absolute silence on the subject. Philo T. Farnsworth, it will
be recalled, once was in the em-

BAIRD SYSTEM — Two examples
of what author saw at Crystal
Palace. Left, televisor in cabinet
to be marketed for $400, with remarkably clear halftone closeup of
singing film star on 12 x 9 inch
screen. Right, Mickey Mouse film
projected on same type of cabinet
and same size screen.
Page 12
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60 SCANNING

180 SCANNING

LINES

LINES

240 SCANNING LINES
THE TELEVISION THAT RCA DISCLOSES — These photographs with line and detail structures equivalent to television images (size of screen
not stated) show by comparison the increased clearness resulting from increasing the number of scanning lines. RCA reports laboratory success
with 343-line cathode ray images at 60 frames per second. These photographs, RCA states, are not actual television images but are television
picture equivalents made to facilitate its study of characteristics.
ploy of Philco on its television
.aboratory researches.
Baird Television Ltd. occupies an enormous area on one open
ground floor in Crystal Palace at
the outskirts of London. It was
there that Capt. A. G. D. West,
Baird's technical director, ran off
a special demonstration for me — =
repeating, except for the necessity
bf running off the transmissions on
■[laboratory wires rather than over

The talking pictures were in
black and white and there was no
straining of the eyes in following
them. Fully as clear, perhaps
clearer, was the reel of Mickey
Mouse film shown on the same
screen, and I was also shown several other snatches of halftone
film.
I would say that the pictures
were about as good as those any
amateur might run off on his home

STUDIO SCENE— One of the Crystal Palace sets being televised by the
intermediate film process ; film is made in 30 seconds and then transmitted.
jthe air, the demonstrations given
ilast December before notables representing the government, the
|broadcasting industry, the film industry and others.
The photographs accompanying
this article, which I brought back
from London, portray without exaggeration what I saw. It must be
borne in mind, of course, that all I
saw televised were film subjects
transmitted via wires and not
through the ether; direct pickups
and radio transmissions involve
other practical problems, but the
Baird people assert they can do a
good direct pickup job and have
sent the images out over the air
fully as efficiently as over wires.
They claim, however, that filmed
subjects are easiest to televise.
In a room that did not require
darkening, I saw a reel of sound
film projected from a cathode ray
tube on a mirror that framed the
pictures to form a 12x9-inch screen.
The beautiful German actress pictured here was shown singing, and
her voice was perfectly synchronized. The closeups were splendid,
and the larger scenes showing soldiers and singing and dancing
girls were easy to follow.
June 15, 1935

motion picture projector.
Normally, the Baird transmissions are in the 7-meter band,
which is called ultra-short wave
over in England. Here, of course,
the federal authorities have indicated that television must find its
place on high frequencies of perhaps fractional meters. This naturally involves many more problems, and it remains to be seen
whether these shorter waves,
which we call ultra-short, can
throw down acceptable signals up
to a radius of 30 miles, such as the
Baird maps showed that company
has accomplished.
When the Mickey Mouse picture
was projected for me from the
tube on a theater-size screen, the
results were far from satisfactory.
Even the simple line drawings
were dissipated into blurs. Though
the action could be followed, it
could not hold interest. No such
magnification of the half tones
was shown to me, and perhaps it
was better so. In any case, the
demonstration of these enlargements would tend to set at rest the
thought that television first will be
sent into the theaters rather than
the homes.
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I was shown two types of receivers. One screened the 12x9-inch picture (note the picture of the girl
with this article) and the other
projected an 8x6 - inch picture.
Both were simple but handsome
cabinets. Both types of pictures
were extremely easy to look at.
The first cabinet, I was told, would
market for about $400 at the outset, and the second for about $250,
with the cost coming down as the
demand
duction. would warrant mass proBeing no technician, I have endeavored here to give only a layman's reactions. Baird claims to
be able to increase the 240-line
pictures up to 500 lines and 50
frames per second, which would
improve the pictures still more.
The apparatus was not geared for
this type of transmission when I
saw it, and I was told that the
Baird ingssystem's
firstthose
publicactually
offerwere to be
shown me. The government has
also required Baird and EMI to
get together on standards, so that
one receiver could handle either
service when on the air, but I was
informed they had not yet done so.
Capt. West also showed me the
big cathode ray tube, which he said
was the largest ever constructed;
the camera room with what he
called a 180-line intermediate film
"telecine"
ascanner;
180-linethedisc
scannerroom
and with
the
100-to-500-line electron scanner;

the camera that "shoots" a scene,
develops a film and projects it on
the air within a space of only 30
seconds;
10,000-watt
transmitter with the
modulation
amplifier,
and
the studio
sets for and
"shooting"
actual performances
projecting
them on the air either directly or
via the intermediary of the films
that can be developed in 30 seconds.
Technical Problems
ALL THIS technical apparatus
would require an experienced engineer to describe, and indeed I am
told that most broadcast engineers,
or even engineers who have had
both radio and talking film experience, would need highly specialized
training
ate them. to understand and operI have been asked if what I saw
would persuade me, as a radio fan,
to purchase one of the receivers
for my home. It would, most decidedly, though I would want some
assurance that the receiving apparatus I purchased, especially if
the price were as high as $250 or
$400, would not be rendered obsolete overnight by some new development or improvement. I would
also want assurance that such a
set would pick up not only one service but any competitive visual
broadcasting
service
sonable tuning
range.within its reaWould I be willing to look at the
(Continued on page 51)

TELECINE MACHINE— This is the apparatus used by Baird Television
for the radio (or wire) transmission of talking film of 240-line definition.
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Transcriptions Also to Be Offered to Advertisers;

BERNIE'S PARODY
Congressman Cites Old Maestro
For"Gettysburg"TakeofT
A PROTEST to the FCC over the
use by Ben Bernie of a paraphrase
of Lincoln's Gettysburg address in
his Pabst Blue Ribbon beer program over the NBC-WEAF network on June 4, made by Rep.
Culkin (R.), of Oswego, N. Y., was
referred by the Broadcast Division
of the FCC to its Law Department.
In his letter to Chairman Prall,
dated June 6, Rep. Culkin, a dry,
said hein had
misfortune"
listen
on "the
the program,
whichto

Two Network Projects
Are Said to Be Planned
In Pacific Coast Region
By DAVID H. GLICKMAN
PERSISTENT rumors of two new
networks for the Pacific Coast,
still in the formative stages, have
become most insistent within the
past fortnight. Radio interests on
the Coast are reported planning
cooperative operations involving
smaller stations in northern and
southern California, to be run on
a basis somewhat resembling a
network. Two small San Francisco
bay stations and at least four in
the southern California territory,
are said to be promoting the idea.
Headquarters are to be in San
Francisco and Los Angeles.
A network of major proportions
for the Pacific Coast, to emerge
before the year is out, is also said
to be in the making and under
the guidance of William Randolph
Hearst, who recently acquired
KELW, Burbank, Cal., and KEHE,
Los Angeles. Mr. Hearst is concentrating his radio efforts in
southern California in building up
KEHE. From all indications that
station will form the basis for the
new network since KYA, Voice of
the San
Franciscoin Examiner,
not be included
the chain canfor
more than three years because of
an agreement made with NBC
when Mr. Hearst acquired the station about a year and a half ago.
Agreement made at that time was
that KYA couldn't be included in
a network for five years.
To get a northern California
outlet, Mr. Hearst is reported to
be negotiating with the Don Lee
network for KFRC. The rumor
has been circulated in both San
Francisco and Los Angeles for
some months, with the report being
freely discussed in radio circles.

'Thesaurus' Picked as Name for New Venture
AFTER
two
with continuities sent to subscribing stations for their use in offeryears of intensive planning and
ing diversified programs.
NBC affiliated stations, it seems
preparation NBC
has disclosed its evident, will be given first oppordefinite intention
tunity to subscribe to the service
of entering the in their own markets. But, so far
transcription field as known, the service also will be
with sales efforts offered to non-NBC outlets and to
to begin July 15 independents, should the NBC af- was keyed from Hollywood. "This
when the service
filiates fail to accept the proposi- musical mountebank", said the letMr. Egner
ter, "paraphrased the Gettysburg
tions. Rates are still in the realm
is formally introaddress into an appeal to the counduced to radio stations.
of conjecture.
try
to drink a certain brand of
A program service competitive
Supplementing this will be the beer. He mutilated the address to
with that originated by World
custom-made transcription service, this end and subjected it to his
Broadcasting System already has provided for in the plans of the misplaced
and vulgar comedy.
been devised, and it will enter the NBC transcription organization.
"I
realize
that you have no powAnnouncement has not yet been
recorded program field in compeer of censorship over these statition with WBS and Standard Ra- made of sales and other personnel
tions, but you do have the right
dio Advertising Co. Inc., of Holly- to be associated with the transcripto issue a license. Cantion venture beyond the names of to refuse
wood, which followed WBS into the
not this power be exercised in
recorded library service.
its executives. Mr. Egner's chief some way so that this shameless
Climaxing its "teaser" advertis- assistant is Frank Chase, writer performance will not be repeated?"
and producer of many popular neting campaign published in Broadcasting, NBC announces in the
work shows, now devoting his entire time to the production of the
Tareyton Renews
current issue that the program
transcriptions. He is assisting AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
service will be called "Thesaurus".
It means, the advertisement states, Reginald Thomas. Maurice Wetzel, York, has renewed its series of
pioneer broadcaster, who has been dramatic jingles for Herbert Tar"A Treasure House of Recorded
named Chicago manager, for some
eyton cigarettes over six stations
Programs".
The
service
itself
will
be demonstrated and exhibited at time has been in New York con- for another 13 weeks. The tranthe NAB convention in Colorado
ferring with Mr. Egner. He was
scriptions are heard over WCAU
Springs, July 6-10, at which time associated with the Radio Tran- and WFIL, Philadelphia; WCAO
the sales campaign to stations will
scription Co. of America and with and WFBR, Baltimore; WJSV and
be launched.
KYW, and for the last four years
WOL, Washington. The series is
has been with the NBC Chicago
broadcast several times every eveSeparate Sales Setup
studios as assistant production
ning. Jingles are written by the
WHILE no formal announcement
manager and supervisor of an- audience and the 15-second recordnouncers. He has been in charge
of the scope of "Thesaurus" is exings last 15 seconds. Jean V. Grompected until July 1, certain details of all transcription matters in the bach Inc., New York, produces the
Chicago
office.
discs and Lawrence C. Gumbinner,
in connection with NBC's entry
into spot broadcasting have been
Complete details of the service
New York, is the agency.
will be available coincident with
ascertained. Although the program
service will form the nucleus of the NAB convention, and probably
the project it is planned to offer will be published in the July 1 isFishing Tackle Spots
Pillsbury Renews
sue of Broadcasting.
transcriptions for sponsorship diPILLSBURY
FLOUR MILLS Co.,
rect to advertisers and to enter the
HEDDON'S SONS, DowA NEW station at Richmond, Va., JAMES
Minneapolis, has renewed until
custom - made transcription field. to
agiac,
Mich.,
are
using
1-minute
serve the colored community
announcements in an eight-week
This likewise will be competitive
June 1937 Today's Children, now
with WBS and with others in and to have all Negroes on its campaign over stations WTMJ,
in its fourth year in the air. It is
broadcast
five times weekly on an
staff,
is
sought
in
an
application
Milwaukee;
WXYZ,
Detroit;
transcription and spot production.
filed
with
the
FCC
by
the
Century
NBC-WJZ
network. The script is
C. Lloyd Egner, manager of the
WFAA, Dallas; WTAM, Clevewritten by Irna Phillips and Walland, and KSD, St. Louis, to adverNBC Transcription Department, is Broadcasting Co., a Virginia cortise their fishing tackle. Agency:
ter Wicker, both of whom perform
in direct charge of the new opera- 1370 kc. poration, seeking 100 watts on Rogers
& Smith, Chicago.
on the cast.
tions and is working under Edgar
Kobak, NBC vice president in
charge of sales. A separate sales
department, divorced from Mr.
Kobak's network sales organization, will be maintained, it is understood.
As for the program service, the
initial plan is to offer to stations
a library of approximately 400
units at the outset, including leading musical aggregations and soloists, along with dramatic skits,
comedy teams and other diversified
program arrangements. These will
be designed for local, regional or
national sponsorship. The discs
will be 33 1/3 r.p.m., it is indicated, with some 40 to 50 addibasis. tional units added on a monthly
Featured NBC artists will be
used in the recorded programs,
thus in a measure paralleling the
talent used on the NBC networks.
For the past month there has been
steady activity at the RCA Victor
DISTINGUISHED ADVISORS— Attending the re- Baker, Gen. James G. Harbord, Dr. Walter Damrosch, Dr. Henry Sloane Coffin, Judge Morgan J.
cent annual meeting of the NBC Advisory Council
studios in New York, recording
these programs in preparation for
were, left foreground and counting clock-wise, M. O'Brien, Owen D. Young, Miss Ada Comstock, WilH. Aylesworth, president of the NBC, whose report
liam Green, John W. Davis, Dr. Henry S. Pritchett
the release of "Thesaurus". The
basic service will cover approxiwas unanimously approved; Franklin Dunham, act- and Henry M. Robinson. The Council approved
ing secretary; Felix M. Warburg,
Newton D. NBC's medical and educational program policies.
mately three hours o* air time,
Page 14
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Iowa is a big market because it is a big collection of
smaller markets. Des Moines,
home of WHO, is Iowa's
largest city, yet it has less
than 6% of the state's population (1930 census). Instead
of coming through one or two
metropolitan centers, Iowa
dollars flow to the advertiser
through scores of trading centers, spread over the state.
A few of these centers have
radio outlets; others have
none. Even by using evening
time on all of Iowa's smaller
stations, you still need WHO
to cover the state.

PlANT

the Iowa market

TO

at New

of the area it spreads over.

York's front door — and note the size

A lot of territory?

way to reach this rich Iowa market
that has the power

area

s

fact, to cover efficiently with low-powered

Sure!

transmitters.

Too much,
The

in

profitable

by radio, is through the one station

to tell — and sell —

all Iowa at once —

Station WHO

with 50,000 watts.
CENTRAL
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COMPANY

DES MOINES, IOWA

Phone 3-7147

Inc. — New York, Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco

WHO-,
RADIO
COVERAGE
OF
IOWA

50/000
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DuMond
Secret
Is

Program

Traced

to

Observation

FCC

Personnel

Orders to Field Staff Issued Without Commission's
Knowledge; Broadcast Industry Voices Concern

to Agency
JOE DuMOND,

Purchase

formerly
ger ofmanaWMT,
Waterloo,
la.,

Held Up by Court
Forced Sale to Hearst Radio
Now Considered Improbable
FORCED sale of WMAL, Washington, to Hearst Radio Inc., because of the alleged negotiation of
a contract to that end now is considered improbable as a result of
a ruling June 5 by the Supreme
Court of the District of Columbia
that the heirs of the estate of M.
A. Leese could not be compelled to
carry out the arrangement. The
case still is in litigation, however,
with Hearst Radio given the opportunity to file additional briefs,
in addition to Hearst Radio, acting
in behalf of the Washington Herald, both the Washington Post and
Washington Star have bid for the
station, now operated under lease
let.
by NBC as its Blue Network outOn April 29 Hearst Radio filed
in the court a suit to compel performance of a contract allegedly
signed on Jan. 12 for the purchase
of WMAL for $285,000, aside
from leasehold accruals for the
next three years which would
amount to an additional $106,000.
Subsequently, however, counsel
for the Leese estate asked dismissal on the ground that the agreement was not valid nor binding,
was vagueforceable
and
indefinite,
under the
statutesunenand

it was
oper~M when
ated by
Harry
Shaw, has been

appointed direcCONSTERNATION, if not alarm,
sion informed on all phases of raMr.
has been aroused in broadcasting
DuMond
dio activity, including broadcastald Inc.; Chicago
circles and on the FCC itself over
"i
„;7
Hurst.v& .- McDoning, in their respective districts.
,v
■H
the disclosure that inspectors in These instructions were concerning
agency.
Mr.
DuMond
for ten
one
of
their
routine
duties.
charge of the score of field offices
years previous to his association
The memorandum follows in full with
of the FCC had been instructed
radio was a concert singer
text:
in a secret memorandum issued
and
producer
of musical
dralast January to report on programs
matic shows. He
is author and
of more
Occasionally this office receives reports
from
outside
sources
of
questionthan
300
radio
plays,
50
hymns
of Greatest
"questionable
able programs being broadcast, such
concerncharacter".
was evidenced
as alleged lotteries, medical talks, etc. and ballads and a volume of poems.
over the fact that one of the nine which
should have been observed and
programs items enumerated as reported by the field employees. The
those on which report should be personnel in the field should be in
made, bordered closely upon cen- close touch with local situations Hearst Group Sponsors
conversations, newspapers,
sorship. This item, under the head- through
and anything which might be of
ing of "Programs which are pro- etc.
interest to the Commission should be Program on 217 Stations
KING FEATURES SYNDICATE
hibited by law", read: "Libelous or reported briefly.
slanderous attacks upon individuis sponsoring a series of programs
Whenever
you
observe
any
irreguals, officers or government offilarity in the program or operation of in the interest of Comic Weekly.
a broadcast station which may be con- The 15-minute transcriptions are
cials."
It was ascertained that the memstrued as a possible violation of the built around the Flash Gordon
law
or the rules and regulations of comic strip and are broadcast over
orandum was never passed upon
the
Commission
; or of such a nature
by the FCC itself but was sent out
as to not be in public interest, such 217 stations in the United States
by the Engineering Department,
should be immediately re- and Canada and contracts have
which has charge of the field force, information
to this office for such action as just been signed to broadcast in
following consultation with the may be portedconsidered
appropriate. If the Australia.
Law Department. Moreover, the Commission desires further detail or
Another Hearst subsidiary is
memorandum was dispatched prior action it will be requested.
sponsoring Front Page Dramas
Such programs may be considered
to the FCC campaign against quesover 230 stations. These transcriptionable programs, which did not under two headings :
tions usually are based on some
A. Programs which are prohibited
gain full swing until last April
by law :
story appearing in American
after Anning S. Prall had assumed
1. Programs of this character
Weekly, which is being promoted
the FCC chairmanship.
include those containing indecent,
by these programs. Front Page
profane
or
obscene
language
;
Dramas
have been on the air for
Program Detectives
2. Lotteries,
(See Section 316
the
last
three years. All Hearst
n
i
t
o
n
)
;
IT WAS FELT that the matter
of the Communications Act for definewspapers carry spotlight adverwas one of FCC policy rather than
tisements telling where and when
3. Under Section 325 (b) and
one that should devolve upon subto tune in on these programs,
(c) programs originating from stuordinate divisions. Moreover, it
which are produced and placed by
dios in this country and transmithad the effect, it was pointed out,
ted by a foreign station capable of
Langlois and Wentworth, N. Y.
consistent reception in the United
of placing the FCC field supei-States where no license for mainvisors and inspectors in the positenance of said studio by any pertion of "program detectives" whereson is held.
as the specified duties, under FCC
THIRTY stations are now carryB. Programs which appear to be obregulations, are purely in the teching the weekly WBS News Magajectionable from a general public innical line.
terest
or
public
service
standpoint
:
zine of the Air transcriptions beThe memorandum (No. 117)
(These involve a matter of opinion by
was sent to all inspectors in charge the Inspector, and all cases where the zine. ing placed by News Week Magaof FCC offices on Jan. 3, but was
Inspector is in doubt should be renot disclosed until this month. It ported).
talks
1. ; Objectionable quack medical
bore the signature of Dr. C. B.
grams, especially programs from staJolliffe, chief engineer, but, so far
tions in your respective districts, and
2.
Schemes involving possible
as can be learned, was drafted by
you might follow the program content
fraudtions ; or fraudulent representathe Law Department.
a little more closely than has been the
Anxiety was felt largely because
practice. If a program is reported
3. Fortune telling programs ;
the memorandum covered controwhich appears not contrary to public
4. Religious programs attacking
versial matter and did not have
other faiths, sects or creeds ;
interest you will not be held responFCC endorsement. The fact that
sible for so reporting it. On the con5. Libelous or slanderous attrary, it is far better that you report
tacks upon individuals, officers or
there has been much agitation over
government officials ;
a program which comes to your attenalleged administration domination
tion
and you are in doubt concerning
6.
Programs
involving
too
much
of stations, along with charges of
its public service value.
time
spent
on
the
selling
or
adverprogram censorship, shows the
tising of merchandise ;
Any reports made under these indocument in a particularly unfa7. Programs not considered to
structions should be kept strictly confidential and should not be discussed
vorable light. Under the law the
be of good moral content ;
with
anyone.
A mere rumor that a
FCC is specifically precluded from
8. Programs advertising and soreport has been made concerning a
exercising any power of program
tists) ; liciting business for professional
station- may cause large financial dammen. (Lawyers, doctors and dencensorship.
age to a station. Most reports probably will not result in action and you
9. Any program involving boyMr. Prall's Comment
cotting.
are not authorized to take any action
The following individuals have for other than reporting except on inTHE ONLY official word forthset forth in decisions of the
structions from this office. The matcoming from the FCC was a state- reasons
Commission been refused renewal of
ter should
be reported
menment issued by Chairman Prall on license
tioned to thenotlicensee
of the orstation.
for broadcast stations : Dr. J.
Each
office
should
include
in
its
June
10, in "which
he said
he did R. Brinkley ; Norman Baker ; Rev.
not consider
that the
instructions
Bob Shuler. If these individuals are schedule of work a few hours each
which were issued "in any wav presented by any other station you
to radio programs ortend to restrict free speech or should notify the Commission of the week listening
iginating in the inspection district.
limit the lawful activities of any fact and give a brief resume of the Tou may assume that programs distributed by means of a national chain
program. If any future decisions of
broadcast station."
the Commission take similar action
is observed in Washing"The Commission," he asserted, against other individuals they should of stations
ton.
Programs of chains which cover
"has 23 field offices in the United
be
included
in
the
list.
a
local
area
only as well as programs
States and Hawaii to assist it in
It is realized that you are primarily of individual stations should be inthe administration of the radio schooled
in the technical engineering
cluded in your observations. Personal
provisions of the Communications
phases of radio transmission, but it is preference in program content should
Act of 1934. The men assigned believed that you are all likewise fa- not be used as a guide but rather the
to these offices keep the Commismiliar in general with radio pro- general requirement of public interest.
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of WMAL

prematurely instituted.
Court's Opinion
IN COURT on June 5 Justice
Daniel dismissal
W. O'Donoghue
formal
but addedwithheld
that it
was his view that filing of additional briefs by Hearst Radic
would not change his mind. He
said that the agreement, in his
opinion, was ministrators
faulty purported
because
the the
adto make
Leese Optical Co. a party to the
project and attempted to dispose
of real estate "they do not own oi
In the agreement of Jan. 12, the
Hearst suit stated, the heirs of M
A. Leese agreed to the sale but ar
control."
rangements were made for a for
mal agreement to be substituted
In the answer to the suit it wai
held that Mrs. Fannie I. Leese, thi
widow, had not signed the origina
agreement.
forma
draft had notThe
been second
signed by
an:
of the heirs.
NBC's five-year lease of WMAI
still has three years to run a
$36,000
year.
is understooi
that
NBCper did
not Itintend
to relin
quishbeen
its sold.
leasehold if the statioi
had
Baldwin Pro Tern
JAMES W. BALDWIN, who i
now liquidating the affairs of th
Code Authority for the Broadcast
ing Industry, due to the demise o
NRA insofar as codes are con
cerned, on June 12 became actin;
managing director of the NAB, i
the absence of Philip G. Louckf
managing director, who went t
New York to participate in th
Government copyright suit agains
ASCAP. Mr. Baldwin for the las
two
has heldmanaging
the officiid
statusyears
as assistant
rector,
even Authority.
while executive office
of the Code
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Life

Prospect
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Finds

Before

By CHAS. R. STUART
President
Chas- R- Stuart Inc., San Francisco
TO BUILD a successful radio proigram, it is necessary that your
jidea be "different",
your thefeature
(entertaining,
that it hold
audi;ence, and most important of all, it
jmust
the sponsor's
WhensellOccidental
Life product!
Insurance
jCompany of California decided to
Igo on the air in 1933, we tried
;to carry out all these ideas and
imuch thought was given in planning the right type of program.
|They didn't want a variety show
jor a musical program. They wantJed something dramatic, a 30-miniute program that would compel
Jlisteners to concentrate upon the
broadcast — one that would make
(dialers talk about it the following
Jday and then come back again for
sjmore. Our client wanted drama
, 'because
its aimstory.
was Therefore
to get overit
Ian
insurance
([was necessary to develop a prodigram that would get the. undivided
jiattention of every listener and
iwould interest the whole family.
Here was a Western organization, starting out on its first trek
j;over the ether lanes. There had
|to be a "pioneer" tie - in on the
.'program because Occidental, in a
'sense, was pioneering the West.
|The program had to be different,
'with the human interest touch.
;!Something distinctly Western for
Ja Western organization was the
;jorder which we had to fill.
Finding a Title
IHOURS were spent in research
and many more hours in discussion. Then I remembered the late
Theodore Roosevelt's book — "The
.Winning of the West". This title
isymbolized the progress Occidental
'Life
makingwithon our
theidea
Pacific
Coast.was
It tied-in
and
[ out of it grew the weekly program,
•{Winning the West,
w Each episode of the present book
Its introduced by Earl Lee as "Sim
^Wallace", the Story Teller, who
^supposedly wanders into the stu;{dio and starts relating his yarn,
which is then dramatized. Each
Iepisode of the dramatic serial is
Ibased on actual historical happenings.- Fictioned with humor and
[ music too, the series is heard over
lithe National Broadcasting System's KPO basic network from
San Francisco every Thursday,
7:30 to 8:00 p. m. (PST) and is
most effective advertising for Occidental.
To enjoy Winning the West, attention must be focused closely.
Bridge, talking and household diversions must be laid aside until
the program is ended. The commercial announcements at the be;inning and at the end of the
roadcast, about one-and-a-quarter
minutes each, are cleverly interwoven with the program.
Now that we had a program, it
was necessary to get something
ix> attract leads for the sales force
if Occidental Life. In other words,
inhere had to be a good tie-in. Every
j conceivable inducement was considered. We wanted something to attract peopH interested in good

the

Insurance

in

the

Radio

Agent

a

Makes

Message

Method

of

Selling

a Contact

EVER conservative, life insurance companies move
cautiously before trying new merchandising methods.
When Occidental Life decided to adopt radio, it was
with a feeling of uncertainty — the blazing of a trail new
to its executives. Now Occidental is a radio booster,
and thanks the ether waves for the upward sweep in its
business. It has been a steady advance, and Mr. Stuart
tells about it with the intimate knowledge he has gained
as Occidental" s advertising counsel.
budget book, has brought considerable new business to Occidental
Life, demonstrating to a marked
degree the powerful selling force
of radio advertising. Scores of
new agents have also been attracted to the company through the

MR. STUART
home management and financial
security. Finally a simplified family budget book was hit upon.
The booklet, 8 x 11 inches with
24 pages, tells how to make your
income dollars go further, allowingvideforforalater
"sinking
to pro-to
years.fund"
Attached
the book is a double postal card.
One card is a request for complete
details on Occidental Life's Self
Pension Plan. The other postal
card is spaced for the name of a
friend to whom the interested
party wants a copy of the "Family Budget" book sent.
50,000 Budgets
EACH week we described and offered a copy of this booklet free
to all listeners. It clicked immediately. As a result, since Nov. 1,
1933, when the offer was first
made on the air, more than 50,000
requests have been made for the
"Family Budget" book. These requests have come from thirty-nine
different states, also from Alaska,
Canada, Puerto Rico, the Canal
Zone, Hawaii and China. Practically every county in California,
Washington, Oregon, Idaho and
Nevada are represented in the requests. Those living in the rural
districts in particular have shown
a marked interest in the budget
book.
New contacts and new friends,
established through the program,
and the splendid distribution of the

• BROADCASTING

program.
Private research conducted by
our agency has proved that not
one or two persons in each home
but groups of five and six, and
sometimes more, listen to the program. And it may be said that
these
listeners
const'tute
a higher
strata of society
than ordinarily
listen to the general run of broadcasts. They are persons interested
in the future of their families,
interested in bettering themselves,
security for old age. Another
thing, this program has made
them conscious of their Americanism, proud of their great Western
heritage.
Fan mail to be sure, is received
not only by the cast of players,
but by the sponsors. Two stenographers are delegated to do nothing but handle this mail, which
averages 500 pieces per week. And
the unusual feature of this mail
is that it is not the ordinary type.
Letters come from members of
pioneer families, descendants of
those men and women who helped
to build the West. They like our
program and as a result, new
friendships and new ties are made.
Other letters come from listeners
who have been moved by some
story or incident in the drama.
Another surprise to those who
write, is that each letter is answered, which in itself, builds good
will for Occidental.
That the Occidental Life message is carried each week to a
vast and as yet undeveloped audience from a business getting standpoint, is daily being brought to
the attention of agents in various
communities.
a "cold turkey"
canvas
bringsEven
surprising
results
where Winning the West has
gone before.
Not so long ago, an agent candidly disclosed how he went about
picking cently,
a I decided
new connection.
to change "Remy
affiliation," he said. "I felt that
before going to work it was a good
idea to find out just how Occidental Life stood with the community
in which I live. Therefore, I devoted the better part of a week
making a canvas. I visited homes
and spoke to people about the life

insurance company to which they
felt friendly. I was hardly prepared for the responses received.
I found that Occidental has the
best 'sales value' in my territory,
due to its radio program, and
thanks to Winning the West, my
contract
is in your
hands."
A. R. Hunter,
general
agent for
Eastern Washington and Northern
Idaho, believes that the Winning
the West serial is the best advertising medium that Occidental Life
has ever given the field men with
which to work and relates that
when trying to sell a prospect rethe man's
asked She
her
husband cently,why
he wife
hesitated.
reminded him that he repeatedly
said, while listening to the program that he intended to take out
a policy with Occidental Life. Just
then the program came on the air.
The three listened through the
broadcast, which was climaxed by
Engle's
sales closed
talk. The
was
that
Hunter
the result
case with
his prospect.
Winning the West has so increased the prestige of Occidental
that high grade,
experienced
derwriters are daily
joining units
ranks, and an increase of business
has resulted. Occidental Life made
the outstanding showing of all life
insurance companies in California
for 1934 in new business paid for
and in gain in insurance in force.
The figure in January 1934 was
$172,000,000. Since Jan. 1, 1935,
the figure has jumped to more
than $183,000,000.
Parent - Teachers' Associations
have praised the program and
school teachers have written in
their appreciation of the broadcast,
many of them stating that they
give the children special credit in
history for intelligent comment.
The program has endeared itself
to the ears of the listening public
and has created an immeasurable
amount
tal Life. of good will for OccidenLife insurance companies have
been slow to use radio, feeling
their way, conservative, as usual,
in all things, but our client believes that radio is "the thing", as
far as telling the story goes. Intelligently conceived and consistently applied, it is one of the
most important media in "selling"
the sponsors' product.
The broadcasts create good will
too
and job.
at the same time do a real
selling
Cosmetics Cited by FTC
LOUISE NORRIS Co., Kansas
City (eyelash coloring) has been
cited by the Federal Trade Commission for alleged unfair competition. The product contains dangerous drugs and may lead to skin
poisoning and even blindness or
death, the Commission charges. A
hearing will be held June 28. Cleveland Regol Co., Cleveland (Regol
proprietary)
Better
Vision
Institute, Los; Kings
Angeles
(Eyezone,
Spineometer) and Dermolav Laboratories Inc., New York (Dermolav hair treatment) have agreed
with the FTC to cease alleged
false representation.
RADIO notables on the mayor's
committee
Normandie's
reception for
in the
NewS.S.York
harbor
were William S. Paley, CBS president; Richard Patterson, Jr., NBC
executive vice president; Alfred J.
McCosker,
WOR director, and Walter Damrosch.
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Broadcast

Income

For

Reveals

April

Gain in Year
21%
Advertising Revenue Declined
2.7% From March Record
ALTHOUGH total broadcast advertising in April tapered off
2.7% from March for a total of
$8,064,921, March having been the
highest in history, it still was
20.9 % above April, 1934, according to data compiled by the National Association of Broadcasters.
National network income in
April was 17.6% above the same
month last year while regional
network volume was 32% higher.
National non-network volume rose
10.3% for the month, compared
with last year, and local advertising showed the remarkable increase of 40%.
Gross time sales for various
portions of the medium during
April and March follow:
April March
National networks __ $4,398,013 $4,923,245
Regional networks __ 82,058 77,360
National non-network 1,645,523 1,470,990
Local
1,939,327 1,816,145
Total
$8,064,921 $8,287,740
Retail broadcasting advertising
in April was 16.3% above March
and 71.1% above April last year.
Department store advertising also
was up conspicuously, being 48.6%
higher than April, 1934. This
compares to the Media Records report of newspaper department
store advertising which showed a
gain of but 1.9% over April of
last year.
Rendition Volume
IN THE RENDITION field, national non-network business was
9% below that of April a year
ago. On the other hand, live talent shows an advance of 55% and
announcements 14.9%. In the local field transcription business increased 45.9% over the same
month last year, live talent was
41.8% higher and announcements
35.3%.
Conspicuous in the month's business was the outstanding advance
in national non-network and local
automotive advertising, the former
rising 53.4% over March and the
latter increasing 63%. Both forms
were more than double the volume
for April a year ago.
April business in different lines
compared as follows: Amusements,
increased 17.7% over March and
32.5% over April, 1934; gasoline
and accessories, national networks
10.9% above March, regional volume increased five-fold, local level
unchanged; clothing, declined a
third on national networks as compared with March, regional volume more than doubled, national
non-network up 45.7%, local up
12.1% over March and 75% over
April last year; drugs and pharmaceuticals, declined 32.6% from
March on national networks, local
volume up 31.7% over March; toilet goods declined in all fields as
compared with March; foodstuffs,
down 18.5% from March on national networks; household equipment, declined 26.7% from March
on national networks, regional total rose 800%; department and
general stores, national non-network nearly double March, local
gain of 9%.
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Barometer

that the Code Authority was without official status or existence. He
said steps had been taken for earliest possible
liquidation
refunds to members
wouldandbe that
mailed
as soon as the audit was completed.
He asked stations to verify the
audits as to the amount paid by
them to the code authority, to expedite liquidation.
Numerous reports were received
of continued adherence to code
provisions. David Sarnoff, RCA
president, announced June 3 that
RCA and
wholly-owned
subsidiaries (of its
which
NBC is one)
are
continuing the same hours and
wages as were in effect under the
codes. Similar word came unofficially from CBS. WFIL, Philadelphia, made the same announcement
and added that the trade practice
provisions also would be observed,
and all stations in Washington,
D. C, agreed to continue code provisions. KWK, St. Louis, announced that it had always maintained better hours and salaries
than demanded by the code and
would keep them in force.
WBBM, Chicago, not only will
continue to operate under NRA
regulations for radio stations but
will also apply to all future local
contracts the program restrictions
recently adopted by CBS for its
APR I L MARCH
network broadcasts, according to
APRIL
announcement May 31 by H. Leslie
1934
1935
1935
Atlass, CBS Chicago vice president. This policy excludes all advertising for laxatives, depilaStations Adhering Voluntarily to Code ;
tories, deodorants and other broadcasting which by its nature quesAftairs of Code Authority Being Settled
tions good taste.
codes.
The
plan
is
to
keep
a
set
of
"WBBM
will also adhere strictVOLUNTARY adherence to all books on each industry.
ly
to
the
standards
set by Columinprovisions of the broadcasting
The legal status of the Code Aubia for children's programs," Mr.
dustry code seemed to be the rule,
thority
was
explained
in
a
letter
"prohibiting
the exrather than the exception, among
altation as heroes
of gangsters,
received by Mr. Baldwin June 3 Atlass stated,
broadcasting stations and net- from William P. Farnsworth, NRA
and racketeers, disreworks, despite the demise of all deputy administrator in charge of criminals
spect for parental authority, precodes on May 27 when the Su- the broadcasting industry code. He
sentation of greed, selfishness and
said that the NRA interpretation
cruelty as worthy motivations,
tutional.preme Court ruled NRA unconstiof the Schecter case decision of the
As James W. Baldwin, Code
nerharmful
that arouse
programs
Supreme Court was:
vous reactions
in children,
lauding
Authority executive officer, was
1. Code authorities no longer have conceit, unfair exploitation of
liquidating affairs of his office, he any official status or official existence. others and dishonesty, or the false
Their past actions taken in good faith
said that all stations from which
he had heard had indicated they under an innocent misconception conidentification of reckless abandoncerning the validity of the law, leave
ment with a healthy spirit of adwould continue to adhere to all
certain
legal
questions
of
relationship
code provisions. This course had
and
responsibility
which
must
be
adFrom J. V. Fitzhugh, radio repbeen recommended by Mr. Baldwin
justed. We think you should rely
resentative ofInternational Brothand by administration officials. uponsel inguidance
of
private
legal
counventure."erhood of Electrical Workers
this connection.
Meanwhile, Mr. Baldwin explained
came
a
letter
stating that despite
2. No further disbursements of
that auditors are now analyzing
code authority funds should be made of the Supreme Court ruling
the books of his office with a view
except
counsel. in accordance with advice of against NRA, WGST, Atlanta
toward returning to station members of their pro rata shares of
niciansanwhichagreement
offers a with
slighttechin
3. Steps should be taken to work had signed
the assets. Plans were considered
out, with the advice of counsel, an crease over the NRA wage sched
orderly and equitable plan for the ules. Hours also were stabilizec
for a possible meeting of the memliquidation of funds on hand. In the
bers of the erstwhile Code Authorcase, such a plan would pre- under the agreement. He said hi;
ity upon completion of this audit. ordinary sumably
involve either submission to organization believed that t h <
Research Agency
and approval by a court of competent
showibj
management
WGST
admirable
spirit of "has
fair play
jurisdiction, or consent by parties in an
MORE than likely, NRA will be- interest, or both.
signing a contract with its em
come simply a research agency
This letter was preceded by a
until April 1, 1936. This was the telegram from Mr. Farnsworth in
recommendation made to Congress
ployes voluntarily."
which he said:
by President Roosevelt, and the
It is requested you cooperate with
legislative proposal which would
in furnishing all availC. Elmer Shelton
make it operative was pending as administration
able factual information of changes
Broadcasting went to press.
from code provisions by members your
C. ELMER SHELTON, 31, for th
industry in wages, hours and working
It is felt by informed observers
ij
that even with the ending of all conditions. Reports by telegram our last two years NBC salesman
died May 30 follow
Washington,
expense
are
desired
daily
until
further
compulsory codes a greater responnotice to reach me before three oclock
pneuo
fromstaff
illness the
ing a twoHeweeks'
sibility now rests upon members
had joined
afternoon covering current day as far monia.
of each industry because the rec- as possible. Important to differenti- WRC and WMAL, Washingto
ords that are to be maintained by
ate between fact and rumor. This co- NBC stations, after serving wit
operation thoroughly appreciated.
the Research and Planning Divithe advertising department of th
sion of the curtailed NRA, if the
Notice
to Stations
Washington Post, coming to th
legislation passes, will afford the
Capital from High Point, N. C. H
opportunity to determine whether
FOLLOWING receipt of the letter was leading salesman among a
industry is capable of affording the
Farnsworth, Mr. BaldNBC managed and operated st£
same benefits to labor and the ob- from win Mr.
tions on several occasions. He i
on June 7 sent to all stations
servance of trade practices that
Burial wa
widow.
a letter in which he informed them
by his N.
survived
were included in the government
in
Greensboro,
C.
WXYZ TO JOIN NBC
AS DETROIT LINK
WXYZ, Detroit, will become the
NBC-Blue outlet in that city Sept.
29, when WJR shifts to CBS, according to announcement June 13
by NBC New York headquarters.
The NBC standard station contract, itwas stated, has been signed
by the Kunsky-Trendle Broadcasting Corp., operating WXYZ. Plans
were completed in conferences between Frank E. Mason, NBC administrative vice president; Reginald M. Brophy, NBC station relations manager; George W. Trendle,
president of Kunsky-Trendle, and
H. Allen Campbell, Commercial
manager of WXYZ.
WXYZ is the key station of the
Michigan Network, and also the
Detroit outlet of Mutual Broadcasting System. Whether it will
sever either or both of these connections is not known.
WGAR, Cleveland, has signed
the new station compensation contract with NBC. Thus far, a total
of 49 independent stations have
signed, which together with the
NBC-owned and operated stations
brings the total to 64. Stations in
the West and on the Pacific coast
have not yet been contacted, it was
said, but probably will be in two or
three weeks.
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WXYZ

Detroits

Leading

Joins

T

HE

National

announces

September

Broadcasting

Blue WJZ

29, 1935, when

chise for complete
will become

WXYZ,

NBC

Blue

Station

Network

Company

high standards of advertising ethics and

Detroit,

practices, with the inclusion in its program

that Station WXYZ,

will join the NBC

Independent

network

the NBC

Blue network

on

schedules of a representative list of popular NBC Programs, WXYZ,

franservice

promises to

rank even higher in the favor of Detroit
listeners.

effective.

With

operated by the Kunsky-Trendle

its 1000-watt transmitter, centrally

Broadcasting Corporation, justifies its claim

located in greater Detroit, WXYZ

delivers

to the title of ''Detroit's leading indepen-

a strong, clear signal throughout

the na-

tions fourth largest market, providing the

dent station" not only by reason of its fine
local programming

but also because of its

quality coverage rightly demanded
work advertisers.

leadership in establishing and maintaining
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Year
For

Continuance

Commission

Canada

in

Is Planned

Funds Are Voted by Parliament ;
Additional Stations Sought
By JAMES MONTAGNES
CANADA'S radio commissioners
can breathe easily once more as a
result of statement in Parliament
June 6 by Hon. Alfred Duranleau,
Minister of Marine, that the government would bring in a bill in a
few days to lengthen the life of
the Commission from the end of
June to the end of March, 1936,
leaving it to another Parliament to
abolish or change the powers of
the Commission.
At the same time Prime Minister Bennett pointed out to the
House of Commons that there is an
active movement engaged to destroy the public ownership of
broadcasting. Rather than weaken
the public ownership of broadcasting, he advised that it be strengthened, and added that if he were
sure of being in the next Parliament (an election takes place this
autumn) he would not yield broadcasting to any private enterprise.
"The life or death of our adventure in the field of public ownership," Mr. Bennett stated later,
"depends
largely
our willingness to nurse
this oninfant
until it
can become strong enough to fend
for itself. A country as poor as
we are cannot spend at once the
money that is required to make
this facility as perfect as it should
be."
Parliament voted the Radio
Commission $1,500,000 to last till
March 31, 1936, which is approximately what has been collected for
licenses sold to listeners.
The election came into the picture when Liberal and Labor
leaders asked about Section 9 of
the Commission regulations, which
they claimed makes it difficult for
any radio speaker to criticise existing legislation. They were assured by Minister Duranleau the
regulation was not meant for election speakers and that he would
consult the Commission as to its
possible withdrawal or an explanation.
The question of increased licensees was brought up by T. L.
Church, member for Toronto, who
thought it wise to increase the
present $2 radio set tax, if it
would eliminate objectionable advertising now flooding the air,
stating that this was Americanizing the Canadian ether. Tobacco
and cocoa advertisements during
church services were objected to,
and he advised members on the
government side that if the Conservative party was to continue it
would be necessary to put the
brakes on the * radio
# * commission.
THE RADIO COMMISSION has
asked for $1,000,000 out of the public relief funds being distributed
this summer, to build some of the
powerful stations which were recommended bythe Aird report which
brought the nationalization of
broadcasting into being in Canada.
The Aird report recommended an
expenditure of $5,000,000 for new
stations but the radio commission
will be satisfied if it is given
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TOYS
Merchandising

THAT

RADIO

INSPIRED

Power of Broadcast Programs Shown

Graphically by Department Store Items
devoted exclusively to this toy,
THE POWER of radio to sell merchandise is clearly evident by the and a large electrical display
showing the features of the gun.
preponderance of toys and games
available to the general public, This same store is featuring a
based on ideas gleaned solely from
Buckter inRogers'
on every counthe toy item
department.
radio programs. Many of the names
and items shown in the toy departEd Wynn, the Fire Chief, is another radio star who is much in
ments have never appeared in
print but were only heard on the evidence in the game and toy deair.
partments. One game is called
A tour of the larger department
The Fire Chief game. This game
stores in New York as well as the is similar to parcheesi, only there
largest toy specialty shop dis- is a fire to be put out to win. Anclosed these items for sale:
other item is the Fire Chief velocipede with a fire bell mounted over
Buck Rogers Toys
the front wheel. A Fire Chief
siren is also available as are even
BUCK ROGERS' suits, helmets,
rocket pistols, battle cruisers, pur- the Fire Chief hats, which Texaco
suit ships, disintegrator pistols,
given away by the millions.
rocket skates and list of other hasEddie
Cantor has a Club Game.
items too long to list individually.
This is also similar to parcheesi,
The disintegrator pistol is being but it deals with the modern hazshown exclusively in a New York
ards of automobile driving. It is
department store (Macy's) and it recommended to all motorists and
is being promoted by window dis- back seat drivers.
The Maxwell House Showboat is
plays, newspaper ads, two special
counters in the toy department
another item seen in the department stores. This is a model showboat which you construct yourself.
$1,000,000, since none of the new
The boat can be illuminated from
stations recommended some years
the inside.
ago have as yet been built because
of lack of funds.
Admiral Byrd has a game called
Little America. This traces a trek
around the frozen wastes of Little
THE HEARINGS of the Canadian
America and the hazards of being
Performing Rights Society at Monlost in blizzards, etc. The cover of
treal disclosed that CKAC now
box shows Admiral Byrd
pays the society $9,000 a year as the
broadcasting.
against $5,000; CHLP rates were
While all the programs are not
increased from $385 to $2,100 a
on the air at present it is obvious
year: while CFCF rates were
boosted from $1,400 to $3,600. The that they got their publicity from
society is asking 10 cents per set the radio programs which sponsored them. There are other items
for a five-hour period per year
from the Montreal stations, or 12 in the toy departments which do
not have the names of programs
cents per set for unlimited time
closely resemble them, thus
per year if all stations in the lo- but
cashing in on the radio popularity
cality will take out one license.
* * *
without paying royalties.
NORTHERN ONTARIO will have
POSTPONEMENT of the hearing
a 1,000 watt station at Kirkland
Lake, where CJKL has been given on the renewal application of
permission to increase from 100 WMCA, New York, from June 6
watts. In the opinion of the Can- to Oct. 24, at the request of counadian Radio Commission, this will
sel for the station, was authorized
give satisfactory service in the June 4 by the FCC. The station
gold mining north country for the was cited because of allegedly impresent, although something mce
proper broadcasting in connection
extensive might be done in future. with a medical product.

CBS

Development

ToldRISE
in of"Fortune"
THE
CBS from the
"shoestring" United Independent
Broadcasters Inc., founded in 1927
by Major J. Andrew White, George
A. Coats, Arthur Judson and
others, to its present status is depicted in a graphic account printed
in the June issue of Fortune under
the title "And All Because They're
Blending personalities — chiefly
those of President William S. Paley
Smart".
and his corps of vice presidential assistants — with candid details
of their efforts to forge to the front
in the network field, the article
presents an interesting insight into
the whole network situation.
Explained in clear fashion are
the intricate problems that were
confronted, such as station relations, promotion, acquisition of
clients, and audience capturing.
Moulded into the discussion are
descriptions of how a network is
operated and the accounting factors involved in presentation of a
commercial broadcast.
Fairy Soap Tests
GOLD DUST CORP., New York
(Fairy soap) on June 20 will inaugurate a new test series of fiveminute programs over WOR, of interest to women only, Mondays to
Fridays inclusive. These broadcasts will be mainly about clothes,
fashions, etc. The reports compiled by Transradio Press will be
used. Also on June 17 Fairy
Soap will be sponsored on the
Uncle Don program over WOR,
heard every day except Sunday.
Batten,
Durstine
Osborn
Inc.,Barton,
New York,
is the and
agency.
CRC Bans Spots
SPOT announcements were definitely banned on Canadian Radio
Commission stations from June 1,
in a sudden announcement from
Hector Charlesworth, chairman.
Announcements of a commercial
nature, without entertainment
value, and programs less than 15
minutes in duration, musical or
otherwise, will not be scheduled on
27 stations
basic
network. on the commission's

CBS
BRAIN TRUST—
photograph forof June.
Columbia
President W.
William
S. Paley's
office OWN
that accompanied
articleAnin informal
Fortune Magazine
Leftexecutives
to right:in Lawrence
Lowman,
Paul
W. Kesten, Frederic A. Willis, Edward Klauber, Hugh K. Boice and Mr. Paley.
Photo Courtesy of Fortune
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KNX

ANNOUNCES

THE

APPOINTMENT

LEONARD

E.

L.

OF

COX

AS

PROGRAM

DIRECTOR

Mr. Cox needs no introduction to the East. His ability to build from scratch,
programs of outstanding merit has won for him, as Program Director of
WOR, WABC and Commercial Program Director of WJZ, the respect and
esteem of the advertising profession.
"A Night in Tony Pastor's", "Fred Allen's Bath Club Revue", "Shades of
Don Juan", and "Main Street Sketches" are but a few of Mr. Cox's productions.
As Program Director of KNX, Mr. Cox will have at his command the best
of Hollywood talent to carry out his own original ideas. Your far western
live talent programs may now be turned over to Mr. Cox with absolute assurance of originality in conception and professionalism in production.

ATTENTION

- BUYERS

OF

RADIO

TIME!

KNX is the only 50.000 watt independent station west of
Chicago. Its signal blankets eleven Western States,
Western Canada and Alaska (as mail breakdowns and
surveys attest j .

Get a KNX show like "Watanabe and Archie" or the "In
Laws", or the KNX "Newspaper of the Air", or the Big
League Baseball Broadcasts, and watch your inquiries
for the far west increase.

With the right program on KNX you can reach as many
families with this station alone as can be reached on
either Pacific Coast chain.

Mr. Cox is here to give you just such a show at a cost
commensurate with far western marketing possibilities.

KNX

NEW YORK
341 Madison Avenue
Write for "KNX

June 15, 1935

SIGNAL

— "THE
VOICE
OF
HOLLYWOOD'*
—
Speaking with 50,000 Watts on a National Cleared Channel
Represented by JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
DETROIT
CHICAGO
New Center Building
520 No. Michigan Blvd.
COVERAGE

OF THE

ELEVEN

WESTERN

STATES"

SAX FRANCISCO
485 California St.

our new Brochure!
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Crossley Program Check
Is Testing New Methods
MORE than $6,000 has been spent
during the last six months by the
Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting (Crossley reports) in experimenting with new methods of
checking program popularity, and
it is expected that revisions in the
method used will be decided upon
in about a month's time.
Meanwhile tests with variations
of the coincidental method of audience comparison will continue. No
drastic overhauling of the reports
is to be expected, but some detailed
changes are almost certain to be
made, as foreshadowed in the
speech by Dr. D. P. Smelser, chairman of the CAB governing committee, at the white Sulphur
Springs Convention of the ANA
(Broadcasting, May 15).
A STRONG movement to induce
the British Broadcasting Corp. to
begin its broadcasting day with
light music at breakfast time is reported from London. BBC programs do not start until 10:15
a. m. weekdays and 12:30 p. m.
Sundays.

RADIO

ADVERTISING

STANDARDS

Behind - the - Scenes Activity of NBC

in Elevating Its

Ethical Policies Cited by Vice President
By President
EDGAR in KOBAK
taste crept into numerous commerNBC Vice
Charge of Sales
cial programs and more definite
curbs were considered necessary
ON MARCH 25, 1929, the National
NBC. On Dec. 5, 1933, all NBC
Association of Broadcasters pub- by
salesmen were notified that no
lished a "Code of Ethics" which
more cathartic accounts would be
stated in a general and very brief
accepted. This was followed by
way the principles which broadcasters intended to follow in rais- the publication in January, 1934,
of a complete statement on NBC
ing and maintaining the standards
of broadcast advertising.
program policies which defined
The announcement of this Code
NBC's position and gave due notice to the entire advertising world
of Ethics was followed by several
lean years in advertising, and the of the course which NBC proposed
to follow.
radio stations and networks found
themselves in a rather poor posiPolicy Statements
tion to enforce stringent regulations for copy and acceptability of NO GENERAL publicity was
accounts.
given to these NBC program policies outside of the advertising
Because of its strongly estabbusiness, since it was felt that
lished position, NBC has neverthequiet, behind-the-scenes activity
less always exercised a restraining hand, and a few outstanding
was most desirable. The NBC prostations deserve much credit for
gram policies outlined a set of
principles, and individual NBC
the high standards they have consistently maintained. However, ad- policy statements based on these
vertising announcements in bad
principles were also issued from

KSD

THE

ST.

LOUIS

ANNOUNCES

FREE

&

POST-DISPATCH

THE

APPOINTMENT

OF

SLEININGER,
AS

National Radio

Inc.

ITS

Station Representative

Effective June 15 1935
NEW YORK
110 E. 42ND STREET
LEXINGTON 2-8660
SAN FRANCISCO
RUSS BUILDING
SLITTER 5415
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WITH OFFICES LOCATED IN
CHICAGO
180 N. MICHIGAN AVE.
FRANKLIN 6373

DETROIT
GENERAL
MOTORS1423 BLDG.
MADISON
LOS ANGELES
C. RICHMOND
OF C. BUILDING
6184

time to time. These specific regu- j
lations, covering individual types i
of accounts
were
addressedandonlyannouncements,
to NBC sales 'j
representatives, in order that they \
might interpret them precisely to j
advertisers,
prospective
advertisers and advertising
agencies.
For |
example, in August, 1934, an order
was issued that deodorants or
soaps advertised as body deodorants were not acceptable. As
stated, cathartics had been curbed
as far back as December, 1933.
As a result of the NBC policy
on laxatives and body deodorants
alone, a very considerable amount
of business was voluntarily sacrifieed by NBC. However, it was
felt that statements of policy and
publication of standards were not i
sufficient to .enforce strict adherence formed
to the rules
there-a j
fore
in theandfallNBC
of 1934
"Department of Continuity Acceptance" which immediately set
about quietly to enforce the rules
and standards. For the past six
months or more, this department
of continuity acceptance has been
a very potent factor in elevating
radio advertising standards. Practically
of its work
has been
ducted allin relative
privacy,
withconno
fanfare. We bear one thought in
mind, constantly, that while protecting the consumer and listener
we should endeavor to work conscientiously with the manufacturer
who has been allowed to use our
networks in the past.
NBC's aim has been to eliminate
all announcements and statements
from the air which are in bad taste
or unsuitable for radio broadcasting. It is not sought to outlaw individual products as such, provided they are reputable, although
in a few cases it has been found
that certain products cannot be advertised without touching on subjects which are thought unsuitable
for radio broadcasting. In its regulations, however, NBC has sought
to make clear that it is the advertising announcements rather than
the type
of program
product which
mine NBC's
policies.deterCertainly, the radio broadcasting
industry has long ago taken definite steps to lead the way to betterardstaste
and higher Inethical
in advertising.
this itstandmay
well take pride, but we must be i
careful that while we get our re- j
ligion we do not become shouters ;
When a broadcasting organizatior I
has accepted certain types of busi- \
ness for years it cannot suddenly I
turn on these manufacturers anc
throw them off, particularly wher \i
their continuities are relatively
clean.
As broadcasters, we have th(
right to censor all advertising
broadcast over our facilities, anc
we have found recently that manu
facturers are doing everything
they can to abide by our sugges
tions to clean up advertising copy
WLW-WSM

Exchanges

WEEKLY
half-hour
"house"during
pro,
grams
are being
exchanged
the summer by WLW, Cincinnati j
and WSM, Nashville, on a reci
procal basis. WSM already is re
broadcasting the Crosley Shcyu
Boat program of WLW and in :
short time WLW will pick up ;
program of the National Life <!
Accident Insurance Co., f ron
WSM. Crosley operates WLW an:
the insurance company owns WSMj
BROADCASTING
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INCREDIBLE.,

More

Radio

Homes

than

in these

18

CHICAGO

Leading

SAN

ANGELES

WIP

Cities

NEW

can

you

invest

INDIANAPOLIS
ROCHESTER
LOUISVILLE

ORLEANS

your

CITY

SEATTLE

MINNEAPOLIS

BOSTON

Combined

KANSAS

FRANCISCO

BUFFALO

ST, LOUIS

Area

CINCINNATI

MILWAUKEE

CLEVELAND

\T7HERE

in WMCA

PITTSBURGH

DETROIT
LOS

.butituu!

radio dollars to better ad-

vantage than in the great New York-Philadelphia
market which boasts more radio homes than 18 leading
cities combined!
And

where

in this great market

can

you

get greater dol-

lar-for-dollar value than is offered by an Inter-City Presentation! Your program is broadcast simultaneously over
WMCA

and

WIP — the

leading

independent

New
York and Philadelphia— at local station
without line charges!

*A/av York's Own

KNICKERBOCKER
WMCA BUILDING
•
DONALD FLAMM, Pres.

\ June 15, 1935

IS

in

rates— and

Station

■■■I^^HHK^fwjpj

HHH

THIS

stations

AN

y Philadelphia's Pioneer Voice'
INTER-CITY
PRESENTATION

BROADCASTING

CO.

PENNSYLVANIA

BROADCASTING

CO.

1697 Broadway
• NEW YORK
35 South Ninth Street •
PHILADELPHIA
BERTRAM LEBHAR, Jr., Dir. of Sales
BENEDICT GIMBEL, Jr., Pres. ALBERT A. CORMIER, Gen. Mgr.
Represented in Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco by John Blair & Company
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on

**>4*

TIME

Marches

******

On!

— and these radio stations know

If

l^JJe

the value of keeping

pace with Time.
They have been at the head of the parade of prog
ress since commercial

radio began.

cft

s

Expert
and

showmanship,

modern

equipment

intelligent management
keep

them

4/ O i -

in step

with today's— and tomorrow's— trend.
Your

S^/, r e^ce
Vol

^*C"

If,
T,

product, or your service, can march

on with these stations to greater and
greater sales.

4ft

ft

15, J935
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Ideas

on

Merchandising

Collaring Young Milk Drinkers — Contests and ContestsModel Airplanes — Have a Horoscope!
SHEFFIELD FARMS CO., New
York (dairy products), is broadcasting locally five nights a week
over WEAF, introduced the program with spotlight advertisements
in a number of newspapers, supplemented with a bottle collar on
every bottle of milk delivered that
morning. This collar was in two
colors, red and black. The center
shows a picture taken at a regular
broadcast of Billy and Betty, the
name of the program, and on either
side of the picture the details
about the program, the station,
time, etc. (see illustration).
Now the sponsor is publishing a
juvenile newspaper The Whatsit.
All children sending in a Sheffield
bottle cap are eligible to serve as
reporters and receive a reporter's
card attesting to their eligibility.

They are also asked to write ads
about Sheffield milk, the winning
writers to receive prizes. Other
contests are planned.
The newspaper is distributed
every other week, has a circulation
of 600,000 and is delivered via the
Sheffield milkman. Only one newspaper in New York has a greater
circulation. Three copies have been
issued. The first issue was written
by N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., New
York, to get the idea under way.
Now they are written by the
youngsters with all the mistakes,
poor photography and wisecracks.
WHAT

is believed to be the shortest, in length of time before
awards, contests ever run over a
national network is the Fred Waitings "Way Back Home" contest

Milk bottle collar used by Sheffield Farms Co.
which opened May 8 and closed
June 1. The only condition for entry was to visit a local Ford Dealer
and ask for a blank. Prizes were
awarded for the best choruses submitted for the song "Way Back
Home".
IN THE Sunday Atlanta Journal
a complete list of all contests,
broadcast over WSB, was published. Details of how to enter the
contests were given.

43,719,600
EARS
In Chicago and the 250 mile area surrounding
Chicago. And Now WCFL has Power enough to
reach all of them.
That's a lot of ears; more
than one-fifth of all the
ears in the United States.
Two-thirds of them belongeratetoonpeople
incomeswhoof opless
than $2,000 a year and
buy two-thirds of all the goods sold here. They
are the maximum market. . . . Get your message before this two-thirds — win their favor and then
watch your sales hop — skip to a new record peak.
WCFL knows this two-thirds — they know WCFL.
We've been loyal to their needs and problems and
they are loyal to us with a warm reciprocal loyalty

The Voice
of Labor

Page 28

\AM
If

that includes the advertisers that use our facilities.
WCFL can sell this great market and can sell them
cheaply and economically. You can at low cost get
your sales message into their homes and into their
minds.
The new WCFL 5000 watt transmitter utilizes every
advanced principle in radio engineering. You are
guaranteed greater power — greater area of non-fading
reception — perfect modulation — highest fidelity.
Our greater power and larger circulation demand an
increase in rates effective July 1st. Save this increase
. . . anticipate your Chicago market requirements
now . . . reserve the choice spots for as long as one
year. Write to us . . . let us tell you more about

M
VP

Chicago
Illinois

ON THE May 29th broadcast the
sponsors of the Fred Allen program, sponsored by Bristol-Myers
Co., announced that all persons
sending in a postcard with a few
words written on the back of the
card would receive a book of Fred
Allen photographs. The words to
be written on the postcard were:
"Ipana is the toothpaste that keeps
gums healthy and teeth sparkling
bright."
June 12 its
thiscopy.
column hadUpnottoreceived
The postcard was mailed immediately after the announcement was
made over the air. Obviously the
sponsor was using this mail to get
a coverage check on each station
on the network.* * *
COLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PEET
Co. sends every listener who does
not win a prize in the Mystery
series now being broadcast over
WOR a 20-cent can of Colgate
Dental Powder. In this contest
every person entering must spend
at least 20 cents for a telegram
as per test.the
conditions
of the conThis little
gift appeases
the
listener and it also gets the radio
audience to try the new Colgate
Dental Powder which is plugged
on this series. For the week ended June 8 there were 1,500 entries.
GENERAL FOODS CORP. has begun another series of posters and
car cards in the elevated and subway stations and the trains. The
new program featuring Tony and
Gus has a series of cards showing
the principals of the program,
George F. Brown and Mario Chamlee along with the other essentials, time, station, etc., in the
copy. For Maxwell House Coffee,
pictures of Lanny Ross and Mary
Lou are featured.
TO ANNOUNCE the new series of
programs which began last month
over the NBC-WJZ network of 56
stations coast - to - coast, General
Foods Corp., New York, used spot
announcements in 112 newspapers.
Spot ads were run four times over
a period
two Post
weeks.Toasties
The broadcast of
features
one
week and then Post Bran Flakes
the next. When the Post Toasties
are being advertised a gift offer
of
a Rogers
madeand
for 10c;
five
Post
Toastiesspoon
box istops
when Post Bran Flakes are featured the premium is a series of
16 pictures,
one requested
quiring a 3c each
postage
stamp and re-a
Post Bran box top. The trade is
also being covered by merchandising of a 4-page tabloid newspaper,
and a trade cash contest.
* * *
FOR the first three months of this
year NBC reports there were 32
prize contests on its networks. This
compares with a total of 41 for all
of 1934.
clude freeThese
offers. figures do not in-
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. . they're
buying
their
Unusual? Not at all. Over 3,000,000 people from Penn-

Food
in New
England !
No other form of summer advertising offers such a tre-

sylvania, New York, Ohio and other states do the same

mendous bonus coverage, without extra cost, as WTIC.

thing. Because they spend all or part of their summers

An audience of 1,500,000 in the primary coverage

in New England — increasing New England's sales of
foods, drug products, gasoline and other recreational

area: 680,000 additional in the secondary coverage area

needs by $500,000,000.
Naturally, most of these visitors have a radio in their
car and at their summer home. Naturally, too, most of
them listen to WTIC.

i Jansky & Bailey Survey figures ) . And a guest audience
of many hundreds of thousands more. All with purchasing power far above average.
Talent is available at WTIC for the skillful staging of
any type of program.

Full particulars on request.

over 1,000,000
WTIC

visitors from
outside of the state
will attend the
Connecticut

Tercentenary

Exercises this Summer

W
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50,000 WATTS
HARTFORD

•

CONNECTICUT

The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation
Member New England and NBC-WEAF Networks
PAUL W. MORENCY, General Mgr.
JAMES F. CLANCY, Business Mgr.
NEW YORK OFFICE. 220 EAST 42nd STREET J. J. WEED, Manager
CHICAGO OFFICE, 203 N. WABASH AVENUE
C. C. WEED, Manager
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News

Sponsorship Spreading
(Continued from page 11)
other if prevented from carrying that Transradio was receptive tocompromise settlements with
out the provisions of this agree- some wards
of the defendants in the
ment by reason of any rule or regpending action of Transradio
ulation of said Federal Communiagainst the press associations and
cations Commission."
Transradio Statement
broadcast
Officials chains."
at A. P. headquarters
IN A STATEMENT issued June in New York, when questioned regarding reports from Los Angeles
1, Herbert Moore, president of
the West Coast Press-Radio
Transradio, denied that he was ne- that
Bureau was offering an amplified
gotiating with the U. P. or anyone
else for the sale of any interest in service to its clients at $60 _ a
and permitting commercial
his organization or in its subsidi- month
ary, Radio News Association. The announcements before, during and
after the news, declared that they
statement said that several months
ago Karl Bickel, then president of were assured that this was not beuse were to be
U. P., "initiated some conversa- made ingofdone.A. IfP. such
news, it was added,
tions with him (Moore) on the sub- it obviously would
be in violation
ject of the purchase or exchange
of the by-laws of the association
of Transradio stock, which conversteps would be taken to stop
sations could hardly be termed ne- and
gotiations, as Transradio was not the practice. In all other respects
P. expects to continue for the
then, and never has been, inter- A.
ested in selling any part of its balance of the year its service to
both of the Press-Radio bureaus as
properties."
contemplated in the report of the
"With equal emphasis", added Publishers National Radio Comthe
Transradio
statement,
"Mr.
Moore stated that he was in no
mittee, adopted at the ANPA convention inApril.
way interested in current rumors

In the field of station news operations, WXYZ announced that effective on June 3, it began broadcasting five daily and one Sunday
news reports supplied by U. P. for
use locally and over the Michigan
Network of seven stations, of
which WXYZ is the key. H. Allan
Campbell, WXYZ director of sales,
completed the arrangements for
the service and the Michigan Network is using one 15-minute broadcast which is sponsored by Dr.
Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart,
Ind. (Alka - Seltzer) ; three tenminute broadcasts and one fiveminute bulletin service.
Copy for the broadcasts is prepared in the Detroit bureau of the
U. P. and is dispatched to the station by special messenger. The bureau also supplies CKLW, DetroitWindsor.
Transradio Sued
ANOTHER Transradio development was the filing of a suit by
Wythe Williams, Paris correspondent, seeking $5,000 allegedly due
him as compensation. Mr. Williams has been serving as chief
European correspondent for Transradio, and his suit alleges that the
amount is due him for services be-

POWER
PROGRAMS
PUBLICITY
building

new

favorite

in

radio

Ohio

A recent telephone survey by The Geyer Company showed 66% of the interviewed listeners
tuned to WHIO — another tangible proof that
there is a new radio favorite in Ohio.

Mayfield Photo
JUST OFF THE PRESS!
The Primary Airea Map just
released includes a breakdown by counties of families
and radio sets in the WHIO
territory. Copy may be secured by addressing J. L.
Reinsch, Commercial Manager, Radio Station WHIO,
Dayton, Ohio.

Latest R.C.A. high fidelity equipment and
1000 watts power day and night, give WHIO a
primary area that includes 13,600 square miles,
with 604,695 families owning 474,250 radio
sets.
As a member of the basic NBC red network,
WHIO now carries 23 nationally famous programs. Extensive publicity in The Dayton
Daily News, Springfield News and Sun, has quickly developed a listener loyalty that WHIO advertisers are converting into sales.
Renewals of the Rike-Kumler Company, Dayton's largest department store, and the MetroCompany,
largest
store, increase
are evidencepolitan
that retail
sales
show men's
a profitable
as a result of WHIO advertising.
Increase your sales in the WHIO territory.
Write today for suggested program and merchandising ideas.

MIAMI

VALLEY

39 South
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Ludlow
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Street,

Dayton,

CORP.
Ohio

tween December of last year and
ILarch of 1935.
Launching of a Washington rad'o news service by the National
Service Syndicate, correspondents
for a number of small newspapers,
was announced June 8 by Don Tait,
Washington newspaperman. He
said the service offers Washington
coverage of events of local interest, along with a tri-weekly radio
column and query service. A minimum monthly charge of $12.50 has
been established.
West Coast Situation
LATEST developments in the radio-news setup on the Pacific Coast
still finds the situation unsettled.
Hollywood Radio News Association, which will supply news of
Hollywood to radio station members throughout the country, is
scheduled to get under way June
15 with 24 stations said to be
signed. Service is to be thrice
weekly, and negotiations are under
way with Press Wireless Inc., San
Francisco, to permit shortwave
distribution of material to member
stations. Bernard J. Bilson, New
York advertising man, heads the
organization, with Henry Rogers
as business manager. Charge to
member stations is based on total
operating costs apportioned among
members, with the service costing
considerable less when 50 or more
stations are signed up. Press-Radio is also negotiating with Press
Wireless in San Francisco for a
three-a-day shortwave Pacific
Coast and interior distribution.
American Broadcasters' News
Association, with headquarters in
San Francisco and Oakland, and
headed by Frank P. Wright,
claims to have signed some 29 stations in the West. ABNA, a profitsharing service, is scheduled to
start functioning July 1.
Indicating the completely changed attitude of the press in some
localities was the affiliation concluded by WPRO, Providence, with
the Providence Journal and Bulletin. These newspapers have completely turned about, and are now
offering full facilities for the
broadcasting of news, enabling
WPRO to put on four 15-minute
news periods daily in addition to
its nightly Five Star Final news
dramatizations.
KSD Appoints, Expands
ANNOUNCING expansion of its
local staff KSD, St. Louis, on June
4 also announced the appointment
of Freetional&station
Sleininger
Inc., as KSD
narepresentatives.
was formerly represented by Edward Petry & Co., Ray C. Jenkins,
commercial manager of KSD, made
public the following appointments:
Gene Stafford, formerly with NBC
and CBS and lately with the old
ABS, as program director; Mario
Silva,istformerly
the NBC
ArtService, aswith
musical
director
and J. F. Eschen, formerly with
the Dalzell Sound Recording Studios, as production director.
"Princess" Sues KMTR
KMTR, Hollywood, was sued May
29 by "Princess Zoraida", psychologist, palmist and spiritual advisor, through D. Brandon Bernstein, attorney, for purported refusal to let her go on the air after
she allegedly had paid for the time.
She
197.25.asks damages totaling $51,-
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A

dramatic

dimes

that

dollars

and

FuLTON, Missouri: Farmer's wife raises
enough to meet payment on mortgage when
she discovers she has received from a storekeeper three premium coins worth $140!
Touring with his family, Mr. B
buys a blanket from a
roadside Indian Chief,
Ra re coins
grumblingly accepts
bring Big
old fashioned half dolPrices. Max
lar in change. DaughM e h 1 paid
ter compares it with
S2500 cash for
an 1804 Dollar.
premium coin in catalog, finds it worth
$400!
Reduced to panhandling after losing his job,
man shamefacedly panhandles his first dime
— discovers that it is worth from $100 to
$300, enough to give him a new start!
Man in Burlington, N. J., sells single penny
for $900 . . . ticket seller in Waycross, Ga.,
receives in change coin worth $1200 . . . man
: in Philadelphia buys a cigar, gets back coin
worth $200!

story

sell

used his "Rare Coin Encyclopedia," and his
total volume of business exceeds $200,000.00
a year.
June 15, 1935
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Enter WSM
With a business dependent almost entirely
upon his ability to arouse interest in old
coins, Max Mehl bears
down hard on media
Watch your
— bearing down, dischange for
covered WSM. On
1913 Liberty
November 5, day after
Head Nickel
one of the first Max
worth $50.
Mehl-WSM broadcasts,
Mr. Mehl wired CONGRATULATE AND
THANK YOU AND THE PRINCIPALS
FOR SO EXCELLENTLY PUTTING ON
MY PROGRAM, and in January, 1935 followed a contract from Guenther - Bradford
authorizing a series of thirteen 15 - minute
broadcasts to go on the air once a week.
Results
What percentage of Max Mehl's shipments
(70,000 a year) have their origin in WSMproduced inquiries we cannot say. The inquiries went direct to Mr. Mehl and, this

$100—

$2500

WSM!

on

aj program

being his busy season, tabulations are not
available. Here, in part, is what Mr. Mehl
says:
"It will undoubtedly interest you to know
that inquiries from radio are a trifle better,
1894 "S" Mint
or in other words obDime worth
tained at a lesser cost
between $100
and

$ 3 0 0.

Many inculationcirtoday.

froi"
than
per inquiry
any
otherhas
source.
"WSM
proven

very satisfactory. It
ranks on my list
among the very best stations and media I
am using this season . . . The fact that I
have been on your station constantly is
about the strongest evidence of the quality
and value of WSM."
Professional approbation, most times
withheld, sometimes breaks through.
Recently wrote an agency man: "Congratulations on your dramatization of
the Max Mehl program and especially
for the way commercials were handled.
The program last night was swell!"

Mich, in brief, are the stories that form the
lihistory of the Numismatic Co. of Ft. Worth,
]Texas. The manager is B. Max Mehl. Known
far and wide as "The Texas Money King,"
Mr. Mehl thirty years ago established the
organization which is now recognized as the
largest rare coin firm in America. Half of
all banks in this country have bought and

of

50,000

WSM
COMPLETE

WATTS

PRODUCTION

FACILITIES

Edward Petry & Co., Inc., National Representatives
Owned and Operated by the
NATIONAL

LIFE & ACCIDENT

INSURANCE

CO., Inc., NASHVILLE,
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N

in
WORLD

The

photographs on this page illustrate some

equipment
1.1

PROGRAM
SERVICE

of a remarkable

new

service.

The

of the r i
science

has created nothing finer. But no less startling than
the result is the EASE and ECONOMY
which it ofl
to go on the air. It reduces production costs of the fi
a nominal figure.
It gives the advertiser an almost
cf material.
It enables him to use this material in
weaving into it whatever is desired to give individualitj
And

finally it offers hitherto undreamed

of speed in

getting into action in any market
from coast to coast.
WIDE
RANGE

MEETS

Tl

World Program Se
to-the-minute equij
program material irjji

ABOVE: This service overlooks WORLD
nothingto make it complete. Every
program is matched with a vivid
continuity prepared by expert
radio showmen. This can be
adopted in vuhole or in part
Other offices a \
according to the needs of advertisers and station managers.
SOUND ST
Page 32
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;:illiance of
li advertisers

LEFT: Through an efficient catalogue reference system, each
of the 125 stations associated in World Program Service is
equipped to put its hand instantly on every type of musical program.

-ograms to
i ted choice
pmbination
I ; program.

RIGHT: The cross reference catalogue m ikes
it possible to put together any combination
of numbers without delay. Never before
has there been anything like this for facilitating program building vjhile keeping it
absolutely flexible.

LEFT: Special pick-up equipment for World Program Service is
installed in each associated station, insuring absolute fidelity and uniformity inevery corner of the U. S. (photograph shows installation in
Station IVOR, New York).

E

TWO

lify

and

GREAT

NEEDS:

Economy

a combination of upt with a vast variety of
available to provide an

ABOVE: The recording equipment is
matched with the vertical pick-up equipment— these together with the processing
of masters and the acetate pressings from
the masters are all part of Wide Range
Vertical Recording developed by Bell
Laboratories. This is the equipment of
World Program Service.

all-round vehicle for going on the air, nationally
or locally. Let us give you AN AUDITION and
FULL INFORMATION !
INC.

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

50
WEST
57™
STREET,
NEW
YORK,
N. Y.
01. Madison St., Chicago, III.; 555 S. Flower St., Los Angeles, Cal.; 274 Branan St., San Francisco, Cal.
W NEW YORK, INC. (SUBSIDIARY OF WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.) WESTERN ELECTRIC LICENSEE
5
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Danger Signals
IF ADVANCE signs mean anything, the NAB
convention which will meet in Colorado Springs
early next month will be fraught with internal
strife. A repetition of the copyright events
of three years ago, when ASCAP forced the
percentage contracts down the throats of
broadcasters, seems to be in the offing. Copyright is certain to start a battle with renewed "sold down the river" accusations from
independents. There will be the charge that
ASCAP has succeeded in splitting the industry on the copyright issue just as it did three
years ago.
But copyright is not the only dollars-andcents problem. There is much feeling about
the FCC campaign to restrict advertising of
numerous products and services. The complaint is not so much against the elimination
of accounts as it is against the fact that no
yardstick has been provided by which a broadcaster, or even an advertiser, can determine
in advance whether a product falls within
bounds. He has to take his own chances and
risk a citation on renewal of his license.
The demise of NRA and along with it the
scrapping of the broadcasting industry code
presents another problem. This should not
be hard to solve, however, for the industry
has derived real benefits from the code trade
practice provisions. They should be adhered
to voluntarily. Othei'wise there inevitably
will reappear those chiseling, rate-cutting and
other practices which discredited radio and
lost money as well as self-respect for broadcasters.
Other disconcerting developments have been
the projects of newspaper stations and of local independents to form their own organizations, ostensibly to be affiliated with the NAB.
These movements do not have in mind, it is
said, defections from the NAB. But that is
always the danger, particularly at a convention already loaded with "dynamite".
It would be tragic if a split developed in
the NAB. On big issues the broadcasters always have stuck together, and by presenting
a united front, have won. If other trade associations are formed by groups within tbe
industry which feel that their "peculiar problems" warrant it, the result probably will be
disastrous. There is no single group in
broadcasting that can be regarded as strong
enough to withstand the political, reformer
and other attacks that have besieged radio in
the past and that are certain to come in the
future. The NAB has proved itself a strong
organization on these issues because it has
been representative of the whole industry —
Page 34

locals, newspaper stations, clear channel outlets and networks alike. Destroy that united
front and the industry will become so vulnerable that we shudder to think what might
happen.

rrLeague for Decency"
WHAT unmitigated gall is the latest propaganda of a new self-annointed Messiah for
radio calling itself the "National League for
Decency in Radio", with headquarters in New
York! It is in no way connected with the
organization devoted to the movie cleanup
campaign in recent months. Its letter-head
says it is "in process of formation". Except
for the signature of one Marguerite M. Martin, as "acting secretai-y", none of its sponsors
is made known.
Yet this "organization", whose own literature reveals it announced its "purposes" on
May 10 takes credit unto itself for the CBS
announcement of program policies — an announcement which came on May 13 after
months of consideration.
The usual line of attack on "power trust"
domination of broadcasting is taken in the
"League's" literature, which asks recipients to
become "members" simply by signing a card.
It looks to us as though someone is trying to
build up another sucker list for any one of
several anti-radio lobbies whose motives are
well known to be self-aggrandizement.
Is There Censorship?
WE HAVE felt all the time, along with most
operators of radio stations, that the oft-repeated charges of FCC program censorship
were mere poppycock. But we must confess
to some misgivings now, at least as to the intentions of some of the FCC personnel, since
the disclosure of the memorandum to all FCC
field inspectors ordering them to become virtual "program detectives".
If the subject were not such a touchy one in
these days of fears of dictatorships, the situation would be comical. How any FCC official,
high or low, could order a technician in the
field, who is supposed to know only his watts
and wave lengths, to judge libel and slander
upon government officials, let alone the merits
and demerits of various types of programs, is
beyond our imagination.
The memorandum, published in full in this
issue, shows the FCC in a particularly unfavorable light. It comes at a time when the
atmosphere teems with suspicion and charges
of censorship and the suppression of free

BOOK

RADIO
SHELF

IF THE AUTHOR of Politics and Radio
Regulation could have perceived the woods as
well as the trees his article might have arrived at a destination. As it is, it gets nowhere. The author is E. Pendleton Herring,
and his article was published in the Harvard
Business Review for January, 1935. The
author advocates a government network, insists that this would "not mean that the government in power would use the radio to consolidate its own control," maintains that "all
sides of all public questions would be given a
hearing" and believes that this could be done
by setting up a network such as the British
one, in competition with the commercial broadcasters.
His assumption that the BBC could be duplicated in this country betrays an utter ignorance of American political psychology. Nor
does he seem to realize that the BBC maintains its benign impartiality only by almost
complete avoidance of controversy. Imagine
either the BBC or an American government
network putting on the Coughlin-Long-Johnson debate. The author also does not seem to
b? familiar with the impartiality of public
discussion which the advertising - supported
press has achieved in contrast to the political
pamphleteering period of the late 18th and
early 19th centuries.
If the author had been more familiar with
the problems of program building, broadcasting economics, the actual operation of the
broadcasting structure, and the general program service rendered by commercial stations,
as well as of all of the political, social and
economic cross currents in the field, rather
than merely some of them, the article would
have been more profound. However, it is
merely earnest.
TEXTS of the addresses and discussions at
the fourth annual assembly of the National
Advisory Council on Radio in Education, of
which Levering Tyson is executive director,
are contained in the volume Radio and Education 193 % just published by the University of
Chicago Press, Chicago ($3). The conferences
took place last October, with leading figures
in various walks of life expounding their
views on radio as an art and social force.
speech over the air. In the past there has
been no substantiation of these allegations.
Our investigation of the present matter elicits
the assertion that the FCC members themselves had no knowledge of the memorandum
or its contents.
Nevertheless, the FCC is responsible when
its personnel oversteps authority. The field
force obeys the orders of its immediate superiors and presumably these orders still
stand. The episode is altogether inexcusable.
When a governmental agency makes legal investigators and program censors out of its engineers and subordinate officials, it seems time
to take inventory and do a little reassigning
of work. Even the FCC must remember that
there is a law on the books which prohibits
the censorship of radio programs.
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NOTES
THE

WILLIAM McGAFFIN, formerly
photo mat editor, has been appointed
radio editor of the Associated Press.
Prior to joining the A. P., McGaffin
was with the Omaha Wo rid- Herald.
He succeeds Charles E. Butterfield
who has held the job for 7% years.
Butterfield becomes wire photo editor. Between 200 and 250 newspapers print the A.P's daily column.
D. E. (Plug) KENDRICK, general
manager of WIRE, Indianapolis, has
departed with Mrs. Kendrick for a
six-week vacation, touring about the
country. He has been in ill health
recently and his physicians prescribed
a long rest.

REGINALD McLAREN BROPHY
THE OLD SAW about a chain both station and network operabeing no stronger than its weakest
tion. He understands the problems
link does not apply to the busi- of the NBC associated stations, as
ness of broadcasting. A radio
well as those of the NBC, and it
chain is as strong as its combined
is his job to maintain in balance
links. For this reason the Station
their mutual responsibilities.
Relations Department of a netSince Brophy's appointment as
work is of supreme importance.
manager, the station relations deAnd the manager of that departpartment has been considerably expanded. He has inaugurated a plan
j ment is a key figure who must
whereby Radio City and the net1 have
a thorough-going knowledge
of radio.
work stations are kept in much
These factors led the NBC to closer touch, and there is a constant exchange of information
choose Reginald McLaren Brophy
for the post of manager of station passing between them.
Under a new system already
relations when Donald Withycomb
resigned last winter to take over being put into operation members
the management of the new WFIL,
of the department are now touring the entire country on regular
Philadelphia. Brophy has had 16
years of experience in radio, and schedule, calling on station managers to discuss mutual problems,
it has included every angle of the
business from working in a radio and eventually the plan will be so
factory to being an operator and set up that each of the stations
a station director.
will receive a personal call from
Brophy was born in Montreal
an NBC representative at least
June 6, 1900, and educated in the once every two months.
local schools. When he was 19 he
Since all these representatives
obtained a radio operator's license, are men of long experience in radio, and most of them have been
but his first real job was at a
station managers themselves,
work-bench in the Canadian Marconi plant. That was in 1919, at Brophy feels that this frequent
(the very dawn of broadcasting his- personal contact will serve to keep
, tory, and one of his first assign- network and associates in closer
ments was to work on the con- understanding and cooperation.
his latest deals, in collabo' struction nadian
of Marconi
CFCF,Montreal
the pioneer
Ca- One of ration
with Vice President Frank
station.
During the next five years,
Mason, was the conclusion this
Brophy was transferred from one week of negotiations to link WXYZ
to NBC to replace WJR which goes
' had
department
another,
he to
worked into every
branchuntil
of raCBS in September.
dio manufacturing. This prepared
Brophy himself can be recognized as a man of action at a
him for the next step upward and
in 1924 he was appointed superglance. He is wiry, quick in movement, and his mind works rapidly.
. visor of CFCF, which he had helped
to build, and assistant sales manHe frequently is in his office at
ager of Canadian Marconi Co.
night, but this overtime effort
Next came the job of sales mandoesn't both him. In fact, he finds
lager, which included direction of that after regular hours, when his
the company's advertising, and phones have stopped ringing, is the
best time for planning ahead, for
then assistant general manager.
About this time, the NBC found anticipating the problems of the
itself in need of a man with future.
Being a Canadian, it is not unBrophy's exact qualifications, and
he was brought to Radio City as
natural that one His
of Brophy's
hobbies is skiing.
other hobbies
assistant manager of station relations under Mr. Withycomb, a fel- are reading — and radio. He resides
in New York City with his wife,
low Canadian. He was promoted
the former Margaret Poole, of
to manager of the department
Montreal, to whom he was marwhen his predecessor resigned.
ried in 1928. His clubs are the
With his background, Brophy is
familiar with all sides of the in- Canadian Club, the Marlborough
Golf and Country Club and the
dustry-— technical, business, manufacturing, sales, advertising, and Rideau Club, all of Montreal.
June 15, 1935
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HAYDN R. EYANS, former Cincinnati advertising man, has joined the
NBC terChicago
two years sales
withdepartment.
the Ralph AfH.
Jones Adv. Agency and another two
with the Yenable-Brown Agency, both
of Cincinnati. Evans started his own
agency in 1929, which he continued
until joining NBC.
RICHARD C. PATTERSON, JR.,
executive vice president of NBC, was
expected to return to New York
about June 15 after a two-week inspection trip to NBC stations in the
South and Midwest.
GEORGE M. BURBACH, director
of KSD and advertising manager of
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, and Mrs.
Burbach will sail July 5 on the
Bremen for a cruise to Norway and
Sweden.
L. A. BENSON, director of WIL, St.
Louis, as a member of Moolah Temple,
and Wylie P. Harris, manager of
WJDX, tentateJackson,
as past
poof Wahabi Miss.,
Temple,
attended
the national Shrine conclave in Washington the week of June 10.
PAUL WILSON has resigned from
the NBC Chicago sales force to become Chicago manager for Screen
Broadcast
Corp., apicture
new concern
dealing with motion
advertising.
LINCOLN DELLAR, of the sales
staff of KGB, San Diego, has taken
a similar position with Radio Sales
Inc., sales affiliate of CBS in New
York. Prior to his connection with
KGB. Mr. Dellar was the advertising director of Motorland, and later
servedtive in as
publishers' representaSan a Francisco.
WALTER J. NEFF, sales manager
of WOR, Newark, has been named
chairman of the house committee of
the Advertising Club of New York.
JAMES L. PROFFITT, attorney of
Christiansburg, Va., has joined the
law offices of George O. Sutton,
Washington radio attorney.
HAROLD B. YUDKIN has been
promoted to sales director of WMBG.
Richmond, Va.
DEE MACK, formerly of KSL, Salt
Lake City, and KYA, San Francisco,
has joined the sales staff of KHJ,
Los Angeles,
and theexecutive.
Don Lee network, as an account
LLOYD VENARD, formerly of
Stearn Adv. Co., Cleveland, has been
named sales promotion manager of
WGAR, Cleveland.
SAMUEL ROSENBAUM, president
of WFIL, Philadelphia, is the father
of
a girl
in May.Edna
Mrs. Phillips,
Rosenbaum
is born
the former
first harpist of the Philadelphia Symphony.
R. C. WIGGINS,
commercial
representative of WBRC,
Birmingham,
has resigned to accept a post with
the Federal Emergency Relief Administration.
OWENS DRESDEN, manager of
KMTR. Hollywood, resigned May 30.

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

PHIL LAMAR ANDERSON, veteran newspaperman and writer, hasjoined the continuity staff of WLS,
Chicago. Lamar, who has spent the
last five years with the Rochester
(Minn.) Post-Bulletin, is the author
of Court Rouse Square, a novel.
DON AUSTIN, formerly with KPCB
and KOL, Seattle, has joined the announcing staff of KOMO-KJR, Seattle..
TED GRIZZARD, formerly of
KTAT, Fort Worth, has been named
program director of WLAP, Lexington, Ky. He was succeeded by H. A.Paget, globe-trotter and newspaperman.
JACK ABBOTT, after two years absence, has returned to KROW, Oakland, Cal., as announcer. Ronald Bennett,
new toannouncing
radio, has also
added to the
staff been
as news
commentator. Gordon Willis, formerly with KROW, has joined the announcing staff of KGGC, San Francisco, succeeding Reed Pollock, who
has gone to KJBS, in that city.
WILLIS PARKER, William Mayer
and Ralph Edwards have been added
to the production and continuity staff
of KSFO, San Francisco. Edwards
is also announcing and masteringthe-ceremonies
for theNight
station's
newest feature, Saturday
Revue.
SYLYESTER (Pat) WEAVER, has
resigned as production manager in
charge of commercial programs at
KFRC, San Francisco and on June S
sailed aboard the liner Pennsylvania
for New York.
JAMES GORDON, announcer at
WDSU, New Orleans, was awarded
the announcer's loving cup donated
by Bernard
Grunning,
Orleans jeweler,& for
polling New
the most
votes in an announcer's popularity
contest conducted by Radiotime.
DICK WHITNEY, formerly with
Kansastions,City
and Linn,
Minneapolis
and Edward
formerly sta-of
W L W, Cincinnati, have joined
WXYZ, Detroit.
ROSE HELEN BINK has returned
to the studio staff of WTMJ, Milwaukee, after an absence from radio
of several years. Florence Martin,
WTMJ singer, has joined NBC.
WENDELL PARKER, for five years
assistant radio editor of the Detroit
Times, has joined the publicity staff
of WXYZ, Detroit, and the Michigan
Network.
JAC HUYLER, former announcer of
WOR, Newark, as Jack Hoffman, on
June 1 joined the staff of KMTR,
Hollywood.
RAYMOND SCUDDER, of the NBC
continuity staff in New York, is the
author of the new American Adventure historical series started as a sustainer on the NBC-WJZ staff June
10, with Stanley High as commentator.
FELIX ADAMS Jr., formerly of
WSPD, Toledo,
joinedWheeling,
the announcing staff of has
WWVA,
W. Va., and has been succeeded by
Howard Donahoe, formerly WSPD
program director. Walter Patterson
has been promoted from announcer to
program director of WWVA.
ARTHUR WHITESIDE, formerly
of WIS. Columbia, S. C, has joined
the announcing staff of WMAZ, Maeon, Ga., replacing Robert Armstrong;
resigned, who has joined WFBC,
Greenville,
C. reporter,
Solon Couch,
eon radio S.
news
also Mahas
joined the WMAZ staff.
TED EPSTEIN, announcer at
WCAE. Pittsburgh, is to be married
June 30 to Ethel R. Lieblich, Pittsburgh school teacher.
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EDWARD KRUG, formerly announcer, production man and writer for
WGR
and WKBW, Buffalo, and
ABS, as well as narrator for Paramount News and continuity writer
for- WNEW,
Newark, has joined
WJAS and KQV, Pittsburgh, as publicity director and announcer.
TONY
WAKEMAN,
former for
sports
and special
events announcer
the
old ABS, and sports narrator for
Paramount News, has returned to
Pittsburgh to take charge of sports
and special events for KQV and
WJAS.
CLIFFORD T. MARSHALL, composer and arranger, recently of
WCAE, Pittsburgh, has returned to
the musical staff of WINS, New
York.
TOM POWERS, Yankee Network
announcer, is the father of a girl
born June 3.
CHARLES BENSON, formerly of
KMTR, Hollywood, has joined KFIKECA, Los Angeles, as relief announcer during the summer.
JACK VAN NO STRAND, continuity chief of KHJ, Los Angeles, was
married May 29 to Julie Dillon, Los
Angeles radio actress.

CHARLES BULLOTTI Jr., program manager of KGB, San Diego,
was married late in May to Miss
Betty Larkin in Los Angeles.
FLOYD MILLER, for two years
with WKVW, Buffalo, has joined the
announcing staff of WMCA, New
York.
BRYSON RASH has joined the announcing staff of KMOX, St. Louis.
JERRY JOYCE, former music director at KFWB, Hollywood, has
been named music head at KFAC,
Los Angeles.
EDDIE DUNN, formerly of WFAA,
Dallas, has been named publicity
manager for Burrus Mill & Elevator
Co., Fort Worth, and is heard daily
over Texas Quality Network with the
sponsor's Lightcrust Doughboys.
MARTIN WELDON, formerly with
other New York stations, has joined
the announcing staff of WINS, New
York.
EUROPE'S only woman broadcasting engineer is Miss Natalie
Piskor, on the staff of Polski Radio's station in Warsaw.

IN THE
CONTROL
ROOM

FLY TO RACES— At the Indianapolis auto race Memorial Day,
with Eddie Rickenbacker as pilot,
was this group from KWK, St.
Louis. Left to right are Danny
Seyforth, production manager;
Mrs. John Harrington; John Harrington, assistant manager; Mrs.
Robert Convey; Robert T. Convey,
president.
W. L. HOPPES, manager of the
broadcasting department of Electrical Research Products Inc., will
leave New York June 21 to visit
radio stations in the West prior to
the NAB convention.
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leading radio station be*s Detroit's
\\T
V V jI cause
jt
never
permitted the question of revenue to interfere with the excellence of
its programs.
\\T
y V

National programs are never cancelled to make
time available for local commercials.
Some of WWJ's own programs are as outstanding as the best "network" programs.
Besides, WWJ
was the first radio station in
America to broadcast regular daily programs — a
fact which Detroit people have not forgotten.

National Representatives
JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles
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LYNNE C. SMEBY, formerly of
KSTP, St. Paul, and in radio 17
years, has been named technical supervisor of WXYZ. Detroit, and
WOOD-WASH, Grand Rapids. He
had been with Twin City stations
since 1921 and has designed and constructed a number of stations. Mr.
Smeby is a member of the engineering committee of the NAB.
LIEUT. WIGGINS of the Australian Royal Air Corps and R. M. Bodenbach, engineer in the Australian
government radio division, were
shown through NBC's Chicago studios by Howard Luttgens, central division engineer, during their recent
Chicago visit. They are making a
world tour to study broadcasting
methods in other countries.
CLYDE WEND, formerly of WJAY,
Cleveland, has joined the engineering
staff of WCKY, Covington, Ky.
RUSSELL D. LIGHT Y, of Madison, Wis., formerly of WNEW, New
York, and WTMJ, Milwaukee, has
joined the control staff of WNACWAAB, Boston.
DAVID KEMPKES, NBC Chicago
studio ofengineer,
on a month's
leave
absence isrecovering
from a
chipped knee bone, result of falling
from his horse. Harlan Oehler &
subbing for Kempkes.
CARL ULRIC, chief engineer of
WAAF, Chicago, is the father of a
boy born this month.
GILBERT FAUST, formerly in
charge of sound effects of the Jessie
Bonstelle stock company, on June 3
joinedfectsthedepartment.
NBC Chicago sound efRAYMOND SOOY, RCA Victor Co.
recording superintendent, was interviewed over the NBC-WJZ network
May 20 by Howard Claney, NBC announcer, discussing old and new
methods of recording as he has
watched them since he joined the old
Victor company in 1903.
FRANK V. BECKER, formerly with
NBC, New York, has been named
head of the engineering department
of WFIL, Philadelphia, bringing
along L. C. Pamphilon and A. Nygren.
BARNEY LAVIN, formerly of
WHAD, Milwaukee, has joined the
control staff of WDAY, Fargo, N. D.,
replacing Millard Dunkirk who has
been named to the commercial department to handle advertisers service.
H. W. HOLT, formerly with WMAS,
Springfield, Mass., will be chief engineer of the new WMFE, New Britain,
whichtesting.
has been completed andConn.,
is now
DIVISIONAL engineers of NBC met
in New York June 10 for the first
general conference since NBC was
founded in 1926. Business sessions
were scheduled for the whole week,
with a dinner Wednesday night. The
divisional engineers are : A. H. Saxton, San Francisco ; R. H. Owen,
Denver ; H. C. Luttgens, Chicago ;
F. E. Leonard, Cleveland ; W. J. Purcell, Schenectady ; A. E. Johnson,
Washington ; George O. Milne, New
York.
CHARLES TOPMILLER, chief engineer of WCKY, Cincinnati, and
Alma Ashcraft, WCKY network traffic manager and former singer and
actress, were married in Covington,
Ky., June 8.
H. H. LANCE, control engineer of
WIRE, Indianapolis, is the father of
an 8-pound son.
REPORTS are current in Europe
that a powerful commercial station, like the longwave Radio Luxembourg, is going to be erected in
Northern Africa to radiate advertising programs to Europe.
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LARGEST,
All rooms

FINEST

and

with bath and

most centrally located house in the city.
circulating ice water.

tiful city parks. The BILTMORE
SENSIBLE

ROOM

HOTEL

RATES— $3.50 Single; $5.00 Double

Between

two beau-

is in the center of the city's life.
The BILTMORE BOWL is America's most
colorful night spot. Two marvelous floor
shows; dancing to the music of a nationally known orchestra; continuous
entertainment from 7:30 to closing, and
a wonderful dinner for $1.50.
The RENDEZVOUS is a night club in
the afternoon. Also has two floor shows;
dancing noon to six, luncheon for
dollar, and a tempting cocktail corner.
The LOUNGE,

a charming spot where

good fellows meet. The Biltmore operates six dining rooms, two of them featuring counter service.

DELEGATES
TO

THE

N.A.B.

CONVENTION
in Colorado Springs who
extend their trip to Los
Angeles will find a glad
hand of welcome at the
Biltmore Hotel. This house
is convenient to Hollywood
and all local points of interest. Los Angeles is directly on the way to the San
Diego Exposition and Agua
Caliente in Old Mexico.

Associated Hotels
U. S. GRANT in SAN DIEGO
AGUA CALIENTE in OLD MEXICO
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HI
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Programs

It

GOVERNMENT operation of radio as practiced in Australia would
not be acceptable in this country,
A. E. Bennett, president of the
Australian Federation of Broadcasting Stations and chief executive of 2GB, Sydney, declared June
5 shortly after arriving in New
York to study American broadcasting and purchase transcriptions.
"Twelve government-owned stations in my country offer the type
of radio fare the Postoffice Department officials think they should
have," Mr. Bennett said. "Fiftyfive privately-owned stations command 75% of the listening audience with the type of entertainment the owners think the dialers
want to hear. The Government
broadcasts have an educational
duty to perform, but the listeners
show little interest in being educated by radio. The programs are
dignified — and dull.
Stifles Critics
"ACTUALLY, the Government
system is a boon to commercial
operators. It keeps the wailing
crusaders off our necks and leaves
us free to produce programs without interference from outsiders.
There are several elements in the
system which keeps it from being
acceptable in the United States.
Heading the list is the fee which
our government would have to
charge to keep a chain in operation. The Anzacs pay the Postoffice Department the equivalent of
$4 a year
the 'selective'
fare,
while for
Americans
would radio
balk
at paying a mandatory fee because
radio entertainment always has
been presented gratis.
"The alternative in America is
to create an endowment fund so
that the educational factions can
own their own stations. Then they
can blow off steam; operate at a
loss, and withdraw from the radio
field, much the wiser for their experience. Australian commercial
stations operate along similar lines
to American stations. Good taste
in entertainment and commercial
blurbs pays dividends. Anzacs have
come to accept the necessity for
advertising to the extent that they
offer no strenuous objections when
operators give as high as 20% of
the
air time to commercial announcements.
"The Australian Postoffice Department does not exercise any
censorship over the commercial
stations nor does it revoke licenses
with any more alacrity than does
the FCC in the United States.
"The chief difference between
the systems is that there are no
networks 'down under' — a situation
which is just beginning to change.
Metropolitan stations are finding it
necessary to link with country stations to give prospective advertisers the covei'age they demand and
give listeners in all parts of the
country a chance to hear the cream
of the programs. One advantage
Anzacs have is that their stations
stick closely to the schedules that

Improvement

Is Claimed

By Radio Institute in
Programs for Children
MARKED improvement in programs for children is noted by the
Radio Institute of the Audible
Arts following a survey by a special radio committee of the Child
Study Association of America, of
which Sidonie Matsner Gruenberg
is director.
A more constructive approach to
child broadcasts is revealed in the
report of the Institute, founded by
Philco Radio & Television Corp.
In a study Radio and Children prepared for the Institute by Mrs.
Gruenberg, it is urged that parents study the problem from the
standpoint of the particular child.
Mrs. Gruenberg suggests that
parents make positive use of radio, instead of suppressing it, running away from it, or merely tolit. She ofpoints
that "radio iseratingone
the out
instruments
through which the growing individual can share the experience of
others and so grow in stature and
understanding. It is for parents to
recognize that there are values
here, notwithstanding frequent
crudities
or extravagances."
The committee
lists the following typical
programs
presented
by children's
the major networks,
which seem to meet the suggested
standards of emotional emphasis,
good taste, truthfulness, attitudes
and sentiment, language and quality, and advertising: Singins: Ladv.
Nursery Rhymes, Terry and Ted.
Roses and Drums, Buck Rogers,
Bobby Benson, Billy and Betty,
Let's Pretend, Radio Theatre, Junior Radio Journal, The Puzzlers,
and Chats About Dogs.
Leonard Cox at KNX
LEONARD E. L. COX, former
program director of WOR and
WABC and former commercial
program director of WJZ, has been
anpointed program director of
KNX, Hollywood, according to an
announcement June 6 by Guy
Earle, Jr., president. Among the
productions credited to Mr. Cox
are Fred Allen's Bath Club Revue,
Main Street Sketches and A Night
in Tony Pastor's.
have been prepared and announced
in advance. Another advantage
we have is that we don't allow the
women to run the country, dominate the men, or get too much of a
foothold in radio. We have few
women announcers and when they
do appear on a program a man almand. ways is on hand to assume com"Affected speech is just as distasteful to Australians as it is to [
Americans. Our listeners abhor a
'rank' Australian accent. They
prefer a cross between the accepted I
Australian and Oxford accents.
Above all they want to hear a real
man who is natural and sounds
likeMr.he Bennett
is a 'good asserted
fellow'. " that the|
bulk of his people prefer Ameri- ;
can popular music to the classics]
and are showing a decided leaning
toward radio drama. Much of Australia's radio fare is imported i|
from Hollywood and Los Angeles
and the ether executive is now in j
Hollywood buying his yearly quota i
of electrical transcriptions, which '
numbers approximately 3,000.
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KVOS

Sell Where

There's

MONEY!
A recent Brookmire Sales
Map of the U.S. estimated
that consumer income in
Wisconsin would increase
25% in 1935 over 1934—
more than in any other
state and twice the U.S.
average.
One — and only one —
radio station covers the
Milwaukee -W i s c o n s i n
market thoroughly —

f

TM

J
The Milwaukee Journal
Representatives— ED. PETRY & CO.

News

Trial Set

TRIAL of the case of the Associated Press vs. KVOS, Bellingham,
Wash., involving the right of radio stations to broadcast news published in newspapers once the papers are sold, has been set for
Sept. 3 by the Circuit Court of Appeals at San Francisco. Final
briefs are due Aug. 25. The appeal is from the decision of the
Federal District Court in Seattle
upholding the right of stations to
broadcast such news as an ultramodern means of dissemination.
The Associated Press was joined
by the United Press, and John W.
Davis is expected to be their chief
counsel. Former Senator C. C.
Dill has been retained as chief
counsel for KVOS, with any stations having contributed to the
fund to defray the cost of the litigation. The trial may be held in
Seattle rather than San Francisco.

EQUIPMENT
UNTIL a complete new setup is installed in new quarters in the autumn, WFIL, Philadelphia, is using
a composite control room with the
aid of new RCA and Western Electric equipment which has just been
purchased to overcome technical
handicaps arising from use of an
OP-4 amplifier which had been hastilyer has
assembled.
Frank layout
BeckdesignedEngineer
a temporary
with three working channels and one
spare. proved
Program
qualityerrors
has been
and technical
now imare
negligible. Relays are operated by
set-up buttons, eliminating patchwork.
WPRO, Providence, reports the completion of its new studios and transmitting equipment. Studios in the
Metropolitan Theater Bldg. are supplemented by the use of the 3,500seat theater for big broadcasts. Control room is fully equipped with
Western Electric speech input apparatus.
RCA MFG. Co. Inc. has moved its
San Francisco office to 170 Ninth
St.

Here's
why
we
waited
.
<I For many years WEEI gave New England listeners the . finest
NEWS BROADCASTS in the United States. It was NEWSPAPER
news broadcast direct from NEWSPAPER studios by NEWSPAPER
men. Prepared especially for radio, it embraced important events
and items of human interest that were local, national and international in character.
^ When the papers and news gathering agencies decided to quit
radio, WEEI bided its time, believing it wise to do nothing until it
could provide a news service as complete as the one for which it
was so favorably known.
tfl NOW — the NEWS is back! NEWSPAPER NEWS from NEWSPAPER studios, gathered, edited and broadcast by NEWSPAPER
men.
(f WEEI is broadcasting five daily and two Sunday periods of
NEWS direct from the Boston Herald-Traveler stvidios. This was
accomplished by purchase of the United Press franchise for Boston, and an arrangement for the exclusive use of the news gathering facilities of Boston's leading morning and afternoon newspapers, The Herald and The Traveler.
^ The entire service is under the personal direction of the man
who popularized news broadcasting in New England. His cheerful
voice, on the air with news at regular intervals for years, had been
sorely missed by New England listeners. This newspaperman of
long experience is now a member of WEEI's staff.
•J Yes, indeed!
The NEWS is back on

Station

WEEI

&

speakers.
WMFR is the call assigned to the
new station authorized to J. A.
Hart and Wayne M. Nelson, at
High Point, N. C, 1200 kc, 100
watts, daytime.

oston

There will be no advertising during news periods on WEEI.

However,

announcement "spots" are offered before and after the neivs broadcasts.
Write, wire or phone for rates and availability.
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NEW WMT RADIATOR — Just
completed,
th's new InternationalStacey self-supporting
tower with
high-capacity crown gives WMT a
quarter-wave radiator. The highfidelity RCA transmitter is housed
in this new building located between Cedar Rapids and Waterloo,
la., to cover both cities.
AMPERITE Corp., New York, has
introduced a new high-impedance
velocity microphone which operates
directly into the grid, eliminating the
input transformer. Such features as
natural reproduction without peaks
and elimination of feedback are retained. Ordinary carbon volume controls can be used as mixers and
special low capacity coupling is used
for the microphone lead up to 30
feet. For longer lines compensation
vised.
or
lower impedance velocities are adWCNW. Brooklyn, has completed
new studios and an auditorium, with
formal opening planned for the near
future. Air conditioning and streamlining are built into the new studios.
Announcing the completion. Arthur
Faske. owner-director, said he had applied to the City of New York for
permission to install wires connecting with the municipal network. He
foresees growing development of the
community-station idea with a central radio board for local emergencies
and important civic messages.
NEW monitoring and pre-amplifier
equipment are being out into operation by WFAA.
Dallas,
its kw.
instal ation of complete
RCAin 50
high-fidelity equipment. One velocity
and six inductor microphones have
been added, replacing the condenser
type. High-fidelity plant and studio
connecting lines have been in operation for some time. Installation will
be completed in late July.
A PUBLIC ADDRESS system powerful enough to blanket an area 10
miles square is being operated by
Associated Oil Co., San Francisco, at
the Santions Diego
exposition.
staare connected
with Seven
156 loud

• • Exclusive

• •

JOHN BLAIR & CO.
Station Representatives
NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO
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62,500,000
The man
<new what

who said "lend me your ears"
he was doing. He had an idea

to sell. He knew he couldn't sell it unless
ae got attention and plenty of it.
There are something like 88,000,000 listeners in this country which you can reach
iirectly by radio.
71% of these

listeners— about

—live in the territory served
letwork.
They

like Mutual

features.

62,500,000

by the Mutual
They

quickly

:espond by the millions to sound advertisng appeal.
Advertisers who have arranged through
UTUAL

WGN

CHICAGO
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LISTENERS
the Mutual
upon

Broadcasting

this fund

of listener

WLW

CINCINNATI

to borrow

attention

find it a

very economical transaction.
Economical because the rates of Mutual
are exceptionally
of the

low. Economical

sales-making

power

because

of Mutual

America's biggest markets.
Now is the best time for you
your

approach

to this great

60

days ahead.
Call, write or wire

any

in

to plan

audience.

choicest spots across the board are
able. Reservations for time can be
member

The

availmade
station

for specific details.
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WMCA

Promotes Hall
ALFRED HALL,
announcer at
WMCA, New
York, and formerly with WOV,
New York, and
concert artist,
has been named
program director
of WMCA, succeeding Lewis
Mr. Hall
R e i d , resigned.
In anouncing the change, Donald
Flamm, president of Knickerbocker
Broadcasting Co., paid tribute to
Mr. Reid's work and stated that
the "rich experience Mr. Hall
brings with him will be very helpful in continuing the ambitious
program schedule of WMCA."

Turmoil Convention Issue
(Continued from page 6)
NAB convention headquarters, to
situation; educational programs;
creation of the projected audit bu- endeavor to work out plans for an
reau of coverage, what to do organization, affiliated with NAB,
which will deal with programs that
about code trade practice and hour
and wage provisions, now that affect newspaper stations only.
NRA has died insofar as enforceSimilarly,
a group Allen,
of local
stations led by Edward
WLVA,
ment is concerned; agency recogLynchburg, likewise have planned
nition; transcriptions; organization
of newspaper stations into an au- a session, for the announced purpose of setting up procedures
tonomous group, and a similar
movement fostered by certain local whereby they can get their share
of national spot business. Despite
stations which have looked askance
this announced intention, there are
upon NAB policies and projects.
Tentatively scheduled also is a known "left-wingers" among the
local independents who feel that
discussion on television by Andrew
W. Cruse, chief of the electrical more could be accomplished in the
division of the Department of formation of a separate trade association, looking out for what
Commerce, who left a month ago
they construe
for Europe to inspect continental
culiar interests.to be their own pevisual radio developments. He is
The copyright explosion adds
expected to return to the United
States in time to make a flying fury to a convention sentiment
that already had been charged
trip to Colorado Springs and tell with
more controversial issues than
the broadcasters what he saw, how
he interprets the visual trend, and any in the 13 years since the NAB
being. If any reconciliawhat, in his view, it may mean to came tioninto
is reached, it will be at the
the broadcasting industry in convention,
for the two views now
months or years to come. Interest are as divergent as the poles.
in television has been aroused in
Most confusing was the fact that
recent months by the launching of these developments came just bescheduled television in England,
fore the ASCAP trial was to get
France and Germany, and by the under way in New York June 10.
recent RCA announcement that it So far as could be learned, the networks, and Mr. Levy consulted
is spending a million dollars within
the next year or so to remove tele- government counsel before entertaining the ASCAP 5-year extenvision from the laboratory and into
not you?
sion offer, and got no objection.
practical outside tests.
The
attitude
was that the extenKFRO
Group Sessions
sions
were
accepted
"under duress".
Thereafter, the arrangements
were
'Voice of Longview"
AS REPORTED in previous is- made June 4 and 5 first by Mr.
sues,
newspaper
stations
plan
a
jview, Texas
Levy for WCAU, and then by Edsession at the Broadmoor Hotel,
ward Klauber, CBS executive vice
president, and his counsel, and by
A. L. Ashby, vice president and
general attorney of NBC.
... IF IT WAS
ASCAP Negotiations
GOOD ENOUGH FOR MY
THE RIFT came after a meeting
of the copyright committee had
FATHER-IT'S GOOD
been called in New York on short
notice June 3. Present were Mr.
''
ME
FOR
ENOUGH
McCosker, F. M. Russell, NBC vice
president, and Mr. Levy, as members of the copyright committee,
and Messrs. Loucks and Hostetler,
as ex-officio members. Others in
attendance were Mr. Klauber,
CKLW
DOES
A
Ralph Kolin and Sidney Kaye, the
latter two being attorneys for CBS;
Mr. Ashby and E. S. Sprague,
attorney, for NBC. Unable to attend were copyright committee
JOB^2^i^<f
. . .
members J. Truman Ward, WLAC,
NAB president; Walter J. Damm,
CKLW does not cater to stodgy minds — people with
opinions as set as the rock-bound coast of Maine. The
Mr. Don Sutler
CKLW audience is composed, for the most part, of
Standard Brands, Inc.,
Detroiters and residents of the Motor City area —
New York City.
aggressive, open-minded — ready to accept modern
Dear Mr. Stetler :
ideas — able to buy. If you have a better method — a
Come down some time and try to
get yourtions.program
better product — tell Detroit about it through the facilities
Then glance from
at theoutside
map staand
of CKLW — the station Detroiters listen to.
see
what
you're
missing!
WSOC
the audience and the audience has
has
MONEY ! Charlotte's per capita buying power is the same as PhiladelRepresentatives
phiamoreandandaSt.fraction
Louis !more than BaltiJ. H. McGILLVRA
Standard Brands needs WSOC, the
station that sold itself so that vou
485 Madison Ave.,
might sell STANDARD BRANDS!
New York
CKLW
STANDING BY: Waiting to plug
JOHN KETTLEWELL
you
in !
MEMBER COLUMBIA BASIC NETWORK
Palmolive Bldg.,
WSOC
5,000 WAT1S
Chicago
Windsor Offices: Guaranty Trust Bldg.
Charlotte, N. C.
Detroit Offices: Union Guardian Bldg.
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Copyright

WTMJ; Mr. Allen, WLVA, and I.
Z. Buckwalter, WGAL. As a conent.
sequence, a quorum was not presMr. Mills had notified the group
that the ASCAP board would not ,
accept the proposal that the current contracts be extended for the
duration of the government suit.
He indicated that probably an arrangement for five-year extensions
under existing terms, could be
made. For the meeting he sent
over a written memorandum which
appeared to evade the real issue,
after which Mr. Levy informed
him that he would accept a fiveyear extension of his present contract for WCAU. The following
day this contract was negotiated
and the networks and WOR opened
their negotiations.
One of the chief points at issue,
raised by Mr. Hostetler in his letter, was that the networks pay
only for their key station receipts,
while the independents pay on network revenues they get plus all
other revenues. The Hostetler letter was written in a personal vein
to Mr. Loucks.
CKLW Plea to Transmit
To Windsor to Be Heard
A HEARING involving an application of Essex Broadcasters Inc.,
American affiliate of CKLW, Windsor, Canada, for authority to
transmit local programs across theij
border, has been set by the FCC
for Oct. 24 before the Broadcast
Division, sitting en banc. The
hearing was set because of the;
provision inserted in the Communications Act upon its passage last
year, requiring specific authority
from the FCC for the transmission of programs by wire across
the borders for broadcasting purCKLW already has authority, as
a CBS outlet, to broadcast network
poses.
programs transmitted across the
border. The question to arise at
the hearing relates to its application to transmit local programs
from Detroit to the Windsor transmitter. It maintains studios in
the Union Guardian Bldg., Detroit,
as well as in Windsor, just across
the Detroit River. CKLW relinquishes its CBS programs effective
Sept. 29, when WJR becomes the
outlet for that network. There is
the possibility that it will become
the NBC Blue outlet.
New

KLPM

Personnel

MYRON J. BENNETT, who recently took over the general managership of KLPM, Minot, N. D.
announces that its new ultra-modern studios and offices are about
completed
in the
Lerland-Parkei
Hotel. Mr.
Bennett
also an
nounced the following new person
nel: commercial manager, C. W
Baker, former newspaperman
news editor, Arthur Solga; chie:
engineer, C. W. Baker, and an
nouncers, Dick Schmidt and Lestei
Maupin.
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Finds Radio Best
(Continued from page 9)

our show. We were influenced in
this decision by the fact that while
Little Jack Little is not one of the
biggest names on the air, he does
have proved entertainment value.
Moreover, he has a definite feminine appeal, as proved by his fan
mail and by his theatrical pulling
power. Furthermore, he has a good
orchestra.
We started with the purpose of
being entertaining without being
sensational. We were not going to
argue with our audience. We were
not going to become technical.
Rather we were going to repeat
again and again our story that
"electricity is so cheap that it deserves greater use", in the most
persuasive and non-argumentative
way which we could find possible.
The formula for Little Jack Little is (1) good music by a superior
orchestra, (2) conversation in a
quiet yet buoyant manner from a
personality who has great appeal
to women, (3) a tie-in at the end
of the program with a local commercial message, promoting the
current activity of the local operating company.
Whatnessesare
program'sIts weakand itsthe
strength?
chief
weakness is with our own organization. Our people do not hear the
radio in the morning; therefore it
is understandable that they underestimate our program's audience.
Their friends in talking of radio,
discuss evening programs. They
hear a great deal about Eddie Cantor, Rudy Vallee or the Ford pro-

Do your plans call for a concentrated
attack on the Michigan Market? Then
remember — Michigan is not Detroit
alone. There are 7 more principal
cities. Cover all eight, and you cover
Michigan. The Michigan Radio Network has no loopholes. Eight stations
to get listeners — a splendid MERCHANDISING SERVICE at no extra cost to get distributors. Write or
wire for details.
KUNSKY - TREND LE
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
(Owners and Operators of Station WXYZ)
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
WM. G. RAMBEAU CO., Representatives
HOME OFFICES: TRIBUNE TOWER, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
EASTERN OFFICE: WESTERN OFFICE:
507 Chanin Building Russ Building,
122 E. 42nd St.,
San Francisco, Cal.
Earle Bachman, Manager
Douglas A. Nowell, Manager.
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WXYZ
KEY STATION DETROIT
WBCM
WFDF

Medium

gram; they hear very little about
their own program. To remind
them of the difference in cost and
to review with them the primary
purpose of the program is of little
avail. They feel that if people
were being reached effectively,
comment and discussion about the
program would be general.
Strange as it may seem, morningcauseprograms
are criticized
beno one talks
about them,
while the evening program s —
which promote a flood of conversation— almost always create uncertainty and apprehension on the
part of their sponsors.
Cost Per Program
WE summarized the situation as
we had found it by pointing out
that the actual transmittal of Niagara Hudson messages through
tuned-in radios in homes of our
customers is at least as effective
as delivering literature onto their
living room tables.
The broadcast cost per thousand
sets listening to Niagara Hudson
program is $3.46.
The direct mail cost per thousand homes is from $25 to $50, or
from seven to fifteen times as
much.
The biggest value in printed
space may be said to be the Saturday Evening Post. At about $8,000
per page, the cost per thousand
messages is $3.50. But, according
to the analysis of Dr. Starch — the
experienced advertising consultant
— only about one out of four readers see a given advertisement.
Therefore, thevertisementcost
adis $14 per
per "seen"
thousand
reached. Only about one out of 15
on the average read an advertisement. Therefore, the cost per thousand "read" message is $52.50.
A broadcast that is heard and
recalled as to subject matter is certainly as effective
as a "read"
advertisement. On that
basis, Niagara Hudson broadcasting costs,
per person listening, about onetenth as much as publication advertising per person reading.
That, gentlemen, is the story
of the cost of the Little Jack Little
messages as nearly as we can determine it. How much are they
worth? How much is a home service interview worth? How much
is courtesy from truck drivers
worth?
There is one great difficulty in
this program of ours. The talent
FULL

TIME

WJIM
WBBZ

1200 Kc.

WIBM
PONCA

WELL

CITY, OKLA.
•
Better Service
Lower Cost

BATTLE CREEK
WKZO
KALAMAZOO
WOOD

* WASH
GRAND RAPIDS

Member Mutual Broadcasting System
RATES:
$200 per quarter hr., evenings
$125 per quarter hr., daytime

Extensive Coverage in Northern
Oklahoma and Southern
Kansas
WBBZ

• Ponea City.Okla.

cost of Little Jack Little's orchestra is abnormally high when related to the number of stations we
can use.
This program cost bothers us
more than any single item and I
am frank to say that we have not
yet reached a solution. One suggestion of considerable merit has
been advanced. It is that this program could be syndicated to a
number of utilities. Of course with
proper geographical spacing. It
was suggested that a commercial
message, such as this one from the
center of a typical Little program,
would be applicable to scores of
other utility companies beside
those in our system.
do you
of the air-end
this"How
is your
truly do,
on friends
the transmitting
of the customary radio wave extending
the best wishes of your electric company.
You know electricity gives you one of the
best modern servants this old world has to
offer. You just push the button. Elecdoes the You
rest. don't
It doesn't
back.it
Doesn't tricityargue.
have talk
to feed
or take care of it. And the cost — -just pin
money. Electricity costs the average home
in this territory less than a dime a day.
And believe me, that's a bargain. And
now — via electricity — here's a little music.
Lowering the Cost
OF cial
COURSE
the beending
message could
varied commerso that
it would readily apply to almost
any electric utility or to any local
condition. If records were designed
for sale to several electric utilities,
the total cost for each could be
greatly reduced and the more utilities participating the lower the
unit cost. As a result, it would be
possible to have:
First, a program which has
proved its ability to build an audience; second,itsa appeal
personality
which'
has proved
to women;
third, an opportunity to tell, in a
simple and colorful way, the most
important
story and
of all
the value
of
our service
its— reasonable
cost; fourth, a ready-made spot on
the air — an established radio audience— for hard-hitting commercial
announcements, for special messages which might be particularly
effective in certain contingencies.
Human Quality
THE PRINCIPLE involved — that
of syndicate use of worthwhile ra
dio transcription programs — seems
to be peculiarly
adapted to
the con-I
ditions of our industry;
therefore
invite your consideration of it as a.
reasonable and economical means;,
of building business and of promoting better understanding between
your companies and the communi
ties they serve.
We, in Niagara Hudson are con
vinced that the radio, as made personal by Little Jack Little, has
helped to put into our companies
something of the warmth and
friendliness which a popular stage
star can radiate — a human quality
which is so difficult in this day of
machine billing and large-scale
corporate activity, and yet so necessary to an understanding with the
peopleit weis serve.
have quality
found
that
in this We
human
th't the spoken word is often su-:
perior to the printed word in buildgood-willit.and the business that
comesing with
WFIL
adelphia
Only Philadelphia outlet
forBlue
N. B.Network
C. Basic
1 000 Watts
560 Kilocycles
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WASHINGTON
STATE
ALLOWS BEER, WINE
\ AS ONE of its first actions, the
newly formed Washington State
Broadcasters Association has se' cured a reversal of the State
Liquor
Board's
beers
and
wines
shall ruling
not be that
advertised
by radio. At its recent meeting
the association, which comprises
I all the stations in the state, also
decided against accepting any hard
liquor accounts.
The Washington group is the
first regional branch organized to
1 Icooperate with the NAB which
jboasts its own paid managing director. He is Kenneth Davis,
"I young Seattle attorney, who has
opened headquarters for the association in the Northern Life Tower,
LI Seattle. He is also of counsel in
jjthe A. P. vs. KVOS news case, now
Jon appeal.
t The association has gone on record with the FCC as favoring the
|renewal of the KVOS license as
Iagainst the application of the BellMngham Herald for a new station,
{and also threw its support to KXA,
Seattle, against the competitive
L application of Ward Walker. Officers of the association are: Louis
Wasmer, KGA and KHQ, Spokane,
J president;
E. M. Doernbecker,
IJKVT, Tacoma, vice president; Robert Priebe, KRSC, Seattle, secreitary-treasurer ; Birt Fisher,
JKOMO and KJR, Seattle, director,
and Carl Haymond,
KMO, Ta'coma, director.

WHY

YOU

SHOULD

USE

H According to official tabulation
WJDX pulled more mail on
NBC programs during 1934 than
any other station of like power
in the South-Central group.

LAMAR LIFE STATION
JACKSON. MISSISSIPPI
A SOUTH CENTRAL NBC STATION
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Three

More

Added

By Intercity Group
Seven Stations Now Are Linked ;
Sales Program Takes Shape
STILL disclaiming any "third network" intentions, "Intercity Presentations" of which Donald
Flamm, WMCA president, is the
head has disclosed the addition of
three stations to its permanentlylinked hookup and at the same
time divulged plans for sale of
group time to national or regional
advertisers. With a total of seven
stations the group is being offered
to advertisers at the sum of their
national card rates.
Now aligned in the group are
WMCA and WIP, Philadelphia,
which originally were linked ;
WMEX, Boston; WCBM, Baltimore; WOL, Washington; WPRO,
Providence; WDEL, Wilmington,
and WLNH, Laconia, N. H. The
three latest additions were WMEX,
WPRO and WLNH.
The first commercial to begin
over the eight-station hookup was
Tastyeast Inc., which started a
contract of six-times a week schedule on June 9. The schedule, to
run until fall, is for five quarterhours Monday through Friday at
8:15 p. m. and a Sunday evening
half-hour beginning at 9 p. m. The
program is WMCA's Five Star
Final, a dramatized review of the
news directed by Philip Barrison.
The account was placed through
Clements Co. Inc., Philadelphia.
Mr. Flamm indicated that other
commercial prospects were beinT
auditioned.
Also announced by Mr. Flamm
is the appointment of Ray Linton,
formerly of Greig, Blair and Spight
Inc., and prior to that on the CBS
sales staff, as Chicago representative of WMCA, as well as for the
Intercity group. Offices have been
established at 350 North Michigan
Ave. Mr. Linton returned to Chicago June 8 to assume his new post
after a week in New York during
which he conferred with Mr.
Flamm and Bertram H. Lebhar
Jr., sales director of WMCA and
for the group.
Cooperative Setup
THE INTERCITY group, Mr.
Flamm explained, is purely a cooperative venture, with each station paying its portion of the A.
T. & T. line charge. Lines are
leased on a 24-hour basis. Programs keyed from WMCA are
open for local sponsorship. In the
sale of network time one-half of
the rate reverts to WMCA as the
key station, out of which is paid
agency and sales commissions,
plus general overhead and program costs. All open time is subject to sale, with certain provisions made for defraying the overhead of sustaining features keyed
from WMCA or from other stations.
"With Boston and Providence
added to our present group of Intercity stations that include Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington
and Wilmington," said Mr. Flamm,
"WMCA is now able to offer coverage throughout the most populated section of the Atlantic Seaboard. This is not the beginning
of a 'third network', but rather a
practical association of pressive
independent broadcasters who look
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to New York, through WMCA, for
the.r program material."
Tieing tercity
into
the announcement
expansion of Inwas the
June 5 by Mr. Flamm of the establishment of the WMCA Artist Bureau and the appointment of Zac
Friedman, theatre executive, as its
director. Charles S. Wilshin, formerly with Radio-Keith-Orpheum,
was named assistant director. Mr.
Friedman for the last four months
has produced the Amateur Hour
over WMCA from the Fox Brooklyn Theatre. The new department
will function as a complete booking office, handling WMCA artists
and
orchestras and various theatre
bookings.
One of the spot features broadcast over the enlarged Intercity
group was the arrival of the
French Liner Normandie from an
airplane piloted by Clyde Pangborn, famous aviator, along with
a description of the arrival given
by James F. Clemenger, announcer, from a perch atop the WMCA
Building, where he had a clear
view of the Hudson River.
Grunow

Expands

',N

Playtime
Will soon decimate the "Big
Name" Programs.
OUR

SUMMER

SCHEDULE

of cheerful, entertaining programs will mean dollars to our
national advertisers.
THE NORTHERN

CORPORATION

Owners and Operators of

WMEX
1500 kc — 250 w L.S. — 100 w N.
HOTEL MANGER — BOSTON
In America's Fourth Market
Tel. CAPitol 7560— Teletype Bos. 157

JHE

. . . and

Jlute
of

Spots

GENERAL HOUSEHOLD UTILITIES Co., Chicago (Grunow refrigerators) has doubled the list of
stations for its WBS quarter-hour
transcriptions, the schedule now
including 75 stations. The campaign, started in April, has
brought an enormous response
from dealers and distributors, according to Duane Wanamaker,
Household advertising director.
Hays, MacFarland & Co., Chicago,
is the agency.

We're

ike

MIDDLE'

like

it!

WHAS has the distinct advantage of being
able to deliver both northern and southern
markets ... It is the farthest south of all
Columbia Broadcasting Basic Outlets, yet it is
strategically located in the very heart of the
rich Ohio Valley, near the center of population, where its 50,000 watt signal spreads
into profitable territories on every side.
. . . And it is because WHAS has proved its
ability to reach and sell a large, cosmopolitan
audience that its schedule is well filled, winter and summer, with the cream of radio programs.

WH

A

S

50,000 WATTS
.
820 KILOCYCLES
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY &. CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO

and dangerous stock-peddling pro-J
motions and bucket shop operators.]]
Broker's
Nearing
How a Houston

Successful
Close
House Has

of

Used Air Profitably
By KENNETH A. MILLICAN
Radio Financial Commentator
Sterling & Baker, Houston, Texas
ON SEPT. 5, 1932, Sterling &
Baker, Houston stock brokerage
and commission house with direct
New York, Chicago and New Orleans wires, discussed with the
management of KPRC, Houston,
the feasibility of preceding the
five-minute closing quotation figures from the New York exchanges
every afternoon with a five-minute
program dealing with finance, investments, the markets, the dangers of fraudulent stock-selling,
and other items of general interest
to the investing and prospectively
investing public.
A week later the first program,
consisting of approximately 1,000
words of original matter, was constructed and broadcast. It was expected that the series would be
given every business day for three
months, with the possibility of continuing another three months.
Holding Attention
ON APRIL 19, 1935, two years and
seven months after the inauguration of the plan, program No. 800
of the Sterling & Baker Radio Financial Comments was given over
this same station. It is estimated
that 800,000 words, written and
broadcast by the same author and
broadcaster, have been thus pre-

Program

Third

Year

MR. MILLICAN
sented to a constantly increasing
audience. The subjects covered
have never left the realm of
finance. The histories of our leading stock exchanges and financiers
have been given in highlighted
talks, bringing out such dramatic
features as could be depended
upon to hold the attention of a
mixed audience.
Especially has the listening public been appealed to in the matter
of warnings against illegitimate

WHB
• is happy
its May

to announce

sales are the greatest

in the

history

. . . and

that

are

that

contract

of the

station

AZilch"
mythical
character
' 'Doctoi
— serving
as a —prototype
foij
the dynamiter, the high-pressure..,
salesman and the telephone boiler-,
room charlatan, has been created
having been
devoted
exposing
literally
hundreds
of thetobroadcast?'
his pernicious practices, and putting unsuspecting victims on guaro
against his machinations.
Care is taken that the program?
shall be light, yet instructive. The j
ethics of the legitimate brokerage 1
profession are jealously protected J
The names of the sponsors are
generally
usedof only
the beginning and end
each at
program,
anc 1
following a musical break, which is
required by studio rules, the five
minutes of comment are followed
.by the reading of the closing quo
tations of 96 selected listed issues
as well as giving the call money
rate
New York,
the ruling
ex-'
changein figures
on French
francs
and British pounds, and the clos-,
ton.
ing quotations on grain and cot
Institutional Angle
THE SUCCESS of the comment;
is well evidenced by the unusuallj
heavy correspondence which come?
to the sponsors in a seemingly endless flow. The name of Sterling <£
Baker
in the
Texas area
has entire
becomeSouthwes'
synonymous with legitimate stock ex
change operations and legitimate
investment activities, and similarly, it has become known as the
nemesis of the worthless stock pro
moter and fraudulent securitj;
dealer.
The is huge
listening
which
made up
not onlyaudience
of peo ,
pie seriously interested in the mar
kets, but of school students whc
are studying finance and econom
ics, housewives who complimen'
the
program
for its clearly
pre !
sented
explanations
of soune
money-placement and other non
commercial cross-sections of ar
enormous metropolitan and subur
ban life, proves by its constan
fan-mail that even the admittedl;
arid topic of stocks and bonds
finance and market quotations, car
be made acceptable when clothed ii
the language of ordinary everyda;
conversation.
It may be reasonably deduced
therefore, that if this progran
were not profitable to its sponsors
it would scarcely have been ex
tended from an original 90-daj
contract to 800 days with no indi
cations of its discontinuance.
[Sample continuity on opposite page.

renewals
18

HOURS!

The only station in northeastern
Oklahoma maintaining this schedule
II

Don Davis, President
Complete NBC Service
EDWARD PETRY 8C CO.
National Representatives

FACT BOOK • FREE !
64-pagcs of pictures, people, programs, popularity
polls.
you're City
spending
advertisingto
in the IfKansas
area, money
you owefor itradioto yourself
read a copy. SENT FREE ON REQUEST. Shorn
why WHB ofdelivers
the "most
listeners per dollar"
advertising
expenditure.

KTUL
1000 WATTS DAY
500 WATTS NIGHT

John T. Schilling, General Manager

TULSA
CBS Network
W. C. Gillespie, V. P.
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Broker

Makes

HERE is a typical Sterling &
Baker continuity for its series on
KPRC, Houston:
The students of the Sterling &
Baker Investment Forum this afterloon will engage in a little "looking
jackward" excursion to February,
1934, when one of these Radio Filancial Comments pointed out the
langerous operations of a bucket shop
jeing run in one of our city's tallest
juildings
— a typical
Zilch"were
enerprise where
listed "Dr.
securities
ostensibly being sold on the installment plan, and hundreds of victims
were being systematically wiped out
hrough
echnique.the famous "melted margin"
True to type, the office was closed
)n Feb. 27, 1934, and the promoter
in chief with his dynamiters emirated between sunset and sunrise to
;he neighboring State of Louisiana,
tfhere, with an exhibition of effron;ery hard
they opened
other officetoin equal,
New Orleans
underan-a
iifferent name. But not for long ! On
March 2, police and postoffice officials
T raided
the new
den, Shreveport
and withn a very
shortrobber's
time, the
jail, from which city the complaint
against their activities emanated, held
Sixteen unscrupulous Zilches.
Yesterday, the press dispatches anjaounced that the entire gang had
Spleaded guilty to using the mails to
'defraud and the motley crew drew a
;jprize assortment of federal prison
jSterms. The head of the ring will have
seven years in which to think things
pver, while his chief lieutenant got
live. Two high-pressure laddies were
kiven three years each — all in Leavenprorth. Five more were sentenced to
'Itwo years apiece
the Federal
Reformatory at El inReno,
and three
Spore, eighteen months each in the
I'same
the off
remaining
Smale place,
membersand got
with a three
year
,and a day each in the Federal Penitentiary at Chillicothe, Ohio. This
laccounts for fifteen, the sixteenth
'(member of the unholy aggregation,
who happens to be of the fair sex,
ijalso pleaded guilty. She will be adijvised of her share of the Governinfluence
tomorrow.
It is,ment'sofrestraining
course,
regrettable
that
he punishments allocated to this uniconscionable
bandof ofthe swindlers
ibring back any
losses to won't
their
[reported eight hundred victims, who
'ijpaid themated tofancy
price inof excess
what of
is estibe a sum
four
.[hundred thousand dollars for their
flexperiences.
,| But it MAY, perhaps, serve to put
jother innocent investors on their
Iliguard against the unscrupulous sef curity dealers who dynamite their
f wares and their methods by doorbell
fringing, or who hypnotize their prey

Finance

Interesting

On

the

Air

BE WISELY PURCHASED ON
by local and long distance telephone
THE STOCK EXCHANGES OF
selling
—
if
"selling"
it
can
be
called,
tor actually it is no such thing !
THE NATION
AT OPENLY
LICIZED PRICES
AND MAY PUBBE
The tactics of these predatory outSOLD WITH EQUAL FACILITY
casts have been so often explained
AND SATISFACTION. But to do
m these Comments that it would
seem redundancy to describe them so it is absolutely necessary for the
safety of the specuvestor that the
again. And yet there are unsuspectchosen agent shall be stable, depening people of average means, whose
names are on sucker lists distributed
dable and in good standing — not a
with fiendish ingenuity from the head- peripatetic
of unknown
tage,
whosepeddler
sole object
in life isvin-to
quarters
of
the
nation's
dishonest
stock-promoters, maintained in one of take the trader's pocketbook away
our northern cities, who are being with him, and "bucket" the transacmulcted just as readily today as their tion.
The customary musical interlude
fellow townsmen were a year ago.
interrupts, after which you shall hear
To the oft - repeated cry "Why
the closing quotations from the exdoesn't the Government do something
changes coming to you from over the
about
it", the only
answer
that
the Government
DOES
takeis,action
direct private telegraph lines of Sterling & Baker, Brokers & Investment
when it can prove violation of the
postal laws. But lessons like the Counselors, Shell Building, Houston,
the
sponsors
of this program :
above are learned just as quickly by
RECORD :
the Doctor Zilches as they are by
These closing quotations from the
their victims — even more quickly, in
fact. And the mails are not being exchanges come to you from over the
direct private telegraph lines of Sterso freely used now to carry promotionary literature into the homes of
ling &ment
Baker,
Brokers
InvestCounselors,
ShellandBuilding,
those prospects marked for slaughter.
The latest wrinkle is the use of the Houston, the sponsors of this program : the sales on the New York
Express Company, which keeps the
operators out of the hands of the Stock Exchange up until one o'clock
Houston time, were 920,000 shares.
Postoffice Department. As a matter
of fact, the swindling of our people
QUOTATIONS:
Through these measures will NEVER
end until the people themselves end
Lamiy Ross for Certo
it! If a prospective security buyer will
WITH the July 21 broadcast, Genturn a deaf ear to the high-pressure
eral Foods Corp., New York shift
dynamiter with his winning smile and
his facile fountain pen, and thorough- its promotion from Jello to Certo,
ly investigate before he selects a a fruit pectin for jellies. Lanny
broker through whom he contemplates
Ross will be featured on the NBCdoinghimself
his buying
and selling,
he'll WJZ network program while Jack
save
from becoming
enmeshed
Benny is on vacation. Benton &
in such a pitiable fiasco as that which
the newspapers of yesterday bring us. Bowles Inc., New York, is the
The prescription
for stock
avoiding
unnec-is agency.
essary losses in the
market
as simple as the engaging in ANY
legitimate form of trade and barter.
First : Choose a responsible brokerage house closely affiliated with the
standard exchanges of the country.
Second : Check up thoroughly on the
firm's reputation for stability and integrity, through reliable financial
channels. Third : Confine trading to
listed issues, which display activity
and which assure the specuvestor of
a liquid market. Fourth : Select only
those issues which analyze healthily
K
(for which procedure, the services of
a dependable,
ethical
investment
counselor are essential) and Fifth:
5000 WATTS
DON'T
OVERTRADE !
Remember that kindly disposed
philanthropic
aren't
ing their timegentlemen
and money
to spendtravel
through the country or pay in advance for costly long distance telephone calls to make total strangers
wealth. GOOD SECURITIES MAY

Chicago Store Renews
THE BOSTON STORE, Chicago
department store, had such good
results from amateur broadcasts
which it sponsored during May as
a part of the store's anniversary
sale, that it has extended the program for an additional 52 weeks
over WMAQ, Chicago. Norman
Ross, NBC
announcer,
will continue as master
of ceremonies.
Dade B. Epstein Advertising
Agency, Chicago, has the account.
FATHER COUGHLIN on June 9
wound up his Sunday midnight
series, and announced he will not
return to the air until next October unless occasion demands a
special appeal to his audience.

I'M OFF TO SEE THE NEW
NBC RECORDED PROGRAM
THESAURUS
AT
THE
NAB CONVENTION

"WASHINGTON
STATE

LED

THE

PACIFIC COAST—
THE
PACIFIC
COAST
LED THE
NATION — in retail
sales. April, 1935.
—Federal Reserve
over April, 1934."
San FranBank, cisco,
May 13.

f

(LEAR

CHANNEL
DES—
SItl
e has the
BEat
Se
highest
second

NOW

8:00- 8:15 A.M.
5:15 - 5:30 P. M.
DAILY PERIODS
10:15 - 10:30 P. M.
AVAILABLE FOR SPONSORSHIP
50,000 WATT STATIONS

WFAA-WBAP
DALLAS, TEXAS
FT. WORTH, TEXAS
Represented by Edw. Petry & Co., Inc,

June

15, 1935
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percentage of radio
set ownership in
America.

ON
N.B.

C.

NETWORK
SEATTLE
WASHINGTON

For information consult
Edward Petry & Co.. Inc.
New York Chicago
Detroit San Francisco
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WTMJ, Milwaukee

The

Business

of

Broadcasting

Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives ; Notes from the Stations
STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WOR, Newark
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey
City (Colgate dental powder),
weekly sp, thru Benton & Bowles
Inc., N. Y.
Reliance Mfg. Co., Chicago (Big
Tank shirts), weekly sp, thru Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
Greyhound Management Inc., Cleveland (bus service), 3 weekly t,
thru Beaumont & Hohman Inc.,
Cleveland.
Campagnie Parisienne Inc., San Antonio (perfume), 2 weekly t, thru
Northwest Radio Adv. Co. Inc., Seattle.
Gold Dust Corp., New York (Fairy
soap), 5 weekly sp, thru Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osboru Inc.,N.Y.
Julep Co., Chicago (Julep-Ade), 3
weekly sp, thru Wade Adv. Agency,
Chicago.
Liberty Foods Co., Covington, Ky.
(Redi-Spred) , weekly sp, thru
Ernest Davids Inc., N. Y.
Conti Products Corp.. New York
(soap), weekly sp (starts Oct. 6),
thru Henry S. Howland Inc., N. Y.
Nell Vinick, New York (Drezma cosmetics), 3weekly t, direct.
WFIL, Philadelphia
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(Lifebuoy soap), 3 weekly t, direct.
General Motors Co., Detroit (Chevro3 weekly
t, thru
CampbellEwald let),Co.
Inc., N.
Y.
American Tobacco Co., New York
(Herbert Tareyton cigarettes), 25
weekly ta, thru Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv. Agency, N. Y.
International Bedding Co., Baltimore
(White Cloud mattresses), 2 daily
sa, direct.
WCKY, Cincinnati
C. H. McAleer Co., Detroit (Black
Flash auto polish ) , 40 sa, thru
Maxon Inc., Detroit.
Bunte Bros., Chicago (candy), daily
sa, thru Fred A. Robbins Inc., Chicago.
Gardner Nursery Co., Seattle, 3 t,
thru Northwest Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
KGO, San Francisco
Washoff Co., Los Angeles, Cal. (protective face cream), weekly sp,
thru Harold W. Pickering Adv.
Agency, Salt Lake City.
Golden West Brewing Co. Oakland,
Cal. (El Capitan beer) 4 weekly
so, thru Emil Reinhardt Advertising Agency, Oakland.
KGEZ, Kalispell, Mont.
Nicollet Hotel, Minneapolis, 39 sa.
thru McCord Co., Minneapolis.
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit, 21 t,
thru Campbell-Ewald Co. Inc., Detroit.
Seiberling Rubber Co., Akron (tires),
312 sa, direct.
KGU, Honolulu
Pro-Phy-Lac-Tic Brush Co., Florence,
Mass. (toothbrushes), 13 t, thru
Lambert & Feasley Inc., N. Y.
Welch Grape Juice Co., Westfield, N.
Y., 3 weekly ta, thru H. W. Kastor
& Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
KJBS, San Francisco
Musebeck Shoe Co., Danville, 111.,
(health sport shoes) 3 weekly ta,
thru Sehl Adv. Agency, Chicago.
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WLS, Chicago
Bonnet-Brown Corp., Chicago (Zono
ointment), 39 sp, thru Schwimmer
& Scott, Chicago.
Reliance Mfg Co., Chicago (Big Yank
work shirts), 13 sp, thru MitchellFaust Adv. Co., Chicago.
Acme Mfg. Co., Forest Park, 111.
(Acme pig feed), 3 weekly sa, thru
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Jersey Creme Co., Chicago (JulepAde), 60 sa, thru Wade Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Little Crow Milling Co., Warsaw, Ind.
(Coco Wheats), 78 sp, thru Rogers
& Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Commander-Larabee Corp., Minneapolis (Airy-Fairy Cake Flour), 6 sa,
thru Addison Lewis & Associates,
Minneapolis.
Acme Mfg. Co., Forest Park, 111.
(Acme pig feed), 8 sa, thru Wade
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Iroquois Seed Co., Chicago (seed
corn), 6 sa weekly, direct. KGVO, Missoula, Mont.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis ( flour,
cereals), 12 weekly t, direct.
Calodine Distributors, San Francisco
(mineral water), 6 weekly t, direct.
Associated Oil Co., San Francisco
(Flying A Gasoline), 2 weekly t,
thru
cisco. Walter Biddick Co., San FranUnited Drug Co., Boston (Rexall), 5
weekly t, thru Spot Broadcasting
Inc., N. Y.

WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Fort Worth
Pen-Jel Corp., Kansas City (pectin),
3 weekly ta, thru R. J. Potts &
Co., Kansas City.
Smartchild Jewelry Co., Chicago, 2
weekly ta, thru Neisser - Myerhoff
Inc., Chicago.
James Heddon's Sons, Chicago (fishing tackle), weekly sa, thru Rogers
& Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta, 2 weekly t, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
N. Y.
Fawcett Publications Inc., Minneapolis Startling
(
Detective Adventures), weekly
t, thru CritchfieldGraves Co.,
Minneapolis.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge. Mass.
(Lifebuoy soap), 5 weekly t, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
WCAE, Pittsburgh
National Sugar Refining Co., New
York (Jack Frost), 2 weekly sp,
thru Young & Rubieam Inc., N. Y.
C. H. McAleer Co., Detroit (auto
polish), 40 sa, thru Maxon Inc.,
Detroit.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(Life Buoy soap), 3 weekly t, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis
(food), 12 weekly sp,Inc.,
thruChicago.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
KHJ, Los Angeles
Marion R. Gray Co., Los Angeles
(shirts), weekly
LockwoodShackelford
Co., sp,
Losthru
Angeles.

Bunte Bros., Chicago (candy), 4'
weekly
sa, thru Fred A. Robbins'
Inc., Chicago.
Dixie Distributors, Hillsdale, Mich.,
Turnbull
Adv. Co.,
Kansas
(oil products),
weekly
t, thruCity.
Potts-'
General Electric Co., Cleveland (re-)
frigerators) , 5 weekly sa, thru Max- 1
on Inc., Detroit.
Congress Cigar Co., Newark (La Palina), 169 sa, thru Gotham Adv.
Co., N. &Y. Gamble Co., Cincinnati
Procter
(Oxydol), 5 weekly t,Inc.,
thruChicago.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis (Bis-1
quick),
5 weekly Inc.,
t, thruChicago.
BlackettSample-Hummert
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co., Jersey
City (Crystal White soap), 2 weekly t, thru Benton & Bowles Inc.,
N. Y.
Prime Mfg. Co., Milwaukee (electric
fences),
5 weekly
sa, thru MitchellFaust Adv.
Co., Chicago.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.j
(Lifebuoy soap), weekly t, thru:
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
National Sugar Refining Co., New
York Young
(Jack & Frost),
weeklyN. sp',
thru
Rubieam2 Inc.,
Y.
James
Heddon's
Sons,
Dowagiac
Mich, (fishing tackle), 8 so, thru
Rogers & Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago.
WMCA, New York
Tastyeast Inc., Trenton, N. J., I
■ weekly
adelphia.sp, thru Clements Co., Phil
Gold Dust Corp., New York, (Silver
Dust), 104 ta, thru Batten, Barton
Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y.
Electrosol Inc., New York, weekly sp 1
thru Jack Dort Inc., N. Y.
C. H. McAleer Co., Detroit (Black
Flash auto polish ) , 5 weekly sa
thru Maxon Inc., Detroit.
Florida Citrus Exchange, Tampa, Fla
( Sealdsweet
) , dailyCo.,sa,N. thru
JJ
AValter
Thompson
Y.
WBBM, Chicago
Builders Life Insurance Co., Chicago
13 sp, direct.
Sterling Casualty Co., Chicago (insur
ance),Inc.,
312 Chicago.
sp, thru Neisser-Meyer
hoff
Skelly Oil Co., Kansas City (moto:
City. 6 weekly t. thru Russell C;
oil),
Comer Advertising Co., Kansa;
Crowell Publishing Co., New Yorl
(Woman's Home Companion), :'■
weekly sp, thru Geyer-Cornell Co
Inc., N. Y.
KOMO-KJR, Seattle
California Spray Chemical Corp. :
Berkeley, Cal. (fertilizer), 4 dail;
sa, thru Long Adv. Service, Sax.
Jose.
Chr.
Hansen
Laboratory,
N.
Y. (desserts),
30 Chicago.
sa,Little
thru Falls'
Mif
chell-Faust
Adv. Co.,
General Electric Co., Cleveland (ap|
Detroit.
pliances),
28 sa, Chicago
thru Maxon Inc":
WENR,
Chicago & North Western Railwaj
Chicago Co.,
(summer
Caples
Chicago.tours), 3 sp, thr'
Greyhound Bus Lines, Chicago (bui
transportation), 13 t, thru Beau!
mont and Hohman Inc., Chicago.
Rice-Stix Dry Goods Co., St. Loui
("Dizzy Dean" sport shirts), 14 sa
thru Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
WGN, Chicago
Dr. Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart;
Ind. (Alka-Seltzer),
156 t, thr
Wade
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Hollywood Mask Inc., Chicago (beaut
preparation
52 sp, thru Schwin
mer & Scott,) , Chicago.
Hamlin's Wizard Oil Co., Chicag
(Saf-T-Shav), 3 weekly sp thr j
Beaumont and Hohman Inc., Gh:
cago.
WSPD, Toledo
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Masi I
(Lifebuoy soap), 5 weekly *, thr;
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
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NETWORK
ACCOUNTS
( 4.11 times EDST unless otherwise specified)
(JULF REFINING Co., Pittsburgh
petroleum products) on Oct. 6 reews Gulf Headliners on 59 CBS stations, Sundays, 7 :30-8 p. m. Agency :
^ecil, Warwick & Cecil Inc., N. Y.
lFFILIATED SALES Inc., Chicago
Edna Wallace Hopper cosmetics) on
uly 15 renews Romance of Helen
"rent on 17 CBS stations, Wednesiays, 2:15-2:30 p. m. Agency: Blacktt-Sample-Hummert Inc., N. Y.
AFFILIATED SALES Inc., Chicago
Louis Phillippe cosmetics) on July
5 renews Marie the Little French
yrincess on 18 CBS stations, Wednesdays, 2-2:15 p. m. Agency: BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., N. Y.
5TANDARD OIL Co. of New Jersey
Esso) on July 8 starts Esso Mareters with Guy Lombardo on 37 CBS
tations, Mondays, 8-8 :30 p. m.
Agency : Marschalk & Pratt Inc.,
M. Y.
jlORLICK'S
itacine, Wis., MALTED
on July 1 MILK
renewsCorp.,
probam on 6 NBC-WJZ stations, Mon.,
[|Tues.,
Wed., atFri.,
p. m.:
fvith repeat
11 :157:30-7:45
p. m. Agency
uord & Thomas, Chicago.
\OLYNOS SALES Co. Inc., Chi,age (toothpaste) on June 24 renews
rust Plain Bill on 11 CBS stations,
Mon. thru Fri., 10:15-10:30 a. m.
ikgency : Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Etc., N. Y.
VYETH CHEMICAL Co., New York
i Jad salts) on June 24 renews Mrs.
Viggs of the Cabbage Patch on 6
,T>S stations, Mon. thru Fri., 10:45|.l a. m. Inc.,
Agency
liiummert
N. :Y. Blackett-Sample|. S. BOYLE Co., Cincinnati (Old
English wax) on June 27 renews
'jqzu Dan, the Minstrel Man on 16
,pBS stations, Thursdays, 2 :30-3 p. m.
also renews same program Aug. 27 on
i3 stations, Tuesdays, 8-8 :30 p. m.
Agency : Blackett - Sample - Hummert
|nc, N. Y.
V S. BOYLE Co.. Cincinnati (Bi,|So-Dol) on Aug. 27 renews Everett
"Marshall's Broadway Varieties on 23
pBS stations, Tuesdays, 8:30-9 p. m.
Agency : Blackett - Sample - Hummert
(line, N. Y.
CONSTITUTION SOCIETY OF
JNITED STATES, Los Angeles (political) on May 23 renewed political
orogram, increasing from 3 to 8 Don
Lee stations, Thursdays, 8-8:15 p. m.
^(PST). Agency: R. L. Rust, Los
'jA.ngeles. '
jftOCKET OIL Co., Los Angeles, on
llMay 27 started Rocket's Road to
Fame on Don Lee-CBS network, Mondays, 8:30-9 p. m. Agency : Beaumont
j& Holman Inc., Los Angeles.
JOSEPH MAGNIN Co., San Francisco (Department store) on June 9
started for 52 weeks Hollywood Gosfip on NBC-KPO, Sundays, 2-2:15
o. m. (PST). Agency: Sidney Garinkel Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
^PERRY FLOUR Co., San Francis:<>, (cereals) on June 28, starts for
six times only in Woman's Magazine
<->f
the Air, on 5 NBC-KPO stations,
2:15-2:30
p. m. (PST). Agency,
Westco Adv. Co., San Francisco.
STANDARD OIL Co. of California,
3an Francisco, on June 4 renewed
for 52 weeks in Time Signals, on
NBC-KPO, 5 times nightly. Agency :
McCann-Erickson
Inc., San Francisco.
FEATURES
On Transcriptions
Available to Stations and Agencies
Samples on Request
STANDARD
RADIO ADVERTISING CO.
Hollywood, Calif.
June 15, 1935

FORD MOTOR Co., Detroit, on July
2vanians,
renewsadding
Fred Stoopnagle
Waring's &PennsylBadd,
on 93 CBS stations, Tuesdays, 9:3010 p. m. Agency : N. W. Ayer & Son
Inc., N. Y.
EMERSON DRUG Co., Baltimore
(Bromo- Seltzer) on July 8 starts
NTG and His Girls on an NBC-WJZ
network, Mondays, 8-8 :30 p. m.
Agency : J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N. Y.
TEXAS ucts) Co.,
(oil Eddy
prodon JuneNew11 York
renewed
Duchin on 61 NBC-WEAF stations,
Tuesdays, 9 :30-10 p. m. Agency :
Hanff-Metzger Inc., N. Y.
STERLING PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (Phillips Milk of Magnesia) on
June 28 renews Waltz Time on 18
NBC -WEAF stations, Fridays,
9-9 :30 p. m. Agency : Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., N. Y.
JOHN H. WOODBURY Co. Inc.,
Cincinnati (cosmetics) renews Dangerous Paradise on 19 NBC-WJZ stations, Mon., Wed., Fri., 7:45-8 p. m.
Agency
■N.
Y. ; Lennen & Mitchell Inc.,
WASEY PRODUCTS Inc., New York
(Barbasol) on Sept. 20 starts program not yet selected on 4 MBS stations, Fridays, 9 :45-10 p. m. Agency :
Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc., N. Y.
TASTYEAST Inc., Trenton, N. J.
(candy) on June 9 started Five Star
Final on 8 Intercity Presentations
stations, keyed from WMCA, Mondays through Fridays, 8 :15-8 :30 p.
m., Sundays, 9-9 :30 p. m. Agency :
Clements Co. Inc., Philadelphia.
EASY WASHING MACHINE Co.,
Syracuse, N. Y., (washing machines)
on June 5 started in Woman's Magazine of the Air on 5 NBC-KPO stations, Wednesdays, 2 :45-3 p. m.
(PST). Agency: Henri, Hurst &
McDonald Inc., Chicago.

Confirmation

of Prall

Delayed in the Senate
UNABLE to get his Interstate
Commerce Committee together because of the utilities holding company
measure, heandhasother
tion in which
been legislainterested, Chairman Wheeler (D.), of
Montana, planned a meeting at the
earliest possible moment to consider confirmation of the nomination of Anning S. Prall for a
seven-year term on the FCC from
July 1. Mr. Prall was named a
month ago by President Roosevelt
to succeed himself. A delegation of
16 members of the House has
asked for a hearing before the
committee because the FCC failed
to take punitive action in connection with a complaint they had
made about a Mexican broadcast
over the NBC-WEAF network in
March which contained an allegedly lascivious poem rendered in
Spanish. Confirmation of Mr. Prall
is confidently expected, however.
Amos 'n' Andy to Red
A SHIFTING of Amos V Andy to
the NBC-WEAF network, beginning July 15, was announced June
12 by NBC and the Pepsodent Co.
The famous pair will thereafter be
heard over the Red Network in
the East at 7 p, m. (EDST), and
over Red Western and suplementary groups at 11 p. m. (EDST)
nightly except Saturday and Sunday. It is their first shift since
their netwoi'k debut six years ago
after their first phenomenal success as Sam 'n' Henry over WGN
and as Amos 'n' Andy over
WMAQ.

CBS
OTH NCES
RQ-BAUDIE
YftI
IVUIi1V

NBC
AND
IN IOWA

THE
OTHER
FELLOW

"BLOWS"
A pretty good idea in life and
business is to occasionally let the
other fellow tell how great you
are because the world is apt to
remember it longer and be more
favorably impressed than if you
continually
ownfrom
"blowing". And do
so weyourquote
an
unsolicited and very much apadvertiser. preciated letter from a WWVA
"This letter is to congratulate
your station on a perfectly grand
job of returns for the first week
of our client's offer. Your station in Wheeling, (and here two
other stations are mentioned)
are leading the list and are really very far in advance of the
other stations, even such a sta•"
as given
(The tion
call letters
for "Even
such a station as
" are
those of a 50,000-watter in one
of the first three metropolitan
markets in the United States.)
Twenty - five stations are being
used by the quoted advertiser.
And so, once more WWVA
demonstrates its phenomenal
"pulling power" and substantiates our claim of a "Top Station"— just so "Top" that we
outpulled t h e 50,000 - watter
above referred to, three to one.
Don't overlook this outstanding
radio advertising service in the
Eastern Ohio, Western Pennsylkets. vania and West Virginia marColumbia

5,000

Station

WATTS

WWVA
II60

Blanket both Columbia and NBC audiences in Iowa with a single
broadcast. Hookup KRNT, Des Moines, with WMT, Cedar
Rapids-Waterloo. Both KRNT and WMT are now broadcasting from new vertical radiators with new RCA high-fidelity
transmitters — insuring increased and intensified coverage. And
you pay only for station time — there are no line charges!
THE

IOWA

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

KILOCYCLES

West

Vi rgmia

Broadcasting

Corp.

Hawiey Building
WHEELING, W. VA.

The Des Moines Register and Tribune

Representatives
J. H- McGILLVRA
485 Madison Ave, New York

VWUT
NBC Blue
l/DKJT CBS Basic l/Cr\ NBC Blue
Yf IVl I Cedar Rapids-Waterloo
IVI\PU Des Moines
Des Moines
Representatives : John Blair & Co., Chicago, New York, Detroit, San Francisco

JOHN KETTLEWELL
Palmolive
Bldg-, Chicago
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Enactment of Libel Law
Is Favored in California
CALIFORNIA radio interests are
bringing every possible pressure
to bear to have the Legislature at
Sacramento pass the tabled Senate Bill 1117, which pertains to liability for statements broadcast.
Introduced by Culbert L. Olson of
Los Angeles, Southern California
"Epic" leader, the measure has
won approval of the Northern California Broadcasters' Association
and the Los Angeles Broadcasters'
Association which are working for
its passage before Legislature adjourns this month.
The bill reads: "No person, firm
or corporation owning or controlling a broadcasting station shall be
liable for statements made by any
speaker discussing political matters except when the person, firm
or corporation owning or controlling the broadcasting station affirmatively declares that such
statements are made for and in
behalf of such person, firm or corporation."
SCOTT HOWE BOWEN, operator
of WIBX, Utica, N. Y., has applied
to the FCC for a new 100-watt
station on 1200 kc. in New Haven,
Conn., but his application has been
returned for further information.
MID -SOUTH COVERAGE
Memphis, "the Bright Spot on the
Recovery Map". Share this increased
spending — use WNBR. "The MidSouth's Own".
effective
coverage, Localized
low rates. features,
Memphis on
\kf |k| r% n
The Mississippi " ll D R

AGENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES
FREE, JOHNS & FIELD Inc., has
been named national sales representatives of WIS, Columbia, S. C,
WCSC, Charleston, S. C, and
WNOX, Knoxville, Tenn., effective
June 1, according to G. Richard
Shafto, vice-president of the company
owning each station.
JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY, station representatives, announces the
removal of its New York offices to
341 Madison Ave., where it has been
taken
increasedincrease
space "necessitated
the material
in the volumeby
of spot business and also the favorable outlook for continued improvement in this field."
WINTHROP MARTIN, formerly associated with Bowman, Deute, Cummings Inc., San Francisco, has joined
M. E. Harlan Adv. Agency in that
city as account executive, and will
handle radio along with other accounts.
MERTENS & PRICE Inc., successors to Funeral Foundations Inc.,
Los- Angeles advertising agency and
transcription producers, has been incorporated with Fred Mertens, George
Price and Mary Suter as directors.
EDWARD C. STODEL and Stuart
G. Robles have formed a partnership
in Los Angeles for a radio advertising
agency. Robles was formerly with
the Seholts Adv. Service, Los Angeles, while Stodel has written continuities several years for KFI,
KFWB and other stations.
JAY HANNA, radio executive of N.
W. Ayer & Son Inc., New York, arrived in Hollywood early in June in
connection with the Red Trails program of American Tobacco Co., originating in the movie town during
June.

ffReceptivity?
123

Radio

Ill

out

Dealers

Indianapolis*.

NORMANDIE CREWS— Reception was far from satisfactory from the
giant French liner during its maiden voyage, due to the ship's vibration,
but the American radio crews aboard reported "a grand time" on the
crossing from Havre. Left group is the NBC crew, left to right: Alfred H. Morton, NBC program manager; George Hicks, announcer, and
Alfred E. Jackson, engineer. Right group comprises Paul White, CBS
special events director; Lester Bowman, WJSV chief engineer, and
Davidson Taylor, announcer.
FOREST JOHNSTON, who formerly
headed his own advertising agency in
Los Angeles, has been named radio
director of the Sidney Garfinkel Adv.
Agency, San Francisco.
JOHN DRISCOLL, Los Angeles
broker, has opened an office at 541
Southder Spring
Los Driscoll
Angeles, Adv.
unthe name St.,
John
Agency, specializing in radio.
JEANNE BATTEN, formerly preparing programs in the food and
household lines, has organized Jeanne
Batten Co., radio promotion service,
at 489 Fifth Ave., New York.
BLACKMAN Co., New York, has
been incorporated under the name
Blackman Advertising Inc., with
Richard Compton, president ; Marion
Harper, vice president ; L. T. Bush,
secretary-treasurer.
V. G. FREITAG ADV. AGENCY,
Los Angeles, on June 1 moved to
larger quarters in the Spring Arcade
Bldg. The firm handles a general rabusiness and all time on KRDK,
Los dio
Angeles.
CONQUEST ALLIANCE Co. Inc.,
New York, has been named American
representative for PRC2, Porto Alegre, Brazil; CE81, CE121, Valpariso,
Chile ; HP5B, Panama City, Panama.
H. C. BERNSTEN ADV. AGENCY,
Los Angeles, on June 15 will move
from the Edison Co. to the Richfield
Building, 555 South Flower St.
KASPER-GORDON STUDIOS Inc.,
Boston, reports that a man calling
himself Jonas Nordheim and purporthas
ing to represent Kasper-Go
the radio
been making contacts in rdon
field. The company, says its announcement, does not know Mr. Nordheim and "will not be liable for any
statements, contracts or other public
dealings" consummated by him.

of
in

• • prefer

"SUMMER

G. F. CROWLEY, formerly director
of programs and publicity for WIP,
Philadelphia, and prior to that with
Paramount motion pictures in an advertising capacity, and Thomas J. LaBrum, public relations counsellor,
have organized Crowley-LaBrum Inc.,
specializing in advertising and publicity, with offices in the Real Estate
Trust Bldg., Philadelphia.
McCORD Co. Inc., Minneapolis
agency,
movedBldg.,
to 1225
First National-SoohasLine
Minneapolis.
Kaufman

Agency

Offers

Capital Announcing Prize
TO ENCOURAGE perfection in
the local announcing of commercial
copy, ing,
Henry
J. Kaufman
Advertis-is
Washington,
D. C. agency,
going to award a handsome cup to
the announcer
of the
four from
local stations deemed to
be best
the
point of view of diction, sincerity
and effectiveness. The contest is
for staff announcers whose participation in the program is confined
to the handling
of commercial announcements only.
Judges will be Washington radic
editors and several non-partisan
persons outside the advertising
profession. Mr. Kaufman, whose
agency handles a large share of
the local radio accounts in the capital
states:
"It importance
is our opin-is
ion city,
that if
greater
placed cialsonand the
handling
of commerif sta*f
announcers
are
given full credit for the very responsible job with which they are.
intrusted, they will be inspired tc
execute that function with the interest and enthusiasm necessary tc
good results."
TIME

IS

BROADCASTING
* Burea
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May we repeat?
WSYR leads in the East
in advertising gains.

D. E. "Plug" Kendrick. Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Affiliated

NBC

Station

National Advertising Representatives:
PAUL H. RAYMER CO., New York • Chicago • San Francisco

POSITION
in SYRACUSE
BROADCASTING
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ADVERTISERS

ASSACHUSETTS has appropriat$100,000 to promote State tourist
Jsiness, with Kenyon Adv. Inc., Bosa, to handle the account. Allyn B.
clntire, ANA president, and Frank
Black and Bennett Moore, are
ng in drawing up plans for an
jvertising drive.
OSTO Co., Chicago (dessert) has
I nied Perrin-Paus Co., Chicago, as
; agency. Radio is being consid„ed for a fall campaign.
. F. ALLEN Co., Berkeley, Cal.,
1/ylas Cosmetics) for the first time
including radio in its advertising
liedule and on June 7 started a 30
y test campaign on KGO. Bob
jberts & Associates, San Francisco,
the agency.
TON VAN & STORAGE Co., Los
ageles and other California cities,
|la renewed its contract on individ|.l Don Lee stations for its 15-mine weekly transcription program
oving Stories of Life placed on sevstations through
Charles H.
'|ayne
Los Angeles.
sponr has Co.,
reported
increasedThebusiness
rough the programs, though they
pre originally instituted entirely as
sritutional broadcasts.
0BERT J. FLOOD, formerly sales
omotion manager of Gulf Refining
p.. Pittsburgh, has been named adrtising manager of National Bis|it Co., New York.
OS ANGELES COMMUNITY
SiHEST again will stage a transcrip>n campaign next fall in its annual
rive and the discs will be made availji'le to chest groups throughout the
!untry. adings
Among
to sign
rewere Benfirst
Bernie
andforAlice
'aye. Technical production will be
*rae at Freeman Lang sound studios,
i ollywood.
WA PEARL BUTTON Co., Mustine, la., (Blue Bird buttons) now
advertising through R. C. Morenus
) Co., Chicago. The account is
rviced by Lew Hagerman, formerly
Beeeher Adv. Co., St. Louis, and
>w vice president of Morenus.
;ANT MILLING Co., Sherman, Tex.
Gladiola flour) and Southwestern
e Manufacturers Association, are
•wcomers to the Texas Quality Netork, which now is broadcasting 47
mmercial programs for 16 sponsors,
taling 13 hours weekly.
I C. POWERS Co., Boston, planing a regional radio drive, has
^aced its account with Ingalls Adv.,
'os ton.
LEVELAND STEEL PRODUCTS
3rp., Cleveland (Torridheat oil
lrners) has placed its advertising
ith Sweeney & James Co., Cleve-

Don't Listen
"DON'T LISTEN," Leon B.
Allen, Kalispell, Mont., Texaco and General Tire dealer
urges in its series of 50
broadcasts of local ball
games, over KGEZ. Instead,
go to the game, listeners are
urged to see the games. Results: Allen's sales of tires
for five months exceeded
those of all 1933 and 1934;
Texaco gasoline sales are
running 28% over last year;
attendance at the games is
up 75%.
NEW YORK Bureau of State Publicity, Albany, has placed its account
with Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y.
GARRY & Co. Inc., New York (Stylset) is advertising through Grady &
Wagner, New York.
BATTLE CREEK DRUGS Inc.,
Battle Creek, Mich. (Bonkora, etc.)
is advertising through Martin Inc.,
Detroit.
DWINNEL-WRIGHT Co., Boston
(White House coffee) places its advertising through Badger & Browning Inc., Boston.
MANDE VILLE & KING Co., Rochester, N. Y. (nursery) has not transferred its account as previously reported but is advertising through
Stewart, Hanford & Frohman Inc.,
Rochester.
Yankee

Network

Granted

Order Restraining Union
YANKEE NETWORK was awarded a favorable court decision in an
appeal against the action of the
Boston Musicians' Protective Association Local No. 9 for interference in a contract signed April 1
by the
staff orchestra. Thenetwork
decision for
wasa handed
down
May 9 by Superior Court in Equity
of Massachusetts.
The union, according to the
court's ruling, had fined Director
Kendis $500 for allegedly signing
the contract while a transfer member before submitting it to the
union for approval. The union had
threatened fines, expulsion and
suspension to the ten members of
the orchestra, all members of the
local, and they had ceased playing. The union's conduct was
illegal and Kendis had not violated
union rules, the court held in issuing a restraining order.

Is Television Near?
{Continued from page 13)
pictures through a whole evening
to see and hear full-length shows
and variety performances? No, I
would vision
not.show for
I might
watch
a telean hour
or two,
as
I would a theater or motion picture
show. But concentrate my attention on a small screen for any
longer time, night after night, I
could not and would not — no more
than I would like to spend an entire evening or week of evenings
in a movie house.
But I would like to have the televisor at hand when President
Roosevelt is being broadcast visually, when Rudy Vallee is directing
his show or when Henry Ford is
announcing and demonstrating via
television his newest models.
Even then, I still would like to
go to the theater and the movies
more or less regularly, as I do now,
and I would still like to listen to
good music on the air without being required to focus my eyes
upon one spot in the room.

"G'

FRANK BLACK, general music
director of NBC, on May 27 was
awarded the honorary degree of
Doctor of Music by Missouri Valley College in recognition of his
accomplishments as a musician.
WUai's tjowi Hum}?
I'M OFF TO SEE THE NEW
NBC RECORDED PROGRAM
THESAURUS
AT THE
NAB CONVENTION

wan

pop

ain't

no

Claus!"
Santa
Perhaps there isn't any Santa Claus . . . but here's
one radio station that believes its job is not finished until your products or services have been
sold. We believe that if we GIVE a little more
. . . you're going to GET a litde more, and in the
end, we profit too. Results prove it. Many of our
best clients have been with us for years, and they
know what KFDM three-point selling means.
Briefly, it's simply a sales strategy that covers
dealer distribution . . . dealer display, PLUS effective broadcasts to a receptive market. Try it yourself ... we have many letters of voluntary commendation to prove that you wouldn't be 'gambling'. Rates and details sent on request.

The records are here to show the facts. There are 24 nationally
known grocery products building sales volume over WAPI. Local
department stores use WAPI with 19 local commercial programs
■— because WAPI local popularity builds high sales volume. One
national program in one week produced 3700 letters from WAPI
listeners. To get radio advertising results in Alabama, you need
WAPI.
BASCOM HOPSON, President

• BROADCASTING

Corp. is exclusive
New Inc.,
York New
distributor. W. I. Tracy
York, is the agency.

. . . . there

GET
RESULTS

une 15, 1935

A NATIONAL drive, including radio, is planned by Tostadas Co.,
Dallas, for its Tostadas Mexican
corn chip. The campaign is to start
in New York in June, Chicago in
July, broadening
until it is
national in scope. Seggerman
Nixon

Yankee Bettors
YANKEE NETWORK
cleaned
up owned
when "Palatine",
race horse
by Charles
W. Phelan, Yankee sales
manager, won at Rockingham track, paying $121.90,
a record for the season. Besides Phelan's bets on his
own horse, Gerald Harrison,
of the public relations division, put down $2 to show
and got back about $27.

ADVERTISERS

5000
WATTS
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NBC
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Tostadas Campaign
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SABINE BROADCASTING CO., Inc.
P. O. Box 2950 - Beaumont, Texas
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ADDITIONAL transcription accounts
placed on various stations are reported as follows by National Advertising
Records, these being supplemental to
the lists carried in previous issues of
Broadcasting :
A C Spark Plug Co., Detroit.
General Household Utilities Co., Chicago (Grunow refrigerators)
Robt. A. Johnston, Milwaukee (candy)
Kissproof, Inc., Chicago (lipstick)
Wonder Co., Chicago (Ovaltine)
Wilson & Co., Chicago (dog food)
ASSOCIATED OIL Co. of California,
San Francisco, has bought the rights
to 26 episodes of The Shadow, transcription mystery serial, with music,
cut by MacGregor & Sollie Inc., San
Francisco, now being released over
four Montana stations, KFBB,
KGVO, KGHL, and KGEZ. Lord
& Thomas, San Francisco, is the
agency.
L. E. CLARK has been named head
of recording and film operations for
the Hollywood branch of RCA-Victor Co., succeeding H. E. Williams,
who will be transferred July 15 to the
Camden plant.
CAPT. C. WHITNEY SHEELY,
production manager of Radio Release
Ltd., Hollywood transcription producers, resigned June 5 to establish
Radioad Service, Hollywood. Betty
Woods, executive secretary of Radio
Release, will fill his place. Radioad
Service will act as a program agency
for radio with complete script service and transcription facilities. It
will
not engage in a general agency
business.
MAHLON MERRICK, former program director of KHJ, Los Angeles,
early in June started to produce a
series of 13 15-minute music-dialogue
transcriptions at Radio Recorders
Inc., Los Angeles.

Business
with
WBAL
FAR

the

Goes

Mercury

accounts this summer
AHEAD

UP
0

hit

of last Jan.-March,

and they're going to STAY-UP!

Advertisers know that
WBAL IN BALTIMORE.
Power,
Program
WBAL's

Progressiveness,

NOW

Source of Slogans
TO GEORGIA'S "Little Colonel", Lambdin Kay, director of
lanta, may
WSB, Atbe attributed the bebeginning
of those slogans of radio stations which
run "The Voice of Somethingor-Other." When WSB first
went on the air some 13%
years ago, as the first radio
station in the South, he
adopted the slogan "Voice of
the South".
of this
character
haveSlogans
been popular
with radio stations ever since.
FREEMAN
LANG, Co.
president
of Radio Transcription
of America,
Hollywood, has sold his interest to
G. Y. Clement of Philadelphia, resigning as president. Mr. Lang will
continue as head of his own sound
studios. It is understood that C. C.
Pyle will be named president and the
firm moved to new quarters.
THE Comedy Stars of Hollywood
transcriptions produced by Walter
Biddick in the Freeman Lang studios,
Hollywood, have gone into their 250th
presentation. The sponsor is Dr.
Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart, Ind.
R. U. McINTOSH & Associates. Los
Angeles, has named George Swire,
San Francisco, sales representative
for the Northwest; W. N. Masters.
Jr., Dallas, Southwest; Raymond
Hertzler, University City, Mo., Midwest except Minnesota, Wisconsin
and Iowa which will be supervised by
Walter Ehredt, Chicago.
OLESEN SOUND STUDIOS, Hollywood, in June started to record
Congo Bartlett,
39 15-a
minute
discs. Thea series
series of
includes
sales record in the form of a telephone conversation between a New
York agency and the producer.
TRANSCRIPTION SERVICE BUREAU has been started in Hollywood by C. C. Mcintosh, with technical work to be done at Recordings
Inc. and pressings at Columbia. A
series of 78 quarter-hour bridge discs
presents Culbertson contract bridge
lessons, along with printed lessons to
be delivered after the broadcasts.
The Bureau has taken over sales
rights of 150 five-minute hillbilly
discs recorded from KMTR, Hollywood.

IT'S

Prestige and

Popularity are the Causes of
Domination.

1060 KCS. %AJ^D
I
Ba*fc Blue Network
10,000 wattt yfff D^^lv
NBC
B A L T I MORE
4
PAUL H. RAYMER CO., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

NewOperatorsofWMMrl
Making
Plant Change I
REORGANIZATION and rebuihl
ing of WMMN, Fairmont, W. Vajl
recently acquired by George 1^
Storer, of Detroit and John /
Ryan, of Toledo, was announce
June 7 by A. M. Ramsey, manaj
ing director of the station. Cor
tracts have been awarded for cor
struction of new studios and office
to occupy about 6,000 feet of Moo
space on Main Street. Upon con
pletion of the remodeling, ne1
speech
equipment
ne^
1 kw. input
transmitter
willandbe a pm
chased to replace the present 50
watt plant, along with new trar
scription turntables.
Additions to the WMMN sta
include Herbt O. Morrison, armour
cer formerly with XER, and foi
mer manager of WIND, Gar;
Frank Knutti, formerly wit
KDKA, WLW and WHAM, als
has joined the staff.
Brooklyn Case June 24
ORAL arguments on Examine
Hill's report, recommending gram
ing of the facilities of the fou
Brooklyn stations sharing time o
1400 kc. to the Brooklyn Dail
Eagle, have been ordered heard b(
fore the FCC Broadcast Divisio
in Washington June 24. The fou
stations will oppose the examiner
report, and Arde Bulova and No)
man K. Winston, who were joint]
recommended as secondary selei
tions after the newspaper, will pr<
sent their case. Other stations ir
volved in the frequency battle ar
WEVD, WHAZ, WFAB an
WBBR, and they have been ii
vited to appear. The four statior
which would be deleted if the ej
aminer is upheld are WARI
WBBC, WLTH and WVFW. M
Winston, a New York realtor an
the partner of Mr. Bulova, on Jur
4 secured consent of the FCC t
the transfer to his control c
WTFI, Albany, Ga.
Returns to Hawaii
FRED J. HART, managing dire,
tor of KGMB, Honolulu, wh
makes his headquarters in Sa
Francisco, sailed May 28 on it
Mariposa for Hawaii to supervis:
installation of complete new EC
radio equipment in the statioi
Hart also plans to establish a lOf
watt station on the Island of HiL
for which application was file
with the FCC in April. Sailin
with him were Tom Barry, fo:
mer KJBS producer - announce
San Francisco, and his wife, Ck
Barry, radio actress. Barry ra
signed from KJBS to fill the sp<
vacated by Bob Cutter, form(
KGMB producer - announcer, wl
has returned to the mainlam
Reed Pollock, brother of Grai
Pollock, KFRC announcer, in Sa
Francisco, succeeded Barry i
in
that city.
KJBS,
coming over from KGG(

Cleveland
610 Kilocycles
An Independent Station
with
BIO Coverage
in Ohio

ADIO STATION
R EPRESENTATIVES
WALTER BIDDICK CO.
568 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Los Angeles
1358 Russ Bldg., San Francisco, California
4404 Stuart Bldg., Seattle, Washington
619 Charles Bldg., Denver
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(STUDIO

NOTES

of the CBS filing
TIONto meet
fl ADAPTA
local needs,
adjusted
istem
s been completed by WBT, Char:te. N. C. Under this system a
juplete record of all continuities is
iijpt. Everything must be in hand
ens, to
of broadcast
ahead
|lehours
n Manager
Smith
Holly
Productio
J check lines, and Musical Director
lair Shadwell to check tunes. The
tire program department is charted
ir several days ahead. Everything
;eives a triple check — by the eom,'rcial, accounting and program deFinally
; »rtments.
cheek. an operator's
dves the last
'HE NEW rate card of TVIP. PhilaJune 1. includes no
Enge indelphia,
theeffective
basic per hour rate but
s several readjustments in the half
Jur and quarter-hour rates. Cost of
". nouncements has been increased an
feajerage
ftre
of ofthe20%.
new The
cardoutstanding
is the special
"te
devised
by
A.
A.
Cormier,
mana[.£. Local advertisers buying time
|;ekly between 8 a. m. and 6 p. m.,
lyeen purchase
additional
be6 p. m. and
11 p. m.time
at 50%
i|ieount from the regular night time
'te. The new card also inaugurates
J special rate for sponsors of religi,s programs who will receive a 15%
;;?eount for buying 39 weeks at a
Fjne. with a 50% discount for 13
' ieks time during the summer months.
N rebate of 10% of the total amount
' the contract will be granted at the
aclusion of any program's 52nd con.,;;urive week of broadcasting.
BRC, Birmingham, was on the air
few minutes after the alarm was
Wen on the fire that destroyed the
orence Hotel June 7. Vice presint K. G. Marshall organized the
oadcast, with John Connolly and
■ Ubert Morgan describing the blaze
; which two lost their lives. TechI iian Jeff Bayne set up equipment
thin 100 feet of the burning hotel.
t jGC, San Francisco, has a novel
;a for small-station production depjloped by Andy Potter, production
I'inager. withLiveorchestral
artists work
in the
|:idio
accompaniLmts supplied by recordings played
rt-ough
high-fidelity
speaker.
is way,a artists
are able
to workIn
t thout earphones or any other reaming complications.
OIL, Omaha, has installed permaI it lines at Union Station for iaviews at the railroad center. Simr facilities are maintained at the
nicipal airport and a 2-watt shortr ve transmitter has been developed
carry to special events.
mCIPATING an upswing in
imatics in the autumn, WFIL,
iladelphia, is organizing its own
amatic Guild and auditions now
' being heard under supervision of
tude Morris, production head.

KSO, Des Moines, justly proud of
its claim to being the first American
broadcasting station to set aside a
definite weekly period for regular
broadcasting of poets native to a particular state, has published a 96page cloth-bound volume of the
poems read during the last year on
its Iowa Poet's Corner program.
The program is carried with the cooperation of the Fine Arts Department of the Iowa Federation of Women's Clubs and has been immensely
popular.
WOL. Washington, keyed something
like 110 U. S. stations, in addition to
short wave relays to foreign lands,
during
ah's Judge
Witnesses" Rutherford's
convention in "JehovWashington June 2. M. A. Howlett,
former director of WHK, Cleveland,
now directing WBBR. Brooklyn station of the Watch Tower Society, handled the arrangements.

TINIEST AUDIENCE
Michigan Pupils Stage Program
For Two Listeners
MYTHICAL Station WMA, of the
University of Michigan, proudly
boasts the "world's smallest radio
audience". For the mid-semester
examinations of Prof. Waldo Abbott's and Prof. Louis M. Eich's
classes in radio reading and dramatics, students broadcast an entire morning of diversified programs from the campus broadcasting studio and public address system to the professional sanctum.
Starting at 9 a. m., students taking all roles from control operation through announcing and presentation, "broadcast" musical programs, news events, fashion
flashes, a cooking class, imitations
of popular radio features and even
spot commercial announcements.
The professors
"tuned until
in" and
graded
each performer
12
noon when WMA sounded a gong
for a time signal and signed off.
Prof. Abbott, a leading radio
educator,
has directed
activities at Ann
Arbor radio
for several

The

WCAE
Success
Parade

The radio code was a code of
fair treatment to advertisers.

A C Spark Plug
American Radiator
American Tobacco Co.
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.
Bayer Company, The
Bristol-Meyers
Bulova Watch Co.
Bunte Bros. Co.
Cal-Aspirin
Campana Corp.
Cardinal Laboratories
Carnation Co.
Carter Medicine Co.
Chase & Sanborn
Chevrolet Motor Co.
Chrysler Motor Corp.
- Plymouth - De Soto)
(Dodge
olive)Service
Cities
Co.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
(Colgate - Supersuds - PalmCoty,
Inc. Laboratories
Dr. Miles
Tire & Rubber Co.
Firestone
Fitch
Fleischmann Yeast Co.
Ford Motor Company
Forhans Company
Gardner Nursery
General Electric
General Foods
General Mills
General Motors
(Pontiac - Buick)
Gillette Co.
Goodrich Tire & Rubber Co.
Johnson Company, The
Johnston, Robt. A., Company
Kraft-Phenix Cheese
Kroger Grocery & Baking Co.
Lady Esther
Lorillard,
P., Company
Luxor Co.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co.
MaybellineHouse
Co. Coffee
Maxwell
McAleer Mfg. Co.
Murray, Edgar A., Co.
National Biscuit Co
National Optical Stores Co.
National Sugar Refining Co.
Philip Morris
Plough,
Inc.
Premier-Pabst
Corp.
Procter & Gamble
Crisco
(Ivory -- Camay)
Chipso - Oxydol Red Star Yeast Products Co.
Reid, Murdock & Co.
Richfield Oil Co.

KGEZ
continues code practices, treating advertisers fairly.

Royal Wm.
Gelatine
Scull,
S., Co.
Shell Petroleum
Steelcote Mfg. Co.

WNAX,lished a newYankton,
D., hasJunepub-1.
rate card,S.effective
Royal Leaves for Europe
JOHN F. ROYAL, NBC vice president in charge of programs, sails
June 15, on the Rex for a sevenweeks tour of European broadcasting centers. After his first stop in
Italy, he will confer with government and radio officials in France,
Germany, Russia, England, Sweden, Denmark, Switzerland, Austria and Poland. Educational programs will be his principal interest
in this unusual survey. Max Jordan, NBC director for Continental
Europe, will accompany Royal
through Central Europe and Russia and in France and England he
will be accompanied by Fred Bate,
NBC London and Paris representative.

WE'RE
HEAVY

years, including not only courses
in radio technique but university
broadcasts over WJR and other
stations, which recently have been
published in two big volumes.
FELS & Co., Philadelphia (FelsNaptha soap) has expanded its
spot campaign, including CFRB,
Toronto, with local talent being
used on the 15-minute twice-weekly
programs. The drive now takes in
26 stations. Young & Rubicam Inc.,
New York, is the agency.

DOING

SOME
■ ■
FIGURING

Right at this moment we're knee - deep in
facts, figures, surveys and sales records.
While they are still incomplete, they prove
conclusively that Buffalo Broadcasting Stations WGR-WKBW are exactly what we've
always claimed they were — the logical,
profitable media to put your message across
to Buffalo's largest buying public.
These facts and figures will be set down in
cold type for you in the July First issue of
this magazine. You won't want to miss them.

<?od<

KGEZ
makes no audience claims,
guarantees on a money back
basis more sales results per
advertising dollar than any
other media in the great summer luxury market, Glacier
National Park.
KGEZ, Box 1
Kalispell, Montana
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OPERATED
BY THE BUFFALO BROADCASTING
CORPORATION, RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO, N. Y.
MEMBER
Transradio Press Service
Columbia Broadcasting System
National Association of Broadcasters
World Broadcasting System Program Service
REPRESENTED BY
FREE & SLEININGER, Inc.
New York, Detroit, Chicago
Denver, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle

AND

CLICK

!

JOIN
WCAE
BASIC RED NETWORK— NBC
Nationally Represented by
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
New York . Chicago . San Francisco
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PROGRAM

NOTES

A NEW radio technique from England called "the personal tale with
music" was introduced June 3 over
an NBC-WJZ network with John
Watt, writer and director of BBC,
as star in a production titled It
Seems Only Yesterday. His idea
came from American motion pictures,
Watt declared. The plot is unfolded by dramatization as well as Watt's
narration.
UNCLE EZRA (Pat Barrett) and
the Hoosier Hot Shots of WLS, Chicago, performed at the Shrine convention at Washington June 11-13,
also staging a Station EZRA broadcast from the capital.
AN AMATEUR hour "for hillbillies
only" has been started by KFAC, Los
Angeles.
STOP
WBNX
PIRATING
THE

OTHER

FELLOW'S
COPY

OF

THE
M
OT
SP
BROADCASTING
CENTER
/
WBNX does not have to send a signal from a distant point to reach
New York, but originates its signal
directly within the metropolitan area
just one and three-quarter miles from
the heart of Manhattan. The result
is "Concentrated Coverage" at a cost
designed to yield you a profit.
WBNX • New York
Western Sales Representatives
Northwest Advertising Co. Inc.,
Seattle, Wash.

Watt a Life
MANNY MARGET, manager and announcer of KJFK,
100 - watter at Moorehead,
Minn., opens the station at 8
a. m., announces two hours,
and then is out selling until
late afternoon. At 5:30 he
handles the Herbst Department Store program direct
from the store, moving to the
ball ern
park
5:45 forTuesday
NorthLeagueat games.
nights are fight nights, and
he announces the fisticuffs.
In his spare time he acts as
master of ceremonies at conventions and meetings, playing handball regularly for
diversion.
A STRAW VOTE conducted by
WOR, Newark, on the question
"Should Lotteries Be Legalized"
found listeners voting 16 to 1 in
favor of legalization. In all 17,705
votes were cast, coming from 21
states.
THE 500th consecutive weekly Club
Aguila program of the Gebhart Chili
Powder Co., San Antonio, is to be
broadcast from that city June 17 over
Texas Quality Network. TracyLocke-Dawson Inc., Dallas, is the
agency. A contest was included with
the anniversary show.
WNBR, Memphis, has started, a new
series called Howdy Neighbors, sponsored by local Kroger Grocery &
Baking Co. stores. It is on the air
at 8 a. m. daily, featuring sketches
of managers and department heads
of Kroger stores in Memphis.

BROADCASTING
froadcast
Wverttsingr
Read your own copy and maintain a
complete file of the business of broadcasting.

RAIN!
...MUD!

BROADCASTING,
National Press Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.
Please enter my subscription to
BROADCASTING, including t h e
1935 YEARBOOK Edition. Check is
enclosed.
□
□

#3.00 for ONE YEARYEARBOOK INCLUDED.
#5.00 for TWO YEARS or for
TWO ONE-YEAR subscriptions,
YEARBOOK INCLUDED.

Canadian and Foreign Subscriptions
#4.00 per year.

Name

Address
City

State
Firm
Name
Your
Position
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. . . Moisture-Soaked

Soil!

. . . Brightest Crop Prospects in Years!

in

NEBRASKA

FOLLOWING up its Good-WU
Court, in which human and leg!
problems
are
discussed
(Beoadcas'
ing, use
May its
15),
WMCA,
New Yor]le;.
will
facilities
to sponsor
islation at the next session of ttl
state assembly designed to aid pel
sons unable to procure justice in tl (
courts because of a lack of means. |
A DRAMATIC series What Woa\
You Do is broadcast at noon Sunda;
by WTMJ, Milwaukee, offering a ten
of listeners' mental skill. The coi>
tinuity builds to a climax and tl !
drama ends with the listener ask<
what he would do in the particul:
dilemma.
LISTENERS
to WCKY,
Cincinnahave been asked
to contribute
the
views
on
the
origin
of
the Negi
spiritual. Maurice Thompson,
pr 1
gram director, is engaged in resean
along this line in connection with tl
programs
of the Cincinnati Jubil\
Chorus.
WBT, Charlotte, N. C, is contribu
ing a daily period to aid in elimina
ing unemployment in the state, c
operating
the local
employmentwith
bureau.
For state-feder
15 minut
each week day morning the stati<
gives bulletins from the employme
office telling where work exists ai
what type of work is needed.
MBS introduced on June 3 a nf
drama form called the synchroniz
radio musical drama in Loves of t
Southern Seas, keyed from WLA
Cincinnati, using music as well as 1 1
spoken word to tell the story.
KFSD,broadcast
San Diego,
NBC
of the originated
return of tt'
U. S. fleet to San Diego June |
with operations supervised by NI
staff men from Los Angeles.
THE 700th program in the Dorot
Dix Column of the Air series w
broadcast June 8 by WHAT. Phi
delphia. nearly
Chesteralla'Becket
has e
nounced
of the perfor
ances, with Milton Laughlin, WHi
production manager, in charge.
PROGRAMS from various sectic
of New York were inaugurated Ju
10 on a twice weekly basis on
NBC-WEAF network. Scenes
which average New Yorkers parti
pate
are will
beingbebroadcast
towners
asked to and
giveout-th
impressions of the metropolis
broadcasts from rail terminals, hot<
and other public places.
EDWIN C. HILL, CBS news cc
mentator, is presenting his Hum
Side of the News twice weekly dur
basis.
the summer months on a sustain'
SUMMER concerts of the Philh
monic Symphony and operas from
Lewisohn stadium are being bro
cast exclusively by WOR, Newark

No drouth ... no dust in Nebraska!
Instead — many inches of good old soaking rain that
has started the finest looking crop of wheat and corn
that Nebraska has seen in years!
Nebraska folks are jubilant! Spending power has
"loosened". One land dealer sold 200 Nebraska farms
in a single month! Tractor sales are 100% ahead of a
year ago!
SPOT RADIO ADVERTISING is one of the best
means of reaching this market. Have us send you examples of outstanding results from the stations shown
below. Write the association office, or any individual
station.

yjUal's Ifeu* Huvu

I'M OFF TO SEE THE N e|||
NBC RECORDED PROGRAM
THESAURUf
AT THE
NAB CONVENTIM

MISSOURI

VALLEY BROADCASTING ASSN.
Omaha, Nebraska
KFAB
WOW
KOIL
Omaha, Nebr. Omaha, Nebr. and Co. Bluffs, la. Omaha, Nebr. and Lincoln, Nebr.
KGBZ
KFOR
WJAG
York, Nebr.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Norfolk, Nebr.
KMMJ
KGFW
KGNF
North Platte, Nebr.
Clay Center, Nebr
Kearney, Nebr.
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Pull FCC to Hear Plea
(To Install Coaxial Cable
jSECAUSE of its potentialities in
|;he visual broadcasting field the
ull FCC will sit June 17 at the
learing on the application of the
American Telephone & Telegraph
Co., and the New York Telephone
to., for authority to install a new
'icoaxial cable" between New York
il.nd Philadelphia. The cable, revolutionary development, has one
hannel designed to transmit teleision images for possible ultilate use in linking television staions for network visual transmis)n.
Ordinarily the application for
he cable would come before the
"CC Telephone Division but due
jo its television possibilities, together with its use for telegraph
jiessage traffic, all three divisions
re interested and the full FCC
ifill sit. Western Union and Postal
ave formally protested against
he cable application, particularly
|;s use for teletypewriter commuication. The telegraph carriers
[aim that this service is destruclive of their public message business.
WLWL Hearing June 27
[EARING on the petition of
7LWL, New York, operated by
be Paulist Fathers, under which
; seeks full time on the 810 kc.
iear channel, with simultaneous
peration, and proposes shifting of
ine stations on five channels, is
cheduled to begin June 27 before
le Broadcast Division, sitting en
;anc. The station's appearance
|ras filed June 13 by George 0.
utton, Washington attorney, and
jbout a dozen stations are expected
b participate. Opposition to the
ietition and to the holding of the
paring has been expressed by
ifWL, New Orleans, and by other
sations, on the ground that it conlicts with FCC regulations governig clear channels, two of which
ould be broken down if the peti,;on is granted.
OHN H. WOODBURY Co., Cinlinnati (cosmetics) is continuing
i uring the summer with its Danerous Paradise program, thriceJ-eekly,
on 19 NBC-WJZ
stations,
Bving renewed
for 26 weeks
the
Ibrigs started in 1933.

From Bed to Worse
ARCH MoDONALD, sports announcer of WJSV, Washington,
wanted to introduce Art Godfrey,
the same station's variety announcer, to Buck Newsom, something of
a radio talker himself but better
known as the Washington Senators
newest pitcher. Unfortunately,
Godfrey was tossed from a balky
horse, breaking a collarbone and
several ribs, and Newsom stopped
a hard hit ball with his knee cap,
putting him to bed. Arch didn't let
all that bother him however, and
the picture gives some idea of what
happened when lines were put to
the two sick rooms. It's Godfrey
on the left, McDonald in the middle and in the studio, and Newsom
reclining on the right. A composite picture, of course, by Tom
McAvoy, the candid camera artist
of Time and Fortune fame.
MBS and Canadian Body
Interchanging Programs
PROGRAMS are being exchanged
by Mutual Broadcasting System
and the Canadian Radio Commission, the first of the series, a musical revue titled Fiesta, coming
from Vancouver June 1. Programs
come to MBS through WXYZ, Detroit, and the Canadian chain is
taking Mutual programs.
A second Canadian feature on
MBS is the Mount Royal Hotel Orc h e s t r a, Montreal. Originating
points will reach from coast-tocoast in the Dominion. In the
Fiesta program from Vancouver,
orchestral selections and solo numbers were presented under the direction of McKenzie Mawer, wellknown West Coast Canadian conductor.
DEY BROTHERS, department
store, Syracuse, publicized its 58th
anniversary sale with 78 announcements in nine days over WFBL.

COVERING
THE
TACOMA
SEATTLE
MARKETS
KVI guarantees
. . . The most complete coverage
of any station, regardless of power,
in the Pacific Northwest.
1000 watts
570 kc
Pioneer CBS Station in the
Pacific Northwest

Bronio-Seltzer Girls
EMERSON DRUG Co., Baltimore,
manufacturers (Bromo-Seltzer) inaugurates on July 8 a new series
on an NBC-WJZ network, for 13
weeks. Nils T. Granlund, of the
Paradise Restaurant (New York)
will be in charge of the program
and he will also have his group of
chorus girls with him. Each week
Mr. Granlund will feature, as
guest artists, girls from night
clubs who would not ordinarily be
given an opportunity on the air.
With the exception of Mr. Granlund the program is to be an allgirl show. The series of spot
broadcasts now being sponsored
by this company will be discontinued. J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N. Y., is the agency.

SBS

Cantor's Radio Book
EDDIE CANTOR, head man of
"Eddie Cantor Inc., radio consultant," is to become the author of
a text book on radio advertising.
It is designed for use at "a number of eastern colleges where radio courses are part of the curriculum, at advertising agencies
and broadcasting companies." The
Cantor opus probably will be offered to the public at the same
time as a new film on which he is
tion.
working, now going into producKGIR
Butte, Montana
Joe McGillvra,
485 Madison Ave.,
New York City, Eastern Representative

DOVE
-TAILS
With Southwestern Sales
STRATEGY!

12

MAJOR
MAJOR

STATIONS

FOR

12

MARKETS!

The national manufacturer soon learns that the long disbetween important markets encountered in the Southset-up!west,tances
call for revamping his usual sales and merchandising
He can't use only two or three jobbers or distributors — two
or three newspapers — or two or three radio stations! He
finds that he must sell — and advertise — intensively — in widely separated, individual markets.
In looking over the above SBS map, remember that it covers
an area 1,040 miles east to west by 928 miles north to south.
Then, you'll see why the SBS Network of 12 important stations serving 12 major markets is necessary to give you effective radio coverage of the responsive Southwest market!
Let us give you all of the facts!
SOUTHWEST

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM
LEE H. ARMER, President, Fort Worth, Texas
JOHN

BLAIR & COMPANY, National Representatives
New York Chicago
Detroit San Francisco
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Mr.

NEW

Hostetler's Letter On
(Continued from page 6)

You will recall that when we
were discussing
nounced that ifthis
he matter,
entered Ike
intoan-a
contract with Mills he would send
a letter to every broadcaster in the
Association telling them of his acceptance of an extension and of the
advantages
he hadthat
in his
tract. Youwhich
will recall
he conhas
many times stated in general language that he had the most advantageous contract of any broadcasting station.
This is good as far as it goes,
but, as I pointed out to him Monday, I think he owes it to the members and to the Board of the National
Association,
uponbeentheserving,
Committee
of which
he has
to explain not only that he has an
advantageous contract, but the degree to which it is advantageous
and the methods by which the advantages are given. I think that
Ike will do just what he said because, while I cannot see eye to eye
with him as to what he did yesterday, I do believe he is a man of
honor and I do not think he would
want any member of the Association to be ignorant of the advantages which he has enjoyed and will
continue to enjoy if he extends the
present contracts as they are. I
think he will tell the full story, but
if hehave
doesto. not, then I think you
will

YORK

Located on aristocratic
Park Avenue, this world
renowned hotel combines
luxury with convenience.
Single rooms from *5.00
Double rooms from $7.00

I have not the Levy contract before me, but it is my understanding
that he enjoys a very low sustaining fee, that he pays 5 per cent only
on programs using music, and that
he has an advantage over the newspaper owned stations in that he has
no guaranty. * * * In addition, I
think he has other advantages, and
if so every one of them ought to be
set out. * * *

A/4£
Convention

Special

'A Service Institution'
TO
COLORADO
National

SPRINGS

Association

Convention

.

.

I think that you, more than anyone else in the world, have to save
the Government suit as an effective
weapon. No matter what Mr. Bennett thought
yesterday
in the
excitement of getting
the news,
today,
tomorrow and the next day the tendency for him will be to lose heart.
He is bound to feel that he has
been deserted on the eve of battle
by those upon whom he relied most
strongly. derstand
Hethat must
be made
to un-of
there are
hundreds
small users of music who are presumably performing a service in the
public interest and who are wholly
lost sight of in the inequalities of
this new contract. It is to those
people that he owes a duty to rid
this industry of the insufferable exactions of the Society's monopoly.
I meant what I said to Klauber
when I told him that I sympathized
with him and Ashby because of the
tremendous importance of the decision which faced them as the representatives ofthe chains. I am, however,
disappointed
in thehave
decision todeeply
which
he and Ashby
come.
in Mr.
andI glory
I hope
that Bennett's
it holds "spunk"
up, because if it does my belief is that
his case is strong enough to win out
*even
* * with this additional handicap.
I am very sorry now that we did
not forward to all broadcasters
Mills' proposition to issue licenses
providing for the payment of no
sustaining fee and no fee on commercial programs originating in
chain studios, and letting each station collect from the advertiser, as
agents of ASCAP, five per cent of
the price of each program using
ASCAP music. I realized when this
proposition was made, that it was
made for no other reason than to
divide the broadcasting industry,
with the chains on one side and the
outlet and independent stations on
the other.
I agreed to the submission to
Mills of the alternative of seven
per cent figured in the case of chain
broadcasts upon the amount paid
by the chain to the outlet station,
only because I thought it would
save the industry from a very unjust financial burden. Mills has succeeded in producing the division of
interest, as I see it, and therefore
our withholding that offer has done
us no good and has merely given
him something more to talk about.
Of course, I never thought that he
would let the offer stand if it was
to be submitted. At any rate, that
is passed and we cannot retrace our
steps.

of Broadcasters

. July

6-10,

1935

The de luxe equipped NAB Convention Special, over the SCENIC
LIMITED ROUTE, making direct connections with the Chesapeake &
Ohio's genuinely air-conditioned GEORGE WASHINGTON, your official route from the East, and connecting with trains from the East,
Southeast and Chicago, leaving St. Louis at 4:15 P. M. July 5th, arriving Colorado Springs 1 P. M. July 6th.
Let us help with your trip to Colorado Springs and a delightful
Western vacation after the Convention.
For reservations and complete information phone
ANY MISSOURI PACIFIC REPRESENTATIVE
or
P. J. NEFF, Ass't Chief Traffic Officer
1601 Missouri Pacific Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Missouri Pacific Representatives in Principal Cities

No other radio station covers
Louisiana's Capital with the
quality and strensth of WJBO.
National advertisers are Finding
arich
profitable
coverage market
area. in WJBO's
WJBO
Baton Rouge, La.

WJBO
THE BATON ROUGE
RADIO
STATION
mm
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Copyright

Rules

for Antenna*

Specified by FCC
PROPOSED antenna systems ii
applications for construction per
mits from the FCC hereafter mus'
meet minimum requirements as t<
radiating efficiency and the engi
neering department has adopted i
policy to disapprove application:
which do not conform. No action ii
planned at present regarding existing antenna systems.
Tentative minimum heights foi
new construction have been set foi
conventional systems but in tin
case of unconventional types or un
usual circumstances, specified effi
ciences may be utilized instead
1100

with burden of proof on the appli
cant. The figures, as shown in th<
accompanying chart, are tentativi
subject: to final adoption. The?
follow
Curve A : Local channel stations or min
imum field of 100 mv/m. for 1 kw.
Curve B : Regional channel station
(250, of500150 and
1,000forwatts),
field
mv/m.
1 kw. or rainimur
Curve C : Regional, limited time am
high power regional stations (5 and l1
kw.
1 kw.) or minimum field of 175 mv/m. fo
Curve D : All dominant clear channf
stations and limited time or high powe
regional stations over 10 kw., or minimun
field of 200 mv/m. for 1 kw.
ERPI Head to Films
JOHN E. OTTERSON, presiden
of Electrical Research Product
Inc., on June 5 was elected presi
dent of the newly reorganized Par
amount Pictures Inc. He resigne<
his ERPI connection immediately
A graduate of Annapolis and Mas
sachusetts Institute of Technology
Mr. Otter son in 1934 joined the In
ternational Western Electric Co
and has been identified with elec
trical
since. and radio development eve:
THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience
of radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
BENJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
1023 Wallace Ave
Wilkinsburg, Pa-
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Mr.

Levy's(Continued
Letters
On 6)Copyright
from page
received full and competent advice.
lg the present extension for a peIt learned that the element of prejuriod
of
five
years.
There
is
no
comdice would be injected only if there
ulsion on your part to do so. In my
pinion it would be good business.
was
any
tracts. change in the present con! Mr. Levy's letter of June 11
At a subsequent meeting with
:
follows
ASCAP they suggested an extension
Since all the members of NAB
of
our present contracts for a term
Jill very likely not attend the Conof five years. This proposal was
tention in Colorado Springs, I feel
taken back to our Committee who
.bnstrained to reply to the staterejected it and offered a counterlents contained in Mr. Hostetler's
proposition. The latter was to the
;trer, a copy of which you recenteffect that an extension of the con- received.
tracts to the termination of the
I hope that
you these
are notviews
underaretheother
imGovernment suit would be accepted.
pession
Mr. Hostetler was present at this
|ian his own.
meeting and voiced no objection to
5| Numerous meetings of our Copysuch an extension. This latter sugfight Committee were held. I was
gestion was proposed to ASCAP by
.atirely concerned with and desired
the Committee. ASCAP promptly
rotection for the broadcasters unrejected
it with the comment that
H?r all circumstances. Our commitno extension could have reference
tee had been reliably informed that
to the suit, and at the same time
'he minutes of ASCAP shoiced that
we were informed that the five year
['if!/ intended to increase our payextension proposal was likewise
ments up to 25% of our gross rewithdrawn. Mr. Mills, however,
Jlpipts. Mr. Hostetler was opposed
intimated
that it might be revived.
it the execution of any contracts
On Monday, June 3, 1935, our
'jith ASCAP pending the Government suit.
Copyright
Committee
vened at the
St. Regisagain
Hotelcon-in
It was most urgent that someiiing be done in the interim. It beNew York. At this meeting, we reig obvious that the Committee
ceived a telephone communication
•j>uld
not
come
to
a
conclusion,
I
from
Mr.
Mills, confirmed in writiroposed, about three weeks ago,
ing by messenger, proposing a con"lat
we
meet
with
ASCAP
for
the
tract for a five year period subse.urpose of agreeing upon terms. My
quent to the present termination.
(roposal contemplated an agreebut only with added oppressive con"kent whereby the broadcasters
ditions. It was then that I called
jouid pay much less than their
Mr. Mills back and asked him
f-esent
charges,
which
terms
would
* more satisfactory than those of
whether ASCAP would agree to an
,ie present WCAU contract.
unqualified five year extension of
■ Mr. Hostetler continually objectour present contracts. To this he
1 to the entering into of any arassented. The Committee was fully
rangement with ASCAP, — his fear
apprized of all the facts. A discusJeing
that
the
Government's
case
sion brought no action or decision.
ould be thereby prejudiced.
• Upon this point the Committee
It was then I informed the Commit-

tee that I would meet with ASCAP
the following morning and arrange
for the five year extension if
ASCAP should still be of that mind.
Obviously then, we had forced
upon us the situation that gave us
the alternative of accepting the five
year extension under the present
terms or doing nothing whatever.
The next morning we executed
an extension of the WCAU contract for five 3'ears, but only with
the understanding that exactly the
same privilege be accorded all other
independents and the chains for a
similar extension of their contracts.
In addition the chains were compelled to substantially increase their
sustaining fees.
There is a veiled insinuation in
Mi-. Hostetler's letter to the effect
that the chains, Mr. McCosker and
I dealt for our own selfish interests
and benefits. This insinuation is entirely unwarranted. It is apparently directed to the terms of the
WCAU contract, which terms have
long been public property. Would
it avail any of the independents
anything for me to have agreed to
pay
a higher
contract
calledprice
for?than our present
My recent letter to you explains
my exact position, and what I think
should be yours. I have brought
the facts to your attention. That is
all I can do, you must make your
own decision. I can see no point in
risking more oppressive terms
should the Government suit, by
chance, be lost.
Tou may be interested to know
that a canvass was made of the
thirty-six newspapers holding contracts with ASCAP, as to their attitude toward accepting a five year
extension. Thirty-five replies in the
affirmative were received. The only
newspaper failing to respond was
ler.
the one represented by Mr. HostetMr. Hostetler knows full well that
reference to the chain contracts are

without justification. He is fully
acquainted with the situation and
knows that ASCAP always intended to exact the highest possible tribute from all independents, irrespective of charges against the chains.
Mr.ing theHostetler
issues or isis either
entirelyconfoundlacking
in knowledge of the practical business factors involved. The Government's case cannot be prejudiced by
accepting an ex-tension of our presentvolvedcontracts.
can in no The
wise principle
be injured inby
our taking
a
present
course
to
protect our interests.
Mr. Hostetler knows full well that
there is no reason whatever for any
qualmsnett'swith
to Mr.LetBen"spunk" respect
or reactions.
me
definitely reassure you that I have
done nothing in the entire situation
which metapprovalwith
Mr. Bennett's
disas a prosecuting
attorney
in this case. This morning the suit
against ASCAP went on trial and
Mr. Bennett will vigorously present
the Government's case.
It is unfortunate that Mr. Hostetler's letter was transmitted to
you upon NAB stationery by the
Secretary. It was not done with
the sanction of our Committee and
does tionnot
represent
any official
acof your
Association.
It is also
unfortunate that Mr. Loucks sent
to the NAB members the bulletin
concerning station WOR. It may
lead you to believe that station
WOR does not intend to sign the
extension of the contract which was
delivered to them at their request.
If this is a fact Mr. Loucks should
have stated it in his bulletin.
I am in receipt of the following
telegram
"Phil's from
letteryour
did President
not have: my
approval, neither was I consulted,
do not approve insinuations against
networks, you and McCosker who I
am sure acted in good faith have
wired Phil to call board meeting.
J. T. Ward."
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NAB

Group Adopts Agency Plan
(Continued from page 7)
store which were almost entirely budget should be spent for radio?
merchandising, but so cleverly
at the start, indramatized as to be inoffensive to Fifteen per cent pays
out, was precreasing itas it
a feminine audience. All of them
scribed by Mr. Shepard. Mr.
produced direct sales in large Oreck said that once he has tried
quantities.
out radio the average retailer can
For many retailers the other advantageously spend from 25 to
extreme is better, said Mr. Oreck.
ing appropria30% tionoffor his
radio.advertis
Good entertainment with a minimum of sales talk is just what is
The never
experience
Macy's,
needed to make people aware of had
tried ofradio
evenwhich
for
a store's existence. This view special sales up to the time it
was also expressed by Mr. Bijur,
and WOR, beBamberger's
bought cause
who set 50% as the absolute maxKenneth Collins was not inimum of time to be given to sellterested in radio, was cited by Mr.
ing and said that for particularly
McCosker. "Not until I pointed
good results on any item sales out how hard he was making it
talk should be cut to 20% of the for WOR salesmen to sell time
program time. Never mention
when the company owning the stamore than a few separate items
tion didn't think enough of its
on any one broadcast, he advised. value to use it, did Collins weaken
Shopping Periods
and put Macy's on wth a 15- minprogram," he said. But at the
ASKED the most effective way to end ute
of the tenth week such a favconduct a shopping period, Mr.
orable reaction had been created
Henry said that people interested
that in Collin's own words 'you
in shopping news want informacouldn't get him off the air with
tion and advised the use of 85%
a crowbar'." So strongly was Collins sold on radio that when he
advertising information to 15%
entertainment. Mr. Epstein cited went to Gimble Brothers he made
a program of this type sponsored
them repurchase WIP for his use.
jointly by a number of State
The Tuesday morning session
Street stores in Chicago that was
was opened by E. J. Adams, chairbroadcast nightly for nearly two
man special board of investigation
years with considerable success.
Federal Trade Commission. (His
Mr. Carpenter said that many sta- address is abstracted elsewhere in
tions use these cooperative pro- this issue.)
grams as a proving ground for
O'Neil, Drug Trade Products
new advertisers who want to test Co.,H. said
he had once felt the FTC
radio without spending much
was interfering in business withmoney.
out cause but he had found it exWhat proportion of the store
tremely helpful and largely re-

FEDERAL
RADIO

TELEGRAPH

TUBES

CO.

FAMED
FOR
PERFORMANCE

LONG LIFE • UNIFORM
CHARACTERISTICS
Made under Federal Telegraph
Company-Owned Patents
Federal Telegraph Co.
Tube F-3S7A
Half Wave Rectifier
(Interchangeable
U. V. 857 and W. E. with
266A

©F-357A, half wave rectifier
illustrated above, represents just
one of a long line of Federal Telegraph Co. Radio Tubes "Famed for
Per/brmarece" through outthe world.
Federal Telegraph Co. engineers
have greatly improved this type of
mercury vapor tube by shielding it.
In F-357A the arc is confined within
the shield which reduces bulb blackening and materially reduces the
tendency to arc back. A special
Federal Telegraph Company, a Mackay
Radio subsidiary, maintains a tube service filament core material insures perorganization that really wants to serve you.
manency of the oxide coating and
prevents flaking. Write for catalog.
FEDERAL TELEGRAPH COMPANY, 200 Mt. Pleasant Avenue, Newark. N. J.
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Lang, Kobak Reelected
CHESTER H. LANG, publicity manager of General
Electric Co., was reelected
president, and Edgar Kobak,
sales vice president of NBC,
was reelected chairman of
the board of the AFA at the
closing
sessionDavenport,
June 12. Victor Martin,
la.,
was elected secretary, and
Frank A. Black, Boston, was
elected treasurer. Vice presidents are Charles E.
Murphy, New York; Arthur
H.
Miss Brayton,
Josephine Chicago,
Snapp. and
sponsible for a 200% increase in
the profits of his company.
Mr. Carpenter again served
as chairman for a panel discussion of the mutual problems of the
buyer and seller of radio advertising. H. K. Boice, CBS vice
president in charge of sales, opened a discussion of standards of
advertising copy by referring to
the recently inaugurated CBS policies banning improper stimulation
of juvenile emotions on children's
objectionable
programs,
sions of internal
bodily discusfunctions
and overlengthy commercials.
Standards Needed for All
ADVERTISERS, agencies and audiences have all praised these standards, Mr. Boice said, and any objections have been with the application and not with the intent.
But CBS cannot do the job alone,
he stated. All networks and individual stations must cooperate
in keeping broadcasting within the
limits of good taste. The time
has come, he warned, that unless
this is done the radio audience will
decrease instead of grow.
Calling radio "the most intimate
appeal that advertising can make
to the consumer", John Benson,
president, AAAA, said that the
of radio's
agencies approved
attempt
to raise highly
its standards.
From the agency point of view
these restrictions are good if thev
are broadly interpreted. But it is
just as important
mercials acceptabletoin make
qualitycom-as
in quantity, he said, and pledeed
agency cooperation in producing
advertising
as enjoyable as entertainment.
The only thing that will hurt
radio is mismanagement, said Mr.
Maland in urging local stations to
follow the example of the net-

WWNC
Operated By The
Citizen Broadcasting Company, Inc.
ASHEVILLE,

N. C

S"
LU
Here's
ss!
mer "P
ine
Sum
Bus
Cool Asheville and Western
North Carolina are tourist-filled
for the next three months! More
than double population here in
the South's
onlyDouble
big "plus"
summer market!
buying
power — here — at no extra cost!
WWNC
coverage. is the sole blanket radio
Full Time NBC Affiliate
1,000 Watts
570 Kilocycles

works now as they did in 1931 in
accepting medical copy. He quot
ed
the advice
of WHO'scoming
attornejin
to imagine
a broadcast
to your own home: If you like it
then the copy is OK.
NBC agrees with CBS in elirninat
ing objectionable copy, said E. P
H. James, NBC sales promotioi
manager, but he declared it wai
difficult to know what is gooc
taste. Length is not always i
good criterion, he said, for a 2!
word commercial can be just a:
objectionable as a 5-minute one
Last fall NBC created a continuity
acceptance department whose func
tion it is to work with advertis
ers whose product is good anc
claims truthful to maintain goc
taste in their commercials.
What Buyer Should Know
DISCUSSING the information th<
buyer of time desires regarding
broadcasting, Z. L. Potter, hea<
of the Chicago office of Erwin
Wasey & Co., cited five points
The potential audience, that is, th
number of radio sets in the broad
casting range; the audience of tbi
various stations in a given area
the listeners at various hours o
the day; the audience commande<
by different types of programs
and the size of audience his owi
program commands. On these las
two points the Crossley rating
and Clark-Cooper studies giy
some information, but there i
still no way of obtaining a con
tinuous record accurately reflect
ing audience reaction to prograr
changes, he stated.
Mr. Benson said it is more hn
portant to know how to appeal t
an audience successfully than t
know its exact size, but he ac
mitted the need of a standardize
yard-stick with which to measur
radio values. This need was em
phasized by H. P. Roberts, advei
tising manager of the Pepsoder
Co. Until radio has a standar
as definite as the ABC he sak
and one as agreeable to advertis
ers, agencies and stations, it wi
be seriously handicapped. It i
extremely hard to get definite ir
formation regarding station covei
age, he added, and there is usuall
a wide discrepancy between th
station's own coverage map an
the chain's map for that statkn
The advertiser wants to fit sts
tions to his sales needs, Mr. Rot
erts declared, and it is disconcert
ing to spend 20% of his apprc
priation in a territory that pre
duced only 10% of sales because c
lack of authentic information.
Discussing the study of radi
proposed by the ANA to find th
best practical methods of ratin
and measurin
program popularity
potential
station coverage and i
determine the feasibility of ol
taining current information on th
distribution of radi
geographic
sets,
Mr. Boice quoted from a le
ter he had written to Mr. Bristo
his
opinion cannot
that theproperly
broadcastei
themselves
pai
ticipate in the public measuremei
of program popularity. He ii
quested that the proposed open
tion be broadened to include pa
Silver is up
Business is good
Butte, Montana
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:.pation of the AAAA and the
tj.B, in which case he promised
full aid of CBS.
*lr. Boice added that in his opinthe question of coverage for
fcij.umbia stations is adequately
Jswered by the CBS listening
<[a map.
Fact-Finding Bureau
. CHURCH said that the last
B convention had directed him
form a committee to work with
L^ertisers and agencies in estabiiing a mutually beneficial fact, jiing bureau. He reported the
r?.AA and the NAB in complete
Word and said he hoped shortly
ihave their plan accepted by the
Ja.
Discussing
services rendered b
i/ertising agencies and specie'
?jresentatives in the development
broadcast advertising as a
Hole, Lloyd C. Thomas, WROK,
fbkford, 111., said that of the
■jintry's 600 radio stations, 200
f»|re chain affiliations. With some
-'able exceptions, he said, adverting agencies are sadly lacking
N knowledge of the preparation
programs for spot broadcasting
[11 in information about regional
ft local stations and their audi:e areas. The stations are quite
( much at fault as the agencies,
\ Thomas admitted.
The 'time brokers' of yesterday
I'i
js now
have the
donespecial
and representaare doing
're to originate and develop spot
adcasting than any other fac", he stated. "The special repentatives have a definite, value and necessary place in spot
adcasting."
Ir. Benson leaped to the agents' defense with the statement
ft their radio technique has im;)ved tremendously considering
newness of this medium. Agen!s, he said, developed business
>t by doing a good advertising
; one successful program breeds
ost of others. Mr. Boice also
1 tribute to the agencies' abilis saying they have helped to
prove network
programs in
my respects.
Jathan H. Pumpian was preLted by illness from attending
meeting, so his recommenda; for the standardization of
|bion practice regarding tie-in
touncements was read by Mr.
land.
A manufacturer using a net~k program decides as a part
his resale plan to identify his
d outlet," the paper stated,
a arranges with the network

CBS EXHIBIT — At the AFA
booth are Hugh Kendall Boice
lass, vice president of CBS in
charge of sales, and H. Leslie Atlass, vice president of CBS in
charge of the Western Division.

to fade out the last minute of his
program so that each local station
announcer can come in and identify the local dealer in key cities
served by the network. Note that
the time used for this tie-in is part
of the program time and does not
break."
the station
runMr.intoPumpian
went on to say
that advertisers appreciate it when
a station renders this service without charge, or are even willing to
a nominal "courtesy" rate for
pay
the tie-in.
Mr. Maland expressed complete
disagreement with this argument
and said that WHO makes the
regular announcement charge for
tie-in announcements.
Spot Announcements
IN THE discussion of spot announcements, Mr. Roberts said
that interest in the Pepsodent
broadcasts had given value to announcement time before and after
this program. Admitting that he
had nothing to say about any time
but that purchased by Pepsodent,
he emphatically declared that he
did have something to say when a
spot announcement cut into his
time.
This, he said, is robbing

K-A-X
PATENT PFNDING
KEAR ANTENNA EXCITATION SYSTEM
Used on new Airways Radio Range Beacon Stations
Recent K-A-X installations
WKRC, WORC, WPEN, WPRO. WORK, W1XBS
j\ .STABILIZED DIRECTIVE SYSTEM WHICH WILL:
Reduce interfering signals with neighboring stations on same
channel.
Increase service area in non-interfering zones.
Designed, constructed and installed to meet your requirements.
WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
McLachlen Building
Washington, D. C.
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him not onlj of time he has paid
for but is detracting from the effectivenes of his own openin
commercial announcement.
When one program closes with
a commercial, a spot announcement is squeezed into the station
break, and the next program opens
with a commercial, these three
commercials in rapid succession
are offensive to the public, Mr.
Roberts stated, and this practice
is the cause of much of the complaint of too much advertising on
the air.
Mr. Maland opened a general
discussion by asking what should
stations do about medical accounts. The present practice of
his station, he said, is to send in
queries to the FTC and to the
Food and Drug Administration of
the Department of Agriculture, to
request the agency for formulae
and other data, all of which information, together with a sample
of the product, is referred to the
Des Moines College of Pharmacy
for a report. Following this they
try to secure the opinions of a
number of doctors and finally turn
the question over to a non-commercial man on the station for
final decision. No one could suggest any improvement on this
plan of procedure.
Mr. Carpenter asked Mr. Benson on what basis agency recognition should be accorded by broadcasting stations to advertising
agencies. Mr. Benson said the
agency recognition is very important as it not only determines
which agencies shall be allowed
to practice but protects advertis-

• BROADCASTING

ers against inefficient agency work,
advertising media against poorly
prepared campaigns and able advertising agencies against cutthroat competition. He suggested
that the broadcasters follow the
provisions set up by the AAAA —
that for recognition the agency
must be independent and not controlled by any advertiser or advertising medium, that it must
keep all commissions, that its personnel must be adequate, and that
it must be financially responsible.
Audience Coverage
AN INFORMAL radio department
for open discussion was held on
Tuesday afternoon, with Fred A.
Palmer, WBNS, Columbus, 0., as
chairman. Frank Arnold opened
the discussion by urging the early
establishment of an ABC for radio. The prospective advertiser
wants to know the circulation of
any dio
media,
he its
said,case
and asuntil
racan state
clearly
as does a newspaper or magazine,
this medium will be at a disadvantage. Henumber
believes ofthatradio
a statement of the
sets
reached by a station and the average number of sets in use at any
hour of the day is as valuable to
(Continued on page 62)
INSULATORS
for every
Broadcasting Requirement
LAPP INSULATOR CO., INC.
LeROY, NEW YORK
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

OF

THE

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

(Broadcast Division)
D ecisions

. . .
MAY 28
(Continued from June 1 issue)
ACTION ON EXAMINERS' REPORTS
— NEW, S. George Webb, Newport, R. I.,
granted CP 1200 kc 100 w 250 w LS unltd., sustaining Examiner Hill ; NEW,
Richard Field Lewis, Del Monte, Cal.,
granted CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd., sustaining Examiner Walker ; NEW, Guthrie
Brdcstg. Co., Guthrie, Okla., denied as in
default CP 1200 kc 100 w S-WBBZ, sustaining Examiner Hyde ; WBBZ, Ponca
City, Okla., granted renewal 1200 kc 100 w
unltd., sustaining Examiner Hyde ; NEW,
Muellernied as inAmusement
dedefault CPCo.,
1500Seguin,
kc 100 Tex.,
w spec.,
sustaining Examiner Walker; NEW, East
Texas Brdcstg. Co., Dallas, dismissed without prejudice CP 1500 kc 100 w simul.KGKB spec, hours, sustaining Examiner
Walker.
MISCELLANEOUS
— KIEM,andEureka,
Cal.,
denied reconsideration
grant of
request to change from 1210 to 1450 kc,
increase from 100 w to 500 w unltd. ;
WLTH, Brooklyn, denied petition to remand for further hearing applic. of Brooklyn Daily Eagle Brdcstg. Co. Inc., new
station 1400 kc 500 w unltd. ; NEW, Dr.
W. J. Reynolds & W. J. Reynolds Jr.,
Selma, Ala., applic. remanded to examiner ; WAAW, Omaha, denied reconsideration and grant applic. new station increase
from 500 w to 5 kw ; regular licenses issued in accordance with judgment of U.
S. Court of Appeals for District of Columbia in KSEI v. Federal Radio Commission ;NEW, Duluth Brdcstg. Co., Duluth,
granted continuance of hearing ; WHN,
New York, granted continuance of hearing; NEW, Fred A. Packard & A. Rosenberg, Los Angeles, denied extension to file
exceptions to Ex. Rep. 1-47 ; KOB, Albuquerque, N. M., granted time to file briefs ;
KEX, Portland, Ore., and WCAU, Philadelphia, same ; KGY, Olympia, Wash., applic. modif. license to unltd. 1210 kc except when KTW operates, reconsidered
and granted ; applic. extension exp. auth.
expiring June 1 retired to closed files.
JUNE 4
WJAR, Providence, R. I. — Granted CP
change equip., move transmitter locally.
WCMI, Ashland, Ky. — Granted 60-day license 1310 kc 100 w unltd., pending completion antenna.
WMFN,
— Granted license for CPClarksdale,
1210 kc 100Miss.
w unltd.
KIUL,
Garden
— Granted license for CP
1210 City,
kc 100Kan.
w unltd.
KFXD, Nampa, Id. — Granted license
for CP change equip., increase to 250 w
D 100 w N 1200 kc unltd.
KGRS, Amarillo, Tex. — Granted modif.
license from spec, to unltd., change call
letters to KGNC, consolidate with WD AG
1410 kc 1 kw N 2% kw D.
— Granted modif.
CPWFBM,
change Indianapolis
equip.
KECA, Los Angeles — Granted modif. CP
change completion to 12-15-35.
WPAR, Parkersburg, W. Va.— Granted
modif. CP change equip., trans, site locally.
WWJ, Detroit — Granted modif. CP
change equip., extend completion.
KSD,500 St.
Louis —N.Granted ext. temp,
auth.
w added
WTMJ,
Milwaukee
tenna measurement. — Granted auth. anWMBD, Peoria, 111. — Granted CP move
trans, locally, change equip.
KONO, San Antonio — Granted license
for CP move trans., studio.
WOC, Davenport — Granted license for CP
change equip., increase to 250 w D 1370
kc 100 w N unltd.
KROC, Rochester, Minn. — Granted
modif. CP change completion to 1-19-36.
KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo. — Granted vol.
assign, license to KFEQ Inc.
WJBY, Gadsden, Ala. — Granted consent
transfer control to Bascom Hopkins.
WTFI, Athens, Ga. — Granted consent
transfer control to Norman K. Winston.
WEBC, Superior, Wis.— Granted license
for CP change equip., increase to 5 kw D
1 kw N 1290 kc unltd.
KPOF,install
Denver
Granted CP change
equip.,
new — transmitter.
KGBX, Springfield, Mo. — Granted modif.
exp. auth. 1230 kc 500 w unltd. to 12-1-35.
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— KGKB,
Tyler, Tex., granted temp. auth. spec,
hours ; KBPS, Portland, Ore., granted
temp. auth. remain silent to 7-1-35 ;
KUSD, Vermillion, S. D., granted temp,
auth. remain silent to 9-1-35 ; KWJJ, Portland, Ore., granted modif. temp. auth.
Page 60

— — —
— —
MAY 28 TO JUNE 13, INCLUSIVE —
plic. for renewal regular period ; WBN
1040 kc ltd., spec, hours ; KFDY, Brookunltd.les,;CP NEW,
Los KFSG,
Ange- New Orleans, granted renewal regul '
ings, S. D., granted temp. auth. spec,
1120 kcHarry
1 kw Prezant,
unltd. (fac.
period ; WFIL, Philadelphia, granted i
hours; KOAC, Corvallis, Ore., granted
KRKD)
;
NEW,
Oscar
C.
Hirsch,
Cape crease
to 1 kw D, applic. for 1 kw
temp. auth. spec, hours ; WCAD, Canton,
Girardeau, CP 930 kc 1 kw D ; WSMK,
set for hearing ; WMCA, New York, grai
N. Y., granted temp. auth. soec. hours.
Dayton,
O.,
spec.
auth.
1380
kc
200
w
uned
request
applic. modif.
SET FOR HEARING — WSYR-WSYU,
ltd. simuL-KQV ; KQV, Pittsburgh, spec, cense withoutwithdrawal
prejudice ; NEW, Edwa
Syracuse, applic. CP amended to move
auth.
1380
kc
500
w
unltd.
simul.
—
WSMK
;
Mirente
&
Arthur
Faske,
New Britai J
trans, to Nedron, N. Y., new equip., in- KEHE, Los Angeles, for subsequent apConn., denied request continue hearii j
crease to 1 kw ; NEW, Plainview Brdcstg.
p
l
i
c
.
;
NEW,
Louis
C.
Holzman,
Hilo,
Haset
for
6-18-35
;
NEW,
Wyoming
Rac 1
Co., Plainview. Tex., applic. CP 1500 kc
waii, CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd., denied as
in default.
100 w D ; WIOD. Miami, Fla., applic. CP
Educational
Ass'n., Cheyenne,
Wy. I
granted petition to reinstate aplic. CP 7 I
change equip. ; KABR, Aberdeen, S. D.,
RATIFICATIONS:
kc 500 w N 1 kw D ; NEW, Milwauk 1
applic. CP change equip., increase to 100
WCNW, Brooklyn — Granted temp. auth. Brdcstg. Co., Milwaukee, affirmed actfc |
w N 250 w D unltd. ; WLEU, Erie, Pa.,
operate without monitor (5-29).
applic. license for CP, temp. auth. granted
2-12-35 granted applic. 1310 kc 100 w j
WHBL
protest was withdraw J.
1420 kc 100 w N 250 w unltd. ; KMBC,
KGKO, tension
Wichita
Falls,
Tex. 250
— Granted
ex-to since
exp.
auth.
added
w
N
WMBR, Jacksonville, Fla., granted i I.
Kansas City, applic. exp. auth. 5 kw N 6-30-35 (5-31).
quest to strike plea for oral argument • ,1
to 10-1-35, to be heard en banc 10-17-35 ;
WAAF, Chicago ; WMBR, Joplin, Mo. ; Examiner's report re applic. auth. ehan J
Essex Broadcasters Inc., Detroit, applic.
KXL, Portland, Ore. ; WTRC, Elkhart, equip.,
auth. transmit sustaining programs from
increase from 100 to 250 w 1 if
Ind. ; land,KDEN,
Casper,
; KLS,Brdcstg.
Oak- NEW, L. M. Kennett, Indianapolis, grar
Detroit over CKLW, Windsor, to be heard
Cal. ; NEW,
Conn.Wyo.Valley
ed
request
oral argument Ex Rep. 1-53
en banc 10-24-35 ; NEW, E. W. Patrick,
be heard 11-7-35; WESG, Elmira, N. I
Springfield, Mass. — granted auth. take 8-1-35.
Brookfield, Mo., applic. CP amended to Co.,
depositions.
1210 kc 100 w unltd. ; KFRO, Longview,
granted extension exp. auth. 850 kc
KTFI,ationTwin
Falls, Id.for— Denied
Tex., applic. CP change equip., change to
action setting
hearingconsiderapplic.
1210 kc 100 w N 250 w D, increase from D
(5-20).
to unltd., asks facilities of KWEA ; NEW,
RATIFICATIONS:
KGBZ,
York,
Neb.
—
Reconsidered
order
Howard W. Heskett, Santa Rosa, Cal., ap- designating for hearing applic. renewal
WAIM, Anderson,
S. C.15— Granted
tern
plic. CP 1280 kc 250 w D.
auth.
operation
days pendii
and entered order to take depositions at repairsresume
(6-4).
MISCELLANEOUS — WELL, Battle
York,
Washington
(5-20). Fla.
Creek, action 3-19-35 granted CP change
Roberthearing
Louis inSanders,
Palm Beach,
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal. — Granted e
equip.,
to 100 w since
unltd.WMBC
move stuamend order take depo- tension temp. auth. reduced power (6-4
dio andincrease
trans, affirmed
has — Deniedsitionsrequest
(5-7).
WSPA,extendSpartanburg,
C. — Grant
withdrawn protest ; WWL, New Orleans,
auth.
program testsS. (6-5).
denied request continuance of hearing on
JUNE 11
KIDW,
Lamar,
Col.
—
Granted
teir.
renewal applic. and modif. license applic.
Tallahassee, Fla. — Granted modif. auth. operate without freq. monitor (6-£
for change to 810 kc 5 kw and denied pe- CPWTAL,
extend
completion.
KGFI,
Corpus
Christi,
Tex.
—
Grant
tition that applic. to change to 810 kc and
take depositions to support appl
WSPA,
Spartanburg,
S. C.D.— Granted li- auth.
5 kw be returned ; KGKL. San Angelo,
for CP ; WQIM, St. Albans, Vt., sam
cense for CP
920 kc 1 kw
Chicago, same.
Tex., denied
remandmotion
examiner's
CBS, New York — Granted auth. trans- WAAF,
report
1-44 tomotion
Exam, todept.,
of reKGKL,
Tex. — Granted
mit sustaining programs to Canadian Ra- tension
spondents in opposition to motion granted
20 San
daysAngelo,
file exceptions
Ex. R«e
1-44
(5-31).
dio
Commission.
(WAVE, WCSH, WDAY, KOIN) : WTOC,
Savannah, granted motion intervene ap- CPWOL,
changeWashington
equip. — Granted license for
WAAT, Jersey
Citylicense
— Deniedfor motion
plic. WDRW for exp. auth. change to
consideration
applic.
CP & ]l
KRE,
Berkeley,
Cal. —increase
Grantedto license
1240 kc 250 w N 1 .kw D unltd. ; NEW,
newal license, and cancel oral argume
for
CP
change
equip.,
250
w
Metro Brdcstg. Co., E. Los Angeles, de- D 1370 kc 100 w N unltd.
set for Sept. and grant applic. (5-29).
nied motion reopen record ; Same, examiWTCN, Minneapolis — Granted modif. CP Santa
NEW, Rosa,
ArthurCal.Westlund
Jules Col-oi
1-47 remanded
docket for change
— Granted& request
equip,
and
antenna,
extend
comfurtherner's report
testimony
; WATR,to Waterbury,
;
license for CP new equip., argument Ex. Rep. 1-39 to be heard
Conn., modif. license applic. change from increasepletiongranted
from 1 to 5 kw D, move locally. Broadcast Division 6-13-35 (5-28).
D to 100 w N ltd. LS at WOAI, heretoWMFG.,
Hibbing,
Minn. — Granted
fore granted, suspended and set for hear- modif.
CP
extend
completion.
ing ;ance
WBNX,
York,WMBG
denied & continuSPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— KBPS.
hearing onNewapplic.
WEED
Portland, Ore., granted ext. temp. auth. Examiners' Reports .
for CP ; NEW, Bailey Bros.. San Diego, remain
silent to 9-9-35 ; WSVS, Buffalo,
Evansville on the Air Inc., Evansvil
granted rehearing applic. 1420 kc 100 w
; Nashville Brdcstg. Corp., NashvU!
unltd. ; KGBX, Springfield, Mo., granted granted temp. auth. remain silent to 9-11- Ind.
Jack M. & Louis R. Draughon, Nashville
Laurel,
Miss.,
granted
extenreconsid. and grant of applic. exp. auth. 35 ; WAML,
Examiner
Hill recommended (1-60) ti
sion
temp.
auth.
remain
silent
pending
1230 kc 500 w LS to midnight.
of studio, new equip.
applic. Evansville on the Air Inc., for (
ORAL ARGUMENT GRANTED— In ex. moving
new
station
be granted in part and tt
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, Vernon
rep. 1-40 involving WARD, WBBC, WLTH,
be authorized to operate D, sha
WVFW, Brooklyn Daily Eagle Brdcstg. Co. Taylor Anderson. Big Spring, Tex., applic. applic.
N
with
Nashville
Brdcstg. Corp., whi
CP 1500 kc 100 w D : NEW, Pacific Ac- would receive same grant,
Inc., Arde Bulova, Norman K. Winston,
and that appl
ceptance Corp., San Diego, CP amended
WEVD, WHAZ, WFAB, WBBR, to be 1200 kc 100
Jack
M.
&
Louis
R.
Draughon to mo
w D.
heard 6-24-35 ; in ex. rep. 1-49 applic.
WSIX
to
Nashville
be
denied.
MISCELLANEOUS— NEW, Fort Indus- ADD— EXAMINERS
KCRC modif. license 10-17-35 ; in ex. rep.
try Co., Cleveland, CP 850 kc 250 w LS
1-51 applic. Jackson D. Magenau, Erie,
NEW, J. L. Scroggin, St. Joseph, M<
Pa., and WMAN Brdcstg. Co.. Mansfield, D, heretofore set for hearing, dismissed at
applic.
request; WIOD, Miami, CP 1300 News
Brdcstg.
Co., St. (1-61)
Joseph that
— Examin
O.,APPLICATIONS
for CP's to be heard
10-17-35.
Dalbert
recommended
appl
kc
1
kw
unltd.,
heretofore
set
for
hearing,
DISMISSED — NEW,
of
J.
L.
Scroggin
for
CP
1310
kc 100
dismissed
at
applic.
request
;
NEW,
G.
M.
George
Bissell
&
Herbert
Littlefield,
Waterunltd.
be
granted
and
that
applic.
of
Ne
town, N. Y., CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd. ; Electric Service Co., Stevensville, Mont., Brdcstg. Co. for CP 1310 kc 100 w un?
CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd., heretofore set be denied.
NEW, Robert Louis Sanders, San Pedro, for
hearing, denied as in default ; WPFB,
CP 1180 kc 250 w D ; NEW, Clark Standiford, Marysville, Cal., CP 1210 kc 100 w Hattiesburg, Miss., granted amended apApplications
MAY

. . .
31

NEW,1420Rees
—CP
kc T.
100 Evans,
w unltd.Bremerton, War
NEW,
Harry
H.
Beverlyfacilit
Hi]
Cal. KMPC.
— CP 710 kc 500 Culver,
w ltd., seeks
of
NEW, V. H. Lake & H. E. Standfc
d/b
L & Samended
Brdcstg.to Co.,
CP t
wre unltd.,
1210Atlanta
kc D, —amenc
transmitter
cite, equip.
Honolulu
Modif. CP use pr
entKGMB,
transmitter
site— temporarily.
KQW,
Fresno,
— CPJose,
moveamended
transm
ter
& studio
fromCal.San
antenna.

This is station WA M signing off because of financial difficultiesTake it away, sheriff,"
From Judge

Hutchinson,
Kan. — License :
CPKWBG,
as modified
new station.
WASH, Grand
Rapids,
transmitter,
increase
from Mich.
500 w— toCP 1 1
WJW, Akron — License for CP char
equip.
WOOD,increase
Grand from
Rapids,500Mich.
equip.,
w to— CP
1 kw.char
O. — Modif. license fr.
200WSMK,
to 250 Dayton,
w.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — NE
D.
Berkeley,
Cal.,au '
31100Reginald
kc 200 Tibbets.
w; KPOF,
Denver,
automatic freq. control ; WCFL, Chica
modif. CP as modified change equi
NEW, Skagit
Mt. ;Vern
Wash.,
CP 1420Brdcstg.
kc 100Ass'n,
w unltd.
NE
Clark Standiford. Visalia, Cal., CP 850
100 w D, amended re transmitter site.
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JUNE 3
— Extension exp. auth.
Hartford
jv'TIC
from
in^e from 1060 to 1040 kc toand11-1-35.
unltd.
il/BAL to simul.-KRLD Mich.
— Modif. li>v"KAR. East Lansing,
ke from 1040 to 950 kc 500 w N 1 kw
change spec, hours, amended to 850
<_tor
fto D.
Kosciusko
r., Miss. — License
move transmitte
I'i/HEF,
Mo. — Modif. exp.
Springfield,
I''GBX, kc
500 w unltd. to 12-1-35.NEW,
Si l'SO
D —
: PPLICATIONS RETURNE
IS Howe Bowen, New Haven, CP 1200
llOO w unltd.; WTAD, Quincy, 111., CP
transmitter, amended
move move.
nge equip.,
omit
transmitter
JUNE 4
Auburn, N.
jfEW, Frederick L. Keesee,
1310 kc 100 w unltd., seeks faeiliof WMBO.
9-CP
AlasJohnkc A.75 Stump,
■jrEW,
-CP 1210
w spec, Fairbank
hours, s,
amended
60 w, change equip.
TEW, W. A. Patterson, Chattanooga —
■ 1200' kc 100 w unltd., asks move
call "WAPO,
translanded to change equip.,
fer.
i7BNX, New York — CP new equip., uitransmitter locally.
|ise to 1 kw, move
/CAD, Canton, N. Y. — Modif. license
'mge
;i.TJBK,hours.Detroit — CP change equip.,
kc, increase from
from w 1500
\ige
w 250
LS toto 1300
250 w D & N, move
ismitter.
jlNY
1100 w— License
unltd. for CP new station 1310
Moines — CP move transmitDes
ISO,
change equip.,
increase from 250 w.
v,- LS to 500 w 1 kw LS.
IONS RETURNED — NEW,
IPPLICAT
jser Radio Co., Las Vegas, Nev., CP
sit kc 250 w unltd. ; NEW, Texas
estg. Co., Houston, CP 1210 kc 100 w
1. ; WJBC, Bloomington, 111., CP new
p., increase to 100 w 250 w LS.
JUNE 5
Ralph
Perez Perry, San Juan,
(ew,
— CP 1340 kc 250 w unltd.
BZ, Boston — CP change equip.
EW, Steele City Brdcstg. Co., Pitts. :;h— CP 890 kc 500 w unltd.
FDF, toFlint,
equip.,
ease
250 wMich.
D if— CP
WEXLchange
is granted
L change.
FLA-WSUN, Clearwater, Fla. — License
I CP move transmitter, install new
;.«?•
BOW, Terre Haute, Ind.— Modif. CP
lge
equip., equip,
increase
D power to ret further
changes.
EW, Clark Standiford, Porterfield, Cal.
D 1420 kc 100 w unltd. amended to D.
, PPLICATIONS
RETURNED
— NEW,
Uh
M. Smith & Armand
A. Touchstone,
, rel, Miss., CP 1310 kc 100 w spec. ;
\KX, Jacksonville, Fla., modif. CP
1 emitter site; NEW, A. W. Mills, GalN. M., CP 1500 kc 100 w D; WBNX,
Lr York, CP move trans., increase to
[ w; NEW, L & S Brdcstg. Co., Way! s, Ga., CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd.,
nded to 1210 kc ; NEW, L & S Brdcstg.
Brunswick, Ga., CP 1500 kc 100 w
I PJUNE 6
JAR, Providence -Extension exp. auth.
w N to 3-1-36.
FNF,
Shenandoah,
e to KFNF
Inc. Ia.- -Assignment liDMO, Seattle — CP new equip., increase
kw, move transmitter loeaUy, change
160 kc, asks facilities KXA, amended to
; request freq. change and facilities
JUNE 11
EW, Robert E. Cole, Washington, Pa.
|P kc1200
250 kcw D.100 w spec., amended to
EW, American Brdcstg. Corp. of Ohio,
eland — CP 890 kc 500 w 1 kw D unasks facilities of WMMN which cons if its applic. for freq. change is
ted.
MMN,
W. wVa.1 —kwModif.
CP
iase fromFairmont,
250 to 500
to move
smitter locally, change from 890 to
kc, time to D, extend completion.
MFN,
Clarksdale,
).. increase
from 100 Miss.
to 100 —w CP
250 wnewD.
RDW, Augusta, Ga. — Exp. auth. new
j. 1240 kc 250 w 1 kw D, move trans5r locally, amended to request CP.
A Small World
3. HOPE, engineer in charge of
3, Hobart, Tasmania, Ausia, on a trip to survey radio
slopments in other countries,
R. Badenich, Australian govnent engineer for class A stas, on a similar mission, met re»y for the first time in NBC
iquarters in Radio City. They
mged to meet again in London.
ie 15, 1935

WRVA's
NEW
WOOD
ANTENNA
Mr.
E. H. ofRietzke,
Using Single -wire Radiator, Greater Efficiency In
President
CREI
and originator of
Transmission Is Said to Be Achieved
the
thorough
coursefirst
in Practical
BELIEVED to be
Radio Engineering.
the highest selfThere's Always A
supporting wood
-1
structure in the \
BETTER Job for
United States, a
320-foot all-wood
BETTER Man!
antenna has been
1
completed for
1
1
\
If you are the type of man
W R V A mond,
, Va.,
Richhi
who is always alert for the
by i
i
N
chance to improve your po1
Mr. Godley Timber
ing Co., Engineerof Wash- K ' ■
sition
the
see ambitious...and ifcanyou're
f
ington, with a special type of radilie
that
nities
bright opportu
ator developed by Paul F. Godley,
TECHfor
ahead in Radio
consulting radio engineer, of UpTRAINED
men
NICALLY
m
per Montclair, N. J.
4
. . . then, CREI can help
By building the supporting strucyou attain your goal as it
m
ture for a wire antenna of insulathas helped others out of
ing material such as wood, accordroutine jobs into top posi-y
tions in the radio industr
M
ing to Mr. Godley, it becomes possible to realize a practical form
Must Be A Reason
There
of the ideal antenna — the single
wire in free space. This was
Why 170 Broadcasting Sta'/ »
-list
physically unattainable heretofore,
he asserts, and as a result an anYou'll find Employ
all your
tenna considerably less than oneMe~n~l
CREIanswers
half wavelength in height can be nary business conditions, and for
in ourtions
free
44-page
illustrated
booklet
which
will
made to become an electrical half- stations of moderate power.
wave.
give
details
of
all
CREI
The tower was designed by
courses and how easy it is to
New problems in fabrication
were encountered in building the Frank P. Cartwright and checked
by Peter Landsem, engineers of
wood tower and the construction
pay for them.
the National Lumber ManufacCapitol
Radio
methods employed have been subturers
Association,
Washington.
mitted for patenting.
Fabrication and erection were done
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Control of Radiation
by the Wise Granite and Construction Co., of Richmond, Va., under
WITH a wire antenna, according
14th andDept.
PARK
B-6 ROAD
WASHINGTON,
D. C.
to Mr. Godley, loading coils and the supervision of its president,
Lee
Paschall.
Connectors
were
condensers may be placed at any
by Timber Engineering Co.
desired point in the system where
they will be most effective in the
control of current distribution and
therefor the radiating properties
of the antenna. He adds that it
has recently been found that for
a given mechanical height of anDECREASE
tenna, a considerable range of
radiation control is possible by
DISTORTION
using the new low velocity antenna, which he has developed.
In this system, he points out, a
wire is treated throughout its
INCREASE
length and in such a manner as
greatly to reduce the velocity of
propagation of currents in the
COVERAGE
wire, with the result that a high
degree of control over the current
distribution is readily achieved.
IMPROVE
Raising the center of radiation
changes the distribution of radiated energy in space by decreasing
FIDELITY
the amount which is radiated at
high angles and increases the
proportion radiated along the
with the General Radio
Type 730-A Transmission
ground or at low angles where it
Monitor— Price $462.00
transmission monitoring asis most desired, Mr. Godley explains. This change is said to res e m b 1 y . Continuous highduce fading at all distances and
speed program modulation monitor — automatic and positive overeliminate fading in certain zones
modulation indicating lamp — carrier noise and hum-level measurewhere it would otherwise exist.
ment— amplifier, wire line and associated equipment level measureIn addition, he says, the open
ments— these are some of the features of this equipment.
wire antenna on a wood tower can
Make a complete run of the station and all its equipment for modureadily be modified for proper
lation, noise and hum levels in less than 10 minutes time.
operation on a different frequency.
Still another advantage claimed is
If you are
interested
a 'hightransmission
fidelity' station
you are certainly
the virtual elimination of a limitinterested
in the
Generalin Radio
monitor.
ing height. High-angle radiation
can be reduced so effectively, he
Write for complete details — ask for Bulletin B-385-A.
continues, and greater ground intensities obtained for a given powGENERAL
RADIO
COMPANY
er than with other types of antenna. Thus, he states, it becomes
Cambridge A,
feasible for stations on higher
30 State Street
frequencies where ground wave atMassachusetts
tenuation and fading are particularly unfavorable to make large
scale improvements by way of
their radiating system, at costs
which are justifiable under ordi-
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NAB

Group Adopts Agency Plan
Registration at AFA-NAB
Sessions
(Continued from page 59)
vertisers already on the air and
Petry
&
Co.,
Chicago
; E. G. Opie, Rtjg
an advertiser as a publication
Following is the list of those
statement of paid subscribers, but not presenting a sales argument
&
Smith,
Chicago
;
M.
Lord & Thomas, Chicago ;Lewis
Edwin Goodki
G. Fo 1'
who
for the inAFA-NAB
the advertiser today is often unin- to prospective advertisers.
radioregistered
departmentals
Chicago, man,
Jr., RCA Mfg. Co., Chicago; E
J.
Leslie
Fox,
WLS,
Chicago,
clined to accept a station's figures. said that the advertiser who puts June 10 and 11 :
mons C. Carlson,
A. W. Kaney,
Kenn.W '
G. B. McDermott,
Judith
Edward M. Power, of the PittsMort Watters, WHEC, Rochester, N. Carpenter,
H. R. Evans and Oliver Morton, KI
Chicago.
Y. ; E. A. Mcintosh, WWNC, Ashville, ler,
burgh agency by that name, dis- on a better show and merchandises this show better can go on N. C. ; F. A. Arnold, New York ; Edward
claimed any stability for the raH. J. Quillam, KOMO-KJR, Seatt
E. Voynow, Edward Petry & Co. ; Clark Aubyn
Chinee,A. T.
National
dio audience. Even the same per- any station and get most of the S.
Luther, WOC, Davenport, la. ; M. M. B. H. Sears,
Sears &Dairy
Sons Coum
Inc. ;
son who listens so intently to a area's potential audience. Mr. Blink, Standard Radio Adv. Co., Chicago ; J. Schnell, Chicago
; Geo. Isaacs, Lord
R.
F.
Crane
and
Lewis
Allen
Weiss,
WJR,
symphony one evening will eager- James proved his point with the Detroit; J. L. Reinsch, WHIO, Dayton; Thomas, Chicago ; Edward M. Power,
M. Power Co., Pittsburgh ; Horn
ly tune in a jazz band or a varie- example of Major Bowes who out- J. O. Maland and Hale Bondurant, WHO,
Chicago ; John Fitzgerald, H.
ty program the following night. pulled WOR and the key station Des Moines ; Fred A. Palmer, WBNS, Co- Griffith,
Sherman, R. C. Elpers and J. J. Ki
of
the
networks
with
a
program
Chicago.
l
u
m
b
u
s
,
O
.
;
E.
G.
Opie,
Rogers
&
Smith,
A program success depends large- on WHN.
CBS, Chicago; Ralph Atlass, WJJD, C
cago; H. H. Hoessly, WAIU, Columb
ly, he said, on its ability to apR. W. Tole, WTMJ, Milwaukee; Chas. Mrs.
Franklin W. Fritchey, Ameri<
R. W. Tole, WTMJ, Milwaukee,
peal to the temperaments of the
G. Burke, W9XBY, Kansas City; Clifford Homemakers
Ass'n, Baltimore ; Wm.
asked how, if all the stations in McChafey and W. A. Riple, WEEU, Read- Olive, WLS, Chicago.
large number of people.
ing,
Pa.
;
C.
L.
Sleininger,
Free
&
Sleina
given
area
are
selling
the
same
Gene
O'Fallon,
KFEL, Denver; R.
Mr. James defended the poteninger Inc., Chicago ; Ray C. Jenkins, KSD,
tial as a sales argument although potential, the more expensive sta- St. Louis ; W. B. Ricketts, Edwin G. Booz Dooley,
BelsonProducts
& Doll Inc.
Inc. ; H.
Drug
Trade.
JamesO'N
tions can justify their higher & Fry Surveys Co. ; Edgar Kobak, Wil- Baldwin, NAB, Washington ; ;Hugh
admitting the difficulty of ever
Ra
liam
Hedges,
E.
P.
H.
James
and
Janet
rates.
He
expressed
the
opinion
and
Gene
Fromherz,
First
United
obtaining it. Radio surveys claimMacRorie, NBC, New York ; Mallory casters, Chicago ; Wm. G. RambeauBro i
that
the
history
of
a
station,
its
ing to show the popularity of anv
Chamberlin, WNBR, Memphis ; Clarence
Cartwright, Wm. G. Rambeau, C
of public service, and T. Hagman, WTCN, Minneapolis ; John Wm.
cago; Arthur B. Church, KMBC, Kan
station at any time are "the bunk", background
WKZO,
Kalamazoo,
Mich.
;
Edother similar factors will carry a E. Fetzer,
City;
Walter E. Myers, NBC, Belmc
he declared, as a single program
gar K. Bill and Ralph Ehresman, WMBD,
; F. A. Arnold, New York ; Geo
change will ruin the curve on your justifiable weight with the pros- Peoria, 111. ; C. U. Price, KFH, Wichita ; Mass.
Roessler,
Chicago ; Al. Williamson ;
pective advertiser. If Major
Hugh A. L. Halff, WOAI, San Antonio;
chart. The audience depends on
Ken Fry, NBC, Chicago ; John Bens
Bowes had started on WOR he Jack N. Pitluk, Pitluk Adv. Co., San An- AAAA.
tonio ;Geo. D. Coleman, WGBI, Scranton,
the other station's program as would have had a bigger audience
Denman Arnold, WROK, Rockford, 1
well as your own, he said.
; R. E. Sonce, Chas. F. Phillips and H. P. Roberts, Pepsodent Co., Chica
in less time, Tole declared, saying Pa.
E. M. Blair, WFBL, Syracuse.
K. Beaver and H. A. Sherman, KA1
Telephone Surveys
Herbert Hollister, WLBF, Kansas City, C.
that an audience has listening Kan.
; Deitrieh Dirks and John Henry, Little Rock ; H. F. Harrison, United Pr
JOHN HENRY defended the use habits which it takes time to over- KOIL-KFAB,
New York
; Marvin
Oreck,
Omaha ; J. Leslie Fox, WLS,
; Kenneth
Taylor,
JohnOreck's
Taylor I1 !
Chicago ; Martin B. Campbell and Irvin Duluth
of telephone surveys, saying that come.
Goods Co., Kansas City ; Dade Epst
Gross,
WFAA,
Dallas
;
Norman
Boggs,
Coverage
of
192%
Chicago;
John
Shepard,
3rd,
Boston;
KOIL made them every May and
WAAF, Chicago ; Alfred J. McCosker and Herman S. Hettinger, NAB, Washingt;
November to catch the time
T. C. Streibert, WOR, Newark; Homer
MISS EDYTHE MELROSE, WJAY
Hon. E. J. Adams, Federal Trade Cc
Hogan, Hearst Radio ; Ralph Foster, mission
changes of the network programs
; Lloyd C. Thomas, WROK, Rc
Cleveland, told of an agency man
KGBX-KWTO,
Springfield,
Mo.;
John
T.
111. ; Z. L. Potter, Erwin Wasey
to and from daylight saving time. who asked her what percentage of Schilling, Harold A. Boyle and Don Davis, ford,
Co.,
Chicago.
WHB, Kansas City; Sid Bliss, WCLO,
As these programs have approxi- the Cleveland audience WJAY
Wis.; J. Kelly Smith, WBBM,
mately the same appeal week af- claimed. Three other stations had Janeville.
; D. W. Thornbaugh and L. F.
ter week, the telephone surveys are given 72%, 64% and 56% as their Chicago
Erikson, CBS, Chicago.
valuable in measuring the opposi- respective shares of the audience,
Ford Billings, WCAE, Pittsburgh; H. C.
CLASSIFIED
tion a local program will have to a total of 192%. Her answer was
Burke, WISN, Milwaukee; H. H. HoessColumbus;
Edythe
Fern
Melmeet at any time. Many local not an audience figure but a sales ley, WAIU,
ADVERTISEMENTS
rose, WJAY, Cleveland; H. K. Carpenter,
advertisers use these telephone figure. The manufacturer of a new
and Burt Squire, WHK, Cleveland; H. K.
Classified advertisements
Boice,
George
Bijur
and
John
J.
Karol,
surveys to measure the popularity product had introduced it with an
Broadcasting cost 7c per word for
CBS, New York; E. A. Fellers, Mantle
of their own programs on the sta- announcement broadcast once
Lamp
Co.
;
Robert
F.
Schultz,
WD
AY,
each insertion. Cash must accomtion, he said. Mr. James retorted daily over WJAY for a period of Fargo, N. D. ; Fred A. Palmer, WBNS,
Columbus; R. J. Barrett, Jr., and
that this is giving a service to ad- ten months. With no other adverForms
pany order.close 25th and 10th of
Robert D. Hotz, Blaekett-Sample-Hummonth preceding issues.
tising two chains and 793 inde- mert, Chicago ; John Ashenhurst, Edward
pendent stores had stocked his
product and his mail orders had
PROFESSIONAL
Help Wanted
as by setting up a unibrought in much more than his ad- other way
Hundred watt station in large city
form station presentation, he
vertising expenditure. Miss Mel- added.
opening for experienced hundred l
DIRECTORY
rose made a map showing his resalesman. Must be a man with a pro<
turn by counties and found it
In addition to the radio depart- tive record in the hundred watt field,
mental, broadcasting played an such a man we offer splendid opport
clearlymarydefined
the station's
ties. 331,
GiveBroadcasting.
full particulars. Confiden
and secondary
areas, notpriin important part in the 1935 AFA
Box
convention. In the National Adfield strength but in sales strength.
Man to sell radio advertising progres
vertisers Conference alone, W. B.
WJAY is now using this map in
full time local station. Must be exf
Jansky & Bailey
Ricketts, manager of the market
all of their sales presentations.
enced. Reference required. Salary
An Organization of
Fred Palmer closed the session surveys department of Edwin G. commission. Box 333, Broadcasting.
Qualified Radio Engineers
with
a plea for stabilization of sta- Booz and Fry Surveys, gave a talk
Situations Wanted
Dedicated to the
tion presentation. Any advertiser on "An Audit of One Day's BroadSERVICE OF BROADCASTING
who had listened in to the variety
Experienced newspaperman now
casting", illustrated with tables charge
of radio publicity and news <
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
and graphs and Duane Wanaof opinions
this afterof large government department
noon would beexpressed
more confused
than maker, advertising director Gen- sion
Washington
available for permanent I
eral Household Utilities Co., spoke tion in broadcasting
stationdaily
or netw
sold on radio, he said. The comHave
edited
and written
gov
mercial section of the NAB could on "Effective Dealer Tie-up
GLENN D. GILLETT
mental radio news releases past year.
not help all of us as much in any Through Spot Radio Programs".
Consulting Radio Engineer
329, Broadcasting.
Synchronization
Design.
Field Strength andEquipment
Station Location
Transradio Press operator. Solid c
Surveys. Line
Antenna
Design. Wire
First telephone and second telegraph li
Problems.
ses. Competent transmitter man. (
working knowledge of theory, transm:
National Preat Bldg., Wash., D. C.
and audio design. Excellent referei
N. Y. Office: Englewood, N. J.
Now employed. Box 328, Broadcasts
Live wire who
understandsmanaging
promot
construction
and thorough
PA U L GODLEY
radio station. Just completed a to
and Associates
plant
in the Middle West. Box
Broadcasting.
FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Radio Engineers
Station manager now associated wi1
successful station which he built dei
Many
stations
find
this
exact
measuring
service
of great
Montclair, N. J.
to
Open toTravel
any worthwhile
Bestchange.
references.
anywhere.
value for routine observation of transmitter performPhone Montclair 2-7859
332,
Broadcasting.
ance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
For Sale
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
100 watt full - time station. Free
EDGAR H. FELIX
clear, including property. Progressive
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
1775 BROADWAY
cality,
80,000 population
ten mile ra<
Real opportunity.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Commercial Department
WantedBox to330,BuyBroadcast
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
Presentations for Sales PurWanted — Broadcast transmitter, mo<
poses, Allocation and Loca66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
new or used, cash purchase, one to
tion Investigations
kilowatts, with studio equipment if a
able. Box 327, Broadcasting.
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THE

HIGH

FIDELITY

1

kw.

RCA

TRANSMITTER

built-

of

course

T^HIS modern transmitter has
been designed by the experienced
engineers at "Radio Headquarters" so
that the modest i kw. station may
keep pace with the trend of the times
—HIGH
FIDELITY.
The

new

era of extended

audio

frequency range of microphones, remote pickup lines, and receiving sets,
must

necessarily include the trans-

mitter itself. Every link in this chain
must be a HIGH FIDELITY link
— in order that there may be High
Fidelity reception
ultimate result.
The De

as the desired

luxe Transmitter

NOTE

THESE

FIDELITY

FEATURES:

. . . Meets all High Fidelity standards.

ECONOMY

. . . Low installation costs, unusually low tube and power cost.

SIMPLICITY ... AC operated, self-contained, easy to install.
COMPLETELY EQUIPPED . . . Cathode ray modulation indicator,
dummy antenna and High Fidelity monitor all built in. Needs no extras.
CONVENIENCE . . . Centralized controls, unitary line voltage compensation.
RELIABILITY . . . Automatic devices prevent time off air.
EFFICIENCY . . . Uses Class B high level modulation.
FLEXIBILITY . . . Readily adaptable for power changes.
MODERN

APPEARANCE . . . Fulfilling concepts of dynamic symmetry, finished in white metal and tones of gray and black.
COMPLETELY GUARANTEED . . . Protected by patents.
at low first cost, with economical

TRANSMITTER
RCA

OUTSTANDING

operation

SECTION

MANUFACTURING
COMPANY, Inc.
CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY
A SUBSIDIARY OF RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
NEW YORK: 1270 Sixth Ave.
CHICAGO: 111 North Canal St.
ATLANTA: 144 Walton St N. W.
DALLAS: Santa Fe Bldg.
SAN FRANCISCO: 1270 Ninth St.
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new

ears

more

homes

NEW

us that,

on the air in

music

to our

is music

to

are listening

to

watts . . . There
new

are six

service

area.

INC.

JERSEY

OF THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

W L W, Cincinnati • W X Y Z, Detroit

went

people

in our

SERVICE,

write

joy in listening

like our

50,000

NEWARK,

MEMBER

constantly

fidelity transmitter

of course,

a half million

BAMBERGER

People

•

W G N, Chicago • W 0 R, Newark

after September 29. C K LW, Windsor- Detroit

PRESENTS

A

Treasure

House

of

Recorded

Programs

Shown for the first time at the
NAB Convention, Broadmoor
Hotel, Colorado Springs, Colorado

OUTSTANDING

ARTISTS FOR

OUTSTANDING PROGRAMS —
HERE ARE SOME OF THEM.
Nathaniel Shilkret and
Orchestra
Harry
Reiser
Orchestra

and

his

ilay Heatherton
Rosario Bourdon and Symphony Orchestra
Xavier Cugat and Orchestra
Westminster Choir
George Hall and Orchestra
Master Singers
Green Bros. Orchestra
Military Band under direction of Robert Hood Bowers.
The Honeymooners
Jack, June and Jimmy
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JANSKY

Announce

Fidelity

1. Proper
2. A

High Fidelhave :

Equipment.

careful

of

Studies

Milwaukee
This

station

rigid

tests

before

High

is the

this

Journal

first to

pass

organization

CERTIFYING

at

that

the

applies

the

exact-

adjustment

of the units making
the

Completion

The

ity—a station MUST

BAILEY

Engineering

"WTMJ

*To Guarantee

&

complete

up

ing Standards
have

installa-

been

for

High

Fidelity*

met.

tion followed by accurate overall measurement by competent engineers with special

For

measuring apparatus.
• • •

Jansky

A mere assemblage of High
Fidelity units is not a High
Fidelity Station.

a complete
&

Bailey

See page
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Services
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Year
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This organization has no connection with any
manufacturer of broadcast equipment or towers
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sales quotas seem

ens your best markets,

traced

who

substantial

down

a treasurer's

the huge pulling power
never

before

results from

sults from advertising
Glance

have

language.

could

who

were

ahead

before.

getting good

THE

re-

that talk

An automobile

that's selling

for radio broadcasting... why

in radio during the past twelve
volume

of advertising

months

alibis.
of advertisers

eclipsed by Columbia's

COLUMBIA

spend

U.S. advertisers

during the last quarter of 1934

still greater volume

in-

as they did six years

the largest ever carried by any network... and why even that record-breaking
was

have

of last year. A cereal that

a continually increasing number

continually increasing amounts

Columbia's

advertising

cars as in 1934. A cosmetic that within two years has leaped

Such results explain why

ago... why

red

results from radio.

from 15th place to first. Case after case that refutes depression

vested 5times as much

to change

you'll note sales increases

that's 80%

its sales of the year

nearly twice as many

results from

radio. Manufacturers

A toothpaste

how

threat-

of radio advertising.

check

clients, and

competition

and wonder

received extraordinary

the list of CBS

practically doubled

difficult to achieve, when

and you scratch your head

ink to black. ..remember
Manufacturers

desperately

during the first quarter
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total
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SYSTEM

World's Largest Radio Network, offering nearly 50% more stations than any other broadcasting chain
485 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK CITY • 902 FISHER BLDG., DETROIT • 410 NORTH MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO
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The

Move

Sales

executives

who

use WLW

often express

amaze-

ment, not only at the coverage of this station (for they
know

it is the most

powerful in the world), but also at

the way the goodwill
themselves in sales.
Many

World's Most Powerful
Broadcasting Station

CROSLEY

of WLW

items have been lifted from comparative

reflect

obscurity
This in a

relatively short time and at a surprisingly low cost.

Watts

THE

following

to first preference over a large area by WLW.

500,000

The

and

RADIO
POWEL

Ask us to prove what

WLW

CORPORATION
CROSLEY,

Jr.,

President

has done in your own field.

CINCINNATI

"TELE-MAIL"

A

New

The

Method

TOTAL

audience

of

Measures,

Audience

of

at
a

surveys

Any

Given

Radio

Time,

Station

Your "tele-mail" system cf checking radio audiences
will, I believe, very shortly be the A. B. C. valuation of
radio expenditures.
As soon as your system is better known I believe it
will become the standard practice by advertising
agencies throughout the United States.
LOCKWOOD SHACKELFORD CO.
: -

- %

I have just finished reading the "Tele-Mail" survey
conducted by the Los Angeles Radio Survey Co., and I
would like to congratulate you on making available
this forward step in audience analysis.
This particular audience survey, combining mail figures
with telephone figures, I believe, has developed a very
accurate measuring guide.

m

II

ruly 1, 1935
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The "Tele-Mail" method of measuring the total Audience of a radio station is
a very definite step forward in eradicating wild hypothecating when attempting
to estimate "How many listeners."
Although developed by KNX to assist its cwn sponsors in determining the value
of this Station on a "cost-per-listener" basis, leading Pacific Coast agencies soon
"took hold" and are now adopting this method in its entirety for their own space
buying departments.
KNX presents the "Tele-Mail" method of audience measurement to the industry.
The method
is yours
for the adopting . . . Only the name, "Tele-Mail," has
been
copyrighted
by KNX.

-

ff

the stations, clear the time, engage the

easier
not — it's often
it or more
EVEusually
J^ELI
productive) to
(and
place time on

a well-selected group

of

"spots" than on a network.
In fact, if you're feeling wore
arrange the whole works

SSm

FREE

for you — select

6-

C^^adio
NEW YORK
110 East 42nd St.
Lexington 2-8660

out, we'll

even help prepare the programs.
2
p
And do it in such a way that you'll be glad
you called us in. Then your message will
reach only the people you need to reach —
no waste, no overlapping, no weak links
. . . Write us, why don't you?

SLEININGER,
cJiahon

CHICAGO
180 N. Michigan
Franklin 4373

WHO (NBC) Des Moines WIND-Gary— WJJD-Chicago
WCAO (CBS) Baltimore WHK (CBS) Cleveland
WGR-WKBW (CBS) Buffalo
KMBC (CBS) Kansas City
* Population of primary daytime coverage area.
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talent —

Address:

INC.g

reseniahves

DETROIT
General Motors Bldg.
Madison 1423
KFAB (CBS) Lincoln-Omaha
WAVE (NBC) Louisville
WTCN Minneapolis-St. Paul

SANRussFRANCISCO
Building
Sutter 54IS

LOS
C. of ANGELES
C. Bldg.
Richmond 6184

KOIL (NBC) Omaha-Council
Bluffs
KSD (NBC) St. Louis
KFWB Los Angeles

BROADCASTING

KOIN (CBS) Portland
KOL (CBS) Seattle
KVI (CBS) Tacoma
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WASHINGTON,

oosevelt

Message
By

resident

Advertising

Expresses

His

Faith

D. C. JULY 1, 1933

Launches
SOL

$3.00 A YEAR — 15c A COPY

NAB

TAISHOFF

in American

Broadcasting;

Copyright Will Be Burning Issne; Prall Keynote Speaker
N AX ATMOSPHERE of unpreof past expresident reasserts his "very great of anysions repetition
to prove the superiority of
edented turbulence, provoked
faith" in the American system.
lainly by the musical copyright
Heretofore the industry has al- the American system. The Presiways found it necessary to answer
dent's message is, in effect, an
ituation, broadcasters of the naaffirmation of confidence from the
the assaults upon the American
[on probably in greater numbers
|aan ever before will attend the plan of broadcasting which have government.
Further intensifying the conven3th annual convention of the been inspired by futile minorities.
tion atmosphere are the projects
The expression from the President,
7AB at Colorado Springs, July which
so pointedly and concisely
of newspaper-owned and of inde-10.
answers all these anti - privatependent local stations to form sepDespite an emergency board
arate trade units. Without proper
operation wails, obviates the need
leeting called in New York June
2 in an effort to mollify the inlustry on the copyright issue, it
Message from President Roosevelt
•as apparent that a battle royal
nil be staged during the convenion, with independent stations
lore or less pitted against the naTHE WHITE HOUSE
ionwide networks. Serious danger
WASHINGTON
f a split in the industry is still
een by many broadcasters who
June 17, 1955
re going to the convention verbals' "armed to the teeth" with the
xpressed intention of settling the
'osition of the independent station
Gentlemen:
n the industry's affairs.
New complications, aggravating
Once again it is my privilege to address a
he copyright turmoil still further,
message to the broadcasting industry on the occasion
leveloped subsequent to the board
of the Thirteenth Annual Convention of the National
neeting when Warner Bros., conAssociation of Broadcasters.
Broadcasters are preTolling five of the most important
paring to assemble for their annual business meetings,
nusical publishing houses which
to consider methods of making their work even more
upply some 40 per cent of the
useful to the American people.
iSCAP catalogue, informed staions that effective Dec. 31 it would
Through Broadcasting Magazine, I extend greetwithdraw from ASCAP. The noings and well wishes to the broadcasters and hope
ice said that all licenses for pubthat theirs will be a most successful convention.
ic performance of these works
<-ould have to be obtained from the
ndividual publishing houses. [See
Radio continues to play an increasingly important
role in our daily life. Radio broadcasting has con3age. 101 for detailed story.]
The intense feeling over the
tributed much to the cause of national recovery.
action of the networks and of
WCAU in signing five-year extenI have previously expressed my very great faith
sions of their contracts with the
in the American system of broadcasting. Recent events
■American Society of Composers,
have increased rather than diminished that faith.
BA.uthors & Publishers has shoved
Censorship has not and can not invade the ether lanes .
I nto the background most of the
It is not the American way .
■ •egular convention business. There
will be time out, however, for an
I have noted with interest the recent self im^xpected important pronouncement
posed effort within the industry to correct certain
from Chairman Anniner S. Prall of
shortcomings in connection with programming.
That is
:he FCC, who has led the campaign
a commendable trend, for it reveals a disposition on
against medical and other prothe part of those responsible to the industry -und to
grams deemed not "in good taste".
the people of the country to constantly improve their
He is the keynote speaker.
productions and to continue their consistent, progresBrushed aside this year, perhaps
sive drive for the betterment of their service.
for the first time, will be the moot
Very fincerely yours,
3uestion of maintaining the American system of broadcasting by prito
appea'r
Thatemphati
enterprise
of. the
because
be so vate
c s letter to the industry from President
Broadcasting Magazine
Roosevelt, sent through the meWashington, D. C.
dium of Broadcasting, and published on this page. In it the PresIJuly 1, 1935
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Meeting

safeguards,
it isof felt,
there is
extreme danger
bringing
about
defections
from
the
NAB
by
class
interests.
NAB politics also is at highpitch, with the presidency now reFor several garded
weeksas a it"hoss-race".
had been considered
highly probable
that Leo ofJ. WJR,
Fitzpatrick,
general manager
Detroit,
and one
of the country's
most
popular
broadcasters,
would
run with an excellent chance for
election. During the last few days,
however, it has been reported that
he will not be a candidate.
J. Truman Ward, WLAC, Nashville, incumbent, is not an active
candidate at this time but some of
his friends have urged him to run
for a second term. Whether he will
do so depends largely upon sentiment at the convention. Among
others whose names are mentioned
are the incumbent vice presidents,
Lambdin Kay, WSB, Atlanta, and
Charles W. Myers, KOIN, Portland, Ore.; Isaac D. Levy, WCAU,
Philadelphia, NAB treasurer; H.
K. Carpenter, WHK, Cleveland;
Arthur B. Church, KMBC, Kansas
City; John Shepard 3d, president,
Yankee Network; John Elmer,
WCBM. Baltimore, and Lester
Cox, KGBX, Springfield, Mo.
In addition to the presidency,
there must be filled the elective
offices of vice presidents and treasurer, and five posts on the board of
directors. Board members whose
terms expire are J. Thomas Lyons,
WCAO, Baltimore; I. Z. Buckwalter, WGAL, Lancaster; Stanley
Hubbard, KSTP, St. Paul; Harold
Wheelahan, WSMB. New Orleans,
and Powel Crosley Jr., WLW.
Since launching its project
some two months ago, the committee dealing with newspaper stations is understood to have modified it greatly, so that now the effort is simply
to the
set NAB
up a "departmental" within
for the
discussion of problems peculiar to
stations operated by or in conjunction with newspapers. Should this
method of procedure be agreed to,
then it is felt the opposition of
wholly independent stations will
melt. In any event a meeting is
scheduled by newspaper stations
for July 7 at Colorado Springs.
This is not so, however, in the
case of local stations, called together by Edward AHen, WLVA,
Lynchburg, Va. He has called his
steering committee of 18 local
broadcasters (named in previous
issues) to meet July 6 to work out
policies, propose by-laws and issue
a call for a general meeting of
Page 9

"^'lOO-watters" at the convention.
Mr. Allen, in an interview with
Broadcasting June 21, insisted
Program of Colorado
that the primary motive was to organize local broadcasters so they
MONDAY, JULY 8
9:30 A. M.
can acquire their rightful place in
the national radio advertising field.
Call to Order.
He again disclaimed any intention
Address of Welcome :
of conflict with the NAB. But he
Address of President : J. T. Ward,
WLAC, Nashville.
said there are "left wingers"
among the locals and the independFederal Communications Commisents who allege "network dominasionman: Anning
S. Prall, Chairof FCC, Washington.
tion" of the NAB and who feel
Television in America and Europe :
they do not have proper representation upon the NAB board, since
Andrew W. Cruse, chief Electrical Division, Dept. of Commerce.
there is only one local station repReport of Managing Director:
resentative on it.
Philip
G. Loucks, NAB.
''Local Broadcasters AssociaAppointment of Committees.
Announcements.
tion" probably will be the name of
the organization, which Mr. Allen
Adjournment.
said would be totally divorced
2:00 P. M.
from the NAB. The bulk of its
Call to Order.
membership, however, will be NAB
Report of Commercial Committee :
members, he asserted. He admitArthur B. Church, chairman,
ted there was the distinct possiKMBC, Kansas City.
bility that the locals would break
Discussion.
away from NAB altogether "if we
Report of Special Committee on
do not get proper representation
Trade Practices : Alfred J. Mcon the board".
Cosker, WOR, Newark.
Coverage Bureau
Discussion.
THE AGENDA itself will include
Report of Engineering Committee :
Joseph A. Chambers, chairman,
the usual committee reports and
WLW, Cincinnati.
discussions covering all aspects of
Discussion.
broadcasting activity. Standing
Report of Legislative Committee :
out, and aside from copyright issue
Philip
and the medical program camrector. G. Loucks, Managing Dipaign, are the cooperative efforts
Adjournment.
now being exerted for the formaTUESDAY, JULY 9
tion of a national bureau to au9:30 A. M.
thenticate station coverage and lisCall to Order.
tener data; agency recognition,
and trade practice provisions to
Report by
NAB Copyright
Commit e :Alfred
J. McCosker,
perpetuate the good that has come
chairman,
WOR.
Newark.
from the NRA code — which became
Report of Treasurer Copyright
inoperative with the demise of the
Fund: Isaac D. Levy, WCAU,
original NRA on May 27.
Philadelphia.
In connection with the latter,
the board at its special meeting in
New York June 22 adopted a resolution that a committee be named
to devise ways by which the advantages of the code may be retained.
Our Headquarters
Proposed by Alfred J. McCosker,
SUITE
1900-02 in the BroadWOR, Newark, the resolution also
moor Hotel's Northmoor Secinstructed the committee to report
tion will be the headquarters
to the convention on its findings.
of the staff of Broadcasting
The committee, named by PresiMagazine during the Colodent Ward, consists of Mr. McCosrado Springs convention.
ker, chairman; Mr. Shepard, who
Visitors
are cordially invited.
had been chairman of the Code
Authority; Mr. Church, Mr. Hubbard and Mr. Allen.
Adding zest to the convention
tetler, NAB copyright counsel, exwill be the impending change in pressing diametrically opposite
the managing directorship. Philip views on the acceptance by the netG. Loucks, managing director for
works and by WCAU of five-year
extensions of their contracts with
nearly five years, has announced
his resignation, effective immediASCAP on the eve of the governately following the convention, to
ment anti-trust suit against
return to private law practice. He ASCAP. The issue boiled down to
the Levy contention, backed by the
is slated for appointment as NAB
networks, that it was the only
special counsel to handle particular legal matters which he has car- thing to do under the circustances,
ried on in the past. James W. particularly after government
Baldwin, assistant managing direc- counsel had said the extensions
tor, and former executive officer of would not prejudice the government suit and the opposite contenthe broadcasting industry Code
Authority, is expected to be named
tion by Mr. Hostetler that it defito succeed Mr. Loucks. In a connitely prejudiced the suit, and was
vention fraught with so much tur- in effect desertion of the industry
at
the
crucial moment.
moil, however, it is difficult to foretell what will happen. Mr. Loucks
After listening for a full day to
the explanations and views of the
has been besieged by broadcasters
to consider remaining in his pres- principal participants in the copyent post during these tense times
right negotiations, the board unbut he has turned a deaf ear to
animously adopted two resolutions
their entreaties.
— one reiterating its support of
The special board meeting
the "per-piece" basis of payment
June 22 was called by President
for copyrighted music and absolving the networks and WCAU of
Ward to consider the copyright
emergency. The call came after
anything improper in negotiating
the industry had been circularized
extensions, and the other holding
with letters from Mr. Levy, NAB
that Managing Director Loucks
had full authority to send the contreasurer and co-owner of WCAU,
Philadelphia, and Joseph C. Hostroverted Hostetler letter (pubPage 10

Springs Convention
Report of Joseph C. Hostetler,
NAB Copyright Counsel.
Discussion.
No Afternoon Session Scheduled.
Time for golf, sightseeing, etc.
Special events for ladies.
6:45 P. M.
Annual NAB Banquet :
Presentation of Broadcasting
Trophy to Winner of Golf
Tournament.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 10
9:30 A. M.
Call to Order.
Report of Resolutions Committee.
Report
Committee.
Election ofof Nominating
Officers.
Installation of Officers.
Adjournment.
(The Convention Committee
has arranged the program to
allow adequate time for discussion of all important subjects. Watch Bulletin Board
for special announcements.)
GENERAL INFORMATION
Registration desk (Broadmoor Hotel) will be open from 10 A. M.
until 1 P. M. Sundav, and from
8:30 A. M. until 5 P. M. on
day.
Monday, Tuesday and WednesRegistration fee of $7.50 per person. Banquet tickets may be
purchased at Registration Desk
at $3 each.
Fifth Annual NAB Championship
Oolf Tournament will be held
Sunday. July 7, for Broadcasting Magazine Trophy. First
foursome will tee off at 10.30
A. M.
All motions and resolutions offered
by delegates must be in writing
and handed to the Presiding
Officer after presentation.

GOLF TROPHY — To the winner
of the NAB Golf Tournament at
Colorado Springs July 7 will go this
cup, awarded by BROADCASTING Magazine. A cup is presented each year by this publication.
lished in Broadcasting June 15
issue) to all NAB members. Mr.
Levy tohadsendcontested
Loucks'
right
out the Mr.
letter.
The
main resolution follows in full:
Whereas a full report covering the
recent negotiations with ASCAP has
been made to the board by A. J. McCosker, chairman of the copyright
committee heretofore appointed, and
certain of the members of the commit e ;and by Edward Klauber, representing CBS ; A. L. Ashby, repre-

HOTELS PREPARING
FOR NAB DELEGATES
EFFORTS to postpone the annua),
convention of the NAB because of
the large-scale activity before tht
FCC in Washington in connection
with hearing applications, and alsc
because of difficulties encountered
in connection with housing accommodations, have proved unsuccessful and the 13th annual meeting
will go forward as scheduled, with
headquarters at the Broadmoor Hotel, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Because the headquarters hotel
cannot meet the entire demand
for accommodations, arrangements
have
been of
madeKFEL,
by Gene
O'Fallon,
manager
Denver,
and
local chairman of the convention
committee, for additional quarters
at the Antlers Hotel, three miles
distant. Hotel managements have
promised regular bus service between the two hostelries.
According to word from Mr.
O'Fallon on June 17, more than
300 room reservations already have
been made at the Broadmoor. At
the Antlers, the number of reservations was not shown, but more
than 50 rooms for single or
double occupancy already have been
set aside for Broadmoor overflow.
Rates for the convention announced
by the Antlers is $7 per day single
occupancy and $5 double, European
plan.
Mr. the
O'Fallon
expressed
view that
two hotels
would the
be
able to handle the entire convention personnel.
Meanwhile, both Chesapeake &
Ohio and Missouri Pacific, which
are cooperating in a special train
from the East and Midwest, reported brisk reservation business.
From Eastern points, the Chesapeake & Ohio will run special NAB
cars on its crack train, the George
Washington, July 4. This train
will meet the Missouri Pacific special in St. Louis July 5 and arrive
at Colorado Springs July 6.

senting NBC, I. D. Levy, representing
WCAU, and J. C. Hostetler, copyright counsel for the NAB ; the board
makes the following declaration of
principles
:
1. The and
boardfactsreiterates
that the
so-called "per piece plan" or "mea- I
sured
plan" is
fairest
best toservice
be followed
in the
paying
for and
the .I
use
of
copyrighted
music,
in
that
enables each broadcaster to pay itaj^
price fixed by the individual owner IT
of
com-* /
pelscopyrights,
no person competitively,
to buy or pay and
for more
than he actually uses.
2. The board believes that the two
networks and WCAU when they ae-,,,
cepted
five - yeardidextension
the '
present a contract,
so onlyofafter
the NAB copyright committee found
it impossible to work out with the
copyright committee of ASCAP a
"per piece" or "measured service"
plan entprior
to ;theandexpiration
of prescontracts
that when
they
accepted
such
contracts
it
was
because the networks and WCAU felt
that it was necessary for the industry
to have available upon the best terms
possible, the repertoire controlled by
ASCAP ; and for the reason that it
is impossible
to without
operate atheradio
casting station
use,broadto a
greater or lesser extent, of the music
so controlled.
3. The board believes that every
broadcaster must come to a decision I
as to whether or not he desires to
extendriod ofhis
contract
pefivepresent
years from
Jan.for1, a1936
(1) in the light of the requirements - of his station, (2) his contract commitments, if any, either
to the
networks or advertisers,
and (3)
the fact
that the suit being prosecuted by the
(Continued on page 100)
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Thesaurus

Change
Is

in Disc

Considered

Announcement
at

FCC

Hearing

"Effect on Nation"
GENEtor of HOWE,
the noted(Tex.)
edithe Amarillo
Globe - News, whose subsidiary Plains Broadcasting Co.
recently consolidated two
local stations a s KGRC,
picked Anning S. Prall, FCC
chairman, M. H. Aylesworth,
NBC president, and William
S. Paley, CBS president,
among the "50 persons who
are having the most effect on
the immediate future of the
nation" in a copyrighted articlesociated
distributed
the AsPress Juneby 14.

WBS Proposal to Clarify Rule for "Library Services"
Meets With Both Approval and Opposition
THE FUTURE development of programs aside from the issue of
transcription program services, as "prevention of fraud upon the pub•distinguished from individually
lic", but he added that there nevertheless was ample evidence to
transcribed programs, was the isshow that use of the daily prosue placed before the FCC Broadcast Division at a hearing June 20
gram service is a stimulus to the
•on the petition of the World Broad- employment of musicians and that
casting System, originator of the it provides high quality programs
stations in smaller cities which
■"library"
clarifi- for
otherwise are not available.
cation of service,
rules for seeking
announcement
of transcriptions.
A history of transcription deAn interpretation more than a
velopment was traced by Mr. Se- grams are transmitted by wire to
gal.
Among
other things he point- affiliated stations, and (4) phonoyear ago by the FCC's Law Deed out that the daily program
graph records, which he said any
partment, of the transcription
one "could buy or borrow", and
rules, was the reason for the hear- service was inaugurated a yearand-a-half ago after it had been which he said were of inferior toning. It had held that the WBS
al quality.
service necessitated announcements
definitely understood that the announcement would be required only
The WBS program service, reidentifying it as a transcribed procorded as it is by the Western
at 15-minute intervals. He said
gram after each musical number,
there are four types of program
or after each two or three minutes,
Electric wide ra.ige vertical methservice: (1) Live talent, when a
od, Mr. Segal argued, affords the
rather than at 15-minute intervals.
This was declared by WBS to be performer is within the studio of public a "high quality, metropolia misinterpretation and one which the station itself; (2) transcriptype of
talent".
He pointed
out tan
that
some
108 stations
are
tions made exclusively for broadwould seriously impede if not desubscribers
to
it
and
that more
stroy the value of the service to
casting; (3) network, which he des(Continued on page 10b.)
listeners.
cribed as mechanical since the proOpposition Expressed
THE WBS contention was supMedical Citations Against 16 Stations
ported at the hearing by Standard
Radio Adv. Co. Inc., Hollywood,
-which recently inaugurated a li- Dropped by FCC; Five Others Pending
brary service, and by numerous in- EASING somewhat the anxiety renewal, even though the Marmola
citation was dropped, because of
dependent stations. Stout opposipermeated the broadtion to any change in transcrip- which, has
an
application pending for its facasting
industry
since
the
ontion announcement procedure came
cilities. It is affected by the apslaught against medical programs
from the American Federation of began, the
plication ofWLWL, Paulist Father
Broadcast Division of
Musicians and from CBS, while the FCC on June 19 quashed the station in New York, for a shift
in the assignments of nine stations
NBC, which is launching a tran- citations of 16 of the 21 stations
scription program service, was op- which had been hailed for hearing
on five channels so that it can proposed to any move that might
cure full-time in lieu of its presnext fall because of their broadent two hours per day.
mean elimination of the announcecasts of programs sponsored by
ment altogether or be in the nature
Marmola, anti-fat remedy of the
"Upon further consideration and
of not adequately differentiating
Raladam Co., Detroit. Removal of review of the technical and service
all
but
five
of
the
stations
from
between
these stations," said
renditions. "live" and transcription
the hearing docket for the case records of
announcement,
"the ComWBS maintained that the entire scheduled for Oct. 3, the FCC an- the FCC mission
decided to remove
them
issue was that of clarification of
nounced, was upon the finding that from the hearing docket and grant
the regulation, and that no effort these stations had discontinued the regular renewal licenses. Evidence
was being made to eliminate the program and that no other pend- was also submitted to the Commisannouncement altogether, but in
showing that these stations
ing citations
volved them. or investigations in- carriedsion the
spite of this several witnesses
program in question
raised this question.
The stations removed from the for very short periods, disconOn behalf of local broadcasting
tinued itafter receiving complaints
hearing docket are WGAR, Cleveor when informed the Commission
stations, now seeking to organize
land; WHEC, Rochester; WIOD,
had received complaints, and no
for business purposes, the argu- Miami; WIRE, Indianapolis;
ment was advanced that if the rule WKBW and WGR, Buffalo; WBAP,
other comparable programs were
is interpreted or revised to pro- Fort Worth; WBAL, Baltimore;
vide that transcription in a pro- WHO, Des Moines; WIND, Garv,
Several petitions had been filed
gram service be announced only at Ind.; WJAS, Pittsburgh; WJJD,
with
the FCC by stations cited
carried."
Chicago;
WJR,
Detroit;
WOW,
15-minute intervals, then phonoasking that pending applications
graph records should be accorded
Omaha; WOWO, Fort Wayne, and for increased facilities be granted
the same treatment.
conditionally, rather than held up
St. Louis. Regular renewArgument was opened before the KMOX,
als have been issued the stations in until the Oct. 3 hearing and the
Broadcast Division, sitting en banc, lieu of temporary ones, and whatdecision on it. The petitioners held
by Paul M. Segal, WBS counsel.
ever applications for improved fa- that they would accede to whatcilities will be considered by the
The issue, he said, was very simever finding the FCC might reach
ple, involving only the question
FCC under regular order, it was
on
the
Marmola case without prejwhether under Paragraph 176 of learned.
udice. These petitions prompted
Other Citations
the FCC regulations the daily prothe FCC in its action releasing 16
gram service of WBS should be STATIONS left on the hearing
of the stations, since it felt that
docket are WSMB, New Orleans;
an undue hardship was being
announced every two or three minWTMJ, Milwaukee; KFRC, San worked.
utes or every 15 minutes. He emphasized that the purpose of the Francisco; KMBC, Kansas City,
such applications as that
original regulation adopted by and KNX, Los Angeles. In this of Thus,
WJR for an increase in power
connection the FCC announced
the FCC governing transcriptions
from 10,000 to 50,000 watts, and
was to prevent any fraud on the that they not only carried "Marfor increased facilipart of stations which might demola" but had been cited for other that of WJJD,
be considered in regular
lude the public into believing they purported violations of rules, while order.ties, will
A hearing on Marmola is
were listening to programs ren- in two cases the stations had car- scheduled June 28 before the Fedried other medical programs coneral Trade Commission on a comstudios. dered within the station's own
demned mission.
by the Federal
Trade ComTechnical violations
are ing. plaint charging unfair competition
Mr. toSegal
questioned
the having
FCC's
understood to involve two others.
and false and misleading advertisright
consider
anything
to do with the business aspects of
WBAP was not issued a regular
Page 12
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Promotion Material Prepared
For New NBC Disc Library
FEATURING name talent familiar to its listeners, NBC on
June 24 made public its first promotional data in connection with
its new transcription program service, to be introduced officially July
15 as Thesaurus. The story of the
transcription library, in booklet
form, has been prepared for presentation at the NAB convention
July 6-10, coin ColoradoincidentSprings,
with demonstrations of
the recordings. The service itself
will be available for both local and
regional sponsorship through NBC
and will be
supplemented
by custom-made
transcriptions spotted
by
NBC.
Competitive with the service
originated by World Broadcasting
System, and with the library of
Standard Radio Advertising Co.
the NBC service is under the
Inc.,
immediate direction of C. Lloyd

transcription manaEgner, NBC Kobak,
NBC sales vice
ger. Edgar
president, is in charge of all sales
activities but a separate sales defrom thed. network unit,partment,
will divorced
be maintaine
Program Artists
SOME 400 units will be offered in
the library at the outset with from
40 to 50 additional units each
month. Some of the artists included in the library are Nat Shilkret and orchestra, Harry Resei
orchestra, Rosario Bourdon sym
phony, Ray Heatherton, Xaviei
Cugat orchestra, Westministei
MasHall orchestra,
George Rythm
Choir,ter Singers,
Makers, Dick
Green Bros, orchesLeibert,and organ,
and tra,
acts. a number of comedy teams
"NBC Thesaurus," says the book
let, "is a treasure house of pro
grams designed for use by pro
builders just as a Thesaurus
gram
of words and phrases is used b\
writers and editors. It gives the
builder of sustaining or commer
cial programs a service preparec
in accordance with the expressec
desires of many station operator:
whose program needs have beei
Units comprising the service ar>
RCA - Victo
by the artists,
recordings,
analyzed."of leading
process,
a con
tinuity service designed to de
velop programs suitable for al
occasions and types of products
and a complete file storage an;
cataloging service. The materia
it was said, was designed to b
made easily adaptable and con
venient for program builders ani
national and local spot advertiser;
The continuity service, says th
promotion brochure, is broke
down into three units: (1) A dail
continuity for musical clocks o
announcement periods recommend
ing sections to be played, with a)
necessary
except local an
nouncementscopy,
or commercials;
(2
a special continuity regularly pre
vided for programs with appeal t
various audiences adaptable to diJ
ferent types of sponsors, and (3
continuities for special program
for important holiday and occe
sional events.
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The transmitter — completely
isolated — located 17 miles from
Kansas City and housing the
new RCA 5000 watt High Fidelity Transmitter.

The WREN Building, Lawrence,
Kansas — housing the studios
and main offices.
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Narrative

Success

THIS is the story of a non-existent
city, three non-existent broadcasting stations and some very existent factors which contribute to
the success or failure of a radio
station.
The present management of Station KOLD in Chikansburgh took
over the station in 1928. A 25,000
watt transmitter, an excellent frequency and a network affiliation
went with it. Chikansburgh wasn't
largeState
then capital,
and isn't
now. 250,000
It is
the
boasts
citizens, is surrounded by a concentrated halo of small towns and
they,ralinhinterland.
turn, by a progressive ruIn 1928 there were two other
broadcasting stations in town.
Both of these were independent.
WITS operated on 500 watts and
a good frequency — WDUD had 100
watts and a few too many kilocycles. There was no doubt that
KOLD was the outstanding station
in town. They had a special studio for the governor of the State
and it was the accepted mouthpiece for affairs political and, on
occasion, social.
Civic Service
IN 1929, WITS installed a complete set of the best available
turntables for electrical transcriptions. KOLD, with a lordly gesture, refused to accept transcriptions and WDUD oiled up its phonograph and played it day and
night.
In 1930, WITS secured a network affiliation. This caused considerable nervousness in local talent circles for KOLD took most
of its sustaining programs from
New York and gave little chance
to local artists. WITS cleared up
this apprehension quickly by announcing that the policies regarding local talent would not be
changed and that all artists used
for sustaining programs would be
paid the same nominal fees.
WDUD still failed to attract, for
alleged artists could put on their
acts in their own living rooms and
have a larger gross audience.
During this same year WITS arranged arather complete daytime
schedule of broadcasts of the Rotary Club, the North Side Women's Club, the Chikansburgh Civic
Association and the Community
Chest Drive meetings. There was
a noticeable increase in membership in these organizations and a
sharpening of interest in local affairs. The successful gubernatorial candidate in 1930 broadcast
exclusively over KOLD. The defeated candidate used WITS exclusively and the Socialist candidate raved and ranted on WDUD.
During the next year, WITS increased its power to 1,000 watts
and installed a complete new transmitter. WDUD was off the air
for three days when lightning
struck its transmitter. KOLD dis1

Three
Stations
and
By C. E. MIDGELY
Jr.
Radio Dept., Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.

EVER

or

of

Factors

Failure

wonder

of

That

Influence

Broadcasters

what an agency executive thinks about

radio? Here is the answer in a setting that fits the average American city and, the author believes, the average
station. The writer needs no introduction for he is one
of the top-notch agency radio men. In this interesting
and enlightening article he takes the agency angle.
There may be disagreement with some of his views, but
he certainly uncovers some of the points broadcasters
perhaps have overlooked and may want to mull over.

MR. MIDGELY
continued its livestock and grain
market reports. The new Indian
Hotel opened in Chickansburgh
and exclusive broadcasting lines
were installed to WITS.
Newspaper Buys
IN 1932, the Chikansburgh Daily
News purchased WITS. The announcement of the purchase stated
that the entire personnel of the
station would be retained. The
News, with years of experience in
the publishing business, knew nothing of broadcasting but sincerely
believed that the two media, working together, would do a complete
advertising and selling job in the
territory. This meant that the expert merchandising staff of the
News was placed at the disposal of
advertisers using WITS. Within
three months the Daily News
showed an increase of 6,800 in net
paid circulation while its nearest
competitor, the Gazette, showed almost an identical decrease. In the
fall of this year the governor was
not reelected. His opponent, using
WITS for all his broadcasting, was
swept into office by a landslide.
Shortly thereafter, WITS installed
a special studio for the governor

of the State. WDUD went into receivership and was taken over by
a local music conservatory.
In the following year, the network asked WITS to originate 12
sustaining programs weekly. Before the end of the year three of
the artists and one entire orchestra appearing on these programs
were commercially sponsored on
the network. The Daily News continued to list the names of program sponsors on the daily radio
page when the other newspapers
in town adopted the "music, talk,
trio" listings. WITS appointed a
firm of exclusive representatives
to secure national spot business in
New York, Chicago and San Francisco. The station manager made
acities.
semi-annual trip to each of these
Power Up, Boosts Rates
KOLD increased its power to
50,000 watts and immediately
thereafter increased its rates. Notice of the rate increase was not
given to advertisers or their agencies until three weeks after it became effective. KOLD did not
want the bother of rewriting existing contracts to protect current
advertisers. One new advertiser
had planned to use KOLD but
switched to WITS and has since
renewed the contract twice.
Another advertiser switched to
WITS when KOLD arbitrarily
changed the broadcast time without notifying either the advertiser,
his aeency or the local distributor.
WDUD signed four new laxative
accounts. The transcriptions for
one of these sponsors were allowed
to warp. When they were broadcast they sounded like Fred Astaire dancing on a xylophone and
had to be stopped.
Early in 1934, WITS realized
that something had to be done
about spot announcements. Network and spot advertisers alike
were raising objections to the
placements of chain break and
minute announcements. Accordingly an early evening half-hour was
set up to accommodate
all was
announcements. A dance band
used and 50-word and one-minute
announcements were sold on a par-

One

City

ticipating basis. No announce
ments were broadcast between
and 11 p. m. KOLD could not a1
ford to take a chance on a loss c
revenue and continued to sandwic
in announcements wherever pc
sible throughout the evening, wit
the result that the average hal:
hour contained three chain brea
announcements in addition to tfc
usual announcements contained i
two 15-minute programs. KOL
also would not allow frequenc
discounts on announcements unles
broadcast on a schedule of seve'
days weekly.
Coverage Claims
WDUD had no difficulty with all
nouncements.
Its cost
15-minute
ra'j
was
less than the
of a partic
pating announcement
on WIT;,
WITS
employed an experience
radio engineer to make a field hj
tensity
it hadwati°
creased survey
its powerafter
to 5,000
and built new studios. KOLD co:
tinued to claim coverage of the e:
tire state on the basis of 1929 me
returns.
didn'tmeasuremerg
bother wi<
a field WDUD
intensity
Trying
to locate
550 microvc
line
would
be like its
a search
for tl.
lost Atlantis.
In 1935, KOLD made a come
dental survey of the Chikansburg
listening audience. The resul:
were most discouraging. Anoth
survey was made and still anoth
before the idea was abandoned. ]
that time the Chikansburgh DaiNews had received hundreds of 1
ters from indignant listeners co
plaining about interruptions di
ing radio programs they wished
hear. WITS made no survey
the listening audience. WDU
signed no
a new
hill-billy
act a
with
attempt
at accuracj
claimed 90% of the Chikansbur^
audience at the time it was broa
cast. Early this year, also, KOL
imposed a 22% surcharge on st
tion time for all programs usii
talent not contracted by KOLD ,
for programs not produced in tj
KOLD studios. WITS contract
for I. P. radio news and broadca
it on a fixed schedule of four l[
minute periods.
And so we leave Chikansburg
with the fond hope that the bi
ance of the year will bring its fi
measure of success to WIT
KOLD and WDUD.

Copeland Bill Doubtful
APPOINTMENT of a subcomm
tee of the House Interstate & Fq
eign Commerce Committee to cc
sider the Copeland Bill (S. 5) to re
ulate the sale and advertising .
food, drugs, devices and cosmetics
expected shortly, with the appoii
ment to be made by Chairman Ra
burn of the committee. The m«
sure, after a dozen drastic re
sions, was passed by the Sens
May 28. Hearings are likely 1
fore the subcommittee but there
grave doubt about enactment
the measure at this session.
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WKY

|^NLY by consistently appealing to the greatest possible number of listeners can a radio station continue to enjoy leadership. WKY for years has
field strictly to this principle. ... It has built a personnel that is constantly
Reeling the entertainment pulse of the 177,700
jfinary market. ... So WKY knows its audience
flashes special events and features that click with
. . Furnished with a background of schooling

radio families in its priand builds programs and
Mr. and Mrs. John Public.
that has made The Daily

Iklahoman, the Oklahoma City Times and the Farmer-Stockman the Southbest's greatest publications, WKY is continuously striving for new and beter programs . . . and producing them. . . . More and more advertisers are
using WKY-produced

programs

And the reason? . . . SHOWMANSHIP!

Can Help You Promote
Sales in Oklahoma

WKY offers advertisers the services of its production
and sales staffs, carefully drilled in Showmanship. After
the sales staff is taught the story of your product, a meeting is held with the production staff. A program planning board then recommends the program best suited to
attract the greatest number of listeners. These listeners,
believing in commodities advertised over WKY, justify
the advertisers investment by buying.
In the Oklahoma City Market, WKY

promote sales. We'd like a challenge from YOU!

Affiliated with the
*

Oklahoman,

h

and Farmer-Stockman

THE

$uly 1, 1935

National Representative
WKY

the Times

ONLY

can help you

OKLAHOMA
FULL

TIME
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NBC

E. Katz Special
Advertising Agency
CITY

OUTLET

IN

OKLAHOMA

Trial

of

ASCAP

Is

Postponed

As

Delays
Mark
Federal
Trial
Court Recess Until Nov. 4 Due to Impossibility
Of Completing Arguments Within Desired Time
cedural wrangling with the court.
BECAUSE of the obvious impossibility of completing its case by He testified to the interstate commerce aspects of broadcasting, and
July 1, when the court proposed a
explained the operations of transrecess, the trial of the Department
mitters and receiving sets and the
of Justice against ASCAP, chargsystem used by the government in
ing it with violation of the Sherits allocation of station facilities.
man anti-trust laws, on June 20 Under cross-examination, Mr. Burwas postponed until Nov. 4. The
kan succeeded in getting into the
recess came by agreement among
record the rules and regulations of
counsel with Federal Judge Henry
the FCC, particularly with referW. Goddard, who had announced
ence to the requirements that staat the outset of the trial June 10
tions keep program logs.
that he would have to move to the
Called next by the government
motions bench on July 1 and de- were Raymond V. Robinson, chief
sired to have arguments completed
of the catalogue and index section
by that time.
of the Copyright Office, Library of
A half-dozen witnesses had ap- Congress, and William P. Siegpeared for the government when
fried, clerk in the same office. They
the postponement came. At the recounted
the procedure followed
time William J. Benning, program
in the registration of copyrights,
director of WTMJ, Milwaukee, was
numbers in the public domain, and
on the stand. He had been asked
similar routine data on copyright
to produce program records of registrations.
WTMJ going back to 1922, and a
Music Libraries
delay of several days seemed inevitable before this data could be
WITH Thomas Belviso, NBC
accumulated. Meanwhile, on June
17 Andrew W. Bennett, special as- music librarian on the stand, there
sistant to the Attorney General in developed numerous colloquies between opposing counsel on the adcharge of the suit, made a flying
trip to Washington to discuss the missability of his testimony. He
hiatus with his chiefs. It was then
sought to show, under examination
agreed that a postponement was
by Mr. Bennett, that stations and
networks cannot function without
desirable, particularly since it was
obvious that the government could the ASCAP catalogue. Mr. Burkan
not complete its case by July 1, objected to the testimony and
when Judge Goddard would leave
sought to bring out that broadcastthe bench.
ers and other music users had
available to them the catalogues of
Many Witnesses

LITTLE of particular import was
developed during the few days of
the actual trial. Great numbers of
exhibits were crammed into the
record by Nathan Burkan, chief
counsel for ASCAP. Direct examination of witnesses called by Mr.
Bennett was comparatively brief,
but the cross-examinations by Mr.
Burkan and his corps of assisants
were lengthy. A dozen broadcasters subpoenaed by Mr. Bennett
were waiting to be called but never
took the stand.
When the trial is resumed in the
fall nearly a score of witnesses are
scheduled to testify for the government, including broadcasters, hotel
men and motion picture exhibitors.
It is expected that three or four
months will be needed to complete
the trial.
On several occasions during
trial Mr. Burkan referred to the
the
five-year extensions which the networks and WCAU, Philadelphia,
had negotiated with ASCAP
on
the eve of the trial's opening. He
said there was no question of oppression or reasonableness of the
charges for music involved in the
suit because several of the "most
important units" of the industry
had entered into the
five-year extensions at a figure even higher
than what they had paid before.
He obviously had in mind the
$25,000 increase in the sustaining
fees of
works. the key stations of the netThe government's first witness
was Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, chief engineer of the FCC, who appeared
June 12, after two days of proPage 16
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the SESAC, AMP and Ricordi, as
well as the public domain music.
Along the same general line was
the testimony of Richard Bannier,
CBS musical librarian. He exexplained how musical selections
were cleared for network use, including restricted numbers, and
testified also that it was impossible
to build network shows without
the use of ASCAP music.
Mr. Benning's testimony precipitated the situation responsible for
the move for postponement. He had
testified that WTMJ had endeavored to operate without ASCAP
music and found it impossible to
meet the public demand without it.
WTMJ,
he asserted,
heldcopyright
numerous licenses
from other
groups but found that some 90% of
the music performed was from the
ASCAPforts hadcatalogue
efbeen madeeven
to after
eliminate
ASCAP music.
When Mr. Benning declared that
a daily record of musical compositions performed on musical programs on WTMJ had been kept,
Mr. Bennett sought to get into the
record a table showing the proportionate use made of ASCAP music.
To this Mr. Burkan objected and
was sustained by Judge Goddard.
This was done on the contention
that the programs themselves were
the best evidence of the use made
of the music. Finally, the government agreed to produce the program logs of WTMJ on subpoena,
and at the same time Mr. Burkan
subpoenaed
all offrom
the program
records of WTMJ
1922 to date.
It was then brought out that several days at least would be needed
to gather this data and following
Mr. Bennett's visit to Washington
the parties agreed in chambers
with Judge Goddard for the postponement until Nov. 4.
AT

CONTROLS

Little Miss Sprague, Operator and Announcer, Puts
In A Busy Life at KGIR, Butte
BESIDES being one of that rare
species, a woman radio engineer,
Barbara R. Sprague, of KGIR,
Butte, Mont., announces all the station's women programs, does the
programs for a local theatre, handles a department store account,
and
opens the station at 8 every
morning.
Miss Sprague, born Feb. 25, 1913
at Brookline, Mass., is one of twins,
her sister and mother living on
Cape Cod, where they run tea
rooms.
She was graduated from Loomis
Radio School, Washington, D. C,
and
received
operator'sSept.
license,
second
class antelegraph,
30,
1930. Her first job was the hardest to get, since no one wanted a
girl operator. Finally Phil Loucks,
NAB managing director at the
time, persuaded her to put an advertisement in Broadcasting, and
MISS SPRAGUE
she was hired by WKBS, Galesshe started work at KGIR, Oct. 28,
burg, 111. When WKBS went bankrupt, she had difficulty getting even
1933, and has been there ever since.
part of the wages due her.
Being a good cook, she often feeds
Miss Sprague's second job also advertisers and prospects for her
was obtained from an advertise- housekeeper's program.
ment in Broadcasting. It was at
Because Miss Sprague sounds
WPAD, Paducah, Ky. There she about 50 on the air, she is not allowed to make public appearances
quit of her own accord, receiving
a fine recommendation from Pierce due to her youth. Her hobbies are
E. Lackey, owner of the station. radio (she is a licensed amateur
Her third and present job still and has a "ham" station), fishing,
again was obtained through a and hunting (got both an elk and
Broadcasting advertisement, and deer last year).

Passage Foreseei
Of Bill to Amen(
Copyright
Statute
Measure
Would Shear
ASCA]
Of Much Arbitrary Power
CONFIDENCE that the Duff
Copyright Bill (S. 3047), favorabl
reported by the Senate Patent
Committee June 17, will be passe
by Congress at the current set
sion was expressed by Congret
sional spokesmen when Rep. Bloor
(D.) of New York introduced th
identical measure in the Hous
June 19.
The bill, amending the Copyrigh
Act of 1909, would strip the Amei
ican Society of Composers, Auth
ors & Publishers of much of th
arbitrary power it has wielded i
procurement of royalties fror
users of copyrighted works. Th
biggest blow at ASCAP is the pre
vision for elimination of the statt
tory damage provision under whic
the copyright owner is enabled t
procure §250 for each infringe
ment, innocent or otherwise, of hi
number. The bill would wipe oi;
the minimum and leave the amoun
of damages to the discretion of th
courts.
The measure, drafted by th
State Department, is regarded a
necessary in that it will revise th
laws here to allow American entr
into the International Copyrigh
Union and thereby permit autc
matic copyright of the works o
American authors in foreign cour
tries, and vice versa. The treat
already has been favorably report
ed by the Senate Foreign Relation
Committee, and a month ago inac
vertently was ratified by the Ser
ate. It was restored to the caler
dar, however, with the understand
ing that it may not be ratifie
until the Duffy bill passes bot
House and Senate. This is expeel
ed within a fortnight.
Need for Legislation
IN HIS REPORT accompanyin
the Duffy Bill, made availabl
June 17, Chairman McAdoo (D.) c
California, of the Senate Patent
Committee, emphasized the neces
sity for the measure, the existin
law being 25 years old, and sine
its enactment such industries a
the motion pictures and radio, de
pendent upon copyrighted work:
have come into prominence.
Senator McAdoo explained th
statute must be brought fully int
conformity with the treaty an
must be enacted contemporaneous
ly with the entry of this countr
into the treaty. Under the treat
American authors will be accorde
the benefit of automatic copyrigh
so that the simple fact of havin
created a literary or artistic wor
will entitle him to full copyrigh
protection in the nearly 50 com
tries which are already partie
European authors will get th
same benefits here — something thE
will necessitate closer checking b
copyright users, including broac
casters. American composers, hoy
ever, will continue to follow thei
original procedure in this countr
and will not be accorded automati
copyright.
As to the $250 statutory min
mum, which is eliminated, Sens
tor McAdoo said this provision i
(Continued on page 99)
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RADIO
'S"Star WINN
ERS
Nationwide
of Stars' 9 poll
places programs
and
IN
on NBC

first in all classifications

— 1,230,000

artists
1935
votes cast

Jack Benny— Show Boat— One Man's Family —
Wayne King— Amos 'n' Andy— James Wallington;
these were returned the winners in Radio Guide's
second annual"Star of Stars" Election poll. Atotal
of 1,256,328 votes were cast by radio listeners,
from coast to coast. Gold medals will be presented
to the winners, symbolizing' their pre-eminence as
listener favorites in the Election's six divisions:
Performer, Musical Program, Dramatic Program,
Orchestra, Team and Announcer, respectively.
Every Winner an NBC

JACK BENNY-Performers— First Place. Pro"Jello Program,
Jack Agency:
Benny";
Sponsor:gram: General
Foods Starring
Corporation;
Young & Rubicam, Inc. NBC Blue Network.

WAYNE KING — Orchestras — First
Place.nade' ; Sponsor
Program:: Lady
"Lady
Sere- ;
EstherEsther
Company
Agency: Stack-Goble Advertising
Agency. (Note: Lady Esther Company
has two programs featuring Wayne
King on NBC, two on CBS, weekly).
NBC Red Network.

JAMES
WALL1NGTON
— Announcers —
First Place. NBC
Blue and Red
Networks.

SHOWBOAT— Musical Programs — First Place. Program: "Captain Henry's Maxwell
House RedShowboat";
NBC
Network. Sponsor: General Foods Corporation; Agency: Benton & Bowles, Inc.

Feature

Two impressive facts stand out in this year's voting: every winner of first place was a program
feature heard on NBC, and every star and program indicated an evidence of listener preference
for entertainment of a more solid and higher
plane than ever before. An analysis of the winners
and the runners-up, along with the leading contestants ineach division, indicates clearly that broadcasting programs are becoming more adult, more
selective, and more genuinely entertaining. The
National Broadcasting
Company extends hearty
congratulations to the
winners in this great
nationwide election.

AMOS 'n' ANDY-TeamsFirst Place.
Sponsor:
The : Lord
Pepsodent
Company
; Agency
& Thomas. NBC Blue Network.

ONE MAN'S FAMILY— Dramatic Programs — First Place. Sponsor:
Standard Brands, Inc.; Agency: J. Walter Thompson Company. NBC
Red Network.

NATIONAL
BROADCASTING
COMPANY,
INC.
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY • NEW YORK • WASHINGTON . CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO
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istening

and
Summer

they're

sales prove that . . . 34%

July and August

. . . 28%

the department stores 22%
summer quarter.

Summer

broadcasting

i^/istlessly

all not listless by a long shot
of all passenger

cars are bought during June,

of all cigarettes . . . 28.3%
of the year's merchandise

is paying big dividends

of all cigars . . . and in

is turned over during the

to the users of the old reliable —

Renewals for the summer of 1935 prove the effectiveness of this
popular Midwestern station, and there are still some choice spots
available to those who realize the advantage of keeping their
message before the millions of summer listeners who have desires
to satisfy and needs to fill.

50,000

WATTS
Owned

and Operated

REPRESENTED
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NATIONALLY
By The

Courier-Journal

NATIONALLY

BY

CLEARED

CHANNEL

and The Louisville
EDWARD

Times

PETRY
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Gentlemen

of

the

/ WIBM

is acknowledged

outstanding

/

J

local stations

tobe

one

in the industry.

is located in its own "Radio Block", studios
WIBM
andcontrol looms in huge show window- the downtown
showplaoe of the busy city of Jackson.MichiganTroqeiiis
from 3networte-Mutual-Michig^^
sustaining

^T^^C^fk

Standard
One

starting Sept. 29th.. through the MRNProgam Library too/

of the

D stations

The New

in the country to present Wayne

King as a sustaining artist regularly is just an instance.
From 7 A.M. to lA.M.-18houTS of continuous network
and local features.
at any time.

Completely

No roving Arabs

No records

after

wide Etnge equipped

with

their

°) A.M.

throughout- AC

remote rigs- Proctor crystal 78 's and
fidelity e.
exampl

\TTi

guitars

high

33s for

Complete play -by play {Socony) Detroit Tigers ball
games means saturation point afternoon audiences.
A mode of operation in the finest metropolitan
announcers -3 and 4 on shift
at a time. A business volume up 187% in the last year.

manner

-7

staff

Strategic location- no deluge of outside first
class signals to upset the night time picture . A

ON
Vr
w J <\

merchandising service lor Jackson- or the whole of
South Cental Michigan, especially devised for survey
and test campaign wori^.
WEKE OUT FOPs 6USINESS ANDGEAKED TO PRODUCE/ If OUk
&F£)CHUkE

FILES JUST

IS NOT IN YOUK

WIBM

DkOP US A LINE.

INCORPORATED.

KADIO

bLOCIC

JACK,SON(MICHIGAH
WIM

Jldlowil Tlcprcscntdwc
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Permits
37

New

Granted
Stations

By FCC
in Year
Nearly 200 Applications Pend,
Including Many Newspapers
THIRTY-SEVEN new broadcasting
stations, most of them in the 100watt category, have been authorized for construction by the FCC
Broadcast Division since the demise
of the old Federal Radio Commission in July, 1934, according to
records of the FCC License Division as completed to June 15, 1935.
Thirteen of the stations are already on the air, the remainder
being mostly under construction.
In addition, 197 applications for
new stations of varying power ratings, but mostl / 100-watters, are
pending before the Broadcast Division. Most of them must go to
hearing in the usual routine to determine whether they are needed
in the communities and whether
the applicants are financially and
technically equipped to operate
them.
Applications have been pouring
into the FCC daily for new stations, particularly from newspapers, ever since the formation of
the new FCC on July 11, 1934, under the newly enacted Communications Act which carried a proviso
that new local stations could be
licensed without regard to state
quotas provided they would cause
no undue interference. For several years prior to the enactment
of that provision only a handful
of new stations had been authorized by the old FRC.
Newspaper Applicants
OF THE NEW stations already
authorized, two are newspaperowned, and among the pending
applications are 24 from newspapers. In a few additional cases it
is believed that newspaper interests are "hidden" behind coi-porate
names or names of individual applicants.
The granted and pending applications are only a small number
of the actual applications that
have been filed since the FCC was
formed last year. The records reveal that 134 applications for new
stations have been returned for
want of sufficient data under the
rules, indicating that applicants
had failed to make a proper study
of the requirements. Nineteen
new station applications were denied and 33 dismissed.
In the adjoining column will be
found a log of the new stations
authorized and their present status, together with a tabulation of
the known newspaper applicants
for new stations whose cases are
still pending.
Won't Seek Station
J. DAVID STERN, publisher of
the New York Post and Philadelphia Inquirer, has dropped his
FCC application for a new daytime New York station on 810 kc.
He had requested the facilities of
WNYC, New York municipal station now on that wave length.
Mayor LaGuardia announced recently that he was considering filing application for full time for
WYNC with a view to converting
the station into a commercial outlet.
I Page 20
\

New
* CP onlyStations

Already Authorized
H Designated for hearing TJ Unlimited time
LS Local sunset
D
Daylight only
t Newspaper
KW Kilowatts
SH To share time
SP Specified hours
W Watts
KC Kilocycles

KABR, Aberdeen, S. D., Aberdeen
Brdcstg. Co., 1420 kc 100 w D.
KAST, Astoria, Ore., Abraham Shapiro, 1370 kc 100 w D *.
KELD, El Dorado, Ark., T. H. Barton,
1370 kc 100 w Tex.,
U *. Voice of
KFRO, Longview,
Longview, 1370 kc 100 w D.
KHSL, Chico, Cal., Wm. Schield,
Sydney R. Lewis & Harold Smithson, trustees Golden Empire Brdcstg. Co. Ltd., 950 kc 250 w D.
KINY, Juneau, Alaska, Edwin A.
Kraft d/b Northwest Radio Adv.
Co.,
KIUJ, 1310
Santa kcFe,100N. wM.,U J.*. H. Speck,
1310 kc 100 w U.
KIUL, Garden City, Kan., Garden
City sonBrdcstg.
Homer 1210
A. Elli& Frank Co.,
D. Conard,
kc
100 w U.
KIUN, Pecos, Tex., Jack W. Hawkins & Barney H. Hubbs, 1420 kc
100
w
U *.
KIUP, Durango,
Col., Le Roy Halev,
1370 kc 100 w U *.
KPLC, Lake Charles, La., T. B.
Langford, R. M. Dean & L: M. Sepaugh, Calcasieu Brdcstg. Co.,
1500 kc 100 w U.
KRLC, Lewiston, Ida., H. E. Studebaker, 1420 kc 100 w U.
KROC, Rochester, Minn., Southern
Minnesota Brdcstg. Co., 1310 kc
100
*.
KVOL,w ULafayette,
La., Geo. H.
Thomas, Robert M. Dean, L. M.
Sepaugh & T. B. Lanford d/b
Evangeline Brdcstg. Co., 1310 kc
100 w Ardmore,
U *.
KVSO,
Okla., Ardmoretie
Pub Co. Inc., 1210 kc 100 w D t *.
KWBG, Hutchinson, Kan., W. B.
Green wald, 1420 kc 100 w U *.
WAIM, Anderson, S. C, Wilton E.
Hall, 1200 kc 100 w U.
WCMI, Ashland, Kv.. Ashland Brdcstg. Co., 1310 kc 100 w U *.

Newspaper

WFMD, Frederick, Md., Monocacy
Brdcstg. Co., 900 kc 500 w D *.
WISC, Milwaukee, Milwaukee BrdCo., 1310 kc 100
*.
WMFD, cstg.Wilmington,
i\. wC, D Richard
Austin Dunlea, 1370 kc 100 w D.
WMFF, Plattsburg, N. Y., Plattsburg Brdcstg. Corp., 1310 kc 100 w
D.
WMFG, Hibbing, Minn., Head of the
Lakes Brdcstg. Co. (Superior Wis.
Telegram), 1210 kc 100 w U t *.
WMFH, Boston, Joseph M. Kirbv.
WMFi,
1120 kc New
500 w Haven,
D *. ' Patrick J.
Goode, 900 kc 500 w D *.
WMFJ,
Daytona Beach, Fla., W.
Wright Esch, 1420 kc 100 w U.
WMFN,
Clarksdale, Miss., Attala
Brdcstg. Corp., 1210 kc 100 w U.
WMFO,
Decatur, Ala., James R.
Doss Jr., 1370 kc 100 w D *.
WMFR, High Point, N. C, Hart &
kelson (J. A. Hart & Wayne M.
Nelson), 1200 kc 100 w D *.
WNBC, New Britain, Conn., William
J. Sanders, 1380 kc 250 w D *.
WNRI. Newport, R. I., S. George
Webb, 1200 kc 100 w-250 w LS
WPAR, Parkersburg, W. Va., Ohio
Valley Brdcstg. Corp., 1420 kc 100
U *.
WPRP, Ponce, Puerto Rico, Julio M.
wConesa,
U *. 1420 kc 100 w-250 w LS
WSVA, doahHarrisonburg,
Va., ShenanSH *. Valley Brdcstg. Corp., 550 kc
500 w DTallahassee,
*.
WTAL,
Fla., Florida
Capitol Brdcstrs. Inc., 1310 kc
100 w UE. *. St. Louis, 111., MissisWTMV,
sippi Valley Brdcstg. Co. Inc., 1500
kc
100
U *. Richard Field Lewis,
Del Monte,w Cal.,
1210 kc 100 w U *.

Stations

Fort Worth, Tex., Amon G. Carter
(Fort
kc
5 kwWorth
U. Star - Telegram) 970
Bellingham, Wash., Bellingham Pub.
Co., 1420 kc 100 w U H.
Big Springs,
Tex.,kc Big
ald Inc., 1500
100 Springs
w U H. HerChampaign,
Gazette Inc.,HI.,
1370Champaign
kc 100 w U.NewsPottsville, Pa.. E. L. Clifford (Pottsville Republican) 580 kc 250 w D.
Denton,icle Co..
Tex.,
1420Denton-Record
kc 100 w D. ChronVallejo, Cal., Luther E. Gibson d/b
Times Herald Pub. Co., 850 kc 250
w D H.
Hartford, Conn., Hartford Times Inc.,
John F. Rolfe, treas., 1200 kc 100
w U.
Albany, N. Y., Hearst Radio Inc.
(Albany Times-Union) 970 kc 1 kw
U H.
Milwaukee,
Wis., Journal Co. (MilH.
waukee Journal), 1010 kc 1 kw U
Paris, Tex., North Texas Pub Co., A.
president, 1500 kc 100
wG. DMayse,
H.

New KUMA Owner
KUMA, Yuma, Ariza., has been
taken over by E. B. Sturdivant,
local theatre operator. He has held
an interest in the station since
February, taking over full control
in June on the retirement of Don
Hastings.

Sought

Muskogee, Okla., Oklahoma Press
Pub. Co., 1500 kc 100 U H.
Pittsburgh, Kan., Pittsburgh Pub. Co.,
1500 kc 100 w U H.
Abilene, Tex., Reporter Pub. Co. Inc .
1420 kc 100 w U H.
Roseburg, Ore., Southern Oregon Pub.
Co., 1500 kc 100 w D.
Springfield, Mo., Springfield Newspapers Inc., 1120 kc 250 w SP H.
St. Joseph, Mo., News Brdcstg. Co.,
1310 kc 100 w U.
Corpus Christi, Tex., Caller-Times
Pub. Co., 1330 kc 1 kw U.
Pampa, Tex., Pampa Daily News Inc.,
1200 kc 100 w D.
Virginia, Minn., Head of the Lakes
Brdcstg. Co. (Superior, Wis. Telegram) 1370 kc 100 w U.
Belton, Tex., Bell Pub Co., 1370 kc
100 w D.
Moscow, Id., Review Pub. Co. (Pearl
B.
sole owner), 1310 kc
100 Robinson,
w U.
Springfield, O., Springfield Newspapers Inc., 1120 kc 250 w D.
Marysville,
Cal., 1210
Marvsville
Publishers Inc.,
kc 100 - wYubaU.

Phileo and Television
PHILCO, sponsoring Boake Carter
on CBS, has changed its announcement signatures to read "Phileo
Radio & Television Co.", indicating its purpose of gaining an identity in the television field.

WTMV, at East St. Louis,
New 100-Watter, on Air
EMPLOYING a
staff of 23 and
featuring
Transradio News,
the
new WTMV, located side
on the
Illinois
of the
river opposite St.
Louis, is now on
the air with 100
Mr. West
watts on 1500 kc.
Broadcasting
President of the
Mississippi Valley
Co., licensee, with studios and offices in Hotel Broadview, E. St.
Louis, 111., is Lester E. Cox, operator of KGBX and KWTO, Springfield, Mo. Manager of the new station is William H. West, former
manager of KSD, St. Louis, who
announced the following staff:
J. T. Hetherington, formerly
with the Chicago Tribune and the
advertising department of the
Wabash Railroad, sales manager;
Woody Klose, formerly with KSD,
program director; Fred S. Liggett,
chief engineer; John R. Edmunds,
formerly with NBC, WGY, CFCF,
KFWBtor and
andchief
KSD, announcer
production; Leslie
direc- i
Crow, news editor, and Herbert E. '
Nelson, director of artist bureau.
The station is equipped throughout
with Western Electric and RCA
apparatus.
NBC-Jolson Face Suit
NBC and Al Jolson, master of
ceremonies
in program,
the Shell are
Oil made
Co.'s
Shell
Chateau
joint defendants in a damage suit
filed in Pittsburgh district court
June 20 by the Summit Hotel Co.,
Uniontown, Pa. Damages of $100,000 are asked for an alleged remark by Jolson during his June 15
broadcasts on the NBC-WEAF
network when he was interviewing
Sam Parks Jr., the national open
golf champion. When Parks said
his first pro job was with the Summit Hotel, Jolson is alleged to have
remarked: "That's a rotten hotel"
to the injury of "the good name,
credit and reputation" of the hostelry. The hotel asserted it was
also registering protests with its
Senators
and Congressmen and
with
the FCC.
Gov. Case to Camp
NORMAN S. CASE, vice chairman
of the FCC Broadcast Division,
will assume command of his 315th
Cavalryment Army
at Fort Reserve
Ethan Corps
Allan, regiVt.,
July 7, his tour of duty continuing
to Julyeran 20.
Case, a warrecord,
vetwith a Gov.
distinguished
is a Colonel of Reserves. He expects to return to his duties in
Washington shortly after he completes his two weeks of training.
Ford Hour to Return
RETURN of the Ford Sunday
Evening
serieson over
wide CBSHour
network
Sept.a nation29 was
assured in a statement by N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia. The
series, heard 8 to 9 p. m. EST,
Sundays,
suspended
the Ford
summer on June
30 withforEdsel
as guest speaker. Victor Kolar will
again direct the orchestra next fall
and the best concert talent availappear.
The 1935-36 seriesablewillwillrun
39 weeks.
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DR.

Use
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HERMAN

of

More

Radio

Broadcasting

S. HETTINGER

Than

One

Station

Advantages of Small Broadcasters Explained
RECENT months
have witnessed
SLOW to try new forms of advertising, retailers are
a marked increase in interest adopting radio in large numbers and recently this trend
on the part of retailers in broad- has been particularly marked. Dr. Hettinger in this
cast advertising.
article analyzes the retail broadcasting situation and has
Station executives report an
unprecedent e d some interesting suggestions for both retailers and broadnumber
of incasters. He points out the advantages offered by small staDr. Hettinger
quiries from retions
from a community standpoint and advises retailers
;ail establishments regarding raiio. Growing retail interest has
jeen such as to have prompted the to use more than one station in their radio campaigns.
Sales Promotion Division of the
Mational Retail Dry Goods Asso- analysis, and has been made to in- filling station and accessory store
ciation recently to compile and
clude only purely retail establish- advertising tends to concentrate
mblish a Radio Broadcasting Martments. If all types of business
upon the smaller stations.
ial for Retailers.
vested
at least some of the
This interest has reflected itself aspects with
Types of Rendition
of retailing were included
; n an increased volume of retail in the analysis
it is probable that INTERESTING trends also were
business. Gross time sales of sta- the retail figure for 100-watt sta- revealed by the study with regard
tions to retail establishment durtions would rise to approximately
to the type of rendition utilized by
I ng the first quarter of the current
retailers. In 1934 it is estimated
two-thirds of total volume.
\rear were 48.6% greater than durIt was revealed, in spite of the that 4.5% of retail advertising was
ng the corresponding period of
advertising repre- represented by electrical transcrip■.934. The trend has been con- fact thatsentedretail
the
majority
of the 100tions, 37.5% by live talent prosistently upward, April retail watt business, that the
greatest
grams, 51.1% by announcements
broadcast advertising having been dollar volume of retail advertising
and 6.9% by records.
11.1% greater than during the was broadcast over the stations in
The proportion of retail broadarae month of last year. Wherecast advertising represented by
the 250-1,000 watt class. These
is during 1934, retail broadcast
various types of rendition varied
stations
accounted
for
approxiidvertising represented 44.9% of
mately $4,000,000 out of a total materially between stations of difocal radio volume, during the first volume of
ferent sizes. Transcriptions rep$7,183,000 in 1934. Staresented but 3.2% of retail volume
tions in the 100-watt group are
'our months of the current year it
•epresented 53.6% of total local estimated to have enjoyed a vol- over 100-watt stations but rose to
>roadcast advertising.
ume of approximately $1,750,000 9.8% in stations over 1,000 watts
Analysis by NAB
and stations over 1,000 watts in in power. Records, on the other
hand, accounted for about 1% of
DEPARTMENT store, clothing, power a volume of $1,400,000.
The average expenditures per sta- retail advertising over stations of
lousefurnishing and retail automotion, however, were greatest in more than 1,000 watts in power,
ive advertising have experienced
but amounted to 19.3% of the total
>articularly marked gains during the highest power group.
volume of 100-watt stations. Were
he current year. Department
Clothing Ranks First
the records employed between antore advertising, during the first
nouncements also included in this
bur months of 1935 was approxi- IN THE FIELD of sponsorship
figure, it would be increased
nately half again as great in vol- the clothing and apparel retail latter
Announcement volume
ime as during the same period of group was shown to be the most materially.
important, with department stores varied little in importance among
ast year.
stations of different sizes, while
Prompted by the growing inter- ranking second, and house furnishings, automotive retailers and food live talent programs tended to be
st in retail broadcast advertising
concentrated
on the larger transhe National Association of Broad- retailers following in order. These
mitters.
asters recently completed a spec- groups of retailers accounted for
What is the significance of this
74.6% of total retail volume over
al statistical analysis of retail
information? In addition to givroadcast advertising by classes of stations of more than 1,000 watts
ing a clear picture of its present
tation, types of rendition and in power, 74.1% in the case of the
250-1,000 watt group and 68% in status, it would seem as if the conimilar features. The study was
clusions to which the aforemeniased on an identical sample of the case of the 100-watt stations.
tioned statistics point are of fundThere were interesting variatations representing approximateamental importance to an appretions in the relative importance of
yevenues
25% ofandthewasindustry's
ciation of the future of retail
conductedgross
for various types of retail advertisers
over different sizes of stations. broadcast advertising.
he 1934 season.
At the present time the bulk of
A number of interesting fea- Though clothing and apparel stores
retail broadcast advertising is conures were revealed by the study, constituted the most important
centrated upon regional stations.
group over all classes of stations
letail broadcast advertising was
Usually the coverage of the reound to vary materially in im- they were of particular importance
gional station is sufficient to en■ortance with the size of station. to the 100-watt group. Advertiscompass the retail trading area of
Vhereas broadcast advertising
ing by clothing, haberdashery, milponsored by retail establishments
linery, hat, shoe stores and the the community in which it is located, while its program service,
like constituted nearly one-third of
epresented but 16.9% of non-net/ork business and 6% of total these stations' retail volume and especially with regard to network
olume on stations over 1,000 approximately one-eighth of their affiliates, is of a nature to attract
a good-sized audience. Should in/atts in power, it accounted for total business.
creased network volume make furDepartment store advertising
3.1% of non-network business
nd 16% of total business over has tended to concentrate upon rether inroads upon the time available over such stations, increased
gional and clear channel stations.
tations in the 250-1,000 watt
roup and for 43.4% of the total There is little difference in the im- sales opportunities in the retail
field should offer themselves to
portance assumed by furniture,
Volume in the case of the 100independent regional stations and
/att group.
household equipment and automoThe term retailer has been contive retail advertising over vari- to such local stations as were
ous classes of stations. Gasoline ready to avail themselves of them.
,ervatively interpreted in this

Is Urged;
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Retail advertising probably will
never become a factor of major
importance with regard to clear
channel stations, except in special
cases. These stations have a greater potential value in the coverage
of larger areas for national and
regional advertisers.
The Small Station
PARTICULARLY interesting is
the almost complete dependence of
the local station, 100 watts in
power, upon the advertising volume of retailers. This type of station, performing unique and important local services, owes its existence to advertising of this type.
Conversely, any progress which it
will make must be predicated upon
a further extension of its retail
volume and of an improvement in
its functioning as a retail advertising medium.
With regard to the future of
retail radio advertising as a whole,
its greatest potentialities lie in
the further cultivation of the present classes of users rather than
in the search for new type of users.
As an example, department store
radio advertising is lamentably
low in volume, department store
expenditures among larger stores
amounting to approximately 2%
of the entire promotional budget.*
There is no logical reason why
department store advertising
should not be doubled or even
tripled, as far as radio is concerned, if the examples of intelligent users is any indication of the
potentialities of the medium.
Other similar opportunities undoubtedly exist.
If these potentialities are to be
realized, a number of important
factors must be considered.
The full development of retail
sales problems on the part of the
broadcast advertising will require
a greater appreciation of retail
broadcaster. A retail establishment is a complex affair in which
the goods sold are but one of the
factors which attract customers to
it. The location of the store, its
particular price policies and tyne
of goods featured, its credit policies, personnel and a variety of
similar factors constitute the real
saleable commodities of a retail institution. The retail establishment
must sell itself as well as its
Special Occasions
THE BROADCAST advertising
goods.
possibilities of various retail occasions, and of different seasons
and holidays, remain to be more
thoroughly investigated. Each
week of the year has its own retail
significance, and each of these has
a potential value to radio. This
is especially important in the full
development
of participations
(Continued
on page 38) and
* Department stores (consistent as well
as occasional broadcasters) with annual
sales of 5 to 10 million dollars in 1933
spent an average of .08% of net sales for
radio. Since total advertising runs no more
than 4.5% of net sales, this means that
less than one-fiftieth goes for radio. Percentages are from Radio Broadcasting
Manual for Retailers, page 33, National
Retail Dry Goods Association. Since these
figures arecentage averages
for all stores the peris higher. for consistent users undoubtedly
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MacGREGOR

will

be

S

O

won'L>

there^

{Hoot

L

L

/'Someone

mon!)

I

has

to

E

work)

WHITAKER
AND A BRAU, 8RICHT MOONLIGHT
CONVENTION IT WILL BE.
will

do

a

bit

of

They'll

be "glad
* DELEGATING: In this instance,
lobbying for MacGregor and Sollie
Program Service the only thing
of its kind in the country.

^delegating

to

tneetcha"

at

Colorado

Springs:

G
reettngS,
"Welcome
Colorado

delegates to the NAB

to the West"

convention.

from MacGregor

Here's a

and Sollie. (Note:

Springs is located in the West, not far from the Los

Angeles city limits; we're from San Francisco.) What's

more,

this is our chance to meet you face to face, and with two of us
to do it we stand a pretty good chance. "Mac"

and "Cy" will

do the honors for the firm ... a firm, by the way, that makes
JMac and Cy Whitaker doing their
convention theme song

business of commercially-tested

a

electrical transcriptions. If you

want to hear about these transcriptions, step up and ask us. If
• WE'RE going to this convention to meet YOU! Please let us

you don't, turn us off and we'll talk about the putt you missed
on the seventeenth. So, then, here's looking at you and look-

know your room number... we'll
be at the Broadmoor.

ing for you at Colorado

Springs . . . and may you have a brau,

bricht time of it. BOTTOMS

Electrical

PETRY
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& COMPANY

Transcriptions
865 MISSION STREET
SAN
FRANCISCO

Western Representatives of
EDWARD

UP!

■ INC.
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stations. Every Chevrolet dealer
in the United States is paying for
that campaign. There is a fee
4 Place
in the
Sun
for the
100-Watter
tacked to every car to pay for it.
Fine, put the pressure on your
Quick Merchandising Among
the Unique Opportunities ; Chevrolet dealer, explain the workings of the campaign (do you know
about
it?) and he'll bring the proto Boost Business
Suggestions on How
Some
gram to your Chevrolet
station. needs
If he'shisa
good dealer,
By ED YOCUM
good will to take that fee per car;
Commercial Manager,
FOR some 15 years, the author has been in radio and will see that your station gets at
KGEZ, Kalispell, Mont.
least a few of the programs.
In few instances where time is
Broadcasters, particularly the newspaper work, with some overlapping for good measelling in excess of $50 per hour
ittle fellows, should feel themsure, and he takes Underwood in hand to bring 100can a complete list of the local
selves under a heavy debt to Eddealers of the product affected be
watters out of any inferiority complex some of them
vard A. Allen, whose query some
listed. Your local station can list
nonths ago, "What's wrong with may have. He fears he is stepping on a few toes, and
the dealer, his phone number, his
he 100 watt stations?" has proaddress, and always HIS NAME.
roked no little excitement, considwife gets a big kick out of it.
erable interest, and most of all, possibly some corns, but he has a message and it's full His
Go out and see .her, find out what
of meat as well as some iron and wine and other tonic
iome solid thought.
kind of a program she likes — the
Should nothing come of the proold man will buy it, with your help.
ingredients that are effective stimulants.
posal of 100-watt stations to "step
radio isarejustmore
a kidthan
— few
'tut and grab the whole lot of the
100And,
- watters
10
ion-network
business,"
the
debt
to
fc Allen will remain. Mr. Allen that three-quarters of the 100-watt
years
old,
many
never
will
be
suclocal dealer's NAME, STREET
cesses, just as some newspapers
jartially answers his own question
stations cannot even figure a mil- ADDRESS and PRICE RIGHT
are still using Washington hand
HERE,
DELIVERED.
And,
for
line
rate,
know
less
about
their
X'hen he admits that equipment
presses. Everything is in favor of
und programs of many 100-watters
competitors' discounts. How many
that cagomatter,
done in even
Chi- the small station owner and with
jre not what they ought to be.
is done inwhat's
Four Corners,
operators of 100 - watt stations
u One answer comes in some corre- know the relative value of adver- to the cops or somebody taking a the odds that he has, if he cannot
succeed, then the freezeout of the
cut on the local poker game.
spondence of one of my operators
tising dollars in their competitors'
old
individualism"
media
and
their
own
?
Concretely,
How
It
Is
Done
bound"rugged
to take place,
and should. is
'{a
good one,
paid)of recently
how much does the grocer on Main
Concluded.
Thewell
owner
another
And,
since
a
little
solid thought
;tation had heard of him. He wrote
Street have to spend with your ra- ASSUMING that the thought pro- will remedy a lot of things
in small
voked by Mr. Allen wilkmake the
dio station to get the same results
; o my operator, offered him a job
then if Mr. Allen has
■.t 60% of what he is getting IF as he does from that $45 quarter- owners of 100-watt stations a bit stations,
le could receive news by short page in the newspaper. The whole introspective, their problem then made we small station operators
think, our debt will be considerbecomes first one of equipment;
jvave, write local news, operate the theory is built about worrying in second
able. Station owners will be pavof programs, which is not
j-tation, announce, sell, write copy your own town, letting the fellow
getting the services of
\nd arrange programs. My opera- with a 500 or 2,500-watt station in difficult; and third, the problem of bettering for,
tradesmen, will be seeking
the next town run his own business
selling. Pay the salesman a sal- fewer Miracle Men.
tor's
answer:
"You
don't
want
me
and being as friendly with him as
\>r any one man, you want seven
ary, a good one, and he won't be
possible, not worrying about the worrying
nen or a miracle."
shoe
bill. about
Tack the
on arent,
bit the
of ababy's
comnational business he's getting and
Paying Salesmen
mission as bait for extended effort.
Chrysler Tests on WOR
HE QUESTION, then, is one of youDoaren't.
you suppose the business
Study your own field, the channels
DECCA RECORDS Inc., New
of distribution in your community
manager of the Chicago Tribune
,taff. How many 100-watt station
York, is producing a series of
operators are willing to pay a good worries when he sees a double which advertising must follow.
by Victor Young
Example: Chevrolet is using transcriptions
•alesman what good salesmen get truck in the Saturday Evening
His Orchestra, to be tested on
n competitive fields? Very few.
Post on Dodge cars? No, he finds about 300 stations in its present and
the Dodge dealer, backs up that campaign. Certainly there are WOR, Newark, starting July 1
I Radio, generally, has gone news
razy in the last three years. Ra- fine national campaign with the more Chevrolet dealers than radio with Chrysler Motor Car Corp.,
Detroit, as sponsor. The discs will
lio has just realized that it is
feature prominent guest stars,
he fastest merchandising medium
among them Ethel Merman, Albert
ivailable. It follows that the 100Spaulding, Ethel Shutta, Morton
ratt independent, if its owner
A SPONSORED
CIVIC SERVICE
Downey and Bob Crosby. The prorills, can become the fastest of
grams will be heard Mondays, WedII these mediums. Its smallness,
WOC Refers All Requests for Free Announcements
nesdays and Fridays 7:15-7:30
■is compactness, its flexibility can
p. m. (EDST). Ruthrauff & Ryan
11 be turned to quick advantage.
—
ProgramsIts
for
Chain
Inc., New \ork, is the agency.
To Drug
The manager of one of your local
before the first week was over the
By MORGAN LIXTON
[tores can talk to you at 9 a. m.,
Program Director, WOC, Davenport
telephones were busy taking items
onceive, with your help, a merKFBK to 5,000 Watts
for the broadcast. The sponsor
handising plan. In a few minutes
EVERY program director in radio
still was luke-warm on the idea KFKB, Sacramento, Cal., operated
t can be on the air, in 15 minutes
is besieged with requests for every until cards, letters and personal
eople can be coming into that
newspaper intercalls began to materialize at the by theests,McClatchy
lan's store. Don't tell me it can't conceivable type of free announcewill graduate from the 100seven
Schlegel
stores
expressing
ment,
many
from
deserving
chariwatt
class
to
5,000
watts unless
done, I'm doing it every day.
ties and organizations to whom
ie Why?
the
appreciation
of
these
various
new
opposition
develops
to the
Because more than one half of the courtesy should be extended.
for the service ren- FCC's Broadcast Division's deciunericas 100-watt stations are lo- Many others from churches, clubs, organizations
dered.
At
the
expiration
of
the
30
sion of June 18 granting it the inoted in cities of 40,000 or less and civic organizations are of a days the account was renewed for
crease. The station now operates
/here more than half of the shop- very limited scope. While deservon 1310 kc. and was authorized to
a
year
despite
a
raise
in
rates
and
pers walk to market,
ing, they are not of enough importthe sponsor now is seriously con- move to 1490 kc, the high-power
ance to warrant radio time.
j Advertising rates always have
templating an additional 15 min- regional channel now occupied exWOC, Davenport, has worked
utes to accommodate the large
clusively by WCKY, Cincinnati.
always will
be a problem.
h"een,
ridiculous
to attempt
a stand-It out this problem to the financial
amount of continuity.
The division reversed the recombenefit
of
the
station
and
to
the
rdization program. If you think
mendation of Examiner Walker in
WOC has been careful to request
iadio rates are a jumble, study lasting satisfaction of one of its parties phoning in announcements making the grant.
hose of the media with which you
important clients. When the Schle- to write or call at Schlegels and
x>mpete, the good weekly, the gel Drug Co. was casting about for express their appreciation and to
mall daily. Their discrepancies
announce at committee meetings
a program idea for its first venre as great and the reasons probOperates KGNC
ture in radio advertising, we sug- and entertainments that the Schle- Newspaper
MERGER of WD AG and KGRS,
>bly are good.
gested the purchase of Musical
Clock time daily to be placed at the vice. gel Drug Co. has provided this ser- time-sharing stations on 1410 kc.
Competing Media
at Amarillo, Tex., was completed
Announcements are repeated
any non-profit organiJERTAINLY, the operator of a disposalzationof
last month and the station is now
for the publicizing of their two, three or more mornings de- on
the air with 1,000 watts night
00-watt station, competing with a social or athletic activities. With
pending upon the importance of and 2,500 day, using the call letewspaper offering a milline rate
tongue
in
cheek
the
Schlegel
firm
f 10 cents cannot sell for as much
the project and have resulted in
ters KGNC under authorization of
started a 15-minute Public Service
materially increased attendance at the FCC. O. L. Taylor is general
s another 100 - watter competing
vith the same circulation in the program on a 30-day trial basis.
school, church, lodge, and civic manager of KGNC, which is now
For a few days the station had functions, as well as tremendous
.ame purchasing power area at a
owned and operated by the Amarillo Globe-News.
nilline rate of 15 cents. I'll bet to dig the announcements up but good-will to the sponsor.
i'age 24
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"Ask

the

John

This phrase is being used more
throughout the countrv. Why
has received a well-rounded
merchandising

Blair

Man

every day in advertising agencies
r . . . Because the "John Blair Man"

background

of station, agency, and

experience . . . and because he can not only give

honest and intelligent information to buyers of "spot" radio time,
but can also make constructive and helpful suggestions concerning
the use of the following stations and the markets they serve.

*

STATIONS
Location
Chicago, Illinois
Columbus, Ohio
Des Moines, Iowa
Des Moines, Iowa
Detroit, Michigan
Kansas City, Mo
Los Angeles, Calif
Omaha, Nebraska

*

*

REPRESENTED
Location

Station
WGN*
WBNS
KSO
_KRNT
.WW J
WREN
KNX
.WOW

SOUTHWEST

Philadelphia, Pa
Phoenix, Arizona
Rochester, N. Y
St. Louis, Missouri

Station
WIP
KTAR
WHEC
KWK

St. Paul-Mpls., Minn
KSTP**
Salt Lake City, Utah
JCDYL
San Diego, Calif—
KFSD
Waterloo-Cedar Rapids, Ia._.WMT

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

'Represented on the West Coast.
"Represented in territory outside New York.

JOHN

NEW YORK
341 Madison Avenue
Murray Hill 2-6084

July 1, 1935
I

BLAIR

CHICAGO
520 North Michigan Avenue
Superior 8660
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&

COMPANY

DETROIT
New Center Building
Madison 7889

SAN FRANCISCO
485 California Street
Douglas 3188
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I Three
Added

New
by

Series
WBS

to

Program
Service
Red Star Advertising Group
Includes Nine Continuities
j)
I
t
j

WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTSM in June released Red Star
Advertising Programs to all stations subscribing to its program
service, the series consisting of
| three weekly programs — nine con! tinuities
in all
— prepared
for local
sponsorship
under
the direction
of
Martha Atwell, director of World
productions.
The new series brings the number of hours of playing time fur, nished by WBS to 17 Yz weekly. The
, new programs are elastic and are
! titled Sport Facts, Your Home,
! and Fashion. Complete radio enI, tertainment
is furnished, WBS
, stated in announcing the new programs, including not only music
j but informative and interesting
; programs. All of the new groups
use music as a background and
j brief outlines of sales promotion
' and suggested
classifications of advertisers are supplied.
World
Program
Service now
supplies 61 continuities of 15 and
• 30-minute programs under 23 titles
, each week.
Titles of World programs in this
ij service, varying from one to six
times weekly, are: 15 -minute —
■ Castles on the Air, Fireside Phantasies, The Jewel Box, Magic Har■ mony, Melody Palette, Musical
1 Jigsaw, Musical Scrapbook, New
;- Tunes, Paths of Memory, Playing
the Song Market, Silver Strains,
| Souvenirs, Spice of Life, Tonic
Tunes, Sport Facts, Your Home,
, Fashions; 30-minute — World Day
Revue, World Revue, Carefree
Capers, Metropolitan Moods, Pop
I Concert.
1
Special Programs

' running
SPECIALLY
built are:
WBS programs
currently
Kroger Grocery & Baking Co., Cinj Hot
cinnati
stores), thru
52 15-minute
Dates(chain
in History,
Ralph H.
Jones Co., Cincinnati.
Chicago, Duluth & Georgian Bay
r Transit Co., Chicago, 13 5-minute proDetroit. grams, thru Campbell-Ewald Co. Inc.,
Philco Radio & Television Corp.,
Philadelphia, 26 15 - minute Around
the World With Boake Carter, thru
Hutchins Advertising Co. Inc., Rochester, N. Y.
Clicquot Club Co., Millis, Mass.
(gingerale), 39 15-minute Robinson
, Crusoe Jr., thru N. W. Ayer & Son
s Inc., Philadelphia.
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. Inc., New
' York (Lubrite), 65 15-minute Red
i Horse Ranch, thru J. Sterling
Getchell Inc., N. Y.
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit, 39
i 15-minute Musical Moments, thru
Campbell-Ewald Co. Inc., Detroit.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati,
j 6Blackman
5-minute Adv.
A NewInc.,Start
N. in
Y. Life, thru
Dixie Distributors Inc., Hillsdale,
Mich, (oil marketers), 13 15-minute
Philosopher Dixie, thru Potts - Turnbull Adv. Co., Kansas City.
General Household Utilities Co.,
Chicago (Grunow products), 12 15minute Musical Prooram, thru Havs
McFarland & Co.. Chicago.
Soap Products Ltd., New York. 13
15-ininute Dale Wimhrow. thru Kelly,
Nason & Roosevelt Inc., N. Y.
Gold Dust Corp., New York (Silver
h Dust), 78 15-minute The O'Neills.
I thru Batten, Barton, Durstine & Os. born Inc., N. Y.
General Baking Co., New York
Page 26

AGENCY ON AIR
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Gets
Audience Reactions
A DEPARTURE in advertising
technique was begun June 16 when
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc.,
Chicago, set up an "audience laboratory" on WGN, Chicago. The
agency is sponsoring this innovation to get an unbiased and firsthand insight into buying reactions
of the radio audience and the time
usually given to commercial announcements isbeing devoted to a
contest.
Joe DuMond, radio director for
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc., is
at the microphone in the series.
The contest includes merchandise
prizes ranging from electric refrigerators to meat.
The first program merely mentioned someproducts.
of the agency's
and their
The clients
second
asked women to write in telling
where they buy furniture polish
and why, and offered a can of Furnex, a new furniture polish, for
each of the best 100 letters.
Future programs will ask what
media influenced certain specific
purchases; whether the article was
bought because of an advertisement in a magazine or newspaper,
on a billboard, or over the air: will
ask what type of commercial announcement ispreferred, and similar questions whose answers will
be of value to the agency and its
clients.
A RADIO version of John Drinkwater's famous play Abraham Lincoln was recently adapted and perstation. formed on the BBC's Birmingham
(Bond bread), 65 15-minute Terry &
Ted, thru Batten, Barton, Durstine
& Osborn Inc., N. Y.
Skelly Oil Co., Kansas City. 455
15-minute Jimmie Allen, thru Russel
C. Comer Adv. Co., Kansas City.
Richfield Oil Co. of California, Los
Angeles, 260 15-minute Jimmie Allen,
thru H. C. Bernsten Agency, Los
Angeles.
Ford Motor Co., Detroit (Ford
dealers), 26 60-minute Fred Waring
& His Pennsylvanians, thru N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia.
Niagara Hudson Power & Light
Co., New
York,
195 15-minute
Jack
Little
& His
Orchestra, Little
thru
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc.. N. Y.
Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, Cleveland, 78 5-minute Nat Brusiloff &
Orchestra,
thru Campbell - Ewald Co.
Inc.. Washington.
Chieftain Mfg. Co., Baltimore (Color
Shine), 20 5-minute Danny Dee. thru
Van
more. Sant, Dugdale & Co. Inc., BaltiStudebaker Export Corp.. South
Bend, Ind. (autos), 9 15-minute musical programs, thru Roche, Williams
& Cunnyncham Inc., Chicago.
Bristol-Mvers Co., New York (proprietary), 515-minnte
sical Interludes,
direct. Spanish MuNews-Week Inc., New York, 15minute News Magazine of the Air,
direct.
Sterling Products Inc., New York
(Cal - Aspirin) . 15-minute Chandu.
thru Thompson-Koch Co., Cincinnati.
Justin - Hnynes Inc., New York
(Aspirub),
5-minuteH. Musical
am
m. thru Thomas
Reese & ProCo.,
Inc., N. Y.
Announcement Discs
DRAMATIZED announcements
running currently, all one-minute,
are:
Scudeliaker Motor Car Co., South

Political Parties Using
Radio Extensively During
Non - presidential Years
EVEN though a national campaign
was not in progress last year, the
political parties and their candidates spent substantial sums for
network radio time. The Democratic National Committee spent
$12,206 for time on the air, largely
for regional hookups for speakers
in support of Congressional and
gubernatorial candidates. The Republican National Committee similarly spent $6,263.
In New York the Republican
State Committee bought $5,008
worth of time, and the National
Republican Builders, which is affiliated with the Republican Club of
New
time. York, spent $5,251 on radio
California hookups of the networks were the next biggest source
of political revenues for radio, the
Constitutional Society of the
United States spending $4,638 in
the 1934 campaign, the Creel for
Governor group spending $4,980,
Quinn for Governor $3,520 and
Young for Governor $1,981.
Republican National Committee
is reported to have wiped out its
remaining indebtedness to the radio networks for time during the
1932 presidential campaign, but
the Democratic National Committee still owes $152,000 — $107,000 to
NBC and $45,000 to CBS.
WNRI is the call assigned by the
FCC for the new local station in
Newport, R. I., authorized for construction by S. George Webb. The
station will operate on 1200 kc.
with 100 watts night and 250 watts
day, unlimited time.
Bend, Ind., 11, thru Roche, Williams
& Cunnyngham Inc., Chicago.
Grove Laboratories Inc., St. Louis,
13, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
Co. Inc.. Chicago.
Gold Dust Corp., New York ( Silver
Dust),stine 54.
thru Inc..
Batten,
Dur& Osborn
N. Barton,
Y.
Western Association of Railway
Executives, Chicago, 13, thru ReinckeEllis-Younggreen & Finn Inc., Chicago.
Welch Grape Juice Co., Westfield,
N. Y.. 42, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons
Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Willys - Overland Co. Inc., Toledo
(autos), 6, thru Gottschaldt - Humphrey Inc.. Atlanta.
Frozen Desserts Inc., Chicago (IeeCre-Mix), 78, thru Roche, Williams
& Cunnyngham Inc., Chicago.
My - T - Fine Corp., Brooklyn (ice
cream powder), 13, thru Batten, Barton. Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y.
Rice - Stix Co., St. Louis (polo
shirts), 16, thru Ridgeway Co., St.
Louis.
Time Inc., New York (newsreel),
8, thru Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn Inc., N. Y.
General Baking Co., New York
(Bondton.bread),
thru Batten.
Durstine &26.Osborn
Inc., N.BarY.
Procter & Gamble Co.. Cincinnati
(Dreft). 13. thru H. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Procter & Gamble Co.. Cincinnati
fDrene), 7. thru H. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
McCormick & Co., Baltimore (Bee
Brand spices), 63, thru Van Sant,
Dugdale & Co., Baltimore.
A-C Spark Plug Co., Flint. Mich..
26, thru D. P. Brother & Co. Inc.,
Detroit.
Partola Products Co., Chicago (mineral salts), 16, thru Frankel-Rose Co.,
Chicago.
B. Kuppenheimer & Co. Inc., Chicago (men's clothing), 13, direct.

Mutual

to

Create

Its Own

Sales

Staff

Negotiates with CKLW for Its
Outlet in Detroit Region
WITH plans to establish its own
sales organization definitely under
way, and with CKLW to replace
WXYZ as the Detroit outlet, Mutual Broadcasting System is taking steps to entrench itself more
firmly in the major market network field. Conversations still are
being had, it was reported, in connection with possible extension of
the network to include other key
cities, notably in New England and
the Midwest.
Announcement was made June
18 by W. E. Macfarlane, business
manager of the Chicago Tribune
and MBS president, that negotiations were being conducted and
soon would be completed to substitute CKLW for WXYZ when the
latter joins the NBC-WJZ network
Sept. 29. With its transmitter located in Windsor, Ont., across the
river from Detroit, CKLW is a
Canadian-licensed station. Authority of the Canadian Radio Commission first must be procured before
the MBS arrangement is finally
concluded. CKLW is now the CBS
outlet in the Detroit area. It operates on 1030 kc. with 5,000 watts.
Canadian programs broadcast over
CKLW, it was said, will not be affected and many of them will be
made available to MBS. George
B. Storer is the principal owner
of the station.
Sales Staff Planned
AT A MEETING held coincident
with the annual convention of the
Advertising Federation of America
in Chicago last month, members
of MBS decided to establish a sales
organization to handle the sale of
network time exclusive. At present the sales organizations of the
affiliated stations also have served
the network. Simultaneously, the
stations adopted program policies
and agreed that MBS would not
accept programs advertising laxatives, depilatories, deodorants, or
any product or programs which
contain copy which may be objectionable tothe public. The ruling became effective immediately.
Establishment of a sales force
was unanimously voted and the
personnel and complete arrangements for the department, it was
said, would be announced as soon
as perfected. Attending the meeting were
J. McCoskerrepresenting
and Theodore C.A.Streibert,
WOR; Mr. Macfarlane and E. M.
Antrim, representing WGN; John
L. Clark, WLW: H. Allen Campbell, WXYZ,
and Fred Weber, coordinator of MBS.
In the nounced
program
line, MBS night
anthat the Saturday
concerts by the Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra at Lewisohn
Stadium, New York City, will be
presentedfiliated
through
the afstations andWOR,
to theto Yankee
network. The broadcasts began
June 29 from 8:30 to 10:30 (EDST)
and v "' continue through Au?.
17
tne same hour.
W. T. KNIGHT Jr., president and
generalnah, has
manager
WTOC, Savaninvited ofexecutives
of all
Georgia
nah thisstations
summer. to meet in Savan-
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MICROPHONES

microphone

for

every

purpose

PERFECT REPRODUCTION and GREAT VALU^
combined
in
these mikes

FOR

ANNOUNCING

AND

PROVE THIS FOR YOURSELF
AT NO COST OR OBLIGATION
We believe that we have the finest microphones available
today, regardless of price! That's why we will send any one of
our models
anydeposit,
responsible
broadcaster
for a TWO
WEEKS'
FREE
TRIAL!to No
no obligation,
no strings
attached.
You
simply
microphonetoday.
if youPERFECT
don't agree
that it's the
greatestreturn
valuetheavailable
DEFINITION
achieved. Instead of just a general effect of music, each instrument is clearly defined. Also, the specially hand-hammered
ribbon is unaffected by even a 40 mile gale . . . Learn what
these
top-notchWrite
microphones
do. Don't
hesitate.. . .There's
no obligation.
us on yourcanbusiness
letterhead
NOW!

7-POINT,

Jr.

FOR SPOT BROADCASTING
THE LITTLE VELOCITY
WITH UNIFORM OUTPUT

REMOTE

Model RB-S. Especially designed lor speech New Superfiux Nickel Aluminum magnets
are used . . magnets more
powerful than even 36% Cobalt Since this microphone
has no peaks, it gives perfectly
lifelike reproduction (not mechanical) and does not tire the
listener Eliminates accoustic
feed-back in P A. work. . . .
Model RB-M can be used for
both speech and music.
Excellent for remote work.

head
any angle.
Output
Output atuniform
with speaker's
level practically equal to
large velocity. Frequency response
Reproduction60-7500
lifelike.cycles.
Eliminates
audience noises Transformer
included within microphone
case. Rugged construction.
New chrome
aluminum only
mag-8
nets used. Weighs
ounces. Size 2'/4 x l'A x Ufa.

■
A-C

ENGINEERS

PRE - AMPLIFIER

Best we have testA ed irrespective of
"Replaces
price."
our
old three
microof
phones in ensem
ble work.'
"After plenty of
punish n\ent, still
as good as ever.

Easiest way to improve
requency response, 30 to
10.000 CPS. (Max. dif.
any installation. Perfect
fidelity. No background
1 db.) Output, -64 db.
noises. No resonant peaks.
Pickup
angleon120°
side; 120°
backon front
side.
Can be placed up to 2000
(Can be changed to
ieet from amplifier withorder.)
Output
impedance
out any appreciable loss.
50 to 200 ohm. Other valCompletely shielded.
ues if requested.
Not afElastic coupling absorbs
fected by temperature,
shocks and vibrations.
pressure, or humidity
NEW! Illustrated Bulletins 1-2-3. Write for them now.

^MPERITE

(orporation

561 BROADWAY

NEW

YORK

fiiMPERITE
y-poiNfYel^
MICROPHONES
WTO BE THE GREATEST VALUE US MICROPHOXES AVAILABLE TODAY!
(Cable Address: Alkem, New York)
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We're

A

Bunch

of
Says ALLEN

Liars:
T. SIMMONS

There's not another group of men in the world that can tell more tall stories than we
broadcasters. Our unofficial gatherings at these NAB conventions might be labelled a
'national open for liars' except for one thing ... we never pick a champion. First
one station owner or manager brags about his outfit — but he's soon snowed under by
an even more vociferous manager waxing eloquent on his station's accomplishments.
Eventually we leave for home, wondering how much of what we heard was true and
inwardly resolving to top the last story told, with some more boastful advertising of
our own.
t.
*>V-*

^7

I was in show business 20 years before I entered radio . . . and I honestly thought
we showmen supreme. But now that I'm in radio I am a little ashamed of the modest
methods we old showmen used.
The whole practice is a little foolish, I think. We all know radio can stand on its own
feet . . . win its own battles .... on merit. We shouldn't find it necessary to sell
ourselves . . . and qualified advertisers know the true facts about any market.
For instance: . . . They know that Radio Station WADC is located in Akron,
Ohio ... a market of 400,000 persons . . . and that Canton . . . where WADC also
maintains studios, has 275,000 persons more.
THEY KNOW . . . That WADC is a basic station of the CBS . . . That WADC
is situated in the world's rubber center, and that rubber companies pay the HIGHEST
average wage in America today.
THEY KNOW . . . That WADC has brand new high fidelity transmitting equipment ... a new Truscon vertical radiator, and that WADC operates on 2500 watt
daytime and 1000 watt night-time power.
I might tell you that WADC blankets Ohio, Pennsylvania arid West Virginia. I might
include California. But that's not necessary, nor entirely true. But when I tell you
that you can reach listeners in both the Akron and Canton, Ohio markets, at a cost
of only $46 for 15 minutes . . . you'll know that's a good buy . . . and when you
investigate further, you'll find you can't get solid coverage in the northern Ohio market
without WADC.
Your advertising message over WADC will pick up a lot of bonus listeners in two
more of Ohio's better markets, too, for Cleveland is only 30 miles from the WADC
transmitter, and Youngstown, only 42 miles away. These bonus listeners are yours
when you use WADC ... at that same $46 for each 15-minute period used.
I've made no outlandish statements here. Here at WADC we've found that the advertiser who 'gets the facts' about our market soon signs a contract. Those facts are yours
for the asking. A wire or letter to WADC will bring them to you, pronto.

,£^^p*

Yours, for bigger and better NAB Conventions.
A. T. SIMMONS,
Owner and Manager, Radio Station WADC.

BASIC NETWORK
COLUMBIA
BROADCASTING

SYSTEM
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Radio

Arlin,

Pioneer

Announcer
of Them

All, Refreshes

Of Curious Experiences in Early Days
By HENDLEY N. BLACKMAN
only a few years old, the world's
THE NAMES of James Wallingpioneer announcer entered the University of Kansas in 1913. Applyton, Ted Husing, Milton J. Cross,
Graham McNamee and Aloys Having himself diligently to his studrilla are familiar wherever radios
ies, he was graduated in 1917, receiving the degree of Bachelor of
, are found, but who remembers, or
Science in electrical engineering.
can name, the "World's Pioneer
Four years later he was awarded
Radio Announcer"?
Who can turn back the dials of the professional degree in electrical engineering.
memory and tune in one of the
Arlin entered the employ of the
' best known voices of his time?
Who was that man who was the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
at East Pittsburgh in 1917. His
forerunner of these famous expondebut "on the air" was largely a
ents of diction, enunciation, personality and dignity to grace the matter of chance. When the regular broadcasting programs were
announcers' Hall of Fame?
Since this is a story, and not a scheduled by Westinghouse, Arlin
a phase of the exguessing contest, the world's pion- was working on
tra-incentive wage system, a far
eer radio announcer, and he's still cry from radio announcing. An
a comparatively young man, is H.
acquaintance who had been given
W. Arlin of Mansfield, O.
the task of working out program
In the Beginning
details met him in the corridor one
YOU never heard of him! Well,
day and asked him if he would announce some of the numbers on the
thousands of listeners who donned
program. Arlin knew of no reason
headphones, offered up a prayer,
and then proceeded to crouch with why he should comply with his
breathless expectancy and mingled
friend's request but after a momen's reflection the proposal
hope and fear before a strange
sounded intriguing so he gave his
contrivance known as a radio re- assent.
ceiving set won't have to comb the
Thus H. W. Arlin became the
cobwebs back there in the dim reancesses of their memory to recog- world's pioneer
nouncer. It was broadcasting
soon discovered
nize the name of H. W. Arlin,
that his voice had a particularly
"speaking
from Station
the Westinghouse
Pioneer Radio
KDKA in virile, yet resonant quality that
carried exceptionally well to the
Pittsburgh".
listeners. In those days KDKA
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Arlin's first was the only station on the air
program went on the air at La
Harpe, 111., Dec. 8, 1895. This first and transmission was in its early
state. The announcer's voice must,
program, as the proud father used
of necessity, be sharp enough to
to say, might not have had quality,
clear through the imperfect conbut it had a certain irritating
ditions hinging on the transmischaracteristic now commonly
sion and receiving sets and it was
known as "static". Radios were
quickly ascertained that this young
then unknown, but the neighbors
engineer's voice possessed that
could hear the Arlin program on
the air frequently when a pin quality.
Mike Mutterings
found its way through a diaper, or
Arlin, senior, faltered a moment in ARLIN soon found he was a radio
a seemingly unending journey
announcer without any precedent
back and forth across the nursery
to guide his footsteps. Diction,
in the early hours of the morning.
After completing his studies at enunciation, color — all of the attributes of the modern radio anCarthage, Mo., to which city the
Arlins moved when Harold was
nouncer, were, fortunately, a part

THE FIRST STUDIO— Here KDKA broadcast from what then was the
last word in studio construction. Note "mike" mounting and phonograph.
July 1, 1935
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Recollects
Memory

of KDKA

WITH LOWELL THOMAS— Here
Mr. Arlin talks over the babyhood
of radio with
present-day
commentator whileaboth
listen to some
modern announcers.
of his early school training, so he
was soon in high favor with his
audiences. However, his natural
ability to keep his head and retain
a sphinx-like passiveness in the
face of many, many embarrassing
positions won him added popularity that was never exceeded while
he was on the air. With many
makeshift arrangements existing
where broadcasts emanated and
with the majority of entertainers
unfamiliar with microphones, radio
technique, etc., a presence of mind
was often necessary to save the
tion.
situation from complete destrucEmbarrassing Moments
WITH the modern announcer,
fortified with scripts, stopwatches,
assistants, engineers, embarrassing moments are rarely experienced, but when Arlin was ancurrence. nouncing they were a common ocHere are some of his earlier experiences which, he claims, put
gray hairs on his head.
The ability of the microphone to
pick up sounds not intended for it
still leads to many amusing incidents. One evening during the interim of a program the engineering staff were puzzled over some
strange grinding, grating noises,
persisting with an irritating regularity. A hasty examination made
the engineers believe that this annoyance was due to some foreign
disturbance on the line between
the microphone
and the transmitter. Arlin was summoned
and the
situation explained. He went to the
microphone first, intending to work
toward the transmitter, until the
trouble was located. Imagine his
consternation to find the leader of
the Little Symphony Orchestra
calmly munching cookies in front
of the mike!
One of his most humorous experiences happened in the early
days of radio when the KDKA
transmitting room was located on
the roof of a nine-story building in
the East Pittsburgh works. The
microphone was placed under a
bright light so that the singer
could read his musical score. The
studio, in effect, was a tent. As it
was spring, the sides of the tent
were rolled up so the broadcast actually was an open air affair.

It was a beautiful spring evening. Moths fluttered about the
light, attracted by its brilliance. A
young tenor was singing into the
microphone with all the throbbing,
pulsating rhythms he could command. He sang a full, high note —
his mouth was opened widely, better to enunciate the words. Thus
standing, with his head thrown
back, his very soul in the song, he
almost burst his throat preparing
for a high, beautiful note. To
launch his voice for this particular high note as a finale, he hastily
sucked a full breath of air. So
great was his power of suction that
he drew in a large, white moth.
Choking and gasping, that young
tenor increased Arlin's vocabulary
materially, and the program was
hurriedly taken off the air for fear
the radio audience would hear the
and almost incoherirate,ist'sprofane,
soul.
ent phrases
coming from the artWhile the Dempsey-Firpo ring
battle was being broadcast Mr.
Arlin tells of an amusing incident,
the like of which occurred more or
less frequently in the pioneering
days when stations were forced to
rely on relayed programs.

"remote"at
When a broadcas
programs
man wasting
stationed
the studio microphone as an emergency measure, to be ready to go
on the air immediately should some
unforeseen disturbance occur. The
battle was on, and the announcer
in a tense, vibrant voice, was giving the hundreds of thousands of
listeners a word picture of the
gripping spectacle. Just as Firpo
landed a terrific blow that "lifted
Dempsey out of the ring", the line
broke. Back
the the
studioemergenc
the "dog
y
watch"
man atsaw
light flash, reached over, to grab
the nearest piece of copy and began to read it into the microphone.
What the astonished and puzzled
listeners heard was the regular announcer's voice saying: "Oh, boy!
Firpo just landed a terrific blow
on Dempsey that has knocked the
champ
of theon ring
— ",a and
the voiceoutdroned
without
noticeable break: "With hogs up two
cents a pound. Two carloads of
young veal coming in this morning". The man at the studio mike
had picked up the market report
and was "carrying on"!
Presented Celebrities
ARLIN
introduced such famous
personages as Marshal Foch, David
Lloyd George, Theodore Roosevelt
Jr., Will Rogers, Lillian Gish,
Fritz Kreisler, Babe Ruth, Roger
Ward Babson, Governor Pinchot,
and hundreds of others. He probably leads all announcers, both
past and present, in the number of
nationally and internationally
known celebrities introduced on the
air.
It is interesting to note that he
is also an incorporator and the
first vice president of the Radio
Announcers Association, of which
S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel was the
first president.
As proof of his early popularity
and ability as a radio announcer,
Arlin won the Radio Age award
in October, 1924, with such well
known entertainers as the Duncan
Sisters, Bill Hay, Harry Snodgrass of WOS, and Wendall Hall
of WDAF, competing for honors.
He also
received onHonorary
(Continaed
page Si) Men-
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Prall

Praises

NBC

Program
Cleanup
Calls Continuity Check a Step
In the Right Direction
THE EFFORT of the NBC to
clean up offensive radio advertising programs, particularly through
the establishment of its Continuity Acceptance Department under
Janet MacRorie, has elicited a letter from Anning S. Prall, FCC
chairman, expressing his belief
that "this work is in the right direction." Chairman Prall is leading the current campaign to eliminate objectionable matter from radio programs.
"Radio broadcasting to me is an
ultra-modern combination of journalism, the theater, the public rostrum and missioner
the Prallschoolhouse,"
Com-to
wrote June 12
Edgar Kobak, NBC sales vice president. "I have heard commercial
medical
andnotchildren's
programs programs
which did
accord
with good taste. In the former
case there appeared to be commercial announcements, which were
not only repugnant but absolutely
false, deceptive and fraudulent.
Freedom of Action
"I HAVE been advised of and
have noted with interest the policies you have effected in the handling of broadcast advertising by
your company. This work is in the
right direction and I hope you will
continue to give the Continuity Acceptance Department the authority
and freedom of action it must have
if it continues to operate in the
interest of good advertising. You
have my best wishes in your efforts and the results you are securing."
Mr. Kobak's reply on June 17
stated:
"Your comments on our activities inspire us and you may be
sure that as time goes on we will
do a better job. We are not so
anxious to brag about our activities as to work quietly and make
broadcast advertising so clean and
so good that the world at large
will talk about it without being
prompted."
Chairman Prall also has had the
assurance of Frank M. Russell,
NBC Washington vice president,
that his radio cleanup efforts are
being heeded by his company.
"You are doing a positive and
helpful job in radio," Mr. Russell
wrote him June 19, "and my company will stand ready to make its
contribution to your program."
Snyder Awarded $25,000
ARTHUR SYNDER, West Coast
CBS manager, Los Angeles, on
June 11 was awarded $25,000 in
superior coui't from the Tanner
Motor Livery Ltd., which he had
sued for $175,000 for injuries received in an automobile accident.
He alleged the injuries prevented
him from singing, laughing or
whistling. The accident occurred
March 22.
LARRY

FISKE, Chicago CBS remote supervisor, has rolled up
more than 25,000 miles on his
speedometer during the past season in driving (Ford V-8) to Detroit and back each week for the
Ford Sunday evening broadcasts.
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CONTINUITY
NBC

FACES

THE

TEST

Evaluator of Commercial Scripts Explains How

Courage and Common
By JANET MacRORIE
Con-inui*,y Acceptance Department
NBC, New York
IF YOU are going to do something
about radio and radio broadcasting— and nearly everyone seems to
be on the move in that direction
these days — the equipment that
will help you most, perhaps, are
those three weapons that have won
more battles than did ever cannon
or bayonet, namely: Courage, common sense and a cool head. If you
possess them you are lucky; if not,
it would be well to cultivate them.
Room for improvement is nearly
always available in any enterprise.
It is available in radio. Unlike refurnishing ahouse to increase its
useability and appearance, the entire contents of the radio program
schedule cannot be scrapped at a
moment's notice and new stuff
brought in. There is little time
for the transition in the first place
for broadcasting goes on as usual
— work-days, Sundays and holidays,
fair weather and foul.
In the second place, in such a
drastic move, many worthy pieces
may be thrown out only to have
their value discovered when they
have been wholly destroyed and it
is too late to retrieve them. So in
any general clean-up of radio, a
cool appraisal should be made before we make too many trips to
the bonfire.
The Housecleaning
IN DECEMBER, 1933, NBC
launched upon a general housecleaning campaign. We started out
with a scrubbing brush, a bucket
of clean water and plenty of good
strong soap. We left white - wash
and paint out of it. The scouring
job is still going strong. It will
continue in its efforts to remove
the stains of inaccuracy, the mud
of poor taste and the grime of the
unethical, as long as this company
shall stand.
We found that a good time to
begin keeping our house in order
was before contracts with the advertisers were entered upon. We
set about investigating the worth
of the product, the integrity of advertising claims; then, with these
established, consideration is given
as to whether the product may be
completely described over the air
in terms suitable to the taste of
the majority of our listeners.
Whenever possible, a series of proposed commercial announcements
and the scripts is reviewed rather
than one or two.
NBC is accepting for broadcast
over its facilities only such products as can be publicized adequately and in good taste by the spoken
word. When, because of the nature of a product, free description
of its properties is not compatible
with cies
the(which
company's
programto poliwere designed
give
the pubk'c
finest isprograms
sible) the the
business
declined. posIn taking this stand, NBC believes that it is giving a square
deal to its listening: audience and
to its clients. Anything that may
offend any portion of the listening:
audience is poor broadcasting and
particularly poor advertising from
our point of view.

Sense Are Appl ed

MISS MacRORIE
When advertising of whatever
classification must be~ so limited
in its expression to conform with
the common standards of good
taste that its effectiveness is imthat the
tiserpaired,willit isnotfelt
receive
full advervalue
from his advertising investment
and he is advised against the use
of NBC facilities.
"Verboten" signs and lists of
"don'ts" have never been very inviting fare to freedom - loving
American palates. NBC has, for
the most part, avoided their use.
Each script and commercial credit
submitted for broadcast is judged
on its individual merit.
The Continuity Acceptance Department of this company, whose
function it is to check continuity
from a policy standpoint, operates
from New York, Chicago and San
Francisco, where an editorial staff
is maintained for this work exclusively, and policies governing the
acceptability of continuity at these
points are followed by the managers of all NBC-owned and operated stations.
In doing something about radio
and radio broadcasting, it is well
to remember that what may pass
muster from the viewpoint of good
taste in some parts of the country— New York or Chicago for instance — may fall short of the
standards as held below the MasonDixon line; the gag that is innocuous on Broadway may be red hot
stuff in the cow country. In judging matters that involve good taste,
not even the acceptance by the
majority is enough. Radio must
strive ever toward broadcasting
only such material as will give no
offense even to a small minority.
Common Sense
SIMPLE tests are sometimes the
most effective. For instance, the
appropriateness
of may
material
designed for broadcast
be judged
accurately often by the the simple
expedient
yourself,
"How
would
thisofbeasking
received
by a group
composed of an elderly lady, a
young girl and her sweetheart, a
clergyman and the girl's mother
all shut up in a living room together?" If the material lacks a

Wired

Radio Experiment

By North American Co.
Suspended for Analysis
AFTER three months of testing,
with 700 receiving sets installed in
Cleveland residences, the North
American Co.'s experiments with
"wired radio" have been suspended
and results of the tests are now
beingvice will
studied.
Whether
be resumed
later the
has sernot
been announced.
Wired Radio Inc., New York,
subsidiary of the big public utility
holding company, since March 15
has
been using
North
American
power Cleveland's
subsidiary as
the
laboratory for the service, which
consists of sending various entertainment and educational prohomes. grams along power lines into the
The proposed service contemplates the rental to subscribers of
receivers capable of picking up not
only the three or four choices of
"wired" programs but also "space"
radio programs. Rental charges
for the receivers would be added to
monthly power bills.
During the tests an effort was
made to secure a representative
reaction from the homes by rotating the receivers among new homes
every three weeks. It was found
that average use of the sets ran
four hours a day and that, as in
the case of ordinary broadcasting,
dance music, news commentators
and sports were the most popular
offerings, in the order named.
wholesomeness that would make it
offend or embarass all or any of
them,dio then
audience.it won't do for the raIn keeping common sense and
good taste to the foreground, it is
not necessary to sacrifice the modern trend of thought or the modern way of thinking. Entertainment, instruction and information,
whether they are in commercial
credit or in the program itself, can
be altogether in step with the
tempo of the 20th century and still
be entirely wholesome and in the
best possible taste.
Frank discussion of all subjects
has grown steadily throughout the
world during the past decade.
Shorn of brutal phraseology, many
subjects taboo as topics of conversation during the Victorian period
can be suitably discussed in such
a fashion as to give offense to no
one, even the most puritannical
minded. People of today more than
ever before perhaps want the
truth; want to get at the root of
things. In any restriction of radio
broadcasting, this fact must be
kept inroticmind.
is sham, the neuand the Itunwholesome
that
must be weeded out.
Let radio and radio broadcasting
be clean, honest and effective. In
striving to make it so, don't let us
become old-fogy-ish and uninteresting. Apply
the scrubbing
and use
it well.
Get rid ofbrush
the
grime and the dirt and underneath
you will find there remains the
most unique and remarkable source
of entertainment and information
that civilization has thus far encountered — Radio !
NESTLES MILK PRODUCTS Inc.,
is using five-minute transcriptions
thrice weekly on 10 Pacific Coast
stations to promote its Alpine milk,
with Lord & Thomas, San Francisco placing the account.
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New MARKETS . . . new OUTLETS . . .
new IMPORTS . . . new TRADE CONTACTS
. . . new centers of POPULATION and
WEALTH . . . new VACATION LANDS . . SEVENTEEN COUNTRIES of the -Lindbergh Circle", with eyes and EARS eager for
your message . . . such is the new EMPIRE
OF THE CARIBBEAN brought to your doorstep in comparatively recent months by two
efficient agencies of the AIR, the FLYING
CLIPPER SHIPS and
Station

WIOD

fj

"Voice of the Tropics"
MIAMI, FLORIDA
In the new and modern facilities of National
Broadcasting Company's southernmost outpost,
advertisers are finding an open gateway to
verdant trade pastures of the Caribbean countries. Station WIOD serves this increasingly
important MARKET seven days a week with
SPANISH, as well as English broadcasts, assuring a redoubled listener clientele- outside
the United States, in addition to its coverage
of South Florida, richest winter resort market
of the world.
ISLE OF

ill

DREAMS
Operating
Short Wave
DAN J. MAHONEY, President,
National Representative

c

YOU'RE INVITED
to
new inspect
studios WIOD's
in the
News Tower, Miami, Fla., and see
for yourself why
they have been
called . . . "Radio
South".
IN ADDITIONCity toof thethe standard
broadcast facilities of WIOD,
its short wave relay station
W4XB, transmitting day and
night on 6040 kc, has come to
be known as the "GOOD WILL
STATION OF THE AMERI-

BROADCASTING
CORP.
CAS".
Station IVIOD and
Relay Station W4XB
JESSE H. JAY, Vice Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
WILBUR BABCOCK,
1526 New York Daily News Bldg., N. Y. C.
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Congress

Gets

Bill

For Federal Radio
deasure in the House Permits
!0% Commercial Programs
THROWN into the legislative hopper of Congress with the idea of
:ausing a stir in radio ranks, and
n-obably to help certain pending
ipplications for station facilities,
s a bill (H. R. 8475) proposing a
government system of broadcastng. The measure seeks creation
)f a Federal Radio Commission,
^hich would operate the system,
sell a certain amount of time to
defray expenses, and wipe out all
existing radio licenses by Dec. 31,
1935.
The measure was introduced by
Rep. Monaghan (D.) of Butte,
Mont., a 28-year-old member serving his second term. He told
Broadcasting that the American
Federation of Labor was "interiested" in the measure. Michael
iFlynn, of the American Wage Earners League, who handles Congressional contacts for that organization, also is understood to be identified with the measure's introduction. He has worked with the
Society of St. Paul the Apostle,
operating WLWL, New York,
which now is seeking full-time
operation through a wholesale shift
in stations. Lobbying activities
in support of the application have
been in progress for several years.
Advertising Limited
THE BILL referred to the Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, provides for a nine-man
commission and a corps of assistants similar to those on the FCC.
The Commission would have "exclusive control and shall exclusively operate such radio broadcasting
stations in such localities and com!munities, as in their judgment will
best serve the interests of all the
people."
would be Once
dividedagain,
into the
radiocountry
zones
with each zone under the supervision of either one or more commissioners solely for the expedition and better functioning of the
powers vested in the proposed
agency.
Programs provided by the Commission would be designed to "best
promote the educational, cultural,
civic and economic interests of all
of our people irrespective of locality." On advertising, the bill
says:
Expenses from Advertising
"THE COMMISSION is authorized
to permit such commercial advertising on such stations as, in their
judgment, is wholesome and beneficial: Provided, that such advertising or sponsored programs shall
not exceed in total time more than
two hours of each day of operation
nor more than one hour after sundown or a total of not more than
20% of the operating time of such
stations. Such advertising as is
permitted shall be so restricted
that not more than 10% of the
entire program shall be devoted to
sales or promotional talks or statements.
"The Commission shall apply the
to the
proceeds of such advertising
general expenses of the maintenance of the Commission and its
expenditures and it shall furnish
such facilities to such advertisers
Page 32

Bill in House

Roy Frothingham Opens
Asency in San Francisco
ROY FROTHINGHAM, for
the last eight
yearsern NBC
division westsales
promotion manager, to
resigned
June 20,
go
into business for
himself and has
opened offices in
Mr. Frothingham the
Claus Spreckels building, San Francisco, specializing in radio advertising and
sales promotion. He will be retained by NBC to handle sales
promotion and research work in
the Western states in cooperation
with Don E. Gilman, vice president,
and Harry Anderson, sales manager.
Frothingham was advertising
representative for the Ladies Home
Journal in New York state and
handled special sales promotion for
other Curtis publications in Philadelphia before coming to San Francisco 10 years ago. For several
years he directed the sales promotion for Everready and Prestolite
divisions of Union Carbide and
Carbon Corp. Continuously, since
his graduation from Dartmouth in
1915, he has been active in sales
and advertising. His work in behalf of the San Francisco Advertising Club was recognized by that
organization when he served as
president in 1932-33. He is pastpresident of the Dartmouth Alumni
Association of northern California.
Grabhorn to Blair
MURRAY GRABHORN, commercial manager of
KFRC, San Francisco, has been appointed co - manager of the New
York office of
John Blair &
Company, station
representatives,
Mr. Grabhorn
President John
Blair announced June 21. He assumes his new duties immediately
after attending the NAB convention in Colorado Springs. Originally aNew Yorker, Grabhorn formerly served with the New York
American and in 1925 went West
to join the Los Angeles Herald.
He was with Guy Earl's Los Angeles Express until it merged with
the Herald in 1930 when he joined
KHJ, where he became sales manager. At New York headquarters
of Blair, he will work in collaboration with Curtis Willson. Grabhorn has been succeeded at KFRC
by Owen Dresden, formerly manager of KMTR, Hollywood.
as, in their judgment, will best
serve the interests of all of our
The Commission would be aupeople." thorized to buy equipment of licensed stations at a price of not
more than 50% of the original
cost and with the assurance that
it is substantially less than the
price which the Commission would
find necessary to pay for new
equipment.

LATEST KENTUCKY COLONEL
—Here we have Col. R. E. (Bob)
Howard, of the Radio Department
of Campbell - Ewald Co. Inc., Detroit, the newest member of the
etherial brigade of Kentucky Colonels. Col. Howard received his
commission June 18 from Gov.
Ruby Laffoon, who made the appointment upon recommendation of
L. B. Wilson, of WCKY, who has
acquired the unofficial title of "superintendent ofcolonels" in radio.
Some to
More
IN And
ADDITION
Col. KK's
Howard,
others named aides de camp to
Governor Laffoon at the same time
were Philip G. Loucks, NAB managing director; Edward Petry, of
Edward Petry & Co., station representatives, and Guy Lemmon, of
Benton and Bowles.
Actors

Form

Sales Unit

Promoting WBNX Series
A SALES unit to place programs
with local merchants is being conducted by the Stage - Crafters, a
group of 700 jobless actors who
broadcast over WBNX, New York.
The station is aiding the actors in
finding new sources of income by
donating six half - hour periods
To sound
out the possibility of
weekly
.network engagements, the StageCrafters are planning a big variety show to follow the style of
old-time vaudeville bills. This show
will take the air via WBNX early
in the autumn. Meanwhile the
WBNX periods will be extended as
the
group'swith
commercial
possibilities
increase,
the actors
sharing
the revenues.
Oil Firms Use Discs
DEEP ROCK OIL Co., Chicago,
has taken the Honor the Law transcription series, produced in Hollywood by the National Radio Adv.
Agency,ship ontoKMOX,
place under
sponsorSt. its
Louis,
and
WTMJ, Milwaukee. Republic Oil
Co., Pittsburgh, has also taken the
same series for use on WFBG, Altoona; WJAC, Johnstown; WHJB,
Greensburg; WBRE, Wilkes-Barre,
all in Pennsylvania; WHBC, Canton, O., and stations to be selected
in Virginia and West Virginia.

Seeks

Bar on Liquor Ads
Paraphrase of Lincoln Speech
Protested by Rep. Culkin
PURSUING his attack on liquor
advertising on the air and other
media Rep. Culkin (R.) of New
York, an ardent dry, on June 18
introduced in the House a bill to
prohibit the advertising of liquor
in interstate commerce and followed with a verbal onslaught. The
bill is a companion of one first introduced in the Senate a year ago
by Senator Capper (R.) of Kansas
and reintroduced this session.
On June 6 Rep. Culkin had protested in a letter to Chairman Prall
of the FCC against a broadcast by
Ben Bernie in his Pabst program
the preceding Tuesday, in which
Bernie
had address.
paraphrased
Lincoln'sin
Gettysburg
He inserted
the record a reply from Mr. Prall
in which he said said that while
the FCC may not take action directly or indirectly to censor programs it has the power to "take
into consideration the past activities of stations when acting upon
their applications for renewal of
Before Law Department
license."
"THE MATTER is being given appropriate attention by the Law DeMr.
partment of the Commissio
Prall wrote. "In order ton,"aid in
this work, the Commission will appreciate your advice as to the station or stations which, to your
knowledge, have carried the proRep. gramCulkin
described the broadin question."
cast as "a shameless desecration".
He said there comes over the radio "nightly a glorification of
booze. This goes into the homes
of our people, where children and
youths are indoctrinated with the
fictitious merits of 'John Barleycorn'." Commenting on the Prall
reply, he said he was confident that
under
his be
administration
"every
effort will
made to make
the
radio a constructive, educational
force, which will preserve and protect our best traditions. A continuation of the present type of
advertising will lead the nation
into economic and moral confuFavors Dallas Outlet
A NEW 100-watt station in Dallas, to operate on 1500 kc. during
daytime hours and from 8 p. m. to
12 midnight, was recommended to
the FCC June 21 by Examiner
Walker. Applicants are Eugene
DeBogory and Mildred English, organized as the Dallas Broadcasting Co. Examiner Walker also
favored granting Mr. DeBogory a
new 100-watt station on 1500 kc.
in Tyler, Tex., but recommended
against the
of the for
Cen-a
tennialapplication
Broadcasting Corp.
new 100-watt station on 1200 kc.
in Dallas on the ground that its
proposed full-time operation would
cause interference and exceed
FOURTEEN of the 17 participatsponsors Food
in theHour
Alfredon W.WOR,
Mcquota.
Canning Pure
Newark, will renew when the program comes back for a 40 - week
schedule Sept. 9 after a summer
lapse.
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Research
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Corporation

From five o'clock until after dinner, seven out of ten listeners to Buffalo's
four radio stations are tuned to WGR and WKBW. We beam with pride
that there's only a slight difference between the listening audiences of both
these pioneer stations. Need we draw diagrams to prove that this makes
WGR and WKBW the outstanding buys in the Buffalo market between
five and seven o'clock in the evening? (Or any old time for that matter.)
Here's something else we want to underline. This survey was made at the
time when all four Buffalo stations carry the same types of five, ten and
fifteen minute programs. We didn't go out and ring in the Army and the
Navy and the national debt to arrive at our averages! We also point with
pride to the fact that the Ross Federal Research Corporation called nearly
2% of Buffalo's radio homes during the period under survey from June
10th to 14th inclusive. To be brutally frank, they made almost 50% more
calls per fifteen minute period than any other research organization ever
made for any other Buffalo station.
Without further preamble, we rest our case with these figures:
TABLE
ANALYSIS
WKBW, 25.98% ; WGR,
24.12% ; Station C,
18.30%; Station D,
2.91%.
* Out of town stations,
5.20%.
** The "Just-Listenin' "
don't know, 21.41%.
That's what the Ross
Federal Research Corporation found out
about the listening habits of Buffalonians between 5 and 7 o'clock
in the evening during
the week of June 10th
to 14th inclusive.

There was method in our madness
when we chose 5 to 7 P. M. That's the
time when papa leaves the office, gets
home, dinner is eaten and the dishes
washed. That's the time that carries
a full quota of children's programs,
special features, sports reviews and
dinner music. Most of both hours on
WGR-WKBW has been sold— but there
are still a few choice spots available.
A complete schedule of these available
periods is yours for the asking.
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OF COMPLETED

CALLS

2339
79

Total number of completed calls
Refused information
Do not own radio
Own radio
Radio sets off
Radio sets on
j

j

STATION
WKBW
WGR
Station C

POPULARITY

47
2213

FIGURES

78.26%
21.74%

*481
25
14
125
116

25.98%
24.12%
18.30%
2.91%
5.20%

Station D
All other stations

AND OPERATED BY BUFFALO BROADCASTING

CORPORATION,

RAND

BUILDING, BUFFALO, N. Y.

REPRESENTED

3.38%
2.01%
94.61%

1732

88

OWNED

100%

BY

FREE 6C SLEININGER, Inc.
New York, Detroit, Chicago
Denver, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle

FCC

ACTION

CLEARS

| WAY FOR NEW CABLE
PROPPING its hearing scheduled
tor June 17, when the A. T. & T.
Co. agreed with Postal Telegraph
and Western Union to operate its
'new coaxial cable initially on an
|experimental basis rather than for
additional telegraph or teletype. [writer services,, the FCC paved
tithe way for laying the wide-frequency band cable between New
isYork and Philadelphia. The new
''.cable, capable of transmitting
;:1,000,000 cycles, is expected to be
aitilized for chain television, although it is also possible to trans:anit 200 or more telephone conversations over a single circuit as contrasted with four over open wires.
The coaxial is a product of the
IB ell Laboratories and the telephone company asserts its use will
limake the United States the pioUneer in the cable transmission of
'Itelevision, making it possible to
'ulink visual broadcasting stations
i[exactly as the sound stations are
j;mow linked
It is estimated theinto
New networks.
York to Philadel■'ilphia circuit, which may be used to
Llconnect Radio City with the first
i (visual transmitter soon to be erectled by RCA as an experiment in
.(bringing television out into the
j-open, will cost $580,000 to put into
(operation.
!< A Pioneer Recollects
(Continued from page 29)
j'tion Award from Radio Digest in
;!1923 and 1924 "by virtue of his
!excellence as a radio announcer".
'The London Times spoke editorially of Arlin's voice as the "best
'known American voice in Great
11 Britain" at that time.
1 Arlin's voice was heard in the
'six continents of the world, truly
!'an achievement when transmission
'troubles often threatened to limit
Ithe broadcasting to an area of a
pfew
miles,
the air
at if
all.the program went on
The world's pioneer announcer
|'formally ended his broadcasting
! 'career in December, 1925, after
Hfive years of service. He was advanced to the position of personnel
manager of the Mansfield Works
'of Westinghouse as a tribute to his
.'ability. He is now works engineer
'.'of the same organization.
1 Arlin had one appearance recently on a national network when he
'•'was the guest of Lowell Thomas,
( ace news commentator and world
^traveler.
Thomas, broadcasting
'from the Westinghouse Home of
''Tomorrow
Mansfield,andcalled
Arlin out ofin retirement
had
him tell his radio audience some of
/the early experiences under which
the pioneer announcer labored. As
;a result of this broadcast over
NBC, Arlin received hundreds of
•letters from his early admirers
|who first heard him with headphones.
So while the modern radio parades across the dial and the announcers switch programs nonchalantly back and across the continent the world's pioneer announ: cer plays his role as a listener,
marveling at the progress made
since the early trying days yet
proud of the industry and of the
part he was privileged to play in
its inception.
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Analysis

of

Quota

Distribution

-13

Under FCC Quota Regulations as Revised Oct. 10, 1934
(Corrected to June 4, 1935)

State

* Population

Quota Quota
Units Units
Due Assigned

Units
Over
or
Under

First Zone — Night
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia . .
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
New Hampshire ....
New Jersey
New York
Rhode Island
Vermont
Total .,

1,606,903
238,380
486,869
797,423
1,631,526
4,249,614
465,293
4,041,334
12,588,066
687,497
359,611

0.23

2.13 1.90
0.32 0.20
0.64 0.60
1.06 0.99
2.16 1.95
5.63 5.16
0.62 0.43
5.36 4.105
16.69 18.13
0.91 0.90
0.48 0.06
36.00 34.425

——1318
— 6
Per Cent
— 7
Over
Underor
—10
— 8
—31
—23

0.12
0.04
0.07
0.21
0.47
0.19
1.255
1.44
0.01
1.575
0.42

-42
-26

-22
-5

-34
-28
-48
-32
Quota
Quota
Per
Cent
Units Units
Unitsor Over or -39
Due Assigned Over
- 0
Under
Under
First Zone — Day
-31
3.85
0.33
3.34
0.51
0.57
1.16
0.24
1.91
0.90
—
0.31 Day
0.26
1.42
—+ 0.19
9.70
4.10
0.49
4.615
6.75
3.91
10.17
—— 3.42
0.65
0.00
0.80
9.67
1.11
—30
5.055
—20.005
—44
20.44
30.14
1.65
1.00
—22
0.86
0.86
—
35
44.995
65.00
—27

Second Zone — Night
Kentucky
Michigan
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Virginia
'.
West Virginia
Total

2,614,589
3.38
3.95 + 0.5.7 +17
4,842,325
6.25
5.05 — 1.20 —19
6,646,697
8.58
9.88 + 1.30 +15
9,631,350 12.43 12.37 — 0.06 — 0
2,421,851
3.13
4.75 —+ 0.14
1.62 —+526
1,729,205
2.23
2.09
36.00 38.09 + 2.09 + 6

Second Zo
1.85
4.25
11.28
6.10
4.97
6.31
15.50
12.06
14.50
22.45
7.95
5.44
0.70
6.34
4.15
4.03
5.64
+
47.61
65.00
17.39
0.12

Third Zone — Night
Alabama
.
Arkansas
Florida
Georgia
Louisiana
Mississippi
North Carolina
Oklahoma
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Total

2,646,248
1,854,482
1,468,211
2,908.506
2,101,593
2,009,821
3,170,276
2,396,040
1,738,765
2,616,556
5,824,715

3.32 2.735
2.32 2.67
1.84 3.65
3.64 4.26
2.63 5.40
2.52 1.26
3.97 4.19
3.00 3.36
2.18 1.30
3.28 6.05
7.30 11.24
36.00 46.115
-Night

Fourth ZoneIllinois
7,630,654 10.14
Indiana
3,238,503 4.30
Iowa
2,470,939 3.28
Kansas
1,880,999 2.50
Minnesota
2,563,953 3.41
Missouri
3,629,367 4.82
Nebraska
1,377,963 1.83
North Dakota
680,845 0.90
South Dakota
692,849 0.92
Wisconsin
2,939,006 3.90
Total
36.00

11.14
5.27
2.49
3.64
4.18
5.24
2.21
1.40
0.86
3.00
39.43

— 0.585
+ 0.35
+ 1.81
+ 0.62
+ 2.77
— 1.26
+ 0.22
+ 0.36
— 0.88
+ 2.77
+ 3.94
+10.115

1.00
+ 0.66
1.99
+ 0.01
0.77
0.42
0.38
0.50
0.06
0.90
+ 3.43
+
+
+
+

Fifth Zone — Night
Arizona
435,573 1.32 1.37
California
5,677,251 17.18 18.82
Colorado
1,035,791 3.13 4.61
Idaho
445,032 1.35 1.50
Montana
537,606 1.63 2.15
Nevada
91,058 0.27 0.30
New Mexico
423,317 1.28 1.13
Oregon
953,786 2.89 4.14
Utah
507,847 1.54 3.30
Washington
. 1,563,396 4.73 7.53
Wyoming
225,565 0.68 0.40
Total
36.00 45.25
* 1930 Official U. S. Census.

0.05
1.48
1.64
0.15
0.52
0.03
0.15
1.25
1.76
2.80
0.28
9.25

—18
-4-15
+98
+17
+105
—50
+ 6
+12
—40
+84
+54
—
+2815
— 0
— 7
—23

+ 10
+ 61
+ 23
+ 21
56+ 9
—12
+ 10
—41

4
+ +10
+ 47

+ 32+ 11
+ 114
+ 11
+ 43

5.99
4.19
6.58
3.32
4.55
4.75
7.17
3.93
5.42
5.92
13.18
65.00

—22
—21
—48
——32 6

Third Zone — Day
—
1.305
4.685
—31 5
4.75
+ 0.56
1.88 + 3
5.20
+ 12
1.38
5.20
0.85
2.20
4.85
2.35
5.60
2.32
—15
1.23
2.70
—28
0.32
5.10
+ 13
0.78
1.73 + 57
7.65
—— 96
2.955
13.96
62.045
+ 18

Fourth Zone —2.68
Day —15
2.18 + 8
15.62
2.13 + 29
8.06
5.59
+ 0.38
-25
0.40
--2-716
4.11
5.77
9
+
0.94
9.64
+ 2.72
2.13
- 0
2.20
6.02
+ 0.57
5.98
0.47
+
3
9 -28
7.05
1.07
-1
65.00
65.12
+ 0.12 + 36 -199
- -5
13
Fifth Zone — Day -68
1.79
+ 82
2.38
+ 28
35
8.50
0.59
22.52
+ 11
0.38
31.02
2.05
2.43
5.66
2.95
5.15
0.51
+ o
2.94
0.30
2.95
0.19
0.01
0.49
2.31
0.98
0.64
5.21
2.78
6.19
3.30
0.52
0.40
8.54
1.24
8.94
0.84
8.46
0.40
65.00
56.54
18.30
7.77
5.93
4.51
6.15
8.70
1.63
3.30
1.66

+ 59
+ 26
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market
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for both

LiJMajor California
Markets Comprising . . .

and
at

94% of the Population

cost

91% of all Radio

Radio

Homes

91% of all Retail Sales

listeners.

of the entire state.

Popular Don
Stations . . .
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only
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cover

this area
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D0I1
LEE
BRORDCDSTIIIG
SVSTEm
Los Angeles Office, 7th & Bixel Streets
.
San Francisco Office, iooo Van Ness Avenue
Affiliated with
Columbia
Broadcasting
System
Representatives RADIO SALES, Inc., 485 Madison Ave., New York; Wrigley Bldg., Chicago; Fisher Bldg., Detroit
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Lee

in each of the

8 Major California
Markets.
• Each has a tremendous
advantage in Audience
Preference as a fulltime Columbia Net'
work Releasing Station.
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Spooks
l

That

I
Wilshire

California

Director of Radio, Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles
Oil

Co.

Builds

Customers Through
WHEN we went on the air late
last fall for our client, Wilshire
Oil Co. Inc., of Los Angeles, we
were faced with the problem that
it might be necessary for KHJ to
change our time because of the
return of sundry chain programs
for the winter, and the change in
daylight savings time in the East.
After discussion with W. D.
Smith, manager of operations for
the client, we decided to develop
a "ready-made" audience — one that
would follow the program no matter what changes in time might
be made.
Instead of experimenting with
a new program, we secured from
the writer the broadcast rights to
The Witch's Tales in Southern
California. We knew that this program had a background of over
three years of successful broadcast in the East, and a test program by the transcription route
over a small Southern California
station last year proved it would
build up a following on the West
j, Coast as well.
"Teaser" Promotion
-PRELIMINARY to launching The
Witch's Tales we placed a series
Vof two-column "teaser" advertise1;ments
in the radio
daily press
adjoining
the various
columns.
Two
1 weeks before the first broadcast,
Los Angeles citizens awoke one

T
IGH
0
9.3

TON

ECONOMY
GuaAanteetf 'First Grade
GASOLINE
SPOTLIGHT TEASERS — Here is
one of the newspaper ads used by
Wilshire Oil Co. in building up a
following for The Witch's Tales, a
program that has proved successful for the sponsor and has kept
gasoline pouring out of the pumps
of independent dealers.
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AUDIENCE BUILDER— A 24-sheet outdoor display used by Wilshire
Oil Co. of Los Angeles when it started its radio campaign, with the
idea of developing an audience that would stay with the program, titled
"The Witch's Tales". The posters were part of the promotional drive.
vance notices of the free leaflet
morning to find the finger of a
were given two weeks before Halwitch pointing at them from 24- loween.
sheet posters spotted throughout
Written by Alonzo Deen Cole of
the city and issuing the challenge
"Can You Take It?" Two thou- New York, The Witch's Tales have
had
a successful record of more
sand display cards in service stations all over Southern California
than three years over WOR, New
carried the same message. Teaser York. Scripts were purchased from
announcements two weeks before the author and are produced by
the actual broadcast were carried
Ken Niles, of the KHJ staff, for
on KHJ to focus attention on the our client.
opening of the series.
Since fans are not especially reThese supplementary aids, as
ceptive to wordy commercials at
well as the broadcasts, have not the close of a spooky program, the
laid any particular stress on the principal Economy commercial is
given at the opening. A brief clossponsor's name. The brand name
ing commercial at the close of the
of Economy gasoline gets the
breaks in all printed or spoken half hour is finished with a threecopy. Unlike most coast gasoline minute "trailer" of the next week's
organizations, the Wilshire Oil Co.
refines and distributes but one program.
As the program develops it is
grade of gasoline instead of two probable that a good many meror three. Thus there was no need
chandising angles will be used as
to expound the talking points or logical developments such as a
prices of three grades and lines. talisman, good luck charms and
One sales message covered the field other items.
for Economy.
Dealer Organization
It might be of interest to know
RADIO has played an important
that in the first 30 days more
part in the building up of a dealer
money was spent for advance pub- organization
for the sponsor. While
licity for the broadcast than for
the client is the largest independent
the program itself.
refiner
in
California,
the past
A more or less spontaneous de- most of its distributionin has
been
velopment ofthe program has been
devoted
to
bulk
sales.
In
1930,
the formation of "Witch's Tales when the first radio broadcast was
Clubs" by listeners. It was sug- sponsored by the company, only a
gested on an early program that
fifth of the total gallonage was
such clubs be formed by groups
of listeners getting together on sold under the brand name.
At that time 800 independent
Monday
9:30 o'clock
in Southern Cali(PST) to nights
hear theat program.
The gasolineforniadealers
sold Economy. Today there
sponsors are producing bridge
score pads with good luck charms is no bulk gallonage. All gasoline
sold by the Wilshire Oil Co. Inc.
and omens scattered throughout
the book. These go to fans who is sold under the brand name of
write to the station for a supply. Economy. More than 2,500 independent dealers in Southern CaliMerchandising Tieup
fornia now carry the Economy
OTHER live merchandise angles pumps. As a matter of fact, more
have included the mimeographing
independent dealers sell Economy
of a few pages of suggestions for in this territory than any other
a Halloween party and telling singrle brand.
fans how to entertain. To make
The shireoriginal
broadcasts
for Wilwere directed
at dealers.
The
the plan particularly timely, ad-

programs sold the public on the
idea of buying from independents
through extra service such dealers
could render. At the outset two
half-hour programs were put on
the air each week. One was directed at dealer service and the
other to the product itself.
More than a year ago an hour
variety show called the Laff Clinic
was sponsored by Economy. This
was designed to bring customers
into the
independent
stations to buy
gasoline dealers'
and secure
tickets to see the broadcast.
Demand for Tickets
A COUPON was given with each
five gallons purchased, and four
such coupons entitled the holder
to one ticket of admission. Each
single performance of the Laff
Clinic represented the actual sale
of 14,000 gallons of gasoline,
though of course it was small in
comparison to the actual listening
audience.
Requests for tickets piled up so
rapidly thatrangements
wewith afinally
made ar-to
local theatre
book the Laff Clinic on its stage
for a week in exchange for enough
tickets to take care of the waiting
list.
The current broadcast, though a
totally different type of program
and campaign, has already given
concrete evidence that it will prove
a consistent sales builder for its
The gallonage of the sponsor
sponsors.
has kept at a peak through the
radio broadcast. Lately there has
been little increase because the
distribution is necessarily limited
by the number of dealers (2,500),
more than any single Southern
California company. The programs
are designed to keep up the number of dealers and gallonage,
rather than to add new stations.
The program is fashioned to protect the gallonage already secured.
The area for sales extends from
Santa Barbara to San Diego and
Long Beach to San Bernardino. _
Besides acquainting the public
with the product, the program also
has aided the cause of the independent dealers. I think, in the
long
run,gratifying.
that the dealer reaction
will be
National Dairy Spots
NATIONAL DAIRY PRODUCTS
Corp., New York, extending its
Sealtest laboratory protection to
its 45 milk companies, is using
spot announcements
the Baltimore and Pittsburghin areas
and
plans to expand the campaign.
Other media are also being used.
N. the
W. Ayer
is
agency.& Son Inc., New York,
HEARING on the renewal application of WMCA, New York, has
been set for July 1, instead of
Oct. 24. The station was cited by
the FCC because of a commercial
medical program, and the original
hearing was scheduled June 6 but
had been postponed at the request
of the station. Moving up of the
date also was at the applicant's
request.
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The "Proof of the Pudding
IsBrothers,
In The Tasting"
— Lams
manufacturers
of Edgeworth Tobacco,
like the appearance
and performance of
their new WRVA
tower . . . READ
THE opinion expressed by Mr.
C. T. Lucy,
Radio Manager, in the
letter reproduced at
Right.
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WRVA's new tower . . . and scores of other spectacular
structures in wood now in the process of construction
. . . have been made possible from a structural standpoint by important, almost revolutionary, improvements
in timber engineering through use of the newly introduced TECO timber connectors . . . which increase the
strength of timber framing over two hundred per cent.
ENGINEERING

develop-

important
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— Three Hundred and twenty feet of
graceful, self-insulating efficiency. WRVA's
new transmission tower is not only one of the
most beautiful in America, but surely the most
interesting because it is the tallest ALL- WOOD,
self supported structure in the United States.
Performance standards, already set by this
new tower, hold out to the entire broadcasting
industry
mission. a promise of greatly improved trans-
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it advantageous

broadcasting
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find
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■Comar

Co. Formed

j4s Clearing House
jfo Give Data on Acceptability
J3f Goods for Advertising
ORGANIZATION
of the C o m a r
Co., Washington,
to serve as a
clearing house
for advertising
media, advertisers and agencies
in procuringformationin-from
Federal departMr. Dolph
ments relative to
acceptability of products for advertising purposes, was announced
June 25 by William B. Dolph, president of the company. Mr. Dolph,
manager of WOL, Washington, and
former radio director of NRA, is
associated in the project with LeRoy Mark, president of the American Broadcasting Co., operating
WOL,
and H. Russell Bishop,
'Washington attorney. Mr. Mark
|!;is vice president and Mr. Bishop
general counsel of the Comar Co.
! Mr. Dolph asserted that the
Comar Co. will provide monthly
'reports on foods and drugs, containing information obtained from
the U. S. Food & Drug Administration and from the Federal
Trade Commission, affecting products and advertising. In addition,
^subscribers will be given reports
\mn
a "queryin basis",
which bulletin.
will be
published
the monthy
Thus, if a client has an account
i which he considers questionable, he
■ will query the Comar Co. and a
report, quoting the official source,
Will be rendered of the company.
FCC Campaign Prompts Service
DECISION to establish the service,
Mr. Dolph said, was reached because of the situation created by
the campaign of the FCC to drive
from the air programs construed
:o be of an objectionable character
)r in bad taste, relating primarily
to medical products. He pointed
out that a suggestion made by
Broadcasting Magazine editorially May 1, that such a clearing
louse be started, also motivated
;he action. The editorial suggested
;hat since the information was not
forthcoming in advance from any
source, a clearing house should be
created and the NAB was mentioned as the logical agency.
The monthly reports, together
vith
service"
under
vhich the
each"query
subscriber
would
be
mtitled to 40 queries within a
fear, will be offered to the industries interested at $100 per year,
Mr. Dolph said. He pointed out
.hat the "query" reports also will
)e published in the monthly bulle;ins so that they may be made
ivailable to subscribers. Offices are
n Southern Bldg., Washington.
Mr. Mark's participation in the
>rganization, said Mr. Dolph, was
>ccassioned by the fact that since
he FCC launched its crusade last
Vpril his station has been beseiged
vith requests for information from
tations all over the country. They
:ontacted him because of his status
ts an independent local broadcast;r in Washington. "Mr. Mark's inerest," said Mr. Dolph, "is that
>f getting the service started as
me which will function in the in;erest of those needing such data."
?age 38

TELE-MAIL METHOD
OF RADIO SURVEY
THE "Tele-Mail" method of audience survey has been launched in
Los Angeles, having been devised
by Arthur W. Gudelman, of Logan
& Stebbins, under the name of Los
Angeles Radio Survey Co. Arthur
Kemp, promotion manager of
KNX, Hollywood, is assisting.
The telephone portion of the
study is confined to a 10-mile city
area defined by the ABC, and includes 19 incorporated towns besides Los Angeles.
In addition to telephone calls, a
one-time "plug" for mail is made
on programs which are being measured. The mail is tabulated according to marketing areas at the
point of origin and a percentage
established for each area. Then a
ratio is established between mail
received from the "city area" of
The

Ears How
EARS of all operators, production men and musical directors of WSM, Nashville,
must pass an audiometer
test to determine their sensitivity. Reports covering the
ears of the staff are kept on
file by Jack DeWitt, chief of
the technical staff. The range
of the audiometer, used by
physicians to determine deafness, is greater than that of
music and exact characteristics of hearing are recorded.
the telephone
survey
and the innumber of sets tuned
to stations
the
area at the specified time. Naylor
Rogers, general manager of KNX,
states he will be glad to explain
the system to attendants at the
NAB convention.

Retailer Turns to Broadcasting
(Continued fr om page 22)
absolute audience to be of value
other special broadcasting features.
The promotion of retail use of to any advertiser. In addition,
broadcast advertising presents a the requirements of retail broadcast advertising seldom necessiparticularly difficult problem. Retailers are essentially conservative
tate direct competition with network offerings of this type.
in their attitude toward advertisIn this respect the present trend
ing. Moreover, under the buyer
system in vogue in department
toward the development of transtores and larger specialty shops,
scription libraries, further enriching the program repetoire of averthe buyer, only secondarily acage stations, will be of tremendous
quainted with advertising problems and technique, exerts a most help if consummated on any large
effective veto power. This veto scale. The use of electrical transcriptions in local advertising has
arises out of the allocation of adnot been developed to its full povertising expenses to the particutentialities to date, and, in spite
lar departments whose goods are
featured. Since the success of the of some admittedly difficult practical problems which remain to be
buyer is measured by the net pro- solved
satisfactorily, this field
fit of his department, he is unwillshould possess an important fuing to attempt to offer his goods ture.
through
new and, for him, untried amedium.
The development of the broadcasting station as a community inThe cumulative negative force
stitution should increase materialof buyer skepticism must be overly its value to the retail advertiscome in some manner if the ader. The retailer is primarily invertising of the larger stores is
terested inthe immediate communto be increased materially. Joint
ity, its tastes, prejudices, and
promotional effort and meetings
interests. The more closely he
for the education of buyer organcan identify himself with these,
izations may be a partial solution
of this problem. The allocation of the greater his success. The same
a definite portion of each depart- is true of the radio station.
Community Tastes
ment's budget to long-run institutional advertising, or the centrali- IN SPITE of the manifold comzation of the radio budget under
munity services which have been
the general institutional heading:,
rendered
by stations to their localmay constitute approaches to a soities, this service has usually been
lution of the problem. Open-mindgiven more in a sense of public
edness and an appreciation of mutual problems by retailer and responsibility than in an appreciation of its promotional possibilibroadcaster in this respect should
ties. With showmanship, a broadresult in considerable progress.
casting station should be able to
Program Problems
fashion a community position for
PROGRAMMING, especially with itself out of the dramatic and personal medium of radio, which no
regard to stations serving the
smaller advertisers, is another im- newspaper possibly could equal.
increased appreciation of the
portant consideration in the devel- An
opment of retail advertising by economic possibilities of such a
radio. In many instances the re- program and a conscious attempt
tailer is frightened from radio by to achieve station distinctiveness
the thought of being obliged to built upon the tastes of the particular community — as contrasted
compete for his audience with the
to mere imitation of network
pretentious network presentations.
Distinctive programs are only par- presentations — should greatly increase the value of the local statially a matter of the amount of
tion as an advertising medium.
money expended.
The development of retail adMoreover programs must be convertising over regional and local
sidered in terms of the particular
hour of the day they are broad- stations is of particular interest —
cast, the audience they are de- even more with regard to non-network stations than in the case of
signed to reach and similar factors. With a few exceptions, the network affiliates. Growing network volume should place these
most pretentious nation-wide presentation leaves a sufficiently large stations in a particularly favorable

position to avail themselves of the
advantages outlined in preceeding
paragraphs.
As available time to retailers is
restricted on the network outlet,
and as this type of station becomes
more and more a portion of a
great national magazine of the air,
rendering national service to such
tastes as the American people
have in common, the possibility of
achieving a unique position by the
development of community characteristics on the part of the independent becomes greater than ever.
However, the requisite enterprise
and hard work must be present if
such a position is to be attained.
Advisory Capacity
THE SALES position of the local
station presents an especially interesting problem. Serving, as it
does, the smaller retailers, it is
particularly necessary for this station to act not only as an advertising medium but as advertising
counsellor. Retail establishments
of this type do not possess the
requisite knowledge of advertising
to plan as constructively as they
might for themselves, to say nothing of intelligently utilizing a new
medium. Consequently in selfpreservation the station sales force
must stand ready to provide the
necessary counsel and assistance.
Few activities should pay the local
station dividends equal to those secured from a thorough, first-hand
knowledge
of retailing.of the varied problems
The local 100-watt station faces
another potentiality which is interesting to contemplate. This is the
possibility of double coverage. To
the extent to which a station becomes a community institution it
builds up an audience of especial
loyalty. It is more than any one
programtener. which
lisIt is the attracts
fact thatthe
people
whom the listener knows broadcast
over the station, that institutions
with which he is affiliated are heard
over it regularly. The station becomes something personal to him.
In time the station tends to develop a listening audience of its
own. The audience may be restricted to certain segments of the
community but it is unique to that
station. Consequently the station
has something unique to sell. If
this audience is of interest to the
retailer, it can be reached most effectively through the station in
question. It may therefore be
worth
retailer's
while toto other
utilize thisthe
station
in addition
transmitters in the community,
just
as he advertises in more than
one newspaper.
These are merely some of the
possible lines of development
which might be taken in the cultivation of retail broadcast advertising. Certainly there is ample
room for growth. Moreover, there
is no type of advertising which can
contribute more to the economic
stability of broadcasting than can
retail advertising. Its seasonal fluctuations are less than are those of
any other form of broadcast advertising, and it is in an especially
favorable position to utilize those
type of stations whose advertising
volume most requires development.
With a growing appreciation of
mutual tailerproblems
on the the
part volume
of reand broadcaster,
of retail broadcast advertising
should be increased materially during the course of the next several

years.
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COORDINATION

A

Vital

RCA

Principle

As a logical result of research, and the com-

therefore, could operate as economically or

mercial application of the resulting inven-

as efficiently if it did not have the facilities

tions, RCA operates principally in three
fields — manufacturing,
communications.
RCA

broadcasting

and

available through the integration of

this organization.
Thus, though RCA

carries on its operations through its

wholly-owned

made

companies, directing and co-

ordinating their activities. This coordination

may be utilized commercially
RCA

fields, they are closely related. All have a
common

operations, that the developments

which

No

may be made

one

RADIO

company

group,

BUILDING
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origin in the RCA

laboratories,

continue to improve and expand the

radio art and industry and to create new
services for the public.

CORPORATION
RCA
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in the RCA

by different

units operating in distinctly separate

extends not only to research, but also to

company

products and services
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World

Broadcasting System are the pioneers in the field of program service. For
six years our subsidiary, Sound Studios of
New York, has worked in close cooperation with the Bell Laboratories to perfect
the most vivid and realistic method of
sound reproduction and recordings. The
result is unqualified approval of the vertical method. All programs supplied by the
World Program Service are of this type.
This practically doubles the tonal range
over the former method of lateral recording, with superb effect when put on the air.
NG
• REPRODUCI
EQUIPMENT
E
WIDE RANG
The
2 World Program Service is closely
integrated all the way through from the
original performance before the microphone tothe ultimate broadcasting from a
station. Special reproducing equipment for
World Program Service is installed in each
associated station, insuring absolute fidelity
and uniformity in every corner of the
United States. The recording equipment is
matched with the reproducing pick-up —
these together with the processing of masters and the acetate pressings from the
masters are all part of the Wide Range
Vertical Recording by Bell Laboratories.
This is the equipment offered by World
Program Service. A background of years
of experience in this special field with the

work of the world's leading sound experts
is a guarantee that there is nothing better!

WORLD

WIDE
RANGE

WORLD
BACKED
IN

PRCS
BY

ACS

NATIONAL

I

The life of new busine
Program Service thes<
program is in full swift
in New York, Chicago,
national advertisers in
reached and informed
advertising medium. 1
affiliated stations with

A

PRO

BROAD

57th STRir
WEST
50
Other Offices and Recording Studios at: 400 W. Mc
SOUND STUDIOS OF NEW YORK, INC. (SUBSIDIARY OF WC ;:
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WORLD
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SERVICE
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WAPI Birmingham, Ala.
KUOA Fayetleville, Ark.
KFPW Fort Smith, Ark.
WiXAl Bakersfield, Calif.
KIEM Eureka, Calif.
KMJ Fresno, Calif.
KNX Los Angeles, Calif.
KIX Oakland, Calif.
KFBK Sacramento, Calif.
KWG Stockton, Calif.
CKLW Windsor, Ontario, Can.
KVOR Colorado Springs, Colo.
KFEL Denver, Colo.

KGHF
WTIC
WFLA
WMFJ
WRUF
WMBR
WQAM
WDBO
WCOA
WTFI
WGST
WRDW
WMAZ

Pueblo, Colo.
Hartford, Conn.
Clearwater, Fla.
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Gainesville, Fla.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Miami, Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
Pensacola, Fla.
Athens, Ga.
Atlanta, Ga.
Augusta, Ga.
Macon, Ga.

WIBW Lexington, Ky.
Boise, Idaho
KSTP St.
Topeka, Kansas
WLAP
Chicago,
III.
Decatur, III.
WAVE Louisville, Ky.
KMBC
K
WJBO
Baton Rouge, La. WQBC V
Quincy, III.
KWK
St.
Rock Island, III.
KWKH
WBAL Shreveport, La.
Baltimore, Md.
Springfield,
Elkhart,
Ind. III.
WEEI Boston, Mass.
KGBX-KW
KFBB Gr
Evansville, Ind.
WTAG Worcester, Mass. KFAB Lir
Muncie, Ind.
WCSH Portland, Me.
KOIL On
Des Moines, Iowa
KOH Rei/
WJR Detroit, Mich.
KGGM
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa WOOD-WASH
KFBI
Abilene, Kansas
Grand Rapids, Mich.
WOKO /
Coffeyville, Kansas WEBC Duluth, Minn.
WGR-WKINe
WOR
V.GGF
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WHDL O
KIDO
WGN
WJBL
WTAD
WHBF
WTAX
WTRC
WGBF
WLBC
WHO

in

five

3.

SUPERB
PROGRAM
QUALITY

SERVICE

ESSIVE

SELLING

ERTISING

FIELD

curing into the World
An

aggressive sales

CONTINUITIES

A first rate continuity is the window dressing of a program as well as a vehicle for
a sales message. The World Program
Service includes vivid continuities prepared
by experienced radio showmen. No minute
is unprovided for. These continuities add
the essential personal touch and they
heighten the interest. They may be used
in whole or in part according to the needs
of advertiser and station manager.
4.

AM

parts!

FILING

CABINETS

The creators of the World Program Service are thoroughly familiar with conditions in broadcasting stations. We know
how important it is that all programs be
kept in perfect condition and in readiness
for instant use. This need is met by supplying as part of the service special filing
cabinets. These are so arranged that you
can put your hand instantly on every type
of musical program.

•fi World Headquarters
jOs Angeles. Every day
part of the country are
this new and flexible
\ult is new business for
on the way!

JCT

OF

5.

CROSS

REFERENCE

A rare feature of the World Program
Service is the fact that the numbers are
separated on the discs so that one can be
taken off of one disc, another from another,
without any interruption in the program.
To make this building of combination
programs easy, a cross reference catalogue
is supplied. This unique feature facilitates
the building up of every variety of program
and makes the service absolutely flexible.
INC.

STING
, NEW

YORK,

SYSTEM
N.

Y.

St., Chicago, III.; 555 S. Flower St., Los Angeles, Cal.
ROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.) WESTERN ELECTRIC LICENSEE
nn.
, Miss,
WHAM Rochester, N. Y.
KFJI Klamath Falls, Ore. WOPI
y. Mo.
KOIN Portland, Ore.
WOOD
WFBL Syracuse. N. Y.
o.
WBIG Greensboro, N. C. WCBA Allentown, Pa.
WNOX
ngfleld. Mo. WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C. WLEU Erie, Pa.
WREC
Mont,
WDAY Fargo, N. D.
WKBO Harrisburg, Pa.
WLAC
br.
KLPM Minot, N. D.
WCAU-KYW Philadelphia, Pa. WDAG
jr.
WCKY Cincinnati, Ohio
WCAE Pittsburgh, Pa.
KFDM
ia
WHK Cleveland, Ohio
WEEU Reading, Pa.
WFAA
que, N. Mex. WAIU Columbus, Ohio
WGBI Scranton, Pa.
KTSM
. Y.
WSPD Toledo, Ohio
WJAR Providence, R. I.
WBAP
ilo. N. Y.
KXYZ
WKBN Youngstown, Ohio WCSC Charleston, S. C.
*. Y.
KADA Ada, Okla.
WIS Columbia, S. C.
KGKO
r.
KVOO Tulsa, Okla.
WFBC Greenville, S. C.
KDYL
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Bristol, Tenn.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Nashville, Tenn.
Amarillo, Tex.
Beaumont, Tex.
Dallas, Tex.
El Paso, Tex.
Fort Worth, Tex.
Houston, Tex.
Wichita Falls, Tex.
Salt Lake City, Utah

WRVA Richmond, Va.
WDBJ Roanoke, Va.
KXRO Aberdeen, Wash.
KOMO-KJR Seattle, Wash.
KHQ-KGA Spokane, Wash.
KIT Yakima, Wash.
WHIS Bluefleld, W. Va.
WCHS Charleston, W. Va.
WHBY Green Bay, Wis.
WKBH La Crosse, Wis.
WISN Milwaukee, Wis.
KGMB Honolulu, H. I.
2GB Sydney, Australia

A

NATION-WIDE
SYSTEM TO
REACH

DESIRED

EVERY
MARKET
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The

President

Speaks

THERE is more than mere well - wishing in
the message from President Roosevelt, which
Broadcasting is privileged to convey to the
broadcasting industry in this issue. In a few
pointed paragraphs he reasserts the industry's
right to exist in a way that should be heartening to everyone identified with radio.
Again he states his faith in the American
system of broadcasting, as he did last year,
but he goes a step further by stating that recent events "have increased rather than diminished that faith." Here should be answer
enough to those self - seeking crusaders who
have espoused government ownership or operation of broadcasting or who sneer at the
industry's sincere efforts to cleanse its own
house.
As for censorship, the President declares
simply that it cannot be — because "it is not
the American way." That should be pointed
reply to those who have been harping so persistently about political domination of what
goes out over the radio waves, and the allegations of restraints upon freedom of speech.
The President himself has taken notice of
the self - instituted project to improve programs and he gives it his fullest commendation. It is apparent that he is satisfied that
broadcasters can handle their own problem of
improving their program output, without any
assistance from reformers.
For his keen comprehension of broadcasting, its work and its objectives, and for his
expressions of confidence, the broadcasting industry owes a real vote of thanks to President Roosevelt.

Why The Furore?
IT IS DIFFICULT to fathom the reason for
any opposition to the petition of the World
Broadcasting System to clarify the FCC regulations having to do with the announcement
of transcriptions insofar as its new and highly successful program service is concerned.
It is simply a matter of interpretation of exiting regulations — one that in the first instance
did not warrant a public hearing.
There is one point that few within the industry, and none outside of it have gotten
straight. The issue was not the elimination of
the transcription announcement altogether.
The only question involved in the WBS petition was with respect to an interpretation by
the FCC Law Department which held that the
announcement "This is an electrical transcripjPage 42

tion" had to be made after each library number was performed, or each two or three minutes, whereas the regulations allow a 15-minute lapse. This requirement would destroy the
entertainment value of the service to listeners,
who would be all but driven to distraction by
the constant repetition of the announcement.
Transcriptions fill a real need in broadcasting; there is no argument on that score when
you consider the need for a talent supply in
the more remote communities. The success of
the WBS service led others into the field, including NBC which is now invading it on a
comprehensive scale. There was no real reason for the present squabble except some FCC
subordinate's construction of a discretionary
regulation which the Commission itself should
have ruled on in the first place. It would be
unfortunate indeed to hinder the development
of these worth-while services because of nothing more than an arbitrary legalistic opinion.
Radio and Railroads
THE RATHER dubious distinction of being
among the least progressive of major industries in a promotional way probably goes to the
railroads. They have lost passenger traffic to
buses, airplanes and private automobiles simply because they have not kept abreast of the
times. There has been a notable exception —
the Chesapeake & Ohio — which has shown the
way not only by inaugurating air-conditioned
equipment and installing radios, but by advertising it over the radio. In its territory it has
forged far ahead of the competitive services.
Several years ago the major Eastern lines
entered into a compact not to use radio advertising and cei-tain other types of media.
C. & 0., under the guidance of its aggressive
vice president, L. C. Probert, did not go along.
He started a new era in railroading. Competitive lines at first were inclined to scoff at
the C. & O. mode of modernizing its service
in the face of depressed times, and openly
pooh-poohed his radio advertising. But when
their traffic began to drop as C. & O.'s increased they stopped their scoffing. They even
began to grumble.
Last January Joseph B. Eastman, railroad
coordinator, issued a report based on a comprehensive investigation of the railroad passenger traffic situation. He concluded that
the loss of passenger traffic "is due to failure
to keep pace with modern methods of marketing, servicing, pricing and selling." He
backed this up with a recommendation that
they advertise and promote their services and
he included radio in this recommendation.
"The market which the passenger traffic force

RADIO

BOOK
SHELF
AGAINST the list of several hundred books
and periodicals on radio advertising published
in the 1985 Yearbook of Broadcasting Magazine, a new classified bibliography on advertising, marketing and related subjects just published by the Advertising Federation of America includes only seven books on radio but carries hundreds of others devoted to various
forms of advertising and selling. The volume
is titled Books for the Advertising Man, and
is available from the AFA, 330 W. 42d St.,
New York, for 50 cents.
must sell consists of about 30 million families
or 76 million adults," said Coordinator Eastman. "Carriers must reach this market as do
the purveyors of these other 'enjoyables' by
advertising, institutional, promotional, specific,
periodical, radio, outdoor and visual."
One of the first reactions to this recommendation was the campaign of Western Lines to
stimulate travel to the West. Spot announcements are being used on some 60 stations,
along with display space in newspapers and
magazines. But the Eastern railroads' compact— to which the New York Central, the
Pennsylvania and The Baltimore & Ohio still
adhere — continues to debar radio from advertising campaigns.
Radio already has proved itself the most effective medium for many passenger carriers.
It is time that the larger carriers, particularly those in the East who signed the antiradio compact, forget their smugness and follow the recommendation of Coordinator Eastman. He is simply trying to show them how
they can help themselves.
NAB

Must

Survive

BROADCASTERS and associated interests are
foregathering this month for their annual convention — their thirteenth meeting since the
NAB was formed. The convention comes at
a time when the industry is honeycombed with
factionalism, growing largely out of the copyright situation and the various splits among
interests within the NAB. Then there is the
unrest that has developed because of the decision of Phil Loucks to retire as managing
director, and situations which have cropped up
over programming and trade practices attributable to the anti-medical program crusade and
the demise of the broadcasting industry code.
We have said before, and we repeat now,
that it would be tragic if anything happens
to undermine the NAB. The industry needs it.
After all, the broadcasters have just learned
to walk with their heads high, for in past
years the business of operating a station has
been anything but a bed of roses. The copyright problem is serious. So are the others.
But none are so terrible they would justify
any steps which would undermine the unity of
the industry, and sacrifice the strength and
position of the NAB. Broadcasters should go
to the convention without relenting in their intentions to fight for their particular rights —
but they should assure themselves beforehand
that they will let nothing happen that will
weaken their own trade association.
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PERSONAL

I IF YOU are interested only in the
i more generally publicized aspects
of the radio business and its promotion, you might call on CBS for
weeks without coming in contact
with Frederic Arthur Willis.
But if you are a political potentate, or an Ambassador, or promoter of a cause; if you are an
j educator or religious leader, or
j head of a large group with a purpose; and particularly if you have
\ ever had occasion to ask for broadcast time to discuss your interests
! over the network — then you have
perhaps lunched with him, and may
even call him by his first name.
Millions have been invested in
American radio broadcasting, on
the basis of a government franchise to use an alloted wave length.
The problem of the American
broadcaster is keeping every diverse faction in our democratic nation so satisfied
radio's
performance that thewith
vital
franchise
will be regularly renewed, and this
problem presents itself fresh every
day. It is part of the Willis' work
to tackle this problem on the front
firing line.
His title is Assistant to the President of CBS, who is of course
William S. Paley. He prefers to
do his job quietly and live his life
in the same way. He also prefers
to do work anonymously when possible — or at least through other
people. For years he has been responsible for keeping CBS' famous
American School of the Air functioning to the satisfaction of educators, school children and CBS
officials. Yet he insists he is no
educator, and declares that the
real credit for these educational
broadcasts should go to Helen
Johnson, their director.
For years he has likewise kept
the CBS Church of the Air operating so smoothly that it has
earned the dignified and complete
approval and cooperation of leaders in all the major faiths and
denominations. Yet he similarly
insists that the credit for these religious broadcasts should go largely to Theodore Gannon, directly in
charge of their multifarious details. He has personally a horror
of austerity, and has been known
to use effectively a trooper's colorful vocabularly that dates back to
July 1, 1935

his Squadron A patrol days on the
Mexican border in 1916, or to his
service overseas with the 105th
Field Artillery.
He comes of Social Register
stock, and has entree to the circles
whose doings give society editors
jobs; but he is persona grata no
less to the politican, the radical
reformers, and the enthusiasts who
devote their lives to uplifting the
masses.
Thus he is a Janus of many
faces, like all who are born to the
diplomatic service. That he finds
himself in the service of a network with world-wide ramifications
rather than in that of a government is perhaps a mere accident
of the times.
Fred Willis' personality and career are equally contradictory. He
was born at Arrochar, on Staten
Island, N. Y., Oct. 23, 1895. He
was educated at military school
and at Pomfret School, Conn. But
he speaks English with the precision of an Oxford Don; and, because his grandfather was an
Anglo-Indian army officer, he can
refer familiarly enough to life in
India to lead chance acquaintances into a deduction that he himself was born there. His Indian
background was expanded after he
left his first job as runner for a
firm in Wall Street, and joined the
private banking and importing
firm of William Schall & Co. in
1920, to direct all of its foreign
trade with British India and the
Far East.
In January, 1923, he was retained by Perrin & Marshall, consulting engineers, to build up an
American industrial consortium to
operate in British India and to
gain a foothold for American companies in that great trade empire.
His financial background led in
1923 to his association with Tamblyn & Brown to direct financial
publicity. This was followed in
1927 by his establishing his own
advertising agency. It was this
varied experience that prepared
him for work in an industry which
required a publicity-minded versatility in its executive to a unique
degree.
Willis came to the staff of CBS
in 1930. The American School of
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NOTES

THEODORE
assistant to Alfred C.J. STREIBERT,
McCosker, president
of WOR, Newark, on June 20 was
elected to the board of directors of
the Radio Quality Group Inc., which
is the subsidiary supplying programs
to WOR and other outlets. The board
also includes Mrs. McCosker, Jack I.
Strauss
of Macy's
and other stores.
officials
of
the Macy
and Bamberger
GARDNER COWLES Jr., president
of the Iowa Broadcasting Co., radio
operating subsidiary of the Des
Moines Register & Tribune, is vice
president and executive editor of the
Minneapolis Star, which the Iowa
newspapers purchased last month.
HERMAN BESS, formerly with Bess
& Schillin Adv. Agency, has been appointed local sales director of WNEW,
Newark,tionalwhich
has sales
segregated
its naand local
departments
with
C.
M.
Stark
concentrating
on
national.
THAD HORTON, former program
director of WIS, Columbia, S. C,
has been promoted to sales manager.
Richard Allen, continuity writer, is
now on the sales staff, succeeding Ed
Reynolds, resigned.
HARRY ANDERSON, NBC western division salesmanager, San Francisco, on June 19 left for New York
to attend a series of sales meetings
and to confer with NBC officials on
fall commercials. He will be gone a
month.

THOMAS S. LEE, head of Don Lee
Broadcasting System, Los Angeles,
and Otto K. Olesen, Hollywood transcription producer,
on All
JuneYear12 Club,
were
elected directors
of the
publicity
ist trade organization
to Southern promoting
California. tourMARTIN B. CAMPBELL, general
manager
WFAA, of Dallas,
was ofelected to theof board
directors
the
Dallas Sales Managers Club at the
annual election in June. The club,
with a selected membership of 125,
is one of the largest of its kind in the
United States.
ADELE HOOVER, assistant in NBC
western division sales promotion department, San Francisco,
is vacationing in Honolulu,
having sailed
June 29
on
the S. S. Lurline for the Hawaiian
Islands.
EARLE C. ANTHONY, owner of
KFI - KECA, Los Angeles, was in
Honolulu during June but was expected back early in July.
FRANK PURKETT has been appointedsound
sales manager
the Freeman Lang
studios,of Hollywood.
He will make a trip to Chicago and
New York in July.

THE

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

HENRYciscoROOT,
former
San FranCall-Bulletin
executive,
has
joined the commercial department of
KYA,
tive. in that city, as account execuW. E. WALKER, manager of WIBA,
Madison,
has been Rotary
elected Club,
president of Wis.,
the Madison
taking office July 1.
K. H. PEARSON has been transferred from the sales department of
WCAE, Pittsburgh, to WBAL, Baltimore.
LLOYD E. YODER, NBC western
division press relations manager, San
Francisco, has been commissioned a
lieutenant in the Naval Reserves, attached to the Twelfth Naval District.

ROY sionSHIELD,
NBC left
Central
musical director,
ChicagoDivi-in
mid-June for Holywood to spend several weeks composing and recording
music for Hal Roach pictures. Shield
left movies for radio four years ago
when he was named musical director
of NBC's Pacific Coast division.
DAVIDSON TAYLOR, CBS staff
announcer in New York, was married to Mary Elizabeth Plummer, an
Associated Press staff writer, immediately upon Mr. covering
Taylor's return
from
his assignment
the maiden
voyage of the S.S. Normandie last
month.
HUGH ERNST
his engagement in June announced
to Lyda Roberti,
the stage and screen star. Ernst was
manager of KMPC. Beverly Hills,
Cal., eral
untilweeksa ago.
severe The
auto announcement
accident sevof the engagement was made from
the Cedars of Lebanon Hospital, Los
Angeles, where both were patients.
MRS. ERNEST STOWE. secretary
to John Henry, manager of KOIL.
Council Bluffs, la., was guest of honor at a surprise luncheon at the HoteltionConant
7 given by
the first
stastaff onJune
the occasion
of her
wedding anniversary.
RALPH COHEN, showman, has been
appointed
"talentheadquarters
scout" for WNEW,
Newark, wtih
in the
Elisebeth Marbury offices in the Sardi
Bldg., New York.

the Air and Church of the Air
were creating various problems involving both diplomacy and publicizing. It was a time when both
radio executives and radio editors
still generally regarded broadcasting as nothing but a huge threering vaudeville and circus. But
"Bill" Paley, youthful CBS president, was already evincing that
unique sense of awareness for
which he has since become so distinguished, and he was already
looking forward to the day when
American broadcasting would rapidly and necessarily evolve into a
great cultural medium.
He assigned Willis to the task
of building up CBS' religious and
educational program; of inaugurating CBS' now well-known Public Affairs Institute with its committee of dignitaries from 17 nations; and of securing, to this end,

the cooperation of leaders of national and world renown. The Willis talent for getting along amiably
with all sorts of people with strong
convictions and diverse languages
and purposes became so marked
at the very outset that he has
never had a free moment since.
Unlike the professional diplomat,
he has a number of convictions of
his own. He poses as a realist, is
a confirmed idealist at heart. He
goes in for hunting, shooting, tennis; makes hobbies of cartooning,
painting and writing. He was married recently to the former Isabel
Leighton, playwright and author.
He is a member of the program
committee of the NAB, is trustee
for the League of Political Education and Town Hall, New York,
and is a member of the Ends-ofthe-Earth Club, among other clubs.

DAVE

BALLOU, production representative of Standard Radio Advertising
Co.
Inc., who
Holywood
tion producers,
is nowtranscripon the
road, has
been
promoted
to vice
president and director of the
company.
He
was
formerly
with
KNX
and
KMTR.
SIDNEY DIXON, NBC manager of
local sales, San Francisco, has been
transferred to the Los Angeles offices
Bldg.
in a similar capacity and is making
his headquarters in the Richfield

j ROY FREEMAN,
known as Blue
\H Grass Roy, who has appeared on
[j various
for Hamlin's
Wizardto
Oil Co.,stations
Chicago,
will return
WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va., early in
i September for another season.
WILTON E. COBB, secretary - treasurer of WMAZ, Macon, Ga., has
j taken on the duties of news editor,
' and will handle news reports in colj.\ ager.
laboration
E. K. announcer
Cargill, manRobertwithFeagin,
and
salesman, has also been assigned exclusively to news reporting and newscasting.
JOSEPH E. BRON, for more than a
decade with industrial and fraternal
institutions as a producer, has joined
the Thomas Lee Artists Bureau, Los
Angeles.
MURRAY ARNOLD, production
manager of WIP, Philadelphia, was
married June 23 to Miss Thelma
Bain.
1 EUGENE BOOKARD, of the maini tenance staff of WIP, Philadelphia,
lj is the father of a girl born in June.
MARGARET
HANLEY
has been
named assistant in the press departpi ment of WIP, Philadelphia.
! ROBERT
TONGE, has joined
formerly
of
Northwest stations,
the anjj nouncing staff of KGFJ, Los Angeles.
SALLY O'NEIL. film actress, has
i| incorporated a radio, stage and screen
talent agency in Hollywood under
hdr name. Directors, beside Miss
' O'Neil, include
Hannah Noonan,
Gordon Chotiner and Seymour Choti'i ner.
MRS. TED HUSING, divorced wife
j of the CBS announcer, on June 10
![ was married in New York to Lennie
: Hay ton, orchestra leader.
HUGH DISTLEHURST resigned on
June 15 from the announcing staff
ij of WIS. Columbia. S. C, and will go
' to Washington to reside.
il HOWARD PECK, continuity chief
and member of the dramatic staff of
WISN, Milwaukee, and Charlotte
Culbertson. of the dramatic staff, were
married in June.
TED SILLS, formerly in the production department of WNEW. Newark, has joined the production department of CBS in New York.
MEL ROACH, program manager of
KGER, Long Beach, Cal.. for three
; years, resigned in June and was sucjj ceeded by Ted Gailey, announcer.
.Terry Lynton becomes staff announcer.
Lynton continues his affiliation with
:'; Ambassador Productions, program4
|: transcription organization.
BLAINE SMITH, guitarist and vocalist, formerly with WWSW. WCAE
and WNEW, and a Victor recording
artist, has joined WGAR, Cleveland.
FRED MOORE, formerly with
WCAU. Philadelphia, has joined the
production staff of CBS in Chicago.
Moore has been in radio since 1917
as technician, announcer and producer.
DON HAMBLY resigned as production managerof KRE, Berkeley, Cal.,
June 15, to join the production staff
. of KJBS, San Francisco. He succeeds Gene Goldrup who resigned his
KJBS post to become technical director of KGMB, Honolulu. Walter
White, new to radio, has joined the
announcing staff of KJBS.
LEE (Mrs. Edwin) SEARES. wellknown Pacific Coast social service
worker, author and journalist, has
1 been appointed director of women's
programs for KGGC, San Francisco.
; gilbert McClelland, of nbcs
Chicago press department, was married in June to Miss Alice Jackson of
Michigan City, Ind.
GEORGE STUART has joined the
announcing staff of KRE, Berkeley,
Cal.
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STAFF OF WGY — Here is a recent picture of the
personnel of the Schenectady station. Front row
'eft to right, Jacob Nelson, Leo Kliwen, Howard
Wheeler, Bernard Cruger, W. J. Purcell, Kolin
Hager, A. O. Coggeshall, W. T. Meenam, James
Cornell, Chester Vedderi; back row, William Lane,
CECIL GRAVES, director of the
Empire program service of the British Broadcasting Corp. since its inauguration last year, who also handled the BBC foreign relations, has
been promoted to Controller of Programmes. He will succeed Col. Dawnay ontiredOct.
the latter
having
reafter a1, serious
illness
to the
Northumberland estate he inherited
from his uncle, the late Viscount virey
of Fallodon.
MARY JEANNE TANSILL, of
Northwestern University, is now a
hostess at NBC, Chicago, replacing
Margaret
Pyott who was married recently.
HARLAND EUGENE READ, news
commentator of WOR, Newark, and
his wife were guest passengers on the
new stream-lined Pennsylvania engine
The President on its inaugural trip
from
18. New York to Washington June
ROLLIE R. WILLIAMS, formerly
with WCCO, Minneapolis, and a University of Minnesota graduate, has
joined the production staff of KMOX,
St. Louis.
JOHN WEIGEL, formerly with
WAIU, Columbus, O., has joined the
announcing staff of the Chicago CBS
studios.
LESTER SHARPE, formerly with
Shuberts in New York, in June joined
the Jackson-Leyton talent agency,
Hollywood.
EVERETT MITCHELL has been apchief announcer
NBC's
Chicago pointed
studios.
Mitchell in
joined
the
NBC announcing staff in 1930 after
having been associated with Chicago
radio stations since 1923.
CHARLES FLAGLER, formerly of
KSO, Des Moines, who has just concluded a 13-week engagement on
WFAA, Dallas, has joined KTUL,
Tulsa, to work on the Mueller Baking Co. account.
DOUGLAS McLAIN has succeeded
Jack Strock, resigned, on the announcing staff of KMTR, Los Angeles.
Sir Noel Ashbridge
A KNIGHTHOOD for the chief
engineer of the British Broadcasting Corp., Noel Ashbridge, was
one of the honors bestowed by
King George during the recent
Jubilee awards. Sir Noel was
knighted in recognition of his engineering achievements. He is well
known in American radio engineering circles, having recently visited
this country as a member of the
Parliamentary committee investigating television. The King also
made Gerald Cock, former Californian, now BBC director of television, aMember of the Victorian
Order, another high honor.

George Burger, John Sheehan, John Gilmore, Arthur
Catricala, Robert Stone, Alex MacDonald, Earle
Rice, Albert Knapp, John Finke, Charles Schreiber,
Robert Rissling, Edward Rice, Thomas DeStefano,
Raymond Strong, Robert Jenne. WGY celebrated
its 13th anniversary when this picture was taken.

IN THE
CONTROL
ROOM
MELVIN MILLER, formerly head of
the amplification
systems has
at Cleveland municipal auditorium,
joined
the control
staff has
of WGAR,
Cleveland. Ned Nolan
left the station
to continue his studies at Dodge Institute, Valparaiso, Ind. R. Morris
Pierce, chief engineer, was severely
burned in a furnace blast at his home
but expects to be back at his desk
about July 1.
WILLIAM G. H. FINCH, assistant
chief engineer of the FCC, in charge
of telephones, is the father of a girl
born June 20.
FRANK FINNEY, engineer of
KMOX, St. Louis, is back on the job
but is wearing crutches after being
laid up with a crushed foot suffered
when a battery fell.
ARMOND G. BELLE ISLE, chief
engineer of WSYR, Syracuse, was
married June 15 to Mary Catherine
Buckley, Syracuse. They spent their
honeymoon in Quebec, Montreal and
New England.
SCOTT HELT, chief operator of
WIS, Columbia, S. C. formerlv with
WLAP. WODX and WKBF. is now
supervising the installation of the
new WIS 5,000-watt transmitter.
GEORGE McBRIDE, student at
Georgia Tech, has joined the technical staff of WTOC, Savannah, relieving Bill Ratliff, who has returned
to Tech for the summer session.
ED SCATTERDAY, control engineer
of WCAE, Pittsburgh, is the father
of a girl born in June.
MARTIN OBECK has been added to
the engineering staff of WIP. Philadelphia, as relief man during the summer.
FRED EILERS, chief engineer,
KYA, plSan
Francisco,
having
eted a course
in aviation,
has combeen
given
"wings" and is now a full
fledged his
pilot.
FRANCIS J. DRAKE Jr. and James
F. Hackett, studio engineers ; Harry
R. Maule, field engineer, and Irvin
A. Buell. relief watch engineer, are
recent
to NBC's engineering staffadditions
in Chicago.
THOMAS PHELAN of the New
York NBC audio facilities group was
in Chicago in late June to witness the
completion of the installation of new
velocity
microphones in NBC's Chicago studios.
RAY KREMER, NBC sound effects
man, has been transferred from Chicago to New York.
PHILIP K. BALDWIN, head control operator of WEEI, Boston, has
been promoted to chief engineer.

EQUIPMENT
W3XAK, operating with 50 watts on
55,500 ke. as the short wave relay
adjunct of KYW, Philadelphia, was
placed in commission June 10 atop
the Architects Bldg., 310 feet above
street level. It is the first of three
relay broadcasting stations, the others
to be built in connection with KDKA
and WBZ, said by Westinghouse to
be suitable also for television and
facsimile broadcasting.
A NEW catalog describing high-fidelity equipment has been published by
the Broadcast Transmitter Sales Section of RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J.
It includes a definition of high-fidelity, explains why it is desirable, and
lists various factors involved in attaining high-fidelity. Charts depict
volume range and sound frequency
and high-fidelity
cribed in detail. equipment is desA PORTABLE set of sound effects
reproducing equipment to be used in
the studio when artists are working
has been installed at WIP, Philadelphia, by Edward R. Johnson, technical supervisor. The equipment consists of RCA-Victor dynamic speakers, 78 and 33 1/3 r.p.m. turntables
and a three-position mixer.
WBNX, New York, will start operation of new high-fidelity speech input
equipment
earlyin incharge
July.of Installation has been
Herbert
L. Wilson, chief consulting engineer.
KMOX,
St. inLouis,
new offices
the will
New have
Mart several
Bldg.
shortly, with
theprogress.
completion of remodeling now in
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va., has equipped its studios with Nu-Wood. made
by Wood Conversion Co., and inmont. stalled by W. H. Spedden, of FairTHE BUILDING housing 3UZ,
Melbourne, Australia, was razed and
a 10-story structure erected on the
site icewithout
an interruption
and the station
now is on intheservair
with
new
equipment
and
modern
studios. The transmitting room has a
main panel 25 feet long, including all
the stages from sub-modulators, crystal, R. F. and rectifying units in a
line. The power board is on the opposite side of the room as well as a
panel with 100 telephone jacks which
can accept relays and split feeds to
every station in Australia, besides
executive offices and audition rooms.
3UZ has been on the air 13 years.
WEEI.
Boston, is installing new
Western
monitoring
equipment. The Electric
new control
setup includes
a separate booth and panel for each
studio. The station has also installed
ational
clients'
offices.audition room and addiFRED BOWEN. former sound effects
engineer of KH.T, Los Angeles, and
RCA
Victor Co., Hollywood, has
joined the staff of the Freeman Lang
sound studios in similar capacity.
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E. A. FELLERS
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Lamp Company of America
Chicago, Illinois

^ Seven consecutive years on WLS has
proved to us that the great WLS
audience has unquestioned faith in
any advertiser utilizing WLS
facilities."
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;. fkcnndence

WMCA
"I^NOWN as "New York's Own Station, at the
Top of the Dial", WMCA truly reflects the
life and tempo of New York's great cosmopolitan
audience.
WMCA

builds its programs to please the palate

of the typical New Yorker who is sports-loving and
entertainment-minded.
WMCA continually brings to its listeners features of outstanding civic interest that keep New
Yorkers in intimate touch with the goings on in
the great metropolis.
This policy of catering everlastingly to the tastes
and interests of New Yorkers has made WMCA a

Sbtxnng

10%

favorite among the more than
million radioequipped families in its service area . . . which
takes in every nook and corner of metropolitan
New York.

oftfmehicah.

moh.
dioMo

#^ Pione
TIOPULARLY
known
as "Philadelphia's
«
T)OPULARLY
Pioneer
IP
W
Voice", WIP is something more than a broadcasting station.

HERE in America . . . nowhere in the world
J^^OW
for that matter . . . can you find such concentration
of buying power as in the group of major markets

To Philadephians, WIP is an Institution — famed
for its unstinted public service — its innumerable

Ua

served by "INTER-CITY

PRESENTATIONS".

Linked together by permanent A. T. & T. lines, the
8 stations in the INTER-CITY GROUP serve a total
potential audience of 4*/4 million radio homes ... a
fifth of the nation's total!
Through their joint policy of catering to local requirements, all 8 stations carry strong sales influence in the
respective areas which they serve.
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"firsts" — its aggressive local showmanship — and
its outstanding program features and personalities
that appeal strongly to the home-loving folk in
America's greatest city of homes.
An extensive Field Survey just completed, (details on request), establishes the area served by
WIP as embracing a territory of 21,400 square
miles and containing a population in excess of 5
millions !

Used individually or collectively, these 8 progressive

In the thickly populated metropolitan area, WIP

stations offer to the advertiser the greatest dollar-fordollar value obtainable anywhere in Radio!

lays down a signal with a wallop — 10 millivolts, or
better !
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WMEX'&Kbft
T^HE greatest single factor in obtaining and retaining listener loyalty is the serving of local
interest.
has proved this is true, and rewards its

WDEL"B^72*2^i
WDEL, established 1922, furnishes intense coverage of a rich industrial and agricultural
market that has never experienced adverse economic conditions.

listeners' loyalty by making available to them
through its "Inter-City" hook-up radio's outstanding talent, as well as programs of vital national
interest.

The state's only full-time radio outlet, WDEL
services not only most of Delaware, but large portions of New Jersey, Maryland and south-eastern
Pennsylvania.
Get results in a market where people have money

WMEX

THE RESULT
popularity !

. . . enthusiastic acceptance and

WPRO-Mro
FIRST in Coverage! FIRST in Showmanship!
FIRST in modern technical equipment ! FIRST
in studio facilities!
Rhode Islands percentage of radio homes is
90.1% and WPRO has 1,225,578 potential listeners
who spend $284,082,000 yearly in retail outlets.
WPRO offers complete coverage of New England's second largest market. Write for new
booklet.

V\7LNH

to spend — and spend it— use WDEL,
Voice in the Air."

"Delaware's

IN metropolitan Baltimore, — with its close to a
million population, — WCBM offers the ideal
blend of mass and class audience.
Result: WCBM enjoys more local business and
has more renewed uninterrupted advertising contracts than any other station in Maryland!
WCBM advertisers continue to advertise on
WCBM because it produces sales results at lowest
average cost.

covers the entire State — a radio feat

XT 70L — "Washington's smallest station with the

made possible because of geographical location, conditions of terrain, altitude and vast water

" biggest voice" — offers best results per dollar
in the rich Washington market where per capita

areas.
Located in the heart of New Hampshire — extreme in altitude, surrounded by 12 lakes which
attract some 100,000 summer residents. Thousands
come to New Hampshire too, to enjoy the winter
sports along the noted Winnepesaukee — a region
known as "The Switzerland of America".
WLNH has steadily gained listener interest
through programs that please both city and rural
audiences in its vast service area.
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retail sales are higher than in any other major
market in America!
Present indications of 1935 threaten a total sellout of "spot" advertising time. May 1935 sales
were 144% over last year! June increase still
greater !
Numerous long term advertisers attest the
RESULTS that WOL obtains for its clients in
this important market.
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( Five

CBS

Stations

Take

UP;

Three
More
Acquired
by INS
Transradio Says 51 New Clients Signed Since May 1 ;
NBC Stations Still Negotiating for News Reports
SIGNING of five CBS owned and Transradio Press Service, headed
by Herbert Moore, asserted that
Ioperated stations for the full news
reports of the United Press and of its private leased A. T. & T. wire
three more important stations by system had been extended through
the International News Service the South. The circuits are leased
was announced June 24 by the two for 19 hours daily. Mr. Moore also
announced that since May 1, even
press associations.
After several weeks of negotia- against the competition of the older press associations, it had gained
tions UP made known that, begin51 new clients. To 39, he said,
ning July 1, it will provide its news
service already has been started,
reports, available for sponsorship,
to KMOX, St. Louis; WBT, Char- while the remaining 12 have accepted terms for service.
lotte, WJSV, Washington; WKRC,
Cincinnati; WCCO, Minneapolis.
Among the new Transradio clients is the Athens (Ga.) Daily
Arrangements were completed
through CBS but the network it- Times, which "has discarded the
self is not actually subscribing to older type of press association
the service, since it, like NBC, is service to inaugurate the new."
Procurement of the service was
adhering to the Press-Radio agreement and broadcasting only un- announced by the newspaper dursponsored news reports provided
ing the week of June 1 with fullby the Press-Radio Bureau.
page advertisements.
INS disclosed it had signed
"With the extension of its private leased wire system through
WJR, Detroit; WGAR, Cleveland,
and WBBM, Chicago, the latter a the South," said the announceCBS owned and operated station.
ment, "Transradio consolidates its
These contracts cover the INS- strongly dominant position in this
Universal reports. Thus to date section. Approximately nine-tenths
INS has signed a total of two of the stations in the South have
dozen stations, including the 13 of shown their preference for the
the Yankee Network and the five service of Transradio or its afHearst-operated stations. INS is
filiate, the Radio News Associaa Hearst-owned press association.
tion." Among them are the following stations: WLAC, Nashville;
Basis of Contracts
WDOD, Chattanooga; W N 0 X,
WITH the addition of the CBS
Knoxville ; WNBR, Memphis;
owned and operated stations, UP WDSU and WWL, New Orleans;
now has a total of 20 stations sub- KWKH, Shreveport; KMLB, Monscribing to its reports, aside from
roe; WAPI and WSGN, Birmingthe Richfield Oil Co., which uses
ham; WSFA, Montgomery; WJBY,
Gadsden;
WAGF, Dothan; WOPI,
the report for its Richfield Reporter programs over six Pacific coast Bristol; WNRA, Muscle Shoals;
stations. The contracts with the WRVA, Richmond; WLVA, LynchCBS stations provide that oneburg; WBTM, Danville; WGH,
fourth of the rate each station Newport News; WSVA, Harrisongets for sponsorship of the news
burg; WJTL, Atlanta; WMAZ,
Macon; WRBL, Columbus; WRGA,
programs be paid UP, plus a guaranteed minimum, and minus usual
Rome; WKEU, Griffin, WGPC, Aldiscounts and commissions. The
bany; WTOC, Savannah; WQAM,
INS price is on a flat-rate basis Miami; W M B R, Jacksonville,
similar to that under which its re- WMFJ, Daytona Beach; WSPA,
port is sold to newspapers.
Spartanburg; WIS, Columbia;
Meanwhile conversations are
WPTF, Raleigh; WSOC, Charlotte;
still in progress between executives
WBIG, Greensboro; WDNC, Durof the UP and INS with officials
ham; WJDX, Jackson; KARK, Little Rock.
of NBC looking toward contractual
Transradio
also announced that
arrangements covering these services for NBC's 14 owned and John Van Cronkhite had been
operated stations. Like CBS, named head of Transradio's Southhowever, NBC in adhering to the
eastern division, with headquarters
Press-Radio agreement is not seek- in Atlanta. His assistant is Reavis
ing the press association reports
O'Neal. Mike Thomas, Southern
for network use but simply for lo- sports writer, also has been ascal station sponsorship.
signed to the Atlanta office.
The arrangements between the
CBS stations and UP were closed
Kroger Coffee Discs
by Edward Klauber, CBS executive vice president, and Paul White, KROGER GROCERY & BAKING
Co., Cincinnati (dated coffee) is
CBS special events chief, with
Clem J. Randau, UP general busi- using WBS transcriptions for an
educational program titled Hot
ness manager, and Edwin Moss
Dates in History. The broadcast
Williams, UP sales manager.
Messrs. Klauber and White also originates as a "live" show at
closed the INS contract for WLW, Cincinnati, and goes over
WBBM.
the wire to WGN, Chicago, where
it is recorded by the WBS Chicago
In the negotiations for the NBC
office. Stations broadcasting the
stations, Prank E. Mason, admin15-minute discs are KMOX, St.
istrative vice president, and WilLouis; WJR, Detroit; WTAM,
liam S. Hedges, manager of operated stations, are in charge. So far Cleveland; WHAS, Louisville;
as is known, the network plans to WCAE, Pittsburgh; WDAF, Kanprocure one or the other of the
sas City; WMC, Memphis; WTMJ,
press association services for each
Milwaukee; KLRA, Little Rock.
Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati,
_ of its managed stations.
I In an announcement June 21 planned and placed the program.
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Richfield News Setup
REVISION of its setup for the
nightly Richfield Reporter from
Los Angeles to the NBC-KPO network was put into effect June 24
by NBC. Richard Ames, who has
been rewriting the Press - Radio
news for NBC on the Richfield
program, has resigned. Under the
new organization U. P. news has
supplanted Press-Radio. U. P. will
supplytins intoa commentator
man to rewrite
styleitsforbullethe
10 p. m. programs. The contract
for the Richfield Reporter, who is
Sam Hayes, has been renewed for
three years. H. C. Bernsten Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles, handles the
account.
Audible

Journalism

Shares '34 Awards
NBC and CBS Are Included
In Achievement Citations
RECOGNIZING oral journalism
as being on a par with printed and
photographic journalism, the National Headliners Club at its second annual frolic in Atlantic City
June 21 included NBC and CBS
in its 10 awards for journalistic
achievement during 1934. Newspaper, photographic agency and
newsreel workers won the eight
other awards, which were sterling
plaques, as
deskguest
radios
andHeadliners
a week's
vacation
of the
Club in Atlantic City.
NBC won its award for its coverage of the stratosphere flight last
year, in which the occupants of the
Army - National Geographic gondola described their sensations
over the network as the balloon actually collapsed and descended.
0. B. Hanson was particularly
commended for handling the technical details. William Burke Miller, NBC director of special events,
accepted the award.
Coverage of Fire
CBS was cited for its splendid
coverage of the Chicago stockyards fire, with Bob Kaufman of
the Chicago staff specially commended for mustering the news
and armouncerial staff. Paul
White, CBS special events director, accepted the award.
James Barrett, director of the
Press-Radio Bureau and chairman
of the awards committee, made the
presentations which were broadcast over the NBC-WJZ network.
Other members of the committee
were: J. V. Connolly, president of
INS; Frank Mason, vice president
of NBC; Carl Ackerman, dean of
the Columbia School of Journalism; Earl J. Johnson, news editor
of the U. P.; Harvey Wonsell, editor of Pathe News ; Walter Howey,
director INS photo service; Martin W. Eyrauch, managing editor
of the Brooklyn Eagle, and Louis
M. Herman,
liners
Club. chairman of the HeadThe Headliners Club was formed
by the Atlantic City Press Club
and city officials of Atlantic City
two years ago.
DREZMA Inc., New York (cosmetics) is making a new series of
five-minute WBS transcriptions on
which the station list will be determined at a later date.

Getting News via Radio
Fast Becoming a Habit,
Declares Harold Hough
BROADCASTING of news is here
to stay with
and is
reaching according
the "habit"to
stage
listeners,
Harold Hough, pioneer radio executive and treasurer and circulation manager of Fort Worth StarTelegram as well as manager of
its station, WBAP. Hough formerly was known on the air as "The
Hired Hand of WBAP". His views
were expressed at the 27th annual
convention of International Circulation Managers Association, which
met June 20 in Cincinnati.
"The bars are down," Mr. Hough
told theof convention,
the
amount
news on the "and
air today,
while more than ever before, is but
a patching to what will be on the
air within a few weeks. It so happens that the newspaper for which
I work is a pioneer in broadcasting,
years
have managed andthe for
radio12 for
our Inewspapers.
During the day my job is to try to
sell the news, and during the night
I am working to give away the
stuff I have been trying so hard
all day to sell.
"News broadcasting is not going
to take the place of newspapers,
but it's not going to help them
either. The fellow who 'has not
time to read', who 'can't afford it',
who 'buys it downtown' — his news
appetite has never been so very
great, and there are many of his
kind. Without them, it means the
differencee between a loss and a
gain to many
us. toHisbe sales
resistance isnot ofgoing
lowered
whenever he feels he needs a little.
"Newspapers, as at present issued, in a great many cases may
have to be radically changed to
meet this era. It's a problem for
the editors."
RCA Pacific Shifts
J. E. FRANCIS, formerly manager
of the RCA Photophone division,
has been placed in charge of all
Pacific Coast activities of the
RCA Mfg. Co., with headquarters
in Hollywood. He arrived from
Camden early in June. His supervision includes sound equipment
and transcription work. RCA Victor Co. also announces that it has
moved its service and broadcasting
equipment departments in San
Francisco from the Russ Bldg. to
the RCA Mfg. Co. Bldg., 170 Ninth
St., with W. H. Beltz as division
manager
in charge of transmitter
sales.
New NBC Sales Office
A NEW sales office in Los Angeles
was opened in June by NBC, with
Sydney Dixon in charge. It shares
a suite with the NBC press division in the Richfield Bldg. Mr.
Dixon will report to San Francisco, where he formerly was manager of sales West of Denver.
Libel Suit Deferred
SUIT brought by KNX, Hollywood,
against the Los Angeles Times for
libel, slated for Aug. 1, has been
postponed until Dec. 1 by mutual
agreement. The case grew out of
an editorial in the newspaper commenting on the KNX stand on
news programs.

KANSAS

CITY'

SOME advertisers have come to depend on
WHB as the "station that guarantees
time."
who learned
gotta have
to stay
on theOthers,
air, have
that inquiries
WHB is
a champ mail-puller. Still other advertisers
use
WHB
to
make
sales
direct
—
from
own branch stores or through dealers. their
And
do they make 'em! Retailers who live here
and
really
know
Kansas
City's
listening
habits
use WHB more than any other station.
One food advertiser found th at h is quarterhours on WHB pulled many times more Cook
Book requests than his chain programs on
another Kansas City station. Several other
national advertisers began to use WHB to

get the coverage in Kansas City that their
network programs failed to deliver. If you
have
the "blues"
the effectiveness
your chain
coverageaboutin Kansas
City, WHBof
can cure 'em— with daytime broadcasts'. We're
sorry we don't hnve night-time facilities, but
we just don't, mister! So we strive to build
night-time-sized audiences in daylight! It's a case
of'makinghay
WHB can do it while
for you theI sun shines" — and
Competitors' surveys of this area usually
rank themselves first — and WHB second.
Wh ich is pretty good , considering (or because)
we're
station. toIt'sgeta
fact thata daytime,
when youindependent
ask enough listeners

a true crosS'Section, you find out that WHB is
indisputably
in daytime
popularity.are It's
fact, also, thatfirstmore
WHB programs
imi-a
tated by competitors thanthose of any other
one station in these parts. Well, thank goodness we're able to have a few ideas now and
then!ing of—WHB
and thank
for Variety'sYeah,
racas firstgoodness
in showmanship!
we said "goodness"! . . . Well, anyhoo, just
try WHB when you broadcast in Kansas City
— and you'll discover that here is one radio
station that believes in delivering more than
mere kilocycles and watts I Shrewd broadcastbuyers have found that we deliver results a3
well! Play, Don!

1M^r^IT^^^^^EH

WHB'S GENERAL MANAGER
JOHN T. SCHILLING
From
1914 to 1916 anandenthusiastic
then successively
successfully"ham",
a Naval radio instructor, "Sparks" at sea, and
an assistant to Dr. Lee DeForrest, "Father ofaRadio".
In 1922, co-founder of
WHB,ican
radiofamous
stations.pioneer among Amer-

WHB "LISTENING" MAP
Coverage
compiled
engineers — but
by
correspondents of thenotU. byS. Department
of Agriculture. A map that shows not where they
MIGHT listen, but where they DO listen!

WHB'S WESTERN

ELECTRIC TRANSMITTER
"way out west
They hear it
half-way
across
in Kansas,"
Mizzou
. . . and

WHB RADIO SHOW
On occasion, crowds like this fill Kansas
City's
Convention
their WHB
favoritesHall to see
Some fun, eh
kid?

LITTLE THEATER OF THE AIR"
With
the
daily
"Frolic
Shut-Ins"
Crowds like this
come every week-day — andfor just
try to geton instage.
on Saturday!

WHB'S MARINE DECK
Sure it's different . . . just as WHB
is different!
It's no
RadiohaveCityin
Roof
Garden such
as they
New York; but from here Kansas
Citians get a swell view of America's finest airport!

WHB'S PRESIDENT
DON DAVIS
In 16 years since graduating in journalism at the University of Kansas, a salesman, advertising manager, agency partner, account executive, radio enthusiast.
Believes in delivering the advertiser
"more than mere kilocycles and watts —
WHB'S FAMED TRAFFIC COURT
Now they have broadcasts like it in Chicago, Pittsburgh and
points
In Kansas City, the death rate from motor car accicents iseast.
way down!

results."

FACT
BOOK • FREE !
64-pagcs of pictures, people, programs, popularity
polls.
If
vou're
spending
advertisingto
in the Kansas City area, money
you owefor itradioto yourself
read a copy. SENT FREE ON REQUEST. Shows
WHB delivers
the "'most listeners per dollar"
ofwhyadvertising
expenditure.
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THIS

For

LABEL

Spells

BROADCASTING
1.

LOWERS

PROFITS

STATIONS
COST

OF SUSTAINING

FEATURES.

2.
To profit, a station demands two things of its
programs — low production
costs and listener-building quality.
At the right is a list of some of
the more prominent stations now subscribing to the Standard Program Library.
This library is a new aid to both station and advertiser, giving the advantages of a complete staff
of singers, novelties and orchestras in a highly

STANDARD
6404
Page 50

SOLVES PROGRAM
PROBLEMS OF LOCAL
AND SPOT ADVERTISERS.
convenient form and at a lower cost than possible by other means.
The Standard Program Library is a complete service. From hundreds of selections programs can be chosen and built comparable to
fine live talent. The Library is not a conglomerate assembly of music
done by dozens of different groups but by a staff organization of talent
which fits together smoothly in any combination.
Stations are supplied with usable continuity written by expert radio
writers sufficient for one hour of programs daily. With the Library is
supplied a complete four - way cross reference file and other aids for
easy program building. Stations are also freed from the irritation and I

RADIO

HOLLYWOOD

BOULEVARD,

BROADCASTING

HOLLYWOOD
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expense of multiple commissions as Standard Radio
is solely a program building organization and does
not sell time or accept commissions.
Recordings are made at the Hollywood plant of
RCA-Victor by the same experts who score and
record music for RKO Pictures and other major
Hollywood motion picture studios. The entire operation ofrecording, processing, pressing and shipping is done under one roof. High-fidelity throughout this laboratory is considered one of the finest
in the world.
Pressings for the Standard Program Library are
on Victrolac, a non-breakable, semi-flexible material with the lowest ratio of surface-to-signal of
any available today. This material has the added
advantage of being free from pops and other noises
What

You

STANDARD

Get In
PROGRAM

LIBRARY
...
Hundreds of selections made by a complete
staff of singers, novelties and orchestras.
Continuity for one hour of programs daily
written by expert radio writers.
Complete 4-way cross-reference file and aids
for easy program building.
RCA-Victor high-fidelity recording — the finest
money can buy.
Pressings on Victrolac, non-breakable, semiflexible material with lowest ratio of surfaceto-signal of any available.
Lowered production costs for both sustaining and sponsored programs.
No commissions — Standard Radio is solely
a program building organization.

caused by inherent irregularities in other pressings.
This combination of highest-quality high-fidelity
recording and Victrolac pressings gives the station
using Standard Radio discs a practically true-tolife reproduction on the air, not possible by inferior methods.
With Standard Radio production centered in
Hollywood not only does the Library furnish different material and new voices but assures stations
the advantages of every new improvement in sound
engineering as fast as these improvements come out.
Whether used by advertiser or station this Library furnishes a comprehensive array of highgrade talent with a flexibility and ease of assembly
not possible by other means and a cost which is
just a fraction of comparable talent. Full information on charges for use of this service nationally
is available upon request to our Chicago office, 180
North Michigan Avenue. If you want exclusive
use of this fine service in your territory, at the
present low rates, communicate immediately with
either our Chicago or Hollywood offices.
WHAT

USERS SAY ABOUT
STANDARD PROGRAM

". . . is saving this station nearly $500 weekly on
talent bills . . ."
". . . sold local department store 30 minutes daily
on year's contract using Standard Library.
Needless ourto appreciation
say we thinkfor it's
. . ."
express
the great
fine service
you
are your
rendering."
believe
service most flexible and useful
in general of any available to stations."
the last group of selections in particular are
reallyaudience
marvelous."
our
likes your transcriptions and
accepts
them
as
to liveservice.
talent." We
material is givingequivalent
us excellent
have had many comments on the realistic reproduction ofvoice and music."
". . . those new pressings of yours
on RCA
Victrolac are really
the finest transcriptions we have
ever had at this station."
The originals of these letters are on file
in our Hollywood office. Certified copies
will be sent to any interested party.
THE LIBRARY RECORDS
ARE MADE
• RCA-Victor plant, Hollywood, Calif.
This is one of the most modern plants in
the world and has every late technical
advance in the art of recording. Here
every process connected with the producStandard
Library Recordstionisofdone
under Program
the one roof.

Program
NBC
WCAE
WTMJ
WFIL
KOMO
KGW-KEX
KHQ-K.GA
WOW
WFAA
KTAR
KSL_
WPTF
KGHL
KSO
WBBM
KMOX
WNAC-WAAB
WKRC
WJSV
WREC
KTUL
KLZ
WHEC
WIOD
WEAN
WOKO
WIBW

COLORADO

July 6-10, Suite 701-3-5-7
HOTEL BROADMOOR

ADVERTISING
180

NORTH
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MICHIGAN

AVENUE,
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CHICAGO,

Chicago, 111.
St. Louis, Mo.
Boston, Mass.
Salt Lake, Utah
Cincinnati, Ohio
Washington, D. C.
Memphis, Tenn.
Tulsa, Okla.
Denver, Colo.
Rochester, N. Y.
Miami, Fla.
Providence, R. I.
Albany, N. Y.

Bridgeport, Conn.
Peoria, 111.
Kansas City, Mo.
Mobile, Ala.

INDEPENDENT

STATIONS

WXYZ
WHBU
KFWB
WTCN
WCOL-WBNS
WEBR

Detroit, Mich.
Anderson, Ind.
Los Angeles
Minneapolis
Columbus, O.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Albany, N. Y.
Waterbury, Conn.
Jackson, Mich.
Enid, Okla.
Shawnee, Okla.

WPAY
WFDF
MAKING THE LIBRARY RECORDINGS
• The Standard Program Library recordings are made at the
Hollywood plant of RCA-Victor by the same experts who score
and record music for RKO Pictures and other major Hollywood
studios. The group shown here are making recordings for the
Library.

Spokane,
Wash.
Omaha, Neb.
Dallas, Tex.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Raleigh, N. C.
Billings, Mont.
Des Moines, la.

WMBD
KMBC-W9XBY
WALA

New York
City
Agua
Caliente
Little Rock
Atlanta, Ga.
Anderson, S. C.
San Francisco
Portsmouth, O.
Flint, Mich.

KGHI
WJTL
WAIM
KSFO

SPRINGS

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Seattle, Wash.
Portland, Ore.

Topeka,
Kans. Ind.
Indianapolis,
Davenport, la.

WFBM
WOC
WICC

NAB
CONVENTION

Library

CBS

WABY
W1XBS
WIBM
KCRC
KGFF
XEBC
WINS

AUDITIONS
See us at the

to

STANDARD

LIBRARY !

WHERE

FOR

Subscribers

2 GB

ALSO
Sydney, Rico
Australia
Puerto
Cuba

COMPANY
ILLINOIS

Page 5

Spearman
Resigns
As
FCC
Counsel :
Gary Is Mentioned
Frank Roberson, Now Assistant,
41so Suggested for Place
PAUL D. P.
SPEARMAN, for
the past year
general counsel
of the FCC, announced his resignation June 24,
effective June 30,
to return to the
private practice
of law. The resigMr. Spearman
nation was not
jnexpected since Mr. Spearman
lad made known upon his assump;ion of the general counselship in
July, 1934, that he intended servng only a year.
The FCC was expected to anlounce Mr. Spearman's successor
iimultaneously with or shortly
ifter he leaves. There is strong
Dossibility that former Commissioner Hampson Gary, of Texas,
i practicing attorney in Washing;on, will be named to the $9,000
Dost. Mr. Gary, formerly Ameri:an Minister to Switzerland,
lerved on the FCC from its incep;ion last July until Chairman Annns- S. Frail took office in January.
Also being endorsed for the
post is Assistant
General Counsel
Frank Roberson,
Mchief
r . aide.
Spearman's
A former county judge
a t Pelham, N .
Y., where he formerly practiced
Gary
law, Mr. Roberlon originally hailed from Missisdppi, the home state of Mr. Spearnan. Both Mr. Gary and Mr. Rob:rson are Democrats. Whether
here are other candidates could
tot be ascertained.
Mr. Gary's appointment is re;arded as a distinct possibility beause of the high regard in which
le is held by members of the FCC
rith whom he served and because
ie is closely allied with the adminstration. He served the interim
ppointment on the FCC for six
aonths because Mr. Prall, who had
een previously named to the forier Radio Commission, could not
erve on the agency until the new
Congress convened inasmuch as he
ras a member of the Congress that
reated the FCC.
Organized Department
1R. SPEARMAN joined the FCC
nd organized its law department
year ago, leaving a private law
ractice in Washington. It is unerstood he will specialize in radio
n d communications law. Mr.
Ipearman had been an assistant
eneral counsel of the former Raio Commission having served from
anuary, 1929, to September, 1931.
In his letter of resignation to
he FCC, Mr. Spearman mentioned
h e personal sacrifice involved
/hen he left private practice to
oin the FCC. He pointed to the
uccess attained by the FCC since
.is creation and added: "If I may
j *age 52

George

Shackley

Starts

Company to Produce and
Sell Premiums to Radio
TO DEVOTE his
full time to the
presidency of
Treasure Chest
organizInc.,
a t i oann for
the
creation, facture
manuand sale
of radio premiums, George
Shackley, ofmusical
Mr. Shackley director
WOR,
has resigned effective July 1. Mr.
Shackley isand
one conductors,
of radio's pioneer
musicians
having
been organizer and member of the
Fireside Boys on the old WJZ.
He is associated in the Treasure
Chest enterprise with W i 1 li a m
Glassmacher, formerly with the
NBC copyright division. Together
they claim to have edited and arranged 80% of all song folios on
the market.
Treasure Chest Inc. has its offices at 145 W. 45th St., New
York, and its first order was for
500,000 copies of Songs of. the
Show Boat, distributed by General
Foods Inc. as a premium in connection with its Maxwell House
Showboat and the NBC-WEAF
network. An order for 25,000 for
Canadian distribution has also
been received. Sons: books and
games are the firm's specialties,
the Showboat volume being a 64page compilation of old favorites.
Steamship Line Series
CHTCAGO, DULUTH & GEORGIAN BAY TRANSIT Co., Chicago, is sponsoring 13 five-minute
WBS transcriptions thrice weekly
on KMOX. St. Louis; WJR. Detroit: WBBM, Chicago; WLW,
Cincinnati: WOWO, Omaha;
KMBC, Kansas City; WTAM,
Cleveland: W G Y, Schenectady.
Campbell-Ewald Co. Inc., New
York, is the agency.
Shinola Announcements
GOLD DUST Corn., New York,
has recorded a series of one-minute announcements for Shinola
shoe polish. Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., New York, the
ae-ency, is placing the account on
WMAQ, WJR, KSD, WFBR,
KDKA, KFRC, WTMJ, WBEN,
WCCO, WSMB, WCKY, WEEI,
WSB,
WSM, KLRA, WFAA,
WAPI, WOR.
_
be permitted to claim a small share
of the credit for this success, I
shall be happy." He said also that
Vie believed the present staff of the
Law Department is "equal to anv
nroblem
may resignation
confront it."
He asked which
that his
be
effective June 30.
It became evident that Mr.
Spearman
other members of theandlawpossibly
staff would
leave
the FCC after the FCC had adopted on May 1 a resolution offered
by Commissioner Payne which provided that after July 1 no FCC
employe leaving the agency would
be permitted to practice or appear
before it for two years. This
stringent rule subsequently was
modified to cover only attorneys at
law, because in its original form
it was found that it might operate
to exclude engineers, accountants
and others on the staff.

SELLING CLOTHING
Miller Chain of Stores Finds
Radio Booms Business
"THE COST of radio advertising
is less than half, by actual count,
as compared
according to O. toJ. other
Miller,media,"
president
of the O. J. Miller Co. Inc., operating a chain of clothing stores in
the Midwest.
Turning to radio this spring in
connection with advertising for the
Tulsa store, Mr. Miller adopted
weekly minstrel, amateur and musical shows over KTUL, Tulsa. Interest in the amateur program is
checked by the number of votes
the amateurs receive from the listening audience.
Efficiency of radio, says Mr.
Miller, "is largely due to the fact
that the 'old must give way to the
new' — the printed word at its best
is but cold type. This is the day
for animation — and I know of no
better way to have animated advertising than by word - of - mouth
over the radio."
Radio
At

Is Prominent

Pacific

Session

Advertising
Clubs Consider
Many Broadcast Problems
SPOKESMEN for radio and advertising from all parts of the
West Coast were in attendance at
the 32d annual convention of the
Pacific Coast Advertising Clubs
Association held in San Diego, Gal-.,
June 23-27. The radio departmental session on June 26 was presided over by John Wells, former
program director of KFSD, San
Diego, with C. P. MacGregor, president of MacGregor & Sollie Inc.,
San Francisco transcription producers, as vice-chairman.
Paul Keston, CBS vice president
from New York, one of the principal speakers, had for his subject
"New Developments in Chain
Broadcasting". Don E. Gilman,
NBC western division vice president, San Francisco, spoke on "Radio Successes". Harold Deal, president of the San Francisco Advertising Club, and also advertising
manager of Associated Oil Co. of
California, discussed "Broadcasting of Sport Events".
Agencies and Spots
"RADIO'S part in the Success of
the Formay Product" was discussed
by V. M. Ekdahl, General Manager, Formay Refinery of Swift &
Co., Los Angeles. Ray Morgan,
head of the Ray Morgan Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles, spoke on
"The Agency Looks at Spot BroadThrough the efforts of Mr. Maccasting".
Gregor, the two principal speeches
were broadcast from the radio desession.Pacific
Deal's Coast
talk
was broadcastpartmental
on the
over the facilities of the Don LeeCBS network from 10:30 to 11
a. m. Mr. Keston was heard transcontinentally over CBS from 11:30
to 12 noon.
KNOX, Co., Kansas City (Cystex)
has placed a 26-week schedule of
weekly 15 - minute programs on
TIEG and TIGP, Costa Rica; CMW,
Havana; HP5B, Panama City;
HIX, Santo Domingo, and KZRM,
Manila.

General
Gets
Local

Household

Results
Disc

With

Tieups

Dealers' Spots Cost Little But
Prove Fine Sales-getters
GENERAL HOUSEHOLD UTILITIES Co., Chicago (Grunow) gets
1400 quarter-hour programs on 105
stations for $6,500 declares Duane
Wanamaker, advertising director
of the company, who credits spot
broadcasting with increasing sales
and bringing
bond
with the dealers
company. in a closer
"There are about five hundred
radio stations in the United
States,"
said Mr.
Wanamaker,is "and
while chain
broadcasting
good
and we make use of it, it must be
apparent that when the average
chain broadcast only covers approximately 50 stations, 450 other
stations are being neglected. In all
of these cities and towns where
these stations are located we have
Addressing the recent AFA-NAB
good dealers." in Chicago, Mr. Wandepartmental
amaker explained his company's
methods.
He tocontinued:
"These
dealers want
tie up with
our
broadcasting. Many of them have
time contracted for anyway and as
programs are difficult to make up
from local talent, they are only too
glad to use our 15-minute transcription recordings. Each season
we make up thirteen 15-minute
programs on records and through
the cooperation of the radio stations and our wholesale distributors we get these programs used
on more than one hundred stations,
twice a year.
Dealer's Message
"IN OUR opinion, many people
feel toward a local radio station
as they do towards their hometown newspaper. Further, in the
daytime it is difficult even with
present-day radio to get distant
reception. Therefore, daytime shots
on the smaller stations are doubly
important.
"In making up our programs we
leave one minute at the end while
the theme song is playing for the
local announcer to give the dealers' own message such as, the terms
on which he sells our product, his
address, etc., and in this way we
get a direct tie-up. We like transcriptions also because our message
about
our direct
cannot be altered,
but aproduct
newspaper
mat, for instance, can be changed
by "To
the make
dealer.a brief comparison of
cost a half -hour of our chain broadcast on 50 stations with talent
charges costs us $8,100.00. This
season tionsby
loaningandour distributors
transcripto dealers
who pay the charges for running
them, we have a total of 1400 quarter-hour programs on about 105
stations at a total cost of about
MRS. SHIRLEY GARWIG
BERCHTOLD, radio singer and
wife of Jack Berch, of the artists
staff of WLW, Cincinnati, died
June
10 at New Castle, Pa. Before
$6,500."
joining WLW, Mrs. Berchtold had
sung with her husband at KDKA,
Pittsburgh, WTAM, Cleveland, and
on an NBC network.
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W9000

Listeners

IN

Tell

Crossley

—

BUFFALO

WBEN

It's

DAYTIME
P&ZCCS/TAGE
TO '
WBEN

AUDIENCE
SETS M USE TM£D

5Q.2Z\

DAYTIME COST
f/SM/A/Urf PffOG/ZW COMPAKAW£ COST)

has 56% larger average daytime
audience than the second Buffalo station.

WBEN

#3322

has 151% larger average daytime audience than the third
Buffalo station.

WBEN
2ND STATION 24-. 5 %

*^|_5> go
CROSSLEY,

3RD STATION 15-2%

WBEN

WBEN

INC., studied

days

from 9:00 A. M. to 6 P. M. daily. A total of 54 daytime hours surveyed.

EVENING AUDIENCE
To- _
PiEeCFHTAGf
0/^ S£-T5 M (JS£ TO*£D

has

111% larger average evening audience than the second
Buffalo station.

WBEN
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\rtists

Organized

To Combat Tiracy'
fceek to Stop Use of Records
^Ithout Their Permission
UNDER the leadership of Fred
Waring, a group of more than 100
tadio artists have formed an organization tocombat alleged piracy
of their recorded works by radio
(Stations. The combine, which has
seen in formation for more than
two months, will be known as the
[National Association of Performing Artists. It will attempt to stop
the practice, alleged to be common
^specially among stations, of
broadcasting from records without
the permission of the recording
"artist.
; President and chairman of the
pombine is Fred Waring. Meyer
Davis is vice president; William
Murray, business manager; Joseph
Pasternack, secretary, and Don
-Voorhees, treasurer. The board of
irectors is made up of Guy Lomardo, Paul Whiteman, Lawrence
Tibbett, George Gershwin, Fritz
(Reiner, Louis James, Ray Noble,
Walter O'Keefe and Frank Crumit.
The temporary headquarters of
organization is at 1697 Broadway,
•New York.
Recording Records
3FFICERS of the new association
say that unauthorized broadcastng of records had been going on
'or years, but that lately the prac;ice has become particularly flagrant. It was claimed that Bing
Crosby has been one of the princiDal victims according to the asso:iation, which asserted that several
;mall Pacific Coast stations have
Seen putting on sponsored Crosby
broadcasts from records immediately preceding his regular broadcast on CBS and that for these
,'pirated"
broadcasts he receives
,iothing.
Not only do they have the regular phonograph records to combat,
;he artists say, but several comjanies are recording radio programs as they come over the loud
j.peaker. With commercial announcements omitted, it is said
L-hat these are sold to small stations. Several orchestras have
topped making records altogether
',ts
precautionary
ind a this
useless whenmeasure,
records but
or
.egular broadcasts are sold to sta,ions. Another sore point concerns
network programs recorded in advance for non-network stations.
£hese records are supposed to be
•eturned after use, but frequently
ind their way into some small staion's library, the organizers claim.
- The new association hopes
to
top these practices by securing a
hange in the copyright laws, givng musicians and actors full conrol over broadcasts of their records. The group says it plans to
;ry a number of test cases in court.
COUNTESS Olga Albani's reason
'or her temporary absence from
pfcealsilk's Silken Strings program
vas disclosed last month when it
vas learned that she was married
fune 8 to H. Wallace Caldwell,
hember of the board of Cook Coun"y, HI. She was recently divorced
I rom Count Albani.
*age 54

HOW

CBS

COVERED

THE

FLOOD

Planes, Auto Batteries, "Ham" Sets Are Mustered
To Air Recent Catastrophe in Nebraska
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
THE PART that radio can and
should play in the gathering and
dissemination of news was dramatically illustrated June 2 when
three members of the Chicago staff
of CBS flew into the flood-stricken
region of Nebraska's Republican
River Valley and in two thrilling
broadcasts brought to the outside
world the first authentic account
of what had actually occurred.
It was late Saturday afternoon,
June 1, when a telegram from
Denver reached Frank Falknor,
chief engineer of the CBS Western
division, telling him that Charles
Warriner and Edward Malcolm,
two of his Chicago operators who
were vacationing in their home
town of McCook, Neb., would be
AIRED THE FLOOD — An eyeunable to return to work Monday
witness account from water-bound
because the Republican River had
Neb., was brought to the
overflowed its banks, isolating Mc- McCook,
CBS
network
by Alan Hale (left),
Cook for 15 miles in all directions.
Chicago
CBS
announcer; Frank
Later messages carried the details that the flood had broken Fri- Falknor (center), CBS Western
Division chief engineer; Charles
day at midnight and by S Saturday
Warriner, Chicago CBS engineer,
morning all the roads were covered with water, all telegraph and a native of McCook, who was vacationing there as the flood broke.
telephone lines were dead, two
Burlington trains were marooned
there unable to leave in either di- in the Chevrolet garage which had
rection and the only way in or out been turned into a relief station.
was by air. The power plant had
"At 12:30 p. m. we went on the
gone dead so there was no elec- air.
Alan Hale briefly described
tric lights and no power to operate the scene and then we brought to
even an amateur radio station.
the microphone a number of people
who had survived the ravages of
Borrows "Ham" Set
the flood which had swept away
TAKING command of the situa- their homes and possessions. We
tion Warriner found the best 'ham' did not attempt to interview them
set in town, tore it down and re- in
any formal manner but allowed
built it to operate on batteries, them
to tell their own stories in
while Malcolmn rounded up all the their own words.
automobile batteries in McCook.
Intimate Accounts
At 10 a. m. Saturday they made
a contact with Denver and got out "THIS I think is the most importhe first news of the disaster.
tant duty of radio in news broadAs soon as this news reached
to bring to the listening
Chicago, preparations were started public casting—
the first - hand accounts of
to make a broadcast from the flood eyewitnesses.
It is certainly not
region, and among the passengers
the purpose of news broadcasts to
on the 7 o'clock plane for Omaha
include hysterical descriptions full
were Frank Falknor, Bob Kaufman, head of public events and of wild rumors that serve no purposeativesbut ofto
alarmconcerned.
friends and
special features for Columbia, and
those
Let relme
Allan Hale, CBS announcer. At tell you that this flood situation,
Omaha, KFAB had a car waiting both at Oxford and at McCook,
to drive them to Lincoln, but here was bad enough without any drathey were temporarily halted as
matizing. Ido not think we could
no one was willing to take them
possibly
have
presented
a more
efinto the flooded territory.
fective broadcast
than the
simple
Then they met Robert Bryan
stories of these men and women
Owen, son of Ruth Bryan Owen, who had seen all that they had
American minister to Denmark, and been able to build up in their lifegrandson of the famous statesman
times swept away in less than an
William Jennings Bryan, who volunteered to take them any place a
At the end of the Oxford broadcar could go. With Owen as chaufcast word came from New York
feur they succeeded in reaching Ox- that time had been cleared for a
ford, Neb., end of telephone, tele- second broadcast at 10:30 that evehour."ning. Determined to reach McCook,
graph and railroad.
"We reached Oxford early Sun- if possible, the Chicago crew piled
day morning," Kaufman told back into Owen's car and after a
250-mile drive over almost impasBroadcasting's . correspondent,
sable roads reached North Platte,
"just as the National Guard was
taking control of the town. Res- where they were able to charter a
cuers in boats were lifting people plane to take them the remaining:
80 miles to McCook. Under normal
from trees and roof tops where
they had been marooned in some
conditions McCook is an easy halfcases for more than 24 hours. By hour's drive from Oxford, about
some fast talking we were able to 30 miles along the river road.
secure one of the three telephone
When they landed in McCook, at
8:30 Sunday evening, Warriner and
circuits, Oxford's sole remaining
means of communication, and we
Malcolm met them at the airport
with the welcome news that the
set up our broadcasting equipment

Winners

Selected

In Listeners' Vote
ALREADY winner two years succes ively of the radio editor's popularity poll, Jack Benny, comedian
of the Jello program, was voted
the most popular radio performer
in a listener poll conducted by
Radio Guide, program weekly.
More than 1,000,000 votes were
registered, it was announced, for
selections in six divisions.
The magazine announced that a
comparison with results of previous contests disclosed "that the
day
of the and
so-called
'low'subtle
comedian
is passing
that the
jest
is mightier than the pun and gag
of
doubtfulof character."
A similar
elevation
taste in dramatic
and
musical
vealed. presentations also was reThe winners in each group and
those who were runners up, in the
order of the final tabulations, were
announced as follows:
PERFORMER — Jack Benny, L a n n y
Ross. Eddie Cantor, Bing Crosby, Joe Penner, ers,
FredEdgar Allen,
Parker, Will RogGuest, Frank
Don Ameche.
DRAMATIC
PROGRAM
— One
Man'sof
Family,
Lux Radio
Theatre,
March
Time, First Nighter, Dangerous Paradise,
Today's
Children, Red Davis,
Mary Marge,
Pickford, Stock
Myrt and
Death
Valley Company,
Days.
TEAMSJack
— Amos
Allen,
Benny 'n'andAndy,
Mary, Burns
Myrt and
and
Marge, Lum and Abner, Hitz and Dawson,
Mary Lou and Lanny Ross, Block and
Sullv, Marion and Jim Jordan, Easy Aces.
MUSICAL PROGRAM — Show Boat,
Rudy Vallee's Program, Jack Benny's Program, Himber's
Waring's
Program,
WLS Champions,
Barn Dance,FredBeauty
Box
Theatre, Town Hall Tonight, Breakfast
Club, Pleasure Island ( Lombardoland) .
ORCHESTRA — Wayne King, Guy Lombardo, Richard Himber, Ben Bernie, Jan
Garber,
KayVallee,
Kyser, Walter
Don Bestor,
Fred Waring, Rudv
Blaufuss.
ANNOUNCERS — James Wallington,
Don Wilson, Harry Von Zell, Ted Husing,
David Ross, Milton J. Cross, Phil Stewart,
King. McNeill, Tiny Ruffner, Jean Paul
Don
broadcast was all set.
Two Red Cross doctors, two
members of the rescue crew, a man
who had spent 24 hours in a tree
top with an 8-year old girl in his
arms, a man who had seen his
entire family plucked away, the
mayor,
the fire
chief,Tribune
and the were
editor of the
McCook
all assembled and ready to tell
their stories over the air whenever
Warriner gave the world.
For Charles Warriner, although
only 20 years old, was at that time
the
prominent
of McCook's
6,000most
citizens.
He had
built the
radio that had put them in touch
with the rest of the country. He
had pursuaded someone in Denver
to fly a 5-kw generator into McCook, which had been set up in
front of the movie theater affording some entertainment for the
people who had been wandering
aimlessly up and down the street.
In the morning the generator was
used to run the newspaper lino"Thanks to Warriner, our Mctype. Cook broadcast went off without a
hitch,"
Mr. Kaufman
"I
was
interested
to noticestated.
that the
Monday
papers
gave
first
place
the stories of the same survivorsto
we had had on the air the day before. I believe that to be radio's
chief function in the news field —
to do a human interest job not possible in type, and to bring to the
public the stories and voices of
those most intimately concerned in

the event."
BROADCASTING
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Canadians Seeking
Greater
Freedom
tfn Radio

Culture

urograms of Dominion Origin
bought in Greater Number
il \
By JAMES MONTAGNES
CANADA would like greater cultural freedom in the air, Graham
i^pry, president of the Canadian
Radio League, told the June conference of American and Canadian
scholars, economists, editors, held
fit St. Lawrence University, Canpon, N. Y. According to Mr. Spry,
Broadway should not be the only
Cultural center of North America.
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, American radio engineer, sympathized
ind felt that a new allocation of
Fvave lengths between Canada and
fhe United States should be left
with a neutral body of jurists and
technicians.
■ Emphasizing that Canadian ra3io evenings start and end with
Entertainment furnished by United
1 :,5tates stations, Spry told the conference that Canadians like American programs but want some cultural development of their own on
1 fJie air. To this end the Canadian
rtadio Commission was formed, but
' ;ie added, it had not yet been suficiently successful, being given inxdequate funds, and since it both
i'ormulated
policy as
veil as beinglegislative
its own administrative body to carry out its policy.
Je agreed that the radio audience
)f North America is North American, but he felt it less than cul:urally and nationally healthy that
:he performance should be almost
exclusively American.
. Mr. Spry was largely responsible some years ago when the Canadian Radio Commission was first
;nooted, in moulding: public opinion
'o force the
of the
jommission byestablishment
the
* * government.
*
'•HE CRC came up for attention
gain in Parliament with the third
Reading and passage of the bill on
-une 20 to extend its life to March
(1, 1936. Said Premier Benrtett:
no weaken
in the "There
part ofwill
thisbe govern
mentingto
Maintain it (radio broadcasting)
.s a publicly owned facility. There
(.as been an insiduous campaign to
'estroy public ownership of radio
rom the standpoint of public approval." Hon. W. D. Euler, a former Liberal cabinet ministe
r,
vsked: "What has been done about
"emoving the commission regula>on banning *freedo
* m* of speech?"

CANADIAN listeners are this
ear buying their annual radio lienses more rapidly than last year,
ccordmg to a report of the Deartment of Trade and Commerce
ust issued. During the first two
lonths of the present fiscal year,
.pnl and May, 417,588 radio licenas were purchased by listeners at
2 each.
; Comment on this increase shows
hat money is somewhat freer. The
prgest increase was in Quebec
'rovince, where 30,318 licenses
•lore were purchas
this with
year
han last. Ontarioed leads
175,784 licenses, but Montreal to
.ate shows most licensed radio sets
•Mth 71,461.
*age 56

WEIL HAS TIEUP
WITH TWO PAPERS
FOLLOWING the signing by
WFIL, Philadelphia, of the International News Service contract,
the station on June 17 contracted
with two local INS newspaper affiliates for what is probably the
initial newspaper broadcasting
agreement since the Press - Radio
pact was dissolved some time ago.
The dailies involved are the Philadelphia Record and the PhiladelDaily News.
The phiadeal
calls for a reciprocal
advertising arrangement, with the
studio receiving advertising space
in return for spot announcements
on the four regular news programs.
Radio "plugs" for the newspapers
are handled by mutual agreement
between the station's news bureau
and the papers'
desk.attached
The com-to
mercial is a tagcityline
the end of the played story, such
as — "For complete details of this
story, read the Philadelphia Daily

Fans in Stitches
GEORGE FRAME BROWN,
author and co - star in the
Tony & Gus sketches sponsored on an NBC-WJZ network by General Foods Corp.,
New York, has been commuting from Lenox Hill hospital, New York, to Radio
City for the five-weekly series, following an operation.
Bed, nurse and paraphernalia
were moved by ambulance
and a goose-neck microphone
was hung over his bed in the
studio. While waiting for
the West Coast repeat, he
was wheeled into the NBC
infirmary.
NBC

TESTS

TALENT

BY

SUPER-AUDITION
FACILITIES for
JH
Ml
coaching promishave
ing talent
Ig
been
set up in
New York by
NBC,estwith
Cutting J.ofErnthe
auditions department in charge.
The department
haveof the
asMr. Cutting will
sistance
an engineer expert in every mechanical
phase of broadcasting. In special
cases auditions will be recorded to
demonstrate microphone requirements.
Once a month Mr. Cutting will
present
best "finds"
groupof
of NBC hisexecutives
as toa asort
super - audition where the candidates' possibilities will be weighed
for radio, movie, stage and private
entertainment bookings.
If the supply of new talent justifies, super-auditions will be held
more frequently. Emphasis is to
be placed on quality rather than
quantity and talent will be given
cooperation in preparing to meet
marketable standards.
Intercity Rates Published
BASIC rates for the Intercity
Group, keyed from WMCA, New
York, and comprising eight stations along the Eastern seaboard,
were announced June 19 by Donald
Flamm, president of the key station and prime mover in the cooperative project. Night rates for
the combination are $1,265 per
hour, $745 per half hour and
$457.50 per quarter hour for a single broadcast. The 26-time night
rates are $1,186.50 per hour,
$702.50 per half hour and $429.38
per quarter hour, and the 52-time
rates are $1,103, $650.50 and
$397.13, respectively. Day rates
for the hook-up are: One time
$701, $413.50 and $252.50 respectively; 26 times $659.25, $338.82
and $236.89; 52-times $612.50,
$360.72 and $219.76.
DR. IRVING LANGMUIR, associate director of the General Electric research laboratory and noted
physicist, on June 20 was awarded
the 1934 Holley Medal for engineering achievement by the
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers.

NEW WCFL ANTENNA — With
the latest in equipment, this Chicago station now is broadcasting
from a new transmitter near Downers Grove, 111. The transmitter is
said to be the first high - powered
equipment designed as a unit from
end to end for high-quality transmission and was developed by RCA.
The tower is 490 feet high and
self - supporting. Long steel arms
at the top extend in circular fashion, with wires dropped down to
two other groups of arms located
lower on the mast.
FCC

Narrows

Its Ruling

On Departing Employes
BECAUSE of the effect of the previously adopted regulation which
prohibits resigning FCC employes
from practicing before the agency
for two years, upon the engaging
of expert engineers and accountants for its regular staff and especially the telephone investigation, the full Commission June 19
revised this rule to limit only "attorneys-at-law"
from engaging in
body.
cases before the Communications
The revised rule, which was offered at the regular full FCC
meeting by Commissioner Case,
stated that "no person serving as
an attorney-at-law in the FCC on
or after July 1, 1935 shall be permitted to practice, appear or act
as an attorney in any case, claim,
contest, or other proceeding before
the Commission or before any division or agency thereof, until two
years shall have elapsed after the
separation of said person from the
saidTheservice."
original sweeping regulation had been sponsored by Commissioner Payne last May 1. The
revised rule also changed the wording of the original action by eliminating the words "or agent".
G-E Plans Campaign
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Schenectady, N. Y., will use radio and
other media to introduce a new
line of radio receivers, said to be
the first to include the metal tubes
which G-E developed. J. W. McIver, manager of sales promotion,
appliance division, is arranging an
extensive advertising campaign.
Young
& Rubicam, New York, is
the agency.

Price of the spot announcements
is figured according to the WFIL
rate card. Consequently, if the
rate for 30 spot announcements
News".
per week is $500, the station receives that amount of advertising
space in the dailies. Lineage may
be used each day, or allowed to
mount up over a weekly period.
WFIL ad copy can only be institutional in nature, with no direct
mention of commercial accounts on
the air.
An unusual angle is the fact
that Philadelphia newspapers have
been notoriously opposed to any
radio affiliation, both from the
standpoint of publicity and advertising. It is one of the few major
broadcast centers that does not
feature broadcast columns, the
News being the only paper to
carry radio comment.
Only 2% For Radio
DEPARTMENT stores of the
United States spent only two cents
out of every dollar on radio advertising during 1934, according to
the annual analysis of their publicity expenses issued by the National Retail Dry Goods Association June 22. Newspapers took 66
cents, payroll 8 cents, production
4 cents, miscellaneous media 5
cents, direct mail 2 cents, total discents. play 10 cents and other outlets 3
KTAT-KGKO Swap Waves
A SWAP of facilities between two
Texas stations went into effect
June 24 when KTAT, Fort Worth,
went to 570 kc. and KGKO, Wichita Falls,cordance
went
1240 FCC
kc. in
acwith a to
recent
grant.
They also exchanged power ratings, KTAT going to 500 watts
and KGKO to 1,000. KTAT is key
station of the SBS network, and
expects to cover Dallas as well as
Fort Worth by reason of the lower
frequency.
Grove Placing Spots
GROVE LABORATORIES, St.
Louis (Chill Tonic), has recorded
13 one-minute WBS announcements. The sponsor will place the
transcriptions direct, and is now
selecting markets.
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Convincing
j;)f Radio

Appeal

Effective

SHOW MUST GO ON
KDKA Engineers Work atBottom
OfPondWithMineMask
IT TOOK deep-sea diving to keep
KDKA, Pittsburgh, on the air recently when trouble arose in the
regular and emergency water
pumps, which protect a number of
100 kw. tubes.
George Saviers, pick-up operator, and S. M. Sollie, transmitter
operator, donned mine rescue
masks and bathing suits to repair
an alemite fitting in the artificial
pond, working 10 feet under the
surface in turns using light from
a 200-watt bulb.
The idea of using mine rescue
equipment
Saviers',
who When
once
was
a minewas
rescue
worker.
the pumps went out of commission,
he demonstrated his plan in a natatorium, with D. A. Myer, KDKA
plant manager, watching. Then he
and Sollie went to work in the 40degree artificial pond, working in
shifts because of the cold water.

i ijn Sales to Women
Quality, Utility Main Factors
L asserts Dorothy Sutherland
\l fESPITE reduced family budgets,
■ [omen are ready to be sold if the
plesperson can create the desire
'jr his product and make it seem
^dispensable to their needs, Dorojjiy Sutherland, CBS director of
L'ade news, told the Advertising
t/bmen of New York recently.
Padio can do that selling job, she
["lid, and has done it time and
rgain with a swift-moving effecfaeness almost unbelievable in its
Vope.
.t "The appeal of radio is direct,
1 Personal and intimate," she exiained. "It uses the human voice
'i I?) reach the buyer when she is
}Ost ready and willing to be sold.
$> lifts its product off the bargain
> bunter and presents it individil :'ally, and convincingly.
WWJ
Begins Erection
j| Daytime Audience
Of Its New Transmitter
I "When do women listen ? There
: Jte millions of women, of course,
WWJ, Detroit, has started installaradiowe all
through
tion of a new high-fidelity 1 kw.
! '^tening
ie day. to
Butthewhen
think
of a transmitter
of Western Electric
* .;:rictly feminine
audience we
design
at
Eight
Mile and Meyers
/-link primarily of daytime listenj.g. The unglorified but no less Roads, near Detroit. A new operations building is being erected as
pble army of home-makers make
i
the bulk of the daytime audi- well as a 414-foot vertical radiator. Necessary studio changes will
i ice. These women, professional
be made to attain complete highi 4 their own right, do by far the fidelity.
rgest portion of the marketing
Equipment is to be glass-inclosed
W i the United States. They buy
,iod, household equipment, clothes, so visitors may watch it in operation. In the lobby will be the
ome medicines, and have an acve part in the selection of all 20-watt transmitter which the station started Aug. 20, 1920. A com\ajor family investments — the
pletely bonded room will be set
,ir, the radio, the house itself, and
aside for airplane reception. Dinii f'l its fixings.
ette, showers and sleeping accomj "Daytime broadcasting has made
modations are provided. Construci 4 record as a direct advertising
tion is expected to require about
six months.
\: 'jedium to these women.
"There are at least three interring factors which contribute
;l the current effectiveness of ra- AUSTIN CAMPBELL, senior
.o advertising during the day. partner of Campbell, Kellogg Co.,
'hese are:
Los Angeles agency, directed a ra1 "First, the development of a redio campaign for "Shut-in Day" in
vtonsive audience during the day, June,
with florists and telegraph
cooperation.
i; .rgely influenced by Columbia's
;, ')licy of feeding network sustaini "g programs (instead of local
'argain' talent) to all our sta- bling itself in two years. And in
ins free of charge throughout two and a half years, the average
i ie day.
expenditure per daytime advertiser has increased more than 130%!
i ("Second,
the
steady
increase
in
Obviously, the advertisers whose
ie number of radio homes, countl in millions every year. . adding radio expenditures these figures
'illions in circulation to the day- represent have discovered that day-tne radio audience.
time broadcasting pays that
housewives not only LISTEN
■! i"And third, the improvements in but
BUY.
f»< *oadcasting facilities and radio
Hs.
"Now if you've ever worked in
a department store and tried to
' "A glance at the CBS daytime
?cords will show how this ef- sell a hat or a floor».mop or a jar
;ctiveness is measured. Consis- of cold cream to a woman any
,ncy is of primary importance. .
woman . you know what I mean
when I say that selling to a womrore than HALF of Columbia's
lytime advertisers in 1934 were
an is no easy job. Yet, with all
,i the air for over a year. One their buying idiosyncracies, women have cultivated a deepseated
',it of every four was on the air
v over two years. 84.8% of Co- skepticism. They are no longer
gullible in the sense that thejy
;mbia's 1934 daytime advertisers
\newed their contracts. (Curi- will buy any mousetrap that comes
: isly enough this is a slightly wrapped in pink tissue paper.
: vrger percentage
of renewals
"Sales stories today must be
jan those effected for evening based on convictions — on convincing facts, on convincing emotions.
,>ograms — another indication of
de tremendous influence of women
Recent consumer surveys have
shown that quality and usefulness
j. the radio audience.)
"Similarly, the total volume of have replaced price as the final
.olumbia's daytime business has determining factor in any pur.•jounted
steadily, more than douI
chase."
j i age 58

PATSY PERFORMS— Latest artist on KTAT, Fort Worth, is this
lady chimpanzee from the local
zoo, who did a few of her best
grunts for the radio audience and
a tap dance for the studio onlookers. In the picture, left to right,
are Earl Rodell, KTAT announcer;
Claire Atwell, amateur vocalist;
Trainer Hittson from the zoo, and
Mike Gallagher, master of ceremonies on KTAT's amateur show.
Radio Notables Honored
SEVEN awards of honorary degrees to radio notables were reported from various colleges during the June commencement season. David Sarnoff, RCA president
and chairman of the NBC board,
received two degrees — Doctor of
Literature from Norwich University and Doctor of Science from
Marietta College. Other awards
were: John B. Kennedy, NBC commentator, Doctor of Laws, Duquesne University; Lowell Thomas, commentator, Doctor of Laws,
Albright College; Walter Damrosch, NBC musical counsel, Doctor of Music, New York University; Franklin Dunham, NBC educational director, Doctor of Music,
New York College of Music; Frank
Black, NBC general music director, Doctor of Music, Missouri Valley College, and Dr. Alfred N.
Goldsmith, consulting engineer and
former chief engineer of RCA,
Doctor of Science, Lawrence College.
KNX New Studios
"OPEN HOUSE" for members and
guests of the NAB who continue
on to the Pacific Coast following
the NAB convention in Colorado
Springs July 6-10, will be held by
KNX, Hollywood, which hopes to
have its new studios in readiness
at that time. The station, which
recently increased its power to
50,000 watts, has ordered "full
speed ahead" on the studio construction. Six new studios embodying latest developments in acoustics are being; installed along with
RCA high-fidelity speech input
equipment. The studios, each two
stories high, will cover some 60,000
square feet of space.
Discovering Hollywood
"HOLLYWOOD Varieties" was
started in June from Hollvwood
NBC studios to KGO, San Francisco, and KECA, Los Angeles, the
quarter-hour program being an audition giving NBC program heads
in San Francisco an opportunity to
keep in touch with new Hollywood
talent uncovered by NBC program
scouts. The purpose of the feature
is hot announced on the program.

Plans for Coverage Data
Studied at Joint Session
A SPECIAL meeting of officials of
the Association of National Advertisers, American Association of
Advertising Agencies and NAB,
was to be held in New York June
27 for discussion of the plan projected by thedependent
NAB bureau,
to cooperatively
create an inmaintained, to authenticate station
coverage and listener data. Called
to the session were John Benson,
A AAA president; Paul B. West,
ANA managing director; Philip G.
Loucks, NAB managing director,
and Arthur
Church,
NAB commercialB.committee
chairman.
The three groups, it was indicated, are now in complete harmony and the ANA, after several
months of delay, is expected to
name an official committee under
the chairmanship of Stuart Peabody, Borden Co., to work out the
definite plan. Developments of the
meeting will be related to the NAB
convention in Colorado Springs.
Both NAB and AAAA have enabling resolutions authorizing formation of such a bureau, and the
ANA now is understood to have
clothed a committee with similar
authority.
Grayco Expands
MARION R. GRAY Co., Los Angeles manufacturers of ties and
shirts, has enlarged its 30-station
list
for weekly
15-minute gossip.
transscriptions
of Hollywood
The cooperative arrangement
places the cost of the program on
the producer, with the local retailer footing the bill for station
cost. New stations include KTFI,
Twin Falls, Idaho; KZIB, Manila;
KGVO, Missoula, Mont.; KOOS,
Marshfield, Ore.; KLLH, Lowell,
Mass.; KBTM, Jonesboro, Ark.;
KGHL, Billings, Mont.; WSPA,
Spartanburg, S. C; WJBO, Baton
Rouge,zona,La.;
and on KVOA,
stations Tucson,
in Colon Ariand
Panama City by Heurtematte Co.,
Panamaford Co.,
City.
LosLockwood
Angeles- Shackelagency,
handles the account and Recordings Inc., did technical work on
transcriptions.
Radio for Toothpowder
STERLING PRODUCTS Co., New
York, through its Chas. H. Phillips
Chemical Co., will introduce in
July Phillips Magnesia toothpowder, using radio exclusively, with
Thompson-Koch Co., Cincinnati,
handling the account. According
to Walter Holt, in charge of sales
of the new product, the sponsor
has not decided whether to announce the product in the NBC
Phillips toothpaste program or by
means of a new network series.
WNBC, New Britain, Conn., new
station recently authorized by the
FCC, began equipment tests June
17, with likelihood that it would
begin regular operation within ten
days. The station is licensed to
William J. Sanders, and originally
had the call WMFE. It is on 1380
kc, with 250 watts day.
H. V. KALTENBORN, CBS commentator, who will conduct a tour
to Europe this summer, will broadcast from England, Germany and
Italy via CBS during the tour.
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n. Network programs
sp. Local studio programs

a
V.-C SPARK PLUG Co., Flint, Mich.
: D. P. Brother & Associates,
ifAgency
)etroit. n t sa ta
5IMON ACKERMAN CLOTHES
i inc., New York. Agency : Hirschon|3arfield Inc., N. Y. sp
ACME MFG. Co., Forest Park, 111.
'Agency,
pig feedChicago,
) . Agency
sa : Wade Adv.
iCME WHITE LEAD & COLOR
VORKS, Detroit (Acme Quality
Paints). Agency: Henri, Hurst &
McDonald Inc., Chicago, n
ADAMS HAT STORES, New York
(Chain Hat Stores). Agency: Maxon
Inc., N. Y. sp n
ADELL CHEMICAL Co., Holyoke,
Vlass. (Stain Remover), sp
ADLERIKA Co., St. Paul (Adle■ika). nAgency:
?aul.
sa t ta St. Paul Adv. Co., St.
ADSON CHEMICAL Co. Inc., Gwyleed Valley, Pa. (Ozomist for colds).
Agency : Charles Blum Adv. Corp.,
Philadelphia.
AFFILIATED PRODUCTS Inc.,
Chicago (Kissproof, Louis Phillippe,
lfldna Wallace Hopper, etc., cosmetcs). Agency: Blackett-Sample-Humnert Inc., Chicago, n sp t
LGFA ANSCO Corp., Binghamton,
tf. Y. (Agfa films). Agency: Boyle,
iipprodt Corp., N. Y.
TAMES A. AICARDI & SON Co.,
Boston (I -Car -De mayonnaise).
Agency : Mitchell Co., Boston.
AIRY FAIRY FOODS Inc., Minneipolis (cake flour). Agency: Mitchell: tTaust Adv. Agency, Chicago, sa
; AKRON LAMP Co., Akron (reading
jamps). Agency: Fred M. Randall
. Uo., Detroit, sp
| ALABAMA-GEORGIA SYRUP Co.,
Montgomery, Ala. (Sunygold syrups).
|New
AgencyOrleans.
: Fitzgerald Adv. Agency Inc.,
ALASKA PACIFIC SALMON Corp.,
Seattle (canned salmon). Agency: J.
William Sheets, Seattle, sp
'ALASKA PACKING ASSOCIATION, San Francisco (salmon), t
/ALBERS BROS. MILLING Co., Seattle (Albers Flapjack flour). Agency:
iSrwin, Wasey & Co., Inc., Seattle, t
'ALEMITE Corp., Chicago (lubricants). Agency: Blackett - SamplelEIummert Inc., Chicago, n
'.ALLENCompany, J.Kenosha,
)( hosiery).A Agency:
P. MullerWis.&
po., N. Y.
jjALLEN-EDMONDS SHOE Corp.,
•Belgium, Wis. (men's shoes). Agency:
; Heincke - Ellis - Younggreen & Finn
itnc, Chicago.
MARK W. ALLEN & Co., Detroit
(2 Drop hand lotion). Agency:
Holmes Inc., Detroit, sa
ALLIED MILLS Inc., Chicago
•(O-Brand flour). Agency: Louis E.
iWade Agency, Fort Wayne, Ind.
ALLIED QUALITY PAINT SHOP,
Chicago (Acme, Lowe Brothers
paints). Agency: Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc., Chicago.
'ALLIGATOR Co., St. Louis (cloth'mg). Agency: Critchfield & Co., Chicago.
' ALLIS-CH ALMERS
MFG.machinery)
Co., Mil- .
waukee (agricultural
(Agency:
FreezeVogel-Crawford
Inc.,
Milwaukee.
ALL STATE INSURANCE Co., Chi•' cago. sp
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AM-BRO Co., Lawton, Okla.
(Brown's lotion), sa
AMERICAN AIRWAYS, Chicago
(air travel). Agency: P. P. Willis
Corp., Chicago, sp
AMERICAN BIRD PRODUCTS
Inc., Chicago (bird food). Agency:
Weston-Barnett Inc., Chicago.
AMERICAN CHAIN Co., Bridgeport, Conn. (Weed auto chains).
Agency
: Reineke-Ellis-Younggreen
&
Finn Inc.,
Chicago, sp
AMERICAN CHICLE Co., Long Island City, N. Y. (chewing gum).
Agencv : Badger, Browning & Hersey
Inc., N. Y.
AMERICAN CIGAR Co., New York
(Chancellor & Cremo cigars). Agency:
Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
AMERICAN COSMETICIANS ASSOCIATION, New York (convention
announcement) .
AMERICAN CRANBERRY EXCHANGE, New York (Eatmor cranberries). Agency: Gotham Adv. Co.,
N. Y. sa
AMERICAN DRUG Corp., St. Louis
( Sinasiptic)
Redfield- Johnstone Inc., N.. Agency:
Y.
AMERICAN DRUGGISTS SYNDICATE, New York (milk of magnesia). Agency: Rogers & Smith Adv.
Agency, Chicago, sp
AMERICAN FRUIT GROWERS
Inc., Pittsburgh (Blue Goose fruits).
Agency : Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn Inc., N. Y.
AMERICAN
GAS MACHINE Co.
Inc., Minneapolis. Agency : Grove
Adv. Agency, St. Paul, sa
AMERICAN GOLD BUYING Co.,
New York, t
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
Co., New York (Remedies). Agency:
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., N. Y.
n t
AMERICAN HOUSEHOLD INSTITUTE, Chicago, sp
AMERICAN LICORICE Co., Chicago (Wins confection).
AMERICAN MAIZE PRODUCTS
Co., New York (Amaizo). Agency:
Geare-Marston Inc., Philadelphia, sa
AMERICAN
MEAT PACKERS,
Chicago,
sp
AMERICAN MOLASSES Co., New
York
molasses
Charles(Grandma's
W. Hoyt Co.
Inc., )N.. Agency
Y. sp :
AMERICAN OAK LEATHER Co.,
Cincinnati (shoe leather), sp
AMERICAN
OIL Co.. Baltimore
(Amoco gas). Agency: Joseph Katz
Co., Baltimore, n rn sa
AMERICAN
PACKING
Co., St.
Louis (Sunrise meats), sp
AMERICAN POP CORN Co., Sioux
City, la. (Jolly Time popcorn).
Agency
Moines. : Coolidge Adv. Co., Des
AMERICAN PROTESTANT DEFENCE LEAGUE, New York, sp ta
AMERICAN PERFUME Co., Seattle (Lady Blondell perfume), sa
sp
AMERICAN RADIATOR & STANDARD SANITARY Corp., New York
(heating apparatus). Agency: Blaker
Adv. Agency Inc., N. Y. n
AMERICAN RESEARCH CHEMICAL Co., Columbus, O. (Rug Nu).
AMERICAN ROLLING MILLS Co.,
Middletowu, O. (Armco sheet steel).
Agency : Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn Inc., Chicago, n

AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR
Corp., Brooklyn (Ever Ready & Gem
razors ) . Agency : Federal Adv. Agency
Inc., N. Y.
AMERICAN
STORES sp Co., Philadelphia (chain grocers),
AMERICAN SUGAR REFINING
Co., New York (Domino sugar).
Agency
: N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
Philadelphia.
AMERICAN TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH Co., New York. Agency:
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., N. Y. n t
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York. Agencies : Lord & Thomas, N.
Y. (Lucky Strike cigarettes) ; N. W.
Ayer & Son (Half & Half smoking
tobacco) ; Lawrence C. Gumbinner
Adv.
Agency, N.n Y.
ton cigarettes),
t ta(Herbert TareyAMERICAN
WEEKLY
MAGAZINE, New York
(publication),
t
ANACIN
Co., Chicago'
(headache
tablets). Agency:
Harry C.
Phibbs
Adv. Co., Chicago, n
ANDRE SEN-RYAN COFFEE Co.,
Duluth (Arco coffee). Agency: Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
N. Y.
sp
ANGELUS-CAMPFIRE
Co., Chicago
( marshmallows) . Agencies: Geo. J.
KirkgasserCo.,& Chicago,
Co., Chicago;
John H.
Dunham
sp
ANGLO CALIFORNIA NATIONAL
BANK of San Francisco, San Francisco. Agency : Doremus & Co. Ltd.,
San Francisco, sa
ANGOSTURA - WUPPERMANN
Corp., New York (Angostura bitters).
Agency: Fletcher & Ellis Inc., N. Y.
BENJAMIN
ANSEHL,
St. Louis
(toothAgency,
powder).Memphis,
Agency: spO'Callaghan
Adv.
ANTROL
LABORATORIES Inc.,
Los Angeles (Antrol, Snarol insecti- SampleHummert cides).
Inc.,Agency
N. : Y.Blackett
sp
APPEN-D-FORM SALES Co., Garrett, Ind. (cold remedy). Agency:
Ross Adv. Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.
K. ARAKALIAN
Inc., New York
(Madera wines). Agency: Hudson
Adv. Co., N. Y. sp ta
ARCTURUS
RADIO
TUBE Co.,
Newark (AC radio tubes). Agency:
United States Adv. Corp., N. Y.
ELIZABETH ARDEN, New York
(Cosmetics). Agency: Blaker Adv.
Agency Inc., N. Y. n sp
ARMAND Co., Des Moines (cosmetics). Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
Philadelphia ; Heath-Seehof Inc., Chicago ;H. .W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co.
Inc., Chicago, t sp
ARMCO O.
CULVERT Mfg. Assn., Middletown,
ARMOUR & Co., Chicago (Star
hams,
Chicago,etc. n).spAgency: Lord & Thomas,
ARMOUR SOAP WORKS, Chicago
(soaps ) . Agency : Lord & Thomas,
Chicago.
ARMSTRONG CORK Co., Lancaster, Pa. (Armstrong 1 inoleum).
Agency : Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn Inc., N. Y.
ARMSTRONG PAINT & VARNISH
Co., Chicago. Agency : Johnson, Reed
& Co. Inc., Chicago, sp
CHARLES
ARNACO
Co., Minneapolis (Arno scalp
treatment).
Agency:
Campbell - Mithum Inc., Minneapolis.

ta. Transcription announcements
sa. Local spot announcements
ARNOLD DRUG Co., Los Angeles
(Arnolax capsules). Agency: Evans
Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
ARTCRAFT INDUSTRIES, Fort
Worth (Won't Run), sp
ASSOCIATED
OIL Co.,
Francisco (Cycol motor
oil).SanAgency:
Lord & Thomas, San Francisco, sp
so t
ASSOCIATED
PHARMACISTS OF
MASSACHUSETTS,
Salem, Mass.
(Chaulmex ointment), rn
ASSOCIATED
SERUM
UCTS Inc., Kansas
City, sa PRODASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN
SOAP ERS,
& NewGLYCERINE
York (GPA PRODUCglycerine).
Agency
:
Newell-Emmett
Co. Inc.,
N. Y. sa
ATLANTIC PHARMACAL Co., Boston (Apco
killer). Boston.
Agency: David
Malkiel
Adv.fly Agency,
ATLANTIC REFINING Co., Philad e 1 p h i a (White Flash gasoline) .
Agency:
N. W.
Philadelphia,
sa Ayer & Son Inc.,
ATLAS BREWING Co., Chicago
(AtlasWasey
Special
brew).
win,
& Co.
Inc., Agency:
Chicago, nErATMORE & SON Inc., Philadelphia
(mincemeat).
Agency: John L. Butler Co., Philadelphia.
ATWATER-KENT Mfg. Co., Philadelphia (radios). Agency: Batten,
Barton,
N.
Y. n Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
AUSTIN NICHOLS & Co., Brooklyn
(Long John whiskey ) . Agency:
Charles M. Storm Co., N. Y.
AUTOMATIC Burner Corp., Chicago
(A B C oil burners).
AVACADO SOAP Co., Ohama
(soaps),AYER
t
THE
Co., Lowell, Mass.
(Cherry
Pectoral).
Metzger Inc., N. Y. saAgency: HanffB
sp
B & T SOCIETY, Brooklyn (religious), rn
B. T. BABBITT, Inc., New York
(Bab-O cleanser).
Agency: Peck
Adv. Agency, Inc., N. Y. n
BAKERS
CONSULTING
BUREAU,
Chicago.
ALEXANDER BALART CO., San
Francisco (Million Dollar coffee) sp
BALBOA BREWING CO., Los Angeles (Balboa beer). Agency: Chet
Crank Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, rn
BALDWIN PERFUMERY CO., Chi(perfume). Agency: M. Glen
Miller,cago
Chicago.
BALDWIN PIANO CO., Cincinnati.
BALL BROTHERS CO., Muncie,
Ind. (fruit jars). Agency: Applegate Adv. Agency, Muncie, Ind. sp
L. BAMBERGER & CO., Newark
ark,
(department
store).
erick N. Sommer
Adv. Agency:
Agency, FredNewBANK cisco, rn OF AMERICA, San FranTHE BARBASOL
COMPANY,
Indianapolis (shaving cream).
Agency:
Erwin, Wasey & Co., Inc., N. Y. n
BARBEY'S Inc., Reading, Pa. (Sunshine beer) . Agency : Jerome B.
Gray & Co., Philadelphia, t
rn sp
BARNSDALL
REFINERIES, Inc.,
Tulsa (petroleum products). Agency:
Arthur Towell, Inc., Madison, Wis.
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Radio stations prefer the bright, compelling
style of news treatment pioneered by Transradio.
Its private leased wire system — using the finest
news circuit facilities ever developed by the
A. T. & T. — has just been extended through the
south. All along the Atlantic Seaboard, from

Raleigh
Washington
Greensboro
Charlotte
Macon

Florida to Maine and far westward, high-speed
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dramatically- written news. For 19 hours a day
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'. B. BARR & CO., Chicago (Bor\ i] cetine remedy ) . Agency : Gale &
!] 'ietsch, Inc., Chicago, sp
\ i iARRIB
LABORATORIES, New1 on, Mass. (plant food). Agency:
; food, Putnam & Wood Co., Boston.
j~>ARTLES
CO., oil).
Wap jrloo, la. - SHEPHERD
(Northland motor
: Weston-Burnett Inc., Wai,' igency
erloo, la.
fL5ASIC
POODS,
Inc., Chicago
r health foods),
sp
BATTLE CREEK DRUGS Inc.,
|'$attle
Creek,
Mich. Martin
(Bonkora,
B>1,
etc.).
Agency:
Inc.,PeriDetroit. battle CREEK POOD CO.,
!Vhe
.Battle Creek, Mich. (Zo & Pep).
Agency : Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc.,
Chicago.
%AUER & BLACK, Chicago (Blue
j£|ity corn plaster). Agency: Needham,
A-jOuis & Brorby Inc., Chicago, n
MAY STATE FISHING CO., Boston
('40Finney
fathomInc.,fish).
Street
Ipt
N. Y. Agency:
so t
MAYER CO., Inc., New York (Baylor's aspirin). Agency: Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., N. Y. n sp t
;,i?AYUK CIGARS
INC.. Philadelphia (Havana Ribbon cigars). Agency: McKee & Albright Inc., Philadelphia.
M. C. REMEDY CO., Durham, N. C.
^headache powders). Agency: Har^ey-Massengale Co. Atlanta, sp
BEAUMONT LABORATORIES, St.
'Ijjouis
tablets).
Agency:
(I. W. (4-way
Kastor cold
& Sons
Adv. Co.
Inc.,
'r/hicago. ta
X)R. BEAUMONT CO., Los Angeles
^depilatory) sp
\i. W. BEARDSLEY'S SONS, Newark (codfish). Agency: Frank Presgrey Co. Inc., N. Y.
BEAUTICIANS Inc., Boston (beauty parlors) rn
fjEECH-NUT
CO.. foods).
Canasoharie, N. Y.PACKING
(Beech Nut
,agencies : Fletcher & Ellis Inc., N.
ff.
Inc., N. Y. n
$*p'-.;saMcCann-Erickson
t
f£ BEIERSDORF & CO., Long Is'*ind City (Nivea face cream).
Kgency : Federal Adv. Agency, N. Y.
i^ELL BAKERIES Inc., Chicago
bread). Agency: D. T. Campbell
,*nc, Chicago, sp
;j!ELL CO. Inc., Chicago (chemical
j roducts). Agency: Rogers & Smith
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
, .EN-BURK Inc., Boston (Old Mr.
.Boston liquor). Agency; Badger &
Urowning Inc., Boston, rn so t
,,aiENRUS WATCH CO., New York
iwatches). Agency: Leon & Held
line, N. Y.
ItJENTLEY - BEALE Inc.. Mont.Aomery, Ala. (Air-O-Mixer) .
'Bernard perfumers, St.
wiouis (Love Charm). Agency: Hilyer V. Swenson Co., St. Louis, so
/[iERRY BROTHERS
Inc., Detroit
"varnishes).
Agency: Maxon Inc.,
Detroit.
ME ST FOODS Inc., New York
(Hellman's
mayonnaise,
Nucao,
Agency: Benton
& Bowles
Inc.,etc.).
N.
£. n sa t
(SETTER HOMES & GARDENS
iftAGAZINE, Des Moines (publicaIChicago,
^on ) . Agency
: Homer McKee Inc.,
sp
BETTER SPEECH INSTITUTE
DF AMERICA, Chicago (instruc<ion). Agency: Auspitz & Lee, Chicago, n sp
ptEWLEY MILLS, Fort Worth
^iflour). rn
tf. L. BEYER, New York (Mant/ind dog food), sp
FINNEY & SMITH Co., New York
/"Crayola, paints). Agency: McLain
. Organization Inc., Philadelphia, sp
Page 64

BIOVEGETIN PRODUCTS Inc,
Chicago (medicine ) . Agency : Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
BIRDSEYE PACKING Co., New
York (frosted foods ) . Agency : Wolcott & Holcomb, Boston, rn
BIRELEY'S Inc., Hollywood (Bireley's orangeade). Agency: Philip J.
Meany Co., Los Angeles, t
BIRTMAN ELECTRIC Co., Chicago Bee
( Vac cleaners ) . Agency :
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
A. BISHOP & Co., Chicago (furs).
Agency : Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
BISMARK HOTEL, Chicago.
Agency : Brandt Adv. Co., Chicago.
THE BI-SO-DOL Co., New Haven,
Conn. (Bi-So-Dol). Agency: Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago, n
BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER Co.,
Grand Rapids, Mich. (sweepers).
Agency : Young & Rubicam Inc., Chicago.
BLACK FLAG Co., Baltimore (insecticide). Agency: Fletcher & Ellis
Inc., N. Y. so t
BLACK HAWK COFFEE & SPICE
Co., Waterloo, la. t
BLACK
SEED Co., Racine, Wis.
(seeds), sa
BLACKSTONE PRODUCTS Co.
Inc., New York (Tasty-Lax). Agencies : Redfield-Coupe Inc., N. Y. ;
Rose-Martin Inc., N. Y. sp
C. F. BLANKE TEA & COFFEE
Co., St. Louis (Faust coffee). Agency : Budke-Connell
Adv. Agency, St.
Louis,
so
BLATZ BREWING Co., Milwaukee
(Blatz Old Heidelberg beer). Agency : Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap Associates Inc., Milwaukee, n sp sa
BLOCK DRUG Co., New York (cosmetics). Y.Agencyt : Redfield - Johnstone Inc., N.
BLODGETT-BECKLEY Co., Toledo
(Old Master coffee). Agency: The
Powers-House Co., Cleveland.
BLUE GING-AM STUDIOS, Minneapolis (cosmetics), sp
BLUE
MOON
CHEESE PRODUCTS Inc., Minneapolis. Agency :
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago, so
BLUE SEAL Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(liquors), rn
BLUE VALLEY CREAMERY Co.,
Chicago (Blue Valley butter). Agency : Mazon Inc., Chicago.
BOKAY TALCUM Co., New York.
Agency : Small, Kleppner & Seiffer
Inc., N. Y. so
sp
BONCILLA LABORATORIES, Indianapolis (Bon cilia preparations).
Agencynati, t : Archer Adv. Co., CincinBOND CLOTHING

Co., New York.

BOND ELECTRIC CORP., Jersey
City, N. J. (flashlights). Agency:
O. S. Tyson & Co. Inc., N. Y. t
BONDED CRYSTAL Co., Milwauso
spkee (mineral water),
P.OOKHOUSE
FOR CHILDREN,
Chicago (publication).
BOOTH FISHERIES Co., Chicago
(fish). Agency:
Sellers Service Inc.,
Chicago,
sp
BORDEN Co., Chicago (ice cream),
BORDEN Co., San Francisco (milk).
rn
BORDEN FARM PRODUCTS. New
York (milk). Agencies: McCannErickson Inc., N. Y. ; H. E. Lesan
Adv. Agency, N. Y. sp
BORDEN Co., New York (ice
cream). Agency: Pedler & Ryan
Inc., N. Y. sp
BORDEN'S
CREAM& Co.,
New
York. AgencyICE
: Young
Rubicam
Inc., N. Y. sp

THE BORDEN SALES Co., New
York (cheese & Condensed milk).
Agencies : Young & Rubicam Inc., N.
Y. ; las,Tracy-Locke-Dawson
Inc., Daln rn sp
BOST TOOTH PASTE Corp., New
York (tooth paste ) . Agency : Erwin,
Wasey & Co. Inc., N. Y. sa
BOSTON
ADVERTISER, Boston
(American weekly), rn
BOSTON GLOBE, Boston (newsBOSTONpaper), rn MOLASSES Co., Boston
(Grandma's molasses). Agency: F.
P. Shumway Co., Boston, rn sp
BOSTON VARNISH Co., Everett,
Mass. (Kyanize varnish). Agency:
Ingalls Adv., Boston, so
BOURJOIS SALES Co., New York
(face powders & perfumes). Agencies : Lord & Thomas, N. Y. ; Redfield-Coupe Inc., N. Y. n
BOWEN AIR LINES, Fort Worth
(air travel), sa
BOWEY'S Inc., Chicago (Dari-Rich
chocolate drink). Agency: Russell C.
Comer Adv. Co., Chicago, sp so t
FRANK BOWNES & Co., Lynn,
Mass. (Modine paints). Agency:
Harry M. Frost Co. Inc., Boston, sa
rn
BOYER INTERNATIONAL LABORATORIES, Chicago (toilet preparations). Agency: Weston-Barnett
Inc., Chicago, n
THE A. S. BOYLE Co., Cincinnati
(Old English floor wax). Agency:
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago, n
BRADFORD OIL REFINING Co.,
Bradford, Pa. (All Penn products).
Agency : Moss-Chase Co., Buffalo.
BRANIFF AIRWAYS, Oklahoma
City (air travel), sa
BRAZILIAN HERB TEA Co., Atlanta (reducing tea), so
M. J. BREITENBACH Co., New
York (Pepto Mangan ) . Agency : McCann-Erickson Inc., N. Y. n
BREWING CORP. OF AMERICA,
Cleveland (Carling's beer). Agency:
Meldrum & Fewsmith Inc., Cleveland.
BREYER ICE CREAM Co., Philadelphia (Breyer's ice cream). Agency:
McKee & Albright Inc., Philadelphia.
H. C. BRILL Inc., New York (E-Zee
Freez dessert). Agency: Donahue &
Coe Inc., N. Y. n sp
BRILLO
MFG. Co. Inc., Brooklyn
(Brillo cleaner).
Agency: Frank
Presbrey Co. Inc., N. Y. n
BRISTOL-MYERS
Co., New York
(Sal Hepatica, Ipana, etc.). Agencies :Benton & Bowles Inc., N. Y. ; •
Pedlar & Ryan Inc., N. Y. ; Thompson-Koch Co., Cincinnati, n sp t
BROADCAST FOODS Co. Inc., Chicago (Broadcast corned beef hash).
Agency : Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc., Chicago, n
GEORGE T. BRODNAX Inc., Memphis Kremer
(jewelryInc.,
mfgrs.).
Agency: Merrill
Memphis.
BROOK
HILL
FARMS, Genesee
Depot, Wis. (milk).
BROSIS LABORATORIES, Chicago (turlene facial cream). Agency:
Earle Ludgen Inc., Chicago.
BROWN SHOE Co., St. Louis (Buster Brown shoes). Agency: Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
BROWN
& WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Corp., Louisville (Raleigh
cigarettes). Agency: Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y. *
E. L. BRUCE Co., Memphis (Terminex ) . Agency : O'Callaghan Adv.
Agency, Memphis, n
BUILDERS
LIFE INSURANCE
Co., Chicago, sp
BUICK MOTOR Co., Flint, Mich,
(motor Co.cars).
Agency:so CampbellEwald
Inc., Detroit,

BUCKEYE BREWING Co., Toledo.
Agency : Grace & Bement Inc., N. Y.
BULOVA WATCH Co., New York
(Bulova timepieces). Agency: The
Biow Co. Inc., N. Y. sa
B U N T E BROTHERS, Chicago
(Tango Bars and Malteasers). Agency; Fred A. Robbins Inc., Chicago,
sp sa t ta
BURBANK Corp., Burbank, Cal.
(vegetable concentrates).
BUREAU OF MILK PUBLICITY,
Albany, N. Y. (1934 health drive).
Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., N.
Y. n rn
BURNHAM & MORRILL Co., Portland, Me. (B & M canned foods).
Agency : Lavin & Co. Inc., Boston.
BURLINGTON DRUG CO., Burlington, Vt. (Greene's syrup of tar).
Agency :lingtDow
on, Vt. & Peterson Inc., BurJOSEPH BURNETT Co., Boston
(vanilla). Agency: Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y. sp so t
BURNHAM PRODUCTS Co. Inc.,
Chicago (toilet preparations). Agency : Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc.,
Chicago.
BURRUS FLOUR MILLS, Fort
Worth, Texas (Lightcrust flour), t rn

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO., Detroit. Agency : Campbell-Ewald Co.
Inc., Detroit, n sa
M. R. CADY & CO. Inc., Grand
Rapids, Mich, (chemists). Agency:
Chicago.
Matteson-Fogarty-Jordan Co. Inc.,
JOHN E. CAIN Co., Cambridge,
Mass. (mayonnaise). Agency: Chambers & Wiswell Inc., Boston, so
CAL -ASPIRIN Co., Chicago (aspirin.) Agency
Minneapolis,
n sp: The McCord Co.,
CALCIUM CHLORIDE ASSN. OF
NEW YORK, New York (disinfectant). Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son
Inc., N. Y. sp so
CALIFORNIA
ANIMAL
UCTS Co., Oakland
(Calo dog PRODfood).
Agency : Emil Brisacher & Staff, San
Francisco.
CALIFORNIA BREWING ASSOCIATION, San Francisco (Acme
beer). Agency: Emil Brisacher &
Staff, San Francisco, so
CALIFORNIA
FIGCO
Co., Los Angeles (beverages),
sp
CALIFORNIA
FRUIT
EXCHANGE, Sacramento
(Blue Anchor
fruits). Agency: Lord & Thomas,
San Francisco.
CALIFORNIA FRUIT GROWERS
EXCHANGE, Los Angeles (Sunkist
oranges). Agency: Lord & Thomas
Inc., Los Angeles.
CALIFORNIA
HOTEL, San Francisco, t
PACKING CORP..
tCALIFORNIA
sp Francisco (Del
San
Monte canned
fruits ) . Agency : McCann-Erickson
Inc., San Francisco, n rn sp t
CALIFORNIA PERFUME Co., Suffern, N. Y. (Ambrosia cosmetics).
Agency : Luckey-Bowman Inc., N. Y.
CALIFORNIA PRUNE & APRICOT GROWERS ASSN., San Jose
(Sunsweet dried prunes). Agency:
Long Adv. Service, San Jose, Calif.
CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSN.,
San Francisco (building material).
Agency
: Gerth-Knollin
Adv. Agency,
San Francisco,
sp
CALIFORNIA SPRAY CHEMICAL
Corp., Berkeley, Cal. (fertilizer).
AgencyCal.
: Long
Adv. Service, San
Jose,
sp
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PAUL

REVERE

Rides

Again!

I
!News
20%
and

from

Boston

announces

Rate Reductions

on WBZ

WBZA

|Boston

Agency Executives Acclaim WBZ and WBZA
Now

Greatest

Radio

Buy

For New

England

"WBZ and WBZA now become the leading
radio buys in New England".
F. S. Weston, President, Frank S. Weston
Advertising, Providence, R. I.
"I think the new rates are going to create a
new era of business for WBZ and WBZA".
Karl M. Frost, President, Karl M. Frost
Co., Inc.
'"The rates just issued make these NBC
stations the best buys for New England

"The adjusted rates permit unusually economical coverage of the New England

ge".
; coveraDavid
Malkiel, President, David Malkiel Advertising Agency.

John W Dowd, President, Dowd & Ostreimarket".
cher, Inc.

"New rates make WBZ and WBZA infinitely more attractive to the New England
advertiser".
Francis T. Baldwin. Account Executive, Batten, Barton, Durstine and Osborn.

"The new rates make WBZ

and WBZA

the

most attractive radio buy in New England".
Harry F. Malloy, Account Executive, H. B.
Humphrey Company.

THE

NEW

SCHEDULE
COMPARED WITH THE OLD

Drastic revision in the basic rate structure
of WBZ and WBZA shows a reduction rang
ing from 18 to 23 per cent in the principal
classes of service.
Quarter
Old rate Hour
of $196 off 18.3% to $160.
Half
Hourof $312 off 23% to $240.
Old rate

WBZ
50,000

&

WATTS

BOSTON

NATIONAL

Full Hour
Old rate of $500 off 20% to $400.

WBZA
1,000

WATTS

The average cost per time signal is lower. Ind«
pendent announcements are shaded. The Horn
Forum and Musical Clock are scaled down.

SPRINGFIELD

BROADCASTING
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CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
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CALIFORNIA
WALNUT GROWiERS ASSN., Los Angeles (walnuts).
•Agency: McCann-Erickson Inc., Los
j.Angeles.
i'CALODINE
DISTRIBUTORS,
San
j (Francisco (mineral
water). Agency:
I> Marc Bowman Agency, San Fran|jCisco, sp
11CALONITE Co., New York (Chiropfjodine). t
h)CAL-SO-DENT Co. Inc., New York
^ (mouth wash).
Agency: J. Walter
n Thompson Co., N. Y. n sp
is CALVERT MARYLAND DISTILLLING Co., New York (Calvert whisfi:,key).
Homann, Tarcher &
« Sheldon Agency:
Inc.
'iCAMPANA
Batavia,
in.
\\ (Italian balm). Corp.,
Agency:
Aubrey,
Moore & Wallace Inc., Chicago, n
| CAMPBELL CEREAL Co., Northjifield, Minn. (Malt-O-Meal). Agency:
'■\\tMitchell-Faust
Adv. Co., Chicago, sp
sa
J CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden, N.
mJ., (Campbell soups). Agency: F.
•kWallis Armstrong Co., Philadelphia, n
|jCANADA DRY GINGER ALE Inc.,
New York (Canada Drv ) . Agency :
|J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
jgCANDY COD DISTRIBUTORS,
,;New York (Candy Cod). Agency:
..Redfield-Johnstone Inc., N. Y. sa
lUOHN
B. CANEPA
Co., Chicago
fi (Red Cross macaroni).
Agency: J.
ifEdward Long, Chicago.
JCANFIELD OIL Co., Cleveland
Jr(home dry cleaning machine). Agenicy : Frank Wulf Adv. Agency., Cleveland.
vCANTON BEVERAGES, Canton,
:>Conn. (ginger ale), rn
"CAPITAL CITY PRODUCTS Co.,
•iColumbus (Dixie mayonnaise) . Agen|«y : J. Horace Lyttle Co., Columbus,
ICAPE COD SHIRT Co., Fall River,
?Mass. & (men's
shirts).Inc.,Agency:
Lanfpher
Schonfarber
Providence,
j{R. I. sp
^CAPITAL DRUG Co., Augusta, Me.
.'(Dr. Kinsman's asthmatic remedy).
.Agency: Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago, sp
iCAPUDINE CHEMICAL Co., RaIPeigh, N. C. (medicinals). Agency:
.Dillard Jacobs Co., Atlanta, Ga. t
.CAR P.OLA CHEMICAL Co., Natural Bridge, N. Y. (insecticide), sa
--CARBONA PRODUCTS Co., New
"lYork (Carbona cleaning fluid).
'Agency: E. T. Howard Co. Inc., N.
sTHE CARBORUNDUM Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y. (carborundum
Abrasives). Agency: Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y. n
■CARDINAL LABORATORIES, Chicago (shoe polish). Agency: Blackett-■sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago, sa
fcAREY MAPLE SUGAR Co., New
jTork (Highland maple syrup), sp
CAREY SALT Co., Hutchinson,
IKans. (toothpaste). Agency: Ruthyauff & Ryan Inc., Chicago, sa
jCARHART, HAMILTON COTTON
MILLS, Detroit (work garments).
Agency: Brotherton Inc., Detroit.
CARLETON & HOVEY Co., Lowell,
'Mass.
John's Boston,
medicine).
Agency : (Father
John W. Queen,
n sa
A. CARLISLE & Co., San Francisco (stationery supplies). Agency:
Charles R. Stuart Inc., San Francisco, rn
pARLSBAD CRYSTAL SALES Co.,
iN e w York (Carlsbad crystals).
Agency : H. M. Kiesewetter Adv.
Agency Inc., N. Y. n sp
JCARLYLE LABORATORIES Inc.,
New York (Phantom Red lipstick).
Agency : Charles J. Cutajar Adv., N.
rfaage 66

and

Regional

Radio

Advertisers
(Cont'd) . . .
CLUB
ALUMINUM
Co., Chicago
CARNATION Co., Milwaukee (can- CHICAGO FLEXIBLE SHAFT Co., (cooking utensils). Agency: Willard
ned milk). Agency: Erwin, Wasey
Chicago (Sunbeam mixmaster). E. Stevens Adv. Agency, Chicago.
& Co. Inc., Chicago, n sp sa
Agency : Perrin-Paus Co., Chicago.
COAST FISHING Co., Wilmington,
CARPENTER - MORTON Co., Bos- sp
sa
CHICAGO
GOLD SMELTING & Calif. (Balto dog food). Agency: J.
ton (Carmote paints). Agency: Edmund S. Whitten Inc., Boston, sp sa REFINING Co., Chicago (old jewel- Walter Thompson Co., Los Angeles.
Agency: Chicago Union Adv. COCA COLA Co., Atlanta (beverCARSON, PIRIE SCOTT & Co., Agency,ry).Chicago.
Louis, nage).spAgency: D'Arcy Adv. Co., St.
Chicago (dry goods). Agency: Gale
& Pietsch Inc., Chicago.
CHICAGO MAIL ORDER ECONOChicago, (dry goods). COCO COD CORP., Evanston, 111.
CARSTEN PACKING Co., Seattle AgencyMY :OUTLET,
W. Kastor
& Sons Adv.
(meat packers), sp
(Coco cod liver oil). Agency: H. W.
Co. Inc., H.
Chicago,
sp
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., ChiCARTER MEDICINE Co., New
CHICAGO,
MILWAUKEE, ST.
cago, ta
York
liverInc.,
pills).
RAILWAY, ChiAgencies(Carter's
: Street little
& Finney
N. PAUL &cago.PACIFIC
Co., Hoboken, N. J.
Agency : Roche, Williams & COCOMALT
Y.
;
H.
H.
Good
Adv.
Co.,
N.
Y.
sa
(Cocomalt). Agency: Ruthrauff &
t ta
Cunningham Inc., Chicago, sa
Ryan Inc., N. Y. n
CHICAGO & NORTH WESTERN
CARTER'S INK Co., Cambridge,
COFFEE PRODUCTS OF AMERR., St. Paul (transportation).
Mass. (ink). Agency: J. Walter R.
ICA Inc., Ltd., Los Angeles (coffee).
Agency : Caples Co., Chicago, sa sp
Thompson Co., N. Y.
Agency
: T. C. Creamer Adv. Agency,
CHICAGO
SCHOOL
OF
MUSIC,
Los
Angeles.
GEO. W. CASWELL & Co., San Chicago ( instruction ) . Agency:
Francisco (coffee & tea). Agency:
COLE MILLING Co., Chester, 111.
Heath-Seehof Inc., Chicago, sa
Emil Brisacher
& Staff, San Fran- CHIEFTAIN MFG. Co., Baltimore
cisco, n
(Omega
flour).
Agency:
D'Arcy
Adv.
Agency,
St. Louis,
t
(Color Shine shoe polish). Agency:
CATERPILLAR TRACTOR Co., Pe- Van Sant, Dugdale & Co. Inc., Bal- COLEMAN LAMP & STOVE Co.,
oria, 111. (tractors). Agency: N. W.
timore, sp sa t ta
Wichita, Kan. (house appliances).
Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia.
CHINA RICE IMPORTING Co., Agency : Potts-Turnbull Co. Inc.,
THE CENTAUR COMPANY, New rn
San Francisco (rice). Agency: Hix- Kansas City, sa t ta
Yorkcies :Young
(Fletcher's
Castoria).
.AgenCo.,
& Rubicam
Inc., N.
Y. ; son-O'Donnell Inc., San Francisco. COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
City, N. J. (soaps, etc.).
Thompson - Koch Co., Cincinnati ; CHOCCO YEAST Inc., Springfield, Jersey
Agency
:
Benton
&
Bowles
Inc.,
N.
Hanff-Metzger
Y. n sp t
ZBT
line), n Inc., N. Y. (radio for Mass. (chocco yeast).
CENTRAL SHOE Co., St. Louis CHOCOLATE PRODUCTS Co., Chi- COLLEGE INN FOOD PRODUCTS
cago (Kayo bottled drink). Agency:
(Robin Hood shoes). Agency: Jimm
Co., Chicago (College Inn canned
J. L. Sugden Adv. Co., Chicago.
Daugherty Inc., St. Louis, t
foods).
Blackett
Hummert Agency:
Inc., Chicago,
sp - SampleCHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
PUBLICENTURY LABORATORIES, New
CATION
COMMITTEE,
Boston.
.
sp
York ( Foot powder ) . t
COLLINGBOURNE MILLS, Elgin,
CEREAL PRODUCTS Corp., San CHRYSLER SALES Corp., Detroit 111. (threads & silks ) . Agency : Rogers & Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago, sp
Francisco (Acme beer).
(motor
cars).
Agencies:
Lee Ander-&
son Adv.
Co., Detroit
; Ruthrauff
CHAMBERLAIN & Co. Inc., Bos- Ryan Inc., N. Y. ; J. Stirling Getchell TOM COLLINS, JR., Co., Cincinton (meat products). Agency: Chas. Inc., N. Y. n rn sp sa t
nati (beverages). Agency: Lord &
Thomas, N. Y.
W. Hoyt Co., N. Y. rn
G.
CINELLI
Co.,
Tacoma,
Wash.
( olive oil ) . sp
CHAMBERLAIN LABORATORIES
COLONIAL BEACON OIL Co., BosInc., Des Moines (hand lotion). CITIES SERVICE Co., New York
ton (Esso and Colonial gasoline).
Agencies : Coolidge Adv. Co., Des
products). Agency: Lord Agency : McCann-Erickson Inc., N. Y.
Moines ; Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. &(petroleum
Thomas, N. Y. m
Y. n sa t ta
COLONIAL DAMES Co., Los AnSOAP Co., San Diego,
geles (cosmetics). Agency: Glasser
CHAPPEL BROS. Inc., Rockford, CITRUS
Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, sp rn
Calif.Agency
:
Norman
W.
Tolle,
111. (Ken-L-Ration dog food). Agen- San Diego, Calif, sp t
cy: Rogers
COLUMBIA ALKALI Corp., BarChicago,
n sp & Smith Adv. Agency, DR. GEORGE W. CLAPP (Den- berton,
O. (dustless coal treatment).
sa
tists Supply Co.), New York. Agency:
C H A R I S Corp., Allentown, Pa. E. C. VanDyke Inc., N. Y. sp rn
(Charis foundation garments).
COLUMBIA CONSERVE Co., InATKINS Co., MinAgency : Elkins Adv. Agency, Phila- CLARA BELLE
dianapolis (foods).
Agency:rn Gundneapolis (hair restorer). Agency:
delphia, n
lach
Adv. Agency,
Chicago,
sp sa
Kraff Adv. Agency, Minneapolis.
CHASE CANDY Co., St. Joseph, CLARK BROTHERS CHEWING
COLUMBIA LIFE INSURANCE
Mo. (candy ) . Agency : Russell C. GUM Co., Pittsburgh (teaberry gum).
Co., Cincinnati. Agency : Keelor &
Comer Adv. Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Stites Co., Cincinnati.
Agency
:
Edward
M.
Power
Co.
Inc.,
COLUMBIA PICTURES Corp., New
CHATTANOOGA MEDICINE Co., Pittsburgh, t sp sa ta
Chattanooga, Tenn. (remedies).
York (Man's Castle movie). Agency:
Agency : Nelson Chesman & Co., CLARK HOTEL, San Francisco, t The Biow Co. Inc., N. Y. sa t
CLASS & NACHOD BREWING Co., COLUMBIA ROPE Co., New York
Chattanooga, ta
Philadelphia. Agency : Fehling &
CHEF BOIARDI FOOD PROD(tire chains), sa
Joirrdet
Inc., Phila.
UCTS Co., Cleveland (Spaghetee din- CLEERCOAL
Co., Boston (coal). COMFORT MFG Co., New York
ner). Agency: H. W. Kastor & Sons
(Milk of Magnesia toothpaste).
Agency : Harry M. Frost Co. Inc., Agency:
Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Street & Finney Inc., N. Y.
Boston, rn
sa
t ta
CHER AMY Inc., New York (cos- M. C. CLEIN & Co., Atlanta, Ga.
metics). Agency: Lawrence C. Gum(Mentho-Mulsion) . Agency: Mabel COMFORT PAPER Corp., San
binner Adv. Agency, N. Y. n
(Zalo toilet tissue). AgenLoeb, Adv. Agency, Atlanta, sp sa t Francisco
cy: Emil Brisacher & Staff, San
CHESAPEAKE & OHIO RAILFrancisco.
ROAD. Washington, D. C. (rail F. W. CLEMENTS PRODUCTS
COMMANDER LARABEE Corp.,
Rochester,
N. Y. Wylie
(Dare'sB.Mentha
transportation). Agency: Campbell- Co.,
Pepsin).
Agency:
Jones Minneapolis (Sunfed flour). Agency:
Ewald Co. Inc., Washington, sa t n
Adv. Agency Inc., N. Y. t
p
CHESEBROUGH MFG. Co., New
Addison apolis, sLewis
& Associates, MinneSTEEL PRODUCTS
York (Vaseline petroleum jelly). CLEVELAND
Corp.,
Cleveland
(Torridheat
oil
COMMERCIAL
BREWING Co.,
Agency : McCann-Erickson Inc., N. Y. burners). Agency: Sweeney & James
Charlestown,
Mass. (Millionaires
CHESTNUT HATCHERY, Chest- Co., Cleveland.
Club beer).
Agency: Harry M.
nut, 111. (baby chicks), sa
CLICQUOT CLUB Co.. Millis, Mass.
Frost Co. Inc., Boston.
CHEVROLET MOTOR Co., Detroit
(ginger ale). Agency: .N. W. Ayer & COMMONWEALTH LOAN Co., In(motor cars). Agency: CampbelT- Son Inc., Philadelphia, t
dianapolis, Ind. (loans), t
Ewald Co. Inc., Detroit, n sp sa t
CLIMALENE Co., Canton, O. (Wa- COMMERCIAL MILLING Co., DeCHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE,
ter softener). Agency: W. S. Hill
(Henkel'sAgency,
cake flour).
Chicago (Grain reports), n
Co. Inc., Pittsburgh, n sp t
Karl troit
G. Behr
Detroit,Agency:
sp
CHICAGO COUNCIL FISH & SEA
CLIMAX CLEANER MFG. Co., COMPAGNIE
PARISIENNE Inc.,
FOOD, Chicago. Agency: Sellers Cleveland (wall paper cleaner). San Antonio (perfume). Agency:
Service Inc., Chicago, sa
Agency:
Krichbaum-Liggett Co., Northwest Radio Adv. Co. Inc., SeatCleveland.
tle, t
CHICAGO,
DULUTH
&.
GEORCLINTON CARPET Co., Chicago CONGOIN Co., Los Angeles (health
GIAN BAY TRANSIT Co., Chicago.
(Ozite carpet cushions). Agency:
Agency
Detroit, : t Campbell - Ewald Co. Inc., Earle Ludgin Inc., Chicago, t
beverages ) . Co.,
Agency:
LoekwoodSchackelford
Los Angeles,
sp t
CHICAGO ENGINEERING
CLOSSET & DEVERS, Portland,
CONGRESS
CIGAR
Co.,
Newark
(La Paline cigars, etc.). Agency:
WORKS, Chicago (television appara- Ore. (Golden West coffee). Agency:
MacWilkins & Cole Inc., Portland.
Gotham Adv. Co., N. Y. sp sa
tus). *
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L CONSOLIDATED BY-PRODUCTS
: i-j Co., Philadelphia (dog food). Agency:
'[ f;>
Adv. Agency, CIGAR
Philadelphia.so
j.^ Cahall
CONSOLIDATED
Corp.,
'(!< New York (Dutch Masters). Agency:
j- The Aitken-Kynett Co., Philadelphia.
CONSTITUTION
SOCIETY OF
THE UNITED STATES, Los Angei les (political), rn
$< CONSUMERS
CREDIT
CO. OF
" |< CALIF., Los Angeles (loan service).
|* Agency : Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc.,
|-' Los
H;<
CONTIAngeles.
PRODUCTS
Corp., New
1" York (soap). Agency: Henry S.
': ti,] Howland Inc., N. Y. t
CONTINENTAL AUTO Co., De§< troit (motor cars). Agency: Grace
% & Holliday, Detroit.
': i New
CONTINENTAL
Corp.,
York (Wonder BAKING
bread & Hostess
1 P,
cake).
Barton,
8- Durstine
&Agency:
Osborn Batten,
Inc., N. Y.
n sp
}j y sa t
[' CONTINENTAL
OIL Co., Ponca
li;|;
City, Okla.
Agency:
;? Dawson
Inc., N.
Y. n Tracey-LockeI! f. COOK PAINT & VARNISH Co.,
I - Kansas
City (,paints ) . Agency :
\h |"
Ferry-Hanly
Adv. Co., Kansas City.
I ' SP
if THOMAS COOK & SON-WAGON- LITS
Inc., New
York (tourist
'•' agents ) . Agency : L. D. Wertheimer
{! I Adv. Co. Inc., N. Y. n
f COPELAND PRODUCTS Inc., Mt.
J i Clemens, Mich. (Copeland refrigera|x tors
troit.) . Agency : Halliday-Mason, De;1 COPINOL Co., Los Angeles (hay
U fever remedy ) . sa
f CORN BELT HATCHERY, Gibson
'< City, 111. Agency: Campbell-Sanford
■< Adv. Agency, Cleveland, sa
¥ CORN PRODUCTS REFINING Co.,
p New York (Karo, Mazola, Linit, etc).
;< Agency: E. W. Hellwig Co., N. Y. n
5 CORTLAND
BAKING
Co., Cort!l land, N. Y. (Cobaka bread), t
I '' CORYELL OIL Co., New York sa
11 COTTON BAKING Co., Alexandria,
:; La. sp
i % COTY Inc., New York (perfumes &
v powder). Agency: Percival K. Froijj wert Co. Inc., N. Y.
] COUNTRY
CLUB
SODA Co.,
h Springfield, Mass.
(Country Club
ji
beverage).Inc., Agency:
B. spRemI ('l ington
Springfield,Wm.Mass.
I COWARD SHOES Inc., New York
(]/
(ladies' shoes).
Blaker Adv.
,^ Agency,
N. Y. saAgency:
t
fa COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL,
L Chicago. Agency : Philip O. Palmer
■ & Co., Chicago, sp
r CRACKER JACK Co., Chicago
If (candy). Agency: John H. Dunham
£ Co., Chicago.
I CRADDOCK TERRY Co., LynchiC burg, Va. (Lion Brand shoes).
A Agency: HanfE-Metzger Inc., N. Y.
I CRANBERRY CANNERS Inc.,
i South Hanson, Mass. (Ocean Spray
* cranberry sauce ) . Agency : Ingalls
r Adv., Boston, sp sa
CRAZY
WATER
HOTELWater
Co., CrysMin"'[ eral
Wells,
Tex. (Crazy
£ tals). Agencies: Cowan & Dengler
r Inc., N. Y. ; Luckey Bowman Inc.,
i'li N. Y. n rn sp sa t
f THE CREAM OF WHEAT CORP.,
^ Minneapolis (Cream of Wheat).
k Agency : J. Walter Thompson Co.,
F Chicago, n
■ CREAMETTE Co., Minneapolis (nooh dies ) . Agency : Addison Lewis & AsP\ sociates, Minneapolis.
j CRESCENT MACARONI &
IS CRACKER Co., Davenport, la. (food
• V products).
• %.1 CRETE
MILLS,
Crete,R. Nebr.
(Victor flour).
Agency:
A. Moritz
i'"S Co., Davenport. Ia.
l ^Page
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CROFT BREWING Co., Boston
(Croft ale).
McCannErickson
Inc., N. Agency:
Y. rn
CROSLEY RADIO Corp., Cincinnatiradios
(
and refrigerators ) . Agency : Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati
(radio
advertising)
; Procter
& Collier Co. Inc., Cincinnati
(all other).
CROSSE & BLACKWELL Co., BaltimorPlus
e(
Four scotch whiskey ) .
Agency : Van Sant, Dugdale & Co.
Inc., Baltimore, sa t
CROWELL PUBLISHING Co., New
York (American, Colliers). Agencies: Wm. Esty & Co. Inc., N. Y. •
Geyer-Cornell Co. Inc., N. Y. ; Ralph
H. Jones Co., N. Y. (Colliers), sp
CRUSADERS, New York (political
group), n
CRUSADER Co., Detroit (insecticides).
CRYSTALAC
PRODUCTS Corp.,
Chicago
(auto finish). Agency:
Woodman-Stewart Co., Chicago, sa
CUBAN PRODUCTS Co., New York
(Cuban rum), sa
CUBBISON CRACKER Co., Los
Angeles. Agency : Roy Campbell Co.,
Los Angeles, sp
CUDAHY PACKING Co., Chicago
(Puritan ham, old Dutch cleanser).
Agency : Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
CUHN & LUBOW, New York (Dundee Smart clothes), sa
E. T. CUNNINGHAM Inc., Harrison, N. J. (radio tubes). Agency:
L. H. Waldron Adv. Agency, N. Y.
CURRIER'S TABLETS Inc., Los
Angeles (proprietary). Agency: Hixson-O'Donnel Inc., Los Angeles, t sa
CURTICE BROTHERS Co., Rochester (Blue Label canned foods).
Agency : N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., N.
Y.
CURTISS
CANDY
Co., Chicago
(Baby Ruth confection ) . Agency :
McJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago. * so
CYCLE TRADES OF AMERICA,
New York (Bicycles), sa

Radio

Advertisers

DEISEL - WEMMER - GILBERT
Corp., Detroit (El Verso cigars).
Agencies
Co., Detroit;S. :M.Simons-Michelson
Epstein Co., Detroit
(on
Emerson & San Felice cigars).
ing, sp
DeJAY STORES, New York (clothDELAWARE,
LACKAWANNA &
WESTERN COAL Co., New York
(blue coal). Agency: Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., N. Y. n
DELCO APPLIANCE Corp., Rochester, N. Y. (oil burners). Agency: The
Geyer Co., Dayton, O. n
DEL RAY
CORP., San Francisco
(mushroom
sauce).
Agency:
J. Walter Thompson Co., San
Francisco.
DEMOCRATIC
NATIONAL COMMITTEE, Washington (political), n
DEO Corp., Berkeley, Calif. (Dennis
ointment). Agency: Atlee F. Hunt
Co., Oakland, Calif.
DE SOTA CHEMICAL Co., Arcadia,
Fla., (Gator roach exterminator).
Agency : Lake-Spiro-Cohn Inc., MemDE SOTO MOTOR Corp., Detroit
(motor cars). Agency: J. Stirling
Getehell Inc., Detroit, rn sa
phis.
DETHOL MFG. Co., Washington (insect powder). Agency: Aitkin-Kynett
Co., Philadelphia, sa
DETROIT & CLEVELAND NAVIGATION Co., Detroit (lake transportation.) Agency : J. F. Walsh Adv.
Agency, Detroit, sa
DETROIT CREAMERY Co., Detroit
(Arctic dairy products). Agency! N.
W. Ayer & Son Inc., Detroit.
DETROIT WHITE LEAD WORKS,
Detroit (Rogers brushing lacquer).
Agency : spErwin,
Wasey & Co. Inc.,
Chicago,
t
DEXDALE HOSIERY MILLS,
Lansdale, Pa. (women's hosiery).
Agency : Hirshon-Garfield Inc., N. Y.
DIAMOND BEVERAGE Corp., Waterbury, Conn, (beverages). Agency:
Chas. W. Hoyt Co. Inc., N. Y.
E. E. DICKINSON Co., New Haven,
Conn, (face cream and witch hazel).
Agency : Wilson H. Lee Adv. Agency,
D
New Haven, Conn, sp t
DICTOGRAPH PRODUCTS Corp.,
DALTON'S
Inc.,
Los
Angeles
(auto
loans), sa
New York (Acousticon heating pads).
Agency : Schwab & Beatty Inc., N. Y. t
DANDEE PRETZEL & POTATO
CHIP Co., Cleveland. Agency: Ed- DIETARY FOODS Co., Minneapolis
ward Howard Agency, Cleveland.
(Dietene). sa
DAVIDSON BISCUIT Co., Mt. Ver- DILL PUBLISHING Co., New York
non, 111. (crackers), sp
(Radio Stars magazine), sa
R. B. DAVIS Co., Hoboken, N. J. DIPLOMAT PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (canned chicken). Agency: Al
(Davis baking powder). Agency:
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y. n sp t Paul Lefton Co. Inc., Philadelphia.
DIXIE DISTRIBUTORS Inc., HillsDAWSON'S BREWERY Inc., New
Mich, (oil marketers). Agency:
Bedford, Mass. Agency : David Mal- Potts dale,
- Turnbull Adv. Co., Kansas
kiel Adv. Agency, Boston.
City, t
DAYTON RACQUET Co., Dayton,
DOBBS Co., New York (Tomex). sa
O. (steel tennis racquets). Agency:
DODGE BROTHERS Corp., Detroit
J. Horace Lytle Co., Columbus, O.
(motor cars). Agency: Ruthrauff &
DAYTON SPICE MILLS Co., Day- Ryan
Inc., N. Y. rn sp sa t ta
ton, O. (Old Reliable coffee). Agency:
PRODUCTS
Co., New
Hugoton, O.Wagenseil & Associates, Day- DOGLOW
York (dog cleaning powder). Agency:
Loewy Adv. Agency, N. Y. sp
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. sa
J. G. DODSON PROPRIETARIES,
DEAN MILK Co., Chicago (Vitamin
Atlanta (Mentodene, etc.). sa sp
D milk ) . Agency : Howard H. Monk
DOLLAR
CRYSTAL
Co., Omaha
Adv. Agency, Rockford, 111.
(Texas
crystals).
Agency:
DEARBORN CHEMICAL Co., Chilen Adv. Agency, Omaha, sp Earl Alcago (Plumite water softener). Agen- DOMESTIC
SEWING MACHINE
cy : Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Chicago,
sa
Co., Cleveland. *
DECKER, ALFRED & COHN, Chi- DOMINIQUE Inc., Detroit (perfume). Agency: Campbell-Ewald Co.
cago (Society Brand clothes). Agency : Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc., Inc., Detroit, sa
Chicago.
DOMINION DISTILLERS Inc., Jer(Kaveh, coffee cordial).
JACOB E. DECKER & SONS, Ma- Agencysey :City
Ralph Rossiter Inc., N. Y. sp
son City, Ia. (bacon and ham). AgenDON LEON COFFEE Co., Lincoln,
lis. cy : Critehfield-Graves Co., MinneapoNeb. (coffee & spices), sa
DEEP ROCK OIL Co., Chicago. *
DON PARMALEE, Des Moines
(Buick contest), t
DEERFOOT
FARMS
Co., Southborough,
Mass.
(dairy products).
DORLO Co., Chicago (beauty prodAgency
:
N.
W.
Ayer
&
Son
Inc.,
ucts). Agency: Phelps-Engel-Phelps
Boston, sp
Inc., Chicago.

(Cont'd)

. . .

D'OR
PRODUCTS
Co., Cleveland |
(egg shampoo). Agency: Ralph W.
Sharp, Cleveland.
DRAKE HOTEL, Chicago. Agency: !
Harry Atkinson Inc., Chicago.
DRENN & MCCARTHY Inc., Auburn, N. Y. (Enna Jettick shoes).
DREWRYS, Ltd., Chicago (Drewrys
Ale).
Agency, Agency:
Chicago, J.spR. Hamilton Adv.
DREWRY & SONS Co., St. Paul
(Red Cross beverages ) . Agency :
Harman-McGuines Inc., St. Paul.
DREZMA
Inc.,: New
(cosmet-&
ics .) Agency
Small, York
Kleppner
Seiffer Inc., N. Y. t
DRI BRITE Inc., St. Louis (selfpolishing wax). Agency: Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., N. Y.
DRUG TRADE PRODUCTS, ChicagoPeruna
( Chicago,
) . Agency
: Benson &
Dall Inc.,
sp
P. DUFF & SONS Inc., Pittsburgh
(ginger bread mix). Agency: Batten,
Barton,
& Osborn Inc.,
Pittsburgh,Durstine
sp t
DUFFY-MOTT Co. Inc., New York
(citrus products). Agencies: Grady &
Wagner, N. Y. ; Long Adv. Service,
San Jose, Cal. sp sa
DUNCAN
COFFEE
Co., Houston
(Admiration coffee ) . Agency : Jay
H. Skinner, Houston, sp t
DUNN & MCCARTHY Inc., Auburn,
New York (Enna Jettick shoes).
Agencies : The Grey Adv. Service Inc.,
N. Y.; Amos Parish & Co., N. Y.
ADELE
DUPONT
Co., Boston
(Adele Dupont facial cream), sp
E. I. DU PONT de NEMOURS &
Co., Wilmington, Del. (Zerone, Duco,
etc.). Agencies: Harry M. Frost Co.
Inc., stine
Boston.
Barton,
& Osborn; Batten,
Inc., N. Y.
sa sp DurDUQUESNE
BREWING
burgh (Silvertop
beer), sp Co., PittsDURKEE ATWOOD Co., Minneapolis (auto accessories).
DURKEE
FAMOUS FOODS Inc.,
Elmhurst, N. Y. (salad dressing, etc. ) .
Agencies : Federal Adv. Agency Inc.,
N. Y. ; C. Wendell Muench & Co.,
Chicago, rn sa
DURKEE - MOWER Inc., Lynn,
Mass. (marshmallow fluff dessert).
rn
t sa : Harry M. Frost Co., Boston.
Agency
DWARFUES Corp., Council Bluff,
Ia. (&breakfast
cereal Omaha,
) . Agency
zell
Jacobs Inc.,
sp : BoDWINNEL-WRIGHT Co., Boston
(White
House
) . Agency : Lavin
& Co.
Inc.,coffee
Boston.
E
EAGLE
DISTILLERY
Co. Inc.,
New Brunswick, N. J. (Gold Stream
apple
brandy).
Agency: Meldrum &
Fewsmith
Inc., Cleveland.
EARLY
& DANIEL, Cincinnati
(Tuxedo feeds). Agency: Keelor &
Stites Co., Cincinnati, sp
EARNSHAW KNITTING Co., Newton, Mass. (Vanta baby garments).
Agency : Ingalls, Adv., Boston.
EASTERN
NU-ENAMEL
Co., New
York (paints),
sp
EASTMAN KODAK Co., Rochester
(Kodaks).
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Agency:
Y. t
EASY-SHIFT MFG. Co., Des
Moines, Ia. (Anti-freeze) . Agency:
Battenfield & Ball, Des Moines, Ia. ta
EASY WASHING MACHINE Corp.,
Syracuse, N. Y. (washers). Agency:
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc., Chicago, n sa PAPER Corp., Pittsfield,
EATON
Mass. (stationery). Agency: Wylie
B. Jones Adv. Agency Inc., Binghamton, N. Y. t sa
EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC &
APPLIANCES Co., Chicago (hot
point). Agency: Maxon Inc., Chica-
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it ALL

Cover

New

with

England/

the

Network

New England is concentrated population. A yfew major cities — scores of
lesser cities — and hundreds of towns, large arid small. Three combinations
of stations are available to "cover" New England. One can rightly claim
some of the cities and a higher percentage ofAhe towns. Another can rightly
claim more of the cities and fewer towrts. The entire "NEW ENGLAND
2%
NETWORK" with FIVE major statiprfs
strategically located inLess
FIVEthanmajor
buvir centers covers it
of NeW England listeners live in the "scattered"
frage area.
• • •
POWER
■j^nOO WATTS mr.rp/pnwpr t 1
any other combination! of stat: ons
cover one of the nat/on's greatest
markets.
ill'

•

•

•

ULAI
All five stations basic full ti me
members of J the N.B.C. Red Network. All /five provide New Ei gland listeners with the finest national, reg/onal and local progra tis
during
ei-ery hour of the bro: dcasting day.

-J <

■a 4 v

TIGE
Independent ownership and operation Jofall five stations by some of
the /best-known and strongest
institutions in New Ef _
Five entirely independent, important radio stations affiliated in a
"New England Network" to ser
all New England.

WEEI-

Boston

WTIC-

Hartford

WJ AR

- Providence

WTAG

- Worcester

WCSH-

Portland

For rates and aru ail ability . . .
NEW YORK — J. J. Weed, 220 East 42nd Street— Phone— Vanderbilt 3-3648
CHICAGO— C. C. Weed, 203 North Wabash Avenue— Phone— Randolph 7730
BOSTON— Edison Electric 111. Co., 182 Tremont. Street— Phone— Hubbard 2323
HARTFORD— Travelers Ins. Co., 700 Main Street— Phone— Hartford 2-3181
Jim
July 1, 1935
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THOMAS A. EDISON Inc., Orange,
N. J. ( radios, etc. ) . Agencies : HanffMetzger Inc., N. Y. ; Federal Adv.
Agency Inc., N. Y.
EDROS NATURAL PRODUCTS
: Inc., New York (Edrolax laxative).
Agency : J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
EDUCATOR BISCUIT Co., Chicago, n sa
EDUCATOR MFG. Co., Oakland
City, Ind. (Educator fountain pens).
EDWARD TAILORING Co. Inc.,
Philadelphia (men's clothing). Agency : Al Paul Lefton Co. Inc., Philadelphia.
ELA SINGER ICE PACK Co., Chicago (cosmetics), sp
ELECTROLUX Co., New York (refrigerators). Agency: Batten, Barfi i
ton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y. sa
i'i & ELGIN AMERICAN Co., Elgin, 111.
r: I (Elgin razors), sa
11 &
I) I ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH Co.,
Chicago (Elgin watches). Agency:
jiI J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
ELMO SALES Corp., San Francisco
It (cosmetics). Agency: Emil Brisacher
& Staff, San Francisco, rn, sp.
I ! 1' ELMWOOD FARMS Co., Boston
(Chicken Shortcake), sa
EMERSON DRUG Co., Baltimore
( Bromo- Seltzer ) . Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y. n sp sa
THOMAS W. EMERSON Co., Boston (seeds), sa
EMPIRE GOLD BUYING SERVICE, New York. Agency : Friend
Adv. Agency, N. Y. sp
EMPLOYER'S
Co.,
Dallas
(insurance),CASUALTY
rn
ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA
Inc., New York (publishers). Agency : N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., Chicago, t
I' ENGLANDER SPRING BED Co.,
New York (Englander day beds).
Agency : Peek Adv. Agency Inc., N. Y.
C. ENO
Ltd. N.
Inc.,W.Buffalo
I J.
salts).
Agency:
Ayer &(Eno's
Son
Inc., Philadelphia, n sp t
ENOZ
CHEMICAL
Co., Chicago
(moth liquid). Agency: McJunkin
Adv. Co., Chicago, n sp
EOPA
Co., San Francisco (home
li 11 remedies ) . Agency : Bob Roberts &
Associates, San Francisco.
i! ft ESBENCOTT LABORATORIES,
lit Portland, Ore. ( Santiseptic) . Agency:
S. Kirkpatrick Adv. Service,
S W.
Portland, Ore. sp t
ESSLINGERS
Inc., Philadelphia
(brewers). Agency: Clements Co.,
1 Philadelphia.
EUCLID CANDY CO. OF CALIF.,
San Francisco (Red Cap candy).
Agency : Emil Brisacher & Staff, San
Francisco.
GEORGE B. EVANS LABORATORIES Inc., Philadelphia (Elderflower eye lotion). Agency: E. A.
Clarke Co., Philadelphia.
DAVID G. EVANS COFFEE Co.,
St. Louis (Old Judge coffee). Agency : Mortimer W. Mears Inc., St.
i ^ Louis,
sp
EVER-DRY LABORATORIES Inc.,
Los Angeles (deodorant). Agency:
Production Service Co., Los Angeles.
li EVEREADY PRESTONE Co., New
York (anti-freeze). sa
EXCEL ELECTRIC Co., Muncie,
Ind. (electric cookers). Agency:
Root-Mandabach Adv. Agency, Chii cago. sp
EX-LAX Inc., Brooklyn (laxative).
Agency : Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
n sa ta
EYE-TEB
Inc., Chicago (artificial
eye-lashes).
Agency: Caroll Dean
Murphy Inc., Chicago, sp
EY'
DISTRIBUTING
Corp.,
New TINE
York (eyelash
dye).
t Page 70

MAX
FACTOR
Corp., Hollywood
(cosmetics), sp
FALSTAFF BREWING Corp., St.
Louis (Falstaff beer). Agency:
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis, sp sa
FANCIER FOODS Inc., Chicago
(Prest-O-Meat) . Agency: Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, Chicago, sa
FANT MILLING Co., Sherman Tex.
(Gladiola flour). Crook Adv. Agency, Dallas, rn
FARMERS' SEED & NURSERY
Co., Faribault, Minn, (seeds).
FARMERS' WHOLESALE Co.,
Minneapolis (flour and feed products). Agency: Addison Lewis & Associates, Minneapolis.
FASTEETH Inc., Binghamton, N. Y.
(Denture Powder). Agency: Wylie
B. Y.
Jones
N.
sp Agency Inc., Binghamton,
FAULTLESS STARCH Co., Kansas
City, (Faultless starch). Agency:
Ferry-Hanly Adv. Co., Kansas City.
sp
t
FAVORITE
STOVE & RANGE Co.,
Piqua, O.
FAWCETT PUBLICATIONS, Minneapolis (True Confession magazine,
etc.). Agencies: Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc.. Chicago ; Critchfield-Graves Co.,
Minneapolis, sa ta
FRED FEAR & Co., Brooklyn
(Chick Chick and Magic Wand Easter egg dye). Agency: Menkin Adv.
Inc., N. Y. sa t
FEDERAL CLOTHING STORES.
New York (chain clothiers), sp
FEDERAL ENAMELING &
STAMPING Co., Pittsburgh (kitchenware). Agency: Albert P. Hill Co.
Inc., Pittsburgh, t
FEDERAL
TOBACCO
Co., Pittsburgh (Gold Flower stogies). Agency: W. S. Hill Co. Inc., Pittsburgh.
FEHR BAKING Co., Houston, Tex.
(cookies and cakes), sa
JOHN J. FELIN & Co. Inc.. Philadelphia (pork packers). Agency: Al
Paul Lefton Co., Inc., Philadelphia.
FELLOWS
MEDICAL MFG. Co.,
New York (hypophosphates) . Agency: Fishier, Zealand & Co., N. Y.
FELS & COMPANY. Philadelphia
(Fels Naptha soap). Agency: Young
& Rubicam inc., N. Y. n sp
FELTMAN
& CURME SHOE
STORES, Chicago, sp sa
H. FENDRICH Inc., Evansville, Ind.
(Charles Denby cigars). Agency:
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Chicago.
FENLEY'S
DAIRY Co.,
Chicago, t MODEL
EARL FERRIS NURSERY Co.,
Hampton, la. (nurseries). Agency:
Lessing Adv. Co. Inc., Des Moines, sp
FERRY-MORSE SEED Co., San
Francisco (seeds, fertilizer). Agency:
Gerth-Knollin
Francisco,
sp Adv. Agency, San
F. & F. LABORATORIES, Omaha
(F. & F. cought drops).
MARSHALL FIELD & Co., Chicago
(dry goods). Agencies: N. W. Ayer
& Son Inc., Chicago ; Charles Daniel
Frey Co., Chicago.
FIGARO Co., Dallas (meat cure).
Agency : Carpenter-Rogers Co., Dallas, Tex. sa
FINTEX Inc., Cleveland (suits and
overcoats), t
FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER
Co., Akron (tires & tubes). Agency:
Sweeney & James Co., Cleveland, n rn
FISH & SEA FOOD INSTITUTE
of the U. S., Chicago office. Agency :
Sellers Service Inc., Chicago, sa
B. FISCHER & Co., New York (Astor coffee, spices, etc. ) . Agency :
Tracy-Locke-Dawson Inc., N. Y. sp
FISHER BODY Corp., Detroit.
Agency : Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y. n

NATHANIEL FISHER & Co., New
York (Polly Preston shoes).
FITCH
PUBLISHING
Co., New
York. Agency : E. C. Van Dyke Inc.,
N. Y. rn
F. W. FITCH Co., Des Moines,
(shampoo). Agency: J. Roland Kay
Inc., Chicago.n sa
FITZGERALD MFG. Co., Torrington, Conn. ( Star-Rite electrical appliances). Agency: John O. Powers
Co., N. Y.
FITZPATRICK BROS. Inc., Chicago (Kitchen Kleanser, etc.). Agency:
Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc., Chicago, sp
FLEET WING OIL Corp., Cleveland. Agencysp : McCann-Erickson Inc.,
Cleveland,
ERNST F L E N T J E, Cambridge,
Mass. (shock absorbers).
FLORENCE STOVE Co., Florence,
Mass. (Florence oil stoves). Agency:
Wm.
Mass. B.sp Remington Inc., Springfield,
FLORET PRODUCTS Co., New
York (Italina laxative salts), sp
FLORIDA CITRUS ADVERTISERS A S S ' N., Winterhaven, Fla.
(grapefruit), sa
FLORIDA
CITRUS EXCHANGE,
Tampa, Fla. ( Sealdsweet) . Agency:
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y. sa
FLORIDA FRUIT CANNERS Inc.,
Frostproof, Fla. Agency : James A.
Greene & Co., Atlanta, sa
FOLEY
& Co., Chicago (Foley's
Honey Co.,& Chicago,
Tar). Agency:
FrankelRose
sp
J. A. FOLGER & Co., San Francisco
(food). Agency: Raymond R. Morgan Co. Inc., Hollywood, rn
FONTANA FOOD PRODUCTS, San
Francisco (macaroni and noodles).
Agency: Brewer
-Weeks Co., San
Francisco,
sa
FOOD DISPLAY MACHINE Corp.,
Chicago (Brown Bobby doughnut maAgency:Chicago.
Matteson-FogartyJordan Co.chine).
Inc.,
J. P.. FORD SALES Co., Wyandotte,
Mich. (Wyandotte cleanser). Agency:
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia.
FORD DEALERS OF AMERICA.
Detroit. Agency : N. W. Ayer &
Son Inc., Philadelphia, n t
FORD MOTOR Co., Detroit (motor
cars). Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son
Inc., Philadelphia and N. Y. n sp sa t
FORHANS Co., New York (toothInc., N. Y.paste).
n Agency: McCann-Erickson
FORMFIT CORSET Co., Chicago
(Thrill brassieres and corsets). Agency : Morris, Windmuller & Enzinger,
Chicago. *
H. D. FOSS & Co.. Cambridge, Mass.
(confectionery).
ser
Inc., Boston. Agency: Louis GlasFOSTER - MILBURN Co., Buffalo,
N. Y. (Dian's pills), sa
E. FOUGERA & Co., New York (Vapex, etc.). Agency: Small, Kleppner
& Seiffer Inc., M. Y. sa t
FOUKE FUR Co.. St. Louis (sealskins). .Agency: Ehlinger & Higgs
Inc., Tulsa.
I. J. FOX Inc., New York (furs).
Agency : Peck Adv. Agency Inc., N.
Y. n ta
FRANCO - AMERICAN BAKING
Co., Los Angeles (bread), n
FRANKFORT
DISTILLERS Inc.,
Y.
sp
Louisville,
Ky. (Four Roses, etc.).
Agency : Young & Rubicam Inc., N.
FRANTZ DISTILLERS Inc.. (liquor). Agency: B. H. Hockswender
Agency, Pittsburgh, sp
FREEDOM OIL WORKS Co., Freedom, Pa. (gas and oil). Agency: Albert P. Hill Co., Pittsburgh, sa
FREEMAN SHOE Corp., Beloit,
Wis. Agency : Stack - Goble Adv.
Agency, Chicago.

FRENCH LICK SPRINGS HOTEL
Co., French Lick, Ind. (Pluto water).
Agencies : McJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago ; H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co.
Inc., Chicago, sp t ta
FRENCH SARDINE Co. Inc., Terminal Island, Calif. (Belle Isle sardines). Agency: Dan B. Miner Co.,
Los Angeles.
FRIEND BROTHERS Inc., Boston
(Brick Oven baked beans). Agency:
Ingalls-Adv., Boston, so
FRIGID AIRE SALES Corp., Dayton (electrical refrigeration). Agency : The Geyer Co., Dayton, O. n
FRIGID-MIX Co., Kansas City (ice
cream powder), sa
FRITO Co., San Antonio, Texas
(Fritos confections), sa
FROZEN DESSERTS Inc., Chicago
(Ice-Cre-Mix). Agency: Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham Inc., Chicago,
sa t ta
FRUIT BELT PRESERVING Co.,
East Williamson, N. Y. (Pixie baby
food), t
FRUIT DISPATCH Co., New York
^ananas). Agency: Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y. sa t
FRUIT INDUSTRIES Ltd., Los Anwines).
: Fletcher & geles
Ellis(Guasti
Inc.,
N. Y. Agency
t
GEORGE C. FRYE Co., Portland,
Me. (Pancreobismuth) . Agency : John
W. Queen Co., Boston, sa
FULLER
BRUSH
Co., Hartford,
Conn, (brushes).
Agency: Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., N.
Y.
W. P. FULLER & Co., San Fran(paints).
EricksonciscoInc.,
San Agency:
Francisco, McCannsa
FUNK & WAGNALLS Co., New
York (Literary Digest). Agencies:
Badger, Browning & Hersey Inc., N.
Y. ; N. delpW.
Ayer
Inc., N.Philahia S.
; C.
Croot& Son
Co. Inc.,
Y. n
GAMBLE STORES, Minneapolis, t
GARDEN Inc., Michigan City, Ind.
(garden
Agency:
J. L. Sugden
Adv.
Co.,tools).
Chicago,
sa
GARDNER NURSERY Co., Osage,
Iowasp Adv.
(plants).
Agency:sp Northwest
Y.
Radio
Co., Seattle,
t ta sa
GARFIELD
TEA
Co., Brooklyn
(proprietary
W.
Kastor & remedy).
Sons Adv. Agency:
Co. Inc., H.
N.
GARRY & Co. Inc., New York (Stylset). Agency: Grady & Wagner, N. Y.
GASco, sp APPLIANCE SOCIETY of
California, San Francisco. Agency :
Jean Scott Frickelton, San FrancisGEBHARDT CHILI POWDER Co.,
San Antonio (Chili).
Locke-Dawson
Inc., SanAgency:
Antonio,Tracysp ra
GEM PRODUCTS SALES Co., Camden, N. J. (laundry soap). Agency:
Robert M. Clutch Co., Philadelphia.
GENERAL
BAKING Co., New York
sp sa t
(Bondton,bread).
Durstine &Agency:
Osborn Batten,
Inc., N.BarY.
n sp sa t
GENERAL CIGAR Co., New York
(White Owl cigars). Agencies: J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y. ; Federal
Adv. Agency Inc., N. Y. n sa
GENERAL COAL Co., Philadelphia
(Jeddo Highland coal), sa n
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Schenectady (electrical refrigeration). Agencies :Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y. ; Foster & Davies
Inc., Cleveland ; Maxon Inc., Detroit ;
Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y. n t
GENERAL
Cleve- :
land (electricalELECTRIC
refrigeration)Co.,
. Agency
Maxon Inc., Cleveland, sa
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"BAD

YEARS"

HAVE

BEEN

GOOD

YEARS

FOR

WGAR

INDICATED
BUSINESS FOR
REMAINDER
OF 1935

19>5

19M

19*4

FIVE

CONSECUTIVE

YEARS

OF

GAINS!

# With all due respect to watts, kilocycles, surveys
and other means of gauging the value of advertising
over certain radio stations, there's still no better
measure than the amount of cash in the station
till . . . the actual dollars and cents paid by
advertisers for the privilege of broadcasting
FIRST

... in number of retail
accounts among Cleveland's network stations.

FIRST

... in number of national
"spot" accounts among
all Cleveland stations.

FIRST

their sales messages over that particular station.
WGAR, Cleveland's Friendly Station, is proud
of its record which shows five consecutive years of
gains . . . pleased that advertisers are spending more
of their advertising dollars with us than with any
other Cleveland station.

... in dollar volume of advertising among all Cleveland stations.

FIRST

FIRST

. . . in daytime audience
in Cleveland's compact
35-mile retail area.
. . . in "Local Showmanship" in Cleveland, according to Variety
Magazine.

ANOTHER FORWARD STEP — WGAR has subscribed for complete national reports of the International News Service — a new and exclusive radio service to Northern Ohio. Open for sponsorship.

"CLEVELAND'S

FRIENDLY

STATION"

John F. Patt, Vice President and General Manager
WGAR

NORTHERN

July 1, 1935

OHIO'S
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Edward Petry & Co., Inc., National Representatives
NBC

BLUE

NETWORK

STATION
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I Directory

('

of National
and Regional
Radio
Advertisers
(Cont'd) . . .
HENRY
GLASS
&
Co.,
New
York
HAMILTON
WATCH
Co., LancasGENERAL ELECTRIC Co., BridgeI. J. GRASS NOODLE Co. Inc., Chiter, Pa. (watches). Agency: Batten,
(Peter Pan fabrics). Agency: The
port, Conn, (electrical appliances).
cago
(egg
noodles).
Agencies:
Fred
Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
Biow Co., N. Y.
A. Robbins Inc., Chicago ; Chas. A. N.
Y.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
Silver & Co., Chicago, sp
(Maxwell House coffee. Grape Nuts,
GLEMBY Co. Inc., New York (Reetc.). Agencies: Young & Rubicam
ginia & Jean hair nets). Agency: The
R. H. GRAUPNER & Co., Harris- HAMLIN'S WIZARD OIL Co.. ChiBiow Co. Inc., N. Y. sa
burg, Pa. (Jolly Scot ale). Agency:
il Inc., N. Y., Grape Nuts, Jell-O, Calu(Wizaroyal).
Agency: sp Ruthrauffcago
& Ryan
Inc., Chicago,
sa t
Foltz-Wessinger Inc., Lancaster, Pa.
Baking Powder,
La France,
GLESSNER Co., Findlay, O. (Keen
tum ;metBenton
& Bowles
Inc., N. PosY., shaving
sa
HAMM BREWING Co., St. Paul
cream). Agency: United
Certo,well Diamond
Salt, MaxStates Adv. Corp., Toledo.
DOROTHY GRAY, New York (cosHouse Coffee,Crystal
n t
(beer). Agency: McCord Co., Minmetics). Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt
neapolis, tsa
GLIDDEN
- HYDE Co., Boston
GENERAL HOUSEHOLD UTILIInc.,
N.
Y.
HANCOCK OIL Co., Los Angeles.
(Triple-Toe hosiery). Agency: ChamTIES Co., Chicago (Grunow prodbers
&
Wiswell
Inc.,
Boston.
MARION R. GRAY Co., Los Ange- Agency : Emil Brisacher & Staff, Los
ucts). Agency: Hays-MacFarland &
GLOBE BREWING Co., Baltimore
Angeles, rn
Co., Chicago, n sp t
les shirts
(
) .Co.,
Agency
LockwoodShackelford
Los :Angeles,
sp t
(Arrow Special beer). Agency: Joseph
RALPH HANCOCK, New York
GENERAL ICE CREAM Co., Sche- Katz
Co., Baltimore, sp
GRAYBAN Inc., New York (toilet
(Gardens of the Nation ) . sp
nectadFroy ( Joy ice cream ) . Agency :
preparations). Agency: H. E. Lesan
N.
GLOBE-UNION Mfg. Co., Milwausp W. Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia.
HAND
MEDICINE Co.. Philadelkee (storage batteries). Agency : Adv. Agency Inc., N. Y.
phia (Dr. Hand's Worm Elexir).
GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC
Klau-Van
Pietersom
Dunlap
AssociGENERAL MILLS Inc., MinneapoL. Butler Co., Philaates Inc., Milwaukee.
lis (Gold Medal Flour), Bisquick,
TEA Co.. New York (A&P stores). Agency : delphiJohn
a, sa
Wheaties, etc. ) . Agencies : McCord
Agency
:
Paris
&
Peart,
N.
Y.
n
rn
GLUEK BREWING Co.. MinneapoCHR.
HANSEN'S
LABORATORY,
Minneapolis ; Blackett - Samplelis (beer). Agency: Hutchinson Adv.
Little Falls.
N. Y. (Junket
dessert).
p Co.,
Hummert Inc., Chicago ; Knox Reeves
GREAT
NORTHERN
RAILWAY
sp
sa
t
Co.,
Minneapolis.
Agency : Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co.,
Adv. Inc., Minneapolis, n t sp sa
Co., St. Paul (rail transportation) . Chicago,tals), sp sp sa t
ADOLF GOBEL Inc.. New York
GENERAL MILLS Inc., San FranAgencies : Reincke - Ellis - Younggreen
(sausage).
Agency:
Fletcher
&
Els
cisco (Bisquick). Agency: Westco
II •)
lis Inc., N. Y.
& Finn Inc., Chicago ; David Inc., St. HAPPY WATER Co., Chicago (crysPaul, sa
ill Adv. Agency, San Francisco, rn t
GODCHAUX SUGARS Inc.. New
GENERAL MOTORS Corp., Detroit Orleans
GREAT SEAL PRODUCTS Co.. JOHN P. HARDING Inc., Chicago
(Golden
Star
syrup)
.
Agency:
..I (motor cars). Agency: Campbell(meatdellproducers).
Muench & Co.,Asrency
Chicago.: C. WenFitzgerald
Adv. Agency Inc., New Or- Nework, O. (Great Seal vanilla), sa
Ewald Co. Inc., Detroit, n sp sa t
leans.
GREYHOUND
MANAGEMENT
HART
SCHAFFNER
& MARX.
GENERAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT
Inc., Cleveland (bus transportation).
PARFUM OLASSIChicago
(men's
clothing).
Corp., New York (Elliott-Fisher book- GODISSARTS'
Agency : Beaumont
& Hohman Inc.. Batten. Barton, Durstine & Agency:
QUE FRANCAIS Inc., Hollywood.
Osborn
keeping machines). Agency: Mar- Agency
Cleveland,
sa t
Inc., Chicago.
schalk & Pratt Inc., N. Y.
Angeles, : spGlasser Adv. Agency, Los
GRIESEDIECK - WESTERN
GENERAL PAINT Corp., San Fran- GOLDBAN PHARMACAL Co., CamMOUNTAIN PRODUCTS
BREWERY Co., Belleville, 111. (Stag HARTZ
cisco. Agency : N. W. Ayer & Son
Inc., New York (bird seed). Agency:
den. N. J. (cough syrup). Agency:
Inc., San Francisco, rn
beer). Agency: Budke-Connell Adv. Ernest Davids Inc., N. Y. sa
Agency, St. Louis, sp sa
Harry
Feigenbaum Adv. Service,
GENERAL
PETROLEUM CORP.
HARVARD BREWING Co., Lowell.
Philadelphia.
GRIFFIN GROCERY Co., Musko- Mass. (Green Label beer). Aeency :
OF CALIF., Los Angeles. Agency:
gee,
Okla.
(Wonder
baking
powder).
GOLD
DUST
Corp.,
New
York
(SilSmith
&
Drum
Inc.,
Los
Angeles,
n
Charles W. Hoyt Co. Inc., N. Y.
sp
Agency sp: Rogers-Gano
Adv. Agency, HASKINS BROS. & Co.. Omaha
ver dust, etc.). Agency: Batten. BarTulsa,
sa
GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER Co., n sp ton,
t Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y. GRIGSBY - GRUNOW Co., Chicago
Akron (General tires). Agency:
(soap). Agency: D'Arcy Adv. Co.
(Majestic radios). Agency: H. W. Inc., St. Louis.
GOLDEN PEACOCK Inc., Paris,
D'Arcy Adv. Co. Inc., St. Louis, n
c
a
g
o
,
s
p
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chi- HAWAIIAN AVOCADO MAYONGENERAL UTILITY PRODUCT
Tenn. (toilet goods). Agency: RuthNAISE, Los Angeles, t
Co., Chicago (Breakfast Club toast- rauff & Ryan Inc.. Chicago, sp
GROCERY STORE PRODUCTS
HAWAIIAN PINEAPPLE Co.. San
GOLDEN SPECIFIC Co.. Cincinnati
er) . Agency : Reincke - Ellis - Younggreen & Finn Inc., Chicago.
(medicine). Agency: H. W. Kastor & etc.).
Inc., New York (Fould's macaroni, Francisco (Dole pineapple ). Agency:
Son Adv. Co. Inc.. Chicago, sa
N. Y. Agency: Gotham Adv. Co., N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
GEORGE WASHINGTON HOTEL,
(cereal), HAWLEY
sp
Co., Millis, Mass.
WEST BREWING Co., GROVE LABORATORIES Inc., St. JAMES
New York. Agency : Edwin Bird Wil- GOLDEN
Oakland. Cal. ta
son, N. Y.
Louis
(Bromo
Quinine).
Agency:
GEORGIE PORGIE Co.. Council
GOLDEN STATE Co. Ltd.. San
HAZEL ATLAS GLASS Co.. WheelStack-Goble Adv. Agency, N. Y. n
Bluffs, la. (Cereals). Agency: Haynes
Francisco (powdered milk). Agency:
ing. W. Va. (Atlas fruit jars), so
Adv. Co., Omaha.
N. W. cisco,Ayer
&
Son
Inc.,
San
FranGRUEN
WATCH
MAKER'S
GUILD,
Cincinnati
(watches)
.
sp
sa
rn
HEALTH
FOUNDATION OF CALGEPPERT STUDIOS, Des Moines
IFORNIA. saLos Angeles (carbohyAgency
:
DeGarmo
Kilbourn
Corp.,
(enlargements) . Agency : L e s s i n g WILLIAM P. GOLDMAN & BROS.,
drated
foods),
N. Y.
Adv. Agency, Des Moines, sp t sa
New York (clothing). Agency: BachCHARLES GULDEN Inc., New
HEALTH PRODUCTS Corp.. NewGERBER PRODUCTS Co., Free- enheimer-Dundes Inc., N. Y. sp rn
York
(Gulden's
mustard
) .N.Agency
:
mont, Mich. (strained vegetables, CHARLES
Dillard's
GOLDSTEIN, Juneau,
(Feen-A-Mint.
ark. N. J.etc.).
Charles
W.
Hoyt
Co.
Inc.,
Y.
t
Asnergum,
Agency: Wm.
Esty
etc.). Agency: Erwin, Wasey & Co. Alaska (furs), sa
& Co. Inc., N. Y. n sp sa
GULF
REFINING
Co.,
Pittsburgh
Inc., Chicago, n
GOODAL WORSTED Co., Sanford,
(gasoline & oil). Agencies: Cecil, HECKER H-0 Co.. Buffalo (GrandGERMANIA TEA Co., Minneapolis
Me. (Palm Beach cloth). Agency:
ma's pancake flour & Farina). AgenWarwick & Cecil Inc., N. Y. ; Young
Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv. Agency.
(Germania herb tea). Agency: Heath& Rubicam Inc., N. Y. n
cy : Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc., N. Y.
N. Y.
Seehof Inc., Chicago, sp
n
sa
t
S.
GUMPERT
Co. Inc., Brooklyn
GERMICIDE PRODUCTS Corp.,
GOODERHAM & WORTS Ltd., To(dessert
) . sp
JAMES HEDDON'S SONS. Dowaronto (G. & W. whiskey), sp
Buffalo (D. A. G., Dak-N-Sol).
Agency : Addison Vars Inc., Buffalo.
GUNTHER BREWING Co., Balti- sriac, Mich, (fishing tackle). Agency:
GOOD - HUMOR ICE CREAM Co.,
Rogers & Smith Adv. Agency, Chimore
(beer).
Agency:
I.
A.
Goldman
GEST BEAUMONT, Milwaukee
Brooklyn-Chicago (ice cream bars).
cago, sa
Co., Baltimore, sa
(MediSpra). sa
sp sa t
HEGER PRODUCTS Co. Inc.. St.
D. GHIRARDELLI Co., San FranPaul
(Vit-A-Song
bird seed). Agency:
GOOD LUCK FOOD Co. Inc.. RoH
cisco (chocolates). Agency: Erwin,
chester. N. Y. (prepared desserts).
Gerald
S.
Beskin
Agency, Minneapolis.
& Co. Inc., San Francisco, n Agency : Hughes, Wolff & Co. Inc..
ill Wasey
Rochester, sp
HAAS, BARUCH & Co., Los Angeles HEIL COMPANY, Milwaukee (steel
FLOYD GIBBONS SCHOOL OF
(Iris coffee). Agency: Charles H. dump bodies).
BROADCASTING, Washington, D. GOODRICH-G AMBLE Co., St Paul
Mayne Co., Los Angeles.
C. (radio instructor). Agency; Van
(Mist-Tox. Hoff's liniment). Agency:
J. HEINZ Co.. Pittsburgh (foods).
DR. J. W. HAINES Co., Cincinnati H.
Sant, Dugdale & Co., Baltimore.
McCord Co., Minneapolis, sa
Agency : Maxon Inc.. Detroit, n t
(Golden
treatment).
Agency:
H.
W.
A. C. GILBERT Co., New Haven,
WILLIAM HELBEIN & Co.. New
B. F. GOODRICH RUBBER Co..
Conn. (Erector toys). Agency : Akron (tires). Agency: Ruthrauff & Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chica- York (Helbros watches).
Charles W. Hoyt Co. Inc., N. Y. n Ryan Inc., N. Y. n sp
go, sa
HALEY
M-0 Co., Inc., Geneva, N. HELWIG & LEITCH Corp.. Baltisp t
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER Co.. Y.
moremajestic
(
food products ) . Agen(magnesia oil). Agency: Erwin,
GILBERT & BARKER Mfg. Co., Akron, O. (tires). Agency: Erwin,
cy : Emery Adv. Co. Inc., Baltimore.
Wasey & Co. Inc., N. Y.
Springfield, Mass. (Flexible Flame oil Wasey & Co. Inc., N. Y.
burners). Agency: McCann-Erickson
G. P. HALFERTY & Co. Inc., Se- sa
GOPHER GRANITE Co., St. Cloud,
Corp., New York
Inc., N. Y. sa
t
attle (Smart Set salmon steak). HENNAFOAM
Minn, (granite), sp
(Hennafoam
shampoo).
RieGILLETTE RUBBER Co., Eau
Agency
:
Milne
&
Co.
Inc.,
Seattle.
gel & Leffingwell, N. Y. Agency:
t
GORDON
BAKING
Co., Detroit
Claire, Wise. (Gillette tires). Agency:
HALITOSINE
Co.,
St.
Louis
(Hali(Silver Cup bread). Agency: Sehl tosine mouth wash). Agency: Jimm
HERB JUICE-PENOL Co., DanCramer-Krasselt
Co., Milwaukee, sp Adv.
Agency, Chicago, sp
sa
t
Va. (Miller'sAdv..
HerbHigh
Extract).
Daugherty Inc., St. Louis, sp sa
Agencv
: Bennett
Point.
N.
C. ville.
GORDON
Mfg. Co., Framingham,
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co., Mass.
HALSEY
STUART
Co., Chicago
(clothing), sp
(bonds, securities). Agencv : Gamble
Boston (razor blades). Agency: RuthDR. HESS & CLARK Inc., Ashland,
rauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y. n rn sp sa t W. H. GRAHAM, Boston (mortici- & Co. Ltd., Chicago.
O. (poultry food). Agency: N. W.
ans), rn
GILMORE OIL Co., Los Angeles
HAMILTON-BEACH MFG Co., Ra- Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia.
(Red Lion. Record Breaker gasoline).
GRAHAM-PAIGE MOTORS Corp.,
cine, Wise, (electric motors). Agen- E. E. HESS Co., Brook, Ind. (witch
Agency : Raymond R. Morgan Co. Detroit (motor cars). Agency: United
cy : Western Adv. Agency Inc., Ra- hazel cream). Agency: Rogers &
States Adv. Corp., Toledo, sp sa
Inc., Hollywood, rn sa t
Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago, sp sa
cine, Wise.
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BILTmORE

Ctvazeze-S

o4
LARGEST,
All rooms

FINEST

and

with bath and

ROOM

mm
I

most centrally located house in the city.
circulating ice water.

tiful city parks. The BILTMORE

SENSIBLE

HOTEl

RATES— $3.50 Single; $5.00 Double

Between

two beau-

wk
■

is in the center of the city's life.

The biltmore bowl is America s most
colorful night spot. Two marvelous floor
shows; dancing to the music of a nationally known orchestra; continuous
entertainment from 7:30 to closing, and
a wonderful dinner for $1.50.
The RENDEZVOUS is a night club in
the afternoon. Also has two floor shows;
dancing noon to six, luncheon for a
dollar, and a tempting cocktail corner.
The LOUNGE,

a charming spot where

good fellows meet. The Biltmore operates six dining rooms, two of them featuring counter service.

DE

TG
CONVENTION
in Colorado Springs who
extend their trip to Los
A nge les will fin d a glad
hand of welcome at the
Biltmore Hotel. This house
is convenient to Hollywood
and all local points of interest. Los Angeles is directly on the way to the San
Diego Exposition and Agua
Caliente in Old Mexico.

July 1, 1935
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STORIES

of RADIO
ADVERTISING
ten more than 20 letters to John
WE had been sitting in a New
York hotel room for at least Gambling regarding his prothree hours in one of those
gram, products, etc. I wrote to
him last week when he asked
radio - program, merchandising,
what
kind
of music the audience
sales and sales promotion conpreferred. We have never heard
ferences; had filled the room
with smoke and all the ash of canned corned beef hash but
trays with cigarette and cigar when John Gambling said that
Broadcast Brand Hash was
butts.
good, of course we tried it and
Charles Martin — meat packer
and corned beef hash king from
believe me, it is good."
Chicago, the account executive
And that's that! Except to
remind
you that this morning
and copy writer from his advertising agency, the food broker
program going on at the imposhandling their products in the
sible hour of 6:45 A. M. increased the sale of Broadcast
New York market, Walter Neff,
sales manager of WOR, John
products
the New
ket moreinthan
2000%Yorkin marnine
Gambling whose program has
provided entertainment and ex- months.
ercise to New Yorkers for the
These little stories of everyday radio life make it easy to
past seven years, and myself.
A chambermaid came in to understand what the writer
who wrote "Radio posempty ash trays and "tidy up meant sesses
all of the emotional apa bit". Walter Neff asked her
peal
and persuasiveness of the
if she ever ate any corned beef
hash. She answered in a rich human voice. This gives it a
Irish asked
brogue,what
"Shure
do". said
He power which cold print cannot
then
kind.I She
equal". Try to imagine any
other advertising medium pro"Broadcast Brand". It sounded
ducing stories such as the
like a frame-up on Charlie Marabove. Or the following, for
tin because Broadcast was the that
matter.
brand John Gambling was proThe same evening of the
moting for him on his famous
Broadcast Brand conference in
morning program.
same hotel, Allen Campbell,
The food broker Ed Meier, the
Walter Neff and myself had
asked her where she bought it just left my room to go down
and got a big laugh when she to dinner. Walter was telling
answered "At the A & P store"
the story of Mrs. Mabecause A & P had not yet Allen loney
and John Gambling. He
stocked the product. But Mrs.
finished
as we stepped on the
Maloney had an answer for that elevator and
then Campbell said
one. "Shure, I know what you're
"By the way, Walter, who
laughin' about. You're goin' to
Witches
Before'The
Walter
couldTale'?"
answer,
say they don't carry it, and they bought
don't, but they send out and get the elevator boy turned as he
it for me". She added "I'm
swung the door shut, and half
thinkin' if they stay on John
over his shoulder said "Sachs'
Gambling's program long they
will all have to be stockin' it." Furniture".
So what! So Mrs. Maloney,
(And they all have.)
buys BroadShe said further that her the chambermaid,
cast products because her friend
family had bought everything
John Gambling tells her to buy
that John Gambling had ever
them. So Mr. Clark the big oil
promoted on his program. Someman, has bought practically
one asked her if she had ever
that has been promet John Gambling. She said, everything
moted on this program for seven
years. So the elevator boy
"No, but I would sure be proud
to do so". She was introduced
who bought "The Witches
to John Gambling and a tear knows
the next day after it went
rolled down her cheek as she Tale"
on the air for Sachs' Furniture.
said, "Mr. Gambling, it's the So the emotional appeal and
proudest moment of my life". persuasiveness of radio put it in
I had lunch the next day with
a class all by itself as an ada man who is manager of the
vertising medium for action.
New York branch of one of the
Among those who know radio
larger oil companies. Some menadvertising and have tested it
tion was made of John Gamthoroughly, there is no such
bling. This man stated that they thing as not "believing in" rahad never so far as he knew,
dio as an advertising medium.
missed one of John Gambling's
The
way to not "believe
early morning programs since in" it,only
is to ignore it.
he went on the air. He added,
If you forget all the sur"We have bought everything at
veys, circulation figures, coverour house that he has ever proage maps and big charts and
moted on the program except
remember nothing but these human interest stories, you will
Clemen's Clothes. I did not buy
clothes because I have had my
still
understand
the "smart
clothes made by a tailor for the money" goes forwhythese
station
tested programs for quick and
past 20 years."
He said further, "I have writ- certain results. Radio for action!
WILLIAM
NEW

YORK

•

G.

RAMBEAU

CHICAGO

•
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Advertisers

&

L. HEUMANN & Co. Inc., New York
(proprietary). Agency: Friend Adv.
Agency, N. Y.
HEXIN Inc., Chicago (cold tablets).
Agency : Sellers Service Inc., ChicaHICKS
go, so RUBBER Co., Waco, Tex.
rn
HIGH ROCK GINGER ALE Co.,
Baltimore. Agency: J. A. Helprin
Adv. Co., Baltimore, sp
HILL BROS. Co., New York (Dromedary dates & gingerbread mix).
N.
Y. sp: Cecil, Warwick & Cecil Inc.,
Agency
HILLS LABORATORIES Inc., Silver Spring, Md. (proprietary). Agency : Jesse Loeb Advertising, Washington, D. C. so ta
HILLS BROTHERS, San Francisco (Red Can coffee). Agency: N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc., San Francisco, sp t
D. HILL NURSERY Co., Dundee,
111. Co.,
(seeds).
Agency:sp Cramer-Krasselt
Milwaukee,
HILL FOOD PRODUCTS Co., Los
Angeles (mayonnaise). Agency: Emil
Brisacher & Staff, Los Angeles.
HINCKLEY & SCHMIDT, Chicago
(Corinnia water), sp
HINZE-AMBROSIA Inc., New York
( Ambrosia preparations). Agency:
Luckey Bowman Inc., N. Y. n sp
HIPOLITE Co., St. Louis (marshmallow creme).
Agency: Ralph
Moore Inc., St. Louis, sp sa
HISTEEN Corp., Chicago (Histeen
hay fever remedy). Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Chicago, sa t
HOFFMAN BEVERAGE Co. Inc.,
Newark, N. J. (pure fruit beverages).
Agencies : Batten, Barton, Durstine
& Oshorn Inc.. N. Y. : Kimball, Hubboard & Powel Inc.. N. Y.
HOFFMAN - HAYMAN COFFEE
Co., San Antonio CH & H coifee).
Agency : Pitluk Adv. Co., San Antonio.
M. HOHNER Inc., New York (musical instruments). Agency: Atherton
& Courier Inc., N. Y. n
HOLFORD INHALER Co.. Minneapolis (inhalers). Agency: Kraff Adv.
Agency, Minneapolis.
HOLLAND
BUTTER
Co., Boston
( butter & eggs), rn
HOLLAND FURNACE Co., Holland,
Mich.
Agency:
Blackett - Sample Hummert
Inc., Chicago.
R. M. HOLLINGSHEAD Co., Camden, N. J. (Whiz auto polish). Agency : Badger, Browning & Hersey Inc.,
N. Y.
HOLLYWOOD DRY Corp., Los Angeles (beverages). Agency: Hammel
Adv. Corp., Los Angeles.
HOLLYWOOD MASK Inc., Chicago
(cosmetics).
Schwimmer &
Scott,
Chicago,Agency:
sp
HOME MAKERS COUNCIL OF
THE AIR, Boston (foods). Agency:
Radio Broadcasting Co., Boston, rn
HOOD RUBBER Co., Watertown,
Mass. (rubber & canvas footwear).
Agency : McCann-Erickson Inc., N. Y.
THE HOOVER Co., Canton, O.
(Hoover vacuum cleaners). Agency:
Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc., Chicago, n
HOOVER LINIMENT Co., Carlisle,
Ind.
Cox's liniment).
Wade (Dr.
Advertising
Agency, Agency:
Chicago.
sa
EDNA WALLACE HOPPER Inc.,
Chicago (facial cream). Agency:
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chi-

Agencies (Cont'd) . .
HORLICK'S MALTED MILK Corp.,
Racine, Wise, (malted milk). Agency:
Lord & Thomas, Chicago, n sp t
GEO. A. HORMEL & Co., Austin,
Minn. (Hormel canned foods). Agen& Oscy: Batten, Barton, Durstine
Minneapolis, sa
born Inc.,
HORN & HARDART BAKING Co.,
Philadelphia (restaurants). Agency:
Clements Co., Philadelphia.
HORSE & MULE ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICA, Dallas. Agency : Carpenter-Rogers Co., Dallas, sa
HOTEL ASTOR, New York. Agency: Donahue & Coe, N. Y.
HOTEL GOV. CLINTON, New York
Agency : Rose-Martin Inc., N. Y. sa
HOTELS MANAGEMENT
& SECURITIES Corp., Washington, D. C.
(hotel& management).
ham
Grohmann Inc.,Agency:
N. Y. NeedHOUBIGANT Inc., New York (perAgency
: Lawrence
binner fumes.)Adv.
Agency,
N. Y. C. GumHOUSEHOLD
FINANCE Corp.,
Chicago
(family finance service).
Agency : Charles Daniel Frey Co.,
Chicago, n rn sa t
HOUSE OF SEAGER Inc., Los Angeles (cosmetics), w
HOWELL Co., New Orleans (remedies, extracts), t
GEO. W. HOYLAND Inc., Kansas
Citysell (Smax
RusC. Comer cereal).
Adv. Co.,Agency:
Kansas City.
HUBINGER Co., Keokuk, Iowa
(Elastic starch). Agency: Ralph
Moore Inc., St. Louis, sp
HUDNUT SALES Co. Inc., New
York (perfumes & powders). Agency:
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., N. Y. n rn sp
HUDSON MOTOR CAR Co., Detroit (motor cars). Agencies: Brooke,
Smith & French Inc., Detroit; The
Blackman Co., N..Y. n t
E. GRIFFITHS
HUGHES,
Rochester, N. Y. (Kruschen
salts). Agency:
Wylie B. Jones Inc., Binghamton, N.
Y. t
K. A. HUGHES Co., Boston (Thalax, Pyrosan, remedies). Agency: H.
B. Humphrey Co., Boston, so
HUMBLE OIL Co., Houston (oil &
gasoline
son Inc.,) .N. Agency
Y. so : McCann-ErickHUMBOLDT MALT & BREWING
Co., Eureka, Calif. (Brown Derby
beer). Agency: Leon Livingston Adv.
Agency, San 1' rancisco.
HUMPHREY'S HOMEOPATHIC
MEDICINE Co., New York (dog
remedies). Agencies: The Biow Co.
Inc.,Y. N.n sp
Y. ; Phillips, Lennon & Co.,
N.
HUPP MOTOR Co., Detroit (motor
cars). Agency: Stack - Goble Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
HURLEY MACHINE Co., Chicago
(Easy washing machines). Agency:
Chas. Daniel Frey Co., Chicago, so
THOMAS A. HUTCHINSON Co.,
New York (Du-Pak nail polish), t
HYDROX Corp., Chicago (Hydrox
ice cream). Agency: J. R. Hamilton
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
HYGEIA NURSING BOTTLE Co.,
Buffalo (strained vegetables). Agency : Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., Buffalo.
HYGRADE-SYLVANIA Corp., Clifton, N. J. (radio tubes). Agency:
Cecil, Warwick & Cecil Inc., N. Y. so
HYRAL Co., Fort Worth, Tex. (dentifrice.) Agency : Luckey - Bowman,
Inc., N. Y. sa rn

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO

Radio's First Special Representatives
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WOWs 17,000 volt rectifier tube
unit, with its 6 large Western
Electric radiation cooled tubes.

Final power amplifier tube unit,
howing Western Electric 35 KW
water cooled tubes.

'

/\

ON5WN.N.J.oT^-\ / \/
S\ \\
y<\ APPARENT f■owf.r 6 KW / / \
/ /%. / \ /A

piRECTXH
PHSLAD£lP»i\Pk{
1 APPARENTOF POWER
120 «W 1

YwRECTlON
NEW YORK120 KWCrTYlj
J_APPARENT OFPOWER

\ / ^\ DIRECTION Of tjANDT H0OK,N-j>/
>*^APPaR£nT
X.
Directional antenna system designed specially for WOR. Close-up shows one coupling
house on support leg of tower.
\

WITH

\

\ /

J

Diagram shows the field-intensity pattern of
the ground wave, or direct radiation, from
this directional antenna.

Western Electric, you get much

more than just

high-fidelity apparatus. You also get the full benefit of
Bell Telephone Laboratories' experience and facilities in
engineering station equipment to meet your exact needs.
WOR is an outstanding example. Engineering this installation from the ground up, the Bell Telephone Laboratories

Western
RADIO
July 1, 1935

TELEPHONE

Western Electric equipped master control desk in tl.e
speech input control room. Seen through the window
are the transmitter and transmitter control desk.

developed, among other features, WOR's directional antenna
system — first of its kind — which focuses strongest signals
where population is densest!
Talk over your special problems with Western Electric at
the N. A. B. CONVENTION— Broadmoor Hotel, Colorado
Springs — July 7th to 11th.

Electric

BROADCASTING

Distributed By Graybar Electric Co.
In Canada: Northern Electric Co., Ltd.
EQUIPMENT
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Radio

for
QUALITY
CONSIDER

REPRODUCTION
THE
NEW

HIGH-FIDELITY
INSTANT

PRESTO

RECORDER'

* INSTANTANEOUS
* ECONOMICAL
* EFFICIENT
Built by skilled craftsmen of the finest
materials, the Presto Recorder is constructed with watch - spring precision.
The Presfo Insfant Recorder fulfills the insistent demands of Broadcasting stations and Electrical Transcription studios for high quality
recording apparatus.
NOTE
1—
2—
3—
4—
5—
6—
7—

these salient features of the Presto
Instant Recorder

Completely portable.
Easy to operate (Only two controls for operation.)
Flat within 1.5 db from 20—12,000 cycles.
Two speeds. 78 R.P.M. or 33 1/3 R.P.M.
Three stage resistance and transformer coupled amplifier.
Power output 10 watts.
Prices within your reach.
EVERYTHING FOR RECORDING . . . FROM A
NEEDLE TO A COMPLETE STUDIO INSTALLATION.

Write for latest descriptive bulletin of our equipment and
coated discs.

Advertisers

IDEAL Co.,rn Waco, Tex. (built-infurniture),
ILLINOIS
BOTTLED
GAS Co.,
Chicago (Dri-Gas). Agency: Wade
Adv. Agency, Chicago, sp sa
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD,
Chicago (rail transportation). Agency : The Caples Co., Chicago, sa
ILLINOIS MEAT Co., Chicago
(corn beef hash). Agency: J. L.
Sugden Adv. Co., Chicago, sp
IMPERIAL
SUGAR
Co., Sugarland,
Agency :sp Tracy-LockeDawsonTexas.
Inc., Dallas,
INDEPENDENT GROCERS ALLIANCE DISTRIBUTING Co., Chicago (IGA brands). Agencies: Hilmar
V. Swenson Co., Chicago ; north central division (Winston-Newell Co.,
apolis, sp
Minneapolis),
McCord Co., MinneINDEPENDENT SILO Co., St.
Paul (silos).
Harman-McGinnis
Inc., St.Agency:
Paul.
INDIANA SAFEWAY BUS LINES,
Indianapolis (transportation), sp
INDIVIDUAL DRINKING CUP
Co., Easton, Pa. (Dixie cups). Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia, n
INECTO Inc., New York (InectoRapid Notox). Agency: The Biow
Co. Inc., N. Y. n t
INFANT SUPPLY Co., Lynn, Mass.
(Pyorlesseasterndiapers).
NorthAdv. Agency, Agency:
Lynn, Mass.
INGERSOLL - WATERBURY Co.,
Waterbury, Conn, (watches, clocks).
sa
INLAND CONSOLIDATED COAL
Corp., Chicago (Great Eagle coal), sa
INSTITUTE OF AMERICAN
MEAT PACKERS, Chicago (meat
talks
Inc. )n. Agency : McCann - Eriekson
INTERNATIONAL BEDDING Co.,
Baltimore (White Cloud mattresses).
t sa
INTERNATIONAL LABORATORIES, Omaha (hair remedy). Agency:
Buchanan-Thomas Adv. Co., Omaha.
INTERNATIONAL MATE Co., New
York (Joyz Yerba Mate tea). Agency: Mark O'Dea & Co Inc., N. Y.
INTERNATIONAL OIL HEATING
Co., St. Louis (oil burners). Agency:
Phil Gordon Agency, Chicago, sp sa
INTERNATIONAL SALT Co.,
Scranton, Pa. (salt). Agency: Paris
& Peart, N. Y. sa
INTERNATIONAL SHOE Co., St.
Louis (Red Goose shoes). Agency:
D'Arcy Adv. Co. Inc., St. Louis.
INTERNATIONAL SILVER Co.,
Meridan, Conn, (silverware). Agencies :N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia ;Benton & Bowles Inc., N.
Y. ; Ralph H. Jones Co., N. Y;
Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
INTERNATIONAL VITAMIN
Corp., New York (IVC pearls).
Agency : Zinn & Meyer Inc., N. Y. sp
INTERSTATE COTTON OIL REFINING Co., Sherman, Tex. (Mrs.
Tucker's shortening). Agency : Crook
Adv. Agency, Dallas.
INTERSTATE DEPARTMENT
STORES, New York (chain stores),
sa
INTERSTATE LIFE ASSOCIATION, Hollywood (insurance), t
INTERWOVEN STOCKING Co.,
New Brunswick, N. J. (Interwoven
hosiery
cy, Inc.) .N.Agency
Y. sp : United Adv. AgenTHE
WIL
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INVESTORS SYNDICATE, Minneapolis. Agency : Erwin, Wasey & Co.
Inc., Chicago.
1-0 PRODUCTS Co. Inc., New York
(1-0 Tabs). Agency: Stewart, Hanford & Frohman Inc., N. Y. ; KlanVan Pietersom
Milwaukee,
sp - Dunlap Associates,
IODENT CHEMICAL Co., Detroit
(tooth paste).
Detroit,
sp t Agency: Maxon Inc..
IOKELP COMPANY, San Diego
(health tonic). Agency: Heintz, Pickering & Co. Ltd., Los Angeles sp t
IOWA PEARL BUTTON Co., Muscatine, la. (Blue Bird pearl buttons).
R. C. Morenus & Co., Chicago, sa
IOWA SOAP Co., Burlington, la.
(Magic Washer soap and Pynaseptic). Agency: Beeeher Adv. Co., St.
Louis, sp t ta
THE IRONIZED YEAST Co., Atlanta, Ga. (yeast tablets). Agency:
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y. n sp sa t
IROQUOIS SEED Co., Chicago (seed
corn ) . sa
I. T. S. Co., Elyria, O. (rubber soles
& heels). Agency: Carr Liggett Inc.
Cleveland.
IVANHOE FOODS Inc., Auburn,
N. Y. (Salanaise salad dressing).
Agency
N.
Y. : Moser & Cotins Inc., Utica,
WALTER JANVIER Inc., New
York (Kellogg's Tasteless castor oil).
Agency : Churchill-Hall Inc., N. Y.
DR. D. JAYNE & SON Inc., Philadelphia (vitamin
Agency: Carter-Thomson Co.,wine).
Philadelphia.
JEAN Inc., Newark (Gingerbread
Mix, etc). Agency: W. I. Tracy Inc.,
N.
JEANY. JORDEAU
Inc., South
Orange, N. J. (Zip and depilatory
cream). Agency: James R. Flanagan
Adv. Agency, N. Y. t
JEDDO - HIGHLAND
COAL Co.,
Jeddo, Pa. (coal producers). Agency:
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y. n
JOHN F. JELKE Co., Chicago (Good
Luck
margarine). Inc.,
Agency:
BlackettSample-Hummert
Chicago.
JELL-WELL DESSERT Co. Inc.,
Los Angeles. Agency : Mayers Co.,
Los Angeles, t
JEL-SERT Co., Chicago (Flavorade
) . Agency
: Rogers
& Smith Adv.
Agency,
Chicago,
sp
JENNY WREN Co., Lawrence, Kan.
(Jenny Wren flour). Agency: R. J.
Potts & Co., Kansas City, sp sa
ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cincinnati:(Woodbury's
and lotion).
Agencies
J. WaltersoapThompson
Co.,
N.
Y.
;
Lennen
&
Mitchell
Inc. N. Y.
n
Tenn.
rn F. spG. COFFEE Co., Knoxville,
J.
JOHN IRVING SHOE Co., Boston.
JOHNS - MANVILLE Corp., N. Y.
(asbestos
products).
ter Thompson
Co., N.Agency:
Y. n t J. WalJOHNSON EDUCATOR FOOD Co.,
Cambridge, Mass. (Educator crackers). Agency: John W. Queen Adv.
Agency, Boston, rn sa t sp
JOHNSON & JOHNSON, New
Brunswick, N. J. (surgical dressing).
Agencies : Ferry-Hanly Adv. Co., N.
Y. ; J. P. Muller & Co., N. Y. ; Frank
Presbrey Co. Inc., N. Y. ; Young &
Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
OLIVER J. JOHNSON Inc., Chicago
( seeds ) . Agency : Mc Junkin Adv. Co.,
Chicago.
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Directory of National and Regional Radio
OHXSOX PRODUCTS Co., Boston
C.
KEXXY. sp Co., Baltimore (XorwoodD. coffee)
i oil burners) . so
Co., Covi rOHXSOX - STEPHEXS & KEXTOXington, Ky.PHARMACAL
(Brownatone hair dye).
j ;HIXKLE
SHOE
Co., St. Louis
Agency : Proctor & Collier Co., CinFashion Plate shoes). Agency: Ruth- cinnati.
i-auff & Ryan Inc., St. Louis.
KEXWOOD MILLS, Albany, X. Y.
5. C JOHNSON & SOX Inc., Ra(wool blankets). Agency: G. Lynn
•ine. Wis. (Johnson's floor wax).
Sumner Co., X. Y.
Igency: Xeedham, Louis & Brorby
KERR GLASS Co., Sand Springs,
"I (Inc.,
Chicago,H. n JOHXSOX CANDY
Okla. (mason jars). Agencies: Rog.T ALTER
. Chicago (Long John candy bars). ers-Gano Adv. Agency, Tulsa ; KingsIgency: Geo. J. Kirkgasser & Co., hall Adv. Agency, Pasadena. Calif.
sp sa t
J phicago. n sa t
KESTER
SOLDER Co., Chicago
UROBT. A. JOHXSTOX Co., Milwau(metal mender). Agency: Aubrey,
keechocolates
(
) . Agencies : X. W. Moore
& Wallace Inc., Chicago, sp sa
Iyer & Son Inc., Philadelphia ; KlauSTEEL & WIRE Co.,
Tan Pieterson-Dunlap Associates Inc., KEYSTOXE
Peoria. 111. (Red Brand wire fences).
Milwaukee, n
: Rogers & Smith Adv. AgenTULEP Co., Chicago (Julep- Ade). Agency
cy, Chicago.
j-Agency: Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago. KILDALL Co., Minneapolis (cod
) . Agency : Greve Adv. AgenJULIAN Inc., Dallas (hand lotion). livercy, oil
St. Paul.
C. M. KIMBALL Co., Everett, Mass.
JUNG SEED Co., Randolph, Wis.
(Red Cap polishes). Agency: Wood,
i seeds and bulbs). Agency: Frizzell Putnam & Wood Co., Boston.
Adv. Agency, Minneapolis, sp sa
KIXGolis (flour).
MIDAS MILL Co., MinneapYork
x[[jUSTIN-HATNBS Inc.. Xew JohnKINGS
BREWIXG Inc., Brooklyn
: Redfield-.
I Aspirub
H. Reese
Y. ; Thomas
Inc.,) . X.Agencies
stone
(King's
beer).
tin Bates Inc., Agency:
X. Y. sp Charles Aus■■& Co. Inc., X. Y. sp
JUSTRITE Co., Milwaukee (bird M. A. KIXG Co., Somerville, Mass.
seed t . Agency : Gustav Marx Adv.
(Statler tissue). Agency: Louis M.
Glaser Inc., Boston, sa t
' Agency. Milwaukee, sp sa

Advertisers

(Cont'd)

KIXG RAZOR Co., Providence, R. I.
(safety razor). Agency: Lanpher &
Schonfarber Inc., Providence, R. I.
KIXOX
Co., Rutland,
^nsO. Agency:
Hays Vt.
Adv.(CallouseAgency,
Burlington, Vt. sp
KIP Corp. Ltd., Los Angeles (Pyrol).
Agency : Philip J. Meany Co., Los
Angeles.
WALTER R. KIRK Inc., Chicago
(soaps). Agency: C. Wendell Muench
& Co., Chicago.
KIRSCH Co., Sturgis, Mich, (drapery hardware). Agency: Brooke,
Smith & French Inc., Detroit.
KISSPROOF Inc., Chicago (lipstick.) Agency:
Blackett
Hummert
Inc., Chicago,
t - SampleKITCHEX ART FOODS Inc., Chicago (Two Minute dessert). Agency:
Vanden Co., Chicago, sp sa
KFEL

- KVOD
DENVER

Los Angeles Coverage?
Hell, NO!

K
KAEMPFER'S, Chicago (bird food).
Agency : C. Wendell Muench Co., Chi1 [pago. t sp
EAL PRODUCTS Inc., St. Paul (XY-Z ointment ) . Agency : McCord Co.,
: Minneapolis, sa
: KALAMAZOO STOVE Co., Kalamazoo. Mich. Agency: Cramer-Krassett
|Co., Milwaukee, sp
KARXASCK
AMBROSIA Co.,
Seranton, Pa. (Lekatoria). sa
| A. J. KASPER Co., Chicago (Sip of
Gold coffee). Agency: James H. Turner. Chicago, sp
KATTERMAX & MITCHELL
SALES Corp., Xew York (Gloria
Gay silks) .
KAY JEWELRY Co., Boston (jew. elry stores), rn
KAY JEWELRY Co., Oakland, Cal.
(stores). Agency: Sidney Garfinkel
■ Adv. Agency, San Francisco, rn
KEELEY INSTITUTE, Dwight, HI.
(liquor cure). Agency: Fred A. Robbins Inc., Chicago, sa
KEEP CHICAGO AHEAD COMMITTEE, Chicago (promotional).
Agency: Hays MacFarland & Co.,
Chicago, n
THE KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek,
Mich, (corn flakes, Pep, etc.). Agency: X. W. Ayer & Son Inc., X. Y.
n sp sa t ta
KELLY-SPRIXGFIELD TIRE Co.,
Xew York (tires & tubes). Agency:
X. W. Ayer & Son Inc., X. Y.
KEMP BROS. PACKING Co.,
Frankfort, Ind. (Sun Rayed tomato
juice ) . Agency : The Caldwell-Baker
Co.. Indianapolis.
KEXDALL MFG. Co., Providence,
R. I. (Soapine).
KEXDALL REPINING Co., Bradford, Pa. (Pennsbest motor oil).
Agency : Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn Inc., Pittsburgh, sp

WIND

N

Nine

established, regularly scheduled, periods are presented daily —
from 7 A.M. to 12 Midnight. These
periods are augmented
E

July 1, 1935

with

spot

flashes — presented as received over
our 17-hour direct New York to
Washington

to Chicago

trunk line.

COVERAGE — our primary service
area includes 7,463,861 in Illinois,

W

Indiana, Michigan

and Wisconsin.

RATES — daily news schedules, six
days, are available for as little as
S

$80.00 weekly. Exclusive sponsorship can be arranged. For full information, including available periods,
address

W-I-N-D
National Advertising Office
201 N. WELLS ST. CHICAGO

Silver is up
Business is good
Butte, Montana
KGIR

presents the most comprehensive news service available.
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Have Joined our
Success Parade
A C Spark Plug
American Radiator
American Tobacco Co.
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.
Bayer Company, The
Bristol-Meyers
Bulova Watch Co.
Bunte
Bros. Co.
Cal-Aspirin
Campana Corp.
Cardinal
Carnation Laboratories
Co.
Carter Medicine Co.
Chase & Sanborn
Chevrolet Motor Co.
Chrysler Motor Corp.
(Dodge-Plymouth-De
Soto)
Cities
Service Co.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
(Colgate-Supersuds-Palmolive)
Coty,Miles
Inc. Laboratories
Dr.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
Filch
Fleischmann
Yeast Co.
Ford
Motor Company
Forhans Company
Gardner Nursery
General Electric
General Foods
General Mills
General Motors
(Pontiac-Buiek)
Gillette
Co.
Goodrich Tire & Rubber Co.
Johnson Company, The
Johnston, Robt. A., Company
Kraft-Phenix Cheese
Kroger
Grocery & Baking Co.
Lady
Esther
Lorillard,
P., Company
Luxor Co.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co.
MaybellineHouse
Co. Coffee
Maxwell
McAleer Mfg. Co.
Murray, Edgar
National
Biscuit A.,
Co. Co.
National Optical Stores Co.
National Sugar Refining Co.
Pepsodent Company
Philip Morris
Plough,
Inc.
Premier-Pabst
Camay)& GambleCorp.
Procter
(Ivory-Chipso-Oxydol-CriscoRed Star Yeast Products Co.
Reid, Murdock & Co.
Richfield Oil Co.
Royal
Gelatine
Scull, Wm.
S., Co.
Shell Petroleum
Steelcote Mfg. Co.
Sterling Products
Studebaker Co.
Texas Co.
United Drug Co.
U. S. Tobacco
Wagner, E. R., Mfg. Co.
Watkins, R. L., Co.
Western Clock Co.
Woman's Home Companion
Wrigley Co.
AND

CLICK

!

WCAE
JOIN
PITTSBURGH, PA.
BASIC RED NETWORK— NBC
Nationally Represented by
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
New York . Chicago . San Francisco
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advertising
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TlIE
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reliable and
which
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agencies?

Company

offers a

economical

service

is the answer
lem. It provides

to this prob-

a monthly

bul-

letin service as well as separate
reports on an "individual
basis".

Individual

be answered

inquiry

inquiries will

immediately.

★

FOR

YOUR

PROTECTION

Write or wire today
for complete details

COMAR
FOOD
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and

Building
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Washington,

Agencies

(Cont'd)

. .

KLEISTONE RUBBER Co. Inc.,
Warren, R. I. (Lynco arch support).
Agency : Lanpher & Schonfarber Inc.,
Providence, R. I.
E. A. KLINE & Co., New York
(Medalist
cigars).
Agency:
ing Hamilton
Agency,
N. Y. Win. IrvA. A. KNIGHT Corp., Charlestown,
Mass. ( Kni-cust ice cream mix), rn
E. L. KNOWLES Inc., Springfield,
Mass. (Rubine liniment). Agency:
DeForest Merchandising B u r e a u ,
Springfield, Mass. sa t
KNOX Co., Kansas City, Mo. (Cystex). Agency: Dillon & Kirk, Kansas
City, sp t
KNOX GELATINE Co.. Johnstown,
X. Y. (Knox Sparkling gelatin).
Agencies : Federal Adv. Agency Inc.,
N. Y. ; Murray Breese Associates, N.
Y. (medical), sa t
KOLYNOS Co. Inc., New Haven,
Conn. ( toothpaste) . Agency : BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., Chicago, t n
KONDOX Mfg. Co.. Minneapolis,
(Kon (Ion's Catarrhal jelly). Agency:
Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc., Minneapolis, sa
KON.IOLA Inc.. Portehester. N. Y.
(Konjola cold compound and laxative). Agency: Silverman Adv. Co.,
Chicago,
KOPPERSt SEABOARD COAL,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Agency : Erwin,
Wasey & Co. Inc., N. Y.„ sp
KOPPS BROTHERS Inc.. New York
(corsets and brassieres). Agency: J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y. sp
KOSTO Co., Chicago (10-cent dessert). Agency: Perrin-Paus Co., Chicago, sa t
KOTEX Co., Chicago (hygienic supplies.) Agency : Lord & Thomas, Chicago, n PHENIX CHEESE Corp.,
KRAFT
Chicago (cheese, etc.). Agency: J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, n sp
sa
A. J. KRANK Co., St. Paul (toilet
preparations).
Agency:
Adv. Co., Chicago,
sp Michell-Faust
KREMETZ & Co., Newark, N. J.
(jewelry). Agency: Samuel C. Croot
Co. Inc., N. Y.
KREMOLA
Co., Chicago (Kremola
toilet preparation). Agency: Guenther-Bradford & Co. Inc., Chicago.
stores)
.
S. S. KRESGE
Co., Detroit (chain

LADY MARGAREET Co.. F o r t
Worth, Tex. (cosmetics), sa
R. E. LAIDLAW & Co., Edgartown,
Mass. (Martha's Vineyard clam chowBoston.der). Agency: Doremus & Co. Inc.,
R. H. LAIRD MFG. Co.. New York
I Rose Laird cometics). Agency :
Moser & Coting
Inc., X. Y. i>
LAKESIDE sp BREWING Co.. Pori
Huron. Mich. Agency: Bass-Luckoff
Inc., Detroit.
LAMBERT PHARMACAL Co., St.
Louis (listerine). Agency: Lambert &
Feasley Inc., N. Y. n
LA LASINE INTERNATIONAL
Inc., New York (antiseptic). Agency:
J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y. sp
CORLISS LAMONT & Co., New York
I Nestle's).
son Co., N. Agency:
Y. n J. Walter ThompLANCASTER COUNTY SEED Co.,
Paradise, Pa. (seeds). Agency: C.
Kern Adv. Agency, Philadelphia, sp i
LAND O'LAKES CREAMERIES
Inc., Minneapolis (butter). Agency:
Campbell - Mithun Inc., Minneapolis;

KREUGER BREWING Co.. Newark, N. J. (beer). Agency: Fuller &
Smith & Ross, N. Y. sa
KREY PACKING Co., St. Louis, sp
KROGER GROCERY & BAKING
Co., Cincinnati (grocers). Agency:
Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati, t sa
SAMUEL KUNIN & SONS Inc.,
Chicago (liquor). Agency: Harold I.
Collen, Chicago.
KURLASH Co., Rochester (eyelash
beautifiers) . Agency: N. W. Ayer &
Son Inc., Philadelphia.
B. KUPPENHEIMER & Co., Chicago (men's clothing), t
KROMETAN Co., Omaha (home tanning outfits). Agency: Campbell, Kellogg Co., Los Angeles, sa

LA VENA Corp.', Chicago (bath powder). Agency: Lord & Thomas, Chicago, sp t
LAYORIS CHEMICAL Co., Minneapolis (mouth wash). Agencies:
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago; Hutchinson Adv. Co.. MinneTHOMAS
apolis, n LEEMING & Co. Inc.,
New York (Baume Bengue). Agency:
Wm. Estey & Co. Inc., N. Y. n
LEES JAMES & SONS Co., Bridgeport, Pa. (Minerva yarns). Agency:
Win. Jenkins Adv. Agency, PhiladelLEE & SCHIFFER Inc.. New York
(Rolls Razor). Agency: Kimball,
Hubbard & Powel Inc., N. Y. sp
LEHN
& FINK PRODUCTS Co.,
phia.
New York (Lysol, Hinds, Pebecco,
etc. ) . Agencies : Kenyon & Eckhardt
Inc.. N. Y\, Hinds cream. Dorothy
Gray Products; Kimball, Hubbard &
Powel Inc., N. Y., Lesquendieu &
Tussy Cosmetics; Lennen & Mitchell
Inc.. N. Y., Lysol & Pebecco. n sp
LEISY BREWING Co.. Cleveland.
Agency : Fuller & Smith & Ross Inc.,
Cleveland.

LADY BALTIMORE Co., Baltimore
(Lady Baltimore facial cream), sa
LADY ESTHER Co., Evanston, 111.
(powder,
etc.).Chicago,
Agency:n Stack-Goble
Adv.
Agency,

THE

D. C.
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sa
LA CHOY FOODS PRODUCTS
Inc. Detroit (Chinese food products).

COMPANY
DRUG

Advertisers

LAND O'NOD Co., Minneapolis!
(mattresses), sa
LANE Co., Altavista. Ya. (cedar
chests). Donald
Agency:
Henri Hurst & McInc., Chicago.
LANGENDORF
IES Inc., San UNITED
FranciscoBAKER(Royal
bread). Agency: J. Walter Thompson
Co., San Francisco, n
LA GERARDINE Inc., New York
(wave set lotion). Agency: H. E.
Lesan Adv. Agency, N. Y. t ta
PAUL LANTIVE, New York (perAgency:
Co. Inc., fume).
N. Y.
t Arthur Rosenberg
Y. LaROSA, Brooklyn (macaroni).
Agency : Commercial Radio, X. Y. rn t
LARROWS MILLING Co., Detroit
(stockDetroit,
feed). Agency:
Zimmer-Keller
Inc.,
sp
LARSEN Co., Green Bay, Wise,
(strained
cago, sp vegetables for babies).
Agency : Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc., ChiLARUS & BRO. Co., Richmond, Ya.
( Edgeworth Durstine
tobacco). &Agency:
BatOsborn Inc.,
N. Y.ten,n Barton,
rn sp
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Advertisers

"XTHERIC Inc.. New York (perGeyer-Cornell Co.
ioies).
c. N. T.Agency:
sp
DX-ZOL PRODUCTS Inc.. Syrase, X. T.
CVER BROS. Co.. Cambridge,
iss. I Lux. Rinso. Lifebuoy). Agens: Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.. X. Y. ;
Walter Thompson Co.. XT. Y. » sp t
H. LEWIS MEDICIXE Co., St.
mis i Turns). Agency: Ruthrauff &
ran Inc.. Chicago, sa t
BWIS HOTEL TRAINING
'HOOL. Washington. D. C. Agen: Rose-Martin Inc., X. Y. t
LEWIS CIGAR MFG. Co., Newk. X. J. (John Ruskin & Melba
gars). Agency: Scheck Adv. Agency
ic. Newark, sa
EWIS KNITTING Co.. Janesville,
isc. (underwear). Agency: Sehwimer & Scott. Chicago.
ICBEY - OWEXS - FORD GLASS
o.. Toledo (safety glass). Agency:
nited States Adv. Corp.. Toledo sp
fk
ilBBY. McXEILL & LIBBY, Chili:, i (food products). Agencies: J.
"niter Thompson Co., Chicago ;
eedham, Louis & Brorby Inc., Chiigo. n
IP.ERTY FOODS. Covington, Ky.
iRedi-Spread Pate-de-Foie). Agency:
W. I. Tracey Inc., X. Y. ; Ernest
Davids Inc., X. Y. sp
.IBERTY MAGAZIXE. Xew York.
eney : Lord & Thomas. X". Y. sa
j.IBERTY MUTUAL IXSURAXCE
'o.. Boston. Agency : Batten, Barton,
(urstine & Osborn Inc., XT. Y. sa
■IEBMAXX
BREWERIES Inc.,
Jrooklyn (Rheingold beer). Agency:
Tewell-Emmett Co. Inc., XT. Y.
-IFE SAVERS Inc.. Port Chester,
T. Y. ( candy ) . Agency : Topping &
,loyd Inc., X. Y. n
ICTOR H. LIXDLAHR, Xew York
Serutan health builder), sp
.(•CIS K. LIGGETT & Co., Xew
>rk ( stores ) . Agency : Street &
'inney Inc.. X. Y. sa
.IGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO
Xew York (Chesterfield ) . Ageny : Xewell-Emmett Co. Inc., XL Y. n
IXCE PRODUCTS, Chicago (Lino wash ) . sa
jINCOLN
AID ASSOCIATIOX,
hicago (insurance). Agency: Guenher-Bradford & Co. Inc., Chicago, sa
.IOXEL
Corp.. Xew York (toy
rains). Agency: Al Paul Lefton
o. Inc.. Philadelphia.
THOMAS J. LIPTOXT Inc., Hoboken,
■J. (teas). Agency: Frank Pres»rey Co. Inc., N. Y. rn sp sa
ATE SOAP Co.. Aurora, 111. AgeiiSehwimmer & Scott. Chicago, sa t
-JTTLE
CROW
MILLING Co.,
iVarsaw. Ind. (pancake flour). AgenThicago.
'■ Rogerssp & Smith Adv. Agency,
>ITTLE TREES FARMS, Framingam. Mass. (shrubs and trees). Ageny: Harry M. Frost Co., Boston.
OXE
WOLF
MFG.
Co., Fort
.Vorth, Tex. (hair tonic), sa
KFEL

- KVOD
DENVER

News
YES!

Service?
4 TIMES A DAY

(Cont'd)

<& Agencies

.

LOXGIXO & COLLIXS, New OrleansTasty
(
preserves ) . Agency :
Stone. Stevens & Lill, Xew Orleans.
LOOSE-WILES BISCUIT Co., LongIsland City, XT. Y. (Krispy Krackers,
etc.). Agency: Xewell-Emmett Co.
Inc., X. Y. rn sa t ta
FRAXK LOPEZ, Brooklyn, X. Y.
(cosmetics), rn
P. LORILLARD Co., Xew York (Old
Gold cigarettes ) . Agency : Lennen &
Mitchell Inc., X. Y. n t
LOS AXGELES SOAP Co., Los Angeles (White King Soap).. Agency:
Barnes-Campbell Co., Los Angeles.
LOUDEX PACKIXG Co., Terre
Haute. Ind. (Doggie Dinner). Agency :Matteson-Fogarty-Jordan Co. Inc.,
Chicago.
LOVE CHARM Inc.. St. Louis (perfumes.) Chicago,
Agency : spHilmer V. Swenson Co.,
LOWE BROS. Co., Dayton (paints).
Agency : The Geyer Co., Dayton.
LUBRITE
REFIXIXG
Corp., St.
Louis (Mobiloil & Mobilgas). Agency :J. Stirling Getchell Inc., N. Y. sp t
JOHX LUCAS & Co., Philadelphia
(paints). Agency: Jerome B. Gray
& Co., Philadelphia, sp
LUCKY TIGER REMEDY Co., Kansas City (hair tonic). Agency:
Loomis-Clapham-Whalen
Co., Kansas
City, sp

TnetatPliceA
t

fi

LUDEXS Inc., Reading, Pa. (cough
XT. Y. n Agency: J. M. Mathes Inc.,
drops).
GEO. W. LUFT Co., Long Island
City, X. Y. (Tangee cosmetics).
Agency : Cecil, Warwick & Cecil Inc.,
N. Y.
LUMBERMAN'S
& OKLAHOMA, mASSN OF TEXAS
LUR-EYE
PRODUCTS
Inc., Xew
York (eye preparation), t
LUXITE SILK PRODUCTS Co.,
Milwaukee (hosiery and lingerie).
Agency : Xeisser & Meyerhoff Inc.,
Milwaukee, t
LUXOR Ltd., Chicago (cosmetics).
Agency : Lord & Thomas, Chicago, n
LYXX PRODUCTS Co., Lynn, Mass.
(oil burners). Agency: ChurchGreen Co., Boston, sa
LYKOLEXE Co., Kansas City (Lyko
& Lykolene). Agency: Ferry-Hanly
Adv. Co., Kansas City.
LYOX VAXT & STORAGE Co., Los
Aiigeles. Agency : Charles H. Mayne
Co., Los Angeles, rn

Each
increase in metal
tOAR

Y

prices puts more mines
and mills in operationmore dollars in circulation in the Salt Lake market, the center ofca's
Amerimining
activities.
Gold and
silver prices
are now at
the

M

highest

levels in many

MACFADDEX PUBLICATIOXS
Inc., Xew York (True Story and Detective Stories magazines). Agencies:
Lord & Thomas, XT. Y. ; Stack-Goble
Adv. Agency. X. Y. ; Erwin Wasey &
Co.
Inc., Inc..
X. Y.XT.n Y.
sa ; Ruthrauff & Ryan
MACMILLAXT PETROLEUM Co.,
Los Angeles (Ring Free motor oil ) .
Agency : JDrwin, Wasey & Co. Inc.,
Los Angeles.
R. H. MACY & COMPAXY, New
York (department store).
MADOR Inc., Chicago (cosmetics).
Agency : Mc.Iunkin Adv. Co., Chicago.
MAGGI Co. Inc., Xew York (seasoning, bullion cubes). Agency: Marschalk & Pratt Inc., X. Y.
MAGXESIA PRODUCTS Co., Milwaukee (West's bird foods) . Agency:
Klan-Van Pietersom-Dunlap Associates, Milwaukee.
MAGXOLIA PETROLEUM Co., Dallas (Mobiloil & Mobilgas). Agency:
Johnston Printing & Adv. Co. sa

years. Prices

of other metals, too, are increasing.
It takes just one station
to cover this rich, Salt Lake
market.

That's

KDYL,
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CITY

Representatives
JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
New York
Chicago
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Detroit
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MAGNOLIA SEED Co., Dallas
(chigger chaser), so
MAIL
POUCH TOBACCO Co.,
bacco).
Wheeling, W. Va. (Mail Pouch toMany

types of businesses
to

employ

Bell System Teletypewriter Service for speedy
and accurate transmission
of typewritten information
between distant units. Few
use it more than the broadcasting business. Most networks and more than 200 sta-

s

tions are regular subscribers.
Teletypewriter

o

Service —

typing by wire — is fast, flexible, accurate. Pressing a key

o

on one teletypewriter

o

in-

stantly, simultaneously,

prints the same character on
every connected machine.
Questions can be asked and
answered on the same connection. Identical, typewritten records of every word
exchanged — with a number
of carbon copies at each end
— are always available.
By saving time and reducing errors, Teletypewriter
Service helps maintain efficient control of operation.
Your

local Bell Company

will beglad to discuss details
with you.

MALLORY HAT Co., Danbury,
Conn,
(men's hats).
N. Y. Agency: Trades
Adv. Agency,
MALTED CEREALS Co., Burlington, Vt. (Maltex). Agency: Samuel
C. Croot Co. Inc., N. Y. n
MALTINE Co., New York (cod liver
oil). Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son
Inc., Philadelphia.
MALT-O-MEAL Co., Fort Worth,
Tex. (cereal), sa sp
MALVA MEDICINE Co.. Cincinnati (remedy). Agency: Chester C.
Moreland Co., Cincinnati.
MANDEVILLE & KING Co., Rochter, spester, N. Y. (nursery). Agency: Stewart, Hanford & Frohman Inc., RochesMANGELS. HEROLD Co., BaltimoreKing's
(
Syrup ) . Agency : Emery
Adv. Co. Inc.. Baltimore,
sp t
MANHATTAN SOAP Co. Inc., New
York (Micky Mouse soap). Agency:
Peck Adv. Agency Inc., N. Y. n
B.
MANISCHEWITZ
Co., Cincinnati
( Matos
) . sp
MANITOU
WATER
Co., Denver
(mineral water).
Agency: ShawBetts Inc., Denver, sa
MANKIND DOG & CAT FOOD Co..
Philadelphia, sa
MANTLE LAMP CO. OF AMERICA, Chicago (Aladdin lamps). Agency :Philip O. Palmer & Co. Inc., Chicago, sp sa t
CHARLES MARCHAND Co., New
York (Golden hair wash), t
MARCOgeles (dogPRODUCTS
Co., Los Anfood), sp
MARCUS-LE SOINE Inc., San
Francisco (Lovalon hair rinser).
Agency:
Inc..
N. Y.Small. Kleppner & Seiffer
MARINESIA LABORATORIES.
South San Francisco, Calif. (Marine
Magnesia toothnaste) . Agencv : Long
Adv. Service, San Jose, Calif, sa
MARION PRODUC
O. (beverages), sp TS Co., Marion,
MARLENE Co., Washington. D. C.
(cosmetics
). Agency: Henry J. Kaufman, Washington.
MARLIN MINERAL WATER Co.,
Marlin, Tex. (Marlin crystals). Agency:
Rogers-Gano
ton, Tex.
sp sa Adv. Agency, HousMARLY DISTRIBUTORS Inc., New
York (Marly beauty preparations).
Agency: John Thomas Miller Agency, N. Y.
J. W. MARROW Co., Los Angeles
& Chicago (Mar-O-Oil shampoo).
Agencies: Heath-Seehof Inc., Chicago ; Hughes-Morton, Los Angeles.
n sa t
MARSHALL CANNING Co., Marshalltown, la. (Brown beauty beans).
Chicago,
Agency: spErwin, Wasey & Co. Inc.,
MARTIN-SENOUR Co.. Chicago
(varnishes). Agency: N. W. Ayer &
Son Inc., Philadelphia.
JOSEPH MARTINSON Inc., New
York (Jomar coffee & chocolate maltLaw ed).
Inc.,Agency:
N. Albert
Y. sp Frank-Guenther
MARX BREWING Co., Wyandotte,
Mich. Agency : Martin Inc., Detroit.
MARYLAND PHARMACEUTICAL
Co., Baltimore (Rem). Agency: Jossph Katz Co., Baltimore, sa ta
THE

Agencies

(Cont'd)

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSA !
CHUSETTS, Boston. Agency: P. F 1
O'Keefe
Adv. Agency, Boston.
MASTER BUILDERS Co., Cleveland
(flooring). Agency: United Statei
Adv. Corp., Toledo, sa
MASTER DRUGS Inc., Omah;
( proprietary
Thomas
Adv. ) .Co.,Agency
Omaha,: spBuchanan
MAUMEE
COLLIERIES,
TerrHaute, Ind. (coal) sp
MAURY-COLE Co., Memphis (Can
ova coffee). Agency: Gottschaldt
Humphrey Inc., Atlanta.
MAXINE PRODUCTS Co., Detroit
(perfume).
Agency:sa Lee Andersoi
Adv.
Co., Detroit,
MAYBELLINE
Co., Chicago (eye
lash dye). Agency: Cramer-Krassell
Co., Milwaukee, n rn sa t
OSCAR
MAYER
& Co., Chicagc
(Old Style farm sausage), sp
DR. W. B. MAYO LABORATOR
IES, Los Angeles (medical products)
Agency : Tom Wallace Agency, Los
Angeles, n
EARL E. MAY SEED Co., Shenandoah, la. (seeds). Agency: L. W.
Ramsey Co., Davenport, la.
MAYTAG Co., Newton, la. (washing
machines).
Agency: Cramer - Krasselt
Co., Milwaukee.
MAZER CRESSMAN CIGAR Co.,
Detroit (Manuel cigars). Agency:
Harold Aarons Inc., Detroit, sa
C. H. McALEER Co., Detroit (auto
polish).
troit, sa Agency: Maxon Inc., DeALFRED
W. McCANN LABORAfoods
) . sp TORIES
Inc., New York (special
McCLEARY SANITARIUM, Excelsior Springs, Mo. Agency : R. J.
Potts Co., Kansas City, t
McCLOSKEY VARNISH Co., Los
Angeles & Philadelphia (Kwik-on
paint ) . Agency : Bert Butterworth
Agency, Los Angeles, sp
McCONNON & Co., Winona, Minn,
(remedies). Agency: McCord Co.,
Minneapolis, sa
McCORMICK & Co., Baltimore (Bee
brand spices & Banquet tea). Agency : Vanmore, so Sant,
Dugdale & Co., Baltit
MCCOY'S LABORATORIES Inc.,
New York (cod liver oil tablets ) .
Agency
N.
Y. so: spPeck
t Adv. Agency Inc.,
THOMAS McELROY Co., Chicago
(furs ) . Agency : Schimmer & Scott
Inc., Chicago, t
McFADDEN PUBLICATIONS Inc.,
New York. Agency : Lord & Thomas,
N.
Y. n
McKENZIE
MILLING Co., Quincy,
Mich,ers & Smith
(pancake
Adv.flour).
Agency,Agency:
Chicago,Rogsp
McKESSON- WESTERN WHOLESALE DRUG Co., Los Angeles (Currier's Los
tablets).Angeles,
Agency: taHixon-O'Donnel Inc.,
McKESSON & ROBBINS Inc.,
Bridgeport, Conn. (Albolene, Analax,
etc. ) . Agency : N. W. Ayer & Son
Inc., N. Y.
W. F. MCLAUGHLIN & Co., Chicago (Manor House coffee). Agency:
Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee.
Mclaughlin - gormley king
Co., Minneapolis (insecticide). Agency :liCampbeU-Mithum
Inc., Minneapos, t
J. T. McMILLAN Co., St. Paul (pork
packers).
Harmon-McGinnis
Inc., St.Agency:
Paul.
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■IENTHO-KREAMO Co., Clinton,
m. (m-k cough remedy), so
IERCKENS CHOCOLATE Co. Inc.,
Juffalo (cocoa ) . Agency : L. H. Walron Adv. Agency, N. Y.
?M. S. MERRELL Co., Cincinnati
Detoxol toothpaste). Agency: The
Jeyer Co., Dayton.
IETAL TEXTILE Corp., Orange,
,T. J. (Chore
Agency: Newark.
Charles
)allas
Reach Girl).
Adv. Agency,
a
IETROPOLITAN LIFE INSURi.XCE Co., New York. Agency: Hawfey Adv. Co. Inc., N. Y. n
IEXICAN GOVERNMENT, Mexio City, Mexico (travel talks). Ageny : De Garmo-Kilborn Corp., N.Y. n t
IIAMI-BILTMORE HOTEL, Miami
^each, Fla. Agency : Loomis & Hall
nc, Miami, Fla. sa
rOHN C. MICHAEL Co., Chicago
Mickey quilt patches). Agency: T.
I. Banerle Adv. Agency, Chicago, sp
MICHIGAN TOURIST & RESORT
:<JMMISSION, Detroit (vacation
Campaign ) . sa
JVIICKELBERRY'S FOOD PRODUCTS Co., Chicago (sausage). Agenpy : Sehl Adv. Agency, Chicago, t sp
MID - CONTINENT PETROLEUM
I!orp., Tulsa, Okla. Agency : Dillon
,s Kirk, Kansas City, t sa
rOSEPH MIDDLEBY Jr. Inc., Boson (Midco Ice Box Freeze). Agency : Badger & Browning Inc., Boson, sp
MIDLAND FLOUR MILLING Co.,
Kansas City (Town Crier flour).
tjigency: Potts-Turn bull Co. Inc.,
(Kansas City, sp
MIDWEST DRUG Inc., Chicago
(Dr. Chapin's Muscletone).
MIDWEST LABORATORIES Inc.,
[ Chicago (Black Reaper Moth-ProofMR ) . Agency : Reincke-Ellis- Younggreen & Finn Inc., Chicago.
DR. MILES LABORATORIES Inc.,
iElkhart, Ind. (Alka Seltzer). Ageney : Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago, n sp t
MILKY-WAY Co., Chicago (cosmetics). Agency: Root Adv. Agency,
Chicago.
'FRED MILLER BREWING Co.,
Milwaukee (High Life beer). Agency : Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee,
ffi. MILLER & SONS, New York
(shoes, hosiery). Agency: Diener &
Dorskind, N. Y.
'MILLER RUBBER Co., Akron (ruber sundries). Agency: Ruthrauff &
iRyan Inc., N. Y.
RUSSELL MILLER MILLING Co.,
Minneapolis ( Occidental Biscuit Mix ) .
Agency: Mitchell Adv. Agency, Minneapolis, sa t

MIRACLE DIAMOND Corp., Salt
Lake City (diamonds), sa t
MIRACUL WAX Co., St. Louis
(Dri-Brite wax). Agency: Gardner
Adv. Co. Inc., St. Louis.
MISSION DRY Corp., Los Angeles
(orange ingston
juice).
Agency:
Leon LivAdv. Agency,
Los Angeles,
sa
M. J. B. Co., San Francisco (MJB
coffee). Agency: Lord & Thomas,
San spFrancisco, n t
MODERN FOOD PROCESS Co.,
Philadelphia (Thrivo dog food). Agency : Clements Co., Philadelphia, n sp
MODERN MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, New York (medical supplies),
H. MOFFAT Co., San Francisco
(Scotty Allan's Dog Food), sp
MOHAWK CARPET MILLS Inc.,
New York (rugs). Agency: BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., N. Y. n
MOJAZE INDIAN TRADING Co.,
Los Angeles (Mojaze Indian tea).
Agency geles,:sp Fred Wesley Inc., Los AnTHE MOLLE Co., Bedford, O. (shavcream). Chicago,
Agency:n Stack-Goble
Adv. ing
Agency,
MONARCH BREWING Co., Chicago Malvaz
(
malt tonic ). Agency :
Maggart Corp., Chicago.
MONARCH
METAL WEATHERSTRIP Co., St. Louis. Agency:
Mortimer W. Mears Inc., St. Louis.
MONNIGS WHOLESALE Co., Fort
Worth, Tex. (Bershire hosiery), sa
MONROE
SANDER
Corp., Long
ish). City, N. Y. (Salore nail polIsland
MONTGOMERY MILLS, Jersey
City, N. J. (Italian Roast Saporito
coffee).
N.
Y. sp Agency: Zinn & Meyer Inc.,
MONTGOMERY WARD & Co., Chicago (retailers, raw fur marketing
service). Agency: Lord & Thomas,
Chicago, n sp t
MONTICELLO DRUG Co., Jacksonville, Fla. (666 remedy), sa t
MONTICELLO NURSERY, Monticello, Fla. (Mahan pecan trees), sa
MONUMENT MILLS, Hausatonic,
Mass. (Bedspreads). Agency: Wm.
B. Remington Inc., Springfield, Mass.
sa
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(Cont'd)

MILLER PORK PRODUCTS Corp.,
Richmond,
Va. (Sargeant's
dandruff&
remedy ) . Agency
: Cecil, Warwick
Cecil Inc., N. Y.
MILSON Co., Cincinnati (liquor).
Agency : spA. T. Sears & Son Inc.,
Chicago,
MILTON OIL Co., Sedalia, Mo.
(Dixcel gasoline). Agency: Anfenger
Adv. Agency Inc., St. Louis, sp
MINARD Co., Framingham, Mass.
(inhalant & mouth wash). Agency:
Harry M. Frost Co. Inc., Boston, sa
MINNEAPOLIS BREWING Co.,
Minneapolis (Golden Grain Belt
beer). Agency: Erwin, Wasey & Co.
Inc., Minneapolis.
MINNEAPOLIS HONEYWELL
REGULATOR Co., Minneapolis (heat
control ) . Agency : United States Adv.
Corp., Chicago, sa
MINNESOTA VALLEY CANNING
Co., Le Sueur, Minn., (Del Maiz
sp
canned
vegetables). Agency: Erwin,
Wasey & Co. Inc., Chicago.
MINUTE WASHER Co., Newton,
la. sa
MINWATER Inc., Dallas (crystals)

I j [cMURTRT
MFG.
Co., Denver
[ Gloss Cote paint ) . Agency : Cloyd
. Woolley Inc., Denver.
[EADOWS
MFG.
Co., Bloomingim. 111. (washing machines).
EDICOLIUM Corp., Ltd., Los Angles (Melodine iodine).
- IELLO-GLO
Co., Boston (toilet
eparations) . Agency: Mark O'Dea
i|r| Co., N. Y. sp sa t
ELVILLE SHOE Corp., New York
■ [John
Ward shoes
dv. Agency,
N. Y.) . Agency : Friend
[ENDERTH Inc., Boston (fertilizt). rn t
HCNNEN Co., Newark, N. J. (Men'en
toilet preparations).
Agency:
1 spKiesewetter
Adv. Agency
Inc., H.
N.

THE

Agencies
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AMARILLO
Market
Radio

Is Open

Advertisers

Through

One

Full-Time

K

G

WDAG

and

oj

Station —

KGRS

PUBLISHING

C
r

Under the Ownership of the
GLOBE-NEWS

Modern

N

A Combination

To

CO., Inc.

^/OMPLETE year-round coverage of
this new sales area! Because of the distance to other stations and of the climatic conditions, radio listeners can get
good reception only through this station.
Amazingly low cost per listener! This
station can well be compared to WFAA,
WOAI, or other great stations of the
Southwest, yet it offers its facilities and
time at modest rates corresponding to
very small stations.

PROOF!
Here's proof of
what national
vertisers thinkad-of
Amarillo's
Statetory : trade TriterriNational
tisersadverplaced
more
advertising
in the AmariUo
Globe-News in
193 i than in any
other Texas daily
newspaper in the
50,000
class. circulation
KGNC — the
Amarillo GlobeNews station —
has tion
theal and
promocooperative values
of this great
newspaper asDailyits
background.
program
promotion assures
maxterest. imum listener in-

^UBvtucet)ue, 37S"<ltt

/

KGNC
covers an area larger
than Pennsylvania, with
a population of 426,226
—Americans.
97% native born white

KGNC}

dominatesKGNC
an audience
whose annual spendable
income is $183,886,000.

GLOBE-NEWS
AMARILLO TEXAS
TheAMARILLO,

STATION

2500 Watts Daytime — 1000 Watts Night-time — 1410 Kc.
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KTAT

FORT

Key

IS

NOW
ON

SBS

Station)
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570

which gives KTAT

WORTH

KILOCYCLES

the same type of coverage in the

Fort Worth-Dallas area that made leaders in their respective territories of such outstanding regional "wave
length" stations as:
WCAO

Baltimore

WSYR
KSD

Syracuse
St. Louis

WTMJ
KLZ

Milwaukee
Denver

KHQ

Spokane

WFIL
WOW

Philadelphia
Omaha

WEEI

Boston

KTSA

San Antonio

S. B. S. is the only regional
sustaining programs
SOUTHWEST

network

carrying

in the entire southwest,
BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

Radio Advertisers &
MOOGRA Inc.. Binghamton, X. Y.
( ointment). Agency: Wylie B. Jons.
Binghamton, X. Y.
MOON GLOW COSMETIC Co. Ltd..
Holywood (manicure items). Agency:
Small.
Y.
sa Kleppner & Seiffer Inc.. X.
BENJAMIN MOORE & Co., Xew
York (Muresco wall finish), n sp sa
MOORE MILLIXG Co., La Porte.
Ind. ( Break-O-Wheat food), sp
MOORE STOVE Co., Joliet, 111. sp
MOREX TOXIC Co., Los Angeles
(gland tonic). Agency: Rolf M.
Spangler, Los Angeles.
MOREY MERCAXTILE Co., Denver (Solitaire food products). Agency : Ball & Davidson Inc., Denver.
EXOCH MORGAN'S SOXS Co..
New York (Sa polio cleanser). Agency : Geyer-Cornell Co. Inc., N. Y.
MORNING MILKS Co., Salt Lake
City (Morning milk), sp
JOHN MORRELL & Co., Ottumwa.
Ia. (Red Heart clog food ) . Agencv :
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc., Chicago, n rn sp t
MORRISOX Co., Philadelphia (prepared puddings).
PHILIP MORRIS & Co. Ltd.. New
York (Philip Morris cigarettes).
Agency : The Biow Co. Inc., N. Y.
n rn sp sa ta
MORTON SALT Co., Chicago (Morton salt). Agencies: N. W. Ayer &
Son Inc., San Francisco ; Wade Adv.
Agency. Chicago, rn sp sa
MOTOR STOKER Corp.. Xew York
(automatic stokers). Agency: McCann-Erickson Inc., N. Y.
MOUNT CLEMENS SALES Corp..
Mt. Clemens, Mich, (mineral salts) sp
MOUNT ZIRCON SPRIXG WATER
Co., Rumford, Me. (ginger ale)
Agency : S. A. Conover Co., Boston.
MUDLAYIA SPRIXGS HOTEL.
Kramer. Ind. Agency : Applegate
Adv. Agency. Indianapolis, sa
C. F. MUELLER Co.. Jersey City,
N.
J. (Mueller's
macaroni).
E. W.
Hellwig Co.,
N. Y. n Agency:
L. J. MUELLER FURNACE Co..
Milwaukee (furnaces). Agency : Klau
sp
Van
Pietersom-Dunlap Associates Inc..
Milwaukee.
MAUD MULLER CANDY Co.. Columbus. O. Agency : Bertha K.
Wullf. Columbus, sa
MUL-SO-LAX Laboratories Inc..
Kalamazoo, Mich. Agency : Northrop
Adv. Agency. Kalamazoo, Mich.
MUNICIPAL LIGHT & POWER
DEFENSE LEAGUE. Los Angeles.
Agency : Ray Davidson, Los Angeles.
MUNSINGWEAR Corp.. Minneapolis
(underwear). Agency: Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham Inc.. Chicago.
MURPHY PRODUCTS Co.. Burlington, Wis. (fodder). Agency: Wade
Adv. Agency, Chicago, sp
EDGAR A. MURRAY Co.. Detroit
(insecticides).
Bass-Luckoff
Inc., Detroit, Agency:
sa
MUSEBECK
SHOE
Co., Danville.
111. (health sport shoes). Agency:
Sehl Adv. Agency. Chicago, sa ta
MUSTEROLE Co.. Cleveland (Musterole & Zemo). Agencv: Erwin.
Wasey & Co. Inc., N. Y.
LESLIE F. MUTER Co., Chicago
( Arlington electric clocks ) . Agency :
Hurja-Johnson-Huwen Inc., Chicago.
MYLES SALT Co. Ltd.. New Orleanstable
(
salt ) . Agency : Fitzgerald Adv. Agency Inc., New Orleans.

Agencies

(Cont'd)

MYRXOL PRODUCTS. Lo< Angela,
i noseAngeles,
drops).sp Agency: Mayers Co.,]
Los
MY-T-FIXE Corp., Brooklyn. N. Y.
lice cream
Agency: Wale-'
Adv.
Co., N.powder).
Y. t
N
XACOR MEDICINE Co.. Indianapolis (proprietary).
Agency:
Meyerhoff
Inc., Chicago,
t rn Neisseisp
XASH
COFFEE
Co., Minneapolis
(coffee). Agency: Erwin, Wasey k
Co. Inc.. Minneapolis.
XASH MEDICINE Co., Jonesboro,
Ark. (proprietary), sa
XASH MOTOR Co., Kenosha. Wis.
cars)'.
&(motor
Mitchell
Inc., Agencies:
Chicago; J.Frederick
Walter
Thompson Co. X. Y. n sa t
laxative). Co. Inc., Baltimore (Xatex
XATEX
XATIOXAL ASSOCIATION O F
MFGRS., Xew York (Institutional). t\
XATIOXAL
CHAMOF AUTOMOBILE
COMMERCE,
Detroit
( travel BER
talks)
. sp
XATIOXAL BATTERY Co.. St.
Paul (Gould batteries). Agencies:
Davis Inc., St. Paul ; Batten, Barton.
Durstine & Osborn Inc., Minneapolis.
XATIOXAL BISCUIT Co., Xew
York (Shredded Wheat, etc.). Agencies : McCann-Erickson Inc., X. Y. :
Federal Adv. Agency Inc., X. Y. n sa
XATIOXAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS, Xew York. Agency :
Ralph H. Jones Co.. X. Y.
XATIOXAL CARBON Co.. Xew
York (Everready & Prestone). Agency : J. M.wauke , sMathes
Inc., N. Y. sa
p
NATIONAL DISTILLING Co., MilNATIONAL LABORATORY, Chicago (Nuga-Tone proprietary). Agency :Guenther-Bradford & Co., Chicago.
NATIONAL LIFE & ACCIDENT
INSURANCE Co., Nashville, sp
NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE
Co.. Montpelier,
Vt. Agency
ardson. Alley & Richards,
N. Y.: RichNATIONAL LIYE STOCK & MEAT
BOARD. Chicago (lamb). Agency:
Carroll Dean Murphy Inc., Chicago.
XATIOXAL MAGNESIA Co.. Xew
York (Citrate of Magnesia ) . Agency :
SBStanley E. Gunnison Inc., X. Y. sp
XATIOXAL MODES Inc.. Xew York
I fashions). Agency: The Grey Adv.
Service Inc., X. Y. n
XATIOXAL MUTUAL BEXEFIT
Co., Madison, Wis: (insurance), sp
XATIOXAL OIL PRODUCTS Co.,
Inc.. Harrison, N. J. (Admiration
soapless shampoo and Vitex). Agency : Chas. Dallas Reach Adv., Newsa ark. N. J. n sp sa
NATIONAL REFINING Co., Cleveland (White Rose gasoline). Agency : Hubbell Adv. Agency, Cleveland,
NATIONAL REPUBLICAN BUILDERS ASS'X., New York.
XATIOXAL
SECURITY
Ass'n, AgenBeverly Hills, Calif,
(insurance).
cy : Hanff-Metzger Inc., Los Angeles.
KFEL

- KVOD
DENVER
WorldWide News?

YES !

TRANSRADIO

LEE H. ARMER, President, Fort Worth, Texas
JOHN
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New York Chicago
Detroit San Francisco
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NORTH AMERICAN SECURITIES
Co, San Francisco (investments).
Agency
: D'Evelyn & Wadsworth Inc.,
San Francisco.
NORTHAMPTON BREWING Co,
Northampton, Pa. (Tru-Blu beer).sa
NORTHERN ILLINOIS CEREAL
Co, Lockport, 111. (New Process
oats), sa
NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY
Co, St. Paul (transportation). Agency : Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, Chicago, sa
NORTHRUP, KING & Co.. Minneapolis (seeds). Agency: OlmsteadHewitt Inc., Minneapolis, t sa
NORTH STAR WOOLEN MILL
Co, Minneapolis (blankets). Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., -Chicago,
sa
NORTHWEST
AIRWAYS Inc., Minneapolis-St. Paul. Agency : Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., Minneapolis, sa
NORTHWESTERN FUEL Co, MinneapolChemicole
is (
) . Agency:
Critchfield
- Graves Co, Minneapolis.
st t ta

NATIONAL SUGAR REFINING
Co. of N. J.. New York (Jack Frost
Isugar)- Agency: Young & Rubicam
Inc.. N. Y. n
NATIONAL TEA Co., Chicago (food
stores). Agency: Beaumont & Hohuian Inc., Chicago, sp
NATIONAL TOILET Co., Paris,
Tenn. ( Nadinola face powder &
cream ) . Agency : Roche, Williams
& t'unnyngham Inc., Chicago, sp
N E B R A S K A CONSOLIDATED
MILLS. Omaha (Mothers Best
flour), sp
NEHI Corp., Columbus, Ga. (Nehi
|& Chero beverages). Agency: James
I A. Greene & Co.. Atlanta, Ga. t
NESTLE's Milk Products Inc., New
York
Lord &(Nestle's
Thomas. chocolates).
N. Y. n sa tAgency:
N 10 WELL GUTRADT Co., San Fran; cisco i soap ) . Agency : Leon Liv1ingston Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
NEW
ENGLAND DISTILLERS,
Clinton, Mass. (Loyd's London Dry
gin). Agency: Bermingham Castlejman & l'ierce Inc., N. Y. sa
NEW ENGLAND
ICE DEALERS
Ass'n, Boston, rn
NEW ENGLAND PURE FOOD INSTITUTE.Boston,
Boston. Agency
cast Adv. Inc..
rn : BroadN E W ENGLAND STEAMSHIP
LINES, New York. Agency: Wendell
P. Colton Co. Inc., N. Y. ta
N E W ENGL A N D VINEGAR
WORKS. Somerville, Mass. (sweet
cider). Agency: Harry M. Frost Co.
Inc.. Boston, sa
NEW YORK ESKIMO PIE Corp.,
New York ( confection ) . Agency : J.
L. Arnold Co. Inc.. N. Y. sp
NEW
YORK LIFE INSURANCE
Co., New York. Agency : Frank M.
Presbrey Co. Inc., N. Y.
NEW WORLD LIFE INSURANCE
Co., Seattle, Wash, (insurance), n
NEWS-WEEK
Inc., New York (magazine), t
N. D. BEE SUPPLY Co., Moorhead,
Minn, (baby chicks), sp
NIAGARA HUDSON POWER Corp.,
New York (electric & gas power).
Agency : Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn Inc., N. Y. t
NTSLEYt ta Co., Columbus (women's
shoes),
NOBLE SYILLE MILLING Co., Nolilesville, Ind. (Kismet Diadem flour).
sp
NO-DOZ LABORATORIES, Sacramento. Cal. (sleep resisters). AgenWarner-Clifton
Adv. Agency,
Sancy :Francisco,
sa
NORGE Corp., Detroit (Norge refrigerators). Agency: Cramer-Krass<dt Co.. Milwaukee, t
THE NORSEC Co., Jersey City, N.
•T. (toothpaste). Agency: Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, Chicago, n
NORTH AMERICAN DYE Corp.,
Mt. Vernon, N. Y. (Dytint). Agency :Atherton & Currier Inc., N. Y. sp
NORTH AMERICAN RADIO Corp,
New York (Grunow radios & refrigerators), sp

NORTHWESTERN YEAST Co,
Chicago (Yeast Foam tablets). Agency : Hays MacFarland & Co, Chicago, n sp
DR. HOWARD B. NORTON SHOE
Co, New York. Agency : Bass &
Schillin Inc., N. Y. sp
NORWICH PHARMACAL Co, Norwich, N. Y. ( Unguentine) . Agency:
Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv. Agency. N. Y. sp sa t
NOURISHINE MFG. Co, Los Angeles (hair tonic). Agency: HughesMorton, Los Angeles, sp t
NONON Inc., New York (cleans(er).
NOXZEMA CHEMICAL Co, BaltimoreNoxzema
(
cream ) . AgencY :
Ruthrauff
Co. Inc., N. Y. t n
p
s
NOZOL Co. Inc., Sharpsburg, Pa.
( No-^ol nasal remedy). Agency: F.
A. Ensign Adv. Agency, Pittsburgh.
NUMISMATIC Co, Ft. Worth, Tex.
(rare coins). Agency: GuentherBradford & Co. Inc., Chicago, sp t
NU ENAMEL Corp, Chicago
( paint ) . t
NU-ENAMEL PACIFIC Corp, Los
Angeles (heat and acid resisting
paints), sa
NU-ENAMEL - SAN FRANCISCO
Corp,
Francisco (paint). Agensp : BobSan Roberts
cv
& Associates, San
Francisco, sp
NIJNN, BUSH & WELDON SHOE
Co.. Milwaukee (men's shoes). Agency : Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc., Chicago.
NUTRITIONAL RESEARCH Inc..
Los Angeles (Waytrol). Agency : Advertising Arts Agency, Los Angeles, sp
NYAL Co, Detroit (Ucatone &
Nyal
: Reincke-Ellis.Younggreen ) .& Agency
Finn Inc.,
Chicago, sp sa t
o
OAKITE PRODUCTS Inc.. New
York (Oakite cleanser). Agencies:
Calkins & Holden Inc., N. Y. ; Rickard & Co, N. Y. rn sp sa
OAKLAND CHEMICAL Co, New
York (Dioxogen). Agency: Small.
Kleppner & Seiffer Inc., N. Y. sa sp
O'Brien
Varnish Co, South Bend.
Ind.
(varnish).
OCCIDENTAL LIFE INSURANCE
CO. OF CALIFORNIA, San Fran-
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- If

it's

so high, there's no place
home - and what would home

without

K F W B - you

never

tell."

Maybe Hugh Herbert is right ! Anyway, with such
stars as Warner Bros, are able to put on the air it is
certainly not difficult to understand why KFWB has
the largest audience of any independent station in
Southern California.
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Owned and Operated by Warner Bros. Motion Picture Studios
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matter what point you want to reach

...whether it be in 80,000 places in the
United States or Canada or in all the
via

For Postal Telegraph is the only American
telegraph company that offers a worldwide service of co-ordinated telegraph,
cable and radio communications under a
single management.
Postal Telegraph will speed your message to the other end of the town or the
other end of the world... with accuracy...
with dependability. And when you send a

OGILVIE SISTERS SALES Corp.,
New York (hair tonic), sp
O. K. COFFEE DISPENSER MFG.
Co., Wichita,
Kan. (wholesale coffe ), so
York,
OLD spDUTCH COFFEE Co., New
OLD INDIAN MEDICINE Co., Toledo (Wa-Hoo bitters). Agency:
Beals-Kent & Co., Toledo.
OLD TOWN CANOE Co., Old Town,
Me. (canoes ) . Agency : N. W. Ayer
& Son Inc., N. Y.
OLD WITCH Co., Washington, Pa.
(cleaning fluid).
OLDS & WHIPPLE Inc., Hartford,
Conn. (Lurura plant food). Agency:
Chas. W. Hoyt Co. Inc., N. Y. t
OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Lansing,
Mich, (motor cars). Agencies: D. P.
Brother & Associates, Detroit ; Campbell-Ewald Co. Inc., Detroit; Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., N.
Y. n t
OLIVER FARM EQUIPMENT Co.,
Chicago (farm implements). Agency:
The Buchen Co., Chicago^
OLSON RUG Co., Chicago (rugs).
Agency : Philip O. Palmer & Co., Chicago, sp sa
OLYMPIA KNITTING MILLS Inc.,
Olympia, Wash. (Will Wite swimSeattle.ming suits). Agency: J. Wm. Sheets,
OMAHA FLOUR MILLS Co., Omaha (Omar flour). Agencies: Russel
C. Comer Adv. Co., Kansas City ;
Bozell & Jacobs Inc., Omaha, sp t
OMEGA CHEMICAL Co., Brooklyn (Omega oil). Agency: Husband
& Thomas Co. Inc., N. Y. sa
ONEIDA COMMUNITY Ltd., Oneida, N. Y. (Tudor Plate silverware).
Agency: Geyer-Cornell Co., N. Y. sa
CHARLES O'NEILL, Bridgeport,
Wis. (Silver Dollar crystals), sp
N.
Y. sp
OPTIMATE
CIGAR Co., Syracuse,
ORANGE CRUSH Co., Chicago (bevAgency: J.
son Co., erages).
Chicago,
sp Walter ThompORMAND HOSIERY Co., New
York, ta
ORTHEX PRODUCTS Inc., Lima,
O. (Athlete's foot remedy). Agency:
Ross Adv Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.
OSTERMOOR
& Co., New York
(mattresses) .
OVAL-ACQUIN Co., St. Louis (proprietary). Agency: Kelly-Stuhlman
Adv. Co., St. Louis.

THE

INTERNATIONAL

Tostal
Commercial
Cables

OVELMO
Co., Fort
Wayne,
Ind~
(Nu-way
creamWayne,
) . Agency
Ross
Adv. shaving
Inc., Fort
sp :
DR. C. D. OWENS, Chicago (tooth
powder)
. Agency
Phelps Inc.,
Chicago,: spPhelps - Engel OWENSBORO
TOBACCO Co.,
Owensboro, spKy.
(Old Kentucky
Homespun),

THE

Clll Chnerica
Cables

BIGGEST

STATION
WIL

. .

P. PASTENE & Co., New York (bitters). Agency: Maxon Inc., N. Y.
PATERSON PARCHMENT PAPER
Co.,
Bristol, Pa.
Agency:
Platt-Forbes
Inc., (Patapar).
N. Y.
PATHFINDER MAGAZINE, Wash: Churchill-Hall
Inc., N. ington,
Y.D. C.sp Agency
sa
JOHN G. PATON Co. Inc., New
York (Golden Blossom Honey). Agency: Al Paul Lefton Co. Inc., Philadelphia.
RICHARD PAUL Inc., Los Angeles
(Shoe-Hi stockings, Ped). Agency:
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Los Angeles.

PAAS DYE Co., Newark, N. J. (egg
dyes). Agency: United Adv. Agency,
Newark, N. J. t
PACIFIC COAST BORAX Co., New
York (20 Mule Team borax). Agency: McCann-Erickson Inc., N. Y. n

Telegraph

fflackay Hadio
Page 84

SYSTEM

(Cont'd)

PARKERments). Corp.,
Boston
(investAgency: Cotter
Adv. Agency,
Boston.
DR. PARKER,
San Francisco (dentist), n
PARKER PEN Co., Janesville, Wis.
(fountain pens). Inc.,
Agency:
BlackettSample-Hummert
Chicago.
PARTOLA PRODUCTS Co., Chicago
Chicago, sp
(remedy). Agency: Frankle-Rose Co.,

message via Postal Telegraph by telephone,
charges will appear on your telephone bill.

Agencies

PACIFIC COAST DODGE DEALERS (automobiles). Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y. rn
PACIFIC GUANO & FERTILIZER
Co., San Francisco. Agency : Tomaschke-Elliott Inc., Oakland, Cal. sp
PACIFIC STEAMSHIP Co., Seattle
(Admiral Line). Agency: Howard J.
Ryan & Associates, Seattle, sa sp
PACKARD MOTOR CAR Co., Detroit. Agency : Young & Rubicam Inc.,
N. Y. r rn
PACKER MFG. Co., New York
(Packer's Co.,
tar N.soap).
Blackman
Y. Agency: The
PACQUIN LABORATORIES Corp.,
New York (hand cream ) . Agency : H.
C. Lesan Adv. Agency Inc., N. Y.
PALMER HOUSE Co., Chicago (hotel). Agency: Lord & Thomas, Chicago, n
PALMER
MATCH Co., Akron, O.
(Strikalite
matches).
Agency: spEd-t
ward M. Power
Co., Pittsburgh,
PAN AMERICAN AIRWAYS SYSTEM, New York (airplane travel).
Agency
Batten,
Osborn :Inc.,
N. Y.Barton, Durstine &
PAN AMERICAN PETROLEUM
Co., New Orleans. Agency : Fitzgerald
Adv. Agency Inc., New Orleans, sp sa
PANCRUST - PLATO Co., Houston,
Tex. (shortening & cooking oil), sa
PANDA BRIQUET Co., Minneapolis
(P. & A. Briquet). Agency: Erwin,
Wasey & Co. Inc., Minneapolis, so
PARAFFINE COMPANIES Inc.,
San Francisco (roofing ) . Agency :
Emil Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco, rn
PARAMOUNT PICTURES DISTRIBUTING Corp. New York. *
PARIS MEDICINE Co., St. Louis
(Grove's Bromo - Quinine) . Agency:
nStack
sp sa- Goble Adv. Agency, Chicago.
PARISIENNE Co., San Antonio
(perfume).
Radio Adv. Co.,Agency:
Seattle, Northwest
ta
PARK CHEMICAL Co., Detroit
( Parko Gloss polish ) . Agency:
Brooke,
troit, rn Smith & French Inc., DePARKELP LABORATORIES, Chicago (health salts). Agency: Rogers
& Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago, so
PHILIP R. PARK, Inc., Chicago
(health food). Agency: Rogers &
Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago.

OCEAN STEAMSHIP Co. of Savannah, New York (boat transportaInc., N. tion).
Y. Agency: White-Lowell Co.
O-CEDAR Corp., Chicago (polish
Chicago. Agency: Gale & Pietsch Inc.,
mops).

or CALL...

world beyond, send your message
Postal Telegraph.

Advertisers

LITTLE
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NATION
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Advertisers &
PAXTOX & GALLAGHER. Omaha
(Butternut eoffee). Agency: Buchanon-Thomas Adv. Co.. Omaha, sp
PEACE & CURRAN, Providence, R.
I. (gold redeemers), sa
PECANO MFG. Co. Inc., Manheim,
e food ) . Agency : StewartPa ( Miracl
Jordan Co. Inc., Philadelphia, sp
& STERBA Inc.. New York
PECK
i Lucord antiseptic).
(pecPEN JEL Corp-- Kansas & City
Potts Co., KanCity,Agency:
sastin).
sa R. J.
TEXICK & FORD Ltd.. New York
,Brer Rabbit syrup. My-T-Fine).
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.,
X* Y. ; Inc..
Batten.
Durstine &
Osborn
X. Y.Barton,
t
PEXX-.TERSEY AUTO SALES
Inc., Easton. Pa. (auto
STORES
supplies), sp
PEXXSYLYAXIA REFIXIXG Co.,
ake oils). AgenButler.
Peart, N. Y.
cv: ParisPa.& (Penn-Dr
PENNSYLVANIA SALT Mfg. Co.,
Philadelphia (Pensalt & Lewis lye).
Agency: L. W. Ramsey Co.. Chicago.
>>a
PENNINGTON FURNITURE Corp.,
Alfred J. SilberXew York.
Y.
Inc., N.Agency:
>tein
PEXX TOBACCO Co., Wilkes(Kentucky Winners cigarBarre,et es .I Pa.Agency
: Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc.. N. Y. n rn sp
PEXXZOIL Co.. Oil City. Pa. (Pennzofl). Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
X. Y. sp sa
Los Angeles (PennCo., Agency:
PEXXZOI
zoil
motorL oil).
Mayers Co.
Inc.. Los Angeles, sa t
DR. PEPPER Co., Dallas (Dr. Pepk eAgency:
per beverages).
Dawson
Inc.. Dallas,
sa tTracy-Loc
rn
PEPSIX SYRUP Co., Monticello, 111.
i Pepsin
Agency:
Thompson, t
Koch
Co..Syrup).
Cincinnati
PEPSODEXT Co., Chicago (Pepsodent toothpaste). Agency: Lord &
Thomas. Chicago, n t
PEQUOT MILLS, Salem, Mass. (cotAgency:
Tarcher ton& goods).
Sheldon
Inc., Hommann.
X. Y.
PERFECT
CIRCLE
Co., Hagerstown, Ind. (piston rings). Agency:
Sidener Van Riper & Keeling Inc.,
Indianapolis, n
PERFECTION STOVE Co., Inc.,
Cleveland (Superfex oil burners).
Agencyland, t : McCann-Erickson Inc.. CleveDOROTHY
PERKIXS
Co., St.
Louis (cosmetics). Agency: The Ridgway Co., St. Louis, t sa
PERKIXS & MILLER, Clarkesville,
Tenn. (Lespedeza). sp
PERKIXS PRODUCTS Co., Chicago
i Kool- Ade and Velvia ) . Agency:
Mason-Warner Co. Inc., Chicago, t sa
L. PERRIGO, Allegan. Mich. (Edith
Abell cosmetics), sp ta
PERUXA
Corp.. Chicago (Peruna
remedy). Agency: Heath-Seehof Inc.,
Chicago, sp sa
PET MILK SALES Corp., St. Louis
i Pet milk). Agency: Gardner Adv.
Co., St. Louis, n
Radio

KFEL

- KVOD
DENVER

Local News?
YES!

TALK of the TOWN

Agencies

(Cont'd)

.

F. H. PFUXDER Inc., Minneapolis
(medicinal tablets). Agency: McCord
Co., Minneapolis, sp
PHARMA-CRAFT Corp. Inc., Louisville (deodorants). Agency: Frederick
& Mitchell Inc., Chicago, sp
PHILCO RADIO & TELEVISION
Corp.. Philadelphia (radios). Agency:
Hutchins Adv. Co. Inc., Rochester,
N.Y.nt
PHAS. H. PHILLIPS CHEMICAL
Co.. Xew York (milk of magnesia).
Agency : Thompson-Koch Co., Cincinnati.
PHILLIPS-.TOX^ES Corp.. Xew York
(ATan Heusen collars). Agency: Peck
Adv. Agency Inc.. N. Y. n sp sa t
PHILLIPS MILLING Co.. San
Francisco
(flour).SanAgency:
Emil spBrisacher & Staff.
Francisco,
PHILLIPS PACKING Co., CamAgenMd. (canned goods).
cies:bridge.
The Aitken-Kynett
Co.. Philadelphia :Paris & Peart. XT. Y. sp sa
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM Co.. Bartlesville. Okla. (Phillips R6 gas).
Agencv : Lambert & Feasley Inc.,
PHOEXIX
HOSIERY Co.. MilwauN.
Y.'sp
kee (hosiery). Agency: J. Walter
Thomnson Co.. Chicago.
PHYSICAL
CULTURE HOTEL.
Dansville. N. Y. (resort), sp
PICHEL
PRODUCTS
Ind., Xew
York (flavor extract). Agency: Grant
& Wadsworth & Camir Inc.. N. Y. sp
PTLLSBURY FLOUR MILLS Co.,
Minneapolis (Pillsbury Best Flour).
Agencv : neHutchinson
apolis, n rn sp sa Adv. Co.. MinPIXAUD
Inc.. New York (hair
tonic). Agencv: Calkins & Holden.
N. Y. n
THE PIXEX Co.. Fort Wayne. Ind.
(Pinex
Rus- ;
sell M. cold
Seedsremedy).
Co. Inc..Agencies:
Indianapolis
A. T. Sears & Sons, Chicago, n t
PIOXEER CAXXERIES. Seattle
(Pioneer clams), n
PIOXEER MAPLE PRODUCTS
Co., Minneapolis (Bucket syrup).
Agency : McCord Co., Minneapolis.
sp t Co.. Warren Pa. (cough syrup).
PISO
Agencv
N.
Y. sp: Stack-Goble Adv. Agency.
PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS Co..
Milwaukee (Sun-proof paints). Agensp cy: N. W.
delphia, sp rnAyer & Sons Inc., PhilaPLANTERS EDIBLE ODL Co.. Suffolk. Va. (mayonnaise). Agency: Badger & Browning & Hersey Inc., N. Y.
PLANTERS NUT & CHOCOLATE
Co., Wilkes-Barre. Pa. (peanuts).
Agencies : Badger. Browning & Hersev Inc.. N. Y. ; J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y.
PLAZA HOTELS. San Antonio, sa
PLOUGH Inc.. Memphis (St. Joseph's
aspirin ) . Agency : Lake - Spiro - Cohn
Inc.. Memphis, n sp sa t
PLYMOUTH MOTOR Corp., Detroit
(motor cars). Agency: J. Stirling
Getehell Inc. so t
POCAHONTAS OIL Corp., Cleveland (Blue Flash gasoline). Agency:
Griswold-Eshleman Co., Cleveland.
POLORIS Co. Inc.. New York (Jiffy
toothache drops). Agency: Wm. Irving Hamilton Inc.. N. Y. sp
POMPEIAX Co.. Bloomfield. N. J.
(cosmetics). Agencv: Topping &
Lloyd Inc.. N. Y.
POMPEIAX OLIVE OIL Co.. Baltimore.timore, sAgency
: Joseph Katz Co., Balp
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PONTIAC MOTOR Co., Pontiac,
Mich, (motor cars). Agencies: John
& Adams MacManus Inc., Detroit ;
Campbell-Ewald Co. Inc., Detroit, n t
CARL POOL Mfg. Co., San Antonio
(pants & shirts), t
PORT OF NEW YORK AUTHORITY, New York, sp
H. K. PORTER Inc., Everett, Mass.
(bolt clipper).
Agency: Callaway Associates Inc., Boston.
PORTER DRUG Co., Concord, N. C.
(Dixie rub liniment), sa
PORTLAND
ASSOCIA11 sp TION, Chicago.CEMENT
Agency: Roche, William & Cunnyngham Inc., Chicago.
POTTER DRUG & CHEMICAL
Corp., Maiden, Mass. (Cuticura
soap).
Atherton & Currier
Inc., N. Agency:
Y. sp
POWER - SEAL C o., Los Angeles
(cylinder remedy), sp
PRAETORIAN LIFE INSURANCE
Co., Detroit, t
PRATT & LAMBERT, Buffalo (varnish.) Agency : The Albert P. Hill
Co. Inc., Pittsburgh.
PRATT
FOOD
Co., Philadelphia
(animal foods). Agency: H. W^ Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
J. PARKER PRAY Inc., New York
(Diamond nail enamel), sa
PREMIER-PABST SALES Co., Chicago (Pabst Blue Ribbon beer).
Agency
Matteson n - Fogarty - Jordan
Co. Inc.,: Chicago,
THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience
of radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
BENJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
1023 Wallace Ave
Wilkinsburg, Pa.

OUTLET

COVERS

Advertisers &
Agencies
(Cont'd) . . .
PREMIER VACUUM CLEANER
PROTECTIVE DIET LEAGUE OF
Co.,
CALIF.,
Thomas,Cleveland.
N. Y. sp Agency : Lord & lax).
sp t-Los Angeles (Kelfood, KelPROVIDENT
MUTUAL LIFE Co.,
J. L. PRESCOTT Co., Passaic, N. J. Philadelphia (insurance).
Agency:
(Black Iron & Oxol stove polish).
Lewis & Co., Philadelphia.
Agency : Batten, Barton, Durstine & nSamuel
t
Osborn Inc., N. Y. n
PSYCHIANI Inc., San Francisco
PRIMA Co., Chicago (Prima beer).
(booklets). Agency: The Izzard Co.
Agencies : Frederick & Mitchell Inc., Inc.,
Seattle, sa
Chicago
Chicago, ; spLauesen & Salomen Inc.,
PTM FORMULA Co., Seattle (dental preparation) . t
PRIME MFG. Co., Milwaukee (elec- PUFFLES MFG. Co., Elgin. 111.
Agency:
(food products ) .Inc.,
Agency
: H u rja Adv. tric
Co.,fences).
Chicago,
sa Mitchell-Faust
Johnson-Huwen
Chicago.
PRIMROSE HOUSE SALES Co., JOHN PUHL PRODUCTS Co., Chi(Little Bo-Peep ammonia).
New York (cosmetics). Agency: Er- cago
Agency : saChas.
Silver Adv. Agency,
win, Wasey & Co. Inc., N. Y. t
Chicago,
t
PRINCE MACARONI Co., Boston.
PRODUCTS Co., St.
Boston, :sp Badger & Browning Inc., PURATONE
Agency
Joseph, Mo. (proprietary). Agency:
Louis-Clapham-Whalen Co., Kansas
PRINCESS PAT Ltd., Chicago (pow- City, ta
der). Agency: Critchfield & Co., Chi- PURE MILK DAIRY PRODUCTS
cago. 1
Co., Chicago (Golden Rich cheese).
Agency : Carroll Dean Murphy Inc.,
E. PRITCHARD & Co., Bridgeton,
N. J. (tomato catsup). Agency: John
Chicago, sa
Thomas Miller, N. Y.
THE PURE OIL Co., Chicago (Purol
PROCESS Corp., Chicago (greeting gasoline). Agency: Freitag Adv.
Agency Inc., Chicago, n sp
cards). Agency: E. H. Brown Adv.
PURITAN CHEMICAL Co., Atlanta,
Agency, Chicago.
Ga. (PuriFume).
JohnsonDallas
Co., Atlanta,Agency:
Ga.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., CincinnatiIvory,
(
Camay, Lava soaps, CrisPURITY
BAKERIES
Corp., Chico,
Dreft,Inc.,
etc.).
Benton &
Bowles
N. Agencies":
Y. ; The Blackman
N. W. Grennan's
Ayer & Son
cago Taystee
( Agency: bread,
Co., Cincinnati ; Pedlar & Ryon Inc., cakes).
Inc., Philadelphia, sp t
N. Y. ; H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
PUROLATOR
Co., Newark, N. J.
Co. Inc., Chicago ; Blackett-Sample(oil purifiers for autos). t
Hummert Inc., Chicago, n sp t sa'ta PUTINIZE
San
PRO -KER LABORATORIES Inc., Francisco (eyeLABORATORIES,
drops), sp
New York (scalp normalizer) . AgenPX PRODUCTS Co., Los Angeles
cy : Biow Co. Inc., N. Y. sp
(disinfectant).
Agency:
Smith &
PROPHYLACTIC BRUSH Co., Drum
Inc., Los Angeles, sp
Florence, Mass. (toothbrushes).
Agency : Lambert & Feasler Inc.,
N. Y. sa t
THE QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago
(Quaker Oats. Puffed Rice). Agencies :Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc., ChiO' Pep
Feed ;
Fletchercago, &Full Ellis
Inc.. Poultry
N. Y., Puffed
Rice and Puffed Wheat; Lord &
Thomas, Chicago, Quaker Oats,
Quakercake Flour,
Crackels,
ii sp tAunt Jemima PanQUAKER STATE OIL REFINING
Corp., Oil City, Pa. (motor oil).
Agency : Kenyon & Eckhart Inc.,
N. Y. sa t
W. F. QUARRIE & Co., Chicago
( publishers
) . Agency : Bisberne Adv.
Co.
Inc., Chicago.
sp
KATHLEEN
MARY QUILAN. New
Yorkter(toilet
goods)
Thompson Co., .N.Agency
Y. : J. WalW. S. QUINBY Co., Boston (La
Touraine coffee). Agency: Ingalls
Adv., Boston.
R
RADBID OIL Co. Inc., Philadelphia
(Penn-Rad oil, Renuzit cleaner).
Agenciesdelphia:;John
Al Paul
LeftonArndt
Co., &PhilaFalkner
Co.,
Philadelphia (Renuzit).
RADIO & TELEVISION INSTITUTE, Chicago (courses). Agency:
Simmonds & Simmonds Inc., Chicago.
RADIO COOKING CLUB OF
school ) . sp Baltimore (cooking
AMERICA,

♦

RADIO LEAGUE OF THE LITTLE
FLOWER,
Detroit (Father Coughlin ) . ii

Approximate
1/

KFEL

erase
Station

KSD-The
St. Louis
Post-Dispatch
POST-DISPATCH BCHLDING,
ST. LOUIS,
MO.
Free Sc Sleininget, Inc;, National Advertising Representatives
New Yoik Chicago .Detroit .
San Francisco
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Advertisers
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and Regional
Directory of National
R. J. REYXOLDS TOBACCO Co., ROSE
LAIRD
Co.. Xew York
iL ADAM Co.. Detroit ( Marmola
s
(beauty preparations), t
Winston-Salem (Camel cigarettes).
Agency: H. W. Kastor
>piietary).
SAFEWAY
STORES
Inc., Oakland,
Agency
:
Wm.
Esty
&
Co.
Inc..
X.
Y.
n
Sons Adv. Co. Inc.. Chicago, sa t ta
ROSICRUCIAX ORDER. San Jose,
lLSTOX PURIXA Co. Inc., St. RICE-STIX DRY GOODS Co..( St. Cal. Agency : Virgil L. Rankin Co., Calif, n
SALADA TEA Co., Boston (Salada
luis ( cereals & seeds ) . Agency : Louis (wholesalers). Agency: Gard- Los Angeles.
ner Adv. Co., St. Louis, ta t
DR. W. J. ROSS Co., Los Alamotis,
jrdner Adv. Co., St. Louis, n sa
Ceylon
Calif, (dog and cat foods). Agency:
ton, tea).
Durstine Agency:
& Osborn Batten,
Inc., X.BarY.
UISEY ACCESSORIES Mfg. RICHFIELD OIL CORP. OF XEW
Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles, t sp SALAKUTA Co., San Francisco
YORK. Xew York (Golden gasoline).
Vp.. St. Louis (auto accessories),
jency : Beecher Adv. Co., St. Louis. Agencies : Fletcher & Ellis Inc.. X .Y. : ROUXDS CHOCOLATE Co.. Xew(hair shampoo). Agency: Dake Adv.
Lambert & Feasley Inc.. X. Y. t
ton, Mass. (Rounds cocoa). Agency:
Agency Inc., San Francisco, sp
|lPIXWAX Co.. St. Paul (waxed
ber). Agency: Erwin. Wasey & Co.. RICHFIELD OIL Co.. of California.
Ingalls Adv., Boston.
SALES AFFILIATES Inc.. Xew
mneapolis. sp
Los Angeles (Ritcbfield gas). Agen- ROYAL TYPEWRITER Co.. Xew York ( Inecto-Rapid-Xotox ) . Agencies :
L.TH PACKING Co.. Waterloo, la.
cies : Beaumont & Hohman, Los An- York. Agenev : Hanff-Metzger Inc., Biow Co. Inc., N. Y. ; Grey Adv. Service Inc. n t
geles :H. C. Bernsten Agency, Los X. Y. n
flack Hawk meat products). AgenAngeles, n rn t ta
t Young & Rubicam Inc.. Chicago.
SAXDS, TAYLOR & WOOD Co.,
RUBBER
FLAX
GLOSS
Co..
PhilaRICH-MAID Mfg. Co.. Richmond,
delphia (furniture polish), sp
Somerville. Mass. ( King Arthur cofVa. (coffee) . sa
5A RADIOTROX Co. Inc.. Harrifee).Cambridge,
Agency: Eddy-Rucker-Xickeles
E. H.try feedRUCKER.
Ottumwa.
Ia.
(poul1. X. J. (radio tubes). Agency:
Co.
Inc.,
Mass. rn
RICHMAX BROTHERS. Xew York
) . sa sp
jrd & Thomas. X. T. n
(men's clothes), t
RUDY-PATRICK SEED Co.. Kan\\ VICTOR Co., Camden. X. J. RICH PRODUCTS Corp.. Chicago
sas City (seeds).
[ietor radios, etc. ) . Agency : Lord
Mr. Don Stetler
(
Eveready
Dog
foods).
Agency:
RogRUMFORD
CHEMICAL WORKS,
Thomas. X. T. sp
ers & Smith Adv. Agency. Chicago.
Providence. R. I. (baking powder).
GAL SILK HOSIERY MILLS
Standard Brands, Inc.,
F. AD. RICHTER & Co.. Brooklyn.
Agency : Athertou & Currier Inc.,
Indianapolis (hosiery). Agency:
New York City.
X.
Y.
(Anchor
pain
expeller).
sp
sa
X.
Y.
sp
sa
t
•win. TVasey & Co. Inc.. Chicago, n RIESER Co.. Xew York (Venida
RUX-PROOF LABORATORIES of
Dear Mr. Stetler:
pD & WHITE Corp.. Chicago
hair nets). Agency: Donahue & Coe, Chicago (run preventer for hosiery).
•lain groceries) .
Come down some time and try to
X. Y. n sa sp
c
a
g
o
,
s
p
Agency: R. C. Moremus & Co.. Chi"D
STAR
YEAST
&
PRODUCTS
get
yourtions.program
Then glance from
at theoutside
map staand
.. Milwaukee I Red Star yeast), RIXG ROUT Inc.. Xew Orleans
RUXKEL BROS. Inc.. Xew York
( Ring remedy ) . sa
see
what
you're
missing
!
WSOC
has
ency : X. TV. Ayer & Son Inc., Chithe
audience
and
the
audience
has
eo. n
i Runkel malted milk I . Agency : TopRIO GRAXDE OIL Co.. Los AngeMONEY ! Charlotte's per capita buyping
&
Lord
Inc..
X.
Y.
sp
les (gas & oil). Agency: Beaumont & JACOB RUPPERT. Xew York
ED TOP BREWIXG Co.. Cincining
power
is
the
same
as
PhiladelHohman. Los Angeles, rn
phiamoreandanda St.fraction
ti (Red Top beer). Agency: Jesse
Louis !more than Baltii Knickerbocker beer). Agenev: AVm.
Joseph Adv. Agency, Cincinnati, so RIT PRODUCTS Co.. Chicago
Standard Brands needs WSOC, the
Esty
&
Co.
Inc.,
X.
Y.
station that sold itself so that you
( Koolex shaving cream). Agency:
GDCCOIDS, San Francisco ( reducRURAL PRODUCTS Inc.. Chicago.
I pills), t
might sell STANDARD BRANDS!
Earle Ludgin & Co. Inc.. Chicago.
STANDING BY: Waiting to plug
Agency
: FreezeSGAL SHOE Co.. Xew York
Milwaukee,
sa sp Vogel-Crawford Inc.,
sp sa
HAROLD
F.
RITCHIE
&
Co..
Xew
legal shoes). Agency: Frank Presyou in !
RUUD Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh (water
?y Co. Inc., Xew York.
York (Eno salts). Agency: X. W. heaters).
WSOC
Agency: Ketehum. MacLeod
Ayer & Son Inc.. X. Y. n t
:iD. MURDOCH & Co.. Chicago
& Grove Inc., Pittsburgh, sa
flonarch foods). Agencies: Philip O. DR. RITHOLZ & SOXS. Chicago ROXEY PLAZA HOTEL. Miami,
Charlotte, N. C.
(optical goods), sp
!lnier & Co. Inc.. Chicago; Roy Ali & Associates, Los Angeles, sp sa RIVAL PACKIXG Co.. Chicago Fla.
so Agency : Rose-Martin Inc.. X. Y.
^KLAMEFOXDET FOR DEX
i Rival dog food). Agency: Chas. Sil0 R S K E HERMETIXKIXDUSver & Co., Chicago, sp t
tl, Stavenger, Xorway I Xorwegian
RIVERDALE PRODUCTS Co., Chianed salmon). Agency: Wales Adv.
cagoKod-O-Meet
(
I . sa
rency, X. Y. sp
RMB LABORATORIES. Seattle
^LIABLE PACKIXG Co.. Chicago
i Davis stomach remedy i . Agency : J.
Oannish Brand meat products), sa Wm.
Sheets. Seattle.
5LIAXCE Mfg. Co.. Chicago (Big
JOHX F. ROBERTS & ASSOCInk shirts). Agency: Mitchell-Faust
lv. Co., Chicago, sp sa
ATES, Los Angeles ( Liv-A-Tone) .
says:
Agency
: Dake sp- Johanet Adv. Agency.
iMIXGTOX - RAXD Inc.. Buffalo
Los
Angeles,
temington typewriters). Agency:
itten. Barton. Durstine & Osborn
ROBERTSOX Inc.. East St. Louis
c X- Y. n sp
(farm implements), sp
^MSEX Corp., Xew York ( AspirinROCHESTER PACKIXG Co.. Rons). Agency: Gradv & Wagner.
chester (Arplako meats). Agency:
' Y. t
Stewart. Hanford & Frohman Inc..
X. REXAULT & SOXS Inc., Egg Rochester.
"Coverage?
To
Cover
irbor. X. J. ( champagne ) . Agency : ROCKET OIL Co.. Los Angeles.
Paul Lefton Co. Inc., Philadelphia.
Agency : Beaumont <fc Hohman, Los
Angeles, rn
Indianapolis
thoroly.
!30 MOTOR CAR Co.. Lansing,
ROCK ISLAND! BREWIXG Co..
ich. (motor ears). Agency: Maxon
Rock Island, 111. ( Cross Country
|e., Detroit, rn sp sa
malt syrup). Agency: L. W. Ramsey
Co., Davenport, la.
^PUBLIC COAL Co.. Minneapolis.
54
NBC
commercials
ROCKXE MOTORS Corp.. Detroit
^PUBLIC OIL Co.. Pittsburgh, t I motor cars). Agency: Roche. Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
•:publicax xatioxal comITTEE. Washington (political), n ROMAX CLEAXSER MFG. CoDetroit. Agency : Holmes Inc., Detroit.
oPUBLICAX STATE COMMITSBj Xew York (political), rn
ROMAX MACAROXI Co., Long Island City, X. Y. (5 minute brand
WIRE
spaghetti). Agency: Briggs & Varley
Inc.,
N.
Y.
KFEL - KVOD
ROMAX MEAL Co.. Tacoma. Wash,
FORMERLY
WKBF
DENVER
(cereal). Agency: Milne & Co., Seattle, Wash.
IN
INDIANAPOIIS
High Fidelity?
ROSE CLAIRE LABORATORIES.
Xew York (Alpine Forest-Pine bath).
YES!
D. E. "Plug" Kendrick. Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Agenev : Thomas H. Reese & Co.,
X. Y.
Affiliated NBC
Station
TT
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SALTESEA PACKING Co., Providence (clam chowder). Agency: Livermore & Knight Co., Providence.
SANQUOIT PAPER Co., New Hartford, N. T. (toilet tissue), so
SARGEANT & Co., Des Moines
(poultry feeds). Agency: Fairall &
Co., Des Moines.
C. F. SALTER Co., Richmond, Va.
( flavoring extracts) . Agency: Staples
& Staples Inc., Richmond, Va. t
SAUNDERS
CHEMICAL
Co., St.
Louis (Flight), sp sa
M. W. SAVAGE FACTORIES Inc.,
Minneapolis (mail order). Agency:
McCord Co., Minneapolis.
SAVORETTE
Inc., Chicago (cigarette holders), sa

Why not you?
KFRO
"Voice of Longview"
Longview, Texas

and

Regional

SAVORY Inc., Newark (cooking
utensils ) . Agency : Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y.
ADAM SCHEIDT BREWING Co.,
Norristown, Pa. (Valley Forge
Beer). Agency: Richard A. Foley
Adv. Agency, Philadelphia.
SCHENLEY PRODUCTS Co., New
York (Liquor). Agencies: Lord &
Thomas,
N. Y. t spN. Y. ; Wm. H. Rankin Co.,
SCHIEFFELIN & Co., New York
(3-Star Hennessey brandy). Agency:
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., N. Y.
A. SCHILLING & Co., San Francisco (teas). Agency: M. E. Harlan
Adv. Agency, San Francisco, rn
SCHLITZ BREWING Co., Milwaukee (Schlitz beer). Agency: Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., Chicago, n sa
SCHLUDERBERG - KURDLE Co.,
Baltimore (Eskay meat products).
sp sa
SCHOENHOFEN-EDELWEISS Co.,
Chicago (Edelweiss beer). Agency:
Thos. M. Bowers Adv. Agency, Chicago.
SCHOLL MFG. Co., Chicago (Dr.
Scholl's foot
) . Agency
Donahue
& Coepads,
Inc.,etc.
Chicago,
sa :
SCHOTT BREWING Co., St. Louis
(beer). Agency: Wesley K. Nash
Co., St. Louis, sa
W. F. SCHRAFFT & SONS Corp.,
Boston (candies), rn
D. SCHULTZ, Philadelphia (wall
paper). Agency: Philip Klein Agency, Philadelphia.
BERNARD SCHWARTZ CIGAR
Corp., &Detroit.
Agency:
C. spF. McIntyre
Associates,
Detroit,

INCORPORATED
'enn.
Q^lasliville, Qfei

J. T. WA R D
PRESIDENT

Greetings to all members of the National
Association of Broadcasters,

My hope is

that you will enjoy every minute of your
stay in Colorado Springs and derive much
benefit from t his Convention,

5%
PRESIDENT NAB

Radio

Advertisers

THE SCHWOB Co., Columbus, Ga.
( clothing ) . Agency: James A.
Greene & Co., Atlanta.
PAUL SCHULZE BISCUIT Co.,
Chicago (bakers). Agency: H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
SHUTTER-JOHNSON CANDY Co.,
Chicago.
SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES OF
AMERICA,
ducoids). sp saOakland, Calif. (ReSCOTT FURRIERS, Boston (retail
fur stores). Agency: Aaron Bloom,
Boston, rn t
SCOTT & BOWNE Inc., Elmira, N.
Y. (Scott's Emulsion). Agencies:
Marschalk & Pratt Inc., N. Y. ; Redfield- Johnstone Inc., N. Y. (KiMoids). sp sa ta
SCOTT PAPER Co., Chester, Pa.
Scott's tissue). Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y. rn sp sa ta
WM. S. SCULL Co., Camden, N. J.
(Boscul
F. Wal- ;
lace coffee).
Armstrong Agencies:
Co., Philadelphia
(Boscul food drinks) Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., N. Y. sa
SEA BREEZE LABORATORIES
Inc., Pittsburgh (antiseptic), sp
SEALED POWER Corp., Muskegon,
Mich, (piston rings). Agency: Grace
& Holliday, Detroit, n
SEABOARD AIR LINE RAILWAY,
Norfolk, Va. sa
SEALY MATTRESS Co., Memphis
(Sealy-rest chell-Faust
mattress).
Agency:'
Adv. Co. Inc.,
Chicago,Mit-sa
SEARS, ROEBUCK & Co., Chicago
(raw fur marketing service). Agency : Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc., Chicago.
sp
J. tB.sa SEDBERRY Inc., Utica, N.
Y. (Jay Bee feed mills). Agency:
Behel & Waldie Inc., Chicago.
SEECK & KADE Inc., New York
( Pertussin ) . Agency : J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y. sa
SEGO MILK PRODUCTS Co., Salt
Lake City, Utah. (Sego milk). Agency : Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, Portland, Ore. t
SEIBERLING RUBBER Co., Akrontires
(
& tubes ) . Agency : Meldrum & Fewsmith Inc., Cleveland.
SEINHEIMER PAPER Co., Cincinnati (Sanitex tissue). Agency:
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Chicago.
SELBY SHOE Co., Portsmouth, O.
Agency : Henri, Hurst & McDonald
Inc., Chicago, n
y), sp Dyersville, la. (hog remSEM edCo.,
R. B. SEMLER Inc., New York
(Kreml hair tonic, etc.). Agency:
Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc., N. Y.
SEMINOLE PAPER Co., Chicago
(toilet tissue). Agency: Paris &
Peart, N. Y. sp sa t
SENDOL Co., Kansas City (Sendol).
Agency : Hogan Adv. Co., Kansas
City, sp sa
sas City, spCOAL & COKE Co., KanSENECA
SHADOWFOAM Inc., Battle Creek,
Mich, (reducing preparation). Agency : Guenther-Bradford & Co. Inc.,
Chicr-ro.
SHARP & DOHME. Philadelphia
(Hexylresorcinal solution). Agency:
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
SHAWMUT WOOLEN MILLS, New
York (knitted fabrics). Agency: Marschalk & Pratt Inc., N. Y. sa
THE

(owd)

. .

SHEFFIELD FARMS Co. Inc., Ne\ |
York (dairy products). Agency: >j|
W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, t sp \
SHEFFORD CHEESE Co. Inc I
Syracuse, N. Y. sa
SHELL - EASTERN PETROLEUJ I
PRODUCTS Inc., New York (Shell
gasoline). Agency: J. Walter Thomi I
son Co., N. Y. n
SHELL PETROLEUM Corp., si
Louis (Shell gasoline). Agency: in
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, n s I
sa
t
SHELL
OIL Co., San Francisc 1
(Shell gasoline). Agency: McCani I
Erickson Inc., San Francisco, n
SHENANDOAH VALLEY Inc I
Staunton, Va.
Va. (resort). Houck & C( I
Roanoke,
DR. G. H. SHERMAN Inc., Detroit
(Bio Cream skin mendicant). Agency I
Harold Aarons Inc., Detroit.
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINT Crl
Cleveland (paints). Agency: Henr
Hurst & McDonald Inc., Chicago, s I
SHERWOOD BROTHERS, Bait {
more (Betholine ) . Agency : Van San 1
Dugdale & Co. Inc., Baltimore, sa
SHRINE OF THE LITTLE FLOW J
ER, Royal Oak, Mich. (Father Cougl I
lin). Agency: E. W. Hellwig Co I|
N. Y. n
SHURON OPTICAL Co. Inc., Geil
eva,
N. Y. (eyeglasses).
Cann-Erickson
Inc, N. Y.Agency: Mil
SIDLEY Co., S. Francisco (garters; 1
SIKO Inc., New York (Norsiko tootl I
paste). Agency: Thomas H. Reese I
Co., N. Y.
C. F. SIMONINI'S SONS Inci
Philadelphia (Olio Simonini). Ageil
cy : Yesley Adv. Agency, Boston, s I
SIMONIZ MFG. Co., Chicago (aut|
Co.,
polishChicago,
) . Agencysp : J. L. Sugden Ad'
THE SIMMONS Co., Chicago (bed
&Ellismattresses).
Fletcher
Inc., N. Y.Agency:
n t
WILLIAM SIMON BREWING Co ■
Buffalo (Simon pure beer). Agency!
The Moss Chase Co., Buffalo.
SIMPLEX
DIATHERMY
Co., NeYork
(diathermy
Rose-Martin
Inc.,apparatus).
N. Y. sp Agency
SIMPLEX SHOE MFG. Co., Mi
waukee
(shoes). Agency:
Klau-Va
Pietersom-Dunlap
Inc., Milwaukee.
SIMPLICITY PATTERNS Co., Ne\
York (dress patterns). Agency: £
W. Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia, s
SIMPSON OIL Co., Cape Girardeai
Mo. (motor oil), sa
SIMPSON PRODUCTS Co., Ten
Haute
Dinner). Agency;
Chicago, (Doggie
sp
Matteson - Fogarty - Jordan Co. Inc
SINCLAIR REFINING Co. Inc
New York (H-C gasoline, etc.). Agei
cy : Federal Adv. Agency Inc., N. Y.
SINGER SEWING MACHINE Co
New York (sewing machines). Agei
cy
: G. Lynn Summer
Co. Inc.,(roofin
N. "5
SISALKRAFT
Co., Chicago
material). Agency: Russell T. Gra
Inc., Chicago, sa
SIX O'CLOCK Co., Norristown, Pi
(Six O'Clock dessert). Agency: Dor
sey Adv. Agency, Philadelphia, sa
SKAT-A-RAT Corp., Providence (ej
terminating
compound). Agency: Lai
K.
I. sp
pher & Schonfarber Inc., Providene
SKELLY OIL Co., Kansas City (ga:
oline
oil )Kansas
. AgenciesCity: Ferry-Hanle
Adv. &Co.,
; Russell (
Comer Adv. Co., Kansas City, t
BIGGEST
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Advertisers
(Cont'd)...
STANDARD
OIL
CO.
OF
NEW
STEWART - WARNER Corp., ChiINNER MFG. Co., Omaha (Skin- SPEEDWRITING Inc., New York
cago (radio receivers, auto accessories,
JERSEY, New York. Agency: Mar(shorthand courses). Agency: Church's raisinAdv.
bran Co.,
) . Agency
schalk & Pratt Inc., N. Y. sp t n
ill-Hall Inc., N. Y.
Thomas
Omaha, : spBuchanta sa t
etc.). mertAgency:
Blackett-Sample-HumInc., Chicago,
n
& L SLADE & Co., Boston
STANDARD OIL CO. OF OHIO,
SPENCER SHOE Co., Boston. AgenSTICKNEY
&
POOR SPICE Co.,
cy : Chambers & Wiswell Inc., Bos- Cleveland. Agency : McCann-Erickson
>ices). Agency : Churchill-Hall Inc.,
Charlestown, Mass. (poultry stuffing).
ton, rn
Inc., Cleveland, sp sa
1". rn
SPERRY FLOUR Co., San Fran- finish
) . sp
EBPY
WATER
Co., Chicago
STAPOLITE
Inc., Boston (floor Agency
Boston, :saBadger & Browning Inc.,
cisco (flour, cereals). Agency: Westleepy Water crystals). Agency:
co Adv. Co., San Francisco, rn sp t
THE PLYSTOCKMAN
FARMER
SUP-sp
ited Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago, sp
STAR BREWERY Co., Vancouver,
Co., Denver (harness
goods),
INGERLAND BANJO MFG. Co., SPERRY & HUTCHINSON Inc., Wash. (Hop Gold beer). Agency:
New York (trading stamps). Agen- William L. Norwell Adv. Agency,
STOKELY BROS. & Co., Inc., Indiicago (music lessons). Agency:
cy : Kimball, Hubbard & Powell Inc., la.
anapolis (Bean Hole beans). Agency:
Portland,
Ore. t
sp
jath-Seehof Inc., Chicago, sa sp
N. Y.
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
LITH AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTAR
BREWING
Co.,
Dubuque,
SPIC Inc., Chicago (deodorants).
STRASSKA LABORATORIES Inc.,
j.L Co., Columbus, O. ( Sacco & Agency
: McJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago.
Los Angeles ( toothpaste ) . Agency :
•do). Agency: Mumm, Romer, RobSTASWEET
LABORATORIES,
Los
SPIRITUAL PSYCHIC SCIENCE
Hillman-Shane Adv. Agency Inc., Los
s & Pearson, Columbus, O. sp sa
Angeles (proprietary). Agency: Beau- Angeles, t
CHURCH, Los Angeles, rn sp
mont & Hohman, Los Angeles.
IITH BROTHERS
Co., PoughSPOHN MEDICAL Co., Goshen, Ind. STEELCOTE MFG. Co., St. Louis C. F. STREIT MFG. Co., Cincinnati
psie, N. Y. (cough drops). Agen- Agency
: Behel & Waldie, Chicago.
( Streit slumber chairs).
Hommann, Tarcher & Sheldon
(paint). Agency: Mortimer W.
SPOOL COTTON Co., New York Mears
•,. N. Y. n sa
Inc., St. Louis, ta
(crochet cotton). Agency: Young & A. STEIN & Co., Chicago (Paris
HUNGERFORD SMITH Co., Rubicam
Inc., N. Y.
COLORADO
Chester, N. Y. (Enerjoy). Agency:
garters) .
RADIO NETWORK
SPRAGUE WARNER & Co., Chi- STEPHANO BROS., Philadelphia
jigkes-Wolff & Co. Inc., Rochester,
cago (Richelieu, Batavia food prodj Y. sp
ucts). Agencies: H. W. Kastor & (Ramses cigarettes). Agency: The
itITH, KLINE & FRENCH LABOnSons
sp Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago ; Black- Aitken-Kynett Co., Philadelphia.
JlTORY,
Philadelphia
(Dr.
Hand's
ithing lotion). Agency: John L. ett - Sample - Hummert Inc., Chicago. STERLING CASUALTY INSURtier Co. Inc., Philadelphia, sa
ANCE Co., Chicago (Penny -A- Day
insurance). Agency: Frankel - Rose
SPRATT'S PATENT Ltd., Newark
[ITHFIELD HAM & PRODUCTS
(dog biscuits). Agency: Paris & Co. Inc., Chicago; First United
., Smithfield, Va. Agency : C. WenBroadcasters Inc., Chicago, sp sa rn
Peart, N. Y. n
1 Muench & Co., Chicago, t
SQARE
DEEL
PRODUCTS
Inc.,
STERLING DRUG Co., Des Moines
[OKED SALT Co., Cincinnati
Detroit (cleansers). Agency: Reincke(toothpaste). Agency: Heath - Seehof
Id Hickory salt) .
Inc., Chicago, sa
Ellis-Younggreen & Finn, Chicago.
IDER PACKING Corp., Roehes- E. R. SQUIBB & SON, New York STERLING OIL Co., Emleton, Pa.
GENE
SALES O'FALLON
MANAGER
., N. Y. (catsup). Agency: Batten,
(drug products). Agencies: N. W.
Thompson Adv. Agency,
rton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia, shav- Agency:
ALBANY HOTEL
Youngstown,
O.
I Y. sp
ing cream, castor oil ; Geyer - Cornell STERLING PRODUCTS Co., New
DENVER
:>AP PRODUCTS Ltd., Long Is- Co., N. Y., dental cream ; Wm. Doug- York
( Bayer Aspirin, etc. ). Agency :
las McAdams Inc., N. Y., cod liver
,d City, N. Y. (Latherizer) . AgenBlackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., ChiKelly, Nason & Roosevelt Inc., oil, vitamin products.
KFEL-KVOD
cago & N. Y. n t sp
KVOR
Y. sp t
DENVER (KEY STATION)
JOHN P. SQUIRE Co., Boston
COLORADO SPRINGS
JOHN
B.
STETSON
Co.,
Philadel(
fresh
pork
)
.
Agency
:
Goulston
Co.
KGHF
>CONY - VACUUM OIL Co. Inc., Inc., Boston, n sp
phia (hats). Agency: N. W. Ayer &
KFXJ
rw York (Mobilgas & Mobiloil).
PUEBLO
ency: J. Stirling Getchell Inc., SSS Co., Atlanta (SSS proprie- Son Inc., Philadelphia, sa
GRAND JUNCTION
Y. n rn sa t sp
tary.) Agency : Johnson - Dallas Co.,
'DIPHENE Co., Kansas City (an- Atlanta, n
jptic) . Agency : Loomis - ClaphamSTALE Y SALES Corp., Decatur, 111.
lalen Co., Kansas City.
(corn products). Agency: Batten,
International News Service Broadcast Starts Monday on WGSTJ
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., Chi.j'LARINE
Co.,
Baltimore
(Old
Sol
cago, sa
HRTAINS AIR SCHOOL WINNERS Winners VISITOR
anser). Agency: Theodore H. Newi Adv. Agency, Baltimore, sa
STANBACK MEDICINE Co., Salisbury, N. C. ( remedy ) . Agency : J.
» LO WORKS, Cincinnati (shoe reirs). Agency: E. H. Brown Adv. Carson Brantley Adv. Agency, Salisbury, N. C. rn sp sa t
ency, Chicago.
O S COMPANY, Chicago (alumi- STANCO Inc., New York (Flit, Nuan cleanser). Agency: McCannjol, etc.). Agency: McCann-Erickson
ickson Inc., San Francisco, n rn sp t Inc., N. Y. sp sa t
STANDARD ACCIDENT INSUR•UTHERN CALIFORNIA REANCE Co., Detroit. Agency: C. E.
lIL GROCERS ASSN., Los AngeRickerd
Adv. Agency, Detroit.
. Agency : Advertising Arts AgenLos Angeles, sp
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York (Fleischman, Chase & Sanborn,
•UTHERN DAIRIES Inc., Washetc.). Agency: J. Walter Thompson
,'ton, D. C. (ice cream). Agency:
Co., N. Y. n
i1angler & Berry, Washington (WashSTANDARD CHEMICAL MFG. Co.,
?ton
only)
;
McKee
&
Albright
Inc.,
iladelphia. t
Omaha (Clix stock food). Agency:
Buchanan-Thomas
Adv. Co., Omaha.
♦UTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD,
sa
Full support from
is Angeles (rail transportation).
the Hearst Press.
STANDARD CORSET Co., Holyoke,
:ency': The Caples Co., N. Y. sa
Note
page head
Mass. (Ammori health belt). Agency:
and full
dominating
♦UTHWE
-lias, rn STERN DRUG Corp., The Wesley Associates, N. Y.
story, Radio Page,
Atlanta American,
STANDARD HOMEOPATHIC Co.,
♦lias,
UTHWESTERN
ICE DEALERS,
June 16th.
rn
Los Angeles (medicines), sp
STANDARD
MILLING
Co.,
New
'AIDE SHIRT Co., Butler, Pa.
flour). Agency: BenAgency: Albert P. York ton (Cereosota
aen's
& Bowles Inc., N. Y. sa t
II Co.,shirts).
Pittsburgh.
Available!/
'ARKLETS Corp., New York (sy- STANDARD OIL CO. OF CALIF.,
on bottles).
Agency: Kenyon & San Francisco. Agency : McCannSponsorship of the International News Service Broadcasts in Atlanta
khardt Inc., N. Y.
Erickson, San Francisco, n
NOW — important news of the world, including national, state and
STANDARD OIL CO. OF INDI•ARKS-WITHIN
Jacklocal, will be flashed on the air almost as soon as it happens. Three
B, Mich. (SpartonGTON
radios).Co.,
Agency:
ANA, Chicago (Red Crown gasoline).
quarter-hour broadcasts daily, 9 A. M., 12:30 P, M. and 10 P. M.
iited States Adv. Corp., Toledo, n sa Agency: McCann - Erickson Inc.,
EE DEE PRODUCTS Co., Phila- Chicago, t
This new scoop is sponsored by advertisers who may take any numSTANDARD OIL CO. OF LOUISIber of news broadcasts.
'phia
(Spee Dee
Kleen
cleaning
WRITE OR WIRE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION
id). Agency:
E. A.
Clarke
ANA, New Orleans. Agency : McCo.,
iladelphia.
Cann-Erickson Inc., N. Y. sp
1000
PAUL H. RAYMER
Watts
Representative
DAY
NEW
YORK
CHICAGO
THE BIGGEST
LITTLE
500 Watts
NIGHT
SAN FRANCISCO
STATION
IN THE NATION
JAMES W. CLARK, Vice Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
IL
ST. LOUIS, MO.
BROADCASTING
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STRECKFUS STEAMERS, St.
Louis (excursions). Agency: KellyStuhlman Adv. Co., St. Louis.
STROMBERG-CARLSON MFG. Co.,
Rochester, N. Y. (radios). Agency:
Stewart Hanford & Frohman Inc.,
Rochester, sp
J. STROMEYER Co., Philadelphia
(Penn-Mar golden syrup), sp
STRONG, CARLISLE & HAMMOND Co., Cleveland (Sib cleaner).
Agency : Fuller & Smith & Ross Inc.,
Cleveland.
T H E STUDEBAKER SALES
CORP. OF AMERICA, South Bend,
Ind. (motor cars). Agency: Roche,
Williams & Cynnyngham Inc., Chi•cago. n sa t
STURDIVANT PACKING Co.,
Brownsville, Tenn. (Old Virginia
stew). Agency: Harding - Lake Co.,
Memphis.

WSYR

r

-NBC-

SYRACUSE

and

Regional

SUDS-a-LOT Inc., Joliet, 111. (soap).
Agency : Gale & Pietsch Inc., Chicago, sa
SUN MAID RAISIN GROWERS
ASS'N.,
Maid
raisins). Fresno,
Agency: Calif.
Lord (Sun
& Thomas,
San Francisco, sp
SUNNY SOL Co. Inc., Leroy, N. Y.
(Sunny Sol), t
SUN OIL Co. Philadelphia (Sunoco
motor oils). Agency: Roche, Williams
& Cunnyngham, Chicago; (insecticides) Stewart-Jordan Co., Philadelphia, n sa t
SUNSHINE COAL Co., Centerville,
la. sa
SUN -RAYED Co., Frankfort, Ind.
(Kemps Sun - Rayed tomato juice).
Agency
: Caldwell
Indianapolis,
sp - Baker Co. Inc.,
SUSSMAN, WORMSER & Co., San
Francisco (S & W coffee). Agency:
W. Vincent Leahy Adv. Agency, San
Francisco, sp rn
SWEEPER VAC Co., Worcester,
Mass. ( Sweeper Van vacuum cleaners .) Agency : Wm. B. Remington
Inc., Springfield, Mass. sp
SWIFT & Co., Chicago (Premium
ham, Brookfield butter). Agencies:
J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago ;
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
nStack
rn sp- Goble
t
SWIFT & Co., Los Angeles (Formay
shortening ) . Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co., Los Angeles, rn
TABLET NO. 66 LABORATORIES,
Los Angeles (Rheumatism tablets), sp
TASTYEAST Inc., Trenton, N. J.
(Tasty east candy, Mt. Rose gin).
Agency : Clements Co. Inc., Philadelphia, n sp

"WASHINGTON
STATE
LED THE

5,000

WATTS

PACIFIC COAST—
THE
PACIFIC
COAST
LED THE
NATION — in retail
sales, April, 1935.
1934.
April
over
— Feder
ve"
al , Reser
Bank,

CLEAR

San Francisco, May 13.

CHANNEL
BESIDES—
Seattle has
second

the

highest

percentage of radio
set ownership in
America.
N. B. C.
NETWORK
SEATTLE
WASHINGTON
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Advertisers

F. C. TAYLOR FUR Co., St. Louis
(raw furs). Agency: Budke-Connell
Adv. Agency, St. Louis.
TECHNICAL LABORATORIES
Inc., Berkeley, Cal. (Aeratone remedy). *
TENNESSEE
Corp., New York (Loma garden product). Agency: Samuel
C. Croot Co. Inc., N. Y. n
TENEX LABORATORIES, Cedar
Rapids, la. (proprietary remedy).
Agency : L. W. Ramsey Co., DavenHENRYport, la. TETLOW Co., Philadelphia
(Swan Down face powder), t
THE TEXAS Co., New York (Texaco gasoline ) . Agency : Hanff - Metzger Inc., N. Y. n sp t
THE THOMAS Co., Chicago (hair
restorer). Agency: L. H. Waldron
Adv. Agency, N. Y. sa t
JOHN R. THOMPSON Co., Chicago
(restaurants).
Sellers Service Inc., Chicago,Agency:
sp
THOMPSON PRODUCTS Inc.,
Cleveland (automotive parts). Agency :Griswold-Eshleman Co., Cleveland.
THOMSON & TAYLOR Co., Chicago
(root beer extracts). Agency: Mason Warner Co. Inc., Chicago.
THOROBREAD Co., Cincinnati (animal foods). Agency: Keelor &
Stites Co. Inc., Cincinnati.
THREADS Inc., Gastonia, N. C.
(spool thread ) . sp
THREE MINUTE CEREALS Co.,
Cedar Rapids, la. (oat flakes). Agencies : Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc.,
Chicago ; Maxon Inc., Detroit, t
DR. G. H. TICHENOR ANTISEPTIC Co., New Orleans (antiseptic).
Agency leans:, t Bauerlein Inc., New OrTIDE WATER OIL Co., New York
( Veedol & Tydol ) . Agency : Lennen
& Mitchell Inc., N. Y. n sp
TIGER COAL Co., Kansas City
(coal), sa
TILLAMOOK COUNTY CREAMERY ASS'N., Tallamook, Ore. (dairy
products). Agency: Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, Portland, Ore. n
TIME Inc., New York (Time magazine & newsreel). Agency: Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., N.
Y. n sa t
TIMKEN SILENT AUTOMATIC
Co., Detroit (oil burners). Agency:
Henri,
Chicago,Hurst
sp t & McDonald Co. Inc.,
TOBEY POLISH Co. Inc., Geneva,
N. Y. (furniture polish). Agency:
Erwin, Wasey
& Co. Inc., Chicago.
drink),
sp
TODDY Inc., New York (health
TOMA Inc., Ligonier, Pa. (stomach
remedy).
Agency:
Inc.,
Pittsburgh,
sp soW. S. Hill Co.
TONE BROS. COFFEE & SPICE
Co., Des Moines (Old Golden cofffee).
Agency : Cole's Inc., Des Moines.
TORGSIN, New York (service to
Soviet Russia). Agency: Advertisers
Broadcasting Co., N. Y. sp
TORRIDAIRE COMPANY, Boston
(heating pads). Agency: Chambers
& Wiswell Inc., Boston.
TOURAINE Co., Boston (Vigor
yeast well
) .Inc.,Agency
Boston.: Chambers & WisTRADEHOME SHOE STORES, St.
Paul (chain shoe stores), sa
TRAINER BREWING Co., Philadelphia (brewers). Agency: E. A.
Clarke Co., Philadelphia.
THE
WIL

(Cont'd)

. .

H. TRAISER & Co., Boston (PippL,
& Harvard cigars). Agencies: Wooc
Putnam & Wood Co., Boston.
B.
TRAPPEY'S
New F.Iberia,
La. (canned SONS
foods), Inc
sa
TRIAD MFG Co. Inc., Pawtucket
R. I. (radio tubes).
TRICOLD REFRIGERATOR Corp
Buffalo
(household refrigeration)
Agency : Landsheft & Bonning Ine
Buffalo.
JOSEPH TRINER Inc., Chicag
(wines).
Agency:
Inc.,
Chicago,
sp Ruthrauff & Rya)
TROMITE Corp., New York (wate
softener). Agency: Alfred S. Hean
Co. Inc., N. Y.
TROPIC - AIRE
Inc., Minneapoli
(auto heater).
Agency: Mitchel
Adv. Agency Inc., Minneapolis.
TRUE STORY PUBLISHING Co.
New York (magazine ) . Agency : Er
win, Wasey & Co. Inc., N. Y. n
TRULY WARNER STORES, Nm
York
Donahue(men's
& Coe, hats,
N. Y- etc.). Agency
TRUPAR MFG. Co., Dayton (May
flower electrical refrigerators).
J. A. TUMBLER LABORATORIES
Baltimore (auto & furniture polish)
Agency
: Thet Aitken-Kynett Co.
Philadelphia,
TUNG-SOL LAMP WORKS, New
ark (miniature lamps, radio tubes)
Agency : Picard Adv. Inc., N. Y.
2-IN-l - SHINOLA - BIXBY Corp.
New
Shinola,
Bixby's
TuxedoYork
shoe (2-in-l,
polishes).
Agency:
Bat
ten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.
N. Y. sa
TYPEWRITER EDUCATIONAI
RESEARCH BUREAU, New York
Agency :Inc.,
Batten,
Durstine & <
Osborn
N. Y.Barton,
n
u
UDGA Inc., St. Paul (stomach tab)
lets).
Agency:
Co. Inc.,
Chicago.Guenther Bradford &
UNDERWOOD - ELLIOTT- FISHEI
Co., New York (office equipment)
Agency : Marschalk & Pratt Inc., N
Y. n
UNION CENTRAL LIFE INSUR
ANCE Co., Cincinnati. Agency : J
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, n
UNION DISTILLERIES Co., De
troit (Asco liquors). Agency: Chas
A. Mason Agency, Detroit.
UNION FORK & HOE Co., Columbus, O. (gardening utensils). Agency : Mumm,
Romer, Robbins
son Inc., Columbus,
O. sp & PearUNION OIL CO. of CALIF., Lor
Angeles (Aristo oil). Agency: Lord Z
& Thomas, Los Angeles, ta sa
UNION
SYSTEM,
Omaha (rail PACIFIC
transportation).
Agencies:
The Gaples Co., Chicago; Ernest.
Bader & Co., Omaha, sp sa t
UNION
STARCH
& REFINING
Co., Columbus, Ind. (Pennant syrup).
Agency : Caldwell-Baker Co., Indianapolis.
UNITED AIR LINES, Chicago (air
transportation). Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago, sp t
KFEL

- KVOD
DENVER
Results for Advertisers?
YES!
ASK THEM

BIGGEST

LITTLE

STATION
IN THE NATION
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Advertisers
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Directory
WANDER
Co.,
Chicago (Ovaltine).
VITROLITE Co., Chicago (marble
UNITED AMERICAN BOSCH
Agency: Frederick & Agency : Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Corp., Springfield, Mass. (auto horns, VACATION LABORATORIES, St. substitute).
Mitchell Inc., Chicago.
Inc., Chicago, n t sa
radios). Agency: E. T. Howard Co. Louis, sa
V. VIVIANO & BROS. MACARONI
Inc., N. Y. n t
WARD BAKING Corp., New York
SALES Corp., New York
UNITED BAKERIES Inc., San nVADSCO
(Ward baking products). Agency:
MFG.ner Adv.
Co.,Co.,
St. St.
Louis.
sp
Louis,Agency
sa : GardFletcher & Ellis Inc., N. Y. n sp
Francisco, sp
(Tarrants
Seltzer Aperient). Agen- VOGELER
BROTHERS,
Newark
cy
:
L.
H.
Hartman
Co.
Inc.,
N.
Y.
UNITED DISTILLERS Ltd., New
WM. R. WARNER Co., New York
(mayonnaise), sa
York (U. D. L. liquor). Agency:
(Sloan's Liniment & Vince). AgenAmalgamated Adv. Agency Inc., N. VALENTINE & Co., New York (Valw
cy ; Cecil, Warwick & Cecil Inc., N.
Y. t
spar varnish). Agency: Ruthrauff &
Y. n t
WADHAMS OIL Co., Milwaukee
UNITED DRUG Co., Boston (Rexall Ryan Inc., N. Y.
WARREN NORTHAM Corp., New
and Puretest drug products). Agen- VALIER & SPIER MILLING Co., (gas & oil). Agency: Scott-Telander
cies : Street & Finney Inc., N. Y. ; St. Louis (Dainty flour). Agency:
Inc., Milwaukee.
York (Cutex, Odorono). Agency: J.
Garnder Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Spot Broadcasting Inc., N. Y. n m
WAGNER ELECTRIC Corp., St. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y. n
sa t
(electric motors ) . Agency : AnVALSPAR Corp., New York (var- Louis
nish.) Agency : Ruthrauff & Ryan fenger Adv. Agency Inc., St. Louis.
UNITED FRUIT Co., New York
Inc., Detroit.
(bananas), sp
E. R. WAGNER MFG. Co., Milwaukee (carpet sweepers). Agency:
UNITED PLAYING CARD Co., Cin- VALVOLINE OIL Co., Cincinnati.
cinnati (Congress & Bicycle cards). Agency
Cramer-Krasselt
Co., Milwaukee, ta
:
Keeler
&
Stites
Co.,
Cincinnati.
Agency : The Procter & Collier Co.,
WAHL COMPANY, Chicago (Ever18
HOURS!
Cincinnati.
VANITY FAIR SILK HOSIERY,
sharp pencils). Agency: Young &
UNITED REMEDIES Inc., Chicago
Reading, Pa. (hosiery). Agency : The Rubicam Inc. N. Y.
The only station in northeastern
Wesley Associates, N. Y.
(Germania tea, Acidine, Kolor-Bak,
WAITT & BOND, Newark (BlackOklahoma maintaining this schedule
etc.). Agency: Benson & Dall, Chi- VAN CAMP SEA FOOD Co., Termistone & Recollection cigars). Agencago, sp sa t
cy
:
Batten,
Barton,
Durstine
&
Osnal
Island,
Calif.
Agency
:
Emil
Brisborn Inc., N. Y.
UNITED STATES BREWERS
acher & Staff, San Francisco, n sa
G. W. & HORTON VAN SLYKE,
WALDORF - ASTORIA HOTEL.
ASS'N,
New
York.
Agency
:
Kelly,
Nason & Roosevelt Inc., N. Y.
KTUL
Albany, (Peter Schuyler cigars).
New York. Agency : Kenyon & EckUNITED STATES BREWING Co., Agency : Moser & Cotins Inc., N. Y. hardt Inc., N. Y.
Chicago (Rheingold beer), sa
WALGREEN
Co.,
Chicago
(chain
ANGELO VARONA, New York (toi- drug stores), sp sa
1000 WATTS DAY
let preparations) .
UNITED STATES GUTTA PERCHA PAINT Co., Providence, R. I. VELOGEN Inc., New York (hand
WALKER'S DEPARTMENT
500
WATTS NIGHT
(Barreled sunlight paints). Agency:
lotion ) . Agencv : Peck Adv. Agency
STORE, Los Angeles. Agency : NewJ. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y. sa t Inc., N. Y.
man & Wesley, Los Angeles, t
UNITED STATES INDUSTRIAL
ELY WALKER
& Co., St. Louis
Co., Omaha (cosmetALCOHOL Co., New York (Super VELVETINA
(fabrics).
Agency:
Mortimer W.
Agency City.
: Potts-Turnbull Co. Mears
TULSA
Inc., St. Louis, n
Inc.,ics .) Kansas
Pyro). Agencies: J. Walter Thompson Co., New York ; United Adv.
WALKER
REMEDY
Co.,
Waterloo,
VELVETONE
Co., St. Louis (cosAgency Inc., N. Y.
CBS Network
metics), sa
Iowa (Walko poultry remedy ) . AgenW. C. Gillespie, V. P.
UNITED STATES RUBBER Co., VENIDA Co., New York (Venida
cy so
: Weston-Barnett
Inc., Waterloo,
la.
ta
New York (tires). Agency: Camphair nets), t
bell-Ewald Co. Inc., N. Y.
VERKAMP Corp., Cincinnati (PhilUNITED STATES SCHOOL OF
sa
MUSIC, New York (musical instruc- gas),
PUBLICITY SERVICE,
tion). Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan VERMONT
Montpelier, Vt. Agency : Hays Adv.
Inc.. N. Y. sp t
... IF IT WAS
UNITED STATES TOBACCO CO., Agency, Burlington, Vt. sp
VESTAL
CHEMICAL LABORAGOOD ENOUGH FOR MY
New York (Dill's mixture). Agency:
TORIES, St. Louis (Wax-All floor
McCann-Erickson Inc., N. Y. n t
) . Agency : Shaffer - Brennan
FATHER-IT'S GOOD ^
| UNIVERSAL BATTERY Co., Chi- polish
Adv. Co., St. Louis.
cago. Agency : Aubrey, Moore & VICK CHEMICAL Co., Greensboro,
Wallace Inc., Chicago, sa
N. C. (Vick's Voratone, Vaporub,
j UNIVERSAL CAMERA Corp., New
Morse InterYork. Agency: Brooke, Smith & Vatronal).national Inc.,Agencies:
ENOUGH FOR ME ''
N. Y. ; Young & RubiFrench Inc., N. Y.
cam Inc., N. Y. ; Cecil, Warwick &
Cecil Inc., N. Y. n sa t
UNIVERSAL MANUFACTURERS
DISTRIBUTORS Inc., Chicago
VICTOR BREWING Co., Jeannette,
(bandages).
Pa. (beer and ale). Agency: Fam
9 UNIVERSAL MILLS Inc., Fort Adv. Agency, Greensburg, Pa. sp
CKLW
DOES
A
Worth (Red Chain feeds). Agency
VIMAY Inc., Los Angeles (Amphoteric face cream ) . Agency : Chet
. Tracy-Locke-Dawson Inc., Dallas, t m
■ UTAH OIL REFINING Co., Salt Crank Inc., Los Angeles.
Lake City (New Pep 88 gas). AgenNELL
VINICK,
ma
cosmetics
) . t New York (Drezcy :L. S. Gillham Co. Inc., Salt Lake
City, sp
J OB
j^zea/uA^.
. .
VIRGINIA DARE EXTRACT Co.,
UTILITY DEVELOPMENT Co., Brooklyn
(wine). Agency: Ernest
San Francisco (Gasair butan mix- Davids Inc., N. Y. sp
CKLW does not cater to stodgy minds — people with
ers). Agency: Gerth-Knollin Adv. VITA CON Co., Boston (Vita ConAgency, San Francisco.
tablets), rn
opinions as set as the rock-bound coast of Maine. The
CKLW audience is composed, for the most part, of
Detroiters and residents of the Motor City area —
aggressive, open-minded — ready to accept modern
W
B
N
ideas — able to buy. If you have a better method — a
better product — tell Detroit about it through the facilities
of CKLW — the station Detroiters listen to.

Because WBNX appeals to
every nationality, you can
reach this rich trading area
intimately, intelligently and
inexpensively!
York
-New
WBNX Write
for New Booklet — "Concentrated Market Coverage"
July 1, 1935

• BROADCASTING

Representatives
J. H. McGILLVRA
485 Madison Ave.,
New York
JOHN KETTLEWELL
Palmolive Bldg.,
Chicago

CKLW
MEMBER

COLUMBIA BASIC NETWORK
5,000 WATTS
Windsor Offices: Guaranty Trust Bldg.
Detroit Offices: Union Guardian Bldg.
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WARSHAWSKY & Co., Chicago
(auto accessories). Agency: Charles
Silver & Co., Chicago.
WASET PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (Zemo, Musterole, Barbasol,
Kreml, etc. ) . Agency : Erwin, Wasey
& Co. Inc., N. Y. n
G. WASHINGTON COFFEE REFINING Co., Morris Plains, N. J.
(George Washington coffee). Agency:
Cecil, Warwick & Cecil Inc., N. Y.
n t
WASHINGTON STATE APPLE
BUREAU, Seattle. Agency: Izzard
Co., Seattle, sa
WASHOFF Co., Salt Lake City
(face cream). Agency: Harold W.
Pickering Adv. Agency, Salt Lake
City, n sp
WATCHTOWER BIBLE SOCIETY
Brooklyn
rn sp t (Judge Rutherford's talks).
WATERS-GENTER Co., Minneapolis (toastmaster) . Agency: Erwin,
Wasey & Co. Inc., Minneapolis, sa t
R. L. W ATKINS Co., New York
(Dr. Lyons toothpaste). Agencies:
John F. Murray Adv. Agency Inc.,
N. Y. ; Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Inc., Chicago, n sp t
WATSON Co., Attelboro, Mass. (silversmit.hs ) Agency : Kenyon Adv.
Inc., Boston, sp
WAVERLY OIL WORKS Co., Pittsburgh (Penn-Wave oils). Agency:
Carlson & Symons, Pittsburgh.
WAYNE KNITTING MILLS, Fort
Wayne, Ind. Agency : Aubrey, Moore
& Wallace Inc., Chicago, sa
WEBSTER-EISENLOHR Inc., New
York (Girard cigars). Agency: N.
W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, sa
D. WEEKS & Co., Des Moines, la.
(proprietary
Fairall
& Co., Desremedy).
Moines, Agency:
la.
WEEPING MINERAL CRYSTALS
Co., Milwaukee, sa
WEINBERG
BROS., Chicago (produce), sa
WEISBROD & HESS BREWERY
Co., Philadelphia. Agency : The Grey
Adv. Service Inc., N. Y.
WELCH GRAPE JUICE Co., Westfield, N. Y. (grape juice). Agency:
H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc.,
Chicago, n sa t
WESSON OIL & SNOWDRIFT Co.,
Inc., New Orleans (Wesson salad oil,
etc. ) . Agency : Fitzgerald Adv. Agency, New Orleans, n rn sa
WEST END BREWING Co., Utica,
N. Y. (Utica Club beer). Agency:
Moser & Cotins Inc., Utica, N. Y.
WESTERN
ASS'NChicago.
OF RAILWAY
EXECUTIVES,
Agency :
Reincke - Ellis - Younggreen & Finn
Inc., Chicago, ta
WESTERN CARTRIDGE Co., E.
Alton,
Agency : D'Arcy Adv. Co.
Inc., St.111.Louis.
WESTERN Co., Chicago (Dr. West
tooth powder). Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago, n sa
WESTERN CLOCK Co., La Salle,
111. (Westclox, Big Ben). Agency:
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., N. Y. n sp t
WESTERN DAIRY PRODUCTS
Co., Seattle. Agency : McCann-Erickson Inc., Seattle, sa
WESTERN STATES GROCERY
Co., Oakland, Calif. (Brown Derby
beer).
Botsford,
Constantine & Agencies:
Gardner, San
Francisco
; J.
Walter
co, n Thompson Co., San FrancisKFEL
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Agencies

WESTERN GROCERY Co., Marshalltown, la. (Jack Spratt foods).
Chicago,: spErwin, Wasey & Co. Inc.,
Agency
WESTERN WHOLESALE DRUG
Co., Los Angeles (Currier's tablets).
Agency : Logan & Stebbins, Los Angeles, ta
WESTGATE
SEA PRODUCTS Co.,
San Diego (Tuna fish), sp sa
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC &
MFG Co., East Pittsburgh (electrical
appliances). Agency: Fuller & Smith
& Ross Inc., Cleveland.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC &
MFG. Co., Mansfield, O. (refrigerators). Agency: Fuller & Smith &
Ross Inc., Cleveland, sa
PAUL WESTPHAL, New York
(hair tonic ) .
WHEELING CORRUGATING Co.,
Wheeling, W. Va. (steel products).
Agencies : Critchfield & Co., Chicago ;
A. T. Sears & Son, Chicago, sa
THE WHEATENA Co., Rahway, N.
J. (Wheatena cereal ) . Agency : McKee & Albright Inc., Philadelphia, n
WHITE EAGLE OIL Corp., Kansas
City (gasoline & oil). Agency: J.
Stirling Getchell Inc., Kansas City, sa
WHITE KING SOAP Co., Los Angeles. Agency : Barnes-Chase Co., Los
Angeles, sa
WHITE SEAL LABORATORIES
Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich. (Mint-OLene). Agency: John L. Wierengo
& Staff, Grand Rapids, Mich.
WHITE STAR REFINING Co., Detroit. Agency : Batten, Barton, Durstine &Osborn Inc., N. Y. sp
WHITESTONE MANAGEMENT
Co., Chicago (Drake & Blackstone
Hotels). Agency: Harry Atkinson
Inc., Chicago.
GEO. F. WIEMANN Co., New York
(Invitation coffee).

(Cont'd)

. . .

STEPHEN F. WHITMAN & SOX.
n sp
Philadelphia
chocolate).
Agency
: F. (Whitman's
Wallis Armstrong
Co.
Inc., Philadelphia.
WILBERT PRODUCTS Co., New
York (Ammonia-Javex) . Agency: N.
W. Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia.
WILDROOT Co. Inc., Buffalo (hair
tonic). Agency: Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y. n sp
WILL & BAUMER CANDLES Co.
Inc., Syracuse, N. Y. (candles).
Agency : Badger & Browning & Hersey Inc., N. Y.
WILLARD STORAGE BATTERY
Fewsmith
Inc., Cleveland,
sa
Co.,
Cleveland.
Agency : Meldru'm
&
WILLARD TABLET Co., Chicago
(proprietary).Inc.,
Agency:
Broadcasters
Chicago,First
sp saUnited
t
J. B. WILLIAMS Co., Glastonbury,
Conn, (shaving soap & toilet prep.).
Agency : Ralph H. Jones Co., Hartford, Conn.
WILLIAMS & CARLETON Co., E.
Hartford, Conn, (root beer extract).
Agency : Wm. B. Remington Co. Inc.,
Springfield, Mass. sa
WILLIAMS OIL-O-MATIC HEATING Corp., Bloomington, 111. (oil
heaters). Agency: Roche, Williams
& Cunnyngham, Chicago, sa
WILLIAMSON CANDY Co., Chicago (Oh Henry candy bars). Agency:
John H. Dunham Go., Chicago.
EPRESENTATIVES
WALTER
STATIONCO.
DIO BIDDICK
568RA
Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Los Angeles
1358 Russ Bldg., San Francisco, California
4404 Stuart Bldg., Seattle, Washington
619 Charles Bldg., Denver

- KVOD
DENVER
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Advertisers
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VILLYS-OVERLAXD Co. Inc.. Toledo motor
(
cars). Agency: Gottichaldt-Humphrey Inc., Atlanta.
TIL SHIRE OIL Co., Los Angeles.
ip t
IVILSOX LINES, Baltimore (steamship travel), t
VII.SOX & Co. Inc., Chicago (meat
t-roducts). Agency:
Carroll Dean
ilurphy Inc., Chicago.
•TILSOX OIL Co., New Orleans
I cooking oil ) . n
VIXE TRADIXG Co.. Los Angeles.
fOHX WINTER & Co. Inc.. Red
i^ion, Pa. (cigars). Agency: FoltzIVessinger Inc., Lancaster, Pa.
VIPE-OX Corp., Brooklyn (lacquer).
Lsrency : E. M. Freystadt Associates
!nc, N. T. sp
YISCOXSIX
POWER
& LIGHT
Madison, Wis. Agency : Klau~an Pietersom - Dunlap Associates
fnc., Milwaukee, sp
VOJTASIXSKI DRUG Co., Boston
Katro-Lek). Agency: Chambers &
'Viswell Inc., Boston, rn
VOLVERIXE-EMPIRE REFIXIXG
w>., Oil City, Pa. (Wolf's Head oil),
■YONDER ORAXGE Co., Chicago
beverage). Agency: Ruthrauff &
iyan Inc., Chicago.
iXR WOOD INDUSTRIES Inc.,
Detroit (industrial equipment). Agenies : Grace & Bement Inc., Detroit
air conditioning) ; Witte & Burden,
Detroit.
OHX
H. WOODBURY Co., Cininnati (soap). Agency: Lennen &
•litchell Inc., N. Y. n
TORCESTER SALT Co., New York
Iodized table salt). Agencies:
:harles W. Hoyt Co. Inc., N. Y. ;
^uller & Smith & Ross Inc., N. Y. n
.YRIGLEY PHARMACEUTICAL
lo., Atlantic City, N. J. (Spearmint
oothpaste). Agency: Jerome B. Gray
i Co., Philadelphia, n t
TM. WRIGLEY
Jr. Co., Chicago
chewing gum ) . Agencies : Neisser•leyerhoff Inc., Chicago; Francis
3ooper Adv. Agency, Chicago, n
VLLEX D. WRISLEY DISTRIBUTING Co., Chicago (Oliv-o-lio ) .
Agency : Behel & Waldie, Chicago, sp
RUDOLPH WURLITZER Co., Cin•innati (musical instruments). Agenf : Keelor & Stites Co., Cincinnati.
r«
YYETH CHEMICAL Co., New
fork (Jad Salts, Bi-So-Dol). Agen•ies: John F. Murray Adv. Agency
Inc., N. Y. ; Blackett-Sample-Humnert Inc., Chicago, n

Agencies

(Cont'd)

. .

YAKIMA PEACH GROWERS
COUXCIL, Yakima, Wash. Agency:
The Izzard Co., Seattle.
YEAST-CAPS Inc., Chicago, sp
YEASTIES PRODUCTS Corp., Irwin, Pa. (cereal). Agency: HanffMetzger Inc., N. Y. rn sp
YEAST-YITE
Inc., Niagara Falls,
N. Y. (yeast tablets). Agency: Atherton & Currier Inc., N. Y. sa
W. F. YOUNG
Inc., Springfield,
Mass. (Absorbine, Jr. ) . Agency : Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc., N. Y. sp
YOUNG PEOPLES CHURCH OF
THE AIR, Philadelphia, rn

ZEM-ZEM Corp., New York (shampoo, cough remedy). Agency: Street
& Finney Inc., N. Y. t
ZERBST PHARMACAL Co., St.
Joseph, Mo. (capsules). Agency:
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Chicago, so
ZINSMASTER BAKING Co., Minneapolis (bread).
Agency: CampbellMithun Inc.,
Minneapolis.
ZONITE PRODUCTS Corp., New
York (Zonite, Forhans toothpaste).
Agency : McCann-Eriekson Inc., N. Y.
ZORO Co.. Chicago (Zorex moth
cakes). Agency: Ankrum Adv. Agency, Chicago.
THE FRENCH auto manufacturer
Renault is using advertising tieins in the Swiss press for the commercial programs he carries on
French broadcasting stations, to
which the Swiss listen frequently.

NORTHWEST
UTILITY
BIG USER OF RADIO
PUGET SOUND POWER AND
LIGHT Co. utilizes radio for publicity and educational broadcasts
over KOMO, Seattle, each Monday
and Wednesday at 12:30 noon. The
programs are arranged and presentedengineering
by the company's
agricultural
department
with
frequent cooperation from faculty
members of Washington State College and Western Washington Experimental Station, Puyallup, as
well as county agricultural agents,
officers of the state agricultural
department, and many successful
growers and agricultural leaders,
practical farmers and horticulturists.
Among the subjects discussed by
agricultural experts on these programs are: "Dairy Pasture Improvement and the Cost of Producing
Butter
Fat", and
"Latest
Methods of Scientific
Practical
Land Clearings as Applied to
Western Washington", "The Holly
Industry", "Production Vitamin D
Milk", "Rhubarb Growing and
Marketing", "Raising Wild Birds
on the Farm", "Causes of Fatalities Among Chicks",
the Business
End of "Problems
the Poultryin
Industry" and many others.
The programs have been broadcast for three years and have
proved of interest throughout the
farming districts, as evidenced by
the many inquiries and suggestions received by the company's
agricultural department. In addition the company gives the produce
market quotations every weekday
morning at 7:30 o'clock from KJR.

Income

Up

$100,000,000
The price indejf' on Wisconsin
rarm products is now 107 per
cent of the 1910-1914 average.
This, means an INCREASE of
$ I 00.0 00.0 00 in Wisconsin
farmers' income this year over
last — and that should buy a lot
of what you sell!
*

WTMJ
Milwaukee Journal Station
EDWARD PETRY & CO.. Inc.
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WHY

—

WSPD
NOW

BROADCASTS
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FULL

NEWS
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—

of the —

UNITED
PRESS

Since June 3rd, WSPD has
handled seven 5 -minute news
broadcasts across the boards
daily, between 8 A. M. and
10:30 P. M. Three of these
spots have been sold commercially, and four are still
open for sponsorship.

WISCONSIN
Farm

DOES

Do your plans call for a concentrated
attack on the Michigan Market? Then
remember — Michigan is not Detroit
alone. There are 7 more principal
cities. Cover all eight, and you cover
Michigan. The Michigan Radio Network has no loopholes. Eight stations
to get listeners — a splendid MERCHANDISING SERVICE at no extra cost to get distributors. Write or
wire for details.
KUNSKY - TRENDLE
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
(Owners and Operators of Station WXYZ)
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
WM. G. RAMBEAU CO., Representatives
HOME OFFICES: TRIBUNE TOWER. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
EASTERN OFFICE: WESTERN OFFICE:
507 Chanin Building Russ Building,
122 E. 42nd St.,
San Francisco, Cal.
Earle Bachman. Manager
Douglas A. Nowell, Manager.
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WXYZ
KEY STATION DETROIT
WBCM
WFDF

Represented By:
John K. Kettlewell
919 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
Joseph
H. McGillvra
485
Madison
Avenue
New York, N. Y.

WJIM
WIBM
WELL
BATTLE CREEK
WKZO
KALAMAZOO
WOOD

WSPD
On the Basic Columbia
Network

• WASH
GRAND RAPIDS

Member Mutual Broadcasting System
RATES:
$200 per quarter hr., evenings
$125 per quarter hr., daytime

AddressPerry
— Hotel
Commodore
TOLEDO, OHIO
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The

Business

of
Broadcasting
Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives; Notes from the Stations

STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa- — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WBAL, Baltimore
Emerson Drug Co., Baltimore (Bromo-Seltzer), 2 weekly t, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
General Electric Co., Cleveland (refrigerators),weekly
5
sa, thru Maxon Inc., Detroit.
General Mills Corp., Minneapolis
(Wheaties), 2 daily sp, thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn ( shoe polish), 2 daily so, thru Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y.
C. H. McAleer Co., Detroit (auto
polish ) , 7 weekly so, thru Maxon
Inc., Detroit.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Ivory soap), sp, sa, thru Blackman Adv. Inc., N. Y.
Bedford Springs Hotel, Bedford, Pa.,
3 weekly sa, thru Henry J. Kaufman, Washington.
WOR, Newark
Lee & Schiffer Inc., New York (Rolls
razor), weekly sp, thru Kimball,
Hubbard & Powel Inc., N. Y.
Hartz Mountain Products Inc., New
York (bird seed), weekly sp, thru
Ernest Davids Inc., N. Y.
Dr. Miles Laboratories Inc.. Elkhart,
Ind., 3 weekly t, thru Wade Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Chrysler Corp., Detroit (automobiles),
3 weekly t, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
Gordon Baking Co., Detroit (Silver
Cup bread), 2 weekly sp, thru Sehl
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
Chatham Mfg. Co., Winston - Salem,
N. C. (sheets, blankets), 6 weekly
sp, direct.
Compagnie Parisienne Inc., San Antonio (perfume), 3 weekly t, thru
Northwest Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
Dr. Pepper Co., Dallas (Dr. Pepper
beverages), 3 weekly t, 3 weekly ta,
thru
Dallas.Tracy - Locke - Dawson Inc.,
Webster - Eisenlohr Inc., New York
(Cinco cigars), 12 weekly so, thru
N.W.Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia.
WENR, Chicago
Gas Appliance Society of Metropolitan Chicago (gas appliances), 6 so,
thru Campbell-Ewald Co. Inc., N. Y.
Denver Convention and Tourist Bureau, Denver (travel information),
8 so, thru Conner Adv. Agency,
Denver.
Chicago & North Western Railway
Co., Chicago (summer tours), 3 sp,
thru Caples Co., Chicago.
WMCA, New York
Shawmut Woolen Mills, Stoughton,
Mass. (fabrics), 3 daily so, thru
Marshalk & Pratt Inc., N. Y.
General Baking Co., New York (Bond
bread), 15 so, thru Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y.
KWK, St. Louis
Bay State Fishing Co., Boston (40
Fathom fish), 52 t, thru Street &
Finney Inc., N. Y.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis
(flour, cereals), 122 t, thru Black ett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
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KLPM, Minot, N. D.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la.
(plants),
39 t,Inc.,
thruSeattle.
Northwest Radio Adv. Co.
Compagnie Parisienne Inc., San Antonio (perfume), 13 ta, thru Northwest Radio Adv. Co. Inc., Seattle.
Western Association of Railway Executives, Chicago, 26 ta, thru
Reinecke-Ellis-Younggreen & Finn
Inc., Chicago.
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit (autos),
39
t, thru Campbell-Ewald Co. Inc.,
Detroit.
Socony- Vacuum Corp., Kansas City
(oil products), 26 t, direct.
Bost Tooth Paste Corp., New York,
30 sp, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.
Inc., N. Y.
KGO, San Francisco
Gas Appliance Society of California,
San Francisco, 3 weekly sp, thru
Jean Scott Frickelton, San Francisco.
Crazy Water Crystals Co., San Francisco (mineral crystals), 3 weekly
sp, thru Rob Roberts & Associates,
San Francisco.
Dr. W. J. Ross Co., Los Alamitos,
Cal. (dog and cat foods), 6 weekly
sp, thru Dan B. Miner Co., Los
Angeles.
WGN, Chicago
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc., Chicago (advertising agency), 13 sp,
thru Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc.
Penn Tobacco Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
(Kentucky Winners cigarettes), 5
weekly sp, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
WCKY, Covington, Ky.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(Lifebuoy soap), 39 t, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Euclid Crystalae Co., Cincinnati
(auto polish), 100 so, direct.
WGAR, Cleveland
Johns-Man ville Corp., New York (asbestos products), weekly t, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
KHJ, Los Angeles
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co., Jersey
City ton (soap),
weekly
& Bowles 2 Inc.,
N. t,
Y. thru Ben-

KDKA, Pittsburgh
Hartz Mountain Products Inc., New
York (bird food), 2 weekly sp,
thru Ernest Davids Inc., N. Y.
Dr. Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart,
Ind. (Alka-Seltzer) , 3 weekly t,
thru Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Clark Bros. Chewing Gum Co., Pittsburgh (Teaberry gum), 6 weekly
ta, thru Edward M. Power Co. Inc.,
Pittsburgh.
Chr.
Leboratory,
Little
Falls,Hansen's
N. Y. (Junket),
3 weekly
sp,
thru
Mitchell-Faust
Adv.
Co.,
Chicago.
Chrysler Sales Corp., Detroit (Dodge
autos), 6 weekly sp, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Gold Dust Corp., New York (Silver
Dust), 12 weekly so, thru Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
N. Y.
KFI, Los Angeles
Emerson Drug Co.. Baltimore (BromoSeltzer), 52 so, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
Ford Motor Co., Long Beach, 8 so,
thru McCann-Eriekson
Inc., Los
Angeles.
General Electric Co., Cleveland (refrigerato,rs ) 5 weekly so, thru
Maxon Inc., Detroit.
Rice-Stix Dry Goods Co., St. Louis
(polo shirts), 3 weekly ta, thru
Gardner
St. Louis.'
United
DrugAdv.Co.,Co..Boston
(Rexall),
5 t, thru Street & Finney Inc.,
N. Y.
WJZ, New York
New York Eskimo Pie Corp., Brooklyn (confection), 3 weekly sp,
thru J. L. Arnold Co. Inc., N. Y.
Waitt
Bond Inc.,
Newark sp,
(Blackstone& cigars),
2 weekly
thru
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., N. Y.
Vermont Publicity Service, Montpelier, Vt., weekly sp, thru Hays Adv.
Agency, Burlington, Vt.
KYA, San Francisco
Marin Dairymen's Milk Co. Ltd., San
Francisco (Marin-Dell milk), weekly sp, thru J. J. Tissier Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Dr.Co.,Corley's
So-Kleen (tooth
Tooth powder),
Powder
San Francisco
weekly sp, thru
Kelso Norman Organization, San Francisco.

&xj'ir*Hi

•/,

'.Y ail' are listening to the program of the Campbell Pwieral Church."
Courtesy of the New Yorker

KFSO, San Francisco
Aetna Casualty and Surety Co., an<
Aetna
Life Insurance Co., Hartford*
Conn,
rect. (insurance), 2 weekly t, di|
Agua Caliente Hotel, Agua Caliente
Mexico (hotel), 78 ta, thru Barnes
Chase Co., San Diego.
Bower's Health Labs, Los Angeles
( Nomalettes) , 3 weekly t, thri
Logan & Stebbins, Los Angeles.
Julian & Kokenge, Columbus, O
(Foot-Saver shoes), 78 ta, placec
direct.
Ezy-2-Tan Co., Los Angeles (Ezy-2
Tan Sunburn Cream), 50 so, thru
Emil Brisacher & Staff, Los An
Los Angeles Soap Co., Los Angeles
(soap products), 78 sa, tint
geles.
Barnes-Chase Co., Los Angeles.
KOMO-KJR, Seattle
California
Brewingbeer),
Ass'n.,
San Fransa
cisco (Acme
3 weekly
thru Emil Brisacher & Staff, Sac
Francisco.
Chrysler Sales Corp., Detroit (Dodgf
autos),rauff & 5Ryan
weekly
RuthInc., so.
N. thru
Y.
Western Ass'n of Railway Executives, Chicago, 26 ta, thru ReinckeEllis-Younggreen & Finn Inc., Chicago.
Pacific Steamship Lines, San Francisco 12 so, thru H. J. Ryan & Associates, Seattle.
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co.
Seattle, 12 so, direct.
KDYL, Salt Lake City
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co., Jerse>
City (Crystal White soap), 2 weekN. Y.
ly t, thru Benton & Bowles Inc.,'
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit, 3 weekly t, thru Campbell-Ewald Inc., Detroit.
Union Pacific Stages. Omaha, weekly
sp, thru Ernest Bader & Co..
Omaha.
WMAQ, Chicago
Simoniz Co., Chicago (auto polish),
52
sp, thru J. L. Sugden Adv. Co.,
Chicago.
Commander - Larabee Corp., Minneapolis (Airy-Fairy cake flour), 78
sp,
thru Hays MacFarland & Co.,
Chicago.
Gas Appliance
Society
of Metropolitan Chicago (gas
appliances),
6 so,,
thru Campbell-Ewald Co. Inc., N. Y.
E. R. Wagner Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
(carpet sweepers).
6 sa, thru Cramer-Krasselt
Co., Milwaukee.
KPO, San Francisco
Beatty Stevens Co., San Francisco
(Calodine mineral food), 2 weekly
sp, thru Fred W. Rea Adv. Agency,
San Francisco.
Elmo Sales Corp., San Francisco
(cosmetics), 2 weekly sp, direct.
China Rice Importing Co., San Francisco (rice), weekly sp, thru Hixson-O'Donnell Inc., San Francisco.
KNX, Los Angeles
Technical Laboratories, Los Angeles
rect.
( Aeratone remedy ) , weekly t, diGardner Nursery Co., Osage, la.
( plants Adv.
) , 2 Co.,
sp, Seattle.
thru Northwest
Radio
WTOC, Savannah, Ga.
Dr. Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart.
Ind. (Alka-Seltzer), 3 weekly t,
thru Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago. I
Chevrolet to Extend
EXTENSION of the Chevrolet
Motor Co. WBS transcription
series, originally scheduled for 13
weeks with three programs weekly, over more than 300 stations,
for
another
13-week
is is
likely,"
it was
learned
June run
26. It
understood that Chevrolet sales agencies in five of the nine trade zones
already have assented to the extension. The campaign will be extended in those trade zones which
agree. The account is handled by
Campbell-Ewald Co. Inc., Detroit. |
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fETWORK ACCOUNTS
1 times EDST unless otherwise specified))
ENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis
Sold Medal flour) on June 5 reeved Betty Crocker on Don LeeIBS network, Wednesdays and Fri[bys, 9:45-10 a. m. (PST). Agency:
pestco Adv. Co., San Francisco.
^GENERAL MILLS Inc., San Fran[sco (Sperry Flour division) on June
X started in Happy-Go-Lucky Hour
h Don Lee-CBS network, Thursdays,
:30-2:45 p. m. (PST). Agency:
Testeo Adv. Co., San Francisco.
! '(PERRY FLOUR Co., San Francisco
Driftedvved inSnow
flour)Fancies
on June on28 Don
reFeminine
;e-CBS network, Fridays, 3:20-3:30
m. (PST). Agency: Westco Adv.
1 %., San Francisco.
OURJOIS SALES Corp., New
ork (cosmetics) on Aug. 19 starts
'vening in Paris on 18 NBC-WJZ
1 R ations, Mondays, 8 :30-9 p. m.
gency: Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
•R. MILES LABORATORIES Inc.,
lkhart, Ind. (Alka-Seltzer ) on Oct.
renews program on 42 NBC-WJZ
:ations, Saturdays, 9 :30-10 :30 p. m.,
? !Jl-12
m. Agency : Wade Adv.
(gency,p.Chicago.
|RISTOL-MYERS Co., New York
iSal Hepatica, Ipana) on July 3 relews Town Hall Tonight on 20 NBC7EAF stations, Wednesday, 9-10 p.
I Agency : Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
ILLSBURY FLOUR MILLS Co.,
[inneapolis, on June 5 renewed Cookig Close-Vps on 16 CBS stations,
Ved.. Fri., 11-11:15 a. m. Agency:
tutchinson Adv. Co., Minneapolis.
ILLSBURY FLOUR MILLS Co.,
[inneapolis, on June 3 renewed Tours Children on 29 NBC-WJZ staons, Mon. thru Fri., 10-30-10:45
. m. Agency : Hutchinson Adv. Co.
iinneapolis.
ENERAL FOODS Corp., New
ork (Maxwell House coffee) on
'fuly
Capt. Henry'sstations,
Showoat 4onrenews
60 NBC-WEAF
hursdays, 9-10 p. m. Agency : Ben>n & Bowles Inc., N. Y.
10URISHINE SALES Co., Los Aneles, (hair tonic and shampoo), on
■ une 6 started for 52 weeks, Paul
iartin-Jean Allen on 2 NBC-KPO
tations, Sundays, 3 :15-3 :30 p. m.
PST). Agency: Hughes & Morton,
os Angeles.
\ iEATTY-STEVENS
Co., water)
San Franisco, (Calodine mineral
on
lay 28 started for 52 weeks Intimate
lhats with Mothers on NBC-KPO,
ues., Fri., 4:45-5 p. m. (PST).
agency : Fred W. Rea, San Francisco.
ilCHFIELD OIL Co. of California
os Angeles, on June 9 renewed
\ews Flashes ly Richfield on NBC"PO
daily except
0:15 network,
p. m. (PST).
Agency:Sat.,
H. 10C.
Jemsten Agency, Los Angeles.
:LMO SALES Corp., San Francisco
cosmetics), on July starts in Woman's MagazineWed.,
of theFri.,
Air 2:30-2:45
on NBCIPO network
». m. Agency : Emil Brisacher &
Staff, San Francisco.
pBVEB BROS. Co., Cambridge,
Mass. (Lux soap) on July 29 starts
hux Radio Theatre on coast-to-coast
!3BS network, Mondays, 9-10 p. m.
■.gency : J. Walter Thompson Co.,
f. Y.
IOXZEMA CHEMICAL Co., Baltiaore (cosmetics) on June 24 started
lythm Boys on 4 NBZ-WEAF star
ions, Mondays, 7 :30-7 :45 p. m.
Agency : Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N.Y.
KFEL

- KVOD
DENVER

Coast -to -Coast Chain?
<

WPG Remains With CBS
But as Affiliate Station
ATLANTIC CITY'S municipallyowned station, WPG, will be operated by the city government when
its lease with CBS expires July 1
but will continue as an affiliated
station of the network. CBS will
furnish a number of sustaining programs daily and will receive in exchange astipulated number of free
hours each week for commercial
programs. This is a standard
CBS-station arrangement.
So far as known the WPG staff
will remain unchanged. The decision to remain a CBS affiliate was
reached after a conference June 24
between city officials and local
business men. An offer by a group
of New York business men to buy
the station outright was rejected
along with several proposals for
lease and operation. One project
was for possible removal of the
station to the metropolitan New
Jersey area where it could serve
New York listeners also. The station had been leased by CBS for
the last five years.

Explorer Lost
GEORGE HICKS, NBC announcer, recently conducted
an expedition headed by Sir
Francis Younghusband, noted
English explorer. After an
NBC broadcast, Sir Francis,
who has explored such outof-the-way places at Tibet,
the Himalayas, Gobi Desert
and India, became lost in the
Radio City studios and had
to ask George to guide him
to the street.
Chicago Time Fight
PETITIONS of WGN, WCFL,
WMAQ and WENR, Chicago, to
intervene at the hearing on the application of WJJD full time as
opposed
to
time channel
operation on the its
1130limited
kc. clear
on which KSL is the dominant station, were granted June 25 by the
FCC. The stations raised the
quota and economic issues in Chicago.

Preston to Iowa Post
WALTER J. PRESTON, commercial manager since last September
of WINS, New York, on July 22
will become general manager of
the Iowa Broadcasting Co., operating KSO and KRNT, Des Moines,
and WMT, Waterloo. He will take
the place of Gardner Cowles Jr.,
who has been supervising the three
stations and the Iowa Network
into which they are linked but
who will devote much of his time
to the Minneapolis Star, purchased
last month by the Des Moines
Register & Tribune, owned by the
Cowles family, which also controls
the radio stations. Mr. Preston
was formerly director of the old
WIBO, rector
Chicago,
and Chicago,
later was and
diof WBBM,
Western program director of CBS.
Butte, Montana
Where Silver is mined
KGIR

NBC

outlet

I
I

NO!
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NBC Sales Meeting
THE FIRST nationwide sales executives' conference of NBC was
held June 24-25 at Westchester
Country Club, Rye, N. Y., with 50
executives taking part. At a dinner June 24 Gen. James G. Harhord, chairman of the board, and
David Sarnoff, president of RCA,
and M. H. Aylesworth, president,
and Richard C. Patterson Jr., executive president of NBC, were
speakers. Edgar Kobak, vice-president, presided.

AGENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES
EDWARD PETRY & Co. Inc., station representatives, announces that
effective July 15 it will no longer
act as national sales representatives
for WDAE, Tampa; KTHS, Hot
Springs; KTBS, Shreveport, and
WBRC, Birmingham.
J. ROSS HARDY, copy writer and
active in radio accounts, for the J.
Walter Thompson Co., has been transferred from the Chicago to the San
Francisco offices of the agency.
WALTER BIDDICK, in charge of
West Coast activities of Free &
Sleininger Inc. and president of the
Walter Biddick Co., Los Angeles, left
late in June for his annual tour of
midwest radio stations.
LEON LIVINGSTON AGENCY,
Los Angeles and San Francisco,
closed its Los Angeles office June 25.
Eugene Carman, radio executive in
that office, is free lancing.
HOWARD E. WILLIAMS, formerly
account executive for the M. E. Harlan Adv. Agency, San Francisco, has
opened his own agency at 485 California St. in that city and will handle radio along with other accounts.
Winthrop Martin succeeded Williams
at the Harlan Agency.
G. VICTOR LOWRIE, director of
media in the Chicago office of McCann-Erickson Inc., has been named
chairman of the media committee of
the Western Council of the AAAA.

Cleveland
610 Kilocycles
An Independent Station
with
BIO

Coverage
in Ohio

Let

s

settle

the Dust!

FERGASON & ASTON Inc., station
representatives has been formed with
headquarters at 100 No. LaSalle St.,
Chicago. E. F. Fergason, formerly
with John Blair & Company, and S.
M. Aston, formerly with KYW, Chicago, are partners in the enterprise.
MAURICE F. HANSON, formerly
account representative for General
Foods, has replaced Edgar A. Waite
as publicity director of Benton &
Bowles Inc., New York. Waite will
assist Guy Lemmon on the Gold Dust
Corp. account.
R. V. DUNNE, formerly an account
executive, has been named manager
of the San Francisco office of Campbell-Ewald Co. He succeeds Earl V.
Weller, who has joined BowmanDeute-Cummings Inc., San Francisco.
ARTHUR COOK, formerly with
WHK, Cleveland, WXYZ. Detroit,
and WSPD, Toledo, and at one time
radio editor of the Cleveland Press,
has been appointed radio director of
Richardson-Oswald Inc., Guarantee
Title Bldg., Cleveland. The agency
formerly was Richardson-Plant Inc.
PAUL HAMILTON BAKER, formerly head of the Paul Hamilton Baker Associates, Minneapolis, radio advertising counsellors and program
builders, has joined Knox Reeves Adv.
Inc., Minneapolis, in charge of radio.
OSBORNE B. BOND, formerly with
Calkins & Holden and later with Edward Petry & Co., New York, is now
space buyer for the Joseph Katz Co.,
Baltimore, having succeeded Jules
Daniels, who is now sales manager of
WBAL, Baltimore.
DARWIN TEILHET, radio account
executive, of N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
San Francisco, has written a new
book Bright Destination, a romantic
adventure story, just off the press.
Teilhet is also author of The Talking
Sparroic, and Death Flys High, two
popular sellers.
W. VINCENT LEAHY. Advertising.
San Francisco, has moved to the Claus
Spreckels Bldg., 703 Market St.
BOB COLLIER, who resigned in May
from the New York office of Lord &
Thomas, is free-lancing in Los AnNORMAN R. PROUTY, formerlv
geles.
with Benton & Bowles Inc., has
joined the New York office of Joseph
Hersey McGillvra, station representative.
S. E. ARENDALE, president of Ambassador Radio Service, Panama
firm handling radio advertising,Cityis
now in New York making contacts in
the interest of export trade. His
headquarters are at Conquest Alliance Co., 515 Madison Ave.
KASPER-GORDON STUDIOS Inc.,
Boston, has appointed Frank Wright
& Associates, San Francisco, as upper
California representatives for MinutDramas and other programs.
NEISSER - MEYERHOFF Inc.. has
moved its Los Angeles office to 610 S.
Main St., with Frank Cheeseman as
general manager.

Consider

Our

Fair

Invitation

• KMBC offers to pay for your listener
study if KMBC does not have the largest
audience in this market on peroids recommended byit on a program proposal.

KMBC
KANSAS CITY
FREE AND SLEININGER, INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
Page 96

WJR Gets 50 KW.
AN INCREASE in power from
10,000. to 50,000 watts for WJR,
Detroit, was authorized June 25
by the FCC Broadcast Division.
On the 750 kc. clear channel, the
station shifts from NBC to CBS
in September. The application had
been held in abeyance by the FCC
for a fortnight due to a program
complaint,
rescinded. which since has been

11/11
WW
II

THE

RADIO

ADVERTISER

MICHIGAN STATE FAIR is phil
ning to use radio among other me' il
to promote the anual exhibition all
has
placed
account with Bs !|
Luckoff
Inc.,its
Detroit.
McKESSON- WESTERN Wholes
Drug
Angeles
t: i
lets) Co.,
has Los
placed
the (Currier's
account wri
Hixson-O'Donnel Inc., Los Angel
The sponsor, a big user of radio, pla
to use independent stations in
Western states and later move ea II
ward a state at a time.
GENERAL
FOODS
Corp., N
York, is featuring a new package
Jello ice cream powder in radio a !
point-of-sale promotion. Young
Rubicam
Inc., New York, is t :
agency.
FADA RADIO & ELECTRIC CJ
Long Island City, is advertisi 1
through Kelly, Nason & Roosev J
Inc., New York.
I. MILLER & SONS, Long Islai J
City (shoes, hose) is now advertisi
through Diener & Dorskind, N(
York.
BURBANK Corp., Burbank, Ca
(vegetable concentrates) radio use
now is placing its advertising direct
COWARD SHOE Inc., New Yorj
is advertising through Blaker Ad
Agency, New York.
HUPP MOTOR CAR Corp., Detro;
has placed its account with Stac
Goble Adv. Agency, Chicago.
DICTOGRAPH
PRODUCTS C<
New York, has appointed Schwab
Beatty Inc., New York, to handle i
Acousticon account.
DRI BRITE Inc., St. Louis, (sell
polishing wax) is planning a car'
paign
to include
and has& place
the account
withradio
Ruthrauff
Rya
Inc., New York.
JEAN Inc., Newark (gingerbrea
mix,
a campaign
eludingetc.),
radio,planning
will advertise
througii
W. I. Tracy Inc., N. Y.
OSHKOSH
BREWING
Co., Osl
kosh, Wis. (Chief Oshkosh beer)
placing its advertising, including r
dio, through Neisser-Meyerhoff In<
Milwaukee.
SCHENLEY
NeYork
(liquor)PRODUCTS
has placed Co.,
its radi
account with William H. Rankin
Co., New York.
LEHN & FINK PRODUCTS Co
New York (cosmetics, etc.) ha
placed its Hinds Honey and Almon
Cream account with Kenyon & Eel
hardt Inc., N. Y.
KENDALL MFG. Co., Provident
R. I. (Soapine) is using radio advet
tising in an intensive New Englan
campaign.
GEORGE W. VOS, advertising mai
ager of Texas Co., New York (o
products) has been named special rei
resentative
to handle
the company'
radio promotion.
He has
been su<
ceeded by Raymond Brown.
LANGENDORF United Bakeries, Sa
Francisco, has appointed three Sa
Francisco advertising agencies to har
die the accounts of its three compel
ing brands. Emil Brisacher & Sta
is in charge of the Old Homestea
account ; McCann - Erickson Inc., th
Langendorf brand campaign, and Leo
Livingston Adv. Agency the Califoi
nia brand.
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Ef BIG STORE RENEWS
iHayden Bros., Omaha, Obtains
Good Results From Radio
ADIO promotion turned upward
ie sales curve of Hayden Bros.,
ig Omaha department store, and
jie recent campaign was so suc■;ssful that the store has renewed
br another six-month series of
i a i 1 y half -hour programs on
-i,rOW, of that city. The Hayden
lid-day Review was conceived by
lohn H. Chapel, of Russian royal
[neage.
A feature of the Hayden series
B the quarterly cooking school,
-ith Chapel as master of cereiionies and Prudence Penny and
t;her culinary experts directing
He kitchen routine. Visiting movie
ind stage talent appear on the
|aily show.
Paxton & Gallagher Wholesale
ifrocers staged a cooking school in
onnection with a similar program,
nth Chapel as master of ceremonies, and drew 32,000 in a fourlay session. The concern is planing a larger school in autumn.
In a Kitchen Karnival Week
taged by Hayden Bros., more than
0,000 attended, radio receiving
e credit for the success of the
ent. The Hayden Food Fair also
ew capacity crowds for six days,
ossing
for the store's
eat
and $22,000
grocery department.
NRA

Code Is Denounced

Vt 3y Radio Manufacturers
SITTER arraignment of NRA and
he operations of the electrical
a ode, which had imposed a 36-hour
^Iveek on the radio manufacturing
'•industry,
the business
liscussions featured
at the annual
convenkJ ion in Chicago last month of the
.::ladio Manufacturers Association,
r.ereased funds for national sales
jromotion were voted by the RMA
v directors, with Powel Crosley coninuing to head the trade promoion committee.
•; Leslie F. Muter, Chicago, was
•e-elected president, together with
Sfj?red D. Williams, Philadelphia,
jj-; reasurer ; Bond Geddes, Washing-: on, executive vice president and
general manager, and John W.
C Van Allen, Buffalo, general counsel. Dr. W. R. G. Baker, RCA Vic.: or Co., Camden, N. J., was named
-hairman of the engineering comnittee, and Paul B. Klugh, Zenith
Radio Corp., Chicago, was named
"fnead of the legislative committee.

WWNC
Full Time NBC Affiliate
Sole

Radio

TRANSCRIPTIONS
ADDITIONAL transcription accounts
placed
on various
stations Advertising
are reported as follows
by National
Records, these being supplemental to
the lists carried in previous issues of
Broadcasting :
American Tobacco Co., New York
(Herbert Tareyton cigarettes)
Blackstone Products Co., New York
(Tasty-Lax)
Duffy-Mott Co., Inc., New York
(prune juice)
J. salts)
C. Bno, Ltd., New York (Eno
Faweett
Publications, Minneapolis
(magazines)
National Dairv Products Corp., New
York
Oakland Chemical Co., New York
(Dioxogen cream)
Southern Dairies, Inc., Washington,
D. C. (ice cream)
Steelcote Mfg. Co., St. Louis (paint)
Western Railways, Chicago
Wheeling Corrugating Co., Wheeling,
West Va. (wire fencing)
meats)& Co., Chicago (dog food and
Wilson
ALMOST half of the commercial stations are now equipped to handle its
exclusive vertical-cut transcriptions,
reports WBS, which has just completed a survey showing that out of
566 stations, 228 can handle all types
of transcriptions. Of 330 outlets having a power of more than 100 watts,
197 (60%) are vertically equipped,
xhe vertical-cut process was developed
by Bellducedengineers
discs are proexclusively byandWBS.
NORTHWEST Radio Advertising
Co., Seattle, has signed with Titan
Productions, San Francisco, to do 104
5-minute transcriptions for the Geppert Studio, Des Moines (photo enlarging) ;Gardner Nursery Co.,
Osage, la. (nursery products) and
Nu-Power Co., Los Angeles (auto carbon cleanser). Transcriptions will be
distributed to 100 stations.
A SERIAL story of government GMen, White Eagles, started production of 39 quarter-hour transcriptions
in June. The script was written by
Virginia Barbara and Gene Alfred
who also act as the producers. Gus
Ingalls directs, with technical work
done at Radio Release Ltd., Los Angeles.
HOLLYWOOD
Radio Attractions,
transcription program producers, who
have done custom work the past year,
in July will open an office in Hollywood for a general business. Irving
Fogel, vice president of the Congoin
Co., will head its activities, but will
also retain his Congoin position.
RADIO TRANSCRIPTION Representatives, Seattle, has been appointed northwest distributors for National Radio Adv. Agency, Hollywood
transcription producers.

ASHEVILLE, N. C.
1,000 Watts
570 Kilocycles
Coverage,
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& ASTON, 100 LaSalle St., Chicago, Representatives
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South African Visitor
HARRY L. ADLER, general manager of the South African Broadcasting Co., Johannesburg, is now
on a tour of the principal broadcasting centers of the United
States to study American radio
methods. During the latter part
of June he visited the Chicago studios of NBC and the 500,000-watt
transmitter of WLW, Cincinnati.

My Kingdom Come, for the same organization. Fifty - two quarter - hour
programs, Exercise and Applesauce,
featuring Capt. Dobbsie in morning
exercises and philosophy, are also
being cut by Titan Productions for
the Dobbsy Town Transcription Co.,
San Francisco.
A NEW series of quarter-hour discs
Song Stories will be produced in July
by Harry
Earnshaw Radio Productions, A.Hollywood.
DAMEL D. SEITZ will return to
Shanghai, China, in July with a supply oftionstranscriptions
to stain the Orient. forHissaleAmerican
headquarters are 1516 No. Normandie
Ave., Hollywood.
WFAA, Dallas and WOAI, San Antonio, have subscribed to WBS library
service.
JOSEPH A. HENNESSEY, formerly representing Los Angeles transcription firms in the Midwest, has returned to Los Angeles and is doing
special sales work for KGER and
other locals.
STANDARD RADIO ADVERTISING Co., Hollywood, has added the
following subscribers to its Standard
Program Library : WFIL, Philadelphia;WJSV, Washington; W1XBS,
Waterbury, Conn.

THE sored
True
over theStory
last program
eight yearssponby
MacFadden Publications Inc., New
York, will remain on CBS during
the summer. According to E.
Lewis special representative for
MacFadden Publications, the program is open for outside sponsorship in the same manner that
March of Time was sponsored by
Remington Rand.
Day in and day out WJBO
is producing results (or national
and local advertisers.
WJBO merits and invites your
investigation.
For rates write
WJBO
Baton Rouge, La.

WJBO
THE BATON ROUGE
RADIO

A PLAY The Sweetest Little Guy,
satirizing radio, written by Aaron
Stein, radio editor of the New
York Post, is slated for autumn
production in New York.

STATION

'WHN — a radio station that is really going places."
Mark Hellinger — N. Y. Mirror

WHN
NEW YORK
The

Most

Station
Ask

Us About

Ed
Lowry'sFastBroadway
Melodies.
- moving
variety show by a
master showman, prethe current
vaudevillesentingand
radio
hits of the
week. OutMonday
tainment. standing radio enter8:00-9:00 "P. M.

of

Southeast' s Quality
Market!
WWNC is the only station in Western North Carolina —
"The State Within A State" — the rich resort-industrial area
of which Asheville is the center and trade capital.
In Asheville 91% of the homes have radio reception . . .
and in WWNC's listening area, the percentage of radioequipped farm homes is the highest in the Southeast. A
quality market of proved results. Investigate!
FURGASON

TITAN PRODUCTIONS, Inc., San
Francisco transcription producers, has
recorded a 26-episode hillbilly series,
Vagabonds of the Prairies, for the National Transcription Co., San Francisco. The series is being sold to various stations for sustaining spots. Titan Productions has also cut a quarter hour, 26-program musical series,
Dixie Memories, featuring Sam Moore
in plantation songs, for the Monogram Transcription Co., San Franand has series
startedof cutting
a 15minute cisco,script
52 episodes,

SophieTheTucker's
Music
Hall.
beloved Sophie
in person as mistress of
ceremonies, presenting
headliners of stage and
radio. A grand show by
a grand personality.
Friday 7:30-8:00 P.M.

Talked
in

New

About
York!

These "Pre-Tested" Programs!
Donald Novis and Orchestra- WHN presents radio's best-loved tenor to- Undercurrent of the
with an orchesNew York's
own
tral gether
accompaniment,
at a Newsnews broadcast
by Bryce
price terest
whicheveryshould
inadvertiser Oliver, feature writer
"inside news" man
Donald
Novis
help and
looking for
a realcan"buy".
par excellence. Everyyou
sell
merchandise
in
body likes it !
New York. We advise 15 minutes
nightly, except
that
you
take
quick
acSunday.
tion.
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 9:00-9:15
P. M. and
Professor
Herman
Swiftie. Presenting Herman Timberg, nationally
Bitty Kiddy Hour
renowned vaudeville co- IttySlam - bang, uproarious
median
in
a
side
splitcomedy
Ward
seriesladyin Wilson andfeaturing
Perry Charles
which tinghiscomedyyoung
in a dizzy burlesque of
stooge
"Swiftie"
createsof radio programs. New
an entirely
new type
York is "nuts" about it!
radio personality.
Monday, 10:00-10:15 P.M. Sunday 7:30-8:00 P.M.

Loew's State Theatre Bldg., Broadway and 45th St.
NEW YORK
1010 Kc.
1000 Watts

I
PROGRAM
CONGRESS
is in

session

This interesting assembly has
attracted thousands of people
to Washington . . . Society, too,
has taken on vivid color as
guest lists read like a World's
"Who's Who". You will enjoy
Washington.
Stop at this distinctive
hotel. Quiet exclusiveness,
downtown location, facing
Lafayette Park.

LAFAYETTE PARK AT SIXTEENTH
NATHAN SINROD.MCR.
WASHINGTON. D.C.

NOTES

PHILCO RADIO & TELEVISION
Co., Pacific Coast Division, San
Francisco, is sponsoring a different
type of program on KGGC, San Francisco, which deals with short wave
DX tips and information. The program, broadcast Saturday nights
with John Clark as commentator, in
addition to giving a complete list of
stations to be received locally over
the weekend and high spots of the
rest of the week, also features a rebroadcast of different foreign stations
by means of recordings that have been
made by KGGC during the preceeding
week.
NETWORK programs that are not
heard in the country of origin are
going on the air shortly from Washington with
and London.
CBS
arranged
the BBC to
relayhasto the
United lantic
States
a series
Bulletins
similarof toTransatthose
broadcast last spring, while on successive Wednesdays, starting July 3,
Raymond Swing, of The Nation, will
sneak to the British audience from
Washington.
WILLIS COOPER. NBC central division continuity editor, has written
a new radio serial titled Flying Time,
which was inaugurated June 24 on
an NBC-WEAF network and is being
broadcast Mondays through Thursdays. In preparing the quarter-hour
scripts. Cooper had the technical assistance of Jules Herbuveaux, member of the NBC Chicago production
staff and an expert aviator.
KSFO, San Francisco, has introduced
a new idea in amateur programs. Instead of the customary amateur talent, KSFO on Thursday evenings,
from 7:15 to 7:45, introduces amateur song writers and compQsers who
present their efforts to the air audience.

The mailman paints a picture — proving that KRNT, Des
Moines, is really going places with its new optimum height
antenna. Delivers above job in just six weeks! KRNT is the
only Iowa outlet of the Columbia basic network.
•k P. S.— Here's an idea! Capture both CBS and NBC listeners
with a single broadcast. Link KRNT with WMT, Cedar
Rapids-Waterloo. There's no charge for wire between studios.

DON'S BIG, BUT— He found his
match, in size, did Don McNeill,
NBC announcer, when he met up
with Primo Camera, former
heavyweight boxing champion.
Don is six feet two, but Primo still
looks down on him in this photo,
taken at Hot Springs, Ark.
WFAA, Dallas, will start July 7 a
series of ten half-hour amateur programs junction
from a withDallas
in consome theatre
200 Chevrolet
dealers. The major prize will be an
all-expense trip to 'Hollywood, a twoday stay at the San Diego Exposition,
and an audition over KFI, Los Angeles. A huge merchandising and
publicity program is being staged.
Auditions are being held in each of
the Chevrolet districts in the Dallas
zone and winners are picked for the
radio series. The final program will
be staged Sept. 8.
REPORTERS of KOIL, Omaha, covered the entire city during the street
car riotsletins,and
phonedbroadcast
in frequent
bulwhich were
as soon
as received.
WMCA. New York, and the InterCity Group on June 20 started a
weekly feature from Washington
called Legislative Highlights, with
current topics being discussed by
members
of Congress and government officials.
KDYL, Salt Lake City, has changed
the title of its weekly Washington
feature to Utah Statesmen in Washington, since the addition of radio letters from Representatives Robinson
and Murdock. Senators King and
Thomas have been voicing their opinions for some time to their constituents in weekly letters to KDYL, the
program
formerly
been entitled Utah
Senatorshaving
in Washington.
WHAT started out as a friendly gesture byboring
WSM,
neigh-a
towns hasNashville,
developedto into
new kind of amateur program, with
the competition being between towns
instead of individuals. Mayors are
cooperating to help their towns make
good showings.
ARCHITECTS, building supply
houses and paint companies are jointly sponsoring House of Dreams over
WIS. Columbia, S. C. Cash prizes
are offered for plans of houses.
OWNED by the Dallas News, WFAA
on May 27 inaugurated a news
broadcasting service comprising three
quarter hours daily, buying the complete United Press reports. All of
the periods were made available for
sponsorship with rates based on the
full- 15 minutes. 5 minutes and 100word participations.

WIBW, Topeka, broadcast repeatej
warnings of the recent floods in th)
Kaw Valley of Kansas under dire*]
tion of Don Searle, general manage!
and kept the public informed of floo.j
developments when the river ovej
flowed. Mobilization orders for tfc;
National Guard were broadcast an]
requests
for were
missing
persons
Microphones
placed
at keyhand!'
poin '
and at the height of the flood th
station was on the air all night.
BALBOA BREWING Co., Los Ail
geles, on June 10 launched an extern
ed series on KEHE, Los Angeles, fi\
nights weekly. Chet Crank Inc. hai
dies the account. The program is
variety show direct from the aud
torium at the brewery, and via remot
to the station. A public address sfi
tern takes the program to the ground
and gardens with free beer dispense
to the audience. Twelve bottle cap
from
Balboa ' beer give admittance t
the program.
KDYL, Salt Lake City claims t
have scooped everyone in announcin
the arrest of the Weyerhaeuser kic
napers and the following day keye
a program to NBC carrying voices c
those who made the actual captur
of Mrs. Margaret Waley. Continuit j
for the network program was still b<
ing typed as the feature went on th
air.
THREE all-expense trips on the Ohi
river were given by WHIO, Daytoi i
in a contest concluded June 18. Ei,
trants wrote an original descriptio I
of a river for Sylvia, who also corj
ducts a travel column in the Dayto \
Daily News.
COOPERATING with local publi
schools, WROK, Rockford, 111
through the summer will conduct th
WROK Summer School three morr
ings weekly, with pupils taking ex
aminations at the end of the course
and receiving credit.
A NATIONAL open tournament fo
vocal talent is being conducted dur
ing the absence of Ed Wynn durin
the summer months by Eddy Duchii
for
ar~
held the
in Texaco
different Co.
citiesAuditions
and a mai
and woman selected for each weekl;
program. Amateurs and profession
als both are eligible. Cash prize
are offered successful contestants.
RANKING musical talent is pre
sented by First Security Banks o
Salt Lake City on KDYL by mean
of transcriptions. The program, ti
tied Galaxy of Stars, carries the loca
advertising message in dignified form
and is thrice weekly.
THE GRAND RAPIDS Sports
School - of - the - Air, broadcast over
WOOD-WASH by the Grand Rapids
Board of Education, is being contin
ued
thrice weekly through the sum
mer months.
ROY FURNITURE Co., Syracuse, is)
getting excellent results from a nen.
series called The Little Shoio, thriceweekly on WFBL. Two announcers
transcriptions and local orchestra anc
soloists are combined. Dey Bros. De
partment Store, one of the oldest in
Syracuse,
and a long-timein radio
used
52 announcements
nine user
days:
on WFBL to push a special sale.
A SECOND series of summer concerts over the NBC-WEAF network
is broadcast weekly by the Duluth
Civic Symphony, keyed from WEBC.
Superior,phonyWis.,
with the Duluth SymChorus assisting.
UNITED PRESS announced June
26 that it also had signed WHAM,
vice.
Rochester, N. Y., for its full ser-

THE

IOWA BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
The Des Moines Register and Tribune
KRNT
WMT
KSO
CBS Basic, Des Moines
Basic Blue, Cedar Rapids-Waterloo
Basic Blue, Des Moines

Representatives: John Blair & Co., New York, Detroit, Chicago, San Francisco
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cattle Department Store
punches Hour Program
IITTING a precedent among
stores in the Padepartmet,nt Carew
-geNorthwes
,ic
and Shaw,
riattle, recently launched a radio
^mpaign on a big scale. The pro1am, representing a huge expendire, is broadcast for a full hour
^Jch Friday night over KJR, Seand boasts a cast of 21 en'; itle,
rtainers.
The first four or five presenta>ns of this new program are origating in the KJR studios. Then
will be moved to one of the local
eaters where audiences can
atch as well as listen to Carew
id Shaw's interesting venture inadvertising by radio. Later it
ill be heard from the Carew and
jiaw auditorium. Hugh Feltis,
bmmercial representative of
jOMO-KJR, handles the account
'hich it is expected will increase
3 time to one-and-three-quarters
>urs in a very short time.
* * *
*OMO-KJR, Seattle, use short anoimcements to tell listeners of
rtstanding programs on the the•y that they are their own best
iiblicity media. A recent example
ias the broadcasting of four readings made in the KOMO-KJR
udios to develop interest in the
leekly program of Carew & Shaw.
f jpartment store.
i ii
Ex-Lax to Spot
fO SUBSTITUTE for its nework
^mpaign over CBS, which is teriTdinating as a result of the network's newly invoked program policies, Ex-Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn,
fitlans to use a transcription spot
jjiftmpaign on stations in leading
^iiarkets to begin in the fall. Being
Considered is an adaptation of the
Tiohn Hix "Strange as it Seems"
iewspaper cartoon, produced in
:nos Angeles. Joseph Katz Co.,
altimore, handles the account.
Seth Parker Returns
•HILLIPS H. LORD, creator of
eth Parker, resumed his Sunday
vening "githerings" in Jonesport
une 30 on an NBC-WJZ network.
-Jl of the original cast took part
-xcept Bennett Kilpack who will
ejoin the program when he conludes a dramatic engagement in
England. The series had been off
1he air since December, 1933, when
Lord started on the cruise which
-,'nded
damaging
.Schoonerin in the
a Pacific
storm. of his
" r"VREN, Lawrence, Kan., on June
'5 was granted an increase in daypower to 5 kw. by the FCC.
it1 Jime
<
KFEL
J:'.

- KVOD
DENVER

Regional

Chain?
Colorado Network

YES!

Hill
ff
II

THE

Bill 16)
Copyright
(Continued
from page
the existing law has a significance
much larger than the mere matter
of collecting damages. He said the
copyright owners make use of it
as bargaining points in original
contracts of purchase of sale.
"It is believed that such use
goes far beyond what should be
expected from the normal reliance
of property owners upon the law
to fend them against unauthorized
uses of their property," the Committee that
report states.
"Indeed,andit
is believed
both producers
consumers find their chief use for
these provisions of law as aids to
the ulterior purpose of endeavoring to extract better bargains in
their dealings with one another.
It is believed, further, that this
constitutes the true reason why
the producing and consuming interests exhibit such profound concern regarding them.
Proof of Damage
"THE COMMITTEE is firmly of
the opinion that to eliminate the
statutory minimum of $250 for infringement without proof of damage is to eliminate the chief factor
in the use of the law for bargaining, sometimes for coercive purposes, between producers and consumers of copyrighted works. Moreover, since 1909, when the present
law was enacted, the methods of
using copyrighted
have The
developed with amazingworks
rapidity.
range of the use of such works has
correspondingly increased. A piece
of copyrighted music may thus be
publicly performed on a phonograph in a bootblack stand or on
a broadcasting network covering
the continent. For the law to attempt to fix a specified sum of minimum damages, in view of the
breadth of this usage, would seem
wholly unreasonable.
"Accordingly, entirely apart
from the ulterior use of the minimum statutory damages under the
present law, it is deemed necessary to make the change which the
bill contains. This change does not
lessen the value of the section so
far as its purpose is concerned.
That purpose is to accord a remedy for infringement, not a weapon under which the owners of
copyright may stimulate the sale
of their works.
"In place of the stated minimum,
the bill provides that the courts
shall award sufficient statutory
damages to prevent infringements
and such as may be just, proper
and adequate in view of the circumstances of the particular case.
The maximum is fixed at $20,000,
four times the amount specified in
the present law. This seems appropriate in view of the vast increases in recent years in the value
of copyrightable works.
"Producers of copyrighted works
have been persistent in their assertion that this takes from them an
essential remedy. The Committee
on Patents believes that the reverse is true. So many palp?blQ
injustices have arisen from the
present law that courts have acBIGGEST

• BROADCASTING

Because of this, he pointed out,
the bill reduces the injunctive
remedy but quadruples the maximum of statutory damages and
continues
the present unlimited
mail."
amount of damages recoverable
when actually proved.
In conclusion. Senator McAdoo
said: "In reporting favorably the
present bill to amend the copvi-ig-ht law, the Committee on Patents is confident that it has framed
a measure which will establish
equity among' the various interests concerned."

Business

with
WBAL
FAR

the

"The

AHEAD

Jlute

of

Playtime
Will soon decimate the "Big
Name" Programs.
OUR

SUMMER

SCHEDULE

of cheerful, entertaining programs will mean dollars to our
national advertisers.
THE NORTHERN

CORPORATION

Owners and Operators of

WMEX
1500 kc
250 w L.S. — 100 w N.
HOTEL MANGER — BOSTON
In America's Fourth Market
Tel. CAPitol 7560— Teletype Bos. 157
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and they're going to STAY-UP!

Advertisers know that
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quired a dislike for handling such
cases and have come to feel that
the law is wrong. It is believed
that, with the enactment of this
provision of the bill, the courts
will real-'ze that the statute lays
a foundation under which they can
do justice and that they may be
relied upon to utilize their full
powers
and McAdoo
abilities said
to such
Senator
thatend."
the
other remedial provision about
which there has been controversy
is that ducersofof copyrighted
injunctive relief.
works "Proclaim
that unless full rights of injunction are accorded them, users will
pay no attention to their rights
and will simply remunerate them
in damages after having callously
used their works in whatever manner was desired," the report said.
"Users of copyright works, on the
other hand, claim that unless given
a large exemption from the full
implications of the law of injunction, they may be put to vast and
unwarranted losses in cases that
would be of small use to copyrieht
owners and might, indeed, enable
copyright owners to indulge in
practices differing little from black-

H. RAYMER

Basic Blue Network
n.b.c. ■

BALTIMORE4
o
CO., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

Roosevelt

Letter Launches Convention
(Continued from page 10)
MID-SOUTH
cpjesls will be promptly covered by
United States has been continued
until early in November, 1935, and a brief rider to be attached to the
I
herd
ore
in
all
probability
cannot
be
COVERAGE
present agreement, providing for the
decided by the trial court prior to extension.
The offer to extend licenses to
the
date
of
the
extension
of
the
presPLUS
ent license already granted which in all stations was made verbally by
Jan. ], 1935. Accordingly, the board
Mr. Mills June 3 but he delayed
attaches hereto the letter dated June two
weeks in sending his letter to
POPULARITY
17, which was sent to the chairman
Mr. McCosker. Moreover, instead
of our copyright commit lee, mid which
was presented to the board on June 22. of sending the letter to all sta— That's why these firms were
tions, it simply went to Mr. Mcamong those advertising on
Mills' Letter to McCosker
Cosker. It is believed that Mr.
WNBR during June.
THE LETTER from E. C. Mills, Mills' strategy in asking that staASGAP general manager, to Chairtions "request" extensions of their
Besides knowing their market
man McCosker read as follows:
present licenses is that of attempt— they want the most for their
ing
to
show, when the government
This confirms my previous teledollar.
phone conversation with .von as chair- trial is resumed next November,
man of the Copyright Committee of that there has been no "duress"
Plough, Inc.
and that broadcasters voluntarily
the NAB to the following effect :
St. Joseph Aspirin
ASCAP offers all broadcasting sta- requested
Penetro
extensions of their contions an opportunity, regardless of tracts.
membership in your association, to
Memphis Power 8C Light Co.
Reports reaching NAB headextend the terms of their present liCoco-Cola Bottling Co.
quarters have been that stations,
cense agreement s, as now in effect, for
Colonial Baking Co.
a period of five additional years, as on the whole, are not negotiating
Bruce Terminix Co.
from Jan. 1, 1936. As you have been contract extensions but are awaitFortune's, Inc.
ing the convention before deciding
previously advised, pursuant to unKroger Grocery 8C Baking Co.
derstanding reached with your comupon their course. The view is that
Mid-South Fair Association
mittee, ASCAP agreed that all pres- there is no need for haste, now
Grunow Refrigerators
ent license agreements with broad- that the trial has been deferred
Lowenstein's
casters purpose
would be extended
fall anyway, and since the
1935. The
now is to"
to Dec.
offer 31,
all until
Goldsmith's
current 5% contracts have been
broadcasters without exception an op- extended
until Dec. 31. ASCAP
port unity to extend their existing
Bry's
(Three of Memphis' Largest
agreements for an additional five years stands to realize some $3,000,000
Department Stores)
from Jan. L, 1936.
in radio royalties this year, as
Tennessee Appliances, Inc.
All licenses are renewals under against less than $1,000,000 it got
their exact present terms, except as in 1932 when it based royalties on
to Stations VVHAK, WJZ and WABC,
"THE MIDSOVTH'S OWN"
a flat fee rather than a percentthe Sustaining fees Of each of whieb
has been by agreement, increased
age basis.
$25,000 per annum, effective January
MEMPHIS
Mr. Levy's Viewpoint
I, We
L936. shall be glad to receive the
PRIOR
board's action in
TENN.
written request of any station for an adopting tothe the
copyright resolutions,
extension of its present agreement as it heard detailed reports from the
ft
above provided for. All of such re- leaders in the copyright negotiations. Mr. Levy declared that Andrew W. Bennett, special assistant
to the Attorney General in charge
of the government's case against
-more
FACTS
, «
ASCAP, had stated the extensions
would not prejudice the government's suit, but emphasized that
the extensions should be under
present terms. He added that he
had told Mr. Mills that he would
not sign the extension unless the
u prove
WPRO
same extensions were accorded the
networks and all other stations.
produces LISTENERS and RESULTS
Contesting the merits of the "per
piece" itplan,
Mr.view
Levy
board
was his
thattold
even theif
1. A local department store made one 50-word spot anthe
government
won
the
ASCAP
nouncement offering rain capes at the end of the "Buddy
suit, stations would pay twice as
and the Gang" program Saturday morning. At the close
much as at present by invoking the
of business that afternoon 1680 rain capes had been
"per piece" method. He declared
sold.
he regarded the five-year extensions as an "insurance policy" and
2. A Providence Loan Society uses five minute dramafelt that the industry owed him "a
tized spots on WPRO. A careful check of results shows
debt
gratitude"
doing ofwhat
he didof without
the for
sanction
the
WPRO excels all other mediums in bringing in applicacopyright committee.
tions. 77% of applicants brought in by WPRO receive
Next to appear was Mr. Klauber,
loans, while only 30% of applicants brought in by other
CBS executive vice president, who
mediums are good risks. WPRO brings quick response
signed the extension for CBS and
from responsible listeners.
for its' owned and operated stations. He corroborrated
Mr. heLevy's
Complete details of these and many other WPRO
statement
and added that
was
records are ready for you to look over. Write today.
opposed to Mr. Hostetler and his
position, feeling that he was hosFor complete coverage, tell your advertising story to
tile to the networks. The "per
New England's second largest market — 1,225,578 conpiece" method, he declared, did not
have the endorsement of his comsumers— over WPRO, and get the results you're paypany. He added that he felt that
ing for.
those who want it ought to be provided with that method, the perIN
630
r*\
n
n
tit
THE

others. centage basis to be retained U
Regarding the trial, Mr. Klaubi
said he did not want to see it h<
gin because he felt the governmei
was not prepared and because 1
felt the additional time availah
might have made possible tr
working out of a consent decre
Government counsel, he conclude
seemed pleased that ASCAP wj
willing to grant five-year extei
sions.
Mr. Ashby's Review
FOR NBC, Mr. Ashby, vice pres
dent and general attorney, read
statement reviewing the ASCA 1
negotiations, which the board at I
thorized for distribution to NA j
members. Mr. Ashby said thai
briefly summarized, the reasons fc ]
the signing of the five-year exter I
sions by WCAU, CBS and NB( I
were as follows:
1. No written extension had been
procured prior to that time for Vl\
period from Sept. 1 to Dec. 31, 1931
The government's
suit was,pre;ilj
the2.opinion
of these broadcasters
ent, inadequately prepared and stoo 1
a good chance of being lost.
The government's
be finally
determined bysuitthecould
highire I
appellate court for probably two yean=|
4. The broadcasting stations havl
contracts with advertisers extendinj
far beyond Dec. 31, 1935, and ASCA
music must be made available fo
these advertisers.
5. Broadcasting
cann< j
satisfactorily
operatestations
under preseir]
conditions
without
the
music
cor I
trolled by ASCAP.
<>. The courts have no power, i t
the opinionof of
order tlio
extension
the counsel,
ASCAP to
contracts
the
present
any ASCAP.
other term]
without
the terms
consentor of
7. In the event of a government
victory, finally upheld in the highest
courts,
five-year
contract periofl
woulj
operate the
during
(lie transition
which would be necessary to work on
the details of the new methods of li i
censing the performance of music anij
to put such new methods into aetun
operal
K. ion.
Should the government be in
successful in its suit, this five - yea
contract would insure us against an;
further increases being demanded o
the broadcasters for five years.
0. The government counsel defi
nitely advised us that this extensioi
suit
it was thetheonly
extensioi
wouldsince
not prejudice
government":
that could be procured.
10. In the event of tin ASCAI
victory, ASCAP and its member*
would undoubtedly be so drunk will
power that tremendous increases woult
be demanded with little hope of no
gotiating a favorable contract.
11. Should
government's
cas<
appear
weak, itthewould
be practicallj
impossible to secure an extension oi
the present terms prior to a decisiot
of the trial court.
Viewed as Prejudicial
FINALLY Mr. Hostetler appeared
and refuted the contentions of the
proponents of the five-year extension. He said his letter to Mr.-|
Loucks did not imply that anybo'' !
was a "traitor to the government",
as had been insinuated, but restated his belief that entry into
the contract at the time was prejudicial to the government suit. Declaring that he had been retained
by the NAB, which had committed
itself to a "per piece" plan, he said
BIGGEST
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was only carrying: out the intctions of the board in endeaing to procure revision of eonikts on such a basis,
i'ontesting the Klauber and Levy
|jrs, Mr. Hostetler said he bethe "per
piece"notplancost
is sound
Ji edthat
it would
more
pey, even with the "accounting
lenities" which would be inked. Throughout the negotiaks, he contended, he had done
rything possible to avoid a
4ich within the industry.
Ijn
considering-the routine
a business,
board convendecided
D recommendation of Edwin M.
«nce. WBAL. general chairman,
exclude from its sessions all
-members of the NAB. Mr.
!-nce pointed out that under the
sent dues system, whereby stats pay dues on the basis of their
best quarter - hour rate, NAB
' dons.
nbershipIt is
reachthatof the
all
waswithin
decided
rd would meet several times
ing the convention and once bej the convention convenes in
orado Springs to pass upon new
nbership applications,
"he board also instructed Mr.
fcks to propose an amendment
:he by-laws under which active
nbership would be limited to
■iial stations holding licenses
;<tn the FCC. All non - stat ion
libers, such as station represents, transcription companies,
Sneering firms and the like
jld be placed in a new classifion of associate members, withvoting privileges.
.11 members of the NAB board.
h the exception of Mr. Fitzrick and Powel Crosley Jr., were
sent at the meeting.
3yd Thomas Reported
iking Station Options
7ERESTS represented by Lloyd
•mas, operator of WROK, RockA. 111., are reliably reported to
securing options for the purse of a number of stations in
Midwest, chiefly in Nebraska
h the possibility of ultimately
ning a "farm network". Thomlas secured an option on KGBZ,
•k. Neb., operated by Dr. George
ler. veterinarian, and sharing
p with KMA, Shenandoah, la.,
ieh wants full time on the wave,
homas also has contacted other
ions, including WAAW, Omaand WJAG,
Norfolk, Neb.
•mas formerly was Chamber of
timerce secretary of Hastings,
and was the original man■ v of the old KFXF, operated
re by Westinghouse in the early
io days. Later he went with
C in New York to handle sales
its owned and managed stalls and last year acquired half
rest in WROK.
KFEL

- KV OD
DENVER
orld Program Service?
YES!

THE

Copyright
As

Warner

Situation
Abandons

EXCITEMENT over the copyright
quandary, occasioned by the postponement of the government suit
and the almost coincident signing
of five - year extensions with
ASCAP by the networks and
WCAU, reached a new climax during the June 24 week when five
subsidiary publishing houses of
Warner Bros., big motion picture
firm, announced their withdrawal
from ASCAP effective Dec. 31,
1935. It is on that date that the
contracts of broadcasting stations
with ASCAP expire.
Here is the typical letter from
Warner Bros, subsidiary publishing houses received by a number
of stations as BROADCASTING went
to press June 25. Presumably similar letters will go to all stations:
"This is to inform you that on
Dec. 31, 1935 our agreement with
ASCAP terminates, and after that
date all licenses for public performance of our copyrighted musical compositions by means of radio broadcasting must be obtained
from us. Please be advised that
unlicensed broadcasting of any of
our copyrighted works will be followed promptly by injunction and
damages under the copyright law."
Feist May Join
THE FIVE Warner Bros, houses
are said to produce between 38
and 40% of all ASCAP music performed over the air. The houses
include Harms, Witmark, Remick,
Chappell-Harms and New World
Music Corp. For several months
thei'e has been division within
ASCAP ranks and the threat of
the Warner organization to withdraw. Moreover, it is reported that
Leo Feist Inc., another important
publishing house, may join Warner
in the defection from ASCAP.
There was no indication given
as to how the Warner houses
would license their catalogues —
whether on a percentage basis, as
does ASCAP, or on a "per piece"
plan, whereby they would fix a
price on the radio performance of
each composition. In any event
it was evident that a new situation,
befuddling the copyright issue
more than ever, has been precipitated with no indication at this
time as to the effect it will have
upon the government suit, now
awaiting resumption of trial in
November, and upon the five-year
extensions signed by the networks
and WCAU with ASCAP.
Also, there must be taken into
account the fact that several other
organizations in ASCAP may decide to withdraw, aside from such
pools as Associated Music Publishers and the Society of European Stage Authors & Composers
which have been dunning stations
for many months for licenses.
With the developments in ASCAP,
it is felt they will resume their
operations with renewed vigor.
Austrian and German societies
also have hinted they will withBIGGEST
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Is

Upset

ASCAP

draw from ASCAP Dec. 31, 1935.
Consternation was expressed by
those close to the copyright issue as to what effect the Warner
Bros, withdrawal may have upon
the government suit against
ASCAP. The suit alleged a monopoly of music performance
rights by ASCAP. With the Warner houses leaving the fold,
ASCAP's alleged monopoly will be
diminished materially, it is pointed
out. Government counsel, while
declining to be quoted, were investigating the situation, in the light
of the new developments.
Presumably, under the standard
form of ASCAP contract, the networks and WCAU may have the
chance of voiding their new fiveyear extensions from next January 1 by reason of the Warner defection from ASCAP. The standard contract, Paragraph 7, reads:
"That The Society agrees during
the term hereof to maintain for
the service of licensee substantially its present catalogue of compositions heretofore or hereafter,
during the term hereof, copyrighted compositions by members of the
Society. Society reserves the right,
however, at any time and from
time to time, to withdraw from its
repertoire and from operation of
the within licenses, any musical
composition or compositions and
upon such withdrawal, licensee
may immediately cancel the within
agreement by giving wr'tten notice
to Society of its election to do so."

Modernized
Transmission!
MODERN broadcast stations arc
creating improved programs . . .
they appreciate the selectivity
and fidelity
cast receiversof . the
. . newer
and tobroadkeep
pace and serve better their audiences and clients they are modernizing their equipment . . . improving the quality of their signal.
• This organization of practical
radio engineers can bring your
station up to highest standards
and modern technical perfection
through the application of the
most advanced practices of radio
engineering.
Complete Broadcast
Construction
Rebuilding
Equipment
Installation
Write us regarding your transmission
problems
and wo ourwillservices
give you
dot nils reitardinpr
... fullor
better still, we'll be at the NAB Convention to discuss
mission
possibilities improved
with you. transW. P. MILLIARD CO.
2106 S. Calumet Ave.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

NEWSFLASH
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More
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COLUMBIA
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PROGRAMS

Broadcast Each Week
The only affiliated Columbia Network Station in Wisconsin.
...ready
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W.I
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for YOU
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NEWS

123 West Michigan St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
PALL H. RAYMER
New York — Chicago — San Francisco
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NOTES

KXYZ, Houston, opened its new studios June 1 with an inaugural program which included prominent
guet.ts and messages from wellknown persons. The main studio accom odates a 40-piece band. New
high fidelity equipment was put into
commission, using 1 kw. power.
KXYZ prides itself upon being strictly a local station, according to Tilford Jones, president. World Program Service was used in the inaugural program, with a recorded greeting from 123 WBS stations delivered
by Percy L. Deutsch. WBS president.
WHAT is described as the longest
remote line in the Middle West and
second longest in the country was
opened June 16 by WHIO, Dayton,
O., in starting a series of programs
from Indian Lake. 70 miles away.
The line includes 83 circuit miles of
wire. In the June 16 broadcast,
with Eddy Duchin playing a onenight stand, mayors of six nearby
towns were brought to the microphone.
Some 250 speakers in the park are
monitored off a master set constantly
tuned to WHIO.
RECENTLY WBNX, New York, issued a challenge to radio stations in
the metropolitan area for a tennis
tournament.
The response
unanimous in its absence.
Therewaswere
no
takers. Perhaps says the station
management, word got around that
Ned Ervin, production chief, and
Frank Johnson, program director,
both members of the WBNX tennis
team, have defeated champions in
their ranking as amateurs.
KRE, Berkeley, Cal., has remodeled
and doubled its studio and office space
in the Glenn Connolly Bldg. Improved
ditions facilities
have also forbeenprograms
made. and au-

Flood News Aired
KFEL and KVOD, Denver,
dropped scheduled programs
to confine their programs to
flood news during the recent
inundation of Colorado
Springs and the Cherry
Creek
Gene operators,
O'Fallon
and W.area.
D. Pile,
and Henry Orbach, provided
coverage until 3 a. m., inbroadcast.cluding atwo-way shortwave
BRIEF
but being
inclusive
"caseover
histories"
of
accounts
carried
KNX,
Hollywood, telling specifically how
they have pulled for sponsors, are being published by that station in a
sales promotion campaign. KNX has
also issued three new reports, one
giving a detailed breakdown of the
Ross-Federal Survey of the 11 Western states last March, another detailing KNX signal coverage of those
states and the third setting forth
vey.
KNX's night-time audience buying
power as determined by a recent surWGAR, Cleveland, is canceling accounts which do not meet its standards of quality, according to John F.
Patt, manager, who is submitting
doubtful accounts to the Federal
Trade Commission. Food & Drug Administration and Better Business Bureau.
WBAL, Baltimore, has completed a
"Colonial Room" for auditions and
special broadcasts, with a loud speaker hidden by tapestry and operated
from a table control box.
A REMOTE control studio at the
University of Washington, is the
source of a half-hour feature University on Review Sunday nights on
KJR. Seattle. The equipment is
used by the university for instruction
in speech, drama, music and languages.
KPRC. Houston. Tex., celebrated its
tenth anniversary in May with a
special program announced by Kenneth A. Millican. Local talent participated in an elaborate series of
broadcasts.
LOCATED across the street from
WMAZ, torium
Macon,
the Macon
with a Ga.,
seating,
capacityaudi-of
4.000 has been engaged as a studio for
Negro bands, spelling bees and other
large audience events.
KFUH are the call letters of the
new station at Del Monte, Cal., and
KIUQ have been assigned as the
call of the new local at Alexandria,
La.

WFBG
ALTOONA,

PA.

1310 kilocycles
100 watts
The Ideal Outlet
for

FCC BRAWL GAME
Commission Staff Perpetrates
a Galaxy of Errors —
IN A GAME called in the fil
inning on account of darkness at
rain, though the sun still she!
and the rain had ended the di
before,
FCC the
"irregulars"
on Jul
22 defeated
FCC regulars
the government department leag
11 to 10. The irregulars co:
prised department
heads
a 11
others qualified by reason of t,
fact that they could not quali
for
the now
Commission's
which
boasts ofregular
last tea
pla
standing in the inter-departme i
series.
Paul D. P. Spearman, FCC gi \
eral counsel, pitching three inninj
held the opposition to no h<
while on defense George Port
assistant counsel, who played fii
base, and James A. Kennedy,
the Legal Department, shortstc
were
stars.for"Errors"
said totheaccount
most ofwe:t
regulars'
home runs runs,
were though
scored offsevei
Jo
Barron, engineer, and James
Ballard, license section, who
lieved Spearman in the box.
Maj. A. V. Dalrymple, Comm i
sion lawyer, who umpired, call)
the game in the fifth after the
regulars failed on additional sec
ing chances given them when ext
strikes and plenty of walks we
allowed. The lineup also include
Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, chief engine<
rf; Herbert Pettey, secretary, 2
John Reynolds, assistant seci
tary, 3b; Col. D. G. Arnold, chi
examiner, If; Andrew D. Rir
chief broadcast engineer, cf ; Jam
Cunningham, lawyer, c; Melvin
Dalberg, principal examiner, su
stitute rf, and Lieut. E. K. Je
chief telegraph engineer, 3b.
Farnsworth

Expands Foreign Tieuj
FOLLOWING
disclosure of t
fact in the June 15 issue
Broadcasting,
Farnsworth
Tele-n
vision Inc., with
laboratories
Philadelphia and San Francise
officially confirmed its patent - el
change
agreement
with Baird
vision Ltd.,
of London.
It was Tel'
al;
disclosed that Farnsworth Tele1
sion has entered into a simil
agreement with Fernseh A. G., t)
German
television organizatic
which also has an agreement wis
Baird.
Farnsworth recently announc
it, like the RCA Mfg. Co., w
going to erect an initial televisi
transmitter for public reception
and around Philadelphia. Philo
Farnsworth, young vice preside
of the corporation and its techi
cal guide, formerly was connect
with Philco in television researc
President of Farnsworth Televisi
Inc. is J. B. McCarger, of S;
Francisco. George Everson, Si
Francisco, is secretary, and A
Brolly is chief engineer.
KFEL

Central Penna. Coverage
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Write Roy Thompson

Los Angeles Coverage?
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'rogram
If NBC

Policies
Praised

■Jes Conference Hears Views
' idorsing Continuity Check
10 GRAM policies were the keyte of the first sales management
nferenee of the NBC, attended
l more than 70 sales executives
ine 24-25 at Westchester Couny Club, Rye, N. Y., with mesjges from the FCC, Association of
[itional Advertisers, Advertising
!;deration of America, and other
i iganizations
commending the
ilfeC project for elimination of obi.btionable advertising being read
' Edgar Kobak, NBC vice presiislnt in charge of sales, who preisJed most of the time.
: Richard C. Patterson, Jr., execute vice president of NBC, prep|Jed at the session devoted to disMssion of the NBC Continuity Accjptance Department, established
N 1934. A letter from Chairman
all praising the project is pubithed in full elsewhere in this
feue.
iJohn Benson, president of
AAA, said "You have done pionjr work in this regard for which
pjvertisers and agencies should be
- e p 1 y grateful. Undoubtedly,
ere have been a number of objec>bns on the part of broadcasting
onsors who wish to use more li•nse than is good for the medium
fed for those who use it, and you
ije to be commended for taking a
Ija position in this regard."
Proprietary Accounts
rUART PEABODY, chairman of
■e board of ANA and director of
'vertising of Borden Company,
jrote Mr. Kobak: "Personally, I
[Jieve that recent activities have
irred this matter up beyond its
jal importance. As opposed to
[ ffi method of adopting and publishing a so-called code of ethics,
personally prefer the quiet way
which you work with your adSrtisers. As you know, we have
en on an NBC network with a
ow for six months which has
en a rather difficult one to
indie from the censorship angle.
"There . have been
ith your company butdiscussions
we have
ways been able to get together,
id I don't believe anything went
it on the air under our auspices
hich would in any way offend the
ajority of listeners. We have
mnd you reasonable and constructs, and the result of this policy
Is been a conscious effort on our
firt to keep our program well
Rthin bounds."
; Writing on behalf of the advi8ry committee on advertising of
|e Proprietary Association, Ed3rd H. Gardner, executive secrecy of the committee, stated:
proprietary remedies fill a genu\e social need and the public will
? ocure them by some means. It
; better to have their rightful
ace defined, and their rightful
aims allowed, than to adopt the
|sy solution of outlawing them.
■ has been your policy to work
THE

FEZ AND ALL— Wiley P. Harris,
director of WJDX, Jackson, Miss.,
as he appeared at the June conclave of Shriners in Washington.
He is past potentate of Wahabi
Temple, Jackson, and has been one
of its Imperial Council representatives for the last 13 years and
a prominent member of Imperial
Council committees.
carefully with manufacturers and
their agents in bringing their continuities into conformity with the
best standards of good taste and
therapeutic truthfulness. This requires patience and time, but in
the long run it is the most effecmethod."
In tive
discussing
the NBC policies,
Mr. Kobak said: "NBC took the
lead more than a year and a half
ago in insistence upon good taste
standards and has refused a number of accounts which we considered not suitable for the air. This
work is going along quietly and
efficiently with one thought in
mind, to protect the consumer and
the listener and at the same time
to give the conscientious manufacturer a fair opportunity to sell
his products. As broadcasters, we
have the right to censor all advertising, but I have found recently
that manufacturers are doing
everything they can to abide by
our suggestions to clean up advertising copy and thus make censorship unnecessary."

AMALGAMATED WIRELESS
Ltd., with headquarters in Sydney,
Australia, has been designated as
Australasian representatives for
JSJBC transcriptions. V. M. Brooker
is manager of the Broadcasting
Department.
BIGGEST
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\HUch your Efforts
to a Local Star!
■Jc Full time outlet of Columbia Broadcasting
System.
■fa Serving 222,000 in primary area.
*

And 623,000 in Secondary area.

■jt With an unchallenged
record for successful
merchandising of sponproductswealthiest
in state's
community.
largestsoredand

tivity."
STARS

FALL

ON

MINNESOTA

Atwater Kent Returning
RETURN of the Atwater Kent
program, again presenting Josef
Pasternak's orchestra with artists
of the opera and concert stages,
was promised by Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc., the agency, in a statement June 25. Thirtysix concerts will be presented, beginning next September. Neither
network nor time has been decided
upon, the agency stated, but the
radio manufacturer hopes to obtain a Sunday night period.
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CBS IS AMES ADVISOR
ON CHILD PROGRAMS
TO HELP fix higher standards for
children's programs, in line with
the recent policy announcement of
President Paley, CBS on June 24
named Dr. Arthur T. Jersild, associate professor of education at
Teachers' College, Columbia University, as consulting psychologist
to the network and its clients. Dr.
Jersild, who is also research associate at the Child Development
Institute and author of Child Psychology among other books and
treatises dealing with child guidance, is widely recognized as an
authority on child training.
"The task of creating better
standards for children's programs," said Dr. Jersild when his
appointment
was announced,
"is
one
which requires
the promotion
of constructive policies rather than
the mere censoring of what is bad.
The broadcaster must appeal to
the child's interest, but he must
also needs.
considerThetheusual
child's
welfare
and
child
likes
adventures and thrills and within
reasonable bounds he has as much
right to them as does the adult.
But it is indefensible to exploit
the emotions of the normal child,
to prey on his fears, to drill him
in a false sense of reality, or to
drench him with hokus-pokus and
sleight-of-hand solutions of human
problems.
"In taking the initiative in the
recognition of its editorial responsibility toward this question, CBS
naturally has the approval of educators, and I am happy to be a
part of this forward-looking ac-

ST. PAUL mjj

Night after night the brightest stars
of the radio world fall on Minnesota
from the transmitter of KSTP.
And they fall on an alert audience
... a responsive audience . . . and the
largest audience, naturally!
How come? Because KSTP offers the
star programs of the Red and Blue
Networks of NBC exclusively in the
9th U. S. Retail Market. Consequently, in this Minneapolis-St. Paul Metropolitan Trading Area (where 74.3c
out of every retail dollar in Minnesota
are spent) KSTP dominates with
50.1% of the total Twin Cities' radio
audience.
Our Weekly Program Schedule and a
Certified Copy of the Ernst 8C Ernst
Survey will be sent you promptly on
request. Just write to
General Sales Office, KSTP,
Minneapolis, Minn., or to our
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
... in New York: Paul H. Raymer
Co., ... in Chicago, Detroit, San
Francisco: John Blair Co.
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FCC

Hearing on Transcriptions
(Continued from page 12)
than half are in small communiserted offer more varied entertainties which are in real need of such
ment than transcriptions. Moreover, he said, the WBS service ofprograms.
Leroy Mark, president of WOL,
fers only 2% hours of programWashington, declared in his testiming per day and local stations
mony that while he was not a sub- require phonograph records to fill
scriber to the WBS service, he felt out their schedule. His proposal
transcriptions should be encouraged
to the FCC would make the 15because they provide local stations
minute announcement applicable
with a type of program not other- to all recordings, and he suggested the following regulation:
wise available. Constant interpoEach licensee shall make a clear
lation of the transcription announcement, he said, tends to and concise announcement at the be"spoil" the program.
ginning of every program as to the
use
therein
of any mechanical reproLocal Station Aspect
duction, phonograph
record,recording,
electrical
transcription,
or other
APPEARING for local broadcastunless
the
use
thereof
is
merely
inciing stations, which he said were
dental as for identification or backnow in process of organizing themground. The exact form of announceselves, George 0. Sutton, Washment is not prescribed, but the language shall be clear and in terms
ington attorney, made a plea for
used and understood.
application of the 15 - minute an- commonly
The announcement required hereby
nouncement requirement to phonoshall be repeated each 15 minutes
graph records. He took issue with
until the conclusion of the program,
the resolution adopted at the NAB
unless such repetition would interrupt
convention last year seeking elim- a single consecutive recorded speech
ination of the announcement for
consecutive recorded protranscriptions, but which did not or a single
gram, and nouncement
in shallsuch
cases,as the
be made
soon anas
ask that phonograph records be
included.
possible thereafter, and in no event
later than the next station identifiThe local station, Mr. Sutton
cation announcement.
said, has no live talent readily
Any fraudulent
or misleading
state-to
available and is dependent upon
ments or announcements
relative
phonograph records, which he as- a recorded program, or the failure to
properlygramand
clearly anounce
as required
hereby, the
may probe
KGIR
deemed by the Commission as sufficient grounds for the revocation of
Butte, Montana
the station license or the denial of
any application for its renewal.
Joe McGillvra,
From Gen. Samuel T. Ansell,
485 Madison Ave.,
Washington counsel for the AmerNew York City, Eastern Representative
ican Federation of Musicians, and
a persistent foe of what he des-

AN
HORSE
AN
AND

IDEA
WAS
RACES — HMM — ARE PEOPLE
IDEA
WAS
HOW!
ESTIMATES
SHOW A

EDDN
INTERESTED?

TRIED
MILLION FANS

IT
WDDDED!
2 TO 3 HOURS OF HORSE RACE BROADCASTING PER DAY
CONSTANTLY SPONSORED FOR OVER ONE FULL YEAR

THRILL
FOLLOW

BUELL PATTERSON (AMERICA'S ACE)
AS HE DESCRIBES RACE BY RACE AS
THEY ARE RUN AT ALL OF THE
TRACKS IN THE U.S. A.

MAJOR

There are a few 15 minute strips available during
this, the greatest sports broadcast on the air. Advertisers and their agencies are invited to inquire for
details as to participation. Write or 'phone WJJD,
Chicago, or our representatives in New York and
Detroit, Free 8C Sleininger, Inc.
Complete NBC Service
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
National Representatives
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20,000 WATTS — 1130 Kc.

cribes as "canned music", came 1!
assault upon transcriptions a]
what they allegedly have done '
increase unemployment in mul
cians' ranks. First he contest
the WBS argument that the F(
was without power to consider ti
angle.
The conflict, Gen. Ansell <
clared, was one between "man a
machine" and he charged that 1
object was to "release the restr
tions upon the use of mechanii
music", because it "interferes w:
the profits" of stations. His ;
tack was
against "mechaniz
music"
generally.
NBC, said Phillip J. Hennessi
its counsel, has a dual interest
the transcription problem, not ox
from the standpoint of live tale
but also because it is inaugurati
a transcribed program servi
These interests, he said, "are co
patible". He emphasized that
distinguishing
"live"
a]
recorded
talent, between
the burden
is up!
the recorded program.
A recoi
ing, he asserted, should not
given the public on any basis otr
than the present.
Mr. Hennessey said he believ
the term "electrical transcriptio
was a misnomer, and that the tei
"recorded program" was more z
plicable. Announcements, in 1
opinion, should be required both I
fore and after each 15-minute pi
gram, rather than just once. 1
said his organization was oppos
to the NAB resolution for elir
nation of the announcement ;
together.
CBS Against Change
UNQUALIFIED opposition eaif
from CBS through its Washingt
counsel, Duke M. Patrick. A fc
mer general counsel of the FC
he reviewed the history of tra
scription regulation, declaring th
the whole purpose was to preve
broadcasting
stationsforfrom
ing off something
live "paw
tale

that was not that." He said
was his opinion that the existii
regulations had been violated (
by the failure to make the a
nouncement, and (2) to deceive |j
public into the belief that it is li
tening to network performances
Referring directly to the WI
service, Mr. Patrick said he b
lieved deception would result if tl r
regulations were amended. Tl
service is a "hybrid" progra
rather than a transcription, Ijn
added, in that announcements a> «
interpolated
locally
between
bers. "I can't
possibly
see nuf
ho (
such a change could be benefici
and I can see where it wou
hurt," he said. A change in tlip;
procedure of announcement, 1
added, "would be a bad thing fit
radio generally and to the train
scription
company
itself."
Concluding,
he said
he believe,.,
the present regulation adequate
There hasforbeen
"no clamor"
froi
listeners
a change,
he pointe
out, asserting that the only demar
is from stations which "woul
like to get a substitute for li\
programs for the purpose of d *
KFEL
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security that has resulted has facilitated the hiring of staff or' '1"16 S i 1 ci S
*
Mr. Segal said that if the WBS
service is crippled, stations will be
forced back to phonograph records.
He described them as the "most
anti-employment" device in radio
insofar
cerned. as musicians are con-

try or indirectly deceiving the
flic."
|.ppearing
as chairman of the
iB commercial section as well
I a station operator, Arthur
"rbrch, of KMBC, Kansas City,
t placed in the record the resopns adopted at the last two
'|B conventions petitioning the
II! to eliminate the announcert altogether. Discussing the
I4S service, he said it enables
;ions associated with networks
neet their responsibility of proing aas"regional
service"
lisuers
distinguished
fromto the
iponal service of the chains.
Regional Programs
•NTRARY to the general view,
|]said, there are not many stalls realizing profits on their inrtments. The supplementary
vice such as that provided by
ascriptions, he pointed out, is
gntial to stations,
fe outlined in detail how he uses
WBS service for regional projms and declared that one of the
;!grams has been accorded the
rgest audience reaction" on the
ipion. He maintained that these
nscribed programs should not
announced any oftener than
Be originating in New York
!r the networks, and not being
lounced outside the station's
J-n studios. "It is our feeling
It it would work a distinct hard;'p
on broadcasters
were
uired
to make anif they
announcent
of each individual number,"
concluded.
"or Standard Radio Advertising
J representing also a group of
t,-nt stations, Ben S. Fisher.
: shington attorney, supported
) substance of the WBS argu>nt. He brought out that the
ndard library was inaugurated
y three months ago and already
1 60 station subscribers, evidenca demand for this character
program rendition. Among in-ations of this company, he said,
6 a "volume expander" designed
give higher fidelity in repro;tion. Moreover, he said, Stand now is conducting large scale
aeriments with "sound-on-film"
transcription broadcasting. He
:ed that the regulation be interted to permit announcements at
minute intervals.
Scientific Advance
TERING an appearance for
Q and KGA, Spokane, former
|iator C. C. Dill, Washington atjney, observed that science has
de the fidelity of music by traniption as good as reproduction
wire, and for that reason he
W no basis for discrimination as
their announcement.
iaoul Mario, appearing for Berm& Pierce
Inc.,
W"ham,
York,Castleman
advertising
counsellors,
Jl a former program director of
3S, CBS and WOR, declared
It the announcement require;nt stigmatizes the electrical
nscription program in a way
.t is unfair and improper. QualTHE

The Strato-Radio Transmitter
HERE is the 40-pound transmitter
built by RCA-Victor for the National Geographic
Society's
upperair venture.
Robert
M. Morris,
NBC development engineer (left)
shows Capt. Albert W. Stevens,
commander of the balloon flight,
how it works. The transmitter is
only a bit larger than a miniature
home receiver and was designed by
Mr. Morris. It uses 8 watts but
at a high altitude covers more than
a thousand miles. Mr. Morris also
designed a miniature superheterodyne receiver weighing only 15
pounds net. It has single control
but is ten times as sensitive as the
dual-control used in the disastrous
flight last year.
ity of transcriptions, he said is
"100 per cent", and the best talent
is placed on them. The restriction,
he declared, is holding up much
business that would gravitate to
smaller stations.
Arthur E. Garmaize, counsel for
the Columbia Phonograph Co. Inc.,
New York, said his company was
in accord with the WBS proposal.
Closing argument was given by
Mr. Segal, in which he summed up
all of the opposition. He was particularly emphatic in pointing out
that the only issue raised and before the FCC related to clarification of the regulation respecting
multiple announcements in connection with the program service,
and not to elimination of the announcement entirely. WBS, he
said, "desires to continue that announcement."
Alluding directly to the opposition of CBS, Mr. Segal observed
that four of the CBS-owned stations were subscribing to the program service of Standard.
Aid to Employment
THE WBS service, Mr. Segal continued, has stimulated rather than
diminished employment. He said
he knew of no instance where
any station has discharged a single artist or dismissed a staff orchestra because of it, but that on
the contrary, the increased financial
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Mr. Segal recited statistics to
show the extent to which musicians are employed in transcription production. Each man, he
said, gets $50 for a six-hour day,
which is the highest scale, as
against $30 for a six-hour day for
phonograph records. In the case
of the transcription, that revenue
comes from the stations who pay
for the transcription as well as
royalties for performances, whereas from records the musician gets
nothing. In the last 15 months,
he said, WBS had spent some
$200,000 for its program service
recordings.
Comparing with the networks,
Mr. Segal declared that there are
some 200 stations on the three
networks whose evening time
largely is given over to network
programs. Thus, he declared,
three network orchestras supply
200 hours of station time at $12
per man. "Gen. Ansell," he said,
"picked the wrjng man to jump
on employment." Moreover, he
said, there are only about 250 business organizations in America
which can afford to use the networks as an advertising medium,
whereas there are some 8,500 regional advertisers who turn to
transcriptions or spot as well as
an uncounted number of local advertisers.
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ACTIONS

FEDERAL

Decisions

. . .

JUNE 18
WNAX, Yankton, S. D. — Granted modif.
CP change equip., transmitter site.
KGDM, Stockton, Cal. — Granted modif.
CP re transmitter site, change equip., extend completion.
WJW, Akron — Granted license for CP
1210 kc 100 w unltd., new equip.
WHBY,
cense for CPGreen
1200 Bay,
kc 100Wis.w — NGranted
250 w li-D
•unltd.
WTMV,
East1500
St. kcLouis.
Granted license for CP
100 111.—
w unltd.
NEW. A'pxandria Brdcstg. Co. Inc.,
La. — Granted CP 1420 kc 100
wAlexandria,
D.
WABI, Bangor, Me. — Granted consent
vol. assignment license to Community
Brdcstg. Service.
WREN, Lawrence, Kan. — Granted consent vol. assignment CP to Wren Brdcstg.
Co.. Lawrence.
KGHL. Billings, Mont. — Granted exp.
auth. 780 kc 1 kw N 2V2 kw D unltd. 90
davs.
KTAT, Fort Worth — Granted reg. license.
reg.KGKO.
license. Wichita Falls, Tex.— Granted
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— WCFL,
Chicago, granted temp. auth. use present
trans, as aux. 30 days : KBTM, Jonesboro,
Ark., granted extension temp. auth. use
present equin. to 7-19-35 pending compliance with CP ; KWLC, Decorah, la., granted temp. auth. operate one hour per week
to
7-14-35.
summer period.and remain silent specified
SET FOR HEARING — NEW. E. F. Sapp
& S. F. Sapp, Wayeross Brdcstg. Co.,
Wavcross. Ga.. applic. CP 1200 kc 100 w
unltd. : KSO. Des Moines, apnlic. CP move
transmitter, increase from 250 w 500 w
D to 500 w N 1 kw D, change equip. ;
NEW. Northern California Amusement
Co., Yreka, Cal.. applic. CP 1500 kc 100
w unltd. : NEW, Edwin A. Kaaft. Fairbanks, Alaska, applic. CP 950 kc 250 w
unltd. ; NEW, Golden Empire Brdcstg. Co.,
Redding, Cal., applic. CP 1370 kc 100 w
unltd. ; NEW, Golden Empire Brdcstg. Co.,
Sacramento. Cal., applic. CP 1500 kc 100
w unltd. : Harry B. Culver, Beverly Hills,
Cal.. applic. CP 710 kc 500 w ltd. ; NEW,
Chicago Brdcstg. Assn., Chicago, applic.
CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd. ; KFPL, Dublin,
Tex., applic. modif. CP transmitter site,
change equip. ; KMBC, Kansac City, applic. license for CP 950 kc 1 kw N 5 kw
D unltd.: KSD, St. Louis, Mo., applic.
modif. license to increase hours from
S-KFTJO to unltd. ; WKJC, Lancaster, Pa.,
applic. consent vol. assignment license to
Associated Broadcasters Inc., and applic.
transfer control of license to Mason-Dixon
Radio Group Inc., and applic. move station to Easton, Pa. ; NEW, Springfield
Newspapers Inc., Springfield, O., applic.
CP 1120 kc 250 w D ; NEW, Oil Capital
Brdcstg.
CP
1210 kc Ass'n.,
100 wKilgore,
unltd.,Tex.,
asksapplic.
facilities
KWEA: WBNO, New Orleans, applic.
modif. license from 1200 to 1500 kc, hours
from S-WJBW to unltd. ; NEW, Advertiser Pub. Co. Ltd.. Honolulu, T. H., applic. CP 11850 and 15230 kc 2 kw spec,
hours ; KGFG, Oklahoma City, applic.
modif. license from S-KCRC to unltd., asks
facilities of KCRC ; KEHE, Los Angeles,
applic. CP move locally, install new equip.,
increase to 1 kw N 5 kw D, increase hours
from S-KELW to unltd. : KCRC, Enid,
Okla., applic. renewal 1370 kc 100 w N
250 w D S-KGFG.
ACTION ON EXAMINERS- REPORTS
—change
WMBR,equip.,
Jacksonville,
Fla.,100denied
increase from
to 250 CPw
D, sustaining Examiner Dalberg ; NEW,
Fred L. Packard & A. Rosenberg, Los Angeles, denied CP 1160 kc 250 w D, sustaining Examiner Walker ; KFBK, Sacramento, granted CP move transmitter,
change equip., change from 1310 to 1490
kc, increase from 100 w to 5 kw unltd.,
reversing Examiner Walker ; WBIG,
Greensboro, N. C, denied modif. license to
increase from 500 w to 1 kw N 1440 kc 1
kw unltd., sustaining Examiner Hyde;
WFBR, Buffalo, denied CP new equip.,
change from 1310 to 800 kc, increase from
100 wi N 250 w D to 1 kw, change time
from unltd. to LS Dallas, sustaining Examiner Hill ; Associated Brdcstg. Corp.,
Cumberland, Md., granted modif. license
from D to 6 a. m.-LS Dallas 800 kc 250 w,
sustaining Examiner Hill ; WBAX, WilkesBarre, Pa., denied CP change equip., increase from 100 w to 100 w N 250 w D,
change hours from spec, to unltd. sustainPage 106
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ing Examiner Walker and granted renewal
250 w D ; WARD, Brooklyn, denied request
of license 1210 kc 100 w spec, reversing
continuance oral argument on Ex.
Examiner Walker; WKOK, Sunbury, Pa., 30-day
denied modif. license from spec, to unltd., Rep. 1-40, set for 6-24-35 ; WLTH, Brookpostponement
arguments "unreversing Examiner Walker, and granted
til lyn,
fall" denied
; KRKD,
Angeles,
rerenewal license 1210 kc 100 w spec, susconsideration aLos
nd grant
of CPdenied
increase
taining Examiner Walker.
power, change equip.
RATIFICATIONS:
ORAL ARGUMENTS GRANTED —
KFBB, Great Falls, Mont., granted oral
WHBY, WMT, WTMV, KWBG, WPAY,
argument in Ex. Rep. 1-48 on applic. exp.
KMBC, gramWLBF,
— Granted ext. proauth.,
to
be
heard
9-12-35.
tests periodWBBM
30 days.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED (request
KOB,
Albuquerque,
— Period
of applicants)
— NEW,Rochester,
Brown N.
RadioY., Serpower extended N.ten M.days
(6-10).for
vice & Laboratory,
CP reduced
Raoul
Mario,
New
York,
granted
request
630 kc 250 w D ; NEW, Howell Brdcstg.
appear 6-20-35 in hearing on Rule 176
Co. Inc., Rochester, N. Y., CP 1210 kc 100 to(6-13).
w 250 w LS unltd. ; WCAP, Asbury Park,
WLWL, New York — Granted leave to file
N. J., exp. auth. 1280 kc 1 kw ; KADA,
appearance at hearing 6-27-35 ; motions of
Ada, Okla., CP 1200 kc 250 w D ; NEW,
York, and WWL, New OrConnecticut Brdcstg. Co., New Britain, WNYC, leans,New
for denial as in cases of default of
Conn., CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, J. modif. license
applic. of WLWL overruled
David Stern, New York, CP 810 kc 500 w
(6-14).
spec, hours.
Caller-Times
Pub. Co. Inc., Corpus
APPLICATION DENIED— NEW, ArkTex. — Granted request to take
La-Tex Radio Corp., Shreveport, La., CP Christi,
depositions
in
apposition applic Eagle
850 kc 10 kw unltd.
(6-12) . Co. Inc., for CP new station
MISCELLANEOUS — WAAF, Chicago, Brdcstg.
deniedout hearing,
petitiondisregarding
to increase applic.
to 1 kw500D wwithN ;
WOV, New
York — Granted
order
take
to support
applic. CP,
renewal
WW J, Detroit, denied petition to increase depositions
(6-11).
from 1 to 5 kw without hearing on proKYA,depositions
San Francisco
— Granted
test of WAAF; NEW, Edwin A. Kraft.
to support
applic.order
CP
Fairbanks, Alaska, denied petition for take
(6-11).
grant of CP 950 kc 250 w without hearWLBC,
Muncie,to Inch
— Granted
ing;cago,WGN,granted
WMAQ,
WENR,
WCFL.applic.
Chi- take
depositions
support
applic.order
CP
petition
intervene
(5-28).
WAAF ; KGAR, Tucson, Ariz., denied conKOB,
Albuquerque:
KEX.
Portland,
tinuance of hearing set for 8-1-35 on apOre. : WCAU,
plic. change from 1370 to 1450 kc, increase
tension of time toPhiladelphia
file briefs —inGranted
hearing exon
from 100 to 250 w N; WHN, New York,
applic. WDGY, Minneapolis, and WINS,
reconsidered and granted applic. auth. new
New York (6-13).
equip., increase from 1 to 5 kw D ; NEW,
Black Hills Broadcast Co., Rapid City, S.
JUNE 25
D., denied petition for grant of CP without hearing
1370
kc
100
w
;
NEW,
EduWAZL,
Hazleton,
— Granted extension
cational Radio Inc., Spartanburg, S. C, temp. auth. operate Pa.spec,
hours 3 months
denied reconsideration of action setting simul. WILM.
for hearing applic. 1420 100 w unltd. ;
WPG,
Atlantic
City
—
Granted
vol. assign, license to city of Atlanticconsent
City.
WMFE,
New grant
Britain,
Conn.,
test against
of CP
and denied
modif. proCP
WBZ, Boston — Granted CP change
to Wm. J. Sanders, New Britain, 1380 kc equip.

RCA TELEVISION COMMITTEE— Left to right: C. W. Horn, NBC research director; J. C. Warner, head of Radiotron division; E. W. Engstrom, assistant engineer in charge of RCA television development; Dr.
C. H. Taylor, chief engineer, RCA Communications Inc.; R. R. Beal, RCA
research director; O. H. Hanson, NBC chief engineer; Dr. W. R. G.
Baker, head of RCA- Victor, chairman of committee; H. K. Norton,
assistant to David Sarnoff.
THAT RCA is going more seri- committee was announced: "Nobody knows how long it will take
ously than ever into the possibilisome of the deep wrinties of bringing out its still-guard- to ironkles inout
television as we know it
ed laboratory television develop- today. We have made a great deal
ments for public gaze was reafin our research laborafirmed June 25 when David Sar- of progress
tories during the past three years,
noff, president, announced an inter- and we hope that the experience
company committee to lay plans gained in the field test will enable
for RCA's field test of high defini- us to determine more definitely the
tion television, promised for next possibilities of television service
year. Mr. Sarnoff last May 7 an- with standards that will be acceptnounced to stockholders that RCA
able to the American public.
within 12 or 15 months will con"In the meantime there are instruct a transmitter between New
numerable problems both technical
York and Philadelphia and put out and non-technical that can only be
experimental receiving sets to test solved through the operation of a
controlled field test. We must
television under actual operating
conditions.
study transmission and reception
The inter - company committee
factors, we must design and redesign and rebuild apparatus, and
takes in experts of RCA subsidiaries, and is headed by Dr. W. R. we must evolve an entirely new
G. Baker, vice president and gen- broadcasting technique. While the
eral manager of the RCA - Victor difficulties are many, we are confidivision. Mr. Baker said, when the
dent of the ultimate results."

KLZ, Denver — Granted modif. CP chai I
transmitter site, increase from 2% to 1
kw, extend completion.
KSD,completion.
St. Louis — Granted modif. CP <|
tend
KOMO, Seattle — Granted amended
move transmitter locally, install n J
equip, and increase from 1 to 5 kw I
WOR, toNewark
— Granted
for n 1 g|
move
Carteret,
N. J.,license
install
equip., increase to 50 kw.
Juneau,
forKINY,
CP new
stationAlaska
1310 — kcGranted
100 w licer
unl nj
WCAD,
Canton,
N.
Y.
—
Granted
mod
J
license re hours.
WREN,
Lawrence,
Kan.
—
Granted
mod
CP change equip., increase to 5 kw D. 1ij
WJR, Detroit — Granted CP chan \
equip., increase to 50 kw.
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— WJA I
Norfolk, Neb., granted temp. auth. opi |
ate spec hours ; KGCX, Wolf Poiil
Mont., granted temp. auth. operate sp.
hours ; WHAZ, Troy, N. Y., grant ,
temp. auth. remain silent spec houi a
KGGF, Coffeyville, Kan., granted tea I
auth. operate spec, hours ; WTRC, E j
hart, Ind., granted temp. auth. opere j
spec, hours; WFIL, Philadelphia, grant!
extension temp. auth. operate 560 kc I
kw N in July; WDBO, Orlando, Flj
granted extension temp. auth. operE]
with added 750 w N in July ; WAMJ
Laurel, Miss., granted temp. auth. remaj
silent to move studio, install equii '
KFNF, Shenandoah, la., granted tern
auth.
spec HEARING
hours of KUSD
SET use FOR
— NEW,to Aug.Ral 'I|
Peroz Perry, Santurco, P. R., CP 13
kc 250 w unltd. : NEW, V. H. Lake
H. E. Stanford d/b L & S Brdcstg. C ,
Atlanta, CP 1210 kc 100 w D; WEOj
Rockford, 111., modif. license from S-WHIj
to
NEW, docket
Walkeramended
Jamar, toDulutj
CP unltd.;
in hearing
151
kc 100 w unltd., req. facilities KGE1
WMBG, Richmond, Va., CP in hearii
docket amended to 1350 kc 500 w unlt<
change
equip. amended
; WKAR, toE. 850
Lansing,
Micl"
mod. license
kc 1 kw
LS at WWL; WRDW, Augusta, Ga., C
in hearing docket amended to 1240 kc 2.
w N 1 kw D unltd., move transmitter
cally, change from 1500 to 1240 kc,
crease from 100 to 250 w N 1 kw D n«
equip. ; KFPY, Spokane, CP new equii ;
increase from 1 to 5 kw, move locall
KUSD, Vermillion, S. D., modif. lieen
to S-KFHF; KGFK, Moorhead, Minn., i
newal set for hearing, temp, license grar
ed ; WEBC, Superior, Wis., modif. licen
from 1 to 5 kw (to be heard befo
Broadcast Division) ; KMA, Shenandoa
la., renewal ; KGCX, Wolf Point, Mon
CP in hearing docket amended to 14
ke 1 kw unltd. ; NEW, Knox Brdcstg. C
Inc., unltd.
Schenectady,
Y., CP 1240 kc
kw
asks call N.WKBA.
MISCELLANEOUS— KSO. Cedar Ra
ids, denied reconsideration hearing on
plic. 500 w 1 kw D ; WILL, Urbana. II
& KFNF, Shenandoah, la., denied tern,
auth. operate simul. spec, hours ; NEV
D. A. Wark & H. H. Hedstrom, Tw*
Falls, Id., adopted Ex. Rep. recommend
ing
CP 1500
kc 100
w be Dav
witl
drawnapplic.
without
prejudice
; NEW,
Parmer, Columbus, Ga., granted petitic
intervene applic. WJTL : WGN. WCF1
WMAQ. WENR, Chicago, granted pet
tion intervene applic. WJJD ; KPOF, Dei
ver, denied reconsideration hearing aopli
increase to 1 kw D : KGGC, San Frai
cisco, denied reconsiderating hearing ai
plic. to increase to unltd. : Commission 1
hear oral arguments in Ex. Rep. 1-54 l
applic. Helena Brdcstg. Co., Helena, Mont
Montaha Brdcstg. Co., Boulder, and E. 1
Cranev, Helena, new station 1420 kc 100 ^
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED— WDE1
Wilmington,
Del., CPElmira,
1120 keN. 500Y.,w modij
1 k'.
LS unltd. : WESG,
license 850 kc 1 kw LS ; WGAR, Clev<
land. exp. auth. 1450 kc 1 kw unltd.
WEBQ,
Harrisburg,
1210 ke 100
w 250 w 111.,
LS modif.
unltd. : licem
NETS
Wm. B. Smullin, Salem, Ore., CP 144
kc
500 wCo.unltd.;
NEW, Alaska
Service
Inc., Juneau,
Alaska,Radio.
denie
as in default CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd.
BROADCAST
ACTION ONDIVISION
CASES (action
HEARD takeB"
June 11) — NEW, Winger & Thoma;
Chattanooga, denied applic CP 1200 k
100 w unltd. : NEW, Valley Brdcsts
Serv.1120Inc.,
Chattanooga,
denied applii
CP
kc 100
w D.
RATIFICATIONS :
KPCB,
Seattle — toGranted
move
transmitter
2d & temp,
Univ. autl
Ave
move studio to Cobb bldg. (6-15).
WOR, Newark — -Granted extension prCj
gram test period 30 days (6-18).
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Maminers' Reports . . .
jiLE,
Portland, (1-62)
Ore. — Examiner
Bramreeommended
that applic.
for
|!f. of license from 1300 to 1250 kc
,v. and from spec, to unltd., be denied.
I CAE, Pittsburgh — Examiner Hill rec, ended (1-63) that applic. CP 1220 kc
i 5 kw LS unltd. be granted.
3W, Centennial Brdcstg. Corp., Dallas,
1200 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Eugene
ikbgory & Mildred English d/b Dallas
■sXz- Co., CP 1500 kc 100 w D & spec;
me DeBogory d/b Paris Brdcstg. Co.,
s, Tex., CP 1500 kc 100 w D ; KGKB,
r, Tex., modif. license 1500 kc 100 w
. — Examiner Walker recommended
i) that applic. Centennial Brdcstg.
i. be denied ; that applic. Dallas
:stg. Co. be granted for D and 8 p. m.light
and denied
6-7 be
p. m.granted
; that ;
ic. Paris
Brdcstg.for Co.
applic. KGKB be granted.
- EW. D. A. Wark & H. H. Hadstrom,
i Falls, Ida. — Examiner Bramhall reclended (1-65) that application for CP
kc 100 w unltd. be dismissed withprejudice.
EW, John Calvin Welch, William M.
;r, Bonner Frizell d/b Palestine Brd1 Assn., Palestine, Tex. — Examiner
; 'iker
that applic.
1420 recommended
kc 100 w D be(1-66)
granted.

House Speakers
LOUD speakers in the House
of Representatives at Washington were installed experimentally June 24 by RCA
Manufacturing Co. under a
resolution by Rep. Karl Stefan (R.), of Norfolk, Neb.,
the former radio announcer
of WJAG who was elected to
Congress last year. Reactions of members ranged variously from enthusiasm to
the reported annoyance of
Speaker Byrns over the magnification of his gavel raps
as they were picked up by
the microphones. The installation includes five microphones and an amplifier.
KFJM, Grand Forks, N. D. — CP change
equip., freq. from 1370 to 1390 kc, power
from 100 w to 1 kw 5 kw D, amended to
1410 kc.
KSD, completion.
St. Louis — Modif. CP as modif. to
extend
WBBM, Chicago — License for CP increase power, new equip., change hours,
extension spec. auth. synchronize with
KFAB LS to midnight.
WCFL,moveChicago
— Licenseincrease
for CP
modif.
transmitter,
power,as
license use present transmitter as auxiliary, aut. measure antenna power.
NEW, Mountain States Brdcstg. Corp.,
Salt Lake City— CP 550 kc 500 w unltd.
850NEW,
kc 250R.w J.
D. Nasser, Sacramento — CP
KPCB,
Seattle
— CP tomove4th transmitter
217 Pine St., studio
& Universityto
St., change equip.
KDYL,
City — CPamended
increasere
from
1 to Salt
5 kw, Lake
new equip.,
transmitter.
JUNE 14
WGH, Newport News, Va. — License for
CP
w D.new equip., increase from 100 to 250
— License
CPWSVA,
modif. Harrisonburg,
for new stationVa. 550
kc 500 forw
unltd.
NEW, Albert E. Davis, Brownwood,
Tex. — CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd.
WJAX, Jacksonville, Fla.— Modif. CP
re transmitter site, amended with site at
Municipal Golf Course, extend completion.
WOWO,
Fort from
Wayne,
equip.,
increase
10 to Ind.
25 —kwCP 10 new
kw

)plications . . .
JUNE 13
EW, Wolverine Brdcstg. Co., Ann ArMich. — CP 830 kc 1 kw D asks call
NR.
MC,ciseMemphis
CP change
from 1 kw— 2%
kw D toequip.,
1 kw in-5
D.
DAE, Tampa, Fla. — CP change equip.,
iease D power from 1 to 5 kw.

\ . Stability

•cientific Radio Service Crystals are ground to an accuracy
.01% beforein
thanlaborato
BETTER
|F
they leave our
ries
>rder to meet our own specifications.
•
New Low Prices!

D. WCFL, Chicago — Extension exp. auth.
unltd. to 2-1-36.
KVOR, Colorado Springs, Col. — CP
move transmitter locally, change equip.,
amended re antenna.
kc KGA,
1 kw Spokane,
5 kw D. Wash. — Exp. auth. 950
APPLICATIONS RETURNED —NEW,
Philip J. Wiseman, Lewiston, Me., CP
1210 kc 100 w unltd. ; WDAE, Tampa,
Fla., modif. exp. auth. new equip., increase from 1 kw 2V> kw D to 1 kw 5
kw D; KFGM, Grand Forks, N. D., license for spec. auth. increase from 100
to 250 w.
JUNE 17
NEW, Best Brdcstg. Co., Frankfort, Ky.
—CP 1210 kc 100 w 250 w LS unltd.
NEW,
1210
kc 100G. wL.D,Burns,
amendedBrady,
to 1500Tex.kc.— CP
NEW, J. W. Stanford d/b Brunswick
Brdcstg.
Co., Brunswick, Ga. — CP 1310 kc
100 w unltd.
KWKH,
La. — Extension
auth. 1100 Shreveport,
kc unltd., directional
N. exp.
KLUF,
Galveston,
Tex.
—
Extension
exp.
auth. 100 w 250 w LS.
WJBC,
Bloomington,
III.
—
CP
new
wequip.,
LS. increase from 100 w to 100 w 250
— License
for new
CP
asWMT,
modif. Cedar
move Rapids
transmitter
install
equip.
KFAB, Lincoln, Neb. — Extension exp.
auth. synchronize WBBM LS-midnight.
NEW, Pauline Holden, Porterville, Cal.
—kc CPunltd.
1160 kc 100 w D, amended to 1210
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— KIUN,
Pecos, Tex., modif. CP change equip. ;
NEW, Skagit Valley Radio Co., Mt. Vernon, Wash., CP 100 w unltd. : NEW, Al-

LOW
TEMPERATURE
COEFFICIENT
CRYSTALS
These LOW TEMPERATURE
COEFFICIENT CRYSTALS
are supplied in Isolantite Air;ap Holders in the 550-1500
£c. band at only
$50.00 each
Complete
Prompt Delivery Assured
We maintain a Monitor
Service

RADIO SERVICE
124 JACKSON AVENUE
University Park
HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND
Send for our price list and
booklet
Dept. B-7-5

THE

BIGGEST

STATION
jliIL
dy 1, 1935

LITTLE

IN THE

ST. LOUIS, MO.
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fred Frank & Clarence Bamberger, Salt
Lake City, CP 550 kc 500 w unltd. ; NEW,
Pacific Agricultural Foundation Ltd., San
Jose, Cal., CP 980 kc 100 w D ; KQW,
Fresno, Cal., CP move trans. & studio from
San Jose to Fresno, amended re antenna.
JUNE 19
locally.
WQDM, St. Albans, Vt.— CP move
NEW, Brown Radio Service & Lab.,
Rochester, N. Y. — CP 1210 kc 100 w D
amended to omit request facilities of
WOCL.
NEW, Steel City Brdcstg. Co., Pittsre equip. burgh—CP 890 kc 500 w unltd., amended
KSCJ,
City, la.Sh.— Modif.
license
from
Simul.Sioux
D WTAQ,
N, to unltd.
KSUN,
Ariz. — Modif. license
from
D to Lowell,
unltd.
NEW, Julius Brunton & Sons Co., Fresno, Cal. — CP 980 kc 250 w D.
APPLICATIONS
NEW,
Thames
Brdcstg. Co.,RETURNED
New London,— Conn.,
CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd., amended to 1500
kc D ; WPAD, Paducah, Ky., license for
CP as amended to move transmitter.
JUNE 22
NEW, National Television Corp., New
York — CP 42000-56000, 60000-86000 kc 30
w NEW,
unltd. Monocacy Brdcstg. Co., Rockville, Md., CP 1140 kc 250 w D.
NEW, American Brdcstg. Corp. of Ohio,
Cleveland — CP 890 kc 500 w 1 kw D
unltd., facilities WMMN, amended to
change equip., transmitter site near
Brooklyn, Cleveland.
WJBK, Detroit — CP change equip.
WMPC, Lapeer, Mich. — License for CP
change
equip.,
100 w 250
w D.increase from 100 w to
KQV,
Pittsburgh
— Modif.
license
from
1380
to 890
kc, unltd.,
facilities
WMMN.
WROL, Knoxville — Modif. CP change
equip., antenna.
WMFD,
C. — hours.
Modif. license fromWilmington,
D to D plusN.spec,
NEW, A. Stanhart Graham, E. V. Baxter, Norman Baxter, d/b Pittsburgh BrdCo., Pittsburg,
CP kc.1310 kc
100 w cstg.unltd.,
amended Kan.
to —1500
WIRE,
Indianapolis
—
CP
change
increase from 500 w 1 kw D to equip.,
5 kw
D & N.
KROC, Rochester, Minn.— Modif. CP as
modif. transmitter site amended re antanna, transmitter highway 52, Rochester.
KFIZ,cense spec,
Fondhours.
du Lac, Wis. — Modif. li-

REMOTE

FCC

Considering

1510

kc.

Channel

Identical Antennas Proposed
To Reduce Interference
POSSIBLE opening of an additional channel (1510 kc.) for local
broadcasting stations, is being considered by the Engineering Department of the FCC in connection
with its so-called clear-channel
study which began last Spring.
Thought is being given to this
in the accumulation of data on
radiation characteristics of antennas which would be identical and
used by all stations in the 100watt category on adjacent frequencies. The top regular broadcast
band frequency is 1500 kc. on
which some 30 local stations now
are assigned. Identical antennas,
it is felt, would be a prerequisite
since there necessarily would be
a sharp reduction in mileage septerference.arations now specified to avoid inShould this channel be opened,
then there would be room for assignment of possibly 30 to 40 additional local stations on it, provided, of course, the engineering
deductions prove correct. There
are some 200 applications pending
for new local stations, prompted
largely by the provision in the
Communications Act allowing
them, without regard to quota,
provided no interference will be
caused.
KGBX,
Springfield,
auth.
change
equip. -Mo. — Modif. spec,
KHSL,
Chico,
Cal. — Vol.Brdcstg.
assignment
sense to Golden Empire
Co. li-

AMPLIFIER

B94-S

You can pipe your remote programs in for less money when
using GATES Remote program amplifiers and yet have the
finest of equipment manufactured by the industries largest
remote equipment manufacturer.
Amplifier B94-S is for three dynamic or inductor type microphones having wiping contact controls, 80 Db. gain, indicator
and unusual compactness.
Write for Bulletin 9 or better yet the entire GATES catalog.
GATES

RADIO & SUPPLY COMPANY
Manufacturing Engineers Since 1922
QUINCY, ILL., U.S.A.
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The

Other

Fellow's

Don't Blame Sponsor
To the Editor of Broadcasting:
In your June 1 issues of Broadcasting, Isaw an article entitled
"Wanted — Better Radio Critics",
and reading further I found that
the radio critics were blamed for
poor radio. They in turn blamed
the sponsor — who, if he had his
say, would probably blame the advertising agency. And so it goes,
this game of "Passing the Buck".
Why blame anybody ? Radio is in

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
T. A. M. CRAVEN
Consulting Radio Engineer
Allocation Engineering
Commercial Coverage Surveys
Antenna Installations
Complete Engineering Surveys
National Press Building
Washington, D. C.
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
Synchronization Equipment Design.
Field Strength and Station Location
Surveys. Line
Antenna
Design. Wire
Problems.
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
N. Y. Offi.ee: Englewood, N. J.
PAUL
GODLEY
and Associates
Radio Engineers
Montclair, N. J.
Phone Montclair 2-7859
FREQUENCY MONITORING SERVICE
Reference frequencies derived from the
National Standard of Frequency of the
National Bureau of Standards by continuous leased wire service.
For 24-hour Service
Phone GREENWOOD 2134
Washington
Institute ofD. Technology
Washington,
C.
EDGAR H. FELIX
1775 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes, Allocation and Location Investigations
VAN NOSTRANR RADIO
ENGINEERING SERVICE
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT SERVICE— More
fifty broadcasting
stations
servedthanregulaily
under annual agreements find our service highly accurate and dependable.
339 Leland Ter. N. E., ATLANTA, GA.
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Viewpoint

a very complete television stat 9
on We
the also
air. have studio f acilit J
built especially for television bro<V
casting, as well as all sorts «
scanning equipment, and compLi
practical operating equipment ii
broadcasting both sight and souj
from our own stage as well f
talking pictures from film. This
a reality — we have been and aj
doing it.
Television is now to the poii
where the public is willing to p i
two to rive hundred dollars for |
television receiving set. In fact,
have several of the largest stor
in the Twin Cities who have i
formed me as soon as I am a\
to broadcast a commercial static
over television, they will be mo
than glad to pay me for broa
casting commercial sight and soui
for them. Imagine the Pure Si
Hosiery Company advertising the
merchandise over W9XAT, and
the same time they are displayii
their hosiery, the vocalist wou
be singing over WDGY.
Dr. George W. Youn
WGDY, Minneapol:

. . .

the "adolescent" stage and like a
youngster in its teens is guilty of
a few "excesses". Nevertheless, it
is slowly but surely groping its
way to maturity. I've been in radio
about ten years — practically since
it was a baby and like a fond relative who watches a child grow, I
feel that I know something about
it. I have successfully handled
some dozen commercial programs
and have of necessity been thrown
in close contact with a dozen sponsors.
The providing
sponsor really
bad
fellow,
he is metisn't
halfa way.
The sponsor can't be all wrong.
He knows his own product and its
potential market. He has learned
over a period of years where marketing difficulties lie. So instead
of saying the sponsor is all wrong
and knows nothing about radio,
why not use the knowledge he has
acquired, combine it with showmanship and make "selling" radio
entertainment.
The advertising agencies cannot
always fill this need. They have
built their reputation on sales campaigns, not dance numbers. So in
my humble opinion there should be
a sort of "middleman" with a flair
for entertainment and enough business sense to build a radio program
with one hand, keep the other on
the radio public's pulse and listen
with both ears to the sponsor and
the advertising agency.
Where will we find this "middleask? if"Inyou
radio",
my
answer.man", youAnd
haveis any
trouble finding them, drop me a
line. I'll be glad toAnn
help. Brae,
Program Builder,
June 6
RKO Bldg., New York
Sight and Sound
To the Editor of Broadcasting:
I noticed an article in a recent
issue of Broadcasting stating that
KFWD, Hollywood, is broadcasting sound on film on the air.
Some time ago I wrote you relative to our having the basic patents on such a machine. You will
notice in the bottom portion of the
machine an open door inside of
which is the sound head which
takes the sound from the film and
broadcasts it over WDGY. This
we have been doing from time to

W9XAT's Television Apparatus
time for about a year. At the same
time we are taking the sound from
film, we are also scanning the film.
The scanning apparatus is in the
large disc from which the lens projects, and the photo electric cell is
in the square box high up on the
right of the machine. As we scan
the picture, we broadcast it on
W9XAT. We are broadcasting
talking pictures now very successfully. Owing to our extensive experiments in the laboratory, we
have as yet devoted no time to
publicity work.
We are broadcasting pictures on
43,000 kc. or approximately 7 meters. We have made an unlimited
number of experiments and I feel
we are further advanced in television than any other television
laboratory in the country. However, we are not interested so much
in the publicity end of it, owing to
the fact that there is no way to
realize any returns, but we have
RADIO TOWERS f£i
Two 80 ft. radio towers made up in
10 ft. sections — now atop Madison
Square Garden, New York. Offered
for quick
bidder.Pres.,
Address Col.sale
J. toR. highest
Kilpatrick,
Madison
Square
Garden
Corp'n,
307
W. 49th St., New York City.

FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements in
Broadcasting cost 7c per word for
each insertion. Cash must accomForms
pany order.close 25th and 10th of
month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
Local station desires experienced comt I
nation
announcer
and references,
operator. Give
details of
experience,
age, pifi jj
ture, etc. KFRO, Longview, Texas.
Man to sell radio advertising. Progre J
sive full time local station. Must be high ]
experienced. References required. Salai I
and
commission. WTAX, Springfield, I IJ
linois.
Sales manager to take charge of reta
sales midwestern station newspaper ownei
basic network, full time operation. Excel
lent opportunity
for experienced man. Bo
337,
Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
newspaperman
stf 1
tionExperienced
position, news
commentatordesires
or othe
duties. Studied broadcasting techniqu<
Good
education ; business college graduate
casting.
Formerly
screen advertising produce)
Young, sober, ambitious. Box 336, Broai
Station manager, now employed, desire
change. Wants connection with full tim
local station, or will purchase part inter
est.
Several
experience,
and a mor>
goo'
I
N
record
as a years
producer.
Opportunity
G
.
important than immediate salary. Will b I
at Colorado Springs. Box 339, Broadcast j
Available. Experienced sales and pro
gram itexecutive.
Despises
work —andbutmusac
cepts
as inevitable.
Married
feed family. Young — disgustingly healthy
Thorough working knowledge of sales, pro
grams, traffic, transcriptions, and contro
board operation. Now employed at one o:
nation's oldest and largest network sta
tions — but because of excellence of su
periors must seek better opportunity
Manage
smaller station ? Yes. Box 335
Broadcasting.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted mitter.
: One-half
transMust conformor one
to allkilowatt
requirements
of
Federal
Communications
Commission.
Broadcasting.
Give full details first letter. Box 33S
Wanted : 5 kw. transmitter. Will pay
cash. Box 340, BROADCASTING.
Music Service
Program Managers, Artists, send for
list of casting
newwithoutsongs
— available
for broadpayment
of copyright
fee.
Indiana Song Bureau, Salem, Indiana.
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Would

you

FAMILIES

25

rich

RED

PENNY

to

reach

every

the

in

Northern

Market

ONE

give

Ohio

?

When you figure that WTAJVPs potential audience totals 1,017,600
radio families,* you get a clear
picture of the wide market dominated bythis great, NBC Red Network station.
And when you become mathematical and stack up the cost of
WTAM's lime against the number
of families in its airea, the answer
is: with every penny you spend you
can influence the buying power
of twenty-five radio-minded,
WTAM-conscious, Northern Ohio
families.

%WTAM's potential circulation
as determined by the new NBC
Method of Audience Measurement by aireas.

WTAM

50,000

WATTS

CLEVELAND

NATIONAL
NEW
YORK
WEAF & WJZ

BROADCASTING
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
★ WASHINGTON
WRC & WMAL

SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON— WBZ

COMPANY,
SUBSIDIARY

★ CHICAGO
WMAQ & WENR

★ SAN

• SPRINGFIELD, MASS.— WBZA • SCHENECTADY— WGY
DENVER — KOA • PHILADELPHIA • DETROIT

INC.

FRANCISCO
KGO & KPO

• PITTSBURGH— KDKA

• CLEVELAND— WTAM

SEE THESE ALL-INCLUSIVE
Economical
The

new

RCA

Transcription

Equipment

for

High

Fidelity

Victor Type 70-A

and long-playing records may be

Equipment

used interchangeably.

offers

true high fidelity performance

Thus

this

on

unit serves all record-playing needs.

all records, at a reasonable price.

Only two units are needed to make

It will play lateral-cut records with

it possible to switch instantaneously

a full usable range of 30 to 7,000

from one record to another, regard-

cycles, and vertical-cut records with
a range of 30 to 1 0,000 cycles. Record speeds of 78 and 331/3 r. p. m.
are available at will, and standard

RCA

less of type, without

loss of time

on the air, in accordance with the
best control-room
for complete

technique. Write

technical bulletin.

VICTOR— THE ORIGINAL

SOURCE

TRANSMITTER
MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,

High Fidelity Reproduction — 30 to 7,000 cycles
from lateral-cut records, 30 to 10,000 cycles from
vertical-cut records. Constant-speed motor and felt
filter eliminate "wows" even on long sustained notes.
Two Speeds. 78 or 33% r. p.m. Speeds are shifted
easily and quickly.
deep.
Compact Design. Cabinet 3 I " high, 2l^"wTide, 19"
Easily Installed. No special foundation or base required. Plug in and operate.
Quiet Operation. Microphone may be used nearby.
To prevent transfer of motor vibrations to pick-up,
motor is sound insulated from both cabinet and turntable, and pick-up arm is insulated from cabinet.
Matched Frequency Response. Frequency characteristics of both pick-ups have been designed to match
recording characteristics, resulting in substantially flat
over-all characteristics.
High Output Level. Output circuits of the pick-ups
match a 200- to 250-ohm line. At 1,000 cycles either
reproducer delivers approximately 0.01 volts r.m.s.
to such a line which is about -48 db compared with
a zero level of 12.5 milliwatts.
Priced Right. The low price for this complete equipment, plus the fact no additional equipment is necessary for the second speed, reduces the expense to the
station. The units are sold outright and can be carried on your books as assets.

It always pays to do business with those who know their business
best. When considering transcription equipment, remember that
RCA Victor possesses the greatest experience in the world
in the recording and reproduction of phonograph records.

RCA

FEATURES

Inc.

SECTION
CAMDEN,

NEW

JERSEY

BROADCASTING
Semi - Monthly

Vol. 9 No. 2

yjffr combined

with

WASHINGTON,
JULY

Broadcast

D. C.

15, 1935

15c the
$3.00
the Copy
Year

Canada and Foreign
$4.00 the Year
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WHAT
The Power to do the job ...

A

COMBINATION

an ANTENNA

that gets FULL

I
!

MEASURE

"on the air" . . . New STUDIOS that can "handle" ANY broadcast job . . . and a
PROGRAM DIRECTOR second to none in the nation to handle YOUR show.

50.DDD

THE

WATTS
KNX

JOHN

"VOICE
BLAIR

OF

ft

HOLLYWOOD

6-CO.,National

Representatives

Everybody watches the drummer. People can't help it.
He demands attention. He gets it.
Listener attention to your sales message is all that
radio can give you. Are you getting enough of it?
Are you paying too much for it?
The Mutual Broadcasting System commands attention for your product in America's biggest markets.
71% of all U. S. radio families live in these markets.
They want the best you have to offer. They have
money to spend. They'll buy — in fact, they have been
doing most of the buying in this country for a long time.
But you've got to make them listen. On Mutual it will
cost you very little to beat a lively tune upon the cash
registers of these markets.
MUTUAL

WGN

Why not play to a full house? Other advertisers are
doing so at low cost on Mutual and with conspicuous
success.
Now is the best time for you to make a date to meet
this huge audience. Choice spots are available — you
know how scarce good radio time is later on. Reservations can be made 60 days in advance. Call, write or
wire any member station for complete information.
IMPORTANT— Prior to September 29, 1935, WXYZ will be affiliated
with Mutual as a Detroit outlet. • Thereafter, CKLW of Detroit and
Windsor will be available. CKLW has 5,000 watts power and operates
on a clear channel of 1,030 kilocycles

BROADCASTING

CHICAGO

*

WLW

CINCINNATI

*

WOR

SYSTEM

NEWARK

1 i F !i,
:::::::
THE

YANKEE

NETWORK

CONTROLS
PRIMARY
12

NEW

'' ill ^

•* »i UlJ-M nil

THE

AUDIENCE

ENGLAND

-i iM •"i

IN

M"-M^-■■■■i.HHl,Sill

CENTERS
III I

OF

THE

advertiser who

addresses
ich New

POPULATION

buys The Yankee

Network

the largest all-day audience

in the

England market.

stretching over the entire industrial and urban area

The obvious reason is that The Yankee
the largest chain in New
er than 100%

more

The interlocking coverage of The Yankee Network's
12 stations actually provides a primary audience

Network

England . . . provides bet-

stations than any other broad-

casting network . . . covers the New

England key

:ities and most densely populated areas . . . operates
continuously as a network day and night.

of New

England.

Advertisers

who

wish to cultivate New

should consider it as Yankee

Network

England

territory. No

single station or smaller group of stations can serve
this densely populated

area.

Only through Yankee Network
is it possible to concentrate

1 2-station coverage

New

into one great primary audience

England listeners
and sell New

Eng-

land as one market.
Yankee

Network
July 15, 1935
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THE

YANKEE
NETWORK,
INC.
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON
EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC., Exclusive National Sales Representative
NEW YORK— 17 East 42nd St
Murray Hill 2-3850
CHICAGO— Wrigley Bldg
Superior 7742
DETROIT— General Motors Bldg
Madison I035
SAN FRANCISCO — 865 Mission St.
Sutter 6400
Page 3

JF YOU are sort of going stale on your
radio plans, may we in all modesty solicit your confidence?

We've got a lot more to offer than mere
time on a list of swell stations. Almost any

We've got a whole file-full of smart ideas
and proven programs — the sort that build

business: We

returns, produce
ings for our
clients —

friends and

for ourselves and

FREE,

makes

ity ;help build your programs ; select your

their

our clients !

the world

go

JOHNS

can furnish complete statis-

tical data on any station or any commun-

business, increase bill-

agency

And that's what
'round !

kind of job in the radio business is our

talent; handle your auditions; clear your
time, etc., etc., etc. Will you call —
shall we deliver?

&

FIELD,

or

INC

Associated with Free & Sleininger, Inc.

C&adio
NEW YORK
110 East 42nd St.
Lexington 2-8660

CHICAGO
180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

WCSC

Charleston

WIS . (NBC)
WAIU

Columbia
Columbus

WOC

. (CBS)

....

cJiahon

Davenport

C^epreseniahves

DETROIT
General Motors Bldg.
Madison 1423

SANRussFRANCISCO
Building
Sutter 5415

WDAY . (NBC)
Fargo
WDRC
. (CBS) .... Hartford
WKZO
Kalamazoo
WNOX
WMAZ

. (CBS) ....
. (NBC)

Knoxville
Macon

WMBD
WPTF

LOS
C. of ANGELES
C. Bldg.
Richmond 6184
. (CBS)
. (NBC)

Peori
Raleigl

KTUL . (CBS)
KALE

Tuls.
Portlam

Published semi-monthly by Broadcasting Publications,
Inc.,Office
870 atNational
Press D. Building,
at the Post
Washington,
C, under Washington,
act of March D.3, C.1879.Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933,
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^AB

Emerges

Solid
By

jpyright

Issue

Dominates

i Board Reiterates
ERGING from the most severe
•a - industry test it has faced
;e broadcasting came of age,
13th annual convention of the
B at Colorado Springs adrned July 10 after three days
intensive activity with a soliity and spirit that banished
m the minds of the 461 broad(ters in attendance any idea of
>reak in industry ranks.
•)ut of a maze of conflicting
wpoints, notably on the burncopyright issue, came frank
eussion which resulted in a
arer understanding among all
> 'ups. With that sore spot salved
i official endorsement of the fiveir extensions of the ASCAP
•yright contracts accepted by
two networks and by WCAU,
iladelphia, the convention moved
ward to its regular order of
I iiness, adopting various resolu! ms touching upon all phases of
>adcasting activity.
President Fitzpatrick
,ECTED to head the NAB for
; ensuing year, without opposing was Leo J. Fitzpatrick, genii manager of WJR, Detroit.
ie of the most popular figures in
i industry, Mr. Fitzpatrick was
minated both by the official nomiting committee and from the
I or by the "independent ticket"
it was put forward.
; Elevated to the first vice presipcy .was Charles W. Myers,
f )IN, Portland, the incumbent seci d vice president. Edward A. Al"i, WLVA, Lynchburg, Va., was
■cted second vice president withi t opposition. He has been rei rded unofficially as the leader of
j 3 local independent group of stains, and was instrumental in the
ionization during the convention
the National Independent Broadsters Inc., to be affiliated with
e NAB as an independent stam section.
In the major convention contro' rsy,
D. Levy, and
co-owner
of
CAU,Isaac
Philadelphia,
leading
r?ure in the copyright negotialons with ASCAP, was re-elected
easurer. Announcing his indeIindent candidacy for re-election
jir. Levy made issue whether the
dustry, by re-electing him, would
gnify its confidence in the work
■ had done in the copyright nertiations.
uly 15, 1935
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1935-36 Officers and Directors of NAB
President
William S. Hedges, WEAF, New
York
Leo J. Fitzpatrick, WJR, Detroit
H. K. Carpenter, WHK. Cleveland
First Vice President
I. Buffalo
R. Lounsberry, WGR-WKBW,
Charles
land W. Myers, KOIN, PortCity M. Russell, WRC-WMAL,
Frank
Second Vice President
Washington
Arthur B. Church, KMBC, Kansas
Edward A. Allen, WLVA, Lynchburg, Va.
Treasurer
New Directors
(3-year term)
Isaac D. Levy, WCAU, PhiladelEd Craig, WSM. Nashville
Ralph
Managing Director
cisco Brunton, KJBS, San Franphia James W. Baldwin
Tom
Directors Continued
kaneW. Symons Jr., KFPY, SpoAlfred J. McCosker, WOR, Newark
W. Wright Gedge, WMBC, Detroit
Gardner Cowles Jr., KSO-KRNT,
Harry C. Butcher, WJSV, Washington
Des Moines, was named director
John J. Gillin Jr., WOW, Omaha
until the next convention by the
Gordon Persons, WSFA, Montboard of maining
directors
vacancy. to fill the regomery, Ala.
Immediately following adjournment of the convention, the new
board of directors met and appointed James W.Baldwin, of Washington, assistant managing director, to the managing directorship.
He succeeds Philip G. Loucks, for

four and one-half years the executive head of NAB, who several
months ago announced he would
not be a candidate to succeed himself. Mr. Loucks returns to his
law practice.
Mr. Baldwin assumes the man-

NEW MANAGING DIRECTOR—
James W. Baldwin is unanimous
choice of NAB board as successor
to Philip G. Loucks.
aging directorship after two years
with the NAB. Formerly secretary
of the old Federal Radio Commission, he joined the NAB in 1932
as assistant managing director.
Later he became executive officer
of the Code Authority for the radio broadcasting industry, serving
more than a year. With the demise
of NRA last May and all codes
along with it he rejoined the NAB.
He is also the principal owner of
WGH, Newport News,
On the business side, the convention speedily adopted a series

1935-1936 NAB OFFICERS AND BOARD— First row, left to right: Alfred J. McCosker, WOR, Newark;
Edward A. Allen, WLVA, Lynchburg, Va., v ce president; Leo J. Fitzpatrick, WJR, Detroit, president;
C. W. Myers, KOIN, Portland, Ore., first vice president; James W. Baldwin, new managing director.
Standing, left to right: Frank M. Russell, WRC-WMAL, Washington; John J. Gillin, WOW, Omaha; Harry
C. Butcher, WJSV, Washington; J. O. Maland, WHO, Des Moines; T. W. Symons, Jr., KFPY, Spokane;
Arthur B. Church, KMBC, Kansas City; Ralph R. Brunton, KJBS, San Francisco; I. R. Lounsberry,
WGR-WKBW, Buffalo; William S. Hedges, WEAF, N?w York; H. K. Carpenter, WHK, Cleveland; W. W.
Gedge, WMBC, Detroit. Absent when this photograph was taken were S. Gordon Persons, WSFA, Montgomery, director; Gardner Cowles, Jr., Iowa Broadcasting Co., director; Ed Craig, WSM, Nashville, director,
and Isaac J. Levy, WCAU, Philadelphia, re-elected treasurer.
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Tof resolutions aimed at industrial
stability and the furtherance of
broadcasting as a major medium
of advertising. Reaffirmed was the
resolution of last year looking
toward creation of a cooperative
bureau for authentication of station coverage and listener data, in
cooperation with the American Association of Advertising Agencies
and the Association of National
Advertisers. The plan already
drafted for the creation of a bureau of agency recognition also
was adopted, provided the cost of
its first year of operation — about
$16,000 — will be subscribed to by
stations which wish to do so.
To supplant the trade practice
provisions of the NRA code, the
convention adopted a new code of
ethics incorporating all of the desirable provisions of the government document which had resulted
in eliminating business practices
repugnant to good taste. Unlike
previous conventions, there was no
bickering about contingent or per
inquiry business, payments of excessive commissions, and similar
subjects on which there formerly
was divided interest. Now, it is
apparent, all stations alike view
them as undesirable.
Groups Formed
DESPITE the apprehension that
was manifest before the convention, there appeared to be little
concern over the creation, during
the convention, of class station
groups by newspaper - owned stations and by the local independents,
or those not affiliated with the
major networks. In perfecting
their organizations, but only as
units of the NAB, both groups
sought to make clear beyond any
doubt that they would function
simply as NAB sections or departmental to tackle problems peculiar to their own interests.
Hailed as an endeavor which
will give proper recognition to the
esthetic side of radio was the action of the convention endorsing
the creation of annual NAB awards
for conspicious examples of public
service by stations. To be analagous to the Pulitzer awards in the
literary and newspaper fields, the
project was fostered by Lambdin
Kay, WSB, Atlanta. A committee
representing the NAB will be designated by President Fitzpatrick
to cooperate with one from the
Radio Manufacturers Association,
which already has voted in favor
of such a plan and has offered a
substantial sum as its contribution. Awards are being planned
not only to stations for meritorious and outstanding services, but
also to advertisers and advertising
agencies which may excel in their
air performances.
Mr. Prall Reassures

OVERSHADOWED only by the
vexatious copyright turmoil was
the keynote address of Anning S.
Prall, chairman of the FCC, delivered at the opening business session July 8. Instead of dealing in
regulatory generalities, he went directly into questionable programs
and longer licenses, among other
topics. His reassuring words of
no censorship, no "hog-wild" program crusade, and no upheavals
won enthusiastic applause. He injected a new spirit in many of
those who were dubious about the
FCC's objections. [Mr. Prall's adPage 6

Storm

Mr. Hostetler

Centers

Mr. Levy

Golf

Cup

Captured

by Carl Haymond
Beats Arthur Kemp, John Blair
In Playoff at Convention
A PLAYOFF of a triple tie was
necessary to determine the winner
of the silver trophy awarded annually by Broadcasting Magazine
to the winner of the NAB convention golf tournament, with Carl
Haymond, operator of KMO, Tacoma, Wash., the eventual victor.
Shooting a gross of 80, with a
12 handicap, Mr. Haymond won
the trophy with a 68 net score.
Second was Arthur Kemp, KNX,
Hollywood, who was awarded the
cup verpresented
by known
combined
Denstations to be
hereafter

dress is published in full text in
this issue.]
The only other guest speaker
was Andrew W. Cruse, chief of
the electrical division of the Department of Commerce. He dealt
with television, and found the convention with its ear cocked to this
imminent adjunct of aural radio.
as the
Kemp's
Back from a two-month inspection
scoreDenver
was 72Cup.
after Mr.
a handicap
of visual radio in Europe, Mr. net
of
15.
Third
was
John
Blair,
presCruse predicted that in two years
ident of John Blair & Co., with a
there will be an entirely new pic- net of 76 after a 14 handicap.
ture on television. He advised deWith the same handicaps, the
velopment in this country along
existing lines, but with an eye on three top-flight players showed
slightly better form in the reguthe European operations, perhaps
lar tourney play in which they tied
through designation of an industry
scores of 67. Five playobserver abroad. And he also ad- with ersnet
tied in the regular tournament
vocated an NAB television comwith 68 nets.
mittee to keep its finger on all play
Players posted their regular
laboratory developments and have
club handicaps under the rules of
the industry primed to launch into the
tournament. Best gross score
visual radio once it breaks through
its scientific and economic shell. for the sporty Broadmoor course
at Colorado Springs was the 75 of
[Mr. Cruse's address also is dealt
Don Anderson, who recently acwith elsewhere in this issue.]
quired part interest with L. A.
Benson in WIL, St. Louis; his
Biggest in History
handicap
WHEN President J. Truman Ward,
net a 69. of 6, however, made his
of WLAC, Nashville, banged down
Following are the players and
the gavel in the Broadmoor Hotel
auditorium on the morning of July their scores:
8, he called to order the biggest
Final Playoff
convention in NAB history, with
broadcasters, station representa- Carl Haymond, KMO
12 cap68Net
tives, transcription producers, engi- Arthur Kemp, KNX Handi15
neers and a scattering of adver- John Blair, John Blair & Co. 14 72
76
tising agency and advertising exTournament
Scores
ecutives jamming the place to caJohn Blair
14 67
pacity.
In his opening address, he raced Carl Haymond
12 67
Arthur Kemp
15 67
through the multitude of conven24 68
tion topics, relying upon subse- Leon Levy, WCAU
T. Convey, KWK . . .17 68
quent speakers to elaborate on Robert
Ed.
Voynow,
Edward
Petry
them. He touched upon such
& Co
18 68
events as the educational program
C. T. Hagman, WTCN
13 68
conferences, in which broadcasting
C. P. McGregor, McGregor
& Sollie Co
20 68
was on trial and won; state legislation; the demise of the NRA
Paul A. Raymer, Paul A.
Co
21 69
code; and, then, ASCAP and copy- DonRaymer
WIL
6 69
right, which was preordained to be D. W.Anderson,
Thornburgh, WBBM 24 70
the big event. He told how the Early Wilson,
KABC
17 71
industry had prospered during the C. L. Egner, WEAF
22 72
last year with gross time sales Jack Stewart, WEIL
30 72
during the first four months of the H. A. Woodman, KDKA . . .13 72
current year about 20% ahead of V. H. Pribble, WTAM
20 73
14 73
the same span last year. He re- Gene Pack, KSL
Harrison
Holliway,
KFRC
.
23
73
minded the convention that 1934
11 74
business reached $72,887,000 for Jerry King, KFWB
R. Lounsberry, WGR- 20 74
the peak 12 months since the birth I. WKBW
of the medium. He paid tribute to C. G. Phillips, KIDO
24 74
Phil Loucks, and drew deafening Bond Geddes, RMA
18 74
E.
L.
Bengston,
KLZ
20 74
applause. Finally, he made a plea
for a unified industry.
"A split in our ranks," he said,
"would be a severe blow to the aging director. Before him he saw
future of our industry. This as- an auditorium crammed to overflowing— an almost ludicrous consociation is bigger than any one
trast to the handful of men who
man or group of men. We all have
a common cause and interest and handed him the managing director's job four and one-half years
there is no problem now facing us,
nor none will develop in the future earlier. He had literally lifted the
organization
by its bootstraps and
which cannot be properly solved if
we all stand together behind our increased its membership from 42
in 1930 to 385 as of July 1, 1935.
association."
With recent additions, it is more
than 400.
Mr. Louck's Address
MR. LOUCKS then stepped upon
In somewhat greater detail Mr.
the rostrum to deliver his fifth and Loucks hit the high spots of the
last annual report as NAB mansubjects touched upon by Presi-

TROPHY WINNER — For sho
ing a 68 net after his club han
cap of 12, Carl Haymond, KM
Tacoma, won the silver loving c
awarded annually by Broadcasti
Magazine. He had to play off
triple tie with Art Kemp, KN
Hollywood,
and John Blair, Jo
Blair
& Company.
Gene Bernman, Shure Bros.,
Chicago
12
Percy Deutsch,
World
Broad- 25
casting
System
E. H. Gammons, WCCO ...19
Don Mather, WIBM
18
J. R. Nowiand, KLA
9
M. G. Tompkins, Associated
Music Publishers
15
E. A. Fellers, WROK
26
E. F. Bader, WAAW
24
Charles
J. Baker, Printers 7
Ink
Gene Furgason, Furgason &
Aston, Chicago
20
Don Withycomb, WPIL ....30
Harry Butcher, CBS, Wash- ington 15
Frank Quinn, KLZ
20
John J. Gillin Jr., WOW . . .24
W. J. Damm, WTMJ
18
P. H. LaStayo, WAAT ... .30
W. S. Hedges, NBC
28
Howard Loeb, WFDP
9
Gordon Love, CFCN
8
Don Gilman, NBC, San Fran- cisco 24
Lewis Allen Weiss, WJR ... 30
Edgar T. Bell, WKY
18
W. Research
W. Simmons,
Products Electric
Co
30
J. L. Van Volkenburg,
KMOX
25
Leonard De Lue, KLZ
14
C. A. Hill, WIBM
22
H. C. Vance, RCA, New
York
30 !
F. W. Meyer, KLZ
22 !
Stanley Hubbard, KSTP 27 f
John Patt, WGAR
30
A. H. Croghan, WDGY ...16
J. I. Myerson, WKY
30 i
Dan Jayne, WELL
18 1(
Jerry Akers, WFEL-KVOD 20 1(
Hal Finnerty, KFEL-KVOD 21 1(
Joseph McGillvra, Joseph H.
McGillvra Co
28 1(
Harold C. Higgins, Paul
Raymer Co
30 11:
dent Ward. On the business en<
he said commercial copy had in
proved during the last year. Pos
sible conflict betwen the FCC an
Federal Trade Commission on con?
mercial programs construed as i
bad taste or improper has bee
discussed, Mr. Loucks said. He d<
clared there is no conflict; the FO
must consider programs only i
connection with the total prograr
service rendered by the statioi
while the Trade Commission ca:
consider the claims of particula
advertisers. Censorship, he empha
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d, cannot be exercised by the

s to suggestions that the NAB
te a bureau of program ac,ance, Mr. Loucks said it was
practical or wise. Each stahe asserted, must accept or
ct accounts and copy in the exse of its own good judgment,
spoke of the service of the
B under which it supplies innation upon which such deciis can be made, and advocated
t it be amplified and improved.
Ir. Loucks then recited his verof the copyright situation,
hing upon the government suit
inst ASCAP which began June
and then was adjourned until
. 4; how he, along with Joseph
Hostetler, NAB copyright coundisagreed with the action of
networks and WCAU in signfive-year extensions of their
rent contracts with ASCAP on
eve of the trial's opening, and
developments which
? '^sequent
ces. heAlong
ed
differen
the
k 'Icipitat
felt
he said,
;h Mr. Hostetler,
>>§% bound to support a "per
0 Hee" basis, under which copyright
? ''ners would fix a price on their
' dividual compositions, because
|: NAB membership had voted
.jport of it and had instructed
jotiations along that line onlv.
e current contracts, extended
• five years from next Dec. 31
the networks and WCAU, basijly call for 5% of station net
y sustainfee. plus an arbitrar
Ipeipts
Copyright Discussion
|. LOUCKS also pleaded for
ity. He said copyright was one
the most serious problems, with
jnething like $3,000,000 going

into the ASCAP coffers this year
in radio royalties. He asserted
that its solution is not impossible,
if the industry remains strongly
organized, determined to fight and
' armed with right".
Tuesday, July 9, was set aside
for the copyright discussion. It
was free and open and proved
highly dramatic, but personalities
were not openly indulged. The consensus, following the protracted
and sometimes heated debate, was
that in view of all the circumstances nothing was done inimical
to the best interests of the industry. Mr. Levy was given a standing vote of confidence. So was Mr.
Hostetler, representing the opposing faction. Mr.theLevy's
reelection
as treasurer
following
day
with the copyright issue the focal
one, was in effect a reiteration of
that vote of confidence, and kept
the lawyer-broadcaster in the post
he has held for three years as
copyright leader for the industry.
McCosker Supports Levy
IN MEASURED terms, Alfred J.
McCosker, president of WOR, twice
NAB president and chairman of
the copyright committee, opened
the discussion. He called for calm.
Step by step he recounted the
copyright negotiations. He supported unqualifiedly the action of
the networks and of Mr. Levy and
he lashed out against those who
had injected bitterness and personalities into the issue. Calling
it a deal between buyer and seller
when the broadcaster gets his music from ASCAP, he said it was a
cold business proposition.
Expressing his own views on
copyright, he said he could never
understand
why music prices

Tribute to Loucks
AS A TANGIBLE evidence
of the
industry's
tion of the
services appreciaof Philip
G. Loucks, who retired as
NAB managing director with
the conclusion of the Colorado Springs convention, the
board of directors, upon motion of John J. Gillin, Jr.,
WOW, Omaha, adopted the
following resolution:
"Resolved that the Board
of Directors of the NAB, in
recognition of the loyal and
able services of Philip G.
Loucks, extend to him their
deep appreciation for his untiring efforts vote him a
bonus
$2,500."has departed
Mr. ofLoucks
for a vacation fishing trip in
Canada, and on Aug. 1 will
open his law offices in the
National Press Bldg., Washington.
should not be set by demand and
supply (per
arbitrarily, butpiece)
he said instead
such anofideal
basis could not be set up by Dec.
31, when present contracts expire.
Emphasizing that the time element
was the important thing, he endorsed the five-year extension. He
pointed out that Andrew W. Bennett, special assistant to the Attorney General handling the antitrust litigation against ASCAP,
said he had no objection to NBC,
CBS and WCAU taking the contracts, provided the terms were
not reduced. Mr. Bennett declared
it would not prejudice the government's case, McCosker asserted.

The latest
the complicating"
factors
in the ofcopyright
situation
— announcement by Warner Bros.,
which controls four big publishing
houses having some 40% of the
demanded ASCAP catalog, that it
would withdraw from ASCAP Dec.
31 and license music itself — then
came under the McCosker purview.
He urged stations not to deal with
Warner Bros, at this time, implying that the publishing house might
not withdraw after all. The reasons later were given by Mr. Levy.
In his final plea, Mr. McCosker
said he was proud of what Mr.
Levy had done by giving of his
time and effort so unselfishly.
Mr. Levy's Address
FOR NEARLY two hours Mr. Levy
told his story, beginning with the
outset of the negotiations. Condensed to the very gist, he said
that the five-year extension was
the best deal that could be made;
that without it stations faced a
25% royalty on their receipts; that
he had a preferential contract
(which he made part of the record), but he could not change it
because the government attorney
told him that terms were not to
be changed. He said he was opposed
piece" cost
basismore
becausetohethe
felt "per
it would
money than the percentage basis
and quoted figures which he contended substantiated his point. On
the supply-and-demand basis, he
declared music would never find
its
level,rather
and that
would be "up"
in cost
thanit down.
Mr. Levy told of the difficulties
encountered in procuring the fiveyear extension and said he felt it
was a praiseworthy accomplishment. He pointed out that in every
past negotiation broadcasters have

yOUND FOR COLORADO SPRINGS — When the train carrving conventioneers stopped at Des Moines, Joe Maland, manager of WHO, staged a
pusing reception which was broadcast, together with talks by members of the convention party. The train group is pictured here, with FCC
hairman Anning S. Prall in the foreground, and Mr. Maland (in cowboy hat) to left of the microphone.
luly 15, 1935
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paid more for their music. Now,
he declared, they are offered a fiveyear extension at the same rate,
this being the first time in history
the rates have not been raised.
In the copyright defense fund,
created in 1932 when stations were
asked to contribute 10% of what
they paid ASCAP, is a balance of
$22,000, Mr. Levy reported. With
the five-year extensions, the fund
is no longer needed., and he declared that the money would be
refunded pro rata to the contributors in two 50% installments, perhaps by the end of the year.
As for the Warner Brothers notice of withdrawal, Mr. Levy also
advised stations not to deal with
this organization. He said there
is likelihood that the four musical
houses will rejoin ASCAP "where
they
belong".
Moreover,
he pointed
to the
fact that
ASCAP
claims
that it will have the continued
right to license the numbers of
the authors in the Warner Bros,
list, even if its publishing houses
withdraw. Finally, he said, there
is the possibility that if this does
not develop, then arrangements
might be made to subtract from
ASCAP payments the amount represented by the Warner catalogues.
Then Mr. Levy announced his
candadacy for reelection as treasurer, to enable him to carry on
the ASCAP fight.
Mr. Hosteller's Side
MR. HOSTETLER then set forth
his views opposing those of Mr.
Levy. He expressed faith in the
government suit, whereas Mr. Levy
had said it was in danger because
of faulty preparation, attributable
mainly to lack of time. Mr. Hostetler said he believed the government case can be won, and that it
will be won, in spite of the fiveyear extensions which, in his opinion, prejudiced the suit.
Mr. Hostetler said he favored
the "per piece" plan because he understood it was what his clients
wanted him to support after their
adoption of resolutions to that end.
That, he said, was his mandate
from the board of directors. Disagreeing with Mr. Levy, he declared that he felt a "per piece"
basis, with prices fixed for each
number rather than bulk buying,
would be cheaper in the long run
because of competition of song
writers to get their compositions
on the air.
"I maintain." he said, "that the
stand of ASCAP that
if you buy
one piece of music you must buv
all is monopolistic and the electric
company might just as well sav
that if you buy our power, you
must buy our radio, our refrigerator and our egsrbeater."
Finally, Mr. Hostetler urged harmony among broadcasters, along
with vigorous and unremitting sunport of the government suit. He
won a rising vote of endorsement.
To direct the copyright debate,
Vice President Kay took the chair.
In an opening address sparkling
with whimsy but striking the fundamental issues, he said that following an investigation which he
himself made in New York, he felt
there was sincere and honest disagreement on the copyright issue
and that the action taken by the
networks and by Mr. Levy was
not only right and proper, in his
opinion, but meritorious.
Page 8

BY PLANE TO COLORADO— This party came by chartered United Air
Lines plane from the East, picking up members en route. Left to right:
Gardner Cowles Jr., KSO-KRNT, Des Moines; Stewart Sprague, NBC;
Reginald Brophy, NBC; Miss Pollock, stewardess; Jack Storey, WTAG,
Worcester; Niles Trammell, NBC; Dr. Leon Levy, WCAU, Philadelphia;
Ted Streibert, WOR, Newark; H. K. Carpenter, WHK, Cleveland.
The debate which followed was
protracted and illuminating. First,
Rogan Jones, KVOS, Bellingham,
Wash., who described himself as
one of the "insurgent" group, asked
for adoption of three resolutions,
the last of which warmly commended Mr. Hostetler, and recommended in effect that if the services of an attorney are needed
in the future in copyright Mr. Hostetler be retained for it.
More than a score of members
participated in the debate. Question was raised as to whether the

Official

network signing of contracts committed network - affiliated stations
to sign, and Mr. Hostetler replied
that he would advise chain stations to sign since their network
contracts specified that only
ASCAP licensed stations could be
fed network programs. Every
broadcaster, however, he declared,
must decide for himself.
The upshot was that by acceptingport,thethecopyright
reconvention committee's
reaffirmed the
action taken by the board of directors at its special meeting in

Registration

FOLLOWING is the official registration of those attending the
NAB convention at Colorado
Springs :
Ben Adler, RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J.
Herbert Akerberg, CBS, New York.
Roy L. Albertson, WEBR, Buffalo.
William A. Alfs, WJR, Detroit.
Edward A. Allen, WLVA, Lynchburg, Va.
Mrs. E. A. Allen, Lynchburg, Va.
Fred L. Allen, KLZ, Denver.
Mrs. Fred L. Allen, Denver.
A- Donald Anderson, WIL, St. Louis.
Harry F. Anderson, KGO, San Francisco.
Earle
les. C. Anthony, KFI-KECA, Los AngeLee H. Armer, KTAT, Fort Worth.
A. N. Armstrong Jr., WFBW, Topeka.
Campbell Arnoux, WTAR, Norfolk, Va.
Grant F. Ashbacker, WKBZ, Muskegon,
Mich.
Ernest F. Bader, WAAW, Omaha.
W. A. Bailey, WLBF, Kansas City.
Chas.
J. Baker,
I. R. Baker,
RCA,Printers'
Camden.Ink,N. New
J. York.
James W. Baldwin, NAB, Washington.
John B. Barclay, KITJP, Durango, Col.
James
W. Barrett, Press-Radio Bureau,
New York.
Neal Barrett, KOMA, Oklahoma City.
Hope H. Barroll Jr., WFBR. Baltimore.
John S. Barrows, McCann-Erickson Inc.,
Denver.
Howard C. Barth, WSYR-WSYU, Syracuse.
Frank
W. Bartlett, Graybar Electric Co.,
Atlanta.
Elmer G. Beehler, KGEK, Sterling, Col.
John M. Begg, Pathe News of the Air,
New York.
Wm. W. Behrman, WBOW, Terre Haute.
Ind.
Edgar T. Bell, WKY, Oklahoma City.
W. cisco.
H. Beltz, RCA Mfg. Co., San FranElmer L. Bengston, KLZ, Denver.
Naomi K. Bengston, KLZ, Denver.
Alfred E. Bennett, Sydney, Australia.
Myron J. Bennett, KLPM, Minot, N. D.
Sam H. Bennett, KTAT, Fort Worth.
Clarence W. Benson, WIL. St. Louis.
L. A. Benson, WIL, St. Louis.
Kenneth
H. Berkeley, WMAL, Washington.
Eugene L. Berman, Shure Bros., Chicago.

at

NAB

New York on June 22 in whiJ
resolution was adopted reitJ
ing support of the "per pit
plan, but finding that the netw [
and WCAU, when they acce J1
the five-year extensions, did sol
cause they felt it was neces:!
for the industry to have avail)
the ASCAP repertoire upon
best terms. At the concluding i
sion this resolution again
adopted by the convention.
The election of officers and ]
new directors provoked consi
able floor discussion. The n<
nating committee of five, with |
aid of the consulting committed
six, brought in the following si
Fitzpatrick for president; Garc
Cowles, Jr., Iowa Broadcasting
(KSO, KRNT and WMT), first
president; Mr. Allen, second
president, and John Shepard,
president of the Yankee Netw
treasurer. Ten names were chc
for the six vacancies on the be
of directors, one of which wouk
for the two - year unexpired t<
of Mr. Fitzpatrick, unopposed
the presidency. The ten were:
tiring President Ward; reth
Vice President Myers; Steve Cisj
WJTL, Atlanta; Joe Maland, WJ
Des Moines; Tom W. Symtj
KFPY, Spokane; Ed. Craig, W3
Nashville; Lester Cox, KG1
KWTO,
Springfield, Mo.; Ra
Brunton, KJBS, San Francis
John Elmer, WCBM, Baltimc
and Ed Cargill, WMAZ, Macon
From the floor, however,
(Continued on page 10)

Convention

S. R. Bernstein, Advertising Age, Chicago.
Geo.cago.W. Besse, Hershey-McGillvra, ChiWalter Biddick, Free-Sleininger Inc., Los
Angeles.
Edgar L. Bill, WMBD, Peoria, 111.
Mrs. Edgar L. Bill, Peoria, 111.
Frank Bishop. KFEL-KVOD, Denver.
Peggy
Bishop, KFJZ.
Denver. Fort Worth.
R.
S. Bishop,
John Blair, John Blair & Co., Chicago.
Sidney H. Bliss, WCLO, Janesville, Wis.
Ben Bodec, Variety, New York, N. Y.
L. F. Bookoven, Western Electric Co.,
New York.
Louis S.land, Bookwalter,
KALE-KOIN, PortOre.
Hi H. Born, WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis.
Mrs. Hi H. Born, Sheboygan. Wis.
Harold A. Boyle, WHB, Kansas City.
Wm. M. Brandon, WHO, Davenport, la.
H. J. Brennen, WJAS, Pittsburgh.
W. C. Bridges. WEBC, Superior, Wis.
Fred C. Brokaw, Paul H. Raymer Co.,
New York.
Ralph R. Brunton, KJBS, San Franscico.
Chas. G. Burke, W9XBY. Kansas City.
John
cisco.E. Burrell, KJBS-KQW, San FranHarry C. Butcher, WJSV, Washington.
Mrs. Harry C. Butcher, Washington.
R. M. Brophy, NBC, New York.
Martin B. Campbell, WFAA, Dallas.
Pat Campbell,
World Broadcasting System, Los Angeles.
E. K. Cargill, WMAZ, Macon, Ga.
H. K. Carpenter, WHK, Cleveland. ■
Ralph Carr, Press photographer, Washington.
Wm.
cago. H. Cartwright, WOR-WXYZ, ChiW. Palmer Casson, KFI-KECA, Los AnClifford M. Chafey, WEEU. Reading, Pa.
Joegeles.
A. Chambers, WLW, Cincinnati.
Frank Chase, NBC, New York.
Frank E. Chizzini, NBC, New York.
Henry I. Christal, Edward Petry & Co.,
New York.
Mrs. Henrv I. Christal. New York.
Arthur B. Church, KMBC, Kansas City.
Mrs. A. B. Church, Kansas City.
Mallorv Chamberlin, WNBR, Memphis.
Steve A. Cisler, WJTL, Atlanta.
John L. Clark, WLW, Cincinnati.
Martin Codel, Broadcasting Magazine,
Washington.
E. V. Cogley, Broadcasting Magazine,

. .

Burt R. Cole, Graybar Elec. Co., San Frj
cisco, Cal.
Richard A. Connell, WJBK. Detroit.
Robert T. Convey, KWK, St. Louis.
Mrs. R. T. Convey, St. Louis.
Mrs. Thos. P. Convey, St. Louis.
Richard F. Connor, KMPC, Beverly H
RoyYork.E. Coram, Western Elec. Co., N
Clarence G. Cosby, KWK, St. Louis.
Mrs. Clarence G. Cosby, St. Louis.
Jim Cosman, Federal Telephone Co., N
W. L. Coulson, WHAS, Louisville.
Geo. F. Courrier, WWAE, Hammond, I
Gardner Cowles, KSO, Des Moines.
Lester E. Cox, KGBX, Springfield, Mo.
Edwin W. Craig, WSM, Nashville.
G. D. Crain Jr., Advertising Age, Chica,
Ed. B. Craney, KGIR, Butte, Mont.
Art H. Croghan, WDGY, Minneapolis.
Lew C. Crosby,
Colorado
Colo.
Andrew
W. Cruse,
BureauSprings,
of Foreign
Domestic Commerce, Washington.
F. New
W. York.
Cunningham, Western Elec. C
Thos. R. Curran, United Press, Chicai
James R. Curtis, KFRO, Longview, Tex.
Mrs. James R. Curtis. Longview. Tex.
W.
T. Damm,
WTMJ,
Wis. K
Donald
D. Davis,
WHB, Milwaukee,
Kansas City,
Geo.York.W. Davis, Western Elec. Co., N*
Kenneth C. Davis, KPQ, Wenatchee, Was
J. C. Denious, KGNO, Dodge City, Kai
Percy L. Deutsch, World Broadcasts
System,Dirks,
New KFAB-KOIL,
York.
Dietrich
Lincoln, N«
Edward P. Donnelly, Olympia, Wash.
Guy C. Earl Jr., KNX, Hollywood.
Harry A. Earnshaw, Earnshaw-Youi
Inc., Hollywood.
Harry
L. Earnshaw, Earnshaw-YouiII
Inc.
Augustus J. Eaves, Graybar Elec. Ci
New York.
C. Lloyd Egner. WEAF, New York.
Ralph Ehresman, WMBD, Peoria, HI.
T. C. Ekram, KVOD, Denver.
Frank W. Elliott, NAB. Davenport.
Ralph Evans. WHO, Davenport.
Richard L. Evans, KSL, Salt Lake City.
Harold C. Fair, WHO, Des Moines.
Bill Fav, WHAM, Rochester, N. Y.
Edgar H. Felix, WOR, Newark.
Edgar A. Fellers, WROK, Chicago.
(Continued on page 60)
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GRIM EFFORT— Gardner (Mike) Cowles.
Jr.,
KSO-KRNT-WMT.
is very
ssrious as lie
plays an approach.

July 15, 1935

ON THE LINKS — Paul H. Raymer. New York. Bob Convey. KWK£ John Gillin, WOW;
John Blair, New York; Paul LaSlayo. VA.AT; Harold Higgins, Paul H. Raymer Co.

• BROADCASTING

COLUMBIANS — Don ThornSiurgh. WBBM; Earl Gammons, WCCO; Jack Van Volkenburg, KMOX.
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PROM THE WEST— Left to right: Cy Whitaker, McGregor & Sollie,
San Francisco; L. W. McDowell, KFOX, Long Beach, Cal.; Harry Earnshaw Jr., Earnshaw- Young Inc., Los Angeles; Richard Lewis, KTAR,
Phoenix; Harry Earnshaw Sr.; Charles Burke, W9XBY, Kansas City.
McCosker nominated Mr. Levy for
the treasurership. J. Thomas Lyons, WCAO,
Baltimore,'
made hea
seconding
address
in which
warmly praised Mr. Levy.
There was also brought in the
"independent ticket" for a complete slate as follows: Mr. Fitzpatrick, president; Mr. Myers, first
vice president; Mr. Allen, second
vice president; Mr. Shepard, treasurer. With the exception of the
treasureship candidate, all were
■elected, Mr. Levy being reelected
to that post over Mr. Shepard bv
a vote of 108 to 83. The vote was
then made unanimous upon Mr.
Shepard's motion.
Directors Elected
FOR DIRECTORS for the threeyear term, the independent ticket
nominated W. W. Gedge, WMBC,
Detroit; Mr. Craig; Stanley Hubbard, KSTP, St. Paul; Mr. Symons,
Mr. Brunton. For the two-year
term, Donald Flamm, WMCA, New
York, was nominated. He voluntarily withdrew, however, on the
ground that two of his associates
in the Intercity Group of stations
were nominated. Mr. Myers likewise had asked to be eliminated
from one or the other of the ballots, but was voted down as a tribute to him.
Actually elected for the directorships by majority vote on 158
ballots cast were: Craig, Brunton,

WBS-ERPI Group— Seated is P. L.
Deutsch, president, WBS. Left to
right, standing, are Pat Campbell,
Los Angeles manager, WBS; Eddie Rohr, ERPI engineer; W. L.
Hoppes manager, broadcasting
department, ERPI; Vincent Kane,
WBS technician, and Steve Rintoul, WBS station relations manager.
Page
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Symons, Gedge and Maland. Since
79 votes were required to elect a
director, and since no such majority was cast for any of the
three finally placed in competition
for the unexpired Fitzpatrick term
of two years, the matter of naming a director for that post was

after debate, and after Ed Craney,
KGIR, Butte, Mont., had suggested
a series of three amendments to
the constitution.
Proposed Changes
Mr. Craney offered proposals the
gist of which were (1) to provide
future election of members of the
board of directors by member stations in each of the five radio
zones into which the country is divided, three from each zone; (2^
to abolish the executive committee
and give to the managing director
broader powers in handling association business, and (3) to delete
that portion of the bylaws which
makes it mandatory for the managing director to bring to the
board's attention matters of complaints or suggestions.
Winning spontaneous support,
the proposals, however, were held
out of order under regular NAB
procedure. By convention vote,
however, the board was instructed
to bring these proposals before the
convention next year. There was
strong evidence of support.
It was pointed out that by naming three directors from each zone,

DENVER TRIO — Frank Quinn!
KLZ; Mrs. and Mr. E. L. Bengston
owners of KLZ.
President Ward read into the rec-j
ord a number of communications 1
among them one from Frank A
Blair, president
of the the
Proprietary
Association,
in which
servicer 1
of that organization's advisory
committee on advertising was offered all broadcasters. The organization, as the trade association foi
the
packaged
medicine copy
industry.1
has reviewed advertising
and
continuity for companies placing
approximately $40,000,000 annually in advertising, the communication said, and the facilities of the
advisory committee are available
to broadcasters.
Another communication read into the record was from the Women's National Radio Committee in
which that organization expressed
itself as decidedly opposed to government control of radio and disclaimed any "reform" activity. It
advocated program improvement,
however, with shorter, more efficient commercials,
fewer women
announcers on cosmetics
programs,
no testimonials, no appealing to
children over the heads of parents,
and the setting aside of definite
schedules of "children's hours"
staggered over stations in the same
community.
At the board meeting following
the adjournment President Fitzpatrick named a new committee of
five to carry on the cooperative
coverage bureau negotiations with
ANA and AAAA. Renamed chairman was Arthur Church, KMBC,
Kansas City, with Edgar Kobak,
NBC sales vice president and Mr.
Maland also renamed as members.
Other members are H. K. Boice,
CBS sales vice president, and Mr.
McCosker. John V. L. Hogan, consulting radio engineer of New
York, was appointed engineering
advisory counsel, President Fitzpatrick and Managing Director
Baldwin are ex-officio members, i
with Dr. Herman S. Hettinger,
secretary.
NAB research director, ex-officio

THE LADIES, TOO — To this year's convention came a record turnout of
wives of delegates. Front row, left to right: Mrs. Frank Bishop, KFEL,
Denver; Mrs. Arthur Church, KMBC, Kansas City; Mrs. Gene O'Fallon,
KFEL; Mrs. Henry Orbach, KFEL; Mrs. B. F. Orr, KTRH, Houston;
Mrs. William Hedges, NBC; Miss Birt Siebert, NAB. Rear row, left to
right: Mrs. Edgar Bill, WMBD, Peoria, 111.: Mrs. Charles Myers. KOINKALE, Portland, Ore.; Mrs. E. A. Allen, WRVA, Lynchburg, Va.; Mrs.
Reed T. Rollo, Washington; Miss Gertrude Gleason, NAB; Mrs. J. P.
Veatch, KFEL; Mrs. Sidney Noel, W9XBY, Kansas City.
left to the board of directors. At elected by the zone station memits meeting following adjournment
bers themseves, the most representative and best men could be
of the convention, the board named
Mr. Cowles to serve until the next
procured.
Moreover, after attendconvention, rather than for two
ing board meetings, these direcyears. This was done because Mr.
tors could keep zone member staCowles in the vice presidential vote
tions apprised of developments.
had polled 91 votes, against 97 for
During the convention sessions,
Mr. Myers.
At the the
opening
of the final
day's
session,
convention
considered
and passed 25 resolutions, only two
of which occasioned any protracted
debate, under the chairmanship oJ?
the NAB's perrenial resolutions
committee head, H. K. CarpenteWHK, Cleveland. [The salient resolutions are published elsewhere in
this issue.]
Among those dealing with organization functions was one limiting active or voting membership
in the NAB to only radio broadcasting stations, and placing in the
associate category any person,
firm or corporation associated with
radio broadcasting, such as station
representatives, transcription comFOUR FROM THE SOUTH— Left to right: Glenn Marshall. WMBR,
panies, engineering organizations,
Jacksonville; Gordon Willox, WDBO, Orlando; Steve Cisler, WJTL, Atand tbe like. The motion carried
lanta; K. G. Marshall, WBRC, Birmingham.
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Resolutions

Adopted

STAND ON COPYRIGHT
i RESOLVED. That the NAB hereby affirms the action of the board of
Directors taken at their New Tork
aeeting on June 22, 1935, as expres ed in the following resolution :
j "WHEREAS,
full report covering the recent a negotiations
with
^.SCAP has been made to the Board
it! | y A. J. McCosker, chairman of the
Copyright Committee heretofore aplointed, and certain of the members
of the committee ; and by Edward
felauber, representing CBS : A. L.
A.shby. representing NBC. I. D. Levy,
•epresenting WCAU, and J. C. Hos:erler. copyright counsel for the NAB ;
:he Board makes the following declaration of the principles and facts :
"1. The board reiterates that the
•so-called 'per piece plan' or 'measured
service
plan' inis the
fairest
to
t>e
followed
paying
for and
the best
use of
[Copyrighted music, in that it enables
ieaeh broadcaster to pay a price fixed
■by the individual owner of copyrights,
icompetitively. and compels no person
to buy or pay for more than he actually uses.
"2. The board believes that the
^itwo networks and WCAU when they
accepted a five-year extension of the
present contract, did so only after the
NAB Copyright Committee found it
impossible to work out with the copyj right committee of ASCAP a 'per
'measuredof service'
prior;
jj piece'
to the or
expiration
present plan
contracts
i and that when they accepted such
contracts it was because the networks
I and WCAU felt that it was necessary
ijfor the industry to have available
: upon the best terms possible, the rep| ertoire controlled by ASCAP, and for
the reason
that broadcasting
it is impossible
.'operate
a radio
stationTo
without the use, to a greater or lesser extent, of the music so controlled.
"3. The board
believesto that
every
broadcaster
must come
a decision
as to whether or not he desires to ex: tend his present contract for a period
• of five years from January 1, 1933 (1)
- in the light of the requirements of his
station, (2) his contract commitments,
if any. either to the networks or advertisers, and (3) the fact that the
suit being prosecuted by the United
States has been continued until early
in November. 1935, and therefore in
all probability cannot be decided by
the trial court prior to the date of
the extension of the present license
already granted which is January 1,
1936." •
COMMEND ASCAP SUIT
SINCE it is the consensus of opinion of the members of NAB that the
Attorney General of the United
States be commended for instituting
anti-trust proceedings aganist the
American Society of Composers. Authors & Publishers, et el, and
WHEREAS, the Attorney General
of the United States, the Hon. Homer S. Cummings, and the Special Assistant Attorney General. Andrew
Bennett, have faithfully and dilieently
served the public interest by proceeding with such suit against the members of said Society with dispatch and
in a commendable effort to rid the
people of this c-ountrty of monopolistic
practices which are subversive to the
business
principles of a free people,
and
WHEREAS, it appears that the
public interest necessitates and requires that such proceedings be
pressed nato
tion, it isa final and speedy determiRESOLVED, that this association
favors and approves I continuation of
the activities of the Attorney General
and his staff in the Government's proceedings against the American Society of Composers. Authors and Publishers, et al. and that the President
July 15, 1935

'

by

of the association is hereby directed
to express
gratitudeGeneral
and appreciation to the our
Attorney
and his
staff for such action on the behalf of
the public interest, and it is respectfully urged that the Attorney General
and his staff continue therewith, with
the assurances of our support.
*
* ❖
SUPPORT ASCAP SUIT
RESOLVED, That the officers and
directors of the NAB be instructed to
support the suit of the United States
Government against the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers, TheAssociation
Music andPublishers
Protective
their affiliated
defendants, to the end that royalties
for the public performance of music
may be determined by free and open
competition among copyright owners.
FAVOR COPYRIGHT BILL
RESOLVED, that the NAB hereby
petitions the Congress of the United
States speedily to enact Senate Bill
No. 3047, generally known as the
Duffy Copyright Bill, which brings
the Copyright
1909 intoTreaty
conformity withAct
the ofpending
which would permit American entry
into the International Copyright Union, and which will afford relief to
broadcasting stations, hotels, restaurants, public gatherings, valet shops,
and so forth, by eliminating the minimum statutory damage provision and
permitting the court to determine the
amount of damages.
And that a copy of this resolution
be communicated to the chairman of
the Patents Committee of the Senate,
the Hon. Wm. G. McAdoo ; and Senator Duffy ; and to the chairman of
the Patents Committee of the Housp
of Representatives, Rep. Sirovich, and
to Rep. Bloom.
OPPOSED TO CENSORSHIP
WHERAS, it is the declared policy
of the Congress of the United States
that the Federal Communications
Commission in the administration of
the radio law shall have no censorship powers over radio programs, and
WHEREAS, the greatest possible
freedom of speech must be preserved
to radio broadcasting, be it therefore
RESOLVED, That the NAB instructs its officers and directors to oppose any and
allregulations,
legislation
and gov-of
ernmental
the effect
which would result in the abridgment
of freedom of speech.

the

NAB

Convention

AGENCY-ADVERTISER
BUREAU
WHEREAS, the 1934 convention
of the NAB directed the chairman of
the commercial section to appoint a
committee of five to study what is
pertinent information for the advertising agencies and the advertisers
who are buyers of radio advertising
and to invite discussions with representatives of the American Association of Advertising Agencies and the
Association of National Advertisers
with a view of setting up a bureau
for the broadcasting industry,
WHEREAS, such committee was
appointed, studied the problem and
conducted discussions with the aforementioned organizations, the results
of which discussions have been reported by the chairman of the commercial section to the board of directors and the convention,
Therefore Be It RESOLVED,
That the NAB re-affirm its willingness to cooperate with the advertisers
and agencies in the creation of a cobureau, and that
the presi-to
dent of theoperative
association
be directed
appoint a committee of not less than
five members, to be approved by the
board of directors and to be responsible to it, the said committee to conduct such activities as may be necessary to the establishment of such a
bureau and to represent the NAB in
any discussions or negotiations with
advertisers and/or
* *agencies.
*
AGENCY RECOGNITION
RESOLVED, That the managing
director be instructed to proceed immediately with the creation of a bureauance
of agency
in accordwith the recognition
plan approved
and
recommended by the commercial committee, with the understanding that
the said bureau will be finally established only if the cost of its first
year of operation is underwritten by
the stations
proposing
to avail themselves of its *
services.
* *
COVERAGE SURVEY
RESOLVED, That the action of
the managing director in authorizing
the technical director of the association to cooperate actively with the
FCC and the stations contributing to
the conduct of the Secondary Coverage Survey be and the same is hereby approved ; and that the managing
director
be and he such
is hereby
authorized to continue
participation
particularly
during the
forthcoming
ferences at which
results of conthe
survey are to be considered.

AND MORE LADIES— Front row, left to right: Mrs. C. W. Hayes,
WHBC, Canton, O.; Mrs. Gene Park, KSL, Salt Lake City; Mrs. Carl
Haymond, KMO, Tacoma; Mrs. Douglas Hotchkiss, KTHS, Hot Springs;
Miss Ruth Hotchkiss; Mrs. W. B. Greenwald, KWBG, Hutchinson, Kan.
Second row: Mrs. Dean Fitzer, WDAF, Ransas City; Mrs. Herbert Hollister, WLBF, Kansas City. Kan.; Mrs. James Curtis, KFRO, Longview,
Tex.; Mrs. W. D. Pyle, KVOD, Denver; Mrs. Clarence Cosby, KWK, St.
Louis; Mrs. O. L. Taylor, KGNC, Amarillo. Rear row: Mrs. Lambdin
Kay, WSB, Atlanta; Mrs. Tom Convey, KWK, St. Louis; Mrs. Bob Convey, KWK; Mrs. J. H. McGillvra, New York; Mrs. H. W. Slavick, WMC,
Memphis.
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FIXED

RESOLVED, that the NAB hereby approves
and adopts the
ments to the Constitution
and amendbylaws
of said association which were duly
submitted to its members in advance
of thetion wasmeeting
this byresoluadopted,at aswhich
provided
said
constitution and bylaws, said amendments being as follows : 1. Article
III, Section (a) : Strike out all of
the section and insert the following in
lieu: "(a) shall
The membership
of this
Association
consist of (1)
any
duly admitted person, firm or corporation engaged in the operation of
any radio broadcasting station, to be
known as an active member; (2) any
person, firm or corporation associated
with radio broadcasting, to be known
as 6.an Bylaw
associate1. member."
* * :* Strike
Section (b)
out all of the section and insert the
following
lieu: "(b)
The annual
dues of theinAssociate
Members
of this
Association shall be at the rate of
$250 per year, payable quarterly in
* * *
COPYRIGHT
COUNSEL
advance." * * *
COMMENDED
WHEREAS, Joseph Hostetler, the
counsel for the copyright activities of
NAB has made a complete and full
report of his activities in this respect,
and since his efforts in this regard
have at all times been prompted by a
sincere desire to perform a distinct
service to the broadcasting industry
as a whole structions
in thatfollowing
out thegave
inthis industry
him as its attorney, it is
RESOLVED, by this body that
Joseph Hostetler should be warmly
commended for his efforts to obtain
relief for the broadcasting industry
from the ravages of the American
Society of Composers, Authors &
Publishers, and it is recommended
that he be given the opportunity to
continue to give the same service to
the NAB and the members thereof
at large as he has in the past.
[Note : Mr. Hostetler concluded
his services as NAB copyright counsel with
orado the
Springs.]board meeting at Col* * *
THREE-YEAR LICENSES
RESOLVED, that the NAB go on.
recorddio station
as favoring
licenses thefor issuance
a term ofof raat
least three years.
* * *
EDUCATION BY RADIO
RESOLVED, That the NAB continue to cooperate with the Federal
Communications Commission and educational groups in all practical efforts
to study the application of education
10 radio.
* * *
PRAISE PRALL SPEECH
RESOLVED,
the Anning
NAB sincerely thanks thethatHon.
S.
Prall, chairman of the Federal Communications Commission, for the incommon sense
and usefulness of hisformation,
message
delivered
at its
13th annual convention, and that the
membership believes that his message
will serve as a potent aid in assisting
the licensees of American broadcasting stations to cooperate with the
Federal Communications Commission.
* * *
LAUD DENVER COMMITTEE
RESOLVED,
that thanks
the NABto Gene
hereby extends its hearty
O'Fallon. chairman, F. W. Myer, G.
E. Nelson, W. D. Pyle. Lou Keplinger
Mrs. Gene
O'Fallonforoftheir
the
localandconvention
committee
admirable services in making the 13th
annual convention an outstanding
success.
(Continued on page 57)
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Revision
of Ethical
Standards
Is Effected
at NAB
Convention
Improper Rate Practices, Free Time, Defamation
Of Competitors, Excessive Claims Are Barred
PROMULGATION of a revised code of ethics for the broadcasting industry,
incorporat i n g
those portions of
the NRA code of
fair competition
which have
proved beneficial
Mr. Carpenter
in enhancing the
business integrity of the industry,
■was effected at the NAB convention in Colorado Springs July 10,
upon recommendation of its commercial committee and the special
committee on trade practices.
The new code of ethics, superseding the one in effect since 1929,
deals with such matters as improper rate practices, outlawing of
contingent or "free time" accounts,
defamation of competitors and excessive service claims. In cases of
violations, the actions would be
considered by the NAB board. Action was deemed advisable because
of the demise of the broadcasting
industry code in May, when NRA
was declared unconstitutional by
the Supreme Court.
Station Coverage
FOLLOWING consideration of the
report of both of these committees,
which were presented by Arthur
B. Church, chairman of the Comm e r c i a 1 Committee, resolutions
bearing upon activities affecting
commercial broadcasting were
adopted. Mr. Carpenter said that
the most important work was that
for the creation of an independent
bureau for the authentication of
station coverage through cooperative efforts of the NAB, American
Association of Advertising Agencies, and Association of National
Advertisers.
All three organizations, he declared, have been working assiduously to bring the bureau into being, but much more preliminary
work remains.
This month, both ANA and
AAAA have held meetings of their
committees assigned to this work,
he said. Upon Mr. Church's motion, the convention, at its closing
session July 10 authorized the special committee to continue its function, looking toward creation of a
cooperative bureau of coverage
and listener data. Members of the
committee during the last year
were Mr. Church, chairman; J. V.
L. Hogan, New York, engineer;
John J. Karol, CBS research director; Edgar Kobak, NBC sales vice
president, and Joseph A. Maland,
WHO, Des Moines, who was named
to succeed Walter J. D a m m ,
WTMJ, Milwaukee, an original
member who resigned.
A plan for the establishment of
an agency recognition bureau,
drafted by the NAB upon authorization of the convention last year,
also was presented by Mr. Church
in his report delivered July 8. Before this project can be launched,
however, it had been brought out
by Managing Director Philip G.
Loucks, in his earlier report, that
Page 12

TALKING IT OVER — William
Rambeau, station representative, in
consultation with Glenn Snyder,
WLS, Chicago.
some 125 stations would have to
agree to its adoption and contract
to
the first
year's cost
of underwrite
administration,
estimated
at
$16,350.
On the suggestion made by
Chairman Anning S. Prall of the
FCC in his opening address that
the NAB create within its organization aclearing house on program
acceptance to eliminate programs
of dubious public interest, Mr.
Carpenter said such an effort in a
measure now is being made and it
is hoped to amplify that character
of service.

^{0\^J^r^^e
Discussed by Mr. Flamm
PLANS for expansion of the Intercity Group, now serving stations along the Eastern seaboard,
keyed from WMCA, New York,
were discussed by Donald Flamm,
WMCA president, with many
broadcasters attending the NAB
convention.
While the discussions were merely preliminary, Mr. Flamm said a
meeting of some 25 broadcasters
will be called in New York about
the middle of August, upon his
return from a trip to the Pacific
Coast. He said he received highly
favorable comments from station
operators throughout the country.
The Intercity Group is functioning
as a mutual organization, with
line costs and other overhead prorated among affiliates.
Mr. Flamm discussed the project
informally with various groups of
independent station operators.
More than likely, it was indicated,
the next expansion will be in the
direction of the Middle and Southwest, perhaps as far as Denver
and Dallas.
VICK

CHEMICAL Co., Greensboro, N. C. (proprietary) is using
John B. Kennedy in a test program over WTIC, Hartford. The
product advertised is Vitranol and
it is a 15-minute program thrice
weekly for 13 weeks. Cecil, Warwick & Cecil Inc., New York, is
the agency.

Revised Code of Ethics
(Adopted by 1935 Convention of NAB)
1. RECOGNIZING that the radio audience includes persons of
all ages and all types of political, social and religious belief, each
member station will endeavor to prevent the broadcasting of any
matter which would commonly be regarded as offensive.
2. When the facilities of a member station are used by others
than the owner, the member shall ascertain the financial responsibility and character of such client, that no dishonest, fraudulent
or dangerous person, firm or corporation may gain access to the
radio audience.
3. Matter which is barred from the mails as fraudulent, deceptive or obscene shall not be broadcast by a member station.
4. Each member station shall refuse any advertising matter
regarding products or services injurious to health.
5. Each member station shall maintain a public record of its
current rates charged to advertisers for the use of broadcasting
time together with all discounts, rebates, refunds and agency commissions which shall be allowed to the users of such time or to
their recognized agents.
6. Each member station shall refuse to accept any business on
a cost per inquiry, cont ngent, or percentage basis, or to accord
free time for commercial use.
7. No member station shall permit the broadcasting of advertising statements or claims which he knows or believes to be false,
deceptive or grossly exaggerated.
8. No member station shall defame or disparage a competitor,
directly or indirectly, by words or acts which untruthfully call in
question such competitor's business integrity, ability to perform
contracts, credit standing or quality of service.
9. No member station shall claim for its service a character,
scope or quality which cannot be substantiated, nor shall it claim
as regular characteristics of its service features which it knows
to be purely temporary or accidental.
10. Where charges of violation of any article of the code of
ethics of the National Association of Broadcasters are filed in
writing with the Managing Director, the Board of Directors shall
investigate such charges, give opportunity for hearing and afterwards notify the station of its findings.

Locals
Organize*
Into NAB
Affiliate
Officers Named and Plans Mad
For Sales Representation
REAFFIRMING its intention c
setting up an organization havin
as its primary objective securin
national business for local ind<
pendent stations, National Indc
pendent Broadcasters, Inc. (affil
ated with NAB), was created Jul
9 at the Colorado Springs NAj
convention.
Disclaiming any intentions o
breaking from the NAB, the oi (
ganization adopted a constitutio:
and by-laws and elected a slate o !
officers together with a board o !
directors. In all, 54 stations wer
listed as members, each of which i
obligated
$100. Each toalsocontribute
has agreed initial!;1
to sup
ply an additional $100 if neede(
later. The organization was per
fected after a half dozen meeting
called by Edward A. Allen, presi I
dent of WLVA, Lynchburg, Va. 1
prime mover in the organization]
Membership in the organization]
instead of being restricted to loca
stations as originally planned hai
been extended to all local inde
pendents, irrespective of power
not affiliated with the networks !
The initial plan is to set up salei
representation offices in New Yorl I
and Chicago. Personnel had not I
been decided upon, but it was saic
that four station representatior
organizations
already have proffered their services.
Officers Elected
ELECTED president of the organization was Mr. Allen (who alsc
was elected 2d vice president oi
the NAB). Mallory Chamberlin
WNBR, Memphis, was elected vice
president; W. W. Gedge, WMBC |
Detroit, secretary, and Ben McGlashin, KGFJ, San Francisco,
treasurer. Directors elected (one
from each of the five radio zones)
were John Elmer, WCBM, Baltimore; Charles A. Hill, WIBM,
Jackson, Mich.; R. S. Bishop,
KFJZ, Fort Worth, Tex.; W. W.
Behrman, WBOW, Terre Haute,
Ind., and Arthur Westlund, KRE,
Berkeley, Calif.
A special committee, it was
agreed, will be set up to adjust
station rates in order place local :
independents on a more equitable
basis and make possible logical and
adequate
presentations byZonal
the'
specialsales
representatives.
meetings also are planned from
time to time for the purposes of
aiding members in improving their
positions.
At its first session July 7 the organization committee heard an address by William O'Brien, promotion manager of the Crowell Publishing
relative to campaigns.
station selection inCo.,advertising
He advocated the independent station plan and said he saw in it
far-reaching potentialities.
Stations identified with the new
organization are:
WHBF, WABY, WCOL, KFOX, KXRO,
KIT, KFIO, KARK, KROC, WRBL,
WTAX, KGEK. KRE, KGFF, WMBH,
KFJM, KONO, KLPM, KVOS, KPQ,
KUJ, KRLC, WKBZ, KWDG, WLBF,
KFJZ, WRAW, WIBM, WNBR, WMAZ,
WMBC, WDGY, WJTL, KREG, KFXM,
WBOW, KRGV, WGBF, WHBC, KFRO,
KABC, WCLO, WIL, WEED, WJBK,
WLVA, WLAP,
WOL, WMEX,
WGH, WCBM,
WFDF,
WGAL, WSGN.
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Urges

by
Cooperation
S. PRALL*
ANNING
By
Chairman, Federal Communications Commission

Advertisers

which have since taken steps to
clean up; but we will not condone
Stainfractions.
andhave wilful
gross tions
in the past
been deleted
Ethics
inger Station Licenses; Lauds Improved
and
felt that the entire roster of 600 due to program shortcomings,
' HERE at your gracious in- had been something of an ardent
pendthe
of
few
a
it may be that
jion, the honor of which I listener. To me radio was (and or more stations was being penal- drastic
this
necessitate
ing action.
cases will
I hope
not.
ized by the sins of a decided mireprestill is) an ultra-modern combina, Ltly appreciate. As the
nority
who
failed
to
recognize
their
the
that
tion
of
journalism,
the
theatre,
the
also,
It can be said,
l;ative of the Federal Communiobligation to listeners. We have
rostrum and the school
and does not
not
has
on
Commissi
ons Commission it is a real public
house.
discovered that a large number of
Lsure, I assure you, to appear
intend to prohibit the advertising
Visualizing
radio
as
I
did,
it
was
Fifth
the
of
of any and all medical products
gentlemen
you
,rre
difficult
for
me
to
reconcile
some
of
over the air. It does not have the
'late.
the programs heard so consistently
ti t is with genuine satisfaction
power to do so, as you well know,
this concept. To me there
_J I am privileged to attend this with
because it can exercise no censorwere many commercial medical
ship whatever over programs. If
j vention where, for the first time
the
of
proand didchildren's
r %e I was named a member
programsgrams which
in the first instance
product,
a
not accord
last January by Presision lt,
e and if it is adiifnmis
legitimat
,4!t
is
with
good
taste.
In
the
forI can meet face to
Rooseve
in good taste withvertised
mer
case
there
appeared
to
the
of
ves
,ie the representati
deceptive stateor
false
out
be
commercial
announce,.1adcasting industry as a group,
is no reaments
which
were
not
only
there
then
ment,
ualny of you I have met individ
son why the account canrepugnant but absolutely
with others I have correspondnot be accepted by the stafrauand is
and with some I have a tele- false, deceptive
tion. But the broadcaster
dulent. That much
an
me acquaintance, but it is our
must be the judge. If he
old
story
to
you.
•nest desire — and I speak for my
is incapable of judging,
Upon taking office, I
low-Commissioners — to know all
then we must assume he
found that the Commisyou personally, to counsel with
is not the proper person
sion's Law Department
1, and to discuss your problems
to hold a broadcasting
was
working
on
a
score
or
serradio
the end that better
station license.
more of complaints involve may be offered to the AmeriAt this point I wish to
ry
to
ing programs that seemed
U people and that the indust
another factor in
mention
be out of step with the rete
stacomple
of
goal
its
reach
"y
ng which apadvertisi
radio
lity.
quirements of law. We expe
d;
parently has been overlooke
dited that work. Immediately
[ am going to talk a little shop
that is the advertiser himself,
th you. It might aptly be called there developed a strong support
and, of course, his advertising
'"heart-to-heart with the broad- for it. It was not a reform movein mind
had
simply
ment.
We
agency. The advertiser has a very
kers".
lobvious to
been
have
should
what
definite and primary responsibi
Higher Standards
MR. PRALL
to the terms
ity. He is not subject
the broadcasting industry all
is
as
Act,
of the Communications
YOU are probably aware, we
of these
along: That elimination programs
to
amenable
is
he
ye
but
station,
the
improper
offensive or
a bit of "New Deal"
s for some time had been reinjected
the land dealwas desired by listeners, and that station jecting programs in which the many other laws of and
, eradio
during the past few
drugs and
food
meet
not
pure
with
ing
;>nths, and from where we sit in with them stations could
In the
cial continuities were over- with interstate commerce.
jiashington it is very apparent, to the requirements of serving "pub- commerdone,
onable.
questi
ts
produc
the
or
advertiser should
first place the
y the least, that you are interlic interest, convenience and necesParticularly gratifying to us realize
that radio is very different
ited in our desire, or, may I make
naleadership of the
as an advertising medium from
has been thetion-wide
a little stronger and say, our
networks. Because of
not
termination to free the air of sity". Blood and Thunder
the printed page. He should ana
stations
broadupon
the
in
foist
to
stakes
has
r
lijectionable programs and
attempt
there
greate
copy
their
AFTER only five months
their listeners advertising
casting industry, it was only logibeen a wholesome cleaning up.
rengthen friendly radio recepbellthe
be
to
them
<>n in the American home. While
that
expect
to
view
cal
that cannot be placed in newspaStations have taken the
. He should
wethers. They have responded adand magazines
r actions may have appeared
the result can be accomplished by
will realizepersthat
while he may sell his
mirably, and we hope they this
jrastic, I believe all of you will self -regulation. That is well! We
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ue to lead the way
goods effectively over the radio by
free that even at this early stage
on the Commission are gratified. continle
self-regulation movement.
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uch good has been accomplished,
ered extremes in
to high-pow
going
combeen
talks, he is at the same
The job has not yet show that Otherwise, there is strong possi- his sales
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also
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sure,
that
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that Congress itself will
r our action the American home
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he will
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grams. These are not confined to write into
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tions with which stations will be
jiaal analysis the industry itself, medical continuities. They include
That would be
Coverage Data
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and
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the that
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Newspaper Section
Of NAB
Is Formed
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i

For Public Servr
NAB Approves Plan to Jj
With the RMA on Project

Walter Damm Named as Head
At Meeting of 42 Stations
CREATION of a
newspaper
- station section
of
the NAB,
tion in theto funcsame
manner as other
sections of the
trade association,
was agreed upon
at a meeting July
8 of executives
Mr. Damm
of such stations
held coincident with the annual
convention of the NAB at Colorado
Springs. Walter J. Damm, manager of WTMJ, Milwaukee Journal, and former NAB president,
was named chairman of the committee to draft a plan to govern
the functions of the section which,
it was declared, will devote itself
to matters peculiar to newspaperowned stations. Other members
of the committee are H. Dean
Fitzer, manager of WDAF, Kansas City Star, and Lambdin Kay,
manager of WSB, Atlanta Journal.
"B y unanimous
action",
said the
announcement
of
the section following its organization," the group
was organized as
a section of the
NAB similar to
other NAB sect i o n s. It was
Mr. Fitzer
agreed that newspaper stations share certain problems not common to the general
membership of the NAB which
could be considered by the newspaper group to advantage without in any way conflicting with the
general purposes of the NAB."
The meeting was
held behind closed
doors and Mr.
Damm was asked
to preside. Among
other things, it
was decided that
the section should
have a fund of
its own, separate
from the NAB
Mr. Kay
treasury, and
that all of its actions considered
in any degree controversial would
be submitted not only to the membership of the section itself but to
the NAB board of directors. This
matter and others will be considered by the committee in the drafting of a plan, probably within a
fortnight, after which a section
meeting may be called.
Attending the organization meeting were the representatives of 42
newspaper-owned stations, of the
77 such stations holding NAB
membership. To be eligible for
membership a station must be at
least 51% owned by a newspaper,
daily or weekly. Later, it is expected, consideration may be given
by the section to broadening the
membership to embrace associate
members, to accomodate stations
affiliated with newspapers but not
controlled by them.
Mr. Damm originally suggested
a meeting of newspaper-owned
stations several months ago. He
sent out a questionnaire to them
in which he enumerated 14 sepa-

Propos

STEAKFEAST — One of 30 auto-loads en route to mountain party:
Walter Biddick, Los Angeles; Cy Taillon, KGHL; Cliff Sleininger, Free
& Sleininger; Birt Squire, WHK; Buryl Lottridge, KOIL; H. K. Carpenter, WHK; Harry Hoessley, WAIU.
rate suggestions of items of interest only to such stations. Of the
stations which responded, 29 said
they were primarily interested in
news broadcasting; 22 in editorial
support for station activities; 22
in circulation promotion by radio;
21 in the exploitation of editorial
features by radio; 19 in general
institutional promotion; 18 in raising of copy standards, copyright
matters and legislation; and 16 in
merchandising service. Other
items mentioned included joint
station-paper advertising rates;
station-paper tieins on specific advertising projects; and an annual
award for the most notable instance of public service by a newspaper station.
A resolution offered by Mr. Kay
dealing with standards of commercial copy, and the presentation of
an annual award, was adopted
unanimously for consideration by
the convention itself. It is published elsewhere in this issue.
Many NAB Exhibitors;
AMP Sounds Sentiment
AMONG the numerous exhibits at
the NAB Convention at Colorado
Springs were those of Transradio
Press, United Press, International
News Service, Press-Radio Bureau,
RCA Victor Co., Graybar- Western
Electric, World Broadcasting System, McGregor & Sollie, Standard
Radio Advertising Co., Freeman
Lang (sound on films), Radio Producers Sales Co. and Associated
Music Publishers.
The AMP, represented by M. C.
Tompkins and Loren Watson, the
latter of the staff of Wired Radio
Inc., was sounding out sentiment
among the broadcasters for its
proposed new transcription library
service, 90 hours of which it is
said to have already recorded. If
sufficient interest was shown, AMP
is prepared to secure an ERPI license for vertical recording, but
Mr. Tompkins asserted at the convention that his company was not
yet prepared to announce its plans.
In the meantime, AMP's parent
company, Wired Radio, has suspended its tests of program services via power lines in Cleveland,
but announces it may resume them
shortly. Its recorded library, it is
understood, was originally intended for the wired radio experiments
and contains copyrights, many of
them by European composers,
which AMP controls.
DAILY interpretative news periods
furnished by mail by the Christian
Science Monitor are now being carried over 183 stations, including
one in Mexico and one in Hawaii.

Candid Cameras Aid
TO FOUR highly expert
amateur photographers attending the NAB convention
as delegates, Broadcasting
Magazine is indebted for
many cluded
ofin these
the pages.
picturesThey
inleaped into the breach when
a professional photographer
engaged by us met bad luck
with his equipment. Using
small candid cameras, they
snapped various shots for us
which were enlarged for this
edition. They were: Herbert
Hollister, WLBF, Kansas
City, Kan.; J. Buryl Lottridge, KOIL, Council Bluffs;
Joseph A. Chambers, WLW,
Cincinnati, and C. W. Horn,
NBC, New York. To them
Broadcasting extends its
sincere thanks.

BALTIMORE is represented by
the popular Tom Lyons, operator
of WCAO, and Mrs. Lyons,

PRELIMINARY
plans
for the
creationnual awards
of anin
radio
for
conspicious examples of
public service by
broadcasting staand possibly tions,
by program
Mr. Gedde
builders,
advertisers, announcers
and others in the broadcasting
were made known during the N
convention at Colorado Spring:
Coincident with adoption by
convention of a resolution, sr.
sored by Lambdin Kay, mana
of WSB, Atlanta, it was lear
that the Radio Manufacturers
sociation with an identical v
in mind, had sent its executive ^
president, Bond Geddes, to
convention to offer to the N
board a plan adopted by his
ganization last month to cooper
in such an endeavor. His org
ization, Mr. Geddes told the boa
was prepared to contribute a
thing from $5,000 to possi
$20,000 toward such a project.
After action by the conventi
President Leo J. Fitzpatrick, W,
Detroit announced he would I
point a committee of three to
operate with the RMA commit
of three in drafting the basic pi
The RMA
committee compri
Powel Crosley, president of Cr I
ley Radio Corp., which opera |
WLW
and
WSAI, chairim
James M. Skinner, president
Phico; Eugene A. MacDonald, pr
ident of Zenith Radio Corp., a.
Leslie F. Muter, president of t;
Muter Co., Chicago.
Designed to parallel the awai
in the literary, theatrical a
newspaper fields by the Pulitte
Foundation, Mr. Kay has in mi
a Radio Foundation which wou
give recognition to the cultui
and the public service side of r
dio. Under such an endeavc
awards might be made to all clat
es of stations for all types of ser
ice and performances, and to i
dividuals excelling in their parti
ular pursuits.
The NAB convention passed
resolution authorizing its boai
"to consider the establishment {
one or more annual NAB awan
for conspicuous examples of pu
lie service rendered by America
broadcasting stations."

CONVENTIONEERS— Left to right: Humboldt Grieg, Southwes
Broadcasting
System;
John H. Weiser,
Angeles, KTAT,
vice president,
Bots1
ford,
Constantine
& Gardner;
Sam H.LosBennett,
Fort Worth
Neal Barrett, KOMA, Oklahoma City; John Blair, John Blair & Companj
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Railroads Unprepared
FAR from satisfactory was
the train service from the
East to remote Colorado
Springs, with the special
New York - Washington convention trains cancelled by
the Missouri Pacific at the
eleventh hour and with other
roads caught unprepared to
handle the big traffic. When
air - conditioning equipment
on one home - bound Rock
Island train went bad, it was
a radio engineer, Paul Godley, who stepped into the
breach and corrected the
electrical refrigerating equipment while two of the railroad's technicians could merely look on.

per's contract with the press association still has a long period to
run. Curtis E. Johnson, publisher
and president of the Observer,
had previously given permission to
United Press to set up a bureau
in his premises, and it is from this
office that a special UP staff was
supplying news to WBT.
On the West Coast
A NEW DAILY newspaper, to be
serviced with full Transradio news
reports, will shortly make its appearance in San Francisco. This
rumor, freely circulated in the
Pacific Coast city, and although
not confirmed when Broadcasting
went to press, is generally conceded to have substantial foundation.
Signing of six additional stations
for full news coverage in Oregon
since July 1, puts Transradio in
every community in that state
where there is a station, with the
exception of Corvallis, where the
station is operated by the State
Agricultural Collge. New Oregon
stations signed are KORE, Eugene;
KOOS, Marshfield; KMED, Medford; KSLM, Salem; KWJJ and
KEL, both in Portland.
Transradio has also installed 15
teletype machines in various parts
of California for exclusive use of
its correspondents. This move, it
was explained, speeds up service
by seven minutes and also cuts
down wire charges.
Although KSFO, San Francisco, is continuing its Press-Radio
membership, the station on July

Interest in Press Situation Is Keen Among Delegates;
Publishers Sounded by the A. P. for Their Views
CEPT for the intense interest
Copyright pervading the Colomattion, the
convenasting
|ofSpring
occupied
news s broadc
jamount attention — with reprefcatives of the three press assol.ions on hand to contact pros%ive clients. Transradio, United
and International News Serjjiss
M all reported the signing of new
v.tomers for their rival services
lyHsr many broadcasters had visit-s
iijtheir headquarters and exhibit
isLiget first-hand information,
alfssociated Press, which unlike
were said to be in progsess with
s i others is mutually owned by its
several publications.
offernot
is
and
clients
vWspap
its news
s' er
to radio except
UP Signs Stations
i ough the Press-Radio Bureau,
UNITED PRESS has brought the
lis reported to be circularizing its
number of its radio station clients
s mbership with questions as to
t] i ir attitude toward the sale of
up to 30 within the last two weeks,
ipjjre to radio stations by UP and RIVALS meet to pose for our the following being the customers
oa;S.
Informal reactions were
signed most recently: KWK, St.
photographer : Herbert Moore,
Louis; KGMC, Amarillo; KTBS,
!t|s!i to be adverse in some importpresident of Transradio Press
Shreveport; KGDM, Stockton;
slip quarters but indifferent among
(left) and Al Harrison, United
!.i1st publishers, who realize that Press, at NAB Convention.
KFBK, Sacramento; KMJ, Fresws by radio has come to stay.
no; KSTP, St. Paul (one of the
fWeither UP nor INS has lost Transradio's news rooms. Pointing
pioneers in the movement a year
aero for stations to collect news
i lingle newspaper client as a re- out that Transradio is now serving
ft of their entry into the radio
cooperatively) ; KTUL, Tulsa,
and
states
46
in
stations
250
about
and KTAT, Fort Worth.
ijfld, it was learned.
several foreign countries, Mr.
theandpublishers'
The Charlotte (N. C.) Obser- flash
Moore asserted that neither UP
Working Exhibits
1 stopped
bulletinusing
service
at presver
has
protested
the
action
of
ent
has
no
news
on
the air. KGDM,
nor
INS
has
"failed
to
halt
the
B and Transradio had workUP in signing a contract to de- Stockton, Cal., on June 15 canTransradio."
up exhibits at Colorado Springs,
growthto ofpress
liver news to WBT, and at the
celled its Press-Radio service in
time, no newspapers
4i);h Walter Moss on hand for the hadUp followed
the example of the time of going to press orders had favor of UP, and KFRC, San Fran; rmer and Herbert Moore, TransAthens Daily Times in buying been given to the desk not to use
cisco, a Don Lee network station,
4uio president, present to make
is also interested in that service
^itacts. Representing UP at the Transradio, though negotiations any UP copy, although the pa- providing they get a sponsor.
Edwin Moss Wilwere manager,
Invention
From all indications the Ameri!ms, its sales
and Al
« rrison, traveling representative.
can Broadcasters' News Associaed
United Front on Legislation Is Advis
tion, with San Francisco and OakThirty-one radio clients, includland offices, isn't making much
;fj the five Hearst-owned stations
sched-1
try
Indus
e
service was
"|!ld the Yankee Network outlets,
The functioni
rvelh
progress
ng July
uled to.start
By Mr. Bellows to Prese
°f|(j now subscribing to the INS
IN HIS eighth
The comprehensive report re- with full news coverage but Frank
"jTvice, Mr. Moss reported. Signed
and final report
counted chronologically the activ- Wright, who heads the venture,
fi the convention were WLW,
as chairman of
last nine months since announced that he was marking
the
ity
of
; 3AI and WCKY, Cincinnati;
Cincinnati con- time before starting with spot
of the
the
NAB
legislaholding
the
a DGY, Minneapolis, and WMBR,
vention in the
field of legislative
tive
committee
—
news, and is non-committal on
!f eksonville. Other recent addinames of affiliated stations. He
activity. Censor- announce
1 Ins were WBBM, Chicago ; WJR,
regulatory
and
aered
report
d
e
1
i
v
d some weeks ago that 29
by proxy to
ship played a prominent part in it.
flfetroit; WGAR, Cleveland, and
of
efforts
in the West had been
stations
involving
Litigation
the
NAB
convenJFIL, Philadelphia. WLW is now
tion at Colorado
s
broadcast
states to impose taxes upon sta- signed by ABNA. Only onal
Tring both Transradio and INS
News
to date are the Internati
broadnews
affecting
tions,
and
Springs
July
8
—
fj is KNX, Hollywood. WGAR
casting also were covered.
Mr. Bellows
Calender on KFRC. and the InterHenry A. B e 1 Jkrted the service July 8 and
lows, former CBS
s of censorship, Mr.
Apropo
national Sports Calendaro on KJBS,
TOR starts Aug. 10.
Bellows asserted that the FCC, in both San
Francisc stations.
Transradio reported the signing vice president and until recently
Wright stated that the programs
its report to Congress last January
IT 27 new station clients at the identified with the association's
accepted as unquestioned the right are being supplied by the feature
staff, predicted "destrucexecutive
Invention, and Mr. Moore made
(Continued on page 58)
tion" of the industry unless the
(Continued on page 62)
ye statement that "none of the
"essential
unity"
of
stations
is
newspaper-conmaintained. Mr. Bellows was undessbyassthe
insed mapre
I
ociations was acoll
able to attend the convention, hav's
io
ad
e."
sr
d
ens
ire at Tran
ing entered the radio advertising
edexp clients
Tiong the newly-acquirg;
business, and his report was read
e WPAR, Parkersbur
WHK,
by James W. Baldwin, assistant
eveland ; WGBI, Scranton;
managing director.
MO, Tacoma; KWJJ, Portland;
Frank and forthright in his disTFI, Twin Falls, Idaho; KFJI,
cussion of the legislative pitfalls
lamath Falls, Ore., and WAIM,
which
beset
broadcasting, Mr. Beln,
e;
rso
ttl
L,
nde
S. C; KO
Sea
lows was caustic in his criticism
x;
,
ni
te;
R,
IR
oe
TA
Ph
KG
But
of individual broadcasters for their
MBC Detroit; KFJZ, Fort apparent failure to become aware
a,
,
orth, and KGIW Alamos
Colo, of these threats. His plea was that
t the convention Transradio ex- the new administration of the NAB
bited its high-speed teletypes
and its legislative chairman be
Ith practical demonstrations of given the support of an undivided
}}vr its news is delivered to KVOR,
industry, fully awake to its prob% Colorado Springs client.
lems and dangers, and ready to
2 KVOR's news announcer broad- forget all its minor differences in
AT FIRST TEE — C. H. Venner, Conquest Alliance Co.; James Hughes,
,|st regular sponsored and sus- order to stand solidly in unfalterining news programs direct from
WHBF; Jack Storey, WTAG; Harold Vance, RCA Victor Co.
ing support of these officers.
uly 15, 1935
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Tests

Television

Future

Says
Mr.
Sarnoff
Haste Might Prove Dangerous
To Development, He Asserts
"ALL THAT can be done with
television, short of actual and
studied experience with it in the
field, has been done," according to
David Sarnoff, president, Radio
Corporation of America, writing
in the July 7 issue of This Week.
"There is no longer any question
about the clarity and sharpness of
transmitted images."
Immediately ahead lies the necessary field work which must precede introduction of the visual art
on a widespread scale, he said, reminding that RCA is spending a
million dollars for a television station, observation receivers and program service.
Danger of Haste
"NOBODY can check progress
when it is ready to move," Mr.
Sarnoff wrote in This Week. "But
nobody can force progress ahead,
either. Things brought out before
their time have a habit of rolling
back upon us, often at a cost of
years in delayed development. We
are at a spot in television right
now when ill-considered haste
might mean the very opposite of
speed.
"Television bears no relation to
the present system of sound broadcasting. Television promises to
supplement the present broadcasting service by adding sight to
sound. It will not supplant nor diminish the importance of broadcasting by sound.
"Our research and technical
progress may be judged by the fact
that upon a laboratory basis we
have produced a 343-line picture,
as against the crude 30-line picture
of several years ago. The picture
frequency of the earlier system
was about 12 per second; of the
present system the equivalent of
60 per second is the satisfactory
but not necessary limit. This compares with a standard projection
rate of 24 per second for motion
pictures.
"Thus the first major obstacle
and, we hope, the biggest on the
road to popular use of television
has been cleared.
"However, the mere fact that
clear and pleasing pictures can be
transmitted between two groups of
engineers working under the most
careful scientific control is far
from positive evidence that a continuous stream of pictures may be
broadcast over 3,000,000 square
miles of territory to 130,000,000
people, even if all facilities for doing so were ready, which of course
they are not.
"Methods used by the engineers
may not be applicable at all to popular television, much as we hope
they are. It is conceivable that
after months of field tests some unexpected difficulties may be encountered that will require further research in the laboratory. This is
not pessimism, but a fact to be
faced. And this is the purpose of
making tests under actual conditions to be encountered in the field.
"A second fact that can't be ignored is that television in its present state has some very definite
limitations. The service range of
i
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24 per second. Every receiver b
for such pictures would be obso'
today with the 343-line, 60quency pictures.
or!
would
have to Either
keep that
operav
transmitters that were much
ferior to what we could build.
"Great improvements unqi
tionably are ahead in this new
of the radio waves. The \
rapidity of recent progress sta
as warning that we are far fj

to Determine

NBC's New Studios in the Motion Picture Capital
HERE is what the new NBC stu- of talent for radio, and we expect
dios will look like when completed
that many more programs of national interest will originate in
Oct. 1. After months of investigaSouthern California as soon as we
tion, NBC this month completed
arrangements for the construction
The provided
structureproper
is beingfacilities."
remodeled
of modern studios in the film cen- have
at a cost of approximately $500,ter, taking over the Consolidated
Film Industries building, formerly
000, according to Mr. Gilman, and
a film studio. It is located on Mel- also will be used as executive ofrose Ave. and work already has
fices. The building has been idle
started. The action followed an in- since the fire of 1929.
tensive survey by Don E. Gilman,
"The building of the Consolidated Film Industries, Inc., is adNBC western division vice president, and O. B. Hanson, NBC chief
mirably adapted to our purpose,"
engineer. The new plant, described
said Mr. Gilman, "and with the
as one of the most up-to-date on alterations now under way for our
the Coast, will include four studios, occupancy it will become another
two of the small theatre type seat- of the great engineering plants
which have been established by
ing more than 250.
NBC to provide the finest radio
"The increasing use of radio
stars in motion picture producprograms to the American listening audience. These studios will be
tions, and of movie
in radio,"
said Richard
C. stars
Patterson
Jr., equipped with broadcasting equipment of the latest design and will
NBC executive vice president, "has
emphasized the need for more ade- have the advantage of all the developments and experience we have
quate studios in Hollywood. Hollywood has become a great reservoir
gained in building Radio City."
the best transmitter is rarely more
than twenty-five miles, and it frequently is only fifteen miles. Once
field work is under way engineers
believe they can materially increase this range; but this, too, is
a hope to be realized. Transmitted
pictures are still relatively small.
From the practical standpoint they
might be compared to what one
sees of a parade from the window
of an office building or of a world
series baseball game from a nearby roof, or of a championship prize
fight from the outermost seats of a
great arena. In this fast-moving
age filled with competitive amusements will people be content with
television's dramas in miniature,
once the novelty of the new toy
wears off? Frankly, nobody knows.
Means Change in Habits
"BUT SUPPOSE that people are
satisfied with the size of the pictures— just how long and how frequently will they sit before a television receiver and rivet attention
on the visual action? With sound
broadcasting full attention is not
necessary. One may read, move
about the house at work, play
bridge, talk to a circle of friends
while the radio plays on. Television will mean a change in the
habits of the home if it is to be
worth its cost. What sort of programs will the public want? Again,
we don't know as yet.
"Popular sound broadcasting is
almost wholly by comparatively
long waves, as measured by the
latest standards of the radio art.
Television uses ultra short waves,
and we don't know very much about
the peculiarities of these waves in
everyday use. Is every passing
automobile going to ruin the television fan's evening because of impulses, sent out by its ignition, that

'splash' the picture? Airplanes
passing over our laboratory high
in the Empire State Building cast
shadows on television images.
Practical Tests
"ANSWERS to all of these questions and to many others we hope
to find in our field tests, at least in
part. In Germany, England and
Canada they are seeking the same
answers. And above all others is
the question of how soon progress
in the television art will stabilize
to an extent to warrant popular
introduction of this marvel. This
is the
most serious question we
face
today.
"Radio recievers bought ten years
ago are still usable, however crude
they may be compared to up-tod a t e equipment. Broadcasting
transmitters have been radically
improved; in fact, betterments are
constantly
madecontinue
— but still
the
older being
receivers
to
serve their owners.
"This could not be the case with
television. The latter is a highly
complicated system of transmitting and receiving elements, with
thousands of interlocking parts,
each of which must not only function correctly within its own
sphere of activity, but must also
synchronize with every other part
of the system. This means, in the
broadcasting
of sight,
mitter and receiver
must that
fit astranslock
and key, that every major improvement in the first necessitates a corresponding improvement in the
second.
"Just suppose, for example, that
television had been popularly introduced last autumn. Suppose
that many thousands of receivers
had been made and sold. At that
time we were using a 240-line television picture with a frequency of

ment.
It would stabilized
be economic
a reasonably
deve"f'
to set up a nation-wide system
tremendous cost, only to find
hopelessly inadequate in a si
time.
"Clearly, the next stage of t
vision is proper field demonst
tion by which the basis may be
for technical standards. A
years from now the story may
— we hope it will be — different.
Television

Is Retard

By a Lack of Capit
Asserts Philco Executi
TELEVISION is still four yej
away because the American pui
is too sophisticated and exact
to help pioneer the new indus<
in the opinion of Harry B>
Brown, national merchandise m
ager of the Philco Radio and T
vision Corp., of Philadelphia,
pressed while in San Francisco
discuss the future of the indus
with dealers. Philco already 1
perfected a television set to sell
$275 that could be placed on I
market in 30 days, but no bro
casting station is able to furn
programs
for these sets, he poin
out.
"The wave of a television bro
casting studio would only be
miles and it would take scores
stations, costing several hund
thousand dollars each, to furn
national coverage," Brown m
"Our big question is how to mi
these stations pay for themseh
The public
won'tworth
pioneer
wants
something
while £!
look at. If our company puts t(
vision on the market now, the s
would all be turned back to deal
within a week, because the pro]
type of program has not been
developed. Television will co
with a rush when capital g
brave enough and begins to inv
money in the necessary studios a
FCC
Engineers Inspe
equipment."
Progress
of Televisk
HEADED by Dr. C. B. Jollil
FCC chief engineer, a party
FCC engineers visited the tele
sion laboratories of RCA Mfg. C
Philco Radio & Television Co., a
Farnsworth Television Ltd. the 1
ter part of June. They declir
to discuss their observations, sir
all of the experimenters are ke<
ing their work confidential. W
Dr. Jolliffe were Lieut. E. K. J
and Andrew D. Ring, assistz
chief engineers; Gerald C. Gro
FCC short wave expert, and J.
Buchanan
Jr., allocations.
Mr. Ring's assists
in television
Demc
strations of both radio and w
television were conducted for t
party, it was learned, each of t
three companies showing differe
systems, though all employ cat
ode ray principles.
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Television

Expert

Looks

Its

Future

and

Engineering
"WMAZ Peach Coupe"
IT WAS "WMZA Georgia
Peach Coupe" on the menu
of the NAB convention banquetmoor
July Hotel,
9 at Colorado
the BroadSprings, and it developed
that the dessert was planned
by E. K. Cargill, manager
of the Macon, Ga. station.
Mr. Cargill presented a
bounteous supply of famous
Georgia peaches, boxes of
which are
perennial
gifts received from
him by many
of
his friends in the broadcasting field.

Group

Proposals
Adopts
To Improve Radio
Quality Standards for Discs
Urged in Report to NAB

Andrew Crvise Urges Broadcasters to Follow Progress
Of Visual Art and Be Ready for Its Arrival
employing mechanical scanning
iL.
RECOMMENBROADCASTERS should watch giving a 30-line picture 12 frames
I
^li
D AT IO N S for
second.
closely the ad- perThese
he says, while
the technical imvance of televi- having anprograms,
objectionable nicker and
sion, with much
provement of
have an entertainbroadcasting, inwork in the labo- low definition,
for short periods. Live
cluding
one
for
ratory remaining talent mentisvalueused.
Estimates of the
the fixing of
to be done, but
number of receiving sets in service
in the meantime
standards
quality
for
transcriptions
vary from none to 10,000. The
should develop
studio technique British Postal authorities estimate
tion
of
stations,
for
the
protecmate receivers can be bought for
Mr. Cruse
Mr. Chambers
if they hope to less than a hundred.
advertisers
and
$100,
Mr.
Cruse
suspects
the
cost
nter the field. This is the opinNo Receivers Available
will be more than twice that fig- the public, were contained in the
ion of Andrew W. Cruse, chief of
ure, which may diminish public annual report of the NAB Engithe Baird Co. and Electri|che Commerce Department's elec- BOTH
neering Committee submitted by
cal & Musical Industries are trans- enthusiasm.
trical equipment division, who gave
its chairman, Joseph A. Chambers,
mitting
experimental
high
definiPlans
of
Set
Makers
ijthe NAB convention at Colorado
tion television but no receivers can
chief engineer; of WLW, Cincinnati,
Springs July 8 his observations on
BRITISH
radio
manufacturers
igthe Colorado Springs convention.
to
be
purchased
and
the
transmis(television based on a recent inspecnore television, he explains, on the Mr. Chambers' committee recommissions, he explains, can in no
tion trip in Europe.
mended continued cooperation with
way be considered a public service. ground that the publicity has cut
He suggested that the NAB
the
sale
of
receivers,
but
he
adds
On
June
7
the
British
Postmastname a committee to keep broadIRE and RMA. With reer General announced he had re- that 1935 sales may equal those the FCC,
casters advised on television proglocal broadhigh-frequency
spect
to
ceived word from the advisory of last year despite television pubress and advised employment of an
casting, television and facsimile
present
the
on
effect
their
licity,
and
television
receivers
may
and
jobserver in Europe to assist such committee "regarding the choice
of a site for the projected London be admitted to the August Radio
[la committee.
committhe
system,
broadcasting
tee simply reported:
American interests in Europe are television station and other mat- Show.
"To date it has no information
ters relative to the proposed exA television patent pool is necin the very forefront of the foreign television picture, he said,
essary, British postal officials be- to indicate concern to sound broadperimental television service." It
lieve, and preliminary negotiations
referring to Electrical & Musical was added that Alexandria Palace
developcasting, although certain
are
under
way.
ment is progressing
rapidly.
been picked as the site and
Industries in Great Britain, Lor- had
that
both
Baird
and
EMI
had
been
Technical Proposals
Alexander Korda, director of
enz in Germany and Standard in
called to submit bids for the trans- many famous motion pictures, told
France, but reminded that broad- mitters.
submitted the
COMMITTEE
THE
Mr. Cruse that a new development
casters must keep abreast of forcomments on the most
following
Late
this
winter
or
early
next
eign progress in the actual presenlikely will permit showing of im- recent technical proposals of engitation of programs.
ages on a large screen in the home
spring, Mr. Cruse expects, highneers of the FCC:
definition television service will be but he feels that the desire to enAs to the Future
started by BBC using alternately
The Comjoy entertainment in groups in the AUDIO DISTORTION:
mission proposes that the total audio
WHILE governments are directly the EMI 405-line 50-frame inter- atmosphere of the theater will prevent television from becoming a frequency distortion from microphone
laced and the Baird 240-line 25or indirectly supporting and operamterminals (including microphone
ating broadcasting and television frame sequential transmitters.
serious competitor of the motion
antenna output shall not
Present plans are to operate one picture for a long time. Mr. Korda exceed 5%plifier) torms
in
Europe,
he
said
it
was
his
view
when
content
harmonic
Ithat the interests of both can best hour each morning and two each
modulating from 0 to 85%, and not
suggests the motion picture may
be served in this country without evening on 6.6 meters for vision, be called on to aid in developing
more than 10% rms harmonic content
7.2 meters for associated sound.
distortion
when modulating 95%. The modulating,
government assistance. "With restudio technique because of its is
to be measured with
About the time bids are accept- knowledge of lighting, staging and frequencies
covery, and when you feel that the
of
50,
400,
1000,
5000 arid
ed, he believes, receivers will be
time is ripe," he concluded, "you
Your committee feels
cycles.
7500
(Continued on page 59)
will undoubtedly be able to add on the market. While some estithat while the tolerable distortion is
television to your present service
liberal, the harmonics of the frequenand present television programs
cies above 5000 cycles are not as Obin the same thorough fashion in
The reducjectionable as the others.
tion of harmonics
of frequencies bewhich you are now presenting
low 100 cycles may be quite expenyour broadcasts. In the meantime
sive. Therefore, your Committee has
let us be patient observers!"
urged that proper allowances be made;
Recent interest in television increased tremendously, Mr. Cruse
for these factors. '
FREQUENCY RANGE : The Compointed out, when the British
mission proposes that the audio freHouse of Commons during May,
tics;;ofe
transmitting
quency
the mierophon
from characteris
equipment
the
1934, named a committee "to conterminals to the audio component of
sider the development of television and to advise the Postmaster
the rectified antenna current shall- not
that
2 decibels
thanbetween
depart
General on the relative merits of
and 7509
50 from
cycles
at 1000more
the several systems and on the
er
be
should
transmitt
The
cycles.
conditions under which any public
equipped in the last audio stage or aS
service of television should be. pronear thereto as practicable with two
band-pass filters, one to cut off at 5500
vided."
This culminated when the comcycles and the other at 8500 cycles 'to
'i
mittee made its report Jan. 14 of
40 decibels below normal level.
These filters shall be used as fol1
this year, and the ensuing curilows:
The
8500
cycle
cut-off
filter
at
osity in this country led to the inall times, and the 5500 cycle cut-off
spection trip from which Mr. Cruse
filter when the program transmission
returned June 2.
is such that no desired signal above
Here are resumes of what Mr.
5000 cycles reaches the transmitter.
The frequency characteristics should
Cruse found in each country:
be measured with the filters in place.
Progress in England
Your Committee believes the ■ freENGLAND: The British Broadrange quite to
reasonable
provided itquency
is allowable
include comcasting Corporation is offering
for microphone
low - definition programs lasting TELEVISION IN GERMANY— This is an unretouched photograph of
istics.pensation
Attention
should be charactercalled to
from one-half to three-quarters of 180-line visual image, transmitted at 25 frames per second, over the the fact that more expensive telephone
an hour, twice weekly, transmitted
system perfected by the famous German, inventor, Von Ardenne, for lines may be required between the studios or remote pickup points and the
the Lorenz Co., German affiliate of the American I. T. & T. The size
on 261 meters with accompanying
transmitters.
sound on 398 meters, using separ- of the screen is 8.8. x 7.2 inches. The image was picked up after being
Your Committee believes the filters
ate transmitters for each. For tel- transmitted 10 kilometres. The scanning is direct on cathode ray tubes.
(Continued on page 66)
evision the Baird system is used, Photo brought back from Berlin by Mr. Cruse.
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FCC
In

Defers
WBS

Ruling

Disc

Case

Decision May Come as a Part
Of Change in Procedure
CASTING aside all matters of
policy until it resumes normal
operation in the fall, the FCC is
not expected to announce its decision in the transcription announcement appeal of World Broadcasting System until September, it was
stated following the July 3 meeting of the full board. That meeting adjourned at the call of the
chairman, and while each division
will carry on routine operations,
the technical departments have
been instructed to hold in abeyance
all matters involving policy until
the FCC convenes in regular session.
As a consequence it was stated
at the Law Department that the
transcription issue will not be
brought before the Broadcast Division probably until after the July
and August recesses. Among other
things, the FCC is now devising
changes in its rules and procedure
and it may develop that the new
interpretation on the transcription
announcement will come as a part
of the revised rules.
Library Services
WITH the future development of
transcription library services said
to depend upon this ruling, the
issue before the FCC is whether
the announcement "this is an electrical transcription" or some other
explanatory phrase, must be made
after each musical number on a
single disc, or each two or three
minutes, rather than at 15-minute
intervals, as the present regulation prescribes. An interpretation
of the rule more than a year ago
by the Law Department held that
the announcement should be made
with the rendition of each number.
This was challenged by WBS, and
a hearing on this controversy was
held June 20 before the full Broadcast Division.
More than a dozen organizations
were represented at the hearing,
with opposition coming only from
the American Federation of Musicians and from CBS. Supporting
the WBS plea were Standard Radio Advertising Co. Inc., of Hollywood, which recently inaugurated
a transcription library service
competitive with WBS, and numerous independent stations. NBC,
which now is launching a transcription program service, was opposed to any move that would eliminate the transcription announcement altogether, and asked only
that the announcement be such as
to differentiate adequately between
"live" and transcription services.
The question of eliminating the
announcement entirely, which has
been espoused in resolutions adopted at the last two NAB conventions, is not involved in the WBS
petition.
GUY

CHAFFEE EARL, 74, attorney, father of Guy Earl Jr.,
president of KNX, Hollywood, died
June 26 at Oakland, Cal., from a
heart illness. He had been a regent
of the University of California for
32 years and prior to that a state
senator.
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GUY
GILLETTE

IN

SHOW

BUSINESS

Radio Advertiser Likened to a Theatrical Producer,— He Must Draw Largest Possible Audience —
free top-price ringside seats, plus
By CHARLES PRITZKER
roundtrip transportation between
Advertising Manager
their homes and New York. A
Gillette Safety Razor Co*
IT'S UNFORTUNATE that so contestant enclosed an empty Gillette "Blue Blade" package with
many advertisers, when they conhis entry and specified the name
tract for a radio program, comand
address
of the dealer from
pletely overlook the fact that they
whom
he
purchased
the blades.
are venturing into the "show business" and are placing a greater
Dealers
who
sold
"Blue
Blades"
demand upon their "show" than to fortunate winners also won free
does a Broadway theatrical pro- trips to the fight.
ducer who seeks only to draw the
A smashing dealer broadside
largest possible audience for his was prepared announcing the contest and featuring the program.
show. The advertiser does likeOne section of this broadside was
wise, of course, but over and above
that demands that the show sell a striking window poster. Window
his merchandise or his business
cards and counter cards were supinstitution.
plied to each dealer. Contest rules
If he were a producer, he would
were furnished through a series of
have a publicity man trying to six "autographed" leaflets. Each
crowd every possible line of pub- piece of promotional literature
licity into newspapers; he would
urged the reader to tune in the
have photographs and posters in program. Weekly winners were
front of the theater and the at- announced over the air.
Exclusive broadcast rights to the
traction's name in blazing lights.
He would have alluring outdoor fight were hammered home at
advertising, and newspaper adver- every opportunity. Special newstisements featuring his attraction.
paper ads were used featuring coincidentally the contest and the
Focusing Attention.
YET MANY users of radio expect weekly mystery thriller. A special
man was engaged to seit to work miracles and do little publicity
cure publicity for Baer, the fight,
or nothing to merchandise it to the contest and the weekly proconsumers and retail outlets. We
gram. In both advertising and pubare not of this school of thought
licity, the weekly broadcasts were
as we have demonstrated by the
intensive merchandising effort tied-in with Baer's activities. Special trade paper ads were released
launched with the sponsorship of
featuring in news format the conthe weekly half - hour mystery
test, the first broadcast, and the
thriller starring Max Baer. We
determined not to overlook that we
Second Contest
were in the business, that we program.
AT
THIS
writing, the program
would "balyhoo" that show — merchandise it,so to speak — as would has been broadcast only four times
any successful producer. We set but it has already proved so successful that a second contest is
about to employ every available
medium to focus attention on it. being devised to support the weekIn the first place, the program
ly series following the fight. Fresh
itself was accepted contingent upon promotional literature is being presecuring the exclusive right to
pared. A strong program campaign is ready for release. Trade
broadcast the world's heavyweight
championship fight from Madison
papers again will carry full-page
Square Garden Bowl on June 13. ads in news format announcing the
new contest and urging everyone
Plans were immediately devised
for launching a nationwide contest to follow the thriller Monday eve— winners to receive absolutely
nings over the stations of a coast-

EARL SEEKING
250 KW. FOR KNX\
AS
A STEP
toward eventually
securing 500,000
watts to rival the
highest power
used for broadcasting in the
world today,

KNX, Hollywood,
has applied to the
FCC for authorMr. Earl
ity to increase its
power to 250,000 watts. Guy C. ;
Earl, Jr., KNX operator, reports
it is ready to boost the power immediately, the proposed new construction requiring relatively few
additions to the 50,000 watt plant
installed last May. It is proposed
to erect a duplicate half-wave antenna to act as a signal reflector
to
concentrate
toward the Northeast.
KNX on Aug. 1 will occupy its
new Hollywood studios, said to
represent the latest in studio design. The entire building formerly
occupied by the Motion Picture
Hall of Fame has been acquired
and remodeled. It is a show place
in the heart of the motion picture
district.
to-coast NBC-WEAF network.
The value of intensively merchandising our radio program has
been proved; a flood of letters and
telegrams from dealers has been
received and each expresses enthusiasm over the merchandising
cooperation extended by Gillette to
the trade. The results confirm the
wisdom of thoroughly merchandising ourany feeling
radio effort
ate
that and
it is substantiunfair to
radio to contract for a program
and then neglect to focus special
attention on it. It is as unsound
as if a Broadway producer opened
a spectacular show and then neglected to inform the public about
the attraction.
Advertisers must realize that
they're in the "show business"
when they invest in radio promust support
effort to grams.
theTheyfullest
extent that
if they
would make radio pay greater returns.

"33 CLUB" INSPECTS — Members of this group of young business and professional men, organized in 1933
for analytical discussion of business problems, recently inspected the NBC Chicago studios. Top row left to
right: Stanley Haigh, National Battery Co.; James N. Krohne, J. L. Sudgen Advertising Co.; Robert Swan,
Walgreen Co.; Cy Young, Butler Bros.; Herbert Bielefeld, Bielefeld Art Studios; Marshall A. Pippin, attorney;
Arthur Bohnen, real estate; Edwin Applequist, The Davis Co.; Victor Stromquist, Hall, Stromquist & Rice,
architects; Dr. Wendell Stadle; Stuart Hamilton, Roberts Everetts Associates Inc. Seated: Paul B. Nelson,
The Travel Guild; George Sando, Goddard & Co., Insurance; Robert J. Scott, Schwimmer & Scott, Advertising; John P. Paulson, promotion; Roy G. Rylander, The Ry lander Co., Direct mail advertising; Arthur
Burnstan, James O. McKinsey Co.
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Successful Broadcast Experience
[nd Its Long and
j! E YOU one of those people who
i to think of radio broadcasting
AMONG the FFR (First Families of
"fine for prestige but not so
>d for actual sales" ? If you are
Radio) is the Great Atlantic & Pa.nd you want to stay that way —
cific Tea Co., one of the earliest
n don't read this article. For
3 tale is guaranteed to give that
broadcasters of them all. And
ory a rude jolt. Here is the
ry. It all centers about the
among the outstanding success
•adcasting career of the Great
stories of radio is that coming from
lantic & Pacific Tea Company's
11 elf
& PinGypsies
and
it
speaks
for
this big purveyor to the nutritional
the current anniversary
needs of man. A & P was promoted
)gram
of
these
famous
enter1 ners.
to a nationwide symbol long before alphabet soup was
The Gypsies have just entered
iiir twelfth consecutive year on a wise crack and even before governments and radio
b air, which of course stamps
stations were universally labeled by their initials.
fcm as one of the first families
1 broadcasting. It was back in
dim days of 1924, when all using this medium for goodwill
Up to that time sales tests on the
ls doubt and skepticism about
were little more than trial-andpromotion. However A & P also air
error affairs.
iio's future, that A & P first was developing on its own account.
The decision was made and plans
girted using this medium for ad- Already these pioneers who sponwere shaped with maximum care
rtising. Today A & P is reapsored the Gypsies were playing
for the big event. It was to be
with a new idea. If radio was
* its reward for that foresight
d confidence. Its continued
really so good for prestige, might a sales test of the most exacting
aadcasting through the years
type — one which would prove to
it not be equally good for directy an in- selling? Here again the A & P the final satisfaction of all whether
comgepanand
t h the
Psebroinughbot
actual
presti
was ahead of the crowd. That idea broadcasting really should rank as
was too new. It brought a laugh a major selling medium. The test
Voice From the Past
from the skeptics. But it won ap- began in May 1932 and concluded
proval among the officers of the in November of that year. Briefly,
tjT TIME roll back a decade. We
was to broadcast a spee down at the old WEAF studio
grocery chain. In 1927 the broad- the idea
cific A & P item not elsewhere
casting station moved up to its
195 Broadway, New York. The
Ite is March 3, 1924. And here ambitious new headquarters at 711 advertised, to open the sales books
mes an obscure musician, exile Fifth Avenue, and by that time the day of the broadcast, letting
torn Russia. His name is Harry the new idea
was itbeginning
crys- them remain open for the week
tallize. Indeed
should beto noted
and closing them just before the
tbrlick. The enterprising Horlick
that the A & P Gypsies now had following Monday broadcast. By
|s gathered together an embryo
established themselves as an ortho- recapitulation of stocks remaining
jchestra of five pieces. Everydox part of radio entertainment
Monday morning, the stores could
,,:ing about the start of the A & P for the
determine the difference between
American public.
jpsies was primitive, impromptu
id make-shift — as was radio itTo put the new plan for direct- the sale of the item on a broadIf. In the words of its own ex- selling into practice was not easy.
cast-promoted week and those of
a normal week. It gave a clear
Like all pioneer moves, it met
utives, A & P was "playing a many
obstacles. Generally there index to radio's pulling power.
unch". Sell merchandise by broadwas a strong feeling that the only
listing? Scarcely! They laughed
Twelfth Anniversary
that idea. But they did believe real use of broadcasting was as a
medium
for
prestige.
It
was
some|.dio could help build prestige,
WE WON'T go into results here,
what more than a year after the as
they were widely publicized at
jnd they rather liked the notion of
move
uptown,
when
the
Gypsies
the
time (Broadcasting, April 1,
Edgar Gueste fashion, had spread their fame from coasting,
I'mmun
1933) but let us recall just a few
ith their vast clientel through
e medium of music on the air. to-coast, that the company deter- highlight figures. Reports from
mined to put the new idea to a 14,000 stores gave radio credit for
It takes a real stretch of imagiition now to appreciate the dar- test. The first concrete action a 173% increase in sales on 11
products in cases where the price
g and audacity of A & P's first came in 1930. A series of morning programs was started, supple- was specified, and 29% increase
■oadcasting venture.
In those
menting the Monday evening pro- on products where price was not
lys the air audience was just a
stated.
mdful — scarcely worthy the
gram of the Gypsies. The mornAnyway, as the poem goes, it
ime. And equipment was crude;
ing programs were out - and - out
selling events, stressing cookery, was a famous victory — for broad1 were crystal sets; 3 and 4 tube
atfits. - Indeed it might be said offering food ideas, suggesting
that test,
A & Ptoo
—
menus and in other ways linking and scorescasting.ofAfterother
companies
iat radio was just a big baby —
up with the merchandise carried — needed no further proof that ratther noisy for its age.
But the baby grew fast. The in A & P stores.
dio really could make merchandise
idio audience swelled by leaps
move.
A Scientific Test
So far as A & P is concerned,
nd jumps. So did Harry Horlick's
broadcasting is as much a part of
THIS innovation proved a success
ypsies, and their following. And
from
the
start.
Women
listeners
their promotion program as any
ie A & P came gradually to beeve that radio really had some
liked it, and the fan mail soon re- other advertising medium. Gone
flected emphatic approval. Sales are the days .of "hunches" and
alue as a prestige-builder.
condescension toward air
Harry was allowed to expand •in the stores also registered per- kindly
merchandising. Broadcasting has
ceptible improvement. All this was
jis troup. His programs improved,
very encouraging, of course, but it met the most exacting require' enterta
inment
^nd
the a Gypsies
ments of the modern sales test.
was indefinite, inconclusive. The
y.
ook on
new note
of authorit
Which brings us up to date.
& P wanted proof. They wanted
,'he fan mail — proof of A & P's Afinal
evidence that the air could Here we are at the Gypsies 1935
'lcreasing popularity — grew steadbirthday party series. In the plans
sell both the price and the pack- for
|y through the years.
this anniversary event, a new
age. So they decided to submit
So quick was radio's developthe whole issue to a scientific test. type of sales promotion is used,
aent that it took only a few years
d convert the commercial world to Thus one more precedent was set. which shows further the possibili-

of
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P

ties of radio in the commercial
field. Each Monday evening the
Gypsies have as birthday features
a star entertainer from another radio program. These guest stars
are from the programs of firms
whose products are sold in A & P
stores. This opens a door to a
whole new field of possibilities —
the reciprocal advertising method
already popularvertisement.
in Andthe
adwe printed
have Phil
Baker of Armour's program being
starred on A & P program, which
means of course that he brings to
the Gypsies hour many listeners
from his own program. Obviously,
this idea is reversible. Indeed it
takes only a moment's reflection to
see what vast possibilities lie behind such a method when it is applied to all the various products
carried in a chain grocery store.
Truly the idea has applications
well beyond the A & P but this is
an
& P Tostory
so weletwon't
go
into Athat.
conclude
us offer
our birthday greetings to the A &
P Gypsies. They are 35 strong
now — the best proof possible of
broadcasting's sales strength. The
A & P considers that broadcasting
has proved itself 100% both as
regards a prestige and a volume
medium, and now the chain enters
its twelfth year of successful
broadcasting more convinced than
ever of radio's power to fill the
sales-book.
Radio's Duty to Promote
Virtues, Pope Tells Royal
"THE MISSION of radio should
Pope
the F.virtues,"
be toXIpromote
Pius
told John
Royal, NBC
vice president now touring Europe,
the Vati1 at Royal,
him July
in receiving
as
to Mr.
can. His remarks
low:.
reported by the United Press, fol"We are greatly interested m
the development of radio and are
of its great responfully conscious
sibility for shaping public opinion.
"All those who broadcast and
speak to thousands — even millions
daily have a duty toward the world
and public morals because whatfamever they say may affect the
or evil.
ily and society forof good
should
radio
Hence the mission
be to promote the virtues for the
glory of God."
Radio for Centennial
Texas Cenof the
ION
PROMOTtennial
to be held
next year has
been started under the direction of
Frank N. Watson, Dallas, with a
budget of $200,000 submitted to
comdirection
the supervis
Anotherand
mittee.ion
$500,000
of State
funds will be tied in with this camradio
which will
and otherpaign,media.
Untilinclude
Sept. 15 the
will publicize the rocampaigmancen of Texas
and then the industrial and economic angle will
be featured until Jan. 15, 1936.
From that point an intensive drive
for attendance will be made along
with the romantic and industrial

appeals.
My

A

Broadcast

Income

Rises 6.4% Above
Volume
Last Year
Usual Seasonal Dip Revealed;
Retail Yield Still Climbing
BROADCAST advertising in May
showed the usual seasonal trends.
Total gross time sales of the medium amounted to $7,546,285 and
were 6.4% below the April level.
Broadcast advertising volume still
remained ahead of that of the corresponding period of 1934, revenues during the month being 9%
greater than in May of the preceding year.
National network advertising
was 9.4% greater than during the
previous May, national non-network
volume 2%, and local broadcast
advertising 5.5%. Regional network
volume showed the greatest gains,
reaching a figure practically double
that of the corresponding month of
1934.
The volume of broadcast advertising during the month compared
with April as well as May 1934
follows:
Cumulative
April May Jan.-May
National
networks $4,398,013 $4,078,576 $22,583,795
Regional
networksnon- 82,058
96,021 371,378
National
network 1,645,523 1,509,348 7,190,133
Local
1,939,327 1,862,340 8,346.690
Total $8,064,921 $7,546,285 $38,491,996
Broadcasting continued to show
the most encouraging gains of any
advertising medium as compared
to the preceding year. National
magazine volume was 4.9% ahead
of last May, national farm paper
volume 1.4% and newspaper advertising 3.3%. Department store
newspaper lineage registered a
gain of 2.6%.
Retail Volume Climbs
RETAIL broadcast advertising continued its recent increases. Total
volume was 42.6% greater than
during May of last year. Department store advertising gained
24.4%. Other retail fields to show
important gains included automotive, gasoline and accessories,
clothing and apparel, household
equipment, furniture, and hardware
dealers.
In the rendition field the principal development was the decline
of national non-network live talent
business which for the first time
in 11 months sank to a level below
that of the previous year. May
volume of this business was 2%
lower than the preceding May. It
is probable that the trend in this
field has reached its peak, at least
temporarily.
A number of important gains
were recorded in the field of sponsorship. Local automotive advertising more than doubled. Regional
clothing advertising increased
eightfold, while local clothing advertising rose 45.9%. National network drug advertising was 27%
greater than during the precedingMay, though declining materially
from April of the current year.
National and regional network
food advertising rose materially.
There was a general increase in
household equipment, soap and
kitchen supply advertising. Regional network and national nonnetwork tobacco advertising experienced amarked increase.
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Pacific Ad Clubs Select
Seattle for Convention
SEATTLE will be the meeting
place for the 1936 convention of
the Pacific Advertising Clubs Association, itwas decided at the recent session held at San Diego
(see Broadcasting July 1). Officers elected at San Diego were:
President, E. J. Murphy, Los Angeles, sales manager of Dictaphone
Corp.; vice president at large, Margaret Lewis, Los Angeles; senior
vice president, George Wisting,
Portland; secretary - treasurer,
Chester Womer, Seattle; vice president district 2, C. K. Graham,
Spokane; district 4, Charles Pritchard, San Francisco. Exhibits at
San Diego included CBS cutouts
showing its growth and an NBC
display of Radio City literature
and artist pictures. KNX, Hollywood, used several display boards
of its full-page advertisements in
Broadcasting and its promotion
literature.
DOYLE-TEXACO Co., Rochester,
has signed a two-year contract for
sponsorship of U. P. news flashes
twice daily for 15 minutes over
WHAM, Rochester.
Elevation

of Radio

M'COSKER

CONTRACT
IS RENEWED
BY WOR

HampsonGaryNoi

BAMBERGER
Broadcasting Service Inc., Newark, owning and
operating WOR,

Legal Head of FOl
Former Member of Com mi ssi< j j
Replaces Spearman, Resigned
WITH the approval of Preside)
Roosevelt, Hampson Gary, Tex;
Democrat, former Minister J
Switzerland and a member of tl
FCC during its first six month*
became its general counsel on Ju. i
3. The appointment was made \
the FCC at its regular meetin;
with only one other candidate coi
sidered for the post — Assistai
General Counsel Frank Robersc
of the FCC. The general counse
ship was vacated by Paul D. 1
Spearman, who had served in tin
capacity for a year and had re
signed effective June 30 to retur
to private law practice with th
firm of Littlepage & Littlepage a
a full partner, the firm now bein
known as Littlepage, Spearman
Littlepage. Mr. Spearman ha
been with the firm before going t
the FCC.
Mr. Gary's appointment was no
unexpected. When he left the FO
last January to make way fo
Chairman Arming S. Prall, th
President had assured him that h
would be given some other execu
tive post in the administration
The appointment was discussei
with President Roosevelt by Chair
man Prall, who visited the Whiti
House July 2.
Staff Remains Intact
MR. GARY had been named to th(
FCC when it was organized Julj
11, 1934,havefor ended
a one-year
would
July 1,term
1935.whicl
Th(
appointment, however, was wit!
the understanding that he woulc
relinquish the post when the ne^
session of Congress convened Jan
3, at which time Mr. Prall, a member of the preceding Congress, wp.s
to become eligible to serve on the
FCC. Mr. Gary was named chairman of the Broadcast Division,
and participated in the lengthy
hearings last fall on the educational program issue.
So far as known, there is no
plan for any far-reaching changes
in the Law Department with Mr.
Gary's assumption of the general
counselship. Judge Roberson, who
was chief assistant to Mr. Spearman, is expected to remain in that
capacity and will devote his primary attention to telephone and
telegraph. George B. Porter, assistant general
counsel,of isBroadcast
expected'
to continue
in charge
Division legal activity.
Since he left the FCC last January Mr. Gary has been practicing
law in Washington and New York,
returning to the practice he left
when appointed for the short term.

has given a three-to
year
the extension
contract of
Alfred J. McCosker, president,
starting Feb. 1,
1936, the board Mr. McCosker
of directors announced July 9. In
addition Mr. McCosker is chairman of the board of MBS and vice
president of Radio Quality Group
Service Inc.
Mr. McCosker has been with
WOR 12 years, having been president since October, 1933. Before
that he was director and general
manager of the station for seven
years. He has served two terms
as NAB president and was a member of the NRA executive committee. Before joining WOR, Mr.
McCosker had been a newspaper
and magazine editor. He was the
first to start spot broadcasts and
install remote control lines.
Ethics

Will

Redound

Favorably to Industry, Says Paul Kesten
RAISING of ethia medium ? Will it, to some excal standards and
tent, limit its effectiveness? It
curtailment of admay surprise you when I say that
there is abundant evidence, I might
vertising continuities are reacting
say overwhelming evidence, to the
contrary. Let me give you a few
favorably to the
facts
:
broadcasting industry, according
Audience Response
to Paul W. Kes"COLUMBIA is fortunate enough
t e n, CBS vice
to number among its clients' sucpresident.
Mr. Kesten
cesses the for
all-time
'high', that to
is
Despite
elimi- accounts CBS is the record
all broadcasting
nation of some
date,
for
audience
response
to
a
beginning the largest summer
single network broadcast. In March
schedule in history and actual commitments for fall exceed the larg- of last year, on the White Owl
est previous demand, he told the program, Gracie Allen offered a
Pacific Coast Advertising Clubs little booklet to the Columbia audience. Please note that it was ofAssociation, which met June 23-27
at San Diego.
fered only once, it was offered
Taking a glance into the future, without any preliminaries, it was
Mr. Kesten discussed the effect the offered without any dealer tie-ins
three new CBS policies will have and without any build-up in previous broadcasts. In the parlance
on broadcasting as an advertising
medium. "As to the first two — -the of broadcasting, the offer 'went on
improvement and development of
"Over three hundred thousand
children's programs on a higher
plane and the elimination of all separate requests were written in
offensive discussions of bodily cold'.
by the radio audience — a total that
functions and symptons — there can has been approached but not
equalled before or since on any
be no question," he said.
"These two policies, from a prac- network. And here is the point
tical standpoint can be defined in of that story — the commercial announcements on that program, intwo words — they are audience
cluding the offer, stayed within our
builders. Removing doubt and disnewly set limits of 10% of the
quiet on the part of parents con- program
time. Let me give you
cerning some programs can only
make for more listening, collec- more facts — a Columbia client gave
tively, to all programs. And a radio the acid test of asking radio
to call at his dealers (not
knowledge that no Columbia net- listeners
merely to write a post card or a
work program will ever embarrass
letter) for a souvenir which cost
one's guests at the dinner table or the advertiser about three-quarters
a mixed group in the living room
by discussions in bad taste is a of a cent apiece. The client was
one of the large members of the
very
tuning
one's oil industry and his dealers were
radio good
to CBSreason
and for
leaving
it there.
Any true service to the public has the filling stations which carried
his products.
a way of coming back and reward"At the end of ten weeks of coning its sponsors.
stant checking, he enthusiastically
"As for the third of these poli- reported
these results: His Columcies — the 10% limit for commerbia radio program had brought
cial announcements — what effect
(Continued
on page £8)
will this have on broadcasting as

New

Kansas Hookup

A SPECIAL hookup of two Kansas stations is to be inaugurated on
a commercial and sustaining basis
July 21 when WIBW, Topeka, and
WLBF, Kansas City, were connected by Southeastern Bell lines.
The hookup will sell at combined
card rates, the stations absorbing
the line costs. WIBW is operated
in connection with the Topeka
Capital,
under City
option for and
sale WLBF
to the is
Kansas
Kansan.
Both
newspapers
are
owned by Senator Capper.
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WSB
WFBR
WAAB

Atlanta
Baltimore
l

WNAC

Boston

the fans are with the home

ing for it, cheering

ag°port
(JMew Haven
\*ri
Buffalo
Cleveland
(Dallas
iFort Worth
Denver
Detroit
Houston

CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
CBS
NBC
NBC

WFBM
WDAF

Indianapolis
Kansas City

CBS
NBC

WHAS
KECA
WLLH
WTMJ
WSM
WSMB
WTAR

Louisville
s Angeles
}k°
Lowell
Milwaukee
Nashville
New Orleans
Norfolk

C
NB
CBS
YN
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC

WFIL
RGW

Philadelphia
1
] ,

NBC
WM,^

WEAN
KEX
KSL
WOAI

Providence
jPortland
Salt Lake City
San Antonio

CBS
lW>
l»r

KJR

Seattle

Local and

team — yell-

for it. pulling for it to win.

sectional

pride is as great today

as it ever

was.

CBS
NBC

by
.

NBC

|Spokane
Springfield
Tulsa
Wichita

NBC
CBS
NBC
CBS

Also
The Y7ankee Network
The Texas Quality Network
The Northwest Triangle
Represented throughout the United States

The Spot Broadcaster is "on
every market on his schedule.
in the studios of the ••home
what
And

tL/JHS

WICC
WBEN
WGAR
WFAA
WBAP
KLZ
Wtlll
KPRC

WMAS
KVOO
KFH
In any ball game

NBC
NBC
„„„

the national

Smart

fan, the radio

team — the hometown

advertisers

town** station — no matter

affilation of that station might

like the baseball

the home

the home grounds'* in
His program originates

be*

fan is pulling for

station.

are knocking

the cover

quotas by capitalizing this local partisanism.

off of sales
Their pro-

ducts are cheered — and bought — by millions of local fans
because

they are

dules on the home
luly 15, 1935
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sche-

stations.

EDWARD
&

PETRY

COMPANY
INCORPORATED

NEW YORK
DETROIT
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

MBS
Now

Sales

Offices

Operation
PLANS for a
permanent sales
organization for
Mutual Broadcasting System
were announced
July 5 by Alfred
J. McCosker,
chairman of the
MBS board, and
W. E. MacfarMr. Kinney
lane, network
president and business manager
of the Chicago Tribune.
The three salesmen selected to
represent Mutual are T. Wylie
Kinney, WOR sales promotion
manager, and David D. Chrisman,
WOR salesman, who will be Eastern sales representatives. A. N.
(Ade) Hult, formerly of the sales
staff of WGN, Chicago, is Midwest
representative. Fred Weber remains network coordinator and
operations director. Permanent
MBS sales offices are located at
1440 Broadway, New York, and
Tribune Tower, Chicago.
Mr. Kinney
formerly was advertising manager of Pictorial
Revieiv and has
been engaged in
the manufacturing and merchandising of several
drug products.
In addition he „
was connected Mr. Chrisman
with the Butterick Co. in an advertising sales capacity. Mr. Chrisman has been with WOR since
1932, coming from Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., New York, where he
was head of the radio department.
He has developed many famous
programs. Mr. Hult has been with
WGN for some time and has
brought to Mutual several big series. The new sales setup became
effective July 1.

in

Dodge Sales "Meeting"
CHRYSLER Corp., Detroit (Dodge
autos) scheduled for July 15 a
one-time program on 82 CBS stations titled Dodge Economy Day
Program, 2:30-3 p. m. The program was arranged as a business
meeting addressed to the public,
dealers, salesmen, service personnel and office employes, with A.
Vanderzee, Dodge general sales
manager, as the main speaker.
Heading the cast were Victor
Moore, Ted Husing, Cavaliers
quartet and Arnold Johnson's orchestra. The economy theme of
the program also was emphasized
in advertising in 1,100 newspapers.
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., New York,
is the agency.
Nets Join for Tennis
DESCRIPTIONS of the Davis
Cup inter-zone tennis
in
which the United States finals,
team will
play that of either Czechoslovakia
or Germany July 20, 21 and 22,
will be broadcast to the United
States over networks of both CBS
and NBC from Wimbledon, England.
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WNBF TO RESCUE
On Air 42 Hours to Provide
Help During Flood
Binghampton, N. Y., came
rescue in the recent floods
York state and was on the
consecutive hours with additional power to provide service
during the disaster.
Repeated warnings of flood danger were given as the waters began to rise, and Cecil D. Mastin,
WNBF general manager, obtained
permission to use 250 watts during the emergency.
Personal messages were transmitted, relief work directed and
the entire area depended on the
station for its information, with
wires down. Remote lines to newspapers provided news in outlying
districts. On July 9 WNBF fed a
15-minute account of the damage
to CBS. The station was a clearing house for contributions for
flood victims and received many
tributes for its service.
WNBF,
to the
in New
air 42

AMONG THE TWELVE — Bertha
Brainard, manager of commercial
programs for NBC, was among the
"12 most successful young business
women" selected to be guests of
the Sales Executive Club June 29
at the first session of the organization presided over by women.
CBS

Names

Group

On Child Programs
Committee of Five to Advise
With Dr. Arthur Jersild
CBS on July 10 announced the
membership of its Advisory Committee on Children's Programs.
The committee will consist of five
members, with Gilson Gray, CBS
commercial editor, as one of the
five, and it will advise with Dr.
Arthur T. Jersild, CBS consulting
psychologist, recently appointed.
The four other members are:
Mrs. Henry Breckenridge, chairman of the Municipal Arts Committee, formerly assistant director
of the White House Conference on
Child Health and Protection, and
director of publicity for the American Child Health Association;
Mrs. Harold V. Milligan, for many
years a member of the executive
board of the National Council of
Women, and present chairman of
the Women's National Radio Committee; Mrs. William Barclay Parsons, Jr., president of the Parents
League; and Newel W. Edson, national chairman of the Social Hygiene Committee of the National
Congress of Parents and Teachers.
Enforcing New Policies
"FORMATION of the committee,"
says CBS, "is one of the final steps
in creating the administrative machinery to carry out the three new
policies CBS introduced into broadcasting with its recent announcement limiting commercial continuities, eliminating offensive advertising, and raising the level of child
The advisory committee begins
programs."
its
work immediately. "It is work
which will create new precedents,"
said William S. Paley, CBS president. "The vivid reality of radio
presentations affords an opportunity both to entertain and to help
the child of which we hope to take
the fullest advantage."

CHEVROLET
ON NBC
WITH CRIME SERIES
CHEVROLET MOTOR Co., Detroit, will return - to network
broadcasting July 20 when a series
of programs dramatizing the GMan will be started on 62 NBCWEAF Coast-to-Coast stations, 99:30 p. m. (EDST). The continuities are being written by Phillips
H. Lord, of Seth Parker fame, who
is culling actual cases from files
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. There will be no commercialcationcontinuity,
merely
an identifiof Chevrolet
Motor
Co.
So far Chevrolet's radio activities for the year have been confined to the thrice-weekly threemonth WBS transcription series on
some 300 stations. The compaign
started in May and extension of
the series for another 13 weeks,
starting July 22, will include more
than 285 stations, again including
thrice-weekly 15-minute WBS
Musical Moments discs.
Director J. Edgar Hoover, of
the Bureau of Investigation, is
checking each program before it
goes on the air and the series is
expected to correct distorted public ideas about Federal agents.
The records will be allowed to
speak for themselves in presenting
a true picture of the G-Man. Details of the broadcasts were arranged by Chevrolet officials with
Attorney General Homer Cummings and Director Hoover.
MBS Rate Card
IN ITS newly published rate card,
covering WGN, WLW and WOR,
Mutual Broadcasting System quotes
a night rate of $2,675 per hour,
$1,655 per half hour and $1,102
per quarter hour, covering the
hours from 8 to 11 p. m. Rates also
are quoted for hours from 7 to 8
p. m., 6 to 7 p. m., 11 to 12:30
a. m., weekday mornings and afternoons and Sundays, as well as for
13, 26, 39 and 52 week schedules
day and night.
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden,
N. J., has renewed its 86-station
CBS series for a year, effective
Oct. 5, thru F. Wallis Armstrong
Co., Philadelphia.

Washington
Restrains

Stafrj

ASCA]

Collections Prohibited Pendii ji
Hearing of Monopoly Suit
ANOTHER court attack upon tl]
American Society of Composer i
Authors & Publishers, alleging ;
to
a monopolyof inthe
violation
the beconstitution
State <i 1
Washington, now is pending in tl
courts of that state with a r
straining order already in effe
preventing AS CAP from collect™
or contracting to collect royalti<
for performances of its music \
broadcasting stations in that stat
The suit and petition for a ten
porary restraining order were file
by the State of Washingto:
through Attorney General G. V
Hamilton in the Superior Court (
Thurston County, and the restrah
ing order was granted June 2
A hearing on the show cause ord(
is scheduled for July 22. A men
ber ofan theobserver
Attorneyat the
General's
was
NAB sta
cor
vention copyright discussions.
The injunction restrair
ASCAP from making any ne'
agreements with any individual c
corporation in Washington for th
use of copyrighted music it cor
trols; from making any collection
or receiving any money on an
agreement now in existence, an
specifically mentions broadcastin
stations so that ASCAP will d
nothing that in any way will hin
der them, either through collectio
of money or by attempting to pro
hibit the use of copyrighted music
It is alleged in the suit tha
ASCAP constitutes a combinatioi
and prices
a conspiracy
and cono
trol
which is"toin fix
restraint
trade and stifles free and untram
melled competition within thi
state in the sale of musical com
positions and the rights of per
forming rights therein."
Havana Radio Party
INVITED this year as guests oi
the Cuban National Tourist Com I
mission, the sixth annual international radio party, usually held ir
Florida, will be held in Havana or
Dec. 9, 10 and 11, according tc
Jack Rice, Miami, president. The
Cuban government will play host
to all American broadcasters who
accept invitations. It is tentatively planned to have the radio party
leave Miami the night of Dec. 7
on the S. S. Florida.

Ford Discs Renewed
FORD DEALERS OF AMERICA
have renewed for 26 weeks the J
full
WBS transcription
ser-'lj
ies anhour
32 stations.
The programs
are recorded off the wire from the
CBS network series sponsored by
Ford Motor Co., Detroit, and placed j
on a schedule closely correspondof the
casts.ing to that
N. W.
Ayernetwork
& SonbroadInc., ifj
Philadelphia, is the agency.
Packard to CBS
PACKARD MOTOR CAR Co., Detroit, joins CBS Sept. 17 with
Packard Presents Lawrence Tibbett on a 79-station Coast-to-Coast
network. The half-hour program
will be broadcast at 8:30 p. m.
Tuesdays. Young & Rubicam Inc.,
New York, has the account.
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Censorship
To

Is

Biggest

Threat

Radio,
Bar
Report
Claims
ABA Group Opposes License Suspension as Punitive
Weapon ; Favors Repeal of Davis Amendment
CENSORSHIP of enough to include consideration of
program service. The proposal of the
radio programs,
either direct or Commission for a conference, under
on the subject of proindirect, is re- its direction,
grams indicates a tendency to extend
garded by the this interpretation still further. It
Standing Commay, therefore, be confidently expectmittee on Comed that the issue of indirect governmunications of
ment censorship of broadcasting will
take a more conspicuous place than
of the American
ever
before
the deliberations of the
Bar Association
session of Congress, and may
as the greatest next
even result in legislative action.
Mr.Guider
threat to Ameri.
Supporting the FCC proposal for
can broadcasting.
repeal of the Davis Amendment
In its report to the Association,
for an equal distribution
which holds its annual meeting in providing
of facilities according to populaLos Angeles July 15-19, the Comtion, and out of which grew the
mittee states that the most impor- quota system, the committee states
tant question for immediate con- that because of the complete unamsideration "is that of the extent ity of opinion of technical and scito which the statutory provision
entific commentators, the amendment should be repealed. Likewise,
of 'public interest, convenience, or
necessity' shall be interpreted to the committee supports the FCC
authorize government interference, recommendation that the substidirect or indirect, with program
tute amendment should that applicontent. This question is likely to
cations for facilities be based on
become increasingly important as demand with a view to equitable
the time for the presidential elec- distribution of radio service to
tion draws closer."
each of the states and communiThe report was submitted by ties.
License Suspension
John W. Guider, Washington attorney, and a member of the law
OPPOSING
the FCC recommendafirm of Hogan, Donovan, Jones,
tion for authority to suspend staHortson & Guider. Other committion licenses, as a middle - ground
tee members are Albert L. Grabb,
measure, the Committee
Indianapolis; Judge Walter A. Ly- punitive
brand, Oklahoma City; Bruce W. states that while it is doubtless
true that the suspension of a liSanborn, St. Paul, and Douglas
Arant, Birmingham. An open meet- it wouldcense would punish the offender,
also have the unavoidable
ing to consider the report will be
effect of punishing those who deheld during the convention.
pend upon the station for broadLibel on the Air
cast service, as well as those emASIDE from a detailed discussion
ployed by stations. "If a licensee
is guilty of a violation which is
of the consorship issue, the
not
serious
enough to warrant the
advocates repeal of the report
Davis
Amendment, as proposed in pend- permanent loss of his license," the
ing legislation; opposes the FCC
report continues, "it should be posplan for suspension of licenses as
sible to punish him by a fine."
On the question of preliminary
an intermediate punitive measuresupports the FCC proposal for pre- hearings to ascertain the responsibility of the applicant the Comliminary hearings on applications
mittee vigorously supports the
for facilities to weed out irresponsible applicants and minimize the FCC. The proposal, it said, is
expense to broadcasters at such warranted by the large number of
futile hearings, and advocates a applications which have been filed
by irresponsible, or financially or
uniform state statute which would
provide adequate protection for the technically incompetent applicants.
public and take into full account
"Such applicants have in the past
had the power to jeopardize the fathe special and peculiar conditions
cilities of existing licensees, and in
affecting broadcasting concerning
many instances an unwarranted
libel or slander on the air.
On the subject of censorship, the hardship was worked on the latter
report stated:
by the necessity of appearing in
Throughout the current session of opposition to such applications.
Congress there have been charges in Frequently, in order to protect
both Houses that
of the substantial investments, it was
Commission amountstheto policy
indirect cen- considered necessary to bring witsorship and restriction of the
of
nesses to Washington, with the refree speech in violation of the right
sult that through no fault of its
provisions of Section 326 of theexpress
Communications Act of 1934. It has been own, a licensee was required to
frequently alleged that while the Comspend a substantial amount of
mission never overtly exercises any
money for counsel fees and excensorship over program material, its
penses in cases where it subsepolicy of restricting all broadcasting
quently developed that the applilicenses to a period of six months, and
cant was not able to quality for a
its consideration in all applications
license.
for renewal of evidence concerning
program content and character, have
may be some question as
put the broadcasters in a position to "There
the practical results which will
where their chief object is to please
the Commission.
follow from the proposed proceIt has always been recognized that
dure, or as to the possibility of
there is an inevitable conflict between
imposing too great a hardship on
the consorship provision of the law new
applicants. The: latter sugand the Commission's established polgestion would, of course, result to
icy of interpreting "public convenience, necessity and interest" broadly a certain extent in a 'freezing' of
Page 26

ROYAL'S ESCAPE
Broadcast at Rim of Vesuvius
Few Hours Before Blast
JUST a few hours before the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius July 3, John
F. Royal, NBC vice president in
charge of programs, and Max Jorden, NBC Central European representative, broadcast the volcano's
rumblings right from the rim.
They were accompanied by engineers of the Italian Broadcasting
Co., the program being shortwaved to the United States.
The spot where they stood on
the rim was erupted into the Bay
of" Naples and an NBC microphone, still in the crater at the
time of the outburst, was blown
to pieces. A stream of lava ate
up wires and other equipment. "It
would have been one of the greatest broadcasts in radio," Mr. Royal
commented
row escape. as he pondered his narYANKEE

WILL

TRY

POPULARITY
TESTER
YANKEE Network will finance
and install quantities of a new
automatic device to determine program appeal, developed by Professors R. F. Elder and L. F. Woodruff, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. This compact
electrical device, designed as a substitute for and an improvement
over the fan letter and questionnaire methods, is said to give an
accurate record of stations to
which a set is tuned.
Early in the autumn John Shepard 3d, president of Yankee, will
begin a survey based o~? the new
analyzers. Program preferences
will be tabulated and Yankee programming will be adapted to the
likes and dislikes of listeners, as
shown by the indicators. The device is easily attachable to a receiver and does not affect its operation or tuning. Records may be
removed from it and analyzed.

LOUCKS IS COURSE
IN CHANNEL
STUD
WITH Philip
Loucks, who i
tired this mon
as NAB mana
ing director,
tained
as spedi
counsel, 14 of t
country'sstatic
cle
channel
held a meeting
Mr. Loucks
July 7 tQ Sprin
discu
Colorado
progress in the FCC survey
clear channel stations which th
initiated more than a year ag
The survey was launched follow
ing a petition of these statio;
which seek' to protect clear cha
nels.
It was the general opinion I
those present that the cooperate
survey should be continued to su
plement the technical data whi<
already has been collected ai
which now is being analyzed 1
the FCC Engineering Departmer
The purpose of the survey is
determine to what extent the r
ral population of the country
now being served with radio pr
grams, and to lay the foundatic
for improving rural coverage.
Mr. Loucks, who has resume
private practice of law in Wasl
ington, has been retained by tr
stations to coordinate their effort
in this regard. Stations which pa:
ticipated in the meeting wer<
WSM, WSB, WLS, WGN, KN3
WOAI, KFI, WFAA, WBA1
WHAM, WHO, WHAS, WLW an
WJR.

Newspaper Seeks Control I
ANOTHER large newspaper seell
ing a radio station was disclose
in FCC applications June 26 whe
authority was sought to transfe
control of WPHR, Petersburg, Va
to John Stewart Bryan, publishe
of the Richmond News - Leadei
Co-applicants with Mr. Bryan ar
Tennant Bryan,
the and
newspaper'
circulation
manager,
Dougla
S. Freeman, its editor. Mr. Bryai
has long been a prominent leade
in
Southern
newspaper
circles aniv
recently
accepted
the presidency
o
William & Mary College. WPHI
operates with 500 watts daytim
only on 880 kc, and presumabl;
the
applicant
will next ask for it:
removal
to Richmond.

the present assignments. Nevertheless, the purpose of the. proposal is sound, and the procedure
is With
worth the
a trial."
growing stature of
radio, states have taken an increased interest in it, primarily for
revenue-raising pur-poses, the report points out. About 90 bills
affecting broadcasting were reported as having been introduced
up to May 1, of which some 30
Newspaper Buys WCOA
were tax bills, the remainder dealing with miscellaneous subjects FULL CONTROL of the 500-wat
such as the regulation of radio ad- WCOA, Pensacola, Fla., CBS affili
vertising, libel or slander by radio, ate, has been purchased by th(
and conditions of employment in Pensacola News-Journal, owned bj
stations. In most instances, the John H. Perry, of New York, whc
committee said, the proposed tax is now president of the Pensacols
measures were withdrawn when it Broadcasting Co., with G. C. Willwas pointed out that the overhelmings, the newspaper's publisher, as
ing weight of court decisions is to vice president, and E. A. Kettel
secretary-treasurer. George Bos«
the effect that all radio communremains as station manager. Frank
ication is exclusively interstate
Bruno has been appointed program
commerce. However, a few states
have enacted laws specifically tax- director and Royce Powell, advertising manager. Mr. Perry is alsc
ing broadcasting.
«f the Reading (Pa.)
"Most of the measures affecting publisher
Times.
radio introduced in the various
state legislatures," the report
stated, "have failed of enactment,
WSM, Nashville, and its famous
and their only significance is in Grand Ole Opry, directed by
showing the eagerness of state
George Hay, veteran "Solemn Old
governments to acquire increased
Judge"
won the
July fan
medalmagazine,
awarded by Radio
Stars,
regulatory power over radio comfor distinguished service.
munication."
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"Our sales have put us out of the red!" It is the experience of
many a sales executive that WLW
does give that extra fillip to
sales that makes
at a loss.
and
500.

OO©

Watts
The

THE

all the difference between

Due, of course, to WLW's

operating

unusual

at a profit or

following and

un-

usual coverage. Due, also, to WLW's extra value — that amazing
uncountable circulation that reaches and influences listeners
"Home

far, far, beyond

WLW's

Ask us to show

you what

WLWT

Grounds."
has done in your field.

World's Most Powerful
Broadcasting Station
CROSLEY

RADIO
POWEL
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CORPORATION
CROSLEY,

Jr.,

CINCINNATI

President
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This little man

is a giant. He signs his checks John Q. Public. You

things. Buys them

you've got to sell.

as an airplane steered

a thousand

miles away.

Through

sitting in his office, can persuade
ing in a store he's never
cigarette, His automobile,
Radio advertising

heard

by remote

radio control from a signal

the power

of radio any manufacturer,

Mr. Public, whom

good

he's never

of, to select HIS shaving

or HIS fountain

has proven

nation that, through
have

break-

he doesn't carry a portable set in his vest pocket, he's as responsive

to broadcasting
tower

see, he buys

in great quantities — cigarettes, collars, toothpaste,

fast foods — just about everything
Though

one?

which

man,

seen, purchas-

brush, HIS brand

pen in preference

to a competitor's.

so potent a control of the buying

times and

of

bad, radio advertising

habits of the

appropriations

steadily risen.

Today

U. S. advertisers

are spending

more

than five times as much

for broad-

cast advertising as they did six years ago.
Which
Why

network

should you choose?

not be guided

by the judgment

Nearly twice as many

of other leading radio advertisers?

of the 100 largest advertisers

use CBS facilities exclu-

sively as any other network.
Columbia

is the largest radio network

in the world, offering 50%

more

sta-

tions than any other radio chain.

THE
485

COLUMBIA

MADISON
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Radio
Special
For

Merchandising
Tie-ins

Stations

With

Dealers

to Provide

By IRVIN GROSS
Merchandising Department
WFAA, Dallas

NOT

Offer

Mutually

ONE

Conies
Growing
Helpful

of

Age

Opportunity

Service

of the easiest problems

for the station to

solve in its relations with sponsors, radio merchandising nonetheless presents a chance to help the sponsor
sell his goods and at the same time can react favorably
to the station. Recently this function has enjoyed a
swift growth, although occasional growing pains may be
noted.

Mr. Lrross prevailing practice was presented and discussed
with a view toward establishing
merchandising on a uniform" and
and the Cincinnati
equitable basis,
convention of the NAB in September marked a definite advance toward this goal.
The resolution adopted at that
NAB session urged "the fullest
cooperation in merchandising that
is consistent with good business
practice", but recommended that
"such activities be limited to those
that do not entail direct expense to
the station",
the sponsor
beingof required to assume
the burden
all
extraneous expenses incurred in
the promotion of his product.
Thus the complexion of the much
discussed problem has been considerably altered, but the merchandising question is still very much with
us. The station problem previously
has been concerned with the advisability of merchandising its programs, and the basis upon which
such service should be rendered.
Now stations have definitely recognized the value of the practice, and
have projected a standardized
basis, but have yet to determine
how to make merchandising pay
dividends. The emphasis has
shifted, in short, from "whether"
and "on what basis" to "how" stations can organize and develop merchandising.
Keeping in, Contact
THE PREFACE to that 1934 convention resolution stated "the National Association of Broadcasters
recognizes that merchandising of
radio programs and assistance in
merchandising the product of the
advertisers stimulates the use of
broadcasting and enhances the
value of the medium". Therein is
presented concisely the ultimate
objective of the merchandising
program we are attempting to develop and, as a start, it might be
well to evaluate those services
which already carry the weight of
majority usage to determine how
they carry us toward the achievement of our goal.
Basically underlying the success
of a merchandising program is the
practice of keeping in close contact
with the dealers, both wholesale
and retail. In the final analysis,
the real value of all advertising is
determined by its ability to promote a transposition of dollars
from the pockets of the consumer
to the coffers of the advertiser.
In that flow, the dealer is the all
important cog, and if he is to operPage 30

Mr. Gross, reviewing the progress of merchandising, offers helpful ideas on the subject and suggests
how the station can work hand in hand with sponsors.

ate with maximum efficiency, he
must not only be cognizant of the
publicity being employed to assist
him, but also must be encouraged
and educated to make proper use of
it. The success of radio programs
is inseparable from, and dependent
upon that of the dealer, and we
must utilize every means at our disposal to see that he capitalizes
fully on the familiarity and desire
which the radio program creates in
the mind of the consumer.
Tie-ins Overlooked
THE DEALER is himself a member of the radio audience and as
such included in the station's vast
circle of friends. He has a particularly friendly attitude toward the
broadcasters because he not only
derives personal enjoyment from
listening to his set at home, but
also realizes that the advertising
on the air rebounds to his benefit
and profit in his business. He is
therefore quite favorably disposed
toward the representative of the
station who calls upon him personally to apprise him of a particular
program which carries special significance for him. The emissary of
a good friend is always well received, and when he has something
of value to offer, his reception is
assured. This being the case, what
possibilities personal contact with
the dealers offers!
Walk into any grocery or drug
store and look for the opportunities for "enhancing the value of
radio"! Progressive as modern retailers are, they ordinarily overlook many of their best tie-in possibilities because of the deluge of
advertising material with which
they are bombarded. Radio programs create brand familiarity and
stimulate desire, but the fleeting
impression characteristic of the
ear appeal makes point - of - purchase reminders almost essential to a full capitalization on the
favorable attitude definitely
brought into being but frequently
unproductive in terms of sales.
A housewife who enjoys hearing
a particular program and has a
conscious or subconscious impulse
to try the product advertised, may
very easily forget it when she gets
around to a store later in the week.
Or she may have no preconceived
preference for any brand when she
enters the store. But in either
event is it not logical that an attractive display reminding her

that this is the shortening she has
heard advertised over the air will
likely provide the final additional
push necessary to get her to select
that brand
This is simple psychology, for
scientists who specialize in the
study of the mind, are all agreed
that
a person's
recall
span isspan.
far
greater
than his
memory
Displays are themselves accredited
"sales promoters" — when tied in
with the radio program that has
aroused . familiarity, if nothing
else,
will When
undoubtedly
be
doubly they
effective.
you add 'the
good-will and desire aroused by the
broadcast, you begin to realize
what importance these tie-ins assume in stimulating actual purchases of the radio - advertised
product.
It is vitally important to the station to see that the carefully prepared material which advertises
products
the air Personal
isn't tossed
'into
the
waste onbasket.
contact
can assure dealer cooperation in a
vast majority of cases. The only
cost is time of the station contact
man, surely a good investment and
one entirely commensurate with the
returns that will be forthcoming.
It is well to keep in mind, too,
that whenever the broadcaster benefits the sponsor directly he benefits
himself at the same time, indirectly at least. Any increase in the
productivity of a broadcast materially enhances its desirability and
more firmly implants it as an integral unitbudget.
in the sponsor's advertising
Sales Meetings
WHEN A CAMPAIGN is too
small to justify the expense of personal contact, letters to the dealer
serve effectively to keep the close
association alive, and they will receive attention. Dealer meetings
and sales meetings, with the opportunity they offer for staging
real shows and starting a campaign on its way with enthusiastic
backing, are valuable adjuncts to
the merchandising program, but
can be employed, of course, only in
connection with the exceptional or
very large campaign.
Surveys of the response to programs and their effectiveness in
terms of sales are as much the concern of the station as of the sponsor, for such studies serve as guides
to station program and production
departments and to the merchan-

dising department as well. Tnere
is no better way for the station to
find its faults, determine its success, and secure information upon
which to base future activities.
Surveys are frequently valuable
in providing ammunition for the
sales force of the station, and often
justify themselves on that basis
alone. The feasibility of displaying
the client's promotional material
in the studios, and inviting studio
audiences to a sponsor's broadcasts
depends entirely upon the individual station's facilities.
Only a Start
IT IS INEXPENSIVE and profitable
furnish
advertisers'
salesmentowith
routing
lists, introduce
them to important contacts, and
help them plan their calls when
they are unfamiliar with the territory. The distribution of the product is a vital factor in the productivity of the program, and any service that you render the salesmen
will be reflected in a measure in
his sales. The greater his success
in placing the product the greater
are the station's chances for a productive broadcast.
We have just begun to scratch
the surface of the merchandising
"how". Keeping in personal contact with dealers, advising them on
the
proper
use informing
of windows them
and tiein displays,
of
campaigns by mail, helping clients
plan tie-in advertising, securing
newspaper publicity, introducing
salesmen to important connections
and
helping
them and
' to plan
their
calls,
planning
conducting
dealer and sales meetings, conducting ences
surveys,
handling studio
audiand displaying
promotional
material in the studio — these are
only the beginning of merchandisservice.ideas and plans develop,
As ingnew
this newest phase of broadcasting
promises to become one of the most
important
a station's
many functions. Theofroots
of merchandising
were planted in 1934. What growth
will the year 1935 show?
Golden State Prizes
GOLDEN STATE Co. Ltd., San
Francisco, Cal., state-wide dairy
products distributing group, in its
new series of Golden State Menu
Flashes, broadcast Mondays and
Fridays, 10-10:15 a. m., over NBCKPO, is using a new idea to attract California housewives. A portion of each broadcast is devoted to
the interchange of recipes and
menus. As an incentive, it offers
parchment certificates of merit
each week for outstanding recipes
and menus and every month a silver prize is given for the best received. The KPO broadcast is supplementedCalifornia
with spot announcements on seven
stations.
In the form of dramatic skits, built
around the use of Golden State
dairy
products,
theseweekly
broadcasts
are heard
six times
over
KYA, KLX, KQW, KWG, KFBK,
KMJ, and KERN. N. W. Ayer &
Son Inc., San Francisco, is the
agency.
CAL-ASPIRIN Corp., Chicago
(aspirin) has placed its account
with Reincke-Ellis-Younggreen &
Finn Inc., Chicago, and is continuing its current Painted Dreams six
tions.
mornings a week on 3 Mutual sta-
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We've

a

Got

Respected
in

CRACKER

Voice

BARREL

Circles

Around the nation's cracker barrels Presidents
have been elected, wars have been fought, local
leaders have been elected or defeated.
Today, while the setting may be completely changed, cracker barrel philosophy
and debate still have a dominant effect on
local and national situations. Men's clubs,
women's clubs, and scores of other social and
political organizations now control the
many affairs of their respective communities.
NATIONAL

These are the modern cracker barrel circles.
In the great Chicago market, both WMAQ
and WENR enjoy a respected voice in these
important groups for reasons of prestige,
program popularity and neighborliness. And
by knowing the local situation, the people and
the trading problems of the market so well,
WMAQ and WENR have built up and
have sustained tremendous, loyal listening
audiences.

BROADCASTING
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

WMAQ
AND
WENR
CHICAGO

COMPANY,
SUBSIDIARY

INC.

NEW
YORK
* WASHINGTON
★ CHICAGO
* SAN
FRANCISCO
WEAF & WJZ
WRC & WMAL
WMAQ & WENR
KGO & KPO
SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON — WBZ
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Joseph Home Co., Pittsburgh Department Store, Finds
HEARING on the renewal appliGolf Tournament a Fine Sales Stimulant
cation of WMCA, New York, cited
by the FCC because of a program
the various links stars were shapBy EDWARD KRUG
sponsored by Birconjel, a mediWJAS Pittsburgh
ing up for the gruelling match at
cated jelly, was held before the
Oakmont, etc. But neither WJAS
FCC Broadcast Division July 1. A THE SETTING: The City of nor the Home Co. anticipated the
plea for renewal was made on the Pittsburgh when it learned that grand climax of the National Open
ground that the particular pro- its own Oakmont Country Club and the program series — that darkgram, which had been cancelled had been selected by the National
Parks,and
Pittsburgh's
immediately following information
Golf Association for the 1935 Na- horse Sam
known favorite
observer unfor
that it was objectionable, was the
tional Open Golf Tournament
the Oakmont Open Forum was to
only one against which the FCC
June 6-8. Local golf fans, indeed be crowned National Open Chamhad any complaint.
nearly all Pittsburghers, showed
pion for 1935 in the dramatic final
William Weisman, vice president an enthusiastic interest in the ap- hour of the match on June 8! It
and attorney for WMCA, appearproaching matches which assumed
was
of the "breaks" of
radio just
and one
sports.
ing for the station, testified that the proportions of a civic mania.
the program, which had been desTHE PROGRAM: The Oakmont
Picking the Winner
cribed by the FCC as in bad taste, Open Forum. Entered in the NaMERCHANDISING PLAN: The
had been cancelled last March,
tional Open was Pittsburgh's own
after a short time on the air, when
Sam Parks, Jr., professional of Oakmont Open Forum was put to
it came to the attention of the South Hills Country Club. That he work for the Joseph Home Co.'s
station executives. Under exami- was young, comparatively un- Store for Men. During the three
nation by Andrew Haley, FCC
weeks prior to the week of the
that this youngster was
counsel, Mr. Weisman declared it matchedknown, —against
the best golfers National Open, Pittsburgh golf
was the only program on the sta- from 36 states and three foreign fans were invited to send in their
tion against which there had been countries — all this was forgotten
choice of the winner of the Nacomplaint.
locally. Sam Parks, local boy, was
tional Open, together with his hyChairman Prall, of the FCC, Pittsburgh's own favorite.
pothetical winning score for the
asked whether there was any quesfour rounds. As an incentive the
Knowing this, the commercial
Home Co. posted a prize of $100
tion as to WMCA's action after department of WJAS, Pittsburgh,
the complaint had been brought to hit upon the idea of building a cash for the person selecting the
its attention, and George Porter, series of programs around Parks
name of the winning contestant
FCC assistant general counsel, as- — having him interview world-fa- and his score to win the tournaserted that the
ment. Also building up interest
mous golfers as they arrived in
n promptly
deleted the prograstatio
m.
were the reactions of the golfing
Pittsburgh
—
about
three
weeks
beWitnesses who appeared for
fore the actual match, and climax- stars interviewed during the proWMCA included LeRoy Mark, opgrams. Each was asked, among
ing with up-to-the-minute news
erator of WOL, Washington and and interviews direct from the other questions, what he believed
John Elmer, operator of WCBM
clubhouse during the week of the the winning score would be and
Baltimore, both in the Intercity
National Open. The idea was a his choice for the winning player.
Group keyed from WMCA. They "natural", geared dynamically to Some 25,000 Pittsburgh golf fans
stated that the programs received public interest, both in the person- submitted letters.
from WMCA are of high calibre
Although broadly institutional in
of Pittsburgh's own Sam
and had been well received by their Parks, ality
Jr., as well as in the bring- its outlines, building good will for
audiences.
ing before Pittsburgh listeners
Home Co. and spotIn closing his case, John M. Lit- such great golf names as Gene the Joseph
lighting its Store for Men, the protlepage, counsel for WMCA, de- Sarazen, Johnny Revolta, Paul
gram worked well in direct merclared the only issue was that of Runyon, Walter Hagen, Ky Lafchandising as well. During the
the public interest of one particu- foon, and scores of others.
store's
annual
sale of high - grade
lar program, and that the FCC
Quick to sense the merchandissuits at sharp reductions, a preannouncement
should consider the past and presof the sale was
ing possibilities of such a series
ent record of WMCA in reaching was the Joseph Home Co., one of made to radio listeners only, two
its decision.
days in advance of the general
Pittsburgh's leading department
stores. Here was a man's audience, newspaper advertisement. The
made to order, eager to hear its crowd flocking to the Men's Store
favorite golfing personalities in during these two days vividly atRCA Victor Campaign
tested to the interest and size of
person, as well as hot advance tips
RCA VICTOR Company's 1935-36 on
the coming tournament — how the radio audience for the series.
advertising campaign, which
will
include radio in its enlarged budget, will be discussed by T. F.
Joyce, advertising manager, at a
meeting of the compan
major
distributors in Atlantic y's
City Julv
18 and 19. David Sarnoff, RCA
president, and E. T. Cunningham,
RCA Victor president, will be
among the speakers on plans for
advertising and merchandising the
company's new set line.
M. Keresey, account executThomas
ive of
Lord & Thomas, New York, will
contin
ules. ue to handle the RCA sched-

Thomas Buys KGBZ
PURCHASE of KGBZ, York, Neb.,
by interests represented by Lloyd
Thomas, operator of WROK, Rockford, 111., was finally negotiated in
early July by Mr. Thomas, who
also has secured purchase options
on two other unnamed Nebraska
stations. Mr. Thomas' associate in
the enterprise is E. A. Fellers, advertising manager of the Mantle
Lamp Co., Chicago, who also has
a large interest in WROK.
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Demonstrates Merchandising to Merchants
viewed for the radio audience. The
WHEN 10,000 retail grocers convened in Indianapolis for the 13th merchandising booth contained disannual meeting of the National
plays of products sold in independAssociation of Retail Grocers,
ent
grocery stores and advertised
WIRE broadcast convention feaover
WIRE.
The station's mertures, including entertainment prochandising and sales promotion
grams. Microphones in the WIRE
display booth were used for Constaff answered grocers' questions
about programs and products as
vention Reporter programs, with
convention delegates being inter- well as merchandising methods.

During the time of the broati
cast series newspaper copy cal
ried trailers calling attention t]
the broadcasts and the day arl
time of their airing. The Oakmo\
Open Forum was presented thri(l
weekly in the evening for thr«j
weeks before the National Opel
and during the actual playing dl
the tournament was on the all
three times daily with last minutt
scores and personal comments oj
leading contestants.
Tony Wakeman, WJAS sport]
and special events announcer, wh j
handled the writing and announcl
ing for the series, engaged a roor 1
at the Oakmont Clubhouse. Adja
cent
the player's
and corf
in«
stalledto with
completerooms,
remote
trol equipment, this vantage poin
assured complete and immediat
coverage of every happening oj
vital importance during every min,
ute of the tense competition.
RESULTS: The Oakmont Opel
Forum was acknowledged a com
plete success both in building uj
good
will andHome
in direct
sales fo-J
the Joseph
Co. Store
foJ
Men.
Two Sponsors to Cease
Certain Medical Claims
THOMAS LEEMING & Co. Inc.
New York (Baume Bengue) has
agreed with the Federal Trad(
Commission to cease claims thai
the
product into
penetrates
penetrates
muscles"deeper"
or joint:oi
themselves, or stays there unti.
pain is "banished",
"killed".
Further "routed"
the sponsoroi
agreed to stop claiming the product is an effective remedy for "any
ailment, disease or condition unless the allegations are supported
by demonstrable scientific facts or
substantial medical opinion."
Esbencott Laboratories, Portland, Ore., has agreed to stop
claiming that its Santiseptic Lotion is a "competent therapeutic
treatment for prickly heat, blemishes or skin defects, and that it
will prevent or relieve inflammation and will leave a powder effect
that will not rub off."
Sponsors All Sports
MORE than tripling its former
highest newspaper appropriations
for the territory, Socony- Vacuum
Oil Co., New York (Mobilgas and
Mobiloil) has undertaken the sponsorship of all professional collegiate, scholastic and industrial sports
on WSBT and WFAM, South
Bend. The contract, which runs between $15,000 and $20,000, calls
for 96 games and various spots and
includes covering all football
games played by Notre Dame at
home and abroad next season, with
station announcers to accompany
the team. J. Stirling Getchell, Detroit, handles the account.
New Producing Concern
AERIAL PUBLICIZING Inc., RCA
bldg., New York, is now producing
a new show for Carlsbad Products
Co., New York (Sprudel Salts).
Howard Weston is president of the
new concern which not only produces programs but has entered
the station representative field.
Also connected with it are Al Collins, formerly with N. W. Ayer &
Sons, NBC.
and Stewart Ayres, formerly
with
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Towns

£

.

each

If you were to prorate the cost of covering the towns in the WSM Primary Service Area with an outstanding spot program on WSM, you would find the

average cost to be approximately
This would
The

.81°

include only some

large number

markets, would
So would

WSM's

81c each.

166 towns with populations from 500 to 15,000.

of smaller towns

and outlying districts, as well as the major

be yours free.
important

entirely Tennessee,
ruary alone.

Secondary

Kentucky

Area, from which were received (excluding

and Alabama)

293,947

letters in January and Feb-

A list of the more important markets,
together with complete market information, will be sent advertising executives
upon request.

Complete

OWNED

AND

OPERATED
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RECORDINGS

World

Broadcasting System are the pioneers in the field of program service. For
six years our subsidiary, Sound Studios of
New York, has worked in close cooperation with the Bell Laboratories to perfect
the most vivid and realistic method of
sound reproduction and recordings. The
result is unqualified approval of the vertical method. All programs supplied by the
World Program Service are of this type.
This practically doubles the tonal range
over the former method of lateral recording, with superb effect when put on the air.

WIDE
RANGE
-

WORLD

NG
EQUIPMENT
• REPRODUCI
E
WIDE RANG
The
2 World Program Service is closely
integrated all the way through from the
original performance before the microphone tothe ultimate broadcasting from a
station. Special reproducing equipment for
World Program Service is installed in each
associated station, insuring absolute fidelity
and uniformity in every corner of the
United States. The recording equipment is
matched with the reproducing pick-up —
these together with the processing of masters and the acetate pressings from the
masters are all part of the Wide Range
Vertical Recording by Bell Laboratories.
This is the equipment offered by World
Program Service. A background of years
of experience in this special field with the

BACKED
IN

BY

A

NATIONAL

The life of new bust?,
Program Service the
program is in full sw
in New York, Chicagt
national advertisers h
reached and informec
advertising medium,
affiliated stations with

work of the world's leading sound experts
is a guarantee that there is nothing better!

WORLD

PRi

A

PRC

BROADC

50
WEST
57™
STR
Other Offices and Recording Studios at: 400 W. M
SOUND STUDIOS OF NEW YORK, INC. (SUBSIDIARY OF W

123

AFFILIATED

STATIONS
WORLD

PROGRAM

SERVICE
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WAPI Birmingham, Ala.
KUOA Fayetteville. Ark.
KFPW Fort Smith, Ark.
WiXAl Bakersfield, Calif.
KIEM Eureka, Calif.
KMJ Fresno, Calif.
KNX Los Angeles, Calif.
KLX Oakland, Calif.
KFBK Sacramento, Calif.
KWG Stockton, Calif.
CKLW Windsor, Ontario, Can.
KVOR Colorado Springs, Colo.
KFEL Denver, Colo.

KGHF
WTIC
WJSV
WFLA
WMFJ
WRUF
WMBR
WQAM
WDBO
WCOA
WTFI
WGST
WRDW

Pueblo, Colo.
Hartford, Conn.
Washington, D.C.
Clearwater, Fla.
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Gainesville, Fla.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Miami, Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
Pensacola, Fla.
Athens, Ga.
Atlanta, Ga.
Augusta, Ga.

WMAZ
KIDO
WGN
WJBL
WTAD
WHBF
WTAX
WTRC
WGBF
WLBC
WHO
WMT
KFBI

Macon, Ga.
Boise, Idaho
Chicago, III.
Decatur, III.
Quincy, III.
Rock Island, III.
Springfield, III.
Elkhart, Ind.
Evansville, Ind.
Muncie, Ind.
Des Moines, Iowa
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Abilene, Kansas

KGGF Coffeyville, Kansas
WIBW Topeka, Kansas
WLAP Lexington, Ky.
WAVE Louisville, Ky.
WJBO Baton Rouge, La.
KWKH Shreveport, La.
WBAL Baltimore, Md.
WEEI Boston, Mass.
WTAG Worcester, Mass.
WCSH Portland, Me.
WJR Detroit, Mich.
WOOD-WASH
Grand Rapids, Mich.
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KSTP
WQBC
KMBC
KWK S
KGBX-K
KFBB C
KFAB L
KOIL 0
KOH R
KGGM
WOKO
WGR-WI
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SUPERB
PROGRAM
QUALITY

SERVICE

I5SIVE

SELLING

\ RTISING

FIELD

i wring into the World
An aggressive sales

CONTINUITIES

A first rate continuity is the window dressing of a program as well as a vehicle for
a sales message. The World Program
Service includes vivid continuities prepared
by experienced radio showmen. No minute
is unprovided for. These continuities add
the essential personal touch and they
heighten the interest. They may be used
in whole or in part according to the needs
of advertiser and station manager.
4.

M

parts!

FILING

CABINETS

The creators of the World Program Service are thoroughly familiar with conditions in broadcasting stations. We know
how important it is that all programs be
kept in perfect condition and in readiness
for instant use. This need is met by supplying as part of the service special filing
cabinets. These are so arranged that you
can put your hand instantly on every type
of musical program.

World Headquarters
-js Angeles. Every day
iart of the country are
this new and flexible
(It is new business for
i n the way!

HCT

OF

5.

CROSS

REFERENCE

A rare feature of the World Program
Service is the fact that the numbers are
separated on the discs so that one can be
taken off of one disc, another from another,
without any interruption in the program.
To make this building of combination
programs easy, a cross reference catalogue
is supplied. This unique feature facilitates
the building up of every variety of program
and makes the service absolutely flexible.
INC

STING
I NEW

YORK,

SYSTEM
N.

Y.

St., Chicago, III.; 555 S. Flower St., Los Angeles, Cal.
ROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.) WESTERN ELECTRIC LICENSEE
tin.
WHDL Olean, N. Y.
KVOO Tulsa, Okla.
WOPI
fin.
, Miss.
WHAM Rochester, N. Y.
KFJI Klamath Falls, Ore. WDOD
Y, Mo.
KOIN Portland, Ore.
WNOX
WFBL Syracuse, N. Y.
o.
WBIG Greensboro, N. C. WCBA Allentown, Pa.
WREC
ngfield. Mo. WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C. WLEU Erie, Pa.
WLAC
Mont.
WKBO Harrisburg, Pa.
KCNC
WDAY Fargo, N. D.
br.
KLPM Minot, N. D.
WCAU-KYW Philadelphia, Pa. KFDM
or.
WCKY Cincinnati, Ohio
WEEU Reading, Pa.
WFAA
da
WHK Cleveland, Ohio
WGBI Scranion, Pa.
KTSM
que, N. Mex. WAIU Columbus, Ohio
WJAR Providence, R. I.
WBAP
I. Y.
WSPD Toledo, Ohio
WCSC Charleston, S. C.
KXYZ
ilo, N. Y.
WOAI
WKBN Youngstown, Ohio WIS Columbia, S. C.
N. Y.
KADA Ada, Okla.
WFBC Greenville, S. C.
KGKO
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Bristol, Tenn.
Chattanooga, Tenn,
Knoxville, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Nashville, Tenn.
Amarillo, Tex.
Beaumont, Tex.
Dallas, Tex.
El Paso, Tex.
Fort Worth, Tex.
Houston, Tex.
San Antonio, Tex.
Wichita Falls, Tex.

KDYL Salt Lake City, Utah
WRVA Richmond, Va.
WDBJ Roanoke, Va.
KXRO Aberdeen, Wash.
KOMO-KJR Seattle, Wash.
KHQ-KGA Spokane, Wash.
KIT Yakima, Wash.
WHIS Bluefield, W. Va.
WHBY Green Bay, Wis.
WKBH La Crosse, Wis.
KGMB Honolulu, H. I.
2GB Sydney, Australia
JDN Adelaide, Australia

A

NATION-WIDE
SYSTEM TO
REACH

DESIRED

EVERY
MARKET
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The Prall Speech
WHETHER we agree with his conclusions or
not, we must commend Chairman Prall of the
FCC for his frank and forthright address to
the NAB. In it he answered many of the questions which have plagued broadcasters, advertisers and agencies since the program cleanup
campaign began early this year. With all of
his deductions and conclusions we agree, except the one that perhaps is the most important to broadcasters — longer station licenses.
There is food for thought aplenty in the
Prall suggestion that the three major trade associations interested in broadcasting — the
NAB, AAAA and ANA — get together as a
part of their cooperative audit bureau project
and initiate safe, sane and clean program
standards. It is well worth serious consideration, and we were gratified to see the convention take cognizance of it.
We gratefully acknowledge Mr. Prall's mention of the editorial suggestion we made in
our May 1 issue apropos a central bureau in
Washington to check questionable programs.
We thought then and we think now that it is
the only sure way of meeting whatever threat
that exists as a result of the program crusade,
particularly when the FCC has so clearly
stated that it will give no advance opinions
and that stations broadcast any and all programs at their own risk.
Only with Mr. Prall's remarks about extension of the existing six-month licensing procedure do we take issue. The law permits the
FCC to issue licenses for three years, which
is short enough when one considers the investments necessitated in making going organizations of radio stations. Mr. Prall states that
he sees no reason why, once the industry has
established itself on a sound program basis,
the FCC should not seriously consider the
pending Brown proposal for extension of licenses to one year.
It is our conviction that real stability cannot come in broadcasting until there are, not
merely one year licenses, but licenses for the
full statutory limit of three years. We believe
the FCC should take cognizance of that now,
rather than in the undetermined future.
We believe that if the FCC will study this
matter closely, it will arrive at the inevitable
decision that it is wrong and discriminatory
to force stations to live on a month-to-month
basis, in constant dread of what will happen
to their licenses. The FCC always will have
the revocation of license course if stations exceed the law or the regulations. But the longer
license will give them a degree of confidence
that is bound to result in improvement.
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Awards for Merit
THE PUBLIC SERVICE that broadcasting
provides, possibly overlooked in the face of
criticism that has been directed at the industry, is due for deserved recognition, and the
recent NAB action in favoring plans with the
RMA for annual public-service awards will
aid in securing this recognition. Thus not
only will conspicuous examples of service by
stations, networks, advertisers and related
branches of broadcasting be rewarded, but attention will be focused on the general benefits
gained from unselfish contributions of their
facilities for the public good. Mere bigness is
not a criterion in service, and we think the
little fellows along with the big will deserve
recognition. A conspicuous example of real
public service by a small station was the 42hour broadcast by WNBF, Binghampton, N. Y.,
a 100-watter, which obtained an emergency
increase in power and acted as the main source
of information in that part of the state during the flood period, besides being the clearing house for donations and supplies.

Meeting an Acid Test
PROBABLY the healthiest experience ever
encountered by American broadcasting, at
least as an organized entity, was the test the
NAB faced at its Colorado Springs convention. Delegates attended in record numbers
this year, most of them coming with fear and
apprehension lest a rift might occur that
would wreck their organized efforts — efforts
so successful in the past in combating government ownership and multitudinous reform
movements.
What happened? Every delegate had an
opportunity to say what he felt, and many
said it. If there was suppressed spleen, it was
not evident on the floor of the convention.
Honest differences of opinion were aired. Personalities for the most part were forgotten,
even after a gruelling preliminary outburst
of accusations and counter-accusations with
respect to copyright, networks and whatnot.
Whatever feeling may still persist regarding copyright, the convention had a full and
fair opportunity to vote its stand — and did so,
decisively. However many individuals may
still feel about the situation, there is utterly
no reason why they should not have come
away from the protracted debates without a
full understanding of the copyright problem.
In our pre-convention issue we pointed out
the seriousness of the situation. Having
sensed the sentiment beforehand, we pleaded

RADIO

BOOK
SHELF
BEHIND the scenes with a broadcast news
service, particularly that of Yankee network,
is the exciting literary fare offered by Leland
Bickford, its editor-in-chief, in collaboration
with Walter Fogg, in News While It is News,
published by G. C. Manthorne & Co., Boston.
From the beginning of Yankee's news service, which started operating March 1, 1934,
to the present day, the book deals with prominent news stories and how they have been covered. Big Yankee "scoops" are narrated, as
well as the methods by which they were handled. After reviewing how John Shepard 3d,
Yankee president, conceived and started the
service, Bickford tells some of the obstacles
faced in obtaining news and goes into the
methods employed to insure accuracy and
avoid mistakes.
WHAT "Jake" thinks about radio shows and
radio stars — "Jake" being an ex-farmhand,
mechanic, taxi driver and rubber in a Turkish
bath — is expounded in a neat little volume
just issued by CBS under the title What Does
Jake Think? which we commend to everyone
interested in typical audience reactions. This
CBS book hasn't a single statistic in it; as
CBS puts it: "A dinner-pail swinger strikes
some sparks from the anvil of common sense."
A REVISED and enlarged edition of The Story
of Radio, by Orrin Dunlap, radio editor of the
New York Times, will be published by the Dial
Press, New York, on July 19, reports the
Times. Mr. Dunlap has added chapters dealing with recent advances in television, the
ultra - short waves and therapeutic uses of
radio.
THE SPOKEN WORD, now heard through
the radio by millions, thus assumes new importance and broadcasters take great pains
with pronunciation. How far they go to be
accurate is explained in The Broadcast Word
by A. Lloyd James, Kegan Paul, London, 7s.
6d. net.
for full and free discussion in the belief it
would restore a united front. We were criticised for going too far, some even accusing us
of fomenting the dissension by reason of our
full and comprehensive news coverage of the
pre-convention situation. We think the proce dings of the convention and its results more
than vindicated the soundness and accuracy of
our editorial efforts.
The NAB now enters its fourteenth year
with a new high command and with renewed
solidarity. In Leo Fitzpatrick, pioneer radio
executive, successful station operator and
"Fighting Irish" all the way, the convention
selected a leader worthy of the job to take up
where the retiring president, J. Truman Ward,
leaves off. In the retirement of Phil Loucks
from the managing directorship, the NAB suffers a real loss; the industry, however, has
selected an able successor in Jim Baldwin,
whose training peculiarly fits him for the task.
In the new leadership of the NAB we have
every confidence — especially now that unity
has been restored in the industry's ranks.
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PERSONAL

STUART
THERE are few men in the business of advertising who are better
known than Stuart Peabody. And
by the same token there are very
few, if any, more universally respected and liked.
There are reasons for this — it
didn't just happen. In the first
place
"Stu" is about
and approachable
sort ofas a friendls7
man as
you will find. No one has to wade
through a lot of secretaries to get
to him in spite of the fact that he
is holding down a big job and doing it exceedingly well. Not that
he is a pushover for any and all
salesmen — far from it. Yet whether
you sell him or not, you leave his
presence with a warm feeling of
friendliness and the respect one
always gives to a man so obviously
familiar with his work.
No stranger to broadcasting, Mr.
Peabody has used radio in almost
all its forms — network day time,
night entertainment shows, transcriptions, spot and local with live
talent. His title of Director of Advertising and Commercial Research
of The Borden Co. does not quite
do him' ramifications
justice unless you
know comthe
many
of the
pany, a nation-wide organization
selling many dairy and related
products.
Back in 1928, Mr. Peabody first
became interested in radio. At the
time he was a member of the board
of directors of the Association of
National Advertisers. He played
a large part in the radio activities
of that organization and at the
present time is chairman of its radio committee.
As for his life history, he was
born in Cincinnati and was somewhat embarrassed a good many
years later when the ANA held a
convention in that city to have one
of the newspapers come out with
a story headed "Local Boy Makes
Good", a story which his conferees
did not let him forget easily. He
was
educated at Storm King
at Cornwall-on-Hudson
and"School
from
there went to Williams where he
became a member of Chi Psi and
an earnest if somewhat ineffective
athlete.
Leaving college he started out as
reporter on the New Castle (Pa.)
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PEABODY
Herald and from there progressed
to a job as a bookkeeper with Procter & Gamble. He says he was very
bad at this and that he resigned
from P. & G. two jumps before the
pink slip.
It was then, perhaps, that he
really started out, getting a job
in the Cleveland office of the H. K.
McCann Co., headed by Lynn Ellis.
He spent nine years with this
agency, being transferred in May,
1917, to the New York office and
placed on the Borden account. After handling that account in a
highly effective manner he was invited to become advertising manager of the Borden Sales Co., whence
he progressed to be advertising
manager of The Borden Co. Inc.,
and its subsidiaries.
No joiner is Mr. Peabody; yet
when he is in a thing he is in it,
and lucky is the organization with
which he is allied. He early became
active in the ANA, a group of
manufacturers spending approximately $300,000,000 per year in advertising. He has served as first
vice president, as chairman of the
finance committee, as a member of
the circulations committee, the
outdoor advertising committee,
rtreet car card committee and
cfcfirman
of the program committee.
In 1933, he was elected president
of the ANA, succeeding Lee H.
Bristol, vice president, BristolMyers Co. He is now chairman of
the board of the association. In addition he is president of the Traffic
Audit Bureau Inc., and a director
of the Audit Bureau of Circulations.
As ried
to his
life, was
"Stu"inmarHelen private
Wall who
her
own right a well known interior
decorator, and now is the proud
father of two children, a boy and a
girl. He is a hound for hobbies,
averaging, according to his own
statement, 16 each year. Currently
in the lead are candid camera
photography and ship model building. He golfs, and well, but still
plays auction bridge on the train
coming down from Irvington, N.
Y., in the morning.
"Radio has been a most effective
medium
for Borden," says Mr.

NOTES

DUDLEY R. ROLLISON, ex-space
salesman and agency executive, has
been added to the sales force of NBC
in Chicago. Formerly director of research for Blackett-Sample Hummert
Inc., Chicago, business manager of
Holiday, A.A.A. Official publication,
and account executive for Hixon
O'Donnell, Los Angeles, Rollison has
most recently been with the Chicago
Herald & Examiner.
JOHN K. CHAPEL and Mrs. Chapel, of WOW, Omaha, will leave Aug.
4 for their annual vacation and radio
inspection trip to foreign countries,
this time planning to visit Caribbean
countries. Chapel, who is of royal
lineage and is also known as Count
John Kuropatkin Chapel, will particularly observe promotion methods
of stations.
DONALD FLAMM, president of
WMCA, New York, has gone to the
West Coast to visit stations, following the NAB convention.
GLENN TICER, NBC network
sales representative, San Francisco,
has been appointed manager of local
sales, in that city, succeeding Sidney
Dixon, transferred to NBC Los Angeles offices.
LARRY NIXON, for the last two
years with Hirshon Garfield Inc.. New
York agency, and former publicity director of the has
radiobeen
industry's
trade shows,
named various
publicity director of WMCA, New York.
Bettie Glenn remains as assistant.
JACK RICE, of Miami. Fla., president of the International Radio Club,
was a late June visitor in Cincinnati,
renewing acquaintance with L. B.
Wilson, president of WCKY. John
Clark, general manager of WLw. and
others. He acted as narrator June
26 on WLW's Salute to the Cities
program, dedicated to Miami.
W. E. JACKSON, of the commercial
staff of KDKA. Pittsburgh, has been
elected a member of the board of governors of the Pittsburgh Advertising
Club.
B. M. MIDDLETON. formerly commercial manager of WEHC, Charlottesville. Ya., has resigned to take
over the commercial department of
WSYA. new station at Harrisonburg,
Ya.. which went on the air early in
June.
IRVIN GROSS, merchandising manager of WFAA. Dallas, married Ann
Yanowsky of Cleveland, his home
town, on June 13. They honeymooned in Canada and Detroit.
S. W. PETACCI. since 1933 advertising manager of WSBT and WFAM.
South Bend. Ind.. and formerly with
Chicago and South Bend agencies, has
been appointed
of the now
stations, succeedingmanager
Leo Kennett.
operating WHBU. Anderson, Ind.
JOHN HEINEY, for a year on the
sales tonpromotion
staff of that
the WashingPost, and before
assistant
manager of KSO, Des Moines, has
been named radio editor of the Post.
ELLIS A. YOST, former chief examiner of the old Radio Commission,
is now residing in Mt. Pleasant.
Mich., where he is operating oil well
properties in association with his
brother. Fielding H. Yost. University
of Michigan athletic director.
Peabody, "because, first, it is easy
to Merchandise and second it has
probably greater penetration than
anyJust
otherbetween
single medium."
us, if Borden
should ever lose Stuart, he would
make good as a gag man. He writes
a sparkling script all by himself
although unfortunately most of it
never sees the light of day. What
company, what radio program has
a better slogan than that privately
sponsored
"From
udderbyto "Stu"
mudder".for milk:

JAMES R. CURTIS, president of
KFRO, Longview, Tex., who was
married June 30 to Miss Sarah DeRue Armstrong, of Alva, Tex., made
the NAB convention at Colorado
Springs his honeymoon trip. Mr. and
Mrs. Curtis drove to the resort and
visited broadcasting stations en route.
BOB CATHERWOOD, of the sales
department of WOR, Newark, was
struck July 7 by a bullet from his own
gun as it ricocheted from a stone while
he was hunting at his summer home
on Long Island. On the same day
Ted Herbert, also a salesman, was
injured when his car overturned after
a blowout.
R. L. FERGUSON, formerly of
WOR, Newark, WLW, Cincinnati
and NBC Chicago sales offices, has
joined the sales staff of WINS, New
York.
LOREN STONE, of KOL, Seattle,
has been elected a trustee of the Advertising Club of Seattle.
SAM S HAP AN, recently on the West
Coast, has returned to the sales department of KDYL, Salt Lake City.

THE

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

ALFRED WALLENSTEIN, member
of the board of directors and first
cellist of the New York Philharmonic,
has been appointed general musical
director of WOR, Newark, succeeding George Shackley, who resigned
June 21 to devote full time to Treasure Chest Inc., a new service for
developing
for is
radio
adver-to
tisers. Mr.premiums
Wallenstein
known
radio music lovers as conductor of the
Wallenstein Sinfonietta.
MAX man,HALPERIN,
known ofshowhas been namedwellmanager
the
WFAA Artists
newly vice,organized
it was announced
July 10 Serby
Martin Campbell, manager of the
Dallas station. The service will be
affiliated with Radio Artists Bureau
Inc., Chicago.
FRANK ANFENGER. for 25 years
news and telegraph editor of the
ChicagocessorDaily
Times
and its
predethe Chicago
Journal,
is editing
INS service for WBBM. Chicago, assisted by Victor Boesen, for five
years with Chicago City Xews Service.
JACK SHANNON, program director
of WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y., who is
also a popular tenor, on July 4 began
a twice weekly on CBS. Thursdays at
2(EDST).
p. m. and Saturdavs at 1 p. m.
DR. J. C. GROSSON, prominent as
a lecturer in Western New York
state, has joined the staff of WGR
and WKBW, Buffalo, as traffic manager and associate program director.
JACK MOYLES has joined the ancisco.
nouncing staff of KSFO, San FranJULES ALLEN, the Singing Coicooy, formerlv sustaining on NBC
from Chicago, has joined KTUL, Tulsa, Okla.,
to work
Griffin
Grocery
Co. on a program for
MAHLON
MERRICK,
program director
of KHJ. formerly
Los Angeles,
has returned to the station as music
conductor after on absence of several
months in transcription work.
KAY VAN RIPER, who has been in
New York for the last eight months,
has returned to KFWB. Hollywood,
with a weekly historical series titled
Cleopatra.
MRS.
FROST,
wife ofmanager,
NBC's
WesternLEWdivision
program
San Francisco, is suffering from injuries received when her foot was
caught in an elevator door.
City. LEVY has been appointed reBOB
lief announcer of W9XBY, Kansas
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Artists Kept Busy
WHO, Des Moines, provides
employment for staff artists
during the summer by presenting ashow under canvas
in the Middle West. The unit
is motorized for one - night
stands and the tent seats
1600. The crew numbers
more than 30 persons.

KWKH
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GEORGEmonies ofD.
of cere-of
the HAY,
Grandmaster
Ole Opry
WSM, Nashville, has been appointed
a Kentucky Colonel by Gov. Ruby
Laffoon.
RALPH ROBERTSON, formerly of
KFI, Los Angeles, WRC, Washington, and motion picture announcer,
has joined the announcing staff of
WOR, Newark.
HARRIET FRANCE, formerly with
Radio Programs Syndicate, has joined
Tausig & Renaldo, Hollywood talent
agency.
ARTHUR FELDMAN, formerly of
WMEX, Boston,
the announcing staff of has
WBZ,joined
Boston.
ARNOLD MAGUIRE, production
manager, of KFRC, San Francisco,
has returned to his desk after an illness which confined him to his home.
JAMES W. McCONNELL, artists
representative in the East, now is
representing artists of KDKA, Pittsburgh,KDKAaccording
to Harry A. Woodman,
manager.
RODERICK MAYS, announcer and
producer of dramatics at KYA, San
Francisco, has returned to his duties
after a seige of illness.
INEZ QUINN, program secretary of
WHAM, Rochester, is back at her
desk after a 14-week leave of absence
due to illness.
RALPH BRYAN, former production
manager of KGMB, Honolulu, and
more recently with KJBS, San Francisco, has left radio and is organizing
his own dance orchestra in San Jose,
Cal.
CEDRIC C. DAVEY is on the announcing staff of KQW, San Jose.
CARMEN OGDEN, broadcaster for
Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Co., Rochester
department store broadcasting over
WHAM, is back on the air after
leave of absence. She was married
in June to Gilbert Pederson.
Jello Retains Period
RETAINING its Sunday evening
period on the NBC-WJZ network,
General Foods Corp., New York
(Jello) from July 21 until the return of Jack Benny and his troupe
13 weeks later will change its program to Lanny
Ross' State
Concert.
The program
willFair
be
heard at 7-7:30 p. m. (EDST)
with repeat for the West at 11:30midnight, and will feature Lanny
Ross, Helen Oelheim and Harold
Barlow's orchestra. Jack Benny,
who on June 30 was presented a
gold medal for winning the Radio
Guide star poll, is going on vacation but will make two movies
in Hollywood, while Frank Parker,
who will return with Benny's
troupe in the fall, returns from
Hollywood to make a picture in
New York.
APPLICATION of Abe Corenson,
former operator of KELW, Los
Angeles, now combined with the
old KTM and operated as KEHE
by Hearst interests, was declared
in default July 9 by the FCC when
he failed to file an appearance in
connection with his petition for a
new
100 - watt daytime station in
Pasadena.

Station

In Panama

Overcoming
Static
HP5B Reports Good Reception
After Rebuilding Antenna
DESPITE natural handicaps from
topographic and atmospheric conditions, HP5B, Miramar, Panama,
now is being heard consistently
throughout Central America as
well as portions of the United
States and South America, according to S. E. Arendale, of Ambassador Advertising Service, Panama
City,dio inwho
been inspecting rathis has
country.
When HP5B went on the air in
December, 1934, reception problems
were numerous, says Mr. Arendale.
Although heard as far away as
Hawaii and Europe, difficulty of
reception was reported within a
radius of 30 miles. This was overcome by changing the direction of
the Hertz antenna so that now a
ground wave covers a radius of J.00
miles, beyond which an ether wave
brings clear reception to a primary
area which includes Panama, the
Canal Zone, Costa Rica, British
West Indies and Northern Venezuela and Colombia.
Reception Problems
STATIC sometimes is so heavy,
says Mr.
the U.
1000-S.
watt
codeArendale,
stations that
of the
Army in Panama cannot cross the
Isthmus. American military objections kept local broadcasting out
of Panama for more than a decade
on the theory that a commercial
operator would interfere with government communication. This objection was overcome after long
negotiating between the Panama
government and the United States.
"After having gone through the
initial stages of experimentation,"
Mr. Arendale adds, "HP5B is now
being consistently reported
throughout Central America as
well as portions of the United
States, varying with the yearly
seasons. Programs are broadcast
from 12 noon to 1:00 p. m. and
from 8 p. m. to 10:30 p. m. daily
(EST).
"These programs are unique
among Central American stations
due to the practice of maintaining
an equal percentage of English and
Spanish entertainment and announcements. This perhaps accounts for the volume of reports
received from the United States.
Because
of Panama's
importance
as a tourist
center, there
is large
quantity
of high-grade
entertainment available
which enables
the
station to present a program of
high entertainment value."
Buys Texas Lore Series
INDICATING the increasing trend
toward the purchase of tested local tional
and regional
by Co.,
naadvertisers, features
the Kellogg
Battle Creek, Mich, (cereals) on
July 1 undertook the sponsorship
three times weekly of dramatizations of Texas lore over the Texas
Quality Group of four stations,
keyed from WFAA, Dallas. Gov.
Allred of Texas opened the series
with an outline of the history of
the Texas Rangers, who figure
prominently in the dramas. N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc., New York, is the
agency.
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WMAZ-MACON
IN
54 COUNTIES
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SETS

72,621

o
PRESENT
NATIONAL
Chevrolet Motor Co.
Dr. Pepper Bottling Co.
Crazy Water Crystals Co.
Carter Medicine Co.
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.
Greyhound Bus Lines
Gerst Beer
Orange Crush Bottling Co.
McKesson Robbins Inc.
Dodge Motor Co.
J. Allen Smith Co.
Darling Shops
Postel Milling Co.
Oertels Beer
Ruberoid Co.
Stanback Co.
Kinney Shoe Co.
Fenner & Beanne
Anheuser-Busch

ADVERTISERS
Firestone
Cape County Milling Co.
Dejay Co.
Days Clothing Co.
J.
J. Newberry Co.
Silvers
Piggly-Wiggly
SECTIONAL
Dixie Dairies

ADVERTISERS

Rogers Stores
Sterchi Inc.
Southern Oil Stores
First National Bank 8C Trust Co.
Southland Coffee Co.
Marilyn Slipper Shops
Central Public Utilities
Bankers Health & Life Insurance Co.
AND
79 LOCAL ACCOUNTS INCLUDING
4 OUT OF 5 BIG DEPARTMENT STORES

PROGRAM

SERVICE

Outstanding Local Shows. World Broadcasting System and Mac Gregor-Sollie Transcriptions.
Transradio Press Service. 19 Hours Daily. High Speed Printers.
EQUIPMENT
1,000 Watt Class B High Fidelity Transmitter. Bkw-Knox Vertical Radiator. R. C. A. Speech
Input and Microphones.
Western Electric Vertical and Lateral reproducing equipment.

WMAZ
Representative
Free, Johns & Field Inc.
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NAB TECHNICAL TURNOUT — This party of technicians and their ladies broke up too quickly for our photographer to get their names, but one of
our demon engineer-reporters was able to identify the ladies, mostly wives of station engineers, as follows, left to right: Mrs. John Fetzer,
WKZO,
Kalamazoo;
Mrs. Hugh
McCartney,
WCAO,
Baltimore;
H. C. Harvey,
KFAB,
P. Veatch,Mrs.KFEL,
Mrs. J. M.
Hetland, WDAY,
Fargo;
Mrs. Wiley
Wenger,
KFNF, Mrs.
Shenandoah,
la.; Mrs.
J. E.Lincoln,
Burrell, Neb.;
KJBS, Mrs.
San J.Francisco;
J. L. Denver;
Middlebrooks, WAPI, Birmingham; Mrs. W. C. Grove, KLZ, Denver.
IN THE
CONTROL
ROOM
E. K. COHAN, technical supervisor
of CBS, was expected to return to
his office about July 15 after a twomonth vacation abroad, during which
he visited Italy, France, Germany,
Russia and Spain. He had planned
to devote considerable time to a study
of European radio and television developments.
B. L. CAPSTAFF has resigned from
the staff of WNEW, Newark, to join
the engineering department of NBC
in New York. He was formerly with
WMCA, New York; WODA, Paterson, N. J., and the General Electric
Co.
JAMES SUMMERS, NBC studio engineer at San Francisco, recently was
promoted to full lieutenant in the
Naval Reserve. Others in the Reserve are Lieut. Lloyd E. Yoder of the
press department ; Lieut. Curtis Peck,
engineer in charge of KPO ; Ensign
Pi'octor Edward
Sugg, studio
engineer,
and
Ensign
Callahan,
NBC field
engineer. In the Army Reserve are
Capt. Marvin Young of the production department ; and Capt. Bill Royle
of the artist staff. Field Engineer
Edward Parkhurst is a member of
the Army amateur radio network.
LEWIS M. CLEMENT, widely
known communications and radio receiver engineer, has been appointed
vice president in charge of research
and engineering of the RCA Victor
Co., Camden.
LLOYD A. BRIGGS, European communications manager of RCA. sailed
June 29 to return to his London office after visiting in New York and
Washington.
"BUM" HOLLY,
operator theof
WHAM,
Rochester, field
was awarded
Junior Division Cup for first prize
in the annual contest of the Rochester
Camera Club.
DON ANDERSON, of the control
staff of WHAM. Rochester, was married June 29 to Muriel Grinnel.
JOHN J. LONG Jr.. chief engineer,
and Kenneth J. Gardner, control supervisor, of WHAM. Rochester, are
\ fathers of boys born in June.
CYRIL FOSSEY, control operator of
KEYL. Salt Lake City, is the father
of a girl born in June.
CLYDE
G. WEND,
formerly of
WHIO. Dayton, and other Midwest| era stations, has joined WCKY, Cincinnati, as engineer.
ROBERT BROOKE, of the technical
staff of NBC, San Francisco, has
been permanently transferred to the
Hollywood studios.
GILBERT A. MUNRO. transmission
engineer of WBT. Charlotte, N. C,
is visiting his native Scotland.
j
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DR. ORESTES H. CALDWELL,
former Federal Radio Commissioner,
editor of Electronics, and well-known
lecturer and broadcaster on topics of
science and radio, has been appointed
Director of Science Exhibits for the
New York Electrical and Radio Show,
to be held in Grand Central Palace,
New York, in September.
WILLIAM SPENCER, formerly with
several Eastern stations, has joined
the engineering staff of WGAR,
Cleveland. Ray Bird, formerly of
WLW, Cincinnati, has been named
assistant chief engineer.
FREDERICK
W. SCHWEIKHER
has joined the NBC Chicago sound
department, replacing Raymond H.
Kremer who has been transferred to
the New York office.
RUSSELL S. HOFF, chief pickup
engineer of WLW, Cincinnati, is the
father of a girl born recently.
E. C. HORSTMAN, NBC Chicago
control supervisor, fell asleep while
fishing on a Minnesota lake and spent
the next several days of his vacation
in thevere hospital
recovering from a secase of sunburn.
HARRY R. LUBCKE, television director for Don Lee Broadcasting
System, was principal speaker July
1 at a meeting of the scientific subcom it e of the Academy of Motion
Pictures, Hollywood, which is gathering_ data on television.
CHARLES COLEMAN, engineer of
WFIL. Philadelphia, is in Bryn
Mawr hospital recovering from a
fractured shoulder and broken leg
suffered in a fall from a horse.

A. H. SAXTON, NBC western division chief engineer, after a six
weeks vacation which took him to
New York City, has returned to his
post in San Francisco. He also attended the NBC
divisional
convention
in New
York engineers'
June 10.
Paul ernGale,
manager
of
NBC's
division traffic department, westhas
also returned to his desk after vacationing in the Pacific Northwest.
DON GORMAN, designer and builder of the new Class A modulation and
speech input equipment of KGEZ,
Kalispell, Mont., is in charge of forestry broadcast equipment in Glacier
National Park.
CLARENCE SALTZER, chief engineer of W9XBY, Kansas City, was
married in June to the sister of Mrs.
G. L. Taylor,
general
manager. wife of the station's
DAN HALIDAY, engineer, and A.
W. McKee, announcer, both of
WDAY, Fargo, N. D., recently inspected W9XBY, Kansas City, operating on 1530 kc, and W9XAL, its
television adjunct. The television
station now is combining with
W9XBY in a half-hour sight and
sound program at 1 p. m., daily except Saturdays and Sundays.
DR. IRVING LANGMUIR associate director of the research laboratory of General Electric, has been
elected to the Royal Society, England, whose foreign membership is
limited to 50 persons. He is the
only American industrial scientist
thus honored.

IRE Holds Meeting
THE TENTH annual convention
of the Institute of Radio Engineers
was held July 1-3 at the Hotel
Statler, Detroit, with a number of
papers being
read which were
interest
to broadcasters.
Amongof
them were: "Design and Equipof 50 Poppele,
kw. Station
WOR"
by J. mentR.
chiefforengineer
of WOR, and F. W. Cunningham
and A. W. Kishpaugh, Bell laboratories; "A Study of Radio Field
Intensity vs. Distance Characteristics of a High Vertical Radiator
at 1080 kc." by S. S. Kirby, National Bureau of Standards. The
Medal of Honor was bestowed on
Balth. Van der Pol. Jr., of Eindhoven, Holland, and the Morris Liebmann Memorial Prize was awarded to F. B. Llewellyn, engineer.
Tallest U. S. Tower
STANDING one foot taller than
the Washington Monument, the
new 556-foot steel tower just completed for KGHL, Billings, Mont.,
is said bv its builder to be the
tallest self-supporting mast used
by any American broadcasting
station. KGHL built the mast to
operate on 780 kc, with 1,000
watts night. Truscon Steel Co.,
Youno-stown, O.. bu'lt the tower,
and it was installed under the direction of Jeff Kiichli, KGHL chief
engineer.
San Diego Staff Named
APPOINTMENT of the technical
staff for the San Diego exposition
has been completed by C. C. Langevin, with the personnel including
W. T. Brown, Harrv Keith, Bill
Dallin, Charles Phillips, Charles
Douglas and Bob Conroy. The radio department of the exposition
now includes, in addition, Bob Colison, formerly of WOR, announcer,
and Charles Mahan, relief announcer; William Fritz, maintenance;
Nellie Guenart, formerly of KGB,
San Diego, office secretary.
Vernon C. Judge

NBC ENGINEERS MEET— The first general conference of NBC division engineers was held recently in New York. The meeting included a
visit to the RCA Victor plant at Camden. Left to right, seated, are
A. H. Saxton of San Francisco, O. B. Hanson, NBC Chief Engineer,
W. J. Purcell of Schenectady and H. C. Luttgens of Chicago. Standing
are S. E. Leonard of Cleveland, George O. Milne of New York, George
McElrath, NBC Operating Engineer of New York, R. H. Owen of Denver,
and A. E. Johnson of Washington.

VERNON C. JUDGE, 29, assistant manager of the NBC guest
tours department, Radio City, died
July 4 from heart failure while
swimming at Betterton, Md. He
was a graduate of Colgate University and Harvard Business School.
At the time of his death he was
spending a vacation at the Chesapeake resort and was to have returned to work July 15. Surviving
are his widow and parents.
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Amazing!

spectacular! phenomenal!

we hear from others about lineage increases since we began publication Oct, 15, 1931, less than four years ago. It isn't so remarkable, however to
advertising agencies and radio executives, because they know their business and
they know that BROADCASTING is the medium which they read for RADIO NEWS.
That's what

Nor is it a phenomenon to the long list of station executives who have consistently renewed their advertising contracts. They know, because they have gotten
.
RESULTS, and are continuing to get them, from their space in BROADCASTING
Thorough coverage of all radio news worth printing has won our faithful readership (92% renewal subscriptions) and has been responsible for our steady, consistent gains in advertising lineage
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A CHAIN LETTER
I That Brought a Number of Mew
■
Sponsors for WRC
RIDING on the crest of the interest in chain letters, NBC's Washington office sent out a letter to
some 600 advertising prospects of
WRC, describing an "NBC Prosperity Plan". The chain letter
brought a 3% response and several
sponsors were obtained as a result.
The letter, addressed "Dear
Friend", promised
that if itsthere
instructions were followed
would be no trouble with postal authorities. Itcontinued: "Any one
of the last five people on this list
will be glad to tell you personally
about a plan which has brought
prosperity to scores of Washington business firms."
The five names on the list were
members of the WRC sales staff.
A card was inserted with a silver
"NBC Prosperity
Plan" label simulating a coin.

For

a
on
in

Sale

real
a
a

Insurer
Player Piano
WFIL, Philadelphia, on July
1 started a daily 10 - minute
evening feature devoted to
ancient player - piano rolls.
Names of those who send
old rolls to the station are
announced when their tunes
are played. The idea originated with Don Withycomb,
WFIL general manager.
Crusaders Enlarge Net
THE CRUSADERS, New York,
sponsoring a quarter-hour program
over Mutual and WIND, WGAR
and WAAB, on July 8 expanded its
network to include seven Yankee
Network stations. Programs originate in the summer home of Fred
G. Clark, national commander, in
Mentor, O., and are keyed through
WGAR. The first program is heard
over WOR, WIND and WXYZ at
8:45 p. m., with rebroadcast to the
other stations at 10 p. m.

real

Expanding
With

Use

of Radio

Thrice-weekly Program Brings
New Clients, Holds Old Ones
IN THE statement "last year was
the biggest in the history of our
company" lies the answer of G.
Leroy Schnell, sales manager of
State Automobile Mutual Insurance Co., to its use of radio as an
advertising
medium. ' as the keyWith broadcasting
stone of an aggressive sales campaign during the" last year, the
company's records for 1934 show
an average monthly gain in premium income of more than 20%
over the year previous and a record of more automobiles insured
than at any other time in the organization's history. The company
uses WLW, Cincinnati.
"First of all, however," declared

....

station

....

territory

....

Here is the first published offering of a sustaining program with more
than a year's record of increasing popularity.
We

call it

The

WEEI

Autos

Rapidly

!

program

real

of

Get-Together

It features seven of our outstanding New England radio personalities including the master "song and cheer leader" — Bobby Banks.
It has stacks of mail — much of it from people who claim that it is the best
program and the only one of its kind on the air.
It has a merchandising "tie-in" ready and waiting that should bring boxtops by the thousands — if it's box-tops you want.
It carries a "live audience" which participates in the program. It is an
evening program — a family program — REASONABLE in cost- — POTENT
with possibilities.
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wn." RapidAutomobile
heir oSTATE
tTHE
Mutual
Insurance Company has enjoyed a
phenomenal growth since its organization in 1921. Each year it
has substantially increased its as-M
sets, reserves and surplus and
f
greatly broadened its circle of policyholders. At the same time it
has steadily improved its claim
service as conditions change over
the territories. At this time the
company has more than 1,000 exclusive agents scattered throughout 11 states.
This company, according to Mr.
Schnell, determined to enlist the
aid of WLW in the fall of 1933
in a campaign designed to accomplish three ends: 1 — to hold policyholders now on its books, to keep
them renewing their policies; 2 —
to influence prospective purchasers
of automobile insurance to buy
"State"; 3 — to keep fresh information and sales stories before its
agents that they might be more
effective in converting interviews
into sales.
"How well these objectives have
been much
met," Mr.
added, series
"and
how
valueSchnell
our WLW
has been can well be evidenced in
the fact that after more than one
year on the air, three programs
per week are still eminating from
the WLW studios telling of the
merits of 'State' Insurance."
Sales Meetings
"STATE'S" unique radio merchandising campaign has been supported
by an aggressive
mail advertising
program direct-byin which,
to
date,
more
than
two-and-a-half
million pieces of literature have
been used. The series is further
promoted through frequent sales
meetings in various
advertisements in localterritories,
newspapers,
the official company publication
The Pein Tree, etc.
"State's" Unbroken Melodies series over WLW features the State
Orchestra, the State Male Quartet
and Mixed Chorus. "State's" message to the radio audience is presented in dramatized form by popular artists headed by "The State's

If you're interested — write, wire or 'phone for complete details to
Station

WEEI,

182 Tremont
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Street

Boston

Local Retailers'
Discs Co.,
RAYMOND
R. MORGAN
Hollywood
agency, is placing the
Man".
Strange As It Seems series on 15
West Coast stations for local retailers. The series formerly was
sponsored on 12 Don Lee-CBS stations by Gilmore Oil Co., Los Angeles. Gilmore retains its two
weekly quarter-hour programs on
the network.
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be

Stations

FLASH!

)4 More

for I. N. S.

JWLW
fWSAI
jWCKY
WDGY

CINCINNATI
CINCINNATI
CINCINNATI
MINNEAPOLIS

in

selecting

INTERNATIONAL

NEWS

SERVICE

especially

the

when

I.N.S. daily news report since it was first announced that this speedy, accurate and reliable world-wide news coverage was available for broadcasters. More stations are joining this imposing list every day after investigation ofI.N.S. facilities.
I.N.S. offers three types of news service to broadcasting stations as
follows:
by printer-

(2) Limited news service from the nearest I.N.S. Bureau via
teletypewriter.
(3) Carbon

copy of leased wire report delivered from the

nearest I.N.S. Bureau by messenger
ment.

or special arrange-

For information about I.N.S. radio station service write or wire

International
235
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East 45th

News
Street, New
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Service
York

City

WBBM
WJR
WGAR
WBAL
WCAE
WFIL

number

These outstanding radio broadcasting stations have contracted for the

(1) A full daily leased wire service delivered
machines installed in your studio.

wrong

CHICAGO
DETROIT
CLEVELAND
BALTIMORE
PITTSBURGH
PHILADELPHIA

includes:

WAAB
BOSTON
WNAC
BOSTON
WINS
NEW YORK
WISN
MILWAUKEE
WGST
ATLANTA
KYA
SAN FRANCISCO
WMAS
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
WABY
ALBANY
WHBU
ANDERSON
WRDO
AUGUSTA
WFBM
INDIANAPOLIS
WMBR
JACKSONVILLE
WDRC
HARTFORD
WLBZ
BANGOR
WICC
BRIDGEPORT
WLLH
LOWELL
WFEA
MANCHESTER
KEX-KGW
PORTLAND, ORE.
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND, ORE.
WLBC
MUNCIE
WEAN
PROVIDENCE
WORC
WORCESTER
WBOW
TERRE HAUTE
WATR
WATERBURY
WNBH
NEW BEDFORD

FRONT

Ideas

on

Merchandising

Elaborate Esso Program — Dollar Bills by the Bushel — Their
Pet Scheme — Horses, Horses, Horses
THE

new Esso Marketers program, sponsored by Standard Oil
Co. of New Jersey, featuring the
Guy Lombardo orchestra got off
to a ceremonious start on CBS
July 8 with the usual welcome to
the studio audience and the cutting
of the traditional tape to begin
the program. The highlight was
the untried method of singing the
commercial which the studio audience liked. About six persons
take part in the announcement.
An intensive merchandising campaign has been started, under the
direction of Marschalk & Pratt
Inc., New York, the agency. In
the CBS Playhouse, a modernistic
stage setup is used and dealer tieups for promotion include window
posters, telephone collars, and a
chain letter.
The 30,000 Esso dealers are
asked to telephone customers, as
wrell as to inform them when receiving service, about the program.
Each of the 100,000 employes was
invited to start a chain letter, using packages of colored cartoons
on postcards, the cartoons having
been drawn by prominent illustrators. Some 500,000 of these cards
were distributed, and each employee was expected to invite five
of his friends to write the names
of five of their friends on the
cards, which direct attention to the

oil company's network broadcast.
Spotlight advertisements were
used in 49 newspapers. High
Standard Oil executives received
a letter signed by Guy Lombardo
and an autographed photograph of
the orchestra.
AN American-Bosch radio is being
given away each week in connection with a unique quarter-hour
program daily over KGW, Portland, Ore. The program features
a limerick contest in which the
contestants add a new last line to
an already completed limerick. The
winner each week has choice of
either a consolet model radio or a
car radio. The program is sponsored by Allyn's Dyeing and Cleaning Establishment, Portland. Included in the quarter-hour program of organ music is a brief
dramatic skit in which characters
are
introduced
to Allyn's
contest.
Another
feature limerick
is the
fact that it has only one short commercial announcement.
As a special inducement to enter the contest the sponsor is giving each contestant a unique little
book of horoscopes entitled, "Fortunes in the Stars", which costs the
sponsor less than 10 cents each. The
program is for eight weeks,
through Adolph L. Bloch Adv.
Agency, Portland.

IN A WEEKLY serial about five
stage-struck youngsters who turn
an old barn into a theatre, WEBC,
Superior, Wis., and Constans
Drive-In Food Shop have found
the answer to putting across a
unique selling message. Located in
downtown Duluth, the grocery
store furnishes space to "drive-in"
Theatre
park. The Children's
and Duluth
of
air drama. produces
Members theof 15-minute
the cast,
Jfi
from seven 'years
in age and up,
find their radio work exciting and
good training. Aired at 8:15, near
the children's bedtime hour, yet
when the parental ear is likely to
be turned toward radio, the program has proved an effective
builder-upper* of *good* will.
HALL BAKING Co., Buffalo, paron WGR's
Clock, ties ticipating
in its
programMusical
with its
194 house - to - house horse - drawn
trucks. In a single week, "Hall
Baker No. 195" on the program
sold 20,068 cakes through the 194
drivers, whose interest is stimulated by weekly sales prices. Winning drivers are congratulated on
the program by Clinton Buehlman,
master of ceremonies, building up
personal
interest Hall
between
customers and drivers.
Baking
Co.
is a subsidiary of Continental Baking Co.
MORE than 60,000 listeners to
Town Hall Tonight, sponsored on
20 NBC-WEAF stations by BristolMyers Co., New York, wrote down
a sentence about Sal Hepatica, dictated by Tiny Ruffner during a
recent program, and received in
return a photograph of Fred Allen.

RADIO SHOWHOUSE

ROW
CENTER
Lounge
Deluxe

the "IN LAWS"
mor50.000Every
WATTSNtflhl
TIP TO FANS— Congoin Co., Los
Angeles, distributes flocks of these
tickets to promote its program on
KNX, Los Angeles.
CONGOIN Co., Los Angeles (health
beverage) has been receiving a
bushel basket of dimes a day from
listeners to its In-Laws program on
KNX, Los Angeles, who send the
money with a box top from a Confor the
goin package
Shaffer's
Almanac,
done sponsor's
in burlesque. The program has brought
in more than 50,000 dollar bills in
11 months on the air. Requests
for the almanac, with the dimes
included, average better than 2,000
daily. scribe
Theits program,
company which
plans to
maytranbe
used in its spot campaign on some
110 stations.
DR. W. J. ROSS Co., Los Alamitos
Cal. (pet food), in June staged a
pet parade as part of its program
on KFOX, Long Beach. The program over that station is announced by Eddie Marble with a
"Be Kind to Animals Radio Club".
Membership requires a label from
a Rossited tocan.
were including
not limdogs Entries
and cats,
turtles, goats and one snake. Seven
hundred pets were entered.

— ~

WFAA-WBAP
EFFECTIVE
COVERAGE
AREA

IiSBiWCnSI

807,302
RADIO
HOMES

st
e g
s tin
Fa ow
Gr
America' s
Market.

Dallas

Ft.Nat'l
Worth
Rep.
Edw. w
Petry
fa&aCo.
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their

Gas

and

Oil

are

There is nothing surprising in this situation. Gas and oil
are bought where a car is operated — not where it is registered. And because New England is within easy motoring
distance of 72% of the country's population, some 3,000,000
visit it during the summer months. They spend over $500,000.000 in New England for recreational needs.
Naturally, most of these people have a radio. Naturally, too,
most of them listen to WTIC.

bought

in New

England

A summer program over WTIC offers a unique opportunity
to secure bonus coverage at no extra cost. An audience of
1.500,000 in the primary coverage area; 680,000 additional
in the secondary coverage area; (Jansky & Bailey Survey
figures ) . And a guest audience of many hundreds of thousands more. All with purchasing power far above average.
Talent is available at WTIC for the skilful staging of any
type of program. Full particulars on request.

over 1,000,000
WTIC

visitors from
outside of the state
will attend the
Connecticut

Tercentenary

Exercises this Summer
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50,000 WATTS
HARTFORD

•

CONNECTICUT

The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation
Member New England and NBC-WEAF Networks
PAUL W. MORENCY, General Mgr. JAMES F. CLANCY, Business Mgr.
NEW YORK OFFICE. 220 EAST 42nd STREET J. J. WEED, Manager
CHICAGO OFFICE, 203 N. WABASH AVENUE
C. C. WEED, Manager
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World Conference Called
On Broadcast Problems
BROADCASTING organizations of
all countries have been invited by
the International Broadcasting
Union, which recently met in Warsaw, to a preliminary Intercontinental conference at Paris in 1936
at which technical, legal and artistic problems will be discussed.
The Union estimates the world radio audience at 200 million.
M. Maurice Rambert, of Switzerland, one of the founders of the
Union in 19-25, was named president to succeed Sir Charles Carpendale, of BBC, who had been
president since its creation. Other
new officers are: vice presidents
Dr. K. von Boeckmann, Germany;
M. Sigismond Chamiec, Poland;
M. Gustav Reutersward, Sweden.
M. M. Pellenc, France, continues
as a vice president.
EDUCATOR BISCUIT Co., Cambridge, Mass., is now using spots
on 15 stations, placed through John
W. Queen, Boston agency.

Greeting to Colorado
CAPT. THOMAS F. D'ARCY,
newly inducted leader of the U. S.
Army Band, sent a musical greeting to Arthur (Globe Trotter)
Reilly, news commentator of the
Washington Herald, who attended
the NAB convention as a Hearst
reporter. Mr. Reilly is the guest
announcer on the regular Monday
band feature over the NBC-WJZ
network, and the band played the
"Globe Trotter March", dedicated
to the news broadcaster by the
late Maj. R. J. Hermandez. The
broadcast was picked up in the hotel, and was listened to by a party
comprising Chairman Prall and
Secretary Pettey of the FCC;
Donald Flamm, WMCA; Ray Linton, Chicago station representative, and Inspector Hiser of the
FCC Field Office in Denver.
FAIRFIELD MARYLAND
DAIRY Co., Baltimore, and RieckMcJunkin Dairy Co., Pittsburgh,
National Dairy Products subsidiaries, are using spot announcement
six days weekly. N. W. Ayer &
Son, Philadelphia, is the agency.

Your
of

AFTER two days during which
WLWL, New York, presented only
a portion of its case, the hearing
on the petition of the Paulist station for a sweeping realignment
which would net it full-time operation in New York, was deferred
until Oct. 24. Agreement was
reached by the dozen participating
counsel that the case should be deferred because the intervening July
4 holiday and Broadcast Division
dutiesance would
not permit
on consecutive
days. continuThe recess came after the Paulists had presented several witnesses in support of their petition
for the shifting of nine stations on
five clear channels, two of which
would be broken down to accomplish the result sought by WLWL.
Several witnesses appeared for the
Paulist station, led by Father John

"A

Fable

Stations

City"

Mr.

FCC Hears Evidence Two Days
Then Recesses to Oct. 24

article",

Three

One

Hearing Continued
In WLWL
Petition

was

Midgley

a

and

dandy,

!

It surely created plenty of comment and
after we discussed your article pro and con
we checked WHIO.
Here's what we found:
(1) WHIO was one of the first to order
new RCA Victor 70-A Transcription Tables
to insure true high fidelity performance.
(2) Field intensity survey map available.

RESULTS

(3) Local loyalty won through: "Pop
Dayton Community Program", each broadcast allotted to a different service organization; Morning devotions — 15-minutes daily
directed by Dayton Council of Churches;
baseball games, home and on the road; 4-H
Club programs; Dayton Symphony Orchestra; District Basketball Games, etc.
(4) Complete news coverage by three
press services.
(5) No announcements during evening
hours.

!

A Finance Organization — "We are
pleased to renew our contract. We
have found this medium of advertising to be very beneficial in increasing our loan business . . .
appreciate your co-operation . . ."
Auto Supply Store — "We derived
definite and concrete results at the
first real test . . ."
More?
We have them!

(6) Affiliation with The Dayton Daily
News, The Springfield News and Sun assures
program publicity and merchandising assistance.
(7) Window display space available without charge to program advertisers.
These are some of the reasons, Mr. Midgley, why there is a new radio favorite among
advertisers in Ohio — WHIO.
*July 1, 1935, BROADCASTING

'Amos 'n' Andy" start July 15
on WHIO

MIAMI

VALLEY

39 South
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Street,

Dayton,

B. Harney, Superior of the Scl
ciety of St. Paul the Apostle.
Of deep interest to the indu;;
try because of its political backj
ground, and because granting c,
the petition would mean violatio
of
half dozen established
rule'
anda regulations,
the case hardl
got under way when the postpone
ment came. The possibility exist I
that the hearing may not resum j
in the fall, particularly if WLW1
should decide to withdraw its pe >
tition.
Programs Reproduced
FATHER HARNEY, first to tak
the stand, was given free reign, ove
the objection of opposing counsel, t
put into the record testimony cover
ing all aspects of the WLWL cam
paign to increase its operating po
sition from the equivalent of tw<
hours a day to full time. Severatimes opposing counsel played re
cordings of programs of WLWL t<
support their contentions that th<
programs broadcast by WLWI
were not in the public interest.
Vigorous opposition to the Paul
ist petition came from the city o
New York, which operates WNYC
and which would be given an in
ferior assignment under the shift
The cross-examination on behalf oj
the city by Herman McCarthy
young attorney on the staff oi
Mayor LaGuardia, was particularly rigorous. in opposition to the
Appearing
Harney position, in addition tc
WNYC, were WWL, New Orleans,
operated by Loyola University.
Jesuit School; WFAA and WBAP.
Dallas-Fort Worth; WHAS, Louisville, and WOV, New York. They
will offer their cases in opposition sumed
whenin October.
and if the hearing is reDuring the Paulist testimony.
Mr. McCarthy several times inquired into the commercial operation of WLWL. He asked particu1 a r 1 y about the activities in
WLWL's behalf of James Kiernan,
described as its commercial representative, and demanded his appearance. He also alluded to
Michael Flynn, labor lobbyist, implying that both Kiernan and
Flynn had been instrumental in
lobbying in Congress in an effort
to force action favoring WLWL.
The array of counsel included
Swager Sherley, former chairman
of the House
Appropriations
Committee, for WHAS;
Paul M. Segal,
for WWL; Ben Fisher for WFAA
and WBAP, and Horace Lohnes,,
for WOV. George O. Sutton was
counsel for WLWL.
A new party to the Paulist case
was admitted July 2 by the FCC
when the Broadcast Division granted the motion of J. David Stern,
publisher of the New York Post
and Philadelphia Inquirer to reinstate his application for the facilities of WNYC on the 810 kc. channel. He was also granted leave to
participate in the hearing when it
is resumed in October.
NINETEEN announcers and technicians had to be used for an NBC
broadcast June* 16 from the new
San Francisco Bay bridge. This
is said to be a record for a single
remote.

CORP.
Ohio

UNITED DISTILLERS of America Ltd., Chicago, is using spot radio in its current campaign in nine
Midwest states.
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HIT

EH

THEY

WHERE

dUct

That's baseball strategy. But baseball isn't advertising. Yet, it's easy to make advertising errors.
In advertising your station, you want to SMACK the old SALES APPLE into the MITTS of
your prospects. That's what some 200 progressive stations have been doing through use of display
space in BROADCASTINC. They are BATTING A THOUSAND too, in results, as evidenced by
consistent renewals of contracts.
In BROADCASTINC, you can't HIT 'EM WHERE THEY AIN'T, because it is a 100%> broadcasting trade paper. There's no waste distribution to the legions in the advertising trade who never
have and probably never will have a say about spending a dollar in radio.
We're sure you'll pardon us for saying that BROADCASTINC is the outstanding all-around performer for the station that wants recognition and identity where it counts. We recommend that
you HIT 'EM WHERE THEY ARE!
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Broadcast
NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Advertising*
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Higher

Ethics

Aiding Radio, Says Kesten
(Continued from page 20)
778,244 new customers to his fill- Philco Radio, advertised certain
items in the Philco line exclusively
ing stations — apart from as many
more regular customers who asked on his Columbia program and
for the radio souvenir. Better still, watched sales carefully as a check
those 778,000 new customers — moon the effectiveness of his broadcasting. He generously reported to
torists who had been using other
brands of gasoline, bought 5,447,- us a 300% gain in sales in which
620 gallons of our client's gaso- no advertising but radio had
line. Apart from increased sales played any part. An analysis of
to old users, he sold $14.00 worth that program showed that it, too,
of gasoline to new customers for used less than 10% of its time for
sales talk.
every
worth of expenditure
in radiodollar's
facilities.
"Or let's turn to the public record and use the same yardstick.
"And here is the point of that
story — this client, too, stayed with- In 1930 and 1931 Chesterfield was
in 10% limits in the length of his a poor third in sales among the
commercial announcements.
leading brands of cigarettes. In
"Let's have some more facts:
1932 it began using radio and beSayre Ramsdell, vice president of
gan closing that gap. In 1933 it
became the second largest radio
user in the industry (although its
total advertising expenditures decreased) and moved up into second place. In 1934 Chesterfield was
the largest user of radio time in
the cigarette field — and climbed
right on up into first place.
"How strong a part Chesterfield's broadcasting over the Columbia network played in this forward march can be judged from
the following fact: Chesterfield
spent only 6%% more in advertising in 1934 (including radio) than
it spent in 1931 (without radio) .
Yet in 1934 it sold 40% more cigaretts — and was in first place in
sales among the big three instead
of last. As you may suspect, the
KFRO
moral of that story is the same, —
Chesterfield has consistently used
Voice of Longvicw"
less than 10% of its program time
for sales talk.
Longview, Texas
"The most exhaustive study of

s miles

a

Foot

Wide

in

NEBRASKA
WHY?
First — good old-fashioned, million-dollar RAINS
. . . the kind that soak clear down into the subsoil
and make crops "hum!"
Second — prices are UP!
Third — millions in Government loans and projects,
nearly $9,000,000.00 in one county, alone.
GET YOUR
SHARE
Spot Radio Advertising is one of your best bets.
Reach thousands, more effectively, at slight cost.
Very flexible — cover the state, or any section. For
ample proof of quick, profitable results, write to the
association office, or any individual station.
MISSOURI

VALLEY BROADCASTING ASSN.
Omaha, Nebraska
KFAB
WOW
KOIL
Omaha, Nebr. Omaha, Nebr. and Co. Bluffs, la. Omaha, Nebr. and
Lincoln, Nebr.
KGBZ
KFOR
WJAG
York, Nebr.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Norfolk, Nebr.
KMMJ
KGFW
KGNF
North Platte, Nebr.
Clay Center, Nebr
Kearney, Nebr.
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Cop to the Rescue
WHEN Bernard Cook, remote control engineer of
WSAI, Cincinnati, stepped
on the gas to make a Traffic
Court broadcast recently, a
traffic cop stopped him and
began the usual lecture. After hearing Cook excitedly
narrate his predicament, the
officer relented and provided
a one-man police escort
through the crowded traffic.
the case histories in radio broadcasting points more and more toward one important conclusion — it
is the skill, the sincerity, the credibility ofthe commercial announcements — it is not their length —
which make for spectacular advertising results from this spectacular and prolific medium.
"We believe that our new policy
restricting the length of commercial announcements will have these
several effects on radio advertising: It will point the way toward
a more skilfull, and consequently
still more effective, use of the medium. It will reward the creative
craft of the advertising writer and
program builder. It will reward
the many advertisers who, of their
own choice, have stayed within
these limits in their commercial
announcements by allowing no
other advertiser to precede them on
the air with tiresome and overlone:
commercials which invite twisting
of the dial or snapping of the
switch. Those of you who contribute to the building of the radio
programs will know that the 10%
limits which Columbia has established are strict enough to bar offenders but are liberal enough to
permit every competent advertising man to do a rounded, forceful,
effective job in behalf of his client.
Words and More Words
"FOR THOSE of you who are not
technically familiar with broadcasting these few figures may be
interesting: The average announcer
reading average material at a normal and unhurried rate of speech
delivers about 165 words a minute.
In actual timing of actual scripts
on the air the rate of speech has
been as high as 200 to 205 words
per minute without unpleasant
haste. Above that the machinegun announcers have barked their
story as rapidly as 250 words or
more per minute.

"But let's go back to 165 — which!
is about the rate of speech at
which you might read aloud froir
your morning newspaper at the
breakf
of course
yoi'
are atastall table
apt to(if,read
aloud , frorrj
your morning newspaper at tht'j
breakfast table). At that rate, anc
under our new limits, a 15-minut(
program could contain 357 wordf
of advertising. At 175 words e.
minute it could contain 380 words>
And here is an interesting corn
parison, the average number ol
words in all the full page ads ir
a recent issue of the Saturday Evening Post and all the full page ad;
in Colliers was exactly 369 word;
per page. Thus even the smallest
unit of time which is sold on the
Columbia network has room for
the average full-page advertising
story addressed to a potential auhomes. dience of over 21,000,000 radi(
"I hope I have said enough t(
assure you that the third of oui
new policies, far from limiting thi
effectiveness of radio broadcasting
points rather toward its more ei
fective use on individual program:
and its more effective use by al
advertisers, collectively, by en
hancing still further its public ac
ceptance.
"Having done all this predict
ing, I hope you will forgive mi
for making one final prediction
should like to try my hand at pre
dieting the effect of these policies
on Columbia as a network. I thinl
its moral effect upon us has beei
very good and will be very good
Prompted by a sense of our re
sponsibility, these new policies, ii
their very shaping and adoption
have given us a new awareness o
those responsibilities, both to ou:
clients and to the public. In term
of audience loyalty, we believ
these new policies will win th<
gratitude and thoughtful approva
of more and more millions of ra
dio listeners.
"We are sensitive of the hig]
esteem which this move has woi
from leaders of public life am
public thought. And if I may com
bine abstract prediction with tan
gible
hapi)ex
to tell and
you bullish
that in news
spite I'm
of our
elusion of various kinds of adver
tising — or perhaps because of it—
we are beginning the largest sum
mer broadcasting schedule in th
h;and
story
of the
Columbia networ'
actual
commitments
for fal
already exceed the largest demam
for Columbia network time whic'
we have ever had in the past."

C LEAR

CHANNEL

ALABAMA
IN
FIRST
WAPI, Alabama's most powerful radio station . . .
with cleared channel plus listener loyalty . . . makes
it your logical choice for radio results in Alabama.
BASCOM

HOPSON, President

5000
WATTS
NBC
NETWORK
BIR.AAINGHA AA
ALABAMA
BROADCASTING
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MERCHANDISING

Merchandising support of the
program is then ready for the
next step. When the campaign
starts, the radio station can send
the salesman on the account to the
few important chains in every
city, and then follow this with
letters to the leading wholesalers.
Even the retailer should get his
notice on station stationery. The
expense for this is small and is
naturally borne by the advertiser.
Salesmen for other media admit
that letters from radio stations
get first attention from dealers,
and the National Broadcasting
Company Survey proves this still
further. Radio stations should
cash in on this favorable condition.
Radio stations then are ready
for the next phase of merchandising. Let them supply the agency
and the principal with ideas for
display stickers, news tie-ups
where the program warrants the
publicity, and messages in other
media to call attention to the proIt is a good idea for the station
gram.
to book salesmen of their advertisers for meetings with the wholesaler sales groups. It is further
a valuable contact if the radio station can send a representative to
deliver a short story of the possibilities of the program to the
manufacturers' own salesmen in
the territory. Newspapers have
done this for years, and they are
still doing it today.
Should the account be one not
sold through dealers, the radio
salesman and the agency contact
man can meet with the employes
of the retail establishment spon{Continued on page 63)

225 Joplin Business
d/
Advise
Firms Can't Be Wrong!
Intimate Knowledge of Client and Products
THEY USE WMBH
Need of Properly Publicizing Programs
REGULARLY
tions. The radio salesman found
We make no claims of coverBy LLOYD G. VENARD
a drug item manufacturer who had
Sales Promotion Manager
ing the United States. All we do
is render a real local service to
WGAR, Cleveland
been selling his product for 15
cents
by
mail.
Success
over
a
a
few
counties down here in
IN THESE days
few
years
invited
expansion
into
Southwest
Missouri, Southeast
of intensive commarket. But the salesKansas, Northeast Oklahoma and
petition between the retail
Northwest Arkansas.
man knew that ninety-three sales
be- out of a hundred in that particular
programs,
tween stations
IT'S FUNNY—
field sold at 10 cents. He advised
But we seem to know the likes
themselves, between media, and a change of price, a smaller packand dislikes of these folks down
here.
age,
and
a
slightly
larger
margin.
even between nonA good program went on the air;
related manufacsales to chains and wholesalers
YOU'RE WRONG AGAIN—
turers who are atwere pushed; retailers were deThey don't all listen to the
tempting to woo
Mr. Venard
tailed.
This
product
still
uses
rachains! How do we know? Well,
the identical doldio
because
the
merchandising
is
we
made it a point to find out.
.r in the hands of consumers, it is right, and the program is right.
And we stand ready to prove it
fficult to draw a distinct line that
Such knowledge on the part of
to anyone who is in doubt! There
differentiates the sales promotion
is a right smart of business down
;tivities of a radio station and the radio salesmen will be required in
the
future
as
competition
inhere for the concern that has
lerchandising methods used to
creases. Radio stations should be
the intestinal fortitude to go
romote individual programs. Per- merchandising guides as well as
after it.
-|aps it is safe to say that sales program producers. The salesman
romotion is the general policy of should know by actual experience
trengthening the relations of the and contacts whether the chains in
OH!There
YES—
are more than half-atation with prospective clients, his city refuse to redeem cards, or
million people in this territory —
[mile merchandising is directed whether they encourage redemp97 perthrough.
cent local born and white
clear
ales promotion, designed to benetion if the factory makes special
It one particular advertiser al- offers good at retailers upon preTHE JOPLIN BROADCASTING CO.
aady broadcasting. Sales promosentation of a manufacturers'
Owners and Operators of
ion is general; merchandising is courtesy card.
He should know
pecific.
what
items
are
weak
in
his
marThe term merchandising implies
ket, and what chains are looking
WMBH
j. knowledge of merchandise and for replacements. In short, merelling methods, from the time the
chandising begins with a study of
aw product enters the factory unmarkets.
il it is in the consumers home, everchanging
Joplin, Mo.
The larger agencies are able to
"At the Crossroads of America"
vhen radio has accomplished the supply
information,
iltimate. Repeat purchases rest but the merchandising
1420 kc — 250 w Day — 100 w Nite
smaller ones cannot mainentirely upon performance, so we
tain this service. And thereon
nust assume that the product will
lies the stations' great opportunitn itself create repeat business.
ity. Even large agencies are glad
Successful Marketing
to get merchandising facts from
salesmen
who know the market.
3UT RADIO executives should be
You Can't Ignore
ible to tell the maker of a quality
Personal Contacts
tern many things whose chief
ONE SOURCE of trade informa:oncern exists before the program
tion is, of course, the publications
s ready for the air. For instance,
i manufacturer of an eye lotion, in each field. Another valuable
source is active membership in
•rested for years in a limited
local trade organizations. Right IOWA
sphere, suddenly found that he had
here is where the second phase
;he capital to market his successof radio merchandising begins.
ful product over greater territory.
Up to this time money came into Friendships formed in trade
groups can be utilized when a new
:the business, the eye lotion was
sold by optometrists whose per- program starts; emphasis can be
subtly placed on new programs.
sonal salesmanship and authority
This should be done by personal
enabled them to convince the concontact as well as by letter. Every
■sumer that it was a good lotion.
But the eye lotion was priced at radio station knows the value of
.75 cents. When it was introduced
the broker's
when a contract is underapproval
way.
to the drug trade on the strength
of the proposed radio campaign it
qU
* income *l*lltfo
. x cv
-was stocked reluctantly. With
some consumer demand in the city
Nearly 200 national and local
of a million, the druggists felt they
in
^e^° transact
advertisers* have found WJBO
were safe in small stocks, but they
a profitable medium during
ordered in minimum quantity. The
1935.
program went on the air; it pulled
mail well, an indication that the
Why not you ?
,ho^s
talent was right. Yet the eye lo* (names on request)
: tion failed to move off the drugFor rates write
gists' shelves. Why? Because
87% of all eye lotions that really
WJBO
move sell for less than 50 cents.
Raton Rouge, La.
The mistake was not in the quality of the product, nor in the program. It was one of pricing, and
that fact should have been driven
home to the manufacturer, who
WJBO
has lost his faith in radio and all
THE BATON ROUGE
other advertising. A little merTHE IOWA BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
chandising research on the part of
RADIO
the station might have saved this
The Des Moines Register and Tribune
account for radio.
KRNT
WMT
KSO
Here's an example of merchanCBS Basic, Des Moines
Basic Blue, Cedar Rapids-Waterloo
Basic Blue. Des Moines
dising knowledge that made a radio advertiser for a group of staRepresentatives : John Blair & Co., New York, Detroit, Chicago, San Francisco
STATION
If.
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WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Ft. Worth I
Pharma-Craft Corp. Inc., Louisville 1
(Fresh cosmetics), 4 weekly so, II
ville. Advertisers Service, Loufc- 1
thru
The
Business
of
Broadcasting
Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives; Notes from the Stations

STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WLS, Chicago
National Association of Master
Plumbers, Chicago, 6 sa, thru
Charles Daniel Frey Co., Chicago.
Keystone Steel & Wire Co., Peoria^
111. (Red Brand fences), weekly sp,
thru Rogers & Smith, Chicago.
Educator Biscuit Co., Chicago, 39 sp.
thru Henri, Hurst & McDonald
Inc., Chicago.
Rapinwax Co., St. Paul (waxed paper), 39 sp, thru Erwin, Wasey &
Co. Inc., Minneapolis.
Acme Mfg. Co., Forest Park, 111. (pig
feed), 3 weekly sa, thru Wade Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Harrington Hotel, Washington, 4 sa,
thru
ton. Romer Adv. Service, WashingHemphill Diesel Schools, Chicago (instruction), 1t, thru R. H. Alber
Co., Los Angeles.
Sterling Casualty Insurance Co., Chicago, 6sp, thru First United Broadcasters, Chicago.
Nacor Medicine Co., Indianapolis
(asthma remedy), 30 sp, thru Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc., Chicago.
WHAM, Rochester, N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(Lifebuoy soap), 5 weekly t, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Bunte Bros., Chicago (candy), 3
weekly sa, thru A. T. Sears & Sons,
Chicago.
Greyhound Management Inc., Cleveland (bus lines), weekly ta, thru
Beaumont & Hohman Inc., Cleveland.
Chrysler Sales Corp., Detroit (Dodge,
Plymouth, autos), ta one year, thru
J. Stirling Getchell Inc., N. Y.
KFRC, San Francisco
Pontiac Motor Co., Pontiae, Mich,
(autos), 6 weekly ta, thru Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit.
Horlick Malted Milk Corp., Racine,
Wis. (malted milk), 2 weekly t,
thru Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
Lyon Van & Storage Co., Los Angeles
(drayage), weekly t, thru Charles
H. Mayne Co., Los- Angeles.
California-Florida Co., Los Angeles
(orangeade) 12 weekly sa, thru
Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles.
KGVO, Missoula, Mont.
Ford Dealers of America, Missoula
branch ( autos) y 6 weekly sa, thru
McCann-Erickson Inc., Seattle.
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit (autos),
3 weekly t, thru Campbell - Ewald
Co. Inc., Detroit.
Northern Pacific Ry. Co., St. Paul, 3
sa, thru Luther P. Weaver, St.
Paul.
WENR, Chicago
Omega Chemical Co., Brooklyn
(Omega oil), 175 sa, thru Husband
and Thomas Co. Inc., New York.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Drene shampoo), 52 sp, thru H.
W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc.,
Chicago.
WMCA, New York
C. H. McAleer Co., Detroit (auto
polish), 5
Inc., Detroit.weekly sa, thru Maxon
W9XBY, Kansas City
Congoin Co., Los Angeles (health beverage), 7 weekly sp, thru Lockwood-Shackelford Co., Los Angeles.

WEAF, New York
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.,
Louisville (Raleigh cigarettes), 5
daily
thru Batten,
Durstine &sa,Osborn
Inc., N.Barton,
Y.
Waitt & Bond, Newark (Blackstone
cigars), 5 daily sa, thru Batten,
Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
N. Y.
Pro-Ker Laboratories Inc., New York
(scalp normalizer ) , 2 weekly sp,
thru Biow Co. Inc., N. Y.
Empire Gold Buying Service. New
York, weekly sp, thru Friend Adv.
Agency, N. Y.
I. J. Fox Inc., New York (furs), 2
weekly sp, thru Peck Adv. Agency,
N. Y.
KGEZ, Kalispell, Mont.
Associated Oil Co., San Francisco
(Flying A Gasoline), 2 weekly /,
thru Lord & Thomas, San Francisco.
Texas Co., New York (Texaco prodInc.. N. ucts),Y.6 sp, thru Hanff-Metzger
Western Blower Co., Seattle (air conditioning), 26 sa, direct.
Western Furnaces Inc., Tacoma, 26
sa, direct.
Bass-Heuter Paint Co., San Francisco, 312 sa, direct.
WOR, Newark
Derris Inc., New York ( insecticides,
floor polish), 3 weekly sp, thru
Paris & Peart, N. Y.
Alfred W. McCann Laboratories Inc.,
New York (food), 4 weekly sp, direct.
WDAY, Fargo, N. D.
F. C. Hayer
Co., Minneapolis
(Meadows washers),
weekly t, direct.
Pen-Jel Co., Kansas City (powdered
pectin), 20 ta, thru R. J. Potts &
Co., Kansas City.
WABC, New York
National Oil Products Co. Inc., Harrison, N. J. (Admiracion shampoo),
4 weekly sp, thru Charles Dallas
Reach Adv., Newark.
WJZ, New York
S. Gumpert Co. Inc., (dessert), weekly sp, thru Rose Martin Inc., N. Y.

KGO, San Francisco
Ball Brothers Co., Muncie, Ind.
(Mason Jars), weekly sp, thru Applegate Adv. Agency, Muncie.
Pontiac Motor Co., Pontiac, Mich,
(automobiles), 12 weekly ta, thru
MacManus, John & Adams Inc.,
Detroit.
Orange Crush Co., Chicago, 111. (beverage), 2weekly sp, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
Ralston Purina Co. Inc., St. Louis
(cereals & seeds), 3 weekly t, thru
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Nourishine Sales Co., Los Angeles
(hair tonic), weekly sp, thru
Hughes-Morton Inc., Los Angeles.
WGN, Chicago
Rit Products Co., Chicago (Koolex
shaving cream), 26 sp, thru Earle
Ludgin Inc., Chicago.
Affiliated Products Inc., Chicago
(Edna Wallace Hopper Inc.), 170
sp, (Jocur wave set), 24 sp, thru
Blackett
Chicago. - Sample - Hummert I n c,
Horlick's Malted Milk Corp., Racine,
Wis. (malted milk), 45 sp, thru
Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
Phillips Petroleum Co., Bartlesville,
Okla. (gasoline and oil), 3 weekly
sp, thru Lambert & Feasley, N. Y.
WCAE, Pittsburgh
Kroger Grocery
& Baking
Co., Cin-t,
cinnati (retailers),
2 weekly
thru Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis,
weekly t, thru Knox Reeves Adv.
Inc., Minneapolis.
Rieck-McJunkin Dairy Co., Pittsburgh
(dairy products), 3 weekly sa, thru
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., PhiladelMaryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore- (Rem), sa 52 weeks, thru
Joseph
phia. Katz Co., Baltimore.
WJR, Detroit
Drug. Trade Products, Chicago (Peruna,son &etc.),
12 weekly
t, thru BenDall Inc.,
Chicago.
WROK, Rockford, 111.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(Lifebuoy),
rauff & Ryan"3 weeklv
Inc., N./. Y.thru Ruth-

Chairman : "Kindly slop humming grand opera arias, Dr. Bumpiis. We have met to
consider good music for our new jac~ radio series."
■— From Musical Courier
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Gold
Dust5 weekly
Corp.. New
YorkBatten,
(Shi-<UJ
nola),
ta, thru
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., fl
N. Y.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek (cereal), 3 I
weekly sp, thru N. W. Ayer & Son I
Inc., N. Y.
Gulf
Houston sa.(Grand
PrizeBrewing
beer), Co'.,
6 weekly
thru
Rogers-Gano Adv. Agency, Boston.
Dorothy Perkins Co., St. Louis (cosmetics), 3weekly sa, thru Ridgwav
Co., St. Louis.
New Mexico State Tourist Bureau.
Albuquerque, 3 weekly sa, thru
Ward Hicks Inc., Albuquerque.
Denver Convention & Tourist Bureau,
Denver, 2 weekly sa, thru Conner
Adv. Agency, Denver.
Dallas
Chevrolet7 weekly
Dealerssp,Ass'n,
las (autos),
direct.Dal- <
Cardinal
Laboratories, Chicago
(White-way Shoe Cleaner), 3 week- ;
ly
thruChicago.
Blackett-Sample-Hum- 1
mertsa,Inc.,
Perkins Products Co., Chicago (Kool- I
Aid ) , 5 Co.weekly
sa, thru Mason il
Warner
Inc., Chicago.
WMAQ, Chicago
National Association of Master!
Plumbers, Chicago (convention), 5 I
sa,
thru Charles Daniel Frey Co., I
Chicago.
Rival Packing Co., Chicago (Rival 1
dog
weeks, 1!
thru food),
Charles daily
Silversa & for
Co.,52Chicago.
Simoniz Mfg. Co., Chicago (auto pol- I
ish), 52 sp, thru J. L. Sugden Adv. I
Co., Chicago.
Kremola Co., Chicago (toilet prepa- I
ration ) . 44 sp, direct.
Ralston Purina Co. Inc.. St. Louis I
(cereal), 78 sp. thru Gardner Adv. I
Agency, St. Louis.
Cribben & Sexton Co.. Chicago I
103 Inc.,
sa, thr»
Henri, Hurst 'I
&(stoves),
McDonald
Chicago.
Emm-an-Cee
Co.. Chicago (soups,
sauces and spaghetti), 41 sp, thru
Charles Silver & Co., Chicago.
WCKY, Cincinnati
Ex-Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (laxative), 2weekly t, thru Joseph Katz
Co., Baltimore.
Knox
Co., Kansas City (Cystex),
sas City.t, thru Dillon & Kirk, Kanweekly
Gold Dust Corp.. New York (Shin-,
ola), 60 is, thru Batten, Barton,;
Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y.
Hotel lied
Edison,
Adv. Inc.,N. N.Y.,Y. 13 ta, thru AlCarleton & Hovey Co., Lowell, Mass.
(Father John's medicine), daily sa,
thru Fay Radio Brdcstg. Co., Bos- .
ton.
WTOC, Savannah, Ga.
Dodge Bros. Corp., Detroit (autos), weekly t, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan f
Inc., Detroit.
Health Foundation Spots
HEALTH FOUNDATION of California, Hollywood, makers and distributors of a line of carbohydrated foods, recently started to use
WIP, Philadelphia, for three afternoon spot announcements weekly
for a year with the account handied direct. The copy is institutional and will advise listeners to see the nutrition counsellor
at Gimbel Bros.' store. The firm
had previously used KMTR, Hollywood; KTAR, Phoenix, and
KTSA, San Antonio, for similar
broadcasts. The sponsor does no
mail order or retail business, but
sells through retail outlets and
with
the travel
use of through
nutritionthecounsellors who
states.
Similar use of radio is planned in
various partsareof the
country
counsellors
located
thereas the
for
brief periods.
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TWORK ACCOUNTS
nies KDST unless otherwise speci6ed)
VROLET MOTOR Co., Detroit,
uly 20 starts G-Men on coast-toNBC-WBAF network, Satur9-9 :30 p. m. Agency : CampSwald Co. Inc., Detroit.
:YSLER Corp.. Detroit (Dodge
,s) on July 15 only broadcast
re Economy Day Program on 78
i stations. 2 :30-3 p. m. Agency :
irauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
KARD MOTOR CAR Co., DePrestarts Packard
Sept. 17 Tibbett
's, onLawrence
on 79 CBS
ons, Tuesdays, 8:30-9 p. m.
•icy: Young & Rubicam Inc.,
;E STONE TIRE & RUBBER
Akron, on June 3 renewed Voice
'irestone on 55 NBC-WEAF stas, Mondays, 8:30-9 p. m., repeat
1 :30. Agency : Sweeney & James
Cleveland.
AFT - PHENIX CHEESE Corp.,
■•ago, on Aug. 1 renews Kraft
tic Hall on 56 NBC-WEAF stais, Thursday, 10-11 p. m. Agency :
jValter Thompson Co., N. Y.
WERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapo!|(
flour)
1 renewedstations,
Betty
Bob
on on23July
NBC-WJZ
\. thru Fri., 4-4 :15 p. m. Agency :
ckett-Sample-Hummert Inc., ChiLLOGG Co., Battle Creek (cereal)
July 26 renews Kellogg College
km on 25 NBC-WJZ stations, Fris, 8:30-9 p. m. Agency: N. W.
?r & Son Inc., N. Y.
LORILLARD Co., New York
riggs smoking tobacco) on July 6
ewed Briggs Sports Review of the
'.ays,
on 43
NBC-WEAF
stations,
Sat7 :45-8
p. m. Agency
: Lennen
Mitchell Inc., N. Y.
liLS & Co., Philadelphia (Fels Nap. soap) on July 2 started Time on
•i Hands on 12 CBS-Don Lee stains, Tues., Thurs., 9:30-9:45 a. m.
1ST). Agency: Young & Rubicam
L N. Y.
liY JEWELRY Co., San Francisco
:welry) on July 28 renews for 52
j eks, Cliff Nazarro and Edna Fischer
I NBC-KPO, Sundays, 3 :45-4 p. m.
''ST).
Agency:
Sidney Garfinkel
Iv. Agency,
San Francisco.
iCIFIC COAST BORAX Co., New
■rk (20 Mule Team borax) on July
renewed Death Valley Days on 18
BC-WJZ stations, Thursdays, 930 p. m. Agency : McCann-Erickq Inc., N. Y.
SOCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincini ti (Ivory soap) on July 1 renewed
\ory Stamp Club on WBZ, WJZ,
;BZA, Mon., Wed., Fri., 6:15-6:30
I m. Agency: Blackman Adv. Inc.,
,. Y.
TANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
ork (Fleischman's
on July
.arted
Voice of theyeast)
People
on 177
: BC-WJZ stations, Sundays, 7:30-8
m. Agency : J. Walter Thompson
k N. Y.
TERLING PRODUCTS Co., New
• ork (Bayer's
aspirin)
July on9 renewed Lavendar
& Old onLace
23
fBS stations, Tuesdays, 8-8:30 p. m.
agency : Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Sc., N. Y.
STERLING PRODUCTS Co., New
■, uly
ork 7 (Phillips
dental magnesia)
renewed Melodiana
on 26 CBSon
tations, Sundays, 5-5 :30 p. m. Ageny : Y.Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc.,
I.
)R. PEPPER Co., Dallas (beverges) has extended its quarter-hour
unday evening comedy program over
Texas Quality Network to a halfiour presentation. Tracy - Locke)awson Inc., Dallas, is the agency.
luly i5, 1935

FORD MOTOR Co., Detroit, on Sept.
29 renews Ford Sunday Evening
Hour on CBS, Sundays, 9-10 p. m.
Agency : N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
NBC CHANGES— Procter & Gamble
Co. Song of the City adds 7 stations ;
Western
Clock toCo.5:30-5:45
shifts Big
Ben's
Dream Drama
p. m.
on
NBC-WEAF network; Dr. Miles
Laboratories Inc. changes Uncle Ezra
to 21 NBC-WEAF stations, Mon.,
Wed.,
Fri.,shifts
7:15-7:30
; Pepso-to
dent Co.
Amos p.V m. Andy
NBC-WEAF network 7-7:15 p. m.,
Mon. thru Fri., 7-7:15 p. m., repeat
at 11 ; Coty Inc., New York, on July
10 shifted Ray Noble orchestra to 1010 :30 p. m. ; S. C. Johnson & Son
Inc., Racine, Wis. (floor wax) on July
8 shifted Fibber HcGee to Mon.
8-8:30 p. m. ; Emerson Drug Co.,
Baltimore, on July 9 shifted NTG &
His Girls to 9-9 :30 p. m.
Philippine Control
PHILIPPINE Islands may be the
next to abandon the American system of privately - owned and operated radio stations. A bill is being
prepared in the Islands for presentation to the Legislature in July
providing for nationalization of
radio communications. For several
years the insular government has
aided privately - owned Philippine
stations owing to lack of sponsored
accounts. At the same time much
time on the air is devoted to addresses by government officials.
The principal privately owned station, KZRM, Manila, is quoted as
willing to work out arrangements
for its transfer to the government.
WMCA, New York, on July 9
broadcast from the cruise ship
Monarch of Bermuda, the program
being received by short-wave and
relayed to the Inter-City Group.

Farm Figures Available
COMPLETE preliminary tabulations of returns from the nationwide Census of Agriculture, which
began Jan. 2, 1935, released by the
Bureau of the Census, Department
of Commerce, shows 6,883,109 farms
in the United States Jan. 1, 1935,
as compared with 6,288,648 farms
April, 1930, an increase of 594,461.
The number of farms reported for
1935 is subject to revision downward after schedules from the field
have been edited. Preliminary reports by counties have been released for the following States:
Florida, Indiana, Montana, North
Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Texas, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia
and Wisconsin. These are available without cost at the Bureau of
the Census, Washington.
Spain Taxes Ads 20%
SPAIN'S 65 broadcasting stations,
only 10 of which have power exceeding 200 watts and all of which
are privately owned, have been ordered to make daily statements to
a government radio representative
indicating the amount of advertising sold and the revenues received.
They have also been ordered to
print their rate cards and adhere
to them. Twenty per cent of the
gross advertising revenues must
be paid to the government under
the Spanish radio regulations.
NELL VINICK, beauty specialist
of Drezma Inc., New York (cosmetics), has concluded her eighth
year on the air, her program on
WOR, Newark, being handled during the summer by transr—i-ntion.

FOR

SALE!

The "For Sale" sign is out at
WWVA for three news periods
daily. The first edition takes the
air at 8:00 A. M.; the second
edition at 12:15 Noon; the
third edition (sold) at 5:30
P. M., and the final edition at
8:00 P. M.
These periods are packed to the
brim with the World's news of
the hour, furnished fresh and
crisp just before broadcast time
by direct United Press wire. It's
an honest-to-goodness news service that really commands the
attentive ears in Eastern Ohio,
Western Pennsylvania and West
Virginia.
The radio advertiser wracking
his brain for the much coveted
combination of appealing program, responsive listeners and a
station that really serves, can
solve all these problems by contracting for WWVA United
Press News service.
Complete
upon request—
Don't wait details
too long!
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KWKH and KTBS, Shreveport, La.,
have named John Blair & Co., as their
national station representatives, according to an announcement July 9
by John McCormack, manager of the
two stations. KTBS until recently
had been represented by Edward
Petry & Co.
HABERLIN MORIARTY, account
executive, transferred to Detroit last
January, has returned to the San
Francisco offices of Campbell-Ewald
Co., and
is handling radio along with
accounts.
other

AGENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES
McCURDT ADV. AGENCY has been
formed in Pittsburgh with offices at
510 Keystone Bldg. A. P. McKim,
formerly of the Pittsburgh Adv. Agency, recently discontinued, is radio director. Space buyers are F. W.
Walters and J. R. McCurdy Jr., the
former also coming from Pittsburgh
Adv. Agency.
A. W. NEALLY, formerly vice president of Ceyer Co., Dayton, O., and a
vice president of Proctor & Collier
Co., Cincinnati, and later with Continental Marketing Corp., Chicago,
has joined Gardner Advertising Co.,
St. Louis, as account executive.

JUSTIN R. WEDDELL, managing
director of Erwin, Wasey & Co. Ltd.,
London, has been appointed chairman
of the board of the British office, with
E. J. Smith, formerly managing diman. rector of Coleman & Co. as vice chairWALTER BIDDICK Co., Los Angeles, has been named sales representative in the 11 Western states
for Radio Programs Syndicate, Hollywood transcription producers.
NORTHWEST RADIO ADV. Co.,
Seattle, has been named time sales
representative on the West Coast by
WFAS, White Plains, N. Y.
CHARLES W. HOYT Co. Inc., Boston agency, has moved its offices to
216 Tremont St.
RICHARD BARRETT, of the radio
department of Fletcher & Ellis Inc.,
Chicago offices, went to Hollywood in
July in connection with production of
a transcription program.
J. WALTER THOMPSON Co. on
July 1 moved its Los Angeles offices
to the Edison building.
H. W. NEWELL, formerly vice president in charge of sales of Frigidaire
Corp., Dayton, has been appointed
vice president of Geyer-Cornell Co.
Inc., New York.

Mr. Don Stetler
Standard Brands, Inc.,
New York City.
Dear Mr. Stetler:
Standard Brands are perhaps represented in all of the 320 independent and 45 chain grocery stores in
Charlotte. But your broadcasting
over outside NBC stations does not
influence the 19,000 families who
spend their food dollars in these
stores. WSOC is the only NBC station consistently listened to by the
people of Charlotte. Ask NBC to
add
WSOC
HAPPEN! and WATCH THINGS
STANDING BY! Waiting to plug
you in !
WSOC
Charlotte, N. C.

says:

Popularity?
local

of
is

The

station

in

favorite
69.54%

Indianapolis

homes*

• •

Prindce-een
if Lu
Survey

WIRE
FORMERLY
IN

W K B F

INDIANAPOLIS

D. E. "Plug" Kendrick. Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Affiliated

NBC

SPONSOR & EXPLORER— Admiral Byrd (left) chats with C. M. Chest
president of General Foods Corps., which sponsored relay broadca
from Antarctica over CBS. Richard Klauber, CBS executive vice pre
dent (right) is an interested participant in the discussion of the ex]
dition's contributions to the advancement of science.
HERBERT B. GLOVER, head of
radio publicity for Lord and Thomas,
New inYork,
is' recuperating
his
home
Rockville
Center, N. Y.,atfrom
a severe attack of pneumonia.
FRED FINLAYSON, formerly a
salesman for KDYL, Salt Lake City,
has joined Ad-Craftsmen Adv. Agency
of that city as account executive.
Fleischmaim Vox Pop
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York (Fleischmann's yeast) on
July 7 started Voice of the People,
replacing Joe Penner and Ozzie
Nelson on the Sunday evening
Baker's program heard over an
NBC-WJZ network at 7:30. The
feature was a sustainer on Southwest Broadcasting System for
three years, with Jerry Belcher
and Parks Johnson going to New
York to handle the NBC series.
Microphones are set up in busy
sections of New York and passersby are interviewed by Belcher and
Johnson. The only preparation is
the technical setup and selection
of a topic. J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York, is the agency.
Spots on WEAF
AMONG the first concerns to sign
on WEAF and WJZ, New York,
since NBC announced they were
open for spots, were the Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville (Raleigh cigarettes) and
Waitt & Bond, Newark (Blackstone cigars). Raleigh announcements are heard on WEAF during
the evening hours, 4 eight-second
station breaks and one 50-word announcement. Blackstone cigar has
a similar set up, with 35 announcements made each week. These spots
began July 1. Batten, Barton, Durstine
Osborn Inc., New York,
is the &agency.
Shick Razor Spots
MAGAZINE REPEATING
RAZOR Co., New York (Shick
razor) is using one-minute announcements, six weekly, on
WDRC, Hartford, and WSPD, Toledo, in a test campaign. J. M.
Mathes Inc., New York, is the
agency.

Station
Butte, Montana
Where Silver is mined

National Advertising Representatives:
PAUL
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H. RAYMER

CO., New York — Chicago — San Francisco

KGIR

NBC

outlet

Lord & Thomas Appoin
Hackett as Radio He*
MONTAGUE HACKETT, vie
president of Lord and Thomas a
executive in charge of the (Luc
Strike) American Tobacco Co. i
count, has assumed active dir
tion of the radio department at 1
agency's New York office, and 1
effected a complete reorganizati'
Instead of the previous operati
system, with three individuals hi
ing almost a free hand in the hai
ling of separate accounts, the f
tire department has now been
tegrated under Hackett, who
mains responsible for Luc)
Strike's radio activities.
Reporting to Hackett are Gr<
ory Williamson, who has charge
the creative and production uni
and Thomas A. McAvity, w
specializes in contact work a
service on commercials. U n d
these two are Raymond Soat, f(
mer head of General Broadcasti
System and a transcription pic
eer, who will concentrate on n<
business and presentations; D
Forker, head of the copy depa
ment; Billy Hillpot, handling bi
ings, contracts and station re!
tions, and a public relations c
partment consisting of Herbert
Glover and Beverly Harvie.
Koolex Sport Dramas
RIT PRODUCTS Co., Chica
(Koolex shaving cream), on Ju
1 started sponsoring a new type
sports program over WGN, CI
cago, 7:30 to 8 p. m. Mondaj
Titled Grand Stand Thrills, t»
show consists of dramatization
the outstanding sporting events
the week, including voices of t.
principals or their doubles, crov
noises, and other incidental sounc
in somewhat the same style as tl
March of Time broadcast uses f
news events. The shows are wr:
ten and produced by Dick Wei
former athletic star of Eurel
College, assisted by two sound e
fects men and a large cast. Ear
Ludgin Inc., Chicago, is the agenc
Corn Products Tests
CORN PRODUCTS REFININ
Co. is sponsoring a test progra
in the interest of Dyno. The cor
pany is using both WDRC ai
WTIC, Hartford, for 15 - minu
programs the first three days
the week. The initial contract
for 13 weeks. E. W. Hellwig C<
New York, is the agency.
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IOLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
(eisey City, tested a new program on
featuring a numSyracuse,
*FBL.
sr contest,
two a week for three
eeks, combined with newspaper
lipace. The test proved satisfactory
tod the contest was extended for another six programs with newspaper
pace eliminated.
GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapo;, (Gold Medal, etc.), advertising
rough several agencies, has retained
ijferrill Adv. Co. Inc., New York, to
ct as special agency for its broadasl series Hymns of All Churches,
hieh is to be broadened.
k if
ii,
ID
ad( JCOMMANDER - LARABEE Corp.,
' jdinneapolis
(Sunfed
bread) through
is placing its radio
advertising
|Iays MacFarland & Co., Chicago.
[Addisonapolis,
Lewis
& Associates,
Minnehandles the
general campaign
or
Sunfed
flour.
on
3EATTY-STEVENS Co., San Franisco (Calodine mineral water) has
PI lamed the Fred W. Rea Adv. Ageny, San Francisco, to handle its ac:ount. In a regional drive, five minltes, five times weekly is being used
jn the Northern California Broadcasting System (KJBS, San Francisco and KQW, San Jose) and 15painute periods twice weekly on NBCPO, along with other media.
* jSCOTT & BOWNE Inc., Bloomfield,
N. J.,sionisthrough
advertising
its Scott's
Marschalk
& Pratt EmulInc..
New York. As in the past, most of
ithe company's
lotted to radio. appropriation ;s alSUBSTANCE "S" PRODUCTS Inc.,
San Francisco, (Salakuta shampoo)
has appointed the Dake Adv. Agency
Inc., San Francisco, to handle its advertising and is using a twice weekly
15-minute program on KFRC, that
city, along with other media.
■ NATIONAL AIR RACES, planning
its annual contests in Cleveland late
Jin August, will use radio and other
media. Humphrey, Prentke & Scheel
, Inc., Cleveland, is the agency.
GEORGE A. MOTT has resigned as
advertising manager for Zonite Corp.,
' New York,
makers
paste, Zonite,
etc. of Forhan's toothSANTA CRUZ, (Cal.) Chamber of
Commerce, is planning to use radio
among other media to advertise that
city, and has placed Charles F.
Hartley in charge as chairman of the
advertising committee.
THREE G DISTILLERY Corp.,
Burbank, Cal., is planning to place a
series of dramatized transcriptions in
states where liquor advertising is permissible. The five-minute discs are
being produced at Electro-Vox Inc.,
Los Angeles.

Chip Off Old Block
BRYAN OWEN, son of the
Minister to Denmark, Mrs.
Ruth Bryan Owen, and
grandson of William Jennings Bryan, aspires to he
an announcer from the old
Bryan ond Owen home at
Lincoln, Neh. Although now
a salesman for a cement concern, with headquarters at
Lincoln, he spends much time
these days developing sound
effects for KFAB and KFOR,
Lincoln, and on the side is
training to be an announcer.
He says he does not want the
audition until he is confident
his voice will win him a
place before the microphone.
F. W. FITCH Co., Des Moines
(shampoo) is advertising through L.
W. Ramsey Co., Davenport. The listing in Broadcasting July 1 was incorrect.
CENTRAL SHOE Co., St. Louis, has
transferred its account to KellyStuhlman Adv. Co., St. Louis.
INECTO Inc., New York (InectoRapid Notox cosmetics), has placed its
account with Grey Adv. Service, N. Y.
JOHN LUCAS & Co. Inc., Philadelphia (paint) now is advertising
through McKee & Albright Inc., Philadelphia.
MARSHALL CANNING Co., Marshalltown, la. (Brown Beauty beans)
has
placedAdv.
its advertising
Turnbull
Co., Kansaswith
City.PottsSCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES of
America, San Francisco (Reducoids)
is advertising through Bob Roberts
& Associates, San Francisco.
KNOX Co., Kansas City (Cystex),
big transcription user, is reported to
be planning to move its headquarters
to Los Angeles late in July or early
in August.
SALES AFFILIATES Inc., New
York (Inectint Hair Color), using radio, has appointed Grey Adv. Service,
New York, to place the account.
BAUER & BLACK, Chicago, has
named Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Chicago, to handle its advertising of
V°lure hand lotion.
IOWA SOAP Co., Burlington, la.,
Camden, N. J. (Magic Washer, etc.)
has placed its account with Morenus
Adv. Agency Inc., Chicago.
DEISEL - WEMMER - GILBERT
Corp., Detroit, places radio advertising through Simons-Michelson Co.,
Detroit, and has named Williams &
Bramen,
alda cigarChicago,
account.to handle the Don-

RUN-PROOF LABORATORIES
Inc., Chicago (powder for hosiery) is
planning a campaign including radio,
with Morenus Adv. Agency Inc., Chicago, the agency.
CALWHEYvertising
Co.,
adthroughSan
RayFrancisco,
M. Wright
Adv. Agency, of that city, is planning
a campaign including radio.
SANWOOD CHEMICAL Co., New
York (Vintex powder for hosiery), is
placing advertising through Philip
Ritter plates
Co.,using New
radio. York, and contemSKINNER & EDDY Corp., Seattle
(Peter countPan
salmon) has
placed itsInc.,
acwith Beaumont
& Hohman
Seattle.
NORTHAM WARREN Corp., New
York work
(Cutex)
to start
a netseries soon,expects
with Neila
Goodelle,
singer and pianist. The program
probably
be of and
15-minutes
tion. Thewill
network
time are durastill
in the planning stage. J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York, is the
agency.
KITCHEN ART FOODS Inc., Chicago, advertises its 2-Minute Dessert
through Rogers & Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago.
AMERICAN RADIATOR & Standard Sanitary Corp., New York (heating count,
apparatus,
placed
its acincludingetc.)
radio,haswith
Marschalk
& Pratt Inc., New York.
ROSICRUCIAN BROTHERHOOD,
San Jose, Cal., has placed its account
with Frederick Seid Advertising, San
Francisco.
ANACIN Co., Chicago (headache tablets) is placing its advertising through
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
BRANIFF AIRWAYS Inc., Oklahoma City (air transport) is advertising through Hays MacFarland &
Co., Chicago.

Detroit

CKLW

W

B

GARRETT & Co., Brooklyn (Virginia Dare wine) has placed its acN. Y. count with Tracy-Locke-Dawson Inc.,
WM. HENGERER Co., Buffalo department store, has transferred its
account to the Buffalo office of Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.
MARTIN - SENOUR Co., Chicago
(varnish, paint) has placed its accago. count with Gardner-Greist Co., ChiWAGGONER - GATES MILLING
Co., Independence, Mo. (Queen of the
Pantry flour) now is advertising
through
sas City. Barrons Adv. Co. Inc., KanMIRACUL WAX Co., St. Louis
(Dri-Brite
wax) has& transferred
its
account
to Ruthrauff
Ryan Inc., St.
Louis.

FALL

IN!

Line forms to the right — sorry to
have disappointed some of you with
summer sell-out, but good time will
begin to open up August 15th. Take
advantage of one of the country's
lowest rate cards by booking time
now. Inquiry
commission
acwriting.
counts can saveandpostage
by NOT

KGEZ
Box 1

Kalispell, Montana

today.

alone

N
MARKS
THE
SPOT
Because WBNX appeals to
every nationality, y©u can
reach this rich trading area
intimately, intelligently and
inexpensively!

»
Windsor offices :
Guaranty Trust Building
Detroit offices :
Union Guardian Building

Representatives :
J. H. McGILLVRA
485 Madison Ave., New York
JOHN KETTLEWELL
Palmolive
Building, Chicago

WBNX -New York
Write for New Booklet — "Concentrated Market Coverage'
July 15, 1935
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Th
Station of the Southwest TRANSCRIPTIONS

~
*K G
K O in West
~
is the ONLY
STATION
Texas and Southern Oklahoma
carrying national network programs.
*K G K O
operates the LONGEST DAILY
schedule of any station in West
Texas or Southern Oklahoma . . .
Seventeen hours daily . . . Seven
days weekly.
* K G K O
broadcasts the most complete cotton, stock, and grain reports in
the Southwest (five times daily)
direct from brokerage office ...
The territory depends upon us
for this service.
* K G K O
presents daily a well balanced
schedule of entertainment and
information which must command the listeners' attention . . .
Columbia Broadcasting System
Programs . . . World Broadcasting System . . . Southwest Broadcasting Network . . . Local News
Broadcasts. A forum for discussion of matters of interest to our
people . . . Local programs professionally presented by a competent staff.

KGKO
mm WICHITA FALLS, TEXAS—
1000 WATTS
•
FULL TIME
JOHN BLAIR CO. - Representatives

STANDARD RADIO ADV. Co.,
Hollywood and Chicago, announces
addition of five more stations as subscribers to the Standard Program Library Service. They are WOKOWABY, Albany; WALA, Mobile;
WHBU, Anderson, Ind. ; WCHS,
Charleston, W. Va. ; KTSA, San Antonio.
H. (DUKE) AINSLEE has returned
to Radio Transcription Co. of America, Hollywood,
as traveling
representative in the West.
The concern
moved July 10 to 1509 N. Vine St.,
quarters which it occupied five years
ago.
MacGREGOR AND SOLLIE, San
Francisco transcription producers,
are recording a series of dance prowith Henry
King and his WaldorfgramsAstoria
orchestra.
TRANSIGRAM SOUND Corp., Hollywood, early in July opened its new
recording plant and studios at 729
S. Western Ave., but will continue
executive offices in the Equitable
Bldg. Robert A. Trow has been
placed in charge of public relations.
R. C. GASKILL, Seattle business
man, late in June was appointed secretary and manager of R. U. Macintosh & Associates, Los Angeles
transcription firm. Lawrence McConville, formerly in this post, has
gone into another field.
FRANK WALKER, in charge of
RCA- Victor transcriptions at the New
York office, arrived in Hollywood
June 29 in connection with experimental work on a new disc process.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE Co.,
Inglewood, Cal., in July started production of a new aluminum recording
disc under the trade name Superfine.

JOHN SHEPARD, 3rd—
President, Yankee Network
DONALD FLAMM—
President, Knickerbocker Broadcasting Company
RALPH ATLASS—
President, WJJD, Chicago
BROADCASTERS !
What Do These Names Mean To You?
They signify "The Tops" in broadcasting and these
owners were quick to recognize the merits of the reliable
and economical service offered by our Food and Drug
Reports.

Sustainers That Pay
SUSTAINING programs are
broadcast once weekly by
KDYL, Salt Lake City, each
one designed with a particular prospect in mind. The
prospect is notified of the
program and the plan is
bringing new business, including Utah Oil Refining
Co., and Auerbach Co.,
largest Intermountain department store.
"SUNDAY PLAYERS", half-hour bible transcriptions recorded at Recordings Inc., Hollywood, and distributed
through Mertens & Price Inc., Los
Angeles, were sold in June to three
mortitian concerns : Raster - Maxon
Inc., El Paso, for . 52 weeks on
KTSM; Chester T. French Inc., Albuquerque, for 52 weeks on KGGM,
and Barnum Bros., San Diego, for
26 weeks on KFSD.
R. U. McINTOSH & ASSOCIATES,
Los Angeles transcription firm, has
appointed George Swire, 60 Vienna
street, San sentative
Francisco,
as sales
reprefor northern
California,
Oregon.
Washington, Idaho and Montana.
THOMAS K. NEELY has joined the
sales staff of WBS. He was formerly
with NBC and CBS.
Tell of School Programs
ARTHUR S. GARBETT, NBC
western division educational director, San Francisco, was one of the
principal speakers at the recent
National Educational Association
convention held in Denver, Colo.
He
spokewithon Radio
"Coordination
Education
and Modernof
Transportation and Communication", explaining the large part
western radio is taking in the dissemination of educational projects.
Judith C. Waller, NBC central division director of education, Chicago, also one of the speakers, had
for her subject, "The Best School
Broadcast", and took as an example the Standard School Broadcast, which is heard over the NBCKPO network. A recording of a
Standard School Broadcast, with
Mary Garden as commentator, was
used by Miss Waller as part of the
illustration.
LIONEL BARRYMORE, actor,
has been signed by Campbell Soup
Co., Camden, N. J., to portray the
role of "Scrooge" each Christmas
for the next five years.

STUDIO

NOTES

KSFO, San Francisco, furnishe:!
dance music to bay region dialer;]
twice weekly from Guerneville, CaJ.I
on the Russian River, approximately
82 miles from San Francisco. The
program is "piped" to Sausalito, Cal. j
thence via submarine cables aero;-;
the San Francisco bay, and into the
local studio. The line haul is ap
proximately
miles.
An interesting feature 100
of the
broadcast
is the
totally different manner in which the
music is
the absence of"cued
more in"
thanowing
one totelephone
loop in
the
resort
area.
Several
utes before the broadcast, a radiominset
at Guerneville is tuned in to KSFO.
When the listeners at Guerneville
hear the announcer's voice in San
Francisco saying "we bring you the
music of An
Ray operator
Tellier", from
the playing
starts.
KSFO
drives a total of 340 miles each week
to put the orchestra on the air.
WFAA, Dallas, on June 26 celebrated
its 13th year on the air with a special
anniversary program featuring a talk
by G. tion
B. andDealey,
president
of theDallas
stapublisher
of the
News, with reminiscences by Adams
Calhoun,
veteran chief announcer and
office manager.
WKY, Oklahoma City, has published
an attractive colored brochure titled
Showmanship, depicting program and
merchandising service offered by the
station.
BUILDING of a new control studio
for KMTR, Hollywood, at Hollywood
Blvd. and La Brea, has been approved by Los Angeles city council.
The location is about a mile from the
present KMTR main quarters.
WHILE firemen battled flames on
another wing of the building where
the studios of WDSU, New Orleans,
are located, the station stayed on the
air except for occasional interruptions and presented a word picture
of the event. Joe Uhalt, WDSU
president,
count of thebroadcast
blaze. the running acRalston Tests
RALSTON PURINA Co., St.
Louis, on July 8 started a series of
60 one-minute transcribed announcements on WKBW, Buffalo,
and WJAR, Providence, as part of
a test campaign for Shredded Ralston, a ready-to-eat, whole wheat
cereal recently put on the market.
The announcements will be heard
five times weekly and will feature
the original cast of the Tom Mix's
Ralston Straight Shooters' program. The
is Gardner Advertisingagency
Co., St. Louis.

Does your advertising conform to the rules and regulations of the various government agencies?
We provide a monthly bulletin service as well as separate reports on an "Individual Inquiry Basis".

COVERING
THE

For your protection, write or wire today for complete
details.

TACOMA
SEATTLE
MARKETS

COMAR
FOOD
Southern
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ma-Seattle
with KVI

COMPANY
and DRUG

Building

REPORTS
Washington,

FREE &SLEININGER .INC. *
D. C.

KVI's transmitter is located midway between Tacoma and Seattle,
which gives two markets at the
price of one 1000 watts
570 kc.
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Program

notes

T THE beginning of the Gulf Musiul Headliners, sponsored on CBS by
ulf Refining Co., Pittsburgh, the
unouncer tells what songs each artist
group will render and the music
|£ not
interrupted after that.
il/INS, New York, on July 11 broadest a road test by an applicant for
automobilefrom
operator's
license,
usingA
.imiort-wave
a moving
car.
ortable microphone accompanied the
ipplicant through the office procedure,
j'he program was the first of a series
:) acquaint listeners with offices of
^ie state government.
NEW morning commercial on
'ifrCKY, Cincinnati, is Hollywood
'Jews Reel, written by E. H. Dresslban, WCKY continuity editor, and
Iponsored
by Dr. Sam Pollock, Cinlinnati dentist.
iVDAY, Fargo, N. D., has started
program Previetcs in which programs
If the next 24 hours, as well as con?(asts on the air are reviewed. The
•oture, new five minutes, may be exi anded to a quarter hour.
tf^FIL, Philadelphia, has started a
ew program called WFIL Round-Up
b replace the dance parade formerly
eard from 1-3 Sunday mornings.
Phe ntprogram
presents are
promising
taiand no rehearsals
held, thus
ffering an element of surprise. Keith
leLeod, program director, is in
harge of the feature.
iFTER
months of preparation,
VNEW, Newark on July 5 began a
eries of weekly programs described
s forerunners of the entertainment
?hich television will provide. Superising the program was Martin Block,
VNEW announcer, and a full-hour
ariety and musical revue was presented from a Newark vaudeville
i ouse.
were jugglers, singers and Included
dance teams.
WMCA, New York, is presenting a
'jiew voice ofcalled
Thesongs.
Gondolier
inun-a
Iprogram
The
tnown artist Italian
was discovered
by Zac
•Treedman, WMCA artist bureau
kead, working in a flower shop. The
program is keyed to the Inter-City
iJroup.
lliVANT AD success stories are broadcast on WSB, Atlanta, by the Atlanta Journal, being based on actual
jbases where advertisements in the
joaper did their work quickly and
•ffectively.
THE FIRST Pacific Coast amateur
orogram on a network was begun re:ently on the Don Lee-CBS network
ivith Rockett Oil Co., Los Angeles, as
sponsor. Frank Gill and Bill Deming are joint masters-of-ceremonies.
peaumont & Hohman Inc., Chicago,
s the agency.
|THE STATE of Wisconsin has a
weekly 15-minute period over WTMJ,
Milwaukee, with the station donating
:ime and paying wire charges to
Madison. State officials including the
governor are heard, as well as market and economic information.
OWNERS of canary bird* can hear
their pets broadcast on the Canary
Amateur Hour July 10 on WMCA.
New York, and the Inter-City Group,
with Bob Carter announcing the program.
WKZO, Kalamazoo, Mich., claims
good promotional results from its
Know Your Town series, in which
[communities in its area have been
Ifeatured.
TWO NEW features on WBAP, Ft.
Worth, are daily 6:15 a. m. news
iperiods, using AP reports, titled What
Happened Last Night and daily 2 :15
ip. m. news periods titled What Happened Today; also Judge Whiffle,
.sagebrush philosopher, with orchestra and soloists daily from 6 :30-7 a.m.
July 15, 1935

One Way to Beat the Heat
WHK, Cleveland, gave CBS the
first broadcast of its kind in the
network's
7 Beata
The Heat. program
For thisJuly
occasion
broadcast was made from a point
not more than 15 feet from a 600
degree blast furnace at the Corrigan McKinney Steel Works. Guilbert
Gibbons, inWHK
was appareled
asbestosannounce'r,
from tip
to toe as shown in the photo.
The broadcast opened with real
train sound effect from a locomotive
chartered to arrive at the steel
works just as the cue "Come on in
Cleveland" was heard. The roaring of the furnaces could also be
heard as Gibbons interviewed one
of the blowers, Walter Boddy.
ETHEL HAWES, Cleveland's original bed-time story teller, will direct
WGAR's
juvenile
series which
starts July new
15. She
will present
many
of her own stories which have appeared in book form. Assisting her
will be Wayne Mack, announcer, and
Henry Pildner, musical director.
WGAR, Cleveland, distributed window
cards when
with "Good
Luck team
Indians"
on
them
the baseball
started
on its recent nouncements
roadcalledtrip.
Station
attention
to anthe
Blue Flash gasoline commercial featuring Mel Harder, Indian hurler.
Telegrams from listeners, to be read
on the station, had to be addressed
"Mel Harder, Blue Flash, WGAR".
NBC and the Chicago Federation of
Musicians are jointly sponsoring the
first nine of a series of 64 concerts
from Grant Park, Chicago, by the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra. The
Chicago Park District donates its facilities, with the union paying half
the cost of musicians' salaries from
its emergency fund. NBC, Balaban &
Katz theaters and other interested
parties split the remainder of the cost.
A FREE theater ticket is given to
listeners who can "stump" Les Barnet, new pianist-organist of W9XBY,
Kansas City, on the Musical Librarian program.
KPRC, Houston, presenting a Rambling Around series with Kenneth A.
Millican,
offeredtripMillican's
version of recently
an inspection
through
the Houston post office.
PAUL
REVERE
could work for WNBR, Memphis.
Every minute WNBR covers the MidSouth. Entertainment, news and local-interest programs result in popularity. Low rates prove real value.
The Local \Af U D R
Firms
Buy
" ^ D !\
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IN FOUR weeks time, WOODWASH, rolled
Grand
Rapids,
en10,000 boys
and Mich.,
girls has
in the
Se-Ro-Co Club sponsored by the local
Sears,bersRoebuck
Co. store. badges
Memare given &identification
and code sheets to use in deciphering
broadcast messages. The program
goes on six times weekly in the form
of club
talented
members aremeetings
given a and
chance
to appear
before the microphone.
WFIL, Philadelphia, is staging music
memory contests twice weekly, having
a tieup with several theatres. The
first 25 correct answers bring rewards
of theatre tickets. Each theatre has
its own program and gets the benefit
of free time, talent and mention of
feature pictures.
THREE binedmarried
couples, whose
years of marriage
total com165,
were presented on KH.I, Los Angeles,
July 1 in a special half hour feature
called Silver Threads Among the
Gold. rector,
Wayne
Miller,
publicity dicreated the
feature.
AUDIENCE collaborators will help
WFIL's anonymous
commentator Petticoat on feminine
the Air select
subjects for her
observations. semi-weekly
The 20 persons news
sending
best suggestions for program topics
get free theater tickets.
A NEW weekly sustaining program
on KNX,
Hollywood,
is titled
Hometown Sketches,
written
by Leonard
E. L. Cox, new program manager.
LISTENERS of WBT, Charlotte,
N. C, like the time announcements
now given on each station break.
No time is wasted, the announcer
saying of: "This
is the
pioneer
radio
voice
the South,
WBT,
Charlotte,
WDSU, New Orleans, has signed with
Transradio Press for four 15-minute
news periods daily. Already two of
the periods are sponsored, according
:45." Uhalt, WDSU president.
to8 Joe

WCCO, Minneapolis, cooperating with
the Minneapolis Civic & Commerce
Association and the local baseball
club, is staging a series of Northwest
Days, with larger cities in Minnesota
assigned special days in Minneapolis
and at the ball park. The cities
broadcast special programs over
WCCO. A silver cup will be awarded
the citytionate
having
attendance.the biggest proporKNX, Hollywood, late in June repest-control
forecasts
of the sumedU.its daily
S. Weather
Bureau
for
Southern California citrus growers
and mer
willmonths.
continue
through theinclude
sumThe predictions
temperatures,
general weather
conditions, relative humidity
and dewpoint.
The day
datanews isperiod.
incorporated in the noonTHE Milwaukee Lions Club has
started a "healthiest baby" contest
with tionsWISN
broadcasting examinaof the babies.
FULL

TIME

WBBZ
PONCA

CITY,
•

1200 Kc.
OKLA.

Better Service
Lower Cost
Extensive Coverage in Northern
Oklahoma and Southern
Kansas
WBBZ • Ponca City, Okla.

ANNOUNCEMENT
In line with the policy of WLAC to better serve its
listening audience and to render more efficient service to its advertisers, the studios and offices of this
station have been moved to 2421 West End Avenue,
Nashville, where we have completed the installation
of large modern studios, audition rooms, and staff
offices.
This move has been made possible and necessary
by the ever increasing volume of business carried by
the station, both national and local. National advertisers are finding it to their advantage to follow the
example of Nashville merchants, who invariably
select WLAC to carry their message to the Nashville
market.
J. T. WARD
President
• Paul H. Raymer Company
National Representatives
Member Station Columbia Broadcasting System
World Broadcasting System Program Service
"In

the Heart

Tennessee

of the

Valley"
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Address by Chairman
Prall
{Continued from page 13)
WHY
YOU
the Association of Advertising for the industry. The man would
SHOULD
USE
Agencies in plans to form a co- have te be forceful, and one with
operative bureau to authenticate
* *
station coverage and listener data.
'no'. *account
to say
couragewhen
a new
is
the"Thus,
In this connection an idea occurs
offered, the NAB could review it,
to me: Why not go further? Here
and if necessary, check with Federal authorities to ascertain
are the three principal trade associations of the three industrial whether the claims are reasonable.
#3.
groups most vitally concerned with Like the procedure so successfully
radio as an advertising medium.
adopted by Good Housekeeping in
ADVERTISERS
Why can't they enlarge the scope the home commodity field, the NAB
of their activity to include a co- could place its stamp of approval
operative movement for safe, sane, on products or services, and deny
(hQ/ydUxrclean, and dependable continuities
it to those which fail to meet preon the air? There need be no
'
CONTRACTS
* * *ad-"
determined specifications.
mandatory rules. Perhaps the
I am informed,
since this
dress was prepared, that several
writing of trade practice provisions to cover these points would
other publications
have also advocated the same idea.
suffice. Without knowing very
much of these trade associations,
That, to me, seems to be a plausit nevertheless seems to me that
ible proposal, basically. It is anyou have a splendid opportunity to other matter your convention
accomplish
something
along
this
THE percentage of local advermight well consider at its deliberline.
ations here. It may have its short' tisers who renewed for 1935
Also worthy of consideration, I
comings, but most c.eretainly it is
believe,
is
the
editorial
suggestion
a
function
that can be performed
was 93%. Sales for local advertising for 1 934 were doubled those made in the May 1 issue of Broadby your trade association, particularly when one takes into account
casting on the subject of questionof 1933. For the first six months
able programs. I quote from its the fact that our radio law specificolumns
:
cally prevents us from exercising
of 1935 they are 68% greater than
"Perhaps a solution (to the pro- any degree of program censorship.
the same period of 1934.
At the beginning of this talk, I
gram problem) would be to set up
within the industry (the National believe I characterized radio as
Association of Broadcasters would the "Fifth Estate". That may
be the logical agency) an indi- sound trite to you of the trade but
WJ
DX
vidual whose task it would be to the first time I heard it I was
9>n? LAMAR LIFE STATION
advise stations and advertisers and
impressed. inIta describes
raJACKSON. MISSISSIPPI
dio broadcasting
remarkably
their agencies whether particular greatly
A SOUTH CENTRAL NBC STATION
accounts are construed to be ethi- apt way. In the case of the
cally, esthetically and otherwise
"Fourth Estate", which embraces
acceptable. It would be a matter journalism or the press, there were
of 'editorial selection', so to speak, some 400 years of history since the
first news was published from type.
Radio, the "Fifth Estate", has only
15 years behind it, but those have
The Overwhelming
been years of dazzling, almost
WCAE
reckless development. Today it is
Favorite in Pittsburgh
leveling off into a medium comparable with the press, but providing also certain types of "editorial
matter" not developed on the printed page. Naturally, we cannot ex*What
say the DRUGGISTS?
pect this 15-year-old infant, which
some of my newspaper friends call
for sales and advertising results
"audible journalism", to do what
the publishers have accomplished
WCAE
is 5 to 3 against the field
only after four centuries; but it
can profit and happily is profiting
for actual program listening
by the experience and background
of the "Fourth Estaters".
Station Responsibility
WCAE
is 13 to 3 against the field
THE RADIO broadcaster of today
*Survey of druggists of Greater Pittsburgh
is the "Editor of the Air". Like
on June 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21 by S. E. Armthe editor of the press he has a disstrong &. Company, Organized Merchandise -975 Union Arcade, Pittsburgh, Pa.
.. . and remember
18
HOURS
!
AMOS
'N*
have joined the WCAE

There's

a

ANDY
success parade

Reason!

The only station in northeastern
Oklahoma maintaining this schedule

KTUL
1000 WATTS DAY
500 WATTS NIGHT

WCAE
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Basic Red Network

Nationally represented by Paul H. Raymer Company
New York
Chicago
San Francisco

TULSA
CBS Network
W. C. Gillespie, V. P.

tinct responsibility to his auditors.;
The responsibility of the "Editoi.,
of the Air" even transcends that;
of his more experienced brother :
because he must comply with the,
mandate of serving "public inter-;
est, convenience and necessity" ir'
everything
he "publishes"
by mean? '
of his transmitter.
His broadcasting franchise is contingent upor
that. Moreover the "Editor of the ^
Air" is decidedly limited in th(
amount of "news" he can publish
for the information, edificatior
and enlightenment of his listeners
There are only so many hours ir
the day and he must offer his lis
teners a balanced menu. He cannol
add pages to the newspaper of th<
air. On the printing press, oi1
course, there is limit to the size oi
number of the news columns thai
can be published.
This "Editor of the Air" anal
ogy is becoming more and mor<
striking these days. As I turn th<
dial of my radio, I find that new:
reports consume
infinitely morr
time than they did only a few shor
months ago. That is an interesting 1
and important development an<
may have a far-reaching bearing
upon the future status of th<
broadcasting stations.
Broadcasters, as they becorm
more alive to their editorial re
sponsibility,
believe, will soon
fine '
themselves Iestablishing
editoria
standards. By that I do not meai
that they will identify themselve:
with politics, for that would b
wrong and deplorable. It is m?
view that they will become mon
intimately identified with the civil
activities of their own commun
ties, that there will be more for
urns on the air, and that they wil
awaken the interest of their listen 1
ers in an entirely new sphere o:
editorial activity. The station wilj
then become a vastly more import
ant entity in the affairs of its owi
city or town.
Educational Programs
I CANNOT permit the day to pas:
without a word of appreciatioi
from the Commission for the finr
spirit of cooperation shown by th<
broadcasters in working so har
moniously with the educationa
groups of the country to the enc
of pressing the broadcasting indus 1
try into use in our movement tcj
bring about a definite, workable
plan for education by radio. £
committee, headed by Dr. Stude i
baker, U. S. Commissioner of Education, isworking to that end, anc !
to your everlasting credit I understand you are 100% committee
heartedly.
to the idea and supporting it wholi '
At the Commission we are mind
ful of the fact that broadcasting
stations now operate under six i
month licenses. That, to a busines:
man, seems extremely unjust whei
the millions of dollars invested ii
the broadcasting plant and equip
ment are taken into account, alonf
with
15,000 and
full-time
radii 1
stationsome
employes
the tremens
dous payrolls. I agree that unde i
ordinary circumstances you hav
some reason to protest. I do no
agree, said
however,
with that
somebroad
wh<
have
or written
casting stations have been intimij
dated or coerced
thes |'
short-term
licenses.because
I do notofbeliev
that there has been the slightes
degree of censorship invoked upo:
networks by the Administration o :
by our Commission.
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partisan
\ be branded as sheer is
better
laganda and no one
;rmed on this subject than you
lemen of the industry. The law
ow written permits us, if we so
broadire, to extend the term of
to three
ling station licensesrecal
l that
•s Most of you will
predeces■|fhe early days of ourral
Radio
agency, the Fede
iimission, licenses were issued
ionly three months and then ex,led to the present six-month
old
in That was because the ng
imission felt the broadcasti
sufficientucture should be keptshift
ing of
luid to permit the
;ion assignments and to so adjust
mum serlio as to provide maxi
\, for the people of the country.
There is now pending before the
on introimission a resolutiBrow
n to HIGH CLIMBERS— L. B. Wilson,
ed by Commissionerlicen
se term
>nd the broadcast
WCKY, with John Clark, WLW,
ssed
:>ne year. I have not discu
atop Pike's Peak.
resolution with any of the in a fog
...missioners and cannot even
(ture an opinion of what action
NAB Resolutions
this matter
f may take when adop
I
.
tion
(Continued
from page 11)
fes before us for
you are vitalREPORT
LEGISLATIVE
; w, however, that
; interested in this phase of your
the National
That
VED,
RESOL
reainess and I can see no good
hereby
asters
Broadc
of
ation
Associ
has
try
indus
when once the
thanks the legislative committees, and
sound pro- its chairman, Henry A. Bellow for
;?»blished itself on a Comm
ission
their diligent work during the past
Kh basis, why the
seri- year, and that the association hereby
sal
propo
the
give
Md not
s consideration.
the Managing Direcrecommends that study
to this report
tor give careful
Extension of Licenses
committee and bring
tive
of the legisla
on o£
all such matters to the attenti
FORE closing, may I assure you the
board of directors which had not
on
tenure
short
t during my
been covered otherwise in resolutions
Commission I have appreciated
convention.
adopted at this
*
* *
of
ation
ly the splendid cooper
your
of
rs
membe
officers and
RISING VOTE FOR LOUCKS
lociation whom it has been my
too,
say
I
WHEREAS, Philip G. Loucks has
asure to meet. May
faithfully and with distincserved
t I have learned with keen retion as managing director of the NAB
!t that your Managing Director, for the
past five years, and
Hip G. Loucks, is about to retire
WHEREAS, mainly by reason of
fer five years of service. In theI his untiring efforts, sane and courVk of the educational groups
ageous leadership, the Association has
te been in close personal contact grown from small beginnings into an
organization representative of every
th Mr. Loucks, who is gifted phase
of the industry and exerting a
tth a charming personality, and vital
influence in the development of
I has impressed me as an able,
this new medium of mass communicaiiscientious and efficient represention to a position of recognized imwish
.
I
iive of your organization
field.
chosen
his
m success in
ically, and portance, both socially and economS, Mr. Loucks has seen
WHEREA
conyou
when
that
hope
my
is
•It
the association in favor
<ke again, one year hence, you fit to leave
of law, the field which
practice
the
of
indusasting
rll report the broadc
always constituted his principal
y without an exception as having has
interest, it is now
Jtained the goal of clean proRESOLVED, that this convention,
lished
accomp
, jamming. Having
take
then
I at purpose, you should
I for consideration and presentarpn to the Commission your claims
Summer
t!T granting longer-term licenses.
Party for Prall
3 OBSERVE the reappointment
Chairman Anning S. Prall for
i seven-year term from July 1,
broadof Washington's
.jembers fraternity
held a buffet
fisting
lamer June 28 at the Hay-Adams
fiouse in Washington. More than
1[f»0 members of the FCC staff and
if' Washington's
radio
circle atlinded
the informal
function.
In
idition to Chairman Prall, the
'flonor guests were M. H. Mclntyre,
pcretary to President Roosevelt,
T ho presided as toastmaster; Com'"jissioners
Sykes,Commissioners
Case and Stewrt, and former
Ira
Robinson and Harold A. Lajmnt. The evening's festivities
jere featured by the presentation
8c a duck (symbolic of quack prorams) to Mr. Prall, and a skit
j jjurlesquing a Broadcast Division
i Veeting of the FCC.
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Market
During
the summer
months, seven
1
Amillion tourists come to Wisconsin and spend $140,000,000 .
income on Wisconsin farms is
highest of the year . . . Milwaukee industrial payrolls exceed
the yearly average.
WTMJ sell this YEAR 'ROUND
market thoroughly at low cost.

WTMJ
Milwaukee Journal Station
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.
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by a rising vote, express its deepest
servthe unremitti
for Loucks
ion Mr.
appreciat
rendered
has ng
ice which
the Association and broadcasting as
a whole, and that jt extend to him the
heartiest good wishes of the memberfor his every sucand industry
new venture.
cessshipin his
* * *
MR. CRUSE THANKED
that the NAB hereRESOLVE
its sincere thanks to Mr.
by expressesD,
Cruse
W.
Andrew
of the
valuecontribuand his
tion to the interest for
n
assothis
of
conventio
annual
13th
ciation.
* * *
APPRECIATION FOR SPENCE
RESOLVED, that the NAB hereby expresses its keen appreciation to
Mr. Edwin
Spence
conventionM.committee
for and
theirhis many
courtesies and the very efficient manner in which they have handled the
arrangements incidental to the 13th
annual convention of this association.

SBS

IS

REGIONAL

—

Carrying

PROGRAMS

PREPARING FOR CAIRO
RESOLVED, that the President be
is authorized and dihereby
and he rected
to appoint a committee of
three, one of whom shall be the mane the prodeterminpresentat
aging
ion
most toeffective
cedure fordirector,
of the United States position and proativeto inadministr
nextconference
posals to the
be
scheduled
ternational
held in Cairo early in 1938; and that
the committee be and they are hereby
directed to make recommendations to
the board of directors so that the
same tionmay
n. consideraat the be1936available
conventiofor
TOK KAN IAS C ITY COVERAGE

*w':^ ""AB-ird in ihe Hand

THE

ONLY

NETWORK

SUSTAINING
in the

Southwest

Twelve major stations for 12 major markets, giving intensive
radio coverage of the responsive Southwest — Briefly, that's
the story of SBS's advantage to you. "It gets them told!"
But remember this point, too — SBS is a real network with
regular network sustaining programs as well as commercials.
It has a network audience — ready to receive your sales story.

SBS is constantly "ripening" sustaining features for commercial sponsorship. Let SBS or its national representatives
give you the facts.
T
SOUTHWEST

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM
LEE H. ARMER, President, Fort Worth, Texas
JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY, National Representatives
Detroit San Francisco
New York Chicago
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Tennessee Hookup
WSM, Nashville, which has been
exchanging programs during the
summer months with neighboring
stations, is broadcasting a halfhour dance program originating in
the Peabody Hotel, Memphis, and
keyed through WREC of that city.
In return WSM is sending WREC
a half -hour of the Grand Ole Opry.
For some time WSM has been
sending two weekly programs PenO-Rub Cutups, sponsored by
Plough Inc., Memphis, to WREC,
and also exchanges weekly halfhour programs with WLW, Cincinnati.

beginning

KEY

Interest

and sports departments of ABNA.
Both are sponsored by Stuart Hall,
San Francisco clothiers, and are
dramatized highlights of the past
week's news. Wright plans to
short wave the features to member stations who are interested.
Transradio Suit
TRIAL of the million dollar suit
filed by Transradio Press Service
and Radio News Association
against the three press associations, the two major networks and
the ANPA is meeting with delay.
The suit, filed May 21, charges
violations of the Sherman and
Clayton Acts and the Federal Communications Act. The complaint is
based on the allegation of conspiracy and centers around the
Press-Radio program of 1934.
Answers to the complaint were
due originally on June 14, but all
defendants were granted a ten-day
extension. The Associated Press
and Lloyd Stratton together with
the ANPA and E. H. Harris duly
filed answer on June 24. The
United Press, given a one-day additional extension, filed on June 25.
The answers of NBC, CBS, INS,
and certain officers of each were
delayed by the filing of three motions. They were argued before
Judge Francis G. Caffy in Federal
District Court, New York, June
27. One sought to dismiss the en-

Septembet

StATfO v* Mlvrfic

In Rival News Services
(Continued from page 15)

RADIO

29th

NETWORK

l- Mr ^^^^^^^
utlet
rot

BLUE

NETWORK

PROGRAMS

This affiliation strengthens WXYZ's well established
importance to advertisers seeking Sales Action in
Greater Detroit's rich, responsive, cosmopolitan market.
KUNSKY-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
(Owners and Operators of Station WXYZ)
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
WM. G. RAMBEAU CO., Representatives
HOME OFFICES: TRIBUNE TOWER. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
WESTERN OFFICE:
c RU" B«"1'nQ.
,
122 E. 42nd St.
™
"
/ra„nc,sc°'
ger
Douglas A.
Earle Bachman, Mana
Nowell, Manager.
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tire petition of the plaintiff. A second motion sought to strike out
the words in the petition referring
to the affidavit of Herbert Moore,
president of Transradio, as not being a proper part of the petition.
Counsel for the defendants contended that the affidavit should be
presented separately. The third
motion asked deletion of exhibit A
of the petition, which is the PressRadio plan. Judge Caffy asked
counsel for memoranda.
Until rulings on the motions are
handed down by the bench the remaining defendants will withhold
their answers to the petition.
Answer of ANPA
THE ANSWER of ANPA, after
denying that the broadcasting of
news is in interstate commerce or
that ANPA has exercised any restraint or restriction on the plaintiffs, devotes considerable space to
the history of broadcasting and
the part played by newspapers in
developing the new industry. There
follows a somewhat lengthy description of the function of newspapers and a description of the
Press-Radio plan..
The answer then turns to a discussion of the plaintiffs. "Neither
of the plaintiffs," the answer says,
"is a press association engaged in
the gathering and sale or distribution of news in the manner customarily engaged in by press associations. Neither of them is engaged, or licensed to engage in the
business of radio broadcasting.
Neither of them is engaged in the
publication of a newspaper. The
primary and real business of the
plaintiffs, though carried on in the
guise of and under representations
that they furnish a bona fide news
service, is the promotion of advertising programs based more or less
upon and co-mingled with news,
the sale of news being incidental to
and a lure for contracts for radio
The answer goes on to say that
broadcasting."
Transradio began to resort to
"misappropriation" of newspaper
news and "other wrongful expedito gather programs.
news for use in radioents"advertising
It is further contended that the
plaintiffs could have suffered no
damage from the Press-Radio plan
because neither of them were yet
in existence when that plan was
drawn up. It is also claimed that
in publicity releases Transradio
made assertions quite contrary to
their claims in the petition that the
Press-Radio plan had affected their
business and caused them to lose
revenue.
Associated Press Reply
THE

ANSWER
filed by
the and
Associated Press is much
shorter
confines itself strictly to the allegationsThemadeA.in P.
the denies
plaintiffs'
petition.
having
conspired to maintain any illegal
combination or that it conspired or
combined to restrict or destroy ra-

• jfe Exclusive*

• •

JOHN n 1 Rep
BLAIR1
Sta"tio
re s e n &CQJ
fa fives
NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO

Wanted at Once
WHEN R. MORRIS Pierce
chief engineer of WGAB
Cleveland, is away from th
station, he knows he is need
ed at once when he hears th
studio
say: "Thia
is WGARannouncer
with transmitter
Cuyahoga
th
other
hand Heights."
if it is theOnregu
lar announcement, he know
that all is well. He keep
his home and auto radio
constantly tuned to WGAB
dio broadcasting of news to
people of the United States,
answer admits that the A. P. £
its news to the Press-Radio
gram, but contends that such
tion was reasonable, lawful
proper. The answer further de
combination or conspiracy in
straint of trade or foreign cl
merce in radio broadcasting o
the production or sale of news
The United Press answer
tains three parts. The first is
voted to a description of the Un
Press Associations and denial
certain sections of the petit
The second part if a factual
nial of the allegations set fortl
the petition, together with a de
that the Press-Radio plan as
nished by CBS is the correct
The third sets forth five reaf
why, in the opinion of the def<
ant, the complaint should be
missed: (1) That the plain
have suffered no damage; (2) 1
the plaintiffs have not state*
cause of action; (3) misjoinder
the cause of action; (4) that
petition is multifarious; and
that no federal or constitutk
question has been raised.
Gold Medal Minstrels
DIRECTLY refuting the old the
that only men will listen to r
strel shows, General Mills, Mil
apolis, is launching The Gold Mi
Minstrels in August over WI
Cincinnati, to be broadcast fo
quarter-hour six mornings wee
aimed directly at a feminine ai
ence. Advertising Gold M e c
Flour, the programs will use
talent exclusively. Blackett - Si
ple-Hummert Inc., Chicago, is
agency. The same agency is l
also placing three other Gent
Mills broadcasts over WLW: B(
and Bob for Bisquick, Jack A:
strong for Wheaties, and Be
Crocker for various General M
products. These programs w
previously placed through ot
agencies.
Silver Dust Renewed
GOLD DUST Corp., New Yc
has renewed its WBS transci
tion announcements for Si!
Dust on 25 stations, the rene1
contract calling for 52 annour
ments. The original contract \
for seven weeks. Batten, Bart
Durstine
& Osborn Inc., New Yc
is the agency.
NIAGARA HUDSON POW
Corp., New York, has renewed
13 weeks its series of WBS Lii
Jack Little transcriptions on se^
New York state stations. Batt
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Ii
New York, is the agency.
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Expert on Television
Government
(Continued from page 17)
d. The Gaumont - British Co. sold in the Berlin area this year.
the controlling interest in A patent pool is being formed. Receivers which could be adapted to
I.
itish plans call for erection of 270-line images will sell from $240
•ansmitters to cover main pop- to $500. The Loewe Co. already
on centers and four or five of had laid out an assembly line for
production.
they figure, will be in ser- quantity
The German Broadcasting Co.
by the end of 1937. Prospecmakers of receivers predict has a television truck to cover
10 receivers will be in service news events. It has a low-powered
Jie end of 1936, five to ten ultra short - wave transmitter for
both sound and television, using
Js that many by 1937.
interesting the intermediate film method, and
provide
to
jpility
trains is taken for granted by relays to the high-power transBritish, says Mr. Cruse, who
mitter. Reception at the first demonstration during the May _ Day
(j; that the success or failure of
Iwhole project hinges on this ceremony was declared satisfactory. A lag of only 90 seconds
't. He reminds that one engi, J estimated that if all the pic- between taking of the picture and
the
time
it is televised, engineers
a iis produced in England and all
feel,
does
not pei*mit a satisfacmathe
were used,
;] je imported
il would provide
a program of
tory sound track and the steel-tape
-IT ten minutes a day, which ac- method developed by the Lorenz
}ing to their present schedule, Co., main television concern, will
Jld leave 170 minutes each day be tried.
"Television is moving ahead in
rre live talent would be necesGermany on what certain appears
nswering the question "who is to be a most thorough basis," says
Mr. Cruse, "and the cost is being
Mr. Cruse
bills?",
pay7 the
ig tothat
carried by the license fees plus an
jes
million
listeners now
$2.50 for licenses of which additional government appropriaE gets $1.12, the balance going
France Puts on Speed
bhe treasury. Now it is profed to give BBC $2.25 of the FRANCE:
tion."
Anxious to match En] an income that would amount
gland and Germany, the French
(515,750,000 annually.
ministry of posts and telegraphs
is deeply interested and is speed■^What Germans Are Doing
SMANY:
The Ministry of
ing up Standard's
development, realizingtelevision
it is behind
paganda now provides a two- other nations. An experimental 601 program three nights a week
- frame transmission operthe Postoffice supplies pro- line 25
ates on 175 meters but no regular
ms in mornings and afternoons
schedule is maintained. They plan
' well as alternate evenings,
to go to 90 lines and then 180 as
se programs are 180 - line 25- soon as practicable but Mr. Cruse
ine sequentially - scanned trans- doubts if much progress will be
ions from a 7-meter transmitthis year.
J in Berlin and are viewed by made
Some work is being carried on
public at several places in Ber- in other European countries, notThey are proving popular alably Russia and Italy, Mr. Cruse
Jjgh nearly all of the program
says, but these developments do
:erial is provided by films. The not
appear to have progressed
lity is excellent, says Mr. Cruse,
.ventually a 270-line picture will very far.
"But, mark my words," he states,
Used, he understands, the figure
"we are due to see an entirely difng considered the most economiferent picture in the next two
kr satisfactory standard based years, particularly
in England and
transmission costs and land-line
jiys using coaxial cable,
erman engineers are confident Germany."
Justice William Hitz
y can produce long-haul cables
jiandle a band of 3 megacycles,
JUDGE WILLIAM HITZ, associso far the best they have hanate justice of the Court of Appeals
ii is 5 megacycles over a dis- of the District of Columbia, the
lee of 100 meters. The post court which appeals from the old
pe is considering laying a 3- Radio Commission were taken dijacycle cable between Berlin
rectly and to which appeals may
Frankfort for television relay. be made from the FCC, died of a
Jbout 25 ultra short-wave transat his home in Washfers with 20 kw. power will be heart attack
ington July 3. He was 63. He was
uired to cover main population
bench which upheld the Raliters, it is estimated, and a sur- on the
dio Commission's denials of license
of locations has been started
renewals
to Brinkley, Shuler and
;h a portable 20 kw. transmitter
both sound and television. It Baker, among dozens of other appeals. His passing revived rumors
3 built by Telefunken and is
he might be succeeded by
unted on several big trucks, one that
rying a diesel power plant, Judge E. O. Sykes, former FRC
FCC chairman, now chairman
out two weeks will be required p.v,d
each location, after which it of the FCC Broadcast Division.
Judge Sykes was formerly chief
Jjxpected that work on the permjustice of the Supreme ourt of
|ht transmitters will be started.
Mississippi.
4o high-definition television revers are being sold but all prinal manufacturers plan to show
THE SOBY YARDSTICK
?dels at the August radio show
OF AUDIENCE VALUE
lien they will be available for
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience
e. Manufacturers would prefer
of radio programs and stations.
a ' - line definition because they
Write for information and prices.
ju 180 - line work is not good
BENJAMIN
SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
)ugh to stimulate sales. They
1023 Wallace Ave
Wilkinsburg, Pa.
imate a thousand sets can be
nly 15, 1935
!
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Bell President to Tell
Uses of Coaxial Cable
FRANK B. JEWETT, president of
the Bell Telephone Laboratories,
who calisscientists
one ofofthethe leading
world, electriwas to
appear before the full FCC July
15 to explain the development and
potential uses of the new coaxial
cable of the A. T. & T. Co., which
is designed to transmit television
images by wire.
The hearing, because of the television possibilities of the new cable,
attracted wide interest on the part
of the broadcasting industry and
was to be attended by representatives of the two broadcasting chain
systems and many leading members in the field. The hearing was
called on the application of the
A. T. & T. Co. and New York Telephone Co., seeking to install the
new cable for experimental purposes between New York and Philadelphia by Jan. 1. The Commission was particularly interested in
the adaptability of the cable to
various types of television transmitting equipment.
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NBC Artist "Diplomas"
GRADUATION
exercises will be
held July 19 over an NBC-WEAF
network for five artists who have
been given NBC Artists Service
contracts after passing the Airbreaks broadcasts conducted by J.
Ernest Cutting, NBC auditions director. The five are Edith Warren,
Dorothy Dreslein and Walter Cassell, singers; Stanley Davis, the
"Rolling Stone" and Charles Leland, comedian.

YouVe
from

So
about

ai half the cost! May

^r-elucidate?
i«»:
National Repre,en*t

Heard

N.A.B.

keB

the

News

Convention

let us

talk

Something

Else

Baltimore has had a prosperous spring
and summer ... Business in all trades
has been better than in years!
The

rich fruit and

k Maryland,
■

Delaware

farm

products

of

and Virginia were

favored by nature — and there's plenty
of purchasing power being exercised
in the prosperous diversified areas
served by WBAL, THE ONLY HIGH
POWER
STATION IN MARYLAND.
Place YOUR

business

on WBAL

1060 Kc». %JLJTD
I
Basic Biue Nc*work
10,000 Watts WW
J J^^fcj
N.B.C.
PAUL

H. RAYMER

CO.,

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE
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Official

COMPLETE N.B.C SERVICE

Registration
at NAB
(Continued from page 8)

John E. Fetzer, WKZO, Kalamazoo.
Birt F. Fisher, KOMO-KJR, Seattle.
M. Dean Fitzer, WDAF, Kansas City.
Mrs. Dean Fitzer, Kansas City.
Leo Fitzpatrick, WJR, Detroit,
y Donald Flamm, WMCA, New York.
* Ed. Flanigan. WSPD, Toledo.
Sidney S. Fox, KDYL, Salt Lake City.
Gene F. Furgason, Furgason & Aston
P?
Inc., Chicago.
Earl H. Gammons, WCCO, Minneapolis.
Mrs. Earl H. Gammons, Minneapolis.
Miss Jeanne Ann Gammons, Minneapolis.
W. W. Gedge, WMBC. Detroit.
Wm. Chas. Gillespie. KTUL, Tulsa.
Glenn D. Gillett, Washington.
John J. Gillin Jr., WOW, Omaha.
Don E. Gilman, KPO. San Francisco.
Benedict Gimbel Jr., WIP., Philadelphia.
Mrs. B. Gimbel Jr., Philadelphia.
Earl J. Glade. KSL. Salt Lake City.
Paul F. Godley, Montclair, N. J.
Frank E. Golder, KFEL-KVOD, Denver,
t Timothy S. Goodman, WKRC, Cincinnati.
Purnell H. Gould, WFBR, Baltimore.
| Edward L. Gove, WHK, Cleveland.
'§ Murray B. Grabhorn, John Blair & Co.,
H
New York.
Donald
Graham, KJR-KOMO,
Seattle,
?
Kan. B.G. Greenwald,
t| Wm.
KWBG, Hutchinson,
Mrs. W. B. Greenwald, Hutchinson, Kan.
Humboldt J. Greig, KTAT, Fort Worth.
La. O. Gross, KTBS-KWKH, Shreveport,
Jack
Wm. C. Grove, KLZ, Denver.
John W. Guider, Hogan, Donovan, Jones,
Hartson & Guider, Washington.
Mrs. John W. Guider, Washington.
Mrs. Glenn D. Gillett, Washington.
Kolin D. Hager. WGY, Schenectady.
Clarence T. Hagman, WTCN, St. Paul.
Hugh A. Halff. WOAI, San Antonio.
:i Guy C. Hamilton, KFBK, Sacramento.
& Ray Hamilton, KMOX, St. Louis.
I Harold H. Hanseth, KIEM, Eureka, Cal.
I R. T. Harris. KDYL, Salt Lake City.
5 Alfred
•
York. F. Harrison, United Press, New
Fred J. Hart, KGMB, Honolulu. T. H.
J. troit.
J. Hartigan, Campbell-Ewald Co., De-

■■
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NOW

CALIENTE
£.
JOCKEY CLUB'

Convention

Harry Harvey, KFAB, Lincoln, Neb.
Alice Harvey, KFAB, Lincoln, Neb.
Donald L. Hathaway, KDFN, Casper, Wyo.
Earl Haverlin, KFI-KECA, Los Angeles.
Clarence W. Hayes, WHBC, Canton, O.
Mrs. Clarence
W. Hayes, WHBC, Canton, O.
Carl E. Haymond, KMO, Tacoma.
Mrs. Carl E. Haymond, KMO, Tacoma.
William S. Hedges, WEAF, New York.
Mrs. W. S. Hedges, WEAF, New York.
Joseph Henkin, KSOO, Sioux Falls, S. D.
Mrs. Joseph Henkin, KSOO, Sioux Falls.
Falls.Ruth Henkins, KSOO, Sioux Falls.
Miss
Julius M. Hetland, WDAY, Fargo, N. D.
Herman J. Hettinger, NAB, Washington.
Harold C. Higgins, Paul H. Raymer Co.,
Chicago.
Chas. A. Hill, WIBM, Jackson, Mich.
Mrs. C. A. Hill, Jackson, Mich.
Wm. P. Hilliard, W. P. Hilliard Co., Chicago. C. Hirsch, KFVS, Cape Girardeau,
Oscar
Mo.
Mrs. O. C. Hirsch, Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Harry H. Hoessly, WAIU, Columbus.
Herb Hollister, WLBF, Kansas City.
Mrs. Herb Hollister, Kansas City.
Harrison Holliway, KFRC, San Francisco.
John A. Holman, WBZ, Boston.
James F. Hopkins, WJBK, Detroit.
W. L. Hoppes, Elec. Research Products
Inc., New York.
C. W. Horn, NBC, New York.
Douglas Hotchkiss, KTHS, Hot Springs.
Ark.
Mrs. Douglas Hotchkiss, Hot Springs, Ark.
Miss Ruth Hotchkiss, Hot Springs, Ark.
H. Harold Hough, WBAP, Fort Worth.
Chas. Howell, KFXJ, Grand Junction, Col.
Rex G. Howell, KFXJ, Grand Junction,
Col.
Stanley E. Hubbard, KSTP, St. Paul.
Mrs. S. E. Hubbard, St. Paul.
James Hughes, WHBF, Rock Island, 111.
Frank E. Hurt, KFXD, Nampa, Ida.
W. S. Izzard, KGNC, Amarillo, Tex.
Lowell E. Jackson, KLRA-KRLD, Chicago.
Edward J. Jansen, KVI, Tacoma.
C. M. Jansky Jr., Jansky & Bailey, Washington.
Jesse
H. Jay, WIOD, Miami.
Dan Jayne. WELL, Battle Creek.
Ray C. Jenkins, KSD, St. Louis.
Jay A. Johnson, WTAX, Springfield, 111.
Arthur L. Jones, KOA, Denver.
Mrs. A. L. Jones, Denver.
Rogan Jones, KVOS. Bellingham, Wash.
Warren
C. Jones, Bell Telephone Labs.,
New York.
Leslie Joy, KYW, Philadelphia.
Darrold A. Kahn, KGKO, Wichita Falls,
Tex.
Paul H. Karnes. International News Service, New York.
John J. Karol, CBS, New York.
Eugene Katz, Joseph Katz Co., New York.
Lambdin Kay, WSB, Atlanta.
Mrs. Lambdin Kay, Atlanta.
Sydnev M. Kaye, CBS.
Al. Kellert, WABY. Albany, N. Y.
Arthur J. Kemp, KNX, Hollywood.
Plug Kendrick, WIRE, Indianapolis.
Lou R. Keplinger, KVOR, Colorado
Springs.
Keith Kiggins, NBC, New York.
Mrs. Keith Kiggins. New York.
Gerald King. KFWB. Los Angeles.
J. Russell Knowland Jr., KLX, Oakland,
Cal.
Finn Koren, KWTN, Watertown, S. D.
W. Emery Lancaster, WTAD, Quincy, 111.
Freeman
Lang, Freeman Lang Studios,
Los Angeles.
Philip G. Laskv, KSFO, San Francisco.
Paul H. La Stayo, WAAT, Jersey City.
Gene
Cal. W. Lee, KFXM, San Bernardino,
Clarence Leich, WGBF, Evansville, Ind.
Dalton
Forks, A.N. LeD. Masurier, KFJM, Grand
Isaac D. Levy, WCAU, Philadelphia.
Leon Levy, WCAU, Philadelphia.
Rita Levy, Philadelphia.
Leonard O.Lewis.
New Ariz.
York.
Richard
Lewis,Printers'
KTAR, Ink,
Phoenix,
Rodney P. Lien, KSO, Des Moines.
Gene Lindberg, Denver Post, Denver.
Howard M. Loeb, WFDF, Flint, Mich.
Mrs. H. M. Loeb, Flint, Mich.
Leo A. Loeb, KDYL, Salt Lake City.
WFIL
adelphia
Only Philadelphia outlet
forBlue
N. B.Network
C. Basic
1000 Watts
560 Kilocycles

. .

Horace L. Lohnes, KDKA, Pittsburg]
Omaha. Lottridge, KOIL - KFAB - K j
Buryl
Philip G. Loucks, NAB, Washington.
I.H. R.G. Lounsberry,
Love, CFCN,WGR-WKBW,
Calgary, Alta.Buff;
Paul A. Loyet, WHO, Des Moines.
J. Thomas Lyons, WCAO, Baltimore
Mrs. J. Thos. Lyons, Baltimore.
C. Francisco.
P. MacGregor, MacGregor & Sollie
C. L. McCarthy, KQW, San Jose, Cal
Hugh S. McCartney, WCCO, Minnea
Mrs. Hugh S. McCartney, Minneapol:
James McConnell, NBC, San Francis;
John
C. Mc Cormack,
KWKH-K
Shreveport,
La.
City. J. McCosker, WOR, New Yor
Alfred
R. G. McCurdy, Graybar Elec. Co., K
G. B. McDermott, WENR, Chicago.
Lawrence W. McDowell, KFOX,
Beach, CaL
Ben S. MeGlashan, KGFJ, Los AngeH
Joseph H. McGillvra, Joseph McGi
New York.
Mrs. J. H. McGillvra, New York.
James C. McNary, NAB, Washingto
Joseph O. Maland, WHO, Des Moine
Glenn Marshall, WMBR, Jacksonville,
K. G. Marshall, WBRC, Birminghan
Reginald Martin, KSO, Des Moines.
Robt. S. Maslin, WFBR, Baltimore.
Frank E. Mason, NBC, New York.
Richard H. Mason, WPTF, Raleigh, 1
Don C. Mather, WIBM, Jackson, Mi
Mrs. Don C. Mather, Jackson, Mich.
Fred E. Mayhew, KASA, Elk City,
Edythe
F. Melrose,
F.
W. Meyer,
KLZ, WJAY,
Denver. Cleveland
Mrs. F. W. Meyer, Denver.
Carl J. Meyers, WGN, Chicago.
J. L.
I. Meyerson,
WKY,
Oklahoma
Cit
J.
Middlebrooks,
WAPI,
Birminghs
Mrs. J. L. Middlebrooks, Birminghan
Russell Middleton, KGNC, Amarillo,
C. E. Midgley Jr., Batten, Barton, Dur
& Osborn,
New York.
Mrs.
C. E. Midgley
Jr., New York.
Nana Miller, Denver.
A. C. Moffat, WMAS, Springfield, Ms
Herbert
S. Moore,
vice, New
York. Trans-Radio Press
James M. Moroney, WFAA, Dallas.
Art J. Mosby, KGVO, Missoula, Mont
Chas. W. Myers, KOIN-KALE, Port
Ore.
Mrs. C. W. Myers, Portland, Ore.
A. E. Nelson, KOA, Denver.
Mrs. A. E. Nelson, Denver.
Dick Niles, KRGV, Weslaco, Tex.
Carl Nissen, KNX, Hollywood.
SidneyS. Q.C. Noel,
W9XBY, City.
Kansas Ci
Mrs.
Noel, Kansas
Gilmore N. Nunn, KGNC, Amarillo,
William O'Brien, Crowell Pub. Co.,
York.O'Fallon, KFEL-KVOD, Denver
Gene
Mrs. Gene
O'Fallon, Denver.
Henry Orbach. KFEL-KVOD, Denver.
Mrs. Henry Orbach, Denver.
B. F. B.Orr,
KTRH,Houston.
Houston.
Mrs.
F. Orr,
Eugene G. Pack, KSL, Salt Lake Cit;.;
Mrs. Eugene Pack, Salt Lake City.
Joe C. Page, Ross Fed. Research, Dei
Fred
bus, A.O. Palmer, WBNS-WCOL, Co
Mrs. Fred A. Palmer, Columbus, O.
John F. Patt, WGAR, Cleveland.
S. H. Patterson, KVOR, Colorado Spr
W.
L. Paul,
N. W. WKY,
Radio Oklahoma
Adv. Co., Sei
Herbert
M. Peck,
Ci
Elmer D. Pederson, KNX, Los Angel
Edward
Petry,
Edward
Petry
&
Co.,
York.
Mrs. Edward Petry, New York.
Herbert
L. Pettey,
Federal Communiea'
Commission,
Washington.
C. G.
Phillips, WFBL,
KIDO-KORE,
Boise, Ic
C.
F. Phillips,
Syracuse.
Thos. M. Pledge, International News
vice, E.NewPoole,
York. Bell Telephone Lat.i
Robt.
tories, New York.
Hugh J. Powell, KGGJ, Coffeyville, E
D. J. Poyner, WMBH, Joplin. Mo.
Anning
S. Prall,
Federal Communical
Commission,
Washington.
Elmer W. Pratt, Attorney, Washingtc
Vernon H. Pribble, WTAM, Cleveland.
Cecil U. Price, KFH, Wichita.
Frank
Purkett, Freeman Lang Stu
Los Angeles.
WilliamW. D.D. Pyle,
Denvei
Mrs.
Pvle, KFEL-KVOD,
Denver.
K. W. Pyle, KFBI, Abilene, Kan.
Wm. B. Quarton, WMT, Cedar Rapids
Frank Quinn, KLZ, Denver.
Wm. G. Rambeau, WOR, Chicago.
Paul H. Raymer, Paul Raymer Co.,
York.
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irold C. Read, American Telephone &
Telegraph Co., New York.
.r\ C. Reineke. WDAY, Fargo, N. D.
E. Richardson, Graybar Electric Co.,
New York.
iephen R. Rintoul, World Broadcasting
System. New York.
■ aham A. Robertson, WLS. New York.
Ubbell Robinson Jr., Young & Rubicam
Inc., New York.
Iiylor Rogers, KNX, Hollywood.
jTid T. Rollo, Attorney, Washington,
its. Reid T. Rollo. Washington.
!, J. Rosenberg, New York.
Ijanuel
innati. Rosenberg, The Advertiser, Cin;jgene J. Roth, KONO. San Antonio,
anroe F. Rubin, WJAY, Cleveland,
efford R. Runyon, CBS, New York,
rs. M. R. Runvon, New York,
M. Russell, WRC, Washington,
a •ank
hn H. Ryan, WSPD, Toledo,
jin A. Ryan. WGN, Chicago.
>hn T. Schilling, WHB. Kansas City.
A. Schudt, WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
iDbert F. Schulz, WDAY. Fargo, N. D.
on Searle, WIBW, Topeka.
•aul M. Segal, WRBX, Roanoke, Va.
arry A. Seils, WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
H. Shapiro, Billboard, New York,
rch Shawd. CKLW, Detroit.
Dhn Shepard, III. WNAG, Boston.
. H. Shinnick, WWAE. Washington,
oward A. Shuman. KARK.
iss Bert
Siebert, NAB, Washington.
pss
jen
ry BeiW. Slavick, WMC, Memphis.
#Jl trs. H. V W. Slavick, Memphis.
litford L. Sleininger, Free & Sleininger
I Inc., Chicago.
irthur L. Smith, KFIO, Spokane,
alvin
les. J. Smith, KFVD-KFAC, Los Angefeo.
aroldW. E.Smith,
Smith,WWVA.
WOKO. Wheeling,
Albany.
Iernon
A. Smith.
RCA
Mfg. Co.,Lawrence,
New York,
H. Smith, WREN,
Kan.
William L. Smith, Western Elec. Co.,
Hollywood.
fm. B. Smullin, KIEM, Eureka, Cal.
\enn Snyder, WLS, Chicago.
K.
E. Springs,
Sparling, Gazette-Telegraph, Colo| rado
pjijaul
Spearman,
Washington,
dwinD. M.P. Spence,
WBAL,
Baltimore.D. C.
'•Jliiarry R. Spence, KXRO, Aberdeen, Wash.
^-fJIIrs.
Spence, Aberdeen,
Wash, Ana,
llrnestH. L.R. Spencer,
KREG, Santa
Cal.
Spight, John Blair & Co., San
11 indsay
Francisco.
- ^tuart
Sprague,
WJZ,Cleveland.
New York.
!urt Squire, WHK,
I. S. Stauffer, KGFF, Shawnee, Okla.
ack Stewart, WFIL, Philadelphia,
ack Stilwill, WIRE, Indianapolis,
.awrence W. Stinson, KVOO, Tulsa,
ohn J. Storey, WTAG, Worcester, Mass.
Jorman F. Storm, KOL, Seattle.
H. Straight, WHB, Kansas City.
liss Frances Street, Birmingham,
heodore C. Streibert, WOR. New York.
1.Walla.
E. Studebaker,
KUJ-KRLC, Walla
Wash.
. W. Symons Jr., KFPY, Spokane.
lirchie O. Taft. KOL. Seattle.
',y
Billings, Mont.
Sol Taillon,
Taishoff,KGHL,
Broadcasting
Magazine,
s : Washington.
pliff Taylor, WBEN, Buffalo, N. Y.
?.Washington.
G. Taylor, Broadcasting Magazine,
U. L. Taylor, KABC, San Antonio,
lugh S. Taylor, Graybar Electric Co., New
. ' KGNC, Amarillo, Tex.
I). Yo
L.rkTaylor.
VIrs. O. L. Taylor, Amarillo, Tex.
Lloyd C. Thomas, WROK, Rockford, 111.
! :Sobt. M. Thompson, KQV, Pittsburgh,
y F. Thompson, WFBG, Altoona. Pa.
Jonald W. Thornburgh, WBBM, Chicago.
Mrs. D. W. Thornburgh, Chicago.
S. W. Thurston, Western Electric Co.,
New York.
I*|ern
KPRC, Houston,
MerrittTips,
E. Tompkins,
Assoc. Tex.
Music Pub.,
! New York.
I tfiles Trammell, NBC, Chicago.
j 3dgar N. Twamley, WBEN, Buffalo.
Voe H. Uhalt, WDSU, New Orleans.
Harold C. Vance, RCA Mfg. Co., Chicago.
J. L. VanVolkenburg, KMOX, St. Louis.
"Mrs. J.Veatch,
L. VanVolkenburg,
St. Louis.
[.Nona
Denver.
''Peyton
KFEL-KVOD,
Denver. Co.,
rClarence Veatch,
H. Venner,
Conquest Alliance
i New York.
ijEdward
1 Chicago.E. Voynow, Edward Petry & Co.,
"Len
J. Wagner, National Research Bureau,
*; Chicago.
Judith C. Waller, NBC, Chicago.
VS. T. Ward, WLAC, Nashville.
; Wm. B. Way, KVOO, Tulsa.
;John H. Weiser, Botsford, Constantine &
Gardner, Los Angeles.
Lewis Allen Weiss, WJR, Detroit.
i Wiley D. Wenger, KFNX, Shenandoah, la.
D. Wenger,
!'Mrs.
ArthurWiley
Westlund,
KRE, Shenandoah,
Oakland, Cal.la.
Maurice J. Wetzel, NBC, Chicago,
j Harold Wheelahan, WSMB, New Orleans.
Clarence
N. Y. Wheeler, WHEC, Rochester,
Uuly
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DON'T

FORGET
The

And

The

FOURSOME— Hal Finnerty, KFEL; Jerry Akers, KFEL; Art Croghan,
WDGY; Don Anderson, WIL.
CyFrancisco.
Whitaker, MacGregor & Sollie, San
Edwin
York. M. Williams, United Press, New
Warren
town, O.P. Williamson, WKBN, YoungsR. Early Willson, KABC, San Antonio.
Gordon J. Willox, WDBO, Orlando, Fla.
Howard soc.,
.H.KansasWilson,
City. Howard Willson AsL. B. Wilson, WCKY, Cincinnati.
Earl W. Winger, WDOD, Chattanooga.
Mrs. Earl W. Winger, Chattanooga.
Lou R. Winston, Radio Prod. Sales, Hollywood.
Donald Withcomb, WFIL, Philadelphia.
W. M. Witty, RCA Mfg. Co., Dallas.
Harvey Wixson, KGA-KHQ, Spokane.
Harry A. Woodman, KDKA, Pittsburgh.
Samuel Woodworth, WFBL, Syracuse.
Eigar M. Woody, KASA, Elk City, Okla.
Hoyt Wooten, WREC, Memphis.
Dick Wylie, Don Lee System, Los Angeles.
Mrs. Dick Wylie, Los Angeles.
Karl O. Wyler, KTSM, El Paso.
W.N. Avera
C. Wynne, WEED, Rocky Mount,
Dr. Geo. Young, WDGY, Minneapolis.
H. E. Young, Western Electric Co., New
York.
Ed Zimmerman, WTAM, Cleveland.
COURT GETS AIR
WHIO Cuts Off Judge, Bringing
Flocks of Squawks
WHIO, Dayton, 0., got a quick
demonstration of the pulling power
of its municipal courtroom programs recently when it cut off
Judge Null M. Hodapp in the middle of what WHIO calls "an extemperaneous
in connection with his diatribe
recent domestic
troubles."
Immediately after cutting off
the program, WHIO and the court
clerk's office were swamped with
calls, many of them long distance.
The Daily News, newspaper affiliate, carried a front-page box explaining the cutoff.
Judge Hodapp, who has filed a
$50,000 alienation of affection suit
against Dr. John Finley Williamson, director of the Westminster
Choir in which Mrs. Hodapp is a
soloist, asked Chuck Gay, WHIO
announcer, if he might talk for a
few minutes before calling the first
case. For 10 minutes he told the
audience of his domestic troubles,
appealing to public opinion, but
when he began indulging in specific personalities, according to
Gay, the talk was cut. The incident
was the main topic of discussion
in the WHIO area for days.
FEATURES
On Transcriptions
Available to Stations and Agencies
Samples on Request
STANDARD
RADIO ADVERTISING CO.
Hollywood, Calif.
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Georgians Organizing
A MEETING
of for
Georgia's
broadcasting stations
the purpose
of organizing a state association
affiliated with the NAB has been
called in Savannah July 25 and 26.
WTOC, Savannah, will be host to
the group who will headquarter at
the Hotel DeSoto. The meeting
has been called by W. T. Knight,
WTOC manager; E. K. Cargill,
WMAZ, Macon, and Steve Cisler,
WJTL, Atlanta.
MILLER FUR Co., Chicago retail
furrier, has contracted for 100
quarter - hour broadcasts, four
weekly, over WMAQ, Chicago, and
a similar number over WENR,
Chicago, beginning in July and
running until June, 1936. Charles
Silver & Co., Chicago, is the
agency.

We're

',N

with your
some "head
economical
Get
start"
institutional advertising this summer.
Ask Us

WMEX
1500 kc — 250 w L.S. — 100 w N.
HOTEL MANGER — BOSTON
In America's Fourth Market
Tel. CAPitol 7560 — Teletype Bos. 157

XHE

. . . and

MIDDLE'

like

it!

WHAS has the distinct advantage of heing
able to deliver both northern and southern
markets ... It is the farthest south of all
Columbia Broadcasting Basic Outlets, yet it is
strategically located in the very heart of the
rich Ohio Valley, near the center of population, where its 50,000 watt signal spreads
into profitable territories on every side.
. . . And it is because WHAS has proved its
ability to reach and sell a large, cosmopolitan
audience that its schedule is well filled, winter and summer, with the cream of radio programs.
WHAS
820 KILOCYCLES
50,000 WATTS
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY 8C CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
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Urges

United Legislative Front
(Continued from page 15)
publication in a newspaper ought
of the FCC under the law to take
an active interest in, and, if it to be adequate to prevent its being
broadcast. If it is not illegal, it
deems necessary, to regulate broadseems utterly unreasonable that a
cast programs. His reasoning was
similar with that expressed in the broadcaster should be threatened
with the loss of his license for givreport of the Standing Committee
on Communications of the Ameriing publicity
to it."
can Bar Association, published
Special
Control
elsewhere in this issue.
ON THIS score, Mr. Bellows said
"Your committee," he said, "de- also that the industry should arsires to emphasize just as strongly
rive at some definite conclusion as
as possible the importance of this
matter. It holds no brief for any
to
its
position in this matter. "On
YORK
NEW
the one hand," he asserted,
form of fraudulent or misleading
advertising, and certainly none for "there is the possibility of controllLocated on aristocratic
ing advertising exactly as adveradvertising which may be injurious
tising in other media is controlled.
to
health,
but
it
urges
very
strongPark Avenue, this world
On the other hand, the Commisly on your Association the importsion is apparently proceeding on
ance of finding out whether radio
renowned hotel combines
broadcasting is to be regulated as the assumption that radio advertising needs a special type of conto its advertising by the same laws
luxury with convenience.
trol which does not apply to any
which apply to other media, or
whether it is willing to admit that form of printed advertising. NoSingle rooms from *5.00
body would think of threatening a
the FCC has the right to use its
Double rooms from *7.00
newspaper with extinction because
licensing power as a means of in- it published an objectionable adverdirect censorship over radio protisement. The paper might properly
be
prevented
by legal means
grams.
"It may be that such action is
continuing to publish such
justified in the public interest, but from
advertising, and the advertiser
in that case the industry is entitled to know what standards the himself might be punished, but
Commission proposes to set up. In there is certainly no way in which
the very existence of the paper
the judgment of your committee,
could be threatened."
it is utterly illogical that a station
Touching upon pending food and
should be threatened with the loss
drug legislation, Mr. Bellows again
of its license by reason of the berated
industry for failure to
broadcasting programs which, so reach a the
definite stand. The Senate
far as it knows, are not in contraalready has passed the Copeland
vention of any existing law. If an
Bill (S. 5) which among other
advertisement is illegal, the same
methods which would prevent its things provides for the regulation
of advertising by the Secretary of
Agriculture. The Mead Bill (H.
R. 6906), he said, leaves the regulation of advertising to the Federal Trade Commission. He said it
FEDERAL
TELEGRAPH
CO.
was impossible to secure a definite
expression from broadcasters on
these divergent bills.
Pointing out that this major isRADIO
TUBES
perfo
RMANCE
sue is extremely important, Mr.
Bellows said that regulation by the
FTC involves simply an extension
of a system already in effect. Regulation by the Secretary of Agriculture involves setting up new maLONG LIFE • UNIFORM
chinery which, in part, will necesCHARACTERISTICS
sarily duplicate the work of the
Made under Federal Telegraph
FTC. He stated:
Company-Owned Patents
"It is the belief of your committee that such duplication is undesirable, and that the basic purpose
of establishing control of advertisFederal Telegraph Co.
Tube F-3S7A
ing in the Department of Agriculture is to set up what may easily
Hall Wave Rectifier
(Interchangeable
with
develop
into a form of censorship.
U. V. 857 and W. E. 266A)
While fully recognizing the vital
importance of adequate protection
for public health, your committee
believes that such a protection can
be effectively provided without the
0F-357A, half wave rectifier
creation of a new bureaucracy to
illustrated above, represents just
regulate advertising."
one of a long line of Federal TeleProblems of the Year
Concluding, Mr. Bellows said:
graph Co. Radio Tubes "Famed for
"No one can foretell what will
Per/ormtmce"throughoutthe world.
Federal Telegraph Co. engineers
be the major legislative problems
of the coming year, but there will
have greatly improved this type of
certainly be plenty of them. Your
chairman does not believe that
mercury vapor tube by shielding it.
your Association needs to employ,
In F-357A the arc is confined within
the shield which reduces bulb blackening and materially reduces the
EPRESENTATIVES
tendency to arc back. A special
DIO STATION
RA
Federal Telegraph Company, a Mackay filament core material insures perWALTER BIDDICK CO.
Radio subsidiary, maintain* a lube service
organization ihtil really wants to serve you.
manency of the oxide coating and
568 Chamber of Commerce Bids., Los Angeles
1358 Russ Bldg., San Francisco, California
prevents flaking. Write for catalog.
4404 Stuart Bldg., Seattle, Washington
619 Charles Bldg., Denver
FEDERAL TELEGRAPH COMPANY, 200 Mt. Pleasant Avenue, Newark. N. J.
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or should employ, a lobbyist ;
such. He does emphatically b
lieve, exactly as he advised you |
Cincinnati nearly a year ago, tfcj
your Association should so expai
its Washington staff as to provii
adequately for the maintenance i
an efficient service covering legi
lation, education, and public reh
tions. It is believed that the:
three activities could well be coi
centrated in the hands of one ma
as Particular
they are closely
emphasisinter-related
was laid t
Mr. Bellows upon state taxatio
First he pointed to the decision i
the Supreme Court of Georgia la;
January, in which it upheld tli|
right of the City of Atlanta to in J
pose an occupational tax on Ogi
t h o r p e University's
(WJTI
broadcasting station. Appealed I
the U. S. Supreme Court, the cat]
was dismissed when it appear*
that the issue could better be dtj
termined on the basis of a moij
complete record in some other cas I
Northwest Case
THIS RECORD, Mr. Bellows saiJ
was available in the case (
Fisher's
Blend Station Inj
(KOMO, Seattle) against tr
Washington
State Tax Commi;
sion. The lower court had enjoine
the
lectingState
a taxCommission
on the grossfrom
revenuco'
of the station, and then, last Maji
the Supreme Court reversed tb
lower court, with the ChMef Justic
dissenting. These two decision;
Mr. Bellows declared, if permitted
to stand, mean substantially tha
every station may be taxed, eithe
on the basis of a percentage of it
gross revenue, or through a specie
occupation tax, not only by th|
state but by the county or municii
pality. He urged the industr i
promptly and vigorously to coopei
ate in an effort to get the case be]
fore the highest tribunal.
The record is excellent, Mr. Bel
lows said, with the KJR lawyer
having done an admirable piece o
work,
adding: "In
the opinion
many attorneys
consulted
by youo
Committee, the Washington deci
sion runs directly counter to th
whole course of relevant decision
by the Supreme Court of the Unite*
States, and it is the belief of you
committee that an appeal has con
siderable chance of success."
Western

Electric Offers

New Type of Transmitted
A NEW 100-250 watt high-fideliti
broadcast transmitter of revoln
tionary design, developed by Bel
Telephone Laboratories, has beei
announced by Western Electrii
and was shown for the first time a
the NAB convention at Colorad*
Springs. The transmitter embodie:
innovations, both electrical an<
mechanical, throughout its entir<
design and introduces three whicl
are altogether new to the radit
broadcasting field.
These three are the stabilizes
feed-back principle for controlling
the production of audio frequency
harmonics and noise within th<
transmitter, generally recognizee
as the outstanding problem ir
achieving high-fidelity transmis
sion; an automatic delay circui
for use with mercury vapor recti
fiers; and the first application in e
broadcast transmitter of the low
temperature coefficient (so-callec
AT cut) crystals.
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nadian Loophole
ii Radio
License
Itatute

Continues

aders Not to Be Prosecuted;
ilitical Turmoil Prevails
By JAMES MONTAGNES
| j^E CANADIAN Parliament has
urogued and the members are
;ting ready for an election. Befe they departed for their homes
irliamentarians failed to pass an
liendment to the Canadian RaAct which officials have been
ixious to see incorporated in the
jt. The loophole by which lislers can evade payment of the
nual license for a receiver was
t plugged and inspectors
■ i jroughout
the been
country
are underjod to have
instructed
not
prosecute listeners who fail to
ke out a license. Since license
llections maintain the CRC this
;;uation
ences. may have serious consei 1 1The election is given as the exi se for the warning about prosem i tions. Nevertheless the vendors
nijil radio licenses are busy trying
sell licenses on the house-tofi i|)use system, for these political
1 appointments which net 15% are
jinsidered shaky due to the best \pi that the Conservative governi« :>ent may be overwhelmingly deated.
The $2 annual license fees for
radio receiver have so far been
llected on the assumption that
radio receiver is as much a radio
istallation as that of a ship or
)lfi amateur transmitting-receiving
3 iation. There has been opposi: on, and many have been fined in
!r ipurt and forced to buy a license.
ne case in Windsor has been apitttealed a number of times, and the
findings in that case resulted in
jn amendment being asked by the
adio branch to aid in enforcing
jpe collection of licenses. The
i Amendment is still to become part
tlf the Canadian Radio Act. Until then radio listeners who refuse
<(o pay the annual fee, have a
Loophole of escape.
But few of
ihem know about it.
Parliament also found just before closing that the bill lengthenig the life of the Radio CommisJion as passed by the House of
jfommons was not pleasing to the
enate. Premier Bennett demandthat the Senate pass the bill as
passed the House. Hon. Arthur
eighen, government leader in the

ON FOUR NETWORKS
WXYZ to Be With NBC, Mutual
Canadian & Michigan
THE DISTINCTION of being the
only station in the world receiving
programs from four networks and
producing programs for three of
them is claimed by WXYZ, Detroit,
when it joins the NBC-WJZ network Sept. 29 in lieu of WJR,
which then joins CBS. WXYZ for
more than a year has been key of
the eight - station Michigan Network, and the last two years it has
been broadcasting outstanding programs of the Canadian Radio Commission's network as well as producing occasional programs for
Canada.
It will maintain these affiliations, and in addition to joining
NBC, WXYZ will maintain an association with the Mutual Broadcasting System, continuing to produce its Lone Ranger radio dramas
for that network three times weekly as well as receive MBS commercials. After Sept. 29, however,
CKLW, Detroit-Windsor, also will
affiliate with MBS.
Senate, told Mr. Bennett that the
Senate would not be dictated to,
even by the Prime Minister, and
Premier Bennett apologized. The
Senate passed the radio bill as it
saw fit with amendments, sent it
to the House, which passed it as
amended. The Radio Commission
lives till March 31, 1936, but the
bill as amended does not guarantee that the commissioners will remain in power that long. Following the election the present three
commissioners, Hector Charlesworth, Jacques Cartier, and Col.
A. Steel, may be immediately replaced, depending on which of the
four parties wins the contest.
A plan which is received favorably in some circles is to do away
with the commissioners, appoint a
general manager, and managers of
the various branches of the broadcasting industry under him. But
no matter whether this plan or
the present of having three commissioners handle nationalized
broadcasting in Canada, there is
little likelihood of broadcasting
going back into private hands.
Nationalized broadcasting has the
backing of *all political
* * parties.
THE INVESTIGATION into the
Canadian Performing Rights Society still continues. At the Ottawa hearing recently it was

Lost His Pants
GARY BRECKNER, chief
radio announcer at the San
Diego Exposition for programs on both NBC and
CBS, uses a bicycle to hop
from one remote point to
another. The other day he
cycled into a fire hydrant,
renting asunder both trouser
legs from hip to ankle, plus
facial bruises. Thus exposed,
he took refuge in a nearby
nudist colony pending repairs to his trousers.
learned from E. G. Gowling representing the CRC that the Society claimed fees for 40 musical
works which were not registered
under the copyright act of 1924.
These selections it was pointed out
cannot now be copyrighted by the
Society because they were not registered before 1924. Judge James
Parker, the commissioner hearing
the charges against the Society,
stated that he would consider the
Radio Commission's contention on
these unregistered works, adding
that it was a matter for legal
argument. *
* *
DAVE MILLER formerly with
CFRB, Toronto, is now connected
as manager of the new 1,000 watt
station at Sudbury, Ont., which is
to open shortly as CKSO carrying
CRC, New York and local programs. Len Parkes, formerly chief
engineer of CKCL, Toronto, is
chief engineer of the new station.

Modern Merchandising
(Continued from page 49)
soring the campaign. Or, in the
case of gasoline accounts and similar advertisers, the employes can
be called to the station either to
see the actual broadcast or to view
a special performance by the talent.
Radio merchandising is endless;
these are only a few methods that
can be used to secure dealer and
salesperson support. So long as
radio remembers its grip on the
imagination of the public and its
appeal dising
of methods
theatre,
merchanwill new
develop.
Briefly then, here are four principles for radio stations to follow
in connection with increased competition and modern merchandising: 1. Know the problems of the
client from his own side of the
desk. 2. Use methods to solve
these problems that are in accordance with the tradition and experience of the client's trade. 3. Publicize the program to all concerned, from the factory employee
to the consumer. 4. Keep the program alive once it goes on the
air by constant stimulation of the
client's imagination and the advertising agency organization.
INSULATORS
for every
Broadcasting Requirement
LAPP INSULATOR CO., INC.
LeROY, NEW YORK

K-A-X
PATENT PENDING
KEAR ANTENNA EXCITATION SYSTEM
Used on new Airways Radio Range Beacon Stations
Recent K-A-X installations
WKRC, WORC, WPEN, WPRO, WORK, W1XBS
A STABILIZED DIRECTIVE SYSTEM WHICH WILL:
Reduce interfering signals with neighboring stations on same
channel.
Increase service area in non-interfering zones.
Designed, constructed and installed to meet your requirements.
WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
McLachlen Building
Washington, D. C.
July 15, 1935
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Pioneer designers and builders of Self-Supporting and
Guyed Type Vertical Radiators for the world's foremost
Broadcasting Stations. Descriptive literature on request.
BLAW-KNOX COMPANY
2038 FARMERS BANK BUILDING - PITTSBURGH,

PENNA.
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

OF

THE

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

(Broadcast Division)
Decisions

. . .
JULY 2
WOW, Omaha — Granted modif. CP
transmitter site, equip., extend completion.
WPAY, Portsmouth, O. — Granted license
for CP move from Mt. Orab to Portsmouth, new equip., 1370 kc 100 w unltd.
WHEF, Kosciusko, Miss. — Granted license for CP move transmitter.
KWBG, Hutchinson, Kan.— Granted license for CP new station 1420 kc 100 w
unltd.
WBBM, Chicago — Granted license for
CP increase from 25 to 50 kw, new equip.
WHDL, Olean, N. Y.— Granted consent
vol.
assignment license to Olean Brdcstg.
Co. Inc.
WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md. — Granted extension temp. auth. spec, hours.
KGKB. spec,
Tyler,hours.
Tex. — Granted temp. auth.
operate
WMFI, New Haven— Granted modif. CP
transmitter & studio sites, change equip.,
extend completion.
KWKH, Shreveport, La. — Granted extension exp. auth. 1100 kc unltd. directional antenna N to 2-1-36.
WOKO, Albany, N. Y. — Granted CP
move transmitter Central Ave. & Tremont
St., erect % wave vertical tower, change
equip.
WMT, Cedar Rapids — Granted license
CP move transmitter to 7% mi. NE Cedar
Rapids.
WJJD, Mooseheart, 111. — Granted CP
move
verticaltransmitter
radiator. to Des Plains, 111., erect
KLUF, Galveston, Tex. — Granted extension exp. auth. 250 w D to 1-1-36.
NEW, Monocacy Brdcstg. Co., Roekville,
Md. — Granted CP 1140 kc 250 w D.
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS — WCAU,
Philadelphia, granted temp. auth. use present 1 kw aux. transmitter as main 8-9 :30
a. m. pending repairs 2 weeks ; KFIZ,
Fond du Lac, Wis., granted extension
temp. auth. spec, hours to make tests ;
KFVD, Los Angeles, granted auth. operate
without approved freq. monitor 30 days ;
WDGY, Minneapolis, granted auth. operate without approved freq. monitor 3
weeks ; KGEK, Sterling, Col., granted
temp. auth. spec, hours ; KTAT, Fort
Worth, granted temp. auth. operate without approved freq. monitor to 7-23-35 ;
WHBY, Green Bay, Wis., granted temp,
auth. remain silent 7-4-35 ; KGKO, Wichita Falls, Tex., granted temp. auth. oper7-23-35.ate without approved freq. monitor to
SET FOR HEARING — NEW. Wayne
Brdcstg. Co., Hamtramack, Mich., 1370 kc
100 w D ; NEW, Champaign News-Gazette
Inc., Champaign City Limits, 111., 1370 kc
100 w unltd.; NEW, Pauline Holden, Porterville, Cal., 1210 kc 100 w unltd. ; KFIM,
Beaumont. Tex., applic. modif. license
from 500 w N 1 kw D to 1 kw; NEW, G.
A. Patterson, Chattanooga, 1200 kc 100 w
unltd. ; WJAS, Pittsburgh, modif. CP increase from 2V2 to 5 kw D; NEW, Robert
E. Cole, Washington, Pa., amend CP in
hearing docket to 1350 kc 250 w D ;
KFJM, Grand Forks, N. D., amend CP in
hearing docket from 1370 to 1410 kc, 100
w to 1 kw N 5 kw N, change antenna ;
KDYL, Salt Lake City, amend CP in hearing docket new equip., increase from 1 to
5 kw (to be heard en banc) ; NEW, American Brdcstg. Corp. of Ohio, Brooklyn. O.,
CP 890 kc 500 w N 1 kw D unltd. : KGA,
Sookane, exp. auth. change from 1470 to
950 kc 1 kw N 5 kw D.
MISCELLANEOUS — KQV, Pittsburgh,
denied extension temp. exp. auth. operate
simul.-WSMK, Dayton, O., spec, hours ;
WSMK, Dayton, same with KQV ; NEW,
Jackson D. Magenau, Erie, Pa., denied
change of hearing date ; WMAN, Mansfield, O., same; J. David Stern, New York,
granted motion to reinstate applic. CP 810
kc 500 w spec., facilities WNYC, granted
leave to file appearance hearing 10-24-35
hearing applic. WLWL : NEW, Arthur
Westlund & Jules Cohn, Santa Rosa, Cal.,
amended applic. new station 1310 kc to be
heard with applic. Howard W. Haskett for
new station at Santa Rosa, Cal., 1280 kc ;
WATR, Waterbury, Conn., granted continuance hearing 8-9-35 to 8-12-35 ; KIEM,
Eureka, Cal., granted request take depositions :WJBW, New Orleans, reconsidered action in designating renewal for
hearing and granted same.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED (request
of
WEHC,
Va., applicants)
exp. auth. —1420
kc 100 Charlottesville,
w 250 w LS
simul.-WEED N; NEW, Herbert Lee Blye,
Lebanon, Pa., 1240 kc 250 w D ; NEW,
Herbert
kc
100 w Lee
D. Blye, Uniontown, Pa., 1420
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JUNE 27 TO JULY 12, INCLUSIVE
Brdcstg. Syndicate Inc. & Cumberland
ACTIONS
ONJersey
EXAMINERS'
PORTS—WAAT,
City, granted REre- Brdcstg. Co. Inc. & Eastern Brdcstg. Co.,
granted continuance hearing scheduled
newal
license
940
kc
500
w
D,
granted
license for CP move transmitter locally, 7-31-35 on applications new stations at
Portland, Me., 1210 kc 100 w unltd. ;
new equip., sustaining Examiner Hyde;
KCRC, Enid, Okla., granted modif. license WMBR, Jacksonville, Fla., granted postfrom 1370 to 1360 kc, increase from 100 w
ponement 30 days from 7-9-35 of effective
250 w D to 250 w unltd., sustaining Ex- date decision denying applic. increase
aminer Hyde in part ; NEW, Price Siever, power to give Commission time to consider
applic. move station, use new antenna and
O. L. Bayless, J. W. Steele Jr., Duncan,
Okla., denied CP new station 1500 kc 100 change equip. ; KJR, Seattle, denied reconsideration and grant without hearing
w unltd., sustaining Examiner Hyde ;
NEW, Raymond L. Hughes, Midland, Tex., applic. increase to 10 kw, hearing scheduled for 5-9-35 continued until further nodenied CP 1200 kc 100 w D and E. F.
tice; NEW, Springfield Newspapers Inc.,
Houser & Clyde Miller d/b Big Spring Springfield,
O., denied reconsideration and
Brdcstg. Co., Big Spring, Tex., denied CP grant
hearing applic. 1120 kc 250
new station 1210 kc 100 w D, both sustain- w D ; without
WD
AY,
D., granted
moing Examiner Walker.
tion intervene Fargo,
applic. N.Robert
K. Herbst
for
new
station
at
Moorhead,
Minn.,
RATIFICATIONS :
1310 kc.
WBAA,
Ind. — Granted
RATIFICATIONS :
temp.
auth. W.
spec,Lafayette.
hours (6-24).
KNOW, Austin, Tex. — Granted extension
KOMO, Seattle — Granted auth. operate
exp. auth. use transmitter without ap- KIEL for 30 days, 1622, 2150 kc 2.4 w
proved freq. monitor spec, antenna in July
(7-5).
(6-29).
KMBC,
Kansas 30City
— Granted
tend test period
days
(7-2). auth. exWBBM, Chicago — Granted extension program tests 15 days (6-28).
KNBO.
Kansas
City
—
Granted
auth. for
tests (7-2).
JULY 9
KNBM, Oklahoma City — Same.
Longview,
KWK, St.
— Granted auth. install takeKFOR.
depositions
(7-3).Tex. — Granted request
automatic
freq.Louis
control.
KMA,
Shenandoah,
W1XBS, Waterbury, Conn. — Granted re- take depositions (7-6). la.— Granted request
newal exp. license to 12-1-35.
NEW, H. Russell Bishop, Wichita —
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— WAPI,
Birmingham, granted temp. auth. operate Granted to 7-10-35 to file appearance on
behalf of Chas. C. Theis, Wichita (7-3).
without antenna ammeter 10 days ; WFBC,
Greenville, S. C, granted extension temn.
NEW,
Rock ofBrdcstg.
Co. —attorney
Granted requestEagle
extension
time for
auth. operate portable transmitter for
field measurements.
to file written appearance (7-3).
SET mont,FOR
WMMN.
W. Va.. HEARING
modif. CP — from
890 toFair850
kc. unltd. to D. extend completion ; KQV,
Reports . . .
Pittsburgh, modif. license to 890 kc 500 w Examiners'
WIND, Gary. Ind. — Examiner Dalberg
unltd., asks facilities WMMN : WGAR.
recommended
that applic. increase
Cleveland, modif. license from 1450 to 890 to
5 kw LS be(1-67)
granted.
kc, asks facilities WMMN; WBNX, New
NEW, George B. Bairey, Valley City,
York, applic. CP move locally, increase
N. D. — Examiner Dalberg recommended
from 250 w to 1 kw; KGBU. Ketchikan,
Alaska, applic. CP change equip., increase
(1-68)ltd. be that
applic. CP 1500 kc 100 w ungranted.
from 500 w to 1 kw N 5 kw D.
WJW, Akron
; WHBC, Canton,
APPLICATION DENIED — NEW. A. Examiner
Hill recommended
(1-69) O.that—
Corenson, Pasadena, Cal., CP 1480 kc 100 WJW
granted
CP
1210
kc
w 250to
w D, heretofore set for hearing, denied as w LS beunltd.
and that WHBC 100
applic.
in default.
increase
from
100
to
250
w
D
unltd.
1200
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED— WFEA,
kc beapproved
granted antenna.
on condition applicant inManchester, N. H., exp. auth. 1340 kc 1 stal
kw unltd. ; WKRC, Cincinnati, modif. CP
KPJM,
Prescott, (1-70)
Ariz. —that
Examiner
Se550 kc 1 kw 5 kw LS unltd., extend comward recommended
applic. for
pletion ;WMT, Cedar Rapids, la., modif.
renewal of license 1500 kc 100 w unltd. be
exp. auth. use S. A. at new location 600 denied
as
in
default.
kc 1 kw 2y2 kw LS unltd.
NEW, Radio Service Inc., Las Vegas,
MISCELLANEOUS — NEW, Centennial Nev. — Examiner Seward recommended
Brdcstg. Corp., Dallas & NEW, Dallas
(1-71)ltd. be that
1200 kc 100 w unBrdcstg. Co., Dallas & KGBX, Tyler Tex.,
deniedapplic.
as inCPdefault.
granted
petition
extending
to
8-1-35
withNEW,
Eugene
DeBogory
in which to file exceptions to Ex. Rep. Brdcstg. Co., Brownsville.d/bTex.Brownsville
; NEW,
1-64, due 7-10-35 ; NEW, North Side Eugene DeBogory d/b Denton Brdcstg. Co.,
Brdcstg. Corp., New Albany, Ind., denied Denton, Tex. — Examiner Walker recomreconsideration and grant without hearing
(1-72) that applic.
CP 1370andkc that
100
be denied
applic. 1370 kc 250 w D ; NEW, Miles J. w unltd.mendedBrownsville
Hansen, Fresno, Cal., granted request take denied.
applic. CP 1420 kc 100 w D Denton be
depositions in support applic. CP ; Palmer

BARGE LINE OPENED— WDAF, Kansas City, broadcast from the
U. S. river inspection boat "Sergeant Floyd" recently when the Missouri
River was opened to commercial navigation. In the photograph (left
to right) are Joseph Flaherty, WDAF engineer; Ordell Caulkins, announcer; Frank Reichenecker, chief electrician for army engineers;
Capt. Henry Thomas, skipper of the boat, and William A. McMillan,
river pilot. The broadcast was continuous as the inspection boat and a
towboat hauling three barges proceeded up the river from St. Louis.

Applications . . .
JUNE 27
WMFF, Plattsburq-. N. Y.— CP chang
equip.,
increase
to 250 w, toamended
re ar
tenna, move transmitter
Bailey Ave.
NEW, American Brdcstg. Corp of Ohi<
Cleveland — CP 890 kc 500 w 1 kw D unlt<
asking facilities WMMN, amended re ar
tenna.
Ky. — Licenseto for
as WPAD,
amendedPaducah,
move transmitter
8th C
Terrell.
Ada,90 Okla.—
100KADA,
w unltd.
days. Spec. auth. 1200 1
KYA,
San
Francisco
Vol. assignmer
license to Hearst Radio — Inc.
KHJ,
Los
Angeles
—
License
modif. change equip., increase tofor5 CP
kw I:
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — KLPS
Minot, N. D., vol. assignment license 1
Northwest Radio Service Inc., CP ne
equip., move transmitter, change froi
1240 to 600 kc, spec, to unltd.
JUNE 28
NEW, Philco Radio & Television Corp
Philadelphia — CP 40-80 megacycles. 250 v
amended to 42000-560C0, 60000-86000 kc
spec. exp. instead of general exp.
Va. — Auth.
ferWPHR,
control Petersburg,
to John Stewart
Bryan, tr^n;
Tel.
nant Bryan & Douglas S. Freeman.
NEW,
Herbert
Lee
Blye,
Lima,
O.—
C
1210 kc 100 w D.
KTHS.
exp.
auth. Hos
1060 Springs,
kc spec. Ark. — Extensio
WGBF, Evansville, Ind. — CP chang
equip., increase to 1 kw D.
KFAB, power,
Lincoln,
— License for C
increase
new Neb.
equip.
NEW,
Clark
Standiford,
Visalia.
CP 1420 kc 100 w D. amended
to 1310Cal-k
NEW,
Paul
R.
Heitmeyer,
Wyo. — CP 1210 kc 100 w N 250 w Cheyenn.
D unltd
amended re transmitter site.
NEW, Wyoming
Educational
sociation,
Lester G.Radio
Baker,
pres., Che;A;
enne. Wyo. — CP 780 kc 500 w 1 kw :
unltd., asks facilities KGHL, amended t
630 kc, change equip., omit request KGH
facilities.
APPLICATIONS
RETURNED
— NEV\
Valley
Brdcstg. Service
Inc., Chattanoogi
CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd. ; KSCJ, Sicu
City, la., CP install aux. transmitter 50 v
JUNE 29
from
D to Hagerstown,
D and spec, Md.
hours
N. licens;
WJEJ,
— Modif.
WSPD,completion.
Toledo — Modif. CP as modified t
extend
NEW, Springfield Newspapers Inc)
Springfield.to Mo.
amended
710 —kcCP1 1120
kw D.kc 250 w unltd
NEW, Chanute Brdcstg. Co., R. I
Smith, Kan.
R. E.
Cha!
nute,
— CPHighley,
1220 C.kc M.100Brobst,
w unltd
amended to 1500 kc D, transmitter Sprue
& North Santa Fe, studio Tioga hotel.
KABR, Aberdeen, S. D. — CP new equip,
increase from 100 w to 100 w 250 w D un
ltd., amended to 100 w, omit new equip.
KIUP. Durango, Col. — Invol. assignmen
from LeRoy Haley to C. Guy Shepard.
APPLICATIONS
RETURNED
— KUOA
Fayetteville,
auth.
transfer
to
John BrownArk.,
University
; NEW, contrc
Henr;
Mariani & Kathryn Andrews, Chicago, CI i
100 w unltd. ; KFUO, St. Louis, modif. li
cense from 550 to 1010 kc, power fron
500 w 1 kw D to 1 kw unltd. time D, spec
Nlicense
; KPJM,
Prescott, Ariz.,
vol. Co.assignmen
to Southwest
Brdcstg.
JULY 1
WGAR.
Cleveland
Modif. license
fron
1450 to 890 kc, asks— facilities
of WMMN
WMFO,
Decatur,
Ala.
—
License
for
CI i
new station 1370 kc 100 w D.
KPRC, Houston — Modif. license from
kw 2% kw D to 1 kw 5 kw D.
NEW, Dudley J. Connolly & Co., Chatta
nooga
CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd., amended
to
D —only.
NEW, Pittsburg Pub. Co., Pittsburg
Kan. — CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd., amendei
to 1310 kc (withdrawn 6-20-35).
NEW, Leon S. Packard, Lewis H. Steb
bins, Alden C. Packard d/n Valley Brdcstg
Co.,
Pomona,
Cal. —& CPstudio
1160sites.
kc 250 w I
amended
re trans.
NEW, Eastern Utah Brdcstg. Co. (Sarr
G.
Weiss), Prince, Utah— CP 1420 kc 10
w unltd.
KFUH,
Monte,completion.
Cal.— Modif. CP r
transmitter,Delequip.,
KPJM,
Prescott,
Ariz.
— Vol.Co.assignmen
license to Southwest Brdcstg.
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0 LIGATIONS RETURNED— WNYC,
"ork,
license
from D to
JEW, modif.
Farmers
Educational
& unCo:|ve Union of America, Bismarck, N.
II 550 kc 1 kw 5 kw D unltd. asks
52s KFYR: NEW. Victor B. Pitts,
Tostenson d/b Raton Brdcstg. Co.,
N. M., CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
JULY 3
'BC, station
New Britain,
for
^ m Ww
1380 kcConn.
250 —w License
D.
•V, Alfred C. Matthews, Cape May,
■l-CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd., amended
p. hours.
!,, New York — ■ Extension of exp.
]50 kw to 2-1-36.
i:0, Wichita Falls. Tex. — CP move
[to
2% miles SW Wichita Falls,
I equip.
IV. Central Texas Brdcstg. Co. Inc.,
fVorth — CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd.
J, Sioux City, la.— CP aux. 50 w
litter.
IX,increase
Long from
Beach,1 kwCal. to— CP
1 kwnew5

JULY 11
WPHR,
Petersburg,
Va. — CP move
trans,
and studio
to Richmond.
WREN, Lawrence, Kan. — License for
increase from 1 kw to 1 kw
5newkw equip.,
D.
WDGY, Minneapolis — Modif. CP increase
from 2% kw N 5 kw D, change equip., extend completion.
NEW, E. L. Sherman & H. L. Corley,
Trinidad,
— CP &1370
kc sites.
100 w unltd.,
amended reCol.trans.
studio
KGMB, Honolulu — Modif. CP move transmitter locally, install new equip., increase
from 250 w to 1 kw, move studio locally,
extend completion.
APPLICATIONS
NEW,
William
S. Thellman, RETURNED
New Castle, —Pa.,
CP
1200 kc 100 w spec.

V, Wm. B. Smullin, Sacramento,
pP 1310 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd.
JULY 5
RC, Cincinnati — Extension exp. auth.
to 3-1-36, modif. CP change equip.,
se from 500 w to 1 kw N (direc~ I 2% kw D, requesting further
es in equip., increase to 1 kw N 5
(directional N).
mD, Dallas — Extension exp. auth.
:e simul.-WTI.
W. Bell Brdcstg. Co., Temple, Tex.
1370 kc 100 w D.
IEC,install
Memphis
— Modif. antenna,
CP change
directional
move
to near Rugby Park, increase from
3 1 kw D to 1 kw N 2% kw D, extend
etion.
FB,
from Hattiesburg,
spec, to unltd.Miss. — Modif. liiOW, Austin, Tex. — CP move trans.
4 W. 7th St., new equip.
EN, Lawrence,
— Auth. deterpower
by antenna Kan.
measurement.
JM,
Grand
Forks,
N.
D.
auth. increase from 100 — wLicense
to 100 forw
) w D.
JAX, Yankton, S. D.— Modif. CP ine from 1 kw N 2% kw D to 1 kw N
D, change equip., move trans, localitend completion.
L, Seattle — Modif. license from 1 kw
i kw D to 1 kw N 5 kw D.
W, W. L. Gleeson, Salinas, Cal.— CP
kc 100 w unltd., amended to 1310 kc,
gre
as. transmitter & studio sites to near
PLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW,
City Brdcstg. Co., Pittsburgh, CP
kc 500 w unltd. : NEW, Conn. Brdcstg.
New Britain, CP 1380 kc 250 w D faes of WMFE ; NEW. Frank M. DunFort Dodge, la., CP 1500 kc ; NEW,
Wilkinson, Mason City, la., CP 1370
100 w; NEW, Roy A. Lundquist, Port
eles, Wash., CP 1420 kc 100 w 250 w D
%kc: NEW,
Kidd Bros., Taft, Cal., CP
100 w D.
JULY 8
DEV,
Waterbury,
CP new equip.,
ease from 500 w toVt.1 —kw.
EW, William S. Thellman, New Castle,
-CP 1420 kc 100 w D.
RVA,increase
Richmond,
p.,
from 5 Va.to —BO CPkw. change
EW, Carl S. Taylor, DuBois, Pa. — CP
™Jcc 100 w D amended to 780 kc 250 w.
Memphis
inbeMC,from
1 kw — NCP 2%change
kw Dequip.,
to 1 kw
• kw D, amended re equip.
EW, W. Dexter Moss. Tulsa — CP 1500
'j100
sites.w unltd., amended re trans. & stuInABR,D to Aberdeen,
unltd. 100 S.w. D. — Modif. license
'EW, la.Fort
Brdcstg. Co., Fort
ige,
CP Dodge
1500
-;nded
to— 1210
kc. kc 100 w unltd.,
NX, Los Angeles — CP change equip.,
•ease from 50 to 250 kw.
JULY 9
'NEL, San Juan, P. R. — CP change
ip.,
from 500 w to 1 kw N
kw increase
D.
JEW, Philip J. Wiseman. Lewiston,
—CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd.
• jCDKA, Pittsburgh — CP change equip.
IISD,
St. NLouis
— Extensionto 3-1-36.
exp. auth.
w added
directional
CFDY, Brookings, S. D.— Modif. license
tj hours.
[fjCABR, Aberdeen, S. D. — CP new equip.,
t rease from 100 w to 100 w N 250 w D,
ended to omit request for new equip.
I increase in power (superseded).
■JEW, Wisconsin Brdcstg. Co., Oshkosh,
e s. — CP 1310 kc 100 w N 250 w unltd.
;:5UJ, Walla Walla, Wash. — CP change
! 'm
1450 kc,locally.
100 w to 1 kw, new
lip.,1370
moveto trans,
ifSLZ, Denver — Transfer stock control to
! K. & Inez K. Gaylord.
5GVO, Missoula, Mont. — License for CP
've transmitter.
APPLICATION RETURNED — NEW,
3II wPub.
D. Co., Temple, Tex., CP 1370 kc

TRUSCON STEEL Co., Youngstown, O., reports the completion of
new steel towers for WLW, Cincinnati; WDOD, Chatanooga; WADC,
Akron ; WMFE, New Britain, Conn. ;
WTMV, E. St. Louis, 111.; WDGY,
Minneapolis ; KGHL, Billings, Mont.,
and WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va. A. C.
Wallendepartment.
is in charge of Truscon's
tower
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"Good
Mr. E. H. ofRietzke,
President
CRE1of
and originator
the first thorough
course in Practical
Radio Engineering.

won't get you a
Good
I
I
ntentiJob
ons"
You have to be "Technically
Qualified" to get ahead in Radio
today . . . for Radio has become
more
technical-minded.
That'sandwhymoreCREI
training is a
wise
investment
men who want to for
keep ambitious
up with
the fast pace . . . especially the
man whose only experience is
that
the average operator, or
controlof man.

EQUIPMENT

RAY LYON, development engineer,
and Jack Poppele, chief engineer of
WOE, Newark, are supervising instal ation of new talk-back facilities
in the studios and control rooms.
The first feature is an attention bell
to notify performers they are about
to go on the air or that rehearsals
are about to resume. A red light
works alternately with the bell.
Special amplifying systems and microphones are being installed with
entire operation control on the desks
in each studio control room.
WHAM, Rochester, handles its WBS
library transcriptions from a remote
control room, where a third person,
besides announcer and operator, handles the discs. The system was installed by Ken Gardner, control supervisor. A studio control operates
a relay in the disc room which in turn
operates a 110-volt mercury switch in
the motor circuit, the system making
it possible to start programs, handle
minute announcements and pick up
emergency fill-in music without leaving the studio. The mercury switches
permit quiet starting and stopping of
the turntables when the announcer is
working in the room.
KEYL, Salt Lake City, reports infollowing
installation of a creased
new coverage
concentric
transmission
line by John Baldwin, chief engineer.
KGVO, Missoula, Mont., on June 30
moved its transmitter to a new building four miles west of the city. Power
is to be increased in September from
100 w. to 1 kw.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE Co..
Inglewood, Cal., has introduced hand
microphones
French-phone
bination and
receiver and
microphonecom-in
a variety of colored bakelite casings.
WHAT. Philadelphia, has installed a
sound effects machine in a studio,
utilizing records, with a two-position
mixer panel and head set allowing the
operator to monitor the machine before
a record.
instrument playing
was built
by John The
C. Mevius.
technical
supervisor,
and
the
department is directed by Milton Laughlin.
production manager. Some 200 sound
effects have been collected in addition
to the transcription noises.
CHICAGO WHEEL & MFG. Co.,
Chicago, announces a DeLuxe Handee Grinder
with 27 basic
improvements and innovations
is said
to be
capable of operating all day with no
danger of burn-out or overheating.
Complete accessories are available for
grinding, drilling, cutting, carving,
sanding, sawing and engraving.
MUTER Co., Chicago, announces a
new catalogue of its certified resistance bridge, as well as interference
filter, all-wave tuning selector and allwave tuning coupler, along with other
equipment.

• BROADCASTING

NEW MIKE— Here is the new nondirectional, streamlined microphone
exhibited by Western Electric Co.
for the first time at the NAB convention in Colorado Springs. Basically of the dynamic or movingcoil type, the instrument is said
to have a pick-up throughout the
range from 40 to more than 10,000
cycles. Unusually small, the microphonetis only 2Y2 inches in diameter. In appearance, as well as size,
it is comparable to a billiard ball.
SIR AMBROSE FLEMING, noted
inventor of the two-electrode tube,
has been awarded the triennial
Kelvin Medal of the British Institution of Civil Engineers.

Over 25% of U. S.
Broadcasting Stations
employ
R. E. about
I. Men!our
Write
for C.details
courses, and regarding any of
the phases
of Radio
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BROADCAST
TRANSMISSION ENGINEERING and CONTROL
NE RING. 3convenient ENGIplans
of
study
.
.
can afford. . easy terms you
Catalog FREE on Request!
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14th and
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WIDE

RANGE
TRANSFORMERS

Flat Within 2 db from 35 Cycles
to 225,000 Cycles
An entirely new design in which
leakage reactance and distributed
capacitance have been reduced to a
very low value. Core material of
high-permeability nickel-iron alloy
. . . windings of a newly developed
low-capacitance
design . . . heavy
ing.
cast-aluminum
cases for effective
audio- and radio-frequency shieldThe Type 741 Transformers are available in three models:
Type 741-G: line-to-grid; frequency response flat within 2 db
from 35 to 225,000 cycles.
Type 741-J: interstage; flat within 2 db from 70 to 200,000
cycles.
Type 741-P: tube-to-line; flat from 20 to 200,000 cycles.
Prices: $22.50 each (U. S. and Canada).
Write for Bulletin EX-3507-B for complete details
GENERAL

RADIO

COMPANY

30 State Street
Cambridge A, Massachusetts
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A SMALL NOiSE
WGN Now Equipped With
-Tiny Sound LaboratoryCOUNT G. Mazzaglia Cutelli, sound
effects expert who has been synchronist on many Hollywood movie
products, has completed a new
sound effects laboratory for WGN,
Chicago. The laboratory contains
many new devices and will be part
of the new WGN studio building,
to be placed in operation late in
the summer.
Count Cutelli has simplified production of sound to 11 fundamental devices, all so compact they
occupy only a small corner in a
studio. These devices are plunger,
tom-tom, canvas bag, tin box, red
rubber balloon, banjo, train box,
pillow piece of silk cloth, handful
of cellophane and rubber bottle.
Among supplementary items are
plywood used for thunder; boxes
full of shot for surf; cocoanut
shells grinding into bits of granite
for horses; wind machine that
covers anything from a breeze to
a hurricane. "My business," says
the Count, "is to furnish noises
that will record over the microphone with more authenticity than
the actual sounds themselves."
After several days instruction by
Cutelli, Gene O'Connor and Donald
Pontius, WGN sound effects men,
will begin using the new equipshows. ment for this station's dramatic
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
Synchronization Equipment Design.
Field Strength and Station Location
Surveys. Line
Antenna
Design. Wire
Problems.
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
N. Y. Office: Englewood, N. J.
PAUL
GODLEY
and Associates

A Costly Nap
SILENCE may be golden,
but sleep — ah, sleep is too
expensive when driving an
automobile. Donald Stuart,
continuity writer and comedian, NBC, San Francisco, is
still paying for dozing while
driving back from Hollywood. A 30-second nap cost
him $300 in cash to repairmen and doctors.
car crashed
into the Stuart's
rear of
the automobile ahead. Mrs.
Stuart, who received a severe
cut on the forehead, was the
only casualty.
Mr.

Baldwin

Liquidates
Code Authority Affairs
WINDING up affairs of the NRA
Code Authority for the broadcasting industry, James W. Baldwin,
executive officer, has submitted to
members an audited statement of
receipts and disbursements showing that 36% of 1934 receipts and
receipts had been re18% of 1935
funded. Final checks for refunds
have been mailed.
In all, $10,502.89 remains to be
refunded to members of the industry after payment of obligations.
A total disbursement of $35,049.57
during the 18-month life of the
code authority is shown. Of this
amount, salaries consumed $9,937.02; office expense, $7,901.17;
travel expense, $4,228.30; general
Total net exexpense, $1,670.05.
penditures were $23,736.54, the
surplus amounting to $10,502.89.
Records News Service
REPEATED
broadcasters from requests
all over from
the country
for information relative to its
methods of handling news programs prompted WFIL, Philadelphia, to have a special recording
made of one of its regular 15-minute newscasts. The discs will also
be used for sales promotional work
among advertising agencies. First
station in the nation to sign with
INS, WFIL pioneered an individualistic style of news dissemination, carrying four 15-minute prop-rams daily, WFIL under the tag
line WFIL is First on the Air
with the News, various devices of
production, such as two announcers— one for the headlines and
one for the flashes and fanfare and
ticker to separate each story.

Engineering Report
(Continued from page 17)
should not be required by the regulations because : 1st, the 5500 cycle filter applies only to long line program
source, and becomes a problem of
long line telephone practice. These
filters are often applied at present
when needed, and if required in other
cases they should be supplied by the
telephone company ; 2nd. there is no
proof that the 8500 cycle filter will improve service or reduce sideband interference, and it is not believed necessary or advisable. In any case, since
the station equipment introduces no
distortion
within
the not
limits
considered, the filters
should
be installed
in the last audio stage at the transmitter where it will be much more expensive and will require separate and
frequent switching, but may be installed as part of the line terminating
equipment where it will automatically
be put in use by normal program
switching.
NOISE LEVEL: The Commission
proposes that
carrier (exclusive
hum and ex-of
traneous the
noise level
microphone noises) should be at least
60 decibels below 100% modulation in
the frequency band between 150 and
5000 cycles, and at least 40 decibels
down outside this range. Since the objection to such noises depends on the
noise frequency and the response
characteristics of the human ear, and
since ingthe
and with
difficulty
of reduc-a
noisescost
varies
frequency,
reasonable economic compromise
should include weighting for these
factors. In any case we consider the
reduction to 60 DB to be impractical,
and in most cases impossible with
modern microphones.
VOLUME RANGE : The Commission
proposes that the volume range from
carrier noise and main studio extraneous sounds to 100% modulation shall
be 60 decibels. As an operating condition a 60 decibel volume range is
not
desirable
listener'sbetween
point
of view. The from
range the
is limited
the local background noise and the
maximum level to be permitted in the
average home. The volume range
capability of the broadcast station is
automatically limited by the noise
level which we believe will not permit
a 60 decibel range.
MODULATION MONITORS : Your
Engineering Committee favorably
views the recent activities of the Commission to standardize the specifications for a satisfactory Modulation
Monitor. The Commission engineers
are working with other engineers and
revised specifications will probably be
prepared
at an earlyof date.
We will
under-be
stand a certificate
approval
issued for such a modulation monitor,
just as is done at present for FrequencyMonitor
Monitors.
This type of for
Modulation
is recommended
all

Radio Engineers
Montclair, N. J.
Phone Montclair 2-7859
EDGAR H. FELIX
1775 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes, Allocation and Location Investigations
W.

P. Hilliard CoHadio transmission
Equipment
2105 Calumet Ave.
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS
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stations regardless of classifies r I
since it will permit more satisfit<ll
It is pointed out that the chanffl
operation.
of existing stations to operate m
improved performance may entaiil
ditional expenditures for equijil
and engineering services. It is belil|
improved characteristics will pel I
in most cases, an increased perceri
of modulation
the present
tortion
limits. within
This increase
in ml1
lation will result in a definite inei I
in coverage which will often )|
than compensate for the expendi 1
It is a natural step toward the r 1
nation of improved service requir" I
the competitive development of \
art. The station with the best c |
aeteristics will get the listeners u 1
the new improved quality receive) I
HANDBOOK: As a result of I
vious studies by your Engine' ]
Committees of technical practices I
conditions in the broadcast indu 1
the Committee last year propose 1
prepare an NAB Engineering H 1
took. This handbook has been J
sembled and edited by Mr. J. C. I
Nary, Technical Director of the \
tional Association of Broadeas |
and will be published and made a I
able to member stations very sooi 1
was believed advisable to delay p j
cation a reasonable time to permi j
elusion of certain revised Gommi? ;
regulations. The Handbook wil I
designed to assist engineering pei j
nel of member stations in attai j
the maximum capabilities of their I
tion installations and the facil |
available. We emphasize that n J
mum
and except
maximum
ret |j
cannot service
be attained
by app
tion of the best engineering pract j
TRANSCRIPTION
QUALITY :
consideration of high-fidelity stl
ards, or improvement of station c ]
ity, and considering possible FCC !
quirements,
yourof Committee
beli «j
that the quality
electrical trans<
tions should be investigated. W
some transcriptions are of good qj
ity, others are far below the st
ards proposed for general studio dj
up. We believe that standards I
quality and methods of determina!
should be set up to protect the j
tion, the advertiser, and the publi'
CLASSIFIED
advertisements!
Classified advertisements iv
Broadcasting cost 7c per word fo
each insertion. Cash must accom
Forms
pany
order.close 25th and 10th o
month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
Real opportunity for experienced
or program man with small capital d
ing interest
radioBoxsti
located
near inlargeestablished
university.
Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted

FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Operator, holding first-class radiop
license
desires
in progressive 1
tion. Box
342, position
Broadcasting.
Energetic and resourceful young
now employed as Government auditor,
offer 5 years metropolitan experieno
broadcasting as announcer, directing
producingto return
dramatics
and press prog]
relat
Desires
to announcing,
ming or dramatics and can combine
with office work, having held execi
positions. Location unimportant, op
tunity to do things only considera
ING. can you offer? Box 343, Broadc
What
For Sale
For sale — 100 watt full time sta
Excellent location. No competition. T<
to responsible persons. Will not 1<
Address Box 344, Bbo.' iCASTiNG.
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An

Orchid

tough

to

Evelyn

market

out

Gardiner

of

the

for

pulling

hole".

KDKA's beautiful studio kitchen where Evelyn Gardiner
conducts weekly demonstrations of products advertised on
the Home Forum programs, before groups numbering from
60 to 75 women.

■v. y
elyn Gardiner has been director of the
TCnous KDKA Home Forum for six years,
te is credited with producing more radio
omotion successes than we can possibly count
ithout looking at the records. And the above
mpliment from a participating sponsor, unrt licited and chosen at random, is only one of
,iany tributes to the effectiveness of a great
_ogram, a dynamic personality, and a powered radio station.
g any of the most prominent advertisers in the
»ii»untry have either introduced a new product,
: epped up sales volume

above normal, or

frengthened a weak hold on a "tough market
-ith the assistance of Evelyn Gardiner and the
DKA Home Forum.
[I would be well worth your while to investigate what others have done in selling the rich
50,000

ri-State region. Write for a copy of "Welcome
o the KDKA

Home

Forum"

today.

NATIONAL
NEW
YORK
WEAF & WJZ

★ WASHINGTON
WRC & WMAL

SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON— WBZ

PITTSBURGH

KDKA

BROADCASTING
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

COMPANY,
SUBSIDIARY

* CHICAGO
WMAQ & WENR

* SAN

• SPRINGFIELD, MASS. — WBZA • SCHENECTADY— WGY
DENVER — KOA • PHILADELPHIA • DETROIT

WATTS

INC.

FRANCISCO
KGO & KPO

• PITTSBURGH— KDKA

• CLEVELAND — WTAM

High
Speech

Fidelity

Input

Equipment

offering

MAXIMUM

and

RELIABILITY

MINIMUM

EXPENSE

As part of the complete line of RCA High Fidelity
broadcasting station apparatus, the RCA Broadcast
Studio Speech Input Equipment plays an important part. It is carefully and completely coordinated
with the lines and equipment with which it is to
be connected, for exact matching and true High
Fidelity performance. These various items may be
supplied in separate panel form or mounted on
standard racks in any desired combination.
The entire line is designed for AC operation,
and for maximum convenience of control. Each
unit embodies RCA experience since the birth of
broadcasting, experience that long ago showed
how to design and build apparatus that will stand
up under all conditions of service, no matter how
trying. The cost of this equipment is no greater
than that of "home-made" makeshift devices such
as ultimately have a high maintenance expense.
RCA standardized High Fidelity Speech Input
Equipment, perfected in performance and endowed
with endurance, offers economy in both first cost
and upkeep, and freedom from service interruptions. Write for complete technical information.
RCA MANUFACTURING
CO., Inc.
TRANSMITTER SECTION
CAMDEN, N. J.
A Subsidiary of Radio Corporation of America
New York: 1270 Sixth Avenue
Chicago: 111 N. Canal Street
Atlanta: 144 Walton Street, N.W.
Dallas: Santa Fe Building
San Francisco: 170 Ninth Street

SERVING
BAMBERGER

6V2
MILLION
B ROADCASTING

MEMBER

MUTUAL

WLW,

OF

THE

CINCINNATI

• WXYZ,

BROADCASTING

DETROIT

RADIO
HOMES
SERVICE,
INC
SYSTEM

• (Beginning Sept. 29) CKLW,

• WGN,

CHICAGO

WINDSOR -DETROIT

An

Outstanding
at

the

NAB

Hit

*

*

*

Convention!

The NBC Thesaurus, a treasure house of recorded programs, was voted '"tops" by station
men from all over the country who attended the Convention.
• 48 stations
have already subscribed for this service and many more are lining up
for it. If you weren't at the Convention send for this descriptive booklet now — and get all the facts regarding
this service. Address NBC Transcription
Service, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York.

OUTSTANDING

ARTISTS FOR

OUTSTANDING PROGRAMSHERE ARE SOME OF THEM.
Nathaniel Shilkret and
Orchestra
Harry Reser and his
Orchestra
Ray Heatherton
Rosario
Bourdon and
Symphony Orchestra
Xavier Cugat and
Orchestra
Westminster Choir
George
Hall and
Orchestra
Master Singers
Green Bros. Orchestra
Military Band under direction of Robert Hood
Bowers.
The Honeymooners
Jack, June and Jimmy

NATIONAL
NEW
YORK
WEAF & WJZ

ov\o ,

BROADCASTING
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
* WASHINGTON
WRC & WMAL

SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON— WBZ

COMPANY,
SUBSIDIARY

* CHICAGO
WMAQ & WENR

★ SAN

• SPRINGFIELD, MASS.— WBZA • SCHENECTADY— WGY
DENVER— KOA • PHILADELPHIA « DETROIT

INC.

FRANCISCO
KGO & KPO
• PITTSBURGH— KDKA • CLEVELAND— WTAM
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United

have

been

estab-

Press

leased

wires

States.

a NATIONAL,

coverage

watchword

220 East 42nd Street
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news
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got the low-down

on the actual conditions

in all these markets

and yet it's often true that a Chain can
be made much more valuable to the adver-

and we may have the

answer to your prayers.

tiser by the addition of an extra link here
and there.

In any case, you'll get an honest analysis of
the situation. Then if we fit into your pic-

If sales aren't so hot in any of the terri-

ture — well, you know

S5SFREE

6-

C^^adto
NEW YORK
110 East 42nd St.
Lexington 2-8460
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tories listed below, give us a ring. We've

JN radio, it's not quite true that a Chain
is no stronger than its weakest link —

WHO
WCAO

link

. Portlam
. Seattl
. Tacom<
14, 1933,
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Ley

Figures

Fall

in

Radio

and

Winter

Advertising

Field

Business

Are

Unanimous

in Total Sales of Time
n Seeing Bullish Trend
"The fall is, in all probability,
ROADCASTING as a business, ascertained, therefore, how far
ready having achieved record ahead of last year's business 1935 going to set a new high for radio
me sales for the early months
volume is already running — and advertising. Competition between
e this year, faces the best fall some of the best months are yet programs is going to be keener,
and it is therefore going to require
nd winter in its history. Even to come.
ith the severest restrictions on
greater ingenuity and more imagiCold figures may tell a convincnation to make individual presenjmmercial copy ever imposed by
ing story, but even more enlighttations stand out. Even this very
ening are the statements obtained
;ations and networks, the volume
competition is bound to have its
by Broadcasting from the radio
f broadcast advertising already
effect on the audience. It should
executives of agencies who were
ooked or in prospect will prove
idio has definitely forged its among those placing the largest heighten their appreciation of, and
ay out of the depression. Indeed, volume of radio advertising last their interest in, the kind of radio
le prediction is being made that year and who are still among the entertainment they are offered.
)tal radio time sales, if they do leaders
look for a general increase
ments. in network and spot place- in "We
radio expenditures in practically
ot reach $100,000,000 for the curall
lines
of business without regard
They
were
asked
to
comment
on
mt calendar year, will closely aproach that figure for the fiscal prospects for both network and to classification, but with a tendency for the larger advertisers to
(fear of July 1, 1935-June 30, 1936. spot business as they see it this
The foregoing statements and fall, especially in the light of the spend somewhat more than they
eductions are based not only on new network and station restric- do now, both in dollars and in proillings already reported but upon
tionsrenton copy
and the undesirable
FCC's curdrive against
portion to others."
leports from key figures in the
ARTHUR
PRYOR, Jr., director
Bdio advertising field who are in programs. This is what they said: of radio, Batten, Barton, Durstine
trategic positions to gauge the
MONTAGUE HACKETT, vice
& Osborndrive
Inc.,
"The
fituation. Without exception they president in charge of radio, Lord present
for New
betterYork—
programs
and against undesirable programs
ake a bullish slant — leading agen&
Thomas,
New
York
—
"We
are
y, network and station executives
not afraid of the networks' rulings is a natural and inevitable phase
like.
restricting certain types of pro- of the general trend toward imIn addition to querying these
grams and advertising matter. On
proved broadcasting which has
:ey figures by telegraph, Broadthe contrary, we feel that they been going on for more than ten
asting has also received a report are a wholesome development and
rom its own editor, Sol Taishoff, in the best interests of the broad"Most of the improvement has,
ffho left the NAB convention at
and will continue to, come from
casting industry. Nor are we years.
Colorado Springs July 10 for a bothered by the FCC's campaign.
within broadcasting — i.e., from adWe feel that both these factors
jjive-week tour of the Pacific Coast
vertisers, agencies and broadcastnd Middle West to contact ageners. The drives which are being
will react for the betterment of raconducted by outside elements,
jies, stations, advertisers, repredio as an advertising medium.
sentatives, transcription companes, etc. His observations similarare decidedly optimistic.
1934
Marked Gains Noted
Networks' Gross
Monthly
Time Sales
NBC-WEAF
(Red)
1932
-tHE FIGURES for the first half
1933
1935
Over 193 k
January
|lor
if this
year
tell
part
of
the
story,
Gain
they represent business done February
$1,729,137 % 32.0
$1,031,373
33.3
$1,309,662
1,620.977
908.531
1,379,120
$1,421,034
before the usual summer letdown,
1,215.998
March
1,802,741
1,484,906
1,028,935
1,374,910
31.1
ifet the three major networks, as April
22.2
12.0
1,656,283
1,297,903
809.508
1,355,587
I.hown by the table on this page,
816,665
1.614,969
May
1,441,900
1,150,152
Piave already grossed more than June
15.1
824,155
1,464,124
1,272,480
979,262
^25,000,000 from time sales for the
Total
24.1
9,888,231
irst six months of this year, rep7,970,537
5,419,167
7,712,377■ 722
resenting gains of 10.3 to 24.1%
CBS
>ver the same period last year,
25.8
January
19.2
$1,768,949
February ....
j About $18,500,000 was grossed
$1,405,948
884,977
1,654,461
$1,348,842
$941,465
1,387,823
jiuring the first six months of this March
20.0
1,319,414
1,829.553
1,436,050
17.8
1,524,904
1,016,102
/ear from the time sales of the
2.5
1,615,389
775,487
April
1,354,592
1,371,601
624,256
egional networks, national non1,287,455
May
15.2
1,255,887
1,326,994
915,830
itietwork advertising and local ad- June
1,066,729
553,056
925.939
vertising, according to estimates
17.2
Total
9,222.536
msed on the NAB monthly statis4.795,3 .
7,872,102
tical reports. This compares with
NBC-WJZ
10.6
(Blue)
approximately $15,275,000 during
January
$1,093,749
|j;he same six months of 1934.
February
$1,068,868
18.7
1,072,136
1,054,490
902,866
$752,052
744,209
$988,503
During all of 1934, the gross
12.4
March
859,572
1,156,032
1,028,552
1,228,844
Volume of broadcast advertising
975,970
5.6
783,898
1,227,530
924.623
April
.i[see Broadcasting 1935 Yearbook]
1,007,931
926,880
May
761,231
1,041,195
June
863,511
821,607
609,830
8.7
"*-as $72,887,000, of which $42,647,1,002,039
5.1
jjDOO^ was represented by the three Total
10.3 5,593.031
6,622,966
najor networks. It can readily be
6,169,329
4,510,792
August 1, 1935
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i.00 A YEAR — 15c A COPY

Forecast
such as the
izations andFCC,
civic women's
units, areorganserving to publicize the desire and action on the part of the better element in broadcasting to give the
public more and better entertainment and a fuller measure of cultural and educational material.
"This fall, the networks should
have the finest schedule of entertainment and education in their
history. The new restrictions by
the networks may send some undesirable programs to the field of
spot broadcasting, but they will
not remain long. The best stations are already falling in with
the networks in demanding a high
standard and weeding out those
which do not meet it.
"Radio is becoming more and
more an integral part of everyday
American life, and the going will
become increasingly difficult for
advertisers and broadcasters who
do not make proper use of it.
"Broadcasting as a whole has
great things ahead of it, not the
least of which is continued success
to the substantial advertisers who
do make proper use of it."
CHESTER B. BOWLES, executive vice president, Benton &
Bowles,
New Yorkthat
— "I the
feeloutlook
justified in predicting
for fall in both network spot radio
broadcasting is very favorable. I
base this forecast on several factors. For one thing, general business conditions are improving.
Secondly, advertisers are learning
how to use radio more intelligentlistening
to fewer
and
fewerly. We're
ordinary
radio
programs,
and the day when sponsors were
satisfied with 'crooner, jazz band
and quartet' to sell their wares is
gone. Coincident with brighter
prospects for network broadcasting this fall use of spot broadcasting is bound to grow. We have
used it several times recently to
stimulate sales in certain localities
and results justify our continued
use of it this year. All of our network programs will continue this
fall stronger than ever before."
M. A. HOLLINSHEAD, radio director,isCampbell-Ewald
Detroit— "This
in answer Co.,
to your
wire of the 17th asking for an
opinion as to prospects for network and spot radio business this
fall, especially in view of recent
network restrictions and FCC drive
against undesirable programs.
"Let me answer by giving three
cheers for both the network restrictions and federal drive against
undesirable programs. The ultimate good of radio is encompassed
in both these movements. The networks are merely doing what the
Page 5

advertisers would do themselves if
they could get together on a code.
The tendency to closer censorship
of radio fare is a very healthy
sign. The finest programs on the
air will not need to alter their
material and those who have been
getting away with murder will
have to play ball according to the
rules.
"From the standpoint of business volume, the withdrawal of
such accounts as the self-appointed medical advisors and other borderline advertisers will merely
make room for more desirable
products."
H. C. McCANN, president, McCann-Erickson Inc., New York —
"The prospects for extensive use
of radio advertising in the fall of
1935 seem to be undimmed by recent publicity regarding copy restriction and censorship.
"Sound advertisers and agencies
appreciate the danger to one of
their major media which might accrue from undesirable programs.
Accordingly, they do not resent restrictions which will enforce on all
advertisers the high standards
which they have voluntarily elected
for their own air presentations.
"The future for radio looks
brighter than ever, as more complete understanding of this new
medium, and good taste in its use,
become more widespread."
EDWARD A. BYRON, radio director, William Esty & Co., New
York — "Network and spot prospects for the fall appear to be unaffected insofar as volume is concerned by the recent rulings of
network officials and FCC. It is
quite apparent that advertisers,
still radio-minded but no longer
able or desiring to use network facilities, will go spot. This opens
up desirable time on the networks
concerned and another result will
probably be a flow of good commercial programs, hitherto unavailable, to small independent
stations. The phrase 'good comprograms'
naturally
refers
to talentmercial
and
program
structure
rather than to advertising content.
Our laxative account, Feen-a-mint,
has elected to remain on the Columbia network with Feen-a-mint
National Amateur Night through
the fall and winter inasmuch as
none of the rulings or restrictions
on commercial copy have caused
any drastic changes to be made in
their commercial message."
MARION PARSONNET, director of radio, Lennen & Mitchell
Inc., New York — "It seems apparent that there is going to be a
great deal more spot broadcasting,
in proportion to the volume of network advertising, during the coming winter season, but I do not
think it is going to hurt the networks. Their restrictions on medical programs did not come a day
too soon. I know several of our
clients are stipulating that their
programs shall not precede or follow laxative accounts.
"To me the reduction or elimination of lood and thunder scripts
is most i >sirable, though temporarily it may hurt the sale of time
between the hours of 5 and 7. Perhaps as a result of this we may
be able to hear some dinner music
once again. I think there was a
definite trend away from gunfire
and bloodshed even bef _>re the FCC
acted, and all the programs now
(Continued on page 42)
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34 Stations

Extend

Copyright

Contracts

With ASCAP; Mills Taking Nation Tour
would like to secure from the
CONTRACTS for the new five- still
NAB a definite formula for the
year license renewals with ASCAP
were signed by 34 stations up to payment of copyright fees, which
has never been forthcomJuly 26, with 21 applications for he said
ing from the association; and is
renewals pending signature on that not angry
nor in a mood to seek
date, according to E. C. Mills, reprisals from radio for allegedly
ASCAP general manager. The 34
the government's suit
included 14 NBC owned and oper- "fomenting"
as an illegal comated stations and six CBS, Mr. against ASCAP
bination under the anti-trust laws.
Mills stated. Two of the remainWithMr. regard
to the government's
ing, he added, represented exten- suit,
Mills declared
the Society
sions of the newspaper-station
felt such a test of its existence was
contracts and three of those pend- bound to come sooner or later. It
the suit, he said, because
ing
tions.represented
The names ofnewspaper-stathe signatory welcomed
ASCAP is being built not merely
stations were withheld.
Mr. Mills asserted that in addi- as a temporary organization but
tion to the foregoing 55 stations, with the idea of continuing "in
correspondence is in progress with
In asserting his friendly feelabout 50 more stations which have
ing towards broadcasters, despite
perpetuity."
asked whether renewals are avail- the
heated character of the debates
able. Exactly the same form of at the recent NAB convention, Mr.
contract renewal is being offered Mills pointed out that they were
all the stations, Mr. Mills said,
ASCAP's best customers last year.
this being a simple declaration
Sixty per cent of its revenues of
signedfect by
both
parties
to
the
ef$3,370,000
came from radio during
that contracts now in force
1934, he said.
The ASCAP general manager
(the "sustaining fee" plus 5% of
gross) shall be extended to Dec. will leave New York about Aug. 1
31, 1940.
on his semi-annual tour of the SoStations Make Advances
ciety's branch offices, during which
he will contact broadcasters among
STATIONS are not being circu- others. The itinerary includes going directly to Seattle and thence
larized by ASCAP with an invitato Portland, San Francisco, Los
tion to extend their contracts, f
Dallas, New Orleans and
Mills said, because "we don't feel Angeles,
Atlanta. No definite stopover
obliged
to
do
that."
Any
station
that wants the contract can have dates have been fixed. From Atlanta his tentative plans include
it, he added. Mr. Mills also tolH
Broadcasting that ASCAP still going to Chicago and then to
entertains the friendliest of feel- Kansas City and other Middle
Western points.
ings towards the broadcasters;
Some

Observations

BY SOL TAISHOFF
THE LONG-COVETED but never
achieved "hundred million dollar"
year for radio broadcasting time
sale appears definitely in sight.
With the resumption of the new
radio season this fall, prospects
are brighter than ever before —
even after the record 1934-35 year
when time sales, according to the
NAB statistical reports, reached
approximately $73,000,000.
For the last month I have taken
occasion to discuss fall prospects
with broadcasters, advertising
agency executives, station representatives, advertisers, transcription producers, program builders
and others in the business of
broadcasting. Wherever I have met
them on a tour that included the
NAB convention, the Pacific Coast
and Mountain states and the Middle West, I have heard the identical response: Business during the
next year will surpass all previous
records. This view was expressed
without a single discordant note,
despite the openly evident fact that
certain types of accounts, notably
in the proprietary line, which have
abounded on the air in the past,
will not be accepted as widely as
before.
Demands for Time
FROM the opinions I have heard,
I hazard the prediction that the demands for desirable hours on practically all stations in good and in
average markets will exceed the
supply. Advertisers are more alive
to the dollar-for-dollar value of

on

Radio

Business

broadcast advertising than ever
before. Even with the night-time
hours exhausted, there are still
many daytime periods available,
and, with the experience that has
come with the years, radio advertisers are becoming more and more
conscious of their value for many
commodity lines.
The recession in time sales during the current summer, I gather
from station operators, is far less
than in past years. There was admit edly a recent tapering off in
business, but the volume, as far as
I am able to discern, averaged
from 20 to 40% higher than last
summer. If advance signs mean
anything, there should be a greater
tendency on the part of advertisers
— network, regional and local — to
continue their schedules throughout the summer.
While the proprietary problem is
vexing to advertisers and their
agencies and to stations, the present cleanup campaign nevertheless
is expected to have a salutary effect, according to those with whom
I have talked. True, the networks
no longer will accept certain accounts and have placed rigid restriction upon the commercial credits for commodities in related fields.
But it must be kept in mind that
the FCC has not, and, as a matter
of legal fact, cannot outlaw such
advertising. This point was made
abundantly clear by Chairman
Prall of the FCC in his address
before
month. the NAB convention last
Already there has been discerned

Coughlin Radio Plans
NOW on vacation, Father Charl,
E.
Coughlin,
the "radio
priest",
definitely
planning
a return
to t
wave lengths starting the last Su
day in October or the first Sund;
in November. He plans to resur
his independent network, with pc
sibly Texas and Pacific Coast st
tions added. E. W. Hellwig G
New York, is expected to hand
the account again, and tentati
plans include running for 52 wee
or through the 1936 elections.
Milk Drive in New Yor
To Include 16 Statior
NEW YORK STATE will use sp
announcements on 16 station
starting Aug. 5 and continuing fj
31 weeks, six days a week, for i
milk campaign. Each station wi
broadcast one-minute transcri
tions once a day, with at least tv
stations getting the series in larj
cities. Discs will be staggen
throughout the day. A major pa
of the $400,000 appropriation wi
be spent for newspaper spac
which will tie in with the ai
nouncements in appealing to bol
young and old.
Last year a 15-minute children
program was broadcast over
CBS state-wide network. J. J
Mathes Inc., N. Y., was selecte
for the current account after 2
agencies had submitted plant
Peter G. Ten Eyck, Commission<
of Agriculture, made the selectio
Stations to be used are WBN}
WHN, WINS, WMCA, WOK(
WNBF, WGR-WKBW, WBE!
WESG, WSYR,
WHAM,WIBX.
WHEC, WG1
WFBL,
Prospects

.

. .

a decided trend on the part of ce I
tain medicals toward spot broa< I
casting. Ex - Lax is leading tl I
way, having already arranged I
nation - wide transcription can i
paign. Others barred from the ne I
works or made to clear netwoi 1
time are contemplating similE*
spot campaigns, it is indicated.
Program Checks
ALL THINGS considered, it is fe^
from
FCChardship
cleanupwillprogran
that nothereal
accrv"
From the industry standpoint
could not have come at a bette
time.
FCC the
action
had ontheradie::
feet of The
putting
brakes
copy that was getting out of ham
Stations, with very few exception
have become more cautious aboi
program
And applyin
the ac
vertisers acceptances.
themselves are
restraints which should in no wa;
curtail their sales efforts but whic
simply reject bad taste in copy.
One expressing
thing that after
I cannot
ref rait '
from
talking
scores of broadcasting executive
on this trip. It is the measurabl
improved calibre of the men at tl
helm in this industry. Year by yes
one can detect the new faces thf
enter radio, adding to its chara'
ter and standing as a major indu;
trial unit. These changes appes
to be benefiting the industry as
whole and should result in tr.{
building of the kind of stabilit
that befits an industry which is s
intimately identified with the dai]
life of the nation.
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Press

Igency
Stations

Recognition
Circularized

Standards Which
PON the willingness of enough
roadcasting stations to support it
luring its first year now depend
le plans for the creation of an
AB Agency Recognition Bureau
s favored in a resolution adopted
j the recent NAB convention,
ames W. Baldwin, NAB managig director, on July 24 circular>;ed all member stations with deiils of the plan drawn up by the
jlAB commercial committee, enlosing subscription agreements.
The bureau's purpose would be
to act as a clearing house for in. ormation whereby stations may
etermine whether agencies coniform to the standards of recognition." A plan for such a bureau
as been in the making for nearly
year.
Basis of Recognition
4R.
BALDWIN'S
letter
at that
it will cost no
more points
than
.16,000 to incorporate, install and
perate the bureau the first year,
.fter which the costs will be maerially reduced. To begin with,
herefore, a minimum of 125 subiriptions at $125 each is needed.
Membership will be limited to
AB members, and the bureau will
iot make its information available
o non-subscribers.
Standards of recognition and
•onditions proposed by the bureau
ire detailed in a box on this page.
The NAB commercial committee
.-eported to the convention that
J5% of the stations recently surveyed were unqualifiedly in favor
pf a system which would (1) promulgate and adopt standards of
agency recognition; (2) create machinery for such recognition, including aclearing house of information regarding agencies, and
(3) develop a credit clearing house.
The proposed standards of recognition were said by the committee
.to represent the best station practice today and have incorporated
the features found most successful
hy other major media. Among
those whose standards were scrutinized before these were drawn up
were the American Newspaper
Publishers Association, the Periodical Publishers Association, the
' Agricultural
Publishers
Association and the Twin
Cities combination of newspapers and radio stations which last year promulgated
their own local recognition system.
Specific activities of the NAB
Agency Recognition Bureau Inc.,
as it will be formally known, are
detailed as follows in the prospectus :
L 1. It collects information from
agencies regarding their financial
status, organization, general adverti tising experience and experience
with radio in particular, their conC nection, if any, with advertisers or
' media,
and is
similar
matters.
This
information
used by
the recogni- tion committee
in determining
: whether the agency conforms with
the standards of recognition and in
recommending its recognition by
stations.
2. It maintains a credit clearing house so that financial information regarding agencies and
I August 1, 1935
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Proposed Agency Recognition Standards
Conditions Governing Agency Recognition
THE BROADCASTER looks upon the advertising agency as a necessary element in the creation of advertising and in the development of
advertising volume. For these essential services to the station it grants
the agency a commission.
Station
will recognize advertising agencies as being
eligible to be granted agency commissions only upon their fulfillment of
the following conditions :
1. Financial Responsibility. To that end, the agency must furnish
evidence of its financial responsibility. It must have resources adequate
to its needs and business practices that are sound.
2. Demonstrated Ability. The principals as individuals and the
agency as an organization, must have demonstrated their ability to develop and serve advertisers and to render broadcast advertising service.
The individual applicant must have presented satisfactory evidence of
his or its integrity and financial ability to meet its obligations.
3. Bona Fide Service. To the end that it may render bona fide economic service to advertiser and broadcaster alike, the agency
(a) Must be operating primarily in the agency field;
(b) Must not be prejudiced in its judgment of media or forms of advertising service by investment or interest in any organization engaged
in the sale of advertising or its mechanics.
(c) To ensure the bona fide translation of the commission granted
by the station into service, the agency must not rebate, either directly
or indirectly, any portion of its commission to any third party.
4. Cooperative Practice. The agency must be willing to establish a
continuing
cooperation
withastheto Bureau
— ready condition
to give necessary,
properof
and
accurate
information
its financial
and methods
operation upon reasonable request.
5. Duration of Recognition. Final recognition will be granted only
following a probationary period. Recognition will continue for so long
as the agency complies with the conditions set forth herein.
Special Conditions Governing Payment of Commissions
Station
further states that the following condition will
govern the payment of commissions to recognized agencies:
1. Xo agency commission will be paid on accounts which the station
has developed and where the salesman has secured the order and schedule prior to a recognized agency being appointed to handle the account.
Regular commissions will be paid, however, to a recognized agency on
any subsequent contract schedule or service which may be placed through
or performed by the said agency for the same account.
2. No agency commission will be paid for business placed at the station's retail or local rate unless specifically provided for in the rate card.
agency payments to stations may
be kept up-to-date. This credit
clearing house engages in the following activities:
(a) It analyzes agency statements and establishes credit ratings.
(b) It collects information regarding delinquency of payments
on the part of agencies and makes
the same available to member stations in periodic confidential reports.
(c) It maintains a file of current credit information regarding
agencies and answers specific
queries of member stations in this
respect.
3. It publishes periodically, lists
of advertising agencies which
have been found to conform to the
standards of recognition by the
agency recognition committee, and
issues supplementary data regarding additions to or deletions from
the list when necessary.
Bethlehem

Steel Tests

BETHLEHEM
STEEL
Bethlehem,
Pa., has
started Corp..',
a series
of 15-minute transcriptions Music
& Steel, twice weekly on WOAI,
San Antonio, promoting its new
galvanized sheets. This is believed
to becasttheschedule.
corporation's
firstis broadThe account
placed
direct.
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Simkist Orange Spots
CALIFORNIA FRUIT GROWERS EXCHANGE, Los Angeles,
on July 15 started a radio campaign for the marketing of the surplus crop of Valencia oranges with
the Los Angeles office of Lord &
Thomas handling the account, in
which approximately a million
dollars will be spent with various
media. Two spot announcements
daily are scheduled on 19 stations
with a total of 96 spots for each.
The include WBZ-WBZA, Boston;
WNAC, Boston; WCAO, Baltimore; WBAL, Baltimore; WCAU,
Philadelphia; WWJ and WJR, Detroit; KWK, St. Louis; WLW, Cincinnati; WENR and WBBM, Chicago; WFIL, Philadelphia; KDKA
and WJAS, Pittsburgh; WEAN,
Providence; WDRC, Hartford;
WGAR and WTAM, Cleveland,
and WOR, Newark.
Detroit Shifts Sept. 29
SEPT. 29 is the definite date for
the realignment of Detroit stations,
which will see WJR leaving NBCWJZ network to join CBS; WXYZ
joining NBC and keying some of
the network's programs to the
Michigan Network, and CKLW
joining the Mutual Broadcasting
System.grams arePlans
being for
made"salute"
by eachpro-of
the networks.

Radio

Drops

Pacific Coast Unit
New York Bureau Not Affected;
New Groups Signing Clients
WITH the discontinuance on July
31 of the Pacific Coast office of
the Press - Radio Bureau in Los
Angeles, the press associations
serving radio stations began to
concentrate on the Western territory for prospective subscribers.
William H. Gordon, editor of the
Press-Radio Bureau, joined the Los
Angeles office of the United Press
in an editorial capacity. Walter
Moss, sales manager of International News Service, went to Los
Angeles following the NAB convention at Colorado Springs and
appointed Capt. H. H. Hammer as
INS Western sales representative.
The San Francisco bureau of
Transradio Press, which formerly
serviced Pacific Coast states only,
has taken over coverage of all the
11 Western states and is increasing
its staff of correspondents accordingly. The bureau is reported to be
serving 60 stations, the latest to be
signed being KFXM, San Bernardino, Cal., and KHSL, Chico, Cal.
Acquiring Stations
UP as of July 27 reported it was
serving about 40 clients the newest to be signed being WGRWKBW, Buffalo, starting in September, and WJAY, Cleveland. INS
now has about the same number,
its new contracts during the last
fortnight being with WJJD, Chicago;andoah;
WIND, WTCN,
Gary;St. KFNF,
Paul; ShenWIL,
St. Louis; WTMV, E. St. Louis;
KGKO, Wichita Falls; WTAX,
Springfield, 111.; WFBL, Syracuse.
The cessation of the Press-Radio
Bureau in Los Angeles will not affect the New York bureau, so far
as known, and it is continuing to
operate under the agreement of
April, 1934, with the networks,
serving the networks and such individual stations as want its comINS. bined reports of the AP, UP and
The New York bureau is now
serving WMCA, WNEW, WNYC
and WHN in New York, and files
a night report to WGN, Chicago,
and WTMJ, Milwaukee. Twice
weekly it also files special reports
to WBEN, Buffalo, and once weekly to the Chicago Herald-Examiner. In addition, it files a special
daily report to the Columbus Dispatch and about a dozen other
newspapers
tieups
with radio stations having
for news
periods.
Transradio Press, which went
into the field of serving newspapers after the UP and INS went
into the radio field, announced
July 29 that the Springfield
(Mass.) Journal was taking its
full report.
Transradio on July 29 also filed
with the FCC an application to be
heard in protest against license renewal grants to 30 stations, including the 14 owned or managed
by NBC, the seven of CBS, the
eight of Syracuse.
the Don Lee Network and
WFBL,
Footsavers on CBS
JULIAN & KOKENGE Co., Columbus, O. (Footsaver shoes) wHI
start Musical Footnotes on 16 CBS
stations Sept. 8, using a Sunday
noon quarter-hour. Aubrey, Moore
& Wallace Inc., Chicago, is the
agency.
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Copeland

it permits multiple seizures where I
labeling or advertising is "gross-!
ly deceptive".
Theyproviding
construe arbi-i
thisj
term
as too broad,
trary powers.
Dr. Burritt said the present law

Bill;

for ^Puffing"
Exemption
Asks
Proponents
of Bill Unable to Agree on What Agency
Should Be Charged With Carrying Out Provisions
What may prove a complicating
HEARINGS by a House subcommittee on the Copeland bill (S. 5) factor is the demand by Dr. Norto regulate advertising and labelman Burritt, of the Medical Soing of foods, drugs and cosmetics,
ciety of New Jersey, for an investiwhich started July 22, have dealt
gation of enforcement of the presmainly with controvery over what
ent law. If his request is adopted
federal agency or agencies would
by the subcommittee, considerable
be charged with its enforcement.
delay in presenting the bill to the
As the hearings went into the House may result as an inquiry
second week many legislative ob- could consume several weeks.
servers were of the opinion that
Opposition to the Copeland bill,
the bill will go to the House by from which the Senate extracted
mid-August in substantially the many teeth, has dwindled considform approved by the Senate. Also
erably, with many trade associainvolved in the subcommittee sestions favoring its passage outright
sions are the Sirovich bill (HRand others fearing that controversy might lead to a much
8805) and the Mead bill (HR6906) sponsored by the Proprietary
stronger measure.
Association. Main discussion has
The Sirovich bill would place encentered around the Copeland bill.
forcement in the Patent Office,
John A. Benson, president of the Federal Trade Commission and
AAAA, said at the July 29 session Food & Drug Administration, with
that he considered the Copeland
label, advertising and quality proCatches a Record Tarpon
visions being distributed among
measure
"goodhonest
bill", advertisers
protecting
consumersa and
these three agencies. Suggestion
IT
TOOK
Lambdin Kay, the "Litand not unduly handicaping legiti- was advanced in some quarters
tle Colonel" of WSB, Atlanta,
that
enforcement
of
the
Copeland
mate business if properly adminisnearly two hours to land this 6tered.
foot tarpon weighing 117 pounds
bill be placed in the Public Health
— taller and heavier than himself
He suggested an amendment to Service, which has several hundred
—off Dayton Beach, Fla., July 27.
on its staff as compared
exempt trade claims or "puffing" doctors
with four or five in the F&DA. The
The Silver King was the largest
from penalty provisions. Bureaucratic administration of the bill Trade Commission has protested
fish caught there this season, and
is being mounted by the local
could cause hardship to advertisefforts to remove from it the superchamber of commerce for display
vision of advertising.
ers, agencies and media, he sugin the WSB reception room. The
gested, since some emotion appeal
Dr. Campbell told the subcomis needed or advertising would be
mittee at the opening hearing July day before catching this big fish,
the diminutive broadcaster also
lifeless. Too strict enforcement
22 that the present law is inadecaught
a shark bigger than himself.
could be damaging, Mr. Benson exquate as regards standards and
plained, as for example the exten- penalties. Higher standards are
sion of all label regulations to ad- needed, particularly for food prod- nation against radio. He suggested
vertising.
ucts, he said, adding that stand- a change in wording to prevent
ards for drugs are fairly well taken
The bulk of opinion among agenmanufacturers
using
retailcies is in favor of enforcement by care of in the United States Pharers as a cloak tofrom
obtain
immunity
the F&DA, although he said there
macopoeia and that problem is not from false advertising penalties.
was sentiment in favor of the FTC.
so serious.
To prevent duplication in fedCharles Coolidge Parlin, of the
A modernized law is required for
eral enforcement, Dr. Campbell
National Publishers Association,
cosmetics, he explained, because
favored transfer of authority over
favored the bill without amendtheir use has increased so vastly advertising from the Federal
ments, as did Clarence Clap, speak- since the present act was passed
to the Departing for the National Editorial As- in 1906. He pointed out that label Trade mentCommission
of Agriculture. Rather than
sociation.
regulation was the only method of have dual responsibility, he would
Representative Rayburn (D) of preventing inclusion of excess
prefer ferred
to to the
see FTC.
all authority transTexas, chairman of the full House
water in food products.
Committee on Interstate and ForHe advocated passage of the
Another change in the Copeland
eign Commerce, has indicated that Copeland bill with amendments.
bill which Dr. Campbell advocated
he will make every effort to have
One of these is designed to prevent
would broaden the authority given
the bill placed on the House calen- advertising by local retailers of the Secretary of Agriculture to
dar in August, where its fate de- products introduced into or re- make multiple seizures without
pends on the status of other legisceived in interstate channels, with- court orders. He said Secretary
lation and the length of time ConWallace favors the Copeland bill.
out liability under the Copeland
gress remains in session. Although
bill. This clause had been amended
The seizure clause is opposed by
the Copeland bill has administrain the Senate to remove discrimisome proprietary interests because
tion support, other legislation
deemed more important may receive preference, with a possibility
MORTON
SPOTS
WHEN
IT RAINS
that the Copeland bill will go over
to next year.
Salt Company Uses Announcements on WBBM, Chicago,
Urges Amendments
On Days Ball Games Are Rained Out
THE FIRST WEEK of hearings
MATCHING
familiar slogan it pours). To test the audience
was taken up by a half dozen wit- with suitable their
weather conditions, reached by early announcements
nesses in favor of food, drug and
cosmetics legislation and one op- the Morton Salt Co., Chicago, has the sponsor offered a booklet "100
ponent. Main witness was Dr. gone on the air over WBBM, Chi- Ways to Predict Rain" free to listeners writing in. The response
Walter G. Campbell, chief of the
cago, with a series of spot announcements broadcast at 15-min- was so great that an extension of
Food & Drug Administration, who
ute intervals during the baseball these announcements to other
favors the Copeland bill with some
period on such days as the game
changes designed to make it more
cities is planned for next year.
has been rained out. These anrigid. Proponents of the measure
The Morton Salt announcements
nouncements
point
out
that
rain
resumed testimony July 29 and
about a score of witnesses who
prevents ball games and makes
are placed through Blackett-Samwish it amended were to follow. ordinary salt stick in the salt ple-Hummert Inc., Chicago, which
Last to be heard will be those who shaker but that the latter contin- agency also places the baseball
gency can be easily avoided by the broadcasts for General Mills
oppose any change in existing law,
with a half dozen being scheduled. use of Morton salt (when it rains
(Wheaties) over the same station.
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is adequate;
that theofCopeland
bil'
gives
the Secretary
Agriculture
too much power; that present difficulties are due to failure to enforce laws now on the books.
Representative Kenney, of the
subcommittee, said that if food
products were maintained at fixed
legal standards, more farm prod- 1
ucts would be used and there would
be less "water" and less talk of
overproduction. His statement that
the FTC had been successful in obtaining newspaper cooperation in I
eliminating
objectionable
advertis-'
ing was answered
by Dr. Campbell,
who said that the decline in false
advertising had largely been theJ
result of public opinion.
William P. Jacobs, vice president!
of the Institute of Medicine Manu-,
facturers, said the Copeland bill'
would set up an elaborate bureaucratic regulation and would lead
to lengthy litigation and legal tests
and State legislation. He said it
contains no provision to curb FTC
authority, thus continuing dual
control with its expensive conflicts
and uncertainties.
Another objection he made was
that the Department of Agriculture will be able to stop all advertising of concerns involved by
means of injunctions.
Efficiency of the Label
DR. ROBERT P. FISCHELIS, president of the Pharmaceutical Association, asked stronger provisions
to prevent adulteration of drugs
but in general favored passage of
the Copeland bill. Supporting the
Association was Dr. A. T. McCormack, sioner,
Kentucky
healthDugan,
commisMrs. Sara Vance
director of Kentucky's bureau enforcing food, drug and hotel legislation, and Daniel
R. Forbes,
counsel, National
Preservers
Association.
Dr. McCormack said the label
should show the purchaser just
what
he isarrived
buying at
because
"we
have now
the point
where the label is forgotten for the
persuasive
on House
the radio."
Members voice
of the
subcommittee are: Democrats, Chapman,
Ky., chairman; Cole, Md. ; Kenney, N. J.; Renublicans, Wolf enden, Pa.; Reece, Tenn.
Syrup PRODUCTS
of Figs Discs
STERLING
Inc., New
York (California Syrup of Figs)
is formulating a transcription campaign to include a large number
of stations, starting Sept. 9. The
15 - minute programs are to be
broadcast four days a week. Yearly contracts are being signed.
Stack -isGoble
Adv. Agency, New
York
the agency.
Life Savers Return
LIFE SAVERS Inc., Rochester,
N. Y. (mints) will start a new
musical program selected among
auditions submitted by 16 agencies
on 26 NBC-WJZ stations, starting
Wednesday, Sept. 18, 8-8:30 p. m.
The sponsor's radio series, which
will embrace additional supplementary stations as they clear
time, will consume the bulk of its
advertising appropriation this fall.
Topping the
& Lloyd
handles
account.Inc., New York,
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Lights

Sunoco

the

Sales

Path

By
GUY
C. PIERCE
Executive Vice President, Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham
As Told to Howard J. London
)n the
Places

Air

Three

Its Sales

Years

Message

WITH the June
13 broadcast Sun
Oil Co. celebrated
its third consecutive year on the
air. Three m o mentous years
which saw the
end of the Hoover regime, the
election of FrankMr. Pierce iin d. Roosevelt
s President of the United States,
*ie bank holiday, the forming of
le NRA. PWA, CWA, AAA and
ozens of other administration eforts to cope with the depression.
What years these were, and it
/as our good fortune to have a
rogram on the air whose whole
urpose was to relay the latest
ews to our thousands of friends
i Sunoco territory. And we were
lling them five nights a week, 52
veeks to the year. In the last three
ears the people of the United
itates have been hungry for news
nd they still are, for that matter.
Ready-made Audience
^.S YOU know, Sun Oil Co., upon
learing that the Literary Digest
ilanned to discontinue sponsorship
f its program over the NBCWJZ network from 6:45-7 p. m.,
hroughout the week, made the necssary arrangements and went on
he air. We retained the protram's news commentator, Lowell
Thomas, and assumed the same
!. There was not a lapse of a
(lay from the time the Literary Dijest signed off the air to our debut
>n the ether.
By allowing not even a day to
ntervene between the old and new
sponsor, we obtained a ready"nade audience. This audience
nust have been large because the
nagazine people had been sponsorTig their program for two years.
A.11 told this makes the fifth year
;hat Mr. Thomas has been on the
air as a news commentator — mayoe this is some kind of a record.
As a former professor of orao r y at Princeton University,
orld traveller, author and lecurer, Mr. Thomas is well adapted
to fulfill the role of news commentator. Most people think that being a news commentator is just a
jbreak in luck. To talk in a clear,
well-modulated voice, know the
Correct pronunciation of words, and
jbe able to speak words with the
^clearest articulation, are paramount essentials in serving as a
:news commentator.
Listen to the
next news broadcaster you hear
and see if he can finish his 15-minfiUte stint with the same vigor in
:his voice as when he began. We
believe, after these last three years
;on the air, that Lowell Thomas is
the "tops" as a news commentator.
And do they listen to Mr.
Thomas? Well the conclusive exAugust 1, 1935

With

Lowell

Thomas,

in Its Marketing

With
Inc.

Oil Company

Region

THROUGH a period of excitement and national financial distress, Sun Oil Co. has been on the air five nights
a week with Lowell Thomas, news commentator and narrator. Does their broadcasting pay? Here is the plain
answer:

"It is not human

nature to sponsor a loser,

nor is it good business." So Sunoco business is good
because Sun Oil Co. believes in good business and goes
after it with network and spot broadcasting.
perience that happened to us a few
months ago bears reiteration. We
announced at the beginning of a
regular broadcast, no advance notice being given, that if the listeners wanted to send a message to
Lowell Thomas just to pick up
their telephone and call Western
Union. The message to Mr.
Thomas was to cost the listener
nothing. In anticipation the Western Union had its regular force of
60,000 employes work overtime
that evening. Extra telephone
operators were put on the phone
boards. But as it turned out the
Western Union telegraph system
was paralyzed. Listeners sent in
266,000 telegrams containing
9,000,000 words.
Clogged Wires
THIS was the first time that this
type of listener-coverage has ever
been made and the Western Union
does not contemplate doing it
again. If we had paid the regular
telegraphic rates for those 266,000
telegrams it would have cost $200,000, or 67 cents a wire. For some
unanswerable reason, besides the
possibility that a listener-in could
not get his local Western Union
office due to clogged wires, a number of messages were sent by Postal Telegraph, which courteously
accepted them free, for which we
were grateful.
Of course a large majority of
the messages we received came
from listeners having telephones
in their homes, but there must
have been many others who heard
the broadcast but did not send in
a message for numerous reasons:
No telephone in the home; tried to
call but could not get a connection
and did not try again; persons living in remote parts of the country
away from a local Western Union
office involving telephone toll
charges, and those who had a telephone but did not bother to call. A
fact that should be borne in mind
is that the Lowell Thomas program
is only broadcast by 12 stations on
the WJZ network, from Boston to
Detroit, and over supplementary
stations WIOD, WFLA, and
WJAX in Florida and WRVA in
Richmond. A very conservative estimate of the number of listeners
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LOWELL THOMAS
our commentator had that evening
must have been over 1,500,000.
In this day of plaints about
over-emphasis nouncof
'commercial
ements, a summary
of anthe
Sunoco policy may be of interest.
No commercial announcement used
on the Sunoco program is longer
than 100 words. No announcement
takes longer than 30 seconds to
read and we have had this time
down to 10 seconds. All commercials have some worthy thought or
historical event woven around the
sales plug, such as visiting Mother
on Mother's Day or visiting some
historical place. From time to time
ing.
the Sunoco announcements place
special emphasis on careful drivIn writing the continuities for
these commercial announcements
we write with the express purpose
of making the words fit James Wallington's manner of announcing. To
read the old continuities you can
readily imagine Mr. Wallington
reading the same
nouncements shouldwords.
be madeAllto anfit
the announcer's own manner of
speaking and voice inflection.
Everybody likes to hear a person
speak as though he were using his
own words and not something that
has been shoved into his mouth by
someone else. In other words the

announcement is sincere, and sincerity helps tremendously to sell
does assella ours.
and ofitradio
anyAs product,
to our use
part
of our advertising plan, let me explain something about the Sun distribution.
motor oil is sold
as Sunoco
fargasoline
West asandGrand
Rapids, Mich., as far South as
Washington, the Southeastern part
of Canada and the State of Florida. You will readily note that the
company does not have national
coverage. Hence the use of media
that have a national circulation,
would be wasteful. But we can
make radio fit our market and as
our distribution expands so can we
expand our radio network. We also
use
newspapers
dominating
space. regularly and in
While radio does do a selling job,
we also use it to merchandise our
other advertising. Mr. X saw a
gasoline ad in his evening paper a
few days ago and while listening
to our broadcast he hears the announcer
about thisis telling
advertisement.talking
The announcer
something about the illustration
used in the ad and maybe recalls
the headlines that were used. Mr.
X may have forgotten by this time
the particular ad he saw a few
days ago,
the retelling
refreshes his but
memory.
In this way
we make our newspaper advertising last
and we advertising
tie-up our
radio
andlonger
newspaper
with one
scoop.
Spot Campaign
WE ALSO use spot broadcasting
to supplement our regular network
broadcast. Spot programs are used
in the following cities: Akron,
Buffalo, Detroit, Schenectady, and
Grand Rapids, Mich. In Akron,
over WADC, we have Transradio
news reports on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. In Buffalo, over
WBEN, a 15-minute sports program 6 nights per week is conducted by Mr. Sutherland of the
Buffalo ments,
News.
Spotlengths,
announceof various
are
broadcast throughout the day over
WOOD, Grand Rapids, Mich. Over
WGY, Schenectady, James Healy
conducts a 15-minute program on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
In Detroit we use WWJ, CKLW
and WXYZ, over which spot anare broadcast the
at various intervals nouncements
throughout
day,
in addition to WJR which is used
for the regular network program.
We use these additional radio stations either to cover territory not
adequately covered by the Lowell
Thomas program, or to put on extra pressure.
The
question has been asked,
"Has the Sun Oil Company ever
been on the air before this present
series?" The answer is, "Yes, in
the winter of 1930-31 on the same
network we are now utilizing."
Another question is asked, "Do
you find your present series of program successful from a sales
angle?"
To which
"It isa
not human
naturewe toreply,
sponsor
loser, nor is it good business".
Page 9

FCC

Renewal

Facing

Court

Right
Test

Appeal on Col. Brown's Report
On KFBI Renewal Plea Seen
WHAT may develop into the first
legal test of the FCC Broadcast
Division's real authority to threaten refusals of license renewals to
radio stations unless they stop
carrying certain programs deemed
to be objectionable, is seen in the
report of Commissioner Thad H.
Brown, made public July 18 in
which he recommends a denial of
a license renewal to KFBI, Abilene, Kan.
Col. Brown's report is based
upon hearings conducted by him,
with George Porter as assistant
general counsel of the FCC, at San
Antonio, Tex. last March, shortly
before the commissioner was shifted from the Broadcast to the Telephone Division. It is the equivalent of an examiner's report and
requires final action by the Broadcast Division.
In the report Col. Brown recites
how KFBI has continued to carry
broadcasts by and on behalf of
Dr. John R. Brinkley, some of
them wired from Brinkley's Mexican radio studios at Del Rio, Tex.,
and also "psychological" programs
sponsored by one "Omar", astrological programs featuring one
"Koran" and direct selling programs for Dr. Ford's Van Nae
(reducing) tea.
The Public Interest
WITH respect to the Brinkley
broadcasts, Col. Brown asserts the
station was on proper notice that
they were objectionable. They
dealt, he said, with gland ailments,
testimonials, etc., which were the
cause oflicense
Brinkley's
loss and
of his
medical
in Kansas
his
earlier loss of his broadcast station
license. Station KFBI, now owned
by the Farmers & Bankers Life
Insurance Co., Wichita, uses the
equipment which it purchased from
the old KFBK, Milford, Kan., the
Brinkley station deleted by the
former Radio Commission in 1930
because of its allegedly objectionable medical programs.
The other programs, Col. Brown
also asserts, "are definitely not of
a type that serve public interest."
The fact that the manager of
KFBI failed to rejport to the station owners in Wichita is not sufficient excuse for carrying the programs, he states, and he adds:
"The licensee has been derelict in
the performance of the trust imposed upon it by the licensing authority in turning over the complete control and management of
the station together with the
formulation of its broadcast policy
to the station manager."
George E. Strong, Washington
attorney for the operators of
KFBI, who also represented Brinkley in his fight with the old FRC
and in the courts, on July 26 filed
strong exceptions with the FCC to
the Brown report. He declared
the case will be carried to the U.
S. Supreme Court if necessary.
Col. Brown's report, asserted Mr.
Strong, is incomplete in that it
does not set forth any of the facts
favoring the station and does not
give due weight to the fact that
the programs complained of were
Page 10

WMCA,
FLOORS

THAT

MOHAWK

COVERS

Big Rug Manufacturer Gets Its Message— And Rugs —
Into the Home With Radio as Main Medium
By HOWARD

LONDON
"WHY did Mohawk Carpet
Mills Inc., New
York, select radio
as its major
medium?" E. Gerry
Tuttle, itstisingadvermanager
was asked.
The
answer :
"We asselected
raMr. Tuttle
di0
0ur major
advertising medium
because we
figured we could get our message
to more people at less cost."
So successful was a rug-naming
contest staged by Mohawk over 16
CBS stations, using a noon period
with its Five Star Jones program,
that the series has been continued
duringtest hasthebeen
summer
started.and a new conWhen the first contest was
started last winter, entrants were
directed to visit a store handling
Mohawk products, pick out one
they liked, suggest a name for it,
and include the pattern number as
well as name of store. Thus they
became quite familiar with Mohawk products. More than 100,000
persons entered stores selling Mohawk products and entered the
contest, the number diminishing to
52,156 when the final count was
made. The remaining entrants
failed to fulfill all conditions of
the contest.
But Men Listen
WHILE the program is directed
at women, a large number of men
entered. Mohawk contacted dealers suggesting they tie-in and
3,500 requested promotional kits.
Broadsides and trade journal advertisements also kept the trade
informed.
Salesmen at stores who displayed
rugs to winners received cash
prizes, 285 profiting thereby. Following the contest, Mohawk sent
the 52,156 entrants letters of
thanks
by Sally
Jones, a
program signed'
character,
and enclosing
one of her photographs. The letter offered a book on the care of
floor coverings, which some 10,000
requested. A free gift certificate
for a set of glassware was offered
those who bought Mohawk rugs
and the response was far beyond
original estimates of the sponsor.
Four reasons are given by Mohawk for their decision to stay on
the air during the summer:
1. The support received from retail rug buyers, salesmen and distributors.
2. The number of rugs puronly a small percentage of the
general run of programs of KFBI
which he said are definitely in the
public service. Moreover, KFBI
discontinued the allegedly objectionable programs when placed on
notice by the FCC, the insurance
company-owner not having known
of them, he said.
Mr. Strong also pointed out that
several other U. S. stations have
been carrying broadcasts by Brinkley and have not been cited for
them.

chased, traced directly to the rugnaming contest, and the number
of rugs sold in connection with the
glassware premium.
3. Reports from retailers indicating that the program brought
many sales.
4. The
contestants wholarge
sent number
in labels offrom
the
back of Mohawk rugs, which contained the pattern number.
Jordan Marsh store, Boston, had
a total of 800 entries in the rugnaming contest. Meier & Frank,
Portland, Ore., had 1,200. Other
stores reported large numbers of
entries, all of them likely prospects.
Mr. Tuttle estimates that the
average home buys a rug once in
eight years. That means 4,000,000
prospects a year. The advertising
job is to cut down the number of
years, possibly to seven instead of
eight, thus increasing the number
of prospects by a half-million a
year. And Mohawk estimates that
a million persons hear its program.
Renewal

of Five Stations

In Los Angeles

Advised

By Commissioner Brown
FIVE radio stations in the Los
Angeles area, cited for special license renewal hearing there last
April before FCC Commissioner
Thad H. Brown because of doubtful
programs and other alleged violations of regulations, were recommended for regular license renewals in Col. Division
Brown's July
report
Broadcast
19. to the
The stations are KGFJ. KFWB,
KMPC, KRKD and KIEV. All
were cited in connection with the
account of the Alhambra Electronic
Institute, whose business manager
and radio continuity writer, Fred
Bezuzi, was said to have been found
guilty
state medical actofinviolating
offering the
diagnoses
and
cures through a vibrator machine.
Col. Brown branded the machine
as questionable and held it is inherent init
a station's
rightpropriety
to operate that
examine the
of advertising matter carefully.
Several of the stations were also
called to task for failure to record
in their logs the political affiliations of speakers who broadcast
political talks. Col. Brown held,
however, that the general program
character of each of the stations,
their quick
cancelling
of the
tronic institute"
account
and "electheir
disposition to avoid similar pitfalls
in the future warranted their license renewals. He also recommended a daytime power increase
for KFWB to 5,000 watts.
No Chevrolet Football
BECAUSE of its earlier announcement date for new models this
year, Chevrolet will do no football
broadcasting this fall, reports
Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit, its
agency. The account is now using
an NBC asnetwork
"G-Men"of
series,
well asfora its
renewal
WBS thrice-weekly 15-minute discs
on about 300 stations.

License

WSMB

Get

Renewals

Absolved by FCC After Thej
Dropped Certain Accounts
ONE MORE station has beef
dropped from the list of thosJ
cited for hearing before the FCC|
for carrying the Marmola account
the Broadcast Division on July 2
deciding that WSMB, New Orleans/)
need not go to hearing. Not onlyi
had the station dropped the anti-1
fat remedy program, it was said.;
but the division ruled that this wafi
only an "isolated" program among
the otherwise high-quality programs carried by the station.
At the same time the Broadcast
Divisionof also
granted
a regular Newj
re-'
newal
license
to WMCA,
York, recently cited for hearing
for carrying programs sponsored
by Birconjel, a medicated ielly. %■
was found, as a result of the hear-<
ing July 1, that the program wail
the only one against which thl
FCC had any complaint and that il
was immediately dropped whea
cited by the FCC.
Easing the Strain
COMMISSION counsel are nod
preparing their formal "statement
of
factsWMCA
and grounds
for decision'!
in the
case, which
will bej
issued when the license renewal)
order becomes effective Aug. 6. id
wasWMCA
indicated
a "reprimand"!
to
willthat
be included
in thd
statement.
The Broadcast Division's actio™
in dropping its proceedings againsi
17 of the 21 stations originally]
cited for carrying Marmola, anJ
against WMCA, eases somewhal
further the anxiety of broadcaster!
over possible citations for carrying
medical accounts. On the othen
hand, four stations still face heain
ings Oct. 3 on Marmola (WTMJJ
KFRC, KMBC and KNX) and!
Commission counsel pointed oulJ
that 99 stations are still undel
temporary licenses while certain o{
their programs are under scrutiny,
It was learned that one of the
four other stations cited on account
of Marmola, which was not named,
was about to secure its regular license renewal along with WSMB
when it was brought to the atten
tion of the Commission that it was
carrying other questionable programs, including the advertising
of an alleged diabetic cure. There
upon the commissioners decided to
keep it on the Oct. 3 hearing
docket.
Lewis Named

by CBS

W. B. LEWIS, formerly a member
of the firm of Lewis & Clark Advertising Agency, has been appointed commercial program direc
tor of CBS. Henry Hayward is
continuing as supervisor of the
network's program department
Prior to formation of the Lewis &
Clark agency, which has suspended operations, Lewis was with
Badger, Browning & Hersey Inc.
and J. Walter Thompson Co.
VIRGIL EVANS, operator of
WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C, is being mentioned as a possible candidate for U. S. Senator in the elec-j
tions next year as an opponent of
Senator Byrnes on the power issue.
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KLZ, DENVER, SOLD
TO OWNERS OF WKY
SALE of KLZ, Denver, to the interests owning WKY, Oklahoma
City, was disclosed July 23 when
application was made to the FCC
Broadcast Division for authority
to transfer all of the capital stock
for a purchase price of $200,000.
The buyers are E. K. Gaylord,
chief owner of WKY and publisher of the Oklahoma City Oklahoman & Times; Mrs. Gaylord; Edgar T. Bell, business manager of
the newspaper and supervisor of
the station's
and newsHerbert M. Peck, operations,
counsel for the
paper and its station. The deal
was sanctioned by the FCC July 30.
To reports that Mr. Gaylord and
his associates proposed starting
another newspaper or purchasing
an interest in the Denver Post, an
emphatic denial was received by
Broadcasting. Mr. Peck, in Washington July 23, asserted that no
newspaper tieup is contemplated
and that KLZ is being purchased
as an investment. Mr. Gaylord is
a former resident and publisher
of Colorado Springs, and still has
his summer home in Estes Park.
No plans for personnel changes
at KLZ are contemplated, Mr.
Peck said. Mrs. Naomi Bengston,
chief stockholder and manager,
and F. W. Meyer, commercial
manager and a stockholder, from
whom it was purchased, will continue in their present posts. Under
the purchase Mr. and Mrs. Gaylord will own 52% of the stock,
Mr. Bell and Mr. Peck 24% each.

^

OF

INS in Los Angeles
INTERNATIONAL News Service
inaugurated a Los Angeles office
Aug. 1 with three members recruited from the Press-Radio Bureau staff which was discontinued
July 31. Capt. Haakon H. Hammer, formerly a field representative for Press-Radio Bureau, has
taken charge of coast sales. E. E.
McGuire, former head of PR traffic, will take over local sales in the
Southern California area, and E.
W. Hoskins, former day editor for
PRB in Los Angeles, becomes editor for INS. Quarters have been
taken at 130 South Broadway, Los
Angeles.
Lower 100- Watt Rate
STANDARD Radio Advertising
Co., Hollywood transcription library service producers, early in
August
announced
a "new
deal"of
for 100-watters
located
outside
metropolitan areas. The price to
100-watt stations is now $150 cash
with order and $50 monthly starting 30 tract
daysand later
on a cancellation
year's conwithout
clause.
Wired Radio Resumes
WIRED RADIO Inc., subsidiary
of the North American Co., big
public utility holding company, on
July 29 was scheduled to resume
its Cleveland operations, sending
270 hours of varied programs each
week into subscribing homes over
their power lines. Sets were made
available for rentals at $2 to $5
per month, added to the power
bill. No advertising was to be
carried.

THE

NATION-WIDE

"STAR

PROGRAMS

ARE

^
OF STARS"
ON

KSD

Determined by Radio Guide's Second
Annual "Star of Stars" Poll, in Which
1.256,328 Votes Were Cast by Radio Listeners. The Four Leaders on KSD Are
WAYNE KING,
AMOS V ANDY
Orchestra.
Team.
SHOWBOAT,
ONE MAN'S FAMILY,
Musical.
Dramatic.

Station KSD-The
St. Louis
Post-Dispa
tch
POST-DISPATCH BUILDING,
ST. LOUIS.
MO
Free Sc Sleininger, Inc.. National Advertising Representatives
New Ynrk Chion*. Dctn.it San Frami-ro
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Plenty of Baseball
ROGER BAKER, sports director of WGR-WKBW, Buffalo, broadcast play-by-play
descriptions of three different baseball games in three
leagues for a total of more
than five hours, following
with dinner
his regular
quarterhour
sports program,,
His sports period has been
on the air every weekday
evening for six years, and he
has aided in CBS world
series broadcasts.
Ex-Lax on 60 Stations
EX-LAX Inc., Brooklyn, employing an entirely different kind of
feature from its former CBS musical, will return to the air Sept. 27
with a series of twice-weekly 15minute transcriptions on about 60
stations for 39 weeks. With new
commercial copy regarded as acceptable to the FCC, the programs
will be titled Strange As It Seems,
featuring the oddities gathered by
John Hix, newspaper cartoonist,
who does a syndicated daily feature under the same title. Records
will probably be made by RCA Victor Co. in its Hollywood studios.
The Joseph Katz Co., New York,
handles the account.
Prall on Vacation
CHAIRMAN Anning S. Prall of
the FCC has gone to Maine for a
short vacation. He will return to
his desk in Washington some time
between Aug. 10 and 15. Judge E.
O. Sykes, chairman of the Broadcast Division, is acting chairman
of the full Commission and states
that division meetings will be held
weekly as usual, including the regular Tuesday morning Broadcast
Division decision meetings.
A AAA's Next Convention
THE 1936 convention of the American Association of Advertising
agencies will be held at The Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, W.
Va., April 30 to May 2. The great
success of the association's recent
1935 convention at White Sulphur
Springs, coupled with the many
commendatory expressions received
from members, led to this unusually early decision on the next meeting place by its executive board.
Mr. Don Stetler
Standard Brand?, Inc.,
New York City.
Dear Mr. Stetler:
Like a good salesman, WSOC converts prospects into profits. WSOC
listeners buy WSOC-advertised merchandise, because WSOC enjoys the
confidence of its listeners. Why not
ask NBC to add WSOC? Then, after
a trial period, check your sales.
WSOC shall be glad to have you
judge its salesability entirely on results.
STANDING BY! Ready to plug
you in !
WSOC
Charlotte, N. C.

Rolls Razor Disc Seri;
To Run on 15 Static*
LEE
& SCHIFFER
Inc., N
York, American distributor
Rolls Razor, Ltd., London (R.
Razor a) series
on Sept.
will inautr;l'
rate
of 13
15-minute
scriptions over 15 stations to i
13 weeks. The transcriptions, m; ,
by Bruce Chapman Co., New Yo
will be broadcast Sunday aft
noons. Time will vary from 3 i
5 p.
m. program is introduced
Each
A. Colin Kingham, managing
rector of the parent compa
whose talks were recorded in L
don and shipped to this couni
where they were made a part
the regular transcriptions. The <
tertainment is built around a so
and script episode. Stations ai
KJR, KFRC, KFI, KLZ, KS1
WDAF, KSD, WMAQ, WFB
WTAM, WSB, WOR, WT
WSYR, and WOW. Kimball, Hi
bard agency.
& Powel Inc., New York,
the
Colorado

Radio Netwoi

Is Ready for Operatic
LAUNCHING of the Colorado f
dio Network linking four static
in that state has been held up d
to difficulties in obtaining wire 1
cilities but the starting date is <
pected to be Aug. 15. KFE
KVOR, Denver, will be the key si
tion, the others being KVOR, Co
rado Springs; KGHF, Pueblo, a
KFXJ, Grand Junction. A. T. &
lines will be employed.
A combination rate card embr;
ing line charges has been issui
The personnel of the network
announced as follows: Gene O'F.
Ion,
salesofmanager;
Frank Bishc
director
station relations;
Jer
Akers, assistant sales managcFrank Golder, technical directc
William S. Wales, traffic directi
Paul H. Raymer Co. has been a
pointed national representatives
New York, Chicago and San Fra
cisco, and Wilson-Dalton Co. w
handle Kansas City and St. Lou
Re-Sign Lum & Abner
LORD & THOMAS, Chicago, a
nounces the re-signing of hum
Abner, the homely philosoph
team from Pine Ridge, U. S. 1
to a new long-term contract f
its client Horlick's Malted Mi
Co., Racine. Starting Sept. 2, t
team will be heard from WLW
the NBC-WJZ network at 7:30
m. (EDST) but WLW will car
them for the first month at 10:
p. m. Transcriptions of the pop
lar pair's dialogue will also be co
tinued over KNX, Hollywood, ai
KFRC, San Francisco. During tl
summer the team, formerly spo
sored by Ford Motor Co. ai
Quaker Oats, is being heard in lr
broadcasts over WGN and WL1
Spratts Going on MBS
SPRATTS PATENT Ltd., Newai
(Spratt's dog food) will move i
Albert Payson Terhune dog stori<
shortly to the Mutual Broadcas
ing System. The program is te
tatively scheduled to start on ME
Sept. 29. Efforts are being mac
by the sponsor to secure the add
tion of WNAC, Boston, to tl
MBS network for the prograi
Paris & Peart, New York, handL
the account.
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yes

ma'am..

Sell briar pipes to women?
Preposterous! But, in spite of
wiseacre warnings, the ad-man
of a leading Cleveland department store* had the courage, and
we of WAR had faith.
On the air went the program,
unsupported by any other type
of advertising ... a fifteen minute
afternoon broadcast of the popular
harmony team of Al and Pete. An
*The May Company.. .Ohio's largest Store

.^RrIAR

announcer stepped to the "mike"
. . . told how he-man briar pipes
would be offered on the morrow.
Sweethearts listened — thought of
their boy friends. Wives listened —
pictured new pipes in place of the
potent ones on the smokestand.
One hundred forty-seven times
the following day, clerks replied,
"Yes ma'am, a briar pipe". . .
147 women spent an average of

PIPE

$1.50 each for an item that
"couldn't be sold to women."
Of course, a station which rates
top in daytime audience in its
retail area should produce results. WGAR does, not only
because it has the audience, but
because listeners regard advertising over our wave not merely
as advertising, but as helpful
suggestions from a friend.

CLEVELAND'S
FRIENDLY
STATION"
John F. Patt, Vice President and General Manager
Edward Petry & Co., Inc., National Representatives
I
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Fire Destroys WHIS
FIRE of unknown origin on July
15 destroyed the transmitter of
WHIS, Bluefield, W. Va., silencing
the station for about 10 days. The
fire occurred while adjacent studios were being remodeled in a
penthouse in the West Virginia
Hotel, but the studios were not
destroyed. The transmitter, which
had been newly installed only two
months earlier, was a complete
loss, representing about $15,000.
It is planned to relocate the transmitter on a site outside the city,
retaining the present studios. 0 July 25 the station went back on
the air with a temporary transmitter flown down from New York.
"Among other things, your machine is a marvel, without question the best device for recording and reproducing speech sounds that has been as yet invented in all the history of phonograph and radio.
Of course, I want to get one."
Dr. John P. Harrington
Smithsonian Institution
Washington, D. C.
r

Camels Return to CBS
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.
(Camel cigarettes), will return to
the CBS network Oct. 1 with a
program Tuesdays and Thursdays,
9-9:30 p. m., with a re-broadcast
to the West Coast, using the same
80 stations as in the past. Talent
will consist of Walter O'Keefe and
Casa Loma orchestra, retained
from last season, and a new singer,
Deane Janis, from vaudeville. William Esty & Co., New York, is the
agency.
Cantor Back for Pebeco
LEHN AND FINK PRODUCTS
Co., New York, will return to CBS
with Eddie Cantor the first week
in October, the program to be a 30minute show advertising the new
Pebeco toothpaste. The sponsor
had the same program on the air
last spring. Lennen & Mitchell
Inc., is the agency.

Sale of WJAG, Norfolk,
To Interests Headed b,
Lloyd Thomas Reporte
THOUGH formal application f<|
transfer of ownership had ml
been filed with the FCC up to th
time of going to press, Broadcas
ing learns from reliable sourc<
that the sale of WJAG, Norfol
Neb., to interests headed by Llo\
ford,
has definitely
Thomas,111.,operator
of WROK,beenRoc']n>
gotiated. The price was unofficia
ly reported as $70,000. The st<
tion, operated by the Norfol
Daily sunset
News, onuses
local
1060 1,000
kc. watts t
Mr. Thomas is also understoo
to have completed negotiations fc
the purchase of KMMJ, Clay Cer
ter,
1,000-watt
daytime sU
tion Neb.,
on a740
kc. Recently
M:
Thomas bought KGBZ, York, Neb
a 1,000-watt half-time station o
930 kc. for a price said to t
Whether the deals contemplat
a$48,000.
combination of the stations c
the removal of any of them int
Omaha, where it has long bee
rumored that the Omaha Work
Herald is eager to get a radio stE
tion, could not be ascertained. Pai
Martin, Omaha attorney, is actin
for Mr. Thomas' company which i
said to contemplate organizing
state network.
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co
Boston, has released Max Bae
from its Lucky Smith program o
44 NBC-WEAF stations and i
planning another show. A sym
phonic concert was given on th
July 29 program.

When you require QUALITY APPARATUS for
HIGH FIDELITY REPRODUCTION . . USE PRESTO!
5000 WATTS
The PRESTO UNIVERSAL INSTANT RECORDER is used
for recording instantaneous programs from the
air or direct from the studio by microphone.
Here are some of the applications of the Presto
Recorder :
1. Individual recordings of the artists, either directly from
the studio, from the line, or from the air.
2. Recording advertisers' programs for file and reference
purposes.
3. Operating audition service.
4. Making transcription records for use over station or for
sale to other stations.
5. Making recordings of station broadcasts at different points
in the coverage area, to show prospective advertisers
extent of coverage and fidelity of reception.
6. Operating an outside recording service for banquet speakers, public speakers and weddings.
7. Making recordings of political speakers for broadcasting
at times that may otherwise be inconvenient for the
speaker.
8. Operating recording studios for singers, instrumentalists,
and orchestras.
EVERYTHING FOR RECORDING FROM A NEEDLE
TO A COMPLETE STUDIO INSTALLATION
Complete descriptive data now available.

KJ1

again

strides

forward

announc-

ing complete UNITED
SERVICE

for KJRs

nant news service
Washington
available

PRESS

already

domi-

in the Western

market

. . . now

for sponsorship.

Write for your copy today.

Edward
See —
FISHER'S
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MR.

CARPENTER

...We

If we had sought out the services of the nation's
writers, never could a more exact proclamation be
present day policies than the revised Code of Ethics
Committee for the N. A. B. We Congratulate

RECOGNIZING

1.

vent the broadcasting of any matter which would commonly be regarded as offensive.
KNX
2•
"When the facilities of a mombor
KNXstation
will are used by
others than the owner, the mombor ohall ascertain
the financial responsibility and character of such client, that
no dishonest, fraudulent or dangerous person, firm or corporation may gain access to the radio audience.
3

Matter which is barred from the mails as fraudu•
will
lent, deceptive or obscene shall not be broadcast by
KNX

a member station.
KNX
^

You

most competent
drafted of KNX's
submitted by your
and Thank You.

KNX will
Each mombor station ohall refuse to accept any

that the radio audience includes

persons of all ages and all types of political, social
KNX
and religious belief, member stations will endeavor to pre-

Thank

6.

business on a cost per inquiry, contingent, or percentage basis, or to accord free time for commercial use.
KNX
will not

7•
No mombor station shall permit the broadcasting
it
of advertising statements or claims which 4w knows
or believes to be false, deceptive or grossly exaggerated.
KNX
will not
No mombor station shall defame or disparage a
8.
competitor, directly or indirectly, by words or acts
which untruthfully call in question such competitor's business integrity, ability to perform contracts, credit standing
or quality of service.
KNX
will not
No member station shall claim for its service a
character,
Will scope or quality which cannot be substantiated,
nor ohall it claim as regular characteristics of its
9.

will

Each membei1 station shall refuse any advertising
matter regarding products or services in-

service features which it knows to be purely temporary or
accidental.

jurious to health.
KNX will
Each member station shall maintain a public record

XO

>^'iere c^ar8es °^ v'°'at'on of any article of the
code of ethics of the National Association of Broad-

of its current rates charged to advertisers for the

casters are filed in writing with the Managing Director, the

use of broadcasting time together with all discounts, rebates,

Board of Directors shall investigate such charges, give op-

refunds and agencv commissions which shall be allowed to

portunity for hearing and afterwards notify the station of
its findings.

the users of such time or to their recognized agents.

THE "VOICE
OF HOLLYWOOD"
JOHN BLAIR & CO., National Representatives
KNX

August 1, 1935
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New York — Detroit — Chicago —

San Francisco
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SPOTS FOR JOBS
Cleveland Youth UsesWGARas
Employment Agency
"YOU want to buy what?" Ellis
VanderPyl, commercial manager
of WGAR, Cleveland, asked the
blond youth.
"An announcement," again was
the reply. "I want to talk over the
airSoand WGAR
ask for contracted
a job."
with
George Condon, 17, of Cleveland,
for a single announcement on the
Musical Clock program.
"I listen to the Musical Clock
almost every morning," George
stated. "I got the idea after I had
tramped up and down Cleveland
for a couple of weeks after leaving
high school. I had some money
saved and so I just decided I'd see
what
coulda job.
do for me."
P.S. radio
He got

et
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«
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Caldwell's New Paper
A NEW periodical in the radio
trade field, Radio Today, specializing in the technical progress of radio and in the set and electronics
fields, will be published starting in
September with Dr. 0. H. Caldwell, former federal radio commissioner, as editor, and with M.
Clements, formerly . advertising
manager of Radio Retailing and
Electronics, as publisher. Dr. Caldwell on Aug. 1 resigns his editorship of McGraw-Hill's Radio Retailing and Electronics, of which
he was co-founder with Mr. Clements. Their staffs will comprise
mostly former associates in the
McGraw-Hill Co. Offices have been
established in the Grand Central
Palace Bldg., New York.

STAFF

COMPLETED

FOR

IOWA
WITH GROUP'
the arrival of Walter
Preston, former

York
broadcastChicago
and New'
ing executive,
to
take over the
managership
of
KRNT and KSO,
Des Moines, the
new setup of the
Mr. Preston
Iowa Broadcasting Co. stations was announced by
Gardner Cowles Jr., president,
Mr. Preston took over his new
duties in latter July, coming from
New York where he was sales
manager of WISN. Before that he
was with the old WIBO, Chicago,
and later with WBBM, Chicago,
where from 1931 to 1932 he was j
western program director of CBS.
Craig Lawrence will continue as
commercial manager of KRNT
and KSO, and Sumner Quarton
will continue as manager of WMT,
Cedar Rapids-Waterloo. In addition to Mr. Cowles as president,
Mr. Preston as manager and Mr.
Lawrence as commercial manager,
the staff of KRNT and KSO includes: Rodney Lien, treasurer;
Reginald Martin, program director, KSO; Wayne A. Tiss, program
director, KRNT; Paul Huntsinger,
chief engineer.
In addition to Mr. Quarton as
president and Mr. Lien as treasurer, the staff of WMT includes
William Quarton, Cedar Rapids
commercial manager; Don Inman,
Waterloo commercial manager;
Douglas Grant, program director;
Charles Quentin, chief engineer.

W
PO

N

MA

"Audition in Chicago tomorrow — Consolidated
Cracker wants contest idea — Set up survey in
South — Where's that script? — Need New England network — Good spot for new band on the
Coast ..."

AUGUST 26*^.

Busy broadcasting executives often wish they could
be ten places at one time. Long Distance comes close
to making it possible. It turns one man into many —
sends him North, South, East, West, in quick succession
— gets attention — gets results — brings him back to
his desk, free for other affairs.
Because it is fast and personal — because so much
can be accomplished with its help — Long Distance
pays dividends for every dollar invested. The local
telephone company

.rTE^ANCE

0 portal

t»~

will gladly show you

how it can be systematically and profitably
applied to your own needs.
Page

16
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YOUR

DOLLAR

STATION
STATION

D

C

24 LISTENERS
FOR $1
89 LISTENERS
FOR $1
FIGURES
129

139

LISTENERS
FOR $1

ROSS

FEDERAL

RADIO

DOLLAR

in the
139
129
89
24

Total number of completed calls
Refused information
Do not own radio
Own radio
Radio sets off
Radio sets on

ADVERTISING

ouys

. . .

City

proved
proved
proved
proved

of Buffalo

listeners
listeners
listeners
listeners

to
to
to
to

alone:

WKBW
WGR
Station C
Station D

These figures cover Buffalo only as the telephone calls were
confined to the city. Buffalo proper represents 40 per cent of
the sales opportunity in Western New York. It contains
135,000 of the 299,060 radio equipped homes in the Buffalo
Trading Area. Experienced market survey organizations have
stated that, other things being equal, the same ratio of listeners
would prevail throughout the balance of the Buffalo Trading
Area. On this basis, your radio advertising dollar would buy
308 listeners to WKBW;
ers to Station C.

286 listeners to WGR

CALLS

STATION
WKBW
WGR

POPULARITY

Station D
All other stations

FIGURES

BY

THE

CORP.*

100%

$1
ANALYSIS OF COMPLETED

Your

RESEARCH

TABLE

LISTENERS
FOR

COMPILED

2339
79
47
2213

3.38%
2.01%

94.61%
21.74%
78.26%

1732
14
481
125
116
88

25.98%
24.12%
2.91%
18.30%
5.20%

25

available on a guaranteed basis. Wire or write for a complete schedule.
* The table above gives vital figures submitted by Ross
Federal Research Corporation. The cost figures represent
a weighted average of the rates between 5 and 7 P. M. for
each station as listed in "Radio Advertising."

and 197 listen-

Ross Federal Research Corporation determined these facts in
the most comprehensive survey ever conducted in Buffalo of
the listening habits of Buffalo people between 5 and 7 o'clock.
Here is one of the most important broadcasting periods of the
day . . . when you can reach the entire family . . . father, mother
and the children. Most of both hours on WGR and WKBW
has been sold ... but there are still several choice periods
August 1, 1935
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OWNED

AND OPERATED BY BUFFALO EROADCASTING

CORPORATION,
REPRESENTED

RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO, N. Y.
BY FREE & SLEININGER, INC.
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CBS

ANNOUNCES

Listening

Area

Just off the press after ten months
Areas

THE

of preparation,

Maps

the 3rd Series of CBS

introduces, for the first time in radio, separate

and

daytime

listening. These

CBS

stations, making

rather than the more

maps

have

194 different maps
glamorous

whole

network,

radio homes

by night and

comprehensive

as of January

since the U. S. Government
For the primary
time and evening

maps

Listening

of nighttime

listening

plotted individually for each of 97

that show

coverage

at a modest

minimum

maximum.

It presents also the first composite
of an entire network

been

FIRST

maps

to show

separately

the Listening Areas

by day. It offers for each station, and

market

data

1,1935... the most

based

for the

on the latest official count of

complete

survey of radio ownership

census of 1930.

and secondary
broadcasts,

listening areas of every CBS

are shown

station, both for day-

such facts as the number

of

counties

radio listeners

domestic

families

residence

electric wired homes

radio homes

passenger

telephones
autos

gas customers

retail outlets & sales

as well as the urban, rural and total populations
These

studies are based

on more

than 400,000

responses

to the Listening Area

broadcasts,

together with a special audience

the number

of regular listeners to local CBS stations and to the CBS network.

THE

COLUMBIA

HEADQUARTERS

August 1, 1935

audit of 300,000
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RADIO

AND

homes

to determine

SYSTEM

RADIO

FACTS
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RADIO
FIRST
OF YEAR
Babson said "Outlook for Memphis
considerably better
than average for entire country."
May 1st — Nations
Business said "Memphis bright spot on
Recovery Map."
NOW we findBuilding permits up
100%, car sales up
25%, spending power 33% above nation's average.
MEMPHIS, a city
o f 264,000, with
2,196,000 Mid-South
trade population favors WNBR for local interest programs.
CASH IN— We suggest — TRANSRADIO newscasts now
available at 7:45
a. m.; 12:30, 6:30,
9:00, and 10.00 p. m.
A "sure-fire" salesmedium in one of
America's
richest
markets.

FLOOD

DAMAGE

Elmira, and KOTN, Pine Bluff, Come to Rescue
As Raging Waters
Bring Emergencies
SUMMER
floods
in New York
o
state and Arkansas found broadCO
casters alert to provide communication facilities when all other
CD
means had failed and many stories
of heroism and public service on
<
the part of broadcasters have been
told
in the last few weeks.
CD
Through summons for public aid,
control of flood waters at Ithaca,
N. Y., and Pine Bluff, Ark., was
effected in July. WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y., stepped into the breach
when that section was inundated
and was on the air continuously
for 42 hours [see Broadcasting
July 15].
From both its Ithaca and Elmira
ALL WASHED OUT— No wonder
studios, WESG, Elmira, with Manthey're tired, these WESG broadager Dale Taylor and Announcers
casters, who are hard at it alFloyd Keesee and Glover Delaney
though the hour is 4:30 a. m. and
<
on the job, broadcasts proceeded
a daytime station. Howfor 26 hours without a break. A WESG ever,is there
was work to be done
threatened break in the raging
for the station was the regional
Chemung river, which bisects El- headquarters for flood relief activmira, was averted when a call for
ity. WESG had ten - day blanket
<
help brought hundreds of volunflood inforteers. Mobilization orders for mi- authoritymation attoanybroadcast
hour, which it did.
litia, police, firemen and other Here is Ernest Oliver, program
groups were broadcast and resi- manager, at the microphone, with
neai'by
were
Engineer Broich at his left. Standwarned dents
to ofvacate
theirDryden
homes when
ing in control room (upper right)
a
break
in
a
nearby
dam
was
is
Francis Broich, chief engineer
o
threatened.
and at the left is Mr. Givens, of
ried out over Relief
WESG.plans were car- the
executive staff.
WNBR
Thousands of telephone calls and
telegrams were received and hun- work.
keyed from WESG over a CBS netdreds came direct to the studios
Memphis, Tenn.
for information about friends and
KOTN, Pine Bluff, Ark., kept the
relatives. Two broadcasts were
public informed of flood havoc and
was a key factor in directing relief and control efforts. B. J. Parrish, manager of the station, kept
its facilities constantly at the disFor Sale - - in Western
posal of flood control engineers and
provided special news from time to
time. Calls for volunteers to help
Pennsylvania
build sack levees to protect the city
from back water and to strengthen
the Pittsburgh Trading Area:
levees brought several hundred to
the scene.
KOTN listeners provided tons of
food and supplies for levee workmen, whose strenuous efforts pre1,000,000
NEW
vented a repetition of the 1927
debacle. Only one levee failed to
hold against the waters. Mayor E.
A. Howell, of Pine Bluff, paid tribDaytime
Listeners
ute to KOTN for its service and
cooperation.
Price
$00.00
How KFAB Covered
NEW ANGLES on the recent
floods in Nebraska, which KFAB,
Lincoln, covered with conspicuous
success, have been brought to light.
For details consult Pittsburgh's
First aircasting from actual flood
territory came when Foster May,
already most popular station
director of KFAB's news and public events department, and an
operator, flew through a blinding
rain storm, landed in a soggy
alfalfa field at Orleans, and were
on the air shortly afterward.
Later they hooked on to a
washed out Western Union wire at
Oxford, which the company patched
through to the Lincoln studios, and
interviewed nearly every survivor
in the town in a two-hour broadcast. This was carried over KOIL,
Omaha, and KFOR, Lincoln.
PITTSBURGH
BASIC NBC RED NETWORK
The KFAB crew assisted CBS
operators the following day in arranging anetwork broadcast, with
Nationally represented by Paul H. Raymer Co.
Mr. May helping in the arrangeNew York
- - Chicago
- - San Francisco
ments and interviewing a number
of survivors.
Page 20

WESG,

CHECKS

The

Local

Program

Brings Results for
National Sponsors
WFIL Finds a Good Formula
That Pulls Big Following
LOCALLY built shows can command the respect — and sponsorship
—of national advertisers. This is
the experience of Don Withycomb,
manager of WFIL, Philadelphia,
whose new thrice-weekly early-evening Melody Man Show already
has one sponsor, with two more in
sight. tended
Eventually
it is" to be exacross the board.
Sponsors planning local station
promotion usually seek a particular type of program for the various areas to be served* A metropolitan series, for example, would
call for a sophisticated program.
For the back country hillbillies
usually would be selected.
With network commitments for
the coming season indicating busy
schedules, many sponsors are turning to spot programming, while
others are inclined toward local
programs due to talent costs, according to Mr. Withycomb. After
months of research he decided on a
variation of the old-time music
memory contest. An experimental
program carrying a tie-in with a
local theatre and offering two theatre tickets to the first 25 listeners
mailing in neatest and correct answers, pulled 1400 letters in the
first mail. Now the program is
thrice weekly, with five more theatres participating, and mail has
jumped to 7500 letters a week.
The program proves, says Mr.
Withycomb, that metropolitan and
farm listener areas are attracted
equally. "Successful
chandising isdependentradio
upon merthe
simplicity of program presentation," he explains. "There are
many programs of the Melody Man
nature. Sponsors should not be
afraid to use them merely because
someone else employed a like idea
a month before. Those are the programs that will pay dividends in
Radio Aids Banking
the end."
USE of radio to produce a better
public understanding of banking
was advised July 22 in the report
of R. S. Hecht, president of the
American Bankers Association, in
a statement outlining the association's public relations activities. A
number of addresses for radio use
have been prepared by its public
education commission and they are
disseminated through state associations and local chapters. To
have favorable things said about
the banking business over the radio, toward
says Mr.creating
Hecht, is
ful
a "very
sound helpptiblic opinion regarding banking."
WCAE

Gets 5 Kw. Day

ENGINEERS of WCAE, Pittsburgh, are drawing plans for a
new transmitter and other equipment for the daytime power increase from 1,000 to 5,000 watts
just granted by the FCC, reports
Ford Billings, WCAE manager.
Chief Engineer Harry B i x b e e
states he hopes to have the new
transmitter on the air within two
months.
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Standard

Program

100

FOR

BREAK

A

Library Service — in a little more

WAITERS

than three

months — has been virtually sold out in every major radio market
in the country ! All but a handful of the large population centers
are now represented with Standard Program

Our problem

Service.

now is to spread Standard Program

to the smaller markets and complete our coverage.

Library Service
To accomplish

this, a new deal has been set up for small stations, bringing the cost
within the range of all.

The

same excellent talent organization, the same highest quality

RCA- Victor transcriptions, the same
major

stations — but now

expert continuity as on our

at a cost tremendously

lower

than that of anv similar service.

Wire for Details and Contract
on Special Small
Station Deal

STANDARD
RADIO
6404 HOLLYWOOD BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

August 1, 1935
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GOOD

NEWS!

"SONS

OF
THE
second
seriesPIONEERS"
out in August.
Territory reservations now.

ADVERTISING
COMPANY
•
180 NORTH MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Joint Sponsorship
For March of Time

.CSSON

IN

Spacious Home of Chicago's Radio Fraternity
served for the exclusive use of the
AFTER talking about it for years,
£TIQU€TT£
Chicago's radio fraternity is at club's masculine members, contains a game room, lockers and
last to have a club of its own, a
showers.
Never Read BROADplace where radio's elect can eat,
Decorations are in the Aztec
drink, lounge and talk shop, with
CASTING Over Some One no
manner, elaborate wood carvings
outsiders to bore or be bored.
Membership is restricted to those and lamps of punched copper, the
Else's Shoulder.
designs showing through when the
actively concerned with radio,
from the stations and networks, ad- lamps are lighted. The decorative
It Just Isn't Being Done . . . Not
vertising agencies and special rep- scheme was planned by Jose TorWhen A Subscription Costs Only:
resentatives. Itopens in August.
res, well-known Mexican artist,
The Radio Club is located at 433 who is himself doing much of the
A pleasant innovation
N. Wells St., on the fringe of Chi- handiwork.
is the waiterless dining room, food
□ $3.00 for ONE YEAR—
cago's Loop about a half a block
□ $5.00 for TWO YEARS or for TWO ONE- from NBC headquarters in a build- and drink being ordered as reYEAR subscriptions.
quired by table telephones.
ing which is .being completely re#
modeled for the club. From the reJack Dynzer, operator of the
ception and waiting room on the "After the Show Club" and other
□ $10 for FIVE ONE-YEAR subscriptions.
first floor a wide double staircase
Chicago night spots, is manager of
Canadian and Foreign Subscriptions
leads down to the main dining the
Radio Club, under the direction
$4.00 per year.
room, which has a large fireplace
as its central feature and a circu- of a management committee comPlease enter my subscription to
posed of an actor, musician, prolar bar at the forward end. Priduction man, agency executive, staBROADCASTING, including t h e
vate dining rooms and a comfortion representative, and one man
table ladies lounge fill the second
1935 YEARBOOK Edition. Check is
floor. The third floor, which is re- from each of the networks.
enclosed.

- -f

broadMsting
roadcast
dvertiang'
NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
\

rs the new*' Service
crr«^»S
\e* L (UFV _ °{
Moines **,
, -T, -Reg^
and T^e.
^
lO**. The 1^%^

avs to sponsor

sT1^G

1

ftS© ^Moines

Forty CBS Stations to Carry
Program Five Times Weekly
WHEN the March of Time begins
its sixth season of broadcasting
on Aug. 26 it will present news
dramatizations daily instead of
weekly, as in the past, and will
be jointly sponsored by Time magazine and by Remington Rand, Inc.
As in the past, a CBS network
will be used, and although the station line-up is not yet definite, it
is expected to include more than
40 stations from the Atlantic to
the Pacific, with some Southern
subsidiaries.
The 15 - minute periods will be
heard Monday through Friday at
10:30 p. m. If the first period
is sponsored by Time, with Remington Rand alternating, the latter
will have only Tuesday and Thursday during the first week, but during the second week this proportion will be reversed, so that the
advantages of joint sponsorship
will be divided as equally as possible. In the case of a listener who
is habitually at home only on Mondays and Tuesdays, for example,
each sponsor will be credited with
exactly half the broadcasts, and a
one-night per week listener will
hear the magazine credited one
week and the manufacturer of
officeweek.
equipment credited the second
Remington Rand, of Buffalo, began sponsorship of the March of
Time in the Fall of 1933, under
an arrangement whereby "the editors of Time" were credited with
the preparation of the script. In
this way the magazine received its
advertising without paying time
or talent costs on the network,
Last season Remington Rand sponsored the program early in the
winter but the magazine resumed
financial responsibility for it in
March. The new series will mark
the first 50-50 joint sponsorship.
Batten,
Durstine
Osborn
Inc., Barton,
New York,
is the and
agency,
and Arthur Pryor Jr., will remain
in active direction of the program,
with Howard Barlow of CBS responsible for the musical score.
Show Boat Name Change
LANNY ROSS, star of the Maxwell House Show Boat, who is filling in Jack Benny's Sunday night
NBC-WJZ period with his Lanny
Ross' State Fair program, on July
18 was signed to a new two-year
contract by Ralph Starr Butler,
vice president of General Foods
Corp., calling for his continued
services on the Show Boat program. From Oct. 1, retaining the
same Thursday night NBC-WEAF
network and period, the pi-ogram
will be known as Lanny Ross Presents the Maxwell House Show
Boat
instead
Maxwell House of
ShowCapt.
Boat. Henry's
Frank
Mclntyre will continue in the role
of Capt. Henry.
VICK CHEMICAL Co. will bring
Grace Moore network
back toSept.
62-station
NBC-WEAF
16, the
definite starting date depending
upon clearing time on outlets.
Cecil,
is
the Warwick
agency. & Cecil, New York,
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Schenectady may be a difficult word to spell, but the
problem of getting your sales messages to the wide
spread Northeastern market ... of which Schenectady
is the focal point ... is as simple as ABC.
Use WGY. It is the undisputed "master radio showof the Great Northeast. With its 50,000 watts
power, it reaches 768,800 radio families in Northern
and Central New

York and Western New

England*.

*NBC Station Airea maps, showing the potential circulation of WGY as determined
by the New NBC Method of Audience Measurement, are now ready for distribution.
A copy will be sent to you at once, upon request.

NATIONAL
NEW
YORK
WEAF & WJZ

BROADCASTING
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
* WASHINGTON
WRC & WMAL

SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON— WBZ

August 1, 1935

COMPANY,
SUBSIDIARY

* CHICAGO
WMAQ & WENR

* SAN

• SPRINGFIELD, MASS.— WBZA • SCHENECTADY— WGY
DENVER— KOA • PHILADELPHIA • DETROIT

• BROADCASTING

INC.

FRANCISCO
KGO & KPO

• PITTSBURGH— KDKA

• CLEVELAND — WTAM
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iill
4,628

circulation

(sworn figures as of July 15, 1935)

55.5%
Embraces
Agencies
and

the

Placing

National

Advertisers

700 -odd

and

Radio

Advertising

Regional

and Prospective

mm

Radio

Advertisers.

yOUR
message
to BROADCASTING'S
thorough
agency advertising
and advertiser
circulation
insures concentrated
and
non-waste

- '

Accounts

readership among the men who place fully 90%

^^^^^^^^
tillliillsllii^

of

Radio's national and regional accounts.

th ey read BROADCASTING, they are in a radio
^^HEN
frame of mind. BROADCASTING is the only publication
in the trade advertising field devoting its columns exclusively
to the authentic news of Radio as an art, an industry and an
advertising medium.

j^|ORE than that, BROADCASTING is the only publication
in the trade advertising field that owes and pays its
Jgflyg

primary allegiance to Radio — not to printed media.

Ik**

JP»

m

NORTHWESTERN
ENGRAVING
CO.

WBT to Attack Barrier
On Football Broadcasts
ANOTHER effort will be made
this year to break down the agreement among Southern Conference
colleges against the broadcasting
of football games, with William
Schudt Jr., manager of WBT,
Charlotte, already assigning his
program director, Charles Crutchfield, to the task. Mr. Crutchfield
is contacting officials of the schools
and plans to attend the early fall
meeting of the conference itself.
The Southern Conference is the
only major collegiate football
group which still bars the broadcasting of its games.
"The big Eastern colleges permit radio coverage of their games
from the sidelines and thereby obtain tremendous publicity benefits," Mr. Crutchfield has written
conference
"Thecut broadcasts do not officials.
seem to have
down
attendance. In fact the gates have
been more satisfactory than ever
in recent years. It is hard to explain the average football follower
why we can present big Eastern
games for him and never carry
Southern games. We hope the colleges and the conference will see
that they can do a great benefit to
themselves as well as extend their
football audiences."

MENASHA,

NEW

TI E \n>4d
FOOTBALL BROADCAST
Unit, &i6 /V£?K
GRAF

It's new and
different. Fans
will go out of
their way to get
it, to accurately follow and chart
each play as broadcast. A permanent
record of the game. Easy to handle —
no intricate details. Can be furnished
in pad form or cards (light and
heavy weight) to meet your requirements. Chart complete for one game
7 in. wide by 14 in. deep — low cost.
Write now for samples, complete details and prices. Get a sample and
try it during the Professional - All
Stars game, Aug. 28 at Soldiers
Field, Chicago.

WISCONSIN

GRAFOCAST
KOP.THWSSTERS ENGRAVING COVPiNY.

YORK will hold its first national radio exposition in several
years in the Grand Central Palace,
Sept. 18-28, with electrical utilities people joining the radio set
and parts makers in displaying
their wares.

says:

^Responsiveness?
listeners*
more
over
Prindce-een
if Lu
wex

bought

products
w^mm

62%

of

two

or

advertised

n

ha

wmm**

WIRE

W KB F
FORMERLY
IN
INDIANAPOLIS
D. E. "Plug" Kendrick. Vice Pres! & Gen. Mgr.
Affiliated

NBC

Station

National Advertising Representatives:
PAUL
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H. RAYMER

CO., New York — Chicago — San Francisco

Station WEE, the Tiniest in the World
NOT CONTENT with having the
WEE is not a toy but a complete broadcasting station, with
world's most powerful broadcasting station, WLW, Cincinnati,
studios, microphones
and every--]!
Crosley Radio Corp., is sponsoring
thing a big broadcasting station!
the world's tiniest station with but has. It broadcasts both direct and
four one-hundredths of one watt from electric transcriptions on th« 1
power, less than the amount of
electricity used by an automobile
regular
broadcasting
550 to 1500
kilocycles, channel
or 200 tofroir
600 I'
tail light. Its power is less than
meters.
It took ten months oi I
the
of WLW's.
When 12-millionth
dismounted, part
this tiny
station
painstaking work to build.
The 24-inch towers are made of,
is placed in the rear seat of an
automobile and transported from
nickel-plated brass. There are 1024
one city to another where it is set soldered joints in their construcup in stores and show windows of
tion, 112 steps in the little ladders
that ascend them, and atop each
Crosley dealers.
tower is a tiny red light to warn
Appropriately it is called WEE.
It is only 54 inches long, 22 inches off night flyers.
In the miniature studio is a real
deep and 20 inches high, and has a
range of 200 feet. Its transmitting
single-button hand microphone, a
towers are 24 inches high, instrusix-inch replica of a full-length
ment panel is 9 inches wide, and it stand microphone. This tiny microphone is put into operation by
weighs only 175 pounds, studio,
transmitting equipment and towers
throwing a switch on the speech
complete — whereas the WLW an- input panel. The microphone input
tenna tower alone has a structural
transformers and inductance coils
and stress weight of 900,000 were all hand wound, owing to
their extremely small size.
pounds.
Go West From Convention
DRUG CHAIN PUTS
EASTERN radio was well repreSTUDIO IN STORE
sented on the Pacific Coast followPEOPLES DRUG STORES,
ing the July convention of the NAB
at Colorado Springs, with many
Washington, operating 125 stores
broadcasters, agency men and their in nine Eastern and Southern
associates going to Los Angeles, San States, have installed a large glass
studio in a new store at 11th
Francisco and other Western points
on business and pleasure. Among
G streets, Washington, to take care
those reported to have proceeded
of expanding radio activity, acwestward from the convention
cording to Clarence Graham, advertising manager. The studio will
were: Ned Midgley, Batten, Barinclude transcription turntables
ton, Durstine & Osborn; Ed Voynow, Edward Petry & Co. ; Wil- which belong to the store. Other
time
being. will be leased for the
li 9m Rambeau, Chicago; Donald
equipment
Flamm, WMCA; Arthur Church,
KMBC; Dr. Leon Levy, WCAU;
At present Peoples is using
Earl Gammons, WCCO; J. V. Mcseven quarter - hour sports proConnell, Keith Kiggins, Stuart
grams weekly on WJSV, WashingSprague and C. W. Horn, NBC;
ton, with Arch McDonald announLouis Allen Weiss, WJR; John W.
cing,counts
as well
as play-by-play
acof out-of-town
ball games
Guider, CBS attorney, Washington, and Sol Taishoff, editor of
played tionals,
by usingthe
Washington
Broadcasting. Most of them were
telegraph
reports. NaIn
addition announcements are used
accompanied by their wives.
on other Washington stations for
special merchandising events.
In Norfolk, Va., Peoples uses a
Omega Oil Spots
full hour of the morning musical
clock six days a week on WTAR,
OMEGA CHEMICAL Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. (Omega Oil) is plan- including announcements of civic
ning a series of one-minute spot events. Across the bay at Newport
announcements in larger cities News, Peoples broadcasts an organ
throughout the country. The camprogram on WGH five days a week
paign will begin in the fall. The
for a total of three hours. All ralist of stations is still in the plandio advertising, which includes anning stage. Husband & Thomas
nouncements in a number of other
Co. Inc., N. Y., is the agency.
cities, is placed direct.
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Passage
IABAsks
t Bill
f Copyrigh

jint Statement Says Present
\w Is Cause of Injustices
SSAGE of the Duffy copyright
(S-3047) now on the Senate
jendar, was asked July 26 in a
jit statement issued by the NAB,
ough Managing Director James
Baldwin, the Motion Picture
satre Owners of America,
ough President Ed Kuykendall,
1 the American Hotels Associate through H. P. Somerville,
[A legislative chairman.
Opposition to the bill has been
nented by authors' societies to
jvent revision of the law, ac■ding to the statement, which
nts out that "this legislation
s not proposed by users of mUbut emanated from the Depart■nt of State at the request of
» Senate Foreign Relations Comttee."
Penalty Injustices
tINTING to objections to the
50 penalty clause in the present
Vrr for copyright infringement,
:3 statement points out that it
As inserted before the day of
: and pictures and radio. Referring
injustices of this clause, the
itement says:
'With the increased development
other uses, it is now possible,
r example, for a few bars of a
pyrighted dance tune to be
radcast over a national hookup
part of a special arrangement
some orchestra leader of an(rier work, despite the exercise of
eat care and complete good faith
the part of the broadcaster. It
the contention of the composers
.d publishers under the present
w that they are entitled to sue
jery broadcasting station on the
•okup for the sum of $250, and
recover some ten or fifteen
ousand dollars, which sum would
>t bear the slightest relation to
se wrong done or to the damage
used thereby. The same reason
,>plies to the motion picture there, the hotel, and to all users of
pyrighted music.
"On the other hand, the exisjnce of this penalty clause has
Jen the club by means of which
e American Society of Composes, Authors and Publishers has
•!en able to bu;ld itself into the
onopoly which is even now being
tacked by the United States Govnment. This same clause has
;en the ground upon which other
icieties have been able to force
:enses upon users of music,
uthors and composers are mis.ken when they fell that the
Clause works for their ultimate
mefit.
h "As a matter of fact, the pla'n
; .screpancy between the amounts
Bhich would be recovered for a
olation and the damage done
Hp wrong committed have caused
parts to be loath to find for the
jthor in cases of copyright in'ingement. Statement after statei1ient has been made by federal
ridges in the course of opinions
rid from the bench to the effect
;iat the clause is unfair and unist and that a federal judge
lould not be compelled to grant
amages which are clearly out of
Proportion to the offense. No simi%r provision exists in the laws of
ny other country.
"The proposed law leaves it to
lugust 1, 1935

Heads WOR

Promotion
EUGENE
S.
THOMAS has
been appointed
sales promotion
manager of WOR,
Newark, succeeding T.Wylie Kinney, now Eastern
sales representative for the Mutual Broadcasting
Mr. Thomas
System. This poaddition to Thomas'
in
sition
is
job as assistant to Walter Neff,
WOR sales manager. Before joining WOR in July of last year,
Thomas spent seven years with
the Thomas R. Shipp Co., Washington, public relations counsel.
Four years of this position was
spent as manager of the Atwater
Kent auditions. Before that he
was a reporter with the Washington Star. He is also a graduate
of the Harvard Business school.
Announcer

a Hero
direcMADDOX, program
DEAN and
tor
announcer, KYA, San
Francisco, proved himself a hero
several night ago when he came to
the aid of a policeman who was
getting a beating from three negroes during an attempted arrest.
Maddox was driving alon? in his
car when he saw the fracas. He
jumped into the fray and helped
the policeman subdue the trio.
After the battle, Maddox was
treated for a broken right index
finger, but the colored boys have
possible fractured skulls, not to
mention cuts, bruises and black
are charged with resisteyes.ingThey
ai officer.
Soap Lake Campaign
STARTING on a state-wide basis,
Soap Lake Products Corp., Seattle
(Mother Nature salts, seltzer, etc.)
is using radio announcements along
with a newspaper campaign, dealer
aids and sampling preliminary to
going national. Account is handled by J. William Sheets, Seattle
agency, and the products are made
by evaporating the waters of Soap
Lake near Seattle.
the discretion of the federal judge
to fix such damages as shall be
proper, and this discretion is reviewable by the federal appellate
courts. Furthermore, the Act provides that the damages fixed shall
be such 'as shall in the opinion of
the court be sufficient to prevent
their operation as a license to infringe, and as shall be just, proper
and adequate in view of the circumstances of the case . . .' The
author, moreover, is entitled to
costs and to counsel fees. In other
words, the effect of the Act is 'to
makethethejudgment
punishmentof fitthe
the federal
crime'
in
courts, just as the judgment of the
courts controls the damages in all
other cases of violation of human
rights.
"The whole opposition to S-3047
is
by authors'
societies
for fomented
the purpose
of avoiding
this
revision in the law, which is perfectly fair, perfectly proper, and
necessary to all users of music.
The Report of the Senate Patents
Committee (No. 896) recommending the enactment of the bill thoroughly covers every point of ob-

jection."
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• "/ telephone my telegrams
to Postal Telegraph"

• "I send my
messages direct over
the Postal Telegraph
Typing Telegraph"

"I ring the call box for a
Postal Telegraph messenger"
•

There is no place that Postal Telegraph cannot
reach. Postal Telegraph not only covers 70,000
points in the United States and 9,000 in Canada*, but
it maintains its own telegraph offices, attended by a
trained telegraph personnel in cities between which
95% of all the telegraph traffic of the country flows.
There is no place for which Postal Telegraph will
not accept and transmit your message with promptness, with dependability, with accuracy. Postal Telegraph not only offers efficient telegraph service within the borders of this country but through the great
International System of which it is a part, it offers
communication with the entire world . . . through the
only combination of telegraph, cable and radio service under a single management in the United States.
•k Ln Canada, through the Canadian Pacific Railway Telegraphs.
THE

INTERNATIONAL

Tostal
Commercial
Cable*

SYSTEM

Telegraph
CM Qmerica
Cables
ttlachay "Radio
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Agency Recognition
PROPOSED creation of an agency recognition bureau by radio is another step forward
in radio's career as a major advertising medium. Agency recognition systems have been
maintained by other major media for many
years so that only agencies rendering bona
fide services to media and advertiser alike
should receive the customary commissions.
Not only can the small-time time broker,
the masked house agency and the financially
incompetent be weeded out, but the level of
agency service in the broadcast advertising
field can be raised materially by such a
bureau as the NAB proposes to set up. The
better agencies will welcome the elimination
of the chiselers and the bad-credit agencies;
the small though deserving agency, receiving
the endorsement of recognition, will be given
further impetus toward growth.
A recognition system is just as good as the
participating stations make it, assuming of
course that it is staffed with an intelligent and
fair executive. The recognition of an agency,
after all, will rest with the station for the
work of the bureau will be merely informative
and recommendatory. We believe the proposed bureau should have the active support
of every station dealing with advertising
agencies.
Has

FCC

the

Power?

WE WOULD LIKE to feel as confident and
self-assured as David Lawrence, noted publicist, in his conclusion that freedom of the
air is as inviolate at the hands of the FCC as
the freedom of the press is safeguarded by
the Constitution from interference by the
Post Office Department which accords it mailing privileges. According to Mr. Lawrence,
the Supreme Court in the WIBO case made
it clear that the federal regulatory authority
extended only to mechanical facilities and allocations and not to "what is spoken over
the air."
The WIBO case, of course, had to do only
with mechanical facilities, so whatever else
is read into the court's dictum is mere conjecture as to what the court would do if the
clear-cut issue of freedom of speech via radio
were raised. Thus far it is significant to recall that the old Radio Commission was able
to refuse license renewals to Brinkley, Shuler
and Baker because of the general character
of their broadcasts and for no other reason.
The Court of Appeals of the District of ColumPage 28

bia upheld the Radio Commission in eliminating these objectionable broadcasters and the
Supreme Court declined to review the Shuler
case. So it seems that the FCC, which inherited the Radio Commission's jurisdiction,
really has the power of life or death over at
least certain kinds of radio stations.
Perhaps
has refusal
not; Mr.of Lawrence's
conten-a
tion is thatit the
certiorari from
lower court does not necessarily imply the
Supreme Court's acquiescence in a decision. He
tells us he believes Chairman Prall's current
cleanup campaign of objectionable programs
clearly amounts to censorship, and he insists
that the FCC will suffer the woe of the latelamented NRA if its authority over broadcast
material is tested.
Well, we would like to see such a test
eventually — but not before the end of Mr.
Prall's campaign, which obviously is one of
"moral suasion", as evidenced by his speech
before the NAB in which he asserted that the
FCC has no intention of silencing stations for
occasional mis-steps in programming if their
general character has otherwise been satisfactory and in public interest. We think he
is helping the industry save itself from itself
in his insistence that it clean its own house.
It is indeed unfortunate that the few cases
of "death sentences" on broadcasters that have
thus far gone to the courts have involved obvious mountebanks. We hope some day a case
will go up that involves a reputable broadcaster appealing on the clearcut issues of the
First (freedom of speech) and Fifth (due
process) Amendments. We hope then that
President Roosevelt's no-censorship assurances
are borne out by the highest court — but we
don't want to see a case tried on the basis of
some quack account or irresponsible broadcaster ordered off the air. Let it be on the
basis of freedom of political utterances, incidental only to some station's primary purpose to entertain and educate, but let the radio appellant appear in court with clean
hands.

The Right to Choose
A FEW WEEKS ago there appeared in the
press association reports an innocent squib
about a court decision in Oregon holding that
a broadcasting station is not a "common carrier" and therefore does not have to accept
all comers who have the price. In these times,
when there is so much smoke about freedom
of the air, the decision is of more than ordinary significance.
The case grew out of a suit instituted in

BOOK

RADIO
SHELF

PROBLEMS of uniformly acceptable pron!
ciations of doubtful English words are be,
met by the British Broadcasting Corp. throi
an Advisory Committee on Spoken Engl
headed by George Bernard Shaw and includ
a score of notables in British cultural 1
They pass on decisions rendered by a group
expert scholars, then publish their recomm
dations for the benefit of BBC announcers ;
speakers, and thus of the British public v
are admittedly influenced in their everyc
speech by what they hear on the radio. Ami
can radio folk might gain some valuable gi
ance from the committee's latest compilat
of 779 English words often mispronounc
which are included with a studious discuss
of the vagaries of English speech in Broadc
English I, third edition, which may be
tained from the BBC
Publications De
Broadcasting House, London, for sevenper
PUBLISHED as a supplement to The Trt
of Canadian Business, another publicati
The Canadian Cupboard, has just been
leased by McConnell, Baxter & Eastman,, ;
vertising agency, 254 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.
shows importance of food in retail dollar, to
expenditures on food, sales in five econoi
areas, food store and restaurant sales by cit:
importance of grocery and combination stoi
and chain store distribution. The study, ill
trated by statistical tables, is available fr
the source, McConnell, Baxter & Eastm
Ltd., Montreal, P. Q., $1.
A DIRECTORY of the more than 200 natio:
trade associations headquartering in Washii
tori, D. C, giving their addresses, telephc
numbers and the names of secretaries or r<
resentatives, has been published by the Grea
National Capital Committee of the Washii
ton Board of Trade with the cooperation
the Department of Commerce. It is availa
upon
from Star
the Board
in
the request
Washington
Bldg. of Trade's off
the U. S. District Court for Oregon by o
Henrietta B. Martin, president of the Go
Government Congress Inc., a political orgs
ization, against KMED, Medf ord, Ore., seeki
recovery of alleged damages of $35,000 ai
$4,500 attorney fees because of the refu;
of the station to permit the plaintiff to i
its facilities. KMED very properly contend
that under the Communications Act of 19! >
broadcasting stations are expressly except
from the category of common carriers and ht
that the court had no jurisdiction.
Recently Judge McNary sustained the cc ,
tention of KMED and held that a statii
has the right to select its patrons. In th
opinion he followed the finding of the Intt
state Commerce Commission in the famo
Sta-Shine Products case against NBC, settl
in 1932. The KMED ruling, however, was t
first decision of a Federal court on the su
ject and one that may prove valuable pi
cedent in future litigation. It confirms t i
theory that broadcasting is a type of "pii
vate carrier", limited in its capacity and ther
fore necessarily in the position of choosii
its "passengers".
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PERSONAL

NOTES

CLYDE
REMBERT,
man of KRLD,
Dallas, former
becomessalesthe
station's commercial manager Aug. 1
when A. L. Chilton leaves the station. He will report to officials of
the Dallas Times-Herald, operators
of the station. Mr. Chilton has applications on file with the FCC for a
number of new 100 watters, and he
also owns KLRA and KGHI, Little
Rock, Ark.
ROBERT E. CATHERWOOD, salesman of WOR, Newark, has been assigned to the Philadelphia and Southern territory, which he once covered
for the Scripps-Howard newspapers.
He succeeds David Chrisman, now
Eastern
sales representative
of Mutual Broadcasting
System.
JOHN SANDBERG has joined the
NBC Chicago sales promotion department, coming from the research department of the Stack-Goble Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
DON CAMPBELL, formerly manager
of WSGN, Birmingham, has resigned
to accept a position in the commerham. cial department of WBRC, Birming-

a .THAN IE L HENRY PUM& iaN, director of media for Henri,
0: first & McDonald Inc., Chicago
not lookis
doesmanner
agency, His
r jjrertising
h a reformer.
" andly, his smile warm and sin:;- |e; he does not point a stern acr filing finger or lay down the law.
. j jS friends — and that means most
', j Chicago's advertising fraternity
;" pall him "Nate" and vote him a
r irn good fellow."
3ut in spite of all this he is tof waging an earnest battle for
... me much needed radio reforms
jit will, he believes, make radio
I better, more serviceable adver:e: ;ing medium. Of course, Nate
n i-uldn't put it that way himself.
„ Jp'd say that his job is to select
." i media that will be most pro■l 'ictive for the clients of his
^-ency, and if radio, or any other
>; ;*dium, can be changed to do a
j tier job for these advertisers
an it is now doing it's up to him
see that the change is made.
— Right now, as every station man; her knows, Nats is fighting for a
f ijjmdard practice on tie-in an'r .uncements. Last spring, in plae"- :?rs.theRoosevelt
Selby Shoe
over program
a CBS with
net) !>rk, he had to arrange for each
j (ition to fade out the last minute
j the program and to insert a lo1 annouiicement identifying the
!~ lby dealer in the station's terli t;ory. This tie-in was an imporr -nt part of the advertising caraII Lign for in higher priced merandise of this type having only
e or two dealers in each city the
1 "ivertising is seriously handicapped unless the prospective conifmer knows where the merchandise may be bought.
T Now, although the time for this
-f mouncement had already been
Jirchased
the 30advertiser,
:£ (Und
that byonly
of the 64 Nate
sta,.>ns they were using were willing
" . make the tie-in announcement
ithout an additional charge, in: ading the network-owned sta: pns. Practically all the others
,. ^sisted on collecting their full an»uncement rate, although not one
' "tion
theirforrate
cardsidentification
carried a quodealer
anugust 1, 1935

nouncements within the advertiser's network period.
With the particular program
completed, many agency men would
have been content to let the matter drop. But not Nate. In one
of the most interesting papers
read before the radio departmental
of the recent AFA convention he
presented the problem and urged
that the stations set up a standard
practice, either rendering this service gratis as a merchandising help
to their advertisers or making a
nominal "courtesy" charge for the
announcer's time.
"This announcement business is
a typical tention
example
how littlehave
atmost radioof stations
given to the problem of cooperating with advertisers,"
he says.spac
"If
a newspaper
is soliciting
from one of our accounts it will
offer every kind of merchandising
assistance that can add to the effectivenes ofthe advertising. Yet
the idea that an advertiser should
expect anything for his money but
the mere use of its facilities never
s?ems to have occurred to the radio station that is owned by that
same newspaper. There are exceptions, of course, but generally
radio has been entirely too interested in sellingabout
t'me helping
and entirely
too apathetic
advertisers to make the best use of
that time.
"That is perhaps the chief reason why radio has received so little of the advertising of higher
priced products, in the sale of
which the dealer plays the most
important part, but has been most
successful with mass merchandise
which can be purchased at every
corner store and which the dealer
need only stock to meet the requirements of his trade."
"Whv rieht now," Nate continued, "Henri, Hurst & McDonald is
sponsoring- its own radio program
over WGN to try to get information about radio that every other
medium supplies about itself as a
matter of course, such thiners as
the best kind of commercials for
certain products, the relative listener interest in various types o*
entertainment, and other data on

PAUL MEYER, former vice president of World Broadcasting System
and before that publisher of Theater
Magazine, has joined Oscar B. Bach
Studios Inc., New York industrial
art concern, as sales director.
H. LESLIE ATLASS. Chicago CBS
head, and Frank Falkner, CBS engineering chief in Chicago, are cruising northern waters in the Atlass'
yacht Harriet.
IVAN R. HEAD has been promoted
by Dr. Hale V. Davis, president of
KGFG, Oklahoma City, from program director to station manager. Ed.
M. Taylor, advertising executive, has
been named commercial manager.
EUGENE POURNELLE. of the
sales and production staff of WHBQ.
Memphis, has been named assistant
manager under Bob Alburty.
BENEDICT GIMBEL Jr., president of WIP. Philadelphia, is honeymooning with his wife, the former
Margaret Sweney, of Philadelphia, on
the Pacific Coast, until mid-August.
They were quietly married June 25.
A. E. BENNETT, managing director
of 2GB, Sydney, Australia, who has
been in the United States for several
months purchasing transcriptions, etc.,
sailed for home on th° S. S. Mariposa
from Los Angeles July 24. He attended the recent NAB convention.
MONROE E. LOHR. formerly account executive of KMTR, Hollywood, has joined the commercial department of KFRC, San Francisco,
in a similar capacity.
the radio audience. We want to
I'now these things; we feel that
unless we do know them we cannot fully serve our clients; but we
also feel that it should not be up
to us to discover them by ourselves, with little or no help from
theThis
radio
ideaindustry."
of service, of giving
full value plus for money received,
is nothing new for Nate. When
he came out of the University of
Chicago's commerce school, where
his interest in advertising had
been aroused and developed by
Professor Nathaniel Waring
Barnes, who later became research
director of the AFA, he felt that
the theoretical knowledge he had
received entitled him to nothing
more than his sheepskin. So, before asking any employer to pay
his expenses, he returned to the
University for a post graduate
ourse during which he worked

ROBERT BERGER, general manager of the Seth Parker expedition
for Frigidaire and associated with the
late George McClelland in Broadcasting Stations Inc.. and T. W. Cleeland,
formerly of WHAT, Philadelphia,
have
joined the sales staff of WFIL,
Philadelphia.
D. E. "Plug" KENDRICK. operator
of WIRE, Indianapolis, is back at
his desk after an enforced absence under doctor's orders. He went to the
NAB convention
in July before returning to Indianapolis.
T. H. "TEX" RICKARD. for four
years on
of KMTR.
Los Angeles, on the
July staff
23 was
named manager
of the station by Vic Dalton. owner.
Mr. Rickard succeeds Owen W. Dresden, who resigned to become commercialcisco.
manager
KFRC,KMTR,
San FranBeforeofjoining
Mr.
Rickard had been engaged in newspaper and publicity work in Los AnC. "BOB" PUTNAM, publicity digeles. rector of KROW, Oakland and San
Francisco, has taken on the additional duties of commercial manager
in charge
San new
Francisco
offices. Jim of
W. the
Russell,
to radio,
has been added to the sales staff. H.
P. Drey,
KROW
manager,
has returned to his
desk after
an illness.
BERNARD H. GRAYBILL. of the
sales department of WHIO. Dayton,
was married in July to Miss Lois
Bryant, also of Dayton.
W. T. BUSH, formerly general sales
manager of Studebaker Corp., has
joined WPRO,
mercial manager. Providence, as comMAJ. A. V. DALRYMPLE. broadcast attorney of the FCC, seriously inhis kneecap in an auto accident
late injuredJuly.
M. A. MULROONY, operator of
KGU, Honolulu, was in California in
July on business.
G. W. GRIGNON, manager of
WISN, Milwaukee, is spending his
three-week vacation in Canada studytem. ing the Canadian broadcasting sysDIXIE LEE. head of youth activities
of the Philadelphia Evening Ledger,
is acting as sales manager of its statember.tion, WHAT, during August and SepWALTER NEFF, sales manager of
WOR. Newark, and Mrs. Neff sailed
July 18 on a cruise to Panama. They
will return Aug. 5.
HOWARD W. DAVIS, manager of
KMAC, San Antonio, is the father
of a boy born July 3.
FREDERICK W. AYER, formerly
of WPRO, Providence, has been
named commercial manager of WIBM.
Jackson. Mich. Don C. Mather, has
been named assistant manager.
eight hours a day in the offices
of the Matteson-Fogarty-Jordan
Co., paying a tuition fee of $40 for
the privilege.
At the end of this course Nate
went to work in the research department ofAfter
Henri,
Hurst he& was
McDonald.
five years
promoted to his present position
of media director, just in time to
take jorpart
the agency's
first Paul
maradio in
promotion,
placing
Whiteman's orchestra over a coastto-coast network for 50 weeks for
the Allied Quality Paint Group.
Since then radio has been one of
Nate's
tivities. important interests and acChicago is his birthplace and
the scene of all of his activities
during the intervening 33 years.
He is a determined bachelor and
tising.
has no hobbies outside of adver-
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THE

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

WADE THOMPSON, formerly with
KOIL, Council Bluffs, and KFABKFOR, Lincoln, Neb., has joined the
continuity staff of KOMO and KJR,
Seattle. He is author of several
plays that have been used by the
First Night Players and the Princess
Pat Players on NBC, and recently
had one of his short stories published
by Liberty Magazine.
JACK WHITNEY has been named
chief announcer of KGFG, Oklahoma City, succeeding W. S. Lukenbill, who has joined KGFF, Shawnee,
Okla.
COMBS BLANFORD, formerly of
WALA, Mobile, has joined the production staff of WHBQ, Memphis.

Cleveland
610 Kilocycles
An Independent]Station
with
BIG

Coverage
in Ohio

Detroit

CKLW

ALICE KEITH, former director of
the CBS American School of the
Air, is directing musical and dramatic
programs for community centers of
the Washington, D. C. schools, and
is also conducting a "radio workshop", offering instruction in radio
continuity writing and musical program arranging at American University, Washington.
WILLIAM J. CLARK, said to be
the world's first radio editor, has
left his desk as radio editor of the
Chicago American to become editor
and publisher of The Columbian, official publication of the Knights of
Columbus in Chicago and vicinity.
"Dad" Clark, as he is known in Chicago radio circles, created the job
of radio editor in January, 1922, orthe first between
radio station-newspaperganizingconnection
his paper
and KYW, in March, 1922.
ROBERT W. GRAHAM, author of
Tour Folks & Mine and other radio
series, and a former trouper, has
joined the writing staff of KasperGordon Studios Inc., Boston, program builders. Wentworth P. Cann,
formerly of WNAC, Boston, and
Yankee Network, has been added to
the staff in a production and new
account
zell
has capacity.
been namedEdmund
managerN.ofBuzthe
instantaneous recording department.
LOWELL GILMORE, English actor
and director, has been named dramatic supervisor of WLW, Cincinnati, a
newly-created post.
JAMES STANLEY, in charge of the
television exhibit at the 1934 Century of Progress, has joined the NBC
Chicago production staff. Following
work at Harvard's naval radio school
and
19 months
the navy, Stanley's
career
includedin managing
a stock
company in Minneapolis, working in
pictures in New York, directing the
Bainbridge PlayeTS in Minneapolis
and producing radio dramas at
WRHM (now WTCN). Minneapolis.

today.

..

alone

THEY ALSO BRAY— Who like to
broadcast astride a jackass. Left
to right are Thomas Bryan George,
Bob Trout and Ted Husing, CBS
announcers, who took turns riding
the jackass during the recent
"Jackass Soft Ball Game" broadcast over CBS as part of one of
Kate Smith's hours.
ARCHIE PRESBY, NBC announcer
in San Francisco, for the first time
will meet his son, Donald George
Grant Presby, when he goes to Porton vacation.
by willland,beOre., two
months old Young
Aug. 3Presand
his father will be with him to celebrate the occasion. Mrs. Presby was
in Portland when Donald was born.
After a two weeks vacation in the
Northwest, Presby will bring his
family back to San Francisco with
him.
CHARLES FOLL has joined the announcing staff of KJBS, San Francisco, coming over from KROW. Oakland. Sterling
"Brick" staff.
Swegle has
also joined
the KROW
PAUL S. NATHAN, radio editor of
the Oakland (Cal.) Post - Enquirer,
was married July 14 to Miss Dorothy
Goldeen, in Portland, Ore.
SHELLY HELMS has joined the announcing staff of WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C.
GODFREY
KULER,
news commentator of KFJZ,
Fort Worth,
is now
handling
the
daily
Transradio
news
service.
CHARLES W. HAMP PRODUCTIONS has been formed in Hollywood with the July schedule calling
for a series of 15-minute programs
similar to those Mr. Hamp produced
on networks.
MARSDEN ARGALL, concert singer and well known Pacific Coast radio artist, has succeeded Robert P.
Anderson Jr., as relief announcer at
KYA, San Francisco. Anderson resigned to become the San Francisco
Call-Bulletin radio news reporter,
succeeding Dick Romaine, who has
gone lartocapacity.
KROW, Oakland, in a simiHERBERT ALLEN, formerly with
KNX, Hollywood,
joined Oakland,
the announcing staff of has
KROW,
Cal.
C. L. RHODES, program director
and chief announcer of KFRO, Longview, Tex., has acquired the title
"Major Rhodes", a play on Major
Bowes, since he started conducting
the local Chevrolet Amateur Hour.
JOE ALLABOUGH. program director of WJJD, Chicago, is the father
of a girl born in July.

ts
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Windsor offices:
Guaranty Trust Building
Detroit offices:
Union Guardian Building

Representatives :
J. H. McGILLVRA
485 Madison Ave., New York
JOHN KETTLE WELL
Palmolive Building, Chicago
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OLIVER FORT PEARSON, rece
ly of KPRC, Houston, has joined
NBC Chicago announcing st
Pearson entered radio as a sin
over KTBS, Shreveport, La., wJi
he was later announcer and progr
director, leaving there in 1934
broadcast football over KPRC.
ALLEN
KENNEDY, formerly
WIBX,
Utica,
N. Y.,staff
is substitut
on the announcing
of W(
Schenectady, during the summer.
HUGH
CONOVER, formerly
WIS, Columbia, S. C, has joined
announcing staff of WJSV, Washi
ton.

I
,

|
,
|

WILLIAM GARTLAND, 21-year!
NBC page boy at Radio City, is j
thor of Stovers vs.. Anti-Stovers. )
be presented Aug. 5 on an XI
WEAF network.
ALOIS HAVRILLA, NBC annout
er, is making a series of travelog (
titled The World on Parade for AJ
Beuren Pictures.
FAYETTE KRUM. of the NBC (
cago
continuity
author ofB«
new Girl
Alone staff,
serial isfeaturing
Winkler now being carried on t
NBC-WEAF network.
FRED M. BRENNE,
secretary I
the Marshfield (Ore.) Chamber
Commerce and former announcer v\
KGW and KEX, Portland, liana
the portableon microphone
Marshfield,
the deck of for
the KKi
Jap
ese
training
ship
Shintoku
Maru
ing its recent call at Coos Bay. d j
DRESSER DAHLSTEAD. an NJ
staff announcer in San Franci: j
was married in July to Miss Blan
Lawry in Selma, Cal.
CLINTON TWISS, NBC San Fr j
cisco announcer, is handling
Langendorf Daily Pictorial Revit
heard six times weekly over NI|
KPO network, while Rush Hugl|
commentator, is in New York. Hug i
is on a six-week leave of absence.
PAUL HANDEL, graduate of
University of Iowa radio school, j
joined the announcing staff of W3|
Cedar Rapids.
JOHN ALLEN WOLF, program j
rector of WSFA, Montgomery, A]
was married early in July and wl
to New York on his honeymoon.
MEL ROACH, who resigned as Jj
gram director of KGER, Long Be;ij
Cal., several weeks ago, in Ji]
joined the staff of KTM, Los ,]
geles, as part-time announcer.
JAMES BURTON, who has b
producing Dramatizing Dickens
KMTR, Hollywood, in July was aed to the station's announcing sta'
JOHN Los
KENNEDY
hasanreturned'
KGFJ,
Angeles, as
annouir;
after a year in stage work and
nouncing at XEBC, Caliente, Mex
ROBERT TONG has joined KG
Los Angeles, as a relief announcei
BETTY HUDSON, fashion bro
caster of WJSV, Washington, sp
July in Hollywood getting fash
hints.
CECIL CARMICHAEL. newscas
of WBT, Charlotte, and radio edi
of the Mecklenburg Times has ioii
the Charlotte bureau of the Uni
Press, which serves WBT.
FLOYD MILLER Jr., announcer
WMCA, New York, was to be m
ried Aug. 1 to Miss Mary Dc
Cowin of Buffalo.
ARTHUR KELLY has joined
staff of WHAM, Rochester, to h.
die
"short
reporter" assi
ment a and
otherwave
announcing.
SOL FLEISCHMAN, chief annou
er of WDAE, Tampa, is spending
"busman's holiday" starting July
visiting with CBS announcers
New
York and
returning
via Cine 1
nati announcer
where
he will
visit "Red"
ber,
of WLW
and WS.B |
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[l!NE AUSTIN, noted barnstorming
Jlio star, and Jimniie Grier, orehesi leader and arranger, have been
;lned to the staff of Standard Radio
;!vertising Co., Hollywood transcrip->a program library producers.
IcHMANN-HERZBRUN Inc., has
|n formed at 5514 Wilshire Blvd.,
« Angeles, as a talent agency. J.
I Bachmann and Walter Herzbrun
the principals.
ij)RMAN BARRY. Chicago NBC
nouncer, is recovering from an aunobile erack-up while on duty at
■ stratosphere camp near Rapid
y. S. D.
LL RAT, of NBC's Chicago press
■partment, is back at his typewriter
ler an appendix operation.
HMER H. DRESSMAN, former
legraph and city editor of the Cinnati Post, and for more than two
tors director of continuity and press
ations of WCKY, Cincinnati, has
;?n placed in charge of selecting and
liting INS news for the station.
ALPH J. WONDERS, manager of
? CBS Artists' Bureau, New York,
'rived in Los Angeles July 17 for
jbrief visit.
ARIETTA
UPTON,
writer and
litor, has joined the continuity staff
KOMO-KJR, Seattle, her first rap connection.
[CHARD
JACOBSON,
of New
'ive
»rk, joined
and William
Cizek,
of
the announcing Chicago,
force of
IBM, Jackson, Mich.
ALTER NELSON has been named
announce news broadcasts on
|GCX, Wolf Point, Mont.
EORGE PATTERSON, announcer
WAVE, Louisville, announced seval NBC network programs while
siting in New York. Bill Bond,
inouncer, who was married recently
s returned
New York
honeyoon
and a from
visit a with
his brother,
ord Bond, NBC announcer.
OWARD JONES has been named
itor of Transradio News on WIP.
hiladelphia, and day supervisor,
lith Ted Hale as announcer. Gene
organ, ill, is being replaced temporally by Ed Wallis, formerly of
,'IBG,
Philadelphia.
Bob Allen
has
ined the
staff to announce
remote
•oadcasts from Wildwood and Cape
,|-ay, N. J.
HARLES FOLL, formerly with
ROW, Oakland. Cal.. has joined the
inouncing staff of KJBS, San Fransco. Gordon Willis also resigned
om KROW recently to join KGGC
.an Francisco.
OGER BEANE, formerlv manager
!
WCBD,
and asso-of
, ated
with Waukego,
the radio 111.,
department
^ewell F. Stevens Adv. Agency, Chiiago, has joined the announcing and
- Miction staff of WJIM, Lansing.

Northups Head WIND
1R. AND
MRS.
D WIGHT
:ORTHUP have been appointed
o-managers of WIND, Gary, Ind.,
succeeding David Brinkmiller.
^he Northups, who always work
-Dgether as a team, started in raio in 1928 at WSPD, Toledo, and
Mave since worked at WWVA,
Wheeling; CKLW, Detroit - Wind"or, and KWKH, Shreveport. At
'ine time Mr. and Mrs. Northup
'ere respectively dramatic and
rasic critic for the Scripps- loward newspapers and they are
lso professional entertainers. Hari Id Conover, formerly of WDZ,
.Tuscola, 111., has joined the sales
: taff and Paul Goldman, formerly
f WJTL, Atlanta, and WJBO,
.;3aton Rouge, has joined the announcing staff.
\4ugust 1, 1935

IN THE
CONTROL
ROOM
WILLIAM G. H. FINCH, assistant
chief engineer of the FCC in charge
of telephony and former chief engineer of the Hearst radio services,
on July 16 was allowed 17 additional
claims for mobile secrecy on his radiotelegraph printer invention by the
U. S. Patent Office.
WILLIAM J. PURCELL, engineer
in charge of WGY, Schenectady, returned from the meeting of NBC engineers suffering from pneumonia. He
has recovered sufficiently to spend an
hour or two daily at the station. Bernard Cruger has been looking after
his work.
KENNETH ERWIN, transmitter engineer of WDSU, New Orleans, was
married recently. Fred Fabre, of the
engineering staff, is the father of a
boy born recently.
JOHN PEOPLES, formerly assistant
chief engineer of WAIM, Anderson,
S. C, has been named chief engineer
to replace Ken McCleod. Wendell
Roberts, of Commerce, Ga., has been
namd assistant.
HERB BROWN, aviator, has joined
the control staff of CFCY, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island.
BRUCE GEDDES, transmitter engineer of WJSV, Washington, and
son of Bond Geddes, executive vice
president and general manager of
RMA,
July. is the father of a bov born in
HENRY MONTAGNES has recently
joined CJKL, Kirkland Lake, northern Ontario, as engineer.
W. PAUL WICHMANN, studio engineer and chief announcer of WLBL.
Stevens Point, Wis., will be married
Aug. 19 to Miss Myrna June Edwards, of Cambria, Wis.

HORTON MOSHER, control operatortherof WGY,
is the faof a boy Schenectady
born in Cooperstown,
N. Y., July
7 after aflooded
50-milecountry
automobile race through
with Mrs. Mosher.
HOWARD STEPHENS, formerly of
WLW, Cincinnati,
has joined
the engineering staff of WKRC,
Cincinnati.
CHARLES COLEMAN, engineer of
WFIL. Philadelphia, is recovering
from a broken leg at his home in
Lebanon, Pa. The leg was healing
nicely until Coleman fell out of bed
at the hospital, aggravating the injury.
BOB WARD, engineer of WOR.
Newark, will be married Aug. 10 to
Ethel D. Stewart, of New York.
They will sail the same day for
Europe on the He de France, returning early in September on the Norma ndie.
KARL J. SCHEIERN, formerly of
WMBC, Detroit,
joined Lansing.
the engineering staff ofhasWJIM,
Mich.
R. M. BADENACH, of Melbourne,
Australia, divisional engineer of the
Postmaster General's research laboratories, which control
lic broadcasting
system,Australia's
is touring pubthe
United
States
to
study
American
broadcasting.
R. C. WOLFENDEN, of the control
staff of WDBJ, Roanoke. Va., is the
father of a girl born in July.
PAUL FRINCKE, chief engineer of
WJBK, Detroit, was married in July
to Miss Agnes Schreiner, of Roval
Oak, Mich.
WELDON ROY, of the control staff
cently.
of
WHBQ, Memphis, was married reED MacKENZIE, control operator of
WTCN. Minneapolis, is the father of
a girl born recently. Gene Braugtigim, of the night staff, won the Twin
City engineers golf championship.
D
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Radio's toughest test — RESULTS — rates WAAT consistently ahead
of its moderate cost. Mail, cash orders, and point-of-sale crowds
that might butter the vanity of any "big" station repeatedly and
pleasingly swamp advertisers out of gentle expectations.
WAAT is "daytime only". It has a local-color grip on a quartermillion-population area of Jersey's best homes. If what you have
to sell sells to homes, contact this juicy market with WAAT's
extraordinary penetration. BONUS : Not charged for in our rate
card is the large, proved "circulation" in New York City, Brooklyn, Staten Island, Long Island and Westchester.
FOR WHATEVER SELLS TO HOMES . . .
A splendid supplementary buy with a primary coverage in Newark,
Jersey City, Paterson, Elizabeth, Bayonne, Union City, Hoboken,
West New York, Passaic, Hackensack, the Oranges and Montclair.
An unmatched testing ground. A profitable buy in its own right.

$ALT
LAKE

JERSEY
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tITY
Representatives
JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
New York — Chicago
San Francisco Detroit
— Los Angeles
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The

Business

of

Broadcasting

Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives; Notes from the Stations
STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WGY, Schenectady
American Molasses Co., New York
(Grandma's
sp,
thru
Chas. molasses),
W. Hoyt 2& weekly
Co. Inc.,
N. Y.
Ball Bros. Co., Muncie, Itid. (fruit
jars), 3 weekly sp, thru Applegate
Adv. Agency, Muncie.
Beverwyck Brewery, Albany, weekly
sp. thru Peck Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Waitt & Bond Inc., Newark (Blackstone cigars), 4 daily sa, thru Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., N. Y.
Waitt & Bond Inc., Newark (Quincy
cigars), 6 weekly sa, thru Batten
Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
N.
Y.
Wm. S. Scull Co., Camden, N. J.
(Bosco), 2 weekly sp, thru Kenvon
& Eckhardt Inc., N. Y.
Chicago, Duluth & Georgian Bay
Transit Co., Chicago, 3 weekly t,
thru Campbell-Ewald Co. Inc., Detroit.
Johnson Educator Food Co., Cambridge, Mass. (Crax), daily so, thru
John W. Queen, Boston.
Gold Dust Corp., New York (Silver
Dust), 5 weekly ta, thru Batten,
Barton. Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
N. Y.
Chr.
Laboratory,
Little
Falls,Hansen's
N. Y. (Junket),
3 weekly
sp,
thru
Mitchell-Faust
Adv.
Co.,
Chicago.
E. L. Knowles Inc., Springfield. Mass.
(Rubine), daily sa, thru DeForest
Merchan-Bureau, Springfield. Mass.
Sim Oil Co., Philadelphia (Sunoco),
3 weekly sp, thru Roche. Williams
& Cunnyngham Inc., Chicago.
G. W. Van Slyke & Horton. Albany
(Peter Schuyler cigars), 6 weekly
sp, thru Moser & Cotins, Utica.
WOAI, San Antonio
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek (cereal) 3
weekly sp, thru N. W. Aver & Son
Inc., N. Y.
Hyral Co., Fort Worth (dentifrice),
daily so, direct.
Lever'
Bros.
Co., Cambridg
thru
5 weeklye, t.Mass.
(Lifebuo
y soap),
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Bethlehem Steel Corp., Bethlehem.
Pa., 2 weekly t, direct.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey
City (Crystal White soap), 2 weekN. lyY.t. thru Benton & Bowles Inc.,
Sterling Products Inc., New York
^Dr. Caldwell's
of Pepsin).
5 weekly sp, thruSyrup
Cramer-Kr
asselt
Co., Milwaukee.
Ex-Lax Mfg. Co.. Brooklvn (proprietary), 2 weekly
Katz Co., N. Y. t, thru Joseph
KGNF, N. Platte, Neb.
Dodge Bros. Corp., Detroit (autos),
3 weekly t, thru Ruthrauff & Rvan
Inc., N. Y.
Cartel- Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 3 weekly ta, thru Street &
Finney Inc.. N. Y.
Pen-.Iel Co., Kansas City (pectin), 13
ta, thru R. J. Potts & Co.. Kansas
City.
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit (autos),
3 weekly t, thru Campbell - Ewald
Co. Inc., Detroit.
WRC, Washington
Gold Dust Corp., New York (Silver
Dust), 10 weekly sa, thru Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
N. Y.
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WCSH, Portland, Me.
Gardner Nursery Co.. Osage, la.
(shrubbery), 3 weekly t. thru
Northwest Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
Tan Sales Co., Boston (cosmetics),
daily sa, thru local distrib.
Ford Motor Co., Detroit (autos),
weeklv t, thru N. W. Ayer & Son
Inc.. N. Y.
Carleton & Hovey Co.. Lowell, Mass.
(Father
daily sa, thru
John
W. John's),
Queen, Boston.
Shawmut Mfg. Co., Hartford. Conn.
(QuikTinT),
13 sa, thru Manternach
Co., Hartford.
John E. Cain Inc., Cambridge (CainSpread), daily sa, thru Chambers
& Wiswell Inc., Boston.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Lifebuoy
soap), 5 Inc..
weeklyN. t,Y.thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Cape Cod Shirt Co.. Fall River. Mass.,
2 weekly sp, thru Lanpher & Schonfarber Inc., Providence, R. I.
Waitt & Bond Inc.. Newark (Blackstone, Quincy cigars), 624 so. thru
Batten. Barton. Durstine & Osborn
Inc.. N: Y.
WDBJ, Roanoke, Va.
Ex-Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn ( proprietary), 2weekly t, thru Joseph Katz
Co., N. Y.
Krueger Brewing Co., Newark (beverages), 2weekly t, thru Fuller &
Smith & Ross Inc., N. Y.
Greyhound
Cleve-t,
land (busManagement
transport). 3Inc.,
weekly
thru Beaumont & Hohman Inc.,
Cleveland.
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago (receiving sets), 4 weekly sa, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(Lifebuov soap), 5 weeklv t, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
WOL, Washington
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (shoe polish), 2 daily so. thru Bermingham,
Castleman & Pierce Inc.. N. Y.
American Tobacco Co.. New York
(Herbert Tareyton cigarettes), 3
daily
Lawrence
binner ta,
Adv.thru
Agency.
N. Y. C. GuniWAAT, Jersey City
C & D Laboratories. New York
(Chocolatone) , weekly sp, direct.

WLS, Chicago
Lehon Co., Chicago ( Mule-Hide roofing), 26 so, thru Gale & Pietsch
Inc., Chicago.
Gold Dust Corp., New York (Silver
Dust), 30 sa, thru Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. Y.
Akron Lamp Co., Akron, O. (reading
lamps),
26 sp,
Guenther-Bradford
& Co.
Inc.,thru
Chicago.
Nicollet Hotel, Minneapolis, 9 so. thru
McCord Co.. Minneapolis.
Griffin Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn (shoe polish ,) 208 sa, thru Bermingham,
Castleman & Pierce Inc., N. Y.
Campbell Cereal Co., Northfield. Minn.
(Malt-O-Meal), 78 sp, thru Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
Crazy Water Crystals Co., Chicago,
ducah,
Ky. Goodman Adv. Co., Pa00
sp, thru
WTBO, Cumberland, Md.
Texas Crystal
Co.,6 weekly
New York
(Mineral Crystals),
sp, direct.
Stanback Medicine Co., Salisbury,
X. C. (proprietary), 12 weekly sa,
direct.
Schmidt's Baking Co., Baltimore
(bread), 42 weekly, so, direct.
Carter Medicine Co.. New York (liver
pills). 2 weekly ta, direct.
Dodge Motor Car Co., Detroit (autos),
3 weekly t, direct.
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit (autos),
3Co.weekly
t, thru Campbell - Ewald
Inc., Detroit.
Kelvinator Corp.. Detroit (refrigeradealer. tors), 3 weekly sp, direct thru
KSD, St. Louis
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (shoe polish ). daily ta, thru Bermingham,
( 'astleman & Pierce Inc., N. Y.
Dodge Bros. Corp.. Detroit (autos),
3 weeklv t. thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc.. N. Y.
KHJ, Los Angeles
First Industrial Loan Co., Los Angeles, weekly sp. thru Elwood J.
Robinson Co., Los Angeles.
Bullocks, Los Angeles (department
■ store),
5 weekly
sp, thru DanaJones Co.,
Los Angeles.
WDSU, New Orleans
Dr. Pepper Co.. Dallas (beverages),
6soiiweekly
thru Tracy-Locke-DawInc.. ta.
Dallas.

WOR, Newark
Conti Products Corp., New York (<:
tile soap), weekly sp, thru Hen
' S. Howland Inc., N. Y.
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit (ante '
3Inc.,
weekly
t, thru Campbell - EwC
Detroit.
Mennen Co., Newark (shaving ereaii
3 weekly sp (news), thru H.
Kiesewetter Adv. Agency. X. Y.
Bowey's
Inc., Chicago
( Chocols
Drink-Dari-Rieh).
3 weekly
t. th j
Russell C. Com;r Adv. Agency. (
cago.
California
Fruit(Sunkist),
Growers'6 weekly
Exchai,; 1
Los Angeles
thru Lord & Thomas. Los Angel.i
John Morrel & Co.. Ottumwa. ] ,
(Red Heart dog food), 3 wee!
sp, thru Henri. Hurst & McDonai
Inc., Chicago.
General
Mills Inc., Minneapo
(flour), 5 weeklv t, thru Men
Adv. Co. Inc., N. Y.
WJSV, Washington
Cities Service Co., New York (Komotor),
sp, thru Lord
Thomas., 5N. weekly
Y.
Auburn Automobile Co.. Auburn. In !
3N. weekly
sp, thru Radio Sales In*
Y.
C. H. McAleer Co., Detroit (auto p.
ish ) , 5 weekly sat thru Maxon In |
Detroit.
W. S. Scull Co., Camden (Bosco).
weeklyInc.,
so, N.thru
hardt
Y. Kenyon & Ec
American
New Y'<
(Herbert Tobacco
TareytonCo.,cigarettes),
daily ta. thru Lawrence C. Gui
binner Adv. Agency, N. Y.
WHIO, Dayton
Associated Serum Producers In
City.
Omaha
serum),& 3Co.,
weekly
thru R. (hog
J. Potts
Kansl.<1
Dodge Bros. Corp., Detroit ( auto> 1
2 weeklv t, thru Ruthrauff & Rv.l
Inc., N. Y.
WHBQ, Memphis
Frito Co., Dallas (Fritos eonfectioiijl
12 weekly sa, thru Johnston A<
Co., Dallas.
Falstaff
Brewing Corp.. St. Loi
(beverages), 14 weekly sa. th j
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
WPRO, Providence, R. I.
Tom A. Hutchinson Inc., New Y<
(cosmetics), 7 weekly sa. th
Bermingham, Castleman & Piei
Inc.. N. Y.
Gardner Nurseries, Osage, la. (shri
bery). Adv.
7 weekly
thru Northwil
Radio
Co., t.Seattle.
WFAB, White Plains, N. Y.
Italy Laboratories, New York (Nl
ine), 4 weekly sp, thru Bess
Schillin Inc., "N. Y.
WJBK, Detroit
Kroger Grocery & Baking Co.. C.
cinnati,
weekly
sp, thru Ra1
H.
Jones 6 Co.,
Cincinnati.
KGCX, Wolf Point, Mont, j
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit ( auto-.
Inc., Detroit.
3Co.weekly
t, thru Campbell-Ew. .'
WKRC, Cincinnati
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. 0
East Pittsburgh (roasters, iron
5 weekly sa, direct.
WIND, Gary, 111.
Chevrolet Motor^Co., Detroit ( auto
3Inc..
weekly
/. thru Campbell - Ew
Detroit.
WMAQ, Chicago
Cutler
Chicago
retailShoe
shoe Co.,
stores).
52 (chain'
sp. tt
Morenus Adv. Agency. Chicago.
WABC, New York
I. J. Fox Inc.. New York (furrie.
6 sp. thru Peck Adv. Agencv Ii !
N. Y.
WEAF, New York
Julius Grossman Shoes Corp., N
York,
weekly
Tobias Co.
Inc., sp,
N. Y.thru Cram
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«|BC Thesaurus

Service

jxpands Its Client List
0 Additional Stations
its owned and
ON ,toNBC
ADDITI
Jr
announced
stations
•erated
Jly 24 that 20 independent stains on July 15 started subscribus transcripThesaur
its new Five
i|fm toservice.
more have been
^ned to start Aug. 1, and orders
om four other stations are sched\=d for later delivery.
Besides the 20 stations, NBC on
1 ly 15 started to deliver the full
rvice to Amalgamated Wireless
;d., Australian station and net>rk operators, and to the South
Erican Broadcasting Co., Johan=sburg. The July 15 bookings inide:
WSYR, KSO,
" Syracuse;
KTBS,
ireveport;
Des Moines;
iSAI, Cincinnati; WJDX, Jack'n; WTAR, Norfolk; WCKY, Cinnnati; WSVA, Harrisonburg,
t. ; WIP, Philadelphia; WMCA,
iw York; WGBB, Freeport, N.
W1XBS, Waterbury, Conn.;
-I ALA,
Mobile;
KFJS, Fort
i'ortli; WSPA, Spartanburg, S.
;; KWBG,
Hutchinson, Kan.;
IGBX, Springfield; WTMV, E. St.
puis, 111.; WHBF, Rock Island;
ABC, San Antonio.
, August 1 orders include WPTF,
Weigh; WSB, Atlanta; WXYZ,
etroit; WMBH, Joplin, Mo.;
IRE, Indianapolis. For later deWry the schedule includes WMC,
smphis; WREN, Lawrence, Kan.;
RGV, Weslaco, Tex.; KTAR,
aoenix.

TRANSCRIPTIONS
ADDITIONAL transcription accounts
placed on various stations are reported as follows by National Advertising Records, these being supplemental to the lists carried in previous
issues of Broadcasting :
cream)
Ayer
Co., Lowell, Mass. (Yita-Ray
Chicago.
Bay Transit Co.,Duluth
Detroit& Georgia
(navigation)
Commander-Larabee Co., Minneapolis
(Sunfed flour)
E. I. duPont de Nemours, Baltimore
(paints)
Greyhound Management Corp., Cleveland (bus service)
The Pen-Jel Co., Kansas City, Mo.
(Pen-Jel dessert)
Perma Facial Salon, New York
(beauty treatment)
Mrs. Smith's Pie Co., Philadelphia
Two-in-One Shoe Polish Co., New
York
STANDARD RADIO ADYERTISING Co., Hollywood, has taken additional space for its Chicago offices
at 180 N. Michigan Ave., and has
assigned David Ballou there as assistant to Milton M. Blink. Chicago
manager. Signing of the following
additional stations for its library
service is reported, bringing its total
to over 70: WBT. Charlotte; WJBC,
Bloomington. 111. ; WAAT. Jersey
City, and KRGV, Welaco, Tex.
MAURICE WETZEL, former NBC
production man, has. been transferred
to transcription representative of the
Chicago NBC studios.
ENCLUSIYE rights to the NBC
Thesaurus Service in New York City,
effective Aug. 1. have been secured bv
WMCA. Donald Flamm. WMCA
president, announced July 18.

H. C. ciated
CONNETTE.
formerly
assowith NBC Western
division,
and later KYA, San Francisco, as
continuity writer and producer, has
been named production manager of
MaeGregor
& Sollie Inc.,
San Francisco transcription
producers.
He
succeeds John Hasty, resigned.
FREDERICK C. DAHLQUIST.
president of American Radio Features Syndicate, Los Angeles transcription program builders, announces
that Brooks Gifford, Pasadena attorney, has been added to the board of
directors deceased.
to take the place of E. E.
Towles,
C. C. PYLE, vice president of Radio
Transcription Co. of America, has
been elected its president. The reorganization of the firm calls for
eight transcribed programs a week
throughout
wood studios.the year from its HollyEARN wood,
SHAW-YOUNG
Inc.. Hollyin July sold the second
series
of Croonaders to KTSM, El Paso;
two series of Crazy Quilt to KMON.
St. Louis, and 39 of Black and Blue
to WRYA, Richmond. Ya. Earnshaw
Radio Productions also sold its Radio Short Stories to KMMJ. Clay
Center, Neb. and the second series
of stories to KGU, Honolulu and
KSL. Salt Lake City.
MAN GRAF, sales manager, Titan
Productions Inc.. San Francisco transcription producers, is on a business
trip to Chicago and New York. He
is scheduled to return to San Francisco Sept. 1. Kasper-Gordon Studios
Inc., Boston, have been appointed
representatives for Titan Productions
in the New England states.
RADIO PRODUCERS SALES Co..
sales organization recently formed for
Radio Recorders Inc., Hollywood
transcription firm, has opened New
York offices at 200 W. 86th St.. in
charge of Clarence Winston.

WSPD
—Is the ONLY

Radio Sta-

tion in Toledo and Northwestern Ohio, and national
advertisers know from experience that it is the key to
America's ideal test market.

New

Transmitter

Will Be Completed
August 15th
With the installation
of WSPD's new transmitter our position in
this great market will
be more than doubled.

♦shkosh Studios, WHBY,
'ublishing House
,LL WITHIN a couple ofOrgan
months,
f ,shkosh studios of WHBY, Green
ay, Wis., have built up an ef! ;ctive weekly house organ called
! adio Flash which is distributed
[fee to 9,000 families in Oshkosh,
ith local advertisers using space.
T|n 8-page format IOV2 by 14
* nches is used and the paper is
jblished by the owner of the Osh73sh studios, Michael Duggan, who
also owner of a printing shop,
awrence Walter, Oshkosh adver■ sing man, is editor.
Local studio pictures are cared on the front page of each is-ie, along with program features.
pages are daily proIjfn
ramsinside
of nine stations heard regurly in Oshkosh, along with display
dvertising and news items. PubIfic response to the Flash has been
"avorable.
Oppose Maryland Grant
ROTESTS
against the grant
uly 2 of authority to erect a new
50-watt daytime station on 1140
c. in Rockville, Md., just outside
Ijlf Washington, D. C., were filed
uly 26 by WOL, Washington, and
.'CAU Philadelphia.
claims
:ockville
is too smallWOL
to support
station and is already adequately
: erved from Washington, which it
laims the new station would also
orve. WCAU
protests potential
iterference on its 1170 kc. channel. Lawrence Leonard, retired
'' iwyer, heads the Monocacy Broadasting Co., which secured the
rant without a hearing. Former
enator C. C. Dill is his counsel.
t he protests will force the case
3 hearing.
Uugust

1, 1935

One of the many local features WSPD broadcasts daily
is the News Service of the
United Press.
•

* a/ways

first choice

of National Spot Broadcasters in Oklahoma!
These national advertisers used WEY far spot broadcast schedules during the first six months ot 193S:
AAiasSca
C Spari
Hug Co,Co.
Salmon
Armour ■& CGiiitpoXiy
Etosle Brothers
Carey
Scdt Hzt4 Lotion
Chorrr.bsriain
G&ysier Corporation
Caiisormc
Parfcme
Qiiejfcrm £3io£
PoishCo.
C S C Rsi.Voy Co.
; Co.evrovel l^otor Co,
CoSee-: Brothers
Sfiite G1S.C0
Deep Rock Oil Co,
Dr. Pepper Co., :
frozen
Desoen
Co.
?a^T. Free
CompoT.y
Ford. Mc-ror Coroccmy :;
Genera' ESeotric Co.
Hotse 5 Muse Assr, of Amer
Lsrrer Brothers
Jcfcas-ifaRTiUt'Cs.
During the same period

Lumbermen's
Assn Co.of TeKas
McGauor;- Hosier/
: Maonoko- ?etro;euo.v Co,
:Osfeirosh
Q*-::-.'.
Co. Co.
Pltfebargh
Rale Glass
PntHps P-siroteuro
Qq~
"Reici-Murdoci
Pen-Jet Ca, Co.
Scoff -S &>wr.$ Co.
.Siudeisoke- Merc-: Co,
Silver Oust iGotri Dust Co.;
SerotnoieOil Tissue
I.SMty
Co.
Urriled C~_3 Co
Weich Grope 'Co.
: Srceeitng
Corruaaisioo
V/tooS^ 7oo&i
Paste CoCo.'
Y.'esrem Boiiv/or? Execriiives
:Wi'^,
Ino (Sotcoo;
WrreatiesG tCettorai
-', •
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John K. Kettlewell
919 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
Joseph H. McGillvra
485 Madison Avenue
New York, N. Y.

WSPD
On the Basic Network of the
Columbia Broadcasting System.

WEY carried 94 Ideal ac*ouirfsi
Commodore
AddressPerry
— Hotel

NBC AFFILIATE

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

Represented By:

E. KATZ

Oklahoma City
Affiliated with the Daily Oklahoman,
the Times and the Farmer-Stockman
SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY

TOLEDO, OHIO
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NETWORK
ACCOUNTS
(All times EDST unlens otherwise speci6ed)

COMPLETE N.B.C. SERVICE
5

|
I
|
f

\
|
|
J

CREAM OF WHEAT Corp., Minneapolis (cereal) on Oct. 6 starts
Alexander Woollcott, The Town Crier
on 34 CBS stations, Sundays, 7-7 :3()
p. m. (EST). Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
FISHER BODY Corp.. Detroit (div.
General Motors) on Aug. 22 only,
program keyed from Quebec on 31
CBS stations, 8 :45-9 p. m. Agency :
Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc., N. Y.
NORTHAM WARREN Corp., New
York (Cutex etc.) on Sept. 8 starts
Neila Goodelle on 18 NBC-WJZ stations, Sundays, 9 :45-10 p. m. Agency :
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
YICK CHEMICAL Co., New York
(Vaporub etc.) on Sept. 16 starts
Grace Moore on 62 NBC-WEAF stations, Mondays, 9 :30-10 p. m. Agency :
Cecil, Warwick & Cecil Inc., N. Y.
LIFE SAVERS Inc., Port Chester,
N. Y. (candy) on Sept. 18 starts program on 26 NBC-WJZ stations, Wednesdays,
:30 p. m.Topping
with repeat
1 :15 a. m.8-8 Agency:
& Llovdat
Inc.,
N. Y. PRODUCTS Co., New
STERLING
York ( Dr. Lyon's toothpowder, Bayer
aspirin) on July 21 renewed .Manka ttan Merry-Go-Round, Sundays, 9-9:30
p. m., and American Album of Familiar Music, Sundays, 9 :30-10 p. m.,
on 58 NBC-WEAF stations. Agency :
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., N. Y.
CLIMALENE Co., Canton, O. (water
softener) on Aug. 8 renews Climalene
Carnival on 13 NBC stations, Thursdays, 11:30-12 noon. Agency: W. S.
Hill Co. Inc., Pittsburgh.
COLGATE-PALMOLIYE-PEET Co.,
Jersey City ( Palmolive soap) on Aug.
9 shifts Palmolive Beauty Box Theatre to 59 NBC-WEAF stations. Fridays, 9-10 p. m. with repeat at 11 :30.
Agency : Benton & Bowles Inc., N. Y.

International News Service Broadcast Starts Monday on WGSTI
MANAGER' 3 Report IFIRST LADY ENTERTAINS AIR SCHOOL WINNERS Winners v/ISITOR

Full support from
the Hearst Press.
Note full page head
and dominating
story, Radio Page,
Atlanta
June 16th. American,
Available//
Sponsorship of the International News Service Broadcasts in Atlanta
NOW — important news of the world, including national, state and
local, will be flashed on the air almost as soon as it happens. Three
quarter-hour broadcasts daily, 9 A. M., 12:30 P. M. and 10 P. M.
This new scoop is sponsored by advertisers who may take any number of news broadcasts.
WRITE OR WIRE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION
1000
Watts
DAY
500 Walts
NIGHT

PAUL H. RAYMKR
Representative
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
JAMES W. CLARK, Vice Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
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Lyman vs. Lyman
ABE LYMAN, announcer of
WBNX, New York, claims
he was born with that name
and will continue to use it despite possibility of a suit by
Abe Lyman, orchestra leader,
to restrain him. He contends
that
leader's
real the
nameorchestra
is Abraham
Simon.

Cargill Named President1
Of Georgia Broadcasters
FORMATION

ol

the
Georgia Association
ol
Broadcasters, ortion as aganizedunit
to func-ol
the NAB but tc
of t hin-(
representtereststhe
state's radio stations, was com
Mr. Cargill
ings in Savannah pleted
July 26atandmeet27
. ts first action will be to act as a
group
negotiating
a renewal
ASCAP incontracts,
meeting
with Eol
C. Mills, ASCAP general manager
when he comes to Atlanta in August. The group also endorsed the
new NAB code of ethics, decided tc
act as a unit on breaking dowr
anti-radio football agreements anc
adopted a plan for an 11-weelschedule of "Forward Georgia'
programs.
E. K. Cargill, operator ol
WMAZ, Macon, was elected presi
dent, and Macon will be the place
of the meeting. Other officers art
W. T. Knight, WTOC, Savannah
vice president, and Steve Cisler
WJTL, Atlanta, secretary - treas
urer. Mr. Knight acted as host tc
the gathering, which included rep
resentatives of practically everj
station in the state.

TIME Inc., New York (magazine,
newsreel) and Remington Rand Inc.,
Buffalo (office equipment) on Aug. 26
start under joint sponsorship March
of Time on 40 CBS stations, Mon.
thru Fri., 10:30-10:45 p. m. Agency:
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., N. Y.
CARLSBAD PRODUCTS Co., New
York (Carlsbad salts) on Aug. 1(5
starts program on 12 Yankee stations,
Fri. & Sat., 5:45-6 p. m. Agency: H.
ME. Kieswetter Adv. Agency, N. Y.
WHEATENA Corp., Rahway, N. J.
(cereal) on Sept. 10 starts Popeye
the Sailor on 35 NBC-WEAF stations, Tues., Thurs., Sat, 7:15-7:30
p. m. with repeat. Agency : McKee
6 Albright Inc., Philadelphia.
MacFADDEN publications
Inc., New York (True Story) on
Sept. 6 starts True Story Court of
Human Relations on 29 NBC-WEAF
stations, Fridays, 9 :30-10 p. m. Agency : Erwin Wasey & Co. Inc., N. Y.
HORLICK'S MALTED MILK Corp.,
Racine, Wis., on Sept. 2 starts hum
V Abner on 6 NBC-WJZ stations,
Mon. thru Fri., 7 :30-7 :45 p. m. Average Network Sponsoi
Agency : Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
SWIFT & Co., Chicago (meats, etc.) Spends $157,252 a Yeai
on Sept. 10 starts program on 41 AVERAGE expenditures per ad
NBC-WEAF stations, Tuesdays, 10- vertiser using the NBC network;
10 :30 p. m. Agency : J. Walter
during 1934 increased to $157,25!
Thompson Co., Chicago.
as against $135,777 in 1933, E. P
H. James, NBC advertising anc
COTY Inc., New York (cosmetics)
on Sept. 10 renews Ray Noble Or- sales promotion manager, told th(
chestra on 21 NBC-WEAF stations, Advertising Club of Montreal Jul;
Wednesdays,
Biow Co. Inc.,10 N.:30-ll
Y. p. m. Agency : 17
in a Yet
speech
Facts adi:
Radio."
44% onof "New
all network
TEXAS Co., New York (Texaco) on vertisers spent less than $50,000
Mr. James added.
Oct. 1 renews Eddie Duchin OrchesEight NBC advertisers spen
tra on 62 NBC-WEAF stations, Tuesmore than $1,000,000 in 1934; 1%
9:30-10 N.
p. m.
Metzgerdays,Inc.,
Y. Agency: Hanff- spent between $500,000 and $1,000,
WELCH GRAPE JUICE Co., West- 000; 28 spent $250,000 to $500,000
field, N. Y., on Aug. 23 renews pro- 45 spent $100,000 to $250,000;
gram on 29 NBC-WJZ stations. Fridays, 8-8 :15 p. m. Agency : H. W. spent $50,000 to $100,000, and 10'
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chi- spent under $50,000.
cago.
ATWATER-KENT MFG. Co., Philadelphia (radio program
receivei-s) onon 44
Sept.CBS19
starts musical
stations, Thursdays, 8 :30-9 p. m.
Agency : Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn Inc., N. Y.
CRUSADERS, New York (political)
on Aug. 5 renews program on Mutual
and Yankee networks with WIND
and WGAR, Mondays, 8:45-9 p. m.
with repeat. Agency: Marschalk &
Pratt Inc., N. Y.
NBC CHANGES — Andrew Jergens
Co. on Sept. 1 adds 12 stations ; John
Morrell & Co. on July 28 shifted to
5 :30-5 :45 p. m. Sundays with 18 stations added ; S. C. Johnson & Co. Inc.,
on July 8 added 24 stations; Standard Brands Inc. on July 7 added 16
stations ; Western Clock Co. on July
7 added 17 stations.
EPRESENTATIVES
STATION
DIO BIDDICK
RA
WALTER
CO.
568 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Los Angeles
1358 Russ Bldg., San Francisco, California
4404 SUart Bldg., Seattle, Washington
619 Charles Bldg., Denver

Coloradoans Organize
COLORADO broadcasters m e
shortly after the NAB conventioi
to plan a state association unde
the NAB to in
joincombating
with otherASCA1
stat<
associations
and protecting their interests. Th
group indicated a desire to engaga paid secretary, probably an at
torney. Present at the organiza
tion meeting were Rex Howell
KFXJ, Grand Junction, prime in
stigator of the movement; Loi
Keplinger, KVOR, Colorad
Springs; Elmer Beehler, KGEE
Sterling; A. E. Nelson, KOA, Den
ver, and E. S. Sprague, represent :
ing NBC, New York; F. W. Meyei
KLZ, Denver; W. D. Pyle, KVOE
Denver, and
Gene broadcasters
O'Fallon, KFEL
Denver.
Other
wh
have indicated they will join ar
Senator Curtis B. Ritchie, KGHF
Pueblo; Harry Green, KFKA
Greeley; D. E. Bennett, KGIW
Alamosa; Bishop White, WPOF
Denver.

Benton & Bowles Clarifies

AGENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES
IVE stations have been added to
le list represented by Hibbard Ayer,
• ew York. Three associated outlets,
uJAS and KQV, Pittsburgh, and
i/HJB, Greensburg, Pa., are inelud\ The others are WWNC, AsheLlle, N. C. and WMBG, Richmond,
/'a.
:ARL IRWIN, for ten years a memer of the sales staff of Packard Mo•>r Car Co., and recent addition to
Tree & Sleininger Inc., station repre-ntatives, as manager of the Detroit
ffiee, is moving the firm's Detroit ofce to larger space in the New CenBldg. Assisting him for two
months is Russell Woodward, of the
Tew York office. Mr. Irwin replaced
|\ H. Weissinger in Detroit.
iIRS. LUCREZIA KEMPER, former partner of Albertson-Kemper &
!o., San Francisco advertising ageniy. now defunct, has joined Doremus
: Co., in that city as account execuive, and will service radio as well
is other accounts. Edward McDonld, radio account executive for the
efunet agency, has joined the sales
taff of Graphic Arts Photo Engravhg Co., San Francisco.
TDAE, Tampa, Fla., has appointed
"ree. Johns & Field Inc., as national
ales representatives.
IAC HARLAN, formerly advertising
lanager of Household Finance Corp.,
yhicago, has joined McCullough Co.,
ndianapolis agency.
!. A. HALPERN, formerly chief
opy writer of Lord & Thomas, New
fork, has joined L. H. Hartman Co.,
Kew York, as a partner and copy
ilhief.
7IRGIL L. RANKIN Co., San Jose,
Jal., has been taken over by Ray G.
; fofanelli and is being operated under
.Ihe name Ray G. Tofanelli Co.
tENE BLOODGOOD resigned from
ihe V. G. Freitag Agency, Los Angeles, in July. He had been associat•d with the firm the last four years
vriting radio continuity.
'. 0. PLATE, until recently a radio
•xecutive with Lintas Ltd., Sydney,
Vustralia, advertising agency, ar: -ived in Los Angeles the middle of
fuly and planned to visit Eastern
. mints.
3AVINGT0N CRAMPTON, of the
STew sonYork
of J. Walterin ThompCo., isoffice
in Hollywood
connecion with the Lux Radio Theatre
iroadcasts on CBS.
DON STAUFFER,
of Young and
Rubicam Inc., New York, is in Holywood on a talent scouting expedition.
FRANK WRIGHT & ASSOCIATES,
San Francisco and Oakland advertising agency, has been appointed
(northern California representatives
'for Kasper-Gordon
Studios Inc., Bosiucers.ton, program and transcription proHIXSON - O'DONNELL Inc.. San
Francisco, has moved from the Crocker Bldg.. to larger offices in the Chaneery Bldg., 564 Market street. Robert James, recently appointed a vice
president, remains in charge and will
.continue to supervise the Northern
California radio accounts.
RALPH H. JONES Co., Cincinnati,
has moved its office to Carew Tower,
" that city.
'COTT
ER ADV.
has moved
to 120 AGENC
BoylstoY,
n St.Boston,
J. P. MULLER & Co., New York
agency, has moved to 512 Fifth Ave.
POLICIES of WKRC, Cincinnati,
are discussed at daily noon meet■■ ings of staff officials held by Timothy S. Goodman, manager.
August 1, 1935

Buckingham Photo
Agency Head Presents Trophy
WILLIAM E. COYLE, (at left), an
announcer of WMAL, Washington,
was awarded the trophy donated
by Henry J. Kaufman, Advertising, of Washington, in a contest to
select the best announcer of commercials in the capital. The award
was made July 30 at a luncheon
attended by contest judges, station
managers and contestants.
Runners-up in the contest were
Warren Sweeney, WJSV, second,
and Larry Elliott, WJSV, third.
The trophy represents a female
figure upholding a torch and is two
feet in height. Judges were radio
editors of Washington newspapers
and three advisory judges, who observed Washington announcers for
a month.
Coyle, born in Bridgeport, Conn.,
obtained his first announcing job
at the age of 19 at WTIC, Hartford, going to WMAL in 1933.
DISC

SERIES

AIDS

'BABY BOND" SALES
AN EXTENSIVE transcription
series in which most of the nation's
broadcasters have contributed time
to the U. S. Treasury Department
for the sale of "baby bonds" was
concluded July 31, and Treasury
officials are understood to be considering asecond disc series of a
similar nature as a result of requests for additional programs.
Transcriptions have been made
by Decca Records Inc. and Brunswick Production Corp., New York,
with women Congressmen and
Treasury officials going to New
York to make the 15-minute recordings. Recorded music of the
Navy and Marine bands has been
dubbed in the series.
Sales of the bonds have risen
steadily since the series started,
reaching $1,300,000 a day in maturity value in July.
Speakers representing different
regions have been used, with the
distribution based on the geographic affiliation of the speakers.
The series was inaugurated May
31 with Mrs. Roosevelt speaking
over a combined NBC-CBS hookup. Since then the records have
been fed to stations through local
postmasters at the rate of almost
one a week. No rejections have
been received from stations, it is
understood.
• • Exclusive

• •

JOHN BLAIR & CO.
Station Representatives
NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO

• BROADCASTING

Radio Department Setup
TO SET at rest unfounded rumors
regarding a realignment of its
radio department, Benton &
Bowles, New York agency, advised Broadcasting July 26 that
it is operating under the usual departmentalized plan of handling a
large volume of radio advertising.
The agency stated that its staff
functions under this plan: Chester
Bowles, in charge of all radio activities; James A. Rogers Jr., in
charge of talent and contracts;
Tiny Ruffner, in charge of radio
production and handles most announcing for the agency's clients;
Tom Revere, in charge of radio
scripts for last six months and also
has other general activities under
his supervision. All radio time, it
was added, is bought through the
media department which operates
in conjunction with the radio department.
B-S-H Divides Dep't
THE RADIO department of Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago,
ranking agency in 1934 radio billings, has been divided into two sections: A program division, headed
by Robert S. Hotz, which will
handle all details of program continuity, music and talent; and a
station contact division under the
direction of Robert Barrett, which
will make all arrangements regarding the placement of programs
with the stations and networks.
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"WHN — a radio station that is really going places"
Mark Hettinger — N. Y. Mirror

Suu
7

WHN
for B

B

'BETTER BUSINESS — of course!
The reports are in. September
business and Fall business, too, is
on the up . . . and up . . . and up !
Take double advantage of this fact.
First advantage : These WHN
proved-programs
stantial audiences.already enjoy subSecond advantage : No costly experimenting isnecessary. Each procomplete
to go. .on.
the air gram— isthis
week— .ready
. . today
NOW ! Ask us for details.

M-G-M PICTURES
LOEWS THEATRES

Loew's State Theatre Building
Broadway & 45th Street
NEW
YORK
1010 Kc — 1000 Watts

Sophie Tucker's Music Hall. The
beloved tressSophie
in personpresenting
as misof ceremonies,
headliners of stage and radio. A
grand show by a grand personality.
Friday 7:30-3:00 P. M.
Ed Lowry's Broadway Melody Hour.
Fast-moving variety show by a master
presenting
rent showman,
vaudeville and
radio hitstheof curthe
week.
Outstanding
radio entertainment.
Monday 8:00-9:00 P. M.
Undercurrent of the News. New
York's own news broadcast by
Bryce
feature
and
"inside Oliver,
news" man
par writer
excellence.
Everybody likes it !
15 minutes nightly — except Sunday.
Itty-Bitty Kiddy Hour. Slam-bang,
uproarious comedy featuring Ward
Wilson and Perry Charles in a
dizzy burlesque of radio programs.
New York is "nuts" about it !
Sunday 7:30-8:00 P.M.
Professor Herman and Swiftie. Presenting Hermanvaudeville
Timberg, comedian,
nationally renowned
in a side-splitting comedy series in
which his young lady stooge.
"Swifty", creates an entirely new
type of radio personality.
Monday, 10:00-10:15 P.M.
WHN Barn Dance. A pot-pourri
of rural and western songs, music,
gags
is pleasing
New and
Yorkchatter
plenty which
!
Thursday
9:15-10:15
Saturday 9:15-10:15 P.P. M.
M.
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Lady Esther Copy

TEXACO activities in connection with
its radio auditions late in July
brought several of its radio staff to
Los Angeles, including George Vos,
in charge of radio for the Texas Co. ;
James Tierney, his assistant ; Al
O'Connor, of the New York office of
Hanff-Metzger Co. ; Louis A. Whitten, announcer and producer of the
Eddie Duchin show, and Harry Kelliher, publicity and advertising man
for the coast auditions.
JOSEPH W. KANE, vice president
or Iodent Chemical Co., Detroit,
(toothpaste), big radio user, was in
Los Angeles in July on a business
trip.
LEM-LUR BOTTLING Co., San
Francisco, recently appointed Emil
Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco, to
direct a campaign for its lithiated
beverages, and plans to use radio
along with other media.
L. BAMBERGER & Co., Newark
(department store) has placed its acark. count with Gans Adv. Agency. NewCUBBISON CRACKER Co. Inc..
Los Angeles, is advertising through
Izzard Co., Los Angeles.
G. P. HALFERTY & Co.. Seattle
(Smart
Set salmon
steak)Izzard
is placidits
advertising
through
Co.,
Seattle.
PIONEER CANNERIES. Seattle
(Pioneer clams) has selected Izzard
Co., Seattle, to place its advertising.
JOSEPH TRINER Corp., Chicago
(wine)
is Inc..
advertising
son & Dall
Chicago. through BenBRISTOL - MYERS Co., New York,
has named Benton & Bowles Inc.,
New York, to handle its Minit-Rub
account.

DOES

AN UNUSUAL method of
checking broadcast advertising copy is used by Bess
Johnson, radio executive of
Stack-Goble Adv. Agency in
Chicago, in charge of the
Lady Esther account. To
make the most of any current news which might be
effectively used in the sales
talks, copy is written on the
morning of the broadcast.
behook-upoffice
Then, by
tween thespecial
Stack-Goble
and the Lady Esther Co.,
Miss Johnson reads the copy
so that Al Cohen, president,
hears it over a loudspeaker
just as it will sound on the
air.
HYDROX ICE CREAM Co., St.
Louis, has named Jimm Daugherty
Inc., tionasto the
its agency.
Thisof isSt.in Louis
addiadvertising
Dairy Co., another National Dairy
Products unit. Present plans call
for a radio schedule in St. Louis and
Southern Illinois.
CALWHEY Co.. San Francisco
(health food), advertises through Ray
M. Wright
Adv. useAgency,
cisco, and will
radio San
in itsFranfall
campaign, following a series of test
programs in northern and southern
California.
BLOCK DRUG Co., Brooklyn (procosmetics) has'account
placedwith
its
Barretts prietary,
Roachsault
Moss Associates. N. Y.
O'BRIEN VARNISH Co., South
Bend, Ind., is advertising through
Carter-Jones-Taylor Co., South Bend.

WPRO

LISTENERS?

PRODUCE
RESULTS?

♦

COVERS

Approximate
1/
■overage

3

ike

f}Jk&

.

(Case 15) — Recently WPRO made sixteen 50-word announcements for a Western
plant nursery, and received a total of 406
letters, each containing a dollar bill, for the
purchase of shrubbery. The contract was
promptly renewed!
(Case 18) — One announcement, during
the "Buddy and the Gang" program, caused
a stampede at the dock of the excursion
steamer Mount Hope on a Monday morning, usually the poorest day of the week, for
passage on that boat to Block Island.
WPRO provides complete coverage of New England's Second
Largest Market . . . 1,225,578 consumers who spend
#284,082,000 yearly in retail oudets. Since 90.1% of Rhode
Island homes are radio equipped, you get the most for your
radio dollar when you use WPRO.
Write for our new booklet.
IN .
PROVIDENCE
USE

AMERICAN WASHING MACHINE
MFRS. ASS'N., Chicago, plans to
start a series of five-minute programs
on 28 stations, its first radio campaign, with Meldrum & Fewsmith
Inc., Cleveland, the agency.
R. A. JOHNSON CO., Milwaukee,
late in July took the House in the
Sun series of 26 half hour transcriptions from Radio Programs Syndicate,
Hollywood,line
to on
sponsor
biscuit and cracker
WTMJ.its Th<r
deal was handled direct.
ODOR-NOX ANTISEPTIC Co., San
Francisco (Onox-foot medicine), has
placed its national advertising with
Beaumont & Hohman, San Francisco,
and is planning a campaign which
will include spot announcements on
northern California stations.
FREDERICKSBURG BREWING
Co., San Jose, Cal. (beer), has
placed its Pacific Coast advertising
with the Shirley Walker Adv. Agency,
San Francisco, and is considering radio along with other media for fall.
JELL-WELL DESSERT Co., Los
Angeles, is advertising through Lord
& Thomas, Los Angeles.
JULEP Co., Chicago (Julep Ade
beverage),
placing
advertising direct, now is
using its
radio.
Lang- Worth Signs Colby ;
To Offer Program Library
LANG-WORTH Feature Programs
Inc., newly organized division of
Langlois & Wentworth, advei-tisers' radio service, 745 Fifth Ave.,
New York, has announced the
signing of Bainbridge Colby, Seccretary of State under Woodrow
Wilson, for a three-weekly series
of 15-minute talks on transcriptions to be offered for use by stations either as a sponsored or sustaining feature. The noted publicist will discuss world affairs in
a non-partisan vein.
The talks are being recorded by
RCA Victor Co., and are the
first units in an extensive program library which the concern
will shortly offer to stations. The
library will include musical and
novelty programs.
"Velvalac" Discs on Market
ALLIED PHONOGRAPH & RECORD MFG Co., Hollywood pressing and processing transcription
firm, in July placed on the market
its "Velvalac" discs for wax transcriptions. The new substance is
said to be non-warping, non-breakable, minimum in surface noises
and lighter in weight. Clients for
"Velvalac" include the Freeman
Lang sound studios which will use
it for all its productions.
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NOTES

Los Angeles, on July 25 signed
i contract with UP for its radio news
Service, and also with the City News
Service, Los Angeles. The station
ivill continue to take TransRadio and
hjso the Dow, Jones financial news
service. Effective on Aug. 1 KXX
increased its daily news periods from
;our to seven. The new spots include
m early morning, mid-afternoon and
a midnight time. The other news
itriods, of several years standing, are
B a. m.. 12 noon, 6 and 9 p. m.
WHILE the plant and millions of
jfeet berofCo.lumber
of thedestroyed
Grayson byLumwere being
fire
in Birmingham recently, John and
IDud Connolly put on a real "brother
team" act in bringing a description
to WBRC listeners. With no broadlasting circuits available, emergency
loops were established, and listeners
e-ould hear the noise of the fire. The
Connolly brothers established broadcast points in various places and
were successful in obtaining authentic comments from city officials and
others. The radio public has credited
iJeff Bayne, WBRC, technician, with
giving a fine summary of the disaster.
WORK has been completed on the
[fourth WGX studio in Tribune Tower.
This is the second of the ultra-modern
studios to be built within three
imonths. in addition to the six studios
ijon the new WGX building which is
nfaring completion just north of Tribune Tower.
"WGXin building
iprobably
willThebe new
placed
service
some time in September.
OPENING of Xew Haven studios of
W1XBS, Waterbury. Conn., one of
the
on 1530 kc,of
was high-fidelity
marked bv stations
the distribution
50,000 copies of a tabloid W1XBS
3 eics published by the Waterliury Republican &American, operator of the
station. The studios are located on
the seventh floor of the Liberty Bldg.
FOLLOWING the lead of CBS.
WKRC. Cincinnati. CBS-owned station, has issued new rules prohibiting
advertising
products
"which any
describes for
graphically
or repellently
internal body functions." excluding all
: laxative accounts, and fixing strict
rules covering
children's
dramatic
programs. New rules
covering
aceepta| mulgated.
bility of announcements are also pro. XEW studios of KXX, Hollywood,
will include a $35,000 pipe organ.
. The console will be of a movable type
and will be dedicated when the station moves to its new quarters in
.'
st
gu
Au
]
; WWYA, Wheeling. W. Ya.. was
] forced off the air 10 minutes July 19
1 when lightning hit the cable eonnect3 ing the studio and transmitter. Glenn
i Boundy, chief engineer, stepped up
i level to maximum and for three hours
, a single copper wire linked studio and
transmitter, nine miles apart. The
' break occurred a few feet from the
transcontinental cable carrying XBC
and CBS programs.
WSM. Xashville, has opened its second new studio in eight months. It is
seconddios,inbeingsize
the feet.
four A"WSM
24 of
x 30
new stuaudition room has just been completed.
, STUDIOS of KHJ. Los Angeles, were
|iused recently by Columbia Pictures
j as the locale for a newspaper plant
in the motion picture Broadtcay Lady.
KRLD, Dallas, opened new studios in
the Adolphus Hotel there on July 13,
and it was the occasion of a saluteprogram over the Southwest Network.
"WHBY, stal ed aGreen
Bay, Wis.,
innew Hammond
pipehasorgan
purchased
from
Bradford
Co.,
Milwaukee.
WSGX, Birmingham, has installed
new speech input equipment in its
new studios and the engineering staff
now is equipping the plant with new
1 control equipment.
August 1, 1935

ENGINEER'S PERFORM
WRC and WMAL Operators
Stage Eight-point Program
TWENTY-FOUR engineers of
WrRC and WMAL, Washington,
staging a half-hour program of
their own connivance, presented a
radio receiver set by which listeners could learn the efficiency of
their sets with the aid of simultaneous tone transmission and simple instructions.
The "request" program, which
included a number of unique skits,
concluded with a plea that listenwrite this
or phone
urge ersthat
be the the
last"boss"
offense.and
Among stunts, all of which were
directed by Phil Merriman, operation supervisor and master of ceremonies, was a roll call of engineers
singing ensemble Hail, Hail the
Gang's All Here from eight remote control points. Don Couper
conducted a popularity contest for
announcers, awarding a saucer to
go with the cup to be donated a
Washington announcer by Henry
J. Kaufman, Advertising, Washington.
Barton in Stahl,
alone ongave
WRC's
antenna
the darkness,
his
impression of the stars. The Engineer Players presented a play
depicting development of radio.
Bill Chow and Waddy Wadsworth,
from separate studios, sang in approximate unison The Isle of Capri.
Shannon Allen introduced the engineers to the audience. Ted Belote
explained how it was possible to
sing together from remote control
points miles apart.
IN AXcasts of aARTICLE
broadfire in the describing
Maison Blanche
building, Xew Orleans, it was incorrectly stated that WDSU was located
in this building and that its service
was interrupted. It was WSMB that
was located in a wing of the burning
structure.
WFLA, Tampa, on Aug. 1 will move
into its new studios occupying the entire sixth floor of the Tarr Bldg.,
abandoning its old Hotel Hillsboro
headquarters. It has installed new
Western Electric equipment throughout, and a Frigidaire air-conditioner.
WTCAU golfers defeated the KYW
team in a match July 23 at Bala
Country Club, Philadelphia, winning
five matches to three in their first
annual tournament. Claude Haring,
WCAU announcer, defeated Larry
Burns, of KYW, 1 up on the 19th
green after Burns had won the last
two holes to even the match on the
18th green where he had a 20-foot
putt.
W9XBY, Kansas City, plans to enlarge its present quarters with additional private offices and more studio
space.
KXX, Los Angeles, on July 25 signed
a contract with UP for its radio news
service, and also with the City News
Service, Los Angeles. The station will
continue to take TransRadio and also
the Dow. Jones financial news service.
Effective on Aug. 1 KXX increased
its
seven.daily news periods from four to
THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience
of radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
BENJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
1023 Wallace Ave
Wilkinsburg. Pa.
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TERRIBLE

"On
but
that

TESTIMONIALS

. . . JVo. 3

the screen I sing about love —
on KFWB I sing for love. Is
business?

I ask

you."

That's OK, Dick. You may not get any cash, but
think of the credit coming to you for enlarging the
audience of KFWB. You have helped us earn our
reputation as the most popular independent station in
Southern California because of the entertainment you
and other Warner Bros.' stars send to the homes regularly dialed to this station.

A GOOD

SPOT

FOR

YOUR

ADVERTISING

Owned and Operated fay Warner Bros. Motion Picture Studios
Free &■ Sleinincjer, Exclusive Representatives

CONGRESS
is in

session

This interesting assembly has
attracted thousands of people
to Washington . . . Society, too,
has taken on vivid color as
guest lists read like a World's
"Who's Who". You will enjoy
Washington.
Stop at this distinctive
hotel. Quiet exclusiveness,
downtown location, facing
Lafayette Park.

LAFAYETTE PARK AT SIXTEENTH
NATHAN SIN ROD. MGR.
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Heglnninj
m

PROGRAM

TO PUBLICIZE the Woodlawn district of Chicago, to establish a closer
relation between the merchants and
property owners of Woodlawn, to
promote civic interests of the section, and to sell merchandise for the
individual stores are some of the purposes of the Woodlawn Breakfast Express, broadcast from 7 :30 to 9 each
weekday morning over WAAF, Chicago. The program is sponsored by
the Woodlawn Business Men's Association, with the cooperation of the
East 63rd
Street Council,
and is under the direction
of Richard
T.
Buckley, executive secretary of the
Council. Each broadcast is made up
of phonograph records, with frequent
weather, time and temperature reports, and is divided into six quarterhour periods, each of which is used
to advertise an individual merchant.
"IF HUEY
S. Senator
from
LouisianaLONG,
were aU.candidate
for
President in 1936, would you or would
you not vote for hvn? Why?" That
was one of the questions asked listeners to Vieics on News, a daily news
comment featuring Harry W. Flannery, over KMOX, St. Louis, for the
American Packing Co., St. Louis.
The response to the query .was the
greatest in a series of surveys, which
included "The Immediate Payment of
the Soldier Bonus", "An Increased
Sales Tax", and other matters of pubvote.lic interest. Long lost by only one
WCAE, Pittsburgh, has started a "hit
of the week" song rating system, with
listeners making the decision. Requests
are tallied once a week and selected
songs are broadcasts on the mid-day
Merry-Q-o-Round.
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Song Without Bars
ARRESTED for speeding
and- reckless driving, the
Jack Frost Troubadors of
WCAE, Pittsburgh, sang
themselves out of jail. They
had been in a hurry to make
a midnight rehearsal July 18
after a hotel engagement.
The magistrate was sympathetic and promised to discharge them if they did a
number to his satisfaction.
"Love in Bloom" melted his
heart. The Troubadors are
Russ Smith, Billy Catizone
and Tony Lombardo.
SHADES of Marconi more than 30
years ago, when he first demonstrated
the use of wireless in this country
by handling the reports of the America's Cup race direct from a yacht,
are seen in coverage of the Northwest's famous capitol-to-capitol yacht
races by Maurice Webster and Mac
McAllister of the staff of KVI, Tacoma, with Chief Engineer James
Wallace at the controls. Short wave
pickups
a cruiser following the
races arefrom
included.
HARRYident of the
F. Jersey
O'MEALIA,
formerof presCity board
education and president of WHOM, JerCity, finds thein station's
series of
dailyseybroadcasts
foreign languages
covering city, state and national government proving effective. Included
are lectures on history, immigration
and naturalization to aid foreigners
in assimilating American ideals and
principles. WHOM also has been
broadcasting School of the Air programs in conjunction with the Jersey
City board of education for five years.
INDEPENDENT Department Stores,
New York, on July 28 started sponsorship of a new child amateur program on WMCA, New York, with
Floyd Miller as master of ceremonies.
Cash prizes are awarded.
WPRO, Providence, is starting a program directed to New England vacationers, giving information on transportation and Rhode Island resorts.
KFAB, Lincoln, Neb., has started The
Liar's Club, which is just what its
name suggests. Musical numbers are
announced
incorrectly. Announcer Sam
Minkin tells some tall ones, and guest
artists present colossal prevarications.
A THOUSAND letters from listeners
were pasted
in a scrapbook and presented to Richard
W. Gray, U.
Meteorologist at Miami, who has beenS.
promoted to the Puerto Rican post,
as a tribute
his broadcasts by remote controltoover
WQAM, Miami.
The scrapbook was presented at Mr.
Cray's final program.

A NEW program on WMCA, New
York, titled Back Stage in a Radii
Station, presents engineers as an
nouncers and other entertainment <>;
the type. Alfred Hall, program di
rector,
announcer's
ing racearranged
for theanfirst
program read
Jul}
broadcast,
which
th<
20.
More Group.
than 30wastookkeyed
part to
in th'(
Inter-City
WGKY,
has a children':
program Cincinnati,
with no screams,
shots m
horrors. Titled Shtlito's Zoo Club,, i
presents a daily visit to the zoo bj
Lee Goldsmith, WCKY announce]
and his little daughter Gloria. Chil
dren are asked to joint the Zoo Club
which will provide outings and prizes
WINS, New York, greets its listener!
with a daily morning feature title*
Good Morning Neighbors, built to at
tract the feminine audience. The pro
gram includes informative features o
interest to women as well as music
readings and a burlesque of beaut]
and housekeeping advice.
WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va., is gettim
a good response from its Kiddii
Theatre, sponsored by the Geo. E
Stifel Co. department store. The en
tire fourth floor of the store has beei
turned into a miniature theatre when
youngsters
fore a studioperform
audience.over the air be
KGVO, Missoula, Mont., presented i
rehearsal of the Columbians, studii
players, without their knowledge an<
the listening audience liked it so wel
that the idea will be repeated. Verm
Sawyer, program director, had thi
hunch while the players were rehears
ing for a broadcast.
A CLEARING house for those wish
ing to "swap" is provided by KTAT
Fort Worth, at noon each day, wit!
offers being made by letter and wiro
It is titled the Tradina Post, witl
offers being made by letter and wire
Lew Lacey, SBS program manager
originated the program while manage
of KTSA, San Antonio.
THE INSIDE workings of a light
house were broadcast recently b.
WBEN, Buffalo, taking the form o
an interview from the Buffalo mail
lighthouse at the north harbor en
trance. Operation of radio beacon
was described in detail.
Maxwell Heads WCLS
MEDFORD MAXWELL, manage
of WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind., anc
Wallace Nehrling, production man
ager of that station, on Aug. 1 wil
assume
active management o
WCLS, Joliet, 111. Maxwell will ac
as general manager and Nehrlim
as station manager of WCLS un j
der the new arrangement. WCL^
is owned by Richard W. Hoffmanii
also owner of three stations ill
Cicero, 111.

NBC
BLUE

NETWORK

PROGRAMS
W

B

N

This affiliation strengthens WXYZ's well established
importance to advertisers seeking Sales Action in
Greater Detroit's rich, responsive, cosmopolitan market.
KUNSKY-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
(Owners and Operators of Station WXYZ)
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
WM. G. RAMBEAU CO., Representatives
HOME OFFICES: TRIBUNE TOWER. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
EASTERN OFFICE:
WESTERN
OFFICE:
Russ Building,
507 Chanin Building,
122 E. 42nd St.,
San Francisco, Cal.
Earle Bachman, Manager
Douglas A. Nowell, Manager.

MARKS
THE
SPOT
Because WBNX appeals to
every nationality, you can
reach this rich trading area
intimately, intelligently and
Write for New Booklet — "Concentrated Market Coverage"
inexpensively!
WBNX— New York
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^T&T

System

Not
WMBG

JoEnterTele vision
EFINITE assurances that the A.
. & T. Co. has no intention of ending the television field on its
pfwn, either to broadcast images
a radio or send them into the
Dines via telephone wires, were
iven the FCC July 15 at a hearing
ill the proposed new coaxial cable
■rhich A. T. & T. wants to install
{•cperimentally between New York
Jnd Philadelphia. Authority to iniall the cable was granted July 23.
J The cable was described by the
[rincipal witness, Dr. Frank B.
ewett, A. T. & T. vice president
nd president of the Bell Laboraories, which developed it. Emjloying new methods, it is capable
if transmitting 240 two-way telehone conversations over a single
ircuit where only four can be
[filandled over the single open-wire
'iKrcuits now in use. When not used
*f or telephony it can readily be
jffdapted to television, carrying a
pide enough range of frequencies
il,000 kilocycles) to permit the
,| transmission
of high-definition
fmages between transmitting sta1, lions when the time comes to link
JJihem into visual broadcasting networks.
|i!"We are not interested in tele!rision per se," Dr. Jewett as[jjerted.
interestcom-in
his broad"Our
bandprimary
is telephonic
ranication. Television is a thing
fay in the future." He admitted,
owever, that his company has already had preliminary conversations with RCA looking toward
JCA's possible use of the coaxial
able in linking NBC's television
!|tudios in Radio City with the new
television stations RCA will have
milt near Philadelphia by next
ijpring.
'; James W. Baldwin, NAB managng director, and J. C. McNary,
■JAB technical director, representd organized broadcasters at the
tearing. Questioning Dr. Jewett,
IJr. Baldwin brought out the information that the coaxial cable
■television
jvill not be broadcaster
restricted tobut
any will
single
be
I nade
available
to
all
"reputable
Tiirms if and when television is
"prought out as an adjunct to sound
I'iroadcasting.
ens Named

to Post

3n Radio Appeals Bench
5ETTING: at rest all talk about
■fiudge E. O. Sykes' possible retirenent from the FCC to go on the
ederal bench, President Roosevelt
>n July 23 appointed Harold M.
Stephens, of Salt Lake City, to the
'acancy on the Court of Appeals
i'»f the District of Columbia created
»y the recent death of Justice William Hitz. This is the court to
jivhich appeals from the FCC are
aken, and it was the court which
endered many important decisions
\>n appeals from the old Radio
Commission, including the Brinkey, Baker and Shuler decisions.
Mr. Stephens, a 1913 graduate of
harvard law school, has been first
issistant to Attorney General
3ummings in charge of the antirust division. From 1917 to 1921
ie was judge of the first judicial
listrict of Utah. In 1921 he was
m acting associate director of the
American College of Surgeons.
^August 1, 1935

CBS
Outlet

in

RICHMOND
•
Potential
WSB ANGLERS— Mark Toalson,
chief audio engineer of the Atlanta station, and Mrs. Tolson, with a
string of fish caught at Everglades
City, Fla. They are mostly snappers and what the natives call
"snook". Below is A. W. Shropshire, chief transmitter engineer,
with a tiny 26 xh pound tarpon
caught at Venice, Fla. Had he put
up a dollar for the jackpot, he
would have won the annual prize
for the year's smallest tarpon.

EQUIPMENT
IN an illustrated pamphlet titled
Studio Speech Input Equipment to
Meet Modern Broadcasting Needs,
Western Electric Co., New York,
presents an entirely new line of
studio speech input equipment developed by Bell Telephone Laboratories.
Three assemblies are principally described— a complete studio amplifier
channel,
operator's
panel,
and a an
receiving
andcontrol
dispatching
terminal.
A NEW line of transformers, based
on original designs, has been developedbridge,
by General
Co., CamMass. They Radio
are characterized
by extremely wide frequency range.
C. E. FORREST, managing director
of International Radio Co. Ltd., Sydney,
factory
representativesAustralia,
for various
American
radio
equipment
manufacturers,
has
arrived in the United States on his
yearly visit, and may be reached
through the International Forwarding
Co., 431 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
TWO high-fidelity crystal microphone
amplifiers have been ordered from
Collins Radio Co., Cedar Rapids, for
WFAS, White Jfiains, N. Y., by Harry C. Laubenstein, chief engineer.
The units will be installed in the Sky
Salon
hotel. studios atop the Roger Smith
WJBK, Detroit, has installed complete new RCA speech input equipment. Arrangements are being made
to build a three-eighths wave vertical
antenna.
WDBJ, Roanoke, Va., has installed
a General Radio modulation monitor
unit with distortion and noise meters.
WPRO, Providence, has purchased a
new RCA field intensity measuring
set and is conducting experiments
with a new crystal microphone to be
used with the recently installed Western Electric control amplifier.
CATALOGS descriptive of its new
70-A transcription turntable and its
46-A four-position mixer panel have
been issued by RCA Victor Co.
CFCY, Charlottetown, P. E. I., is installing new equipment purchased
from American Transformer Co., General Radio, Ward-Leonard, Canadian
Marconi Co., and RCA, planning operation about Sept. 1 from a new site
at West Royalty.
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Audience
e
Annual

Sales in
This Area
$215,490,000

Federal Housing Series
RADIO will be used in Southern
California to publicize the work of
the Federal Housing Administration. The statement was made in
July by Col. William H. Evans, supervisor of the district for FHA.
XBS broadcast a transcontinental
programof from
the "model
town"
exhibit
miniature
houses at
the
San Diego Exposition during July.
In Los Angeles Mel Williamson
has written a series of dramatic
sketches dealing with various
phases of home-building to be sponsored by local construction firms.

COVER
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For quick distribution
AT LOW COST USE

Representatives
NEW YORK
Hibbard
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CHICAGO
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Station KFJZ now offers
listeners and advertisers
NBC
NBC's New Thesaurus of Recordings.
Represented on Pacific Coast

KFJZ keeps up with NEWS
the times. Transradio
News Service several times daily.
by Walter Biddick Company
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No Legal

Power

to Scrutinize

Programs

's tested m FCC, Says David Lawrence
CHARGING that "the way has ing utterance." He then interprets
Chief Justice Hughes' decision in
been opened to complete consorthe Nelson Brothers Bond & Mortship of the radio by the New
gage (WxBO) case to show that
Deal," David Lawrence, noted the court
in its unanimous opinion
Washington political writer and
critic of the New Deal, and editor felt that supervision by the old
of the United States News, in a Radio Commission was only over
leading editorial in the July 15 allocations. Its power over facilities is clear, Mr. Lawrence stated,
edition of that weekly newspaper
And The
there is "by no means any
of governmental affairs, flatly re- but
authority over what was spoken or
futes the FCC's right to scrutinize
broadcast
during the use of those
what is "published" over the air
and asserts that the federal reguThe FCC cannot wield its li"Tolto
latory body's power is specifically facilities."
censing power as a weapon over
foe
limited to control of only the mechanical facilities of broadcasting.
the program material of radio staMr. Lawrence takes as his cue
tions any more than the Post Office Department can d.ctate the
Get your "head start"
Chairman Prall's recent address to editorial
policies of American
the NAB convention at Colorado
with some economical
newspapers just because secondSprings,
in
which
Mr.
Prall
asinstitutional advertisserted: "The radio broadcaster of class mailing privileges have been
extended to them, according to Mr.
today
the 'editor
of thehe air'.
ing this summer.
Like theis editor
of the press
has Lawrence.
"The provisions of the Constitua distinct responsibility to his audtion which prohibit Congress from
itors. The responsibility of the
Ask Us
making any law abridging the
'editor of the air' even transcends
that of his more experienced
freedom of the press and the freebrother, because he must comply
dom of speech apply to radio broadcasting as well as to speeches
with the mandate of serving 'public interest, convenience and necesmade before a visible audience,"
WMEX
he asserted. Chairman Prall's
sity' in everything
he 'publishes'
by means
of his transmitter.
His present cleanup campaign of broadcast advertising is the target of
broadcasting franchise is contin1500 kc — 250 w L.S. — 100 w N
Mr. Lawrence's conclusions respecting the consideration that is
gent upon that."
HOTEL MANGER — BOSTON
given, in allocating licenses, to
A "Misconception"
In America's Fourth Market
MR. LAWRENCE challenges this "what
states : is spoken over the air". He
Tel. CAPitoI 7560— Teletype Bos. 157 statement with the assertion: "No
"There is ample law, supported
greater misconception of the terms
of the present radio law nor of the by court decisions, to cover the
powers of Congress could have cases of those who abuse this freedom whether in the press or on the
been expressed than in the foregoair. Thus the laws of libel, the
laws against fraud or misrepresentation in the sale of products
in interstate commerce, the powers
of the Federal Trade Commission
with reference to false advertising
and the new provisions in the CopeSummer's
Here
land food and drug bill, which
has already passed the Senate, are
equally applicable to radio.
and Fall
is Close
Behind
Presidential Campaign
"BUT while the violation of these
statutes may be ground for reEFORE many days have passed desirable radio time
voking alicense after due trial before the proper tribunal, there is
will be at a premium because of the coming avano justification for vesting in the
FCC the power to try any cases
lanche of fall and winter schedules.
except those which relate to the
mechanical distribution of radio
facilities.
Wise advertisers are placing their business now . . .
"Let us hope that the FCC
will stay strictly within its sphere
braving the summer heat to assure their programs choice
DON'T

FORGET
The

positions during the profitable season.
18

HOURS!

The only station in northeastern
Oklahoma maintaining this schedule

WHAS
Owned and operated by

KTUL

The Courier-Journal and The Louisville Times
50,000
NATIONALLY
REPRESENTED
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WATTS

CLEARED

NATIONALLY

1000 WATTS DAY
500 WATTS NIGHT
CHANNEL

BY EDWARD

PETRY & CO.

T

ULSA
CBS Network
W. C. Gillespie, V. P.

as a regulatory body and that ,
will correct the erroneous impre
sion it has given broadcasters wii I
respect
the licensing
privileg'I
It shouldto proclaim
an unequivocj

definition that conforms to the pr'l
visions of the communications la '1
itself which forbids censorship <
"Otherwise, as we approach
programs.
presidential and congression
campaign more important than ai
since the Civil War, the America
people will be distrustful of broa
casting and will assume that tl
New Deal is unwilling to pern,
broadcasting stations to procc
without intimidating speeches fro
a licensing authority which fee
it can exercise summarily the po1
er of life or death over a broa
casting station.
"The best assurance against su<,
abuse would be the immediate ii
suance of three-year licenses,
club
of short-term
licenses
permitted
by the law,
so thatwou/t'j
be
removed
of the
air is altogether.
as important Freedc'
as fre!
dom of the press."
Senator Walsh Propose1
Law for Censorship c
Programs From Abroa
TO PREVENT foreign countri
from spreading propaganda ov
radio stations in the United Stat<
Senator Walsh (D) of Massach
setts, on July 15 introduced a b:
(S. 3261) which would amend ti
Communications Act to requi
that such programs be sanction |
by the Secretary of State befo
going on the air. Penalty wou
be loss of a station's license.
Senator Walsh's bill, a compa
ion to a House bill (H.R. 8852
was prompted, he said, by fear
propaganda
in connection
with t1
Italo - Ethiopian
controversy.
pointed out, however, that it w
designed as a general measure
prevent dissemination of prograi
"in the interest of any forei;.
government", unless approved
the Secretary of State. Prop:
ganda on war debts, he suggests!
could thus be kept off Americ
stations. He insisted that the i
cent protest against a netwo!
program sponsored by Mexico w
not responsible for the legislatic
Chance of enactment at this se
sion of Congress is consider
sligrht.
Senator Walsh agreed that
would be necessary for forei
government officials to obtain 2
^roval of the Secretary of Stfl
in order to broadcast educatior:
programs
over transoceanic
American static
via short wave
relai
provided the bill becomes law.
Bar Opposes Broadcasts j
BROADCASTS of criminal tri:
from courtrooms
were frown,
upona resolution
as a rule
of legal ado];
eth:
in
unanimously
ed July 16 in Los Angeles by t
judicial section of the Americ
Bar Association meeting in annU
convention.
The resolution w
largely an aftermath of the bro£j
cast of proceedings of the Bru
Hauptman trial.
NEATLY
printed copies of i
newly promulgated NAB code
ethics have been sent to all me
bers for
framing
in lieu of the <,
code
which
it supersedes.
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The

Other

Fellow's

Agency News Pioneer
the Editor of Broadcasting:
IIILE it may be relatively unimittant there is one phrase in the
clipping from Broadcast[:
iached
of July 15 that is not quite
irect, and sort of steps on my
3. When the statement is made
:t WFIL "pioneered" in their
lie of presenting the news, they
regard entirely the Briggs prolan with Thornton Fisher, which
j been directing on NBC's red
work the past several months.
December of 1934 I injected the
;adline and news flash" idea in
s Briggs program, and it is be; used consistently to this date.
I I remember correctly, WFIL
d not even begun operation as a
lisolidation of WFI and WLIT
jthat time.
Dddly, enough, in September,
!3, while night supervisor at
UAU, Philadelphia, I suggested
s idea to WCAU officials in
iting and kept a copy for my
-sonal files. They never acted
it, nor did anyone else to my
uwledge, until as before stated,
ring the Briggs show last Sepi|nber.
vPve always felt that it was a
^nd way to present the news,
d wish more stations would folf this pattern. I wish WFIL
|ch success with their service,
It just wanted to point out that
; Briggs 'headline and news
sh' idea, with two distinct and
liferent voices, anticipated their
;sentation by some months.
Blayne R. Butcher,
Radio Department,
nen & Mitchell Inc., New York,
ly 20, 1935.
Jonvention Afterthoughts
' the Editor of Broadcasting:
] TALKING with Lester Cox, of
jBX, after the NAB convention,
I following thoughts concerning
jbure gatherings of the broadijsting fraternity were born:
|(a) Hold next year's convenim in the city of Washington,
e activity of 500 broadcasters
ruld make some mark in that
py _ city. This location would
rmit'
president
to perhaps
I ke a the
personal
address
or to
* et the broadcasters closer. Each
I te group of broadcasters could
iBertain the senators and repreJktatives from their state, discuss
! legislative problems from a loJJ standpoint, and draw the concessional bodies closer to the
jadcasting industry.
■Mb) Hold alternate year convenes in St. Louis or Chicago or
|;|nsas City, central locations,
liminate any future resort loca|tns in order that some definite
rsiness can be accomplished withit having to round up the deleKGIR
Butte

.

gates from golf courses, mountain
peaks, and pools.
(c) Invite advertising managers
of the AT&T, Bell Telephone,
Philco,
GE, andtotheattend
big ra-a
dio RCA,
manufacturers
special sales meeting and explain
why they
don't
tising dollar
withspend
radio their
when adverradio
spends millions with them or, in
the case of radio set manufacturers, for them. Newspapers get
this money for the most part.
(d) Invite the radio buyers of
the big agencies to tell broadcasters why air
moreinbusiness
isn't placed
on the
spot broadcasting.
Go into the frank and brutal details of some stations' shortcominess.ing in the matter of handling busAs Ike Levy stated so picturesquely in Colorado Springs,
"Let's let down our hair and talk
things
over."some of the above sugTo effect
gestions apoll of NAB members
should be taken before the next
convention.
Mr. Cox and myself would welcome any further thoughts from
other broadcasters on the above
or allied subjects.
Steve Cisler,
General Manager, WJTL
July 17, 1935. Atlanta, Ga.
Also Suggests Washington
To the Editor of Broadcasting:
I WOULD like to make a suggestion to you, which I believe would
be to the interest of all broadcasters generally.
In my opinion, the two major
problems confronting the broadcaster are holding and improving
their facilities, and obtaining a
sufficient amount of business to
make a profitable operation. A convention, in my opinion, should deal
with one of these two objectives.
Why isn't it possible for the
broadcasters to hold a meeting
every other year in Washington,
D. C. ? In the first place, we deal
with the Government directly for
the grants under which we operate and by holding the convention
in Washington every other year as
stated all of their broadcasters and
Wisconsin

has

YOU

At that
it seems to me
other
year.same
* * time
*
the broadcasters should hold a special meeting and ask the Chief Executive and the FCC to be present.
Our small organization could, if
properly organized, every other
year be a very potent factor in
helping shape our own destinies insofar as broadcasting is concerned.
It occurs to me on the years we
do not meet in Washington we
could alternate between Chicago
and New York as practically all of
our advertising comes out of the
New York or Chicago offices of the
various advertising agencies. At
these meetings we should call in
the various advertising agencies
and have them express themselves.
Lester E. Cox,
Executive Manager,
KWTO-KGBX, Springfield, Mo.
July 23, 1935

NOW
by giving your equipment some attention you, in all probability, can increase your coverage and the quality
of your signal.
THEN
Your consistent audience will be larger
. . . you'll get more listeners in your
present primary area and its contour
will increase to include many new
listeners. Your sales department will
have added circulation to sell. Results
for your advertisers will increase . . .
new clients will be added.
It's As Simple As This
Let our organization of practical radio
engineers check your equipment . . •
your signal strength and quality . . .
your coverage.
We'll recommend what is necessary —
not on theory but on practical experience.

Elsie Janis Injured
ELSIE JANIS, first woman to become an NBC staff manager, will
be confined to the Grasslands Hospital, Valhalla, N. Y., until about
Aug. 15 as a result of injuries suffered in a motor accident July 24.
Both Miss Janis and her husband,
Gilbert Wilson, were hurt when
their car crashed into a truck at
Eastview, N. Y., whde they were
on vacation. Miss Janis suffered a
broken collarbone and cuts.

Business
with
WBAL
FAR

the

W.P.HILLIARD CO.
2106 Calumet Ave.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Goes

Mercury

accounts this summer
AHEAD

UP
(1

hit

of last Jan.-March,

and they're going to STAY-UP!

the

MONEY
Tht Brookmire Sales Map
places southern Wisconsin
in top position for sales
prospects with an estimated
increase of 27% in consumer
income in 1935 over 1934 —
an increase exceeded in only
one small section of the U. S.
Only one station covers this
market thoroughly.

The Milwaukee Journal
Representatives, Ed. Petry & Co.
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HAVE

A SWELL SET-UP!
Your pletecommercial
and doing a department
swell job. is comshows. program staff is producing crack
Your
Your audience is large and loyal.
As aing consequence
these you're pullresults for yourof clients.

Advertisers know that
WBAL IN BALTIMORE.
Power,
Program
WBAL's

Progressiveness,

NOW

Popularity are the Causes of
Domination.

1060 KCS.
\A^t^
I
10,000 Watts yfW
BALTIMORE
PAUL

IT'S

Prestige and

WTMJ

Only netivork station
in Western Montana

lugust 1, 1935

Viewpoint

the Congressmen and Senators
from that state be present at the
meeting. In other words, the states
could hold a meeting on the same
evening and in that way come in
personal contact with every Congressman and Senator in these
United States through these meetings held in Washington every

H. RAYMER

CO., NATIONAL

Basic Blue Network
n.b.c.
6
REPRESENTATIVES

Record
PORCELAIN
WATER

Fall and Winter
(Continued from page 6)

under consideration that I know
of are being planned on a healthy,
rational basis.

COILS

"Curtailing the length of announcements will not affect any of
the major network programs,
though it will be felt by some of
the big local programs on independent stations, both large and
small. Viewing the current developments as a whole, we welcome them as progressive, and
are looking forward to definitely
increased business."
J. WALTER
THOMPSON CO.
stated that it is continuing its radio campaigns. Since these are
more numerous than in any previous summer, and since some additions to the list are already under
contract for time in the fall, this
agency is considered certain to
have a greater dollar volume of
business on the air by Christmas
than in any other year.
From the radio field itself,
Broadcasting was advised by J. F.
JOHNS, vice president of Free,
Johns & Field Inc., station representatives, that an unusually large
number of Chicago and Midwestern advertisers are planning new
fall spot campaigns in the South,
including quite a few who are invading this territory for the first
time.
PERCY L. DEUTSCH, president
of World Broadcasting System,
stated that his company was having the best summer in its history
and "with practically no letup in

Modernize your transmitter
with these new Lapp Porcelain
Water Coils. Permanent, secure, non-sludging, they eliminate one of the most troublesome pieces of equipment in
the modern transmitter.
Write for your copy of the
Lapp Radio Catalog describing
insulators for every Broadcasting requirement.
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc.
Le Roy, New York, U. S. A.

sight."

They

TURN
to

the

DIAL

1460

. . . and it stays there!
Why? Because that's where the Northwest's radio audience finds the Star
Programs of the Red and Blue Networks—exclusively onKSTP!
And that's just another reason why
KSTP dominates the 9th U. S. Retail
Market — that Metropolitan Trading
Area of Minneapolis and St. Paul
where 74.3c out of every retail dollar
in Minnesota are spent — and why
KSTP commands 50.1% of the total
Twin Cities' radio audience!
For the authentic Ernst 8C Ernst Survey which certifies these facts, write to
P

NEA

N
IMI

!
OLI

L
^ ST. PAU m

DOMINATES
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THE

General Sales Office, KSTP,
Minneapolis, Minn., or to our
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
... in New York — Paul H. Raymer
Co., ... in Chicago, Detroit, San
Francisco — John Blair Co.
9th U.S. RETAIL

MARKET

Foreseen

"On the basis of present estimates, current contracts and the
usual fall increase, the probability
is that this fall will see unprecedented activity in the transcription field," said Mr. Deutsch.
"However, the facts that especially
indicate excellent prospects for the
fall go deeper than past performance. World Program Service is
in a better position than ever before to carry out its purpose of
building for local stations a foundation for retail advertising otherwise impossible. Wide acceptance
on the part of local and national
advertisers, coupled with the oftexpressed appreciation of the listening public, point without question to the biggest year local stahave ever enjoyed."
A tions
startling
revelation came
from WALTER J. NEFF, sales
manager of WOR, Newark, a leading independent station which handles the largest number of spot accounts in the metropolitan New
York area.pectationsHeof increased
stated that
"exbusiness
this fall are more than warrant"We wrote 55.3% more business
in the first five months of this
year than a year ago!" said Mr.
Neff. "In the same period we
broadcast 47.4% more than a year
ago. The carryover of business into the summer period has been correspondingly greater — by far the
best summer experienced to date.
Never ed."
in our history have we had
as much
business at this time for
September delivery. This would
indicate that fall business this year
will surpass by a large percentage
that of any other fall season.
"In the case of WOR the new
restrictions imposed on commercial copy and certain types of programs due to the FCC campaign
will have no adverse effect on our
fall business. We find ourselves
in the position of continuing pleasant relationships with the advertisers and agencies without imposing any new restrictions. I believe
this to be true of a great many
stations
in addition
to W0*R."
The major
networks,
of course,
are fairly bubbling with enthusiasm and promise not only better
commercials but superior sustainings this autumn and winter.
"NBC" said EDGAR KOBAK,
sales vice president, "is now enjoying the greatest volume of summer network business in radio his-

WFBG
ALTOONA,

PA.

1310 kilocycles
100 watts
The Ideal Outlet
for
Central Penna. Coverage
Write Roy Thompson
"Voice of the Allegheives"

tory. Present bookings for f
business indicate that both the R
and Blue networks will establi
an all-time high.
"This steady increase in netwol
business is reflected in individij
NBC owned and operated statioil
which are now in the position J
setting new records in the mati J
of spot and local volume for tl
summer
and fall. Furthermo 1
there is a constantly widening J
terest in daytime broadcasting, a
both NBC networks are operati II
with the greatest volume of ds
time business since their incc I

"Contributing factors to the til
poration.
mendous gains made are, in ad' |
tion to a definitely noticeable \;
swing in general business com
tions, NBC's policies of constant
improving service, of perfecti
programs, of amplifying covera
and of increasing cooperation wi
clients, agencies and the gene)
"NBC's progress in eliminati
objectionable advertising from t
public.
air through the establishment
a continuity acceptance depa:
ment has met with almost univ<
sal favor and has definitely
creased the desire of prospecti
clients to use NBC facilities. O
method of operation in this ms
ter is one of close cooperation
which NBC deals with the die
and the agency, and we have f ou
recently that manufacturers a
doing everything they can to f>
low our suggestions in improvi
the quality of advertising.
"While we as broadcasters ha
the authority to censor all adv(
tising, NBC's
system
workiv
directly
with client
and of
agency
tually eliminates the necessity f
censorship. It improves the pi
gram and directly benefits the 1
tener who hears the results c
tained rather than hearing abc
the methods employed to obte
them.
"Other definite factors in NB(
fall business increase are the <
tablishment of the 'Optional Tii
Plan', and the NBC 'Aireas Si
vey'.
The former
the arransi
ment with
network isstations
und
which a certain stated period
each day is set aside for netwo
local stat:'
for third
programs,
while the
is c
programs, another
tional. The NBC 'Aireas Surv<
fills a long-felt want of advert
ers by setting forth, through t
use of maps and reliable figure
the geography and the numeric
potential of NBC circulation. T.
result of two simultaneous natic
and studies,
location it of
radio
wide
shows
the famil
numb"
reachable through stations a
networks.
"NBC's new transcription pis
which is a practical application
the company's progressive polici
designed to imrove radio enti
tainment generally, has develop
the largest volume of transcr
tion business since the compa
entered this field.
"All activities of our sales (
partment are intended basical
to assist our clients in selling mc
goods at a profit; to help the cc
WFIL

adelphia

Only Philadelphia outlet
forBlue
N. B.Network
C. Basic
560 Kilocycles
1000 Watts
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simplifying his purchasimer by ms,
and to bring to him
r proble
3 best products at the best pos1>le
price.
'NBC improvements in techjue, quality, and equipment, are
;ing attained without increasing
ife cost to the advertiser. Instead,
idio is regularly lowering the
nt per person reached, through
fire complete coverage, better
and greater public servLlog-rams
ft
] ilHUGH K. BOICE, CBS sales
,;e president, sees not only net»rk business but spot on the incase, basing the latter observa»n on his contacts with Radio
i.les Inc., the CBS subsidiary
rich acts as national advertising
presentative for CBJ3-owned stains, Don Lee stations and WFBL,
Tacuse.
"Every indication," said Mr.
)ice, "points to a record fall busess for radio broadcasting in
meral, and for CBS. Contracts
. hand are 20% ahead of the
me time last year, and 80%
lead of the same time in 1933.
"It is evident that the pace rao broadcasting has set for the
Pst five years will not only be
jaintained but accelerated in the
ming months. The variety and
[,|iality of programs is particularencouraging.
Such headliners
Eddie Cantor, Alexander Woolltt, The March of Time (in a new
/e-days-a-week
schedule), the
fiesterfield series and many oths are returning soon to the Colnbia network. The Ford Sym-lony Hour will be back, while the
jprd Fred Waring broadcasts, and
ampbell's Hollywood Hotel, White
iwl's Burns & Allen and Standard
New Jersey's Guy Lombardo
:e continuing through the sumer and the coming season.
"Among the outstanding new
|'bows
to CBS
Lux
Uheatrecoming
of The
Air is
fortheLever
brothers (beginning July 29) and
1jjjawrence
rogram. Tibbett on the Packard
if "In addition to these elaborate
irpows, the stability and high ratio
iijf renewal for the comparatively
I tow-cost' radio campaign is particularly encouraging. Many of
Itfiese are radio's oldest active adiiertisers, on the air from one to
pye years without interruption.
jjiBS daytime sales, largely repreI enting comparatively 'low-cost'
! rograms showed an increase in
; !935 of 50% over 1934— with 80%
W the programs continuing right
|i|hrough the summer and fall.
( "The volume of business for Rapiio Sales Inc., shows the same
rharp up-curve as for the network.
: n fact, national 'spot' business on
ftadio Sales Station for the fall is
|ileing signed up a full two months
arlier than in previous years."
fiREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC
'EA
CO., Newweeks
York has
(chain
or several
beenstores)
audiioning at both NBC and CBS a
ramatized news feature, proposed
i|o run five nights weekly, but has
Reached no decision on the program. Paris & Peart, New York,
|is the agency.

Cartier

Quits

CRC

For Conservative's
Election Campaign
Evidence Concluded in Inquiry
Into Canadian ASCAP Branch
By JAMES MONTAGNES
JACQUES CARTIER, vice chairman of the Canadian Radio Commission, has resigned to organize
the Conservative Party in Quebec
Province for the fortcoming federal Canadian elections. He had
been a commissioner less than eight
months. One of the first radio announcers in the Dominion, a radio
technician, newspaperman, advertising expert and political organizer, Cartier was considered a valuable appointment to the Commission. In becoming organizer for
the present government party for
Quebec, he is returning to the work
he did for the Conservative Party
in the 1930 election.
S'multaneously with Cartier's
resignation the radio election campaign has started by the opposition
parties, using national networks.
The government party has not yet
started its campaign nor has the
date of the election been announced but provincial elections
held the past two years have in
every case resulted in defeat for
the Conservative government.
Should similar results develop
from the federal election to be held
in all probability in August or
September, Cartier's resignation
will make one less for the new government to let out of the broadcasting commission, as a new board
will be certain to be picked.
THE Royal Commission under
Judge James Parker has finished
taking evidence in the investigation into the Canadian Performing
Rights Society, branch of ASCAP,
and findings are expected to be announced sometime in September.
Charges that the Society was an
illegal monopoly acting in violation of the. Canadian Combines Act
were made towards the end of the
hearings by Arthur C. Slaeht,
K.C.,
for the Musical
t e c t counsel
i v e Association.
He Proalso
charged that the Society favored
large music users and discriminated against the small music
users. He recommended the prosecution of all Society officials under
the Combines Act.
E. G. Gowling, K.C., counsel for
the Canadian Radio Commission,
charged that Canadian authors and
composers were receiving little encouragement from the Society.
Further, he asked Judge Parker to
set a simple tariff which would be
about one-quarter to one-third of
that charged in Europe. At present
Canadian music users pay higher
fees than do similar users in Europe, and thispopulation.
despite Canada's
much smaller
Samuel Rogers, representing
broadcasting interests, told Judge
Parker that the British Society
charged somewhat less than 3% of
the gross broadcasting revenues
after deducting bad debts. In

WHO

Th& Cmttnl Station CLEARED-CHANNEL — 50/000
^August 1, 1935

Australia the largest stations pay
approximately 7 cents a selection,
smaller stations paying 1 cent. He
stated that he believed the larger
stations in Canada pay more than
that, with the smaller much less.
He suggested a fee of 13 cents a
selection for the larger stations
and a fraction of a cent for the
smaller stations.
Speaking for the Canadian Association of Broadcasters, Mr.
Rogers stated he was authorized
to suggest that if a fee is fixed
for the whole of Canada the association would be prepared to ac'
cept one license for Canada, with
the right to sub-license the various stations. This arrangement
would not include the Canadian
Radio Commission. Mr. Gowling
for the Commission announced that
the association and the commission could arrange that.

WWNC
Operated By The
Citizen Broadcasting Company, Ini
ASHEVILLE, N. C.
The Story of
WWNC
Just off the Press
★ Your Copy
Watch For

KOMA-KTATKTSA
THREE IMPORTANT SBS STATIONS OFFER
UNITED

A

POTENT

PRESS

SALES

AVAILABLE

SIX

NEWS

FORCE
TIMES

NOW

DAILY

!

United Press News, interestingly handled and available
in five or fifteen-minute periods, is a new and potent sales
force for spot advertisers in three of the Southwest's most
important markets. And KOMA — Oklahoma City,
KTAT — Fort Worth-Dallas, and KTSA — San Antonio
give maximum coverage in these markets. Cost of this
service is card rates for time plus 35% for news. Special
combination rates for exclusive sponsorship.
JOHN

WRITE, WIRE OR TELEPHONE
BLAIR & COMPANY, National Representatives
New York Chicago
Detroit San Francisco

SOUTHWEST

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM
LEE H. ARMER, President, Fort Worth, Texas

WATTS —FULL-TIME
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

OF

THE

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

(Broadcast Division)
Decisions
JULY 16
WOR, Newark — Granted CP use present
transmitter as aux., move to Carteret, N. J.
WJAX, Jacksonville, Fla. — Granted
modif. CP approving transmitter site, extend completion.
KGBX, Springfield, Mo— Granted modif.
spec, change equip.
KABC, San Antonio — Granted CP change
equip., increase from 100 to 250 w D.
WNAX, Yanktown, S. D. — Granted
modif. CP extending commencement.
WPFB, Hattiesburg, Miss. — Granted vol.
assign, license to Forrest Brdcstg. Co.
WSPD,
Toledo — Granted modif. CP extend completion.
WGH,cense forNewport
CP 1310 News,
kc 100 Va.w —NGranted
250 w li-D
unltd.
KIUJ, Santa Fe, N. M. — Granted assignment license to W. C. Irvin.
WNBC, New Britain, Conn.— Granted
license
for
CP new station 1380 kc 250
w D.
WSVA,
cense for CPHarrisonburg,
550 kc 500 wVa. D.— Granted liKFAB, Lincoln, Neb. — Granted license
for CP new equip., increase from 5 to 10
kw 770 kc simul.-WBBM D, S-WBBM N,
syn.-WBBM LS to midnight.
KAST, Astoria, Ore.— -Granted license
for CP new station 1370 kc 100 w D.
KIUP, Durango, Col. — Granted invol.
assign. CP to C. Guy Shepard.
NEW, G. L. Burns, Brady, Tex. — Granted amended CP 1500 kc 100 w D, applic.
dismissed from hearing docket.
WLW, Cincinnati — Granted modif. temp,
auth. 500 kw N and conventional antenna 30 days.
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— KGGF,
Coffeyville, Kan., granted extension temp,
auth. specified hours ; WCNW, Brooklyn,
granted temp. auth. remain silent spec,
hours ; WJJD, Chicago, granted extension
temp. auth. operate spec, hours.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, John A.
Stump, Fairbanks, Ala., CP 1210 kc 50 w
spec. ; NEW. W. H. Kindig, Hollywood,
CP 1300 kc 1 kw S-KFAC; NEW, R. J.
Nasser, Sacramento, CP 850 kc 250 w D :
WDAE. Tampa, Fla., CP change equip.,
increase from 1 to 5 kw D ; KADA, Ada.
Okla., spec. auth. 1200 kc 100 w unltd. ;
NEW, Albert E. Davis, Brownwood. Tex.,
CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd.; KOL, Seattle,
mod. license from 2% to 5 kw; WJBW,
New Orleans, mod. license from S-WBNO
to unltd. ; NEW, A. Staneart Graham, E.
V. Baxter, Norman Baxter, d/b Pittsburg Brdcstg. Co., Pittsburg, Kan., CP
amended from 1310 to 1500 kc 100 w unltd. ;NEW, Clark Standiford, Visalia, Cal.,
CP amended re site 1320 kc 100 w D.
ORAL ARGUMENT GRANTED— Broadcast Division sitting en banc will hear
oral argument 11-7-35 on exceptions to
Ex. Rep. 1-44 on applic. KMAC, San
Antonio for exp. auth. change from 1370
to 950 kc, increase from 100 w to 1 kw,
unltd., also applic. T. E. Kirksey, Lubbock, Tex., change from 1310 to 940 kc
increase from 100 to 500 w, also applic.
KGKL, San Angelo, Tex., change from
1370 to 940 kc increase to 500 w D : and
on exceptions to 1-61 on applic. J. L.
Scroggin for new station at St. Joseph.
Mo.. 1310 kc 100 w unltd., and identical
applic. by News Brdcstg. Co., St. Joseph.
ACTION ON EXAMINER'S REPORT
— NEW. Radio Service Inc., Las Vegas.
Nev.. denied as in default applic. CP
1200 iner
kc Seward.
100 w unltd., sustaining ExamMISCELLANEOUS— WALR. Zanesville,
O.. denied auth. operate D only in Toledo
100 w 1210 kc; KGKO, Wichita Falls.
Tex., reconsidered action of 6-18 granting
license and set for hearing applic. 1240
kc 1 kw unltd. ; KTAT, Fort Worth, reconsidered action 6-18 granting license and
set for hearing applic. 570 kc 500 w N 1
kw unltd. ; KFH, Wichita, suspended action 5-28 authorizing equip, changes and
increase
5 kw D and set for hearing
on protestto KFBI.
RATIFICATIONS:
KOB, Albuquerque, N. M. — Granted extension operate reduced power (7-8).
WESG, Elmira, N. Y. — Granted temp,
auth. unltd. time during emergency (7-11).
KAM, Shenandoah, la. : NEW, Golden
Gate Brdctsg. Co., San Francisco; NEW,
Cache Valley Brdctsg. Service. Logan,
Utah ; NEW, E. W. Pierce. Taylor, Tex. :
NEW, Utah Brdcstg. Co., Salt Lake City;
NEW, Mid-Central Brdcstg. Co., Kansas
City — <3ranted auth. take depositions.
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JULY 13 TO JULY 30, INCLUSIVE
APPLICATIONS DENIED (as in deNEW, Kelsey - Jenney Commercial College, San Diego, denied request to hold
fault)—NEW, Lee Medley & T. O.
hearing at San Diego or Los Angeles. (7-9 ) . Hurst, d/b Central Brdcstg. Sta., BrownNEW, Utah Brdcstg. Co., Salt Lake City wood, Tex., CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd. ;
& Cache Valley Brdcstg. Service, Logan, NEW. Homer York, Lufkin, Tex., CP
1350 kc 250 w spec. ; NEW, Commercial
Utah
— Denied
petition
in Salt
Lake City
(7-9).to have cases heard kc
Brdcstrs.
100 w Inc.,
unltd. Moorhead, Minn., CP 1310
JULY 23
RATIFICATIONS
Okla. — change
Granted equip.
modif.
CPKVSO,
trans, Ardmore,
site, antenna,
WPAD,
Paducah,
Ky. — Granted extension program
test (7-13).
forWMPC,
CP newLapeer,
equip, Mich.—
increaseGranted
to 250 license
w D
KHJ,
Los
Angeles
— Granted extension
1200 kc 100 w N spec.
program test (7-18).
WMFO,
Decatur,
Ala.
—
Granted
license
for CP as modif. new station 1370 kc
JULY 30
100 w D.
sitting)
(Commissioners Sykes, Walker & Payne
KFAB,
Lincoln,
Neb.
—
Granted
extension exp. auth. synchronize with WBBM
after sunset to 1-31-36, simul. D WBBM.
WCFL,
Chicago
— Granted
exten-kc
WBBM, Chicago — Granted extension exp.
sion exp. auth.
1 month
for IV2temp,
kw 970
auth. synchronize with KFAB after sun- unltd.
set, simul. D KFAB.
KOB. Albuquerque — Granted renewal 30
from Aug. 1 on 1180 kc 10 kw sh.
CPW7XBD,
extend Portland,
completion. Ore.— Granted modif. days
WJZ, New York — Granted license for
SPECIAL
AUTHORIZATIONS—
KWEA,
exp.
auth.
Shreveport, La., granted extension temp,
ltd. 760 kc. increase from 30 to 50 kw unauth. remain silent to 9-30-31 ; WFIL,
WMT,
Waterlooantenna
— Granted
Philadelphia, granted extension exp. auth. auth. directional
600 modif.
kc 500 spec,
w N
560 kc 1 kw N during August; WCFL,
1
kw
D
unltd.,
under
spec.
auth.
1 kw N
Chicago, granted temp. auth. use main
transmitter as auxiliary 10 days ; WSUI, 2% kw D.
WREC, Memphis — Granted modif. CP
Iowa City, granted temp. auth. operate move
locally, increase from 500 w
spec, hours ; WICC, Bridgeport, Conn., N 1 kwtrans,
granted temp. auth. operate unltd. to 8- completion.D to 1 kw N 2V2 kw D, extend
25-35; WGNY, Chester twp., N. Y., grantKPCB,
ed temp. auth. operate simul. WGBB,
trol to SaulSeattle
Haas.— Granted transfer of conWFAS. WBRB spec, hours.
KLZ, Denver — Granted transfer of conSET
FOR
HEARING
—
NEW,
Wyoming
trol to E. K. Gaylord and Inez K. Gaylord.
Radio Educational Assn. Cheyenne, Wyo.,
WREN,
Granted
applic. CP in hearing docket amended to
sure antennaLawrence
power, —license
for auth.
CP 1220mea-kc
630 kc 500 w N 1 kw D unltd.: NEW,
Western Utah Brdcstg. Co., Price, Utah, 1 kw N 5 kw D SH-KFKU.
KOKB, hours
Tyler, pending
Tex. — Granted
auth.
applic. CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd.: WTMJ,
applic.temp.
additional
Milwaukee, renewal license 620 kc 1 kw specified
hours.
with added 4 kw sunrise to sunset ; KNX,
WMFF, Plattsburg — Granted CP move
Los Angeles, renewal license 1050 kc 50
change equip., increase from
kw unltd. ; KFRO, San Francisco, renewal trans,
to locally,
250 w D.
license 610 kc 1 kw unltd. : WAIU, Colum- 100NEW,
Honolulu Brdcstg. Co. Ltd., Hilo,
bus, O., renewal license 640 kc 500 w ltd., T. H.— Granted
CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd.
to
14-35.be heard by Broadcast Division 11WJBK, Detroit — Granted CP change
equip.
ACTIONPittsburgh,
ON EXAMINER'S
—
WPAR,for Parkersburg,
Va—kc Granted
WCAE,
granted REPORT
CP install
license
CP as modif.,W.1420
100 w
new equip., operate on 1220 kc 1 kw N unltd.
increased from 1 to 5 kw D unltd., sustainKGVO.
Missoula,
Mont.
—
Granted
ing Examiner I Hyde
and effective
7-30-35.B Y license for CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd. temp,
ACTION
N CASE
HEARD
— Granted Brdcstg.
consent
BROADCAST DIVISION — WMCA, New vol.WLLH,
assign,Lowell,
license Mass.
to Merrimac
York, granted license renewal 570 kc 500 Co. Inc.,
1370
kc
100
w
N
250
w
D
unltd.
w unltd., effective 8-6-35.
KGHL, Billings, Mont. — Granted renewal
MISCELLANEOUS— WMBG, Richmond, license,
reconsidering action in setting apVa., hearing set for Aug. 8 continued, to
plic. for hearing, dismissing same from
be heard with applications of WRVA,
WPHR, WLBG, Century Brdcstg. Co. Inc. ; hearing docket.
KFUO, Clayton, Mo., denied permission
WPTF,
Raleigh,
Granted
extension exp. auth.
use N.
1 kwC. —aux.
transmitter
to withdraw without prejudice applic. 640
hours, extension exp. auth. spec,
kc 1 kw D, part of WOI facilities, to re- spec,
main in hearing docket ; WOI, Ames, la., hours.
WESG, Elmira — Granted extension exp.
applic. renewal license to remain in hear- auth.
D to LS New Orleans 850 kc 1 kw
ing docket pending decision on hearing ;
Wm. O. Ansley Jr., d.b Guilford Brdcstg. to 2-1-36.
WBAL,
— Granted extension
Co., Abilene,
Tex., granted
auth. CP
take new
de- exp. auth. Baltimore
positions in support
of applic.
-KTHS
chronizeSimul.
WJZ spec,
hours.spec, hours, synstation at Abilene ; WFIL, Philadelphia,
applic. modif. license 560 kc 1 kw unltd.,
KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark. — Granted extension exp.spec,
auth.hours
Simul.1060
-WBAL
repending since 4-4-35, superseded by permmain silent
kc 10 and
kw for
anent grant of 1 kw D, retired to closed
6 months.
files.

WTIC. Hartford— Granted extension e
auth. Simul. -KRLD 1040 kc 50 kw ur,
to KRLD,
11-1-35. Dallas — Granted extension e
auth. Simul. -WTIC to 11-1-35.
2-1-36.
WJAG,
Neb.kc— Granted
ext
ison
exp. Norfolk,
auth. 1060
1 kw ltd.
Portland,
— Granted
ext
sionKWJJ,
exp. auth.
1040 kcOre.ltd.,
spec, hours
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— WD)
Orlando,
granted
tei
auth.
use Fla.,
additional
750 wextension
N in Augu
WBAA, W. Lafayette, Ind., granted tei
auth. reduce hours and remain sile
KGCA, Decorah, la., granted temp, av
remain silent ; WJEJ, Hagerstown, >
granted extension temp. auth. operate
w spec, hours.
SET FOR HEARING — KMBC, Kan
City,spec,
renewal
kc 1 kwSpringf
and
kw
hourslicense
unltd. 950; NEW,
Newspapers Inc., Springfield, Mo.. CP
hearing docket amended to 710 kc 1
D, also granted petition of KGBX to
tervene; NEW, Carl S. Taylor, Dub
Pa., applic. CP 780 kc 250 w D ; WPI
Petersburg,
Va., applic.NEW,
CP move
studio to Richmond;
PhilcotransRa
& Television Corp., Philadelphia, apt
CP exp.
station
sound Div,
visual
station
W3XEto ; trasmit
NEW, Pampa
News Inc., Pampa, Tex., applic. CP 1
kc 100 w D ; NEW, L. S. Packard, L.
Stebbins, Alden C. Packard d/b Va
Brdcstg.
Co.,w Pomona,
applic.
1160
kc 250
D ; NEW, Cal.,
Dudley
J. C
nolly & Co., Chattanooga, amended CP
transmitter, change equip., change ho
to D only, 1200 kc 100 w D ; NEW, C
tral Texas Brdcstg. Co. Inc., Fort W01
Tex., applic.
kc 100 wCheyen
unit
NEW,
Paul CP
R. 1210
Heitmeyer,
Wyo., :applic.
CP 1210Walla,
kc 100Wash.,
w 250appw
unltd.
KUJ, Walla
CP new equip., change from 1370 to 1
kc, 1 kw, move locally ; WMMN, Fairmc
W. Va., renewal license 890 kc 250 w
ltd.
MISCELLANEOUS — WRBX, Roane
Va., denied temp. auth. unltd. time ; W
New York, retired to files applic. ext
sion exp.covered
auth. 50bykw applic.
D & N for
to 2-1-36,
ready
licen
WMBR, Jacksonville, Fla., granted petit
intervene
applic.
A.
O.
Jenkins
new
tion 610 kc 250 w unltd. ; WMFI, Ns
Haven, locally,
grantedextend
modif.completion
CP move; WL
trai
studio
Cincinnati, granted extension exp. au
500 kw N direction and 500 kw D unit
KFCB,710 Seattle,
auth.
kc 250 wgranted
unltd. 30extension
days ; WF.e
Madison, Wis., granted temp. auth. sp
hours 1 kw 30 days; WCAZ, Cartha
111., granted temp. auth. spec, hours.
APPLICATIONS
DISMISSED
— NET«
Samuel
Nathanuel Morris,
Stamford,
CP 1420 kc 100 w spec. ; KGKO, Wich
Falls, Tex., exp. auth. 1240 kc 1 kw unit
WJEJ,
w 500 w Hagerstown,
LS unltd. Md., CP 1230 kc i,
RATIFICATIONS:
WMPC, Lapeer, Mich., granted au |
extend program tests 30 days pending tion on license applic. (7-20).

ENGINEERS SEE WOR— A group of Metropolitan radio technical executives who visited WOR's m
50,000-watt
transmitter
at Carteret,
N. J.,
July Newark;
19 as guests
Jack R.
Poppele,
WOR's Co.;
chiefRichard
engine*
Front row (L
to R) : Irwin
R. Wolfe,
WHBI,
Frankof Stahl,
Graybar
Electrical
O'Dea, president of WNEW, New York; G. R. Windham, F. William Boettaher, Paul W. Fuelling, WH
New York; Second row: Charles Singer, WOR; M. J. Weiner, WNEW; J. E. Lowe, WBBR, Staten Islan
Paul J. Gallhofer, WMBQ, Brooklyn; H. S. Taylor, Graybar Electrical Co.; Groner Wezeman, WHOM, J«
sey City and J. R. Poppele, WOR.
BROADCASTING
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"ICMI. Ashland, Ky., granted license
kc 100 w unltd. (7-24).
HIS, Bluefield, W. Va. — Granted temp.
L composite trans. 30 days (7-27).
JER, Milwaukee — Granted temp. auth.
■'•ate pickup station (7-19).

Applications
JULY .13 . .
WJAR, Providence, R. I. — Modif. CP
change equip., move transmitter locally,
increase from 250 w 500 w D to 500 w D
& N, extend completion.
NEW, American Brdestg. Co., Pittsairliners'
Reports
.
.
.
burgh, Pa.— CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd.
,EW, Carl C. Struble, The Dalles, Ore.
WPAR,
Va. — 1420
Licensekc
;*aminer Bramhall recommended (1-73)
for
CP
asParkersburg,
modif. new W.
station
applic. CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd. be 100 w unltd.
KIUN,
Modif. change
CP newequip.
sta" F. L. Whitesell, Forty Fort, Pa.
"MedEW,
tion 1420 Pecos,
ke 100Tex.
w —unltd.,
ixaminer Hyde recommended (1-74) that
NEW,
Reporter
Brdestg.
Co.,
Abilene,
; tic. CP 930 kc 500 w D be denied.
Tex. — CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd., amended
iTFI, Twin Falls, Id. — Examiner Walk- to
Irecommended (1-75) that applic. CP Inc. change name from Reporter Pub. Co.
iige from 1240 to 630 kc unltd. 500 w
NEW, Big Spring Herald Brdestg. Co.,
kw D be granted.
Big Spring,
— CP 1500
■wn
FBI, recommended
Abilene, Kan.on —basisCommissioner
ltd., amended Tex.
to change
name.kc 100 w unof hearing
NEW,
Attala
Brdestg.
Corp., Columbus,
March 25-26 at San Antonio that
CP 1200transmitter
kc 100 wsite.unltd., amendlie. renewal of license 1050 kc 5 kw Miss.ed re— equip.,
be denied.
NEW, North Texas Brdestg. Co., Paris,
GFJ, Los Angeles: KFWB, Hollywood;
Tex. — CP 1500 kc 100 w D, amended to
PC. Beverley Hills ; KRKD, Los Ange- change
name from North Texas Pub. Co.
Los Angeles
Commissioner
APPLICATION RETURNED — WEBR.
wnKIEV,
recommended
after —hearings
April Buffalo,
modif. license to N from 1 hour
'. atrenewals
Los Angeles
that applic. for li- after LS.
;e
be granted.
JULY 16
TEW, National Battery Brdestg. Co. ;
WMFI, New Haven, Conn. — Modif. CP
George W. Young ; Edward Hoffman,
as
modified
extend
completion, change
lio Chapel of the Air, Minneapolis-St.
equip., move transmitter locally, move
d — ■ Examiner Dalberg recommended
studio
locally.
'6)
Hoffman
1370that
kc Edward
100 w unltd.
and bethatgranted
other auth.
WESG, Ithaca, N. Y. — Extension spec,
■lications be denied.
2-1-36. 850 kc D to LS New Orleans to
TEW, H. K. Glass & M. C. Kirkland,
Valley Brdestg. Co., Youngstown
.tis, Fla., applic. CP 1310 kc 100 w — NEW,
CP 1370 kc 100 w D, amended re equip.
: NEW, Lake Region Brdestg. Co.,
NEW,
City Brdestg. Co., Harold
:eland, Fla., applic. 1310 kc 100 w un- C. Lund,Steel
Bernard Armstrong, Jerome
; NEW, G. D. Goff, Tampa, Fla..
Pittsburgh
— CPkc 890
lie. 1500 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Rob- Mayhall,amended
to 1420
100 wkc250500w D.w
i Louis Sanders, Palm Beach, Fla., ap- unltd.,
NEW, Farmers Educational & Coop.
1420 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Hazle- Union,
N. D. — KFYR.
CP 550 kc 1 kw
].id Inc., West Palm Beach, Fla., applic. 5 kw D Bismarck,
unltd., facilities
0 kc 100 w unltd. — Examiner Hill
NEW,
Clark
Standiford,
Cal. —to
bmmended (1-77) that applic. H. K. CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd.,Fresno,
amended
■}ks
&
M.
C.
Kirkland
be
denied
;
that
1370
kc
D.
Wic Lake Region Brdestg. Co. be grantAPPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW.
J if suitable antenna is installed ; that
S. Rogers, Glen Falls, N. Y., CP
ftpc. G. D. Goff be granted if suitable Fred
1210
kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Palm Beach
;«nna is installed ; that applic. Robert Brdestg.
Service (Robert H. Eaves, F. E.
j ais Sanders be denied ; that applic. Neel), West
Palm Beach, Fla., CP 1370
izlewood Inc., be granted if suitable kc 100 w unltd.
; NEW, Milton Kaufman
nenna is installed.
6
Jonas
Weiland,
Kinston, N. C, CP 620
,UEW, Head of the Lakes Brdestg. Co., kc 1 kw unltd. ; NEW,
Walter L. Strieker
I.ginia, Minn. — ■ Examiner Hyde recom- & Chris Larsen, Rock Springs,
Wyo., CP
nded (1-78)
that applic. CP 1370 kc 100 1210 kc 100 w unltd.
unltd.
be granted.
iVNEW. Newark — Examiner Walker
JULY 18
ommended (1-79) that applic. increase
WBAL, Baltimore — Extension exp. auth.
Wei to LS from 2% to 5 kw be granted.
simul.
REW, Dr. William J. Reynolds and Wil- change
1060 kc hours
with from
KTHS S-WTIC
to 9 p. tom.,daily
unltd.
on
li J. Reynolds Jr., Selma, Ala. — Exami1060 after 9 p. m., synchronize with WJZ
760
kc
2%
kw
until
end
of
license
period.
• 1500
Hyde kcrecommended
100 w D be (1-80)
granted.that applic.
NEW, Philip J. Wiseman, Lewiston, Me.
jCOOS, Marshfield, Ore. — Examiner
— CP 1210
site. kc 100 w unltd., amended re
amhall recommended (1-81) that applic. trans,
dif. CP from 1200 to 1390 kc, from 100
NEW,
Inc., Youngstown. O. —
|250 w LS D and spec, hours N to 250 w CP 890 kcWRBC
1 kw unltd.
i he granted.
NEW,
WRBC
Inc.,
550
WTAQ, Eau Claire, Wis. — Examiner
kc 250 w unltd., amendedCleveland
to 780 —kcCP1 kw,
D recommended (1-82) that applic. 1330 change equip.
J 1 kw Simul.-KSCJ D. spec. N. and vol.
WRGA, Rome, Ga. — License for CP
■ignment license to WHBY Inc., Green
modif. change equip., increase from 100
Wis., be granted.
w to 100 w N 250 w D.
WFLA-WSUN,
Fla.—N Extension exp. auth. 1 Clearwater,
kw directional
5 kw
D
to
3-1-36.
"APT.
S.
C.
HOOPE
R,
for
the
last
jhren years chief of U. S. Naval
NEW,
Merced,
Cal.
—
CP
1040
kc
250
,>mmunications will he relieved of w D.
NEW.
Arthur
Westlund
&
Jules
Cohn,
s post Aug. 7 and succeeded by Santa Rosa, Cal. — CP 1500 kc 100 w unipt. Gilbert J. Rowcliff, assigned
ltd., amended to 1310 kc, change equip.
Washington from the Battle
KFUH, Del Monte, Cal. — Modif. CP new
station
1210 kc 100 w unltd., change equip.,
eet. Capt. Hooper will become
transmitter site to Municipal wharm,
chnical aide to the Chief of Monterey,
extend completion, amend to
aval Operations.
omit extension completion date.

JULY 23
WNRI,
Newport,
R. I. — Modif.
move
transmitter locally, change
equip., CP
amended
to move studio, extend completion.
WPRP,1420Ponce,
CP newto
station
kc 100P. w R.—
250Modif.
w D spec,
extend completion.
NEW, Robert E. Cole, Washington, Pa.
—firm
CP name
1350 kcto 250
w D, amended
to change
Washington
Brdestg.
Co.
WMBR, Jacksonville, Fla. — CP change
equip.,
increase
from
100
to
250
w D,
amended re trans, site.
NEW, J. R. Maddox, J. Richards, d/b
Tuscaloosa
Brdestg.
—CP
1370 kc
100 w Co.,
D. Tuscaloosa, Ala.
NEW, Clarence Scharbauer, Midland,
Tex.— CP 1200 kc 100 w D.
KIUN, Pecos, Tex.— Modif. CP change
equip., amended re trans, site, antenna.
NEW, Harold F. Foraker & Ray D.
Luzadder, d/b Wichita Brdestg. Co., Wichita, Kan. — CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
NEW, Paul R. Heitmeyer, Salt Lake
City—
unltd. CP 1210 kc 100 w D, amended to
KLO, Ogden, Utah — CP change equip.,
increase from
antenna,
trans,500site.w to 1 kw, amended re
JULY 24
WNYC, New York— CP new equip., increase from 1 to 5 kw LS, 1 kw to LS at
Minneapolis, move transmitter to New
Springville Park, N. Y.
WOOD, Grand Rapids, Mich. — CP
change
equip.,re increase
kw,
amended
antenna. from 500 w to 1
WJSV, Washington — Modif. license to
move Alexandria studio to Washington^
WGBI, Scranton
Extension spec. auth.
additional
250 w to— 3-1-36.
NEW, C. E. Baker & H. W. Slavick,
DMeridan,
unltd. Mass. — CP 1420 kc 100 w 250 w
KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo. — CP new equip.,
increase from 2V2 to 5 kw D, amended to
change
to
KFEQname
Inc. from Scroggin & Co. Bank
NEW, Roberts MacNab Hotel Co.,
Jamestown,
— CPkc.1420 kc 100 w unltd., amendedN.to D.1310
KPCB, Seattle — License for CP change
equip., extend spec. auth. 710 kc 250 w
unltd. to 2-1-36.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW
Valley
Brdestg. Co., Cleveland, CP 890 kc
1 kw unltd.
JULY 26
WPRO, Providence, R. I. — Cp new
equip., increase from 250 w to 1 kw D.

SERVICE
Atlanta, Ga.
Southern Representatives
COLLINS

RADIO

COMPANY

EQUIPMENT

IS Speech Input
Equipment has been
designed to meet all
modern requirements of
high fidelity, quality and
reliability. Several models are available, providing
a wide range of facilities
for large or small installations, with a flexibility of design allowing

are easier to get with
Crystals

easy expansion
to meet future

Scientific Radio Service Crystals are ground to an accuracy of BETTER
than .01% before they leave our laboratories in order to meet
our own
specifications.

Low Temperature Co-efficient Crystals
These Low Temperature Coefficient Crystals the
are
*
_ r\r\ complete
each
supplied in Isolantite Airgap Holders in
550-1500 Kc. band
Send for our
'00maintain a
Price list and
*50We
Monitor Service.
booklet.
»AMO
SEHVICE
1^4 Jackson Avenue, University Park, Hyattsville, Md
* BROADCASTING

ENGINEERING

SPEECH
The
I
Collins Series

FREQUENCIES

ugust 1, 1935

RADIO

I Z\#

EXACT

Scientific Radio

KELD,1370El kc
Dorado,
CP new
station
100 w Ark.—
unltd.Modif.
re equip.
re WCAL,
hours. Northfield, Minn. — Modif. license
NEW, Mankato Brdestg. Co., Mankato,
Minn. — CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd.
Clark
Visalia,
Cal.—
CPNEW,
1310 kc
100 Standiford,
w D, amended
to unltd.
KPCB, Seattle — Transfer of control to
Saul Haas.
NEW, Robert Kaufman, Inglewood, Cal.
— CP 1210 kc 100 w spec. D, amended to
Voice of Labor Stations Inc.
NEW, Golden Empire Brdestg. Co., Sacramento— CPkc. 1500 kc 100 w unltd., amended to 1310
KGVO, Missoula, Mont.— Modif. CP new
equip., change from 1200 to 1260 kc, increaselocally.
from 100 w to 1 kw, move transmitter
APPLICATIONS
RETURNED
— P.
NEW,
<®.Mayaguez,
ht
Puerto Rico Adv. Co.,
R.,
CP 1370 kc 250 w ltd. ; NEW, Hoyt Bros.
Inc., Newark, CP 720 ke 100 w unltd. ;
NEW, CPLico's
Cal.,
1500 Drive
& 1060In kc,Market,
50 w Pajaro,
unltd. ;
NEW, Donald A. Wike, LaGrande, Ore.,
CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd., WGES, Chicago,
modif. license from 500 w to 1 kw D.

needs.

Collins

Radio

Company

RAPIDSpL 1
Cily
NewCEDAR
York
VL/ HOWA. . Mexico
U. S. A.
11 West 42nd Si.
Edificio "La Nacional"
Page 45

Atwater Kent on CBS
ATWATER KENT MFG. Co.,
Philadelphia (radio receivers) on
Sept. 19 will start a series of symprograms
guest operaticphonic
stars on
a with
nationwide
CBS
network, using the 8:30-9 p. m.
period if time can be cleared. The
contract is for 13 weeks with the
possibility that it will be extended.
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., New York, is the agency.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bidg., Wash., D. C.
T. A. M. CRAVEN
Consulting Radio Engineer
Allocation Engineering
Commercial Coverage Surveys
Antenna Installations
Complete Engineering Surveys
National Press Building
Washington, D. C.
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
Synchronization Equipment Design.
Field Strength and Station Location
Surveys. Line
Antenna
Design, j Wire
Problems.
National Press Bidg., Wash., D. C.
N. Y. Offi.se: Englewood, tt. J.
PAUL
GODLEY
and Associates
Radio Engineers
Montclair, N. J.
Phone Montclair 2-7859
FREQUENCY MONITORING SERVICE
Reference frequencies derived from the
National Standard of Frequency of the
National Bureau of Standards by continuous leased wire service.
For 24-hour Service
Phone GREENWOOD 2134
Washington
Institute ofD. Technology
Washington,
C.
EDGAR H. FELIX
1775 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes, Allocation and Location Investigations
VAN NOSTRAND RADIO
ENGINEERING SERVICE
Specializing in frequency measurement service* Field intensity surveys.
COLLINS transmitters and speech
equipment.
TRUSCON radiators.
339LeIandTer.,N.E.,Atlanta,Ga.
HOLLIS S. BAIRD
Specializing in
ULTRA-HIGH FREQUENCY,
TELEVISION, AND
HIGH FIDELITY PROBLEMS
70 BROOKLINE AVENUE
BOSTON, MASS.
Telephone Commonwealth 8512
Page 46

Another

Piscator

Found by WWVA
AN ANNOUNCEMENT over
WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va.,
located Luke Walton, of
T e r r e Haute, en route
through Wheeling to CBS
studios in New York with
Mrs. Walton, Guy Slover and
Gene Morgan, a clerk in a
Wheeling hotel telling Walton as he registered that
WWVA had announced the
death of his mother in Greencastle, Ind., and was trying
to locate him. Slover and
Morgan, who broadcast as
Si & Ezra, visited WWVA
studios and found Fielden
Farrington, Walter Patterson, Hal Harris and Denver
Darling, all formerly of
WBOW, Terre Haute, in the
midst of a program.
Dr. Jolliffe on Tour
LEAVING by automobile July 17
on a tour of inspection of FCC
field offices, Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, FCC
chief engineer, is now en route to
the Pacific Coast where he will visit
with the Commission's inspectors
to aid them in organization plans.
Dr. Jolliffe is now on a fixed itinerary, but was to go first to the frequency monitoring station at
Grand Island, Neb., and thence to
Denver, Seattle, Portland, San
Francisco and Los Angeles. His
plans do not include inspecting the
FCC's offices East of the Mississippi which he toured earlier this
year. He will return Sept. 1.
Bugler Cigarette Sports
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Corp., Louisville, on July
29 started promoting its Bugler
cigarette tobacco over KYW, Philadelphia, and KDKA, Pittsburgh.
On KYW, Chris Wood summarizes
racing results six nights weekly,
five-minutes each. Ed Sprague
gives five-minute baseball resumes
seven nights a week. The initial
contract is for 13 weeks. Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
New York, is the agency.
SOL A. ROSENBLATT, former
NRA administrator in charge of
the broadcasting code, on July 27
announced opening of law offices
in the International Bidg., Rockefeller Center, New York, in association with William B. Jaffe, formerly with Nathan Burkan.

D. L. & W. Coal Series
DELAWARE LACKAWANNA |
WESTERN COAL Co., New Yoi,
(Blue Coal) will begin a ne
series of radio programs over bol
NBC and CBS networks in 0
tober. tThe talent has not been del
nitely decided on nor has the radl
station setup been completed. Pre
ent plans call for the use of prom
nent stage stars. Ruthrauff i
Ryan Inc., N. Y., is the agency.
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements
in '
Broadcasting
cost 7c per word for
each insertion. Cash must accom- I
Formsorder.close 25th and 10th of
pany
month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
Cleared channel Midwest station, not
Chicago, desires experienced radio sal
man, preferably one with experience s<
ing on cleared channel station. State <
perience,
age, salary, references. Box 3
Broadcasting.

BIG CATCH — Ed Jansen, commercial manager of KVI, Tacoma,
reports this 18-pound salmon was
only one of three he caught in a
morning's angling in Puget Sound,
only
10 minutes
from pounds
KVI's
studios.
It felt away
like 150
during the 30 minutes it took to
land this fish, he says, and he invites "all the boys in the broadindustry"
to come casting
outand advertising
anytime during
the
season for a day's fishing. He
guarantees results.
Radio Introducing Gas
RADIO is being used by American
Oil Co., Baltimore (Amoco gas and
oil) to introduce its new brand of
"Air Conditioned Gas" which goes
on the market early in August.
Beginning July
31, one-minute
transcriptions
are being
placed on
20 or more stations along the
Eastern seaboard from Maine to
Florida,
the company's
The campaign
will run territory.
30 days,
and plans include additional 20second station break announcements with the jingle idea later in
August. Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore, handles the account.
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FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Part interest in low power South*
regional station. Must be personable li
wire business getter with best referent
and a little capital. Bond required. I
345, Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
Announcer and production man with f
years' experience desires connection. N
employedBoxand353,opportunity
must be go<
Write
Broadcasting.
Increase station's
Capablecanyou z
salesman,
dramatic income.
experience,
nounce,
write some continuity. Box 3
Broadcasting.
Announcer — also write continuity, pi
programs. Go anywhere. Salary seconds
to opportunity. Excellent references. £
346, Broadcasting.
lady holding
2nd class
andYoung
1st class
radiophone
licensecommerc
open
offers ; experience. Anne L. Smalley, H
wichport, Mass.
Program, musical director, announc
continuity writer, orchestra leader. S
en
years' experience.
educati.1
Employed.
FineBroadcasting.
lettersCollege
of recommem
tion.
Box. 352
type East.
commercial
man now av;N
ableHighin the
Wide experience.
doing
sixty-five
per
cent
business
successful Eastern station.
Commer<sir
managership
Broadcasting. preferred. Age 34. Box 3
Station director or commercial manag
A-l
broadcast
executive.
Twelve years'
perience
directing
and managing
impc
ant American stations. Exceptional reci
in station development. Recommendatii
from important radio executives. Locat
unimportant. Box 351, Broadcasting.
Music — Talent
Program Managers, Artists, send
list of new songs — available for bro
casting without payment of copyright :
Indiana Song Bureau, Salem, Indiana.
Barnradio
Dance,
people,Desire
2 years'
exp<
ence
and 12stage.
connect
with large
station
on either percentage
salary basis. Can handle own booki
transportation. Can break down for sh
programs or augment for long ones. 1
347, Broadcasting.
Wanted To Buy
Wanted: 100 watt transmitter or ot
equipment for same. Must conform to
requirements of Commission. Give full
tails for cash. Box 349, Broadcasting.
Wanted to Buy : 100 watt commer
broadcast transmitter for use in Mexf
Must be priced right. Write giving
information to 419 Reliance Bidg., Kar
City, Mo.
For Sale
2-Western Electric 8-B input equipmc
for station wishing 2 channel operat
Available at once. Complete details u
request. Edison Electric Illuminating • ;
39 Boylston St., Station WEEI, Bos1
Mass.
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URTERIES

Your product may be carried by every merchant in town, but
it's the stores on the most important streets that attract the
biggest crowds and do your greatest volume of sales.
Select your local radio stations as you select your local
sales outlets. Stations where listener traffic is heaviest. Stations
that present many other famous advertised brands.
In New England, WBZ and WBZA are your Trade Arteries.
They are prestige stations of NBC's Blue Network. They reach
an audience of 1,145,761 radio families*. And a recent reduction offrom 18% to 23% in rates makes them an even better buy
than before.

WBZ
50,000

WATTS

BOSTON

AA/BZA
1,000

WATTS

SPRINGFIELD

*NBC Stations Airea maps, showing the potential circulation
of WBZ and WBZA as determined by the New NBC Method
of Audience Measurement, are now ready for distribution.
A copy will be sent to you at once, upon request.

NATIONAL

BROADCASTING
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

COMPANY,
SUBSIDIARY

INC.

NEW
YORK
* WASHINGTON
* CHICAGO
* SAN FRANCISCO
WEAF & WJZ
WRC & WMAL
WMAQ & WENR
KGO & KPO
SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON— WBZ • SPRINGFIELD, MASS.— WBZA • SCHENECTADY— WOY
•I
DENVER — KOA • PHILADELPHIA • DETROIT

• PITTSBURGH— KDKA • CLEVELAND — WTAM

THE

HIGH

FIDELITY

1 kw.

RCA

TRANSMITTER

built-

of

course

T^HIS modern transmitter has
been designed by the experienced
engineers at "Radio Headquarters" so
that the modest i kw. station may
keep pace with the trend of the times
FIDELITY.
—HIGH
The

new

era of extended

audio

frequency range of microphones, remote pickup lines, and receiving sets,
must

necessarily include the trans-

mitter itself. Every link in this chain
must be a HIGH FIDELITY link
— in order that there may be High
Fidelity reception
ultimate result.
The De

RCA

as the desired

luxe Transmitter

THESE

FIDELITY
ECONOMY

OUTSTANDING

FEATURES:

. . . Meets all High Fidelity standards.
. . . Low installation costs, unusually low tube and power cost.

SIMPLICITY. . . AC operated, self-contained, easy to install.
COMPLETELY EQUIPPED . . . Cathode ray modulation indicator,
dummy antenna and High Fidelity monitor all built in. Needs no extras.
CONVENIENCE . . . Centralized controls, unitary line voltage compensation.
RELIABILITY . . . Automatic devices prevent time off air.
EFFICIENCY . . . Uses Class B high level modulation.
FLEXIBILITY . . . Readily adaptable for power changes.
MODERN

APPEARANCE . . . Fulfilling concepts of dynamic symmetry, finished in white metal and tones of gray and black.
COMPLETELY GUARANTEED . . . Protected by patents.
at low first cost, with economical

MANUFACTURING

TRANSMITTER

ATLANTA:

NOTE

operation

COMPANY,

Inc.

SECTION
CAMDEN,
NEW JERSEY
A SUBSIDIARY OF RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
NEW YORK: 1270 Sixth Ave.
CHICAGO: 111 North Canal St.
144 Walton St., N. W.
DALLAS: Santa Fe Bldg.
SAN FRANCISCO: 1270 Ninth St.

BROADCASTING
Vol.9

mi - Monthly

//0%r combined

No. 4

with

WASHINGTON,
AUGUST

D. C.

15, 1935

'Broadc

ast
15c the
$3.00
the Copy
Year

Canada and Foreign
$4.00 the Year

Advertising'

0^

O^

% That the leading Washington
merchants use and profit hy the
services of either WRC or WMAL
is probahly the most convincing
reason why the spot broadcaster
should do likewise.
197,600 Washington families are
WMAL families.
189,200 Washington families are
WRC families.
NBC Station Airea maps, showing the
potential circulation of WRC and
WMAL as determined by the New
NBC Method of Audience Measurement, are now ready for distribution.
Copies will be sent to you at once,
upon reques'..

WRC

and

NATIONAL
NEW
YORK
WEAF & WJZ

WMAL

• WASHINGTON.

BROADCASTING
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
★ WASHINGTON
WRC & WMAL

SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON — WBZ

D.

COMPANY,
SUBSIDIARY

★ CHICAGO
WMAQ & WENR

★

• SPRINGFIELD, MASS. — WBZA • SCHENECTADY— WGY
DENVER — KOA • PHILADELPHIA • DETROIT

SAN

C.

INC

FRANCISCO
KGO & KPO

• PITTSBURGH— KOKA

• CLEVELAND — WTAM

This

book

w

Administration Offices: 485 Madison Avenue, New York City; 1622 Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.; 410 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.; 817 Earle
Building, Washington, D. C; Signal Oil Building, Los Angeles, Cal.; 902 Fisher
Building, Detroit, Michigan; 14 Langham Place, London, W. I. England

I
I
I
I

ritten

700,000

by

700,000

radio listeners who

and comprehensive

sent us the information

authors

on which

this new

study, just off the press, was based.

Every radio advertiser knows

that the coverage of an evening broadcast

differs decidedly from that of a daytime broadcast from the same station . . .
but until now

no one has measured

the exact change that takes place in

size and shape of the listening area.
Now, for the first time in radio, the listening areas of daytime and nighttime broadcasts have been mapped
for the CBS

network

separately . . .for each CBS

station and

as a whole... making, in all, 98 daytime maps and 98

evening maps. Each map is accompanied

by specially compiled data indi-

cating the size, wealth and progressiveness of the market.

THE

COLUMBIA

HEADQUARTERS

BROADCASTING
FOR

RADIO

AND

SYSTEM

RADIO

FACTS

Want

Results

"Ask

the

In

Spot

John

Broadcasting?

Blair

Man*'

Your dollars spent in spot broadcasting can be made most effective only
if you know

all the facts about the stations you select and the programs

you buy. The

John Blair man, through his highly specialized training

in the field of advertising and merchandising,
you honest and intelligent information
Ask

the John

Blair man

best suited to your needs.

to help you solve your radio problems!

*

STATIONS
Location
Station
Chicago, Illinois
Columbus, Ohio
Des Moines, Iowa
Des Moines, Iowa
Detroit, Michigan
Fort Worth, Texas
Houston, Texas
Kansas City, Mo
Los Angeles, Calif
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Omaha, Nebraska

is well equipped to give

WGN*
WBNS
KSO
KRNT
WWJ
KTAT
KTRH
WREN
KNX
JCOMA
WOW

*

*

REPRESENTED
Location

Station

Philadelphia, Pa
WIP
Phoenix, Arizona KTAR
Rochester, N. Y
WHEC
St. Louis, Missouri____KWK
St.
Minn._KSTP*::
SaltPaul-Mpls.,
Lake City, Utah
^KDYL
San Antonio, Texas KTSA
San Diego, Calif KFSD
Shreveport, La
KTBS
Shreveport, La
KWKH
Waterloo, Iowa
WMT

Iowa Broadcasting System
Southwest Broadcasting System
•Represented on the West Coast.
"Represented in territory outside New York.

JOHN

BLAIR

&

COMPANY

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
341 Madison Avenue
520 North Michigan Avenue
New Center Building
Murray Hill 2-6084
Superior 8660
Madison 7889

Page 4

SAN FRANCISCO
485 California Street
Douglas 3188
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Aas

the

ma</e

most

Me

YANKEE

powerful

space buyer expects to cover New

NO

with one

or two

newspapers.

wrong- to expect adequate

sales

England

It is equally

radio coverage

of New

England with one station or a small group of stations.
New

England has too great a population spread,

NETWORK

agent

in

New

which ties into one unit 12 New

England
England

stations

from Bangor to Bridgeport.
Twelve stations pulling together provide a primary
audience

and

dealer

too many large and separate centers of population,

populated key markets.
The Yankee Network

to be within actual selling range of any single station

proach to 100%

co-operation

in 12 densely

is the nearest possible ap-

radio coverage

of New

England.

or small network.
THE

Power alone will not do the trick. Radio stations

YANKEE
NETWORK,
INC.
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE BOSTON
EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC., Exclusive National Sales Representative

located in key cities and carrying network programs
have large local audiences. This condition precludes
coverage by means

of a 50,000 watt station. Such a

station can provide no more than a thinly scattered
audience

beyond

its immediate

metropolitan

There is one way and only one to sell New
as a whole: that is by means
August 15, 1935

of the Yankee

• BROADCASTING

Yankee

area.

England
Network,

N

ET

wo

R

K
Page 5

available time.
^/"E'RE NOT firemen's children, here
at F J & F, but we've pulled many
a chestnut out of the fire!

We

can lift most of the

load for both advertiser and agency.

We

can even realize that our big job is to help
you sell your goods.

In fact, there's hardly anything we won't
do for our clients. Our men can help you
plan your
programs,

spot campaign,

prepare

your

select your stations, clear best

FREE,

JOHNS

We're kinda proud of "F J & F service"
— would appreciate an opportunity to
show you our wares.

&

FIELD,

INC.

Associated with Free & Sleininger, Inc.

d&adio
NEW YORK
IK) East 42nd St.
Lexington 2-8640

CHICAGO
180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

WCSC

Charleston

WIS . (NBC)
WAIU

Columbia
Columbus

WOC . (CBS) ....
WDAY (NBC)

cJiaiion

Davenport
Fargo

C^^epreseniahves

DETROIT
New Center Building
Trinity 2-8444

WDRC
. (CBS)
WKZO

SANRussFRANCISCO
Building
Sutter 5415

....

Hartford
Kalamazoo

WNOX . (CBS) ....
WMAZ

Knoxville
Macon

LOS
C. of ANGELES
C. Bldg.
Richmond 6184

WMBD . (CBS)
WPTF . (NBC)
WDAE . (CBS)
KTUL . (CBS)
KALE

Peoria
Raleigh
Tampa
Tulsa
Portland

Published semi-month'y by Broadcasting Publications,
Inc.,Office
870 atNational
Press D.Building,
at the Post
Washington,
C, under Washington,
act of MarchD.3, C.1879.Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933,
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What

Lies

Ahead
By

Self

Promotion

and

DR.

Further
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Advertising*
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Broadcast

HERMAN
Growth

S.
of

.00 A YEAR — 15c A COPY

Advertising?

HETTINGER
Local

Stations

imong Steps Advised to Speed Industry Forward
HE RECENT compilation and of transmitter. Gasoline and acnesslaneous
represented
by the miscelgroup.
cessories, drugs, cosmetics, confecublication by the NAB of addional detailed statistics as to the
tionery, beverages and tobacco faWhen national and local nonvor the higher - powered stations, network business are examined
olume and composition of broadist advertising over various following the trend of network ad- separately, a number of interestvertising in this respect.
iasses of stations presents for the
ing trends are revealed, especially
Clothing and apparel advertising in the local field. National busirst time a clear-cut picture as to
le economic status of the medium.
ness of local stations tends to be
represents a larger proportion of
I A marked variation in the dis- the business of regional and local restricted to foodstuffs, beverages,
_ ribution of national and local ad- stations than it does in the case drugs, gasoline and accessories,
Rertising is revealed among vari- of the higher-powered units. De- and financial advertisers. Chain
as classes of stations. It is estipartment stores tend to favor re- stores are important factors in the
gional stations to some degree.
lated that national business repaccessory field. Loan and finance
esents approximately 85% of all
As the size of the station de- companies constitute a considercreases, the variety of advertisers
dvertising placed over high-powable portion of financial advertising.
red regional and clear - channel increases. This is evidenced by the
Examination of types of renditations, i. e., stations of 5,000 rise in the proportion of total busition employed by advertisers over
/atts and upwards. National busiess accounts for approximately
0% of regional station volume
Total
Time
Sales in Half
Year
.nd for about one-eighth of local
tation business.
The concentration of network
19%
Over
Figure
in 1935
.dvertising upon the one-third of Rise
he stations of the country affiliUse of Regional Networks and Non-network Stations
.ted with networks, is one of the
irincipal determinants of the conBy Tobacco Concerns Shows Pronounced Advance
:entration of national business, BROADCAST advertising during
Non-network advertising gained
.nd indeed, of advertising volume
lis a whole. It is estimated that the first half of 1935 showed
over all classes of stations, with
pproximately 75% of all adver- greater gains over the correspond- slightly larger increases in the
ing period of the preceding year clear channel and local classes
sing volume is placed over netthan did any other major advertis- than in the regional group. Nonork-affiliated stations. Networking medium, it was revealed in the network advertising showed the
ffiliated stations account for
lightly more than 55% of total six-month report just issued by the
greatest increase in the South AtAssociation of Broadcaston - network advertising (includ- National
lantic-South Central area, where
ers. Gross time sales of networks
ng local) and for nearly twogross time sales rose 32.1% over
hirds of national non-network ad- and stations to advertisers amounted to $45,075,972, an increase of those of the first half of last year.
vertising.
17.9% over the the first half of Advertising of this type increased
Types of Sponsors
1934. Compared to this gain on the 15.1% in the North Central states,
ELIMINATING network advertis- part of radio, national magazine and 8.6% in the Pacific and Mouning from consideration, it is found advertising increased 10.7%, natain region. The New Englandl;hat national business represents
tional farm paper volume 3.5% and Middle Atlantic area alone deabout 60% of total non - network newspaper lineage 5%.
clined, non-network advertising in
volume over high-powered regional
Regional networks lead the this section dropping off 6.8%
and clear channel stations, and broadcast advertising field with a principally due to increased net35% on regional stations. Since gain of 47.0% over the volume of
work volume making inroads on
ocal stations are seldom affiliated the corresponding period of 1934. available time.
-vith networks of any type, the
The use by national advertisers
network advertising inseparate analysis of national and National creased
18.27c, national non-net- of live-talent programs, produced
ocal non - network business does
work business 13.2%, and local in station studios, continued to
lot affect the total previously
throughout the six months.
broadcast advertising 19.3%. Vol- grow
?iven for this class of station.
ume for the major portions of the Advertising volume of this type
It is interesting to note that medium
is
found
in
the
following
registered a gain of 26.7% as comvariations in volume of station table :
(Continued on page 50)
business occur principally on the
BROADCAST ADVERTISING VOLUME FIRST HALF OF 1935
basis of station power and network
January-June, Inclusive
affiliation rather than upon the
Gross Time Sales
■size of the community served.
Important
differences in the
193b
1935 % Increase
( types of products and services goNational networks
$21,998,866
*$26,120,410 18.2
Regional networks
317,251
465,899 47.
ing to make up the non-network
advertising of various types of
National non-network
7,610,864
8,591,053 13.2
stations also have been revealed.
Local
8,294,499
9,898,610 19.3
! Amusements represent a larger
proportion of local station business
Total
$38,221,480
$45,075,972 Av. j. 7.9
than is the case in any other class
•Includes NBC, CBS, MBS; see Aug. 1 issue for separate NBC-CBS figures.
August 15, 1935
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various classes of stations reveals
a concentration of electrical transcription volume on clear-channel
and regional stations, especially
the former, and a similar concentration of live - talent business.
Announcements constitute a fairly
large proportion of the business of
all classes of stations.
The foregoing data present an
interesting picture of broadcast
advertising economics as far as
various classes of stations are concerned. Several major aspects are
discernible. The first of these is a
marked concentration in volume of
business, especially national business, uponmitters.
theThe second
high-powered
transis a similar
concentration upon stations affiliated with networks.
A third aspect of importance is
the broad general specialization in
business which seems to have
taken place with regard to types
of stations. The high-powered regional and clear - channel stations
have definitely become media of a
national aspect, serving national
advertisers to a marked degree
and constituting the radio counterpart of the large metropolitan
daily
a considerable
out-oftown with
circulation,
or the regional
magazine.
The regional station stands midway between this group and the
local transmitter. If it is a network affiliate, it is probable that
the volume of national business
will loom larger than in the case
of the station not so affiliated. Retail advertising is the backbone of
the local station and will continue
to be, though there is no reason
why national volume in this field
should notsiderable
bedegree.
expanded to a conEconomic Significance
THE ECONOMIC significance of
this situation is patent. There is
a necessity for a widening of the
economic base of the broadcasting
industry. The development of the
volume of the advertising carried
by the smaller station and the independent outlet is one which
would be of benefit to the entire
medium. Not only would it eliminate an important measure of the
instability created in any industry
by the marginal unit, but the increased resources open to the medium, and their wider distribution,
would enable it to develop a program of service which would be
of cumulative value in the creation
of additional listening.
Such a broadening of the economic base is not impossible of
realization, though it most cerPage 7

tainly cannot be achieved by any
form of bureaucratic planning.
There is seldom, if ever, any substitute for evolution in business,
though the rate of evolution may
be aided materially by the catalytic agent of intelligence.
A proper appreciation of the
true significance of station power
on the part of the buyers of time
in itself would aid materially in
rectifying the situation. Power is
important only when its consideration is combined with that of frequency and reception conditions
within the area in question. Coverage, the resultant of these forces,
is the technical item which is of
significance to the advertiser. If
he can reach his trade area with a
500-watt station, all other things
being equal, there is no reason why
he should employ a 5,000 watt station for the task.
It must be granted that all
things are not always equal. Station popularity also must be considered. This is the result of the
sum total of the station's programs and manner of presentation, the degree to which it has
promoted itself successfully in the
community and similar factors.
The greater financial resources of
the larger station, the working
base given it in both programs and
advertising volume by network affiliation, where this exists, and its
appeal to important distributors
conceited with widespread areas,
gives it an advantage in the race
for general popularity.
This same general situation, on
the other hand, has in it the seeds
of a solution for the smaller station and the independent, when
once the misconceptions of power
have been rectified. There is but
one sound way to buy any advertising medium: In terms of its
ability to reach an important market. If the market represented by
the medium is sufficiently important it must be considered by the
advertiser.
Future of the Local
THE INDEPENDENT station,
large or small, is in a position to
build a unique place for itself in
its community. National network
advertising is the auditory counterpart of national magazine advertising, and the network outlet must
therefore always assume some of
the lineaments of national appeal.
As network advertising and programs take up an increasing proportion of the station's total time,
it is relegated increasingly to the
role of a general medium.
There is nothing inherently
wrong in this situation. There are
many aspects of American life
which are universal in their appeal and which can be carried to
the people most effectively in the
present manner. But there are
equally many aspects which are
local in nature. These aspects furnish the local station a truly golden
opportunity; for by a realization
of them it can become a local institution.
Radio is personal. If this personal element can be capitalized
upon by the local station, so that
its entertainment carries a particular personal appeal, and if its
entire program is built about the
lives and activities of the community, it should be possible to
build up an unassailable position
with regard to listening. This has
(Continued on page 48)
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HEARST
FORM

STATIONS
SALES STAFF
NATIONAL

representation ofthe
six radio stations
owned and opera t e d by Hearst
Radio Inc. will
be taken over
Oct. 1 by a national sales department of its
own, with three
Mr. Petersen
offices
reporting
to T. J. White, president of Hearst
Radio Inc., and Emil J. Gough,
vice president.
The New York office will be
maintained at 959 Eighth Ave.,
headquarters of Hearst Radio,
with M. H. Petersen as sales manager. Working under him will be
Ernest Foote, formerly with World
Broadcasting System and recently
with NBC, and Burton Lambert,
formerly with the national sales
division of the Hearst newspapers.
Homer Hogan, former manager of
KYW, will head the Chicago office
at 326 Madison St., working with
Edward I. Heaton, formerly with
the Chicago Herald-Examiner.
Edward McCallum, manager
of KYA, San Francisco, has been
detailed temporarily to head the
San Francisco office in the Hearst
Bldg. there.
The stations to be represented
are WINS, New York; WCAE,
Pittsburgh; WISN, Milwaukee;
KYA, San Francisco; WBAL,
Baltimore, and KEHE, Los Angeles. The first four have heretofore
been represented by the Paul H.
Raymer Co.
Copyright

Bill, With

Goes to House With
IN THE FACE of a powerful lobby maintained by ASCAP to prevent passage of the Duffy copyright bill (S-3047), originated by
the Department of State and a
federal interdepartmental committee, the Senate on Aug. 7 passed
the measure without a record vote.
It now is in the House of Representatives where its future depends on the progress made by the
House in disposing of legislation
prior to an uncertain adjournment date.
Of main interest to broadcasting
was the refusal of the Senate to
adopt an amendment offered bv
Senator Wagner (D) of New York
which would have incorporated in
the bill the provision of the existing copyright law providing a $250
minimum penalty for infringement of copyrighted works.
Removal of Penalty
CHIEF ASCAP opposition to the
bill was based on this penalty
clause which has been the main
club used by ASCAP in developing
the monopoly now being attacked
by the Department of Justice in
the pending
suit Southern
before the
Federal court in the
District
of New York.
The penalty clause was incorporated in the present law before
broadcasting and sound pictures
were in existence with the result
that the law has not been workable with proper justice to these
new industries. The Wagner
amendmerf was rejected after a
bitter Senate debate, and the

SCOTT'S SCOTTIES
Five Terriers Are to Be Given
Weekly in Contests
PLAYING on the sponsor's name,
contests will be run during a forthcoming series
for Scott's
Emulsion,
made by
Scott
& Bowne
Inc.,
Bloomfield, N. J., and offering
Scottish terriers as prizes. Marschalk and Pratt, advertising
agents, have signed up the NBCBlue (basic) network plus WLW
for two 15-minute programs, beginning at 5:45 p. m. They will
be heard Saturdays and Sundays,
beginning Sept. 21.
Gabriel Heatter, news commentator of WOR, who attracted much
attention with his coverage of the
Hauptmann trial, has been engaged, but he will remain free to
accept commercials on WOR, so
that Scott's will not have him exclusively in the New York area.
Arrangements have been made
for all the puppies produced at a
well-known kennel of scotties to
be available as prizes in the contest. Five will be offered each
week for the best letters explaining the advantages
Emulsion
as a means of
of Scott's
taking
cod liver oil.
Radio for Centennial
THE TEXAS Centennial Commission will spend $40,000 of its
$500,000 publicity fund for radio
advertising to promote the 1936
centennial in other states. TracyLocke-Dawson Inc., Dallas, has
been named to handle the account.
$250

Clause

Killed,

Passage Uncertain
clause is now eliminated, which
leaves to the discretion of the
courts the fixing of penalties.
Chances for final enactment of
the copyright bill are uncertain.
Users of copyright material are
desirous of obtaining quick action
in the House since lengthy committee hearings in which the Senate committee evidence would be
rehashed might tie up the legislation and prevent passage before
adjournment of Congress.
Amendments offered by Senator
Wagner and Senator Borah (R) of
Idaho,
on adopted
the bill's
injunction
clause, were
by the
Senate.
They eliminate from the bill the
provisions designed to prevent
copyright owners from obtaining
injunctions against producers or
publishers when the "manufacture" has progressed so far that
an injunction would work undue
hardship.
The original injunction clause,
now rejected under the two amendments, had been put in the bill by
the interdepartmental committee.
As adopted by the Senate, the
bill would make possible American
adherence to the International
Convention of the Copyright Union, in which most nations are
members. This convention permits
copyright in participating countries and simplifies procedure for
composers and authors.
Among changes which would be
made in the copyright law under
the Duffy bill are extension of
copyright protection from 28 to 56
years with optional 28-year renew-

Agency Organized
By Arthur Kudner;
Leaves Erwin, Wasey; Account \
Of Firms to Be Divided
ARTHUR KUDNER, former presj
ident and treasurer, Erwin, Wase 1
& Co., New
York, will launcjfl
his own advertising agency Sept J
30 as Arthur Kudner Inc., wit] 1
offices in New York and Detroit
The Detroit office will be located ii
the New Center Bldg. New YorlJ
will
the agency's
but nobe address
has beenheadquarters
announcec
It is expected that Arthur Kud ;
ner Inc., will service the following
accounts: Buick Motor Co., Detroit
(automobiles); Fisher Body Corp ;
Detroit, (manufacturing of auto
mobile bodies for GM); Genera
Motors Corp., Detroit, (institution ;
al advertising only); National Disfl
tillers Inc., New York, (liquors) ,
MacFadden Publications, Inc., Ne\ ]
York,
(True Story Magazine)
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Ak
ion, O., and some smaller accounts
The following accounts will re
main with Erwin, Wasey & Co.
Hecker H-0 Co., Buffalo, (cereals) .
Wasey Products Inc., New York
(Zemo, Musterole, etc.); W. F
Young Inc., Springfield, Mass.
(Absorbine Jr.); and Barbasol Co.
Indianapolis.
Louis R. Wasey succeeds Mi
Kudner as president of Erwin;
Waseybecome
& Co., treasurer.
and O. B. No
Winter;1
will
an
nouncement has been made con i
cerning a change in the firm naim
of Erwin, Wasey & Co.
There are unconfirmed report;
that certain of the accounts han
died by the Chicago office of Erwin!
Wasey & Co., will be handled b;
another new firm, presumably tb
Burnett Co., Chicago [see page 16]
Of the accounts divided betweei
Arthur Kudner and Erwin, Wase;
the following are now using radio
MacFadden Publications Inc., Nev
York, (True Story magazine) nov
broadcasting over CBS and to star
Sept. 6, heard
on NBC;overHecker
cur:
rently
CBS;H-0Wase;
Products sponsoring Voice of Ex
perience
Barbasol
Co i
used radioonthisCBS.spring,
but is no
now on the air.
Of the accounts handled in th<
Chicago office of Erwin, Wasey &
Co., Real Silk Hosiery Co., and th<
Carnation
Co., arewasnowforthcoming
on NBCNo
announcement
for the time being whether an?
members of Erwin, Wasey & Co.'
New York, will be a part of th<
personnel of Arthur Kudner Ind
al; maximum penalty of $200 fo:
unauthorized publication of copy
righted photographs ; preventioi
of copyrights of photographs o
individuals without their consent.
An amendment by Senato?
Trammell (D) of Florida removec
from the bill a clause changing ex
isting law to allow foreign writer;
to import publications already foi
sale without the need of having
them printed in this country.
Senator Wagner, after the Sen
ate had rejected several amend
ments he had offered and hac
passed the bill, said he did not be
lieve it would get on the statut<
books before adjournment. H<
had fought the bill in Senate de
bate which had lasted a week
Rep. Sirovich (D) of New York
chairman of the House Patent
Committee, also said he did not be
lieve it would pass this session.
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'ederal

Report
By

astman

Urges

ider

Again

Use

of Radio

WIDER use of radio appears
icated."
That is the conclusion of a spe1 committee of the American
sociation of Advertising Agenwhich has analyzed a report
)mitted to railroads Aug. 2 by
;eph B. Eastman, Federal Co. linator of Transportation.
The Eastman report reinforces
W'ior Federal recommendations
Wat railroads must come to life
5 1 id go in for serious and extensive
!l ^motion if they are to prevent
pjrther inroads
by competing
insport and if they are to exnd income from present clients
!r I well as develop new business.
Tttn a searching review of the
ilway problem, the AAAA analyi'li, which is incorporated in the
tstman report, deplores the failfie of rail carriers to take advance of the facilities offered by
j,!ijor media and devotes particu-p'rn attention
to the by
neglected
unities provided
radio. opSuccess in Midwest
IE REPORT was made public
; i;st as the Western Association of
jlailway Executives was releasing
f statement announcing the sucfjss of its recent advertising drive
f| which $367,000 was spent on
jime 60 radio stations and 400
'iwspapers. The rail group anmnced that reports from careers show a 15 to 22% increase
;,1 travel over the same period last
jibar, indicating "that the campaign was an unqualified success."
'I,!camming
The AAAA's
committee, report,
after
the Eastman
, abmitted to it prior to publica. on, offers these suggestions to the
ation's railways:
■■jdatively
"In regard
little touseradio
made there
of it, was
and
talent cost seems dispropor•j onately low which might indicate
lat broadcasts were not as interring or attractive as they might
Lave been made, and of course that
Mffects results. How commercial
Announcements are made and wovin into the broadcasts also makes
|,| difference.
1|
"It would
us thatmedium
radio
;hould
make seem
a verytorestful
hr travel advertising and also for
nstitutional appeal. Travel is always an intriguing subject for
reat numbers of people ; it has a
omantic aspect which would hold
Attention of the listener in describing resorts, strange and interesting places to visit, revolutionary
Improvements in speed and com(,'ort of the new trains.
"A wider use of radio appears
^indicated. This would also serve
ipco increase returns from other
i :orms of advertising, for instance,
! n newspapers and magazines. The
one stimulates interest in the
|>ther, as has been frequently observed in commercialofadvertising."
f A classification
media expenditures, included in the Eastshowsin that
only
f'man
77,050report,
was spent
1933 for
raAugust 15, 1935

Them

Points
J.
FRANK
to

Suggested

Advertise

in A AAA

dio by railroads, or 1.8% of media
expenditures. Of this sum, $3,657
was spent for talent.
J. R. Turney, director of the
Section of Transportation Service,
Federal Coordinator of Transportation, under whose direction the
Eastman report was prepared, recommends in his conclusion to the
section on advertising that "an advertising budget of V2 of 1% of
their freight revenue would probably be a most remunerative investment."Radio Expenditure
THIS COMPARES with an actual
expenditure for both passenger
and freight advertising in 1929,
1933 and 1934 of three-tenths of
1% of gross revenues, this figure
being based on amounts devoted to
"reaching the traveler or shipper".
Director Turney reminds carriers that they have potential advantages not obtainable from other
transport agencies, and suggests
that a greater advertising expenditure based on improvement and
modernization would lead to improved efficiency, justifying the
added cost.
He expresses surprise that carriers devote most of their advertising effort to outsell their railway competitors rather than competing transportation services.
Freight Neglected
A STRANGE aspect of the rail
advertising problem lies in the fact
that by far the larger share of income arises from freight traffic,
whereas the total amount of advertising devoted to freight was
only $226,000 in 1933, although
this figure does not include $204,000 apportioned to freight service
Directory

Their

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R. R.,
Chicago; C. J. Birchfield, A.M.;
Agency
Chicago. : Stack-Goble Adv. Agency,
Atlantic Coast Line R. R., Wilmington, N. C. ; O. F. Cooper, A.M.;
Agencies : Amsterdam Agency, New
York; Associated Adv. Agency,
Jacksonville, Fla.
Baltimore & Ohio R. R., Baltimore ;
R. C. MacLellan, A.M. ; Agencies :
R. A. Foley Adv. Agency, Philadeldelphia ; Carroll Dean Murphy Inc.,
Chicago.
*Boston & Maine R. R., Boston ; H.
L. Baldwin, A.M. ; Agency : Doremus & Co., Boston.
Canadian National Railways, Mon;A. B. Smith,
A.M. ; Agenciestreal: Canadian
Adv. Agency
Ltd.,
Montreal and Toronto ; J. J. GibBrown bons& Ltd.,
Co.,Montreal;
Montreal. Cookfield-

for

Services;

Rail Analysis
tising.
as its share of institutional adverA natural theme for railroad
promotion, says the AAAA analysis of the Federal report, lies in
the great strides now being made
in speed, comfort, air cooling, etc.,
which
saidinstitutional
to furnish "ample
materialare for
advertising of the most effective kind.
With the various new facilities in
handling freight, there will also
be material for a specific freight
appeal, such as has never been
made in the past, and a much
larger proportion of total expenditure than 1.9% may be justified."
Outstanding thoughts in railroad copy, says the Eastman report, have been regular, frequent,
fast and dependable service, and
location of the road. Then it is
pointed out that these themes are
not prominent among those used
by railways in advertising directed
to overcome highway competition.
A breakdown of the $77,050
spent by railroads for broadcasting in 1933 shows the Southwest
and Pocahontas sections in the
lead.tionThe
follows:geographical
Southwest, distribu$24,940;
Pocahontas, $22,495; Central East,
$11,071; Northwest, $10,350;
Southeast, $7,492; New England,
$187. Institutional Promotion
THE AMOUNT spent on institutional advertising by radio in 1933
was only $1,600. Particular stress
on the possibilities in this type of
promotion by radio is made in the
Eastman report.
In a report last January on the
loss of passenger traffic, Commissioner Eastman had placed the
blame on "failure to keep pace

of Railroads

COMPILED from best available
records, Broadcasting lists herewith the names, advertising managers and agencies of American
railroads.
Asterisk
that the railroad
uses (*)
radioindicates
or has
used radio in recent years; A.M.
denotes advertising manager:
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Railroads
with modern methods of marketing, servicing, pricing and selling."
Continuing, Mr. Eastman had explained that "the market which the
passenger traffic force must sell
consists of about 30 million families or 76 million adults. Carriers
must reach this market as do the
purveyors
of those other
'enjoyables'
by advertising,
institutional,
promotional, specific, periodical,
radio,
outdoor data
and visual."
Interesting
on the placement of rail advertising is provided in the Aug. 2 Eastman report, which shows that less than
half the railroads employed agencies experienced in commercial
work and only 24 reported that
their
agency specialized in railway
advertising.
The AAAA, seeing these figures,
replies with the statement that
"the weight given to advertising
agency recommendations seems inadequate, as indicated by a ratio
of anywhere from one to three to
one to ten of advertising department influence. Unless official
ideas are based on and include
agency
would seem
railroadsopinion,
are notit making
full that
use
of one of the best assets an agency
has to offer, namely, experienced
judgment of where and when and
how much to spend in advertis* * *
IN THE July 1 issue of Broadcasting, commenting editorially on
Mr. Eastman's previous report
recommending the promotion of
passenger services through adverradio,to this
zinetising,
called including
attention
the magaindifference of the railroads in the
ing."
matter of advertising and particularly pointed out that the major
Eastern lines had entered into a
compact not to use radio. In view
of the foregoing observations by
Mr. Eastman's
and 46)by the
(Continued office
on page

Advertising

Executives

. . .

*Canadian Pacific Railway, Montreal;
J. M. Gibbons. A.M. ; Agencies :
Albert Frank-Guenther Law, New
York; Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York ; Erwin, Wasey & Co., San
Francisco ; Daken Adv. Agency,
Seattle ; Kenyon & Bckhart, New
York ; A. MeKim Ltd., Montreal.
*Central Vermont Railway, St. Albans, Vt.; J. H. Fountain, A.M.;
placed direct.
♦Chesapeake & Ohio R. R., Richmond,
Va. ; L. C. Probert, vice president
in charge of advertising, WashingD. C. ;Detroit.
Agency: CampbellEwald ton,Co.,
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R.,
Chicago ; H. F. McLaury, A.M. ;
Agency
Chicago. : J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago Great Western R. R., Chicago ;B. F. Parson, A.M. ; Agency :
Blackett
Chicago. - Sample - Hummert Inc.,

♦Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R. R.,
Chicago; W. W. Rodie, A.M.;
Agency : The Caples Co., Chicago.
Chicago & Eastern Illinois R. R., Chicago ; E. H. Batchelder, A.M. ;
Agency
: Albert
Law Inc.,
Chicago.Frank - Guenther
Chicagocago C.
Northwestern
Chi-:
;& R.
Custer, A.M.R.; R.,
Agency
The Caples Co., Chicago.
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.
Louis R. R., Cincinnati; P. V. D.
Loekwood, A.M. ; Agency : Lord &
Thomas, Chicago.
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
R. R., New York; R. F. Irwin,
A.M. ; Agency : The Caples Co.,
New York.
Denver & Rio Grande Western R. R.,
Denver ; B. H. Taylor, A.M. ; Agency : C. F. Cusack Adv. Co., Denver.
Erie Railroad, Cleveland ; T. B. PickAgency : GriswoldEshlemanering, A.M.
Co.,; Cleveland.
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Great Northern R. R., St. Paul;
R. R., Chicago (Monon Route) ;
O. J. McGillis, A.M. ; Agencies :
Reincke - Ellis - Younggreen & Finn,
Agency : United States Adv. Corp.,
Chicago.
Chicago; David Inc., St. Paul.
♦Illinois
Central R. R., Chicago;
♦Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & PaG. T. Savage, A.M.; Agency: The
cific R. R., Chicago ; G. A. SemmCaples
Co., Chicago.
low, A.M.
; Agency : Roche,
(Continued
on page 46)
liams & Cunnyngham,
Chicago. WilPage 9

WEST COAST OFFICE
OPENED
BY PETRY
Concludes Hearing
OPENING of its
own West Coast
office in San
On Food-Drug Bill
Francisco was anFew Changes Expected Prior <
nounced Aug. 8
To Its Submission to House
by
Edward
Petry
HAVING concluded hearings on
&
Co.,
exclusive
the Copeland bill (S-5) to regulate
national station
the advertising and labeling of
represen tatives,
foods, drugs and cosmetics, a
through Mr.
House subcommittee now is revisPetry,
president,
Mr.
Smith
ing the measure slightly, with
who went to the
members expressing belief that it
following the NAB convenwill be reported soon to the full Coast tion
at Colorado Springs last
House Committee on Interstate
month. Earle Smith, for the last
and Foreign Commerce.
Subcommittee revisions will cov- two-and-half years with the Don
er ambiguous phrasing and clear Lee Broadcasting System, has been
up details now viewed as confus- placed in charge of the office at
ing. Chairman Rayburn (D) of 111 Sutter St. The Petry company
Texas, of the full committee, states has severed its affiliation with McSHOPPING GUIDE— Mary Coyle,
that an effort will be made to reGregor & Sollie, which has represented it heretofore out of San
who is one of the 14 Jean Abbeys
port out the bill to the House and
Francisco.
have it placed on the calendar
conducting shopping tours for Wosome time this month.
Mr. Smith is well known in Paman's Home Companion. Miss Coyle
broadcasts
on WBBM, Chicago.
Action by the full committee
cific Coast advertising circles. Before joining Don Lee, he was with
may be delayed by its consideration of legislation for regulation the Hearst newspapers in San
of the petroleum industry, which Francisco and has represented the
Magazine Sponsor
has been given right of way at Ad- San Francisco Examiner in Chiministration request. The Copeland
cago. For seven years he was with
Broadcasts
Series
bill, however, also has AdminisMacManus Inc. as manager of its
tration support, although possibilSouthern California office, servicity of adjournment of Congress
ing and placing advertising for
Of Shopping Tours
offers a serious obstacle to passage
Chrysler, Hupmobile, Cadillac & Point-of-Sale Tie-in Provided
at this session.
LaSalle. He also was at one time
automobile editor of the Scripps- For Companion Advertisers
Few Changes Foreseen
Howard San Francisco News.
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
FEW CHANGES in provisions afIn Detroit the Petry organizafecting advertising are expected
EVERY
Monday morning at 9:30
tion has added Dave Decker to as- Jean Abbey
in the House subcommittee. Memgoes on the air over
sist Joe Spadea, Detroit manager,
bers of the subcommittee have
WBBM, tenersChicago,
to take
lisshown marked interest during the in handling autometive accounts.
on a shopping
tour her
of one
Mr. Decker for the last four years
hearings on the controversial quesof the downtown department
tion of jurisdiction. The Copeland
has been with Maxon's Inc., De- stores. The first part of her talk is
bill places control over advertising
troit agency, specializing in re- devoted to some special store feasearch and space buying. Before
of foods, drugs and cosmetics in
ture; the remainder to describing
the Food & Drug Administration
that he was with the Chrysler Ex- a number of products for sale in
port Corp. as advertising manager.
of the Department of Agriculture
the store. So far this sounds like
yet does not remove the Federal
just a good, but not unusual, piece
already has control over general
of store promotion.
Trade Commission's
general
thority over advertising.
Both authe
he said there would be
But, if Jean Abbey talks about
F&DA and the FTA have been advertising,
a division of authority.
The Fair this week, next Monday
actiyely seeking authority over the
Spokesmen for Consumers Re- she'll discuss Mandel Brothers,
advertising of products included in
search Inc., Washington, N. J., in- then Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co.,
the bill.
and then Marshall Field & Co.
cluding Arthur Kallet, denounced
The Public Health Administrathe bill on the ground that it Furthermore, women in 13 other
tion, through Dr. George W. Mcbeare good
if advertising
in- cities from New York to Los AnCoy, its medical director, asked the couldn't terests
in favor
of it.
geles tune in (on Mondays) to hear
subcommittee to add a clause to
the effect that nothing in the bill
interferes with its present funcUTILITY FINDS RADIO
IS BEST
tions.
A. T. Falk, director of research
of the Advertising Federation of
Rate Reduction Explained on the Air in Campaign to
America, favored passage of the
Increase Amount of Current Consumed
bill
the Senate's
wording, intaking
clares on the basis of its use of
the in
position
that revisions
that RADIO is carrying the utility mesradio.
body have made it satisfactory.
sage, and doing it remarkably
He advised placing of authority in well in Raleigh, N. C, in a series
The Raleigh series presents
the F&DA.
home-making problems that can be
of quarter-hour American Home
Senator George (D) of Geor- Dramas on WPTF, Raleigh. So solved by means of major electrical
gia proposed an amendment to sec- much interest has been created by appliances. A typical program
tion 304 which would add the a previous series that the dramas
finds two housewives knitting and
the fact that a college
word "contaminating" to that par- have just been renewed by the deploring
classmate is letting herself grow
agraph so it would read "no con- sponsor.
old prematurely. As the gossip
taminating poisonous or deleteriThe basis of utility rate-making
ous substances shall be added to is extremely technical and of goes on, the wife about whom they
are
talking unexpectedly appears,
any
food", explaining
that someit course is not easy to present to listens
to the chatter, asks advice,
manufacturers
had requested
the housewife. When a change in
and is told to get an electric stove
and that it had been approved by rates, such as a reduction which
F&DA and Senator Copeland.
must be compensated with use of to lighten her housework and give
For chiropractors, Dr. Hubert more current, the utility faces a her more time for social activities.
This brings an explanation of
M. Roberts proposed that the bill campaign of consumer education.
be amended to exclude the word That is the situation which faced the new power rate and how much
more
current can be used without
"device" from the definition of Carolina Power & Light Co., Ra- increasing
the monthly bill very
electrical and mechanical treat- leigh.
much. The only commercial, 150
ments used in drugless healing.
Radio More Effective
words, carries out this theme.
Dr. E. L. Newcomb, secretary
and executive vice president of the
Another program, with both openARE satisfied that the rate
ing and closing announcements,
National Wholesale Druggists' As- "WE
presents a visit of a utility represociation, opposed advertising fea- story is being put across in a more
sentative with a housewife in
effective
manner
than
in
any
of
tures of the bill and asked that
the
utility
rate is explained
the FTC be given jurisdiction over the other media we have used," S. which
entertainingly.
products affected. Since the FTC
E. Weimer, company executive, deHouse
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Committee

13 other Jean Abbeys talk aboti
the stores in their cities.
Before this gets too complicate)
I'd better explain that Jean Abbe.
- — all 14 of her — is also known z'
the Women's Home Companicl
Shopper and is sponsored by tm
Crowell Publishing Co., New Yor •
Sponsor's Tie-in
BUT HOW, you ask, does such
program get new readers and sul
scribers lor the Woman's Hon ,
Companion?
And the answer
that it doesn't and isn't intendc
to. What it does do is to provic
a point-of-sale tie-in for the a<
vertisers in the magazine — for c
course only those products adve
tised in the Companion are di
cussed on the air.
Here's how it works in Chicag
and it's just about the same in a
of the 14 cities in which the pr<
gram is placed. Mary Coyle, wh
is the Jean Abbey in Chicago, rj
ceives each month a list of tr
products that will be advertised i
the
next month's
Woman's
Companion.
She then
calls onHontt
four department stores and check
against her list the products cai
ried by each store, conferring wit
the buyers and advertising mai
agers to determine which product
to mention and what store featui
they want her to discuss. Follov
ing these conferences she writ«
her
has them
the continuities,
stores, and sends
themOK'd
to thb
magazine for final approval.
From the point of view of tK
individual department store th
programs have been successfi
both in the direct sale of mei
chandise and in the promotion c
special features. A mention c
Oneida silver salad forks on a re
cent broadcast for The Fair r<
suited in the sale of five dozen th
day of the broadcast. Anothe
broadcast describing the showin
of new summer clothes at Carson
had scarcely gone off the air b<
fore the phones in the shopper
service section began bringing i
requests for more specific informs
tion on sizes, styles and prices.
Store Cooperation
THESE stores cooperate in mei
chandising the broadcasts by mer
tioning them in their newspape
advertising on Sunday and Mor
day, merchandise
which frequently
the
to be high-light
describe
during the radio period. Counte
cards carrying the picture of a gii
at a microphone and the sloga
"Featured by Jean Abbey broad
casting this week" are prominent
ly
displayed
mentioned
on beside
the air,allandarticle
occa
sionally the store will devote on
of its windows to displays.
So successful has it been tha
the Companion has r e c e n 1 1
launched a similar series for foo
products which is now on the ai
in Boston, Philadelphia and Chi
cago, with plans for a rapid ex
tension to other cities. Thes
talks, which are broadcast b
"Carolyn
Pryce"Home
the Counseloi
Woman'
Home Companion
not only give her listeners ne^
ideas on preparing tasty meah
but also help solve every house
wife's daily menu problems — fror
market to kitchen to table. Eac
broadcast is devoted exclusively t
one of the several food store chain
in
which cooperate
hereach
by city
displaying
products wit'
fea
tured by her in their stores, jus
as
department
withtheJean
Abbey stores cooperat
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Sports!

ISriggs Series,
1 Consistent

And
Sports! —
s!
Sport
By BLAYNE
R. BUTCHER
Radio Department, Lennen & Mitchell Inc.
a Big

Sales

Winner

for

I HAT CAPTION, lifted al: lost intact from
ie weekly broadast script,) cryptz ally describes
ie Briggs Sports
leview of the
iir, with Thorn3n Fisher, noted
ports cartoonist,
Mr. Butcher
ditor and c o m lentator. This Saturday evening
iroadcast series, now nearing its
Irst birthday on the NBC-WEAF
definitely and conclu!etwork, has
ively demonstrated that sports via
ladio can be a paying proposition
pr a national sponsor with vision.
Local clients on local stations
lave capitalized on sports for a
bng time, but heretofore national
lients have only dabbled in them
jccasionally, usually selecting maor events for one - time sponsorhip. Perhaps they suspected the
eek-to-week sports grind would
le fraught with some difficulties,
!rtiich isn't far wrong, for digging
jo find the common sports denominators for all sections of our country is not an easy task. As we
lave since found, it means living
j/ith the show constantly, "on top
f the news", and being flexible
inough to make quick and important changes in plans at a moment's notice. However, working
yith radio news provides a never
nding challenge that makes it one
f the most stimulating phases of
he broadcasting business.
Quick Results
|VHEN the Sports Review was
Iciirst broadcast last Oct. 6 our
joroblem was relatively simple for
lyootball dominated the sporting
porizon and no plans beyond the
|,.;!nd of the gridiron season had
ieen considered. As we neared the
Ijlinish of the football schedules the
I. ales of Briggs Pipe Mixture had
Imeen so visibly stimulated by this
l adio. campaign that it was decided
jijo make the program a fixture, as
pong as it produced results.
Immediately skeptics arose to
ioint out that a 15-minute weekly
program on Saturday night could
fot survive and that its success to
|hat point had only been due to
|he intense interest in football.
-iy that time, however, plans had
i ieen formulated in which the sponors and ourselves had confidence.
aiThese plans, we believed, would
esult in a bright, sparkling and
uthoritative audible sports page.
The acid test of the soundness
|f our convictions came on Dec. 8
vhen the new program formula for
he Briggs Sports Review of the
Air, was tried out. As proof that
i|t clicked the pattern has remained
practically unchanged to this day.
^or the uninitiated a brief descripion of the show might not be
imiss. Our signature, the rolling
>f the presses, is distinctive, as is
he use of two voices in detailing
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Producer
Briggs

From

Tobacco

the

Start, Proves

Sponsor

IT CAN'T be done, they warned, when Briggs decided
to use a quarter-hour sports series Saturday evenings.
That was nearly a year ago. It was done, however, and
still is being done, because users of Briggs products
have been increasing steadily. After all, there's no
denying the allure of an upward curving sales chart.
Here's the narrative, done by an agency executive who
has stuck with the series through thick and thin, hot
and cold, football and baseball, boxing and tennis.
the news flashes. An announcer,
or "headline voice", introduces and
highlights the items and odd bits
of sports news as read by Thornton Fisher. After covering the
sports field in this fashion we interpolate a commercial — brief,
snappy, in keeping with the show.
From there we turn to an interview with an outstanding athlete
leading into a dramatization of
some colorful incident from this
personality's life. We follow with
a prize contest and offer also reproductions of a pen - portrait of
this guest star as drawn from an
action pose by Thornton Fisher.
The last item on our program is
always a resume of the coming
week in sports with predictions of
the outcome of major events.
We have built a definite organization to sort out and handle the
sports news of the week, so that
it can be delivered in brisk, breezy
fashion, and our Saturday flashes
are right up - to - the - minute. In
straightforward, simple and direct
fashion the condensed news is
given to the sports fan so that he
can have an advance tip on what
will be detailed in his Sunday
morning paper.
Shortly after the first program
last December the few doubts left
in our minds were eliminated, for
early mail returns indicated an enthusiastic acceptance of the program pattern, with the sales chart
further confirming it. Requests for
the pen-portrait reproductions were
so numerous that there had to be
many reprintings in the early stanzas. The contest, too, was definitely catching: on, as proven by the
large number of hopeful entries.
The first contest was tied up with
the product, but with the advent
of the summer sports season we
changed
"Sports
Whoppers"
—
tall storiesto about
snorts,
and each
week's prize winning letter was
read during the show.
Spreading Good Will
RIGHT here and now I want to
point out that one of the best
forms of merchandising a program
is to make a friendly ally of your
listener. You stand a good chance
of accomplishing this if you pay
strict attention to their every request, no matter how minor, for
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Results!

Walter Johnson, Bill Terry, Joe
Cronin, Rogers Hornsby, Sam
Parks, Jr., Jimmy Dykes, Babe
Didrikson, Dazzy Vance, and
others, consented to appear with
Thornton Fisher, in spite of the
fact that national advertisers with
larger budgets than ours were
often bidding for their services.
These "name stars", plus interesting special offers and contests, and
our lively way of handling news,
have made a lasting impression
on thousands of sport fans the
country over. Where are the
skepticsweekly
who sports
told us
one 15minute
program
on
Saturday evenings, sponsored nationally, couldn't produce results ?
A & P Stores Contract
For Kate Smith Series
On CBS Thrice Weekly
ABANDONING the idea of a
dramatized news program similar
to the March of Time, the Great
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., through
Paris and Peart, New York, has
signed Kate Smith for a thriceweekly series beginning Oct. 1. As
in the former commercials for
other sponsors, Miss Smith, who is
now running a one-hour sustaining
variety show on CBS Thursday
nights with her manager, Ted Collins, as announcer, will be heard in
15-minute programs with Jack
Miller's orchestra. About 30 CBS
stations, including the basic network, will be used, at 7:30 p. m.
days.
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thurs-

THORNTON FISHER — A selfcaricature of the well - known
newspaperman and cartoonist who
broadcasts for Briggs Tobacco.
a friendly letter in answer to a
question can spread an excellent
feeling of good will around an ever
increasing circle of potential buyers. To this end every communication was read carefully and listention. teners' wishes received prompt atIf Joe Doakes wanted a picture
of so and so, made three months
ago, it was dug out of the files and
sent to him. If John Smith wanted
to know the contest details again,
he was accommodated. These policies were adhered to right from
the beginning, and played a material part in the switchover of product sponsorship early in January
of this year. At that time emphasis was shifted from the tobacco
to Muriel Cigars — with sales responding immediately. The brief
mention of Briggs, and the title of
the show, have kept the pipe mixture sales booming also.
Many Notable Guest Stars
A LIST of the guest stars who
have paraded to the microphone
during these weeks reads like a
"Who's Who in American Sports".
Jack Dempsey, Frank Frisch, Jimmy Braddock, Benny Leonard,
Ford Frick, William Harridge,

It is emphasized that the signing of this contract (first with
CBS for A & P) does not indicate
that the "Gypsies" program will be
discontinued from NBC. Time billing for the latter feature is about
$3,700 a week; for the new CBS
show it will total at least $10,000
during the standard time season,
putting A & P in the top flight
among radio advertisers from the
point of view of time costs. The
talent costs on the Kate Smith
show also will be high.
Several sponsors and agencies
are understood to be investigating
the
of taking up the
by
A possibility
& P.
dramatized
news program dropped
Griffin Signs for Year
SUCCESS of its series of time announcements on six major stations
has caused Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (shoe polish) to sign yearly
contracts effective Dec. 1 with
WQAM,sponsor
WWL has
and been
WFLA-WSUN.
The
using six
daily time signals, seven days a
week, daytime, over KSD, WLS,
WHK, WCKY, WMC and WJZ,
some of the signals being accompanied by 25 to 100 - word announcements. Bermingham, Castleman
& Pierce Inc., New York, is
the agency.
LIKE KGFJ, Los Angeles, which
has
been basis
broadcasting
on an years,
"allnight"
for some
WNEW, Newark, on Aug. 2 went
on a 24-hour-a-day schedule.
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WIBW, Topeka — Owned by Topeka
SO MUCH misinformation and inadequate information regarding the
Capital (Capper publications).
newspaper ownership and control of broadcasting stations has been
KFH, Wichita — Owned by Wichita
published in recent months that the editors of Broadcasting have
Eagle and Hotel Lassen.
been asked to bring up to date their copyrighted directory of newspaper
KGGF,
Coffeyville— Owned by Coffeyville Journal.
stations, published in the 1935 Yearbook. It is presented herewith — the
only complete compilation ever assembled. Revisions since the 1935
City— Affiliated
Yearbook include nearly a dozen more stations that have come under the KGNO, Dodge
porate) with Dodge
City Globe.(corcontrol of newspapers or publishers, bringing the total to this date to 122
KENTUCKY
in the United States, one in Hawaii and 15 in Canada.
Not all of the FCC's license names of stations reveal their newspaWHAS, Louisville — Owned by Louisville Courier-Journal and Times.
per ownership or corporate affiliations. The tabulation herewith represents our own inquiry into the stock ownership of practically all of the
LOUISIANA
640-odd radio stations in the United States to determine whether publishers or editors own all or part of any station. The nature of the KWKH, KTBS and KWEA, Shreveport nal
— andOwned
affiliation — whether outright ownership by newspaper interests, part
Times. by Shreveport Jourownership or interlocking control — is indicated in this listing.
Because newspapers have been among the most zealous seekers after WJBO, Baton Rouge — Owned by
Baton Rouge Star-Times and Mornnew broadcastng facilities, we also publish below the best available list
ing Advocate.
of newspaper or publishers' applications for new stations now pending
KVOL,
Lafayette — Affiliated (interbefore the FCC. This list is not complete, however, for among the sevvertiser. locking control) with Lafayette Aderal hundred applications pending, mostly for new 100 watters, are many
that were filed in the names of individuals who are believed to represent
MARYLAND
newspaper interests but who do not disclose the fact in their applications.
WBAL,
Baltimore
— Owned by Hearst
ARIZONA
ILLINOIS
Radio Inc. ; affiliated with Baltimore News-Post & American.
WON,
Chicago — Owned by Chicago
KTAR, Phoenix — Owned by Phoenix
Tribune.
Arizona Republic and Gazette.
MASSACHUSETTS
WAAF, Chicago — Owned by Chicago
ARKANSAS
Daily Drovers Journal.
Worcester
Chicago
— Owned
by the Prairie WTAG, cester
Telegram —andOwned
Gazette.by WorFarmer
( weekly
).
KARK, Little Rock — Affiliated (in- WLS,
WNBH,
New
Bedford
— Owned by
terlocking ownership) with The WHBF, Rock Island — Owned by
New Bedford Mercury and StandArkansas Farmer (weekly).
ard-Times.
Rock Island Argus.
KELD. El Dorado — Affiliated (interINDIANA
MICHIGAN
locking ownership) with The Arkansas Farmer, Little Rock. (Un- WSBT and WFAM, South Bend —
WWNews.
J, Detroit — Owned by Detroit
der construction.)
Owned by South Bend Tribune.
KUOA, Fayetteville — Affiliated (inter- WTRC, Elkhart— Owned by Elkhart
WELL,
Battle Creek — Owned by BatDaily Truth.
ville locking
Democrat.ownership) with Fayettetle Creek Enquirer-News.
IOWA
WBEO, Marquette — Owned by MarCALIFORNIA
quette Mining Journal.
KSO and KENT, Des Moines— OwnMINNESOTA
bune.ed by Des Moines Register & TriKPO, San Francisco — Owned jointly
by San Francisco Chronicle and
Cedar Rapids—
by the WTCN. Minneapolis — Owned jointly
Hale Brothers (department store) ; WMT,
Des Moines
Register Owned
& Tribune.
by Minneapolis Tribune and St.
operated under lease by NBC.
Paul Pioneer Press & Dispatch.
KSCJ.
Sioux
City
—
Owned
by
Sioux
KYA, San Francisco — Owned and opCity
Journal.
WEBC,
Duluth-Superior
— Affiliated
erated
by
Hearst
Radio
Inc.
;
affiliKANSAS
(corporate)
with Superior
(Wis.)
ated with San Francisco Examiner.
Telegram.
KEHE, Los Angeles — Owned by WLBF, Kansas City — Under purHearst Radio Inc. ; affiliated with
WMFG, Hibbing — Affiliated (corpochase option to Kansas City Kansan
Los Angeles Examiner and Los
rate) with Superior (Wis.) Tele(Capper
publications).
Angeles Herald & Express.
gram. (Under construction.)
KLX, Oakland — Owned and operated
by Oakland Tribune.
KFBK, Sacramento — Owned by SacNewspaper Interests Seeking Stations
ramento Bee (McClatchy newspapers.)
Fort
Worth,
Tex., Amon G. Carter
Brooklyn, N. Y., Brooklyn Daily
KMJ, Fresno — Owned by Fresno Bee
(Fortke Worth
(McClatch v newspapers ) .
Eagle, 1400 kc, 1 kw U.
970
5 kw U. Star - Telegram)
KWG, Stockton— Owned by the McMuskogee,
Okla., Oklahoma Press
Bellingham, Was h., Bellingham
Clatchy newspapers ( Sacramento
Pub. Co., 1500 kc 100 w U.
Pub. Co., 1420 kc 100 w U.
Bee. Fresno Bee and Modesto Bee).
Pittsburgh, Kan., Pittsburgh Pub.
KERN. Bakersfield— Owned by McBig Springs, Tex., Big Springs
Co., 1500 kc 100 w U.
Clatchy newspapers (Fresno Bee,
Herald Inc., 1500 kc 100 w U.
Modesto Bee and Sacramento Bee).
Abilene, Tex., Reporter Pub. Co.
Champaign, 111., Champaign NewsInc., 1420 kc 100 w U.
Gazette Inc., 1370 kc 100 w U.
COLORADO
Roseburg, Ore., Southern Oregon
Pottsville, Pa., E. L. Clifford
Pub. Co., 1500 kc 100 w D.
(Pottsville Republican) 580 kc
KLZ, Denver — Owned by publishers
of Oklahoma City Oklahoman and
250
w
D.
Springfield.
Mo., Springfield NewsTimes.
papers Inc., 710 kc 1000 w.
Denton, Tex., Denton - Record
Chronicle Co., 1420 ke 100 w D. St. Joseph, Mo., News Brdcstg.
CONNECTICUT
Co., 1310 kc 100 w U.
Vallejo, Cal., Luther E. Gibson d/b
W1XBS, Waterbury — Owned by WaTimes Herald Pub. Co., 850 kc Corpus Christi, Tex., Caller-Times
terbury Republican and American.
250 w D.
Pub. Co., 1330 kc 1 kw U.
DELAWARE
Hartford, Conn., Hartford Times
Pampa,
Tex.. Pampa Dailv News
Inc., John F. Rolfe, treas., 1200
Inc., 1200 kc 100 w D.
WILM and WDEL. Wilmington— Afkc
100
w
U.
ffiliated (interlocking control) with
Virginia, Minn., Head of the Lakes
Albany, N. Y., Hearst Radio Inc.
Lancaster (Pa.) New Era and InBrdcstg. Co. (Superior, Wis.
telligencer-Journal.
(Albany
Times
-Union)
970
kc
Telegram) 1370 ke 100 w U.
1 kw U.
FLORIDA
Tex.. Bell Pub. Co., 1370
Milwaukee, Wis., Journal Co. Belton,
kc 100 w D.
(Milwaukee
Journal),
1010
kc
WDAE.
1 kw U.
Times. Tampa — Owned by Tampa
Moscow, Id., Review Pub. Co.
(Pearl B. Robinson, sole ownParis,
Tex., North Texas Pub. Co.,
WIOD,
Miami
—
Controlled
by
Miami
er), 1310 kc 100 w U.
Daily News.
A. G. Mayse, president, 1500 kc
100 w D.
WCOA. Pensacola — Owned by pubMarysville,
Cal.,
Yubaw
Publishers
Inc.,Marysville
1210 kc -100
lisher of Pensacola News and JourMerced, Cal., The Merced Star
nal, Jacksonville Journal and ReadU.
Publishing Co., 1040 kc 250 w D.
ing (Pa.) Times.
New
York City, J. David Stern
Temple, Tex., Bell Brdcstg. Co.
D.
(New York Post) 810 kc 500 w
Telegram) 1370 kc 100
GEORGIA
w(Temple
D.
WSB,
Atlanta — Owned by Atlanta
Journal.
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MISSISSIPPI
WQBC,
Vicksburgh — Owned by Vict '
burg Post.
MISSOURI
WDAF,
Kansas
City — Owned I
Kansas City Star.
KSD, St. Louis — Owned by St. Lou
Post Dispatch.
KGBX and KWTO, Springfield — O
erator
of stations(weekly).
also publisher .
Ozark Journal
WMBH,
<5/7% of sto
owned byJoplin
A. —E.42 McMechan,
try (
tee of Globe Publishing Co. (Jo
lin Globe . & News-Herald. )
NEBRASKA
W.TAG,
Norfolk
Daily News. — Owned by Norfo
NEVADA
KOH, Reno — Owned by the M>
Clatchy newspapers of Californi
NEW MEXICO
KOB. Albuquerque — Operated und
lease by Albuquerque Journal.
NEW YORK
WINS,
YorkInc.City
— Ownedwi Y>
HearstNew
Radio
; affiliated
New York American and Journ:
WEVD, New York — Affiliated (corp
ward.
rate) with The Jewish Daily Fo
WBEN,
News. Buffalo — Owned by Buff a
WOKO, Albany — Affiliated (corp
rate) with Albany Knickerbock
newspapers)
.
Press and Evening
News (Ganne'
WHEC, Rochester — Owned by Roc
ester Democrat & Chronicle ai
Times-Union (Gannett).
WESG. Elmira - Ithaca — Operati ;
under lease from Cornell Universi ;
by Elmira Star-Gazette (Gannett.
NORTH CAROLINA
WWNC.
Asheville
Owned by Ash
ville Citizen
and —Times.
WS.JS,
— Owned
WinstonWinston-Salem
- Salem Journal
and Tw I ,
City Sentinel.
NORTH DAKOTA
WD AY, Fargo — Affiliated (corp
rate) with Fargo Forum.

OHIO
WHK,
Cleveland
— Owned by Clevl
land Plain Dealer.
WAIU,
Columbus
— Owned by Clev 1
land Plain Dealer.
WBNS, Columbus — Affiliated (inte
locking) with Columbus Dispatc
WCOL, Columbus — Affiliated (inte
locking) with Ohio State Journ;
WSMK, Dayton — Affiliated (corp
rate) with the Dayton Herald '
Journal.
WHIO, Dayton — Owned by Dayt<
Daily News and affiliated with tl
Springfield News and Sun.
OKLAHOMA
WKY,
Oklahoma
— Owned aifl
Oklahoma City City
Oklahoman
Times.
KCRC,
(interlocks
control Enid—
) withAffiliated
Enid News
& Eag
KGFF, Shawnee — Affiliated (inte
lockingandownership)
with Shawn j
News
Star.
KVSO. Ardmore — Owned by Ardmo
Daily Ardmoreite.
OREGON
KGW, Portland — Owned by Portlaij
Oregonian.
KEX,
Portland — Operated und.
lease from NBC by Portland Oi!
gonian. Portland — Affiliated (corp
KOIN.
rate) with Portland Oregon Jou
nal.
J
KALE. Portland — One-third own'
by Portland Oregon Journal. n
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PENNSYLVANIA
HAT, Philadelphia — ■ Owned by
Philadelphia Public Ledger.
CAE, Pittsburgh — Owned by
Hearst Radio Inc. ; affiliated with
Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph.
WSW, Pittsburgh — Owned by
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.
SAN. Allentown — Owned by Allentown Call.
QAN.Times.
Scranton — Owned by Scranton
HP. Harrisburg — Affiliated (interlocking control) with Harrisburg
Telegraph.
KBO, Harrisburg — Affiliated (interlocking control) with Harrisburg
Telegraph.
GAL, Lancaster — Owned by Lancaster Intelligencer - Journal and
ffifew Era.
ORK, York — Affiliated (interlocking control) with Lancaster New
Era and Intelligencer-Journal.
AZL, Hazleton — Affiliated (interlocking control) with Lancaster
New Era and Intelligencer-Journal.
RAK, Williampsort — Affiliated
( corporate) with Williamsport
Sun-Gazette.
KOK, Sunburv — Affiliated ( interlocking control) with Sunbury Item.
SOUTH CAROLINA
AIM, Anderson — Owned by Anderson Independent-Tribune.
FBC, Greenville — Owned by the
Greenville News-Piedmont.
TENNESSEE
MC, Memphis — Owned by Memphis
Commercial Appeal.
T.IS, Jackson — Owned by Jackson
: Sun.
TEXAS
[FAA, Dallas — Owned by Dallas
'News and Journal.
(RLD, Dallas — Owned by Dallas
;Times-Herald.
BAP, Fort Worth — Owned by Fort
;Worth Star-Telegram.
PRC, Houston — Owned by Houston
IPost.
TRH,
Houston — Owned by Houston
Chronicle.
jXYZ, Houston — Affiliated (interlocking control) with Houston
Chronicle.
GNC, Amarillo — Owned by Amarillo Globe-News.
UTAH
SL, Salt Lake City — Fifty per cent
owned by Salt Lake Tribune.
LO, Ogden — Affiliated (interlocking
; control) with Ogden StandardExaminer. ERMONT
I1
V
n
,
l
X
r
CA
Bu ingto — Owned by Bur): lington DailyrbuNrewys—.
LEV, Watey Record
Owned by Waterbur
(weekly).
VIRGINIA
DBJ, Roanoke — Owned by Roanoke
1 Times and World-News,
i TAR, Norfolk— Owned by Norfolk
f Ledger
Pilot. - Dispatch and Virginian
PRH, Petersburg — Under purchase
option to publishers of Richmond
News-Leader.
WEST VIRGINIA
HIS, Bluefield — Owned by Bluefield Daily Telegraph and Sunset
?r: News.
§ S AZ, Huntington — Owned by the
Huntington Advertiser and Heraldj| Dispatch.
jHuntington
CHS, Charleston
— Owned
by the
Advertiser
and HeraldDispatch.
WISCONSIN
TMJ, Milwaukee
waukee Journal. — Owned by MilISN, Milwaukee — Owned by Hearst
Radio Inc. ; affiliated with Milwaukee Sentinel and Wisconsin News.
IB A, Madison — Owned
by
and Wis^ Madison Capital Times jointly
consin State Journal.
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WEBC, Superior-Duluth — Affiliated
(corporate) with Superior Telegram. Janesville — Owned by JanesWCLO,
ville Gazette.
KFIZ, Fond du Lac — Owned by Fond
du Lac Commonwealth Reporter.
WRJN, Racine — Owned by Racine
Journal-Times.
WHBL, Sheboygan — Owned by Sheboygan Press.
HAWAII
KGU,
Honolulu — Owned by Honolulu
Advertiser.
CANADA
CHNS,
— Owned by
HalifaxHalifax,
Herald N.
and S. Mail.
CKAC,
Montreal
—
Owned
by Montreal
La Presse.
CHLP, trealMontreal
La Patrie. — Owned by MonCFPL, donLondon,
Free Press.Ont. — Owned by LonCKCK, Regina, Sask.— Owned by Regina Leader-Post.
CFAC, Calgary. Alta. — Owned by
Calgary Herald.
CJC.J. Calgary, Alta.— Owned by Calgary Albertan.
CJCA,
Edmonton,
Edmonton
Journal.Alta. — Owned by
CKCD, Vancouver, B. C— Owned by
Vancouver Daily Province.
CFJC, Kamloops, B. C— Owned by
Kamloops Sentinel.
CHSJ, St. John. N. B.— Controlled
by
St. John Telegraph-Journal and
Times-Globe.
CJKL, Kirkland Lake, Ont— Affiliated (interlocking control) with
Timmins, Ont. Press.
CKGB,
Timmins, Press.
Ont. — Affiliated
with Timmins
CJGX, Yorkton, Sask. — Owned by
Dawson Richardson Publications,
Winnipeg (The Market News).
CKSO, Sudbury, Ont. — Owned by
Sudbury Star.
E. R. SQUIBB & Son, New York
(drug products) will sponsor a new
series of variety programs over a
CBS network beginning Thursday,
Sept. 19, 9:30-10 p. m. (EDST).
This company has not been on the
networks for the last two years,
having once sponsored Will Rogers.
Geyer-Cornell Co., New York, is
the agency.
Stations Subscribing

Networks

Continue

Their Support of
Press-Radio Setup
NBC Stations May Buy UP;
Transradio Protests to FCC
ALTHOUGH negotiations are in
progress between NBC and United
Press for news service to the network's owned and operated stations, and although CBS for more
than a month has been buying UP
for local use on five of the stations
it owns, both of the major networks are continuing to support
the Press-Radio Bureau in New
York.
Despite the closing Aug. 1 of
the Los Angeles office of the PressRadio Bureau, reliable sources indicated that there is no reason to
believe there will be any departure
from this policy before the next
convention of the American Newspaper Publishers Association in
New York in April, 1936. It was
after the ANPA convention last
April that both UP and International News Service went into the
field of selling news direct to stations for local sponsorship.
The UP-NBC negotiations, it is
understood, are at a standstill
while lawyers are studying the
proposed contracts. In the meantime, the two big press associations have continued to add radio
clients. UP's latest are KJR, Seattle; KMA, Shenandoah, la., and
KIEM, Eureka, Cal., and it has
started a temporary service to
KNX, Hollywood, to be used for
sustaining purposes until Jan. 1,
1936, when a full commercial
agreement goes into effect. This
brings to 39 the number of station clients now served by UP.
INS during the last fortnight has
added the following stations:
KSO, Des Moines; KLZ, Denver;
KGFJ, Los Angeles, and KMPC,
Beverly Hills, Cal. This brings to
to Press Associations

COMPLETE lists of radio station clients being served by International
News Service and United Press, under contracts signed as of Aug. 10,
are presented herewith. Since the recent decision of the two press associations to furnish their news services direct to radio stations for either
sponsorship or sustaining purposes, INS has signed 50 stations, including five of the seven CBS-owned stations, and UP has signed 39. The
lists follow:
INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE CLIENTS
WBBM, Chicago WBOW, Terre Haute
WRDO, Augusta, Ga.
W.JJD, Chicago
WNBH,, New Bedford
Jacksonville, Fla.
WMBR, Jacksonville.
WGAR, Cleveland
WLBZ, Bangor, Me.
WSAI, Cincinnati
WLLH,
Lowell,
Mass.
WCAE, Pittsburgh
WDGY, Minneapolis
WAAB, Boston
WTMV, E. St. Louis, 111. KEX and KGW,
Portland, Ore.
WIL. St. Louis
WINS, New York
WGST, Atlanta
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal. WLBC, Muncie, Ind.
WORC, Worchester, Mass.
WMAS, Springfield, Mass. KGFJ, Los Angeles
WATR, Waterbury
WHBU, Anderson, Ind. KSO and KRNT,
WFBM, Indianapolis Des Moines
WLW, Cincinnati
WCKY, Cincinnati
WDRC, Hartford W.TR, Detroit
WICC, Bridgeport WBAL, Baltimore
WTCN, St. Paul
WTAX, Springfield, 111.
WFEA, Manchester, N.H. WFIL, Philadelphia
KOIN and KALE,
WFBL, Syracuse
WISN, Milwaukee
KFNF, Shenandoah, la.
Portland, Ore.
KYA, San Francisco
WIND, Gary, Ind.
WABY, Albany, N. Y.
WEAN, Providence
KLZ, Denver
UNITED PRESS CLIENTS
WHAM, Rochester
WSPD, Toledo
WEE, Boston
WWVA, Wheeling, W.V. KFBK, Sacramento, Cal.
WCAU and KYW,
KMJ, Fresno, Cal.
Philadelphia
KWK, St. Louis
KSTP, St. Paul
KMOX, St. Louis
WHO, Des Moines
KTAT, Fort Worth
KSO and KRNT,
WIBA, Madison, Wis.
KTUL, Tulsa
Des Moines
KGNC, Amarillo, Tex.
KTBS and KWKH,
KNX, Hollywood
K.TBS, San Francisco
Shreveport, La.
WJAY, andCleveland
KQW, San Jose, Cal.
WGR
WKBW,
WJSV, Washington
WXYZ, Detroit
Buffalo
WNOX, Knoxville
KGIM, Stockton, Cal.
KMA, Shenandoah, la.
WIS, Columbia, S. C.
WCCO, Minneapolis
KIEM, Eureka, Cal.
WCSC, Charleston, S. C. WKRC, Cincinnati
KJR, Seattle
WBT, Charlotte
,., Windsor-Detroit
, ,
CKLW,
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Transradio Press Signs
15 New Station Clients;
Opens Office in Seattle
WITH the addition of 15 new station clients, Transradio Press has
established a Pacific Northwest
Bureau at 901 Vance Bldg., Seattle, with Donald M. Young in
charge as manager and Elmer
Meadows as news editor. All Pacific Northwest news is relayed
from Seattle to Transradio's Western headquarters in San Francisco
for distribution to its 60 Pacific
Coast clients.
The new Transradio clients announced by Herbert Moore, president, are as follows: WMBC, Detroit; KFXM, San Bernardino,
Cal.; KXRO, Aberdeen, Wash.;
KRMD, Shreveport; WEED,
Rocky Mount, N. C; WKEU, Griffin, Ga.; WNRA, Muscle Shoals,
Ala.; WAIM, Anderson, S. C;
KMED, Medford, Ore.; KFXJ,
Grand Junction, Col.; KOOS,
Marshfield, Ore.; KFJZ, Fort
Worth; KGKB, Tyler, Tex.;
WRBL, Columbus, Ga.; WRDW,
Augusta, Ga.
Transradio's affiliation, Radio
News Association, also announced
the addition of the following new
clients: KFSO, San Francisco;
WJBK, Detroit; KRSC, Seattle;
KASA, Elk City, Okla.
50 the number of stations it now
serves.
No repercussions are expected
to result from the signing of the
nightly March of Time series by
CBS, sponsored alternately by
Time Magazine and Remington
Rand Inc., which will be a 15minute
basedregarded
on the day's
news. dramatic
This is not
as a
violation of the press-radio "prosince the dramatic
mentgram"
is sufficient
departure treatfrom
straight news reporting to keep
the program out of scope covered
by the agreement. Time Magazine
is a UP client.
The clarification of the pressradio situation in recent months
and the closing of the Press- Radio
Bureau office in Los Angeles have
led to the resumption of KNX program listings in three Los Angeles
newspapers which had kept them
out. KNX had been eliminated because it had continued to carry
sponsored news after refusing to
join the press-radio agreement.
During the first week in August
the Los Angeles Times, HeraldExpress
and Examiner reinstated
KNX listings.
Transradio Press, which claims
250 station clients' and which is
continuing to serve KNX for its
commercial news programs, has
filed a formal petition with the
FCC seeking permission to intervene against the license renewals
of the 21 NBC and CBS owned and
operated stations on the grounds
of monopoly in restraint of trade.
Correcting an error in the Aug. 1
issue of Broadcasting, which re30 the
stations
involved—ported
duethat to
fact were
that the
Don Lee stations and WFBL, Syracuse, were inadvertantly included in Transradio's preliminary
memorandum to the FCC — Herbert
Moore, Transradio president, made
the following statement:
"On behalf of Transradio Press
Service, Inc., I want to correct a
serious error of fact which occurred in your Aug. 1 issue in the
(Continued on page £6)
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By WALTER A. BURKE
McCann-Erickson Inc., San Francisco
Regional Executive, Pacific Association of
Advertising Agencies
WE ARE OFTEN asked to explain why the agencies seem to be
the only group demanding actual
checks on the circulation of programs and the listening habits of
the radio audience. We have been
told that the agency more or less
determines the success of radio advertising in terms of circulation
and that its opinion in this regard
is somewhat at variance with other
groups interested in radio.
Over and over again it has been
proved that the effectiveness of all
advertising results only from the
product of circulation, times intensiveness
of appeal.
There is "no
question about
the intensiveness
of
radio's
appeal,
especially
to
its
newer listeners. There is, on the
contrary, a lot of misunderstanding of its probable circulation, and
this factor of circulation is the
only tangible data of use to advertisers and agencies in checking the
extent of coverage received by an
individual broadcast.
Most surveys made by this
agency have been over the telephone. It has been found that approximately 96% of the telephone
subscribers in the metropolitan
areas are also radio owners, and,
it has been found that the largest
percentage of radio owners are
also telephone subscribers. Therefore, the telephone checks represent a typical cross section of the
radio owners in the areas surveyed.
What Surveys Show
THESE SURVEYS have shown a
number of very interesting facts.
Probably the most important is
that there are four primary influences regulating the size of an
audience. The time of day comes
first. Obviously, a morning or afternoon program is not going to
have as large an audience as a
night program. We know definitely that on the Pacific Coast, a 6:30
p. m. program will not have as large
an audience as a program broadcast at 8:30 p. m. Then there are
station preferences, program preferences, and the element of competition from other programs and
other stations to consider. These
factors will regulate to a large extent the audience available and the
audience secured, or, in other
words, the circulation of the program.
In estimating the number of sets
owned in the three Pacific Coast
state s (California, Washington
and Oregon), we have started from
a logical point of view — the number of homes equipped with electricity. True, there may be some
battery sets still in use, but by and
large, most radio sets sold since
1927 have been electrically operated and it is safe to assume, therefore, that the saturation point in
radio ownership on the coast is
going to be reached when we have
completely equipped these two million homes, at least unless additional homes receive electric service.
It is estimated by the radio sta-
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HOW

MANY persons listen to particular programs? Stations, advertisers, and agencies are vitally interested in
this problem, which is far from being solved. Pending
are a number of plans to determine radio circulation.
What a big agency is doing about coverage surveys on
the West Coast is explained herewith and the author presents some pertinent observations on this moot question, written from the agency standpoint.
tions that today, 80% of the electrically-equipped homes own and
operate radio sets. This means approximately 1,600,000 sets. Estimating 8:00 p. m., as the peak
hour, and allowing 42.6% of all
sets owned as being in operation
at that time, we have an audience
of some 658,000 families out here
on the coast. However, you would
have this audience only if there
were no other stations and no other
programs on the air but your own
and only at the peak hour.
Popular Programs
OVER the longest period of time
we have found the Maxwell House
Show Boat consistently having the
largest audience on the coast.
There have been other programs
that
have himself
shown has
a "flash",
(the
President
undoubtedly
obtained the highest audience in
some of his important radio announcements), but we are concerned primarily with the run-ofthe-mill program — the average
day-to-day performance produced
by or for an advertiser.
We have found that programs
like
and Chase
Marge,
'n'
Andy Myrt
and the
and Amos
Sanborn
Hour may receive an audience represented by approximately 300,000
radio sets. We have found that the
leading programs originating on
the Pacific Coast and released only
over the coast chains, will have a
top audience of 250,000 radio sets.
The average for all programs,
however, is much lower.
When we think of radio productions, we immediately think in
terms
of
programs
like Symphony,
One Man's
Family, The
Standard
and The Shell Show, but I am not
referring to the leaders. Take the
City of Los Angeles as an example.
In any hour in the evening there
are 24 programs broadcast. This
means 120 every night during the
five preferred hours. If you estimate 660,000 radio homes as the
total coverage of all Los Angeles
stations, and consider the fact that
at least one-third of these radio
owners are out and another third
are home but not listening to any
program, what do you think is the
average audience secured by these
120 programs?
How much does radio advertising cost? This is another question
often asked and difficult to answer.
An example of one tabulation made
by our agency may be helpful. A
survey was conducted in San Francisco one night which included
5,600 telephone calls. Without going into details, we found that

there were approximately 146,000
families home and listening to the
12 stations in San Francisco. The
total was obtained by projections.
This check was made before the
new rates went into effect. On the
basis of the old rates, it would
have been possible to have purchased the entire Bay area group
of 12 stations for one hour at a
cost of $1,197.00. This would mean
a net cost to the advertiser, if he
had 100% of the available audihomes. ence, of $8.19 per thousand radio
Of course, there was a considerable spread between the cost for
the most popular and the least
popular station. The range was
from $3.75 to over $19 a thousand
radio homes. These figures provide
a base from which certain objectives can be determined.
Mass Circulation
THE DATA secured in the surveys simply prove that a program
broadcast for the masses must necessarily obtain mass circulation.
Even though it is difficult to calculate the cost of radio in terms of
circulation, some method must be
devised for doing so. We know
that a program is successful only
when an audience is available. We
also know that the average radio
advertiser, in directing his message to a cross section of all kinds
of people from the most intelligent
down to the least intelligent, must
aim at a broad coverage, and that
its results will be reckoned in
terms of coverage secured.
We admit, however, that there
may be some programs that do not
need mass circulation. A manufacturer of a product with a long
profit margin (patent medicines,
credit clothing, etc.) can afford an
intensive radio program directed
at a smaller number of people.
The association which I represent (Pacific Association of Advertising Agencies) is interested in
the development of accurate circulation data for all media. Most of
the radio surveys conducted by the
agencies on the Pacific Coast have
been in the interest of a single
client. This may always be so. Radio survey responsibility should be
divided between both the broadcasting stations and the agencies.
Unquestionably, the agencies shall
always have to assume the final responsibility ofproving to the advertiser the value of the medium
and the value of the production
being used. The stations, on the
other hand, do not, but should assume full responsibility of evaluat-

A
Retailer's Sal
That
Helps Solv
Summer
Problem

Radio-advertised Event Alkn
Store Two-week Shut-down
WITH the aid of radio, DuRan<
Inc., feminine apparel shop i
Louisville, has developed a n( \
way of getting through the di
summer season — an annual Pi,;
Shutdown Sale. The store has ju
concluded its second merchand
ing event of this type, using 1
one-minute announcements
WHAS, Louisville, as well as ne^\
paper advertising for three days. I
Elden Edwin DuRand, preside I
of the concern, conceived the id I
last year, holding an 18-shoppin |
days cash sale with end-of-Augi :|
two
weeks
some the50 store
employf'lI
prices,
thenwhile
closing
took vacations.
In late June DuRand's buye 1
went East just ahead of inventoi i
making purchases at prices th I
would aid in equalizing mai
downs. No seconds or substanda
merchandise
was purchased
used in the sale.
Success Repeated
BEFORE the event started, ft<
DuRand suggested to clerks th
they endeavor to persuade custoi
ers to carry as many packages
possible to avoid delivery cong<,
tion. Out of 7,000 unit sales on t
first, day, only 57 were delivered,
considerable saving figuring deli
eries at 10 cents each, the ra
paid a delivery service compar
During the 1934 sale the volui
of business in one week was equ
to the entire month of July
1933. The 1935 sales, lasting
days, more than repeated the si
cess of last year, the increa
amounting to 50%. So dense we!
the crowds that two employes we
stationed at the door to admit o
on
the inside
or two
shoppersdeparted.
at a time as the'
Mr. DuRand told employes
the store at the end of the ss;
that any who needed money f
their vacations could borrow
from him without interest, payal
in instalments over a six-mon
period. In discussing the sale, I
said that his stock at the end
August ordinarily would not
worth 25 cents on the dollar.
ing the potential audience,
shown by more accurate servf
area studios.
Our association (Pacific Associ
tion of Advertising Agencies) w
be very glad to cooperate with t
stations in any plan devised
themaudit"
to develop
A.B.C. orIn"tic
fic
for theiran medium.
fa<
we urge the adoption of soi
method of checking the range
stations, the signal strength, t
potential coverage offered. Tl
data must come from the statioi
and unless it is accurate, the i
formation is of no value.
In closing, I should like to repe;
this one point. The agencies a
perfectly willing to continue Q
"copy tests" made over the te>
phone — but they should have t
assurance that the stations will d
cept the final and full responsib
ity for the release of positive Si\
nal Strength Circulation Audits
soon as possible.
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WHO

a

devotes

day

leadership

16.4%
time —

each

week.

; VEN in the face of the rapid development of
~_j
radiomedium
broadcasting
to its present
position as
major
of advertising,
the management
f Station WHO has consistently maintained that
le primary responsibility of a radio station is
iirvice to its listeners.

National Representatives: FREE

value

Aprograms.
vital reason why Station WHO has earned recognition as one of America's leading business
producers per advertising dollar, lies in the consistent manner in which the station has gone out
of its way to render unusual service to its territory. In fact, only through years of leadership
in service to listeners, could WHO have built up
the influence which today makes the station so
productive for advertisers.

AMERICAN LEGION BROADCASTS — A weekly
eries of evening programs devoted to better
Citizenship.

BROADCASTING

J. O. Maland, Mgr.

advertising

This list comprises only a fraction of the public
service activities which from the very beginning
have had an important place on WHO's program
schedule — important to listeners — and important
to advertisers. For the value of a radio station
to an advertiser depends to a considerable extent
on the friendliness existing between that station
and the people within reach of its transmitter.
WHO is one of the few radio stations employing
an executive whose full-time responsibility is the
arrangement and development of public service

l fact, for the first six months of 1935, WHO
as devoted 16.4 per cent of its broadcasting time
public service features, including these noteworthy programs:
1 3WA SPEAKS — A 30-minute evening broadcast
maturing outstanding talent and speakers from a
jore of important Iowa cities, picked up by relote control.
OWA SCHOOL EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS
—A weekly series of half -hour programs throughut the school year, prepared and supervised in
otation by Des Moines' four high schools.
HSABLED VETERANS' FORUM— Station WHO
as sponsored the only D. A. V. Radio Chapter in
he United States — an activity which brings over
^0,000 letters a year, and has helped hundreds of
isabled veterans to secure compensation.

CENTRAL

in

CHURCH HOUR — An hour broadcast of some
religious service each week.
ANIMAL RESCUE COOPERATION — §927 was
raised for the Animal Rescue League through a
single broadcast.
HUMANITARIAN HOUR — A weekly program featuring projects of public interest.
In addition, WHO has cooperated in the presentation of public - service programs under the
sponsorship of the Iowa Federation of Women's
Clubs, the Iowa Teachers' Association, the Iowa
Tuberculosis Association, the Community Chest,
the American Legion Auxiliary, and the ParentTeachers Association.

features

broadcasting

than

toi^

foundation

sound

COMPANY

DES MOINES, IOWA

& SLEFNEVGER,

Phone 3-7147

Inc. — New York, Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco
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tabulations alone, or the two con
PLAYING TOO LOUDj I bined. A further factor is ths
CBS has related its response pei
New
CBS
Survey
of Audience
WOR Reminds Listeners Not to I centages to the total populatioi
not to the number of rad;
'— Annoy Sleeping Neighbors — ' and
sets owned in the area, since tk
Separates
Daytime
and
Night
BETWEEN the hours of 10 p. m. advertiser thinks in terms of mat
and midnight, WOR, Newark, has ership.
Coverage of Individual Stations and Entire Network
its announcers pass along the sug- kets and not in terms of set-owr
For reducing the data to a sta
Computed on Basis of Response to Give-aways
the listener's
radio setgestionisthat possibly
playing too
loud and tistical result that shows actui
servatism which enter into this his neighbors would appreciate it numbers of listeners, the networ!
PROVIDING more accurate audiif the volume were reduced.
ence measurement for advertisers method of computing response,
also conducted a survey to detej
The announcements are so word- mine the number of regular liij
than its previous surveys have ac- CBS points out that continuation
ed that none can take offense. They teners to each member statioi
complished, a new compilation of of this offer (or any radio proserve the purpose of being a re- More than 300,000 replies to th
gram) over a period of weeks
Day and Night — CBS Listening
minder to people who may be playAreas divides the daytime and would bring in responses from
ing their radio a little loud, but question "What station or statior
more and more outlying districts,
night-time audience and shows
do you listenandto regularly?"
wer
who are unaware of it until they tabulated,
the percentage
them on two separate maps. The
without regard to the cumulative
study was issued Aug. 2 in the factor — the tendency of listeners hear this suggestion.
obtained, applied to the co^
WOR has made this suggestion thus
form of a handsomely bound and to come back to a particular proerage figures, make it possible f<
the
network
to indicate in tabuk
to
the
radio
audience
in
past
sumillustrated loose-leaf book for limitgram, which is not present in the
mers, but they have just resumed
form the number of listeners i
ed distribution.
case
of
unvarnished
announcethe practice for this summer. Many each station area (or in the are
In all, 197 maps are required to ments.
listeners have sent the station let- covered by any given hook-uj
show the coverage of the individual
Also, an actual advertiser would
ters of appreciation.
who tune in regularly to the st;
97 stations and the network as a have the advantages of publicity to
tion's (or network's) programs.
whole. It is apparent that the task stimulate interest in his program,
ever obtains the coverage sugof "Counting Noses", which is and would get the benefit of time
formidable enough when the day is distribution, with a program lastgested by a combined day-andSterling on 28 Stations
treated as a unit, becomes at least
ing from 15 to 60 minutes, while
night map, unless he uses both day
twice as difficult after subdivision
the announcements in question
STERLING PRODUCTS Inc., jj
and
evening
programs
in
such
proranged from 20 to 60 seconds.
into two parts, and in fact more
portion as to duplicate exactly the Y. (Phillips Milk of Magnesi
than twice as difficult, owing to the
The following factors entered
proportions of daytime to night- Face Cream) will soon begin
element of time variation.
time audiences — a highly unlikely large campaign using transcrij
into the decision to split up coverIn this publication, CBS restates
thing. With the separation of the tions on 28 stations, with 15-miil
age data by day and night : Operation of many stations on double or
its policy of presenting minimum
programs three tim« I
of coverage, the adver- ute daytimeTalent
will consist cl
rather than average or maximum
multiple power during daylight two types
tiser can plot his campaign ac- a week.
hours; dependence of daytime
Beatrice DeSylvara who does
coverage, in the belief that broadcording to definite information
transmission on ground waves;
cast advertising is harmed rather
bearing on the particular period beauty talk entitled "How to tl
than helped by the extravagant
night-time expansion of coverage
Charming."
This program
hi I
during
which he intends to broadcast.
claims that are sometimes made
through sky waves; existence of an
been tested a year in Chicago an I
for station or network coverage.
Pittsburgh.
Starting
date
is
to
11
intermediate band at night, beComparisons show that the new
Sept. 30 on WGAR, WLW, WHAi I
tween the groundwave and sky- CBS maps indicate smaller coverIn addition to listenership percentages, complete market data are in- wave circles, in which the two sigage areas than those obtained by WJR,
KMOX,
WDAF,
WH( I
nals tend to cancel one another.
cluded under categories for radio
WCCO, KFRC, KHJ, KOMO, an I
any other method — whether field WENR.
On
Oct.
21,
these
statior
I
No advertiser, it is contended,
ownership as of Jan. 1, 1935, total
strength alone, cumulative mail
will be added: WNAC,
WOI I
population, radio listeners, residence telephones, passenger autos,
WCAU, WBAL, WJSV, WHA1 I
and KDKA.
On Nov. 4, the fo I
domestic gas consumers, electricallowing Southern stations will 1 1
ly wired homes, retail outlets and
FOUR
OUT
OF
SIX
DON'T
MIND
added: WBT, WSB, WJAX, WM(
retail sales figures.
WWL, KRPC, WOAI, WFAA an
inquiring Photographer Finds Most of Listeners
Give-aways Used
WKY. Blackett-Sample-Hummei
Interviewed Do Not
JUST as in the first survey which
Inc., New York, is the agency.
CBS conducted in 1931, the latest
well worth the time occupied on prooutat random
of six for
persons
interstudy is based on the response to FOUR viewed
the Miami
Object to "Plugs7'
New Chicago Agency
broadcast offers of a give-away
grams.
A. TRAEGER (model maker) : I
without intrinsic value. The first Beach (Fla.) Tribune by its "In- E.
quiring Photographer" stated they am never bored by sales talks on radio A NEW advertising agency, Tr
offer was of a humorous radio map.
programs as long as they are confined
were
not
annoyed by radio adverBurnett Co., has opened its dooi
For the present compilation, it was
continuities, although the to a reasonable amount of time. Howat 360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicag
necessary to divide the audience at questiontising
was framed for a reply
ever. I know nothing more monotLeo Burnett, former vie
once into daytime and nighttime
unfavorable to radio.
onous than to hear an announcer re- with
president in charge of creath
peat
over
and
over
again
statements
listeners, so two give-aways were
In gaining a cross-section of designed to convince the listener that work at the Chicago office of Ei
decided upon.
public opinion on the question, the he
must buy the product advertised. win, Wasey & Co., who handle
These consisted of a radio game,
Tribune found that one of the two
Real Silk account, as its pre:
is a necessary fea- the
for the daylight audience, and a objectors was a spirited critic of Commercialization
ident and treasurer. Other men
ture of radio, but it should be short.
joke book for evening listeners. A commercial announcements except
of the new organization ar(
MRS. D. M. MOORE (stenographer bers
week early in November, when at- in the case of new merchandise,
John W. Jennings, vice preside!
and
clerk)
:
While
I
have
due
respect
mospheric conditions were average
while the other sees recent imrather than favorable, was chosen
sponsors of radio pro- and art director; Jack O'Kieff
Tribune
is not af- for the gfinancial
rams, Imust admit radio sales talks idea and copy man; Joseph T. Aii
for the test. Two announcements,
filiated withprovement.
a Theradio
station.
frequently
annoy
me. I anticipate a ley, radio director; John Olso:
each of 60 seconds, were written,
Here is the question, with the change in this manner of advertising. assistant art director; Margarf
one to describe each of the offers. answers
The best example of the latest trend
following:
Every CBS station broadcast these
in modern radio sales talks I can think Stevens,production
copy writer;
John
man, and
all of
who)"V
THE QUESTION: Are you an- of is the Major Bowes program. I Riley,
announcements independently and
occupied similar positions wit
noyed by the amount of advertis- thoroughly enjoy this program, never Erwin, Wasey & Co.
not on a hookup. Each announceing sales talk on radio programs?
dialing it off.
ment was made daily for a week,
at different hours, so that an aver- K. DEW ITT COFFMAN (surgical ROBERT CHALK (manager) : Sales
supplies) : As a general rule I am not talks on radio programs annoy me terage audience would be approached.
Washing Machine Series
in the slightest by advertisMail response, asking for the annoyed
ribly. It merely is a constant repetition STARTING Aug. 18, the America
ing
sales
talk
on
radio
programs.
In
give-aways, was tabulated by counwhich if you are a regI am inclined to like to listen to of statements,
Machine Manufacture]
ties for each station, classified ac- fact,
ular listener and of normal intelli- Washing
this portion of the radio programs, for
Association, Chicago, will sponsc
cording to which offer attracted
gence,
you
well
know
by
rote.
The
it is essentially a part of the pro- only instances in which I can tolerate a series of 26 twice weekly 5-mii
the writer's attention.
grams. The speakers themselves very
transcriptions produced t
talks are on new mer- ute
More than 400,000 requests for often are classic examples of perfect these sortchandiseofjust being
WBS
over 28 or more station
put
on
the
market.
diction, and are useful in informing On standard merchandise this amounts
souvenirs were received, which
Listeners will be urged to vis
gives a proportion of one to every
potential customers about real bar- only to interference.
their local dealers for demonstra
50 radio homes. There was no pub- gains.
tions of all makes of washing m<
licity attendant upon the offer, and JIMMIE COUCH (registered nurse) : MARY CLIFF FLEMISTER (book- chines, the advantages of moder
Sales talks on radio programs never
ke per) :No, I am not annoyed by machines, the easy payment pla
the choice of a give-away without
annoy me. I look forward to this part sales talk on radio programs. Not and the Federal Housing A<
intrinsic value was made to guard of
the program. It may not be quite only is it interesting, but it serves as
against one listener "tipping off" as diverting as the song of an opera an excellent guide to shrewd buying. financing being stressed. A bool
friends, who may not have heard
star or the finale of a great band, but I always anticipate this part of the let titled Helpful Harry's Hons
the announcement, to take advanit is extremely useful. I am in the programs with interest, keen to learn hold Hints will also be off ere*
tage of the offer.
Meldrum & Fewsmith Inc., Clev
habit of depending on these talks be- of the latest bargains and newest
land, is the agency.
fore doing my shopping. The talks are products offered.
Indicating the elements of conPage 16
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FAIRS

WLS
our

acts, booked

own

through

Artists Bureau,

provide entertainment
one

hundred

county

will

at some

State, local and

fairs this season

— including

the State Fairs of Missouri,
homa and Illinois.
WLS

National

Barn

On

Wisconsin,

Saturday

Dance

Okla-

night, August

will open

17, the

the Illinois State Fair with this en-

tire big Saturday night feature (5 hours) moved from the "Old Hayloft"
broadcast in front of the grandstand on the State Fair Grounds.
The conclusion.

Simply that midwest

fair managers

have found

in Chicago

and

(just as the Century

of Progress World's Fair did in Chicago the past two years) that WLS entertainers provide the biggest single attraction— the most popular entertainment and draw the greatest
audience

— of any attraction they can book.

It is this same
— and fairs — from

group
New

of artists — whose

York

Barn

power

has been proved

to Texas, as well as on radio, who

grams outstanding in pulling power
day night National

drawing

Dance;

and

the WLS

have made

sales results for advertisers — on
Merry-Go-Round ; the Morning

in theatres
WLS

pro-

the SaturRound

Up;

the afternoon Homemakers' Hour; the Morning Minstrels; Jolly Joe's children's programs and many others. Shows featuring many WLS stars with known sales-value
are available for sponsorship.
Write for details on how they can sell your product.

THE

PRAIRIE
1230 WASHINGTON

WL5
5 0,000
August 15, 1935

BURRIDGE
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FARMER
BLVD.

CHICAGO,

STATION
ILLINOIS

D. BUTLER, President
»
GLENN SNYDER, Manager
NEW YORK OFFICE: Graham A. Robertson, 250 Park Ave.
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Radio
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NO

OIL

_
THE

FOR

LAMPS
OF

CHINA—

covera
We do
" .
^fgking
reachesne ^ia still
aboul
kerose
live
a primary f^gffj whomfoMJCr
million souls, j
SuoIIy wi«hm!"S;,TlI«. Theset
in downtown Louis
Kentucky.
people spend more m
the
fhan any other group !
And they're
C. station on
i>.
nearest, clearest

AN

ALMANAC

Medium

Large-unit Articles
Dodge Dealers Learn the Value
Of Selling Via the Air Waves
By C. ELLSWORTH WYLIE
General Sales Manager
Don Lee Broadcasting System
IN AN ERA when advertisers,
sponsors and some members of the
broadcasting industry itself are inclined to doubt the efficacy of radio as a means of selling largeunit articles, it is encouraging to
note the rather exceptional sucing. cess of an unique, though modest,
program in this field of direct sellManufacturers and distributors
of automobiles and other largeunit articles concede the value of
radio as a builder of good-will, but
have, for the most part, denied or
refused to recognize its ability to
sell their products direct to the
purchaser.
Here then is definite refutation
of this
erroneous but rather popular theory!

OF HISTORICAL
KSD

ACHIEVEMENTS

WAS
FIRST
KSD was the first
RADIO STAT IO M TO
BROADCAST A SPEECH
OM A GREAT PUBLIC
QUEST ION BV A
PRESIDEK1T OF THE
UNITED STATES.
THIS WAS THE SPEECH
OF THE LATE
WARREN G. HARDING
DELIVERED IN
ST. LOUIS, JUNE 21, 1923.
HIS SUBJECT WAS
* THE WORLD COURT."

WARREN

G. HARDING

KSD
POST-DISPATCH
BUILDINGLouis
ST LOUIS MOPost-Dispatch
Station KSD—
The St.
FREE NEW
& SLEININGER.
NATIONAL DETROIT
ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
YORK INC.,
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
Page 18

Delivery

of

Discs

1

for

A Neat Profit
THE PROGRAM known as the
Dodge Secret Service Club, a
Dodge dealer cooperative feature,
originating at KHJ, Los Angeles,
and broadcast in two 15 - minute
spots per week over the ColumbiaDon Lee network, cost the sponsor a total of $3,990 for 38 programs. Employing a novel merchandising plan, the program was
directly responsible for the sale of

^
FREE & SLOSWOBt.

FROM

a

Is Effective

Abroad
Permitted
Sales
to Australia
Not Withinj| '
Provisions of FCC Statute
SEEKING a ruling from the FCC,;
as to whether its delivery of
transcriptions to foreign countries, I
specifically to a broadcasting con- ;
cern in Brisbane, Australia, conthe "foreign studio"Actsec-;
tion of thetravenedCommunications
of:
1934, Radio Recorders Inc., Hollywood, was informed by FCC counsel that the regulatory board had
no jurisdiction over such sales.^
The
application was accordingly'
dismissed.
GOT A GOAT — C. Ellsworth
(Dick) Wylie, general manager of
the Don Lee System, has the head
of this one hanging in his den.
He shot the wild goat on Santa
Catalina Island during a recent
hunting trip. Wild goats abound
there, legend having it that they
were put there by the Spaniards
around 1500 A.D. as a food supply.

FCCfinding
counsel,
their
on thehowever,
conclusion based''
that if
the
broadcasts
of
the
company's
transcriptions are not likely to be j
heard in the United States. In-i
formally an attorney of the FCCI
expressed the belief that Section \
325a of the communications actl
might apply to American tran-J
scription
theircountry,!
products werecompanies
heard in ifthis
but no case testing this section has I

$68,500 worth of Dodge motor cars
at an estimated profit of $13,800,
according to the advertising
agency.
Here are the details of the program which netted the sponsor a
tidy profit of approximately 350% :
Directing its appeal to Young
America, between the ages of 5
and 14, during which the normal
boy envisages himself as a detective, policeman, fire-fighter or some
other glamorous figure, the Dodge
Secret Service Club set about enlisting its youthful listeners as
"operators".
Every boy taking a list of five
reasons "Why Dodge Automobiles
Are the Best" to the Dodge dealer
in his neighborhood, was presented
with a brightly polished "Operator's Badge". The supply of 75,000
badges was exhausted at the end
of the tenth program. Ultimately
200,000 eager young boys were to
be similarly rewarded, comprising
probably the largest juvenile audience ever accorded a daytime program on the Pacific Coast.
Can Radio Sell!

yet arisen.Purpose of Law
THE SECTION of the law wasl
written to forestall broadcasts!
from Mexico and nearby countries!
via wire relays to broadcasting!
stations situated across the border, j
It was written in its present form!
to circumscribe such radio activities!
as those of Dr. John R. BrinkleyJ
who relayed his programs by wires!
to a powerful Mexican station from!
studios in Kansas and elsewhere!
after the old Radio Commission,"
had silenced his Kansas station.
Whether it can be construed to ;
apply to the sale of transcriptions j;
and recordings to Mexican stations |j
and others nearby that can be
heard in this country, remains to
be tested. It is well known that
various U. S. transcription firms
sell their products to nearby foreign stations. Section 325a of the
act reads:
No person shall be permitted to locate, use, or maintain a radio broadcast from
studio which
or otheror place
or apparatus
whereby
sound
waves are converted into electrical
energy, or mechanical
or physical
reproduction of sound waves
produced,
and caused to be transmitted or delivered to a radio station in a foreign
country for the purpose of being
broadcast from any radio station there
having a power output of sufficient
intensity and/or being so located geographically that its emissions may be
received consistently in the United
States,
first obtaining
a permit fromwithout
the Commission
upon proper
application therefor.

EACH lad persuading five other
boys to visit his neighborhood
Dodge dealer, turning in their lists
of reasons, was presented with a
"Lieutenant's Badge". A "Captain's Badge" was awarded him
when he obtained an authorized
agreement for a Dodge demonstration, and if the demonstration resulted in a sale, the boy in question became a "Deputy Inspector"
with an attractive gold badge indicating his rank in the "Secret
Service
Club". of this program
The success
definitely demonstrated the ability
of radio in general, and the Don
Lee Broadcasting System in particular, to sell large-unit articles
direct to the consumer. The concrete results attained by the Dodge
Secret Service Club, amazing to
the
"Doubting
are ahitherto
vindication
of the Thomases"
broadcaster .. . they completely justify him
in contending that "Radio can sell
almost
ANYthing."
The program
was placed by the
Los Angeles office of Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc.; written by Dave Taylor,
and
KHJ. produced in the studios of

Air Line Testing
TESTING radio as a means of
building
up its west-to-east
traffic, Transcontinental
& Western
Inc., known as the Lindbergh Line,
has placed
a series of threeon 5-minute
WBS transcriptions
KNX
and KHJ, Hollywood, through
Campbell-Ewald Co., New York.
Fletcher Richards is handling the
account for the agency.
FEATURES
Available Onto Transcriptions
Stations and Agencies
Samples on Request
STANDARD
RADIO ADVERTISING CO.
Hollywood, Calif.
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"Jack Armstrong'
"Lum and Abner"

RICHFIELD
OIL COMPANY

"Jimmie Allen'

FELS NAPTHA
SOAP

"Hometown Sketches"

ALKA

SELTZER

,ke dirnes

Blackett-Sample
Hummert, Inc. &
J. Walter Thompson
Westco
AgencyAdvertising
Lord & Thomas
H. C. Bernsten & Co.

Young & Rubicam

"Newspaper of the Air" Walter Biddick Co.

CHEVROLET
MOTOR CO.

'Musical Moments"

Campbell-Ewald

SUNSWEET
PRUNE JUICE

"Fletcher Wiley"

Long Advertising
Service

MONARCH
"Day Time Signals"
FOOD PRODUCTS
And Others

Roy Alden &
Associates
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WSB
WFBR
WAAB

Atlanta
Baltimore
1

KBC
NBC
_^__^

WBEX
WICC
WGAB

LBs
["oston
[JMew Haven
CBS
idg7ort NBC
)^r
Buffalo
Cleveland NBC

WFAA
WBAP
KLZ
WJR
KPRC

(Dallas
iFort Worth
Denver
Detroit
Houston

WFBM
WD AF
KFI

Indianapolis CBS
Kansas City . NBC
I

kind of bait to use, will have a lot to do

WIIAS
KECA
WLLH
WTMJ
WSM
WSMB
WTAR

Louisville
s Angeles .
l^o
Lowell
Milwaukee
Nashville
New Orleans
Norfolk

C
.NB
CBS
YN
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC

with the size of the string you bring home.

WFIL
KGW

Philadelphia
)
, ,

NBC
mTW,^

WEAN
KEX

Portland
Providence

NBC
CBS

KSL
WOAI

Salt Lake City CBS
San Antonio NBC

\C

Some

folks say that there's nothing

to

fishing but luck. We've got an idea that
knowing what streams to fish, and the

Spot Broadcasting

is something

like that.

Pick a likely market, use a good program
on a good station and you'll get results.
And

that's not luck —

judgment,

based

ers who know
users

of time

It is more

these radio

stations.

than just coincidence,

or luck,

that these advertisers —

using these sta-

tions—
■
are the
Broadcasters.

successful

most

1

K JR

by
jSeattle ^

WMAS
KVOO
KFI1

. . . NBC
kane
jspo
Springfield
CBS
Tulsa
NBC
Wichita
CBS

advertis-

their facts are the largest
on

KOMO
that's just good

on facts. And

Spot

NBC
NBC
CBS
NBC
NBC

_

_____

Also
The Yankee Network
The Texas Quality Network
The Northwest Triangle
Represented throughout the United States
EDWARD
&

RETRY

COMPANY
INCORPORATED

NEW YORK
DETROIT
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
August 15, 1935
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Agency Shifts Its Series
THE RADIO SERIES sponsored
by Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc.,
Chicago advertising agency, in an
effort to find out the interests and
desires of the listening audience,
has been moved from WGN to
WBBM, where it is broadcast from
6:45 to 7 p. m. each Sunday. The
form of the program has also been
changed to include a brief talk on
popular financial subjects by William L. Ayers, financial editor of
the Chicago Journal of Commerce,
as well as the songs and poems of
Joe Du Mond, lyric baritone who is
also a radio executive of the
agency.
DEDICATION of new NBC studios in Hollywood, scheduled for
Oct. 1, probably will take place
about Nov. 1.

TOK

KAN SAS CITYCOV£RAG£

"ABifd inthe-Hcind"

Local
Use
The

WHIO
ONLY

QUITS THROTTLE
Engineer Heard on WSM Rail
Salute Is Pensioned
FOR two years Tom Burns, veteran engineer of the Pan-American,
crack Louisville & Nashville train,
has been broadcasting — but in all
that time he has never spoken a
word on the air. Instead he has
blown the whistle that salutes the
audience of WSM, Nashville, as
the train rushes by an open microphone near the transmitter.
Now Burns is going to abandon
his radio career, having rounded
out 55 years of railway service.
Instead he will listen to the
whistle.
The first Pan-American broadcast was undertaken
"stunt"
but WSM
and the L.as & a N.
soon
found that it had entertainment
and promotion value. A WSM engineer checks the microphone each
afternoon, calls the railway from
the scene to check on the train's
time, waits until he sees the train
nosing into sight a mile down the
tracks, and then calls WSM. Two
signal posts tell the engineer when
to pull the whistle cord.

Advertisers

WHIO
Miami

To

Sell

Valley

IS DAYTON'S
FULL-TIME STATION

Soviet

Trade

Unit

Goes on Inter-City
Torgsin Expands Radio Setup
After Tests Made on WMCA
DESPITE refusal by CBS to accept business from Torgsin (Soviet trading organization) for
wholly-owned stations, because of
fear that propaganda charges
might be brought by various antiRussian elements in the United
States, WMCA and other members
of the Inter-City Group are going
ahead with plans to air the Russian program.
It is emphasized that during its
nine-weeks experimental series on
WMCA, Torgsin used a musical
program exclusively, made no reference to forms of government in
its commercials, and did not even
suggest that the Soviet Union is
a good place for tourists. On the
contrary, it confined itself strictly
to the business of boosting the sale
of trading books for use in Russia.
These books are for sale in the
United States at places designated
by Torgsin; coupons from them
can be used to purchase goods at

A partial list of local advertisers using
the facilities of WHIO to reach a potential consumer audience of 474,250 families* is reproduced here. Some of
these firms are nationally known — all
of them are "big business" in Dayton.
Advance Laundry Co.
Gallaher Drug Stores
Continental Finance Co.
GasStore)
Refrigerator Sales
Home Store (Dept.
Cincinnati & Lake Erie
Railroad
Lowe Bros. Paint Co.
Citizen's Federal SavMetropolitan Co.
ings & Loan
Dayton Bread Co.
Store)
(largest men's
store)
Rike-Kumler
(Dept.
Dayton Camera Shop
Dayton Dry Goods Co.
Store) & Co. (Jewelry
Rogers
(Dept. Store)
Dayton Power & Light
Co.
Spoerlein Beauty
Diers-Cutler
Studios
Thiele Motors
(Insurance)
Thai's Fashion
Elder & Johnston Co.
(Dept. Store)
(Women's Specialty)
Forney Stores (Farm
Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
supplies)

government stores in Russia. Th
idea is for Americans with Russia:
friends or relatives to buy th
books and send them as present
to people in Russia.
Profit in Exchange
THE ADVANTAGE of this system
to the Soviet government lies ii
the fact that it thus receives pay!
ment in foreign exchange (valuta
for goods purchased domestically
On the face of it, radio would seer
to be an expensive method of pro
motion in proportion to the volum
of foreign exchange acquired, es
pecially considering the fact tha
the Soviet is working on a margii
— the difference between the ex
change acquired this way, and th
amount they would get if the good
were sold in world markets direct
However, the WMCA prelimi
nary campaign must have provei
itself
are now eithe
ly for for
cash.contracts
'
being prepared, or have alread;
been signed, for a series to begii
in the middle of September oi
WMCA, WMEX, Boston, and WIP
Philadelphia, among others of th<
Inter-City group. Instead of th]
transcriptions formerly used, th<
new program will be a live net
work show, and will again consis
of Russian music.
M, Keilson Co., New York, is th<
agency, and is preparing 15-minutf
evenings. to be presented Sunda;
programs
CBS, in rejecting the business
made no suggest.on that propa
ganda material occurred in th
scripts offered, or that they antici
pated such material would b<
worked in later. It was felt, how
ever, that isolationists and red
baiters would probably unite in ai
attack on such a series, sponsore<
by an organization which is wholl;
controlled by the Soviet Govern
ment.
CBS probably had in mind als<
the fate that befell NBC when <
travel series of musicales spon
sored by the Mexican governmen
drew down the ire of Catholics
The immediate cause of this rum
pus was the inclusion of a ribalc
song, sung in Spanish, the words
of which had not been understooc
by
anybody inTheNBC's
supervisory
departments.
incident
was en
larged, however, and became th(
basis for a general attack by Cath
olic publications and members or
the Catholic hierarchy upon NBC
for accepting business from a gov
ernment which at that time was
pursuing a vigorous anti-religious.
policy.

*Radio Families in the primary zone of WHIO
Programs — Poiver — Publicity — are making
WHIO the new radio favorite in Ohio!

MIAMI
39 South

VALLEY
Ludlow

BROADCASTING
Street,

Dayton,

CORP.
Ohio

Pulled 1200 Replies
For
LeSage Chevrolet
Longview, Texas
Let us Produce for You
KFRO
"Voice of Longview"
Longview,
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for

Open

ISPOnSORSHIP

on

WSM

Beginning

September

21

i
VP*
VANDERBILT
Preferred

FOOTBALL

Beginning
THE

WSM

MUSICAL

Sept. 28
SCORE

BOARD

Spots

Standard
any
by entire
Broadcasts of games include
schedule. Vanderbilt in limelight
throughout nation due to fact that new Head Coach Ray Morrison
(from S. M. U.) brings thrilling new aerial technique to Southern Conference. Four important out-of-town games. Excellent merchandising
opportunities through schools, alumni associations, etc., to be had
through WSM.
VANDERBILT
DATE
Sept.
2128
Sept.
Oct.
5
Oct.
Oct. II19 (Fri. night)
Oct.
26
Nov.
Nov. 29
Nov. 16
Nov. 28

FOOTBALL SCHEDULE, 1935
PLACE
OPPONENT
Nashville
Union University
Nashville
Mississippi State
Nashville
Cumberland University
Temple University
Philadelphia
New York
Fordham
Nashville
Louisiana State University
Atlanta
Georgia Tech
Nashville
Sewanee
Knoxville
Tennessee
Nashville
Alabama

Musical Score Board consists of a 30-minute musical drama giving complete results of major college football games. Broadcast each Saturday at
six P. M., not only into the homes of thousands of listeners but also to
your
dealers
who, throughout
WSM's posted
tremendous
and which
secondary
areas, are supplied
with score boards
in theirprimary
stores on
they
post the results of your program.
Tested by WSM last year, the Musical Score Board proved one of our best
spots — has almost unlimited merchandising possibilities for advertisers with
or wishing to obtain wide retail distribution. Simple, reasonable in cost,
ripe for sponsorship.
ADS BUT SCRATCH
THE SURFACE.
WRITE US FOR FULL DETAILS!

50,000
WATTS

WSM
COMPLETE

PRODUCTION

FACILITIES

EDWARD

THE

NATIONAL

August 15, 1935

PETRY & CO., INC., National Representatives
OWNED AND OPERATED BY
LIFE & ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY, INC., NASHVILLE,
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Bank to Use Radio
RADIO broadcasting will play an
important part in an exploitation
campaign in the metropolitan area
launched by Publicity Associates,
Empire State Bldg., New York,
for the National Safety Bank &
Trust Company of New York, located at 1384 Broadway. Publicity Associates has been appointed
as public relations counsel for the
bank, and will publicize the institution as a whole, and especially
its "CheckMaster Plan" recently
inaugurated which permits checking accounts to be carried without
minimum balances. Josef Israels
II. and J. Fred Coll are the principals of Publicity Associates.
Mr.

Hart

Johnston.

The Wander Company,
Chicago, 111.
Dear Mr. Johnston :
Does WANDER need WSOC? Ask
your dealers ! Ask Jello, Firestone,
Sinclair, Texaco, Super Suds, Maxwell House and others equally famous. WSOC isn't "just average."
It's a good station in a good town
.per. capita
. A buying
NATURAL!
Charlotte's
power is
$575.00.
Compare with any American city !
Ask NBC to add WSOC ... the station
helpsRADIO
keep !American business that
sold on
We're ready
STANDING
BY! to plug you in !
WSOC
Charlotte, N. C.
\

Hey inning

Ideas

on

Merchandising

Bourjois Dealer Helps — Selling Miracle Whip — Shifting a
Program — Free Movies — At the Air Races
IN CONJUNCTION with the new
series of radio programs to begin
shortly for the Evening in Paris
line of products, the sponsor, Bourjois Inc., New York, plans to help
the dealer is: Window displays and
spotlight advertisements in newspapers. The window displays will
be same throughout the country,
but in the territory where the radio program is audible another
item which promotes the radio
program will be added. This display is designed to be used with
or without the radio tie-up. Spotlight advertisements will be used
once a week for the first 4 weeks
in about
50 cities.
No beprize
tests or free
offers will
used confor
the time being.
THE Kraft-Phenix Cheese Corp.,
has announced that during the
two years that Miracle Whip has
been on the market it now accounts
for nearly one half the total salad
dressing business done in the United States. This product has been
advertised on the Paul Whiteman
hour ever since its introduction to
the public.
* # *
PEPSODENT Co., has just recently begun to use their famous radio
characters, Amos 'n' Andy, in com-

J>ej2tem(ret

2.9tk

WXYZ
KEY

STATION

MICHIGAN

tPettoit'd

RADIO

Out/et

NETWORK

Tat

NBC
BLUE

NETWORK

PROGRAMS

This affiliation strengthens WXYZ's well established
importance to advertisers seeking Sales Action in
Greater Detroit's rich, responsive, cosmopolitan market.
KUNSKY-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
(Owners and Operators of Station WXYZ)
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
WM. G. RAMBEAU CO., Representatives
HOME 0FFICE8: TRIBUNE TOWER. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
EASTERN OFFICE:
WESTERN OFFICE:
507 Chanin Building,
Russ Building,
122 E. 42nd St..
San Francisco, Cal.
Earle Bachman. Manager
Douglas A. Nowell, Manager.
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Hall broadcast and use the me
chandising kit the advertiser ha
prepared for him. The ad stat<
that a retail druggist in Miami in
creased the sale of Ipana and S
Hepatica in his store 146% b
using the merchandising displa
and tying in with the radio pr<j

ic strip advertisements. These
comic strips are appearing in a
few selected cities. Bill Hay, the
announcer, is also being personified. In the initial ad the public
is asked to vote whether they wish
Amos 'n' Andy to be used in this
way or not. A short time ago a
feminine character was introduced
in an Amos 'n' Andy script for the
first time and the Pepsodent Co.,
asked the radio audience the same
question they are applying now.
The result of the former quiz was
never announced, but the actress
has not appeared
# * since.
*
THE American Druggist for July
has a feature article devoted to
radio prize contests. A most apt
suggestion is passed along to the
drug trade; that is, that all druggists should place products being
promoted by contests on a special
table. In this way his customers
could obtain all the information
necessary for entering a contest
by visiting this particular table. It
also mentions that in the writers
opinion a good many druggists are
totally ignorant of the current
contests being promoted by drug
firms. That to cater to the "contest addict" will increase sales, is
another hint passed along to the
trade.

Agram.
CROWD of more than 35,00(1
turned out for the Jimmy Alleri
Air Races, held at the Curtiss-Rey-3
nolds Airport near Chicago Julyl
21 under the auspices of the Skellyl
Oil Co., Kansas City (gas and oil) J
sponsor of the Jimmy Allen radicT
programs broadcast in Chicago {
over WBBM. In addition to thl
races of model airplanes made bj|
young members of the Jimmy Allerl
Flying Club, the crowd was enter-3
tained by an acrobatic glider exhi-l
bition and a delayed parachuta
jump. The event was publicized
entirely through
broadcasts. II
.* *the*
BALBOA BREWING Co., Los Anl
geles, admits visitors to its variety!
show on KFWB, Hollywood, for 2fl
bottle caps from Balboa beer. Patrons merely drop their caps in ai
barrel at the gate. Free beer is
served at the Balboa Playroom, on
the brewery's grounds, and aftei
the program the dance pavilion is
turned over to the audience. The!
sponsor
built ineight
- minute
transcriptions
July,oneeach
in a
different language. They werej
placed on KFI, Los Angeles a
KGER, Long Beach; XEBC, Aguaj
Caliente, in a test campaign ana
x-otated three times on each station.

TO ANNOUNCE the change in
time of the Palmolive Beauty Box
Theatre to the public, the sponsor
is using spotlight advertisements
in 196 newspapers. These papers
are located in 142 cities from coast
to coast. There will be six insertions of this ad over a period of
four weeks. A total of 1,000 lines
will be used. In trade publications
full page ads are being used to advise the trade of this change. This
is the largest spotlight campaign
to be used by a radio sponsor in
recent months.

AFTER
program
featur-;
ing Janetselling
Lane, astyle
authority
of
WFIL,
Philadelphia,
to
BonwitTeller store, the station installed
a public address system in the
store to relay the program when
it is on the air. The equipment,
installed by Frank V. Becker,
WFIL chief engineer, was supplied by the station without cost.
The store believes patrons will talk
about the show while the station
is content
acquaint
ers with itsto call
letters.more listen-

EVERY Saturday morning 1600
children attend a free show at
Paramount Theatre, Ashland, Ky.,
as guests of the Ashland Sanitary
Milk Co.'s Radio Health Club,
broadcast over WCMI, Ashland.
All children on the program get a
theater pass, bottle of chocolate
milk or orange juice, and a birthday card which is redeemed at the
sponsor's plant for a silver butter
knife given the^ child's
^ % mother.
IN DRUG trade publications the
Sterling Products Inc., reminds retailers of the Abe Lyman broadcast promoting Phillips Milk of
Magnesia. The copy advises the
druggist to tie in with this radio
advertising and enlarge his sales
of this product.
Bristol-Myers Co., is also using
a similar campaign in the same
publications. This copy suggests
that they tie in with the Town
EPRESENTATIVES
STATION
DIO BIDDICK
RA
WALTER
CO.
568 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Los Angeles
1358 Ross Bldg., San Francisco, California
1038 Exchange
Bldg.,Bldg.,
Seattle,
Washington
619 Charles
Denver

WDAY, Fargo, N. D., invited store
managers and clerks to a rehearsal and sales meeting for the IndeGrocers Alliance
uting Co.pendent
programs
for CarolDistribsalad
station, three five-minute periods:
daily. The IGA visitors were given
a short talk on the importance of
tieing in their sales efforts with
the radio promotion.
* * *
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Camay soap) is using
store displays, basket cards, window posters and newspapers to
supplement radio advertising of a
contest in which three life-time
annuities of $1,000, $500 and $100
each will be given for winning
slogans. In addition to the grand
prizes there are 1210 lump sum
awards.
* # *
WNEW,
New York,
Strand theatre
have and
an Warner's
exclusive
tie - up for the airing of moving
picture trailers,
15-minute
dramatizations of current
productions
written
by Charles
Windsor,
actor-director
formerly
withwriterNoel
Coward and author
of
radio
shows.
* * *
CENTURY BREWING Co., Seatan "Oldin Heidelberg"
nighttle,atsponsored
its plant
July which
was broadcast from KOMO to a
hookup of KOL, KVI and KHQ.
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YORK
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PHILADELPHIA

PLUS
PHE

way Washington

^ figures around
)nger impress.

EQUIVALENT

THE

•

OF

•

folks have been tossing big

we're afraid a mere

CHICAGO

7 digits no

J So, instead of telling you that there are 3,437,573

DETROI

T

; .adio Homes in the WMCA-WIP area-let's put it this
/ay . . . There are more radio homes in the combined
reas of WMCA

(New York) and WIP

B

(Philadelphia)

O

S

T

O

N

:';han in America's 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 9th cities put
ogether! Moreover, these radio homes are in a com)act, easily-contacted area — the highest per capita
etail sales territory in America!
Through an Inter-City Presentation you can reach
hese vast markets at lowest potential listener cost!
There's no charge for line connections.

WMCA
ugust 15, 1935

Building
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KNICKERBOCKER
•

1697 Broadway

•

New York

PENNSYLVANIA
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Burke Joins F. & S.
CHARLES G.
BURKE, commercial manager
of W9XBY, Kansas City, has resigned to join the
Chicago staff of
Free & Sleininger
Inc., station representativesf, e fective Aug. 15.
Mr. Burke
After graduating
from the University of North Dakota, Burke spent several years
in newspaper work, during which
he served as city editor of the
Bisinarck (N. D.) Tribune, city
editor, Valley City (N. D.) Times
Record, managing editor, Williston (N. D.) Tribune, and city editor, Fargo Forum. In 1929 Burke
entered the broadcasting field as
commercial manager of WDAY,
Fargo, where he remained until
this spring when he left to join
W9XBY. For several years he
has been a member of the NAB
commercial committee. Manny
Marget, manager of KGFK, Moorhead, Minn., succeeds Burke as
manager of W9XBY.

TEST SERIES BEGUN
BY AUTO
INSURER
"DRIVE safely; obey traffic laws,
and protect yourself against careless drivers with good insurance"
is the keynote of the radio campaign launched in August by the
Lumberman's Mutual Casualty Co.,
a division of the James S. Kemper
Insurance Co., Chicago, over
WBBM, Chicago.
The radio series, broadcast for
a quarter-hour each Thursday evening, is a dramatization of the life
of Mary McCormick, opera star
who sings several songs on each
program, as well as reenacts the
principal
of her tempestuous life.events
In addition
on each
broadcast Miss McCormick makes
a personal plea to motorists to
drive safely.
Following a test in Chicago it is
planned to place the program over
the Columbia network for a nationwide safety campaign, with Miss
McCormick touring the country
singing and speaking for the cause
of careful driving in every major
city. The program plan was conceived by Henry Klein, radio director of Charles Daniel Frey Co.,
Chicago, agency placing the campaign, which has copyrighted the
idea. The programs are written
by Fritz Blocki, author and dramatist.

For Less than Billboard showing you can
have a 15 minute daily program on
KGVO
$65.00 per month daytime
MISSOULA
MONTANA
Western Montana Knows no Depression.

Let

s

Consider

JACK BENNY will resume his
Jello broadcasts Sept. 8, replacing
the present Certo program.

settle

Our

the Dust!

Fair

Invitation

• KMBC offers to pay for your listener
study if KMBC does not have the largest
audience in this market on peroids recommended byit on a program proposal.

Twin
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Group

Seeking Facilitie
Group of 100-watt Stations i
Middle West Is Planned
CLOSE on the heels of FCC E:
aminer Walker's recommendatic
for a power increase to 25,0(
watts full time for KSTP, SI
Paul,
applications
filed with
FCC revealed
an effort
by Twtl
City interests to develop a grot
of new 100-watt stations in Mi<
die Western states with the appa
ent purpose of linking them into
network. The Walker report pr<
posed KSTP add night hours wit
the higher power it now uses daj
with the proviso that such oper;
tion on 1460 kc. does not interfei
WJSV, Washington, whic
International News Photo with
also operates on that frequency.
TELEVISOR — Philo T. FarnsEmmons L. Abeles, Minneapol
worth, technical head of Television attorney in the McKnight Bldg.,
Industries Inc., discloses television disclosed as applicant not only f<
receiver his company hopes to a new 250-watt station on 630 k
market when transmission is ready.
in St. Paul but for eight other st;
He demonstrated his 240-line cath- tions,
all 100 watters. The statioi
ode-ray television before newspaperman and others at Philadelphia would be located in Mankato an
Winona, in Minnesota; Wausa
July
Photo
x 7 inch
screen30.with
twoshows
outlets8'/2below
for and Appleton, in Wisconsin; Clii
sounds.
ton and Burlington, in Iowa ; Has
ings and Grand Island, in N<
braska.
The St. Paul application is I
CBS Fixes WWL Rate
the name of the WISE Broadcas
WHEN WWL, New Orleans, joins ing Co., which claims assets (
the CBS network Nov. 1, its con- $40,000 and no liabilities, and as!
tract rate for evening hours on for authority to move KGDE, Fe:
network hookups will be $250, or gus Falls, Minn., into St. Paul, j
$150 per half hour and $100 per states also that it is contemplate
quarter hour, CBS announces. Day receiving programs from a chai.
rates, as in the case of all other The other applications are all i
stations, will be half these sums.
the names of local companies (vh
Accounts signing before Aug. 10 Mankato Broadcasting Co. etc.
for networks embracing WWL will and they are filed with Mr. Abeh
be billed at the $225 rate. WWL,
J. Dean as a co-par
operated by Loyola University and RobertAssets
in the cases c
with 10,000 watts on 850 kc, will nership.
each of the stations proposed oth(
replace WDSU, the present CBS
than the one in St. Paul are give
outlet in New Orleans.
as $12,000.
Mr. Dean is a co-stockholder i
three 100-watt stations in Sout
Utility Using Spots
Dakota, namely, KABR, Aberdeer
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDIKWTN, Watertown, and KGD1
SON Co., Los Angeles, on Aug. 1 Huron.
Another for St. Paul
started a 60 - day series of daily
spots on KMJ, Fresno; KDB, Santa
Barbara; KERN, Bakersfield;
HOLDING that there is "obvioi:
KFXM, San Bernardino; KREG,
need" for a purely local station i
Santa Ana; KFVD, Culver City the Minneapolis-St. Paul area, Ej
and KNX, Hollywood. Mayers Co., aminer Melvin H. Dalberg recon
Los Angeles agency, handles the mended to the FCC Broadcast D
account. The minute spots have vision July 19 that it grant the ai
been transcribed at. Recordings
plication of Edward Hoffman, n
Inc., and are institutional in char- tail furniture dealer of St. Pai
acter. They advise listeners to go and Fargo, for a new full-time 10(
to their
deal- watt outlet in St. Paul on 1370 k
er for annearest
electricneighborhood
range.
At the same time he urged denii
of counter - applications for th
same new facilities made at th
hearing in Washington last Ma
by the operators of KSTP, WDG
and the Radio Chapel of the Air.
Dalberg held that KSTP an
WDGY would merely operate sue
a station as an adjunct of thei
present outlets, and he found th
other applicant, a minister propoi
ing a station specializing in r(
ligion, of doubtful financial respor
sibility because of the need to sc
licit donations over the air c
otherwise.
NEWS

KMBC
KANSAS CITY
FREE AND SLEININGER, INC.. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

Cities

COVERAGE

WFIL

adelphia

Only Philadelphia outlet
forBlue
N. B.Network
C. Basic
560 Kilocycles
1000 Watts
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PITTSBURGH
NEW
SAN

YORK
FRANCISCO

WCAE
WINS
KYA

BALTIMORE
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KEHE
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CENTRAL

ST.
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Use

Some

Recent

Network

PRIZE contest and premium offers
continue to maintain their vogue in
network radio, with most 1934
sponsors who are still on the air
and who gave premiums to listeners doing so again this year. CBS
reports that more than 50 of its
sponsors during the first quarter
of this year offered a wide variety
of prizes, samples and premiums
as follows:
Acme White Lead & Color Works — -Information on painting, decorating, color
schemes, etc., sent free on request. Names
of dealers not handling its Lin-X solicited.
Brillo Mfg. Co. — Trial package of Brillo
free
on request
alsocards)
"Brillo free
Gameon ofrequest.
Life"
(fortune
telling ; by
Carborundum Co. — Pocket-size sharpening stone offered ; also coupon for 10-cent
reduction on household knife sharpener.
Corn Products Refining Co. — Purse-size
$1 bottle of Mary Garden perfume for
Kre-Mel box top or label from Karo can
plus 10 cents ; also Coryell lipstick in desired shade for same ; also awarded five
$300 custom-made fur coats for best 100word letters on "How I Use Linit".
Crystal Corp/ — Make-up kit for 10 cents
and statement of complexion type ; "surprise" product for 10 cents ; 190 cash
prizes ranging from $150 to $1 for 100word letter on "What I think of Outdoor
Girl face
face
powderpowder"
box. accompanied to top of
R. B. Davis Co. — Photo of Buck Rogers
and Wilma Deering for strip of Cocomalt
tin.
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Coal
Co.- — Booklet on home heating, with chart,
and photograph of "The Shadow" free on
request.
Delco Appliance Corp. — "Fascinating
Facts" booklet free on request ; $25 prize
for each
"fascinating
fact"whether
accepted,writer
giving source
of fact and
rents or owns home.
Ex-Lax Mfg. Co.— $100 prize for jingles.
Fels & Co. — Sports handkerchief for 5
Fels-Naptha soap wrappers.
Ford Motor Co. — Copy of talk by W. J.
Cameron free on request.

Premium

Frigidaire Corp. — $3100 in cash prizes
and 100 Frigidaires for 100-word sentence
with words whose initials spell "frigidaire" ;entry blanks at dealers free on reGeneral Foods Corp. — Etching of Admiquest.
ral Byrd, South Pole Radio News, for a
Grape miral
Nuts
top ; etching
of AdByrd, nopackage
requirement,
but if pleased
send Grape Nuts box top.
General Household Utilities Co. — Book of
poems and 20 recipes free on request.
General Mills Inc. — Packet of stamps,
book on stamp collecting, reproduction of
1847 Mauritius stamp for sales slip Wheaties package and 5 cents ; rare Guatemalan
stamps for Wheaties sales slip and 5 cents.
Gold Dust Corp. — Pair silk hose, dish
towel ; 20 Silver Dust box tops for hose,
4 for towel.
Grove Laboratories Inc. — Trial bottle
Emulsified Nose Drops free on request.
Gulf Refining Co. — Copy of bridge lesson
free on request.
S. Gumpert Co. — Dessert glass, silverplatedforeholder
if letter
postmarked
bemidnight free
of day
following
broadcast,
for 2 Butterscotch Dessert box tops.
Health Products Corp. — Gold medal and
professional engagement for amateur contest ;sample of Feen-A-Mint for each person sending vote ; $200 in prizes for commercialtop.
announcements and 25-cent FeenA-Mint box
Hecker H-O Co. — List of gifts exchageable for box tops of Hecker products ;
photo
cast for
box topCake
from Flour
H-O ; Oats,
Force, ofFarino
or Presto
map
of
Bobby
Benson's
African
trip
for
2
box
tops from Force or H-O Oats.
Edna
Wallace
Hopper
Inc.
—
Trial
tube
White Youth Pack free on request.
Hudson Motor
Car Co. — Information at
showrooms
on auditions.
Illinois Meat Co. — Photos of star interviewed on program free on request ; 5 gift
kits for
of client's
products
given Corned
away every
ray
label from
Broadcast
Beef
Hash can.
Kolynos Sales Co. Inc. — $100 each broadcast for most interesting personality expres ed in own handwriting ; carton from
large-size Kolynos tube required.
Lehn & Fink — Tussy lipstick for front
of Hinds carton and 10 cents ; $9,550 in
prizes ranging from $2,500 to $1 for 50-

NEBRASKA

ranks

6th

in

Per

Capita

Wealth

Nebraska deserves the most careful consideration of
every radio advertiser.
Our folks have better-than-average income. Only 5
states have greater wealth, per capita (#4,004.) 42 states
have LESS!
Prospects in Nebraska, today, are exceptional! Grain
and live stock prices are the highest in years. Ample
moisture has produced bumper crops. This has
"loosened" spending power tremendously.
Spot Radio Advertising is one of your best bets. Have
us send you actual examples of outstanding results from
the Nebraska radio stations shown below. Just write the
association office, or any individual station.
MISSOURI

VALLEY BROADCASTING
ASSN.
Omaha, Nebraska
KFAB
wow
KOIL
Omaha. Nebr., and Co. Bluffs, la.
Omaha, Nebr.
Omaha, Nebr., and
KGFWLincoln, Nebr.
KFOR
KGBZ
Kearney, Nebr.
Lincoln, Nebr.
York,
KMMJNebr.
WJAG
North KGNF
Platte, Nebr.
Norfolk, Nebr.
Clay Center, Nebr.
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Offers

Is Found

word letter on "Why I use and like Hind's
Honey & Almond Cream" and front of
Hind's carton ; membership button magic
club and book on magic with special trick
for first 150,000
toothpaste
carton.members, for new Pebeco
Libby,
McNeil
& Libby
Free ;gift
statue of Og for milk
can — labels
statuebook,of
Nada for 3 milk can labels ; gift book,
statues of Nada and Og for 3 labels each
statue.
MacFadden Publications Inc. — Two Philco radios for verdicts re program case.
Mohawk Carpet Mills Inc. — $6,110 in
prizes from $250 to $20 for rug-naming
contest
; entrants
sent name,
ber of rug
and chosen
name, address,
name of numstore
where rug was seen, name of salesman.
Benjamin
Moore
&
Co.
—
Decorating
vice, membership in Trianble Club free adon
request.
C. F. Mueller Co. — Cook book for wrappers from Mueller product; perfume for 3
wrappers from noodles ; spaghetti recipes
solicited ; recipe book for macaroni wrapNorsec Co. — Questions on radio answered
by mail ; tube toothpaste for names of
druggists
not stocking
Norsec
; photo Wallace Butterworth
free on
request.
per.Oakite Products Inc. — Silver cleaning
plate
licited. free on request ; favorite songs soPet Milk Sales Corp. — Candy recipe book
free on request ; baby's book free on request ;"From Soup to Dessert" free on reqor
uest ; "Recipes
Menus ; for
or
Four
Six"
free and
onandrequest
recipeTwo
with 1935
calendar
can opener
freeguide
on
request ; other recipe books free on rePhillips Packing Co. Inc. — Favorite songs
solicited.
quest.
PillsburyClub
FlourwithMillsmonthly
Co. — Membership
Cookery
bulletins forin
trademark from folder in flour bag ; cake
breaker for label from sifter in Sno Sheen
Cake Flour plus 25 cents ; magic tricks
for
"self-rising"
from large
sack or
2 labels
from smalllabelpancake
or buckwheat
flour : prizes ranging from $3,000 to S5
for
letter inre statement
Pillsbury Best
Flour
based20-word
on words
obtainable
from mentgrocery
or informagazine
advertise;recipe book
coupon from
flour
bagPinaud
plus $1.Inc.- — Gift box Pinaud products,
dancing lesson, free on request; letters solicited re program ; gift tube eyelash beautifier, dancing lesson for statement re program :gift tube eyelash beautifier free on
request ; sample bottle Lilac de France
free on request.
J. L. Prescott Co. — Favorite songs and
opinion of Oxol solicited.
Roquefort
— Recipes
free on request ; programAss'ncomment
solicited.
Selby Shoe Co. — $10,000 grand prize,
complete shoe wardrobes for weekly prizes,
entrants to obtain black from local dealer
on which letter was written, and sales receipt for purchase of Selby shoes.
Socony- Vacuum Oil Co. Inc. — Favorite
type of program solicited.
Sterling Products Inc. — Tickets for broadcast freemusical
on request
aspirin)
favorite
numbers(Bayer's
solicited
(Phil- ;
lips' dental magnesia) ; membership in
Skippyship card,
Mystic
Circle,
including
memberfelt cap,
secret
grip, password,
etc., directions on how to earn spending
money for carton from largest size PhilCircle lips'
fortoothpaste
names; membership
and address inof Mystic
three
friends and three cartons largest size
toothpaste ; membership in Mystic Circle
(Continued on page 5-4)

Afternoon

of

Premiums
Growing

USE of premiums on the air ha ,
emerged trom the status of a mer
"circulation"
check toaid,
being
a val '
uable merchandising
according
to an article in the July Premiui
Practice. The article was basei
on a questionnaire submitted t
some 2t>0 stations.
The analysis by Premium Prac I
tice discloses that 85% of the sta
tions which replied consider pren
iums of value to radio advertiser;
with
reporting
that the
they prerr
"ca:
be". 15%
Nearly
65% view

ium
a "selling
forcesolely
actualas sales
or tofactor"
add tht II
necessary "inducement or incentiv
to tip the balance in favor of thl
client's product" and "to promot
mass
interest
in a product."
half of
the remainder
creditAbouthl1
premium as a listener check an
merchandising
aid, while
19 < I
consider
it entirely
from about
the angl
of proving audience coverage.
Some 43% of the replies ind J
cate that premiums actually hel
stations in selling sponsors, whil I
37.5% say that premiums could ai j
them in selling time, with 18.8^ |
filing negative replies.
Asked if they recommended pri
miums to customers, 93.8% replie \
in the affirmative but more tha
half of these explained that t?
policy is controlled by particuk
circumstances. The remaining 6.2'
do not recommend premiums.
The next question asked by Pr
mium Practice was: "Do you s
lect the premium, or prefer th;
the customer, or agency, select ij
own?" The replies showed 18.7<
of the stations favoring their ov,
selection, 50% preferring that tl
customer or agency make the s
lection, and 31.3% believing be
results are obtained at a confe
ence of station, customer ar
agency. Half of the replies toe
the position that the station shou
have a voice in selecting the pr
mium.
Low cost was stressed in tl
matter of selecting premiums, wi
"appropriateness to audience", "i:
trinsic value", "program tie - in
"acceptability",
"time:
ness" and other "novelty",
factors mentione
Four - fifths of the stations b
lieve that the pulling power of tl
premium is weakened by askh
listeners to remit a small sum wi
box tops, etc. On the other han
12.6% took the opposite positio
with the rest taking a middle p
sition depending on the particul
circumstances.

Program

Brings

Over

25,000 Labels in Eighteen Weeks!
This response
Firemen's
sponsored
by tothetheQuaker
OatsClubCo.,program,
(Mon.
through Fri., 5 :30-5 :45 P.M.) is typical of
the returns consistently received by WFAAWBAP advertisers. A potential audience of
807,302 radio homes, choice dial position on a
cleared channel, unsurpassed facilities, listener
preference, combine to make WFAA-WBAP
the Southwest's most
productive station.
50,000
Watt
Station
WFAA-WBAP
Dallas . . .Ft. Worth
Affiliated With The National Broadcasting Co.
Member The Texas Quality Network
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GET

FOR

THE

READY

FALL

KICK-OFF

Why not apply football strategy to your sales plans for
the Fall? Pick the best openings. Then drive hard.

Buying power is exceptionally high in the WTIC Communities. Distribution costs are exceptionally low — for
the area is less than 100 miles square. Can you think of

Consider what an "opening" WTIC offers. An audience
of 1,500,000 in the primary coverage area; 680,000 additional inthe secondary coverage area. And— thanks to
the Connecticut Tercentenary — a guest audience of many
thousands more.

any other place where your advertising will reach so
many people at such small per capita costs?
Talent is available at WTIC for the skillful staging of
any type of program. Full particulars on request.

over 1,000,000
WTIC

visitors from

50,000 WATTS
outside of the state
will attend the
Connecticut

Tercentenary

Exercises this Summer

ugust 15, 1935
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CONNECTICUT

The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation
Member New England and NBC-WEAF Networks
PAUL W. MORENCY, General Mgr. JAMES F. CLANCY, Business Mgr.
NEW YORK OFFICE. 220 EAST 42nd STREET J. J. WEED, Manager
CHICAGO OFFICE, 203 N. WABASH AVENUE
C C WEED, Manager
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IKOMO-KJR

Seattle. WashJ

|KHQ-KGA Spokane. Wosh.|
Aberdeen, Wosh.|
[KIT Yakima, Wash.
I KOIN Portland, Ore.l

[kXRO

I KLPM Mi not, N. D.

IKFBB Great Falls Mont. I

IWDAY

Forgo, N. P.

IWEBC Duluth, Minn.,
| KSTP . St. Paul, Minn. ~|WHBT
H

IkfJI Klomqth Foils, OreJ

| WKBH
IWMTCedar Rapids, lowal

|KOH Reno, NevJ
KFBK Sacramento, Calif. |
|KWG

(KLX Oakland, Calif.
|KMJ Fresno, Collf.|
Bokorsflold, Cellf.|

KNX lo^tnieleTcollf!l

|KGKO
ALSO
CKLW
KGMB
2GB
SDN
3KZ

La Crosse,| WOOD-WASH
Wit.
Grand Roplds, Mi<
Ma
[ WJP Detroit, Mid
|WGN Chicago, 'I'-lffiiejhyMlAiwHy
IWSPD Toledo, ^ •

. .
.JWHBF
N Youngstown,
■ WHO Des Moines, Iowa
J
— IWTRC Elkhart, Ind.P
|KFAB Lincoln, "cb
■B=3srwcaBawsnJ
JWTAD Qulncy. IM.I™
IKDYL Salt Lake City. Utohl
WJBL Decatur, III.MwlBC Muncie, lnd.1WSAI CbvcM
|KFEL Denver, CojoJ
|WTAX Springfield, III.
|WCKY Cinch |
IWIBW Topeka,
Kan.l^|i2iiiil«llSi
|KFBI AMeTie^<
aT^H^iLJ
|KVOR Colorodo Springs, Colo.j
WGBF Ivonlville, Ind.l
I KWK St. Louis, Mo.
IKGHF Pueblo, Colo.l
IWAVi Louisville, Ky.|
IKGGF Cof.eyviMe.Kan.H^-pT_ywTo g— g
IwLAPLexington, X
jWOPI Bristol, T
IKVOO Tulsa, Okla.
Iemphis,
WLAC Tonn.
Noshvllle,
|KUOA Foyettevllle, Art
P Tenn.|
|KGGM Albuquerque, N. Mex.l
jWDOD Chattanooga, JennJ
IwTFI Athens, G I
IKFPW Ft. Smith, Ark. I
|KGNC Amorillo, Texasl IKADA Ado, Oklahoma H

Stockton, Collf.J

IW6XAI

Green aWBoy,A Wis.

IKIDO Boise, Idaho I

Windsor, Out., Canada
Honolulu, Hawaii
Sydney, Australia
Adelaide, Australia
Melbourne, Australia

Wichita Falls, Texasl
|WBAP

Ft. Worth, T«xos|

IWFAA

KTSM El Poso, Texasl

IKFDM
^WOAI

IWQBC

Dallas, Texas!
Beaumont, Texasl

|KXYZTexaslHouston, Texas |
Son Antonio,

IwjBO

| WGST Arlatv
Iwi
fWAPI Birmingham, Aloj
Vlcksburg, Mlssj

Baton Rouge, La

' " " ™V">wiiui
IWCOAI "J* Pensacola,
Flo.fJ

Briefl
Here's

the

St

World Program Service makes po
two things rarely obtainable in radio as a team
things that are indispensable if your advertising cam
is to be successful. They are (1) flexible coverage, compara
that of newspapers, and (2) uniform program quality, in all your c
markets. No network guarantees the first, and no other broadcast method t
wide range transcriptions makes possible the second. 5 Operating in every leading n
of the United States, the World Program Service is practically unlimited in scope. Wit
remarkable new advertising vehicle, it is possible to go on the air in the heart of any or all market:
no delay and with a topnotch program, reasonably triced. Full information will be gladly furnished on rei

50 W. 57th STREET,
WORLD
Page 30
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SYSTEM,
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INC. SOUND STUDIOS OF NEW YORK, INC. (SUBSIDIARY 0-1
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H ere are 128 radio stations, located in every important market. They are
available through the facilities of the World Broadcasting System. But a national
advertiser is not required to use all, or any prescribed group of these stations.
He may take only as many as he needs. The problem of paralleling coverage with
distribution is automatically solved. By means of this most adaptable of radio
advertising mediums, any advertiser can construct and adjust his campaign exactly to fit his sales requirements.
With all these advantages, World Broadcasting System also provides the
prestige and acceptability of a well-knit organization. In its famous World
Program Service, the music of over 100 great artists and orchestras is recorded

by World's exclusive wide range process, a truly "precision" method of sound
reproduction. Special production and engineering equipment is provided each
and every subscribing station, for the sole purpose of broadcasting World
programs. Uniform and well -maintained, this equipment is of real value to
advertisers, since it insures the consistent program quality inherent in all World
transcribed productions.

Create
Your

at

Own

Program—Easily/
Less Expense!

Every advertiser has his own special requirements, born of his individual sales problems. The World
Program Service offers a solution to those problems. Heretofore,
radio broadcasting has not been as flexible, as adaptable to local needs,
or as economical as other advertising media. The World Program Service
fulfills all these requirements. Pick your programs from World's library of over one
thousand musical selections, pick your markets from World's 128 subscribing stations, pick
the best time available on each station, and watch World Program Service do a job for your product!

WORLD

Because World Program Service is a service,
in every sense, advertisers are afforded all
the facilities of World Broadcasting System in
working out their problems, national or local.
World is setting a new pace in flexibility, economy, and all-round effectiveness for the smallest or the largest radio advertiser. Its services are unique in advertising.

PROGRAM

Offices and ( 400 W. Madison St., Chicago, III.
J.ng Sfud.os at j 555 g F|ower Sf ## Lqs Ange|eS/
ADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.) WESTERN ELECTRIC, LICENCaL
SEE
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Railroads

Again

THE recent railway traffic report by Commissioner Eastman strips the railway advertising
situation of all confusion. The facts are there
— medium by medium, region by region. That
the railroads must wake up in a hurry and do
something about their plight, is pointedly
brought out in the report. That they should
turn to radio in a big way, is recommended by
the AAAA in an accompanying analysis.
An interesting sidelight in the bulky collection of facts is found in an obscure table,
which shows that of all the railway advertising departments queried on the advantages of
various media, only a couple had any comment
on radio, and that was by no means 100%
favorable.
The obvious conclusion is that railroads
know little about radio. It's time that they
learned. The recent success of the Western
Association of Railway Executives in its joint
radio-newspaper campaign should open their
eyes to some extent. But that is only a drop
in the bucket. Perhaps some missionary work
by broadcasters would do the trick. At any
rate, the railroads seem to need a little prodding if they are to do what is best for themselves, and if they are to stop self-abusive
practices such as mutual agreements to limit
advertising and not to use certain kinds of
media.

Promote
the Industry
NOTHING in the commercial growth of the
nation has been more remarkable than the
swift evolution of the broadcasting industry
in a decade and a half. Now with the 100million-dollar time sales mark looming, the
time is appropriate to take stock and find out
just what has happened, project this knowledge into future trends, and develop a course
of action that will benefit stations, advertisers, agencies and listeners.
As Dr. Herman S. Hettinger points out in
a searching article eleswhere in this issue, a
concentration of business, particularly national, has developed in high power stations
and network affiliates, making them media
with a national aspect. They have been the
unquestioned leaders in aggressive promotion
of their facilities.
This trend is normal and healthy, yet there
remains the fact that among the local independents, who fill a deservedly popular place
in hundreds of communities, there are weaker
sisters, or "marginal units" as Dr. Hettinger
Page 32

terms them. Growth of local stations will remove instability in the industry, leading to
improved service to the listening public and
all-around progress.
Now then, the problem arises: "How is this
to be done?" Naturally, the industry must
help itself — that is obvious. And in so doing,
it will spread knowledge among advertisers
and those who place advertising, some of
whom are not always appreciative of the
technical features of station coverage.
Right here is where the smaller independent
will find its proper place in the advertising,
picture, for it is the local station that has a
local following and it unquestionably reaches
a particular market. Possibly some of the
fault lies with such broadcasters for not being
sufficiently aggressive in presenting their meslar. sages to those who spend the advertising dolAt any rate, Dr. Hettinger has three cardinal suggestions that are worth a lot of careful thought. First, he proposes further extension and improvement of transcriptions or
recorded programs for local stations. Much
progress has been made along that line in the
splendid library and other program services
now being offered. Second, he suggests joint
sales promotion by various units. Here again
there has been recent advancement, such as
the organization by a group of 100-watters
and independents at the NAB convention for
a joint promotion program. Finally, he proposes a program of general industry promotion, a task which he believes might be handled by the NAB, which, while extremely active and effective in intra-industry affairs, has
not been (we think) very aggressive in telling
the remarkable story of radio itself to the
public, to civic and women's clubs and to business groups by way of speeches or literature.

Agencies and Radio
IT IS RATHER an astonishing fact that only
about 700 to 800 advertising agencies in the
United States and Canada handle radio accounts. Why so few? The reason seems to
be that some of the smaller agencies — certainly not the Big Fifteen of last year's radio
placements, who are among the leaders in all
advertising, printed and radio — still shy clear
of the audible medium because they are afraid
of it or unwilling to be budged from the smugness of their established business of placing
printed space.
That such an attitude is unfair to their clients is manifest. From NBC this month we
have a study, designed for circulation exclu-

RADIO

BOOK
SHELF
PROBLEMS involved in the advertising agen-,
cy's handling of broadcasting advertising an
discussed under one cover in a new booF
Let's Look at Radio Together just publishec
by NBC as the first of a series of five studies
to be issued by the network. Circulation of
this book, NBC states, is being confined strictly to accredited agency executives. The data
in the book are drawn from first-hand interviews with agency men and with advertisers,
both users and non-users of radio. The object
of the study, NBC states, was to "build up a
sounder understanding of the use and advantages of radio and to give agency men, including account executives and new business men,
as clear a knowledge of broadcast advertising
as they have of other mediums."
sively among agency executives, which shows
conclusively on the basis of case histories and
personal contacts that "the use of broadcast
advertising strengthens and protects the use
of other mediums. It shows that as a group
the best clients for advertising agencies are
the companies which use radio. They maintain their total advertising appropriations better; and they maintain their newspaper and
magazine schedules far better than the nonusers do. [Italics are NBC's.]
"Steadily, year after year, more of the leading advertisers are using broadcast advertising," reports the book, which is titled Let's
Look at Radio Together. "Steadily, year by
year, they are spending more money for radio. Neither these trends nor the evidence
that the use of radio protects the advertisers'
total expenditures and the expenditures in
other mediums can profitably be ignored by
Then the book goes on to recount some of
any agency."
the remarkable facts about advertisers' appropriations on the networks (which can be
regarded as the bell-wether for all radio) from
1928 to 1934. Certainly these facts are conclusive proof of the efficacy of radio as an
advertising medium, for no one can say they
are due to any artificial stimulus or anything
else than that radio does produce results:
1. From 1928 to 1934, while total national advertising expenditures declined 25%, expenditures
for network radio time increased 416%.
2. Radio's
share
the12.2
advertising
creased from 2.4
centsof to
cents. dollar in3. The number of leading national advertisers
using network radio increased 106%.
4. The average radio expenditure of the big
185%.
national
advertisers using network radio increased
5. Of the 150 leading national magazine advertisers, those using network radio reduced their
total advertising expenditures — under the stress of
the depression — only about one-third as far as the
non-users did. In this same group, the network
radio-users maintained their expenditures in other
mediums about twice as well as the non-users did.
6. The regular radio-users kept their total
appropriations above the 1928 level all the way
through to and including 1932. And in 1933, the
first year in which they reduced their total advertising14%.
expenditures below the 1928 level, the
cut was only
7. Meanwhile, the leading advertisers that
never used network radio cut below the 1928 level
in every succeeding year, and kept on cutting
farther, year after year, until they had reduced
their appropriations more than four times as far
as the regular network users did.
8. From 1928 to 1933, regular network users
maintained their magazine expenditures more than
twice as well as the non-users did — and they mainwell. tained their newspaper schedules three times as
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U/e
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Out

JOHN

LINDSAY

N THE last eight years one man,
done and unassisted, has sold
nore than $5,000,000 of broadcast
ime on a single station. During
:he same years he has supervised
;he entire operations of WLW, the
500,000 - watt Crosley station in
incinnati — world's
most station.
powerful
ommercial
broadcasting
story is and
embraced
tin John
thoseClark's
two sentences
they
represent both the extent and the
roof of his genius. John began
his living business in Owenton,
y., in 1902. Just 25 years later
owel
Crosley
said "yes"
e asked
for a Jr.chance
to get when
into
roadcasting. Previously he had
old such a variety of things as
utomobiles and accessories, stocks
and bonds, life insurance, collapsible garages, steel signs and phonograph records.
His experience with a phonograph recording company had
:made him aware that radio might
.be more than just a new kind of
toy. He had seen recording sales
suffering from radio's inroads, and
he decided that maybe the people
- who were saying "this radio bubble
will
soon",
be wrong.
It is burst
doubtful
that might
in asking
Powel
/Crosley for a job he listed among
his assets a rare understanding of
. human nature, but he certainly
brought that quality above every
thing else to his work at WLW.
Clark's first years at WLW, like
; those of his contemporaries in
: broadcasting, consisted of a hectic
routine as announcer, production
j and
man, countless
continuity
writer,
salesman
other
functions.
John likes to recall the occasion
when one of his prospective clients
• asked him for a map of WLW's
coverage, and he returned to the
i station to find a letter from a listener in New Zealand. He promptly took a map of the world, and
with Cincinnati as a center and a
string stretched to New Zealand,
drew a circle to show "WLW's primary area".
John can remember, too, scores
of amusing and interesting anecdotes about dozens of radio's "big
names"
when in
he Cincinnati.
was nursing their
early efforts
His success, however, has been
based on a great deal more than
getting into radio in those early
August 15, 1935
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days. He has always believed in
radio'sture growth
and felt
its fuwas limitless.
His that
confidence
has been very infectious, and has
not only gripped his advertisers
and his staff at WLW, but has
been a potent factor on scores of
men throughout the broadcasting
industry.
Through Clark's efforts WLW
has been a pioneer in many respects other than super - power.
The famed title of "The Nation's
Station" was more than a slogan
to John when he originated it. For
his policies at WLW always were
based on the simple platitude that
"the public must like it" — and the
public has liked it — liked John
Clark's knowledge of their own
tastes in radio fare and his interpretation of this knowledge in
WLW's programs.
If Clark's duties and the work
he does were listed in the pages
they require, the average advertising man would wonder first,
whether one man could possibly do
so many things and still do them
well; and secondly, whether his
constitution and nervous system
could possibly stand it. The answer to both questions in John
Clark's
case is of"yes".
As a matter
fact, to see John
in the hurry and bustle of the multifar'ous activities centered around
WLW and WSAI (for he is general manager of both stations), is
to see a man who works with such
unhurried calm in every possible
field as to make it all seem like a
vacation cruise.
This young chief of the Western
Hemisphere's most powerful broadcasting station is nothing whatever of "the big business executive" in appearance, actions or attitude. His disarming smile and
youthful mannerisms work magic
both with important clients and
timid youne- radio artists. John
not only holds fast to Powel Crosley Jr.'s "open door" policy — he is
never "too busy", and very rarelv
"in conference" — but he enjoys
working in the background and
pushing his young associates into
the limelight.
John was married in 1931 to Elvira DeGiersdorf, and their two
baby boys give ample promise of
keeping their dad as busy at home
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NOTES

PHILIP G. LOUCKS, former NAB
managing director, has returned from
his vacation
California
and Northern Minnesotain and
has established
his
law offices in the National Press
Bldg., Washington.
WILLIAM S. PALET, president of
CBS, sailed on the S. S. Normandie
July 31 for a vacation in Europe with
Mrs. Paley. He probably will return
about the end of September.
ALFRED J. McCOSKER, president
of WOR, Newark, and Mrs. McCosker, sailed Aug. 10 on the 8. S. lie de
France for a month's vacation in
Europe, during which Mr. McCosker
will visit Sir John Reith, managing
director of the BBC.
WILLIAM E. JACKSON, sales representative atKDKA, Pittsburgh, for
the last five years, has been named
manager of local sales, effective Aug.
1, succeeding A. Leroy Hasenbalg who
recently was promoted to national
sales representative for the Pittsburgh
division of NBC.
GRIFFITH B. THOMPSON, former
sales executive of American Chicle
Co. and American Tobacco Co., has
joined
manager.WBZ-WBZA, Boston, as sales
TED SMITH, formerly of KGFF,
Shawnee, Okla., has been named manager of KVSO,Okla.new 100-watt station
in Ardmore,
ALDEN
er in theBAKER,
Norfolk formerly
studios ofannouncWGH,
Newport News, Va., has resigned to
become commercial manager of
WPHR, Petersburg, Va.
W. H. HEMPHILL, El Paso, has
been named to succeed George Heid
as general manager of KVOA, Tuscon, Ariz.
LOUIS G. CALDWELL, Washington counsel for various radio stations,
sailed Aug. 3 on the S. S. Rex for
Italy and eastern Mediterranean
ports for a seven-week vacation. He
was accompanied by his daughter.
PAUL M. SEGAL, Washington radio attorney, and Mrs. Segal, sail
Aug. 14 on the S. S. Manhattan for
Europe. They will return late in
September.
JAMES KYLER, managing director,
Paul Ruhle Jr., chief announcer, and
Ernest D. Herider, chief engineer, of
WCMI, Ashland, Ky., have been
commissioned Kentucky Colonels by
Gov. Ruby Laffoon.
J. G. SANDERSON, of the sales
staff of WTMJ, Milwaukee, was married recently to Miss Rosalind Harbeck, of Milwaukee.
JOHN F. PATT, manager of WGAR,
Cleveland, left Aug. 10 on a month's
vacation.
JOHN W. SWALLOW, manager of
NBC Hollywood studios, has acquired
a 30-foot cruiser.
VERNON BAILEY, formerly in
newspaper advertising, has joined
WCMI, Ashland, Ky., as advertising
manager.
ED KRIEGER has joined the sales
staff of WSAI, Cincinnati.
as he is in the office. He is an
ardent sportsman and will talk
hunting and fishing, guns and
tackle, at the drop of a hat. He
never tires, though, of trying to
find some really wild game country
that can offer, at the same time,
the conveniences of the WaldorfAstoria.
John Clark's success and his high
rank in the top flight of radio
salesmen and executives is founded
not only on his tireless energy and
able thinking, but also on the fact
that he is very "human" and really
"regular".

DONALD FLAMM, president of
WMCA, returned to New York early
in August after a tour of broadcasting stations in the West. Among the
fellow passengers on the S. S. Pennsylvania were Mr. and Mrs. Victor
Dalton of Los Angeles. Mr. Dalton is
owner of KMTR. The Dalton's were
entertained by Mr. Flamm while visiting in New York.
WARD INGRAM, account executive
of K.IBS, SanKFRC
Francisco,
in that has
city rein
a similarsigned to join
capacity.
M.
MARRA,Advertising,
formerly with
Westem J.Railway
has joined
the sales staff of Freeman Lang
sound studios, Hollywood.
HAROLD A. ENGEL, promotion
manager
of WHA,
Madison,
married in July
to Miss
Helen was
Davrah,
dramatics teacher.
LEO FOWLER has been promoted
to salesmond, Va.manager of WMBG, RichDOMINGO DIAZ has been named
salesR. manager of WNEL, San Juan,
P.
ARTHUR WESTLUND, general
manager of KRE, Berkeley, Cal., has
been re-elected president of the Oakland (Cal.) Executives Association.
CLIFF GOODMAN, formerly of
WMC,
joinedCity.
the sales
staff of Memphis,
W9NBY, has
Kansas

THE

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

HAROLD A. STAFFORD, Chicago
radio pioneer and original director of
the WLS Showboat, has been appointed program director of WLS,
Chicago. George C. Biggar has been
namedford forpromotional
the last five director.
years has Stafbeen
assistant operating superintendent of
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Chicago, and
at one time he was managing editor
of the Sioux-Falls (S. D.) ArgusLeader.
GLENHALL TAYLOR, for the past
year on the production staff of KHJ,
Los Angeles, has been transferred to
the
Lee Broadcasting
San Don
Francisco
outlet, KFRC, System's
as production
manager
charge of Sylvester
commercial programs. Hein succeeds
"Pat" Weaver who resigned June 1 to
go
New York
City. Arnold
Maquireto continues
as production
manager
in charge of sustaining programs at
KFRC. William Pabst has been added
to the KFRC production staff.
ED J. FITZGERALD, formerly head
of the music department of WLW,
Cincinnati, has been appointed general
musical director by John L. Clark,
WLW general manager. He will be
assisted by Virginia Marucci.
MAURICE BURKE, for the last
three years director of the summer
stockter,company
TheaArden, Del.,ofandRobin
long Hood
experienced
in theatrical production, has joined
the production staff of Grombach
Productions Inc., New York.
RICHARD F. REED, continuity
editor of WHIO, Dayton, has been
promoted
programwhodirector,
replac-to
ing MerletoHoush.
has gone
Chicago. Tom Slater succeeds Reed.
HENRY LINDER. well known in the
Chicago musical booking field, has
joined CBS as assistant to Neil Conklin,
of Chicago CBS Artists Buings. head
reau, to take charge of band bookFRED OHL has been named program
director of KWKH, Shreveport, La.,
and Miss Olive Henery is in charge
of the continuity department.
KIMBALL SANT, formerly with
WBZ, Boston, Mass., has joined the
announcing and producing staff of
KQW, San Jose, Cal.
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Joplin

Business

Firms Can't Be Wrong I
THEY USE WMBH
REGULARLY
We make no claims of covering the United States. All we do
is render a real local service to
a few counties down here in
Southwest Missouri, Southeast
Kansas, Northeast Oklahoma and
Northwest Arkansas.
IT'S FUNNY—
But we seem to know the likes
and dislikes of these folks down
here.
YOU'RE WRONG AGAIN—
They don't all listen to the
chains! How do we know? Well,
we made it a point to find out.
And we stand ready to prove it
to anyone who is in doubt! There
is a right smart of business down
here for the concern that has
the intestinal fortitude to go
after it.
OH! YES—
There are more than half-amillion people in this territory —
97 per cent local born and white
clear through.
THE JOPLIN BROADCASTING CO.
Owners and Operators of
WMBH
Joplin, Mo.
"At the Crossroads of America"
1420 kc — 250 w Day — 100 w Nite

MYRLE HARRISON, formerly of
WTAR, Norfolk, Va., has joined the
announcing staff of WMCA, New
York, and has been replaced at
WTARward W.asBurwell
production
of the chief
sales by
staff.EdTED GAILEY, veteran announcer,
has joined the staff of KGER, Long
Beach, Cal., as program director and
chief announcer, replacing Mel Roach,
resigned. Victor Ecklund, new to radio, replaces Lee Hoagland, resigned.
JILL EDWARDS, educational director of WAAF, Chicago, and half
of the Jill and Judy team which
broadcast over NBC, has written a
book Personality Pointers, which
Bobbs Merrill has published.
ARCHIE D. SCOTT, free lance theatrical producer, has been added to
NBC's Chicago production staff.
RUSSELL YOUNG has been added
to the regular announcing staff of
WAAF,
Chicago,
Larry Davidson has been
made and
continuity
editor,
replacing Arthur Trask who resigned
to join the continuity staff of NBC
in Chicago.
GEORGE TOLIN, former production
manager and announcer for the Post
Broadcasting System, Honolulu, has
returned to San Francisco. Before
going to Hawaii three years ago he
was on the production staff of KROW,
Oakland, Cal.
MISS HAZEL STUART, style adviser of CFCO, Chatham, Ont., and
secretary to General Manager Jack
Beardall, has been chosen "Miss
Western Ontario".
GEORGIA
BACKUS,
matic director
of CBS, former
is actingdraas
m.c. of the Amateur Script Writers
Hour Tuesday evenings on WBNX,
New York, in the absence of John
Brown, who is vacationing.
ROBERT McRANEY, of Mississippi,
has joined the announcing staff of
WSGN, Birmingham. Bill McCain
is head of the production department.

Summer's
and Fall

EFORE

Here

is Close

Behind

many days have passed desirable radio time

will be at a premium because of the coming avalanche of fall and winter schedules.
Wise advertisers are placing their business now . . .
braving the summer heat to assure their programs choice
positions during the profitable season.

WHAS
Owned and operated by
The Courier- Journal and The Louisville Times
50,000
NATIONALLY
REPRESENTED
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RICHARD
KOENIG,
of theCleveland,
production department
of WGAR,
has resigned to become head of the
library department of Muzak Corp.,
a unit of Wired Radio Inc., which
is operating a program service over
power lines to Cleveland subscribers.
DEL MIZER, recent Ohio State University graduate, has been named an
assistant in the production department of WGAR, Cleveland. Louis
Allen,school
recentdeclamation
winner of
WGAR's
high
contest,
has
been ingadded
to
the
station's
announcand continuity staff.
WALBERG
BROWN,
musical
director of WGAR,
Cleveland,
is the
father of a boy, Dennis William, born
July 27.
WESTON E. BRITT, formerly of
WBT, Charlotte, and other Southern stations, has been named proN. C. gram dierctor of WMFD, Wilmington,
HOLLY SMITH, production manager
of WBT,
Charlotte,
selected
recently as one
of four was
speakers
before
the Charlotte Junior Chamber of
Commerce on the general theme of
advertising. He represented radio.
SID FULLER, formerly city editor
of the San Diego Sun, has joined the
continuity department of KGB, San
Diego.
CARL N. BREWSTER, journalism
graduate of Washington State College, has joined KRLC, Lewiston, Id.,
as local news reporter.
DAY FOSTER, formerly of KORE,
Eugene,
Ore., hasof KU
joined
the production department
J, Walla
Walla.
ROBERT KEEFE, announcer of
WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y., is the father
of a boy born July 29.
BOBBY BROWN, Chicago CBS production manager, is vacationing in the
Hawaiian Islands.
CECIL UNDERWOOD, NBC Hollywood producer, has a part in Old Man
Murphy, an RKO movie short.
MIGUEL LLAO, of Havana, has
been named chief announcer and program director of WNEL, San Juan,
P. R. He had been with Ernesto
Vilches, Spanish movie producer.
Teofilo Villivicencio, formerly of University of Puerto Rico, has joined the
announcing staff.

WATTS

CLEARED

NATIONALLY

HAPPY GEORGIANS — This photograph of members of, the Georgia
Association of Broadcasters was taken during its organization meeting
in Savannah in late July. Front row, left to right, are Steve Cisler,
WJTL, Atlanta, secretary-treasurer; E. K. Cargill, WMAZ, Macon,
president; Mrs. Cargill; Mrs. W. T. Knight; W. T. Knight, WTOC,
Savannah, vice president. The others are all Georgia broadcasters and
their ladies, who took time out to face the camera.

CHANNEL

BY EDWARD

PETRY 8C CO.

More coverage for your dollar in the South's richest market. Check up on us. Your
orders will
interested attention and get
results.
WNBR -Memphis, Tenn.

PAUL HODGES has returned to
WIL, St. Louis, as conductor of the
Breakfast Club Express after three
years at WREC, Memphis, and
WNRA, Muscle Shoals, Ala.
GEORGE
WOOD
announcer and
singerJr.,of 12-year-old
WIL, St.
Louis, who has performed on numerous commercial
programs,
did a Ark.,
commercial for KFPW,
Fort Smith,
on the Jerry Snowbird Ice Cream
program. F. STRICKLING, director
GEORGE
of
famous
"Capellaof Choir"
has
beenthenamed
supervisor
vocal units
at WHK, Cleveland.
TOM ASHWELL, author, agency executive, actor, sound engineer and
production
amongcareer,
other has
occupations duringman,
a varied
been
named production manager of WLW,
Cincinnati.
ALAN TRENCH, announcer of
WCAE, Pittsburgh, has 'oeen confined
to
Mercy Hospital with a throat infection.
PAUL BRENNER, journalism stuSyracuse University
and residentdent ofatRichmond,
Va., has joined
the
announcing staff of WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y.
CONRAD HOWELL has joined the
announcing staff of WMBG, Richmond, Va. Jack Hooper is announcing sports.
MIKE GALLAGHER has joined the
staff of newscasters of KTAT, Fort
Worth, presenting seven daily programs of UP and local news. The
news staff now includes Lew Lacey,
production
chief;
Pop" Hank
Boone,Rabun,
Jack
Gordon, Allan
Carney,
Tag Taggart, Claude L. Douglass,
Tarleton Jenkins, Delbert Willis,
Edith Guedry and Aubrey Graves,
mostly drawn from the staff of the
Fort Worth Press.
H. B. McCARTY, program director
of WHA, University of Wisconsin
station at Madison, is touring Great
Britain and the continent to study
educational broadcasting. He was
granted a three-month fellowship by
the General Education Board.
GLOVER nouncingDELANEY.
the anstaff of WESG, ofElmira,
N.
Y., has been named assistant program manager.
ALLEN RICH, formerly of WBNX
and WINS, New York, and KFWB,
Hollywood, has joined the announcing
staff of WFAS, White Plains, N. Y.,
succeeding Wade Watson, resigned.
HARDY GIBSON, Hollywood radio
author, has formed Hardy Gibson
Productions to produce transcriptions,
starting with the Joe & Cynthia series
of five-minute discs.
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JCHARD PAVEY has succeeded
ene Stafford as program director of
SD, St. Louis. Frank Eschen has
■en named chief announcer and proiction manager,
has joined the conj^RA OLDHAM
inuity
staff of Raymond R. Morgan
'o.. Hollywood radio producers.
ILTON HOFF, formerly of KOMO,
—.eattle. has been announcing at
IF AC. Los Angeles, during the illess of Robert Swan, program direc3r.
I'ilERBERT
CHARLES,
has
Dined the announcing
staff actor,
of WCAU,
'hiladelphia. replacing Henry Moran. who resigned to join a Midwest
ration.
JiTHUR TRASK. continuity editor
t WAAF. Chicago, has joined the
^hicago continuity staff of NBC.
SAM TAYLOR, screen commentator
f W1ICA. New York, was married
"uly 31 to Mary Jane Shour, New
Tork.
iOX JENKINS, formerly of WSOC,
Tharlotte, N. C, has joined the anlouncing staff of WQAM, Miami,
Ray Brook.
m13a.Midwest
stations,"The
also Old
has Timer"
joined
he staff.
5AUL JONES, formerly of the NBC
earn of Moss & Jones, has joined the
nnouncing staff of TVFLA, Tampa.
; 3ert A. Arnold, program director.
Irore to Mexico City to attend the
jyons International Convention.
S. LUKENBILL. formerly of
IGFG. Oklahoma City, has joined the
innouncing staff of KGFF. Shawnee,
)kla.
ILLY SANDIFORD. announcer of
OIN. Portland, and Ruth Messmer,
blues singer, were married Aug. 5.
RANK MORROW has left the an:ouncing staff at WIND, Gary, Ind.,
o become dispatcher of the newlyTganized Indiana State Police radio
epartment.
OHNNY
KENNEDY
and Bob
'onge have joined the announcing
- staff of KGFJ, Los Angeles, replacing Russ Johnston and Reginald, who
have joined the engineering staff of
a gold mine.
NEIL WALLACE, formerly of
WLLH, Lowell, Mass., has been
named program director of WMAS,
Springfield, Mass.
L. K. McGLOTHLIN, announcer and
continuity writer of KBTM, Jonesboro. Ark., was married recently to
Lucile Bahn, of Cape Girardeau, Mo.
DUDLEY MANLOVE has joined the
announcing staff of KROW, Oakland, coming over from KSFO. San
Francisco. Jack Abbott has resigned
as KROW announcer to go into business for himself.
JAY SIMS, for the last three months
on the announcing staff of KFRC,
San Francisco, has gone over to KYA,
in that city, in' a similar capacity.
California Association
FORMATION of a state-wide organization of broadcasters for the
purpose of discussing and solving
problems of common interest to
stations in California is being fostered by the Northern California
Broadcasters Association. Committee to contact stations includes G.
C. Hamilton, KFBK, Sacramento,
chairman; A. H. Green, KGDM,
Stockton, and Ralph R. Brunton,
owner of KJBS, San Francisco,
and KQW, San Jose.

Harry Rogers Is Named
KYA Program Director
HARRY ROGERS, well-known Pacific Coast newspaperman, has
been appointed program director
of KYA, San Francisco, succeeding
Dean Maddox. Rogers has been
with the station for the last ten
months as exploitation manager.
Maddox is temporarily associated
with the Angelo J. Rossi-forMayor re-election campaign as
chairman of its radio committee.
Al King, formerly Saw Francisco Examiner advertising executive, has joined succeeding
KYA's commercial
department,
Merlyn
"Dixie" L. McCabe, account executive, who resigned to join KFRC
in that city, in a similar capacity.
Gerald Norton, who was assistant
sales manager of KHJ, Los Angeles, before coming to KYA, has
also resigned to join the commercial staff of KJBS, San Francisco.
J. B. Quin,
whodepartment
joineda KYA's
commercial
few months
ago, has severed his association
with the station. Marsden Argall,
vacation relief announcer at KYA,
has become a permanent member
of the staff, and along with his
duties is conducting the Tuesday
night Singing Class.
Bourjois Returns
BOURJOIS SALES Co., New York
(Evening in Paris cosmetics) will
return to the NBC-WJZ network
after being absent from the radio
for almost two years. The new series will begin Aug. 19, 8:30-9
p. m., and will be confined to the
basic network. The show will be
entitled Evening in Paris Roof, the
setting being a mythical night club
on Park Ave. The talent will consist of the Pickens Sisters, Odette
Myrtil, Milton Watson and Mark
Warnow's orchestra. Schedule is
for 39 weeks. Lord & Thomas, New
York, is the agency.
Networks Aid Musicians
COOPERATING with the Chicago
Federation of Musicians, both of
the national networks have helped
sponsor the series of public orchestra and band concerts staged
nightly in Grant Park, Chicago,
during July and August. NBC
sponsored the first nine days in
July, CBS the same period in
August. Both of these networks
and MBS have broadcast nortions
of many of the concerts, which are
put on for the double purpose of
givine employment to musicians
and enjoyment to the public.

KGHL
Towering upward
Billings, 558 feet, KGHL's
Montana
558' High new Truscon vertical radiator sets a
new altitude record for selfsupporting radio antennae.
Now enjoying a stronger, clearer signal and with almost total
absence of night fading in its
newly enlarged primary service
area, KGHL affords . greater
commercial opportunities to its
advertisers and more enjoyable
programs for its listeners-in.
Truscon offers its fullest cooperation to station engineers
and radio consultants. Write
for full information today. .

"WJBO offers you proven
coverage in a territory that
buys. Accurate data on reBATON ROUGE
BROADCASTING
CO., Inc.
quest/'
Baton Rouge, La.

WJBO
THE BATON ROUGE

BUTTE

UP
ABOVE
so
HIG
H
THE
CLOUDS

RADIO
STATION

Center of Population
in Montana!

TRUSCON
YOUNGSTOWN

STEEL

COMPANY
OHIO
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Tiny girls have great ambitions!
It seems that
every future belle
GI
yearns for the day R
whenL
she"
will
realize some childhood longing
which, to her, is the very essence
of living. And here's a new
one:
A WWVA mother reports that
her tiny, four-year-old daughter
looked up at her one evening at
bed time, with a genuine plea in
her big, blue eyes, and asked:
"Mother, when I'm a big girl,
may I go to the Jamboree?"
A peculiar ambition, isn't it? —
yet so typical of the appeal of
the WWVA Jamboree to old
and young alike. In fact,
WWVA has developed that very
close personal relationship between listeners and station which
has brought real success to advertisers. We're proud that
thousands of folks like us because of our "air friendliness."
If you really want to make an
impression on the little girls, the
big girls, the little boys, the big
boys and the grandmothers and
grandfathers in Eastern Ohio,
Western Pennsylvania and West
Virginia, be sure to give
WWVA's service consideration
in planning your Fall and Winter radio appropriation — and
we mean that for your sake as
well as ours!

DR. C. B. JOLLIFFB, FCC chief
engineer, who is on an auto tour of
the
inspection
offices1,
west FCC*s
of the district
Mississippi
until Sept.
was guest of honor at a luncheon of
Los Angeles broadcasters Aug. 2.
Naylor Rogers, KNX manager, presided. Other guests included Bernard
H. Linden, district inspector, and V.
Ford Greaves, former assistant chief
engineer of the Radio Commission,
who is now stationed in the FCC San
Francisco office.
DONALD De WOLF, NBC Western
division field supervisor, San Francisco, has been transferred to Hollywood, where he has been placed in
charge of all engineering operations
of
the network's
Greaves,
who wasstudios.
assistantGeorge
to De
Wolf, succeeds him as field supervisor
in San Francisco, according to A. H.
Saxton, chief engineer.
KEITH HENNEY has been named
editor of Electronics, succeeding Dr.
O. H. Caldwell, former federal radio
commissioner, who in September will
start publishing a new periodical,
Radio Today, covering largely the scientific aspects of radio.
WILLIAM N. "Bill" GREER, formerly manager of the former -KFUL,
Galveston, Tex., and International
Radio Service, has joined the engineering staff of WNEL, San Juan,
P. R., and is installing high-fidelity
equipment, besides acting as English
news commentator.
TERRY MOSS, control operator of
KWTO-KGBX, Springfield, Mo., was
married recently to Miss Beverly
Long, daughter of Jimmie Long, composer and member of the WLS Bam
Dance staff.
DON PILE, of Spokane, has joined
the technical staff of KUJ, Walla
Walla.

5,000

R. J. RENTON, formerly stationed
in the FCC's district inspection office
at Boston,
is now
at its central
toring station
in Grand
Island, moniNeb.
CHARLES FRENETTE, chief engineer
Quebec, where
has returnedof CHRC,
from Washington
he
was graduated at Capitol Radio Engineering Institute.
T. H. MITCHELL, of Honolulu,
graduate of the U. S. Naval Academy, on Aug. 1 assumed charge of
the new Los Angeles office of RCA
Communications Inc.
WILLIAM JUREK has been appointed relief technician at KFYD,
Culver City, Cal.
DAVID E. BROWNSON is acting
as relief operator at KRKD-KFSG.
Los Angeles, while staff members take
their vacations.
ERNEST GODFREY and James
Wright have joined the technical staff
of KGFJ, Los Angeles, as relief
operators.
THOMAS DOYLE, operator at
WMAS,
Springfield,
was mar-of
ried recently
to LeahMass.,
Theriault,
Swampscott, Mass.
EARL HEWINSON, formerly of
WBZ.
Springfield, Mass., has joined
city. operating
the
staff of WMAS, of that
LOUIS RABURN. aged 16. of Manhattan. Kan., has joined the technical
staff of KSAC, Manhattan, Kan.
H. H. LANCE, engineer of WIRE.
Indianapolis,
born
in July. is the father of a girl

NBC

5000 WATTS

K
Columbia

RALPH D. DUBOIS, chief engineer
of KFRO, Longview, Tex., is the
father of a boy born recently. O. A.
Walden has joined the KFRO technical staff as chief news operator receiving Transradio news.
CHARLES PATTEE, relief operator of WTAR, Norfolk, Va., was marMiss Amanda Cummingsriedofrecently
that tocity.

J

Station

WATTS

again

strides

forward

announc-

ing complete UNITED

WWVA
II60 KILOCYCLES

Virginia

Broadcasting Corp.
Hawley Building
WHEELING, W. Va.
Representatives
J. H. McGILLVRA
485 Madison Ave-, New York
JOHN KETTLEWELL
Palmolive Bldg-, Chicago
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W. HOWARD MOFFAT of the engineering staff of WBT, Charlotte,
iong an amateur, is aiding the Charlotte Amateur Radio Club in plans
for the division convention of the
American Radio Relay League to be
held in Charlotte this fall.
N. L. OLSON, remote operator of
KGGX, Wolf Point, Mont., pinch hit
for Grady Wilson, rodeo announcer,
at the recent annual Wolf Point
Stempede.
CHARLES A. SPRAGUE, chief engineer of WJIM, Lansing, has coma new
threechannel pleted
RCAinstallation
speech ofinput
system.
CYRIL FOSSEY, operator at KDYL,
Salt Lake City, is the father of a
girl born in July.
GEORGE HORNE, formerly plant
engineer of KYW, then located in
Chicago, is now on the engineering
staff of WCMI, Ashland, Ky.

SERVICE for KJR's already dominant news service in the Western
Washington

West

PRESS

A "Mikecycle" Built For Two
GORDON HITTENMARK (front),
NBC announcer in Washington,
and Phil Merryman, engineer in
charge of operations, with a portable transmitter strapped on his
back, mounted a tandem bicycle recently and here they are, full speed
ahead. Tests of station W10XDZ
on 37.6 megacycles proved successful so they pedaled down to Pennsylvania Ave., in the Capital, to
cover the finish of the Washington
Evening
Star's
broadcast
wasmarathon.
picked up The
by
WMAL.

available

market

. . . now

for sponsorship.

—
See Edward

LOST
BABIES
Lost Babies, fifty-seven of them
have been found by KGEZ this year.
about
theLost
timeBabies
of dayaren't
they particular
wander away.
Lost Babies, every one of them that
has been sought, has been found.
Longest time to restore baby to home
to date — seventeen minutes.
Lost Babies form best survey we
know of listener audience.
Lost Babies in your business can be

Petry 6c Co., Inc.

found by —
FISHER'S

BLEND
STATION,
SEATTLE. WASHINGTON

INC.

KGEZ
Box 1
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T. L. BURCH, A dvertising Manager, The Borden Sales
Company, The Borden Bldg., 350 Madison Ave., New York
As one of many advertisers now using NBC daytime broadcast advertising, why do you feel that
Daytime Radio Hours are an outstanding value?
At the offices of important sales promotion and advertising executives.
HUe> Am wees:

"We feel that daytime radio hours are an outstanding value
for us because they give us, at reasonable cost and
with li ttle waste, a selected
audience of active, practical housewives. Eagle
Brand Sweetened Condensed Milk is a specialized short-cut cooking ingredient ofinterest only
to such an audience. Our

ERMA PERHAM
PROETZ, Vice-President,
Gardner Advertising Co., 1627 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.
"The most appropriate time, in my opinion, to talk to
women about the best food for their babies and about preparing three better meals a day for their families is during
the day and, for that reason, it is the best time to broadcast information to them about any subject that touches
their home-management problems. The reception which
has been accorded the 'Pet Milky Way' from the very first
week of this program has indicated that there is a responsive, sympathetic daytime audience of enormous size.The request for
booklets and for information during the second
year has been running
practically double that
of the first which conclusively proves, it seems
to me, that this daytime
audience is worthy of
careful and systematic
cultivation."
EDWARD T. CASWALL, Advertising Manager,
The Climalene Company, Canton, Ohio
"Daytime radio hours offer The Climalene Company:
1. An exclusive woman
audience — we sell
only to women.
2. A network of stations
only in markets we
wish to reach— our
distribution is concentrated in definite
areas."

morning recipe broadcasts have brought response from this audience
effectively and economi-

W. K. KELLOGG,
Battle Creek, Michigan

President, Kellogg Company,
cally."

"The fact that we have continued the Kellogg Singing Lady
program five afternoons a week for five years, speaks for
itself. The daytime radio audience must be quite large, for
we have received as many as 100,000 box tops in a single
week from our Singing Lady program. Its effectiveness has
been checked several times by house-to-house surveys. We
are just now starting another daytime series in addition to
the Singing Lady."
ISAAC W. CLEMENTS, President, The Clements
Company, 16th and Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
"Over 90% of all dog food is purchased by housewives.
This is the basic reason why we have been broadcasting
Thrivo Dog Dramas during the daytime for over a year.
Results have been excellent and the cost low. In daytime the
housewife is alone at home. She not only seeks the companionship ofradio but in her solitude is likely to devote
closer attention to really informative commercials. Prois less «• keen, gram
andcompetition
our money
buys a maximum number
of the only listeners we
seek — those who buy.
Likewise, for Tastyeast,
daytime broadcasting
gives us many mothers
for our money, and another client of ours has a
daytime program now in
its seventh year."
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The

Business
of
Broadcasting
Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives; Notes from the Stations

STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WCAU, Philadelphia
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Corp., Jersey
City (Octagon soap), 2 weekly t,
thru Benton & Bowles Inc., N. Y.
Crowell Pub. Co., New York (Woman's HomeCo.,
Companion),
sp.
Lever Bros.
Cambridge,13 Mass.
(Lifebuoy soap), 2 weekly t, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Household Finance Corp., Chicago
(loans), 2 weekly sp, thru Charles
Daniel Frey Co., Chicago.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis
(Wheaties), 6 weekly sp, thru
Blackett
Chicago. - Sample - Hummert Inc.,
Johnston Educator Food Co., Cambridge, Mass. (Crax), 6 weekly sa,
thru John W. Queen, Boston.
Dr. Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart,
Ind. (Alka-Seltzer), weekly t, thru
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
WFLA, Tampa, Fla.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis
(Wheaties), 5 weekly t, direct.
General Electric Co., Cleveland (refrigerators), 5 weekly sa, thru
Maxon Inc., Detroit.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,
Mansfield, O. (refrigerators), 4 daily
sa, thru local distrib.
Grigsby-Grunow Co., Chicago (refrigerators), 3weekly t, thru Florida
distrib.
Welch Grape Juice Co., Westfield,
N. Y., 3 weekly ta, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (shoe polish), 7 weekly sa, thru Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce Inc., N. Y.
W9XBY, Kansas City
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis
(Wheaties), baseball, thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
Sterling Casualty Insurance Co., ChicagoPenny(
A-Day insurance), 7
weekly sa, direct.
Geppert Studios, Des Moines (enlargements), 6 weekly sa, thru
Lessing Adv. Agency, Des Moines.
Sherwin Williams Paint Co., Cleveland, 11 weekly sa, direct.
WAVE, Louisville
Stanback Medicine Co., Salisbury, N.
C. (proprietary), daily sa, direct.
Dodge Dealers, Louisville (autos),
daily t, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
Studebaker Dealers, Louisville (autos), 3 daily sa, thru Roche, Williams & Cunnynham Inc., Chicago.
WBBM, Chicago
Morton Salt Co., Chicago (table salt),
rainy
day sa,
Blackett-Sample-'
Hummert
Inc.,thruChicago.
Antrol Laboratories Inc., Los Angeles
(insecticide), 3 weekly sp, thru
Blackett
- Sample - Hummert Inc.,
N. Y.
WCKY, Cincinnati
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago (receiving sets), 52 sa, thru H. W. Kastor
& Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
H. J. Heinz Co., Pittsburgh (food),
13 sa, thru Maxon Inc., Detroit.
WSOC, Charlotte, N. C.
Ex-Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (proprietary), 2weekly t, thru Joseph Katz
Co., N. Y.
Watehtower Bible Society, Brooklyn,
weekly t, placed locally.
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KDKA, Pittsburgh
Household Finance Corp., Chicago
(loans), 6 weekly t, thru Charles
Daniel Frey Co., Chicago.
Gold Dust Corp., New York (shoe
polish), 5 weekly t, thru Batten,
Barton,
Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
N. Y.
Bowey's
drink), Inc.,
weeklyChicago
t, thru (Dari-Rich
Russel C.
Comer Adv. Co., Chicago.
Ball Bros. Co., Muncie, Ind. (fruit
jars), 3 weekly sp, thru Applegate
Adv. Agency, Muncie.
California Fruit Growers Exchange,
Los Angeles (Sunkist), 12 weekly
sa, thru Lord & Thomas, Los Angeles. Products Co., New York
Sterling
(Phillips cosmetics), 3 weekly sp,
thru Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Inc., Chicago.
WJDX, Jackson, Miss.
Philco Radio & Television Corp.,
Philadelphia (radio receivers ) ,
weekly t, thru Hutchins Adv. Co.,
Inc., Rochester, N. Y.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 3 weekly ta, thru Street &
Finney Inc., N. Y.
Pennzoil Co., Oil City, Pa. (oil products), 2weekly t, direct.
Bireley's
weekly Inc.,
t, thruHollywood
Philip J.(orangeade),
Meany Co.,
Los Angeles.
Stanback Medicine Co.. Salisbury,
N. C. (proprietary), 6 weekly sa,
thru J. Carson Brantley Adv. Agency, Salisbury, N. C.
KOMO-KJR, Seattle
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(soap), 50 sp, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Ball Bros. Co., Muncie, Ind. (fruit
jars), 26 sp, thru Applegate Adv.
Agency, Muncie.
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co., Jersey
City ton (soap
& Bowlesetc.),
Inc.,26N.sp,Y. thru BenWMFJ, Daytona Beach, Fla.
Ward Baking Co., New York (bread),
6 weekly sp, thru local distrib.
Reid, Murdoch & Co., Chicago (Monarch food), weekly t, thru local
distrib.
Baldwin Piano Co., Cincinnati, 12
weekly sa, direct.
KGB, San Diego
General Brewing Co., San Francisco
(Lucky Lager), 2 daily sa, thru
McCann-Erickson Inc., San Fran-

WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
Associated Serum Producers Inc.,
Omaha (hog serum), 3 weekly sa,
thru R. J. Potts & Co., Kansas City.
Hume Sinclair Coal Co., Kansas City
(Tiger coal), 120 sa, thru Barrons
Adv. Co. Inc., Kansas City.
Hamlin's Wizard Oil Co., Chicago
(Wizaroyal), 3 daily sp, direct.
ITS Co., Elyria, O. (rubber soles,
heels), 2 weekly sa, thru Carr Liggett Inc., Cleveland.
Storz Brewing Co., Omaha, 100 sa,
thru
Omaha.Buchanan - Thomas Adv. Co.,
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago (proprietary), 78 t, thru First United
Broadcasters Inc., Chicago.
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.
Greyhound Management Inc., Cleveland (bus transport), 8 t, thru
land.
Beaumont & Hohman Inc., CleveDr. Pepper Co., Dallas (beverages),
6Dawson
weeklyInc.,
ta, Dallas.
thru Tracy - LockeCarter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 2 weekly sa, thru Street &
Finney Inc., N. Y.
Ex-Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (proprietary), 2weekly t, thru Joseph Katz
Co., Baltimore.
Dethol Mfg. Co., Washington (insecticide), 2weekly sa, thru AitkinKynett Co., Philadelphia.
WOOD-WASH, Grand Rapids
A-Penn Oil Co., Butler, Pa. (oil products), 7 weekly sp, thru Paris &
Peart, N. Y.
Sperry & Hutchinson Inc., New York
(trading stamps), 3 weekly t, thru
Kimball, Hubbard & Powell Inc.,
N. Y.
Glaser-Crandell Co., Chicago (Derby
mustard),
weekly
thru Russel C. Comer18 Adv.
Co.,sa,Chicago.
WNEL, San Juan, P. R.
H. J. Heinz Co., Pittsburgh (food),
2 daily t, thru Broadcasting Abroad.
Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis
(Listerine),
2 daily ta, thru Broadcasting Abroad.
United Drug Co., Boston (Rexall),
weekly sp, direct.
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co., Jersey
City (soap), weekly sp, direct.
KOIN, Portland, Ore.
Dr. Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart,
Ind. (Alka-Seltzer), 3 weekly t,
thru Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Richfield Oil Co., Los Angeles (oil
products), 3 weekly t, thru H. C.
Bernsten Agency, Los Angeles.

V

"Yer radio' sk all fixslied up!"

From Judge

WNAC, Boston
California Fruit Growers Exchang.
Los Angeles (Sunkist), 2 daily *<
thru Lord & Thomas, Los Angelei
General Mills Inc., Minneapol J
(Wheaties), 156 sp, thru Merri
Adv. Co., N. Y.
Spratt's Patent Ltd., Newark (do.
biscuits), weekly sp. thru Paris J
Peart, N. Y.
Sales Affiliates Inc., New York (Inei
tint),
weeklyN. sa,
Service2 Inc.,
Y. thru Grey Ad'
First National Stores, SomervilL
Mass. (chain retailers), 210 si
thru Richardson Alley & Richar<
Co., Boston.
Sterling
Products Co., New Yor
(Calif. Syrup of Figs), 208 sj
thru Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, Ch
cago.
Sterling Products Co., New Yor
(Phillips face cream), 117 sp, thr
Blackett
Chicago. - Sample - Hummert Inc
WBAP, Fort Worth
Blatz Brewing Co., Milwaukee (Blal
beer),
trib. 6 weekly sp, thru local di
Dr. Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhar
Ind. (Alka-Seltzer), weekly t, thr|
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Bowey's Inc., Chicago (Dari-Ric
drink),
2 weekly
*, thru Russel (
Comer Adv.
Co., Chicago.
Bulova Watch
Co., New Yor
(watches), daily sa, thru Biow C
Inc., N. Y.
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (cereal),
weekly sp, thru Lord & Thoma
Chicago.
Fawcett Publications, Minneapol
( Startling Detective Adventures
6Minneapolis.
ta, thru Critchfield-Graves Cd
WICC, Bridgeport, Conn.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (li
pills), 3Inc.,
weekly
&er Finney
N. Y.ta, thru Stre<
Johnson Educator Food Co., Can,
bridge, Mass. (biscuits), 6 weekj
sa, thru John W. Queen, Boston.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mas
(Lifebuoy &soap),
weekly
Ruthrauff
Ryan 5Inc.,
N. Y.t, thi
LaBlache Face Powder Co., Ne
York, 6 weekly sa, thru Redfiel
Johnstone Inc., N. Y.
Gold Dust Corp., New York (Silv
Dust), 10 weekly ta, thru Batte
Barton,
Durstine & Osborn In(
N.
Y.
KBTM, Jonesboro, Ark.
Midwest Dairy Prodjicts, Duquoi
cream),
direcS
C. 111.
F. (ice
Blanke
Tea 2& daily
Coffeesa,Co.,
Louis, 5 daily sa, direct.
Hydrox Ice Cream Co., St. Loui
daily sa, direct.
Blair Milling Co., Atchison, Ka
(flour), 2 daily sa, 2 weekly s:
direct.
WDEV, Waterbury, Vt.
Montgomery Ward & Co., Chicaj
distrib.
(retailer), 3 daily sa, thru loe'.
Carter
(liv1
pills),Medicine
3 weeklyCo.,ta,NewthruYork
Street
Finney Inc., N. Y.
KGFF, Shawnee, Okla.
Watehtower Bible Society, Brookly j
156 t, thru local society.
Sears Roebuck & Co., Chicago (cha;
(retailer), 312 sp, thru local stoi
Seiberling Rubber Co., Akron (tir«
tubes), weekly t, thru local distri
WMAZ, Macon, Ga.
Ph. H. Postel Milling Co., Mascoutaj
111. (packaged flour), 3 weekly .
thru local Piggly Wiggly distrib.
WFIL, Philadelphia
Carlsbad Crystal Sales Co., New Yo,
(salts), 3 weekly
sp, thru
Kiesewetter
Adv. Agency
Inc.,H.N. f
WKRC, Cincinnati
Funk & Wagnalls Co., New . Yo
(LiteraryAdv.Digest),
thru Alv
Austin
Agency,3 sa,
N. Y.
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ETWORK ACCOUNTS
I time EDST unless otherwise indicated)

Roars That Are Real

jBERS brothers milling
, Seattle (cereals), on Sept. 30
rts Your Program on 5 NBC-KPO
tions, Mondays, 7 :30 - 8 p. m.
ST). Agency: Erwin, Wasey &
. Inc., Seattle.
.CIFIC COAST BORAX Co.,
lmington, Ca. (20 Mule Team Bor.) on Oct. 1 renews for 18 weeks
ath Valley Days on 5 NBC-KPO
tions, Tuesdays, 9 - 9 :30 p. m.
ST).
San Agency:
Francisco. McCann - Erickson

REAL sound effects for Flying Time, NBC-WEAF serial to start Aug. 30, will be
provided
by the
est planes
whenworld's
the fastcast,
with director and writer, flies
to Cleveland for the National
Air Races. There the episodes will originate from the
flying field itself. Willis
Cooper, author of the series
and NBC central division
continuity editor, will write
the scripts on the scene.

3NERAL FOODS Corp. (Log CabSyrup) on Sept. 25 starts The
g Cabin on 35 NBC-WEAF stans, Wednesdays, 10 - 10 : 15 p. m.
ency : Benton & Bowles Inc., N. Y.
GIN NATIONAL WATCH Co.,
icago, on Oct. 4 starts Mills Brothon 57 NBC-WEAF stations, Frif s, 10 :30 - 11 p. m. Agency : J.
ill8 alter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
3TTER SPEECH INSTITUTE,
licago (instruction) on July 28
irted program on WMAQ, WTAM,
ndays, 2 - 2 :15 p. m. Agency :
tspitz & Lee, Chicago.
JLIAN & KOKENGE Co., Colums, O. (Footsaver shoes) on Sept. 8
S&ts Musical Footnotes on 16 CBS
itions, Sundays, 12:30-12:45 p. m.
reney : Aubrey, Moore & Wallace
c, Chicago.
)NSOLIDATED
CIGAR Corp.,
.jiw York (Harvester cigars), on
-|pt. 12 starts musical program on
CBS stations, Thursdays, 8-8:30
m. Agency : Aitkin - Kynett Co.,
liladelphia.
PWATER KENT MFG. Co., Philfelphia (radio receivers) on Sept. 19
arts concert program on 45 CBS
lations, Thursdays, 8 - 8 :30 p. m.
jjency : Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Suborn Inc., N. Y.
ALTED CEREALS Co., Burlingp, Vt. (Maltex) on Sept. 15 starts
■ogram on 24 CBS stations, Sunys, 10:35-11 a. m. Agency: S. C.
W Co. Inc., N. Y.
RUEN WATCH Co., Cincinnati, on
jbt. 1 starts Washington Merry-GoVfbund on the Air on 4 Mutual staH>ns, Tues., Sat., 7 :45-8 p. m. Agen|: De Garmo-Kilborn Corp., N. Y.
jOLYNOS Co. Inc., New Haven
j,toothpaste) on Sept. 30 starts Ham.^r stein Music Hall on 21 NBCi'EAF stations, Mondays, 8-8:30
'ert
m. Inc.,
Agency
: Blackett-Sample-HumChicago.
, IeTTER SPEECH INSTITUTE,
4taicago, On Aug. 18 starts Words to
f e Wise on 19 NBC-WEAF stations,
andays, 2-2 :15 p. m. Agency : AusItz & Lee, Chicago.
ROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincintmati (Dreft) on Aug. 12 renewed
srry ■ Larsen on 9 NBC Midwest
ations, Mon., Wed., Fri., 12-12:15
>on, changing Sept. 2 to Pat Barnes
i 7 stations. Agency : Blackettample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
IENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
Sanka coffee) on Oct. 1 starts Helen
ayes on NBC-WJZ network, Tuesnjifiys,
9-9 :30
ubicam,
N. p.Y. m. Agency : Young &
ALIFORNIA TAXPAYERS ASOCIATION, Los Angeles (political)
i Aug. 12 only broadcast political
lk on 8 Don Lee stations, 6 :45-7
m. Agency : Lockwood-Shackelford
o., Los Angeles.
it) BUTTE
Largest City
in Montana!

GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC
TEA Co., New York (food) on Oct.
1 starts Kate Smith on 30 CBS stations, Tues., Wed., Thurs., 7:30-7:45
p. m. Agency : Paris & Peart, N. Y.
RIT PRODUCTS Corp., Chicago
(Koolox shaving cream) on Sept. 2
starts Grandstand Thrills on 3 Mutual stations, Mondays, 8 :30-9 p. m.
Agency : Earle Ludgin Inc., Chicago.
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA, New York, on Sept. 29 starts
program on 55 NBC-WEAF stations,
Sundays, 2-3 p. m. (EST). Agency:
Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
SPRATT'S PATENT Ltd., Newark
(dog biscuits), on Sept. 29 starts
Albert Payson Terhune Dog Dramas
on 5 NBC-KPO stations, Sundays,
4:15-4:30 p. m. (EST). Agency:
Paris & Peart, N. Y.
SPRATT'S PATENT Ltd., Newark
(dog food) on Sept. 29 starts Albert
Payson Terhune Dog Dramas on 4
Mutual stations, Sundays, 5 :30-5 :4o
p. m. Agency : Paris & Peart, N. Y.

DICK ENGLES, 12-year-old son of
George Engles, NBC vice president, proved himself a better
golfer than his dad when, after
playing for only three weeks, he
got a hole-in-one on the 150-yard
green of a New Rochelle country
club a few weeks ago.

Sales
Increase

That's

!

what

sponsors
f?T
averaged
he
from

Adve
n ur
of Sont
ny es

and

Bud

dy"

Transcription
Programs
"The Adventures of Sonny and
Buddy" transcription series comprises 100 quarter - hour dramas.
Each episode includes at least two
musical numbers in addition to the
regular theme music.
"Sonny and Buddy" is the ideal
radio program for food accounts,
especially bakeries, dairies, or cereal products. It is also quite
adaptable to laundry advertising
and juvenile wear. To assure satisfactory sales increases for each
new sponsor sample merchandising
material, with copy, is supplied.

eye
manager
nt store
Departme
cash
drawers
critically
fors direct
and immediate results from advertising investments. They gage the value
of today's advertising by tomorrow's
business.
So it means a lot that Oklahoma City's
leading department stores . . . Kerr's for
two
years years
and McE
for three
. . .wen's
have
been using
WKY
exclusively .... and that
Brown's, WKY users for
six
years,
the
heaviest released
broadcast

•
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AMERICAN RADIATOR Co., New
York on Aug. 11, 18 and 25 sponsors
special relays of Salzburg Music Festival from Austria on 18 NBC-WJZ
stations, Sundays, 11-12 noon. Agency : Blaker Adv. Agency Inc., N. Y.
SCOTT & BOWNE Inc., Bloomfield,
N. J. (Scott's Emulsion), on Sept. 21
starts program on 18 NBC-WJZ stations, Sat. & Sun., 5 :45-6 p. m. Agency: Marschalk & Pratt Inc., N. Y.
F. W. FITCH Co., Des Moines
(shampoo), on Sept. 8 renews program on 41 NBC-WEAF stations,
Sundays, 7 :45-8 p. m. with repeat at
11 p. m. Agency : L. W. Ramsey
Co., Davenport, la.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem, N. C. (Camel cigaon Oct. 1 startsCBS
Camelnetwork,
Caravan on rettes)
Coast-to-Coast
Tuesdays, 9-9:30 p. m. (EST).
Agency : Wm. Esty & Co. Inc., N. Y.
NBC CHANGES — CAMPANA
SALES Co. on Sept. 6 adds 6 stations; S. GUMPERT Co. on Aug. 27
changes program to Ralph Kirbery,
the Dream Singer; HAROLD F.
RITCHIE & Co. on Sept. 17 adds 7
stations to NBC-WJZ network with
12:30-1 a. m. repeat; CARNATION
Co. on Oct. 7 adds 17 stations ;
KRAFT -PHENIX CHEESE Corp.
on Aug. 1 added 3 stations and adds
1 station Aug. 30; WILLIAM R.
WARNER Co. on July 31 changed
to John Charles Thomas and His
Neighbors.
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schedule in its history during June, July
and August.
Local advertisers know that WKY pays
out best . . and because it does, WKY
carries the broadcast advertising of more
local and national advertisers than any
other Oklahoma City station.

Oklahoma
City
NBC AFFILIATE
Affiliated with The Daily Oklahoman,
the Times, and the Farmer-Stockman
E. KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY

All "Sonny and Buddy" programs
were recorded in the RCA • Victor
Hollywood studios.
New color and picture broadsides
describing the series and merchandising methods, along with testimonials from sponsors and stations, are now available.
For these free broadsides and other
information please write or wire:
Walter
Biddiek
Company
568 Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
Los Angeles, California
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Fox Starting Agency
J. LESLIE FOX,
now with WLS,
Chicago, on Sept.
1 will open his
own advertising
agency specializing in radio. It
will be known as
Radio Broadcasting Inc., with offices in LaSalleMr. Fox
Wacker Bldg.,
Chicago. Mr. Fox joined the commercial department of WLS about
a year ago, coming from WGAR,
Cleveland, which he had joined
after leaving WMCA, New York.
He started in radio at KFH, Wichita, then going to WSM, Nashville,
as commercial manager.
Sell

The

Southwest
with
SBS
Twelve Major
Stations for Twelve
Major Markets!
SOUTHWEST
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
General Office — Fori Worth

AGENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES
EDWARD F. TOWNSEND, for the
last
12 years in
publishers'
advertising
representative
San Francisco,
has
been appointed Pacific Coast representative of the Paul H. Raymer
Co., station representatives, succeeding
Frank Whiting, who has gone East.
Headquarters in San Francisco have
been moved to 1548 Russ Building.
GEORGE ROESLER, Chicago, radio
station representative, has been named
as sales representative of WEBC, Duluth. Superior. Roesler will also represent WMFG, new 100 - watter in
Hibbing, erations
Minn.,
which will
opin September.
Both begin
stations
are owned by the Head of the Lakes
Broadcasting Co. Inc., Duluth. He
has also been named representative of
WHBF. Rock Island. 111.
FRANK A. HODGES Jr., until recently manager of media and space
department for Frank Presbrey Co.,
New York, has been placed in charge
of media by Cecil, Warwick & Cecil
Inc., New York.
EARL T. IRWIN, new manager of
the Detroit office of Free & Sleininger Inc., station representatives, is
spending several weeks at the home
office in Chicago. During his absence
Russell Woodward will be -in charge
at Detroit.
C. G. COBURN, former Washington
newspaperman and publicity counsel
for the Construction Code Authority,
has joined the publicity staff of J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York, and
is handling both radio and general
campaigns.
NELSON CARTER, radio executive
and manager of Beaumont & Hohman
Inc., Omaha, and his bride were
honeymooning
in San this
Francisco
lowing their marriage
month. fol-

says:

"Programs?
features*
of

loyal

Our

fan-tested

draw

thousands

Indiana

listeners"

P Write for a
copy of "Upand - Coming
Attractions"
— WIRE fantested talent

WIRE
FORMERLY

WKBF

D. E. "Plug" Kendrick, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Affiliated

NBC

Silence at WOW
ALL was quiet at WOW,
Omaha. Soothingly Russell
Baker, announcer, intoned:
"And now Aunt Sally is
alone inories. her
gardenshe ofdreams
memIt is here
the hours away, in quiet and
peace . . . away from all
noise
The
studio and
door confusion."
blew open. Two
stock trains below whistled
and bumped. Pigs squealed.
A cow bellowed.
LYLE ROBERTSON, of the Chica.
go staff
& Thomas,
direct-of
ing the of
CBSLordseries
of The isStory
Mary Marlin being sponsored by the
International Cellucotton Co., Chicago (Quest and Kleenex), during
Basil Laughrane's Canadian vacation.
.TACK EDWARDS, of "Sonny &
Buddy",
in transcriptions
of thatof
title, hasstars
joined
the sales staff
Walter Biddick
Co.,
which
also
announces new offices at 1038 Exchange
Bldg., Seattle.
GERALD PAGE-WOOD, recently
with Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham
Inc.. Chicago, has returned to Erwin,
Wasey dent,
& succeeding
Co., Chicago,
vice presiLeo N. asBurnett
who
resigned to establish his own agency
in Chicago
nett Co. Inc.under the name of BurWALKER & DOWNING, Pittsburgh,
and J. B. Rodgers Adv. Agency, of
the same city have merged, with Mr.
joining the staff of Walker
&Rodgers
Downing.
MICHAEL STIVERS, in charge of
the Sydney, Australia, office of J.
Walter Thompson Co., sailed for
home from Los Angeles late in July
after having been in this country two
months in connection with Wrigley
and other accounts. He took with
him two new direct accounts for Australia, including radio advertising of
Kellogg
Co., Battle
and Willard Storage
Battery Creek,
Co., Cleveland.
VAN C. NEWKIRK, former program
director of KNX, and William Lawrence, at one time on the same station, Aug. 1 opened an office at 1560
N.
Vine St., They
Hollywood,
Lawrence.
will doas aNewkirkgeneral
radio advertising, program and transcription business.
ROBERT WILKINSON, formerly in
charge of publicity for CBS sponsored programs, and J. Vance Babb,
who held a similar post with NBC,
have joined the publicity department
of Benton & Bowles Inc., New York.
RANDOLPH HEIZNER has been
transferred by J. Stirling Getchell
Inc.,ficeNew
York,
to the Detroit
ofwhere he
is handling
the White
Star Refining Co. account.
ARTHUR
H. KENNY,
account
utive, has been
transferred
from execSan
Francisco to the Los Angeles offices
of Campbell-Ewald Co., and is handling radio along with other accounts.
WENLAND-GALLTJP Inc., was established Aug. 1 at 3923 West Sixth
St., Los Angeles, to handle a general
agency
business. It will include a
radio division.
BLACKMAN ADV. AGENCY, New
York, formerly the Blackmail Co.,
will move Sept. 1 to the International
Bldg., Rockefeller Center.

Station
BUTTE

National Advertising Representatives:
PAUL
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H. RAYMER

CO., New York - Chicago - Sa n Francisco

The Largest Payroll
in the Rockies!

RADIO

ADVERTISER

JELL-WELL DESSERT Co., I1
Angeles, which has named Lord
Thomas of that city to handle its
dio advertising, is planning a p<
radio schedule to be announced so<
Products are Jiffy-Lou and Jell-W
desserts.
M. J. BREITENBACH
Co., N
York ( Glide's Pepto-Mangan ) , p]
ning to use radio again as its maL
medium, has placed its adverti^l
with Brooke, Smith & French Lfl
N. Y.
UNITED
AMERICAN BOS<i
Corp., Springfield, Mass. (radio
ceivers) plans a spot campaign to ,
troduce its new line. E. T. Howa
Co., New York, is the agency.
GARDINER MFG. Co., Buffalo (l|
for baby clothes) has placed its A
vertising
Buffalo. with Warman & Hall In
EOPA Co., . San Francisco (hoJ
remedies) has placed its account va]
Doremus & Co., San Francisco.
BRUTON BREWING Co.. Bal
more, formerly Baltimore Brewi
Co., using radio, is advertising throui
Emery Adv. Co. Inc., Baltimore.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC I
MFG. Co., E. Pittsburgh, has nam!
Fuller & Smith & Ross Inc., Clel
land, to handle its account.
PRINCE MACARONI Co., BostJ
has placed its advertising with Mol
Associates, New York.
CADILLAC MOTOR CAR Co., J
troit (Cadillac. LaSalle) has placj
its account with MacManus, John I
Adams Inc., Detroit.
H. P. CLEARWATER, Hallowe]
Me. (proprietary) makes up lil
from September to March, ineludr]
radio. Agency: Stoneton Adv. Agq
cy, Hallowell. Appropriation : $71
000 to $200,000.
MINNESOTA VALLEY CANNI^J
Co., Le Sueur, Minn. (Del Maiz) h]
placed its account with Burnett G
Inc., Chicago.
KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE cl
Cumberland, Md., has placed its
vertising with J. Stirling Getch
Inc., N. Y.
Geyer-Cornell Changes
GEYER, Cornell & Newell Inc.,
the name under which the form
Geyer-Cornell Co. Inc., of Ne
York, will operate. The new mer
ber of the firm is H. W. Newe
formerly vice president of Frigi
aire,
Generalto Motoi
New subsidiary
York will of
continue
be tl
main office of the new firm, but
new office will be opened in D
troit, to handle the Kelvinator a
count which has recently be<
added
to this will
firm'shandle
list ofthis
clienta
Mr. Newell
count personally. A large adverti
ing campaign
will be launched th
fall
for Kelvinator.
Reiter Adds to Firm
VIRGIL REITER Jr., station re;
resentative in Chicago, announo
that on Aug. 17 his firm will 1
known as Reiter & Jaeger, with o
fices at 333 No. Michigan Av<
Chicago. The change was broug]
about by the addition to the firm <
Charles Peter Jaeger, former
with the Chicago Tribune, Macy
Klaner Inc. and the Webb Publisl
ing Co. The firm will continue
represent WLW, Cincinnati
WCAU, Philadelphia, and WHAJ
Rochester, in the Middle West.
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"It was
was

no rabbit's foot that pulled them

WLW."

WLW

Sales executives in many

does do something

due to WLW's

out of the red.

fields are finding that

to the sales curve.

Partly this is

intensive coverage of its logical territory and to

the way in which people just turn the dial to WLW

bounds"

Watts
The

THE

World's Most Powerful
Broadcasting Station

CROSLEY

RADIO
POWEL
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and leave it

there. Partly also to the extra value — the uncountable

500,000

• BROADCASTING

watts

circulation which WLW's

makes

possible.

Chances

CORPORATION
Jr.,

"out-of-

incredible reach of 500,000
are that we have some

esting figures right in your line. Ask

CROSLEY,

It

inter-

us for them.

CINCINNATI

President
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PROGRAM

NOTES

WJBK, Detroit, for the third consecutive year has contracted for broadcasting rights to hockey games in Olympia stadium, Detroit, and will give
away
ticketspromotion
to this season's
games 22,000
as a sales
scheme.
Last year a brewery sponsor admitted
fans for bottle caps, some 500,000 of
them being received at the WJBK
studios.
KWK, St. Louis, covered a fire at
the Fisher Body Works in that city,
having two reporters on the scene,
one of them arriving ahead of the fire
trucks. They phoned their reports to
the studio.
WTCN, Minneapolis, has started All
in the Day's Work in which workers
in
strange occupations are interviewed.

WWNC
Operated By The
Citizen Broadcasting Company, Inc.
ASHEVILLE,
★

N. C.

The Quality
Market of the
Southeast!
★
May We Help You
Plan Your Fall
Campaign— NOW ?
Full Time NBC Affiliate. 1.000 Watts

IOWA

YANKEE Network is devoting facilities of WAAB, Boston to a two-hour
broadcast of racing results each afternoon, now that Massachusetts has
legalized horse racing. Included is a
broadcast of one race direct from Suffolk Downs, with Weston Adams at
the microphone.
WFAS, White Plains, N. T., has
started Summer Refreshments, a hotweather series sponsored by the Roger
Smith Hotel. The history of cordials
and other beverages on the hotel
menu is reviewed, rounded out with
music typical of the land from which
the particular beverage comes.
WBNX, New York, will present a
series of television talks, the first to
be by Leon L. Litt, writer and lecturer on the subject whose articles
have been syndicated by King Features and who is writing a book The
Romance
lished soon.of Television to be pubWHILE the Detroit baseball team,
fighting to stay at the top of the
American League, was on tour,
WMBC, Detroit, has installed a public address system on a busy corner
where Bob Evans, staff sports announcer, airs telegraphic play-by-play
descriptions, thus avoiding the ban on
baseball broadcasts.
CBS now is broadcasting Down by
Herman's,
variety
show dialect,
set in ona
beer garden a with
German
a nationwide network. The program,
keyed from WISN, Milwaukee, has
been on the air only a short time.
AN HOUR variety show To the Ladies on WBNX, New York, variety
series, is broadcast from 11 a. m. to
noon, with Frank Johnson, director
of the Mr. & Mrs. series as master of
ceremonies.
WFAA, Dallas, is carrying a thrice
weekly remote program from various
departments of a Dallas department
store,
with musical
the store'sbackground
own orchestra
supplying
and
store representatives reading copy.

NETWORK

GROWING!

M

• k everY *eeU°
JUL
Ac com«»«tCia t u set-uPfBP^*^

WINS on Air From Above
EVERY day WINS, New York,
broadcasts from atop the Empire
State building, with Earl Harper
introducing out-of-towners to the
radio audience. The microphone is
placed farther above the street
level — 1048 feet — than any in the
country. Here are (left to right)
Mr. Harper, Jesse L. Kaufman,
general manager of WINS; Joseph
Tobin, assisting announcer; R. L.
Ferguson, of the sales department.
WFBL, Syracuse, will broadcast four
five-minute news periods daily, using
INS reports, beginning Aug. 19. Produce and market reports will be added to the Agricultural Program and
women's news will be included in the
afternoon Magazine of the Air. Financial news is used in the This &
That_ early
e comtwo programs.
sports oncooperativ
mercial, andevening
HELEN HARVEY has been added
to the staff of KSFO, San Francisco,
as commentator on the Hollywood
Silhouettes, assisting Jack Moyles,
announcer, who announces the daily
afternoon broadcast. She gives the
woman's side of Hollywood.
"PEOPLE vs. Murder" is the title of
a new mystery series on KSFO, San
Francisco. During the 15 - minute
Thursday night broadcast, all clues
necessary are supplied. Listeners telephone their solutions and the case is
completed in another 15 minute broadcast, released half an hour later.
First listener with correct solution is
given credit over the air.
USING United Press news, KTAT,
Fort Worth, is now broadcasting
seven news periods daily for a total
of about 60 minutes. Local news
is supplied by the Fort Worth Press

AFTER six months on the air tb|
Living Bible Dramas broadcast
WAAF, Chicago, each Sunday mori
ing have become a regular part i
the Sunday School services at mat
churches in the Chicago area. Wri
ten and produced by Robert W. Fli
under the direction of the Chicag
Bible Society, these dramas are no>
portraying outstanding figures of th
Bible. They follow the Internationi
lesson plans of the approved unifor
schedule for Sunday Schools and wi
be broadcast during the next si:
months, interrupted only by a Life
December.
Christ
series to be broadcast durin.'
SCENES from The Taming of th
Shrew, Shakespearian comedy, wer;|
broadcast in the modern manner witj
sound effects of pistols, automobile
and motorcycles, in a broadcast coi]
ducted
by Union College, over W6)
Schenectady.
KXYZ, Houston, will put on a twc
hour DX program at 3 :30 a. m. Sep:
22, using WBS discs, at the reques
of F. Crosado, of New Zealand.
A NEW program called Sports View,
Reviews and Interviews is sponsore
by the Pendleton Woolen Mills, Pon
land, Ore., over KGW, featuring R^x
lie Truitt. Written and produced b
Dave Drummond, KGW - KEX sta
writer, it brings to the microphon
visiting sport celebrities.
WHILE on vacation the voice <
Morrie Condon, of WGAR, Clevelant
is featured on the Al & Pete Matine
by means of transcriptions. Severs
opening
and and
closing
announcement
were
recorded
are used
from tim
to time.
A NEW program on KOIN, Poi
land, Ore., is Northwestern Neig
bors,. sponsored by Northwester
Electrie Co., Portland, in which
person who has gained state or na
tional eminence is introduced and hi
life story narrated.
WDEV, Waterbury, Vt., is staging
Salute to Summer series produced b;
Broadcast Builders, Hanover, N. H _
each half-hour program receiving lq
cal sponsorship. Scenic and histories
items directed to summer visitors i!
Vermont
featured. and New Hampshire ar
EARLY history of Craighead Count;
is sponsored on KBTM, Jonesborc
Ark., ofby Jonesboro,
C. A. Stuckwith
& Son's
Co.,
a castLumbe
of l!
reenacting early days in that section
Students of two local colleges co
operate in presenting the programs. .
WDSU,
New Orleans, entertains
28,000 at Pontchartrain Beach at
"WDSU Day", sponsored by the sta
tion.
SUMMER sessions of the Universit:
of Wisconsin are being broadcast di
rect from the classroom by WHA1
Madison.
EVERY Monday night city official
of Chatham, Ont., and surroundin;
cities give listeners an account of cit;
business over CFCO, Chatham.

lW*

marks

7
fW

SPOT
THE

Because WBNX appeals
every nationality, you
reach this rich trading area
to
intimately, intelligently and
can
inexpensively I

WBNX— New York
Write for New Booklet- 'Concentrated Market Coverage"
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£toadca±tlnj
is read

the

Key

Men

Maqayne
by

of the

Agencies

'That*
IWhy* * * Progressive radio stations, during the first seven months
of 1935, placed more advertising in the columns of
this outstanding trade journal of the business of broadcasting than in all other trade papers combined.

" * * Stations directing their messages to agency account
executives and to advertisers consistently have shown
their preference for this publication, month after month
and year after year.
* • • These experienced station advertisers aim their messages
at their best 'prospects when they are in a radio frame
of mind, thus taking fullest advantage of our concentrated circulation.
fZJZ fZ 07 of the circulation of Broadcasting Magazine embraces
J Ji J'^ the agency account executives and advertising
managers who place fully 90% of radio's national and regional business.

Astrologer Banned
ALBERT S. COOLEY, known as
"Daddy broadcaster
Rango", astrologer
and
health
cited in FCC
hearings, has been banned from
the air by Mexico, the ruling having been issued at Tijuana July 31
by Mexican immigration officials.
Cooley allegedly used a ficticious
passport. The Daddy Rango programs had been heard on certain
California stations until about two
years ago.
"SELLING Radio Advertising,
How and Why," is the title of a
booklet compiled by Major Edney
Ridge, director of WBIG, Greensboro, N. C, for the use of his commercial department.
WR.VA,
\ ) OF COURSE /
5,000
WATTS, TOO

STATION

SOOO

WAT

RICHMOND,

In

Kansas

Take

Dr.

T S

V A.

SOUR PUSS

WHILE a baseball game was being
broadcast
Aug. 1, WBBM's
transmitter in Glenview,
111., was struck
by lightning, completely destroying
the generator that supplies the current to the plates of the transmitting
tubes and throwing the station off
the air for seven minutes until the
auxiliary transmitter could be brought
into use.
NEW studios of KNX, Hollywood,
were to be ready Aug. 15 with two
weeks allowed for necessary moving.
The new quarters are in a completely
refinished and remodeled one-story and
a mezzanine building at the corner of
Sunset Blvd. and North Gordon St.,
Hollywood. Formal dedication will
take place early in September, according to Guy Earl, president.
WORK on a huge mural for studios
of WIBM, Jackson, Mich., has been
started by Allan Thomas, the picture
to be 38 x 7 feet. A floodlight system
will illuminate the mural, which will
be started about Sept. 1 and require
ten weeks actual painting. WIBM
has erected a large display panel
which advises approaching tourists to
tune to its frequency.
STUDIOS of WSOC, Charlotte,
N. O, have
completely
overhauled. A novelbeen
innovation
in sound
effects is an automobile program in
which noise of automobiles running
and a band playing is used to create
the effect of the announcer reviewing
a mammoth parade of the used cars
of a local auto sponsor.

COBRA MILKED— IN NBC studio
with the radio audience hearing
the proceedings as enough venom
was extracted from the 11 - foot
cobra, named Naja Hannah, to kill
70 men. The venom of the jungle
terror is used for medical experiments. The two milkers at the
right are Carol Stryker, director
of the Staten Island zoo, and Clifford H. Pope, curator of reptiles
of the American Museum of Natural History.
CLEVELAND stations have organized
a soft - ball league, with a Cleveland
jeweler offering a permanent silver
trophy. In competition recently scores
were WGAR 11-WTAM 2 ; WGAR 4WJAY 3, entitling WGAR to the
trophy for a year. Ellis VanderPyl,
commercial manager, and Worth
Kramer, schedule manager, highlighted the WGAR team.
WITHIN a few hours WLAP, Lexington, Ky., raised $1,000 for local
destitute when Manager Winston L.
Clark took the microphone and broadcast an appeal for funds.
WGN, iliary
Chicago,
put itsTower
new auxstudio in has
Tribune
into
service. Acoustic treatment is by
Johns-Mansville Co., using Transite.
RCA supplied pick - up equipment on
specifications of Carl J. Meyers, chief
engineer of WGN.
OPEN HOUSE at the opening of the
new home of WHA, Madison, attracted thousands of visitors who inspected
the equipment
as well
as Navajo
rations and the
largest
radio decopipe
organ in the state.

Pratt's
—

AFTER
Advertising
on WHB

PRETTY PUSS

TRANSCRIPTION]

NOTES

City,

Prescription
BEFORE
Advertising
on WHB

STUDIO

DR.Ph.D.
RUSSELL
(Doctor ofPRATT,
Phun),
former member of the radio team,
"The Two
Doctors"
(Pratt
man), has joined WHB after &10 Sheryears
at WMAQ. KYW and KMOX. and
numerous sponsorships on NBC and
CBS. His witty programs and deft
showmanship are winning new lisfor Kansas
City's Write
dominant
daytime tenersstation
— WHB.
for
details offorDorsponsorship.
tor Pratt's programs
available

Pepsin Syrup Discs
PEPSIN SYRUP Co., Monticello,
111. (Dr. Caldwell's Syrup of Pepsin), is transcribing The Monticello Party Line, a humorous
drama of small town life, which
will be placed this fall over 20
Southern and Western stations.
The scripts are written by Sandra
Michael and the programs are being transcribed in the Chicago studios of the Columbia Phonograph
Co. by the Cramer-Krasselt Adv.
Agency, Milwaukee.

BRINGING
the total
c'J
ents
now served
by thenumber
WorldofPrJ
gram Service to 127, WBS announe jl
the addition of the following statioiM
to its list: WTMJ, Milwauke.j]
WSAI, Cincinnati ; KVSO, Ardmoi '|
Okla.Worth.
; WFBR, Baltimore; KTA'S
Ft.
AUDISK Corp., San Francisco tra: 1
scription producer, is cutting a quar S
er-hour 26-episode railroad serial i
30 years ago, The Green Valley Lin I
to be syndicated to stations for su fl
taining and re-sale to sponsors. Co a
Rhys
Davies, has
shortwritten
- story the
writerscripan 3i
adventurer,
Audisk Corp., has also cut 12 dram: 1
tized one - minute announcements fcl
the Roger's Fashion Lane, Oaklaiul
Cal.,
which San
has Frail
bee|
placed (men's
direct 'clothes)
with KSFO,
Cisco; KROW, Oakland; KQW, Sa
Jose,
stations.and other northern Calif ornii
MASON B. MOLTZNER has bee
appointed production manager c]
Titan Productions Inc., San Franciscj
transcription firm. He was formerl
in charge of radio for the Associate |
Advertising Service, Portland, Ore
and produced several programs o I
author inof that
two city.
books,Moltzner
My Kingdot
KGW,
is th '
Come, and True Tales.
MacGREGOR & SOLLIE Inc.. Sa
Francisco transcription producer, i
recording a 15 - minute 312 - episodf
Fa
semimily.
- children's serial, The Brow
TITAN PRODUCTIONS Inc., Sa;
Francisco transcription concern, is re i
cording a 15-minute 39-episode foot
ball series, The Building of a Chain
pion, written by John Eggers. Titart
Productions is also cutting a quarter^
hour 26 program mystery serial
Tropic Terrors. Walter Patterson i !
the script writer.
EARNSHAW RADIO PRODUC
TIONS, Hollywood, issued its an
nual catalog Aug. 1, with new tran
scriptions including a 15-minute ser
ies
of Donin Ricardo's
Portraits
Literature,orchestra
designed anc
fo
bookshop sponsorship and written b}
Prof. William E. Walsh, of Regi:
College, Denver.
PARAMOUNT RECORDING STU
Hollywood
by 642.".
Atz<;
DIOS
have Blvd.,
been Hollywood,
established at
Taconis and Harry Stoddard, song
writers. Both audition discs and re
corded productions are planned.
TRANSCRIPTION SERVICE BUREAU, Hollywood, has named Kasper-Gordon sentatstudios,
Boston, as
ives for New England
and repreNew
York.
GEORGE H. FIELD, New York;
transcription producer, has moved to
875 West End Ave., New York.

COVERING
THE
FACT BOOK • FREE!
64'pages of pictures, people, programs, popularity
polls.
you're City
spending
advertisingto
in the IfKansas
area, money
you owefor itradioto yourself
read a copy. SENT FREE ON REQUEST. Shows
why WHB ofdelivers
the "moat
listeners per dollar"
advertising
expenditure.
DON DAVIS, President

MARKETS
SEATTLE
0

JOHN T. SCHILLING, General Manager

CITY'S
KANSAS
IME
YT
DOMINANT
DA
STATION
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TAC0MA

TWO

J
FREE & $LEININGERIN(0<*< *

markets at the

price located
of ONE midway
Transmitter
between Seattle and Tacoma.
1000 watts
570 kc.
Pioneer CBS Station in the
Pacific Northwest
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EQUIPMENT

"3MLER Co. Ltd., San Francisco,
s* introduced a high-fidelity two
remote
atin
plifier AP3-18S, housed It
is deunits.
portable
ctive
ned for use with three dynamic,
ocity or inductor microphones with: pre-amplification. Channels one and
with power supbe provided
may condens
er microphone. Re•0 for
ements include a line-test feature
ltrolled by a panel switch which
roduces a small AC signal of powline frequency into the amplifier
nit. This appears in the output of
amplifier and is indicated by the
meter. The reading is controlled
the master gain attenuator.
NEW uni-directional microphone,
>del UD-3, announced by Brush Deis sensilopment
e to soundCo.,
in aCleveland,
field extending over
J degrees. It is dead 'at the back,
interference from reflecminating
n, audience noise, etc. A switch
rmits a change to non-directional
will. No button current or polaris needed and the asng
nl)lyvoltage
is light in weight as well as
all in size, although ruggedly conducted.
BNX, New York, will erect a new
toe 190-foot quarter-wave antenna
the site of its present transmitter
the Palisades at Cliffside, N.. J.,
part of its extensive installation
new equipment. A three-legged
If-supporting
be emdded in the radiator
rock on will
the Hudson
of diselimination
ights, where
tances and greater
clarity of signal
to be possible. The top will be
:hted with a 300 milometer aircraft
aeon automatically adjusted to flash
. at 6 p. m. It weighs 150 pounds.
inN. C, has es
Charlotte,velocity
SOC, Amperite
microphon
alled
id Collins pre-amplifiers. The test
ick now includes a beat-frequency
cillator designed by the staff and a
ational oscilloscope with an assorted linear sweep circuit. General
' adio distortion and modulation equip9'ent is being installed.
'XAX, Yankton, S. D., is erecting
450-foot vertical radiator, manufacred by Blaw-Knox Co., Pittsburgh.
,.iid plans to be on the air with 5,000
latts by Oct. 1. Harry A. Seils,
lief engineer, is in charge of conJiruction and removal of the transI sitter to the new site near Yankton.
u RKD - KFSG, Los Angeles, have
,'mipleted installation of a 21/s> kw.
near amplifier and 7500 volt threepase full-wave rectifier to add to the
It litter.
Resent Western
Electric
1 kw.aretransAlso being
installed
new
» Hoeech input equipment and an RCA
ItfpA cathode ray oscillograph as well
]s.lency
an Audio
Products Co. beat freoscillator.
7FLA. Tampa, Fla., is installing
ew Western Electric equipment at
is Tarr building studios, everything
om microphones to amplifiers being
1 duplicate. An air conditioner was
laced in operation in August.
.WKH, Shreveport, La., will comletely outfit its studios with RCA
luipmentNew
whenRCAremodeling
is comaeted.
turntables
have
een installed and an air-conditioning
v'stem is planned.
FEW equipment is being installed at
IWTO-KGBX, Springfield, Mo., by
'ritz Bauer, chief engineer, in preparation for power increases. New
ansmitters and towers are included
a the installation.
BUTTE
Where

Business

is Good!
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Projected New WMAQ

Radiator

KFRC, San Francisco, has installed
new Western Electric transmitting
equipment, under the supervision of
Harold G. Peery, chief engineer of
the Don Lee System, and Alan Cormack,ing staff.
in charge
of KFRC's
engineerThe station
will start
operating Aug. 17 under its increased
power of 5,000 watts daytime. New
speechment input
equiphas been and
added.amplifying
A new monitor
control room was recently completed
and others are in the process of being
built for individual studios. To broadcast special events from remote spots,
the Don Lee engineering department
is building two broadcasting trucks to
be used by KHJ, Los Angeles and
KFRC, San Francisco.

New Radiator of WMAQ
To Have Novel Features
PREPARING for its increase in
power this fall, a new 490-foot
vertical radiator and 50,000-watt
transmitter equipment is being
erected by WMAQ, Chicago, on a
27-acre site near Bloomingdale, 25
miles west of the Loop. Structural
steel work on the non-tapered,
three-sided antenna tower — first of
its kind in the country — will be
finished soon but the job of installing and adjusting transmitter apparatus will require several weeks.
The completed broadcaster, expected to cost in excess of $200,000,
is eight miles west of the old 5,000
watt, two-tower transmitter now
in use at Elmhurst, 111. Work is
being carried on under the direction of Raymond F. Guy, NBC radio facilities engineer. Carl Dietsch
is resident engineer and he is beine
assisted by Howard Luttgens, NBC
Central Division engineer, and
Walter Lindsay, station engineer.
Steel in the tower was fabricated by the International Stacey
Co., of Columbus, O., from designs
by NBC engineers. Daniel Elkins
of Villa Park, 111., is building contractor and steel erection is by
Hartenstien and Zane.
A 60-foot capacity top tuner, believed to be the largest outrigger
ever built, will surmount the slender triangular tower, which NBC
engineers
of
efficiency.predict will be a model

"When

You

the

Choose

Busiest
Station,

You

play
99

SAFE.

For three years the fastest growing medium
Syracuse

Thirty-five tons of steel and
12,500 bolts will be used in the
completed antenna, and more than
eleven miles of copper strap, buried
in six radials from the radiator
base, form the ground system.

WEBQ,

Harrisburg, 111., has contracted with Blaw-Knox Co., Pittsburgh, for a self - supporting vertical
antenna to rise 210 feet above the
First Trust & Savings Bank bldg.,
where the station is located. Work
is to be completed about Sept. 1.
WQAM, Miami, has installed a new
Delta A rectifier unit and complete
Presto recording studio, as well as
noise level and distortion indicator in
conjunction with a General Radio
high-speed modulation monitor.
CFCO, Chatham, Ont., has installed
Amperite velocity microphones in
every studio. They were purchased
from Canadian Radio Products.

CKLW
THE

STATION

DETRO
LISTEN

ITERS
TO

AND

RESPOND

TO

CKLW
WJAY

ALONE

THE
COVERS
THRIVING
Cleveland
610 Kilocycles
An Independent Station
with
BIG Coverage
in Ohio
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DETROIT AREA
COMPLETELY
5000 WATTS
Windsor Offices ....
Guaranty Trust Bldg.
Detroit Offices . . . .
Union Guardian Bldg.

REPRESENTATIVES
J. H. McGILLVRA, New York
JOHN KETTLEWELL. Chicago

in

Directory of Railway Advertising Executives
(Continued from page 9)

OVER
New

200

contracts

were

signed during the first
ten days of July.
We modestly suggest that
national accounts make
early reservations for five
and fifteen minute spots
— The price is right — we
believe the demand will
be great.

WMEX

Lehigh Valley R. R., New York ; G.
Kaiser, A.M. ; Agency : J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York.
*Louisville & Nashville R. R., Louisville; F. A. Russell, A.M.; Agency : Gardner Adv. Co., Louisville,
also direct.
Maine Central R. R., Portland, Me. ;
H. L. Baldwin, A. M. ; placed direct.
Doremus & Co., New York City.
Michigan Central R. R., Chicago ;
P. V. D. Lockwood, A.M. ; Agency :
Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste.
Marie, R. R., Minneapolis (Soo
Line) ; L. P. Green, A.M.; Agency:
Erwin, Wasey & Co., Minneapolis.
Reincke-Ellis Co., Chicago.
Missouri - Kansas - Texas Lines, St.
Louis (Katy Route) ; J. F. Rector,
A.M. ; Agencies : Anfenger Adv.
Agency, Inc.,
St. Louis
Dawson
Dallas.; Tracy - Locke*Missouri Pacific Lines, St. Louis, E.
H.
rect.McReynolds, A. Dir. ; placed diNew York Central Lines, New York ;
P. V. D. Lockwood, A.M. ; Agency :
Lord & Thomas, New York.
New York, Chicago & St. Louis R. R.,
Cleveland (Nickel Plate Road) ; F.
E. Heibel, A.M. ; Agency : PowersHouse Co., Cleveland.
New York, New Haven & Hartford
R. R., Boston; S. A. Boyer, A.M.;
Agency : Wendell P. Colton Co.,
New York; The Goulston Co., Boston.
*Northern Pacific R. R., St. Paul; L.
L. Perrin, A.M. ; Agencies : Strang
& Prosser Adv. Agency, Seattle ;
Stack-Goble Co., Chicago.
Pennsylvania Railroad, Philadelphia ;
H. L.
Ass'tCo.,A.M.Philadelphia.
; Agencv :
Al
PaulWier,
Lefton
Pere Marquette R. R., Detroit ; Agency : Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit.

. . .

Reading R. R., Philadelphia ; Agency : Tracy-Parry Co., Philadelphia.
St. Louis-San Francisco R. R., St.
Louis ; Henry C. James, A.M. ;
Agencies : Gardner Adv. Co., St.
Louis
City. ; R. J. Potts & Co., Kansas
St. Louis Southwestern R. R., St.
Louis; A. C. McKibbin, A.M.;
placed direct.
* Seaboard
Air Line R. R., Norfolk,
Va. ; Paul J. Byrne, A.M. ; Agency :
The Caples Co., New York.
* Southern Pacific R. R., San Francisco F.
; Q. Treadway, A.M. ; Agency : Lord & Thomas, San Francisco.
*Southern Railway Washington,
D. C. ; Agency : Johnson-Dallis Co.,
Atlanta.
Texas & Pacific R. R., Dallas ; Agency : Johnston Adv. Agency, Dallas.
Union Pacific R. R., Omaha; H. B.
Northcott, A.M. ; Agency : The
Caples Co., Chicago.
Union Pacific System, Los Angeles ;
C. E.man -Miller,
; AgencyInc.,
: BowDeute - A.M.
Cummings
Los
*Wabash R. R., St. Louis ; L. Rausch,
A.M. ; Agency : Chappelow Adv. Co.,
St. Louis.
*Western Ass'n of Railway Executives, Chicago ; Agency
Ellis- Younggreen
& Finn,: ReinckeChicago.

Press Radio Situation
(Continued from page 13)
HOTEL MANGER — BOSTON
article dealing with the press-radio situation, page 7. There is no
In America's Fourth Market
truth whatsoever in the report as
carried in the last paragraph of
Tel. CAPitol 7560 — Teletype Bos. 157
that article to the effect that
Trans-radio has filed an application with the FCC in opposition to
the renewal of the licenses for radio station WFBL and the eight
Don Lee network stations.
"Our application specified the 14
NBC owned or managed stations
and
the seven CBS owned or man4
aged stations, but no other stations, were involved. The error
evidently
arose from the coinciBeing
Used
by More
and
More
dence that several network affiliated stations were due for renewal
of license hearings at or about the
same time as the network owned
BROADCASTERS
or operated stations, which might
have caused confusion in some
peoples minds. Our action was
Strictly
on
Merit J concerned entirely with network
owned or operated stations."
• F-353-A, half wave rectifier illustrated at
STAFF members of WISN, Milwaukee, acted as guest columnist
left, is just one of a long line of Federal
for Vivian Gardner, radio editor
Telegraph Company tubes being used by of
the Milwaukee Wisconsin News,
more and more broadcasters strictly on merit.
Hearst newspaper affiliated with
WISN, during her early August
vacation.
• Complete shielding of mercury vapor
rectifiers has resulted in improved operating
efficiency. A special filament core material
18
HOURS!
insures permanency of the oxide coating
and prevents flaking.
Full-time every day in the year.
Only full-time station in Tulsa
• Satisfactory performance, long life expectand northeastern Oklahoma.
ancy and economy in operation — these are
the ultimate in any rectifier tube. Federal
Telegraph Company has combined all three
KTUL
to a remarkable degree. Write for catalog.
1500 kc — 250 w L.S. — 100 w N.

Federal Telegraph Company
Tube F-353-A Half Wave
Rectifier (interchangeable
with UV-872 and UV-872-A).
Made under Federal Company owned patents.
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federal Telegraph Company
200 Mt. Pleasant Avenue, Newark, N. J.
Affiliated with: International
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation

United Press news. Standard
Library Service and N. B. C.
"Thesaurus".
it's on When
KTUL. it's new

Urges Rail Advertising
(Continued from page 9) jl
AAAA, we think our July 1 eel
torial warrants repetition here. \
read as follows:
"Radio and Railroads"
THE RATHER dubious distincti.fl
of being among the least progressi I
of major industries in a promotion ll
way probably goes to the railroad I
They have lost passenger traffic !
buses, airplanes and private autom I
biles simply because they have n< I
kept abreast of the times. There hi J
been a notable exception — the Ches I
peake & Ohio — which has shown tl J
way not only by inaugurating ai J
conditioned equipment and installii I
radios, but by advertising it over tl I
radio. In its territory it has forg(l
far ahead of the competitive services!
Several years ago the major Eat I
era lines entered into a compact n< I
to use radio advertising and eerta l
other types of media. C. & O., und>l
the guidance of its aggressive vi< I
president, L. C. Probert, did not i I
along. He started a new era in rai I
roading. Competitive lines at fir j
were inclined to scoff at the C. & ( J
mode of modernizing its service in tl 1
face of depressed times, and open 1
pooh - poohed his radio advertisin I
But when their traffic began to drc I
as C. & O.'s increased they stoppcl
their scoffing. They even began
Last January Joseph B. Eastma I
grumble.
railroad coordinator, issued a repo I
based on a comprehensive investig I
tion of the railroad passenger trafJ I
situation. He concluded that the lo: I
of passenger traffic "is due to failui
to keep pace with modern methods i
marketing, servicing, pricing and sel
ing." He backed this up with a re
ommendation that they advertise ar
promote their services and he includ*^
radio in this recommendation.
"The market which the passengi
traffic force must sell consists c i
about 30 million families or 76 mi
lion adults." said Coordinator Eas
man. "Carriers must reach this ma
ket as do the purveyors of these oth<
'enjoyables' by advertising, institi
tional. promotional, specific, period?
cal.Oneradio,
outdoor
visual." to th
of the
firstand
reactions
recommendation was the campaign <
Western Lines to stimulate travel i
the West. Spot announcements ai
being used on some 60 stations, alor
with display space in newspapers an
magazines. But the Eastern railroad
compact — to which the New Yoi
Central, the Pennsylvania and tl
Baltimore & Ohio still adhere — coi
tinues to debar radio from advertisin
campaigns.
Radio already has proved itself tb_
most effective medium for many pa:
senger carriers. It is time that tl
larger carriers, particularly those i
the East forget
who signed
anti - radf'
compact,
their the
smugness
an
follow the recommendation of Coord
nator Eastman. He is simply tryiD
to show them how they can he!'
themselves.
Estate Uses 3 Stations
ESTATE STOVE Co., Cincinnat
returns to the air Aug. 20 with th
Heatrolatown
Herald on WLW i
Cincinnati, WGN,
Chicago an!
WJAS,
Pittsburgh, a half-hou
program
p. ni;:
the
Ralphagency.
H. Tuesdays
Jones Co.,' 8-8:30
Cincinnati,
BUTTE
Home

TULSA
BROADCASTING
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[•MINION OFFICIALS— Regional program directors of the CRC got
jether recently at Ottawa for their annual convention. Left to right
;y are Stanley Maxted, Toronto; Horace Stovin, Regina; Charles
earer, Ottawa; Ernest L. Bushnell, Ottawa; J. Arthur Dupont, Otva; George A. Taggart, Ottawa; Chairman Hector Charlesworth;
H. Houde, Quebec; J. Frank Willis, Halifax; Horace Brown, Ottawa;
orge A. Wright, Vancouver; R. Rooney Pelletier, Montreal.
New Bisquick Tests
]NERAL MILLS Inc., Minneaps, about Sept. 1 will start a test
-npaign over a half-dozen stans for Bisquick, using 20-second
i(anscribed announcements six
les daily six days per week,
ould the campaign, an innovan in spot broadcasting, prove
:cessful, it is understood that the
ledule will be extended to nan-wide proportions. The anuncements, being produced by
d-West Broadcasting Co., Inc.,
inscription and programming orjnization in Minneapolis, are in
E nature of dramatized "remind;' spots. The account is being
ndled by Knox-Reeves, Inc., Minapolis agency.
splendid Salzburg Relay
LENDID reception of the first
the three one-hour short wave
.ay broadcasts from the Salzburg
iisic festival in Austria, sponred over an NBC-WEAF netrk Sundays, 10-11 a. m., EST,
jirting Aug. 11, is regarded in
iiio circles as auguring well for
•ther sponsorship of unusual innational broadcasts. The spon• is the American Radiator Co.,
dch is using considerable "spotht" tospace
newspaper
iiges
call on
attention
to theradio
unal feature. Blaker Advertising
rency Inc., New York, handles
b account.
uMINOLE PAPER Corp.,
'go, will use spot advertising
j.l in offering a premium
.appers. Paris & Peart,
irk, is the agency.

Chithis
for
New

Declines Grid Sponsors
ON THE THEORY that the sponsor would be in a position to decide which games shall be broadcast, WGN, Chicago, has announced that the 13 football games
it will carry this fall will not be
sponsored. Quin Ryan, star announcer and manager of WGN,
will again broadcast the games,
which include four intersectionals
and seven Big Ten games, all via
special wires. Decision to present
the games on a non - commercial
basis is in the face of the fact
that most of the colleges have sold
broadcast privileges to various
sponsors.
KNEL are the call letters assigned
by the FCC to the new 100-watt
station authorized for erection by
G. L. Burns at Brady, Tex.

CKNC, Toronto, Leased
By Canadian Commission
CKNC, Toronto 100-watt station,
was scheduled to close its doors at
the end of August when the CRC
announced that it will lease the
station, making the second Commission station in Toronto. Call
letters have not been announced.
CKNC was owned by the Canadian National Carbon Co. Ltd.,
and is in the same building as the
Commission station, CRCT. It was
to have closed because its low
power made it unprofitable. Now
it is understood through Hector
Charlesworth, Commission chairman, the station will be leased full
time by the Commission and carry
Commission programs, leaving
CRCT free to carry, in addition to
Commission programs, the programs it has contracted for from
NBC. CKNC has been carrying
Commission programs for some
time.
New Publicity Service
ROBERT S. TAPLINGER, for the
last seven years with the publicity
department of CBS in New York,
has resigned to open his own publicity service. On Sept. 1 he will
open offices in the Columbia Bldg.,
485 Madison Ave., New York, and
later he expects to have branches
in Chicago and Hollywood. While
with CBS, Taplinger has handled
the publicity buildups of such stars
as Burns & Allen, Bing Crosby,
Kate Smith and the Boswell Sisters. He will continue his weekly
Meet the Artist programs on CBS,
in which he interviews radio stars.

Shopping
for
Wives

Local

Colo

..You can't match the intimacy of
a second-frontier station like
WAAT with anything else in
broadcasting. Dude schedule
makers too often skip the fascinating grip which it holds on its
geographically
"smallThose
town"
suburban audience.
on and
our
client-list know better. Somehow
broadcasters just naturally turn
hard - boiled with a station like
WAAT. Mere sentiment could
never keep these friendships so
long. Cash - dollar business does.
WAAT grew to what it is — on
the astonishing response it gets for
its users. Operating daytime only,
WAAT has a vast following all
its own — in the rich cosmopolis
of Newark, Jersey City, Hoboken,
West New York, Passaic, Bayonne,
Union City, Elizabeth, Hackensack, the Oranges and Montclair.
Over 2,250,000 people are in its
primary reach. 87.1% of the
area's homes are radio homes
(largest ratio in the Union). Uncharged for, you get a jumbo
bonus in New York City, Brooklyn, Staten Island, Long Island
and Westchester. Rates are more
than moderate.
Full details and success examples
on request.

e mDiahani
THAT'S Step
progra
on
mond's
WCAE — every weekday at
9 a. m, for 15 minutes.

CASE HISTORY 16
Manufacturer establishes 2710 new customers after 41 spot
announcements.

Selling

CASE HISTORY 21
National spot advertiser found WAAT
produced the lowest
cost per inquiry in
the New York Metropolitan area.
CASE HISTORY 38
Local retailer using
WAAT exclusively
increased average

for
YOU

Wisconsin

has

the
THAT'S
a job Stephanie
can combine
with her

ONEY

'he Brookmire Sales Map
laces southern Wisconsin
n top position for sales
rospects with an estimated
crease of 27% in consumer
ncome in 1935 over 1934 —
fcn increase exceeded in only
♦ne small section of the U. S.
Only one station covers this
-narket thoroughly.
W
T M.J
he Milwaukee Journal
epresentatives, Ed. Petry & Co.
mgust 15, 1935

daily shopping — a perfect
combination.

A NATURAL!

* *
Stephanie Diamond

PITTSBURGH
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BASIC NBC

RED NETWORK

monthly dollar volume by $5,000.00 during 1935.

JERSEY

CITY

&

SUBURBS
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What

Lies

Ahead in Radio Advertising
(Continued from page 8)

been the secret of the vitality of
the country press, and there is no
reason why it cannot be equally
so in radio.
Such a suggestion presupposes
a wider role for broadcasting than
is sometimes envisioned at the
present time. During the last
three years broadcasting has taken
on a new aspect by reason of the
problems facing the nation and
the widespread popular interest
aroused in them. Not only is it
an entertainment medium, but it
has become a public forum to an
extent not always realized. It has
replaced the cracker barrel and
county seat debate as the means
whereby issues and personalities
have been brought home to the individual citizen.
Civic Functions
THIS LIVELY interest in civic
affairs is suggestive of more than
merely the broadcasting of political debates. It suggests radio as
a forum for civic affairs in a
broader light, that of carrying the
happenings of the community, as
well as its problems, to the citizens. Discussions of community
problems, rehearsed and worked
BUTTE
Home

out, not merely set speeches; community news and dramatizations;
close tie-in with local organizations— all are part of a carefully
planned program for reaching
every
tance. possible group of imporThe local high school orchestra
appeals to four or five hundred
homes — parents, grandparents, relatives and friends of the performers— in a way in which not even
the New York Philharmonic can
equal. The same is true with regard to many other community activities and organizations.
Broadcasting stations have carried on a truly remarkable amount
of activity of this type. However,
it has been done too often out of
a sense of responsibility, rather
than as a circulation promotion
program. The time has come to
recognize this aspect of broadcasting as a selling asset and to develop it as such. In this development the local non-network outlet
should be able to find a unique
place for itself; incidentally a
place which would be both profitable economically and most valuable socially. Showmanship and
planning
are attainment.
the principal requisites to its
Selling Specific Markets
THOUGH the development of station individuality and the viewing
of power in the proper perspective are important considerations,
they do not represent the only
lines of attack which may be taken

of
KGIR

Elementary, my Dear Watson,
no need to wade through a
library . . . BROADCASTING
has all the news of Radio between two coversBusiness
□ $3.00 for ONE YEAR—
□ $5.00 for TWO YEARS or for Two
ONE-YEAR subscriptions.
□ $10 for FIVE ONE-YEAR subscriptions.
Canadian and Foreign Subscriptions
$4.00 per year.
Please enter my subscription
to BROADCASTING, including
the 1935 YEARBOOK Edition.
Check is enclosed.

with
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[
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WBAL
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and they're going to STAY-UP!
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Name
Address

Advertisers
know
that
WBAL IN BALTIMORE.

NOW

IT'S

City _•
State
Firm
Name
Your
Position

BROAC^CSTING
broadcast .
Advertising"
National Press Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.
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Power,
Program
WBAL's

1060 KCS.
10,000 Watts

PAUL

Progressiveness,

Prestige and

Popularity are the Causes of
Domination.

Basic Blue Network
N.B.C ■

WBAL
BALTIMORE

H. RAYMER

CO., NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

to improve the economic positiol
of many broadcasting stations. Ar||
other important possibility is ttl
development of particular listeiil
ing markets.
This already has been done fc<|
stations, large and small. TM
farm station and the foreign lai I
guage station are important e.\|
amples. Both types of statior I
render a distinct service quite i I
keeping with the philosophy <
American broadcasting. In th j
case of certain small stations 1'
cated in metropolitan centers whei I
national program competition wel
severe, a solution has been foun I
in the development of prograrr I
catering to the artisan and worl I
ing group. Retailers in subtradin I
areas within the city have beei
capitalized upon and proper meil
chandising tie-ins developed. Tr I
development
a so-called
"class II
station has ofbeen
only partial]
achieved but constitutes anothf I
interesting possibility.
Closely allied to the idea of d( I
veloping specific markets is tr I
concept of double coverage, so ii I
terestingly advanced by Walter . I
Neff, manager of WOR, Newarll
In few instances will an adveil
tiser attempt to reach a communit I
with but one of its important new; I
papers. Nevertheless this is e> I
actly what is done daily in tr4
broadcasting field.
The logic is just as bad in broac I
casting as in the newspaper fielil
It is based on the false premi.' I
that the program possesses trl
entire audience pulling power. j
fails to recognize that a static I
possesses listener loyalty whicl
holds people with it from prograi I
to program and is interrupted onli
when a definitely unsatisfactoi 1
program makes its appearance <i
when an outstanding hit is broa< 1
cast over another station. The.1 1
occasions are more rare than a< I
vertisers would like to believe.
Each station, therefore, shou I
tend to command a fair-sized ai I
dience of its own. In such a cas I
it may be desirable, if intensiyl
coverage is sought, to place prij
grams on several stations, the o:|
ferings in each instance being dM
signed to reach the type of aud
ence to which the general prograi
structure of the station gives I
the greatest appeal. In such a com
cept, it can be readily seen, a loci
station which has become a coil
munity or neighborhood instituticfl
fills an important role.
Better Salesmanship
A SURPRISING amount of know
edge exists regarding the value i
broadcast advertising. Unfortt
nately
been as its
widedissemination
as might be has
desireni'
A greater knowledge of the pa
ticular value of the medium, pr
sented in a useable form, shou
add materially to the sales effe
tiveness of the average broadcas
ing station. Especially is this tri
with
regard of
to atheknowledge
appreciation
problems ar"
involved in retail broadcast adverti"
ing, which field is of particul;
importance to the local station.
The broader dissemination j
THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience
of radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
BFNJAMIN
ASSOCIATEDPa
1023 Wallace SOBY
Ave. ANDWilkinsburg,
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of broadcasting
knowled
_j:ral
st ge
advertising would
broadca
;f service in the same direction.
clearing house atprogram
3ted
by the NAB several years
was a step in the right direcin spite of its discontinuance
reason of lack of interest on
ipart of stations. Development
Manuals on participation tech,ie, merchandising service, stall promotion, servicing of retail
junts, announcement copy techne and similar features, would
j)f marked value in this direcwere the resources and inter;present for carrying them out.
(inally, broadcasting is still
ng enough that it must be sold
a whole, rather than the emsis being placed merely upon
ufic phases. A concerted and
lied promotion of broadcasting
a medium, for both national
local advertising, is highly
fntial.
Practical Steps
sTCEPTS such as the preceding
:e interesting conversation and
ptless would be profitable if
. ; :pted and widely applied. Ununately this occurs but sporadiy and considerable time elapses
.LI the principles involved find
i general utilization. The quesi is therefore one of practical
BS.
everal present themselves,
dgh with the qualification that
.r realization will demand capitime and effort, as well as no
ill measure of ability.
Tie first of these is that of
string available, to a degree
^ater than is even now the case,
ascriptions or recorded pro-

REMOTE

grams for local stations. Splendid steps already have been initiated in this direction, but further
extension of service and reduction
of costs to stations are necessary.
The recorded program, well - prepared and performed, is essential
to the smaller station.
A second practical step is the
possibility of joint sales promotion
by the dium.
various
units of
the me-in
The difficulties
involved
such an undertaking admittedly
are many. The wreckage of numerous attempts is ample witness
to this. Nevertheless the logic behind such a move is sound and
it only remains for a combination
of the requisite skill and -capital
to make the idea a working one.
The activities of the station representative have filled this need to
some degree, but the broadcasting
structure is still too embryonic in
this respect to permit the generalization that, the representative will
constitute the complete final solution of this problem.
A third practical step is that of
the institution of a program of
general industry promotion, a field
lying especially within the province of the NAB. Again the requisite financial resources are necessary before the step can be taken
in any practical and lasting manner. A beginning has been made
in the NAB trade statistics and
special studies, but this is but a
small portion of the entire task.
Undoubtedly, as time progresses,
some of these solutions will find
their way into general practice.
The result should be an improved
economic stability for the medium
and an improved service for the
public.

AMPLIFIER

B94-S

To Give
BOUND

Greater Value

MANY SUBSCRIBERS want to preserve their copies of
BROADCASTING because of its future reference value.
They prefer to avoid the chance that the supply of past
issues, to which they may want to refer, will be exhausted.
Indeed, it is next to impossible now to get some of the past
issues of BROADCASTING because the great demand from
subscribers has exhausted our supply.
A NEW BINDER has been produced, and we have
contracted for a supply, which we believe answers your filing
and library needs. It is neat and convenient. It is bound
like a book — looks like a book in every respect except that
you can snap each current issue for a year into the cover
and remove it at will. The narrow binding wire does not
cut or mutilate the copies in any way.
The binder is pictured above. It holds 24 copies (one
year's issues). It is your perfect reference book of the
year's business of broadcasting.

You can pipe your remote programs in for less money when
using GATES Remote program amplifiers and yet have the
finest of equipment manufactured by the industries largest
remote equipment manufacturer.
Amplifier B94-S is for three dynamic or inductor type microphones having wiping contact controls, 80 Db. gain, indicator
and unusual compactness.
Write for Bulletin 9 or better yet the entire GATES catalog.
GATES

RADIO & SUPPLY COMPANY
Manufacturing Engineers Since 1922
QUINCY, ILL., U.S.A.
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Price

$322

Postpaid

(Your name in gold 25c extra )

BROADCASTING
broadcast
\dvertisir)gr
870 National Press Bldg.

Washington, D. C.
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Times
TIE

LP#f

FOOTBALL

c

BROADCAST

unit} #te tfJFH*
GRAF

a
l

It's new and
different. Fans
will go out of
their way to get
it, to accurately follow and chart
each play as broadcast. A permanent
record of the game. Easy to handle —
no intricate details. Can be furnished
in pad form or cards (light and
heavy weight) to meet your requirements. Chart complete for one game
7 in. wide by 14 in. deep — low cost.
Write now for samples, complete details and prices. Get a sample and
try it during the Professional - All
Stars game, Aug. 28 at Soldiers
Field, Chicago.
NORTHWESTERN
ENGRAVING
MENASHA,

CO.

WISCONSIN

GRAFOCAST
NORTHWESTERN ENGRAVING COMPANY- — ■«»-

Sales 19% Ahead
(Continued from page 7)

pared with the first half of 1934.
This was slightly more than double
the rate of growth on the part of
national non-network advertising
as a whole. Transcription volume,
on the other hand, declined 2.4%.
Announcement volume rose 17.6%.
Trends during the past year in
this field have brought about a
shift in the relative importance of
various types of rendition in the
national field. The continued and
steady growth of live talent volume
during the past twelve months has
resulted in an increase in the proportion of national non-network
volume represented by live talent
business from 39.7% during the
first half of 1934 to 44.7% during
the same period of the current
year. Transcription volume has declined during the period from
40.0% to 34.6%.
Sponsor Trends
IN ADDITION to showing marked
increases in advertising volume in
all portions of the medium, a number ofwardhighly
important
trends tonew business
are reflected
in
the statistics for the first half of
1935. Automobiles, clothing and apparel, housef urnishings, confectionery, soaps and kitchen supplies, and tobacco products were
advertised over the radio to a
markedly increased degree as compared with the corresponding
period of 1934.
Of particular interest has been
the marked use being made of re-

of 1935

gional networks and of national
non-network advertising by tobacco concerns. Regional network
volume in this field amounted to
$61,223 during the first half of the
current year, whereas there was no
advertising of this type during the
corresponding
period advertising
of 1934. National non-network
by
tobacco companies amounted to
$25,549 during the first six months
of last year and to $232,795 during
the first half of the current year.
In the housefurnishing field, national network advertising experienced a gain of 24.6%, national
non-network volume 36.2% and
local advertising 55.37c. Regional
network advertising rose nearly sixfold. National network soap and kitchen supply advertising increased
47.0%, national non-network volume in this field nearly doubled
that of the first half of the preceding year while regional network
business increased materially.
Confectionery Gain
IN THE confectionery field, national network volume increased
40.6 %, regional network advertising rose to nearly four times the
level for the first half of last year,
national non-network advertising
gained 13% and local advertising
tripled.
Clothing
advertising
over national networks
rose 57.6%
as
compared with the same period of
1934. Regional network business
increased nearly five times, national network volume gained
18.6% and local advertising 56.2%.
Gains in the automotive field
were as follows: National networks, 26% ; regional networks,
22.6%; national non-network business, 32.5%
and42.3%.local broadcast advertising,
Increases in these fields have
been due principally to two sets of
causes. One of these has been the
revived buying and consequent
business optimism of fields such as
housefurnishings, automobiles and
clothing. With buying of this type
having been held to the bare minimum for practically six years, furINSULATORS
for every
Broadcasting Requirement
LAPP INSULATOR CO., INC.
LeROY. NEW YORK

ther business along this line rcl
be anticipated.
A second reason for the inters J
ing trends exhibited during the If
six months is the growing appl
ciation of the value of broadc i
advertising on the part of the rgf
and file of business, and a deal
understanding of the specific effl
tiveness of particular portions 1
the medium. The increased use!
regional networks and nation
non-network advertising by toba [
companies is an example to poi i
Equally significant in this j
spect is the 50.3% increase in
tail broadcast advertising duri)
the first half of the current yi
as compared with the correspoi
ing period
of 1934. clothing,
Again thea .
tail
automotive,
housefurnishing fields have expel
enced the principal gains. Ret|
automotive advertising increa:
60.0%, and clothing and appai
advertising 71.2%. In the houj
furnishing field, the advertising
household equipment retailers si!
as electrical refrigerator deale|
and the like, rose 46.2%. That
furniture stores increased 73.6 1
while hardware store advertisi
increased 110.7%. There is i|
doubtedly a firm basic trend
ward the use of broadcast adv [
tising on the part of retailej
There also has been a marked
crease in advertising by lumll
companies
and similar buildij
equipment concerns.
June Advertising
JUNE broadcast advertisi
showed the usual seasonal dec!
but maintained
a level 21.EJ
higher than for the same month
1934. This was one of the b
comparative showings to have bei
made by any month recently. >
tional network business exceecj
the previous June by 13.7%, j
gional network volume was u
proximately three times as grel
national non-network advertisi !
rose 43.5% and local broadcast
vertising 26.6%.
Gross time sales in May a|
June are found in this table:
May $3,536,
Jun
National networks— -$4,078,576
Regional networks—
96,021 94,
National non-network 1,509,348 1,400,
Total

$7,546,285 $6,583,

KRUEGER
Ne1
1,8 BREWING
ark,
is using
twice-weekly Co.,
Kruei
62, transcriptions on
House Party,
340 stations to adv
dozen Southern
tise its canned 1,55beer
and is wid<
1,
ing the schedule. Fuller & Sm
& Ross, New York, is the agen

K-A-X
PATENT PENDING
KEAR ANTENNA EXCITATION SYSTEM
Used on new Airways Radio Range Beacon Stations
Recent K-A-X installations
WKRC, WORC, WPEN, WPRO, WORK, W1XBS
A STABILIZED DIRECTIVE SYSTEM WHICH WILL:
Reduce interfering signals with neighboring stations on same
channel.
/ ncrease service area in non-interfering zones.
Designed, constructed and installed to meet your requirements.
WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
McLachlen Building
Washington, D. C.
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new

100-250

Watt

Transmitters!

20A

. . . sensation

N.A.B.
15

1. Complete AC operation.
2. High-fidelity — audio frequency response within + 1 db
from 30 to 10,000 cycles.
3. The r. m. s. of the audio frequency harmonics, in the important middle frequency range, is less than 1Vz% at 85%
modulation — less than 5% at 100% modulation.

Convention

Outstanding

of

the

. . . has

Features

8. Quick acting switches permit each pair of final amplifier
tubes to be disconnected individually, enabling power
reduction or the location of a defective tube without interrupting transmission.
9. Fixed neutralization eliminates adjustments.

5. Less than one watt of audio power required to modulate
transmitter 100%.

10. Equipped for fully automatic or semi-automatic control.
11. Carrier frequency maintained well within i 10 cycles
by heated AT cut quartz plates.
12. Spare crystal oscillator always ready for instant switching
into service.

B. Carrier noise reduced to extremely low level — better than
70 db (weighted) below 100% modulation.

13. Complete transmitter in one cabinet.
14. New construction makes all tubes accessible from front.

T. Low tube cost — uses a number of inexpensive tubes rather
than a few larger and more expensive ones.

15. Removable sectionalized side and rear panels with quick
acting clamps provide easy access to all parts.

4. No radio frequency harmonic greater than .03% of fundamental.

•^tf
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f
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details from Graybar Electric Co.
Graybar Building, New York, N. Y.
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^Vf^ In Canada: Northern Electric Co., I'd.
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FEDERAL

D ecisions
AUGUST 6
(Commissioners Sykes,
sitting)Walker and Payne
KNOW, Austin, Tex. — Granted CP move
trans, locally, install new equip.
WDGY,
Minneapolis — Granted modif. CP
extend completion.
WPRP, Ponce, P. R. — Granted modif.
CP extend completion.
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS — KFIZ,
Fond hours.
du Lac, Wis., granted temp. auth.
spec,
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, William
S. Thellman, New Castle, Pa., applic. CP
1420 kc 100 w D ; NEW, Paul R. Heitmeyer, Salt Lake City, CP 1210 kc 100 w
unltd. ; NEW, Clark Standiford. Fresno,
Cal., CP 1370 kc 100 w D ; NEW, Calif.
Sales Contract Co., San Francisco, CP
1280 kc 500 w N 1 kw D unltd. ; NEW,
Julius
CP 980 Brunton
kc 250 w& D.Sons Co., Fresno, Cal.,
MISCELLANEOUS— KIUN. Pecos, Tex.,
denied telegraphic request auth. operate
temporarily at 104% E. 4th St., Pecos,
pending approval of another site : WMT.
Waterloo, la., suspended during balance of
license period conditional clause in license,
during construction of directional antenna, regarding interference with WREC at
new site Cedar Rapids ; KGBZ, York, Neb.,
denied auth. take depositions in support
of renewal and modif. license, denied motion for continuance of hearing set for
8-12-35; WRDW, Augusta,
applic. change from 1500 to Ga.,
1240 hearing
kc and
increase from 100 w to 250 w N 1 kw
LS continued to 9-5-35 ; NEW, KNOX
Brdcstg. Co., Schenectady, N. Y., applic.
1240 kc 1 kw unltd. continued to 9-5-35 ;
NEW, Advertiser Pub. Co. Ltd., Honolulu,
hearing set for 9-17-35 advanced to first
week in Sept. on relay applic ; NEW, Robert K. Herbst. Moorhead, Minn., hearing
on applic. CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd., set
for 8-14-35 continued pending handing
down of decision by court in case of Head
of the Lakes Brdcstg. Co. & City of Moorhead v. FCC: NEW, E. L. Clifford, Pottsville, Pa., denied continuance hearing applic. CP 580 kc 250 w LS ; KBFG, Oklahoma City, denied petition to grant full
time 1370 kc without hearing.
APPLICATION DISMISSED — NEW,
Bailey
kc
100 Bros.,
w unltd.San Diego, applic. CP 1420
APPLICATION DENIED— NEW, Northern Calif. Amusement Co. Inc., Yreka,
Cal., applic. CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
RATIFICATIONS:
WLW. Cincinnati, granted extension
exp. auth. 500 kw N directional (7-30).
WMFI, New Haven — Granted modif. CP
move locally, change antenna, extend completion (7-30).
WHA, Madison, Wis. — Granted temp,
auth. operate spec, hours 1 kw (7-30).
KMBC, Kansas City — Granted extension
program test period (7-30).
WHIS, Bluefield, W. Va.— Granted extension period remain silent (7-26).
KPCB, Seattle — Granted extension exp.
auth. 710 kc 250 w unltd. in August
(7-30).
KIEL, Seattle — Granted auth. operate
pickup station (8-2).
Broadcast Division granted requests of
Florida West Coast Brdcstg. Co. Inc., for
auth.
8-3 ) take deposition on applic. CP (8-1,
AUGUST 13
(Commissioners sitting.)
Sykes, Case and Prall
KDKA, Pittsburgh — Granted CP change
equip.
Dorado, Ark. — Granted modif.
CPKELD,
change Elequip.
KDON, Del Monte, Cal. — Granted modif.
CP move transmitter to Monterey, change
equip.
CPKGVO,
changeMissoula,
equip. Mont. — Granted modif.
WGBI, Scranton, Pa. — Granted extension
spec. auth. 500 w N & D to 3-1-36, or until pending applic. is granted.
KPCB, Seattle — Granted extension spec,
auth. 710 kc 250 w unltd. to 2-1-36, also
granted license for CP new equip. 650 kc
250 w ltd.
WCAL, Northfield, Minn. — Granted
modif. license change spec, hours.
KHSL, Chico, Cal. — Granted consent vol.
assign, license to Golden Empire Brdcstg.
Co.
WBAL,
Baltimore — Granted auth. antenna measurement.
KROC, Rochester, Minn. — Granted
modif. CP transmitter site, change antenna.
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COMMUNICATIONS
(Broadcast Division)

COMMISSION

JULY 30 TO AUG. 13, INCLUSIVE
WBZA,
Springfield,
Mass.— Granted li- Co., Pearl B. Robinson sole owner, Moscense for CP change equip.
cow, Id., applic. CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd.; Examiners' Reports .
WELL, Battle Creek, Mich. — Granted li- NEW, Robert E. Coe, d/b Wash. Brdcstg.
WDRC, Hartford— Examiner Hill re
censecreaseforto 100
CP move
locally,
new
equip.,
inCo.,
Washington,
Pa., CP amended to 1350 mended
w 1420 kc unltd.
(1-84) that applic. increase
kc
250
w
D
;
NEW.
Roberts
MacNab
Hokw
LS be granted.
tel Co., Arthur L. Roberts, R. B. MacNab,
La. —kc Granted
license
forKVOL,
CP newLafayette,
station 1310
100 w unltd.
WQIM,
St. Albans, Vt.—that
Examiner
A. J. Breitbach, gen. mgr., Jamestown, N.
applic, ,
KFNF,
Shenandoah,
con- D., CP amended to 1310 kc 100 w unltd. ; berg
shift recommended
from 1370 to (1-85)
1390 kc, increase
sent assignment
license la.to— Granted
KFNF, Inc..
also granted renewal license 890 kc 500 NEW, Golden
mento, Cal., CPEmpire
amendedBrdcstg.
to 1310Co.,kc Sacra100 w 100 w spec, hours to 1 kw D spec, r ;
k N 1 kw D S-WILL & KUSD.
unltd. ; NEW, Clark Standiford, Vissalia, be denied.
Cal., CP amended to 100 w N unltd. ;
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— WCBS,
Springfield, 111., granted temp. auth. spec, NEW, Sioux Falls Broadcast Assn. Inc.,
hours ; WKAR, Lansing, Mich., granted wSioux
unltd.Falls, S. D., applic. CP 1200 kc 100
temp. auth. spec, hours ; KBTM, JonesApplications . . .
boro. Ark., granted extension temp. auth.
ORAL ARGUMENTS GRANTED —
JULY 30
use present equip., pending new antenna ; KGKB, Tyler Tex., Dallas Brdcstg. Co.,
WFBM, Indianapolis, granted temp. auth. Dallas, Paris Brdcstg. Co., Paris, Tex., also
operate portable ; KWSO, Pullman, Wash.,
Brownsville Brdcstg. Co., Brownsville,
WEAN, Providence, R. I.— Modif. lie
granted temp. auth. remain silent to Tex., and Denton Brdcstg. Co., Denton, from 500 to 1 kw D, amended to 1 j
9-30-35 to repair fire damage; KPCB, Se- Tex., in re Ex. Rep. 1-72 to be heard D & N.
attle, granted extension exp. auth. 90 days 11-21-35; KFBI, Abilene, Kan., heard by
WASH, increase
Grand Rapids
— CPw new
mitter,
from 500
to 1ti
move transmitter & studio ; WICC, Bridge- Com. Brown, to be held 12-4-35.
re antenna.
port, Conn., granted extension spec. auth.
MISCELLANEOUS — NEW, Central Texas amended
WADC, Akron — CP change eq
operate unltd. time if WCAC remains
Brdcstg. Co. Inc., Fort Worth, CP 1210 kc change
silent; KSCJ, Sioux City, la., granted
100 w unltd., set for hearing, dismissed at N 5 kw from
D. 1 kw N 2% kw S to 1
temp. auth. operate without freq. moni- applic. request ; KOL, Seattle, denied reCincinnati — Extension exp. £
tor ;WCAC, Storrs, Conn., granted extenconsideration applic. increased power with- 500WLW,
lew D 500 kw N directional to 11out hearing; NEW, Pampa Daily News
sion temp. auth. remain silent to 10-1-35 ;
NEW, Life Builders, Dr. Alvin J.
WBSO, Babson Park, Mass., granted temp, Inc., Pampa, Tex., denied reconsideration
auth. remain silent 9-2-35.
action setting for hearing applic. 1200 kc bell,
— CP amended
new station
131
100 wFortltd.Worth
sharing,
to 120C
100 w ; WMBG, Richmond, Va., granted
ACTION ON EXAMINERS' REPORTS
— NEW, Palestine Brdcstg. Assn., John C. petition take part in hearing applic. unltd.
NEW, James R. Doss Jr., Tuscak
Welch, Wm. K. Keller, Bonner Frezzell, WPHR to move to Richmond and denied Ala.—
CP 1420 kc 100 w D.
Palestine, Tex., granted CP new station right to intervena applic. transfer control
1420 kc 100 w D, sustaining Examiner of WPHR to John Stewart Bryan, TenWPFB,
Hattiesburg, Miss. — Modif.
Walker, order effective 8-20-35; NEW,
nant Brdcstg.
Bryan & Co.,
Douglas
S. Minn.,
Freemangranted
; Du- cense from spec, to unltd.
George B. Bairey, Valley City, N. D„ luth
Duluth
WCAZ,
Carthage,
100 — to CP250 new
w, amtr
granted CP new station 1500 kc 100 w request continuation of hearing on applic. mitter, increase from 111.
ed re transmitter site.
unltd., sustaining Examiner Dalbert, or- new station 1200 kc 100 w unltd. ; WATR,
NEW, Hastings Brdcstg. Co., Emn
der effective 8-20-35 ; WJW, Akron, O., Waterbury. Conn., reaffirmed grant of
granted CP new equip., increase from 100 4-16-35 changing hours from D to ltd. LS kc
L. 100
Abeles,
Sec, Hastings, Neb. — CP
w unltd.
to 250 w D 1210 kc 100 w N unltd., sus- San Antonio.
taining Examiner Hill, effective 8-27-35 ; RATIFICATIONS :
NEW, Appleton Brdcstg. Co., Emn
WHBC, Canton, O., granted CP new
L. 100
Abeles,
Sec, Appleton, Wis. — CP
w unltd.
WHBC, Canton. O., granted temp. auth. kc
equip., increase from 100 to 250 w D 1200
kc spec, also granted modif. license from spec, hours (8-10) ; WHEC, Rochester,
WJBC,
Bloomington,
increase from 100 w to111. —100CP w new250 eqis
spec, to unltd., sustaining Examiner Hill, N. Y., granted extension temp. auth. oper- amended
re antenna.
effective 8-27-35.
ate
portable
trans.
(8-10)
;
WLBF,
Kansas City, granted extension test period
SET FOR HEARING — NEW. Philip J.
KFJM, Grand Forks, N. D.— Exp. a
Wiseman, Lewiston, Me., applic. CP 1210 pending action on license applic. (8-9) ; 250 w D to 1-1-36.
kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Herbert Lee Blye, WIEO,ed auth.
NEW, Burlington Brdcstg. Co., Emn
WMEF,
WIEW,
New transmitters
York, grant- ;
operate
pickup
Lima, O., applic. CP 1210 kc 100 w D ;
L.
Abeles,
Sec, Burlington, la.— CP
kc 100
w unltd.
KFRC, San Francisco, granted extension
WADC, Tallmadge. O., applic. CP change
NEW, Clinton Brdcstg. Co., Emmon:
equip., increase from 2% to 5 kw D: program tests (8-7) ; WBZ, Chicopee
NEW, Fountain of Youth Properties Inc., Falls, Mass., granted extension equip, tests 100
Abeles,
Sec, Clinton, la. — CP 1310
w unltd.
St. Augustine, Fla., applic. CP 1210 kc (8-8) ; WMBR, Jacksonville, Fla., granted
motion to postpone effective date decision
100 w unltd. ; NEW, Chanute Brdcstg. Co., on
APPLICATION
RETURNED
— NlC
Ellwood W. Lippincott,
Pendleton,
CP applic. (8-8).
Chanute, Kan., applic. 1500 kc 100 w D ;
CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
NEW, Harold F. Foraker and Rady D.
Luzadder, d/b Wichita Brdcstg. Co., OUT OF 56,247,429 radios in use
Wichita, Kan., applic. CP 1500 kc in
the world today, 25,551,569 are
AUGUST 2
100 w unltd. : WPRO, Providence. R.
I.. applic. CP new equip., increase in the United States, reports the — CP
NEW,1210Fredkc S.100Rogers,
w unltd.Glen Falls, N.
from 250 to 1 kw D ; NEW, Review Pub.
Department of Commerce.
NEW, Steel City Brdcstg. Co., P:
burgh
— CPkc 890100 kcw 500
to 1420
N w250unltd.,
w D, amer
cha
equip.
KMLB,
Monroe,
La.—
Exp.
auth.
121C
to 12-1-35 ; CP change equip.
Norman,
— Modif.
lice
re WNAD,
hours, asks
part ofOkla.KGGF
facilitie
KUOA,
Fayetteville,
Ark.
—
Auth.
fer control to John Brown Univeritri
amended to change transferee to I
Roberta,
bright. Mrs. Roberta & Miss Helen 1WMFR,
C. — Modif.
1200
kc 100High
w D,Point,
changeN. equip.,
move
cally, extend completion.
KVOL,
1310
kc 100Lafayette,
w unltd. La. — License for
KGGF,
Coffeyville,
Kan.— Modif. lice
re hours.
NEW, Winona Brdcstg. Co., Emm
L.
Abeles,
Sec, Winona, Minn. — CP 1
kc 100
w unltd.
NEW, Wausau Brdcstg. Co., Emmons
Abeles,
Sec, Wausau, Wis.— CP 1310
100
w unltd.
NEW, Grand Island Brdcstg. Co., I
mons L. Abeles, Sec, Grand Island, Nel
CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd.
NEW, Sioux Falls Broadcast Assn. I
Sioux Falls, S. D.— CP 1200 kc 100.
unltd.
WMAQ,completion.
Chicago — Modif. CP as mo
extend
NEW, Miles J. Hansen, Fresno. Ca
CP
1420 1210
kc. kc 100 w unltd., amended
NEW, Melvin D. Close, Provo, Uta
CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd.
NEW, James H. Braffett. Price, Uta
EUROPEAN CORRESPONDENT— Dr. Max Jordan, Central European
CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd.
representative of NBC, is shown handling one of the 118 broadcasts
NEW, Mountain States Brdcstg. Co:
from Europe which were relayed during the last year. The American
Salt Lake reCity
— CP 550 kc 500 w unl
amended
equip.
networks are the only ones to maintain "correspondents" in foreign
APPLICATIONS
RETURNED—
lands, although the British are reported considering stationing a man in Hattiesburg,
Miss., modif.
license to WP:
unit
New York also. Dr. Jordan works out of Basle, Switzerland, while his Radio Recorders Inc., Hollywood, reqi.
for auth. deliver transcriptions to fore
countries (Brisbane, Australia), FCC h
colleague, Fred Bate, is stationed in London for NBC. Columbia's European representative is Cesar Saerchinger, stationed in London.
ing no jurisdiction.
BROADCASTING
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AUGUST 3
fcv'BZA, Boston — License for CP change
[lip.
Creek, Mich. — License for
iWELL,
changeBattle
equip., increase power, move
ns. and studio.
DBO Orlando. Fla. — Extension exp.
h use added 750 w D to 3-1-36.
FBC, Greenville, S. C. — Modif. CP
equip., increase from 1 kw to 1 kw
5 kw D, move trans., extend completion.
iGKO, Wichita Falls, Tex. — CP move
Insmitter
to changelocally,
from change
1240 to equip.,
570 kc.amendfrom
:w to 250 w N 1 kw D.
(■JEW, Clarence Scharbauer, Midland,
x. — -CP 1200 kc 100 w D, amended re
ilnsmitter site.
IVTCN, Minneapolis — Modif. license to
irease spec, hours, part of WCAL faciliamendedin toforce
become
9-2-35
J]B, remain
until effective
WCAL desires
is time.
AUGUST 5
WJIM,
Lansing,
irease from 100 Mich.
w 250— CP
w Dnewto equip.,
500 w
fcw D. change from 1210 to 1450 kc,
;:s freq. of WGAR if that applic. for
ilities of WMMN is granted.
(VEW, Mankato Brdcstg. Co., Mankato,
on. — CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd., amended
trans, site.
NEW, Emmons L. Abeles & Robt. J.
an,630d/bkc WISE
Co., facilities
St. Paul—of
250 w Brdcstg.
unltd., asks
liDE.
SGDE,
Modif.
lise
from Fergus
1200 to Falls,
630 kcMinn.
and —from
100 li-w
It w D to 250 w D & N.
icisions
AUG. 6
A'■rease
TAR, from
Norfolk,
500 wVa.1 —kwModif.
D tolicense
1 kw toD
IN.
MEW, Valley Brdcstg. Co., Cleveland—
■ 890 kc 1 kw unltd., amended re equip.
XIUN,amended
Pecos, reTex.equip.
— Modif.
CP change
aip.,
& trans,
site.
WDGY, Minneapolis — License for CP
grease from 2% to 5 kw D, change equip.
■KGMB, Honolulu, T. H. — Modif. CP
tange equip., amended re trans. & studio
les, extend completion.
APPLICATIONS
RETURNED — NEW,
. ark Standiford, San Jose, Cal.. CP 1310
100 w D ; NEW, L. E. Robideaux,
Ind, Ore., CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
AUG. 7
NEW, Geo. E. Carter, Homer G. Wolfe,
ari I. Knight, d/b Carter & Wolfe, Mans•Id, O. — CP 1370 kc 50 w 100 D unltd.
KVSO,
modif. Ardmore,
new stationOkla.
1210— License
kc 100 wforD. CP
WDAE, Tampa, Fla. — Extension spec,
th. 2Vz kw D, change equip.
WISC, Milwaukee — Modif. CP transmitp site, extend completion.
KOMO,
— Modif.
license from 920
760 kc, Seattle
facilities
of KXA.
APPLICATIONS
RETURNED — NEW,
arold Butcher, Portland, Ind., CP 1200
100 w ltd. ; NEW, Northwest Brdcstg.
.. Harold A. Wahlstrand, Kimmel A.
lvester, Stephen Janiszewski, Chicago,
aine,1310
100 wNev.,
spec.CP; 1420
NEW,500 Patrick
Las kcVegas,
w ltd.
AUGUST 9
NEW, Alfred C. Matthews, Cape May.
J. — CP 1420 kc 100 w spec, amended
equip., hours.
WPEN,
ans. 920 kcPhiladelphia
250 w. — License for aux.
NEW, A. O. Jenkins, Jacksonville, Fla.
CPto 610
1200 kckc 250100 w w 500D &w N.D unltd., amendNEW, Navarro Brdcstg. Assn., J. C.
est,
w D.pres., Corsicana, Tex. — CP 1310 kc
WCOA. Pensacola, Fla. — Auth. transfer
^trol.to News-Journal Co.
i KSO, Des Moines — Vol. assignment li^se to Iowa Brdcstg. Co.
*'WMT,
Waterloo —Co.Vol. assignment license
Iowa Brdcstg.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— WDBO,
■lando,
auth.
urease toFla.1 —kwModif.
D & license
N ; NEW,spec.Richard
asetti, Ely, Nev., CP 1310 kc 10 or 15
D.
RCA Business Better
NET income of $671,111 for the
.cond quarter of 1935, representlig an increase of about $135,200
^er the same quarter last year, is
sclosed by RCA
(parent comany) in its statement of income
id surplus issued Aug. 1. The net
come for the first six months of
}35 was $2,289,135, an increase of
517,500 over the same period last
ear. As of June 30, 1935, the
atement reveals, RCA's surplus
counted to $10,425,632 after diviends of $5,381,857 had been paid
1 "A" preferred stock.
lugust 15, 1935

Signing of New Clients
In Golden Gate Region
Indicates Busy Autumn
WITH many new advertisers inquiring into the possibilities of
broadcasting, independent stations
in the San Francisco bay region
as well as the networks, express a
general feeling of optimism for
the fall season. NBC western division sales executives, San Franand those
KFRC, cisco,the
CBS from
outletDonin Lee's
that
city, state that prospects for radio
business are excellent and predict
a big year ahead.
Present difficulty is not so much
finding clients as finding enough
hours at the time desired, station
managers point out. Time already
sold and reserved precludes any
possible slump during the coming
season's high spots, it was said.
There remains the task of selling
additional daytime spots to improvethe
furtherbusiness
the season's
receipts
and also
of continuing
to sell late evening hours, such as
10:30 p. m. and after, which is no
longer the bogy of former years, to
other sponsors than night resorts.
Independent stations such as
KYA and KSFO, both in San
Francisco, and KLX, Oakland, report a decided increase in business
and are laying plans for a big
fall. Other independent stations
of lesser power, such as KJBS and
KGGC, both in San Francisco;
KROW, Oakland, and KRE, Berkeley, Cal., also state that prospects
for fall are very bright.
Gruen Watch to Sponsor
Merry -Go -Round Series
SPONSORED by Gruen Watch Co.,
New York, Drew Pearson and Robert S. Allen, co-authors of the famous book "Washington MerryGo-Round" and writers of a widely
syndicated newspaper column under the same title, will discuss
Washington affairs in dialogue in a
new program starting on the Mutual Broadcasting System Oct. 1.
It will run 26 weeks and be heard
Tuesdays and Saturdays, 7 :45 - 8
p. m. Their talks will be relayed
from Washington where they will
be announced by Louis Dean.
Henry Souvaine is agent for the
two writers and DeGarmo-Kilborn
Inc., New York, is the aerency handling the account. As Broadcasting went to nress it was still undecided whether WGN, Chicago,
would carry the series because of
Chicago Tribune news policies.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE - PEET
Co., Jersey City, C Crystal White
soap) has renewed for 13 weeks
the transcription series being used
in the Midwest. The list of stations
was given in Broadcasting June 1.
WESG, Elmira, N. Y., has been
authorized by the FCC to shift to
the 850 kc. frequency with 1 kw.,
operating1 until sunset in New Orleans where WWL occupies the
clear channel. Authority extends
•to Feb. 1, 1936.
MRS. C. W. HAYES wife of the
manager of WHBC, Canton, O.,
who was injured in a fall at the
Broadmoor during the NAB convention, is still confined to her
home. Mrs. Hayes was in Mercv
hospital for about three weeks after returning to Canton.
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McNamee, Manning Hurt
GRAHAM McNAMEE, the veteran NBC announcer, and Tom
Manning, announcer of WTAM,
Cleveland, were badly hurt Aug.
11 while covering the National
Soap Box Derby at Akron, 0., for
the network. Paul Brown, Oklahoma City scooter champion, was
unable to control his little machine
and it crashed into the NBC remote control setup. McNamee was
thrown to the pavement, striking
his head so hard he was unconscious for five minutes. Manning
suffered two broken vertebrae in his
back and his legs were severely
bruised. Propped up in a chair
however, he managed to broadcast
the derby finals. Both announcers
were taken to an Akron hospital,
and doctors said both will not be
able to work for several weeks.

Radio-Newspapers Join
COMPLETING the alliances of radio stations with newspapers in the
Twin Cities, where they were formerly bitter opponents, KSTP,
St. Paul, on Aug. 4 entered into
news affiliation with the Minneapolis Journal. WCCO, Minneapolis,
recently became affiliated with the
Minneapolis Star, now published
by the Cowles interests which own
the Des Moines Register & Tribune
and three Iowa stations. WTCN,
Minneapolis is owned jointly by
the Minneapolis Tribune and the
St. Paul Pioneer Press & Dispatch.
WHIO, Dayton, O., has discovered
a talented pianist in Charlie Hadley, page boy. He has been placed
on variety shows and soon will
have his own sustaining program.

Simplifying

Mr. E. H. Rietzke,
President
of CREIof
and originator
the
first
thorough
course in Practical
Radio Engineering.
... if you
KNOW

RADIO

. . . you'll
CREI appreciate
training what
can
do for you !
The men who are already in Radio
importantly
success Men
depends upon realize
adequatethattraining.
of ambition know they must have
something better to offer than the
next fellow if they expect to obtain
better jobs. CREI training gives you
the "tools" with which you can
build your own future. The many
CREI men
are jobs
now inholding
importantwho
engineering
over 25%
of the U. S. broadcast stations
...
proof that SUCCESS comes
with are
KNOWLEDGE.
• RIGHT NOW
• WRITE NOW
For Our ii-Page Illustrated
Catalog
that and
wUl give
answer
every question
full j
details of all courses.
Capitol

Radio

ENGINEERING

INSTITUTE

14th and PARK ROAD
Dept. B-8 D. C.
WASHINGTON,

Antenna

Measurements

The General Radio Type 516-C Radio-Frequency Bridge supplies the radio station engineer with an exceedingly simple and
accurate method of obtaining all of the important characteristics of the antenna, a class of measurement which has been sadly
neglected due to the complexity and unreliability of methods
generally available.
In addition this bridge is useful for a number of other measurements around the station such as the determination of coil
and choke frequency characteristics, and inductance and power
factor on all classes of radio-frequency impedances.
The Type 516-C Bridge is priced at $225.00 (in the U. S. and
Canada).
Write for Circular P-72-B for further particulars
General
30 State Street

Radio

Company

Cambridge

A, Mass.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements in
Broadcasting cost 7c per word for
each insertion. Cash must accompany order.close 25th and 10th of
Forms
month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
Opening
commercial
solicitor withfor
new successful
daytime station
starting
in Fall. WMFR, Box 44, High Point, N. C.
Part interest in low power Southern
regional station. Must be personable live
wire business getter with best references
and a little capital. Bond required. Box
345, Broadcasting.
Advertising Salesman to manage 100 W
station, operator preferred. Commission
basis, enceearn
up to $400.00
Experi-be
and references
first month.
letter. Must
steady. Box 358, Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
Continuity and production man. More
than
years'Excellent
experience
for station
agencyfivework.
announcing
voice.or
Address Box 355, Broadcasting.
Station director or commercial manager.
A-l broadcast
executive.
Twelve years'
experience directing
and managing
important American stations. Exceptional record
in station development. Recommendations
from important radio executives. Location
unimportant. Box 351, Broadcasting.
Operator holding second-class radiotelegraph license, endorsed for broadcast operwith eight
years'engineer
experience
stations,ation,four
as chief
500 small
watt
station, desires position with larger progressive station. References. Now employed. Box 357, Broadcasting.
Manager or commercial manager. Age
thirty. ence.
TenNow years'
successful
experiassistant
managersalessuccessful
station. Admirably fitted by experience to
build up rundown or new station. Plenty
of ability and energy for hardest job. Box
359, Broadcasting.
Recording engineer, thoroughly experienced in instantaneous recording in acetate and other semi-plastics, wants position
with station desirous of creating recording
department. Mature technical, program
and control operating experience. Radiotelegraph first. Box 360, Broadcasting.
Wanted To Buy
Private party financially responsible will
buy or lease full time station, good locality.
Box 361, Broadcasting.
Full time radio station wanted for cash.
State location, equipment, condition, commercials, price. Principals only. Address
Box 356, Broadcasting.
Wanted to Buy: 100 Watt Commercial
Broadcasting Transmitter, in good serviceable condition, for use in Mexico, must be
priced right. Write giving full information.
419 Reliance Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
For Sale
Complete Western Electric 6B Transmitter with speech input equipment and frequency monitor. Accessories. D. H. Harrell, 7731 Essex Avenue, Chicago.
2-Western Electric 8-B input equipments
for station wishing 2 channel operation.
Available at once. Complete details upon
request. Edison Electric Illuminating Co.,
39 Boylston St., Station WEEI, Boston,
Mass.
Western Electric Amplifiers. (3) 8-B;
(1) 9-A; (1) 203B-V.I. Panel; (1) 518BV.I. Panel; (1) M/G Set 110/350 v; (1)
RCA Condenser Microphone, cable, floor
stand. All good operating condition. Submit offer for all or part. WFBR, Baltimore, Maryland.

New and Slightly Used
WESTON type 301 front panel bakelite case instruments. Milliameters,
25, 50, 100, 150, 300 and 500 MA full
scale, each $3.50. Thermo Galvanometer, (115MA) $7.50 D. C. Voltmeters, 500V $8.50, 1000V $12.50,
1500V $18.00. Box 362, Broadcasting.
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MBS Remote front Zep
THAT Mutual Broadcasting System intends to go in heavily for
special events, as well as continue
to feed sustainings along with commercials to its four stations, was
indicated by the scheduling of a
broadcast from South America
Aug. 16. John T. McCutcheon,
Chicago Tribune cartoonist, who is
aboard the dirigible Graf Zeppelin, will broadcast his observations
via short waves to Rio de Janeiro
and thence via the South American
radiotelephone to New York where
it will be picked up by WOR at 11
p. m. and relayed to WGN, WLW
and WXYZ. Hugh Gibson, American ambassador to Brazil and
Comdr. Eckner will also speak.
New

Dreft Series

PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Dreft laundry powder),
on Sept. 2 starts Pat Barnes in a
program of philosophic and poetic
comment over an NBC network of
7 Midwest stations, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 12-12:15 noon.
Larry Larsen, who will furnish an
organ background
Barnes'
programs, will give an for
organ
program
for the same sponsor for the three
weeks beginning Aug. 12, until
Barnes joins the program. Agency:
Blackett-Sample-Hummert.
Football and Baseball
SIREN MILLS Corp., Chicago
(Siren chocolate) will sponsor the
broadcasts of eight college football
games over WBBM, Chicago, during the 1935 fall season. The
agency is Stack-Goble Advertising
Agency, Chicago. WBBM also has
signed General Mills Inc., Minneapolis (Wheaties) for broadcasts
of the Chicago games of the 1936
baseball season. This season's baseball broadcasts are also sponsored
by General Mills, through BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
Sanka Going on NBC
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York (Sanka coffee) will start a
new series on NBC-WJZ starting
Oct. 1, using the 9-9:30 p. m. hour
Tuesday evenings. A repeat broadcast will be given at midnight the
following Monday for West Coast
listeners. The program will be a
dramatic serial, featuring Helen
Hayes, stage and movie actress,
who will take the lead during the
whole series. Young & Rubicam,
New York, is the agency.

Directs KFPY News
E. HARVE PARTRIDGE, of the
editorial staff of the Spokane
Chronicle and a veteran of 20
years on Spokane newspapers, on
Aug. 12 joined KFPY, that city, as
chief of its news department. T.
W. Symons Jr., president of the
station,willdeclared
Mr. Partridge's
duties
include editing
of Transradio Press service, for which
KFPY has been a subscriber for
more than a year, as well as the
organization of a local news-gathering staff. Mr. Partridge also
will take over direction of a Public Affairs Forum which has been
formed by a committee of 23 leading Spokane
to be over
presented one citizens,
hour weekly
KFPY. Mr. Symons said the
Forum will be open to all sides of
public questions.
Early Political Hookup
A FORETASTE of the big political broadcasting campaign to
come next year, when national
politics and the presidential campaign will get under way, was
furnished during the Kentucky primary campaign early in August.
On the closing night of the campaign, Thomas S. Rhea, administration candidate for the governorship of Kentucky, bought a full
hour hookup on WCKY, Cincinnati;
WHAS, Louisville, and WSM,
Nashville. The broadcast was a
"front
porch" rally
in
Russellville,
Ky. from his home
Sign Up Famous Coach
SPONSORED by Burger-Phillips
Co., Birmingham, one of the
South's largest department stores,
Frank Thomas, head coach of the
famous Crimson Tide football
team of the University of Alabama, victor over Stanford in the
last Tournament of Roses games,
has signed for weekly 30 - minute
appearances over WAPI, Birmingham. He will discuss football generally and the Southeastern conference specifically, starting Sept. 24
and throughout the season shortly
before each game. Morton Simpson, promotion manager of the
store, is supervising the program.
H. J. HEINZ Co., Pittsburgh (57
Varieties) is continuing its test
campaign on WHK, Cleveland, and
WHO, Des Moines, using the 15minute WBS transcription series
titled Flying Stories of Col. Turner
and Bud, placed through Maxon
Inc., Detroit, five days weekly.

FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Some Premium Offer
(Continued from page 28)
including cap and secrets for names
three friends as new members and tl
cartons largest size toothpaste, plus C
tain's
badge and Syrup
secrets,of also
bottle California
Figs comp;
free
request.
Stewart-Warner Corp. — $1,000 first pi
$50 second prize, 25 refrigerators, 25
dios, in lubricant naming contest.
Tennessee Corp. — Gardening booklet
10 cents.
Time Inc. — Names of theatres for Ms
of Time pictures solicited.
Wasey Products Inc. — Audience votes
licited
favoriteforstory,
favoriteparal
mofunds onsolicited
infantile
cause ; booklets on individual problems 1
on request (Musterole, Zemo, Kre
Haley'sfor M-D)
of Edwin
talks
side ;ofcopy
Barbasol
carton C.; TeiH
plane
automobile
for
25-word
Bost toothpaste ; Barbasol jar letter
for t
razor blades for side of Barbasol cartoi
Wheatena Corp. — $1,000 prize, 1,000
prizes,
25-word
letter nicknaming
Batchelorfor Jr.
and Wheatena
package Bt
John H. Woodbury Co. — Beauty boo]
for
Woodbury's
soap wrapper
; Lovelir
Kit photo
Bing Crocby
for 12 cents
; ph
Bing
Crosby
for
Woodbury's
soap
wrappe3
William
Wrigley
Jr.
Co.
—
Beauty
cise chart free on request.
WyethfreeChemical
Co. ;— $50
Bottle
Drops
on request
dailyHill's
prizeN|(
100-word letter re personal experience ul
Jad Salts and top of carton.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
& Bailey
[
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTINC
National Press Bldg., Wash.. D. C.
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
Synchronization Equipment Design
Field Strength and Station Location
Surveys. Line
Antenna
Design. Wire
Problems.
National Press Bldg.. Wash., D. C.
N. Y. Offi.se: Englewood, N. J.
PAUL
GODLEY
and Associates
Radio Engineers
Montclair, N. J.
Phone Montclair 2-7859
EDGAR H. FELIX
1775 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes,tionAllocation
and LocaInvestigations
HOLLIS S. BAIRD
Specializing
in
ULTRA-HIGH
FREQUENCY,
TELEVISION,
AND
HIGH FIDELITY PROBLEMS
70 BROOKLINE AVENUE
BOSTON, MASS.
Telephone Commonwealth 8512

^Rjidio RoransmisAon
2106 Equipment
Calumet Ave.
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS
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..well

wrapped

Careful wrapping

and proper ad-

dressing are essential to the safe
delivery of any product.

KOA

is the proper "wrapping"

for your product when
Rocky

Mountain

the most

selling the

Region.

outstanding

By far

station in

this rich territory, in prestige and
power,

it reaches

the buying
minded
*NBC

and

influences

of 238,600

KOA-

radio families. *H
Station Airea maps, showing the

potential circulation of KOA as determined
by the New NBC Method of Audience Measurement, are now ready for distribution.
A copy will be sent to you at once,
upon request.

<OA

NATIONAL

50,000

WATTS

BROADCASTING
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

•

DENVER

COMPANY,
SUBSIDIARY

INC.

NEW
YORK
* WASHINGTON
* CHICAGO
* SAN
FRANCISCO
WEAF & WJZ
WRC & WMAL
WMAQ & WENR
KGO & KPO
SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON — WBZ

• SPRINGFIELD, MASS. — WBZA • SCHENECTADY — WGY
DENVER — KOA • PHILADELPHIA • DETROIT

• PITTSBURGH— KDKA

• CLEVELAND — WTAM

THE

NEW

HIGH

BROADCAST

TRANSMITTER
TYPE

A

DE

1/2.5,

LUXE

1/5 AND

5000
5 K.W.

FIDELITY

5-C

WATT

EQUIPMENT

BROADCASTING

FOR

STATIONS

FEATURING:
1 High Fidelity Performance

6 Cathode

2 Low

7 Complete

Operating Cost

Ray Indicator for Modulation
Harmonic

3 Complete

A. C. Operation

8 Automatic

4 Ingenious

Hum

9 Mycalex

Compensation

5 Safety and Convenience

of Operation

THE STANDARD
RCA

OF MODERN

Overload

Suppression
Protection

and Isolantite Insulation

10 Strikingly Attractive Modern
BROADCAST

PERFORMANCE

MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,
A Subsidiary of Radio Corporation of America
TRANSMITTER

SECTION

Design

CAMDEN,

N. J.

Inc.

-

6,436

MILES

~§

—after

2

MILLIVOLTS

ar H. Felix, noted radio engineer, has completed

The result of Mr. Felix' survey
— combined with a mail analysis and sundry other information— will appear shortly
in book form.

WOR

!

a field intensity survey

the area served by WOR's new 50,000 watt high fidelity transmitter. It
took him and his Ford (both are shown here) 6,436 miles and 4 months.
Up hill and down

dale he mapped

the wily millivolt at hundreds

tions along the Atlantic Seaboard. An exhaustive
exciting map for buyers of radio time !

of loca-

hunt for facts — and an

Bamberger Broadcasting Service, Inc. Eastern Member of the Mutual Broadcasting System . . WGN, Chicago .. WLW, Cincinnati . . WOR, Newark . . WXYZ, Datroit . . (starting Sept. 29) CKLW, Windsor-Detroit

San Francisco, Cal.
San Francisco, Cal.
Denver, Col.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Covington, Ky.
San Antonio, Texas
Washington, D. C.
Washington, D. C.
Norfolk, Va.
Jackson, Miss.
Des Moines, Iowa
Des Moines, Iowa
Shreveport, La.
Chicago, 111.
Chicago, 111.
Syracuse, N. Y.

NBC

THESAURUS

SUBSCRIBERS
NBC proudly publishes its list of Thesaurus subscribers as of August
19th, 1935. The service was introduced to broadcasters July 8, 1935.
Within a period of 37 working days, 71 station operators decided
that they would have NBC Thesaurus recorded programs broadcast
over their stations and made available to their clients and prospects.
This decidedly favorable reception is easily explained. NBC
Thesaurus Service has what station operators need and want:
Outstanding artists, offering
original arrangements of the
best in music, singing,
comedy, etc.

I

Daily continuity that is good.
Ready-made program suggestions mercial
for sustaining
or comuse.
Recordings with fine reproducing quality — the result of
RCA
cording.Higher Fidelity ReThe
necessary flexibility —
and economy.

NATIONAL

WMC
KDKA
WTAM
WPTF
KFJZ
WGBB
KGBX
WBZ
WBZA
WREN
WSPA
WALA
WIXBS
WMCA
WGY
WHBF
WTMV
WSAI
WSVA
WBAL
WMBH
WXYZ
WIRE
WSB
KRGV
KWBG
CFAC
CJOC
CJCA
KROC
KSTP
WSMB
WMFG
WROL
KTAR
WBEN
WJBY
WAPI
KGBZ
WAVE
KTUL
WDOD
WNBF
KHQ
WIOD

Memphis, Tenn.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Cleveland, Ohio
Raleigh, N. C.
Fort Worth, Texas
Freeport, N. Y.
Springfield, Mo.
Boston, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.
Lawrence, Kansas
Spartanburg, S. C.
Mobile, Ala.
Waterbury, Conn.
New York, N. Y.
Schenectady, N.Y.
Rock Island, 111.
East St. Louis, 111.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Harrisonburg, Va.
Baltimore, Md.
Joplin, Mc.
Detroit, Mich.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Atlanta, Ga.
Weslaco, Texas
Hutchinson, Kan.
Calgary, Canada
Lethbridge, Canada
Edmonton, Canada
Rochester, Minn.
St. Paul, Minn.
New Orleans, La.
Hibbing, Minn.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Gadsden, Ala.
Birmingham, Ala.
York, Nebraska
Louisville, Ky.
Tulsa, Okla.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Binghamton, N. Y.
Spokane,Fla.
Wash.
Miami,

WBNS Columbus, Ohio
WHP
Harrisburg, Pa.
WIBM
Jackson, Mich.
WFDF Flint, Mich.
WLVA Lynchburg, Va.
South African Broadcasting
System, Johannesburg, S. A.
South African Broadcasting
System, Capetown, S. A.
South African Broadcasting
System, Durban, S. A.
Amalg.
Wireless
(A'sia)
Ltd., Sydney,
Australia
Muzak Corp. of Cleveland, O .

BROADCASTING
COMPANY,
A RADIO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY

INC.

NEW YORK ★ WASHINGTON
★ CHICAGO ★ SAN FRANCISCO
WEAF & WJZ
WRC & WMAL
WMAQ & WENR
KGO & KPO
SCHENECTADY — WGY

•

SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON —WBZ
•
PITTSBURGH — KDKA
• CLEVELAND — WTAM

SPRINGFIELD, MASS. — WBZA
• DENVER— KOA
• PHILADELPHIA

• DETROIT

02our-5
PARTICIPATING
over

PROGRAMS

KNX

A
To

Fit the

Peculiar

Quirks

Merchandising

of Your

Product

BEFORE YOU
BUY
Each of the KNX participating Programs
has a personality all its own. Hear all
FIVE— then select the one that best suits
your product.
1. "Sharplesville" (7 to 8 a. m.
daily except Sunday) conducted
by
BillOnSharpies
— the
friend.
KNX for
past grocers'
8 years.
2. "Eddie Albright's 10 o'clock
Family" (10 to 10:30 a. m. daily
except Sunday) an intimate
KNX program featured for past

THREE

DAYTIME AND
PARTICIPATING
FROM

WHICH

TWO NIGHTTIME
PROGRAMS
TO CHOOSE

A complete folder, like the sample illustrated here —
has been prepared for each of KNX's participating
programs. You hear the program — you hear how
the commercials are given — you see bonafide case
histories of present sponsors— you get up-to-date coverage data— mail breakdowns— costs

KNX
THE
JOHN

September

10 "Fletcher
years.
3.
Wiley's Housewives
Protective
League"
to daily
11:30
a. m. and 3:30
to 4 (11
p. m.
except Saturday and Sunday)
De-bunking false advertising
claims, rackets, and assists housewives in determining true value.
U. "KNX Dude Ranch" (9:30 to
10 p. m. daily except Friday and
Saturday)
Loyal Arizona
Underwood andfeaturing
the famous
Wranglers.
5. "KNX Barn Dance" (8 to 10
p. m. Saturday nite) featuring
entire KNX Orchestra and
Talent Staff. Audience show
playing before 1,500 people.
Records of ALL these programs are at the
offices of John Blair & Co., our National
Representatives. Phone to hear them.'

WATT
"VOICE
OF
HOLLYWOOD"
National
Representative
BLAIR & COMPANY. . . NEW YORK . . . CHICAGO . . . DETROIT . . . SAN FRANCISCO
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9fy>4,

-rtCLcL

in America, we are in a rather unique position "
s!
F&
vcreative
m
of helpfulness
— both
and critical.

^"~"WNE of the finest things about our relationship with our agency and advertiser
friends is the constant exchange of ideas which

If you have not yet sampled this phase of

keep the sales-machine humming.
Coming in contact, as we do, with almost every

"F & S service", we hope you'll do so, soon.
All it takes is an invitation. May we be invited

successful (and unsuccessful) radio campaign

into your confidence?

6252!

FREE

6-

SLEININGER,

d^adio
NEW YORK
110 East 42nd St.
Lexington 2-8660

WHO
. .
WCAO
.

. (NBC) . . Des Moines
. (CBS) . . Baltimore
WGR-WKBW (CBS) . . . Buffalo
WJJD-Chicago
WIND-Gary
WHK
. . • (CBS) . . Cleveland

cJiahon

CHICAGO
180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

KFAB
WAVE
WTCN
KOIL

. (CBS)
.
.

IB

C^^epreseniahves

DETROIT
New Center Building
Trinity 2-8444

KMBC

INC.

.

.

LOS
C. of ANGELES
C. Bldg.
Richmond 6184

SAN FRANCISCO
Russ Buildin 3
Sutter 5415

Kansas City

(CBS) . Lincoln-Omaha
(NBC) . . . Louisville
. . Minneapolis-St. Paul
(NBC)
....
Omaha

KSD
KFWB
KOIN
KOL
KVI

.
.

(NBC)

. .

(CBS)

. .

(CBS) .
(CBS)
. .

. . St. Louis
Los Angeles
. . Portland
. . Seattle
. . Tacoma

Published semi-monthly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1938,
at the Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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FTC

Takes

Stations

Given

Agree

to Abide

IN THE BIGGEST stride yet taken
Itoward clearing up the confusion
that has existed over acceptance
of radio advertising accounts in
the
"questionable"
category,
the
Federal
Trade Commission
on Aug.
27 approved procedure under which
jt will assume basic jurisdiction,
through an arrangement with the
NAB.
Instead of shooting entirely in
'the dark and imperiling their licenses when they accept proprietary or other accounts upon which
the Federal Communications Commission has frowned, broadcast
station operators, under the newly
approved procedure, will be accorded the same privileges as
newspaper and magazine publishers in having the opportunity to
follow the so-called "stipulation"
procedure. Under it, in advance of
i any action by the FTC, broadcasters will be allowed to sign stipulations whereby they agree to
i abide by any stipulations or ceaseand-desist orders issued against
the advertisers, and as a consequence are not made parties to the
litigation.
Effect of Ruling
IN SUBSTANCE, the adoption of
the procedure means that accounts
on the air which may be under surveillance of the FTC will not be
used to penalize stations which
sign the waiver and stipulation.
During the negotiations between
, the FTC and the advertiser and its.
agency to ascertain whether the
product is falsely or fraudulently
_ advertised, the account remains on
[ the air, and the station simply
' made
agreesby tothe abide
by anyagency.
rulings
government
Since the FTC, by law, is given
jurisdiction over advertising in interstate commerce insofar as its
veracity is concerned, the new procedure more clearly defines its position as related to that of the
FCC, which does not have any direct jurisdiction but which early
this year hurtled itself pell mell
into this sphere, precipitating unrest and confusion to a degree
never before occasioned in the ini dustry. Thus, it would seem that
the FCC jurisdiction will be severel ly restricted in this field, and probj ably will cover scrutiny of actual
programs broadcast. There likely
will develop a liaison between the
FCC and the FTC, under which the
latter agency will be in position to
report to the station licensing auSeptember
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Control
Over
Radio
By
SOL
TAISHOFF

Rig ht to Sign
By

$3.00 A YEAR — 15c A COPY

Rulings

on

Stipulations
Questionable

thority the results of its investigations into commodities advertised
over the air.
Consummation of this procedure
comes at a time when advertisers,
their agencies and stations are in a
quandary over placement of business advertising proprietaries and
other products which were stigmatized by the FCC early this year
in its advertising clean-up crusade. At present more than 100
stations are under investigation
because of such program acceptances, and face temporary licenses
while, in extreme cases, the threat
of loss of licenses exists.
The stipulation procedure, which
has been followed with highly satFTC

Waiver

and

By

Which

They

Accounts

isfactory results among the printed
media, was devised by James W.
Baldwin, newly appointed managing director of the NAB, with
Chairman Ewin L. Davis, of the
FTC, and members of its special
board of investigation. The FTC
early in 1934 began to scrutinize
broadcast advertising continuities
and has been enthusiastic in its
commendation of the way in which
stations have cooperated. The new
stipulation procedure is the second
step in the exercise of its powers
over radio advertising.
Procedure Outlined
FOLLOWING

the preliminary negotiations, which have been in

Stipulation

Form

THE FORM of waiver and stipulation to be offered to all broadcasting stations in the future in the case of advertising accounts
which are under investigation, and under which stations, upon
signing the stipulation, will be eliminated from possible punitive
action, follows in full text:
The Federal Trade Commission, acting in the public interest, pursuant
to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914,
entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its
powers
and duties,
for other
purposes," ordered that an (hereinafter
application
for
a complaint
be and
docketed
against
called the advertiser) based upon charges of false and misleading advertising by radio broadcast in violation of Section 5 of said Act.
The Federal Trade Commission directed that any party participating
in the broadcasting of said advertisement be afforded the opportunity of
settling
the matter
by stipulation
the onundersigned,
ator of Radio
Station
, over; and
which,
or about being the opersuch advertisement was broadcast, hereby tenders to the Federal Trade
Commission this waiver and stipulation as a means of closing the proce dings ireferred
n so farto as
may affect this broadcasting company (hereinafter
as they
the broadcaster).
(1) The broadcaster disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser, or the subject matter, or the continued broadcasting of said commercial continuity which the broadcaster desires to defend in the proceedings proposed against the advertiser ; waives all right to be joined
therein as a respondent ; and to such end asserts and stipulates as follows, to wit :
as (2)
statedThat
; the broadcaster accepted and broadcast the said continuity
(3)tion at That
the broadcaster
is nowsuchandcontinuity
was operating
said radio; stathe time
and over which
was broadcast
and
(4) That the broadcaster hereby agrees to observe and abide by the
terms and provisions of any cease and desist order based on the aforesaid charges which may hereafter be issued by the Federal Trade Commis ion and
;
also agrees to observe and abide by the terms and provisions ofvertiser
anyand the
stipulation
or other
agreement inbetween
the aforesaid
adFederal Trade
Commission
this matter
of which the
broadcaster has notice.
Thission forwaiver
and stipulation
tendered and
to the
Federal
Trade Commisits consideration
and isapproval,
upon
its acceptance
is to
be entered of record, at which time it shall become binding upon the
undersigned.
In Witness Whereof, the broadcaster has duly signed and executed
this waiver and stipulation this
day of
,
A. D., 193
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Advertising
progress intermittently since Mr.
Baldwin returned from the NAB
convention in Colorado Springs on
June 12, he addressed a letter to
Chairman Davis Aug. 23 in which
he outlined the stipulation procedure as he understood it. He
asked that stations be given the
opportunity
sign offered
a "publishers'
stipulation" asto now
to other
advertising media and said he was
confident that the nearly 400 station members of the NAB "will
contribute toward the same success in the field of radio advertisThis request was approved by
the FTC at its meeting Aug. 27,
and steps were taken within the organization to send to all stations
the stipulation forms (one is published in full on this page) whenever an account on the air is
placed
ing." under investigation.
By coincidence, at the very time
the stipulation arrangement was
negotiated,
new incident
developed inaconnection
with the
FCC campaign into questionable
accounts which brought a severe
complaint
sion as wellto asthean Trade
inquiryCommisto the
FCC about its jurisdiction. On
Aug. 13, it was disclosed, the FCC
Law Department sent a letter to a
substantial number of stations
handlingmodityadvertising
a comcalled Congoin, for
a beverage
and adverdistributed
produced,
tised by the
Congoin Co. of Los
Angeles. The letter not only asked
for detailed information about the
continuities, but also the names
and addresses of the manufacturers, distributors, and retailers, the
formula of the product, if available, an original sealed package of
of labels, adthe product,
vertisingcopies
material, and copies of
all agreements and contracts. All
this material was asked under
oath.
E. S. Woolrich, president of the
company,
in a criticised
letter to the
Commission,
the Trade
FCC
procedure. He said that his company, because of the FCC letter,
was facing bankruptcy, since practically all of the stations, which he
declared totaled more than 100,
were reluctant to carry his programs. The company, he asserted,
had subjected its product to every
character of test and analysis and
had come through with a clean bill
of health. It has relied entirely on
radio advertising, he pointed out,
and has met with substantial success. Since stations are hesitant
about continuing
Coneoin
accounts because oftheir
the FCC
action,
he said, distributors and retailers
Page 5

find no occasion to stock the merchandise and the company within
the last month, has been forced to
release some 30 employes.
Protest to FCC
THIS MATTER was brought to
the attention of the FCC on Aug.
23 in a letter from Arthur W.
Scharfeld, Washington attorney,
who brought out that a broadcasting station client carrying the
Congoin program had forwarded
the FCC letter seeking the information about the account to him.
"It appears," he wrote, "that the
Commission's request as embodied
in the foregoing communication
marks a radical departure from
the procedure previously followed
in making inquiry as to the content of broadcast
requests
in the programs."
past, he Such
said,
usually sought information about
the time of the broadcasts and the
continuities, whereas the other
data solicited, including such
things as the original sealed package of the product, names and information about retailers, distributors, andmaterialthe
appeared "imto thelike,
determination
of
any matter pending before the
Commission and beyond the scope
of the Commission's regulatory
authority as denned in the Communications Act of 1934."
Mr. Scharfeld contended further
that the FCC is by "clear implication" deprived of power to determine issues of fact falling within
the purview of the Federal Trade
Commission and the Interstate
Commerce Commission. He said
that certain of the data requested
"falls clearly within the jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Commission."
At the FCC it was learned that
the whole matter has been taken
under advisement and will be considered at an early meeting of the
Broadcast Division of the FCC.
The letter had been written by one
of the attorneys in the FCC law
department.
Letter of Mr. Baldwin
MR. BALDWIN'S letter to Chairman Davis of the Trade Commission, setting forth the entire project relating to the stipulation
agreement, follows in full text:
This letter is addressed to you as
a result of several discussions had
with members of your staff concerning the procedure of the Federal Trade
Commission in handling matters arising out of your examination of advertising copy.
As I understand it this procedure
may be summarized as follows :
When a radio commercial continuity or a published advertisement has
been examined by the preliminary reviewer and noted for further attention, it is referred for consideration
from a legal point of view after which
it is submitted to the Special Board
of Investigation. If the Board decides
there is prima facie evidence of false
or misleading representations, a question aire issent to the advertiser.
Upon receipt of the information
called for in the questionnaire together with samples of advertising
copy and all follow-up literature etc.,
the formula, for example, in cases of
drugs and cosmetics is submitted to
appropriate departments of the government for opinion. The Board then
considers the matter in the light of
scientific opinion.
If the statements contained in the
advertising copy appear to be justified,
the matter is reported to the Commission for filing without action.
If the statements contained in the
advertising copy are not justified in
the light of such scientific opinion the
Page 6

FIRST STATION CELEBRATES — Executive staff of WW J, Detroit,
poses for BROADCASTING on occasion of gala celebration in studios
Aug. 20, marking its fifteenth anniversary. Founded Aug. 20, 1920,
WWJ claims to be the oldest broadcasting station in the United States
still on the air. On the table is the original WWJ transmitter (note the
telephone "mike"). Left to right in the picture are C. C. Bradner, Walter
Hoffman, Wynn Wright, "Ty" Tyson, Harry Bannister, Herschell Hart,
Jefferson B. Webb, general manager of WWJ, William J. Scripps, William E. Scripps, president of the Detroit News, Warren S. Booth and
and Herbert Ponting.
Board forwards to the advertiser a
list of the statements in question and
a copy of the scientific opinion relative thereto, and the advertiser is afforded the opportunity to produce all
the evidence he can to support his
claims.
When this has been done, either
through correspondence or by personal
conferences, the advertising copy is
again reviewed in the light of new
evidence, if any, and those statements
which have not yet been justified in
the opinion of the Board are thereupon reported to the Commission accompanied by all evidence in the case
with the recommendation that an application be docketed, but that before
further action is taken the matter be
referred back to the Board to negotiate a stipulation with the advertiser
in settlement of the matter.
If the Commission concurs in the
recommendation of the Board a stipulation is prepared reciting the objectionable statement and providing inhibitions wherein the advertiser agrees
to cease and desist publishing such
claims in the future.
If, however, the Commission is of
the opinion that the statements contained in the advertising copy are justified, the case is reported for filing
without action.
At the time the case is docketed as
an application for complaint the advertising medium, if a publisher, is
notified and extended an opportunity
to sign lation
and enclosed
returnwith
a publisher's
stiputhe notice.
In
this stipulation, the publisher agrees
to observe and abide by the terms of
any stipulation signed by the advertiser in the case, or of any cease and
desist order entered by the Commission against the advertiser in such
case.
The tioneffect
publishers'
stipulais not ofto thestop
the advertising
forthwith, but to place the publisher
on notice and get his agreement that
he will abide by the outcome of the
investigation.
When the terms of the advertisers'
stipulation have been accepted by the
Commission, copies of the same are
available to the medium.
In the few cases where the advertiser and the Board cannot agree the
matter is reported to the Commission
with the advice that a stipulation
could not be negotiated, whereupon,
as a rule, a complaint is prepared and
served by the Commission and the
matter takes its usual course of litigation.
Where the stipulation as agreed
upon is tendered and accepted by all
parties, it is treated as a settlement
and the Commission enters an order
closing the proceedings.
. Your procedure in this matter has

been summarized for two reasons —
First, that our understanding of the
matter may be verified, that we may
be able to better inform our members
(Continued on page A6)

Plans

for

Agency

WBS TO TAKE OVEh
FORMER
NBC OFFICI
FORMER headquarters of NBC
at 711 Fifth Ave., New York, wil
be occupied by the World Broad
casting System, which name th<
building will carry, about Oct. 1
according to an announcement Aug
24 by Percy L. Deutsch, presiden
of WBS. Lease of the building cul
minates several months of negotia
tion with NBC, which still has titl<
to the premises.
The 13th, 14th and 15th floor:
will be occupied by WBS, its re
cording
subsidiary,
Sound
Studio.'
of
New York
Inc., and
a recording
unit of Electric Research Product;
Inc. Complete recording facilities
embodying the latest improvement'
in sound reproduction, togethei
with the most modern galvant
equipment for processing, are being
installed at the new location.
When the improvements in the
studios and engineering equipmem
at the new building are completed
Mr. Deutsch said, WBS will have
the "finest recording studios in the
world". New quarters were necessary to provide additional studic
and office facilities. Moreover, he
declared the new location in the
heart of New York's radio and advertising districts offers a more
convenient address.

Recognition

Bureau

Headed
for Failure; 27 Stations Sign
WITH only 27 stations of the
half of their owned and operated
requisite minimum of 120 having
stations, although Mr. Baldwin I
signified their intention of par- had received indications that CBS I
ticipating in the organization, the might enroll for the half dozen j
NAB project for creation of an
stations it operates. In the case J
agency recognition bureau ap- of NBC's 14 owned and operated j
peared doomed for failure as stations he had received no word, j
Broadcasting went to press with
Stations which have signed the j
this issue.
subscription
agreements are:]
Although more than a month
WPTF,
WJBK,
WOW, WFBL,
has elapsed since the NAB sent WHK,
WPRO,
KFBK, WRVA,
WGAR, KTAT,
out its subscription agreements, to- WGR - WKBW,
gether with a covering letter urg- KSO, WBBM,
WMBC, WDAG,
ing member stations to enroll, the
number of stations which signed KFPY,
WTIC,
WGBI, WHOWFAA.
WLS,
WOC,
the agreement was so disappointWHOM,
WKBN, KMBO.
KFSD, KDYL
and
WAIU.
ing that it was felt the entire project would go by default on Oct. 1
The subscription agreement
— -the deadline set by the trade as- specified that the Bureau would be
sociation. James W. Baldwin,
created "for the purpose of colNAB managing director, declared
lecting and disseminating inforhe had not yet given up hope that
mation with reference to the finanthe required number of stations
cial status, organization, advertis- j
would subscribe prior to the deading experience,
and related
line, but he was pessimistic over
mation concerning
agenciesinforenthe showing thus far.
gaged
in
the
field
of
radio
adverMr. Baldwin's letter of July 24
tising." It stated that unless at
was sent pursuant to the mandate
reof the NAB convention at Colo- least 120
ceived on subscriptions
or before Oct.were
1, the
rado Springs earlier in the month, void.
agreement would become null and
at which time a resolution was
adopted endorsing the agency recNewspaper Stations Out
ognition bureau project. In it Mr.
Baldwin said that the bureau would
THE NAB commerical committee
be created only when the costs of had reported to the Colorado
operationmated atfor
the first year,
esti- Springs convention that 75 per
approximately
$16,000,
cent of the stations it had surhad been underwritten. A miniveyedAs were
in favor of the
the poor
bumum of 120 subscriptions at $125
reau.
a consequence,
per year therefore was necessary
returnsmenton
subscription
were the
somewhat
baffling.agreeto cover the first year's operation.
Summer Vacations Hurt
Few of the newspaper-owned
stations subscribed to the project.
MR. BALDWIN found some sol- This is attributed largely to the
ace in the fact that during the
the newspapers themsummer most of the station opera- fact that
selves have set up within the
tors are away on vacations. He American
Newspaper Publishers
was hopeful that before Oct. 1 ar- Association an agency recognition
rives he will have the required
bureau of their own, and the innumber of stations enrolled.
formation procured from it obviNeither of the networks definitely
ouslystations.
also is available to the affiliated
have signed the agreements in beBROADCASTING
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[Joes

Now

Radio

a

Need

Shot

in

the

Arm?

By
LEO
B. TYSON
Manager, Al Pearce and His Gang
udience

Said

ossibilities

to

Losing

of Television

LL radio sure as an adverng medium?
hand such a
;ry appears toy absurd. Esiially so in
tfw of the fact
:*t it is pracjally impossible
buy choice
Mr. Tyson
>ts, daytime or
ming, on either of the major
;works or on a majority of the
:ion's leading independent stalls. But delving a little into
s mysterious aura that seems to
ound radio we discover some
resting situations,
you have held an ear to ra.'s heart beat for the last two
ars, you will agree with me, I
nk, that the industry, parodoxily, is doing an excellent job but
5 nevertheless allowed itself to
p into a state of lethargy, at
f.st as far as any material and
tstanding progress is concerned,
[t is rapidly approaching the
idition in which the motion pice industry found itself in 1926
;t prior to the advent of sound
;tures. The public had comBtely lost interest in silent picKres. They had seen old faces
d older themes and plots paradbefore their eyes until they
it, almost to a man, attending
:ture houses. The industry, putlg it mildly, was desperate and
ickly realized that something
w and revolutionary must be acmplished if the sick horse was
survive.
When Dope Wears Off
DRTUNATELY they came up
th just what the doctor ordered
sound
pictures. The
public's
ded
entertainment
appetite
was
.mediately awakened and the in.stry was the recipient of anher tremendous shot in the arm
prolong its life. But one of the
[fortunate reactions of dope is
at it soons wears off, and the
ture industry in a few more
ars may find itself in the same
ck bed it was in 1926, wondering
lere its next big um-mmph will
me from.
The situation that radio is facg is analogous to the one silent
ctures faced. When radio first
acked out of the ether there was
.rdly a family that did not spend
e evenings with the faces of its
embers wreathed in earphones,
asping eagerly at every word or
>te the crystal set picked up. As
e quality of the receiving sets
id programs improved this intert was intensified and sustained,
at after a while the novelty wore
F and radio settled back into a
"e of
well satisid
withease,
its apparently
accomplishments.
. There is no denying the fact
at the size and interest of the
dio audience has dwindled in the
eptember
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Interest

in Stimulating

in

Air

Programs;

Listeners

MR. TYSON'S charge that radio is losing audience is
disputed by his own admission that top-notch talent continues to be so popular; more than that, any number of
surveys can be produced

to refute his statement that ra-

dio interest is waning. We don't agree with that thesis,
but his warnings against the dangers of lethargy, especially in accepting new ideas and keeping on your tiptoes with respect to production, merit attention. The
author formerly was a prominent Pacific Coast station
manager and impressario. His popular radio troupe recently came East and, after a short period on sustaining,
has just been signed by Pepsodent for a new NBC
last few years. True there are
"highlight" programs that still
command tremendous local and nationwide audiences. But the number of people listening, and the
percentage of hours that radios
are on, has unquestionably diminished. Surveys by questionnaires,
personal canvass and telephone have
proved
It isn'tIt the
faultthat
of
the
radiothis.
audience.
is just
we in the industry have been too
darn lazy to get in and dig up
something new to attract and hold
their interest.
But radio's effectiveness as an
advertising medium cannot rest entirelygrams.
upon There
a few
promust "highlight"
be a consistent
seven-day-a-week daytime and evening interest if radio is to achieve
its potential heights as a commercial medium. It is gratifying to
note the outstanding improvement
that the networks have made recently in their daytime programs,
both sustaining and sponsored. Advertisers should share some of this
credit, however, as a number of
them, unable to purchase evening
time because of its scarcity, were
forced into the daytime hours and
insisted upon good programs and
talent. They discovered too, that
daytime programs could be productive if the entertainment was attractive.
Search for Talent
THERE are more advertisers on
the air today than ever before and
approximately 70% of them will
continue during the summer
months. The problem is: Where
to find sufficient, qualified talent
for these programs. The supply of
top-notch talent is being used up
at an alarming rate. The Bennys,
Jolsons, Penners, Cantors, Warings, Aliens, Wynns, and others,
are carrying the torch at present
but they can't be expected to last
forever.
In view of the situation that is
arising, radio, it appears, has a
very definite assignment. It must
bring about a "talking picture" era
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series.

in its existence just as the silent
picture did. New talent, new methods of presentation, new interests
for the listener are becoming more
and more imperative.
All of us in the business, and
fortunately most of the laymen,
realize that radio operates under
well-defined technical handicaps.
But these should not be used as
skirts to hide behind. Most of radio's present-day shortcomings can
be charged directly to poor production, cheap and insufficient talent, bad taste in some of the products accepted and a growing tendency towards over-commercialism.
The pendulum has swung just
about as far as it can afford to in
this direction.
Reality in Programs
RADIO has one outstanding qualification. It can do things quickly.
It is not yoked with any cumbersome procedures that take a long
time to consummate. It can win an
interested audience or lose it in a
jiffy, and can do new things and
toss out old ones overnight. Because of this flexibility, radio can
esting.
always keep itself fresh and interThere is vast room for improvement in program presentations.
They should be more human,
friendly and down to earth. Radio
has been a little too inclined to
favor "make-believe" rather than
reality. No one dared mention the
word "depression" on the air yet
when Father Coughlin came on from
Detroit, discussing ways and means
of remedying this condition, he
overnight attracted a tremendous
audience. Why? Not because he
was a Catholic, or a good speaker
or parted his hair in the middle,
but simply because he discussed
subjects that were near and dear
to every listener, things that were
vitally effecting their lives.
Another program that immediately built up a large following
dealt with solutions of everyday
problems of social and moral ethics. They were real, live problems

that a perplexed
worldaudience
wanted has
answered. The radio
changed in the past few years, but
radio hasn't kept in tune with this
transition.
We've got to get back
closer to home.
There is vast room for improvement, too, in the technique of radio
scripts. Too often they are knocked
out hurriedly with the result that
they are verbose, misconceived, fail
to advance the story and depend
too much upon gags rather than
situation development to put them
over. The definite establishment of
"locale" is often entirely overlooked. Amos and Andy never used
a gag in their lives but develop
their humor from situations. And
they never
fail to
definitely the locale
of establish
every episode.
More programs should be built
with the objective of pleasing the
listeners, rather than the musicians and the people doing the building. Rather bromidic, perhaps, but
still being ignored by those responsible for programs. Radio needs to
develop new talent through its own
facilities. Stations should be interested in training and developing
new talent without waiting for it
to come and jump in their laps. A
school for dramatics, correct
speech, diction and poise should be
a functioning part of every major
station.
The Sales Message
ANNOUNCERS should be familiar
with at least the fundamentals of
salesmanship. Too many of them
are more concerned with how impressive their voice sounds than
how effective their sales message
can be made. They continue to
come in our living rooms as salesmen, speaking at the top of their
voices and quite often at such a
rapid rate asstandable.
to Andbea scarcely
underlittle more
thought and ingenuity on the part
of advertising agencies in preparany.
ing the commercials could not hurt
Radio contests should be curtailed. If any advertiser would
take the time to analyze the results of a contest, other than the
number of replies received, he
might discover that he had lost a
lot of goodwill on the part of the
public for his product. It is only
human that anyone entering a contest firmly believes his solution a
winner. When he finds it isn't he
is quite often antagonistic toward
the sponsor and feels the contest
was not on the level.
But the far more important consideration isthat radio, which has
done such an amazing job of selling, should not be continually
asked to prove itself. Closer cooperation and understanding between sales and program departments would not only assure better
but more satisfactoryprograms,
returns commercially.
Stunts in radio have become pathetically ludicrous. "Ice man kissing", contests, frog-jumping events
and the like are just about double
zero in broadcasting and certainly
reflect no credit upon the industry.
The time devoted to events of this
(Continued on page 42)
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ASCAP
By

Trying

to

Boost

Rates

to Contract
In Rider
40%
Charges Would Be Boosted by That Amount in Case
Warner Bros. Houses Withdraw by Dec. 31

FEAR that the American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers
has broken faith with the broadcasting industry in its recent
pledge to renew all outstanding
contracts for the performance of
its music under their present
terms for five years from Dec. 31,
and instead is attempting to foist
upon ' independent stations what
amounts to a 40% increase, is being manifest throughout the industry.
•NAB headquarters in Washington has received from many stations which have negotiated for
renewal of their contracts, copies
of a "rider" to the present contract, which, it appears, would
have the effect of increasing the
cost of the present ASCAP catalog by 40% should the Warner
Bros, publishing houses carry out
their announced intention of withdrawing from the ASCAP fold at
the end of the year. The Warner
Bros, houses control about that
amount of the ASCAP catalog.
The new "rider", heretofore not
mentioned by ASCAP, reads:
"In case there shall be a substantial diminution in the quantity of musical numbers, the performing rights of which are licensed under this agreement, then
the licensee shall have the right
to terminate this license upon
three days notice by registered
mail, addressed to the Society.
This right shall be exclusive of
all rights and remedies."
Violation of Pledge
THIS, it was revealed upon examination of industry correspondence, is not in keeping with
the pledge made by E. C. Mills,
ASCAP general manager in his
letter to A. P. McCosker, chairman of the NAB copyright committee, on June 17, in which he
said all existing contracts would
be extended under their exact
terms for five years. The terms
now specify, among other things,
that the ASCAP catalog will remain substantially the same insofar as the volume of compositions
is concerned, and that there will
be no substantial diminution.
James W. Baldwin, NAB managing director, conferred with Mr.
Mills in Washington on Aug. 28
about the rider. No comment was
forthcoming, however.
In the case of the rider offered,
however, which obviously anticipates the withdrawal of the Warner
Bros, houses, it means that stations, in order to get the same
amount of licensed music they now
are privileged to perform under the
ASCAP contract, would have to
contract with Warner Bros, and
still pav to ASCAP the full 5% of
their gross, plus sustaining fee,
for the sharply curtailed cataloe.
During the current year broadcasters are paying to the ASCAP
in the neighborhood of $3,000,000
for musical performing1 rights.
The offer to all stations to extend contracts for five years from
Dec. 31 came after the two maior
networks and WCAU, Philadelphia, had negotiated five-vear renewals with ASCAP under their
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present terms — an incident that
caused a furore in the industry.
These organizations signed the extensions, however, with the definite understanding that all other
station contracts would be extended on the same basis. This, it
appears, ASCAP now does not
propose to do.
Meanwhile, with two states already having taken legal action
which frustrates the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers in its royalty-collecting
rampage, and with others planning
similar procedure, the musical
copyright pool now appears to be
facing its most severe legal test.
In Washington state ASCAP was
thrown into receivership by the
state courts, with users of copyrighted works specifically enjoined
from paying tribute to it. In Wisconsin the legislature has passed
a bill placing a 5% tax on the
gross receipts of "music brokers"
for the preceding year, and imposing other rigid restrictions which
will have the effect of squelching
what state legislators have characterized as a "well developed, organized and extensive racket which
should be effectively suppressed."
Per Piece Basis
MOREOVER,
within
ASCAP's
own house there
are continued
signs of disorder. The Warner
Bros, music publishing interests,
which represent about 40% of
ASCAP's performance catalog insofar as radio is concerned, adheres to its announced intention of
withdrawing from the pool on Dec.
31. More important, in response to
a specific inquiry A. M. Wattenberg, as executive of the Music
Publishers Holding Corp. representing Warner Bros, publishers,
has indicated that the corporation
may offer its compositions to stations on a "per piece" or measured
service basis, as against the
ASCAP percentage - of - gross receipts arrangement plus a sustaining fee.
Mr. Wattenberg stated that the
subsidiaries of the Music Publishers Holding Corp., namely, Harms
Inc., M. Witmark & Sons, Remick
Music Corp., and New World Music Corp., "are at present preparing lists of their copyrighted works
and are formulating a plan for the
granting after Dec. 31, 1935, of licenses for the use over the radio
of their respective musical compositions."formation,
He added:
"For your
inthe renewal
of the
ASCAP agreement after Dec. 31,
1935, will not give you the right
to broadcast the works of our subsidiaries. As soon as these catalogs and plans are printed, we
shall be glad to send copies to
Should this procedure be carried
out, it will further confuse station dealings with ASCAP, which
has maintained that whether or
notyou."
the Warner Bros, houses withdraw, it will still have the composers' authoritv to license their
compositions. Suggestions were
advanced at the recent NAB convention at Colorado Springs that
if Warner Bros, withdraws from

FROM HEAD TO FOOT— Fred
Astaire performs before the microphones on the Lucky Strike Hit
Parade. Here he is, with an RCA
velocity mike picking up vocal
renditions and another taking care
of Astaire's twinkling toes.
ASCAP, then stations should deduct from their payments to
ASCAP 40% of the amount they
have been paying, since that would
represent the degree to which the
ASCAP catalog would be depleted.
Dissatisfied with the five - year
renewal contracts which ASCAP
has offered stations, under which
they would continue to pay 5% of
their gross, plus arbitrary sustaining fees, a number of stations are
negotiating independently with
ASCAP, it was learned. Philip G.
Loucks, former managing director
of the NAB, has been retained by
several stations to carry on their
negotiations, while Sol A. Rosenblatt, former NRA administrator
and formerly associated in the law
firm of Nathan Burkan, general
counsel of ASCAP, has been retained by others. Among the latter
are the Yankee Network, WCKY,
Cincinnati and WFIL, Philadelphia.
Contracts of a more favorable nature, like those held by certain
newspaper stations which pay only
on programs using music, and by
WCAU, Philadelphia, which pays
on a similar basis and is allowed
certain discounts, are being sought,
it is indicated.
Mills Tours Country
E. C. MILLS, ASCAP general
manager, has been making a swing
about the country conferring with
broadcasters, motion picture exhibitors, hotel executives and other
copyright users. In Portland early
last month he discussed conditions
with users both in Oregon and
Washington. It is reported that
he declined to cross the state line
because of the possibility that he
would be arrested under the terms
of the injunction against ASCAP
issued by the state courts. Later
in the month he was in Dallas and
discussed licenses with Mr. Loucks,
among others.
In Wisconsin, according to Walter J. Damm, manager of WTMJ,
Milwaukee, the legislative action
against ASCAP was prompted because of the onslaughts of ASCAP
against owners of small dance
halls and other amusement places
who had been threatened with suit.
Assemblyman Frank Graass, of
Sturgeon Bay, fostered the legislation against what he described

as the "biggest racket in the state I
He said that the collection of cop ,
right fees from proprietors |
amusement places is a businei
that runs into hundreds of tho!
sands of dollars a year and th,
it is operated through prompte
and informers who aid in placir
the victim on the spot. The A
semblyman asserted that a promp
er, for example, would send to
hotel
certainorchestra
number a be"request"
played. that
Wh<
the orchestra complied, the pr
prietor would be presented with
bill for the rendition of the cop
righted music.
The legislation was enacted,
was reported, before the ASCA
"lobby" had an opportunity
function. Specifically it provid
that no music broker, other the
the composer himself, may licen
his compositions in the state u
less he obtains a license and pays ■
tax of 5%for ofthethe preceding
broker's gro
j
receipts
ye; f
whether obtained within or outsii
the state. He must also give cor
plete information on officials
the company, their salaries, rat
charged the player and fees pa
the author. A $500 fine is provid<
for any person who requests pe
formance of a copyrighted comp
sition in order to start an infring
ment suit. The law also authorize
courts to enjoin this and otb
practices.
The Washington action grew oi
of a finding by the Attorney Ge:
eral of the state that its constit
tion prohibited price-fixing in r 1
straint
and Judge
D. '.
Wright, ofoftrade,
the state
court foui
that ASCAP fell in that categor
An injunction was issued restrai;
ing ASCAP from doing busine:
in the state until its operatioi
conformed with the court's mai
date, and restraining stations ai
other copyright users from doir
business with ASCAP until tl
court permitted. Afterward, tl
court declared ASCAP in temp*
torney.receivership and appointed ;
rary
receiver T. E. Griffin, Seattle a
"Acts of Oppression"
THE ORDER of Judge Wright <
the Washington State Court, a]
pointing a temporary receiver f(
ASCAP, was sweeping and givt
the receiver, Mr. Griffin, authorit
to conduct all ASCAP business i
the state. The court found thi
ASCAP was doing business i
Washington without having legal)
incorporated and has "by variov
acts of oppression and by mear
of the monopoly which it enjoy
forced upon defendants in this at
tion in the state of Washingta
oppressive agreements in violatio
of the civil and criminal laws c
The appointment of Mr. Griffi
thisa state."
as
receiver supplements the a<
tion of Judge Wright on Aug.
in issuing an injunction again;
ASCAP. The court specified thf
on Aug. 26 another hearing woul
be held at which officers of ASCA
were asked to appear to she
cause why the receivership shoul
not be made permanent. As Broai
casting went to press it had nc
been ascertained whether th
ASCAP officials appeared.
PADEREWSKI, Polish pianis;
will make his first American radi
concert this fall over an NBC
WJZ network from 10:30 a. m. t
noon, Oct. 12, a rebroadcast froi
his home in Morges, Switzerlan<
and his only performance durin
the year for the U. S. audience.
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Radio

Undisturbed

As

Congress

Dozen Measures Affecting the Industry Must Await Action
:
ih 1936; Copeland and Copyright Bills Fail to Pass
(D.) of California, introduced a by practically all of the anti-comIE BROADCASTING industry
mercial radio and reform groups,
;.rvived the first session of the series of far-reaching amendments
to the Communications Act deal- with a smattering of the educaith Congress, which adjourned
tional-religious ideas along with
ing with broadcasting, which are
ug. 26 after as wild and woolly
tenure as any during the last rather illusory in scope. In ad- those of the American Civil Liberdition he offered a resolution for
ties League, Rep. Scott said he had
cade, without a single legislative
drafted them himself and that
verse, but with a few battle sears
the creation of a "Broadcasting
they were not introduced at the
ministered by members of that Research Commission" the function of which would be to decide behest of any particular group.
rdy in their verbal onslaughts.
An inventory disclosed that a the future of the broadcasting in- Introduced on Aug. 23, the produstry, with no small emphasis of
zen measures affecting broadposals were published in the Conthe feasibility of setting up a govSting in one way or another were
gressional Record along with "reernment-owned or controlled nettroduced, with several getting
marks" explaining them. In inirly close to enactment. All of work.
troducing them, Mr. Scott said he
While the proposals had the ear- desired to see some action in the
>ese bills hold their places on the
marks of having been sponsored
next session and that meanwhile
cket for the second session of
e 74th Congress, which convenes
n. 3. Most of the Congressional
bates, having to do with broad\ sting and its regulation deSTATUS OF BILLS AFFECTING BROADCASTING
: loped from the machinations of
^bying minorities which have
As Congress Adjourned Aug. 26
Jstered government
control or
rich have sought to carve a slice
S-5 — Copeland Bill to regulate manufacture, sale and advertising
of food, drugs, devices and cosmetics, passed by Senate, and pend|j spectrum for themselves for
ing before House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee.
'mmercial ends.
jFrom the industry standpoint,
S-3047— Duffy Bill to amend the Copyright Act of 1909, and afie most important measure to die
ford new protections for users of copyrights, including broadcasting, by stripping ASCAP of arbitrary powers, passed by Senate,
.th the Congressional adjournand
pending
before House Patents Committee.
:-nt was the Duffy Bill (S-3047)
B amend the copyright law of
S-541 — Capper Bill (Culkin Bill, HR-8404, companion measure
09, and which would strip
in House) to prohibit advertising of intoxicating liquors in inter3CAP of the arbitrary powers it
state commerce including broadcasting, pending before Senate Ins held in demanding and getting
terstate Commerce Committee. House measure pending before
: pound of flesh from all so-called
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee.
iblic performers of music for
S-820 — Neely Bill to force losing applicants in contests over exofit. The bill provides for elimiisting radio stations to pay full costs of proceedings, pending beition of the arbitrary minimum
fore Interstate Commerce Committee.
•nalty of $250 per number for inS-2243 — Wheeler Bill cairying out recommendations of FCC that
dent infringement and leaves the
Davis Equalization Amendment on Broadcast allocations be renount of damages to the discrepealed, and that allocations be left to discretion of FCC, pending
m of the courts.
before Interstate Commerce Committee.
Rests in the House
S-3261 — Walsh Bill (McKeough Bill, HR-8852, companion in
House), to amend Communications Act by requiring State Depart4.SSED by the Senate last
ment to approve all programs broadcast by or for foreign governonth, in the face of terrific oppoments, pending before Interstate Commerce committees of two
jfcion of ASCAP,
the measure
houses.
iled to get out of the House PatS-4 — Copeland, Vandenberg and Murphy bill, to prevent promots Committee despite the prodtion of fraud through interstate commerce, pending before Com;ng of the Senate Department
merce Committee. v-avJvV*
!iid the industries supporting it,
cause the chairman* Rep. SiroHR-55 cilities
— toRudd
Bill "toorganizations,
allocate one-fourth
all broadcasting
fanon-profit
pendingof before
House Inter■ch (D.). of New York, did not
state Commerce Committee.
|el disposed to call his committee
;gether. Proponents plan to pick
HR-8475 — Monaghan bill to create government broadcasting net| where they have left off at the
work and set up Radio Commission to operate system and otherening of the next session.
wisemerce
regulate
broadcasting, pending before House Interstate ComCommittee.
Another measure of great im»rt to the business side of broadHR-3252 — Sauthoff bill to prohibit use of mails, periodicals and
sting which failed to complete
broadcasting stations to advertising loans for which interest in
e legislative gauntlet was the
excess
of 15% per year is charged, pending before House Postjpeland Bill (S-5) to regulate
office Committee.
e sale and advertising of food,
HR-197 — Buckbee bill to prohibit untrue, deceptive, or mislead•ugs, devices and cosmetics. Aling advertising through mails or in interstate commerce, pending
ough passed by the Senate after
before Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee.
' had been riddled with amendHR-8980 — McCormack bill to allow ships to pick up radio news
ments which extracted most of its
reports,
■■eth, the bill failed to get out of
mittee. pending before Interstate and Foreign Commerce Come House Interstate and Foreign
HJRes-220 — Sirovich resolution to establish an executive departjommerce Committee because of
ment, to be known as Department of Science, Art and Literature,
'e eleventh-hour log-jam and the
sh for adjournment. Opposition
hearings held before House Patents Committee, but no report
issued.
the measure in the House was
Rily passive, since the bill had
Scott Bills and Resolution (HR-9229, 9230 and 9231 and H Res(<en so emasculated in the Senate
370) to amend the Communications Act with respect to political
'er a period of two years that it
broadcasts, censorship and broadcasters' liability for utterances,
as largely unobjectionable to the
and to set up a Broadcasting Research Commission to investigate
imerous industries affected by it.
the industry and the proposals of outside groups for facilities.
[jhe bill, while endorsed by PresiPetitions presented by a number of Senators requesting that
fent Roosevelt, was not on his
publication of testimony at FCC hearings on broadcasting be at
nust" list and therefore was pergovernment expenses, pending before Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee.
mitted to lapse. Enactment at the
3pt session is probable.
At the eleventh hour Rep. Scott
eptember
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Adjourns
members of Congress would have
opportunity to look them over.
At the session just ended it became increasingly evident that radio is now a choice topic of Congressional conversation. Members
of Congress have learned of the
importance of broadcasting as a
means of mass communication and
they have become rather worldly
wise on it. They have been lobbied by educators, belligerent newssecpapers,church
labor organizations,
tarian
organizations and
numerous other minorities seeking
preferential treatment, and several
of the measures introduced reflect
the culmination of these camThe bills introduced during the
current
paigns. session unquestionably will
by others when the
be
nextaugmented
session convenes in January.
naBecause of the controversial
ture of the more important of these
measures, it is likely that they will
die too, since the 1936 session is
short-lived because
likely isto a bepresidential
1936
campaign

meaIn the category of lobby
sures which grew out of the efforts
year.the agitators, and which, hapof
last ses-d
were dormant
bills, bothallintroduce
are two
sionpily,
in the House. The first is the Rudd
Bill (HR-55), introduced at the
very outset of the session by Rep.
of New York, which
Rudd (D.)
would
cancel all existing station
licenses arid force a reallocation of
the entire spectrum, withbe oneasfourth of the facilities to
ions.
signed to non-profit organizat
Paulist
the
This in effect is what
Fathers, operating WLWL, New
York, sought repeatedly from Conhad failed in acafter they
gress before
tions
the FCC and its predecessor, the Radio Commission, to
procurein aNewhigh-pow
station
York. er
The full-time
Paulists
sponsored this bill.
Federal Operation
is the measure inTHE SECOND
troduced by Rep. Monaghan (D.)
of Montana, (HR-8475) which
up a government netwould work,setand do
various other things
of an illusory nature. This meaintrowasMichael
understoo
sure,ducedit isat the
behestd, of
the
e contact
Flynn, legislativ
n of for
American
Federatio
Labor,
who also has been identified with
the Paulist Father lobby. It won
the spontaneous support of such
organizations as the Joy Elmer
Morgan educational reform group,
which mentlong
fosteredinggoverncontrol has
of broadcast
on a
non-commercial basis.
Toward the fag end of the session there were introduced two
measures having to do with the
placing of prohibitions upon musical performances by foreign musicians. These elicited prompt protest from the NAB on the ground
that they would "effectively reduce
the opportunities for the employment of American
musicalandtalent".
The bills
are HR-8927
9045,
and were held to be unworkable by
James W. Baldwin, NAB managing director, in a letter sent Aug.
{Continued on page 38)
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Complicated Set-up
For March of Time
Enlarged Staff Needed for New
Series of Dramatizations
ONE of the most
elaborate set-ups
in commercial
broadcasting was
made for the
March of Time,
which began its
fall season on a
five-a-week basis
Aug. 26, under
the joint sponsorMr- Pry°r
Time
ship of and
magazine
Remington Rand
Inc. Each company pays for and
receives commercial credit for alternate broadcasts.
Arthur Pryor Jr., of Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn, is in
general charge of production, but
his assisting staff has been much
increased as compared with previous series when the show was presented weekly. Pryor himself will
do less actual producing and will
concentrate on general direction,
checking the work of Homer Fickett, William Spier, Charles Underbill and John Martin. During each
separate dramatization at least one
of these producers will be in the
control room while one is in the
studio, and the individual men will
alternate on these tasks.
How It Is Done
SPECIAL office space has been
leased in the CBS building for use
as a March of Time press-room.
The United Press ticker is installed here, and the script staff
begins work daily at 8:30 a. m.
under the direction of William
Geer, of Time. Dramatizations are
prepared and revised throughout
the day, the deadline for the tentative show being 6 p. m. At this
time rehearsals begin, and continue
with only one short interval until
air time at 10:30. About a dozen
regular actors who have appeared
on previous series form the nucleus
of the cast, with about the same
number who provide crowd effects.
In addition there is a roster of
about 20 special performers who
are called upon for particular
characters.
While the script is being written
during the day, duplicates of the
later drafts must be furnished the
music department, where special
arrangers work on the scores.
Howard Barlow is musical director and conducts the performances.
The writing staff consists of the
following, under Geer: Bob Richards, formerly of Time and its
radio programs ; Robert Tallman, from the New York Herald Tribune; Winthrop Parkhurst,
from Transradio Press and newspapers; Garrett Porter, late of
United Press; Ruth Barr, Iowa
program producer, and Al Perkins,
who helped write
last year's
matizations and worked
on drathe
news-reel.
United Press has a printer installed at 485 Madison Avenue,
and the service is specially edited
for Time to keep unusable material off the wires. One research specialist in the offices of Time devotes the entire day to answering
queries from the press room;
United Press correspondents are
subject to queries calling for a
description
a murder victim's
voice and of
information
as . to
whether he shushed his s's when
Page 10

EXPLODES

A

THEORY

"Mrs. Pa gc"RunsPcriod Entirely
Devoted to Sales Talk
THE THEORY that listeners universally don't care for straight
sales talk is exploded insofar as a
sizable feminine listening audience
in Detroit is concerned, according
to Leo J. Fitzpatrick, general manager of WJR, Detroit, and newly
elected NAB president. One program, which has been running on
the station for eight years six days
a week, is practically 100% sales
talk for 15 full minutes, he points
out.
The program is conducted by
"Mrs. Page", and she calls it "Advertising in Curl Papers". Over
the eight year period she has sold
a wide range of products, from
cosmetics to washing machines,
with sponsorship both by national
and local accounts. The program
always has opened with only the
briefest of identifying recorded
theme songs, then Mrs. Page runs
ing. a quarter-hour of direct sellfor
The appeal, according to Mr.
Fitzpatrick, lies entirely in sincerity of delivery. Mrs. Page has
worked on the theory that much
of the radio advertising of today
is over-dramatized and "high-hat".
She warns: "Call a spade a spade
and a tomato a tom-ay-to".
CBS MAY
CHANGE
CINCINNATI OUTLET
CONVERSATIONS looking to a
possible change in the CBS outlet
in Cincinnati to WCKY, now an
NBC-WJZ basic station, were held
in New York during the week of
Aug. 19. L. B. Wilson, president
of WCKY, it was learned, has conferred with Herbert V. Akerberg,
of the CBS station relations department, but it was stated that
probably no decision would be
forthcoming until the return to
this country of William S. Paley,
CBS president, now in Europe.
WCKY, now using 5,000 watts
on 1490 kc, is contemplating an
application for an increase in power
to 25,000 watts. The CBS - owned
outlet in Cincinnati is WKRC, operating on 550 kc. with 1,000 watts
at night and 2,500 watts day.
Should WCKY, which has not
signed the NBC compensation
agreement, eventually switch to
CBS, the present CBS station, it
is presumed, either would become
independent, or possibly change
ownership and thereby be in position to become an NBC outlet.
No comment was forthcoming
from CBS in connection with other
possible changes in outlets, aside
from the fact that new negotiations are being carried on with
John Shepard 3d, president of the
Yankee Network, present CBS
New England outlet.
drunk; special despatches to Time
from its own correspondents (generally containing: background material in high-relief) are also made
available to script writers.
Ed Jerome, who won fame impersonating Stalin, has been busy
for weeks seeing all newsreels of
the emperor Haile Selassie several
times over, interviewing members
of the Ethiopian royal family who
are in America, and practising up
on the appropriate roar for the
conquering lion of Judah.

Burt Squire Appointed
As Manager of WINS as
Jesse Kaufman Resigns
IN A CHANGE
in thement ofmanageWINS,
New York, Jesse
L. Kaufman, general manager
since early this
year, leaves that
post beSept.
1 and
will
succeeded
by
Burt
Squire,
Mr. Squire
commercial manager of WHK, Cleveland, it was
learned Aug. 24. Mr. Kaufman
did not divulge his plans, but said
he would remain in New York for
the time being.
Mr. Kaufman, former manager
of WCAE, Pittsburgh, also a
Hearst station, in April, 1934, was
transferred to New York as radio
business manager of the Hearst
stations. Early this year he assumed the general management of
WINS and he leaves that post under the reorganization. R. L.
Ferguson, former manager of the
station, recently returned to its
commercial management.
resignation
as
Mr. Squire's
commercial manager of WHK
w a s announced
last month, but
at the time no
mention was
made of his new
connection. H e
Mr. Kaufman
became sales
manager of WHK
on Aug. 1, 1934, after having
served in a similar capacity with
WGAR, Cleveland. Prior to that
he was in the transcription department of the Columbia Phonograph
Co., having begun his radio career
with WMCA in New York in 1930.
C. A. McLaughlin, assistant
sales manager of WHK, has been
placed in temporary charge of the
sales department, succeeding Mr.
Squire. Carl Everson, program director, resigned to become manager of WAIU, Columbus, O., after
seven years with WHK. Larry
Roller has been named acting program director.
Miss Raleigh,
Mary O'Kelly,
formerly
of WPTF,
N. C,
will become head of WHK's continuity and studio productions department.
Stations for Ex-Lax
FORTY -ONE of the 60 stations
which are to carry the transcription series of Ex-Lax Inc., Brooklyn lected,
(proprietary),
haveduebeen
with the rest
to sebe
picked before the series starts in
mid-September. Ex-Lax will use
two quarter-hour discs weekly,
titled Strange as It Seems and
based on the John Hix cartoons.
The transcriptions are being prepared on the West Coast under
the direction of Joseph Katz, president of Joseph Katz Co. Inc., New
York, agency
account. Stationshandling
selected the
to date
are: WOAI, WOW, WKY, WLAC,
KPRC, WBAP, WEBC, WFAA,
WHIO, WFBR, KMBC, WWL,
WIOD, WCAE, WEEI, KSTP,
WMC, WIRE, WSB, CFRB,
WFBL, WGBI, WDBJ, WPTF,
WJAR, WBNS, WHK, WOKO,
KWK, WJR, KTSM, KLZ, KTUL,
WOWO, WTAG, WWVA, WFIL,
WTIC, WHP, WCKY, WSOC.

NBC's
To

Sustaining

Michigan

Ni

Sept. 29 Will Bring Sh
In Detroit Net Outlets
WHEN
Detroit,
NBC-WJZWXYZ,
network
Sept.joins
29, ('I
network will feed its sustain!
programs not only to WXYZ Y
to the remaining seven stations
the Michigan Network, of whi
the Detroit station is key. T
Michigan Network will remain
tact and the NBC sustaining s<
vice to the stations, furnished on
no-pay
be maintained
at leastbasis,
the will
duration
of WXYi i
contractual relations with the st
tions, or until June 1, 1936, accoi
ing to H. Allen Campbell, genei
manager
wide
chain.of WXYZ and the stat I
Both WXYZ individually aJ
the 8 - station network will it|
crease their rates about 20% f
of Sept. 1, Mr. Campbell stated
The WXYZ rate (nights) will riij
$375 per hour, $250 per half hoj
and $150 per quarter hour; NBQ
night rates for the station will I
$360,
$144. When
WX^
leaves$216
theandMutual
Broadcastiii
System, simultaneously
with DJ
i|
affiliation
with NBC, CKLW,
troit - Windsor, will become tl
MBS outlet. WJR will become tj
Detroit CBS affiliate in lieu <
CKLW.
Increase in Accounts
ACCORDING to Mr. Campbe
WXYZ will continue to serve tl
Michigan Network with full se:
vice, including its regional con
mercials, some of which will t
fed separately from Detroit t
the other network stations whe
WXYZ is taking NBC commercial
No NBC commercials will be fe
the other Michigan network stj
tions under present plans.
Mr. Campbell reported that th
Michigan Network now is carryin
15V2 behours
of commerc'als,
whica
will
increased
to 23% hours
of Sept. 29. Among the new ac
counts signed are: Allen ChemicE
Co., Toledo (Hegx Cold Remedy,
five 15-minute UP news period
weekly through Sterling Beeso
agency, Toledo; Carlsbad Co., Ne\
York (Carlsbad Salts), three 15
minute periods weekly, throug
H. M. Kiesewetter Advertisini
Agency, Inc., New York; Schmid
Brewing Co., Detroit, (beer), thre
15-minute periods weekly, througl
Simons - Michelson Co., Detroit
Frankenmuth Brewery, Franken
muth,
Mich., (beer),
15-min
ute periods
weekly, three
direct:
Ek
hardt & Becker, Detroit, (beer)
three 15 - minute sports period
weekly, through Brooke, Smith i
French, Inc., Detroit; Morle;
Bros., Saginaw, Mich, (refrigera
tors), three 15 - minute periods
weekly, direct.
KNX Feeds Mutual
THE FIRST Mutual Broadcasts
System program to be keyed fron
the Pacific Coast was broadcast
from KNX, Los Angeles, Aug. 22
when the memorial services for thi
American humorist and radio star
Will Rogers, were fed to the net
work from the Hollywood Bowl. Ii
addition to the three basic MBS
stations, the program also was fee
by KNX to the Yankee Network
and to stations of the Canadiar
Radio Broadcasting Commission.
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Tour

Abroad

Royal That Interest in
Broadcasts Is Growing
JOHN F. ROYAL, NBC vice president in charge of programs, returned Aug. 19 on the Normandie
from a European tour, which carried him through 17 countries,
convinced that radio broadcasting
is the healthiest thing he saw on
the continent.
Regardless of whether individual
countries' programs are sponsored
or are under government monopoly, the public interest in the type
of entertainment they get, and
the hours during which it is available, has never been higher, Royal
told a representative of Broadcasting. The same holds true of
receiving apparatus: Sets which
were considered adequate in recent years are now being junked
as rapidly as possible in favor of
sets more closely resembling those
generally sold here.
Though he was not sure of the
extent to which critics had organized themselves in the countries he
visited, Mr. Royal was convinced
that in all these nations there was
just as great a tendency for parents and non-parents, musicians
and non-musicians, educators and
non-educators, entertainers and
non-entertainers, all to try to tell
broadcasters how to run their business.
He did not anticipate any appreciable change in the situation
regarding sponsorship in any of
the major countries. Chief results
of his swing around the circuit
will be a marked increase in the
number of American programs
sent by NBC to Europe, and a
widening of the range of European
events relayed here.
Plans for broadcasting from the
Italo-Ethiopian front are being
made, but are not yet complete.
NBC Hollywood Shows
WINTER schedule for the NBC
studios in Hollywood will start in
Sept. with an augmented list of
productions. New transcontinentals during the month will include
the return of Jack Benny for
Jello, Grace Moore for Vick's and
Jimmy Fidler for Tangee. Remaining NBC programs which will continue on schedule will include
Shell Chateau, featuring Al Jolson, Ruth Etting for Kellogg's and
Eddie Duchin for Texaco. Rudy
Vallee will broadcast for Fleischrrann while doing a picture and
there is a probability that Ben
Bernie will broadcast from the
Coast again for Pabst.
ANA to Meet Oct. 27
THE annual meeting of the Association of National Advertisers
will be held Oct. 27-30, probably
at the Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic
City, scene of last year's annual
session. President Allyn B. Mclntire, of Pepperell Mfg. Co., Boston,
is winding up his second year in
that office.
PINAUD

Inc., New York (cosmetics) is signed for anew series
of programs over Mutual Broadcasting System beginning Sept. 23,
7:15-7:30 p. m., five days a week.
The Detroit outlet of the MBS
will not be used. Entertainment
will be a musical show with a new
girl singer and will be keyed from
WLW, Cincinnati. Lord & Thomas,
New York, is the agency.
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General

Convinces

Program in Early Morning
"
WN
y Popu
hl
DrAon
Ala
WPTF ■
-Hig
UST
B
"
L
PRACTICALLY every radio station has its Musical Clock, its
Good Morning or otherwise, but at
WPTF,Society
Raleigh,
it'sAir.
the From
Busta-7
dawn
of the
to 8 each week-day morning, under
the direction of Announcer Jim
Fowler, the Society meets in any
and all towns within WPTF's
broadcasting range, appoints an
imaginary host or hostess from the
list of those who have requested
numbers, and then proceeds to
spend the broadcast period playing
request numbers, discussing community events and having a general good time.
Already the program has broken
all records for mail response. The
program itself is entirely variety,
ranging from popular numbers to
hillbilly tunes, and include weather
forecasts, events of state-wide interest and other general information. The mythical trips to the
various towns are made entirely on
the basis of fan mail, and a running score is kept and read each
day. Rivalry between towns and
communities is intense, and in
some cases special local cooperative efforts will bring mail response
from the entire population.
The Bustadawn Society of the
Air, from small beginnings, now
has a membership running into the
thousands.
WOR Summer Increase
INDICATIVE of the widespread
development of summer radio business is the announcement Aug. 16
by WOR, Newark, that its business during June and July was 70
per cent greater than for the
same time last year. During the
period 64 sponsors used time, for
an increase of 22% over last year.
Daytime commercial hours totaled
226, or 71% ahead of the 1934
average, with night-time commercial hours aggregating 127%, for
a 69% increase.
RADIO

HELPS

So-and-So Watch V
From Chicago Herald-Examiner
Eddie Cantor on Pebeco
LEHN & FINK Inc., Bloomfield,
N. J. (Pebeco toothpaste and Lysol), sponsoring the current Sunday night program over CBS in
the interest of Lysol, will switch
to Pebeco toothpaste Oct. 6. Simultaneous with this change Eddie
Cantor will rejoin the program.
With Cantor will be Parkyakakas
and James Wallington, his old
stooge from the Chase and Sanborn programs. The first few
weeks of this 13-week broadcast
will emanate from the West Coast.
Lennen & Mitchell Inc., New York,
is the agency.
THE regular quarterly dividend
of 87% cents a share on the "A"
preferred
clared Aug.stock
23. of RCA was deBASEBALL

CLUB

Foods

to Cease!

Certain
Coffee Claim*
GENERAL FOODS Corp., Ne*i
York, has entered into an agree
ment with the Federal Trade Corn
mission whereby the General FooA< '
Corp. will cease using "mislead
ing"
advertising
claims program
on th<
Maxwell
House coffee
The company agrees to stop al
leged advertising that bean coffee
loses 45% of its flavor nine day;
after roasting and that the loss ir.
flavor of bean coffee as compared
to ground coffee is only slightlj
less rapid, so that the buying of
unground coffee is of little advantage to the consumer.
Charging false and misleading
representations in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the FTC has issued a
complaint against the P i o n e e i
Maple _ Products, St. Paul. The
complaint charges that the company, in newspaper and radio advertising, has used such terms as
"tangy maple syrup", "subtle
maple flavor", "New England
maple",
"rich, mellow
maple",implyetc..
in advertising
its product,
ing that said product is pure maple
syrup, "when in fact, it consists of
approximately
cane syrup".
The respondent70%
is allowed
until
Sept.der13
to
show
cause
why
an
orto cease and desist from the
practices complained of should not
be issued.
Ralston Discs, Network
RALSTON PURINA Co. Inc., St.
Louis (cereals) will return to an
NBC-WEAF network thrice weekly, 5:30-45 p. m. Sept. 30 in the
eastern time zone. Fourteen stations will be used at the same local
time and days as above for a transcription series. They are KFSD,
KHQ, KOMO, KGW, KFI, KGO.
WEBC, KSTP, WTMJ, WDAFj
WOW, WHO, KSD, WMAQ. Each
episode broadcast over the network
will be transcribed and broadcast
two weeks later. The sponsor will
use the same program as last year,
Tom Mix. The screen star is impersonated. Contracts are for 26
weeks. Gardner Advertising Co.,
New York, is the agency.

Attendance at Minneapolis Games Is Increased as a
Result of Broadcasts Promoted by Civic Body — —
of the fact that broad- to see other games. Minneapolis
hotels report a decided increase in
casting builds rather than reduces
attendance at baseball games is business, as do merchants. Already the Civic & Commerce Assn.
graphically shown by the radio
is laying plans for a similar series
campaign promoted by the Minneapolis Civic & Commerce Assn., next year, with most civic groups
and service clubs participating.
the local baseball club and WCCO,
of that city.
When the plan was discussed
last spring the attendance angle
WCCO Football Sponsors
was brought up and the owners of
the baseball club asked to be TWO sponsors, Chevrolet Motor
Co. and General Mills, will use
shown. As a result the "On-to- football
activities of the UniverNicollet - Park Committee" was
formed with invitations being sent
sity of Minnesota for program material this autumn. Chevrolet dealout to nearby towns and cities iners in the Minneapolis zone will
viting them to come to Minneapolis on certain days when the ball sponsor play-by-play broadcasts of
Minnesota games, including both
club was at home. Minneapolis
breweries provided free dutch home and foreign contests, over
lunches and WCCO donated a half- WCCO, Minneapolis. General Mills
hour evening program after the Inc., (Wheaties) will present
game for each town. So popular Bernie Bierman, coach of the team,
was the idea that now two and for a series of 16 quarter - hour
three towns are crowded on the broadcasts Tuesday evenings over
WCCO. He will be interviewed by
same day to meet the demand.
The ball club reports that the Charles Johnson, sports editor of
campaign has greatly increased at- the Minneapolis Star. The sponsor
tendance at games on special days, presented the coach in a similar
and found that many come back series last year.
PROOF

Henley KGFK Manager
DAVID B. HENLEY, publicity
director of WDAY, Fargo, N. D.,
on Aug.ment of 20
took over
the manageKGFK,
Moorhead,
Minn.
He succeeds Manny Marget, who
became commercial manager of
W9XBY, Kansas City, succeeding
Charles Burke, now with Free,
Johns & Field, Chicago. Allen
W. McKee, WDAY announcer, replacedrector.
Mr. Henley
publicitythat
diMr. Henleyas asserted
KGFK, under its new management, will continue to specialize in
sports broadcasts as well as novelty programs.
Dick Tracy Discs
STERLING PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (Cal. Syrup of Figs) will
sponsortions ona 16series
of WBS
transcripstations
starting
Sept.
30. The series will be based on
the Dick Tracy comic strip. Four
quarter-hour weekly programs are
planned with the series expected
to run 39 weeks. Stack-Goble Adv.
Agency, Chicago, has the account.
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EAR CONDITIONED
RADIO PROGRAMS

1 — A dramatic skit, "Mrs. Dean's
Daughter." Fifty -seven women the
jury; four 15-minute episodes the
testimony. Verdict 54 ayes, 3 nays.
Sixteen apparel items were mentioned in commercials; an average
of eleven items remembered.
2 — Walberg Broivn and his goldenvoiced violin. Supported by his famed
string quartet. Now "network" three
times weekly. Made -to -order for
some dinner -hour food sponsor.
3 — Al and Pete. Close harmony, hot
piano,
youthree
haven't
heard
before. and
Been gags
on all
networks.
Voted Cleveland's most popular act
in poll conducted by another local
radio station.
4 — "Tinker Kids and Liza.'1'' Children's show, okehed by Parent TeachRadio Committee.
Has sustainproved
childers'interest
on successful
ing schedule.
5 — "Pinand Willie" juvenile "Amos
and Andy" team. Now sustaining.
Tremendous child and adult popularity ready to be turned to commercial advantage.

WGAR

September

0

1, 1935

RADIO acts that merely look good on paper are not good
enough for WGAR! And we think a sponsor is entitled to
more than a batch of ballyhoo and a double order of hazy
hopes when he buys a radio program.
That's why we've built a number of ear conditioned, air
conditioned programs . . • tested and proved not by our ears,
mind you, but by those of Mr. and Mrs. Public, and even
those of little Junior.
Conditioned for the air by the ear, if you please. Five programs are ready. And one of them may be the wedge you need
to drive deeply into the Northern Ohio market. If you think
so, we'll gladly tell you more.

CLEVELAND'S
FRIENDLY
STATION
Member
N. B. C. Blue Network
John F. Patr, Vice President and General Manager
Edward Petry & Co., Inc., National Representatives
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Equipment

Purge

Considered by FCC
Engineering Staff Recommends
Tightening of Regulations
IN A NEW effort to require broadcast station installations to be consistent with good engineering practice, and also to insure maximum
protection from the safety standpoint for engineers and operators,
the Engineering Department of the
FCC has drafted for presentation
to the Broadcast Division a series
of proposed new regulations. The
Broadcast Division will consider
the proposals, devised by the
Broadcast Section, Engineering
Department, of which Assistant
Chief Engineer A. D. Ring is the
head, at a meeting within the next
two or three weeks. Favorable action is highly probable.
It is expected that the proposed
new regulations will require about
one-third of the some 600 stations
licensed to make improvements in
their equipment, ranging from
minor repairs to major changes in
installations. The entire project
has been labeled an "equipment
clean-up",
which in effect
invoke new standards
insofarwill
as installations are concerned with particular emphasis upon the safety
of life factor. The effect will be
improved technical operation of all
stations.
Modulation Meters
THE "equipment clean-up" will encompass such factors as proper
shielding and wiring of all apparatus, elimination of spurious emissions, suppression of harmonics,
and related steps. More than likely all stations will be required to
install modulation meters even
though they have oscillographs.
Apropos the safety of life factor, the FCC has had its attention
called to the fact that there have
been nearly a dozen deaths among
radio engineers and operators over
a period of several years, because
of "hay-wire" apparatus and wiring. In many cases it has been
found that high -voltage leads,
highly dangerous, have been left
exposed, and that improper shielding and installation of apparatus
present danger to the operator as
well as fire hazards. Under the
proposed new regulations such
faulty
hibited. installations would be pro-

Atlantic Refining Hookup
ATLANTIC REFINING Co., Philadelphia (White Flash gas and
oil) will sponsor a new series over
a special CBS network beginning
Sept. 14, 7-7:30 p. m. The program will be broadcast over all
CBS Atlantic seaboard stations
and as far west as Columbus. A
number of non-network stations
will carry the program by means
of special wire connections, with
total of 37 CBS stations being
used. The title for the show has
not been selected but it will be a
dramatic program with Frank
Parker doing the vocals. The
broadcast will originate from
WCAU, Philadelphia. N. W. Ayer
& Son Inc., Philadelphia, is the
agency.
DON AMECHE, lead in the NBC
"First woodNighter",
arrived
Hollylate in August
for ina screen
test.
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LITTLE COLONELS
Leo. J. Fitzpatrick II Sworn;
Also John
Shepard
YOUNGEST
of the
recent 3rd
recruits
to the fast-expanding ranks of radio's Kentucky Colonels is Leo J.
Fitzpatrick, II, son of the president of the NAB and director of
WJR, Detroit. Little Leo, 18
months old, received his commission from Gov. Ruby Laffoon, of
the Blue Grass State recently, at
the suggestion of L. B. Wilson,
WCKY, Cincinnati, who cited him
for his "contribution to radio".
Not the youngest but the newest
of the Kentucky Colonels is John
Shepard 3d, president of the Yankee Network. Col. Shepard, likewise an L. B. Wilson recruit, received a communication on Aug.
19 from Gov. Laffoon, informing:
him of his appointment as an aide
de camp on his staff.
And similar military honors were
bestowed late in August on James
W. Baldwin, NAB managing director, also a recruit of L. B. Wilson.
Standard

Disc

Library

Acquires Nine Stations
STANDARD Radio Advertising
Co., Hollywood, transcription organization serving a number of
stations with transcription libraries, has changed its name to
Standard Radio Inc., a name considered more in keeping with its
activity, according to an announcement Aug. 23 by Seth Ely, president.
Signing of nine additional stations for the Standard Radio Inc.,
was announced Aug. 24 by Mr.
Ely. The stations are WJBK,
Detroit; WJAY, Cleveland;
WAAT, Jersey City; KWKW,
Shreveport ; KRGV, W e s 1 a c o ;
KTAT, Fort Worth; KNOW, Austin; WJW, Akron; WNBH, New
Bedford, and XEAW, Reynosa,
Mexico.
Mr. Ely also announced that beginning Sept. 1, 12 additional quarter hours of continuity will be
added to the weekly program
schedule, for a total of nine hours.
A manual covering every phase of
the service, prepared by Philip G.
Lasky, general manager of KSFO,
San Francisco, for use of his sales
staff, has been adopted by Standard Radio for its subscribing stations and shortly will be sent out.

Philco's Dealer Discs
PHILCO RADIO & TELEVISION
Corp., Philadelphia, has made
available to its local distributors a
series of 26 WBS travelogue transcriptions titled Around the World
With Boake Carter, featuring the
noted CBS news commentator's adventures in strange lands. Thirtyone stations have already started
the series. Hutchins Advertising
Agency, Rochester, N. Y., is handling the campaign.
Vie for Fight Rights
NBC and Mutual Broadcasting
System are competing for the purchase of the broadcasting rights
for the Baer-Louis fight in New
York Sept. 24. MBS tentatively
has aligned a 24-station coast-tocoast network under sponsorship of
Schenley Distributors, Inc., should
it procure the rights, owned by
Jean Grombach, New York program producer. Lord & Thomas is
the Schenley agency. NBC, it is
understood, has an unnamed sponsor in prospect.

Daytime Audiences
AreStudiedbyNBC
New Data Round

MIKE FRIED— Not a bit scared
was this egg as it faced the microphone for the first time in a broadcast of an egg-frying contest
staged by KTBS, Shreveport, La.
The rays of a Louisiana sun supplied the heat — 122 degrees. The
winner, 40 milts away, phoned in
that he coagulated the albumen in
15 minutes. B. G. Robertson,
KTBS program director and announcer, and Jack Keasler, announcer, pictured here, waited 30
minutes before their egg began to
frizzle around the edges.
WMFG, Hibbing, Minn.,
First Iron Range Station
Starts Operating Sept. 4
THE FIRST broadcasting station
on Minnesota's Iron Range will go
into operation Sept. 4 with the
inauguration of WMFG, Hibbing,
licensed to the Head of the Lakes
Broadcasting Co., which operates
WEBC, Duluth-Superior. The station is the second of three proposed to be hooked up for complete Northern Minnesota coverage. Erection of the third — at Virginia, Minn. — awaits FCC action
on WMFG
a favorable
examiner'swith
report.
will operate
100
watts on 1210 kc, and will be
linked on a full-time basis by land
lines from WEBC. All national and
regional non-network accounts on
WEBC will be given WMFG as a
premium without charge until the
end of daylight savings time, after
which the two stations will be sold
at a joint rate amounting to about
7% increase over WEBC's rate.
Gov. Floyd Olson, speaking from
St. Paul, will be the chief speaker
at the WMFG inaugural, with
WCCO, Minneapolis, and WEBC
sending special programs also, and
with 2,000 people invited to attend the ceremonies in the local
high school auditorium. Manager
and commercial director of the
new WMFG is Harry S. Hyatt,
formerly with WEBC and former
national advertising manager of
the Superior (Wis.) Telegram,
which
stations.owns a large interest in both
The staff was recruited almost
entirely from WEBC, and includes
James Payton and Kenneth Gagerlin, announcers; Ruth Coe, program director; T. S. Jorgeson,
chief operator, and Thomas Hall,
commercial man at Virginia. C. B.
Persons, WEBC chief engineer, is
supervising the installation, which
includes a 165-foot tower atop the
Androy hotel, fabricated by the
American Bridge Co., Pittsburgh.
Tests on 3 Stations
MERCIREX Co., Milford, Dela.
(Mercirex skin cream and soap)
is testing radio on three stations,
using1 100 - word spot announcements five times weekly for six
months on WJSV, Washington;
WPG, Atlantic City, and WTNJ,
Trenton, N. J. Jesse Loeb, advertising agent, Southern Bldg.,
Washington, handles the account.
BROADCASTI

Out Figure

Provided
Network
Aireas''
ROUNDINGin " out
the data
contained in Network Aireas, which
sought to establish the total number of radio families which can be
reached through NBC networks, a
new study entitled Sales Begin
When
Programs
Begin is now
ready for distribution. It consists
of detailed breakdown of the potential radio audience for every
half-hoar of the day, from breakfast to bed-time.
In a letter announcing the publication, Edgar Kobak, vice president in charge of sales for NBC,
pointed
"radiomedia.
circulation
is unlike out
thatthat
of other
Their
circulations vary from month to
month, from week to week, or day
to day. Radio circulation, however,
fluctuates even within the hour."
Variation by Hours

>.
I
j
i

i

THE
DETAILED
- table"to
now available
was "time
designed
make possible exact measurements
of the available audience for sponsors interested in daytime broadcasting, wTho were, however, anxious for data corresponding to
those already compiled for the evening hours.
Market made
Research
Corp. of'
America
the nation-wide
survey on which the study is based.
Personal interviews and telephone
calls were made.
"Families reachable," defined as
the number of radio homes with
people in them and awake, were
found to vary between sunrise and
sundown between 75% and 90.4fr
of
all the radio homes in the United
States.
Colgate Returning
COLGATE - PALMOLIVE -PEET
Co, Jersey City (Supersuds), is ,
returning
Lu and ofEmOctober.
to radio
around Clara,
the middle
The program will be a 5 times
weekly has
daytime
show, decided
but no 1
time
been NBC
definitely

upon. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. I
for Colgate toothpowder has also
renewed the Minute Mysteries over
WOR for another 13 weeks, shifting the program from Friday to i
Monday night 8:30-9 p. m. The program now is a 30-minute continuous program instead of the two
former 15-minute periods as heretofore. Benton & Bowles Inc.,
New York, is the agency.
Offer "Helpful Harry"
WASHING MACHINE MFGRS.
ASS'N, 80 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, is making available its series
of 26 five-minute WBS transcriptions
Harry's House-by
holdtitled
HintsHelpful
for sponsorship
local washing machine distributors
and dealers. In the national campaign started last month 28 stations started carrying the program, placed through Meldrum &
Fewsmith, Cleveland agency, but
it is also being offered for sale to
individual stations.
EIGHT Inter-City Group stations
will carry a new series of detective
shows dramatized from MacFadden's True Detective Stories, under
sponsorship of Finlay Strauss, Inc.,
New York (jewelers), five nights
weekly starting Sept. 16.
NG
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IFICANT!
SIGN
Time and again, talent presented to the listening public via Standard Transcriptions,
finds its way into the top flight of radio and the movies.
Let's call the roll!
KAY KYSER — Ranks third among orchestras in a recent nation-wide poll!
THE KENG'S MEN — Another Standard origination — now the country's outstanding
quartette with Paul Whiteman!
SONS OF THE PIONEERS — Standard picked them — the radio public took them to
its heart — they're in the movies now!
JIMMY GRIER — His smooth, sparkling dance rhythms need no further praise to
radio and movie audiences!

JACK JOY — On the coast they swear there isn't a better band!
GENE AUSTIN — His phonograph record sales and continued radio popularity tell
the story!

i

BETTY Pictures
JANE RHODES
— A very young lady — a very big success — she's singing in
Paramount
now!
And so it goes! The freshness, the originality, the sparkle of Standard Transcriptions is assured by the constant addition of new talent, with that "certain something"
that quickly makes them the nation's favorites.
W rite for details on the Standard Library and other features.

04 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood, Calif.

iptember I, 1935
I

STANDARD
Formerly STANDARD

■ BROADCASTING

RADIO,
RADIO ADVERTISING

CO.

INC.

180 North Michigan
Chicago, HI.
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News

Associations

Acquiring Stations
KFI Signed by UP as INS Adds
KFRC ; Transradio Adds to List
DESPITE a let-down in sale of
press association services to broadcasting stations, attributed to August vacations, newspaper ownership of stations and news broadcasting continued to be live topics
in these spheres during the last
fortnight.
On the West Coast, the California Newspaper Publishers' Association, representing some 350
publishers, adopted a resolution at
its executive committee meeting
Aug. 16 favoring Federal enactment to take radio away from
commercial interests and place it
on a government operation basis.
The action was forwarded to the
FCC. Sale of news by press associations to stations and networks,
the organization held, has increased
the problem of radio competition.
United Press scored a coup in
signing the two Earle C. Anthony
Inc. stations— KFI and KECA,
Los Angeles, among others, including WREC, Memphis, which begins Sept. 16, and KIEM, Eureka,
Cal., which began Aug. 11. On
Aug_ 26 UP began to supply the
special news report required from
Monday through Friday for the
daily March of Time dramatization
on CBS, sponsored alternately by
Remington-Rand Inc, and Time
Magazine.
Transradio Press Service on
Aug. 25 announced the acquisition
of seven new stations and three
newspapers for its news service,
while its subsidiary Radio News
Association acquired KGGC, San
Francisco. The new stations are
KHQ and KGA, Spokane; WBRE,
Wilkes Barre, Pa.; W6XAI, Bakersfield, Cal.; KGHF, Pueblo,
Colo.; KIUP, Durango, Colo.;
KGY, Olympia, Wash., and KFVS,
Cape Girardeau, Mo. New newspaper clients are The Peoples
Voice, new daily of Paterson, N.
J.; Burlington (la.) Post, and the
Tulsa (Okla.) Post.
Meanwhile, International News
Service announced the addition to
its client list of WNAX, Yankton,
S.J).; KQW, San Jose, Cal., and
KFRC, San Francisco, with an inHaute. creased schedule to WBOW, Terre
Scoops on Tragedy
COMPETITION among clients of
the private press association, of
Transradio and of Radio - Press
Bureau on big news events was
heated on the Will Rogers-Wiley
Post crash. Press - Radio claims
that it carried the Associated Press
Flash at 10.49 (EDST) and that
NBC broadcast it seven minutes
later, with a half hour to 40 minutes elapsing before competitors
caught up. Transradio, however
claimed credit for the first positive
announcement of the deaths, asserting that this unequivocal account originated in its Seattle Bureau and was carried 11 minutes
after the AP flash, which it branded as a "rumor".
Reports current in New York
that Transradio and Reuters Ltd.,
European news service, are terminating their contract, were emphatically denied both by Herbert
Moore, Transradio president, and
A. Bernard
The
contract Moloney,
has some of
timeReuter's.
to run
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APPLAUSE

AND

It's the Decibels That Count
On the Weekly "Town
A SQUAT gadget plays an important role in deciding the fates
of a dozen amateurs every Wednesday evening on the Town Hall
Tonight amateur hour broadcasts
over an NBC-WEAF network by
Bristol-Myers Co., New York. It is
the "applause machine", and it remonies, places
whoyesterday's
stood master-of-cereon the stage
with hand cupped to ear and decided which amateur had stirred
up the most thunderous handclapping.
It is, in reality, a sound meter,
such as Mayor LaGuardia used in
determining the focal points in his
attack on Manhattan noise. It was
supplied by the acoustical department of the Johns-Manville Corp.,
New York. Enclosed in its black
outer box is a microphone that
picks up the sound energy of studio applause and transforms it into electrical energy. This, in turn,
is amplified and rectified until at
lengthder itneedle
operates
a meter.
slenon this
meter A moves
along a scale divided into decibels,
or units of sound, to a point determined by the intensity of the
applause.
Prolonged applause has no effect
upon the stopping place of the
needle.
It registers
greatest intensity
and the
stickssound's
there.
The scale of decibels in sound
measurements runs from zero to
150. Zero, however, is the very
"threshold of hearing" — to be found
only in a sound-proof room. One
hundred and fifty maximum is a
theoretical maximum. The highest
recorded sound is an airplane in
and contains an option clause.
INS, however, is understood to
have given notice of its intention
to terminate its Reuter's contract.
The California Association's action followed a survey which
showed the majority of the daily
publishers in that state objected
to
associations'
sale of newsit
to news
stations.
The resolution
adopted, copies of which, it is understood, were sent to news services and members of Congress as
well as to FCC members, follows
in full text:
We, the directors and advisory
board of the California Newspaper
Publishers' Association, assembled in
executive session, hereby strongly disapprove of and protest the use of
news broadcasts over radio stations.
We go even further and recommend
that by federal enactment a start be
made to return to the people, the air
channels now used by commercial interests, similar to the plan now in effect in England, whereby the air is
used only for the benefit of the people
as a whole.
Although further action to be
taken by the CNPA has not been
learned it is expected that it will
be aggressive and probably militant. The August number of the
California Publisher, official organ
of the CNPA, in an editorial headed "Radio News" decries the action of the press wire services, and
points out that "most of the daily
newspaper publishers of California
see a real menace in the new unrestricted sale of news by press
wire services to radio stations and
chains." The issue also publishes
the results of the questionnaire
which was circulated among the

THE

AMATEUR

When Neophytes Appear
Hall Tonight" Program

HOW LOUD IS LOUD? — This
little gadget, a sound meter, records applause volume on the
"Town Hall Tonight" program.
Here is Carl Meyer, acoustical
engineer, taking readings of the
formances;
hand
- clappings for amateur perflight, when the combined racket
of motor and propellers runs the
needle up to about 120.
Between these extremes lie the
applause range on the Town Hall
Tonight program. Results since
the program began last January
show a low recording of 70 and a
high of 90. Usually the readings
are very close. To make certain
that winners are fairly chosen, the
four best acts are voted on a sectest. ond time at the close of the condaily members of the CNPA, for
opinion on the situation, in making the survey.
Returns from the questionnaire
showed 41 objecting to the sale of
regular news bulletins to broadcasting stations, while two did not
object. Asked if they regarded further development and extension of
news broadcasting as dangerous to
all newspapers,
42 answered
replied "yes",
three
"no" and one
"not
to weeklies".
Pepsodent Co. Sponsors
Al Pearce Gang on NBC
PEPSODENT Co., Chicago, early
in October will sponsor Al Pearce
& His Gang on a weekly halfhour evening program, on an
NBC-WJZ network. At first the
program will originate in New
York but later a personal appearance tour, arranged prior to the
sponsorship contract, will be taken. The new program will advertise Pepsodent tooth powder and
Junis Cream, with Amos 'n' Andy
appearing for Pepsodent toothnetwork.paste on the present NBC-WEAF
The Al Pearce troupe first appeared on the air in 1928 on the
Pacific Coast, staging a happy-golucky type of program that met
with widespread popularity. This
led to a sustaining spot for NBC
in New York where his success attracted the sponsor. Pearce will
act as master-of -ceremonies of the
new series and handle the commercials in his novel style. Lord
& Thomas, Chicago, is the agency.

Newspaper Statioi
List Is Augmented
TO THE
LIST of newspaper
owned and corporately affiliate
radio stations published on pag(
12 and 13 of the Aug. 15 issue c
Broadcasting
should be adde
KGKL, San Angelo, Tex., a sul
stantial portion of whose stock
owned by the San Angelo Stam
ard; also KGFK, Moorehead
Minn., which is four-ninths owne
by the Fargo (N. D.) Forun
which owns a similar share i
WDAY, is Fargo.
Moorehea
station
under a The
purchase
optio I
to private owners for removal t \
Duluth, action on which awaits
court decision.
During the last fortnight it als ,
developed that Amon Carter, put ]
lisher of the Fort Worth Telegrat j
& Gazette, and owner of WBAI I
had purchased KGKO, Wichit
Falls, which operates with 25 I
watts night and 1,000 watts da ]
on 570 kc. Authority is bein j
sought from the FCC for th I
transfer of ownership and for th I
removal of the station into For
Worth where it would be operate j
as a second outlet for Mr. Carter' I
newspaper and presumably woul 1
secure for WFAA-WBAP basi
NBC connections as well as a sec I
ond NBC connection for itself. Cl
W. Snider, majority stockholder h I
KGKO, has applied to the FCC fo I
a new 100-watt station there.
To the list of newspapers seek 1
ing new radio facilities, also pub J
lished Aug. 15, should be added th I
Portland Broadcasting Co., a stocl j
interest in which is held by th J
Portland (Me.) Herald & Express 1
which is seeking a new 500-wat j
station there on 640 kc. ; and als'
the St. Paul Daily News, seekin; J
a new 100-watt fulltime statioi
there on 1370 kc.
From reliable sources it wa
also learned during the last fort
night that the Omaha World-Her
aid is represented in the interest:
behind Lloyd C. Thomas, operato:
of WROK, Rockf ord, 111., who ha;
taken purchase options on variou:
Nebraska
stations. Transfer oij
KGBZ, York, Neb., to the Ne
braska Broadcasting Co., is al
ready being sought in FCC appli
cations, and the company is stil >
negotiating for WJAG, Norfolk j
KMMJ,
Omaha. Clay Center, and WAAW; j
The first affiliation of t h < j
Scripps-Howard newspapers witl
a radio station in recent years was
announced Aug. 19 when the Neu
York World - Telegram began t(
broadcast New York Stock Ex '
change reports and one of th« j
newspaper's financial editors start }
ed
days weekly over WMCA I
Newfive
York.
Charlie Chan on Discs
CHARLIE CHAN, famous Chinest
detective of fiction and the films
brain child of the late Earl Den
Biggers, will furnish the locale anc
motif for a transcription series
that will start production in Sep
tember. It will be produced by tht
American Radio Features Syndicate, Los Angeles, in the Holly
wood plant of RCA- Victor. Then
will initial
be 78 fifteen-minute
discs ir 1
the
series. Arrangement;
for the programs were made bj
Frederick C. Dahlquist, presidenl
of the radio syndicate, with tht
widow of the author.
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PRE-TESTED

SELECTED

FROM

75

OUTSTANDING

Test your live talent broadcast plans in Buffalo. Choose
your show from one of the greatest talent arrays to be
found anywhere outside of network headquarters. For
Buffalo Broadcasting Corporation talent is experienced . . .

ADAPTATIONS
OF CLASSICS ... 13 half hour
episodes of some of the most effective dramatizations ever
Ibrought before the microphone. Classics like Oliver Twist
. . . David Copperfield . . . Tale of Two Cities that had the
audience calling for more.
to 11:00.

Try this Sunday evenings 10:30

SONG SHOP . . . Newlywed Jack and Jane Wilson set
up business in a Song Shop . . . Domestic ups and downs
mingled with small but thriving business supply background
for fast-moving piano and song act. Harmonize like Breen
and De Rose . . . with Jane doing convincing Gracie Allen
double.
Act makes attractive personal appearance.
THE

GREEN

FAMILY

. . . Real family life as it is

lived from day to day in the average American home.
think it's more "down-to-earth" than "One
Successful run of forty weeks to date.
TWILIGHT

REVERIES

...

We

Man's Family".

A combination of two

of the best voices in Western New York . . . Supported by
mellow music of the Grand Organ . . . Violin . . . Piano . . .

BOY

...

All the thrills of the Big Top with

jcircus color and romance injected into a clean, humorous,
adventurous serial story for children with the original Bobby
Benson in the leading role. Bozo the Clown will draw a host
of followers — the show will earn the endorsement of ParentTeachers.

A completely dynamic kids' show!

Complete details and prices of
these and 65 other outstanding
shows are available at any office

September
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shows that they are pre-tested and that they are only ten
out of an array of 75 topnotch programs now available.

JACK AND GIL . . . Livewire two piano harmony
team. All numbers specially arranged. Boys have unusual
ability to do comedy characterizations. Songs are interspersed
with pleasing, witty patter. Act aired four a week for 20
weeks to date.

. . . A real human interest show
THE SCHMALTZES
that makes you laugh and cry at the fortunes of the Schmaltzes
after Herman Schmaltz "invents" a prepared mustard. Riotous
scripts authored by Howard Reed who wrote the successful, now
electrically-transcribed "Krausmeyer 8C Cohen" scripts.

. . . Buffalo's
ORCHESTRA
DAVID CHESKINS
one NAME band . . . member MCA . . . has played principal
nighteries in Western New York. Style . . . sweet rhythm
strings . . . saxes . . . single trumpet . . . with Cheskin the best
violinist this side of New York City. Sponsored 13 weeks by
Pure Oil.

. . . Completely diGREAT MEDICAL MYSTERY
vorced from ordinary blood and thunder mysteries. More than
subtle enough to fascinate listeners . . . cause comment

every-

where. Authored by writer of successful mystery "909" sponEffective 15 minutes three per week.
sored 26 weeks.

. . . Exclusive specNEW COMEDY
MUSIC
tacular pretentious program to command a major audience.
Hilarious original scripts prepared for British Broadcasting
NEW

Company. Audience will love the new melodies . . . excitingly funny dialog. Sample:
"Only a Mill Girl— Or Doings Up At The Hall."

OWNED AND OPERATED BY BUFFALO BROADCASTING
CORPORATION, RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO, N. Y.
REPRESENTED BY FREE & SLEININGER, INC.

• BROADCASTING

PROGRAMS

trained under network direction . . . yet it is available at
local talent rates. And remember as you glance over these

Special Continuity that interprets the moods of the music . . .
all in original verse.
CIRCUS

HITS

of Free & Sleininger, Inc., or direct from Buffalo Broadcasting
Corporation.
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Radio
For

Attacked

by Commissioner

Payne

Its Alleged Commercial
Domination
cial aspects too. It has its faults
INVADING a
branch of FCC
and its .defects, but * * * it has
presented a splendid picture in the
activity which
falls outside the fight for human rights, its war
against political corruption, its
scope sionofto which
the divihe battle for liberty of the oppressed
and enslaved and its refusal to be
is assigned,
intimidated by either power or
George H. Payne,
vice chairman of wealth. The radio battles for no
the Telegraph
Mr. Payne quoted from a report
deMr. Payne Division,
broadcasting which he said was
rights."
clared in an ad- on
dress before the American Asso- prepared for Senator Wheeler (D.)
ciation of Agricultural College of Mont., chairman of the Senate
Editors at Cornell University, Interstate Commerce Committee,
Ithaca, N. Y., Aug. 21, that radio by S. Howard Evans, for several
Washington representain this country is "practically en- yearstive the
of the Ventura (Calif.) Free
tirely in the hands of those interested solely in its commercial as- Press, an ardent radio government -ownership advocate. Mr.
pects."
Comparing broadcasting to the Evans was identified with numerpress, Mr. Payne attacked radio as cause. ous lobbying activities for this
an instrumentality solely interestAmong other things, he said the
ed in the money it can make. He
report
advocated "legislation comdenounced as dangerous the "idea
pelling acomplete reallocation of
more or less casually advanced"
broadcasting facilities", and a
that the broadcasting business conpool for all radio patents.
stitutes "a Fifth Estate of our patent
Declaring Senator Wheeler had
government".
given him permission to quote
"It is
because thewill
people
from the report which he said
their
government
not through
tolerate
the creation of a Fifth Estate that hitherto had been regarded as
they have, in the exercise of their "confidential", he quoted a section
in which was suggested the estabsovereignty, taken over the control
lishment of a bureau of standards
of the air and have passed the laws
on character of programs. Briefly,
regulating the use of the air," he the proposal was that procedure
said. "It was to prevent the creato do with programs be
- tion of a radio political power that having
the FCC was brought into exist- established similar to that which
the FCC requires in connection
ence.
with technical station operation.
Regulatory Power
For example, the Evans report
"THERE is no doubt that if the said: "The commission might compel every station in applying for a
government had been lax in exerlicense, to submit not only evi- cising its rights or if it should
dence of its financial and technical
cease to exert its power of regulation there might arise another es- qualifications, but also a statement of the standards which it
tate that would be more powerful
would require programs to meet.
than
the
people's
government
and
that Fourth Estate which as an
* * * It would be compelling the
unfettered and free press has been chains and independent stations to
apply to every hour of their
in the right arm in the development of democracy and popular in- operating schedules the same kind
of program standards which the
stitutions."
chains have applied advantageousMr. Payne, a Bull-Moose Republican of New York, and a former
ly to religion."
newspaperman, was appointed to
the FCC in July, 1934, for a twoAtwater Kent Continues
year term.
In comparing radio to the press,
Mr. Payne said that in this coun- High Musical Standards
WHEN Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. of
try broadcasting has out-stripped
the newspaper in its contact with
Philadelphia returns to the air
human beings, having more listenSept. 19, the occasion will mark
ers than the press has readers, al- the tenth anniversary of this sponthough the press has been in existsor's debut on the air. In the days
ence for 500 years as against some
when WEAF
was located at 195
15 for radio. It has the advantage
Broadway, New York, and again
that many can listen who cannot
when the show was presented
read, he added.
from both the uptown NBC build"This is all very thrilling, draings, a policy of presenting the
matic and impressive," he de- best concert
music with widely
clared, "but when we stop to real- known soloists was followed, and
ize that the radio in this country
this will be continued now that the
is practically entirely in the hands
of those interested solely in its show is going to CBS.
commercial aspects we are inclined
The sponsor is universally credited with having taken a leading
to wonder what might have happened to civilization if the press role in maintaining high standards
in entertainment for advertising
had been for about 500 years controlled by commercial agencies, purposes, and with having set the
and educational and political re- example for later sponsors of
formers had been unable to get "quality programs" to follow. For
their ideas into circulation because
the premiere on about 50 CBS stathe commercial control found it
tions, Jessica Dragonette will be
the soloist, and Josef Pasternack
could make more money by appealing to the tastes and interests of is expected to conduct the orchestra. Batten, Barton, Durstine and
the less intelligent rather than the
Osborn Inc., New York, is the
more intelligent.
agency.
"The newspaper has its commerPage 18

"Radio Frankenstein"
An editorial from the Republican New York HeraldTribune Aug. 23 commenting on the speech
by FCC Commissioner
Payne, reported in
adjoining columns.
THE REDOUBTABLE George
Henry Payne, who has been on so
many sides of so many political fences
and now is "sitting pretty" as one of
the New upDeal's
radio "czars,"
conjured
horrendous
visions ofhasa
"fifth
estate"
in
our
government— the
radio. One gathers the impression
that only George Henry himself and
his commission stand between this
"fifth estate" and the great American
peepul, and that if the government
were not to lay a restraining hand on
the "fifth estate" the government itself might succumb to a legion of
toothpaste makers, automobile manufacturers, soda - water bottlers and
chewing-gum magnates. The radio, it
appears, despite its countless crooners,
its soothing sopranos, its melodious
musicians and its innumerable artists
of the air, is without a soul. Hence
it must be controlled, lest it become
a modern monster that might end up
by devouring the New Deal, lock,
stock, barrel, Roper and Payne.
It seems unkind to regard this
spokesman of the Communications
Commission as the Latin viewed the
Greeks bearing gifts. Even by mixing
metaphors, it is impossible to look the
former Tax Commissioner [of New
York City] in the mouth. But it is
hard to escape the suspicion that all
the Ethiopians are not in Ethiopia
and that Czar Payne has one somewhere in his woodpile. Is it that some
new regulation of the radio is impending? A new campaign is approaching. The New Deal is no longer
sacrosanct. Fireside chats are no
longer as soothingly reassuring as
they used
to be.industry
Can it has
be that
because the radio
no soul
it is to be more closely regulated in
its own interest — with, of course, the
broader humanitarian purpose of making the air safe for Democracy?
American

Radiator

Discs

Scheduled on 28 Stations
AMERICAN RADIATOR Co.,
New York (heating and air conditioning equipment) began a spot
announcement campaign over 28
stations in Eastern and Western
states Monday, August 26, using
five-minute transcriptions once a
day, six days a week. Some of the
spots are morning hours, some
afternoon hours, but the majority
are given during the evening. The
initial contract is for three weeks,
but it probably will be extended to
10 or 12 weeks. Dale Carnegie is
th3 talent and the programs are
entitled Little Known Facts About
Radio Stars.
The . series promotes the prize
contest . announced on the Arco
Sunday night broadcast Aug. 25,
soliciting 200-word letters on
"Why I Want an American Radiator Heating
winner
has hisSystem".
choice ofTheanyweekly
Arco
heating plant up to the value of
$750. This contest is scheduled for
eight weeks. Stations carrying the
transcriptions are:WIBA, WOWO,
WCSH, WHAM, WJSV, KMBC,
WIBX, WFIL, WCAE, WCKY,
WEEI, WMAS, WGR, WGBI,
WHK, WIAU, WXYZ, WELL,
WIBM, WOOD, WKZO, WBCM,
WFDF, WJIM, WLS, WMBD,
KSTP and WHO. Marchalk &
Pratt Inc., New York, is the
agency.

Political
Allowed

Criticism
in Canada

Col. C. H. Chauveau Appointed
As Vice Chairman of CRC
By JAMES MONTAGNES
WITH the Canadian federal election announced for Oct. 14, broadcasters are beginning to find time
to place election speeches on evening hours over nation-wide hookups. In the last few years numerous complaints have been made
that when an election was in the
offing, Canadian Radio Commission
regulations would only allow the
party in power to speak over radio stations. Now that an election is definite the contentious regulations have been overhauled and
the air is available to any political
party able to pay its way. The
changes were made however only
after a heated session in Parliament towards the end of June, and
the new regulation to replace Commission regulation number 90, has
just been announced. It reads:
"No broadcasting station may I
broadcast any speech, printed matter or program containing defamatory,
or obscene
state-or
ments libellous
with regard
to persons
institutions, or statements of a
treasonable character or intended
to promote change by unlawful
means and which might lead to a
breach of the peace, or any advertising matter containing false or
deceptive Free
statements."
to Criticize
NOW the other political parties
feel free to criticize actions of the
present Bennett administration
which has been in power for five
years. Under the old regulation
such criticism over the air was not
allowed.
A new vice chairman has been
appointed to the vacancy on the
Radio Commission left by the resignation of Jacques Cartier to become political party organizer for
Quebec province, being another
French-Canadian, Col. Charles A.
Chauveau, K.C., a lawyer of Quebec City. As this is purely a po- i
litical appointment it is not surprising that the new vice-chairman
is not a radio technician, announcer or musician, qualifications
held by the two previous vice
chairmen, Cartier and Maher, bothjFrench-Canadians. Col. Chauveau is a veteran militia man, having
been director of recruiting and national service during the World
War, he is a member of one of
the oldest political Quebec families, his grandfather having been
the first premier of Quebec province. He is the oldest man to have
occupied the office, being in his
58th year.
College Radio Meeting
W. I. GRIFFITH, director of
operated by Iowa State ColWOI, lege,
announces that the National
Association of Educational Broadcasters, of which he is president,
will hold its next annual meeting
in Iowa City, Sept. 9 and 10. The
association, first formed by colleges and universities operating
their own stations, recently broadened its membership to include radio directors of all such institutions whether they broadcast over
their own or privately owned stations.
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Radio
Advertising
For
50%

Gross

July Advanced
in

Two

ANPA

on

Radio

A

Review

Years

A FASCINATING little brochure,
First Comparisons With 1933
Radio in the Local Market: "A
Reveal Remarkable Gains
Study of Radio Broadcast as a ReFIRST statistics available for a
tail Advertising Medium", Bureau
of Advertising, American Newstwo-year comparison of broadcast
paper Publishers Association,
advertising show that the medium
read by everyone interregistered a gain of 50% in July, should estedbein broadcast
advertising. If
1935, as compared with the same
month two years ago, according to we learn by contrast, it will serve
the NAB. The gain for July, as most effectively to confirm the
sterling value and fine scientific
compared with last year, was
33.2%. Collection of broadcast vol- spirit of the Radio Broadcasting
Manual for Retailers recently
ume data was begun by the NAB
published by the National Retail
in July, 1933.
Radio showed the greatest gain Dry Goods Association.
The booklet obviously has been
of any major medium in recent
months although it had declined
produced as an attempted answer
less than other media during the to the NRDGA study as well as to
depression, according to the NAB
counter the rapidly growing interest in broadcast advertising on the
data. July magazine volume was
part
of retailers throughout the
unchanged from the same month
country.
in 1933 while newspaper volume
Sources Withheld
gained only 5% for the month as
compared with last year.
AS TO the material itself, the moreDepartment store broadcast vol- than-casual reader will be greatly
ume in July was 27.6% ahead of handicapped in forming a conclusion as to the true value of the
last year whereas the gain in
newspaper department store line- study by the almost utter lack of
documentation, and by the deep
age was only .4%.
National network business in pall of anonymity which obscures
July was 27.2% ahead of last the source of practically every fact
year, 88% ahead of 1933. Regional
presented.
network volume showed a threeThough it undoubtedly is advisable at times to withhold sources
fold increase over last year, a fivefold advance over 1933.
of information, it is hardly necessary to keep from the reader the
Locals Show Big Gain
name of the Western city in which
NATIONAL non-network volume, a survey of public attitude toward
dropping only 7.4% from June, advertising media was taken, to
was 68.6% over the July figure last keep secret, except upon request,
the name of the nationally known
year, ume
75.8%
vol- research organizations which made
was upabove
18.8%1933.'
as Local
compared
with 1934, 5.3% below the 1933 studies of radio versus newspaper
figure.
circulation, and to present practically every opinion published in
Local stations showed the biggest increase in business for the the booklet without any indication
of the size of the store in question,
month, having more than doubled
the figure for July, 1933. Regional
its actual radio experience, etc. —
non-network business went up one- in short, every measure of its comhalf in the two-year interval.
as a qualified judge of radio as a petencemedium.
Transcription business for July
One likewise is at a loss to evalwas 87.6% ahead of last year, the
uate the results of the various
same figure also applying to 1933.
Live talent gained 60.5% from the surveys referred to, by virtue of
1934 mark, and showed the re- the fact that nowhere in the booklet is there any description of the
markable increase of 176.1% over
July, 1933. National spot an- samples used, the methods emnouncements advanced 50% over
ployed and the questions asked,
1934 but the total was 22% under thus violating the tenets of sound,
scientific presentation of data.
1933. In the local field a marked
increase in transcription business
The comments of retailers published in the booklet are excellent
was noted, amounting to 51.1%
over last year and 76% over 1933. from the newspaper point of view
Automotive advertising in the in that they say nothing that is
national non-network group in good of radio. At times they inJuly was four times that in 1934.
corporate unconscious humor, as in
Network automotive volume was
the case of the retailer who "in order to maintain an open mind on
up 31% over last year and local
automotive business rose 35%.
the subject" experimented with raFood advertising on national
dio "to prove my contention that
networks jumped 54.3% for the the average run of radio broadmonth, regional network business
casts do not warrant the expenditripled and national non-network
ture in comparison to the returns
volume doubled. Confectionery ad- obtainable from newspaper adververtising on national networks
tising."of retail
The i n n success
u m e r a over
b 1 e the
ingained 42.8% and in the national
stances
radio found in station files, the
non-network group the advance
was 500%.
NRDGA study and the NAB retail
Household equipment advertis- panel at the AFA Convention are
ing made a particularly good showample answer to this aspect of the
ing, being 250% ahead of July of booklet.
last year on national networks. For
Some of the generalizations are
regional networks the volume was
delightful. The comparison of 3492
$6,166 as compared with nothing listeners, out of 24,945 radio famiin 1933. National non - network
lies, who actually got an ad with
household equipment business rose the total circulation of a news16.77c for the month and local volpaper will charm any one who has
ume doubled.
studied the question of the actual
Page 20
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number of people who read the
average newspaper advertisement
by its naivete. On the radio they
actually got the ad. The question
of
circulation
costsgot
—
on comparative
the basis of the
people who
a given ad in the newspaper and
over the radio — also is overlooked.
Circulation Data
THE CONTENTION that the
newspaper ABC figure — indicating
roughly the average number of
persons and/or families who are
exposed to that paper, but not necessarily who read any or all of it
every day — is a more definite measure of circulation than the potential radio audience as measured
either by field intensity coverage
surveys, or the NBC or CBS methods, requires considerably stronger
support than given it in this booklet.
There has been entirely too much
buncombehensiveconcerning
the of
compreand final value
ABC
figures by themselves and of the
inability of radio to supply comparable data. Radio has still to be
equalled in its ability to measure
the number of people who actually
got the ad, and who did something
It would
also seem as if the
about
it.*
newspapers were still acting upon
the out-moded theory that the picture and the price are the alpha
and omega of retail advertising.
They forget that the stimulation
of desire is still the basic function
of advertising and that price is
merely a hurdle which desire must
overcome, not a positive force.
Numerous studies and experiments
have shown that attractive copy,
supported by sound illustrations
and featuring the utility of goods
rather than mere price, produces
the best sales.
Does Advertising Pay?
THIS fundamental fact means a
great deal to radio, since its power
of dramatization, its ability to describe the utility and attractiveness of goods through the oldest
and most direct form of human
communication — the human voice
— and to stimulate desire through
all the force of persuasion and personal salesmanship over the microphone, give it a retail selling
power attested to in many successful campaigns. This undoubtedly
was the reason why one leading
executive in the department store
field, speaking at the AFA convention in Chicago, urged that 35%
of the store advertising budget be
spent oh radio.
But icismbyof the
far booklet
the mostis serious
that it critsells
all advertising short. If advertising is worth anything at all, it
must be worth something in all
media. The best newspaper is better than the worst radio station
and vice versa. And so with all
other media. There is a time and
place with regard to which each
medium will be ideal. No one has
a monopoly on usefulness and sellIf ingthepower.newspapers were to cease
assuming that only newspaper ad*See studies such as "Does Radio Sell
Goods", CBS.

Leading

the Wayj

To Recovery, Says PrallJ
At Inaugural of WCOll
BROADCASTING as an industrJ
is leading the country out of dep
pressed economic conditions, ChairO
man Anning S. Prall of the FC(fl
declared Aug. 26 in an address de-1
livered at the dedication of WCOP,!
new Boston station.
"I feel," he said, "that when youl
find a healthy status in the radiofl
broadcasting field, you may expect!
a healthy status in business gen- (
erally. Business uses radio more .
as business gets better, and busi-4
ness is again expressing its faith*
in the future by adding to its pur-1
chase of radio time. Radio is tofjjl
day the pulse of the business world,-!
and I expect more and more that!
this improvement will reflect the!
growing confidence of business, fi-1
nance and commerce in the growth|
and recovery of our country underl
the constructive leadership of ouri
velt.
great president, Franklin D. Roose-I
"The report of the president ofl
the NAB (at the last annual con-|
vention) disclosed some interesting!
figures with respect to the im-|
provement of radio broadcasting.!
The balance sheet for the first sixl
months ending in July of this year!
shows an improvement of approxi-l
mately 18% over the period of last!
year, gains
and I feel
free people
to predictof further
as the
the|1
country recover their confidence in J
the basic fundamentals of our I
*
* *
WCOP,
Boston, new station li-t
strength."
censed to the Massachusetts Broad- 1
casting Corp., of which Joseph M.I
Kirby, business man of that city,
is president, was formally dedicated Aug. 26 with an inaugural
program that included numerous
national and state celebrities. The
principal S. speaker
Chairman
Anning
Prall, of was
the FCC.
Gerard H. Slattery, for seven
years radio director of the Harry
M. Frost Co. Inc., Boston advertising agency, has assumed general
management of the station. Arthur
Leary, former assistant production manager of the Yankee network, is production manager, with
Stanley Schultz, organist, pianist
and announcer, formerly with the
Yankee Network and WMEX, Boston, program director. Conrad
Sawyer is chief announcer, and
Hillis W. Holt, chief engineer.
Headquarters are in the Copley
Plaza Hotel. The station operates
with 500 watts, daytime, on 1120
kc.
vertising is of any value at all,
and instead of wasting time in attacking other media, would sell
their wares on their constructive
merits with the same confidence
which radio has shown, the cause
of advertising as a whole would be
greatly benefited. The promotion I
of advertising as a force is morel
fundamental than the ultra-com-y
petitive promotion of any medium. I
It is high time media stopped their I
foolishness and applied the con- J
structive
sellingadvertisers.
which they advo- g
cate
for their
PHILLIP BARRISON, dramatic
director of WMCA, New York, collects pictures of the Dionne quintuplets,
than walls.
100 different
poseshaving
on more
his office
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WHEATIES

G. WASHINGTON

BISQUICK
PHILLIPS
Time

marches

on

at WBAL

KELLOGG

and
WE
91

ROYAL

FLEI SCHMANN

SELL

of network)

have

found WBAL

investment

from

February

(exclusive
a profitable

1 to

August

1.

BORAX

MAXWELL

HOUSE

of these contracts were

DRENE

renewals— renewals

mean

IVORY

satisfied clients.

A few good periods open . . . Why not make
your reservation for Fall now?

and

SANK A

BUNTE

BLUE

NETWORK

OXYDOL
BORDENS

SPRATT'

than two-thirds of all national spot broadcasting business being placed in PITTSBURGH
comes out of WCAE studios.

BEECH

S|

2. THAT the nearest NBC Red Network Station
is WTAM
located in Cleveland.
3. THAT there are still a few choice spots left for
Fall and Winter Schedules.
4. THAT

station WCAE

will soon have its 5,000

CHIPSO
JELL-0
CRISCO
A & P
BOSCO
LINIT

LIFE

SAVERS

NUT
JOHNSTON' S
CARNATION

KRAFT-PHENIX
JACK

KRE-MEL

LET'S TELL YOU MORE OF
WHERE YOU'LL GO WITH
HEARST RADIO STATIONS

WHEATENA
1. MORE

BAB-0
Z FREEZ

This is a partial list of food
and allied products that have
been "aired" via hearst radio
since the first of the year.
•

ARMOUR

Pointers

KARO

•

WELCH'
HEINZ S

WCAE

SWIFT

You can be sure they worked
their way right into the family
pocketbooks where hearst
radio stations are located.

CHANNEL

NBC

CAMAY
KROGER

SCHLITZ

ONLY CLEAR
STATION

STATION

MAZOLA
PABST

Products

a
WENT
f
' TO MARKET^

UNEEDA

BASIC

CAMPBELL- S
REI D-MURDOCH
These

MALTEX

WBAL

HORLICK' S

CABIN

SUNKIST

A large percentage

LEAF

COCA-COLA

20 MULE
LOG

GELATIN

TENDER

OVALTINE

IT!

local and national accounts

MARYLAND'S

QUAKER OATS
CHASE & SANBORN

SOUPS

FROST

SUPERUDS

CLIMALENE

PALMOLIVE

L I BBY, MCNEILL

POST

PILLSBURY

JOHNSON

THRIVO

TOASTIES
1 S WAX

DOG
WRIGLEY'
NORTHWESTERN
YEASTS

RY KRISP

watt transmitter and new studios in operation.
5. THAT
MORE

your message will reach 1,000,000
population with our new transmitter.

6. ^AndTHAT BUSINESS

IS GOOD

in PITTSBURGH.

WCAE
PITTSBURGH
Basic NBC

eptember

I, 1935

Red

Network

• BROADCASTING

HEARST

RADIO

PITTSBURGH

WCAE

BALTIMORE

WBAL

NEW YORK

WINS

MILWAUKEE

WISN

SAN FRANCISCO KYA

LOS ANGELES KEHE

HEARST MAGAZINE BUILDING HEARST BUILDING HEARST BUILDING
" 959 EIGHTH AVENUE
MARKET AT THIRD 326 W. MADISON ST.
NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
CHICAGO, ILL.
COLUMBUS 5-7300
DOUGLAS 2536
CENTRAL 6124
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JNew

For

Results

in the Rich Spokane

(Washington)

Territory

Use

i\rpy
Now

Operating

on

890
Kilocycles

REPRESENTATIVES
J. H. McGILLVRA
485 Madison Avenue
NEW YORK
WALTER BIDDICK CO.
558 Chamber of Commerce
Bldg., LOS ANGELES

GEORGE W. BESSE
Palmolive Building
CHICAGO
WALTER BIDDICK CO.
601 Russ Building
SAN FRANCISCO

July

Made by Networks
NBC Red and CBS Both Reach
High Points for the Month
OF THE THREE nationwide networks, NBC's Red link and CBS
both set new high records in July
for chain income during this
month compared with previous
years, and the NBC Blue network
came within 2% of its previous
best.
The NBC groups, with the Pacific coast stations added, took in
$2,208,935 last July, an increase
of 18.5% over the $1,864,420
grossed in the same month of 1934.
The Red network's share this year,
of $1,360,833, represents a gain of
12.3% over last year's figure which
itself showed an improvement of
about 25% over the 1932 mark.
The Blue network, though dealing
in smaller totals (for July, 1935,
the income was $795,525), outranked the Red in the matter of
percentage gain, showing an improvement by 38% over the 1934
total.
CBS, with $910,470 income during July, chalked up an even larger percentage gain than the Blue
network — 44.5%. Both CBS and
the Red hook-up have now to their
credit, for the first time in the history of commercial broadcasting,
totals of more than ten million dollars for the first seven months of
the year.
Detailed analyses and comparisons with previous years are shown
in the accompanying table:
Networks'

FROM

AN ALMANAC

OF HISTORICAL

ACHIEVEMENTS

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
Total
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
Total

KSD WAS THE
FIRST RADIO
STAT IOW TO PUT
AMESSAGE
PRESIDENT'S
TO
CONGRESS ON
THE AIR. THIS
WAS THE
BROADCASTING
OF PRESIDENT
COOLIDSE'S
CONGRESSIONAL
MESSAGE ON
DECEMBER 6, 1923. 1
THE MESSAGE WAS
CARRIED OVER TELEPHONE
WIRES FROM WASHINGTON
TO KSD STUDIOS
BEFORE NETWORK
BROADCASTS BEGAN .

COOLIDGE

KSD

Station KSD —
The St.
POST-DISPATCH
BUILDING.Louis
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Post-Dispatch
FREE NEW
& SLEININGER,
INC.,
NATIONAL
ADVERTISING
YORK CHICAGO DETROIT REPRESENTATIVE*1
SAN FRANCISCO
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RADIO SAVES LIVES
WTCN Traffic Court Programs
Cut Auto Accidents
THE PUBLIC SERVICE thai
broadcasting stations can perforrr
in reducing traffic fatalities anc
accidents, has been forcibly demonstrated in St. Paul during the last
year, during which time WTCN.
Minneapolis, has broadcast direct
court
police
city's In
from
86 larger
thetraffic
weekly.
twice that
cities of the country, according to
mortality records, there were 213
more deaths in 1935 than in 198
from automobile accidents, while
in St. Paul the fatalities were cut
in half — 48 last year as against 24
this year.
The WTCN Traffic Court of the
Air is broadcast direct from the
court house on Monday and Fridays, 10:30 to 11 a. m., and has
won a large audience. The educational value, according to C. T.
Hagman, commercial manager of
the station, has been such that the
St. Paul Safety Council, as well as
the judges
ceded that themselves,
they have have
playedcon-a
large part in reducing accidents.
"We understand there are many
cities that will not allow traffic
court broadcasts," Mr. Hagman
declared. "But if they could hear
of the success of St. Paul, I am
sure they would change their
minds. It has been helpful in the
saving of lives and correcting persons who are not fully aware of

Records

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
Total

traffic regulations."

1931f
NBC-WEAF
(Red)
Gross
Monthly
% Gain
1935 Over
193 !t
$1,729,137
32.0
33.3
. 1,620,977
$1,309,662
1,215,998
1,802,741
1,374,910
12.0
1,656,283
31.1
1,355,587
1,441,900
22.2
1,614,969
1.272,480
12.3
15.1
1,464,124
1,360,833
1,212,163
$11,129,064
CBS $9,182,700
$1,768,949
25.8 $1,405,948
1,654,461
19.2
1,387,823
17.8
2.5
20.0
1,829,553
1,524,904
1,615,389
1,371,601
1,287,455
1,255,887
15.2
925,939
1,066,729
44.5
630,290
910,470
$10,133,006
$8,502,392
NBC-WJZ (Blue)
10.6
$1,093,749
902,866
1,072,136
18.7
$988,503
12.4
1,156,032
924,623
1,028,552
5.6
975,970
8.7
926,880
1,007,931
821,607
863,511
38.0
795,525
576,429
5.1
$6,964,854
$6,169,460

Pacific AAAA to Meet
A CONVENTION of Pacific Coast
members of the AAAA will be
held at Del Monte, Cal., in October.
Specific date and general chairman to direct plans for the convention will be voted upon within
the next few days, it was announced. Attendance of several
Eastern officers of the AAAA is
expected. Regional Executive Walter A. Burke, San Francisco, stated
that all sessions of the conclave
this year will be invitational. Publishers, representatives and nonmember agencies will be invited to
attend.

Time
1933

Sales
1932

908,531
$1,031,373
$1,421,034
1,028,935
1,379,120
1,484,906
809,508
1,297,903
816,665
824,155
1,150,152
979,262
759,155
933,295
3,178,322 $8,645,672
884,977
$941,465
1,016,102
1,319,414
$1,348,842
1,436,050
775,487
624,256
1,354,592
553,056
915,830
1,326,994
445,414
591,183.
$5,250,757 $8,292,905
744,209
$752,052
859,572
$1,068,868
1,054,490
783,898
1,228,844
761,231
1,227,530
609,830
1,041,195
1,002,039
539,662
810,948
$5,050,454 $7,433,814

NIAA to Meet Sept. 18-20
THE National Industrial Advertisers Association will meet Sept.
18-20 at the William Penn Hotel,
Pittsburgh,
with oneby ofspokesmen
the features to be answers
for various media to a question
on how a fictitious $300,000 appropriation for air conditioning should
be allocated. E. P. H. James, NBC
advertising and sales promotion
manager, will speak for radio.
H. V. KALTENBORN, journalist
and commentator, back from a
European tour, will return to CBS
Sept. events.
6 with interpretations of
world
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■folcClatchy Newspapers
<md Definite Value in
Ownership of Stations
VHY THE
McClatchy Newspaers, operating four stations in
California and one in Nevada, entered the broadcasting field was
i elated by G. C. Hamilton, general business manager of the newsapers and executive in charge of
the stations, in an address last
ionth before the Rotary Club in
lacramento.
"The original newspaper - owned
ladio stations," he said, "were intalled for the building of good
rill and not for profit. In the early
ays of broadcasting there was no
rofit to be made. Pioneering newsiapers in the radio field were moivated largely by the idea of ser•ice to the public. The enterprise
vas a promotion, an extension of
ts own field, which was then, as
t is now, the delivery of informaion, entertainment and interpretaive comment.
"What was more natural for a
jrogressive paper than to take advantage of this new method of
:ommunication, and to add to the
ircle of readers a supplementary
udience of listeners? If the fos:ering of good will was the chief
otive, leading to the operating of
;uch broadcasting stations, the obective was certainly realized. The
.•all letters of a radio station in
connection with the name of the
newspaper going out over the air
or a good part of each day and
light, could not help but build up
dndly feeling and prestige for the
publisher who sponsored this new
.oy for the public.
"Later as the radio industry developed as a supplementary service, more definite and tangible
value accrued to the newspaper
owner."
Stations operated by the McClatchy Newspapers are KFBK,
Sacramento, holding a construction
oermit for a 5,000 watt station on
L490 kc, now under construction;
KM J, Fresno; KWG, Stockton;
KERN, Bakersfield, and KOH,
Reno, Nev.

New

Is the
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WSPD

Transmitter

in Broadcasting

is the ONLY

Equipment

radio station in Toledo and

Northwestern Ohio, and for the past ten years has
served this market efficiently and effectively. Now we
add new territory and increase our prestige by installing
a 5,000 Watt Western Electric High Fidelity Transmitter, using a 3/8 Wave Blaw Knox Vertical Self -Supporting Radiator. This new transmitter is housed in a
modernistic building of the latest construction, and is
advantageously located 3V£ miles from downtown
Toledo.

More

than

daytime
greatly

doubles

power

our

and

improves

our nighttime
coverage

WSPD's potential market is over 1,000,000 people, and
national advertisers know from experience that WSPD
produces results at an unusually low cost.

2500

Anniversary Spots
30LDEN STATE Co. Ltd., San
Francisco (dairy products) is celebrating its 30th anniversary this
nonth with a comprehensive campaign. Besides special events on
|he NBC-KPO Monday and Friday
•golden
State Menu announcements
Flashes, oneninute dramatized
n keeping with the celebration are
Deing heard six times weekly on
KLX, Oakland; KQW, San Jose;
KWG, Stockton; KYA, San Frannsco; KFBK, Sacramento; KMJ,
Fresno and KERN, Bakersfield.
Golden State Co. also sponsors a
,iews broadcast on KIEM, Eureka.
N W. Ayer & Son Inc., San Francisco, is the agency.
Shillinglaw Heads KFI
JH. L. SHILLINGLAW, general
nanager of Earle C. Anthony Inc.,
Packard distributors in California,
las taken over management of the
broadcasting operations of the organization, including KFI and
KECA,Los Angeles, it was learned
A.ug. 19. He has been connected
*ith the Anthony organization for
22 years and will continue his general management of the automobile business.

WSPD

WATTS

DAY -1000

WATTS

NIGHT

WSPD
- TOLEDO,
OHIO
CHICAGO REPRESENTATIVE
NEW YORK REPRESENTATIVE
John K. Kettlewell
Joseph H. McGillvra
485 Madison Avenue
919 N. Michigan Avenue
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Composite

Photographs

fiever

find

Missing

Men

The magazine editor with two pages still to fill, and only one day to do it, can always fall back
on that Classic Surefire Idea... the composite photograph ... in which pictures of two or more
movie stars, heavyweight wrestlers, Pulitzer poets or parachute jumpers are superimposed to
create a mythical World's Greatest.
The result is usually funny and fuzzy. It has too many eyebrows and too little outline. It helps
the reader shed his boredom, but it wouldn't help the Bureau of Missing Persons find either of
the persons composited, should they disappear.
The radio coverage map which merges night and day broadcasting into a single representation suffers from similar shortcomings. Like the composite photograph, it presents a blurred and
foggy distortion. It fails to show either the nighttime or the daytime broadcaster what his coverage is really like. CBS

has just published

196 MAPS
OF EACH

SHOWING

SEPARATELY

OF 97 COLUMBIA

THE

STATIONS

NIGHT

AND

AND

OF THE

THE

DAY

ENTIRE

CBS

COVERAGE
NETWORK

Based on reports sent in by 700,000 radio listeners, these maps provide the CBS advertiser with
information of great practical value in the planning of marketing maneuvers. The research department of the Columbia Broadcasting System is always glad to plot, at the request of interested advertisers, special day or night maps, showing the coverage of any possible hook-up of CBS stations.

THE
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WORLD'S

485 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
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A Dismal Showing
IT IS rather a sad commentary on radio that
the project for an agency recognition bureau
seems headed for the scrap-heap by default.
After more than a month, about one-fifth of
the requisite 120 stations have signed the subscription agreement to support this proposed
non-profit organization which, it seems to us,
would provide a valuable service for stations
and help them do business on equal footing
with other major media.
Unless the necessary 120 stations sign up
by Oct. 1, the entire plan will become null and
void. It isn't so much the crying need for
the service this proposed bureau would render
as it is an indication of the unwillingness of
most stations to spend a little money in an
activity that will help the industry as a whole.
Of course stations can get by without such a
bureau. They can also get by without an
audit bureau to authenticate station coverage
and listener data — an infinitely larger and
more important project now being planned.
But if the stations won't go for an agency
recognition bureau which is so reasonable in
cost, can they be expected to contribute to the
support of an audit bureau which will be far
more expensive?
There is still plenty of time for stations to
enroll in the agency recognition bureau. There
are 394 NAB station members to draw from
for the necessary 120 subscriptions. We repeat what we have said before editorially:
The proposed bureau should have the active
support of every station dealing with advertising agencies.
More

The pamphlet seems to go far afield of the
stated objective of the committee. It calls radio a "public utility", in the face of the law
and established legal precedent. And it states
that radio, instead of providing the best of
the arts, is giving listeners "a parade of
vaudeville".
We have received letters critical of the
Committee and its newest venture as another
"reform" movement. The broadcasting industry has never turned a deaf ear to bona fide,
honest criticism reflecting the views of any
sizable group of listeners. Program schedules
of today, for the most part, reflect the program tastes of listeners as shown in fan mail
and by other tested methods.
In the case of the Committee's newest venture, it might be described as "one woman's
opinion", for it certainly does not attempt to
reflect the reaction or any sizable group. We
have only one suggestion to make to the Committee, and that is that it adhere to its original
objective.
That doesn't mean instituting
"reform" methods.
That old radio alarm clock has rung the
last time for Will Rogers. And radio has
lost its most notable headliner in his passing. There was never a complaint about
his broadcasts, even though he always
kidded the most notable of world figures
and took delight in barging squarely into
controversial and delicate subjects. He
had an art all his own.

Reform?

EARLY this year there was formed the Women's National Radio Committee, an organization which claimed as its objective cooperation
with the broadcasting industry in the interest
of women and juvenile listeners. It pointedly
disclaimed any intention of "reforming" radio
and openly espoused broadcasting by the
American Plan, rather than government ownership or operation.
The committee, just a name at the time, was
given impetus when, at the instance of Chairman Prall of the FCC, a conference of broadcasting leaders was held in New York with
officers of the Committee. The results were
satisfactory to all concerned.
Now, however, the committee appears with
Vol. 1 No. 1 of a publication it calls Radio
Review, a pamphlet affair criticizing programs
Page 26

on the networks and over independent stations
in New York. Its editor is Luella S. Laudin,
who
mittee.also is executive secretary of the com-

Exit, Hay- Wire
THE DAYS of the hay-wire station are numbered. Under constant urging from its Engineering Department, the FCC, soon is expected to adopt regulations requiring all stations to "clean up" their equipment, and replace faulty or obsolete apparatus which endangers the lives of engineers or operators, or
which results in poor station performance.
According to FCC records, more than a
half-dozen technicians have been electrocuted
during the last few years because of hay-wire
apparatus. We, ourselves, have seen stations
that are veritable junk-piles, bolted together
so as to emit signals, and without regard to
safety of life.
Any station qualified to hold a license certainly should be financially competent to in-

stall safe, efficient equipment. If it cannot, it,
should forfeit its license. Only a handful of
stations will be affected by the FCC move to
clean up equipment from the safety - of - life
standpoint. But it is necessary to get at that
handful, and for that reason the FCC will be
entirely justified in adopting the regulations
it has in mind.
Your

Knitting,

Sir !

IN AN ADDRESS remarkable for its grammatical accuracy and factual error, George
H. Payne, from his doubtful vantage point as
a telegraph commissioner, warns against the
dangers of radio becoming a "political power".
Coming from one of Mr. Payne's political
background this is rather refreshing. But
don't take our word for it — let's tune in on an
editorial in the New York Herald-Tribune,
arch-Republican organ, which knows the former New York tax commissioner and BullMooser far better than we do:
"The redoubtable George Henry Payne,"
says the editorial, "who has been on so many
sides of so many political fences and now is
'sitting pretty' as one of the New Deal's radio
'czars' has conjured up horrendous visions of
a 'fifth estate' in our government — the radio."
Then the newspaper advances the suspicion
that "Czar Payne" has an "Ethiopian" in the
woodpile. [See text of New York HeraldTribune editorial on Page 18.]
In his speech, Mr. Payne in one breath
warns a group of agricultural college editors
against the dangers of radio becoming a "political power", and in the next he says radio
"battles for no rights". The inconsistency is
too manifest for debate. After all, Mr. Payne
should not be expected to know much about
broadcasting, because he happens to be a member of the Telegraph Division. One can't very
well dramatize the telegraph activities of the
FCC when addressing a group of youthful
editors.
The speech was an obvious attempt to raise
an issue where none exists, to make headlines
by disparaging broadcasting, which he declared is almost entirely in the hands of those
interested solely in its commercial aspects.
But Mr. Payne should understand, as every
fair-minded person who has studied the subject
knows, that broadcasting is first and foremost a medium of entertainment and culture;
that it has preferred to be the hand-maiden
of politics and social welfare, not a crusader
per se, lending its facilities alike to Mr. Roosevelt and the Democratic party, to every shade
of opinion in Mr. Payne's own Republican
party from Col. Knox through Senator Borah,
through Senator LaFollette, to Father Coughlin and Huey Long, to Norman Thomas, and
to every bona fide group of opinion and purpose; that Uncle Sam has decreed that broadcasting must support itself without subsidy,
which means it must be operated as a business; that the character and ideals of the men
who operate American radio are every whit
as high as those who publish newspapers —
and they have only a scant 15 years of history behind them; and finally, that all of the
foregoing elements, curiously enough, including even the press in recent months (newspapers themselves now control 125 of the nation's stations) have not taken occasion to
assail radio on the scores raised by Mr.
Payne.
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PERSONAL

EARLY in 1929 a young advertising man came into the Chicago office of the NBC with a crazy idea.
The company of which he was advertising manager wanted to go on
the air, which was fine, but it
wanted to sponsor a 15-minute dialogue act, which was ridiculous,
and it also wanted to broadcast it
six nights a week, which was unheard of.
Patiently the network executives
explained that their time was for
sale only in hour and half-hour
units, that they had never broadcast any quarter - hour programs
Iand to do so might establish a bad
; precedent, that nobody would listen
to the same program night after
night, that no other advertiser was
putting on a program six times a
week, and that it was all a silly
idea and what was really wanted
was an hour of nice music, broadcast once a week just like everybody else was doing.
Just as patiently the advertising
manager, who had the full support
of his company in his stand, explained, that his company did not
want a program just like everybody else's, that it wanted to be
! different, that if the idea was a
I flop it was his loss and not the net]( radio
work's, the
and way
that he
if hewanted
couldn'tto use
he
wouldn't use it at all, thank you.
This went on for months, until
y finally NBC decided that the only
way to convince this company that
J its plan wouldn't work was to try
| it out. And so on Aug. 19, 1929, a
new advertiser went on the air,
; with the first 15-minute commercial program ever broadcast over
J a network and the first commercial
j program ever broadcast over a
: chain six nights a week.
The program was Amos 'n'
i Andy. The sponsor was the Pepsodent Co., Chicago toothpaste manufacturer. Their advertising mana-.
ger, who had just won his first
argument with the broadcasters —
although he insists that W. W.
Templin, Pepsodent's vice president and general manager at that
time, deserved most of the credit
for putting the plan through — was
Harlow Pliny Roberts.
Born on Sept. 28, 1892, in Racine County, Wis., young Roberts
September
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grew up in this rich farm country
and after graduation from Racine
high school entered the University
of Wisconsin's college of agriculture with the idea of becoming a
livestock expert. But his natural
talents led him to specialize in the
marketing of farm products and
when, after two years of war service, he dropped his title of captain of infantry and returned to
civilian life, he accepted the position of advertising manager of the
Emerson - Brantingham Co., of
Rockford, 111., manufacturer of
tractors and farm machinery, later
merged with the J. I. Case Co.
On March 1, 1922, Roberts came
to Chicago as advertising manager
of the Pepsodent Co. Even then he
was interested in radio, not of
course as a means of advertising
but as a hobby, and most evenings
found him tinkering with his homemade set and listening through
earphones to the wireless code
messages or to the programs of
KDKA,
broadcasting station thenthein only
existence.
As broadcasting developed and
the first sponsored programs began
to
heard,
interest
in
radiobe took
on aRoberts'
professional
tinge,
and he pondered over the possibilities of this new medium for his
company's
advertising.
"But when
Pepsodent was
first approached
on
the idea of using radio," Roberts
says, "musical programs were the
vogue. There was little else on the
air and although we listened to
many auditions and considered
many ideas we couldn't get very
much enthused. If Pepsodent was
to use radio at all — and we weren't
so certain it wanted to — we wanted
something different.
"This went on for about three
years. Then, right under our noses
in Chicago we found a program
that we thought might be the thing
for us. It was a dialogue act, a
serial story built around the lives
of the two colored boys, Amos and
Then came the struggle to get
Andy."
on
the network. But once on, the
rest is radio history: How, when
the
hour too
of 11
in
the original
East seemed
lateo'clock
and the
program
was moved
to 7whoo'clock,
the
midwastern
listeners,
now

NOTES

D. A. KAHN, managing director of
KGKO, Wichita Falls, Tex., and C.
B. Locke, chief engineer, have signed
new contracts with Amon Carter, publisher of the Fort Worth Star-Telegram and operator of WBAP, who
has purchased the station. They will
remain with the station if it is moved
to Fort Worth, as planned by Mr.
Carter.
GRIFFITH B. THOMPSON, formerly of the Indianapolis News,
American Chicle Co., American Tobacco Co., and other concerns, has
been named head of the commercial
department of WBZ-WBZA, BostonSpringfield.
was announced Aug.The
21 appointment
by John A. Holman,
general manager for NBC in New
England.
LLOYD C. THOMAS, former NBC
executive and now president of
WROK, Rockford, 111., has taken over
general management of KGBZ, York,
Neb. Alex Sherwood, former commercial manager of KDKA, Pittsburgh, has been named manager, and
Ralph Trotter, former program director of WAAW, Omaha, has been
appointed program director.
DAVE MILLER, manager of CKSO,
new 1000-watter at Suboury, Ontario,
arranged an elaborate program for the
late-August debut of the station.
John Farrell, former Toronto newspaperman and radio script writer as
well as former manager of CFCA,
pioneer
Canadian
station, is chief
announcer.
STANLEY H. CHAMBERS, former
sales manager of WFIL, Philadelphia,
and prior to that on the WMCA, New
York, staff, on Aug. 19 became sales
manager of WDAS, Philadelphia. Coincident with his appointment, he announced new advertising policies for
the station.
T. W. SYMONS Jr., president of
KFPY, Spokane, and a member of the
NAB board of directors, has been
elected a director of the Washington
State Association of Broadcasters.
LEO GLENNON,
formerly San
Francisco Chronicle advertising
executive,
has joined the San Francisco sales
department of KROW, Oakland.
received the broadcast at six, before many of them were home
from work, raised such a howl that
Pepsodent
to blaze
other radiowas
trailforced
by putting
on anthe
first double broadcast, one for the
East and another for the West;
how, year after year, the program
has maintained its popularity,
while the flood of imitators that
sprang up in its wake have died
out; how Pepsodent sales have
gone up and up. The story is too
well known to need repeating here.
The program's tremendous popularity has made the station breaks
preceding and following it much
sought after by advertisers using
spot announcements, making it necessary for Roberts to maintain a
constant check to keep his radio
time free from infringements. "I
realize,"
says,revenue
"that many
tions he
need the
they staget
from spot announcements, and technical y Ihave nothing to say about
whatever they do as long as they
do not cut into the time Pepsodent
has paid for. But when I get several letters in a week from listeners to an Eastern station informing me that since Pepsodent has
sold part of its time to advertise a
cigarette they will no longer use
our products, or when another station fills the break immediately
preceding Amos and Andy with
advertising for a competing anti-

GORDON BAMBERGER, new addition to the CBS sales promotion staff
in Chicago,
formerly
in the re-of
search andwas
radio
departments
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc. Prior
to thatbune staff.
he was on the Chicago TriFRED WEBER, MBS coordinator,
has returned to Newark from a swing
around the Mutual circuit in which
he discussed sales activities and program coordination with stations in
the network. Otis B. Williams, formerly eastern sales representative for
March of Time films and prior to that
sales representative for McGraw-Hill
publications has joined the sales staff
of WOR, Newark.
ARTHUR B. CHURCH, general
manager of KMBC, Kansas City, and
chairman of the NAB commercial
committee, has returned to his office
following a trip to the West Coast
during which he visited numerous stations and was the guest of C. W.
Myers, president of KOIN, Portland.
He also visited the Los Angeles and!
San Francisco offices of Free & Sleininger Inc., station representatives.
JAMES R. CURTIS, president of
KFRO, Longview, Tex., left for an
extended automobile trip with Mrs.
Curtis and members of the family on
Aug. 12. He visited Atlanta and
Lynchburg,
to abefore
trip totheWashington for aprior
hearing
FCC
and then planned a business trip to
includetroit andPhiladelphia,
Cincinnati. New York, DeLAMBDIN KAY, director of WBS,
Atlanta, has been made honorary life
president of the Daytona (Fla.) Tarpon Club in recognition of his recent
capture of a record 117-pound silver
king. John Outler, commercial manager of WSB, who caught a 100pounder
the same
mer,
has at
returned
thereplace
to trylastto sumbeat
Kay's record.
FRANK E. MASON, administrative
vice president of NBC and Mrs. Mason, embarked on their cruiser Cora
Lee Aug. 22 for a week's fishing trip
on Long Island Sound.
MYRON J. BENNETT has resigned
as general manager of KLPM, Minot,
N. D., and for the next month will
vacation in Wisconsin. His future
plans are not known.
septic mouthwash, then I believe
we are not getting full value from
these stations, even though the offending announcements do not actually cut into our period.
"It is my opinion
that spot
announcements are the cause
of many
of the complaints about too much
advertising
on the one
air," program
Roberts
continued. "When
closes with a commercial, a spot
announcement is squeezed into the
station break, and the next program opens with a commercial,
these three pieces of sales talk in
rapid succession cannot help confusing the audience, even if it does
not offend them. Such a situation
is not productive of the best results
for the national advertiser, and I
believe that before long action will
be taken to drive station break announcements of the air, during the
evening
at least."and lives in
Robertshours,
is married
Evanston, a North Shore suburb
of Chicago. He is a member of the
board of directors of the Rotary
Club, and is a director and chairman of the educational and publicity committee of the Chicago
council, Boy Scouts of America. He
keeps in shape by playing golf in
the summer and bowling during
the winter, but has no real hobbies,
he says, ceivingsince
the professional
reset manufacturers
got too
good for his amateur competition.
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THE

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

GEORGE PATTERSON, announcer
of WAVE, Louisville, has been made
program director. Reginald Billin,
formerly holding that post, has gone
to England. Patterson entered radio
last summer as a relief announcer at
WAVE,ment inreceiving
the fall. a permanent assignTHOMAS
RILEY,
former reporter for the J.
Neio
York American
and
other metropolitan papers, has joined
the press department staff of NBC in
New York.
IRWIN BINGHAM, formerly of
WNAD, Norman, Okla., and KOMA,
Oklahoma City, has joined the announcing staff of KSD, St. Louis.
Juanita Olson, of Chicago, has joined
the continuity department.
WILLIAM J. DAVIDSON, formerly
on the announcing staff of KMTR,
Los Angeles, has joined KFRC, San
Francisco, in a similar capacity, and
along with his duties is conducting
the daily morning Rise and Shine program.
ROBERT M. BURTT and Willfred
G. Moore, of Chicago, co-authors on
the Jimmie Allen transcription series,
arrived in Hollywood late in August
to write a film for Paramount on the
Adventures of Jimmy Allen. It will
not duplicate any of the radio script.
BUTTE
Home

of
KGIIt

ARE

THEY

LILLIAN MALTZ, for four years
secretary of the sales department of
KHJ, Los Angeles, resigned in August. Joseph Catanich and Amory
Eckley, salesmen, also resigned.
EMERSON SMITH, for the last year
on the announcing staff of KOIL,
Omaha, has been transferred to the
sales staff.
MARTIN PROVENSEN, announcer
at KHJ, Los Angeles, resigned in
August to free lance.
GENE HANDSAKER, radio editor
of the Los Angeles Post-Record, resigned in August to join the announcing staff of KFI, Los Angeles.
HARRY SEYMOUR, formerly at
WSMB,
announcer in the New
film Orleans,
Broadwayis the
Gondolier.
JOSEPH de NAT ALE, 1935 graduate of the University of Nebraska,
and Robert Moon, who has been conducting aBelieve It or Not column on
the air with the permission of Bob
Ripley, have
joined
the regular
announcing staff
of KFOR,
Lincoln,
Neb. Richard Smith, who left KFOR
last summer to teach dramatics, has
rejoined its announcing staff.
STEPHEN SLESINGER Inc., 250
Park Ave., New York, has been appointed radio representative for Zane
Grey, the author.
R. CLIFTON (Cliff) DANIEL, 22year-old announcer of WKY, Oklahoma Citv, has joined the announcing
staff of WCAE, Pittsburgh.
HOWARD SANDERS, St. Louis,
has joined the announcing staff of
KWK, that city.
MARY O'KELLY,
for sevenRaleigh,
years
program
director of WPTF,
has been appointed continuity head of
WHK, handling also some studio
productions under John Vorpe, production manager. She succeeds Walter Morrison, whose resignation was
effective Aug. 31.
LISTENING?

TALENT QUEST— George Biggar,
program director of WLS, Chicago,
and Ed Fellers, advertising manager of Mantle Lamp Co., are here
snapped at Atlanta during one of
their forays into the Southland in
search of new hillbilly talent, highly popular with the WLS farm
audience.
REBECCA CAMPBELL, hostess of
WGAR,
Cleveland,
was secretly
married in July
to Sergeant
Fred Lush
of thelow herArmy
Air
Corps,
and
will
folhusband to Honolulu where
he is stationed.
BILLY SANDIFORD, KOIN announcer, and Ruther Messmer, blues
singer of the station, were married
Aug. 5 in Portland, Ore. They momoon. tored to New York for their honeyLEON USSERY, formerly of XEPN,
KFRO, KGKB and KFYO, has been
named program
director
and chief
nouncer of WKEU,
Griffin,
Ga. . anHe
began his radio career with WKEU
two years ago.
LEONARD COX, program manager
of KNX, Hollywood, flew to New
York late in August for an audition
of his Elmer Goes Hollywood series.
PEM DAVENPORT, former staff
pianist and composer of WFAA, Dallas, now in New York, returned to
Dallas and appeared on the Dr. Pepper Co. program, playing his latest
tune, "Nonchalant".
JAMES WAHL, formerly of KGU,
Honolulu, has been named program
manager of KGMB, Honolulu, and
Tom Barry, of the same station has
been named production head.
DON WILSON, NBC announcer on
the Jack Benny programs, was operated on for appendicitis in his home
town, Denver, the middle of August
while on vacation. He is reported as
staging a speedy recovery.
SCOTT PERKINS, production manager of KHJ, Los Angeles, during the
past nine months, resigned in August
to take over managerial duties connected with the "Country Church of
Hollywood" in its radio activities on
chain and transcription. William
Goodwin,
chief announcer, succeeded
him
temporarily.

W
from
One
WKY
Broadcast1.
and card for their favorites
HERE is concrete evidence of letter
in
one
amateur broadcast of one
WKY popularity in Oklahoma
that no statistics can express, no
hour sponsored
apparel
shop. by a local women's
piechart reflect, no map convey.
Such
listener
preference and reWKY's potential circulation in its
sponse has made WKY a known
primary area is 177,700 radio families, yet 30,138 persons took the quantity in any selling program in
time and trouble to cast votes by the Oklahoma City Market.
WKY

Oklahoma

City

MILESTONES
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FENTON
W. of
EARN
SHAW Radio
has '
joined the staff
Earnshaw
Productions, Hollywood transcription
firm, as assistant stage director for
productions to be broadcast. A recent
graduatefornia atof
University
CaliLos the
Angeles
and a ofColonel
in its ROTC, he is a son of Harry
A. Earnshaw, who established the organization.
RALPH EDWARDS, announcer of
KSFO, San Francisco, has been
transferred to Oakland, Cal., and has
been made production supervisor of
the station's auxiliary studios in that
city. Milton Adair has been added to
the staff as sports annouacer, succeeding Robert Dumm, who is now
doing straight announcing.
MARVIN
YOUNG,
of NBC's wrote
produc-A
tion staff in
San Francisco,
Woman Decides, the play in which
Anne Seymour and Don Ameche
starredgramduring
over NBC theAug.Grand
4. Hotel proTED WEBBE, announcer of WNEW,
Newark, rector.
has Wade
beenWatson,
named formerly
program diof
WHAS, White Plains, N. Y., has
joined the announcing staff.
PERRY KING, formerly announcer
of the old ABS Five Star Final and
later with WIS, Columbia, S. C, has
been named program director of
KQV, Pittsburgh. George Heid,
formerly of KPO, San Francisco, and
KVOA,
Tucson,
announcing
staff. Ariz., has joined the
V. EUGENE
production managerMOSER,
of KMOX,former
St. Louis,
and prior to that production manager
for the Southwest Broadcasting System, has joined the production staff
of KYA, San Francisco.
anon the h,
formerlyShenandoa
DON WILBUR,
staff oftoKFNF,
has been nouncing
added
the staff of KGGC,
San Francisco, as news announcer.

B
ON WBNX
MARKS

FIRST — Increased spaceadditional studios.
SECOND — High Fidelity
Speech Input Equipment.
NOW! — NEW 190 FOOT
Va WAVE ANTENNA ! ! !

i Affiliated with the Daily-Oklahoman,
the Times and the Farmer-Stockman
REPRESENTATIVE

CLINTON (Buddy) TWISS, NBC 1
announcer, San Francisco, who subbed
for Rush Hughes on the Langendorf ,
Pictorial Review while the commen- ,
tator was East honeymooning, has ,?
been given a commentating spot of A
his own on the network.
Twi.ss is
now heard five days weekly in Studio
Chatter
during
Woman's
Magasine
of the
Air, the
giving
five minutes
of what goes on behind the microLANCELOT
PATRICK (Lannyj
ROSS, radio singer, and Olive White, i
phone.
his business manager, were married
quietly July 29 at Millbrook, N. Y., I
they revealed to friends in August.
RAYMOND R. MORGAN Co., Hollywood program producer, in August began publishing an eight-page monthly
house organ titled Morgan for distribution to agencies and potential sponsors.
VERNE W. THOMPSON, music director of KGU, Honolulu, was in I
Southern California the middle of
August
on a brief trip to the mainland.

WBNX — NCW

York

THE
SPOT
These events show why WBNX
gives you the New York market
intimately, intelligently and inexpensively !

Write For Booklet "Market Coverage'1
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IN THE
CONTROL
ROOM
OE HALLOCK, veteran engineer
nd announcer of KGW-KEX, Portaid. Ore., has been appointed to the
force of the FCC engineering deBeld
artment and probably will be staoiied in Washington. He was operaI )r of one of the first stations in the
Corthwest and for the last several
• ears has been announcing for KGWliEX. During the war he was in
iharge of the U. S. Army station at
?rest, France.
)ONALD A. DeWOLF, NBC field
i upervisor in San Francisco, has been
■tromoted to the post of engineer in
harge of NBC Hollywood studios.
DeWolf has been in radio activity
ince 1910. He is succeeded by
Jeorge Greave, formerly his assistant,
vko in turn will be assisted by George
JcElwain. Stephen Hobart replaces
Vlc-Elwain as control superintendent.
liVILLIAM D. TERRELL, chief,
Tield Section of the FCC, is recuprating from an appendicitis operation
erformed on Aug. 21 at George
ashington Hospital in Washington.
CHARLES B. SNYDER, of Fargo,
- succeeds Don Holaday as an operator
t WDAY, Fargo, Holaday having
one to KFRO, Longview, Tex. Jue Savold, formerly of KGFK, Mooread, Minn., has been transferred to
DAY.
OBERT TYLER, of the New York
NBC technical force, arrived in Hollywood in August in connection with
the network's new studios there.
tiERBERT
W. BROWN, control
operator of WLLH, Lowell, Mass.,
was married in August to Miss Rita
!Kelly, of that city.
GEORGE GREGORY, control engineer of WNEW, Newark, is the
;father of a boy born recently.

LAWRENCE EMERY, head technician with R. U. Mcintosh & Associates, Los Angeles transcription firm,
resigned in August. New members of
the engineering staff include Tracey
Barnes and Walter Switzer.
GEORGE GREAVES, NBC field supervisor in San Francisco, is the
father of a girl born Aug. 13.
J. G. nical
STRAING,
the NBC
force in New ofYork,
arrivedtech-in
Hollywood in late August to take
charge of technical construction of
the new NBC studios.
ROBERT JENSEN, chief control
operator of KFAB and KFOR, Lincoln, Neb., has returned from a tour
of the British Isles and France which
he made with Al Poska, KFAB program director.
GORDON MORRISON, of KRE,
Berkeley, Cal., announcer and technician, has been named chief engineer.
GRAHAM TEVIS, chief engineer at
KMOX, St. Louis, and Mrs. Tevis,
became the parents of a daughter,
Mary Elizabeth, Aug. 3. Mrs. Tevis
(Lucille Doerr) was formerly on the
staff of the station before their marriage last summer.
DR. C. B. JOLLIFFE, FCC chief
engineer, who is on an automobile
tour of the FCC's Western district inspection offices, was guest of honor at
a luncheon of approximately 50 San
Francisco radio station and other
communications executives Aug. 13.
Ralph R. Brunton, operator of KJBS,
San Francisco, and KQW, San Jose,
presided. V. Ford Greaves, former
assistant chief engineer of the Radio
Commission, now supervisor for the
San Francisco district, was also an
honored guest.
CALL letters assigned the new
local station at Hilo, Hawaii, licensed to the Honolulu Broadcasting Co., Ltd., are KHBC.
TERRIBLE

TO

MAKE

MONEY

"I asked
if

- Go

Where
TO
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—Go
KSTP

Where

Money
SALES

the Audience

IS!

over
That

ten
ever

of my best
heard

. . . iVo. 4

friends

my broadcasts

KFWB and they all said 'No1.
proves the right sort of
listen

people

to KFWB."

is the only Northwest Station of-

fering the Star Programs of NBC's Red
and Blue Networks — the programs that
attract the nation's greatest audience
nightly!
I

IS!

they

TESTIMONIALS

No wonder KSTP continues to dominate
in the 9TH U. S. RETAIL MARKET
where 74.3 cents of every retail dollar
in Minnesota are spent!

Thanks to Pat O'Brien and many other big time
screen stars, the right sort of people do listen to
KFWB.

Situated as we are in the heart of Hollywood

and Beverly Hills, we're in a sweet spot to deliver
results at low cost. Why not investigate ?

For Market Facts and Sales Data,
write or call
IS

APOL

E
MINN
I

V. ST. PAUL mJ
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General Sales Office, KSTP,
Minneapolis, Minn., or to our
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
... in New York — Paul H. Raymer
Co., ... in Chicago, Detroit, San
Francisco — John Blair Co.

9th U.S. RETAIL

MARKET

• BROADCASTING

A GOOD

SPOT

FOR

YOUR

ADVERTISING

Owned and Operated by Warner Bros. Motion Picture Studios
Free £- Sleinincjer, Exclusive Representatives
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The

Business

of

Broadcasting
Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives ; Notes from the Stations

STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
so — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WLW, Cincinnati
Crown Overall Mfg. Co. & Headlight
Overall Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, weekly sp, direct.
Chrysler Corp., Detroit (Dodge, Plymouth autos), weekly t, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Reliance Mfg. Co., Chicago (Big Yank
shirts), weekly sp, thru MitchellFaust Adv. Co., Chicago.
Fashion Frocks Inc., Cincinnati (wodresses),
sp, thru
Frederickmen'sW.
Ziv weekly
Inc., Cincinnati.
French Lick Springs Hotel Co.,
French Lick, Ind. (mineral water),
weekly sp, thru H. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Ball Bros. Co., Muncie, Ind. (fruit
jars), weekly sp, thru Applegate
Adv. Agency, Muncie.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis
(Gold Medal flour), 6 weekly sp,
thru Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Inc., Chicago.
Kroger Grocery & Baking Co., Cincinnati (coffee), 2 weekly t, thru
Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis
(Wheaties), 5 weekly sp, thru
Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc.,
Chicago.
State Automobile Mutual Insurance
Co., Cincinnati, weekly sp.
Crosley Radio Corp., Cincinnati, 4
weekly sa, 37 weekly sa, 3 weekly
sp, direct.
WGN, Chicago
Cudahy Packing Co., Chicago (Old
Dutch Cleanser), 5 weekly sp, thru
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham
Inc., Chicago.
Munsingwear Corp., Minneapolis (underwear), 5weekly sp, thru Roche,
Williams & Cunnyngham Inc., Chicago.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis (Gold
Medal Flour), 312 t, thru Merrill
Advertising Co. Inc., N. Y.
Inland Consolidated Coal Corp., Chicago (Great Eagle Coal), 3 weekly
t, thru Jim Duffy Inc., Chicago.
WCAE, Pittsburgh
Omega Chemical Co., Brooklyn (Omega oil), 120 sa, thru Husband &
Thomas Inc., N. Y.
Knox Co.. Kansas City (Cystex). 26
t, thru Dillon & Kirk, Kansas Citv.
Ex-L ax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (proprietary), 2weekly t, thru Joseph Katz
Co., N. Y.
Dethol Mfg. Co., Washington (insecticide), 2 weekly sa, thru AitkinKynett Co., Philadelphia.
WHAT, Philadelphia
Greenbrier Military School, Lewisburg, W. Va., 5 weekly sa, thru
General Brdcstg. Co., Philadelphia.
Fox-Veiss Fur Co., Philadelphia &
New York, 2 daily sa, thru Harry
Feigenbaum Adv. Service. Philadelphia.
WHIO, Dayton
Foster-Milburn
Co., t,Buffalo
(Doan's&
pills), 3 weekly
thru Street
Finney Inc., N. Y.
WEAF, New York
General Mills Inc., New York
(wheaties), weekly sp, thru Knox
Reeves Adv. Agency, Minneapolis.
WMBG, Richmond, Va.
Greyhound Management Inc., Cleveland, 8 t, thru Beaumont & Hohman Inc., Cleveland.
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WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
Dethol Mfg. Co., Washington (insect
powder), 2 weekly sa, thru AitkinKynett Co., Philadelphia.
Phillips Packing Co., Cambridge, Md.
(food), 14 weekly sa, thru AitkenKynett Co., Philadelphia.
Greyhound Management Inc., Cleveland (bus lines), 3 weekly t, thru
Beaumont & Hohman Inc., Cleveland.
Skinner Mfg. Co., Omaha (Raisin
Bran), 6 weekly
sp, thru
an-Thomas Adv. Co.,
Omaha.BuchanAmerican Bakeries Co., Atlanta,
weekly sp, thru James A. Greene &
Co., Atlanta.
American Oil Co., Baltimore, 6
weekly ta, thru Joseph Katz Co.,
Baltimore.
Western Co., Chicago (Dr. West
toothpaste), 3 weekly sp, thru
Standard Broadcast Service, Atlanta.
Krueger Brewing Co., Newark, 2
weekly t, thru Fuller & Smith &
Ross Inc., N. Y.
Southern Dairies Inc., Washington
(dairy products), 3 weekly t, thru
McKee & Albright Inc., PhiladelRalston
Purina Co. Inc., St. Louis
phia.
(Purina Chow), 3 weekly ta, thru
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago (radio
sets). 4 weekly ta, thru H. W.
Kastor
cago. & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., ChiColgate - Palmolive - Peet Co., Jersey
City (Octagon soap), 2 weekly t,
thru Benton & Bowles Inc., N. Y.
WESG, Elmira, N. Y.
G. W. Van Slyke & Horton, Albany
(Peter Schuyler cigars), 6 weekly
sa, thru Moser & Cotins Inc., Utica.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 3 weekly ta, thru Street &
Finney Inc., N. Y.
KFRC, San Francisco
Libby, McNeil & Libby, Chicago
(evaporated milk), 3 weekly sp,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co., Chi-

KIEM, Eureka, Cal.
Shell Oil Co., San Francisco, 5 weekly sp, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., San Francisco.
Golden State Co. Ltd., San Francisco (milk), 3 weekly sp, thru N.
W. Ayer & Son Inc., San Francisco.
Congoin Co., Los Angeles (health
beverage), 3 weekly
Lockwood-Shackelford
Co., t,LosthruAngeles.
San Francisco Examiner, San Francisco (newspaper), weekly t, direct.
General Petroleum Corp. of Cal., Los
Angeles, daily ta, thru Smith &
Drum Inc., Los Angeles.
MacMillan Petroleum Co., Los Angeles, daily sa, thru Erwin, Wasey
& Co. Inc., Los Angeles.
General Household Utilities Co., Chicago (Grunow products), weekly
t, thru local distrib.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Corp., Milwaukee (paint), 26 t, thru local
distrib.
Sperry Flour Co., San Francisco, 8
t, thru Westco Adv. Agency, San
Francisco.
J. A. Folger & Co.. San Francisco
(coffee).
weekly Co.,
sa, Hollywood.
thru Raymond R.3Morgan
WLAP, Lexington, Ky.
Stanback Medicine Co. (proprietary),
Salisbury, N. C, 6 weekly sa, thru
J.
Carson Brantley Adv. Agency,
Salisbury.
Central Shoe Co., St. Louis (Robin
Hood shoes), weekly t, thru Jimm
Daugherty Inc., St. Louis.
KOMO, Seattle
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek (corn
flakes), weekly sp, thru N. W. Ayer
& Son Inc., N. Y.
Pontiac Motor Co., Pontiac, Mich,
(autos), 108 sa, thru MacManus,
John & Adams Inc., Detroit.
WENR, Chicago
Omega Chemi.il Co., Brooklyn (Omega oil), daily
for 25 weeks,
Husband
and saThomas
Co., N.thruY.
WFAS, White Plains, N. Y.
Carter Medicine Co.. New York (liver
pills), 3 weekly ta, thru Street &
Finney Inc., N. Y.

Photo Courtesy of I. T. & T. Co.
POPE PIUS XI BROADCASTS— This is how His Holiness appears before the microphone in the Vatican during his short wave broadcasts
over the Vatican's own station and also during his occasional relay
broadcasts to the world. Photo is latest to be received in this country
and shows Pope Pius as he addressed the Eucharistic Congress at
Buenos Aires. Standing behind the Supreme Pontiff is Rev. Father
Filippo Soccorsi, director of the Vatican radio station.

WOW, Omaha
A-C Spark Plug Co., Flint, Mich., 52 i
ta, thru D. P. Brother & Associ- J
ates, Bros.,
Detroit.Chicago (candy), sa to*\
Bunte
Chicago.
12-1-35, thru Fred A. Robbins Inc., ',
Ex-Lax
Mfg.
(proprie-'
tary),
78 t,Co.,
thruBrooklyn
Joseph Katz
Co.,
New York.
Health O'Quality
Products
Co., Cincinnati (Healtho),
13 t, thru
Key
Adv. Co., Cincinnati.
H. J. Heinz Co., Pittsburgh (food,),
13 sa, thru Maxon Inc., Detroit.
ITS Co., Elyria, O. (rubber heels),
so,
land. thru Carr Liggett Inc., CleveLee & Schiffer Inc., New York (Rolls
razor),
13 t, Inc.,
thru N.Kimball,
Hubbard & Powel
Y.
Omega Chemical Co., Brooklyn (Omega oil), Co.
120 Inc.,
sa, thru
Thomas
N. Y.Husband &
Ralston Purina Co. Inc., St. Louis
(cereal), 78 t, thru Gardner Adv.
Co., St. Oil
Louis.
Standard
Co., Nebraska, Omaha,
39
t, thru McCann-Erickson Inc.,
Chicago.
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago (radio
sets), 52 t, thru H. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
CHRC, Quebec
Imperial Tobacco Ltd., Montreal (Laval cigarettes ) , 6 weekly sp, direct.
Tuckett Tobacco Co., Hamilton, Ont.
(Buckingham cigarettes & mixture), daily sp, direct.
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta (proprietary), 3 weekly sp, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Canada Starch Co., Montreal (Mazola
3 weekly
sp, thru Vickers &etc.),
Benson,
Montreal.
McColl Frontenac Oil Co. Ltd., Montreal, 6 weekly sp, thru McConnell
& Ferguson Ltd., Toronto.
St. Lawrence Starch Co. Ltd., Port
Credit, Ont. ( Sirop de Mais Bee
Hive), 3 weekly sp, direct.
La food
Peptonine
) , weeklyCo.,sp,Montreal
direct. (infant's
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 3 weekly sp, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., New York.
Templeton's Ltd., Toronto (proprietary), 3 weekly sp, direct.
WGAR, Cleveland
Pilsner lee, Fuel & Beverage Co.,
Cleveland (beer), 3 weekly sp, thru
Hubbell Adv. Agency, Cleveland.
California Fruit Growers Exchange,
Los Angeles (Sunkist), 36 sa, thru
Lord & Thomas, Los Angeles.
Dandee Pretzel & Potato Chip Co.,
Cleveland, 3 weekly sp, thru Howard & Gymer, Cleveland.
KGO, San Francisco
Armand Co., Des Moines, Iowa (cosmetics), daily ta, thru Coolidge Adv.
Co., Des Moines.
Calwhey Co., San Francisco (health
food), weekly sp, thru Ray M.
Wright Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
H. J. Heinz Co., Pittsburgh (food),
daily ta, thru Maxon Inc., Detroit.
KWKH, Shreveport, La.
Grove Laboratories Inc., St. Louis(proprietary),
weekly
thruInc.,
H.
W.
Kastor & 5Sons
Adv.ta,Co.
Chicago.
Dodge Bros. Corp., Detroit (autos).
weekly t, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
KTBS, Shreveport, La.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 3 weekly ta, thru Street &
Finney Inc., N. Y.
Dr. Pepper Co., Dallas (beverages).
6Dawson
weeklyInc.,
ta, Dallas.
thru Tracy - LockeKHJ, Los Angeles
Southwest Investment Corp., Los Angeles, 3sp,Los
thru Angeles.
Lockwood-Schackelford Co.,
General Mills Inc., San Francisco
(Sperry flour), 5 weekly t, thru
Western Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
KGU, Honolulu
California Fruit Growers Exchange,
Los Angeles (Sunkist), 176 so,
thru Lord & Thomas, Los Angeles. |
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[ETWORK ACCOUNTS
I All times EST unless otherwise specified )
New Business
UDENS Inc., Reading, Pa. (cough
I-ops) on Oct. 6 starts program on
jl NBC-WEAF stations, Sundays,
■45-6 p. m. Agency: J. M. Mathes
;bc, N. Y.
■ MBRICAN HOME PRODUCTS
orp., New York (Anacin) on Oct. 1
arts Easy Aces on 23 NBC-WJZ
ations, Tues., Wed., Thurs., 7-7:15
m. Agency
lummert
Inc., N. :Y. Blackett-Sample. LORILLARD & Co., New York
Briggs tobacco, Old Gold cigarettes)
a Oct. 5 starts Briggs Sports Reiew of the Air on 53 NBC-WEAF
rations, Saturdays, 7-7 :15 p. m.
gency : Lennen & Mitchell Inc., N.Y.
IBBY, MeNEIL & LIBBY, Chicago
evaporated milk) on Sept. 30 starts
>g. Son of Fire on 16 CBS stations,
Ion., Wed., Fri., 5 :45-6 p. m., repeat
t 6 :lo. Agency : J. Walter Thompon Co., Chicago.
)ELAWARE, LACKAWANNA &
VESTERN COAL Co., New York
Blue coal) on Sept. 30 starts Van^ihed Voices on 12 CBS stations,
Ion., Wed., 6 :30-6 :55 p. m. Agency :
ituthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
VASEY PRODUCTS Inc., New
ork (Bost toothpaste, Kreml, Dr.
dward's
olive The
tablets,
Musterole)on on3
ct.
1 starts
Lamplighter
Mutual stations, Tues., Wed., Thurs.,
m., Sundays,
:30 :a. Erwin,
rjl
a. :15-11
Agency
Wasey2 :30-3
& Co.,p.
-M. Y.
GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis (Gold Medal flour, Bisquick) on
kug. 26 started Gold Medal Minstrels
n 4 Mutual stations, Mondays thru
Fridays, 11 :45-12 noon.
Agency :
ilaekett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
tALSTON PURINA Co., St. Louis
cereal) on Sept. 30 starts Tom Mix
■rogram on 16 NBC-WEAF stations,
Jon., Wed., Fri., 5:30-5:45 p. m.
Agency: Gardner Adv. Co., N. Y.
)ELAWARE, LACKAWANNA &
WESTERN COAL Co., New York
Blue coal) on Oct. 1 starts Studio
<even on 10 NBC-WEAF stations,
Tues., Wed., Thurs., 11:16-11:30 a.
n. Agency: Ruthrauffi & Ryan Inc.,
sT Y.
ALIFORNIA BREWING ASSN.,
San Francisco (Acme beer) on Sept.
5 starts for 13 weeks in Woman's
Magazine of the Air on 8 NBC-KPO
Nations, Fridays, 2:45-3 p. m. (PST).
Agency
: Emil Brisacher & Staff, San
?rancisco.
1AMPBELL SOUP CO., Camden,
tf. J., (soup) on Aug. 26 started for
3 weeks in Woman's Magazine of the
Mr on NBC-KPO,
Mon., Tues.,
hurs., 2:15-2:30 p. m. Agency:
rtalhs Armstrong Co., Philadelphia.F.

Vox Popped
CONSIDER the embarrassment of Perry King, while
broadcasting the Man Down
on the Street program of
KQV, Pittsburgh, when an
employe of KDKA, Pittsburgh, happened to be one of
those interviewed. The
KDKA employe observed
that his station was the
world's oldest and carried
the NBC Vox Pop, inferring
that the KQV idea was a
steal. King ad libbed furiously to extricate himself
from the situation.
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NBC CHANGES — EMERSON
DRUG Co. adds 7 stations to NTG
and His Girls; Swift & Co. changes
program to Swift Studio Party.
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
Corp., New York (Kolynos toothpaste) on Sept. 30 renews Just Plain
Bill on 29 CBS stations, Mon. thru
Fri., 11 :45-12 noon. Agency : Blacket -Sample-Hum ert Inc., N. Y.
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
Corp., New York (Jad Salts), on
Sept. 30 renews Mrs. Wiggs of the
Cabbage Patch on 11 CBS stations,
Mon. thru Fri., 11 :30 - 11 :45 a. m.
Agency
Inc., N.: Y.Blackett - Sample - Hummert

BANK OF AMERICA NATIONAL
TRUST & SAVINGS ASSN., San
Francisco (financial), an Sept. 4
starts azineforof the13 Air
weekson in3 NBC-KPO
Woman's Magstations, Wed., Fri., 2-2:15 p. m. (PST).
Agency : Charles R. Stuart Inc., San
Francisco.
BANK OF AMERICA NATIONAL
TRUST & SAVINGS ASSN., San
Francisco, (financial) on Sept. 1
starts for 13 times only, What's New
with Meredith Willson's orchestra and
guest vocalists, on 3 NBC-KPO stations, Sundays, 3-3:30 p. m. (PST).
Agency : Charles R. Stuart Inc., San
Francisco.
Renewal Contracts
J. A. FOLGER & CO., San Francisco (coffee) on Sept. 19 renews for
13 weeks. Lee S. Roberts and His Old
Memory Box on 5 NBC-KPO stations,
Thurs., Sat., 7 :45-8 p. m. ; on Oct.
1 renews for 10 weeks same program
on 5 NBC-KPO stations, Tuesdays,
7 :45-8 p. m. Agency : Raymond R.
Morgan Co.. Los Angeles.
IOWA

BUTTE
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Mr. Hart Johnston,
The Wander Company,
Chicago, 111.
Dear Mr. Johnston:
Why not ask Charlotte dealers if
I your programs on outside NBC stations influence WANDER sales in
their stores. Also ask them about the
sale of products now being carried on
WSOC.ting the That's
one good
whole truth
about way
one ofof getthe
best stations in one of the best towns
in the South.
STANDING BY! Ready NOW to
plug you in !
WSOC
Charlotte, N. C.

AMERICAN RADIATOR Co., New
York, on Sept. 15 renews Fireside Recitals on 20 NBC-WEAF stations,
Sundays, 6 :30 - 6 :45 p. m. Agency :
Blaker Adv. Agency, N. Y.
BI-SO-DOL Co., New Haven (proprietary) on Aug.
Broadway Varieties
on 2836 renewed
CBS stations,
Wednesdays, 8 :30-9 p. m. Agency :
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., N. Y.
A. S. BOYLE Co., Cincinnati (Old
English wax) on Aug. 30 renewed
Lazy Dan the Minstrel Man on 18
CBS stations (more to be added),
Fridays, 7 :15-7 :45 p. m. Agency :
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., N. Y.
SOUTHWESTERN GREYHOUND
BUS LINES, Dallas (transportation)
on Sept.
Greyhoundstations,
Travelers on123 renews
Texas Quality
Thursdays, 6:30-6:45 p. m. (CST).
Agency: Beaumont & Hohman Inc.,
Dallas.

them for you.
Right now we
are doing a bang-up job for
Budweiser.
Let us tell you more—
THE

IOWA

BROADCASTING
SYSTEM

The Des Moines Register
and Tribune

KRNT

CBS
BASIC
Dcs Moines
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WMT

N8C BASIC BLUE
Cedar Rapidi-Watcrlo

KSO

NBC BASIC BLUE
Dcs Moines

For complete details
EDWARD

PETRY

COMPANY
National
Representatives
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TRANSCRIPTIONS
D
NOT
GO'OUT
YOU
WITHOUT

YOUR
PANTS!
•
You've simply
gotta have ....
Balanced

Coverage

•
In Northern California you get
exactly that from one outstanding independent station

AUDISK Corp., San Francisco transcription producer, in August sold 26
quarter-hour episodes of the serial
The Treasure of Lorelei to the Seattle Fur Exchange, Seattle, Wash.,
through Milne & Co. Inc., Seattle
agency, for reproduction on KFQD,
Anchorage, Alaska.
CARLOS F. BORCOSQUE, 2419
Charitan St., Los Angeles, foreign
language director for film companies,
in August completed arrangements to
send to Radio Belgrana, Buenos
Aires, a weekly transcribed program
of Hollywood film gossip. Talks will
be airmailed to be on the air six
days after recording.

SFO
SAN FRANCISCO -OAKLAND
560 k. c. — 1,000 watts — full time
Listener mail reveals KSFO's program
popularity. But that's old stuff. Here's
something new! KSFO's mail comes
in amazingly direct ratio with the population in every important Northern
California county. And that is the balanced coverage you needl
The reason? KSFO is the only independent station in Northern California
operating on a really swell freguency.
Remember that I

• • Exclusive

THE ASSOCIATED BROADCASTERS • INC
RUSS BLDG. • SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
Philip G. Lasky, General Manager

A

TEST
PRE

ADDITIONAL transcrition accounts
placed on various stations are reported as follows by National Advertising
Records, these being supplemental to
the lists carried in previous issues of
Broadcasting :
Bethlehem Steel Co., Bethlehem, Pa.
(Steel galvan)
Cleveland
Rubber Co., Inc., Cleveland
Ale)
(U. S. tires)
Drewrys Ltd., Chicago, 111. (Drewry's
General Ice Cream Corp., Schenectady, N. Y.
oil) E.
Leslie
Keeley Co., Dwight, 111.
(Keeley treatment)
L. B. Laboratories, Los Angeles (hair
Schulze Baking Co., Chicago
C. sweet)
S. Welch Co., New York (Batha-

• •

JOHN BLAIR & CO.
Station Representatives
NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO

THAT

PROVES

-TESTING

Want some facts and figures on what it means
to buy a pre-tested program?
Here they are:
THE PROGRAM
WHN Movie Club Broadcast
THE PRODUCT
Watkins' Mulsified Cocoanut
Oil Shampoo
THE AGENCY .
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Inc.
THE TIME . . .
Friday — 8 to 9 P.M.
THE RESULT
Nearly 14,000 responses to a
free sample offer on the
SECOND sponsored broadcast!
Itty-Bitty Kiddy Hour. Slam-bang, uproarious comedy featuring Ward Wilson and Perry
Charles in a dizzy burlesque of radio programs. New York
Sunday
— 7:30isto "nuts"
8:00 P.M.about it!
Ed. Lowry's
Fastmoving
varietyBroadway
show by Melody
a masterHour.
showman,
presenting the current vaudeville and radio
Other PRE-TESTED
hits of the week. Outstanding radio entertainment. A huge audience.
programs available
Monday — 8:00 to 9-.00 P.M.
for sponsorship . . .
WHN Barn Dances. A pot-pourri of rural
and western songs, music, gags and chatter
which is pleasing New York plenty! Now
breaking records in stage appearances in
representative theatres.
Thursday — 9:15 to 10:15 P.M.
Saturday — 9:15 to 10:15 P.M.
M-G-M PICTURES
LOEW'S THEATRES
Loew's State Theatre Building
Broadway & 45th Street
NEW
YORK
1010 Kc — 1000 Watts
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Transcription Clinic
AS A NOVEL departure in
service to its clients WSM,
Nashville, has notified advertisers and their agencies
that it has created a technical committee to check transcription quality. This committee, the announcement
said, will "advise and cooperate with advertisers, agencies and recording companies
to the end that transcription
quality may be generally improved." The plan, WSM
stated, is in accord with the
efforts of the NAB engineering committee to improve
technical quality of transcriptions, and also was
prompted by reactions from
listeners against inferior
transcriptions.
MacGREGOR & SOLLIE Inc., San
Francisco transcription producer, is recording a15-minute 260-episode rural
comedy-drama series Home Folks
written by H. C. Connette, newly appointed production manager. The
serial is a sequel to his Memory Lane
series which was heard over the NBC
western division network from San
Francisco, for approximately seven
years. MacGregor & Sollie is also
cutting a quarter-hour 260 - program
sophisticated comedy Limousine Lady.
STANDARD RADIO Inc., Hollywood, has formally opened its new
Chicago office at 1512 Lake Michigan
Bldg., with Milton M. Blink in charge.
Additions to Standard Program Library Service include numbers by
Jimmietin, vocalist
Grier's; Jeannie
orchestra ;Dunne
Gene Ausand
Jimmie Tolson, vocal team ; Carol
Lee, vocalist ; Rythm Rascals, male
trio,
accompanied by Jimmie Grier's
orchestra.
KASPER-GORDON STUDIOS Inc.,
Boston, has released a series of syndicated transcriptions for Christmas
toy departments titled Adventures in
Christmastree Grove. The series is
based on promotion which broke all
sales records for three large department stores. The 15 quarter-hour
programs include merchandising setups including a puppet show, magic
whistles, newspaper ads, continuity
suggestions and similar helps.
AN ANNUAL meeting of the field
managers of Radio Transcription Co.
of America was held the last week in
August at the new Hollywood plant.
Those present included Frank Zambrino, Midwest ; J. M. Hayes, East ;
Jim Carpenter, South and H. D.
Ainslee, Pacific Coast. Mr. Zambrino,
who has been in San Diego during the
summer, will return to resume charge
of the Chicago office Sept. 1.
R. U. McINTOSH & ASSOCIATES,
Los Angeles transcription studio, in
August sold its 65-series Adventure
Bound to WOOD, Grand Rapids ; and
100 of Bill, Mack and Jimmie to
KIEM, Eureka, Cal., and KTAT,
Fort Worth, for sponsorship by Taystee Bread.
WTAL, Tallahassee, Fla., new station, has subscribed to the World
Program Service, starting Sept. 1.
Manager of the station is Charles L.
Boykin, formerly with WFLA-WSUN,
Clearwater, with Richard Kingston as
program director.
STANDARD RADIO Adv. Co., Holtranscription
firm, byin the
September willlywood
release
100 items
Sons
of the Pioneers, KFWB hillbillies. It
will not be a part of the Standard
Library Service.

SCOTTIE DOWNIE, staff writer f,
Midwest Broadcasting Co., electric
transcription producers of Minneap.
lis, has left for a new post in HollJ
wood, but will continue on the sta
of Midwest.
He is author of tli
Buddy and Ginger series, a children program sponsored by Chocolate Pro^
ucts Co., Chicago, over WCCO, Mi
neapolis, and will continue to wri
future installments.
SAMUEL J. HENRY, Jr., public r
lations director of World Broadcas I
ing System, and editor of its hou;
organ World News, will be marrif
Sept. 7 to Miss Charlotte Mayo,
Washington. D. C.
New York Disc Conceri
Awarded FHA Contrac
To Record New Serie
A CONTRACT for production e
a series of electrical transcrij
tions, probably to total five ma:
ters and 100 duplicates of eacl
was awarded by the Federal Hou;
dio Administration
and Film Methods
10 1
ing
Aug. Corp.,
19 to ~Ri
Park Ave., New York. The con
pany was the lowest bidder of thre
which filed sealed bids, along wit
sample recordings. Other biddei
were
RCA Mfg. Co. and JeaGrombach.
The transcriptions, which wer
into production in New York Auj
23, will be used for placement o
stations as a part of the FH.
radio campaign, and may be en
ployed on public address system
according to George T. Van d«
Hoef, chief of the FHA radio se<
tion.
U. S.asService
bands will t'
featured
the entertainmen
along with key speakers.
Radio and Film Methods Corjis headed by A. Ralph Steinberi
of New York, a pioneer in broat
casting. Mr. Steinberg submittal
the bid as president of the corn
pany, and explained that it specia
izes in long-playing records, ha1
ing accomplished the production <
30-minute transcriptions on a 1<
inch disc of 33 1-3 r.p.m. He
associated with Frank L. Dyer, ii
ventor of the talking book for tl
blind, who holds title of chairma
of the corporation, which also prt
duces industrial slide films syi
chronized with sound.
The corporation has records
from the air several of Presider
Roosevelt's fireside chats and at
dresses.
Mr. Steinberg,
a Ne'
York acquaintance
of Presidei
Roosevelt while he was Governo
is regarded as one of the Pres
dent's radio advisors. The con
pany is planning to open a Wasl
ington office.
THE DAILY quarter-hour
piano music, broadcast ove
WBBM, Chicago, under the spoi
sorship of the P. A. Starck Piar.
Co., Chicago, is broadcast diret
from the sponsor's warehouse, eac
number being played on a differer
piano.
BUTTE
Center of Population
in Montana!

WHO
Tke- Cajnbrn\ StntirmCLEARED-CHANNEL — 5 0,000 WATTS
BROADCASTING
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JOHNSON & JOHNSON, New
Brunswick, N. J. (surgical products)
is placing its advertising of medicated plasters and industrial tape
through Gans Adv. Agency, Newark.
Young & Rubicam Inc., New York,
handles Red Cross and baby products,
with all other products being handled
by Ferry-Hanly Adv. Co., New York.
WESTLAKE MFG. Co., Canastota,
N. Y., has purchased 26 episodes of
Krausmeyer and Cohen to introduce
their new fuel-saver device. The
broadcasts will be heard over WFBL.
Syracuse, three times a week, at
10 :30 p. m. This company is depending entirely upon radio advertising to introduce their product. Program salesman.
was sold by Robert Crosier, station
CLYDE VANDEBURG, radio director of the California Pacific International Exposition, San Diego, in
August left for Dallas to be associated with the forthcoming Texas
Centennial Exposition there, which
will use radio extensively. His place
in San Diego was filled by Gary
Breckner, chief assistant.
PINAUD Inc., New York (cosmetics)
has transferred its advertising to
Lord & Thomas, New York.
STALEY SALES Corp., Decatur. 111.
( corn products) is advertising through
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.

ADIO ADVERTISERS
r
J—
10XAKCH
METAL WEATHERSTRIP Co., St. Louis, will use radio
n a campaign to be started soon
through Jimm Daugherty Inc., St.
' jouis.
ULEP TOBACCO Co., Boston (Julep cigarettes), is placing a test campaign, including radio, through Mark
O'Dea & Co., New York.
DETROIT WHITE LEAD WORKS,
Detroit (paint) makes up lists in
September, including radio. Agency :
3rwin, Wasey & Co., Chicago. Apiropriation $50,000.
H. LEWIS MEDICINE Co., St.
Louis (NR tablets, Tuns) makes up
ists in September, including radio.
Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Chicago.
CONTINENTAL OIL Co., Ponca
Titr, Okla. (Conoco products) makes
lip lists in September. Agency :
Tracy -Loeke-Dawson Inc., New York.
Appropriation $2,000,000.
jAMBARELLI & DAVITTO, New
^ilork (wines), using radio, makes up
ists during September. Agency : De
JBiasi Adv. Agency, New York.
BOOTEE. Co., Chicago (vacuum
ileaners) has placed its account with
Burnett Co. Inc., Chicago.
REAL SILK HOSIERY Mills Inc.,
: Indianapolis, has transferred its advertising toBurnett Co. Inc., Chicago.
CENTRAL BREWERIES
Inc., E.
St. Louis, 111., is advertising through
•iBeecher Adv. Co., St. Louis.
KELVINATOR Corp. Detroit (refrigerators) has placed its account with
Geyer-Cornell
& Newell Inc., New
York.
C. F. STREIT MFG. Co., Cincinnati
(Streit Slumber chairs) has placed
its account with Ralph H. Jones Co.,
Cincinnati.

PRODUCERS

United Gas Company's
Young Number One well, with a daily
potential of 25,000 barrels of high
gravity oil is a top notch producer!
Located 32 miles from Shreveport and
21 miles from KWKH's 10,000 watt
transmitter, this new well marks the
discovery of another major oil pool,
producing from a depth of more
than 6,000 feet in trinity deep sand!
Other wells are being drilled! Thousands of acres have been leased!
Overnight, 1,100 men were put to
work by one oil company! Oil means
money! And money means business!
Today there's more optimism in the
area of one hundred miles surrounding Shreveport than anywhere else in
the entire United States!

RADIO will be used in promoting
the Cuban and West Indies Exposition the week of Nov. 18 at Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.
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STAT
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OSENT
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RAEP
WALTER BIDDICK CO.
568 Chamber of Commerce BMg., Los Angeles
1358 Ross Bldg., San Francisco, California
1038 Exchange Bldg., Seattle, Washington
619 Charles Bldg., Denver
KWKH,

THE
WLW
WGN
WOR

BIG

3

CINCINNATI
The Nation's Station
CHICAGO
Intensive coverage in 5 States
NEW YORK.
Dominating New York and Philadelphia
BECOMES

THE
ON

!

BIG

SEPTEMBER

4
29th

10,000

CBS

WATTS,

is producing sales for an ever growing
number of local and national advertisers! Columbia's latest released survey shows that within the combined
primary and secondary coverage areas
of KWKH live 7,370,806 people;
among these are 810,800 radio homes.
It shows KWKH as fourth in coverage of CBS stations in the entire
South. Within 100 miles there are
over 19,000 oil wells — the world's
largest oil field — and one of the
world's largest consistent payrolls!

CKLW
SERVING THE GREAT WINDSOR-DETROIT AREA
JOINS
MUTUAL

THE

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

Effective September 29th, CKLW JOINS
THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING
SYSTEM, adding new Sales making power
to your Advertising Message in the fourth
Market!

^September

1, 1935
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AGENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES
BEXTOX & BOWLES Inc., Xew
York, has moved into larger offices at
444 Madison Avenue, taking the entire eighth and ninth floors. This is
the fourth time in the six years the
agency has been in business that larger
quarters have been necessary.
FULTOX DENT has resigned as radio director of Frank Presbrey Inc.,
Xew York.
FRAXK KILLIXGER, formerly with
Screen-Art Poster Co., Oakland, Cal.,
has joined the Jean Scott Frickelton
Adv. Agency, San Francisco, as account executive, and will handle radio
along with other accounts.
HOWARD H. WILSOX & ASSOCIATES, Chicago station representative,
has been changed to Wilson-Dalton
since the affiliation of T. W. Dalton,
formerly of Pepsodent Co., Chicago.
WHITTIER WELLMAX, former advertising manager of J. C. Millett Co.,
San Francisco importers and manufacturers, has joined the Sidney Garfiukel Adv. Agency, in that city, as
production manager.
RAY WE STOVER, for 15 years in
the advertising field serving industrial
accounts, has joined the staff of account executives of Jimm Daugherty
Inc., St. Louis. He will serve a number of established accounts and represent the agency in solicitation of
new business.
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tion WAVE are
sIicfccrs, Uv32% of them are crfy of our
downtown LoU"V' VE feature ciga„hen you »«^V fiances, or
rettea, or electl"*ff or kerosene,
motor-cars-noti ' ' a 8Urpri8orhorse-shoes^oullg
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this ia
ing return from
8tatiOD- ^aUanalRepre^e,
^.
FREE & SLEMNGER,

WFIL
adelphia
Only Philadelphia outlet
forBlue
N. B.Network
C. Basic
1000 Watts
560 Kilocycles

America's Most Popular Detective
Character, Earl Derr Biggers'
Charlie
Now

Available

Chan

for Broadcasting

All the wit and humor, the mystery, thrills, romance and adventure of this master are vividly
dramatized in a manner to appeal to everybody —
regardless of age, sex, income. Hailed as one of
the greatest script shows ever released.
First broadcast release September 15. Available
on 13 week contracts, with option for renewals.
15-minute transcriptions, 3 per week. Recorded by
R.C.A. Victor. Unique method of introducing
commercials insures audience attention to advertising.
Audition programs (2 for $5) available now. Wire for details (costs,
merchandising, promotion, etc.) and
territories open.
AMERICAN
RADIO FEATURES SYNDICATE
Frederick C. Dahlquist, President

Food Marketing
KGGC, San Francisco, has
inaugurated a unique daily
feature, the Housewives
Market Guide. Heard daily
at 9 a. m., the broadcast informs dialers what commodities are especially abundant and least expensive on
the market that particular
day. Heads of all food supgroups in Sanby Francisco
are ply
cooperating
phoning
KGGC at 8 a. m., and reporting on the supply and
demand formodities.perishable
The plan is comnot
only of value to the housewife, whoformation
caninto cash
turn savings,
the inbut also to the wholesalers
in effecting quick distribution
of perishable foods. Dr. J.
C. Geiger, head of the San
Francisco health department, assisted in working
out details.
ARTHUR GORDON, formerly of the
Xew York office of William Morris
Inc., has joined the Chicago staff as
radio business counselor. He will
work with agencies in producing programs, forming sales promotion plans,
and creating merchandising ideas.
WCOA, Pensacola, Fla., has named
E. Katz Special Adv. Agency, Xew
York, as national representative. .
WKEU, Griffin, Ga., has named the
Aerial Publishing Co., Xew York, and
the Standard Radio Advertising Co.,
Atlanta, as its national advertising
representatives.
LORD & THOMAS moved its Los
Angeles office in August from the
Chamber of Commerce Bldg. to larger quarters in the Edison Bldg.
LYNXager forBAKER,
Pacific
coast manthe J. Walter
Thompson
Co.,
San Francisco, was at the Los Angeles office in August in connection
with campaigns for Shell Oil, Kraft
cheese and Formay.
GEORGE nouncerBISCHOFF,
formerly has
anof WOC, Davenport,
joined L. W. Ramsey Co., Davenport
and Chicago agency.
ANDERSON HEWITT, formerly
with McCann-Erickson Inc., has
joined the radio department of J.
Stirling Getchell Inc., New York.
ARTHUR BRASHEARS, formerly
a copy rector
writer,
has been
appointed di-&
of publicity
for Marschalk
Pratt Inc., New York.
THE Los Angeles office of Emil
Brisacher & Staff was incorporated in
August ecutive
withvice president
Robert .1.in Davis
as excharge.
He
had been resident
manager
for
the
organization the last nine years.
18

HOURS!

Full-time every day in the year.
Only full-time station in Tulsa
and northeastern Oklahoma.
KTUL
United Press news. Standard
Library Service and N. 8. C.
"Thesaurus".
it's on When
KTUL. it's new

E. J. SHIFFER was apointed production head of the Hillman-Shane
Adv. Agency Inc., Los Angeles, late
in August
and Paulexecutive
H. Lamport
became an account
at the
same
time.
The
majority
of
Hillman-Shane accounts are in the radio
field.
ROBERT E. LUSK and William R.
Baker Jr. have been elected vicepresidents of Benton & Bowles Inc.,
N. Y. Both joined the agency in
1933 and serve as account executives
on General Foods accounts. Lucien
King, former advertising manager of
Goodyear Rubber Co., has resigned to
join the new Arthur H. Kudner Inc.,
agency where he will handle the Goodyear account. Theodore L. Bates, formerly of Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn Inc., also has been named a
vice president of Benton & Bowles.
Murphy Agency Merges
CARROLL DEAN MURPHY Inc.,
Chicago, has merged with Erwin,
Wasey & Co. of that city with Mr.
Murphy becoming vice president
and copy chief of the combined
agency, which will operate at the
Erwin Wasey offices, 230 N. Michigan Ave. Mr. Murphy had been
president and treasurer of his
agency since 1917 and now becomes an Erwin, Wasey stockholder. Among accounts he brings
with him are Acme Card System
Co.,
B. &American
O. railroadSeal(western
divison),
Cap Co.,
Wilson & Co, and First National
Bank of Chicago W. Frank McClure, vice-president of the Murphy agency,Drive
will have
offices
at 35
E. Wacker
serving
accounts
which have been under his personal supervision. The Philadelphia
Murphy branch is to be converted
into an Erwin, Wasey branch. H.
D. Sulcer, vice president of Carroll
DeanMcClure.
Murphy Inc., remains with
Mr.
Burnett Accounts
BURNETT Co. Inc., new Chicago
agency formed by Leo Burnett,
formerly
presidentWasey
of the& Chicago officevice
of Erwin,
Co.,
Chicago, has been servicing the
following accounts since Aug. 1:
Real Silk Hosiery Mills, Indianapolis; Hoover Co., Chicago (vacuum
cleaners) ; Minnesota Valley Canning Co., (Del Maiz products) LeSueur, Minn., and Fine Foods of
Canada Ltd., Windsor, Ont. The
agency will begin to place Real
Silk radio programs and copy Oct.
27, Minnesota Valley copy Dec. 1,
and Hoover advertising when the
present campaign ends, Jan. 1.
De Witt O'Keefe has been appointed vice president in charge of
all creative work for the new
agency.trollerG.
J. Thomas
and secretary
and isS. compCary
is in charge of service details.
Log Cabin Coming Back
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York (Log Cabin syrup) will begin a new weekly series over the
NBC-WEAF basic network Sept.
25, 10-10:30 p. m. No talent has
been picked as yet. Benton &
Bowles Inc., New York, is the
agency.

555 South Flower Street, Los Angeles, California
TULSA
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Compare newspaper
time on cost against
KGVO
MISSOULA
MONTANA
No other station Heard here daytimes.
You get an Exclusive Audience.
• September
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APPLAUSE

AND

The Studio Lookers-on Greet
■
Says a Spokesman for
By LEO P. BOTT Jr.
Advertising and
Merchandising
Atlanta
QUESTION for radio advertisi! What is my status as a lisner? Have I a choice seat in the
ichestra or am I merely one of
e gallery and thankful I can at
ikst hear the show? Aren't radio
<:rformers, announcers, advertiss and their agencies not making
grave mistake by playing up to
mere handful of people, in comirison, in the studios, instead of
the millions of listeners scatred throughout the land? I connd that they are.
Considering myself now as a lisner and prospect for the goods
Ivertised I don't like to be made
feel I'm second fiddle. After all,
ie millions are making it possible
i continue the broadcasts by their
irchase and not the few New
ork people, or visitors, who get
ree tickets to see and hear the
,'roadcast
in the studio.
So considering
the premise that
ie show is for me (speaking for
ie millions in the unseen audilce), then let me decide whether
r not I like your music or your
)kes.
applaud
)r
me! You
I candon't
judgehave
for to
myself
and
know of many others who like•ise resent the belittling of our injlligence or our appreciation of
msic or comedy.
Joke; Applause
TRST of all, the Mary Browns,
lenry Smiths, the families of
ones scattered far from the Maniattan or the other studios and
icores of thousands more who acually buy your coffee or apply
our salve, don't fully understand
;hy there is so much applause
without a definite reason. The anouncer raises his voice and introuces "Joe Penner", for example,
nd there is an outburst of applause. Why? Where did it come
rom? (Remember there are milions who have never seen a stuio.) They are beginning to wonler if the people are planted there
o bolster up the pseudo-popularity
i|f the performers by incessant
lapping or maybe the actors are
.iving
themselves
applause. It's on
he borderline
of hokum.
A few minutes later a joke is
;iven — it jpay be terrible — but
30 MINUTES

ON

AIR

AUDIENCES

Each Number-''SoWhat///
the Loudspeakerites
again, applause. Another touch of
humor and even before I can laugh
or smile, the applause has beat me
to it. Because I hear laughter I
am supposed to think it funny, regardless, and laugh too. But I
don't!
Meanwhile after each joke or
presumptious bit of humor I must
wait a minute or two while others
roar with laughter — and oddly I
have recognized the same certain
laughs in different programs. Now
I suspect there are professional
laughterites and ovators in the
audience and I certainly don't like
that.
The only general exceptions to
the applause feature that are not
objectionable in my opinion, are in
amateur programs where it shows
the reaction of those known to be
attending, and also where an audience is supposed to be the fictitious
audience in the play. Even then I
think the directors play too much
for applause and bore the millions
of listeners with those minutes of
meaningless humdrum. Another
thing — take Jack Benny's program. There's a laugh after every
joke or remark — even it seems, by
the performers themselves. That
detracts considerably. A good
humorist doesn't laugh at his own
jokes.
And while on the subject I also
consider it a weakness that there is
too much self-laudation of players

on the advertiser's time (as well
as the listeners') and to his ultimate expense. "This is Joe Zilch
announcing" (Do the millions
care?). "I am making a picture in
Hollywood" (Free puffs for the
movie producer). "Today is Mary's
Birthday". (Followed by presentation of gift. Applause. Words of
Thanks. Applause.) So what? And
the small stations follow suit.
Mackay - Span 1 ding Formed
H. E. LESAN ADV. AGENCY,
in business for 34 years in New
York, on Sept. 1 is to change the
firm name to Mackay-Spaulding
Inc. Control of the firm, since the
death of Harry Lesan in 1932 and
of Francis H. Sisson in 1933, has
been held by James Mackay who
now becomes president, Howard E.
Spaulding who becomes vice president, and Eugene W. Spaulding,
who becomes secretary. F. J. Coleman is treasurer. Offices will be
in the Graybar Bldg.
Fletcher Sells Interest
SHERMAN K. ELLIS succeeds
Frank Fletcher as president of
Fletcher & Ellis Inc., New York,
agency, Mr. Fletcher having sold
his interest although continuing
with the firm as an advertising
counsel. Richard Barrett, manager of the Chicago office, and
Charles E. Staudinger, of New
York, have been elected vice presidents and directors. Arthur Munn
remains with the firm as vice president. There will be no change in
the firm's name.
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Pulled 1200 Replies
For
LeSage Chevrolet
Longview, Texas
Let us Produce for You
KFRO
"Voice of Lonsview"
Longview, Texas
1, 1935
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U/XYZ
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COVERS

COMPANY
BLUE

NETWORK

SEPT.

29th

IMPORTANT
NOTE:
WXYZ will continue the operation of the
Michigan Radio Network as key station —
presenting a lull time schedule of sustaining
and commercial programs. Many sustaining
NBC programs
be carried over
memberwillstations.

September

w

KDNSKY-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
(Owner* and Opciatoit al Station WXYZ)
100 MADISON THEATRE BLDG., DETROIT
WM. G. RAMBEAU CO., Representatives
HOME OFFICES: Tribune Tower, Chicago
Eastern Office Western Office
507 CHANIN BLDG.
RUSS BUILDING
New York
Sen Fienciice
Earl Bachman, Mgr. Douglas A. Nowell, Mgr.

♦
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PROGRAM

NOTES

"THE WEAVER
LeeMuiron
Rousseau, ofa Tales"
book ofby short
stories and dramatic vignettes from
life, which was published last spring,
(Lions Press, New York; $2.50) is
proving to be a success on WHN,
New York. The author, who has Written four other published works, prepares the scripts himself and acts the
title role in the ether dramatizations.
So popular has the series become, in
its 15th week on WHN, that the program is now being recorded for transcription syndication.
TO ASSIST Chicagoans returning to
the city after a week-end in the country, WBBM, Chicago, has started a
series of Sunday evening reports on
traffic conditions on all highways leading into the city. Broadcast from
7 :30 to 7 :40 p. m. each Sunday, the
programs are interviews with Herbert
H. Burns, chief of Cook County highway police, immediately following his
inspection of traffic conditions from
the air.
INMATES of the New York State
Reformatory at Elmira broadcast a
half-hour variety program weekly on
WESG, Elmira, N. Y. Officials of
the institution furnished remote control equipment.
TO SOLVE the problem of requests
for trivial announcements, George
Earle Wilson, program director of
KWTO-KGBX. Springfield, Mo., has
startedfeature.
The Chaiterbox, daily quarterhour
BUTTE
Largest City
in Montana!
Mil II ■

IIMI Ill Hill 11 III H

Copyright Irony
NEWEST member of the
NAB is the Society of European Stage Authors & Composers
which, on W.
Aug.Baldwin,
8 submitted to James
managing director, a check
for $250 covering payment of
one year's dues in advance,
together with an application
filled out for associate membership. Some irony attaches
to this action since SESAC
is one of the copyright organizations with in
which
stations have been
conflict.
The application is subject to
approval of the NAB board
which has not yet scheduled
its next meeting. Meanwhile
SESAC is accorded all the
associate membership privileges.
WOC,
combined side
publicof
service Davenport,
and the commercial
radio in its broadcasts from the Mississippi Valley Exposition and Fair.
A network of lines at the scene permitted pickups of special events of all
types, with time being sold in five,
ten and 15-minute periods. Some unsponsored periods were filled with spot
announcements. Special days were
dedicated to cities, conforming to the
fair program. The broadcasts were
credited with helping to double fair
attendance over last year.
FOUR bus rides are offered each
week on the Spelling Bee broadcast
on KTAT, Fort Worth, by Bowen
Motor Coaches, of that city. The
programcialsisintroduced
dramatized,
commerby anwith
appropriate
word put to Merle Tucker, announcer.
The
word, suchis as
"transportation"
or "comfort"
spelled
by Tucker,
who tion
then
goes
into
a
for the sponsor. pointed descrip-

Summer's
and

Fall

Here

is Close

Behind

"jg EFORE
days have because
passed of
desirable
radio time
will be many
at a premium
the coming
avalanche of fall and winter schedules.
Wise advertisers are placing their business now . . .

"AMONG My Souvenirs", week 11
quarter-hour sustainer from KH J
Los Angeles, to stations of the D< I
Lee-CBS network, late in August, w: J
increased to 30 minutes. Ted Blisfl
chief announcer of KHJ, writes tl J
script with True Boardman announll
ing the program.
KSFO, San Francisco, receives larijl
numbers of entries in its Amatei I
Song Writers program, with possib j
winners of the contest aired weekl I
The winning song is announced afti I
five weeks and is published by Cro: I
& Winge Inc., who give the write I
their regular contract. A contest
completed every five weeks.
KQV, Pittsburgh, on Aug. 19 starts
For Women Only, with Maxine A J
len, radio and newspaper woman fro:
Kansas City and St. Louis, as mi I
tress of ceremonies. Instead of hous I
hold hints, child welfare talks an]
style chatter Miss Allen entertain!
with the aid of orchestra and guest 1
COMMUNITY CREDIT, Portlan. I
Ore., loan company, after a thre> ll
week absence, has returned to KGW I
KEX, Portland, for another year ( I
Homicide
Squad, weekly
half-hoi
crime
dramatizations
based on
polk |I
records. The sponsor supplies ticl I
ets to the broadcast on application i I
its office. The grim atmosphere o|
the plays is offset with humor in thl
form of arguments between two of th I
characters.
AL BARKER, of the NBC Chicagl
continuity staff, has written SAocjl
string Castle, a radio serial dealinj
with the housing difficulties of a youD II
couple which is now broadcast fiv I
mornings a week over WENR, Ch 1
cago, under the auspices of the Ch I
cago Association of Better Housing
Committees.
DAILY activities of Portland, OreJ
police are aired by KEX, that citi a
in a program titled Police Radio New ;1
broadcast six days weekly at 11 p. n ll
Police officials are interviewed fn E
quently
chief of police,
Harr-il1
M. Niles,andis the
a frequent
commentate)

THE CBS Church of the Air seriell
goes into its fifth year Sept. 1. I I
that period 240 representatives of r( I
ligious thought have broadcast.
THREE feature programs on KSE
St Louis, Romance in the Air, Rhythr
and Sweet Melodies, and Paulette an ♦
Renee are now on wax for auditionin
convenience. Transcribing done a
Dalzell Sound Studios, St. Louis.
WKEU,
Griffin,Press
Ga., Service,
has subscribe
to Transradio
gettin
service both from Atlanta and Maco:
by teletype. It broadcasts seven new
periods daily.
WFBL, Syracuse,
Y., hasevenings
started
Program
Previews N.
Saturday
giving sample
programs sponsors.
of a serie,4
available
to prospective
salesman contacts merchant prospect
prior to the program, and afterwards

braving the summer heat to assure their programs choice
positions during the profitable season.

-Representatives:
JOHN
BLAIR
&
COMPANY
New York
Chicago
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Detroit

WHAS
Owned and operated by
The Courier- Journal and The Louisville Times

I ALT
LAKE
tITY
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50,000
NATIONALLY
REPRESENTED
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Cleveland
610 Kilocycles
An Independent
Station
with
BIG

Coverage
in Ohio
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^iWANT ADS THAT PAY
WABY Finds Classified Series
-Brings a Nice Profit
WICE daily WABY, Albany,
. Y., broadcasts its Classified Ra0 Advertising Program duplicatg the classified pages of newsipers, with comparable rates. Aliiough the rates are low, the staon receives several times the esiblished card rates for the two
iily quarter hours, since some 75
1 100 six and 12- word announceents are read in each period.
For newspaper listings the proram is described as Bargain Moents. The program opens with
i|nnouncer saying "Here go the
esses!" A 10 - second roar of
..esses fades into a newsboy
touting "Hear all about WABY's
.assified radio advertising." The
nnouncer then describes the proram and suggests that listeners
et pencil and paper ready. They
e reminded that the station will
ad particular announcements
Jack on the telephone. The press
par and newsboy call complete the
rogram.
Change in Jell-O Plans
General foods Corp., n. y.
Jello-O) will return Jack Benny
o the Sunday night NBC spot
lept. 29, three weeks later than
le original schedule, the Certo
rogram having been extended for
le three weeks. Talent will inlude Johnny Green's orchestra and
lichael Bartlett, tenor. Young &
lubicam Inc., New York, handles
le Jell-0 account.

THE

ODDS

ARE

3..1
IN YOUR

FAVOR

Spending power of Memphis
and trade area of 2,196,212 is
33% above Nation's average.
National advertisers — note
Dep't of Commerce survey
(July 31). Memphis ahead of
Atlanta, Richmond, Birmingham and New Orleans in both
retail and wholesale trade activity.
How

WNBR
Memphis Broadcasting Co.
MEMPHIS, TENN.

1, 1935
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*
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D L & W on Two Networks
DELAWARE, LACKAWANNA
& WESTERN COAL Co., New
York, (Blue Coal) will begin its
radio campaign on a CBS network
Sept. 30, and on an NBC-WEAF
network Oct. 1. The two programs
will be heard only in the Middle
Atlantic states. Contracts are for
26 weeks. The NBC show will be
broadcast three times a week on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, 11:15-30 a. m. The CBS program will be broadcast on Monday and Wednesday, 6:30-55 p. m.
Jack and Loretta Clemens will be
the talent on the NBC show, to be
entitled Studio Seven. The title of
the CBS show will be Danish
Voices. Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
New York, is the agency.

PRESTO

Radio Dealer Series
STEWART-WARNER Corp., Chicago (Ferrodyne and Craft -built
radios) has recorded a series of
15-minute transcriptions in the
Chicago studios of WBS to be made
available for local dealer campaigns. Program is titled The All
Star Radio Roundup. BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., Chicago, is
the Stewart- Warner agency.

Large — bulky — unwieldy apparatus. Tolerated in the days of radio's
infancy — Obsolete in this age of modern broadcasting.
Today — the trend is to flexible equipment. Equipment that
can be used for more than one purpose. Equipment that
reduces
the initial expense — that quickly amortizes the original investment.

Harmonica Spots
M. HOHNER Inc., New York (harmonicas & accordions) is using a
13-week series of 15-minute transcriptions over a few stations in
the West. Atherton & Currier Inc.,
New York, is the agency.

To Win

Use WNBR — favorite of the
Mid-South. WNBR does offer
more complete coverage for
your dollar — remarkably low
rates — a regular, faithful audience because of its consistently
"local - interest" programs —
(ball games, local news, TransRadio, visiting BIG bands,
most popular local amateur
hour, civic events, etc.) Reserve choice spots NOW.

September

Stratosphere Bust
KFOR, Lincoln, Neb., inspired by the collapse of the
National Geographic Society
balloon, staged a "stratosphere bust" of its own on
its Man on the Street program. With a big crowd
around, Emmerson Smith
and Foster May, who handle
the
program
for Co.,
the O'Shea
Rogers
Motor
made
phony weather observations
waiting for the take-off of a
hydrogen - filled weather test
balloon, which had prize coupons in the gondola. A good
corn weather sun exploded
the balloon, the crowd was
tickled, coupons were scattered, and the flight was a
huge success.

WTMV
ST.

LOU

IS

EOUS

RECORDER

The "PRESTO" UNIVERSAL INSTANT RECORDER is
constructed to meet the requirements of modern broadcasting.
Sturdily built with all the quality characteristics required for
high fidelity reproduction — flat from 30 to 15,000 cycles within + 1.5 db — the "Recorder" can be carried from position to
position without fear of damage to the delicate apparatus.
Portable — the Presto Recorder is built scientifically for compactnes as the design of the airplane and submarine. One
man can carry the complete unit.
Flexible — sturdy and compact of structure — simplified manipulation— only two controls for operation, and a price consistent with quality merchandise — but well within the reach of
the broadcasting station and electrical transcription laboratory budget. The "Presto Instant Recorder" fills countless
jobs around the studio which otherwise would require expensive installation and equipment.
Presto manufactures the famous chemically coated discs that
have revolutionized instantaneous recording.
EVERYTHING FOR RECORDING FROM A NEEDLE TO A
COMPLETE STUDIO INSTALLATION.
Consult our engineering department on your particular requirements — Engineering consultation and advice gladly supplied with
no obligation to you.

AREA

OVER NINETY CONTRACTS
in the first
NINETY DAYS
A NEW STATION WITH
A NEW STORY
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Radio

CONSIDERMr.

Advertiser:

Northern

New

Jersey

IVoRTHERN New Jersey is a
territory of closely knit, large, and
small communities approximating
2,225,000 people who boast community pride and loyalty.
If this were all one city, what a
■city it would be, the 3rd largest in
the United States! . . . Equivalent
to the populations of
Boston
St. Louis
Pittsburgh
all put together.
Now WAAT exclusively caters to
that local community pride and furnishes the local color that sells! . . .
True, WAAT has a large audience
in New York City, Brooklyn, Westchester, Long Island and Staten Island, but you can profitably discount
that if you wish — as we do^and consider ita bonus that costs you nothing!
Northern New Jersey is a profitable
market and WAAT has proved in
numerous cases it delivers profitable
business for advertisers in this territory with surprising economy.
No one can effectively listen to two
stations at the one time! . . . WAAT
has its own large and loyal audience
that can be made profitable for you.
WE

Untouched
By Congress
(Continued from page 9)
19 to Chairman Dickstein (D.)
tised his sponsor's beer and malt
New York, of the House Immigraproducts.
tion and Naturalization CommitForeign Broadcasts
tee. The measure failed of enactment and goes over to the next AS AN OUTGROWTH of the nowfamous Mexican broadcast over
session.
A variety of measures designed
NBC last spring in which an alto restrict certain types of adverlegedly lascivious poem was broadcast in Spanish identical bills were
tising and programs over the air
introduced
in both houses during
were introduced, and did not even
get committee consideration. The July to amend the Communcations
most significant is the Capper Bill Act by requiring all stations to
(S-541) introduced Jan. 8 by Sen- have the State Department approve all programs broadcast by or
ator Capper (R.) Kansas, to prohibit the advertising of intoxicat- for a foreign government. In the
ing liquors in interstate commerce,
Senate, the measure was introduced by Senator Walsh (D.)
including broadcasting. A comMass., while the companion House
panion measure (HR-8404) was in- measure
was introduced by Rep.
troduced in the Senate June 7 by
McKeough (D.) 111. After this
Rep. Culkin (R.) New York, who
previously had assailed Ben Bernie broadcast a delegation of Congressprotested to the FCC and
because of his paraphase of Lin- asked men
that the licenses of all NBC
coln's
Gettysburg
address
during
one of his Pabst Blue Ribbon
stations which carried the program be cancelled because of it.
broadcasts and in which he adverAn investigation was demanded,
Another measure which would
affect acceptance by broadcasters
of certain kinds of banking and
loan
3252) programs
introduced was
Jan. that
8 by (HRRep.
Sauthoff, Progressive, Wisconsin,
to prohibit the use of the mails,
periodicals and broadcasting stations to the advertising of loans
for which interest in excess of 15%
a year is charged and providing a
5000
WATTS
fine of not less than $50 or . more
than $2,000 or imprisonment for
not more than one year, or both,
for violations. A hearing was held
on this measure on March 8 but it
RICHMOND,
V A.
was never reported out of committee.

says:

HAVE THE FACTS!
For instance, take:

CASE HISTORY #7
Nationally-known packers of Bottled Fruit Juice
—Only
offered
— limited
one to a forfamily.
2,000menu
chartschartwere
made available
dist
r
i
b
u
t
i
o
n
—
yet
eight,
two
minute
"plugs"
brought
2,157 letters containing labels from
his product.
CASE HISTORY #12
Manufacturer of hair preparation received 1,850
requests for Booklet on care of the hair — after
twelve,
one minute
"plugs".
follow booklet,
up on
one thousand
listeners
who Close
received
showed 535 had purchased his product — 390 into purchaseto —follow
29 couldn't
afford it — 46
did not tendedrespond
up.

'Merchandising?
local

about

retailers

follow-through

Ask

our
the

Also introduced early in the set!
sion was a bill by Rep. Buckbul
(R.) Illinois, to prohibit untrul
deceptive, or misleading advertiJ
ing through the mails or in inte J
state or foreign commerce. R
ferred to the Interstate and Fo I
eign Commerce Committee, it hsl
nestled there without any actic I
whatever.
Legislative efforts to have tl ]
Davis Amendment to the origin; I
Radio Act (now a part of the Cor, ]
munications Act) repealed, faik I
during the session. Upon recoil I
mendation of the FCC, made in i I
report to Congress early in tl I
year, Chairman Wheeler
(D I
Montana,
of
the
Senate
Intersta'
Commerce Committee, introduc< II
on March 13 a bill (S-2243) to r«
peal this amendment and allow tl |
FCC to allocate facilities und(i
the terms of the old law. Ti l
Davis Amendment prescribes th;
facilities shall be allocated equal]
among the five radio zones, an
equitably among the states in eac
zone, according to population. A J
revised the FCC would make sue
allocations "as to provide an equi
able distribution of radio service l
to the states and communities.
If the Davis amendment is r<
pealed, the quota unit systei ?
adopted by the former Radio Con
mission to measure the distribi
tion of facilities also would I
scrapped, and the way would t
opened,
the FCC'sof discretioi
for the in
assignment
addition!
facilities where it proved techn
cally feasible without regard t
the quota, heretofore a decidedl
limiting factor even though th
yardstick has not been rigidly at
Losers Would Pay Costs
A MEASURE
which won spor
plied.
taneous
support from broadcastin
stations
which hasis never
go' i
ten
out ofbutcommittee
the Neel
Bill (S-820), introduced Jan. 1
by Senator Neely (D.) West Vii I
ginia, providing that losing appl
cants in contests before the FC1
over existing radio stations pa
full costs of proceedings. As no1:
constituted, the law permits an
individual or organization to &{
tack any existing licensee by apil
plying for his facilities, howeve
futile his case may be, and the 1
censee must defend himself at sut
stantial cost.
Also pending before the Senat
Interstate Commerce Committe
are petitions presented by Senator
Borah (R.) Idaho, Davis (R.
Pennsylvania, Thomas (D.) Utah
Bone (D.) Washington, Copelan

cooperation*

of . . . .

CASE HISTORY #19
Local retailer with seven stores, using WAAT
exclusively, showed $30,000 gross increase in
sales for the first six months 1935 over the same
period in 1934.

WWNC
ASHEVILLE, N. C.
FORMER
IN

Specific details on request.

LV

W KB

F

INDIANAPOLIS

D. E."Pfog"Kendrick, Vice Pres. 8C Gen. Mgr.
Affiliated

NBC

Station

National Advertising Representatives:
Jersey City, Northern New Jersey
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PAUL

H. RAYMER

CO., New York — Chicago — San Francisco
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Western North Carolina's
Only Radio Station
Ask 'Em
for Our Story!
in NEW
YORK:HIBBARD
AYER
350 Madison Avenue
in CHICAGO:FURGASON & ASTON
100 N. LaSalle Street
Full Time NBC Affiliate 1,000 Watts
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records open to reasonable public
inspection of all applications for
time, of all rejected applications
and the reasons, of all additions
and changes requested in arranged programs on public, social,
political and economic issues and
on educational subjects, and of interference with and substitution
of programs on these subjects.
This, he said "represents a further
attempt to limit censorship by network companies and by station
As his third bill (H. R. 9229)
owners."
Mr. Scott proposed deletion of the
anti-censorship program of the
existing law (Section 326) and
substitution for it of a section
which he said would clarify the provision by adding language which
will expressly protect station owners against actions, civil or criminal, in the state and Federal
courts for broadcasts on public
questions." The suggested addition, he said "will put an end to
the danger of punitive action
against the networks and stations
and thus obviate the necessity for
editorial treatment of public discus ion. Itwill not, of course, free
the speaker himself from responsibility for his remarks."
The resoluton (H. Res. 370) offered by Mr. Scott, is particularly
far reaching. Briefly it would provide that the President set up a
"Broadcasting Research Commission," headed by a chairman at
$15,000
per year,
investigateof
the industry
and the"toproposals
outside groups and to lay down a
policy and program for the future."

When the last dance band goes off the air at night, telephone men on network service start the job of getting
ready for another day. General maintenance comes
first. Amplifier tube tests. Line noise measurements.
This done, each control office measures volume and
H

0

T

frequency transmission in its own section. Spare pro-

I

gram circuits are similarly tested. Then headquarters
transmits testing power at various frequencies over the

nrnrrnri

r

entire network. Terminals and intermediate offices mea-

AVENUE AT 51st STREET
NEW
YORK CITY

sure received power and report. Adjustments are made
as necessary, all through the night.

Offers to visitors...A truly Pine

Fifteen minutes before the new day's first broadcast,
a test program is fed through the network. And by the

hotel.. .A distinguished address

time music begins for the opening programs, every

...A convenient location. Large

station has reported "ALL OK" on both quality and
volume of reception.

PARK

uxurious single rooms from $5...

This careful, continuous checking is typical of the 24-

double rooms from $7... suites $10

hours-a-day teamwork between two great industries—
a teamwork in which 74,000 miles of telephone

THEO. KROELL, Manager

wire and nearly $20,000,000 of special telephone
mm
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equipment help to make possible the miracle of
modem broadcasting.
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STUDIO

IF

WE

HAD
TWO

A

-PAGE

SPREAD
It would
boll

down

tAid

. . •

Our

all
to

off-the-air recordings and Electrical

Transcriptions
produce

that we

under

Dyer

patents (Frank L.Dyer,
creator of long-playing Talking Books for
the blind, for which
Congress

appropriated

$250,000) are the best
in America.
•
Radio

and

Methods

Film
Corp.

101 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK, N. y.
WASHINGTON, D. C, OFFICE
NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
FRANK L. DYER • Chairman-oMhe -Board
A. RALPH STEINBERG • President
P. s.
SOUND SLIDE FILM
PRODUCTIONS, TOO.

NOTES

AFTER a dozen years at one site,
WCAE, Pittsburgh, has opened elaborate studios occupying the three top
floors of the William Penn Hotel,
11,000 feet of floor space in all. Decision to move was made by Manager
Ford Billings when the station was
granted an increase to 5 kw. While
moving equipment, Harry Bixbee Sr.,
chief engineer, installed remote apparatus in the old studios. Dedicatory ceremonies are planned. Joe
Sartory, WCAE sports commentator,
recalls that WCAE took the air m
1922 the first sound effect attempted
was simultation of a dirigible by
pressing cardboard against an electric
fan. Also he recalls the time the station was blasted off the air when an
actor snapped his fingers too close to
the "mike", as well as the time a
bass drummer did the same thing by
swinging too hard on his instrument.
WFBL, Syracuse, capitalizes on its
tie-up with the New York State Fair
for merchandising value. A large display room is built adjacent to the
station's studios in one of the main
buildings at the Fair to display pictures of CBS and local radio artists.
The studios are built with one entire
wall of glass so that visitors to the
Fair may watch broadcasts as they
go on the air, and local artists are
employed during Fair Week to keep
continual entertainment going during
the network programs. This year.
Robert Soule, of WFBL, has worked
out a band contest with the State
Fair Commission that is to stimulate
interest throughout the entire state.
Bands from all parts of the state have
been entered and cash and trophy
prizes offered.
A NEW POLICY adopted by KMOX
is announced by J. L. Van Volkenburg, president of the station. Laxative advertisements or other products
including laxatives will be excluded.
The policy also excludes the discussion of depilatories, deodorants and
other broadcasting which, by its nature, presents questions of good taste
in radio listening. Children's programs will be of
carefully
editedcriminals
so' that
the exalting
gangsters,
and racketeers, disrespect for either
parent, cruelty, greed, selfishness and
dishonesty will be entirely avoided.
KTSM, El Paso, observed its sixth
anniversary Aug. 23 with a special
broadcast. Karl O. Wyler, who started in with the station as program director and announcer but who is now
station director, acted as master of
ceremonies. In the six years the staff
has grown from three to 12 and the
floor space from a single room to the
present quarters on the roof of the
Hotel Paso del Norte and office space
on the ninth floor.

OVER

New

200

contracts

were

signed during the first
ten days of July.
We modestly suggest that
national accounts make
early reservations for five
and fifteen minute spots
— The price is right — we
believe the demand will
WSPD's New Transmitter
AN expenditure of nearly $60,000
is represented in the new 5 kw.
transmitter of WSPD, Toledo,
which went into operation Aug.
20. It is a Western Electric
Model D-96847 and is high-fidelity
throughout. The transmitter is
coupled to a Blaw-Knox vertical
3/8 wave self-supporting radiator
204 feet high. The site in East
Toledo was chosen by Jansky and
Bailey
andtransmitter
former "dead
of
the old
on the spots"
Commodore Perry hotel have been
eliminated. Studios and offices remain in the hotel, although some
changes are planned in both studios and control room.

FIVE

be great.

WMEX
1500 kc — 250 w L.S. — 100 w N.
HOTEL MANGER — BOSTON
In America's Fourth Market
Tel. CAPitol 7560 — Teletype Bos. 157

STAR

in Railway
if Genuine

Transportation

air-conditioning

if Radio-eqnipped
if Tavern

FINAL

Diniug

Lounge

Cars

Cars

ic "Sleep Like a Kitten"
if '-Arrive Fresh as a rfaisy"

WFAA, Dallas, -on Aug. 15 an
nouneed increases in rates varying
from 7 to 20% to become effective
Sept. 15. Martin Campbell, WFAA
manager, said the rate revision is designed to bring the costs of the station's
closelyand
in also
line
with the facilities
servicemore
provided,
took into account the NBC rate increases of several months ago.
WGAR, Cleveland, has announced increases in rates, effective Sept. 1.
Rates for program periods from five
minutes to one hour have been boosted
14% during certain periods and a
fourth schedule has been added. Announcements for all periods have been
increased by approximately 23%.

THE

GEORGE
WASHINGTON
The most wonderful train in the world

THE

SPORTSMAN

• THE

F. F. V.

The ticket agent of any railroad can route you
on the Chesapeake and Ohio. Insist upon it!

BUTTE

ChesapemewQhio

The Largest Payroll
in the Rockies !

.
1785

ONE HUNDRED

Qccrrae It cLiAviatan. in

AND FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
1935
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Activities

in

Ultra-High

Bands

ontinue
on Experiment
Basis
FCC Finds Definite Progress Has Been Made but Not
Enough to Warrant Commercial Allocations
PENING of the ultra - high fre- services, thus increasing the effiuencies for commercial pursuits,
ciency of these services. It would
lduding broadcasting, television in all probability also provide
nd facsimile, is at least a year many new services by reason of
way, the FCC disclosed Aug. 22 which the public would receive
i announcing that the licenses of many benefits.
he 991 experimenters in the bands
"On the other hand, the deleteribove 30,000 kc. had been extended
ous effects of an allocation premantil Oct. 1, 1936, on a purely exturelylocation
made must
arebe apparent.
alerimental basis.
based on The
a firm
foundation
of
engineering
facts,
in
Despiteharnessing
definite' progress
o\*ard
of these made
fre- order that it may stand the test
|uencies in the spectrum that is of time. There should be no necesestined to become the center of
sity— if such can possibly be avoided — for revision of the plan at
^any kinds of radio communications, the FCC held that available
some later date, requiring shifts
naterial is not sufficient to war- of the frequencies among the serjant an allocation to commercial
vices and consequent redesign or
jervices. It asked all experiment- replacement of equipment. Such
rs to intensify their efforts in the would retard rather than accelerate the progress
jiope that the experimental restricmunication art. of the radio com|ion may be lifted by. next year.
Additional Research
"In order to avoid such contingit hasproceed
been the
.1N A LETTER to all experimental
policy encyto
with Commission's
caution and
jicensees, Herbert L. Pettey, FCC
to strictly maintain the experimenfiecretary, notified them of the detal status of the frequencies until
:ision. Attached was a memoranas the requisite informalum from the Engineering Depart- such time
tion becomes available. At the
nent telling of the status of the same time it has also been the
:xperimentation and the additional
to encourage all experimennformation required before steps policy
tal licensees in their efforts to find
X)ward lifting of the commercial
practical applications for the freestrictions could be taken. Among
quencies, to the end that the de.che services now operating experisired information may be brought
mentally in the range from 30,000
|;o about 500,000 kc. are: Avia- forth as soon as possible."
tion, municipal police, state police,
Financiers to Meet
*Droadcast pickup, broadcast, visual
broadcast, special emergency, geoPLANS
to revive proposals made
" physical,
a proposed
service
for
railroads for
maintenance
of comfor several years that the Amermunication between engine and caican Bankers Association sponsor
boose and for train dispatching, a a cooperative educational program
proposed service for forestry, fixed will be brought up at the annual
public and public coastal, fixed
of the Financial Adverpublic press, and coastal and ship conventon
tisers Association, to meet Sept.
harbor.
■ The conclusion reached by the 9-11 at Atlantic City. A subject
Engineering Department was that of discussion will be "How to Sell
the "data at hand are still believed the Public on Banks", with radio
to be insufficient to permit an equi- scheduled to figure prominently.
table distribution of the frequenABA recently started a copy servcies to radio services for commerice for member banks. Among
speakers will be G. Munro Hubcial use at this time." Its purpose
in issuing the statement on the
bard, president of Doremus & Co.,
status of the experimentation, it New York agency, and Wilfred W.
said, was to explain the need for Fry, president of N. W. Ayer &
the material and to outline briefly Son Inc., Philadelphia. Robert
the kind of data sought. The state- Sparks of Bowery Savings Bank,
ment covered need for various New Y,ork, vice president of FAA,
'sorts of technical information,
is expected to be chosen as presi'together with data on the availa- dent.
bility of receivers for reception
both of broadcast and visual broadcast transmissions.
Sell The
In the following paragraphs, the
FCC gave, its appraisal of the
Southwest
ultra-high frequency problem:
"The Commission appreciates the
desirability of allocating all or a
with
part of the ultra-high frequencies
( for commercial use as soon as this
can be done in such manner as to
SBS
best meet the needs of all services.
Such would probably release freTwelve Major
j quencies in the lower frequency
bands, thereby relieving the conStations for Twelve
I gestion which now exists in some
THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience
of radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
BENJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
1023 Wallace Ave.
Wilkineburg. Pa.
September

1, 1935

WELCOME HOME — Lambdin
Kay, general manager of WSB,
Atlanta, presents Pat Padget (Molasses of Molasses 'n' January)
with the key to Atlanta, his home
town, as the comedian returns for
a visit. Ernest Rogers, radio editor of the Atlanta Journal is reading a letter from Mayor James L.
Key. Standing in rear, left to
right, are Martin Luther, brotherin-law of Molasses, and O. B. Keeler, Journal columnist, who participated in a round-table interview.
NIB Meeting Set
A MEETING
of officers
"of National Independent
Broadcasters
Inc., tion
independent
station organizaformed for national
business
purposes at the NAB convention
last July, will be held in Washington shortly to consider concrete
plans for setting up a tangible organization, according to word received Aug. 23 from Edward A.
Allen, WLVA, Lynchburg, Va., its
president. Mr. Allen reported that
good progress was being made and
along.
that preliminary plans are well

Major Markets!
SOUTHWEST
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
General Office — Fort Worth
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Does

Radio Need Shot in Arm?
(Continued from page 7)
WMBG
kind certainly could more profit- far more effective than art work or
the printed word in newspapers.
ably be spent releasing a program
A washing machine or vacuum
featuring some noted scientist, ecoCBS
nomist or public figure who might
cleaner distributor could demonstrate via television the particular
perhaps be able to explain to us
Outlet in
how we are going to buy food and merits of his products right in the
clothes next winter. Radio should
home. An automobile manufacturer
RICHMOND
discontinue making itself ridicu- could do the same, and so on down
lous in the eyes of the very people the line. The nice part about it for
it is trying to impress.
the housewife is that she can gather
her information and make her
When Television Comes
Annual Payroll
choice without an urging salesman
THE ADVENT of television unat her elbow. Her television screen
questionably will bring with it new
in Richmond
become an animated billtypes of programs and supply a would board
bringing her not only actual
decided stimulus to the broadcastdemonstrations of fashions and
50,000,000
ing industry. It will suffer the labor saving devices, but athletic
•
growing
of the
set" events, social and welfare gatherera
but pains
once in
full "crystal
force offers
current events, and all the
many attractive possibilities for things ings,
that
now bid for attention
entertainment,
education
and
sales.
41,280 or 92.2%
the ear.
The first television releases will, through
It therefore appears logical to
of Homes
in all probability, originate from
predict that television will attain
regular motion picture film with for radio what sound pictures did
sound track. As the art and facili- for the picture industry. It is the
Radio Equipped
ties develop the picture and sound
next big milestone for radio. But
•
will be picked up and broadcast di- we cannot afford to wait for telerect from the scene of action.
vision (which is yet a good way
Present methods of disseminating
Increase your sales
off).
We
must profit by the exnews and pictures will be obsolete.
perience of the picture industry,
AT LOW COST
"How will television affect radio and not let any grass grow under
advertising?" is a question being our feet.
by using
asked more frequently. Projecting
For in the meantime
radio's with
dual
ourselves into the future we can
responsibility
is increasing
WMBG
see, for example, a women's dress each passing day. Not only must it
shop making a silent film of sev- keep up a high standard of entereral of their dresses and suppletainment (for the listener) and
Representatives
menting this with a sound track sales value (for the advertiser)
containing a description of the but must continually point for and
NEW YORK
dresses. This is broadcast by tele- seek new goals in both fields of enHibbard Ayer
vision into the home and Mrs.
CHICAGO
deavor. Itmust devise new departJones
can
see and hear a full deures in education and religious
Furgason & Aston
scription of the dresses without
leaving the house. This would be presentations.
Like other media, all radio has
to offer an advertiser is circulation— so many people to listen to
his message. If it fails in this rethrough inferiorcontent
entertainmentspect
and educational
then
it
can
only
expect
the
inevitable.
The
Ideal
Test
City
Its future success as an advertising medium depends solely upon
ATLANTA
its ability to attract and hold listeners. And this in turn will be
in direct ratio to its alertness and
Key Market Down in Dixie
ingenuity in providing quality and
variety in programs.
AS ATLANTA GOES, SO GOES DIXIE — Atlanta is the
bull's eye of the Great Southeast and is a dominant market
TANGNEY - McGINN HOTELS
in the entire South. So when you hit this market, you make
Co., Iowa chain, is using daily proa big dent in the field, and your efforts in Atlanta will influence
grams on WMT, Waterloo, to promote attendance at events to be
your sales throughout the entire section. Adanta is the metroheld
in
cities where its hotels are
politan city of the South, so you can reach all classes. It is of
located. Among the events prothe right size and so located that it is the ideal city for any test
moted are the Iowa State Fair,
campaign.
state Legion convention, football
games, etc.
Your Spokesman
in Atlanta!
Concentrate on Adanta; use WGST. There is no waste "circulation" and the cost is lower. Most important is the fact that
the majority of large local advertisers use this station consistently
and many do so exclusively. Retail stores must get dollar for
dollar value. They know by experience what pays and their advertising must actually sell goods. So their study, findings, and
constant use of WGST should be an excellent guide post for
the national advertiser.
WRITE OR WIRE US ABOUT THE ATLANTA
MARKET AND HOW TO TEST IT.
1000 Watts day
500 Watts night
Affiliated with
Columbia
Broadcasting
System

Paul H. Raymer
Representatives
New York
Chicago
San Francisco
James W. Clark, Vice President & Gen. Mgr.

RADIO PREFERENCE*!
OF
SCHOOL
SCHOOL
teachersTEACHER!"
prefer new {
broadcasts above other radio pro>
grams, followed by popular danc
music and symphonic presenta
tions, according to a survey con]
ducted by Harold E. Smith, gen ,
eral manager of WOKO, Albany
N. Y., at the summer session of th
New
York State College fo
Teachers.
In making the study, 517 of th<
1500 teachers at the school wer,
selected at random and asked to fil
out a questionnaire on progran
preferences. The results follows
News broadcasts 416; popula
dance music 361; symphonic musi'
294; drama 258; light opera 2S7
band music 238; educational pro,
grams
sports broadcasts
201
amateur 206;programs
194; corned;
189; opera 185; singing 185
string ensemble 167; mixed musi'
and plays 142; Hawaiian musi;
137; political speeches 67; chil
dren's programs 51; crooning 51
hill billy music 45; transcription;
24; recipes and cooking talks 20
stock and market reports 13.
New Product

of Schenle}

Makes Its BowOverWHl>
BELIEVED to be the record audi
ence for an amateur hour assem
bled in St. Nicholas Palace, Nev
York, Aug. 20, when Schenle?
Products Co. staged a show to in
troduce a new brand of liquor
with 5,000 dealers, tavern an<
restaurant proprietors and th<
company's own sales force present
The amateur hour is presentee
every Tuesday over WHN, witl
Jay C. Flippen as master of cere
monies. For this occasion Louis K
Sidney,
of Metro-Goldwyn-Maye:
and
director
of the station, par
ticipated in lining up talent anc
staging the show, which begai
with the broadcast portion an<
continued for the visible audience
The air show was staged in th<
center of the ring, from which th<
ropes had been removed.
Sandwiched between the enter
tainment features was a persona
appearance by Harry E. Wilken
dean of American distillers, an<
his two sons and son-in-law wh<
are associated with him in th(
business. "The Wilken Famil;
Brand" was introduced to th<
trade audience along with an ar"
ray of stars, including J u n <
Knight, Jack Dempsey, Louis So'
bol, Ed Sullivan, Thelma Leeds
Rex Webber, Bob Hall, and a serie:
of amateur boxing and wrestling
matches. Lord and Thomas is th«
agency for Schenley.
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New Yorl
(Ipana, Sal Hepatica) on Oct.
will return Fred Allen to thi
Town Hall program on an NBC
WEAF network. The networl
will be enlarged at that time t(
include the Southeast, South Cen
tral, Southwest and Northwes
groups.
Bowles Inc.
New York,Benton
is the &
agency.

NEWS
COVERAGE

BUTTE
Home

of
KGIR
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>od Series Decade Old
FRED W. McCANN Jr. will
•t his fifth year as conductor
the Pure Food Hour of WOR,
!(vark, on Sept. 9, also marking
j program's
tenthoveryear
the
McCann took
the onseries
fen the original conductor, Alii McCann Sr., died five years
I. John Gambling, WOR anij.ncer, again will handle the
i ouncing assignment. Thirteen
nsors will participate this year,
Lb of them having been with the
Igram since its inception.
Burns & Allen Shift
MPBELL SOUP Co., Camden,
J., broadcasting Hollywood Ho; on CBS Fridays 9-10 p. m.,
1 add Burns & Allen, comedy
rm, late in September. Burns &
! ;ien have been sponsored for sev.1 years by General Cigar Co.,
w York (White Owls). F.
illis Armstrong Co. Inc., Philaphia, handles the Campbell actnt.
: )HAWK CARPET MILLS Inc.,
s renewed Five Star Jones on
CBS stations for the second
ie. This program began Feb.
( and is broadcast five days a
rtek. Blackett-Sample-Hummert
i., New York, is the agency.

WREN Asks Writ
A PETITION for a writ of certiorari to review the opinion of the
U. S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia in the case of
WREN, Lawrence, Kan., against
the FCC, was filed in the U. S.
Supreme Court Aug. 27 by Paul
M. Segal, Washington attorney.
The case involves FCC procedure
in granting new station facilities
when stations already in the community ask the right to intervene.
The FCC denied this right to
WREN, which procured an injunction from the Supreme Court of
the District of Columbia, restraining the FCC from holding the
hearing on the application of WHB,
Kansas City, for increased time.
The appellate court, however, on
June 11, by a 3 to 2 decision, reversed the lower court.
Upholds Political Scrutiny
HOLDING that the station was
within its rights, the FCC Broadcast Division on Aug. 27 denied a
petition of John G. Priebe asking
it to cancel the license of WCCO,
Minneapolis, because Mr. Priebe
was denied permission to deliver a
speech in behalf of a candidate for
mayor of that city unless he would
agree to delete certain portions regarded by the station management
as objectionable.

SERVICE

• "/ telephone my telegrams

• "/ send my

to Postal Telegraph"

mes es direct over
the sag
Postal Telegraph
Typing Telegraph"

^0VA WANNA

BUMdUCk2
*
NOT WHEN
I CAN BUY
°
BROADCASTING FOR ONLY B BUCKS A YEAR

• "/ ring the call box for a
Postal Telegraph messenger"
•

□ $3.00 for ONE YEAR—
□ $5.00 for TWO YEARS or for Two
ONE-YEAR subscriptions.
□ $10 for FIVE ONE-YEAR subscriptions.
Canadian and Foreign Subscriptions
$4.00 per year.
Please enter my subscription
to BROADCASTING, including
the 1935 YEARBOOK Edition.
Check is enclosed.

There is no place that Postal Telegraph cannot
reach. Postal Telegraph not only covers 70,000
points in the United States and 9,000 in Canada*, but
it maintains its own telegraph offices, attended by a
trained telegraph personnel in cities between which
95% of^all the telegraph traffic of the country flows.
There is no place for which Postal Telegraph will
not accept and transmit your message with promptness, with dependability, with accuracy. Postal Telegraph not only offers efficient telegraph service within the borders of this country but through the great
International System of which it is a part, it offers
communication with the entire world . . . through the
only combination of telegraph, cable and radio service under a single management in the United States.

Name
Address

•k In Canada, through the Canadian Pacific Railway Telegraphs.
THE

INTERNATIONAL

SYSTEM

City
STING

National Press Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.

State
Firm
Name
Your
Position

Tostal
Commercial

Telegraph
Qll Qmerica
Cables

Cables
ttlachay "Radio
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FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

(Broadcast Division)
Decisions

.

AUGUST 20
WNRI, Newport, R. I.— Granted modif.
CP move transmitter and studio to Newport, change equip., extend completion.
KIUN, Pecos, Tex. — Granted modif. CP
transmitter site, change equip.
WROL, Knoxville — Granted modif. CP
change equip.
CPWFBC,
extend Greenville,
completion.S. C— Granted modif.
WISC, Milwaukee — Granted modif. CP
transmitter and studio sites, extend completion.
KSFO, San Francisco — Granted renewal
license regular period.
KHJ, Los Angeles — Same.
KFVS,sideredCape
Girardeau,
Reconaction setting
applic. Mo.
for — hearing
and granted renewal regular period.
WPFB. Hattiesburg, Miss. — Granted 30day auth. unltd. hours pending action on
applic. full time.
KSD,useSt.1 Louis
exp.
auth.
kw —N Granted
& D forextension
next license
period.
WFLA-WSUN,
— Granted extension exp. Clearwater.
auth. 1 kwFla.directional
N, 5 kw D for next license period.
WJAR, Providence, R. I. — Granted extension exp. auth. 890 kc next license period.
WJIM,
Lansing,
— Granted
license
renewal 1210
kc 100 Mich.
w with
additional
150
w sunrise to sunset, unltd.
WFLA-WSUN, Clearwater, Fla. — Granted renewal license 620 kc 250 w with added 250 w sunrise to sunset, unltd.
WRAX,
Granted
license 920 Philadelphiakc 250 w —with
added renewal
250 w
sunrise newaltolicense
sunset,
S-WPEN,
aux. transmitter. granted reSPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— KABR,
Aberdeen, S. D., granted temp. auth. spec,
hours ; KGGF, Coffeyville, Kan., granted
extension temp. auth. spec, hours ; WHIS,
Bluefield, W. Va., granted temp. auth.
100- watt portable transmitter 1410 kc field
tests; KFIZ, Fond du Lac, Wis., granted
temp. auth. spec, hours pending applic.
modif. license; WTRC, Elkhart, Ind.,
granted temp. auth. spec, hours ; WSUI,
Iowa City, granted extension temp. auth.
spec, hours ; WAAF, Chicago, granted extension temp. auth. spec, hours : WHIS,
Bluefield, W. Va., granted extension temp,
auth. composite transmitter ; WRDO, Augusta, Me., granted temp. auth. operate
without freq. monitor ; WFBC, Greenville,
S. C, granted temp. auth. operate portable transmitter spec, hours.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, Fred S.
Rogers, Glens Falls. N. Y., applic. CP
1210 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Attala Brdcstg. Corp., Columbus, Miss., applic. CP
1200 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, James R.
Doss, Jr.. Tuscaloosa, Ala., applic. CP
1420 kc 100 w D; NEW, W. L. Gleeson,
Salinas, Cal., applic. CP 1310 kc 100 w
unltd. ; NEW, Mountain States Brdcstg.
Corp., Salt Lake City, applic. CP 550 kc
500 w unltd. ; NEW. Wm. B. Smullin,
Sacramento, applic. CP 1310 kc 100 w N
250 w D unltd. ; NEW, American Brdcstg.
Co.. Pittsburgh, applic. CP 1420 kc 100 w
unltd. : NEW. Voice of Labor Stations
Inc., Inelewood. Cal., CP in hearing docket
amended to 1210 kc 100 w spec. ; KUSD.
Vermillion, S. D., applic. renewal license
set for hearing and present license extended temporarily ; KFUO, St. Louis,
same.
MISCELLANEOUS — KGFG, Oklahoma
City, denied auth. unltd. pending action on
applic. for permanent auth. ; WLW, Cincinnati, denied 30-day extension temp,
auth. 500 kw N with conventional antenna; KGKO. Wichita Falls. Tex., granted
request reinstate applic. exp. auth. 250 w
additional N: KDYL, Salt Lake City, denied reconsideration and grant without
hearing applic. increase from 1 to 5 kw D ;
NEW. George B. Storer. Detroit, granted
continuance hearing on applic. 680 kc 1
kw D : J. W. Birdwell & S. R. Jennings.
Johnson City. Tenn., granted 10 days additional to file appearance and facts for
hearing 10-9-35: WBNX, New York, denied reconsideration action setting applic.
for hearing
"grant
said applic.
part
without and
hearing
to authorize
500 inw
D, said applic. insofar as it requests 1 kw
and change in transmitter location to remain in hearing docket as now scheduled ;
NEW, R. J. Nasser, Sacramento, denied
petition postponement hearing applic. 850
kc 250 w D hearing set for 10-8-35 ;
WRDW, Augusta, Ga., denied postponement hearing on applic. change from 1500
to 1240 kc. increase from 100 w unltd. to
260 w 1 kw LS pending action on applic.

AUGUST 14 TO AUGUST 28, INCLUSIVE
— — ^—
WNBF ; oral argument granted on Ex.
WOEB license
- WTCN,
Minneapolis
— Granted auth. 1 kw ; NEW, Southern Oregon ] J
modif.
change
spec,
hours.
Co.,
Roseburg,
Ore., reconsidered
Rep. 1-76 on applic. Natl. Battery Brdcstg.
applic. 1500 kc 100 w D ; £ 1
Co., Minneapolis, Dr. George W. Young,
Petersburg,
Granted
con- granted
Cedar Rapids, la., reconsidered and gra I
sent transfer
control Va.to — John
Stewart
Minneapolis, Radio Chapel of the Air, man.WPHR,
Minneapolis & E. W. Hoffman, St. Paul ; Bryan, Tennant Bryan & Douglas S. Free- applic. increase to 500 w N 1 kw 1
WCFL, Chicago, granted right inter 1
1-77 on applic. Glass & Kiriland, Eustis,
WJJD move to Des Plaines, 1
Fla., Lake Region Brdcstg. Co., Lakeland, 30 KFAB,
days. Lincoln, Neb. — Granted renewal applic.
and denied right to intervene ap J
Robert Louis Sanders, Palm Beach, HazleWIND;
NEW, Monocacy Brdcstg.
wood Inc., W. Palm Beach; 1-78 applic.
KFRU, Columbia, Mo. — Same.
Rockville, Md., suspended grant & set I
Head of the Lakes Brdcstg. Co., Virginia,
WPEN,
Philadelphia
—
Granted
renewal
hearing
CP
1140 kc 250 w D ; W 1
Minn., & 1-79, WNEW, Newark, to be for regular period.
Washington, denied protest grant of R I
heard 11-27-35.
ville
applic
;
WCCO, Minneapolis, de j
WCFL,
Chicago
—
Same.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED (request 30 KEHE,
days. Los Angeles — Granted renewal petition of John G. Priebe for cancella 1
of
applicants)—
NEW,
A.
L.
Chilton,
KilWCCO
license
; WJBK, Detroit, grai I
gore, Tex., CP 990 kc 500 w D ; NEW,
right intervene applic. Hyman Altman I
KELW. Burbank, Cal. — Same.
Educational Radio Inc., Spartanburg, S.
station
at
Detroit
1370 kc 100 w 1
C, CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd. ; WBCM, Bay
WIP, Philadelphia — Same.
WTMJ, Milwaukee, denied petition as) I
WIBW, Topeka— Same.
City, Mich., Modif. license 1410 kc 500 w
Com.
to
strike
from
hearing
docket ap; ,1
WCFL, Chicago — Granted extension exp. for renewal.
1 kw LS unltd. ; NEW, Paul Sullivan An- auth.
970 kc 1500 w unltd. to 2-1-36.
drews, Lewiston, Me., CP 550 kc 250 w
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED— WR1 ft
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— WJEJ, August,
N ; WBNO, New Orleans, modif. license Hagerstown,
Ga., CP 1240 kc 250 w 1 kw I
Md., granted extension temp, unltd. ; WJBW,
1500 kc 100 w unltd. : WFIL, Philadel- auth. 50 w spec,
New Orleans, modif. J
hours ; KOAC, Corvallis,
phia, spec. auth. 560 kc 1 kw unltd.
cense
1200
kc 100 w unltd. : NEW, Arr 1
Ore.,
granted
temp.
auth.
spec,
hours;
RATIFICATIONS:
can Brdcstg. Corp. of Ohio, Clevel: 1
WFIL, Philadelphia, granted extension CP
890 kc 500 w 1 kw LS unltd. ; WM1 I
KHJ, Los Angeles — Granted extension temp. auth. 560 kc 1 kw N in Sept. ;
kw D. W. Va., modif. CP 850 1
program test period 30 days from Aug. WDBO, Orlando, Fla., granted extension 1Fairmont,
21 pending action on license applic. (8-15). temp. auth. use added 750 w N in Sept.
WPFB, Hattiesburg, Miss. — Granted
SET FOR HEARING— WMC. Memphis,
ACTIONCarlONS. EXAMINERS'
REPOl clJ
Struble, The Dalles,
temp. auth. unltd. time to 8-27-35 (8-15). CP change equip., increase to 5 kw D di- —NEW,
CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd., sust 1
Order of 8-13-35 granting CP applic.
rectional; NEW, Lifebuilders (Dr. A. J. denied
of George B. Bairey, Valley City, N. D.,
Fort Worth. CP 1200 kw 100 w ing Examiner Bramhall (1-73) ; NEW J
vacated inasmuch as grant might involve Corbell).
; KGDE, Fergus Falls, Minn., mod. L. Whitesell. Forty Fort, Pa., denied 1
interference with applic. KGFK which is unltd.
license from 1200 to 630 kc, 100 w N 250 930 kc 500 w D, sustaining Exam 1
Hyde W.(1-74)
NEW, Dr.Jr.,
W. Selma,
J. ReynI MI
w D to 250 w D & N ; KGFG. Oklahoma
now on appeal (8-16).
J. ; Reynolds
City, renewal ; WOPI, Bristol, Tenn., CP and
AUGUST 27
granted
CP
1500
kc
100
w
D,
sustair I
in docket amended to 250 w D ; KGKO,
Hyde (1-80) ; WTAQ,
Wichita Falls, Tex., KMTR, Los Angeles, Examiner
KVOR,
Colorado
Springs,
Col.
—
Granted
Claire,
Wis.,
granted
vol.
assign,
lici ■
CP
moveequip.
transmitter outside city limits, KFAC, Los Angeles, applic. renewal.
to WHBY Inc., sustaining Examiner 1
change
MISCELLANEOUS — KFXR, Oklahoma
(1-82); WTAW also granted CP cha I
City, denied temp. auth. 250 w spec, hours ; studio
WMAQ, Chicago — Granted modif. CP ex- KGKB,
& transmitter sites, directional |
Tyler, Tex., granted extension
tend completion to 11-4-35.
Examinerchange
Hill. hours to unltd., sustair ft
KGMB, Honolulu — Granted modif. CP temp. auth. spec, hours in Sept. ; NEW, tenna,
Wolf
Point,
Mont.,
demove locally, change equip., extend com- E. E.niedKrebsbach.
RATIFICATIONS:
immediate grant applic. CP 1450 kc
pletion.
WDBO, Orlando, Fla. — Granted extension 1 kw unltd. (Exp. Rep. pending) : WIP,
KFKA, Greeley, Col.— Granted CP ni
Philadelphia, affirmed grant of 1-29-35 exp. transmitter locally (8-21).
temp. auth. 1 kw D to 3-1-36.
KTRH, Houston — Granted temp, a l|
1290
(8-20).kc 1 kw 2% kw LS unltd. to 11- j
WOED, Akron — Granted extension te £
auth. airplane transmitter (8-20).
WRGA, Rome, Ga. — Granted exten: ■
program test period (8-19).

RADIO BOOSTS AIR SAFETY— General Tire & Rubber Co., with the
cooperation of CBS and 10 of its member stations, will send Ray W.
Brown, pilot and sales official, on a good-will flight Sept. 7, during which
he will relay short wave broadcasts from the plane via the 10 stations.
In this picture, beside the company's Lockheed-Vega plane, are President
W. O'Neil, of General Tire (center), his daughter Grace, and Pilot Brown.
TEN CBS stations will cooperate
successively to WOKO, Albany;
with Ray Brown, noted war flier, WHEC, Rochester; WGR, Buffalo;
who is now a sales official of Gen- WHK, Cleveland; WADC, Akron;
eral Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, WJAS, Pittsburgh; WJSV, Washington; WCAO, Baltimore; WCAU,
O., when its business plane Miss Philadelphia,
and WABC, New
Streamline takes off Sept. 7 for a
York — all at various predetercircular dawn-to-dusk flight durmined periods between 7 a. m. and
ing which Brown will explain to 8 p. m.
radio listeners how modern planes
The stunt is designed to proare guided by the radio direction
mote General Tire's streamline low
pressure
as a tiein with its
compass. W. O'Neil, General Tire educationaltiredemonstration
of the
president, has arranged with CBS
and the 10 stations for the special efficacy of radio in insuring air
safety. Paul White, CBS special
rebroadcastspartment offrom
the pilot's
the plane,
whichcom-is events director, has supervision of
the arrangements, and special
equipped with short wave radio- short
wave temporary permits for
phone.
Taking off from New York Sept. the plane - to - ground relays have
been secured from the FCC.
7, Brown will direct his broadcasts
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Examiners' Reports . J
A. Schall,(1-86)
Omaha—
Ex
inerNEW,
Hyde Wm.
recommended
that ap]
CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd. be denied.
NEW, W. R. Cramer & G. A. Ander
d/b
Omaha Brdcstg.
Co. — applic.
ExaminerCP K
recommended
(1-87) that
kc 100 w unltd. be denied.
WNBF. recommended
Binghamton, (1-88)
N. Y. —thatExam:
Bramhall
ap]
change from 1500 to 1240 kc, from 101
to 500 w N 1 kw D-LS, be denied.
NEW, Hauser Radio Co., Ventura,
— Examiner Seward recommended (Ithat applic. CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd.
dismissed with prejudice.
NEW, David Parmer. Atlanta; WJ
Atlanta — -Examiner Bramhall recomm*
ed
applic. applic.
of David
Par
for (1-90)
leave tothat
withdraw
be grai
with prejudice ; that motion for leave
withdraw as intervenor be granted ^
prejudice ; that applic. WJTL for renc
be granted ; that applic. vol. assignmen
J. W. Woodruff & S. A. Cisler Jr.,
Atlanta Brdcstg. Co. be granted.
WNBX,recommended
Springfield,(1-91)
Vt. —thatExami
Dalberg
apij
CP change from D to unltd. be grante
NEW, Conn. Valley Brdcstg. Co., Sprf
field, Mass.
— Examiner
Dalberg
rec'
mended
(1-93)
that applic.
CP 1140;
500 w ltd. be granted.
WRJN, Racine. Wis. — Examiner Sew!
recommended (1-94) that applic. CP 25
LS be granted.
WRBL, Columbus, Ga., and David I
mer, Columbus, Ga. — Examiner Bram
recommended (1-95) that motion of Dt
Parmer to withdraw applic. for facili
of WRBL be granted; that applic. WD
for renewal of license be granted.
NEW, Seward
Charlesrecommended
C. Theis. Wichita—
aminer
(1-96) tlI
applic. CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd. be gran;
Applications
AUGUST . 13. .
WHIS. Bluefield. W. Va— Modif. Hce
from S-WRBX to unltd., facilities WR1
agreement submitted.
KGBZ. York,
Neb—
assignment
Nebraska
Brdcstg.
Co. Vol.
; auth.
to cons
to transfer control to Nebraska Brdci
Co.
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KU,
— Modif.
license
1 to 5Lawrence,
kw D, use Kan.
WREN
transmitter.
PLICATIONS RETURNED— WMFD,
i ington, N. C, modif. license from D
plus LS and 9:15 p. m. Sundays 100
ijTGCM, Gulf port. Miss., auth. transfer
olCP tonewSamequip.,
Gates;change
WSGN,
from Birming1310 to
c, from 100 w 250 w D to 1 kw D
move transmitter locally.
AUGUST 14
TAR,
Providence,
R. I. — Modif.
CP
i*e equip., move transmitter
to East
idence, further requesting increase
250 w 500 w D to 1 kw D & N,
tional, extend completion.
:W,
Earlew W.
kc 100
D. Brown, Elyria, O. — CP
;W. C. W. Snider, Wichita Falls, Tex.
1500 kc 100 w unltd.
3W,
Dailyw News
kc 100
unltd. Corp., St. Paul — CP
'PLICATIONS RETURNED— KPJM,
;ott, Ariz., license filed in name of
lwest Brdcstg. Co.
AUGUST 15
TRC,to 3-1-36.
Houston — Extension spec. auth.
' 'REC,
Memphis
Extension spec. auth.
2V, kw
D to— 3-1-36.
J] |tJKO,
Fort
Worth
— CP from
new Wichita
equip.,
; transmitter & studio
"J
to Fort
JRW,
A. L.Worth.
Chilton, Dallas — CP 990
v>! kw D.
WilCO, Wichita Falls, Tex. — Auth.
pfer control to Amon G. Carter.
(BAA, West Lafayette, Ind.— Modif. liJe to change spec, hours.
'PLICATIONS RETURNED— WJBK,
oit, CP move transmitter from HighPark, Mich., to Detroit, change from
to 1300 kc, increase from 100 w N
w D to 250 w D & N ; WAZL, HazlePa., CP change from 1420 to 1380 kc,
, 100 w to 250 w, from S-WILM to
-f I. ; NEW, Morton S. Zaller, Lakewood,
"P 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
AUGUST 20
J|eW, Whittle Furniture Co. Inc.,
jj-.swick, Ga. — CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd.
|MFD,
:e from Wilmington,
D to spec. 100N. w.C. — Modif. liEW, W. A. Patterson, Chattanooga —
).1200 kc 100 w unltd., amended to 1420
FAB,
hronizeLincoln,
WBBM. Neb.- — Extension auth.
MT, Cedar Rapids — ■ Extension spec.
. 1 kw 2V2 kw D to 3-1-36.
eJj.MPC,
Hills — amended
Exp. auth.to 710
w N.500 Beverly
w D unltd.,
500 kcw
CONGRESS
is in

session

This interesting assembly has
attracted thousands of people
to Washington . . . Society, too,
has taken on vivid color as
guest lists read like a World's
"Who's Who". You will enjoy
Washington.
Stop at this distinctive
hotel. Quiet exclusiveness,
downtown location, facing
Lafayette Park.

HAY-ADAMS HOUSE
LAFAYETTE PARK AT SIXTEENTH
NATHAN SINROO.MOR.
WASHINGTON. D.C.

^ptember

1, 1935

EQUIPMENT
WGAR, Cleveland, will begin operatwith its new
half-wave
crossingsection
vertical
antennauniform
about
Oct. 1, and expects substantially increased coverage which will include
an area having about 430,000 persons
within its range. The radiator, to
tower 384 feet, will be of tubular
steel fabricated by the Truscon Steel
Co. of Youngstown and Cleveland.
Steel construction is by Vogt & Conant Co., Cleveland, and electrical
work and wiring by Stone Electric
Co., Cleveland. The antenna was
designed by R. Morris Pierce, WGAR
chief engineer, who is in charge of
construction. He is being assisted by
Ray Bird,
search staff.of WGAR's technical reLITTLEFUSE LABORATORIES,
equipment manufacturers, on Sept. 1
moved from 4507 Ravenswood Ave.,
to 4238 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, because increased business made necessary the additional space.
NEW, Eagle Rock Brdcstg. Co., Eagle
Rock, Cal. — CP 1160 kc 250 w D, amended
to 600 kc.
NEW, Golden Empire Brdcstg. Co., RedCP kc.1370 kc 100 w unltd.,
amendedding, Cal.to— 1200
NEW, J. Laurance Martin, Tucumcari,
N. M.— CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd.
KFKA,mitter locally.
Greeley, Col. — CO move transNEW,
Royal
1210 kc 100 w D.Millere, Sacramento — CP
Franciscoincrease
— License
as KFRC,
modif. San
new equip.,
fromfor1 CP
kw
to 1 kw 5 kw D.
APPLICATIONS
RETURNED—
WJAR,
Providence, R. I., modif. CP change equip.,
change from 250 w 500 w D to 500 w D
& N, extend completion ; KGKO, Wichita
Falls, Tex., CO move transmitter locally,
change equip., amended to 570 kc 250 w
N 1 kw D.
AUGUST 21
WSPD, Toledo — CP increase from 1 kw
2% kw D to 1 kw 5 kw D, change equip.
KNEL,extend
Brady,
Tex. — Modif. CP new
station
commencement.
WIBA, Madison, Wis. — CO change equip.,
install new antenna, increase from 1 kw
to 1 kw 5 kw D.
NEW, Christina M. Jacobson d/b Valley
Electric
Co.,w San
1090
kc 250
D. Luis Obispo, Cal. — CP
KFPY, Spokane — CP move transmitter
locally.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — KFXD,
Nampa, Idaho, CP new equip., increase
from 100 w 250 w D to 500 w 1 kw D
change from 1200 to 1240 kc asks freq.
KTFI if & when their applic. 630 kc is
grantedcense; from
KMO,
modif. li250 Tacoma,
w to 500 Wash.,
w.
AUGUST 23
NEW, Northern Brdcstg. Corp., Watertown, N. Y. — CP 1270 kc 250 w D.
WBZ, Boston — License for CP change
equip.
WCOP,new Boston
modif.
station. — License for CP as
KDKA,
Pittsburgh
— License for CP
change equip.
WBHS, Huntsville, Ala.— CP move transmitter & studio to Chattanooga, asks call
letters WTVA, amended from unltd. to D.
KCMC, Texarkana, Ark.— CP change
equip.
KTRH, Houston— Exp. auth. 1290 kc 1
kw 2V2 kw D unltd.
NEW, Hunt Brdcstg. Assn., Fred Horton,
Greenville, Tex. — CP 1310 kc
50 w pres.,
D.
NEW, F. A. Holmes & F. A. Haffa,
Waterloo,
la. — CP 1370 kc 100 w 250 w D
unltd.
AUGUST 26
WFBR, Baltimore — CP 250 w auxiliary.
CPNEW,
800 kcJohn1 kwE. D.Fetzer, Saginaw, Mich. —
WPFB, Hattiesburg, Miss. — CP new
equip., change from spec, to unltd., move
transmitter locally.
WSGN, Birmingham — CP new equip.,
change from 1310 to 590 kc, from 1G0 w
250 w D to 1 kw D & N, move transmitter.
NUTS
TO YOfJ!
Perhaps we are, but to the
local advertisers— Well,
Ask them!
WLBC
Muncie, Ind.
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NBC engineers late in August began
feeding power to the new transmitter
tower of WMAQ, Chicago, at Bloomingdale, 111., and preliminary field intensity
the 50,000
transmittertestswereofmade.
The watt
completed
plant will cost more than $200,000
and will be placed in service in September. Tests began with a check on
the antenna radiation pattern in the
immediate vicinity of the transmitter,
to be followed with field car tests at
higher wattages. Work is under the
direction of Raymond F. Guy, NBC
radio facilities engineer, assisted by
Carl Dietsch, resident engineer, Howard Luttgens, NBC Central Division
engineer,
and Walter Lindsay, station engineers.
WBNX, New York, took to the air
Aug. 24 from its new quarter-wave
steel antenna rising 190 feet above the
Palisades on the Hudson river at
Cliffside, N. J. An increase of 40%
in signal strength is claimed. The
antenna acts as a lightning arrestor
for the neighborhood, being grounded
in the Palisades rock formation.
ALONG with its day power increase
from 2,500 to 5,000 watts, WDGY,
Minneapolis, has installed a new selfsupporting vertical radiator 226 feet
high, fabricated by the Truscon Steel
Co., Youngstown, O. The tower, ac^
cording to the station, is a radical departure from conventional antennas.
KGER, Long Beach, Cal., under the
direction of Jay Tapp, chief engineer,
has completed installation of an automatic dialing system whereby all remote lines terminated at the main
studios can be operated by the technician on duty at the transmitter.
Speech input equipment at the main
studio is entirely AC operated and is
turned off and on by a Tork clock,
thus making it unnecessary for technicians or announcers to be on duty
during remote broadcasts.
KBTM, Jonesboro, Ark., plans to install a vertical radiator within a fewweeks on its new transmitter site
near Jonesboro. Jay P. Beard, manager, built a combination for his home
and the transmitting plant, another
building on the tract being occupied
by Harold L. Kimsey, chief operator.
WEBQ, Harrisburg, 111., claims to
have the only self-supporting vertical
antenna on the 1210 kc channel.
KGGC, San Francisco, has installed
acetate record cutting equipment
manufactured by the Presto Recording Corp., New York, and built especially for KGGC.
WAIM, Anderson, S. C, has purchased ultra-high frequency equipment
from Haigis Laboratories, Maple
Shade, N. J., for street interviews. A
$7,500 Moller pipe organ has been
placed in the main studio.
WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind., is installing new semi-automatic studio switching equipment, designed by its chief
engineer, A. H. Rekart.

WOR, Newark, is installing a new
master control board capable of five
different
Jack Lyon,
Poppele, chiefoperations,
engineer, with
and Ray
development engineer, in charge. The
board will be capable of handling
transmission of network programs,
piping of two programs to outside
studios for transcribing, transmission
of a local and network program at
the same time, superimposing of local
announcement over a network program and simultaneous feeding to
transmitter of all studio activities,
either network or local.
WMT, Cedar Rapids, la., is erecting
a 412-foot
antennaStacey
purchased directional
from International
Corp., Columbus, O., to be located
near the present vertical radiator.
WDAS,
now Chestnut
occupying new Philadelphia,
studios atop is1211
St. New
RCA-Victor
ment has been
installed. studio equip-

PORCELAIN
WATER

COILS

Modernize your transmitter
with these new Lapp Porcelain
Water Coils. Permanent, secure, non-sludging, they eliminate one of the most troublesome pieces of equipment in
the modern transmitter.
Write for your copy of the
Lapp Radio Catalog describing
insulators for every Broadcasting requirement.
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc.
Le Roy, New York, U. S. A.

PIONEERS

Piezo Electric Crystals
On December 3, 1925, we supplied
commercially our "first" crystals.
Quality before Quantity alicays.
Scientific Radio Service Crystals are ground to an accuracy of BETTER
than .01% before they leave our laboratories in order to meet our own
specifications.
00 each
Low Temperature Coefficient Crystals
These LOW
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIcomplete
ENT CRYSTALS are supplied in Isolantite 50
Airgap Holders in the 550-1500 Kc. band.
.
Send for our
We maintain a
price list and
Monitor Service.
booklet.
RAMO
SBJtVfCE
124 Jackson Avenue, University i*arlt, Hyattsville, Md
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of

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
T. A. M. CRAVEN
Consulting Radio Engineer
Allocation Engineering
Commercial Coverage Surveys
Antenna Installations
Complete Engineering Surveys
National Press Building
Washington, D. C.
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
Synchronization
Design.
Field Strength andEquipment
Station Location
Surveys. Line
Antenna
Design.
Wire
Problems.
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
N. Y. Offi.ee: Englewood, N. J.
PAUL
GOD LEY
and Associates
Radio Engineers
Montclair, N. J.
Phone Montclair 2-7859

AGENCIES
STAGING
PROGRAMS
ON WCAE
TO DISCOVER just what the advertising agencies like in a program, Ford Billings, general manager of WCAE, Pittsburgh, has
inaugurated a novel agency-program round robin. At his invitation the agencies select their own
talent and music and write their
own continuity. After all this is
done, WCAE puts the show on the
air for them — one each Tuesday
and Thursday at 7:15 p. m. The
program in each case is titled The
Standard Revue. The first and
second programs were developed
by Albert P. Hill Co. Inc., and G.
M. Basford Co, respectively.
Among other Pittsburgh agencies to take a turn at programming
from soup to nuts are Edward M.
Power Co., Charles E. Yost Ad^
Agency, Ketchum, MacLeod &
Grove Inc., W. Earl Bothwell and
F. A. Ensign Adv. Agency. Additional agencies will be included
in the invitation. Mr. Billines
hopes to "stumble across a few
high-class ideas" by this innovation.
RCA- Victor to Resume
RCA-VICTOR Co., Camden (radio
sets, tubes) on Sept. 29 will start
a series of half -hour programs featuring RCA-Victor recording artists. A coast-to-coast NBC-WJZ
network will be used, Honolulu included. Program will be broadcast
Sundays 2-2:30 p. m. Lord &
Thomas, New York, is the agency.
What

FREQUENCY MONITORING SERVICE
Reference frequencies derived
the
National Standard of Frequencyfromof the
conby
Standards
of
Bureau
National tinuous
leased wire service.
For 24-hour Service
Phone GREENWOOD 2134
Washington
Institute ofD. Technology
Washington,
C.
EDGAR H. FELIX
1775 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Field
Intensity Surveys,
Presentations
for SalesCoverage
Purposes, Allocation and Location Investigations
VAN NOSTRAND RADIO
ENGINEERING SERVICE
Specializing in frequency measurement service. Field intensity surveys.
COLLINS transmitters and speech
equipment. TRUSCON radiators339LelandTer.,N.E.,Atlanta,Ga.
HOLLIS S. BAIRD
Specializing in
ULTRA-HIGH
FREQUENCY,
TELEVISION,
AND
HIGH FIDELITY PROBLEMS
70 BROOKLINE AVENUE
BOSTON, MASS.
Telephone Commonwealth 8512
W.

R

Billiard

Co.

T^adio 'ZSransmisJon
Equipment
2106 Calumet Ave.
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS
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a Market!

In Milwaukee, factory payrolls are up 67% over two
years ago — car sales are up
68% over a year ago — home
building is booming! There
is new business to be had
in this good market and
WTMJ can get it for you.

WTMJ
The MILWAUKEE JOURNAL
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.

Chair Effects
FOLDING camp chairs have
been added to the NBC (Chicago) sound effect equipment.
Sound engineers seeking to
add local color to The Open
Road program, after spending a number of days in Chicago railroad yards studying
the habits of hoboes, discovered that by giving a violent
push to one end of a row of
standing camp chairs, they
produce
sound effect
lar to thea clanking
of a similong
way.
freight train getting under
Seek Censorship Data
RADIO stations were being circularized recently by Minna F.
Kassner and Barnet Charles Shapiro, 233 Broadway, New York,
under Mr. Shapiro's letterhead as
an attorney, for information designed toarticles
help them
"a
series of
for prepare
publication
dealing with the major phases of
radio broadcasting, including
censorship and editorial discrimination." They were asked to state
their policies and rules with respect to defamation, obscenity and
profanity, religious broadcasts, political and economic broadcasts,
children's programs, astrology and
fortune telling, patent medicine
advertising, attacks on individuals
and officials, advertising soliciting
business for doctors, lawyers and
dentists and programs involving
boycotting.
FTC to Rule on Ads
(Continued from, page 6)
on a subject that has caused very great
confusion.
Secondly, if our understanding of
the matter is correct then in that
event we request that the Federal
Trade Commission afford to the members of the radio broadcasting industry the same notice, and opportunity
to sign
a publishers'
stipulation, media.
as is
now
afforded
other advertising
If"A".
approval is given this request we
understand that the form of the stipulation that would be offered to the
licensees of radio broadcasting stations will be substantially as described
in the form attached to and made a
part of this letter and marked Exhibit
The duresuccess
with which
the met
proce-in
above outlined
has been
the field of printed media is well
known ; and I am confident that our
393 members will contribute toward
the same success in the field of radio
advertising.

FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Krueger Discs in Soutl
KRUEGER BREWING Co., N<
ark, N. J. (canned beer) is us
a transcription campaign on n
southern stations with twice we
ly transcriptions made by De
Records and titled Krueger Ho
Party. The following stations
carrying the program: WJ;
WBT, WPTF, WWNC, WR^
WTAR, WDBJ, WLVA and WH
The series is scheduled for
weeks. Fuller, Smith & Ross I
New York, is the agency.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements
Broadcasting cost 7c per word foi
each insertion. Cash must accomForms
pany order.close 25th and 10th oi
month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
Exceptional
mercial man opening
who canforsellsuccessful
time to c
larger local advertisers. Eastern Peer
vania city, over one hundred thous
Drawing account or salary. Please
complete experience and references in
letter. Box 363, Broadcasting.
Experienced
and contin
writer.
Must be announcer
able to announce
all t;
of programs including news. Knowledg
control
board
operation
desirable.
Sa
casting.
to
start $25 per week. Box 368, Bri
Advertising salesman, experienced I
grade
man overLocal
thirtystation,
preferred,
commission.
bestsalarsig
population 73,000, no competition,
full details to WKBZ, Muskegon, Michi
Situations Wanted
years' temporarily
experience,
andEngineer,
one-half eight
as chief,
ployed, desires permanent position
progressive station. Dependable, in
trious, wide-awake. Would consider 1
station needing technical improvem
and high fidelity
on sa
commission
basis. engineering
Age 37, family,
cellent
record
and
references.
Box
Broadcasting.
Station director or commercial man a
A-l
broadcast
executive.
Twelve years'im
perience
directing
and managing
tant American stations. Exceptional re
in station development. Recommendat
from important radio executives. Loea
unimportant. Box 351, Broadcasting.
Continuity writer, production man,
count executive. Age 24. Highest r<
ences. Three years experience with lai
radio stations. Two years with age
Now employed. Interested in any pr
sition with a real future. Box 371,
casting.
Program, musical director, contin
writer, announce)- — employed. Years
perience. Excellent references. Co
graduate. Box 367, Broadcasting.
Young man, five years' experience,
ing time, announcing and writing <
mercial copy, available. Finest referei
Box 365, Broadcasting.
Operator,
Radiop
license
desiresholding
positionfirst-class
in progressive
tion. Box 366, Broadcasting.
Experienced licensed operator desires ,
sition with broadcast or radiotelegi
station. Box 369, Broadcasting.
Music — Talent
Program Managers, Artists, send
list of without
new songs
— available
for bi
casting
payment
of copyright
Indiana Song Bureau, Salem, Indiana.
For Sale
Western Electric Equipment — 8B Ar
fier
— 17B Indicator
Amplifier—
18B AmplifierVolume
Panel.
Good condi
Best offer for all or part takes it.
364, Broadcasting.
2-Western Electric 8-B input equipni
for station wishing 2 channel opera
Available at once. Complete details i
request. Edison Electric Illuminating
39 Boylston St., Station WEEI, Bo>
Mass.
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KGO's potential circulation
as determined by the New NBC
Method

of Audience

Measure-

ment by Aireas. Copies of this
map

are now available and will

be sent to you at your request.

KGO
SAN

TOTAL

If

4

FRANCISCO

POTENTIAL

8

RADIO

NATIONAL

BROADCASTING
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

CIRCULATION

2,1

3

8

FAMILIES

COMPANY,
SUBSIDIARY

INC.

NEW
YORK
★ WASHINGTON
* CHICAGO
★ SAN FRANCISCO
WEAF & WJZ
WRC & WMAL
WMAQ & WENR
KGO & KPO
SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT. BOSTON— WBZ

• SPRINGFIELD, MASS. — WBZA • SCHENECTADY — WGY
DENVER— KOA • PHILADELPHIA • DETROIT

• PITTSBURGH — KDKA

• CLEVELAND — WTAM

HIGH

FOR

FIDELITY

100/250

WATT

Stations operating
or on

100/250

STATIONS

on 100

or 250

watts,

watt licenses may

now

give their listeners the same High Fidelity
and

completely

afforded

by

transmitters.
Broadcast
smaller

reliable service that is

more
The

powerful
RCA

Transmitter

Type

up-to-date
ET-4250

brings this to the

station, plus new

RCA Broadcast Transmitter, 100/250 watts, Type ET-4250,
for High Fidelity. Complete, self-contained, AC operated.

simplicity, in-

creased reliability, finer performance,
and new

economy.

y COORDINATED

DESIGN

It is important to remember that RCA is the only
organization in the radio industry that produces
everything from the microphone in the studio to
the loudspeaker in the home.
All RCA
equipment is designed according to a thoroughly coordinated plan for organized
High Fidelity, avoiding all difficulties in
matching and compensation in the field.

RCA

OUTSTANDING

The audio clutracteristics of this new transmitter affords
less than plus or minus 2 db. variation from 30 to 10,000
cycles. The hum level is 60 db. below the modulation
level. The audio harmonics are less than 4% total arithmetic sum at 95% modulation, and the radio harmonics
are well within the requirements of the Commission. All
this means high fidelity, and vastly increased listener
interest and substantially larger audiences. The imthe new "V"
employing
circuitcritical
proved crystal
cut crystals
does control
not require
temperature control
and insures less than 10 cycles variation plus or minus.
At 250 watts output, this modern transmitter,
operating on either 110 volts or 220 volts 60
cycles, draws only 1.7 KW, — which means new
economy in power consumption.

MANUFACTURING

TRANSMITTER

SECTION

FEATURES

Write for Bulletin No. 47 on this remarkable
100/250 watt transmitter.

COMPANY,
CAMDEN,

A SUBSIDIARY OF RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

NEW

Inc.

JERSEY

BROADCASTING
r emi - Monthly

•

Vol.9

//0ffr combined

No. 6

WASHINGTON,

with

SEPTEMBER

D. C.
15, 1935

Broadcast
Canada and Foreign
$4.00 the Year

15c the
$3.00
the Copy
Year

Advertis

ing;

NIGHTTIME
COVERAGE
KNX's NIGHTTIME Service
Area is shown to be the I I
Western States with PLUS
coverage throughout bordering states, Western Canada
and Alaska.

DAYTIME
COVERAGE
Field strength measurements
and mail breakdowns show
KNX DAYTIME Service Area
to be Southern California with
PLUS coverage throughout the
great San Joaquin Valley.
he audition room

in KNX's

new $250,000

studio combines

the very latest

echnique in auditory and visual presentation. As the sponsor's program is
♦eing auditioned, he has flashed before his eyes ... by means of illuminated
naps ... in color . . . the coverage

story of the Station.

KNX

VOICE
THE Blair
John
& Co.,

YWOOD"
HOLL
OF
National
Representatives

—dependable
area

shows

400%.

night-time

an

increase

Daytime

approximate

300%

the

servijce

in

antenna."—

power

says Pal

WRVA's magnificent new tower is interesting because
it is the tallest all-wood self supporting structure, and
the first radio tower of its type, in America. It is interesting, too, because this spectacular structure
stands as a monument to the pioneering spirit of Virginia's favorite radio station . . .
BUT the most important feature— from the radio advertiser's point of view— is the tremendous increase in
both the day and night service areas . . increases made
possible by this unique tower and the revolutionary
new Godley-La Porte low velocity antenna system.
Advertisers report more sales per advertising dollar
as the natural result.

WRVA
RICHMOND/

YA*

'THE EDGEWORTH TOBACCO
WHERE
STATION • DOWN
THE

of

about

is

equivalent

increase

old

service

SOUTH

BEGINS"

the
of

a

over

Godley

Whole

h£ /HEN you try to cover New England with
fy one station or a small group of stations, you
e getting only a slice of the pie.

Pie

The Yankee Network's 12 stations give you the
largest possible New England audience. They reach
the greatest purchasing power in the major trading
areas from

Bridgeport, Conn., to Bangor, Maine.

You leave a substantial portion untouched.
When
jThe reason for this lies in New England's many
oarate and large centers of population, where
:al stations command

the large audiences.

New

cjland listeners, in other words, are decidedly
lit audience — so much

a

you buy Yankee Network's
erage, you sell all New England.

1 2-station cov-

THE

YANKEE
NETWORK,
INC.
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON
EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC., Exclusive National Sales Representative

so that important markets

9 definitely beyond the sales influence of any one
ition or small group of stations.
If you want a New
gland-wide

England-wide

sales, this can

ly one way. Buy Yankee
age.
ptember

15, 1935

be

Yankee
audience — New
accomplished

Network's

in

blanket cov-
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Anvott,

>iW

TTk.

f

J

F!'

&

Not that we don't like big billings. But we,

^

a tinker's tink whether
care tion
E DON'T
is large, small, or
appropria
your

medium-size.

Nor

start with a test campaign
or one hundred.

you

whether
What

want

and these stations we represent, firmly believe we can make

to

on one station,

FREE,

^

JOHNS

and have
dol-

lar occasionally, and devoting our best ef-

in is to show you how your dollar can pay

of a spot radio campaign.

money

more fun by passing up an immediate

we are interested

you big returns through the intelligent use

more

forts to helping more

national advertisers

to start right and to get results in spot
broadcasting.

&

FIELD,

INC

Associated with Free & Sleininger, Inc.

C^^adio

cJiahon

CHICAGO
180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

NEW YORK
110 East 42nd St.
Lexington 2-8660

d&efireseniahves

DETROIT
New Center Building
Trinity 2-8444

SANRussFRANCISCO
Building
Sutter 5415

WCSC

Charleston

WDRC

. (CBS)

WIS . (NBC)
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tcripps-Howard

ill Seek
ickel

to Be

Radio

SERVE as the actual operathead of the Scripps-Howard
idcasting organization, it is un;tood, is James C. Hanrahan,
has resigned from the vice
iidency of the Iowa BroadcastCo. and its associated corporis, which operates the Des
mes Register - Tribune stations
SO and KRNT, Des Moines,
WMT, Cedar Rapids, la. Mr.
irahan for nearly three years
been the radio executive of the
ister-Tribune stations, and forly was acting managing editor
of the
faift promotion manager
. spapers.
Tasked by Broadcasting to comj . t on the significant radio move
° his
Mr. Bickel
Sept.organization,
11:
he purchase of Station WCPO
Member

Affiliations

President

E POWERFUL Scripps -Howorganization, long in the foreit of American newspaperdom,
decided to enter the broadcastfield in a comprehensive way,
bably with the ultimate object
acquiring broadcasting stations
tation affiliations in each of the
cities in which it publishes
spapers.
nth the filing of an application
i the FCC Sept. 3 for acquisiI of its first station, WFBE,
:innati, it was learned on good
nority that this would be the
;runner of other station acqui>ns or affiliations. Preliminary
anization details, including the
ignment of its radio executive
isonnel, it was learned, already
e been worked out.
he WFBE assignment applicai was quickly followed on Sept.
tvith the filing of two additional
lications by the Scripps-Howradio subsidiary for new stas in Columbus and Toledo. One
'or a full time station on the
D kc. local channel, with 100
ts day and night, which would
irae the affiliate of the CohimCitizen. The second is for a
time station on the 1210 kc.
mel, with 100 watts night and
watts day, to be affiliated with
Toledo -News-Bee.
!,arl A. Bickel, until early this
t president of the United Press
jociation, a subsidiary of the
Ipps-Howard organization, al[JBy has been designated as the
|?utive head of the organization
Ijch will operate the newspaper
nions as they are acquired.
Reversal of Policy

15, 1935

By

and

Enters
Broadcasting
SOL
TAISHOFF
in

Its

Hanrahan

Publication
Vice

Cities ;

President

"RADIO JOURNALISTS" — Here are the executives of the ScrippsHoward organization who are launching its broadcasting project. Left
to right: Karl A. Bickel, former president of United Press and president
of Continental Radio Co.; Robert P. Scripps, Jr., principal owner of
the Scripps-Howard enterprises; Roy W. Howard, chairman of ScrippsHoward, and James C. Hanrahan, vice president of Continental.
[call letter change requested for
WFBE] by the Scripps-Howard
newspapers, subject to the approval of onstrates
the an increasingly
FCC, 'simply strong
demconviction on our part of the developing opportunity for the use
of radio in connection with the
newspaper. It seems to us that the
benefits of such an association to
the general newspaper consumer
willThebe very
real.'to" invade broaddecision
casting represents a complete reversal in policy by the ScrippsHoward organization. Roy W.
Howard, chairman of the board,
has been an ardent opponent of
newspaper collaboration with radio and of radio generally as an
advertising medium. No ScrippsHoward newspaper, it is understood, has ever had an ownership
interest in a station heretofore.
The Scripps - Howard decision,
believed to have been motivated
largely by Mr. Bickel, who long
has displayed an intense interest
in broadcasting, comes on the heels
of the action of its press-association subsidiary, the UP, which last
May began the sale of its news reports to broadcasting stations.
This culminated a two-year fight
within the American Newspaper
Publishers Association, and obviously, had the sanction of the
parent
Scripps
- Howard organization.
The move constitutes another
long stride in the trend toward
newspaper ownership of broadcasting stations. Some 125 stations, of
the 620 licensed, already are either
owned by or corporately affiliated
with newspapers. The Hearst en-
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terprises, controlling a large metropolitan newspaper chain comp e t i t i v e in some cities with
Scripps-Howard papers, already
have acquired the ownership of six
stations and are negotiating for or
considering the acquisition of
others. The Hearst objective, too,
is that of ultimately acquiring station affiliates for each of its two
dozen newspapers.
Several smaller newspaper
chains, such as th§ McClatchy
groupnettinchainCalifornia
and State,
the Ganin New York
are
operating stations in connection
with their newspapers. More than
30 applications now are pending
before the Broadcast Division of
the FCC for new newspaper stations, and these doubtless will be
supplemented by others, now that
the important Scripps-Howard organization has launched its camcasting.paign to become a factor in broadThe application for the license of WFBE, Cincinnati, was
filed by Mr. Hanrahan, as vice
president of the Continental Radio Co., listed as a new corporation, with offices in the Union Central Bldg., Cincinnati. It seeks voluntary assignment of the license
of the 100-watter (250 watt day),
operating on 1200 kc, from Radio
Station WFBE Inc. to the new
corporation. The application stated
that the E. W. Scripps Co. owns
100% of the stock of Continental.
The E. W. Scripps Co. owns a control in practically all of the
Scripps-Howard properties. The
amount involved in the proposed
purchase is believed to be in the
neighborhood of $50,000.

Field

Virtually identical facts were
set up in the applications for the
new stations in Columbus and Toledo.
George M. Schott, of Cincinnati,
president of the WFBE corporation, signed the application seeking
voluntary assignment. The document stated that the assignee proposed to render a "new type of
highly localized broadcasting service", and improve the station's
programs and equipment. The Cincinnati Post is the Scripps-Howard
newspaper in that city but under
the present plan will not control
the station, simply cooperating
with it.
Headquarters for the ScrippsHoward radio organization will be
established in New York. Mr.
Bickel will be the executive head,
with station operation to be carried on under the supervision of
Mr. Hanrahan. While no definite
word was forthcoming, it is reported that several options for the
purchase of additional stations in
cities where the company has newspapers have been procured and
may be exercised shortly.
Operation of stations as they
may be acquired, it is indicated,
will be through the Continental
corporation.
Whether or not the ScrippsHoward organization succeeds in
acquiring stations in particular
cities in which it publishes newspapers, itis evident it will attempt
to develop tablished
newsstations.
tie-ups
The with
first esof
these was consummated in New
York last month when the Neiv
York World-Telegram arranged a
definite news broadcasting schedule, including financial reports,
over WMCA in that city. Similar
efforts will be made in other cities
through the newly-created broadcasting organization.
Other Affiliates
THE Scripps - Howard organization, in addition to its ownership of
the United Press and the 24 metropolitan newspapers, owns Newspaper Enterprise Association, a
feature service, Acme News - Picture Service, Science Service, and
United Features Syndicate. There
is no Scripps-Howard corporation,
as such, but the Scripps-Howard
organization is controlled by Robert P. Scripps Jr., heir of the
founder of the organization, and
Roy W. Howard. There are some60 corporations controlled by the
Scripps-Howard organization.
The Scripps-Howard newspapers
are the Birmingham Post, San Diego (Cal.) Sun, San Francisco
News, (Continued
Denver Rockyon Mountain
page 45) Netvs,
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"Committee

To Prepare Plans
For Audit Bureau
Will Meet Sept. 15; Networks
Provide Preliminary Funds
WITH COMMITMENTS aggregating $30,000 from the two major
networks for the expenses of the
preliminary studies, steps are being taken by the trade associations
for radio advertisers, advertising
agencies and broadcasters looking
toward the creation of a cooperative radio bureau to standardize
circulation and coverage data. A
meeting of the "Committee of 15",
equally representative of the three
trade groups, has been scheduled
in New York for Sept. 19, when
effort will be made to arrive at a
definite starting point on the
project — long espoused by elements in each of the industries.
Launched early this year by the
NAB, the project has as its object
creation of a cooperative organization which would be the radio
counterpart of the Audit Bureau
of Circulation in the periodical
field. Because of the circulation,
coverage and listener data factors
which are peculiar to radio, there
is at present a divergence of opinion as to the form the proposed
agency should take. It has been
tentatively agreed, however, that
the bureau should be cooperative,
with the expense borne by each of
the three industries affected and
with control resting in no one
single group.
Uniformity Sought
TO COOPERATE in the discussions are the NAB, American Association of Advertising Agencies,
and the Association of National
Advertisers. Each has appointed
a committee of five to participate
in the conversations. These committees formally will pursue the
preliminary negotiations of the
last few months in which unofficial
units representing each trade association have participated.
NBC has offered $20,000 —
$10,000 for each of its nation-wide
networks — to help defray the cost
of the preliminary studies, while
CBS has pledged $10,000 for its
network. This fund will be utilized in any manner finally agreed
upon by the three trade association groups. How long it will take
the joint committee of 15 to launch
its work cannot be forecast. Barring unforeseen developments requiring more power, the separate
committees have been vested with
full authority to proceed with the
project without getting further action from their trade association
boards.
The project first was suggested
as a means of discarding the existing non-standardized methods of
measuring coverage and listener
data used by stations. Agencies
and advertisers repeatedly have
maintained that the lack of uniformity of these surveys renders
them almost entirely useless. For
example, it has been brought out
that three competitive stations in
the same market have made independent surveys, each showing
that it ranks first in listener
favor, and first in coverage.
As originally outlined, the cooperative bureau itself would devise a method of determining techPage 6

Deletion

of 15"
Concerning

Station

Surveys

By PHILIP G. LOUCKS
AN OLD pamphlet issued by the National Association of Broadcasters disposed of the coverage and program survey question in
a single sentence, as follows:
"The best sales data is result data."
That statement cannot be improved. But it has not satisfied
stations on the one hand; nor time buyers on the other.
Broadcasters and networks spend many thousands of dollars
annually on surveys of all kinds. The main purpose of these surveys is to show that the particular station or network paying for
the completed job has some peculiar advantage over its competitor
or competitors. Then advertising agencies and advertisers also
spend many thousands of dollars annually on surveys of all kinds.
The main purposes of these surveys are to prove either that one
program is more popular than another or that a particular program
is not popular at all, in which event the stations or network, or
radio generally, is blamed for the failure.
Then there is also jealousy among the broadcasters, networks,
advertisers and agencies over the minor point of control over surveys. The broadcasters would like to control all surveys; and they
offer good reasons. The agencies would like to control them; and
they submit good arguments. The advertisers would like to control them; and they also offer good arguments.
Now if there is established the premise that information about
broadcast advertising is essential both from the view-point of the
broadcaster and the buyer — and it is essential — then no one group
should control. Data can best be obtained and authenticated and
money for surveys best expended if all interested groups cooperate
in the establishment of an independent bureau which will serve
stations, networks, agencies and advertisers equally, without prejudice, without partiality and without internal politics.
Cooperation — in the truest sense of the word— will bring success.
Lack of cooperation will doom the venture to failure. And failure
will mean continued waste of thousands of dollars annually in useless surveys.
nical station coverage or audience
survey data, or both, subject to
the approval of the committee of
15. In the preliminary conversations it had been proposed that the
NAB and the ANA each have 40%
of the voting control of the bureau, with the AAAA, as the organization representing those who
work both for the advertiser and
the medium, holding 20%, or the
balance of power.
The NAB committee of five,
named to carry on the negotiations
on behalf of the broadcasting industry by NAB President Leo J.
Fitzpatrick, comprises Arthur B.
Church, KMBC, Kansas City,
chairman; Alfred J. McCosker,
WOR, Newark; Edgar Kobak,
NBC vice president in charge of
sales; H. K. Boice, CBS vice president in charge of sales, and J. O.
Maland, WHO, Des Moines. Whereas both the NAB managing director (then Philip G. Loucks) and
its research director, Herman S.
Hettinger, were ex officio members
of the original committee, they
are not serving in that capacity on
the new one. James W. Baldwin,
who succeeded Mr. Loucks as managing director, as a consequence,
is not officially connected with the
NAB committee, while both of the
other trade associations have their
executive officers as regular members.
The ANA committee comprises
Stuart Peabody, of the Borden
Co., ANA chairman of the board,
as chairman of its committee; D.
P. Smelzer, Procter & Gamble Co.;
M. H. Leister, Sun Oil Co.; Harold
B. Thomas, Centaur Co., and Paul B.
West, managing director of ANA.
Representing the AAAA are C.
F. Gannon, radio director, Erwin,
Wasey & Co. Inc.; L. D. H. Weld,
McCann-Erickson Inc. ; George
Gallup, Young & Rubicam Inc.;
John Benson, AAAA president,
and tive
F. secretary.
R. Gamble, AAAA execu-

Loucks to Contribute
Observations on Radio
PHILIP G. LOUCKS, former managing director of the NAB, and
now a practicing attorney in
Washington, has consented to the
request of the editors of Broadcasting to submit from time to
time his observations on current
problems of the industry of timely
interest. In these articles, Mr.
Loucks will not necessarily reflect
the views of the editors of Broadcasting. He will choose his own
subjects
and
his own style. write about them in
During nearly five years as
NAB managing director Mr.
Loucks was intimately associated
with practically all industry problems. Prior to that he was a newspaperman in Pennsylvania and in
Washington where he served on
the United Press Bureau. He
turned from newspaper work to
the practice of law and accepted
the call to the NAB managing directorship in1930. The editors of
Broadcasting are pleased to welcome Mr. Loucks as a contributor.
New Cosmetics Sponsor
ROGER & GALLET, New York
(cosmetics), will make its radio
debut Friday, Oct. 25, 8:15-30 p. m.
with a weekly program on the
NBC-WJZ basic network. W. E.
Johnson, vice president of Marschalk & Pratt Inc., New York
agency, made arrangements for
the program with the Paris office
of the sponsor while in Paris last
summer. Bob Crosby and his orchestra will be the talent. The
program has been signed for 13
weeks with a possibility that it
will be extended.
WASHINGTON STATE APPLE
BUREAU, Wenatchee, plans a fall
campaign for boxed apples.
BROADCASTING

of KFY

Is Ordered

by F(

Stepping
Power Char 1
To
StationUp inofBismarck
KFYR, Bismarck, N. D., was ,]
dered deleted effective Oct. 29
cause of alleged infraction of t
nical regulations, in a deci
Sept. 9 by the Broadcast Divi
of the FCC. It marks the
time since 1930, when the foi
Radio Commission deleted the
John R. Brinkley station KF
Milford, Kan., that a station
received the death sentence.
The decision, by a two to .
vote, with
Broadcast Divi
Chairman
Sykes dissenting,
based on evidence adduced e
hearing before the Division
banc last June, purporting to sj
that the station had "stepped
its power beyond its licensed
put for a period of several y«
A petition for reconsideratio
the decision was filed with
Broadcast Division Sept. 11
Duke M. Patrick, former gen
counsel of the Radio Commis;
as counsel fcr KFYR. Propo
that the FCC either reconsider
grant the station a renewal lie
or reconsider and grant a reh
ing with oral arguments, Mr.
rick stated that by deleting
station not only its manager
and personnel would suffer bi
substantial audience in its ser
area would be deprived of br
casting service.
The petition in all probab
will be considered by the FCC
its next meeting Sept. 17. Re
sal of its decision in this
would not be unprecedented ei
in the FCC or its predecessor
dio Commission.
Appeal Is Foreseen
THE CASE was regarded a
"test" in that the FCC had st
that it would no longer tole
technical violations. P. J. Ma
owner of the station, and a pr<
nent broadcaster, had testified 4
he had no knowledge of the v j
tions since he is not a technic
Upon notice of the complaint
testified, the three engineers
sponsible
for the alleged violat
were
dismissed.
The Broadcast Division has
yet issued its statement of f
and grounds for decision. It p
ably will be handed down prio
Oct. 29, the date on which the
letion order is scheduled to bee i
effective
Under' FCC rules, KFYR
have 20 days from Oct. 29 in w
to note an appeal to the U
Court of Appeals for the Dis
of Columbia.
More than lil
the appeal will be accompanied
a petition for a stay order, to
up the effect of the decision du
the pendency of the appeal. Sh
this procedure be followed ar!
stay order granted, at least
months will elapse before tJ
will be an adjudication.
KFYR, a pioneer station in
Midwest, was established in
by Mr. 550
Meyer.
operates chai
on |
choice
kc. Itregional
with 1,000 watts at night and
watts day, unlimited time.
At the same meeting the
announced that it had design*
for hearing the application of I
Farmers Educational & Coop '
tive Union of America for a
station at Bismarck to use the
cilities of KFYR.
• September

15, I<

Joint
FCC

Federal
and

Respective

FTC

to

Duties

DEVELOPMENT of a liaison bew e e n Federal Communications
Commission and the Federal Trade
Commission in checking broadcast
advertising of a questionable nature, under which the two federal
Agencies will clearly define their
respective activities, is assured as
- result of the procedure effected
ast month whereby the latter
agency assumed basic jurisdiction
bver such advertising.
The first tangible step in this direction was taken by the Broadest Division of the FCC at its
(meeting on Sept. 10 when it adopted a resolution authorizing Chairman Sykes of the Division to com- ' municate with Chairman Ewin L.
'Davis
the FTC
and two
arrange
for
a joint ofsession
of the
agencies
"to
discuss the
entire by
project.
The
resolution,
offered
Chairman
Prall, suggested that the Broadcast Division, constituting a committee of three, meet with a committee of three of the FTC for the
"tt discussion.
As Broadcasting went to press
'the meeting had not been arranged
'q.tout
it was
expected
that fortnight.
it would
.. be held
within
the next
f The plan was to make the discussion informal and to arrive at a
. definite division of work, along
v with a liason arrangement.
: Chairman Prall, a former Conpressman, who was larerely instrumental in instituting1 the camnaign
: for advertising reform when he assumed office early this year, said
he felt it would be of benefit if the
two commissions met jointlv to discuss the procedure. Asserting that
2 the FTC arrangement with stall tions under the stipulation prov. cedure was another step in the
^proper direction. Mr. Prall de;:. clared that the FCC would seek to
shape its activity to dove-tail with
- that of the trade agency.
Right of Waiver
la UNDER the arrangement worked
out by the NAB with the FTC.
es stations are given the right to sign
:: waivers and stipulations involving
tj commodities or services advertised
ritjover their facilities, whereby they
m aeree to abide by any decisions
:i- reached by the governmental agency. [See Sept. 1 issue of BroadH casting.! As a result of that procedure they are then eliminated
' from
which
may beany
takenpunitive
by the action
FTC against
i the advertiser. This is similar to
lieoithe procedure followed in newspaper and periodical advertising with
:^ the publishers.
Sbjfl " I feel that definite progress
*Thas been made in cleansing the air
$ of improper commercials, and that
'■■ the
new arrangements
which
stations
will be given under
the benefit
- of the Trade Commission's stinu' lation procedure should prove help; ful," said Chairman Prall.
"The responsibility of the Fed: eral Communications Commission
is to see that the public interest is
: served by all station licensees, and
^ that includes, of course, the gen11 ; eral content and character of all
* programs. The Trade Commission,
4 by virtue of the law under which
it operates, is in position to ana^September
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Program
Get

Together

Control
in

in Watching Radio
lyze and examine into all products
advertised in interstate commerce.
The results of its labors naturally
will be helpful to our Commission
in ascertaining whether stations
are serving public interest.
"By coordinating
we
should
be better ableourto efforts,
serve the
public tionandlicensees
to help
stain abroadcast
constructive
way. Under such a revised procedure stations then will have no
substantial basis for accepting improper
Theaccounts."
Congoin Case
TIED into the prospective change
in procedure has been the case of
the Congoin Co., of Los Angeles,
distributors of a yerba mate product, similar to tea, bearing the
trade-mark "Congoin". It is a
South American beverage being
marketed actively along the Pacific Coast and is competitive with
tea and coffee. The FCC has been
grappling with the problem presented by Congoin because it has
provoked international diplomatic
repercussions.
The Congoin case grows out of
a letter sent by the FCC's law department, written by Andrew
Haley, attorney in charge of program investigations, to a number
of stations which have handled the
Congoin program, questioning the
product and asking for information under oath, which plainly indicated that the stations were being placed under investigation as
a result of their acceptance of this
account.
As a consequence, many of the
some 100 stations carrying the account promptly concelled it. Meanwhile, supplies of the product were
seized by the Food & Drug Administration of the Department of
Agriculture, in Chicago. The company itself, according to E. S.
Woolrich, president, who has been
in Washington for a fortnight, is
faced with bankruptcy, since it
cannot merchandise its product
while under the stigma of these
Federal actions.

an

Effort

Likely
to

Define

Advertising
On behalf of one of the stations
which had been solicited by the
FCC for information regarding the
Congoin account, Arthur W. Scharfeld, Washington radio attorney,
Aug. 23 wrote the FCC that it was
his view that the information requested was outside the scope of
that agency's authority, and represented aradical departure from
procedure previously followed.
Five days later Mr. Scharfeld
was informed by the FCC that it
felt that the inquiries were entirely justified and that they were apmade "for thewhich
purpose
securing parently
information
wouldof
enable the Commission to determine whether or not the granting
of a renewal license to the station
in question would serve the public
interest." This letter also was
written by the Law Department.
Meanwhile, however, the State
Department communicated with
the FCC about the Congoin case
because of protests it had received
from South American governments
implying that the action against
Congoin has resulted in practically
destroying their exports of yerba
mate to this country. It is estimated that U. S. imports of this
product are valued at about $1,000,000 annually, with the Congoin
Co. importing substantially more
than half of it.
Charges Persecution
MR. WOOLRICH also had addres ed aletter to Chairman Ewin
L. Davis, of the FTC on Aug. 24,
reciting the history of what he described as the Federal government's "persecution" of his company. In the case of the FCC citations, he said it has worked an "almost unbelievable hardship" upon
his company. "Firstly because the
very tone and breadth of the inquiry itself has struck a note of
terror on the part of most of the
station owners and they have cancelled our programs or in our efforts to renew or negotiate contracts we are treated as though in
some way we had turned into lep-

agaihst distilled liquor
i' state
coup/ty
liquor orstores
i ucemsing systems
Map by Courtesy of New York Times
LIQUOR ADVERTISING — Thirty-nine states now permit liquor advertising, according to the Distilled Spirits Institute. States not allowing
liquor copy are Alabama, Arizona, Georgia, Kansas, Mississippi, North
Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma and Texas. District of Columbia
and Alaska permit liquor copy. The map shows wet and dry states.
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ers, or developed small-pox or
measles; and we are told that all
of their desirable time has been
contracted for, or that until we receive a 'clean bill of health' from
the Commission (something for
which we can find no procedure or
precedent for doing) that they
could not
afford
to place their
station's license
in jeopardy
by doing
business with us.
"What is even more disastrous,
if that is possible, to our economic
existence, is that through the various stations our competitors in the
beverage industry have been informed that we were being held
under a cloud, so to speak, by the
FCC. and this news has spread like
wildfire throughout our entire
wholesale and retail trade to such
an extent that our orders have
been very seriously curtailed and
our collections of outstanding accounts made almost impossible. As
a matter of fact, what was a most
promising, rapidly expanding,
prosperous company in a few short
weeks has been forced to discharge over 30 employes and to
keep from going bankrupt to make
an assignment for the benefit of
there has not yet been any
itsWhile
creditors."
further
action on the part of the
FCC in this matter, an investigation was ordered by the Broadcast
Division, with the likelihood that
steps will be taken to alter it. It
appeared that this case would mark
a turning point in the FCC procedure on "questionable" accounts,
with the Trade Commission stepping into the picture, since it previously had investigated the Congoin Co., and had given it a clean
bill of health insofar as its product
and its advertising are concerned.
Suggested Procedure
THE VIEW was that, instead of
allowing its Law Department to
send out letters to stations seeking
every conceivable bit of data, plus
samples of the product advertised,
and thereby placing the station in
jeopardy by indirectly threatening
it, the FCC should first procure
the findings of a scientific or technical investigation. Should it find,
as a result of the investigation
made by a qualified governmental
agency, such as the FTC or Food
& Drugs Administration, that the
product is dangerous or falsely
advertised, then it would have a
substantial basis for sending out a
communication to the station and
setting it for hearing on license
renewal.
Mr. Prall indicated that such a
procedure is likely, particularly in
view of the new position occupied
by the FTC under the stipulation
procedure in the checking of broadcast advertising. "We will see if
the apple is rotten before we bite
into it," was the analogy he used.
Also in line with the effort to
check advertising copy, particularly in the proprietary line, was the
joint announcement late last
month of the Mutual Broadcasting
System and the Yankee network
that they had joined the Proprietary Association as associate members to take advantage of that organization's advisory committee on
advertising. A blanket offer to
broadcasting stations to avail
themselves of this service was
made by the Proprietary Association(Continued
in a telegram onto page
the NAB
50) conPage 7

Sunday

Is Busiest

Day for Radio Sets
Psychologist Also Finds News
Programs Are Most Popular
THE AVERAGE radio is going
four hours and 20 minutes daily,
Dr. Frank N. Stanton, of Ohio
State University, told the members
of the American Psychological Association, in convention early in
September in Ann Arbor, Mich.
Using a machine attached to 50
test radios, which showed every 30
seconds whether or not the radio
was in operation, Dr. Stanton
found that Sunday was the most
active day of the week, as far as
radio use was concerned. Sundays,
his records show, the average radio
is on five hours and 35 minutes.
Tuesday ranked second, and Saturday was the lightest. He pointed
out, however, that this survey was
made in the spring, and that with
football broadcasts on during the
fall, Saturday would undoubtedly
advance in popularity.
Another survey was designed to
find out just what the radio public
prefers. Everyone, according to his
findings, liked the news broadcasts
most. Men rated comedy programs
second and sports programs third.
Women cast their votes, after the
news broadcasts, for drama; and
the third choice resulted in a tie
between comedy and classical
music.
Grouping these figures, Dr.
Stanton found that the combined
favorites were news broadcasts,
first; comedy, second; drama,
third; popular music, fourth, and
variety and classical music tied for
fifth.
What does the radio listener do
while he's listening? This question,
too, was answered by Dr. Stanton
in his survey. Men confined their
activities to three, while women extended the list to six. Listening, in
itself, ranked first for both. Second, for the men, was reading, and
eating was third. The women expressed themselves as doing, after
listening, sewing, cleaning house,
eating, ironing and resting.
Most complaint, Dr. Stanton
found, was centered around unjust
advertising claims. He also said :
"I
found a surprising
housewives
who were number
in armsof
about children's programs."
Code Death Brings Return
Of Per Inquiry Offerings
DEMISE of the broadcasting code,
which under the NRA regime eliminated practically all per inquiry
and exchange-for-time deals, has
led to a recurrence of such offerings. One of the latest comes from
the Merle V. Cox Adv. Agency, 20
E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, offering to exchange
radio
receivers at a retailbattery
price of
$57.50
each for 13 or 26 quarter-hour
transcription programs. It asks
for 15% cash commission payable
on receipt of the radios, which
presumably would be sold or otherwise disposed of by the stations
accepting the account.
Stewart - Warner Corp. recently
recorded a series of 15-minute
WBS transcriptions for local dealer
campaigns to promote sales of
auto radios, titled The All Star
Radio Roundup, but these were officially reported being placed
by Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc.
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Projected

New

Plant of WWJ,

Detroit

Local

Radio

Urged

InOysterCampaign

CHEVROLET
DROPS
G - MEN PROGRAMS
CHEVROLET MOTOR Co., division of General Motors, will drop
its G-Men program running on a
nation-wide NBC-WEAF network
when the first 13 weeks are completed on Oct. 12, because of unfavorable reaction from women's
and civic organizations. Contentions that the program is having
improper influence upon children
are understood to be the basis for
the decision.
In deciding to terminate G-Men,
however, Chevrolet, through its
agency, Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit, has renewed for the time
over NBC on Saturdays, 9 to 9:30
p. m. No program feature has yet
been selected.
The Chevrolet transcription feature Musical Moments will conclude its second 13-week run over
some 300 stations during the week
of Oct. 14, and may be renewed
for another 13 weeks on approximately the same list of stations, it
was indicated. The campaign,
should it run another 13 weeks,
will entail an expenditure of approximately $1,500,000 — the biggest spot campaign ever placed. In
all, the campaign would include a
total of 117 programs on more
than 300 stations over the three
13-week schedules. The programs
have been transcribed by World
Broadcasting System.
New Vacuum Campaign
AIR-WAY ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE Corp., Toledo (vacuum
cleaners), on Sept. 3 began three
15-minute transcription programs
weekly, daytime, over WJR, Detroit and WSPD, Toledo. The account is handled by CampbellEwald Co., Detroit.

STRICTLY modern in design and
incorporating the latest in highfidelity equipment will be the newof
studio and transmitter houses
which announced
Detroit,
WWJ,
on
its 15th
anniversary Aug. 20
that it was preparing to build an
entirely new radio plant this year.
The buildings were designed by
Albert Kahn, Detroit architect.
The studio house will be located
just across from the Detroit News
building, and the transmitter will
be moved to the suburbs. Both are
now housed in the newspaper
building. The studio house will
cost $500,000 and the transmitter
plant $150,000.
The first floor of the broadcasting house will contain a studio
seating 500 visitors in addition to
performers. It will also have a
The second
stage. to
equipped
fully will
floor
be devoted
business
offices. On the third floor will be
more studios,
four
and treated
with the each
latest "floated"
acoustical methods.
Also on the third floor will be
the main control room, a sound effects room, a lounging room for
artists and offices for those in
charge of programs. On the
fourth floor will be observation
rooms for the third floor studios
and a private audition room.
Buick Plans Radio Drive
To Present New Models
BUICK MOTOR Co., has acquired
exclusive broadcast rights for the
Max Baer-Joe Lewis prize fight in
New York Sept. 24, starting at 10
p. m. (EDST). A combined NBC
network, coast to coast, will be
used, including
Canada
and Honolulu. Commercial
announcements
will be kept at a minimum, the
sponsor announced, with a brief
announcement at the beginning of
the contest and another short one
during the bout. The entire contest
and a summary will be broadcast,
regardless of the number of rounds
fought, with Edwin C. Hill going
over from CBS as descriptive announcer. Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc.,
New York, is now handling the
Buick account, which on Oct. 1 will
go to Arthur Kudner Inc., new
New York agency. The broadcast
is coincident with announcement
of the 1936 Buick line.
Buick will also use spot announcements over 86 stations
Coast sive.
to Four
Coast
Sept. 23-28, will
incluannouncements
be
given each day, two daylight and
two evening, during station breaks.
The sponsor isnouncemusing
these the
spot new
anents to announce
1936 Buick's which will be on display Sept. 28. Erwin, Wasey &
Co. Inc., New York, is the agency.

OYSTER packers and distributors
in the 19 oyster-producing states
will undertake an intensive advert i s i n g campaign, national and
local, during the fall months in an
effort to revive oyster consumption
which has fallen off 70% since
1910. Although radio will not be
used in the $100,000 national campaign of the Oyster Institute of
North America, which is about to
break, every effort will be made to
encourage individual members of
the Institute to use it in local and
state campaigns.
This announcement was made
early in September by Lewis Radcliffe, 5600 32d St., N. W., Washington, D. C, director
Oyster Institute
of Northof the
America
and executive secretary of the Oyster Growers & Dealers Association
of North America Inc. Mr. Radcliffe, former deputy commissionei
of the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries
is directing the whole campaigr
advisor on the loca1
and acting
regionalas campaigns.
The $100,000 will be spent large
ly in class magazines and news
papers, Mr. Radcliffe said, witr
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., Philadel
phia, as the agency. Tying ir
with this campaign, the oystei
men are being encouraged to se
cure the cooperation of state au
thorities for state and local cam
paigns with radio and cooking
schools urged as excellent adver
tising outlets. It is planned t<
have "Oyster Weeks" instituted ii
throughout
stateslocal
various
and
to have
and stateOctobe'
pack
ers' associations as well as indi
vidual packers go on the air.
e's member
Oysters Institut
, rep
Theembrace
ship
200 concerns
resenting about 80% of the oyste
business of the country. Mr. Rad
cliffe will furnish material to th
local concerns for sponsored broad
casts they may want to purchase

BROADCASTING

Chesterfields Return
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCC;
Co., New York (Chesterfield cigai:
ettes) returns to CBS Oct. 2 wit
a twice-weekly musical series o
91 stations. The programs will b
heard Wednesdays (with Lih
Pons, soprano) and Saturday
(with Nino Martini, tenor), 9-9:3,
p. m. The Andre Kostelanetz oi
chestra again will provide musics
background for Chesterfield, wit
David Ross, winner of the dictio
medal of the American Academ
of Arts and Letters, engaged exclusively to announce the series.
Koppers GASon &Inter-City
KOPPERS
COKE Co
New York, on Sept. 9 began spoi
sorship of Five Star Final, neW
dramatization
feature ove
WMCA,
New York, and WII
Philadelphia, Mondays to Friday
8:15 to 8:30 and Sundays 9 to 9:3!
EDST. The account is placed b
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., New Yorl
The sale, according to WMC^
makes a total of 17 hours a wee
for
sponsored
runnin1
on both
WMCA programs
and WIP,
tr,
main links of the Inter-City Grou
• September
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Year

of

Government
otable

Success

Homecasting
— The
Story
By GEORGE
T. VAN
DER
HOEF
Chief, Radio Section, Federal Housing Administration

Bureau

in Campaign

A HIGHLY
specialized, al>ugh not localized sense, Aug.
1935, marked an important ramilestone. It signalized the
se of the first year of a practijjy pioneer radio effort— an atnpt at governmental - industrial
iio cooperation in the interest of
}. stimulation of the durable
:ods market. A year previously
: program of the Federal Hous~' ■% Administration
was broadcast
inaugurated by a coast-to-coast
i t Federal Housing Administrator
-jmes A. Moffett, on the WashingStar Forum of NBC.
was characteristic of the forStandard Oil executive to utilji the newest medium of communution in launching the vast Fed;!alwas
program
placed in
his charge.
still further
characteristic
;iat Mr. Moffett and his assistant,
tewart McDonald, should continue
utilize to the full the medium
| radio for purposes of informing
Hie public of the benefits they
vght derive from the provisions
ib'; the National Housing Act.
How FHA Operates

')dioPRESE
NT onsfully
operati
of the
the scope
FHA, ofittheis
ivcessary to dwell briefly upon the
k' jectives of the program of this
dministration, that a clear picre of the part radio is playing
: attaining these objectives may
:\ visualized. The National Housing Act, as passed by the 73d Coness, provided for the establishsnt of the FHA as a facilitating
:ency for private capital, busi; ss and the individual home dwelr. Its main operations come unr Titles I and II of the Act.
tie I provides for government
surance up to 20% of the total
rgregate amount
of individual
ans up to $2,000 made by private
lancial institutions to individuals
ishing to repair or modernize
ieir dwellings. An amendment
if Title I passed by the present
,;ssion of Congress provides for
e extension of insurance on priite loans up to $50,000 for the
I irposes of repair or modernizafpn of commercial or industrial
; -operties. Title II of the Act
ovides for the establishment of a
utual mortgage insurance fund
r the protection of financial initutions lending up to 80% of
:ile appraised valuation of a property, provided the amount does not
, :ceed $16,000.
Ti The objectives of the Act as a
hole are simple and clear cut. It
ms to release frozen capital
trough providing a safe, insured
vestment market; it aims to
imulate the durable goods industry through the release of this capital with resulting employment of
i bor; it aims to provide at mini: um rates capital for the home
veller, either to repair or to modnize his place; to provide necesfcry funds for the financing of
September
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Turns

to Radio

and

to Rehouse

Quickly

Attains

a Nation

WHEN FHA set out last year to
boost the durable goods industry
and install the nation in more
durable houses, it naturally turned
to a new medium to sell the public
on the job at hand. Now FHA is
rolling along smoothly and swiftly;
for proof, drive around any residential section and listen to the ham-

MR. VAN DER HOEF

mers and saws. To the cooperation
of radio stations goes much of the
credit for the success of the housing
drive, says Mr. Van der Hoef.

new urban home building operations or for the refinancing of old
mortgages. It will be clearly seen
therefore that both in principle
and operation FHA is purely a facilitating agency for private enterIt
is
axiomatic
that in order that
prise.
this Act may work with the utmost
efficiency and dispatch, the public
and industry must be apprised of
its provisions and the benefits they
may expect to derive from it. Radio naturally offers one of the
quickest and most effective means
to accomplish this end. Under the
leadership of Mr. Moffett and Mr.
McDonald, an extensive, national
radio program has been organized
in cooperation with the broadcasting stations of the country. Of the
626 radio broadcasting stations licensed by the FCC, over 587 are
actively cooperating with the work
of FHA in making daily or weekly broadcasts. Both NBC and CBS
have been most generous in their
contributions of air-time. Both the
Washington manager for NBC,
Kenneth Berkeley, and the Washington assistant manager for CBS,
Wells Church, have been more than
helpful in the planning and arrangement of programs, and no
word of thanks would suffice to
express the appreciation of FHA
for their willing cooperation.
In line with its established principles, ithas been a policy of FHA
to cooperate as closely as possible
with industry. This policy is accountable for a new era in governmental industrial
radio cooperation, and marks a definite milestone in American radio.
The first manifestation of the
new order occurred when the General Electric Co., through Maxon
Inc., Detroit, arranged for a series
of 26 Sunday broadcasts over the
basic red, plus mountain and Pacific networks of NBC, and presented the air-time, together with
an orchestra, to FHA with which
to further the interests of tki Na-

• BROADCASTING

tional Housing Act. This program,
which ran from Jan. 13 to July 7,
featured prominent Americans who
gave brief talks under the heading, "What Home Means to Me".
Among the speakers who participated in this cooperative effort
were Walter Damrosch, Kathleen
Norris, Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker,
Surgeon General Hugh S. Cumming, Mr. Moffett, Owen D. Young,
Madame Schumann-Heink, T. K.
Quinn, Edgar Guest, C. E. Wilson,
the late Jane Addams, and a host
of others. The program met with
a marked response from all parts
of the country.
A new feature growing out of
the policy of cooperation was the
tieing-in of the activities of FHA
with a number of existing and well

THE MASTER BUILDER — Hilmar Baukhage, radio commentator,
who appears on the FHA programs on an NBC-WJZ network
Saturdays at 6:45 p. m. (EST).

of

FH

A

established radio programs. Among
the programs
with Clara,
which Lntie-ins
were
effected were
and
Em, Benton and Bowles Inc.; Myrt
and Marge, Francis Hooper Adv.
Agency; Betty and Bob, of General MillsInc.
Inc., Blackett - SampleHummert
Another type of program arising
from cooperation in the radiohousing field is that of straight
commercials inspired by the FHA
program. This type is being put
on the air by concerns realizing
the outstanding merchandising opportunities which are being developed daily by the housing program. Among these programs are
the Fireside Recitals of the American Radiator Co.; Floyd Gibbons,
who was on the air weekly last
winter for Johns-Manville Corp.;
the programs of the American
Rolling Mills Co.; the E. L. Bruce
Co., and the Delco Appliance
Corp. The Acme White Lead and
Color Works presented Smiling Ed
McConnell through Henri, Hurst
and McDonald Inc., of Chicago;
the Glidden Co. presented George
Devron and his orchestra for a
three-week series, Schwimmer and
Scott. The Sherwin-Williams Co.
took 100 spot announcements on
WCKY, Cincinnati. In California,
the Richfield Oil Co.'s Richfield
Reporter has given a great deal of
time to describing the activities of
FHA, as has the program of the
National Dairy Products Co. In
fact, it would be impossible, in any
limited space, to enumerate even a
fraction of the number of programs which have been stimulated
either directly or indirectly by the
housing program. This fall will
see a number of new sponsored
programs effecting housing tie-ins.
But coequal with the cooperation
extended to FHA by the nationwide networks is the cooperation of the independent radio stations of the country. In addition to
donating a large amount of sustime the independent
stations taining
have effected
a large number
of local commercial tie-ins and
have found their income considerablygramsaugmented
by new local proand spot announcements
by
local building concerns, lumber
yards, banks, etc. A weekly spot
announcement service is maintained by the FHA to keep all
broadcasting stations supplied
with the latest authentic information concerning the activities of
the Administration.
Recently, to facilitate the dissemination of information concerning the National Housing Act,
FHA went into the electrical transcription field. The first series of
these transcriptions, each running
15 minutes, was supplied by Decca
Records Inc., and the second series
by Radio and Film Methods Corp.
These programs feature music by
the United States service bands
and short talks on the National
Housing Act. An almost unanimous approval of these transcriptions has been registered by the
stations of the country. They are
(Continued on page 5Jt)
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By

Advertising

Is

Sold

Short

ANPA
in Effort to Hit Radio
Inaccurate Data Present False Picture of Renewals ;

Brochure Loaded With
ONCE more the newspapers have
sold advertising short. In characteristic fashion Yardsticks on
the Air, the American Newspaper
Publisherslication
Association's
regarding radio,latest
seekspubto
promote the sale of newspaper advertising by attempting to discredit acompeting medium.
The principal conclusions of the
ANPA publication are (1) that
there has been a 707c mortality
among advertisers using radio
prior to 1934, and (2) that radio is
excessively expensive when examined from the viewpoint of the
listeners reached per dollar expended.
The latter contention is based
upon deductions made from the results of a survey conducted by the
Clarke-Hooper organization, and
similar to the highly controversial
one conducted earlier in the winter
for the Periodical Publishers Association.
Sells Advertising Short
ASIDE from the bias, inadequacy
and inaccuracy of the ANPA brochure, it is unfortunate that the
newspapers should continue to sell
advertising short. It is silly to
imply that any one advertising
medium has the monopoly on sales
effectiveness. If one has, so do
the rest. If one does not, there is
question as to how effective any
medium actually is. Each medium
has its particular effectiveness,
which the intelligent advertiser
must use in meeting his particular
sales problems. The law of comparative advantage is the only
sound basis for the purchase of
media.
Viewed from this angle, the continued attacks of the newspaperr.
on other media can have but one
effect: namely, the weakening of
the confidence in all advertising.
If radio is so costly and wasteful,
how can one be certain that newspapers are any less so ? Moreover,
there is homely truth in the observation that people instinctively distrust the salesman who concerns
himself too much with running
down his competitor. The short
sale of advertising is the only result which can emanate from efforts such as those of the ANPA.
Radio Mortality?
THE ANPA study is an excellent
example of why promotional research of this type is so distrusted
by business men. The procedure
used in achieving the 70% mortality can only be described by recourse to the old political term
"stuffing
ballothasbox".
conceivablethedevice
been Every
used,
wittingly or unwittingly, to swell
the mortality rate.
ANPA tabulations have been
based upon users of national networks. Every user of a national
network, whether employing it but
once, or using but one station
affiliated with a network, has been
included, it is revealed in previous
ANPA procedure and the number
of companies reported in the present study.
The result is that a number of
types of advertisers which should
Page 10

"Ballot Box Stuffing"
hardly be included in a mortality
study, have been included. Political
parties and similar occasional advertisers are included, despite the
fact that they may only require
radio or any advertising every two
to four years. Each time they discontinue their radio effort, though,
they are listed as a mortality.
Groups such as religious bodies,
now accorded free time rather than
being charged as in the early network days, are included among the
mortalities.
One-time users employing radio
for special purposes also are included. Organizations such as the
U. S. Treasury, chambers of commerce, and conventions, especially
in the early days, are in this category.
Mergers also have been disregarded. Seemingly when a company has lost identity by merger,
it has been considered a mortality,
despite the fact that the absorbing
company has continued radio.
Each brand of a company also
seems to have been considered as
a separate account. Consequently
when companies have shifted their
radio emphasis from one of their
brands to another it has been considered a radio mortality, even
though the company in question
may be spending more money than
ever on radio.
No Measure of Mortality
COMPANIES discontinuing all advertising or dropping out of business have not been treated in a logical fashion. They have been included in the mortality, though the
connotation of the entire publication is that this mortality represents finding radio unsatisfactory,
and, by implication, a shift back to
other media. In this regard it
would be more than interesting to
see a comparative analysis of the
proportion of radio and newspaper
advertisers either dropping out of
business or discontinuing business
during the period 1928-1935. Considering that newspaper advertising volume dropped more than 50 %
from its pre-depression peak, as
compared to a 20% drop on the
part of radio, it is indicated that
newspapers would make the poorer showing.
The tabulation also disregards

companies, such as laxative manufacturers, which have been requested to discontinue national network broadcast advertising.
One of the most serious discrepancies inthe ANPA tabulation
is that it has failed to take into
account the radio advertisers who,
though discontinuing national network advertising, have either shifted or persisted on regional networks and in the use of individual
stations in spot advertising.
Though complete information is
not available, a tabulation which
includes the more prominent national
advertisers
revealed spot
that radio
of those
advertisers
using national networks in 1928,
37.8% were still on the air in 1935,
using either national networks, national spot or regional networks.
The proportion for national network
advertisers in 1929 was 38.4%;
1930, 30%; 1931, 45.1%; 1932,
40%; 1933, 67% and 1934, 82.1%.
It would be interesting to see how
many of the 1928 national newspaper advertisers were still with
the press in 1935. It is safe to
assume that from 45% to 50% of
national network advertisers starting between 1928 and 1934 were
still on the air in 1935.
It also is interesting to note that,
with regard to national network
advertising, approximately 80% of
the 1935 advertisers were previous
users of radio. In the case of NBC,
renewals accounted for 97% of its
networks' revenues.
The Radio Audience
THE ANPA contention that only
58.4% of the homes of the country
are equipped with radios is an example of poor arithmetic. A figure
of 32,500,000 American families is
used instead of the U. S. Census
Bureau estimate of 30,914,300;
while 19,001,592 radio families are
considered instead of the 21,455,000
radio families tabulated by CBSMcGraw Hill and used by the Electrical Division of the Department
of Commerce as its figure. Applying these revised figures it is
shown that nearly 70% of the families of the country have radios.
Likewise, the ANPA finds that
in an unnamed Eastern city 20%
of the sets were unable to receive
the radio message, though Starch
has found that 96% of all radios
were in working order.
The ANPA conclusion that the
average national radio program
reaches 9.1% of radio families —
1,102,606 homes— should be looked
upon withcaster.
delight
the million
broadMore thanby one
homes actually get the advertisement. It would be interesting to
{Continued on page 57)

AFTER THE STORM— Here is the north vertical radiator of WFLAWSUN, Clearwater, Fla., with Walter Tison, station manager (hand on
insulator), mournfully surveying the damage. The recent Florida hurricane tossed the radiator 30 feet from its base and it fell in a nearby lake.
BROADCASTING

Priority

in

House

For Food-Drug Bill
Committee Plans Many Changes
Declares Chairman Chapman
FOOD AND DRUGS legislation,
placing the sale and advertising of
food, drugs, devices and cosmetics
under more stringent regulation,
"will be one of the first pieces of
business to be accomplished by the
next session of Congress in Janu- i
ary," according to Rep. Chapman
(D.) Ky., com chairman
the subit e of the Houseof Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committee
which conducted hearings on the
Copeland Bill (S-5) in the summer.Mr. Chapman's prediction, made il
to Broadcasting Sept. 3, came •
simultaneous with his release of a j
letter he had received from Edgar
Kobak, NBC
vice president in
charge of sales and chairman of the
board of the Advertising Federa- i
tion of America, offering to cooperate with the committee. Mr. j
K;bak has been an advocate of I
this legislation. The bill has been :
hanging fire in Congress for more
than twowritten adozen
yeai's times
and has
been reto satisfy
its i

opponents.
Changes to Be Made
THE MEASURE, Mr. Chapman
declared, will be amended once
again rather sweepingly by his
subcommittee, before which it still
is pending. The Copeland Bill,
rather than any of the other pro-i
posed substitute measures pending
in the House, will be used as the
"base" for the measure as it will
be reported out of committee, he j
?aid. He would not discuss the ad-,
ditional amendments, declaring his
committee must meet again before |
that can be done.
fullMr.text:Kobak's letter follows in
Frank Wozencraft of RCA has tolo
me about his interesting conversation]
with you yesterday concerning the activities of your sub-committee in investigating the food and drug situation in connection with consideration 1
of We
S-5. are very much interested in thf
work will
which
your committee
is doing'
and
welcome
the opportunity
tcl
give constructive cooperation to your
committee in any way within oui
power. We are trying very earnestly!
to accept facturers
from
foodprograms
and drugin manuonly those
whici
the product advertised is known t(
be free from criticism by the Fooc
and Drug Administration.
It is our belief that none of th(
products now advertised over eithei
NBC network or an NBC station is
subject to any such criticism. If in
formation should come to you whici
might raise doubt as to any produc j
advertised through us, we should ap
preciate advice to that effect from you
Indiana S-O on CBS
STANDARD OIL Co. (Indiana)
of Chicago, in October will go or:
a 19-station CBS network (exclud
ing WABC)
with Jack HyltonV;
orchestra, popular British combi
nation. The foreign company, witf1
about 30 members, is scheduled tc
arrive in this country Oct. 21. The
program
willto be11 heard
from 10:30
p. m. Sunday;
(EST)
keyed from WBBM, Chicago, when
a theatre is to be used. Hylton ii
a pianist and master of ceremonies
McCann-Erickson
Inc., Chicago, i$
the
agency.
• September
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By
E.
J. McCLANAHAN
Manager, Sales Development Department, Standard Oil Co. of California
Mazing

an

Educational

Trail

in

Pacific

Coast

States

to have the hour of music continued. Inquiry was made as to
whether the programs should be
continued just as they were, or in
some different manner; also
whether vocal selections should be
added. Dialers were invited to
write letters, or go to a service
station for a ballot card. The result of this survey was extraordinary. Approximately 30,000 replies were received. More than half
came from people who took the
trouble to go to the service stations
and ask for the ballot card. Radio
experts know that only a small
percentage of the listening audience will respond to a request for
letters, estimates ranging from between one in ten to one in twenty.
Hence the return from the survey,
believed to be among the most
voluminous of any survey made on
the Pacific Coast, indicated an
audience of great size. The survey
was also interesting in other respects. Of the listeners answering,
98% desired continuance of the
program.
The remaining
favored a broadcast
of some2% other

Sponsor Creates Thousands
of Friends for Its Products
sponsible for this cooperation are
ADIO undeniably occupies an
the authenticity of the material
nportant part in the lives of
presented and the rigidly main'<2arly
in the United
tained policy of the company to
tates every
and family
if sponsors
would
ake the best possible use of it,
present its radio educational program entirely free of objectionle industry must be subjected to
able advertising. No effort has
itelligent use. Discrimination
ever
been
made to sell anything
lould be practiced in selecting
during these broadcasts.
rograms which continually pour
The Standard Symphony Hour
lto the home through the loudwhich begins its ninth consecutive
oeaker.
year of uninterrupted weekly conGreat care should be given in
certs in October is broadcast on
lanning programs. Educational
Thursdays
and it is
well as entertainment values
iould be taken into consideration,
_, closely
affiliated
with
the Standard School
good program sells itself as well
\ Broadcast,
rendition ofthrough
musical
the sponsor's product and it
reates that very important good
numbers that have
ill too.
been studied during the
The Standard Oil Co. of Califorcorresponding mornla, trail-blazer of education-bying's broadcast. During
adio in the West, with foresight,
their regular seasons,
the services
of the
into conall these whenthoughts
83ok
sideration planning its ether
Los
Angeles,
San
Franampaign. As a result, we have
cisco, Portland and type. Among those who expressed
iday two of the most popular proSeattle symphony or- their opinion on singing, the vote
chestras are utilized. was 4 to 1 against the addition of
rams on the Western airlanes,
Otherwise
the concerts vocal music, hardly an indication
l
jjnd the first radio-educationa fea|ares accorded widespread acceptare given by the Stand- of public dislike for singers but
.nce by Pacific Coast schools — the
rather a sign that the demand for
Standard School Broadcast and
Before they listen frd Symphony Orches- vocal music is fully supplied elseRADIO
BY
TEACHING
to the Standard School Broadcast, pupils do \a unfer *£e le?der;
he Standard Symphony Hour, a
where. A most striking feature of
preliminary studying. Here is "Teacher's shlP °.f such eTi?e^ the survey was the number who
ourse of music appreciation. AlAlfred
as
ii o u g h separate presentations,
expressed their great appreciation
Manual" in use during a broadcast. conductors
Hertz and
Gaetano
Merola.
The programs,
of the absence of advertising. Some
hey are linked into a unified edulisteners, apparently apprehensive
ational project by means of spe- through their principals, as well which originate in San Francisco,
consist wholly of the finest sym- that the program might be disconial musical numbers, common to as to the heads of adult listening
tinued, offered financial support
phony music and include both light
oth programs. These broadcasts
groups.
for the program.
ro hand in hand, and are a means
The constant cooperation of Pa- and more severely classical compositions. An outstanding feature of
Coast educators, parentEach year the company receives
f making new friends for the teachercificassociations
and others has the
thousands of unsolicited letters
vertising.
ompany.
program
is
the
absence
of
adpraising the Standard Symphony
been most gratifying to Standard
Hour and the Standard School
in its endeavor to present in the
Equipping Schools
After
being
on
the
air
341
conStandard School Broadcast a
secutive weeks, Standard Oil Co. Broadcast — stating that in appreiVHEN Standard first presented
ciation only Standard Oil products
thoroughly acceptable course for in the spring of 1934 asked listen(he Standard
School Broadcast
are used in their households.
ers
to
indicate
whether
they
wished
classroom
reception.
Chiefly
rever NBC in October of 1928 there
vere only 72 schools on the Pacific
"oastseven
equipped
radio
reception.
Associated Oil Captures the West Coast Sports Fans .
In
years forthis
number
has
irrown to more than 2,000 schools.
)ur present audience numbers
By HAROLD R. DEAL
collegiate variety is still king, in- sive broadcasting privileges, and
:50,000 — a quarter of a million
Advertising Manager,
sofar as the size of the listening an additional $75,000 for the netAssociated
Oil
Co.
of
Ca^fornia
hildren, plus uncounted thousands
audience is concerned.
work and station time and announf adult listeners. These figures
BECAUSE sports
cer services. That schedule proAssociated
pioneered
football
ell the enthusiastic acceptance
vided the first transcontinental
broadcasts, and in entering its
fans are "good
vhich Pacific Coast educators have
broadcast
of the Stanford-Califortenth year as sponsor of the Pasports"causeand
beriven to the Standard School
they make
Game", and
which
was also
cific Coast's principal football
sent nia
to "Big
Honolulu
Manila.
broadcast and also the good will
up the most
exgames,
we
are
asking
half
a
milreated for our company. Heard
clusive audience
Why does Associated Oil Co.
lion grid fans to help the company
very Thursday from 11 to 11:45
spend this money on football
adverformulate its 1935 broadcast schedi. in., over the Pacific Coast sta- a radio
tiser can appeal
ule. Our aim is to please the pub- broadcasting? In the first place
ions of NBC from San Francisco,
to, the Associated
sportcasting is the one field of adlic, and questionnaires, in the form
ach school broadcast is divided
vertising on the Pacific Coast that
Oil Co., San
of a football, have been circulated
Imto two 20-minute lectures, one
Francisco, is now
is
practically
non-competitive. If
Mr.
Deal
by
Associatedasking
Dealers"
or elementary and one for ad- embarking on its
and "Smiling
company employes,
the an advertiser sponsors a musical
vanced students. Each lesson i s tenth year of Pacific Coast football fans to name the teams they want
program, he is bucking countless
omplete in itself and devoted to
to follow, the stations affording other musical programs that are on
"sportcasting".
|i single topic, but part of a school
Football is but one of 15 sports the best reception, and their favor- the air at the same time. When
ite announcers.
Associated Oil puts a sports event
iS rear's course. These lectures are that have been covered by Associillustrated by the Standard En- ated's staff of trained sportcasters
This is the biggest sports radio on the air, we have the undivided
emble, a group of talented NBC
over the Pacific Coast airlanes in survey ever attempted, and will be attention of all sports fans. We
■nusicians.
recent
years. The list includes ten- used in lining up the biggest sport- are serving thousands of shut-ins
. All broadcasts are supervised by
nis, track, golf, basketball, skiing, cast schedule ever attempted by and veterans in hospitals who canice hockey, baseball, swimming,
one sponsor in the entire West.
not possibly get to see the games.
Arthur
Garbett, NBC's Western
divisionS. education
al director. A bicycle races, horse races, outrig- Last season Associated sponsored We are reaching countless alumni,
311 station game broadcasts of all team boosters, students who for
i r72-page Teacher's Manual
ger canoe races, crew races, amasome reason or another, cannot get
iepsd lessons, covering theof printentire
teur boxing and rugby. All these principal Pacific Coast Conference
sports have their followers, but and major independent school to the (Continued
stadium, andon we
ear's work, is sent to all accredpageare48)appealted teachers who request them football of the good old American
games, paying $75,000 for exclu'^eptember
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|

Education

Group Loses Funds
Payne Endowment of $200,000
To Cease at End of Year
THE NATIONAL Committee on
Education by Radio, since 1930 an
ardent advocate of government
ownership of broadcasting and a
severe critic of everything in the
sponsored program line, lapses into
the limbo of reform organizations
which have failed on Dec. 31, 1935.
At that time, it has been ascertained, the Committee's endowment from the Payne Fund expires
andDisclosure
will not beof renewed.
the fate of the
Committee came almost coincident
with the announcement that Joy
Elmer Morgan had relinquished
his chairmanship of the Committee to devote full time to his editorship of the Journal of the National Education Association. Willis A. Sutton, superintendent of
schools of Atlanta, past president
of the NEA, has taken his place
on the committee for its remaining days. Dr. Sutton has been
a regular user of time over WSB,
Atlanta, for educational purposes.
Whether the work of the Committee will be absorbed by the
NEA itself has not yet been decided. Prior to the expiration of
the Payne endowment, however,
some action will be taken on this
point. The Payne Fund set aside
$200,000 for the Committee in December, 1930. Mrs. Frances Payne
Bolton, heir of the Payne estate
and trustee of the Fund, made the
endowment.
With the demise of the committee, it presumably will close its
Washington headquarters, of which
Tracy F. Tyler is secretary, and
also its service bureau of which
Armstrong Perry is the head.
The Committee repeatedly has
opposed commercial broadcasting
in hearings before Congressional
committees and before other governmental agencies. Mr. Morgan
has been a particularly sharp
critic of broadcasting.
Atwater-Kent Guests
ATWATER-KENT MFG. Co.,
Philadelphia (radios) has signed
guest artists to appear on the first
five of the companies concerts,
starting Sept. 10, 8:30-9 p. m. on
a CBS network. The Sept. 19 program will mark the tenth anniversary of the Atwater-Kent concerts.
Artists signed to date are: Jessica
Dragonette, Sept. 19; Frank Parker, Sept. 26; Grete Steuckgold,
Oct. 3; James Melton, Oct. 10; Lucrezia Bori, Oct. 17. William
Dailey and his orchestra will provide musical support. It is planned
to close the present series with
Reginald Werrenrath as guest soloist. Mr. Werrenrath opened the
first series a decade ago.

G. M. Symphony Returning
GENERAL MOTORS, Detroit,
will resume its Sunday institutional concerts over a nation-wide
NBC-WEAF network beginning
Oct. 6, it was learned Sept. 9. The
program will be for one hour, from
10 to 11 p. m., featuring the General Motors Symphony conducted
by Erno Rapee, with guest artists.
The account is for 13 weeks, with
options for renewal, and probably
will run for 26 weeks. CampbellEwald Co., Detroit, is the agency.
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Procter
RADIO

REACHES

ITS

MATURITY

Commercial System of Broadcasting Now Enjoying the
S:nclion of Federal Government
By LEO J. FITZPATRICK
President, NAB; Director, WJK
THERE may be
something in that
term, "The Luck
of
after the
all. Irish",
For I
feel that the
presidency of the
National Association of Broadcasters devolves
upon me in the Mr. Fitzpatrick
most fortuituous
year since the inception of the industry. Itis a year in which pressbeen obviing old
atedproblems
and those have
new problems
which confront us are of such a
nature that they point to development and progress, and as such
are an inspiration, more than a
labor.
It may come as a shock to some
of the advertising men to. be reminded of the fact that American
broadcasting, as at present constituted, was not completely sanctioned until a few month ago.
Broadcasting has suffered for
years as a target for the sharpshooting of both official and selfappointedventioncritics.
Our atrecent
conof the NAB
Colorado
was the first official occaSprings,
sion upon which station managers
and operators might feel that their
efforts were endorsed by government authority and by the listening public.
I do
not for a second imply that
radio was beyond criticism; or
that many of the barbs levelled at
it were not correctly aimed. However, our sins as broadcasters were
neither eliminated nor whitewashed. They were simply put
down and recognized as permissible errors, legitimately to be
charged to experience and development. But for the first time, a
young and growing industry was
permitted to wrestle with its own
problems, minus the repeated necessity of justifying itself as a
public service, or answering criticisms of its varied uses as a medium
ment! of advertising and entertainWith Flying Colors
THIS belated acceptance of the
American system of broadcasting,
sponsored and maintained by advertising, came as the result of a
thorough survey conducted during
the past year by the government
itself. This survey was based upon
the actual record and manuscript
of innumerable programs; and
took into account the reactions,
favorable and unfavorable, of thousands of listeners. In the month
of May, 1935, hundreds of station
managers, clergy, college professors, representatives of educational
institutions, responsible persons
from all walks of life, were summoned to Washington, there to go
on official record with their opinion of the stewardship of broadcasts™, at the hands of the assovertisers.ciated station operators and adFrom this gruelling test, radio
emerged with colors flying. It was
proven to have rendered definite
service, to have maintained a
clean, wholesome form of enter-

tainment, and to have disseminated
instruction and entertainment in a
manner which suggested unlimited
future possibilities. Its mistakes
were presented in undistorted proportion to the task accomplished,
the uncharted path which had to
be followed, and the high standards subscribed to by the industry
as a whole.
And what a splendid thing it is
at last to walk forward with unhampered step. This freedom from
depressing criticism and constant
threat of annihilation came to
broadcasting at the psychological
moment. Due to gigantic strides
made in both engineering and production fields, there are sufficient
problems within the industry to
keep us on our toes for the coming year. Programs will attain a
new level of quality and brilliance.
Competitive spirit is keen. The
search for ideas will be more vigilant than ever before. Efforts to
produce will be unceasing. The use
of radio as an advertising medium
has passed the experimental stage,
and results must be obtained for
every account placed. Recall that
radio now is mature; and maturity
has no
alibi for failure except failure itself!
Honest Advertising
AS FOR merchandising, which
plays such an integral part in
every broadcast advertising campaign, no longer does "caveat
emptor" prevail. Radio has forced
a new degree of "truth in advertising". As the invited guest in
a million homes, broadcast advertising cannot carry a banner "let
the buyer beware". It must offer
value, commensurate with its own
pleasing presence, and with the
grac'ous welcome afforded by the
listener.
Prall Urges Gov. Davey
To Continue Air School
A PLEA for continued constructive use of radio as a factor in education was made Sept. 5 by Chairman Anning S. Prall of the FCC
in a telegram to Gov. Martin L.
Davey of Ohio. The message was
sent after Mr. Prall had been apprised of the so-called Sherrill
Survey
Committee
on Ohio's
state educational report
system,
which
among other things, urged discontinuance of the Ohio School of the
Air, visual training and other
modern aids to class-room education, on the ground that their value
was doubtful for the expense involved. Mr. Prall wired Gov. Davey
as follows:
Noteence towith
some apprehension
education
by radio madereferby
Sherrill Survey Committee. Federal
Communications Commission, educational leaders of the country and leading broadcasters
erable time to have
this devoted
subject considhoping
concrete definite plan might be found
whereby radio might play important
part in educational development of
United mittee
States.
comheaded by Representative
U. S. Commissioner
of Education appointed with end in
view of presenting for consideration
of this commission plan above mentioned. Trust Sherrill report will have
no influence of discouraging nature
in this matter or be permitted to cripple our movement in Ohio.
BROADCASTING

Plans

&

Gamble

Heavy

Co.

Schedule

During Fall and Winter
A HEAVY radio schedule has
been arranged by Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, for that portion
of its advertising placed through
Blackman Adv. Inc., New York.
In the interest of Ivory soap a
new series of The O'Neills will begin early
in October
NBC-a
WEAF
basic
network, onfive32 days
week, 3:45-4 p. m. This program
will be broadcast each weekdayMonday through Friday. The
exact starting is undetermined due
to the baseball world series which
will be broadcast during the first
few days in October. The sponsor
plans to begin the program as^
soon as time is cleared.
The current Ivory Stamp Club
WJZ and WBZ-WBZA on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at
5:45-6 p. m. will be sent to the
entire WJZ basic network beginning Monday, Sept. 30. The time
of the broadcast will be changed to
7:15-7:30
p. m. but days will remain the same.
Another dramatic show Vic and
Sade will be unchanged. The
productis Crisco.
advertised on this quarterhour
A script show Home Sweet
Home will be shifted Sept. 30 to
10:15-10:30 a. m. This program
is broadcast in the interest of
Chipso and is heard over an NBCWEAF split network, five days a
week, Monday to Friday inclusive.
Sept. Show
8 broadcast
Uncle Charlie's
Ten*
was discontinued
after
a run of 52 weeks.
Jake & Lena Sponsored
In WHO Safety Campaign
HAVING completed a recent engagement for Gillette Safety
Razor Co. on the networks, Gene &
Glenn (Gene Francis Carroll and
Glenn Owen Rowell) on Sept. 3 took
their comedy act, Jake and Lena,
to WHO, Des Moines, where they
are doing a morning and evening
show daily. In addition on Saturdaydren's
mornings
have aSafety
chilprogram, they
Silvertown
Police, sponsored by B. F. Goodrich Rubber Co., Akron, in which
local school children are featured
in songs, dances and dramatic
skits with a safety theme. Police
of Des Moines are cooperating in
this show and participated in a
welcome party for the two stars,
broadcast the night of Sept. 3.
Network School Programs
BOTH CBS and NBC are planning
to resume their popular educa-B
t i o n a 1 programs designed f oi
school children, with the opening
of
autumn
sessions.theWalter
rosch
will resume
Music DamApi
preciation Hour on a combinec
NBC network Oct. 4 from 10-1]
a. m., Fridays. The program is
heard by 220 million school chil
dren — the world's largest music
class, according to NBC, and en
ters its seventh season. CBS wil
renew its American School of thi
Air Oct. 21, using the 2:30-3 p. m
period, Mondays through Fridays
The series was started in Febru
ary, 1930. Programs are planner
by Helen A. Johnson, CBS, an<
both teachers' manuals and class
room guides are distributed.
• September
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Clear

Channel

Stations

Study

3
Super Power
Pending
FCC
Rule
Comprehensive Federal Survey Nearing Completion ;
WGN, WSM, KFI, KNX Contemplate 500 kw.
ANTICIPATING a declaration of channel, a high-power regional, reversing one of its examiners. Pre1'Olicy on the part of the FCC
sumably, until such time as it is
Jroadcast Division specifying suier-power on clear channels, a prepared to adopt new regulations
lumber of stations are conte re- governing high-powers, the FCC
engineers do not intend to disturb
lating applications to use 500,000 the
status quo.
ratts — equivalent to the output of
WCKY, Cincinnati, operating on
NhW, Cincinnati, the world's
another of the high-power regionlighest powered station.
als — 1490 kc. — also contemplated
Among those giving at least pre- an
application for an increase
iminary consideration to such ap- from 5,000 to 25,000 watts, but its
lications are WGN, Chicago;
chances, should it be filed, would
VSM, Nashville, and KFI, Los An- be reduced in view of the KSTP
geles. KNX, Los Angeles, already
action, it was learned.
ias filed an application to increase
At present, the maximum power
o 250,000 watts, as a step to- nermitted under the regulations, is
vard ultimately going to 500,000.
50,000 watts, allowed on clear
Moreover, technical heads of key channels only. WLW is using
tations of the networks — WEAF,
50,000 watts under its regular liVJZ and WABC— also are known
cense and 450,000 watts additional
o be mulling over technical sur- under a special experimental lieys and plans looking toward
cense. Tn order to use that power
■uper-power operation. Certain
regularly, and to allow other sta■ther owned and operated stations
tions to use that amount of energy,
>f the big networks likewise might
the FCC would have to revise its
regulations.
'allWhile
into no
this official
category.
word is forthWLW claims that as a result of
oming from the FCC, it has been
its
_ tenfold power increase, with
lefinitely indicated that the comwhich it has been operating for a
prehensive clear channel survey
year, its signal intensity has invhich has been conducted since
creased about 325%. Stated anast fall tends toward a reduction
other way, the tenfold increase in
n the number of clear channels,
has resulted in slightly
.vith super-power suggested on power
more than a threefold increase in
:hose that would be left in that coverage.
It invested more than
:lass. The success in increased
$500,000 in its giant plant at
coverage attained by WLW with
Mason, O.
e its
super-power
has been a factor
Substantiating the indications
tn these
considerations.
that some stations contemplate
Super-power operation is foundsuper-power applications is the
?d on the theory, which apparently
fact that leading- transmitter man: has proved out in the technical
ufacturers, notably RCA Mfg. Co.,
survey, that great masses of peo- have been queried about the availple in remoter areas can be most
ability of such equipment, and
ffectively served with it when
asked the time that would be rethey get no primary service other- auired to turn out the gigantic
wise. That was the original basis
of the 1928 allocations, when 40 of Dlants. RCA contracted for entire
WLW plant, under specifications
:he 96 channels then available
drafted by Joseph A. Chambers,
- 'were set aside for exclusive night- technical supervisor for the Cros- time operation with a minimum
power of 5,000 watts. Since then ley Radio Corp.
:< :the trend has been toward higher
and higher power.
Florida Capital Outlet
Analyzing Data
TALLAHASSEE, Florida's capital, now has its own broadcasting
WHAT the FCC declaration of
. policy actually will be is not station, with the recent inaugurain!aknown. Officially it is stated that
tion of WTAL, 100-watter licenthe Engineering
sed to Florida Capital BroadcastDepartment is
ers
Inc. Its president is Gilbert
still engrossed in the task of analyzing the mass of data collected
Freeman, publisher of the Avon
J since last fall through the use of
(Fla.) Highlands County Pilot
automatic recorders which picked
and Twin Cities Sun, weekly newsup the signal intensities of stations
paper. Executive vice president
and station director is Charles L.
a an every part of the country.
But the indications, based on Boykin, formerly with WFLAconversations with engineers, are
WSUN. Richard Kingston is prov ihat there will be recommended a
gram director.
i;- reduction in the number of clear
:.e. channels, perhaps with a minimum
-t power of 500,000 watts on those
New Buffalo Local
U: allowed to remain. In any event,
A
NEW
local station for Buffalo,
■i- the consideration being given to
applications for super-power by the on application of Roy L. Albertson, former general manager of
a- stations already named obviously
tlI: grows out of an expected action by WEBR, of that city, was authorthe Broadcast Division along that
ized Sept. 10 by the FCC BroadK line.
cast Division in reconsidering a
iff That the FCC has in mind a re- former decision in which it designated the application for hearing.
iinjivision of power outputs also was
-^clearly indicated when on Sept. 3 The station will operate on 1370
aim denied the application of KSTP,
kc, 100 watts night, 250 watts
W St. Paul, for authority to operate
day, and share with WSVS, Bufwith 25,000 watts on the 1460 kc. falo.
^September
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GUSHER BROADCAST
KWKH Uses Makeshift Remote
With Good Results
WHEN the Lawton No. 1 oil well
in Louisiana gushed forth with a
roar, Sept. 4, KWKH, Shreveport,
carried the program after two
tivity. of desperate engineering achours
In an hour William Anthony,
KWKH chief engineer, and Steadman Gunning, an assistant, strung
three miles of No. 14 single strand
bare iron wire from the well to
the nearest telephone, a party line
in a negro cabin nine miles from
Ida, La. Subscribers on the line
had agreed not to use their phones
during the broadcast. From the
Ida exchange, privately owned, the
sound traveled over Southern Bell
lines to Shreveport.
Using only a single wire, it was
necessary to ground out a connection box on remote equipment. The
wire was strung through pine
trees and over fences and cotton
fields. Despite the haste and engineering difficulties the reception
was good. Jack Keasler, loaned
by KTBS, Shreveport, for the occasion, and Jack Geizer, chief announcer of KWKH, were at the
microphone.
WOOD- WASH SIGNED
AS NBC
STATIONS
WITH the switch
of Detroit stations' network
affiliations Sept.
2 9, WOODWASH,
Grand
Rapids, will be
added to the
NBC and made
available as an
Mr. Barnett
optional
station
on both the
Red
and Blue Networks, Richard
C. Patterson Jr., NBC executive vice president, announced
Sept. 10. At the same time it was
learned that Stanley W. Barnett,
former commercial manager of
WBAL, Baltimore, and lately with
WCAO in that city, has gone to
Grand Rapids to take charge of the
station.
On Sept. 29 WXYZ replaces
WJR as the Detroit NBC-WJZ
(Blue) outlet, with WJR becoming
a basic CBS station and CKLW
taking the place of WXYZ on the
Mutual Network. The NBC arrangement with WXYZ also called
for serving the remaining seven
stations of the Michigan Network,
including WOOD-WASH, with
NBC sustaining service on a nopay basis at least until June 1,
1936, under WXYZ's contractual
relations with the Michigan Network.
The Michigan Network will be
maintained as before with WXYZ
as key station. The latest NBC
move, however, gives the KunskyTrendle Corp., licensee of both
WXYZ and WOOD-WASH, two
new NBC commercial outlets. NBC
stated that WOOD-WASH operated
with 500 watts on 1270 kc, will be
sold to its Red and Blue advertisers at $120 per evening hour.
KNET is the call assigned by the
FCC to the new station at Palestine, Tex., for which Palestine
Brdcstg. Assn. was granted a construction permit on 1420 kc. 100
watts daytime.

Col. Brown
In

Pacific

Upheld
Ruling

FCC Sustains Reports Filed;
KFBI Action Is Protested
SU STAINING
the recommendations sioner
of CommisThad H.
Brown, who held
hearings on their
cases in
LosApril,
Angeles last
the
Broadcast Division
fuU FCC
ijcense
r on
eSept. 3 granted
newals to KFWB, KGFJ, KMPC,
KRKD and KIEV, all in the Los
Angeles area. They had been cited
in connection with the account of
the Alhambra Electronic Institute
and for various other alleged violations of the radio regulations, including several failures to record
in their
logs thespeakers.
political affiliations of political
The Broadcast Division, from
which Col. Brown later was shifted
to the Telephone Division, upheld
Col. Brown's conclusions that all
the stations deserved license renewals for their deletion of the
"electronic" advertising and for
their promises to adhere more
rigidly to regulations in the future.
The division also sustained Col.
Brown's recommendation for a
daytime increase to 5,000 watts in
the power of KFWB.
Protest by KFBI
Uol. Brown

COL. BROWN'S other recommendation, favoring denial of a license
renewal to KFBI, Abilene, Kan.,
on which he held hearings in San
Antonio, Tex., last March, awaits
FCC action after oral arguments
before its Broadcast Division en
banc scheduled for Dec. 5. The
station has vigorously protested
Col. Brown'scarrying
charges programs
that it had
continued
by
Dr. John R. Brinkley wired from
his Mexico studios and other questionableDr.programs
by Van
"Omar",
"Koran" and
Ford's
Nae
reducing tea.
Oral arguments also have been
set for Oct. 17 on the Brown reports recommending denial of the
Universal Adv. Agency, of Laredo,
Tex., seeking authority to wire
programs for broadcasts over
XENT,can station
the Norman
BakertheMexijust across
Rio
Grande. Arguments will be heard
on the same dayommendation
on against
a similar
recpermitting
the Hotel Eagle, Eagle Pass., Tex.,
to transmit programs for broadcasting over XEPN, Piedras Negras, Mexico.
Chateau Cheese Spots
BORDEN SALES Corp., New
York (Chateau cheese), will begin
a series of five-minute announcements, once a day, five days a
week, beginning Sept. 23 in participation programs appealing to
the feminine audience. The announcements will be broadcast
from Monday to Friday inclusive
on 16 stations in the East. Thev
are: WLS, WGAR, WFIL, WNAC,
WEAN, KDKA, KSD, WREN,
WAVE, WBNS, WBEN, WJSV,
WHEC, WOKO, WSYR, WXYZ.
Young & Rubicam Inc., New York,
is the agency.
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Interest

in

Daily Newspapers
Milwaukee Contest Reveals How
Broadcasts Are Aid to Press
By WALTER
DAMM
Director,
WTMJ. Milwaukee
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, Inc.,
Free & Sleininger

AN INTERESTING sidelight on
the continual
controversy between press and
radio over the
broadcasting o f
news was unexpectedly revealed
when WTMJ,
the
Milwaukee
Journal
station,

conducted a question game over
the air. If the reactions of Milwaukee listeners are a criterion,
newspaper
publishers
should radio
welcome, rather
than resist,
news bulletins.
Milwaukee people do not substitute radio news for the daily newstheynewspaper
tend to becomepaper;
more instead,
careful
readers, according to their own
statements. The radio bulletins
whet their appetites for a detailed
account of the highlights they
hear. A large majority who follow
the broadcast news series, use the
bulletins as a guide to the reading
of their favorite newspapers.
All this information was dev e 1 o p e d quite by chance. The
WTMJ question game contest was
not conducted with the thought of
making aerences survey
of listener
prefor opinions.
The primary
reason for the contest was the desire on the part of the station
management to increase the afternoon listening audience and to secure data to prove to advertisers
the potential
possibilities of afternoon time.
How It Was Done
CASH prizes were awarded each
week for a period of three weeks
to the listeners who submitted the
best sets of answers to 36 questions, six of which were broadcast
each week-day afternoon. Contestants were required to state which
WTMJ program they liked best
and to give the reasons. The statement was included primarily to
facilitate the judging of the contest. There was no expectation at
the beginning that the statement
would prove of any great value,
but
an inspection
of the
first week's
entries
showed such
interesting
information that the statements of
program
preference
the entire
three weeks
of the for
contest
were
carefully compiled and analyzed.
Listeners nominated the Journal
News Highlights their fifth most
popular
When considering this program.
relative standing
it must
be remembered that listeners had
to select the one WTMJ program
which they liked better than all
others. The comparative popularity therefore of the news broadcast as such may not mean very
much, but the reasons given for
preferring this program were a
distinct surprise and should be of
considerable interest to newspaper
publishers who have maintained
that the broadcasting stations
were stealing their thunder.
Typical of the comments which
appeared again and again are the

New Owners Make Shifts!
In KLZ Operating Staff
ALTHOUGH the management re-f
mains the same under its new
owners,
in the'
operating various
staff ofchanges
KLZ, Denver,
have been
the last'
month.
The made
stationduring
was purchased
recently from Mrs. Naomi Bengston, manager, and F. W. Meyer,
commercial manager, by the interests owning WKY, Oklahoma City,
and publishing the Oklahoma City
Oklahoman.
Mrs. Bengston and
Mr. Meyer, however, have retained
their posts.
Thomas McClelland, former chiei
engineer of WDAF, Kansas City,
has been appointed KLZ chief engineer, with Larry Reed, Ed Pray
and Melvin Williams as his trans
mitter staff and William Beau
chump and Howard Johnson a:
studio engineers. Patricia Burns
formerly with KPRC, Houston
has been named head of the continuity department, and Arthu
Wuth has been transferred fron
salesman - announcer to prograir
director. Matthew McEniry hai
been named senior announcer
while Les Wellens has joined th
staff of announcers.
Fred Fleming, former Associ
ated Press editor in Denver, ha:
taken charge of the four dailj
news broadcasts, with Mark Han
sen and Jack Fitzpatrick, announ
cers and former newspapermen, a:
his assistants.
United Cigar on Mutual
UNITED CIGAR STORES DEL
AWARE Corp., New York, operat
ing a chain of stores, will make it
MBS debut Oct. 1 with a half-hou:
series on WOR, Newark, an<
WGN, Chicago. The program, pre
senting Isham Jones and his or
chestra, Eton Boys, and Loretti
Lee, will be keyed from WOR. Tb
series will be heard Tuesdays
8:30-9 p. m. Account was placei
direct.
RADIO CITY studios of NBC
were visited by 6,483 persons oi
the day before Labor Day, a neV
record,
withholiday.
5,262 paying admis
sion
on the
following: "Journal news high
lights give me a complete outlin
on"
of
"Wewhat
knowthings
what toto read
look later
for whei
new
"The mor
newspaper
the
broadcasts
makecomes";
us so much
anxious for our Milwaukee Jour
nal"; "Guides me in the choice o
selections later"; "Has made me I
100%theJournal
out
most reader";
interesting"Point
new
items
in the daily
Journal."
Apparently
many
people wh
used to read their newspaper in :
haphazard fashion are now gettin;
more out of it because the new
bulletins help them to organiz
their reading. Those whose tim
for reading is limited know in ad
vance what they want to read i
they are regular followers of th
news broadcasts. There is evi
dence that some who are not regu;
lar readers have had to turn to th
newspaper to satisfy their curi
osity about further details of th
news flashes they have heard. An
one and all give definite indicatio
that the news bulletins have in
creased reader interest in the news
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GENE

AND

JOIN

GLENN

W-H-O

lO

STAFF

a program-service widely known

for the

excellence of locally-produced features. Station WHO adds another headline act of radio
— Gene and Glenn.
Beginning September 7, the famous radio
team conducts a weekly program series for
Goodrich —
Junior

broadcasting

the Silvertown

Safety Police Club

every Saturday

morning
Gene

from WHO

studios.

and

are also available for

sponsorship

Glenn

in daytime

or evening broad-

casts, Monday to Friday, by any company

de-

siring to strengthen its sales situation in the
extensive
WHO.

midwestern

territory served

by

The selling record of Gene and Glenn for
Quaker,
nized.

Gillette and

Spang

The selling record of WHO

is well recog-

has been equal-

ly remarkable on a score of closely-checked
accounts.
The
WHO

combination
is a "natural"

of Gene,

Glenn

and

for building business.

Wire
ability.or phone for details on cost and avail-

■
CENTRAL
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
J O. Maland, Mgr.
DES MOINES, IOWA
Phone 3-7147

National Representatives: FREE

& SLEINEVGER,

Inc. — New York, Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco

WHO
ESS

ENTIAL

rn—
COMPLETE
StofLoRADIO

:leared-chann
eptember

15, 1935

el

—

COVERAGE

50,000

• BROADCASTING

IO W A

WATTS
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—
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full-time
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Dr. Lyon's on MBS, Discs
STERLING PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (Dr. Lyon's toothpowder) ,
will begin a new series of programs
over Mutual Broadcasting System
on Monday, Sept. 16, 9:45-10 a.
m. WNAC, Boston, will be included but the Detroit MBS outlet
will not be used. The program will
be broadcast five days a week,
Monday through Friday. There
will be a rebroadcast for WGN,
Chicago, origination point. Beginning Sept. 30 transcriptions will
also be used over eight other stations five days a week, but the
time will vary in each case. The
following stations will be used in
this campaign: KDKA, WHAM,
WJR, WHO, WBAL, WCCO,
WGAR, KMOX. Blackett-SampleHummert Inc., New York, is the
agency.
FROM

AN

RADIO

PROVIDES

STORM

NEWS

Fast and Complete Service Provided by Broadcasters
During Destructive
BOTH in informing the public
what was happening and in organizing relief work, radio played a
prominent part in the recent hurricane that swept part of Florida
and tossed the SS Dixie on the
rocks off the Florida Coast.
With first warnings that a hurricane was approaching, Florida
stations began to send out warnings. As the gale began to strike,
they continued to keep the public
posted as long as they were able to
stay on the air. Destruction of
power lines in several cases shut
down stations.

ALMANAC

OF

HISTORICAL

KSD

WAS

Florida Hurricane
Networks and press associations
mustered all available personnel
for the task of feeding bulletins to
broadcasters, and heroic news
gatherers in many cases risked
death to obtain information and
send it to their offices.
Activity at Miami
WQAM, Miami, prepared for the
blow as in past years, with a
double watch at studios and transmitters; tarpaulins covering everything; windows lashed; and a full
force of phone girls answering the
ACHIEVEMENTS

FIRST

jpKSD was prominent in developing practices
that today are commonplace in broadcasting,
KSD was the first station in the world to broadcast to a moving

train and first to achieve

two-way broadcast
radio station.

between

a

a dirigible and a

Station

KSD— St. Louis Post-Dispatch
POST-DISPATCH BUILDING. ST. LOUIS. MO.
FREE & SLEININGER. INC.. NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
Page 16
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usual frantic inquiries of "Will il
hitFailure
Miami?".in power lines due t*
high winds put the station off th 1
air restored
at 8 Sept.
wa'
not
until2 and
1 p. service
m. the nexi
day.
Covering
Transradio
Press theand storm
aiding foi
the relief work kept the staff o
the jump night and day.
At 11:30 on Monday night An
nouncer Ray Brock heard an SO!
on the control room speaker an<
reported it to Inspector Joe H
McKinney, U. S. Radio Inspectoi
who was starting his 48-hour shif
on the Naval Reserve short-wav
outfit communicating with th
storm area. He checked with Trop
ical Radio and learned that th
Dixie was , aground on Frencl
Reef, 60 miles from Miami, wit]
400 people aboard.
The short-wave transmitter wa
loaned to the National Guard, am
station facilities were placed a
the disposal of the Red Cross. 1
WQAM representative went to th
scene of the disaster. All day am
evening broadcast storm bulletin
and relief requests received b;
short wave direct from the key
were broadcast and supplied ti
Transradio.
Programs for CBS
AT 6 a. m. Wednesday a call fron
Paul White, CBS public event;
chief, requested a network broad
cast reviewing the storm. WQA1V
went on the air with air pilots, po
lice, Red Cross representatives, th<
WQAM representatives from thi
keys and two little girls orphanec
by the storm.
WQAM arranged to meet the sur
vivors from the Dixie and broad
cast their arrival over CBS bu
the boats did not get in until afte;
midnight. As the station was of
the air, it consented to interviev
by long-distance tele
passengers
phone
for WJTL, Atlanta. A de
scription of the storm and effect:
was
given station
by phonethebroadcast
ovei
the same
night befon
by Ron Jenkins and Les Harris
WQAM announcers.
On Wednesday at noon WQAR
went on the network with the res
cued passengers. Dale James drev
colorful stories from six passen
gers who figured largely in th<
th<
At night
press dispatches.
Amateur
Night program
in Bay
front Park found only half of ama
teurs ready to go on. Jack Thurs
ton, m.c, requested volunteer per
formers from the audience of 850(
and more than enough respondec
to fill the hour.
On Thursday WQAM broadcas
a call for workers to help rehabili
tate the stricken area and 450 re
sponded in two hours. A Rec
Cross missing persons bureau was
and broadcast inforonatioi
set up
for
anxious relatives on regulai
schedule.
WDAE Is Silenced

advised by the Unitec
UPON being
Weather Bureau that £
States
nce was headec
tropicalthedisturba
Tampa Bay section anc
toward
the lower Gulf Coast area, WDAE
t weathg
to broadcas
beganadvisorie
Tampa,
s, concernin
bureau
er
the progress of the storm togethei
nearwith advice to people inthethedesira
by island resorts as to
the
into
moving
bility of
. their
mainland
This service was continued eaer
(Continued on page 53)
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he

have

BUT

THE

PARTICULAR

could

bought

/ *
&<^&MM
CAR

CAME

TO

BUY

THIS

OVER*

The ability of WLW to create a brand
preference is realized fully by two
groups — those who

themselves

use WLW

and

those whose

competitors do. In its 1 'logical" territory, WLW is unquestionably the station in popularity as well as persuasiveness. Far,
far beyond

500*600

WATT

THE WORLD'S MOST ,
POWERFUL BROAJ^STJNC
STATION
^

IS
September

WLW
15, 1935

these bounds

goes the 500,000-watt

voice of WLW

to create an "extra" value so definite and tangible that many
advertisers have come to consider WLW
in the light of a
national medium. Ask us to show you what WLW has done
to sales curves in lines similar to yours.
THE

CROSLEY

RADIO CORPORATION,
POWEL CROSLEY, JR., PRES.

SUGGESTING
• BROADCASTING

YOUR

CINCINNATI

BRAND?
Page 17

PROMOTING

HAWAII

BUYS

Did you know that only six countries of the World —
United Kingdom, Canada, Germany, Japan, France
and Italy — make larger purchases of American
products than the Hawaiian Islands? Hawaiian imports from the mainland, and that means practically all
of the standard brands, aggregate $70,000,000 a year.
•file Ifou. (jetting
Skate
Here
are Station:
some pertinent facts about KGMB, Hawaii's
Premier
A survey by the Honolulu Chamber of Commerce,
completed in January of this year, revealed that
KGMB, operating with an output of 250 watts, had
60% of the "radio circulation" of this rich market.
To increase this circulation by better serving the
islands, KGMB has:
1. Increased power four-fold to 1,000 watts.
2. Installed new RCA high fidelity studio and transmitter
equipment.
3. Constructed a new building housing offices, studios
and equipment.
4. Installed new Blaw-Knox vertical radiator.
5. Installed new Western Electric 78 and 33 1-3 r. p. m.
vertical and lateral cut reproducing equipment.
6. Installed new sound-on-film reproducing unit.
7. Become Hawaiian Island outlet for complete World
Broadcasting System transcription libraries and of
Standard Radio, Inc., transcription libraries.
8. Installed permanent remote control connections 24hour service with all important Army and Navy posts
in islands.
teptelentl
adveitfoing
•Qmetican

the (reAt

buy in tkh

typically

Atatltet.

KGMB
HONOLULU

,

HAWAII

FRED J. HART, President and General Manager
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, CALIFORNI AN HOTEL
Representatives :
CONQUEST ALLIANCE COMPANY
NEW YORK, 515 MADISON AVE. - CHICAGO, 100 N. LaSALLE ST.
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?

PROGRAMS

BY

SPOTS

Sponsored 'Trailers" Suggested as an Economical Method
Of Informing Public of What Is to Come
discs could be used in regions
By HOWARD J. LONDON
MERCHANDISE is sold widely where the program is not commanding the attention desired beand successfully by spot announcecause of some local condition. It
ments. Why not sell spots to ad- would be necessary, of course, to
vertisers as a means of introducuse only the musical portions of
ing the audience to new radio pro- the discs, accompanied by local
grams or changes in current series, announcements.
just as motion picture producers
Costly Spotlights
introduce coming pictures by "trailA
BIG
sponsor recently
In ers" any
case the public must be changed RADIO
?
the day and hour of his
taken through the well - known
steps: Attention, interest, desire broadcast and used a newspaper
and action. For a decade radio campaign to inform the public.
advertisers have used the printed Two hundred papers in 150 cities
word to attain this end : car cards, from coast to coast were used,
each paper carrying 1000 lines for
posters, spotlight ads in newsa series of six insertions over a
papers and magazines, window
period of four weeks. The cost
posters, display pieces, etc. But was
around $50,000, probably the
spot announcements have not been
used to any marked degree for amount spent on the sponsor's next
four broadcasts, and the program
this purpose.
one of the best of its type on
The power of movie trailers is is
admitted. The same thing can be the air.
Now suppose this sponsor had
done with spot announcements, appealing to the ear instead of the used spot announcements. In his
network
he uses about 60 stations.
eye. Movie producers know they
cannot sell a picture without a lot Had this newspaper appropriation
of publicity, much of which they been used on these stations, it
have allowed $900 for each
get through the printed -word. Ra- would
dio is selling the same thing — en- station. And $900 will buy a lot
tertainment.
of five-minute spot announcements.
These spots could have been
Taste of What's Coming
placed at the old time used by the
sponsor, and habitual listeners
BY NO STRETCH of the imagination can the printed word tell what surely would be steered to the new
kind of entertainment will be heard hour. A check of the network
on X's hour which starts next schedule shows the former spot is
week. True, the newspapers will not
being used by any commercial
account.
list the talent in their program
schedules and perhaps give a few
Of course changes in program
lines in the radio column, or even
time were announced by all staa photo of a member of the cast.
tions carrying the series, but these
Yet this does not indicate what
five - second announcements say
sort of entertainment the listener nothing about the entertainment,
will receive, except in the case of the main reason for tuning-in.
a few leading performers, who are
Further, spot announcements can
scarce and expensive. However,
be used on stations other than
the question can be answered with
those over which the program is
a five - minuts spot announcement.
Take the 200 stations signSuppose the sponsor plans to use heard.
ing off at sun down! They have
an orchestra, tenor and girl trio. their quotas of listeners and no
The talent can give a complete
doubt would be glad to take these
musical selection, with each group
spot announcements for evening
doing its specialty.
programs on competitive stations.
Opening and closing announceStill more, competing stations
ments can contain information as
to carry
spot anto station, date and time of the may be willing
nouncements
promoting programs
inaugural broadcast. No commeron rival stations. This is being
cial copy should be used, except to
every day in printed media.
mention the sponsor, since the sole done
At intervals the New York Post
idea is to get the attention of the advertises
in the New York Sun
listener and arouse his desire to
to tell Sun readers why they should
tune in on the debut.
Cost of program promotion by read the Post. Both are evening
spot announcements will be less newspapers.
than the cost of a spotlight camThe analogy fits the spot announcement idea. The sponsor
paign in printed media. Every radio executive has been amazed at wants as large an audience as posthe expense involved in a spotlight
sible, and radio "trailers" will give
schedule.
him a maximum audience at minimum cost.
Some 200 stations carry a good
share of the national advertising
that is broadcast. In this same
29 for Agency Bureau
area there are about 1500 newspapers. To take a spotlight ad- ONLY two additional stations —
vertisement inevery one of these KJBS, San Francisco, and KFI,
papers would involve prohibitive
Los Angeles — have notified the
expense, yet the area can be covNAB during the last fortnight that
ered by radio at a fraction of the they would subscribe to the pronewspaper cost.
jected agency recognition bureau.
Talent for the spot announceThis makes a total of but 29 as
ments would cost nothing. A seminimum
120 order
staries of transcriptions could be againsttionsthe
required
by Oct. of1 in
made, and staggered among the to underwrite the initial $16,000
stations. Thus stations carrying that would be necessary to launch
the spots would have a different the bureau. [See article in Sept. 1
musical offering for each an- issue.] More than ever now, it
nouncement.
evident, the project is headed
After the initial campaign, these was
for failure.
BROADCASTING
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MAMA
JOHNSON

You've

heard

about

Milwaukee

ran

Four

WISN

Announcements
• This program

Bring

9384

Replies !

• Once more WBAL
listening audience.

WBAL

MARYLAND
•

FACTS

about

its MARKET

NEW

study

Let this new
your

in

a

just published.

WHEN

booklet

RADIO

help

spend

DOLLARS

most

ECONOMICALLY

for MAXI-

MUM RESULTS

. . .WRITE

proves its leadership in

*The Johnsons are Available for Immediate Sponsorship.
SELL

you

broadcast at 6 P.M. Monday

through Friday, opposite one of America's leading blackface script acts, has just broken all
records in a mail check completed during the
last week in August.

YOU

gives

Ask for Details

YOU

WISN
MILWAUKEE

BUY

CBS

BALTIMORE

STATION

MARYLAND'S ONLY CLEAR CHANNEL STATION
• BASIC NBC (BLUE) NETWORK
10,000 WATTS
WCAE

FINE

expands

•

THREE TIMES as biga brief description of our
new guarters in Hotel
William Penn, Pittsburgh.

And

FIVE TIMES the powerWCAE is going on 5,000

BUSINESS

lots

HEARST

II

l

watts to give you a million more listeners — free!

of it/

PITTSBURGH
Most

of the

RADIO

Best

That's why the Pittsburgh
radio audience consistently prefers WCAE's programs— and THAT is why
program sponsors click
on WCAE month after

NEW

YORK

BIGGER
and

SAN

BETTER

BALTIMORE

month, year after year —
a grand success parade !

every

.....

FRANCISCO

WCAE
WINS

....

......

KYA
WBAL

MILWAUKEE

WISN

LOS

KEHE

ANGELES

way/

Hearst Magazine Bldg.
959 Eighth Ave.
NEW YORK
COLUMBUS 5-7300
WCAE
PITTSBURGH
Basic NBC

September

15, 1935

Red

Network

Hearst Building . 326 W. Madison Street
CHICAGO, ILL.
CENTRAL 6124
Hearst Building . .
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Market at Third
DOUGLAS 3536
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BIRDS

OF

A

FEATHER

•

Different

markets

as these radio stations are — in

served, in operating

power,

in pro-

gram structures — they have this one thing in

WSB
WFBR
WAAB

Atlanta
Baltimore
I

NBC
NBC

WNAC
C
WIC
WBEN
WGAB

jBoston
[rSew
Haven
port
Bridge
Buffalo
Cleveland

CBS
<BS
NBC
NBC

WFAA
WBAP
KLZ
WJR
KPRC

(Dallas
(Fort Worth
Denver
Detroit
Houston

NBC
NBC
CBS
NBC
NBC

WFBM
WDAF
KFI

Indianapolis
Kansas City
]

CBS
NBC

WHAS
KECA
WLLH
WTMJ
WSM
WSMB
WTAR

Louisville
\^-lOS Angeles .
Lowell
Milwaukee
Nashville
New Orleans
Norfolk

NBC
.CBS
YN
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC

WFIL
KGW

Philadelphia
)
, ,

NBC
mTWBir,

WEAN
Providence
[Por
tlan
d
KEX
KSL
Salt Lake
City
WO A I San Antonio
KOMO
1
,

KJB

common :
WMAS
KVOO
KFH

They get results for their advertisers.
That ability has caused the most experienced
Spot

Broadcasters

to "flock

together"

on

Seattle

. . . JJIISt^
ane
ppok
Springfield
CBS
Tulsa
NBC
Wichita
CBS

Also
YANKEE NETWORK
TEXAS QUALITY NETWORK
NORTHWEST
TRIANGLE

EDWARD
Join this group of successful advertisers who
are daily proving

the selling power

stations.
15, 1935

by
NBC

Represented throughout the United States

these stations.

ember

CBS
NBC
CBS
NBC
mTWBir,
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of these

&

PETRY

COMPANY
INCORPORATED

NEW YORK
DETROIT
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
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Defendants

in Transradio's

File Replies, Denying
ANSWERS by all the numerous
defendants in the suit brought by
Transradio Press Service and the
Radio News Association have now
been filed in the U. S. District
Court for Southern New York,
and unless further action is taken
, - by the plaintiffs in the meantime,
the next development in the case
is to expected when the calendar
is called in October.
The two plaintiff companies, of
ch Herbert Moore is the head,
suing NBC, CBS, AP, UP, INS
1 the American Newspaper Pubtiers Association and individuals
inected with them for $1,170,000
.mages claimed to have resulted
om a conspiracy (the press-raI .o agreement) in violation of the
Inti-trust laws.
I The last answers to be filed,
Vhich were delayed until early
September as a result of motions
| the defendants, were those of
BS and William S. Paley (joint/) ; NBC, Merlin H. Aylesworth
and Frank E. Mason (jointly) and

Damage

Suit

Conspiracy Charge
INS, Joseph V. Connolly and J. D.
Gortatwosky (jointly).
In the CBS answer it is pointed
out that the operation of its own
news bureau in 1933 and early in
1934 (when General Mills Inc.
sponsored the reports) was not
"done at a profit". When the suit
was filed, Moore expressed the belief that the News Bureau would
have developed into a profitable enterprise but for the adoption of
the Press-Radio agreement.
Called a "Program"
THE CBS answer makes no reference to the manner in which the
agreement was arrived at, and refers to it as a "program". It says:
"This program was devised to terminate the friction previously existing between the press and the
radio, and the news so furnished
by the defendant press associations
is available to any broadcasting
station which desires it."
It is conceded that CBS "advised
several of its subsidiaries on sev-

For

He's Still Hoarse
WHEN the organist failed
to
appear
for inathe30-second
network
break
studios
of WMCA, New York, Paul
Gregory,
announcer,
into
the mike
like a barked
whole
pack of puppies, thus appropriately introducing the dogfood program which followed.
eral occasions not to purchase the
news dispatches of Transradio
press service and not to permit the
sponsorship
of news,"
but pursuant
it is denied that this
was done
to a conspiracy or as unfair competition.
NBC, like CBS, denies that the
two network companies between
them control approximately half
of the 40 clear channels, and in
referring
to adherence
the "program"
denies that its
to thisit document committed it to a policy of
not gathering its own news or not
purchasing news from the press
associations' competitors.
INS, seeking to undermine the
basis of the action, denies that

(ISneither Transradio nor Radio News
^Association is engaged in interstate commerce, and sets forth
that "as a result of the abstention
by INS from selling its dispatches
to radio stations, advertisers and
others, for use in connection with
the advertising of goods and services for profit, the plaintiffs were
enabled to sell a large amount of
alleged news in their possession to
various radio stations which desired to sell the same to advertisers for the purpose of inducing
listeners to hear about the merits

Sale

TEST
OHIO'S
MARKET

of their various products."
In April,
the toanswer
continues, INS1935,
decided
sell news
to
advertisersas "under
suchstations
suitableandsafeguards
would
ensure the dignified and objective
presentation of the news gathered
andIt written
by INS."
is charged
that the plaintiffs
prospered
exceedingly,
or represented this to be the case,
as a
result of the experiment of INS
and other press associations in not
selling news for a year, and that
this policy,
far fromwasbeing
an unlawful combination,
in fact
the
very condition which enabled the
plaintiffs to operate.
To combat the idea that private
press associations have entered the
field to squeeze Transradio out in
a rate war, the INS answer declares: "Prices charged by INS for
its dispatches are such as to assure it of a fair profit on its large
investment, good will and skilful
management, and are in no way
dictated by such prices as plaintiffs may charge for their greatly
inferior service, which prices are
to these defendants wholly unknown and of no interest . . . the
aggrievement of these plaintiffs, if
any they have, is a result of the
competition now offered them
Tsince April, 1935] by INS and
NBC

The sizeable chunk of God's country shown above is one of the best test markets
in the good old U. S. A. It contains all or part of 23 Ohio counties and 5
Indiana counties. Populous villages and prosperous farms dot the agricultural
region. Industries engaged in domestic and international trade are found in the
cities, and manufacturing activities are diversified.
Stable living conditions make possible an accurate test of product and merchandising.
1,118,501 potential listeners, live, work, play and buy in this test market — the
primary zone of the new radio favorite in this territory — station WHIO. The
cost of reaching this vast audience is low — the results, profitable. Write today
to WHIO, Dayton, for program and market data.

MIAMI
39 South

[VALLEY
Ludlow

BROADCASTING
Street,

CORP.

Dayton,

Ohio

Expands

in Chicago

NILES TRAMMELL, vice president and manager of the NBC central division, announces addition of
three new studios to the Chicago
headquarters. An organ chamber,
two echo rooms and additional office space, occupying about 11,500
squareUP."feet of floor space, will be
constructed in previously unoccupied space in the tower section of
the Merchandise Mart. This will
give ersthe
Chicago
NBC square
headquarta total
of 76,500
feet
floor space, and 11 studios. When
the Chicago headquarters were
opened in 1928 only two studios
were needed and the entire staff
was limited to less than a dozen
people.
numbers
more thanToday's
300. Of staff
the 1,748
programs
originating
in
each
month
for a total of 536 hours, 1,102 are
for the networks. Each of the new
studios will be 17 by 30 feet in size
with an adjoining control room and
adjoining storage room.
Transradio Adds Four
TRANSRADIO Press Service on
Sept. 10 announced the signing of
two more Southern stations for its
full teletype service under arrangements with G. Richard
Shafto, manager. The stations are
WIS, Columbia, S. C, and WCSC,
Charleston,
C. With Transradio
the addition of theseS. stations,
will open its own bureau in Columbia, the capital. Transradio
has also signed WCFL, Chicago,
and WHBC, Canton, O.
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When
It's News —
The
Few radio features command such a large and attentive
audience, every day, as the Transradio Press Service —
now available for sponsorship over WTIC.
Back of its
beats : the
knockout —
Dillinger —

popularity is a long record of spectacular
NRA death decision — the Louis-Carnera
the Hauptmann trial — the killing of John
and dozens of others.

Note well these two important facts about this program.
First, people simply cannot listen to hot news with their

World
Stops to Listen
ears half open. They drink in every word. Second,
WTIC gives you a tremendous audience. 1,500,000 in
the primary coverage area; 680,000 additional in the
secondary
coverage area (Jansky & Bailey Survey figures).
Transradio Press Service is given daily at 8:00 A. M.,
1:00 P. M., 6:30 P. M. and 11:00 P. M.— 15 minutes
each time. It may be purchased in whole or in part.
First come, first served.

over 1,000,000
WTIC

visitors from

50,000 WATTS
outside of the state
will attend the
Connecticut

Tercentenary

Exercises this Summer

September

15, 1935
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HARTFORD

•

CONNECTICUT

The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation
Member New England and NBC-WEAF Networks
PAUL W. MORENCY, General Mgr. JAMES F. CLANCY, Business Mgr.
NEW YORK OFFICE. 220 EAST 42nd STREET J. J. WEED. Manager
CHICAGO OFFICE, 203 N. WABASH AVENUE
C. C. WEED. Manager
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HUEY LONG'S DEATH
On WJSV Minute After Word
Is Sent From Hospital
EXACTLY one minute after the
hospital authorities in Baton
Rouge announced that Senator
Huey P. Long had died as the result ofaudience
an assassin's
bullet, the
dio
in Washington,
D. raC,
was aware of it. It was at 5:10
a. m. (EST) on Sept. 9 that newspapermen in the Baton Rouge hospital were informed of the Senator's death and the flash went instantly over the United Press
leased wires.
Ted Church, assistant manager
of WJSV, Washington, was at the
microphone with the UP telephone
broadcasting bulletins on Senator
Long's condition, between transcription offerings which had been
carried through the night. Just
one minute elapsed between the
time the flash was received in
Washington headquarters of the
UP and the moment it was broadcast. The station stayed on the
air all night.
DON

Smart

advertisers are heeding the call of Mississippi — the very heart of Dixie.

Why? Because times are good in Mississippi and Mississippians are buying as they haven't bought in years.
Retail sales are 10 per cent over last year, and last year
was a good year. New building is more than double the
quota set for the state by the Federal Housing Administration.
And to top it all Mississippi has just begun to gather
a 98 million dollar cotton crop.
Throughout this rich market WJDX has always been
the favorite station of radio listeners. Carrying the famous programs of NBC, WJDX offers the prestige and
coverage you need to sell this great market.

JACKSON,
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Finch Resigns Position
With FCC to Practice
As Consulting Engineer
WILLIAM G. H.
FINCH, who as
assistant chief
engineer of the
FCC has been directinggineering
the enphases
of its sweeping

STATIONS

$750,000 gation
investiof the
American Telephone and Telegraph Co. and the Bell System,
has
resigned from the FCC, effective
Sept. 15, to return to his private
career as communications and radio consulting engineer.
Mr. tories
Finch
labora-as
in New will
Yorkreopen
to behisknown
the Telecommunications Laboratories and will engage in experimental
investigations in the automatic
record communications field. He
will specialize in press, aeronautical and police communications
work, including the development of
his mobile
printer and facsimile
receiver for broadcasting
sets, which
he had invented prior to joining
the Commission a year ago.
Regarded as one of the most able
members of the FCC staff, Mr.
Finch had organized and supervised a comprehensive investigate of the engineering phases in
the telephone industry, including
patents, manufacturing methods
and operating practices. He had
formed a large staff of engineers
to conduct the inquiry. Prior to
entering the FCC service, he had
been the vice president and chief
engineer of Hearst Radio Inc., the
broadcasting and press communication subsidiary of the Hearst newspapers and had been ranked as one
of the leaders in the American
wireless world, having- served as a
delegate for this country at several important international radio
conferences.

ACQUIRE INS NEWS
EIGHT Don Lee Network stations,
including the four owned by Don
Lee Inc., have signed for International News Service during the
last fortnight, according to an announcement by INS headquarters
in New York. Signing of this
contract follows close on the signing of KFI and KECA, Earle Anthony stations in Los Angeles, by
United Press. KNX, Hollywood,
which buys Transradio Press for
sponsored service, also buys UP
for sustaining news.
The INS deal brings to well over
60 the number of station clients
now served by that press association. The Don Lee contract included KHJ, Los Angeles; KFRC,
San Francisco; KGB, San Diego,
and KDB, Santa Barbara, Don
Lee-owned stations — the others be- Richmond Station Asked ;
ing KFBK, Sacramento; KM J,
Fresno; KWG, Stockton, and Hartford Petition Urged
KERN, Bakersfield. The latter
four stations are all owned by the CLOSE on the heels of the FCC
McClatchy newspapers.
Broadcast Division's anproval of
INS also reported the signing of acquisition of WPHR, Petersburg,
Va., bv John Stewart Bryan and
WJBL, Decatur, HI., and WTAD,
his colleagues, publishers of the
Quincy, 111. UP reported no new
clients during the last two weeks, Richmond (Va.) News-Leader, an
its deal for service to NBC-owned
application was filed with the FCC
and operated stations still pending
Sept. 4 by the Richmond Timesan agreement.
Dispatch
a new
time
stationforthere
on 100-watt
1500 kc. full
Transradio Press expanded furFCC
Examiner
Dahlberg
has
ther into the newspaper field. Herrecommended that the Broadcast
bert Moore, president, announced
that in addition to the five newsgrant
Times'
papers previously reported in Division
application
for thea Hartford
new 100 watter
Broadcasting, Transradio has
on 1200 kc. in that city, and has
signed the Harrisburg (Pa.) Tele- recommended denial of similar apgraph, morning and evening ediplications bythe Worcester Broadtions, which are also clients of
casting Co.,for seeking
the same and
facilities
both Worcester
AP, UP and INS. The deal involves publication rights to the Hartford. The latter companies
Transradio reports and also their are headed by A. S. Moffat, operabroadcasts over WHP, which is
tor of WMAS, Springfield, with
25% of the stock pledged for sale
owned by the newspapers. Transradio has also signed the San to John Shepard 3d. Examiner
Bramhall has also recommended
Ft 'ancisco Post, a projected new
morning labor paper.
granting
new kc100-watt
full time
station on a 1500
to the Muskogee
KFWB, Hollywood, has adopted a (Okla.) Press.
new method of limiting advertising copy for spot announcements.
THORNTON FISHER, veteran
Instead of specifying the maxi- sports writer and broadcaster for
mum number of words, it has Briggs tobacco on. NBC, has been
drawn up a ruled form. Sponsors
are allowed as many words as they signed by Fox Films as commentareels. tor in a series of sports-news
can squeeze into the space.
BROADCASTING
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WMAQ,

the famous NBC

Red Network station in Chicago, is now a

powerful 50,000 watter.
Always a prestige station with excellent local and network programs, and wide circulation, the installation of its new transmitter of
advanced design makes WMAQ
tiser than ever before.

more attractive to the Chicago adver-

Today WMAQ offers a wider market of thousands of added listeners.
Its improved broadcasting equipment hits a new high in program reception.
Distortion has been greatly reduced, disturbing background noises minimized. . .and its old loyal audiences now enjoy programs of greater clarity.
These are the facts of the new WMAQ. These are the reasons v/hy
WMAQ is now one of the very best advertising buys in the entire country.

Use either WMAQ

or WENR

to

sell this second greatest market
in America. Two powerful, 50,000 watt NBC Network stations

WMAQ

CHICAGO

. . . and both "tops'' in Chicago.
NOW

NATIONAL
NEW
YORK
WEAF A WJZ

BROADCASTING
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
★ WASHINGTON
WRC & WMAL

SALES REPRESENTATIVES ATt BOSTON— WBZ
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50,000

★

COMPANY,
SUBSIDIARY

CHICAGO
WMAQ A WENR

* SAN

• SPRINGFIELD, MASS.— WBZA • SCHENECTADY— WOT
DENVER — KOA • PHILADELPHIA • DETROIT

• BROADCASTING

WATTS

INC.

FRANCISCO
KGO A KPO

• PITTSBURGH— KDKA

• CLEVELAND— WT AM
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Alelckandfolnj

machine. All magazine ads will
have a special box calling attention to the radio program. Time
Inc., is using single and doublepage spreads in Fortune and Time
to promote listener interest.

A/ote±

Identifying "March of Time" — Atlantic Refining's SetupCamel Promotion — Prizes for Cartoons
REMINGTON-RAND Co. is using
novel merchandising helps to identify itself with the March of Time
program. This company, with
Time Inc., is sponsoring the daily
March of Time radio broadcasts on
CBS. The Remington-Rand house
organ, Broadcaster, printed an extra edition to announce the program to employes. The copy told
what type of program was to be
broadcast and also something about
the cosponsorship idea. All dealers
and branch offices have been provided with window display posters.
A second poster will be sent to the
same offices after the end of daylight saving. Both cards feature a
candid camera shot taken at an actual March of Time broadcast. The
time and days of the broadcasts

We

are displayed in prominent type.
Time Inc., is also mentioned as being the cosponsor. Blotters, which
are exact replicas of the window
posters, are distributed to all customers and prospects by salesmen.
In 90,000 statements, which the
company sends out monthly, inserts will promote the program
and the manufacturers products.
All Remington-Rand letter heads
and inter - company memos will
carry a special March of Time seal
in two colors. This seal has been
combined tablished
with trademark.
the company's
esAll mail sent
out by Remington-Rand will have
these words across the front of the
envelope, "Listen to the March of
Time". This is being accomplished
by the use of a postal meter stamp

Sell

That's

THROUGH its agents, William
Esty & Co., New York, the R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Camel cigarettes) will promote its new series
of radio programs by window
stickers which will be distributed
to all cigarette dealers throughout
the country. The dealers will see
that each individual store receives
an allotment. The signs will feature the stars of Camel Caravan,
Walter O'Keefe, Deane Janis,
Glen Gray, and Ted Husing. Spotlight ads will appear in about
1000 newspapers. These ads will
continue for the first few weeks
after the program makes its debut
to the radio audience on Oct. 1.
Space will also be taken in college
and trade publications to announce the series. At present there
is no plan to include any mention
of the program in Camel ads.

RESULTS

What

You

Get

on

WLS!

WLS always has sold its advertising services on one basis —
results! After all is said and done, power, transmitter, studios mean nothing — -unless results follow! 80% of WLS
advertisers renew — proof of results! In the nation's second
city — Chicago — and this great midwest market — you should
use WLS for the same reason.
Here

are

examples

— a

few

6:45 A. M.
Overalls
13,000 letters — 13 weeks.
Big "jump" in sales.

9:00 A. M.
Food Products
6,500 letters — one announcement.

7:00 A. M.
Candy
53,000 five cent candy
wrappers — 13 weeks.

11:30 A. M.
Stoves
39,000 letters— 12 pro-

7:45 A. M.
Cereal
266,000 box tops— 725 programs. 5,000 new Chicago
dealers in 6 months.

grams.
1:00 P. M.
Drug Store Item
5 3,000 photograph requests— 3 programs.

2:15 P. M.
Yarns
20,000 ten-cent pieces — !
announcements.
7:30 P. M.
Drug Store Item
3 5,000 photograph
quests — one program.
10:55 P. M.
Drug Store Item
12,000 replies — one
gram.

Advertising

results

follow

listener

interest !

Detailed information will be mailed on request.
A few of the spots mentioned above still are
available for Fall sponsorship.
pro-

THE

PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION
1230 WASHINGTON BLVD. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
WLS
BURRIDGE D. BUTLER, President
..
GLENN SNYDER, Manner
NEW YORK OFFICE: Graham A. Robertson, 250 Park Ave.
WATTS
50,000
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IGA Series in Iowa
INDEPENDENT GROCERS' ALLIANCE (North
Central Division) on Sept. 13
started a series of inquiring
reporter programs, with
Fred Perkins, over WMT,
Cedar Rapids, and KRNT,
Des Moines. The programs
originate from IGA stores
all over Iowa, with the reporter using a traveling
microphone to interview
crowds which assemble in the
stores for the broadcasts,
1:30-2 p. m., Fridays and
Saturdays.neapolis,McCord
Co., Ministhe agency.
CONSIDER the case of Trade
Hicks. Two years ago he had on
small store in Macon, Ga. Then h
timidly contracted for daily 7 V:
minute spots on WMAZ, Macon
Today he has four store buildings
ness.
two basements and a thriving busi
The Hicks programs start witl
a trombone smear with the an
nouncer identifying the program a:
that of "the Trading Post wher«
they
buy, trade
sell". is
After
recording,
a soundor effect
intro i
duced, and it is changed daily. Th<
announcer ad libs to fit the ef
feet. The sponsor then chats abou
his business. * * *
A BREAKDOWN of the numbei
of participants in the recent Col
gate-Palmolive-Peet prize contesi
revealed this information: Of al
the entrants to the contest onlj
30% complied with all the rules ol
entry; tomost
of the
the name
contestants
failed
include
of the
dealer from whom they bought the
Palmolive soap ; others failed to inclose the wrappers from 3 cakes
of Palmolive soap; women outnumbered men 7 to 1 ; of the final prize
winners, 14 were women, 6 men.
ATLANTIC REFINING Co., Philadelphia, isusing window posters
in all their service stations in a
promotional campaign to attract
listeners to their radio program
whichers will
began
Sept.information
14. All customreceive
about
the program in the form of theatre
tickets. Letters sent through the
mail will advise other customers.
Broadsides had been sent to all
employes asking them to interest
their friends, also to check with
their friends for comments regarding the program. Newspaper spotlight advertisements will be used
throughout Atlantic
* * * territory.
NORTHAM - WARREN Corp.
(Cutex Nail Polish and Lipstick)
is using a weekly prize contest on
its NBC quarter-hour, based on
a 30-word letter "Why I like to
match my nails and lips with
Cutex." All entrants must send in
a top from a Cutex polish carton
with their letter. Prizes to the
public each week will consist of a
$100 first prize; and 20 other
prizes of $5. The next 100 letters
will receive a regular size cutex
lipstick.
YOUNG listeners to the Sunday
morning "funnies" on KEX, Portland, Ore., were offered prizes for
the best cartoons they drew. Prizes
consisted of a scout knife for boys
and a camera for girls.
• September
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SIATS

ARE

FILLING
GET

ABOARD

THERE'S

fijaAAc.ng.cA,

maL

NAME
Adam

Hat

Dentists

Stores,

Supply

Finlay Straus,

Co. of New

Koppers

Service

of Modern
Gas

York

Inc.

Fitch Investment
Journal

Inc.

Living

& Coke

Co.

VP!

So3>Wl
. . .
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS
PER WEEK

STILL

WHILE
ROOM

TOTAL TIME IN AIR
PER WEEK

1

60 minutes

2

30 minutes

5

75 minutes

5

25 minutes

6

180 minutes

6

105 minutes

Macfadden

Publications

6

90 minutes

Rev. Donald

Gray

1

30 minutes

6

360 minutes

1

30 minutes

Rev. George

Barnhouse

A. Palmer

St. Christopher's

Inn

1
Young
People's
Obviously
this list does
not include theChurch
many advertisersofusingthe
these Air
stations individ ually— a list that is greater than ever before!
Ui ,
•>
. t ~.
~.
*hkw York'f Own Station*» />^

Philadelphias Pioneer
September

15, 1935
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60 minutes
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IUMPS

:their

Humps

in cats' backs are induced

habits

and

habitats

by playful puppies, passing motorcycles, photographers

with flashlights, flirtatious male cats who
neriness. Humps

histories,

won't take "No"

for an answer, and just plain or-

in sales curves spring from special deals, price cutting, Reports of Recovery,

enlarged sales forces, increased advertising appropriations or merely a switch to radio advertising via CBS. Measured

by permanency,

profit or prospects the last way is the best way

to hoist a Hump -That-Keeps-On-Humping.
zoom

upward

Advertisers who'd

are invited to scrutinize the case histories of CBS

like to see their sales curves
clients. They will find again

and again such provocative examples as these, taken from the current year: A toothpaste whose
sales began to spurt ahead of the industry's by 35%
ing. A breakfast food, now in its third year of CBS
eighth place to third. An automobile
cesses explain why Columbia's

THE

WORLD'S

September

COLUMBIA

LARGEST

15, 1935

RADIO

after it began broadcast-

radio advertising, that has jumped

from

that is doubling last year's sales. Such significant suc-

sales last month

is used exclusively by twice as many

two months

of the 100

show a 71% increase over last year, why CBS
largest advertisers as is any other network.

BROADCASTING

NETWORK

• BROADCASTING

• 485 Madison

Avenue,

SYSTEM

New

York City
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Seeing the Light
WHEN such leading publishers of newspapers
as the Scripps-Howard group follow the example set by Hearst, Cowles, McClatchy and
about 100 other publishers in going into radio
on their own, rather than fight it as an allegedly competitive news and advertising medium,
the oft-cited "war with the press" can really
be called a myth.
For a half dozen years or more certain elements professing to represent the thought of
newspapermen have tried to fan into flame the
antagonism some short-sighted publishers have
felt toward radio. Their efforts were idle and
sometimes stupid, and during the interim
enough publishers saw through them sufficiently to gather to themselves more radio franchises— until the number of newspaper-owned
or corporately affiliated stations today numbers about 125.
Radio has proved itself able to go forward
with or without newspaper support, but
naturally it welcomes the press as a friend
and partner rather than as a carping critic.
Radio has won its fight on all fronts — program
listings, purchase of press association news
and refutation of pin-prick arguments against
its efficacy as an advertising medium. Many
radio executives don't want to see the business
of broadcasting looked upon as a mere adjunct or step-child of the newspaper business,
nor do we. But we think there is scant chance
for such an attitude when big organizations
like Scripps-Howard go into radio with the
recognition that it is an important public service and business institution per se as well as
a splendid hand-maiden for their publishing
businesses.

Clean

Copy
ORDE finally seems to be emerging from
the ch; s occasioned by the objectionable advertising drive instituted by the FCC early
this year. With the basic purpose and intent
of the FCC effort, directed by Chairman Prall,
no one has had any real quarrel. Much good
has come from it. But stations, advertisers
and agencies have been in a quandary about
what to do in ascertaining beforehand
whether a product or the accompanying continuity was acceptable. It was a question of
how to proceed and where to draw the line.
Much of the difficulty developed from the
work of subordinates in the FCC's Legal Department, who with seeming abandon have
sent letters to stations questioning every conceivable type of account. These letters, it is
Page 30

stated, have been sent without the knowledge
of the Broadcast Division commissioners. The
effect has been to threaten the licensees of
stations and to force them to reject accounts
which under ordinary circumstances they
would not hesitate in accepting, and which
for the most part are not objectionable.
Now it appears that a definite, sane and
workable procedure will be evolved. The first
step, and a most commendable one, was the
negotiation by Managing Director Baldwin of
the NAB with the Federal Trade Commission,
of the stipulation procedure. Under it stations, by signing waivers under which they
agree to abide by FTC rulings against advertisers, are eliminated from punitive action
against themselves. This is the same privilege
accorded newspaper and magazine publishers.
It does not mean that stations can accept
any account indiscriminately and rely upon
the stipulation protection. The FCC will still
be functioning and will continue to hold stations responsible for every program broadcast.
But it does mean that the work will be coordinated in a way that should eliminate the
confusion and misunderstanding that has been
rife in recent weeks. And it should result
in a much more satisfactory relationship of
station with its client and agency, and with
the regulatory agencies of the government.
Exit Mr. Morgan
FEW CONNECTED with radio, including
many we know among the colleges and universities directing educational radio stations
and programs, will regret the passing from
the kilocycle scene of Joy Elmer Morgan, the
militant reform head of the National Committee on Radio in Education. Mr. Morgan
devotes himself henceforth to his National
Education Association duties, and his tirades
against the present broadcasting system will
presumably end — or at least will no longer
bear the imprimatur of educational officialdom.
He was the sort of person who had to be fighting something all the time: power trust, liquor,
cigarettes and then radio. Coming from the
ranks of primary school men, he was hardly
the man to head any organization for the furtherance of education by radio, and many from
institutions of higher learning resented his
unreasoning sort of crusading.
His place on the Radio Committee is taken
by Dr. Willis A. Sutton, superintendent of
Atlanta schools and former president of NEA,
a man of considerable standing in his profession and a man who has said he has locally

RADIO

BOOK

SHELF

AN AGENCY'S own survey of station popularity for the guidance of local and national
spot advertisers has been completed for the
Twin Cities by Addison Lewis & Associates,
Foshay Tower, Minneapolis. The survey consists of 1,000 interviews taken at the peak
season of radio and completed at the beginning
of the summer. Questions as to the popularity
of each station in St. Paul and Minneapolis
at all times of the broadcasting day, thoughts
of listeners as to summer broadcasting and
statistics of radio set ownership are contained
in a portfolio furnished to advertisers. It was
prepared by Edward Shurick Jr., radio director.
IN THE SHORT span of modern radio's existence, there have been few if any histories
of radio as an art and science to command the
attention alike of the layman and the person
"on the inside". Such a history, simply writ-j
ten and with the technical phases fully understandable, has been produced by Orrin E.
Dunlap Jr., radio editor of the New York
Times. His Story of Radio (Dial Press, N. Y.,
$2.75) is actually a revised edition of the book
under the same title he produced in 1927, but!
the new edition has an enlarged chapter on
television and three new chapters covering the
ultra-short waves, pictures by radio and a discussion of American vs. European radio. Here
is a splendid book, thoroughly indexed and accurately and expertly written by an outstanding American authority, that answers the:
questions frequently faced by nearly every radio executive — whether he needs source material for speeches or for the countless high
school and college students who constantly besiege his offices or studios for data on the subject of radio as a whole.
WRITTEN both as a technical reference anc
text book, Prof. Frederick Emmons Terman
of Stanford University, has published Measurements of Radio Engineering, a compre
hensive 400-page volume devoted to measur
ing methods and measuring apparatus (McGraw-Hill Book Co., N. Y., $4). The book ii
amply illustrated with diagrams and carrier
complete tables, making it a valuable com.
panion volume to the author's Radio Engineer
ing, which deals with general principles o:
radio.
obtained every cooperation from Atlanta sta
tions. But the NCRE itself, losing its backin{
from the Payne Fund is slated to go out o
existence at the end of this year, which als<!
will not be regretted.
While we think the $200,000 of the Payw
Fund has largely been wasted under Mr. Mor
gan's policy of destructive attack rather thai
constructive research effort, we take this op
portunity of thanking Messrs. Tracy F. Tylen
secretary of the NCRE, and Armstrong Perry |
its service bureau manager, for their con j
sistently friendly cooperation in a news was
We disagreed with them frequently, but w j
always found them fair opponents. They wer
under a distinct disadvantage in that the;]
often had to subordinate their own views o
desires to those of the professional reforme
who was their superior.
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NOTES

E. P. H. JAMES, director of sales
promotion for NBC, will speak in
Pittsburgh Sept. 1G before the annual convention of the National Industrial Advertising Association. He
will present the case for radio in a
round - table discussion in which
spokesmen for all media will attempt
to show why they should benefit from
an appropriation
oil-burner
campaign.for a hypothetical
SAMUEL R. ROSENBAUM, president of WFIL, Philadelphia, has
been named by Gov. George H. Earle,
of Pennsylvania, to be a member of
the new state banking commission.
Walter Grosscup, member of the
board of WFIL, has been named to
the reorganized state liquor control
board.

HARRISON
WHEN

KFRC, San Francisco, celebrates its eleventh birthday on
September 24, Harrison Holliway,
manager of the Don Lee station,
•mown to millions of radio fans as
master of ceremonies for the CBS
iBlue Monday Jamboree, also observes his eleventh anniversary
vith the station.
Although under 35 years of age,
laving been born in San Francisco,
^ov. 3, 1900, Holliway is a pioneer
n Pacific coast radio and is recognized as one of the best showmen
n the industry. He has earned the
unviable title of the West's "Grand
Old Man" of radio, having been on
:he air continuously since 1920.
Back in 1911, when only 10 years
>ld, Holliway started what was to
orove a brilliant career in radio.
There was no broadcasting then.
:The ether waves carried only the
crackling dots and dashes of wireess telegraphy.
The youngster Holliway, as a
lobby, started experimenting with
he crude forerunner of radio. He
-onstr ucted various contraptions
»f his own at home, much to the
mnoyance of his family. This
'oungster, with his enthusiasm and
nsion, saw the possibilities of ratio. He kept on experimenting,
/arning the money himself to buy
he necessary equipment to carry
•ut his plans.
In 1920 Holliway had construction a short wave receiver which
)icked up a Canadian station 1,800
niles away. It was a great ac•omplishment at the time. Newspapers and magazines throughout
he country carried his picture and
:olumns on the event. Enheartned by this recognition, he start=d a radio broadcasting station all
us own, with the call letters 6BN,
?an Francisco.
It was great fun and he was on
5 he air daily, broadcasting phonograph records and making his own
^innouncements.'
He ashasannouncer
been on
he air ever since,
md master of ceremonies, gaining
he distinction
being the world's
most
consistentof announcer
in the
■j.point of service.
Holliway went to Stanford Uni'ersity to study law, but gave it
^tp after three years — the leaning
oward radio was so strong. In
September
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HOLLIWAY
1922, when the San Francisco Emporium, department store, started
its radio station KSL, this 21-year
old youth was called in to construct, operate and manage the
station.
Broadcasting was still looked
upon as an experiment, but with
possibilities. Those early days
were days of one - man stations.
Programs were mostly phonograph
records, but Holliway did something different. He began introducing prominent personalities who
came to San Francisco.
The public sat up and took notice
and in 1924, about a decade ago
on Sept. 24, he came into his own.
Young Holliway was called to start
KFRC in the Hotel Whitcomb. He
literally built KFRC from the
ground up, taking it in easy stages,
from a hotel room experiment to
the sponsorship of a large department store, the City of Paris.
Big names were being continuously added to its daily programs.
KFRC, under management of Holliway, became an important factor
in the life of the community. When
the station was sold to the late
Don Lee, Holliway went along
with the deal.
In 1927 Holliway organized the
Blue Monday Jamboree as a sustaining feature. This variety show
was an instant success. With himself as master of ceremonies, the
show was broadcast every Monday night from KFRC and later
piped to KHJ, Los Angeles. It
was the first variety show of its
kind, two hours in duration, to be
released by any network in the
United States.
Under his guidance, on this program, a host of formerly unknown
performers have sprouted wings
which have carried them out over
the ether waves to success in their
own rights. His discoveries include such prominent radio stars
as "Cheerily of Yabut" and "CheerShell Show";
Al Pearce,
whoily ofisthemaster
of ceremonies
on
his Al Pearce Gang frolic; Tommy Harris, the little "King of
Song"; Frank Watanabe (Eddie
Holden), whose Japanese dialect
monologues are known to millions
of radio fans; Hazel Warner, noted
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R. L. FERGUSON has resigned as
commercial manager of WINS, New
York, effective
Sept. to15.Burt
His Squire,
resignation was tendered
new manager of the station. Mr.
Ferguson's plans are not known.
NELSON PERRY, for 11 years advertising manager of Liberty, has
joined the local sales department of
WOR, Newark.
JACK castMIMS,
with later
Southwest
System and
with BroadTexas
Quality Group and KPRC, Houston,
has been named commercial manager
of WGST, Atlanta.
LEONARD KAPNER, formerly a
salesman on WCAE, Pittsburgh, has
been named sales manager of the station, relieving Ford Billings, general
manager, of the burden of sales
duties.
VERNE R. YOUNG, for the last
three years minute clerk of the FCC,
resigned effective Sept. 15 to become
office manager of the law firm of
Philip G. Loucks, former managing
director
NAB. Mr.
offices are ofin the
the National
PressLoucks'
Bldg.,
Washington.
Western songstress and scores of
others.
Meredith Willson became a radio celebrity as musical director
of the Jamboree. He composed the
"Jamboree March", which is considered one of the best known and
best written theme numbers ever
heard in the West. Willson is now
musical director for the entire
NBC Western division, and a national figure in radio.
This popular variety show,
which later came under the sponsorship of Thomas J. Lipton Inc.
has still another distinction. It
has played to more people in person than any other Western program. timated
It is
esthat conservatively
1,000,000 persons
have jammed the KFRC studios
and theaters, auditoriums and halls
from San Diego to Vancouver to
view the Blue Monday Jamboree.
During all this time Holliway has
never missed a broadcast, being
master of ceremonies at every
show.
Requests for tickets to witness
the radio broadcast come from all
parts of California. Its popularity
was demonstrated recently when
more than 30,000 copies of a Jamboree group picture were distributed, each in return for ten milk
can labels.
Holliway is married to Juliette
Dunn, noted Western soprano.
They have two sons, whom he
terms his hobbies. He likes the
out-of-doors, boating and fishing
being his favorite sports. He is
also active in civic affairs.

GENE WILLOUGHBY, formerly
with Free & Sleininger, Chicago, has
joined the Omaha commercial staff
of KOIL, Omaha, and KFAB-KFOR,
Lincoln, Neb. Emerson Smith, formerly stationed at Lincoln, has been
transferred to Omaha, and Arthur
Shroeder, formerly with the NRA in
Washington,
has joined the commercial staff.
CLAUDE H. FRAZIER, for three
years commercial manager at WROL,
Knoxville, has been named business
manager of WSGN, Birmingham.
JOHN C. MEVIUS, general manager
of WHAT, Philadelphia, has resigned to manage Hea new
local station
in Milwaukee.
is succeeded
by
L. H.ager ofBailey,
for
eight
years
manWKJC, Lancaster, Pa.
THOMAS STEVENSON, former
publisher of the defunct National
Broadcast
Reporter, is now in WashBldg.
ington operating a news letter service dealing
the inSecurities
Commission,with
with offices
the Southern
DONALD A. BURTON, owner of
WLBC,
Muncie,
has been
elected president
of Ind.,
the local
Optimist
Club.
GEORGE MCLAUGHLIN, formerly
with Bell Telephone Co., has joined
the sales staff of KNX, Hollywood.
F. BUCK HOWARD has been named
commercial manager of KFRO, Longview, Tex.
WILLIAM
BANKS,
the commercial department
of WIP,of Philadelphia,
is a candidate for city council.

THE

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

JOHN STANFORD COHEN Jr.,
formerly motion picture critic of the
New York Sun, is the newest member of the NBC Chicago press department. He is the son of the late
Senator John S. Cohen, publisher of
the Atlanta Journal.
NAYLOR ROGERS, manager of
KNX, Hollywood, and Carl Nissen,
commercial manager, were luncheon
guests of 16 girl members of the staff
Aug. 30. The affair was held in honor
of Virginia Nissen, former publicity
representative for the station and
daughter of the commercial manager.
She her
left MA
Sept.degree.
1 for England to study
for
ARNOLD MAGUIRE, formerly in
charge of sustaining programs for
KFRC, San Francisco, has been
placed in charge
of the
station's newly-created continuity
department.
Jennison Parker remains as chief continuity writer. John J. Van Nostrand, Jr., for the past two years associated with KHJ, Los Angeles, becomes production manager of KFRC.
Glenhall Taylor was originally scheduled for the post, but instead remains
on KHJ's production staff.
MARVIN YOUNG, for more than a
year on the production staff of NBC,
San Francisco, resigned Sept. 15, to
devote himself to free lance writing
for motion pictures and radio. He
has purchased a chicken ranch near
Los Angeles, where he will live.
JULIUS GLASS, formerly of the
publicity staff of WGAR, Cleveland,
has been named publicity director of
thethenewly-organized
Cleveland Guild
of
Arts.
GEORGE TOLIN, former product ion
manager and announcer for the Post
Broadcasting System, Honolulu, has
been added to the announcing staff of
KGGC, San Francisco. He succeeds
Gordon Willis, resigned.
BOB MURPHY, of Bismarck, N. D.,
has joined the announcing staff of
AVI) AY, Fargo, N. D.
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STATIONS

WAPI Birmingham, Ala.
KUOA Fayetteville, Ark.
KFPW Fori Smith, Ark.
W6XAI Bakersfleld, Calif.
KIEM Eureka, Calif.
KMJ Fresno, Calif.
KLX Oakland, Calif.
KNX Lot Angeles, Calif.
KFBK Sacramento, Calif.
KWG Stockton, Calif.
CKLW Windsor, Ont., Canada
KVOR Colorado Springs, Colo.

KFEL
KGHF
WTIC
WJSV
WFLA
WMFJ
WRUF
WMBR
WQAM
WDBO
WCOA
WTFI

IN

Denver, Colo.
Pueblo, Colo.
Hartford, Conn.
Washington, D. C.
Clearwater, Fla.
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Gainesville, Fla.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Miami, Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
Pensacola, Fla.
Athens, Ga.

EVERY
IMPORTANT
WGST Atlanta, Ga.
Muncle, Ind.
WRDW
WLBC
WHO Des Moines, Iowa
Macon, Ga.Ga.
WMAZ Augusta,
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Boise, Idaho
KIDO
KFBI Abilene, Kan.
WGN Chicago, III.
KGGF Coffeyvllle, Kan.
WJBl Decatur, III.
WIBW Lexington,
Kan.Ky.
WTAD Qulncy, III.
WlAP Topeka,
Louisville,
Ky.
WHBF Rock Island, III.
WAVE
WJBO Baton Rouge, La.
WTAX
Springfield, III.
WTRC Elkhart,
Ind.
WFBR
WEEI Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
WGBF Evansvllle, Ind.

WORLD

MARKET
WTAG Worcester, Mass.
WCSH Portland, Me.
WOOD-WASH
Grand Rapids, Mich.
WJR Detroit. Mich.
WEBC Duluth, Minn.
KSTP St. Paul, Minn.
WQBC Vlcksburg, Miss.
KMBC Kansas City, Mo.
KWK St. Louis, Mo.
KGBX-KWTO Springfield, Mo.

F<
KFBB Gr<l
KFAB Lin 1
KOIL Off I
KOH Rei 1
KGGM fit
WOKO / 1
WGR-WKI I
WOR Ne
W2XR N
WHDL O
WHAM f

BROADCASTII

Other Offices at: 400 W. Madison St., Chicago, III.; 555 S. Flower St., Los Angeles, Cal.; 274 Branan St., San Francisco,
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LOCAL,
REGIONAL,
or
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ADVERTISING
KOMA Oklahoma City, Okla.
hit.
WGBI Scranton, Penn.
WFAA Dallas, Texas
WFBL Syracuse, N. Y.
KADA Ada, Okla.
KROC Rochester, Minn.
WJAR Providence, R. I.
WBAP Fort Worth, Texas
WBIG Greensboro. N. C.
KVSO Ardmore, Okla.
KHQ-KGA Spokane, Wash.
WCSC Charleston, S. C.
KTSM El Paso, Texas
KVOO Tulsa, Okla.
WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C.
KIT Yakima, Wash.
WIS Columbia, S. C.
KXYZ Houston, Texas
KFJI Klamath Falls, Ore.
WDAY Fargo, N. D.
WHIS Bluefleld, W. Va.
WFBC Greenville, S. C.
WOAI San Antonio, Texas
I. Mex. KLPM Minor, N. D.
KOIN Portland, Ore.
WHBY Green Bay, Wis.
WOPI Bristol, Tenn.
KGKO Wichita Falls, Texas
WCKY Cincinnati, Ohio
WCBA Allentown, Penn.
WKBH La Crosse, Wis.
WDOD Chattanooga, Tenn. KDYl Salt lake City, Utah
WLEU Erie, Penn.
Y. WSAI Cincinnati, Ohio
Richmond, Va.
KGMB Honolulu, T. H.
WNOX
Knoxvllle,
Tenn.
WRVA
WHK Cleveland, Ohio
WKBO Harrisburg, Penn.
Roanoke, Va.
2
GB Sidney, Australia
WREC
Memphis,
Tenn.
WDBJ
WAIU Columbus, Ohio
WCAU Philadelphia, Penn.
S DN Adelaide, Australia
WLAC Nashville, Tenn. KXRO Aberdeen, Wash.
WSPD Toledo, Ohio
KYW Philadelphia, Penn.
3 KZ Melbourne, Australia
KGNC Amarlllo, Texas
KOMO •KJR Seattle, Wash.
WEEU Reading, Penn.
WKBN Youngstown, Ohio
WTMJ Milwaukee, Wis.
KFDM Beaumont, Texas WTAl Tallahassee, Fla.
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JACK VINCENT, formerly with
Wired Radio in New York and the
old ABS, replaces George Barrie, now
with ingMarch
of Time,
on the announcstaff of WIP,
Philadelphia.
Hugh
Brooks, from University of Michigan,
also has joined the staff.
LOUIS KATZMAN, well-known director, has been named musical director of WINS, New York, under an
exclusive contract for the metropolitan area. He will take charge of the
musical division Oct. 1. The director
has been identified with 42 network
programs in the last four years.
LOU EMMEL, former manager of
the NBC western division artists bureau, San Francisco, has established
an artists service in the Golden Gate
Theatre Building, that city, under his
own name.
OWEN (Pat) FLAHERTY has resigned from the announcing and proKXYZ, Houston, to returngramtostaff
Sanof Antonio.
FREDERICK WILLIAM WILE, veteran radio commentator, has started
his 13th year of broadcasting with resumption of his CBS series 6-6 :15 p.
m. Saturdays.

CKLW
SERVING THE GREAT WINDSOR-DETROIT AREA
JOINS
MUTUAL

THE

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

Effective September 29th, CKLW JOINS
THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING
SYSTEM, adding new Sales making power
to your Advertising Message in the fourth
Market)
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BERT VAN CLEVE, formerly associated with the Rex Cole Mountaineers, hillbilly proximately
serial,
sponsored
for apfour years
on WEAF,
New York, is now doing free lance
continuity in San Francisco.
FRANK C. (Duke) CHAMBERLIN,
continuity writer at KROW, Oakland,
Cal., has been promoted to assistant
production manager. Scott Weakley
continues as production manager.
Kenneth (Ken) Burkard, formerly on
the announcing staff of KLS, Oakland, has gone over to KROW in a
similar capacity, taking the place of
Herbert Allen who resigned to join
KYA, San Francisco.
DON HAMBLY, production manager
at KRE, Berkeley, Cal., was married
to Miss Florence Tuttle of San Francisco, Sept. 7.
JOHN BAKER, formerly heard on
Eastern stations, has joined the announcing staff of WLS, Chicago.
WORTH KRAMER, singing announcer, has been promoted to program
manager of WGAR, Cleveland.
LEONARD F. WINSTON, program
producer, has moved to new offices in
Salmon Tower, 11 W. 42d St., New
York.
LLOYD JACQUET, former radio editor of the New York Herald-Tribune,
who is now with the George Mathew
Adams Syndicate, New York, was
guest critic on the Amateur Script
Writers Hour on WBNX, New York,
Sept. 5.
WALTER PATTERSON, who portrayed the character of Capt. Lacey
in NBC's One Man's Family before
being written out of the script, has
gone to KYA, San Francisco, as dramatic producer and continuity writer.
RICHARD HOLMAN, former program manager of KYA, San Francisco, is doing free lance radio publicity and also writing a column for
a Pacific Coast radio fan publication.
GENE SHUMATE, sports announcer, has been promoted to chief announcer of KFRU, Columbia, Mo. He
is a third-year student at the University of Missouri. Elvin Imes has
joined the artist staff.
JAMES F. CLEMENGER, announcer of WMCA, New York, and Miss
Dorothy Ann Hull, of Norwalk, Conn.,
were married Sept. 7 at Norwalk.
ALLEN TRENCH, announcer of
WCAE, Pittsburgh, resigned Sept. 14
to enter radio in England. His father
is seriously ill in London.
L. V. BULLINGTON, traffic manager for CBS at its Charlotte, N. C,
station, WBT, has resigned. He has
been replaced by Reginald L. Acker,
formerly with Western Union.
BROADCASTING

Mennen's

Returns to Air

MENNEN Co., Newark (cosmetics, etc.) will start a new series of
programs over MBS starting Sept.
30, Sundays and Mondays, 10-10:30
p. m. The program, Famous Court
Trials, will be keyed from WLW,
Cincinnati. WOR will not carry
the
program,
its 8 will
o'clock
Transradio
newsbut
broadcast
be
sponsored by this client around
Oct. 1. H. M. Kiesewetter Adv.
Agency
Inc., New York, handles
the
account.
Du Pont Going on CBS
E. I. DU PONT de NEMOURS &
Co., Wilmington, Del., will sponsor
a new series, of historical programs over 31 CBS stations starting Wednesdays, Oct. 9, 8-8:30
p. m. Commercials will be devoted
to institutional copy. Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., New
York, is the agency.
MUSICIANS' wages for broadcast
in Los Angeles will change scale
Sept. 15 because of new rules and
regulations set forth by Musicians
Local 47, A. F. of M. Though still
lower than Eastern centers, the
new rates increase from the previous scale in Los Angeles.
HOWARD LANG, vice president of
the Ivan Khan talent agency, Hollywood, resigned early in September to
form his own organization.
WALLY ROSS has joined the Rinaldo-Tauszig talent agency, Hollywood, as an associate. At one time he
was with the Ruth Collier Agency,
now known as Collier-Weber-Todd.
LUCILLE SEELEY, formerly of
KPRC, Houston, who also has had
agency experience, has joined the continuity
department she
of WGST,
lanta.
At KPRC
conductedAt-a
daily gossip column and wrote Ships
and the Sea, a sponsored child serial.
AARO HERSHEY has joined the announcing staff of WOWO, Fort
Wayne. He was formerly with
WSMK, Dayton, and the old WLBW,
Erie, Pa.
GUY THOMAS STEWART Jr., formerly of the Nashville Banner, has
joined WSM, Nashville, as continuity
writer and announcer.
ROBERT WALDROP, San Francisco NBC announcer, has been transferred to New York NBC headquarters. Jay Sims, formerly of KYA, San
Francisco, has joined the NBC staff
there.
FRANK NORTH has been transferred to full time duties in the production department of KOIL, Omaha.

WWNC
Operated By The
Citizen Broadcasting Company, Inc.
ASHEVILLE,
91%

N. C.

Of Asheville Homes
— -have Radio reception, and in
WWNC's listening area, the percentage of Radio-equipped farm
homes is the highest in the
Southeast!
Full Time NBC Affiliate
1,000 Watts
570 Kilocycles
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KJR
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sponsorship
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First News Reporter
in Seattle . . . second
only to New
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York in
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HARRY HALL, announcer at
KFWB, Hollywood, was injured in
an auto accident early in September
but is expected to return to work late
in the month.
PAUL HENNING, who conducts a
film program column over KMBC,
Kansas City, arrived in Hollywood
early in September for first hand data
on the film colony.
JACK LESCOULIE, announcer at
KFAC, Los Angeles, resigned early in
September and left for New York to
join a stage company.
PAUL MILLER, production manager of WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va., arrived in Los Angeles late in August
for a month's stay.
JACK KAY, staff announcer of KHJ,
Los Angeles, is the father of a boy
born in late August.
JAMES KNIGHT CARDEN and
David Taylor, Los Angeles radio writers and producers, will be associated
with Frederick C. Dahlquist in producing the Charlie Chan transcription
series.
LEW CROSBY, formerly of
KVOR, Colorado Springs, has joined
the announcing staff of KNX, Hollywood. Lillian Maltz, former office secretary at KHJ, also joined KNX as
an
assistant
in its program department.
GEORGE NEFF, producer at
KMTR,
Hollywood,
crutch-of
es for several
weeks will
as be
theonresult
a broken ankle.
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Committees Are Named
For Foundation Awards
A COMMITTEE of five prominent
broadcasters to cooperate with the
Radio Manufacturers Association
in the creation of a Radio Industry
Foundation for Program Awards
was named Sept. 12 by Leo J. Fitzpatrick, NAB president. The purpose of the Foundation will be to
make a series of awards for conspicuous public and program service rendered by stations and figures in the industry, which would
be analogous to the Pulitzer
awards in the journalism and literary fields.
The committee named by the
NAB president consists of Lambdin Kay, director of WSB, Atlanta,
and a prime mover of the project,
chairman; M. H. Aylesworth, NBC
president; Burridge D. Butler,
president of WLS, Chicago; Leo
J. Fitzpatrick, director WJR, and
William S. Paley, CBS president.
The RMA, which has announced
through its vice president, Bond
Geddes, that it will contribute
from $5,000 to $20,000 for the
awards, named this committee:
Powel Crosley, president, Crosley
Radio Corp., chairman; Leslie F.
Muter, Muter Co., Chicago; E. F.
McDonald Jr., president, Zenith
Radio Corp., Chicago; Geo. A.
S c o v i 1 1 e , president, Stromberg
Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co., Rochester, and N. P. Bloom, Adler
Mfg. Co., Louisville.
Both the NAB and the RMA
passed resolutions at the last conventions espousing a foundation.

Kid

WIDE
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New

Independent

Group

Seeks National Accounts
IN LINE with plans to perfect a
national representation and sales
arrangement for independent
broadcasting stations, officials of
National Independent Broadcasters
Inc. were in New York Sept. 12 to
discuss the matter with interested
organizations.
En route to New York Sept. 11,
Edward A. Allen, WLVA, Lynchburg, Va., president of NIB, and
W. Wright Gedge, WMBC, Detroit,
secretary, stopped off in Washington. They informed Broadcasting
that organization plans were proceeding favorably and that the current negotiations have to do with
the attainment
of the association's
objective
of procuring
national
business for non-network stations
in favorable markets.
Thus far, Mr. Allen said, NIB,
which was formed at the NAB
convention in Colorado Springs,
last July,
acquired a membership of 37hasindependent
stations,
the majority 100-watters. Each has
paid the initial membership assessment of $100, he said. Stations
which did not measure up from the
standpoint of equipment and market have not been admitted to membership, he asserted.
WM AQ Panoramic Program
CHICAGO'S newest transmitter,
for its oldest station, WMAQ, takes
a bow Sept. 15, in a three-hour
program when the new 50,000
watt power plant located at Bloomingdale, 111., 25 miles west of Chigoes on has
the air.
spectacularcago,program
beenA prepared,
presenting in panoramic review
memorable events and personages
heard over WMAQ during its 13
years. Among the group to be
heard are Mary Garden, for hers
is the first voice broadcast on radio
in Chicago — Armistice Day, Nov.
11, 1921 — when she spoke over the
tiny 50-watt transmitter introduced to Chicago by KYW. On
that occasion Edith Mason sang
one song, both performing from
the stage of the Auditorium, where
the opera Samson and Delilah was
performing.
WIND, Gary, Ind., was authorized
to increase its day power from
2,500 settoin 5,000
watts until
local FCC
suna decision
of the
Broadcast Division on Sept. 10,
sustaining the recommendation of
Examiner Dalberg. The station
operates on 560 kc, and its night
power remains at 1,000 watts.
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WE'VE GOT THE KIDS because we've sot programs they like.
And we are building new programs for them every day. Write
now (or facts if you want to reach this young audience.
THE

IOWA BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
The Des Moines Register and Tribune
Representatives: John Blair & Co., New York, Detroit, Chicago and San Francisco
KSO NBC BASIC BLUE
NBC BASIC BLUE
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KRNT Des Moires WMT
BROADCASTING

Announcement
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Advertiser Desiring To
Cover the Southwest
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BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
General Office — Fort Worth
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IN THE
CONTROL
ROOM

WashCOMDR. T. A. M. CRAVEN,addressed
ington consulting engineer,
members of the Washington section of
I. R. E. Sept. 12 on "Broadcast Antenna".
I. H. LOUCKS has been transferred
from the FCC central monitoring station at Grand Island, Neb., to its inspection office at Philadelphia.
JAMES BARR, of the technical staff
' recently
of KTAT,to Fort
Miss Worth,
Maxine was
Tubbs.married
LAWRENCE H. EMERY, formerly
chief engineer for R. U. Mcintosh &
Associates, Los Angeles, late in August joined the staff of Harper Radio
;;Co., Alhambra, Cal., to do air checks
: and instantaneous recording.
HAMILTON
ST A ATS, from the
j Camden office of RCA Mfg. Co., was
sent to the Hollywood transcription
studios of the RCA Victor Co. to in' stall new equipment.
I DONALF A. DeWOLF, NBC field
^supervisor in San Francisco, has been
/transferred to Hollywood as chief engineer for the NBC studios there.
! LARRY SHIPLEY, engineer of
. WGAR, Cleveland, has acquired a 30,foot sailing yacht.
WILLIAM H. DAVIS, formerly chief
operator of WJDX, Jackson, Miss.,
' has applied for a construction permit
,!to build a new 100-watt station in
: Jackson. Dixon Pyles, publicity di■ rector in Mississippi for the FHA and
a former newspaperman, is coapplicant.
LEILAND SEAT, formerly chief engineer of WBBZ, Ponca City, Okla.,
has joined the engineering staff of
KADA, Ada, Okla.
JERRY WEAVER, formerly of
jWLW,
WIOD, staff
Mi,ami, has Cincinnati,
joined the and
engineering
;pf WCKY, Cincinnati.
iBILL FLIGEL, member of the CBS
maintenance department in Chicago,
will be married Sept. 28 to Miss Edna
.Marquardt of Berwyn, 111.
GEORGE GREGORY, control engineer of WNEW, Newark, is the
father of a boy born recently.
GEORGE CRAWFORD, formerly of
Hamilton, Ont., chief engineer of
CJIC, Sault Sainte Marie, Ont., has
installed a Northern Electric panel,
simplifying control operations. William Thompson, morning announcer,
has been assigned to the transmitter
house.
SC. A. REBERGER, veteran transmitter engineer of WOR, Newark,
'will sail shortly for Egypt and India
{as chief operator aboard the SS
Tampa of the United States Lines.
Artist Bureaus Split
AFFILIATION of the CBS Artsts Bureau with the Thomas Lee
Artists Bureau, Los Angeles,
(KHJ) was severed in August.
Hereafter the network will operate a branch of its artists' activities in Los Angeles. Charles
Vanda, recently appointed pubicity man for CBS in Los Angeles, has also been appointed Los
A.ngeles representative for the
BS Artists Bureau.

J. H. Barron to Leave
FCC for Own Practice
H. BARRON, senior
broadcast engineer of the FCC
for the last five
vetyears eranand
of ten ayears
as
d i oa Federal
official, raon
/I Nov. 1 will leave
Mr. Barron
the FCC to engage in a private
consulting engineering practice in
Washington. He will specialize in
allocation matters before the
Broadcast Division of the FCC.
Since 1930, Mr. Barron has been
the chief engineering aide of Andrew D. Ring, assistant chief engineer in charge of broadcasting.
Prior to joining the former Radio
Commission he was on the engineering staff of the Radio Division
of the Department of Commerce,
which he joined in 1925. Successively, he served as an inspector in
the Detroit, New York, Baltimore
and Washington offices of the Radio Division. He attended Baltimore Polytechnic Institute and
Johns Hopkins University.

LITTLE

STORIES

JOHN

W. L. Waltman

Manages

KALB, Alexandria, La.
W. L. (Bill) WALTMAN, for the
last four years with KGFF, Shawnee, Okla., has undertaken the
management of the KALB, Alexandria, La., new 100-watter operating on 1420 kc, scheduled to go
on the air Sept. 15. His staff includes Edward Vann, formerly
with KRMD, Shreveport, as studio
director; Miss Mary Lapeer, as
program director, and LaVell
Waltman, also formerly with
KGFF, in charge of remote control
studios at Seminole and Wewoka,
Okla.
Two 140-foot steel towers have
been erected with transmitter
buildingdria.one
mile
of AlexanStudios
arenorth
located
in the
O'Shee Bldg., in the heart of the
business district. Western Electric transmitter equipment is used.
A MILLION DOLLARS
WORTH OF SOUND
EQUIPMENT
Absolutely of no use if it were
not for the little steel needle that
forms the link between the record and your audience. Transcriptions are at their best with
the best
needles.
Mfg. by
W. H. BAGSHAW CO.
Dist.Lowell,
by Mass.
H. W.
ACTON CO.
370
City
7th Ave.
New York

Send
for
mples

STUDIOS
TOmpfl •
CLEARWATER
ST. PETERSBURG
WFLA-WSUN
SERVINGTHE FLORIDA'S
CENTER
OF
POPULATION
TAMPA TRADE TERRITORY

of RADIO

ADVERTISING

"Hi Yo Silver!"
Sehl Advertising Agency, Inc., neighborhood gathering under
handles the Gordon Baking
his window at seven a. m. and
starting a hullabaloo about
Company account. Gordon Bakwhich one will be the Lone
ing Company means "Silvercup,
the World's Finest Bread" and
Ranger and which one will be
Silvercup means The Lone
Tonto, the Indian, etc., and then
Ranger and his white horse,
the whole gang yipping 'Hi Yo,
Silver, principals with Tonto
Silver!' down the street."
the Indian, in that great radio
drama of the old west, proOur sympathy and condolences to Mr. Reed for annoyduced by WXYZ, the key staance and loss of sleep, but boys
tion of the Michigan Radio Network.
will be boys and the Lone Ranger must go on riding his great
Harry Sehl is so filled with
white
horse Silver down the airLone Ranger plots and plans
waves into the hearts of hunand deeds of daring that I
dreds of thousands of youngsometimes suspect that he yips
sters and grownups too.
like a coyote in his sleep and
disturbs the neighbors with the
Lone Ranger was just another "audience - tested" prowell - known "Hi Yo, Silver,
gram on the Michigan Radio
Away!"
in
the
wee
small
hours
of the morning.
Network until Mr. Everett Wilsher,
president of the Gordon
But no wonder, with the kids
Baking Company, saw its posin all the vacant lots in town
sibilities as a business builder
riding broomsticks and urging
imaginary white steeds on to and
put selling
the "mysterious
rider"
to work
bread.
new deeds of daring and roIncreased sales, new plants
mance, and with every social
and a dominant position in the
call bringing a fresh reminder
bread business testify to his
of the popularity and productiveness of this excellent pro- good judgment and to the effectiveness of the job performed
"single handed" by the Lone
Ranger.
For example, Harry called on
gram.
his friends, the George Reeds,
the other evening. Mr. Reed
runs a motion picture theatre
and usually arrives home from
the office at one-thirty or two
a. m. instead of the conventional six or six-thirty p. m.
After dinner George Reed

So, may you miss the fun of
being "angel" to a brand new
radio show, and take on an
"audience-tested" program that
will pay dividends from the beginning. Let us tell you about
MANHUNTERS, for example,
a detective drama, twin to
LONE RANGER, or THE
MIXING SPOON, or THE
DAILY NEWS OF THE AIR,
or well, you get the idea.

said, "Harry, I don't mind having our children make us change
grocers because our old one did
not handle Silvercup Bread —
the new one is probably better
anyway. I don't mind having to
eat Silvercup Bread every meal
I get at home — it's damn good
bread. I don't mind our youngsters riding broomsticks all over
the place and shouting 'Hi Yo,
Silver, Away!' — after listening
to the program I am tempted to
join them myself — but I do
think that a fellow who gets
home from work at two a. m.
should have some protection
against all the kids in the
WILLIAM
NEW

YORK

.

G.

For a safe advertising investment— for a ready made audience — for immediate dividends
and happy stockholders — for
moving merchandise now — we
suggest
"audience
tested"
program. the
Radio
for action!

RAMBEAU

CHICAGO

.

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO

Radio's First Special Representatives

6Z0 KC • 5000 Watts Day . 1000 Night - Full Time
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The

Business

of

Broadcasting
Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives; Notes from the Stations

WOR, Newark
Stehli Silks Corp., New York, 3 weekly sa, thru Riegel & Leffingwell Inc.,
N. T.
National Biscuit Co., New York
(Good Cheer bread), 3 weekly sa,
thru McCann-Erickson Inc., N. Y.
Port of New York Authority, New
York, weekly sp, thru Friend-Weiner Adv. Co., N. Y.
Jones & Dahm Inc., New York (Gunga-Din
direct. food products), 3 weekly sa,
Philadelphia Dairy Products Co.,
Philadelphia (ice cream), 3 weekly
sa,
ark. thru Sheck Adv. Agency, NewAmerican Washing Machine Mfrs.
Assn., Chicago, 2 weekly t, thru
Meldrum & Fewsmith Inc., Cleveland.
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago (radio
sets), 4 weekly t, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
B. C. Remedy Co., Durham, N. C.
(proprietary), 3 weekly sp, thru
Chas. W. Hoyt Co. Inc., N. Y.
Royal Lace Paper Works Inc., Brooklyn, 3 weekly so, thru Lawrence C.
Gumbinner Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Sterling Products Inc., New York,
(California Syrup of Figs), 4 week- N. lyY.t, thru Stack-Goble Adv. Agency,
Borden Co. Inc., New York (food
products), weekly sp, thru Young
& Rubican Inc., N. Y.
Stanco Inc., New York (Daggett &
Ramsdell cosmetics), 3 weekly sp,
thru McCann-Erickson Inc., N. Y.
Carlsbad Products Co. Inc., New York
(proprietary), 2 weekly sp, thru H.
M. Kieswetter Adv. Agency, N. Y.
KFRU, Columbia, Mo.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 3 weekly ta, thru Street &
Finney Inc., N. Y.
Compagnie Parisienne Inc., San Antonio (perfume), daily ta, thru
Northwest Radio Adv. Co. Inc.,
Seattle.
Geppert Studios, Des Moines (enlargements), daily ta, thru Northwest Radio Adv. Co. Inc., Seattle.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la.
(plants), daily ta, thru Northwest
Radio Adv. Co. Inc., Seattle.
Watchtower Bible Society, Brooklyn
(religious), 2 weekly t, direct.
KFRC, San Francisco
Italian- American Paste Co., San FranciscoVegeroni-Italian
(
paste) 2
weekly sp, thru W. Vincent Leahy
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Power Seal Co., San Francisco (auto
engine stimulant), 6 weekly sa,
thru W. H. Miller Adv. Agency,
Oakland, Cal.
Marin-Dell Milk Co., San Francisco
(milk-Greenspot Orangeade) , weekly sp, thru J. J. Tissier Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
WMAQ, Chicago
Kremola Co., Chicago (cosmetics), 52
sp, direct.
Pandaleon Bros. Inc., Chicago (dried
fruit), 40 sp, thru Charles Silver
& Co., Chicago.
Sally Chain Stores Inc., Chicago
(dress shops), 52 sp, thru Morenus
Adv. Co., Chicago.
Lee & Schiffer Inc., New York (Rolls
razors), 13 t, thru Kimball, Hubbard and Powell Inc., N. Y.
WKRC, Cincinnati
Auburn Automobile Co., Auburn, Ind.,
6 weekly sp, thru local distrib.
Pure Oil Co., Chicago (Purol), 6
weekly sa, direct.
Dow Drug Co., Cincinnati, 120 sa,
direct.
Julep Tobacco Co., Boston (Julep
cigarettes), daily sa, thru Mark
O'Dea & Co. Inc., N. Y.
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WLS, Chicago
Armstrong Paint & Varnish Co., Chicago, 6 sa, thru Morenus Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Olson Rug Co., Chicago, 120 sp, thru
Philip O. Palmer & Co., Chicago.
Cutler Shoe Co., Chicago, daily sa,
thru Morenus Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago, 13 sp, 102
sa, thru Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Chamber of Commerce, Berrien
Springs, Mich, (peach crop), 6 so,
direct.
American Radiator Co., New York,
18
*, thru Marschalk & Pratt Inc.,
N. Y.
Ralston Purina Co. Inc., St. Louis
(Purina
thru Gardner Adv. chow),
Agency, 27St.sa,Louis.
Acme Mfg. Co., Forrest Park, 111. (pig
feed), 3 weekly sa, thru Wade Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Union Pacific System, Chicago (transportation), 6sa, thru Caples Co.,
Chicago.
Chappel Bros. Inc., Rockford, 111.
(Ken-L-Ration dog food), 5 so,
thru Rogers & Smith Adv. Agency,
Chicago.
Bernard Perfumers, St. Louis, 3
weekly sa, thru Hilmer V. Swenson
Co., St. Louis.
Reliance Mfg. Co., Chicago (Big Yank
shirts),
sp, thru Mitchell-Faust
Adv. Co.,13Chicago.
Creosoted Pine Post Assn., Kansas
City,
26 t, thru
Co., Kansas
City. Ferry-Hanly Adv.
Johnson Motor Co., Waukegan, 111.
(washing machines), 39 sp, thru
Lamport, Fox & Co., South Bend.
WSPD, Toledo
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., E.
Pittsburgh (ranges), 3 sa, thru
Fuller & Smith & Ross Inc., Cleveland.
Graham Paige Motors Corp., Detroit
(autos), 12 weekly sa, thru United
States Adv. Corp., Toledo.
Campbell Cereal Co., Northfield, Minn.
(Malt-O-Meal), 156 sa, thru Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
KFWB, Hollywood
Balboa Brewing Co., Los Angeles, 5
weekly sp, thru Chet Crank Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles.

WGST, Atlanta
General Mills
Inc., Minneapolis
(Wheaties), 5 weekly t, thru
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
Julian & Kokenge Co., Columbus, O.
(Foot Saver shoes), 5 weekly ta,
thru local distrib.
Jax Brewing Co., Jacksonville, Fla.,
daily sp, thru Associated Adv.
Agency Inc., Jacksonville.
Creomulsion Co. Inc., Atlanta (Creomulsion), 2 weekly sp, direct.
ITS Co., Elyria, O. (rubber soles,
heels), 5 weekly sa, thru Carr Liggett Inc.,Washing
Cleveland. Machine Mfrs.
American
Assn., drumChicago,
t, Cleveland.
thru Mel& FewsmithdailyInc.,
KGO, San Francisco
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., Mansfield, O., (refrigerators), 100 ta,
thru Fuller & Smith & Ross Inc.,
Cleveland.
American Association of Washing
Machine Mfrs., Chicago (washing
machines),
6 weeklyInc.,
t, thru
Meldrum & Fewsmith
Cleveland.
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago (radio
sets),
weekly
thruInc.,
H. W.
Kastor & 3Sons
Adv.ta,Co.
Chicago.
Federal Outfitting Co., San Francisco (clothing), weekly sa, thru
Frank Wright & Associates, Oakland, Cal.
WTMJ, Milwaukee
H. J. Heinz Co., Pittsburgh (food),
6troit.
weekly sa, thru Maxon Inc., DeKroger Grocery
& Baking
Co., Cincin ati, 2weekly
t, thru Ralph
H.
Jones Co., Cincinnati.
Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis (cereal), 3 weekly t, thru Gardner
Adv. Co., St. Louis.
WDAY, Fargo, N. D.
A-C Spark Plug Co., Flint, Mich., 2
weekly ta, thru D. P. Brother &
Associates, Detroit.
Republic Coal Co., Minneapolis, 79
sa, direct.
Dr. Weisberg Gold Co., Minneapolis,
2 weekly sa, direct.
WSB, Atlanta
Southern Railway System, Washington, daily sp, thru Johnson-Dallis
Co., Atlanta.

/ THINK OF~IHE RACMO
I GUVS — "THEY HAVETO
V
PRonoomce" 'em.1

WWL, New Orleans
Drug Trade Products, Chicago (Calocide), 21 weekly sa, thru Benson &
Dall Inc., Chicago.
Drug Trade Products, Chicago (Peruna, Acidine, Kolorbak, Germania
tea), Inc.,
6 weekly
Dall
Chicago.t, thru Benson &
Sterling Casualty Insurance Co., Chicago, 6 weekly sp, thru Radio
Broadcasting Inc., Chicago.
Curtiss Candy Co., Chicago, 5 daily
sa, thru McJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago.
Stanback Medicine Co., Salisbury, N.
C. (proprietary ) , 6 weekly sp, thru
J.
Carson Brantley Adv. Agency,
Salisbury.
Crazy Water Crystal Co., Mineral
Wells, Tex. (mineral crystals,) 6
weekly sp, direct.
B. C. Remedy Co., Durham, N. C.
(proprietary), 6 weekly sp, thru
Harvey-Massengale Co., Atlanta.
Burrus Mill & Elevator Co., Fort
Worth (flour), 6 weekly sp, direct.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Oxydol), 6 weekly t,et -Samplethru
Black-Hum ert Inc., Chicago.
Ralston Purina Co. Inc., St. Louis
(Purina chow), 6 weekly ta, thru
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
J. W. Marrow Co., Chicago (Mar-OOil),
weekly
sp, thru HeathSeehof 3Inc.,
Chicago.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis
(flour), 5 weekly Inc.,
t, thruChicago.
BlackettSample-Hummert
Grove Laboratories Inc., St. Louis
(chill tonic), 2 daily ta, thru H.
W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc.,
Chicago.
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago (proprietary), 6 weekly sp,Inc.,
thruChicago.
First
United Broadcasters
Nacor Medicine Co., Indianapolis
(proprietary), 6 weekly sp, thru
Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc., Chicago.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 3
daily sa, thru Biow Co. Inc., N. Y.
CFCO, Chatham, Ont.
Imperial
Tobacco,
Montreal
(Dominion
tobacco),Ltd.,
3 weekly
sp,
direct.
MacDonald's Tobacco Co.. Toronto
(Highland Lassie), 2 daily ta, thru
Consolidated Adv. Service, Toronto.
Lever Bros. Co., Toronto (Comfort
soap), 2 daily ta, thru R. C. Smith
& Son Ltd., Toronto.
Royal Canadian Tobacco Co., Toronto
(Golden Virginia), daily sp, direct.
Detroit Sunday Times, Detroit, 2
weekly t, direct.
Ltd., Toronto (Scott's
& Bowne
Scott
Emulsion
) , 2 daily ta, thru McConnell & Ferguson Ltd., Toronto.
Purina Mills, Woodstock, Ont. (chick
feed), daily sa, direct.
WINS, New York
Bowey's Inc., Chicago (Dari-Rich
drink),
weeklyCo.,sa,Chicago.
thru Russell
C.
Comer2 Adv.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 3 weekly ta, thru Street &
Finney Inc., N. Y.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis
(Gold Medal flour), 5 weekly sp,
thru Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Inc., Chicago.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis
Black(Bisquick), 5 weekly ett,-Sample-Hthru
um ert Inc., Chicago.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis
(Wheaties), 7 weekly sp (baseBlackett-Sample-Hummertball),
Inc., thru
Chicago.
WBBM, Chicago
Siren Mills Corp., Chicago (Siren
chocolate and cocoa), 8 sp, thru
Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Pet Milk Sales Corp., St. Louis (Pet
condensed milk), 2 weekly sp, thru
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
KQW, San Jose, Cal.
White Cross Laboratories, San Frano(
) , weekly sa, direct. cisctoothpaste

From the Detroit News
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WLW, Cincinnati
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis (Gold
Medal flour), 6 weekly sp, thru
ly listedAdv.
in Sept.
_____
Merrill
Co., 1N.issue.)
Y. (Incorrect• September
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NETWORK
ACCOUNTS
(All time EST unless otherwise indicated)
New Business
ATLANTIC REFINING Co., Philadelphia (White Flash oil products)
on Sept. 14 started That Atlantic
Family on Tour, with Frank Parker
on 36 CBS stations keyed from
WCAU, Saturdays, 7-7:30 p. m.
(EDST). Agency: N. W. Ayer &
Son Inc., N. Y.
SPERRY CANDY Co., Milwaukee
(Chicken Dinner, Denver Sandwich
candy bars) on Sept. 14 started musical program on 9 CBS stations (without WABC), Saturdays, 6:45-7 p. m.
Agency : Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc., Chicago.
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO
Co., New York (Chesterfield cigarettes) on Oct. 2 starts Andre Kostelanets Orchestra, Lily Pons (Wed.),
j Nino Martini (Sat.) on 91 CBS stations, Wed. & Sat. 9-9 :30 p. m. Agen)i cy : Newell-Emmett Co. Inc., N. Y.
E. R. SQUIBB & SON, New York
(drug products) on Sept. 19 starts
I World Peaceways, Thursdays, 9 :3010 p. m. (EDST). Agency: Geyer,
Cornell & Newell Inc., N. Y.
BUICK MOTOR Co., Flint, Mich.
J (autos) on Sept. 24 broadcasts (one
J time only) Max Baer-Joe Louis boying match on combined NBC-WJZCanada,&
I' WEAF
10 p. m.networks
Agency :including
Erwin, Wasey
J Co. Inc., N. Y.
| CHAR IS Corp., Allentown, Pa.
(foundation garments) on Sept. 15
t starts Sisters of the Skillet on 53
i! CBS stations, Sundays, 1 :45-2 p. m.
(EDST).
Agency: John L. Butler
Co., Philadelphia.
PINEX Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. (cold
remedy) on Oct. 20 starts program
on 24 NBC-WJZ stations, Sundays,
3 :15 - 4 p. m. Agency: Philip O.
Palmer & Co. Inc., Chicago.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Ivory soap) on Sept. 30 starts
The O'Neils on 32 NBC-WEAF stations, Mon. thru Fri., 3 :45 - 4 p. m.
jAgency : Blackman Adv. Inc., N. Y.
PINAUD Inc., New York (cosmetics)
on Sept. 23 starts Pinaud Program
with Paul Pearson orch. and Jeannine
Ion 3 MBS stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
7:15-7:30 p. m. (EDST). Agency:
Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
UNITED CIGAR STORES DELAWARE Corp., New York, on Oct. 1
'starts
Isham
Jones (WOR,
OrchestraWGN),
on 2
^Mutual stations
jTuesdays, 8 :30-9 p. m. Placed direct.
IROGER & GALLET, New York
i (cosmetics) on Oct. 25 starts Boh
\ Crosby Orchestra on 18 NBC-WJZ
stations, Fridays, 8:15-8:30 p. m.
Agency : Marschalk & Pratt Inc., N.Y.
PEPSODENT Co., Chicago (Pepsoident tooth powder, Junis cosmetics)
•on Oct. 7 starts Al Pearce & His
\Cang on NBC-WEAF network, Mon.,
Wed., Fri., 5-5 :30 p. m. Agency :
Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
BETTER SPEECH INSTITUTE
OF AMERICA, Chicago, on Sept. 29
■starts Words to the Wise on NBCWJZ network, Sundays, 3-3:15 p. m.
Agency : Auspitz & Lee, Chicago.
KGIfl
BUTTE
WALTER BIDDICK
Western Representative
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CO.

AMERICAN ROLLING MILL Co.,
Middletown, O., on Oct. 28 starts
Armco Iron Master on NBC network,
Mondays, 10 :30-ll p. m. Agency :
Gardner-Greist Co., Chicago.
Renewal Contracts
SHELL EASTERN PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS Inc., New York (gasoline) on Oct. 5 renews Shell Chateau,
Al Jolson, on 38 NBC-WEAF stations, Saturdays, 9 :30-10 p. m. Agency : J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
JOHN H. WOODBURY Inc., Cincinnati (cosmetics, soap) on Sept. 30
renews Dangerous Paradise on 22
NBC-WJZ stations, Mon., Wed., Fri.,
7 :45-8 p.
: Lennen &
Mitchell
Inc.,m.N. Agency
Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Oxydol) on July 1 renewed
Oxydol's Own Ma Perkins on 34
NBC-WEAF stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
3:30-3:45 p. m. (EDST) starting
Sept. 30 at 3:15-3:30 p. m. Agency:
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Crisco) on July 1 renewed
Vic & Sade on 34 NBC-WEAF stations, Mon. thru Fri., 3 :15-3 :30 p. m.
(EDST), starting Sept. 30 at 3:303 :45 p. m. Agency : Blackman Adv.
Inc., N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Chipso) on July 1 renewed
Home Sweet Home on 19 NBCWEAF stations, Mon. thru Fri., 33:15 p. m. (EDST), starting Sept.
30 at 10:15-10:30 a. m. Agency:
Blackman Adv. Inc., N. Y.
SPERRY FLOUR Co., San Francisco (flour and Wheathearts) , on
Oct. 1 renews Martha Meade-Hazel
Warner on 6 NBC-KPO stations,
Tues., Thurs., 10:30-11 a. m. (PST).
Agency : Westco Adv. Agency, San
Francisco.

COCOMALT Co., Hoboken, N. J.
(chocolate malt) on Sept. 30 extends
contract for Buck Rogers on 15 CBS
stations, Mon. thru Thurs., 6 - 6:15
p. m., repeat at 7 p. m. Agency :
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
STANDARD OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA, San Francisco (gasoline &
motor oils) on Oct. 3 renews Standard Symphony Hour on 5 NBC-KPO
stations, Thursdays, 8 :15-9 :15 p. m.
(PST.)
Agency: McCann-Erickson
Inc.,
San Francisco.
PACIFIC COAST BORAX Co., New
York (20 Mule Team borax) on Oct.
3 renews Death Valley Days on 18
NBC-WJZ stations, Thursdays, 99 :30sonp.Inc.,m.
N. Y.Agency : McCann-ErickSTANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York (Fleischmann's yeast) on Oct.
6 renews The Bakers Broadcast, with
Robert L. Ripley, Ozzie Nelson Orchestra, on 47 NBC-WJZ stations,
Sundays,Thompson
7 :30-8 p.Co.,m.N. Agency
: J.
Walter
Y.
ACME WHITE LEAD & COLOR
WORKS, Detroit (paint) on Sept.
8 renewed Smilin' Ed McConnell on
44 CBS stations, keyed from WHK,
Sundays, 6:30-6:45 p. m. (EDST).
Agency : Henri, Hurst & McDonald
Inc., Chicago.
HECKER H-O Co., Buffalo (cereal)
on Sept. 16 renews Bobby Benson &
Sunny Jim on 9 CBS stations, Mon.,
Wed., Fri., 6:15-6:30 p. m. (EDST).
Agency : Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc.,
N. Y.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
Jersey City (Palmolive soap) on Oct.
4 renews Palmolive Beauty Boa; Theatre on 59 NBC-WJZ stations, Fridays, 9-10 p. m., with repeat at 11 :30
p.
m.
N. Y. Agency : Benton & Bowles Inc.,
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CARDINET CANDY Co., Inc., Oakland, Cal., on Oct. 1 renews Night
Editor with Hal Burdick, narrator,
on 5 NBC-KPO stations, Tuesdays,
7:30-7:45 p. m. (PST.) Agency:
Tomaschke-Elliott Inc., Oakland, Cal.
LANGENDORF UNITED BAKERIES Inc., San Francisco (bread &
pastry),
on Sept.with
30 renews
dorf Pictorial
Rush LangenHughes,
commentator, on 3 NBC-KPO stations, Mon. thru Fri. (5 days), 4:455 p. m. (PST). Agency: McCannErickson Inc., San Francisco.
STANDARD OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA, San Francisco (gasoline &
motor oils), on Oct. 10 renews Standard School Broadcast on 6 NBCKPO stations, Thursdays, 11-11 :45
a. m. (PST.) Agency: McCannErickson Inc., San Francisco.
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Listeners

to

BUFFALO STATIONS
tune in
WGR
or WKBW
between 5 and 7 P. M.
says Ross Federal
BUFFALO BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO
Represented by
FREE & SLEININGER

• BROADCASTING

. T29th
AN
RTPT
NOTE:
IMPOSE
WXYZ will continue the operation of the
Michigan Radio Network as key station —
presenting a full time schedule of sustaining
and commercial programs. Many sustaining
NBC programs
be carried over
memberwillstations.
KUNSKY-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
(Owners end Operelera el Slelien WXYZ)
100 MADISON THEATRE BLDG., DETROIT
WM. G. RAMBEAU CO., Representatives
HOME OFFICES: Tribune Tower, Chicago
Western Ollic*
Eastern Of lice
507 CHANIN BLDG.
RUSSSan BUILDING
Francisco
Earl Bachman,
New York Mgr.
Douglas A. Nowell, Mgr.
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AGENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES

O

OPULARITY
P
Strange as it seems, the initials of Proof of Popularity
spell "POP"! But the fact
seems so applicable to
WWVA! Proof of our Popularity just seems to "POP"
up from everywhere.
Out of a clear sky, and positively unsolicited, came this
mail request from "The
Democrat Messenger",
Greene County, Pennsylvania's only daily newspaper:
"We would appreciate the
favor of being placed on
your mailing list so that we
may receive your programs
regularly for publication."
We do, indeed, consider it
proof of WWVA's popularity when a newspaper located in Waynesburg, Pa.,
55 miles from Wheeling,
asks to publish our programs for the benefit of its
readers. The fact is emphatic
proof of our claim that
WWVA is much, much
more than a West Virginia
station.
Don't miss us when those
radio advertising schedules
are being made up if you
want low-cost, effective cove r a g e in Eastern Ohio,
Western Pennsylvania and
Northern West Virginia.
West

C. L. SLBININGER, vice president
of Free & Sleininger Inc., radio station representatives, left Chicago Sept.
13 on a four-week tour of West Coast
stations represented by them. He will
visit KOIN, Portland; KOL, Seattle;geles,KVI,and Free
Tacoma;
KFWB, offices
Los An-in
& Sleininger
San Francisco and Los Angeles. Mrs.
Sleininger will accompany him.
BOWMAN - DBUTE - CUMMINGS
Inc., San Francisco, has moved to
larger offices in the Matson Bldg.
Clifford Gessler is being transferred
from the Honolulu offices of the agency to San Francisco, assuming his
duties Sept. 23.
GERALD J. NORTON has resigned
as account executive at KJBS, San
Francisco, and established a radio advertising agency at 1626 Russ Building, under his own name.
J. H. McKEE, director of radio for
Cecil, Warwick & Cecil Inc., New
York, is in Los Angeles making arrangements for the presentation of
the Grace Moore broadcasts sponsored by the Vick Chemical Co.,' which
resumes Sept. 16 on an NBC-WEAF
network.
WPFB, Hattiesburg, Miss., has named
Aerial Publicizing Inc., New York, as
its representative in New York area.
• • Exclusive

• •

JOHN BLAIR & CO.
Station Representatives
NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO

OFFICIAL YANKEE— Gov. James
M. Curley, of Massachusetts, designates Yankee Network stations
as the state's official radio medium.
Here he is placing a bronze duplicate of the Seal of Massachusetts
on the entrance to Yankee headquarters in Boston. The ceremony
was broadcast over five Yankee
stations.
C. A.tor with
BURPEE,
yearsstudios,
audiFreeman for
Langfoursound
Hollywood, late in August resigned,
and joined the staff of the Walter
Biddick Co., Los
resentatives, ina Angeles
similar station
capacity.repFURGASON & ASTON Inc., Chicago
radio station
representatives,
established a branch
office in have
Detroit
under the management of S. M. Aston. Offices are at 810 Stephenson
Bldg. Eleven stations in the East and
Southeast are represented by the organization.
CALVIN KUHL, head of the radio
department of Lord & Thomas, Los
Angeles office, is the father of a girl,
Ann Grey, born early in September.
ARTHUR KUDNER Inc. will be
located in the new International
Building (Rockefeller Center), 6:30
Fifth Ave., New York, on Oct. 1.

Summer's
and Fall

EFORE

Here

is Close

Behind

many days have passed desirable radio time

will be at a premium because of the coming avalanche of fall and winter schedules.

Virgi nia

Broadcasting Corp.
Hawley Building
WHEELING, W. Va.
Representatives
J. H. McGILLVRA
485 Madison Ave-, New York
JOHN KETTLEWEIX
Palmolive Bldg., Chicago
Columbia

Wise advertisers are placing their business now . . .
braving the summer heat to assure their programs choice
positions during the profitable season.

Mr. Hart Johnston
The Wander Company,

WHAS

Station

Owned and operated by
The Courier-Journal and The Louisville Times

5,000

WATTS

50,000
NATIONALLY

WWVA
II6O KILOCYCLES

REPRESENTED

WATTS

CLEARED

NATIONALLY

DWIGHT S. REED, formerly with I
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., and prior to that with Critchfield & Co., has been added to the Chicago sales staff of William G. Rambeau Co., station representatives, Mr.
Rambeau announced Sept. 11.
F. WALLIS ARMSTRONG Co. Inc.,
Philadelphia, has opened a New York
office at 444 Madison Ave. to service
the Campbell soup radio accounts.
Henry F. Hayward will be in charge.
C. L. urerSLEININGER,
secretary-treasof Free & Sleininger
Inc., radio
station representatives, left Chicago
Sept. 13 on a four-week tour of West
Coast stations represented by them.
He will visit KOIN, Portland ; KOL,
Seattle; KVI, Tacoma; KFWB, Los
Angeles, and Free & Sleininger Offices
in San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Mrs. Sleininger will accompany him.
HARRY BERCOVITCH has been
promoted from the publicity department to director of radio of J. Stirling
Getchell, New York, succeeding Tom
Everett.
DAVID BROWN has resigned from
the radioInc.,
department
Erickson
New York. of McCannLAWRENCE HOLCOMB has resigned as director
er & Ellis
Inc., Newof radio
York, for
to Fletchbecome
continuity chief of NBC's Chicago office Sept. 16. Jerry Cady will succeed him, having served as assistant
radio director for the last two years.
MARION PARSONNET, in charge
of radio for Lennen & Mitchell Inc.,
New York, has left for the West
Coast to supervise the new Eddie
Cantor show for Pebeco which starts
on CBS Sunday, Oct. 6.
GEORGE
COREYof has
the radio department
Lordjoined
& Thomas,
New York. He will work on radio
continuities. Mr. Corey formerly was
connected
withWalter
the publicity
ment of J.
ThompsondepartCo.,
New York.
VANCE C. WOODCOX, formerly director of advertising and sales promotion for Kelvinator Corp., Detroit (refrigerators), and more recently with
Montgomery Ward & Co., Chicago,
has been named to manage the Detroit
office of Geyer, Cornell & Newell Inc.,
New vice
York.
The Detroit
office will serthe Kelvinator
account.
T. L. CHRYST has been appointed
director
of publicity
for Geyer,
nell & Newell
Inc., New
York. CorHe
was formerly with Brooke, Smith and
French Inc., Detroit.
A. M. LEWIS has been promoted to
director of media for Benton and
Bowles Inc., New York, succeeding
Mr. King who resigned to join A. H.
Kudner Inc., New York. Mr. Lewis
was formerly newspaper space buyer
for Benton & Bowles Inc.
WILLIAM D. EDOUARDE has been
named head of the radio department
of AW- Advertising Inc., New York.

CHANNEL

BY EDWARD

PETRY & CO.

BROADCASTING

Chicago, 111.
Dear Mr. Johnston :
You've had experience with them
.that
. . stations
that The
don't bad
and and
stations
DO a job.
the
good alike have glowing stories to
tell. WSOC wants to prove its merit.
It IS a sales producer and profit
maker, but you may WONDER until
you let it prove what it can and will
do for WANDER 1 That's why we
urge you to ask NBC to add WSOC
. . . IMMEDIATELY!
WSOC
Charlotte, N. C.
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RADIO

ADVERTISERS

WINE INSTITUTE, San Francisco
(wines), has appointed James Houlihan Inc., San Francisco, as advertismerchaning counsellor. Anforintensive
California wines
dising program
in states where alcoholic beverages
can be legally sold is being planned
and radio is being considered along
with other media.
PONTIAC MOTOR Co., Pontiac,
Mich, (autos),
makes including
up lists inradio.
September and October,
Agency : MacManus, John & Adams
Inc., Detroit. Appropriations : $2,000,000.
M. LYON & Co., Kansas City (raw
furs), using radio, makes up lists in
September. Agency : Ferry - Hanly
Adv. Co., Kansas City.
ARMOUR & Co.. Chicago (food),
makes up lists in September. Agency :
Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
SHACKLETON INHALOR Co.,
Grand Rapids, Mich, (inhalant), has
retained Martin Inc., Detroit agency,
to handle advertising.
OAKITE PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (cleaning compounds), makes
up lists in October and November, including radio. Agency : Calkins &
Holden Inc., N. Y.
JOHN H. WOODBURY Inc., Cincinnati (cosmetics), radio user, makes
up lists in October. Agency : Lennen
& Mitchell Inc., N. Y.
UNITED STATES STEEL Corp.,
New York, contemplating an advertising campaign, has named Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., New
York, as its agency.
GULF REFINING Co., Pittsburgh
(oil products), is placing its radio
advertising through Young & Rubicam Inc., New York.
WILSON & Co. Inc., Chicago (meat
products etc. ) , has placed its advertising with Erwin, Wasey & Co., Chicago.
MANTLE LAMP Co. of AMERICA,
Chicago (Aladdin lamps), is advertising through Presba, Fellers & Presba Inc., Chicago.
BONCILLA LABORATORIES Inc.,
Indianapolis (cosmetics etc. ) , has
placed its account with Brandt Adv.
Co., Chicago.
E. GRIFFITH HUGHES Inc., Rochester, N. Y. (Kruschen Salts) has
;placed its account with RednelclJohnstone Inc., N. Y.
HOLSUM BREAD Co., Morgantown,
W. Va., is advertising thru Bakers
'Consulting Bureau, South Bend, Ind.
AMERICAN CLINICAL LABORATORIES Inc., New York (Retardo
tablets), places advertising through
Lowey Adv. Agency, New York.

DISCS TO MOVIES
Hollywood ScoutsQuick to Sign
Transcription Talent
HAVING found radio a fertile
field for development of motion
picture talent, Hollywood scouts
are now showing a keen interest
in recorded program stars, according to Standard Radio Inc., transcription library service producers.
Many hitherto unknown artists,
performing for transcription productions, are being picked up by
movie scouts, it was pointed out.
Among the Standard Radio artists contracted for talkie productions are Betty Jane Rhodes, 14year-old singer, signed by Paramount; Uptowners quartet, heard
in the Walt Disney Silly Symphonies; Carol Lee, singer, and
"Sons of the Pioneers", who are
doing short subjects.
NASH MOTORS Co., Kenosha, Wis.
(motor cars), has appointed J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, to handle
advertising of its Nash line. This
agency has serviced the advertising
for Lafayette car, made by the firm,
for the last two years, and all Nash
advertising is now in the hands of
this agency.
CUBBISON CRACKER Co. Inc.,
Los Angeles (Melba toast) is advertising through Dana, Jones Co., Los
Angeles.
A. J. KRANK Co., St. Paul (cosmetics. Balm Argenta) has placed its
Balm Argenta account with MitchellFaust Adv. Co., Chicago, with David
Inc., St. Paul, handling cosmetics.
P A.NDICUL ATOR Co., Cleveland
'home exerciser) is advertising
through Carpenter Adv. Co., Cleveland.
B. T. BABBITT Inc.. New York
(cleanser) is advertising West of Buffalo for Bab-0 through BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., New York,
with Peck Adv. Agency handling the
rest of its account.
McCOY PRODUCTS Inc., New York
(cod liver oil tablets) is advertising
its cod liver oil tablets through Benson & Dall Inc.. Chieaso. Clnrk-.Tacobs
Inc.. New
York, handles Vannay reducing tablets.
KGIR
BUTTE
JOE McGILLVRA
Eastern Representative

Joins Benton & Bowles
DONALD N.
COPE, for more
than a year and a
half NBC Western division
production manager
in San
Francisco, has resigned,
effective Oct. 1,
to join the radio
Mr. Cope Benton
& Bowles
department
of
Inc., New York. Mr. Cope is well
known in Pacific Coast radio, having joined NBC's
Western
production
department
fourdivision
and a
half years ago, coming from KSL,
Salt Lake City. He has been in
radio since 1924 as artist, continuity writer, producer, salesman
and technician. As NBC western
division production manager he
supervises the production of the
Carefree Carnival and other outstand i n g transcontinental programs. His brother, Frank Cope,
is program manager of KJBS,
San Francisco.
FRUIT INDUSTRIES Ltd., Los Angeles, hasvertising
placed
West Coast
adwith EmilitsBrisacher
& Staff,
Los Angeles, with Fletcher & Ellis
Inc., ucts
Newadvertising.
York, handling grape prodPISO Co., Warren, Pa. (proprietary)
has
placed
account with AitkinKynett
Co., its
Philadelphia.
LOS ANGELES SOAP CO., Los
Angeles (White King Soap), is
using one-minute announcements,
six weekly, on KQW, San Jose,
Cal., in a six week test campaign
through Barnes-Chase Co., Los
Angeles.

NOW

B

MILESTONES

ON WBNX

MARKS

FIRST — Increased spaceadditional studios.

THE
SPOT

SECOND — High Fidelity
Speech Input Equipment.
NOW ! — NEW 190 FOOT
V4 WAVE ANTENNA ! ! !
WBNX— NCW
September

York
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These events show why WBNX
gives you the New York market
intimately, intelligently and inexpensively !

Write For Booklet "Market Coverage'
• BROADCASTING

the Combined
Campaign
Markets of

—

DALLAS
FORT

and
WORTH

"Sales Management"
Surveys Show:
1. Leading
tives rankadvertising
Dallas amongexecuthe
nation's
three
best
test
markets.
2. Per capita retail sales figures
substantiate
Dallas'
tages as a test
city, advanagain
ranking it among the leaders.
3. Dallas and Fort Worth both
have per capita retail sales
well
above the National
average.
BOTH

Cities are Local

Markets for —
WFAA-WBAP
50,000 Watts — 800 Kilocycles
National Broadcasting Co.
Texas Quality Network

OPERATING
TS
+ DAYTIME +

N

CLEAP

MINNEAPOLIS
W

For Your

-

CONTRACTS ACCEPTABLE FOR A PERIOD
of ONE YEAR AT PRESENT RATES
Lowest time rate for equal wattage in any U. S. major market.
One hundred word announcements as low as $2.03 each.
Mail returns show complete coverage in Minnesota, Western
Wisconsin, Northern Iowa, Eastern Dakotas. (Send for maps)
Our carry
signal more
strength
in the than
Northwest.
We
localsecond
advertising
any other Twin City
Station.
No other Twin City Station equals our record of clients who
have broadcast continuously.
International News Service broadcast five times daily. (Available
for sponsorship)
Owned and operated by same management since 1922.
NEW SELF-SUPPORTING
TRUSCON
STEEL VERTICAL RADIATOR.
HIGH
FIDELITY WESTERN
ELECTRIC
EQUIPMENT
WDGY
THROUGHOUT.
WEST
ERN
TABLES.ELECTRIC TU
Minneapolis, Minnesota
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PROGRAM
THE
GREAT
BRIGHT

SPOT

MARKET

o

Syracuse pays more
U. S. taxes than
any one of 22
states.

In Syracuse it's

NOTES

KOMO,
a Washington StateSeattle,
hookup keyed
Sept. to4 the
opening
broadcast of the Silk Sified Symphonists, with Jules Buffano, noted Pacific
Coast orchestra leader, making his
first network appearance. Twenty
stagedio,and
screenOther
artists,
new on
to the
ratook part.
stations
network were KHQ, Spokane ; KPQ,
Wenatehee; KVOS, Bellingham. The
sponsor is Centennial Flouring Mills
Co., Seattle. Botsford, Contantine &
Gardner, Seattle, is the agency.
WFIL, Philadelphia, will receive the
benefit of two sponsors for one program when Adams Clothes, local
clothing store, starts sponsorship
Sept. 30 for a year of six 10-minute
news broadcasts per week. The Philadelphia Daily Netvs continues to receive a credit, WFIL receiving advertising space
inwiththe
newspaper
mensurate
its card
rate. comThe
clothing firm also gets a commercial
credit. Harry Feigenbaum Adv. Service, Philadelphia, is the Adams
agency.
WPTF, Raleigh, X. C. has entered
the fourthParty,
year sponsored
with its byChildren's
Birthday
Durham
Life Insurance Co. Birthdates of
children from 1 to 15 are announced
each day,
between
phonograph records, stories
and entertainment
by
children who visit the studio. Gordon
Meriwether acts the role of "Old Man
Happy".

but h0"

ES
N
IO
ATIV
RE
STAT
OSENT
DI
RAEP
WALTER BIDDICK CO.
568 Chamber of Commerce BWg., Los Angeles
1358 Russ Bldg., San Francisco, California
1038 Exchange Bldg., Seattle, Washington
619 Charles Bldg., Denver

WSYR

says:

"Fidelity?

The

Indianapolis,

to
to

1, give

listeners
more

the

best

of

than

2

rating*

....

* In an impartial WIRE
survey, 69.3%
of listeners saidd FORMERLY
WKBF
WIRE gives the
INDIANAPOLIS
best receptionI IN
D. E. "Pfog"Kendrick,V.P.8£ Gen. Mgr.
Affiliated

NBC

H. RAYMER

Music

Publishers

New
Disc Library for Radio Stations
include sale of the AMP library 1!
A NEW transcription library service to the broadcasting industry
service,
are vertical
or hilland-dale which
recordings,
to stations
on ~j
is sought in current negotiations
between Associated Music Publish- a non-exclusive basis. Preliminary
ers Inc. and Electrical Research
negotiations, contingent upon sucProducts Inc., the latter a Western
cessful completion of the ERPI
Electric recording adjunct, it was
arrangement, are in progress with
declared Sept. 11 by AMP.
the Yankee Network in New EnThe negotiations involve complegland, for the complete library, it
tion of a contract with ERPI under which AMP, a subsidiary of was learned. At the outset AMP
the North American Co., big pub- plans to offer a library of 50 relic utility holding company, would
corded hours and will guarantee
be authorized to license its re- additional transcriptions embraccorded library, now totaling more
ing IV2 playing hours per month.
than 50 hours, to broadcasting staWhen a minimum of 50 stations
tions. At present, it is understood,
ERPI has an exclusive arrangeare acquired,
size of under
the basiclibrary
will be the
increased,
the
ment with World Broadcasting
plan.
Recordings
are
to
be
made on
System for the sale of transcripa new disc material called Vinolite,
tions recorded under its patents.
The AMP transcription library,
said to have a quieter surface.
Contracts will be offered for one
featuring well-known bands, artists and grand opera stars, was
year
only, since, when and if
recorded earlier this year in prepWired Radio gets under way in
aration for the introduction of particular
territories, AMP will
want the transcription service for
wired
radio
by
that
company's
subsidiary, Wired Radio Inc. Plans
its own subsidiary. Arrangements
for introduction of the latter, an
with Music Publishers Protective
entertainment service designed to Association on performing rights
and payment of recording and perbecome competitive with "ether"
formance fees already have been
broadcasting,, however, are moving slowly and AMP has in mind
completed, AMP said.
the sale of its recorded library unNo plans have been made to intil such time as it may get its own
vade the "tailor-made" transcripwire project under way.
tion field for production of proPresent plans, it was learned,
grams for sponsors themselves.
L'lTALIA, San Francisco, largest TWO HIGHLIGHTS of the broaddaily Italian newspaper in the West,
casts of WHO, Des Moines, at the
on Aug. 14 started sponsorship of a Iowa State Fair were the rooster
crowing and
contests.
"Wednesday
Amateur Hournight
over Italian
KROW, - American
Oakland,
shouting
derby,barkers'
technically
known Theas
the Battle of the Barkers, brought beGal., with Signor Renato Gelsi-Medeot as master-of-ceremonies. A varfore the microphone those wordy genriety of prizes
are
awarded.
Since
intlemen whose personalities
startling vocabularies
auguration of the program, more than and dynamic
lure the '
50,000 letters have been received from
public
into
the
glittering
side-shows
of
listeners. Each letter counts as a vote Midway. After abandoning an origifor some amateur. The hroadcast is
nal plan to place black caps over the
roosters' heads, then removing them
from KROW's San Francisco studios. to
create the illusion of dawn and
WBT, Charlotte, N. C, aired a recent
the crowing, it was decided
tobacco auction at Lake City, S..-C, produce
to squeeze the much annoyed fowls.
175 miles away, the first time one of Results
were most gratifying, with
these weird inumbo- jumbos has been authentic barnyard music going over
the air.
aired. Remote set-ups were arranged
at four warehouses, which sponsored
the time. The chantings of the auc- A XEW book review program on
WBXX, New York, is designed to intioneers were picked up with a microphone mounted on a little wagon.
spire appreciation of good literature
confined to the bestWHBC, Canton, O., sold many of the instead selleroflist.being
Blackburn, author, '
exhibitors at the Stark County Fair and editor, Philip
is the reviewer.
four to six spots in connection with
its broadcast from a model studio at A SERIES of juvenile educational
the fair grounds. The studio was a programs has been started by "WGAR. ■
Cleveland, by John F. Patt, general
prominent feature, with large crowds
watching the broadcasts. The fair manager, in response to appeals from
board turepaid
expenses
a furni- officials of the Parent-Teachers Assostore line
furnished
the and
studio.
ciation. Twotheperiods
are ofbeing
sented under
direction
Miss preIda i
Smith, formerly of WMCA, New
16
York, and
Mack,programs
WGAR dramatic Wayne
director. The
are ,
Children's
Saturday
Theatre
and
Jolly Juvenile Minstrels, presented on
alternate Saturday mornings.
Sponsored
FOR the first time in its 11 years on
Programs Now
the air, the WLS National Barn
Dance program was staged away from
More Than
Chicago when the entire crew of 66
broadcast from the state fair at
5 Years Old
Springfield, 111. The complete five- <
hour performance, including the Alka-f
Same Sponsors
Seltzer
Hour 12,000
on anpaid
NBC-WJZ
work. Some
to watch net-f1
the
program, with thousands turned away.
Same Times

CO., New York - Chicago - San Francisco

KGEZ
Box 1

195% INCREASE
IN BUSINESS IN
AUGUST
— REASON
— RESULTS

Kalispell, Montana
WLBC
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WGST, Atlanta, has started another
Lenateur contest, with two winners
engagea week's
each week
The
theatre.
local Loew
ment at theawarded
first 13-week series was sponsored by
Haverty Furniture Co. Another local
furniture company, Carroll, is also
jsing 45 minutes daily on WGST.
TINY RENIER, production manager
f KMOX, St. Louis, has planned a
novel audition for a client. He will
produce a complete minstrel show —
end men and everything — to be auctioned before a live audience of invited guests. It is intended to give a
genuine "gay nineties" atmosphere.
A BIT of the old Wild AVest was
brought to life by KOIL, Omaha, at
the Iowa Rodeo. KOIL carried twice
:laily programs from the fair grounds
for the four days of the meet. From
an observation booth in the grand
>tand, Paul Luther painted a picture
if the performances. Al Bates, chief
operator, set up an extensive system
of lines to get the program on the air.
[WHIO, Dayton, is presenting a series
lof cooperative programs on business
^conditions in that region with the
'Miami Business Review supervising.
, Twice a month Miami University, Oxrford, O., is presented. The talks are
'linterpretative and avoid controversial
^'matters and forecasting.
JkSFO, San Francisco, had the exclusive broadcasting rights to the Pa'leifie Coast outboard motor boat races,
Sept. 7-9. The races, run on Lake
fflMerritt in Oakland, were "picked up"
through an elaborate remote set-up,
cthreugh the facilities of the Oakland
ktudio of KSFO. Bob Dumni, station's sports
fey officials
of announcer,
the regatta. was assisted
ijA
act Pin will
& WilWie,JUVENILE
on WGAR, negro
Cleveland,
be

Gannon With Kndner
WITH the splitup of E r w i n.,
Wasey & Co. and Arthur Kudner,
its chairman, who is organizing a
new agency under the name of
Arthur Kudner Inc., the latteragency will take over Charles Gannon as director of radio. Lewis
Amis, Mr. Gannon's assistant at
Erwin, Wasey & Co., becomes that
agency's radio director. Mr. Gannon will continue working on the
McFadden radio account. His assistant will be Eric Barnow. Arthur Kudner Inc. begins its independent operations Oct. 1, with
headquarters in the International
Bldg., Rockefeller Center, New
York.
World Series Pending
WORLD SERIES baseball games
next month may go unsponsored
this year, it was indicated as
Broadcasting went to press Sept.
13. Ford Motor Co., which sponsored the series last year by paying $100,000 for the broadcasting
rights, has made no plans for sponsorship this year, according to N.
W. Ayer & Son Inc., New York,
the Ford agency. No other negotiations are in progress, so far
as known, primarily because of
the difficulty of time clearance.

New

Educational

Series

Is Sponsored by Squibb
SPONSORED by E. R. Squibb &
Sons, drugoperation
manufacturers,
in cowith World Peaceways,
of New York, a series featuring
statesmen, educators and concert
artists will begin Sept. 10 over a
51-station CBS network 9:30 to 10
p. m. (EDST). It is designed to
promote "realistic thinking about
peace", said World Peaceways, a
non-profit and non-political organization. Squibb will use institutional copy primarily. The account
is handled by Geyer, Cornell &
Newell Inc., New York.
The first broadcast will feature
Senator Borah and Lucrezia Bori,
with skit from the play "Journey's
End". Howard Barlow and symphony orchestra will provide musical support with Deems Taylor as
m. c. Others to appear include
Senator Nye, Alfred E. Smith, Dr.
Glenn Frank, and William A.
Green. Guest soloists will include
. ascha Heifetz, Edward Johnson,
Grete Stueckgold, George Gershwin, Richard Crooks, Albert Spalding, Lotte Lehmann and Richard
Bonelli. Among writers to contribute are Sidney Howard, Humphrey Cobb, Fannie Hurst, Rupert
Hughes, Zoe Akins, Maxwell Anderson, Zona Gale, F. Scott Fitzgerald, John Erskine, Heywood
Broun and S. S. Van Dine.

'[sponsored
starting Oct.
15. adolescent
The program is described
as an
^edition of Amos Andy. Roles are
taken by two negro boys from the
(Cleveland Settlement Theatre.

OUR

"INTER -CITY"

|t

Local

Color

mm
rYou can't match the intimacy of
a second-frontier station like
WAAT with anything else in
broadcasting. Dude schedule
makers too often skip the fascinating grip which it holds on its
town"
suburban
audience.
on and
our
"smallThose
geographically
client-list know better. Somehow
broadcasters just naturally turn
hard - boiled with a station like
WAAT. Mere sentiment could
never keep these friendships so
long. Cash - dollar business does.
WAAT grew to what it is — on
the astonishing response it gets for
its users. Operating daytime only,
WAAT has a vast following all
its own — in the rich cosmopolis
of Newark, Jersey City, Hoboken,
West New York, Passaic, Bayonne,
Union City, Elizabeth, Hackensack, the Oranges and Montclair.
Over 2,250,000 people are in its
primary reach. 87.1% of the
area's homes are radio homes
(largest ratio in the Union). Uncharged for, you get a jumbo
bonus in New York City, Brooklyn, Staten Island, Long Island
and Westchester. Rates are more
than moderate.
Full details and success examples
on request.
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CASE HISTORY 16
Manufacturer establishes 2710 new customers after 41 spot
announcements.

Gives Us
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**★

"FIVE STAR FINAL"
"GOOD-WILL
COURT"
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To

CASE HISTORY 21
National spot advertiser found WAAT
produced the lowest
cost per inquiry in
the New York Metropolitan area.
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NOTES

WJIM, Lansing, Mich., celebrated its
first anniversary late in August with
a two-hour program with 4000 attending the event and another 6000 trying to get in, although a circus was in
town that evening. Gov. Frank D.
Fitzgerald, of Michigan, and Mayor
Max Templeton, of Lansing, among
the speakers, praised Harold F. Gross,
manager, and the WJIM staff for the
year's progress.
Congratulatory
telegrams were received
from Leo Fitzpatriek, manager of W.JR, Detroit,
and NAB president ; M. A. Hollinsliead, of Campbell-Ewald Inc., Detroit C.
; L. McCuen, president of Olds
Motor Works, Lansing ; Don Bates,
president of Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing ;U. S. Senator A. H. Vandenburg ; George W. Trendle and H. Allen Campbell, of WXYZ, Detroit;
Jefferson Webb, manager of WWJ,
Detroit ; W. Wright Gedge, manager
of WMBC, Detroit, attended the
broadcast, which was followed by a
party at the Hotel Olds.
WLBC, Muncie, Ind., on Sept. 1
adopted a new program policy, eliminating the use of phonograph records.
KSFO, San Francisco, has purchased
four new RCA transcription turntables, two for its main studios and
two
land. for the auxiliary studios in OakGet Business in Montana
KGIR
Use—
Only Station in Butte
Montana's Largest City

FAST ANNOUNCING— Leo Bolley, sports announcer of WFBL,
Syracuse (left) broadcast from a
racing car travelling between 85
and 100 miles an hour during the
New York State Fair Races at
Syracuse. Leo described his sensations in roaring around a dirt
race track in the car of Fred
Frame (left) winner of the Indianapolis race in 1932, during the
time tests, with Bob Aller, WFBL
engineer, at the controls.
KNX, Hollywood, held a preview Aug.
30 for its new studios at Sunset Blvd.
and N. Gordon St. for sponsors, agencies, civic leaders, and other invited
guests. A few days later, without
ceremonymitterorconnection
announcement,
the to
transwas switched
the
new location.
WINS, New York, claims to be the
leading news broadcaster in the metropolitan area, carrying six such programs every day. The latest is Teletype
of
the
two voices,
one
for headlinesAir,
andusing
the other
for news;
WEEI,tion room
Boston,
installed
an audiand ishaslocated
in new
sales
offices on the eighth floor of the Edison Bldg., with air conditioning and
latest engineering equipment.

A| What a window washer
~ thinks
perched
floors
above about
the street
makes28
good listening. Just one of
the
stunts inbroadcasts.
WKY's series
of unusual

BECAUSE WKY never lets
up selling itself, there's
never a let-up in its pulling
power for advertisers.
Alert showmanship keeps
WKY sold to Oklahoma and
holds the largest, most attentive, most responsive radio
audience in the state.
With WKY's trained and
experienced staff to create
and produce programs of
special local appeal, and with
WKY's ability to deliver them
into more of the 177.700 radio
homes in this area than any
other Oklahoma station, WKY
advertisers can depend on
getting response fully proportionate tothe sales possibilities of this market.
Let WKY analyze your Oklahoma selling problem and
suggest a broadcast plan that
will click at the box office.
WKY
Oklahoma
City
Affiliated with the Daily Oklahoman,
the Times and the Farmer - Stockman.

Aorganized
RADIO among
baseball
lias st
Sanl<,agu<'
Francisco
Hons, orchestras, press agents, ai
radio news editors. Already enter'
in the series of competitions a
KFRC and NBC with the form
smothering
the ofnetwork
"all-stars"
der
a barrage
base hits
by a scoru.
of 24 to 7. In addition to KFRC an
NBC, teams in the field includi
KSFO,
Eddie Fitzpatrick'
"rooters" ;KYA,
Paul Pendarvis'
"base-hit
ters" and Griff William's "shut-oui
ers",
the latter
consist
orchestras
heardthree
on teams
the air.
Radi o
editor and press agents have join*forces in organizing their tean
Games are played weekly at Funsto
Park, San Francisco, the baseba
stronghold of "sand-lot" amateurs.
BENNIE WALKER, editor of NB<
Woman's Magazine of the Air, uphel
the honor of the radio profession i
the Salmon Derby held at Elliott Baj
Washington, Sept. 1. The only radi
personality entered in the Derbi
Walker finished in eleventh place an
brought back to San Francisco a
outboard motor and an expensive ro
and reel, which he won as prizes. H
caught a salmon weighing 18 pound;
15 ounces. More than 200 person
were entered in the Derby, which wa
broadcast over NBC.
WOR, Newark, has acquired mor
than two complete floors at 144
Broadway for its New York City bus.
ness offices. A reception room is b(
ing decorated in the modern mode an
offices will be completely rearrange*
Sales offices are being expanded,
well as MBS offices.
WMAZ, Macon, Ga., has issued a
illustrated brochure depicting mark*
data on its Central Georgia coveragi
Facts on program service, equipmer
and advertisers are included in tb
publication, as well as a complet
breakdown of county business an
population in its area.
WFIL, Philadelphia, has installed
speaker's
studioIt in
•Benjami
Franklin Hotel.
was the
formally
ded
cated Sept. 2 by Gov. George H. Earl
in the first of a series of three speed
es over
a state-wide network, keye
from
WFIL.
WCKY, Cincinnati, is taking bids o
a new 600-foot wooden tower, wit
two short-wave antennae, expected t
quadruple the power of the station
present
ment has5,000-watt
just beensignal.
made Announc
by L. I
Wilson, WCKY president, that plar
for the new tower have been approve!
It will replace the present twin stei
structures,
willin be
the tailed
wooden
radioand
tower
America.

HOTEL

AMBASSADOR
PARK

WDGY, Minneapolis, with its in
crease
power, isequipment
installing trot
ne*
Westernin Electric
control
to antenna.
Thebe ne'tt
Truscon room
steel mast
is said to
slenderest of its height in the countr.

AVENUE AT 51st STREET
NEW
YORK CITY

Offers to visitors...A truly fine
hotel... A distinguished address

WJAY

...A convenient location. Large
luxurious single rooms from $5...
double rooms from $7.. . suites $10

Cleveland
610 Kilocycles
An Independent
Station
with
BIG

Representative :
E. KATZ SPECIAL
ADVERTISING AGENCY
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Coverage
in Ohio

• September

15, 193

Scripps-Howard Enters Radio Field
(Continued from page 5)
Washington Daily News, Evans- more intimate contact between the
ille (Ind.) Press, Indianapolis
readers of Scripps-Howard newspapers and the men and women
imes, Covington (Ky.) Post, Aluquerque (N. M.) Tribune, New
who produce the papers. We feel
' ork World - Telegram, Buffalo
that we should give these possibiliimes, Akron Times-Press, Cincinties careful study and hope that
ati Post, Cleveland Press, Columwe
may
find ways and means of
is Citizen, Toledo News - Bee,
increasing
' the effectiveness and
i'oungstown Telegram, Oklahoma
value of both of these great instrumy News, Pittsburgh Press, Memments for social advancement."
\his Press-Scimitar, Knoxville
Mr. Bickel, who began his news\ews-Sentinel, El Paso (Tex.)
paper career as a reporter of the
"erald-Post,
Fort Worth Press,
San Francisco Daily News in 1906,
ind Houston Press.
joined the UP in that city the folDisclosure of the Scripps-Howlowing year and won rapid promoIrd move threw definite light on
tion,
serving as its business mana"he reason for Mr. BickePs recent
ger from 1916 to 1922, its general
jesignation as president of the UP, manager
in 1923 and its president
post he had held since 1923. He
that year. He became great;as succeeded by Hugh Baillie, ex- since
ly interested in broadcasting a dec!-utive vice president, but reade ago and was one of its chamgained as a director.
pions when the newspaper-radio
J Mr. Bickel added in his statecontroversy was fanned to white
ment to Broadcasting: "We are heat only a few years ago. About
rank in admitting that we are five years ago he wrote a book on
j'eshmen in the broadcasting end broadcasting, peering into its fu| the newspaper business. We acture as a journalistic medium. The
aired WCPO for exactly that reawas titled New Empires and
KHi. It is one of the oldest, if not book
precipitated something of a furore
ie oldest, stations in Cincinnati,
of the journalincinnati is one of the most in- by itsisticadmissions
powers of radio.
resting radio cities in the United
Much of the growth of the UP
ypates. It is the home of four organization, which was a secondher splendid stations, including rate press association a score of
i'LW, the world's highest-powis attributed to the lead. red station, all of whom are ex- years ago,
ership and resourcefulness of Mr.
,:llently operated by men whose
Bickel. It now ranks as the world's
ipacity for sound and talented
largest international press assoanagement has often been demciation, privately controlled, ser• istrated. It will be a real priviclients in all portions of the
ge for us to work with them and world.vingSince
the UP began sale of
iden our experience in this field. its news report
to broadcasting
"Scripps-Howard's purchase of stations last May it has acquired
CPO most emphatically does not a radio clientele of approximately
[lean
that extensive
Scripps-Howard
is plan-in 50, including many of the counMing any
investment
try's leading stations. Opening of
I e broadcasting industry. It does
to stations was fathrot mean that Scripps-Howard is the UPered news
by Mr. Bickel for several
! msidering a station in each of
ie 24 Scripps-Howard cities. It years.
Mr. Hanrahan also is a news»es not mean that Scripps-Howpaperman of prominence who has
"d is planning a transcontinenturned to radio. Still in his early
1 radio chain system of its own.
does mean that we feel that thirties he served as acting managing editor and promotion manaere are possibilities in radio for
ger of the Register-Tribune for
e development of a closer and
several years, and then became the
executive in charge of radio about
three years ago. For the last six
months he has been stationed in
THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE VALUE
the East handling business contracts both for the newspaper and
Impartial and comparable data about
J the size and location of the audience
the three stations. He left the
. of radio programs and stations.
Register-Tribune organization, efWrite for information and prices.
fective Sept. 1, on which date he
SENJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
023 Wallace Ave.
Wilkinsburg. Pa.
had completed nine years of continuous service.

COVERING
THE
TACOMA
SEATTLE
MARKETS
Sell Tacoma-Seattle
economically with KVI
KVI's transmitter is located midway between Tacoma and Seattle,
which gives two markets at the
price of one.
1000 watts
570 kc.
Pioneer CBS Station in the
Pacific Northwest
\9ptember 15, 1935
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TRANSCRIPTIONS
STANDARD RADIO Inc., Hollywood and Chicago, has completed
Sons of the Pioneers, augmenting its
library with this group of 102 units,
to be released in mid-September on
new semi-flexible stock which is said
to minimize surface noise and lengthen
life of discs. New stations signed for
the Standard Program Library Service are WSAZ, Huntington, W. Va. ;
WTBO, Cumberland, Md. ; WLBC,
Muncie, Ind.; WSBT and WFAM,
South Bend, Ind.; KERN, Bakersfield, Cal.; CFCN, Calgary, Alta.
RADIO PRODUCTIONS Inc., Hollywood, has completed several of the 12
quarter-hour series of transcriptions
it will syndicate to stations under the
label of Quality Network Programs,
reports Kasper-Gordon Studios, Boston, which has been appointed exclusive U. S. and Canadian distributors
of the new programs. The programs
already recorded are The Girl Friend,
Tales of the Foreign Legion, McCoyMendle Agency and Hollywood Cinderella.
J. C. (Jim) MORGAN, production
manager of KSFO, San Francisco,
has written a 15-minute, 65-episode
serial Mad Madigans, which is being
cut by Audisk Corp., San Francisco
transcription producer. The serial
will be syndicated to stations for sustanings and resale to sponsors.
H. C. CONNETTE, production manager for MacGregor & Sollie Inc., San
Francisco transcription producers,
has
returned
to his desk after an illness.
G. O. SEBREE, for several years
sales manager of Earnshaw - Young
Inc., Los Angeles transcription firm,
resigned in September to take a long
vacation in Tahiti.
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NEBRASKA
belongs
Spot

Radio

on

your

Advertising

Schedule

INebraskans
enjoy states!
larger incomes than the folks
■
of most other
A
Few other states rank so high in so many leading crops as Nebraska! It is . . .
FIRST in cattle production, per farm
FIRST or Second in per capita farm production
SECOND in sugar beet production,
THIRD
corn yield
Lj
THIRD inin wheat
yield
THIRD in hogs and beef cattle
FOURTH in butter
Reach these big earners with Spot Radio Advertising — more effectively — at slight cost. Cover the
state — or any section. For ample proof of quick,
profitable results, write to the Association office, or
any individual station shown below.
MISSOURI

VALLEY

BROADCASTING

ASSN.

Omaha, Nebraska
KFAB
WOW
KOIL
Omaha, Nebr. Omaha, Nebr., and Cs. Bluffs, la.
Omaha,
Nebr.,
and
KGFWLincoln. Nebr.
KFOR
KGBZ
Lincoln, Nebr.
York, Nebr.
Kearney,
KGNF Nebr.
WJAG
KM MJ
Norfolk, Nebr.
Clay Center, Nebr.
North Platte, Nebr.
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Rates!

I HE contents of the 1936 YEAR BOOK will make it a ready reference
throughout the year, for agency executives, radio advertisers, station executives, and others interested in the business of broadcasting ... It will be the
most complete compilation of factual information and trade statistics of radio
advertising ever produced.

EbVERY progressive concern associated with the business of broadcasting
will find it a profitable investment to advertise in the YEAR BOOK ... It
will be a lasting medium for their advertising messages.

There Will Be No Increase In Rates
Single insertion rates are: Full page, $160; three
quarter page, $125; half page, $90; quarter page, $50
Contract rates apply for longer term advertisers
The Year Book Will Be Published
On

or About

February 15, 1936

7'HE YEAR BOOK will be sent without added cost to all subscribers to
BROADCASTING. Copies to non-subscribers and extra copies will be $2.00.

Final Advertising
Close December

MAKE

YOU|* SPACE

Forms
15, 1935

RESERVATION

TODAY

!

BROADCASTING
THE
roadcast
dvertisingr
NATIONAL

PRESS BLDG.

ENCYCLOPED

. . • THE
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

YEAR-R0U

CING

^EAR

BOOK

Questionnaires

1936

for

Data

Year

Book
of
^ot the
Advertising

Radio

. . . are now being mailed for the purpose of correcting and completing this
compendium of information covering the year in the business of broadcasting.
The Cooperation

of

Advertising Agencies
Broadcasting Stations
Radio Advertisers
Equipment Manufacturers
Program Producers
Transcription Producers
National and Regional Networks
. . . in replying promptly to our questionnaires will be appreciated by the editors of this important edition, who are beginning thus early to gather material
for a bigger and better reference book that will be of year-round value to
everyone connected with radio.
WE GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGE the enthusiastic reception
our first Year Book Edition (1935) and assure our subscribers that
Year Book will be even more comprehensive, including many new
features. Your cooperation is needed to maintain it as thoroughly

accorded
the next
directory
accurate

as possible.
Radio's Only Annual

Directory

. . . will again be completely indexed to serve as a ready reference for radio account executives, advertising managers, station
operators and others seeking quick and accurate information.
Final Editorial Forms

PLEASE
OUR

FILL

Close December

OUT

AND

QUESTIONNAIRES

15, 1935

RETURN

PROMPTLY!

BROADCASTING
'Broadcast

NATIONAL

Advertising'
PRESS BLDG.

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Spearman Opens Offices
PAUL D. P. SPEARMAN, who resigned as general counsel of the
FCC June 30 to resume private
practice of law, has opened offices
in the National Press Building in
a practice of his own. Upon leaving the FCC he became associated
with the law firm of Littlepage &
Littlepage, but as of Sept. 1 left
that firm.

Pulled 1200 Replies
For
LeSage Chevrolet
Longview, Texas
Let us Produce for You
KFRO
"Voice of Longview"
Longview, Texas

d

AUDITION DE LUXE
Realistic Show With Hollywood

Associated Oil in West
(Continued from page 11)

Setting for Gilmore Oil
HOLLYWOOD atmosphere prevailed Sept. 4 at an audition for
Gilmore Oil Co., Los Angeles,
staged at the Freeman Lang studios by Earnshaw
Radio Productions. Staff executives
were
grouped in the audition room while
some 400 minor executives saw
the program on the stage.
Banners of the potential sponsor were streamed inside and outside the building and printed programs were provided, as well as
special parking space. The building entrance, with kleig lights,
was decorated in the form of a
South Sea hut with colored warriors standing guard. Hallways
were trimmed in bamboo fencing
and synthetic grass floor.
The program titled The Lion
Hunters, is a series of comic opera
episodes in the South Seas, with
George Sidney and Charlie Murray (Cohen & Kelly) taking the
leads. Harry A. Earnshaw wrote
and directed the program, with 50
persons appearing in the cast.
Lindsay MacHarrie, formerly production chief of KHJ, Los Angeles,
is stage manager.

ing to the greatest audience of
them all — Joe Public and family.
It costs money to broadcast
these games.
represents
mendous It
investment
in timea treand
effort on the part of Associated.
And it must
pay dividends
to Associated to enable
the company
to
continue year after year. But in
handling these broadcasts we try
to minimize the commercial part.
Some months ago much comment
was created when a network announced that henceforth commercial announcements would be limited to 10% of the program time at
night and 15% during the day.
Compared to this, our use of time
is extremely modest — with announcements during a three-hour
sport broadcast totaling less than
five minutes. That is less than 3%
of the time used for commercials.
And we believe this is the best
policy. For Associated has learned
without question that sports lovers
are good sports. They are appreciative. They "play ball with Associated", and that's all we can ask.
Preparing and presenting the
most elaborate of musical programs is "duck soup" compared
with Associated's football job.
Last year 356,000 fans in 11 Western states took the trouble to go
to
a
"Smilingtheir
Associated
Dealer"of
and express
appreciation
the broadcasts. Those 356,000 persons and hundreds of thousands
more were pleased by the broadcasts. Think of the work involved
to satisfy that tremendous and critical audience! Every team in the
West has its supporters in every
uart of the West. Every listener
has his favorite station that he
wants to hear his favorite team
on. Every fan has his favorite announcer. Trying to give all of
these fans the games they want,
over the stations they want, and
with the announcer they want, is
a real task.
And once the schedule is arranged for the football season,
there is still the job of clearing
900 hours' time for more than 300
individual station broadcasts and
making countless other necessary
arrangements.
Naturally, the phase of sportcasting most open to general criticism, good and bad, is the actual
announcing itself. The fan sitting
by his radio little realizes the problems of the announcer. We have
to keep tab on some 22 announcers
for football alone. I have learned
that some sportcasters are born,
others are made; some are ex-football players who have learned announcing, others are announcers
who have learned football. The announcers are under constant check
by Associated. I have often sat in
the stands watching the game, at
the same time listening in to the
announcer through a headset. Each
announcer has his attention called
to weak spots in his work.
In most stadiums, the announcer sits in the top row of the

1*1 H

(g^HD

Up-to-the-minule broadcasters are recognizing the
value of DIRECTED RADIATION Two important advantages may hfiLgained —
1. The effective! signal strength may be increased creased
overover the area \of densest list^ni er

■

m

population.
Authorization
for power increases may be
obtained by\t rmi^ng ihe<fadiation over
smaJJ--aTttrres--t<; fcward^alieAs-assigned to the
/same channel.
DIRECTIONAL RADIA; 'ION systems installed by
the COLLINS-TTSblO ' :OMRANY are superior
/in several respects:
• phase and current relations are definitely
established
• delays in tower tuni ng units and transmissior
/
V lines are precisely a< :counted for
jcity
of
propagation
over
\» the difference in vel
\concenlric lines from the value for free space
iS\not overlooked
• lineVare properly u rminated forhignest efficiency^^^^
Correspondence froitTl roaHcasters will receive
the benefit of the best e ngineering advice on the
subject.
#

m
a it tti£

Radio
CEDAR RAPIDS
New York
11 Wesi 42nd St.
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Company
IOWA. U. S. A.
Mexico City
Edificio La Nacional"

BUTTE

has money

stands. He is aided by an observe:
technicians, field observers, fiel
microphones for color noises. He is}
hampered often by weather — fog]
that
the players and
makes'"
quickhidesidentification
impossible,!
rain that wipes out guide lines and .
obscures player numerals. And
during some crucial moment, depend upon it that some excited
spectator will stand up and block
the announcer's view. And when
the game is over and voice is gone,
he then has to take the blame for
everything that has gone wrong,
sometimes even to be blamed for'
some rabid rooter's favorite team
being defeated.
The strictest kind of rules regarding commercials during a
sportcast
are
by Associaated to avoid enforced
resentment.
There

are no "plugs" during the action
of the game, and no effort is made
to tie advertising into the action, J
except in connection with going to
the games. Commercials are scheduled at the rate of three to a quarter, a total of 12 to the game.
Eight of these are regular commercials, averaging 31 seconds
each. Four are Associated identification announcements, averaging
only 5 seconds each. That's how,
in a three-hour broadcast, the listener hears less than five minutes
of advertising.
less advertis-'
ingAssociated
and moremakes
entertainment
pay
dividends. It makes • hundreds of
thousands of friends each yearappreciative, loyal friends whc
"Play Ball With Associated".
Californians Organize
FOLLOWING several conferences
between executives of the Northern California
Broadcasters'
Association and those
from Southerr
California stations, plans to form
a state-wide organization of broadcasters are rapidly being completed. Incorporation papers, a,
constitution and by-laws are being
prepared for approval, and will be
ready within the next ten days
The organization will be non-profit.
It is being formed to combat unfavorable legislation and to solve
other problems of common interesl
to California stations. Contact committee includes Guy C. Hamilton
KFBK, Sacramento, chairman; A
H. Green, KGDM, Stockton, anc
Ralph R. Brunton, owner oi
KJBS, San Francisco, and KQW
San Jose.
What

/Market!

In Milwaukee, factory payrolls are up 67% over two
years ago — car sales are up
68% over a year ago — home
building is booming! There
is new business to be had
in this good market and
WTMJ can get it for you.

to

spend - Get your share
by using
KGIR

BROADCASTING

WTMJ
The MILWAUKEE JOURNAL
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.
• September

15, 19351

i'LW Denies Censoring
trike News; Rep. Fish
Withdraws KOA Charge
IE BUGABOO of censorship
£in cropped into the news dur£ the last fortnight, with WLW,
'icinnati, accused of ordering all
like news eliminated from its
jws broadcasts and KOA, Dencharged with attempting to
lisor a speech by Rep. Hamilton
ish Jr., New York Republican, in
.ich he attacked the Roosevelt
ministration.
Charges against WLW were
ide by the American Civil Libies Union, and promptly denied
John Clark, WLW manager.
ie Union alleged the WLW staff
Id received an order never to
like reference to strikes in any
oadcast, and forwarded the
iarge to the FCC, which declined
take action, to President Green
the A. F. of L., and to various
mbers of Congress.
Mr. Clark produced logs to show
Sit "our news broadcasts are not
□pressed in any respect," the
";s revealing that news of every
ike incident of national import ce had been carried. It was realed in the press releases of the
idl Liberties Union that Miss
nna F. Kassner, New York atJ:ney, was conducting a survey
radio censorship for the Union.
Rep. Fish blew hot against KOA
"spite
the fact
his speech
.s delivered
as that
he prepared
it.
: later retracted his charge
ainst the station, but not until
had received much publicity in
2 Denver newspapers.

0 A NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE — one who
SELLS, instead of hunting "gravy" commissions,
one who knows that nonnetwork stations DO
have listeners aplenty, —
one who isn't afraid to
buck agency line-of -leastresistance prejudice, —
one willing to profit from
results.
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LEGS

m

OWN

•

DGY WDOD
9 ft. 320 ft.

HOURS!

SELF-SUPPORTING
VERTICAL

TULSA
• BROADCASTING

RADIATORS

are correctly designed — are

NO

soundly engineered — and
GREATER COVERAGE
WITH
INCREASE

IN POWER

INPUT

From the Atlantic to the Rockies — from
Minnesota to Texas . . . that's where you
will find Truscon self-supporting Vertical

KTUL
United Press news. Standard
Library Service and N. B. C.
"Thesaurus". When it's new
it's on KTUL.

KGHL
556 ft.

TRUSCON

Full-time every day in the year.
Only full-time station in Tulsa
and northeastern Oklahoma.

Memphis,
Tenn.

ON

THEIR

GIVE

Memphis Broadcasting Co.

CAN

STAND

"PIERRE ANDRE," racehorse
named after the well known announcer of WGN, Chicago, came
through on long odds recently and
enabled the WGN staff to clean up.

) The station? — WNBR,
Memphis, Tenn., — MidSouth Coverage — Best
dollar for dollar value
in territory — the station
with news, local interest
programs, sports, personality, — in addition to a
lot of popular entertainment. We don't expect
many applications, —
there aren't many such
national representatives.

-ptember

THEY

Two Join Petry
APPOINTMENT of two new members to the New York staff of Edward Petry & Co., station representatives, was announced Sept. 5
by Edward Petry, president. Walter V. Bennett, for five years sales
manager of the Butterick Publishing Co., for nearly a decade national representative for the New
York Evening Journal, and for
several years an account executive
of Federal Advertising Agency,
has been added to the sales division. Miss Constance Peters has
joined the Petry organization as
head of the Research Department.
She resigned as manager of KTHS,
Hot Springs, to accept the new
post.
WHBC Enlarges Staff
NOW operating 13 hours daily,
WHBC, Canton, 0., has enlarged
its staff and C. W. Hayes, manager, is devoting his entire time to
the station. Additions to the staff
include Ralph Bruce, commercial
manager; Harry
J. E. Royale,
O'Toole,continuity;
program
director;
George Beebout, chief announcer;
Kenneth Sliker, chief engineer.
Transradio News service is to begin Sept. 16. Studios and offices
will be remodeled and a new antenna will be installed upon completion of a new transmitter.

WANTED!

B

Broecker to WIRE
ARTHUR
C.
BROECKER,
for the last 12
years local display manager of
the Indianapolis
Star, has been
named sales manager of WIRE,
Indianapolis, it
was announced
Mr. Broecker
Sept. 9 by D. E.
(Plug) Kendrick, vice president
and general manager. He will
have charge of contacting and
servicing local accounts, with supervision over the five salesmen
and three merchandising men now
on the WIRE staff. Before joining WIRE, Mr. Broecker had been
with the advertising department
of the Indianapolis Star for 15
years. His previous experience
covered sales work in Illinois,
Ohio and Indiana.

1

Radiators "standing on their own legs"
serving the industry. Truscon offers co-operation to radio engineers and consultants.

TRUSCON
YOUNGSTOWN

STEEL

COMPANY
OHIO

Vj
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IF
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HAD
TWO
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SPREAD
it would
boil

down
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Our

all
to

ofF-the-air recordings and Electrical

Transcriptions
produce

that we

under

patents (Frank

Dyer

L. Dyer,

creator of long -playing Talking Books for
the

blind, for

Congress

which

appropriated

$250,000) are the best
in America*

Radio

and

Methods

Film
Corp.

101 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK, N. y.
WASHINGTON, D. C, OFFICE
NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
FRANK L. DYER • Chaiiman-oMht -Board
A. RALPH STEINBERG • President
P. s.
SOUND SLIDE FILM
PRODUCTIONS, TOO.
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Sells Advertising Short
(Continued from page 10)
compute, on the basis of the Galgroups. Two years ago the Adlup method or some similar system,
vertising Federation of America
how much gross newspaper circu- passed a resolution recommending
lation would have to be bought to to its membership that the promoachieve the same actual reading
tion of advertising as a useful and
of a given advertisement, and how
constructive force in the business
much more it would cost than the community should be its principal
average of $8,052 presented by the concern. It is high time advertisANPA.
ing media, and the press in parIt is interesting to note that
ticular, heed this injunction.
though the average cost per 1,000
listeners is estimated as being
Dance Fee Compromised
$7.30 by the ANPA, figures from
DIFFICULTIES which have made
newspaper sources such as Editor
it necessary for the networks to
and Publisher indicate that newspaper cost per 1,000 actual readers
pick-up dance bands from remote
of advertisements ranges from locations for their sustaining dance
music
have been settled. The
$12.08 to $23.72.
trouble lies in the demand of the
Proof of the Pudding
New York musicians for a $3 levy
THE PROOF of the pudding, in for every member of an orchestra
advertising, is in the selling. Dur- broadcasting, the hotel association
ing the first half of 1935, radio ad- in New York refusing almost
vertising gained 17.9% over the 100% to pay. The compromise
corresponding period of 1934, while calls for $1 a man instead of the
newspaper lineage gained only 5%. $3 as originally demanded, this
This tells more than any survey,
be used to help unemfor business men use advertising money to
ployed musicians. The agreement
only if it produces.
goes into effect Monday, Sept. 16.
There also is interesting evidence and unconscious humor in
Federal Ad Control
the recent Editor and Publisher injunction (aradical departure from
(Continued from page 7)
its editorial policy of many years)
not to overlook any opportunities
vention in Colorado Springs last
to buy radio stations if any be- July.
came available, and in the general
The two networks are the first
march of newspapers into the sta- units in the broadcasting industry
tion field.
to affiliate themselves with the
Proprietary Association, composed
Let's Be Constructive
of the manufacturers of 80%- of
ANALYSES and recriminations
the packaged drug products marsuch as the preceding are largely
keted. A year ago the organizauseless. What is needed in all adtion set up an advertising preview
vertising is a constructive ap- committee to voluntarily control
proach and an end to childishness
the advertising of its members, and
such as that exhibited in the ANPA
this committee is said to have
publication. People only buy goods
scrutinized nearly $50,000,000
and services because they have worth of advertising copy for
utility, not because other competmanufacturers, advertising agencies and media of all types.
ing brands are deficient. Newspaper advertising, or radio for
This statement was issued by
that matter, only can be sold by MBS and by Yankee Network executives:
pointing out its basic advantages.
To serve our listeners as well as
Newspapers are a good medium,
for certain purposes and under cer- our clients, we believe that serious
tain conditions. So is radio. What
attention must be given to the problem of commercial announcements, esis needed is the sale of advertisthose referring to drug proding and of competing media on
ucts andpecially
cosmetics.
their merits, not the demerits of
We
have
observed the work that
their competitors.
This is particularly necessary in has been done by the Proprietary AsAdvisory Committee on
face of the attacks which have Advertising sociation's
in its efforts to improve
been made on advertising in recent advertising standards in the packaged
months, especially by certain
medicine field and we believe this organization has already had a farreaching influence in curbing unwarranted
claims
and generally improvCoughlin Resumes Nov. 3
ing the tone of advertising.
FATHER Charles E. Coughlin,
Through its Scientific Section, composed of recognized authorities and
Detroit "radio priest", is making
scientists,
the association has facilidefinite arrangements to resume
ties for testing products as to their
his Sunday afternoon one-hour
therapeutic value and its advisory
broadcasts, starting Nov. 3. The
committee works harmoniously with
same independent network pre- government agencies.
We appreciate our responsibility to
viously hooked up plus an extension that will embrace certain Pathe radio audience and we are definitely in favor of advertising control
cific Coast stations is contemplated
that is reasonable and fair to the rain the tentative plans, the contracts
dio listener and the advertiser. We
with stations calling for a minibelieve that information coming to us
mum of 26 weeks with a likely ex- from such an authentic source as the
tension to 52 weeks in view of the advisory committee will aid us to
1936 national conventions and elec- make fair decisions regarding advertistions.
ing of products in this field.
Without exception — a remarkable
advertising value
KGYO
MISSOULA
MONTANA
Average Spendable Money per
capita, $642.60

WF I L a del p h i a
Only Philadelphia outlet
forBlue
N. B.Network
C. Basic
560 Kilocycles
1000 Watts
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□ $3.00 for ONE YEAR—
□ ONE-YEAR
$5.00 for TWOsubscriptions.
YEARS or for Twi'
□ $10 for FIVE ONE-YEAR subscriptions
Canadian and Foreign Subscriptions
$4.00 per year.
Name
Address
City
State
Firm
Name
Your
Position
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Chamber

Music

Contest

Is Sponsored by NBC
PRIZES for original chamber
Imusic by American composers will
J be awarded by NBC, M. H. Ayles|worth, president, announced Sept.
nS in a special broadcast. The NBC
!Music Guild Awards for 1936 will
v|be open to American composers,
jnative or naturalized, and to fori eign-born residents in the United
f\States or possessions, if they have
jreceived first citizenship papers.
|The awards will be $1,000, $500
fand $250.
y In an NBC Music Guild program
<iMr. Aylesworth explained that the
growing demand for symphonic,
opera and chamber music created
by radio had led to the creation
Oct. 1, 1934, of the guild to bring
lesser-known masterworks into the
American home. All works to be
entered in the contest must be received by NBC Music Guild
Awards Committee, 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, by Feb. 29, 1936.
Seven judges, under the chairmanship of Frank Black, NBC general
music director, will make the
awards. The six other members
have not yet been named. Dr. Carl
Engel, honorary consultant of the
music division of the Library of
Congress, said the growth in appreciation of chamber music is relassuring proof that in music as in
[all other matters, the imperishable
■;standard of quality will prevail.
IRA KOGER, special continuity
{writer for WCSC, Charleston, S.
|C, at 21 is a member of the South
[Carolina Legislature and is said to
be one of the youngest elected legislators in the world.

Being

Used

by

Tom Murray
TOM MURRAY, 60, bewhiskered
stage veteran, known as the "fathbillies",
hill Aug.
28.
Hollywood
NorthAngeles
died erinof Los
He had been ill for a year. Mr.
Murray was cooriginator of the
original Beverly Hill Billies at
KMPC, later head of the KTM
Ranch Boys and other similar radio groups. For some 25 years Mr.
Murray did a blackface act in
vaudeville circuits and then entered
the films. He was with the Charley
Chaplin company four years, and
his last silent picture was the
"Gold Rush".
Two Kolynos Series
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
Corp., New York (Kolynos toothpaste), will inaugurate another
series of programs beginning Monp. m., on the
8-8:30network
day, Sept. 30,basic
NBC-WEAF
once a
Hammerstein, descendweek.ant Ted
of Oscar Hammerstein, will
present a musical program of old
and new favorites, the program to
be titled Hammerstein' s Music
Hall. Kolynos also began a new
series of programs over WGN, Chicago, Monday, Sept. 2, 12:15-12:30
p. m., five days a week, a dramatic
quarter-hour titled Rich Man's
Darling. Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc., New York, is the agency.
GENERAL BAKING Co., New
York (Bond bread) on Sept. 30
adds WHAM, WIBX and WGR to
the Terry & Ted quarter-hour
disc series, five nights weekly. Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., New York, is the agency.

Mote

and

More

BROADCASTERS

Strictly

on

Merit

J

• F-353-A, half wave rectifier illustrated at
left, is just one of a long line of Federal
Telegraph Company tubes being used by
more and more broadcasters strictly on merit.

• Complete shielding of mercury vapor
rectifiers has resulted in improved operating
efficiency. A special filament core material
insures permanency of the oxide coating
and prevents flaking.
• Satisfactory performance, long life expectancy and economy in operation — these are
the ultimate in any rectifier tube. Federal
Telegraph Company has combined all three
to a remarkable degree. Write tor catalog.

ederal Telegraph Company
ube F-353-A Half Wave
ectifier (interchangeable
ith UV-872 and UV-872-A).
ade under Federal Cornany owned patents.
September

Tedeval Telegraph Company
200 Mt. Pleasant Avenue, Newark, N. J.
Affiliated with: Internationa
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation
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BLAW8KNOX

FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

(Broadcast Division)
Decisions . . .
SEPTEMBER 3
CPWRGA,
1500 kcRome,
100 wGa.N— -Granted
250 w D license
unltd. for
WDGY,
Minneapolis
—
Granted
for CP 1180 kc 1 kw N 5 kw D ltd.license
Ardmore,
forKVSO,
CP 1210
kc 100 Okla.
w D. — Granted license
SPECIAL
AUTHORIZATIONS—
Wilmington, N. 0., granted temp.WMFD,
auth.
operate without approved freq. monitor
10 days ; WICC Bridgeport, Conn., granted extension temp, auth- unltd. (if WCAC
remains silent) ; KUSD, Vermillion, S. D.,
granted extension spec. auth. remain silent Sept. 1-16 ; WTAW, College Station,
Tex., granted temp. auth. spec, hours ;
WLBC, Muncie. Ind., granted temp. auth.
simul.-WTRC spec, periods ; WKBV, Richmond, Ind., granted temp. auth. spec,
hours.
SET FOR HEARING — -NEW, Carter &
Wolfe, Mansfield, 0-, CP 1370 kc 50 w N
100 w unltd. : NEW, Philip J. Wiseman,
Lewiston, Me., CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd. ;
NEW, Miles J. Hansen, Fresno, Cal., CP
in docket amended to 1420 kc 100 w unltd. ;
NEW, Bell Brdcstg. Co., Temple, Tex. CP
1370 kc 100 w D ; NEW, Wisconsin Brdcstg. Co., Oshkosh, Wis., CP 1310 kc
100 w N 250 w D unltd.
MISCELLANEOUS— KBTH, Jonesboro,
Ark., denied spec. auth. spec, hours ;
WJJD, Chicago, suspended grant and set
for hearing applic. move transmitter to
Des Plains, 111. ; KFJM, Grand Forks, N.
D., denied reconsideration and grant applic. change from 1370 to 1410 kc, increase from 100 w to 1 kw N 5 kw D
(now in hearing docket) ; NEW, Cumberland Brdcstg. Co. Inc., Portland, Me.,
denied hearing on applic. 1210 kc 100 w
before decision is rendered in cases involving 640 kc (this action applies to
other applicants seeking station in Portland) ;KADA, Ada, Okla., denied reconsideration action setting for hearing applic. 100 w N unltd ; KPCB, Seattle,
granted modif. exp. auth. 500 w at location authorized under special grant.
ORAL ARGUMENT GRANTED —
WQIM, St. Albans, Vt., (Ex. Rep. 1-85).
ACTION ON EXAMINERS- REPORTS
— KGFJ.1200LoskcAngeles,
equip.,
100 w Ndenied
250 wCPD change
unltd.,
sustaining Walker (effective 10-15-35) ;
KOOS, Marshfield, Ore., granted modif.
CP from 1200 to 1390 kc 250 w D. sustaining Examiner Bramhall (effective 108-35) ; KSTP, St. Paul, denied modif. exp.
auth. 25 kw N 1460 kc 25 kw unltd., reversing Examiner Walker (effective 9-2435) ; WDRC, Hartford, Conn., granted
modif. license from 1 kw 2% kw LS to
1 kw 5 kw LS 1330 kc unltd., sustaining
Examiner Hill (effective 10-8-35).
ACTION ON CASES HEARD BY COM.
BROWN— KGFJ, Los Angeles, granted
renewal 1200 kc 100 w unltd. ; KFWB,
Hollywood, granted renewal 950 kc 1 kw
N 2% kw D unltd., granted CP new equip.,
increase from 2V> to 5 kw D 950 kc 1 kw
N unltd. ; KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.,
granted renewal 710 kc 500 w ltd. ; KRKD,
Los Angeles, granted renewal license, also
modif. CP extend completion ; KIEV,
Glendale, Cal., granted renewal license,
modif. CP as modif. 850 kc 250 w D.
Brown'seffective
recommendations
in(Com.
all cases,
10-1-35). sustained
RATIFICATIONS :
KFAB, Lincoln, Neb.— Granted temp,
auth. pickup station (8-26).
WJEP Rochester N. Y.— Granted temp,
auth. airplane freq. (8-27).
WDGY Minneapolis — Granted, extension
program tests 30 days (8-28).
KIGA, St. Paul — Granted temp. auth.
pickup station (8-28).
KPRC, Houston — Granted extension exp.
auth. 5 kw to 3-1-36 (8-29).
WREC, Memphis — Granted extension
exp. auth. added 500 w N & l1/? kw D to
3-1-36 (8-29).
WKRC, Cincinnati — Granted extension
exp. auth. 1 kw direction to 3-1-36 (8-30).
SEPTEMBER 10
WFBR,
Baltimore — Granted CP 250 w
aux.
transmitter.
NEW, Roy L. Albertson, Buffalo — Commission upon own motion reconsidered and
granted CP heretofore set for hearing,
1370 kc 100 w N 260 w D S-WSVS.
WMBR, Jacksonville, Fla.— CP in hearing docket amended and granted auth.
move transmitter
crease to 250 w D.locally, new equip., inWAGF, Dothan, Ala. — Granted modif.
CP change equip.
WMFR, High Point, N. C. — Granted
Page 52

AUGUST 29 TO SEPTEMBER 11, INCLUSIVE— —
modif. CP move transmitter & studio lo- Brdcstg. Co., Redding, Cal., CP in docket
KMBC, Kansas City — Granted extensior
cally, change equip., extend completion.
amended from 1370 to 1200 kc ; WMFD,
program test period (8-30).
WDAE, Tampa, Fla. — Granted extension
WJEP, Rochester, N. Y. — Granted temp
Wilmington, N. C, applic. modif. license
from D to SH 6 a. m. to 9 p. m. ; KOMO,
auth. pickup station (9-4).
exp. auth. additional 2% kw to 4-1-36.
Seattle,
modif.
license
from
920
to
760
kc,
WCFL, Chicago — Granted license for CP
as modif. move station locally, new equip., facilities of KXA, to be heard by Broad.ncrease to 5 kw, also granted auth. meacast Division 12-12-35.
Examiners' Reports . . .
NEW, Hartford Brdcstg. Co. Inc., Hart
sure operating power, granted CP move
ACTION
ON
EXAMINER'S
REPORTpresent
main
transmitter
to
York
Twp.,
ford, Conn. ; NEW, Worcester Brdcstg
WIND,
Gary,
Ind.,
granted
CP
change
ary.
111., and use present transmitter as auxili- equip., increase from 1 kw 2% kw LS to Co. Inc., Worcester, Mass. ; NEW, Hart
1 kw 5 kw LS 560 kc unltd., sustaining ford Times Inc., Hartford, Conn. — Exami
ner Dalberg recommended (1-97) that ap
WPEN,
Philadelphia
license Examiner Dalberg.
aux.
transmitter
920 kc— 250Granted
w.
of Hartford Brdcstg. Co. Inc.
ACTION ON CASE HEARD BY plications
CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd., and Wor
KTRH, Houston — Granted extension exp. BROADCAST DIVISION — KFYR, Bis- for
cester
Brdcstg.
Inc. for CP 1200 k<
auth. 1290 kc 1 kw N 2% kw D to 11-1-35.
marck, N. D., denied renewal license on 100 w unltd. beCo.denied
; that applicatior
WMT, Cedar Rapids — Granted extension
550
kc
1
kw
N
5
kw
LS
unltd.,
effective
Hartford
Times
Inc.
for CP 1200 kc 10(
spec. auth. additional 500 w N 1V> kw D 10-29-35.
w be granted, daytime only.
to 3-1-36.
ORAL ARGUMENT GRANTED— To be
WGES, Chicago — Examiner Hyde recom
WTCN,
heard 12-13-35 in re Ex. Rep. 1-86 Wm
mended be(1-98)
that applic. for renewal of
sure power.Minneapolis — Granted auth. mealicense
granted.
Schall,
Omaha
;
Ex.
Rep.
1-87,
W.
R
WCOA, Pensacola, Fla. — Granted consent A.
Cramer
&
G.
A.
Anderson,
d/b
Omaha
WSBC,
Chicago
— Examiner Hyde recom
transfer control to News Journal Co.
mended
that applic. for renewal ol
Brdcstg.
Co., Radio
OmahaCo.; Inc.,
Exp. Binghamton
Rep. 1-88
license be(1-99)
granted.
Hewitt-Wood
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— WFLAWSUN, Clearwater, Fla., granted temp, N. Y.
NEW. Oklahoma Press Pub. Co., Musko
auth. use only one tower 250 w N 5 kw
gee, Okla. — Examiner Bramhall recom
Clin
D pending construction.
mended (1-100) that applic. CP 1500 ke
tonAPPLICATIONS
Brdcstg. Corp., DENIED—
Clinton, S.NEW,
C, applic
100 w unltd. be granted on condition ap
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, Dean R. CP heretofore set for hearing was denied plicant
installs suitable antenna on site
Richardson, Watertown, N. Y., CP 1340 as in case of default.
suitable
to Commission.
kc 250 w unltd. ; NEW, Steel City Brdcstg.
MISCELLANEOUS—
NEW,
Head
of
the
KIEM,
Eureka,(1-101)
Cal. — that
Examiner
SewarcCF
Co., Pittsburgh, CP 1420 kc 100 w w N 250
Co., Virginia, Minn., de- recommended
applic.
w D unltd. ; NEW, Tuscaloosa, Brdcstg Co., Lakes niedBrdcstg.
change
from
1210
to
1450
kc
500
w
unltd
petition
to
strike
"request
for
oral
Tuscaloosa, Ala., CP 1370 kc 100 w D ;
and Worth,
exceptions
to Ex.permission
Rep. 1-78"to; be granted.
NEW, Hunt Brdcstg. Assn., Greenville, argument
KTAT,
Fort
granted
Pasadena,(1-102)
Cal. — that
Examiner
Tex., CP 1310 kc 50 w D ; NEW. A. W. withdraw and discuss exceptions to Ex. ardKPPC,
recommended
applic.SewCF
Patterson, Chatanooga, CP in hearing
1-64 and to waive oral argument
and modif. license from 1210 kc 50 v,
docket amended re trans, site, change Rep.
heretofore
requested
and
granted
;
NEW,
S-KFXM to 1210 kc 100 w N 250 w D be
equip., change from 1200 to 1420 kc, from Jackson D. Magenau, Erie, Pa., dismissed
; that applic. increase to 100 w E
100 w N & D to 100 w D ; WCAZ, Carth- at request of applic. his request new sta- denied
&
N S-KFXM be granted.
age, 111., CP new equip., increase from
tion
1370
kc
100
w
unltd.
;
WRBL,
ColumNEW,
Pacific Acceptance Corp., Sar
100 to 250 w D, move transmitter; NEW,
bus, Ga., applic. for renewal of license re- Diego — Examiner Seward recommendec
farmers Educational & Cooperative Union
(1-103) that applic. CP 1200 kc 100 w be
opened
exof America, Bismarck, N. D., CP 550 kc
aminerforat further
Columbus hearing
: KID, before
Idaho anFalls,
1 kw N 5 kw D asks facilities of KFYR ;
denied reconsideration and grant of granted.
KGGC, San Francisco — Examiner DalNEW, James H. Braffett, Price, U., CP Id.,
increase from 250 w to 500 w N,
berg recommended (1-104) that applic
1420 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Royal Miller, applic.
change
500
w
to
1
kw
D,
hearing
set
for
9-17-35.
Sacramento, CP 1210 kc 100 w D ; NEW,
denied. license from spec, to unltd. be
Ralph E. Smith, San Diego. CP 1200 kc RATIFICATIONS:
100 w unltd. ; NEW, C. W. Snider. Wichita
WFLA-WSUN, Clearwater, Fla.— GrantFalls, Tex., CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd. ;
ed temp. auth.in install
and useTampa,
WE 12-AAA
. . .
KGKO, Wichita Falls, Tex., CP new equip., transmitter
Tarr Bldg.,
using Applications
AUGUST 29
move to Fort Worth, also auth. transfer 100 w for auxiliary pending restoration of
WEAN,
Providence,
R.
CP move
new
control to Amon G. Carter ; NEW, Whittle service, 10 days (9-5).
equip.,
increase
from
500
w toI.—1 kw,
Furniture Co. Inc., Brunswick, Ga., CP
transmitter locally.
WSUJ,
Miami
—
Granted
temp.
auth.
1200 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Empire operate pickup station (9-3).
NEW, Benavides Independent Schoo
District,
Tex. — CPto 100
new w.statior
1310 kc 50Benavides,
w D, amended
KGFF, from
Shawnee,
in.r.ase
100 wOkla.
to —100CP wnew250 equip,
w D I
i..»ve transmitter locally.
Herbert
no address —
CPNEW,
1420 kc
100 w Hollister,
unltd.
KRLC,
Lewiston,
Id.—
CP
new equip,
increase from 100 to 250 w, change
from
1420 to 1390 kc.
KGHL,
Billings, Mon. — Extension exp
auth.
780 kc.
KMO,
Tacoma,
from 250 to 500 w. Wash. — Modif. license
APPLICATIONS
RETURNED—
KGNF D
North
Platte, Neb., modif.
license from
to spec. ; NEW, Henry William Turkel.
Los Angeles, CP relay station 1 kw.
AUGUST 30
WSPD, Toledo — License for CP as modif
new
mitter.equip., increase power, move trans-[
WAIM, Anderson, S. C. — CP change
from 1200 to 590 kc, new equip., increase from 100 to 250 w 1 kw D, move
transmitter from Anderson College.
WIS, move
Columbia,
S. C. — Modif.
modif.
transmitter,
change CPfreq.as
change equip.,
increase
power,
asking extension completion date.
WCAE,
Pittsburgh
—
Modif.
CP new
YES! AN ANTENNA — Here is the counterpoise and one of the four in
equip.increase D power, asking changeequip.,
antennas making the directional antenna system of Westinghouse's
WIRE, from
Indianapolis
KYW, Philadelphia — another new departure in antenna design.
increase
500 w 1— kwCP D change
to 5 kwequip,
D &
N,
amended
to
1
kw
5
kw
D.
open
racks
in
this
room,
the
high
SAFETY has been the keynote in
NEW. Central Brdcstg. Co., Eau Claire
circuits not being screened
Wis. — CP 1050 kc 250 w D (contingent
the construction and operation of voltage
or guarded in any way.
grant of CP for WTAQ to move to Greer
the new Westinghouse KYW transBay. Wis.)
This method of operation is most
mitter in Philadelphia, according
KMMJ,to Clay
Center,Brdcstg.
Neb. — Co.
Vol. assign
Nebraska
to E. H. Gager, plant manager, and
satisfactory, the Westinghouse en- license
gineers state, as it prevents any
WJAG,
Norfolk,
Neb.—
Vol.
J. J. Michaels, chief operator of
cense to Nebraska Brdcstg. Co. assign. Ii,
the station. The 10,000 watt equip- operator from getting near high
NebraskaNorfolk,
Brdcstg.Neb.
Co.— Assign. license
ment is housed in a room within a voltage circuits until after they to WLEZ,
Tacoma, Wash. — CP move trans
room, which can be entered only have been disconnected and to KVI,
King County, change equip., increase
through two doors. These doors grounded. Since the station began
from 1 to 5 kw D, amended re site.
take the place of two bays in the operation in Philadelphia nearly a
AUGUST 31
year ago, the maximum deviation
main switchboard, opening either
WREC, Memphis — Modif. CP change
of these doors automatically dis- of the transmitter has been 1 cycle, equip., move transmitter, increase power
connects and grounds all high volt- as against the 50 cycles plus or directional antenna,
mencement date. asking extension comminus allowed under the regulaage equipment. The various units tions.
KFRU,
Columbia.
Mo. — Auth. transfei
control to Luther L. Hill.
of the transmitter are mounted in
BROADCASTING
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NEW, Fairbanks Brdcstg. Co., Fair1220 Cal.
kc 250
w unltd.
KFOX,banks. Alaska
Long— CPBeach,
— Vol.
assignment
license
to
Hal
Nichols
Inc.
NEW, J. Laurance Martin, Tucumcari,
jj.
M. — CP antenna.
1200 kc 100 w unltd., amended
!e equip.,
KFBK. Sacramento — Modif. CP re transsite, change
equip. for
& antenna,
amendedmitter to
omit request
antenna
ilhanges.
APPLICATIONS
RETURNED— WGCM,
Jlississippi
Miss., KSAC,
auth. transfer
control to Sam City.Gates;
Manhattan,
jlan.,
modif.
license
from
500
w
1
w
D
1 wk D & N.
SEPTEMBER 3
|ignment
WNBC, license
New Britain,
— Vol.Corp.
asto StateConn.
Brdcstg.
WCAP,
Asbury
Park,
N.
J.—
Modif.
liknse from 500 w to 1 kw.
1 NEW, Times Dispatch Pub. Co. Inc.,
'-ilichmond, Va. — CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
WROL, Knoxville — License for CP as
"iiodif. new equip., increase power.
5:sWMFG,
Hibbing,
CP
modif. new
stationMinn.
1210— kcLicense
100 w forunltd.
■j KPCB,crease from
Seattle
Modif.
250 w— to
500 wexp.
750 auth.
kc. inSEPTEMBER

5

3|mtenna,
WKAQ, move
San transmitter.
Juan, P. R. — CP change
I WNBX, Springfield, Vt. — Exp. auth.
■|260 kc 1 kw LS at Dayton O. 9-1-35 to
Cl-36.
WMFD, Frederick, Md.— Modif. CP 900
J|c 500 w D, change equip., approval transmitter lx/4 miles from Frederick, Gas
gJ;[ouse
NEW, Pike.Wilbur M. Havens, Chas. H.
Voodward, Calomb B. Jones, Wilfred H.
food, d/b Petersburg Brdcstg. Co., PetersVa. — CP 880 kc 500 w D, asks facil:ies ofburg, WPHR.
1 NEW, Clarence Scharbauer, Midland,
- "ex.
420 —kc.CP 1200 kc 100 w D amended to
!PNEW,
1420 J.kc B.100Roberts,
w unltd.Gastonia, N. C—
B WTFI, Atlanta — CP move transmitter
" : studio locally.
KGFW, from
Kearney,
neww. equip.,
ncrease
100 w Neb.
to 100— CPw 250
D.
7 KWG, Stockton, Cal. — CP new equip.
'";uth.
KTFI,1 kwTwin
N. Falls, Ida. — Extension exp.
KIT,
Yakima,
Wash. — Vol. Inc.
assignment
cense to Valley Broadcasters
r NEW, Howard N. Mitchell, Sacramento,
!!al. — CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd.
■ KFBK, Sacramento, Cal. — Modif. CP
hange equip., change freq., increase
■ower, move transmitter to W. Sacrai-aento
Reclamation
900, antenna
extend
, tompletion,
amended District
to omit
hanges.
SEPTEMBER 6
WMFI, New Haven — Modif. CP new
I :ation 900 kc 500 w D asking extension
1 f time.
L KSD, St. Louis — Modif. CP increase
ji ower,
change extension
equip., completion.
asking further
quip, changes,
U APPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW,
1 .. W. Hayes, Erie, Pa., CP 1270 kc 500
\r/ N 1 kw D unltd. ; NEW, Earle W.
i rown, Elyria, O., CP 1500 kc 100 w D ;
j'EW,
Brunswick,
Ga.,
P 1420Douglas
kc 100G. wBoozer,
D ; NEW,
Magnolia
hrdcstg. Co., Jackson, Miss., CP 1420 kc
iJO w unltd. ; NEW, Mrs. Norine Wilker»n, Newport, Ark., CP 500 w unltd.;
I "EW, Power Oil Co., Macon, Mo., CP
i"0 kclicense
100 w;from
WEAN,
R. I.,
(Iiodif.
500 w Providence,
to 1 kw, amendI'lS to 1 kw D & N ; WHAT, Philadelphia,
*'iodif
. • license CPre 1230
time kcsharing
hiladelphia,
500 w; WTEL,
unltd.;
»IEW, A. E. Hughes, d/b Valdosta Brdcstg.
J%„ Valdosta, Ga., CP 1500 kc 100 w D;
E. Rumbaugh,
111.,
;r PEW,1370Earl
kc 100
w D ; NEW,Danville,
Marysvilleuba Publishers Inc., Marysville, Cal., CP
10 kc 100 w unltd.
SEPTEMBER 11
:"-' mse
WFBE,to Continental
Cincinnati —Radio
Vol. Co.
assignment li}' NEW,
™0
kc 250Clyde
w D.E. Britton, Lima, O. — CP
[I NEW, C. A. Rowley, Ashtabula, O.—
jHP 1200 kc 100 w D.
■H NEW, James R. Doss Jr., Tuscaloosa,
* ItOO
la. — kc.
CP 1420 kc 100 w D amended to
T NEW, Jesse H. Jay, Miami Beach, Fla.
jHCP
1500 Manhattan,
kc 100 w unltd.
KSAC,
Kan. — Modif. license
. om 500 w 1 kw D to 1 kw D & N.
1.WEMP, Milwaukee — Modif. CP 1310 kc
j.'O w D, change equip.
LT KGNF, North Platte, Neb. — Modif. li-'('> adnseasks
from1 kw
D toN. spec, amended re hours
WOC, Davenport, la. — Vol. assignment
(k Tri-City Brdcstg. Co.
3li WEHS, Cicero, 111. — Modif. license from
JIS0 to 250 w D.
WKBI, Cicero, 111. — Modif. license from
a<'0 to 250 w D.
5 eptember

15, 1935

KIUP, 1370
Durango,
Modif. requesting
CP new
station
kc 100 Col.
w —unltd.,
equipment changes, move transmitter &
studio to 2800 Main St.
Standardelec.
Radio
Inc., Hollywood
Auth.
transmit
transcription
over — CFCN
and
XEAW.
KINY,name
Juneau,
Ala. —to Modif.
change
of owner
Edwin license
A. Kraft.to
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— WPAX,
Thomasville, Ga., license for CO change
equip., increase from 100 to 250 w D ;
NEW, Lawrence B. Holzman, Atlanta, CP
590 kc 250 w N 500 w D unltd. : KEHE.
Los Angeles, modif. license from S-KELW
to unltd., asks facilities KELW.
Jolliffe Returns
DR. C. B. JOLLIFFE, chief engineer of the FCC, returned to his
office in Washington Sept. 4 after
a seven-week inspection of FCC
field offices on the Pacific Coast and
in the Midwest. Leaving Washington July 17, he visited the master
frequency monitoring station at
Grand Island, Neb., and the offices
in Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Portland, Seattle and St. Paul. He
was accompanied by V. Ford
Greaves, chief inspector, Western
area, on the Coast inspection.
Railway Express Account
RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY
Inc., New York, will launch a spot
campaign once weekly over 12 metropolitan stations beginning Sept.
26. The discs, made by Jean V.
Grombach Inc., New York, will be
titled The News Parade. The sponsor will promote national express
services. The time and days of
the broadcasts will vary, but all
programs will be broadcast during
the evening hours. Contracts are
for 13 weeks. The following stations will be used: WEEI, WOR,
WHK, WMAQ, KMOX. WDSU,
WFAA, WGST, KGO, KFI, KSTP,
KOMO. Caples Co., New York, is
the agency.

Radio Covers Flood
(Continued from page 16)

However, as many telephones
were still in service, WDAE continued people on duty at the telephone practically all night giving
latest reports to everyone calling in. Sholtz, of Florida, quickly
Gov.
mobilized the Tampa unit of the
116th Field Artillery by broadcasting acall over WDAE.
Among heroes of the Dixie disaster was Henry Treger, transmitter engineer of WJZ, New York,
who was taking a vacation cruise
on the ship. When the vessel was
blown onto French Reef, her transmitting antenna was carried away
by the 130-mile hurricane. Treger
and Third Officer Nillson climbed
the ship's stack and rigged an
emergency antenna to the bridge
in the face of mountainous seas
and the gale.
WFIL, Philadelphia, claims it
kept several hours ahead of regular press association news by monitoring the short-wave transmitter
of WIOD, Miami, which has call
letters W4XB and operates on
6040 kc, and kept in contact with
members of the Amateur Radio
Relay League. Eye-witnesses accounts of the Dixie's dilemma came
from the boat Sue-J, of Jessie Jay,
manager of WIOD.

For
CBS Medal to Byrd
THE CBS Medal for Distinguished
Contribution to Broadcasting will
be awarded in a special broadcast
over that network Sept. 25 to Rear
Admiral Richard E. Byrd in recognition of his short wave relay
broadcasts from Antartica which
were sponsored by General Foods
Tnc. for Grape-Nuts. The medal
has previously been awarded to
only fi v e other persons — Col.
Charles A. Lindberg, Sir John
Reith, director of the BBC, Amelia
Earhart, Leopold Stokowski and
Nino Martini.
WASEY PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (C T C, Musterrole, Kreml,
Zemo) has signed the Voice of Experience (Dr. S. Taylor) for another year on the air. He is heard
over the CBS network five days
weekly.
McKESSON & ROBBINS Inc.,
New York (drug products), will
use participation time on the
Uncle Don program of WOR, Newark, beginning Sept. 17, and each
Tuesday thereafter. N. W. Ayer &
Son Inc., New York, is the agency.
INSULATORS
for every
Broadcasting Requirement
LAPP INSULATOR CO., INC.
LeROY, NEW YORK
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Mr. E. H. Rietzke,
President
of CREIof
and originator
the first thorough
course in Practical
Radio Engineering.
Enrollments Greatest
in C. R.E.I. History!
Our one-year Residence Course and
two-year evening course are already
the biggest in our history. That is
proof that radiomen appreciate the
value of Technical Training. For
those who are unable to attend the
Residence School, our home study
courses
are comprehensive
"boiled
down" written
lessons of residence
study. prepared for indiwork, vidual
specially

half-hour beginning at noon, Sept.
3, and was continued until that
night at 8:10 when the force of
the wind had destroyed the power
lines serving WDAE's transmitter,
at which time naturally no further
broadcasting
service could be rendered.

TO

Routine

CHECK

THE

Station

GAIN

Measurements

IN

Preamplifiers
Speech Amplifiers
Line Amplifiers
Repeaters
And the frequency characteristics of all amplifiers and lines associated with the station.
The General Radio Type 546-A Microvolter furnishes the means for
a simple, reliable and accurate check on these important station
characteristics.
The microvolter provides known output voltages continuously adjustable from 1 microvolt to 1 volt. The large dial, with its associated
multiplier, is direct reading to an accuracy more than sufficient for
all station requirements.
Check up on your amplifier and line gains regularly. You will be
surprised at the improvement in the over-all efficiency of your station.
Type 546-A Microvolter— Price $70.00 (U. S. and Canada)
For complete details write for Circular P-1Z2-B
General
30 State Street

Radio

Company

Cambridge

A, Mass.
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Dill Arguing KVOS Case
FORMER U. S. Senator C. C. Dill,
now a practicing attorney in Washington, was scheduled to appear
before the U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals for the 9th district in Seattle Sept. 13 to argue the appeal
of the Associated Press vs. KVOS,
Bellingham, Wash. Senator Dill is
of counsel for the defendant with
Kenneth Davis, Seattle attorney
and secretary of the Washington
State Broadcasters Association.
The case grows out of the Bellinghamusestation's
unauthorized
of APallegedly
news lifted
from
newspapers. John C. Bowen in
federal district court previously
had held for KVOS in a sweeping
decision
radio's
right to
broadcastupholding
news after
publication.
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
GLENN D. GILLETT
Ctnsvlting Radio Engineer
Synchronization Equipment Design.
Field Strength and Station Location
Surveys. Line
Antenna
Design. Wire
Problems.
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
N. Y. Office: Englcwood, N. J.
PAUL
GODLEY
and Associates
Radio Engineers
Montclair, N. J.
Phone Montclair 2-7859
FREQUENCY MONITORING SERVICE
Reference frequencies derived from the
National Standard of Frequency of the
National Bureau of Standards by continuous leased wire service.
For 24-hour Service
Phone GREENWOOD 2134
Washington
Institute ofD. Technology
Washington,
C.
EDGAR H. FELIX
1775 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes, Allocation and Location Investigations
HOLLIS S. BAIRD
Specializing in
ULTRA-HIGH FREQUENCY,
TELEVISION, AND
HIGH FIDELITY PROBLEMS
70 BROOKLINE AVENUE
BOSTON, MASS.
Telephone Commonwealth 8512
W.

P. Hilliard Co.
T^adio transmission
Squipment
2106 Calumet Ave.
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS
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Story of FHA
{Continued from "page 9)
supplied without cost, on a rotating schedule, to the various stations.
It has been said frequently that
the greatest curse of government
is the mass of figures and statistics which emanate from government bureaus. In a sense this criticism is not altogether justified.
Figures per se have little or no
meaning, but humanized figures
are the most fascinating things devised by man. The weekly radio
mail of FHA is intensely human.
It comes from all types and classes
of citizens, whose only common
bond is that of a deep and heartfelt interest in their homes. Statistically speaking, one could say that
so many programs have originated
so much mail. The figures, if
quoted here, would be astounding.
But it is the definite feeling of the
Administration that such figures
are meaningless.
Rather, if all the programs presented during a given week resulted in only a handful of citizens
knowing of and benefiting from
the provisions of the National
Housing Act, it would consider its
radio activity worth while. Fortunately, that hypothetical handful
is multiplied a million fold. The
opportunities and responsibilities
of the radio industry for doing
public service are too vast to contemplate as a whole.
But in the case of at least one
Federal agency it can truthfully
be said that the radio industry has
enthusiastically taken ud its opportunities and the public is enthusiastically responding. Industry
and government are products of
the people — radio is more: It is
now of the people, a fitting complement to the home. The facts of a
year of HOMECASTING prove it.
WHEN the U. S. Coast Guard base
at Gulfport, Miss., had an emergency call from a ship in distress,
it broadcast a summons for the
crew of the Triton over WGCM,
Gulfport, and all were on the job
within an hour.
FEATURES
On Transcriptions
Available to Stations and AgeneUs
Samples on Request
STANDARD
RADIO ADVERTISING CO.
Hollywood, Calif.

Hathaway Bakeries Spots
HATHAWAY BAKERIES Inc.,
Cambridge, Mass. (bread and pastries) began a series
100-word
announcements,
twice of
a day,
two
days a week, over four New England stations. The series began
the first week in September and
will continue to Dec. 1. A different
"Baker's Special" is promoted
each week. The sponsor has used
spot announcements for this same
purpose in the past. The following
stations are being used : WEEI,
Boston; WBZ - WBZA, BostonSpringfield; WTAG, Rochester,
and WEAN, Providence. J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, is
the agency.
FHA on West Coast
LOS ANGELES district office of
the FHA in August sent to stations south of the Tehachapi 115
spot announcements. The script
was prepared by Mel Williamson,
head of the radio division, with
each announcement to home buyers limited to 50 words. Another
radio activity has been the dramatization of actual cases in which
the FHA loans have been made.
Besides California stations broadcasting this series, KGMB, Honolulu, has taken ten. Col. William
H. Evans, district supervisor for
FHA, speaks weekly on all Los
Angeles stations. Additional use
of radio for FHA has included use
of the SERA Orchestra on programs and a broadcast of announcements over police and sheriffs' radio stations.

Clothing Chain Conducts
Intensive Five-day Drive
STAR OUTFITTING Co., one of
the largest retail radio advertisers
on the Pacific Coast, opening its
San Francisco store Sept. 5, conducted an intensive five-day campaign using 50 announcements
daily on eight Bay region stations,
KFRC, KGO, KSFO, KJBS.
KGGC, all in San Francisco; KLX.
Oakland; KRE, Berkelev, Cal.
and KQW, San Jose, Cal. Two
quarter-hour broadcasts twice
daily were also heard on KFRC.
KSFO, KJBS, KGGC, KLX and
KRE during the five day-campaign.
Star Outfitting Co. has an option
for 52 weeks on a one-hour continuous broadcast or eight 15-minute periods daily over KFRC, and.
also a 30-second announcement on
a CBS Thursday afternoon sustaining program.
With stores in Los Angeles and
Oakland, as well as San Francisco,
the company uses radio almost exclusively. To supplement its present advertising campaign, plans,,
call for the signing of yearly con-1
tracts for two quarter-hour periods
daily with each of the following
stations: KSFO, KJBS, KGGC
and KLX. Account is handled
jointly by the Allied Adv. Agencies, Los Angeles, and Gerald J.
Norton Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements in
Broadcasting cost 7c per word for
each insertion. Cash must accompany order.close 25th and 10th of
Forms
month preceding issues.

COMPLETE

ESS]
UNITED*PRI

NEWS
COVERAGE

FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
BRO ADCASTI

Help Wanted
Opening
for
successful
tor and announcer.
Must commercial
be live wiresoliciand
good announcer. None other need apply
Salary and commission. KMLB, Monroe, La
Combination
operator first
- announcerpianist.
Give man
full details
letter
KGCX, Wolf Point, Montana.
Situations Wanted
Man 27, college education, first class
telephone and telegraph license, steamship,
radio operating, telephone company and
broadcast station experience, last employee
transmitter operator, also control engineei
50,000anywhere.
watt NBC Box
key 374,
station,
desires posi-'
tion
Broadcasting.
Young and
man first-class
with second-class
license
telephone telegraph'
endorse
ment tor.
desires
position
as
Willing to work anyapprentice
place for operasmaL,
starting salary. Box 372, Broadcasting'
Announcer — experienced, excellent refer-,
ences : anywhere. Box 376, Broadcasting
Program, musical director, announcer
continuity writer, orchestra leader. 7 year: i
experience — college education — fine letters^
Employed. Box 375, Broadcasting.
Operator,
Radiophonf
license
desiresholding
positionfirst-class
in progressive
sta
tion. Box 366, Broadcasting.
Employed network station technician
desirestion.change.
Would manage small staBox 373, Broadcasting.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted — One Western Electric 105 c oi
equivalent. Write Box 377, Broadcasting
Equipment for Sale
Western Electric — Two 8B amplifier:
S75.00 each ; two 17B amplifiers, two 181
Brooklyn, N.twoY.
amplifiers,
518 volume indicators a
$35.00 each. First class condition. WLTH
Dual 78 and 33 turntable with separati
General Radio input channels and Genera
Radio six channel input mixer mounted oi
mahogany steel table. Complete details oi
request.
WriteAvenue,
or wireS.W.,
NolanCanton,
S. Walker
1307 Dueber
Ohio (
NG
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BOTH

Here

are two

com-

parable achievements — the famous
RCA

Building,

100 kilowatt

and

the giant RCA-

transmitting

the largest commercial
in the United
The

tube ever built

States.

ability of RCA

construct
UV-862

Radiotron,

such
is an

to design and

a tube

as the RCA

indication

of the tre-

mendous resources of this organization. Those same
inventive

resources, that same

genius, that same

manufac-

turing skill, are reflected throughout
the long line of transmitting
down

to the very smallest

RCA

Transmitting

used as standard

tubes

That is why

Radiotrons

equipment

by broad-

casting stations on all frequencies,
all powers,

are

at

in all parts of the country.

RCA

TRANSMITTING

RADIOTRONS
STANDARD
NEW YORK
1270 Sixth Avenue
RCA MANUFACTURING
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Advertising'

P

H

information
whereabouts

I

fx

I HsHF

concerning

the

of one Old Philoso-

pher. He is an old man with young
ideas. When

last seen he was wear-

ing burlap, sandals and no hat.
We want him because he
helped us prepare the first coverage story of WOR's 50,000-watt,
high-fidelity transmitter — based
on a field intensity survey and
day and night mail analyses. His
rock-bound

conservatism

will be

appreciated- by the whole
try.
You

indus-

will want the information

in his book

which

press. If you

is now

run into him

him back to our New

★

*

send

★

1440 Broadway— at Times Square.
He is a good fellow to have around.

★
*
★
★

WOR
Member

of the

Mutual Broadcasting System

★*★★

★*★★*★★★★*★

*

on the

York office,

★

WANTED
I want a copy of WOR's new coverage story, IT'S A
SMALL WORLD, as soon as it comes off the press. Hope
you find the Old Philosopher. He sounds interesting.
Name.

★
*
*
*

FirmAddress.
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once
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too has

been

on

most

age throughout the vast
Yesterday

Columbia

WJR,

again

power

than

all other

stations

good

coverage
50,000

Columbia,

began

favorite

and

was

to broadcast

available

effective

It proceeded

now

fourth

broadcasts

for

cover-

to deliver

largest market
with

greater

combined.
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LARGEST

promise

markets.

in the nation's

stations

air is the

network.

the most

its word.

watts,

the

that

a pledge... to make

of American

made

Michigan

COLUMBIA

WORLD'S

to

with

on

Yesterday

America's

record

sweep

expanding

finest programs

joined

CBS

desirable

clients incomparable

where

WJR

have

the

the

to its public.

which

its advertisers

THE

of Detroit

fulfilled. Yesterday

the programs

to CBS

FULFILLED

RADIO

SYSTEM
NETWORK

The
room in
KNX'saudition
new $250,000
dio combines the
very latest in auditory
and visual presentasponsor's
program
being
au-by
dthe
iistioned hehas
flashed
beforetion. Ashis
eyes,
means of illuminated
maps in color, the
coverage story of
KNX, both daytime
and nighttime.

50000 WATTS
f'

..gjjp|| (^Pf^P

I

DAYTIME

or

NIGHTTIME

KNX's

Coverage

is Entirely

Story

Different

Buyers of KNX now know that their nighttime service area is the eleven western states.
They also know that their daytime service area
is the eleven southern California counties. One
or the other better suits their merchandising
needs. Consult KNX's agency file folder for
the complete story before you buy any Pacific
Coast stations.

KNX
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"THE
VOICE
OF
HOLLYWOOD"
John Blair & Co., National Representatives

r
b
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to make radio profitable for you . . . which ulti-

surmuchrecomvery we
was when
^~^NE of ourprised, customers
the other day,
mended several stations not on our list . . . He

mately makes it profitable for us, too.
Radio is our life work. We know the ropes. If

considered it a "new and refreshing attitude"
on the part of a station representative.

you can use this knowledge, it is yours for the

As a matter of fact, it was rather typical of the

asking . . . regardless of whether or not it

way we operate here at F & S.

means an immediate return to us.

SS5g

FREE

Our big idea is

&

SLEININGER,

INCi

wesenzahves

NEW YORK
110 East 42nd St.
Lexington 2-8660

WHO
. . . (NBC)
WCAO
. . (CBS)
WGR-WKBW (CBS)

. Des Moines
Baltimore

. . Buffalo
WJJD-Chicago
WIND-Gary —
Cleveland
WHK
. . . (CBS) .
Page 6

CHICAGO
180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

DETROIT
New Center Building
Trinity 2-8444

KMBC
KFAB
WAVE
WTCN
KOIL

. (CBS)
.
.

.

.

SAN FRANCISCO
Rusi Building
Sutter 5415

Kansas City

(CBS) . Lincoln-Omaha
(NBC) . . . Louisville
. . Minneapolis-St. Paul
(NBC) ....
Omaha

LOS
C. of ANGELES
C. Bldg.
Richmond 6184

KSD

. (NBC)

. . . . St. Loui

KFWB
KOIN
KOL
KVI

.
.
.
.

.

. . .
(CBS)
(CBS)
(CBS)
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.

. . Portland

....
Seattle
. . . . Tacom;
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Facsimile

Looms

as
By

Four
More

New

York

Publishers

Newspapers

Now

SOL

Study

Eyeing

Press

RCA

the

• BROADCASTING

Into

Radio

TAISHOFF
Image

Transmission;

Broadcasting

FACSIMILE broadcasting, regarded by many radio experts
ts the next important step in the radio transmission of intelligence as well as a potentially powerful advertising medium,
s being studied in a preliminary way by four important New
fork newspapers after discussions with RCA, which holds
;ome of the basic patents on the system.
Disclosures of the facsimile conversations comes at a time
**hen the quest of newspapers for radio stations, chiefly for
•egular sound broadcasting, has reached an all-time peak. In
he fortnight that has elapsed since Broadcasting in its Sept.
; 15 issue exclusively reported the decision of the Scripps-Howlitrd newspaper organization
0 enter the broadcasting field, pices. For RCA they have been
carried on by Henry Kittridge
ictivity among newspaper
Norton, executive assistant to
mblishers for the purchase
David Sarnoff, RCA president and
if existing radio stations or chairman of the board of NBC.
Asked by Broadcasting about
I (he acquisition of new stathe developments, RCA said offiions has been accelerated.
cially Sept. 24 that the reports of
The FCC, especially its engi- a definite development "are evieering department, has been visitdently premature". These reports,
d by a steady stream of publishstatement said, "are based, it
i rs seeking information about the the
is understood, on investigation by
ling of applications for radio sta- various leading newspapers of the
I ions.
possibilities of radio facsimile as a
While far from the consummaspecial service to their subscribers.
ion stage, the facsimile developWays and means of developing this
lent nevertheless represents the
type of transmission on a commerI rst tangible step toward commercial basis have been under study
ial introduction of facsimile
by the RCA ever since the demonroadcasting. Optimistic radio
stration of facsimile in Washing:ientists envision the day when
ton and New York last winter.
omplete newspapers, including
Newspaper Service
isplay advertising, will be "radiohotographed" and delivered via "WHILE already in limited com„adio to the home.
mercial use for the transmission
of weather maps to ships at sea
Cost of Receivers
and similar services, the development of a facsimile service for the
:CA EXECUTIVES, it is learned,
ave discussed the introduction of home has been the larger goal of
acsimile with the heads of such RCA research engineering. It has
optimistically envisioned that
"ew
the been
the day will come when complete
itnes,York
Heraldnewspapers
- Tribune, as
World'elegram
and one
American.
The re- pages of newspapers may be reort was that
of the proposals
produced on a home facsimile recorder.
ivolved the manufacture of some
5,000 facsimile receiving units
"While still in the preliminary
or distribution by the newspapers.
stage some of the discussion has
centered around a suggestion for
|s a matter of fact it was ascerained that a working model fac- providing technical facilities for
imile receiver is now being built newspapers which might then
y RCA. Estimates covering the maintain a news and editorial service for their subscribers. RCA
ost of the experimental unit are
1 the neighborhood of $100, but it executives state that no definite
! thought that if mass production
procedures have as yet been determined. Among the obstacles to be
; attained the cost might be as
overcome is the cost of facsimile
(S'w as $30.
The conversations with the newsrecorders. The goal is to produce
* aper executives are believed to such recorders under $100 per unit
I |ave covered several possible meth- in order to give the service as wide
* 3s by which facsimile could be an appeal as possible."
Facsimile receivers, several deintroduced under newspaper aus|October 1, 1935

Rushes

.00 A YEAR — 15c A COPY

Field

WINS, New York, none of the
newspapers involved in the negotiations has any ownership affiliation with a broadcasting station.
For that reason New York is regarded as atroducfertile
field for the intion of facsimile.
An Advertising Medium
ENORMOUS advertising potentialities are envisioned for facsimile. Display advertising in
newspaper style and format, for
example,
conceivably
can be
duced in the
home during
the reproearly
morning hours at a negligible cost
to Inthefacsimile,
listener or
"looker".
it is
not a case of

PHOTORADIO — Here is C. JYoung, son of Owen D. Young,
and RCA facsimile experimenter,
with a model of the reproducing
apparatus he has developed. (See
next page for sample of facsimile.)
signs of which have been perfected
by independent inventors as well
as by RCA, can be affixed to the
ordinary radio receiver or operated separately. Under the main
plan proposed to the New York
newspapers by RCA, it is indicated, the visual broadcasts would
be from a central station built and
maintained by RCA. Service for
the newspapers, which would get
the "credit lines" and actually become the facsimile broadcasters,
would be on a leasehold basis, with
maintenance,
search carried operation
on by RCA. and reIn the case of the Times, the
matter has been discussed with
Arthur Sulzburger, its president
and publisher. Howard Davis, business manager of the Herald-Tribune; Karl A. Bickel, radio executive of the Scripps-Howard newsthe World-Telepapers,
publishing
gram,
and T.
J. White, general
manager of Hearst Enterprises, in
the interest of the American, also
have
tions. been parties in the conversaPresumably, under the basic
plan, RCA
proposes asto a test
facsimile transmission
medium
of visual transmission in New
York prior to expansion to other
cities.
With thewhich
exception
of Hearst's
American,
is affiliated
with

sitting in rapt attention and "looking" into a reflector on the receiving set, as is necessary in television. Instead, the "home printing device" reproduces an exact
likeness of the news page or photograph, inch by inch, across the
8x11 inch vertisers,
page.
"Facsimile"
adsponsoring
printed newspapers or program presentations,
for example, could procure a check
on the audience receiving their
programs by sending into the
home facsimiles of coupons which
the recipient
would be asked to
mail
in.
In the field of regular sound
broadcasting the current influx of
applications and the more or less
wholesale purchases of stations by
newspapers actually got under way
early this year when the matter of
news broadcasting became acute.
Then, last March, when the bars
were let down on the sale of press
association services to broadcasting stations, the activity reached
unprecedented proportions.
Today there are 134 broadcasting stations owned or controlled
by or affiliated with newspapers
through stock ownership, as
against less than 100 at the start
of 1934. There are 33 applications
pendingtions. Anfor
new newspaper
undetermined
number staof
newspapers in all parts of the
country are planning new station
applications — perhaps as many as
20. This is indicated in calls made
at the FCC seeking information to
be used in filling out the requisite
application forms.
Scripps-Howard's Move
SCRIPPS-HOWARD decision to acquire broadcasting station affiliations in cities in which
it publishes newspapers was the
most significant step in this field
since the UP and INS began to
sell their news services to stations.
The decision to invade broadcast-
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ing on a large scale represented a
complete about-face in the policy
of the Scripps-Howard organization.
The Broadcast Division of the
FCC at its meeting Sept. 24 approved the application of the Continental Radio Co., radio subsidiary created by the Scripps-Howard
organization, for acquisition of
WFBE, Cincinnati, the call letters
of which will be changed to WCPO.
The station is a 100-watt local.
Applications for new stations in
Columbus and Toledo, also sought
by Continental, probably will be
designated for hearing by the
FCC, following the usual procedure.
Besides WFBE, other additions
to the list of newspaperz-owned
stations negotiated the last fortnight are WAAW, Omaha; KGBZ,
York, Neb., and KMMJ, Clay Center, Neb., purchased by the Omaha
World - Herald. This newspaper
also has purchased control of
WJAG, Norfolk, Neb., from the
Norfolk Daily News.
In addition, KGKO, Wichita
Falls, Tex., has been purchased
from the Wichita Falls Broadcasting Co. by the Fort Worth StarTelegram, the assignment of license being approved by the FCC
Broadcasting Division at its Sept.
24 meeting.
Aside from new station applications filed in recent weeks, it was
learned the Cleveland Plain-Dealer,
already operating WHK, Cleveland, and WAIU, Columbus, also
has a controlling interest in
WJAY, Cleveland, and a 40% interest in WKBN, Youngstown.
There is now pending before the
FCC applications for assignment
of control of both WHK and
WJAY to the U. B. Corporation,
controlled by the Plain-Dealer.
On Sept. 24 the FCC granted a
full license renewal to WLBF,
Kansas City, Kan., thus presumably
paving the way for exercise of the
purchase option on that 100-watt
station held
by Senator Capper's
Kansas
City Kansan.
More Newspaper Stations
ADDITIONS to the list of applications by newspapers for new stations include those of the Portland
(Me.) Herald & Express, St. Paul
Daily News, Richmond Times-Dispatch (owned by the same interests as the Norfolk VirginianPilot, operating WTAR) ; Albany
(N. Y.) Knickerbocker Press &
News, seeking a 100-watt station
in Schenectady. These should be
added to the list published in the
Aug. 15 issue of Broadcasting.
With a glimpse into the future
of broadcasting, even beyond facsimile transmission, a number of
newspapers are contemplating invasion of the so-called ultra-high
frequencies, above 30,000 kilocycles, for broadcasting. These
channels are in what is regarded
as the "No Man's Land" of radio.
Bank Studying Media
COOPERATION of bankers in an
intensive study of media has been
asked by A. R. Gruenwald, chairman of the general research committee of the Financial Advertisers Association and advertising
manager of Marshall & Illsley
Bank, Milwaukee. The study is
under the direction of L. E. Townsend, advertising manager of the
Bank of America, National Trust
& Savings Assn., San Francisco.
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First Steps Taken!
For Audit Bureau;

i THE WEATHER
VI W C*, I.M ;

Committee of 15 to Meet Again,
During Latter Part of Month
FIRST TANGIBLE steps towarc
the establishment of a cooperative
bureau to audit station audience;
and coverage data were taker
Sept. 19 at the initial joint meet
ing of the Committee of 15, equal
ly representative
NAB
American
Associationof ofthe
Advertis

Ko. 3f.S15-»A;iA-

House

Gag Delays

Vote on

)cmocratjc Bloc on
\ules Committee [1,300 Millions
ThvarlR ByrtK

PL[J0SilO7 Massacrei
WITH SENATE TO By Nomads
French Official
List of Victims
AVOID COURT
IX TROUBLE ZON
p(.ii«»! TiKBttsS, Speaks In

us
RADIO FACSIMILE — Here is a sample of a facsimile portion of a newspit
paper page transmitted by the system developed by Charles J. Young,
of the RCA Manufacturing Co., Camden. The Young system is one of
several developed in recent years. Other systems include those of W.
G. H. Finch, former assistant chief engineer of the FCC, and of John
V. L. Hogan, New York consulting engineer.
The most widely prevalent idea about facsimile use in the home js
that of an attachment for the ordinary receiver, which would wholesale
at perhaps $25. This receiver would work while its master slept, for
the
plan inwould
be to have
"print"be the
so that
the morning
thereit would
laid newspaper
down in a during
basket the
undernight,
the
set a series of "flimsies" of tissue-paper texture carrying all of the
newspaperandfeatures
by radio, with headlines, comics,
fashions
display "photographed"
advertising.
Principles of transmission are not very different from "sound" broadcasting. For example, a broadcasting station now sends electrical impulses which reproduce over the loud speaker the exact sounds within
the studio. The vibrations actuate the loud speaker and reproduce the
sounds. If the incoming vibrations are fed to a control magnet on a
moving stylus, rather than on a loud speaker, the stylus will be lifted
on and off the paper as the vibrations are received. At the sending
station, the material to be transmitted is placed on a cylinder which
revolves laterally and shifts longitudinally. Upon this text falls a tiny
light ray which traverses the page until all points have been exposed.
That
"scanning",
is done
through
of photoelectric
Then isthecalled
reverse
operationandtakes
place
at theusereceiving
end, andcells.
the
magnetic device or "radio pen" moves over the receiver's sheet and by
synchronous movement of the "pen" with the original cylinder, the
paths taken at the sending end are faithfully reproduced on the receiver, and the facsimile page is produced.
New Stratosphere Flight
To Be Broadcast by NBC
ROBERT M. MORRIS, NBC development engineer, and a special
events staff of NBC will again establish ground contacts, including
pickups by network member stations, when the National Geographic Society-Army Air Corps
undertakes another stratosphere
flight some time in October,
weather permitting. The NBC has
once more obtained exclusive rights
to the broadcasts from the gondola
in flight, which furnished one of
the greatest feats in radio history
during the first successful attempt
and was scheduled for the second
ill-fated attempt.
Engineer Morris has shipped
his equipment to the Strato-Camp
at Rapid City, N. D., and has gone
there to handle the setup.

KGKO Shif ttoFt. Worth ;
Two NBC Outlets Planned
APPROVAL of the recent purchase of KGKO, Wichita Falls,
Tex., by Anion Carter, publisher
of the. Fort Worth Star-Telegram,
was given by the FCC Broadcast
Division Sept. 24 when it authorized the assignment of the license
to Mr. Carter and its removal into
Fort Worth. The Fort Worth StarTelegram is now operating WBAP,
which shares the 800 kc. clear
channel with WFAA, of the Dallas
News, utilizing the same 50,000watt transmitter. It is intimated
that Mr. Carter may now sell
WBAP to the Dallas News, thus
giving each newspaper a full-time
outlet in its city and paving the
way for each station to secure
basic NBC network service.
WFAA-WBAP now receives both
Red and Blue programs.

ing Agencies and Association oi\
National Advertisers. No statement was forthcoming following I
the meeting but it was understood
that another general session wil
be held toward the latter part o:
October.
A subcommittee wa;
named.
The fact that the conferee;'
agreed to hold another meeting ir !
the immediate future was acceptec
as meaning that the first sessioi;
was harmonious and that ther<
was no rift whatever in connectior
with the basic idea. There haci
been reports current that all three
of
trade
in the
accord
on associations
the plan thatwerean noin
dependent bureau be set up, to pro
vide for radio data which woule
be the counterpart of that offeree
in the publications field througl
the Audit Bureau of Circulations j
Those who attended the Sept.
meeting held at the Waldorf-As
toria, were: For the NAB — Chair
man, Arthur B. Church, KMBC
Alfred J. McCosker, WOR; Edgai,
Kobak, NBC;
Hugh
K. Boice
CBS; J. O. Maland, WHO; for the.
ANA — Chairman, Stuart Peabody
(chairman of the board of ANA)
D. P. Smelzer, Procter and Gamble ;
Co.; M. H. Leister, Sun Oil Co.;
Harold B. Thomas, Centaur Co.
Paul B. West, managing director
for the AAAA — Charles F. Gan
non, Erwin, Wasey & Co.; L. D. H
Weld, McCann-Erickson Inc.; Dr
George Gallup, Young and Rubi
cam Inc. ; John Benson, president
and F. R. Gamble, executive secre
tary of the AAAA.
NAB

Gives Up Proposal

For Agency Recognition
ALL HOPE for creation of ar
agency
recognition
for ra~
dio at any
time in bureau
the immediate
future
has been
NAB, since
only abandoned
35 stations by
of the";
the
minimum of 120 which would have
been required to launch the projecfhad signified their intentions oi
subscribing to it as Broadcastinc
went to press with its Oct. 1 issue
When the campaign for subscrip
tions was started last July, James
W. Baldwin, NAB managing direc
tor, declared the plan would go bj
default unless the cost for the firsi
year of approximately $16,000 hac
been underwritten by subscription?
from 120 stations at $120 per yeai
each.
The last subscriptions receiver
by the NAB, as of Sept. 14, were
from CBS for its seven owned stations. These were KMOX, WBBM
WCCO, WKRC, WBT, WJSV anc
WABC. Other subscriptions whier
had been received were: KFI
KJBS, KDYL, WAIU, KFSD
WKBN, WHOM, WFAA, KMBC
WLS, WHO-WOC, WGBI, WTIC
KFPY, KGNC, WMBC, KSO
WGAR, WGR - WKBW, WRVA
KFBK, WPRO, WHK, WFBL
WOW, WJBK, and WPTF.
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Post Office Department
Issues Order on Congoin
been in Washington for a
SPITE expectations of a sub- it had found after investigation has
Hntial let-down in the FCC on- that the station had dropped the month on the case and on Sept. 24
by some of his asso• light against questionable pro- program some time ago, and be- was joined
ciates in Los Angeles. Radio has
cause there were no other program
ems, notably those in the medibeen
used
extensively
by the comI classification, the Broadcast
charges against it.
pany, and the contention was that
Remaining on the Marmola
• 'jision of the FCC is continuing
only a very small percentage of
l| activity in that line and at its docket are KFRC, San Francisco, its
business was through the mails.
KNX, Los Angeles, and WTMJ,
siting Sept. 24 issued temporary
Postal Charges
rises to nearly a score of sta- Milwaukee, each of which is operating under temporary licenses
L(is. These temporary grants, it
IN A voluminous fraud order, the
L'i; said, were sought by the Law during the pendency of the cases. Post Office Department held that
30, the FCC cited 21 sta- Congoin used the mails in a
fibartment, pending further in- On July
tions on the Marmola program but
into "questionable"
subsequently released 17 after it "scheme or device" to obtain
[grams on stigations
which
the Federal
announced
it had ascertained that money by false or fraudulent repLjtde Commission and Food &
resentations as to the merits of
||jg Administration of the De- they had dropped the program and
ttment of Agriculture are being otherwise were not under investi- its product. Specifically it mentioned testimonials and literature
IIsuited.
gation.
which
purported
to show that ConHaley
was
sent
to
Los
Angeles
J,iL number of the stations granthad an excellent stimulating
Li temporary licenses, it was as- three weeks ago to take deposi- effect,gointhat
it
was
better than tea
tions in connection with the Margjtained,
had broadcast
prothat doctors recomUrns sponsored
by the the
Congoin
mola case and others, with par- or coffee,mendedand
it as a marching ration
ticular reference to KNX, it was
., Los Angeles (herb tea), which
soldiers on the ground that it
Lfe cited Sept. 20 by the Post reported. He was also instructed for
the Law Department to stop would sustain life without other
Uce Department in a fraud or- by
off
in New Mexico on his return food, due to its nutritive value.
[|. Other reasons for the tempoMr. Woolrich claimed that the Post
Lty licenses were broadcasts of trip to make further investigations.
Office Department based its findThe
Congoin
case
has
been
a
pdical
accounts,
failure
proings entirely upon one individual
Se FCC
authority
on tostation
tempestuous one, with a half-dozen
governmental agencies involved. from the Food & Drug Adminisjlsesj fortune - telling programs,
tration.
The State Department has become
jl violation of regulations.
Significantly, the Postal order
embroiled in it because of protests
Federal Conference
it had received from several South concluded with the statement that
HAD BEEN expected that the American governments contending it was regrettable that such a
product as yerba mate
:pulation method devised by the that their foreign trade with the meritorious
should have been marketed on the
United
States
was
being
interfered
|B with the Trade Commission,
of exaggerated representailer which stations would be per- with by U. S. regulatory agencies. basis tions
and claims, since it is highly
;ted to follow procedure suc- The Congoin Co. is the leading
respected product in South Amerimporter of yerba mate, exports of ica.
sfully employed in newspaper
from South America amount
■prelaxation
magazine infields,
cause which
Mr. Woolrich contemplated a pethe would
FCC drive,
to about $1,000,000 annually. E.
(Continued on page £9)
ider the FTC stipulations, sta- S. Woolrich, president of Congoin,
ins would be permitted to sign
Olivers agreeing that they would
fde by any orders issued against
World Series Again Will Be Sponsored
/ertisers using their facilities,
4s being saved from punitive
On N BC, CBS and M BS by Ford Motor Co.
i ion.
in line with a resolution adopted ANTICIPATING expenditures of amounted to 19 hours. The present rates would total approxithe Broadcast Division Sept. 10, $500,000 or more for the network
mately $9,000 an hour on CBS, and
airman Sykes of the Broadcast time and broadcasting rights, Ford
$14,000 for the combined NBC
vision was planning to arrange
Motor Co., Detroit, has signed con- chains.
The MBS hour rate is
tracts to sponsor the World Series
!l conference with a committee
presenting the FTC to discuss on the entire list of stations avail- $1,550. Nineteen hours at these
able on NBC, CBS and MBS. N. W. prices would total about $470,000.
felopment of a liaison between
Talent costs for commentators
n two agencies in the light of Ayer & Son, Inc., New York, is
agency. More than 90 outlets on the actual play and the scenes
je new
stipulation procedure, the
dge Sykes declared Sept. 24 that will be included in the hookup in the ball parks will be small in
which CBS can assemble during comparison to the time outlay.
i was hopeful that the conference
mild be held within two weeks. the daylight hours, and nearly 70 However, even if the series should,
due to some miscalculation on the
bjMeanwhile, developments affect- NBC affiliates will be available.
of the owners, finish in four
| radio advertising from the reg- MBS will use its basic hookup of part
games, the total for time, air
fttory standpoint came thick and WOR, WGN, WLW and CKLW.
No radical departures from the rights, talent and incidental costs
it during the last fortnight. In
, drastic action, the Post Office procedure followed last year (when could hardly be kept below
partment
Sept. 20 issued a Ford made radio history by bank- $400,000.
Local sponsorship by individual
rolling the series and an increased
iud order against the Congoin
., manufacturers and distribu- schedule of entertainment pro- Ford dealers is permitted by the
s of a South American yerba
grams) are expected to be made. parent company only in cases
.te beverage similar to tea. The Commercial announcements, so where the dealer is willing to assume the entire burden for the
Jfict of this order is to deny the short as to amount to little more
area. Tie-in anv-npany the use of the U. S. than sponsor identification, will be time costs in nounchis
ements bydealers are expectMis. All mail to it is stamped made in such a way as not to ined to be made during station-break
raudulent". Congoin has been
trude too much on the listeners'
in most cases.
,ing time on some 100 stations attention. After the first game periods
For
NBC, Hal Totten, Ty Tyson
d the FCC has sent inquiries to they probably will be made beand Graham McNamee, all veteran
number of them in its investitween all innings.
tion of this account.
Before negotiations with the sports announcers, will describe
Also at its meeting Sept. 24, the Ford company began, Judge Kene- the series over the combined networks. For CBS, France Laux, of
oadcast Division postponed the saw Mountain Landis, czar of the
aring on the Marmola case (anti- big leagues, announced that radio KMOX, and Jan Graney, of WHK,
jit remedy) from Oct. 3 to Oct. rights would cost $100,000, so it will call the plays, with Truman
is assumed that this figure was Bradley assisting with the network
jL presumably because Andrew
)iley, attorney of its legal staff embodied in the contract.
Quin Ryan, manIn addition, the sponsor pays announcements.
.ndling the program investigaager of WGN, and pioneer sports
jphs, would not be able to be for time at the hourly rate, the announcer, will be at the MBS
[esent. Simultaneously it released games averaging about two-and-a- mike, assisted by Bob Elson, WGN
MBC, Kansas City, from the half hours each in length. Last
armola hearing docket because
year the total broadcasting time sports announcer.
ctober 1, 1935
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Agencies' Billings
On CBS This Year
THE SAME agency which led all
others in all national network
billings during 1934 was top on the
list of agency billings on the
CBS network during the first six
months of 1935, it was disclosed
Blackett-SampleHSept.
u m 25.
m e rItt is
Inc.,
which placed
business with
of
worth
$1,316,808
CBS
during the first half of this
year. Reports on spot billings are
unavailable, nor were the agency
billings on NBC made public.
The CBS tabulation was made
public
as follows:
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
$1,316,808
N. W. Ayer & Son
850,728
Erwin, Wasey & Co.
669,617
William Esty & Co.
587,801
Newell-Emmett Co.
454,737
Stack-Goble Adv. Agency
452,637
Frances Hooper Adv. Agency
438,451
E. W. Hellwig Co.
411,653
F. Wallis Armstrong
399,196
Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn
337,481
J. Walter Thompson Co.
304,368
Hutchins Advertising Co.
278,111
Lennen & Mitchell
257,078
255,925
am
Young & Rubic
Ruthrauff
& Ryan
244,102
180,126
Cecil, Warwick & Cecil
166,460
Brooke, Smith & French
145,027
Geyer Co.
& Cunnyngham 141,116
Roche, Williams
139,337
wald Co.
Campbell-E
Joseph Katz Co.
128-9^
128,269
& McDonald
Henri, & Hurst
McCann-Erickson
8q'qJI
97,085
Thomas
Lord
78,874
g Co.
Gardner
Blackman &Advertisin
Co.
§2'„„5
72,342
Holden
Calkins
United Adv. Agency
cooao
66,976
Topping & Lloyd
Hutchinson Adv. Co.
51,493
Co.
Adv. Co.
J.J. L.Stirling
Getchell
46'?,?
Sugden
Russell
M. Seeds
*5'?„a
Biow Co.
|S*S2
Hays MacFarland & Co.
36'„?o
J.Blaker
M. Mathes
Adv. Agency
22,6,or
McKee & Albright
Frank
1?'„1„
13,000
& Co.
Brown Co.
Cockfield,Presbrey
6,759
Sellers Service
6.152
S. C. Croot Co.
*•**»
Donahue & Coe
3,545
Rose-Martin
Morris, Windmuller & Enzinger J»«g
Hanff-Metzger
Grey Adv.
J.3J3
!-226
Heath-Seehof

ORGANIZED
AGENCY
BY E. A. FELLERS
E. A. FELLERS, who as assistant
to the vice president of Mantle
Lamp Co. of America, has devoted
of his time to that concern's
most
broadcast advertising, has resigned after 11 years to become
one of the principals of a new ada, Felvertising agency — Presb
has opened
lers, Presba Inc.,N.which
Ave.,
an
Michig
offices .at 360
Chicago
The other principals are Bert S.
Presba, for 23 years vice president
of Mantle Lamp in charge of sales
and advertising and for the seven
years previous with the Mahin
Adv. Co., which later became the
William H. Rankin Co., and Will
B. Presba, formerly sales manager
of WROK, Rockford, 111.
Presba, Fellers, Presba Inc., is
placing advertising for Mantle
Lamp Co., Chicago (Aladdin
lamps) ; The Crest Co., Chicago
(electric lamps), and Aladdin Industries, Chicago (vacuum bottles). While a general agency using every type of medium, the new
agency expects to make liberal use
of broadcasting because of the outstanding success of this medium in
advertising Aladdin Lamps.
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Standard
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UP

NBC

RCA
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Tip to Politicians
WCAE, Pittsburgh, introduced a new type of political
broadcasting when a candidate who wanted something
different was given a special
dramatic program, with
vocal and piano accompaniment. The theme was a visit
to a friend's home and discussion of the political situation, including a sales argum e n t for the sponsoring
candidate.

Begins NBC

Ser

On Progress
of Rat
RADIO itself and the technical
complishments of its laborato
and services are being promc
in a new institutional progi
sponsored by the Radio Corpr
tion of America, parent compa
over a nation-wide NBC-WJZ i
work starting Sept. 29. The %
gram, heard Sundays 2-3 p.
(EST), is an institutional c;
paign under the title The Mo
Key of RCA, and is handled
Lord & Thomas, New York.
Outstanding
artists from
concert, operatic and radio wor
with noted dance bands, are
participate in this series, wh
will be offered for rebroadca
throughout the world and will
elude pickups from all parts of
world through the facilities
RCA Communications Inc. John
Kennedy, the commentator, 1
devote part of the hour to expls
ing the various actual and pot
tial services of radio.

Network's Owned and Operated Stations to Carry
Series for 13 Weeks, With NBC Buying the News
A HALF-DOZEN of the NBCEsso products are marketed in
owned and operated stations will these states: New York, New
break into the constantly growing
England states, Pennsylvania, New
roster of stations offering spon- Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, West
sored broadcasts on Oct. 7, when Virginia, South Carolina, Tennessee, North Carolina, Arkansas,
Standard Oil Co. of N. J., begins
sponsorship of United Press
Louisiana, Virginia, District of
flashes on the NBC-owned stations
Columbia.
East of Pittsburgh. The Standard
MBS Gets Playhouse
Oil contract is for 13 weeks, with
strong possibility of renewal, and
THE
FORMER NBC Times Square
UP
Sponsored
on
WJSV
calls for four five-minute news reStudio, abandoned when NBC
UNITED PRESS news reports
ports daily except Sunday.
moved into Radio City, has been
In negotiating the purchase of over WJSV, Washington CBSMutual Radio Playthe UP news reports for these owned outlet, effective Sept. 30 renamedhouse andthe
will be used for public
stations, however, NBC contracted
were sponsored by the Wilkins performances
shows sponsored
for 52 weeks service under a nonCoffee Co., of Washington, under over the Mutualof Broadcasting
Syscancellable arrangement. Compenan
11-month
contract.
For
the
sation to UP is on the basis of last two months WJSV has been
tem. The first program to be presented in the theatre, which seats
25% of the night rates of the sta- broadcasting UP news as a sus800, will be Good Evening Seretions used — its regular rate. It
taining feature. The coffee achad been erroneously reported that
featuring Lee
Isham
oi-Coca-Cola Returning
and Jones'
the Eton
count was placed by Lewis Edwin chestra,nade,Loretta
UP had sold its press reports to
the Standard Oil Co., instead of Ryan Inc., Washington agency. Boys, which starts over MBS Oct.
COCA COLA Co., Atlanta, will
to NBC.
1 under sponsorship of the United
The broadcasts, of five minutes
turn to radio with a musical sh
Cigar
Stores
Delaware
Corp.,
to
be
each, are handled four times daily,
around Nov. 1. No definite ph
Alka-Seltzer Dickering
every day except Sundays at 10 heard Tuesdays, 8:30-9 p. m. The
have been made regarding taL
MEANWHILE, it was learned
a. m., 1 p. m., 3 p. m. and 5:55 playhouse will thereafter be availand stations.
D'Arcy Adv. Co., ,
authoritatively that NBC is negolanta,
is the agency.
able to all MBS clients.
tiating with Dr. Miles Laborator- p. m.
ies, Elkhart, Ind., (Alka-Seltzer),
for sponsorship of UP news
flashes on another group of NBC
Networks Book Many New Programs for Autumn
. . .
owned and operated stations.
P. LORILLARD & Co., with Old Gold PACKARD MOTOR CO., with Lawrt
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago, han- BOOKINGS by major networks
dles this account. It is under- for the autumn find many popular
Sports Page of the Air, Thornton FishTibbett, Tuesdays, 8:30-9 p. m. (EDS
er, Saturdays, 7-7:15 p. m. Starts Oct.
stood that these conversations
Started Sept. 24.
5 (WEAF).
have to do with use of stations programs returning to the air, LUDENS
GULF
REFINING Co., with Phil Ba
Inc., with Al Goodman orchesmany
new
ones
making
their
other than those on the Standard
and Beetle & Bottle, Sundays, 7 :!'
tra,
Sundays,
5
:45-6
p.
m.
Starts
Oct.
6 (WEAF).
p. m. Started Sept. 29.
bow, and a large number of yearOil schedule.
FORD MOTOR Co., with Ford Symph
presentations continuing on STANDARD BRANDS Inc. ( Fleischmann's
The Standard Oil account, round
the
schedules.
Following
is
a
list
Orchestra and chorus, Sundays, 9-10
bread yeast)
, with
Ozzie Sundays,
Nelson's7 :30orplaced by Marschalk & Pratt Inc.,
chestra, Robert
L. Ripley,
m. Started Sept. 29.
8 p. m. Starts Oct. 6 (WJZ).
New York, is the first using spot of new autumn programs, as furLIBBY,
McNEILL & LIBBY, with
nished by the networks when day- GENERAL MOTORS Corp., with symSon of Fire, Mon., Wed., Fri., 5:(
news reports to be placed on NBC
phony orchestra and guest conductors,
light savings time schedules shiftstations. The news broadcasts
p.
m.,
repeat
at 6 :15. Started Sept.
Sundays, 10-11 p. m. Starts Oct. 6 WILLIAM WRIGLEY
ed to regular time Sept. 29:
Jr. Co., with K
will be at 8:30 a. m., noon, 6:30
(WEAF).
NBC
& Marge, Mon. thru Fri., 7-7 :15 p.
PEPSODENT Co., with Al Pearce and
p. m. and 11 p. m. This time corepeat
at
11.
Started
Sept. 30.
His Gang, Mon., Wed., Fri., 5-5:30 p. DELAWARE LACKAWANNA
& WE
incides with the regular network
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA,
ERN
COAL
Co.,
with
Vanished Voi
m.
Starts
Oct.
7
(WEAF).
'
news reports prepared by the
with Magic Key of RCA, John B. Ken- MAYBELLINE Co., with Penthouse SereMon. & Wed., 6:30-6:55 p. m. Stai
nedy and guest artists, Sundays, 2-3 p.
Press-Radio Bureau. NBC will
nade,tenor,
Charles Gaylord's
Sept. 30.ATLANTIC
m. Started Sept. 29 (WJZ).
Mario,
Sundays, orchestra,
5-5 :30 p. Don
m. GREAT
continue to subscribe to Press- GENERAL
& PACIFIC T
Starts
Oct.
13
(WEAF).
FOODS
Corp.
(Jello),
with
Radio Bureau service for network
Co., with Kate Smith & Jack Mill
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
Co.
(SuJack Benny
and 7 Johnny
Green'sSept.
orOrchestra, Tues., Wed., Thurs., 7
broadcasts, however.
chestra, Sundays,
p. m. Started
with Clara,
'n' Em,Oct.Mon.14
7:45 p. m. Starts Oct. 1.
29 (WJZ).
thru Tri., per-Suds),
5:45-6
p. m.Lu Starts
Stations to carry the account PROCTER
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co., vl
& GAMBLE Co. (Ivory soap),
(WEAF).
are WEAF and WJZ, New York;
Camel Caravan, Tuesdays, 9-9 :30 p.
Co., with Kentucky Mountain
with
O'Neils, Sept.
Mon. 30thru(WEAF).
Fri., 3:45- PINEX
repeat at 11:30 Starts Oct. 1.
4 p. The
m. Started
WGY, Schenectady; KDKA, PittsFolk,
John Oct.
Lair,20 Sundays,
5:15-5:45 p. LIGGETT
& MYERS orchestra,
TOBACCO Lily
Co., Pv,/
m.
Starts
(WJZ).
RALSTON
PURINA
Co.,
with
Tom
Mix
burgh; WMAL, Washington; WBZAndre Kostelanetz
program,
Mon.,Sept.
Wed.,
Fri., 5:30-5:45 ROGER & GALLET Inc., with Bob CrosWBZA, Boston - Springfield. Be&
Nino
Martini,
Wed.
&
Sat.,
9-9:
p. m. Started
30 (WEAF).
and orchestra,
p. m. Starts Oct. 2.
m. byStarts
Oct. 25 Fridays,
(WJZ). 8 :15-8 :30 p. CAMPBELL
cause WBAL, Baltimore, is syn- PROCTOR & GAMBLE Co. (Ivory soap),
SOUP Co., with Burns
AMERICAN
ROLLING
MILLS
Inc.,
with
with
Ivory
Stamp
Club,
Mon.,
Wed.,
chronized with WJZ after 9 o'clock,
Allen,2. Wednesdays, 8:30-9 p. m. Stf
Armco Ironmaster Program, Frank SiFri., 7:15-7:30 p. m. Started Sept. 30
Oct.
broadcasting its identical pro(WJZ).
mon's band,28 Mondays,
Starts Oct.
(WJZ). 10 :30-ll p. m. CREAM OF WHEAT Corp., with Al
grams, this station also will carry
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS Corp.
ander Woolcott in Town Crier, S.
(Kolynos toothpaste), with Easy Aces, GEORGE W. LUFT Co., with Jimmy
the late evening broadcast at 11
days, 7-7:30 p. m. Starts Oct. 6.
Fidler Hollywood gossip, Wednesdays, LEHN
Tues., Wed.. Thurs., 7-7 :15 p. m. Starts
o'clock.
& FINK PRODUCTS Co., v,
Oct. 1 (WJZ).
10:30-10:45 p. m. Starts Oct. 30 (WJZ).
The contract with these stations DELAWARE,
Eddie Cantor, Rubinoff, James Walli
LACKAWANNA & WESTCBS
ton
&
Parkyakakas, Sundays, 8-8
also covers a guaranteed minimum
ERN COAL Co., with Studio 7, Tues.,
p. m. Started Sept. 29.
to UP should Standard Oil fail to
TIME
Inc.
&
REMINGTON-RAND
Inc.,
Wed.,
Thurs.,
11:15-11:30
a.
m.
Starts
Oct. 1 (WEAF).
with March of Time, Mon. thru Fri., LEHN & FINK PRODUCTS Co., w"
renew after the 13-week schedule, GENERAL
Leslie
Howard,
FOODS Corp., (Sanka coffee),
10:30-10:45
p. m. (EDST). Started
Aug.
26.
Starts Oct.
6. Sundays, 8 :30-9 p. !
and should the stations fail to get
with Helen Hayes, Tuesdays, 9 :30-10 p.
E.
I.
DU
PONT
& <
m.
Starts
Oct.
1
(WJZ).
JULIAN & KOKENGE Co., with Musical
new sponsors. This also is idenwith Cavalcade deof NEMOURS
America, Wedr
Footnotes, Sundays, 12 :30-12 :45 p. m.
tical with the contracts UP has TEXAS Co., with Eddy Duchin orchestra,
days,
8-8:30
p.
m.
Starts
Oct.
9.
(EDST).
Started
Sept.
8.
Tuesday, 9 :30-10 p. m. Starts Oct. 1 CONSOLIDATED CIGAR Corp., with CARBORUNDUM Co., with Edwa
signed with some 45 other stations
(WEAF).
d'Anna band and Francis Bowman, £
FOODS Inc., with Ida Bailey Allen,
since it began sale of its report BEST
Harv & Esther comedy serial, Thursurdays, 7:30-8 p.MBS
m. Starts Oct. IS
days,
8-8:30
p.
m.
(EDST).
Started
Tues.,
Wed.,
Thurs.,
11-11:15
a.
m.
for broadcasting use last Spring.
Sept.
12.
Starts Oct. 1 (WEAF).
It was indicated that there is GENERAL
FOODS
Corp.
(Log
Cabin
i
ATLANTIC
REFINING
Co.,
with
Atlanstrong likelihood that Standard
tic Family and Frank Parker, Satur- PINAUD Inc., with Lilac Tjme, Mon. til
syrup), with The Log Cabin, Conrad
Oil would increase the number of
days, 7-7:30 p. m. (EDST). Started
Fri.. 7:15-7:30 p. m. Started Sept. V.
Thibault,
Harry Salter's
orchestra
Sept. 14.
Frank Crummit,
Wednesdays,
10-10 and
:30
SPRATTS PATENT Ltd., with Alb
stations it is using to coincide
p. m. Starts Oct. 2 (WEAF).
CHARIS
Corp..
with
Sisters
of
the
Skillet,
Payson
Terhune,
Sundays, 5 :30-5 :45
with the territory in which its BRISTOL-MYERS Co., with Town Hall
Sundays, 1:45-2 p. m. (EDST). Started
m.
Started
Sept. 29.
Sept. 15.
Tonight, Fred Allen, Peter Van Steedproducts (Esso gasoline and moWATCHMerry
MAKER'S
GUILD, Div.
Co., with Dale Car- GRUEN
en's
Tuesdays, 9-10 p. m. MALTEX negieCEREAL
Washington
Go - Round,
tor oil) are marketed. The news
Starts orchestra,
Oct. 2 (WEAF).
and Sunrise Ensemble, Sundays,
Pearson, Robert
S. - Allen,
Tues., S
reports will be known as the PACIFIC COAST BORAX Co., with Death
10:35-11 a. m. (EDST). Started Sept. 15.
7:45-8 p. m. Starts Oct. 1.
ATWATER-KENT
MFG.
Co.,
with
conValley
Days,
Thursdays,
9-9
:30
p.
m.
Esso Extra and the theme will be
UNITED
CIGAR
STORES
DELAWA
Starts Oct. 3 (WJZ).
cert program and guest artists, ThursCorp., with Good Evening Serena
to hit the high spots of both naELGIN NATIONAL WATCH Co., with
days, 8:30-9 p. m. (EDST). Started
Isham Jones, Loretta Lee, Eton Be
Elgin Campus Revue, Mills Brothers,
Sept. 19.
tional and local news. News ediTuesdays,
8:30-9 p. Inc.,
m. Starts
Oct. 1. 1
R. SQUIBB & SONS, with To Arms
WASEY
PRODUCTS
with Omar,
Art Kassel's
orchestra, Hal Totten, Fri- E.for
tors in each station will compose
Peace,Started
Thursdays,
Mystic,
Mon.7. thru Fri., 5:15-5:30 p.
(EDST).
Sept. 19.9 :30-10 p. m.
(WEAF).days, 10:30-11 p. m. Starts Oct. 4
the broadcasts from UP reports.
Starts Oct.
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truggling
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Open
the
By
BRUCE

Company,

Obtains

National

I 1895 Charles F. Bowey founded
nvey's Inc. in Chicago and ben manufacturing the fruit fiavo: : s and syrups used by ice cream
janufacturers
and at
,1ns.
For 35 years
all soda
went founwell,
It V jnen Mr. Bowey died; the comny's secretary died; the chief
j.emist died; the general sales
janager resigned; the depression
.me along, and, at the end of
•32 young Donald Bowey and his
•other Charles, who had inherited
e business from their father, sat
aring at red - inked figures on
,ee year's
statement,
the first
company
had ever
shownyeara
ss.
Trying to find a new market,
owey's soon decided that the
dry industry offered the biggest
jportunity and developed a choco,te syrup especially for mixing
ith milk. Of course, chocolate
ilk was nothing new, but Dariich has the advantage of showig no settling or separation, so
iat it keeps both appearance and
avor.
A Series of Spots
'WE WERE sure we had soraeling when
great,"
says itDon
out
we took
to theBowey,
milk
istributors they did not share our
nthusiasm. They admitted our
jroduct was good, but they said
pat with so many factories closing
1 own their market for it was practically gone, as the major part of
Ppeir chocolate milk sales had been
J workmen who bought it to drink
Sjath their lunches.
I "This forced us to the conclusion that if we were ever going to
tevelop a real business with the
Jairies we would first have to con"[old
ince tothem
be
the that
home Dari-Rich
market ascould
an eni jipyment . beverage. At the same
! ime we decided that we could not
tfford to gamble in entering a new
(Jfeeld, and that Dari-Rich would
,.ave to pay its own way as it went
long."
j Thus, instead of an elaborate,
iiation-wide advertising campaign,
It was a series of spot announcements over a small Chicago station that introduced Dari-Rich to
Ihe public. These were first broadcast in February, 1933, last month
j'f theably the
Hoover
prob-a
worst regime
time to and
launch
aiew product that could have been
j'ound. ments
But,beganeven
so, the anannounceto create
interest
pi the product on the part of the
9ublic, and, what was more imsortant to Bowey's, on the part of
he dairy-products distributors,
i So more announcements were
Dlaced on a second Chicago station, and later on the campaign
was extended to include Detroit
and Grand Rapids. In the spring
i?f 1934, Bowey's, extending themselves a little but still making
aach month's business pay for the
jnext month's advertising, used a
quarter-hour stock transcription

Lost

in

the

Distribution

Market
ROBERTSON

Red,

Turns

of New

to

for

the

Air

Product

Dari-Rich

Newspaper Prints
fYour Name Here 1
INVITES

THOSE

dark days of early 1933

were sorry ones for

Bowey's Inc. Everything was black but the ink on the
ledger — and that was so red that something had to be
done about it. Something WAS done, and that's the key
to this interesting plot. Dari-Rich has found a rich
market. How did it find it? Read Mr. Robertson's
biography of the fall and rise of Bowey's Inc. It's a radio thriller of the first water — or milk; chocolate milk.
in Chicago, Detroit, Pittsburgh
and Denver.
Easier to Sell
MEANWHILE, Dari-Rich was
proving a profitable item for its
distributors and was becoming
easier to sell to milk companies in
other cities. By the beginning of
1935 Bowey's had distribution in
every state in the union and in two
foreign countries. This, they decided, justified a more ambitious
advertising program, and in March
of this year While the City Sleeps,
a quarter-hour transcription series
dealing with the adventures of
Dari Dan, a typical milkman, on
his early morning round, made its
appearance.
CHEVROLET

Each program presents an actual experience of a milk-man, selected from the thousands of contributions which have come in
from both milkman and listeners.
The scripts are written by Finney
Briggs, who also plays the part of
Dari Dan, and are recorded by
RCA-Victor in Chicago under the
supervision of R. A. Sorensen,
head sell
ofC. the
Chicago
RusComer
Adv. office
Co., ofagency
forCommercials
Bowey's.
do not over-emphasize the health angle, as it is felt
that the public is already sold on
the idea that any product delivered by their milkman is healthbuilding. Instead, the radio copy
develops the idea that here is an

DEALERS

LIKE

RADIO

Survey Conducted in the Twin Cities Region by WCCO
Marked by Preference for Air Medium
Sixty - seven Chevrolet dealers
ALTHOUGH practically all dealers were enthusiastic about their in St. Paul-Minneapolis territory
present radio program, 55 stated voted strongly in favor of radio as
that they preferred live talent to an advertising medium in a recent
recordings. Radio draws wide cus- survey conducted by the WCCO,
tomer comment, the dealers re- Minneapolis, CBS-owned station.
Chevrolet, which formerly used
ported almost unanimously. Ac- network
broadcasting and is now
cording to the response to the
featuring spot program in key
questionnaires it is the most wide- cities
throughout the country, has
ly discussed of any of the advertising media and establishes a at the present time three 15-minsound talking point which leads to ute WBC transcription shows on
sales. 90% of the dealers reported WCCO every week.
Chevrolet customers themselves
For the purposes of the survey,
WCCO sent questionnaires to all
mentioning the radio program
without suggestion by the dealer.
Chevrolet dealers in the station's
Approximately 75% of the deal- primary listening area. Six points
ersveywhofound
tookdefinite
part insales
WCCO's
sur- were
naires: raised in these questionincreases
on their records as a direct result
1. Which do you prefer, radio,
newspaper, or outdoor advertising?
of Chevrolet's radio advertising.
In addition, dealers in the North2. Do you like your present rawest territory have themselves
dio program?
bought football broadcasts on
you prefer a live program
WCCO this year. This unsual step to 3.a Do
recorded one?
on the part of a dealer organiza4. Do your customers refer to
tion came as a result of the sucyour radio program?
cess ofcasts.
lastWhenyear's
football broadthe Chevrolet
Motor
5. Do you think your radio program has increased sales?
Co., which had bought the time last
6. What is your opinion of the
fall, decided not to make the pur- value
of this program?
chase this year, your dealers
thought the radio advertising so
Asked which advertising meimportant that they invested their
dium they preferred, 44 dealers
own money in order to bring the replied in favor of radio, 14 for
broadcasts to the public.
newspapers, and 3 for outdoor.

you

TO
LEARN
I
"WHILE THE
What
the Milkman sees

Une tO \Go**Hm)
CITY SLEEPS"
T,._ _ 4_ /Station Time\
To Order Telephone
DARI-RICH

DARI-RICH TIEUP — One of a
series of spotlight teasers used in
connection with Dari-Rich programs.
enjoyable
drink,
for the
child
who
does not
like ideal
the taste
of milk,
and for the adult as a pleasant
energy drink in place of coffee or
tea. As a sales stimulant, model
airplanes and similar premiums
are offered
bottle
caps. to children sending in
The
to the
pageto
and

programs are merchandised
public with frequent radio
newspaper
advertisements
the
dairy distributors
with

generous trade paper space. Whenever a new station is added — there
are 16 now and the list is congrowingnotified
— all dairies
in thea
territorystantlyare
by mail
month before the first broadcast.
At the same time Bowey's sends a
sales crew with an elaborate prospectus into the territory to stimulate cooperation from the dairies,
such as the use of bottle collars advertising Dari-Rich and the promotion of driver contests. Store
displays, signs and window streamers are placed with all stores handling this chocolate drink. Dairy
men are invited to a preview of the
program at the station, which has
proved to be a most effective way
of stimulating their interest.
Sales 50% Ahead of 1934
SALES of Dari-Rich in 1934 were
double those of '33 and so far this
year
50% than
ahead3,000,000
of '34. Inquarts
July
alone aremore
of this chocolate drink were sold.
The eastern market has grown to
such had
proportions
have
to open athat
plantBowey's
in Jersey
City just to handle it.
Their radio advertising has also
helped their soda fountain supply
business because so many druggists have heard and liked the programs that they give a friendly
reception to the salesmen from
Bowey's.
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Ohio State Replies
To Grid Protests
Explains Football Sponsorship
Contract With Ohio Oil Co.
ALTHOUGH the Ohio Oil Co.,
Columbus, has contracted with
Ohio State University's athletic
department for the exclusive right
to broadcast its eight football
games in Ohio, the sponsor and its
agency have not only extended permission to WOSU, the state university station, to carry the games
but "will consider applications
from other stations to carry the
games if they take the oil company's broadcasts and bear the additional costs."
This advice comes to Broadcasting from Herbert Byer, of Byer &
Bowman Inc., Columbus agency, in
response to an inquiry based on
the protest raised by the ScrippsHoward newspapers against the
sale of exclusive rights to football
games by a state institution.
Scripps-Howard recently acquired
WFBE, Cincinnati (now WCPO)
and wants to carry the games.
Commercials Limited
THE Ohio Oil Co. broadcasts will
be over WLW, Cincinnati, and it
paid the university $6,000 for the
exclusive broadcast privilege. Its
agency estimates that additional
costs for station time, line charges,
announcers, etc., will amount to
about $11,000, and it is spending
$10,000 more for newspaper advertising and other promotion incident to the broadcasts.
"You may be interested in
knowing," Mr. Byer stated, "that
we plan an absolute minimum of
commercial in connection with the
broadcasts. There will be a bare
mention of the company name and
product and a gift of a score chart
for a minute or less before the
game; about 30 seconds just before the start of the second half;
and about 10 seconds at the end of
the game. As you can see, there
will be no commercial between
quarters or at any time during the
course of the play."
Although Mr. Byer disclaimed
any knowledge of the Scripps-Howard protest, Karl Bickel, heading
the
newspaper
organization's
radio
activities, revealed
that on behalf
of the Cincinnati Post and other
Scripps - Howard
newspapers, as

Tires and Radios
KADA, Ada, Okla., places
remote equipment on the
hierhway between Ada and
Oklahoma City once a week,
stopping motorists and asking them if their cars are
equipped with radios. The
program is sponsored by a
tire distributor. Some 81%
of those interviewed have
their cars radio equipped.
"How are your tires?" is one
of the questions.

Plain-Dealer Gets WJAY
ASSIGNMENT of the control of
WJAY, Cleveland, to the U. B.
Co., controlled by the Cleveland
Plain-Dealer, which now operates
WHK, Cleveland, and WAIU, Columbus, was sought in an application field with the FCC Sept. 17.
Simultaneously, the Plain -Dealer
asked for transfer of control of
WHK to the U. B. Co. WJAY, a
daytime 500-watt station on 610
kc. is licensed to the Cleveland Radio Broadcasting Corp., control of
which is held by Monroe F. and
Ruth Rubin. The application seeks
transfer of 666 2/3 shares of common stock to the U. B. Co., pursuant to an agreement held by the
Plain- Dealer for that purpose.
The purchase price was not divulged.

well as WFBE, he had protested
to Lou Morrill, vice president of
Ohio State University, against the
sale of exclusive broadcast privileges to any one sponsor in a manner that would exclude other radio
stations from carrying the games.
Mr. Bickel took the stand that
Paul Whiteman Is Signed
no state institution should be perBy JohnH. Woodbury Co.
mitted to debar others from broadcasting its games any more than
To
Three - year Contract
that it should discriminate between
P4.UL WHITEMAN and his ennewspapers in the press box, and
tire aggregation have signed a
pointed out that Cincinnati Unithree-year contract, effective Jan.
versity is following an open-to-all
policy. He said he appreciated the 1, 1936, for broadcasting exclusively under the sponsorship of the
fact that a contract was already
signed but added that he had re- John H. Woodbury Co., Cincinnati
ceived assurances from Mr. Mor- > (soaps), through the agency of
rell that the university would not Lennen & Mitchell Inc., New
York. The agreement is so framed
sell the games on an exclusive
basis after this year.
that either the agency or the sponsor would continue the contract if
Questioned by Broadcasting
either one should drop out.
about the broadcasts, Mr. Morrill
The Woodbury company formerreplied: "We know of no formal
ly sponsored Bing Crosby on CBS,
'Scripps-Howard
protest'
have
had conferences with
Karlbut Bickel
and it is by a coincidence that it
has now signed Whiteman while
of Scripps-Howard and Continental Radio Co., and with Nelson
Crosby has been engaged to sucPoynter, editor and publisher of
ceed the king of jazz on the KraftPhenix program (NBC-WEAF,
the Scripps-Howard Columbus
Thursdays,
10-11 p. m. EST).
Citizen, in an endeavor to work
out some arrangements whereby
Crosby'scomesbooking
for in
thisDecember.
spot beeffective early
the Scripps - Howard station,
Time
has
not
yet
been
cleared
WCPO (WFBE) might broadcast
the games without violation of the for the Woodbury program, but negotiations are taking place with
university's
contract
in good
faith with the
Ohio made
Oil Co.
last NBC for a full hour on a coast-toApril. Mr. Bickel has represented
coast hook-up. The Whiteman
to us that it is his belief that the band and soloists will be augUniversity has no ethical or legal
mented for these shows with other
right to sell football radio rights stars to be signed later or developed
exclusively to one sponsor, and he by Whiteman personally. He will
has suggested alternative policies
be permitted to produce a show
which have sound merit but which
the University by reason of its according to his own ideas. The
bona fide contract with the Ohio
three-year contract is said to involve total expenditure of more
Oil Co. is unable to adopt this
than a million dollars.

FCC RULING BALKS
BUCK
DISC SPOTl
PLANS of the Buick Motor Co. lj
run an extensive schedule of 1!
second transcribed spots for st;l
tion breaks probably will be a
tered or dropped because of
ruling by the FCC that the spol
would have to be announced £
"electrical
rendition. transcriptions" befoi.
The question of announcemer
was raised by James W. Baldwii
NABto managing
director
in a le'c
ter
the FCC, sent
on behalf
Edward Petry & Co., station rep
resentatives. Mr. Baldwin wrot
that the continuity proposed
which would consume only 15 sec
onds without music would be a
follows :
"Horn:
bile horn) (Sound of automo"Flash! Here's the big automobile news for 1936!
Buick's the buy!
bile horn) (Sound of automo"Horn:
On Sept. 20, Chairman E. 0
Sykes of the Broadcast Divisior
replied to Mr. Baldwin that Rub
176 requires that a mechanical re
production shall be announced a:
such immediately preceding th<
use thereof, "unless its use i:
merely incidental as in the cas(
when such electrical transcribec
material constitutes an identifica
tion of a program or used foi
background purposes. If in fact the
proposed electrically transcribec
material is not merely incidental
to the main program, it must be
announced in conformity with the

Dodge Grid Sponsorship
ALTHOUGH it will carry noj
sponsorships of collegiate football
games,
rule." WGN, Chicago, for the
third successive season has signed
with the Dodge Dealers Assn. Inc.,
of Chicago, for sponsorship of
eight Sunday afternoon professional grid games starting Oct. 13.*
Following the football series, the
same sponsor will launch a new
series of Gloom Dodger programs
such as it sponsored during the
spring and summer for 90 minutes,
Sunday mornings over WBBM,
Chicago. handles
Ruthrauffthe & account.
Ryan Inc.,"
Chicago,

year."

MISSION MOTIF — Elaborate new quarters of KNX, Hollywood, opened in September at 5939 Sunset Blvd., involved construction costs in excess
of $250,000. Modernistic color treatment in the six studios is combined with utility in the six floating studios. Studio A, the major unit, is 30 x 60
feet. The new $35,000 Morton organ is in Studio B. Double-doored vestibule approaches prevent sound leakage. Broadcasting equipment is RCA,
including speech input apparatus and ribbon pedestal microphones. Programs may be monitored from individual control rooms adjoining each
studio, with all monitor rooms visible from the central control panel. Conceivers and executors of the new plant were Guy C. Earl Jr., chief executive of Western Broadcast Co., and Naylor Rogers, general manager. An audition and map room depicts the KNX coverage area, frosted panes
showing the coverage when illuminated. A concealed speaker also permits audible presentation of the KNX story to prospective sponsors.
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Jig Clothing

Store,

Made
Sanders
What
By
EDWARD
J. SANDERS
President, Sanders Clothing Co., Milwaukee
From

Humble

i^ith Radio

Start, Grows

and

Grows,

It

Is

Today

Another interesting phase of our
radio experience is the increase in
the number of women visiting our
store. In the old days our men
customers, for the most part, came
in to shop alone. In an attempt to
correct this situation we sponsored
a special series of programs over
WTMJ in the year 1934 — these
programs designed to appeal particularly to women. As a result
of this series, as well as our other
broadcasting, we now find that
eight out of every 10 men who

Merchandising Receiving All the Credit
HE ever - increasing volume of gether with announcements on the circumstance which shows how
widely our air message is spread.
idio advertising attests the value early morning Sun Dial program
Many unusual and profitable sales
f this medium as a business build- over WTMJ.
During the latter part of 1933 have been made in the most unex, but in our case advertising over
quarters. For instance, the
WTMJ, Milwaukee, not only in- but more particularly in the spring sheriff pected
of La Crosse county, more
of 1934, the increase in business
creased our sales volume tremen- which
we could credit to our radio than 200 miles distant, came to
dously but was also responsible for
complete revamping of our mer- effort was very noticeable, both in Milwaukee on an overnight train,
nandising methods and of the volume and particularly in the telephoned the store from the rail;ore itself. The Sanders Clothing class of clientele developed. More
stable, sound and conservative
jo. of nized
today
hardly
be recogas the cansame
store
which buyers supplanted the original type
Parted in business in August, 1931. and the merchandise we were
N Our first contract with WTMJ
forced to purchase to meet this
Mailed for only one 50-word an- new class of trade was of a better quality and more conservative
nouncement daily on the noon program of Heinie and His Grena- than in the past.
The interior of the store changed
diers at a net cost to us of only
[$3.50 per broadcast. This schedule gradually from that time to the
Utarted on May 19, 1933. At that present. The stock is now kept
jjjime the interior of our store did within especially constructed showcases, the entire store having been
lot present a very beautiful picare, inasmuch as all of the lim- remodeled and redecorated. More
:ed stock was racked on poles recently the only modern daylight
rhich were held in suspension by lighting system in any Milwaukee
, ery crude stands.
retail store was installed throughout our establishments. This sysQuick Results
tem eliminates the old manner of
determining color by walking to
fHE exterior of the store was
without any identifying sign other the store doors to see by natural
ihan a painted board across the light.
ront and only one large window
Exterior improvements of the
xisted, which was very poorly store consist of a change to modern windows, center entrance and
ghted and trimmed. The only enhance to the store was at the side, modern sign. The original painted
irhe type of buyer who frequented board outdoor sign was replaced
ljur store could be classed in the with what was considered to be a
anguage
the dayofas merchandise
the "sheik" satisfactory identifying electrical
pe. Theof stock
sign, but this has just recently
SIX STORIES HIGH— Towering far above the sidewalks, Sanders, in
Milwaukee, an electric sign identifies the store. At its base is this
ilAD YOU GONE into the tiny room that housed
canopy which merchandises the store's radio programs on WTMJ.
Zanders store back in 1931 shortly after it entered the
way depot to get his bearings, and come into our store are accompurchased five garments, the sale
Milwaukee retail scene, you might have bought a cheap,
of which he was insistent should family. paniedToby women
make members
the most ofof their
this
iashy suit from humble racks. Let history skip a few
be credited to a WTMJ radio char- changing situation it was necesacter.
sary to give our salesmen special
'ears, and you find a big, up-to-the-minute establishNumerous persons from the training in the best methods of
selling the weaker sex the merit
northern peninsula of Michigan
ment with a sign six stories high and an electric canopy
of our merchandise.:
buy suits, overcoats and topcoats
for
the
entire
male
members
of
!lescribing the extensive radio merchandising that the
As our business steadily increased, and as the physical laytheir families, coming to Milwauout of the store and the quality
kee en masse for this purpose. In
| store promotes.
It's a miracle in merchandising, and
all instances these folk seem to of the merchandise was being im(Mr. Sanders knows the whole story, because he created
feel quite at home in our store.
proved, we made consistent surOur name and the story of our
veys of our daily sales to deterthe situation, drafted the plot, and acted the parts.
mine the influences which brought
store coming into their homes day
after day over a long period of customers to our store. In only a
tarried in our store was consebeen replaced in turn by a large time has evidently made them feel very few instances did we find
anyone who mentioned any other
luently a cheap but sporty class sign rising six stories in height that they already know us.
if clothing designed to satisfy that above the canopy which covers the
medium than WTMJ. ConsequentAnd They Buy Clothes
ype of customer.
main entrance. This canopy was
ly more and more time was enlisted
The first small schedule of an- constructed especially with a view IN MANY cases out-of-town visi- on this station. We eliminated entors have found their way to
nouncements on WTMJ began to to promoting our radio broadcasts
tirely many of the small mediums
(See accompanying photograph).
produce business quickly. It was
WTMJ's studios with a desire to which we had previously employed,
Provision
is
made
on
the
three
view
one
of
the
broadcasts
over
lot long before clothing buyers beconcentrating practically our entire advertising appropriation in
fan to enter the store with the sides of this canopy for a complete
which they hear our messages. Reof all of our programs over
cently two individuals from Okla- the purchase of station time and
ypical expression of "Heinie sent listing
WTMJ.
homa, who claimed to be regular talent. Today we are the leading
me", referring
of who
courseconducted
to the
German
character
Before we began using radio our listeners, made a business trip to retail radio account in Milwaukee
I he program on which our an- business was purely local in char- Wisconsin. As they were within by a large margin. We have announcements were broadcast.
acter. Today more than 40% of driving distance of Milwaukee, they
nouncements daily on both the procame here and their visit resulted
i In the fall of 1933 we added a our total volume of sales is made
grams
of
Heine
and His Grenain the sale of four suits. It is a
to persons outside the immediate
diers and the cost is considerably
J.O weeks' schedule of announcements on a special Friday night Milwaukee trading territory. People common happening for people
greater than the small original
have come to our store from all from Chicago to buy their clothes
contract which we first signed
oroadcast, entitled Campus Revue.
back in 1933.
points in Wisconsin and from
at Sanders, as we find that many
About Jan. 1, 1934, announcements
We (Continued
continue on
with
^on the evening Heinie broadcast neighboring states. Not a day folks in that city hear our propageour
52) anwere added to our schedule to- passes without some interesting
grams regularly.
October 1, 1935
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Broadcasting
Realizing
Colleges

Need
Now

of Training
Are

By RICHARD A. COBB
RADIO as an industry is so new
that, until recently, it had not
seemed necessary to try to train
young men and women for positions in this newest and biggest
branch of advertising. But overnight radio has become a business
that requires thousands of trained
men and women to keep the machinery behind the microphone
moving day and night.
Formerly a few adventurers
came out of college and landed a
job with a radio station just for
the thrill of "being on the air".
Some of them liked radio, learned
the business, and now hold responsible positions. Since there now is
little time for radio executives to
"break-in" newcomers, they must
come prepared to battle with important problems and decisions
from the very first.
What They Are Doing
ALTHOUGH colleges and universities are now recessed for the
summer except where summer
school is maintained, it is interesting to note what they are doing to
help their students prepare for
this $100,000,000 a year business.
Oglethorpe University, Atlanta,
has established a School of Radio
Broadcasting and grants a degree
to students who complete the
course. The University of Denver
gives six evening courses in radio
writing and production. Western
Reserve, Cleveland, offers three
courses: radio announcing and acting, radio writing, and play production.
Northwestern, School of Commerce (evening division) Chicago,
offers four courses in radio advertising. A course in writing for radio was inaugurated at Northwestern three years ago, but the
courses have been revised to provide a background in fundamentals
before offering more complex instruction.
Prof. Lloyd Herrold of the department of advertising at Northwestern said: "I certainly feel
that cooperation with radio stations is necessary for a college
course in radio advertising. We
find it very helpful to students to
call on various radio men for a
lecture during the first course."
Boston University, College of
Business Administration, had two
courses in radio advertising which
were given in the evening division
by Ralph Rogers of Radio Writers
Inc. They were the general course,
radio advertising, and radio program production. Mr. Rogers expressed the opinion that college
courses in radio advertising are of
practical value in that they give a
student a wedge into an advertising agency. This is especially true
in the cities outside New York,
Chicago and Hollywood, where
local programs must have plenty
of showmanship to compete with
network shows opposite them.
At the School of Commerce of
New York University a single
course titled Radio Advertising has
been given for the last three years,
and has proved popular. Hugh E.
Page 14

Comes

to

in Newest

Providing
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Campus

of Industries,

Instruction

in

Many

Radio

THE CAMPUS is coming into the radio fold. More and
more colleges are providing courses in the various
phases of broadcasting and broadcast advertising. Here
Mr. Ross discusses data obtained from questionnaires
sent to colleges and from a survey made by Cline M.
Koon, radio specialist of the U. S. Office of Education.

pressed the opinion that there
room for one single-term, thr
hour course in radio advertis
at the University of Pennsylva
In answer
to the
courses
in radio
and question
a college "Aec
cation sufficient background
entrance into active broadca
ing?",
Dr. Hettinger
Experience
is needed.replied:
It is nec"
sary to learn the application
theoretical training by actua

Kansas State College of Ag
culture and Applied Science
Manhattan, Kan., offered thr
courses
doing." in the general field of
dio in the Department of Pub
Speaking: Radio speaking and
nouncing, the radio program,
program participation. Prof.
B. Summers of the Department
Among colleges giving radio courses, exclusive of art, Public Speaking at Kansas St
has this to say about coll
courses in radio broadcasting:
musical and junior colleges, are University of Southern
"The most practical feature
California, University of Denver, Oglethorpe Uni- our courses as they now stand
the
presentation over the colle
versity, Northwestern, Iowa State, Drake, Kansas
radio station, KSAC, of seven si
dent programs each week; p
State, Boston University, Michigan, Syracuse, New
pared, directed and presented
York University, Rochester, Akron, Western Reserve.
tirely by students. Five of the
programs are of the informati1
type, each covering current ne\
and
timely discussions in son
eral
course
for
those
advertising
Agnew, chairman of the Departgiven field, such as national a
ment of Marketing at New York
and business students who merely
fairs, news of the colleges, etc. C
want to round out their marketUniversity, said: "College courses
each, from four to six students a:
in radio advertising should be deused; one presenting a review <
signed basically to give the stuAting education."
Wharton School, Univerthe news of the week, with cor
dent enough practical information
sity of Pennsylvania, radio ad- ments; a second (usually) presen
to enable him to follow this work
vertising is discussed as part of
ing a feature-type talk, stressir
with a broadcasting company, ad- the general advertising course.
novelty, humor or human-intere:::
Dr. Herman S. Hettinger, author
vertising agency, etc., in a minor
elements; and others presentin
capacity to start. I feel that radio of A Decade of Radio Advertising, either
more serious talks, or usin
is a very popular subject and it is and an executive in the National
dialogue, dramatic, interview (
possible that there should be a genAssociation of Broadcasters, ex- forum
methods of presenting info
mation.
Dominated by Students
TEACHING
RADIO
AT MICHIGAN
"THE SIXTH program include
ten minutes of music, and a 2(
Six Courses in Technique of Broadcasting Offered
minute period modeled after th
March of Time broadcasts, b\
With Practical Aspects Emphasized
tion worker with the exception of taking up high lights in historic;
By PROF. WALDO M. ABBOTT
events which occured during th
Director of Broadcasting
advertising solicitation.
University of Michigan
Movies to give students a picture corresponding seven days. T h
LAST fall, the University of Mich- of tennis matches, ball games, and seventh program includes 20 mil
igan inaugurated six courses in other sports events to be described
utes of music, and a ten-minut
broadcasting technique. The close over the studio public address sys- dramatic presentation, with scene
tem. The movies were projected on laid in college settings.
of the 1934-35 college year provided the initial opportunity for a a small screen in front of the an"All of these programs are stu
nouncer and were then described
review of the courses and their apdent planned and student directe<
parent effectiveness, both in train- as though they were actually tak- Continuities for all programs ar
ing future graduates for practical
ing place at the time. In this manentirely by students. An<
work in the studio and in training
ner students were given practice prepared
only students take part in the pro
teachers to receive the greatest ad- with
so-called "running accounts" grams themselves, as directors
vantage from educational radio over the radio.
Another
feature of the work in continuity writers, speakers, mu
programs heard in their classrooms.
radio technique was the inclusion sicians, or actors. Probably fron
of short discussions on various the standpoint of actual studen
Outstanding among the many
participation, our courses here g(
features of these college classes is phases of the work by experienced
broadcasters from WJR. After be- about as far as do any offered ii
the fact that they have successfuling interviewed on the air for 15 any college in the country — a
ly combined the practical with the
theoretical and have offered stu- minutes on some phase of radio least, as far as I have been abh
dents training which will be in- endeavor, these speakers conducted
Thus we see that many colleges
valuable to them in work with
discussions by the class. Among
to discover."
aware of the newest trend ii
commercial stations while also giv- speakers were: Leo Fitzpatrick, are
advertising — to the air — and an
ing them a knowledge of the short- vice-president and general manager of WJR; Ty Tyson, sports
comings and faults of radio broadto help undercasting of today.
announcer for WWJ; Lewis Allen doing theirgraduates,part
as well as business and
Weisse,
assistant
general
manager
professional men and women to
Actual Experience
of WJR; Brace Beemar, general become more familiar with a busiON THE practical side, students
manager of WXYZ, and others.
ness that interests and influences
enrolled in the courses took part
Actual programs have been
everyone
within earshot of a loudbroadcast
from
the
University
in programs broadcast by the University over WJR, Detroit. They campus since 1923, when they were
Radio
stations
are cooperating
speaker.
presented, in answer to the re- first sent out over a student-conwith
the
colleges,
realizing that
structed, 200-watt station, WCBC.
quirements for a mid-term examieducation must come first, but that
Since
1925
programs
have
been
nation, afull morning's broadcast
broadcast annually over WJR.
experience
the edge onbusiness.!
educaover the studio's public address
thishasfast-moving
Until last year, however, these In thetion innot
system. In this instance they
too distant future, the;
served as station managers and programs were of four types: Par- roster of radio executives will conent education programs, music inannouncers, artists, continuity
struction classes, school programs,
tain the who
nameshave
of many
writers, and, in short, in every
students
worked college
their 1i
(Continued on page US)
way to the top.
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seemingly important gains following an uncertain course for a period of months. August national
transcription business exceeded
that of 1934 by 165.5%, and was
137.0% above the 1933 level.
National live talent volume continued its strong showing. Nonnetwork advertising of this type
showed a gain of 176% as comand exceedto last ofAugust
ed theparedlevel
the corresponding
month of 1933 by more than three
times. On the other hand, national
announcement volume gained but
3.8% as compared to August of
last year, and was 2.4% greater
than during the corresponding
month of 1933.
Local transcription volume also
showed strength, registering a
gain of 33.7% over August of last
year, and 68.3% over the same
month of 1933. Live talent business fared less well, gaining but
10.2% as compared to 1934 and
showing a decline of 8.1% as
againstmentAugust
1933. anAnnouncevolume showed
increase
of 28.7% as aerainst last August.
Taken as a whole, and in spite

August Advertising Volume Only 3.5% Below July
And 48.6% in Excess of Figure a Year Ago
THE FIRST definite break in the
General non-network advertising
traditional summer decline in rose 1.3% during the month and
broadcast advertising and the was 59.6% above the correspondpromise of a banner winter were
ing month of 1934. Gains occurred
indicated in the August broadcast
on clear channel and regional staadvertising figures released Sept.
tions, local volume dropping 13%
25 by the NAB.
as compared with July. Local station advertising remained 22.4%
August radio advertising volume totaled $5,637,490. Whereas
above the level of the same month
in 1933 the July - August decline of 1934 and was 78.5% greater
in broadcast advertising was 5.9%, than in August of the previous
and 10.2% in 1934, revenues for
August of the current year were
Particularly interesting trends
year.
but 3.5% below the preceding
are revealed by an examination of
month's level.
rendition used by adverMore significant is the fact that types of
tisers during the current August
an actual increase was recorded in as compared with the correspondone portion of the medium. Naing month of the two preceding
tional non - network advertising
rose 3.87c in August as compared
years.
In the national field, transcripwith July volume. This is probtion volume has begun to show
ably the first time in the history
of the medium that an upward
trend has been experienced at this Network
Income for 8 Months of 1935
time of the year.
Increased national non - network
business during the month, combined with a rise in general nonLastwasYear
of which
All1934,
Total'for
a little
Almost
re- total for
monthly gain
LARGESTEquals
THE
network volume on clear channel
corded
by
any
of
the
major
netover
$36,000,000,
and
course the
and regional stations, seems to in- works in the total dollar volume latter figure will be of easily
surdicate an attempt on the part of of business was achieved by CBS passed when the figures for Sepnational advertisers to secure pre- in August, when it grossed $879,- tember, completing
the first threeferred spots on individual stations 019, an increase of 71.2% over the
quarters 0f the year, have been
in anticipation of a growing fall previous
year's figure for the same c0mDUted
and winter volume of national net- month, and
the largest August inTw«ii«wi „i„ •„ „f
work and non-network business.
The NBC-WJZ . Detailed analysis of theon CBS
come on record.
Far Above 1934 Level
an
for September
blue network hung up a record in- business basis
(dollar figures are
crease of 557c with a gross of hourly
BROADCAST advertising volume
n°t yet available) shows an im$756,797.
in August showed more pronounced
increases over the corresponding
Fo'r
the
first
eight
months
of
provement
45.9% over
year, CBS has now a cumula- ber, 1934. ofDaytime
hoursSeptem(from
period of previous years than has the
tive
total
income
of
$12,463,371,
9
a.
m.
to
6
p.
m.)
any month of the current year. 22.1% better than last year, and sold in 1934, and 25%weresold13.1%
last
Total broadcast advertising was
combined NBC networks (in- month; the percentages for eve48.6% greater than during the the
cluding the Pacific coast) have ning time (to 11 p. m.) were 47.9
same month of 1934, and exceeded
$20,667,094, which is 16.5% better, and 59.3. On the day's total, 1934
August 1933 by 52.5%
The first eight months, with a showed 25.5% sold, and 1935 regNational non-network advertis- network
income of slightly more istered 37.2%. The gain of 11.7%
ing showed the greatest gains, ex- than
$35,000,000,
came
within constitutes 45.9% of the 1934
ceeding the previous August's level striking distance of the complete figure.
by 128.2%. National network volume was 30.7% above August 1934
and more than half again as much
Networks' Gross
Monthly
NBC-WEAF
(Red) Time Sales
as in 1933. Regional network volume was double that of last year.
% Gain
1935 Over
1934
1934
1933
1932
Local broadcast advertising exceedJanuary
$1,729,137
32.0
$1,309,662 $1,031,373 $1,421,034
ed last year's
figure
for
the
correFebruary
1,620.977
33.3
1,215.998 908.531 1.379.120
sponding month by 22%.
1.802,741
31.1
1.374,910 1.028.935 1.484,906
Radio advertising volume for the March
April
1.656.283
22.2
1.355.587 809.508 1.297.903
first eight months of the current
Mav
1.614.969
12.0
1.441.900 816,665 1.150.152
year points to the very great posJune
1.464.124
15.1
1,272.480 824,155 979.262
sibility that the total business for Julv
1.360.833
12.3
1.212.163 759.155 933.295
the vear will approximate or pos- August
1,214,307
4.5
1,161,581 869,054 911,950
sibly exceed the $90,000,000. PreTotal
$12,463,371 20.5 $10,344,281 $7,047,376 $9,557,622
vious estimates had placed the figure at a slightly lower level, but
CBS
with the strong August showing
and reported business, a larger
January
$1,768,949 25.8 $1,405,948 $941,465 $1,348,842
total volume is envisioned.
February
1,654.461 19.2 1,387,823 884.977 1,319.414
1,829.553 20.0 1.524,904 1,016,102 1.436.050
Gross time sales for the first March
April
1,615.389 17.8 1.371.601 775,487 1.354.592
eight months of the current year
Mav
1,287,455 2.5 1.255,887 624.256 1.326.994
have been equal to the estimated
June
1,066.729 15.2 925.939 553.056 915.830
total of the medium for the entire
July
910.470 44.5 630.290 445.414 591.183
year of 1933, and exceed those of August
879,019 71.2 513,315 499,638 540.342
the corresponding period of 1934
by 21.6%.
Total
'.. . $11,012,025
22.1 (Blue)
$9,015,707 $5,740,395 $8,833,247
Radio broadcast advertising volNBC-WJZ
ume in August is found in the following table:
January
$1,093,749 10.6 $988,503 $752,052 $1,068,868
Cumulative
February
1,072,136 18.7 902.866 744,209 1,054,490
July Aug. Jan.-Aug.
March
1,156,032 12.4 1,028,552 859,572 1,228,844
National
April
975,970
5.6 924,623 783,898 1,227.530
networks $3,175,042 $2,939,097 $32,234,549
Regional
May
1.007,931 8.7 926,880 761,231 1,041,195
networks
92.102
82,993 640.994
June
863,511
5.1 821,607 609,830 1,002,039
National non795,525 38.0 576,429 539.662 810,948
network 1,297,065 1.347,440 11,235,558 Julv
August
756,797
55.0
488,202 459,413 756,873
Local
1,283,795 1,267,960 12,450,365
Total
$7,721,651
16.0 $6,657,662
$5,509,867 $8,190,787
Total $5,848,004 $5,637,490 $56,561,466
Page 16

of the local live talent lag, renq
tion trends seem to promise mo j
profitable and effective broadcai
advertising and corresponding
improved listener service durii
the coming season.
in the field of sponsorshi
August gains were restricted £
most exclusively to the nation
non-network field, in which tl
principal increases occurred in a
tomotive, tobacco, soap and kitcrx !
were
general
as compared
supplyfairly
and food
advertising.
Gaii 'j
the preceding year. Retail sto |
advertising volume was partic
larly
increasing
1.8'. \
over encouraging,
the July level,
and showir
a gain of 55.9% as against la |
August. Department store volun j
was 58.6% greater than durir
August of last year.
A General Increase
A COMPARISON of the radio ai
vertising expenditures of varioi \
current
August
and August,
groups of
advertisers
during 193tl '<■
probably the low point of rad. I
advertising during the depressio:
reveals interesting trends.
In the national network fiei
general gains have been exper
enced, the heaviest ones occurin
with regard to convenience good
Accessories, food, soaps and ki
chen supplies have been amon
the field showing the greatest an
most consistent gains. Confei
tionery advertising and househol
equipment advertising have begu
to make a strong showing follow
ing declines in 1934. Tobacco ac
vertising regained its 1933 leve
On the other hand losses were ex
perienced in automotive, beverag
and financial advertising whe
compared to 1933. Automotive net
work advertising however, wa
33.5% greater than during th
corresponding month of last yeai
In the national non-network fiel
marked gains have occurred i
automotive, food, drug, beverage
household equipment, soap an
kitchen supply and tobacco advei
tising. In many of these field
current August volume exceede
that of the same month of 1933 b.
more than three times. Tobacc
advertising increased from $1,29
in August 1933 to $50,300 durins
the same month of the curren
cos
National non-network
year. advertising,
metic
on the othe
hand, decreased more than two
thirds from its August 1933 leve.
Few changes of importance hav
occurred in the local field durinj
the past two years. Following ;
decided upswing in the summer o
1933, due seemingly to New Dea
and NRA optimism, local broad
cast advertising followed an un
certain course for some months
reflecting the uncertain retail con
ditions of a considerable portioi
of 1934. Since then marked gain:
have occurred however.
Principal local gains have beet
ing.
in the clothing and apparel field
in housefurnishing advertising
beverage and automotive advertis

Shampoo Test in West
SUSTANCE "S" PRODUCTS
Inc., San Francisco (Salakuts
shampoo) is using one minute
daily announcements, six weekly
on both KFRC and KJBS, Sai
Francisco, in a four-weeks test
campaign. Dake Advertising Agency Inc., San Francisco, is the
agency.
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U. S. Government figure indicates the importance of KRLD in reaching the Southwest's richest
market at lowest cost. With KRLD you pay only for coverage where Texas' largest population and
greatest per capita wealth is concentrated. KRLD, with 10,000 watts — both daytime and evening
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Kenyon&Eckhardt
Names Peter Dixon
Will Head Radio Department;
Lehn & Fink to Use Spots
EXPANSION of
the radio activities of Kenyon &
Eckhardt I h. c,
New York, was
revealed with the
naming Sept. 23
of Peter Dixon,
well known radio
program producer and writer, as
Mr. Dixon that agency's radio director. Working with Robert
Leavitt, account representative,
Mr. Dixon will handle the account
of Lehn & Fink, New York (Hinds
Honey and Almond Cream), among
others, including not only a network show starting on CBS Oct. 6
but a 20-station spot campaign to
start the week of Nov. 4.
Mr. Dixon for several years had
headed his own program producing
organization, Peter Dixon & Associates, which will be continued under the direction of Aline Berry
(Mrs. Dixon), who was the feminine lead with him in their first
script show Raising Junior, formerly carried on NBC for Wheatena. Mr. Dixon will drop his
well-known newspaper column "Inside the Studios".
Another addition to the firm of
Kenyon & Eckhardt during the
last fortnight was William P.
Gaines, formerly with the Associated Press and with New York
newspapers, to become director of
publicity.
Hinds Spot Campaign
IN ITS SPOT campaign, Hinds intends to sponsor selected local
programs in the various cities.
The first and only program signed
to date is the Life of Mary Sothern, over WLW, Cincinnati.
The Hinds network show will begin Oct. 6, 8:30-9 p. m., to be preceded for a half hour by the Eddie
Cantor show also sponsored by
Lehn & Fink but for another product— Pebeco toothpaste. The Eddie Cantor show is handled by Lennen & Mitchell, this sponsor following the policy of splitting its
account. The Kenyon & Eckhardt
show will use Leslie Howard,
British actor, in a dramatic series.
Another client of Kenyon & Eckhardt is Piel Bros., Brooklyn
(Piel's beer), currently using one
to five-minute spots in nine Southern cities to announce its new
"stub"tionbottles
of beer
in competiwith canned
beer.
Two to
eight spots are used daily over
WBT, Charlotte; WMBG, Richmond; WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.;
WMFD, Wilmington, N. C; WTOC,
Savannah; WFBC, Greenville, S.
C; WCSC, Charleston; WIS, Columbia, S. C.
GUGLIELMO MARCONI, the
wireless inventor, has announced
his intention of joining the Italian
farces in Ethiopia as communications expert following his return
from Brazil where he went to attend the opening of a new station
at Santos.
RADIO WRITERS LABORATORY, offering a script service to
stations and advertising agencies,
has been formed with headquarters at 53 N. Duke St., Lancaster,
Pa. M. S. Miller is the director.
Page 18

FROM THE SEAS
Indiana S-O to Put Orchestra
On Air Enroute
A NOVEL wrinkle in commercial
programs will be introduced over
CBS Oct. 13 when, on behalf of its
sponsor, Standard Oil Co. of Indiana, it carries the first of a
series of broadcasts by Jack Hylton and his orchestra from London and then follows this by broadcasting the band from aboard the
Normandie Oct. 15 while en route
to America. To facilitate the handling of the relays, CBS on Sept. 26
sent Lester Bowman, chief engineer of its WJSV, Washington, to
London to collaborate with the
BBC in the first transmission and
with the Normandie wireless men
in the second.
After the band arrives, it will
proceed to Chicago whence it will
broadcast a weekly program, Sundays 10:30-11 p. m. (EST), over
a 19-station hookup of CBS Middle
Western outlets. The Hylton band
is one of the most popular in England, and is planning to tour this
country. McCann - Erickson Inc.,
handles the account. Engineer
Bowman was one of the CBS technicians who went abroad last summer to handle the relays from the
maiden trip of the Normandie.
Radio Gaining in Power
To Sell Goods to Women,
Mr. Bijur Tells Ad Club
WITH the rapid
increase in the
number of sponsored programs
aimed
at
the femi n i n e audience,
radio has achieved
many outstandi n g sales successes, George Bijur, CBS sales
Mr. Bijur
promotion director, told the Advertising Women
of New York Sept. 24.
Among these he cited the Lady
Esther cosmetics series on both
CBS and NBC, using Wayne
King's orchestra. "Without salesmen, demonstrators or discounts,"
Mr. Bijur
said,
salesplace
increased until,
from"their
fifteenth
among popular brands of face powder in 1932, Lady Esther had risen
to first place in 1934. Lady Esther
concentrated 96% of their advertising appropriation in radio
broadcasts."
Another success story he mentioned was Campbell
Soup'sgoes
radioto
campaign.
All of which
prove
thatwhere
woman's
place to
is anin
the
home,
she listens
average of four hours and a half
daily to radio programs, as well
as in professional life, he added,
explaining how there now are four
times as many sponsored daytime
programs as was the case five
years ago.
KFRU Changes Hands
RECONSIDERING its action of
the preceding week setting the application for hearing, the Broadcast Division of the FCC on Sept.
24 granted the application of
KFRU Inc., operating KFRU, Columbia, Mo., for transfer of control from Nelson R. Darragh, of
St. Louis, to Luther L. Hill, of
Des Moines.

15 Sponsors

Signet

By Texas
Qualit)
SHORTLY
after celebrating it
first anniversary with a specia
program Sept. 11, the Texas Qua]
ity Network signed its fifteentl
account — Humble Oil Co., Hous
ton, which on Sept. 18 purchase I
12 weekly quarter-hour program
and undertook the sponsorship o
10 Southwest football games
Franke - Wilkinson - Schwietz Inc.

WHOPPERS — These three marlin
swordfish were caught on Freeman
Lang's yacht "Content" recently,
weighing 220, 212 and 182 lbs. respectively. Left to right: Freeman Lang, Los Angeles transcription producer; Paul Grade; C.
Ellsworth (Dick) Wylie, general
manager, Don Lee System.
ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT
SBS VICE PRESIDENT
ELLIOTT
RO OSEVELT ,
27-year-old son
of the President,
has taken up his
new duties as
president of the
Southwest casting
BroadCo., in
charge of sales
promotion, Lee
of
the network,
announced
Sept. 26
Mr- Roosevelt
president
Armer,
while in Washington. Mr. Roosevelt left his post as an executive
of the Aeronautical Chamber of
Commerce to accept the new assignment and will headquarter in
Fort Worth. During the week of
Sept. 24, Mr. Roosevelt visited
New York agencies on behalf of
the Southwest organization.
Simultaneously, Mr. Armer announced that Humboldt Greig,
commercial manager of the network, had been transferred to Dallas as manager of its new office in
the Adolphus Hotel. He also will
continue as commercial supervisor
of the network.
The Southwest network is now
represented nationally by Free,
Johns & Field, having terminated
its association with John Blair &
Co. on Sept. 21. F. J. & S. will
represent both the network and
the five Southwest-owned stations
— KTAT, KOMA, KTSA, WACO
and KNOW.
Larson Named as Rep
G. B. LARSON, radio director of
The Joseph Katz Co., advertising
agency of New York and Baltimore, has been named American
resident manager of Radiodiffusion
Europeenne, a European chain of
commercial broadcasting stations,
according to an announcement
Sept. 23. He will continue, however, as the Katz radio director in
New York. Mr. Larson succeeds
Wendell Snow Gibbs, American
representative of the European
group, who has been transferred
to the London office. American
headquarters are at 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York.

Houston,
account include
on th< '
regional placed
networkthe which
WFAA - WBAP, D a 1 1 a s - F o r
Worth; WOAI, San Antonio, an<
KPRC, Houston.
The anniversary program wa:
dedicated to the sponsors of the 3'.
weekly
th<
network, programs
with the carried
names ofon eacl
of the TQN sponsors woven int<]
the continuity. In addition to th(
Humble account, IIV2 hours o
sponsored programs are carriee
weekly on the hookup and two sus
tainings, the Sunday morninj
Texas Farm and Home Hour anc
the Wednesday night variety shov
titled The Passing Show.
The network's accounts and theii
agencies are:
Gebhart Chili Products Co., San An
tonio, Club Aguila and From th
Patio,
Tracy - Locke - Daw
son Inc.through
from WOAI.
Bewley Mills Co., Fort Worth, Chucl
Wagon Gang, direct, from WBAP
Crazy Water Mineral Co., Minera
Wells,
Tex., Jack Amlung's Orches
tra,
from through
WBAP. Carpenter-Rogers Co.
Burrus Mill & Elevator Co., For
Worth, Lightcrust Doughboys
through Lone Star Adv. Agency
from WBAP.
Wm. Cameron & Co., Waco, Idea
Waltztime, through Erie Race;
Adv. Agency, from WFAA.
Fant Milling Co., Sherman, Tex.
Gladiola Gloom Chasers, througl
Crook Adv. Agency, Dallas, fron
WFAA.
Employers Casualty Co., Dallas
Texas Artists' Series, through Ir:
E. DeJernette, from WFAA.
Lumbermen's Assn. of Texas, Hous
ton, Friendly Builders, througl
Erie Racey Adv. Agency, fron
WFAA.
Morten Milling Co., Dallas, LaFrana
Family Party, through Erie Race;
Adv. Agency, from WFAA.
Dr. Pepper Co., Waco, Pepper-Uppers
through
Tracey-Locke-Dawson Inc.
from WFAA.
Southwestern Ice Mfrs. Assn., Dal
las, Ice Parade, through Carpenter
Rogers Co., from WFAA.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Riding With the Texas Rangers
through
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.
from WFAA.
Southwestern Greyhound Bus Lines
Fort Worth, Greyhound Traveler
throughWFAA.
Beaumont
& Hohman
from
W. Lee O'Daniels Co., Fort Worth
Hillbillies, through Adv. Busines:
Co., from WBAP.
New

California Outlet

KDON, new 100-watt station al
Del Monte, Cal., on 1210 kc, witt
transmitter at Monterey, Cal., was
formally dedicated Oct. 1 in a special series of broadcasts with Monterey peninsula officials and civic
organizations
Studios are locatedparticipating.
in the Del Monte
Hotel. Richard Field Lewis, Jr.:
well known California radio technician, and Allan Griffin, publisher
of the Monterey (Cal.) Peninsula
Herald, are the owners and operators. The Walter Biddick Co. are
exclusive representatives.
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... in replying promptly to our questionnaires (now being mailed by the thousands) will
be deeply appreciated by the editors of this important edition. Gratefully acknowledging
the enthusiastic reception of our first Year Book Edition (1935), our aim is to make the
next issue of the Year Book even more comprehensive, including many new directory features. Your cooperation is needed to maintain it as thoroughly accurate as possible. To
this end we are starting now to gather the material for this compendium

of radio data —

Radio's Only Annual Directory.
PUBLICATION DATE
February
15, 1936

ADVERTISING DEADLINE
December
15, 1935

Pa

and

Scene:
General
Store,
corner Ad-Town's
Main & Media
Streets
Characters : PA
— short for ANPA
— which, as you know,
is short for:
American Newspaper
Publishers
Association
MA
— short for Maggie
— which is short for
Magazines.
MIKE
— short for Microphones
— w hie h , in this
script, is short for:
Radio Networks
Note: All lines to be played
straight, not for laughs.
Music: None required
If used, stick to brassy dissonance, up and under, with occasional brief moments of harmony.
ANNOUNCER: We find Pa and
Ma and Mike closing up their general store in Ad-Town, after a
busy day. Pa (short for ANPA) is
shoving home the bolt on the front
door after the last departing customers with whom he has been
talking earnestly. He is muttering
to himself. Young Mike (short for
Microphone or Radio Networks) is
still busy behind a long counter.
Pencil in hand, shirt-sleeves rolled
up, he is apparently absorbed in a
long list he is checking. Ma (otherwise Maggie, otherwise Magazines)
cocks a weather eye at Pa, as she
takes off a bright four-color apron
and lays it carefully aside for further use. She is, of course, past
middle age. In her plain black and
white dress with saddle - stitched
yoke, she looks prim and severe
as she tidies up the bedding department which is her special
province.
(Click of door — sound of bolt
sliding home)
Now Ma calls out to Pa in a
harsh but not unkindly voice.
MA: (Magazines) You thunderin' fool — you did it again!
PA: (Newspapers) Quit your
naggin'
Maggie.
do?
MA: Ye
talkedWha'd
those Icustomers
right out of buyin' anything. Have
ye no sense at-all at-all? You were
so busy tellin' 'em about young
Mike that you didn't sell any of
your own groceries. I heard every
word of it.
PA: Eavesdropping eh? When
ye should have been sellin' yer own
slow-movin' stock!
MA: Slow-movin' indeed! While
you were dishin' out the dirt about
our foster-child — 'twas me sold 13
of my finest spreads to the General Motors Family. And a dozen
large coverage blankets ! Ye'll have
to turn over a new leaf to offset
that, m'dear!
PA: (sullenly) A nasty pun,
Maggie. Hold yer tongue.
MA: (vehemently) My tongue?
Hmph! It's yours I'm talkin'
about! Runnin' down the lad with
the store full of people! Can't we
keep our family squabbles to ourselves?
MIKE: (Radio Networks)
(Looking up from large cardboard
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Ma

and Mike —
ot —
(JuAt
A Five-minute Radio Script Revealing

a*ToAtet

The Futility of ANPA's "Yardsticks"
(Complete With Sound Effects and Biz)
Presented Amiably by
The Columbia Broadcasting System

box he is packing with groceries
for delivery) Oh pipe down, Ma.
Let him rave. Nobody listens to
him anymore —
PA: (voice takes on fretful
pitch) You ungrateful young pup.
'Twas me took you in when they
left you on our doorstep in a box
full of wires and gadgets. If it
hadn't radio
been columns
for me andfeedin'
you
fresh
sterilized
Sunday features when you was a
little tike, ye'd never have grown
up at-all — for all the thought that
Maggie gave ye in them days.
MIKE: I've heard all that Pap.
But haven't I turned to and
worked in this store nearly 16
hours a day ever since I was big
enough to carry a tune?
PA: More's the pity. An' as fer
nobody listenin' to me — ye young
squirt — Did ye see Mr. and Mrs.
Advertiser open their eyes when I
told 'em you'd lost 400 out of 600
customers you used to have?
MIKE: (anger mounting slowly
into his face and voice as he lifts
himself to his full height above
the counter) Did he say that, Ma?
Did he say THAT?
MA: I told ye, Pa, you'd get 'im
mad
he's gettin'
enoughsomeday.
to pin And
yer ears
back if big
he
ever takes a mind to.
PA : (edging toward large rack
of slightly warped yardsticks) A
fine kettle of fish y're stirring up,
Maggie.
Ye've always
'im
like
an orphan
yerself. treated
When did
YOU turn so sweet and sugary?
'Twas yerself set Mr. Clark and
Mr.
monthsHooper
back. on 'im just a few
MIKE : Never mind that. An-

swer me, Pa — did you say what
Ma said you said? About me losing
400 out of 600 customers? Did you?
MA: Sure an' he did. He was
settin' right on that tub o' softsoap yonder. Y'd have heard it yerself, Mike, if ye hadn't been so
busy sellin' soup to the Joneses.
MIKE : (leaps over counter —
sound of feet landing on floor —
then footsteps as he advances on
Pa) Of all the goofy statistics! As
twisted as those flimsy yardsticks
you've nirs.
been (Footsteps
handing stop.
out for
souveSuddenly
Mike laughs, regaining good nature, and turning back toward
counter) Oh you needn't duck behind them, Pap. I'm not going to
touch you. But you know darn
well,
the Pap.
truth is —
PA: Pap,
Don't what
call me
MIKE: You know the truth as
well as tomers
I do.
600 just
cussince Sure
1928, I've
whenhadI was
a kid. But never all at one time —
because I've never had enough
hours to sell. And in the early
days, most of them just spent
nickels and dimes. You know
what's happened — they're still buying radio, but not from me. Not if
my middle name is Network!
MA: (sighing) There's truth in
what the boy says, Pa. He's took
after me,
— he's gone
after
the instead
nationalof you
customers
and
ye can't say he hasn't sold 'em.
PA : Not accordin' to the papers !
MIKE:
a laugh!
You're !
a fine
one toThat's
talk about
the papers
Why, a few years back I was selling two stations of this and six
stations of that, and getting nowhere just like you, Pap, when

Thomas in the Detroit News.

@klld

you sell a few inches of this and
a column of that. Now I have customers that never buy less than a
couple of dozen stations at a time,
and
soup. usually a lot more. I just sold
those Campbell's 76 stations of tomato juice on top of 85 stations of
PA: 600
But customers
you've still since
lost 400
them
1928!of
(Dramatically) And here's the
BIZ: Rustle, of paper.
proof
! Proof? Let's see. (Pause)
MIKE:
Oh, Pap, you will have your joke —
that's
a proof from your own
it
away!just
ANPA
bureau. It's all wet! Take
PA: Sissy. Afraid of a wet
MIKE: (laughing) It isn't that,
proof.
Pap. I just don't want to get my
hands smeary. I've got to call on a
lot of nice people tonight in their
homes. But lay it down and let me
see it. (Peruses proof on counter)
Oh! Iagain,
get it!
Why,(Then
the joke's
on
you
Pap.
speaking
slowly and patiently as though explaining something to a child)
Now listen — Over 300 of those 400
customers you're talking about
never even bought my basic network. Most of them now are buying radio down the street from
Local Stations & Co. After all,
Pap, the networks are for national
advertisers, and you know it.
PA: (snorts once or twice)
When, I was your age, I was glad
to sell a dozen sticks of classi: (hitting
an MIKE
expletive)
Pap! word hard as
PA:fieds— Don't call me Pap.
MIKE: I wasn't, that time.
MA: (laughing at Pa) 'Tis a
quickter tongue
boy has. Y'd betleave 'im the
be
own marbles,
Pa. and tend to your
PA: Marbles?
MIKE : She means agates, Pap.
You've been losing them fast, you
know.
MA: Now don't tech yer Pa on
hisMIKE:
raw spot,
Mike hem'boy.
Well,
deserves it.
Talking about me losing customers since 1928 — why, look at my
order book! I've shown a 300%
gain
1928a 30%
in actual
an' Pasince
shows
loss. dollars —
MA: Yer Pa ain't so spry as he
used to be, and then there was the
depression — took 'im hard y'know.
He's been limpin' a good bit since.
Doctor calls it — displayfoot. Said
somethin' about his circulation,
too.
tion.
PA: Never mind my circulaMIKE: All right, all right.
(Adopting patient tone again)
Here's how it is, Pap. I'm shipping
my groceries all over the country.
I'm selling bigger networks and
I'm serving the public better.
Everybody hears my stuff now.
That's better than tying up the
whole network with two-or-three
station orders — leaving 70 or 80
stations with no network program
to hear.
PA: (on —rising
pitch) Network
—Network
NETWORK
! Wish
I'd never heard the word!
MIKE:
Well, itonisn't
{Continued
pagejust
40) a case
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f I "^ODAY — over
eighty
of the leading stations
throughout the country use one or more of the
STANDARD RADIO Transcription Services.
Tomorrow? Well, not a week passes without additional stations turning to Standard for the famous
Library, or one of such outstanding special features as

Custom-Built
Shows
Here in Hollywood, with the cream of the
world's entertainers instantly available, Standard
Radio offers to advertisers and their ageiacies the
most complete facilities for the production and recording of every type of radio show. Let us consult
with you — suggest ideas — show you what we have
done for others. Big-scale operations, the right connections, and a world of experience make it possible for us to work with you at surprisingly low cost.

The King's Men, Kay Kyser and his band, and the
sensational Sons of the Pioneers.
The growing preference for Standard Transcriptions
is a direct result of "stand-out" talent, flawlessly recorded by the most modern methods, on new-type,
flexible, low-surface discs.
And above all, radio stations have found that Standard Transcriptions are easily sold to sponsors — and
that they make good on results! Write for full details
and prices.

STANDARD
6404 HOLLYWOOD
Jctober 1, 1935

BOULEVARD,

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

RADIO,
#

180 NORTH

INC.

MICHIGAN

AVENUE,
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Stations

NAB
Few

Board

to Study

Stations

Extend

Copyright

;

Realigned

Contracts

Warner Bros. Publishing Houses Still With ASCAP;
Washington State Stations Seeking Redress
WITH FUTURE performing
rights contracts for use of ASCAP
music hanging in the balance, the
NAB board of directors will meet
Oct. 17 in New York to consider
the entire copyright problem in
the hope of finding a solution before current contracts expire Dec.
31. The date was set by the NAB
executive committee at a special
meeting in New York Sept. 23.
The executive committee comprises
Leo J. Fitzpatrick, NAB president,
Isaac D. Levy, treasurer, and
James W. Baldwin, managing director.
The committee met with E. C.
Mills, ASCAP general manager,
during its Sept. 23 session, to discuss informally, it is understood,
provisions of the contract offered
stations, as well as the "per piece"
method of payment of royalties.
Meanwhile, many stations were
negotiating with ASCAP on extensions of their present contracts,
but few were signing. Best obtainable information was that
ASCAP officials privately are advising stations to defer signing
until the copyright organization
puts its own house in order. Warner Bros, publishing houses, which
have threatened to withdraw from
ASCAP effective Dec. 31, have not
yet done so and there is still some
possibility that they will fall in
line and remain in ASCAP.
Increase in Cost
THE KEY to contract renewals is
in the Warner Bros, stand.
Should it withdraw, as it has informed all inquirers, then the
ASCAP catalog will be diminished
by about 40%. Despite this, the
new contracts offered by ASCAP
to stations for extension for a fiveyear period beyond Dec. 31, carry
a rider which is construed to mean
that stations must continue to pay
the same fees for the ASCAP catalog, minus the Warner list. This
would mean a 40% increase in the
cost of music to broadcasters, if
they propose to use Warner Bros,
music under separate purchase.
In Tin Pan Alley, according to
best advices, it is felt that Warner
Bros, at the last minute will decide to remain in ASCAP rather
than set up its own copyright collection and licensing organization.
The story, briefly, is that Warner
Bros, has been dissatisfied with
the allotment of royalties it has
been receiving from ASCAP, which
last year purportedly amounted to
$300,000 out of some $2,500,000
which ASCAP gets annually for
radio performance fees. Warner is
said to be asking $1,000,000, and
without that guarantee has announced it intended to withdraw.
Those who feel that the movie
subsidiary will remain in the fold
assert it would cost Warner Bros,
more than the amount it wants to
collect to set up its own licensing
organization, and as a consequence
it would net far less than the
$300,000 it now receives. On that
basis they reason that Warner
Bros., even though reluctant, will
remain in ASCAP.
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ASCAP itself apparently would
like to see this inter-organization
squabble settled before seriously
negotiating on a blanket basis with
the broadcasting industry. At present broadcasting stations are in
position to extend their present licenses for five years, but with the
rider under which ASCAP declines
to make any provision for reduction of royalties but does permit
the station to cancel the contract
upon due notice. The present rates
of royalties are an arbitrary sustaining fee, plus 5% of the net receipts of stations.
Naturally ASCAP would find
itself in a more favorable position
to renew contracts on the present
basis if Warner Bros, stay within
the ASCAP pool. Many stations,
it is understood, have protested
the rider on the ground that
ASCAP is breaking faith with the
broadcasters, since it promised to
extend all contracts for five years
under present terms.
Contract Negotiations
IN ALMOST every instance it appears that individual stations are
seeking from ASCAP contracts
equivalent to the best contract it
has granted any station. On behalf of a group of larger stations,
Philip G. Loucks, former NAB
managing director, and now a
practicing attorney,
conversations
with is E.having
C. Mills,
ASCAP general manager. Sol A.
Rosenblatt, former NRA deputy
and division administrator, and
before that a member of the
ASCAP law firm, has been retained by the Yankee Network,
and WCKY, Cincinnati.
It is evident that the contracts

NEW WJR RADIATOR— Here is
the modernistic brick and tile
structure housing the 50 kw.
transmitter.
being sought are for 5% of station
receipts on programs using music,
with no sustaining fee, and with
deduction of both agency and sales
commissions, amounting to two
15 per cents. That also is the tack
taken by the score of broadcasting
stations in Washington State,
which, by state court order, have
been enjoined from doing business
with ASCAP, which has been
judged
a monopoly
doing laws.
business
in violation
of the State
Latest word from Washington
State is that a number of the
broadcasting stations there have
filed triple - damage suits against
ASCAP, seeking redress amounting to approximately $750,000, as
an outgrowth of the court action
perpetually enjoining ASCAP
from doing business in that state.
Mr. Baldwin has been holding
conferences with Mr. Mills from
time to time, discussing the copyright situation.

NewsIsPublicPropertyWhenPublished,
Senator

Dill Tells

Court

UPHOLDING the
right of
broad-to
casting stations
distribute news
publishedpapersinoncenewsthey
are sold, on the
ground that the
news then becomes public
Mr. Dill
property,
formerC.
U. S. Senator
C. Dill last month asked the Circuit Court of Appeals at Seattle
to sustain the lower court's finding in favor of radio in the socalled news piracy suit of The Associated Press vs. KVOS, Bellingham, Wash.
As chief counsel for the Bellingham station, Senator Dill delivered
a strong argument and an even
stronger brief in support of the
right of a broadcasting station in
effect to read the front page of a
newspaper, after that newspaper
has been printed and sold. The
case was on the appeal of the AP,
on behalf of three of its Washington state newspaper clients, from
the decision of Federal Judge John
C. Bowen, of Seattle, rendered last

in Detroit

in KVOS

Case

December, in which he denied a
temporary injunction sought by
the AP against KVOS. The court
held that the station had a perfect right, legally, to disseminate
the news by this more rapid means
after the newspapers carrying the
AP dispatches had been published.
The decision, regarded as a
revolutionary one in the newspaper
and radio fields, proved sensational.
The KVOS appeal, to a degree, is
being financed by contributions
from a number of broadcasting
stations because of the importance
of the issue involved and the desire for a final adjudication.
Argument for KVOS was made
by Senator Dill, Kenneth C. Davis,
Seattle attorney, and William H.
Pemberton, Olympia attorney. John
W. Davis, of New York, 1924 Democratic presidential nominee, was
to have been chief counsel for the
AP but was unable to be present.
Argument had been postponed on
that account, from Sept. 10 to
Sept. 13, but when Mr. Davis failed
to appear on the latter date,
Joseph Kindall, attorney of Bellingham, delivered the argument.
(Continued on page U6)

Sept. 29
Formal Welcomes to Networks
Staged in Special Programs
SEPT. 29 proved a red-letter day
in Detroit radio history as three
network outlets switched positions,
with each welcomed into its new
fold with special inaugural programs. WJR formally dedicated
its new 50,000 watt transmitter on
that day, coincident with its new
affiliation with CBS, leaving the
NBC-WJZ network. WXYZ, for
the last year the Detroit outlet of
Mutual Broadcasting System, took
WJR's place on the NBC Blue
while CKLW signed off the CBS
chain and supplanted WXYZ as
the MBS outlet.
Also joining the NBC-WJZ network in the shufflingGrand
of outlets
was WOOD-WASH,
Rapids,
operated
by
the
KunskyTrendle Broadcasting Corp., also
licensee of WXYZ. NBC sustaining features on the WJZ network
will be fed through WXYZ to the
Michigan network, of which it is
the key, until next June.
MBS at Million Mark
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CKLW joined MBS just one day
before that network observed its
first birthday, as a basic chain
comprising WOR, WGN and WLW
as well as the Detroit outlet. During that time it developed into an
important
working unit$1,000,000
with a rec-in
ord of approximately
sponsored business for the first
year and promised that the total
would be doubled in the year 193536. At present about 20 hours a
week is being carried over the network commercially and approximately 40 hours of sustaining time
is being
fed by the chain to member stations.
CBS staged an elaborate welcoming program for WJR when it
joined the network and simultaneously dedicated its new transmitter at Trenton, Mich., with an
increase in power from 10,000 to
50,000
watts.
George
A. Richards, president of
WJR, at 8 p. m. pressed a button
which formally started operation
of the Trenton transmitter. The
programconversation
opened withbetween
a two-way
radio
Ted
Husing, CBS announcer, and Leo
J. Fitzpatrick, general manager of
WJR, both radio pioneers. A dramatic sketch in which two telephone linemen retraced the growth
of WJR from its inception preceded the ceremony.
Other speakers welcoming the
station to CBS were William S.
Paley, CBS president, and Gov.
Frank Fitzgerald, of Michigan. A
list of stars participating included
Burns & Allen, Stoopnagle &
Budd, and Mickey Cochrane.
The new WJR antenna is 733
feet high, with a wheel-shaped
ground system with 120 miles of
CKLWwire.
was welcomed to MBS
copper
with a one-hour program, which
included addresses by Alfred J.
McCosker, chairman of the board,
and W. E. Macfarlane, president
of the network. Other stations on
the network contributed welcome
programs, and during the last
half-hour CKLW offered its first
MBS presentation which included
tion.
messages
from officers of the sta-
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Business is Good
in the Southwest !
IN TEXAS ALONE
NEW
YEAR

CAR

REGISTRATIONS THIS

HAVE EXCEEDED CALI-

FORNIA'S
Business is Good
in the Southwest !
FALL BUSINESS
NOW
UNDER
CONTRACT
ON
SBS NETWORK IS
400% GREATER
THAN
LAST
YEAR

Business is Good
in the Southwest !
12 major stations in 12 major markets enable SBS to reach the
great majority of Southwestern Radio Homes! The kind of merchandising job SBS permits — plus its great flexibility — gives the
SBS network several unique advantages. Use SBS to sell the
Southwest!

FOUR

SBS STATIONS REPORT

100% INCREASES
IN LOCAL COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS FOR FALL

To better serve National advertisers who want to sell the Southwest, Free 8C Sleininger, Inc. have just been appointed as National
Representatives. A 'phone call to any of their offices will bring
complete information, pronto!
SOUTHWEST
LEE H. ARMER,

President

SALES OFFICE

.
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New York
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Business is Good
in the Southwest !
NEW

FALL CONTRACTS ON SBS

NETWORK
INCLUDE HUMBLE
OIL'S FOOTBALL
GAMES
AND
SOUTHLAND
LIFE'S WEEKLY
HOUR

Canada's Newest Station
CANADA'S newest broadcasting
station, CKSO, Sudbury, Ont.,
which went on the air last Aug.
30, will join the Canadian Radio
Commission network as a basic
outlet Oct. 1, taking at least three
hours of its programs daily. The
station is owned and operated by
the Sudbury Star. Its equipment
is Canadian Marconi throughout.
Manager is W. E. Mason, who is
also publisher of the newspaper.
L. Parkes is chief engineer. The
station operates with 1,000 watts
on 780 kc.

SERVICE

Al Jolson Closes Series
For Shell Oil on NBC
AL JOLSON has left the Shell Oil
Co.'s Shell Chateau program Saturday nights over the NBC-WEAF
network, his Sept. 28 appearance
being fort,
histhrough
last.J. The
efWaltersponsor's
Thompson
Co., itsmieragency,
to induce
PrePabst Sales
Corp., the
Chicago
(Pabst Blue Ribbon beer) to have
Ben Bernie take over the period
was regarded in radio circles as
indicating that Jolson will not be
reengaged.
No show had been set for Oct. 5
as Broadcasting went to press,
but on Oct. 12 the sponsor, which
has a contract running until
Christmas week, will have Walter
Winchell as m.c, Eleanor Powell
and Niela Goodelle as guest stars.
Pabst would not release Bernie,
instead offering him a new 52week contract for his Tuesday
night NBC-WEAF network period,
which is handled by Morris, Windmuller & Enzinger Inc., Chicago.

End

of Daylight

Saving |

Brings Program Revision
On NBC Pacific Network
WITH RETURN of standard [J
time in Eastern cities Sept. 29, a
new alignment of NBC network
programs is greeting Western
dialers, Eastern broadcasts now
reach the Pacific Coast one hour
later, necessitating switching
many NBC Western division programs. Among Pacific Coast sponsored presentations heard at new
time are: The Sperry Sunday Special (Sperry Flour Co.), Sundays,
1& p. Sanbern,
m. ; One Man's
TenderFamily
Leaf (Chase
Tea),

Sundays, 9:30 p. m., and Wednesdays, 5 p. m.; Death Valley Days
(Pacific Coast Borax Co.), Tuesdays, 9 p. m.; Winning the West
(Occidental) Life Insurance Co. of
California), Thursdays, 9:15 p.
m. ; Caswell Concert (George W.
Caswell Co.), Wednesdays, 7:45
p. m.; Langendorf
PictorialMondays
(Langendorf
United Bakeries),
to Fridays inclusive, 4:45 p. m.; ||
and the Woman's Magazine of the
Air, daily except Saturday and
Sunday, 3 p. m., under sponsorship
of the following: Mondays, Campbell
Co., and George
W. Soup
Caswell Soup
Co.; Tuesdays,
Campbell
Co., Pet Milk Co., and Swift & Co.; |j
Wednesdays, Bank of America,
Elmo Sales Corp., and Easy Washing Machine Co. ; Thursdays,
Campbell Soup Co.; Fridays, Bank
of America, California Brewing
Assn. and Elmo Sales Corp. Western Farm and Home Hour, NBC
western
network week-daysustainingdivision
since January
1931, has
been switched to 11:30 a. m.

• "/ ring the call box for a
Postal Telegraph messenger"
•

There is no place that Postal Telegraph cannot
reach. Postal Telegraph not only covers 70,000
points in the United States and 9,000 in Canada*, but
it maintains its own telegraph offices, attended by a
trained telegraph personnel in cities between which
95% of all the telegraph traffic of the country flows.
There is no place for which Postal Telegraph will
not accept and transmit your message with promptness, with dependability, with accuracy. Postal Telegraph not only offers efficient telegraph service within the borders of this country but through the great
International System of which it is a part, it offers
communication with the entire world . . . through the
only combination of telegraph, cable and radio service under a single management in the United States.
•k In Canada, through the Canadian Pacific Railway Telegraphs.
THE

INTERNATIONAL

SYSTEM

Local and National Spot Broadcasting
to and including August, 1935

Tostal
Commercial
Cablet

Telegraph
CM Cmerica
Cables

Station KSD---St. Louis Post-Dispatch
POST-DISPATCH BUILDING, ST. LOUIS, MO
Free & Sleininger, Inc., National Advertising Representatives
New York
Chicago
Detroit
San Francisco
Los Angeles

ttlackay "Radio
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NBC

Showmanship

in

Detroit

In Detroit, America's fourth city, radio showmanship
has got to be good to win. Demand only responds to sales
power of an unusual sort— the sort which NBC offers
advertisers through its two fine Detroit outlets, WWJ,
on the Red Network, and WXYZ, on the Blue. Here
is undisputed leadership in broadcasting facilities, topflight showmanship, business ethics, and local prestige.
Both stations' transmitters are centrally located in
Greater Detroit". Their 1000-watt signals dominate
this concentrated buying area with the country's most
popular programs. The unique prestige of WWJ and
WXYZ among Detroit listeners is evidenced by the
sales reports of their advertisers. They make fine reading for both advertisers and stations!
STATION WWJ is one of the outstanding stations of
the famous NBC Red Network— one of the very first
stations in America to broadcast, back in 1920. Construction on WWJ's new transmitting station will be
completed this fall, and it will feature the latest High
Fidelity transmission and many other improvements.
STATION WXYZ, the newest addition to the powerful NBC Blue Network, is owned and operated by the
Kunsky-Trendle Broadcasting Corporation, identified
with the theatre business in Detroit for over 25 years.
WXYZ has the largest staff of announcers and engineers in Detroit, and can operate five separate programs simultaneously. It has a notable record for long
term local advertisers.

NATIONAL
BROADCASTING
CO.,
INC.
A Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary • Detroit Office, Fisher Building • New York • Washington • Chicago • San Francisco

October I, 1935
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Pacific
HAWAIIAN

OMAHA
lean

An integral part of the United States, its population of
400,000 speaks American, thinks American, and buys
American.
Hawaii has 3,076 trade outlets. A few of them are:
30 automobile dealers
1,057 general stores
285 grocery stores
25 radio dealers
94 drug stores
87 department stores
14 electrical supply dealers
48 furniture stores
178 auto service stations
27 hardware stores
25 shoe stores
443 restaurants
32 auto tire dealers
This rich retail market is covered comprehensively
by KGMB, Hawaii's premier broadcasting station.
KGMB is affiliated with the Columbia Broadcasting
System, and by actual survey had more than 60% of
the "radio circulation" of the Islands last January.
Completely modernized equipment and vastly improved
program service has increased appreciably this circulation.
Each day, seven days a week during 1934
Hawaii bought an average of $250,000
worth of food, automobiles, radio sets,
clothing, and other goods from the mainland United States.

KGMB
HONOLULU
, HAWAII
FRED J. HART, President and General Manager
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, CALIFORNI AN HOTEL
Representatives :
CONQUEST ALLIANCE COMPANY
NEW YORK, 515 MADISON AVE. - CHICAGO, 100 N. LaSALLE ST.
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Firm

ISLAND*

ABOVE THE HUDSON — Towering 190 feet above the Palisades at
Cliffside, N. J., this self-supporting
Truscon antenna of WBNX, New
York, is supported by three insulators of 125 pounds each. Sections are circular instead of flat
and the quarter-wave structure is
designed to resist a 90-mile gale.
It has an 18-inch sway.

-fl met

Disc

PUBLISHERS

TO ACQUIRE
WAAW
ACQUISITION of WAAW, Omaha,
by the Nebraska Broadcasting Co.,
98% of whose stock is held by the
Omaha World - Herald, was revealed Sept. 18 with the filing of
an application with the FCC for
transfer of ownership from the
Omaha Grain Exchange. The purchase price is said to have been
$150,000.
The station is the fourth in Nebraska to be acquired by Omaha
World-Herald interests, subject to
FCC approval. The others are
KGBZ, York, purchase price
$48,000; WJAG, Norfolk, $50,000,
and KMMJ, Clay Center, $75,000.
Henry Doorley, president and publisher of the Omaha World-Herald,
is president of the Nebraska
Broadcasting Co., with Paul Martin, Omaha attorney and director
of the newspaper concern, handling the negotiations.
It is expected that Lloyd Thomas,
operator of WROK, Rockford, 111.,
will become directing head of the
four stations for the Omaha
World - Herald. Alex Sherwood,
formerly associated with Mr.
Thomas at KDKA, Pittsburgh, is
now managing KGBZ and will become Mr. Thomas' assistant.
Chevrolet to Renew
CHEVROLET Motor Co. is scheduled to renew its transcription
series Musical Moments over some
300 stations during the week of
Oct. 14 for a third 13-week run,
breaking the all time transcription
spot record with an expenditure involving about $1,500,000. The campaign, produced by World Broadcasting System and placed through
Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit, so
far as known, will not be changed,
since the majority of local Chevrolet dealers are enthusiastic about
results.

Signs With xMPPA
AFTER MONTHS of dispute concerning payment of royalties on
music used in production of its
transcriptions, MacGregor & Sollie Inc., San Francisco, has decided to sign a contract with Music
Publishers Protective Association
similar to those understood to be in
force with other transcription producers, according to advices received Sept. 23 from C. P. MacGregor, president.has been reached,
This decision
Mr. MacGregor informed Broadcasting, not because it feels that
MPPA, a sister organization of
ASCAP, is entitled to the recording fees, but because the contract
proposal is on a more reasonable
basis than original demands. The
contract, he reported, was being
made with Harry Fox, of MPPA.
Simultaneously, Mr. MacGregor
indicated that his organization —
the pioneer in transcriptions on the
Coast — planned to create a new
transcription library but he did
not disclose its scope.
The original demands of
MPPA, Mr. MacGregor pointed
out, were for payment of 25 cents
per selection per broadcast for
regular numbers and 50 cents for
"asterisk" or restricted numbers.
On this score he said he feels and
always has felt that so long as
stations pay ASCAP 5% of their
gross to play this copyrighted
music they should not be forced to
pay anything in addition, through
anv source, for the same music.
In a letter to Mr. Fox informing
him of the willingness of his organization to enter a contract
unon the last terms offered by
MPPA, Mr. MacGregor wrote:
"If you will recall, when you
were in San Francisco, we said we
would be satisfied with a deal like
this and would pay you a premium
to handle the matter of getting perpublishers
rect mission
insteadthrough
of the
through
you, dias
outlined in my former letter as
well as Mr. Bibo's (MPPA representative) to you; the deal being
$5 for non-show tunes and $10 for
The negotiations of MacGregor
show
tunes."
& Sollie
with MPPA were rather
sharp at times,
withoccasion
the latter
organization on one
having
advised stations that the tranhad no license fromscription
it fororganization
the recording
of
its numbers.
Humble Oil Sponsoring
Football in Southwest
HUMBLE OIL & REFINING Co.,
Houston, is sponsoring play-byplay broadcasts
Southwest
ference footballof games
over Consix
Southwest Broadcasting System
stations. Byrum Saam, Paul Lindsey and Mike Gallagher are handling theficials
programs.
Conference
ofare cooperating
with the
network and sponsor, believing
that the proper radio promotion of
the games will build up gate receipts as has been the case on the
West Coast.
On Nov. 23 a Southwest Conference game will be broadcast on
both SBS and CBS, with Ted
Husing, CBS sports announcer,
and
Saam handling
Cann-Erickson
Inc., the
Newevent.
York,Mc-is
the Humble agency.
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Copies will be sent to you at once, upon request.
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DISCS POPULAR
Transcribed Program Is Among
-First Ten on WTMJ
THAT TRANSCRIBED programs
can attain the same popularity as
live talent features was revealed
in a contest conducted by WTMJ,
Milwaukee. The contest asked listeners to write a 25-word letter
telling which WTMJ program the
listener enjoyed most and why.
More than 60 different programs
were listed in the 1,500 replies.
The transcription feature Sons of
the Pioneers, produced by Standard Radio Inc., according to W. F.
Dittman, WTMJ commercial manager, was among the first ten.
The transcription show was
topped in popularity only by such
features as Major Bowes, Ma
Perkins, and Today's Children,
over NBC, and such local live talent shows as Heinie and His Grenadiers, Sports Summary and news

QUESTIONS

programs.
INS Signs
Transradio
AND

ANSWERS

PHILA JUNE 26/35
RE QST 70

BROWNLEY WAAA

WBBB WILL TAKE CHEYENNE

FRONTIER DAYS SATURDAY JULY 27TH FROM 630 TO
715PM CNYT STOP ALSO SUSTAINING PROGRAMS
UNTIL 730PM
SMYTHE WBBB

ON

THE

SAME

CONNECTION
AND

—

A

TYPEWRITTEN

RECORD

ONE notable advantage of Bell System Teletypewriter
Service — one reason why it has been adopted so widely
by the broadcasting industry — is the fact that it provides fast, two-way, typewritten communication.
A character typed on one machine is simultaneously
reproduced on all others connected with it. Information
flashes back and forth on the same connection. Messages
are identical at all points and as many copies as necessary
can be made in the original typing. No need to rewrite
and check. No room for errors or misunderstandings.
The principal networks and more than 200 separate
stations regularly use Teletypewriter Service.
Probably you'd find it just as valuable. Call
the local Bell Company for full information.
Page 28

Four More;
Lands Two;

Texas Co. Using News
INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE announced the signing of
contracts, during the fortnight before Broadcasting went to press,
with the following stations: KSL,
Salt Lake City; KVOO, Tulsa;
KPCB, Seattle, and KFKA,
Greeley, Colo.
Two stations in South Carolina —
WIS, Columbia, and WCSC,
Charleston — were added to the
Transradio roster, along with the
following: WDBJ, Roanoke, Va.;
WDAE, Tampa, Fla.; WCHS,
Charleston, W. Va.; WCFL, Chicago; WHBC, Canton, O.; WSOC,
Charlotte, N. C; WDBO, Orlando,
Fla.; KPQ, Wenatchee, Wash.;
KELD, Eldorado, Ark.; KIUN,
Pecos, Tex.; KWYO, Sheridan,
Wyo.; KALB, Alexander, La.;
KUOA, Fayetteville, Ark.; KGHL,
Billings; WEHC, Charlottesville.
Five Montana stations have
been signed by Hanff-Metzger Inc.
(Los Angeles Bureau) on behalf
of the Texas Co. (gas and oil), for
a schedule of Transradio Press
news. The are: KGHL, Billings;
KGIR, Butte; KFBB, Great Falls;
KGVO, Missoula, and KGEZ, Kalispell.
Columbia Baking to Use
Ten Stations in the South
TEN Southern stations have been
signed by the Columbia Baking
Co., Atlanta, which has plants in
12 Southern cities, for sponsorship
of six 15-minute newscast periods
weekly, utilizing Transradio, INS
and local news according to the facilities available. They are WGST,
Atlanta; WBIG, Greensboro;
WFBC, Greenville; WSOC, Charlotte; WTOC, Savannah; WMBR,
Jacksonville; WIOD, Miami;
WDAE, Tampa; WDBO, Orlando;
WSVA, Harrisonburg.
Products advertised are "O Boy
Vitex Vitamin D Breads" in ail
places, "Southern Cakes" in the
Carolinas and Virginia; "Stone
Cakes" in Georgia and "Seybold's
Cakes" in Florida. The account is
handled by the Freitag Adv. Agency, Atlanta, under supervision of
J. V. Freitag, president; A. L.
Malone, secretary - treasurer, and
Norman Frankel, radio director.

Debt

of

Listeners

To Artist, Sponsor
Public Not Indebted to Radio
Itself, Says Mr. Patterson
TO
THEradio
SPONSOR
ist the
listener and
feelsthe
an art-1
indebtedness and not to the institution of radio, Richard C. Patterson Jr., executive vice president of
NBC, told the Boston Conference
on
Sept.their
24. favorite
"People
areDistribution
attached to
broadcasts," he said, adding that
"we have not tried to inject ourselves between the program and
This means, said Mr. Patterson,
the
thataudience."
business which has been
identified with the production of
goods, has now become identified
with providing the good things of
life. Thus the American citizen
"is made to feel an entirely new
sort of obligation to American
business. It is an obligation for
education, entertainment and culture. Business produces the equipment with which to enjoy life.
And then business turns around
and helps to provide the enjoyCreating the Desire
REFERRING to the business depression, Mr. Patterson explained
that radio's major contribution to
recovery is its elevation of the
sales
sirelevel
level. by keeping up the dement."
The job of American business is
only half done, he told the conference, when new products have been
created or old ones made better;
equally important is the job of
creating new appreciations or lifting1 the level of old ones.
During the depression years, he
said, there has been an increase in
the quality-aspirations of the
American
have
not
bought people.
so many "People
of the things
with which those aspirations can
be satisfied. But that has not been
due to any falling off in income.
It has not been due to any falling
off in desire. Perhaps the American standard of living has delined." This decline, he continued,
is temporary because one characteristic of Americans is their irrepressible desire fon something better.
Grove Disc Drive
GROVE LABORATORIES Inc.,
St. Louis, is recording at World
Broadcasting System studios a
series of 15-minute dramatic programs based on the cartoon feature Flash Gordon, for Groves
Emulsified Nose Drops. The programs start Oct. 14 on eight stations in major markets in the East
and Midwest. Plans call for four
programs weekly, probably Mondays through Thursdays, for 13
weeks, before 6 p. m. Stack-Goble
Adv. Agency, New York, is handling the account.
WRBX Off Air
WITH the cessation of the operation of WRBX, Roanoke, Va.,
WHIS, Bluefield, W. Va., on Sept.
22 beganon operation
as alicensee
full-timeof
station
1410 kc. The
the Roanoke station consented to
the operation
of theandBluefield
station with full time
voluntarily
relinquished its license. The two
stations formerly shared time.
WHIS operates with 250 watts
power at night and 500 day.
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FROM FIRE ZONE
KGW-KEX First to Broadcast

Are

you

South's
thru

letting

First

your

Market

the

slip

fingers?

There are two ways that sales executives can do this.
One is to overlook the fact that Memphis is the South's
biggest market in trading population, namely, over
2,000,000. The other is the fallacious notion that any
high-powered, far-away station can cover this market
economically.
Surveys and costly experience have proved that
WMC is the only station in this market bringing listeners their favorite NBC features with dependably clear
reception.

aze rrom
A WORDBl picture of a forest fire,
broadcast directly from the fire
Forest
•
line, was brought to
KGW
and
KEX, Portland, Ore., listeners in
September in cooperation with the
U. S. regional forester, C. J. Buck.
Rebroadcast by means of two
short wave stations, the program
is believed to be the first to originate from the scene of a major
forest fire. The fire, which was the
most serious of the year in Oregon, covered 2600 acres 60 miles
east of Eugene.
While 1500 men labored day and
night under the direction of the
forest service to stem the tide of
flame, Assistant Regional Forester
F. V. Horton described in detail
for radio listeners just what was
going on. His report was broadcast by forest service short wave
equipment 100 miles to the receiving station in Portland, and rebroadcast by direct wire over
KGW and KEX. The progress of
the fire and fire fighting was reported during five 15-minute broadcasts over a period of three days.
PHILIP J. HENNESSEY, member of the NBC legal staff, on
Sept. 26 was assigned to the
Washington office of NBC in the
National Press Bldg., under, a
temporary transfer from New
York headquarters. Presumably he
will interest himself in legal activities of NBC owned and operated stations before the Broadcast
Division of the FCC.

WGN
Oct.

to Start Operating
1 in New Edifice

THE

NEW WGN Building, located just north of Tribune Tower
on Chicago's Michigan Avenue,
was opened to the public for a
pre-view Sept. 22 when more than
4,000 visitors were shown through
the structure which took 13 months
to build and which cost the Chicago Tribune, its owner, more than
a half-million dollars.
Architecturally Gothic in design,
the radio building is constructed of
Bedford limestone in which are
embedded a score of famous stones
of history, from a block of the
Great Pyramid to stones from
Bunker Hill and Fort Sumter.
The interior is simply designed in
the modern manner, with colored
lighting effects furnishing most of
the decoration. The building
houses six studios, three of which
are open to the public. The main
"public
seats 558 observation
persons; the auditorium"
others are
"intimate" studios, one seating 22,
the other 18. WGN will also continue to use its three studios in
Tribune Tower.
Broadcasting from the new
building will be started Oct. 1,
with a two-hour show, the audience in the studio to be limited to
the men who worked on the building and their families.
NEW YORK
UNIVERSITY'S
course
in dramatic
radio writing
will include lectures by Courtney
Savage, CBS director of dramatics
and continuity, and Robert CaldcontinuityCo.director of J. Walterwell,
Thompson

Memphis, incidentally, is one of the very brightest
spots on the national marketing map. A combination
of market and medium that is making sales sheets look
like old times again for some of America's smartest
media buyers.
Commercial program identification and liberal publicity cooperation in the Commercial Appeal — largest
daily circulation South.

2,500 Watts Day - 1 ,000 Watts Niaht
"In the Middle of the Dial"
Owned and Operated by The Commercial Appeal
New York and Eastern Representative: Chicago and Mid-Western Repre:entative:
JACKSON AND MOORE
NORMAN CRAIG
307 N. Michigan Ave.
230 E. 50th Street
Telephone Plaza 3-4585
TelephoneChicago,
FranklinIII. 2526-27
New York City
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COLLINS 20 C ONE-KILOWATT
BROADCAST TRANSMITTER
REASONABLE

COST

The price of the 20C bears a sensible
relation to the actual cost of design and
manufacture.
HIGH

FIDELITY

Collins broadcast equipment has established a unique reputation for faithful
transmission. The frequency response of
the 20C is uniform within plus or minus
1.5 decibels from 30 to 1 0,000 c.p.s.
Total r.m.s. harmonic content is less than
5 per cent of the fundamental at 95 per
cent modulation.
QUIET CARRIER
Carrier noise is held at least 60 decibels
below program level by generous circuit
design and without resorting to "hum
bucking."
RELIABILITY
All components are oversized and adequately protected by overload devices.
SIMPLICITY

OF

INSTALLATION

The 20C operates from single phase current which is readily obtainable. There
are no external auxiliaries and all wiring
including transmission line is carried
through standard conduit.
EXCELLENT

REAR VIEW— CLOSED

CONSTRUCTION

The use of the very best materials and
the most skillful mechanical design gives
a fine appearance inside and out.
NEW

CIRCUITS

Low loss inductive neutralization and a
new high stability oscillator are among
the many important electrical features.

Collins Radio Company
manufactures every type
of transmitting apparatus.
Microphones — Series 12
Speech Input Systems —
Studio Accessories — Concentric Transmission Lines
— Tower Impedance
Matching Units — every
component from microphone to antenna is coordinated for best performance.
REAR VIEW— OPEN

100 WATT

STATIONS — Wait for announcement of the NEW
COLLINS 100/250 WATT TRANSMITTER.

COLLINS
•

October

CEDAR

1, 1935

RAPIDS, IOWA, U. S. A.
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RADIO
COMPANY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
• MEXICO CITY, MEXICO
11 West 4?nd St.
Edificio "La Nacional"
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"On The Spot"
RADIO regulation again proves that it is not
keeping pace with broadcasting development,
with the FCC's ruling that even a 15-second
transcribed announcement must bear the usual
"this is an electrical transcription" identity
line. Buick wanted to use the short spots in
a rather extensive campaign. But the FCC
said that its regulations specify that the
"transcription" line must be carried, even
though such an announcement would be nearly
as long as the actual continuity proposed.
Technically, interpreting its regulations
strictly, the FCC probably is right. But those
regulations were adopted before there were
such things as 15-second spots. The original
purpose of the transcription announcement requirement, as we recall it, was to prevent stations from misleading the public by pretending
that orchestras or singers were actually in
the studios rather than on discs. Buick proposed no performance at all — its continuity
simply called for a one-sentence statement
and a couple of honks from an auto horn.
History demands that laws keep pace with
progress, and it seems to us that the FCC
should profit by history. Its regulations must
be amended to confirm with modern practice,
so long as that practice is legitimate.

Lest
MORE

We

Forget

THAN a month has elapsed since Congress adjourned. All industry was awaiting
that "breathing spell" until the next session
which convenes in January, and all industry
welcomed President Roosevelt's pronunciamento that there would be a vacation insofar
as his legislative planning is concerned.
The broadcasting industry, including its
many components, is doing the expected thing
— just relaxing. The feeling generally is that
Congress is done and that there's no use
worrying until the new one gets going.
That, sadly, should not be so. Those who
know their radio from the legislative and
regulatory side foresee an investigation of
some kind into broadcasting at the next session— not because any investigation is needed
but because one is about overdue. The agitators and professional opponents of commercial radio have been busy inciting members of
Congress into the belief that something should
be done.
At this writing there are a half-dozen measures directly or indirectly pleading for a Congressional investigation or broadcasting. Two
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of them deal with government ownership. All
are outgrowths of the machinations of the
lobbying minorities. More of them are in prosNext year will be a presidential campaign
year. It will afford politicians the opportunity
pect.
that comes only once each four years to brandish their oratorical wares in the major league
of politics. Radio is always a lively political
topic. The politicians can be expected to "eat
up" the propaganda of these agitating reformers— that is, unless they are forewarned.
And that brings us to our point. Now, when
Congress is out of session and when Senators
and Representatives are in their own bailiwicks, is the time to get them thoroughly acquainted with their broadcasting institutions.
For eight months they have heard the wails of
the anti-radio lobbyists. It is time to set them
straight.
Broadcasters and other elements in the industry need not go beyond the basic facts in
telling their story. They can inform their
Congressmen, whose duty it is to see that public interest is served, of the true broadcasting
situation. Every broadcaster knows how certain misguided religious and educational
groups have assidiously bored in and how one
of them even now is trying to tear asunder the
whole existing broadcasting structure because
it was unable to carve a choice slice of spectrum, for commercial use, for itself.
If broadcasters will keep their duly elected
legislators informed of the true situation, there
will be little to fear. They will be less gullible
when the professional lobbyists resume their
inevitable crusades. The broadcasters' rule
should be "Don't put off until the next session
what can be done now."
Awards

For

Merit

IF MORE incentive is needed to spur to even
greater success those who build our everyday
radio performances, then the new project for
a foundation for radio awards will amply provide it. We are four-square behind the plan,
not because we feel the incentive is needed,
but because broadcasting as an art and industry is now big enough to be worthy of a
foundation that will be the radio counterpart
of the Pulitzer awards in journalism and literature.
The committee of ten distinguished radio
executives, equally representative of the broadcasting and manufacturing industries, has a
wealth of material with which to work in devising its preliminary plans. Awards can be
made for a wide range of conspicuous ex-

RADIO

BOOK
SHELF
A LAST CALL to organizations engaged in
domestic marketing research in the United
States who wish to be listed in the forthcoming issue of the Commerce Department's
publication Market Research Sources, 1935.
was announced Sept. 21. To give additional
opportunity to all eligible research bodies
who have not yet supplied data necessary
for inclusion the time limit for listings has
been extended to Oct. 8. The booklet is
issued periodically by the Commerce Department as a national handbook and guide to research activities in the domestic commerce
field. Titles of research reports issued, with
the name and address of the organization making the study, may be listed in the revised
edition provided certain conditions are satisfactorily met.
EDUCATIONAL broadcasters the world over
can learn a lot from the highly - developed
technique of American commercial broadcasters. This conclusion is bound to come to
readers of The Educational Role of Broadcasting published by the International Institute
of Intellectual Cooperation of the League of
Nations ($4.25). The volume consists of a
compendium of expert opinion drawn from
leading nations and was financed by the Norwegian Nobel Institute. Dr. Cline M. Koon,
senior specialist in radio and visual education,
U. S. Office of Education, contributes a review
of the American situation. The book is refreshingly sane and objective, and is not
marred by propagandist zeal.
FINDING its tourist business at Radio City
increasing, NBC has prepared a booklet On
the Air to be given all guests taking the tour.
With pictures and text it graphically tells the
story of radio from earliest experiments to the
complexities of modern broadcasting.
THE annual Advertising and Publishing Production Yearbook has just been published by
Colton Press Inc., New York, containing 300
pages of information on printing and graphic
arts.
amples of both public and program services.
There can be awards for the outstanding example of emergency public service by stations
in each of the several classes; for the most
meritorious performance of a special events
broadcast; to the sponsor of the best commercial program, and also to its agency; to th€
program builder of the outstanding feature;
for the outstanding sustaining program; for
the best announcing job; and even to the technician who distinguishes himself in his field.
The committee must now set as its goal the
shaping of the Foundation so first awards car
be made in 1936. No more representative
group of distinguished broadcasters could have
been selected by NAB President Fitzpatrick
The Radio Manufacturers Association likewise
has named as strong a committee as appear:
possible from its ranks. The funds for the en
dowments appear to be available. The result;
should have a salutary effect upon the art anc
industry, and tend to enhance of the health?
competition among stations, networks and in
dividuals to outdo one another.
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PERSONAL

NOTES

MAJ. JOSEPH T. CLEMENT, vice
president of RCA Manufacturing Co.
in charge of its Washington activities,
on Sept. 18 was notified by the
Chinese government that he had been
awarded the Decoration of the First
Class because of services he rendered
to the Chinese Communications Mission which visited this country last
spring.
H. C. YOGEL, for the last nine
years vice-president and treasurer of
the Milwaukee advertising firm of
Freeze - Yogel - Crawford Inc., has
joined the NBC Central Division
sales department, Chicago. Before
he entered the agency Vogel was with
Pfister and Yogel Leather Co., Milwaukee. He was graduated from
Cornell University in 1919.
C. L. (Chet) THOMAS, on Sept. 20
submitted his resignation as assistant
manager of WINS, New York, to
Burt Squire, who recently assumed
management of the station. Mr.
Thomas had been with WINS for a
year and a half, and prior to that
was traffic manager of WLW, Cincinnati. He did not disclose his
JAMES

McCOSH

IN THE United States, more than
' in any other country, to say that
one is a "pioneer" is to pay such
compliment as usually instantly
conveys the appropriate impression that the person has done "big
things"
in laying
the foundation
for something
successful,
lasting
and appreciated.
Although the type is rare, we
find, in the evolution of broadcasting there has appeared one who,
while grounded in the prinicples
of the written word, is a decided
pioneer in promoting spoken word
media — James McCosh Cecil, secretary and treasurer of the advertising agency of Cecil, Warwick
' & Cecil Inc., New York.
When radio broadcasting was
in its infancy, James M. Cecil,
then a partner in the Cecil Advertising Co., Richmond, started his
pioneering by putting "Planter's
Peanuts" on the NBC network in
i one of the early commercial programs.
Pioneering, which has always
been a feature and a factor in the
success of the prominent programs
■ which Cecil has originated, is outstanding in his Gulf Refining Co.
radio show, as, following the opening commercial, each program in
that show continues to its conclusion without any interruption by
commercial interspersions.
Looking backward, a pronounced
"high spot" in Cecil's pioneering
in radio was his decision, contrary
to the then prevailing advice of
both networks, to delegate to per, formers in his programs the presentation ofthe commercials. First
t~ied in the Sherlock Holmes program sponsored by G. Washington
Coffee, more than 700,000 letter
responses so highly commended
that style of advertising that Bertha Brainard, NBC commercial
program manager, immediately
called it to the attention of other
NBC advertisers. Since then performers present the commercial in
the shows of a number of radio's
most prominent advertisers.
Born in Selma, Ala., June 2,
1891, Cecil was raised and received all his schooling in Richmond, Va. On being graduated,
in 1910, from Hampden Sydney
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CECIL

University, where he was active in
dramatics and in the glee club, he
turned to the newspaper field for
his first job— a reporter for three
years on the Richmond Times Dispatch. To supplement interesting
work by additional earning power,
Cecil at the same time engaged in
publicity promotion for local concerns. The latter effort proved
so remunerative, especially when
he produced a most successful educational campaign for Trust Associations, that newspaper work
was entirely abandoned in favor of
publicity activity.
Convinced of the success which
would crown well-planned publicity
and advertising, he induced his
brother, John H. Cecil, a Princeton University alumnus, to give
up a good position as sales manager of a paint and varnish concern to join in creating, in 1915,
the Cecil Advertising Co. Planter's
Nut & Chocolate Co., Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., their first account, was closely followed by the advertising of
Maxwell House Coffee, and then
that of some large Baltimore concerns, necessitating the opening of
a branch office in that city for its
supervision.
Further expansion necessitated
moving the executive offices from
Richmond to New York in 1920,
followed seven years later by the
organization of Cecil, Warwick &
Cecil, Inc., through the association
of Paul Warwick.
In the opinion of Cecil, the
most interesting thing he ever did
in radio was associated with the
G. Washington Coffee program on
Christmas Eve three years ago.
In the belief that the Sherlock
Holmes program was not appropriate for that night, he made a
special trip to Italy to arrange
and to perfect one broadcast by
the world-famous Sistine Chapel
Choir (the Pope's Own Choir) of
St. Peter's Cathedral, Rome, for
that occasion. Although commercially sponsored, that program enjoyed a tremendously wide and
large audience and received much
advance favorable publicity and no
end of commendation.
In explaining why his concern
constantly uses "big artists" on
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W. R. WATSON, for a number of
plans.
years associated with the Midwest
Farm Paper Unit, has been added to
the commercial staff of WLS, Chicago. He will represent WLS in ChiIowa. cago, Michigan, Ohio, Missouri and
WILLIAM B. GELLATLY. formerly
of the CBS sales force and advertising sales representative for the New
York Herald-Tribune and Chicago
Herald-Examiner, has joined the local sales staff of WOR, Newark.
JACK MIMS, formerly of KPRC,
Houston and the Texas Quality
Group, has joined the advertising
staff of WSB, Atlanta. Norman
Crane, formerly of WHO, Des Moines,
and WON,
Chicago, manager.
has been promoted to production
J. K. MASON, of the NBC sales promotion department, gave a talk before the Atlantic Coast Premium
Buyers Exposition which was held
at the Hotel Pennsylvania, New
York, Sept. 23-27, on '"Contests and
Radio Viewpoint."
AOffers,
roundfrom
tablethe
discussion
followed.
GEORGE BIJUR, CBS director of
advertising and sales promotion, is
conducting an evening course on "The
Principles
of Advertising" at Columbia University.
their programs, Cecil says: "It is
important to reach a large audience on the first as well as on the
thirteenth broadcast. Performers
with a following insure, without
several broadcasts, the desired
large and appropriate audience.
Thus, from the start, the program
'goes overmediate
big,'
producingfavorable
an imand constant
result for the large national adIn discussing the rapid development of commercial broadcasting,
vertiser."
Cecil emphasizes what he regards
as important in present and future
trends, namely:
That merchandising tieup is
highly desirable, especially in connection with the program of the
national advertiser. All of the clients of his concern use it, on his
recommendation.
That the networks are now exercising good judgment, looking to
the future of broadcasting, in curbing "the commercial", as in his
opinion the advertising announcement ought readily to fit into and
be generally accepted as an integral and interesting part of the
(Continued on page 43)

LYNDON T. MILLER, KJBS, San
Francisco, account executive, representing the San Francisco Speakers
Club, on Sept. 10, won the extemporaneous oratorial contest, competing against members of the Advance
Club.
J. KELLY SMITH, commercial manager of WBBM, Chicago, is the father
of a boy born Sept. 17.
LISLE SHELDON, salesman of
KMPC, Beverly Hills, is the father
of a girl born in September.
DON GILMAN, NBC West Coast
manager and vice president, spoke on
"Why nual
Radio
Broadcasting"
the anradio day
of the Losat Angeles
Advertising Club, held Sept. 17. Bert
A. Phillips, sales manager of KHJ.
Los Angeles, was chairman, and Carl
Nissen, commercial manager of KNX,
Los Angeles, the official host.
LIONEL K. BRIDGE, formerly with
city.
Audisk Corp., San Francisco transcription producers, has joined the
sales department of KSFO in that
HOWARD S. LeROY, Washington
radio attorney, has entered into a
partnership with William S. Culbertson, formerly
U. S. Minister
to The
Rumania and Ambassador
to Chile.
firm name will be Culbertson & LeRoy, with offices in the Colorado
Bldg., Washington.
LOUIS G. CALDWELL, Washington radio attorney, returned Sept. 21
on the Rex from a seven-week vacation in Egypt and Palestine. Paul M.
Segal, Washington radio attorney,
and Mrs. Segal returned Sept. 19 on
the Washington from a vacation in
England.
LELAND L. LEVINGER, formerly
account executive with the Sidney
Garfinkel Adv. Agency, San Francisco, has joined the sales department
of KYA, in that city. W. J. Hunt
has joined as account executive.
STEPHEN L. FULD, formerly a
member of the sales staff of WNEW,
Newark, has joined the New York
office of Hearst Radio Inc., from
which Herbert L. Foote has resigned.
L. B.eralWILSON,
presidentCincinnati,
and genmanager of WCKY,
was host at a luncheon at the Brown
Hotel in Louisville Sept. 18 in honor
of Col. Frank Knox, publisher of the
Chicago Daily
News and
leading Republican presidential
possibility.
WILLIAM P. MASSING, chief of
the FCC License Section, has been
named president of the FCC EmFederal Credit
organized toployes
promote
thrift byUnion,
encouraging
Federal employe savings accounts.
Lieut. E. K. Hett, Engineering Dept..
is vice Accounting
president ; Dept.,
Charlestreasurer;
J. Ambruster.
Miss Helen A. Marston. Examining
; Harry
&Dept.,
Files clerk
Section,
clerk. Westcott, Mail
SYDNEY B. GAYNOR and Amos T.
Baron have joined the sales staff of
KHJ, Los Angeles. Gaynor formerly
was torpublicity
and Counties
advertising
for Southern
GasdirecCo.
Baron was sales representative for
a New York clothing firm.
L. E. McCUNE, formerly mechanical
division manager for the Goodrich
Rubber Co., Los Angeles, has joined
the sales department of KJBS, San
Francisco. He succeeds Gerald J.
Norton, resigned.
BARTON PITTS, manager of
KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo., since midJune, calhas
named manager
J. Ted Branson
loadvertising
and Glen
Griswold national advertising manPAUL
A. BELAIRE, formerly of
ager.
WPRO, Providence, has joined the
sales staff of WBZ-WBZA, BostonSpringfield.
GUY
STEWART, formerly manager
of the old WLAP, Louisville, and
later with WOL, Washington, has
been named sales manager of WROK.
Rockford, 111.
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THE
KJR
Seattle, Washington

Covers 60%

of

Washington's population
and gives 277,300
families the latest news —
seconds after it happens
THE
TOTEM

NEWS

REPORTER
is on the air!

9:30 a.m.
6:30 p.m.
9:00 p.m.

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

REID KILPATRICK, formerly of
VVJR, Detroit, and Fred L. Edwards,
formerly of VVKY, Oklahoma City,
have joined the announcing staff of
WHIO, Dayton. Tom Slater has resigned to join the staff of WLWWSAI, Cincinnati. Harlan Haines
has been named WHIO continuity
director. Lester Spencer, new announcer from WOWO, Fort Wayne,
lud., has been placed in charge of
special events.
WALTER MORRISON, formerly
correspondent on the staff of the
London-Times with a roving assignment, and for the last decade in newspaper work in this country, has
joined WHK, Cleveland, as publicity
director, according to an announcement by H. K. Carpenter, general
manager. He is well-known also as
a short-story writer and music critic.
HARRY T. CATTERALL has been
named publicity director of WJAY,
Cleveland. Wayne Johnson has been
appointed program director. Phil
Ross, announcer, who had resigned to
take a position at WGR, Buffalo, was
successtul in a CBS audition. Charles
Seaman, recently with WSPD, Toledo, and KTUL, Tulsa, has returned
to WJAY.
RUSSELL YOUNG, with WAAF,
Chicago, for several months, has
joined WON, Chicago, as announcer.
He will be married Nov. 29 to Laurette Filibrandt, WAAF actress.
EDWARD DENKEMA has been
promoted to the post of studio director of WKZO, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Ronald Gamble has been given a fulltime announcing job and is musical
director.

SQUAMISH CHIEF — George
Wright, veteran announcer of
CRCV, Vancouver, was recently
crowned a Squamish Indian chief
when a tribe of Pacific Coast Indians invaded the studios. His new
title is Sa Sayee Sa Nacham (Chief
Flying Voice), awarded because he
had sent a broadcast which brought
distant members of the tribe to
the death bed of their chief.
JERRY DOWNER, formerly of
WFBM, Indianapolis, has joined the
production
staff of KFEL-KVOD,
Denver.
TED BRAUN, at one time head of
the Thomas S. Lee Artists' Bureau,
Los Angeles, has been appointed production manager of the Radio Features Syndicate, new Hollywood
script firm.

^united9

With world wide news
from United Press
These sensational broadcasts are available for
full sponsorship

KJR
is first in NEWS
5,000 Watts
Cleared Channel
For complete information write

EDWARD

PETRY
&

COMPANY
INC.
New York
Detroit
San Francisco
Chicago
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goes
^associated'
Associated Music Publishers, Inc. acquire
exclusive performing rights in United Publishing Company catalog.
More than 600 popular Hill-billies and
Southern Tunes by such well known writers
as Jimmy Rodgers. Blue Steele, Bob Nolan,
the Carter family and others, are included in
the United Publishing Company catalog, and
have now been added to the repertoire under
the exclusive licensing control of Associated
Music Publishers, Inc.
Radio stations that are not AMP licensees
are reminded that special license is required
for the broadcasting of any 'United' numbers.
Printed list of titles on request.
ASSOCIATED
MUSIC

PUBLISHERS,

25 West 45th St.

inc.

New York City

BENNY KYTE, for the last four
years musical director of WJR. httroit, joined the staff of WXYZ and
the Michigan Radio Network Sept.
29. Joe Rockhold, announcer, singer and character actor, has left
WXYZ, Detroit, to join WSPD, Toledo, where he is featured in a variety program.
announcer on the George
staff of Piekard,
WXYZ. also
goes to Toledo in the same capacity.
ARTHUR H. BECKWITH, formerly a member of the New York Produce Exchange, has been named commercial manager of Radio Events,
New York, a radio script library
service, it was announced Sept. 23
by
Joseph M. Koehler, managing director.
RANNY DALY, formerly director of
KFRU, Columbia, Mo., and before
that with KFI, KMT, WHB, KXX
and WIBW, has been named farm
program director of KRNT. Des
Moines. David Nowinson. until recently with Norman Alexandroff & Co.,
Chicagomerlyprogram
producers,
and forcontinuity, chief
at WIND,
has
been appointed
to
the
KRNT
continuity staff.
S. MAURICE THOMPSON, studio
program director of WCKY, Cincinnati, and a member of the staff since
1929, has gone to WJDX, Jackson.
Miss. He was presented with a gold
wrist watch by L. B. Wilson, manager of WCKY. James S. Alderman, studio manager, and Lloyd Sullivan, staff pianist, are filling the post
temporarily.
HARRISON HOLLIWAY, manager
of KFRC, San Francisco, mastered
the ceremonies for the Carmel art
colony's annual Bal Masque, when
part of the festivities were broadcast
transcontinental^ Sept. 21 over CBS
from the Hotel Del Monte, Del
Monte, Cal.
FRANK H. STEWART, Jr., has
been promoted
to WACO,
productionWaco,
and Tex.
program manager of
EDWARD N. PALEN, formerly of
WROK, Rockford, 111., has joined
WOC, Davenport, la., as publicity
director. Walter Sheppard, of Chicago, has joined the announcing staff.
WILBERT
MARKLE,
part-time
announcer on WAZL,
Hazleton,
Pa., has
been given a full-time assignment on
another Mason-Dixon Group station,
WDEL, Wilmington, Del.
MURRAY ARNOLD, well known in
Philadelphia radio circles and a former magazine writer, has been named
studio director of WFIL, PhiladelKENNETH MILES, announcer and
assistant producer of KHJ, Los Anhas been
named in
dramatic
phia. geles,rector.
Samuel Pierce,
charge diof
sound effects, has been transferred to
continuity with Lloyd Greekmore replacing him. SMITH, formerly of the
EMERSON
announcing staff of KFAB-KFOR,
Lincoln, Neb., has been transferred
to the Omaha studios of the Central
States Broadcasting Co. in the capacity of announcer-salesman for
KOIL.
HECTOR CHEVIGNY, continuity
writer of KOL, Seattle, who also has
been conducting a course in radio
writing ington,
at leftthe
of WashSept.University
15 for Hollywood
where he plans to continue radio
work. Art Gilmore, formerly of
KWSC, Pullman, Wash., has joined
the announcing staff of KOL.
DON BAKER, who has returned
from Europe where he gave a series
of organ recitals, has joined the staff
of WOR, Newark, and is featured in
several programs.
W.
A. GLEASON,
chief announcer
of WEHC,
Charlottesville,
Va., has '
been ingnamed
program
director
James H. Logan, who has succeedgone to
WLVA,
Lynchburg,
Va. at
Edward
W.
Hase, relief
announcer
WEHC,
has been
a regular
position and isassigned
dramaticto director
as well.
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LISTENERS!

Four separate surveys by the Ross
Federal Research Corporation —
one in October, 1934; one in January, 1935; one in April, 1935,
and the latest one in July, 1935 —
show that WDAF is Kansas City's
preferred station at all seasons of
the year.
These four surveys, each for a
period of seven days, and each
covering the hours of 7 a.m. to
10:30 p.m., represent a total of
20,103 completed calls, or in other
words, a composite picture of the
hstening habits of 20,103 families
in the Kansas City area.
Each of the four investigations
shows WDAF in top place. Taken
collectively, they show that WDAF
has 64.7% more listeners than has
the second Kansas City station.
For such a service advertisers
might expect to pay a higher rate
than for time over other stations.
As a matter of fact, advertisers will
find that, program for program,
period for period, schedule for
schedule, WDAF's rates in dollars

610
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o,000

Watts

and cents are actually lower in
many cases than those of other
Kansas City stations.
NOT BY US
These surveys were not made by
WDAF, but by the Ross Federal Research Corporation. It is the policy
of WDAF to quote only the findings of independent auditing concerns of national repute.

HOW
THEY
RANK
The following count of station preferences
represents a total of 20,103 completed
calls * made by the Ross Federal Research
Corporation :
WDAF
8711
2d Station
5289
3d Station
2418
4th Station
1204
All Others
2481
20,103
* A completed call as listed here is complete only when the person called states
that he has a radio, that the radio is
turned on, and he does identify the radio
station to which he is listening.

Day

1.000

Watts

Night
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JAY (Silver-Tongue) SIMS, who i
joined the announcing staff of KYA. I
San Francisco, on Aug. 7, has re- I
signed to join NBC in that city, in I
a similar capacity. He succeeds I
Robert City
Waldrop,
transferred
NBC's ilI
Radio
announcing
staff. toHerbert
B. Allen, formerly on the announcing V
staff of KROW, Oakland, Cal., suc-j I
ceeds Sims at KYA.
BRUFF OLIN, formerly with KVOO.fl
Tulsa, as news broadcaster, has joinedU
WFBL, News
Syracuse,
to handle
national
Service
reports. Inter-H
Ger-jH
trude Alderman is handling women'sH
programs.
DON HAMBLY, who resigned as1|
production manager of KRE, Berke-ll
ley, Cal., on June 15 to join the pro-SI
duction staff of K.IBS, San Francis-H
co, has returned to his former postjlj
taking on the additional duties offl
sales representative. George StuartiB
has been and
addedtechnician.
to KRE's staff as an -IB
nouncer

RAY LARGAY, radio, stage and
screen actor, and Russ Leddy, actor
and producer, have joined the studio
staff of WTMJ, Milwaukee. They
are writing and producing Rudolph's
Corner Grocery, a five-weekly series.
Stanley Morner, former WTMJ announcer and singer, has been given a
seven-year contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer following a screen test.
Mrs. Nancy
Grey, women's
tator, has returned
from a commenbusiness
trip to worH fashion centers. George
Comte, formerly of WIBA. Madison,
Wis., has joined the WTMJ announcing staff.
EARL FERRIS has been appointed
to take charge of all arrangements
for presenting the Surprise Interviews for WINS, New York. It will
be Mr.
Ferris's
job tointerviews.
supply ideas
and
people
for these
DON THOMPSON, NBC special
events announcer in San Francisco,
has been assigned to all football game
broadcasts for the network in that
vicinity. Ernie Smith, sport commentator, is handling the football announcing for KFRC and the CBSDon Lee network in the San Francisco area.
CARLTON E. MORSE, author and
producer of NBC's One Man's Family, is scheduled to leave San Francisco Oct. 1 for Radio City, to be
gone two weeks. He is to confer
with NBC officials. Accompanying
him will be Mrs. Morse who is to
continue on to London, England, for
a brief vacation.
VAN FLEMING, who was heard on
the NBC western airlanes as Van of
Van & Don some years ago, has rejoined the network in San Francisco
as producer. He has been on the
continuity and production staff of
KGW and KEX, Portland, Ore., for
the past year. Don McNeil, other
half of the team, is an NBC Chicago
announcer.

YOUNG RADIO'S OLD TIMERS— This is a resurrected photograph of
amade
groupa personal
of famousappearance
announcers inofKansas
radio's City
earlier
taken ago,
when inthey
justdays,
10 years
the
days when the public actually paid to see the men whose voices were
so well known on the wave lengths. Standing, left to right: Harold
Hough, the "Hired Hand", now director of WRAP, Fort Worth; John
Schilling,
WHR,NBC,
Kansas
City; Seated,
Bill Hay,leftannouncer
Amos 'n'
Gene
Rouse,
Chicago.
to right:forGeorge
Hay,Andy;
the
"Solemn Old Judge", WSM, Nashville; Leo Fitzpatrick, the "Merry Old
Chief", WJR, Detroit; Lambdin Kay, the "Little Colonel", WSB, Atlanta.
HAROLD BRATZBERG, formerly
JOHN W. BATES, formerly produc- on
the announcing staff of KOL,
tion director and continuity editor of
KSD, St. Louis, has joined WOR,
Seattle, has joined NBC in San Francisco, in aArthur
similar
capacity.
He sucNewark,
ceeds
Lindsay,
resigned.
tion man. as announcer and producLES BARNETT has been advanced
MARVIN YOUNG, NBC announcer
to program director of W9XBY,
San Francisco, in September .'was
Kansas City, replacing Walter Loch- in
transferred to the Hollywood division's production unit.
man, now handling sports. Don Martin, formerly of other Kansas City FRED BRIGGS has switched from
stations, has joined the announcing
the announcing staff of KGMB, Honstaff.
olulu, to KGU, in that city.
LOREN CARLBERG, formerly of
KGGF, Coffeyville, Kan., has joined
the announcing staff of KFBI, Abilene, Kan.
LESLIE EDWARD MARSHALL,
formerly of WIP, Philadelphia, as
well as other Eastern stations, and
before that with XEJ and XER,
It's got what it takes —
Mexico, has replaced Alan Trench on
the
announcing staff of WCAE. Pittsburgh.
^ to make your trip a "KNOCK-OUT"
D. D. DENVER has been named
1 Convenient Departure
program director at KFEQ, St. Jo2
Dependable Schedule
seph, Mo.
3 Genuine Air-Conditioning
DUD CONNOLLY, veteran Southeastern announcer, has returned to
4 Observation Lounge Car
the announcing staff of WBRC, Birm5 Library Lounge Car
ingham, after a ten-year absence. He
succeeds Talbert Morgan, who re6 Radio Entertainment
signed to take graduate work at the
University of Virginia.
7 Tavern Diner
WILBUR MORRISON, of Platts8 Exemplary Service
burg,ing N.
Y.. WMFF,
has joined
announcstaff of
thatthecity.
9 "Sleep Like a Kitten"
CHARLOTTE CULBERTSON, wife
10 Arrive "Fresh As a Daisy"
of Howdy Peck, sports announcer of
WISN. Milwaukee, has returned to
the WISN dramatic staff after a season with the Little Theatre players
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON
. THE SPORTSMAN
• THE F. F.V. at Oconomowoc,
Wis.
The Finest Fleet of Genuinely Air -Conditioned Trains In the World
GEORGE COMTE, formerlv of
THE TICKET AGENT OF ANY RAILROAD CAN ROUTE
WHAT and WIBA, Madison. Wis..
YOU ON THE CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO. INSIST UPON IT '
has joined the announcing staff of
WTMJ. Milwaukee.
FRANK HENNESSEY, formerly of
WLAC. Nashville, has joined KLRA.
Little Rock. Ark. Leon Sipes has resigned to join KELD, El Dorado.
GARNET GARRISON, chief announcer of WJIM. Lansing, Mich.,
has taken over production duties of
Howard nouncer
Finch,
namedState
sports
anChesapemewOhio
for Michigan
football

1785
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WILLIAM McKINNEY, orchestra
games.
director of WCMI, Ashland, Ky., has
been given a regular announcing assignment.

KELVIN
and Frank
-I
hiser have KEECH
resigned from
NBC toSing
free!
lance. Mr. Singhiser continues on the I
Lucky Strike show on NBC and Mr I
Keech will handle the Wheatena and I
Sheffield Farms programs. Clyde I
Kitell has returned to New York from I
WTAM, Cleveland ; Robert Waldrup I
has been transferred from the Sac I
Francisco
Wilsondueh'-MI
back after studios,
several and
weeksDonabsence
to an operation.
H. L. COOK, formerly of KGHFil
Pueblo, Col., has joined the staff oi
WGCM,
announcer.Gulfport, Miss., as operatorGLENHALL TAYLOR, announcer at
KHJ, Los Angeles, late in August
was
promoted to assistant production
manager.
TED KARL, of San Francisco, has,
been appointed a radio announcer foi
the San Diego Exposition.
RALPH ROGERS, New York radk
writer,
writing. arrived in Hollywood Sept. 11
for several months' screen and radk^
ARTHUR LINKLETTER, in chargt
of program outlining for the Sai
Diego exposition, resigned Aug. 15 t<
return to KGB, San Diego, where hi
has been appointed program director ;
He succeeded Charles Bullotti who re
turned to the production - announcing
staff of KHJ, Los Angeles.
STEPHANIE WYNN has been addee !
to the continuity staff of KRNT, Dei;
Moines. In addition, Miss Wynn, wh<
sings, will be heard in several pro j
grams during the week.
GARDNER OSBORNE, who recent
ly was partfirm,owner
in a became
Hollywoo(as 1
production
in August
sociated with the Zanff-Evans talen i
agency, Hollywood.
JACK SHELDON, formerly o
WMCA, New York, has joined the
staff of WLLH, Lowell, Mass.
BOB DUMM, after an absence o i
two months, has returned to the an
nouncing
staff of KSFO, San Fran i
cisco.
JEAN DUNCAN, traffic manager o
KGW-KEX, Portland, Ore., for fiv<
years, was married in August.
JERRY LEE PBCHT, announcer o
KFOR-KFAB, Lincoln, Neb., wa;
married recently to Miss Elain.
Mann, of St. Louis. Richard Smith
KFOR announcer, has resigned ti
teach in West Point Nebraska schools
GENE
P. LOFFLER,
productioi j
manager of the Omaha studios o
KFOR, Lincoln, Neb., is the fathe
of a girl born in September.
G. LEONARD WHITEHORNE. re
mote service manager of WRVA
Richmond,
Va., is the father of a boi
born recently.
J. NEIL REAGEN, announcer o
WOC, Davenport, la., was marriei
recently to Miss Ruth Elizabeth Hoff
man, of Des Moines.
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ITALIAN

B0URJ0IS

BALM

PEPSODENT

MAYBELLINE

WOODBURY

TASTYEAST
PHILLIPS

ALKA

SELTZER

JERGENS

PRINCESS

GILLETTE

CHESTERFIELD
OMEGA

BRIGGS

Inrernattonol News Photo
BRIDGING
SAN

GAPS

FRANCISCO

• Over San Francisco Bay, the world's two largest bridges are
being constructed. # BUT. . .There is a third bridge already constructed where your sales and advertising engineers can overcome the difficult hurdle of sales resistance. AND THAT IS...
• More sales from your consumers and dealers, or, the need
of new outlets on the Pacific Coast, at the lowest cost, through
the facilities offered by KYA • KYA is "YOUR BRIDGE"
for more sales, as its programs and signal strength is keyed to
fit the taste of the populace that lives within this rich market.
KYA
1000 WATTS

VICKS

NEED

is a

SPECIALTY!

WE SAY MORE?!
• This advertisement names)
some of the drug, cosmetic and
tobacco products that have found
HEARST RADIO stations a direct influence in fixing the consumers' year.
buying habits since the I
first of this
• Millions of men and women
have heard these nationallyadvertised
through theproducts
facilities"air-casted"
offered by
HEARST RADIO stations, at
only the cost of keeping their
radio tubes and sets in proper
condition.
• HEARST RADIO listeners
BUY. . . this has been substantiated time-and-time again.

FITCH
BAYER
JUNIS

DILL'S
EXLAX
COTY
VINCE

PINEX
LUXOR
KOOL
IP ANA
CAMEL
CUTEX
ANACIN
TANGEE

LET'S TELL YOU MORE ANDl
IwHERE YOU'LL GO WITrl|
IHEARST RADIO STATIONS.

W
CONTI

NOXEMA
LYON

MOLLE
WBAL

LADY

plays the scale of human

emotions

daily— drama, amusement, music,
fashions, health and news.
Programs

produced

every

listener

market

area of over

There

in

to appeal to
the

UNITED

BROMO

DRUG

LUCKY

HEPATIC A

open

time

GOLD

SELTZER
STRIKE
0D0R0N0

COLGATE

WBAL

4,000,000.

is still some

OLD

ESTHER

SAL

PAT

ST.

FLEISCHMANN

JOSEPHS
KLEENEX

LISTERINE

available.
You SELL

Maryland when you BUY

WBAL
HEARST

WBAL
Basic Station, National Broadcasting Company
BLUE NETWORK
Maryland's Only High Powered, Clear Channel
Station
10,000 WATTS
1060 KCS.

m

RADIO

PITTSBURGH

WCAE

BALTIMORE

WBAL

NEW YORK

WINS

MILWAUKEE

WISN

SAN FRANCISCO KYA

LOS ANGELES KEHE

HEARST MAGAZINE BUILDING HEARST BUILDING HEARST BUILDING
959 EIGHTH AVENUE
MARKET AT THIRD 326 W. MADISON ST.
NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
CHICAGO, ILL.
COLUMBUS 5-7300
DOUGLAS 2536
CENTRAL 6124
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GEORGE A. BAKER, formerly o£
WHN, New York, has joined the announcing staff of WFIL, Philadelphia.
HUB WARNER, formerly of WDGY,
Minneapolis, has joined the announcing staff of KDLR, Devils Lake, N.
D. George Holt, assistant announcer
and control operator, has returned to
Gonzaga University, Spokane.
JOHN VAN SANT has been given
a full-time position according to G.
E. Joy, manager of WRAK, Williamsport, Pa. Lillian Lupton has been
named studio hostess. Wright Mackey,
formerly of WORK, York, Pa., is
program director.
KIMBALL S. SANT, formerly production manager at WHDH, has
joined the announcing and production staff of KQW, San Jose, Cal.
Jack T. Murphy, has resigned from
KQW to free lance.
JOSEPHINE COSTANZO, typist for
NBC in San Francisco, was secretly
married Aug. 21 to Bob Robb, young
San Francisco advertising executive.
HENRY MORGAN, formerly with
WCAU, Philadelphia, has joined
WEBC, Duluth, as chief announcer.
MURRAY ARNOLD, production
manager of WIP, Philadelphia, also
has assumed the duties of chief announcer. George Barrie has left the
announcing staff to join the cast of
March of Time.
RUSS JOHNSTON, reported in the
Aug. 15 issue of Broadcasting to
have resigned from KGFJ, Los Angeles, to join a gold mining expedition, advises that this was erroneous.
He is continuing production schedules
with the Hollywood office of Radio
Transcription Co. of America. He has
purchased a small ranch and is building a ranch-house and states : "To
date I can't even find the carrots and
onions I planted, much less finding
any gold."
New
Magnificent

Kolster

and

Hazeltine

Kellogg Seeks Ideas
TO AID in building radio programs, the "Singing Lady" of the
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich,
(food) has invited the public to
suggest new ideas for story material for juvenile broadcasts. The
sponsor is offering more than a
thousand cash prizes for the most
constructive suggestions. The program is broadcast five days weekly over an NBC-WJZ network,
5:30-5:45 p. m., with repeat at
6:30. N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
Philadelphia, is the agency.

PHENOMENAL

New
5,000 Watts
Power

Quarters

IN

Nominated for IRE Post
BALLOTS for 1936 officers of the
Institute of Radio Engineers have
been sent out to the membership,
with instructions that they be
counted after Oct. 25. Nominated
for president are Dr. Frederick A.
Kolster, inventor and research engineer of the International Communications Laboratories, and L.
A. Hazeltine, inventor and professor at the Stevens Institute.
For the vice presidency, an honor
which always goes to a foreigner,
the IRE committee has nominated
Valdemar Poulsen, of Denmark,
and K. W. Wagner, of Germany.
Nominated for directorships, three
to be elected, are E. H. Armstrong,
Columbia University; W. R. G.
Baker, RCA Mfg. Co.; H. H.
Beverage, RCA Communications
Inc.; V. M. Graham, StrombergCarlson Co.; George Lewis, Arcturus Radio Tube Co.; A. F. Van
Dyck, RCA License Laboratory.

EXPANSION

And WCAE continues to give you a broadcasting
service second to none in the Pittsburgh Trading area.

you get:

The bulk and the best of the audience.
Almost a million more listeners with installation of
our new 5,000-watt transmitter.
Priceless audience confidence.

PITTSBURGH

HEARST RADIO
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RED NETWORK

National Representative:
NEW YORK — CHICAGO

— SAN FRANCISCO

ROOM

LA VERNE POAST, graduate of the \
University of Wisconsin department
of electrical engineering, and Ronald
H. Culer, graduate of the same department at the University of Michi"gan, have joined the staff of Jansky
& Bailey, consulting radio engineers
in Washington. The Jansky organization now has eight staff engineers.
HOWARD FRAZER, formerly chief
engineer of WPEN and WRAX, Philadelphia, and chief consulting engineer of General Broadcasting System, has joined WDAS, Philadelphia,
as chief engineer. Frank Untelberger
has beentenanceplaced
in charge
of mainand remote
broadcasts.
RAY SCHROEDER, who received
his radio
the RCAhead
Insti-of
tute and training
who was atformerly
the electrical appliance department of
a leading chain department store, has
taken over the duties of chief engineer at WJJD, Chicago.
J. R. POPPELE, chief engineer of
WOR, Newark, on Sept. 27 addressed
a group of students taking the radio
broadcasting section of courses offered
Peron "Desirable
by RCAsonalInstitute
Characteristics
of the Broad-

Everywhere That Jean Goes
HER RADIO is sure to follow.
For daddy, E. S. Darlington, pioneer General Electric radio engineer, built a little radio set that
five-year-old Jean trundles around
with her in a small cart. The set
is permanently tuned to her
father's amateur station, and when
she is wanted at home, the order
goes out via radio. When Jean was
an infant, Mr. Darlington rigged
up a phonograph in her bedroom
that automatically played a lullaby when she awoke at night, a
loudspeaker in his room being connected to the nursery where a
phonograph was connected with a
control button by his bed.
Hill - Billy Song Catalog

With WCAE

THE

CONTROL

Now Controlled by AMP
ACQUISITION
of exclusive
trol of the performance
rightsconof
the United Publishing Co. catalog,
said to comprise the best known
hill-billy tunes, was announced
Sept. 20 lishers
byInc.,Associated
Music AMP
Pubof New York.
has licensed a number of broadcasting stations for use of its regular catalog, as supplemental to
that of American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers.
The United Publishing Co. catalog, comprising approximately 600
numbers, according to AMP, has
never been under the control of
ASCAP, as has been generally assumed. "Although closely affiiliated with the Southern Music
Co.," always
said the
"it
has
beenannouncement,
an independent
unit, under private ownership. It
was originally started as a publishing outlet for tunes acquired and
recorded by Victor and while all of
the numbers are recorded it said
that all are not available in printed
form. Among the authors are
Jimmy Rodgers, Blue Steel, Bob
Nolan, 'Fats' Waller, and the
Carter Family."

CHARLES
BRANNON, formerly of
cast Engineer."
WCLO, Janesville, Wis., and George
Kovell, of WTAQ, Eau Claire, Wis.,
have joined the control staff of
WDAY, Fargo, N. D. JuliushasHetinchief engineer,
land, WDAY
stalled a stabilized
feed-back at the
transmitter.
ROBERT
CONNER,
formerly oi '
WHA, Madison, Wis., has joined the
engineering
staff
of
WMBD,
Peoria,
111.
HAROLD PRICE, remote operatoi .
of KDLR, Devils Lake, N. D., whc
is an aviator, was awarded the Tellner Sportsmanship Trophy at th<
Jamestown, N. D. air meet. Ben !
Wick is back after spending the sum
mer operating sound systems at Wes I
tern fairs.
GLENN THAYER, formerly o:
WLNH,
Laconia,staffN. ofH.,WJIM,
has joine<
the engineering
Lan
sing, Mich. McELRATH, NBC operat {
GEORGE
ing
City, and Lo|f|
Mis]
Geneengineer,
Weston, Radio
of Amityville,
Island, were married Sept. 14. O. Bj
Hanson, NBC chief engineer, wa
best man. The couple sailed for :
Bermuda honeymoon.
DAVID C. WOODS, of the contro
staff of WRVA, Richmond, Va., i
the father of a third daughter bori
recently.
ELMER THIERBACH, engineer o
WTMJ, Milwaukee, was married r«
cently
to Miss Anita Barrett, c
Milwaukee.
BBC

Names

U. S. Contact

dor" of
"ambassa
THE FIRST
ing system
foreign
broadcast
to b
sent to the United States will b
Felix Greene, British Broadcast
who wi
staff member,
ing Corp. headquar
ters in Ne^
establish
York toward the end of the yeai
Official announcement of his ar
ativth
as BBC wasrepresent
pointmen
for North t America
made by
BBC in September. The BBC thu
follows the examples of the Amer
can networks which were the firs
to send "correspondents" abroad t
act as arrangers and announcei
of relay programs. NBC ha
Fred Bate in London and D
Max Jordan in Basle, Switzerlan(
while CBS has Cesar Saerchinge
in London.
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A

"NATURAL"
So

They
Say

"Hold That Line!"
"Watch That Kick!"

"Director

of Music

at

WINS"
Louis Katzman, well-known director, has been named musical director of WINS, New York under
an exclusive contract for the metropolitan area. He will take
charge of the musical division
Oct. 1. The director has been
identified with 42 network programs in the last four years.
-—Broadcasting, September 15
Louis Katzman moves into WINS,
New York, as musical director
Oct. 1. Alfredo Antonio, who's
been holding down the post for
some time, remains for pianology
chores.
— Variety, September 1 1
Louis Katzman was appointed musical director of WINS yesterday
by Burt Squire, manager of the
station. Katzman will have completepresentation.
charge of the station's
cal
He was musilast
heard on the air with the Georgs
Gershwin series.
— JVeip York American, September 10
Louis Katzman, the network band
leader, has been made musical
chief of WINS.
— Ben Gross, Radio Editor
Daily News, September 11
Louis Katzman has been appointed
musical director of WINS.
— Netc York Times, September IS
114

East

58th

Ah, My Friends, 'tis an ambitious and pretentious
football schedule that officials of WINS have planned
for the 1935 season, in keeping with the sports traditions of this up and coming station!
Major colleges whose games with Manhattan College
at Ebbets Field will be broadcast via WINS to date
include Louisiana State University, Holy Cross, North
Carolina State, LaSalle University and Georgetown.
WINS will also broadcast, exclusively, play-by-play
descriptions of the professional games played by the
New York Giants and the Brooklyn Dodgers.
In addition to the actual play-by-play descriptions
WINS will present a series of college programs, a
half-hour in length, featuring short talks by famous
alumni of the school to be honored.
The football broadcasts on WINS start September
21, at 2:30 p. m., when Manhattan College meets
Niagara. Earl Harper will do the announcing.
— Daily Mirror, September 14
WINS, New York, to air all football games of N. Y.
Giants and Brooklyn Dodgers, both professional gridiron groups, this year. Earl Harper handling the
m. c. job.
— Variety, September 1 1
Station WINS reports it is planning "a most pretentious football schedule."
— iVeic York Times, September 15
LET'S TELL YOU MORE ABOUT THESE
"NATURALS" AND ABOUT OUR OTHER
TESTED PROGRAMS WHICH WE KNOW
HAVE PULLED RETURNS AND SALES IN THE
NEW YORK MARKET.
FOR RATES ADDRESS

Street

"Song

Bird

from

WINS sends in a flash to the effect that
it has signed Myrtle Leonard, Metropolitan Opera contralto, whose voice is likened by her teacher, Francis Stuart, to
that of the great Schalchi.
Her story is of theMet"
Horatio Alger type.
She rose from a piano player in pigtails
in a Wild West Nicolodeon to her present status as the country's most promising contralto. From timidity and uncertainty to the poise and assurance of
stardom. She amazes the critics with her
depth
musicianship.
You'llstarting
hear
her on and
WINS
thrice weekly,
Monday at 6:15 P. M.
— Nick Kenny, Radio Editor
Daily Mirror, September 11
One of the most attractive contralto
voices that has come into the parlors in
months is that of Myrtle Leonard, new
"Met" songbird on WINS . . . One trouble with radio is that there are not
enough contraltos and too many sopranos.

— Louis Reid, Radio Editor
N. Y. American, September 18

WINS: Inaugural of a Monday, Wednesday and Friday series by Myrtle
Leonard, Met Contralto, a youthful
prodigy, whom the station has signed
for a record period of two years, 6:15
P. M.
— Mike Porter, (Aircaster)
N. Y. Evening Journal, September 14
NEW

YORK,

X

WINS
National
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Ma

and
7&a
and
Mike
{Continued from page 20)
hunches, but facts. And 80% of
of bigger networks. There's more
to it than that, I've been selling them are "repeaters" right now.
bigger customers bigger packages
But I haven't any more time to
of time. In the old days, almost argue.
MA: Y'must admit the lad has a
everybody bought a quarter-hour
once or twice a week. Look at it
lot of steady P.T.'s, Pa.
now. Look at these packages I'm
PA: They're the D.T.'s to me!
shipping this week! Two hours for
MA:likeA ye.
pretty
wit, Now
Pa. this
That'sis
Ford. Two half-hours each for more
(Sighs)
Chesterfield and Camel. Five quar- like old times — just fightin' among
ter-hours for Wrigley. An hour and ourselves. That's the way it ought
a half for Campbell's. Why, that to be — after the store is all closed
eats up the time that ten or 15 ad- up. I like a good scrap as well as
vertisers used to buy in smaller the next one. But for pity's sake,
packages in the old days. And you Pa, stick to sellin' your own goods
when the cash customers are here
know I only have just so much
time to sell.
instead of knockin' Mike's. (SusPA: (a little puzzled but still
piciously) Seems to me y'take a
stubborn) But statisticks don't lie. swipe at my beddin' department
Y'still lost 400 customers.
now an' then, too, y'rascal. What
MIKE: Oh, so they don't lie? was that y'said about my monthly
Don't be so Cross-ley with me, Pap. salesbolsters and my weekly innerAnd listen
to this if you like sta- springs for debilitant dealers?
tistics :
BIZ : Voices outside door —
In 1928, 30 of the 100 biggest sozinds of pounding on door — sevPLENTY
UP
eral voices ad lib.
advertisers used network broadcasting.
Open up!
We want to see Mike!
In 1930, U8 of the 100 biggest
Open
the door!
advertisers
used
network
broadOUR
SL££V€S
casting.
Sound of door being shaken.
In 1932, 5U of the 100 biggest
MA: toForbreak
heavens
Who'sat
down sake!
the door
used network broad- trying
casting.
G£NTL£M£N
! advertisers
this ungodly hour of the night?
In 1932, 5U of the 100 biggest Oh dear, mebbe it's burglars!
PA: (peering timidity through
advertisers used network broadcasting.
window)
No, it's half a dozen of
THATS WHY £V£RY
And in 1935, 68 of the 100 big- Mike's customers. (Gloatingly)
And
they
look as mad as bees.
gest advertisers are using network
broadcasting.
They're after Mike!
ISSUE OF BROADMA: (bustliyig into her fourHow's that for a success story?
(Waxing enthusiastic) And I'll tell color apron) Ah me, 'tis on your
CASTING ISPACKED
you something else! It's the big own head, Pa. 'Tis you that's
companies that know their adverstirred 'em up. But turn on the
WITH INTERESTING
tising groceries. They don't buy on lights and open up. Mebbe I can
COPY
□ S3.00 for ONE YEAR—
□ $5.00 for TWO YEARS or for Two
ONE-YEAR subscriptions.
□ $10 for FIVE ONE-YEAR subscriptions.
Canadian and Foreign Subscriptions
$4.00 per year.
Please enter my subscription
to BROADCASTING, including
the 1936 YEARBOOK Edition.
Check is enclosed.
Name
Address
City
State
Firm
Name
Your
Position
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Jroadcast
\dvertisingNational Press BIdg.,
Washington, D. C
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EIE

SCH

ri0i*
AvervUer
P*
u State.
for *e ad'e„ central ^°
distributed «>
5 0()0 wfltt

sell 'em some nice inside coverlets 1
while
they're
here. forward) Outj]
MIKE:
(striding
of ANNOUNCER:
the way, I'll let them
What in. is thej
meaning
this visit
of theme
Mike's i
customers? of What
brings
through the night to the door of
Ad-Town's General Store? What
lies ahead for Mike? Another fiveminute script of PA and MA and
MIKE will be sent to you next
week at this time — full of thrills,
packed with action. Don't miss it!
WD

AS

Is Enjoined

For Waring Record
NAB Joins Station in Defense
Of Suit for Performance
TO DEFEND
rightphonograph
of broadcasting stationsthe
to use
records without prior permission
of the artist, the NAB has decided
to cooperate with WDAS, Philadelphia, againstby
which
injunction is sought
Fredan Waring,
orchestra leader who recently was
elected president of an organization having as its purpose prevention of performances of phonograph recordings over the air.
James W. Baldwin, NAB managing director, announced Sept. 25
the NAB would cooperate with the
Philadelphia law firm of Can* &
Krauss,
defense. counsel for WDAS, in the
The suit against WDAS, seeks
to enjoin it from performing Waring recordings for broadcasting
purposes, taining.
either
commercial
or susIt brought
out that
the
RCA Victor record of the Waring
orchestra contained a notice that
it could not be used for broadcasting. Waring claimed that use of
these
is a interests,
"serious menace"
to hisrecords
business,
rights,
contractual engagements and income, and that the continued
"illegal" use would "seriously injure" his contractual and property
rights. No Court Decision
THERE has never been a court
decision upholding the right of the
recording artist to prevent performance of his works. Broadcasters havechasingcontended
the records, that
they inpaypur-a
2-cent royalty to the performei
covered in the purchase price, and
that the musical compositions
themselves are covered in their
performing rights contracts from
ASCAP or other copyright owners.
W. Maurice Steppacher, secretarytreasurer of WDAS, said that the
station has only one recording by
Waring and as it plays only those
selections for which requests are
made, this record was performed
"only at the insistence of some one
who first phoned in the request
and then was obliged to write in
for it according to station rules."
Molle Takes Vox Pop
MOLLE Co., Bedford (shaving
cream) will return to the airwaves
on Sunday, Oct. 6, 2:30-3 p. m.,
over the NBC-WEAF network.
Vox Pop, which was sponsored by
Standard Brands Inc., for Fleischmann's Yeast, will be the program.
Standard Brands released Vox Pop
Sept. 29. Jerry Belcher and Parks
Johnson will continue to conduct
the interviews on the streets of
New York. Stack - Goble Adv.
Agency, New York, handles the
account.
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Sincerity

of

Purpose

Thank you, Variety. It didn't occur to us that we
were establishing a precedent in effecting a sharp
reduction in our list. The decision was based first,
on the realization that each and every station on
our list is entitled to aggressive "Selling Representation". Second, to enable us to render the advertiser and the agency a more complete, comprehensive, and intelligent service. Naturally, this
requires concentration. We did not feel that it

, cto^v."

could be accomplished except by limiting the number of stations represented. It is our belief that

oi-a^ \otvg
aS**- \a^ , ol 10

this policy is sound.

★

★

★

a?c
see <_
Tft3 .*viac¥VtvS * tot

^^naO-*- .

STATIONS

Columbus, Ohio
Des Moines, Iowa
Des Moines, Iowa
Detroit, Michigan
Houston, Texas
Los Angeles, Calif
Omaha, Nebraska
Phoenix, Arizona

1 iff vr~?s*$
^
(According to
Variety, Sept. 18, 1935)

REPRESENTED
WBNS
KSO
KRNT
WWJ
KTRH
KNX
WOW
KTAR

St. Paul-Mpls., Minn
KSTP*
Salt Lake City, Utah
KDYL
Shreveport, La
KTBS
Shreveport, La
KWKH
Waterloo-Cedar Rapids, Ia.__WMT
Iowa Broadcasting System

c^adea.*° 4ec1 J t^e
.It ^VltvS
:„atV>tt

•Represented in territory outside New York.

aW

m catv»f
«t 40
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JOHN
NEW YORK
341 Madison Avenue
Murray Hill 2-6084
October 1, 1935

BLAIR
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CHICAGO
520 North Michigan Avenue
Superior 8660
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COMPANY
DETROIT
New Center Building
Madison 7889

SAN FRANCISCO
485 California Street
Douglas 3188
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Aleickandfalnj
A/otel
Squibs Peace Promotion — Shadow Lamps — Mobil Magazine —
Robin Hood Newspaper — WMAQ's Policy
E. R. SQUIBB & SONS, New
York (drug products), sponsoring
To Arms for Peace on 51 CBS stations, Thursdays, 9:30-10 p. m., is
displaying specially designed
forms in 35,000 drug stores on
which the public will be able to
pledge support to the President
and Congress "for all they may do
to keep war from this country."
Explaining
his World
company's
sponsorship of the
Peaceway
Series, featuring persons prominent in public life, Theodore
Weicker, executive vice president
of Squibb, said the program is in
line with the company's policy of
devoting its advertising to educational and welfare movements. In
connection with the promotion of
peace, he said : "We hope that this
ideal may become a reality. Behind
every project of human beings,
hope has been a major force. In
undertaking this new expression
of the desire of the House of
Squibb to contribute to human
progress and welfare, we are
strongly motivated by a hope that
peace shall some day be a reality,
and by a firm conviction that all
that human beings are doing and
will do to achieve peace will stem
from the hope we share with millions." Geyer, Cornell & Newell
Inc., New York, is the agency.

says:j^

r "-

D. E. (Plug) Kendrick
V. P. & General Mgr.
NBC

Affiliate

Represented by
PAUL H. RAYMER CO. • N. V. - Chicago

NOW

OPERATING

STARTING with the first anniversary Sept. 13 of its Witches Tales

ON

Spokane,

890

Washington

ANNOUNCES
RATE

KILOCYCLES

A

ADVANCE

Effective October 15
All contracts signed before October 15, 1935, will be accepted
at the old rate. All current advertisers may renew immediately,
dating renewals from expiration date of current contracts, at the
old rate.
Over

90%

Renewals

Despite KFPY's HIGHER LOCAL RATE, over 90% of KFPY
local advertisers have renewed during the past year. Take a tip
from these local advertisers — they KNOW where their business
comes from.
REPRESENTATIVES
GEORGE W. BESSE
J. H. McGILLVRA
485 Madison Avenue
Palmolive Building
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
WALTER BIDDICK CO.
WALTER BIDDICK CO.
568 Chamber of Commerce
601 Russ Building
SAN FRANCISCO
Bldg., LOS ANGELES
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POLICY NO. 13,826
ISSUED TO
National Association
of Broadcasters

program on KHJ, Los Angeles,
Wilshire Oil Co., that city (Economy gasoline), is offering "shadow
lamps" weekly for best letters on
"Why I Patronize an Independent
Economy Dealer". The anniversary program was increased to a
full hour. Dan B. Miner Co., Los
Angeles, has the account.

Face Amount of Insurance

YOUNG listeners to Robin Hood
Junior, juvenile serial broadcast
twice weekly over WBBM, Chicago, for Central Shoe Co., St.
Louis (Robin Hood shoes), have
not only a club, "The Archers
Club", but a newspaper as well to
which they are invited to send contributions and which is published
from time to time (supposedly by
Robin Hood Jr.), giving the sponsor an excellent opportunity to
back up his broadcasts with a most
effective form of direct mail advertising. Morenus Adv. Agency, Chicago, is in charge.
THE PROGRAMS of Ellis VanderPyl, sales manager and sports
announcer of WGAR, Cleveland,
"have sold more suits and topcoats
for us than any other medium of
advertising", according to James
Riley, general
manager
nine
Northern
Ohio Bond
Clothesofstores.
The Bond schedule includes six
five-minute sports periods weekly
with additional football scores during the season. Listeners picking
the highest percentage of football
winners each week get Bond merchandise and other prizes.
"MOBIL MAGAZINE", produced
for a weekly half hour from KHJ,
Los Angeles, to stations of the
Don Lee network since January of
this year for the General Petroleum Corp., Los Angeles, has
largely been responsible for an increase in sales. Newspapers and
outdoor media were used to supplement the broadcasts.
Percentages released by the
agency, Smith and Drum Inc., Los
Angeles, indicate that Mobil gas
sales were up 14.5% for the first
seven months of 1935 as compared
with the previous year. Mobiloil
sales were up 33.6% for the same
period of the year as against 1934.
The July figures showed gas sales
up
'34 July,
oil
sales44%up over
36% the
for the
same and
month.
The Mobil Magazine uses David
Broekman's Orchestra, soloists and
choir in musical pages including
the hit song of the week, a musical specialty and grand finale with
dramatic interludes devoted to a
news oddity, humor in the news
and interviews. The commercials
use the opinions of historical characters, screen stars and "everyday
* % $H
ON OCT. 6, opening day of the
people".Foundation's Stars of the
Milk
Milky Way broadcasts over
WBBM, Chicago, some 700,000
householders in the Chicago area
will find eight - page rotogravure
booklets describing the programs
on their back porches along with
the morning milk.

50,000 WATTS
Date. September
WMAQ 1.5, 1935
Insurance that advertisers
will receive from
BETTER RECEPTION
BETTER COVERAGE
LARGER AUDIENCES
Premium 50,000 watt policy
same as on 5,000 watt policy.
Dividends accumulative in
increased sales returns.
Face Va lueof insurance
delivered upon receipt of order.

WMAQ POLICY— Here is the poi
tion
the prospects.
"insurance policy" sul
mittedof to
* * *
SOMETHING new in station pre
motion is the "insurance policy
sent out by WMAQ, Chicagi
Dressed in an oil paper jacket, th
policy is numbered, personally ac
dressed,
givesis "premium"
rate:
benefits, and
signed personall
by executives of the station. A
inside spread gives a pictorial viei
of the transmitter and studios.
Decorations are in a radio moti:
and prospects are informed tha
the insurance is in effect "durin
the life of advertising contract'
The title is "WMAQ Broadcas
Advertising Insurance, Chicago,

SCOTT & BOWNE Inc., Bloon^
field, N. J. (Scott's Emulsion) i
its trade publication ads has thi
to say regarding its new radi
series : "It is a well known fao :
that news broadcasts are th'
quickest and biggest audienci
builders." The sponsor is usin
two-color ads in drug publics
tions to announce the prize contes
and the new series
* * of
* programs.
GENERAL PEROLEUM Corp., o
California, Los Angeles, uses deft
ly dramatized commercial ar.
nouncements in its Don Lee-CB,
program keyed from KHJ, Lo
Angeles, occasionally enlisting th
unwitting
opinions
famed his^
*• screen
* *of notables,
torical
figures,
o J
plain, every-day folks of today.
A FREE cake of Fairy soap wa
offered radio listeners who woul
write for it by Rosaline Greene i
the last ten days of her currer
events broadcasts for Gold Dus
Corp., New York, over WOR, New
ark.
ceived.Some 2400 requests were rt fo
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'LjO INCREASE home deliveries of
ie cream. Baum's Ice Cream Co.,
Ileveland, is using WGAR to an.punce that home deliveries will be
Jade immediately upon phone
Ills and that with each quart of
ile cream a picture of Hank Mill's Ozark The
Mountain
will he
Slivered.
phone Boys
number
of
le ice cream company is given in
' e broadcast and the phone board
clogged with calls immediately
"ter the number is announced,
pe idea is that of Frank Miller,
resident and General Manager
Baum's. Brothers Adv. Agency,
:eveland, has the account.
1
* * *
K UNUSUAL tie-up between
ercantile establishments and a
tsoline distributor was effected
rough the Mel Harder program
the Pocahontas Oil Co. on
GAR, Cleveland. Merchants in
■e immediate vicinity of each
tsoline station, who featured Blue
ash specials to tie-up with Blue
.ash gasoline, placards being furshed by the oil- company, report
at Blue Flash Day was successL The agency is Griswold-Eshlean Co., Cleveland.
* * £
NXIOUS to land the Jimmy
f.len transcription series sponsred by Skelly Oil Co., Kansas
ffiy, WOC, Davenport, staged a
Ddel airplane meet similar to the
felly events. The meet was a
tccess. So was the station's prootion stunt, a contract resulting.
James McCosh Cecil
(Continued from page 33)
ogram. Everybody at Cecil,
arwick & Cecil, he mentions,
akes a hand" in shortening and
rfecting the commercial.
. That the restriction of radio ad:!rtising in the slighest degree ofnsive is a forward step which
11 still further popularize broadsting, by insuring even larger
d more appreciative audiences.
While Cecil feels that many
anscriptions are well nigh per§t from the recording standpoint,
s agency uses them to small exit "because 'live' programs posies a certain 'charm' and some
itions fail to handle transcrippis with the exacting care so
cessary with the local announceMlt."outdoor sports, tennis is a
In
:ided favorite with Mr. Cecil,
hough he derives much pleasure
)m golf.
kA.way from business, if he is not
lulging in his indoor hobby — lisping to the radio — or if he is not
ounded by his three children,
0 girls and a boy — membership
the University Club of New
rk, New York Advertising Club,
ns of the American Revolution,
1 the Country Club of Virginia,
ord him his recreation and so'i 1 contacts.
uffalo Station Is WBNY
3NY will be the call letters of
\ new local station in Buffalo,
Y., authorized last month by
FCC upon application of Roy
Albertson, former general man;r of WEBR of that city. At
same time the FCC announced
ignment of the call KRNR to
new station in Roseburg, Ore.,
msed to the Southern Oregon
olishing Co.
-tober 1, 1935

Teaching Radio at Michigan
ELECTRICAL
(Continued from page 1U)
course, Professor Maddy, probably
and adult education programs.
TRANSCRIPTIONS
They were conducted primarily by the outstanding authority on the
teaching
of
music
by
radio,
passes
faculty of the University, Dr.
made by our
Joseph E. Maddy of the School of on the results of his valuable experience
gained
through
many
Music taking personal charge of
classes in the playing of string years of constructive endeavor.
PERFECTED METHODS
In addition to the courses ofand wind instruments, and in elementary singing.
fered regularly enrolled univerUNDER THE FAMOUS
The six courses opened by the
sity students, the Extension DiviDYER PATENTS
sion also provides courses in radio
speech department have added to
technique for graduates living in
the list morning programs concernClasses are held in the
ing campus events and news, talks Detroit.
main studios of WJR under the
are true, natural, authentic reabout student life, "tours" of the direction of Professor Abbot. The
college campus, and skits of class- interests of graduates in such
productions oflive shows.
room instruction, all prepared and
presented by student members of courses is evidenced in the fact
that during this first year they
the speech classes. For the most
WE SHOULD LIKE YOU TO
offered 120 persons enrolled.
part these were 15-minute pro- were
In an attempt to estimate the HEAR SOME SPECIMENS
grams broadcast each Wednesday.
Thursday and Friday. They served worth and effect of university
OF OUR RECORDINGS.
broadcasts, including those prethe dual purpose of providing
sented by students, officials of the
■practical training for the students
Write or 'phone us.
while at the same time giving ra- Extension Division recently evaluated the various programs. Listdio listeners — including the more
There's no obligation . . . except
ing the worth of different prodistant parents of the students—
grams from the price of a postage
an opportunity
to
listen
in
on
acthe obligation to yourself to intual classroom instruction and
stamp to 25 cents, it was estimate-!
talks concerning everyday affairs that the broadcasts furnish annual
vestigate new and better recordeducational opportunities worth at
of student life.
ing
methods.
least $935,338 to the school chilRadio Technique
dren and adults of the state. This
disregards
the additional benefits
RADIO
AND
FILM
MOST important of these are two
derived
by
students taking radio
courses.
courses concerned solely with
broadcasting technique, one of
METHODS
CORP.
From the results of listener surwhich is offered each semester, unveys
made
by
WJR,
it
was
estider the personal direction of Pro101 PARK AVENUE
mated that 1,540,078 Michigan
fessor
Abbot.
The
first
semester's
work covers the fundamentals of residents listen regularly or occaNEW YORK, N. Y.
radio broadcasting and includes
sionally to the general university
radio mechanics, acoustics, speech,
CAIedonia 5-7530
broadcasts
on topics of current interest.
writing for the radio, radio advertising, radio dramatics, interviewing, and news and snorts reporting. The second semester offers a
study of school programs, the
preparation of programs, and studio management. Both courses
provide opportunities for actual
broadcasting experience, as students who have qualified for additional work are allowed to announce other university programs
in addition to those presented by
members of the speech classes.
Two other radio courses, one being offered during each of the two
semesters of the academic year,
are concerned with advanced public speaking, with special emphasis
upon radio talks. The courses present instruction and practice in radio speaking and the study of
various types of long public
speeches such as the lecture, oration, and political speech. Professors Abbot and Gail E. Densmore
cooperate in conducting the classes
and in offering constructive criticism to the students.
A different type of course, offered during the second semester
only, covers the field of radio reading and dramatics. Special attention is paid to the technique and
practice in presenting readings
Because WMBD gets results, 175 local
and plays on the radio. The course
advertisers use it— over 70 National acis offered by Professors Abbot and
counts use it. It pays to be in Peoria.
Louis M. Eich.
The sixth course is one concernPEORIA
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
ing the problems of music instrucfor
Chas. C. Caley
tion by radio which is offered only
Edgar andL. Manager
Bill
to graduate students. In this
Commercial Manager
President
Free, Johns 8C Field, Inc., National Representatives
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco
THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience
of radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
BENJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
1023 Wallace Ave.
Wilkiusburg. Pa.
PEORIA, ILL! HOIS
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New
On

A
CBS

&

P

Series

Promoted

By Elaborate Drive
INAUGURATION of the Great
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. campaign Sept. 23 with Kate Smith
on CBS was the subject of a comprehensive program of merchandising and special showmanship
for the company's employes.
Outstanding among the several
methods used to arouse interest
was the playing of one-night
stands by Kate Smith and the
personnel of the program in larger
eastern cities — for an audience
composed entirely of A & P employes and their families. These
events gave rise to the erroneous
impression that free shows for the
public were going to be presented,
an interpretation which was denied by the sponsor and broadcasting officials. Additional features of this kind are being arranged for other cities, outside the
north-eastern area in which the
first few were staged.
After preliminary shows in Detroit, Pittsburgh and Boston, the
climax of the series was reached
in New York on the eve of the
Sept. 30 broadcast, when Madison
Square Garden was engaged at a
rental cost of $4,000, to permit an
attendance of 20,000 from among
the army of A & P workers and
invited guests from closely related companies. Staff members
from the Eastern sales area attended— a district which corresponds roughly with the primary
coverage area of WABC.
An employe who had just completed 50 years of service with
the company was introduced to his

HARVEST
NORTHWEST FARMERS
made a GREAT
HARVEST this year and HAVE MILLIONS TO
SPEND!
KSTP made a HARVEST of RED and BLUE
NETWORK STARS with MILLIONS OF LISTENERS!
SO . . . here's YOUR CHANCE to MAKE
HARVEST OF SALES over KSTP!

YOUR

Where the Stars are- — that's where the Audience Is . . . and where the Audience Is — that's
where the Sales Are! KSTP is the only station in Minnesota offering the Red and Blue
Network Programs of NBC . . . and, as shown
by every survey, Dominates the 8th U. S. Retail Market where 74.3 cents of every retail
dollar in Minnesota are spent!
For Dependable Market Data, consult:
General Sales Office, KSTP,
Minneapolis, Minn., or our
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
... in New York — -Paul H. Raymer
Co., ... in Chicago, Detroit, San
Francisco— —John Blair Co.
DOMINATES
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Radio Imposters
BEWARE of imposters who
masquerade as radio inspectors, warns the FCC. Last
June, the FCC announced
Sept. 17, a Jerry Stowell was
reported to be visiting stations on the Pacific Coast,
purporting to be a special
radio inspector, and on occasions obtained money on the
basis of a promise that he
would take no further action
against alleged discrepancies. In July he was indicted
in San Diego County, Cal.,
and received a suspended
sentence. The FCC stated
other cases of impersonation
have been reported. It pointed out that FCC inspectors
carry a gold badge bearing
the FCC seal. Also it reminded the public that radio
receivers are not subject to
regulation or inspection by
Uncle Sam.

Chrysler

to

One-time

Prograr

For

New

Stag

Plymout

Special Hookup With MBS i
Nucleus To Be Used Oct. 3
WITH the four stations of t
Mutual Broadcasting System
the nucleus, the Chrysler Cor
on behalf of its Plymouth dr
sion, on Oct. 3 will utilize a sr
cial 33-station nation-wide netwo
for a single one - hour broadca
originating in the studios of WO
Newark; CKLW, Detroit- Winds,
and WOL, Washington. During t
program, to be heard at 12:1
1:15 p. m. (EST) Walter P. Chrj
ler will address Plymouth deale
throughout the country. Other c
ficials will cut in from the oth
two cities.
An all-star array of talent h
been secured, including Amos
Andy, Lou Holtz, the Grand Due
ess Marie, Tom Howard a:
George Shelton and Howard Ba
low's orchestra. In addition,
arrangement with NBC and CB
the network will carry Low<
Thomas and Boake Carter, wi
Harry Von Zell as the announc<
The show will signalize the i
troduction of the new Plymou
models. MBS officials disclaim ai
intention of expanding at this tir
to a wider network on a regul
basis, the special Plymouth m
work being inclusive of statio
from the several chains and ind
pendents over which time could
cleared. The network arranged 1
the agency handling the accoui
J. Stirling Getchell Inc., will i
elude: WOR, Newark; WGN, CI

junior colleagues, and there was
a brief and informal greeting
from John Hartford, president of
A & P. After half an hour of
vaudeville, Kate Smith was anand Harry
Gypsies, who nounced,have
been Horlick's
playing
on NBC for the same sponsor for
a number of years, were invited
to round outtainment.
theThe entire
evening'sprogram
enterwas designed in such a way as to
let A & P employes generate their
own enthusiasm about the new
radio series, instead of forcing pep
talks down their throats. Mr.
Hartford would not even occupy a
seat on the stage but remained in
his place in a ringside seat.
The thrice-weekly broadcasts
DetroitWindsor;Cincinnati;
WIRE, Indiana
cago; WLW,
CKL"\i
now beginning are to further the olis; WGR, Buffalo; WKY, Okl
sales of A & P's three coffees —
homa City; WSB, Atlanta; KOM
Seattle; WOW, Omaha; KNX, L
Red Circle, Bokar and 8 O'Clock.
Angeles; WOL, Washingto
Large
blow-ups
with
Kate
Smith's
head, and brief text tying up her WGAR, Cleveland; WMC, Mei
broadcasts with the brands of
KSTP, St. Paul; WDA
coffee, were displayed in all A & P phis;
Kansas City; WSMB, New 0
stores during the week preceding leans; WCAE, Pittsburgh; WAA
the premiere. In most cases the Boston; WFEL, Denver; WR
products were exhibited in a win- Dallas; WNBR, Jacksonvill
dow specially set aside. Special KDYL, Salt Lake City; KWK, J
steps were taken to insure ade- Louis; KTRH, Houston; KTS.
San Antonio; KHQ, Spokan
quate prominence over week-ends
with door and window posters, WBIG, Greensboro; WISN, M
while during the week displays waukee; WIP, Philadelphia; KE:
were set up around the coffee mill Portland, Oregon: KYA, San Fra
on the counter.
cisco; WOKO, Albany.
Small display cards were distributed for use in various parts
Elman Quits Agency
of the stores; salesmen were given
lapel badges drawing attention to DAVID ELMAN, for the last ni:
the program; newspaper ads, two months radio director of Marscha
columns by nine inches, were
booked for Sept. 23 papers in all & Pratt Inc., New York, and fo
major cities in the area covered merly with The Blackman Co.,
by the program. Streamers and resigned. His future plans we:
box-type inserts are used in all not disclosed, nor has any succe
regular A & P advertisements.
sor been selected for the post. T
A complete change in the dis- agency handles the Guy Lombar
play and promotional material was
show for Standard Oil Co. of N
to be made at the end of a month.
Jersey, Bob Crosby & Orches
Anticipating the regional meetings at which the entertainment for Roger & Gallett Inc., Ne'J
took place, Alfred G. Peart, of York, the American Radiator C,
Paris & Peart, advertising agency,
spot campaigns and the Gabri
made a tour of all regional head- Heatter shows for Scott & Bow
quarters, explaining the drive.
Inc., Bloomfield, N. J.
Kadio Station

STUDIOS
T-ompfl •
CLEARWATER
ct PFTFRSRUP.G

WFIA-WSUN
j|\\ SERVING
CENTER TERRITORY
OF POPULATION
3 THE FLORIDA'S
TAMPA TRADE
620 KC • 5000 Watts Day . 1000 Night - Full Time
BROADCASTING
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ommissioner Stewart Criticizes Action
■
if Broadcast Division On Regulations
of defending them ; and that licensee or
A HITHERTO unprecedented
applicant must bear the burden of proof
ipcedure, Chairman Irvin Stew- in showing that the Commission's rules
and standards should be followed by the
of the FCC Telegraph Division
Commission where he is concerned.
a meeting of the full commisWhen the Commission adopts rules and
n Sept. 18, protested actions of promulgates
standards, it must be preBroadcast Division which he
sumed to do so because their observance
will
best
serve
the public interest. If any
irged were in conflict with its one seeks to evade
their application to
n technical regulations. He sub- him, he should be required
to submit to
letted for inclusion in the minutes
a full hearing on the merits ; and the
based
the meeting a statement set- Commission's
upon a decision
complete should
record be
developed
g forth his views on such issues, solely
in a public hearing. I believe that the
d expressed the hope that in the granting of an application violating standards announced by the Commission, where
ure, all regulations "will be ob- no hearing
has been held on the merits
ved rigorously by all divisions of
the application, is contrary to the public interest. It is my hope that in the
the Commission".
The statement was offered m future, so long as the Commission sees
prescribe rules and to publish standmection with a petition of fit to ards,
they will be observed rigorously by
r.SMB, New Orleans, for recon- all of the Divisions of the Commission.
vention of an application for inased facilities. The petition was
Ticker Would Expand
lied because the statutory time
|it for filing had expired, and
EXPANSION
of wire sports serStewart concurred in this acvices, two of which have entered the
n under the regulations. He took field in the east for service to cigar
asion, however, to criticize the stores, cafes and similar retail outlets, to the point where they plan
;joadcast Division for past acns, notably in the case of KRNT,
acceptance of advertising accounts
■3 Moines, which he charged had patterned after broadcasting, is
n granted increased facilities on indicated in current negotiations
ir occasions without any hear- for musical performance licenses
s on the merits of the applica- from ASCAP. Ticker News Ser1S.
vice Inc., using telephone lines into
Dr.
statement follows the retail establishments, with sevfull Stewart's
text:
eral hundred clients in New York
concur in dismissing the petition of and Philadelphia, is said to be conMB for lack of jurisdiction, but I wish
sidering an ASCAP license calling
ecord my views with respect to cer- for 13 per
cent on revenues from
facts which first came to my attenas I was studying the record in this "commercials", which would be in
ter.
the nature of spot announcements.
•-ation local
KSO to(KRNT)
has station
been raised
a regional
and The other company is Tele-Flash,
ited three increases in power since a competitive organization, a like1934, without any hearing on the
wise is said to be considering sale
tts of the respective applications, of spot
announcements.
tee increases took KSO from 100 watts
■t, 250 watts day, on 1370 kc, to 500
EE night, 1 kw day, on 1320 kc. They
lved a violation of the mileage sepSAY 1 KMA TELLS
(iions announced by the Commission
also resulted in an overquota status
ALL ABOUT TRIPLE
the State of Iowa. Station WSMB was
ited an increase in power from 500
Ac
LISTEN TO
s to 1 kw without a hearing on the
ts although a violation of the recogi mileage separations and an over^WHAT THEY SAY,
a status were involved. When Station
DC interposed objection to the Comion'sdetriment
ignoring ofitsthat
published
he
station,standards
a hearlimited to that protest was held.
: no time in the course of these four
ications has either station been forced
drove that the public interest would
erved by the extension of its facilities
iolation
of the Commission's
ished standards.
One resultrulesis and
the
3nt conflict, now disposed of on proral grounds.
here the Commission, without a heargrants an application violative of its
and of standards which it has pubd, it leaves the enforcement of those
and standards to their chance effect
, some licensee or applicant who is
ng to. assume the trouble and expense
TO REACH

Cleveland
610 Kilocycles
An Independent Station
with
BIG

Coverage
in Ohio
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THE

Harry C. Whitehill
HARRY C. WHITEHILL, operator of WDEV, Waterbury, Vt., and
publisher of the Waterbury Record & Stowe Jorunal, weeklies, died
at his Vermont home Sept. 21 after
a heart attack. He was 60 years
old, and formerly was active in
state politics. He is survived by
the widow, Mary Moody Whitehill,
who will become the licensee of the
radio station, which is managed by
Lloyd E. Squire.

ad

METAL
PRICES
aiMB

Utah led the nation in the production of silver
last
year
was
second in —copper
— a n d near the
top of the list in
gold, lead and zinc
production.

WE DORADIO
TOO —IS
OUR
ALWAYS TUNED
TO WHAT THEY DO

{<

D

KDYL fully covers
this
live.
where rich
the area
people—

Y

I

RICHEST

FARM MARKET • ♦ ♦
Corn will bring farmers an extra billion
dollarsleasethis
year. Corn-hog
added millions.
The Farmpayments
Market re-is
the bright spot on the business map today. The cream of this market can be
reached through KMA.
For years, KMA has demonstrated its
ability to sell to farmers. Popularity and
coverage are demonstrated by heavy mail
responsesments.and
outstanding
sales toachieveYour message
presented
KMA
audiences actually reaches the farmers in
the richest farm territory.
WILSON-DALTON
National Representatives
1329 Baltimore Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
1503 Mather Tower, Chicago, 111.
RADIO STATION KMA
SHENANDOAH, IOWA
930 Kilocycles —
2500 Watts, Day Time
1000 Watts, Night Time
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A CRIME PARADE
KYA Airs Daily Line-up From
San Francisco Jail
KYA, San Francisco, for the first
time in radio history, is broadcastmorning
police
- up"
directing the
from
the Hall
of "line
Justice
in
that city. Persons picked up by
the police during the night are
paraded before the kleig lights of
the line-up and the microphone.
They are questioned and their records are given by Captain of Detectives Charles Dullea for the
benefit of sheriffs and police chiefs
of neighboring communities as well
as the listening public.
Although broadcasts, heard Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at
9:30 a. m., are heartily endorsed
by civic leaders and organizations
in the San Francisco metropolitan
area, indignation has been expressed by attorneys over the new
procedure. The feature was arranged by Harry Rogers, KYA
program manager and Chief of
Police William J. Quinn, as a feature in crime prevention.

For 10 years the outstanding Farm Belt Station.
247,023 Direct-mail inquiries produced last year.
Sales producing strength
demonstrated.
52 carloads of Sea Food
sold for one large distributor.
65 carloads Citrus Fruit
sold for Florida growers.

Representatives:
BLAIR
&
JOHN
COMPANY
New
York
Chicago
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Detroit

I ALT
LAKE
Page
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Dill's Arguments
Case
(Continued from in
pageKVOS
22)
Upon its conclusion AP counsel the Herald originally owned
was granted three weeks additional KVOS, and that, when it failed to
time m which to file a new brief. pay financially, sold to its present
R
E
P
Circuit judges hearing the case owner — Rogan Jones. "As soon as
A SU
are Curtis D. Wilbur, former Sec- the present owner got it on a payretary of the Navy; Francis A.
ing basis, this newspaper - radio
X
Garrecht,
and Clifton Mathews.
E
L
fight
began," he said.
B
U
O
D
In his 56-page brief, submitted
As to the news issues, the Dill
brief said that KVOS about two
following
the
oral
arguments,
Senator Dill delved comprehensively
LE-A
ago began a "newspaper of
into the law and fact relating to years
TRIP
air" program, hiring its own
both newspaper publication and the
local
reporters
and securing its
broadcasting station operation. A general news from the Radio News
ONE
NO.
former newspaper reporter as well Association (a subsidiary of Transas an authority on broadcasting in radio
Press). On the program, acCongress, Mr. Dill argued that the
cording to the AP allegations,
AIN!
only way in which broadcasting of some AP dispatches were read.
BARG
news published in newspapers
Referring to the opinion of Judge
could be prohibited would be by Bowen, the brief stated that while
Federal statute.
KVOS in some specific instances
broadcast news picked up from the
Piracy Alleged
reach the *e^£f actions, the BRIEFLY summarizing the issue, AP newspapers
"in no ever
inhas the but
defendant
have to use sever°c ^hich costs Senator Dill said the case is a taken or stances
pirated any of the news
Iistc„.
^
^
of
or*
expend
legal contest between the Belling- claimed by complainant or its
feast dollars
«2X"
. %- • ™ "JJ c. \ou get
ham Daily Herald and KVOS,
members, before such news items
over the right of the station to were
published and distributed to
broadcast news that has already the public
in the regular editions
been published and delivered to
of the newspapers of complainthe
public
in
the
regular
course
of
territory.
ant's members."
newspaper distribution. While the
bill of complaint has the AP as
Lack of Competition
the nominal complainant, and the
THE
AP
said Senator
Herald, the Seattle Post - Intelli- Dill, allegescomplaint,
unfair competition by
gencer, and the Seattle Times as
that both parties disparties in interest, he said the affi- charging seminate
news to popularize their
davits in the record "show that in respective agencies
thereby
reality the bitter, personal and po- increase the value ofand
advertising
litical differences between the own- for their respective mediums;
and
er of the Bellingham newspaper
also, that when the radio station
and the Bellingham radio station, broadcasts
news already published
precipated this contest which in- to listeners who are actual or povolves principles that are of natential subscribers, it works direct
tion-wide interest and importance."
irreparable injury to complainSenator Dill brought out that and ant
and its member newspapers.
"The court below," continued the
brief, tute
"found
this did notandconstiunfair competition
that
complainant
had
no property right
CLEVELAND'S PIONEER
in news after it had been so pubBROADCASTING STATION.
lished and delivered to the public
in the ordinary course of distribuBASIC CBS NETWORK
tion, as against the right of the
defendant radio station then to redistribute said news gratuitiously
/UUHK\
Senator Dill contended that the
to
AP theis public."
not the proper party to
bring the action against KVOS
because it has no advertisers, and
distributes news only to its members, and never for a profit, since
it is a cooperative organization.
"How can appellants maintain,
then, that their business is in danger of destruction or other irreparable harm and damage by appellee's acts ?"
Arguing against the contention
that unfair competition is involved,
18

HOURS!

Full-time every day in the year.
Only full-time station in Tulsa
and northeastern Oklahoma.
KTUL

Radio Air Service Corp., Terminal Tower, Cleveland
H. K. CARPENTER, General Manager
■
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Represented Nationally by
FREE & SLEININGER

United Press news. Standard
Library Service and N. B. C.
"Thesaurus".
it's on When
KTUL. it's new

TULSA

the Dill brief stated that the Ai
argument
was that newspapei
and stations are in competition b>
cause both disseminate news. P,
said there could be no competitk
because in the case of KVOS it d>
votes less than 10% of its time i
news broadcasting, while the new*
paper uses the entire 100% of if
space, not devoted to advertisin
for news features and commen
on
news.KVOS"Thus,"
said, "90'
of the
radio he
programs
cai j
not possibly compete with tl
newspapers
of complainant, b
cause only 10% of the radio's tin
is Moreover,
devoted to contended
news."
Senat<
Dill, there is a lack of compet
tion because the radio static
"gives away" the news to all wl
will but tune in and listen, and tl
newspaper
the news".
KVO
like other "sells
stations,
sells music
and dramatic programs to adve
tisers which bring good-will ar
popularity to the sponsors, sa
Senator Dill, while it is impossib
for newspapers to sell music
drama to their advertisers.
"In fact," he said, "a newspap*
cannot sell anything to an adve
tiser except space and print*
statements about the thing adve
tised in a published form to 1
placed before all readers of tl
newspapers. All a newspaper c;
do for an advertiser is to print h
advertisement along with all oth
advertisers. The more space |
uses, the more he must pay. Imatter how large he makes I
advertisement or ingeniously j
words it, he cannot add to t
number of readers of the newi
paper
"Not thereby.
so with the radio adve
tiser. He can increase the numb
of his listeners by the program
sponsors. When he enlarges t
number of his listeners he e^
larges the number of potential ct
tomers. He can attract listene
to a popular program who ha
never listened to any other pi|
gram over the station he is usiri
and who may never listen to a
other program from that statioi
Cites Court Rulings
THE SHORT, sketchy, momenta
announcement of the highlights
the
over the
the appetites
air "rea/i
servesnewsto whet
radio listeners, and make thd
anxious to secure the news in c
tailed, permanent form and whi
is to be found only in the new.
paper,"120 said
the Dill inbrief.
"Mc A
than
newspapers
the Unit
States recognize this fact so ful j
that they have spent hundreds I
thousands of dollars to own ; j
control radio stations over whij
they broadcast full 15-minute I
riods of news from their nevj
papers in order to whet the api j
tite of the public for the detail'
AP, the brief continued, rel
upon a misapplication of the r
ing of the U. S. Supreme Coi
in the case of International Ne
Service vs. AP to prove its po:
ofnews."
property rights in news. In tl
case,
Senator Dill contended, th<
was admitted a 100% competiti
between the INS and the AP
news gathering. "When one
WFIL
adelphia
Only Philadelphia outlet
forBlue
N. B.Network
C. Basic
560 Kilocycles
1000 Watts
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'^;aese services
patches of the took
othertheandnews
solddis-it
is its own merchandise, there was
i that transaction all of the elements of unfair competition," he
] add.
Senator
Dill cited a long line of
5/
jurt decisions holding news is not
roperty and that facts are pubc, not ofprivate
property.
"News
of
rents
spontaneous
origin
is and
as always been held to be public
property, and complainant has no
property right in such news," he
rgued.
He pointed out that newspapers
ied in 1884 to have Congress enct legislation which would give
lem an eight-hour protection. The
leasure, however, died when the
enate committee reported it un•f|:ivorably.
"If the
newspapers
Duld not obtain
eight-hour
news
rotection from Congress in 1884,"
5-: e asserted, "on what theory do
iey hope to obtain 24-hour proiction from this court in 1935?"
Mr. Dill also pointed to a text
ook titled Rights and Privileges
f the Press, from which he
v^uoted :
"Whether an afternoon newsaper may lift from a morning
aper has never been decided by
t tpe courts, but the custom of the
, profession seems to sanction such
practice."
"From this," continued the ata practice
clear that
"it iscustom
)rney,
newsof the
hich the
aper profession sanctions as ethiP, appellant in this case asks the
jurt to denominate as 'piracy'
hen done by a radio station in
,s news broadcasts. It should be
Mooted here also that those press
i* jssociations now selling news to
Biladio stations for broadcasting
liurposes, sell only news which has
| jot yet been published. They can|:|ot sell news already published,
and has
is stale
■sfcjecaus
e it al
for broadcast
value news
Isfcio commerci
[|;;ig purposes. This is likewise true
Si appellant. The news KVOS is
; Alleged to have used had no value
iijjjjs a property right."
Public Service
*|M HIS closing argument, SenaT>!urged the court to keep in
!il?;iindDillthat
newspapers, as well as
s|
iidio
stations,
are under obligation
W ) render a public
service. He said :
il "They are indirectly subsidized
my the government through reduced
•Jjates for second-class mail. Reifliorts by the Postmaster - General
>r the last ten years since radio
as become an active institution in
mis country show that subsidy
mounts to between $40,000,000
tad $50,000,000 annually. In other
■ lords, the newspapers pay about
ae-third of what it costs the govmment to handle them, and the
ifference amounts to approximate"<($50,000,000 annually.
"The reason Congress grants
Jhese low second - class postage
ptes for newspapers is to encour|e newspapers to do the thing
VOS has been doing, that is,
Jread public information in the
>rm of news to the people. Ours
a democratic form of government. An intelligent, well-informed
-ectorate is the first necessity to
ie continued existence, as well as
le improvement and development
1 our Government."

STUDIO

WHEN daylight savings ended Sept.
29, WOR, Newark, which several
years ago instituted a policy of signing on at 10 a. m. Sundays rather
than at the usual earlier hour of
weekdays, will start its Sunday
broadcast day at 8 a. m. This will
be the station's permanent policy
hereafter. The Silver Strains transcription series and Raintioio House,
with Bob Emery and his child entertainers, will be heard from 8-9 and
9-10 a. m. respectively.
ELEVEN musicians have been added
to the musical staff of WFAA, Dallas, making a total of 25 men in that
department. This makes the Dallas
station the possessor of the largest
staff orchestra of any radio station
with the exception of NBC key stations in Chicago, New York, Los AnSan Francisco
and the
Mutualgeles,
network
in Cincinnati.
Besides
havingtra members,
a regular
staffofofwhom
25 orchesmany
have
been with big name bands, WFAA
will have some 15 extra musicians
available on immediate call. The
eleven new musicians have taken
over the Early Birds spot, a program
nearing its 2000th consecutive performance.
WORK has construction
beenand enlargement
begun on the
reof the
studios of WJJD, in the Trustees
System Bldg., Chicago, which involves the addition of three new studios, one with a 19-foot ceiling to
house the new $25,000 Wurlitzer organ, a new
reception
and sev-to
eral
additional
offices.room,
According
Ralph tion,
L. when
Atlass,
presidentis ofcompleted
the stathe work
WJJD will
occupy
the the
remainder of the
22d not
flooronly
where
station is now located, but the entire
21st floor as well.
THE Daily Californian, University
of California daily newspaper, in a
recent
story
: "Radio
Station feature
KSFO in
San stated
Francisco
and
Oakland has practically become an
extension of the University. At last
count, ten students or graduates from
this institution were appearing reguprograms
station."
Amonglarly onthe
U. of at
C. that
graduates
on
the KSFO staff are Ralph Edwards,
announcer-producer ; Bob Dumm, announcer ;William Bernal, dramatic
director ; Donald Currlin, Raymond
Parker, Esther Simpson, Gertrude
McSpedden, Curtis Roberts and Harry Couzins.
WCKY, Cincinnati, at 10:30 each
evening makes this courtesy announcement :"It is now the hour of
.... Many of your neighbors are in
bed and asleep. Out of consideration for them we suggest that your
radio be turned no louder than is
necessary. They will appreciate it."
WLBC, Muncie, Ind., has adopted a
new policy limiting all commercial
messages and announcements to 75
words.
A NEW BOOM in radio set sales
this year is predicted by Radio Retailing, due to improved business
conditions and on the premise that
the set manufacturing industry is
in the "healthiest position since
1929".
BUTTE
Home

CLEARED-CHANNEL— 50,000

DR. HETTINGER

BACK

AT

POST

UNIVERSITY

WMBG

HAVING completed the major
portion of the projects for which
he joined the NAB as director of
research last fall, Dr. Herman S.
Hettinger, effective Oct. 1, will return to the University of Pennsylvania to resume teaching of marketing and advertising in the
Wharton School of Finance and
Commerce. He will continue to serve
as economic consultant for the
NAB, retaining supervision over
trade statistics and advising on
economic matters.
Dr. Hettinger was granted a
leave of absence from the University last year to assist the NAB.
Among other things he developed
the agency recognition system approved by the last convention, but
which appears to have fallen by
the wayside for lack of station
support. He also carried out the
preliminary investigations looking
toward establishment of a cooperative bureau of radio research now
under consideration by the NAB,
AAAA and ANA.
In addition he enlarged and improved the trade statistics service
of the NAB, which at present furnishes the only comprehensive data
on broadcast advertising volume.
He has contributed numerous articles to Broadcasting on radio
economics, and while at the University, plans to continue his radio
research and writing.
"
6
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NEW YORK
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0

%

OF

OUR

BUSINESS
comes from KEX

DAYS"
COVERED
'E knowWAGON
definitely that 60%
of our business comes from
the Covered Wagon Days program,
which has been under our sponsorship
for more than five years," says Sanford C. Brant, President of Gevurtz
Furniture Co. "Last December we decided to test the pulling power of our
program and on one announcement
only offered a calendar. Over 2500
people called in person the next day, 5000 more the rest of the week,
and 3000 requests were received by mail. That's results — plus!"
KEX is Oregon's most powerful radio station. In addition to NBC
in programs dealing with community interprograms,
ests— it is itthespecializes
only Portland station which broadcasts all major
sports events, including boxing, wrestling, hockey, baseball and horse
races exclusively. Write for booklet which shows how to reach one
of America's richest markets — economically!

of
KGIR
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free
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Oregon's most powerful radio station— affiliated with NBC
Operated by Oregonian Publishing Company
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The

Business

of
Broadcasting
Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives; Notes from the Stations

KNX, Hollywood
Reid, Murdoch & Co., Chicago (Monarch foods), 5 daily sa, thru Roy
Alden & Associates, Los Angeles.
Nu-Enamel Pacific Corp., Los Angeles,
10 weekly sa, direct.
McCloskey Varnish Co., Los Angeles
(Kwik-On), 260 sa, thru Bert Butterworth Agency, Los Angeles.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(Lifebuoy soap), 5 weekly t, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Coleman Lamp & Stove Co., Wichita,
weekly sa, thru Campbell - Kellogg
Co., Los Angeles.
Union Pacific System, Omaha (railway), 3 weekly sa, thru Ernest
Bader & Co., Omaha.
Horlick's
Malted
MilkLord
Corp.,
Racine,
Wis., 260
t, thru
& Thomas,
Chicago (renewal ) .
Drug Trade Products, Chicago (Calocide foot powder), 2 weekly sp, thru
Heath-Seehof Inc., Chicago.
Fels & Co., Philadelphia (Fels Naptha soap), 4 weekly sp, thru Young
& Rubicam Inc., N. Y. (renewal).
California Prune & Apricot Growers
Assn.,
direct. San Jose, 10 weekly sa,
Chamberlain Laboratories Inc., Des
Moines (cosmetics), 6 weekly sp,
thru Coolidge Adv. Co., Des Moines.
Armand Co., Des Moines (cosmetics),
sp, thru Coolidge Adv. Co., Des
Moines.
Technical Laboratories Inc., Berkley,
Cal. (Aeratone), 13 t, direct.
Medical Products Distributing Co.,
Los Angeles (Iocide, Iotabs), 312
sp, thru Hughes - Morton Co., Los
Angeles.
Myrnol Products, Santa Monica, Cal.
(nasal jelly), 54 sp, thru Mayers
Co., Los Angeles.
KSFO, San Francisco
Philco Radio & Television Corp., Philadelphia (radio sets), weekly sp,
3 daily sa, thru local distrib.
Equitable Life Insurance Co., San
Francisco, daily sa, direct.
General Petroleum Corp. of Cal., Los
Angeles (oil products), daily sa,
thru Smith & Drum Inc., Los Angeles.
Halco Laboratories, Los Angeles (proprietary), weekly sp, daily sp, thru
R. L. Rust & Associates, Los Angeles.
Dr. Corley's So-Kleen Tooth Powder
Co., San Francisco, weekly sp, thru
Kelso
Norman Organization, San
Francisco.
Stanco Inc., New York (Daggett &
Ramsdell cosmetics), 3 weekly sp,
direct.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, Iowa
(plants, seeds, bulbs), 6 weekly t,
thru
Seattle.Northwest Radio Adv. Co.,
KMBC, Kansas City
M. Hohner Inc., New York (musical
instruments), weekly t, thru Atherton & Currier Inc., N. Y.
American Radiator Co., New York
(heating units), 6 weekly t, thru
Marschalk & Pratt Inc., N. Y.
California Fig Syrup Co., Wheeling,
W. Va. (proprietary), 4 weekly t,
thru
cago. Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, ChiTorgsin, New York (Soviet trading
bureau), weekly *, thru Advertisers
Brdcstg. Co., N. Y.
Ex-Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (proprietary), 2weekly t, thru Joseph Katz
Co., N. Y.
KGIW, Alamosa, Col.
Dodge Bros. Corp., Detroit (autos),
3 weekly t, thru local distrib.
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit (autos),
3 weekly t, thru Campbell - Ewald
Co. Inc., Detroit.
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WLS, Chicago
Acme White Lead & Color Works,
Detroit (Lin-X and Furn-X), 282
sp, thru Henri, Hurst & McDonald
Inc., Chicago.
Illinois Agricultural Assn., Chicago,
3 sp, direct.
Borden Co., New York (Chateau
cheese), 24 sa, thru Young & Rubicam, Inc., N. Y.
Hemphill - Diesel Engineering School,
Chicago, 2 t, thru R. H. Alber Adv.
Co., Los Angeles.
U. S. Rubber Co., New York (tires),
13 sa, thru Campbell-Ewald Co.
Inc., N. Y.
Feature Foods Inc., Chicago (food
products),
thru MitchellFaust
Adv. 156
Co., sp.
Chicago.
Hamlin's Wizard Oil Co., Chicago
(linament), 312 sa, direct.
Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich.,
(automobiles), 24 sa, thru Maxon
Inc., Detroit.
American apolis,
Gas24 so,Machine
Co.," Minnethru Greve
Adv.
Agency, St. Paul.
WCAE, Pittsburgh
Lutheran Laymen's League, St. Louis,
weekly t, thru Kelly-Stuhlman Adv.
Co., St. Louis.
Bunte Bros., Chicago (candy), 3
weekly sa, thru Fred A. Bobbins
Inc., Chicago.
American Radiator Co., New York, 6
weekly t, thru Marschalk & Pratt
Inc., N. Y.
American Oil Co., Baltimore, 6 weekly ta, thru Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(soap), 2 weekly sa, thru BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
WEAF, New York
Consolidated Gas Co., New York
(utility), Inc.,
weeklyN. sp,
Erickson
Y. thru McCannWJZ, New York
Justin Haynes & Co. Inc., New York
(Aspirub),
3 weeklyInc.,
sp, N.thruY. Dorland
International

WBT, Charlotte. N. C.
Chatham
Co., Winston
- Salem,
N. C. Mfg.
(blankets),
6 weekly
sp,
direct.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis (Bisquick),
5 weekly Inc.,
t, thruChicago.
BlackettSample-Hummert
Crane & Crane Clothes Inc., New
York
direct. (Mayo clothes), 6 weekly so,
M. L. Clein & Co., Atlanta (MenthoMulsion), 14 weekly sa--, thru Mabel
Loeb Adv. Agency, Atlanta.
Phillips Packing Co., Cambridge, Md.
(soup), Co.,
14 weekly
sa, thru AitkinKynett
Philadelphia.
Skinner Mfg. Co., Omaha (Raisin
Bran),
weeklyCo.,sp,Omaha.
thru BuchananThomas 6 Adv.
Dr. Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart,
Ind. (Alka-Seltzer), 3 weekly t,
thru Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Bunte Bros., Chicago (candy), 4
weekly sa, thru Fred A. Robbins
Inc., Chicago.
Webster - Eisenlohr Inc., New York
(Cinco cigars), 14 weekly sa, thru
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
Sterling Products Co., New York
(Phillips face cream), 3 weekly t,
thru Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Inc., N. Y.
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago (.radio
sets), 4 weekly ta, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
WBBM, Chicago
Central Shoe Co., St. Louis (Robin
Hood
shoes),
104 Chicago.
sp, thru Morenus Adv.
Agency,
Milk Foundation Inc., Chicago, 26
sp. direct.
Peter
Fox Brewing Co., Chicago
(Fox De Luxe beer), 52 sp, thru
Gale & Pietsch Inc., Chicago.
Princess Pat Inc., Chicago (cosmetics), 39 sp, thru McJunkin Adv.
Co., Chicago.
American Bird Products Inc., Chicago (bird food),
26 sp. thru Weston-Barnett
Inc., Chicago.

WFAA-WBAP, Dallas, Fort Worth
H. J. Heinz Co., Pittsburgh (food),
6 weekly sa, thru Maxon Inc., De-;
troit.
Magnolia Seed Co., Dallas (seeds),
weekly sp, thru Dicklow Adv. AgenSterling
Products Inc., New York
cy, Dallas.
(Calif. Syrup of Figs), 4 weekly
t,
thru Stack-Goble Adv. Agency,
Chicago.
Cudahy Packing Co., Chicago (Old
Dutch Cleanser), 1 t, thru Roche, |
Williams & Cunnyngham Inc., Chicago.
Gulf Brewing Co., Houston (Grand
Prize beer), 6 weekly sa, thru
Rogers-Gano Adv. Agency, Houston.
Lone Wolf Mfg. Co., Dallas (cosmetics), 3weekly so, direct.
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. (Pinex
cold remedy), 6 weekly sa, thru
Philip O. Palmer & Co. Inc., Chi
cago.
Health O'Quality
Productst, thru
Co., Cincinnati (food), weekly
Key
Adv. Co., Cincinnati.
Chappel Bros. Inc., Rockford, 111
(horse Adv.
sale),Agency,
1 so, thru
Rogers &
Smith
Chicago.
Ralston Purina Co. Inc., St. Louis
(Purina chow), 3 weekly ta, thrt
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Lee & Schiffer Inc., New York (Rolls
razor), weekly sa, thru Kimball
Hubbard & Powell Inc., N. Y.
Better Monkey Grip, Arlington, Tex
(tire patch), 5 weekly sa, thrv
Neal Ferguson, Dallas.
Fawcett Publications, Minneapolis
(Startling Detective Adventures)
3 weekly ta, thru Critehfield-Graves
Co., Minneapolis.
Ponca
City Milling Co., Ponca City
Okla. (flour), 4 weekly sp, thr<
R. K. Glenn, Oklahoma City.
Waples - Platter Grocer Co., For
Worth (AVhite Swan foods), (
weekly sp, thru Crook Adv. Agency
Dallas.
KFI, Los Angeles
A-C Spark Plug Co., Flint. Mich., \
weekly ta, thru D. P. Brother
Associates, Detroit.
H. J. Heinz Co., Pittsburgh (food)
6troit.
weekly sa, thru Maxon Inc., De
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago (radi<
receivers),
ta, Co.
thruInc.H'
W.
Kastor 4& weekly
Sons Adv.
Chicago.
American Washington Mfrs. Assn.
Chicago, 2 weekly *. thru Meldrun
& Fewsmith Inc., Cleveland.
Pontiac Motor Co., Pontiac, Micb
(autos), 108 so, thru MacManus
John & Adams Inc., Detroit.
WIP, Philadelphia
Torgsin, New York (Soviet trading
bureau), wekly r, thru M. Keilsoi!
Co., N. Y.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek (whole}
wheat biscuits), 2 weekly sp, thri
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., Philadel
Philco Radio & Television Corp
Philadelphia, weekly t, direct.
phia. WMCA, New York
Olson Rug Co., Chicago (rugs),
weekly sp, thru Philip O. Palm
& Co. Inc., Chicago.
Ex-Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (lax
tive), 2 weekly t, thru Joseph Ka
Co., N. Y.
MacFadden
Publications3 weekly
Inc., Ne's?
York (magazines),
direct.

WSM-RAILROAD ANNIVERSARY — In a special broadcast marking
the second anniversary of the Louisville & Nashville's Pan American
program on WSM, Nashville, the train stopped at the "mike" by the
side of the track. Here are Engineer Bill McMurray, Announcer Jack
Harris, J. S. McGinnis, of the L & N magazine, Fireman Bill McLain
and Conductor R. L. Livingston.

WCKY, Covington
Carlsbad Crystal Sales Co., New Yor
Kiesewetter
Adv.52Agency,
(proprietary),
t, thruN. H.Y. J.'
American Washing Machine Mfr:
Assn., Chicago, 26 t, thru Meldrui
& Fewsmith Inc., Cleveland.
American Radiator Co., New York, 1
t, thru Marschalk & Pratt Inc
N. Y.
WFAS, White Plains, N. Y.
Oriot Saratoga Mineral Water Corp
Yonkers, N. Y., 15 weekly sa,
rect.
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WGAR, Cleveland
FCC Program Scrutiny
Nu-Enamel Corp., Cleveland (paint),
(Continued from page 9)
6 weekly sa, direct.
B. F. Goodrich Rubber Co., Akron
tition
to the Post Office Depart(tires), 6 weekly sa, thru Fuller
ment for reconsideration of its ac& Smith & Ross Inc., Cleveland.
tion, since he contended that he
Gold Dust Corp., New York (cleans- was not
given ample notice when
er). 2 daily sa, thru Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., N. T. the original hearing was held several months ago, and therefore
IPharma-Craft Corp., Louisville (cosmetics), daily sa, thru Advertisers
was unable to bring competent
Service, Louisville.
witnesses from the Coast. Also
Carlsbad Crystal Sales Co., New York under consideration was an appeal
(proprietary), weekly t, thru H. M. to the Supreme Court of the DisKiesewetter Adv. Agency, N. Y.
trict of Columbia for a temporary
Auburn Auto Co., Auburn, Ind., 3 injunction
to restrain the Post Of! weekly sp. thru Humphrey, Prentke
fice Department from making its
j & Scheel Inc., Cleveland.
fraud order effective.
WGN, Chicago
So far as is known, radio continuities used by Congoin were not
Mars Inc., Chicago
(Milky Way
candy bars), 260 sp, thru George under fire in the postal proceedWillard Davis, Chicago.
ings. They are, however, under investigation bythe FCC. On Sept.
|3tewart-Warner
Chicago
(rail dio receivers), Corp.,
20 t, thru
Blackett19 the FCC notified Arthur W.
Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
Scharfeld, counsel for a station
Cardinal Laboratories, Chicago (shoe which had been asked to supply
| polish), 13 sa, thru Blackett-Sam- under oath,
a vast amount of maple-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
terial and information on the pro'Yestinghouse Electric & Supply Co.,
gram and product, that if the reChicago (electric appliances), 8
I sp, direct.
quest
was unreasonable, "no doubt
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
the Commission would modify its
(American Family soap), 252 sp, request in such a manner as not to
thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. work an unreasonable hardship
Co. Inc., Chicago.
your client." Mr. Scharfeld had
I:irton Salt Co., Chicago (salt). 39 on
challenged the FCC authority to
sa. thru Wade Adv. Agency, Chi- request
all of the information
cago.
sought on the ground that it fell
WOOD-WASH, Grand Rapids
outside the scope of its authority.
The Law Department, however,
'remont
Canning
Co.,
Freemont
.
Mich. (Miss Michigan foods), 6 maintained that the FCC had the
weekly t, thru Stevens Inc., Grand jurisdiction to inform itself com* Rapids.
pletely concerning the activities of
5unte Bros., Chicago (candy), 4 the station.
weekly sa, thru Fred A. Robbins
Basis for FCC Action
Inc.. Chicago.
arleton & Hovey Co., Lowell, Mass.
BECAUS
E of FCC policy, the na(Father
medicine)
, 6 Boston.
weekly
ture of the investigation being consa,
thru John's
John W.
Queen,
ducted by the FCC of stations
temporary licenses was
granted
Colgate Spots and Network
not divulged. The policy is to
keep
these
matters confidential unN ADDITION to its forthcoming
aturn of Clara, Lu V Em to an
til the investigations are completed
and
then to announce those which
"BC-WEAF network Oct. 14, Colate - Palmolive - Peet Co., Jersey have been cited for hearing together with the charges. It was
: ity, has started a series of thricestated that the fact that the sta" ons
e e k promoting
1 y, quarter-hour
transcripSuper Suds and
tions are being investigated does
i ^"ik Solv. Stations already using not necessarily mean that they
ie discs, titled Phil Cook's Note will be cited, but that it was felt
ook, are WIOD, Miami; WDAF,
desirable to give them temporary
license extensions rather than full
ansas City; WDRC, Hartford;
six-month renewals until the FCC
CTWVA, Wheeling; WORC, Worker. WEEU, Reading, will carry definitely ascertained its course in
e spot campaign starting Oct. 7; each individual case.
All told, according to FCC inrEAN, Providence, starting Oct.
formation, there are upwards of
y, WOKO, Albany, starting Oct.
ft; WFBG, Altoona, time not se- 100 stations being investigated for
ated. The NBC series will be one type of program or another
construed to be either borderline
:-ard Mondays to Fridays, 5:45-6
i m. and the network will be na- or questionable. The identity of
onwide. Benton & Bowles Inc., these stations is not divulged unfew York, is the agency.
til such time as their renewals

WDRC

"The

Advertising

Test Station
in the Advertising Test City"

HARTFORD.

CWXX.

Full Time— 16 Hours Daily 2500 Watts Days— 1000 Watts Nights
National
\
Free, Johns & Field, Inc.
presentative/New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco, Los Angeles

sic Network Station of the Columbia Broadcasting System
tober 1, 1935
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Sponsored Fires
MERLE TUCKER, announcer-producer ofKTAT, Fort
Worth, has started a newsadvertisement service for a
Fort Worth insurance company. As alarms are turned
in,
KTAT gives listeners all
available
information, tying
in a commercial to the effect
that "this might have been
your home", and mentioning
the sponsor. Tucker, by the
way, lost his trousers, stopwatch and other valuables in
a fire at the Sylvan Club
where
monies. he was master of cerecome due for extension, or until
definite charges are made.
At its Sept. 24 meeting the FCC
set for hearing the applications of
KFOX, Long Beach, and KELW,
Los Angeles, Cal., because of medical programs. Stations granted the
60-day renewals because of pending program investigations were
WNEL, San Juan, P. R. ; KYA,
San Francisco; WIP, Philadelphia; KROW, Oakland; KFBB,
Great Falls, Mont.: KFIO, Spokane; KDYL, Salt Lake City;
KEHE, Los Angeles; KOIN, Portland; KQW, San Jose, Cal. Others
granted 60-day extensions for reasons other than medical program
broadcasts were KUMA, Flagstaff
Ariz.; KTFI, Twin Falls, Id.;
KLPM, Minot, N. D.; KCMC,
Texarkana, Ark., and WTNJ,
Trenton, N. J.

Public Utility on WEAF
NBC has sold WEAF without a
network for one hour Sunday evenings, beginning at 6:30 p. m., for
a program
Consolidated Gas sponsore
Co., Newd by
York. The
hour from 6 to 7 is reserved, under the NBC standard station contract, for local programs, so the
possibility of a network sale is
sacrificed only for the second half
hour. Booked by McCann-Erickson
Inc., the program deals with New
York history and comprises dramatizations and music. The campaign isinstitutional, to bring Consolidated and its numerous subsidiaries (including electric power
companies) to the attention of its
consumers. It started Sept. 29.

wsoc
Transradio News
To Spot Advertisers, WSOC
offers a choice fifteen-minute
period of TRANSRADIO
NEWS. This spot already has
a wide and consistent listener
audience, ready to buy your
soup, soap or automobiles.
Wire or write for price and details to—

WSOC
Charlotte, N. C.

Full Meals for News-Hungry
Listeners
periods daily on September 16th.
Still hungry after its daily ration of 35,000.000 newspapers,
WKY already had an established
reputation for alert and reliable
newscasting.
the public's insatiable appetite for
news has made newscasting one of
With this more comprehensive
radio's most popular features.
WKY for years has served its
and regular newscasting service
for its news-hungry listeners,
listeners with spot news bulletins
WKY more truly than ever is the
supplied through the cooperation
leader in radio entertainment and
of the Daily Oklahoman and Oklaeducation in Oklahoma.
homa City Times, scoring smashsistently.
ing news beats conOklahoma
City
So when it began
NBC AFFILIATE
airing four regular
15-minute news
Affiliated with The Daily Oklahoman,
the Times, and the Farmer-Stockman
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
E. KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY
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First Pacific AAAA

NETWORK
RENEWALS
(All times EST unless otherwise specified)
'D
UT
YO
O
N
SINGLE

USE
BLANKETS

on a DOUBLE

BED!

You've simply gotta have

Balanced

Coverage
•
You get that in Northern California from ONE independent
radio station . . .

)
§WQ
SAN FRANCISCO
- OAKLAND
560 k. c. — 1,000 watts — full time

proof of KSFO's bal0 Positive
anced coverage is the fact that audience mail comes from the whole
Northern California area in amazingly direct proportion with the
distribution of population. You
reach all of Northern California on
KSFO . . . the only independent
hereabouts with a really swell frequency.
THE ASSOCIATED BROADCASTERS ■ INC
RUSS BLDG. • SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
Philip G. Lasky, General Manager

OLDEST

AND

New Business
MAYBELLINE Co., Chicago (cosmetics) on Oct. 13 starts Penthouse
Serenade on 53 NBC-WEAF stations,
Sundays, 5 - 5 :30 p. m. Agency:
Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Ivory soap) on Sept. 30
started Ivory Stamp Club on 18 NBCWJZ stations, Mon., Wed., Fri., 7 :157 :30 p. m. Agency : Blackman Adv.
Inc., N. Y.
GENERAL MOTORS Corp., Detroit,
on Oct. 6 starts General Motors Concerts on 65 NBC-WEAF stations,
Sundays,
m. N.Agency
bell-Ewald10-11
Co. p.
Inc.,
Y. : CampCOLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PEET
Corp., Jersey City (Super-Suds) on
Oct.
14 starts stations,
Clara, Lu Mon.,
'n' Em Thurs.,
on 57
NBC-WEAF
Fri., 5 :45-6 p. m. Agency : Benton &
Bowles Inc., N. Y.
BEST FOODS Inc., New York (Hellman's mayonnaise) on Oct. 1 starts
Ida Bailey Allen on 21 NBC-WEAF
stations, Tues., Wed., Thurs., 11-11 :15
a. m.Y. Agency : Benton & Bowles Inc.,
N.

E. I. DU PONT de NEMOURS &
Co. Inc., Wilmington, Del., on Oct. 9
starts Cavalcade of America on 38
CBS stations, Wednesdays, 8 - 8 :30
p.
Durstinem. & Agency
Osborn: Batten,
Inc., N. Barton,
Y.
CARBORUNDUM Co., Niagara
Falls, N. Y. (abrasives) on Oct. 19
starts Carborundum Band on 18 CBS
stations, Saturdays, 7 :30 - 8 p. m.
: Batten, Barton, Durstine &
LUDENS Inc., Reading, Pa. (cough Agency
Osborn Inc., N. Y.
drops) on Oct. 6 starts Al Goodman
orchestra on NBC - WEAF network, LEHN & FINK PRODUCTS Co.,
Sundays, 5 :45-6 p. m. Agency : J. New York (Pebeco toothpaste) on
M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Sept. 29 starts Eddie Cantor, Rubion CBS network, Sundays 8-8 :30
P I S O Co., Warren, Pa. (cough noff,
m. Agency : Lennen & Mitchell
syrup) on Oct. 22 starts program on p.
7 Mutual stations, Tues., Thurs., Inc., N. Y.
SOCONY - VACUUM OIL Co. Inc.,
12:15-12:30 p. m. Agency: AitkenNew York (Mobilgas) on Oct. 4
Kynett Co. Inc., Philadelphia.
LEHN & FINK PRODUCTS Co., starts Flying Red Horse Tavern on
CBS stations, Fridays, 8-8:30
New York (Hinds cosmetics) on Oct. 34
p. m. Agency : J. Stirling Getchell
6 starts Leslie Howard on CBS net- Inc.,
N. Y.
work, Sundays, 8 :30-9 p. m. Agency : CAMPBELL
SOUP Co., Camden,
Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., N. Y.
N. J. (tomato juice) on Oct. 2 starts
Bums & Allen on 71 CBS stations,
Wednesdays, 8 :30-9 p. m., repeat at
11 :30. Agency : F. Wallis Armstrong
Co., Philadelphia.
PURITY BAKERIES Corp., Chicago (Tastyee bread) on Oct. 7 starts
Omar the Mystic on 3 MBS stations,
Mon. thru Fri., 5:15-5:30 p. m. with
repeat
Agency : HanffMetzger at
Inc.,5 :45.
Chicago.
R. L. W ATKINS Co., New York
(Dr. Lyon's toothpowder) on Sept.
16 started Backstage Wife on 4 Mutual stations, Mon. thru Fri., 9 :45-10
a. m. (EDST). Agency: BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., N. Y.
LEHN & FINK Inc., New York
(Hinds cosmetics) on Nov. 4 starts
program on 3 NBC - KPO stations,
Mon., Wed., Fri., 4:30-5 p. m. (PST).
Agency
N. Y. : Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.,

ONLY

HIGH-POWERED
1000
WATTS
0
930
KILOCYCLES
•
AFFILIATED
CBS

FULL

TIME

STATION

WBRC is. by every count, Birmingham's dominant station. Not only
the oldest, but the ONLY high-powered station in Alabama with full
time schedule, day and night.
WBRC is not handicapped by dividing time with any other station, or a
forced reduction in night time
power. It operates on 1000 watts
from 7:00 A. M. to 11:00 P. M.
every day, without interruption.

BIRMINGHAM BROADCASTING
CO. Inc.
BANKHEAD HOTEL
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
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FIRST LADY AND SLUM — In
an ill-smelling Detroit alley, Mrs.
Franklin D. Roosevelt spoke over
WJR clearance
at the opening
of the
slum
project.
Herecity's
she
is, with John Eccles, announcer
(behind the "mike") and Duncan
Moor, WJR reporter and member
of the slum clearance commission.

WJBO offers you coverage in
the rich Mississippi Delta at a
cost of less than $2 00 per
thousand listeners.
For Further Information
Write
WJBO
Baton Rouge, La.

WJBO
THE BATON ROUGE
5^55
1^

STATION
RADIO

Meet

Is Scheduled Oct. 24-25
DATES for the first annual Pacific Coast convention of the American Association of Advertising
Agencies at Del Monte, Cal., have
been set for Oct. 24-25. All sessions will be invitational. First
day sessions, for members only,
will feature talks and round table
discussions by agency executives.
The second day will also be for
members and probably invited
guests. Attendance of several
eastern officers of the AAAA is
expected.
Dana H. Jones, president of the
Dana H. Jones Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles, and chairman of the convention program committee, stated
that all sessions will follow closely
the style set by the AAAA in
White Sulphur Springs last April,
Particular emphasis will be placed
on agency management rathei
than on advertising technique, il
was stated. Walter A. Burke, Mc
Cann-Erickson Inc., San Francis
co, regional executive of th<
AAAA for the Pacific Coast, is acting as "clearing house" for th<
convention.
AMONG the 30 million U. S
farmers, 25% have radios ever
though 93% have neither bathtub:
nor showers and 76% still us<
kerosene or gasoline lamps, report:
the Rural Electrification Adminis
tration.
F. W. FITCH Co., Des Moines (cos
metics, etc.) on Oct. 1 starts Wendel
Hall on 18 NBC-WJZ stations, Tues
days, 10-10:15 p. m. Agency: L. V?
Ramsey Co., Davenport, la.
GEORGE W. LUFT Co., Long Is
land City (Tangee lipstick) on Oci
30 starts Jimmy Fidler Holly woo'
Gossip on 32 NBC-WJZ stations
Wednesdays, 10 :30 - 10 :45 p. n
(EDST). Agency: Cecil, Warwic
& Cecil Inc., N. Y.
STANDARD OIL Co. (Indiana)
Chicago (oil products) on Oct. 1
starts
Hylton's
on 1
CBS Jack
stations
keyed Orchestra
from WBBJ
(without WABC), Sundays, 10:3(
11
p. m.
Agency : McCann-Ericl
son:30Inc.,
Chicago.
SPERRY FLOUR Co., San Frar
cisco (flour) on Sept. 25, started fo
13 weeksandMale
KFRC
the Chorus
Don LeeParade
networko:
Wednesdays, 8:15-8:30 p. m. (PST
Agency : Westco Adv. Agency, SaFrancisco.
Renewal Contracts
SPERRY FLOUR Co., San Frai
cisco (flour and Wheathearts), o
Oct. 6 renews Sperry Sunday Speciq
on 5 NBC-KPO stations, Sundays,
1:30 p. m. (PST.) Agency: Westc
Advertising Agency, San Francisco.
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camdei
N. J. on Oct. 4 renews Hollywot
Hotel on 71 CBS stations, keyed fro:
KHJ, Fridays, 9-10 p. m. Agencj
F. Wallis Armstrong Co., Philade
COCOMALT Co., Hoboken, N.
(Coeomalt) on Oct. 2 renews Bui
Rogers in the 25th Century on CB
phia.
network, Mon. thru Thurs., 6 - 6 :|
p.
: Ruthrauff & Ry£
Inc.,m.N. Agency
Y.

EPRESENTATIVES
STATION
WALTER
CO.
RADIO BIDDICK
568 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Los Angeles
1358 Ross Bldg., San Fraaciaco, California
1038 Exchange
Bldg.,BUg.,
Seattle,
Washington
619 Charles
Denver

BROADCASTING

• October

1, 19c

-That

Network Changes
(KTM. R. WAENER Co. on Sept. 18
I'hanged John Charles Thomas to 9') :30 p. m. and Warden Lawes 9 :30|L0
p. m., Wednesdays, NBC-WJZ network.
tENERAXi FOODS Corp. (Sanka
ik>£fee) shifts Helen Hays, starting
i)ct. 1 on NBC-WJZ network, to
; :30-10 p. m.
.IFE SAVERS Inc., on Sept. 18
sdded 27 NBC-WJZ stations to Life
'avers Rendevous.
iffAROLD F. RITCHIE Co. on Sept.
'7 added 7 NBC stations to Eno
]'ritne Clues.
ttORDEN SALES Co. on Oct. 2 adds
XBC stations to Magic Recipes.
IRAFT-PHENIX CHEESE Corp.,
hicago on Dec. 5 changes to Bing
rosby
and Jimmynetwork.
Dorsey's orchestra
a NBC-WEAF
RISTOL-MYERS Co. on Oct. 2 relirns Fred Allen to Town Hall Toight on NBC-WEAF network.
COTT & BOWNE Inc., Bloomfield,
. J. (Scott's
Emulsion)
on Sept. net21
Ided
6 stations
to NBC-WJZ
jork.
ENTERAL FOODS Corp., New York
i Oct. 3 changes title of program to
\axwel House Showboat Starring
inny Ross and adds The Westerners
i XBC-WEAF network.
JJULF REFINING Co., Pittsburgh
oil products) on Sept. 29 changed
7:30-8 p. m. Sundays on CBS net:3rk, with Phil Baker, Beetle &
■jpttle,
Hal Kemp
proam titled
Great orchestra,
American with
Tourist.
■lENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
.pog Cabin syrup) on Oct. 2 changes
i Frank Crumit, Conrad Thibault,
arry Salter's orchestra, on NBCEAF, network, Wednesdays, 10:30 p. m.
0LYNOS SALES Co. Inc., on Sept.
, extended Just Plain Bill on CBS to
:lude CBS-Don Lee network.
YETH CHEMICAL Co. on Sept.
extended Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab\ge Patch to include 11 CBS staJ. HEINZ Co., Pittsburgh (57
irieties) will start a new series
more than 50 CBS stations Oct.
with the programs, titled Hosts Counsel, to be heard Mondays,
ednesdays, Fridays, 10-10:15 a.
; repeat for West at 1 p. m. Joseine Gibson, food advisor, will be
charge. Maxon Inc., Detroit, is
agency.
ILLIAM WRIGLEY Jr. Co.,
icago (chewing gum) on Sept.
started Myrt & Marge on CBS
work, Mon. through Fri., 7-7:15
m., with repeat at 11.

YOUR

OPPORTUNITY!

— 20,000 oil wells
— $500,000 Daily Production
— This money will Buy Your
Products
— This Station Reaches the
People With Money
— Let Us Produce For You

AGENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES

AERIAL PUBLICIZING Inc., 30
Rockefeller Plaza, New York, has
been appointed representatives in
Eastern territory for KJBS, San
Francisco, and KQW, San Jose, Cal.
The company now also represents
WROK, Rockford, 111.; WCBS,
Springfield, 111.; WDAS, Philadelphia; WWSW, Pittsburgh; WJTL,
Atlanta; WKEU, Griffin, Ga. ;
WSAR, Fall River, Mass.; WPFB,
Hattiesburg, Miss. ; KFJB, Marshalltown, la.; WEHC, Charlottesville,
Va.; KROW, Oakland, Cal.; WCLO,
will you be married?", and sugJanesville, Wis.; KLPM, Minot, N.
gesting that they buy their furniture from the sponsor, who gives
D. ; CKPR, Ft. William, Ont. ; CKCV,
Quebec City; CKCK, Regina, Sask.
each couple a pair of lamps as a
wedding gift.
J. H. McKEE, radio head of Cecil,
Warwick & Cecil Inc., New York,
who has been in Hollywood most of EDWARD F. STEVENSON has
the year, late in September moved
there permanently to handle pro- been appointed director of radio
grams emanating from the film cen- for Kelly, Nason & Roosevelt Inc.,
ter.
New York agency. Mr. Stevenson
A. L. BOWMAN has resigned an ex- was formerly connected with Crosby-Gaige, New York stage proecutive position with the Commercial
Credit Co., large automobile finance ducer.
company, to join the sales organization of Free & Sleininger
radio
station representatives. HeInc.,
assumes REINCKE - ELLIS- YOUNGGREEN
his new duties as account executive & FINN Inc., Chicago, on Oct. 1 will
in the Chicago office of Free & Slein- move to larger
Graw-Hill Bldg. quarters in the Mcinger Inc., on Oct. 1.
JACKSON & MOORE, radio station C. HALSTEAD COTTINGHAM, for
more than six years with Campbellrepresentatives at Chicago,
Sept. Ewald
Co. Inc., in Detroit and New
16 announced the openingon of
a York where
he served as art director,
branch
office
at
810
Stephenso
n
Bldg.,
Detroit.
radio executive and account executive, has rejoined N. W. Ayer & Son
L. D. WERTHEIMER, ADV. Inc., Inc., as an account executive in the
New York agency, has opened a Chi- Philadelphia office.
cago branch at 230 N. Michigan Ave.,
with George Enzinger, formerly
FRANCIS WOODWORTH, assistant account executive, Lord &
Morris, Windmuller & Enzinger, Chi-of
Thomas, San Francisco, resigned
cago, as vice president in charge.
Sept. 15, to join National GeographicNEWKIRK & LAWRENCE, radio Magazine
in Washington, in an ediadvertising and production agency,
torial capacity.
has established offices at 1558 N. Vine
THOMAS AITKEN Jr., formerly
St., Hollywood. Van C. Newkirk,
with Bowman, Deute, Cummings Inc.,
formerly production and program
manager of KNX, Hollywood, is the San Francisco, has joined Kelly,
head of the agency.
Nason & Roosevelt Inc., that city, as
account executive, succeeding Worth
RICHARD C. DUNKEL has joined Hale,
resigned.
Benton & Bowles Inc., New York,
as assistant to A. M. Lewis, director INNES HARRIS has been promoted to director of publicity for Erwin,
of media for this agency. Mr. Dunkel was formerly head of the media licity.
Wasey & Co., New York. Mr. Harris
and research departments of the Gey- was formerly in charge of radio puber Co., Dayton.
FRANK T. SAMUEL, vice president
DON FORKER, head of the
York radio department of LordNew
of Harold Cabot & Co., Boston agenThomas, was in Hollywood for the&
cy, has been placed in charge of the
new Lucky Strike Hit Parade series radio and merchandising departments.
on NBC. Montague Hackett, Gregg JANE ROBINSON, formerly in the
Williamson and C. H. Nathan, of
the agency, went to Hollywood later advertising department of Ransohoff's, exclusive San Francisco
in the month, the latter two to pro- woman's
shop,Co.
has advertising
joined the
duce the program, Mr. Hackett re- Maurice apparel
H. Hyde
turning to New York.
agency in that city. She will service
radio as well as other accounts.
ROY KELLOGG, partner in Campbell-Kellogg Co., Los Angeles agency,
in September severed connection with
the firm and joined the radio department of the Scholts Adv. Service in
7 out of 10
the same city.

HOWARD ALMON, formerly advertising account executive for the Shell
Oil Co., San Francisco, has joined the
staff of McCann-Erickson Inc., that
city, and will service radio along
with
other accounts.
EDITH M. ABBOTT, radio account
executive, of Botsford, Constantine &
Gardner, San Francisco, has returned
to her desk after a two-months vacation in Colorado and the East.
FRIEND
To Radio Fans
To Advertising Plans
ft *^
*y " IND
CIEA,
MUNIAN
I Of
IV

tober 1, 1935

"Romance Reporter"
THE Romance Reporter, who picks
the most typical romantic couple
coming from the marriage license
bureau and interviews them before
the microphone, is a new quarterhour program broadcast each noon
over WBBM, Chicago, under the
sponsorship of Nelson Brothers
Storage & Furniture Co., Chicago.
Martha Linn, Chicago advertising
woman who devised the program,
herself selects the couple and
handles the interviews, asking such
questions
as "Where
you meet?
Was it love
at first did
sight?
When

• BROADCASTING

Listeners

Boarding-House
Reach/
—ONLY
YESSIR,
Northwestern
Ohio's
Radio
Station, WSPD,
has just acquired a 1935 edition
of the "boarding-house reach" —
and if you
think we're
reaching
out don't
and holding
the
listening audience at the western
end
Lakeyour
Erie,
haven't
been of
taking
ironyoulately.

We mention the above, not to
press you for business, but to remind you that you're missing
part of your target unless WSPD
carries your advertising message.
•
A

Few

Important

Facts to Consider
WSPD is the ONLY
Station in Toledo.
WSPD
outlet.

Radio

is a basic Columbia

WSPD has just installed a
new 5000 Kw. Transmitter.
WSPD now operates o n
2500 Watts day and 1000
Watts night.

Representatives:
Joseph H. McGillvra
485 Madison Avenue
New York, N. Y.
John K. Ketdewell
919 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois

to

BUFFALO STATIONS
tune in
WGR
or WKBW
between 5 and 7 P, M.
says Ross Federal
BUFFALO BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO
Represented by
FREE & SLEININGER

WSPD
Studios:
Commodore Perry Hotel
Toledo, Ohio
•
Transmitter:
Perrysburg, Ohio
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AMERICAN RADIO FEATURE:
SYNDICATE Inc., Los Angeles pro
gram and transcription firm, in Sep
tember changed its name to Americai
Radio Features. No change in own
ADDITIONAL transcription accounts ership or operation was made. Th
placed
on various
stations Advertising
are report- firm's new Charlie Chan series, pre
ed as follows
by National
duced in September for October re
Records, these being supplemental to lease,
has been taken by 2GB, Syd
the lists carried in previous issues of
Broadcasting :
ney; KGU, Honolulu; KGW, Port
land; KSL, Salt Lake City; KFEI
American Radiator Co., New York Denver; KWCR, Cedar Rapids
KSO, Des Moines; KWKH, Shrev
(heating equipment)
American
Chicago Washing Machine Mfgrs., port and by an agency in Montre^
for local release there.
Ball
jars)Bros. Co., Muncie, Ind. (Mason
SOUND Service, Inc., 5746 Sunse
Hollywood, has gone out <j
John E. Cain Inc., Cambridge, Mass. Blvd.,
business, Radio Release Ltd., movin
(mayonnaise)
the same quarters but not at
Campagnie Pariseine, San Antonio, into
suming any of the Sound Servic
Tex. (perfume)
business.
Carlsbad Products Co., New York
(SprudelStove
salts)Co., Gardner, Mass. AUDISK CORP., San Francisc
Florence
transcription, producers, on Sept. II
(ranges)
26 quarter-hour episodes c
Hoffman Beverage Co., Newark, N. J. sold
Treasure of Lorelei to the Gardnt
(beer & ale)
Co., Seattle, for reprodu.
Ralstonina Purina
Co., St. Louis (Pur- Remedies
tion on KPCB, Seattle. The seri;
chows)
was
sold
thru
Gyles, Seatt
Thermoid Rubber Co., Trenton, N. J. representative ofFrank
Audisk
Corp.
Transcontinental & Western Air Inc.,
LANGLOIS & WENTWORTH Inc
New York
Waitt & Bond Inc., Newark, N. J. have taken offices at 420 Madiso
(Blackstone & Quincy cigars)
avenue, New York, for their new o
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago
ganization
dio
Service. known as Advertisers' R:
STANDARD RADIO Inc., Los An- SIGNING OF KIUN, Pecos, Tex
geles transcription producers, has
for the NBC Thesaurus service c
severed its connections with Conquest
repre- Sept. 14 marked the 82d station c
Alliance sentedCo.,
it in which
several previously
Eastern states. the list of Thesaurus subscribers, r
is tem- ports NBC.
Representation in these states
for Standard WIRED RADIO Inc., Cleveland, hi
handled
porarily being its
Radio through
Chicago office, 180 taken Once Upon a Time, transcri
N. Michigan Ave.
tion produced by Frederick C. Dab
KNOX Co., Los Angeles (Cystex, ers.
quist, Los Angeles, for its subscri
Diotex). has purchased a series from
FranInc., San entitled
& Sollieproducers,
MacGregor
cisco transcription
The South America to be presented Sanders Profits by Radi
over three Cuban stations. H. G.
(Continued from page 13)
Love, president of CFCN, Calgary,
Canada, has signed with MacGregor
nouncements on the early mornir
& Sollieducedtofeatures.
purchase
of the
pro- Sun Dial program. We also hay
They most
will be
released
over CFCN and a network of six three 15-minute broadcasts a we*
Canadian stations. KMPC, Los An- featuring John Olson and h
geles has signed to take the entire Rhythm Rascals. Another popul.
transcription service of the company.
of ours is the Sande
This is the first Los Angeles client program
Talent Quest, broadcast for a hal
of MacGregor and Sollie, but the third hour period each week. Our mo
in Southern California. The others recent addition to the radio sche'
are KFOX, Long Beach, and KFXM.
is a 15-minute dramatic pr
San Bernardino. John Fee, active in ule
theater and radio production on the gram broadcast each Sunday, e
What Would You Do? —
Coast, hasduction
been
assistant pro-& titled
managernamed
for MacGregor
dramatic sketch in which listene:
Sollie. The firm is recording a series are left with a vital problem whi<
featuring
Aces of the Air, vocal male they themselves are asked to sol1
trio.
in their own manner.
Starting as just another adve
HOLLYWOOD RECORDING STUDIOS. Hollywood, was sold in Sepmedium, our radio broa
tember by Dickson McCoy, who joined tising
casting over WTMJ has actual
the technical staff of the Otto K. become
the tail that wags the do
Olesen woodSound
Studios.
The HollyStudios are
now managed
by Radio's influence has carried i
J. Leslie Asher, for seven years with upward to a point where we ha'
without question the largest stoi
Warner ciatedBros.,
with RKOwithandNealRCAJack,
the assolast of merchandise in this section
the country. We carry regularly
15 years, as chief engineer.
stock of 5,000 garments in curre
models and fabrics. Our store h.
not found it necessary to run salf
for old merchandise does not a
cummulate,
so-calledknot
WTMV
M.'s" as they and
are the
commonly
in
clothing
merchandising,
do n
In tAe
exist. The rapid turnover we e
joy necessitates weekly purchas
ST. LOU
IS
on Sunday
additional
sto>
to
maintainof the
large fill-in
assortme
AREA
we carry at all times.
We give radio full credit for o
success,
what we for
are truly
today.it has made

TRANSCRIPTIONS

for
BRUTE
STRENGTH
and
HIGH
FIDELITY
A heavily chemically coated disc with an aluminum base. Years of research,
development and manufacturing experience have produced a recording
disc that is the conceded leader of the industry.
Check these characteristics and convince yourself.
• Non Breakable.
• Can be played on any acoustical phonograph, 100 times or more.
• Although developed for the Presto Recorder, these discs can
be cut on any standard wax recording machine.
• Will not deteriorate with time.
• Non-inflammable.
• Three center holes properly placed, prevent slipping during
cutting of record.
The characteristics of these discs are such that
many broadcasting stations are using them for transcription purposes.
PRESTO RECORDER for instantaneous High Fidelity Recording.

The Presto Instant Recorder fulfills the insistent demands of Broadcasting
stations and Electric Transcription studios for high quality apparatus.
EVERYTHING FOR RECORDING . . . FROM A NEEDLE TO A
COMPLETE STUDIO INSTALLATION.
Write for latest catalog on disc and reproducer.

WITH A NEWS BROADCAST
EVERY HOUR
ON THE HOUR
A LOCAL STAFF WITH
I. N. S. AND R. N. A.
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N
C
WT
ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS
FREE & SLEININGER, ln«.
National Representatives
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over
J^'^/
0 We've been "putting it over" for
Wheaties in Cleveland . . . yes, and
into the "home plate" of thousands
who go for sports as well as breakfast
foods. In fact, Wheaties, sponsoring
the regular broadcasting of Indian
baseball games, have climbed from
fifth to second place in the cereal
league standings. And that from the
famous Parent -Teachers' Association "Pantry Survey" made
ELLIS VANderPYL
whose daily Sports Flashes
helped win a $200,000 business increase in a single year
for a local clothier.

PLATE"
ike o//"HOME
and on . . . could tell of the commerannually by a local newspaper.
cial possibilities offered by football,
Aired over our wave recently have
hockey
and basketball programs now
been Mel Harder, ace pitcher, who
drew more than 10,000 entries in a
coming up, ready for sponsorship.
But, before we let our modesty run
sponsored contest . . . the All-Star
away with us, we're doing a sign-off.
game played in Cleveland's giant
This
is WGAR, suggesting that all
stadium . . . Lawson Little's smashing
advertisers
who wonder what on
victory in the National Amateur . . .
earth to do about Northern Ohio
the Baer-Louis battle . . . official
sales, consider well the sports features
weekly programs of golf and amateur
baseball associations. We could go on
of Cleveland's Friendly Station.
MEL HARDER
.contest
. . his "baseball
twisters"
sent more
than
10,000 auto-drivers stationward to try a new gasoline.

BOB EVANS
. . . son of the famed Billy.
Play -bv -play or resume, he
thrills listeners with sports
from baseball to hockey.

"CLEVELAND'S
FRIENDLY
STATION"
Member
N. B. C. Blue Network
John F. Pott, Vice President and General Manager
Edward Petry & Co., Inc., National Representatives

her 1, 1935
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BASIC

HEALTH
PRODUCTS
York (White's
cod liverCorp.,
oil; N'ewi
hasj
placed its advertising of that product
with Harry C. Phibbs Adv. Co., ChiJ
cago.

ADVERTISERS

STAR-SHEEN COSMETIC Co., Hollywood, Los
has named
Llewellynmour Inc.,
Angeles
agency,Sey-to
handle its account with a national
campaignzines. S. including
radio is
andthemagaH. McCraeken,
new
sales promotion manager.
FRIGIDAIRE SALES CORP., Dayton, O., (refrigerators
air con-of
ditioning equipment) aanddivision
General Motors Corp., has appointed
Lord & Thomas, Chicago, to handle
its advertising. The advertising for
Delco appliances (oil burners, fans,
vacuum cleaners, etc.) will remain
with Geyer, Cornell & Newell Inc.,
Rochester, N. Y.
GARCIA GRANDE CIGARS Inc.,
New York, has placed its account
with Peck Adv. Agency, New York.
GEORGE H. GRINNELL Jr. has
been appointed assistant sales promotion and advertising manager of Individual Drinking Cup Co., Easton,
Pa. (Dixie Cups).
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL Co., (White
Star division) has contracted for
broadcasts over WJIM, Lansing, of
all Michigan State football -games.
PASADENA PRODUCTS Co., Pasadena, Cal., (Sal-Ro-Cin tablets), in
September launched its initial radio
program on KNX, Hollywood, through
Newkirk-Lawrence Agency, Hollywood, using a weekly noon period.
TALLYHO
We're not the largest station in our territory, BUT — because of regular, local interest programs, we do claim outstanding
popularity, with adequate power for coverage of the Mid-South.
WNBR
MEMPHIS, TENN.

Jointly Sponsored
LIKE the joint sponsorship
on CBS of the March of
Time by Time Magazine and
Remington - Rand Inc., the
Charlie Chan transcription
series produced by American
Radio Features, Los Angeles,soredis being
sponon KOMO,jointly
Seattle,
by
Binyon Optical Co., which
wanted only two quarterhours weekly, and Charles E.
Sullivan, Seattle florist. The
disc series is a thrice-weekly
production, the optical firm
taking the Monday and Frithe florist
day programs and
the Wednesday
program.

KAEMPFER'S, Chicago (Big Kernel
bird food ) has placed its advertising
with Behel & Waldie, Chicago.
JENNY WREN Co., Lawrence, Kan
(prepared flour) has transferred its
account
Chicago. to Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co.
DAVID G. EVANS COFFEE Co.
St. Louis (Old Judge coffee) is ad
vertising through Ridgway Co., St j
Louis.

CLIMALENE Co., Canton, O. (cleaning compounds),
up lists,
cluding radio, in makes
October.
Agencyin-:
W. S. Hill Co. Inc., Pittsburgh. Appropriation $225,000.
:
AMERICAN GAS MACHINE Co.
Inc., Albert Lea, Minn., makes up
lists, including radio, in October.
Agency : Greve Adv. Agency Inc., St.
Paul. Appropriation : $60,000.
R. B. DAVIS Co., Hoboken, N. J.
(Cocomalt. Cut-Rite waxed paper,
Davis baking powder) , makes up lists,
NoOctober and
radio,
including vember.
Agency :inRuthrauff
& Ryan
Inc.. N. Y.
NATIONAL LEATHER & SHOE
FINDINGS ASSN., St. Louis, plans
to use spot radio in a three-year campaign promoting shoe repairing.
AMODEC Inc., New York (modern
furniture), contemplating a campaign
including radio, has placed its account
with J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.

OUTLET

The

Test

of

PRE-TESTING

!

♦

14,000

COVERS

Approximately
1/

Responses

broadcast!
one
From
Programs? A Pre-Tested
PRE-TESTED
about
This
All
What's
program (WHN style) is a program whose audience appeal has
been DEFINITELY TESTED AT THE STATION'S EXPENSE
offered to an advertiser. Here's an example of what it
it is
before in
results:
means
THE PROGRAM . . . WHN Movie Club Broadcast
Oil Shampoo
THE PRODUCT . . . .Watkin's Mulsified Cocoanut Inc.
THE AGENCY .... Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
THE TIME
Friday — 8 to 9 p. m.
Nearly 14,000 responses to a free sample
THE RESULT
offer on the second sponsored broadcast!
That's typical ... not exceptional . . • WHN Barn Dance. A pot-pourri of rural
western songs, music, gags and chatter
were re- and
votesAMATEUR
telephoneWHN
Recentlyceived on15.000
the Schenley
which is pleasing New York plenty! Now
HOUR. We have other equally convincing breaking records in stage appearances In
proofs to submit to interested advertisers and representative theatres.
Thursday — 9:30 to 10:30 P.M.
agencies.
PRE-TESTED Programs Available for
Saturday — 9:30 to 10:30 P.M.
IMMEDIATE SPONSORSHIP
Ed. Lowry's Broadway Melody Hour. Fast- Itty- Bitty Kiddy Hour. Slam-bang, uproarious comedy featuring Ward Wilson and Perry
moving-variety show by a master showman,
presenting the current vaudeville and radio Charles in a dizzy burlesque of radio prohits of thetainment.week.
Outstanding radio entergrams. New York is "nuts" about it!
A huge audience.
Wednesday — 8:30 to 9:00 P.M.
Monday — 8:00 to 8:30 P.M.
M-G-M PICTURES

KREMENTZ & Co., Newark (jewel j
ry)
Freundis advertising
Adv., N. Y. through Mortoi
EY TEB Inc., New York (eyelasll
treatment)
placed Inc.,
its Newark
account
with
Monroe has
F. Dreher
FOWNES BROS. & Co., New Yor
(gloves) is Inc.,
advertising
throug:
Geare-Marston
N. Y.
MARSHALL FIELD & Co.. Chicag
(chain retailer) has placed its advei
tising with Aubrey, Moore & Wa
lace Inc., Chicago.
UDGA Inc., St. Paul (proprietary
has appointed Allan L. Fireston
Adv. Agency, St. Paul, to handle it
account.
HEIL Co., Milwaukee (machinery
has placed its account with Editorii
Service Inc., Milwaukee.
CONTI PRODUCTS Corp., Ne
York (castile soap, etc.), has name
Bermingham, Castleman & Pien
Inc., New York, as its agency.

Station Representativ
Re-named Wilson-Dalto
& A!
H. WILSON
ROWARD
for
ative
represent
S,
SOCIATE
of stations serving tl
number
farm audience, hi
Midwest
to Wilson-Da
name
changed its
affiliationof tl
theformerly
ton, following
W. Dalton,
Thomas
Pepsode
of
sales department
Co., Chicago. Mr. Dalton is
offi
firm's Chicago
of theWacker
charge
Drive, whi
at 75 East
Kans
at
manager
Mr. Wilson is
1329 Bal
City, his
Ave. address being
more
Wilson-Dalton now represer
stations KFBI, Abilene, Kai
KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo.; KGG
Coffeyville, Kan.; WNAX, Yar
ton, S. D.; WAAW, Omah
KMMJ, Clay Center, Neb. ; KWT
KGBX, Springfield, Mo.; KM
Shenandoah, la., and WTM
East St. Louis, 111., in Chicago a
Kansas City. The firm also rep
sents the Colorado Network
Kansas City and St. Louis.

COMPLETE

LOEW'S THEATRES

A\£H-N-«
iveraee
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Loew's State Theatre Building
Broadway & 45th Street

NEWS

NEW
YORK
1010 Kc — 1000 Watts

COVERAGE
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BIG

LEAGUE

WHAT A LINE-UP! Just scan this select list of stars in the broadcasting firmament. Yes,
every one of them is currently using display space in BROADCASTING Magazine, because
Big League stations know the Big League advertising medium. They know that those grandstands and those bleachers are filled to capacity with the "fans" for whom they want to perform
. . . the advertising agencies and the advertisers who buy radio time. They have discovered that
BROADCASTING

Magazine is the bee-line to the men who place spot business. Those sta-

tions which don't aspire to graduate from the Bush Leagues should disregard this advertisement.
We ask all others to follow the ball (Jj)
Chicago
WBRC
Birmingham
WLS
CKLW
Windsor-Detroit
Cincinnati
WCAE
Pittsburgh
WLW
KDYL
Salt Lake City
Peoria,
111.
WDAF
Kansas City
WMBD
KFPY
Spokane, Wash.
Richmond, Va.
WDGY
Minneapolis
WMBG
KFRO
Longview, Texas
WDRC
Hartford, Conn.
WMBH
KFWB
Hollywood, Calif.
Joplin,
Mo.
WFAA-WBAP
WMC
KGEZ
Kalispell, Mont.
Memphis
New
York City
Dallas-Ft. Worth
WMCA
KGIR
Butte, Mont.
Boston
KGMB
Honolulu, Hawaii
WFBL
Syracuse, N. Y.
WMEX
Hibbing, Minn.
KGVO
Missoula, Mont.
WFIL
Philadelphia
WMFG
Cedar Rapids, la*
KEX
Portland, Ore.
WFLA-WSUN
Clearwater- WMT
Memphis
St. Petersburg
WNBR
KJR
Seattle, Wash.
WGAR
Cleveland, Ohio
WOKO
KMA
Shenandoah, la.
Albany, N. Y.
Newark
WGR-WKBW
Buffalo
WOR
KMBC
Kansas City
Lawrence, Kan;
WGST
Atlanta
WREN
KNX
Los Angeles
Richmond, Va.
KRLD
Dallas
WHAS
Louisville
WRVA
Nashville
KRNT
Des Moines
WHB
Kansas City
WSM
Toledo, O.
KROC
Rochester, Minn.
WHIO
Dayton, O.
WSPD
KSD
St. Louis
WHK
Cleveland
WSOC
Charlotte, N. C.
KSFO
San Francisco
WHN
New York City
WSYR
Syracuse, Va.
N. Y.
Norfolk,
KSTP
St. Paul
WHO
Des Moines
WTAR
Minneapolis
KSO
Des Moines
WINS
New York City
WTCN
KTUL
Tulsa, Okla.
Hartford, Conn.
WIP
Philadelphia
WTIC
E. St. Louis, nb
KVI
Tacoma, Wash.
WIRE
Indianapolis
WTMV
Milwaukee
KWKH
Shreveport, La.
WJAY
Cleveland
WTMJ
KYA
San Francisco
Asheville, N. C.
WJBO
Baton Rouge, La.
WWNC
Wheeling, W. Va.
WAAT
Jersey City, N. J.
WJDX
Jackson, Miss.
WWVA
Detroit
WAVE
Louisville
WJR
Detroit
WXYZ
WBAL
Baltimore
WKY
Oklahoma City
WBNX
New York City
WLBC
Muncie, Ind.

■
TO
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Columbia Broadcasting System
Hearst Radio Inc.
Iowa Broadcasting Co.
Missouri Valley Broadcasters Assn.
National Broadcasting Co.
Southwest Broadcasting System
Yankee Network
(and associated stations )
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News

Services

Baer-Louis

Use

Details

Effort to Prevent
Agency's
Other Broadcasts Ignored
NEWS broadcasting of the BaerLouis fight in New York on Sept.
24 resulted in complications for all
the parties concerned, but it finally developed that the commercial
had the ringside, blow-bysponsor
blow description exclusively, while
radio stations not carrying this
broadcast were well served with
prompt accounts by wire.
Mike Jacobs and the Twentieth
Century Sporting Club sold exclusive broadcasting rights to the
Buick Motor Co. for $27,500,
through NBC and Arthur Kudner
Inc., and the suggestion was made
that this deal precluded the transmission of news from the ringside
to radio stations for use on the air
while the fight was in progress.
At a meeting on the eve of the
fight, attended by representatives
of the four press associations,
NBC, the sponsor and agency and
the Press-Radio Bureau, counsel
for Arthur Kudner propounded the
view that the promoters had a
property right in the broadcasting,
which they could sell and restrain
at will.
Agreement Fails
THIS was disputed by Isaac W.
Gigges, counsel for Transradio
Press Service, who refused to give
any promise that news of the fight
would be kept off clients' transmitters. A compromise was suggested, that bulletins be broadcast
at the end of every three rounds
and then at the conclusion.
There being no general agreement among the conferees, the
meeting broke up without any definite decision, but it was expected
that the press associations (other
than Transradio) would communicate to their station clients (or
stations associated with newspaper clients) the desire of Mr.
Jacobs to keep off the air except
at the intervals mentioned. Since
Jacobs did not put this request on
paper, the press associations at
the last minute decided that they
were free to serve their radio clients as they wished, and gave
them full reports. These were in
the natural course of events conveyed to the Press-Radio Bureau,
and edited for retransmission.
PRB decided not to give blowby-blow description of the fight,
but to wait until there was some
devisive action before putting out
a bulletin. The first came at the
end of the second round, another
in the third when Baer was down
for the count of eight, and a comprehensive summary after the
knock-out.
Transradio press sent a man to
the Yankee Stadium, armed with
a concealed portable short-wave
code transmitter. He sat in one
of the 50 or so rows of so-called
ringside seats, and sent out a running commentary which was picked
up on the roof of a nearby building, relayed to Transradio downtown, and edited for the wires.

NG SYSWORLD BROADCASTI
TEM has moved its San Francisco
headquarters to 1050 Howard St.,
where an entire building is being
taken over, with complete Western
cing equipment inElectric reprodu
stalled. C. C. Langevin remains
the WBS representative in that
city.
Page 56

Profits to Edison
AN INDICATION of the extent to
which the listening public, as well
as the paying audience, was interested in the Baer-Louis fight _ is
contained in power consumption
reports of the New York Edison
Co. During the evening 341,000
kw. hours more than the normal
consumption was recorded on the
company's meters. This greatly
the "humps" reanyafterofprevious
exceeds ported
prizefight
broadcasts. On the occasion of the
Baer-Braddock title bout, the added load was 274,000 kw. hours.

PROGRAM

NOTES

A SERIES of quarter-hour weekly
talksH. onE. "Patents
and Inventions"
by
Taylor, president
of the
Manufacturers Research Institute,
over WIND, Gary, Ind., has resulted
in a flood of telephone calls, telegrams and letters from people who
want to know more about the business of putting an invention on the
market, surprising and pleasing the
sponsors, who were hesitant about
launching the series as they thought
only a small number of people were
interested in the subject.
A GROUP of performers from
WXYZ, Detroit, presented a special
Concert Caravan program from ToFrequency Signals
ronto Sept. 18 by invitation of the
Canadian Radio Commission. The
NowThriceWeekly
program was broadcast over the CRC
THE Bureau of Standards, which and Michigan networks. Heading
ser- the group was Brace Beemer, WXYZ
frequency
a standard
provides
vice which
is broadcast,
on Oct. 1, manager, monies.
who Withwas
cerehim master
were of
Virginia
will place the service on a three Hooper, soprano ; Eve Gladstone,
basis from its sta- pianist ; Eduard Werner, until redays per weekBeltsville,
Md., near
cently musical director of WXYZ,
tion, WWV,
Salvatore Cuechiara, tenor. The
Washington, D. C. The object of and
director of the program is Stanley
these radio emissions is to provide Maxted.
a standard for scientific or other
requiring an accumeasurements
Sartory, sports anrate radio or audio frequency or WHILE nouncer.Toe
of WCAE. Pittsburgh, was
are likewise usetime rate. They
the Chamber of Comful to radio transmitting stations touring merce,with
his Around the Cracker Barto
rel emanated from WTBO, Cumberfor adjusting their transmitters
land, Md.
exact frequency, and to the public
generally for calibrating frequency WAZL, Hazleton, Pa., broadcast
standards, it was stated.
On Tuesdays and Fridays the three baseball games from BinghamN. Y.,
when the two
cities'
were
running
neck-and-neck
in the
windup
be continuous un- ton,
emissions will
modulated waves (CW), and on of the New York - Penn League.
they will be modu- Handling the remote broadcasts were
Wednesdays
manager Beck,
and sports
lated by an audio frequency. The Vic Diehm.
nouncer ; William
observeran- ;
audio frequency will be in general
Wilbert
Markle,
commercial
announc1,000 cycles per second. On all
er, and William Kuntz, remote operaemissions three radio carrier frequencies will be transmitted as tor.
A NEW weekly series, Trips Through
follows: noon to 1 p. m., Eastern
Standard Time, 15,000 kc; 1:15 to the Post Office, is broadcast over
WIND, Gary, Ind., during which
2:15 p. m., 10,000 kc; 2:30 to 3.30 every
department of the Gary post
p. The
m., 5,000
kc. on 5,000 kc. will office
will be visited and its head inemissions
terviewed.
useful at disbe foundtancesparticularly
within a few hundred miles SO POPULAR was the Pencol Bulletin of the Air series of civic and
from Washington, those on 10,000
kc. will be useful for the rest of fraternal announcements on KFELDenver, that the sponsor,
the United States, and those on KVOD,
Pencol Drug Stores, has extended the
15,000 kc. will be useful in the quarter-hour
program to a half hour
western half of the United States casting.
and to some extent in other parts daily after only a month of broadof the world.
During the first five minutes of WKZO, Kalamazoo, Mich., has increased its weekly Your Hometown
the one-hour emission on each carrier frequency, announcements will Newspaper of the Air to a half hour
The program consists of the
be given. For the CW emissions, weekly.
reading of items from 35 country
the announcements will be made
papers in Southwest Michigan.
will conby telegraphic
sist of the callkeying
lettersandWWV
and WSM, Nashville, on Sept. 30 started
a statement of the frequency. a new series of Campus Theater of
This announcement will be repeat- the Air programs, with the Universiof Arkansas represented on the
ed every 10 minutes. For the modfirstty broadcast.
ulated emissions, the announcements will be given only at the
Cleveland, has started a
beginning of the hour. They will WGAR,
"sign-off" news service in which
be given by voice and will include events of the day are summarized.
the station'
lettersfrequency
and a statement of thecall
carrier
and GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapothe audio modulatic frequency.
a weekis sponsoring
(Wheaties)
lylisseries
of programs
on WCAE,
Except during the announcePittsburgh, with Dr. Jock Sutherments, the CW emissions will conland,coach,
University
of Pittsburgh
footsist of continuous, unkeyed carrier
ball
commenting
on sports.
frequency, giving a continuous
Famous
football
games
are
dramatically recreated.
beat note in the telephone receiver
in heterodyne reception. The radi- RECREATED versions of sporting
ated power in the CW emissions
events have been started by KSFO,
will be 20.000 watts.
San Francisco, with KQW, San Jose,
The modulated emissions, except
also receiving the programs. Ray
during the voice announcements at
and mus-in
announces,
KQW, effects
of sound
Lewis,
ical and
are dubbed
the beginning of the hour, will con- the running
accounts.
sist of an uninterrupted audio freauency superposed on the carrier
Green Bay, Wis., has started
frequency. The radiated power will WHBY,
which probbe only 1,000 watts; reception is a Woman's
lems of theExchange
feminine in audience
are
therefore not as reliable as for the discussed in a Wednesday morning
CW emissions of Tuesdays and series. Listeners' contributions are
broadcast.
Fridays.

Now — Admirals !
RADIO'S Kentucky Colonels
— step aside and make way
for
Nebraska's
Admirals!
Four members
of the
staff of
WGAR, Cleveland, have been
named staff members of the
"Great Navy" of the sovereign, though inland State of
Nebraska. They are John
Patt, general manager (also
a Kentucky Colonel) ; EugeneEllis
Carr,VanderPyl,
program manager;
sales
manager, and Graves Taylor,
publicity director. The superintendent of Radio Admified.
rals has not yet been identiTHE "rush party" of the Kansas
City chapter of Beta Sigma OmicroD
sorority was held in the studios ol
KMBC, Kansas City, and broadcast
by the station. KMBC has started I
new series of movie gossip programs
with Paul Henning announcing. Th(
series is sponsored by Marshall Autc
Stores.
WFIL, Philadelphia, has started :
new series, five times weekly, o
Crazy Mountaineers, native hill-bil
lies.
GATELY'S, Tulsa branch of O. J
Miller Co. Inc., midwestern chaii
clothiers, this month renewed Theate
of the Air series of daily program
over KTUL, Tulsa. Turning to ra
dio exclusively last spring, the spon
sor found a planned campaign highl;
successful, definitely turning upwar
the sales curve. The series consist
of four musical, one amateur and on
minstrel show.
FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN Co
Cleveland branch, is sponsoring
series of five-minute talks on WGAB
Four questions, read at the openin
follo-w
are answered
program,
of
The question
on finance.
a talk
ing the
relate to facts of general interes
A contract for 52 weeks was signe
when tests proved successful.
IN CONNECTION with its Inqui
ing Reporter broadcasts WHIO, Da'
ton, has a tieup with the affiliate
Dayton Daily News, which sends
broadcast as
photographer to the
newspaper and station circulatio
stimulant.
A POPULAR feature on WIP, Phi
weekly byVocation*
is theconducted
adelphiato, Boys,
Maj. I
Advice
including gue
and
K. Butcher
is to be e'
The program
y Group.
tended
speakersto. Inter-Cit
Going
Up
Come
Retail

on

along

sales

up 14%-

check transactions up 16c
— car sales up 62% — fan
prices up 30% — factory pa:
tl
rolls up 26%! That's
Milwaukee-Wisconsin
mark'
today compared to a year ag
And ONE station thorough:
covers this A-l sales areaWTM

J

The Milwaukee Journa
Representatives, Ed. Petry & C<
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KSFO, rated aSan
has inaugunovelFrancisco,
idea in correct
time
broadcast by picking up the 12 noon
and 4 :30 p. m. siren atop the San
Francisco Ferry Bldg. The studios
are located on the thirty-first floor of
the Russ Building, San Francisco's
highest, and the pickup is accomplished by a parabola microphone on
the roof of the structure, accurately
aimed
at
distant. the Ferry siren half a mile

SXNG NEW "MIKES"— R. S. Bishop, manager of KFJZ, Fort Worth
iter) purchases the first of the new Western Electric ball-type microties developed by Bell Telephone Laboratories. W. C. Jones (right)
ell, and Vernon Young, Graybar Electric Co., Dallas, congratulate him.
EW type of air show called Club
mbia was started recently by
with B. Charles-Dean, traveler,
nalist and actor as master-o'fnonies. The program is designed
rovide the impromptu type of enlinment found in New York supclubs where radio stars gather inally.
T,
Charlotte,
C, Ford
stageddealers
a rabreakfast
for N.
4,000
salesmen from the Carolinas, with
sales meeting being broadcast. A
ly breakfast skit was included in
h a wife neatly persuades hubby
uy a Ford. Clair Shadwell pred continuity and supervised proion of the program.
XX, New York, announced a 10%
5>?aase in time rates effective Oct. 1
over all periods from 9 a. m. to
light, with discounts available for
26 and 52 weeks contracts and
broadcasters not advertising nailly known products permitted an
tional 25%.
', Philadelphia, has started a serjlf traffic court broadcasts, especialmely because of the local controj over traffic regulations. MagisJacob Dogole, who presides, has
a constant critical of police en>ment of traffic laws.
[G, reensboro, N. C, covered the
.ing
Reidsvilleandtobacco
marwithof the
Greensboro
Reidsville
officials taking part, as well as
representatives from cigarette
>anies.
T, Cedar Rapids, la., sold a cocitive quarter-hour to wholesalers
ag displays at a recent Iowa GroConvention. An inquiring ancer interviewed delegates during
sessions.
ITTA PALMER, newspaper col■st, is starting an air column over
», Newark, five times weekly unthe title Gretta Palmer Says,
quarter-hour daytime periods.

IN A RECENT
public contest
ducted by the Chicago
Tribunecon-to
pick the "Three Golden Voices" available for the paper's classified adverdepartmentplayed
telephone
solicitationtising
room, WGN
an important
part. Several hundred girls competed
over WGN out of which a final 15
were selected by judges. These 15
were then presented for popular vote
on a one-hour program, August 7 over
WGN. Some 4600 votes were received from listeners who heard the
one hour's Golden Voice contest.
WIP, Philadelphia, plans a series of
autumn civic programs, the first to be
dramatizations of petty rackets and
means of avoiding them. The show
will be handled by the Better Business
Bureau and titled Ifs a Racket.
President Ben Gimbel has arranged
a series of safety programs with auto
clubs, police aud other groups cooperating.

UJX
NOW

BLUE

"Banner Newshawk"
ONCE one of the bitterest critics
of radio, James G. Stahlman, publisher of the Nashville Banner and
former president of the Southern
Newspaper Publishers Association, on Sept. 22 announced in a
full-page advertisement in that
paper that the Banner Newshawk,
radio voice of the publication,
would thereafter be heard six
noondays weekly on WSM. Joining the newspaper staff to handle
radio promotion is George Ellis,
formerly identified with such radio serials as the Trial of Vivian
Ware and What Would You Do?
The daily bulletins of the Banner
Newshawk will be edited from the
AP, UP
and local
INS reports
in addition to the
and state
news
gathered by the newspaper.

Y
THE

OUTLET

HIGHLIGHTS of musical comedy
and light opera are presented Fridays
by KSD, St. Louis, with matinee and
evening performances, titled Romance
in the Air. During the illness of Allen Clarke the program featured
Mario Silva, baritone and KSD musical director.
ARBAUGH'S,
Lansing
department store, leading
is sponsoring
a daily
hour Musical Clock program on
W.TIM, Lansing, using Thesaurus
service.

Z

ASHEVILLE, N. C.
full Time NBC A filiate 1,000 Watts
Western North Carolina's
Only Radio Station
tfoRTH Carolina leads
,'ie Southeast in volume
f retail trade . . . and
7WNC blankets esortidustrial Western North
arolina — "The Quality
farketof The Southeast".
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..You can't match the intimacy of
a second-f rontie-r station like
WAAT with anything else in
broadcasting. Dude schedule
makers too often skip the fascinating grip which it holds on its
geographically
"smallThose
town"
suburban audience.
on and
our
client-list know better. Somehow
broadcasters just naturally turn
hard - boiled with a station like
WAAT. Mere sentiment could
never keep these friendships so
long. Cash • dollar business does.
WAAT grew to what it is — on
the astonishing response it gets for
its users. Operating daytime only,
WAAT has a vast following all
its own — in the rich cosmopolis
of Newark, Jersey City, Hoboken,
West New York, Passaic, Bayonne,
Union City, Elizabeth, Hackensack, the Oranges and Montclair.
Over 2,250,000 people are in its
primary reach. 87.1% of the
area's homes are radio homes
(largest ratio in the Union). Uncharged for, you get a jumbo
bonus in New York City, Brooklyn, Staten Island, Long Island
and Westchester.
Rates are more
than
moderate.
Full details and success examples
on request.

DETROIT

FOR

CASE HISTORY 16
Manufacturer establishes 2710 new customers after 41 spot
announcements.

NBC

NETWORK

.
WWNC

Local

CASE HISTORY 21
National spot advertiser found WAAT
produced the lowest
cost per inquiry in
the New York Metropolitan area.

for tbe

CASE HISTORY 38
Local retailer using
WAAT exclusively
increased average

***t°r lu
**
station
*
Upv
i
*
KSS
FBEEMERCHA>» e9pec.a"> jo ^
tributors «n 0» ^

monthly dollar volume by #5,000.00 during 1935.

.

prefer a
Write or KUNSKY-TRENDLE
BRO ADC ASTING
CORP OR AT I O N
(Owner! and Operators el : Station WXYZ)
300 M A D I S O N 'THEATRE BLDG., DE TROIT
WM. G. RAMBEAU CO., Representatives
HOME OFFICES: Tribune Tower, Chicago
Western Office
Eastern Office
RUSS BUILDING
507 CHANIN BLDG.
San Francisco
New York

WAAT
JERSEY

CITY

&

SUBURBS
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EQUIPMENT
OUR

"INTER -CITY"

CONNECTION
Gives Us
★★*★

"FIVE STAR FINAL"

***★

"GOOD-WILL

★*★*

COURT"
"CATHEDRAL of the
UNDERWORLD"

*★★*

"TODAY'S

WINNERS"
★*★★ "STREET FORUM"
and many other 4 Star Features (or our
steadily increasing audience.

WMEX
1500 kc — 250 w L.S. — 100 w N.
HOTEL MANGER — BOSTON
In America's Fourth Market
Tel. CAPitol 7560 — Teletype Bos. 157

GATES RADIO & SUPPLY Co.,
Quincy, 111., has released a new 34page catalog of broadcast and studio
equipment. It is available to all
broadcasters and engineers and gives
a full description of new Gates highfidelity speech equipment, transcription turn-tables, microphones and remote amplifiers.
BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES announces designing of a
new output switching panel for Western Electric, the panel providing facilities for dispatching programs from
as many as six amplifier channels
over four output circuits to line amplifiers. The panel may be used to
assign any one amplifier simultaneously to a combination of two, three
or four outgoing circuits for indecontrolled networks
to separatependently
destinations.
Preselection
of
amplifier channels for programs to
follow is a feature. The equipment
is described in a Western Electric
bulletin Output Switching Panel
271A.
AMPERITE Corp., New York, has
designed a ball-bearing microphone
stand moving up and down with a
smooth pneumatic action and requiring only % turn for a positive stop.
The ball-bearing clutch permits the
stand to be rotated without loosening
the clutch. It can be obtained in
chrome or black finish with two base
sizes.
WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind., is erecting a 450-foot vertical Blaw-Knox
antenna. Completion is set for the
latter part of October, at which time
present power of 10,000 watts will be
raised to 25,000 watts.
PAUL DANIELS, chief operator of
KFBI, Abilene, Kan., is revising
speech input equipment to insure high
fidelity.

M

GOOD

A

R

K

E

COMPANY

CKLW
How very important it is to the advertiser
that he select his advertising media with
the same care he exercises in selecting his
friends. For, in associating one good name
with another, there is the double advantage
of capitalizing on established prestige and
performance. CKLW advertisers, as astute
business organizations, cling to CKLW as the
direct route to sales in the Detroit -Windsor
area— America's fourth largest market I
CKLW

aAsmmw
^Amutual
broadcasting
SYSTEM

J. H. McGlLLVRA
485 Madison Ave.. New York
JOHN KETTLE WELL
PaLmoLvc Building, Chicago
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Windsor offices .
Guaranty Tru.l Bu.lding
Detroit offices
Union Guardian Building

T

Kr
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WLW NEWS ROOM— Caught in action is the news staff of the
cinnati 500 kw. station, with its INS, Transradio and Dow-Jones le«
wires. Left to right are H. Lee Macewen, news editor; Fred M. W
Richard Early, Robert Heidler.
CHARLES E. SCHULER, in charge
of tower sales for InternationalStacey Corp., Columbus, on Sept. 18
was granted two patents by the U. S.
Patent Office covering a vertical radiator antenna system. The patent
numbers were 2,014,784 and 2,014,785.
KOW-KEX, Portland, Ore., have
added chine,
a portable
madevised by sound-effects
Harry Singleton,
chief engineer, and Earl Missner, his
assistant. It has two speakers, an
elaborate mixing panel with silent
switches using mercury tumblers. A
control regulates highs and lows, and
the device can be used for talk-back
to create the effect of loud-speaker or
telephone. Audition records of the
light, pre-grooved
made.
Three
turntables variety
permit can
novelbe sound
combinations and split-hair timing.
WMPC, Lapeer, Mich., has installed
new equipment including velocity microphones, pre-amplifiers, station amplifier and four-channel mixer, with
apparatus supplied by Doolittle &
Falknor Inc., and the radiator built
by Blaw-Knox Co.
WDAS, Philadelphia, has placed in
operation its new Blaw-Knox quarter-wave antenna, at Woodside, in
Fairmount Park, Philadelphia, as
well as an RCA transmitter.
WREC, Memphis, will install two
420-foot Truscon self-supporting radiators which Hoyt Wooten, manager
of the station, says will be the tallest
of its kind in the South. The transmitter is being moved locally and a
new transmitting house will be built.
KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo., has installed
new equipment in the power input
stage, eliminating motor generators.

W

B

MILESTONES

WMFF, Plattsburg, N. T., is ini
ling a new vertical quarter-wave
ator purchased from the TJ. S. T
Engine & Pump Co. The transm
will be moved outside the city a
Nov. 1 when power is stepped u
250 watts. Transmitting equipr
is furnished by Collins Radio Co
KDLR, Devils Lake, N. D., has
stalled new Collins high-fidelity
plifying equipment
with Wes
Electric preamplifiers and RCA v
ity microphones. New Western
trie ball-type microphones have
ordered. Studios are being decors
KNOW, Austin, Tex., SBS ou
placed its new high-fidelity trans
ter in operation Sept. 1. Installa
was under the direction of A.
Cullum, SBS vice president in ch
of operations, and Paul Bost
KNOW chief engineer.

Engineer is Named
CYRUS G. HILL, Chicago cons
ing engineer on telephone matt
was named Sept. 25 by the 1
to conduct engineering phases
the telephone investigation. A 1
graduate, he was employed
Western Electric Co. and the
cago Bell Telephone office, sj
two years in France in the l
and since that time has been
sociated firm
with oftheJ. consulting
neering
G. Wray &e1
He has engaged in a large n
ber of telephone investigation

N

ON WBNX
MARKS

FIRST — Increased space —
additional studios.
SECOND — High Fidelity
Speech Input Equipment.
NOW! — NEW 190 FOOT
V4 WAVE ANTENNA ! ! !
WBNX

— NeW

York

THE
SPOT
These events show why WBN>
gives you the New York marke
intimately, intelligently and inex
pensively!

Write For Booklet "Market Coverage
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stern Electric's new non-directional microphone

gives you highest grade

£-up regardless of the direction of sound approach. It gives you, in even
..^ater degree, the advantages of former Western
frequency range is from 40 to approximately
Engineered

by Bell Telephone

Electric dynamic

types,

15,000 cycles per second.

Laboratories, Western

Electric's finest

rophone is designed to operate into your present equipment.

And

it is

ed so low that no station can afford to be without Western Electric quality.
Order yours from Graybar today!
ACTUAL
Western
J

Electric

SIZE

RADIO TELEPHONE
BROADCASTING
EQUIPMENT
Distributed by GRAYBAR Electric Company
In Canada: Northern Electric Co., Ltd*
ober 1, 1935
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FEDERAL

C OMMUNICAT

ION

S

COMMISSION

(Broadcast Division)
Decisions . . .
SEPTEMBER 17
WIS, Columbia, S. C— Granted modif.
CP extend completion.
KGHL,
Billings,
Granted extension exp. auth.
780 Mont.
kc 90— days.
for CP
TiewWCOP,
stationBoston
1120 — kcGranted
500 w license
D.
WSPD, Toledo — Granted license for CP
increase to 2V2 kw D, install new equip.,
1340 kc 1 kw N unltd.
KFBK, Sacramento, Cal. — Granted
modif. CP transmitter site, change equip.,
■extend completion.
WREC, Memphis — Granted modif. CP
extending commencement.
WMFI (changed to WELI), New Haven,
Conn.
tion. — Granted modif. CP extend compleKABR, Aberdeen, S. D. — Granted modif.
license change antenna, increase from D
to unltd., 100 w.
KFKU, Lawrence, Kan. — Granted modif.
license to use WREN transmitter, increase
from 1 to 5 kw D.
WBZ, Boston — Granted license for CP
ehange equip.
KDKA, Pittsburgh — Same.
WHIS, Bluefield, W. Va. — Granted
modif. license from S-WRBX to unltd.
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— KFDY,
Brookings, S. D., granted temp. auth. spec,
hours ; KBTM, Jonesboro, Ark., granted
extension temp. auth. use present equip,
-to
10-17-35 toMo.,
install
new antenna
Springfield,
granted
extension; KGBX,
temp,
auth. operate without approved freq. monitor ; KFIZ, Fond du Lac, Wis., granted
temp. auth. spec, hours ; KPAC, Port Arthur, Tex., same; WMMN, Fairmont, W.
Va., granted temp. auth. portable transmitter for tests ; WTAW, College Station,
Tex., granted temp. auth. spec, hours;
WILL, Urbana, 111., same; KUSD, Vermil ion, S. D., same.
SET FOR HEARING — WJIM, Lansing,
Mich., applic. CP new equip., change
from 1210 to 1450 kc, increase from 100 w
N 250 w D to 500 w N 1 kw D ; NEW,
John E. Fetzer, Saginaw, Mich., applic.
■CP
800 CP
kc 1newkw equip.,
D ; WSGN,
applic.
changeBirmingham,
from 1310
to 590 kc, increase from 100 w N 250 w D
"to
1 kw Fort
N & Dodge
D, moveBrdcstg.
transmitter
locally;
NEW,
Co., Emmons
L. Abeles, Sec, Fort Dodge la., applic.
•CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Wausau
Brdcstg. Co., Emmons L. Abeles, Sec,
Wausau, Wis., applic CP 1310 kc 100 w
unltd. ; NEW, Winona Brdcstg., Emmons
L. Abeles, Sec, Winona, Minn., applic. CP
1500 kc 100 w unltd.; NEW, Mason City
Broadcast Co., Emmons L. Abeles, Sec,
Mason City, la., applic. CP 1420 kc 100 w
unltd. ; NEW, Appleton Brdcstg. Co., Emmons L. Abeles, Sec, Appleton, Wis., applic. CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW,
Bastings Brdcstg. Co., Emmons L. Abeles,
Sec, Hastings, Neb., applic. CP 1420 kc
100 w unltd. ; NEW, Clinton Brdcstg. Co.,
Emmons L. Abeles, Sec, Clinton, la., applic. CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd.; NEW,
Burlington Brdcstg. Co., Emmons L.
Abeles, Sec, Burlington, la., applic. CP
1370 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Mankato
Brdcstg. Co., Emmons L. Abeles, Sec,
Mankato, Minn., applic. CP 1210 kc 100
w unltd. ; NEW, Emmons L. Abeles &
Ttobert J. Dean, d/b WISE Brdcstg. Co.,
St. Paul, applic. CP 630 kc 250 w unltd. ;
NEW, Grand Island Brdcstg. Co., Emmons
L. Abeles, Sec, Grand Island, Neb., applic.
CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd. ; WSPD, Toledo,
applic. CP change equip., increase from 1
kw D to 1 kw N 5 kw D ; KGFF, Shawnee,
•Okla.,
move transmitter
change applic.
equip.,CPincrease
from 100 locally,
to 250
w D ; NEW, Northern Brdcstg. Co. Inc.,
Wausau, Wis., applic. CP 1370 kc 100 w
unltd. ; NEW, Thames Brdcstg. Corp.,
New London, Conn., applic. CP 1500 kc
100 w D ; KMO, Taeoma, Wash., applic.
modif. license from 250 to 500 w; KGCU,
Mandan, N. D., applic. renewal ; KOB,
Albuquerque, N. M., applic. renewal ;
WJAR, Providence, R. I., applic. modif.
CP increase to 1 kw N & D, install directional antenna, extend completion ; NEW,
A. L. Chilton, Dallas, applic CP 990 kc
1 kw D.
ACTION ON EXAMINERS' REPORTS
— KFBB,
Falls, Mont.,
denied
applic. exp. Great
auth. change
from 1280
to 610
Tec 1 kw N 2% kw D unltd., sustaining
Examiner Dalberg ; WNBX, Springfield,
Vt., granted applic. change from D to
unltd. 1260 kc 1 kw, sustaining Examiner
Dalberg.
MISCELLANEOUS — W B N X , New
Page 60

— —
SEPTEMBER 12 TO SEPTEMBER 27, INCLUSIVE
SET FOR HEARING: WRVA, K
York, denied temp. auth. 500 w D ; KQV, for CP change transmitter site, equip.
mond, Va., applic CP change equip.,
Pittsburgh, and WSMK, Dayton, denied
license crease from 5 to 50 kw ; WAIM, An
forWMFG,
CP newHibbing,
station Minn.
1210 kc— Granted
100 w unltd.
exp. auth. operate simul. to 9-30-35 ; NEW,
son,
S. C, applic. CP new equip., n
David Farmer, Columbus, Ga., dismissed
WFBE, signment
Cincinnati
— Granted Radio
vol. Co.
as- transmitter locally, increase from 100 i
with prejudice applic. use facilities WRBL ;
license to Continental
250 w 1 kw D, change from 1200 to
NEW, Bamberger Brdcstg. Service, NewKFBB,
Great 60Falls,
WTFI, Athens,
cense extension
days. Mont. — Granted li- kc;
ark, granted permission withdraw without
transmitter
& studioGa.,
to applic.
Atlanta CP
; WIn
WJBK, Detroit — Granted renewal license Indianapolis, applic CP change eq
prejudice applic. experimental relay station ; WNEL, San Juan, P. R., granted
1-1-36.
increase from 500 w N 1 kw D to 1 k'
permission take depositions re applic. to KFIO,
5 kw Dtransmitter,
; KVI, Tacoma.,
cense 60 Spokane
days. — Granted extension li- move
Ralph Perez Perry for CP erect station at
changeWash.,
equip.,applic.
incr
Santurea, P. R., 1340 kc 250 w; KFRU,
KDYL,
Salt
Lake
City
—
Granted
extenfrom
1
to
5
kw
D;
NEW,
W. H. Kir
sion license 60 days.
Columbia, Mo., granted renewal license
Hollywood,
applic
CP
1160
kc
5
kw
u:
KEHE, Los Angeles — Granted extension
630 kc 500 w N 1 kw D ; NEW, Star(to be heard by Broadcast Division) ; J
Chronicle Pub. Co., St. Louis, granted CP license 60 days.
St. Louis, applic. modif, CP new eq
KFAB, Lincoln, Neb. — Granted renewal extend completion ; KFOX, Long Be
experimental station ; KIUP, Durango,
Col., granted modif. CP change equip.,
Cal., applic. renewal, temp, license gr
to 2-1-36.
KOIN,
move transmitter locally ; KOIL, Council license
sion licensePortland,
60 days. Ore. — Granted exten- ei pending hearing ; KELW, Los Ang
Bluffs, la., set for hearing applic. renewal
applic.
renewal.
KQW,
license 1260 kc 1 kw N 2y2 kw D unltd.,
sion licenseSan60 Jose,
days. Cal. — Granted extenMISCELLANEOUS— WNBC, New
also applic. consent voluntary assignment
tain,
Conn.,
denied auth. operate from
KLPM,60 Minot,
license to Central States Brdcstg. Co. ; license
days. N. D. — Granted extension to 8 p. m. to 10-28-35 ; KMBC, Ka
KFRU, Columbia, Mo., set for hearing apCity, reconsidered
actionSan7-30-35
KCMC,
Texarkana,
plic. transfer control to Luther L. Hill.
sion license
60 days. Ark. — Granted exten- granted
renewal ; KFRC,
Franc
RATIFICATIONS:
KNX, Hollywood, WTMJ, Milwai
KPRC, Houston — Granted CP change hearing
on
license
renewal
continue!
to 5 Tex.
kw D, move trans- 10-14-36 ; WAIU, Columbus, O., deniec
KQV,operate
Pittsburgh
Denied forrequest
spec, equip., mitterincrease
to Deepwater,
auth.
simul. — WSMK
two sports
KROC,
Rochester,
Minn.
— Granted CP consideration and grant applic. rene
events (9-12).
equip.
KFUO, Clayton, Mo., denied request
WKBF, Kansas City — Granted auth. ex- change
applic. station St. Louis 640 kc D
WDBO,specOrlando,
Fla.added
— Granted
auth.in missed
tend program test period 30 days (9-35).
without prejudice ; KFRU, Co
extend
auth.
use
750
w
N
WMBR,
Jacksonville,
Fla.
—
Granted
furOctober.
bia, Mo., reconsidered and granted ap
ther postponement 30 days effective date
transfer
control to Luther L. Hill ; KG
WLBF,
Kansas
City
—
Granted
renewal
denial of CP (9-9).
Wichita Falls, Tex., reconsidered
license regular period.
SEPTEMBER 24
applic. transfer control to A
WISN,
Milwaukee
cense regular
period.— Granted renewal li- granted
Carter, move station to Fort Wc
NEW, Clarence Scharbauer, Midland,
WFBM,
Indianapolis, denied petition
WTNJ,
Trenton,
N.
J.
—
Granted
extenTex. — Granted CP 1420 kc 100 w D.
sion license 60 days.
grant of applic. set for hearing, as
KWG,
Stockton,
Cal.
—
Granted
CP
new
auth.
move
studio locally, install
KTFI, Twin Falls, Id.— Granted 30-day
equip.
extension
exp.30 auth.
1 kw N, license per- equip., increase to 5 kw D ; WHBU,
KNEL,
Brady,
Tex.
—
Granted
modif.
iod
extended
days.
derson, Ind., denied grant of applic. 1
CP re transmitter & studio sites, antenna
set for hearing, auth. change eq
KUMA,
Flagstaff,
Ariz. — Granted 60- tofore
system ; extend completion.
increase to 250 w D ; WRMD, Rock
day
extension
license.
WEMP,
Milwaukee
—
Granted
modif.
CP
Md.,
reconsidered
in granting
WIBW, regular
Topeka,
Kan. — Granted license new station 1140 kcaction
change equip.
renewal
period.
250 w D, set aj
KPRC,
Houston—
Granted
modif.
license
for
hearing
on
issues
to
be
determine
increase from 1 kw N 2y2 kw D to 1 kw
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— WHIS,
N 5 kw D.
Bluefield, W. Va., granted extension to law
dept.,
proceedings
set
for
9-25-35
missed
since
WCAU
withdrew
pro
10-24-35 spec. auth. use composite trans- KFRC, San Francisco, denied
WNEL,
San 60Juan,
newal license
days. P. R. — Granted remitter and 100-watt portable transmitter ; grant of applic renewal license, pet
he
KYA, 60San
Hattiesburg, Miss., granted exten- fore set for hearing.
license
days.Francisco — Granted renewal WPFB,sion temp.
auth. operate unltd. to 10-25-35
APPLICATIONS
DISMISSED
(rei
WIP,cense 60Philadelphia
—
Granted
renewal
lipending action on applic full-time operadays.
tion ;KWEA, Shreveport, La., granted ex- of applicants) — WOPI, Bristol, Tenn
KROW,
Oakland,
Cal.
—
Granted
extentension temp. auth. remain silent to 121- 1500 kc 100 w 250 w LS unltd. ; 1
sion license 60 days.
135; WFIL, Philadelphia, granted exten- St. Louis, exp. auth. 1250 kc 250 w
WCAE,
Pittsburgh
—
Granted
modif.
CP
sion
temp.
auth. 560 kc 1 kw N in Oc- w LS, SH; NEW, Fred S. Rogers, Gl
change equip.
tober ;WNOX, Knoxville, Tenn., granted Falls, N. Y., CP 1210 kc 100 w ur
Co., NEW,
Pittsbi
extension
temp.
auth. Ind.,
560 kcgranted
to 12-10-35
WKAR,
East
Lansing,
Mich.
—
Granted
CP 1420American
kc 100 Brdcstg.
w unltd.;
WFAM, South Bend,
temp, ; NEW,
license for CP change antenna.
Builders,
Dr.
Alvin
J.
Corbell,
Fort
KNOW, Austin, Tex. — Granted license auth. operate Simul. -WWAE 6 a. m. to LS. CP
1200 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, WW
Knight
Jr., Savannah, Ga., CP 120
100 w unltd.
RATIFICATIONS:
KFRO, San Francisco — Granted e
sion program tests 30 days (9-16).
KHJ, Los Angeles ■— Granted exte
program tests 30 days (9-16).
KFSG,
— Granted
auth.
use Los
KRKDAngeles
transmitter
(9-19). t
Examiners' Reports .
Bamberger Brdcstg. Service, NewiJ
Examiner Walker recommended (I
mentalapplic.
relay withdraw
broadcastingpetition
be granted
that
for ex'
out prejudice.
WSAR,recommended
Fall River, (1-106)
Mass. —thatExauaii
Dalberg
change from 1450 kc 250 w unltd. to i;
kc 1 kw unltd. be granted.
NEW,
Robert K.Seward
Herbst,recommit
Moor,
Minn.
— Examiner
(1-108) that applic CP 1310 kc 1^
unltd. be granted if and when KGF
permitted
to movethatfrom
luth ; otherwise
it beMoorhead
denied. to
WWJ,
Detroit
&
WAAF,
aminer Hill recommended Chieago(1-109)
applic. of WWJ to change from 1 i
1 kw N 5 kw LS be granted; that a1
of
changebe from
to WAAF,
500 w N Chicago
1 kw LSto unltd.
grant 5part,
authorizing
increase
from
1 kw D and denied insofar as it500ret
night hours.
KYA, San Francisco — Examiner Da
recommended (1-110) that applic. inc i
from 1 kw to 1 kw N 5 kw LS be gr
ifsystem.
applicant installs approved an"

KSTP REMOTE TRUCK— A new portable short-wave pickup unit has
just been put into service by KSTP, St. Paul, for all broadcasts requir- Applications
ing the use of mobile equipment. Housed in a l'/i-ton truck of special
SEPTEMBER 14
design, the unit is the first of its kind in the northwest. It was designed
Presskc Co.
by KSTP's technical supervisor, Hector Skifter, and chief engineer,
Y.—NEW,
CP 1210
100 Inc.,
w D. Schenectad:
Lester H. Carr. In the picture left to right are Engineer Fred De BeauNEW,
Continental
Radio Co., Tol
bien, Announcer John Wald and Mr. Carr.
CP 1210 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd.
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;W, Continental Radio Co., Columbus,
DP 1310 kc 100 w unltd.
5AR,
East equip.
Lansing, Mich. — License
;p change
ijOW,
Austin,
— License for CP
transmitter & Tex.
equip.
jCM,
Mississippi
City,
fer control to Sam Gates.Miss. — Auth.
FG, Oklahoma City — Auth. transfer
ol to Hale V. Davis ; modif. license
■ltd.
-"BC, Greenville, S. C. — Modif. CP as
Red transmitter site, extend comple3W, George B. Bairey, Valley City,
CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd.
jlW.
Tillamook,
-CP Donald
1500 kcOliver
100 wCarruth,
D.
:SL,
Chico,
Cal.
—
Modif.
license
from
0 630 kc unltd. 250 w.
'OS,
D to Marshfield,
unltd. 250 w.Ore. — Modif. license
PLICATIONS RETURNED— KNEL,
f, Tex., modif. CP extend completion ;
J3, Norman, Okla., modif. license re
SEPTEMBER 16
P.
Philadelphia
Extension exp. auth.
ional 500 w six— months.
5VA,
01 to Harrisonburg,
Ralph C. Powell.Va. — Transfer of
W, Akron — License for CP new
., increased power.
TEL, Philadelphia — CP new equip.,
tional antenna, change from 1310 to
kc, increase from 100 to 500 w, from
IAT to unltd., amended to 250 w N
v D, change antenna.
EO, Longview, Tex. — Exp. auth. 1210
lltd. to 1-1-36, asks facilities KWEA.
RC, Houston — CP change equip., ine from 2% to 5 kw D, move transit to Deepwater, Tex.
DY,
D to Huron,
unltd., 250S. w.D. — Modif. license
[A,
Shenandoah,
— CP move transr locally, change la.antenna.
ilAQ,
Chicago
—
License
for CP
. install new equip., increase
power,as
transmitter.
W, Symons Investment Co., Seattle
760 kc 250 w N 500 w D ltd., asks
ties KXA.
SEPTEMBER 17
AY, Cleveland — Auth. transfer con| U. B. Co.
IK,B. Cleveland
— Auth. transfer control
Co.
0, Des Moines — Modif. CP re transr site, extend completion.
)Z, Tuscola, 111.— Modif. CP antenna
tnsmitter site, extend completion.
CB, Seattle — CP change equip., move
mitter to 2d & Union St., studio to
t University.
KA,
Greeley, Col. — License for CP
transmitter.
SEPTEMBER 19
AY, Cleveland — CP new equip., move
01 Hills.
to Terminal Tower, transmitter to
AS, Pittsburgh — Modif. Cp change
., move transmitter,
asking extension
mpletion
date.
IV, Pittsburgh — Modif. CP change
., move transmitter, asking extension
mpletion date.
NF, Shenandoah, la. — Modif. license
:e name .to KNFN Inc. ; modif. liincrease from 500 w to 1 kw N.
W, Ernest L. Finley, Santa Rose,
-CP 1310 kc 250 w D.
PLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW,
Pub.
unltd. Co., Wichita Falls, Tex., CP

SEPTEMBER 20
WPRP,
Ponce,
P. R. — Modif. CP as
modif. extend
completion.
NEW, John Perkins Rabb, Lenoir, N.
C— CP 1370 kc 100 w D.
NEW, Fred A. Baxter, Superior, Wis.
— CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd.
WTAQ, signmentEau
Claire, Inc.
Wis. — Vol. AsCP to WHBY
NEW, Seattle Brdcstg. Co., Everett
Wash.—
1370 kc 50 w S-KVL, asks
facilitiesCPKRKO.
NEW, Joseph G. Morrow, Oakland, Cal.
—CP 1150 kc 250 w D.
APPLICATION RETURNED — KGGF,
Coffeyville, Kan., modif. license re hours.
SEPTEMBER 21
WJAY, Cleveland — CP new equip.,
move studio to Terminal Tower, transmitter to Seven
mitter site. Hills, O., amended re transWSFA,
Montgomery,
mine operating
power. Ala. — Auth. deterKVSO, Ardmore, Okla. — CP change
equip., increase from 100 w D to 100 w
N 250 w D, change hours from D to unltd.
WCBS,
from
spec, Springfield,
to unltd. 111. — Modif. license
KROC,
Rochester,
— Modif.
CP
new station 1310 kc 100Minn.
w unltd.,
re equip.
WAAW,
Omaha
—
Vol.
assignment
license to Nebraska Brdcstg. Co.
KRKO,
Everett,
Wash.
—
Vol.
assignment license to Pioneer Broadcasters Inc.
KORE, from
Eugene,
equip.,
increase
100 Ore.
to —250CP w change
D.
KVL, Seattle — CP change equip.,
change from 1370 to 1070 kc, from 100 to
250 w, from S-KRKO to D.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— KGMB,
Honolulu,
transferCo.control
fic Theatresauth.
& Supply
Ltd. to PaciSEPTEMBER 23
WNBZ,
Y. — License
for CP newSaranac
equip., Lake,
increaseN. power.
WCOP. Boston — Modif. license from 1120
to 1130 kc, D to spec, hours, 500 w.
WSAN,
Allentown,
Pa. —toModif.
aux.
transmitter
from 250
500 w. license
WCBA, Allentown, Pa. — Same.
KIUN, new
Pecos,
Tex. —1420
License
modified
station
kc 100forw CP
unltd.as
KELD,
El
Dorado,
Ark.
—
License
CP new station 1370 kc 100 w unltd. for
WEED,moveRocky
license
studio Mount,
locally. N. C. — Modif.
WTAW,
College
Station, Tex. — Modif.
license re hours.
NEW, Northern Iowa Brdcstg. Co. Inc.,
Mason City, la.— CP 1420 kc 100 w 250 w
LS unltd.
WKBV,mitter Richmond,
— CP move translocally, change Ind.
antenna.
NEW, Struble, Strong & Gagan, The
Dalles, Ore. — CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd.
NEW, B. A. Thompson, Santa Cruz,
Cal. — CP 1210 kc 100 w 250 w LS unltd.
KFSG, Los Angeles — Modif. license from
500 w 1 kw LS to 500 w 2% kw LS, auth.
use new KRKD transmitter.

Health-Owhich
KEYKey
ADV.Placin
Co., gCincinnati,
handles the Crown Overall Mfg.
Co. account on WLW, during the
first week in October will place a
new campaign for another client —
Health-0 Quality Products Co.,
Cincinnati (food product) — over a
large list of stations. Robert Israel,
account executive, disclosed a partial list of stations as follows:
WGY, WHO, WRVA, WWVA,
WOWO, WIBW, WOC, WJR,
WMAQ, WJJD, KSOO, WHAS,
KDKA, WTCN, KFAB, KOMA,
WREN, WTAM, WLBF.

WATER

A NEW 100-watt station to operate on 1420 kc. daytime at Midland, Tex., was authorized Sept. 24
by the FCC on application of Clarence Scharbauer of that city.

Write for your copy of the
Lapp Radio Catalog describing
insulators for every Broadcasting requirement.
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc.
Le Roy, New York, U. S. A.

THE SOUTHERN Conference remains the only major intercollegiate football group still refusing to
permit the broadcasting of its
games. Efforts to dissuade its officials from this purpose proved unavailing, but Manager William
Schudt Jr., of WBT, Charlotte, has
arranged to meet with them again
at their Thanksgiving Day session
to discuss 1936 policies.

Scientific Radio
are

Crystals

HOTEL

To BETTER

\

Low Temperature Coefficient Crystals
hese low temperature coefficient crystals are J _
Approved by
ipplied
Airgap Holders in the
Sfl
r
Federa'
ca .... in~wr Isolantite
t .
+J\Jm
Communication
50- 1 500 Kc. band.
W ■ Commission
lend for our
l
' '
We maintain a
Monitor Service.
;rice
joklet. list and
\cW^WLjJj?
RiUHO SERVICE
if Jackson Avenue, University Park, Hyattsville, Md.

BASS
PARK

\

AVENUE
NEW

AD

0

R

AT 51st STREET

YORK

CITY

Offers to visitors. ..A truly fine

than

One - Hundredth of One Percent
cientmc Radio Service Crystals are ground to an accuracy of BETTER
Jan .01% before they leave our laboratories in order to meet our own
>ecifications.
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M

\

ACCURATE

COILS

Modernize your transmitter
with these new Lapp Porcelain
Water Coils. Permanent, secure, non-sludging, they eliminate one of the most troublesomepieces
•
of equipment in
the modern transmitter.

UNIVERSAL
Combination FLOOR STAND
A rugged three-piece, telescoping, combination banfloor
— Compact— quet
lightand— Finished
weightstand
— smooth
operation
in fullyin
polished
Equipped nickel
with plate
cadmium—
plated, adjustable
detachable copy holder,Lnd
mounton a flexible
steel armjob,—
A edclean,
workmanlike
designed
and standards
manufacturedof
to Universal
qualityplete— withList
Price,$10.00.
com8 springs,
Universal Microphone Co., Ltd.
424 Warren Lane
Inglewood, Calif., U. S. A.
I

A

\ober 1, 1935

PORCELAIN

hotel... A distinguished address
\

...A convenient location. Large
\ luxurious single rooms from $5...
1 double rooms from $7... suites $1 0
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Brussels Monitor Plans
THE BRUSSELS wave length
monitoring bureau, which is maintained by Europe's International
Broadcasting Union along much
the same lines as the FCC's master
monitoring station at Grand Isis to be toconsiderablyland, Neb.,
enlarged,
according
European
reports. Not only will frequency
measurements of European stations be continued but the wave
lengths and modulation of American stations are to be studied.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

ky & Bailey
Jans
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
T. A. M. CRAVEN
Consulting Radio Engineer
Allocation Engineering
Commercial Coverage Surveys
Antenna Installations
Complete Engineering Surveys
National Press Building
Washington, D. C.
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
Synchronization Equipment Design.
Field Strength and Station Location
Surveys. Antenna Design. Wire
Line Problems.
National Preee Bldg.. Woth., D. O.
N. Y. Ofiee: Englewocd, N. J.
PAUL
GODLEY
and Associates
Radio Engineers
Montclair, N. J.
Phone Montclair 2-7859
EDGAR H. FELIX
1775 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes. Allocation and Location Investigations
VAN NOSTRAND RADIO
ENGINEERING SERVICE
Specializing in frequency measurement service. Field intensity surveysCOLLINS transmitters and speech
equipment*
TRUSCON radiators.
339LeIandTer.,N.E.,Atlanta,Ga.

T^adio ^ransmisJon
Equipment
2106 Calumet Ave.
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS
HOLLIS S. BAIRD
Specializing in
ULTRA-HIGH FREQUENCY,
TELEVISION. AND
HIGH FIDELITY PROBLEMS
70 BROOKLINE AVENUE
BOSTON, MASS.
Telephone Commonwealth 8512
Page 62

The

Other

Fellow's

Equipment Clean Up
To the Editor of Broadcasting:
Congratulations on your recent
editorial "Exit, Hay-Wire". We
are in complete accord with the
proposed action of the FCC as is
evidenced by the fact that in June
of last year we put into effect in
the Westinghouse broadcasting
stations a set of safety rules,
which we hoped would discourage
as completely as possible any acts
on the part of our operating personnel which might endanger their
lives or those of their associates.
In addition, arrangements were
made with the local public service
companies to have their safety
representatives call at the respective stations periodically to review
the proficiency of the staff in firstaid procedure, in order to keep the
personnel conscious of potential
hazards surrounding their work.
Of course, the establishment of
any safety rules must necessarily
follow the "clean-up" of equipment
and the installation of adequate
safety devices. We have tried to
make our own stations "fool
proof". For example, you will recall that the new KYW transmitter at Philadelphia is protected not
only with electrical interlocks but
also with mechanical grounding
switches on the high voltage rectifiers.
We highly recommend that station owners and operators insure
safe operating conditions for their
personnel by setting up definite
safety rules instead of leaving the
matter to chance. Our rules were
drawn up with the cooperation of
the safety engineers of the Travelers Insurance Co., General Electric
Co., Duquesne Light Co., West
Penn Power Co., and our own company. We realize that these rules
may not meet the conditions of
broadcasting stations generally but
hope that they may contribute to
the establishment of a set of
standard rules.
We feel certain that many other
station owners and operators join
us in endorsing the action of the
Engineering Division of the Commission in recommending the adoption of regulations requiring stations to "clean up
hay-wire".
S. D.theGregory,
Asst. to Manager Broadcasting,
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,
Sept. 19, 1935 Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Viewpoint

Local Gets Nationals
To the Editor of Broadcasting:
The postmaster in Texarkana
has just advised me that he
has positive evidence that the
transcribed broadcast pertaining to
"Baby" Bonds actually produced
results in this territory, which, of
course, enhances the value of radio stations to our government.
I am thoroughly convinced that
if a local manager goes after national business, even though the
station be a 100 watter, it can be
done. National business has been
the salvation of KCMC. From time
to time we will mail you items that
you may rewrite and use. If at any
time we may be of service to you,
feel at liberty to call on us. With
very
ing. best wishes for the continued
growth and success of broadcastR. E. Rives, Manager,
KCMC, Texarkana, Ark.
Mr. Tyler Will Conduct
School Broadcast Survey
TRACYLER, F.
TYsecretary
of the National
Committee on
Education by Radio,
cial anti-commerbroadcasting
group to
which
is
slated
lose its
endowment from
the Payne Fund
Mr. Tyler on Dec. 31, has
been retained by the General Education Board to make a six-month
survey of school broadcasting in
Europe and in the United States,
he announced Sept. 23. Dr. Tyler
will sail for Europe Oct. 5 on the
Lafayette.
Dr. Tyler said his first study
will be in England and Scotland
where he will "have the cooperation of the British Broadcasting
Corp., and the Central Council for
School Broadcasting, as well as
the British educational authorities." He said he expected also to
study school broadcasting in
France, Germany and several other
his reUpon make
countries.
European
turn he declared
he would
a
cenvarious
the
of
study
thorough
ters in which school broadcasting
is carried on and then submit a
report to the Board.

SERVICE
MEASURING
FREQUENCY
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Prall Presents Medal!
IN A CEREMONY broadcast ■
a nation-wide CBS network,
miral Richard E. Byrd on Sept
was presented the CBS Medal
Distinguished Contribution to
dio in recognition of his broadc
from Little America over a
month period which ended e
this year. The presentation
Prall, of
FCC, in aAnning'
brief
by theChairman
made
dress in which he paid tribut
Admiral Byrd's accomplishing
notably as to radio. The s«
from the South Pole, broad
each Saturday night, was s
sored by General Foods Corp.,
York (Grape Nuts). The acc«.
was placed by Young & Rubi
Inc., New York.

CLASSIFIEI
ADVERTISEMENT!
Classified advertisements i
Broadcasting cost 7c per word f
each insertion. Cash must accor
Forms close 26th and 10th
pany
month order.
preceding issues.

Help Wanted
Wanted — Sports announcer with
sonality,
references(N
voice willexperience
command andlisteners.
floater.) Eastern Seaboard station,
employees have read this announce
Box 385 Broadcasting.
Wanted Factory Representativ
Southern California to handle exc
line of microphones, head phones anc
speakers. Box 380, Broadcasting.
Combination man operator - annoi
pianist. Give full details first
KGCX. Wolf Point, Montana.
Situations Wanted
Young radio executive, with statioi tk
agency experience, in continuity wi aj
production and merchandising, is lc m
for an opportunity with a future. Ai M
College
education. The very highest i
ing. Now
ences.
employed. Box 384, BrOaj S
Young man with first-class Rad
phone license desires position as aj
tice operator, studio or control room
Best of references and qualifications,
ing to work any place for a small st
salary. Box 387, Broadcasting.
Relief operator wants steady po
One year experience studio and I
pickup
work. Holds
first Box
class382,
radicI
phone license.
Age 21.
CASTING.
Experienced broadcast technician, c
construction, master control and
operation. Five years with network
cellent record and recommendation
present employed. Box 383, Broadca
Experienced technician, five years
and transmitter experience with fivi
watt regional. Desire similar positi
progressive station or chief en
smaller concern. Box 386 Broadca
Man who has handled production c
of nation's largest stations now avs
Especially
well Box
qualified
for deve
farm
features.
379, Broadcast
Manager or commercial manager
connection with station, good k
Proven record. Available November
Box 378, Broadcasting.
For Sale — Equipment
General Radio type 377-B Audio (
tor, first class condition — comph
carrying case — metal can for rack i
ing
included. Price $235.00. Box
Broadcasting.
Music — Talent
Artists, forsen',
listProgram
of without
new Managers,
songspayment
— available
casting
of copyrig
Indiana Song Bureau, Salem, India
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Preferred...

TOTAL

POTENTIAL

CIRCULATION

and fCiKculativfi

911,017
RADIO

FAMILIES

-tentiol circulation of KDKA as determined
the new NBC Method of Audience Measement by aireas.
m
>pies of this map are now available and
-!l be sent to you at once/ upon request.

KDKA
50,000

WATTS

PITTSBURGH

NATIONAL
%

BROADCASTING
A RADIO
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COMPANY,
SUBSIDIARY
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★ WASHINGTON
★ CHICAGO
* SAN
FRANCISCO
WEAF & WJZ
WRC & WMAL
WMAQ & WENR
KGO & KPO
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TRANSMITTER!
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broadcast
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modern
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equipment
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broadcasting
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new

and

features!

in step with

in Chicago, has recently installed RCA's

and reports indicate the station management

1/2.5,

transmitter

the times!
type 5-C,

is highly pleased with results

ECONOMICAL

INTEREST

TO

ALL

TRANSMITTER

RADIO

FEATURES

ENGINEERS:

1 High Fidelity Performance

6 Cathode Ray Indicator for Modulation

2 Low

Z Complete Harmonic

Operating Cost

Suppression

3 Complete A.C. Operation

8 Automatic

4 Ingenious Hum

9 Mycalex and Isolantite Insulation

Compensation

5 Safety and Convenience of Operation

Overload Protection

10 Strikingly Attractive Modern

Design

Write for further information
RCA
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Advertising"

to a perfect
"foil
WTAM is a powerful 50,000 watt station . . . the only
station that delivers the entire Northern Ohio market.
"
*
*
©
Too, it is a "home folks" station,
enjoying
an im*
T
S
portant voice in the affairs
of the 1,017,600 families
within its airea.^H

Herein lies "that added punch" in selling. That extra
stroke to a perfect sales score in Northern Ohio.
*fc Potential circulation
according to the NBC
Method of Audience
Measurement.

WTAM

50,000

WATTS

CLEVELAND

NATIONAL
NEW
YORK
WEAF & WJZ

BROADCASTING
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
* WASHINGTON
WRC & WMAL

SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON — WBZ

COMPANY,
SUBSIDIARY

★ CHICAGO
WMA.fi A WENR

★ SAN

• SPRINGFIELD, MASS. — WBZA • SCHENECTADY— WGY
DENVER — KOA • PHILADELPHIA • DETROIT

INC.

FRANCISCO
KGO A KPO

• PITTSBURGH— KDKA

• CLEVELAND— WTAM

WSB
WFBR
WAAB

Atlanta
I\BC
Baltimore . NBC
1

WNAC

Boston
[INew Haven
id^P°rt
{Kr
Buffalo

Cleveland

CBS
NBC
NBC

WFAA
WBAP
KLZ
W.I II
KPRC

jDallas
iFort Worth
Denver
Detroit
Houston

NBC
NBC
CBS
NBC
NBC

WFBM
WDAF
KFM

Indianapolis
Kansas City
]

CBS
NBC

WHAS
KECA
WLLH
WTMJ
WSM
WSMB
WTAR

Louisville
I^OS AngeIes ■
Lowell
Milwaukee
Nashville
New Orleans
Norfolk

NBC
■CBS
YN
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC

WFIL
RGW

Philadelphia
)
, ,

NBC
mTWBir,

WEAN
KEX
KSL
WOAI

Providence
[Por
tlan
d
Salt Lake
City
San Antonio

CBS
NBC
CBS
NBC

KJR°

by
NBC
le
att . . . J^
Jft^
Spokane
r}Se

WMAS
KVOO
KFH

Springfield
Tulsa
Wichita

WICC
WBEN
WGAR
CHOICE

YoiIR

DEALERS

want these radio stations on your

Spot Broadcasting schedule because —

C/ils

These are the stations they and their families listen
to most and —
Because they know

from experience that these sta-

tions will send the greatest number

of "bent on buy-

ing" customers into their stores.
More

sales —

More sales —

more

profits —

more profit —

for your dealers.

for you.

CBS
NBC
CBS

Also
YANKEE NETWORK
TEXAS QUALITY NETWORK
NORTHWEST
TRIANGLE
Represented throughout the United States
EDWARD

PETRY

&

COMPANY
INCORPORATED
NEW YORK
DETROIT
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

Published semi-monthly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933,
at the Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

tunities are cropping
Q

PPORTUNITIES sometimes appear in
the most unexpected places ... or disappear with the most inexplicable speed.

up here and there

among our stations, and over the entire
country.

One of our jobs at F J & F is to keep our

We

customers posted as to what goes on in the

we try to give it out. Which

radio world: What

reason for accepting our calls not as rou-

stations are waxing and

get this sort of dope every day. And
is a fairly good

waning in popular esteem; what types of

tine solicitations, but as a means

programs

ing up on the trend of events in radio.

are pulling; what special oppor-

FREE,

JOHNS

&

of check-

FIELD,

INC

Associated with Free & Sleininger, Inc.

d&adto
NEW YORK
110 East 42nd St.
Laxington 2-8660
wcsc
WIS . (NBC)
WAIU
woe . (CBS) ....
WDAY (NBC) ....
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DETROIT
New Center Buildir g
Trinity 2-8444

CHICAGO
ISO N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

Charleston
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Columbus
Davenport

WDRC
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WNOX
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(^tefireseniahves

.
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. . .

SAN FRANCISCO
Russ Buildin 9
Sutter S4I5
Hartford
Kalamazoo

. (NBC) . . .
. (CBS) . . . . Knoxville

WMBD
WPTF
WDAE
KTUL

LOS
C. of ANGELES
C. Bldg.
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. (CBS)
.
.

(NBC) . . .
. (CBS) . . . .
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Horizontal

"AR-REACHING
changesstructure,
in the
echnical broadcasting
>ossibly including authorization of
jerhaps two dozen stations with
;uper-power of 500,000 watts and
he licensing of additional local
tations, may grow out of current
echnical investigations being contucted by the FCC.
Designed to take advantage of
echnical advances made in broadasting since the sweeping realloation of facilities in 1928, a new
irogram is being considered in its
ireliminary stages by FCC techlicians. Anything of the magniude being discussed — and ponlered by many in the industry —
vould inevitably result in a rehaping of the entire broadcasting
etup. Introduction of additional
>00,000-watt stations, for exam>le, obviously would lead to relignment of networks, rate schediles and services to conform with
he changed technical coverage
■icture.
Plans Formulated
TIE ACTUAL changes, should
iey be projected, unquestionably
re months away, but that does
ot _ eliminate the fact that FCC
ngineers are engrossed in a comrehensive study and have formurted a number of plans. Because
the importance of any such
jange to the industry as a whole,
!roadcasting feels that all cursnt conversation respecting plans
hich have been considered or proosed, should be reported, even
hould some of it encompass the
eld of rumor.
To alleviate any fear about an
pheaval and to block any wholeale filing of applications which
'ould have to be rejected almost
utomatically, it was stated offitally in response to inquiries that
efore any sort of project is conidered there will be declarations
I policy by the FCC itself. The
iw specifies that no such broad
nanges may be made without
nor hearings. Thus, it was stat'i,
there is no cause for concern,
larm,
exultation or expectation
ntil the FCC may pronounce its
.olicies respecting allocations, after which there probably will be
all and free hearings.
: The apparent success of WLW
ith its 500,000 watts, plus the reIts of all surveys which denote
.ie advantages of higher power,
'ave heightened interest in the

October 15, 1935

Super-Power,
By
SOL
TAISHOFF
to

Modern

Increases

for

$3.00 A YEAR — 15c A COPY

More

Engineering

Regionals

High Spots of Allocation Plans
HERE are the salient features of the proposals advanced, discussed and being considered by the FCC Engineering Department,
for changes in the technical broadcasting structure designed to
make it accord with modern engineering technique:
1. Reduction in the number of clear channels from 40 to possibly 25 with a minimum power of 500,000 watts on remaining
clear channels strategically located.
2. Simultaneous operation with maximum power of 50,000
watts on clear channels not permitted to increase to 500,000
watts.
3. Opening of perhaps three channels in the new portion of
the broadcast band between 1500 and 1600 kc. for local stations,
with the possibility of licensing up to 50 new stations on each wave.
4. Horizontal increases in night powers from 1,000 watts to
5,000 watts on certain of the regional channels.
5. 1500
Retention
of the
from
to 1600
kc. so-called "high-fidelity" stations in the band
possibility of an impending change
considered overdue. Moreover, engineers recognize the need for a
readjustment although many of
them are not in accord with the
idea that there should be wholesale additions of local stations.
If any comprehensive alterations
are ordered, they will be founded
on the theory that service to the
public, notably in rural and remote
areas, must be improved by reconstructing the broadcast spectrum
to accord with modern engineering. It was learned that a preliminary report to the FCC, covering
the early results of the analysis
of the clear channel coverage survey undertaken by the Engineering Department in cooperation
with clear channel stations, was
submitted to the Broadcast Division last month. The report was
confidential.
Within a few months, this report probably will be followed with
definite recommendations from the
Engineering Department to the
Broadcast Division. Upon these
recommendations, the FCC can
base its new policies governing allocations, with the fundamental
idea of taking maximum advantage of the available* broadcasting
facilities, based on scientific engineering data.
The Engineering Department is
basing its work upon the clear
channel survey begun by the FCC
last January, in which the clear
channel stations cooperated. Presumably this study already has
confirmed the engineering theory

• BROADCASTING

that super-power is essential to
serve rural listeners.
Of significance in connection with
the current efforts of the FCC Engineering Department is the fact
that a group of outstanding clear
channel stations, immediately following the last NAB convention,
retained Philip G. Loucks, former
NAB managing director, to coordinate their interests in anything which may evolve from the
studies. Periodic meetings have
been held by this group, the last
having been on Oct. 10 in Washington, to appraise the present
status of the studies and to mould
a unified program for the clear
channel stations to cope with any
program which may be advanced.
Fewer Clear Channels
INDICATIONS are that the number of clear channels, now totaling
40, may be reduced to 25. Should
this ensue, then the minimum
power may be restricted to 500,000 watts — equal to that of WLW,
Cincinnati — with the stations distributed geographically to provide maximum coverage of the
territorial areas of the country at
all times. In the most populous
centers, where the majority of
programs originate, it is presumed
that there would be more than one
500,000-watter.
On the remainder of the clear
channels (some 15 in number) the
idea currently seems to be duplicate East and West Coast operation with perhaps a maximum
power of 50,000 watts. As a mat-

Stations

ter of fact, 9 of the 40 clear channels already have been "broken
down" through special experimental and other grants, the nature of which have been to result
in the operation of more than one
station simultaneously at night on
these bands. The regulations describe a clear channel as one on
which only one station operates at
night with a minimum power of
5,000 watts.
In line with the higher-power
trend, the FCC apparently will
take into account the demand for
a horizontal increase on certain of
the regional channels. Existing
regulations limit maximum nighttime power on such channels to
1,000 watts. If a horizontal increase is projected, it will be for
raising the maximum to 5,000
watts.
Assuming that these ideas prevail, there would be created two
new classifications of stations, for
a total of five. Now there are clear
channels with maximum power
limited to 50,000 watts; regionals
with maximum power at 1,000
watts night and locals with the
maximum at 100 night. Under
the new alignment, there would be
some 25 super-power stations,
strategically
located,
a minimum of 500,000
watts;withduplicated
clear channel stations with a maximum power of 50,000 watts; a
new classification of regionals using 5,000 watts at night; regular
regionals with power up to 1,000
watts, and the local channels.
Directional Signals
IN THE CASE of super-power
clear channel stations on the
Coasts, there probably would be
a requirement
that tothey
directional antennas
steerusetheir
signals inland, and avoid dissipation of energy across the waters
or into Canada or Mexico. In effecting horizontal increases on certain regional channels these would
occur, tions
evidently,
only if all
staon the particular
channel
taneously.
agree to go up in energy simulRoom for additional local stations, under one projected plan,
would be created in the band between 1500 and 1600 kc, opened
more than a year ago for "high
fidelity" station operation. The
four existing high-fidelity stations
probably would not be disturbed,
but three of the channels in the
band, 10 kilocycles wide, would be
thrown open to local stations —
perhaps as many as 50 to a channel. They wrould be required to
use antenna systems and equipPage 7

ment prescribed by the FCC to
avoid interference.
The obvious inference is that
any plan for opening of new facilities for additional local stations would grow out of the terrific demand for such stations,
notably by newspapers in every
part of the country. Such a move
would make it possible to satisfy
virtually all of these demands.
There appears to be the view
that the Engineering Department
is proceeding on the theory that
no stations will be seriously
harmed by any of the proposed
changes. Therefore, if a plan
finally is evolved, little serious opposition to the purely technical
changes are foreseen, once the
plan is projected. Stations affected, it is thought, will be offered an opportunity to increase
power and improve facilities and
therefore should not interpose
serious objections.
On the other hand, if past performances run true, there unquestionably will be a scramble, not
only for 500,000 watt assignments
but for the vacant places left on
the existing clear channels which
would be duplicated on the two
Coasts. Likewise there will be
competition for other places in the
spectrum. The economic factor,
which would involve all stations
by reason of the projected introduction of great numbers of new
stations, similarly would be expected to result in competitive
situations and possibly in litigation.
The biggest single item in any
such readjustment of the broadcasting structure, of course, would
be the reduction in the number of
clear channels and the placing of
the 500,000 watt minimum on the
remaining 25 clear channels, if
that number is decided upon. It
is now figured that about 40% of
the geographical area of the country, and about 42,000,000 of the
125,000,000 population, do not receive primary night-time service
from any broadcasting station.
Improved Coverage
IN THE CASE of WLW, which
has been operating with 500,000
watts experimentally for a year,
it was found that its signal
strength increased by a ratio of
about 3 to 1, with its ten-fold
power increase. The same, by and
large, could be expected from
other stations. In other words, a
300% improvement in signal resulted in its regular service area,
aside from increased secondary
coverage.
The net result of having some
25 stations, strategically located,
operating with 500,000 watts, it is
believed, would be that of intensifying rural and remote coverage,
rather than of supplanting station
service in over-lapping areas. The
WLW installation cost approximately $500,000. That, it is expected, will be the average cost
of installing other 500,000 watt
stations, along with antenna systems, buildings and other appurtenances.
While none can foretell how long
it will be before the f FCC itself
considers the final -engineering
recommendations, it /.appears a
safe guess that at least-six months
will elapse before any. policy is
formulated. Then, presumably,
the FCC will announce its statement of policy, covering the new
classifications. This course seems
likely under Section 303F of the
Communications Act, which speciPage 8

PA & MA & MIKE
Presented at Advertising Club
Meeting in Syracuse
THE Pa and Ma and Mike "fiveminute radio script that will never,
never be broadcast," prepared by
CBS and published in the Oct. 1
issue of Broadcasting, was put to
a new purpose by Charles Phillips,
Commercial Manager of WFBL,
Syracuse.
Mr. Phillips introduced the script
into an Advertising Club meeting,
making it the feature of the occasion. Members of the club took
the parts of Pa and Ma and Mike,
and besides furnishing a lot of
fun for the gathering, the humorous presentation drove home the
part that radio is playing in modern advertising — offering a complete refutation of the ANPA arguments against radio.
fies
that ona "public
hearing"
must
be held
all changes
of power,
frequencies and the like.
The 1928 reallocation, which affected the assignments of about
90% of the country's stations, was
accomplished under the provisions
of the 1927 Radio Act which permitted the old Radio Commission
to make such changes in assignments as it felt would serve the
public interest. While this provision was never attacked in the
courts, Congress, in enacting the
1934 Communications Act, saw fit
to make hearings mandatory on
such matters.
No little concern is being evinced

by networks and stations in connection with the anticipated
changes. In the case of the networks, a large - sized problem
would be presented, it is believed,
by over-lapping of coverage by
their clear-channel affiliates. Realignments, ifnot a reduction of
station affiliates on the networks;
would doubtless ensue.
As for rate schedules, it obviously follows that with the increased coverage acquired by individual stations through power
boosts, and with their increased
tangible investments, advertisers
would be more than willing to
agree to logical increases in rates.
There would be the added element,
however, of competition from
small locals, notably those affiliated with newspapers and which
would be in position to offer dual
rates and special discounts.
If placed into effect as now
roughly plotted, the readjustment
plan would shake the foundations
of the broadcasting industry in
all its ramifications. At best,
however, it appears likely that
more than a year must elapse
from the time
of the before
FCC's such
promulgation of policies,
a venture could be made finally
operative.
FORD MOTOR Co., Detroit, used
209 stations in broadcasting the
play-by-play account of the World
Series. The setup included 97
CBS, 62 NBC, 4 MBS, 14 non-network stations which local dealers
sponsored, and 32 stations of the
Canadian Radio Commission network.

Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Agencies in
Among
HOLDING the advantage it gained
in 1934, Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Inc., leads the list of advertising
agencies ranked according to the
volume of network business placed
in the first six months of 1935.
J. Walter Thompson Co. is a close
second.
Comparatively little change in
the relative positions of the leaders is to be noted, and the first
half of the current year shows history repeating itself in that the two
top agencies are far ahead of their
nearest rivals. Although the difference in billing between Blacket -Sample-Hum ert and J. Walter Thompson Co. is only $40,000,
there is a drop of more than
$500,000 to the next group headed
by Benton & Bowles.
The last-named agency has
changed from fourth place to
third, nosing out Lord & Thomas.
A switch has also been made in
fifth and sixth places by N. W.
Ayer and Erwin-Wasey, these two
now being ranked in the order

Holds

Lead

Business
Network
given. McCann-Erickson Inc.. has
jumped from twelfth place to
seventh, which happened to be the
position it occupied in 1933. Cecil,
Warwick & Cecil, which dropped
out of the 15 leaders in 1934, is
again in its 1933 position of No. 12.
Another which has iumped to the
first fifteen since 1934 is Roche,
Williams & Cunnyngham.
Most significant in the attached
table is the comparison between
gross billings for the first half of
this year and for the entire prior
two years. Not only are the great
majority of agencies responsible
for placing much more than half
of last year's volume of business
in the period ended June 30, but in
many cases they have placed more
business in this time than they did
in the entire year 1933. The percentage increase in billing for all
the agencies combined corresponds,
of course, to the increases in network revenues, already reported in
Broadcasting.
193 A
First Six
Months, 1935

CBS & NBC Combined Figures:
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
J. Walter Thompson Co
Benton & Bowles
'
Lord
Thomas
'.
N. W. & Ayer
& Son
Erwin, Wasey & Co
McCann-Erickson
Young & Rubicam
Stack-Goble Adv. Agency
Blackman Adv. Inc
Ruthrauff & Ryan
Cecil, Warwick & Cecil
William Estv & Co
Lennen & Mitchell
Roche. Williams & Cunnyngham
!

$2,408,058
2,368,152
1,806,281
1,505,895
1,431,316
1,079,333
1,004,284
809,225
778,862
672,627
605,579
596,436
587,801
523,992
499,774

AGENCY
TO

POST

CURT

GOE

PETERSOl

CURT SON, PETERwith NBC
in New York for
the last eight
years
and foryears
the
last four
its
prog r aassistant
m manager,
on Oct. 21 will
become radio diof Marschalk &rector Pratt
Inc., New York agency, succeediri
David Elman, resigned. He wi
reorganize and expand the agency
radio department, which now hai
dies Standard Oil of N. J. (Lor
bardo Road and UP news); Ame
ican Radiator Co. (Dale Carnegie
Scott & Bowne (Gabriel Heater
Roger & Gallet (Bob Crosby), ar
the Crusaders.
Peterson first joined NBC
1927 as an announcer and sta
vocalist, having been a soloist ;
the Park Avenue Baptist Chur<
and an instructor of music at tl
Gardner School. In 1929 he ws
appointed supervisor of announ
ers, and in 1931 he was promote
to assistant program director. E]
is a 1920 graduate of the Univers
ty of Oregon. His parents ar
two daughters reside in Eugen
Ore.
NBC

Realigns

Coverag

In South Ohio, Indian
ANNOUNCEMENT of a new & \
rangement for Southern Ohio-Ii
diana coverage, in conjunctic
with both the NBC basic Red ar
Blue networks, was made Oct.
by Edgar Kobak, NBC vice pres
dent in charge of sales. Tv
groups of stations have be<
formed in the territory, Bas
Group A comprising WLW <
WSAI, while Basic Group B co;
sists of WCKY, Cincinnati, WHK
Dayton and WIRE, Indianapoli
Either group, Mr. Kobak said, ms
be used, subject to availabilit
with either network.
While the new arrangement b
comes generally effective Nov.
Mr. Kobak informed advertise!
and agencies that accounts wislj
ing to take immediate advantag
of it may do so, subject to static
availability. In Group A, WL1
is offered at $1,200 per hour, $8C
per half hour and $532 per quart*
hour. WSAI rates are quoted ?
$240 per hour, $144 per half hov
and $96 per quarter hour. WCK
rates are quoted at $280, $168 ar
$112, respectively; WHIO, $20
$120 193U
and $80; WIRE, $160, $f
and $64.

4,101,685
$4,104,412
2,392,374
2,930,851
2,042,173
2,145,732
1,052.392
1,796,832
1.367.254
504,542
1,409,984
651,559
885,705
963,800
834,478
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rank
1
2
4
3
6
105
20
12
7
15
9
16
17
14

1933
3,627,452
52,885,438
857,512
3,726,395
1,068.544
2,284,042
1,038,657
848,394
702,715
466,895
400,353
720,460
84,761
847,354
534,887
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19Si
3
rani
2
9
106
5
7
13
18
12

16
21
51
11
15, 193,

adio

Advertising
Pays,
Psychologists
By
HADLEY
CANTRIL
and
GORDON
W. ALLPORT
Columbia University
Harvard University

Find

nouncements as advertising em'enetrating the Listener's Mind
earn That Broadcasting Is a Most

PAYS to advertise by radio,
iree-quarters of our sample pop*4 lition of listeners sometimes buy
oducts because they hear them
vertised on the air; two-fifths
.2 limetimes write down the names
products mentioned in sponsored
and one- third even take
- eograms;
trouble on occasion to note the
it lone number or address of the
jrchant sponsoring the program,
study made for a large broadsting company shows that the
urchase of radio advertised goods
| 35 per cent higher in radio
jtmes than in nonradio homes;
pother study shows that radio adttftised goods are used 29 per cent
-lore than corresponding nonradio
"- iellvertised
goods. exact
Whether
accept these
figures,or itnotis
svertheless true beyond a shadow
. ! doubt that radio has been profit; |rbly
employed
by the advertiser,
is the
only advertising
medium
iiat has grown rather than de. ined during the years of depresV on following 1929. Of the estimated 2billion dollars spent on adJrtising in the United States in
431, approximately 5% was spent
-l broadcasting; of the half-billion
: t pent by national advertisers in
l ie same year, almost 10% went
ito radio.
■gfcl
The count
radio onadvertiser
may defi- itely
certain facts.
He
r lay take for granted that a radio
M'ill be found in two-thirds of all
merican homes. He may also be
: airly sure that the average radio
t}i? turned on about three or four
j.yours a day. When he wants to
,. , roadcast, 90 per cent of all radio
- itations are available to him, havig any variety of coverage he
, lay desire in any part of the country, and including all the highly owe red stations (over 5,000
Tbtts). Over two-thirds of all
roadcasting units in the country
L|5!re affiliated with three nationwide networks (the Red and Blue
.Networks of the NBC and the net;:./ork of CBS).
Through these
::n 'ell-equipped networks and through
a dvertising agencies he may secure
:, /hatever assistance and advice he
: ;ieeds. Finally, he may be certain
.u,mat although most people dislike
■ , adio advertising, they accept it as
: Part of the American way of life
•|'|.nd without
overt of
protest
immense quantities
radiobuy
advertised goods.
•1 Dealers and sponsors watch radio
, dvertisements closely. They criticize them freely. Radio is comparatively new and has the interl.'/'St of novelty. Radio is handy
o he corner grocer may even listen
vo advertisements of his products
vhile he waits on customers. If
he broadcast is timed for evening
■ours, the current advertisemen
t
ind the program can be carefully
scrutinized by both manufacturer
•md merchant. Advertisers naturally wonder how radio compares with
he newspaper and magazine in its
iffectiveness as a medium for ad-
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TWO

and
Habits, Educators
Effective Medium

MEMBERS of the Harvard Psychological Laboratory last year undertook a clinical analysis of broadcasting as a psychological phenomenon, from which they

drew conclusions for the book "The Psychology of
Radio" published this month by Harper's. This is part
of one of the important chapters of the book, reprinted
with permission of the publishers. Running throughout
the volume are repeated statements and tables proving
the efficacy of radio as an advertising medium. That the
authors have leaned over backwards to be fair to other
media, is also manifest throughout the book, as evidenced in the latter portion of this reprint.
vertising. They correctly suspect
that each medium has its peculiar
advantages and are anxious to find
out precisely what they are. The
psychologist should be able to point
them out more objectively than do
the advertising departments of
networks or agencies intent upon
selling printer's ink.
Advantages of the Radio
THE FIRST and most obvious advantage of radio lies in its capacity to disseminate an advertisement simultaneously to a larger
number of people than can any
other medium. A well-designed
sponsored program on a nationwide hookup will reach a considerable proportion of the nation's 78,000,000 listeners. Although an advertiser usinp- magazines, newspapers, and billboards may eventually reach a large audience, his appeal cannot possibly be of so contemporary a nature as by radio.
The fact that listeners know others
are hearing the same program at
the same time helps to create a
feeling of kinship, enhancing the
prestige of an advertiser who can
entertain so many people at once.
Besides its capacity for reaching
the masses simultaneouslv. radio
advertising has the peculiar advantage, unknown to anv other
medium, of capitalizing: the time
habits of the public. If his program is attractive and if it comes
at regular intervals, the advertiser
enjoys the extraordinary advantage of having people seek his
message. Most other forms of advertising have to insinuate themselves into the consciousness of individuals who are likely to be preoccupied with other matters or to
be actively resistant. But in the
case of radio, the individual actually plans to be seated in a certain
chair at a certain time in order to
hear a sponsored program. To be
sure, he tunes in for the entertainment; nevertheless, he knows that
he must listen also to the advertisement and he deliberately seeks
it out night after night or week
after week. This voluntary atten-
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tion and friendly disposition on the
part of potential customers is of
incalculable advantage to the advertiser.
Occasionally the advertiser may
derive other benefits from controlling the time at which the advertisement reaches the public. For
psychological reasons the advertiser may want his product to be
thought of at a certain time of day.
Early morning, before meals,
after meals, bedtime. Monday
morning, Saturday night are all
periods having special psychological merit.
Identifying Product
PERIODIC radio advertising creates a peculiarly vivid identifiability for a product. The commodity becomes associated in the listener's mind with a certain time
of day. or day of the week, with a
favorite comedian, opera star, or
other personage, with a theme
song (that runs through the head),
with announcements of news, of
correct time, or of weather forecasts. Such associative devices aiding in the recall and recognition of
products are more numerous and
in many cases more effective than
the corresnonding devices employed
in printed advertisin°", although,
as we shall see, printed advertising
has its own particular advantages
in facilitating the identification of
a specific product.
The study of the relative effectiveness of visual and auditory
presentation contains several implications that favor radio advertising (and some that favor printed advertising) . The purchase of
many commodities, especially those
frequently used and low in cost, is
often made without much reflection
or deliberation. The purchaser
simply recalls the name of a brand
and asks for it or else recognizes
in the counter display the brand
whose name he has heard on the
air. The experiments reported show
that auditory presentation has predilective value for both recall and
recognition in the case of just such
simple and straightforward an-

ploys. Use of Suggestion
FROM the same experiments it appears that spoken suggestions have
more potency than written. Obviously ahypnotist
haveupon
little success
if he hadwould
to rely
the printed word. Advertisers, to
be sure, do not exactly hypnotize
their clients into making a purchase, but they do employ suggestion. No one who has observed
their skill in the use of repetition,
positive statement, fixation and
contraction of the field of attention, their avoidance of argument
and of negative suggestion, can
question the resemblance.
All propaganda — and, psychologically considered, advertising is
one form of propaganda — relies
chiefly upon the use of suggestion.
The average consumer has neither
time nor inclination to make a
comparative and critical study of
the merits of products, especially
in the case of common commodities
that are inexpensive. He finds it
easier and on the whole far more
agreeable
to purchase
without consulting
chemical these
analysts
or
economists as to their relative
worth. The more indistinguishable
the products are (cigarettes, for
example), the more congenial it is
to the buyer to have his mind made
up for
from onthean necessity of him.
criticalFreed
thought
issue
that doesn't seem to matter anyway, he good-naturedly accepts
the suggestion of the strongest advertiser and adopts a brand in tribute
to
the
advertiser's
ed advertisements,
of skill.
course,Printare
also extremely potent in their suggestions but for immediate, simple,
direct effects (uncomplicated by
considerations soon to be mentioned) the spoken word seems to
be still more effective.
Although the psychologist may
not share the commercial attitude
of the advertiser towards trading
on the credulity of children, he is
bound to report the efficacy of a
direct aural appeal to the young
folks, provided the advertiser's
product is adapted to their interests. Children are notoriously suggestible; inrespect to merchandise
they are totally unable to make a
critical judgment. Furthermore,
for them the spoken word is Law.
Advantages of Printed Media
RADIO suffers certain limitations
that magazines and newspapers
escape. In printed media advertisements may be seen on more
than one occasion; they may be
read and reread; they lie around
the house, and from time to time
catch the eye. They have the peculiar advantage of pictorial quality and color, which radio can approximate only through the use of
dramatic skits and musical accomp a n i m e n t. Many products are
much more significantly presented
to the reader through photographs
or artistic delineation than by
spoken words. No verbal portrait
alone can do justice to stream-lined
automobiles, to a pearl necklace, to
styles from Paris, or to new fash(Continued on page 53)
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Esso
Will

UP
Be

Flashes
Extended

AP Board of Directors Affirms
Ban on Sponsorship of News
MEETING in New York Oct. 5,
the board of directors of the Associated Press authorized its management to resume the policy of
permitting members to broadcast
news over stations owned by or
affiliated with their newspapers,
maintaining the former extra assessments on such newspapers.
The board unanimously reaffirmed
its previous action forbidding the
use of AP news on sponsored programs.
This action, the AP advised its
members, followed inquiries from
AP newspapers prompted by the
fact that the UP is permitting the
sponsorship of its news by Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey (Esso)
over a group of NBC-owned and
operated stations. (See Broadcasting Oct. 1).
"It was the unanimous sentimentficial
of the
directors," sent
said an
AP statement
to ofits
members and furnished to Broadcasting, "that the service of the
Associated Press should be furnished only to members, and that
sale to commercial corporations
would not only be contrary to the
provisions of the by-laws but
would be violative of the principles and spirit of the organization
and would inevitably impair public
confidence in the Associated Press
news reports."
Within radio and newspaper
circles, this statement was interpreted as a slap at United Press,
which is now selling its news service to about 45 radio stations in
exactly the same manner that it
sells to newspapers. The UP news
reports on the Esso account, it was
learned, are being sold not to the
sponsor but to the individual stations under reeular UP contracts.
The fact that the six NBC stations
are utilizing the news for exclusive
Esso sponsorship, it was pointed
out, is no concern of the UP.
Meanwhile, it was learned that
negotiations are in progress with
other stations for extension of the
Esso radio news schedules in its
marketing territory. Marschalk &
Pratt, New York agency, is handling the account. The stations
thus far sisrned are WEAF and
WJZ, New York: WGY. Schenectady: KDKA, Pittsburgh: WMAL,
Washington; WBZ-WBZA, BostonSpringfield. These accounts were
signed by NBC Local Sales. Starting Oct. 28, the Esso Extra series,
using UP news, will also be heard
four times dailv on WBAL,
WTAR, WRVA, WWNC, WBT,
WPTF.
Seagram on WOR-WAAB
SEAGRAM DISTILLING Corp.,
New York, has entered radio with
an autumn series of football programs on WOR, Newark, and
WAAB, Boston, the proeram originating at WOR. Eddie Dooley,
former Dartmouth All - American
athlete, and radio commentator,
gives forecasts Wednesdays and
highlights of the days games on
Saturdays, the quarter - hour programs being heard at 7:30 p. m.
The series began Oct. 2 and is
scheduled to Dec. 7. Cecil, Warwick & Cecil Inc., New York, is
agency.
Page 10

Would Purchase WBSO
THE PROPOSED sale of WBSO,
Needham, Mass., 500-watt daytime
station on 920 kc. owned by the
Roger Babson organization, was
disclosed in an FCC application
Oct. 11. Purchasers are George A.
Crockwell, William H. Eynon and
James K. Phelan, all of Boston,
two of whom are described in the
application as WNAC salesmen
and one as a steamship operator.
They also state that they are purchasing the station for no other interests but that their financial
backer is Natalie S. Whitwell, of
the Victoria Hotel, Boston. The application was filed by Theodore G.
Joslin, former press secretary to
ex-President Hoover, now Washington representative for Babson.

Drug Store Drive
TO PUBLICIZE community
service of neighborhood druggists, 121 Seattle druggists
are sponsoring a series of
twice - weekly quarter - hour
programs on KOMO, Seattle.
The commercials are dramatized incidents that happen
every day in drug stores,
such as administering first
aid and relieving suffering.
The campaign is supplemented by newspaper advertisements of weekly specials at Allied Independent
Drug Stores.
Several manu-to
facturers are contributing
the cost of the campaign,
which was outlined and sold
by Hugh Feltis, KOMO salesman.

Florists to Sponsor
LOCAL florist groups all over the
country belonging to the International Florists'
Delivery
Association
will Telegraph
be furnished
with
short radio programs to be used
at their discretion in conjunction
with the national campaign which
the FTD will offer in magazines
this winter. Brooke, Smith &
French Inc., Detroit, has been announced as the agency in charge,
for the fourth consecutive year.
The campaign planned will be the
largest in the last decade.

M'Cormick

Ventura Application
APPLICATION for a new 250watt daytime station on 1200 kc.
in Ventura, Cal., has been filed by
the Ventura County Star, rival of
the bitterly anti-radio Ventura
Free Press.
JERRY BUTLER, announcer of
WBRE, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., polled
the second highest vote in the Luzerne County nominations for register of wills, campaigning entirely by radio.
Associated

IN THE LARGEST meeting of its
kind ever held in the United States,
13 of the 22 radio sports announcers handling broadcasts of major
Pacific Coast football games for
Western fans this season, met in
San Francisco Sept. 24 to receive
instruction on presenting their
sportcasts.
The conference was called by the
Associated Oil Co. of California
sponsoring grid broadcasts for the
tenth consecutive year. Harold R.
Deal, Associated's advertising and
sales promotion manager, under
whose direction the largest staff of
sports announcei's and the widest

Papers,
Gannett Ask Radio
Purchase of WROK, WHDL
Among New Applications
NEWSPAPER applications for radio stations during the last fortnight, as revealed in records of the
FCC Broadcast Division, included
the proposed acquisition of 51%
control of WROK, Rockford, 111.,
by the Rockford Star and Register-Republic, and the proposed
transfer of one-third interest in
WHDL, Olean, N. Y., to the Olean
Times-Herald.
The Rockford newspapers are
published by Mrs. Ruth Hanna
McCormick Simms, daughter of
Mark Hanna, widow of the late
Senator Medill McCormick and
herself former Congresswoman
from Illinois. WROK is managed
by Lloyd C. Thomas, who owns
48% of the station's stock and who
is also heading up the proposed
acquisition of four Nebraska stations by the Omaha World-Herald,
as reported in previous issues of
Broadcasting.
The Olean newspaper is one of
the Gannett group, which owns

Oil Sports Announcers

WHEC, Rochester, N. Y.; has
interest in WOKO and WABY, i
bany, and operates WESG, Elmi
N. Y., under lease from Corn
University.
The Rockford deal involves a c<
sideration of $40,000, with I
Thomas to be retained under
five-year managerial contract
vice president and maintaining |
Omaha
-Herald
as
generalWorld
director
of itsconnect':
static
In the case of the Olean stati
purchase price undisclosed, 123
the 367% outstanding shari
would be bought by the newspap
Among other newspaper apj
cations during the last few we<
was one from the Wichita Fc
(Tex.) seeking
Daily Times
and onRea'
News,
100 watts
1<;
kc. for a new station to repl;
KGKO, whose purchase by v
Fort Worth Star-Telegram and
moval to Fort Worth, there to
come a second basic NBC outh
was recently approved by the F( !
C. W. Snider, of Wichita Falls,,
also an applicant for a new d:
time station there on 1500 kc. i
The Bismarck (N. D.) Tribi
early this month applied for ij
facilities of KFYR, recently
dered deleted by the FCC for
leged violation of regulations. F
Meyer, operator of KFYR, he
ever has applied to the FCC .)
reconsideration.
Another nei
paper applicant is the Richrru
(Va.) 100-watt
Times-Dispatch,
new
station onseeking
1500
This station is owned by the
terests owning the Norfolk V
ginian-Pilot,
who
also oper
WTAR,
Norfolk.
WPHR, Lynchburg, Purchase
Va., by \j
publishers of the Richmond Nei
Leader, presumably for remo
into Richmond, was recently ;|
thorized by the FCC.
On Oct. 9 the San Diego Uni
Tribune also applied for a n>
local station on 1420 kc. in tl,
community.
Oral arguments on the propo:
erection of a new 1,000-watt s
tion on 1010 kc. in Milwaukee
the Milwaukee Journal were to J
held before the FCC Broadc t
Division. Oct. 14.

Get Instructions

program of sports broadcasts in
the nation has been developed, presided at the meeting. Technical
discussion of football broadcasting
occupied a large part of conference
time. Deal instructed the announcers to avoid all commercials during action of the game. He stated
that Associated's commercials during a three-hour sport broadcast
must be limited to less than five
minutes. This is very little, he
pointed out, compared to the average radio program of such length,
which would require from 18 to 25
minutes of commercial announcements.

Upper row (left to right) : I
Struble, KFPY, Spokane; C.
Harry Lantry, KHQ, Spokai
Buddy Twiss, KPO, San Franc
co; Ernie Smith, KFRC, £
Francisco; Ken Carpenter, K
Los Angeles; Dean Metcalf, KIE
Eureka, Cal.; lower row: I
Wolff, KOMO, Seattle; Tom Hi
Ion, KFI, Los Angeles; Art Ki
ham, KOIN, Portland; D
Thompson,
San KFWB,
Francisi I
Frank
Bull, KPO,
KHJ and
Angeles; Ken Stuart, KOL, Se
tie,
land.and Rollie Truitt, KGW, Po
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Power

lew York
'inds

That

Utility
Uses— A
Radio
By
ORRIN
E. DUNLAP
Jr.
Radio Editor, The New York Times

Utility, Charting

the

Load

Big

Programs,

Consumption
Rises to Peak Proportions
curve
shoots
sky high. Electricity, above the night before was 82,000
( it HE Louis - Baer million-dollar
j Jate was apparently a million-lis- of course, cannot be measured in kilowatts.
H lener gate on the radio. It may
pounds or inches, so the yardstick
The Sharkey- Schmeling bout on
ave been several millions, but no is a kilowatt, the unit of power, June 12, 1930, established a maxii tne knows exactly.
and the kilowatt-hour, which is
mum of 49,900 kilowatts and the
Heavyweight bouts and speeches one kilowatt, or 1,000 watts, flow- increased demand was 112,000 kiloing
for
an
hour.
The
kilowatt
1 Ihampioning a cause in which
watt-hours. The figures for the
here is widespread interest send a might be likened to water running
Sharkey-Stribling fight at Miami,
from
a
faucet
at
a
certain
rate,
last audience scurrying to the rawhile the kilowatt hour would be Feb. 27, 1929, were 54,000 kilo)io. The electric light and power
watts peak and 97,400 kilowatti|:iompanies have charts that prove a gallon or some other convenient hours increased consumption.
p. They know what events on the measure of the electrical quantity.
The electrical men point out that
ir make the generators hum to
The previous high record, shat- the rise in the use of electricity on
tered by the Louis-Baer encounter, these and similar occasions is not
diipipply
a
"tidal
wave"
of
current;
luch more than is normally used was that of the Baer-Braddock
solely by the use of the rafeud in the outdoor bowl at Long caused
irom the light sockets.
dio sets but also by increased illumIsland
City
on
June
13,
1935.
On
ination, since listeners seldom sit
|Irical
At first
these eleccurvesglance
mightonebe ofconstrued
as that night so many radios were
in the dark to hear the fight. Evihe fever chart of a sick man, the turned on and so many lights
dence of this is disclosed by the
F|S.ps and downs of the stock market burned that ordinarily would be electrical-load curve for the Baerr the contour of a mountain
off, the load lifted 274,000 kilo- Braddock contest. The curve began
: ange. But to the electric light
watt-hours, compared with the to drop from the peak at 11 p. m.,
whan the jagged lines have a dis- electricity used the night before in indicating that householders were
tinct meaning; each peak and val- the Greater New York area, ac- turning out lights and radios as
cording to the New York Edison they went to bed. At midnight,
! jy means something definite relahowever, the curve began to climb
1 ■ ive to the living habits of the pop- system's records. This is estimated
!j lace. When the curve goes up to be equivalent to the burning of
lower "hill"
1 a. m.reaching
This is abelieved
to haveat
bruptly something extraordinary
5,480,000 50-watt lamps for one again,
as occurred to consume more cur- hour.
been caused by some of the fight
Other Peak Loads
ent.
and theatre crowds reaching home
The big bulges on the charts fre- THE LOAD curve of that night and turning on the lights, or pos1 iuently are caused by something for nearly six hours, from 9:35
sibly those who work until midnight were arriving home.
r happening on the radio. The lofti- p. m. to 3:20 a. mM was much
The
electrical chart for the
higher
than
the
night
before,
when
| ;ar
st as
electrical
"mountain
peak",
as
radio is concerned, is caused
Louis-Carnera bout on June 25,
activity of the "ether" was
y a "battle of a century". The the
normal. The Baer - Braddock top 1935, is an odd one. It reveals the
■ lectricity consumed by those who
was reached at 11 p. m., and it behavior of listeners. That fight
: une in a fistic classic far sur- represented 128,000 kilowatts
was not broadcast blow by blow
nasses a symphony concert, a star more than normal.
direct from the ringside but it was
^'^omedian or even a Presidential
listed in the printed radio proThe nearest previous approach
: ;chat".
grams as "a resume". Apparently
to this sharp pinnacle on the curve
Hearing the Fight
was attained on June 14, 1934, many did not understand that
resume meant a summary followJJgHE Louis-Baer fight now holds when Baer met Camera. The curing the fight. Anyway, at 10
Qie record as a "Mount Everest"
rent flowing that night rushed up o'clock, the scheduled hour for the
Jin the electrical consumption
to 202,000 kilowatt-hours in the bout to open, the electrical curve
harts.
metropolitan area, and the peak soared, but upon reaching a peak
30
The curve shot up approximately 67,000 kilowatt hours higher
90 |
han the record top established by
120
130
[h e Baer - Braddock bout. Last
izo
Tuesday night (Sept. 24) the drain
ioo5
>n the current began to increase,
no
110
100
:ompared with the night before, at
k.
5 o'clock, and for some unknown
80
70 v.5!O
•eason the curve went up to 78,000
0
*3
dlowatts at 7 p. m. (EDST) drop&60
50 I
ping.back to 26,000 kilowatts
40
ibove normal at 8:30 o'clock.
0
1 7£90
' Then the climb began in earnest
20
uid soared to 131,000 kilowatts or
i total consumption
of 341,000
I
i
dlowatt - hours, a new peak, at
\
nd0:30 p. m., oddly enough at the
I nd rather than at the opening
|so
INCREASE
jong. Gradually the consumption
INCREASE
40
§
341.000
0
I6«,000
Kilowatt
l essened and at 1:30 a. m. all was
I
IO
IO
Kilowatt Hours
|8 Houri
!■ aormal along the wires. The elec.Tills
/iiwrtiiresi/>/s*Yt(aqtlQ3<to/pnv!oijs/tif!>t
(
\
O
1
This
f"#rtMi3tittf9m4ai
hid
ffftfrripoinioSt,
\
CRM
w rical men are still wondering what
I2M. 1A.M. 9PM. 10PM IIPM I2M. IA.M 2AM.
MM. SEPT.I0M
24 1935llf.M
in sent the curve up at 7 o'clock ; no
-SePTZJ.1935 APRIC 2d.l$3? APRIt.29,1935
•adio event at that hour exCourtesy
New York Edison System and New York Times.
OPl!,ins it.
jffl The increased current for the DO THEY LISTEN?— The New York Edison System offers the figures
J Louis-Baer fight would be equivato prove popularity of radio events. The electrical consumption chart of
Hi lent to 6,820,000 50-watt lamps be- the New York area shows how the load began to increase at 8:30 p. m.
gging burned for an hour.
(EDST) Sept. 24, night of the Baer-Louis fight, reaching a peak soon
Bi The snapping of thousands of after the fight ended at 10:30 p. m. President Roosevelt broadcast a
^[]Icurrent
radio on-switches
up" the
the "Fireside Chat" April 28, the right chart showing how consumption of
and it is "eats
then that
electricity began to soar at 8:45 p. m., reaching a peak at 11, when the
President began to talk. Father Coughlin was scheduled to speak at
Sejs
midnight, the chart showing a sharp drop when a substitute speaker
P'l1 with
* Reprinted
from
the
New
York
Times,
was announced.
permission.
^October

That

During

15, 1935
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Bonanza

at 10:30 it dropped sharply until
the current11:30 o'clock,linewhen
consumption
straightened out,
only to drop back to normal by 1
a. m. It took about a half hour
for the radio audience to learn that
the resume was only an after-thebattle report by some one who had
witnessed the ringside scene, and
many,out. apparently disappointed,
tuned
And the President

THE FIGHT broadcasts, according to the electrical barometer,
cause many more persons to sit up
a fireside chat by Presithan does
dent Roosevelt. For example, on
Sunday, March 12, 1933, when
was broadcastPresident Roosevelt10:14
p. m., the
ing from 10 to
was 23,000 kiloload at 10 o'clock
preceding
the
of
watts above that
Sunday at the same hour, and
ts above that
kilowat
stood
Sunday.
following
the 25,000
of
On Sunday night, April 28, 1935,
both President Roosevelt and
Father Charles E. Coughlin were
scheduled to be on the air, one following the other, but neither the
t-hoursetconthetouchedkilowat
peak nor sumption
by
the figures
k or the Louisthe Baer-Braddoc
Baer battles. The curve showing
the increased consumption over the
preceding Sunday started rising at
8:50 p. m. and continued to go up
until the President went on the air
at 11 o'clock, when it started to
drop and continued downward unat 11:30 o'clock.
til he finished
the line began to climb
Then
inthe electrical men
again, and
onngthat
an indicati
terpret thissaswere
to
beginni
the listener
CoughFather
ting
anticipa
tune linin,
at midnight. At that hour it
was announced a substitute speaker
would be at the microphone instead
. The electrical
Coughlin
of Father
abruptly.
dropped
curve
However, the load remained
above that of the preceding Sunwhich isbybe-a
m., caused
2:30 a.been
day until
lieved to have
crowd sitting up later than usual,
ed kilot's
increas
total
"chat".
Presiden
ng the
discussi
possibly The
watt-hour consumption credited to
the two speakers that night was
166,000 kilowatt-hours, which is
adBaer-Br
the and
108,000docklower
electricalthan
36,000
record
under the Baer-Carnera figure.
Incidentally, the President's
peak at 11 p. m. was 52,500 kilon's
Coughli
ght
and Fathe
scheduledwatts,arrival
atr midni
57,500 kilowatts. During Mr.
Roosevelt's speech the load curve
ts by the
dropped
to 43,000at kilowat
time
he finished
11:30 p. m.
President Roosevelt's address to
the Young Democrats, meeting in
Milwaukee on Aug. 24, 1935, at
10:30 p. m., caused no apparent
rise in the electrical load in the
New York area, according to the
chart of that
Whenreplied
Representativenight.
Bertrand Snell
by
radio the following night there was
not thetricalslightest
bulge in the elecflow.
Apparently there was a vast
(Continued on page 51)
30S
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Associated

Music

Publishers

Radio Auction

Dayton, O., broadWHIO,
cast a sale of second-hand
Starting Transcription
Library
and new merchandise in the
North American Co. Subsidiary, Wired Radio Affiliate,
auditorium of the Wurlitzer
Music Co., which sponsored
Offers 50-hour Group of Numbers to Broadcasters
was
recorded
for
Wired
Radio
as
program. Twelve telethe
ASSOCIATED MUSIC PUBLISHwere installed on the
floor tophonesreceive
bids. The
ERS Inc., subsidiary of the North program material, but delays in
American Co., giant public utility, getting this revolutionary form
g
sponsor
is
plannin
a similar
of
home
entertainment
started
and an affiliate of Wired Radio
event later in the fall.
Inc., on Oct. 2 announced its entry prompted the decision to sell the
into the commercial transcription library to stations. Also, the popularity of the transcription librarfield, in competition with the liies already
the this
field decision.
had considbrary services of World Broadcasterable
to do inwith
ing System Inc., Standard Radio
Fitzpatrick Names
In some quarters it was pointed Committees of NAB
Inc., and NBC "Thesaurus". The out
that North American Co.,
library is called Associated Recordfeeding electrical power into some
ed Program Service.
REAPPOINTMENT of Arthur B.
Offering a library of approxi- 25% of
the country's
homes,
de- Church, KMBC, Kansas City, as
cided
to
foster
wired
radio
for
the
mately 50 hours, containing becommercial comrevenue it would bring to the chairmanmittee,ofand the
tween 1,200 and 1,500 numbers
of J. A. Chambers,
power
companies
in
increased
use
and
"bigservice
name"would
talent,
Cincinnati, as chairman of
AMP featuring
declared its
be of wattage in the homes. The WLW,
the engineering committee, was
sold on a non-exclusive basis, ex- plan was to rent sets at about $5 announced Oct. 9 by Leo J. Fitzcept in the New England terri- per month to listeners, with a
patrick, president of the NAB.
tory, where exclusive rights have choice of several sustaining "chanSimultaneously, he announced the
been given the Yankee Network.
nels" entering homes along wires.
personnel of the two committees,
Thus, the view was expressed which
Delivery of the service to Yankee,
are the only major units on
that here is the North American
WFIL, Philadelphia, and WHEC,
the NBC committee roster thus
Co., on the one hand offering a
Rochester, is scheduled Nov. 3.
The AMP library, recorded by transcription service to broadcast- farThedesignated.
Committees are as follows:
Electrical Research Products Inc.,
ing stations for commercial purCOMMERCIAL COMMITTEE
poses, and on the other seeking to
is similar to that of WBS insofar
Arthur B. Church, KMBC, Kansas City.
develop a competitive system of
as the recordings are concerned.
Edwin M. Spence, WBAL, Baltimore.
A special type of material called broadcasting.
H. K. Boice, WABC, New York (CBS).
Edgar Kobak, WJZ. New York (NBC).
Vinylite, however, is being used
Delay in Wired Radio
I. R. Lounsberry, WGR-WKBW. Buffalo.
for disc production. M. C. TompH.
K. Carpenter, WHK, Cleveland.
ON
THIS
SCORE
it
was
said
at
kins, executive vice president of
W.
W. Gedge.
WMBC. WFAA,
Detroit. Dallas.
AMP
that
several
years
more
tban
Martin
B. Campbell,
AMP, declared the material elimiHugh
A.
L.
Halff,
WOAI,
San Antonio.
nates surface noise and is not af- likely will elapse before wired raHerbert
dio assumes national importance.
Kan. Hollister, WLBF, Kansas City,
fected by weather conditions.
However, experiments are being
John J. Gillin, Jr.. WOW, Omaha.
Source of Numbers
conducted on a fairly large scale
Harold Wheelahan, WSMB, New Orleans.
Campbell Arnoux. WTAR, Norfolk.
COST of the AMP library was said in Cleveland and plans are under
S. A.E. Cisler,
WJTL.
Atlanta.
D.
Kendrick,
WIRE,
Indianapolis.
to be as high, if not higher, than consideration for launching of the
service
in
New
York.
While
conJ.
O.
Maland,
WHO.
Des Moines.
any of the current library services.
tracts thus far executed cover one
C. Ellsworth Wylie. KHJ, Los Angeles.
The contract provides that the liRalph R. Brunton, KJBS. San Francisco.
AMP said it would conFred A. Palmer. WBNS. Columbus.
brary may be used for local com- year only,
sider
arrangements
for
longer
C. W. Myers, KOIN. Portland. Ore.
mercials and for sustaining, with
Carl
Haverlin, KFI, Los Angeles.
AMP reserving the rights insofar periods.
At AMP it was said that beENGINEERING COMMITTEE
as national or regional sponsorcause of the scarcity of the prodJ. A. Chambers. WLW, Cincinnati.
ship is concerned. AMP, Mr.
C. W. Horn. WEAF. New York. (NBC)
uct Vinylite, developed by the UnTompkins said, has no idea of sellE. K. Cohan, WABC. New York. (CBS)
ion Carbide and Carbon Corporaing time.
E. L. Gove, WHK, Cleveland.
tion
as
a
base
material
for
John E. Burrell. KJBS, San Francisco.
The numbers used in the li- combs, mirrors and similar goods,
J. H. DeWitt, Jr., WSM, Nashville.
brary, it was learned, are approx- AMP will be able to deliver only
Carl Meyers, WGN, Chicago.
imately 60% from the catalog of 12 complete libraries by Nov. 3.
John E. Fetzer. WKZO. Kalamazoo, Mich.
John V. L. Hogan, W2XR, New York.
the American Society of Compos25 by Dec. 1, and about 25 per
H. Harvey, KFAB, Lincoln, Neb.
ers, Authors & Publishers, 20%
James M. Nassau. WIBG, Philadelphia.
month
thereafter.
They
hope
ulfrom the AMP catalog and 20%
L. A. Benson, WIL, St. Louis.
to have their service on
public domain. This means that more thantimately200
Hugh McCartney, WCCO, Minneapolis.
stations since it is
Jim
Middlebrooks, WAPI, Birmingham.
stations subscribing to the tranGerald W. Cooke, WBAL, Baltimore.
scription service also must be li- being offered non-exclusive.
censees of AMP for its music.
Negotiations were said to be going forward with a number of
stations for subscription to the library. In addition to the 50 hours
already recorded, Mr. Tompkins
said AMP planned to add some IV2
hours monthly.
Consummation of the Yankee
Network contract — the first to be
signed — followed negotiation of an
arrangement by AMP with ERPI
for rights to sell the service, recorded by the latter's vertical process, to stations. The payment involved for these rights was $25,000
per year for 10 years. The Yankee
contract covers WNAC and WAAB,
Boston, WICC, Bridgeport, and
WEAN, Providence — all Shepardowned stations. It also covers
service from any of these stations
to the Yankee network.
LEARN ABOUT RADIO— An inspection trip of WOR's new 50,000-watt
Announcement of the AMP de- transmitter at Carteret, N. J. was recently ordered by executives of the
cision immediately gave rise to station to give the staff a better knowledge of the inside technical workings. Here is the WOR group at the transmitter, bottom row, left to
speculation as to the status of
right: J. R. Poppele, chief engineer; Walter Neff, sales manager; Charles
Wired Radio Inc., North American
Singer, chief operations engineer; Mrs. Mary Sabin, David Chrisman,
adjunct which was created to pro- Robert
Catherwood. Back row, left to right: Nelson Perry, Gene
vide wire-line entertainment serThomas, William Gellatly, Otis; Williams, William Rogow, Edwin Reyvice
competitive
with
"space"
ranolds, George Schmidt, Theodore Herbert.
dio. The AMP library originally
Page 12

Brooklyn

Station

May Ask Rehearin
Two-year Controversy Decid*
In Ruling Issued by FCC
MOTIONS for rehearing of tl
so-called "Brooklyn case", whi <
the FCC Broadcast Division deci
ed Oct. 1 by ordering deletion ;
three of the four stations sharii!
time on the 1400 kc. channel ai
awarded half-time each to WBB 1
Brooklyn, and to the Brookl'
DailytheEagle,
were stations
being consider
by
aggrieved
Oct. ]j1
Ordered deleted for alleged fa
ure to serve public interest we :
WARD,
operated by the Unit
States Broadcasting
Cor] :
WLTH, Voice of Brooklyn, In
and WVFW,
Paramount Broa
casting
Corp. Nov.
The order
will tt J
come effective
15 unless
FCC takes action prior to th
date
on unless
the reconsideration
tions or
a stay order is piir'
cured from the Court of Appes1
of the District of Columbia. T
FCC announced that it will iss
its statement of facts and groun
for decision later.
Under the law, motions for 1
consideration may be made to t
full Commission, and that cour
is indicated by counsel for the a
grieved stations. Moreover,
days following the handing dovi
of the written decision, parties
interest may note appeals to t
Court of Appeals and seek 1
straining orders to stay the effc
of the decision pending adjudici
tion of the appeals.
A Constant Conflict
FOR MORE than two years t
four stations which have shar
the 1400 kc. regional channel, ea I
with 500 watts, have been in i
most constant conflict before t 1
FCC and its predecessor R a d
Commission.
Entering into t
case were applications and cou
ter-applications of each of the st
tions for full time. It had be
contended repeatedly that it w
economically unsound
for fo
stations to divide time on the sai;
wave length. At one time a meri
er was proposed but never coi
summated.
Following exhausti ,
hearings last December, Exami;
er George H. Hill recommend 1
to the FCC that all four of t
time-sharing stations be delete
and that the Eagle, a new st1
tion applicant, be given full tin,
Secondarily, he recommended th
should this application be denk ,
then the facilities should be a
corded
Arde and
Bulova,
Yo ;
broadcaster
watch New
manufs
turer, and Norman
K. Winstcj
New York realtor, also seeking
new station in partnership.
were
held.arguments
In its Oct.subsequent
1 decisi '.
Oral
the FCC reversed the findings
its examiner by dividing t
Brooklyn assignment b e t w e (
Broadcasting
Co.,byandthetheBrookl;*
Eag
WBBC,
operated
Besides denying the renewal a.t
plications of the three existii
stations it also denied the m
station application of the Bulov
Winston combination and the a
plication of WEVD, New Y01
controlled by the Jewish Dai
Forward,
a shift a "!
assignment which
from sought
its split-time
rangement on the 1300 kc. cha
nel to full time on the 1400 1
channel.
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How
And

Foot

Savers

Incidentally

Finds

Foots

Sales

Slant

Radio
Skyward

as

Bill
Result

Of Cooperative Spot Campaigns With Local Dealers
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
| IS November.
In hundreds of
Typical Foot Saver Announcement
i.oe stores throughout the land
^spiring shoe clerks rush at top
Fanfare :
•eed fitting customers with shoes
Announcer : Well . . . here are Mr. and Mrs. Barton, checking over the
r the winter. In scores of homonthly bills.
1 sample rooms the owners of
Dick:
(pleasantly astounded) Why, Peggy! . . . According to these
ij.ese stores are watching salesmen
bills
you haven't bought any stockings this month! (laughing)
ijr Julian & Kokenge Co. of CoHave you been going bare-legged?
jmbus, O., display the spring and
i.mmer styles in Foot Saver shoes
Peggy:stockings,
(pleased)
either.No, darling . . . and I haven't been wearing cotton
-jat their clerks will be selling six
onths hence. With his sample
Dick: Out with it, young woman!
What's your secret?
se each salesman also has a portPeggy : It's no secret . . . I've started wearing Foot Saver Shoes.
lio of advertising for the new
Dick: Weil what's that got to do with your stocking bill?
odels. Here are proofs of copy
Peggyall: my
Plenty
! Footused
Savers
never out
slip. at
heel I and
that's where
stockings
to wear
. . the
before
discovered
Foot
at will appear in the national
Saver Shoes.
pbmen's magazines next spring,
aced and paid for by the manuAnnouncer : Mrs. Barton, Foot Saver Shoes are a real discovery for
cturer.
every woman ! Their new Shortback free-walking last, flatters the
jiHere is an assortment of newslines of the foot . . . and saves stocking wear too . . . because it's
snug
at the heel, yet never too tight at the toes . . . And Foot
ier advertisements to be run
Savers'
cleverly
construction
and supports
the
^ally by the retailers, the manuarch all day
long.concealed
Foot Savers
are truly comforts
. . . SMARTLY
SHAPED
cturer furnishing the layouts
TO
FIT
THE
MODERN
FOOT.
kd standing half of the cost of
Local Announcer : And remember, ladies, Manning- Armstrong are ex|e space. Here are dealer helps,
clusive headquarters for Foot Saver Shoes in Hartford, Reading
[frect mail material, show cards
and Allentown. Stop in and see these fashionable and comfortable
id the like.. And here, in a speFoot Saver Shoes at Manning-Armstrong.
ll pocket in the back cover of the
rtfolio, is the 1936 spring and
mmer Foot Saver radio cambroadcast over a coast - to - coast
ign, 26 programs recorded on
to give the man who prepared
hook-up. Although each continuity
o large discs. Yes, 26 programs
these recordings most of the
is limited to approximately 150
two records, because each broadcredit." — W. A. Innes, Innes
words, the agency asks a number
Shoe Co., Los Angeles.
•st lasts only one minute, making
of experienced radio writers to
possible to record 13 on a single
"Our Foot Saver business for
contribute a half-dozen or so each
atter, six on one side, seven on
October was 25% ahead of last
e other.
and from the 50-odd submitted seyear and we give radio credit for
lects the 26 that most effectively
Short But Effective
a good part of it. We are indepict the good qualities of Foot
creasing
the
number
of
aniT FIRST thought it seems all out
Savers. A typical script taken from
nouncements on one of the staproportion to use so short a protions from two to four a week
the new series is printed in an adam to advertise shoes that retail
and will increase the other one
joining column.
t from $9 to $12.50 a pair, that
Once the continuities have been
as soon as we can get the time
e advertised with generous space
chosen, Fred G. Ibbett, radio drawe want." — B. Rich's Sons,
magazines
and newspapers,
Washington, D. C.
matic director of the agency, begins to cast them, selecting actors
jbu'd expect a half -hour program,
Maybe the reason for letters
a 15-minute one, at least.
such as these is that Aubrey,
whose voices best express the vari[But, after all, radio can't very
ous characters, until he has en& Wallace, Chicago adverHI complain if its users find it so Moore tising
gaged ten or twelve characters
agency which prepares and
icient that a minute is long places the advertising for Foot who can be used in various combiough to accomplish a sales job. Savers, takes as much care with
nations for all 26 programs. Following the casting Mr. Ibbett puts
these one-minute shots as if they
ad if you don't believe that these
e-minute Foot Saver programs
were one-hour productions to be his performers through a full day's
e doing a job just cast your eyes
er these fan letters, written not
listeners but by retail dealers:
"Our broadcasts over KYA
WSYR's EDUCATIONAL
SETUP
ave proven so satisfactory that
'e renewed for another month
"Syracuse Plan" Enters Fifth Year, With Ample Time
. . eight calls in one day . . .
Donated to Cultural Type of Program
YA'
theyhadareon the
acordstells
theyusever
the best
statures that will command general
WSYR,
Syracuse,
has started the
on . . . getting people in here
interest, with showmanship ap-e couldn't seem to reach any
Plan",
fifth year of its "Syracuse
to a considerable degree. No
a method of solving the educa- time plied
ther way."— C. S. Wills, Wills
is wasted on doubtful protional commercial
controversy in
^(hoe Co. Inc., Shoe Department,
grams or lectures likely to draw
ity of Paris Dry Goods Comthat city. The station believes the only a small
audience.
any, San Francisco.
plan is workable in any city where
Church features on WSYR consume another 2V2 hours weekly,
"We have never spent
a college is located. WSYR goes
loney on advertising which any
we
on the premise that educational
besides two hours of local religious
irere as able to trace as many
programs created by the station
and religious broadcasts are necesjirect sales to as we have to the
sary and desirable to a reasonable
and network programs of the saadio advertising of Foot Saver
cred type. Many of the schools in
degree,
despite a heavy commertioes. We have had letters from
Central New York have WSYR
cial schedule.
s far north as 100 miles north
The station has its new antenna
if San Francisco, as far as the
and transmitter on the Syracuse programs.
After four years of the "SyraIexican border on the south,
University campus, with downcuse Plan", a smooth-working sysrwin Falls, Idaho, and New
town
studios.
For
use
of
the
proptem of operation has been detexico on the east. We have
veloped. The predecessor station
the university
offered
sevsed radio advertising off and on
eralerty,times
the actual ishours
it uses.
to WSYR was started in 1922, the
good many times but have
This season the college broadcasts
being combined into WSYRever been able to trace as many
2% hours weekly in addition to a two
WSYU. The latter call is used exirect results as we have from
series fed to NBC. Prof. Kenneth
clusively by the university while
Bis particular program, so it is
elementary
schools and other colBartlett,
Syracuse
U.
radio
direcuite probable that we will have
leges use WSYR when on the air.
tor, confines the programs to feai vtober 15, 1935
i
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rehearsal during which many of
the scripts are partially rewritten
to be more suitable to the particular voices chosen. Since the programs are so short not a syllable
can be wasted and each word is
considered as carefully as if it
were to be spelled out in lights for
a hugetors electric
While Harlow
the achave been sign.
rehearsing
Wilcox, NBC announcer, has been
studying the commercials, and
when all is ready the cast goes to
the recording studios where from
four to eight hours are spent in
getting the programs recorded.
Complete Instructions
WHEN a dealer orders the radio
series for use over his local station a complete set of instructions
on playing the records is sent to
the station. A copy of these instructions is also sent to the retailer along with an assortment of
signature announcements and a
triplicate contract form, one copy
for the station, one for the retailer,
and one for him to send back to
the company, which is necessary
since the manufacturer shares the
cost of the station time equally
with the dealer.
Manytheof Foot
these Saver
contracts
— and
since
programs
have been broadcast over more
than 100 stations in all parts of
the country, they give a reasonably
accurate cross-section — show a
startling variance between published rates and rates actually
charged the local merchants. The
rate card of one major station,
for example, calls for $65 for such
announcements, while its contract
with the local dealer calls for $15.
Another station quotes $52.50 but
bills $10.20. Other contrasts are
$19.80 and $5.60, $6.30 and $1.50,
$23.00 and $9.25. About 25 of the
stations, however,
no rateis differential and theirhavebilling
the
same as that shown on their rate
cards.
Getting Results
IN NO case is any station discriminated against because it
sticks to its rates, but as long as
the majority of stations will cut
their rates to local retailers this
company and many other national
advertisers are going to go on placing their broadcasting contracts
through their retail outlets and
many advertising agencies are
therefore less apt to recommend
spot broadcasting
missionable
media. instead of comThe first series of Foot Saver
programs went on the air in the
fall of '34, the second series last
spring, and the third series, for
the
fall of '35,
is well
under way.
In addition,
Julian
& Kokenge
Co.
has launched a Sunday noon
series over a 16-station CBS hookup entitled Musical Footnotes.
These are quarter - hour programs
of romantic music of the Victor
Herbert type, sung by Vivian della
Chiesa, lyric soprano who won
WBBM's new singer contest
against 2,500 competitors, and
Franz Imhoff, tenor, and played
by Ralphsemble. Ginsburgh's
enThe commercials string
are brief,
straight sales talks.
But as long as they continue to
produce such satisfactory results
as those indicated by the testimonials quoted
the one-minute dramas
willabove
continue
to form
an important
part
of
each
annual Foot Saver campaign. semi-
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University

Council

Formed
in Chicago
Favor Cooperation With Radio
Rather Than Legislation
SEEKING the
best means of
presenting
cational edumaterial
by radio, the University of Chicago,
Northwestern University
and De Paul University have established the UnMr. Miller hrersity Broadcasting Council, with headquarters
at 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.
Allen Miller, for nine years directhe University
Chicago's
radiotor ofdepartment,
has ofbeen
made
director of the Council, which is
supported by the three universities and the Rockefeller and Carnegie Foundations, with additional
cooperation from the National,
Columbia and Mutual networks.
Executive control is vested in a
board of trustees with two members from each of the universities.
The Council headquarters, in addition to executive offices, contain
two studios and a central control
room and patch board from which
programs from the downtown studios and remote studios on the
campuses are fed to the radio stations and networks. Studios are
already in use at Northwestern
and Chicago, and are being built
at De Paul.
Ample Cooperation
"RADIO is a new educational meMr. Miller
stated, of
"which
requires dium,"the
development
new
instructional techniques. It is the
purpose of the University Broadcasting Council to establish a staff
technically competent in the required departments to determine,
build and present programs combining the highest standards of
education with the best presentation techniques of radio."
"It is my belief," Mr. Miller
went
"thatthrough
educationcooperation
can gain
much on,more
with commercial broadcasting than
it could hope to achieve through
fighting for paternalistic legislation. We have found the broadcasters extremely willing to cooperate with us, aiding financially
as well as donating time on the
air."
The contemplated programs of
the Council include dramatizations
of science, history and common
law, a continuance of discussion
programs dealing with current
problems of an informational and
controversial nature, and popular
talks in other fields.
Studebaker Spot Drive
A SERIES of 12 quarter -hour
WBS transcriptions, featuring
Richard Himber and his orchestra,
have been completed by Chicago
studios of WBS for placement on
between 65 to 70 stations for
Studebaker Corp., South Bend,
Ind. The series, to be used as a
special November campaign ann o u n c i n g the new Studebaker,
starts Nov. 4 and will run through
Nov. 30, for a four-week campaign.
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham
Inc., Chicago, is the agency, with
James M. Woodman account executive.
Page 14

Ray Noble for Coca Cola
COCA COLA Co., Atlanta (beverage) returns to the air Oct. 30 a
CBS network comprising 79 stations
with Ray Noble's orchestra, Wednesdays, 9:30-10 p. m. Al Bowlly
will furnish vocal selections. The
young British conductor has been
broadcasting for Coty Inc., New
York
(perfume).
Adv. Cola
Co.
Inc., St.
Louis, isD'Arcy
the Coca
agency.
National

Lutheran

Hour

Using 8-station Network
THE NATIONAL Lutheran Hour
returns to the air Oct. 20 for a
schedule of 26 Sunday broadcasts
over a specially arranged network
of eight stations under the sponLaymen's
Leaguesorship of the
and Lutheran
the International
Walther League, St. Louis. Dr.
Walter A. Maier, of Concordia
Seminary, whose lectures featured
the Lutheran Hour on CBS in
1930-31, will be the speaker. The
students' chorus of Concordia Seminary, numbering some 300 voices,
will support the program.
E. J. Gallmeyer, Fort Wayne,
Ind., president of the Lutheran
Laymen's
is chairman
the
radio League,
committee.
The broad-of
casts are financed by contributions
from members and friends of the
two leagues and the various Lutheran churches in the country. Stations on the special hookup are
KFUO, St. Louis, where the program orginates; WLW, Cincinnati; WCAE, Pittsburgh; WINS,
New York; WGAR, Cleveland;
WJJD, Chicago; CKLW, Detroit;
KSTP, St. Paul. Kelly & Stuhlman Inc., St. Louis, is the agency.

American

Broadcasts
Nominated by Radio
TWO candidates who used
WHK,
Cleveland,
ly in the
recent consistentmayoralty
campaign
nominated, the there
station were
announces,
and have arranged for heavy
schedules for the election
drive. Two other candidates,
one the present mayor and
former governor of Ohio,
claimed they did not need
radio and were defeated by
large margins.
Father Coughlin to Start
With West Outlets Added
A NATIONWIDE independent network, to cost about $300,000 for
station time and telephone lines
during the season, will be used by
Father Charles E. Coughlin, Detroit radio priest, for his new series to begin Nov. 3. The broadcasts will be for 45 minutes, rather
than an hour as in the past, 4-4:45
p. m. (EST), Sundays. It will be
speech
only, toFather
Coughlin
ing decided
eliminate
music havthis
Added to the network will be
stations in Denver and Salt Lake
year.
City. KNX, Los Angeles, and
KYA, San Francisco, have been
definitely selected, but stations in
the other cities have not. The account is being placed for Father
Coughlin by the E. W. Hellwig
Agency, New York. It will be the
largest network the famous priest
has used. WJJD will be used in
Chicago. In the East, it is understood, practically the same stations
will be used as last year for the
network.

Broadcasting

and

Television

Still Leading Europe, Says Mr. Sarnoff
BACK from a trip to London and
The Sarnoff statement is intersix countries of continental Eupreted to mean that RCA continrope, where he studied radio deues confident that its visual broadvelopments with particular attencasting development, though not
tion to television, David Sarnoff, yet ready for introduction to the
RCA president and chairman of public here, is regarded by him as
the board of NBC, reiterated his superior to the 240-line Baird sysfrequently expressed opinion that
tem and the 420-line E.M.I. (Mar"American radio and American raconi) system which the British
dio research is still well in ad- Postoffice Department has ordered
vance of Europe's in spite of re- installed in London by next spring.
American television experts
cent
progress there."
Mr. Sarnoff
made this state- parently intend to pursue their
ment in the face of the public in- policy of "watchful waiting" and
troduction of the 320-line tele- see how television is accepted by
vision in Berlin, now on display the British before venturing its
there at about a dozen "viewing introduction here.
Mr. Sarnoff pointed out that
posts",
and despite
the fact Corp.
that
the British
Broadcasting
there were three fundamental difwill definitely introduce television
ferences between European and
to the London public next spring. American radio — first, the governRCA is still keeping its television,
requirement that annual fees
said to be capable of 420-line must ment'
be paid for the privilege of
images, inside the laboratory, al- listening; second, the higher costs
though it is planning to build its abroad of radio sets and tubes;
first experimental station near third, the strict governmental conPhiladelphia within a year.
trol of radio programs abroad.
America Ahead
"Broadcast transmission in Europe," he said, "is generally a
"I STUDIED the technical devel- government
monopoly and the raopments in the important radio
dio programs are under strict govlaboratories in Europe," said Mr.
ernmental control and censorship.
Sarnoff, "and saw their latest tele- In England, the BBC, while govvision experiments. While interowned, is nevertheless
esting research work is being done permitted ernment
to exercise a measure of
along those lines in several Euro- freedom; but in other European
pean countries, the progress being
made in our own countries is in countries, especially where dictatorship is the order of the day, raadvance of anything I saw abroad.
dio is primarily used for propaAmerica continues to lead the
ganda purposes and to perpetuate
world in radio."

Saved

Music

From Depression Loss.
Asserts Mischa El mar
CONFLICTING statements con
cerning the effect of radio upoi
music have been issued by E. Gl
Mills, general manager of ASCAP
and by Mischa Elman, world re
nowned violinist. ASCAP, in ;
statement to the press, contend
that "murder of music" by radi
was accomplished during 193
when the 85 leading tunes wer
played a total of 1,255,669 time
by the two principal network
These figures, he said, substanti
ate the contention of his organiza
tion that radio must pay for
performance of music a sum si
cient to compensate for some
the
in sheetof music
sales,wio'
the losses
songwriters
America
be unable to continue.
Mr. Elman, who appeared
soloist in the General Motors Cor
cert over an NBC-WEAF networ
on Oct. 13, declared that broac
casting saved the music world du)
ing the depression. The limited
group of supporters of music;
enterprises like symphonies an
opera
companies, inhethesaid,
daysweitw*
fore broadcasting,
likely to have failed to carry the
organizations through the won
test of the panic.
The added strength furnished d
rectly and indirectly by the outl;
ing audience, built up by consi:
tent broadcasting of good mus
by leading musical bodies, su]
plied just the additional financi
help needed to carry these organ
zations through, Mr. Elman sai
He continued:
"Several musical organization.,
whose almost certain loss othe
wise would have been calamity
in the musical world, were enabh
to get through their trying perk
because they were able to ear
money by sponsored concerts
were paid by the networks fi
sustaining programs. It is w«
enough to say that broadcastir
has brought good music to tl
great public remote from conce
hall centers. That is certainly tru
But the equally striking truth a
peals to me, that broadcasting a
tually contributed in a major w:
to the dollars and cents solutii
of the life or death problems
the organizations most concernwith good music."
the power of those in control,
such countries, no word of oppos
tion to those in control may be x
t e r e d , nor may any differ en
with their opinions be express*
It is significant that in countri
where the freedom of radio is pi
hibited, the freedom of the pre
has likewise been abolished.
"But despite these restrictio
and repressions, radio prograi
continue to cross the borders a
are increasingly welcome visitc
in European homes. Radio wav
need no passports and cannot
stopped
by in
tariffs
The
increase
short and
wave quot;
trai
mission has brought to the peoj
on the European continent, t
realization that through their i
dio receiving sets they can coi
to know more about themselv
their neighbors, and those i
away. They realize today tl
like the automobile, the radio
is no longer an experiment,
has become a necessity of mode
life — the window at which i
family sits and views the worl"
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of your dealers against competition

N Iowa, protecting the business
like protecting a crowd
»zen umbrellas.

COVER

TO

GROUND

HAVE

YOU

VHERE

good tent is worth

One

a
WISCONSIN

f
,.,«<,„(
IOWA

power

dio, you need the one station wi h enough
once —

Iowa is a broad market.

in selling it by

to cover all Iowa

No single city dominates

MISSOURI

it. Des Moines,

Some

flows through

of these markets

♦me do not.

a score of important
have low - powered

In fact, all other Iowa

ie state so effectively as does WHO,
5 cover, one good tent is worth
CENTRAL

stations together do not cover

because, where

a dozen

National Representatives: FREE

you have ground

umbrellas.
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J O. Maland, Mgr.

jlMlXMMKHCC COt-OMHJ
GROUND
TO COVER
Iowa is a big market, because it is a big
collection of smaller markets, each too important to neglect. Trying to cover all these
markets with smaller stations would be
costly and ineffective. One station — and
only one — has the power to cover this rich
area — WHO, with 50,000 watts.

COMPANY

DES MOINES. IOWA

& SLEININGER,

i

trading centers.

local radio stations,

1\ "\lLLINOIS

KANSAS

♦me of WHO, Iowa's largest city, has less than 6% of the state's
•pulation. Buying power, spread over the entire state (55,586
uare miles)

.oc..o»

\ XT
N E B R. !

watts.

with 50,000

WHO

And

to cover.

ground

To sell Iowa, you have

Phone 3-7147

Inc. — New York, Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco

WHO
SSENTIAL

TO

COMPLETE

RADIO

COVERAGE

OF

IOWA

OR

THE

MID-WEST

c
LEARED-CHANNEL
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—

FULL-TIME
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Offers

THE

Services

of

COMBINED

MERCHANDISING
DEPARTMENTS
of the
St. Paul Dispatch-Pioneer
Press, Minneapolis Tribune
and St. Paul Daily News
23

Experienced

Women
Your

Men

. . . to Help

Sales in the Twin

. . .
and

Buiid
Cit-

ies, the Nation's 10th Largest Market.
♦ ♦ ♦
A few of the many services offered by
this WTCN merchandising
organization .
• STANDARD MARKET DATA
• ROUTE LISTS OF TRADES FOR SALESMEN
• MAIL NOTIFICATION TO TRADE OF SPOT
CAMPAIGNS
• SPECIAL SURVEYS
• DISTRIBUTION OF POSTERS, COUNTER
CARDS, ETC.
• AUDITION FACILITIES
O PRINTING
OF BROADSIDES, INSERTS,
ETC.
WTCN ... ST. PAUL DISPATCH-PIONEER PRESS
AND MINNEAPOLIS TRIBUNE STATION
FREE Gr SLEININGER, Inc., National Representatives.
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Denver, Los Angeles,
San Francisco.
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Fink

Signs

For

Spots

To

N

the

&

Supplement
Network
Series
Popular Studio Programs Selected on 18 Station
With Contracts From Six Months to a Year
WLW, Cincinnati, and WGN, Chicag
15 minutes, Mondays, through Fridays eai
TO SUPPLEMENT its nationwek Nov. 4 to May 1, 1936, as two statii
wide CBS network used Sunday
hook-up. Talent: The Life of Mary Sot
evenings and featuring Leslie
ern, with program to originate at WL\
Howard, Lehn & Fink Products
Co., New York, for Hinds Honey
and Almond Cream, has signed for
West Coast AAAl
spot time on 18 stations from
Will Meet Oct. 2
Coast to Coast, using in the main
local studio programs and talent.
SPOKESMEN for radio and a.]
The supplemental spot contracts
vertising from all parts of t)
run from six months to a year.
United States will attend the fir
This campaign, placed by Ken- annual Pacific Coast conventii
yon & Echkardt Inc., New York, is of the American Association
one of the first to use live talent
which already has built up large Advertising Agencies to be he
at Del Monte, Cal., Oct. 24-25, i
elusive.
followingsmunitiesin
the the
particular
in which
stations comare
The convention will follow clos
located. The effort of the sponsor
ly the style set by the AAAA
was to obtain the most popular White Sulphur Springs last Apr
proeram for each of the 18 cities with all sessions invitational. I
selected. All proeram s are to be formal and unrecorded, the fir
broadcast during daytime.
day business sessions will be f jj
members and agency guests onl
Reaching Housewives
Members and all guests will be a
THE ENTIRE campaign for the mitted to the second day sessior
hand lotion, evidently running in according to Walter A. Burke, M
excess of $250,000, also includes Cann-Erickson Inc., San Francis<
regional executive of the AAA
a substantial group of newspapers,
the Pacific Coast, and conve
as well as the Comic Weekly, with for
tion secretary. Agency manag
the stations carrying the major ment, rather than advertising tec
effort. Lehn & Fink, it was said,
stressed during t
attaches great importance to the nique, willhebe stated.
localized broadcasts, believing thev conclave,
John Benson, New York, pre
afford an intimate contact with
dent of the AAAA, will atte
the convention and be one of t
community markets. Daytime was
selected for the spot broadcasts to principal speakers. With him w
re°ch housewives.
be several Eastern advertising e
The stations and proerams se- ecutives who will also take an ill
lected for the spot campaign are portant part in the sessions.
as follows:
Radio Features
WWL, New Orleans. 30 minutes daily
Monday through Saturday, Sept. 30 to May
2.Hn™*>
1936.Folks.
Talent: Romantic show titled Just DON E. GILMAN, NBC weste
division vice-president, San Frt
WFAA. Dallas. 15-minute urograms
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, until cisco, is to be one of the princij
Mav 1. 1936. Talent: Jay Burnette, who speakers at the guest session 0
writes a song a day from titles suggested
hv audience. Same program listed for 25, having for his subject of dl
WBAP. Forth Worth and KPRC. Hous- cussion, "How I Would Buy Ra<
ton, at same time and under similar con- Time". Although the complete p
tracts, through special wire arrangements.
KVOO. Tulsa. 15 minutes, Mondays.
has not been announc
Tuesdays. Thursdays and Fridays, Nov. 4 gram
there will be several other talks
to
May
1,
1936.
Talent:
Bill
and
Mary,
a
radio.
sto*-v of the Ozark Mountains.
KFI, Los Angeles, 15 minutes, Mondays,
Louis R.chairman.
Honig, Erwin-Was
Wednesdays and Fridays, from Nov. 4 to
The progr;
May 1, 1936. Talent: Musical program by convention
committee,
headed
by Dana
Charles Wellman, with piano accompanist.
KPO. San Francisco; KGW. Portland,
and KOMO. Seattle, special West Coast Jones, president of the Dana
Jones Co., Los Angeles, inclu<
hook-up.
15 minutes,
days and Fridays.
Nov. Mondays,
4 to May Wednes1, 1936, Don Francisco, Lord & Thorn
featuringquestedHarold
by audience.Dana, singing songs re- Los Angeles; Stanley G. Swanbe
Botsford, Constantine & Gardn
WDAF.
Kansas
City.Fridays,
15 minutes.
days, Wednesdays and
Nov. Mon4 to San Francisco; William T. Pr
Oct. 30, 1936. Talent: The Friendly Coun- ser, Strang & Prosser, Seat
elor, a woman
answers letters dealing swith
family who
problems.
Wash., and Joseph Gerber, Gerl
WHO. Des Moines. 30 minutes, Mondays,
Crossley Inc., Portland, Ore.
Wednesdays and Fridays, Oct. 14 to Nov. & Leon
Livingston, president, L<
22, feature not specified, but from Jan. 6
to March 13, 1936, program, at same time, Livingston Adv. Agency, Eh
will
feature Gene and Glenn, famous air Francisco, is chairman of the p
comedians.
WSB, Atlanta, 15 minutes in later after- gram committee, assisted by U
noon, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
Lynn Baker, J. Walter Thomp
Nov. 4 to May 1, 1936. Talent: The Singing Red Heads, rhythm team.
Mir',I
Dan
B. Miner
Co., Dan
Los B.Angel
Francisco;
Co., San
WCCO,
Minneapolis,
15 minutes,
days, Wednesdays
and Fridays,
Nov. Mon4 to
Burt Cochran, McCann - Erick
Oct. 30, 1936. Talent: Four Horsemen
Quartette, singers and novelty musicians.
Inc., Seattle, and Frances Coyk WJR, Detroit, 15 minutes, Mondays,
& Ga Wednesdays and Fridays, Nov. 4 to May ner,
Botsford, Constantine
dall,
Portland,
Ore.
1, 1936. Talent: Three Aces, harmony
team.
MORE than ten miles of lace
WGY,days, Schenectady,
15 minutes,
Wednesdays and Fridays,
Nov. Mon4 to
Oct. 30, 1936. Talent: Musical show, with per shelf paper has been sent I
Piano Pals, Roger Sweet tenor, and Allen by Royal Lace Paper Works 1 1
Kennedy, announcer.
to WOR
listeners,
WGAR, Cleveland, 15 minutes, Mondays, Brooklyn,
were offered
nine feet
of si% I)
Nov. 4 to May 1, 1936. Talent: Ozark paper on two Martha Deane pj
Mountain Boys, hill-billy team.
grams. • October
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15, 19 >

WILEY'S
LEAGUE

FLETCHER
KNX PRESENTS
PROTECTIVE
HOUSEWIVES

u
y

ore
befc

ear

ou

agencies and their
NOW
clients can hear any of
KNX's five participating programs when and where they
choose. Each of these programs, having a personality
all its own, is presented in a
complete folder which includes arecording of excerpts
of one of the actual programs
— so you hear just how the
commercials are given „ . . also
a complete sales folder presentation showing you bonafide case histories of present
sponsors — up-to-date coverage data — mail breakdown
from present participants —
costs, etc., all in ABC time saving order.

KNX

October 15, 1935

One

B

of these five Participating Programs
best fit the merchandising
of your

will

quirks

product
housewives in determining true
value.

1. "Sharplesville" (7 to 8 a. m.
daily except Sunday) conducted
by Bill Sharpies — the grocers'
friend. On KNX for past 8

4. "KNX Dude Ranch" (9:30
to 10 p. m. daily except Friday
and Saturday) featuring Loyal
Underwood and the famous Arizona Wranglers.

2.
"Eddie Albright's 10 o'clock
years.
Family" (10 to 10:30 a. m. daily
except Sunday) an intimate
KNX program featured for past
10 years.
3. "Fletcher Wiley's Housewives Protective League" (11 to
11:30 a. m. and 3:30 to 4 p. m.
daily except Saturday and Sunday) De-bunking false advertising claims, . rackets, and assists

5. "KNX Barn Dance" (8 to
10 p. m. Saturday nite) featuring entire KNX Orchestra and
Talent Staff. Audience show
playing before 1,500 people.
Records of ALL these programs are at the offices
of John Blair & Co., our National Representatives. Phone to hear them!

THE

"VOICE

HOLLYWOOD

JOHN

BLAIR

NEW

• BROADCASTING

YORK

•

&

OF
CO.,

DETROIT

■

National
CHICAGO

Representatives
■

SAN

FRANCISCO
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Vacation

Sales of
Expands
Advertisers
WROK

TERRIBLE

"It's

TESTIMONIALS

a cryin'

shame!

Ao.

5

Nobody

takes me seriously-least of all,
the K F W B radio fans. There
oughta

be

a law. "

They may not take you seriously, Frank, but they
certainly do listen to KFWB. And it's no wonder.
What other independent station can offer such talent
as the Warner Bros, stars? And there is a law — it's
this : The finest entertainment attracts the most listeners, and the most listeners bring the most sales.

A GOOD

SPOT
am

FOR

YOUR

ADVERTISING

£\ra@ua[is

Owned and Operated by Warner Bros. Motion Picture Studios
Free &- Sleininqer, Exclusive Representatives
Page 18

Wins Promotion Prize
mail campaign,
FOR
a direct

Campaign

Over 38,000 Actual Purchases
Are Made by Participants
By GUY T. STEWART
Sales Manager, WROK, Rockford 111LOCAL radio station owners, managers, sales managers, salesmen
and agencies many times hear the
old squib: "I don't believe your
station has listeners." To me it is
an old, old story. Fortunately or
unfortunately (depending on your
viewpoint) my first experience in
radio was in selling special programs such as radio auctions,
druggists cooperative programs,
etc., over various local stations in
different sections of the country. I
value this experience highly as it
taught me radio fundamentals
from many different angles. In all
of my experiences, I have heard
the same old story in every city,
"I don't believe you have the listeners", which of course in most
instances, is merely an alibi to get
rid of the salesman.
I have personally used various
plans tions
and resort
have
different
to seen
diverse
ways staand
means to break down this resistance. However, we have just finished a station promotional plan
here at WROK that should convince the most rabid skeptic of
what a good job local radio stations in general and WROK specifically can do for our advertisers.
We arranged for two free trips
to Chicago to last one week,
through the Lindstrom Travel Bureau of Rockford. These trips included free transportation, hotel
accommodations, picture shows,
night clubs, boat rides, sightseeing
tours and various other forms of
entertainment.
Sales Stimulation
THE ONLY requirements for the
participating contestants were evidences of purchases from WROK
advertisers, such as bread wrappers, bottle tops, sales slips, etc.
Each evidence of purchase of 5c
or more represented 100 votes.
When we tell you that from Aug.
15 to Sept. 14 we received 3,822,800
votes in this campaign, we are sure
you will agree that we put it over
with
"bang".
No amedia
of any kind was used
except radio and window cards.
We did considerable plugging
every day and three times daily
we broadcast a list of our advertisers. Every advertiser we have
on the air was represented in the
final count of votes and they were
well pleased with the results. The
vote represents 38,228 purchases
from WROK advertisers, the purchases ranging from 5c to $167.64
each, and serves two purposes:
First, it proves to our advertisers
that we are intensely interested in
merchandising their programs and
products; second, it enables our
salesmen to break down sales reaudience. sistance regarding our listening
On the last night of the campaign, Sept. 14, over two million
votes were brought to the station.
The contestants brought them in
bushel baskets, gunny sacks and
in every conceivable manner. It
kept our entire staff busy counting
and checking votes. We stayed on

Vincent F. Callahan, sales manager of WRC and
WMAL, WashNBC stations,ington
was named
one of the 50
winners of the
1935 Direct Mail
Leaders Contest
Mr. Callahan
sponsored by the Direct Mail Ad
vertising Association. The campaign consisted of six mailing
pieces stressing advantages of
WRC and WMAL. Each piece was
unique in style and copy. One was
a picture postcard mailed from
Miami with a handwritten message promising to increase sales
"so you can spend your winters
in Florida." Another was a letter
airmailed from San Francisco
comparing speed of the airplane
to "the fastest thing in merchandising." Pharmacy Week
TO PUBLICIZE National Phar
macy Week Oct. 21-26 the spon
sors of over 30 radio program
will devote a portion of thei
broadcast time to informing th
radio audience of the observance
Special NBC and CBS program
with speakers prominent in the
drug field will be broadcast before
Oct. ers21.
A fewpledged
of the their
manufacturwho have
support
via radio are: Bristol-Myers Co.:
Bourjois Sales Corp.; Pepsodenl
Co.; Charles H. Phillips Chemica
Co. i Pinaud Inc.; Proctor & Gam
ble Co.; Scott & Bowne Inc.; Dr
Miles Laboratories
H o r 1 i cDru|
k 's
Malted
Milk Corp.; ;Emerson
Co.; Health Products Corp.; Cam
pana Sales Co.; Maybelline Co.
Bayer Co.; Welch Grape Juice Co.
Tastyeast
Ritchie
& Co.Inc., and Harold S
the air an extra two hours with ai
impromptu show, giving flashes o:
vote returns every few minute:
and had a host of favorable com
ments as a result. Three promi
nent Rockford
official
judges. citizens acted as th
At the completion of the cam
3,822,800
all ofin the
paign,placed
were
a bank
windowvote1
oi
the main corner of Rockford fron
which corner our Man on th
Street program is broadcast a
12:30 p. m. each weekday.
After getting the two winner
off on their trips, we selected th I
next 12 highest in the contest am
took them to Chicago for one da; |
and night at our own expense, t
show the appreciation of WROI
and our advertisers. We believ
we will be repaid in good will am
actual results from prospective ad
vertisers to more than amply com
pensate
us.
Of course,
both local and na
tional spot advertisers are grad
ually waking up to the fact tha
the local station can do and is dc
ing a real job, but anything an
everything that any and all of u
can do in the way of station pre
motion and further to convince ad:
vertisers of these facts, is we.
worth our while. We will be onl
too glad to furnish more detaile
information regarding our free va
cation campaign to stations, sales
ested.
men or agencies who are intei
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Lulu Belle is exclusively a WLS artist. Her
first and only radio work has been on WLS. She
s the favorite of countless thousands of radio
isteners, as indicated by the following:
I. 12th in popularity among all radio artists on
the air in another nationwide radio poll recently conducted by Radio Guide — 1st
among women (1,250,000 votes cast in this
poll).
More than 65,000 letters to Lulu Belle received at WLS from January to September,
935.
Advertiser featuring Lulu Belle on WLS National Barn Dance half-hour recently signed
4th yearly renewal.
//
WLS

Listeners

wanted

a

"Lulu

....
it' s
Since 1934now
WLS listeners
haveavail
asked toable
hear
Lulu Belle in her own morning broadcast. They
particularly want to hear her featured with
Skyland Scotty, well-known singer, instrumentalist,
composer of ballads, and, incidentally, her
husband.
This Fall WLS

presents "Lulu Belle and Scotty,"

Advertising

Results
THE

50,000
October 15, 1935

BURRIDGE
WATTS

Morning

Show

for
SPONSORSHIP!
a 15-minute program
of song, music and typical
Lulu Belle humor. It is available for sponsorship
three days a week.
Audience reaction to this "commercial" program is sure to be tremendous — its commercial
value great. For complete details, including time
and costs, write WLS.

Follow

PRAIRIE
1230 WASHINGTON

mm

Belle"

Listener
FARMER
BLVD.

CHICAGO,

Interest
STATION
ILLINOIS

D. BUTLER, President
>»
GLENN SNYDER, Manager
NEW YORK OFFICE: Graham A. Robertson, 250 Park Ave.
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United

Press

Planned

Its

War

in

May

Coverage
All sources of United

(U.P.)

Press information —

from

the offices on

the long corridors of the Quai d'Orsay in Paris — from 10 Downing
Street, London, where Britain's imperial policies are made — from Palazzo Yenezia in Rome, where Mussolini bent over his war maps and
envisioned a new Italian Mediterranean empire — from Berlin — from
Moscow — -from Geneva— the confirmatory whispers came from diplomats-— from statesmen — war in Ethiopia seemed inevitable.
First

line

of U.P.

news

defense

planned

Edward Beattie was sent from Berlin to Ethiopia — first American
Press Association correspondent to reach the Ethiopian capital— H. R.
Ekins, in New York, was assigned to reinforce him — Arthur Street
and Reynolds Packard were put on the job at Djibouti - — Ed L. Keen,
United Press Vice President in Europe, went to Rome — Webb Miller,
chief of United Press European news organization, flew to Cairo, down
the Nile to Khartoum, to Port Sudan, to Asmara, the war front of the
Italian troops— —everywhere contacting United Press correspondents —
assigning men to new positions, everywhere searching out new short
cuts to spot news contacts — expanding, reinforcing United Press first
line of news defense.
More men were moved into European hot spots — to Geneva, where
statesmen talk and may sometimes act- — to London — to Paris — where
3,000 miles from Ethiopia a new and even more terrible war front
may be created — to Berlin, where Hitler plans his strategy. New channels of communication were opened — new methods devised to reduce
delavs — to increase speed — to shrink the time — to get the NEWS TO
YOU — FIRST.
These preparations enabled United Press to be FIRST

October 15, 1935

1

Mussolini's
dramatic
zation of Fascists.

2

The

3

Emperor
arms.

4

The

air

5

The

capture

6

Ethiopia's
demand
that
force
against
Italy.

7

Council

Italian

advance

Halle
raid

on
of

votes

test

into

with —

mobili-

Ethiopia.

Selassie's

call

to

Aduwa.
Adigrat.
League

use

penalties.
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W
D
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W

We're

D

not

A

boasting,

Y

.

•

we just thought you might be interested
in the fact that our total national business, as compared with the corresponding months last year, is showing the following gains this year:

W

.

.

BUT

April . UP 15%
May . . UP 29%
June . . UP 40%

.

July . UP 96%
Aug. . UP 111%
Sept. . UP 117%

To our reticent and retiring minds, this
would seem to indicate that at least
some national advertisers are realizing
that conditions in the great Red River
Valley are decidedly on the up — and
UP!
How about making us talk?
THE

OLDEST

STATION

D
A
Y
•
W
D
A
Y

BROADCASTING

IN THE

NORTHWEST

Free, Johns & Field, Inc.,
National Representatives

•
W
D

—

u
WDAY.inc

A
Y

N. B. C.
FARGO,
Page 22

N.

D.

A

DELICATE

SALES

PROBLEM

Solved by Funeral Concern, Which Uses Radio With
Success end Creates Immense Good- Will
more powerful sales story. A bookByKOMA,
MAXINE
WRIGHT
let, entitled Beyond Tomorrow,
Oklahoma
City
containing pictures of the cast of
"I AM thoroughly convinced of the Guardian Players, a complete
power ofmarkedthe
re- story of the activities, development
R. H.'spoken'
Kirby, word,"
promotion
and progress of the Guardian
manager and secretary - treasurer
Foundation, was announced for
of the National Guardian Foundafree distribution. Herein lay the
tion, as he commented on the key to the commercial success of
power of radio advertising, with the program, the means of getting
its direct sales appeal. Radio offers prospect
names, which resulted in
the closest approach to the actual, direct sales.
personal sales call, in which the
the Guardian Foundation
sales representative talks in easy, hasThus,
performed one of the truly
conversational language that any- outstanding and successful radio
one may understand.
jobs in the Southwest, and in the
Mr.dioKirby's
enthusiasm
advertising
resulted over
from ra-a community surrounding Oklahoma
successful first venture in this City. Responses bear compliments
field, using a transcribed Biblical for the high quality of the prodramatization, from 1 to 1:30 p. m.
gram, and request
inThe good additional
word spreads
each Sunday
over KOMA, Okla- from person formation.
homa City.
to person, and so, one
of the most difficult problems in
There is probably no more diffi- persuasion has been overcome:
cult problem of persuasion than
That of the reluctance of people
that confronting the Guardian
to
think about death, funeral costs,
Foundation, pioneering the field of
and practices. Radio has won anthe funeral profession with a new
other triumph, and hundreds of
idea, challenging old practices and new friends!
methods, demanding that people
think about the inevitable question
of death . . . what they would do
in case of a death, and asking Ovaltine Discs Replace
them to act, not in the hour of ex- Network in Four Cities
treme need, but now.
Every step of the persuasion is WHEN five stations of the NBC
difficult. In the first place, the network carrying Little Orphan
question is one about which people Annie each weekday at 5:45 p. m.
are almost superstitiously afraid took advantage of their new contracts, which place this period in
to think, and certainly are reluctthe optional time zone, to refuse
ant to act upon. False sentimentality further clouds the issue. to take the programs from the netWhen, by using a radio program
work, the sponsor, Wander Co.,
that will interest the general pub- Chicago (Ovaltine), dropped one
lic to the extent that they will city from its list and placed the
write or call KOMA, or the Guardprogram in transcription form on
rival stations in the other four
ian Foundation, requesting further
cities. Duluth was the city
information about the "Guardian
Plan", the Foundation has accomdropped, WEBC being the only
plished amost difficult selling vic- station. In the other spots KWK
St. Louis, was replaced by KSD
tory, and demonstrated the power
of radio.
KSTP, St. Paul, by WTCN
Mr. Kirby reports that nine out WOAI, San Antonio, by KTSA,
of every ten radio prospects are and KBRC, Houston, by KTRH.
In making the switch to WTCN,
"sales". No other form of publicity has ever proved so successBob
BarrettInc.,
of Blackett-Sampleful for the Foundation. Naturally,
Hummert
Chicago agency
the Guardian Foundation is not handling the Ovaltine advertising,
only "sold" on radio advertising, worked out an arrangement with
but they are thinking in terms of the station and the Minneapolisbroadening their radio activities, St. Paul street car company which
and in scope of years from now;
places an advertisement for the
how bestneeringtoprogram.
follow-up their pio- broadcast on the back of some of
issued by the tracOne of the chief factors in the the transfers
tion company during the coming
success of this radio experiment
In exchange
has been the intelligent manner in year.fer advertising,
whichfor isthis
said transto be
which the Guardian Foundation
the first time transfers have been
approached the problem of radio used as an advertising medium,
advertising. No stone was left un- WTCN will devote some of its time
turned; nothing was left undone
day to plugging the street
that might help the program gain each
cars as the best means of transpora strong foothold in the communtation in the twin cities.
ity, an audience that it could sustain. First, to gain local support
and confirmation, the initial series
Skelly Renews Series
of the program was auditioned be- SKELLY OIL Co., Tulsa, has refore the local Ministerial Alliance.
newed its Air Adventures of JimThis audition was enthusiastically
received.
my A lien- commencing Oct. 7 on 12
stations in the Midwest. The 15The series was started Easter minute
broadcasts are scheduled
Sunday, 1935, and allowed to con- five times a week, Mondays
tinue for six weeks with very little through Fridays for 40 weeks, and
commercial plugging. The continuby World Broadity during this time was mainly were recorded
System. Russell C. Comer
general in character, building re- Adv. Co.,casting
Kansas City, has placed
spect and prestige for the Foundthe program on WKBB, KWKH,
ation. After the sixth week, a tie- WLAC, WSB, KTHS, WOOD,
in was announced, and the conKMBC, WMBD, WHO, WWL,
tinuity was developed to contain a WJR and KWK.
October

15, 1935
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NEW
YORKPHILADELPHIA
In opening markets— as in opening safes — the right combination is everything.
Set your program on 570 kc. (WMCA) and 610 kc. (WIP). Presto! Two great metropolitan markets that you always have had to tackle separately, now open as one!
In linking together WMCA— leading independent station of New York and WIPleading independent of Philadelphia — you cover both markets with network convenience—yet with iocaf station effectiveness andeconomy. No charge for line connections.

"New

fork's

Own

Station"

v
BROADCASTING
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"Philadelphia's

C\

Pioneer

Voice"
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Gotham's Amateur Influx
Creates Serious Problem
For Relief Headquarters
LOCAL broadcasting executives
can cooperate with Emergency Relief officials and with the sponsors
of amateur hours conducted in
New York network and station
studios by discouraging amateur
talent from going to New York
for tryouts for such shows unless
they are substantially financed.
According to the New York
Times, the large number of young
persons going to New York in the
hope of participating in amateur
programs and who soon find themselves stranded, are proving a perplexing problem to the Emergency
Relief Bureau there. The bureau
estimates that some 300 of them
become destitute in the big city
weekly, even the small money
prizes and the usual week's theatrical engagement for the winners
being insufficient.
The Times reported that the relief bureau has laid the situation
before Maj. Edward Bowes, but
he has disclaimed any responsibility for the influx of young persons aspiring to become radio performers. Maj. Bowes is quoted as
saying
he
is
audit'ons
to residents confining
of New hisYork
Citv,
presumably meaning the Greater
New York area in view of the
large number of amateurs introduced on his Sunday night show
as coming from nearby towns.
SOME 2,959,770 homes
in the
United States have two or more
radios, or a tenth of all radio
homes.

WPRO Joins Yankee
WPRO, Providence, R. I., on Sept.
29 became associated with the
Yankee Network as an alternate
station. The new association, Yankee Network headquarters announced, will not affect the present status of WEAN, Providence,
wrrch is a Yankee Network and
CBS outlet, but will give the Yankee network the added advantage
of two outlets in that city. WPRO
announced it will retain its association with the Inter-City Group,
and that now it will broadcast
sustaining programs of these two
networks as well as features fed
to Yankee by Mutual BroadcastSystem. At that
the Paul
same H.t'me
was ing
announced
Ray-it
mer Co. had been named national
sales representative for WPRO.
New

Chevrolet Series

CHEVROLET MOTOR Co., Detroit, on Oct. 19 starts a new program on its NBC-WEAF hookup,
Saturdays, 9-9:30 p. m., featuring
Rubinoff's 33-piece orchestra, Virginia Rae, soprano, Jan Peerce,
tenor, and Graham McNamee. The
show replaces G-Men, which had
aroused complaint from civic
groups because of its portrayal of
the lives of criminals. CampbellEwald Co. Inc., Detroit, is the
agency.
NORMAN E. BROKENSHIRE,
veteran announcer, who started his
radio career in the early days of
WJZ and later free-lanced after
serving with CBS, has joined the
NBC announcing staff.

WBT's Newest Move
ADD to the list of novel
tournaments given radio
treatment the Southern
Checker championship broadcast by WBT, Charlotte, from
the Chamber of Commerce
Auditorium a fortnight ago.
A "move
by move"
was
broadcast
by account
Grady
Cole, WBT sports announcer, and for a whirlwind
finish he interviewed the
winner and champion.
Gauging

Coverage

Interpretation
By
Of Listeners' Mail
Logical Analysis of Response
Gives Valuable Sales Data
By S. F. JOHNSON
Benjamin Sohv & Assooi «tes
AN IMPORTANT factor that will
quickly and economically provide
facts about a station's audience —
its size and location — is fan mail.
The proper interpretation of fan
mail response can do much to remove the confusion caused by attempted comparisons of the great
mass of circulation statistics being
published.
One very apparent meaning of
fan mail is: "That if 5000 pieces
of mail are received by a station
in one month then at least 5000
people heard at least one program
from
that station."
A second
very apparent meaning
is: "These
of mail
tell the
location5000of pieces
the audience
that heard that station's proA third meaning, equally valid,
is: "This mail represents a true
cross-section of that station's total
daily
average audience, and is digrams."
vided by localities in proportion to

EARLY

EXPERIMENTATION^

BEFORE

THE

BIRTH

OF

N. B. C.

Radio development progressed rapidly during the "middle
twenties" which makes it interesting, historically, to review
an extract from a contract between KSD and A.T.cVT.
dated November 4, 1925 <■ •:• a year before the birth of
National Broadcasting Company.
" ... . that this agreement is made in
connection with the experiment which
American Telephone and Telegraph
Company is carrying on with radio
broadcasting/7
KSD is proud of the part it has
taken in the continued development
of radio broadcasting and reception.

Station KSD— St. Louis Post-Dispatch
POST-DISPATCH BUILDING, ST. LOU'S, MO.
Free & Sleininger, Inc., National Advertising Representatives
New York
Chicago
Detroit
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Page 24

the audience."
How to Interpret
HERE is the key to a logical interpretation ofmail response that
possesses definite sales value. Expressed simply it means that the
area that contributes the bulk of a
station's
mail ofresponse
contains the bulk
its dailyalso
average
audience.
This relationship between audience and mail response was discovered by us in 1931 in a comparison of daily average audience
figures for several community
areas, and the fan mail received
from those same areas. This survey disclosed that the city in
which the station was located contained 35.2% of the station's total
daily average audience. An analysis of the mail response received
during the survey period revealed
that mail
39.2% came
of thefrom
station's
total
fan
this same
area. Mail percentages for other
areas checked to a reasonable degree with the corresponding audience percentages. Subsequent investigations have provided further
tionship.
proof of this audience-mail relaFor a mass movement in the
right direction — a movement that
will provide accurate audience
data for all stations on a common
and comparable basis — fan mail
response
representcana logical vehiclefigures
that stations
take
advantage of at small cost.

Advertising

Idea :

The "Miracle Girl" ;
Sells Automobiles {

Merchandising Plan on WBIG j
Proves Good Sales Getter
THE "Miracle Girl" is in Greensboro, N. C, working for the local
Studebaker distributor and broadcasting over WBIG. And according to the Studebaker News, housa
organ of the motor manufacturer,
she "has been attracting prospects
and gaining much valuable publicity" for the distributor.

Girl"
"Mirac
callsis
dayle she
the air,dayandtheevery
on Every
on a number of Greensboro prospects, having sent them a note in
advance, and takes them for rides.
She is Claire Hartsook, although
her identity is kept a secret, and
her face never appears in pictures
in which she appears with prosThe Studebaker News suggests
other dealers can use the idea
Here is a sample of one
profitably.
of
the Miracle Girl broadcasts on
pects.
WBIG:
Theme : Wildflowers < Studebaker) .
Announcer: The Studebaker Sales
of North Carolina presents that new.
popular
:
Music :melody
I Believe
In Miracles !
Announcer: You. too. will believe
in miracles . . . miracles that happen
right hei-e in Greensboro . . . and right
now, I am going to introduce to you
(Fanfare) The Miracle Girl!
The Miracle Girl : I have been hav- !
ing a gorgeous time today ! I hav
promia number
with citizens
riding
been nent
Greensboro
on theof miracle
ride . . . The miracle ride is something,
new, and I wish that I could take
every one of you in one of these new
Studebaker Champions, on the miracle
r cars are offerride ! For Studebake
ing !something this year never before
offered
The most convincing proof of all is
amazing smoothin the
the ride
ness,...
steadiness,
surefootedness with
Studenew rate
brilliant
which these
bakers
coursebig.
along
at every
of
speed, and on every type of road!
are they. . called
With
"miraclejustification
ride" Studebakers
. for
literal miracles of riding comfort andj
driving ease are in store for you as
out for a trial run'
you get in and go priced
even the lowest
in
Studebaker
Champions ! of these new '
e
takenethethe"miracl
too, maytelepho
Tou, Simply
ride".
y. 315 N.StudeElm
baker Sales Compan
for ;
ne 2-0177,
e ride".
be the
will ask
Maybe Iand
"miracltelepho
aStreet,
lucky one to take you on one of these j
Greensboro that are prov- 1
trips around
ing a revelation in motor car luxury!
evetomorro
Well, goodbye
somew more
tell you
when I will until
the miracle ride !
about ning,
Announcer: Thank you, Miracle
Girl ! We all want to take the miracle
with you . . . and remember, the
ride
Studebaker Sales people. Greensboro. \
opNorth Carolina, will give you anin the
portunity to take a miracle ride
ob- ,
no
at
new Studebaker Champion,
ligation
!
The Studebaker Sales people are soj
that they
of theirfornewyoumodels,
proudanxious
are
to try a new
Studebaker, and let them convince you ;
that Studebaker is the miracle car for
the miracle ride !
Here is a salute to the Studebaker
Champion !
Announcer: The Studebaker Sales
of North Carolina, distributors of the
miracle car, invite you to take the
miracle ride, and to listen in again tomorrow evening at this time for another program presented by the Miracle Girl!
Theme: Wildflowers (Studebaker).
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WTIC

signs

for

solid

one

Connecticut's
and

most

largest

progressive

DEPARTMENT

G.

Manufacturers

who

FOX

sell to Connecticut's G.

Fox & Co. (and most manufacturers

STORE

&

CO.

To fully inform the people of Southern New
England of the advances made

by G. Fox &

that

Co., they have contracted for one hour a day,

G. Fox & Co. undertake a thing, they

six days a week, fifty-two weeks a year, over
WTIC. It is not hard to see why WTIC is

do sell them
when

either

year

or would

like to) know

do not stop at half-way measures.
G. Fox

& Co. have remodeled

throughout

their store

and installed a lighting system

for display windows which will be the first
of its kind in the entire world. The store
can now be said to be America's most modern.

one of New England's outstanding buys. It
gives you an audience of 1,500,000 in the
primary coverage area ; 680,000 additional
in the secondary coverage area. It gives
you a market where incomes
distribution costs low.

are high and

WTIC
50,000 WATTS
HARTFORD

-

CONNECTICUT

The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation

THE WTIC COMMUNITIES
A PROSPEROUS POPULATION IN A
COMPACT MARKET

October 15, 1935
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Member New England and NBC- WEAF Networks
PAUL W. MORENCY, General Mgr. JAMES F. CLANCY, Business Mgr.
NEW YORK OFFICE. 220 EAST 42nd STREET
J. J. WEED, Manager
C. C. WEED, Manager
CHICAGO OFFICE. 20} N. WABASH AVENUE
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NATIONAL

PRESS

BL DO • WASHINGTON, D.

FEMININE
The

Following

NATIONAL
Advertisers
Have Used the Facilities of

SPOKANE, WASHINGTON
(Now Operating on 890 KC)
During

1935

CBS ACCOUNTS
Acme Lead
Atwater Kent Radio
Barbasol
Bisodol
Camel Cigarettes
Campbell Soup
Charis
Chesterfield Cigarettes
Corn Products
Cream of Wheat
E. I. Dupont
Feen-a-mint
Ford Motor
General Cigar
Kleenex
Kolynos
Lady Esther
Lehn & Fink
Lux
Time Inc.
Remington Rand
Old English Wax
Packard Motor
Pebeco
Stewart- Warner
E. R. Squibb & Sons
Studebaker
United States Tobacco
Wasey Products
Wrigley'a
Fels Naptha
General Mills
General Paint
General Petroleum
Rocket Oil
Cocomalt
Plnaud
Frigidaire
Hudson Motor
Woodbury Soap
Standard Brands
True Story
Shelby Shoe
Centaur
Pittsburgh Plate Glass
Dr. Strasska Tooth Paste
Colonial Dames
SPOT ACCOUNTS
Alka-Seltzer
Associated Oil
Ironized Yeast
Richfield Oil
Union Pacific Stages
General Petroleum
Montgomery Ward
Sears Roebuck
Chrysler Corp.
Amaizo
Carter's Liver Pills
Pinex
Scotts Emulsion
Star Brewery
Pen nzoil
Shelby Shoe
Time Inc.
Fred Fehr
General Paint
Dr. Strasska Tooth Paste
Union Oil
Norwick Pharmacal
Washington Dairy Products
Studebaker
Association of Western Railway
Executives
Chicago Milwaukee Railroad
Northern Pacific Railroad
Crystal White Soap
Colgate- Pal
motive- Peet
Currier
Tablets
E. I. Dupont
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TOUCH

IN

Hardy Residents of Far North Owe
Provided by Mrs. R.
WAY UP YONDER in the surprisingly wealthy
North, where the
Alaskans live
nicely
the natural offresources
and have
six one,
dollars to your
Mrs. R. W. Britton, the former
Mrs. Britton
Bobby Wade of
Portland, Ore., musical circles, is
commercial manager of KGBU,
Ketchikan, Alaska.
Just concluding a three-month
business trip in the States where
she has been contacting agencies
and advertisers, and seeking a network affiliation, as well as pleading
her own FCC petition for a jump
to 5 kw., Mrs. Britton carries under a trim, blonde coiffure the
mental genius responsible for the
rapid commercial growth of a station that serves a market of 40,000
of Alaska's 60,000 population.
The list of sponsors acquired by
this attractive member of the
gentler sex, who incidentally lets
you know in no uncertain terms
that she can pound sidewalks as
hard as any salesman, is led off
by the Territory of Alaska itself,
which appropriates $2,500 yearly
toward
"lifecontribution
and death" ofmessage
service. aThis
KGBU
to the happiness and knowledge of
Alaskans is the main source of information in the bleak mining
camps, ranches and fishing settle-

Much to Service

W. Britton's KGBU
ments for hundreds of miles
around.
There are other big clients
aplenty, many
Northwestern states,ofbutthem
the inTerritory
is the No. 1 sponsor, since it also
buys considerable time in addition
to the message service.
It was back in 1927 that Mrs.
Britton, single, and playing an organ in the Ketchikan movie as well
as programs for KGBU, jumped at
the chance to put her "Bobby
Wade" on the dotted line when
the then year-old station, located
on an island in Southeast Alaska,
was for sale. After getting things
rolling, with James Britton, a local operator,
charge, Portland
she returned to herin native
where she had been a professional
musician.
But the lure of the North was
irresistible, and eventually she
was back in the radio harness,
helping Mr. Britton in the management. And it wasn't long after
that, she
they one
decided thetells
team you,
was that
a good
and the march to the altar ensued.
Taking personal charge of the
commercial end of the business,
Mrs. Britton took to the perhaps
once-weekly mails and to the sidewalks in a search for clients. That
she gets what she goes after is
apparent after a glance at the list
of KGBU clients.
With four kinds of time to
worry about in Alaska, and not all
of it daylight time by any means,

Advertisers

Because

ALASKA

Prefer

WAPI
Listeners Like WAP

I Programs!

Often when a radio statement doesn't have a definite
selling argument it resorts to such statements as: 'we
are by believes
every count
dominant are
station
of our inmarket.'
WAPI
that the
Advertisers
interested
definite
facts about stations and the business that they carry.
Birmingham Department Stores On WAPI This Month*
Loveman Joseph & Loeb
1
20 PROGRAMS
Pizitz
Burger-Phillips
Mela con
per week
TOTALING
6V4 HOURS
Sears-Roebuck
Odum Bowers & White
per week
* All Birmingham Department Stores use spot announcements on WAPI
Spot National
Chevrolet
Zenith Radio
Purina Feeds
Willard Tablets

Advertisers On WAPI This Month:
Carter
Liver Pills
ITS Company
Dr. Caldwell
Watch
Tower
Cystex
Swartchild
Watch
Bunte's
Candy
Health
O'Quality Products
Ex Lax

NBC Commercial Programs On WAPI This Month:
Lucky Strike
Super Seltzer
Suds
General Motors Maybelline
Alka
Scott's Emulsion
Octagon Soap
Palmolive
Chevrolet
EagleGold
Milk
RCA
Better Speech
United Drug
Old
Ford
Motor
Company
Jurgen's
Bayer
Aspirin
Maxwell House Coffee
WAPI
5000 Watts

Broad casting Corporation
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA
Affiliated NBC
jj. H. Hopson, President

KGBU breaks into the sub-Arctic
air quite early in the morning,
running through a broken schedule
that winds up at 3 a. m. after
some 12 or 14 hours on the air.
Who wants to listen at 3 a. m. ?
Well, if you put that question to
Mrs. Britton, the answer is a recital of "life and death" messages,
ship news, weather reports and
other public services. And are
they listenin' ? They certainly are,
because there is scarcely a home in
that market of 40,000, two-thirds
of the population of Alaska, that
hasn't its radio set. With it they
know what's happening, what's
likely
and what's
what.
Withoutto ithappen,
they would
be outcasts,
ignorant of what the world is doing. For when KGBU goes on the
air, it knows that Alaskans have
their ears to the loudspeaker.
Mrs. Britton is a licensed amateur, having taken a course at the
Portland Y. M. C. A. in 1932. As
a matter of fact, she would be a
licensed technician had not family
circumstances interrupted the studies just a couple of weeks before
the end of the term. At any rate,
she knows what the control room
and the tubes and the dials are for,
even though she doesn't handle
them.
With a staff of five, including
Mr. (director and chief engineer)
and Mrs. (commercial manager)
Britton, the station gets along in
nice fashion, throwing a signal on
900 kc. that fans . out a thousand
and more miles in all directions.
The next best reception in that region, Mrs. Britton says, comes
from KNX, Hollywood.
Sunday is a big day at KGBU,
for the whole staff throws guns
over their shoulder, or arms itself with fishing regalia, and goes
out for the morning for a session
of hunting, or maybe to see how
they are biting.
Half the KGBZ schedule is commercial but the rate of $20 an hour
isn't very
high,of Mrs.
Britton contends, in view
the unexpectedly
wealthy market that is reached.
it's allwidely
great traveled
fun to
thisAnyhow,
hard-working,
commercial manageress, although
a far cry from the Portland microphone appearances that a decade
ago marked her radio debut.
International

Radio Club

Plans Sessions Dec. 9-11
AN INVITATION to several hundred broadcasting and advertising
agency executives will shortly be
issued by Jack Rice, president of
the International Radio Club, with
headquarters at Miami, to attend
the sixth annual International Radio Party, according to Elmer H.
Dressman, publicity director of
Cincinnati, who is directWCKY,
ing the publicity of the 1935 event.
The party will be held this year
in Havana Dec. 9-11, the guests
convening in Miami and proceeding in a chartered boat to the
Cuban capital where they will be
the guests of the Republic. Senor
Juan Sabates, president of the
Cuban National Tourist Commission, will take charge of the entertainment.
STATIONS of the MBS Network
have completed installation of twoway permanent lines, eliminating
the former need of special lines.
This will facilitate the exchange
of sustaining features, the hookup
of the four stations now being for
18 hours a day.
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Becker to FCC Post
SAMUEL BECKER, general counsel to the power division of the
Public Works Administration, has
been named assistant special counsel by the FCC to take full charge
of legal work in the telephone investigation. As part of the investigation the FCC will, inquire into
broadcasting line charges. Mr.
Becker, 32, is a graduate of Harvard Law School and the University of Wisconsin. He practiced
law in Wisconsin from 1927 to
1931, when he was named executive counsel to Governor Phil LaFollette, also serving as special
state counsel in several cases and
aiding the Public Service Commission in telephone rate studies. He
returned to law practice and in
September, 1933, joined PWA as
counsel for Wisconsin.
Sell

The

Southwest
with
SBS
Twelve Major
Stations for Twelve
Major Markets!
SOUTHWEST
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
General Office — Fort Worth

Campbell
Increases
Broadcasts

Soup

Co.

Sales
on

by

CBS

Three Leading Types Display a
Remarkable Advance in Year
WITHIN less than a year after
Campbell Soup Co., Camden, N. J.,
started broadcasting its Hollywood
Hotel programs on CBS, the sales
of its three leading soups increased
30, 35 and 100% respectively, according to a brochure just issued
by CBS.
the spon-to
sor with So
its pleased
success, was
according
CBS, that it decided to launch a
second program on the same network, featuring Burns & Allen.
The program advertises the sponsor's tomato juice.
The increases in soup sales were
definitely traced to the CBS series,
the brochure points out. It quotes
H. F. Jones, Campbell advertising
manager, referring to the new
CBS program, as follows:
"This step was based upon several conclusions: First, that radio
ownership had become almost universal and that the hours of daily
listening, already considerable,
were steadily increasing; second,
the decided interest of grocery
dealers in radio broadcasting; and
third, the hope that in the use of
an entirely new medium with a
new kind of mass circulation, the
sales of Campbell's soup could be
given an entirely fresh impetus.
"The question then presented itself, 'What in radio broadcasting
would constitute the equivalent of
that same dominance which Campbell's soups have so long enjoyed
•RADIO

IS THE

U1S|TVE£SAL
LANGUAGE
IN JHAV^II

Fried Mouse
A FLASH of fire greeted
James Poole, of WLS, Chicago, when he turned on the
amplifier for his microphone
to make the noonday livestock report. "What's the
trouble,
asked Engineer Jim?"
Charles Nehlson
over
the private telephone.
"Trouble enough," Jim responded. "I've got an elechere."
mouse out
The mousetrocutedhad
crawled
through a hole in the panel.
The broadcast was shifted to
another studio.
in other media?' A study of the
field of broadcasting convinced us
that it would be only logical for
Campbell's soups to choose the
largest radio network in the world
as the vehicle to carry its radio
Dealers Pleased
REFERRING to the Hollywood
program." Mr. Jones said: "Even
Hotel
before series,
the program began to be
broadcast, evidence was forthcoming to assure Campbell's that they
had made a wise decision. Campbell's soup salesmen, making their
routine calls on dealers, found an
extraordinary enthusiasm for the
broadcasting plan. Checks of retail
displays showed that the advance
posters announcing the Hollywood
Hotel program had received far
more than the usual prominence
in dealers' windows. Jobbers reported immediate increase in their
regional orders.
"The Campbell Soup Co. was encouraged, but the paramount
question still remained
to be answered
— -would the new broadcasting
campaign result in an increased
use ofswer Campbell's
soups?
anwas not long in
coming.TheFrom
all over the country — in big cities
and small towns — came word that
'Campbell's soup sales are increas"The old Campbell policy of accustoming the public to look for
Campbell advertising in the same
place fied
week
after week
was intensiwhen radio
accustomed
them
toing.'
listen to Campbell broadcasts
again
on
the and
sameagain
days. at the same time
"Thousands of incidents were reported of housewives talking about
the broadcast on Saturday while
buying Campbell's soups (on SatTHE OZARKS' MOST EFFECTIVE ADVERTISING MEDIUM.

-Hawaii

'Tkink±9

Speak*, and £uu± -(imeiicanl
onsisting of
Its imports from the United States'
food, automobiles, radio sets, cosmetics, clothing,
toothpaste and other merchandise — aggregate
$70,000,000 annually.
This rich, typically American market is adequately
covered by KGMB, Hawaii's Premier Broadcast
Station.
with System
ColumbiaAffiliated
Broadcasting
Western Electric Turntables
78 and 33 1-3 r. p. m.
Complete
World Broadcasting
System
and
Standard Radio, Inc.
Transcription Libraries
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KGMB
FRED J. HART, Pmldt.l *nd G.nu.1 Mhjim
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE. CALIF ORNIAN HOTEL

560
lOOO
KC
WAITS
" KEEP WATCHING
THE OZARKS"...
SPRING*
I EID, MO.
OZARKS' ONLY CLEAR
DAYTIME STATION....
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
Wl LSON'DALTON
CHICAGO
KANSAS CITV

urday
307c and
of the
ing is done
thisretail
is alsofood
the buyday *I
following the Hollywood Hotel
broadcast). On Fridays and Saturdays we have a large corps of 1
men in stores across the country 1
making retail sales. Regardless of ,
where they work, they report every
Saturday direct sales of Campbell's soups from the broadcast.
Think of what this means in 460,000 stores selling Campbell's soups.
Retailin sales
of Campbell's
tomato
soup
the past
year (Hollywood
Hotel started Oct. 5, 1934) have
increased over 30%.
"Retail sales of vegetable soup
have increased 35%.
An "Astounding" Jump
"AND in chicken soup, there is a
very conclusive and interesting
story of direct traceable return.
We used no media other than radio to feature this soup during the
past nine months. We featured it ]
on the air from October to January, using one-third of our commercials on Campbell's chicken
soup, tellingandof value.
its improved
deliciousness
Sales took
an astounding jump to a well-over i
double basis.
"Our chicken soup business was
big before. This increase has been
very marked and very gratifying
to us and to grocers. We are going to continue to feature chicken
soup — together
with via
tomato
— vegetable and others
Hollywood
Hotel's increasing popularity is
making this program a selling
medium of ever increasing effectiveness. We regard our radio
broadcasting as an extremely sue- ■
cessf ul move — and we expect to use
radio as a major weapon in the
sale of Campbell's soups and other
The CBS brochure cites a survey by Dr. Daniel Starch in 108
cities, which indicated that 42 milproducts."
lion persons have listened to Hollywood Hotel. The survey, said to be
the largest ever made of audience size for a single broadcast, was
carried on in 108 towns and cities
ranging from 1,000 to 7,000,000 in
population and located in every
time zone.
To insure a satisfactory crosssection, calls were distributed
among all income groups in proportion to the distribution of population. Although the program
checked was broadcast on an evening when thunderstorms prevailed in many sections and the
percentage of sets in operation
was less than normal, more than
15,000,000 were said to have been
listening to the program. By measuring the number who did not
listen to this program (July 21),
but had heard previous broadcasts,
the size of the cumulative audience was determined, this check
apparently showing that more than
42,000,000 had listened again and
again to the programs.
Pinaud

Using Discs

PINAUD Inc., New York (cosmetics) on Sept. 30 started an
RCA-Victor transcription series on
KNX, Hollywood, and KFRC, San
Francisco, using the same program broadcast on MBS. Initial
contracts are for 11 weeks. The
KNX discs are broadcast Mondays to Fridays inclusive, 8:158:30 p. m. (PST) and the KFRC
series is broadcast Wednesdays
through Sundays, 9:45-10 p. m.
(PST).
Lord
& Thomas, New
York,
is the
agency.
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QUESTIONNAIRES

fiot data

fiot the

AS

OOK
STILL

UNANSWERED

should be back in our hands not later than November

the
ADVERTISING
RADIO

coopeiatlon

AGENCIES

ADVERTISERS

PROGRAM

PRODUCERS
NATIONAL

AND

off

BROADCASTING
EQUIPMENT

STATIONS

MANUFACTURERS

TRANSCRIPTION

REGIONAL

1

PRODUCERS

NETWORKS

... in replying promptly to our questionnaires (recently mailed by the thousands) will
be deeply appreciated by the editors of this important edition. Gratefully acknowledging
the enthusiastic reception of our first Year Book Edition (1935), our aim is to make the
next issue of the Year Book even more comprehensive, including many new directory features. Your cooperation is needed to maintain it as thoroughly accurate as possible. To
this end we are starting now to gather the material for this compendium

of radio data —

Radio's Only Annual Directory.
PUBLICATION DATE
February
15, 1936

ADVERTISING DEADLINE
December
15, 1935

PHOTO BY VON BEHR
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difference

the

WORLD!

the

in

a vivid innovation in the art
HERE'S
of making Electrical Transcriptions

dimension.
instruments

for broadcasting. It's not just an improvement, nor is it merely a refinement of other
methods. Electrical transcriptions by

speaks your advertising message is suddenly transformed from a far-off impersonal voice into a real personality who

World

seems

are definitely different, almost beyond the possibility of comparison, because

It brings the voices and the
to life! The announcer who

to be present

becomes,

almost

in the room.

in fact, a human

the tonal range is doubled !
The answer lies in the fact that the

the strongest possible selling force.

electric vibrations

illustrations.

process

of the sound

are produced

World

recording

transcriptions
But

when

illustrations in magazine

at right angles to

He

voice,

are like color
you

use color

advertising

the

other methods — they are vertical instead
of horizontal. Every leading station in the

cost of the space is greatly increased. Time

country,

recognizing

knowing

the advantages

charge for using the more brilliant effect.
First class talent and time on the air deserve

method,

is today

vertical recordings
But what
One

way

the difference
inherent

equipped

on the air is different— there is no extra

and

in this

to broadcast

the best production

by World.

interests

you

slight added cost of using vertical

is the result.

transcriptions

to describe it is to say that the

vertical process gives the program

job, and the

turns into appreci-

able profit when your radio program starts to produce results.

a third

Here is a rare opportunity to get the most for your
money. Take advantage of color in radio advertising, by means of World transcriptions. Let us give
you an audition, and prove that — there's all the
difference in the WORLD !
WORLD

Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
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SYSTEM,
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Passing The Bunk
IT IS NO CONCERN of ours that there are
personalities on the FCC which happen to clash.
The well-known fact that Chairman Anning S.
Prall has not spoken to Commissioner George
Henry Payne for about a year, except in the
handling of official business at meetings, is
their own affair. But when newspaper stories
are spread, designed to convey the impression
that the FCC is split wide open with dissension, it is a matter of concern to everyone interested in broadcasting and communications
generally. We are able to report that, except
for the personal feeling between the aforesaid
two commissioners, both hailing from New
York State, the stories regarding a split of
the FCC into "conservative" and "progressive"
elements are pure poppycock.
In a bipartisan commission of seven members it is natural that differences of opinion
should develop — that is inherent in democratic
government. But our inquiries among members of the FCC reveal definitely that these differences are only occasional, have nothing to
do with broad general policies and are entirely
honest disagreements in specific matters such
as would arise in any organization. The Broadcast Division is functioning harmoniously, and
so are the other divisions.
That Commissioner Payne, the Republican
minority member whose term expires next July
1, is eager to gain an identity in the broadcasting field, is apparent — witness his recent
speech at Cornell which we have previously
reported and commented upon. That Mr.
Payne isn't entirely happy over Chairman
Prall's recent appointment and confirmation
for the seven-year term, which means that
Senator Wheeler will undoubtedly get his way
next year in securing a Western member for
the Commission in lieu of the New York minority member, is also obvious. Hence the
"cleavage".
The "peg" upon which the reporters hung
their recent stories about dissension in the
FCC ranks was a statement by Commissioner
Irvin Stewart, chairman of the Telegraph Division, on which Mr. Payne sits, in which he
criticized recent decisions of the Broadcast Division as being in conflict with its own standards. Dr. Stewart was the first to disclaim
any intention of precipitating a rift, let alone
creating the impression that the FCC members are divided into factions. Dr. Stewart is
one of the ablest, most astute and hardest
working young men in any of the New Deal's
agencies. He unqualifiedly asserts that he
doesn't feel that his statement, or any other
Page 34

occurrence, discloses a "conservative" vs. "progressive" split among FCC members. Nor do
we think that Mr. Payne's Cornell speech, in
which he assailed the broadcasters for being
"too commercial" by comparison with the "free
press", proved any such point— unless, indeed,
it proved that Mr. Payne represents a one-man
faction.
The newspaper stories were obviously
"planted" to fan further press criticism of
radio and its regulators. There may be plenty
of room for criticism of the FCC, but not on
this score. It would be unfortunate indeed ifthe administration's project for an integration
of wire and wireless regulation through the
FCC should be thwarted by ill-timed efforts to
incite anew the moribund radio-press war.
A

Smart

Campaign

ONLY IN recent months have national advertisers awakened to the realization that many
local sustaining fees are worthy of national
sponsorship. Every station in the country with
any audience at all has one or more standout
local sustainings that command made-to-order
audiences for would-be sponsors.
Lehn & Fink, for its Hinds Honey & Almond
Cream, now makes a big stride in the placement of a studio spot campaign. In 18 markets, it will sponsor a dozen different audiencetested local features. The campaign supplements its CBS network show. Day-time is being used. Many advertisers and their agencies
will watch the results with great interest, for it
is in the nature of the first really large-scale
experiment. Assuming the commercials will
be properly done, we hazard the prediction that
the campaign will prove entirely successful.
Murder

of Music?

ASCAP is up to its old tricks. It has sounded
the opening gun of a new propaganda campaign against broadcasting, obviously contriving to counteract the onslaught against its
own monopolistic and arbitrary dealings. It
is the oldest of the "old army games" in the
publicity line.
In a publicity release issued this month,
ASCAP assei-ts that "murder of music" by
radio was accomplished last year when the
85 leading tunes of the year were played
1,255,669 times by the two principal networks. About two years ago ASCAP issued
a propaganda blast titled Murder of Music in
which it set out to prove that radio had killed
sheet music, phonograph record and other
musical instrument sales.
ASCAP recites a long list of figures on

RADIO

BOOK
SHELF
A COLLECTION of 42 radio talks delivered
by Hendrik Willem van Loon over an NBCWJZ network has been announced for publication Nov. 14 by Harcourt, Brace & Co.
under the title Air-Storming. The book is
dedicated to John Royal, NBC vice president
in charge of programs. The original text is
used, which of course is in conversational
style. A number of i*adio ancedotes surrounding Dr. van Loon are included. Most of the
chapters interpret current events in the light
of history, with others prophesying coming
events.
radio performances of musical compositions
in an effort to prove only one point — that
radio "must pay for the performance of music
a sum sufficient to compensate for some of
the losses in sheet music sales." It said "Love
in Bloom" was played 24,374 times during
1934 over the networks. Sheet music sales
that year totaled 500,000 copies, whereas it is
contended that before radio a song of equal
popularity sold nearly 2,000,000 copies.
ASCAP does not recite in its handout the
well known fact that radio tends to popularize the works of composers. Moreover, it does
not bring out that composers and publishing
houses are constantly plaguing the networks,
stations and performers to "plug" their numbers. Innumerable cases of bribery of orchestra leaders and performers have been exposed. Nor does ASCAP reveal that radio is
already paying about $3,000,000 a year to the
music trust, much of which goes into sixfigure salaries to a coterie of its executives.
Well, the blacksmiths did a swell horseshoeing business before the advent of the
automobile.

Jeff Webb
only drop my newspaper work
and devote myself entirely to radio." Thus,
somewhat wistfully, Jefferson B. Webb, who
combined the management of the Detroit News
and its pioneer radio station WWJ, revealed
his affection for broadcasting as an art and
business to the writer in his office in Detroit
a few weeks before his untimely passing. We
were looking over the architect's tentative
drawings for WWJ's $650,000 new studio and
transmitting plants. Jeff Webb loved radio, as do most newspapermen who "go
radio", and he knew its vitality and significance as an entertainment and cultural
intimately. Broadcasting was
most
medium
secondary in his duties only because he had
perforce to devote more of his attention to the
alumnus
big newspaper plant. The writer, an
of the Detroit News reportorial staff, joins
15
with Jeff Webb's host of friends in mourning
best evidence of the:
Sept.of30.
his
man, and the esteem in
the The
character
fine death
which he was held even by his radio rivals,
was the remark Leo Fitzpatrick of WJR made
about him while he was still alive: "Jeff Webb
is one of the finest gentlemen in or out of the
radio or newspaper business; he is one of the
first men I would go to with any personal
problem." — Martin Codel.
"IF I COULD
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EDGAR
DYNAMIC Edgar Kobak, fresh
from the highest position any man
could command in the trade journal publishing field, brought to
NBC when he joined it a little
more than a year ago that intan"something" To
that call
words
hardlygible
describe.
himcana
"pepper goes,
- upper",
as enough.
the popular
phrase
is not
He
has a mind and a method that
go far beyond mere salesmanship.
Watching his quick grasp of the
fundamentals of radio, and observing the tonic effect of his personality on the NBC staff, from exi ecutives down to page boys, one
is primarily impressed with the
keenness and soundness of the
man.
He was a smart choice from another viewpoint. When he was appointed vice president of NBC in
charge of sales, he was serving
Ihis second term as president of
ithe Advertising Federation of
America and probably was the
outstanding leader in American
advertising generally. When the
AFA convention adjourned in Chicago last June, Edgar Kobak was
elected to his second term as chairman of its board. He has been,
for more than a year, radio broadcasting's chief liaison man with
the advertising world at large —
T and to him, to a large extent, commercial broadcasting owes much of
the heightening esteem that radio
is constantly commanding among
advertisers and agencies.
Because he has been in the limelight primarily as an advertising
executive, it is not generally
known that Edgar Kobak is a
trained electrical engineer. Nor is
:it widely known that only a few
months ago he marked out his
fortieth natal day. He is another
proof that radio is still essentially
iHJft young man's game.
Born in Chicago on April 18,
1895, Edgar Kobak went to St.
Edward's Hall of Notre Dame University for his grammar school
education, and then to Lane Technical High School of Chicago.
When he was 15 his family moved
:o Atlanta, and he went to work.
His first job was with an outside
3rew of the Georgia Power Co.
The same youthful vigor that he
"etains today won him the atten-
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KOBAK
tion of his chiefs, who watched
with interest this studious young
man who studied nights to add to
his pi-actical training in electrical
engineering.
They insisted that he go to college. He enrolled in Georgia Tech,
where he continued his interest in
athletics and helped pay his way
by assisting in the electrical laboratory. He was only 21 when, as
he admits, his heart got the better
of his ambitions. He married Evelyn Hubert, an Atlanta girl, and
quit college to return to the Georgia Power Co.
Writing always had a fascination for young Kobak, and he decided to enter that field via the
back door. He had an offer to sell
subscriptions for an electrical trade
magazine, which he accepted because it meant a 30-day training
trip to New York. All the time he
was on the road he kept sending
in news items, technical articles
and photographs. His editors were
impressed, and they brought him
to New York as assistant editor
of Electrical World. He served
with that paper for two years, and
then gave up editorial work in
favor of a job as advertising salesman with the McGraw - Hill Company.
That began his advertising
career, which next took him to St.
Louis as manager of the McGrawHill office there. Back to New
York after a year, his steady rise
took him to the position of vice
president by the time he was 30.
Successively his duties embraced
the presidency of the McGraw-Hill
Co. of California and directorships
of the various publishing subsidiaries of the parent McGraw-Hill
Co. He was the managerial head
of that publishing business when
Messrs. Aylesworth and Patterson
offered him the NBC post in
March, 1934.
Mr. Kobak has found time for
public as well as private activity.
He is a member of Alfred P.
Sloane's Committee for the Consideration of Inter - Governmental
Debts and director of the National
Better Business Bureau.
He was also chairman of the advertising review and of the advertising and publicity advisory committees of the late NRA. The Chi-
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ROBERT E. CHAFFEE, former
editor and publisher, has joined the
CBS Chicago sales staff. A graduate of the University of Chicago law
school, Mr. Chaffee was formerly associated with The Chicagoan and was
editor and publisher of the tennis
magazine Racquet.
J. H. (Jim) COSGROVE, for the
last year commercial manager of
KYA, San Francisco, resigned, effective Oct. 1. Edward MeCallum.
general manager, is supervising the
commercial department along with
his other duties.
LARRY HOLCOMB, who left the
New York continuity staff of NBC
in 1931 to become radio director of
Fletcher & Ellis Inc., has returned to
NBC as central division continuity
editor, succeeding Willis Cooper, who
is now devoting his entire time to radio writing, including the scripts for
the NBC broadcasts Flying Time and
Lights Out.
JOHN T. CAREY, for more than
eight years with Dade Epstein Adv.
Agency, Chicago, has joined the sales
staff of WIND, Gary, Ind.
GUY EARL, president of KNX, Hollywood, left for Washington and New
York Oct. 6 on a business trip, to
be gone about a month.
MAXINE WRIGHT, formerly radio
director of the Brown-Dunkin Co.,
Tulsa, and also formerly with the
Mills-Wolf Adv. Agency, Tulsa, has
joined the commercial department of
KOMA, Oklahoma City.
JOHN Inc.,
FOX,
of BonwitTeller
New formerly
York specialty
shop,
has joined the CBS advertising department as production manager.
RICHARD J. SCHMIDT, formerly
of KFYR, Bismarck, N. D., has been
named general manager of KLPM.
Minot, N. D. Claude C. Turner,
formerly of West Coast stations and
KFYR,
has been appointed commercial manager.
CLAY HARRIS Jr. has been appointed assistant
commercial
ager of WAGF,
Dothan,
Ala. manLLOYD
E. YODER,
NBC's
westernin
division press
relations
manager
San Francisco and a former AilAmerican of Carnegie Tech, has gotten his official togs out of the mothballs and is again officiating football
at Pacific Coast conference games.
LEONARD HOLE, formerly with
Benton & Bowles Inc., has joined
CBS as assistant to W. B. Lewis,
commercial program director.
ROBERT A. KESNER, formerly
with WBBM, Chicago, has joined the
Chicago sales office of WBS.
TED TURNER, in a production
capacity with Freeman Lang sound
studios, Hollywood, for five years resigned Oct. 1 and started East selling Productions,
transcriptionsHollywood.
of Earnshaw Radio
HENRY SHUMAR, Pacific Coast
theatrical producer and actor, has
been appointed production manager
of Titan Productions Inc., San Francisco
concern.
succeeds transcription
Mason Moltzner,
who He
resigned
to do free lance continuity writing
and acting. William Gilchrist has
joined Titan Productions as assistant
sales manager.
cago-born
and hissons,
Atlanta wifeSoutherner
have two sturdy
17 and 15, who, like their father,
are showing a decided penchant
for athletics, chiefly swimming —
their mutual hobby. They are at
Hill School, Pottstown, Pa. Mr.
Kobak is a member of the Advertising Club of New York and the
Engineers Club.

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

JOHN

PICKARD, formerly associated with the National Broadcasting
Australia Commission
as continuitystations
writer, in
producer
and actor, who recently arrived in the
United States, has joined NBC in
San Francisco as writer and actor.
His dramatization
Dumas'overThree
Musketeers
is to be of
produced
the
shortly.
NBC Western division network
CONNIEnouncer ofDESMOND,
anWSPD, Toledo,sports
has been
named assistant program director under Russell Gohring. C. Gibson Barlow, formerly with the CBS production staff in Chicago, has been transferred from the sales staff to the program department and will supervise
continuity. George Pickard, formerly of W7XYZ, Detroit, and other
Michigan nouncing
stations,
has joined the anstaff.
JOHN CANNING Jr., continuity
writer of KSO and WHO, Des
Moines, and WMT, Cedar Rapids,
has succeeded David Cogswell as
publicity director of the Iowa Broadcasting System and radio editor of
the Des Moines Register & Tribune.
Murray Nelson, Des Moines, Drake
University law student, has joined
KSO as part-time announcer. Wayne
Ackley,
announcer,
married Oct.KSO
1 to Miss
Karen was
Norgaard,
of Unionville, Conn.
HAROLD ISBELL has been made
assistant production manager of the
CBS studios in Chicago. Isbell
joined the CBS Chicago announcing
staff in March, 1934, and was made
a member of the production staff in
the fall of that year.
DON COPELAND. formerly with
CKGW, now CRCT, Toronto, and
for the past two years manager of
CJRC, Winnipeg, is reported to have
left the broadcasting station manageship and gone into private business in
Vancouver.
BOB THOMLINSON, for five years
an announcer for KGW-KEX, Portland, Ore., has joined KHQ, Spokane.
Bill Ross, of KHQ, has joined KGWKEX.
LOUIS ALLEN,
the announcing staff of formerly
WGAR, of
Cleveland,
has been named chief announcer in
the radio division of the Cleveland
Guild of the Arts.
DOUG MONTELL has resigned as
sports announcer for KLX, Oakland,
Cal., and has gone to KSFO, San
Francisco, to conduct a musical show
five days weekly. He also is handling
the microphone for many of the
northern California football games
sponsored by the Associated Oil Co.
of California. His successor at KLX
is Phil Ray, ex-newspaperman.
JAMES CROCKER has joined the
anonuncing staff of WOAI, San Antonio, succeeding Buster Bryan, who
has gone to KFI, Los Angeles.
BILL ROYLE, formerly with NBC
in San Francisco, on Oct. 1 joined
the announcing staff of KHJ, Los
Angeles.
JOHN BAKER, formerly of the
faculty of Massachusetts State College, has joined WLS, Chicago, to
conduct the WLS Dinnerbell Program. At the college he had been in
charge of radio programs, specializin farmBoston
servicestations.
on WBZ-WBZA,
and ingother
MISS MILLIE BRUDER, hostess
of WGOR, Cleveland, is handling a
daily news program and is believed
by thenine station
only feminewscaster toin be
the the
country.
RAYMOND TAYLOR has been
named program director of KTSM, El
Paso, and Ray Chapman has been
added to the department.
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NORMAN TWIGGER, of the WCAE
Players, Pittsburgh, also will do a
regular announcing trick at the station, replacing David Baylor, who
has gone to WGAR, Cleveland.
JACQUELINE SELF, NBC press
department, San Francisco, resigned
Oct. 15, and returns to her home in
Pueblo, Colo., where she will be married Dec. 25 to George M. Schroedter,
Los Angeles business executive.
CHARLES BENSON, former KFI
relief announcer, on Oct. 2 joined
KMTR, Hollywood, replacing Wallace McLain, resigned.
ROLAND STOREY, formerly active
in Little Theatre circles in Dallas,
has
er. joined WFAA as relief announcCHARLES WILTON has been promoted to a full-time announcing post
on WCSC, Charleston, S. C, with
the advent of Lee King, former newspaperman. Frank Blair, news announcer, will be married Oct. 20 to
Miss Lillian Stoddard, of Beaufort,
S. C.
MRS. DAVE WARD, wife of the
chief announcer of KELW, Burbank,
Cal., has been appointed to the station's announcing staff.
TRUE BOARDMAN, of the continuity staff of KHJ, Los Angeles, is the
father of a girl born in September.
CARROLL
O'MEARA,
KHJ,
Los Angeles,
late in writer
Septemberat
was appointed continuity editor.
GEORGE F. MeGARRETT, for eight
years with the CBS production staff
and recently assistant commercial
program supervisor, has joined Nick
Dawson Radio Productions, New
York, as producer and radio director.
DOUGLAS EDWARDS has joined
the announcing staff of WAGF, Dotham, Ala., and is acting as publicity
director. Sidney W. Spender has
been named program director.

MANAGERS TAKE HAND— Robert T. (Bob Thomas) Convey, president of KWK, St. Louis (at right)
and John Harrington, assistant
manager, handle sports broadcast
for their station. They have just
finished a season of baseball programs, sponsored by General Mills
(Wheaties), and are broadcasting
football games sponsored for the
second season by Walgreen Stores.
EVALYN HENDERSON, secretary
to Clyde Coombs and Tracy Moore,
NBC sales executives in San Francisco, has resigned and on Oct. 12
married Orla St. Clair, San Francisco
attorney.
LESLIE MAUPIN has been named
program manager of KLPM,' Minot,
N. D. Harold Eldering now is musical director. Arthur Solga, formerly
of KGCX, Wolf Point, Mont., and
ship stations, has been named news
editor.
GEORGE W. LEDERER, veteran
producer, has been named dramatic
consultant of WINS, New York.
THOMAS NOBLES, for six years
with KTHS, Hot Springs, has joined
WDOD, Chattanooga, as announcer.
Dorothy Wood McCurdy has been
named WDOD program director.

MISS SARAH HOBSON, secretary
to Don E. Gilman, NBC western division vice-president, on Nov. 1 will
be transferred from the San Francisco towork.Hollywood
offices of
the netShe is at present
supervising
the decorations for the new studios
there.
HOWARD NEEDHAM has been appointed radio editor of the San Francisco Chronicle, succeeding John Hobart, who has been transferred to the
drama department of the paper.
WAYNE GRIFFIN, Portland, Ore.,
stage producer, is substituting as
NBC special features producer in San
Francisco during the absence of Don
Thompson, who has been assigned to
announce Pacific Coast football for
the season.
JAMES MORGAN, production manager of KSFO, San Francisco, has
returned to his desk after a tonsil
operation.
ROBERT WALKER, new to radio,
has been added to the announcing
staff of KRE, Berkeley, Cal.
JERRY B U T L E R, of WBRE,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., was married Sept.
18. James McCarthy, relief announcer, is the father of a boy born in
September.
E. HARVE PARTRIDGE, for 18
years with the Spokane Chronicle,
has news.
joined KFPY, that city, in charge
of
PIERRE DeMILLER has been
named production manager of WLBC,
Muncie, Ind.
CHARLES TYE has been added to
the announcing staff of KSFO, San
Francisco, assisting Milton Adair,
sports announcer, in producing the
nightly Sport Page. Adair covers the
San Francisco area. Tye, well known
in Pacific Coast sports, covers the
Oakland features.
MISS MARIANNE KERNAN. of
the commercial department of WHIO,
Dayton, was married recently to Arthur Foeke III, of Washington.
OZZIE NELSON, orchestra leader,
and Harriet Hilliard, blues singer
featured with his orchestra, were married Oct. 8 in Jersey City.
Will Rogers Memorial
RADIO, aviation, motion pictures
and newspapers are collaborating
in the selection of a memorial for
Will Rogers, humorist and actor,
through formation of the Will
Rogers Memorial Commission.
James W. Baldwin, NAB managing director, has been serving on
the operations committee and attended meetings in New York Oct.
1 and 3. The committee is made
up of distinguished friends and
former associates of the comedian.

Western

Electric's
wsoc

Non-Directional
Mike

Transradio News

for $70

To Spot Advertisers, WSOC
offers a choice fifteen-minute
period of TRANSRADIO
NEWS. This spot already has
a wide and consistent listener
audience, ready to buy your
soup, soap or automobiles.
Wire or write for price and de-

(including cord and jack
Highest grade pick-up from every
angle . . .Dynamic ty pe. . . engineered
by Bell Telephone Laboratories.
Order yours from Graybar today.
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Charlotte, N. C.

David Ovens, President
Of Retail Group, Signs
Big Contract for Store
IVEY'S, largest store between
Richmond and Atlanta, and located
at Charlotte, N. C, has signed a
44-week contract with WBT, Charlotte, to use radio every day except Sunday. David Ovens, manager of the store, who signed the
contract, is president of the Nation. tional Retail Dry Goods AssociaSigning of the contract followed
a series of test programs last year
under a short-term schedule, with
a complete survey being made of
the field, the store acting on the
basis of this survey for its first
serious radio advertising.
The schedule calls for time signal announcements at station!
breaks, five times daily, six days a
week, tion
until
Aug. WBT
29, 1936.
The ac-a
indicates,
believes,
swing toward radio by department
country.
store executives throughout the
IN THE
CONTROL
ROOM!
DR. LEE de FOREST,
radio inventor, and others, filed papers of inn
corporation at Sacramento, Cal., late;
in September for the Television Corp
of Hollywood with capitalization o
2,500 shares of no par value. By
laws state the firm intends to develo
television for home and other uses
Other directors, besides Dr. de For
est, include C. Schilling, R. D. 1
Mert, J. K. McAlpine and Arthu
Fisher.
C. W. BAKER, formerly of KFYR
Bismarck, and KABR, Aberdeen, ha
been appointed chief engineer oi
KLPM, Minot, N. D.
GILBERT RHINE, formerly oi
WIRE, Indianapolis, and WOW0
Fort Wayne, Ind., has joined the en
gineering staff of WLBC, Muncie
Ind.
KENNETH C. NEUBRECHT, at
one time a member of the Waite Higl
School football team, of Toledo, national champions at that time, has
joined
Toledo. the control staff of WSPD
WESLEY CRAIG has been added tct
KGGC,
San Francisco, as junioi
technician, winning the post ovei I
more than 200 applicants.
HUGH WINTER, transmitter en
gineer of WDGY, Minneapolis, ha;
resigned to join the Minnesota high
way police at Redwood Falls.
ALLEN DUCKER, assistant engi
neer of WCSC, Charleston. S. C, was
married in September to Miss Heler
Steinbrecher, of Charleston.
JOHN T. HUBBARD, recent gradu
ate of the University of Alabama, i:,
assistant engineer of WAGF, Dothan
Ala.
EVAN HUGHES, control operato:
of
WBRE,recently
Wilkes-Barre,
wa:
married
to MissPa.,Phylli
Wynne, of Kingston, Pa.
JACK DEENEY, technician a
one"
in a Hollywood,
recent golf hit
match.a "hole-in
KFWB,
C. V. DAVEY, for three months re
lief operator at KJBS-KQW, Sai
Francisco and San Jose, has joinei
the regular staff.
A. A. TOUCHSTONE, engineer o
WPFB, Hattiesburg, Miss., resignei
Oct. 12, being succeeded by C. B
Dyess, who formerly held the posi
tion.
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How often we've found ourselves doing it... not through habit, but just unconsciously.
Pinched toes are painf ul . . . and so are sales setbacks... therefore why not join us and
realize REAL comfort. • One thing is certain... your SALES and DISTRIBUTION needn't
be suffering any losses ... if they are, then let us give you immediate relief. • One
glance

at our own
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RADIO... now!

REPRESENTATIVE :
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HEARST MAGAZINE BUILDING, 959 EIGHTH AVE., NEW YORK • COLUMBUS 5-7300
HEARST BUILDING, MARKET at THIRD, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. • DOUGLAS 2536
HEARST BUILDING, 326 WEST MADISON STREET, CHICAGO, ILL. • CENTRAL 6124

Sale
Far

of Radio
Exceeds

Sets
1934

Five-million Mark Is Expected
By Manufacturers in 1935
SALES of radio sets, tubes and
parts are expected by the producers to reach the 5,000,000 mark
this year, approximating the boom
production of 1929 and amounting
in dollar volume to about $350,000,000.
Bond P. Geddes, executive director of Radio Manufacturers Association, Washington, ascribes the
advance to better purchasing
power among labor and farm
groups, especially the latter. Further, there is the desire among set
owners to obtain newer all-wave
models.
"From the way the market has
been going during the summer,
and with the best sales months still
ahead," said Mr. Geddes, "we expect that at least 5,000,000 radios
will have been sold by the end of
the year, including auto radios and
battery sets. Last year 3,300,000
radios and 780,000 auto receivers
were sold for a total of about
$235,000,000. This year the market is at least double for auto radios, and we expect the gross for
all types of radios will run close
to $350,000,000."
Sales of the Philco Radio & Television Co., Philadelphia, are far
ahead of last year and production
has reached 9,000 sets a day. The
biggest increase comes from the
Midwest, with the South second
and the East normal.

abode

equals

Arthur H. Kudner Names
Four to Executive Staff
ARTHUR H. KUDNER Inc., New
York agency, has announced
through its president, A. H. Kudner, that the following have been
made vice-presidents: Charles F.
Gannon, Samuel D. Fuson, J. H.
S. Ellis and Edward J. Owens. H.
F. Douglas has been named office
administrator.
The announcement also gave the
complete list of accounts handled
by this agency as follows: General Motors Corp., Detroit, (institutional copy in printed media) ;
Fisher Body Corp., Detroit; Buick
Motor Co., Flint, Mich.; MacFadden Publications Inc., New York
{True Story magazine) ; National
Distillers Products Corp., New
York; Standard Air Conditioners
Inc., New York; Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co., Akron, O.; WoodBriquettes Inc., New York; Walter
Kidde Sales Co., New York (fire
extinguishers) ; Koppers Gas &
Coke Co., Brooklyn; Koppers Connecticut Coke Co., New Haven.
The agency will have offices in
the Albee Bldg., Washington, D.
C, and the New Center Bldg., Detroit, in addition to the New York
office in the Graybar Bldg.
NBC Directors Reelected
ALL DIRECTORS of NBC were
reelected at a stockholders meeting of the corporation held at RCA
headquarters in New York Oct. 4,
and, as a consequence, it is presumed that all officers of the network will be reelected at the next
board meeting, tentatively scheduled for Oct. 18. Impending
changes in executive ranks of NBC
have been rumored for some time.

WCAE

A-WCAE'S NEW TOTAL AUDIENCE WILL BE THE LARGEST EVER
ATTAINED BY ANY RADIO STATION IN THE PITTSBURGH
TRADING AREA WITH ITS INCREASED DAYTIME POWER OF
5,000 WATTS.
B-WCAE ADDS 1,000,000 MORE NEW CUSTOMERS TO ITS ALREADY TREMENDOUS, ESTABLISHED AUDIENCE — FREE OF
CHARGE.
C-EMPLOYMENT IN PITTSBURGH HAS REACHED ITS PEAK — AND
IS GREATER NOW THAN AT ANY TIME DURING 1935. WAGE
EARNERS AND THEIR FAMILIES ARE BUYING NOW.
D-PITTSBURGH1 S INDUSTRIAL PAYROLLS ARE 9% GREATER AND
STEEL MILL WAGES ARE UP 25% OVER A YEAR AGO.
E-ALERT RADIO BUYERS BIDDING FOR SALES AND DISTRIBUTION IN THE PITTSBURGH TRADING AREA CAN CASH IN ON
THIS BUYING MARKET WITH WCAE.

PITTSBURGH

•
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HEARST
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Evening
of Broadcasts
TEXAS OIL Co., New York (Texaco products), with the 4,500BEST SEASON— In radio history capacity New York Hippodrome as
forecast by Roy C. Witmer (left), a studio, on Oct. 29 will start a
NBC vice president in charge of radio serial Jumbo, based on the <
sales operations, New York, and combined circus and musical show
Harry F. Anderson, NBC sales to open at that theatre, Oct. 26,
using a 62-station NBCmanager, San Francisco, confer- and
WEAF network Tuesdays, 9:30ring in San Francisco.
10 p. m. The time formerly was
used by the sponsor for its Eddie
Duchin orchestra and Ed Wynn
Witmer Optimistic
programs.
Wynn, according
GENERAL conditions are improv- to New YorkEdreports,
has forsaking andward
as trend
a result
there
is
an
upen radio to enter the theatrical
in radio business
throughout the country, with producing business.
In the cast will be Jimmy Dubroadcasting facing the best fall
rante, comedian; Arthur Sinclair,
and winter in its history, stated
dean
of
the Irish Theatre; DonRoy C.dent Witmer,
NBC vice-presiald Novis, singer, and Gloria Grafof sales operations,
New
New York actress, who will
York City, in San Francisco Oct. furnishton, the
love interest. Durante
4 on his annual visit to the Paci- will play the part of the bungling
fic Coast. Witmer pointed out
that advertisers, realizing that ra- press agent who continually keeps
dio has become an integral part his circus-owning boss in hot water. Continuity will be written bj
of every day American life, are Charles
MacArthur and B e r
giving the public more and better Hecht, music
and lyrics by Rogers
entertainment and a fuller meaand Hart. Production will be di
sure of cultural and educational
material. Advertisers are learn- rected by Billy Rose, who is stag
ing the Hippodrome show. Louis
ing how to use radio more intelli- A.
Witten, radio director of Hanff
gently with the results showing in Metzger
Inc., New York, the Tex
dollars and cents, he said. While
aco
agency, will preside. Adolpl
in San Francisco Witmer conferred
Deutsch will direct a 32-piece or
with Don E. Gilman, NBC western
chestra, replacing Eddie Duchin
division vice-president and Harry
rights for the show, whicl
F. Anderson, western division willRadio
be shut down Tuesday evening
sales manager. He also visited ■e'vr the
radio performance, are un
the
Hollywood
and NBC
inspected
the new head^uarte—
studios and - derstood to be costing about $10,001
executive offices which will be a broadcast. Durante will handl<
commercials, with script dealinf
ready
with a service station in which b
ber. for use sometime in Novemis portrayed as part-owner. Tb
performance will take place fron
a circus ring around which th
CKNC Going Off Air
audience sits. It is the first tim
ANOTHER of Toronto's oldest in Broadway history that a sho\
stations, CKNC, was to leave the has capitulated to radio by closini
air after the Canadian election its doors to permit the cast to per
Oct. 14, it is understood on good form in a broadcast, although i
authority. Hector Charlesworth,
couple of years ago when E'
chairman of the Canadian Radio
Wynn was on the road with hi
Commission, hinted as much in a cwn musical show, the Tuesda
recent visit to Toronto, when he stage performances were cancelle
stated that CKNC would be use- for Wynn's Fire Chief programs
less as far as the Commission was
concerned. The station, a 100watter, was recently taken over by
Signa
the Commission on lease, and it Stronger WRVA
appears that when the election is Credited to Wood Towe
over, its use will have disappeared.
The station is carrying most of FIELD tests of the signal o
WRVA, Richmond, Va., whic
the network programs at present
placed a 326-foot wooden towe
ordinarily carried by the commisin operation last April, indicate
sion's Toronto outlet, CRCT.
400% increase in dependable nighl
time service area and a three-fol
increase in the daytime area, ac
cording to Paul F. Godley, radi
consulting engineer, of Uppe
Montclair, N. J., who designed th
antenna.
The self-supporting, curved-sid
triangular tower at Mechanics
ville is said to include many innc,
WJAY
vations in wood construction, witt
steel timber connectors providin
support without massive woo
construction. Greater operatin
flexibility is claimed from use c
a single-wire antenna suspende
Cleveland
from the tower.
610 Kilocycles
An Independent
Station
with
RIG

Representative
RADIO

Texaco "Jumbo" Series
To Close Stage Show on

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

Coverage
in Ohio

• • Exclusive

• •

JOHN BLAIR & CO.
Station Representatives
NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO
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Metcltandlllnj
Motel
Inside of a Program — Miles of Lace — Piles of Bottle Caps —
Big Year for Premiums — A Home-coming
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO
Co., New York, is distributing
hundreds of thousands of folders
explaining how the Chesterfield
program comes into the home from
the stage of a New York theatre.
Pictures of talent and technical
aspects of the broadcast are included, with simple explanations
of the various processes.
DRUG manufacturers using contests in their radio promotion have
added a new condition in the last
year — the name of the dealer who
sold the package to the winning
contestant. Scott & Bowne Inc.
(Scott's Emulsion), sponsoring
Gabriel Heatter on an NBC network, advises the trade to affix the
store name to the firm's cartons.
BIG

OAKS
From
Little Acorns Grow

»1T W Hf g i MTJNCIE,
ft KdM»*ym INDIANA

MEMBERS of NBC's One Man's
Family in San Francisco, sponsored by Standard Brands Inc.,
will be noted as sartorial authorities if they continue their present
course. The manufacturer of a
new jacket for college boys has
named it for Jack Barbour (Page
Oilman, who is the son of Don E.
Gilman, NBC western division
vice-president) ; a dress for school
girls bears a picture of Teddy
Barbour (Winifred Wolfe) on the
tag; Claudia (Kathleen Wilson)
has had a sports dress named for
her, and Clifford (Barton Yarborough) is the god-father of a
sweater.
IN A CONTEST over KNX, Hollywood, Electric Home Institute,
Los Angeles, received 800 entrants,
prizes including an electric range
and other appliances. Each entry
was accompanied by a jar of
orange marmalade, later donated
to charity. Prize winners and the
jury were given a studio party,
the
first Mayers
public use
the new
"A"
studio.
Co.,of Los
Angeles,
has the account.

9
A Question every buyer of spot radio
frequently asks is answered in an open
letter by Arthur B. Church
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A HOME-COMING for Lum & Abner, who rose to network fame after their success in Cleveland, was
staged Sept. 28 by WGAR, Clevein promoting
the station's
additionland, to
the NBC-WJZ
network
carrying this program for Horlick's Malted Milk Corp., Racine,
Wis. Starting the event was a
breakfast for the drug trade, with
Lum & Abner meeting representatives of drug chains, wholesalers
and the Northern Ohio Drug Association. A home-comine was
staged that night in the Statler
Hotel ballroom for 750 druggists
and their friends. Part of this
event was broadcast by WGAR.
Retail and chain drus:s used window strips and counter displays.
* * *
ROGER & GALLET, New York
(cosmetics), on its NBC-WJZ network program Fridays, 8:15-8:30
p. m., will stage a contest durina:
the first eight weeks of the series,
which starts Oct. 25. The contest
will call for messages appropriate
to send with a Roger & Gallet
Christmas gift. Weekly and grand
prizes will be offered for letters,
accompanied by a wrapper from
the sponsor's soap.
* * .#
MAKERS of premiums expect a
boom year, with premium business
expected to run about 450 million
dollars. A trend away from contests toward premiums, and removal of code restrictions, are cited
by the industry among reasons for
the optimistic estimate.
HOURS!

Full-time every day in the year.
Only full-time station in Tulsa
and northeastern Oklahoma.

KTUL
United Press news. Standard
Library Service and N. B. C.
"Thesaurus".
it's on When
KTUL. it's new

KMftC
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PROGRAM FROM THE INSIDE— The workings of the Chesterfield program are shown in this chart, which appears in a folder describing how
the Liggett & Myers broadcasts reach the home.

18
p-Car" isaui news.
KMBC "Scoop-Car < of local news.
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j.v and night- u
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y ere
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f^
s^
sas Cit
fnlne KanLt
representatives - Free
sincerely

ELECTRIC
WAVES

MORE than 184,000 bottle caps
from Budweiser beer were received
by KRNT, Des Moines, in its
$1,000 band contest in which 19
Iowa bands participated. Twice
weekly broadcasts were staged in
different communities, with supporters of the bands voting foi
their favorites with bottle caps.
The Newton, la., band, which
won the $500 first prize, made
trips over the state, playing concerts with bottle caps as the admission fee. At the end of the contest, a special program was staged
witb the six winning bands taking
part. Awards were made by Harrj
Goldman, of the C. C. Taft Co.
Des Moines distributor of Budweiser, and George F. Tilton, advertising director of the makers
Anheuser-Busch Inc., St. Louis.
The 184,000 bottle caps are saic
to represent well over 278,226 normal-sized beer bottles, since 50 %
of the Budweiser distribution ir
the territory is in quart bottles
Besides the radio promotion, 25-5
inches of newspaper publicity was
given the contest in 19 Iowa newspapers.several
Local sentiment
againsl
beer forced
bands to
drop
from the contest. WCTU petitions
protesting the event containec
14,500 names. * > *
ILLINOIS MEAT Co., Chicagc
(Broadcast corn beef hash), spon
sor ofringthe
Gossip Cavanaugl
Club starEddie Radio
and Fannie
six afternoons weekly over CBS
has launched a new series ovei
WBBM, Chicago, Broadcast Rhym
sters. In this new six-a-week series the Cavanaughs ask listeners
to write letters about themselves
Then on the air Fannie reads the
letters and Eddie recites an original rhyme based on the contents
of each. The idea was a big sue
cess
thetenCavanaughs
used when
it some
years ago firs'
anc
they (and the sponsors) believe |i
will be just as popular with the
audiencesAdv.
today.
Agency: J. L'
Sugden
Co., Chicago.
Get Business in Montana

5000 WATTS SAY
KANSAS
na WATTS RIGHT
e
h
C
»
s
1000
e
^PrB
CITY

KGIR
Only Station in Butte
Montana's Largest City
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kIBS has issued a brochure titled
>o/ro which depicts in figures and
:harts the network's coverage.
If ore than 76 ( i of all the nation's
mving is done in the MBS marie:,it is claimed. Comparison of
JBS rates with other networks is
<iven, including the MBS stations
'VLW.
WGN, and
s well WOR.
as additional
rates CKLW,
coverng Yankee Network stations,
ombined with MBS. Nineteen ad-ertisers have indicated their deire to use this new medium as it
inters its second season, it is
tated. Interspersed in the colored
naps and charts are terse pararraphs in a typewriter type-face
rhich present the MBS claims.
?he cover design is in black, white
lind gold, showing a battleship
jmder full steam, with a target
fuperimposed.
CSD, St. Louis, working with two
heatres, is staging Where to Go
'Tonight, sponsored by Scott-New J-omb Inc., St. Louis oil burner
jnanufacturer. The program, fiveininutes daily, depicts domestic
icene in which heaters and movies
'l.re
with decision
|o god'scussed,
to one ofending
the theatres.
The
jponsor's
oil burners
In
the theatre
lobbies. a^e
Thedisplayed
account
js handled bv Oakleigh R. French
upc, St. Louis.
SARBER Bros., Hartford, Conn.,
furniture store, uses five - minute
^inscription programs on WDRC.
•lartford, to promote "bartering
. nd trading days". The store ac: epts anything in trade for new
jurniture,
disposing ofstore.
the art'cles
n its second-hand
Gross
Mv- Agency, Hartford, has the
.ccount.
- vMBC, Kansas City, has a news
eature, sold to the local Atwater
■ I Kent distributor, known as the
~ \iewstester.
First -daily
run for
theater
ickets are awarded
correct answers. The Newstester
•ings down the curtain on five
Miinutes of news features presentid dailv on the Magazine of the
tir by Erie H. Smith, KMBC news
i ditor. The question, involving a
:ffidely known personality in the
!i|iiews of that day, is followed by
^ uve suggested answers, one of
spffhich is correct.
UN LAUNCHING the new Log
■• Oabin Syrup program, General
•j-7oods Corp., New York, gives
'jjlway a Plymouth automobile each
?|Veek for the best 25-word letter
Submitted on the subject "Why I
"flUke Log Cabin Syrup". AccomTianjdng this letter must be the
^Piame of the grocer and the clerk.
^fiJuaker Oats Co. shares the pro: am. Georgia Burke, a colored
- ramatic actress, portrays the role
■A f Aunt Jemima with her saccha1 iae words about how good Log
.■in Syrup tastes with Aunt Je^Tnima Pancake Flour. Aunt Je'-j'nima receives almost as many
: lugs as the sponsor's product,
-'Pog Cabin Syrup.

Counsel
For

Retained

WDAS

Defense

Foreign Court Ruling Decides
Buyer May Use Recordings
WILLIAM A. SCHNADER, former
attorney general of Pennsylvania,
and Republican nominee for the
governorship two years ago, has
been retained bv the NAB to defend WDAS, Philadelphia, in the
suit brought by Fred Waring, orchestra leader, against the station
alleging unauthorized performance
of one of his phonograph recordings, James W. Baldw.n, NAB
managing director, announced Oct.
8. Answers to the suit were due
Oct. 12.
Mr. Schnader was retained to
represent the interests of the NAB
because of the widespread importance of the case to the broadcasting industry. Waring is president
of an organization having as its
purpose prevention of perfoinnances of phonograph records over
the air, and the suit against
WDAS is regarded as a test of
that issue.
Construed as having an important bearing on the WDAS case,
since it established precedent on
the
identical
issue,
is the
recent"
decision
of the
Royal
Hungarian
Supreme Court in the case of Hungarian Radio Co., versus Gramophone Co. Ltd., of London. In the
course of its opinion, the court
answered pointedly, by coincidence,
not only the issues raised in the
Waring suit, but practically all
others which have been advanced
respecting use of phonograph records on the air.
Performance Fee
AMONG the pertinent phrases of
the opinion were:
"The permission to transmit the
performance of an artist by gramophone records (films) is considered to include the permission of
multiplication, publication and circulation of transmission, unless
the contrary follow from the particular circumstances of the case.
"It is obvious that the law did
not intend to make the use of the
records for public performance dependent on a permission of the
performing artist whose part is
generally less important than that
of the author of the text. * * *
"It is also to be considered that
the performing artists receive a
proper fee for their performances
when these are recorded, and there
are no reasons deserving consideration why they should be reserved a participation in the utilization— whifch also includes publicperformance and broadcasting over
the radio — of the records made
with their permission. The fee
paid to the artist for recording
may also be considered a fee for
the use of the record for public
performance and radio broadcast*
"Consequently,
an inscription
afing.fixed* *on records
by
the defendant
to the effect that broadcasting of
the record without his permission

C & J Beans Introduced
"LINE
& JOHNSTON
Inc., Port
luron, Mich.
(C & J Beans)
will
atroduce this product in key metopolitan centers with radio and
ewspaper advertising. The prodet is pre-cooked, requiring only
0 minutes baking before serving,
^lartin Inc., Detroit, is the agency.
^October

15, 1935

Over a million "Bucks" have
just been paid to the sugar beet
farmers around
K G V O
Missoula, Mont.
A remarkable advertising value
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New York Ad Courses
A SERIES of 30 courses in advertising and selling will be given,
starting
the Advertising ClubOct.
of 21,
Newby York.
Among
speakers during the series will be
Edgar Kobak, NBC vice president
in charge of sales, who will discuss salesmen's qualifications, and
Paul Warwick, vice president of
Cecil, Warwick & Cecil Inc., who
will speak on radio advertising as
a career.

Full Rate for Remotes
WCKY,
Cincinnati,
charging the full
card rateis for
all
remote pickups, according to
L. B. Wilson, president, who
believes the station is the
first to adopt such a policy.
"There is no reason why
night sorts
clubs
reshouldand
not other
pay the
same rates as other local advertisers," says George H.
Moore, commercial manager.
The custom on such programs is to assess a flat
monthly charge plus line
costs, or merely charge the
line costs.
is prohibited, puts the plaintiff
under no legal obligation since
there was no contract between
plaintiff and defendant. Nobody
can acquire extra - contractural
rights against third persons by
one-sided declarations if there are
no rules granting him such right.

STAN THOMPSON, Chicago CBS
announcer, is traveling on crutches
due to a broken ankle. After escaping unscratched from an airplane crackup, Stan sustained his
present injury when he fell while
walking across the floor of a railway station.
ship

"Taking all this into consideration the Royal Court correctly decreed that the defendant has no
right to forbid the broadcasting
through the Hungarian radio of
sound records put into circulation
by him and to make their broadcasting dependent on his permission; further that the inscription
on the sound records forbidding
their broadcasting through the radio has no legal effect against the
plaintiff and the latter is not obliged to comply with the restric-

TRANSRADIO NEWS!
— Available for Sponsor— Three Daily Periods
— Announcers who put
your message over
—RCA
High Fidelity
Equ:pment delivers the
— signal
To
with
MoneyListeners
to Buy
— Let us produce for you

Longview, Texas

tive order."
IT'S

ALL

OUR

FAULT!

Jarman Motors, Inc.
dddbe and plymouth motor c a r 5
ddd5c motor trucks. buses
and motor coache-5

June 8th, 1935
Mr. Jules Daniel, Manager
"fl.B.A.L.
LexingtonBroadcasting
Building Station
Baltimore, Maryland
Dear Mr. Daniel:
possiblyyouryoustation
might be
In knowingfor ourus
reaction to the Thought
spot messages
has Interested
been broadcasting
during the past few months.
It has been our opinion In the past that It was Impossible to check up on the good to be' derived from this form of advertising.
However, that opinion Is now changed - not only have
these broadcasts brought direct results, but they have indirectly done
more for us than any other form of advertising ever participated in.
Aside from the above, these broadcasts act as a tonic on
our sales force, as they are constantly being told by the public that the
message
has
been
heard, ofwhich
two-foldarepurpose
of makingup
the salesman conscious
the accomplishes
fact that his a efforts
being backed
by the right kind of stuff, and quite naturally sells him to a better de
gree on the product and the House he represents.
Summing up the whole picture, we are mighty well pleased,
not only with results obtained but also with the manner in which the mes
sages are handled by the man in front of the "Mike".
Very truly yours-

HEARST

National Representative
New York • ■ Chicago
RADIO
San Francisco
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Radio's Sensitivity
Boon to Advertiser
Don Gilman Says Fast Action
Is Responsible for Success
THE SUCCESS of commercial
broadcasting during the depression probably is accounted for by
the fact that it is a medium sensitive to vital changes in business,
according to Don E. Gilman, NBC
vice president, San Francisco.
Also it is undoubtedly responsible
as well for the volume of business
which radio now enjoys, he believes.
Speaking at a recent meeting of
the Los Angeles Advertising Club,
Mr. Gilman recalled that when
network broadcasting was started
there were about six million radio
sets in American homes. Today
the figure has advanced to 21%
million homes, in addition to an
estimated 4 million automobile
sets. Thus there is a mobile circulation, or "street sale circulation",
almost
equivalent
to theeight
entire distribution
of radios
years ago.
Tuned to the Times
"THIS tremendous circulation," he
said, "makes possible prompt dissemination of news of an advertising product within a few hours
after a sales or advertising policy
may be changed or fixed. We live
in a sensitive age and radio is a
sensitive business element, tuned
to the times and almost universally acceptable to the American
"The advertising appealing to
the
radio audience must do so
home."

KNX-KSFOLinke<

Station Keeps Line Open From I In Pacific Marke
S MAKE NEWS
I FIRE
Local Fire Company * Both Commercial, Sustainin,
Features to Be Exchanged
DURING "Fire Prevention Week"
WMAZ, Macon, Ga., installed remote equipment in headquarters
A MAJOR-MARKET tie-up oj
fire company. The remote set was
KNX, Los Angeles, and KSFC;
left open all the time WMAZ was
San Francisco, both independer
on the air and picked up sound of stations, was announced Oct. 1
all alarms and activity of trucks
by Guy C. Earl Jr., president c
leaving the stations, regardless of the
former station. Both commei
what program was on the air.
cial and sustaining features wi
In Muncie, Ind., WLBC was on be fed by KNX to the San Frar
the scene of one of the largest local cisco
lines. station via leased A. T. & T
fires in years and was given a
flame - by - flame description before
The arrangement consummate J
the fire engines had arrived.
several weeks of negotiation b< I
with a sense of delicacy, of finesse, tween Mr. Earl, Naylor Roger 1
general manager of KNX, an I
which will win the interest of the Philip
G. Lasky, general manage {
listener and both invite and comof KSFO. It is understood thti
pel his interest in succeeding
one major commercial account fc j
broadcasts,"
Mr. Gilman
in all advertising,
the said.
value"Asis the dual-station hook-up alread I
has been signed and will begi I
cumulative. No advertising can
Nov. 1 or earlier if arrangemenl |
depend upon a single presentation
or a single campaign for the can
that be
date.completed in advance (II
permanent popularity or success of
Whether the KNX - KSFO tieuM
a product. The instances of failure are known to all advertising.
is the forerunner of an affiliatioSj
It is notably true that the out- of the two stations with MutuiH
Broadcasting System, was a maM
standing successes in manufacturing and merchandising are those
ter of speculation. MBS, whicjB
who have kept everlastingly at it, has just rounded out its first yea
and today those who have successof operation with outstanding suijl
fully outridden depressions are cess, has had a number of confe:|l
those who have not lost sight of ences with Mr. Earl and Mr. RojiJ
this motto.
ers about expansion of the coope: V
"Broadcasting on the American
ative venture to the Pacific Coas *
plan as an aid to American busiThe long line haul from Chicago 1 >
ness, as a contribution to the de- Los Angeles and San Francisc t
velopment of culture and knowlhowever, has been the biggest d ,fc
edge, is here to stay. Under this terrent, and conversations will
plan it is guaranteed the Ameriother stations have had to do will
can principle of free speech and
alignment of outlets perhaps jr
competition, and it has become one
of the most important factors in Kansas City, St. Louis and Denve f
a 50,000 watt station eft
the restoration of American busi- theKNX,
1050 kc. clear channel, h<u
ness and prosperity."
grown phenomenally during tl I
last two years and is among tl if
Falknor's Portable Booth
forefront of the independent st; .
tions
of the country. Within tl l
FRANK FALKNOR, chief engi- last few
weeks it has moved im I
neer of the CBS midwest division,
elaborate new studios in Los Ai l<
has designed and built a portable
control room for use at convengeles, and, with an eye to tl i
tions and other places where it is future, has pending before tl k
desirable to monitor speakers and
FCC power
an application
for watts
an increa!'l(
to 250,000
as
to get away from feedbacks, etc. in
Made of flat pieces of acoustic
step toward the goal of 500,0(1
board, which are easily transportwatts.
able and may be fastened with
KSFO (formerly KTAB) is si
trunk clasps into a sound-proof
independent station which also h< M
room, Mr. Falknor's device is now
made rapid progress in recei t
months since Mr. Lasky assume I
being used during the StewartWarner broadcasts of Horace
its helm. He left the managemeilS
Heidt's orchestra from the audiof KDYL, Salt Lake City, to a |
torium of the Medinah Athletic
cept the general management < j
Club.
the San Francisco station.

core

"Aerial Route"
by the WFAA- WBAP
50,000 Wat+s
with * POWER
• TEAMWORK
Production,
merchandising, publicity
• An IDEAL FIELD
The Combined
Dallas-Ft. Worth market, plus
490 other counties.
• An ENTHUSIASTIC ROOTING SECTION
807,302 Radio homes with
above average buying power.
WFAA
- WBAP
DALLAS
FT. WORTH
Edward Retry & Co., National Representatives
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W
/fljK

mm
OLDEST AND ONLY FULL-TIME
HIGH POWERED STATION IKALABAMA
1000 WATTS

FULL TIME.

AFFILIATED

CBS

BIRMINGHAM
BROADCASTING
CO.,lnc.
BANKHEAD HOTEL
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
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A

BRITISH

ELECTRIC

ORGAN

Electrone Simulates Regular Crgan, Using Loud
Speakers, Amplifier and Rotating Disc

HE "WORKS" — Here is an intimate view of the Electrone organ in
oration, with tone-generating discs at top above the keyboard.
NEW type of electric organ,
st demonstrated in Great Britain
L. E. A. Bourn, the designer, at
e factory of the John Compton
rgan Co., simulates tone colors
sembling those of the regular orin. The Electrone, as it has been
illed tentatively, uses loud speakf Its, amplifier and rotating metal
bc to build up tones.
4)!The Electrone dispenses with
ijparate oscillators and photoelecic cells, using sine waves of varies pitches engraved concentrical| on a fixed insulating disc. In
e grooves are conducting mae^rial and contacts are brought out
fom each ring. Another disc which
voives at a constant speed and
aced a millimetre from the first,
rves as carrier for an exploring
ectrode connected to the grid of
« first tube of a power amplifier.
By applying a constant DC ponrfpmtial to the sine wave conductors
b the fixed disc an alternating
'ltage is induced in the revolving
ectrode. Then by charging a
;-oup of rings simultaneously with
gan "stop" relays, any desired
mal quality can be developed.
Strength of harmonics is ad justpie to the fundamental and this
ndamental can be adjusted to
cmpensate for irregularities in
ud - speaker response, creating a
liform sound level. Reverberam effects are obtained by coniscting padding condensers in parlel with tone generator capaci|s. Mechanical rocking of the
:ed disc produces tremolo and a
(lay which slows the driving
echanism while the hands are
ised from the keyboard reproves the tone of the Hawaiian
litar.

Going
Come
on

Upalong!
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Anthony, owner, and Glenn R. Dolberg, program manager, with the
month's schedule of full musical
titles, composers and descriptive
notes.
IN
Northwest Northeast
Missouri
Kansas
Southern
Iowa & Nebraska
ITS

KFE<*
ST. JOSEPH, MISSOURI
2500 watts 680 kc

Local

Programs
Talent ment
Manage
NEW I Advertising
Rates
Represented by
Wilson - Dalton
Chicago Kansas City
Mather Tower
Hotel President
New York
Norman Craig, 230 East 50th St.

Programs

Available

for Sponsorship on WHB
in Kansas City

THE OUTSIDE— Here is the modernistic cabinet of the Electrone.
Drug Disc Series
DRUG TRADE PRODUCTS, Chicago (proprietary), will sponsor
Sons of the Pioneers, transcription
series of Standard Radio Inc., in
Chicago, New Orleans and Newark
stations. Master Drugs Inc., Omaha, will sponsor the series in Omaha and Detroit.

KECA's Magazine
KECA, Los Angeles, in October
started publication of a monthly
32-page program magazine with
subscriptions to listeners at $1 a
year. Originally intended as a subsidized journal, the KECA Program Magazine is already said to
be on its way as a self-supporting
sheet. The initial issue carries a
picture of Mozart on the front
cover and is edited by Jose Rodridirector.by The
ace guez,
carriespublicity
statements
EarleprefC.

WGN Dedication
A WEEK of feature programs,
starting Oct. 1, marked the formal
dedication of the new half-million
dollar studios of WGN, Chicago.
Leading radio artists participated,
with programs being piped to
MBS. Among those taking part
were Stoopnagle & Budd, Frank
Parker, Roy Atwell, Doring Sisters, Rudolph Ganz and the Horace
Heidt orchestra.

Outstanding

PLAY-BY-PLAY FOOTBALL— Direct from the "Big Six" playing
fields ganbyits football
remote schedule
control. September
WHB be28, with the Notre Dame-Kansas
game cast
at crewSouth
Bend.Ed OurCochrane,
broadincludes
sports editor of the Journal-Post ;
Jess Kirkpatrick, former Ail-Amerihalfback; broadcaster
"Bubs" Boyle,
specialcan events
; and WHB
Jack
Todd, WHB program director. Wire
for details of the ten-game schedule
available.
NEWS BROADCASTS— Presenting
Kansas
City's best kr.own
best
liked newscaster,
John and
Cameron
Swayze,
in
three
daily
periods
—
using United Press and/or Radio News
Association dispatches for national
and international news, with local
news staff.
by the Kansas City JournalPost

JESS KIRKPATRICK— In songs of
sure-fire appeal to the feminine audience. Here's an opportunity for
some manufacturer of cosmetics,
soaps, clothes or foodstuffs! Jess
can sell 'em for you !
STAFF FROLIC — Kansas
WHB
City's biggest daytime show, with
Doctor Pratt as Master of Ceremonies, and an all-star cast.
NORTHSIDE MUNICIPAL COURT
— This sustaining feature is not
available for commercial sponsorship,
in spite of the fact that it is
probably
broadcast
heard in the
the most
Kansaspopular
City area,
day
or
night.
A
few
"spots"
are
open
before and after the broadcast, for
. 50-word, 100-word,
nouncements. Askorfor200-word
details. an-

,ETAIL SALES up 14%—
check
transactions up 16%
Ri
— car sales up 62% — farm
prices up 30% — factory payrolls up 26%! That's the
Milwaukee-Wisconsin market
today compared to a year ago.
And ONE station thoroughly
covers this A-l sales area —
WTMJ

REVIEW of the motion picre Midsummer Night's Dream,
nakespearean spectacle, was
'oadcast Oct. 5 by NBC.

OIL HEATING SPOTS
BEGUN IN CHICAGO
DAILY spot announcements on
WMAQ and WBBM, large newspaper space, and some outdoor advertising are being used in a campaign to promote the use of oil
heat in the Chicago area, sponsored by the Chicago Oil Heat
Committee and supported cooperatively by the independent fuel oil
distributors and the major oil refining companies.
The announcements run from 50
to 100 words and are broadcast on
WBBM at 6:59 each morning, preceding the Musical Clock program,
and on WMAQ at 10:15 each evening, immediately following Amos
'n' Andy. If the initial campaign
is successful more extensive use
of radio may be made later, according to the Chicago office of
McCann-Erickson Inc., which is
placing the advertising.
A $50,000 fund is planned, according to the backers, for the
winter campaign. Oil burner distributors have tied in with oil distributors and are ordering 100,000
copies oftomatica Heat.booklet Low-Cost Au-

The Milwaukee Journal
Representatives, Ed. Petry & Co.
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DON DAVIS, President
KANSAS

JOHN T. SCHILLING, General Manager

CITY'S DOMINANT

DAYTIME

STATION
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Facsimile

Italian

A/ewl!

It's hot stuff these days . . . and
WMEX is providing it in full to
GREATER BOSTON'S quarter
million Italian population. Our
four 15 - minute Italian News
Periods daily assure this responsive audience all the latest developments inthe Ethiopian campaign.
Open to limited
number of
participating
sponsors.

WMEX
1500 kc — 250 w L.S. — 100 w N.
HOTEL MANGER — BOSTON
In America's Fourth Market
Tel. CAPitoI 7560 — Teletype Bos. 157

A
ANOTHER
REASONWHY

Planned

For Use on Ships
Four U. S. Liners Will Install
RCA Recording Apparatus
WHILE a number of New York
newspapers are still pondering
suggestions advanced bv RCA with
respect to commercial introduction
of facsimile in New York, Radiomarine Corporation of America,
subsidiary of RCA, is making
preparations for installation of
facsimile equipments aboard four
American passenger vessels for
reception of weather maps and
newspaper-pages. The installations will be made within a few
weeks, following several months
of successful testing aboard the
United States liner President
Harding.
Meanwhile, there have been no
further developments in connection with the RCA conversations
with leading New York newspapers for introduction of facsimile
there. An experimental model of
home facsimile receiver has been
practically completed at the RCA
Victor plant, Camden, N. J., but
the price factor appears to be the
biggest obstacle. While no official
word was forthcoming, it is understood the experimental model cost
has exceeded $100, whereas it is
figured
a price
ne'ghborhood that
of $25
would inbetheessential
before any serious thoueht can be
g'ven
simile. to introduction of home fac(See Oct. 1 issue of Broadcasting for full details of plans
for facsimile introduction.)
Charles J. Pannill, president

BLAW-KNOX
W

INCREASES

of Radiomarine, who returned
from Europe late last month, has
disclosed plans of his company to
equip four vessels with facsimile
recorders. He predicted that in
the future all passenger vessels
the world over will carry the apparatus as regular equipment. The
President Harding tests, he said,
resulted simileinfor the
facshipdec'sion
use isthat
entirely
feasible. Facsimile has been employed in trans-Atlantic
communication
for about a record
year,
but transmission to ships plylne
the seas developed a number of
complications, since ship motion
interfered with the "pen and ink"
type type
of recording.
A carbon-pat>er
of recording,
developed
by Charles J. Young, scientist of
the RCA laboratories at Camden,

AT THE REQUEST of the NortF
west Radio, Refrigeration and A]
pliance Assn., meeting Sept. 2!
Oct. 5 in Minneapolis, WCCO pr.
sented a high-fidelity broadcas
using ten frequencies.

RADIATOR
NIGHT

COVERAGE
FOR

TALKING CIGARETTE CASE —
This bit of a radio receiver, housed
in one side of a cigarette case, was
exhibited at the Olympia Radio
Exhibition in London. It has a
single tube, one of the smallest in
the world.

and a son of Owen D. Young, i
being used for ship reception.
The service for the ships, at th
outset, will include transmissio
of weather maps twice daily, sho
ing wind directions, hurrican
data, position of icebergs an
derelicts, and also the position
of as many liners and freighter
as possible. This will provide ir
valuable navigational data f
mariners. Full pages of newsp
pers may be radio-photographe
by the facsimile process also.
Mr. Pannill estimated that
weather map, or one page of
newspaper,
"transmitted
to
a ship incan25beminutes.
Fa
similes radioed across the Atlanti
are sent from the Riverhead, I
I., station of Radiomarine, whic
presumably also will be used fc
the
He sa:d
he e)di
not ship
expectservice.
the service
to be
pensive once' it has been installe
widely on sea-going vessels. Als
installed in conjunction with tr.
facsimile receivers will be rad:
ticker-tape machines which wi
automatically record stock price
Among other plans being coi
sidered in connection with radi
facsimile is that of a "radio gi:
service", Mr. Pannill said, whic
would be similar to the florisi
telegraphic delivery. An indivi<
ual on shore would then be able i
purchase gifts for a friend aboar
ship and have them delivered witl
in a short time after sending
message describing the purchas

50

STATION

TIME

MILES
WHO

From the Central Broadcasting Company Station WHO,
Des Moines, Iowa, comes the following comment: —
"We would like to commend your company on the tower installation which you
made lor the Central Broadcasting Company Station WHO Des Moines. We
have every reason to believe that from a radio standpoint this tower has given
us a signal strength increase equivalent to the best tower installation in this
country, increasing our field at one mile from approximately 1500 to 1900 mv/m,
and increasing our fading wall distance approximately 50 miles.
Again let us thank you for your wonderful cooperation in providing us
with the means for greatly increasing our coverage."
WHO— DES MOINES
PAUL A. LOYET,

Technical Director

May we send you our recommendations and approximate prices on BlawKnox Radiators to increase the effectiveness of your own coverage. There are
now 446 Blaw-Knox Vertical Radiators in use.

BLAW-KNOX
2038 FARMERS BANK BUILDING
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COMPANY
PITTSBURGH, PA.
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ikits Dramatizing
Program

Schedule

idopted by WADC
vploitation Series Stressing
he News Proves Successful
By GLEN HANCOCK
News Editor. Front Pase of lh« Air
LAZING a new trail in self exoitation and challenging daily
wspapers in its community,
ADC, Akron, has inaugurated a
ries of dramatic skits calculated
emphasize merits of programs,
"in substance, the purpose of
r plan is to take a leaf from the
perience of smart publishers and
ess our own show window so as
invite patronage," explained
■jllen T. Simmons, owner and
•erator of the station.
The latest skit introduced over
ADC in accordance with that de?n attracted immediate attention,
be broadcast required less than
1 minutes. Two regular station
anouncers, one character woman
%d one male character lead made
» the cast.
The central figure in the skit
as presented as John Listening
(blic and when he intruded sudnly on the station announcer,
flat voice cautioned him politely to
imain quiet. The ensuing diague in which the announcer and
\hn Public participate brings out
e names of artists and air shows
atured on the station.
Humor in Plugs
LITTLE humor is contrived by
itroduction
of John
ao follows him
to thePublic's
studio. wife
Her
ice is used to comment on feaires particularly designed for
Hnen listeners.
The announcer inquires of his
sitors concerning their likes and
slikes and his questions pave the
$y for some excellent and conneing plugs. The suggestion, for
stance, that householders would
well to keep WADC tuned in
1st of the day is put over in this
ishion :
Announcer: "And what hour
0 you listen in most frequentI?"
John Public: "A difficult question, young man — I suppose
tome one in my household listens
1 WADC every hour in the day
. especially since it has been
ossible to keep abreast of the
rincipal news events of the day
aorely by listening to the raHo."
Another pointed reference, stressE the news broadcasting facili1 of WADC, is brought out
lien John Public is told of a rently acquired feature — a market
(§cer carrying quotations direct
the studio from Chicago and
|few York.
\John Public exclaims: "And so
lery day, market news from all
e big market centers like New
bik, Chicago, Kansas City and
eveland is flashed here to this
pdio, just as it is to a broker's
mce!"
^"That's right, every day, and
■iery
hour of the day," adds the
I nouncer.
HAlso stressed is the feature
Pagebroadcast
of the Air,
■m-ont
onsored
of atheSunoco
Sun
Hi Co., and then John Public goes

Krueger Discs Extended
KRUEGER BREWING Co., Newark, has expanded its use of radio
for promotion of its canned beer
and ale, the list of stations now including WSB, WIS, WQAM,
WJAX, WFLA-WSUN and Yankee
Network. Decca quarter - hour
transcriptions are used twice weekly, the program being titled Krueger House Party. Fuller & Smith
& Ross Inc., New York, is the
agency.
"The Front Page of the Air!" he
reminisces. "In a few minutes
one can digest all the worthwhile
happenings in the whole world.
And the voice of the announcer
lends human interest to even a
drab recital from Washington of
the antics of Congress. It's a grand
service. Why, do you know, I really believe this newly acquired gift
of radio . . . this function of distributing news overshadows all
other accomplishments . . . It's an
educational feature — it's a stride
toward wider interest in current
events, and that means a more
alert people. In my household, in
all households of this region . . .
hundreds of thousands of them, the
full rich tones of WADC and the
splendid volume of its powerful
voice, keeps us informed, keeps us
advised, keep us abreast of the
rapidly changing tide of human
events
. . ."
The dramatization
is spiced with
some humor and sound effects so
that interest is sustained.
Fred Bock, advertising manager of the station, discovered that
the exploitation helped dissolve
sales resistance. Dorothy Doran,
radio editor of Akron's largest
newspaper, the Beacon Journal,
hailed the presentation as "an ingenious departure from cut and
dried radio shows".
Methods of Determining
Coverage Are Compared
WHYS and wherefores of station
coverage and listener surveys, and
their values and shortcomings,
were discussed at a luncheon Oct.
2 in New York tendered by WOR
to the broadcasting and advertising trade press. The occasion was
the introduction of a new brochure
for WOR titled It's A Small
World, based on a technical survey
by Edgar H. Felix, consulting radio engineer, combined with a day
and night mail tabulation by Crossley
Inc., in connection
recently
installed with
50,000WOR's
watt
transmitter.
Mr. Felix responded in detail to
questions put by WOR executives
and by guests on technical aspects
of field intensity surveys and how
they may be correlated with mail
and audience analyses. Archibald
M. Crossley, president of Crossley
Inc., spoke on various methods of
audience surveys, and answered
questions. Alfred J. McCosker,
president of WOR, presided at the
luncheon. Theodore C. Streibert,
assistant to the president, and
Walter Neff, WOR sales manager,
led the questioning.
FEATURES
On Transcriptions
Available to Stations and Agencies
Samples on Request
STANDARD RADIO Inc.
Hollywood, Calif.

MBS

Granted

Temporary

Wire Privilege to CKLW
PENDING receipt of word from
the Canadian Radio Broadcasting
Commission, the Broadcast Division of the FCC Oct. 8 granted to
the Mutual Broadcasting System
temporary authority until Oct. 31
to transmit its programs t o
CKLW, Windsor-Detroit, new
MBS outlet. Complications had
developed on
justMBS
prior
inaugural
Oct.to 1 CKLW's
because
of an adverse recommendation
from the FCC Engineering Department, based on the lateness of
the filing of the petition for the
authority which, it was contended,
did not give the FCC sufficient
time to check with the Canadian
authorities.
Under the terms of the Communications Act of 1934, permission must be procured from the
FCC for transmission of programs
by wire lines across the border.
CKLW, as a CBS outlet unt.l the
first of this month, had authority
from the FCC for reception of that
network's programs, but MBS had
to apply in its own right for its
affiliation with CKLW.
NAB Board Session
WITH copyright the salient issue
the NAB board of directors will
meet m New York Oct. 17 at the
call of President Leo J. Fitzpatrick. Aside from the copyright
matter, now reaching a climax
with the approach of expiration
of contracts on Dec. 31, other matters on the meeting agenda are
understood to be of a routine nature.
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Add Kentucky Colonels
TO
RADIO'S
armytheof last
Kentucky
Colonels
during
few
"weeks
have been
added Durstine
Ned Midg-&
ley, Batten,
Barton,
Osborn; Margaret Jessup, McCannErickson Inc.; Barry Ryan, Ruthxauff & Ryan, and Herbert Ackerberg, CBS. They have received
their commissions from Gov. Ruby
Laffoon of the Blue Grass State
at the instance of L. B. Wilson,
operator of WCKY, Cincinnati.
Kalispell's
Largest Tire
Dealer* Uses
KGEZ Exclusively

*-His line is NOT one of
three most advertised
nationally

KGEZ
Box 1

Kalispell, Montana

THE

PUBLIC

SERVICE

How Careful Planning Can Make Good

Here's the latest example. 19 bands compete in Budweiser Band
contest over KRNT, Iowa Network station in Des Moines. Results:
( 1 ) 185,484 bottle caps voted ; which represents approximately . . .
(2) 278,226 pints of beer sold.
(3) 254 inches of publicity in 19 Iowa newspapers; of which . . .
(4) 63 inches was front page stories.
For additional facts about stations and programs of The Iowa Network, call John Blair & Co., New York, Detroit, Chicago and San
Francisco, or write THE IOWA BROADCASTING SYSTEM,
The Des Moines Register and Tribune.
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Listening Out

Of Broadcasts by Civic Organizations
EVERY radio station is besieged
answers. Among the most successful efforts in this direction is that
with requests for time on the air
of the Western Division Public
by individuals and organizations
of every sort, each with a message
Events and Special Features Deto the public which it is pressed
partment of CBS, which at the
to broadcast as a public service.
instance of H. Leslie Atlass, viceThis puts the station operator
president of the network in charge
decidedly on the spot. Almost
of the Western Division, has dewithout exception the causes are
veloped a new program technique
laudable; many of them have his for educational features. This department handles all broadcasts
private sympathy and support;
certainly it is his civic duty to of this nature for both WBBM,
lend the facilities of his station
CBS Chicago outlet, and for the
for anything which is for the bet- network in the Midwest.
terment of the community; yet he
How It Is Done
is fully aware that in turning his
microphone over to one of these "WE HAVE worked out four ways
speakers he is turning nine-tenths
of
handling
this Fitzgerald,
type of material,"
of his audience over to his comsays
John D.
former
peting stations whose programs
newspaperman who has managed
this department for the past year.
may be less uplifting but are more
entertaining. For it is a well- "The most effective procedure is to
proved fact that the average lis- broadcast directly from the scene
tener will tune out any lengthy of action, showing the organizatalk on a serious subject, the sole
tion actually at work. For exexception being the fireside broadample, abroadcast from Red Cross
casts of President Roosevelt.
headquarters in a disaster stricken
Lots of thought has been given area, or from a fresh air camp
maintained by a charitable group
this question by the broadcasting
industry and many stations have for under-privileged city children,
worked out reasonably satisfactory will depict to the general public
the work of these organizations
much more vividly than a radio
talk by one of the directors, and
will be much more effective in winning public support.
"Secondly it is possible to show
the work of an organization by
means of dramatic productions, in
which its activities can be effectively demonstrated within the
studio.
"A third method that is often
helpful in creating and holding
listener interest is the interview.
A single voice is soon apt to become monotonous, especialy where
the speaker is reading from manuscript, and the addition of a second voice, interrupting at frequent
intervals to emphasize a point or
to ask a question, can pep up an
otherwise dry talk immeasurably.
"Where it is not practicable to
adopt any of these devices we try
to build up a talk by surrounding
it with appropriate music, and if
the talk itself runs more than five
minutes (which we always try to
avoid) by breaking it up with a
musical
interlude." as well as most
Most ambitious
successful
of isWBBM's
service features
the dailypublic
broadcast
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Abilene, Kansas
5000 watts
1050 kc.
Because of its central location KFBI is virtually without interference and competition, and reaches more
Kansas people at a lower
cost than can be reached
any other way.
National Representatives
WILSON-D ALTON
Chicago, Kansas City
NORMAN CRAIG
New York

of the proceedings of Chicagc
traffic court. The series was i.
augurated last November as tl
station's contribution to the cit
wide safety campaign launched 1
Mayor Edward J. Kelly in an e
fort to halt the ever increasii
toll of traffic casualties.
An example of the drama t
technique is a recent series dec
cated to the American Red Crof
Previously this organization, aloi
with many others, had been allots
five-minute periods for talks abo
its service. However, when car
ful investigation showed that t
Red Cross records teemed with e
citing episodes that lent themselv
to dramatic handling, a series
quarter-hour dramas was launche
portraying the work of the R
Cross in time of war, in givii
first aid, and in times of local
national emergencies. These pr
grams were staged by compete
actors
with well
-written
scripusing sound
effects
and appropi
ate music.
Similar technique has been us*
to develop dramatic radio prese
tations
children's
orgaiG;
zations for
as such
the Boy
Scouts,
Scouts and Campfire Girls. T
children themselves participate
the
weekly programs
wholesome
aspects ofdepicting
camp liit'
troop meetings, hikes, and the lit
Need of Good Programming
MANY women's organizations co
duct activities that can be interes
ingly broadcast. For example, sp
cial patriotic programs prepar
under the auspices of the Daug
ters of the American Revolutii
and broadcast on national holida
have proved unusually popular.
Regular broadcasts from su<
organizations as the Americ
Medical Association, Americ;
Dental Association, Illinois Sta
Medical Society, Chicago Dent
Society and the Chicago Board
Health form an important part
the public service schedule. Us
ally these programs are straig
talks or addresses, but careful pr
gramming permits their being a
companied by appropriate mus:
In addition to its regular sche
ule of educational programs tl
Public Events and Special Fe
tures Department also arrang
for radio visits to many points ai
events of widespread interest. Tl
memorial service to Miss Jai
Addams, the eye - witness accou
of the Nebraska flood, the East
sunrise the
service
on Chicago's
Front,
first broadcast
fromLaitl
pit
Chicago's Board
Trad
the of
dramatization
of theof life
John Dillinger (planned, writb
and
in less
thanand
twel'tl
hoursproduced
after his
death),
broadcast of the Chicago Stoc
yards fire, which received tS
award for the best news broadca
of the year, are typical of the
special programs, which bring
the listener, by means of natur
sound effects and interviews wi
persons intimately concerned wL
the events as well as through t:
announcer's description direct fro
the scene, a vivid picture of t
event.

EPRESENTATIVES
WALTER
STATIONCO.
DIO BIDDICK
568 RA
Chamber of Commerce BWg., Los Angeles
1358 Ross Bide., San Francisco, California
1038 Exchange BUg., Seattle, Washington
619 Charles BWg., Denver
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nter-City

His Ship Comes In
BOX-TOPS are swell in the
broadcasting line, opines
Harrison Holliway, manager
of KFRC, San Francisco, but
raffles are the business in
yachting. Reason: Mr. Holliway won a "beetle" boat,
latest type of sail-propelled
craft which is a cross between a flat-bottom rowboat
and a schooner-rigged skiff
in a raffle conducted by the
San Francisco Yacht Club.

:'

Group
Has 13 Sponsors
iommercial Programs Totaling
ver 18 Hours Are Signed
HIRTEEN
accounts representg 18 hours and 40 minutes of
mmercially sponsored time per
1 eek are now using the Inter-City
roup, with programs fed from
J!, MCA, New York, or other stai iDns of the group. Inter-City bei m operation last spring as a co>erative venture under the direc■'j on of Donald Flamm, president
WMCA, after several efforts to
unch "third networks" had failed.
The group's
and their
follows accounts
:
t rencies
Rev. George A. Palmer, Hasoca) ouck Heights, N. J., Morning
heer, keyed from WIP, placed diet; also on WMCA.
Journal of Modern Living, New
jork (publication), Health Talk
1/ Victor H. Lindlahr, from
rMCA, through Bess & Schillin,
k>w York; also on WIP.
i Macfadden Publications, New
iork. Laurence Gould, psycholog| from WMCA, placed direct;
so on WIP, WCBM, WOL,
'MEX,
WPRO, Grey
WLNH,Barnhouse,
WDEL,
Rev. Donald
om WIP, placed direct; also on
"MCA.
St. Christophers Inn. Garrison,
QSI i Y. (relieious), Ave Maria Hour,
itai ianscription, from WMCA. placed
lM rect; also on WIP, WCBM,
repi MEX, WPRO.
Dr. Fitch Publishing: Co., New York
jfnvestments), Safeguarding Your
vestments, from WMCA, through
ilar, C. Van Dyke, New York; also
a l i WCBM, WOL.
net! Koppers Gas & Coke Co.,
ieri Barnv. N. J.. Five Star Final,
;,om WMCA. throug-h N. W. Ayer
Dgjj Son Inc.. N. Y.; also on WIP.
jFinlay-Straus Inc. & Associated
'■;welers.
New
YorkTrue (jewelry)
;id local sponsors.
Detective ,
{ysteries, from WMCA. placed diKt: also on WIP. WCBM, WOL,
MEX, WPRO. WLNH, WDEL.
j^lAdam Hats, New York, imnortJit boxing bouts, from WMCA,
aced direct; also
on WTP,
rCBM, WOL,
WMEX,
WPRO,
vz. rLNH. WDEL.
Eli Dentists Supply Co. of New
St. tork, Dr. George Wood Clavp,
i rough A-W Adv. Agency, N. Y.;
3MJ {jiso on WIP.
Es Sterilek Co. Inc., New York
s!i 'acial tissue). Meadow Beauty
orum, from WMCA, placed diet; also on WMEX. WPRO.
Wm. P. Goldman & Bros., New
Iprk (clothing), Variety Show,
fa port High-lights, from WMCA,
rough Bess & Schillin, New
:ork; also on WCBM, WMEX.
Youne Peoples Church of the
ir, Philadelphia, Dr. Percy Craw«rd, from WIP, placed direct;
so on WMCA, WCBM, WOL,
rMEX, WPRO, WLNH.
RLH are the call letters assigned
f the FCC for the new 100-watt
nation in Midland, Tex., authored to Clarence Scharbauer.
THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience
of radio programs and stations.
. ij« ' Write for information and prices.
m BENJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
1023 Wallace Ave.
Wilkinsburg, Pa.
October 15, 1935

Golden Gate Ad Session
"WHO'S WHO on the new radio
broadcasts and what will it mean
to their sponsors" was the theme
of the radio departmental meeting of the San Francisco Advertising Club in the Palace Hotel,
Oct. 2, when Ralph Brunton, manager of KJBS, that city, was
chairman of the day. Harry F.
Anderson, NBC western division
sales manager in San Francisco,
and Harrison Holliway, manager
of KFRC, that city, and representing the CBS-Don Lee network,
were joint speakers, having for
their topic, "What the Public Can
Expect From the New Fall Network Programs". Miss Helen
O'Neill, producer in charge of
NBC auditions, gave a demonstration of her work. Eddie Fitzpatrick and his Club Deauville orchestra, heard over the NBC network, supplied entertainment.

Important Staff Changes
Are Announced by WGAR
WGAR, Cleveland, has made a
number of promotions and additions in its staff, according to
John F. Patt, manager. Eugene
Carr, formerly program manager,
has been elevated to assistant
manager. He has been with WGAR
a year and a half, having formerly
been with WTAM, Cleveland, as
well as director of radio for the
Cleveland Institute of Music and
other musical connections, and later with Lang, Fisher & Kirk Inc.,
Cleveland advertising agency.
Worth Kramer, announcer,
schedule manager and NBC vocalist, has been promoted to program director. Maurice Condon,
formerly continuity editor, now is
schedule manager. Bob Evans,
sports announcer, has been named
INS news editor at WGAR. David
Baylor, formerly of WADC and
WJW, Akron, and WCAE, Pittsburgh, replaces Ray Rasmussen as
announcer, Rasmussen leaving radio.
Lucius W. Nieman
LUCIUS W. NIEMAN, founder
and owner of the Milwaukee Journal and stanch supporter of newspaper-radio friendship, died at his
home in Milwaukee Oct. 1 at the
age of 77. He aided in the establishment of the newspaper's station, WTMJ, Milwaukee, and has
always encouraged its development
under H. J. Grant, the publisher,
and Walter J. Damm, WTMJ director. His widow, a sister and a
niece survive.

KJR
Seattle, Washington

Covers 60%

of

Washington's population
and gives 277,300
families the latest news —
seconds after it happens

THE
TOTEM

NEWS

REPORTER
is on the air I

9:30 a.m.
6:30 p.m.
9:00 p. m.
WKY
FOR

ITS

GOES

TO

BAT

LISTENERS

With world wide news
from United Press
These sensational broadcasts are available for
full sponsorship

A

Oklahoma City was in a
fever over the ball team
that was about to garner the
first league pennant in 12 years.
All Oklahoma burned to see its
team in the crucial play - off in
Beaumont . . . and it did, through
WKY.
A contract held by another
Oklahoma City station which
aired telegraphic reports of outof - town games, barred WKY
from the Beaumont park. Out,
but not down,
WKY perched its
announcer on a
power line pole

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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outside the fence (see circle
above) and piped the play-byplay account of the games to its
listeners 500 miles away.
WKY went along with the victorious Indians a few days later
to put Oklahoma in the Atlanta
grandstand with a play-by-play
sportcast of the Dixie Series.
By consistently smashing out
such hits as these, WKY keeps
batting 1000 with listeners . . .
and consequently scores heavily
for advertisers.

Oklahoma
City
NBC AFFILIATE
Affiliated with The Daily Oklahomari,
the Times, and the Farmer-Stockman
E. KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY

KJR
is first in NEWS
5,000 Watts
Cleared Channel
For complete information write
EDWARD

PETR Y
&

COMPANY
INC.
Chicago
New York

Detroit
San Francisco
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The

Business

of

Broadcasting
Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives; Notes from the Stations

WTM.I, Milwaukee
Acme White Lead & Color Works,
Detroit (Lin X). 5 weekly so, thru
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc.,
Chicago.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 0
weekly so, thru Biow Co. Inc.,
N. Y.
Lavena Corp., Chicago (bath powder ,) 6 weekly so, thru Lord &
Thomas, Chicago.
Johu Morrell & Co., Ottumwa, la.
soup and meat products), 6 weekly
so. thru Henri, Hurst & McDonald
Inc., Chicago.
Hurst & McDonald Inc.. Chicago.
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J. (radio
tubes), 3 -weekly so, thru Lord &
Thomas,Purina
N. Y. Co.' Inc., St. Louis
Ralston
(Purina), 3 weekly t, thru Gardner
Adv. Co., St.' Louis.
Rite-Rite
6 weeklyMfg.
so, Co.,
thru Chicago
Russell (pencils),
C. Comer
Adv. Co., Chicago,
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago (radio
sets), 4 weekly ta, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Buick Motor Co., Flint. Mich.
(autos), 5 weekly t, thru ErwinWasey Co. Inc., N. Y.
KGO, San Francisco
Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich,
(autos), 6 weekly so, thru Maxon
Inc., Detroit.
Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich,
(autos), 6 weekly ta, thru Erwin,
Wasey & Co.. Inc., N. Y.
AVheatena Co., R a h w a. y , N. J.
(cereal), 3 weekly t, thru McKee
& Albright Inc.. Philadelphia.
Carleton & Hovey Co., Lowell, Mass.
(Father
weekly so, thruJohn's
John medicine),
W. Queen, 6Boston.
United Drug Co., Boston, Mass. (Rexall lc sale), 5 times only, thru
Street & Finney Inc., N. Y.
Railway Express Agency, New York,
weekly t, thru Caples Co., N. Y.
Associated Oil Co., San Francisco, 13
football games, thru Lord &
Thomas, San Francisco.
Calwhey
Ray
sp, thru(health
weeklyFrancisco
2 'San
food), Co.,
Wright Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Pinex Co., Fort Wayue, Ind., (cough
syrup), 2 daily sa, thru Philip O.
Palmer & Co. Inc., Chicago.
WPAY, Portsmouth, O.
Standard Oil Co. of Ohio, Cleveland
(Sohio products), daily sp, thru
McCann - Erickson Inc., Cleveland.
Studebaker Sales Corp. of America,
South Bend, Ind. (autos), daily ta,
thru Roche, Williams & Cumiyngham Inc., Chicago.
Stanback Medicine Co., Salisbury, N.
C. (proprietary), daily so, thru J.
Carson Brantley Adv. Agency,
Salisbury, N. C.
Swartchild & Co., Chicago (jewelry),
26
ta, thru Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc.,
Chicago.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la.
(plants), daily ta, thru Northwest
Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
KHJ, Los Angeles
Sterling Products Inc., New York
(Phillips cosmetics), 117 t, thru
Blackett
N. Y. - Sample - Hummert Inc.,
Pacific Greyhound Lines, San Francisco (bus travel), 16 t, thru Beaumont & Hohman, San Francisco.
KHSL, Chico, Cal.
Rio Grande Oil Co., Los Angeles,
weekly t, thru Beaumont & Hohman, Los -Angeles.
M-.I-B
direct.Coffee Co., San Francisco, sa,
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KDKA, Pittsburgh
American Assn. of Washing Machine
Mfrs., Chicago, 26 t, thru Meldrum
& Fewsmith Inc., Cleveland.
Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich., 20 ta,
thru Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc.,
N. V.
Edward A. Woods Co., Pittsburgh
(insurance), 26 sp, thru Smith,
Hoffman & Smith Inc., Pittsburgh.
Borden Sales Co., New York (Chateau cheese), 24 sp, thru Young &
Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
E. Fougera & Co. Inc., New York
(Vapex),
36 ta,
thruN. Small,
Kleppner
& Seiffer
Inc.,
Y.
Wipe-On Corp., Brooklyn (varnish),
39 sp, thru
sociates Inc.,E.
N. M.
Y. Freystadt AsZenith Radio Corp., Chicago (radio
sets), 52 ta, thru H. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago..
Sterling Products Inc., New York
(Phillips cosmetics, Dr. Lyons
toothpowder) , 195 t, thru BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., N: Y.
Carleton & Hovey Co., Lowell, Mass.
(Father
medicine),
thru
John John's
W. Queen,
Boston. 13 so,
Hartz Mountain Products Inc., New
York (fish, bird food), 13 sp, thru
Ernest Davids Inc., N. Y.
WWSW, Pittsburgh
B. C. Remedy Co.; Durham, N. C.
(proprietary), 6 weekly sp, thru
Harvey-Massengale Co., Durham.
Industrial Cigar Co., Pittsburgh
(Arco cigars), daily so, direct.
CFRB, Toronto
S. C. 1Johnson & Son Inc., Racine,
Wis. (floor wax), weekly sp, thru
Needham, Louis & Brorby Inc.,
Chicago.
WIND, Gary, Ind.
United Distillers Ltd., New York ( U.
D. L. liquor), 13 t, thru Amalgamated Adv. Agency Inc., N. Y.

WGAR, Cleveland
Hartz Mountain Products Co. Inc.,
New York ( bird food ) , 3 weekly
so, thruLaboratories,
Ernest DavidsChicago
Inc., Is'.
Y.
Cardinal
( Rite
Way dye), 6 weekly sa,Inc.,
thruChicago.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Bunte Bros., Chicago (candy), 2
daily sa, thru Fred A. Robbins Inc.,
Chicago.
Borden Co., New York (Chateau
cheese), 3 weekly sa. thru Young
& Rubicam Inc.. N. Y.
Crowell Pub. Co., New York (Woman's Home Companion), 2 weekly
sp,
N. Y.thru Gever-Cornell Co. Inc.,
Auburn Automobile Co., Auburn, Ind.,
3 weekly sp, thru H umpire y ,
Prentke & Scheel Inc., Cleveland.
Socony- Vacuum Oil Co.. New York
(oil products), 5 weekly so, thru J.
Stirling Getchell Inc.
KFAC, Los Angeles
Kenroy Pub. Co., Los Angeles, 2
weekly sp, thru Newkirk & Lawrence, Hollywood.
WMFF, Plattsburg, N. Y.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills),
weekly
ta, thru Street
&
Finney 3Inc.,
N. Y.
.
KQW, San Jose, Cal.
Los Angeles Soap Co., Los Angeles
(White King soap), 6 daily so, thru
Barnes-Chase Co., Los Angeles.
KFWB, Hollywood
Torgsin, New York (Soviet trading
bureau), weekly t, thru M. Keilson
Co,, N. Y.
WEAF, New York
Troy Hills Inc.. New York, weekly
sp, thru Trades Adv. Agency, N. Y.

WOR, Newark
D'Arrigo Bros.li),Co.,
Boston sp.(Andy
2 weekly
tin
b
F Lewis Adv. Servki
Borden's
Farm
Products
New York
(milk),
weekly Co.
sp. In
to
Brooke, Smith & French Inc.. X. i
Eastern Nu-Enamel Go., New Yo
(paint), 4 weekly sa, and week
N. Y.thru H. L. Stedfield Co. Insp,
H. T. Dewey & Sons Co.. New Y
(wine), Adv.
weeklyAgency.
sp, thru
Fairfax
N. Y. H. \A
Railway Express Agency. New Yov
McKesson
Robbins
Inc..Co.,
Bridgep$]
weekly /.& thru
Caples'
N. Y.
Conn. (Calox tooth powder), 1
weekly so, thru N. W. Aver & S
Inc., N. Y.
Grove Laboratories Inc., St. Lou:
(proprietary), 4 weekly t. thr
Stack-Goble Adv. Agency. N. Y.
Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich.,
weekly t. thru Erwin. Wasey & C
Inc.. N. Y.
Wipe-On Corp., New York (varnish
3 weekly sp, thru E. M. Freystac
Associates, N. Y.
WBBM, Chicago
Skelly Oil Co., Kansas City (gasi
line
oil), 5 weekly r. thru Ru
City. and
sell
C. Comer Adv. Co., Kans;
Illinois Meat Co., Chicago ( Broa<
cast corn beef hash). 6 weekly
thru J. L. Sugden Adv. Co., Chs
cago.
WLBC, Muncie, Ind.
French
Lick Springs Hotel O
French Lick. Ind. (mineral water
weekly t, thru H. W. Kastor
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Zerbst Pharmacal Co., St. Joseph. M'
(proprietary),
thru Ba
rons
Adv. Co., daily
Kansasso.City.
KLPM, Minot, N. D.
Health
Products
Ci:
cinnatiO'Quality
(food etc.),
weekly Co.,
sp, thi
Key Adv. Agency, Cincinnati.
French Lick Springs Hotel C<
French Lick, Ind. ( mineral water
weekly t. thru H. W. Kastor
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
AVBRE, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
BayFathom
State fish
Fishing
Boston
) , 3 Co.,
weekly
r, tin(Street & Finney Inc.. N. Y.
Republic Oil Co., W i 1 k e s - B a r r
branch, weekly t, thru National R
dio Adv. Agency Inc., Hollywood.
WACO, Waco, Tex.
United Drug Corp., Boston (Rexf
products), 5 f. thru Spot Broa
casting Inc., N. Y.
Swartchild & Co., Chicago (jew<
ry ) , 26 ta. thru Neisser-Meyerh'1
Inc., Chicago.
WENR,- Chicago
Union Pacific System, Chicago (ra»
Chicago.
road
travel ) , 3 sa, thru Caples Co
Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich., 15
thru Erwin, Wasey & Co. In
N. Y.
WDOD, Chattanooga
Sterling Products Inc., New Yo
(Dr. Caldwell's Syrup of Pepsin!
- 5Co.,weekly
Milwaukee.
t. thru Cramer-Krasso
Health O'Quality Products Co., Ci,
cinnati (food, etc.), weekly 1, tin
Key Adv. Co.. Cincinnati.
WLW, Cincinnati
Crown Overall Mfg. Co. & Headlig;
. Overall Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, weei
issue)
ly sp,(. incorrectly
thru Key Adv.
Cincit ,
nati
listed Co.,
in Sept.

Stanley for Central Press

WNAC, Boston
Gooderham & Wort Ltd., Toron
(beverage), 5 weekly sp, th
Fletcher & Ellis Inc., N. Y.
WCAE, Pittsburgh
Creomulsion Co., Atlanta (propri
tary), 1,638 so, direct.
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WLS, Chicago
.Lmerican Radiator Co., New York
(heating equipment), 60 t, thru
Marsehalk & Pratt Inc., N. Y.
Dshkosh Overall Co., Oshkosh, Wise,
thru Batten, Bar6 sa,
78 spton,and
Durstine
& Osborn Inc., N. Y.
Chamber of ComJerrien Springs
merce, Berrien Springs, Mich,
(peach crop), 6 sa, direct.
Reliance Mfg. Co., Chicago (Big
Yank work shirts), 13 sp, thru
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
Jail Bros., Muncie, Ind. (canning
equipment), 4 sp, thru Applegate
Adv. Agency, Muncie.
1O-L0 Works, Cincinnati (shoe leather), 6 sa, thru Rogers & Smith
Adv. Agency, Chicago,
ohn Morrell & Co., Ottumwa, la.
(meat products), 117 sp, thru
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc.,
Chicago.
I^ollingbourne Mills, Elgin, 111.
(yarns), 2 sa, thru Rogers & Smith
Adv. Agency, Chicago,
lurphy Products Co., Burlington,
Wis. (fodder), 39 sp, thru Wade
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
WOC, Davenport, la.
)r. W. B. Caldwell Inc., Monticello,
111. (proprietary), 5 weekly t, thru
Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee,
barter Medicine Co., New York (liver
| pills), 3 weekly ta, thru Street &
, Finney Inc., N. Y.
household Finance Corp., Chicago
(loans), 6 weekly sp, thru Charles
Daniel Frey Co., Chicago,
jever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(Lifebuoy soap), 3 weekly t, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
teo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich.,
6troit.
weekly sa, thru Maxon Inc., Desterling Casualty Insurance Co., Chicago, 6 weekly sp, thru Radio
Broadcasting Inc., Chicago.
!>?kelly Oil Co., Kansas City, 5 weekly
t, thru Russell C. Comer Adv. Co.,
Kansas City.
Jnion Pacific System, Omaha (transportation), 3weekly sa, thru Caples
Co., Chicago,
lassachusetts Mutual Life Insurance
Co., Springfield, Mass., weekly f,
thru R. J. Potts & Co., Kansas
City.
KJBS, San Francisco
a:
I'Yhite Cross Laboratories, San Francisco (tooth powder), weekly sa,
direct.

WMCA, New York
Cardinal Laboratories, Chicago (shoe
polish),
2 weekly sp,
BlackettSample-Hummert
Inc.,thruChicago.
Reid, Murdoch & Co., Chicago (Monarch foods), 6 weekly sa, thru
Philip
cago. O. Palmer & Co. Inc., ChiOlson Rug Co., Chicago, 12 weekly t,
thru Philip O. Palmer & Co. Inc.,
Chicago.
Ex-Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (proprietary), 2weekly t, thru Joseph
Katz Co., Baltimore.
WD AY, Fargo, N. D.
Sterling Casualty Insurance Co., Chicago, 6 weekly sp, thru Radio
Broadcasting Inc., Chicago.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago, weekly sp,
thru Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Acme White Lead & Color Works,
Detroit (paint), weekly sp, thru
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc.,
Chicago.
Northwestern Fuel Co., Minneapolis
(Chemacol), 2 daily sa, thru Critchfield-Graves Co., Minneapolis.
CHRC, Quebec, Que.
Dr. J. O. Lambert Ltd., Montreal
(proprietary), weekly sp, direct.
National Breweries Ltd., Montreal,
weekly
Montreal.sp, thru Vickers & Benson,
MacDonald Medicine Co., Kitchener,
Ont.
rect. (proprietary), 2 daily sp, diSlater Shoe Co. Ltd., Montreal, 16
sp, direct.
KSFO, San Francisco
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la.,
(plants, etc.), 6 weekly ta, thru
Northwest Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
Stanco Inc., New York (Daggett &
Ramsdell cosmetics), 3 weekly sp,
thru local distrib.
Dr.Co.,Corley's
So-Kleen weekly
Tooth sp,
Powder
San Francisco,
thru
Kelso Norman Organization, San
Francisco.

New Panama Outlet
A NEW commercial broadcasting
itation has been established in
Colon, Panama, with the permission of U. S. Navy authorities
whose authorization must first be
secured under the treaty with the
Republic of Panama. It is the 25vatt HP50, located in the Carbone
31dg., Colon, and operating on
:440 kc.
IT'S A
DARNED GOOD

pro?
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Malt-O-Meal Co., Fort Worth (cereal), 3 weekly
sp, thru MitchellFaust Adv.
Co., Chicago.
Interstate Nurseries, Hamburg, la.
(plants), 2 daily sp, direct.
B. C. Remedy Co., Durham, N. C.
(proprietary), 2 weekly so, thru
Harvey-Massengale Co., Atlanta.
WFEA, Manchester, N. H.
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis (Bisquick), 6 weekly t, thru Knox
Reeves Adv. Inc., Minneapolis.
Carleton & Hovey Co., Lowell, Mass.
(Father
6 weekly so, thru
John
W. John's),
Queen, Boston.
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago (radio
sets),ter & 4Sons
weekly
thruInc.,
H. W.
RasAdv.ta,Co.
Chicago.
American Gas Machine Co. Inc., Minneapolis (oil burners), 3 weekly so,
thru Greve Adv. Agency, St. Paul.
WHK, Cleveland
Ex-Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (proprietary), 2weekly /, thru Joseph Katz
Co., Baltimore.
Knox Co., Kansas City (Cystex),
weekly t, thru Allen C. Smith Adv.
Co., Kansas City.
Railway Express Agency, New York,
2 weekly t, thru Caples Co., N. Y.

WHK
CLEVELAND

FIRST
IN

LISTENING

PREFERENCE

SECOND
IN POWER

SECOND
IN PREFERABLE
WAVE
LENGTH
(Network Stations)
FIRST

,13

at

6

our

Office

for tickets
to Homicide Squad
says A. R. MATHES, Manager
Community Credit, Inc.
programs"
;>-v. U
4 Sa courtesy to the thousands who
ifl
listen to Homicide Squad each
week over KEX, studio tickets were
offered to those who called at the
offices of Community Credit. Inc.
"Our business has shown a steady increase every week since inception of the program. As a matter of fact, 11,136 have called at our
office for tickets," says A. R. Mathes. KEX is licking sales
problems for many advertisers — at the minimum cost. It is operated by The Oregonian, Portland's preferred newspaper.

Y

i

Oregon's most powerful radio station— affiliated with NBC
Operated by Oregonian Publishing Company
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LOCAL

ADVERTISING

"11

BUY

WN
BR
Memphis, Tenn.
MID- SOUTH COVERAGE

A. S. Boyle Co., Cincinnati (Samoline), 3 weekly t, thru BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo.
Gooch Food Products Co., Lincoln.
Neb. (flour), 6 weekly ta, thru
City.
Potts-Turnbull Adv. Co., Kansas

IN

called
Time Spots on WEAF
MANHATTAN SOAP Co., Inc.,
^ew York (Sweetheart soap) has
aken 42 daytime "time" announcements weekly over WEAF, New
fork NBC key. These time spots
ict as an adjunct to other spot
iroadcasting activities of this company in other sections. The account is handled by the Peck Ad'ertising Agency, New York.
.

WGN, Chicago
Rival Packing Co., Chicago (Rival
Dog Food),
sp, thru Charles
Silver
& Co., 52
Chicago.
Hollywood Mask Inc., Chicago
(beauty preparation), 3 weekly sp,
thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Holland Furnace Co., Holland, Mich.,
(heating plants), 260 sp, thru
Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc.,
Chicago.

station
is a basic
the
(1) WHK,
Ohio's outlet
oldestonradio
Columbia Network. It not only
carries all the big CBS programs
but leads all Cleveland stations in
carrying events of local interest.
(2) WHK
second
in Cleve-of
land from isthe
standpoint
power — 2500 watts, daytime,
1000 watts at night. (3) WHK's
power, plus its favorable wave
length, plus its more favorable
position on the dial means larger
and more effective coverage for
the advertiser. (4) WHK is
Cleveland's most listened-to station, as evidenced by the fact
that more local advertising dollars
are spent on WHK than any
other Cleveland station.
Get the facts before you buy
Cleveland.
You'll find that your
best buy is WHK.

/WHK\
Radio Air Service Corp.
Terminal Tower - • Cleveland, Ohio
H. K. Carpenter, General Mgr.
C. A. McLaughlin, Sales Mgr.
FREE AND SLEININGER, Inc.
National Representatives
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WAAT

ON

NEWS
was

a feature

4H

Years

Ago

News is nothing new as an
audience - getting feature on
this station. As anciently as
4% years ago. international,
national and local flashes
were being flagged over the
air-waves of WAAT to all of
Northern New Jersey, clean
into Metropolitan New York.
Programming of this typical
sort has helped make WAAT
listened to — in more ways
than one, as advertisers can
tell you from dollars-andcents results.
WAAT has no illusions of
comparison with the stars of
the Very First Magnitude. It
does offer itself, however, as a
mighty brilliant constellation
in the firmament of neargreat stations definitely able
to do a checkable, productive

KFRC, San Francisco
Old Homestead Bakery Co., San Francisco (bread), 5 weekly sp, thru
Leon Livingston Adv. Agency, San
Francisco.
Sterling Products Co. Inc., New York
Wheeling, W. Va., (Phillips face
cream), weekly t, thru BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., N. T.
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co., Jersey
City ton(soap),
weekly
t, thru Ben& Bowles 3 Inc.,
N. Y.
George H. Benioff Co. Inc., San
Francisco
(furrier), weekly r, direct.
WMAQ, Chicago
Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich., 15 ta,
thru Erwin, Wasey and Co. Inc.,
N. Y.
Carleton & Hovey Co., Lowell. Mass.
(Father
Medicine),
thru
John John's
W. Queen,
Boston. 78 sa,
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la.
(plants and shrubs), 3 sa, thru
Northwest Radio Adv. Co. Inc., Seattle.
Union Pacific System, Chicago (railroad travel), 3 so, thru Caples Co.,
Chicago.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore (Rem), 182 sa, thru Joseph
Katz Co., Baltimore.
KOL, Seattle
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 2 daily
sa, thru Biow Co. Inc., N. Y.
Dr. Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart,
Ind. (Alka-Seltzer) , weekly t, thru
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
American Washing Machine Mfrs.
Assn., Chicago, 2 weekly t, thru
Meldrum & Fewsmith Inc., Cleveland.
KFBI, Abilene, Kan.
Skelly Oil Co., Kansas City, 6 weekly t, thru Russell C. Comer Adv.
Co., Kansas City,
Interstate Nurseries, Hamburg, la.
(plants), 2 daily sp. direct.

NETWORK
ACCOUNTS
(All time EST unless otherwise indicated)
New Business
AMERICAN CAN Co., New York,
on Oct. 29 starts Ben Bernie on 34
NBC-WJZ stations, Tuesdays, 9-9:30
p. m.Inc.,
Agency
Ross
N. Y.: Fuller & Smith &
COCA COLA Co., Atlanta (beverage)
on Oct.
startsstations,
Ray Noble
Orchestra on 7930 CBS
Wednesdays,
9 :30-10 p. m. Agency : D'Arcy Adv.
Co. Inc., St. Louis.
WASEY PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (Zemo ointment) on Sept. 30
started The Lamplighter on 2 MBS
stations, Mondays, 11 :15-11 :30 a. m.
Agency : Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc.,
N. Y.
EMERSON DRUG Co., Baltimore
(Bromo Seltzer) on Oct. 29 starts
Bromo-Seltzer Presents NTG and His
Girls on 35 NBC-WEAF stations,
Tuesdays, 9-9 :30 p. m. Agency : J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
MOLLE Co., Bedford, O. (shaving
cream) on Oct. 13 started Vox Pop
on 21 NBC-WEAF stations, Sundays,
2 :30-3 p. m. Agency : Stack-Goble
Adv. Agency, N. Y.
WESSON OIL & SNOWDRIFT Co.,
Inc., New Orleans (salad oil and
shortening),
on Oct.'
for
13
weeks dramatic
serial28 onstarts
6 NBCKPO stations, Mondays, 9:30-10 p.
m. (PST). Agency: Fitzgerald Adv.
Agency, New Orleans.
HUMBLE OIL & REFINING Co.,
Houston, is broadcasting all SouthwestBroadcast
ConferenceCo.football
South- :
west
network.on Agency
Franke - Wilkinson - Schiwetz Inc.,
Houston.

job.

ACTUALLy—
Northern New Jersey is a
territory of closely knit,
large and small communities approximating 2,225,000 people — for all practical purposes equivalent to
the total population of Boston, St. Louis and Pittsburgh, put together. Can
you use this market?
The Facts Are
Yours On Request.
Write or Call For Them.

JERSEY
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CITY &

SUBURBS

One

hundred word announcements as
low as $2.03 each
Contracts acceptable for a period of one year at present rates
Lowest time rate for equal wattage in any U. S. major market.
Mail returns show complete coverage in Minnesota. Western
Wisconsin, Northern Iowa, Eastern Dakotas. (Send for maps.)
Our signal strength second in the Northwest.
We carry more local advertising than any other Twin City
Station.
No other Twin City Station equals our record of clients who
have broadcast continuously.
International News Service broadcast five times daily. (Available
for sponsorship.)
Owned and operated by same management since 1922.
NEW SELF-SUPPORTING
TRUSCON
STEEL VERTICAL RADIATOR.
HIGH
FIDELITY WESTERN
WDGY
ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
Minneapolis
THROUGHOUT. WESTand Si. Paul
TABLES.ERN ELECTRIC TURN

Network Renewals
TASTYEAST Inc., Trenton, N. .
(chocolate laxative) on Dec. 1_ r
news Opportunity Matinee on 9 NB<
W JZ stations, Sundays, 12 - 12 :.;
p. m. Agency : Clements Co., Phili
delphia.
TILLAMOOK COUNTY CRE\y
ERY Assn., Tillamook, Ore. (chees<
on Sept. 27 renewed for 13 weeks
Woman's Magazine of the Air on ,
NBC-KPO stations, Fridays, 3:1
Agency: Botsfor
3:30 p. m. (PST).
Constantine
& Gardner, Portland, Or
OCCIDENTAL LIFE INSURANC
Co. OF CALIFORNIA, Los Angel 4
Oct. 3therenewed
(insurance)
52
weeks, in on
Winning
West onf< j
NBC-KPO stations, Thursdays, 9 :1 ■
9:45 p. m. (PST). Agency: Char]
R. Stuart Inc., San Francisco.
NOURISHINE SALES Co., Los A
shampoo) <
tonic
geles 3 (hair
Oct.
renewed
for and
52 weeks in W
man's Magazine of the Air, on 5 NB'
KPO stations, Thursdays, 3 :45-4 p. i
) . Agency : Hughes & Morto
( PSTAngeles.
Los

CHEVROLET MOTOR Co., Detrc(autos) on Oct. 19 renews with R \
binoff Orchestra, Virginia Rea, Ju
Peerce and Graham McNamee on
NBC-WEAF stations, Saturdays,
9 :30 p. m. Agency : Campbell-Ewa <
Co., Detroit.
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, Mic
(food) on Oct. 25 renews Kello,
College Prom on 26 NBC-WJZ st
tions, Fridays, 8 :30-9 p. m. Agenc:
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
ALBERS
BROS.
MILLING CC
Seattle, Wash, (cereals) renews Ja
6, 1936, for 13 weeks, in Your Pi
gram,
on 5 NBC-KPO
stations,
Mot
days. 7:30-8
p. m. (PST).
Agenc;}
Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc., Seattle. .
BANK OF AMERICA NATIONS!
TRUST
& SAVINGS
ASSOCI |
TION, San Francisco (financial) i
newed3 NBC-KPO
for 13 weeksstations,
in What'sSunda;!i]
Net
on
2:30-3
p. m. (PST).
Agenc >j|
Charles R. Stuart, San Francisco. \4
CLIMALENE Co., Canton, O. (watji
softener)
7 renews
Climale-H
Carnival on Nov.
11 NBC
stations
key|,|
from
Buffalo, W.
Thursda:li
11:30-12WBEN,
noon. Agency:
S. H||
Co., Pittsburgh.
Network Changes
SHELL - EASTERN PETROLEU!fl
PRODUCTS Inc., New York, and :\U
filiates on Oct. 12 started Walls !
Beery as master of ceremonies
NBC-WEAF Shell Chateau.
CARNATION Co. on Oct. 7 added
stations to NBC-WEAF network.
PHILIP MORRIS & Co. on Oct. i*
added 18 stations to NBC-WEAF. !■
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New Ycl
on Oct. 2 added 33 stations to To, ■
Hall
work. Tonight on NBC-WEAF nlfl
Ireland Plans Changes
DR. T. J. KIERNAN, former Co
missioner for the Irish Free Staj
in London, has been appointed nj
director of the Irish broadcasti
system, which now comprises thii
stations which accept some adv<
tising of products manufactui .
and sold in Ireland. Reorgani:r
tion
contemplate
wave plans
broadcasting
adjuncta ofsh«R
l|
60
kw. station
Athlone and
rangements
for atexchanges
of p ;'-•
grams with other European ej
American broadcasters.
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AGENCIES
AND
IEPRESENTATIVES
JORGE ROESLER, exclusive stain representative, has moved to
w quarters at 360 N. Michigan
,e.. Chicago, and has added several
itions to his list, which now inlides: WIL, St. Louis; WEBC, Dull; WBOW, Terre Haute; WGBF.
lansville ; W K B H , LaCrosse ;
OKO. Albany ; WHBY, Green Bay ;
(HBF, Rock Island; WSPA, Sparbburg; KARK, Little Rock.
pi EVERETT, former director of
mo for J. Stirling Getchell Inc.,
York, has joined the radio pro(I!j.tw
fiction
u Inc.,department
New York.of Young & Rubi.^TOWARD ADLER has been apfor Fletcher
radioagency.
director
u ujjlinted
lEllis Inc.,
New ofYork
Jerry
dy who has held this position tem^jjrarily will resume his free lance
''tlio and picture writing. Mr. Adler
j.s
formerly
a junior
executivefor serv; the
Richfield
Oil account
this
'iency.
WlS R. AMIS has taken over the
lio directorship of Erwin, Wasey
Co., New York, succeeding Charles
innon, who has been named vice
esident and radio director of Arthur
so iidner Inc., New York.
IZ,iNEST CHAPELL has resigned as
tOT'nj:iio
of Donahue
& Co.is Inc.,
»w director
York agency,
and now
anjuncing the NBC program of Coty,
[»., as well as doing free-lance projet ion.
iilFFIN ADV. Inc., Cleveland, has
ten liquidated by Florence Griffin,
<nd of the agency.
ILBUR EICKELBERG, formerly
Tower Magazines Inc., and active
Pacific Coast radio, has been
|med to the New York staff of Edird Petry & Co. Inc., station repreigentp ltatives.
lisco. -IES D. SHOUSE, formerly of
| Chicago CBS sales staff, has
jned asStack-Goble
Agency, ChiEo,
an accountAdv.
executive.
WlS H. YEOMANS, San Franjfco meadvertising
hea partner in executive,
the EmersonhasFoote
Iv. Agency, that city, with offices
the McAllister Bldg. The firm will
)LEl nceforth
be known as the Yeo_ f ms & Foote Adv. Agency. YeoWaltpi ins has been associated during the
it year with J. Stirling Getchell
!c. as San Francisco representare.
ISS M. S. LEIB, formerly assorted with the advertising department of R. H. Macy Co., New York,
JJs joined Sidney Garfinkel Adv.
j,jjtency, San Francisco, as radio pro^J Action manager.
^ARK-HOOPER Inc., New York,
dience surveys, has opened a ChiIgeS 1^ephen
?o officeH. inHartshorn
the Wrigley
Bldg., with
in charge.
:. Ci
sStiMNCIS A. HARPER Jr. of Chi-■>. advertising writer, formerly of
, jjje Montgomery-Ward advertising
!;V! iff in Chicago, and later with RuthiSn]fiff & Ryan Inc., Chicago, has
■ advened McCord Co. Inc., Minneapolis.
ra!^I
TH, BENN
& SNOW
been forme
w agency
d in ,Bos-a
, has ETT
a by Lucius Smith, Nelson Bennett
id Corry Snow, with offices at 14
ihburton Place.
acMANUS & COX ADV. AGENl has been organized in Detroit by
J. MacManus and F. E. Cox, ofes being at 426 Stormfeltz Bldg.
3ARLES BECK, formerly assorted with Ryder & Ingram Ltd.,
ikland, Cal., advertising agency,
s joined Brewer & Weeks, San
•ancisco, and is servicing radio as
■11 as other accounts.
IjITCHFIELD-GRAVES Co., MinJapolis agency, has moved its offices
the Radisson Hotel.
October

15, 1935

Power
Detroit Sports
ALTHOUGH the Detroit
Lions, professional football
club, is owned by George
(Dick) Richards and Leo J.
Fitzpatrick, operators of
WJR, Detroit, their Sunday
games are being broadcast
over WJBK, Detroit, as are
all of the University of Detroit home games under
sponsorship of Gobel Beer.
WJBK, specializing in
sports, has also contracted
again for hockey this winter,
offering tickets for a certain
number of bottle caps of the
sponsor's beer.
A. P. ECKLEY has been named radio director of the three West Coast
branches of Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
located at Los Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle. Ilona Magory is
space buyer
and Bart L'Hommedieu
director
of publicity.
EUGENEtinuity and EUBANKS,
conpublicity writerformer
for KYA,
San Francisco, and prior to that on
the production staff of KH.I, Los Angeles, has joined Frank Wright &
Associates, San Francisco and Oakland agency, as radio production manager.
WILLIAM H. HAZE, former Los
Angeles national advertising manager
for Scripps-Howard newspapers, has
been appointed assistant to John F.
Whedon, San Francisco manager of
Lord & Thomas.
WILDRICK & MILLER Inc. has
been formed, with offices at 630 Fifth
Ave., New York, by George Laflin
Miller and Stanley B. Wildrick, forvice presidents
of Mark O'Dea
& Co., merlyNew
York.
RICHARD C. LYMAN has been
named radio director of Addison Vars
Inc., Buffalo agency.
AERIAL PUBLICIZING Inc., New
York, has been named national sales
representative for territory East of
the Ohio River by WPAY, Portsmouth, O., and Eastern New York
representative of CKCL, Toronto, as
well as New York representative for
KJBS, San Francisco, and KQW,
San Jose, Cal.
EMIL BRISACHER, president of
Emil Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco, is making a tour of the Eastern
states, sure.combining
business
and pleaHe will return
Oct. 28.
BERNARD LICHTENBERG, vice
president and a director of the Alexander Hamilton Institute, and with
the company for more than 25 years,
has resigned as of Nov. 1. Mr. Lichtenberg formerly was president of the
Association of National Advertisers
and chairman of its board.
Koppers Coke Hookup
KOPPERS CONNECTICUT
COKE Co., New Haven (fuel) on
Oct. 8 started a new series on
WICC, Bridgeport, and WTIC,
Hartford, three times weekly. "Fran
and Flo" are the talent on the program, live show originating at
WICC and piped to WTIC. The
show is scheduled for 13 weeks.
Arthur H. Kudner Inc., New York,
handles the account.

That
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(Continued from page 11)

ELECTRICAL

audience at loud-speakers on the
night of Feb. 13, 1935, when the
Hauptmann trial verdict was announced.
The electrical meters began to
show increased consumption at
7:30 o'clock. When no announcement was made at 8 o'clock the
curve dropped; at 8:30 it began to
climb again, equaling the 8 o'clock
peak at 9 o'clock, but when no
word flashed from Flemington apparently many radios were shut
off. In a half hour the curve turned
up again, reaching a much higher
peak at 10 o'clock, gradually dropping off after that, but the chart
reveals a vast audience in tune
when the verdict was broadcast at
10:45 o'clock. At 1 a. m. the curve
was back at normal, but the record
of that night was an increase of
133,000 kilowatt-hours.
WLS "Idea" Department
TO PERFECT its program building, WLS, Chicago, has elevated
George C. Biggar to the new post
of director of program promotion,
giving him freedom to devote his
entire time to program idea creation and development without the
burden of routine. Harold Safford,
formerly chief announcer, succeeds
him as program director. Biggar
is credited with creating the "inquisitive broadcaster" type of program, has supervised the WLS National Barn Dance and has developed many other programs.

Program
best

TRANSCRIPTIONS
made by our
PERFECTED

Results

METHODS

UNDER THE FAMOUS
DYER PATENTS
are true, natural, authentic reproductions oflive shows.
•
WE SHOULD LIKE YOU TO
HEAR SOME SPECIMENS
OF OUR RECORDINGS.
Write or 'phone us.
There's no obligation . . . except
the obligation to yourself to investigate new and better recording methods.
RADIO

AND

METHODS
101 PARK
NEW

FILM
CORP.

AVENUE

YORK, N. Y.

CAIcdonia 5-7530

Directors
are

It is a fact some of the outstanding names in radio insist
on using Brush mikes . . .
won't use any other. And station officials find Brush mikes
Why?
build up the audience . . .

will

tell you

secured

with

Brush
Mikes

Take the G4S6P mike pictured here. It's preferred for
studio and orchestra work. The instrument is
small — only 4'/4 inches high — and "picks up" on
all four sides. Singers can be grouped around it
comfortably. Unequalled naturalness and fidelity is secured. Listeners get the "tenth row
center" feeling.
Eleven models of Brush Sound Cell Microphones, including general purpose — studio — reBrush G4S6P
mote pick-up — desk — theatre — lapel and urn-diMicrophone
rectional types meet every microphone requirement. Prices list from #45.00 to #200. The Brush Data
today.
Sheets give full details. Free on request. Send for a copy

INSULATORS
for every
Broadcasting Requirement
LAPP INSULATOR CO., INC.
LeROY. NEW YORK

Radio

1891 E. 40th St.

DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY
CLEVELAND, O.

MICROPHONES • MIKE STANDS • TWEETERS • HEAD PHONES • LOUD SPEAKERS
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RADIO

ADVERTISERS

BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York,
Nov. 1 places its Minit Rub and Sal
Hepatiea accounts with Young &
Rubicam Inc., New York. Pedlar &
Ryan
New and
York,paint
handlesbrushes,
Rubberset Inc.,
shaving
Ipana toothpaste and Vitalis hair
tonic ; Thompson-Koch Co., Cincinnati, has Peterman's insecticide, Ingram's milkweed and shaving creams,
and Mum deodorant. Young & Rubicam will take over Town Hall Tonight Nov. 6.
ALTOFER BROS. Co., Peoria, 111.
(ABC washing machines), is planning to use radio in an autumn
schedule.
CORONADO MFG. Co., St. Paul
(cosmetics), using radio, places its
account through Harman, McGinnis
Inc., Minneapolis.
DEVOE & RAYNOLDS Co. Inc..
New York (paints) has appointed J.
Stirling Getchell Inc., New York, to
handle its account.
I. MILLER & SONS Inc., New York
(shoes, hosiery), has appointed Bachenheimer-Dundes Inc., New York, to
service its account.
SPARKLETS Corp., New York (syphon bottles) is advertising through
Lord & Thomas, New York.
SNIDER PACKING Corp., Rochester, N. Y. (catsup, etc.), has named
Stewart, Hanford & Frohman Inc.,
Rochester, to handle its advertising.
NUSHEEN Inc., New York (shamusing radio,
has named
J.Dresnerpoo),
Agency,
New York,
to service
its
account.
QUIX LABORATORIES, Chicago,
is advertising through Critchfield &
Co., Chicago.
FORMFIT Co., Chicago (corsets)
has placed its account with L. D.
Wertheimer Co., Chicago.
M

S

A

R

K

E

COMPANY

CKLW
How very important it is to the advertiser
that he select his advertising media with
the same care he exercises in selecting his
friends. For, in associating one good name
with another, there is the double advantage
of capitalizing on established prestige and
performance. CKLW advertisers, as astute
business organizations, cling to CKLW as the
direct route to sales in the Detroit -Windsor
area— America's fourth largest market I
CKLW

T

Participating Idea
IN A NEW cooperative program on WCAE, Pittsburgh,
listeners are induced to visit
the 40 participating stores
by writing 50-word letters
on "How long have five of
these firms been in business"
and "What is their principal
product
or service".
Two each
$10
prizes are
offered on
weekly program.
The com-in
mercials are announced
groups of five, each time
with contest comment. The
audience may pick any group
of five to write about.
MILLER BREWING Co., Milwaukee (High Life beer), has placed its
account with Roche, Williams &
Cunnyngham Inc., which plans to
open a new office at 601 Carpenter
Bldg., with Edwin B. Self in charge.
W. S. DICKSON, for two years
president of Morse International Inc.,
New York agency, has been named
advertising counseler of Vick Chemical Co., Greensboro, N. C.
RHODE ISLAND FRESH MILK
INSTITUTE, Providence, has started a campaign, including radio,
throughout the State.
DIXIE RUB Co., Concord, N. C,
has placed its account with J. CarN. C.son Brantley Adv. Agency, Salisburv,
F. AD RICHTER & Co. Inc., Brooklyn (Irid, Anchor pain expeller) has
placed its account with Charles A.
Weeks, new New York agency.
FELLOWS MEDICAL MFG. Co.,
New York, has named RedfieldJohnstone Inc. to service its account.
KENTON PHARMACAL Co., Covington, Ky. (Brownatone hair dye),
has transferred its advertising to
Roche,
Williams
& Cunnyngham Inc.,
Chicago.
FOLEY & Co., Chicago (Foley's
Honey & Tar) has appointed Laueson
& Salomon, Chicago, to direct its
advertising.
LIONEL Corp., New York (miniature trains), has named L. H. Waldron dleAdv.
Agency, New York, to hanits account.
"Suburban Hours"
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILWAY
SYSTEM, Chicago (suburban train
service), is sponsoring The Suburban Hour, an hour of recorded
music, weather and time reports,
with Norman Ross as master of
ceremonies, each weekday morning from 7 to 8 over WMAQ, Chicago. Caples Co., Chicago, is the
agency.

Metzger Ir]
zation of Har'
New York ag<

Mr. Witten

to
prej
ten awasvice
advanc!
A.
Louis
cy,
d e n c y . T "Wi
Buchanan
been
elected prhi

ident, suceedi
A. Har
now chairman of Joseph
the board.
Bu<
anan, formerly a vice preside
has been the contact on the Tex
Co. account, radio aspects of whi
have been directed by Mr. Witti
George P. Metzger, who with ]\
Hanff founded the agency in 19
has resigned as vice president,
has F. Huber Hoge, also a v
president. Mr. Hoge, sufferi
from ill health, will continue
the Yuba coffee account. A. 0. E
lenbeck has been advanced to t
executive vice presidency from
secretaryship.
E.

P.

ABLER

NOW

REENTERING
RADl
ONCE a large stockholder in 1
Central Broadcasting Co., when
operated W 0 C, Davenport, 1 j
in synchronism with WHO, I j
Moines, E. P. Adler, head of i
Lee Snydicate Newspapers, pi
lishing 11 newspapers in Mid
Western States, is renewing
interest in radio, it was revea
Oct. 1 when his Mason City Gh
Gazette applied to the FCC for z
thority to erect a new 100 w;
station in Mason City, la. on 12
kc.
Adler's
(Wi
State Mr.
Journal
is nowMadison
half owner
WIBA, Madison, the Madison Cc
ital Times owning the other hg
Whether the Lee Syndicate p:
poses to seek radio station {]
juncts for its other newspapi
could not be ascertained, but it
recalled that Mr. Adler sold
interest in the old WOC-WI
combination to B. J. Palmer (n
operator of the 50,000-watt WH
Des Moines, and the 100-w;
WOC, Davenport) some years af
after radio.
expressing
his "disgui
with
His group
of nev
papers also includes the Davenpi:
Times, Davenport
Democrat, (1
tumwa
Courier and Muscat |
Journal in Iowa; La Crosse Leac
& Tribune-Press
in Wiscons:
Hannibal Courier-Post in Missc'
ri;
Star Star
Courier
in Irhl
nois,Kewanee
and Lincoln
and Lina
Journal in Nebraska.

yi&sM&w
^^MUTUAL
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM

Representatives ■
J. H. McGlLLVRA
485 Maduon Ave.. New York
JOHN KETTLEWELL
Palm olive Building, Chicago
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Witten Promoted
IN A reorga ]

Windsor offices
Guarantv Trupt Building
Detroit offices
Union Guardian Building

FREE &SLEININOER AHC \

KVI guarantees
. . . The most complete covera
of any station, regardless of pow
in the Pacific Northwest.
1000 watts
570 I
Pioneer CBS Station in th
Pacific Northwest
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RANSCRIPTIONS

1 4?ANDARD RADIO Inc., transcripS -|n producers of Hollywood and Chi■■*go, reports the addition of WROK,
{>ckford. 111., and WGH, Newport
as subscribers to the
iws, Va.,Program
5!|- andard
Service. Additional
(itions to purchase the hillbilly fea■*re Sons of the Pioneers are : CFRB,
; ,ROK, WTAX, CKAC, KOIN,
7 TMJ, KRG V, WNOX, WLBF,
4 3IR, WMBD, WESG, 2GB, Sydy, Australia; KXL, WMBG,
iiFSD, KGHL, KTAR, WLBC,
,; A AT, KFDM, WRC, WHO.
.mTAN PRODUCTIONS
Inc., San
rancisco transcription concern, is
itting a quarter - hour, 102 - episode
musical and patter serial The Sego
\ilky Way for Sego Milk Products
a*L Salt Lake City (Sego milk),
fer.iich are being placed thru L. S.
Co., Salt Lake City agency,
me llham
in Idaho, Montana, Utah
a it. d stations
Nevada. Titan Productions is
bo cutting 130 five-minute announcements for the Clark Hotel, Los Antes, placement being thru Russell J.
iller, Los Angeles agency. Thirtyne 15 minute episodes of Night
m litor, newspaper
stories, which
urdinet Candy Co., Oakland, Cal.,
.ioiisors on the NBC-KPO network
th live talent, are being recorded
! Titan Productions. First 13 traniptions have been placed on various
■it, I jitions throughout the country by
imiaschke - Elliott Inc., Oakland
oMfency. A 15 -minute, 312- episode
jjamatic serial The Folks of Hidden
ilfc|)jlr6our' written by Adrian Metzger,
^ I being recorded by Titan.
evEUAcGREGOR & SOLLIE Inc., San
SI Rancisco transcription producers is
ml hording a 15 - minute 312 - episode
wspaper serial The Cub Reporter,
itten by Richard Holman, former
program manager of KYA, that city.
"~cejlman
also portrays one of the print>al characters.
; ; , cCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS, opgating four stations in California
I i d one in Nevada, have signed with
M .tan Productions Inc., San Franopapico, to purchase all its features.
)■]• r : iey will be released over KFBK
■4i
tcramento;KERN,
KMJ, Bakersfield,
Freeno ; KWg'.
f.ftjioekton;
and
.. „)H, Reno, Nev.
: WEMSPER-GORDON Studios, Boston,
[Mis been appointed distributors for
arsitf Olesen Sound Studios, HollyV°<1. in New England, New York
i neW" Pennsylvania.
INT'L PRODUC:; OLLYWOOD
OXS was formed early in October
mim Hollywood to produce and release
•^inscriptions
to Latin American
xoiEsMn tries. Mary Jane Higbee, writer
Jlisfjjid radio actress, heads the translator n work. Carlos Riviera will proii«W|ce. Chandu, in Spanish, is the in|al release.

BRINGING its total list of library
Broadcastsubscribers to 135, 10World
announced the
ing System Oct.
Dakota staaddition of three South KABR,
Abtions—WGDY, Huron;
erdeen, and KWTN, Watertown.
RADIO PROGRAMS SYNDICATE
to record b5
Hollywood, has started
five-minute programs called Friends
in Need, at the Freeman Lang stucomfor sponsor
diospanies
and banks.ship by loan
LSON, Los AngeDR. A. U. MICHE
les religious lecturer over KTM andto
d a line
KGER daily, has installe
the Freeman Lang sound studios to
placehave 60
stations.bed for
Eastern transcri
ment onlectures

Psychologists on Radio
(Continued from page 9)
ions in shoes. The pictorial reproduction of a product provides a
valuable kind of identifiability that
radio cannot achieve, a visual help
to the customer in selecting that
product from the merparticular
chant's shelves. Radio advertisers
of commodities that depend upon
the pleasure they give the eye can,
however, use broadcasting to suggest that
display.listener go see a particularthe

a considproduc
New erable
description and
amountts ofrequire
on. Air conrather complex promoti
ditioning in homes is an example.
contain
cannot
ising
Radio advert
long and involved discourse; if it
does so its effectiveness is certainly lost. New products demand
analysis and argument; they must
provoke reflection and judgment,
and such mental processes thrive
best under visual stimulation. Likewise products that have a high
unit price, that are bought but
once in a lifetime, or that for some
other reason have an exclusive appeal, arouse hesitation and many
doubts in the prospective purchaser. For this reason the case
can best be presented in writing.
Such goods provoke the purchaser
to take his time and "shop around".
Convenience Goods
HE IS, to be sure, still suggestible
and he may indeed fall for the persuasion of some salesman, but he
is certainly not likely to act in
simple obedience to the voice of a
radio announcer, although an announcer's suggestions may kindle
his curiosity to learn more about
the product. It is chiefly in respect
to "convenience goods" that the
purchaser is willing to have his
mind made up for him and in such

cases he is more likely to be obedienttentoword.
the spoken than to the writIn deciding between the radio
and the printed word, any advertiser will have to consider questions of relative cost, available
talent in designing the appeal, the
number of repetitions he can afford, and many other problems
that are of little concern to the
psychologist. The most the psychologist can say is that, assuming
all other conditions to be constant,
printed advertising is probably
more effective than radio advertising for products that are new,
that have endurance value and
high unit price, or whose aesthetic
appearance is important to the
purchaser. On the other hand, radio would seem better suited to
products for which the individual
has repeated need, for products
that are well established in public
favor, for those that have low
unit sales price, for those that can
be bought at the corner store and
require no extensive shopping, for
those that are ordinarily used at a
certain time each day, and for
those that can make an appeal to
children. It is important to remember that these generalizations
are based upon a somewhat abstract analysis of the psychological factors entering into advertising appeals. In concrete instances,
the influence of other variables enters, and the application of these
general principles would have to
be appropriately modified. In
many instances the advertiser
wisely concludes that his product
is of such a nature that he can
use both types of advertising advantageously.
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Western Electric's
NEW
W

B
NON-DIRECTIONAL

MILESTONES

ON WBNX

MARKS

FIRST — Increased space —
additional studios.

THE
SPOT

SECOND — High Fidelity
Speech Input Equipment.
NOW! — NEW 190 FOOT
Va WAVE ANTENNA ! ! !

i it

WBNX

N eW York

0 ctober 15, 1935

These events show why WBNX
gives you the New York market
intimately, intelligently and inexpensively!

Write For Booklet "Market Coverage"

• BROADCASTING

will pick him

MIKE

up!

£ From every angle, this new
dynamic mike assures topgrade
pick-up. Bell Telephone Laboratories' latest. Western Electric's
Order yours
microphone.
finest
from Graybar today.
Western
Electric
BROADCASTING EQUIPMENT

$70

ACTUAL
SIZE

including cord
and jack
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say

THE NOON after Mussolini's sensational speech to the mobilized population
Women's
Newspaperof Italy,
of thetheAirWFBL
reproduced
the
details of the declaration of war.
George Perkins, station program director, reproduced the voice of Mussolini as he read the speech from an
Italian newspaper. Bruff Olin, news
announcer, read the English interpretation while a recording added the
populace noises. Edmund Leonard of
the commercial staff, simulated the
Ethiopian Emperor's mobilization decree and Gertrude Alderman, commentator of the program, gave the color
and late developments.
WALTER (Uncle Bob) WILSON,
Chicago's
radio uncle,on celebrated his pioneer
twelfth anniversary
the
air Oct. 5 with a full hour broadcast, during which he presented a
gold medal to the little girl who became the 800,000th member of Uncle
Bob's "The Curb Is the Limit" Club.
Uncle Bob, who originated his juvenile organization as part of a safety
campaign over KYW years ago, is
now broadcasting from 5 :30 to 6 each
weekday evening over WIND, Gary,
Ind., twice a week under the sponsorship of the Hydrox Corp., Chicago
(ice cream).
NEARLY always when Paul Henning, movie editor of KMBC, Kansas
City, obtains interviews with celebrities at Union Station or the airport,
a commercial program is on the air.
In such cases Henning conducts the
interview as though it were being
broadcast, but instead a transcription
is
the made
day. and put on the air later in

s:j

jp

^^

"GROCERIES
Our

home

wives
Ere
58%*

?
town

know 'em!

they

shop,

tune

in on

^

D. E. (Plug) Kendrick
V. P. & General Mgr. Ift

WFIL, Philadelphia, has started a
nightly five-minute program sponsored
by Raymond Rosen, RCA distributor,
with Martin Gosch, WFIL news editor becoming a radio columnist and
dropping his studio position.

^BMSS^
Represented by
PAUL H. RAYMER CO. • N.Y. • Chicago

Prosperity
her

has

banners

NOTES

on

again
the

unfurled
farms

of

NEBRASKA
Prices for wheat, cattle and hogs — bulwarks of Nebraska's farm wealth — have climbed up beyond 1930
levels!
Corn is higher than during any year since 1930!
In addition, Nebraska farmers are receiving nearly
$40,000,000.00 a year as a result of the crop-restriction
program.
Incomes are being speedily restored . . . buying is
coming to resume its old-time volume!
Nebraska Should Be On Your
SPOT RADIO SCHEDULES
At slight cost, you reach thousands of prosperous
Nebraska folks. Have us help you with your plans.
Ask for detailed information and rates for the entire
state — or any section. Address the association office
or any individual station.
VALLEY BROADCASTING ASSN.
Omaha, Nebraska
KFAB
WOW
KOIL
Omaha, Nebr. Omaha, Nebr. and Co. Bluffs, la, Omaha, Nebr. and Lincoln, Nebr.
KFOR
WJAG
KGBZNebr.
York,
Lincoln, Nebr.
Norfolk, Nebr.
KGNF
KMMJ
KGFW
North Platte, Nebr.
Clay Center, Nebr
Kearney, Nebr.

Program Promotion
CROSS- PROGRAM promotion has been started by
WOR, Newark, the idea being to mention other WOR
programstation.during
presenEither the a artist
or
announcer makes the announcements, which mention
both commercial and sustaining broadcasts. The announcements are not overdone in a way that might offend listeners.
WITH a birdseye view of the collapse of the 200-foot Fassett Street
bridge, WSPD, Toledo, broadcast the
news a few minutes after the accident
account washappened.
given An
later eye-witness
from the edge
of the span still standing, with Connie Desmond and Ralph Sisson at the
microphone. Vera C. Alston, chief
engineer, and George Brown, control
operator,
vice in 45 installed
minutes. remote wire serWCCO, bratedMinneapolis,
on Oct.
4 celethe eleventh year
on the
air
of Betty Crocker, cooking expert of
General Mills Inc., that city. The
account is believed by WCCO to be
the oldest continuous broadcaster on
the air. D. D. Davis, president of
General Mills, read a message on the
anniversary program.
KEX, Portland, Ore., has started
Everybody Sing, in which the public
is invited to the studio Thursday
nights for community singing. The
program
ago as a was
stunt started
but drewseveral
such • months
crowds
that it chant,was
bought
by
a
paint
merthe first broadcasting bringing
in 47 customers the next day.
HASTINGS CLOTHING CO., San
Francisco (men's clothing and furnishings) for the first time is including radio in its advertising schedule
and on Oct. 6 started a 30-day test
campaign on KPO, San Francisco,
presenting the Musical Esquires, vocal
and instrumental trio, on Sundays,
10:45-11 a. m. (PST). Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency, San Francisco,
handles the account.
WHK, Cleveland, now is originating
11 chain features for CBS, claiming
first rank among independent key stations in origination of CBS programs.
POOLE
Co. and houses,
Best's
Apparel, ELECTRIC
Seattle business
sponsor Seattle High School football
games, KRSC, that city, having exclusive rights to the games. Robert
Priebe, station manager, gives resumes between periods and Ted Bell,
announcer, handles the play-by-play
account.
SEVEN TALKS in two days is the
record set up by Jill Edwards, educational director of WAAF, Chicago,
who addressed groups at seven Minnesota high schools and colleges Oct.
10-11. Her topic was Personality
Pointers,
cast over snhiect
WAAF. of her weekly broadWHO, Des Moines, has resumed its
Iowa Barn Dance Frolic in the
Shrine auditorium, which seats 4,500.
The cast of 75 performers is managed
by Irving H. Grossman, of the WHO
artists bureau and directed by Peter
MaeArthur and his assistant, Stan
Widney, of the WHO announcing
staff. Admission of 25 cents for
adults. 10 cents for children, is
charged.

WHAT To Eat and Why is a n
half-hour participating program
WMAQ, Chicago, Monday and Tu
day mornings, 11 :30 to 12, featur
talks on foods by C. Houston Goui
authority on diet. The programs
broadcast under the joint sponsors
of Libby, McNeill and Libby, Chii
go (food
products);
Cr ]
Food
Co., Battle
Creek, Battle
Mich, (bre
fast foods) ; Cranberry Cann
Assn., South Hanson, Mass., 1 1
Kraft-Phenix Cheese Co., Chicago.
Walter Thompson
Co., Chicago,
agency for the first two sponso
Williams, Douglas, McAdams, Is
York, for the last two.
GRAYSON SHOPS Inc., Chic
(national
chain three
of women's
shops),
is using
broadcast dii
iods weekly over WJJD, Chicago,
advertise its seven stores in that c
Each Friday morning at 11 a si
show is broadcast for a half-hour
rect
a studio
in Grayson's
Streetfrom
store,
the parade
of modelsSt
ing described over the air by 1
Barrett, Chicago fashion stylist.
Mondays and Wednesdays the ch
casts.
sponsors quarter-hour musical brr

KRE, Berkeley, Cal., has inaugura
a program that has a waiting list
retail advertisers. Called the Albi
All-Star Review, the station has I
up with the Chamber of Commc
of Albany, a neighboring commun
and puts on a half-hour program
records daily, interspersing the brc
cast with spot announcements. Sr.
sors are limited to five and after
first broadcast, the station was
sieged by merchants asking for V
on the program.
AT LEAST 90% of the year
Miss Goodnews program on WJP]
Syracuse, N. Y., is sold to maxin
participation. The fifth annivers
of the program will occur Nov.
The program consists of poetry, p
osophy and transcriptions, in
spersed
with 200-word
announcem*
and is directed
to women,
with ]\
Jessica Brown as narrator.
WINS, New York, has started a
ries of interviews with well - km
persons regarding their hobbies,
der the auspices of the Bronx Ui
YMCA, with Miss Marion Cole
interviewer.
THE DISTINCTION of being
only station carrying news rep
from three press associations INS and AP, the latter by local
rangement — is claimed by KQW,
Jose, Cal.
KLX, Oakland, Cal., has starte
Children's Hour, heard five (
weekly at 5 p. m. Mondays, \m
nesdays and Fridays are "Hun if
Dumpty Circus Day" with chile l
from
the entire
bay region
invite' 'tII
participate
in songs
and feature:
it
keeping
with
the
name.
The
"(■
dren's Little Theater" is featurec V
Tuesdays and Thursdays, with ie
youngsters
ward for thegoing
best dramatic.
reformer isThea .!■
on the station for a single impor it
program. Ray Law is in charge
WMT, Cedar Rapids, la., fed
broadcast
of the Louis-Baer
two
local theatres
which had figh
an , *
plifying
system hooked into
cuit.
Announcements
also the ir-l
made from the stages.
KNX, Hollywood, on Sept. I
started a new daily news perio a*}
3 p. m., making a total of s< n
quarter - hour news broadc cs
daily,
which service.
include both UP id
Transradio

MISSOURI

Kcirlio Station,

STUDIOS
■rem pa

•

•

•
WFIA-WSUN CLEARWATER.
ST. PFTERSBURG
^ SERVINGTHE FLORIDA'S
CENTER TERRITORY
OF POPULATION
TAMPA TRADE
6Z0 KC • 5000 Watts Day . 1000 Night - Full Tin
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ing after dinner speakers will find
it mighty hard to walk away from
the junior velocity.
It can be concealed inside the
coat of a violin soloist — increasing
the roundness and volume of the
instruments — giving the effect of a
"Strad". Many uses for this little
microphone
will suggest themselves.

USES FOR JUNIOR 'MIKE'
MANY
Rugsedness and Lack of Feedback Make It Ideal for P. A.
and Many Other Types of Remote Programs
r
IJtJRTON HOLMES, the premiehis
] iaveloguest, was escortingSpain.
I iidience through Sunny
1 ;ine of the more expensive carbon
William H. Bauer Sworn
j ;icrophones was used in the sound
— the voice emi3 enforcing systemspeaker
s was loud
tting from the
As Legal Head of FCC
ad clear. But after the audience
-t .1iured Sunny Spain for about half
WILLIAM H. BAUER, Washington attorney and formerly with the
hour — they started to tire —
•came restless. They squirmed in
Department of Justice and naval
leir seats. The speech was clear
legal staff, took oath of office Oct.
!-but the constant mechanical
5 as head attorney in the FCC law
department with a salary of $6500.
funding peaks of the microphone
jjaphragm tired them.
A graduate of Georgetown Uni- During intermission several
versity, he has been connected
RICHARD HIMBER — Orchestra
with
Potomac Electric Power Co.,
:? I jmplaints were made against the leader using an Amperite junior
f1-. mechanical contraption". A Pubvelocity microphone for solo work. Washington, Willys - Overland Co.,
vea
and electrical equipment manufacAttached
to his vest, the new
substituted
man
Addressthe carbon. There were
Ikfecity
for
turers. He has specialized in elec"mike" is handy as a portable and
as this article points out, renders radio. trical patent matters, including
> peaks — the voice was natural —
• ' u mechanical. Like gravity — it P. A. work more efficient.
In connection with the blanket! 1 las always working but you could
ing in of ten attorneys on the FCC
:" pt tell it was there. That is the the piano will immediately demonstaff on a permanent basis by Ex-'- ayThisa system
should
sound.
strate
the
difference.
ecutive Order, Chairman Anning
incident is typical of the
S. Prall of the FCC, explained that
Only the size of a match box and
:-: -;w era in public address work.
hanging from the shoulders, the the FCC had recommended perma• icrophones with studio quality —
new junior velocity microphone
nent status for them^and that the
,.\!. ipable of perfect reproduction
also opens a great many fields. It Civil Service Commission and Di1:: ithout mechanical peaks are now
has practically the same output as
rector of the Budget had con:: ,-ailable to the P. A. man. The
curred. The ten are: Walter D.
velocity. Gives equal outI {hole P. A. field is wide open for a large
put with the head in any direction
Humphrey, James A. Kennedy,
(•.placement. And those who would
and is always the correct distance
George M. Harrington, Abe L.
.rV; )t accept "mechanical sounding"
Stein, Basil P. Cooper, James L.
speaker. Sport broad:^ .mtraptions are in the market for from the
casters can jump around as they McDowell, Annie Perry Neal, Ro• natural sounding system.
please — the little microphone will
bert M. Fenton, Frank U. Fletch<r\ Me'vin H. Dalberg.
N'otlflslocity
Reproducing
without
peaks, the always be right there. And walkmicrophone
supported
-:ith a good amplifier and speaker
1 ill give the effect of reality. Its
•imination of feedback and un5ual ruggedness makes it ideal
• ,r P. A. installation. Weather
: 1"' mditions, moisture, or altitude
^rl;&ve no effect on it.
r0tj The new high level velocity with
000 ohm output impedance is
. ipable of operating directly into
.; le grid of a tube— meaning the
. imination of the input transformer and all its inductive hum probQff,i ims. It makes possible the build.% of compact, simple amplifiers,
is sometimes
his microphone
tiled the high impedance velocity
w-but it must not be confused with
S^jgh impedance microphones such
1
the crystal which are in the or:r of 500,000 ohms. The cable
-;f^-ingth of the high level velocity
m\Mla. its 2,000 ohm output can be
Vh iny length up to 100' with very
AMBASSADOR
IMlttle loss in highs. For longer
l- a i jnes, ' low capacity R. F. cable
PARK AVENUE AT 51st STREET
iaprtjiould be used.
NEW YORK CITY
:- ' Requiring
db. db.
less less
gain than
than aa
namic and4 15
: :■- w level velocity, makes the high
id uii|vel velocity ideal for remote
Offers to visitors... A truly fine
:' ® -tos dcasting and recording. Not
■quiring an input transformer,
e amplifier can easily be built in
hotel... A distinguished address
".tjjjie compact unit and the hum
el kept far below audibility.
...A convenient location. Large
The high level velocity has an
uisual brilliancy of reproduction
•;r id perfect definition. A comparaluxurious single rooms from $5...
ve test on the higher octaves of
double rooms from $7.. . suites $10

TEA1

WFILadelphia
Only Philadelphia outlet
for N. B. C. Basic
Blue Network
1000 Watte
560 Kilocycles
October 15, 1935
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Not

the

Old

Gag!

From time immemorial the
"barker" has used the "Hurry
— Hurry — Last -time -around"
gag, with the result that it is
always accepted with an, "Oh
For some time we have predictedforbig Fall
and Winter
ness
WWVA
and busihave
urged time reservations. And
just
to prove that we were not
Yeah?"
pulling
oldbrand
"barker
here's a the
list of
new gag",
business starting with us in September and October. It is a
strictly National spot list and
does not include Columbia
chain commercials, business on
station before September 1, or
new local accounts:
BUICK MOTOR CO.
PEET
COLGATE
- PALM OLIVEEX-LAX
WILLIAM GRUNOW CO.
GEORGIE PORGIE
CEREAL
GLESSNER COMPANY
GUDE'S PEPTO-MANGAN
HAMLIN'S WIZARD OIL
HEALTH-O-QUALITY
PRODUCTS
ITS COMPANY
LITTLE CROW MILLING
CO. DISTRIBUTING CO.
LOYE
MARYLAND PHARMACEUTICAL CO.
McKENZIE MILLING CO.
MORTON SALT CO.
REID, MURDOCH Sc CO.
STUDEBAKER CORP.
SWARTCHILD 8C CO.
UNITED DRUG CO.
No, we're not sold out as yet,
and will be pleased to schedule
more business for advertisers
who want real, responsive radio coverage in Eastern Ohio,
Western Pennsylvania and
Northern West Virginia.
West Vi rginia
Broadcasting Corp.
Hawley Building
WHEELING, W. Va.
Representatives
J. HMcGILLVRA
485 Madison Ave., New York
JOHN KETTLEWELL
Palmolive
Bldg., Chicago
Columbia

5,000

Station

WATTS

WWVA
II60

KILOCYCLES
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Do you know
how to get
more
listeners
to your programs
and
more
buyers
among the listeners ?

The
Psychology
of
RADIO

Psychologists reveal
radio success secrets
Why do some radio programs succeed
while others that seem just as good, flop?
What will people listen to, and how will
they listen ? Those are the questions you
want answered. In this new book two
noted psychologists,
Hadley Cantril and
Gordon Allport,
The Book
working under the
auspices
of
the
Harvard Department of
that Tells—
Psychology, give the
—whether funny
answers, discovered
or sad broadcasts
as a result of thouget
fan
mail — more
and why
sands of practical
experiments.
—what
gets
over
better in long
Experiments
sentences
— in
short sentences
Upset Many
—how studio applause helps
and
Popular Ideas
laughter
Stop wasting time
—what listeners
and ingmoney
over 30 want
up the "barkwrong
trees." The
Psy—what ages twirl
chology of Radio
the dial at ranputs hundreds of
dom
tested ideas right
—how
long a good
becommercial
at your fingertips.
can
Do you want older
listeners, younger
—what gets the
ones, women, men?
u n divided atThis book shows
tention
you how to reach
—the most popular
them.
type of children's
Free
program
—why old vorites
songare the
fafor 10 Days
most
popular
Fill in the coupon
thing
on
the
air
below and send it
—what kind of
now. Examine the
"gags"
book free for 10
best go over
days. If after look—how
to turn a
ing it over carestage
fully you think you
radio play
play into a
can outgetit, send
alongit withback.
No obligation.
Free Examination Coupon
Harper & Brothers,
49 East 33rd St., New York, N. Y.
Please send me for 10 days free
examination
a copy($3.00).
of The Psychology of Radio
□ I will remit $3.00 plus carriage charges in 10 days or
return the book.
□ I enclose $3.00, carriage prepaid.
Name
Address
Business Connection
BM
( Please Fill In )
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EQUIPMENT
COLLINS RADIO Co., Cedar Rapids, la., announces introduction of
two new transmitters, 45A and 202A.
The 45A model has a power output
of 40 watts telephone and 125 watts
telegraph, with a frequency range
from 1500 to 30,000 kc. Noise level
level. Modulais 55 db below output
tion capability is described as 100%
distortion 10% maxiwith amplitude
mum at 90% modulation. The 202A
model has a power output of 6o0 to
800 watts telegraph and telephone,
for commercial
with 500 w rating range
is 1.5 to
service. Frequency
30 mc.
15 mc, at reduced power uniform
Audio response is said to be
60 to 8000 cp"s within plus or
from
minus 2db. and distortion less than
Carrier
8% at 95% modulation. modulanoise is 50 db below average
says the mantion level. The 202A.
ufacturer, will appeal to amateurs
extensive applicathough its most
tion's will be for government comand short-wave
munication
work
broadcasting.
KHSL, Chico, Cal., has installed
two five-ton wooden towers, designed
al mand Smithson, generDiamo
by Harol
nd
ager, and fabricated by
aided in
ers
engine
Match Co., whose
get loUnabletheto towers
desig
ring
prepacal
,
to erect
tors ns.
contrac
himjob
the
took
under
Mr Smithson
self After having reinforced concrete bases constructed, a crew andot
some 20 men, with 2 tractors
cables, erected the first tower in 20
12 hours of preparaminutes, andafter
tion, the second tower in 15
preparation.
minutes, after 2is hours
an RCA K,1-4Z0<>.
The transmitter
series.
this
of
first
the
be
said to
Western Electric
\ NEW 5 kw. been
ordered by
transmitter has
Robert T. Convey, president of KWK,
St Louis, with installation to be
made at a new site. James Burke,
for
chief engineer, is layingasplans
for new
the installation as well
.
studios
equipment in the Hotel Chase
anmade
has
Anton
WOAI, tennaSan
changes, under the
d io,
and groun
direction of J. H. DeWitt Jr., of the
technical staff, increasing signal
overa
reduc
strengthtortionand
t. ll disconten
nic ing
and harmo
WDRC, Hartford, Conn., has begun
installation of a 300-foot Truscon
radiator preparatory to raisverticing al
its power to 5 kw.
RAY COLLINS, technical supervisor
inof WFAA, Dallas, is completing
stal ation ofhigh-fidelity RCA equipment and chang
ing. ing from high to lowlevel switch
KOL, Seattle, is installing a new
push-pull modulation system in its
Western Electric transmitter. Also
new mercury-vapor
in asupply
is putting
it
rectifier
power
and a new
ground screen for the vertical antenna.

WWNC
ASHEVILLE, N. C.
Full Time NBC Affiliate 1,000 Watts
Western North Carolina's
Only Radio Station
Harvest Time!
Banner crops, selling at
profitable prices, are making
good business better in
Western Carolina. Burley
tobacco sales begin in a few
weeks. Use of time now over
WWNC
means a banner
Harvest for
Advertisers, too!

NEW STUDIO HABITS
'Eight-ball" Microphone Brings
Changes in Technique

"eight-ball" minew
USE of the
promises
crophone
to change a
number of deeply ingrained studio
habits, according to Western Electric Co., which introduced the nondirectional microphone at the NAB
convention in July. The microphone has no front or back, forbidding the old custom of giving
instructions from the opposite side.
The "ash-tray", as it also is
dubbed, was used by WOR, Newark, on the Oct. 1 opening of its
radio playhouse in New York, for
the United Cigar Store program.
One performer is said to have
asked a WOR technician how to
billiard ball". The
sing intowas"that
answer
"sit, stand or lie down
if you want to, it will pick you up

KE£P
GAS

ans, according to Westthe same."
allTechnici
ern Electric, are constantly warn-on
ing artists not to flick ashes
the top screen or lay cigarettes on
it, a habit that is expected to disinto wider
usage.
the "ash tray" comes
appear when

staOhio StatehasUniversity
WOSU.
tion at Columbus,
just installed
unit forbyatha portable
letic events.short-wave
It was designed
C.
S. Bidlack, technical supervisor.
Another short-wave apparatus in the
stolen recentstage wascleaned
developmen
ly when at burglar
out the
laboratory- The burglar was caught
later in the midst of a raid on the
WOSU transmitter.
R. W. NICKLES. chief engineer of
KFRU. Columbia. Mo., is designing
and installing new high-fidelity equipment, including studio speech and
transmitter modulation equipment. He
elimithe transmitter
is modifying
nate hum, dispensing
with torotating
power equipment.
NEW Western Electric 61A and 63A
amplifiers have been installed by
WCSC. Charleston, S. C. by Douglas
Bradham.assistant.
chief engineer, and Allen Ducker,
KTSA. San Antonio, has installed an
Ideco tower for its 5 kw. Western
Electric transmitter, with greatly improved coverage reported.
KTSM, El Paso, has installed a highfidelity RCA audition amplifier.

BILLS

DOWN

Your
oscilTYPE HC-10 Bl cathode-ray Co.
is
lograph of General Electric
described as excellently suited for
study of recurring waves from power
frequencies to several million cycles
on the
Waveareimages
per second.
t screen
said to be of
fluorescen
high brilliancy and can be studied
visually or photographed. The model
is easily moved and requires only 200
watts, operating on 100 volts 60
hot-cathode
cycles. A GE FP-53
Another unit has
tube is used.
oscillator. With tube
atypetime-axis
mounting, weight is 55 pounds, and
with time-axis oscillator, 42 pounds.
A NEW master control desk and
other new network switching faciliat NBC's
being installed
ties areheadquarters
Chicago
as a part
of the
inwhich new
program,
expansion
general cludes
the construction of three
studios, an organ chamber, two echo
chambers, and additional office space.
The new master control desk will occupy the entire northern side of the
present main control room. The new
interlocking control relay system is
maximum efficito insure
designed
ency in routing
programs from the
Chicago headquarters to stations
throughout the country.

YOUR

gas bills carefully placed under

copies of
24
BROADCASTING
will be
down

—

kept firmli|
we

this ingenious
weight

offer
paper

for onltj,

□ $3.00 for ONE YEAR—
□ $5.00 for TWO YEARS ir for Two
ONE-YEAR tubterlotl»n«.
□ JIO for FIVE ONE-YEAR oubtcrlotlono.
Canadian and Foreign Subtcriationt
$4.00 aer yoar.
Please enter my subscription
to BROADCASTING, including
the 1936 YEARBOOK Edition.
Check is enclosed.

ringr
BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

broadcast
National Press Bldg.,
Washington, D. C

• October

15, 19

STUDIO

NOTES

TH appointment of Murray Ar—l^i as studio director, Donald Withy' ,|ib, manager of WFIL,in Philadelprogram
ift >(a, announces a change
TTHcv When WFIL was formed
' V the old WFI and WLIT, early
£ year, Mr. Withy comb said, a
g classica
and semiicy* featurin
d,
s was l announce
program
(5sical
er an intensive trial, the conclub was reached that Philadelphia
ilences react more favorably to the
liter or "pop" programs. A drive
':irted.
acquire local artists has been
LOW, Oakland, Cal., has leased the
lire second floor at 464 19th Street,
t city, and it will be remodeled
studios and executive offices, H.
manager, announced,
genera
ey,matel
R4)r
y l 6000
broxi
square feet of
tjce will be utilized. Mr. Drey statjthat new studio equipment and
nnical apparatus is to be installed
ller supervision of Ted Binder,
(?f technician and C. E. (Bud)
iwney, radio engineer. The new
jdios are expected to be in use by
!i. 1. KROW employs a staff of
jpersons in its Oakland studios and
"BL, Syracuse, has leased new of| Isthe
in the
occupyentireOnondaga
eleventh Hotel,
floor and
the
;.:zanine. Offices of the commercial
artment, a reception room, and the
be of the president, Samuel H.
ik. will be in the new quarters.
Hollywood, and the Los AntTR.Times
G >'s
on Oct. 5 severed radio
itions at the expiration of contract,
is KMTR drops the Times news
I feature programs. The newspaKHJ arrangecontinue
'fltM
Cllit of one
news its
broadcast
daily.

INFLUX of studio visitors has been
so heavy at WCAE, Pittsburgh, that
Ford Billings has issued an order
that admission to the new studios will
be by ticket only, with applicants required to write for tickets -it least
four days ahead of the date desired.
TO ASSOCIATE the connection between WIOD, Miami, and the Miami
Daily News, the publisher is using at
the top of each page the words "Tune
in on WIOD". The station was purchased by the News about nine
months ago.

i

r

TING
SUPPOR
SELFI At

Height

Any
•
With

New WLW-WSAI Studios
AUXILIARY studios are being
built in Union Central Annex, Cincinnati, for WLW and WSAI, according to Powel Crosley Jr., president of Crosley Radio Corp. They
will supplement the studios at the
main Arlington St. plant. Part of
the staff will be located at the
downtown studios, with the old
studios being continued as before.
A tendency toward 15-minute
programs, hearsals
necessitating
more re-is
and studio facilities,
responsible.

Greater

Coverage
No

At

Increase
In

Power

Input

TRUSCON

WNEW Beacon Smashed
A SECTION of the 300-pound red
glass beacon atop the 424-foot
tower of WNEW, Newark, located
at Carlstadt, N. J., was smashed
by what the station believes was a
wrench tossed accidentally from a
passing plane. Search of the
ground around the antenna base
'-bowed large pieces of broken red
^lass and an aviator's spanner
wrench. The odd sight of the beacon shining partly red and partly
white attracts thousands of curious motorists.

SELF-SUPPORTING
VERTICAL

RADIATORS

are correctly designed
are soundly engineered
Towering upward to practically any
required height, Truscon Vertical Radiators are setting new altitude records
For self-supporting radio antennae.
It is now possible for radio stations
to obtain a stronger, clearer signal,
with almost no night fading and an

:EDERAL
r
RADIO

TELEGRAPH
CO.
FAMED
FOR
PERFORMANCE
TUBES

enlarged primary service area with
no increase in their power input.

ONG LIFE • UNIFORM
HARACTERISTICS
1 Made under Federal Telegraph
lj0, j] Company-Owned Patents

Through these advantages radio stations can offer greater commercial
opportunities for their advertisers and
more enjoyable programs for their

Federal Telegraph Co.
Tube F-3S7A
Malt Wave Rectifier
I. (Interchangeable
V. 8S7 and W. E. with
266A)

listeners-in.
Truscon offers its fullest cooperation to station engineers and radio
consultants. Write today for full and

°

derol
Telegraphmaintains
Company,a tube
a Mackay
dio subsidiary,
service
ionization that really wants to serve you.

)F-357A, half wave rectifier
illustrated aJbove, represents just
one of a long line of Federal Telegraph Co. Radio Tubes "Famed for
Per/ormaiice"throughoutthe world.
Federal Telegraph Co. engineers
have greatly improved this type of
mercury vapor tube by shielding it.
In F-357Athe arc is confined within
the shield which reduces bulb blackening and materially reduces the
tendency to arc back. A special
filament core material insures permanency of the oxide coating and
prevents flaking. Write for catalog.

8

ERAL TELEGRAPH COMPANY. 200 ML Pleasant Avenue, Newark. N. J.
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complete information.

KGHL
BILLINGS, MONT.
556 FEET

STEEL

COMPANY

Y0UNGSTOWN.

OHIO
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This little man

is a giant. He signs his checks John Q. Public. You

things. Buys them

you've got to sell.

as an airplane steered

a thousand

miles away.

Through

sitting in his office, can persuade
ing in a store he's never
cigarette, HIS automobile,
Radio advertising

heard

by remote

radio control from a signal

the power

of radio any manufacturer,

Mr. Public, whom

good

he's never

of, to select HIS shaving

or HIS fountain

has proven

nation that, through
have

break-

he doesn't carry a portable set in his vest pocket, he's as responsive

to broadcasting
tower

see, he buys

in great quantities — cigarettes, collars, toothpaste,

fast foods — [ust about everything
Though

one?

which

nan,

seen, purchas-

brush, HIS brand

pen in preference

to a competitor's.

so potent a control of the buying

times and

of

bad, radio advertising

habits of the

appropriations

steadily risen.

Today

U. S. advertisers

are spending

more

than five times as much

for broad-

cast advertising as they did six years ago.
Which
Why

network

should you choose?

not be guided

by the judgment

Nearly twice as many

of other leading radio advertisers?

of the 100 largest advertisers

use CBS facilities exclu-

sively as any other network.
Columbia

is the largest radio network

in the world, offering 50%

more

sta-

tions than any other radio chain.

THE
485

COLUMBIA

MADISON
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YORK
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CITY

• 410

NORTH

MICHIGAN

SYSTEM
AVENUE,

CHICAGO
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

OF

THE

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

(Broadcast Division)
29 TO OCTOBER 11, INCLUSIVE

Decisions . . .
OCTOBER 1
KMLB.
Monroe,
La. — G ranted CP
change equip.
WOOD,
Grand
Rapids.
Mich. — Granted
auth. install auto. freq. control.
WXYZ, Detroit— Same.
WFBC, Greenville, S. C. — Granted modif.
CP trans, site, extend completion.
WJAS, Pittsburgh — Granted modif. CP
■extend completion.
WHN, New York — Granted renewal regular period.
WROL Knoxville. Tenn. — Granted li-w D. cense CP change equip., increase to 250
WJAY, Cleveland — Granted CP new
equip., move studio to Terminal Tower,
move trans, locally.
KINY, Juneau, Alaska — Granted modif.
license to change name to Edwin A. Kraft.
KSO, Des Moines — Granted modif. CP
trans, site north of Des Moines, extend
completion.
KQV, Pittsburgh — Granted modif. CP
extend completion.
WTAQ, Green Bay, Wis. — Granted consent vol. assignment CP to WHBY Inc.
WNYC, New York— Granted CP move
transmitter Greenpoint Ave., Brooklyn,
change antenna.
NEW, Brown Radio Service & Lab.,
Rochester, N. Y. — CP amended, removed
from hearing docket and granted, 1210 kc
100 w D.
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— KFIZ,
Fond du Lac, Wis., granted temp. auth.
change hours ; KGKB, Tyler, Tex., granted
temp. auth. change hours ; WJAY, Cleveland, granted temp. auth. operate portable
610 kc in October; WJEJ, Hagerstown,
Md., granted extension temp. auth. 50 w
LS to 11 p. m. four days weekly in October; WHDF, Calumet, Mich., granted
temp. auth. operate added hours ; KFKA,
Greeley, Col., granted temp. auth. temporary antenna; WDEV, Waterbury, Vt.,
granted temp. auth. to Mrs. Mary M.
Whitehill to operate station to 11-6-35
pending receipt and action on invol. assignment license ; KGBX, Springfield, Mo.,
granted extension temp. auth. operate
without approved freq. monitor.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, Eagle
Rock Brdcstg. Co., Eagle Rock, Cal., CP
in docket amended to 600 kc 250 w D ;
NEW, James R. Doss Jr., Tuscaloosa,
Ala., CP in docket amended re equip., increase from 500 w to 1 kw, change anten a ;WBAA, W. Lafayette, Ind., modif.
license in docket amended re hours ;
WBHS. Huntsville. Ala., CP in docket
amended to D only ; WBEN, Buffalo, applic. CP change equip., increase from 1 to
5 kw N & D, to be heard by Division en
banc.
MISCELLANEOUS — WCOP, Boston, denied temp. auth. spec, hours ; KOOS,
Marshfield, Ore., denied temp. auth. spec,
hours ; NEW, W. A. Patterson, Chattanooga, Tenn., granted auth. take depositions re applic. 1420 kc 100 w ; WJAR,
Providence, denied reconsideration action
setting applic. for hearing, to increase to
1 kw directional ; KSFG, Los Angeles, applic. renewal reconsidered and granted.
ACTION ON EXAMINERS' REPORTS
— KPJM,
Prescott,
in default applic.
renewalAriz.,
1500 denied
kc 100 asw unltd.,
sustaining Examiner Seward, effective
11- 26-35; KTFI, Twin Falls. Id., remanded
to docket for further hearing ; NEW,
Hauser Radio Co.. Ventura, Cal., dismissed with prejudice, applic. CP 1310 kc
100 w unltd.. sustaining Examiner Seward ; WGES,
granted
renewal license Chicago,
1360 kc 500
w N applic.
1 kw LS
Sundays 3/7 time, sustaining Examiner
Hyde; NEW, Oklahoma Press Pub. Co.,
Muskogee, Okla., granted oral argument
12- 4-35, also granted request for oral argument to Pittsburgh Pub. Co. ; WMBC,
Detroit, granted oral argument 11-1-35 on
applic. CP change from 1420 to 1300 kc,
from 100 w 250 w LS to 500 w and
WHBL. Sheboygan, Wis., granted oral
argument applic. modif. license from 1410
to 1300 kc, from 500 to 250 w unltd. ;
NEW. Brackett, Breed & Laport, d/b
Conn. Valley Brdcstg. Co., Springfield,
Mass., granted oral argument 11-21-35 on
applic. CP 1140 kc 500 w ltd.; NEW,
Charles C. Theis, Wichita, Kan., granted
oral argument applic. CP 1210 kc 100 w
unltd. ; NEW, Hartford Brdcstg. Co. Inc..
Hartford, Conn., granted oral argument
12-4-35 applic. 1200 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW,
Worcester Brdcstg. Co. Inc., Worcester,
Mass., same ; NEW, Hartford Times Inc.,
Hartford, Conn., same.
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SEPTEMBER
RATIFICATIONS:
WIP. Philadelphia — Granted extension
exp.
auth.Head
addedof 500
to 4-1-36
NEW,
the wLakes
Brdcstg.(9-26).
Co.,
Virginia, Minn. — Granted request to ad(9-27). vance date for oral argument to 10-10-35
WBAL, Baltimore — Granted modif. temp,
auth. resume synchronization with WJZ
9 p. m. Sundays to 2-1-36 (9-28).
KGBX, Springfield, Mo. — Granted modif.
temp. auth. 1230 kc 500 w unltd. directional N to 12-1-35 (9-28).
Ruling in Brooklyn
Upon consideration
of theC'ase:
applications,
the record
in this
Examiner's filed
reports 539 and
1-40, case,
the exceptions
thereto, and the oral argument had, the
Broadcast Division this day found that
public interest, convenience and necessity
would be served by granting the following
applications in the manner indicated ;
WBBC,
Applic. andmodif.
cense askingBrooklyn
facilities— WARD
WVFWligranted in part to authorize operation of
WBBC on 1400 kc, sharing equally with
Daily Eagle Brdcstg. Co. Inc. ; application
for renewal of license granted ; application
renewal auxiliary trans, license granted.
NEW, Brooklyn Daily Eagle Brdcstg. Co.
Inc.,
Applic. of
CP WARD,
1400 kc WBBC,
500 w
unltd.,Brooklyn
asking —facilities
WVFW and WLTH granted in part to
authorize operation of new station on 1400
kc 500 w sharing equally with WBBC.
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y. — Granted renewal.
WFAB, New York — Granted renewal.
WBBR, Brooklyn — Granted renewal.
Upon consideration of the applications,
the
in this
Examiner's
reports
539 record
and 1-40,
the case,
exceptions
filed thereto,
and the oral argument had, the Broadcast
Division found that public interest, convenience and necessity would not be served
by granting
lowing cases : the applications in the folWARD, Brooklyn — Denied CP change
equip. 1400 kc 500 w dividing with WFOX,
WLTH and WBBC ; denied modif. license
to unltd., asking facilities WFOX, WLTH
and WBBC ; denied renewal license 1400
kc
500 w sharing with WFOX, WLTH and
WBBC.
WLTH. Brooklyn — Denied renewal license 1400 kc 500 w, sharing with WARD.
WFOX and WBBC ; denied applic. vol. assignment license to Broadcasters of Brooklyn Inc.
WVFW, Brooklyn — Denied applic. modif.
license to unltd., asking facilities WARD,
WLTH and WBBC; denied renewal; denied applic. ofvol.Brooklyn
assignment
Broadcasters
Inc. license to
NEW, Arde Bulova & Norman K. Winston, Brooklyn — Denied applic. CP 1400 kc
500 w unltd., asking facilities of WARD.
WBBC, WLTH and WVFW.
WEVD,
York with
— Denied
cense fromNew
sharing
WBBR,modif.
WFABliand WHAZ to unltd. 1300 kc 1 kw.
The order is effective at 3 a. m. (EST)
11-15-35. The Commission will issue and
publish at a subsequent date an opinion
setting forth a statement of facts appearing ofcision
record
and the grounds for the deherein reached.

OCTOBER 8
WIBA. Madison, Wis. — Granted CP
change creaseequip.,
to 1 kw Ninstall
5 kw new
D. antenna, inWDZ, Tuscola, 111. — Granted modif. CP
approving
transmitter sites
near
Tuscola,antenna
extend &completion.
WJW, Akron — Granted license CP new
equip.,
1210 kc. increase to 250 w D 100 w N
— Granted license for
CPKIUN,
1420 kcPecos.
100 wTex.unltd.
WLBF,
Kansas
City
— Granted license
for CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd.
WKAQ,
San
Juan,
P.
R. — Granted
CP
move transmitter locally, change
antenna.
WNBZ, Saranac Lake, N. Y. — Granted
license
100 w Dfor1290CP kc.change equip., increase to
Alexandria.
forKALB.
CP 1420
kc 100 w La.D. — Granted license
KELD,
El
Dorado,
— Granted license
for CP 1370 kc 100 wArk.unltd.
WTAW,
Station, Tex. — Granted
modif.
licenseCollege
re hours.
WCBA.
Allentown,
Pa. —wGranted
modif.
license from 250 to 500
for auxiliary
transmitter; WSAN, Allentown, granted
modif. license aux. transmitter from 250 to
500 w.
WEED,license
Rockychange
Mount,
N. toC. —Nashville
Granted
modif.
studio
Highway and Stoney Creek Road.
KCRC. Enid. Okla. — Granted renewal license 1370 kc 100 w N 250 w D. S-KGFG.
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS — WCOL.
Columbus, O., granted temp. auth. operate
without approved freq. monitor to 10-17-35 ;
KYW, Philadelphia, granted temp. auth.
operate without plate ammeters for 15 days ;
WMFN, Clarksdale, Miss., granted temp,
auth. remain silent to 11-1-35 to improve
equipment ; WFBG, Altoona, Pa., granted
temp. auth. operate without aoproved
freq. phia,
monitor extension
10 days ; exp.
WFIL,
auth.Philadel560 kc
1 kw N ingrantedNovember.
SET FOR HEARING — WOWO, Fort
Wayne, crease
Ind.,
equip.,
from 10applic.
to 25CPkw newN 10
kw inD;
KHSL, Chico, Cal., applic. modif. license
from 950 to 630 kc, power from 250 w D
to 250 w D & N, from D to unltd. : KOOS.
Marshfield, Ore., applic. modif. license
from 250 w D to 250 w N. from D to unltd. ;KFOX, Long Beach. Cal.. applic. CP
new equip., increase from 1 to 3 kw ;
KMPC. Beverly Hills, Cal., exp. auth. 710
kc 500 w unltd. (to be heard by Broadcast
Division) ; WJBC, Bloomington, III., apequip.,
100
to 250plic. wCP change
D, install
new increase
antenna from
; NEW,
Continental Radio Co., Columbus, O., applic. CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd. ; WCBS.
Springfield, 111., applic. modif. license from
SH to unltd. ; NEW, Golden Empire
Brdcstg. Co., Redding, Cal., CP amended
to 1200 kc 100 w unltd.
MISCELLANEOUS — WMFO, Decatur,
Ala., denied spec. auth. operate LS to 6
p. m. Sundays in Oct. ; Mutual Broadcasting System
Inc..
York, programs
granted extension temp.
auth.Newfurnish
by
wire to CKLW, Windsor, to 11-1-35 ; NEW,
Golden Empire Brdcstg. System, Redding,

Cal., denied reconsideration and gra
without hearing applic. CP 1200 kc 100
unltd. ; WTMJ, Milwaukee, denied reco
sideration and grant of renewal, appli
for
to be heard 10-14-35 ; WLE>
6-4-35.renewal
Erie,
Pa., reconsidered and granted licen
on temporary basis for CP set for hearii
ACTION
ON Brdcstg.
EXAMINER'S
REPORTM.
NEW,
Joplin
Co., Joplin,
dismissed without prejudice applic. ex
auth.. sustaining Examiner Walker.
ACTION 10-1-35
ON —EXAMINER'S
TAKEN
WRJN, Racine,REPOB
Wi
granted CP new equip., increase from 1
to 250 w D 1370 kc 100 w N unltd., st
taining Examiner Seward.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED (requ<
of
— NEW,
E. GibsoCa
d/b applicants)
Times-Herald
Pub. Luther
Co., Vallejo,
CP 850 kc 250 w D; KQV, Pittsburg
modif. license 890 kc 500 w unltd. ; NEl
Dean R. Richardson, Watertown, N
CP 1340 kc 250 w unltd.
APPLICATION DENIED— NEW, Ci
nute Brdcstg. Co., R. B. Smith, R,
Highley, O. M. Brobst. partners, Chanu
Kan., CP 100 w D, heretofore set for he-,
ing, denied as in default.
RATIFICATIONS r
WPFB,
Hattiesburg,
— Granted
move
transmitter
locally,Mo.change
anteni (
increase
from
spec,
to
unltd.
1370
kc 1
w (10-4).
KMBC,
Kansas
City
—
Granted
extensi
program test 30 days (9-30).
WIOD.
Fla. — transcriptions
Denied auth. ad
pense
with Miami,
announcing
records.
Examiners' Reports .
WILL, Urbana.
111. —thatExaminer
Sews I
recommended
(1-111)
Commission
firm its grant of applic. for modif. licei
(granted
fromto 890
from
250 w3-12-35)
1 kw LS
1 kwtoLS,580fn I
S-KUSD, KFNF, to D.
Syracuse, (1-112)
N. Y. —that
Exar i
nerWSYR-WSYU,
Walker recommended
plic.
CP
change
from
250
w
to
1
kw
denied.
WMBH, Joplin,
Mo. — that
Examiner
recommended
(1-113)
applic.Walle;
auth. be dismissed without prejudice.
NEW, A. Tornex, d/b Metro Broadca
ing
Co., Los Angeles —that
Examiner Sev«
recommended
kc 250 w ltd. (1-114)
be denied. applic. CP i
WSAR, recommended
Fall River, (correction
Mass. — Examii
Dalberg
of I
Rep. unltd.,
1-106) 1450
that kcapplic.
CP increase t<
kw
be granted.
WKJC, Lancaster,
Examiner
recommended
(1-115) Pathat. — applic.
vol. I
signment
of
license
to
Associated
Bro;
casters Inc. be granted ; that applic.
latter for CP be granted ; that applic. 1
ter for transfer of control of corp.
transferring
70% Group
of capital
Mason-Dixon Radio
Inc. be stock
grant
NEW, Knox Brdcstg. Co. Inc., Schen
tady, N. Y. — Examiner Seward recc
mended
that applic. CP 1240 k.
kw unltd.(1-116)
be granted.
Applications
. . 27.
SEPTEMBER

WLS MOBILE UNIT — This short-wave portable equipment, just completed by WLS, Chicago, consists of a 100 watt portable transmitter, a
30 watt mobile set and two pack transmitters, as well as public address
system and field strength measuring equipment. Camera and sound recording apparatus are to be added. A roof hatch permits the announcer
to stand upright in the truck, designed by Tom Rowe, chief engineer.

WHDL,fromOlean.
— CPkc. new
change
1420 N.to Y.
1260
100 equ
to !
w, move transmitter to Allegany, N.
auth.
transfer control to Olean Time-B
aid Corp.
NEW. Times Dispatch Pub. Co. Il I
Richmond,
— CP 1500 kc 100 w unl
amended re Va.antenna.
KALB,
Alexandria,
La. — License for
1420 kc 100 w D.
KCRC. equip.
Enid, Okla. — License for
change
KNET, Palestine, Tex.— Modif. CP
antenna, move
studio
transmitter
to same
site.to O'Neill Ho
WMAZ, Macon, Ga. — CP change eq> I
WTMV, East St. Louis, 111. — CP r
equip.,
w LS. increase from 100 w to 100 w
KPOF, Denver
transmitter,
change— License
equip. for CP i]
NEW, Christina M. Jacobson. d/b 1
ley Electric Co., San Luis Obispo, Ca
CP 1090 kc, 250 w D, amended re anter
NEW,1310F. kcW.250Atkinson,
—CP
w D. Watsonville, 1
NEW,
John
A.
a i r bamen
a n I.
Alaska — CP 1210 kcStump,
50 w Fspec.,
from 50 w to 100 w 250 w LS un! I
change
equip., studio at First & Clay S
Fairbanks.
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SEPTEMBER 28
rpRO, Providence, R. I. — CP new
ip.. increase from 250 w to 500 w 1
LS.
rMFO, Decatur, Ala. — Modif. license
n D to unltd. 100 w.
JEW. C. W. Snider, Wichita Falls, Tex.
:p 1500 kc 100 w unltd., amended to D.
E. V. BaxA. Staneart
TEW,
Norman
Baxter, Graham,
d/h Pittsburg
c<=tg.
Co.,
Pittsburg,
Kan.
—
CP
w unltd., amended to 790 kc 1 1500
kw kc
D,
age equip.
JEW, Bismarck Tribune Co., Bismarck,
D. — CP new station 550 kc 1 kw 5 kw
unltd., asks facilities of KFYR, studio
Bismarck, transmitter at Apple Creek
fEW, Mason City Globe Gazette Co.,
ion City, la. — CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd.
JEW, Fresno Brdcstg. Co., Fresno, Cal.
;P 1410 kc 500 w 1 kw LS unltd.
OCTOBER 2
^NYC,
New
new 1 equip.,
inise from 1 to York
5 kw— CP
to LS,
kw to LS
Minneapolis, move trans, to New
•ingville Park, amended re antenna and
it request for 5 kw and move trans, to
tenpoint Ave. & East River, Brooklyn.
!»HAT, Philadelphia — Modif. license
31 S-WTEL to 2/3 time if and when
'EL vacates 1310 kc.
/CAE,
to PittPittsburgh
Pub. Co. — Auth. transfer conVJR, Detroit — License for CP change
ip., increase to 50 kw. ; auth. determine
rating power by antenna measurement.
JEW, Saginaw Brdcstg. Co., Saginaw,
,h.— CP 1200 kc 100 w 250 w D spec.
IjEW, Times Pub. Co., Wichita Falls,
:.— CP 100 w unltd., amended to 1420
|IEW, Valdosta Brdcstg. Co., Valdosta,
— CP 1500 kc 100 w D, amended to
td.
JEW, J. W. Birdwell, Johnson City,
in. — CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd., amended
1370 kc, trans, site to be determined,
fee tional antenna.
OCTOBER 4
v'JBL, Decatur, 111. — Modif. license from
v'JBC
unltd., 1200111.to— Auth.
1370 kc.transfer
vROK, to Rockford,
trolInc.to Rockford Consolidated NewspaN. D.Radio
— Vol.Service
assignment
nsePM,to Minot,
Northwest
Inc.,
HFC, Cicero, 111. — CP new equip., ine from 100 to 250 w, amended re anequip.
EW, C. E. Wilkinson, Mason City, la.
P 1370 kc 100 w unspecified hours,
ended to unltd., change equip., change
mitter site to business district, Mason
IMJ, Clay Center, Neb. — CP change
.ip.,
increase from 1 to 2% kw, amendre antenna.
j'JEW, St. Cloud Brdcstg. Co., Emmons
Abeles,
Sec., St. Cloud, Minn. — CP 1200
100 w unltd.
^EW, Midway Broadcast Co., Emmons
Abeles,
Sec., Eau Claire, Wis. — CP 1310
100 w unltd.
IDON, Del Monte, Cal. — Vol. assignment
to Monterey Peninsula Brdcstg. Co.
•JEW, F. E. Long Piano Co., (R. R.
fig, E. A. Van Vechten, P. G. Green)
i Luis Obispo, Cal. — CP 1200 kc 100 w
:ftd.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — KSAC,
nhattan, Kan., modif. license from 500
1 kw D to 1 kw D & N.
OCTOBER 5
VRAW, Reading, Pa. — CP new equip.,
ve transmitter locally.
CFPM, Greenville, Tex. — CP change
lip., increase from 15 to 50 w, change
irs
spec, toto D.unltd., change call to
OG,from
amended
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — WPFB,
ttiesburg. Miss., modif. license to unltd. ;
?FL, Chicago, vol. assignment CP to
'FL Cooperative
Inc. ;
'TN,
Watertown, Brdcstg.
S. D., System
CP change
'
OCTOBER 7
- ffP
VELI, New Haven — License for CP as
, iif. new station.
VHOM, Jersey City — License for CP
1 r.ge equip., move transmitter.
VMBR, Jacksonville, Fla. — Modif. CP
nge equip., increase from 100 to 250 w
asking move of transmitter site Ids', extend completion.
. ^ROC, Rochester, Minn. — License for
as modif. new station.
JCAZ, Carthage, 111. — Modif. license
m spec. D to unltd. D.
JEW, Cache Valley Brdcstg. Co., Logan,
h— CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd.
VL, Seattle — CP change equip., change
■nn 1370
to 1070
from 100re toantenna.
250 w,
S-KRKO
to D,kc,amended
PPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW,
•thern Enterprises Inc., Watertown, N.
CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Emilio
8Ho Ramirez, Mayaguez, Puerto Rico,
1370 kc 100 w N 250 w D ltd., amendxober 15, 1935

ed re trans, site & studio ; NEW, Herman
Radner, Lansing, Mich.. CP 1210 kc 100
w 250 w D unltd. ; NEW, Magnolia Brdcstg. Co., W. H. Davis & Dixon Pyles.
Jackson. Miss., CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd.,
amended re equip., move transmitter &
studio locally; NEW, John B. Overhultz,
Quincy, Fla., CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
OCTOBER 8
WMAQ,
Chicago
License to
use old
main transmitter for— auxiliary
purposes.
KSCJ, Sioux City, la. — CP change
equip., amended re equip., move transmitter locally, increase from Simul. D-WTAQ
spec. N to unltd, from 1 kw 2% kw D to
1 kw N 5 kw D ; CP install aux. equip. 50
w, amended to 250 w.
KGGM, Albuquerque, N. M. — CP new
equip.,
1 kw D increase
& N. from 250 w N 500 w D to
KGDM. Stockton, Cal. — Modif. CP move
transmitter,
increase
tension completion
date.power, asking exKHBC.
Hilo,
Hawaii
Modif.
CP kc,
as
modif. new station from — 1420
to 1400
100 to 250 w, new equip., extend completion.
CPNEW,
1210 kcAlex100 F.w Suss,
unltd. Marysville, Cal. —
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— WCOA,
Pensacola, Fla., modif. license from 500 w
to 1 kw ; NEW, Douglas G. Boozer & Jack
Richards, Brunswick, Ga., CP 1420 kc 100
w D amended re signature ; NEW, CP 1310
kc 100 w N 250 w D unltd. ; NEW, Dr.
George W. Young. Minneapolis, CP 1370
kc 100 w unltd. ; KOA, Denver, license to
use
mitter.auxiliary antenna with main transOCTOBER 9
NEW, Northern Commercial Co., Fairbanks, Ala. — CP 550 kc 250 w unltd.
NEW, Watertown Brdcstg. Corp.,
Watertown, N. Y. — CP 1270 kc 250 w D.
Tallahassee,
Fla. — License for
CPWTAL,
as modif.
new station.
NEW, Ruth W. Adcock. S. E. Adcock,
d/b General Broadcasters. Johnson City,
Tenn. — CP 600 kc 250 w D.
KFPL. Dublin, Tex. — Modif. CP change
equip., increase power, change transmitter site, requesting extension completion
date.
NEW. C. G. Hill, Geo. D. Walker. Susan
H.
Salem, N. C. — CP
1250 Walker,
kc 250 wWinston
D.
WPAR, Parkersburg. W. Va. — CP
wchange
D. equip., increase from 100 to 250
NEW, Northern Iowa Brdcstg. Co. Inc.,
Mason City, la.— CP 1420 kc 100 w N 250
w D100unltd.,
to
w. amended to decrease D power
KUJ, Walla Walla, Wash. — CP change
from 1370 to 1450 kc, 100 w to 1 kw, new
equip.,
to 1250 move
kc. transmitter locally, amended
NEW, Union-Tribune Pub. Co., San
Diego — CP 1420 kc 100 w N 250 w D
unltd.
KLZ, Denver — Modif. CP as modif. re
transmitter
site, extend
ed re transmitter
site. completion, amendGlobe-Girdling Program
On 300 Stations Oct. 27
To Include 31 Countries
RADIO'S biggest network in history, probably to encompass some
300 stations the world-over, will
take the air Oct. 27 in an international exchange tentatively arranged to include 31 countries. In
this country, both NBC and CBS
will participate, with the international arrangements handled by the
International Broadcasting Union,
Geneva, European broadcasting organization.
The program, titled Youth Sings
Across Borders, will present choral
groups from each country singing
typically native songs. American
listeners will hear choral groups
singing from 20 European countries— Australia, Argentina, Brazil, Hawaii, Paraguay, Uruguay,
Japan,dies andSiam,
Netherlands
Inthe United
States East
around
the noon hour on Oct. 27. NBC
and CBS, under the tentative arrangements, will alternate in the
relays to the American audience.
The globe-girdling program will
be switched from country to country with cues in the spoken language of the originating nation,
and then will be repeated in
French.
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BRIT AllS PREVENTS
RELAY FROM ITALY
BROADCASTING figured in the
first invoking of sanctions against
Italy Oct. 11, when an interview
arranged for relay to the United
States between Baron Aloisi,
Italy's envoy to the League of Nations, and Edgar Ansel Mowrer,
American newspaperman, was shut
off by the British government. According to press dispatches from
Geneva, the British Postoffice Department refused to relay the interview through the BBC facilities
to the United States, where it was
scheduled for broadcast over CBS.
Baron Aloisi, according to the
Associated Press report, was waiting at the microphone in Geneva
to present
Italy's case
to America
when
a telephone
message
came
through from London. The word
was that the Postoffice, which controls British communications, had
refused to relay the remarks of
the Baron or any other Italian
spokesman to America, in line with
the sanctions ordered by the
League of Nations.
At CBS it was declared Oct. 11
that first information on the Aloisi
incident came from RCA which informed it that the British shortwave relay station, which was to
have retransmitted the talk, could
not be picked up. RCA could only
say, it was added, that the talk
was not stances
presented
to circumbeyond our "due
control
at the
other end". On Wednesday, Oct. 9,
the Ethiopian side of the question
was outrelayed
to this country withserious interference.

Mr. E. H. ofRietzke,
President
CRElof
and
originator
the
first
thorough,
course in Practical
Radio Engineering.
Be In
Where 1945?
Will You

... ask your boss ... or better
fellows in the
yet, ask yourself! You
broadcasting field have witnessed a
The next
business.
increase
great
and
equipment
better
be in
move will
BETTER MEN.
If You Are Looking Ahead
. . . You Should Look Into the
Value of Technical Training.
One-third of all the radio stations
more
in the country employ one .or These
CRE1 Students and Graduatesthat
you
men want the bigger jobs
who
and we're betting on the men
want study.
NEW! 48 -PAGE
ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET
Illustrating and describing the expanding courses of CREI. New
Write for
courses,
your
free new
copy. equipment.
Capitol Radio
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
14th and
PARK
Dept.
B-10 ROAD
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Increase
Coverage

. . .

Fidelity
. . . Improve

The elimination of distortion in the broadcast transmitter allows
an increase in percentage modulation which increases the effective range of the station. To maintain the transmitter at its
optimum efficiency, both the distortion and modulation levels
must be measured regularly, and at frequency intervals.
With the General Radio Type 730-A Transmission Monitor,
the operating staff can make a complete run of the station for
modulation, distortion, noise and hum in less than ten minutes.
The flashing modulation-indicator lamp immediately warns the
operating staff if the modulation percentage exceeds any predetermined level. Measurements on any of the elements of the
entire station may be made to run down sources of noise, distortion or hum.
The General Radio Type 730-A Monitor is reasonably priced,
accurate, easily installed and simple to operate.
Price, complete and ready to operate: $462.00 (U. S. and Canada)
For Complete Details Write for Bulletin M-B
GENERAL
RADIO COMPANY
30 State Street
Cambridge, Mass.
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NAB and RMA to Devise
Plans for Radio Award
A PRELIMINARY meeting of the
committees representing the NAB
and the Radio Manufacturers Association, named to devise plans
for creation of radio awards paralleling those of the Pulitzer
Foundation in the journalism field,
will be held in New York Oct. 16.
Arrangements were made for the
meeting Oct. 10 by Bond Geddes,
executive vice president of RMA,
and Lambdin Kay, WSB, Atlanta,
chairman of the NAB committee.
Simultaneously it was announced
that James M. Skinner, president
of Philco, had been named the
sixth member of the RMA committee, of which Powel Crosley,
Jr., head of WLW and Crosley
Radio Corp., is chairman. The
NAB committee, in addition to Mr.
Kay, comprises M. H. Aylesworth,
NBC president; William S. Paley,
CBS president; Leo J. Fitzpatrick,
WJR, NAB president and Burridge
D. Butler, president of WLS and
publisher of The Prairie Farmer.
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Prees Bldg., Wash., D. C.
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
Synchronization Equipment Design.
Field Strength and Station Location
Surveys. Line
Antenna
Design. Wire
Problems.
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C,
N. Y. Offise: Englewood, N. J.
PAUL
GODLEY
and Associates
Radio Engineers
Montclair, N. J.
Phone Montclair 2-7859
EDGAR H. FELIX
1775 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes, Allocation and Location Investigations
HOLLIS S. BAIRD
Specializing in
ULTRA-HIGH
FREQUENCY,
TELEVISION,
AND
HIGH FIDELITY PROBLEMS
70 BROOKLINE AVENUE
BOSTON, MASS.
Telephone Commonwealth 8512
W.

P. Milliard

Co.

T^adio 'transmission
Equipment
2106 Calumet Ave.
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS
Page 62
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Fellow's

Grateful Priest
To the Editor of Broadcasting:
This is an unsolicited letter. I
am not in the radio game but I
have a piece of news that ought to
interest
minded. anyone who is radioI am a Catholic priest. Some
time ago I started work as a
stranger in a large parish in Pittsburgh. It was my intention to put
on a Street Fair to benefit the
parish. Armed with a letter of introduction from my good friend,
William Pote, production manager
of Station WMEX, in Boston, I
found myself no longer a stranger
in Pittsburgh.
The sum and substance of this
letter is that through the generous
cooperation of several people from
several Pittsburgh radio stations
the Fair was a complete success.
I wish to express my hearty thanks
to Mr. Pote, Louis L. Kaufman,
former "Globe Trotter" of
WCAE, to Harry Woodman, general manager of KDKA, to Miss
Dorothy Cupps, the Galishano Sisters and Bobby Tayman and his
oi'chcstrii
(Rev.)Paul W.Seraphic
Meinecke,Seminary,
O.F.M.
St. Frances
Lowell, Mass.
Hotel Boosts Business
USING spot radio along with other
media, Hotel Webster Hall, Detroit, increased its volume of business 87%, the hotel has just announced. The advertising appropriation has just been increased
700%. The board of trustees
states that "the average amount
of advei'tising and promotion that
a hotel should incur, according to
accounting authorities, should be
approximately 5% of sales. During the years of our greatest loss,
the advertising and promotion expenditures amounted to only 1%.
At
present
we are spending
Roland G. Spedden,
Detroit, is8%."
the
hotel's advei'tising counsel.
HARRY ENGMAN CHARLOT,
creater
of died
"The Oct.
Shadow",
character,
3 in radio
New
York. He also wrote material for
the True Detective radio series.
THE FCC Broadcast Division on
Oct. 8 authorized WIBA, Madison,
Wis., to increase its daytime power
to 5,000 watts, with 1,000 nights.

Viewpoint

.

Columbus Suggested
To the Editor of Broadcasting:
While the convention is still
fresh in mind I want to bring a
thought to your attention. I
agree with Steve Cisler that the
NAB should meet periodically in
Washington. Before this is practical, we should first solidify our
membership by meeting in some
central location that is convenient
ly accessible to the great majority of radio stations.
You will recall that many small
stations did not attend the convention because they could not affoi'd it. It would therefore seem
that next year's convention should
be placed with the thought in
mind of making it as accessible
and economical as possible.
All the radio stations in Central
Ohio are unanimous in their invitation to have the next convention in Columbus and they will do
everything possible to make it an
outstanding success. We realize
that NAB conventions have been
held in both Cincinnati and Cleveland and that it would hardly be
appropriate to consider either of
those places at this time. However, we do feel that our central
location in the middle of Ohio
would best serve the "public interest, convenience
the great
majorityandof necessity"
broadcasters.of
Fred A. Palmer, Manager,
WBNS Inc., Columbus.
College Stations Elect
HAROLD B. McCARTY, director
of WHA, University of Wisconsin
station at Madison, has been elected president of the National Association of Educational Broadcasters, succeeding W. I. Griffith, director of WOI of Iowa State College. Dr. B. B. Brackett, director
of KUSD, University of South Dakota, was reelected treasurer at
the assoc:ation's recent meeting in
Iowa City. Harold A. En?el, promotion manager of WHA, was
elected executive secretarv, succeeding T. M. Beaird, of WNAD,
University of Oklahoma.
WHBB are the call letters assigned by the FCC for the newly
authorized local station in Selma,
Ala., to be operated by Dr. William J. Reynolds and William J.
Reynolds Jr.

FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements in
Broadcasting cost 7 c per word for
each insertion. Cash must accomForms order.close 25th and 10th of
month panypreceding
issues.
Help Wanted
Salesman for local station now install
vertical References
radiator. Only
A-l s Salary
a le s m i
needed.
requested.
commission. KBTM, Jonesboro, Ark.
Situations Wanted
Progressive operator, control. Licem
Broadcasting.six years' experience. Box
competent,
Woman — experienced continuity wri'
CASTING. Now
program
arranger,
and announcer
desi
change.
employed.
Box 396,— Bro
Experienced Continuity Writer, Anno
cer ; Program Builder ; Utility Man.
care
ways Broadcasting.
Something New. "Russ" Brink
Program director, continuity writer,
chestra leader, announcer, college gra
ate.
Letters of recommendation. Box :
Broadcasting.
Anybody can run a station, few stati
pay dividends, station manager with pre
making
now employed, is availa
Box 397,record,
Broadcasting.
Manager or commercial manager, p
ently
New Yorkin City,
nectionemployed
with station
goodseeks
loca <
Proven record. Box 391, Broadcast
Come on
gers — give
five
years
production,
inc.

you station owners and mt
a good man an honest brea
in broadcasting
— announc
soliciting.
Box 392,
Broado

radio fifteen
yearsas —advertising
- young col
manIn desires
connection
resentative for progressive agency or ,
tion. Employed but no encumbrance
casting. locating anywhere. Box 393, Br<
prevent
Broadcast station technician with
years' experience as chief engineer, |
mote control engineer and operator,
sires a connection with a good static
chain set up. Holds broadcast first
telegraph second license. Available
weeks notice, go anywhere in states.
395, Broadcasting.
Wanted ... by young lady with
experience ... a job creating radio
grams for network or advertising ag
having Chicago and New York O
Have a creative mind, original ideas
can be built into good shows, and cap
for hard work. Box 394, Broadcas
Man 27, college education, first
telephone and telegraph license, ten >
steamship, telephone company and bi
cast experience, last employed transm
operator also control engineer 50,000
NBC key station desires position anywl
Box 398, Broadcasting.
I wish to become connected with : ,
live station that is really progressive. I]
been in radio broadcasting twelve year
every department of station. Operated i
dio advertising agency for last five y I
Can furnish best of references as to pr
ability. Am open for a position of
mercial manager, program director, or
tion manager. I have produced for t^
years, and I can do it for your station,
employed at present but can make ch
in two weeks' time. Box 388, Broad(
ing.
Job wanted by man with thor
knowledge of radio business. Seven yy
experience under one of the leaders pM
industry. Excellent references. Capab I
acting as manager or commercial mar I
of station of any size. Complete 1 *
ground of music, both vocal and or s
tral,
production.
mate vaudeville
contacts and
withradio
sources
of nat a1
business from the Ohio River to the 3
souri River. Good acquaintanceship 5
York and Washington. Excellent pol a
contacts
in Washington.
tant. Married.
Box 389, Democrat.
BroadcastsPi *
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'spies of these maps are now available and
5- II be sent to you at once, upon request.
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NATIONAL

BROADCASTING
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

COMPANY,
SUBSIDIARY

INC.

NEW
YORK
* WASHINGTON
* CHICAGO
* SAN
FRANCISCO
WEAF & WJZ
WRC & WMAL
WMAQ & WENR
KGO & KPO
$ | • SALES
'
REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON—
WBZ • SPRINGFIELD, MASS. — WBZA .
• SCHENECTADY — WGY • PITTSBURGH — KDKA « CLEVELAND —- WTAM
DENVER — KOA • PHILADELPHIA • DETROIT

This

plan

GROW

enables

a

station

to

ECONOMICALLY

This is ET-4241, a 100/250watt broadcast transmitter
Add a unit, and you get the
1-D, 1 -kilowatt transmitter
Add another and you have
the 5-C, 5 kilowatts

cation for power increase is approved, you just

Here you see illustrated the advantages of the
basic RCA

plan of producing apparatus that is

add a unit to what you already have, and jump

coordinated to fit together, much like a sectional

to 1,000 watts. And so on. This is the most

bookcase. Observe how a station can grow in

logical and economical plan, and is a basic RCA

size at minimum

policy, carried throughout all RCA products as
far as is possible. It always pays to buy RCA.
Write for further information.

cost, because this RCA

plan

keeps the original equipment in service. You
can start with 100/250 watts. When

your appli-

TRANSMITTER

SECTION

New York, 1270 Sixth Avenue
• Chicago, 111 No. Canal Street • San Francisco, 170 Ninth Street
Dallas, Santa Fe Building • Atlanta, 144 Walton Street, N. W.
RCA
RADIO

MANUFACTURING

CO., INC., CAMDEN,

CORPORATION

N. J., A

SUBSIDIARY
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There
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are 3,800,000
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as time
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* Most of them do! Witness the night and day mail maps in our recently published coverage story, "It's a Small World!" Yours for the asking.
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A

PER1TE

LINE-

COMPLETE

V*
FILLING

Model SR-80. Easiest way to improve any installation. Perfect fidelity. No background noises. No
resonant peaks. Can be placed up to 2000 feet from
amplifier without any appreciable loss. Frequency
response 30 to 10,000 C.P.S. Output. -64 db. (open
line). Hand-hammered ribbon is not affected by
even a 40-mile gale. Not affected by temperature, pressure, or humidity. Completely shielded.
Elastic coupling absorbs shocks and vibrations.

MICROPHONES
EVERY
BRO
DCASTING
NEED I

NEW! HighLevelModelSR80-H. Unusual brilliancy
and definition. Eliminates input transformer with
its losses and inductive hum. Requires 15 db. less
overall amplification than low impedance type. Excel ent for both studio and remote. This microphone
is high enough in impedance (2000 ohms) to operate directly into grid — but not high enough to inup to R.F.
50'. Longer
lines cantroduce
be serious
usedlosses
with inlowlines
capacity
Cable.

FOR ANNOUNCIN
AND REMOTE

FOR "SPOT" BRO

THE LITTLE VELOCITY
WITH UNIFORM OUTPUT
Model RB-M New Super-flux
Nickel Aluminum Magnets are
used . . . magnets more powerful than even 36% Cobalt . . .
Since this microphone has no
peaks, it gives perfectly lifelike reproduction (not mechanical) and does not tire the
listener. Eliminates acoustic
feedback in P.A. Work. NEW!
High Level Model RB-H. Eliminates separate pre-amp. (Output impedance, 2000 ohms.)
A-.C

head
any angle
Output
Output atuniform
with speaker's
level practically equal to large
velocity. Frequency response
60-7500 cycles Reproduction
lifelike Eliminates audience
noises Transformer included
within microphone case. Rugged construction New chrome
aluminum magnets used
Weighs only 8 ounces. Size
2V4 x l'A x 1% High Level
Model available (Model 7J-H)

PRE- AMPLIFIER

TANDS

TRANSFORMER COUPLED
THOROUGHLY SHIELDED
& GUARANTEED HUMLESS
Also included in FREE TRIAL
offer. Frequency range, 3014,000 cycles (1 db.). Hum
level, -100 db.

The very latest in construction and appearance Rugged Smooth operating
Complete line of floor stands.
Desk and banquet stands.
Portable stand which unfolds to extra sturdy floor
stand. Chrome or gunmetal
finish. Write for Bulletin S.

VELOCITY

MICROPHONES

AM
Amperite

PE

RITE

561 BROADWAY
(ompany
Cable Address: Alkem, New York

NEW

YORK

K

well

* PECTACULAR

gains by forward passes and lat-

erals are seldom

accidental. They are born of

udied strategy, long practice and —
Teamwork!

X/tf

ted

'att

results/

bring

will

^

execu

important trading area . . . New
A

Yankee

Network

England-wide

12-station air attack is the

most aggressive selling you can do in New

teamwork.

Every man carrying out his assignment,

n attack at all points at once. It's the team, not the

sales.

England —

the most intensive cultivation of a worthwhile market
to create immediate

sales on a volume

scale.

dividual, that scores.
When

you use radio to sell New

England, you need

iamwork, too.
New

THE

YANKEE

NETWORK,

INC.

21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON

England is not one market, but many. It takes

EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC., Exclusive National Sales Representative

ore than one station or a small group of stations to
5ach adequately

the separate, large centers

of

opulation in this rich territory.
The Yankee

Network

Yankee

gives you what you can ob-

ain in no other way — an attack at all points at once

Network

. . access to the whole market . . . listeners in every
L

Published semi-monthly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933,
at the Post Office at Washington, D. C under act of March 3, 1879.
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Tomato Soup Sales

UP 30%

Vegetable Soup Sales

UP 35%

Chicken Soup Sales UP OVER 100%

Further "results"— another CBS halfhour program for Campbell's Tomato
Juice, featuring George Burns and Gracie
Allen, 8:30 to 9:00 PM EST Wednesdays

TEST

AIR

GHT

by

Campbe

There is sometimes a blur in the picture. Ford turned to radio'," for instance, and re-captured first place
in a bitterly contested market. But he did it with a better, smarter model. There's the blur. Which was it —
the car or the broadcasts? How much of each? Philco took to the air, used more broadcasting'2' than any
other radio, won first place for the first time, has held it ever since. But it changed its styling about then.
What counted most — change-of-style or change-to-radio? Another slight blur.
But here's a case history without fuzzy edges — the radio record of Campbell's Soup — as air-tight as the
cans it is packed in. A year ago this famous advertiser, largest manufacturer in his field, turned to Columbia. Hollywood Hotel took the air — an hour a week of sparkling entertainment and deft selling. Sales lifted
everywhere. Tomato Soup — up 30%. Vegetable Soup— up 35%. But — both those soups were advertised in
other media. So where is the air-tight story? The air-tight story is sealed in millions of cans of Chicken
Soup — and is told by Mr. H. F. Jones, Advertising Manager for Campbell's Soups:
"We used no media other than radio(3)to feature this soup during the past nine months... using
one-third of our commercials

on Campbell's Chicken Soup. Sales took an astounding jump to a

well-over-double basis, despite the fact that our Chicken Soup business was already large."
Precise, isn't it? Clean-cut. Un-blurred. As accurate a check of radio as any laboratory test of food in
Campbell kitchens. The Columbia Network will gladly tell responsible executives more about this interesting record, and others like it, on request.
(1) Almost exclusively CBS
p» Exclusively CBS since 1931
(3> Exclusively CBS

THE

COLUMBIA

WORLD'S

LARGEST

RADIO

BROADCASTING

NETWORK

• 485

MADISON

AVENUE,

SYSTEM
NEW

YORK

CITY

iru.

cm

ble, most effective, most economical

to theonegangster
ng that
of the
are saying
We descendi
we're not
j^J^O,idiom.
most helpful jobs we've ever doners to put
some

of our customers

literally 44 on the

spot".
If you'll make a trip to the F & S audition rooms in New York or Chicago — if you'll listen to some

tion of the possibilities in this most flexi-

6»

WHO
. . . (NBC) . . Des Moines
WGR-WKBW (CBS) . . . Buffalo
WJJD-Chicago
WIND-Gary WHK
. . . (CBS) . . Cleveland
Kansas City
KMBC
. . (CBS)
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For after all, spots are not necessarily
short announcements
programs".

Many

between

"regular

transcription programs

are available which bow to no man's network show.
And

they enable you to use the stations

you want, at the time you want, and at the
price you want to pay.

SLEININGER,

C&aJto
NEW YORK
110 East 42nd St.
Lexington 2-8440

tising medium.

of the knock-out

programs we're offering for spot advertisers— we believe you will get a new concep-

SSjSjFREE

adver-

cJlaiion
ahon

CHICAGO
180 N. Michigan
Franklin 4373

KFAB
WAVE
WTCN
KOIL

$L
Cyvepreseniahves

DETROIT
New Center Building
Trinity 2-8444

.
.

INCg

LOS
C. of ANGELES
C. Bldg.
Richmond 4184

SAN FRANCISCO
Russ Building
Sutter 5415

(CBS) . Lincoln-Omaha
(NBC) ...
Louisville
. . Minneapolis-St. Paul
(NBC) ....
Omaha

KSD
KFWB
KOIN
KOL

(NBC)
.
.

KVI
BROADCASTING

(CBS)
(CBS)
(CBS)

. .

. .
. .

. . Sf. Loui
Los Angel*
. . Portia n
. . Seattl
. . Taeom
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WASHINGTON, D. C,
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kl. 9 No. 9

overage

Bureau
By

>ut Radio,
ittention

Acceptably
as Delegates

3EIR pockets nicely lined with
ending money for advertising,
embers of the Association of Namal Advertisers spent the Oct.
30 period at Atlantic City's Am.ssador Hotel trying to decide how
id when to spend it, with a good
>are of the 26th annual convention
dng devoted to the well-realized
lvantages of radio as a medium
mi the mysteries of audience surfers.
Representing companies spending
•use to $300,000,000 on advertising
lis year, the ANA delegates, interred privately, were remarkably
ithusiastic about broadcasting,
;th each advertiser stoutly defend|g his own program, survey or no
irvey, and referring to sales deirtment records that tell more
ories than surveys.
Plans for joint operation of a ra0 coverage bureau have been subitted to an ANA - NAB - AAAA
ibcommittee but are being kept
cret under mutual agreement of
e interested groups, the deletes were told. The plans were
•awn up recently but have not
it been acted on by the subcomittee, which in turn is to report
1 the full committee.

Is Radio "Surveyable"?
HE NATURE of these tentative
•oposals was not divulged to the
" (NA
members,
is believed
iat the
project but
will itprobably
inude compilation of existing pro-am .popularity data on marketg, audience coverage, set ownerlip as well as collection of some
3w data. Some doubt exists as to
hether a so-called audit bureau
possible, since manv advertisers
aestion the value of surveys and
ok upon an audit bureau as an
eal that may develop in the dis;nt future. They are not certain
radio is "surveyable".
( The ANA expressed grave con;rn over increased cost of newsaper and magazine space, with
any advertisers believing it is
scorning uneconomical to use these
ediums. It was stated by ANA
Beers that advertisers are now
:rutinizing newspaper space more
iOii • osely.
Ajl At a poll taken at the Tuesday
» lorning session, advertisers were
|3Jpractically unanimous in stating
iat their gross sales volumes had
uBmcreased this year. A substantial
majority said that their gross
Profit was higher. About 15% in-

# November

1, 1935

in
Dark
at
J. FRANK
BEATTY

a Primary
Convene

Medium,
in Atlantic

Gets

Very

$3.00 A YEAR — 15* A COPY

ANA

Close

City

Paul West Elected ANA
PAUL B. WEST,
managing
director of the ANA,
was elevated to
the presidency at
the association's
Atlantic City convention elections.
He succeeds Allyn
B. Mclntyre, the
Pepperell Mfg.
Co., who had Mr. West
served for two years. Mr. West
becomes ANA's first paid president, his former post having been
abolished although a secretary is
to be appointed. Other officers
elected:

President for 1936
Chairman of Board (newly created
post) — Ken R. Dyke, advertising
manager, Colgate - Palmolive - Peet
Vice
Co. Chairmen — Turner Jones, vice
president in charge of marketing,
Coca-Cola Co. ; Ralph Leavenworth,
advertising manager, Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg. Co.; Wilmot P.
Rogers,fornia
advertising
Packing Corp. manager, CaliTreasurer — Allan T. Preyer, vice president, Vick Chemical Co.
Directors — Allyn B. Mclntyre ; G. C.
C o n g d o n, advertising manager,
Jonesert J.&Flood,
Laughlin
Steel Biscuit
Corp. ; RobNational
Co. ;
W. W. Tomlinson, advertising manager, Scott Paper Co.; D. P. Smelser,
advertising
manager, Proctor &
Gamble
Co.

dicated that they had increased the
prices of their products.
Opening day sessions were
packed with radio discussions, all
of which were carefully guarded
from press and public. In other
years a few outsiders had been admitted to closed sessions, but they
were speakers. This year not even
outside speakers were invited to
the secret meetings.
The high spot of the radio sector of the convention was the ra-

dio group meeting held Monday
afternoon with some 50 of the delegates in attendance. Opening the
session, which was strictly limited
to ANA members, was a report on
developments leading up to the creation of the Joint Committee of 15
(NAB, ANA, AAAA), with Stuart
Peabody, chairman of the ANA
radio committee, reviewing developments of the past year. It
was just a year ago, Mr. Peabody
informed the meeting, that the

Meeting

ANA decided to go seriously into
research covering all media, the
Advertising Research Foundation
being organized to do the job.
As the foundation got under
way, dioitresearch
was decided
to handlebasis,
raon a separate
particularly since the AAAA and
NAB were anxious to cooperate in
the radio end of the undertaking.
Although a year has passed, the
project still is in the "committee
reportsbodyprogress"
stage. Mr.
indicated, however,
that Peathe
Committee of 15 or one of its subgroups will come forward with
something definite in the very near
future. Other than that, he would
not discuss the status of the proAs had been explained at the
opening convention session earlier
in the day, the radio research project. posal has been referred by the
Committee of 15 to a subcommittee which in turn has turned it
over to a subcommittee of the subcommittee.
After hearing Mr. Peabody 's
summary of the radio coverage situation, the radio-minded delegates
heard Dr. D. P. Smelser, of Procter & Gamble Co., chairman of the
governing committee of the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting, discuss radio coverage in general, with some particular references to the CAB (Crossley) reports. The last-named surveys are
financed mutually
a score
of advertisers and as bymany
agencies,
(Continued on page 61)

ON ATLANTIC CITY'S SHORE — Exchanging ideas about their arduous task of spending $300,000,000 on advertising this year, delegates to the ANA convention also disported themselves variously between sessions.
In the center photograph are, left to right: Bernard Lichtenberg, former ANA president, with his inevitable yard-long stogie; Chester H. Lang, General Electric Co.; D. P. Smelser, Procter & Gamble Co.; J. W.
Scoville, Chrysler Motors Co. In left photograph are Retiring ANA President Allyn Mclntyre and Robert
J. Flood, former advertising manager of Gulf Refining Co., who was the late Will Rogers' sponsor and who
is now with National Biscuit Co. On the boardwalk rolling chairs are, left to right: Ken R. Van Dyke, Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.; Waldo D. Potter, Eastman Kodak Co.; Paul S. Ellison, Hygrade-Sylvania Corp.
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WNOX
September
Sales

Up;

Time
Library

Discs
Going Well
IN SPITE of conflicting tendencies during September, broadcast
advertising volume continued to
remain materially ahead of the
corresponding period of 1934. Total gross time sales during September amounted to $5,669,856.
This constituted a gain of 23.97c
as against September, 1934, and of
43.2% as compared to the corresponding period of 1933.
National network volume was
407c ahead of last September, national non - network advertising
23.27c, and local broadcast advertising 9.67c
Broadcast advertising during
September and the previous month
is found in the following table:
Total Broadcast Advertising
1935 Gross Time Sales
Class of Business August September
National networks___$2,939,097 83,337,018
Regional networks— 82,993 81,108
National non-network 1,347,440 963,430
Local
1,267,960 1,288,300
Total
85,637,490 85,669,856
Conflicting trends have manifested themselves during the month.
While national network volume increased 13.57c as against August,
national non - network advertising
declined 28.57c
Non-Network Decline
THE non-network decline was due
to a combination of two factors:
the holding off of advertisers until
network schedules have been completed, and the clearing of time
for network programs. This analysis seems to be substantiated by
the fact that the principal nonnetwork declines occurred on regional and clear channel stations
and in those areas where basic network stations are located.
In this respect it is also interesting to note that transcription
and live talent volume were the
principal types of national nonnetwork advertising to decline in
September as compared to the previous month. Transcription volume
dropped 267c and live talent business 33.77c This trend would tend
to confirm the general non-network
developments discussed in the preceding paragraph.
National non-network transcription volume remained 38.5% above
the September, 1934, level, while
live talent business showed an increase of 20.97c Announcement
volume declined 1.27c as against
the same month of last year.
Transcriptions Sponsored Locally
THE MARKED upward trend in
local transcription and record volume seems to be an indication that
the numerous transcription libraries which have been developed in
recent months are finding local
sponsorship. Local transcription
volume was 147c greater than in
August and 51.47c above the September, 1934, level. Record volume showed an increase of 66.57c
as against last September. Live
talent business on the other hand
declined 9.87c. Announcement volume rose 257c.
The 100 watt station situation
continues to be encouraging. Local
station volume was 25.97o above
the August level, and showed a
gain of 567c as compared with the
corresponding period of 1934. LoPage 8

Radio Leads the Way, Says Secretary Roper
RADIO was hailed as the bellwether of
business recovery by Secretary of Commerce Daniel C. Roper in an address
Oct. 17 before the National Sales Executives' Conference in New York. Discussing statistical facts for sales promotion, Secretary Roper said:
"An important indication that business confidence in sales opportunities
does exist is reflected in an analysis of
the use of advertising. No single advertising medium has failed to make an advance in 1935. One medium, radio, has
far exceeded its dollar time sales for
any period since its inception. Its August, 1935, sales were some 297- greater
« P
than the corresponding month a year
r" °P r
ago. It is of more than passing interest
to note that marked gains have occurred not only in the use of
radio as a national advertising medium but as a local advertising
medium as well. This shows that optimism is not centered in our
national advertisers alone.
"Farm papers and outdoor advertising, both of which were previously affected by the depression, have in 1935 shown remarkable
gains. Farm papers, whose annual index reached a low of about
42% in 1933, stood at 65% in August of this year. Outdoor advertising recovered during a like period from 47% to 60% in September. Magazines and newspapers have also shown satisfactory
increases, dollar sales of magazine space for the first eight months
of this year being almost 6% in excess of the first eight months
Roper declared that statistical bases in the economic
1934."
of Secretary
sphere offer unusual encouragement to sales executives. They
portray some of the major realistic elements which comprise "the
most encouraging sales pictures which have existed since 1929",
he asserted. A factor of further confidence, the Secretary continued, is the solid basis that has been established for a gradual
and consistent recovery. "Selling psychology is certainly set for
an achievement of the keynote of this conference 'increased sales
and profits in 1936'."
Advertising

Executives

Forecast

5-10%

Gains for 1936; Radio's
Highest
those goingGain
on in the
food indusA SLOW but steady improvement
try, the unsettled political situain advertising volume in 1936,
tion. The liquor industry is examounting to about 5 to 10 % over
pected to renew its advertising on
that of the current year, was fore- a large scale as soon as the new
cast Oct. 26 by advertising execu- regulations governing the field are
tives, following analyses of budgets
now being drawn up, reports the clarified and put into effect.
New York Times.
"The gains during 1936 are expected to parallel closely those exSaid the Times:
bythe various media this
"One of the main trends during year, withperiencedthe
possible exception
the coming year, according to ex- of radio. Newspaper
will
ecutives, will be emphasis on insti- wind up this year aboutlinage
5 to 7%
tutional copy. In order to meet the ahead, magazine volume about
3 to
competition of private brands,
overcome consumer antipathy to 57c and radio about 15 to 25%.
The magazine showing this year
'big business' and counteract the was
disappointing, possibly because
effects of the widespread growth
rate increases, but publishof farmer and consumer coopera- of the
making every effort to keep
tives, national advertisers will costsers aredown
so that no further adspend substantial sums in advertising to build up their prestige, time. vances will be necessary for some
ideals and sincerity, through institutional copy, it was said.
"Radio is not expected to continue its present rate of gain, be"The chief factors retarding the
cause it is reaching: a saturation
placing of advance contracts for
point, with very little additional
1936 are new taxes, which will in- time
available for programs at the
crease the cost of advertising;
Federal investigations, such as most popular hours.
"Among the lines which are expected to enlarge their schedules
cal volume was nearly double that considerably, the durable goods inof September, 1933.
dustries stand out. Their sales volGeneral sponsor trends continued
ume advanced sharply in percentthe same as in recent months, with
age this year over 1934 and conautomotive, food, clothing, tobacco
tinued gains are expected. In the
and house furnishings showing the consumers' durable goods field,
greatest strength. In spite of a automobiles, refrigerators, heating
material decline as compared with and air-conditioning equipment
August, national non-network vol- should increase expenditures in adume of automotive advertising
vertising, according to executives.
remained at approximately four
"Materials for residential contimes the September, 1934, level.
struction, such as paints, lumber,
Tobacco advertising was double
last September, while radio set ad- brick, etc., also enjoyed a substantial rise this year, and will be
vertising increased from $1,800 to
$24,850.
larger advertisers in 1936."

BY

IS

ACQUIREL

SCR1PPS-HOWARI

ACQUISITION
WNOX, Knox'
ville,
Tenn., by of
Continental
Radi i
Co., subsidiary of Scripps-Howaiv
Newspapers, was announced Oct
17 coincident with the filing of a:,
application with the FCC for vol
untary
of the
license. assignment
Negotiations
had station'
been i i
progress for several weeks, wit ;
James C. Hanrahan, Continents
vice president, acting for tha
company.
The price was undei
stood to be in the neighborhood o
WNOX is regularly assigned t
$75,000.
1010 kc, with 1,000 watts at nigh
and 2,500 until local sunset. It is
CBS outlet.. The Scripps-Howar >
newspaper in Knoxville is th
News-Sentinel. Knoxville has bee
a particularly thriving communit
since the advent of the Tennesse
Valley Authority some two yeai
ago, which maintains its heac
quarters in that city.
WNOX is the second station t
be purchased by the Scripps-Hov.
ard organization since its entry ir
to broadcasting about two montr
ago.
It WFBE),
has purchased
WCP'an
(formerly
Cincinnati,
has new station applications penc
ing for Toledo and Columbus, 0
which have been designated fc
hearing by the FCC Broadcast D
vision.
Karl A. Bickel, Scripps-Howai
executive and president of Cont
nental, now is personally supervi:
ing the operation of WCPO, av.
se'
plans to remain in Cincinnati
Cii1
the ind
All members
cinnati
station
staff, it ofwas
weeks.
eral
cated, are being retained, althoua
additional appointments are
The Knoxville station's transf<
prospect.
is
subject
to FCC action
expect?
within
a fortnight.
Mr. —Hanraha
plans to direct the operation <
that station, once the voluntai
assignment is approved. Presei
employes of WNOX, he declare
probably will be retained.
Chicago Selected as Sit
Of 1936NAB Conventioi
CHICAGO will be the host city f<;
the 14th annual convention of th
NAB, to be held during the midd
of July, 1936, the NAB board 4
meeting
directors
New
Yorkdecided
Oct. at17.its The
actu. :'
dates will not be designated unt:
a later meeting.
Selection of the hotel also wi
be decided later by the board. Ch
cago was selected because it is cer
trally located and will afford st;
tions in all parts of the country a
opportunity to attend. The convei
tion, under present plans, will ru
for four days, with the openir
day to fall on a Sunday. The;
will be three days of business se
sions, as in the past.
Lincoln Cars on Radio
LINCOLN MOTOR Co., associa
of Ford Motor Co., will begin
class
program
on CBS
shortly "
behalf
of introduced
a new
"little
line to be
earlyLincoh
in N
vember
as competition for tl
small Packard line, it is learnr
authoritatively. It is understoc
that time already has been r
served. The program, it is repor
ed, will be heard Sundays, 2:30
p. m. EST,
a nation-wide
work,
with over
a Spanish
orchestrane ;
the main talent.
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FCC

Advances

By

In

Addition

Now

to 25

Proposes

Higher

MOVING forward with its technical plans to revamp the broad:a sting structure in order to make
it function with maximum efficiency, the Broadcast Division of
the FCC already has adopted two
:rules preparatory to consideration
<>f the more important allocation
phases.
Since the exclusive announcement in the Oct. 15 issue of Broadcasting that a reallocation was im' :[for
pending,
make ofprovision
someand25 would
stations
500,000
watts power, as well as bring about
a reduction in the number of clear
channels, FCC activity in this field
has been brisk. As a first step it
adopted rigid regulations governing the installation of antenna
systems. Then at its meeting Oct.
29 it pushed through a rule requiring all stations to install modulation meters — another significant
."cleanup"
preparatory
to ex; ecution of step
its alteration
of station
Z I classifications and assignments.
Most important of the current
' is
reallocation
deliberations,
that affecting
the 40 however,
regional
channels. In line with the project
^mapped out by its Engineering Department, the FCC has before it a
plan which would bring about a
horizontal increase in power from
1 1,000 watts to 5,000 watts at night
on seven of these channels; bring
iup to 1,000 watts at night the stations on 17 regional channels, and
fix a lower mileage separation on
: the remaining
nels with power 16
fromregional
250 to chan1,000
watts.
Studying Possible Effects
Si
ACTION
on this phase of the graditio l
ual plan toward realignment had
been expected at the Oct. 29 meeting of the Broadcast Division, but
was blocked at the eleventh hour
pending further consideration of
the effects it would have upon independents and upon NBC and
CBS station affiliates. In one quarter it was said that on the seven
regionals which would be horizontally increased to 5,000 watts at
night, there would be 28 stations
affected in all, of which 18 are
NBC, five CBS and five independents. The Engineering Department, however, drafted its proi
posal on the basis of channels capable of being horizontally increased, rather than on station
affiliations.
In the case of the 17 channels
which would be authorized to use
1,000 watts on a horizontal increase at night, it was figured that
there are 72 stations, of which 19
are NBC, 25 CBS and 28 independents. On the 16 lower-mileage
separation channels, the figures
were a total of 86 stations, of
which 17 are NBC, 30 CBS and 39
independents.
Paley Visits Prall
WILLIAM S. PALEY, CBS president, had an engagement with
J-November
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Super-Power
Wattage

Station

for

Plan

SOL

Many

the

tions which, because of mileage
separations, part-time operation,
or the like, would not fit into the
horizontal increase scheme, would
be shifted to other waves.
Hearings Would Be Held
BROADLY, as contemplated, the
plan would be for the FCC to adopt
a proposed rule specifying the new
classification of channels. Then it
would minedesignate
deterwhether or anothearing
the ruleto should

Commission

Regionals

Proposed Regional Realignments
FOLLOWING are the new classifications of regional channels proposed
by the Engineering Department of the FCC as part of the general realignment being projected to bring allocations in line with what the
FCC engineers construe to be modern technique. Consideration or adoption of this proposal, insofar as regionals are concerned, has been stymied
because of the contention that it greatly benefits NBC stations, but does
not
materially
help, in proportion, those on CBS or in the independent
category.
FCC declined to make public the frequency classifications, on the
ground that they might be changed before passed upon in the form of
a tentative rule, which would become the basis of a general hearing.
The NAB. however, in its current bulletin to members, publishes them
as follows :
Regional channels on which stations would be permitted to increase
power horizontally at night from 1.000 to 5,000 watts with 5.000 watts
day: 590, 610, 620, 900, 920, 940, 950 kc.
Channels on which maximum night power will be 1.000 watts and
dav power 5.000 watts, with signal protected to Yz millevolt line, dav
and 1 millevolt line night: 1010. 1220, 1230. 1240, 1250, 1260. 1270,
1280, 1290, 1300, 1320, 1330, 1340, 1350, 1360, 1380 and 1390 kc.
So-called "city channels" on which stations would be assigned with
power of from 250 to 1,000 watts at night, and up to 5,000 watts day,
with reduced mileage separations and signals protected to the 4 millevolt line: 550. 560. 570. 580, 600. 630. 780. 880, 890. 930. 1120. 1400,
1410. 1430. 1440. 1450 kc.
Chairman Prall of the FCC Oct. 30
to discuss the proposed realignment and other matters of mutual
interest.
Because of the decision to defer
action, it was doubtful when the
Broadcast Division would consider
this plan. It was indicated that
the step might have the effect of

delaying the entire project for realignment.
In the seven-station 5,000 watt
horizontal increase class, the plan
was that all stations first would
have to agree upon the installation
of high-fidelity equipment meeting
specifications devised by the Engineering Department. These sta-

Dr.

from

Jolliffe

Resigns

DR. C. B. JOLLIFFE, chief engineer of the FCC and of its predecessor, the Radio Commission,
since 1930, on Oct. 30 submitted
his resignation to accept appointment as technical head of the Radio Corporation of America. In his
new post he will be in direct supervisory charge of all allocation
matters, both national and international, affecting subsidiary companies of the RCA. These include
NBC, RCA Communications Inc.,
Radiomarine Corp. of America,
and RCA Mfg. Co.
The resignation of Dr. Jolliffe
comes at a time when the FCC is
planning to embark upon widespread changes in the technical
broadcasting structure, as first disclosed by Broadcasting in its Oct.
15 issue. Dr. Jolliffe will assume
the new assignment, which will
carry him to New York, shortly
after his resignation takes effect
Nov. 12.
Who will succeed him on the
FCC was conjectural as Broadcasting went to press. Among
those mentioned as possible candidates were E. K. Jett, assistant
chief engineer in charge of communications services other than
broadcasting and telephone; Andrew D. Ring, assistant chief engineer in charge of broadcasting
and related services; T. A. M.
Craven, consulting radio engineer,
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Boosts

TAISHOFF

Channels,
for

Power

FCC

to Join

be adopted. The FCC itself would
put on an affirmative case in support of the plan. Proponents then
would have opportunity of presenting testimony. Opponents would
be permitted to make their cases,
and finally the FCC would hear
arguments of those who wish to
have the channel assignments altered, or to offer proposals for the
substitution of frequencies in the
various classifications.
The same procedure, it was indicated, is planned for each of the
several phases of the realignment.
To cause least possible hardship, it
is felt that all parties in interest
should be given the opportunity to
present their views.
50,000 Watt Minimum
MEANWHILE, several stations
have filed applications for increases in night power to 5,000
watts, in anticipation of FCC action. They are WAVE, Louisville;
WD AY, Fargo; KFWB, Hollywood, KOIN, Portland, Ore., and
WCSH, Portland, Me. All except
KFWB are on the 940 kc. channel.
There has been considerable discussion of other aspects of the pro(Continued from page 62)

the

DR. JOLLIFFE
and Dr. J. H. Dellinger, chief of
the radio section, U. S. Bureau of
Standards. Lt. Jett will serve as
acting chief engineer until a successor is named.
The RCA position which Dr. Jolliffe will occupy is an entirely new
one. His widespread knowledge of
allocations, plus his status as a
scientist and engineer, it is generally recognized, qualify him

RCA

uniquely for the post. With radio
entering new vistas, such as facsimile, television and domestic
point - to - point communications, it
was felt by RCA that a technical
executive to coordinate this work
was needed.
Col. Manton Davis, vice president and general counsel of RCA,
was in Washington Oct. 24 and
discussed the Jolliffe appointment
with members of the FCC. The
resignation was discussed at the
Oct. 30 meeting and probably will
be accepted at the Nov. 6 session.
In his new post Dr. Jolliffe will
not have any direct supervision
over operations of RCA subsidiaries. His assignment will deal
with broad technical policy matters, allocations, technical handling
of applications in all classes of
RCA activity, and international
conferences which are held periodically. The Central Frequency
Bureau maintained by RCA for the
handling and routing of all applications will be absorbed in the
technical organization to be created under Dr. Jolliffe.
Dr. tionJolliffe's
resignato Chairmanletter
Prallof submitted
Oct. 29, was as follows:
I submit herewith my resignation
as Chief Engineer
the Federal
Com-at
municationsofCommission,
effective
(Continued from page 63)
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Independents

Set

Up

Own

Sales

Time
Local
to Place
Agency
National Independent Broadcasters Inc., With Forty
Members Picks O'Shaughnessy as Representative
IN ORDER to
casts also will be cleared through
the representation office.
accomplish its
All NIB programs will originate
main purpose of
locally. Transcriptions, local or
creating a n a tional selling orspot announcements and local studio musical programs will be arganization for inranged under national campaigns
dependent stabut presented on local time. A 7
tions in good
markets, Nao'clock program over the NIB list
will be local time, as against the
tional Independent Broadcasters,
condition existing on networks occasioned by time zones.
Mr. O'Shaughnessy
Inc., announced
All national accounts, for the
Oct. 28 that James O'Shaughnespresent, will be contacted from the
sy, advertising counselor of New
New York headquarters. Mr.
York, and former executive secretary of the American Association
O'Shaughnessy said all preliminary arrangements have been comof Advertising Agencies will be associated with NIB in the formation
pleted, with rates agreed upon,
of the selling agency as well as in local data checked and general
broadcast conditions surveyed.
a general advisory capacity.
Announcement was made by Ed- "Immediate sales action may be exward A. Allen, president of NIB,
pected," he asserted.
and operator of WLVA, LynchRestrictions on Membership
burg, Va., after nearly four
THE independent station organimonths of investigation and surzation was first suggested by Mr.
vey of the field. NIB was created
Allen
last February. Membership
during the last convention of the
has been restricted to non-network
National Association of Broadcasters in July, and is understood to stations. Members, Mr. Allen said,
have been restricted to stations in
have a membership of approximately 40 stations in the local or important population centers having good equipment and being in
independent category, each of
good financial position. Rates have
which has contributed $100 toward
been adjusted to accord with acthe organization.
cepted standards for broadcasting
values, he asserted.
Sales Office in New York
In addition to Mr. Allen and Mr.
Gedge, other officers of NIB are
SALES offices will be established
Mallory Chamberlin, WNBR, Memon 17Nov.
1 bySt.,Mr.
phis, vice president, and Ben S.
at
E. 42nd.
NewO'Shaughnessy
York. Offices
McGlashan, KGFJ, Los Angeles.
in other advertising centers, notaDirectors are: 1st zone, John Elbly Chicago and Detroit, probably
mer, WCBM, Baltimore, and Wilwill be opened shortly. Compensaliam S. Pote, WMEX, Boston; 2nd
tion to the representative, it is unzone, Charles A. Hill, WIBM,
derstood, will be the standard 15%,
Jackson, Mich., and C. W. Hayes,
plus a carrying charge.
WHBC, Canton, O.; 3rd zone, R. S.
While the NIB membership now
is only 40, it is expected that a list Bishop, KFJZ, Fort Worth, and
Steve A. Cisler, WJTL, Atlanta;
of some 75 stations in good markets will be aligned shortly. It is 4th zone, William W. Behrman,
WBOW, Terre Haute, Ind., and
indicated that one account already
Sidney H. Bliss, WCLO, Janesis pending with the Crowell Publishing Co., New York, for pur- ville, Wis.; 5th zone, Arthur Westchase of time over the station list lund, KRE, Oakland, Cal., and H.
which might amount to some $200,- E. Studebaker, KUJ, Walla Walla.
000 on a yearly basis.
Mr. Allen and W. Wright Gedge,
director of WMBC, Detroit, have Father Coughlin to Use
made several trips to New York
33 Stations for Series
since the formation of NIB to canA NATION-WIDE independent
vass the representation field. Mr. network
of 33 stations will carry
Gedge is secretary of NIB.
the 1935-36 series of Father
Charles E. Coughlin, militant DeMr. O'Shaughnessy, according
to the announcement, was one of
troit priest, beginning Nov. 3, unthe founders of AAAA, as well as
der arrangements completed by
its executive secretary for 11 the priest and his agency, E. W.
years. Later he was business manHellwig, New York, on Oct. 23.
ager of Liberty, and more recently
Approximately $300,000 will be exvice president of Outdoor Adverpended for station time and teletising, Inc.
phone lines, representing the largest network Father Coughlin has
To Represent Stations Also
ever used. The programs, which
will be entirely speech will be
MR. O'SHAUGHNESSY
would
be the function of thesaid
salesit broadcast from 4-4:45 EST, on
office to develop business for the Sundays.
Stations in the network are
NIB both independently and collectively. He said a system of WJR, Detroit, key; WGR, WLW,
rates has been worked out which
KWK, WISN, WJAS, WHO,
will give advertisers the same ad- WFBL, WGAR, WOR, WCAU,
vantages as those now offered by WOKO, WHB, WJJD, WCAO,
KSTP, WOL, WOW, KNX. KSFO,
chain and net-work selling offices.
These will be in the form of fre- KFEL-KVOD, and the Yankee Network, embracing WNAC, WLBZ,
quency discounts as well as for
number of stations. Certain
WDRC, WFEA, WEAN, WORC,
groups, state and sectional, will be WICC, WLLH, WNBH, WMAS,
WRDO and WATR.
sold as units. Single station broadPage 10

A NOVEL AUDITION
CBS Sales Department Stages
Show in Theatre
CBS introduced a new type of audition at the 45th St. theatre Oct.
24. After a noon luncheon the entire group adjourned to the theatre
to hear a one-hour show consisting
of Freddie Rich, Helen Morgan
and Marty Mays. Music and lyrics
for the audition were written by
Rogers & Hart.
The audience was composed of
agency executives, advertisers, and
general public.
In th's
athecross-section
reaction
was way
obtained. At the CBS main office
other agency men and advertisers
listened to the program, it being
piped over from the theatre. The
audition was not broadcast.
The theatre audience was generous with applause for the program.
National Biscuit Co., and Clicquot
Club Co. (ginger ale), are understood to be interested in this show.
The audition was staged under the
direction of the CBS sales department.
Independent Oil Dealers
Planning National Drive
With Radio Main Medium
PLANS for a radio series equal to
any of the present nationally-offered broadcasts, were unfolded at
the Detroit convention of the National Association of Petroleum
Retailers, an organization of "inOct. 14-17. campaign
A national dependents",
advertising
probably will start within the next
year, with radio to bear the brunt
of the promotional attack. The
campaign will be undertaken by an
offshoot of the NAPR, recently incorporated inWisconsin and known
as Service Station Associates Inc.
A fund of several hundred thousand dollars was the aim of the
organization, which anticipates
having 50,000 members, or about
20% of the gasoline dealers in the
country. The plan proposed and
favored at the convention was the
so-called "Russell Plan", submitted
to the NAPR some time ago by E.
G. Russell, Detroit, president of
the Associates. While radio advertising will be the backbone of the
campaign, billboards, dealer helps,
and educational material and merchandising aids distributed through
the
organization
will also be included.
Officers of the group are: E. G.
Russell, Detroit, president; Homer
S. Sparr, Rochester, N. Y., first
vice president; E. Chet Shanks,
Milwaukee, Wis., second vice president and manager; and Wilmer
R. Schuh, Milwaukee, secretary.
The offices of the organization are
at 907 North Third Street, Milwaukee.
Utica Knitting Spots
UTICA KNITTING Co., Utica,
N. Y. (underwear), new to radio,
is using one-minute spot announcements on seven stations, thrice
weekly, Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, on a 26-time basis. All announcements are live, and a premium is offered to all who write in
for it. The stations are: WGY,
KDKA, WBZ-WBZA, WLS, WHO,
KGO, KOMO. John Thomas Miller, New York, is the agency.

Radio

Poll

Takei

By Liquor Industry;
BECAUSE of a feeling amon
some members of the distilk
spirits industry that the liquc
business should not use radio a<
vertising because of the medium
intimate relation with all membei
of the family, the executive con
mittee of the Distilled Spirits L
stitute has ordered a ballot take
on the question.
The Institute, of which D
James M. Doran is administrate
formerly but
was now
the isdistillers'
authority
the trade coca
sociation. The committee direct*
Dr. Doran to poll members to fir
what
companies
use rad'o, and
as w€
as Sunday
publications,
take a vote of the industry on tl
subject of discountinuing the pra
tice.
Dr. Doran told Broadcasts
that he had learned of certa
liquor programs which he perso
ally considered objectionable, b
on the other hand said that mer
bers of the industry had used r
dio in a number of instances wit
out even menticning words such i
liquor, whiskey or gin.
This purely institutional type
advertising has found favor wi
such distillers as Schenley, whi<
has used an Eastern station wii
mere mention of the "House
Schenley", and Seagram, whic
currently is sponsoring Eddie Do
ley, sports commentator on WO
Newark, and WAAB. Boston.
Even if the distilling indust
polled an overwhelming plurali
against use of radio, membe
would not be bound to refrain fro
utilizing the medium. Howeve
Dr. Doran explained, distille
have shown a tendency to stick t
gether on matters involving polic
As far as could be learned, t
rectifying industry, consisting
blenders who do not distill liquc
has taken no action on radio a
vertising. Rectifiers market
considerable portion of the natior
Proposed revisions in liquor a
liquor.
vertising regulations, submitt
Oct. 14 by Franklin C. Hoyt, a
ministrator of the Federal Ale
hoi Administration, will be subie
to public hearing Oct. 31. T!
changes provide that advertis
ments of distilled spirits mu
show alcoholic content, percenta'
of neutral spirits, and prohibit d
ceptive use of seals and similar i
signia. These changes are not a
sumed to be applicable to radt
advertising, however.
Rexall Using 200 Statioi
UNITED DRUG Co., Boston (Re
all Stores) is using 200 static
from Coast to Coast to promo >
Rexall one-cent sales in each coi
munty. The shows are of 15-mi!
utes duration, given for one we1
only five broadcasts during da
time hours, Tuesday through Sa
urday. Since the one-cent sal)
take place at different interva
the RCA -Victor transcriptio
have been staggered to fit in wi
this plan. The first group of st
tions began Oct. 15; the next 0(
29; and the last Nov. 12. The ti
ent consists of Frank Parkt
Veronica Williams, and Vict
Arden's orchestra. The campaif
was placed by Spot Broadcasts
Inc., New York, for the agenc
Street & Finney Inc., New Yor
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Federal

Agencies

Forming

Program
Policy
cases, although it was pointed out
that stations, operating under
Coincident With Marmola
Hearings on License Renewals,
Federal license, are in a somewhat
different category.
M KCC and FTC Decide on Division of Their Functions
cj n
Chairman Prall, prime mover of
findings" by the FCC in the the offensive against what he con; [! POLICY of p 'ogram control for of two other products in the cases case. posed
KFRC and WTMJ were alstrued to be improper program' -Iroadcasting stations, especially of KFRC and WTMJ, while KNX
lowed until Nov. 15, and KNX, beming, expressed deep satisfaction
; to medical and proprietary ad- was subjected to scrutiny on some
cause it bore the brunt of the case, over the conversations with the
jrtising, is expected as a result 27 products.
: matters being considered jointly
FTC. Present procedure, he asThe hearing differed from ordi- was given until Dec. 15.
serted Oct. 21, is faulty because it
Bl the FCC and Federal Trade
nary procedure in that the Food
Stipulation Procedure
is
unfair to stations to place them
ommission.
& Drug Administration of the De- IT IS BELIEVED that the out- under
temporary licenses simply
partment of Agriculture was
; Coincident with hearings involvcome of the stipulation arrangebecause a letter of complaint
- ;g renewal applications of three placed in the position of carrying
ment with the Trade Commission
against particular programs may
T* '-.ations
which broadcast
the other
Mar- the prosecution burden. Eight wit- will have some bearing on the FCC
ola continuities
along with
nesses, mainly chemists and physi- decision in these cases. At the have been received. Judge Sykes
cians, were placed on the stand by
edicals, officials of the FCC conalso expressed satisfaction.
srred with members of the Trade FCC counsel to testify about analy- meeting of the FCC and Trade
Current records show that more
Commission
members
on
Oct.
11,
ommission
to harmonize their
ses and to give expert opinion on
than
100 stations are "under in:tivities in connection with adver- the various products.
it was agreed that the two agenvestigation"different
for broadcasts
incies
could
develop
a
liaison
beneThe
hearing
was,
on
a
small
volving some 300
charges,
ting regulation. From these
ficial to both broadcasters and Mr. Prall declared. As soon as a
scussions, it is learned, there de- scale, a repetition of the "chamber
jloped a tacit understanding that of horrors" paraded before Constation is given a temporary liContentions that the stipulation
clear line of demarcation exists
gressional committees during the public.
cense, he said, it is stigmatized.
jast
two
sessions
by
the
Food
&
plan
might
harm
stations
were
dis^tp to the functions of the respecOf the stations now "under invescounted
both
at
the
FCC
and
Trade
in its espoutigation" and under temporary litive agencies,
with the
jur- Drugsal ofAdministration
the Tugwell and then the Commission. Certain FCC attordiction
extending
overFCC's
licensing
cense, he declared, only a few acneys
had
suggested
that
under
the
Copeland bills to broaden its autually may be cited for hearing.
jhd that of the Trade Commission
thority over regulation of sale and Communications Act, stations signChairman Prall hopes the new
"e J jaling with advertising scrutiny. advertising
ing
stipulations
with
the
Trade
of
foods,
drugs
and
The informal discussions, parplan will eliminate intermediate
Commission automatically would
cosmetics. Lined up on the FCC
citations and bring stations to
ticipated in by FCC Chairman
counsel
table
were
the
various
admit
their
guilt
in
accepting
par: T nning S. Prall and Broadcast Dihearing only when it is definitely
ticular programs allegedly con- shown that there is sufficient basis.
vision Chairman E. O. Sykes, with products involved, each used as an
trary to public interest, and there™S hairman Ewin L. Davis and exhibit, and each bearing the Food
The process
then would
be of
simplified and stations
relieved
any
by would make themselves vulner; H ommissioners W. A. Ayres and & Drug Administration seals deable to punitive action by the FCC,
noting that analysis had been
"OPobert E. Frear, of the Trade
hardship when they are not acmade.
particularly
should
the
advertiser
tually to blame.
- lommission, grew out of the negoDespite strenuous objections of be found guilty in an adjudication.
"We hope to make it possible to
tiation of the stipulation pro- counsel
for the stations, the FCC
at«iure by the broadcasting indusThis phase, it develops, was dis- adopt a policy whereby a station
cussed by the members of the two will not be cited until we are sure
*fy with the FTC. Under it, admitted into the record testimony
commissions and it was agreed that there is real basis for complaint
i broadcasting stations are given the covering products not mentioned
and action. In the past there have
hazard exists. Both agen^i mportunity to sign stipulations or in the notices to the stations, such no such
cies can take judicial notice of the
>*P|aivers on products under inves- as Congoin, a yerba mate beverbeen
gation by the Trade Commission,
edmany
actions unjust
based and
on unwarrantcomplaints
age. After the taking of testi- good faith of stations in signing
stipulations, it was said, and in which in some cases have been ir; rider which they agree to abide bv
mony, consuming several hundred
vy rulings of that agency, and pages aside from voluminous ex- the event of litigation the courts
KNX responsible,"
the Mr. Prall
Target said.
FCC allowed the sta- can be asked to do likewise. NewsH lereby are protected from puni- hib.ts, tionsthe
time in which to file briefs
papers and magazines have been
■iqii iye action against the advertiser.
IT WAS APPARENT once the so•;o
stations which violate stipu- on the facts in the nature of "pro- protected in the past in all such
ket*nly
called Marmola hearings got under
tions would be punished.
alio:."'
way that the FCC counsel proThe Marmola Testimony
posed to make KNX their main
tor i
MEANWHILE, the Broadcast Ditarget
in the "test"
case. Most
the
testimony
was directed
againstof
rt,i sion of the FCC plunged into the
.armola hearings, with KNX, Holthat station and the products it advertised. George Porter, assistant
' wood, KFRC, San Francisco, and
general counsel, presented the FCC
3/TMJ, Milwaukee, appearing becase, assisted by Andrew G. Haley,
iJJfre it to show cause why their
attorney in charge of the investic!tl:, senses should be renewed in view
gations. Mr. Haley had conducted
an
investigation in Los Angeles,
■jjram,
theirandpresentation
of
this
proof certain other proand brought back with him de:.ar: rams advertising medicines, protailed continuities of KNX proletaries or other patented prodgrams. Samples of the products
ucts. .The hearings began Oct. 15
i ni
advertised
over KNX were asked
id were adjourned Oct. 18.
for by him and delivered by the
The three stations were the only
station.
les of the 21 originally cited last
Practically every objection of
>ring for having carried the Marstation counsel on admissibility of
ltloaVola account, which were forced
evidence either was overruled by
{M
undergo hearings. Citations
Chairman Sykes or ruling was retioi ?ainst the others were quashed
served. There were no important
n ?cause, according to the FCC.
rulings
adverse
to the FCC couniey had dropped the program and
sel. Allowed to go into the record,
re not involved in any other insubject to future rulings, were
e ^instigations.
It simmered down
fraud orders of the Post Office Department, cease and desist orders
g W'>
the point that
wheretheit three
was generally
S iderstood
stations
of the Trade Commission and
;aiiOuld be tried in the nature of a
analyses of products by the Food
How Texas Quality Broadcasts Grid Games
v lonty.
est" of the FCC program au& Drug Administration.
KERN TIPS (center), manager of to flash on the board in front of
Paul M. Segal, counsel for KNX,
■0A Whether by coincidence or not, KPRC, Houston, uses a new maTips,
who
thus
can
keep
track
of
made
a blanket objection to the addeveloped that the three stachine, the Grid-Graph, in broad- runners and tacklers of both missability of such evidence on the
.jtOjtfons represented each program
casting football games on Texas teams. The picture shows Tips in ground that the station was given
no notice of these matters and
; - ttegory — KNX an independent, Quality Network. The device was
TMJ an NBC affiliate and KFRC
designed and built by L. C. Miller, action, assisted by observers for could prepare no defense. In the
CBS affiliate. Although the bas- KPRC chief engineer. Observers
St. Mary's College and Rice Insti- case of Congoin, against which a
tute, the competing teams at the fraud order recently was issued by
citation in each case was on ac- familiar with the competing teams
operate two small boards equipped time the picture was taken. Humthe Post Office Department for
|casti|i^unt of Marmola, an anti-fat remble Oil & Refining Co., Houston, purported use of the mails to de: ' ' b' distributed by the Raladam
with
buttons
opposite
players'
(Cordimied on page 59)
Ye:l o., Detroit, there were citations names. The buttons cause lights sponsors the broadcasts.
*
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Its Use
Models

Scripps Head
WILLIAM J.
SCRIPPS,
grandson of James
E.
Scripps,
founder
of the Detroit
News, and son
of William E.

of WWJ

much the same plan with its ui
of radio to bolster its recent a:
nouncements. Eddie Rickenbackr
was the big name used for the on
minute records available to deale
and distributors. Rickenback
described his reaction to the ne
Pontiacs. MacManus, John
Adams Inc., is the agency.
Plymouth Motor Corp., Detro
through J. Stirling Getchell In
has started a series of Magic Mel
dies transcriptions on stations
a number of cities. In additi
chain - break and one - minute a
nouncements are being u s e >
Other Chrysler cars are expect
to use radio liberally althou;
plans have not been announce
Dodge and Plymouth have be]
big radio users this year.

New Series of Cars Now Being Introduced to Public
By Elaborate Spot and Network Campaigns
Scripps,
its present head,
has
(From a Special Correspondent)
dio today. Campbell - Ewald Co. been appointed
manager of
DETROIT — A general survey of Inc., Detroit, is the agency.
Mr. Scripps
advertising plans of the major auStarting troOct.
25,
themodels,
date ofOlds
in- WWJ, the newsd
u
c
t
i
o
n
o
f
its
1936
tomotive companies indicates that
paper's station, succeeding the
Motor Works is sponsoring a series late Jefferson
the time leaders of last year, GenB. Webb. Mr.
eral Motors and Ford Motor Co., of 13 five-minute transcriptions
the old31, is staff
only WWJ
though
over a total of 112 stations. The
Scripps,
est member
of the
in
again will head the parade. Chevrolet Motor and Packard Motor
series will run until Nov. 23, and
point
of
service,
having
been
a
rawill consist of musical selections
dio amateur back in 1920 when
Car Co., will be among large-scale
usersent of
time, according to presWWJ was founded. It was his enprefaced and ended by short comindications.
mercial plugs. Artists making the
thusiasm about radio that was
transcriptions included the Pickens largely responsible for persuading KFYR Given Rehearin
Increased advertising appropriations, in accord with an anticipated
Sisters, Charles Magnanti, accorthe publishers to inaugurate the
gain for 1936 of around 20% have
dionist; Andy Sanella, guitarist;
station. For the last year or more
On Petition for Renew,
already resulted in a generally in- the Cavaliers, the Green Brothers,
Mr. Scripps
had been
as- GRANTING its petition for recc
creased use of radio time. This in- a marimba trio, Arden and Arden,
sistant to Mr.
Webb,acting
who as died
sideration, the Broadcast Divisi
crease thus far has defined itself and Helen Morgan. D. P. Brother
Sept. 29. He is a native of Detroit
of the FCC Oct. 17 ordered a
and Co. Inc., Detroit, is the agency.
in widespread use of spot anand was educated at Detroit Uni- hearing Jan. 14 on the applicati
nouncements and short transcripversity, Hill and Roxbury schools for KFYR, Bismarck, N. D., i
Cadillac's Success
tions over long lists of stations to
in New Haven, Conn., and Univer- renewal of its license. The stati
pave the way for the introduction
sity of Michigan.
CADILLAC MOTOR CAR Co.,
heretofore had been ordered del*
of new models.
which announced its new models
ed because of alleged violation
The Big Show
early in October, has already comengineering regulations throu
throughout
pated, will continue The
Detroit operation with excessive power
char- the winter season.
THE big announcement parade, of
officials
pleted what
acterizedagency
as a very
successful
The FCC announced that it h
office
of
Young & Rubicam Inc.,
course, is on Nov. 2, date of the
is
the
agency.
short-time radio campaign. A seNew York Automobile Show. At
rehefor a Divis
petition
the the
lected list of 30 stations carried
granted
before
Broadcast
that time Chevrolet, Chrysler, DeHudson Motor Car Co., is mak- ing
26 short transcriptions each of
Soto, Reo, Hupp, Graham Paige
and
dealers
ing available to its
which featured announcements of
for orKFTn
and others will exhibit their 1936
to provide
present opportunity
any additional
distributors a series of one-minute
merchandise. Lincoln will show its a contest revolving around the recorded
announcements made per- testimony. The effective date of t
order denying the station a rene
new light model, which will be in question, "Why do you believe the
sonally by Sir Malcolm Campbell,
which was to have been eff
LaSalles and Fleetthe $1200-$1500 class, it is antici- new Cadillacs,
he di- al,
which
in
ace,
speed
British
woods
are
entitled
to
be
titled,
tive Oct. 29, was indefinitely po
rected attention to the outstanding
pated, and is expected to use radio
features of the new Hudsons.
as well as the other accepted
poned. Duke M. Patrick, forn
of Motordom'?"
Familydrawn
Royal were
'The
Thousands
by the rageneral counsel of the Radio Co
media. [See story on Page 8.]
Opening
with
a
motor
roar
mission, filed the rehearing pt
dio announcement to nearby showFord Motor Co., will stack up
sound effect and a brief introduc- tion as counsel for KFYR.
where they saw the new
through the year as the largest models rooms
tion
by
an
announcer,
each
of
these
and were given entry one-minute recordings brought a
time user. Ford is following its
blanks. Cadillac, it was said, may
Cranberry Canners Spol
statement from Sir Malcolm
lines of the past year, using an
use more time later, but no definite
Campbell followed by another brief CRANBERRY CANNERS Ii
hour's time over 92 CBS stations
closing announcement. Enough
plans have been made as yet. Maceach Sunday evening to present
South Hanson, Mass. (cranbei
Manus, John & Adams Inc., De- time is provided for local tie-in, sauce) is using radio in partici]
the Ford Symphony Orchestra and
troit, is the agency.
giving the name and address of tion, programs thrice weekly
featured "big name" guest soloists.
Packard Motor Car Co., which the nearest Hudson dealer.
WOR, Newark, and WMAQ, C
Ford follows up this program with
enjoyed a successful introduction
The factory reports widespread
cago. Both programs are part
the Fred Waring program Tuesof 1936 models in October, is being distribution on the discs. The De- the What to Eat and Why 30-m
day nights over the same network,
troit office of Brooke, Smith & ute stints on the stations. C<
heard over a Coast-to-Coast CBS
this program being re-broadcast at network
each Tuesday night in a French Inc., handles the Hudson
tracts are for 13 weeks. Willi
midnight for West Coast stations.
account.
Douglas
McAdams Inc., New Yo
The agency for Ford is N. W. half-hour featuring Lawrence Tibis
the agency.
Pontiac
Motor
Co., followed
Ayer & Son Inc., the Detroit of- bett. This program, it is anticifice being in charge.
Plans to introduce the Lincoln
have been closely safeguarded, and
only the general statement that "a
complete
promotional
program"
will
be carried
out is available.
General Motors again is offering its General Motors Symphony
Concerts over 65 NBC-WEAF stations. This program, as was the
case last year, presents a guest
soloist each week. The agency in
charge is Campbell-Ewald Co., of
New York.
General Motor's largest-producing unit, Chevrolet Motor Co., is
using an ambitious amount of
time, its WBS quarter-hour transcriptions, itis said, having established new expenditure records
for that class during the last few
months. These transcriptions,
Musical Moments, are continuing
for a third quarter over some 307
stations.
In addition, Chevrolet is using
Saturday night time over 67 NBCWEAF stations to present a new
program directed by Dave Rubinoff, starring Virginia Rea and Jan
Peerce, with Graham McNamee
doing the announcing. These proYOUTH DOMINANT IN "WJR FAMILY" — This group photograph was taken on the occasion of the I
grams which started Oct. 19, are
troit station's recent inaugural of 50,000 watts, at which time it joined CBS. Left to right: Wilham A. A I
the outcome, say Chevrolet offiFatt, gmanager; M. R. Mitchell, chief engineer; John k.and
counsel; Lewis Allen Weiss, assistant general
cials, of an attempt to present the eral
gent ■
manager of WGAR, Cleveland, owned by same interests; Leo J. Fitzpatrick, vice president
Richai |
A.
most outstanding showman in ra- manager;
George
George A. (Dick) Richards, president; P. M. Thomas, secretary-treasurer; Mrs.
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Neutrality
President

Has

the

Power

|To Close

Stations,

EVENTS of the
past few weeks
force American
broadcasters to
reckon with the
possibility that,
for the first time
m the brief span
an i
of
the industry's
existence,
it may
be entangled in
Mr. Caldwell
the web of neuirality laws. When, on Oct. 5,
1935, the President formally proclaimed that "a state of war unhappily exists between Ethiopia
and
the
Kingdom
of Italy", took
the
United States
automatically
in the status of a neutral power,
land thereby brought into play and
save practical significance to a
large volume of legal rules and
.v? 3 principles binding upon the United
'States as a member of the family
pf nations, and upon the people of
'she United States under statutes
macted by Congress.
m. f That a war, even though limited
3 eE "bo a localized conflict between Ethibpia and Italy, is not merely of
; academic interest to broadcasters,
0 " i was demonstrated by the recent
•7 -"action of the British radio authorises in refusing to relay a speech
; if Baron Aloisi, Italy's chief dele"Igate to the League of Nations,
1 iiifrom Geneva to America via a
anbe British short wave station. Other
::: difficulties, actual or threatened,
•klv were suggested by the still more
recent action of the FCC in tempart t-porarily
Press Wire-to
Skmless
and authorizing
RCA Communications
[ operate radio circuits directly beffl ;ween New York and Addis Ababa.
Another World War?
APPREHENSIONS that the conflagration will spread into the
Mediterranean and assume the proportions, of another World War are
too widely entertained to be igored. If the language of the
ovenant of the League of Nations means what it seems to say,
technical state of war already
xists between Italy and over 50
ther nations, members
of the
league, although until the Presient issues a proclamation to this
ffect, this fact perhaps has no
reat practical importance. In
any event, the time seems appropriate to examine into the legal
questions involved, insofar as they
affect radio broadcasting.
For present purposes, so - called
international law may be disregarded. It is not law in the strict
sense of the word but is made up
of a nebulous body of customs and
practices of civilized nations dating back centuries into the past,
to some extent codified by general
treaties such as The Hague Conventions of 1899 and 1907. Many
supposedly well-settled rules governing the rights and duties of
I neutral nations, as they were un, .^derstood in 1914, were swept into
• r„the discard by the World War and
l"'T those that remain are all too confused and uncertain.
^November

1, 1935

or

Broadcaster's
The r,ATrk\¥717TT
War:
I> „ I AirC
By LOUIS
G. CALDWELL
to Suspend
To

Broadcast

Commandeer

IN NEUTRALITY

Regulations,

Them

or war, American

broadcasters must

step warily in lending their facilities to those who would
discuss issues bearing on conflicts like the Italo - Ethiopian affray. Attorney Caldwell here points out the pitfalls that beset radio, actual and potential, though he
indicates that in the current war the broadcasters here
have well maintained an impartial neutrality. The chief
existing danger is the possibility that someone may use
the radio to promote enlistments on either side, which
is illegal. Mr. Caldwell is an authority on causes of the
World

War

and on freedom

of speech, and his discus-

sion here of the Government's powers in delicate times
like these merits the attention of everyone interested
in radio.
Of much greater immediate importance are the rules of conduct
which are or may be imposed on
the people of the United States
by statutes enacted by Congress,
by proclamations of the President,
or by regulations adopted by an
administrative agency such as the
FCC. Chapter 2 of the Criminal
Code of the United States is devoted to "offenses against neutrality", and contains 19 formidable
sections, a number of which pronounce various actions to be criminal offenses subject to heavy penalties consisting of fines as high
as $10,000 and imprisonment for
as much as three years.
It is impracticable to attempt
even a summary of these sections
in this article. A good example is
the section which, in part and subject to some qualification, forbids
anyone in the United States to
hire or retain any other person to
enlist in the military or naval service of any foreign country. Another good example is the section
which in part forbids anyone in
the United States knowingly to
provide or prepare a means for or
furnish the money for or take oart
in any military or naval expedition
or enterprise to be carried on from
thence against the territory of any
foreign country with which the
Um'ted
at peace.
Such
statutes States
cover is
a far
wider range
r>f conduct than appears at first
blush, since thev must all be read
in connection with court decisions
interpreting: them and another
very elastic and all-inclusive statute forbidding conspiracies to violate any law of the United States.
Warning to Stations
SUCH STATUTES are not new.
Their history dates back to PresiWashington's
of
Dec. dent
3, 1793
when, proclamation
because of the
unneutral activities of American
privateers, Great Britain and the
United States were on the brink
of war. Some of the statutes were,

• BROADCASTING

in substance, enacted in 1794, and
since then they have been the subject of many court decisions, involving some of the most interesting and important events in our
history, such as the famous enterprises of Aaron Burr.
It is conceivable, of course, that
broadcasters, either innocently or
otherwise, may run afoul of these
neutrality statutes. A station can
be used as well as a public platform, and perhaps even more effectively, for recruiting enlistments
in a foreign army, or in raising
money for or otherwise helping the
preparation of the sort of military
enterprise against a foreign nation
condemned by law. Recruiting or
the raising of money may be accomplished by a speech made in
the studio of the nat;on, or which
is brought to the station over a
network, or which comes by short
waves or wire from foreign soil.
Judgments rendered by our courts
after the United States had entered the World War. for alleged
unneutral conduct favorable to
Germany by individuals taking
place before that date, show that
well-meaning individuals can unwittingly become subject to heavy
penalties of fine and imprisonment.
Caution requires, it seems to me,
that broadcasters advise themselves
of the meaning and the implications of these statutes, particularly since their radio licenses may
also be at stake.
Drastic as may appear the neutrality statutes just discussed, they
at least afford a fairly definite and
accessible means by which the
broadcaster may inform himself as
to his rights and duties. Unfortunately this cannot be said as to
other legal obligations which may
be imposed on him.
One important potential source
of such obligations is Section 606
(c) of the Communications Act of
1934 (which reproduces almost verbatim aprovision in the Radio Act
of 1927). It authorizes the Presi-

Status

dent, "in order to preserve the neutrality of the United States",
(a) to suspend or amend, for
such time as he may see fit, the
rules and regulations applicable
to any or all radio stations in
the United States;
(b) to cause the closing of any
radio station and the removal
therefrom of its apparatus or
equipment; and
(c) to authorize the use or control of any radio station, its apparatus and equipment by any
department of the Government
under such regulations as he
may prescribe,
just compensation to the upon
owners.
These far-reaching and autocratic
powers over radio stations are
just as great as are given to the
President over them when the
United States is actually at war.
Possible Censorship
THIS is not the place to discuss
the constitutionality of Section 606
(c). If it is valid, and if the Chief
Executive so chooses, freedom of
speech by radio does not exist
or more other nations
when at two
are
war. The section implies
that he may make rules, at least
within certain limits, as to what
may or may not be said over
broadcast stations on matters relating to or affecting neutrality.
At the present moment it seems
inconceivable that any incumbent
of that high office would be so
careless of American traditions
and constitutional guarantees as
to trample on free discussion of
vital issues at the very time when
such discussion is most important
to the welfare of the people. Yet
signs are not wanting that, if the
conflagration spreads in Europe,
there will be a repetition of the
hysteria-phenomena which captured
this country during the Great War
and led to the suppression of newsthe imprisonment of
papers andfor
individuals
utterances which
many, perhaps most, people now
regard as well justified in the light
of historical research into the
origin and causes of the war.
In such event, it will not be long
before American broadcast stations
will be confronted with demands
for censorship, suppression or government operation, all ostensibly
in the name of preservation of
neutrality but, more often than not
(as in the Great War) really for
the repressing of adverse political
and economic opinions.
One ominous portent is to be
found in a bill which was introduced simultaneously in the House
and the Senate on July 15th last
seekingtionstoAct. amend
thewhich
CommunicaThe bill,
will be
before Congress at its next session, provided in part:
Any radio address or radio program
broadcast by or for or in the interest
of any vision
foreign
or subdithereof, government,
or person interested
therein shall not be broadcast by any
licensee until such radio address or
radio program has been submitted to
the Department of State and the approval of the Secretary of State has
{Continued on page 50)
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McNary

to Conduct

Broadcast
Survey
Named by Clear-channel Group
For Engineering Studies
J. C. McNARY,
technical director of the NAB,
effective Oct. 21
began to devote
full time to the
e ngineering
phases oftivitiestheof the
acclear - channel
group of 14 staMr. McNary
tions which organized about a year ago to protect such assignments. He has
been granted a leave of absence
from the NAB to enable him to undertake this work.
In appointing Mr. McNary, the
clear-channel group adopted recommendations made by Philip G.
Loucks, former NAB managing director, who was retained following
the last NAB convention in July,
to coordinate the activities of the
group with particular regard to
possible changes in the technical
broadcasting structure which
might be ordered by the FCC. Mr.
Loucks was designated as coordinator until such time as he made
recommendations for furtherance
of the work.
Coordinating Work
MR. McNARY has been active in
the technical survey of clearchannel coverage undertaken in
cooperation with the FCC Engineering Department upon the request of the clear channel group.
He has been the industry contact
with the FCC, and has supervised
the purchase and installation of
automatic recorders at various
points throughout the country,
upon which data the study was
based. It is this data also that is
serving as the basis of plans considered by the FCC for a redistribution of broadcasting facilities.
Under the new arrangements
made by the clear-channel group,
Mr. McNary also will undertake
whatever coordinating work is necessary among the stations. Mr.
Loucks and Louis G. Caldwell,
Washington radio attorney, were
named as a committee to advise
with Mr. McNary temporarily. Mr.
McNary is establishing offices in
the National Press Bldg., Washington.
Stations in the clear-channel
group are WSM, WSB, WHAS,
WJR, KFI, WGN, WHAS, WFAA,
WBAP, WLS, WLW, WHAM,
KNX, WOAI. James W. Baldwin,
NAB managing director, declared
that under the arrangement the
NAB is not committed to any proposals which may be made by the
clear channel group.
WMMN Joins CBS
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va., announced Oct. 30 that it joins CBS
effective Nov. 1. The station is
licensed to A. M. Rowe Inc., of
which George B. Storer, Detroit
broadcaster and industrialist, is
chief stockholder. The station operates on 890 kc. with 250 watts
night and 500 watts until local
sunset.
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Agency

Executives

Discuss

Radio

on the

at First

MORE than 150 advertising agency executives from all parts of the
United States, representing every
media, attended the first annual
Pacific Coast convention of the
American Association of Advertising Agencies held at Del Monte,
Cal., Oct. 24-25.
Radio, agency management problems, competitive practices, methods of charging, interpretations of
account management — ' 'policy,
viewpoint, attitude, procedure and
functioning" — five points of view
of vital interest to every agency
were discussed during the two-day
session. National significance was
triven to this first big meeting of
Pacific Coast AAAA members with
a number of leading Eastern agency executives addressing the Western advertising men.
The first day of the convention
was devoted to a closed session for
agency executives and many problems of vital importance were discussed at this "off the record"
meeting. On Thursday evening an
informal get-together of agency
executives was held in the Bali
room of the Del Monte Hotel. The
Friday moraine- open business session was presided over by Henry
O. Hawes, vice president and general manager, McCann - Erickson
Inc., San Francisco. Discussions
on agency business, space buying,
outdoor advertising, newspaper advertising, periodicals and radio advertising took place.
Broadcasters Attend
BROADCASTERS attending this
session included Sydney Dixon,
NBC Los Angeles sales representative, and Lew Frost, NBC program
director, San Francisco. John Benson, New York, president of the
AAAA, and one of the principal
convention speakers, discussed
"The Illusions by Which Men
Live". "If I Wei*e A Space Buyer," was the topic by Norman
Strouse, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
San Francisco. Don Francisco,
vice president, Lord and Thomas,
Los Angeles, spoke on "Trends in
theOther
Agency
Business".
speakers
included James
W. Young, professor of advertising
and marketing, University of Chicago; Howard Willoughby, general
sales manager, Foster & Kleiser
Co., San Francisco; Lewis E.
Haas, business manager, San
Francisco Chronicle; Carroll B.
Larrabee, managing editor, Printer's Ink, and F. C. Carey, assistant
advertising manager for Time.
AAAA members and guests participated in the golf tournament
over the famous T>a\ Monte course
Oct. 25 and attended the president's dinner in the Del Monte Hotel auditorium that evening. John
Francis Neylan, nationally known
San Francisco attorney, was the
guest speaker, with Louis Honig,
Erwin-Wasey & Co. Inc., San
Francisco, presiding as toastmaster.
Executives in charge of the convention were: General convention
chairman — Louis Honig, ErwinWasey & Co. Inc., San Francisco;
program chairman, Dana H. Jones,
president, Dana Jones Co., Los Angeles; attendance committee chairman ; Leon Livingston, Leon Livingston Adv. Agency, San Francisco; golf tournament chairman,

Pacific

Annual

Coast

Session

J. C. Morse, Dan B. Miner Co., Los
Angeles; .convention secretary,
Walter A. Burke, regional executive, AAAA, McCann - Erickson
Inc., San Francisco; service secretaries, Ole G. Marby and John
Tangney, AAAA staff.
On these committees taking an
active part were the following:
Don Francisco, vice president,
Lord & Thomas, Los Angeles;
Stanley G. Swanberg, Botsford,
Constantine & Gardner, San Francisco; William T. Prosser, Strang
& Prosser, Seattle; Joseph Gerber,
Gerber & Crossley Inc., Portland;
R. Lynn Baker, J. Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco; Dan B.
Miner, Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles; Burt Cochran, McCannErickson Inc., Seattle; Francis
Coykendall, Botsford, Constantine
& Gardner, Portland; Fred W.
Weeks, Brewer-Weeks Co.. San
Francisco; Barton A. Stebbins,
Logan & Stebbins; William H.
Horsley, The Izzard Co., Seattle.
Buying Radio Time
HARRY F. ANDERSON, NBC
Western Division sales manaerer,
San Francisco, gave an address
prepared by Don E. Gilman, NBC
vice president, San Francisco, the
latter having been called to New
York on business. Entitled "How
I WoulddressBuy
Radiofollowing
Time", the
adlisted the
points,
given from the viewpoint of the
advertising agent:
1. I would be sure that my space
buyer or radio executive is an impartial, unprejudiced radio listener with
a fine impersonal liking for a wide selection of radio programs ; that he
has a practical knowledge of the factors which control station coverage
and circulation ; that he is analytical
enough to debunk extravagant claims
of coverage, audience and listener interest ;and lastly, that he is intelligent enough to realize that there are
successful commercial programs on
the airhe when
he isn't
which
may never
hear.listening and
2. I would expect the account executive and market research department
to have ready a satisfactory study of
the possible market for the product so
far as it relates to the type of buyer,
whether it be a man or woman, or
whether the approach should be
through the child or all of them. This
study should also reveal the possible
frequency of purchase of the product.
3. Rales plans should be completed
and the territory or territories in
which distribution is to be secured, or
increased, well defined. With this information it is possible to consider
whether individual stations or networks will best serve the purpose.
4. eredBroadcasting
should
be considat the same time
as other
media.
If it is to be a general campaign using
other media it should affect the decision respecting the radio plan.
5. If the product has national distribution there may be sectional buying habits to consider and this may
affect the selection of stations, hours
and program as well as the date determined upon for program presentation.
New N\B Members
FIVE new member stations of the
NAB were approved Oct. 17 at the
board of directors meeting in New
York. They are WBNY, Buffalo;
WTAD, Quincy, 111.; WNEL, San
Juan, Puerto Rico; WMFR, High
Point, N. C, and WCPO, Cincinnati. Total membership of the
NAB now is 396.

QUILLIAM IS NAMED
MANAGER
OF KIRO
H. J. (Tubby)
mercial commanager
QUILLIAM,
of KOMO-KJR,
Seattle, on Oct.
15 became
gen-of
eral manager
KIRO (formerly
KPCB),
S i m u 1 1 a nSeattle.
eously ,
B i r t F. Fisher,
general manager
Mr. Quill.am
of KOMO-KJR, announced the appointment of Hugh M. Feltis oi *
the commercial staff of the station.;
as Mr. Quilliam's successor.
Mr. Quilliam joined KOMO ir
1927, and prior to that had beer
connected with Batten, Barton
Durstine & Osborn Inc., and Bis
sel-Land Co., advertising agencies
Coincident with his assumption oi
the general management of KIRC
on Oct. 15, the station dedicatee
its new higher-powered transmit
ter. Vice President Garner, in Se
attle at the time, threw the switcr
which placed the new transmittei
in operation.
Mr. Feltis, be
fore joining
KOMO-KJR ear
lier this year
was commercia
manager o:
KIDO, Boise
Idaho. He als<
has served witl
KVOS, Belling
ham, Wash.
Mr. Feltis
KXRO, Aber
deen, and was manager of KPQ
Wenatchee in 1933. Rapid promo
tion
has markedCommencing
Feltis' activity
KOMO-KJR.
as a ;
salesman, Nov. 1, 1934, he tool
over many of the leading accounts
of these stations, and on Oct. 15
was appointed commercial mana
SBS

Now

Representee

Free, Johns & Fielc
By
FREE, JOHNS & FIELD Inc. ha:
taken
ger. over the national represen
tation of the Southwest Broadcast
ing System, James L. Free, presi
dent of the firm of station repre
sentatives, announced Oct. 23. Ir
addition to representing the SBi:
network of 12 stations in TexaSj
Oklahoma, Arkansas and Louisir
ana, it was stated that Free, John;
& Field will also individually rep
resent KTAT, Fort Worth; KTSA
San Antonio,
and KOMA, Okla
homa
City.
"We regard these as replace
ments rather than additions," Mr
Free said, "and are planning
shortly to make several changes h
our list." C. L. Sleininger, treas
urer of Free, Johns & Field, ha:
returned from several days spen
in the Southwest visiting these sta
tions and discussing sales plan:
with Lee H. Armer, president o
the network, and Elliott Roose
velt, new SBS sales manager. L
L. Jaquier, manager of KTSA, Sai
Antonio, spent last week in Chi
cago in similar discussions witl
the Free, Johns & Field staff.
J. B. ROBERTS, 227 So. Willov
St., Gastonia, S. C, has been au
thorized by the FCC to erect ;
new 100 - watt station there or
1420 kc. Call letters are WJBR.
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Teoples"

lapital

Drug

People
Air
on Bythe
DR.
JULIAN—
W. POLLARD in
Director of Promotion, Peoples Drug Stores, Washington, D. C.

Store

Chain

a

Radio

Booster

as

Popular

Salesmanship
With Good
'rograms Are Combined
j (HE USE OF RADIO as a medim for the local advertiser pre■■nts two major problems, in our IN WASHINGTON you've probably stopped in a "Peooinion. First, the general lack
ples"— and bought something. So have thousands and
: talent of network calibre; secJc|id, the high cost of building a ra- thousands of others, because there are Peoples Drug
10 show which will compare favStores everywhere; 38 of them, in fact, in the WashingI rably with network offerings.
With the growth of network
ton trading area. Keen merchandisers, Peoples Drug
roadcasting and with practically
11 major programs emanating
Stores were not particularly hepped up about radio.
rom the great centers of populaon where the finest and most ex- That is, until they found a formula. Now the Capital
ert talent congregates, it has beome increasingly hard for the lo- air is full of Peoples' broadcasts. And the stores are
■al advertiser to find program ma- full of people, buying radio-advertised products.
arial to compete with the major
c k network shows without using reordings, which must be announced
commentator, on WJSV, the CBS
general practice and has the con. s such.
ventional opening and closing comil- t This has left the local advertiser outlet in Washington. The promercial, as made by the regular
l
gram, as offered, had two features:
c ea
re tif a many instances a choice of three The play - by - play description by station announcer. Each of our
r perations: Spot announcements;
wire from the various parks of the seven merchandising departments
>isifc lectrieal transcriptions; or the American League, and in addition, is assigned one night in the week,
at ; ifficult task of finding suitable a daily sports review of quarter- and one or two products from the
j alent that can be economically
hour duration every night between
as selected by the deworked into the limited budget 6 and 7 o'clock. A contract for 52 departmentpartment
head, are pushed. Gen,? Vhich he has available.
weeks was signed, and the Peoples
erally speaking these items are
Individual Problems
Drug Stores Sports Review, with either specials or products of which
Arch McDonald, went on the air bution.
the company has exclusive distri;; :HE FIRST of these, spot an2, 1934.
7 louncements, can border on April
The Sports Review conforms to
The play-by-play broadcasts dichiseling" — working in on the
.udience which the national pro:rams attract. The second, "elecRADIO
SELLS RADIO
SETS
rical transcriptions", must be anlounced as such, and generally
Seattle Cooperative Show Leads to Business Boom
peaking, are difficult to adapt directly to individual or peculiar
For Distributors in That Region
ales problems.
I Peoples
J
Drug Stores went into
SEATTLE distributors of radio to Joseph Hiddleston, KOMO-KJR
e question of radio with an open
salesman who handled the broadsets, who staged a joint radio show
|nind. We had used a considerable
and broadcast series on KOMOcasts: "I would like to convey our
lumber of spot announcements
KJR, that city, have been riding appreciation of the excellent way
:.higtrith only fair returns.
We had
the crest of a buying wave that in which you handled the Fred:;f:uuditioned a number of electrical
erick & Nelson radio matinee. The
the campaign. RCA-Vic,r • ranscription programs.
We be- followed
results were entirely satisfactory
tor,
General
Electric
and
Grunow
.-;;if:ame convinced that neither of
and with the business which redealers cooperated in the drive.
sulted and the interest which was
'_„.., hese methods would meet our reFollowing a series of advance
created, which will lead to consid•'•
juirements.
The glorified
spot announce,Jnents,
and the
spot as announcements, the show was
erable future business, I am of the
staged in the auditorium of Fred- belief that
epresented by a single feature
the investment for this
erick
&
Nelson
department
store.
■li irogram, or transcription with one
of advertising is one of the
For an hour each afternoon dur- type
: ftr two commercial announcements
ing the week a variety show fea- best values for dealers today. It
overing only one or two products,
turing KOMO-KJR artists played has been our experience in this territory that radio programs and
"Should not ofpossibly
serve.
The
to
capacity
crowds. The programs
."•operation
the Peoples Drug
spot announcements have been one
0!ii{sBtores covers seven distinct de- were carried over KOMO, except of
the most effective means of
for the final, which was broadcast
)artments, seven merchandising
by KJR. The three makes of ra- stimulating our business. I beiroblems, each department reprelieve the dealers through the redios were on display during the
• -enting thousands of items of mersults which they have obtained are
programs and sales demonstra! handise, many deserving advertistions were staged before and after constantly becoming more sold on
ng consideration,
the broadcasts. With overflow
leasfl This led to only one conclusion:
this type of advertising."
Kennon A. Connelly, vice presif the Peoples Drug Stores were to crowds attending, loud speakers
were
installed
throughout
the
dent of F. B. Connelly Co., Northspa ise radio as an advertising mewest distributors of Grunow rastore.
■ solium, a program of long duration,
Statements from the sponsors
dios,
said : "The manner in which
- i: 'vith frequent opportunities to merradio matinee was so ably
the success of the ven- the
^'handise our products and a suffi- testify ture.toL. Fried,
handled
by your organization, was,
head
of
the
radio
. s*'nent program value to sustain
department at Frederick & Nelson, in our opinion, most profitable for
-. Uiudience interest would be necesFrederick & Nelson and the prod5i ary. A thorough investigation of says: "The radio show was a comucts featured during the show. The
plete success. There is no doubt
i>: he field convinced us that two procharacter of your show was cer-: ;ram types might fit our require- but that it created considerable
tainly high and I want to compliments: The "musical clock" type radio interest and laid a foundament you particularly on the vation for future business. I sinirogram, or play-by-play descripriety
of the entertainment which
tions of baseball games.
cerely hope that at some future
In January, 1934, the Peoples time we may again work together gave the audience and the auditors
: atOrug Stores were offered a play- on perhaps even a larger enter- a complete cross-section of typical
radio features, with all of their
;:: Jy-play description of the out-ofinteresting mechanics and tech; [ -own games of the Washington
F. A. Block, district sales manager for General Electric, wrote
jjj Senators, with Arch McDonald as
prise."
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nique."

the

Stores

vide themselves, naturally, into ten
breaks for commercials, located between the innings. These commercials include a wide variety of
items and specials, as well as a
general promotion of products sold
exclusively at Peoples Drug Stores.
This program is strictly informal,
McDonald making the commercial
announcements in his own way.
So much for the story — here is
the pay - off. The Peoples Drug
Stores feel that radio has been a
very satisfactory medium; actual
sales of the products advertised
are showing a considerable increase
over previous years. As one check
on results, we offered a "lucky
piece" coin to all listeners who
went to our stores and purchased
any item of merchandise which
McDonald had advertised on his
program. Ten thousand of these
coins which we estimated would
last us ten days or more, were
taken up in less than three days.
The "Hot Stove League", a similar promotion, grained a membership of some 3,000 before the membership list was closed. Still other
promotions brought gratifying direct results and through it all a
considerable amount of good will.
The newedPeoples
rethe contractDrug
with Stores
McDonald
and WJSV three months in advance for the 1935 season. This
fact in itself expresses our approval of, and satisfaction with,
the program. This season, to more
directly merchandise the games and
the sports reviews, we decided to
call the basement of our newest
and finest store at 11th and G
Streets, the "Radio Grill", and to
build in the "Radio Grill" a complete small broadcasting studio.
This private studio, after only two
months,tifiedhas
already more
its existence.
The than
idea jushas
definitely
increased
and business in the
store.traffic
Hundreds
of
people come to the radio grill to
see the broadcasts put on and of
course buy merchandise while they
are there. An unusual and visible
proof of the wide-spread interest
in broadcasting occurred in the
"Radio Grill" a few weeks as"o. As
a stunt, Arthur Godfrev did his
WJSV Sun Dial from 7:00 to 9:15
a. m. in the Radio Grill and although the grill normally opens
at 10:30 in the morning:, on this
occasion more than 700 people
came during the early morning
hour.
No discussion of this program
could be complete without a tribute to Arch McDonald personally,
and to WJSV, and its staff. The
success of the program has been
in a large measure due to the
friendly personality of Arch; his
genuine
lovegames
of sports;
his players,
knowledge of the
and the
and his ability to give his story
in an interesting, informal way.
The support of WJSV and its
staff has always been most helpful. Its services and facilities have
always been available in many
ways beyond the usual contract
specifications and we feel that the
success of this feature is in no
small measure due to genuine cooperation and enthusiasm of the
people who are associated with it.
Page
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Differences
Government

Radio

by A.
Endorsed
Adopts Report Char
Newspapers and Radio
A PROPOSAL espousing nationalization of broadcasting in the
United States, and ordering preparation of legislation to that end
for consideration by the next session of Congress, was unanimously- adopted Oct. 19 by the annual
convention of the American Federation of Labor, in Atlantic City.
Alleged monopolistic tendencies
of newspapers as well as broadcasting were emphasized in a committee report which, as adopted,
instructed William Green, A. F. of
L. president to investigate the subject and "cause to pe prepared and
introduced" in Congress legislation
which would accomplish the purpose. The legislation was proposed initially by the printing
trades unions of the organization,
which charged that radio, by diverting advertising from newspapers, was causing unemployment
among printers.
The resolution offered by these
unions, however, was sidetracked
in favor of the committee report,
which ordered the investigation
and action by President Green.
The action of the Federation is
summed up in full in the following textual matter from the convention proceedings:
Text of Resolution
RESOLUTION No. 198 — By Delegates
International Typographical Union, International Printing Pressmen
and Assistants'
Union, Brotherhood
of Bookbinders,
International Stereotypers' and Electrotypers'
Union ofof North
International
Union
America. Photo - Engravers'
Whereas, The Congress of the United
States, recognizing the importance of radio communications, has specifically reserved control of radio to Congress, and
specified that radio broadcasting licenses
be issued only to serve public interest ; and
Whereas, Contrary to the pronounced
intent of the Congress two monopolistic
groups now virtually dominate American
radio broadcasting and use these radio facilities, the property of the people, simply
as a means for additional enrichment
rather than to serve public interest ; and
Whereas, In their mad desire for additional enrichment these radio monopolists
have been able to divert almost one hundred millions of dollars of advertising from
newspapers and magazines to radio, thereby depriving some 40,000 or more skilled
printing trade workers of much - needed
employment opportunities ; and
Whereas, These radio monopolists now
operate theatres to which are exclusively
invited — free — those who advertise by radio
and friends of those advertising agencies,
which agencies control the placing of advertising and
;
Whereas, It is apparent that public
interest will not be served by those who
seek only additional enrichment for themselves and render no service in the public
interest and experience has proven that
public interest will only be served by having the government, as is done in Great
Britain, Canada and most all other countries, exclusively operate such radio broadcasting stations as are necessary to truly
serve public interest ; therefore, be it
Resolved, That the American Federation of Labor, in annual convention assembled, authorize and direct its officers
to petition the Congress of the United
States for the enactment of legislation
wherein all existing radio broadcasting licenses be cancelled at the expiration of the
present license period and that all radio
broadcasters thereafter be operated exclusively by a governmental agency, to be set
up by action of the Congress, with commercial advertising on such radio stations
restricted to not more than two hours of
each day, of which not more than one
hour be used for advertising after sundown ;and, be it further
Resolved, That all local unions, central
labor unions and State Federations of Labor be directed to interview the Congressmen and United States Senators from their
respective Districts and States, and secure
from them a pledge, if possible, that they
will work in Congress for the enactment
of the legislation herein proposed
Page 16

Ownership

F. of L. Conclave
ging Monopoly Both By
I Asks Congress Inquiry
Resolution No. 198 introduced by the
delegates of the Printing Trades International Unions deals with monopolistic control of agencies of public information. It
calls upon the convention of the American
Federation
of Labor
to authorize
direct its officers
to initiate
legislationandin the
Congress providing for government ownership tions.
and control
of radio for
broadcasting
It also provides
limitation sta-of
time to be devoted to commercial advertising. We are informed the resolution is
not intended to outline the provisions of
the legislation
to be prepared
and being
submitted to the Congress
; its purpose
to declareeration of the
policy
of
the
American
FedLabor upon a subject which is
of paramount importance to all the people.
As a substitute for Resolution 198 your
committee recommends as follows :
Available information is conclusive that
the ownership and control of radio broadcasting is rapidly passing into the hands
of the daily newspaper publishers. There
being but two avenues by which the great
mass of our citizens can be reached, your
committee believes that to permit a monopolized private control of either or both
methods would constitute a serious menace to political democracy and the welfare
of our people. Newspaper publishing and
radio broadcasting are rapidly passing under a more centralized control. While the
Constitution guarantees a free press, it is
observed only in maintaining freedom of
expression for those who own and operate
newspapers and those whose utterances the
publishers desire to admit to their columns.
Your committee believes that radio and
newspapers and all sources of public information should be freed from monopolistic
controlrecommends
and operation.
Your com-of
mittee
that the president
the A. F. of L. be and is hereby instructed
to investigate the subject and cause to be
prepared and introduced in the Congress
during its next session, legislation which
willthismake
effective the purpose declared
in
report.
Facsimile Discussed
FOLLOWING the presentation of
the resolution and report, and iust
prior to adoption of the latter,
Delegate Howard, of the Typographical Union declared there is
a condition rapidly growing in the
United States which will, at an
early date, "result in monopolistic
control of both newspapers and radio". At present, he asserted, there
are 165 cities in which newspapers
are under the control of one individual or corporation, with purchases and mergers pending which
"means that the newspapers are
rapidly passing to a centralized
He said the same is happening
control."
in radio. At the beginning of
1934, he asserted, there were 100
stations owned or controlled by
newspapers, with the total now
134, with some 20 such applications
not vet acted upon.
"There is a new development
more important and taking control
of the radio than the daily newspapers," continued the delegate.
"A
issued
or is
aboutpatent
to be has
issuedbeen
under
the name
of what is known as a facsimile radio, which means that when you
go to bed at night you can turn off
your radio, and in the morning you
can go to a basket in the front of
the machine and pick out a facsimile of the morning newspaper.
I consider this one of the most important questions in which the A.
F. of L. should interest itself. It
appears to me it is the only avenue by which they can be reached
and saved to the people, through
nationalization of radio, and I am
heartily in sympathy with the report of the committee and trust
that the Executive Council will
initiate action along this line before it is too late."

RMA

Ironed

and NAB

Out.

Proceed

With Plans for Award*
HAVING composed differences anc
misunderstandings as to how the
result can be achieved, committees
representing the NAB and the Ra
d i o Manufacturers Associatioi
have decided definitely to proceec
with the plan to set up radi<
awards for conspicuous service
paralleling the Pulitzer awards ir
journalism. A meeting was held ii
New York Oct. 16, which resultec
in a clearer understanding of th<

Florida Station's Power Standby
POWER FOR WIOD
Emergency Plant Is Installed
— To Provide Electricity —
IN FUTURE emergencies, WIOD,
Miami, will be prepared against
ravages of hurricane and storm
with a 10,000-watt Kohler power
plant capable of operating the station and the Miami police transmitter at full power. The equipment was ordered by phone immediately after the recent hurricane
president,byandDan
JesseJ.H.Mahoney,
Jay, manager,
of WIOD. It arrived a short time
later by express.
During the Labor Day hurricane, WIOD and WSUJ, the latter
a short-wave station aboard Mr.
Jay's boat, aided in informing
Miami of storm warnings and supplied information from the grounded steamer Dixie. Mr. Jay has
been commended for the hurricane
activity by Admiral Cary T. Grayson, chairman of the Red Cross.
Young & Rubicam Adds
Everett, Von Zell, Weaver
To Its Radio Department
YOUNG & RUBICAM Inc., New
York, has expanded its radio staff
with the addition of Tom Everitt,
writer - producer; Harry Von Zell,
announcer - producer, and Pat
Weaver, ducer.
program
proWilliam R. builder
Stuhler and
is radio
director of the agency and Don
Stauffer is manager of the radio
department. Everitt, who will
scout talent and formulate new
ideas, entered radio as a writer of
The March of Time, later entering the production end and then
writing for Warner Bros, films.
He resigned as radio director of
J. Stirling Getchell to join Young
& Rubicam. Von Zell has been on
the CBS announcing staff several
years. He began his radio career
on the West Coast and has participated in many important commercial programs. He is the voice
of the Pathe Neivsreel. When previous contracts expire he will work
exclusively for the agency. Weaver
is a former announcer of KHJ,
Los Angeles, and program director
of KFRC, San Francisco.
Von Zell has resigned from CBS,
and is now serving as announcer
on the Gulf Refining Co. (CBS)
and the United Cigar Stores
(MBS) shows. On Nov. 6 he also
joins the Town Hall Tonight program with Fred Allen, sponsored
on NBC-WEAF by Bristol - Myers
Co., New York.

It developed at the meeting tha
project.
the RMA group had a somewha
different conception of the plai
than the broadcasters, the forme
apparently having had in mine
program awards and use of broad
casting stations in promoting them
The NAB, on the other hand, be
lieves the awards should be mad
to stations and individual broad
casters on the basis of outstand
ing contributions to public service
as well as program proficiency.
Following the joint session, th<
NAB board of directors adopted i
resolution favoring the project anc
authorizing its committee to collab
orate with RMA. More than likely
James W. Baldwin, NAB manag
ing director and Bond Geddes, ex
ecutive vice president of RMA, wil
devise a tentative program for consideration of the joint committe<
in the hope of working out a plar
which will make the awards pos
sible next year.
Those who attended the Oct. It
meeting included Lambdin Kay
WSB, Atlanta, chairman of the
NAB committee; Burridge D. But
ler,
WLS, to Chicago;
WillisS
assistant
President Fred
William
Paley, of CBS, as proxy for Mr
Paley, and G. E. Zimmerman anc
Walter Koons, NBC, attending foi
M. H. Aylesworth, NBC president.
The fifth NAB member is Lec
Fitzpatrick,
president, whe
was
unable toNAB
be present.
. J
RMA members present included
Powel Crosley Jr., Crosley Radic
Corp., chairman of the committee;
Leslie F. Muter, RMA president;
E. F. McDonald Jr., Chicago, president of Zenith Radio Corp.; Sayre
M. Ransdell, proxy for James M.
Skinner,
Mr.
Geddes.president of Philco, and
CBS Will Welcome WWL
As New Orleans Outlet
WWL, New Orleans, 10,000 watt
clear channel station operated by
Loyola comesUniversity,
bethe CBS outleton inNov.
that 1 city,
replacing WDSU. A dedicatory
program, welcoming the station to
the network, is to be broadcast
from 8:30 to 9:30 p. m. Nov. 2 over
the CBS Coast-to-Coast network. ,
"The program," said Capt. A.
C. Pritchard, general manager of
WWL, "will be on 'New Orleans.
City of Contrasts'. Events in the
historytizedofand listeners
the city will
will bebe dramataken
on trips about the city, to such
places
as Jackson
the Cabildo and
St. Louis Square,
Cathedral.
By
way of contrast they will be taken
to the Old Absinthe House and to
the Blue Room of the Roosevelt

CALL letters of KPCB, Seattle,
have been changed to KIRO, by
authority of the FCC.
Hotel."
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to London

CHE EAGERLY awaited details
if the transmitting arrangements
vhich will be employed on the
>pening of the Alexandra Palace
iltra - short wave station have at
'- z ast appeared and the full state~'- is nents issued by the Baird and
. Hdarconi-E. M. I. (Electrical Music
ndustries) companies are printed
it the end of this article. The deails given are chiefly about the
tka fij:orm of the synchronising signals
:. : j and are essential to the design of
b receiver. Their practical interpretation in receiver design is, of
'as|i course, a matter which is left to
|;he designers of the equipment,
ind there is no doubt that many
jjiifferent solutions to the problems
nvolved will be found.
In spite of the differences between the Baird and Marconi - E.
M. I. transmissions many points
jf similarity are to be found. Owing to the irregular nature of the
modulation it is hardly possible to
red picture the transmission in the familiar way as a carrier having a
constant average amplitude but an
plsjfj absolute
amplitude which varies
po- »lfrom moment
to moment about the
mean. With television it is much
± i |imore
convenient to work in terms
Kaf
1 of the maximum amplitude during
Bat 100% modulation; this is an amplitude just double that of an unm
modulated carrier.
Synchronising Impulses
i as:
; i THE PICTURE itself is conveyed
by changes in the carrier amplitude over a range of 40% to 100%
in the case of the Baird transmissions, and over a range of 30% to
100% in the case of those transmitted by the Marconi - E. M. I.
nee system. Thus Baird uses 60% of
lent the total available range of amplitude for conveying the picture, and
presj Marconi-E. M. I. 70%. The remaining portion of the carrier am;j plitude range is not wasted but
iused for synchronising.
In each
case a rise in carrier amplitude
corresponds to a brightening of
|the
and that
the black
gear should
be sopicture,
adjusted
occurs
for a 40% amplitude for Baird
transmissions and 30% for Marwafk
coni-E. M. I. A fall in the carrier
'. below these values can then cause
I no change in the picture, for the
light-spot is already extinguished.
. The 40 and 30% amplitudes can
J be thought of as a sort of dividing
j line between the picture impulses
I and the synchronising, for at suitable intervals the carrier amplitude falls from this line to zero to
give synchronising pulses.
Now in the Baird system there
are 25 pictures a second and 240
lines to a picture, so that there
are 25 synchronising impulses a
second for the frames and 6,000
for the lines. The line synchronj ising pulses occur at the start of
; each line and each occupies 8%
| of the total time of traverse for
! one line. In addition, a further 2%
is occupied by a black edging to
the picture. A total of 10% of the
lme time is thus occupied by the
synchronising pulse and the edging, and the receiving gear should
6

as

the

British

High-definition
Audience

Next

Will

Transmissions
Year

UPON THE acceptance by the London public of the two
systems of television to be introduced there next spring
by Baird and Marconi - EMI, may depend the future
course of visual broadcasting in the United States.
Hence this article and these technical explanations of
the two systems, reprinted from Wireless World of London with permission. In considering these two British
systems, it must be remembered that the Marconi Company has a patent and idea interchange agreement with
RCA

—

and that David Sarnoff, RCA president, has repeatedly asserted American television developments are
in advance of anything in Europe.
be so arranged that the return
stroke of the time - base occurs
within the 2% devoted to the
border in order that it may be invisible.
A similar procedure is adopted
in the case of the frame pulses.
Here the synchronising pulse occupies 12 lines and the edging 8
lines, so that out of the total of
240 lines forming a complete
frame, only 220 appear in the
actual picture.
Now in the Marconi - E. M. I.
system the arrangements are
rather more complex because in
an effort to reduce nicker, interlaced scanning is used. There are
actually 50 frames a second and
405 lines, but this statement must
be interpreted differently from
usual, for there are neither 50
complete pictures a second nor 405
lines to each frame. Actually,
there are 50 half -pictures a second, each containing 202.5 lines.
In effect, in each half-picture, each
line is spaced from its neighbors
by twice the normal amount so
that there is an appreciable gap
between the lines. The next halfpicture scans the bits missed by
the first and fits into the gaps left

Number of frames per picture
per second
Number of lines per picture
per frame
per second
Picture.r ratio
-..
Numbe
of,,.lines in. |yack
/synchronising
edging ...
each fram
e for \pi
ctu
re
Proportion
of
each
k d i £ ....
■n
t t. U(synchronising
line devoted to j^ M
synchronising

Baird.
2-10
2408%
i : 300/
12
0,00090%
8
220
1GG.066
13.333
40
3.333
150.0

by the first. Thus the second picture is similar to the first but is
staggered
its lines
fall lifto slightly
the gapsso that
between
the
lines of the first.
As in the Baird system, a portion of each line is used for the
synchronising impulses, and 15%
of the total time occupied by one
line is allotted to this, 10% of the
line time being devoted to the actual synchronising impulse and 5%
to the provision of a black edge
to the picture during which the
return stroke of the cathode - ray
gear can take place. Thus a total
of 85% of the line is used to provide the picture.
Receiving Sets
CERTAIN lines are also devoted
to the synchronising, and between
frames there is an interval of 10
lines, so that the number of lines
in each frame actually effective in
producing the picture is 192.5. The
frame synchronising consists of
two pulses for each line, each pulse
being equal in length to 0.4 line
and separated by an interval of
0.2 line. At least 3 lines (6 pulses)
will be transmitted in this way,
but up to 6 lines (12 pulses) may
be used, the remaining 7
Marconi- to 4 lines being black with
k m i- the normal lines synchro502
mencement
each.
the comnising signalof at
*[£5
10,125
5 :*

Theframe
precisesynchronising
position of
the
impulses
depends upon

7Z4
192.5
10%
85o/°
es.765

the
picture
transmitted.
In thebeing
case of
the
first frame, the first synchronising
pulseline occurs
exactly
one-half
after

so that whereasof ana
the commencement
9 S7(. line,
micro - seconds"! black edging
4.983
ordinary
line is made up
porteion
of
portion
liingn .
I picture
portion..
(whole
s
i
832o5
of
10%
line pulse, 5%
n
ro
0.2963—
black and 85% picture,
slyancckh dging
—
o.5;)26
the
first
synchronising
b e
1.333
n
o
i
t
r
po ..
of the first pictures
<and a11
19 0123 line
odd numbered)
is
27.5.1
cture portiont.ion
36.0G8 -09395l
Ratio of black edgingpi to\ frame
made up of 10% line
or
p
45
1
picture, i.e., stroke to}
40—100% ' 17- i
pulse, 5%
picfly-back
of time-base/
ture, 40%black,
frame35%pulse,
Range
of modulation
depthline
for black
to white in picture
±2.5%
30^°°o/<>
0—
10%
10%
black.
The
next line,
Tolerance during programme
Additional day to day tolerance
4-3%°
however,
starts
off with
40%
frame
pulse,
10%
e
Range of modulation depth
for
syn0-30/0
black, 40% frame pulse,
chronising , holfream
w
(
10% black, and so on.
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The second picture (and all even
numbered pictures) is different,
for the first line devoted to the
framing synchronisation does nothing else. The first 40% line pulse
occurs at the start of this line and
is followed by a 10% black, another 40% pulse, and concludes
with 10% black just as do the
other lines in all the pictures,
whether even or odd.
In the case of receiving equipment designed to operate from
both types of transmission, one of
the chief requirements is obviously that the time bases shall respond correctly to the different
synchronising signals employed.
Means must also be provided for
changing
frequencies
ated. FortheBaird
reception,generone
time base must give 25 strokes a
second and the other 6,000, whereas for Marconi-E. M. I. transmissions one time base must give 50
strokes and the other 10,125. Moreover, the relative outputs of the
two time bases must be altered,
for the picture ratio of Baird
transmissions is 4:3, whereas that
of the Marconi-E. M. I. is 5:4. The
Marconi-E. M. I. transmissions involve higher modulation frequencies than the Baird, and the highest frequencies involved are about
2 mc/s instead of only 1 mc/s.
The statements issued provide
the essential data upon which the
design of receiving equipment must
be based, and are consequently invaluable to all designers and experimenters inthis field. It should
be emphasised, however, that the
information is only basic and an
enormous amount of work is waiting to be done in the development
of simple and reliable gear which
can hardly be started until the
commencement
of regular
sion transmissions.
It is televito be
hoped,
therefore,
that
these
not be much longer delayed. will
Details of Baird Signal
THE DRAWING, Fig. 1 [Page 20]
gives complete details of the waveform
for picture modulation and synchronising impulses. From this it will be
seen that, using the arbitrary aerial
current units of zero to 100, the total
modulation for synchronising (black)
extends between the tolerance limits
of zero to 5 and 37.5 to 42.5, while
the picture modulation (black to
white) extends between the tolerance
limits of 37.5 to 42.5 and 100.
It will be noted that the high-frequency
synchronising
is rectangular in shape
and impulse
is maintained
for 8% of the total time taken in
tracing the line, and occurs between
the line traversals. The low-frequency
synchronising impulse, which is also
rectangular in shape, is maintained
during the time that 12 lines are
traced, and occurs between the frame
traversals. These traversals, as seen
by an observer looking at the received
image from the front, scan from left
to right
(line) and from top to bottom (frame).
The drawing also shows that, in
addition to the above 8% of the line
traversal time occupied by the highfrequency synchronising impulse, a
further 2% is masked off to form a
Similarly,
8black
finesedging.
are masked
off inantheadditional
case of
the low - frequency synchronising impulse for the same purpose.
The total number of lines in the
(Continued on page 20)
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Contracts

Did He Use Borax?
JAMES LYONS, NBC sound
effects man, San Francisco,
has cooked eggs, bacon and
steak to obtain the sounds of
these actions, but he went
even further in a recent
Death Valley Days, sponsored by Pacific Coast Borax
Co., broadcast, when, to simulate the sound of a prospector washing clothes, he
washed two pairs of socks
and five handkerchiefs before the microphone.

Advisability of Five-year Extensions Considered;
Resumption of Government Suit Set for Jan. 6
BROADCASTING stations may be
ly means gross receipts, plus an
advised shortly by the NAB to arbitrary sustaining fee. The
seek five-year extensions of their revenue to ASCAP this year,
it is estimated, will be in the neighpresent performing rights conborhood of some $3,000,000, which
tracts with the American Society
broadcasters
contend is exorbitant.
of Composers, Authors & Publishers. Present contracts expire Dec. In the now-famous June 17 letter
to Mr. McCosker, Mr. Mills offered
31, and an offer of five-year extensions first was made by E. C. Mills, to extend all present contracts for
five years under present terms
ASCAP general manager, on June
sistant to the Attorney General,
upon application from stations.
17 in a letter to Alfred J. McCosfor the Government, with
ker, then chairman of the NAB
Subsequently, however, he pro- appeared
posed a new rider, the effect of Nathan Burkan, ASCAP general
copyright committee.
counsel, representing the defense
While no official word that such which would be that even if Warwith several other attorneys.
ner Bros., with its 40% of the along
a decision had been reached could
When the trial was recessed last
ASCAP
catalog,
withdraws
from
be procured from NAB headquarthe combine, stations would still summer, Judge Goddard tentativeters, it was learned that the NAB
ly set Nov. 4 for its resumption,
board of directors at its meeting
pay the percentage on their gross
but had asked counsel to confer
in New York Oct. 17 discussed the for the remaining 60% of the cat- with
a fortnight before that
alog. They were given the option, date tohimdiscuss
advisability of taking this course
the matter.
however,
of
cancelling
the
ASCAP
and instructed its managing direcThe case is being pursued by the
contract altogether if there was a Government
tor, James W. Baldwin, to consider
with unrelenting
such a move. It probably will be substantial diminution in the vigor, and broadcasters, along with
ASCAP catalog.
the business of another board
motion picture exhibitors and homeeting to be called prior to Dec.
Every phase of copyright was
tels, are anxious to see it brought
31. All NAB board members and
discussed during the board meetto a swift and decisive conclusion.
ing.
It
was
decided
not
to
appoint
officers were present at the Oct. 17
All three groups repeatedly have
meeting except Ralph Brunton of a copyright committee as such. charged that ASCAP is an illegal
KJBS, San Francisco.
Should developments prior to Dec. monopoly in restraint of trade.
The board also instructed Mr.
31 warrant another board meetAn article in the Oct. 19 issue of
ing, it was indicated, prompt steps the Saturday Evening Post by
Baldwin to prepare a report and
will
be
taken
to
call
one.
recommendations dealing with the
Alva Johnston, titled "Trouble in
Trial Postponed
possible working out of a "per
Tin Pan Alley", was viewed by
many in the broadcasting industry
piece" or measured - service basis
WHILE the board was holding its as propaganda in support of
of copyright payment, under which
users would pay fixed prices for meeting, the Federal District Court
ASCAP. The article sought to
for Southern New York decided to justify the operations of ASCAP,
each number performed. He was
asked to submit this report prior resume the Department of Justice
and was critical both of the Duffy
to Dec. 31. This action was taken
suit against ASCAP and some 125 copyright bill and the Department
in accordance with the mandate of other defendants on Jan. 6. The of Justice anti-trust suit. Considtrial was recessed last summer.
the last NAB convention, which
erable space was devoted to radio
adopted a resolution supporting
Federal Judge Henry W. God- and its dependence upon ASCAP
dard met with counsel for both music. The article, it is underthe principle of measured-service
compensation.
sides Oct. 17 and decided upon the
stood, is being showered upon peoJan. 6 resumption date, with the
ple in public life by ASCAP — just
Internal ASCAP Strife
as it has done in the past with its
possibility that it may be deferred
THE MEETING was called pri- a week. Mac Asbill, special as- propaganda broadsides.
marily to discuss the entire copyright situation, still confused by
the internal strife within ASCAP,
FOREIGN
RELAYS
INCREASING
the government anti - trust suit
against the combine, and the repudiation by ASCAP of its original
Many Programs Relayed From London Now Compare
offer last June to renew contracts
Favorably With Local Broadcasts
for five years under present terms.
Warner Bros, music publishing WITH three representatives
144 times, broadcasting from 25
houses, controlling some 40% of
foreign countries in every part of
abroad,
and
England
planning
to
the ASCAP catalog, still have not
the world. Broadcasts from Ensigned with ASCAP, and, so far as send a representative here, the
gland rated highest in general avUn.ted
States
receives
far
more
known, maintain that they will
erage of those transmitted by short
withdraw as of Jan. 1, and license programs relayed from foreign wave and rebroadcast to the Amertheir music independently. It is countries than they receive from
ican audience. Of the programs,
generally believed, however, that us, according to network figures reception was judged by CBS enWarner Bros, will return to the on foreign broadcasts. These figgineers as follows: 21% excellent;
ASCAP fold before the year ends.
12% very good; 39% good; 25%
ures,
of
course,
do
not
include
highMr. Baldwin reported to the power emissions not relayed over fair; 2% fair; one program "N.
board, it is understood, that he had the ocean.
inquired at the Department of JusAmong colorful CBS broadcasts
In the first nine months of 1935,
tice whether it at any time authorNBC presented 184 international were those from Cairo with the
ized or would authorize any state- broadcasts from some 20 countries G".
reading of the Koran by Sheik
ment to the effect that broadcastSayed Sultan; from Monte Carlo
and
several
from
ships
in
miders should not undertake to negoti- ocean. Among outstanding pro- for the click of roulette wheels;
ate a more favorable contract with
from
Vatican City for the voice of
grams was that from Addis Ababa
ASCAP during the pendency of Sept. 13 when Emperor Haile Se- the Pope on Easter morning. Durthe anti-trust suit. The Departing the 12-month period, CBS also
lassie, of Ethiopa, discussed the
ment'sthat
answer, ithehasinformed
the Italian - Ethiopian situation. On exchanged two - way broadcasts
board, was
not and will
Sept. 30, Edward W. Beattie, UP with the second Byrd Antarctic
not authorize a statement that correspondent,
spoke from Addis Expedition, with only 6 of the 53
broadcasters shall not undertake
attempts being unsuccessful.
Ababa.
The
Emperor's
broadcast
to negotiate such contracts as they was one of the best signals
CBS engineers found that while
ever
can during the pendency of the received from Ethiopia. In most broadcasts from England compared
suit.
of the international broadcasts re- favorably with local transmissions,
At present broadcasting staception was good, according to programs from much greater distances often received better marks
NBC.
tions, with a few notable excepIn the 12 months ended with than the more frequent broadcasts
tions, are paying ASCAP 5%
of their net receipts, which real- September, CBS spanned the oceans from London and Paris.
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B1JUR LEAVING CBS,
RATNER GETS POST
WITH the resignation of Georgr
Bijur as CBS director of sales promotion, Victor Ratner, for the laM
and sales
de
few years vertising
with
the promotion
network's ' adpartment, will succeed to the post
CBS announced Oct. 28. Mr. Ratner has been assistant to Pau
Kesten, CBS vice president. Mr
Bijur, who
leaves
Nov. joined
25. CBS last March
Mr. Bijur formerly was with L
Bamberger & Co., Newark, as di<i
rector of publicity and sales, and
was also connected with Erwin
Foods accounts.
He plans
to oper
Wasey
& Co., handling
the Genera'
an advertising and sales promotior
service at 110 East 42d St., New
York. The Bijur Lubricating
Corp., and
Long industrial
Island City
(automo
tive
equipment)
and Bing & Bing Inc., New Yort
(builders and operators of hotel;
and apartments), will be among
his first clients.
Commercial

Radio

In
England
PLANS for introduction
mercial broadcasting in
have been devised should

Seen
of com
Englan<
the gov

ernment Corporation
- operated British
casting
be deniedBroad'
a re
newal of its non-commercial charj
ter in 1936, according to report^
published in the British press.
The reports state that a new
company, the Commercial Broadi
casting has
Corp.,
of GreatforBritain,
al'
ready
arranged
the openj
ing of three stations, should thd
BBC charter, which ends nex^
year, be terminated. The report:,
quoted David S. Cecil, as director
general of the new corporation, t<
the effect that while no decision ye
has been reached by the Roya
Commission on the BBC charter
he felt the non-commercial mo
nopoly
be continued af
ter
the would
charternotterminated.
"But," said the report publishe<
in Advertisers' Weekly of London
"whatever the decision is, ther<
will be a period of a fortnight be
tween 1936-37 when the air wil
be free, for two weeks must elaps>;
between the expiration of the char
ter and the granting of a new one
During this period, we shall be put
ting over sponsored program
which, we hope, will arouse pubil
opinion sufficiently for us to con
tinue". He said that 300 advertis,
ers were lined up for the venture
with studios to be operated entire
ly
lines. Program
willuponbe American
entertainment
only, h
added, with announcements mad'
judiciously.
New studios inwere
sai<
to
be under construction
Londor
WOR's Trade Barometer
AN INCREASE in summer busi
ness of 70% over last year is con
strued by WOR, Newark, as i
barometer of better b u s i n e s
throughout the nation. In the fou
warm months 676 hours and 5
minutes were used for commercia
programs, compared to 397 hour
and 47 minutes for the same per
iod in 1934.
STERLING PRODUCTS Inc., Ne\
York, has added WGY and WTK
to the list of 28 stations now car
rying the Phillips cosmetic thrice
weekly transcription series.
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YOU

300,000

MIDDLE

TO

WANT

WELL

WESTERN

TO

FARM

SELL

ib-

DO

FAMILIES

i

i

Xr ■ This is the best "farm year" since 1929!
WREN covers a rich farm market, as well as one of America's
more important metropolitan areas — a total of over 3,600,000
people live within the 150-mile radius of the WREN transmitter site which is strategically located between the cities of Kansas City, Missouri, Kansas City, Kansas, Topeka and St. Joseph.
Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska and Oklahoma farmers, over

WREN
Farms
The
Land, Too
The owners of WREN own and operate farms and ranches. This
close association with the problems of the farmer and livestock
raiser enables the management of WREN to better understand
the requirements of the rural listener in radio broadcasting. From
time to time the farmers and livestock raisers are invited to visit
the "Model WREN Farm and Herd", and they do so in large
numbers.

300,000 major farm families within range of WREN's voice,
have money to spend — they are enterprising, ambitious, and
iu purchase luxuries as well as necessities.
*f| No radio station offers so excellent an opportunity to sell this
11 major farm and livestock market together with the metropoli* [ tan areas of the Kansas City Trade Territory.
I Let us prove that WREN can do a real selling job for you.
ail

"Bernie Domino" from the WREN Herd— A blue ribbon winner in
numerous livestock shows throughout the United States.

Only outlet for NBC Blue Network Programs between St. Louts and Denver — 900 miles.
f! November

I, 1935
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Technical

Status of British Television
(Continued from page 17)
complete picture is 240, scanned se- vision signals of successive lines,
quentially and horizontally at 25 pic- which intervals provide time for the
ture traversals per second and 25 transmission of a line synchronising
complete frames per second. The line signal and also provide time for the
frequency is thus 6,000 impulses per return of the cathode ray beam to
second and the frame frequency 25 the beginning of the next line. The
minimum interval between the vision
impulses per second. The dimensions
of the observed picture have the ratio signal of successive lines will be 15%
of 4 horizontal to 3 vertical.
of the total line period (1/10125
Amplitude modulation is employed, sec), the first 10% of this interval
between lines being occupied by the
which results in light intensity modulation in the observed picture, the line synchronising signal and the retransmitter carrier increasing towards
maining 5% by a signal correspondthe white. The line synchronising siging to "black"
remaining 85% ofintheintensity.
total lineThe
period
nals and the frame synchronising signals are in the sense opposite to in- is available for transmitting vision
creasing picture modulation. The maximum frequency band involved in the signals.
(5) will
Interval
Betweenbetween
Frames the
—
be intervals
transmission is 2 megacycles and the There
average component of light in the pic- vision signals of successive frames.
ture is transmitted, a black in the The minimum interval between frames
picture being transmitted as black and will be 10 lines, leaving a maximum
a white transmitted as white, in ac- of 192.5 active lines per frame, or
cordance with the modulation per- 385 active lines per complete picture.
centages referred to above.
(6)willPicture
picture
ratio
be 5 :4,Ratio
that — isThe
to say,
the
Marconi-E. M. I. System
distance scanned during the active
THE MARCONI-E. M. I. television 85% of the total line period will be
system transmits 25 complete pictures 5/4 times the distance scanned durper second, each of 405 total lines.
ing the 192.5 active lines of the frame.
These lines are interlaced so that the
(7)
DO component
Modulation—(or
The the
picture
DC
frame and flicker frequency is 50 per brightness
second. The transmitter will radiate modulation component) is transmitted
signals with sidebands extending to as an amplitude modulation so that
20 LINES
MASK WIDTH
OF FILM
MAXIMUM AERIALPEAKCURRENT ] 100
REPRESENTING
(WHITE) CONDITION

1 COMPLETE
PICTURE
FRAME

AERIAL CURRENT
REPRESENTING BLACK
WITHIN THESE LIMITS
MINIMUM
AERIALLIMITS
CURRENT 14=
WITHIN THESE
MAXIMUM
AERIALPEAKCURRENT ] ion
REPRESENTING
(WHITE") CONDITION
o ui
tree

COMPLETE
PICTURE
LINE

AERIAL CURRENT
REPRESENTING
WITHIN THESE BLACK
LIMITS
MINIMUM AERIAL CURRENT 1-5WITHIN THESE LIMITS fg=

H F IMPULSES

FIGURE 1 — .The picture modulation and synchronizing impulses of the
Baird transmissions. The drawings are made from tracings taken off
the vision radio transmitter monitoring oscillograph.
about 2 megacycles, either side of the a definite carrier value is associated
carrier frequency. Good pictures can with a definite brightness. This has
be received utilising only a fraction been called "DC working", and results in there being no fixed value
of the radiated band* but, naturally,
the quality of the received picture of average carrier, since the average
will depend upon the degree to which carrier varies with picture brightness.
the receiver makes use of the trans- The radio frequency transmitter outmitted band width.. The -transmitted
put is specified in what follows as a
percentage of the peak output. This
wave-form is shown in Figure 2.
percentage
is in terms of current (or
(1 ) Line Frequency — 10,125 lines
per second, scanned from left to right voltage) and not in terms of power.
when looking at the received picture.
(8 ) Vision Modulation — The vision modulation is applied in such a
(2) Frame Frequency — 50 frames direction
that an increase in carrier
per second, scanned from top to bottom of the received picture.
represents an increase in picture
(3) Type of Scanning — The scan- brightness. Vision signals occupy valning is interlaced. Two frames, each
ues between 30% and 100% of peak
of 202.5 lines, are interlaced to give carrier. The amount by which the
a total of 405 lines with a complete transmitted carrier exceeds 30% reppicture speed of 25 per second. The
resents the brightness of the point
line component and the frame com- being scanned.
ponent of scanning are regularly re(9) Synchronising Modulation —
current, the interlace being derived Signals
below 30% of peak carrier
from the fractional relationship be- represent synchronising signals. All
tween line and frame frequencies. An synchronising signals are rectangular
explanation of the method of inter- in shape and extend downwards from
lacing is given at the end of this 30% peak carrier to effective zero
carrier.
specification.
(10) Line Synchronising Signals
(4)
Interval
Between
Lines
—
:
There will be intervals between the — The: line synchronising signals are
Page
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FIGURE

2 — The wave-form of the transmissions by Marconi-E. M. iJ

system.
of one- tenth of a line duration, and
are
followed
a minimum
onetwentieth
of by
a line
of black of(30%
peak(11)
) signal.
Frame Synchronising Signals — The frame synchronising signals comprise a train of two pulses
per line, each occupying four-tenths
of
line and ofhaving
of a
linea interval
black one-tenth
(30% peak)
signal between them. At the end of
even frames the first frame impulse
starts coincident with what would
have been a line signal. At the end
of odd frames the first frame pulse
starts half a line after the preceding
line signal. At least six frame signals
will be transmitted at the end of each
frame, but
numberup may
increased to anythenumber
to 12 be
pulses
(6 lines).
remainder
the
intervalsDuring
betweentheframes
normalof
line synchronising signals will be
transmitted with black (30% peak)
signals
tenths ofduring
the line.the remaining nineIt will be noted that throughout
the interval between frames (as duringrierthefallswhole
the carfrom transmission)
30% to zero regularly
at line frequency and in phase with
the beginning
chronisingof
pulses. the normal line syn(12) Variations in Transmitted
Wave-form — The 15% interval between vision signals of successive
lines, and
the 10frames
lines are
interval
between successive
minimum
intervals used at the transmitter.
During the initial development of the
transmitter certain transmissions may
have longer intervals between lines
and between frames, which lengthened
intervals correspond to the transmisture. sion of a black border round the picThe below
30% which
carrierno isvision
the signals
"black
level"
exist and above which no synchronising signals extend. The mean black
level of any transmission will be 30%
± 3% of peak carrier. The black
level during any one transmission will
not vary by more than 3% of peak
carrier
from the mean value of that
transmission.
The residual carrier during the
transmission of a synchronising pulse
will
carrier.be less than 5% of the peak
The line frequency and the frame
frequency will be locked to the 50 c/s
supply mains, and therefore will be
subject
to the frequency variations of
the mains.
The method of interlacing is demonstrated in Figure 3, which represents the top and bottom portions
on the scanned area with the distance
between the lines very much enlarged.
The lines show the track of the scanning fluence
spot,of awhich
under the
inregularmoves
downward
motion
(frame scan) with quick return and

FIGURE 3 — This diagram shows
the method of interlaced scanning
to be used in the Marconi-E. M. S
transmissions.
a regular left to right motion (linffl
scan) with very quick return (non
shown on drawing). The combinatioiH
of these motions produces the slightlj
sloping scanning lines. Starting at A
not necessarily at the beginning of ;
line, the spot completes the line A B
returns to the left and traverses lin<
0"dotted"
D, thenlines
E F,
so on down
thf
on and
the drawing.
At th<
bottom of the frame the spot travel:
along line G H, and then starts a
J and travels to K. At this point tin
return stroke of the frame motion be
gins and returns the spot to L at tin;
top of the frame. A complete frami
scan has now been made since leading A, so that 202.5 lines have beei
completed,
and the
line
away from
A. point L is half £
The downward frame motion nov
starts again, causing the spot to trave
along L M, completing a single lint
motion J K L M. The spot then re
turns to the left and traces out line
N O, which, due to L being half £ j
line ahead of A, will lie between line; |
A B and C D. Similarly, the next;
line P Q will lie half way betweei
C D and E F. The spot now traces!
down the chain-dotted lines to R £:.!
and finally traces out T U, at whiclj
latter point the frame return cause;,
the spot to rise again to the top
When the spot reaches the top it wib
have completed two frames since leav j
ing
as two
frames occupy
tin
time A,of and,
exactly
405 complete
lines, th<
spot will return exactly to A, aftei
which the cycle begins again.
From the foregoing it will be seei
that the complete picture is scannec
in two frames, but as each framt
contains an integer number of lines
plus a half, the two frames will in
terlace. The system does not requirt i
the short return times shown for th<!i
line and frame scans, nor need thti
lines begin in the positions shownl|l
Provided the line and frame tra l|
versals are regularly recurrent anc
have the correct frequency ratio (twe'j
frames=odd number of lines), an in-, J
terlaced picture will be obtained.
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We
of NBC

just chalked

Thesaurus

up another

subscribers . . . the 97th. And

to us that some

two complete half-hour recorded dramatic
shows which can be used as sustaining features orfor sponsorship. One, titled "For
Us The Living," is specially designed for
presentation on Armistice Day. The other,
called "The First Thanksgiving," is for
Thanksgiving Day. Both shows were written by expert NBC writers, and dramatized bycelebrated NBC Network artists.

NATIONAL

^November
!

Only a few months old, NBC Thesaurus
has made great strides forward in gaining
national popularity. Why? Because it
offers advertisers outstanding artists,
original musical arrangements, the finest
in music, singing, comedy, etc.; an excellent daily continuity service; superior
recordings produced with RCA Higher
Fidelity equipment; unusually fine variety
of program material permitting flexibility; and last, but not least, real economy.

BROADCASTING
COMPANY,
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY

TRANSCRIPTION

1, 1935

it seemed

sort of celebration was in order

So we're declaring a healthy dividend to
all Thesaurus subscribers in the form of

ELECTRICAL

station on our list

SERVICE
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BOOK
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The YEAR
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BOOK

Will

Early In 1936

Final Advertising Forms
Close December
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Advertising

Radio

JHELF

beiween

Data

two

and

Covers!

"housands of quesions, arising daily in
he routine of adverising

managers,

gency executives,
tation operators,
echniciansand
thers

identified

/ith broadcasting as
business and art,
/ill be answered in
he 1 936 YEAR
OOK

of broadcast-

fig and broadcast adertising, all indexed
fid cross-indexed for
eady reference.
our advertising mesage in this encycloedia of the business
f broadcasting will
each every element
i the radio broadasting

industry

very day in the year.
MKE
YOUR
RVATIONS
)AY!

RESTO-

BROADCAST!
\M%l%r combined with
broadcast
Advertising
November

1, 1935
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Parties

Plan

Owe Nets Big Sum
ALTHOUGH the Republicans at
least would like to go on the air
with regularly purchased commercial periods, both network and
spot, even before the Republican
national convention, it appears now
that the raising of funds will occupy both major parties more than
any actual radio campaigning until
the conventions next summer. Before embarking on their 1936 radio campaign, both Democrats and
Republicans hope to wipe out the
debts to the networks still remaining from 1932.
According to the Democratic
National Committee, $99,554.10 is
still owing to NBC and $42,960.04
to CBS. According to the Republican National Committee, $28,000
must yet be paid to NBC and
$14,000 to CBS. Each party in the
1932 campaign spent approximately $500,000 on radio.
Radio plans for the 1936 campaign are all being held in abeyance, pending the financial drive.
Both parties are known to be considering intensive use of radio once
more. Thomas G. Sabin, radio director of the Republican National
Committee, who assumed that post
last July after resigning from a
commercial position with WBZWBZA, Boston - Springfield, is already at work on plans for the
Republicans. Herbert L. Pettey,
FCC secretary, who handled the
1932 radio campaign for the Democratic National Committee, is expected to become its radio director
again after the Democratic convention next year — either resigning his FCC job or securing a leave
of absence.
The Republicans, it was learned,
would like to buy time preliminary
to the conventions, before their
nominee is chosen, in order to
launch a general drive against the
administration. Funds, however,
have not been forthcoming. Mr.
Sabin has auditioned and transcribed an eight-episode one-hour
serial with music titled Liberty at
the Crossroads for a network or
spot campaign, but has not been
able to buy the time for lack of
funds.
G. O. P. Lays Radio Plans
With Taplinger in Charge
EXTENSIVE use of radio will be
made by the Republican National
Committee in the near future and
in the presidential campaign next
year, according to an announcement by Thomas G. Sabin, director of the Radio Division of the
Committee. The amount to be expended was not divulged, but he
said an extensive campaign would
be conducted on all networks, and
presumably on independent stations.
Simultaneously, Mr. Sabin announced the appointment of Robert S. Taplinger, formerly of the
CBS press department, to handle
the radio publicity account of the
Committee. The Taplinger organization, he said, will be in charge
of national publicity in connection
with the political broadcasts.
OUT-OF-TOWN football games of
Ashland (Ken.) High School are
sponsored on WCMI by the Boyd
County Democratic Campaign
Committee.
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Keith McLeod

Radio,
"Taking Liberty"
ONE of the most unique merchandising stunts of all time
was effected by WMCA, New
York, in collaboration with
Liberty Magazine during the
last week in Oct. On the
front cover of some 300,000
copies of Nov. 2 issue of Liberty, distributed in the New
York metropolitan area, appeared a sticker reading:
"Listen to the sports broadcast over Station WMCA,
570 kilocycles, every night at
7 o'clock." In return Liberty
got a 50-word tie-in on the
program
(Dick Fish
Sports Review)
whichel'sis
sponsored by Natural Bloom
Cigars. Thus one advertiser
permitted another advertiser
to take a mention on his program in return for a remarkable merchandising job.

With

A NEW station in Bridgeport,
Conn., to operate with 100 watts,
daytime, on 1370 kc. is sought in
an application filed with the FCC
Oct. 26 by New England Radio
Corp.
Bellows

Charges

Recordings

keith Mcleod, program
director of
WFIL, Philadelphia,
resigned tohasjoin
Inc.,
Alsop RadiocordingsReNew York, as
production chief,
according to an
Mr. McLeod
announcem e n t
Oct. 22 by A. A. Klinger, president
of the transcription and program
producing organization which was
formed by former partners in
Broadcasting Abroad Inc. Mr. McLeod, at one time an organist in
Denver, was with WJZ, New York,
when NBC was organized in 1927.
He was named the first musical
supervisor of the network. He resigned early in 1933 and became a
member of the board of Broadcasting Abroad Ltd. He was also formerly musical director for the department of religious radio of the
Federal Council of Churches of
Christ of America.

FFC,

THE UNQUALIFIED charge that
radio is censored by the FCC
through its interference with program quality and content, and by
the broadcasters because they cannot do otherwise, is made by Henry
A. Bellows, an original member of
the former Radio Commission and
until recently CBS vice president
in Washington, in an article published in the November Harper's.
In a searching and lucid discussion of the whole radio censorship
question, Mr. Bellows criticizes
sharply the actions of the FCC
but absolves the broadcasters of
any guilt in censorship procedure
because of the very nature and
limitations of the broadcasting
medium. Radio censorship actually began, he holds, when the
original Radio Commission, of
which he was a member, was created in 1927 and by a process of
elimination based on program service made reallocations of broadcasting station facilities.
Mr. Bellows charges the FCC
with willful violation of that provision of the law which prohibits
censorship
programs
and FCC
advances theofview
that the
should restrict itself to technical
rather than program regulation.
Social Responsibility
THERE was no criticism of commercial broadcasting per se, by
Mr. Bellows. He did, however,
question the power of the heads
of the networks in this language:
"The fact that broadcasting is
inherently a limited monopoly — as
the press, for example, is not —
lays a heavy burden of social responsibility on the broadcasters,
and particularly on the heads of
the two major networks. The potential discretionary power today
in the hands of Mr. Aylesworth
and Mr. Paley, presidents of the
two chain companies, is probably
a good deal more than any two
private individuals ought to have.
That they have so far used it on
the whole discreetly does not materially alter the case. The princi-

Alsop

Takes Post

Broadcasters

Carter on 300 Stations
CARTER MEDICINE Co., New
York (liver pills), is using spot
announcements on 300 stations
throughout the country. A few are
5-minute programs, but the majority
one-minute
announcements,are broadcast
daily from
two
to six times, depending on the city
and the station. The campaign is
now on the air, but the list of stations is constantly being renewed
and revised. Transcriptions were
made by RCA-Victor. Street &
Finney Inc., New York, is the
agency, with Spot Broadcasting
Inc., New York, placing the discs.
Woodbury Supplements
JOHN H. WOODBURY Co., Cincinnati (soap) is using quarterhour RCA-Victor transcriptions on
five stations to supplement the regular NBC-WJZ network program
where time could not be cleared
for the network broadcast. Entertainment is the same as the network show, Dangerous Paradise.
The stations are: KWK, WHAM,
WXYZ, tractsWBAP
WSM. Lennen
Conare for 13andweeks.
& Mitchell Inc., New York, handles
the account.

Censor

pal restraining influences are two:
sensitiveness to public opinion,
and, still more, the ever - present
fear that the government may
commandeer some or all of their
facilities. But even with these restrictions, the opportunity for effective censorship through exclusion is very broad, and any such
concentration of power in the
hands of people who use it in connection with money - making has
manifest
dangers."
Mr. Bellows',
charge of censorship by the FCC brought a prompt
retort from Chairman Anning S.
Prall of
the last
FCC.
Prall's
speech
at the
NAB Mr.
convention
at Colorado Springs in July in
which he dealt with the lack of
censorship powers of the FCC, was
criticized by Mr. Bellows in his article. In one breath, said Mr. Belof the said
FCC the
chairman's
speech,is
Mr. lows
Prall
Commission
expediting the work of eliminating
programs that seemed to be out of
step with requirements of the law
and in the next Mr. Prall asserted
that the Commission can exercise
no censorship whatever over programs. Chairman Prall Replies
ASKED to comment on the Bellows' article, Mr. Prall said:
"Mr. Bellows' article is indeed
interesting. While the Communications Act of 1934 specifically
prohibits the censorship of programs by the Commission, we must
determine when issuing station licenses that public interest, convenience or necessity will be served
by the granting thereof. When
stations are cited for inquiry after
broadcasting programs advertising
quack medicines or cures for incurable diseases, fortune-telling and
lottery schemes or other misrepresentations of fraudulent presentations concerning articles for sale,
I do not consider such citations as
censorship. I do feel, however,
that such broadcasts are clearly
againstvided'public
as proin the Actinterest'
and should
be

Radio

.

.

subject to the scrutiny of the
Broadcast Division.
"It is the duty of the Commission when it considers applications
for renewal of license to be satisfied that it opei-ates in the public interest, and to pass on this
question it is necessary to examine •
its past performance; this necessarily means the nature and character of its past programs in order to say whether or not they are 1
in the public interest. The Court
of Appeals of the District of Co- 1
lumbia has said. 'By their fruits
speech, wrote Mr.
shallPrall's
ye Mr.
Bellows,
isknow
proofthem'."
that censorship is
increasing rather than decreasing.
He charged that stations today are
more subject to extra-legal threats
for alleged sins in programming,
and are far more alarmed about
future possibilities. "That they so
seldom openly complain is quite
understandable," Mr. Bellows
stated. "The Commission has all
the good things of radio — power,
frequencies,
— to giveto or
withhold. It time
is natural
fawnto
upon a Santa Claus who carries a
formidable
bludgeon
one Bellows
hand."
The Supreme
Court,in Mr.
pointed out, has not yet ruled
whether the censorship provision
of the law means what it says.
David Lawrence, he stated, holds
the
legally limited
to physicalFCC
and is technical
matters,
and
that the moment it goes beyond
this and takes program quality and
content into account, effective censorshipwillbegins.
said longer
censes
do He
something
towardlimitigating its severity, but that
the basic questions some day must
be answered.
Summarizing his censorship contentions, Mr. Bellows said the answer to the question "Is radio cenis an unqualified
"Yes." de"It is sored?"
censored
by the FCC,
spite the law through interference
with program quality and content,
made (Continued
possible by onthepage
threat
U4.) of re-
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PROGRAMS
KID

"HOT

SPOTS

Now
Open/
Join this honor roll of "Best Hits." There are
just room for two more — at 5:30 and 6:30 Mondays to Fridays. Have a John Blair and Co.
representative give you the complete story on
these time-tested Hot Spots. Mail breakdown
for these periods, success figures of preceding
and following programs, etc. are all available,
but you had better hurry.

"THE
KNX
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From 5:00 - 7:00 in Southern California is the equivalent to 8:00 10:00 in the east, the hours when the majority of big network commercials originate.
The two networks, by necessity, feature big names and music
shows during these periods, while KNX has developed them as
children's listening period. It is the contention of KNX that children are not interested in adult shows, and therefore, KNX set about
deliberately to capture the attention of children with programs
designed for their entertainment solely, because if the kids are
listening so are the adults. That this policy has borne fruit for
KNX's advertisers appealing to children is evidenced in a recent
survey conducted in the Southern California territory by a national
agency which revealed that the three most popular children's programs on the air were:
1. Air Adventures of Jimmie Allen for Richfield Gasoline
2. Jack Armstrong — All American Boy for Whealies
3. Little Orphan Annie for Ovaltine
All are KNX features — between 5:00 and 7:00.

AIR ADVENTURES OF JIMMIE ALLEN
RICHFIELD OIL COMPANY I

TWO

BUCKS

VOICE

Blair

&

OF

HOLLYWOOD''

Co., National

Representatives
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Reallocation
OfWLWL

Plea

Is Heard

FCC Resumes Case Involving
Clear Channel Assignments
CLIMAXING one of the most vigorous political lobbies for broadcasting facilities ever witnessed,
WLWL, New Yerk, operated by
the Paulist Fathers, resumed its
presentation of testimony before
the FCC Broadcast Division en
banc Oct. 24 in support of its petition for a affect
"junior
which would
the reallocation"
assignments
of nine stations on five clear channels and result in the breaking
down of two.
Now operating the equivalent of
two hours per day, the station
seeks full-time simultaneous operation on the 850 kc. clear channel,
assigned to WWL, operated by
Loyola University, New Orleans,
also a Catholic institution. To effect this, the other station and
channel shifts are sought.
The hearing was begun last
June, but after two days it was
recessed until Oct. 24. It appeared
likely that it would run for a week
or ten days, since about a score of
stations out of approximately 60
notified by the FCC of the hearing
plan to participte. Principal stations involved were prepared to offer numerous witnesses in opposition to the far-reaching proposal.
Coverage Questions
IN RESUMING the WLWL case,
George 0. Sutton, counsel for the
Paulists, placed on the stand a
number of priests in support of
the application for the full-time
assignment, with 5,000 watts on
what is now a clear channel. He
also introduced engineering evidence of three engineers to support the contention that, with the
use of a directional antenna, there
would be no substantial losses in
coverage.
Mr. Sutton, through testimony
of one physician and other witnesses, attacked medical programs
broadcast over WWL, which is
operated by a Jesuit institution, as
well as over other opposing stations. He apparently took his cue
from the so-called Marmola hearings before the Broadcast Division
earlier in the month. Opposing
counsel protested against introduction of this evidence on the ground
that programs were not at issue
and because no notice was given
that programs would be considered. The Division, however, reserved ruling as to admissability.
Among the engineers who testified in behalf of WLWL, were T.
A. M. Craven, of Washington, and
Paul Godley, of Montcair, N. J.
Comdr. Craven expressed the view
that it was technically desirable to
reduce the number of clear channels.
Appearing in outright opposition to the Paulist petition are
WNYC, New York, municipallyowned station which would be
shifted in assignment, represented
by Herman McCarthy, attorney on
Mayor LaGuardia's staff; WWL,
represented by Paul M. Segal;
WFAA and WBAP, Dallas - Fort
Worth, represented by Ben S.
Fisher; WHAS, Louisville, represented by Swager Sherley, and
WOV, New York, represented by
Horace L. Lohnes.
The Paulist Fathers have sought
Page 26

Dr. G. W. Hoover

MEDICAL

ACCOUNTS

ON

THE

AIR

Good Taste the Criterion, Declares Miss MacRorie,
Pointing Out a Solution of Problem
rect his indigestion, relieve him of
RADIO, being a guest in the home
and welcome only so long as it re- headache, rid him of common colds,
spects the feelings of its host, make him fat, make him thin, keep
must use the yardstick of decency him young and permit him to be
and common sense in medical ad- a jolly good fellow at least five
vertising, Janet MacRorie, editor, nights out of seven, sing Sweet
Adeline on the street corner at
NBC continuity acceptance depart- four
A. M. for one dash of good
ment, told the United Medicine
Manufacturers' Association, which leap.
old
at rising in
timeoneandflying
he's
overcure-all
the hang-over
met recently in New York.
Being a flexible medium, radio
Alarmist Copy
has a wealth of advertising potentialities to offer the advertiser,
"I HAVE SAID it taxes the creshe
said.
commercial
dulity of the listener, it also taxes
credits be "Let
brief your
and stimulating,
the credulity of the broadcasting
the rest of your program swift- station and we ask to have the
moving and sparkling, and your
lines tightened — a rein put on the
radio advertisement investment
of possibilities and to keep
will bring you results that you flight
those representations to that
will
findthe entirely
satisfactory," which can be sustained by availshe told
association.
able positive proof.
In giving an outline of the meth"The
season of 'the Gobelins
ods used by NBC in editing medical continuities, Miss MacRorie
will get you if you don't watch
is upon us. The Gobelins begave a thorough analysis of the out' ing
often the common cold or the
whole question of medical adver- system undermined from lack of
tising.
sunshine or indoor living incident
As To Symptoms
to the winter season.
"The power of suggestion is
"FIRST let us consider the ques- well-known
and sensible advice
'symptoms',"
she for
said.
"I
do nottion ofneed
to tell you
it has
against infection is valuable. However, out and out alarmist copy is
been brought home to you by regulatory bodies having jurisdiction unfair. It is unfair to terrorize
of such matters that a competent the public into the buying of a
treatment for symptoms should product by painting in gloomy and
not be represented as a competent
sensational terms the high mortaltreatment for the ailment or cause
ity rate due to this or that disease.
"Now we come to the rock on
that produces the symptom. If
we are not to mislead the public, which most often the broadcasting station splits with the sponsor
symptoms must be handled carefully. A headache and a sore of a medical product — good taste.
throat may indicate a common cold The enthusiasm of the manufacturer is natural because he lives
or they may indicate scarlet fever.
The descriptions of symptoms in so close to his subject he is apt to
this case should read headache and forget the light in which the mathroat irritation due to a common
view Terms
the discussion ofjority
itsof people
usefulness.
that
cold.
"In the wide field of products to the manufacturer are every-day
designed to counteract acidity, terms of the trade may to the pubcare should be taken in describing
lic spell something entirely different; may conjure up in the
symptoms. The person listening
to the commercial credits of such minds of the listener visions so
products may be analyzing cor- distasteful, so abhorrent to the
rectly the source of his distress general rules of good taste that
but there is always the danger the listener is tempted to strike
that he may be mistaken. There- the program off his radio list."
fore, the broadcasting station must
review very carefully descriptions
of symptoms and the phraseology
Health O'Quality Cited
used in the descriptions.
"The temptation to extend the HEALTH O'QUALITY PRODUCTS Co., Cincinnati (cosmetics,
usefulness of his product is one
that few medicine manufacturers
extracts), is charged with unfair
seem able to resist. Salines, for methods of conducting prize contests in an advertising campaign,
instance, generally start their careers as laxatives— soon they are in a complaint isued Oct. 25 by the
recommended for keeping the liver Federal Trade Commission. The
and kidneys up to scratch. Then, complaint alleges the company
frequently, they become agents for has falsely created the impression
that a certain final or grand prize
routing the cause of rheumatism,
neuritis and allied ailments and would be given the person sending
in the best answer to a question
finally they become the panacea
for nearly all human ills.
and that there was nothing else
for a contestant to do than send
"In this age of high specializa- in
the best answer. It is claimed
tion to advertise a product as a
cure-all seems to be poor psychol- that only a preliminary prize is
ogy. The credulity of the listener awarded and that a great deal
is taxed when asked to believe that more must be done to win the
the same pill or powder will cor- final or grand prize. The respondent is given until Nov. 29 to show
cause why an order to cease and
repeatedly to obtain improved fa- desist should not be issued.
cilities without avail. They were
largely
responsible
for the Act
provision in the
Communications
of
AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR
1934 that the FCC make an investigation of the advisability of allo- Corp., Brooklyn, is charged with
cating facilities to educational, re- price discrimination in a complaint
issued by the Federal Trade Comtutions. ligious and other non-profit insti- mission.

Begins

Consulting Service on
Food and Drug Accounts
TO AID radio station managers in
the selection of food, drugs and
cosmetics accounts and the scrutiny of advertising continuities,
Dr. George W. Hoover, M.D., formerly chief of drug control of the
Department of Agriculture, now a
consultant with offices in the Shoreham Bldg., Washington, has announced the extension of his practice to embrace the radio field. Dr.
Hoover for the last eight years has
been consultant for drug and food
manufacturers and advertisers on
labels, advertising, formulas and
technical control of drugs, medicines and foods subject to the requirements of federal and state
laws.
Dr. has
Hoover's
in his
field
been standing
investigated
by
Broadcasting and found to be of
the highest. Until eight years ago,
when he entered private specialized consulting practice, he was
with the U. S. Food and Drug Administration, joining it 20 years
earlier under Dr Harvey Wiley.
In addition to serving as chief of
drug control, he has been chief of
its Chicago station and chief of its
central food and drug inspection
district.
Three New 100- watt ers
Are Authorized by FCC
THREE new broadcasting stations
in the local category were announced Oct. 22 by the Broadcast
Division of the FCC. Sustaining
Examiner P. W. Seward, the FCC
granted the application of the Pacific Acceptance Corp., for a station in San Diego, to operate on
1200 kc. with 100 watts, daytime.
The
order becomes effective
Dec. 10.
At its Oct. 22 meeting, the FCC
announced also that it had ratified
the grants of new stations made
on Oct. 11 in Nashville and Evansville, tionInd.
granted Broadcasting
the applicaof the It
Nashville
Corp., for a new station on 1370
kc. with 100 watts unlimited time,
sustaining Examiner G. H. Hill.
Also sustaining the same examiner, it granted the application of
Evansville on the Air Inc., for a
station in that city for an assignville. ment identical with that in NashSimultaneously, the FCC ratified
an action taken Oct. 11 authorizing WSIX, Springfield, Tenn., to
move its transmitter to Nashville.
The station operates on 1210 kc.
with 100 watts, unlimited time.
Heretofore Nashville has had only
two stations— WSM and WLAC.
Sustaining Examiner Seward,
the FCC authorized KIEM, Eureka, Cal., to change frequency
from 1210 to 1450 kc, and to increase its power from 100 to 500
watts, with unlimited time. The
order becomes effective Dec. 3.
Voluntary
assignment
of thefromlicense of WJTL,
Atlanta,
Oglethorpe University to J. W.
Woodruff and S. A. Cisler, also
was approved,
eral months. after a lapse of sevKDKA, Pittsburgh, used the police teletype networks recently to
announce that it would broadcast
the annual police shooting contest.
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Texaco

Launches

Unique

Campaign

For New
Program
Merchandising Tie-ins Feature
Jumbo Fire Chief Displays
UNDER the direction of George
W. Vos, in charge of all radio advertising for The Texas Company,
a unique merchandising campaign
is supporting the new Jumbo-Firechief radio program which made
its initial bow to the radio audience on Tuesday, Oct. 29, at the
usual Texaco hour, on an NBCWEAF network.
As the theme of this new show
is built around a circus, naturally
it must have an elephant and this
elephant's name is Jumbo. So
Jumbo is featured throughout all
the printed material used in this
campaign. It shows Jimmie Durante riding Jumbo and broadcasting at the same time.
There are 50,000 Texaco dealers
from coast to coast. Every dealer
receives posters, window stickers,
postcards, a 4-page Jumbo Special,
a 10-page accordion folder, Jumbo
stamps, etc.
Fifty thousand posters went to
all dealers, and a like number of
window strips. Five million postcards were distributed to all dealers to mail to customers as giveaways, inserts in letters and statements or distributed among parked
cars, etc. There is a space left
open on each card so that the
dealer may affix his name in that
spot. All this copy is in two colors
— red and black.
The 10-page folders will be included in all Texaco mail that is
sent out from the New York office
or any of the branch offices. This
folder tells all the news about the
new radio program. In this manner the sponsor intends to distribute over 2,000,000 pieces of this
material.
Big "Jumbo" Stamps
ALL ENVELOPES mailed from the
above sources will also have pasted
on the back a Jumbo stamp in four
colors, similar to the Xmas Seal.
This stamp is about twice the size
of the customary seal used during
Christmas, and therefore worthy
of the name Jumbo.
The Texaco Fire-Chief hat will
still be in evidence — in fact, it will
be more widely disseminated than
ever now that the sponsor is using
the New York Hippodrome which
has a seating capacity of 4,500.
Over the entire stage from which
the broadcast takes place a giant
paper mache hat, which is an exact replica of the now familiar
Fire-Chief hat, is suspended from
the ceiling. Over 5,000,000 of the
original hats have been given away
to date. The wording on these hats
has now been changed to read
"Texaco Fire-Chief Gasoline, souvenir of the Jumbo Fire-Chief
Broadcast."
The sponsor also published a special newspaper. The "Jumbo Special" withabout
a circulation
of 65,000
tells all
the new show
and
something about the plot which
will be serialized. This newspaper
is a 4-page rotogravure with ample art work.
For four days before the program went on the air, radio stations throughout the country broadcast 15-50 word announcements to
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FROM ADDIS ABABA
NBC Newsman Misses Hearing
Brother in Ethiopia
AFTER failing to carry the complete Floyd Gibbons broadcast
from Ethiopia Oct. 23 due to its
origination an hour earlier than
scheduled, NBC managed to pick
up the end of the program, booking another Ethiopian relay for
Oct. 25.
When the second broadcast went
on the air, via short wave from
Ethiopia to 2RO, Rome, and thence
to RCA at Riverhead, L. I., and
Radio City, it was found that Gibbons was too tired to broadcast,
but that W. W. Chaplin, of Hearst
newspapers, would read his script.
Dick Chaplin, brother of the
Hearst reporter, and a member of
the NBC news division at Radio
City, did not know his brother was
on the air until the program was
over and missed the broadcast because he was busy at the time.
KNX-KSFO Hookup Starts
PACIFIC Coast radio's newest
regional hookup, which links KNX
in Los Angeles with KSFO, San
Francisco, got under way Oct. 23
with a special 30-minute inaugural
broadcast in which executives of
the two stations participated. The
two independent stations are using
A. T. & T. wires for the 425-mile
link, the estimated annual cost being $35,000. A combined rate will
be offered advertisers. The Father
Coughlin Sunday series, resuming
Nov.
3, will be one of the hookup's
first accounts.
ABOUT 100 stations are carrying
the All-Star Radio Roundup, a
series of 15-minute WBS transcriptions, furnished to its dealers
for local placement by StewartWarner Corp., Chicago (radios).
the radio audience telling them to
tune in on this broadcast. Over
100 stations broadcast these announcements — one in the afternoon and two in the evening.
On the day of the broadcast, spot
advertisements appeared in 200
newspapers across the country. All
ads were 200 lines and only one insertion was ordered, but there may
be other ads to follow.
In order to receive a cross sectional opinion on this new Texaco
show, the sponsor had RCA-Victor
make an electrical recording of the
audition which was heard by Texaco executives. To each of the 16
sales divisions of The Texas Company was sent a disc. In cooperation with the sponsor the local radio stations gave the use of a studio and their equipment to the
sales force in their community.
Present at these meetings were all
the local Texaco sales force, plus
other executives in the territory
and radio editors from the local
newspapers. The program was received most warmly. The program
that is on these discs is the same
program that was broadcast to the
radio audience on the night Jumbo
Fire-Chief made its debut.
This enlisting of the divisional
sales force to pass on the merits of
a new radio program leads to much
word-of -mouth publicity and also
serves to spread enthusiasm
among the personnel.

"Sweet Station"

WD

AS

Asks

Ouster

Of Recording Suit
Contends in Test Case That
Band Leader's Ban Illegal
DISMISSAL of the suit alleging unauthorized performance by WDAS,
Philadelphia, of one of his phonograph records and filed by Fred
Waring, orchestra leader and president of a newly-formed organization seeking to prevent performances of phonograph records by
radio, was sought in an answer
filed in behalf of the station Oct.
26 in the Philadelphia Court of
Common Pleas. The answer was
filed by W. Maurice Steppacher,
WDAS counsel,
who had
the collaboration ofWilliam
A. Schnader,

Station Built of Sugar Cane
COINCIDENT with the disclosure
that controlling interest in KGMB,
Honolulu, had been purchased by
the Consolidated Amusement Co.,
theater operators
in Hawaii,
nouncement was made
Oct. 15 anby
Fred Hart, president and general
manager of the CBS outlet, that
it will be entirely rebuilt at a cost
of about $50,000. The station is
licensed to Honolulu Broadcasting
Co. It will be dedicated Dec. 15..
Headquarters of the new KGMB,
according to Mr. Hart, will be the
"sweetest in the world", literally.
About 85% of the structure, he
pointedterialout,
willHawaii
be builtfrom
fromrefuse
mamade in
sugar cane after the juice has been
extracted. This refuse is ground
into a pulp, cooked and pressed
into wallboard and floorboard, to
be used from floor to roof. The
product is called canec.
Architecture of the station will
be typically Hawaiian, as shown in
the accompanying artist's sketch.
On one oftheHonolulu's
principal
boulevards,
65,000 square
feet
of property will be made into a
tropical garden with island flowers, shrubs and cocoanut trees.
Studios will include a garden studio for band concerts, and a "grass
shack studio" specially arranged
for presentation of programs sent
to the mainland for CBS.
A new RCA high-fidelity 1,000
watt transmitter already has arrived and is being installed. In
addition, RCA input equipment, including velocity and induction microphones, input and line amplifiers, panels and racks, and a
single vertical Blaw - Knox radiator, have been nurchased.
Another problem for which special equipment has been secured
is that . of sending programs to
and bringing them from the new
Honolulu Broadcasting Co. station,
KHBS, at Hilo, Hawaii. The two
stations, situated on different islands, are 200 miles apart and are
not connected by cable, although
radio and radiophone circuits are
operated. KHBC, a 100 - watter,
will be in operation about Jan. 1,
and also will be RCA-equipped.
With the opening of KHBC,
Hawaii will have three stations,
the third beine: KGU, Honolulu,
an outlet of NBC. The territorial
legislature recently appropriated
$25,000 for broadcast programs to
originate in Hawaii for the mainland, with the idea of stimulating
tourist travel.

former Attorney General of Pennsylvania, retained by the NAB in
the interests of the broadcasting
industry. The case is regarded as
of extreme importance because it
affects the broadcasting of all
phonograph
records.
As grounds
for the dismissal,
WDAS contends that Waring, when
he recorded the numbers allegedly
broadcast without authority, had
granted the RCA Victor Co. full
rights to manufacture, advertise
and sell the records. It brings out
that Waring had no right at any
time to the numbers performed,
since they were held by N. Witmark & Sons, music publishers.
On the other hand, it was brought
out that Witmark had granted
RCA Victor the license to use the
compositions in recordings, and
that Witmark and the authors of
the compositions had granted
ASCAP the performing rights.
Waring Paid in Full
WARING, it was stated, had received $250 per selection, paid by
NBC, "in
full
vices" after
the settlement
recording, for
and serthe

check had been deposited by Waring without objections. Moreover,
it was held that WDAS, at the
time the Waring records were performed, had a valid license from
ASCAP to publicly perform the
numbers. After playing the selections for RCA Victor to enable it
to make phonograph records, said
the answer, Waring had no rights
of any kind in the records and
RCA Victor was not bound to Waring by contract or otherwise, to
limit in any way the use which the
purchasers of the records might
make. Finally, it was contended
pertime itknew
at theWaring
by WDASformed thethat,
numbers,
the records would be sold to the
public and
castingwould
purposes. be used for broadThe contention made in behalf
of Waring that the records contained the inscription "This record is not licensed for radio broadcast", was held to be wholly immaterial. It cited as the reasons
the fact that Waring was not the
holder of the performing rights for
the numbers or the record, and had
no contract which covered this provision.
The numbers in question were
"I'm Young and Healthy" and
"You're Getting to be a Habit with
Me", which WDAS admitted havperformed on July 2. WDAS
had ing
contended that the numbers
and i
request",
"by this
performedthat
were indicated
had
was done
for the purpose of having a basis
upon which to bring the test action.
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Carney, Hegelund Named
To NBC Production Posts
On the Pacific Coast
KENNETH
BOSTWICK
CARNEY, for
the last threeand-a-half years
on the production
staff of NBC, San
J
Francisco, has
been promoted to
Wtk IB
the post of Western rjivision pro^
Mr. Carney duction
manager
for the network, with headquarters
in that city. The announcement
was made by Lew Frost, Western
division program manager.
Carney succeeds Donald Cope,
who resigned Oct. 1 to join the
radio department of Benton &
Bowles Inc., New York. Born in
San Diego, Cal., Carney who is
31, attended Annapolis, leaving the
academy to become a power plant
engineer. Subsequently he worked
as turbine design engineer for
Westinghouse, then entered the advertising business. He was advertising counsellor with McGraw-Hill
in New York, and later joined the
Schmidt Lithograph Co., San Francisco. He also free-lanced for advertising agencies in that city and
in the East. Radio continuity writing for a San Francisco advertising agency was the path that led
to his affiliation with the NBC staff
in 1932. Carney is married to Nell
Burleson, advertising manager for
the Frank Werner Shoe Co., San
Francisco.
Fred Hegelund, writer and advertising executive, joins NBC's
Western Division continuity department in San Francisco on Nov.
9, succeeding Vella Reeve, resigned.
He is to write advertising continuity for the Women's Magazine
of the Air, NBC - KPO network
afternoon variety show.
Hegelund was production manager of the old KTAB. now KSFO,
San Francisco, and prior to that
was affiliated with the J. Walter
Thompson Co., and Frank Wright
& Associates, both in San Francisco. He wrote the advertising
continuity for the Al Pearce and
His Gang broadcasts when the feature was on the NBC Western network. He has also written a number of radio dramas which have
been heard on San Francisco stations and networks.
John W. Guider Renamed
Head of Bar Committee
JOHN W. GUIDER, Washington
radio attorney, has been reappointed chairman of the Standing
Committee on Communications of
the American Bar Association,
Chicago headquarters of the association has announced. Serving
with Mr. Guider this year will be
Prof. Edwin M. Borchard, Yale
University; Bruce W. Sanborn, St.
Paul; Paul D. P. Spearman,
Washington radio attorney and
former general counsel of the
FCC; Douglas Arant, Birmingham. Prof. Borchard and Mr.
Spearman are new members. The
committee will hold several meetings preparatory to its report on
radio and communications for the
next meeting of the ABA in Boston, to be held in August, 1936.
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DODGE

TWO-HOUR

SHOW

CLICKS

Unique Sunday Mornin g Feature Over WBBM
Blasts Opposition
to Long Programs
the hit songs of the week, for the
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
final part of the broadcast.
SUNDAY morning radio programs
in Chicago are pretty well divided
Novel Commercials Used
into two classes: Church services
and phonograph records. So the DODGE commercials are woi'ked
announcement, last March, that into the show in various ways; as
dialogues between Keller and one
the Dodge Dealers Association,
Inc., of Chicago, was going to of the soloists, as part of the song
announcements, as comedy bits —
sponsor a two-hour Sunday morning broadcast over WBBM, using every way and any way that fits
a name orchestra and soloists them in as parts of the program.
such as are usually heard only in Straight commercials are used
sparingly.
the evening hours, was real news
Paradoxically, this two-hour profor the radio editors to pass on to
gram was inspired by an article
their readers, which they did so
written by Eddie Cantor in which
enthusiastically that the program
was assured of an audience from this noted comedian says that one
hour is too long for a radio show
the very start.
And, while a radio program (or to hold the listener's interest.
indeed any advertisement) cannot "When I came across this statebe expected to make direct sales of
ment,"of says
Dale Perrill,
radio Inc.,
director
Ruthrauff
& Ryan
such high-priced merchandise as
automobiles the first 13 weeks of Chicago agency in charge of the
this campaign induced enough peo- Dodge Dealers Association adverple to come into Dodge showrooms
tising, "T stopped reading and began to think of the many times I
and ask for demonstrations and information about the cars to cause
had purchased bulk time for clients, principally for broadcasts of
the Association to renew their conbaseball
or football games, and the
tract for a second 13 weeks withidea
came
that if people
out a moment's hesitation. As this would listentoto mea sports
program
is being written the Association
for two hours or more maybe they
has just signed a second renewal,
this time for 39 weeks.
would like a two-hour program of
musical entertainment. As the
Talent Plus Transcriptions
Dodge dealers had sponsored
THE
PROGRAM,
billed as the series of football broadcasts for
Gloom Dodgers, has featured Leon- three years, I naturally thought of
ard Keller and his orchestra, cur- them, and out of this idle thinking
came
rently playing at the Bismarck
series. the inception of the present
Hotel in Chicago, with several
vocal soloists and a harmony trio.
Agency is Enthusiastic
On Dec. 8 Herbie Kay and his orchestra plus a ten - voice choir "WE MAKE no appeal for mail
and a prominent guest star will
take over the musical part of the or other comment from the public,"
Mr. bers
Perrill
continued, report
"but memof the Association
that
program.
The program was launched the many of the people who come into
last of March from 9:30 to 11:30 their showrooms mention having
a. m., was cut to an hour and a heard and enjoyed the programs.
half during the summer, but re- We know that the dealers like the
sumed the full two-hour period on program, that they tune it in
Oct. 13, the same day, incidentalevery Sunday, and that they feel
ly, that opened the series of broadit is helping them to sell Dodges.
casts of professional football games
"Why, when it was suggested
each Sunday afternoon over WGN,
that these broadcasts be dropped
which the Dodge Dealers are sponduring the football season, since
soring for the fourth successive
four hours of radio each Sunday
season.
seemed a little excessive, the dealers refused to consider the idea
Each Gloom Dodger show contains four parts. The first is a and insisted that the Gloom Dodgmusical tour, including perhaps
ers fon+i^ne straight on through.
the music of a particular country,
"We at the agency believe that
the broadcasts are heard at a time
or of one composer, or from musical comedies, or the popular songs when the average American is not
of a lar
particular
year,Then
or some
simi-a occupied with the routine business
classification.
comes
of his weekday world and when he
guest artist period. At first popu- is quite apt to be thinking of the
lar composers were featured, play- drive he is taking his family for
ing and singing their own songs.
that afternoon and wishing that he
Recently the programs have had had a new car to take them in.
such artists as the Mills Brothers,
that even if the proRuth Etting and Bing Crosby as And wegramknow
does not directly result in
guest stars on a series of electri- the purchase of a new Dodge, it at
cal transcriptions made especially
least leaves the listener with a
for Dodge by Decca Records Inc.
friendly
feeling toward the Dodge
The third section of the broadorganization which may very poscast is the S. O. S. request prosibly be the basis for a future
gram. Each number on this part
of the performance is dedicated to Dodge
With sale."
the exception of posters
some Dodge dealer, which permits
announcing the program and pordealer identification in a casual
traying the orchestra and soloists
manner. About fifteen dealers are that are sent to each dealer for
mentioned on each broadcast, so display in his showroom, little effort has been made to merchandise
that each of the 54 members of the
Dodge Dealers Association is the program. The costs are prorated among the members of the
named every three or four weeks.
Following this, the orchestra plays Association on a sliding scale that

Liberal's
Upsets

Victory
Broadcast

Regime in Canada
One-man Regulation as Result
Of Election Is Foreseen
By JAMES MONTAGNES
THESE are anxious days for
Canada's radio commissioners and
members of the Commiss.on staff
who are not on Canada's civil service roll. With the election turning ment
out ofthe
Conservative
governPremier
R. B. Bennett,
who appointed the radio commissioners, a Liberal administrat.on
enters the government, so that the
three radio commissioners are not
likely to hold their positions long.
Other executive
mission are also posts
slated into the
go, Comsince
these
are
largely
political
appointments.
Just how the new administration,
having started the investigation of
private broadcasting which ended
in nationalized broadcasting, is
going to treat the radio question,
is not yet known. Undoubtedly it
will be a little while yet before
action is taken. But opinion is
growing in some circles that the
government should hire one of
America's best program producers
at a good
salary tosystem
put the
tional broadcasting
on naits
feet. There are too many complaints about program quality and
a sameness of artists on commission networks. The fact that patronage isto be practically stopped
by the new administration, tends
to bear out the opinion held in
radio circles that the three - man
commission will likely become a
one-man organization, with prominent executives of private stations
asked to serve on the national system.
Election Listening
THAT Canadian radio listeners
used their radio sets to listen in
on the election campaign is evidenced from an increase of 80,000
licenses taken out during August
and September, just prior to the
election on Oct. 14. Referring back
to the last election in 1930, the
Canadian Department of Trade
and Commerce, in a report, shows
that in the two months previous
to
the taken
1930 election
1'censes
were
out by 50,000
listeners.
Advertisers were assured of a larger
audience by the fact that nearly
80,000 more listeners have licenses
this year than last, totaling 627,600
at the end of September.
CKNC, Toronto, which was announced in the last issue of Broadcasting as going off the air on
Oct. 14, was definitely scheduled
to sing its swan-song Oct. 31. The
100-watt transmitter, it is understood, will be left intact as emergency equipment
CRCT, Toronto outlet
of the for
CRC.
depends on the number of cars
handled by each dealer, as is done
in all Association campaigns.
"While the Association has undoubtedly created many sales
through its advertising," says Perrill, "its greatest job has probably
been to eliminate to a large degree
the rivalry between Dodge dealers
and to convince them that their
real competitors are not the other
Dodge dealers but the dealers in
other lines of automobiles."
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Standard

sell

spaces stare at you
Radio

Transcriptions

from

TIME!

your

to fill them

station schedule,

call on

up !

The "Stand-Out" talent on Standard Transcriptions has been helping station operators in every part of the country fill up open time with the most
desirable advertisers in their territories.
turned

into an enthusiastic sponsor

Many

a doubtful

prospect has been

after listening to the "Sons

of the Pion-

eers", Kay Kyser and his Orchestra, the King's Men — or the wealth of sparkling Hollywood talent contained in the great Standard Library.
Well over eighty of the leading stations throughout
today using one or more
tion Services —
per-program.
more

6404 HOLLYWOOD
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low cost-

Write today — let us tell you

tion Services — and how
sell TIME !

Radio

Transcrip-

they can help you

STANDARD
BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
• BROADCASTING

States are

of these Transcrip-

at an amazingly

about the Standard

the United

NEW

SERIES!

"SONS

PIONEERS"
OF
Now —THE
this sensational
special
feature augmented into a library of over 200 selections!
today!
Going fast — wire or write

RADIO,
INC.
180 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Bruno, WithNew"Mike",
Reorganizes Its Force
COINCIDENT with its introduction of a new volocity microphone
in the medium price field, known
as Model SK4, Bruno Laboratories,
New York, announced the appointment of Paul R. Fernald, formerly
with the Kenyon Co., as sales manager, in a reorganization ordered
by William A. Bruno, president.
Mr. Fernald succeeds John Koppele, resigned. In addition, Paul
von Kunits, formerly chief engineer of the General Broadcasting
System and later connected with
American Radio News Corp. and
Hearst Radio, has been appointed
chief engineer of the radio division
of the Laboratories.
The new microphone is of completely new design, weighing less
than two pounds and in a casing
measuring only 6x2 %x% inches.
The magnetic circuit incorporates
supersize magnets of the newly invented nickle-aluminum alloy type,
giving a field strength four times
as great as cobalt steel.

National

using our

one

WHBU, Anderson, Ind., will rebroadcast programs originating in
the studios of WCKY, Cincinnati,
L. B. Wilson, manager of the latter
station, having granted permission
to WHBU for the rebroadcasts.

Advertisers

minute

♦
Listerine
Prophylactic Tooth Brushes
Quaker Oats
Carters Little Liver Pills
Fleischman's Yeast
Bayer Products
Heinz Products
Swansdown Flour
Baker's Chocolate
Schwob Clothes
Carey Salt
Parkway Bread
Merita Cakes
Hartz Mountain Bird Seed
Kay Jewelry Stores
People Stores
Kay Bee Stores
Dr. Ross' Tooth Paste
Tonico Bayer
Evanol

and

dramatizations

All Other

supervision of <£M,r. Keith
o!MacLeod, formerly o^Cusical
Supervisor, J^ational broadcasting (Company, J^(ew yor\.

Media

Mr. Fitzpatrick Explains Value
Of Broadcast Advertising
HAVING outgrown the step-child
stage and attained adult status in
the advertising family, radio is
promoting sales in the most spectacular fashion in advertising history and not only is enlarging its
own possibilities for achievement
but is of inestimable force in educating,taining
in entertaining
in mainand constantlyandimproving
our standard of living. This is the
opinion of Leo J. Fitzpatrick, vice
president and general manager of
WJR, Detroit, and president of the
NAB.
Speaking at the recent direct
mail advertising convention in
Kansas City, Mr. Fitzpatrick reviewed radio's development as a
medium, and in addition reminded
that radio has aided other forms
of advertising. "Just as we in
broadcasting would welcome the

are effectively

transcriptions.

Vigoron
30-30 Cold Capsules
Cutex
demons Clothes
Penetro
United States Life Insurance Co.
Dri-Bath
Associates of Judea, Inc.
Instantina
Sidney Ross Co.
Caffia-Aspirina
Frixal
Grove's Bromo-Quinine
Negritas de Adams
Pastillas

Recording,

- EJalent

Aid

Glazo
Phillips Milk of Magnesia

IsOe are pleased to announce
that our production department
is now under the personal

29 West 57th Street

To

Termed

Carlsbad Sprudel Salts
Bath-a-sweet
Tangee

r

E7ime
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and

In our service we cooperate
with and through recognized
advertising agencies.
We specialize in foreign language programs (Spanish;
Italian; Polish; German;
Portuguese and Jewish).
Send your advertising literature or that of your client,
without cost, we will submit
sample recording.

Radio

Radio

their products

J'

These

New Alka-Seltzer Discs
DR. MILES LABORATORIES
Inc., Elkhart, Ind. (Alka-Seltzer),
has launched a new transcription
campaign, Those O'Malleys, a radio version of Ann Cameron's
Saturday Evening Post stories of
the family of tin can tourists,
mother, children and goat, who
wend a precarious journey from
coast to coast, patching up their
car and living off charity. Mrs.
Cameron herself wrote and directed the 39 episodes of the radio
series, which were recorded under
the direction of Walter Biddick
Co. in Los Angeles. Wade Adv.
Agency, Chicago, places Alka-Seltzer advertising. The programs are
broadcast over KDKA, KMOX,
WBT, WGN, WHAM, WOR,
WCAU, WSB, WOWO, WTRC.

inc.

- ETranecriptions

Eldorado 5-0780

New York

advent of any new medium which
would protect or increase our reve- ,
nues," he said, "the newspapers
are acquiring a fresh slant on radio; the spirit today is one of
genuine cooperation."
What Is to Come
IN RECALLING the growth of
radio, he explained
"theto full
development
or radiothat
is yet
be;
but in 13 years broadcasting has
been charted, checked, analyzed
scrutinized, criticized and tested in
a fashion which I do not believe
any other advertising medium ever
had to undergo. Radio advertising
was so different to other forms. It
did not appeal to the eye ... it appealed merely to the ear . . . the
picture of the listening audience
that
coulda somewhat
form in our
eye . we
. . was
vaguemind's
one
. . . and to spend money in broadcasting seemed like taking a terrific chance.
"I think I have more actual faith
in advertising than any other force
in the world today. I think had|
business men and advertisers beeni
in complete control during the de-|
pression we should have been able
to find our way out much earlier
than the politicians were able to
do for us. I frankly don't believe
that there is such a thing as overproduction; not in a country of
ninety million people, rich and productive like this; I can't see overproduction in a country where
many a man has never hoped to
own more than one pair of shoes
or one suit of clothes at a time."
Northwest Agencies Form
Group for Improvement
Of Advertising Standards
TO IMPROVE merchandising and
trade practices in the Northwest,
agencies in that section, including
Twin Cities, Duluth, Fargo anc
other cities, have formed the
Northwest Council of Advertising
Agencies.
Discussion ofofsales
lems and interchange
ideasprobare
planned and it is expected thai
wasteful advertising methods as
well as rackets can be eliminatec
to a marked extent.
Requirements for membership
are recognition by at least one offi
cial national media association anc
the maintaining of an office witl
service facilities, according to Ware
H. Olmsted of Olmsted-Hewitt Inc.
Minneapolis, secretary of the coun
cil. Cooperation of radio stations
publishers and others interested h
improved
be
sought. advertising practices wil
Addison Lewis, president of Ad
dison Lewis & Associates, Minne
apolis. is president. Other officers
besides Mr. Olmsted, are Pat Mc
Ginnis, of Harman-McGinnis Inc.
St. Paul, vice president; Allan L
Firestone, of Allan L. Firestom
Adv. Agency, St. Paul, treasurer
An executive board of five con
sists of Ralph B. Campbell, Camp
bell-Mithun Inc., Minneapolis ; Quen
tin J. David of David Inc., St
Paul ; Bronson West, of Greve Adv
Agency, St. Paul; Mac Martin, o:
Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc., Minne
apolis;
Rudolph
T. Klagstad,
Hutchinson
Adv. Co.,
Minneapoliso:
The council "will act as a force
ful medium for acquainting th
public with the functions and valu>
of advertising,
as well as servini
to
correct misunderstandings
aw '
abuses," Mr. Lewis explained.
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Sherwin-Williams on NBC
SHERWIN - WILLIAMS Co.,
Cleveland (paints), will inaugurate
a radio series over the entire NBCWEAF network beginning Dec. 1,
3:30-4 p. m. and each Sunday
thereafter. The initial contract is
for 13 weeks. Talent has not been
completed for the show, to be of
the musical type. The series marks
the return to the networks of this
sponsor after a lapse of several
years. The last network show used
Paul Whiteman's orchestra.
New SBS Sound Truck
SBS is "on the job" for football
broadcasts of Southwest Conference games this year, using a new
sound truck to transport equipment
and a new parabolic mike — the
first in the Southwest — for the actual pickup. Joe B. Haigh, SBS
field and feature engineer, is shown
in the picture with the new truck
and mike. SBS is broadcasting two
and three games weekly over six
or more stations, with the Humble
Oil and Refining Co. as sponsor.
The network has application in for

and Parabolic "Mike".
a mobile transmitter to be installed in the sound truck. Plans
are being made for a series of public events broadcasts in connection
with the forthcoming 1936 Texas
Centennial.
TUFTS College has installed an
amateur station, W1KN and
W1XAW, for its Radio Society,
composed largely of young electrical engineering students seeking
practical radio experience.

Pompeian on CBS
POMPEIAN Co., Bloomfield, N. J.
(cosmetics) on Dec. 2 will start a
thrice weekly musical program on
26 CBS stations, to be heard at
4:45-5 p. m., Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. Programs are
to originate in the oval room of
the Ritz Carlton Hotel, New York.
The contract is for 52 weeks. Topping & Lloyd Inc., New York, has
the account.

"Upon
Analysi
of station performance for s
the first two

weeks of our program

So

writes

reference

22

STATIONS

was

Your

York

Agency

with

broadcast

over

stations throughout

WEEI

On

a New

to a daily feature

twenty-two

List"
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on

First
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next
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in
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the country.*
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590 KILOCYCLES
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BOSTON
*Name of advertiser, agency
and program on request.
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Co.

Finds

Radio Responsible
For a 3000% Jump
Kansas City Firm Leaps Upward
After Turning to Broadcasts
USING radio principally, Sendol
Co., Kansas City proprietary concern, has increased its business
30007c during depression period
despite cut-price competition from
competing products of the analgesic type. J. L. Corless, advertising manager of the company,
says that radio has been the basic
medium in opening new territory.
The plan of expansion is based
largely on radio coverage rather
than geographic considerations.
Months before a salesman is sent
into new territory the company
studies business overflowing from
adjacent established territories.
From maps depicting centers of
overflow trade, as well as population figures and contacts with stations and wholesalers, an estimate
is made of the potential market.
Prior to the first broadcast some
eight years ago, the company was
a small local concern operating in
the Kansas City trade territory.
Expansion Methods
PROGRAMS vary from Quarterhour transcriptions on smaller stations to half-hour musical shows
by
the
company's Toowngettalent
on
larger stations.
a mail
check on radio results, the company usually offers pictures of
talent or samples of the product
to those who write letters giving
their opinions of the broadcasts.
As many as 75 stations have
been used at a time in covering
territory from Indiana and Louisiana, extending as far West as the
Rocky Mountains. At present
some 30 stations are being used.
Sendol salesmen, with rad;oequipped cars, keep track of the
sponsor's
programs
and check
public reaction
as well
as signal
strength while they are on the
road. The noon hour has been selected in most cases for Sendol
programs
believes ithassince
been the
able sponsor
to command
the largest audience in mid-day.

AND

first on the List!

list —

Sendol

42d Street Program
CHARLES P. HUGHES, originator and producer of the First
Nighter series, broadcast first over
WIBO in Chicago and for the last
five years over an NBC network
under the sponsorship of Campana
Corp., Batavia, 111. (Italian Balm),
is leaving this series to launch a
new program Behind the Camera
Lines over WGN, Chicago, beginning Nov. 8. This new show will
be sponsored by the 42d Street
Sales Co., Chicago (cosmetics).
Agency: Beaumont & Hohman
Inc., Chicago. June Meredith, leading lady in
Nighter productions,254
will be First
starred.
Calox Series on WOR
McKESSON & ROBBINS Inc.,
Bridgeport, Conn., making some
400 drug products, has started a
six-weekly program titled Uncle
Don Club on WOR, Newark, for
its Calox tooth powder and antiseptic. The program supplements
periodical
advertising
and Ayer
is di-&
rected to children.
N. W.
Son Inc., New York, is the agency.
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It is this type of startling Idea-Creation
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MID-WEST

PERSONNEL
IN

RADIO

OUTSTANDING

FIELD

Harold D. Finkelstein, President. For 20
years a showman. Twenty years of practical experience in vaudeville, motion picture presentation, dramatic stock, musical tabloids, etc. Through Mr. Finkelstein,
Mid-West offers production ability of unquestioned value.
F. W. Ferrin, Vice-President, in charge of
sales. His nine years of radio merchandising experience cover every phase of the industry. Mr. Ferrin's merchandising knowledge has spelled success for many radio
advertising campaigns.

L. M. Knopp, Secretary and General Manager. Former newspaper man, with years
of advertising, promotional and programming experience. Recognized nationally as
one of the leading commercial continuity
writers in the country.

K. L. Sueker, Chief of technical staff. Outstanding in the field of electrical recording.
The man who perfected equalization, which
gives Mid-West full range transcriptions
of definitely superior quality.

November
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AMONG

THE

HAVE
TO

MANY

DEATEN
OUR

A

WHO

PATH

DOOR

General Mills (Bisquick) Minneapolis
General Motors (Pontiac Motors Corp.) Detroit
Mid-Continent Petroleum Corp. (D-X Gasoline)
Tulsa
Tidewater Oil Co. (Tydol Gasoline) Minneapolis
Brown & Bigelow (Remembrance Advertising)
St. Paul
Minneapolis Honeywell (Automatic Temperature
controls) Minneapolis
Pillsbury Mills (Flour) Minneapolis
Acme White Lead & Color Works (Linex-Furnex)
Detroit
John Morrell & Co. (Packers) Ottumwa
Maurice L. Rothschild (Clothiers) Chicago &
Minneapolis
Nash Coffee Company (Coffee) Minneapolis
Hamm Brewing Company (Beer) St. Paul
American Gas Machine Company (Industrial)
Albert Lea
Grau-Curtis Corp. (Flexsteel) Minneapolis
Chocolate Products Company (Stillicious) Chicago
Steelcote Manufacturing Co. (Paint) St. Louis
Chamberlain Lotion Company (Hand Lotion)
Des Moines
Skinner Mfg. Company (Raisin Bran) Omaha
The Pen-Jel Corp. (Pen-Jel) Kansas City
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Via The Back Door
EVERY recognized form of legal procedure
which we know about was thrown overboard
in the "test cases" of the FCC's authority
over program and advertising matter growing out of the Marmola citations. Three important broadcasting stations were placed on
trial in a proceeding that plainly showed that
one bureau of government was using another
as its catspaw.
Experts of the Food & Drugs Administration paraded before the FCC, and damned
everything that had been advertised over
these stations as dangerous to public health.
Some of them had admitted that their own bureau could not prosecute the manufacturers of
the products because of the limitations of the
law under which it functions. Yet, in a lefthanded way, they proposed to make stations
the goats by getting action through the FCC.
Upon the evidence procured by a junior attorney of the FCC and upon the testimony of
these Food & Drug experts, FCC counsel built
their cases. They introduced a mass of evidence about products other than Marmola on
which the stations had not been given notice.
We do not condone all medical or proprietary advertising. Perhaps the less of it on the
air the better. But the four-day exhibition
furnished by the Marmola hearings, if carried to its logical ends, put forth such biased
and one-sided evidence that perhaps 90% of
the country's stations could be similarly penalized and probably a greater percentage of the
newspapers.
We see some ray of hope in the stipulation
procedure worked out with the Trade Commission under which it will collaborate with
the FCC in clearing such matters. After
all, newspapers and magazines, which carry a
far greater volume of medical and proprietary
copy, seem to get along with a minimum of
difficulty in pursuing that course, and there
seems to be no reason why radio should not
benefit in the same way.
In spite of the testimony of one of the Food
& Drug experts that his organization is ready
to help stations in checking on programs, little advice of value has come from that bureau
as to what products and claims stations may
or may not carry. Indeed, it looks as if every
radio manager is expected to be a biochemist
or engage one, if he wants to be on the safe
side. Add to that the fact that the medical
fraternity itself is widely split, except for the
widely-publicized fact that the American Medical Association is opposed to self -medication
of any kind.
These same Food & Drug experts now seek
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from Congress substantially greater powers
to give them control over all advertising in
the food, drug and cosmetics field, where they
are now restricted to labeling of foods and
drugs. We shudder to think what will happen if they get those broad powers.
But in the current "test" cases we cannot
understand why, if the Food & Drug Administration cannot take action against the manufacturers directly, it should be permitted to
coerce another agency, without authority over
manufacturers, into penalizing the medium
which the advertiser happens to use.
A Red Herring
KNOWING full well now that they cannot
stop the broadcasting of news, what with
newspapers themselves, their stations and
their big press associations now in the news
broadcasting field for bear, the Inland Daily
Press Association resolves that news must be
kept "simon pure" — meaning unsponsored. If
not a dying gasp in their now-lost fight on
radio itself, the resolution can only be interpreted as an attempt to draw a red herring
across the trail of their real motive, which is
a "sorehead" effort to defeat radio as an advertising medium.
The Inlanders make the wholly untenable
charge that radio news is subject to sponsor
editing and censorship because it is paid for
by advertisers; in one breath they assert it
should be labeled as "advertising" (which it
is by the mere mention of the sponsor's name)
and in another they declare the FCC should
force it to be given unsponsored as a station
public service. Anyone who has read the radio
act knows the FCC has no such authority.
The publishers overlook entirely that most
of the 135 or more newspaper-owned stations
carry or are willing to carry sponsored news;
that contracts like the UP's with stations assure no trifling with news reports; that in
practically all radio stations the news reports
are handled if not actually delivered by newspapermen or former newspapermen — and that
no better example of news twisting could have
been given than the recent Associated Press
reports that UP is selling its news directly to
Esso, which is utterly untrue.
Radio is perfectly capable of handling news
honestly and fairly. No one has yet had cause
to complain of the "menace" seen by our publishing friends, and no one is likely to find
cause for complaint for the simple reason that
the sponsor never sees the news before it is
broadcast. The publishers, especially those
who have missed their radio opportunities or
don't yet see them, certainly die hard!

Pre-Session Lobbying
FORCES opposed to commercial broadcasting
are starting unusually early this year in their
Congressional lobbying. The American Civil
Liberties Union, which now boldly admits that
it wrote the bills and resolutions introduced
by Rep. Bryon Scott (R.) of California at the
fag end of the last session of Congress, has
sent out letters soliciting the support of "minority interests" in jamming through this
legislation, notably the resolution which has
as its objective the creation of a governmentowned or controlled network.
The "Committee on Radio" of the Union, in
a letter sent out Oct. 11, says the Scott bills
are but a "first step". It adds that there is
nothing in the legislation "that clashes with
the concept of ultimate public ownership or
any other ultimate method of broadcasting
operations". It espouses a coordinated movement to sponsor the legislation. "It is particularly important," says the letter, "since we
are faced by a determined united front of
broadcasters unwilling to make the slightest
The letter is an unvarnished effort to organize a lobby designed to wreck commercial
suggestion."
broadcasting. The Union some two years ago
espoused a government network, but evidently
gave the idea up as a hopeless job.
Tieing directly into the Union lobbying activity is the action of the American Federation of Labor at its convention this month. It
adopted a report attacking alleged monopolistic tendencies of both newspapers and radio.
In effect, it ordered its president to lobby for
government ownership legislation in Congress.
The Union lobbying activity is but another
warning to broadcasters that they must get
busy and keep their Congressional delegations
informed of the facts. It is not enough to wait
until Congi'ess convenes next January and
start the educational process after the lobbying minorities have gotten to them. Now is
the time to keep Senators and Congressmen
posted, so that when the reforming crusaders
begin their onslaughts they will come face-toface with legislators who are acquainted with
facts. Only if this is done will the broadcasting industry be saved from considerable
trouble and expense at the next session.
A Job Well Done
AFTER more than a decade of stewardship
for Uncle Sam — six years of which were spent
as chief engineer of the Radio Commission and
its successor, FCC — Dr. C. B. Jolliffe is departing to join RCA as its engineering chief.
It was under Dr. Jolliffe's technical direction
that broadcasting and other modes of radio
communication were developed and regulated
in orderly fashion after their unguided and
chaotic beginnings. Barbed shafts aplenty
have been hurled at the FCC and its predecessor Radio Commission, but they were never
directed against the engineering departments
functioning under the strictly non - political
hand of this scientist and engineer.
It will be hard to fill Dr. Jolliffe's shoes,
for he combined executive ability and economic
understanding with his academic and technical attainments. The FCC will be doing well
if it finds a man capable of carrying on in
the same paths set by Dr. Jolliffe and his
aides. Whoever is selected, politics should play
no part in the appointment, for a job that is
scientific does not mix with politics.
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"THERE are really only four
rules for radio success," says Edgar Albert Fellers, who signs his
mail E. A. and who is called "Ed"
by most radio's executives. "Know
your product. Know the people
who buy, or should buy it. Use the
stations that those people listen to.
And give them the kind of radio
entertainment
to hear."
And Fellers they
ought like
to know,
for
during the last decade most of his
time has been spent in directing
the radio activities of the Mantle
Lamp Co. of America, every year
spending more money for radio
and every year seeing sales leap
rway, ahead of the year before, depression or no depression.
It was in 1926, when a trip to
Cincinnati exposed him to the enthusiasm of Powel Crosley, that
Fellers began ta think about radio
as a possible advertising medium
for
company's
kerosene
But his
he was
busy with
other lamps.
things
and for some time thinking about
radio was as far as he went. Then
one day he and Mr. Presba, vice
president of the company, stopped
off in Shenandoah, Iowa, and
called on Henry Field. Before they
left Shenandoah, Mantle Lamp
had sponsored its first broadcast
— a five-minute talk by Mr. Presba
on the merits of Aladdin Lamps to
the audience of KFNF.
"The response to this initial effort was so gratifying," says Fellers, "that we rushed headlong
into an elaborate radio campaign.
We bought time wholesale; we
hired a staff of high-priced continuity writers; we were sure that
radio was God's gift to advertising and we wanted to clean up before our competitors discovered it
too. The result was a total and unmitigated flop, with the inquiry
cost averaging more than $100."
But instead of being off radio
for life Fellers still believed that
there were profits in broadcasting
if he could only find the right way
to get them. During the following
year he and the company's other
representatives visited most of the
radio stations in the country,
learning what they could about
the listening habits of the rural
population, — potential purchasers
of Aladdin lamps.
"When we returned to the air,"
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Fellers continued, "it was with a
spot campaign, using only stations
that has proven farm audiences.
Before contracting for time I personally visited each station and
consulted with its staff as to the
best time and type of programs to
reach the maximum farm audience.
"This time we were on the right
track. Our sales proved that, and
furthermore so many small town
merchants wrote in to say that
their customers were asking for
those lamps they had heard about
on the radio that we were forced
to abandon our 20-year policy of
selling through agents in favor of
franchising one dealer in each
town, signing up more than 12,000
dealers in less than four months.
"The job of picking programs
was not as easy then as it is now.
For instance, we decided that the
Saturday night Barn Dance programs over WLS reached iust the
audience we wanted. But Mr. Butler, owner of the station, did not
want to 'spoil' his most popular
sustaining feature by making it
commercial, and it took the combined efforts of the station sales
department and myself to talk him
around to our point of view. It was
worth the effort, however, and so
successful that we have since persuaded anumber of other stations
to inaugurate their own barn
dance programs, just so we could
sponsor
A greatthem."
believer in personal contact, Fellers has at one time or
another visited every farm station
in this country and Canada in his
search for the best outlets for
Aladdin advertising, and can boast
(if it's anything to brag about)
of as large an acquaintance in
broadcasting circles as any man
in advertising today. This naturally resulted in his collecting a
great many thoeries about station
management and an overwhelming
desire to try them out, which urge
has been somewhat satisfied since
he acquired an interest in WROK,
at Rockford, 111., in the fall of
1934.
Fellers has also acquired an interest in and a knowledge of
broadcast advertising practices too
broad to be satisfied by the requirements of a single firm, so
this fall he severed an 11-year
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NOTES

BRACE BEBMER, formerly in
charge of studios and production for
WXYZ and the Michigan Network,
has moved into the executive offices as
assistant to H. Allen Campbell, general manager. George W. Trendle,
president of the Kunsky - Trendle
Broadcasting Corp., announces that
Thomas Ashwell, formerly production
man with NBC and recently with
WLW, has taken complete charge of
program production.
W. VICTOR GEORGE, formerly
manager of CFCF, Montreal, who recently opened his own agency in that
city under the name of Whitehall
Broadcasting Ltd., on Oct. 1 became
associated with Benjamin Soby & Associates, audience surveys, in the sale
of the Soby Yardstick of Audience
Value
tisers. to Canadian stations and adverKARL STEFAN, member of Congress from Norfolk, Neb., and former
chief announcer of WJAG, Norfolk,
sailed from Seattle Oct. 16 for the
Philippines with the House Committee
on Insular Affairs, of which he is a
member. Sailing also with the Congressional party was Gene Huse, publisher of the Norfolk Daily News, who
has recently given the Omaha WorldHerald
interests
dio station
WJAG.an option on his raJ. BURYL LOTTRIDGE, commercial manager of KOIL, Omaha, has
been transferred to the main offices in
Lincoln, Neb. Gene Willoughby, new
to the sales force, is in charge of the
commercial department in Omaha.
R. L. FERGUSON, formerly with
WLW, Cincinnati, NBC and West
Coast stations, has joined WTAM,
Cleveland, as general sales manager.
WILLIAM C. GILLESPIE, manager
of KTUL, Tulsa, is teaching a course
on principles of radio advertising at
University of Tulsa.
BEVERLY H. FURBER, for three
years with NBC handling special artist and program presentations, has resigned to act as sales representative
of two Cuban newspapers, El Afundo
and Havanna Post.
DON TRELOAR. owner, and Ed
Yocum, commercial manager of
KGEZ, Kalispell, Mont., won the city
tennis doubles championship recently.
connection with the Mantle Lamn
Co. to help found the advertising
aeency of Presba. Fellers & Presba Inc., where his title is vice
president in charg-e of radio.
Since no biographical sketch can
be
comnlete
without
smatteringof vital
statistics,
be ita known
that
Ed g-ar Albert Fellers was born in
Dayton, Ohio, in 1891; that he attended the University of Michigan: that he was within four
months of a doctor's degree from
Chicaeo Medical College when illness put an abrupt end to his
scholastic career and medical ambitions; that he started work as a
traveling salesman for Dr. Scholl
Mfe\ Co., where he became assistant advertising and sales manager
before leaving- after seven years to
join Mantle Lamp Co., as assistant to the vice president in charge
of sales and advertising-, the same
Mr. Presba, incidentally, with
whom he is now associated in the
agency
Fellersfield.
is married and the father
of a seven-year-old daughter. He
disclaims any hobbies, but he seldom travels without his golf clubs
and his bridge game does not suffer from neglect.

DON E. GILMAN, NBC Western
division vice-president, San Francisco,
was guest of honor at the annual
initiation dinner and meeting of the
Charles H. Raymond Chapter, Alpha
Delta Sigma, held in that city Oct. 13.
John Cuddy, past president, as toastmaster, paid a glowing tribute to
Mr. Oilman, after which Francis M.
Porter,
president, theas sixth
master-of-ceremonies, conferred
degree of
Alpha Delta upon him. Mr. Oilman
is the third man ever to receive this
distinguished honor, the other two
beingtonBruce
Barton
George radio
BurHotehkiss.
Carl and
F. Ohliger,
account executive of McCann-Erickson Inc., was initiated an honorary
member of the chapter.
EDGAR KOBAK, NBS sales vice
president, will be the principal speaker
Nov. 2 at the Oklahoma City meeting
of the Oklahoma-Texas district of the
Advertising Federation of America.
Mr. Kobak, formerly AFA president,
last summer was elected to his second
term as AFA board chairman.
PHILIP LASKY, general manager
of KSFO, San Francisco, was vicechairman of the Radio Activity Comfor Navy Day, celebrated in
that citymitteerecently.
GROVE FINK Jr. has joined the
commercial department of KYA, San
Francisco. Wayne Wooldridge, sales
executives,
has taken a six-month
leave of absence.
MA J. J. ANDREW WHITE, president of CBS when it was founded,
was married Oct. 18 to Miss Kay
Alexander, of Monte Bello, Cal., at
marriage.
Port Chester, N. Y. It was his third
JOHN mercial
H. STILWILL,
comproduction managerformer^
of WIRE,
Indianapolis,
been named
commercial manager has
of KTSA,
San Antonio.
MAX GRAF, general sales manager
of Titan
Inc., SanleftFranciscoProductions
transcription concern,
for
New York Nov. 1 on a business trip,
to be gone a month.
CLIFF ANDERSON has resigned as
KROW account executive in San
Francisco and will go into business
for himself.
FREDERICK R. HINKLE, former,
ly with King Features Service, on
Oct. 28 became publicity director of
WINS,
Meserend.New York, replacing Edythe
RALPH R. BRUNTON, president of
the Northern California Broadcasting
Svstem (K.IBS, San Francisco, and
KQW,ness trip.
San Jose), left for Washington and New York, Oct. 25, on a busiPAT CAMPBELL, West Coast manager for WBS, in Hollywood, left
Oct. 26 for New York to confer with
officials mount
on Adventures
promotionof for
the ParaJimmy
Allen
feature picture. Sponsors of the air
program of the same name, which
WBS transcribes, are Richfield Oil
Co. in the East and on the West
Coast; Skelly Oil Co., Midwest and
Hickox Oil Co., in Detroit.
CBS

Honors

Dr. Bagley

DR. WILLIAM C. BAGLEY, of
Teachers College, Columbia University, and chairman of the board
of consultants for the American
School of the Air, on Oct. 21 was
awarded the CBS medal for distinguished service to radio, the
seventh person thus honored. The
medal was presented over CBS on
a program from 10:45-11 p. m., by
William S. Paley, CBS president.
The award was in recognition of
Dr. Bagley's
to education in the contribution
American School
of
the Air. Dr. John W. Studebaker,
U. S. Commissioner of Education,
spoke on the program.
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WILLIAM FULLER, for the past
year on the continuity staff of KYA,
San Francisco, has been promoted to
producer of dramatic programs. He
succeeds Walter Patterson, who came
to KYA a few months ago from NBC.
Patterson has returned to the netOne Man's the
Family
cast in
which hework'sportrays
character
of
Capt. Nicholas Lacey. High P>. Marshall, formerly with WKBK, La
Crosse, Wis., has joined KYA's continuity department. Edward Kenny,
from the San Francisco Examiner
staff, has taken on the publicity of the
station, succeeding Lynn Church who
has gone back to announcing.
ALUN WILLIAMS, formerly of
KOIN, Portland, Ore., has joined
WIP, Philadelphia, as night supervisor. Sanford Geyer, formerly of
WPEN and WCAU, Philadelphia,
has been added to the WIP announcing staff. Clifford Weeks, formerly of
WLW, Cincinnati, and WGN, Chicago, has been named WIP news editor.
CHARLES W. HAMP, head of
Charles W. Hamp Productions, Hollywood transcription firm, and a former
NBC and CBS artist, underwent an
operation in Cedars of Lebanon Hospital, Los Angeles.
FAYE LEMMONS, formerly of Interstate Theatres, has joined WFAA,
Dallas, as director of promotion and
special events. Robert Leigh has been
added to the announcing staff.
EDWARD LAUX, brother of Francis Laux, world series announcer, has
joined the announcing staff of WCAU,
Philadelphia, replacing Alan Scott,
moved to the program department.

HERB KENNEDY, announcer of
KLX, Oakland, Cal., was married to
Miss Florence Allamprese of that city
Oct. 21. A KLX staff luncheon, in
honor of the couple, was given on Oct.
23, with Helen Wegman Parmelee,
staff pianist, as mistress-of-ceremonies.
HARRY ROGERS, program manager of KYA, San Francisco, is scheduled to speak before the high school
teachers of Oakland, Cal., in the
Lowell Junior High School Dec. 2 on
"Radio's Contribution to Education".
ROBERT SAUDEK, continuity editor of KDKA, Pittsburgh, is to be
married Nov. 2 to Miss Elizabeth
Koch, of Warwick, R. I.
JACK RANDALL, tenor, formerly of
WBAL, Baltimore, has joined the artists staff of WBIG, Greensboro, N. C.
BOB BROWNE, of the continuity detment of KOIL,
has recovered from paran
attack Omaha,
of influenza.
ANITA GILMORE has been added
to the NBC Western Division publicity department, San Francisco. She
succeeds Jacqueline Self who resigned Oct. 15 to return to her home
in Pueblo, Col., where she will be married to George M. Schroedter, Los Angeles business executive.
MABELLE JENNINGS, until recently dramatic critic of the Washington Herald, has started a twiceweekly theatrical, movie and news review on WJSV, Washington.
DON HULSE, of the Chicago CBS
maintenance department, is the father
of a boy born in October.
OSCAR
editor of N.the("Yank")
Chicago TAYLOR,
Daily Timesradio
for
the last eight years and before that
editor of the weekly radio magazine
published as a supplement to the Chicago Post, is leaving radio to take
over the management of a Florida
orange grove.

o

For the Best in
Radio Broadcasting, Listeners
Turn Their Dials
to KSD.

Station KSD---St. Louis Post-Dispatch
POST-DISPATCH BUILDING, ST. LOUIS, MO. °
Free & Sleininger, Inc., National Advertising Representatives
Jew York
Chicago
Detroit
San Francisco
Los Angeles
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PETER AYLEN, Canadian Radio
Commission announcer, who has just
returned from a trip to London and
Paris, is being transferred from the
Toronto station, CRCT, where he recently came from CRCO, Ottawa, to
the Windsor,
mission, Ont.,
CRCW. station of the Com-

RADIO QUEEN — Jessica Dragortette receiving the trophy awarded at the National Electrical and
Radio Exposition in recognition of
her selection in a nationwide poll
as Radio Queen of 1935, with Earl
Poor man, General Electric district
appliance sales manager, New
York, making the award.

BERNARD BARRETT, formerly
with the Fanchon & Marco School of
the Theatre, San Francisco, has joined
KSFO, that city, as producer and
continuity writer. Fred Best has been
named news commentator of KSFO.
MEL FREY, continuity writer of
KYA, San Francisco, is writing a
history of that city, titled Cameos of
San Francisco. Mrs. Frey was formerly before
editor coming
of a large
magazine
to Western
KYA.
GERTRUDE CHAVIS has been added to the secretarial staff of KSFO,
San Francisco, and is in charge of
all amateur talent and contest programs.
DON FORBES, staff announcer of
KHJ, Los Angeles, resigned Oct. 24
to join the production staff of KNX,
Hollywood.
HELENE SMITH, accompanist at
KGER, Long Beach, Cal., has been
appointed secretary to the manager
at the Los Angeles office. Jerry Lynton, KGER announcer, resigned in
October to give full time to Ambassador Radio Productions, transcription
firm which he owns.

TRUMAN BRADLEY has left the
CBS studios in Chicago to become a
free-lance announcer. Bradley, originally from the West Coast, started his
Chicago
as before
"Brad"joining
with the
Easy Acescareer
series,
the
staff of WBBM and CBS.
FISCHER, publicity manELMER BAUGHMAN, formerly of GEORGE
ager for KFWB, Hollywood, has also
WLW, Cincinnati, and Doug Brownbeen
appointed
in charge of radio exing, New York actor and singer, have
ploitation for Warner Bros, pictures.
joined the announcing staff of WCKY,
He
will
retain
both
affiliations.
Cincinnati. Lee Goldsmith has been
PAULINE GALE has been named
promoted
director,
succeeding James toS. studio
Alderman,
who resigned
publicity
manager of KMTR, Hollyto join WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati.
wood.
GENE CLARK, chief announcer of
KJBS, San Francisco, has been
transferred to KQW, San Jose, and
placed in charge of that station's continuity department. He is also assisting in production.
JACK DOHERTY and Earl Sheridan, Buffalo comedy team, have been
signed by WGAR, Cleveland, for an
oil sponsor, commuting to Cleveland
three times a week.
DON DAYNE, formerly of KFI, Los
Angeles, and WHAS, Louisville, has
Half a roof may be betjoined
WDGY, Minneapolis, as a master of ceremonies.
ter than none . . . BUT
JACK CARRINGTON has returned
for
a thorough job
to KGFJ, Los Angeles, to announce
the midnight to 6 a. m. programs.
you've simply gotta have
VERNE HINER, former announcer
at KTM, Los Angeles, returned to
the stationtour.in October after a year's Balanced Coverage
vacation
•
FOSTER RUCKER, staff announcer
There's ONE independent in
of KFOX,
in October wonLong
the Beach,
title ofCal.,
oratorical
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
champion of California and Nevada
at the district Kiwanis convention.
that gives that !
ELEANOR
O'REILLY
and agency,
Larry
Smith have formed
a talent
with offices on Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood.
J. M. COOPERSMITH, head of the
music library of KHJ, Los Angeles,
SAN FRANCISCO - OAKLAND
has lar
gone
New Donald
York toMcBain
enter simiS60 k. c. — l.OOO watts — full time
work tothere.
has
LOTS of mail (and we have it)
joined the KHJ announcing staff.
GEORGE EDWARD WALLIS, Philadelphia announcer, has joined the
ance of mailvolumes,
that counts
may speak
but it'smost.
balstaff of WFIL, that city.
KSFO's mail keeps closely to
LEO BOLLEY, announcer of WFBL,
population distribution in all
Syracuse, was married in October to
Northern California. » Choose
Miss Helen Bookmiller, of Elmira,
N. Y.
KSFO and you get balanced
GEORGE SNELL, of the announccoverage.
frequency! And note the swell
ing and production staff of KDYL,
Salt Lake City, has had two stories
selected in the Best Short Stories of THE ASSOCIATED BROADCASTERS • INC
RUSS BLDG. - SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA
1935, edited by Edward J. O'Brien.
WALTER SHEPPARD, of Chicago,
Philip G. Lasky, General Manager
National Representatives
has joined the announcing staff of
WOC, Davenport, la. Benne Alter is
JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
announcing part-time.
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Sure. We're doing 80. And proud of it! When one
radio station broadcasts 80 per cent of the automobile spot advertising in its territory, that's really
stepping on the old accelerator.
But records like this don't simply happen. There
are reasons. Most important, is the fact that more
than one-fourth (26.5 per cent to be exact) of
all pleasure and commercial automobile owners in
our state live within the primary intense coverage
area of WGAR . . . one out of every four of
Ohio's best prospects for new cars and trucks is

WGAR

November

1, 1935

in the audience of "Cleveland's Friendly Station."
We've heard on good authority too, that motor car
manufacturers and their ad-men nod knowingly
when they learn that WGAR is doing a larger total
dollar volume business than any other station in the
city . . . has been awarded more national spot accounts than any other local broadcaster.
Sure. We're doing 80 on the automotive speedometer .. . and just itching to step on the old
accelerator for more good advertisers, whether they
make autos, or ships, or shoes, or sealing wax.

CLEVELAND'S
FRIENDLY
STATION
Member
N. B. C . Blue Network
John F. Patt, Vice President and General Manager
Edward Petry & Co., Inc., National Representatives
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F. TURNER COOKE, formerly of
Hayden, Stone & Co., has been appointed to the announcing staff of
WMAS, Springfield, Mass., and will
act as publicity director. James J.
Stevens, Hartford writer, also has
joined the announcing staff. Douglas
Clark, with WMAS since its debut in
1931, has resigned.
JAMES ALT, formerly of KSD, St.
Louis, has joined the announcing
staff of KTUL, Tulsa.

Last Solid Hour
famous

Saturday
now

on WSM's

Night "Grand

Ole Opry'

available at bargain rate

• Here is one of the most desirable
radio openings in America! With
practically all other Saturday
night time booked solid — we are
able to offer the last full hour on
WSM's famous "Grand Ole
Opry" urday
(8:00
Satnight) toat 12:00
a trulyevery
bargain
rate. This is the same four-hour
show that (1) received from
30,000 to 50,000 letters a week
last season, (2) produced over
18.000 requests for a sample
from one half-hour program for
one advertiser; 8,616 fifty-cent
orders for another, (3) won Radio Star's Magazine's medal "For
Distinguished Service to Radio,"
and (4) is reputed to have a
larger audience among the farm

and industrial classes in cities
and communities East of the
Rockies and including the Southwest than any other spot program. Built up by approximately
500,000 house-to-house calls each
week, this program offers unusual merchandising possibilities
and an audience unequaled anywhere in America at this rate.
ill
o
m
1 50,000 WATTS
if

y

Complete Production
Facilities

Owned and operated by
The National Life & Accident Insurance Co., Inc.
Nashville, Tennessee
National Representatives
Edward Petry and Company, Inc.
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STONEY McLINN, veteran Philadelphia sports writer, has been named
sports director of WIP, Philadelphia.
BARNEY IRWIN, formerly with
W.T.TD. Chicago; WIND, Gary, Ind..
and KMOX, St. Louis, has joined the
new artist bureau of Iowa Broadcasting System.
J. CLARENCE MYERS, agricultural
director of KQW, San Jose, and
K.IBS. San Francisco, has returned
to his desk after an illness.
OTTIS ROUSH. former manager of
KLCN, Blytheville, Ark., has joined
KBTM,
Jonesboro,
Ark.,salesman,
as continuity editor,
newscaster,
and
announcer.
PHIL RICHMOND has joined
K.IBS, San
as sports
announcer, andFrancisco,
has a nightly
program.
The Sports Forum, sponsored by the
J. B. McDonald Co., San Francisco
(used cars).
EDWARD KRUG, formerly of
W.IAS, Pittsburgh, has joined the announcing staff of WCAU, PhiladelPAUL PHILLIPS, of the continuity
department of WMCA. New York,
phia.
and Miss Louise Smith, St. Louis,
were married Oct. 19.
MAURICE CLIFFER is back on the
announcing staff at KMOX, St.
Louis, after several weeks in the hosFRANKLIN TOOKE, announcer,
has
pital.been placed in charge of dramatics by WOWO, Fort Wayne. Ind.
John Haekett has been named sports
announcer and director.
JEAN WAKEFIELD, San Francisco continuity writer, producer, composer and arranger, has gone to New
York City to free lance.
AL FOX, formerly announcer at
KGFJ, Los Angeles, but in Mexico
the past year, has returned to the air
as announcer with KFYD. Culver
City, Cal.
ROBERT L. REDD, producer with
NBC. Hollywood, has started a course
in radio writing and another in radio
production at the Los Angeles branch.
University of California.
TOM MCKNIGHT, producer of the
Lehn & Fink CBS program starring
Leslie Howard ; Graham Harris,
music director for the sponsor, and
Elizabeth Love, leading lady, are in
Hollywood for the first seven probe movedgrams oftotheNewseries,
York.which then will
JACK TODD, for two years program
director-announcer of WHB. Kansas
City, has been named program director of KGGF. Coffeyville. Kan. He
succeeds Don Young, with KGGF for
five years, Mr. Young taking over a
pastorate at Winfield. Kan.
LESTER GOTTLIEB, former radio
editor of News-Week, has replaced H.
Bruce Fouche in the press department
of WOR,mercialNewark,
accounts. handling all comWATSON HUMPHREY, program
manager of KGW-KEX. Portland,
Ore., has returned to the studios after
illness from pneumonia. Peggy Wilbrarian.liams has joined KGW-KEX as liDON FORBES, for the past year on
the announcing and production staff
of KHJ, Los Angeles, has resigned
to join the staff of KNX, Hollywood,
in a similar capacity. Forbes was formerly program dh-ector of CJOR,
Vancouver.

IN THE
CONTROL
ROOM
JOHN G. COOK, James F. Haekett
and Leroy S. Gardner have been
named to the technical staff of WOR,
Newark, by Jack R. Poppele, chief engineer. Cooklaboratories
formerly was
in the Co.,
radio research
of Texas
and a ship radio operator. Haekett
has been with CBS several years, as
well as General Radio Co. Gardner
was with CBS a year and was a Navy
operator four years.
FRANK PIERCE has been named
chief engineer of WOC, Davenport,
replacing William Davis, who has
gone to WHO, Des Moines. Ray Palmer
trol has
staff.been added to the WOC conARTHUR OMBERG, of the transmitter staff of WSM, Nashville, and
Mrs. Omberg are parents of a son
born in October. Mr. Omberg, who
was injured in an auto accident in
July, is expected to be released from
the hospital around Nov. 1.
LeROY ANSPACK has returned to
the engineering staff of WCAU, Philconcert tour.adelphia, after a two-month piano
AARO HERSHEY,
announcer of WOWO,engineer
Fort and
Wayne,
Ind.. is writing a radio column for
the Indiana Farmers Guide.
JACK

ELIASSEN, - technician - announcer at K.IBS, San Francisco, resigned Oct. 15.
LEE SHEPHERD, formerly of
WCAU, Philadelphia, has joined the
engineering staff of WCKY, Cincinnati.nouncer
He isand actor.
also a song-writer, anCLIFTON M. TODD, chief operator
of WNAX.
Yankton,to S.Miss
D., was
married in October
Gwyneth
Pfotenhauer.
ERNEST WHITNEY has joined the
engineering staff of KDYL, Salt Lake
City. Allan Gunderson, also a new
member, is working as transmitter
operator.
ART BREARLEY in October joined
the technical staff of KTM, Los Angeles,
Halsey with
who resigned to replacing
becomeDon
associated
an
oil company.
GEORGE
SHERMAN,
control supervisor
for CBS master
in Chicago,
is
the
father
of
a
boy
born
in
October.
CLAIR WIDENAUER, former engineer of WOWO, Fort Wayne. Ind..
has been named assistant program
manager of KSO, Des Moines.
PETER CLARK, of RCA Mfg. CoHollywood transcription division, left
for Camden, late in October to study
new sound equipment.
Barron Opens Office
JOHN H. BARRON, senior broadcast engineer of the FCC, formally resigned from the FCC effective
Nov. 1, and has established offices
in the Earle Bldg., Washington. In
a consulting radio engineering
practice, he will specialize in
broadcasting matters. Mr. Barron
has been on the broadcast engineering staff of the FCC since its
creation last year, and for the four
years preceding held the same position with the former Radio Commission. He has been chief assistcasting.
ant to Andrew D. Ring, assistant
chief engineer in charge of broadPLAYING before an audience of
a thousand college students in its
new auditorium, the Los Angeles
Times in October started a Sports
Edition of the Air, weekly, on
KHJ, Los Angeles.
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THE NEW 300D Transmitter exactly meets the requirements of one hundred watt
broadcast stations.
FIRST, the transmitter is
capable of highly faithful
transmission, a definite assistest. ance in holding listener interSECOND,

the equipment

is simple to install and maintain, and all annoyances of a
technical nature are eliminated.
THIRD, the 300D is as reasonably priced as is consistent with best possible design
and construction.
The 300D Transmitter is Illustrated at
the left. An additional cabinet Is furnished as standard equipment for mounting the frequency and fidelity monitors.
These two units together with the Collins
Type I2E Speech Input System form a
tion.
complete, properly co-ordinated installa-

The 300D has remarkable performance, exceeding all of the new
standards of high fidelity transmission. The frequency response at
full modulation is uniform within
plus or minus I db. from 30 to
10,000 c. p. s. The absolute
hum level is 60 db. below 100%
modulation. (This corresponds to
a weighted value of approximately
95 db.) Total distortion components are less than 5% of the fundamental at 100% modulation.
The maximum frequency deviation
is less than ten cycles. Power is
readily increased to 100 250'
watts. The design of the transmitter is simple and straightforward
so that the excellent performance
obtained in the laboratory is readily duplicated day after day in actual operation.
*
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Your recording and reproducing machine may be of the highest quality —
But! The disc upon which the program is recorded will have the final
"say" in the quality of the tones that
will be reproduced.
Poorly constructed discs, with soft surfaces, that easily
deteriorate will result in distorted, noisy reproduction.
The newest and greatest forward step in disc manufacture — the ultra
modern PRESTO GREEN SEAL DISC, is the result of years of manufacturing experience and development. Its flawless quality and fidelity of
performance are the result of constant research into studio conditions
and consultation with the people in the front lines — the people who use
the disc year in and year out.
Check the engineering
characteristics of
these discs — They tell
the basic story that
can't be seen on the
surface of the discs.
if Non-breakable.
if Can be played on any
acoustical phonograph
many times without
face noise.
surany appreciable
if Although developed
for the Presto Recorder, these discs can
be cut on any standard
wax recording machine.
if Will
not deteriorate
with time.
if Non-inflammable.
if Three center holes proting. perly spaced, prevent
slippage during cutAll PRESTO equipment
unconditionally guaranteed. If you are not satisfied with your purchase,
return it within thirty days
and your money will be
refunded immediately.
Write for descriptive catalog
material on the GREEN SEAL
DISC or on the PRESTO INSTANTANEOUS RECORDER.
Everything for Recording — From a Needle to a Complete Studio Installation

Bellows on Censorship
(Continued from page 2U)
fusal to renew licenses; it is censored by the broadcasters themselves because, owing to the limitation of facilities, they cannot do
otherwise.
"The first type of censorship
may or may not be publicly benenot unficial, but certainlyof ittheis manifold
avoidable. In view
abuses which may grow out of any
extra-legal government activity of
this sort, it would seem wiser, in
the long run, for the Commission
to stick to what is clearly its business— the promulgation and enforcement of adequate radio traffic
regulation — and leave program
alone. Violacensorship
law governing public
tions of the strictly
utterance can then adequately be
dealt with in the case of radio exactly as in that of newspapers or
A Commisof ordinary addresses.openly
disapsion which today
entertypes of tomorproves of certain
tainment for children may
of
expressions
on
row place its ban
minority opinion for their elders.
"As for the other kind of censorship, the kind exercised by the
seems to be abbroadcasters, there of
avoiding it.
solutely no way
There cannot possibly be either stations or time enough to accommodate everybody who wants to use
them. Government operation, as in
most foreign countries, is simply an
exchange of King Log for King
resort, to be considStork,ered aonly last
in the event of failure of
the private companies to render
and gross misle service,
acceptab
powers of censorship
use of their
by exclusion.
"The only answer is in a fuller
recognition by the broadcasters
and the public of the vast responsibility which the possession of
such arbitrary powers entails, and
the replacement of such executives
as see in radio simply a means for
making money by persons with a
truer sense of their obligations to
society. Broadcasters have more
authority than newspaper editors;
but no one familiar with the two
groups would argue that in breadth
of vision, in education, or in courageous adherence to ideals the two
groups are as yet on a par.
"The American press has fought
long and victoriously for freedom
from censorship. It believes, and
rightly, that a government-controlled press is a sure precursor of
dictatorship. Broadcasting is in
some respects more potent even
than the press as a molder of public opinion. In most countries it
has already lost even the simulacrum of liberty, and has become
wholly subservient to whatever administration for the moment controls the machinery of government.
In America such a possibility seems
remote, but there are danger signals flying. And because the initial progress of any censorship is
devious and furtive, concealing itself until it feels strong enough to
emerge in the open, the worst feature of the present censorship is
the denial that it exists. If we
recognize it and csill it by its true
name, whether it is exercised by
the government or by private individuals, we shall be better prepared to deal with it when, as will
one day surely happen, it stands
between the American people and

THAT
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Jesse Jones,
"Mike'
Narrates Unaware
Snappy of
Yarns
ANOTHER of those rare instances in which a banquet speaker,
unaware
he wasof "on
air",
ripped offthat
a couple
spicytheyarns,
is reported in the following story,
published in the San Antonio Evening Nevjs of Oct. 17:
"San Antonio radio listeners
were treated to entertainment not
on the program Wednesday night
when they tuned in to a special
broadcast of the banquet honoring
Jesse H. Jones, chairman of the
Reconstruction Finance Corp., at
the Plaza Hotel.
"And was Jones' face red! And
so were some of the radio listenKTSA.ers, not to mention the staff at
"It all was caused by the fact
that Jones did not know that his
voice was being carried over the
ether waves. And as the banquet
was aman letstag
affair,
the robust
RFC chairgo with
a few
jokes
of the variety which seldom are
told in mixed company, and never
are supposed to reach the unsullied
ether waves.
"One of Jones' stories concerned
a nudist. It caused considerable
merriment at the banquet, and no
doubt some consternation in a few
homes. This was followed by a tale
about cattle dipping which not only
brought the house down at the banquet, but also brought an end to
the radio broadcast.
"The radio station by that time
had gotten the idea that Jones did
not know his words were being
picked ence.
up They
bycut
a vast,
him unseen
off withaudithe
brief announcement that it was
time for another program. Many
startled radio listeners already
had come to the same conclusion.
"The telephones at KTSA did a
rushing business as radio fans began calling in to register objections to the form of entertain-

Dr. G. E. Halley Joins
In Forming New Agency
ment."
DR. GEORGE E. HALLEY, lately an account executive with the
Chicago Office of Free & Sleininger and previously for many years
with the sales staff of KMBC,
Kansas City, has joined with H.
Coy Glidden and Edward V. Murphey to form a new advertising
agency, Glidden, Murphey & Halley
headquarters at 43
East Inc.,
Ohio with
St., Chicago.
Mr. Glidden came to Chicago
more than 20 years ago as advertising manager of Marshall Field *
& Co., went to Butterick Publications as Midwestern sales manager, and for the last 18 years has
been engaged in advertising agency work. Mr. Murphey has recently been manager of the Chicago
office of Kelly-Smith Co., newspaper representatives, and previously was in the advertising business
in New York City. The new agency will specialize in marketing research for its clients, making scientific studies of present-day market
areas, a work to which Mr. Glidden has devoted much of his time
during the past decade, with special emphasis on radio market
analysis.

freedom."
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News

Sponsorship

Alarms Press Body
Inland Convention Asks FCC
To Bar Advertising Tieups
TAKING a new tack in the fight
against the broadcasting of news,
the Inland Daily Press Association,
composed of smaller Middle Western dailies, at its Oct. 16 meeting
in Chicago passed a resolution calling upon the FCC to prohibit the
sponsorship of news matter. It
demanded that the FCC require
that news be handled purely as
"an unsponsored editorial service
from the station itself to its listeners in the public interest, conven;ence
and FCC
necessity."
That the
is not likely to
take action on this demand appeared certain, in view of the specific prohibition in the Communications Act of 1934 against the
censorship of radio programs.
While the matter has not yet been
taken up officially, it was said informally at the FCC that news
sponsorship was a matter of private contract not covered by the
law.
The charge that the public is
being "fooled" by sponsored news,
and that such news is subject to
sponsor editing, was freely made
at the Inland meeting, and it was
asserted by President L. I. Noyes,
publisher of the Ironton (Mich.)
Globe, that when news is sold for
sponsorship it ceases to be news
and becomes advertising. So far
as could be learned, no one gave
radio's side of the subject, although itis well known that newspaper owned
stations are amon?
the leaders in carrying sponsored
local, UP, INS and Transradio
news.
Contract Provisions
TO THE CHARGE that UP is selling its news direct to Standard Oil,
to be sponsored on behalf of Esso,
prompt retort was forthcoming
from Clem J. Randau, business
manager of the UP, who blamed
it on a misstatement which he
said had been widely circulated by
the Associated Press. Mr. Randau
wired to Mr. Noyes as follows:
"Misstatement is absolutely untrue (1) UP signed contracts with
individual stations owned by NBC
which in turn sold time on air and
news service to Esso, (2) all our
contracts with broadcasters state
specifically that UP shall at all
times have editorial direction of
broadcasts of news reports to the
end that the facts stated in broadcasts shall be the same as stated
in the news reports received from
UP, (3) all our contracts require
that all commercial announcements
shall be clearly indicated as such
and not broadcast to appear as
an integral part of said news re"These provisions positively refute your statement that adverport. tisers may 'change and edit sponsored broadcast news to suit sale
their products.' We do not believe
you have intentionally misrepresented situation but since you were
misled we would like to have true
situation laid before Inland convention and given equal prominence with your previous statement which understand was based
on false report of our competitor
and which was presumably designed to damage
business."
To this
wire, Mr.ourNoyes
replied
Page 46

by telegram that Mr. Randau's
"clarifying statements" were read
to the convention. Mr. Noyes then
added: "I did not state that UP
sold its news service to Standard
Oil. Stenographers' copies of my
address did not exactly carry wording which I actually used yesterday. Ihasstated
'Publicthatannouncement
been made
the UP
sold its news service to the NBC
which in turn is reselling to the
Standard Oil Co. for broadcasting
The text of the convention resolution follows:
Whereas, The United States postal laws
prohibit any
magazine,
or pe-or
"newspaper,
riodical from
printing any
editorial
purposes.'
reading matter for which money or other
valuable consideration is paid unless it is
plainly
marked
and licenses
Whereas,
The 'advertising',
holders of radio
in the United States are accepting money
from advertisers for the use of the air
to disseminate news and editorial comment as a part of their advertising in
order to sell their product, and
Whereas, The listening public now has
no means of determining whether a news
broadcast is paid for and edited by the
advertiser or the advertising agency, and
Whereas, The Congress of the United
States has designated full power to the
FCC to regulate radio broadcasting in
the United States and to license those
stationsterestwhich
operating inandtheneces"inof publicareconvenience
Therefore, be it resolved by the Inland
Daily Press Association in convention assembled that the FCC be requested to protect the listeners on all news broadcasts
and preserve the true news value by requiring all subject matter under the title
of news to be broadcast only as an unsponsored editorial service from the station itself to its listeners in the public interest, convenience and necessity.
Besity."
it further resolved, that all newsgathering organizations and the newspaper
be requested to cooperate in devolping an
equitable plan for the broadcasting of
news bulletins at regular intervals as a
public service
in the name of the participating groups.
Be it further resolved, that a copy of
this resolution be sent to the FCC and to
each member of the Congress.
Dawson Heads AAAA Group
JOE M. DAWSON, vice president
of Tracy-Locke-Dawson
Inc., Dallas and New York agency,
has
been appointed chairman of the
Committee on Agency Practice of
the American Association of Advertising Agencies. Members of the
committee include: Harrison Atwood, McCann - Erickson, New
York; L. W. Baillie, J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York; George
T. Eager, Batten, Barton, Durstine
& Osborn, New York; Willard S.
French, Brooke, Smith & French,
Detroit; Winthrop Hoyt, Charles
W. Hoyt Co., New York; William
Reydel, Newell-Emmett Co., New
York; Charles Daniel Frey,
Charles Daniel Frey Co., Chicago.
Mrs. Lewis Lacey
MRS. LEWIS LACEY, wife of the
program director of the Southwest
Broadcasting System network, died
Oct. 15, in a Fort Worth hospital.
Mrs. Lacey, the former Glover
Sanderson, was a graduate of the
University of Texas and RandolphMacon and a member of Gamma
Phi Beta sorority. She is survived
by her husband and her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Sanderson of
Texarkana, Ark. Mrs. Lacey will
be remembered in Salt Lake City,
where her husband was with KSL;
in San Francisco, where Mr. Lacey
was with KYA and NBC, and in
San Antonio, where he managed
KTSA before becoming program
director for SBS in Fort Worth.
DRUG

PRODUCTS Inc., Long Island City, is nouncement
using
radio spot
anto introduce
a new
product called Rel, for head colds.
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increase in Broadcasting
j)f Baseball Is Predicted
during the 1936 Season
•OSSIBILITY that more major
nd minor league baseball teams
/ill permit broadcasting of games
ext year is pointed out by Sporting News in its Oct. 24 issue. Obections of club owners are disap>earing, the periodical says, as
hey find that any possible losses
n attendance are offset by revenue
eceived from the stations.
Officials of the Philadelphia Athetics, according to Sporting News,
ire said to be asking $25,000 for
iroadcast rights. The publication
ilso reports that General Mills
nc., Minneapolis (Wheaties),
)lans to spend a half-million dolars on baseball broadcasts next
/ear, with KMOX, St. Louis;
WBBM, Chicago, and WCAU,
Philadelphia, said to have been
dgned, as well as ten Yankee sta;ions for Boston games.
The New York situation is complicated by the suit brought by
National Exhibition Co., owners of
he Giants, against Tele-Flash
jind the New York Telephone Co.,
n which damages are claimed for
alleged bootlegging of games, according to Sporting News.
The magazine reports that 90%
}f the stations in Mexico picked up
broadcasts of World Series, even
broadcasting on Sunday, ordinarily a silent day, after official sanction had been given.
Brunton Is Chairman
RALPH R. BRUNTON, president
of the Northern California Broadcasting System (KJBS, San Francisco and KQW, San Jose), has
been appointed chairman of the
San Francisco Advertising Club's
IRadio Department for the ensuing
year. He succeeds Harry F. Anderson, NBC Western division
isales manager. Philip G. Lasky,
manager of KSFO, was made vice
chairman of the departmental.
'Others on the committee are C. P.
MacGregor, president of MacGregor &Sollie Inc., San Francisco
itranscription producers; Owens V.
Dresden, commercial manager,
KFRC ; Walter A. Burke, McCannErickson Inc., and John Parsons,
Floor Traffic Adv. Service.

WEMP Makes Debut
!WE MP, new Milwaukee station on
1310 kc. with 100 watts power, formally took to the air Oct. 20 after
a five-day series of test programs.
The station is equipped with complete RCA high-fidelity installation and a new vertical radiator.
It is operated by Milwaukee Broadcasting Co. In charge is John C.
Mevius, formerly active in Eastern
stations and sound laboratories.
Merrill F. Trapp, with a background including network productions, is program director.
Kurtis Brownell
KURTIS BROWNELL, NBC
tenor, was killed Oct. 19 in a motor accident near Oklahoma City.
Funeral services were held Oct. 24
in Winnetka, 111., his home. Brownell acquired radio fame when he
substituted on short notice for
Richard Crooks, who was ill, at
the Metropolitan Opera.
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Aletckandfolnj
Motel
"Prevue Party" for Drug Trade — Promoting "Jumbo'
Program — Window Displays — "Today on the Air"
TO ACQUAINT druggists with
the new Lehn and Fink show featuring Gene and Glenn on WHO,
Des Moines, the station in cooperation with the Des Moines Wholesale Drug Co. gave a "Prevue
Party" for the drug trade preceding the debut of the new program.
An invitation was sent to each
druggist and his wife to write station WHO for tickets to the party,
which was held in the West Ball
Room of the Ft. Des Moines Hotel.
* * #
EIGHT sponsoring merchants, two
newspapers and WHAS, Louisville,
cooperated in an amateur series
in which 672 acts competed. Sponsors drew their acts by lot and
quarter-hour programs were staged
by each store, a final competition
winding up the series.
* * *
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE Corp.,
Chicago (small loans), has adopted
a program of education in family
money management and consumer
"better buymanship" after several
years of experimenting. Fifteen
bulletins on how to buy specific
types of merchandise have been
issued, and are available to noncustomers as well. The sponsor is
currently using an NBC-WJZ network Tuesdays, 8:30-9 p. m. Charles
Daniel Frey Co., Chicago, is the
agency.

KWK
♦
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York

H. RAYMER
Chicago

*

CO.
San Francisco

AMERICAN PACKING Co., St.
Louis (Sunrise meats), is using
its daily News on Views on
KMOX, St. Louis, to discover the
views of its listeners regarding
Republican Presidential timber.
Each morning Harry Flannery,
conductor of the program, asks his
audience
question:
"If you
were
to this
select
the Republican
candidate for President in 1936,
what man would you select and
why?" Prizes of combination bread
and meat carving knives are offered for the five best answers
each day.
* * *
THE FRONT cover of the current
issue of Famous Detective Cases,
which Finlay Straus Jewelry Co.,
of New York, is sponsoring over
WMCA, carries a notice to its readers that stories in the magazine
may be heard dramatized over
WMCA. The sponsor has a tie-up
with the publisher of the magaz i n e , MacFadden Publications,
whereby he may use the stories for
the advertising he gives the magazine by giving credit to it for the
material. This is believed to be
the first time a radio program has
ever been publicized on the front
page of a national magazine.
STANDARD OIL Co. of New Jersey, promoting its Esso Extra
news flashes on 13 Eastern stations and Lombardo Road on 30
CBS stations, has sent to dealers
a large illustrated brochure describing its radio advertising, with
maps showing coverage of the stations. Dealers are urged to display board posters which exploit
the programs, and some 50,000
time table cards were distributed
for customers. The sponsor claims
it has "the biggest radio campaign
ever put behind any product".

WIRE, Indianapolis, entertained
some two-score representatives of
Indian Refining Co. and the Texas
Co., to hear a transcribed preview
of the new Texaco Jumbo program,
which started Oct. 9 on an NBCWEAF network. At another preview, 400 employes of Kroger Grocery & Baking Co. saw the new
Kroger program House of a Thousand Eyes, a transcription. It was
piped from WIRE studios to a
public address system in a local
auditorium. Prior to the show,
WIRE artists attended the audience, with D. E. Kendrick, manager of WIRE, and Jim Matheny,
explaining the radio merchandising angles. * * *
IREENE WICKER, whose Singing
Lady programs are sponsored by
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich,
(cereal), is making a number of
personal appearances for this firm.
On Oct. 23 she appeared at a citywide meeting of retail grocers in
Milwaukee, and on Oct. 26 spoke
to a state convention in Detroit.
The Singing Lady is also breaking
into print with an article scheduled
for the December issue of England's Parents Magazine, giving
her impressions of English children gleaned during her recent
visit to London.
WFBL, Syracuse, gave its new
fall programs a send-off with a
daily Today on the Air, supplementing other merchandising and
promotion. Robert G. Soule, in
charge of merchandising, adapted
programs to products and accounts
in contacting dealers. A list of
grocery products advertised on
WFBL was printed on a card and
sent to dealers for reference in
window trimming. A separate
card was prepared for druggists.
* * *
FOLLOWING its success with an
amateur contest, staged with the
cooperation of eight Louisville
merchants and the Courier Journal
and Times, WHAS, Louisville,
signed Oertel Brewing Co. for
eight amateur programs. The
broadcasts are presented from the
stage of the National
* * * Theatre.

ANNOUNCING its radio debut,
UNITED Cigar Stores in Chicago
Roger & Gallet, New York (cos- and
New York are using window
metics), sent out 2000 broadsides
stickers to promote listeners for
to dealers and jobbers, and 2000
the Isham Jones broadcast over
counter cards, in addition to a new
WOR and WGN. These stickers
display container for lip pomade.
The broadside shows pictures of are cut-outs in the form of a micro* * *
Bob Crosby and his orchestra,
which started for the sponsor Oct.
25 at 8:15 p. m. on 18 NBC-WJZ
phone.
CONTI PRODUCTS are distributstations. The radio campaign is
ing paper baskets to display their
supplemented by seven national
products. On the basmagazines. Marschalk & Pratt line ketofis asoap
sign which advertises the
Inc., New York, is the agency.
station that broadcasts a Conti
* * *
program in the community. The
sponsor is using a spot campaign.
REPEATING its big Madison
Square Garden show in New York,
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.,
WHO Merchandising
on Nov. 4 will stage a private
party in historic Convention Hall, WHO, Des Moines, has created a
Philadelphia, with Kate Smith as merchandising department under
guest of honor. Some 12,000 em- •the direction of Harold W. Fulton,
ployes of A & P stores have been for 11 years with the advertising
invited to the celebration. Kate
departments of the Register and
Smith variety
will be impressario
of a twoTribune, Des Moines. Later he
hour
show.
was district manager for the Chevs£ ije $
rolet Motor Co. in northeastern
Iowa and has been associated with
AT LEAST 100,000 persons are the
Iowa Broadcasting Co.
believed to have seen the display
window of WMBG, Richmond, Va.,
at the recent Richmond Radio
WSAY are the call letters asShow. Programs of CBS sponsors
using the station were featured in
signed by the FCC to the new 100the attractive display
watt station to be built in Rochester, N. Y. by Brown Radio Service.
BROADCASTING
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MONDAYS.
WEDNESDAYS
DRAMA
AND6:30FRIDAYS
TO 6:45 P.FROM
M.
A
Thrilling
Dramatization
of
Events
That are Outstanding In the News of the Day
KEEP YOUR RADIO DIAL TURNED TO 1250
NEWS

16
Station
Jan 1 Feb | War | Apr j May | Jun I Jul | Aog | Sep | Oct j Nov I Dei
EMERGENCY
1 | 2 | 3 1 4 | 5TS 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 I 14 j 15
17 1 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 ) g 1 23 j 24 | 25 j 26 j27 [28 [29 j 30 | 31 CONTINUATION
Cedar Av.
34th Ave. S. - N. Bryant
42nd
Si. 28lb Av.
Lowry
002141 15
12 Bdwy.
1 2 3 4 5 3 715 3 9 10 1151
15
Franklin
15
15 15 30
IS 15 15 15 15 30
45 30 30 45 30 30
45
Lake St.
30
30
45 45
30 30 30
45 45
s
30
45
45
45
38th St.
45
45
MILLIONS WILL SEE— The promotion of WTCN, Minneapolis, on the
back of all trolley transfers in that city, is the first time advertising has
been allowed on transfers in that city, or perhaps any other city. Some
70 million transfers will exploit WTCN in a year.
Calls

Are

Quadrupled

By Cooperative Survey
Of Program Popularity
CALLS on radio listeners by the
Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting, used by many agencies and
advertisers to check program popularity, have been made at the rate
of 400,000 a year since Oct. 4,
according to Dr. D. P. Smelser,
chairman of the CAB governing
committee and head of the market
research department of Procter &
Gamble Co., Cincinnati.
Interviews are to be made four
times a day instead of once, Dr.
Smelser said, the number of calls
thus being increased four - fold.
The base for program popularity
ratings will be set-owners instead
of set-users. The number of calls
in each city varies from 32,000
in New York to 4,000 in Spokane.
Other . cities to be covered are
Philadelphia and Chicago with
24,000 each; Baltimore, Boston,
Pittsburgh, Detroit, Kansas City,
St. Louis, Cleveland, Los Angeles
and San Francisco, with more than
16,000 each.
Besides Dr. Smelser, members
of the governing committee are
George Gallup, Young & Rubicam,
treasurer; Chester H. Lang, General Electric Co.; George W. Vos,
Texas Co.; L. D. H. Weld, McCannErickson Inc.; A. W. Lehman, Association of National Advertisers.
Agency members are named by
John Benson, AAAA president,
and advertiser members by Allyn
B. Mclntire, ANA president.
The surveys will be made simultaneously in33 cities, covering 168
days. In most of the cities there
is dual or triple NBC and CBS
competition.
THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience
of radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
BENJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
1023 Wallace Ave.
Wilkineburg, PaNovember

1, 1935

Cairo Conference
THE EGYPTIAN government has
announced that Feb. 1, 1938, has
been chosen as the date for the
next quadrennial International
Telecommunications Conference at
Cairo, at which all nations of the
world gather to agree on international practices for all branches
of radio.

For KFPy, Spokane, on Its New
Public Opinion Series
A NEW IDEA in the handling of
controversial discussions over the
air has been introduced by Tom
Symons, operator of KFPY, Spokane, who recently started a Sunday
night period titled Public Opinion
to which all comers are invited to
express freely their views on local
and national subjects. Four to
six speakers take the microphone
weekly in the 9:15-10:15 period,
the station requiring no advance
perusal of their speeches and demanding only that the speakers be
responsible citizens.
To protect itself against possible
libel and slander suits, the station
has taken out an insurance policy
similar to policies written for newspapers which protects it against
judgments of $2,500 to $50,000.
The premium on the policy runs
between $100 and $200 annually.
Mr. Symons, explaining the new
departure, stated that it was inaugurated as a public service. Unlike many stations, KFPY does not
even require its speakers to sign
waivers exculpating the station
from joint liability for any utterances. The policy does not apply
to political campaign speeches,
which are handled solely on a commercial basis. Mr. Symons has
placed E. Harve Partidge, for 18
years on the editorial staff of the
Spokane Chronicle, in charge of
the period — his job primarily being
that of determining whether the
subject has sufficient public interest and examining the repsonsibility and standing of the speakers.

Wanted
Representatives
Who can sell directly to
merchandising
plan that
sponsors a six months'radio
has been sold in the Following cities:A Dairy
KSL — Salt Lake
KFPY - Spokane
KOL — Seattle A Large Grocer
KFAC

— Los Angeles A Jeweler

A Dry Cleaner
KSO — Des Moines A Laundry
WKRC— Cincinnati
Chain Druggist
A Dairy
KFJZ - Ft.Worth
KXYZ

— Skinner
Houston Adv. Agency

KFEL — Denver
WHIO
WHB

A Meat Packer
- Dayton
A Chain Druggist
— Kansas City

Druggists Association
WEBC — Duluth Chain Grocery
KFI — Los Angeles
Sustained
KECA

— Los Angeles

Sustained
2-GB — Sydney, Australia

If presented to a logical sponsor can be sold on first presentation.
•

THE

WBAL
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AUTO

WEEKS

SHOW

IS

LONG

Yes, every week WBAL does a selling job for Chevrolet,
Cadillac, Dodge, Ford, Oldsmobile, Plymouth and many others.
Gas and oil, tires and other accessories also find a profitable
market in WBAL's audience of 4,000,000 listeners.
Whether your products cost a penny or thousands of dollars
— WBAL will do the job intelligently and well.
You sell Maryland when you buy WBAL.
WBAL
BASIC NBC BLUE
10,000 WATTS
1060 Kcs.
National Representatives
NEW
YORK
CHICAGO
HEARST
RADIO
SAN FRANCISCO
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All Territories Open Except the New England
States and New York.
Will give exclusive territories if you are a worker.
Available.
Other Programs
•
Write for information
and state your set-up.
Don't ask for more
territory than you can
handle.
Advertising Agencies'
Inquiries Invited.
TRANSCRIPTION
SERVICE

BUREAU

C. C. McINTOSH
5505 Melrose Ave.
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Neutrality

or Warfrom— page
Radio's
Status
(Continued
13)
been secured in writing and is filed tion Co., an American corporation
with such licensee.
controlled by German stockholders,
Violation of the section is to be
applied mercetofor athelicense
Secretary
of Com-a
to operate
punishable by "immediate revocawireless
station
at
Sayville,
Long
tion" of license. This is censorship
pure and simple, and in a most Island, under the Radio Act of
outrageous form. The Secretary of Aug. 13, 1912. On Nov. 2, 1912,
State is to determine what the the Attorney General of the United
people of the United States are to States advised the Secretary of
hear on issues which may be of Commerce that, under the statute,
transcendent importance to their the issuance of a license was manwelfare and perhaps to their very
datory, and a license was issued.
The Radio Act of 1912 gave the
lives! Unimpeachable as is the inEQUIPMENT?
tegrity of our present Secretary
of State, the right to vote on is- President power "in time of war
or public
or disaster"
to close
sues and on cand dates becomes a any
radioperil
station
and remove
its
High fidelity
mockery if the voter is to be fed apparatus, or to authorize the use
his information by an official in- or control of any such station or
terested injustifying the views and
conduct of the Administration of apparatus by any department of
the Government, upon just comthroughout —
which he is a member.
pensation to the owners. It did not
Because of its historical interest, give the President
similar power
the
like
just
reference should be made to an in- in order to preserve the neutrality
cident which took place at the be- of the United States. Nevertheginning of the World War. The
less, on Aug. 5, 1914, only a few
Hague Convention of 1907 (to days after the beginning of the
which the United States is a war in Europe, President Wilson
party) forbade belligerent nations
Executive Order specifi(a) to erect on the territory of a issued an applicable
to radio and proneutral Power a wireless . teleg- vid ng cally
in part:
raphy station or other apparatus
"all radio stations within the jurisfor the purpose of communicating
diction of the United States of Amerwith belligerent forces on land or
ica are hereby prohibited from transmitting an
or receiving
for -delivery
sea, and (b) to use any installaunneutral
nature, mesand
tion of this kind established by from insages ofany
way rendering to any
them before the war on the terri- one of the belligerents any unneutral
tory of a neutral Power for purely
A month later, on Sept. 5, 1914,
military purposes, and which has
* *."
service * Executive
not been opened for the service of another
Order was propublic messages. It also provided
mulgated authorizing the condemthat a neutral Power must not
nation of one or more of the highallow any of these acts to occur powered radio stations for government
use or control in Transatlanon its territory.
tic communications. All this was
PAUL H. RAYMER CO. ■ N. Y. ; Chicago
In 1912 the Atlantic Communicaover two-and-a-half years before
the United States was itself at
war. Th;s act'on was doubtless
caused by what had occurred in
the meantime in connection with
the Sayville station.
WANTED
Immediately at the outbreak of
war, Great Britain had cut the
German marine cables and it aupears that thereafter the Sayville
PROGRAM
EXECUTIVE
station was used for communicit'ons of a military character. The
United States Government be^an
FOR LARGE
WESTERN
STATION
censoring the messages handled by
the station but, it is said, by a
system of doctoring code messages
REQUIREMENTS:
or by variations between the message as filed and the message as
Not Over 35 Years Old
transmitted, the censorship was
successfully evaded. Consequently,
Thorough Radio Background
on July
1915, athefurther
Sayvillelicense
station was9,denied
College Education
Temperate

and

or Equivalent

General Working Knowledge
Drama, Literature, Etc.

of Program

of Music,

plete History, Salary Requirements,
ences and Enclose Recent Photo.
401

7

out of 10

Listeners
BUFFALO

to

STATIONS

tune in

In Applying for This Position Give Your Com-
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Department officer

Habits

Ability to Supervise a Volume
and Production Detail

BOX

a Navy

Refer-

Broadcasting

took over its operation and control.
upon page proclamations
might be devotedof
to Page
the neutrality
President Wilson during the World
War. From Aug. 4, 1914 to Aug.
23,
1915 hedeclaring
issued about
proclamations
and 14enjoining
neutrality which, in addition to referring to the neutrality statutes,
prohibited other conduct not covered by those statutes, required all
persons to "maintain a strict and
impartial neutrality", and enjoined
citizens of this country from violating treaties or the law of nations. Such proclamations are a
second potential source of additional obligations which may be imposed on broadcasters.
If the process of 1914-1915 is
again ducttonot covered
be repeated,
if conby theand
neutrality
statutes is to be made illegal by
Executive proclamation or order,
fairness requires that the proclamations or orders describe the new
offenses clearly and definitely.
Public Interest Clause
A THIRD potential source is an
old acquaintance, the statutory
standard of "public interest, convenience or necessity". If the FCC
is correct in its view that, in determining whether it will renew a
broadcast station license, it may
take into consideration any and all
programs previously carried by the
station
ex postbecause
facto re-of
fuse to and
renewmaya license
programs which, irrespective of
whether they are otherwise illegal,
do not meet the Commission's coninterest,
thenwhat
indeed itception
isof public
hard to
forecast
broadcasters may or may not safely do in the role of citizens of a
neutral country. It is to be hoped,
at least, that, so far as procedure
is concerned, they will not have
to carry a burden such as at times
they seem to bear in connection
with advertising, i. e., responsibility for what may be in the files
of any one of three or four other
governmental regulatory agencies
(e. g., the Pure Food and Drug
Administration, the Federal Trade
Commission, the Post Office Department and the Department of
Justice).
Commission's
poweras
to make The
regulations
is just
broad (or as narrow) as its power
to grant or refuse applications for
renewal of license; both powers are
governed by the statutory standard "public interest, convenience or
necessity."
Commission If,
should therefore,
decide to the
discipline
broadcasters for alleged breaches
of neutrality, it is reasonable to
expect that it will first promulgate
definite regulations on the subject
so that they may be advised o^
their rights and duties. It is also
to be hoped that the broadcaster
will not be held to the absolute
and arbitrary liability to which he
has been subjected by decisions
under the copyright laws and the
law of defamation, that is, liability
for
an offense not knowingly committed.

WGR
or WKBW
between 5 and 7 P. M.
says Ross Federal
BUFFALO BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO
Represented by
FREE & SLEININGER

BROADCASTING

In permitting discussion of issues such as those raised by wars

WFILadelphia
Only Philadelphia outlet
forBlue
N. B.Network
C. Basic
1000 Watte
560 Kilocycles
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\-end.ng elsewhere in the world, is
i he broadcaster under any obligation to see to it that the two or
j lore sides to any question are
•iven equal opportunity before his
nicrophone? From a technical leal point of view, I believe he is
ot, although I hasten to disclaim
ny attempt to prophesy the ult.nate meaning of "public interest".
Vhen Congress made the requireaent of equal opportunity for candidates for political office, I believe
t excluded, and intended to exlude, a similar requirement for
ther radio programs.
Yet considerations of policy and
Ihe lessons of history suggest that,
jvithin the realm of practicability.
ii high degree of impartiality
[should be maintained. Any marked
Partiality may be the surest route
|,o corrective legislation. Furthermore, who can foresee whether our
bwn country may not eventually
abandon its neutral status and
:ange itself on one side or the
other of the conflict? Statements
l^hich are the privilege of a neu:ral citizen today may be tantainaount to treason tomorrow. It is
notoriously true that many persons
<iwere thrown into jail after April 6,
jl917 more for utterances made before that date than for anything
[they did afterwards. Finally, if
ithere is any one path more certain
'than another to draw us into the
vortex, it is a one-sided knowledge
and opinion on the part of our
people on the merits of the issues.
WREN Writ Denied
THE PETITION of WREN, Lawirence, Kan., for a writ of certiorari to review the decision of the
U. S. Court of Appeals for the Diss trict of Columbia, was denied Oct.
si21 by the U. S. Supreme Court.
Following custom, the court made
>|the announcement orally, without
J stating its reasons. The lower
court, by a 3 to 2 vote, had held
that stations have no right to go
ito court for injunctive relief in advance of FCC actions which might
prejudice their operations. WREN
had been denied a petition to inI tervene in the hearing of WHB,
Kansas City, for increased facili. ties, and had appealed from that
action. fusalThe
Supreme
reto review
meansCourt's
that the
FCC may now proceed with the
WHB hearing.
BLIND school children now may
obtain in Braille the notebooks
used in the NBC Music Appreciation Hour.

CBS Thwarts

British Move

To Halt Speech by Italian
AN INQUIRY into the facts relating to the British Postoffice Department's refusal
relay the
scheduled Oct.
10 to
broadcast
of
Baron Aloisi, chief Italian delegate to the League of Nations, has
been ordered by the FCC. Baron
Aloisi was to have spoken from
Geneva via the Transatlantic telephone over CBS but was refused
the British short wave facilities as
an application of British sanctions
against Italy. Thereupon CBS invited him to speak direct from
Rome, which he did on the following tions
Sunday
via RCA The
CommunicaInc. circuit.
incident
aroused considerable comment as
illustrating B r i ti s h censorship
methods, especially in view of the
fact that the Ethiopian delegate
had been permitted to speak over
the same circuit a few days earlier.
Though the FCC has no authority
over British radio, which is a governmental monopoly, the incident
lent strength to its recent decision
granting A. T. & T. authority to
operate another Transatlantic radiotelephone circuit direct with a
new French government station to
be erected in Paris next spring.
THE FIVE Pittsburgh stations
and WHJB, Greenburgh, Pa., and
WLEW, Erie, Pa., joined in providing artists for the dedicatory
ceremonies Oct. 31 celebrating the
increase in the day power of
WCAE, Pittsburgh, to 5,000 watts.
The week of Oct. 27 was given
over to formal opening of WCAE's
new quarters in the William Penn
Hotel, with the new RCA transm.tter being dedicated Oct. 31.

FCC Schedules Hearings
On 1 2 Abeles Applications
HEARINGS on applications for 12
of the 15 new stations in Midwest
communities being sought by Emmons L. Abeles, Minneapolis attorney, have been set before an FCC
examiner during the week of Dec.
9. With the exception of a new
250-watt station sought in St.
Paul, which would take over the
facilities of KGDE, Fergus Falls,
Minn., all of the other applications
are for 100-watters. Robert J.
Dean, stockholder in three South
Dakota stations, is named as partner of Mr. Abeles, with James E.
Hanley, former Radio Commissioner, acting as their attorney.
The FCC schedule calls for
hearings before an examiner on
the need for the proposed new stations in the various communities
as follows: Dec. 9, Winona, Minn,
and Appleton, Wis.; Dec. 10, Ft.
Dodge, la. and Mankato, Minn.;
Dec. 11, Clinton, la. and Wausau,
Wis.; Dec. 12, Mason City, la. and
Burlington, la.; Dec. 13, Grand
Island, Neb. and Hastings, Neb.
In addition the same applicants
seek new stations at Eau Claire,
Wis.; St. Cloud, Minn.; Waterloo,
la., and Bismarck, N. D. No hearing dates for the latter four applications have been fixed.
FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER
Co., Akron (tires and tubes) will
return to an NBC-WEAF network
Nov. 4, 8:30-9 p. m., the eighth
year the sponsor has been on the
air. Richard Crooks and Margaret
Speaks will sing on the first three
programs, with Nelson Eddy to
appear later in the series. Sweeney
& James Co., Cleveland, handles
the account.

ON

WAAT

NEWS
was

a feature

AlA

Years

Ago

News is nothing new as an
audience - getting feature on
this station. As anciently as
4% years ago, international,
national and local flashes
were being flagged over the
air-waves of WAAT to all of
Northern New Jersey, clean
into Metropolitan New York.
Programming of this typical
sort has helped make WAAT
listened to — in more ways
than one, as advertisers can
tell
from dollars-andcentsyou
results.
WAAT

has no illusions of

comparison with the stars of
the Very First Magnitude. It
does offer itself, however, as a
mighty brilliant constellation
in the firmament of neargreat stations definitely able
to do a checkable, productive

^^^^^^^^^^

Vc the ®nd
job.
ACTUALLY—
Northern New Jersey is a
territory of closely knit,

S3**

k Octobc- ^e

1935, wf ^

.

commie

at,

WJAY

large and small communities approximating 2,225,000 people — for all practical purposes equivalent to
the total population of Boston, St. Louis and Pittsburgh, put together. Can
you use this market?
The Facts Are
Yours On Request.

cuse market.
Cleveland
610 Kilocycles
An Independent Station
with
BIG

d intor-

Write or Call For Them.

*0

m

Coverage
in Ohio

JERSEY

CITY &

SUBURBS

-

que**
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High

USED HIS PALATE
Alert Selling Lands Ice Cream
and Pretzel Accounts
A CLEVELAND pretzel company
was a bit doubtful about using radio; also an ice cream company.
So Lloyd Venard, sales promotion director of WGAR, that city,
letting his palate be his guide, sold
both companies by having them include institutional copy for each
other.
The ice cream copy reads :
"There's nothing that adds to the
deliciousness of our ice cream like
a few pretzels. They give that contrast of tastes that make you wish
you'd
them before."
Then thediscovered
pretzel company
says:

A S SA C H U WDRCi
coverage'

"Some folks prefer beer with pretzels. Possibly you do. But, for
those of you who haven't liked
beer — try pretzels with your ice
"There's the territory
where people have
money to spend — and
WDRC
reaches them
best."
WDRC
Basic CBS Station
"The Advertising Test Station
In the Advertising Test City"
HARTFORD,
CONN.

Western
N

O

N-D

cream."
Iron Range's Second
SUSTAINING
findings after a Examiner
hearing, theHyde's
FCC
has authorized Head of the Lakes
Broadcasting Co., operator of
WEBC, Duluth- Superior, and
WMFG, Hibbing, Minn., to erect
a new 100-watt station on 1370 kc.
in Virginia, Minn. The order is
effective Nov. 26, after which construction isscheduled to start. The
station will be the second on Minnesota's Iron Range and will complete the third link of the Northern Minnesota network planned by
the WEBC-WMFG operators, who
already have the two stations
linked by telephone wires.

Electric's

I RECTI

NEW

ONAL

M

lets them

IK E

really

er 'round
and

sing

NBC Talks Chief
STANLEY HIGH, journalist and
news commentator, Oct. 28 was
named to the newly created post of
director of talks of NBC by John
F. Royal, NBC vice president in
charge
of programs.
He is Herald
a former editor
of the Christian
and European correspondent for
the Christian Science Monitor, and
joined several NBC years ago as a
news commentator.
Citrus Spot Campaign
FLORIDA Citrus Commission will
use spot radio in conjunction with
a printed media campaign to get
under way shortly. It plans to
spend between $400,000 and $500,000 for all advertising this fall
and winter. Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
New York, handling the account,
says it plans to use five-minute
dramatized spots over stations located in its client's territory, who
does not have national distribution.
The station list has not yet been
completed.

New

Oil Campaign
ATLANTIC REFINING Co., Philadelphia (oil), used an intensive
one-minute spot campaign over
about 50 stations during the week
of Oct. 28 to Nov. 2. Practically
all stations in New Jersey, Delaware and Pennsylvania were used,
including all of the stations which
broadcast the Saturday night CBS
program for this sponsor. Spots
were scheduled for twice each evening. N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., New
York, is the agency.
Steel Maker on Air
COLUMBIA STEEL Co., San
Francisco (manufacturers of steel
products), for the first time is including radio in its advertising and
is using 15 minutes daily, five times
weekly, on KQW, San Jose, KFBK,
Sacramento, and KWG, Stockton,
in a three-week test campaign.
Titled The Bridge Builder, the
broadcast tells the romantic story
behind the scenes of the building
of the San Francisco-Oakland Bay
Bridge, now under construction. As
a tie-in, a piece of the wire cable
being used in the bridge cablespinning operations is sent to all
listeners writing in for this souvenir. Walker Adv. Agency, San
Francisco, is servicing the account.

Television
New

Coaxial

Cable!

Foley Series

FOLEY
(Foley's
Honey & and
Tar),Co.,is Chicago
sponsoring
Lulu
Belle and Scotty six mornings a
week from 8 to 8:15 over WLS,
Chicago. Lulu Belle was named
first of all women entertainers on
the air in a nationwide popularity
poll recently conducted by Radio
Guide and was fifth in the more
recent Coast-to-Coast vote for this
year's Radio Queen. Agency :
Lauesen
Chicago. & Salomon Adv. Agency,

(including cord and jack)
Dynamic type . . . picks up
equally well from all directions. Developed by Bell
Telephone Laboratories ...
made by Western Electric . . .
distributed by Graybar. Order
yours today.
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Use/

TELEVISION
development
wasf!'
interpreted
as having
been given
an impetus with a declaration by
the American Telephone and Telegraph Co, that it had no objection
to having its proposed coaxial
cable experimental
between New York andinstallation
Philadelphia
used for visual transmission, in a
petition filed Oct. 29 with the FCC
seeking a rehearing and reconsid- \
eration by the Commission of its
order issued last August authorizconstruction.
A. ingT.the cable's
& T., which
was joined by
the New York Telephone Co. in
the rehearing petition, however,
asked the FCC not only to consider its possible lack of jurisdic-tion over experimental operations
but also to clarify the language of 1
its order to permit the use of the
cable for the development of
A. T. & T. television patents and
to amend other language to protect the property rights of the
cable for the telephone company,
which developed it.
The petition, in citing television
transmission and the FCC's order
that parties interested in the development should have access to
and use of the cable, declared that
the A. T. & T. and New York Tele-!
phone tioncompanies
no objecto making "have
the cable
with
which petitioners themselves would
experiment, available to the use of
other parties for the purpose of
connecting their sending or receiving television apparatus to the
terminals of petitioners' cable and
of experimentally testing said apparatus." The A. T. & T. petition,
however, wished the Commission
order clarified
so thatbe the
cable'sto
television
use should
limited
television transmitting and receiving experiments by outside parties.
Other points of the petition for
the FCC's reconsideration of its order stressed that the terms of the
order should be revised so the
A. T. & T.'s property rights in the
cable should be protected.
RCA announced several months
ago that it would expend upwards
of $1,000,000
television
experi-it
mentation, in
and that
next spring
would establish a test station somewhere in the area between New
York and Philadelphia. It is known
that it plans to use the coaxal
cable for experimental visual transmis ion— looking to the day when
there
will be network - television
broadcasting.
New

Western
Electric
BROADCASTING APPARATUS

May

NEWS
ACTUAL
SIZE

COVERAGE

BROADCASTING

• • Exclusive

• •

JOHN BLAIR & CO.
Station Representatives
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Here are a few Hash-backs from recent issues of
BROADCASTING. They speak for themsel ves— clean, accurate news beats, devoid of rumor, guesswork or
gossip. They give you one of the reasons why BROADCASTING enjoys the confidence of nearly 5,000 regular'

SCOOPS

readers among national and regional advertisers, advertising agencies, station executives and others in the
business of broadcasting.
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The

Business

of

Broadcasting

Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Representatives and Apparatus; Notes from the Stations
WSM, Nashville
Olson Rug Co., Chicago, weekly sp,
thru Philip O. Palmer & Co., Chicago.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Oxydol), 5 weekly t, thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., N. Y.
Palmer Match Co., Akron ( Strikalite matches), weekly sp, thru Edward M. Power Co., Pittsburgh.
Slingerland Banjo & Drum Co., Chicago, weekly sp, thru Heath-Sechof
Inc., Chicago.
Dr. Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart,
Ind. (Alka-Seltzer), 3 weekly t,
thru Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Akron Lamp Co., Akron, 3 weekly t,
weekly sp, thru Guenther-Bradford
& Co. Inc., Chicago.
Kester Solder Co., Chicago, weekly
sp, thru Aubrey, Moore & Wallace
Inc., Chicago.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago, weekly sp,
thru Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Methodist Publishing House, Nashville, weekly sp, direct.
Bunte Bros., Chicago (candy), 3
weekly sa, thru Fred A. Robbins
Inc., Chicago.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 16
weekly sa, thru Biow Co. Inc.
N. Y.
Buick Motor Co., Detroit (autos), 20
so,
thru Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc.,
N. Y.
Pure Oil Co., Chicago, 8 weekly sa,
thru Freitag Adv. Agency Inc.,
Chicago.
Ralston Purina Co. Inc., St. Louis
(cereal), 3 weekly sa, thru Gardner
Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Dorothy Perkins Co., St. Louis, 4
weekly . sa, thru Ridgway Co., St.
Louis.
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago (radio
sets), 52 ta, thru H. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J. (radio sets, tubes), 2 weekly sa, thru
Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
KNX, Hollywood
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. (proprietary), 6weekly sa, thru Philip
O. Palmer & Co., Chicago.
Reliance Mfg. Co., Chicago (Big
Yank shirts), weekly sp, thru
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
Sterling Products Inc., New York
(Cal. Syrup of Figs), 4 weekly t,
thru
N. Y. Stack-Goble Adv. Agency,
Carlsbad Products Co. Inc., New
York (proprietary), weekly sp, thru
H.
N. Y.M. Kiesewetter Adv. Agency,
Geppert Studios, Des Moines (photographs), weekly sp, thru Lessing
Adv. Co., Des Moines.
WRAK, Williamsport, Pa.
Swartchild Co., Chicago (jewelry),
weekly ta, thru Neisser-Meyerhoff
Inc., Chicago.
Colonial Biscuit Co., Pittsburgh, 5
weekly
t, thru Walker & Downing,
Pittsburgh.
Watchtower Bible Society, Brooklyn,
weekly t, direct.
WENR, Chicago
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore (Rem), 182 sa, thru Joseph
Katz Co., Baltimore.
Grove Laboratories Inc., St. Louis
(Grove's nose drops), 104 t, thru
Stack-Goble
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
KYA, San Francisco
Wander Co., Chicago (Ovaltine), 5
weekly t, thru Braekett-SanipleHummert Inc., Chicago.
Carlsbad Crystal Products Co., New
York (Carlsbad crystal salts), 3
weekly t, thru H. M. Kiesewetter
Adv. Agency Inc., N. Y.
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WBAL, Baltimore
California Fruit Growers Exchange,
Los Angeles (Sunkist), 100 sa,
thru Lord & Thomas, Los Angeles.
Carleton & Hovey Co., Lowell, Mass.
(Father Johns medicine), daily sa,
thru John W. Queen, Boston.
Cadillac Motor Car Co., Detroit, 26
ta, thru MacManus, John & Adams
Inc., Detroit.
City Tax Collector, Baltimore, 10 sa,
thru
more. Louis E. Shecter Adv., BaltiSterling Products Inc., New York
(Dr. Lyon's toothpowder), 5 weekthruN. Blackett-Sample-Hummertly t,Inc.,
Y.
Sterling Products Inc., New York
(Phillips cosmetics), 3 weekly t,
thru
- Sample - Hummert
Inc., N.Blackett
Y.
M. J. Breitenbach Co., New York
(Pepto Mangen), 52 ta, thru
Brooke, Smith & French Inc., N. Y.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore (Rem, Rel), 7 weekly sa,
thru Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
KINY, Juneau, Alaska
Funk & Wagnalls Co., New York
(Literary Digest), 3 weekly sp, direct.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), daily ta, thru H. H. Good
Adv. Co., N. Y.
Coleman Lamp & Stove Co., Wichita,
Kan. (house appliances), daily sa,
thru sasPotts-Turnbull
Co. Inc., KanCity.
Crazy Water Crystal Co., Seattle
branch
(mineral crystals), 13 t, direct.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la.
(plants). 26 ta, thru Northwest
Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
WBBM, Chicago
United Drug Co., Boston (Rexall
products),
5 N.t, thru
Spot Broadcasting Inc.,
Y.
Chocolate Products Co., Chicago
(Stillicius chocolate drink), 65 /.
thru J. L. Sugden Adv. Co., Chicago.
Penn Tobacco Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
(Kentucky, Winners cigarettes), 38
sp, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
N. Y.

KMOX, St. Louis
S.erling Products Inc., New Yor'i
( Dr. Lyon's Tooth Powder ) , 5
weekly t,Inc.,
thruN. Blaeketr-SampleHummert
Y.
Skelly Oil Co., Kansas City (gasoline), 5 weekly t. thru Russell C.
Comer Adv. Co., Kansas City.
S.erling Products Inc., New York,
Phillips cosmetics), 3 weekly t,
thru
cago. Radio Broadcasting Inc., ChiS erling cago
Casualty
Chi(insurance),Insurance
6 weekly Co.,
sp, thru
Radio Broadcasting Inc.. Chicago.
Dorothy Perkins Co., St. Louis (cosmetics), 52 sa, direct.
KOMO-KJR, Seattle
American Radiator Co., New York, 18
t. thru Marschalk & Pratt Inc.,
N. Y.
Armand ics), Co.,
Des Coolidge
Moines Adv.
(cosmet13 sa, thru
Co.,
Des Moines.
California Brewing Assn., San Fransa, thru
Emil Brisacher cisco,
& 3 weekly
Staff, San
Francisco.
Campbell Cereal Co., N o r t h fi e 1 d,
Minn. (Malt-O-Meal) , 78 sp, thru
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
Dri-Brite Inc., St. Louis (wax), 16 t,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Omega Shoe Polish Co., Los Angeles,
8 sa, thru McCarty Co., Los AnWheatena Corp., Rahway, N. J.
geles.
(cereal),bright 39
t, thru McKee & AlInc., Minneapolis.
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, Ind.
McKenzie Milling Co., Quiucy, Mich,
(pancake flour), 3 weekly sp. thru
Rogers & Smith, Chicago.
Campbell Cereal Co., Northfield,
Minn. (Malt-O-Meal), daily sa,
thru Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
Kroger Grocery
Co., Cincinnati, weekly& t,Baking
thru Ralph
H.
Jones Co., Cincinnati.
La vena Corp., Chicago (bath powweekly ta, thru Lord &
Thomas,der), 3 Chicago.
Bay State Fisheries Co., Boston (40
fatham fish), weekly /, thru Street
& Finney Inc., N. Y.

QUI€T

PHASE

WMAQ, Chicago
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurant
Co., Springfield, Mass. (life insui
Kansas
ance), 26City.
t, thru R. J. Pott:- C<.
Battle Creek Food Co., Battle Creek)
Mich, (food), 26 sa, thru Willian
Douglas McAdams, New York.
Cranberry Canners Inc., South Han,
son, Mass. i Ocean Spray cran I
berry
26 sa,New
thruYork.
"Williarl
Douglassauce),
McAdams,
Kiaft-Phe
nix Cheese Corp., Chicag I
(Philadelphia cream cheese), 26 so \
thru J. Walter Thompson Co., Chit
cago.
Libby, McNeil & Libby, Chicag
(canned goods), 26 sa, thru J. Wa!
ter Thompson Co., Chicago.
Illinois Central Railway System. Ch
cago (suburban train service), 31
sp. thru Caples Co., Chicago.
Libby, McNeill & Libby, Chicag
(food products), 2 weekly sp, thr
J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicagc
Kiaft-P
henix Cheese Corp., Chicag
(cheese), 2 weekly sp, thru J. Wa!
ter Thompson Co., Chicago.
WGY, Schenectady
Hartz Mountain Products Inc.,
YorkDavids
(bird Inc.,
seed),N. 13Y. sp, thru En;
est
Utica Knitting Co., Utiea, N. Y. I m
derwear),
Miller, N. 26
Y. sa, thru John Thoma
Sun Oil Co.. Philadelphia (gasolint
oil), 3 weekly sp, thru Roche, Wi
Hams & Cunnyiigham Inc., X. V.
Durkee-Mower Inc., Lynn. M a s s
( marshmallow dessert). 26 sp, thr
Harry M. Frost Co., Boston.
Reid, Murdoch & Co., Chicago (Mori
arch food),
sa, Chicago.
thru Philip G
Palmer
& Co.300Inc.,
WHP, Harrisburg, Pa.
General Mills Inc.. Minneapolis (Bit
quick), 24 weekly ta, thru Kno.\
Reeves Adv. Inc., Minneapolis.
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta d
prietary), 3 weekly t, thru Rut?
rauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Ex-Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (prf
weekly /, thru Josep
prietary
), 2Baltimor
Katz Co.,
e.
WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
Land O'Lakes Creameries Inc., Mi.
ueapolis, 3 weekly sp, thru Camj
bell, Mithun Inc., Minneapolis.
Northwestern Fuel Co., Minneapoli
(Chemicole), 2 Co.,
dailyMinneapoli:
sa, thr"
Critchfield-Graves
Panda Briquet Co., Minneapolis (
& A briquets), 52 sa, thru Erwii
Wasey & Co. Inc., Minneapolis
WOR, Newark
Atlantis Sales Corp., Rochester, N. 1
(Coleman's mustard), 3 weekly si
thru J. Walter Thompson Co
N. Y.
Walker Gordon Laboratory, Plain;
boro, N. J. (acidophilus milk. etc.
weekly sp, thru Donahue & Cc
Inc., N. Y.
KGMB, Honolulu
O'Connor,
& Co., San Frai
rect. (dryMoffatt
cisco
goods), 6 weekly sa, d
Pacific Greyhound Lines Inc., Sa
Francisco (travel), 3 weekly s,
thru Beaumont & Hohman, Sa
Francisco.

'This hour of silence is coming to you through
the courtesy of the Pemington Noiseless
Typewriter Company, .
Cartoonist Beaven in the New York American.

WCKY, Cincinnati
ITS Co., Elyria, O. (rubber heels
26
land.sa, thru Carr Liggett Inc., ClevAmerican Gas Machine Co., Minnea,
olis, 13 sa, direct.
Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Miet
26 sa, thru Maxon Inc., Detroit.
KGDE, Fergus Falls, Minn.
United Drug Co., Boston (Rexa
products), 5 t, thru Street & Fi
ney Inc., New York.
KSFO, San Francisco
Aetna Casualty & Surety Co., Har
ford. Conn., sa, thru local agenc,
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Networks

Run

Far

4head in 9 Months
CONTINUING their upward
limb, major network time sales
aowed gains again in September,
nd the total of NBC and CBS
■bsiness for the first nine months
f 1935 amounted to $34,392,603.
.(his compares with about $29,00,000 for the same period of
i">34 and the slightly more than
(12,659,000 for all of 1934. At the
resent rate, especially with the
ost flourishing months of the year
et to be reported, it is not unlike• that the networks will account
Lr around $50,000,000 in revenues
hen the final figures for 1935 are
>mpiled.
CBS retained its lead for the
reatest increase in fall business,
s September revenues running
5.295- ahead of the same month
»st year. The NBC-Red network,
ir many months almost "sold out",
icreased only 1.4%, but the NBClue network showed a gain of
(1.5%.
For the nine months so far reorted in 1935, the CBS gain is
"4.5 c/c, the NBC-Red 18.5% and
ne NBC-Blue 18.8% over the same
■eriod of last year.
Colgate Adds Stations
'OLGATE - Palmolive - Peet Co.,
ersey City (Kwik Solv and Super
Juds), has enlarged its quarterour transcription campaign by
dding four stations in the East,
"hey are WIBX, Utica; WBRE,
Vilkes-Barre ; WMAS, Springeld, Mass., and WTBO, Cumberand. Broadcast on Mondays, Wedesdays and Fridays the series feaures Phil Cook. Recordings are
made by RCA-Victor. Benton &
Bowles Inc., New York, handles
he account.

Networks'
January
February
March
April
Mav
June
July
August
September
Total
January
February
March
April .
May
June
July
August .
September
Total
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
Total

Gross
Monthly
NBC-WEAF
(Red) Time Sales
1932
1933
% Gain
1935 Over
1934 1934
$1,729,137
32.0 $1,309,662
$1,031,373
,421,034
1,620,977
33.3 1,215,998
908,531
1,802,741
31.1 1,374,910
,379,120
1,028,935
809,508
,484,906
1,656,283
22.2 1,355,587
,297,903
816,665
1.614,969
12.0 1,441,900
824,155
,150,152
1,464,124
15.1 1,272,480
979,262
759.155
933,295
1,360.833
12.3 1.212,163
911,950
1,214.307
4.5 1,161,581
869,054
904,071
1.234.766
1.4 1.218,219
884,699
18.5 $11,562,500
$13,698,137
$7,932,075 $10,461,693
CBS
25.8
$1,768,949
$1,405,948
19.2
884,977
1,387,823
$941,465
1,654,461
$1,348,842
1,319,414
20.0
1,829,553
1,436,050
1,016,102
1,524,904
775,487
17.8
1,371,601
1,615,389
1,354,592
624,256
2.5
1,255,887
1,287,455
1.326,994
925,939
15.2
553,056
915,830
44.5
1,066,729
630,290
445,414
910,470
591,183
499.638
71.2
513,315
879,019
540,342
55.2
685.156
547.203
700,491
1,086,900

$12,098,925
24.5 $9,716,198
NBC-WJZ
(Blue)
10.6
$1,093,749
$988,503
902,866
18.7
1,072,136
12.4
1,028,552
1,156,032
924,623
5.6
975,970
926,880
1,007,931
821,607
863,511
8.7
38.0
576,429
795,525
5.1
488,202
55.0
756,797
51.5
577,033
873,890
$8,595,541
18.8 $7,234,695

TO AID in plans being made by
the New Jersey State Police to set
up a state radio-telegraph hookup
to combat crime, Gov. Hoffman has
appointed J. R. Poppele, WOR
chief engineer, and G. W. Johnstone, WOR public relations director, to the N. J. Police Radio Survey Commission.

s

o

744,209
$752,052
859,572
783,898
761,231
609,830
539,662
459.413
582,837

$1,068,868
1,054,490
1,228,844
1,227,530
1,041,195
1,002,039
810,948
756,873
813,377
1.092.704 $9,004,164
1260 Ke.

1,000 Watts

— N O WKGVO
High Fidelity Vertical Radiator
MISSOULA
MONTANA
Spendable Money per Capita, $642.00

WSOC's 24 - hour Teletype
Service makes it possible for
us to offer wide - awake advertisers a truly valuable
news program. Choice spots
already established, with
enough steady listeners to
make your sponsorship of
WSOC TRANSRADIO
NEWS a real buy!
Wire or write for prices to —

Important

WSPD now operates o n
2500 Watts day and 1000
Watts night.
\r ipn*s ^TiVtel?

8n „ mucin ^ ot.e8W l"
Representatives:
Joseph H. McGillvra
485 Madison Avenue
New York, N. Y.

With results like this how can you cover
Peoria and Central Illinois without
WMBD? We say it can not be done. Let
us prove it. Send for full information.
175 Local Advertisers — 70 National Advertisers.
PEORIA BROADCASTING
COMPANY
Edgar L. Bill, Pres. & Mgr.
Chas. C. Caley, Comm. Mgr.
Free, Johns 6C Field, Inc., National Representatives Of
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco —

PEORIA,
1, 1935

Few

Facts to Consider
WSPD is the ONLY Radio
Station in Toledo.
WSPD is a basic Columbia
outlet.

WSOC
Charlotte, N. C.

November

WSPD has been making
TOUCHDOWN
history
IN THE radio field
OF NORTHwestern
OHIO IN which
ONE OF the most
RECEPTIVE markets
EAGERLY awaits your
MESSAGE
INCIDENTALLY our
NEW 5,000 watt
TRANSMITTER has
BEEN COVERING the
FIELD with the
PUNCH of a

A

c

Transradio News

LIKE a fleet-footed
HALFBACK who knows
WHERE he is going

JOE LOUIS.

, Pittsburgh Glass on NBC
PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS
l^o., Pittsburgh, heavy user of spot
•adio during the earlier part of
he year, plans to make its network
Sebut on a big NBC-WJZ hookup
lext February, having reserved
be 8:30-9 p. m. period, Wednesdays. The complete station lineup
las not been announced, but it will
nclude several supplementary
groups. Batten, Barton, Durstine
£ Osborn Inc., New York, is the
agency.

! w

,287,598 $9,518,403

• BROADCASTING

John K. Ketdewell
919 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois

WSPD
Studios:
Commodore Perry Hotel
Toledo, Ohio
•
Transmitter:
Perrysburg, Ohio

ILLINOIS
Page 55

WHY

K

J

R

is the best buy in the
Pacific northwest

—
most
Powerful station in
the State of Washington.

—
MOST
Popular NBC sustaining programs.

—
MOST
Popu la renews service.

—
MOST
of the State's buying
power is in its primary area.

—
MOST
Listeners per dollar.

—
MOST
advertisers consider

KJR when buying
radio time in Seattle.

PET MILK SALES Corp., St. Loui
( canned milk ) , on Xov. 5 renews Pe
NETWORK
ACCOUNTS
Milk Way on 36 CBS stations (no
(All times EST unless otherwise specified)
WABCj
from St.
Louis,Agency
Tu*& Thurs.,keyed
11-11:15
a. m.
Gardner Adv. Co., St. LouLs.
New Business
TIME, Inc., Xew York, and ReminjJ
ton-Rand Inc., Buffalo, on Xov. 2 1
LARXED Co., Xew York (Hill's
renew joint sponsorship of The Marcl
nose drops), on Oct. 16 started Imperial Hawaiian Band on 21 CBS
of Time on 40 CBS stations, MoiJ
thru Fri., 10:30-10:45 p. m. Agencyl
stations, Wednesdays, 7 :15-7 :30 p.
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osbor ]
m.
- Sample - HunimertAgency
Inc., :X. Blackett
T.
Inc., X. Y.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., CleveGORDOX
BAKIXG
Co., Detroil
land (lamps), on Oct. 20 started Matt
( Silver Cup bread ) , renews Lon
Clemens the Melody Master on 14
Banger on MBS for 52 weeks, Mon |
XBC-WEAF stations, Sundays, 11Wed.,
Fri.,Agency
8-8 :30Inc.,p. Chicago.
m. Agency
11 :30 p. m. Agency : Batten, Barton,
Sehl Adv.
Durstine & Osborn Inc., XT. T.
ILLIXOIS MEAT Co., Chicag]
WANDER Co., Chicago (Ovaltine),
(Broadcast corn beef hash), on Xo\
on Oct. 21 started Molly of the Movies
18 renewed Badio Gossip Club for 5:J
on 3 MBS stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
weeks on CBS network, Mon. thrj
3-3:15 p. m. Agency: Ulaekett-SamFri., Adv.
1 :45-2Co.,p. Chicago.
m. Agency : J. L. Sua
ple-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
den
LEHX & FIXK PRODUCTS Co.,
ALBERS BROS. MILLIXG Co3
Xew York ( Hinds cosmetics ) , on
Seattle (cereal) on Jan. 6 renew
Nov. 4 starts for 52 weeks Harold
Your Program, with Meredith Wil
Dana in His Songs and Yours on 3
son's orchestra, Armand Girard an
XBC-KPO stations, Mon., Wed., Fri.,
soloists, on 5 XBC-KPO stfl
4:30-4:45 p. m. (PST). Agency: KenSUN OIL Co., Philadelphia (oil prod- guest
tions, Mondays, 7:30-8 p. m., PST
yon & Eckhardt Inc., X. Y.
ucts), on Dec. 9 renews Loicell Agency
: Erwin, Wasey & Co., Seattli
Thomas on 16 XBS-W.IZ stations,
SHERWIX WILLIAMS Co., Cleve- Mon.
thru
Fri.,
6
:45-7
p.
m.
Agency
:
Network Changes
land (paint) on Dec. 1 starts musiWilliams & Cunnyngham Inc.,
cal program on 42 XBC-WEAF sta- Roche,
Philadelphia.
DR. MILES LABORATORIES Inc!
tions, Sundays, 3 :30-4 p. m. . Agency :
Cecil, AYarwick & Cecil Inc., N. Y. BOURJOIS SALES Corp., Xew York on Oct. 12 added 4 stations to Nt,
REGIOXAL ADVERTISERS, Xew
(cosmetics), on Xov. 18 renews Eve- network.
tional Barn Dance on XTBC - WJL"1.
York (food) on Dec. 4 starts The
ning in Boris Boof on 18 XBC-WJZ
Mystery Chef on 11 XBC-WEAF sta- stations, Mondays. 8:30-9 p. m. Agen- TEXAS Co., Xew York (Texaco o
products) on Oct. 29 changes XBC
tions, Wed., Fri., 10:30-10:45 a. m.
cy :Lord & Thomas, Xr. Y.
Agency : McCann-Erickson Inc., X. Y. PET MILK SALES Corp., St. Louis
WEAF
POMPEIAN Co., Bloomfield, X. J. (Pet milk ) , on Xov. 26 renews for p.
m. to program
Jumbo. Tuesdays 9:30-1'
(cosmetics) on Dec. 2 starts Tea at ten weeks in Woman's Magazine of STERLIXG PRODUCTS Co. on Noi
the Bitz on 26 CBS stations, Mon., the Air on 7 XBC-KPO stations, 24 adds 22 stations to Manhatta
Wed., Fri., 4 :45 - 5 p. m. Agencv : Tuesdays, 3:45-4 p. m. (PST). Agen- Merry-Go-Bound on XBC-WEAF ne
cy : Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Topping & Lloyd Inc. X. Y.
work, Sundays. 9-9 :30 p. m.
PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS Co., DR. MILES LABORATORIES Inc.,
Pittsburgh, in February starts pro- Elkhart, Ind. (Alka-Seltzer) on Xov.
gram on XBC - WJZ network, Wed- 16 renews Uncle Ezra on 18 XBCnesdays. 8:30-9 p. m. Agency : Bat- WEAF stations, Mon., Wed., Fri.,
ten. Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., 7 :15-7 :30 p. m. Agency : Wade Adv. RCA Symphony
to Tour N. J
MFG. Co., Camden,
X. Y.
Agency, Chicago.
will sponsor a five-week tour c
the Philadelphia Symphony Oi
chestra next spring, final arrange
ments having been completed wit
Dr. Leopold Stokowski, noted cor
ductor of the orchestra. E. T. Cur
ninarham, RCA Mfg. Co. presiden
said the purpose of the tour is t
WXYZ
take the orchestra to music cer
ters in the United States an
Canada as a means of spreadin
NOW
THE
DETROIT
OUTLET
appreciation of good music, wit
36 concerts being scheduled. Dj
Stokowski will conduct 25 of th
FOR
NBC
BLUE
NETWORK
concerts and the entire personn*
of 100 musicians as well as te
members of the managerial an
"FROM
20!* to 61*
stage staff will make the trif
George Engles, NBC vice presider
PLACE
IN
SALES
and Charles Wagner will act a
joint managers of the tour. Elabc
rate promotion plans are bein;
formulated.
RECORDS"
. . .
One of our most important accounts just wrote
Mil
"7 us praising the effective work of WXYZ's merf
chandising department, whereby consumer
LARUS & BRO. Co., Richmond, Va.
(Edgeworth tobacco) on Xov. 16
starts program on XBC - WEAF network, Saturdays, 10 :30 - 11 p. m.
Agency : Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn Inc., X. Y.
CAL-ASPIRIX Co., Chicago (proprietary) on Oct. 21 started Bainted
Dreams on 3 MBS stations, Mon.,
Wed., Fri., 12 :45-l p. m., with repeat
at
1 :30. Agency
Reincke
- EllisYounggreen
& Finn : Inc.,
Chicago.
WESSOX OIL & SXOWDRIFT
SALES Co., San Francisco (Wesson
Oil, Snowdrift) on Oct. 28 started
Hawthorne House, serial of boarding
house life, on 6 XBC-KPO stations,
Mondays, 9:30-10 p. m., PST. Agency : Fitzgerald Adv. Agency Inc., Xew
Orleans.
FIRESTOXE
TIRE
& RUBBER
Co., Akron (tires and tubes), on
Xov. 4 starts Bichard Crooks, Margaret Speaks on XBC-WEAF network, Mondays, 8 :30-9 p. m. Agency :
Sweeney & James Co., Cleveland.
Renewal Contracts

sales in Michigan climbed "FROM 20TH PLACE
to 6TH PLACE in a state by state sales tabulation" for his products. This outstanding accomplishment proves that WXYZ is BEST BY
TEST Write for information about our merchandising department, which successfully
gets dealer representation.

%

National Representatives:
EDWARD

PETRY
&

COMPANY
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r

KUNSKY-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING
(Owners and Operators olCORPORATION
Station WXYZ)
300 MADISON THEATRE ELDG DETROIT
WM G. RAMBEAU CO., Representatives
HOME OFFICES: Tribune Tower, Chicago
Western Office
Eastern Olfice
RUSS
BUILDING
507 CHANIN BLDG.
San Francisco
New York
BROADCASTING

LONGVIEW!
—Fifth City in 1936
BuildingBuying
Permits
— Texas
That Means
New Materials
— That Means Men
On Payrolls
— Those Men Listen
To KFRO
— Let KFRO Produce
For You

'Voice of Longview"
Longview, Texas
• November

1, 1931

FRANK I. FLETCHER, formerly
of Fletcher & Ellis Inc., New York,
has opened an office as free lance adNew York.vertising writer at 9 East 46th St.,
ERNEST BADER & Co., Omaha
agency, has moved to larger offices at
1416 Dodge St., that city.
WCAO, Baltimore, after Nov. 1 will
no
longer be
Sleininger
Inc.represented by Free &
AL BANKS, formerly on the commercial staff of WHO, Des Moines, has
joined tising
Cole's
Des Moinesmanager.
adveragency,Inc.,
as production

OR AGENCY'S VISITORS— Leo Burnett Adv. Co. Inc., new Chicago
,!gency, provides old-fashioned stereoscopes, a bowl of apples and vol^ ,|mes of "Deadwood Dick" for visitors. Examining these luxuries at the
jormal opening are (left to right) Jack O'Kieffe, vice president; Don
j!olvin, advertising director of Hoover Co. (vacuum cleaners) ; H. Earl
loover, vice president of the same concern; Mr. Burnett.
E. F. MONTGOMERY, who started
in radio six years ago with WMT,
AGENCIES
AND
Waterloo, la., and left there to join
KMBC, Kansas City, has joined the
r:iEPRESENTATIVES
Chicago sales staff of John Blair &
Co., radio station representatives. Mr.
HERBERT POLESIE, from the New
Montgomery until recently was compork office of J. Walter Thompson
mercial manager of WCCO, Minneapolis. The Blair staff in Chicago,
Bp., has been transferred to Hollycod to produce Shell Chateau on an besides Mr. Blair, also includes Arthur E. McDonald and Allan Marin.
,bBC-WEAF
network.
Tom Luck% ,iiubill, from the New York office, was C. F. STEVENS, formerly of the
w li Hollywood in October in connec- CBS publicity department, has been
ion with the program.
Cal Kuhl,
placed in charge of publicity for Genead of theis agency's
Hollywood
Motorsof concerts
by Campbell(ctivities,
in the East
and willradio
re- EwalderalCo.
New York.
am in December for the new Bing
CARL HARRIS, Chicago publicity
'roshy. program of Kraft - Phenix
head for J. Walter Thompson Co., ar'heese
Corp.,
Chicago.
Fred
H.
Fidrived in Hollywood the middle of
;r, the Shell Oil Co. account exeutive for the San Francisco office, October in connection with radio accounts of the agency.
'ft Oct. 22 for New York City and
■t. Louis, on a business trip.
U L. SLEININGER, treasurer of
LYVID L. BROWN, formerly ac- Free & Sleininger Inc., Chicago, was
ount and special radio executive of in Los Angeles during October on a
IcCann-Erickson Inc., New York, business trip.
-.as joined Marschalk & Pratt Inc., IVAN HILL, vice-president of Walfew York, in an executive capacity,
ter Biddick Co., Los Angeles station
le has also been advertising and representatives, left the middle of
ales manager of Goodyear Tire & October on a trip through the Middle
Tftubber Export Co.; account repre- West for a month or six weeks.
T tentative, of Frigidaire radio activi- HERBERT GLOVER, publicity dities for Geyer Co., Dayton, and acrector of Lord & Thomas, New York,
)it|ount representative of Lord & Thora- made his
second airplane trip to Holcis, New York.
lywood in a month during mid-October.
I. G. (Ted) LITTLE, account execuive. Lord & Thomas, San Francisco, LEWIS GOODKIND, for seven
with Lord & Thomas Chicago,
| as been transferred to the agency's years
and prior to that with the Chicago
njii'hicago offices.
Herald
& T&xaminer, has been named
IOBERT S. NICHOLS, formerly on
of the Chicago ofbe production staff of NBC, San publicity
fice of Lorddirector
& Thomas.
•ffrancisco, has been placed in charge FRANK J. MANNIX, formerly of
ffllf radio production for Mac Wilkins
Campbell-Ewald Co. Inc., has joined
: Cole Inc., Seattle, agency. He pro- James
Houlihan Inc., San Francisco
duced NBC's Woman's Magazine of agency, as account executive.
'.fie Air before resigning some months WESTCO ADV. AGENCY, San
wsoFrancisco, has moved from the Robert
rERALD J. NORTON, who recently Dollar Bldg. to larger quarters on the
tarted his own advertising agency eighth floor of the Insurance Center
a San Francisco, has joined the
Hobson, formerly assoJelso Norman Organization, in that Bldg. Lincoln
ciated with the Western Trade Jourity. as manager of its radio departnals, has been added to the staff.
3ent. He is servicing Hexol Inc.,
[an Francisco, (germicide) ; Shreve,
Ijpreat
Eacret,
jewelry)& and
other San
radio Francisco
accounts.
ES
N
IO
ATIV
STAT
RE
OSENT
DI
RAEP
URS. MARGARET SCHAFFER,
ormerly assistant production manWALTER BIDDICK CO.
ger of WCAU and WHAT, Phila568 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Los Angeles
elphia, has joined Harry Feigen1358 Russ Bldg., San Francisco, California
•aum Adv. Service, that city, in
1038 Exchange Bldg., Seattle, Washington
barge
of
its
new
radio
production
619 Charles Bldg., Denver
epartment.

WANTED
RADIO

WRITERS

For Salaried
Positions With

Air Freedom Necessary
WITHOUT freedom of expression
there can be no democracy, David
Sarnoff, president of RCA, told the
Forum on Current Problems conducted by the New York Herald
Tribune Oct. 17. On the management of the station rests the responsibility to see that both sides
of national issues have a fair opportunity to utilize radio, Mr. Sarnoff said, in explaining radio's
power as a moulder of opinion.
On the speaker is the obligation of
giving a fair statement in the light
of his convictions, he added, while
on the public itself rests the responsibility of discriminating between statesmanship and partisanship, faith and prejudice, argument and cold fact.
EARLE C. ANTHONY Inc., San
Francisco (motor cars), on Nov. 1,
renews for 26 weeks, Noon-day
Headlines (United Press news),
on a hookup of KJBS, San Francisco, and KQW, San Jose, Mon.
thru Fri., 12-12:30 p. m. (PST).

Large Broadcasting
Station. Exceptional
Opportunity
Men

for

of Real Abil-

ity. Give Complete
History, Salary
Requirements and
References in
First Letter.

BOX 402 BROADCASTING

SOMETHING
NEW
IN

RADIO

SERVICE

METRO-GOLD WYN
MAYER
PICTURES

!

"|"HREE
entertain
ment unique
media
combinesuccessful
to create
a service
in radio history! New York's WHN,
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer Pictures, and
LOEWS •tJ.
world-wide circuit of theatres!
brought WHN from obty toleadership
has
of purpose
popularity!
Sinceritiny local
S'aAscuriC
J
duction staff
first procall
C'qfM*' WHN boasts awith
skilled
on unequalled talent sources .. .WHN
Artists' Bureau, Wm. Morris Agency,
M-G-M Studios and Loew's Theatres.
WHN
LOEW'S STATE THEATRE BUILDING
B'WAY & 45th ST.. NEW YORK, N. Y.
1010 KILOCYCLES 1000 WATTS

True. Cerdfrnl 5»Wirm - WHO-.
CLEARED-CHANNEL — 50/000
November

1, 1935

WATTS —FULL-TIME
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ADVERTISERS

KELVIN ATOR Corp., Detroit (refrigerators, etc.) has named John S.
Garceau as advertising and sales promotion manager for the entire commercial products liiie. The account
is handled by Geyer, Cornell & Newell Inc., N. Y.
ANGOSTURA-WUPPERMAN Corp.,
New York (bitters), planning a campaign including radio, has placed its
account with Donahue & Coe Inc.,
PENNSYLVANIA AIRLINES, Detroit, planning a campaign, has placed
advertising with Brooke, Smith &
French Inc., Detroit. The company
operates
air service from Washington
to
Milwaukee.
JONES & DAHM Inc., New York
(Gunga-Din food), is advertising
through W. I. Tracy Inc., New York.
GABY Inc., Philadelphia (sun tan
lotion), is placing advertising, including radio, through Harry Feigenbaum Adv. Service, Philadelphia.
HEALTH AIDS Inc., New York
(Serutan laxative), has placed its account with Zinn & Meyer Inc., New
York.
METHUSA Co., Cleveland ( proprietary), has named Carpenter Adv. Co..
Cleveland, to service its account.
PENNZOIL Co., Oil City, Pa. (oil
products), has placed its advertising
with Fuller & Smith & Ross Inc..
Cleveland.
BENRUS WATCH Co., New York,
has placed its advertising with Hommann, Tarcher & Sheldon Inc., New
York.
CALIFORNIA FIGCO Co., Los Angeles (beverage), has named John F.
Roberts & Associates, Los Angeles, to
direct its advertising.

...STILL
★

PETROLEUM HEAT & POWEIil
Co., Stamford, Conn. (Petro-Nokoll
heaters), has placed its account with,
Rickard & Co. Inc., New York.
SPEAS MFG. Co., Kansas City (apple jack), planning
to use radio, is
advertising
Kansas
City.through R. J. Potts & Co..

STARS

AMERICAN CLINICAL LABS..
New York (Retardo reducing tablets),
has placed its advertising with Whit':
& Lowell Inc., New York.
Heads Radio for Texas Centennial
MERLE H. TUCKER (left) has
been appointed director of radio
for the forthcoming 1936 Texas
Centennial, coming from SBS network, where he served as production manager. He was formerly
with WAVE, Louisville and WLW,
Cincinnati, and recently handled
the Alice Joy Talent-Finding contest over SBS. First of the Centennial broadcasts will go on the
air Nov. 3 over a regional network
with others to follow, Tucker has
announced. Shown with him in the
picture is Charles Roster, director
of publicity for Texas Centennial.
ATLANTIC REFINERS Inc., Bolivar, N. Y. (Bolivar gasoline, oil) is
placing advertising, including radio,
through Stewart, Hanford & Frohman Inc., Rochester, N. Y.
MISSION DRY Corp., Los Angeles
(beverage,
its account with syrup),
McCarty has
Co.,placed
Los Angeles.
RALADAM Co., Detroit (Marmola).
has named Street & Finney Inc., New
York, to service its account.
ALLEN-EDMONDS SHOE Corp.,
Belgium, Wis. (Osteo-path-ik shoes),
has placed its advertising with Frances Mueller Adv. Agency, Milwaukee.

THEY
*

STARS

COME
*

STARS

TO JOIN N.B.C.s RED and
BLUE NETWORK
PROGRAMS
♦

Over
KSTP
(Exclusive Outlet for Minnesota)

INCREASED

Stars make Big Audiences . . . Big Audiences make Mass Sales! Here's another
reason why KSTP dominates the 8TH U. S.
RETAIL MARKET — that metropolitan
trading area in and around Minneapolis and
St. Paul where 74.3 cents of every retail
dollar in Minnesota are spent!
Your sales message on KSTP reaches the
Big, Profitable audience in Minnesota.

STEWART- WARNER Corp., Chica
go (radio sets, auto accessories), has
named Merle V. Cox Adv. Agency
Chicago, to place radio advertising.
EDWARD TRAINER, Philadelphit
(beverage), is advertising througt
Jerome B. Gray & Co., Philadelphia
YITROLITE Co., Chicago (marbh
substitute), has named United States
Adv. Corp., Chicago, as its agency.
UNITED CIGAR STORES DELA
WARE Corp., New York (chaii
stores) has named Young & Rubican
Inc., to handle its account, now usm{
two MBS stations.
PINE TREE PRODUCTS Co., New
port, N. H. (soap) has placed its ad
vertising account with Hilmer V
Swenson Co., Chicago.
NO-DOZ LABORATORIES I n c.
Sacramento, Cal., (sleep resisters)
using radio, is advertising througl
Lenoir & Smith, Sacramento.
CUBBISON CRACKER Co. Inc.
Los Angeles, is advertising througl
Emil Brisacher & Staff, San Fran
MASTER BUILDERS Co., Cleve
land (flooring), has placed its ac
count with Meldrum & Fewsmitl
Inc., Cleveland.
OSCAR MAYER & Co. Inc., Chicag(
(Old account
Style sausage),
has transferre<
its
to Howard
H. Monk
Adv., Rockford, 111.
HEXOL Inc., San Francisco, na
tional manufacturers and distributor:
of Hexol (antiseptic germicide disin
fectant),
has appointedthatthecity,
Kelsct(
Norman Organization,
direct its advertising and is using i
series
one-minute
ments ofon52 KOL,
Seattle.spot announce
PAAS DYE Co., Newark (egg dyes^
has appointed Charles Dallas Read
Adv. Agency, Newark, as its agency
A radio campaign is planned.
18

HOURS!

Full-time every day in the year.
Only full-time station in Tulsa
and northeastern Oklahoma.

For Complete Market Data, write:

♦

GENERAL SALES OFFICE, KSTP,
Minneapolis, Minn., or to our
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
... in New York — Paul H. Raymer
Co., ... in Chicago, Detroit, San
Francisco — John Blair Company.

INCREASE
IN

LEHON Co., Chicago (Mule-Hide
roofing), is advertising through Matteson-Fogarty-Jordan Co., Chicago.
OGILVIE SISTERS SALES Corp
Newaccount
York with
(hair Murray
tonic), Breese
has plac<-'
its
As
sociates, New York.
PECANO MFG. Co., Manheim, Pa
(Miracle food), has named Jerome B
Gray & Co., Philadelphia, as its
agency.

KTUL
United Press news. Standard
Library Service and N. 6. C.
"Thesaurus".
it's on When
KTUL. it's new

RATE!
DOMINATES

THE

8th U. S. RETAIL

MARKET
TULSA
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ederal

Agencies Form Program Policy
(Continued from page 11)
•ftud, Duke M. Patrick, counsel during typical broadcasting weeks
I KFRC, along with Mr. Segal, are in the food, drug and cosmet c
Ijected to the admissibility of the lines, over both networks and inaud order and of other testimony
dividual stations. It was estimated that the amount of such adverconnection with the product, betising over KNX was something
ijuse no notice was given. The
CC overruled the objections and less than this average. Mr. Gillett
mitted the test.mony.
discussed a coverage survey of
Harrison Holliway, manager of KNX and testified that it had a
PRC, appeared on behalf of that
strong signal throughout the Paation. Also present were Thomas
cific coast. Mr. Earl, called by the
Lee, president of Don Lee
FCC
counsel, identified certain doc•oadcasting System, which owns
uments produced by Commission
e station, and William J. Glean, controller, but they did not counsel. He brought out that the
stify. Mr. Holliway testified Marmola program had been cancelled on April 2, or as soon as he
;at the Marmola program had
had been apprised of the FCC
en cancelled as soon as word was
ceived of the FCC attitude, and views on it.
,at all other programs in the
Products on Exhibition
me category had been cancelled
AMONG the products exhibited
rejected. Of importance was
s statement that one important by FCC as having been broadcast
lvertising agency placing many
over KNX, and upon which testimony was adduced from Food &
-sirable accounts had informed
le station that it would not be Drug Administration witnesses,
ven this business unless it ac- were: Wain's Compound, asthma
pted certain proprietary ac- remedy, produced by Wain's Lab■unts.
oratory, Los Angeles; Liv-a-tone,
Walter J. Damm, manager of product of the Liv-a-tone Co., Los
Crazy Water Crystals:
"TMJ,
testified hequeshad Angeles;
San-i-foot, Continental Guarantee
.ncelledMilwaukee,
the three programs
oned by the FCC (Marmola, ComProducts Co., Los Angeles; Curriers Tablets, Currier Tablets Inc.,
anders and Cystex) as soon as he
arned of the FCC attitude. He Los Angeles; O. M. Tablets, Pasadena, Cal.; Caladawn, MonDell Co.,
minted out that advertising ac■ptance on the station was con- Los Angeles; Alen's Fedra, Alen &
oiled by a board created by the Co., Los Angeles; P. T. M. Formula, Los Angeles; Germania Tea,
'ilwaukee Journal, licensee of the
^tion, and that many accounts
Germania Tea Co., Minneaooli":cepted for the newspaper are Ezy-2-Tan, sunburn remedy, H. D.
Morgan Laboratories, Hollywood;
ejected for the station. Present
Powder, for oily skins,
slides, he asserted, are "very Calonite
Calonite Co., Chicago; Aratone,
:rict" with practicall" no accounts
: this nature accepted. Last nose-spray, Technical Laboratory,
iarch 11, he said, he cancelled all Berkeley, Cal.; Lacto-Yeast, California Yeast Products Corp., Ltd.,
.edical programs.
Los Angeles; Congoin; Malk, for
Also testifying for WTMJ were
sour stomachs, Rosswill Foundaussell E. Winnie, assistant mantion, Los Ansreles: Boncquet Hemoger, and Stuart Bailey, of the
Tabs, Boncquet Laboratories Inc.,
pm of Jansky & Bailey, consultLos Angeles; Myrnol nose drops,
ig engineers. Program standards
nd station coverage were dealt Myrnol Products Co., Santa Monirith respectively by the two witca, Cal.; Cal-O-Gen; C. A. L. Prodesses.
ucts Co., Los Aneeles; Calwhev.
The FCC lawyers first disposed of Calwhey Co., San Francisco, Marmola; Kal, Kal Co., Los Angeles;
nese two cases and then presented
le case involving products broad- Curarina. Curarina Agency, Oxast over KNX. Guv C. Earl Jr., naid, Cal.; Venus Tablets, anti-fat
resident of KNX, Glenn D. Gil- remedy, Venus Health Corp., Los
;tt, consulting engineer, and Dr. Ang-eles.
The ma n government witness
.erman S. Hettinger, economist
nd former research director of was Dr. Fred W. Norris, medical
ne NAB, testified on behalf of the officer of the Food & Dru? Adminration.
istration. All told, he spent about
Dr. Hettinger brought out that four hours on the stand. He crit)me 30% of commercial programs
icized almost every product as be-

L.^ W»J
ill) 1 '* >
Formerly Chief Drug Control U. S. Department of Agriculture and for many years engaged in the enforcement
of the Federal Food and Dmigs Act.
CONSULTANT
Drugs — Medicine — Cosmetics — Foods
Label and Formula Requirements
RADIO ADVERTISING CONTINUITY
Consultant to drug and food manufacturers and
advertisers for the past eight years on labels, advertising, formulas and technical control of drugs,
medicines and foods subject to
REQUIREMENTS OF FEDERAL AND STATE LAWS
Shoreham Building
Washington, D. C.
Telephone District 1169
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ing dangerous to health if taken in
sufficiently large doses, and others,
he
argued,
claimed
for would
them. not do what was
Testimony as to the merits of
products which went far beyond
anything claimed in the continuities, according to station counsel,
was given by Dr. Norris under
examination by FCC counsel. This,
however, was admitted in evidence
over protests.
Dr. Norris, it was brought out,
has been a licensed physician for
some five years, most of which has
been spent in government service.
He was subjected to risrorous crossexamination by Mr. Searal.
Among other witnesses called bv
the FCC counsel were Charles F.
Bruening, E. N. Hashell, George
L. Kiernan, Horat;o Wales, George
P. Larrick, Frank W. Casey, all
attached to the Food & Drug Administration, and most of whom
testified as to analyses of products,
and Dr. William E. Clark, physic an of Washington, D. C. Mr.
Haley also appeared for the FCC
to
KNX.explain his investigation of
Mr. Larrick, chief inspector of
the Administration, testified that
his organization had been beseiged
with inquiries since the FCC began its program cleanup. He asserted that his bureau always
tries to answer inquiries and provides information if it has made
investigations of the particular
products. Even when there has
been
no invest'gation,
declared,
an effort
is made to he
inform
stations in a eeneral way, as to the
propriety of claims made for products and what they should guard
against.
KNX was Cooperative
SEVERAL witnesses, under examination by KNX counsel, stated the
Food & Drug Administration had
not taken punitive action against
the manufacturers or distributors
of the products involved because
the law under which the Bureau
functioned extended only to labels
and claims made on them were insuf icient to warrant action.
Called to the stand, Mr. Haley
explained that KNX had "cooperated wholeheartedly" with him in
h s investigation, and that files
were thrown open so he could examine and extract those continuities he needed. He said he did not
"demand" this right, but that the
station executives "volunteered" it.
Asked under cross - exam nation
where he procured the information
which gave him knowledge of the
continuities and products, Mr.
Haley said his contacts with the
Food & Drug Administration, Post
Office Department and Trade Commission supplied it, and that he
procured from them all orders, citations and other documentary
data which kept him posted.
Mr. Haley estimated, under
cross-examination, that 109!' of
the total continuities he examine'!
were represented by the material
he extracted from KNX files and
which constituted the disputed
continuities involved in the hearng. He later asked to take the
stand and amend this figure to
about 5%. Data produced in depositions taken in Los Angeles
prior to the hearing, it was reported, showed that some 27% of
KNX revenues was from commercial accounts in the food, drue and
cosmetics field. Mr. Segal observed that this was "somewhat
under the network standards."

Mi
tadtio

±tatlon±

POWER
WHK is second in Cleveland— 2500 watts, daytime,
and 1000 watts night.
WAVE LENGTH
WHK's favorable wave
length and position on the
dial, plus its power, means
larger and more effective
coverage for WHK
tisers.

adver-

CHA'N AFFILIATIONS
WHK is a basic outlet on
the Columbia Network —
carrying all of the big
CBS Programs.
RATESrates are lower than
WHK
any other network station
in Cleveland.
LO<"AL ADVERTISING
WHK is Cleveland's most
listened-to station as evidenced by the fact that
more local advertising dollars are spent on WHK
than any other Cleveland
station.
To cover Northern Ohio
economically your logical
WHK.oldest
choicestation—
is Ohio's

/WHK\
/ HBBHJ3

\

, Radio Air Service Corp.
Terminal Tower - - Cleveland, Ohio
H. K. Carpenter General Mgr.
C. A. McLaughlin, Sales Mgr.
FREE AND SLEININCER, Inc.
Natici at Representatives
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TRANSCRIPTIONS
ADDITIONAL transcription accounts
placed on various stations are reported
as follows by National Advertising
Records, these being supplemental to
the lists carried in previous issues of
Broadcasting :

A
T

SWEE

American Bakeries Co., Atlanta (Merita bread & cake)
American Gas Machine Co., Albert
Lea, Minn, (gas heaters)
cines) & Co., Worcester, Mass (mediBrewer

SPOT

FOR
YOU!
Whatever -gj^ $P
list, you^re not gemngdienceunlegs
theLomsvaieraJ ^
you use a Lo u
from
Station WAVE
g audience,
e^>c
40% to 50% of th
g
at a cost of J7f.00per q
(6to 10 P.M )Nora9^l u9 teIly6u
aretiopu
n,lling
w WAv
VE a
ho
ertviser* sta
advo
J^I
^.B-^
on this favorite
«""9=
Re
National pr««"'

Dr. W. B. Caldwell, Inc., Monticello,
111. (syrup pepsin)
California Fig Syrup Co., Wheeling,
W. Va.
Ex-Lax, Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Fellows Medical Mfg. Co., Inc., New
York
soap) (sherrin)
Fels & Co., Philadelphia (Fels-naptha
First National Stores, Somerville,
Mass. (chain stores)
F. W. Fitch Co., Des Moines (shampoo)
J. A. Folger & Co., Kansas City, Mo.
(coffee )
Golden State Co., Ltd., San Francisco
(dairy products)
Health-O-Quality Products Co., Cincinnati (cream corn starch)
D. Hill Nursery Co., Dundee, 111.
John Irving Shoe Co.. Hartford, Conn.
The Leslje E. Keeley Co., Dwight, 111.
( the Keeley treatment I
LeeRazor)
& Schiffer, Inc., New York (Rolls
Miracul
Wax wax)
Co., St. Louis (DriBrite liquid
E. R. Parker Dental System, Boston
Penn Tobacco Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
(Kentucky Winners Cigarettes).
Chas. H. Phillips Chemical Co., New
York (Phillips beauty cream)
Railway Express Agency, New York
clothing)
The Schwob Co., Columbus, O. (men's

Golfdom's Greatest Show
Aired for WKY
Listeners

greatest
MIDDLE of last month the world's
golf show pitched its big-top in Oklahoma
City for a 7-day stand. To the national P. G. A.
all the bigtournament came
championshipgame
Upper left
Roving the
reporter— following
. . . Hagen, Sarazen, Armour,
shots of the
play on the ground
, Smith, Diegel, Runyan and more than
Laffoon
100 others.
with wave
portable
transmitter. shortNever before had such a galaxy of scintillatCircle — Short-wave resimultaneously on an Oklastarsgolfsparkled
ing homa
ceiver and remote amcourse.
roof. plifiers on clubhouse
Oklain
golfer
every
WKY,
And, homathrough
was in the gallery that followed each
Above — One of five
match, seeing every drive, every approach,
strategically placed
golfof
t
near-grea
and
great
the
towers
fromnouncerswhich
anas
putt
every fought for supremacy.
called the
dom
shots on the greens and
By consistently airing such special features
tees below.
of local interest with the finest local and network programs,
WKY is first in pop>tflBW
__
, ..... „ <->jTfT,v
ularity with O k 1 a- JVV%k
OKLAHOMA
CITY
homa listeners . . . A Hi
NBC AFFILIATE
and consequently IAJa^V
Affiliated
with advertisers. WW
the Times, with
and The
the Daily
FarmerOklahomari,
-Stockman
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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— E. KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY

dios) Patent, Ltd., Newark, N. J.
Spratfs
(dog food )
Stewart-Warner Corp., Chicago (raSwartchild & Co., Chicago (jewelry)
Tablet #66
Labs., Los Angeles (rheumatic tablets)
Torgsin
Stores,
New York (Torgsin
real)
products)
Wheatena Corp., Rahway, N. J. (ceSTANDARD
RADIO
Holly-of
wood, announces
the Inc.,
addition
KGIR, Butte, Mont., WDAE, Tampa,
KFXM, San Bernardino, Gal., and
KREG, Santa Ana, Cal., to the list
of subscribers to the Standard Program Library Service.
THE Pacific Coast office of World
Broadcasting System on Oct. 15 started to record 27 15-minute transcriptions of Frank Luther and His Americans for an unnamed Eastern sponsor through the New York office of
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc.
TRANSCRIPTION Service Bureau,
Hollywood, has sold its contract
bridge disc series to KOL. Seattle ;
KFPY, Spokane; KSL, Salt Lake
City; KFEL, Denver; WHB. Kansas City; KSO, Des Moines; WHIO.
Dayton ; WRC, Washington. A total
of 20 stations now carry the feature,
originated by C. C. Mcintosh, transcription producer.
ROSIORTJCIAN ORDER, San Jose,
Cal., (religious) is recording a series
of 13 quarter-hour transcriptions,
Mysteries of Life, educational talks,
at Titan Productions Inc., San Francisco, for use in the Midwest and
East. The Order now sponsors a
Wednesday night quarter-hour program of the same title on KNX. Hollywood. Frederick Seid. San Francisco, is the agency.
EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS Inc.,
Tarzana, Cal., has recorded a new
series of 39 quarter-hour Tarzan discs
at Recorders Inc., Los Angeles, and
expects
cember. to start a new series in DeALL RIGHTS to Once Upon a Time,
children'smusic,
fairyhave
talebeenprogram
original
acquiredvrith
by
Standard Radio Inc., Hollywood transcription firm, from American Radio
Features Syndicate Inc., Hollywood,
a competitive organization now occupied in producing its new Charlie
Chan series. Standard has sales rights
to the Chan series in some territories.
A sales campaign on Once Upon a
Time for Christmas programs is
planned.
CARNATION Co. celebrated its
200th consecutive NBC - WEAF
broadcast Oct. 28 with its veteran
artists, including Morgan Eastman, onetime director of WENR,
and his orchestra taking part.
UNIVERSAL
Model E
Condenser Type
Microphone
Amazing quality at a sensationally lowwith
price.Auto90°
Swivel Head
matic Barometric Adjustment— 2-Stage Amplifier —
Non - Microphonic Tubes —
Solid
Bar
grating
—$35.28.tection — Polished Diaphragm
Aluminum Proand
Chrome Plated — Dealers Net Cash
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., Ltd.,
424 Warren Lane Inglewood, Calif. , U.S. A

STUDIO

NOTES

RADIO acoustic developments wen
demonstrated Oct. 19 by CBS whi-i
WABC, New York, key station of thj
network, originated a parade of lj
acts originating in studios design <
for different types of broadcasts. Tl
11 CBS studios in New York ha^ j
been completely altered to increa;
fidelity, under the direction of Dr. I
E. Free, electrical engineer, and E<
win K. Cohan, CBS technical dire
tor. In the special program Dr. Fr<
went from studio to studio, explainii
their particular design and merit,
sound effects demonstration w s
staged by Irvin Reis. In each of tl
studios wooden panels and floor anj
ceiling design are constructed so the
vibrate at the same speed as tin
sounds from . the programs for whk
they are adapted.
NBC Hollywood studios, schedule
for dedication Nov. 15, will not 1 j
ready before Nov. 30, according 1
NBC West Coast offices. The studi<
are to be designated by their chi<
decorative colors.
WOR, Newark, has created a specii
features division, in its press depar
ment,
supervised
G. W. (Johnny1
Johnstone,
public byrelations
directo
Jerry Danzig, formerly with the Net;
York Evening Journal, will assi:
Johnstone in the new division, whir
will take charge of luncheons, speal i
ers and other special events as we I
as
stunl
and creating
features sports
of that programs,
type.
TWO of the new studios at W J.II
Chicago, have been completed an
work on the rest of the station il
progressing
rapidly.
"NoStudi
A<
mittance" sign
on the The
door of
B really means what it says now
any one disregarding the sign an
stepping inside would have a drop c
about 15 feet — the floor has been r<
moved.
FOUR contracts were sold the firs
two days after installation of specif
audition chambers by WOWO, Foi
Wayne, Ind.
WKRC, Cincinnati, about to broac
cast from Crosley Field, recently
found 15 minutes before the broac
cast was to start that four wires o
the 40 sets on top of the grandstan
had been clipped. The wires, wit
ten inches cut off, were those o
WKRC. Quick patching by Chie
Engineer Frank Dieringer enable
Dick Bray, sports commentator, t
go on the air as scheduled.
THREE colleges have remote studio
for broadcasts over WBIG, Greens
boro, N. C, and a fourth may b
added. The three are Greensboro Col
lege.
versity Woman's
of North College
Carolina ofand the
A. &Uni1
College.
WOR, Newark, has issued its net
rate card, effective Nov. 15. Particu
lar attention is drawn to a list o
"station-tested" programs. The car
contains a prominent asterisk besid
changes of price and time.
WICC, Bridgeport, Conn., has issuei
a spiral-bound brochure presenting ii
terse fashion its coverage and marke
story. It is elaborately illustrated ii
red and black effects. Numerous shor
success stories are narrated.
WHEN the Presidential Speeia
paused in Omaha union station. KOI1
was waiting with remote equipment
While the President refused to talk
Paul Luther, staff announcer, gave i
description
of the crowd and excite
ment.

ftcudio Station,

STUDIOS

Tflmpfl •
CLEARWATER
WFIA-WSUN
, PFTERSBURG
fk V SERVING
CENTER TERRITORY
OF POPULATION
" THE FLORIDA'S
TAMPA TRADE
6Z0 KC • 5000 Watts Day . 1000 Night - Full Time
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Coverage

Bureau Still in Dark
(Continued from page 7)

he material being confidential, as
far as possible.
; Mr. Smelser explained why the
AB had decided to increase its
ills to four times daily in two;£ore cities, an increase from 150,JoO to 400,000 calls a year.
He was careful to warn adversers, however, that the value of
jurveys, in the present state of
ne art of audience analysis, is
fcrictly limited. Surveys in genial offer specific and interesting
lata, he explained, but frequently
^(hey are used as the source of
?[road conclusions. Users of surreys were advised not to jump at
'weeping conclusions every time
ihey see a set of audience survey
igures, but rather to accept them
.s depicting a small cross-section
■f a specific audience in a particular place at one definite time.
He indicated that surveys by ralio stations and networks offer
valuable source material for adversers in their studies of markets
ind how best to reach them, but
again warned of the dangers of
irawing too many conclusions.
Eager for Radio Data
"kS
MEMBERS
questioned
Mr.
Smelser
on the question
of surveys, the conclusion became more
and more obvious, as had been the
ijase at the ANA sessions a year
'ago, that advertisers are eager to
learn more about radio and are
quite willing, in many cases, to
admit that they are not any too
well informed on the subject.
At the ANA radio session a year
!ago, advertisers had spoken with

WMBG
CBS
Outlet
RICHMOND
VA.
Make

Your
In A

Major
Low
We

Test

Market
At
Cost

not only broadcast but
Merchandise
Your Program

Ask

About

Merchandising
•

Our
Service

Representatives
NEW YORK
Hibbard Aver
CHICAGO
Furgason &. Aston

November
;

some spirit about the rising cost
of talent and the competition for
popular radio acts. This subject
was not brought up at the present
possibly because
session,
ing
departments
are not adyex'tisquite so
budget-pinched this year. It had
been proposed last year to set up a
talent bureau for the voluntary interchange of data on talent costs
(actual, not reputed). Apparently
the idea died a-borning. Scarcely
an advertiser could be found who
had any recollection of the plan.
Audit Bureau Still Pends
AT THE OPENING session of the
convention, held Oct. 28 behind
locked doors, President Allyn B.
Mclntyre outlined ANA activities
of the past year, including inauguration of the Advertising Research
Fourjdation and work of the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting.
The broadcasting research group,
headed by Mr. Peabody, originally
was to have been a part of the
Foundation, but it was separated
from that body when the "Committee of 15" began last spring to
lay the foundation for a joint radio
audit organization.
So far the audit bureau plan has
been confined to discussions among
the three groups For the ANA, Mr.
Peabody, Paul B. West, newly
elected president, and A. W. Lehman, ass't managing director have
been actively concerned with the
project, but it still is in the discussion stage although started almost
a year ago.
Mr. Mclntyre outlined the
achievements of the Cooperative
Analysis of Broadcasting, which
for several years has been operated
by the ANA to inform members of
program popularity. He explained
that the analysis now will involve
400,000 individual calls a year,
having recently been stepped up to
that figure from 150,000 calls. The
enlarged analysis is expected to
provide a more accurate cross-section of public program preferences
and to cover additional territoryQuestioned on the purported
high rate of mortality among radio
advertisers, as quaintly presented
in a novel ANPA survey recently,
a number of advertisers indicated
that it offered an unfair picture of
the situation. One representative
went so far as to say that he believed most advei'tisins: folk "had
tossed it out the window" because
of its obvious fallacies. His view
was that the survey really had
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WWNC

proved to be a boomerang due to
its
easily perceived omissions and
distortions.
How Advertisers Are Spending
THE first report of the ANA's
new Advertising Research Foundation was made at the opening session by Bernard Lichtenberg, who
is directing the recently instituted
series of advertising and marketing studies. In compiling the advertising-sales ratios, Mr. Lichtenberg told Broadcasting, questionnaires were sent to 2,118 companies, with some 300 complete replies
being received. These replies come
from companies spending $70,000,000 for advertising in 1935.
Analyzing advertising expenditures for 1935 and their relation
to net sales, Mr. Lichtenberg, an
ex-president of ANA, announced
that consumer advertisers as a
whole are spending 9.13% of net
sales in 1935 for advertising, an
increase of .23% over the figure
last year. The ratio, however, is
.50% under that of 1933, Mr. Lichtenberg found.
In the consumer lines, the ratio
of advertising expense to net sales
volume varies from 37.8% for proprietary medicines to 2.15% for
textiles. Among other ratios are:
drugs and toilet articles, 25.87%;
soft drinks, 15.56%; jewelry,. clocks
and silverware, 8.85% ; paint, varnish and removers, 8.77%; grocery
products, 8.47%; petroleum, 7.70%.
Others on the research committee are Dr. M. W. Stofer, vice
president, in charge of advertising,
Norwich Pharmacal Co.; Herbert
Matz, sales promotion manager,
Graybar Electric Co.; Theodore
(Continued on page 65)

IT

TAKES

PROGRAMS
As a member

of NBC

Network features, combined
with local showmanship,
WHIO Ohio's
madefavorite.
soon radio
new
Now as
a member of both the basic
Red and Blue Networks of
NBC, WHIO offers advertisers an increased audience at
no additional cost.

39 S. LUDLOW

■ DAYTON,

O.

$11,000,000.00

i ASSAGE by Congress of the Minnesota Fire Sufferers' Claims Bill, and its approval by the President,
means that into the lap of Northern Minnesota eleven
million dollars will be poured. And — it will start to
come almost immediately!
ElEVEN

million dollars is quite a chunk of buying

power, especially when it's velvet. And it will be spent
with all the willingness with which easy money is spent.
Residents of Northern Minnesota listen in on WEBC
from the time they turn it on in the morning until
they turn it off with one hand at night, as they turn off
the lights with the other.
WEBC

$245,000,000.00
front Cotton, Corn and
Tobacco Crops!

rate cards and program details; we'll fade you!
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basic

Red Network, WHIO went
on the air February 9, 1935.

ASHEVILLE, N. C.
Full Time NBC Affiliate 1,000 Watts

Here's a sizeable sum of North
Carolina money that will be
spent during the next few
months. Get your share
through WWNC — the only radio station in prosperous Western North Carolina.

!

is a "natural" as a medium

for alert advertisers
and merchandisers who warm up a "come eleven" for
those eleven million EXTRA dollars! Send now for

WEBC
Head

of the Lakes Broadcasting

DULUTH

Co.

SUPERIOR
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FCC

Advances
Plan for Power Boosts
(Continued from page 9)
Father Goes Afishin'
and of supplanting them with 1,000
WWL, New Orleans, has injected realignment. The original
augurated a new service for
watt regionals within the cities
theory advanced by the Engineerfishermen and week-enders on
themselves. Now all of these staing Department, that minimum
boat
trips
and campers. At
tions, using power of 5,000 watts
power on the 25 clear channels set
10:30 each Saturday night
and
more,
are
required
to
maintain
aside for high power rural coverrelatives or friends may send
transmitters outside of city
age should be 500,000 watts, ap- their
limits.
messages to boats in Louisparently will be revised. Instead,
iana, Mississippi or Florida
New Antenna Rules
consideration is being given to a
waters which are broadcast
minimum of 50,000 watts, rather
THE NEW antenna regulations
free.
If friend husband is
than the existing provision of a
afishin' and wifey wants to
maximum of that output, with adopted by the Broadcast Division
know where he hid the family
(Rule 131) specify that all applithose stations desiring to do so
cants for new, additional or difpurse,
hubbyamends.
can hustle
being allowed to go to 500,000
ferent broadcast facilities and all
and made
The home
idea
watts.
licenses
requesting
authority
to
is proving very popular.
This grows out of the finding move the location of the station,
that equipment companies are not shall specify a radiating system,
prepared to turn out as many as the efficiency of which complies
two dozen gigantic 500,000 watt
FCC specified minimum heights rewith the requirements of good enquired for stations on particular
plants. It is also felt that the FCC
gineering practice for the class
should not place itself in the posi- and power of the station. It said frequencies.
It stated
a review of antenna
systemsthatused
by
tion of forcing stations to expend
also the FCC will publish from
stations
revealed
that
many
ansuch huge amounts as $500,000
time
to
time
specifications
deemed
tennas in use do not comply with
each for transmitters of that
necessary to meet the requirements
good
engineering
requirements. In
energy. The view now seems to be of
good engineering practice, and
that 25 of the 40 clear channels
many cases, it said, efficient radithat no licensee will be permitted
should be "earmarked" for evenating systems would increase covto change the height or supporting
erage more than could be accomtual 500,000 watts, with the in- structures or make any other
plished by doubling power.
stal ations to take place if, as and
changes
in
their
antennas
which
Modulation Orders
when the FCC in its judgment
will
"measurably
alter
the
radiafinds it expedient to allow it, or
tion
patterns,
except
upon
written
THE
MODULATION
meter order
when the stations themselves re- application to and authority from
adopted Oct. 29 (Rule 139), reads
quest such authority. Moreover, it
as follows:
theIn Commission."
is believed that in mass production,
adopting the regulation, the
(a)tion will
A not
licensee
of a broadcast
stathe manufacturing companies, notbe authorized
to operate
ably RCA and Western Electric,
a transmitter unless it is capable of
should be able to cut the cost of
delivering satisfactorily the authorized
Get Business in Montana
power with a modulation of at least
500,000 watt amplifiers for existing 50,000 watt transmitters to
85%. atedWhen
transmitter not
is operwith 85%the modulation,
over
KGIR
nerhaps half the cost of WLW's
10%
combined
audio
frequency
installation, which was about
Use—
monics shall be generated by harthe
Only Station in Butte
$500,000— possibly even less.
transmitter.
Montana's Largest City
(b) All broadcast stations shall, on
KNX And WGN Applying
and after Nov. 1, 1936, have in operFIRST to respond to the disclosure
of the FCC super-power plan was
KNX, Hollywood, which entered an
application Oct. 28 for 500,000
watts, amending its previous appliIncreased
and
Intensified
cation for 250,000. WGN, Chicago,
also has indicated that it will
shortly file a 500,000 watt application, and it is known that similar
IOWA
NETWORK
moves are contemplated by WSM.
Nashville; KFI, Los Angeles, and
Coverage
the New York and Chicago key
stations of NBC and CBS.
Indications are that the clear
channel proposed rule, which would
reduce the number of exclusive
waves from 40 to 25, and possibly
provide for duplication of stations
on the remainder, will be forthcoming from the Engineering Department within six weeks or two
months. The jam occasioned on
the regional realignment, however,
may delay submission of this proposal.
Along with the clear channel
itfl
^ed*°J\ntense
64rtiaty
recommendations, it is likely the
front ne
Engineering Department will sub.
mit proposals for opening of three
s,H«„i«es--TLties °\ ?t story- Sa»
new channels in the 1500-1600 kilo^^^^
cycle band for additional local stations, all using identical radiators.
Included with this may also be
proposed rules covering ultra-high
frequency experimental broadcasting, now coming into prominence
among those who foresee the day
when the experimental restrictions
will be lifted and multitudes of
stations will be operating in the
range above 30,000 kilocycles for
purely local coverage. Presumably
each of the proposed rules, when
passed upon by the Broadcast Division, will be made the basis of
general hearings to consider the
feasibility of their adoption.
There is some talk of eliminating
NBC BASIC BLUE
KSO NBC BASIC BLUE
CBS BASIC
the stations on the four so-called
Cedar Rapids-Wotcrh
Dcs Moines WMT
Dcs Moines
KRNT
"high-power" regionals altogether,
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ation a modulation monitor approv
by the Commission.
(c) The operating percentage
modulation of all stations shall b(
maintained as high as possible con
sistent with good quality of transmit
sion and good broadcast practice arr
in no case less than 85% on peaks d
frequency recurrence during any sele<
tion which normally is transmitted a:
the
highest level of the program und«consideration.
(d) The Commission will, fror
time to time, publish the specification;
requirements for approval, and a lis
of approved modulation monitors.
It was pointed out in connectio
with this action that percentage o
modulation is important in the cov
erage of a station. Observations o
many stations, it was said, has re
vealed that the maximum percent
age varies widely, with the resul
that many stations do not rende
the service that their assignment i;
capable of rendering, and tha
some stations overmodulate, result
ing in impaired quality and imper |
feet reception. These conditions, i i
was stated, can be materially im
proved if all stations are equippec
with modulation meters to deter
mine the percentage of modulatioi
at all times — a step which the nev
rule accomplishes. The regulatioi
grows out of informal conference;
with all manufacturers of trans
mitting equipment held by the En
gineering Department last Sprint
and Summer. It is estimated thai'
the cost per installation of a mod
ulation meter will be from $150 tc
All told, it has been estimatec
that
$400. the entire reallocation projeel
encompassed in the FCC plan, ii
finally adopted, will mean expenditures on the part of all classes oi
stations ranging between $35,000,000 and $50,000,000.
Auto

Show

Promotion

NBC has issued a four-page booklet in the interest of the Auto Show
which will be held at the Grand
Central Palace, New York, and
thereafter in various other parts
of the country. The booklet is
printed on hand made paper and
tells about the Sunday, Nov. 3,
8-8:45 p. m. broadcast, which is
titled The Horseless Carriage.
NBC issues such a booklet every
year just before Automobile Show
time. This year, of course, automobile shows will be held earlier,
than usual because of the change
in production schedules by the leading manufacturers to steady emmotiveployment
industry.fluctuations in the auto-

MUNCIE

BROADCASTING

LEADS
NATION!
The report
of theCredit
National Retail
Assn. shows credit
sales increased 40% in
average
of 8.9%.
Muncie
against
nation's
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New

Antenna

Regulations Promulgated

by FCC

Jolliffe

Resigns to Join
(Continued from page 9)

the close of business November 12,
1935. The past five and a half years
during which I have been associated
with the Federal Radio Commission
and this Commission have been both
profitable and enjoyable to me and it
has been a privilege and a pleasure
to be associated with the members of
the Commission and its staff. I wish
to express my appreciation of the
opportunity that has been given me to
render some assistance in laying the
foundation for the future work of the
Federal Communications Commission.
The FCC post pays $9,000 annually. The Engineering Department embraces all technical frequency activities of the FCC as
well as wire line and telephone
communications. The engineering
staff totals some 50 employes. Dr.
Jolliffe was the first regularly retained chief engineer of the former Radio Commission, his predecessors during the preceding three
years having been loaned by other
departments of the government to
the then temporary radio regulatory body. He came from the Bureau of Standards to the Radio
Commission.
Both Assistant Chief Engineers
Jett and Ring have been with the
FCC since its creation, and were
with the Radio Commission before
that, though in subordinate capacities. Lieut. Jett is a retired naval
officer and has been in charge of
services other than broadcasting
since Dr. Jolliffe became chief engineer in 1930. Mr. Ring, formerly an engineer on the staff of General Electric Co., in Schenectady,
has been identified with broadcasting matters since he joined the
Radio Commission in 1928.
Lieut. Comdr. Craven, who re1000 1100 1200 1300 U00 1500 1600
FREQUfflJCI Hi KILOCYCLES
1000 watts night and day, or a
'/HIS
the minimum
minimum effective field intensity
:hysicalgraph
heightshows
of antenna
proper
at one mile of 150 mv/m for 1
r minimum effective field intensity
kilowatt.
hat stations must have before additional facilities will be granted
C — All stations other than dominant
nder Rule 131 adopted Oct. 31 by
clear channel stations having an
operating power night or day
'CC. icalThe
minimum
actual
physgreater than one kilowatt and less
vertical heights of antennas
than 25 kilowatts, or a minimum
'emitted to be installed are shown
effective field intensity at one mile
y curves A, B, C, and D of Figof
175 mv/m for one kilowatt.
ire 1 as follows:
D
—
All
dominant clear channel stai — Local channel stations, 100 watts
night and 250 watts day, or a
tions and all other stations having
minimum effective field intensity
a maximum operating power night
or day of over 10 kilowatts, or a
:j watts.
at one mile of 40 mv/m for 100
minimum effective field intensity
at
one mile of 200 mv/m for one
3 — Regional channel, limited time,
kilowatt.
day etc. stations 250 watts to
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Frank Black Honored
FRANK BLACK, NBC general
music director, has been made an
Officer with Palms of the French
Academy
recognition
his services to in
French
artistsof and
for
promoting wider knowledge of
French music in America.

local rate.
You
can't
fool local advertisers!

mm
AND

radio
broadcasting
other rad'o
services.
He was and
responsible
for
the introduction of many technical
rules to increase efficiency in broadcasting and has had much to do
with the drafting of international
radio regulations through appointment to these conferences either
as a delegate or technical advisor.

Take a tip from KFPY's
local advertisers, over

90%

OLDEST

signed from the Navy several
years ago to enter a consulting
engineering practice, had served
as acting chief engineer of the
Radio Commission in its earlier
days. He has held many important communications assignments
in the Navy, among them the assignment as chief of the Radio Division of the Bureau of Construction and Repair.
Dr. Dellinger was the first acting chief engineer of the Radio
Commission, having been loaned to
that agency in 1928, a few months
after it was created as a purely
temporary body. He is recognized
as onescientists,
of the and
nation's
radio
it wasforemost
largely
upon his recommendation that Dr.
Jolliffe, then his chief aide, was
named as the first permanently
assigned Radio Commission chief
engineer.
Dr. Jolliffe was responsible in
large measure for the technical
regulations now in force affecting

ON

Spokane,

RCA
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REPRESENTATIVES
J. H.Madison
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PROGRAM

It's hot stuff these days . . . and
WMEX is providing it in full to
GREATER BOSTON'S quarter
million Italian population. Our
four 15 - minute Italian News
Periods daily assure this responsive audience all the latest developments inthe Ethiopian campaign.
Open to limited
number of
participating
sponsors.

WMEX
1500 kc — 250 w L.S. — 100 w N.
HOTEL MANGER

— BOSTON

In America's Fourth Market
Tel. CAPitol 7560 — Teletype Bos. 157

NOTES

A 1,000-MILE remote control was
operated by WSM, Nashville, Oct.
18, on the eve of the VanderbiltFordham game in New York, when
the station carried on its Campus
Theatre of the Air a big Vanderbilt
rally in the Ambassador Hotel, New
York. Jack Harris of the WSM staff
went to New York to make the arrangements. Among noted alumni of
the Nashville institution who participated were
Davis, Grantland Rice
andNorman
James Melton.
PLANNING a Man-on-the-Street proKSD has
Frank
chen togram,man
the selected
microphone
for Esthe
twice-weekly 15-minute broadcasts,
with Presto Razor Blade Co., St.
Louis, as sponsor. Every person
coming to the mike will be given a
sample of the product. Two attractive girls will dispense the samples.
KSD presented George Rector, famous chef, and Mrs. Rafi Mottahedeh,
wife of a Persian importer, in recent
Distinguished Visitor programs.
TRIBUTE to WWVA, Wheeling,
W. Va., was paid by the city and
listeners over a wide area on the station's second annual Harvest Home
Festival Day. Climaxing the event
was the 133d performance of the
WWVA Jamboree in the Capitol theatre, with 3.845 tickets sold while
another 1500 tried to get in. A big
increase in business was shown by all
Wheeling stores during the day, with
city streets being jammed from morning to midnight.
WFBL, Syracuse, has signed for a
month of daily dramatized announcements for the local agent of State
Mutual Assurance Co. Continuity
presents situations common to the
average family. The announcements
are 200 words, broadcast daily at 8
a. m.

PlTTSBURGHERS
NEIGHBORS

AND

THEIR

PREFER

This insures a bulk
audience

over

WCAE

STEEL

THE PLAN for interexchange of
outstanding program ideas between
KYA, San Francisco, and WINS,
New York, Hearst Itadio outlets,
went into effect Jet. 21 when WINS
presented the first in a series of
sketches entitled America that have
proven sn<eessful on the West Coast.
The sei its consists of thumb-nail
sketches of famous Americans, interspersed by appropriate musical selections. In exchange, KYA will present the WINS feature Pipsqueak
Pippins, novelty orchestral group,
which was organized by the WINS
staff orchestra about a year ago. The
group consists of members of the orchestra playingstyle.
popular songs ' of the
day in "rube"
BORDEN-WIELAND Co., Chicago
(milk), has initiated a series of
broadcasts direct from the marriage
license bureau in Chicago, broadcast
from 1 :45 to 2 p. m., Monday, Wednesday and Friday, over WGN, Chicago, with Quin Kyan
as announcer
and interviewer.
Couples
applying
for licenses and officials of the bureau
are brought before the microphone
and some of the regular proceedings
are also broadcast. The sponsor donates a month's
supply of Agency
milk to:
each couple
interviewed.
Hanff-Metzger Inc., Chicago.
WSM, Nashville, has moved its Grand
Ole Opry to the Hillsboro Theatre,
the dio
newhaving500-capacity
auditorium-stuproved inadequate
despite
the fact that three sets of visitors
are admitted to each of the weekly
programs.
In the theatre 2,400 will
day.
be able to see the show each Satur"HOME TOWN", a sustaining feature of the Federal Housing Administration, began Oct. 10 over an NBCWEAF193network
as a morning serial
4
dramatization|£
byJPeter Dixon of a
mythical
town
with
a female mayor.
During

Why don't you find
out about the
AIR

Program on Fire
DURING one of his sponsored morning broadcasts
over WIP, Philadelphia, and
WMCA, New York, Rev.
George A. Palmer, Hasbrouck Heights, N. J., broadcasting from his home, described afire in his cellar. The
blaze started during the
broadcast and Rev. . Palmer
punctuated the Morning
Cheer program with a description of the fire and the
activity of firemen. His
pet chow (Chang) discovered
the fire, scratching on the
cellar door until Mrs. Palmer
opened it and a cloud of
smoke swept upward. Damage was slight.

Hawaiia

n /jL

TEST?

FrIommporUt.sS.
Amounted
to $250,000 Per Day.
♦
KG MB is the best adverMarket.tising buy in this typical American

PITTSBURGH
National
HEARST
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BASIC NBC

RED NETWORK

Representative
RADIO

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

"CALLING ALL CARS," wee
from KHJ, Los Angeles, to Califor
stations of the Don Lee-CBS netwi
for the Rio Grande Oil Co., Los 1
geles,
on Oct.and23 changed
presentedthethestyln
lOi'J
performance
the crime dramatization which is w
ten in collaboration with police I
partments of the west. The new st
will eliminate all narrative and \
include only straight dramatic act
plus atmospheric music. Bill Robs
of Hixson - O'Donnell Inc., Los 1
geles agency, produces the feature.
COOPERATING with Newark poli
WOR, that city, broadcast an app
to the radio audience for informat
concerning the Dutch Schultz ga
massacre Oct. 23. The program, si
over MBS, was the. first major f
ture since the formation of the n
WOR special features department.
KRNT, Des Moines, broadcast fr
the 10th annual food show in 1
Moines Oct. 14-19, with a commerr
program,
inquiring
reporter
taining show
aired each
day, and
as ws
as a preview before the official opi
ing. Lowell Blanchard, announcer 1
KSO,
Moines, sister station, vf
master Des
of ceremonies.
THE LONGEST crow and the sho
est quack were aired by WMT, AY]
terloo, la., during the Dairy Cat!
Congress Exposition. Roosters, du<J
and livestock were induced to p|
form before the microphone by da j
ening coops and stalls with blankc J
removal of the blankets creating J
fake dawn for William Spargro I
WMT program director.
A SERIES of ten education progra I
to bring leading scientists and edu ]
tors before the microphone has be J
started by WIP, Philadelphia, in ]
operation with the Pennsylvania A j
and Sciences Society and 16 hij
schools. At 2 :30 each Monday aft !
noon student bodies of these schoassemble in their auditoriums a
hear programs from the WIP studi
with slides illustrating the mater
synchronized with the lecturer's voi]
HERMAN CREDIT Co., Philad
phia,
through
Harrycity,Feigenbaum
Service,
of that
broadcasts A< I
lutes to various sections of Philad
phia,
over groups
WIP, giving
with narrators
dramatic
highlights
city history. Weekly neighborly
papers have been devoting consid
able space to the programs.
WITH ITS weekly program Edtu
Hon in theMondays,
News on 7an:30NBC-WEJ
network.
p. m., tf
Office of Education will include "M
tion Picture
a serv 1
provided
by theBookmarks",
Cleveland Public
brary for 12 years.
KFEL-KVOD, Denver, offers play-11
professional
play
broadcastsfootball
Sunday games,
afternoonsusi "
Western Union reports. Brown Pi
ace Hotel and Casanova night clsponsor the programs.
WSM,
Nashville,
in October
ed the third
anniversary
of itseelebr;:
Ra<
Kitchen and of Mary Lyles Wils
as supervisor. The program has be
broadened to accommodate clubs a
housewives'
to attend in groups
a body. who are invit
TWO half-hour periods have be
adopted
for Don
the Lee-CBS
Happy-Go-Luc
Hour
on the
netwoi
which now originates alternat*
from KFRC, San Francisco, a
KHJ, Los Angeles. Sam Moore
in charge at San Francisco and B
Goodwin at Los Angeles.
GATES

KQMB
HONOLULU
, HAWAII
FRED i. HART, Prnidanl and Gtnttal Manasn
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE. CALIFORNI AN HOTEL

Manufacturers el

Everything in Speech—
Remote—
Transcription
and Microphone
Equipment
GATES RADIO & SUPPLY CO
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
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Convention

of ANA

Log

(Continued from page 61)
7l||rvin, advertising manager, Her;s Powder Co.; C. L. Reisner,
ertising manager, De Laval
jarator Co.; Ed Loew Gouedy,
-ertising manager, Eagle-Picher
es Co.; W. K. Page, Addressoph-Multigraph Corp.
Resale Price Maintenance

KROLD THOMAS, of the Cenkiv Co., opened the Tuesday
rning meeting with a paper on
ale price maintenance laws. He
nted out in his speech, titled
arketing Under State Fair
ide Laws", that most plans to
:vent price-cutting have been
:lared illegal or are so expensive
operate that any benefit to the
ider or manufacturer is killed,
i ,p states, he said, have passed
( fir. trade or resale price mainteace laws and retailers are planig a drive for a similar federal
asure.
[. W. Digges, member of the bar
Virginia and New York, prered an address on piracy of adirtising ideas and how to guard
'ainst damage suits of this type,
is address was read by W. H.
ahy, advertising manager of
■nnison Mfg. Co.
In the afternoon advertising by
ecified industries was discussed,
esiding were: Automotive accesries, B. A. Broughton, Willard
orage Battery Co.; department
are merchandising, A. O. Buck?ham, Cluett, Peabody & Co.
distilled products, Carleton
2aly, Hiram Walker Inc.; drug
d toilet articles, H. W. Roden,
hnson & Johnson; grocery prod'Its, Daniel F. Gerber, Gerber
'•oducts Co.; industrial advertisJb, Ralph Leavenworth, WestingifAuse Electric & Mfg. Co.; insurjice, Arthur A. Fisk, Prudential
surance Co. of America; petroum, Ben N. Pollak, Richfield Oil
fop. of New York.
Attention to Marketing
ron'ENstarted
SESSIONS
the convenon the ofnight
of Oct.
I with a Monte Carlo, strictly an
i r'jitertainment feature.
At the
r ednesday morning session Launce G. Meads, International
rinting Ink Corp., and a former
utner in Blackman
Adv. Inc.,
: cently reorganized, discussed the
lemistry of color and recent defelopments. H. A. Haring, distribution expert, explained how to
liminate waste in marketing. His
ibject was "A Yardstick to Take

W

PROMOTION

WREN's Prancing Steeds Much
In Demand in Midwest

TO PROMOTE good will, WREN,
Lawrence, Kan., has coralled some
40 chestnut ponies from which it
has entered five teams, trained to
a small circus wagon, in parades,
fairs and livestock shows.
The ponies are freighted from
town to town and the demand for
them has become so great in Kansas, Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska and
Oklahoma that a second group is
being trained.
Both cities and small towns have
taken to the WREN ponies. No
commercial advertising is employed
in showing them nor is any mention made over the air. The advertising isdone by word of mouth
from town to town and the ponies
are placed on display only by
chambers of commerce and other
civic groups.
the Guess Out of Marketing".
Effie I. Raitt, president of American Home Economics Association,
spoke on "What Business Should
Do to Remove Consumer Suspicion". Her viewpoint was that adshould "discard
and discreditvertisers
those who
are unfair
in
your elimination
ranks" to ofpave
the waydoubt
for
the
consumer
as to advertisers' claims.
At the afternoon gathering,
President Mclntire gave his review
of the broadened sphere of advertising research. Malcolm McNair,
professor of marketing and director of research, Graduate School of
Business Administration, Harvard
University, discussed "The Right
to Advertise". Raymond Rubicam, of Young & Rubicam Inc.,
New York, pointed the way to cooperation among buyers and sellers
of advertising as well as advertising agencies.
Closing the convention was the
26th annual banquet, with President Mclntyre presiding. The
speaker was Willard M. Kiplinger,
writer of specialized Washington
letters. Entertainment was provided by CBS.

ON WBNX

MARKS

FIRST — Increased space —
additional studios.

THE
SPOT

SECOND — High Fidelity
Speech Input Equipment.
NOW! — NEW 190 FOOT
V4 WAVE ANTENNA ! ! I

WBNX-Ncw
1, 1935

York

WLWDrops Gruen Series
But Later Reinstates It
APPEALS to FCC Chairman
Prall and various members of
Congress, including Senator
Wheeler, led WLW, Cincinnati, on
Oct. 22 to reinstate the semi-weekly
Washington Merry-Go-Round program sponsored by Gruen Watch
Co. over the Mutual Broadcasting
System after the station had cancelled. WLW dropped the program, itwas alleged, because Drew
Pearson and Robert S. Allen, who
conduct the colloquy and write the
widely used newspaper column under the same title, had discussed
the manufacture of munitions
equipment in Cincinnati and had
told an anecdote regarding Secretary of State Hull. WLW told the
Cincinnati Post that it had cancelled because the program did not
meet its standards rather than
because of anything said in it.
The two Washington correspondents took their case to members of
Congress, who wired protests, Senator Wheeler sending a radiogram
from the S. S. President Grant at
sea, objecting to alleged censorship. WLW was to have been replaced by several other stations
which had been secured by MBS
and DeGarmo-Kilborn, New York,
agency for Gruen. However, it
was decided to go through with the
Tuesday and Saturday night series
on the original four - station MBS
network. The series is contracted
for 26 weeks, but discussions have
been held with NBC for its possible transfer to that network.
LAHTI, Finland's principal broadcaster, operating on the long wave
of 166 kc, will shortly increase its
power to 220,000 watts.

These events show why WBNX
gives you the New York market
intimately, intelligently and inexpensively !

Write For Booklet "Market Coverage"

• BROADCASTING

Plane Hits Antenna
APPARENT negligence was the
cause of the death of 0. K. Bevins,
former air mail pilot of Fort
Thomas, Ky., who crashed into the
antenna mast of WLW, at Mason,
0., on Oct. 18, according to a report from WLW received by the
FCC. The Bevins plane, en route
from Cincinnati to Detroit, struck
the tower and crashed 600 feet.
The tower at the time was illuminated, because of fog, despite the
fact that regulations do not require illumination during daylight
hours. Moreover, a large neon sign
also was lighted. The report stated
that the pilot apparently was unaware of his position until the
time the collision occurred. The
mast was not damaged and caused
no interruption to service.

WTMY
ST.

LOU

I S

AREA

Do It Economically
NBC

The saurus

Through UWTMV
SE

* Actually
2,327
Repliesa —300%
More Than
Increase Over the Same
2 Programs in September

B

MILESTONES

November

PONY

AFTER
THE CHANGE

Mail pours in upon CKLW in response to adult-appeal, song-guessing programs (no "give-away hook")— broadcast at a time usually devoted to children's
hours — facts which make this amazing mail response the more outstanding.
There is but one conclusion —CKLW's pulling power is greater today than
ever before— and CKLW is therefore the direct economy route to the thriving
Detroit-Windsor area! Use CKLW for greatest returns on your advertising dollar.
SERVING THE THRIVING
DETROIT-WINDSOR AREA
CKLW
WITH THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
REPRESENTATIVES ■
J. H. McGILLVRA, New York
JOHN KETTLEWELL, Chicago

UNION
GUARDIAN BLDG
Detroit OfficeWindsor Office:
GUARANTY TRUST BLDG.
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Decisions . . .
OCTOBER 15
WMAZ, Macon, Ga. — Granted CP change
equip.
NEW. CP
J. B.1420Roberts,
Granted
kc 100 Gastonia,
w unltd. N. C—
KGER,
Long
Beach,
Cal.
— Granted renewal 60 days.
KGIR,
Butte,
Mont.
—
Granted
renewal
license.
WNEW,
Newark
—
Granted
renewal
license.
KGB,
San
Diego
—
Granted
renewal
60
days.
KFAB, Lincoln, Neb. Granted extension exp. auth. synchronize with WBBM
LS to midnight to 2-1-36.
WSFA,
Montgomery,
Ala. — G ranted
auth.
antenna
measurement.
WPRP,
Ponce,
P.
R.
—
Granted modif.
CP extend completion.
WMAQ,
Chicago
—
Granted
license for
CP 670 kc 50 kw unltd.
WFLA-WSUN,
Clearwater,
Fla.—
ed license for CP 620 kc 1 kw N 5 Grantkw D
unltd.
WISN, Milwaukee — Granted license for
temp. auth. use former main transmitter
as auxiliary.
WKBV, Richmond, Ind. — Granted CP
move transmitter locally.
— Granted CP install 3
kwW1XAL,
auxiliary Boston
transmitter.
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— KBTM,
Jonesboro, Ark., granted extension temp,
auth. use present equip. ; WMAZ, Macon,
Ga., granted temp. auth. operate reduced
power 30tensiondays
; KIRO,710 Seattle,
extemp. auth.
kc 500 granted
w pending
signal survey ; WLLH, Lowell, Mass.,
granted temp. auth. operate without approved freq. monitor ; KGGF, Coffeyville,
Kan., same; KFIZ, Fond du Lac, Wis.,
granted temp. auth. spec, hours pending
action on applic. modif. license.
SET FOR HEARING — WTMV, E. St.
Louis, 111., applic. CP new equip., increase to 250 w D ; NEW, F. W. Atkinson,
Watsonville, Cal., applic. CP 1310 kc 250
w D ; KVSO, Ardmore, Okla., applic. CP
change equip., change from 100 w D to
100 w N 250 w D unltd. ; NEW, Continental Radio Co., Toledo, applic. CP 1210 kc
100 w N 250 D unltd. ; NEW, A. W.
Hayes, Erie, Pa., applic. CP directional
antenna N only 1270 kc 500 w N 1 kw D
unltd. ; NEW, A. O. Jenkins, Jacksonville,
Fla., applic. CP in docket amended to 1200
kc 100 w unltd. ; WTEL, Philadelphia, applic. CP in docket amended to 1230 kc 250
w N 500 w D unltd. ; KGFG, Oklahoma
City, applic. modif. license in docket
amended to 1370 kc 100 w unltd. ; KIT,
Yakima, Wash., applic. vol. assignment license to Valley Broadcasters Inc. ; NEW,
C. A. Rowley, Ashtabula, O., applic. CP
1200 kc 100 w D ; NEW, Clyde E. Britton,
Lima, O., applic. CP 950 kc 250 w D.
ACTION ON EXAMINERS' REPORTS
— NEW, Journal Co., Milwaukee, denied
CP 1010 kc 1 kw unltd., sustaining Examiner Hyde ; NEW, Head of the Lakes
Brdcstg. Co., Virginia, Minn., granted CP
1370 kc 100 w unltd., sustaining Examiner Hyde; WWJ, Detroit, granted CP
move transmitter, install new equip., increase from 1 to 5 kw D 920 kc 1 kw N
unltd., sustaining Examiner Hill; WAAF,
Chicago, granted CP change equip., move
transmitter and studio, increase from 500
w to 1 kw D, sustaining Examiner Hill.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED — WSCN,
Birmingham, CP 590 kc 1 kw unltd. ;
NEW, Philco Radio & Television Corp.,
Philadelphia, CP exp. station 42000, 56000,
60000, 86000 kc 250 w unltd. ■
APPLICATIONS DENIED— NEW, Palmer Brdcstg. Syndicate Inc., Cheyenne,
Wyo., CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW,
Clark
Fresno, Cal., CP 1370
kc 100 Standiford,
w D.
MISCELLANEOUS — WDRC, Hartford,
Conn., denied temp. auth. 5 kw D until
new antenna is completed ; WNBX,
Springfield, Vt., reconsidered and set aside
order granting applic. full time and granted temp, license 90 days, meantime WHIO
and WBNX must conduct field tests to determine interference; NEW, Paul Heitmeyer, Salt Lake City, denied motion to
strike from record KSL petition to intervene ; KFYR, Bismarck, N. D., granted
rehearing before Broadcast Division on
applic. renewal license, to be held 1-14-36
to provide opportunity to applicant to
present additional testimony, effective date
of
Commission's
decision
denyingSaltrenewal
postponed
indefinitely
; KSL,
Lake
City, granted petition intervene hearing
Mountain States Brdcstg. Corp. new station at Salt Lake City, also applic. Paul
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OCTOBER 14 TO OCTOBER 30, INCLUSIVE —
Heitmeyer new station at Salt Lake City ; D, simul.-D, share-WTRC N, sustaining
NEW, J. C. & E. W. Lee, d/b Riverside Examiner Walker; WKJC. Lancaster, Pa.,
Brdcstg. Co., Riverside, Cal., denied re- granted transfer of control to Mason Dixon
quest Commission immediately consider
Group Inc., also have studio &
applic. and grant in accordance with Ex. Radio
transmitter, granted vol. assignment liRep. ateofaction5-17-35,
820
kc
250
w
D
(immedicense
to Associated Broadcasters Inc., susimpossible because applic. Metro
taining Examiner Hill ; WBHS, HuntsBrdcstg.geles onCo.same
new freq.
stationnotat disposed
East Los of)
An- ; ville, Ala.,
dismissed with
prejudice
applic. move transmitter
& studio,
change
KMJ, Fresno, Cal., granted petition inter- hours, sustaining Examiner Seward.
vene applies. Harold H. Hanseth, Miles
ACTION ON CASE HEARD BY COM.
J. Janson,
Standiford, Julius Brun- BROWN
— T. Yount, d/b Universal Adv.
ton
for new Clark
stations.
Agency,
Laredo, Tex., denied auth. transRATIFICATIONS:
mit programs
to Mexico, sustaining Commissioner Brown.
KFKA, Greeley, Col. — Granted extension
MISCELLANEOUS — KABR, Aberdeen,
program tests 30 days (10-7).
S. D., denied auth. spec, hours ; KMTR,
KFRC, San Francisco— Same (10-9).
Los Angeles, CP authorizing changes in
KHJ, Los Angeles— Same (10-9).
modulation
system,
retired to closed
files ;heretofore
NEW, W. granted,
L. Gleeson,
OCTOBER 22
Salinas,
Cal.,
CP
1310
kc
100
w
unltd.,
WRAW, Reading, Pa. — Granted CP new heretofore set for hearing, denied as in deequip., move transmitter locally.
fault ; KSD, St. Louis, rescinded action
KNET, Palestine. Tex. — Granted modif. 9-24-35 setting applic. for hearing and
CP move
transmitter
&
studio
locally,
angranted extension CP with modif. new
tenna approved.
Jersey new
City —equip.
Granted license for equip.
RATIFICATIONS:
CPWHOM,
move locally,
WELI,cense forNew
KRKD, Los Angeles — Granted extension
CP asHaven,
modif.Conn.
new— granted
station 900li- program
(10-15). on the Air Inc.,
kc 500 w D.
NEW, tests
Evansville
KROC,
Rochester,
Minn.
—
Granted
liEvansville,
Ind.—
Granted CP 1370 kc 100
cense for CP as modif. new station 1310 w unltd., sustaining
Examiner Hill
kc 100 w unltd.
(10-11). Jack M. & Louis R. Draughon,
CPKCRC,
changeEnid,
equip.Okla. — Granted license for d/bWSIX,
638 Tire & Vulcanizing Co., Nashville
WHB, 60 Kansas
CP move transmitter to Nashlicense
days. City — Granted extension —Granted
ville 1210 kc 100 w unltd. (10-11).
KGMB, Waikiki, T. H.— Same.
OCTOBER 29
WINS, New York— Same.
WJR, Detroit — Granted license for CP
change equip., increase from 10 to 50 kw
WHEC,
Rochester,
Y. — Granted
CP
750 kc unltd.
move transmitter locally,N. install
new equip.
WNAX,
Yankton,
S.
D.
—
Granted
license
WJR,
Detroit
—
Granted
auth.
antenna
for CP transmitter site, 570 kc 1 kw N 5 input measurement.
kw D unltd.
WMBR, Jacksonville — Granted modif.
KSCJ, Sioux City, la. — Granted CP aux.
CP move transmitter locally, extend comequip.
WSYR, Syracuse — Granted CP new
WSPD, Toledo — Granted auth. antenna
pletion.
input measurement.
equip.
WNRA,
Muscle
Shoals.
Ala—
Granted
WMAQ,
Chicago —as Granted
transmitter
auxiliary.license for old
modif. license move studio to Sheffield, main
Ala.
KEHE,
Los
Angeles
Monte, Cal. — Granted modif. license regular period. — ■ Granted renewal
CPKDON,
change Delequip.
CPWEMP,
1310 kcMilwaukee
100 w D.— Granted license for
SETPub.FORCo.,HEARING
NEW,applic.
Merced
Star
Merced, —Cal.,
CP
KSUN,
Lowell,
Ariz. — Granted modif.
1040 kc 250 w D; NEW, Mrs. C. A. S. license from D to unltd.
Heaton, Las Vegas, Nev., applic. CP 1420
WAAW,
Omaha
—
Granted extension
kc 100 w unltd; NEW, Alfred C. Mat- present license 60 days.
thews, Cape May, N. J., applic. CP 1420
SPECIAL
AUTHORIZATIONS—
WDBO,
kc 100 w spec. ; NEW, E. E. Long Piano
Orlando, Fla., granted extension temp,
Co., San Luis Obispo, Cal., applic. CP auth.
use added 750 w N in Nov. ; WMCA,
1200 kc 100 w unltd. ; WEAN, Providence,
New York, granted temp. auth. 570 kc 1
kw 1 to 6 a. m. to Nov. 13 ; WCNW,
R. I., applic.
new equip.,
mitter locally,CPincrease
from move
500 w transto 1 10
Brooklyn,
days. granted temp. auth. 100 w D
kw ; NEW, Press Co. Inc., Schenectady,
N. Y., applic. CP 1210 kc 100 w D ; NEW.
SET
FOR HEARING— WOOD, Grand
J. W. Stanford, d/b Brunswick Brdcstg.
applic. CP move transmitter localCo., Brunswick, Ga., applic. CP 1310 kc Rapids,
ly,
change
increase from 500 w to
100 w unltd. ; NEW, J. Laurence Martin, 1 kw, new equip.,
: NEW, Christina M.
Tucumcari, N. M., applic. CP 1200 kc Jackson, d/b antenna
Valley
Electric Co., San Luis
100 w unltd. ; NEW, Joseph C. Morrow,
Obispo, Cal., applic. CP 1090 kc 250 w
applic. CP 1150 kc 250 w D; NEW,
applic.
modif.
Struble, Strong & Fagan, The Dalles, Ore., D; WKRC,
cense extend Cincinnati,
commencement,
change
equip.,liapplic. CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW,
increase to 5 kw D ; WSMB, New Orleans,
A. Staneart Graham, E. V. Baxter, Nor- applic. renewal license 1320 kc 500 w unltd.,
man Baxter, d/b Pittsburg Brdcstg. Co.,
NEW, C. W. Snider, WichPittsburg, Kan., CP in docket amended to 500 w additional ;CP
in docket amended to
790 kc 1 kw D ; WPAR. Parkersburg, W. 1500 itakcFalls,100Tex.,
w D ; KFRO, Longview, Tex.,
Va.,
applic.
CP
change
equip.,
increase
exp.
auth.
1210
kc
100
w unltd, facilities
from 100 to 250 w D.
KWEA ; WASH, Grand Rapids, applic. CP
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— WEAN,
move transmitter, change equip., increase
Providence, R. I., granted temp. auth. from 500 w to 1 kw ; NEW, St. Cloud
portable transmitter for field tests ; WBZ,
Brdcstg. Co., Emmons L. Abeles, Sec., St.
Boston, granted temp. auth. operate with- Cloud, Minn., applic. CP 1200 kc 100 w
out approved freq. monitor 15 days ; unltd. ; NEW, Midway Broadcast Co., Emmons L. Abeles, Sec, Eau Claire, Wis.,
KDKA, Pittsburgh, same; KUOA, Fayetteville, Ark., same, except 30 days ; WRBL,
applic. CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd. ; WCOP,
Columbus, Ga., same, except three weeks ; Boston, applic. modif. license from 1120
WHIS. Bluefield, W. Va., granted exten- to 1130 kc, increase from D to LS at Salt
sion temp. auth. composite transmitter ; Lake City; KGDE, Fergus Falls, Minn.,
WMFD, Frederick Md. granted auth. temp, applic. renewal license; KTFI, Twin Falls,
portable transmitter to determine site ; Id., applic. renewal license ; KXL, Portland, Ore., applic. renewal license.
KSCJ, Sioux City, la., granted extension
temp. auth. spec, hours.
ACTIONSyracuse,
ON EXAMINER'S
REPORT—
WSYR,
granted CP new
equip.,
ACTIONWMAN
ON EXAMINERS'
move transmitter to Nedrew, N. Y., in—NEW,
Brdcstg. Co., REPORTS
Mansfield,
crease
from
250
w
to
1
kw
unltd.,
O., denied CP new station 1370 kc 100 w
tional, reversing Examiner Walker. direcunltd., sustaining Examiner Hill; WJTL,
MISCELLANEOUS— KOTN, Pine Bluff,
Atlanta, granted renewal license 1370 kc
100 w unltd., also vol. assignment to J. W. Ark., denied auth. special program ;
Woodruff & S. A. Cisler Jr., d/b Atlanta KROC, Seattle, denied spec. auth. football
; WHFC, Cicero, 111., redesigBrdcstg. Co., sustaining Examiner Bram- broadcasts
for hearing applic. CP new equip.,
hall; KIEM, Eureka, Cal., granted CP verticalnated radiator,
increase to 250 w D ;
change equip., move transmitter, change
from 1210 to 1450 kc, increase from 10 WEHS, Cicero, designated for hearing in
WHFC
case:
WKBI,
same, the
to 500 w unltd., sustaining Examiner Sew- Commission denying the Cicero,
associated petition
ard ;NEW, Pacific Acceptance Corp., San of the three foregoing licensees
grant
Diego, granted CP 1200 kc 100 w D, sus- without hearing applications to toincrease
taining Examiner Seward ; WLBC, Mun- each to 250 w D : KGKO, Wichita Falls,
cie, Ind., granted CP change equip., in- Tex., suspended grant and set for hearing
crease from 50 to 100 w N, 100 to 250 w

applic. move transmitter & studio to F<
Worth; KVI, Tacoma, denied request mo
from hearing docket applic. increase frc
1 to 5 kw, move transmitter ; NEW, Mor
cacy
Brdcstg. Co.,
Rockville,
Md., deni
reconsideration
action
suspending
gra
and setting for hearing ; KGFF, Shawn'
Okla., granted auth. new equip., increa
to 250 w D, move transmitter locally.
RATIFICATIONS :
WFAM, South Bend — Granted extensi
temp. auth. simul.-WWAE (10-23).
KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark. — G raiti
temp.
(10-25).auth. use portable transmit!
KIFO, Long Beach — Granted auth. pic
up station (10-22).
KPOF, Denver — Granted extension pi
gram tests (10-21).
CORRECTION
FCC Nashville,
ERROR— appl
NE1
Nashville
Brdcstg. OFCorp.,
CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd. withdrawn a
dismissed ( erroneously listed by FCC in
Oct. 22 decisions).
Examiners'
Reports
. .
NEW,— Examiner
Wayne Brdcstg.
Co., recommend
Hamtrami
Mich.
Seward
(1-117) that applic. CP 1370 kc 100 w
be granted.
WWAE,
Hammond, (1-118)
Ind. — E that
x a m appl
in .
Hyde
recommended
for renewal of license be granted.
WBHS, recommended
Huntsville, Ala.—
E x athat
m i n a•
Seward
(1-119)
plic. daytime hours with authority to mo
to Chattanooga be dismissed with pre.
dice.
WALA, Mobile, and KGFI, Corp
Christi, Tex. — Examiner Walker reco:
mended
increase (1-120)
from 500thatw applic.
to 1 kwof NWALA
1380
be denied ; that applic. KGFI to chan
from 1500 to 1380 kc, increase from 100
N 250 w D to 1 kw unltd. be denied.
WKAR,recommended
East Lansing,(1-121)
Mich. that
— Examir
Seward
appl
modif. license from 1040 to 850 kc LS
WWL be granted.
WOCL, recommended
Jamestown, (1-122)
N. Y. —thatExaminj
Dalberg
appl'
renewal be
granted.
NEW, Hammond - Calumet B r d c s t
Corp.,
Hammond, Ind. that
— Examiner
recommended
applic. CPWalk14
kc
5 kw D be (1-123)
denied.
KLS, Oakland,(1-124)
Cal. — that
Examiner
recommended
applic.Bramh
mod
license from 1440 to 1280 kc and from
to unltd. be granted.
National Television Corp., New York
Examiner Hyde recommended (1-125) th
applic. be
CP denied.
2000-2100 kc 500 w televisi
station
Applications
OCTOBER . 12. .
WNRA,moveMuscle
Ala. — Modlicense
studioShoals,
to Sheffield
Hot
Sheffield, Ala.
OCTOBER 14
WGBI, from
Scranton,
increase
250 Pa.
to —500CP w newD equt
&
amended re equip.
WASH, Grand
transmitter,
increaseRapids,
from Mich.
500 w— toCP 1 n<ki
change
antenna,
amended
re transmitt
site.
WOOD, Grand Rapids — Same.
OCTOBER 15
NEW, John A. Stump, Fairbanks, Ala.
CP 1210
50 w change
spec, amended
250
w D kcunltd.,
equip. to 100
WCOP,
Boston
—
-Modif.
license
to 1130 kc, from D to spec,from
500 11i
amended to ltd. hours, LS Salt Lake Ci1
WHEC,
Y. — CP n<
equip,
move Rochester,
transmitterN.locally.
NEW, Gulf Coast Brdcstg. Co., Corp
Christi,
CP 1330namekc 1 from
kw unit
amended Tex.
to — change
Call
Times Pub.
change
equip.Co., power to 250 w 500 w
KGDY,
S. D.w, —amended
Modif. re
licena
from
D to Huron,
unltd. 250
tenna.
WNAX, Yankton,
S. D. — increase
License for
as
change equip.,
powiC
movemodif.
transmitter.
APPLICATIONS
RETURNEDCP —1290
NET
L.
100 Martin
w unltd.Courtney,
; WAGF,Toledo,
Dothan, Ala.,
cense for CP as modif. change equi]
change hours, increase from 100 to 250 i
WRBL, Columbus, Ga., CP change equi]
increase from 100 to 250 w D, move trar
mitter locally; KRKO, Everett, Wasl
vol.
license to Pioneer Broa
castersassignment
Inc.
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OCTOBER 17
IVSPD. Toledo — Auth. measure antenna
IJEW, Herman Radner, Lansinf?. Mich,
D unltd., faipp 1210 kc 100 w 250 w latter's
applic.
if and iswhen
•Ities WJIMfacilities
granted.
ilWGAR
CP new
tTRH, Houston — License forpower.
llip., change freq.. increase
WSGN, Birmingham — Vol. assignment
Vnse to R. B. Broyles.
and
;tSO, Des Moines — License for CP move
new. equip., increase power,
:;tdif.
,Sismitter
!VOW, Omaha — Modif. CP move totransexincrease power,
fer, new equip.,
.
:[d completion
tlRO, Seattle — Extension exp. auth.
kc 500 Everett,
w unltd.Wash.
to 2-1-36.
— Vol. assignment
CRKO,
II 'ii-nse
to Seattle Brdcstg.
Co.
Cal. — Modif. CP new
Del kcMonte,
CDON,1210
II kion
100 w unltd.. requesting
tinge in equip.
I IMPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW,
I Hensburg Advance, Watertown, CP 1270
I 100 w 250 w D unltd.; NEW, Niagara
I Us Brdcstg. Corp., Niagara Falls, CP
I ~ w unltd. ; NEW,
Harry T. Barfield,
I janta,
t WJTL.CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd.. facihOCTOBER 18
l|VNOX,
Tenn. —Radio
Vol. Co.
assignmt licenseKnoxville,
to Continental
rkUJ, Walla Walla. Wash. — CP change
;m
kc' 100 locally,
w to 1 kw,
new
kip.,1370
moveto 1250
transmitter
amended
site.
itter ONS
transm
SI
ed
ATI
rn
LIG
lPP
retu
— c. E.
;es, Corinth, Miss., CP 990 kc 500 w
kw D; NEW, Grover M. Dickman, San
jgo, Cal., CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd.
OCTOBER 21
rtEW, John A. Stump, Fairbanks,
kska— CP 1210 kc 100 w 250 w LS un, amended re studio & transmitter sites.
,'VCAO, Baltimore — CP new equip.
I\"HBI,
I to 5 kwNewark
D. — Modif. license from
jwNYC, New York — CP use transmitter
emergency.
;vELD, El Dorado, Ark. — Modif. license
'dio site to Country Club Colony, near
Dorado.
iVDZ, Tuscola, 111. — Vol. assignment perI and license to WDZ Brdcstg. Co.
, KWBG, Hutchinson, Kan. — Vol. assignI|nt license to Nation's Center Brdcstg.

SiTHEY

CAN

TAKE

IT!

Receiving sets sales are UP
. . . and when people spend
good hard earned cash for
new sets, they expect fidelity and selectivity. That's
what the radio manufacturer sold them ... a new
quality of reception.
CAN

YOU

DELIVER?

Is your station giving your
listeners the new quality
which they have a right to
expect?
YOU

CAN—

It's simple as this . . . Write
to us regarding your transmission problems. Our staff of
practical radio engineers will
recommend what is necessary
to increase your signal strength
and quality.
Specializing in Broadcast
Equipment Construction, Rebuilding and Installation.
W.P.HILLIARD

CO.

2106 Calumet Ave.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

ovember
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William
la. —
CPNEW,
1310 kc
100 w A.250Reed,
w D Waterloo,
unltd.
NEW, Northern Iowa Brdcstg. Co. Inc..
Mason City, Iowa— CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd., amended transmitter, studio sites,
equip, changes.
KWBG, Hutchinson, Kan. — CP new
from 1420 to 1120 kc, inchange
equip., crease
from 100 w to 1 kw, move transmitter locally.
WDZ. Tuscola, 111.— Modif. CP as modif.
change equip., change from 1070 to 1020
kc, 100 to 250 w, move transmitter, further changes equip., extend completion.
WEMP,
modif.
new Milwaukee
station. — License for CP as
KGDM.
Stockton,
Cal. — License
CP
as modif. move transmitter,
new for
equip.,
increase power.
OCTOBER 22
WCAM,
Camden,
N. J. — Auth. measure
antenna power.
WMFN, Clarksdale. Miss.— CP change
equip., move transmitter & studio locally.
NEW, Herbert Hollister, Emporia. Kan.
—CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
KFAD, Bismarck, N. D.— CP 550 kc 1
kw 5 kw D unltd., asks facilities KFYR.
NEW, Ventura County Star Inc., Vento 1170tura,kc.Cal.— CP 1200 kc 250 w D amended
KFIO,creaseSpokane
from 100 to— CP
250 change
w, changeequip.,
from in-D
to unltd.
KRNR,1500
Roseburg,
CP new
station
kc 100 Ore.—
w D Modif.
re transmitter
site.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW,
New England Radio Corp., Bridgeport,
Conn., CP 1370 kc 100 w D : NEW, Saginaw Brdcstg. Co., Saginaw, Mich., CP
1200 kc 100 w 250 w D spec. ; NEW,
George B. Bairey, Valley City, N. D., CP
1310 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Rees T.
wEvans,
unltd. Bremerton, Wash., CP 1420 kc 100
OCTOBER 24
NEW,
L.
Martin
1290 kc 100 w unltd.,Courtney,
amended Toledo
to 1420— CP
kc,
change equip.
WAGF, Dothan, Ala. — License for CP
as modif., change equip., change from 100
to 250 w, from D and spec, hours Sunday
to D only, amended re hours.
WTAQ,
Green
Bay, Wis.antenna,
— Modif.move
CP
new
equip.,
directional
transmitter, change hours to unltd., to
further equip, changes, extend completion.
500WAAT,
w to Jersey
1 kw. City — Modif. license from
WDAY,
from 1 kw Fargo,
5 kw D N.to 5D. kw— Modif.
D & N. license
NEW, Peninsula Newspapers Inc., Mer1160 cedkcStar250Pub.w D.Co., Palo Alto, Cal. — CP
WOCL, Jamestown, N. Y. — Examiner
Dalberg recommended (1-122) that applic.
renewal license 1210 kc 50 w unltd. be
granted.
OCTOBER 25
WMEX, Boston — ■ CP move transmitter,
install new equip, change from 1500 to
1470 kc, increase from 100 w 250 w D to
5 kw D & N.
WICC, Bridgeport,
automatic
freq. control.Conn— Auth. install
WCOP,
Boston
Vol. assignment license
to Mass. Brdcstg.— Corp.
WAVE, Louisville — CP move transmitter, new equip., increase from 1 to 5 kw.
NEW, American Brdcstg. Corp., of
Ohio, Cleveland— CP 880 kc 1 kw unltd.
WJAS.
Pittsburgh — Auth. measure antenna power.
WDZ, Tuscola, 111.— Modif. CP 1200 kc
250 w D, move transmitter, change equip.,
extend completion, amended re equip.
KFWB, Hollywood — Modif. license from
1 kw N 2% kw D to 5 kw D & N.
KOIN,
from 1 kw Portland,
N 5 kw D Ore.
to 5— kwModif.
D & N.license
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — WOR,
Newark, license for CP aux. transmitter ;
NEW, Waldorf Brdcstg. Co., Toledo, CP
1200 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Nathan N.
Bauer, Miami, CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd. ;
WMFN, Clarksdale, Miss., CP new equip.,
increase from 100 to 250 w.
OCTOBER 28
trol.WFBL, Syracuse — Auth. auto, freq. conWCSH, Portland, Me. — Modif. license
from5 kw
1 kwD 2%
to
& N.kw LS to 5 kw D, amended
NEW, Saginaw Brdcstg. Corp., Saginaw,
Mich. — CP 1200 kc 100 w 250 w LS.
amended to 100 w D & N, change equip.
WJAS, Pittsburgh — License for CP as
modif. move transmitter, change equip.
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.— Modif. CP
new equip., increase power, requesting
further changes antenna, trans, site near
Fairmont, extend completion.
KQV, Pittsburgh — Auth. install auto,
freq. control.
KM LB, Monroe, La. — Modif. CP change
equip., change from 1200 to 1210 kc, move
transmitter locally, extend completion.
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KNX, crease
Hollywood
equip., in-re
from 50 to— CP
250 change
kw, amended
equip.,
move
studio
to
5939
Sunset
Blvd.,
Los Angeles, requests 500 kw.
KWJJ,tenna, move
Portland,
Ore.
—
CP
change
an622 SW Salmon St.,
transmitter tostudio
Oak toPark.
KRKD,newLos equip.,
Angelesincrease
— Licensepower.
for CP as
modif.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW,
Waterloo Brdcstg. Co., Emmons L. Abeles,
Sec, Waterloo, la., CP 1310 kc 100 w un;WBBR, Stockton,
Brooklyn, Cal.,
CP change
anten-as
nalt;d.KGIM,
modif. CP
modif.
extend completion.
RETIRED TO CLOSED FILES— KIRO,
Seattle, extension exp. auth. 710 kc 500 w
unltd.
OCTOBER 30
WHN, New York — Modif. CP change
equip., increase from 1 to 5 kw D, extend
completion.
WMFD,
Frederick, Md.— Modif. CP extend completion.
WHIO,
Dayton
to 1 kw 5 kw LS.— CP new equip., increase
WCAE,increase
Pittsburgh
— License
CP newas
equip.,
power,
use oldfor trans,
aux.
FCC Corrects Error
ANNOUNCEMENT on Oct. 22 by
the Broadcast Division that it had
granted the license of Nashville
Broadcasting
Corp.
new 100watt
station on
1370forkc.a unlimited
time, was described as erroneous
by the FCC Oct. 29. Instead it said
the application had been withdrawn
and dismissed. (See story on Page
26, this issue, in which original
action was reported.)
Philharmonic Poll
WHEN the New York Philharmonic orchestra celebrates its 200th
Sunday broadcast over CBS Dec. 1,
a program of numbers chosen by
the radio audience will be presented under the direction of Otto
Klemperer. Listeners were asked,
starting with the Oct. 27 broadcast, to send in their choice of
symphonic works.
WSYR

Gets 1 kw.

WSYR, Syracuse, N. Y., was granted an increase in power from 250
to 1,000 watts, unlimited time, with
a directional antenna, in a decision
of the FCC Oct. 29 in which it reversed the recommendation of Examiner Walker. The order is effective Dec. 17.
Coaxial Cable Rehearing
THE FCC on Oct. 30 granted the
petition of the American Telephone
& Telegraph Co. for a rehearing,
entirely reopening the coaxial cable
case. (See article on Page 52.)

Press Services Sign
UNITED PRESS has signed up
five Southern stations — WRVA,
Richmond; WWNC, Asheville;;
WLAP, Lexington, Ky; WTAR,
Norfolk; and WPTF, Raleigh. International News Service has announced the addition of KMTR,
Hollywood, and KFJM, Grand
Forks, N. D. Transradio Press
has received contracts from some
Canadian and Western stations but
the complete list was not available
as Broadcasting went to press.
FRANCE'S government - operated
broadcasting stations must pay authors of radio plays 500 to 1,000
francs (about 35 to 70 dollars) for
each manuscript accepted, under a
recent ruling.

PORCELAIN
WATER

COILS

Modernize your transmitter
with these new Lapp Porcelain
Water Coils. Permanent, secure, non-sludging, they eliminate one of the most troublesome pieces of equipment in
the modern transmitter.
Write for your copy of the
Lapp Radio Catalog describing
insulators for every Broadcasting requirement.
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc.
Le Roy, New York, U. S. A.

EXACT
FREQUENCIES
are easier to get with
Scientific Radio

Crystals

Scienttnc Radio Service Crystals are ground to an accuracy of BETTER
than .01% before they leave our laboratories in order to meet our own
specifications.
Low Temperature Coefficient Crystals
Frequency Drift guaranteed to be less than 4 cycles per mil- $
lion cycles per degree centigrade change in temperature.
complete
Supplied in Isolantlte Airgap Holders in the 550-1500 kc.
band.
each
oo
Send for our
50 We maintain a
price list and
Monitor Service.
booklet. Ill
RADIO SEAVICE
„
124 Jackson Avenue, University Park, Hyattsville, Md.
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EQUIPMENT

FINER
Recordings
OFF-THE-AIR
AND
ELECTRICAL
TRANSCRIPTIONS
0 LESS COST
40#
Our story is short . . . and
sweet. Faithful, living reproduction. Up to 30 minute program on each side — at 40%
less cost. The famous Dyer
Patents. You owe it to yourself and "Gent Treasurer" to
hear a specimen or two. Aye —
there's proof. In your offices or
ours. Write or 'phone.
RADIO
and FILM
METHODS
CORP.
101 PARK AVE. N Y.
CALcdonia 5-7530
NATIONAL PRESS BLDG , WASH-, D- C.

Santa Claus

A 100-WATT transmitter designed to
accomplish high-fidelity on a limited
budget has been announced by RCA
Mfg. Co., Camden. Known as type
100-E, the transmitter is said to introduce simplifications which provide
economy and reliability, as well as
performance equal to the finest equipment. Latest engineering advances,
such as zero-coefficient crystals, Class
JB modulation and others are incoraccording to isthedeclared
manufacturers. Theporated,
transmitter
to be
as easily installed as a receiver ; has
no rotating machinery, starters or
parts to get out of order. It operates
from a single-phase 110-volt supply
and has its own speech-amplifier. Inexpensive tubes are used throughout.
The unit-chassis assembly permits
easy servicing. The exterior is in twotone gray finish.
GATES RADIO & SUPPLY Co.,
Quincy, 111., announces sales of equipment to the following stations :
KNEL, Brady, Tex., speech input
rack ; XEFO, Mexico City, monitoring amplifier, rectifiers, relay control
panel, pre-amplifiers ; CHWK, Regina, Sask., amplifier, patching panel,
mixer ; WMPC, Lapeer, Mich., velocity microphone ; KADA, Ada, Okla.,
remote equipment ; WSMK, Dayton,
transcription equipment ; C H M L,
Hamilton, Out., transcription equipment ;KCRC, Enid, Okla., transcription equipment ; KVSO, Ardmore,
Okla., remote equipment ; CKOC,
Hamilton, Ont., transcription turntable.
WMT, Waterloo, la., is making good
progress in its construction campaign.
A second 412-foot tower is being completed near Cedar Rapids. It will
be directional. Night coverage is said
to have been increased 50% by the
first tower and new transmitter.

RAILWAY

TRANSPORTATION

/

THE

1 Convenient Departure — 2 Dependable Schedule — 3 Genuine
Air Conditioning — 4 Observation Lounge Car — 5 Library Lounge
Car — 6 Radio Entertainment — 7 Tavern Diner — 8 Exemplary
Service — 9 "Sleep Like a Kitten" — 10 Arrive "Fresh as a Daisy"
THE SPORTSMAN
GEORGE WASHINGTON •
THE F. F. V.
Any ticket agent can route you on Chesapeake and
Ohio's genuinely air-conditioned fleet. Insist upon it!

ChesapemewQhio
1785

—

ONE
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CHRISTIAN FEIGENSPAN, Newark brewer, currently sponsoring Stan Lomax Sports Talk on that station twice weekly, likes the
Port of New York Authority
series on WOR so well that
he is paying $175 a week to
keep it on the air. The weekly Port
concluded program
Oct. 24 after was
the radio
budget had been exhausted,
so Feigenspan is paying to
keep it going because of the
road and weather service it
provides motorists.
A NEW line of compact lightweight
portable
volt - ohmmeters
and test
units is announced
by Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg. Co., East Pittsburgh.
Pa. The units are equipped with a
new rugged
type switches
dArsonval
ment and selector
for moverange
selection, the units simplifying testing of circuit resistance, continuity
and insulation. Several types are
available.
WCKY, Cincinnati, has contracted
for installation of a new half-wave
Blaw-Knox vertical radiator, 350 feet
high, according to L. B. Wilson,
president. Field intensity studies, he
said, indicate that the antenna will
give the station greater signal
strength, and wider coverage, being
the equivalent of an 80% increase in
power and 34% in signal strength.
WLBC, Muncie, Ind., has completed
installation of three new remote control amplifiers. A new Knight 30watt temhigh-fidelity
public address syshas been purchased.
Statement of Ownership, Management, Circulation, etc., Required
by the Act of Congress of
March 3, 1933
Of Broadcasting Combined With Broadcast Advertising, published semi-monthly
at Washington, D. C, for October 1, 1935.
District of Columbia — ss.
Before me, a notary public in and for
the District aforesaid, personally appeared
F. Gaither Taylor, who, having been sworn
according to law, deposes and says that
he is the business manager of Broadcasting Combined With Broadcast Advertising, and that the following is, to the best
of his mentknowledge
and belief,
a true stateof the ownership,
management
(and
if a daily paper, the circulation), etc., of
the aforesaid publication for the date
shown in the above caption, required by
the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in
section 411, Postal Laws and Regulations,
printed
on the
of this
form, to-wit:
1. That
the reverse
names and
addresses
of the
publisher,
editor,
managing
editor, and
business managers are :
Publisher
D. C. — Martin Codel, Washington,
Editor
D. C.— Sol Taishoff, Washington,
Managing
Editor Md.
— J. Frank Beatty,
Silver Spring,
Business
Manager
Washington, D. —C.F. Gaither Taylor,
2. That the owner is: (If owned by a
corporation, its name and address must be
stated and also immediately thereunder the
names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding 1 per cent or more of
total amount of stock. If not owned by a
corporation, the names and addresses of
the individual owners must be given. If
owned by a corporated
firm,concern,
company,
otheraddress,
uninits nameor and
as
those of each individual member,
mustwellbeasgiven.)
Broadcasting Publications, Inc., Washington, D. C. ; Martin Codel, WashingD. C. ton, D. C. ; Sol Taishoff, Washington,
3. That
bondholders,
mortgagees, andthe
otherknown
security
holders owning
or holding 1 per cent or more of total
amount of bonds, mortgage or other seNone. curities are: (If there are none, so state.)
F. Gaither Taylor.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
16th day of October, 1935.
Julie M. Mayer,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
(My commission expires July 15, 1936.)

PRESTO RECORDING Corp., Ne.>
York, announces an improved chem
ically coated acetate disc for instan
taneous recording. The new produc
is said to be soft enough to be cu
and at the same time hard enough
to be reproduced a reasonable num
ber of times with steel needles. Fre
quencies of 6500 cycles are said ti
have been recorded with lateral cut
ters, and up to 9000 cycles with hill|
and-dale cutters. Surface noise i
describedrecords.
as below that of standan 1
shellac
WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind., is erect
ing a tower 450 feet high preparator;
to stepping up its power from 10 t<
25 kw., with Blaw-Knox Co., Pitts
burgh, awarded the contract. Th
tower is square from bottom to toj
and
with four
inch anchored
cables. Tests
will 250-foot
be made 5/.'t<
determine if the two old towers cai
be used for WGL, Fort Wayne. Th
five-foot beacon atop the new radia
tor
is said to be the largest in th
Midwest.
WOR, Newark, has installed it
former 5 kw. transmitter at Kearny
N. J., as an emergency unit. It ha
been converted to high fidelity am
will operate through the antenna use*
for the present 50 _kw. unit. Th
emergency equipment has been co
ordinated to operate automatical];
should the main transmitter fail.
WPFB, Hattiesburg, Miss., is erect
ing a wooden antenna constructed b;
the Mississippi Power Co. The mas
consists of two long-leaf pine crec
soted poles, buttends spliced, and i:
mid-air. The antenna will consist o
quarter-inch copper tubing held i:
place up
the mast
18-inch
tors.
Over-all
heightby will
be 180insula
feel
and the mast will be guyed four d:
rections in three places. A modern
istic wooden transmitter house will b
built.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE Co
Inglewood, Cal., in November will is
sue a new edition of its Advance^
Disc Recording by E. E. Griffin, chie
engineer, with line drawings and i
lustrations, 16 pages. A charge o
10 cents has been placed on the lea)
let.
GRAHAM TREVIS, chief enginee
at KMOX, St. Louis, has recentl
completed
installation
of a nei
transmissionthemonitor
assembly.
WHEN Rumania's new 150,00C
watt broadcasting station goes o
the air shortly, its program sched
ule will include a "governmen
hour" every Sunday morning at 1
to which it will be obligatory fo
all government officials to listen

PAYROLL
LP
110%

consin are 22% highe
FACTORY payrolls in Wis
than a year ago and 1109
above the '32 low-point. Tha
increase will buy a lot mor
of what you sell — if you us
the one station that covers th
Milwaukee-Wisconsin marke
thoroughly —
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WTMJ
The Milwaukee

Journal

Representatives, Ed. Petry & Co.
• November

1, 1931

Continental

Radio
Radio for Patients

Jopular
Britain
HE
EXTENT in
to which
British
listeners tune in Continental staons presenting EngLsh programs
shown m an elaborately lllusaied brochure just published by
nperial Broadcasting Corp., Lonan, which broadcasts sponsored
rograms aimed at the British
udience from Radio Luxembourg,
adio Xormandy and Poste Pariien.
With broadcast advertising in
ngland confined for the most part
) these stations, due to the nonDmmercial nature of the BBC staons, the survey breaks down the
stener habits into three classes
f radio families and shows to
•hich Continental stations they
sten. (A review of the growth of
kdio advertising in Gieat Britain,
y L. W. Weddell, director of forign advertising, Erwin, Wasey &
'o., was published in the Feb. 15
fesue of Broadcasting.)
Listening Habits
THE SURVEY is based on 9,209
oor-to-door interviews in 13
dries, of which 77% were found
o be radio homes. Projecting
hese figures on the basis of 11,79,991 homes in Great Britain,
he number of radio homes was
alculated to be 8,736,790. Of the
adio homes, 61% were found to
isten to English programs from
"ontinental stations.
Checking the stations to which
ihey listened, it was found that
'$% in the primary service area
une in to Radio Luxembourg on
Sunday afternoons, 37% on Sunlay evenings, and 11% on weekiay evenings. In the case of Raiio Normandy, the survey showed
hat 16% listen on Sunday morntigs in the primary area, 24% on
Sunday afternoons, 21% on Sunlay evenings, 9% on weekday
nornings, 4% on weekday afternoons and 8% on weekday eveungs.
Poste Parisien, it was found, atracts 27% of the radio families
in Sunday afternoons, 34% on
Sunday evenings and 15% on
veekday evenings, these figures
, ilso being based on the primary
ei-vice area.
The interviews were made, it is
explained, during summer months.
Accompanying the brochure are
•ate cards for the three stations
md a copy of IBC Transmissions,
weekly program listing covering
:he stations.
G-E Light Series
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Scheleetady, on Oct. 20 began a new
^series over 13 NBC-WEAF sta1 :ions as far west as Chicago, 11-1:30 p. m. The series publicizes
r%:he "Better Light Better Sight"
dea, which also is being promoted
. n magazines.
The program is a
combination of old melodies, light
:unes, andMaster.
dramaticIt sketches,
I■ '{Melody
is signedtitled
for
tf26 weeks. Batten, Barton, Dur1 the
5tineagencv.
& Osborn Inc., New York, is

WT
C
N
ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS
FREE & SLEINiNGER, Inc.
National Representatives
November

1, 1935

RADIO far surpasses literature in its appeal to hospital patients, according to
John N. Wilson, of Seattle,
who for five years has been
lending books and radios to
inmates of Seattle hospitals.
Wilson, who operates a radio
store, and 20 book-lending
stores, has found that radio
riot only out-distances books
in popularity, but that the
customary gift of flowers is
being replaced by radios.
Twenty-five to 50 per cent
of hospital patients, Wilson
estimates, have radios in
their rooms. The stimulating influence of radio programs which aid in taking
the patients' minds off their
troubles, is highly commended by doctors who now
recommend the installation
of radios in their patients'
rooms.
Lur-Eye Is Cited
COMPLAINT has been issued by
the Federal Trade Commission
against Lur - Eye Products Inc.,
New York (eye treatment) on the
alleged
that the company's
Lur-Eye ground
Lash Developer
does not
have the medicinal qualities
claimed in sufficient quantity to
produce the results promised, and
that it does not contain ingredients
to justify claims concerning
growth of eyelashes and changing
of their texture. The company is
given until Nov. 15 to show cause
why a cease and desist order
should not be issued.
Cosmetic Contest
A THIRTEEN-WEEK radio contract on the sponsor's tri-weekly
program and an all-expense air
tour to Hollywood are the rewards
offered by Hollywood Mask Inc.,
Chicago (cosmetics), to the best
amateur entering a contest being
staged in connection with its new
radio series, Petals of Love, broadcast three mornings weekly over
WGX, Chicago. The contest is not
to be broadcast, however; the contestants will appear before a committee who will select the winner,
after which he or she will make
his radio debut as a full-fledged
artist.
Chicago.Agency: Schimmer & Scott,
Sell

The

Southwest
with

• "I telephone my telegrams
to Postal Telegraph

• "/ send my
mes es direct over
the sag
Postal Telegraph
Typing Telegraph"

• "1 ring the call box for a
Postal Telegraph messenger"
•

There is no place that Postal Telegraph cannot
reach. Postal Telegraph not only covers 70,000
points in the United States and 9,000 in Canada*, but
it maintains its own telegraph offices, attended by a
trained telegraph personnel in cities between which
95 % of all the telegraph traffic of the country flows.
There is no place for which Postal Telegraph will
not accept and transmit your message with promptness, with dependability, with accuracy. Postal Telegraph not only offers efficient telegraph service within the borders of this country but through the great
International System of which it is a part, it offers
communication with the entire world . . . through the
only combination of telegraph, cable and radio service under a single management in the United States.

SBS
Twelve Major
Stations for Twelve
Major Markets!
SOUTHWEST
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
General Office — Fori Worth

• BROADCASTING

•k In Canada, through the Canadian Pacific Railway Telegraphs.
THE

I X T E R NATIONAL

Tostal
Cablee

SYSTEM

Telegraph
Igp'
ttlackay ftadio

CabUs
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Paris Radio Conference
THE WORLD conference on broadcasting, intended to promote mutual exchanges of information
among radio executives of all countries, will be convoked in Paris in
February, 1936. This was announced in Berne, Switzerland,
last month by M. Maurice Rambert, president of the International
Broadcasting Union, the European
association of broadcasting services.
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg.. Wash.. D. C.
T. A. M. CRAVEN
Consulting Radio Engineer
Allocation Engineering
Commercial Coverage Surveys
Antenna Installations
Complete Engineering Surveys
National Press Building
Washington, D. C.
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
Synchronization Equipment Design.
Field Strength and Station Location
Surveys. Line
Antenna
Design. Wire
Problems.
National Preta Bldg., Wash., D. C.
N. Y. Ofiiae: Englewood, N. J.
PAUL
GODLEY
and Associate!
Radio Engineers
Montclair, N. J.
Phone Montclair 2-7859
EDGAR H. FELIX
1775 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes, Allocation and Location Investigations
VAN NOSTRAND RADIO
ENGINEERING SERVICE
Specializing in frequency measurement service. Field intensity surveys*
COLLINS transmitters and speech
equipment- TRUSCON radiators339LelandTer.,N.E.,AtIanta,Ga.
P. Milliard Co.
T^adio transmission
Equipment
2106 Calumet Ave.
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS

Plea by Norman
For XENT Texas

Baker
Studio

Is Denied by the FCC
INDICATING an attitude in opposition to renegade "border stations" in Mexico established to
serve American listeners, the
Broadcast Division of the FCC
Oct. 22 denied the Universal Advertising Agency, Laredo, Tex.,
authority to transmit programs
across the border to stations in
Mexico. In so doing, the FCC sustained recommendations made by
Commissioner Thad H. Brown,
who held hearings on the application. The order is effective Dec. 3.
NORMAN BAKER, erstwhile
American broadcaster who was silenced several years ago because
of alleged medical quackery over
his station KTNT, Muscatine, la.,
appeared before the FCC Broadcast Division Oct. 17 to deliver an
impassioned plea in support of the
application of the Universal Advertising Agency, Laredo, Tex.,
for authority to transmit programs across the Mexican border
to the Baker station, XENT, at
Neuvo Laredo.
Presenting oral arguments on
behalf of the agency application,
Baker contended that the FCC
should reverse the recommendations of Commissioner Thad H.
Brown, who conducted hearings on
the application in San Antonio,
and who recommended adversely.
The hearing was held pursuant to
the requirement in the Communications Act of 1934 that FCC
authority must be procured for
transmission of programs across
the United States' borders.
Baker, who conducts a cancer
hospital in connection with his
Mexican-licensed station, declared
he had always cooperated with the
Radio Commission, and twice
shifted frequencies voluntarily. He
said he operated XENT with technical perfection and should be accorded the privilege of having a
remote control studio across the
border.
THE Wall Street Journal says
that September produced the highest cigarette figures in history,
estimating the production rate for
the four leading brands as follows:
Camel, 36,200,000,000 ; Chesterfield, 35,300,000,000; Lucky Strike,
30,000,000,000; Old Gold, 8,200,000,000; and Philip Morris, 3,600,000,000. All of these leaders are
currently advertising over the networks, several also using spot.

Larus Bro. Back on NBC
LARUS & BRO. Co., Richmond,
Va. (Edgeworth tobacco), former
NBC network sponsor, and owning
WRVA, Richmond, will return to
an NBC-WEAF network Nov. 16,
using the 10:30-11 p. m. period on
Saturdays. The basic and Pacific
groups will be used. Strickland
Gillilan, noted humorist, will be
master of ceremonies and the program will originate at WRVA. The
contract is understood to be for 52
weeks. Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn Inc., New York, has the
account.
Chicago College Council
Offering 16 Broadcasts
THE University Broadcasting
Council, Chicago, recently organized by the University of Chicago,
Northwestern University and De
Paul University as a cooperative
effort to present educational material over the air in the most attractive and effective manner, has
already arranged for a regular
schedule of one network and 15
local broadcasts a week.
The schedule includes : The
Round Table, a discussion of current topics by three Chicago faculty members, broadcast for a
half-hour Sunday noon over an
NBC network ; The Reviewing
Stand, a quarter-hour review of
current events by two Northwestern faculty members broadcast
Sunday morning over WGN; the
U. of C. Chapel Service, broadcast
for an hour Sunday morning over
WGN; a service from the Chicago
Theological Seminary each weekday morning for 15 minutes over
WIND; Personal Ideals for Social
Living, a series of talks by Dr. Albert W. Palmer, broadcast Tuesdays through Fridays for a morning half-hour over WJJD; Illinois
Congress of Parents and Teachers,
a half -hour Tuesday afternoon program over WGN; Illinois League
of Women Voters, a 30-minute
Monday morning program over
WJJD; and a quarter-hour Book
Talk by Percy Boynton, U. of C.
professor, Sunday evening over
WGN.
PROMINENT speakers will join
in a memorial tribute to Will
Rogers Nov. 2 at 10:30 p. m. over
combined CBS and NBC networks,
amongdent them
being former PresiHerbert Hoover.

W*

HOLLIS S. BAIRD
Specializing in
ULTRA-HIGH FREQUENCY,
TELEVISION, AND
HIGH FIDELITY PROBLEMS
70 BROOKLINE AVENUE
BOSTON, MASS.
Telephone Commonwealth 8512
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FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

"Aunt Jemima" Sues
TESS GARDELLA, radio singer
and stage star, has filed suit in the
New York Supreme Court against
NBC, General Foods Corp., and
the Log Cabin Products Co. Inc.,
for $200,000, charging infringement of her right to use the name
"Aunt Jemima". She claims she
has used this name since 1920 and
that since Oct. 2 the defendants
have presented a radio character
under
the nameherof singing
"Aunt Jemima"
who imitates
style in
the Log Cabin show on an NBCWEAF
Wednesdays, 1010:30 p. network,
m.
New Ovaltine Series
WANDER Co., Chicago (Ovaltine), launched a new serial,
Molly of the Movies, over an MBS
network (WOR, WLW, WGN) on
Oct. 21. The show is broadcast 3
to 3:15 p. m. Monday through Friday, and contracted for 52 weeks.
It is written by Thompson Buchanan, Broadway playwright, and
directed by Kirby Hawkes, also of
the stage. Agency: Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago. The
sponsor also broadcasts Orphan
Annieevenings
on an weekly.
NBC-WJZ network
five
Promoting WSM to ANA
WSM, Nashville, told its story to
advertiser members of the Association of National Advertisers,
which met at Atlantic City Oct.
28-30, with
a copy
its "Program Release
and ofOpen
Time
Schedule" for the current week.
Copies of the promotion piece were
mailed to the Ambassador Hotel,
where the convention was held,
and delivered to advertisers as well
as agency and other guests along:
with their other mail.
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements in
Broadcasting cost 7c per word for
each insertion. Cash must accomForms
pany order.close 28th and 13th of
month preceding issue.

Writers to produce dramatic scripts for
syndicate. Half
shows, mystery,
ed
Want
Help hour
melodrama, humor,
needed
immediately.
Box 400, Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
Operator, now employed, first class Radiotelephone Radiotelegraph license, desires employment progressive station. Six
years'
experience.
Location unimportant.
Box 404, Broadcasting.
Manager or commercial manager, presently nection
employed
New Yorkin City,
conwith station
goodseeks
locality.
Proven record. Box 391, Broadcasting.
Music — Talent
Program Managers, Artists, send foi
list of casting
new without
songs
— available
for broadpayment
of copyright
fee
Indiana Song Bureau, Salem, Indiana.
For Sale — Equipment
Dual 78 and 33 turntable with separate
General Radio input channels and Genera
Radio six channel input mixer mountet
on mahogany steel table. Complete detail
on request. Write or wire Nolan S. Walker
1207 Dueber Avenue, S. W., Canton, Ohio
For Sale — Station
100 Watt full time station. Wonderfu
opportunity for owner to manage. Bo:
403, Broadcasting.
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the tailors problem is comparatively simple when compared with the

complicated problems that confront the studio engineer. Speech Input Equipment must be specially designed for the station's needs to be efficient. Whether
it be KVSO, KSD, KNX, or WGN, there is an RCA solution for the problem.
Whether it be the control system for elaborate network productions or the
simplified single channel arrangements for smaller stations, the same care and
thought is given to the solution of the problem.
Only RCA can bring to you the vast wealth of experience gained in the solution
of unnumbered

Speech Input Equipment questions, and only RCA

can bring to

you the highly specialized technical skill which will result in the speedy and satisfactory termination of your difficulty.
Don't hesitate to send in your studio problems. A complete stock of standard
panels, designed for extreme flexibility, may be assembled to quickly and accurately fill your individual requirements.

TRANSMITTER
New York, 1270 Sixth Avenue
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SECTION
San
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Chicago, 111 No. Canal Street
Atlanta, 144 Walter Street, N. W.
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for an answer, and just plain or-

in sales curves spring from special deals, price cutting, Reports of Recovery,

enlarged sales forces, increased advertising appropriations or merely a switch to radio advertising via CBS.
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by permanency,

to hoist a Hump -That-Keeps-On-Humping.
zoom

upward

profit or prospects the last way is the best way
Advertisers who'd

are invited to scrutinize the case histories of CBS

like to see their sales curves
clients. They will find again

and again such provocative examples as these, taken from the current year: A toothpaste whose
sales began to spurt ahead of the industry's by 35%
ing. A breakfast food, now in its third year of CBS
eighth place to third. An automobile
cesses explain why Columbia's
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f

i

COLUMBIA
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RADIO

after it began broadcast-

radio advertising, that has jumped

from

that is doubling last year's sales. Such significant suc-

sales show so sweeping an increase over last year, why CBS

is used exclusively by twice as many
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two months

of the 100 largest advertisers as is any other network.
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"Complete

information"

JF figuring
you're wearing
out your schedules,
youth in
station coverages,

which doesn't cover one page in your files

and so forth, you're not doing so hot!

is enlarged to book-size in ours. And so on.

Lots of the things that can take you hours

So ... if you're making

to search out for yourself are right at the

turn part of the job over to us. We're at

tips of oitr fingers. Stations that are per-

your service — and you'll find our services
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valuable, even though they cost you noth-
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FREE,

person-
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ing. Address :
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FIELD,

INC

Associated with Free & Sleininger, Inc.

d&aclio
NEW YORK
110 East 42nd St.
Lexington 2-8660
WCSC
Charleston
WIS . (NBC)
Columbia
WAIU
Columbus
WOC . (CBS) ....
Davenport
WDAY (NBC)
. . . . . . rargo
KTAT . (SBS)
Fort Worth
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CHICAGO
ISO N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

C&efireseiaicthves

DETROIT
New Center Building
Trinity 2-8444

SANRussFRANCISCO
Building
Sutter S4I5

WDRC . (CBS) ....
Hartford
WKZO
. (NBC) . . . Kalamazoo
WNOX . (CBS) .... Knoxville
WMAZ
Macon
KOMA . (CBS-SBS) . Oklahoma City
WMBD . (CBS)
Peoria

LOS
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C. Bldg.
Richmond 61 84

WPTF . (NBC)
Ralei;
KTSA . (CBS-SBS) . . San Anton!
WDAE . (CBS)
Tamr
KTUL . (CBS)
Tul
KALEand
Portlar
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Until

Commissioners Assure General Hearing
DISPELLING reports that the entire plan for a realignment of
broadcasting facilities had been abandoned, Chairman Anning S.
Prall of the FCC Nov. 12 authorized the following statement concurred in by Vice Chairman Case of the Broadcast Division:
It is the plan of the Broadcast Division to consider the regional and
clear channel recommendations jointly. At present our purpose is to
schedule a general hearing after receipt of the clear channel recommendations, expected next month, at which all parties in interest will have
full and free opportunity to present their views and offer evidence.
Because of the importance of the whole matter of realignment of broadcasting assignments, the Broadcast Division will not be stampeded into
action.
The reallocation matter, in my opinion, is the most important question with which the Broadcast Division has had to deal since the creation of the FCC. We will give it full and complete consideration before
arriving at any concrete conclusion. The general hearing will be the
initial step in that direction.
Reasons advanced for the joint
consideration at a general hearing
of the regional clear-channel recommendations were mainly that
the two classes of channels are interrelated, and that at a general
hearing all parties in interest
would be in position to offer testimony covering both classifications.
Since the publication by Broadcasting of the regional - channel
recommendations, under which
seven of the 40 regional waves
would be increased horizontally to
5,000 watts day and night (as
against the 1,000-watt present
night maximum), the Broadcast
Division has received numerous
communications, some of them urging prompt action and others asking that additional frequencies be
added to the 5,000 watt category.
Another development tieing into
the reallocation situation was the
motion introduced Nov. 6 by Commissioner Irvin Stewart, referred
to the Broadcast Division, instructing it to study and report on the
advisability of adopting special
regulations governing chain broadcasting. The motion has particular reference to duplication of
chain programs over clear-channel
stations. Obviously, the projected
use of superpower on certain clear
channels figures in this proposal
and will require consideration concurrently with any clear-channel
realignment. (See detailed story
on Stewart motion on page 12.)
In any event, nothing seems to
substantiate the widely current report that the entire engineering
project has been "scuttled". The
Engineering mendatioDepartment's
ns on regionals, and recomthose

• BROADCASTING

Boosts

TAISHOFF

"CC Expected
to Delay Regional Channel Change
lear Channel Report Is Made by Engineering Staff
GENERAL HEARING early
kxt year on engineering plans for
alignment of the broadcasting
•ectrum embracing clear channel
. well as regional stations, is the
■esent
of the Broadcast Dision of plan
the FCC.
The three members of the Divion are in virtual agreement that
e proposal for a regional channel
vamping, including a horizontal
!>wer increase for a substantial
imber of stations, should be derred only until engineering reorts are made on clear channeljperpower phases of the entire
"oject.
Reports that the entire plan had
een abandoned because of opposion to the initial regional recommendations were flatly denied. It
as said that developments since
sclosure of the regional plan
night make it advisable to defer
:tion until it could be considered
ong with the clear channel rec-nmendations.
It was asserted that the plan is
• designate for a general hearing
lie engineering recommendations
>vering both the regional and
ear-channel changes, rather than
old separate sessions. This apsared to be the most likely course
though there was still a possibily that the regional recommendaons would be referred back to the
ngineering department for furier study (see Nov. 1 Broadcastfor regional channel recommendatios).
Early Action Asked
OUPLED with the latter possiility is the fact that the post of
lief engineer, vacated Nov. 12 by
•r. C. B. Jolliffe, has not yet been
lied. The new chief engineer,
•hoever he may be, may have
leas and plans of his own which
ould warrant consideration prior
d Broadcast Division action.
The clear - channel recommendafons are expected from the engi1 e e r i n g department within a
lonth, or by Dec. 15. Roughly,
he proposal, under the existing
|i'lan, encompasses the setting aside
f some 25 of the clear channels
;nr superpower operation, with a
S'unimum of 50,000 watts and
(earmarked" for eventual 500,000^att operation. East and West
'loast duplication on the remainig 15 channels designated in the
'emulations as "clear" also is understood to be contemplated.

$3.00 A YEAR — 15c A COPY

to be made on other classes of stations, it was emphasized, are designed to take inadvantage
technical advances
radio sinceof the
last
reallocation in 1928 and do not
have to do with the economic side
of broadcasting.
Opposition to the regional proposal was expressed to the three
members of the Broadcast Division
by CBS on the ground that it
would suffer in comparison to
NBC. It claimed that of the 28
stations on the seven regional channels recommended for 5,000 watts,
18 were on the NBC networks,
while only five were CBS and five
non-network.
William S. Paley, CBS president,
discussed the proposal with Broadcast Division members individually
on Oct. 30. He also visited the
White House the same day, and
paid his respects to President
Roosevelt. FCC matters, however,
it is reported, were not touched
upon in any way during the fiveminute conversation with the President.
Scientific Selection
AFTER the CBS expressions, it
was reported, the regional recommendations were gone into by
members of the Broadcast Division,
who are entirely satisfied that the
engineering report was based on
scientific considerations only and
that the stations per se had not
been given consideration in devising the plan. In other words, it
was found that on the seven channels recommended for 5,000 watt
night operation, it is possible to
get the necessary 900-mile separation between stations to avert in-

terference. On the lessor classes
of regionals recommended, separations of this distance were not
found possible.
As it now stands the three members of the Broadcast Division are
in virtual agreement that nothing
should be done on the regional
recommendations until the clearchannel proposals are at hand.
They also are agreed that the reallocation project is of such transcendant importance that haste
should be made slowly, although
something
definitebe along
that general line should
followed.
Thus, it now appears definite that
a general hearing will be held on
the regional and clear-channel recom endations. The basic procedure
has received tentative approval.
That embraces the plan of drafting
proposed rules covering the recommended changes. The Broadcast
Division then would call a general
hearing on the proposed rule or
series of rules, inviting all parties
having a legitimate interest to appear. Parties in interest would be
asked to file appearances within
30 days from the call for the hearings, stating briefly their positions
and also any specific objections.
The hearing itself probably would
be set two or three months after
FCC action.
With the clear - channel recommendations expected about Dec. 15,
it is likely that the Broadcast Diwill not
be' until
in position
to
considervisionits
course
after the
new year. At the earliest, it seems
evident that no general hearing
could be held until about March,
1936.
Knoxville Proposal
STATIONS supporting the regional
recommendations have expressed
dissatisfaction over the Broadcast
Division's failure to set a general
hearing. These objections in the
main are that the FCC, in setting
the proposed rule for hearing,
would not make the regional recommendations mandatory in any
sense. Any parties which feel they
would suffer from the proposed
changes, they stated, could offer
evidence to that end in the formal
hearing proceedings.
Already there has been one
formal proposal made to FCC
members urging a change in the
regional - channel recommendation.
On behalf of WNOX, Knoxville,
James C. Hanrahan, vice president
of Continental Radio Co., ScrippsHoward radio subsidiary which recently purchased the station, asked
that the 1010 kc. channel, on which
WNOX is assigned, be considered
Page 7

as one of the waves on which 5,000
watt night power would be permitted. The station now is in the
Classchannels
"B" category,
or on one for
of
the
recommended
1,000 watt night operation. He
pointed out that 1010 kc. is completely "hemmed
by clear would
channel stations,
and in"therefore
be vulnerable to serious interference if the 500,000 watt clearchannel proposal materializes. It
is apparent, he said, that the FCC
can include 1010 kc. in the 5,000
watt night group since it is the
only channel in the 1,000 watt
night group completely or even
slightly surrounded by clear channels.
As was anticipated, all sorts of
weird stories about political machinations in connection with the
projected reallocation are being
given currency. This speculation,
apparently made out of whole
cloth, goes so far as to predict that
"Democratic" stations will be benefited and that stations owned by
some of the "Republican" newspapers will be penalized. Another
unsubstantiated story which became widespread was that orders
had come down from the Wh.te
House that no reallocation should
be made before 1936 elections.
Kelvinator Cooperates
In Local Dealer Drives
KELVINATOR Corp., Detroit (refrigerators) is making available
radio announcements of one-minute
duration, designed to promote local
sales of Kelvinator and Leonard
refrigerators until the end of the
year. Dealers will be at liberty to
use these continuities, along with
other sales promotional material
prepared by Kelvinator and its new
agency, Geyer, Cornell & Newell
Inc., Detroit.
Cost of the advertising which the
dealers will use will be paid for
on a cooperative basis. Kelvinator's contest revolves around letters written on "Why I Want a
Kelvinator for Christmas". Leonbe words
a competitive
contestard'sofwill 50
or less onessay
the
Leonard feature of greatest appeal
to the writer.
Station in Indiana Sought
By Typographical Union
INTERNATIONAL Typographical
Union of North America, affiliate
of the American Federation of
Labor, has filed with the FCC an
application for a new station in
Indianapolis to take over the facilities of WIND, Gary, Ind., it was
announced Nov. 4. The facilities
sought are full-time on 560 kc.
with 1,000 watts night, 5,000 day.
The Union is the same organization which at its convention in
Toronto last September, adopted a
resolution endorsing government
ownership of broadcasting, raising
as one of the reasons the diversion of advertising from newspapers to radio, with purported resultant unemployment in the printing trades.
At its meeting Nov. 12, the
Broadcast Division denied the ITU
petition to intervene in the application of L. M. Kennett, for a new
station in Indianapolis, and have
the Examiner's report recommending favorable action set aside. Oral
arguments on the Kennett application for a new station on 600 kc.
with 1,000 watts, daytime, were
heard Nov. 7.
Page 8

Don

Lee

Renews

Network
With

CBS

DON LEE Broadcasting System,
Pacific Coast segment of CBS, has
signed a one-year extension of its
present contract with the network,
which will run until Jan. 31, 1937,
it was learned Nov. 4. The extension was signed in New York during the last week in October by
Thomas S. Lee, president of Don
Lee, and William J. Gleason, controller.
Simultaneously, it was learned
that KSL, Salt Lake City, 50,000watt clear channel station, had
signed a five-year extension of its
present contract with CBS, dating
back from last Aug. 18. This contract also was negotiated during
the last week in October.
There are no other CBS station
contracts in process of negotiation,
it was stated. The contract with
Yankee Network runs until Jan. 1,
1937, and talk of any difficulties in
connection with it were branded
inaccurate.
Discs Service Organized
To Serve Independents
FORMATION of Transcontinental
Broadcasting Co. Inc., projected as
a "transcription network service"
and proposing' to offer commercially sold transcriptions and a library service to independent radio
stations, was disclosed this month
with the incorporation of the company in Delaware with a capitalization of $100,000. Backers of the
project were not revealed, though
former U. S. Senator C. C. Dill of
Washington, now an attorney with
offices in the Munsey Bldg., Washington, D. C, was named as counsel.
Senator Dill's offices are temporary Eastern headquarters pending the opening of New York and
Chicago offices. An office at 729 S.
Western Ave., Los Angeles, has already been established with Bayard Weibert in charge. Mr. Weibert is president of the concern,
being connected with Hollywood
motion picture interests. It is believed that motion picture interests
are behind the project, which proposes to offer its transcriptions
only to non-network-affiliated stations.
COST

OF

HIGH

BROADCAST
TARIFF
REVISED BY A. T.&T.
LIBERALIZATION of the telephone tariffs of the American Telephone and Telegraph Co. for
broadcast. ng stations was approved
by the FCC Telephone Division
Nov. 1. The FCC's granting of a
special permission for a revision
of the A. T. & T. tariff on radio
broadcast
program
channelthanfacilit.es
Will mean
that more
one
radio station in an exchange area
can be connected with the network
for program transmission.
The revision stated that the regulations had been changed by the
A. T. & T. so more than one radio
station in the same exchange
served by means of Schedule C
radio broadcast program channel
facilities may be connected as an
extension to Schedule B facilities
on less than the statutory 30 days
notice. Another change, effective
Dec. 2, will permit more than one
station served by Schedule C and
D facilities to become connected
with Schedule A facilities in the
same exchange area. Previously
only one radio station could be
connected for network transmission
in the same area.
The effect of the change, it is
said, will be that of allowing nonnetwork stations to tie into networks for outstanding broadcasts,
such as Presidential speeches,
World's Series games, and the like,
without first giving 30 days notice,
and also without paying costs for
Schedule A circuits, balanced for
music. Regular
"talk"
substantially
lower
ratescircuits
thus canat
be used.
Nine C. & O. Spots
CHESAPEAKE & OHIO Railroad
on Nov. 1 began a 52-week schedule of 5-minute transcriptions six
times weekly over nine stations in
its territory. The transcriptions,
selected from the WBS and NBCThesaurus library services, are
spotted after 7 p. m., local time
in each city used, with the exception of WHAS, Louisville, which
is using its staff oixhestra. Other
stations handling the schedule are
WCKY, WRC, WJSV, KSD,
WREN, KVOO, KPRC and WFBM.
Campbell - Ewald Co. is handling
the account through its Washington office.

POWER

and Energy Used
a gradual expansion plan. The
WLW, Cincinnati, 500,000 - watt
transmitter cost in the neighborhood of $500,000. Engineers, however, believe this figure can be cut
in half, or reduced even lower under mass production. At half the
WLW cost, it would represent an
expenditure of $6,000,000 for these
super-power plants alone.
Equally as interesting are the
estimates of actual operating costs
for electrical energy. The average
power bill of a 50,000-watt station
is between $15,000 and $20,000 per
year. For a 500,000-watt station,
the cost, it is estimated, would go
up to between $70,000 and $100,000
a year. For 25 super-power stations of 500,000 watts, the power
expenditures would mean, roughly,
$2,500,000.

For

Code

Calls

Reviva

Broadcasting Industry Invitet
To Preliminary Conference
BROADCASTING industry collab
oration in the effort to revive NR^
practices for industry regulatio
has been sought by George I
Berry, Federal Coordinator for In
dustrial Cooperation, in his cal
for a round-table conference sched
uled in Washington Dec. 9. Mi
Berry on Nov. 7 sent to James W
Baldwin, NAB managing directo
and former executive officer of th
Code Authority for the Broadcast
ing Industry, an invitation to par
ticipate in the conference.
Mr. Baldwin declared Nov.
that the matter was one whic:
would require action of the NA1
board. He asserted he would sut
mit the matter to the members o
the board as soon as all pertinen
information is at hand.
In his letter Mr. Berry asserte
that 5,000 representatives of in
dustry who were active in NRj
code matters had been invited t
participate in the conference. O
these, he asserted, some 73% ex
pressed unqualified approval of th
plan
23% towere
tal andwhile
wanted
take non-commi1
up the mat
ter with their industry membei
ships. Only 4% were opposed.
Federal Treaty Powers
THE PROCEDURE informall
outlined was that of a general cor
ference of all groups and then o
separate meetings of represents
fives of industry, on the one han<
and of management and labor o
the other. Mr. Berry said he woul
be the only government represents
tive and would act as coordinator
Since the call for the conferenc(
NRA lawyers and others identifie
with the recovery movement hav
be worked
whereby
the plans
Government
can usov'
urged that
its treaty powers for the draftin
of trade compacts along NRj
lines, and in that way supersed
the laws of Congress and be witr
in the terms of the Constitutioi
The NRA codes were dissolved las
summer when the Supreme Coui
held the National Industrial Rc
covery Act, under which NR.
functioned, was unconstitutional.

Sponsors the Futurity jjj

STATIONS

Proposed Change in Assignments Would Mean Millions
In New Equipment
FIGURES that resemble foreign
war debts are being bandied about
in conversations concerning the
pending FCC plan for redistribution of broadcasting station assignments. The estimates cover
cost of installations of new equipment, power and other outlays
that would be required if the plan
went through in to to. (At this
writing, the fate of the project
hangs in the balance, because of
strong objections made to the very
first phase of it affecting regional
channels.)
All told, it is estimated that outlays for equipment by stations affected and by new stations would
be between $35,000,000 and $50,000,000. By far the largest portion would be for new equipment
for 500,000-watt stations, 25 of
which would be provided for under

Government

A SPECIAL hookup was M
ranged by American Oil Co., Bait
more (Amoco gas and oil) for th
running of the "Futurity" Nov. !
linking- WBAL, Baltimore; WFII
Philadelphia, and WMAL, Was!
ington. While the networks wci
occupying themselves with footba
games, Amoco engaged Clem M(
Carthy, the NBC sports specialis
to describe the day's horse race;
It bought a four-hour afternoo
period through the Joseph Kal
Agency, Baltimore. When a gei
erator blew out at 1 p. m., WFI
went off the air, quick work t
Frank Becker, chief engineer, an
ten assistants bringing the static
back in operation at 6:15 p. v.
Ordinarily this type of accident ri
quires a day or more to repai
WFIL lost the American Oil "Fx
turity"
sponsorship,
course,
bi
more than
offset theofloss
by sell
ing the sponsor election returns.
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Radio

to

Spot Campaign

Make
Placed

Nation

Locally

Being

Ice

Launched

Cream
by Producers;

Ail-Year Consumption, Invigoration to Be Stressed
ft. MAJOR advertising campaign
minute sample spot announcements.
The five-minute spots for regular
.0 make America "ice cream conare being recomscious"
is
being
launched
by
the
international Association of Ice daily schedule
mended strongly as "the best buy
Tream Manufacturers, with radio
radio".
Selected to play an important if in Although
less than a month has
not the predominant role through
elapsed since the promotion work
.transcription spot placements.
was launched a substantial numHaving approved the idea at its
ber of manufacturers already have
mnual convention last month, the agreed to the campaigns locally, it
was reported. It is hoped to have
Association now has five representatives on the road contacting local the drive in full force on a nationwide basis by spring although in
nanufacturers to line up the camcertain cities the campaigns may
paign for spring introduction. The
be
started
earlier.
campaign, covering newspapers
As soon as sufficient reaction
and billboards along with radio,
from manufacturers is procured
|ivas devised by Robert C. Desirins,
on the spot radio efforts, according
vice president of Campbell-Ewald
to Mr. Desirins, production plans
|Co. Inc., in charge of the Washington office, who is advertising counwill be devised on large scale. Difsellor for the Association.
ferent types of programs must be
The effort will be to popularize
arranged because of the likelihood
ice cream as a food for all-year that competitive manufacturers in
consumption rather than a hot- the same markets will use competweather confection. Such slogans
ing stations.
%s "The Pickup That Never Lets
Merchandising Tie-ins
You Down", will be used in conMR. DESIRINS
IDEAS
aplenty have been shaped
junction with an office worker's
programs. In the five-mindrive for a "3 O'clock Recess" so for the
ute spots, for example, one of the as a nourishing food, rather than
they can get an ice cream snack.
programs will have a background
a delicacy or a Sunday dinner
Ice Cream Hour
of dance music. The girl friend
treat. Many merchandising tie-ins
STILL another part of the camwill complain to her dancing part- have been devised.
paign will be that of having ice
ner that he has lost his usual pep
The representatives in the field
cream time compete with cocktail
on the ball-room floor. Off they go have been assigned to cover the ento the ice cream bar. Then back
hours. Cocktail bars, for example,
tire country with their proposed
would be stocked with ice cream
on the dance floor they flit, with
advertising campaigns. The tranproducts so that abstainers may
scription samples also will be made
the
rated.young man remarkably invigohave their ice cream pickups while
available to broadcasting stations
their cocktail drinking companions
The "3 O'clock Recess", however, upon payment of the nominal pressenjoy their drinks.
ing charges. The representatives
will
beHealth
the strong
plug. in"Time
For
Is Time
for Out
the and their
Decision to launch the campaign
territories are:
was reached after Mr. Desirins,
Fred Walker — Ohio, Indiana,
Boss",
is
one
of
the
catch
lines.
credited with conceiving the idea, "Keep in Step — Ice Cream for Pep"
Illinois, Maryland, Kentucky, District of Columbia, West Virginia,
. ] addressed the Association's convention in St. Louis on Oct. 15. Leo is another. "Restore Spent En- Virginia, Western Pennsylvania.
ergy"
is
a
third.
, J. Fitzpatrick, president of the
F. Guy Sutherland — New York,
For juvenile appeal, the sales effort will be to establish ice cream
NAB
and general manager of
Delaware,
New Jersey, Rhode IsX WJR, Detroit, also addressed the
(y convention, and urged widespread
use of radio along the lines sug1 . gested by Mr. Desirins.
The Association is representative of approximately 70% of the
ice cream manufacturing industry,
having 500 members operating
1,200 plants. Annual production of
i its membership
averages about
n 180,000,000 gallons, having an
tttjaverage retail value of $1 per galm Ion for a monetary turnover of
j $180,000,000. It is hoped, through
I the advertising campaign, to step
I up consumption at least 25%.
H Robert Hibben is executive secT retary of the Association, with
headquarters in the Barr Building,
m Washington. The advertising cam* paign is being coordinated through
m Mr. Desirins but, of course, will be
it placed locally by individual manuM facturers and their agencies. It is
Superstitious? Here's a Friday the 13th Stunt!
| expected to begin by next spring
NEXT month has a Friday the After describing the proceedings,
| in at least 100 markets with radio
a psychologist speaks briefly on
13th and here's the way WHAM,
I to be used extensively by individual
Rochester, N. Y., stages a stunt the origin of such superstitions.
• manufacturers along program
The stunt is climaxed by a 201(1 lines suggested by the Association,. program for 14 cents. Thirteen
civic leaders participate. They en- minute curbstone forum in which
Jf through
Campbell
-Ewald.
ter
the
studio
under
a
ladder
(1);
The five representatives now in
passers-by are led beneath a ladsit 13 around the table in their
der to the sidewalk microphone,
m the field have with them proposed
i campaigns covering different types
shirt-sleeves (2); break mirrors questioned for original hoodoo beliefs, and then offered a pocket
(3); light three cigarettes from
li' of media. The radio test is a tranone match (4); have a black cat mirror and defied to break it on the
i scription, produced by World
sidewalk. Oh yes, the 14 cents!
| Broadcasting System, covering a as mascot (5); raise an umbrella
five-minute sample program with indoors (6); and then defy all the rors.
Well that's for a dozen pocket mirother jinxes they can think of.
music and dialogue, and three oneNovember

15, 1935
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Conscious
land, Massachusetts, Connecticut,
New Hampshire, Michigan, Maine,
Eastern Pennsylvania.
George A. Robe — California,
Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Utah,
Wyoming, Montana, New Mexico,
Nevada, Colorado, and Texas.
G e or g e R. Williams — Iowa,
North and South Dakota, Nebraska, Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, Minnesota, Wisconsin.
James M. Lynch Jr. — North and
South Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Florida,
Louisiana, Arkansas.
Impetus was given the campaign
by Mr. Fitzpatrick in his address
before the Association. He pointed
out that the ice cream industry or
the dairy industry as a whole, has
never utilized radio. After pointing to the various phenomenal successes growing out of the use of
radio advertising, he said :
Radio Sells Ideas
IT HAS BEEN demonstrated that
radio will sell goods across a counter,
or will sell an idea, which will in
turn promote the sale of goods. I
am not familiar with your problems,
or what slant your advertising campaigns will tend to take during the
next few months or years. But I
realize that ice cream dealers want
to build up a nation-wide consciousness that their product is more than
merely a luxury. By scientific research you have convinced yourselves
and have proved that it is a health
asset, a very nourishing, valuable
food. You have been made aware of
many properties possessed by ice
cream other than taste and flavor.
And you have been getting closer
to the ideal of making ice cream a
year-round
dish ; not merely a hot
weather
luxury.
And I am sure that you must often
be reminded in this respect of what
Sir to
Thomas
and aEmpire
sail-boata
did
make Lipton
the British
nation of tea drinkers by building up
that terrific thirst for tea that seems
to afflict every English man or woman
around 4 o'clock in the afternoon.
Personally, I am sure that a dish
of ice cream has greater possibilities
for a pick-me-up than tea ; even than
a cocktail . . . and I think you could
build toward an ideal of making the
American people ice cream hungry
every
afternoon
at 4sides
o'clock.
I amdium
taking
ofnot
advertising,
now.forI any
am menot
talking specifically of radio. I believe
you should consider all possible forms,
yet you cannot overlook the fact that
you have a job to perform and that
advertising is waiting, ready to be
set in motion, to be the dynamo you
need to get that job accomplished.
I think I have more actual faith
in advertising than any other force
in the world today. I think had business men and advertisers been in comcontrol been
duringabletheto depression
we
should pletehave
find our way
out much earlier than the politicians
were able to do for us and that we
should never even have considered
such means
plowing corn
ground andasslaughtering
hogsunderand
cattle lieve
uselessly.
I frankly
that there is
such a don't
thing beas
over-production ; not in a country of
120 million people, rich and productive likeinthis;
I can'twhere
see overpruduction
a country
many a
man has never hoped to own more
than one pair of shoes or one suit of
clothes at a time. And I venture to
say there are thousands of persons
still in America who never taste a
dish of ice cream from one year to
another. There are still a million
families right here in the Midwest,
{Continued on page 54)
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Advertising's
Place
Recovery
Scheme
By
ROY
S. in
DURSTINE
Vice President and General Manager, Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.
gent and sincere efforts to lay the
true facts before organizations
Learn the Facts on Unemployment,
Then Change the Trend
promulgating information of thisc
type have met with the most arroOf Public Opinion by Advertising, He Proposes
gant and prejudiced evasions.
Obscure and frequently obsolete I
OBSERVERS of
businesses have been paraded asi
the current
horrible examples both by private.'
BUSINESS has been taking it on the chin for 72 months,
American scene
enterprises benefiting by the credas we approach
ulity of the consumer and by ex-j
but it's still in there, swinging. That's the way Mr. Durthe 1936 presihibits
sponsored in high places. De-.j
dential elections
velopments in recent months have
stine feels about it. Not only that, but he sees a powerfind that not only
tended to awaken the consumer to
all American
the shallow nature of most of this
ful force that can hasten recovery. That force is adverbusiness but all
hullabaloo
against advertising and
tising. But if old Dr. Advertising is to help business
Americans are
thoughtful
housewives are begindivided into two
ning to realize that their best
Mr. Durstine
through its convalescence, it must know the symptoms.
principal classes
friend is the manufacturer who
those who are earning a living
There's a way of knowing, he believes, and here it is, ac- must win their goodwill not by a
for themselves and for a number
single sale but by keeping faith in
of other people and those who feel
companied bysome searching comment on business in a way which will insure a constant
that the world owes them a living.
flow of repeated purchases.
general and its relation to advertising.
When the history of our alphabetiMore for Less Money
cal recuperation is written it may
be possible to put an estimate on
What else can advertising: do?
PEOPLEments butmay
advertisethe corroding effect of the wide- fers of unearned ease and promises
no onecriticize
can criticize
the
Well, it can continue to fill its
of Utopian philosophies.
spread habit of self-pity planted
principle
of
advertising.
You
may
The same forces that have been principal
in the minds of a nation which up
role
as
the
voice
of
business.
be upset by some of the messages
to now has known the value and used to preach these doctrines of
It was the automobile business
that come to you over the telethe satisfaction of self respect.
defeatism and false comfort can
and must be used to remind the which led us out of the minor deOne comparatively small business
phone, but you cannot condemn
pression of the early twenties. Is the basic invention of the teleenterprise which operates in only people of this country that this
phone itself. You may say that
six of the states of this union of nation was never built from a wil- it doing the same thing again toyou wish that there were not such
day? Detroit and other automobile
ours is faced with exactly 26 difderness to a first-class world
ferent federal, state, county and power in the short span of 150 centers have certainly passed out things as advertisements, which
are deliberately as deceitful as
of the serious phases of unemcity forms of taxation. Is all this years by letting George do it.
testimonials or as patently in bad
taxation accomplishing anything
ployment and into a period of comUnemployment can be licked if,
parative prosperity because and taste as those diagrams of our inor is it, as many believe, creating first, the facts and figures about it
teriors or those descriptions of the
a nation of paupers?
are really learned; and, second, if only because a lot of American
Nobody begrudges a penny of a renewed appreciation of the solid citizens have decided that the old most intimate symptoms of the
the taxes necessary to foot the bill qualities of American self-reliance
car has gone far enough and it's human body. But you cannot conbuy a new one. In that deof caring for the needy. But how
can be stirred in tired and discour- time to cision
demn a phase of American busiadvertising has played its
can we sit by complacently when
ness which tells you and your wife
aged and misled millions. It would
vital
part
by
carrying
the
news
of
billions are being poured in with- take a million dollars to get the
economically and beautiout an apparent lessening of the facts and another ten million to the thrilling new models which en- how most
fully to manage a home and feed
numbers
either are
can'ttheor actual
won't change national thinking. But that's duced. gineers and designers have pro- and care for the health of your
find work who
? What
You cannot quarrel with
a lot less than even one billion.
There are other communities like afamily.
figures ? Does anybody know ?
has made mass prowhich
force
But
let's
not
wait
too
long.
AdIf just one million from all those
duction possible, and is making
vertising men have learned that that throughout the country, where
billions was set aside to get the when a trend of public opinion is the chief industries of a community
better products available to all the
facts, the market research people crystallized in one direction or an- are feeling a renewed pull from
country generally at a lower cost.
both in and outside of the adverother it can be too late to change the consumer. Examine them careFirst, suppose we demolish the
fully and you will find an advertising business would find the fig- it.
that advertising is an ecoidea
tiser or a group of advertisers
nomic waste.
This is a funny country, and
ures on this unemployment situation in from three to four months, when it decides that it is through
making kodak film or floor coverare sometimes
Large
and do it on the business basis that with anything, it is through. Reings or time pieces or a food or quoted as sums
advertising expenditures
some
other
product,
improved
and
is being used to safeguard the adwithout taking into consideration
member what happened to Congreater interest and effi- the number of units which the adgress shoes, to petticoats, to high styled forciency,
vertisers' dollars as a regular part
and telling the world
vertising has helped to move and
of a day's work. We have done stiff corsets, and to hair nets and about it.
harder jobs than that. If nobody to miniature golf?
upon millions of peomillions
the
Each of these communities is
else can do it, give it to us. We
ion
ple who make up our populatcosts
Let's not wait until the homely buying the products of other comcan get the facts.
virtues of American character go
The advertising of bread
munities in greater volume.
it
keep
to
wrapper
the
than
less
What Advertising Can Do
out of fashion, too. Let's put down
clean.
Advertising Acquitting Itself
fact-finding as the first useful
AND WHILE we are about it give task which advertising can do for
Advertising has made orangeus ten millions more and we will
IT PLAIN that the real task
indusand let's remember that ISN'T
into a well-ordered
growing
cure the greatest economic ill now recovery,
of recovery from the material viewfruita
the same technique that is now
thisinto
changed
has
and
try
luxury
point
is
to
increase
the
number
of
holiday
besetting the body politic. What
from a
serving individual manufacturers
is meant is this:
healthful da;ly item in millions of
can be applied to the broadest these self-improving communities
Advertising men have learned
problems that this country faces. until they reach out and overlap ? homes. At the maximum the cost
long ago that the power of propaWith the country beset by labor Isn't it clear that in carrying the
advertising to the houseganda can be used to mould opin- racketeers, by the prophets of de- news of what has been devised by of this
wife per dozen oranges has beer
ion. We have noticed in the past
advertising is the tool
d of a cent, or one-thirtyfeat and soft-living promises, with ingenuity,
is more indispensable today one-thir
twenty years that whenever war
many politicians afraid to face the that
sixth of a cent per orange. Or conthan
ever
before
in
our
commercial
in Europe is in the air, for ex- truth for fear of losing votes, this history ?
es and fruits
th packed
One-tensider
of vegetabl
a cent per can is the
ample, a sympathetic feeling for country needs an awakening that
one European country or another
how is it acquitting itself average advertising expense, foi
can come only from those who be- in And
the canned goods industry.
this major task?
is built up in American minds.
lieve that the true democracy of a
In your five-cent glass of Coce
real
republic
can
lift
its
voice
as
A great deal of careless and illThings
just our
happen.
Close like
at that
home don't
within
own
loud as the demagogues, and that formed information has been cir- Cola only 1576/100,000ths of one
borders we have heard the self-pity it will find a response in the hearts
culated in recent years against ad- of your five pennies went into tellvertising. Much of it was inspired
the people
rest of about
of discouraged millions fed by of- of Americans.
and the States
ing you United
of the
this,
When we speak of recovery, we more by the urge to sell books
Speech by Roy S. Durstine, vice presiproduct. A well known cake o
dent and general manager of Batten, Bar- mean more than a money recovery. than by a desire to safeguard the soap
carries an advertising cost o |
ton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., New York, We mean a recovery of moral fibre, interests of the consumer. Superone-fifth of a cent. Campbell Sour,
delivered Nov. 4 before the district con- too.
ficial
analyses
have
been
given
the
The
force
of
advertising
can
vention of the Advertising Federation of
quoted so many times
work for that recovery too.
America, meeting in Boston.
authenticity of a crusade. Intelli- has been
(Continued on page 39)
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HOWMANSHIP

W

H O'S
130

60
QINCE

REGULAR

ARTISTS,

LIVE

PAYROLL

ENGAGED

INCLUDES

IN PRODUCING

'COMMERCIALS'

it antedates the networks, WHO

EACH

WEEK

has never been content to be merely

an "outlet." Instead, year after year it has presented Iowa and midwestern listeners with a program service created specifically for them — combining the cream
of Red Network programs with outstanding features developed in WHO studios.
At present, these features include 68 live-talent commercial musical programs each week, broadcast with the precision and pace of network programs,
sponsored by experienced advertisers who find WHO the effective way to cash
in on Iowa's present prosperity.
In studios, production staff and talent, WHO

is organized to produce any

type of show required by the advertiser. On WHO's regular talent payroll are
138 artists. The program department under the experienced direction of Harold
Fair, is prepared to audition effective programs developed at WHO,
duce radio features already in use elsewhere by the advertiser.
Not alone in radio, but in comparison

or to repro-

with any other advertising medium,

WHO

has taken front position as one of America's most powerful business producers, in terms of profits per dollar — -a position earned and maintained through
superb showmanship to the extensive market which enjoys consistent service

from WHO's

50,000-watt transmitter.

CENTRAL

BROADCASTING

J. O. Maland, Mgr.
National Representatives: FREE

COMPANY

DES MOINES, IOWA

& SLEENINGER,

Phone 3-7147

Inc. — New York, Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco
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Governm
Dr.
On

Stewart

Asks

FCC

Report

On Discs Rescindec
Revenue Bureau Reverses Prio

Channels
Clear
Networks,
Broadcast Division to State Whether It Believes

Special Rules on Chain Broadcasts Are Needed
watts. This, doubtless would result
DUPLICATION
even greater duplication of
of network pro- in
programs, it was pointed out.
grams on clear chain
The text of Stewart motion and
channels, long a statement
follows:
dormant issue,
was revived Nov.
Text of Statement
6 by Dr. Irvin AT A MEETING of the Commission
Stewart, chair- en banc the following Motion by Comman of the FCC
missioner Stewart was referred to the
Broadcast Division for consideration
Telegraph Divi- and
report to the Commission :
sion, in a motion
Dr. Stewart
"I move that the Broadcast Divipresented to the
sion be directed to report to the ComFCC, sitting en banc, directing the
mission (a) whether in its opinion
Broadcast Division to report the Commission
should adopt special
whether in its opinion special regu- regulations under section 303 (i) of
lations governing chain broadcast- the Communications Act for the regulation of chain broadcasting and (b)
ing should be adopted. A provision in the Communications Act of in the event that the adoption of such
1934 gives the FCC authority to special regulations is believed by that
mak<= special regulations applicable Division to be desirable, the proposed
to stations engaged in chain broad- text of such regulations.
casting.
I wish
to "In
call support
attentionoftothethe motion
following
:
In a statement accompanying
1.
At
the
time
it
provided
for
the motion, Dr. Stewart asserted channels (General Order No. 40, clear
Augthe 40 clear channels originally
ust 30, 1928) the Federal Radio Comset aside in 1928 were designated
mission said : '* * * 40 channels will
to provide broadcasting service to be assigned to stations with minimum
rural and remote listeners. He power of 5000 watts and a maximum
to be determined by the Commission
pointed out that the programs
available at night to 35.8% of the and announced with the allocation.
On these forty channels only one stanation's
residing
tion will be permitted to operate at
76.7% of population,
its area, are those
offeredin
by clear channel stations. Then any time during night hours, thus inhe cited statistics to show that program,suring up
clear reception
of the station's
to the extreme
limit of
only one of the 40 clear channels
range.'
does not have a chain station. (This its2.service
The following statement was
is the 1050 kc. clear channel as- made by the Federal Radio Commission on July 2, 1930 : As amended,
signed to KNX, Los Angeles.)
Of the aggregate of 40 clear it (General Order No. 40) provides
for
a
number of high power
channels specified in the regula- stationscertain
on interference-free channels
tions, Dr. Stewart said 26 of them
have NBC network stations, 12 to serve rural and sparsely settled
CBS and 3 MBS. Dr. Stewart dealt areas over long distances under favorable conditions.'
in channels rather than individual
3. The population and area of the
stations because of the duplicated
States dependent for broadassignments on certain of the 40 United casting
service at night on the secchannels which reduces them to a
coverageon oftheclear
channeltable
sta-:
tions isondary
shown
following
non-clear status.
■within
Scope of Motion
Percentage of Percentage
THE PLAINT of chain program
duplication has not been heard for
several years in official quarters.
In the early days of the Radio
Commission, Commissioner E. O.
Sykes, one of its charter members,
vigorously espoused regulations
which would curtail such duplication. There have been sporadic
outbursts since then by members
of Congress and others.
While program duplication is the
salient factor in the Stewart proposal, the wording of the motion
is sufficiently broad to cover any
type of regulation of network
broadcasting. The motion, as referred to the Broadcast Division,
instructs it to give an opinion as
to whether the FCC should adopt
special regulations, and in the
event action is believed desirable,
that it submit the proposed text
of such regulations.
In his accompanying statement
Dr. Stewart refers only to program duplication. He said, however, in reply to an inquiry, that
the scope of the motion itself is
much broader.
The motion also is of considerable importance because of the
current activity of the FCC along
reallocation lines, with some 25 of
the 40 clear channels slated for
superpower, ultimately, of 500,000
Page 12

Zone
First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
United States

population
within
secondary
coverage
24.0
27.6
56.8

of area
secondary
coverage
57.3
70.4
60.4
90.38
70.0
76.7

33.6
35.4
35.8
These figures are as of December
1933 but there has been little change
in the situation since they were com4. The programs available at night
piled.
to this 35.8% of the population of the
United States who reside in 76.7%
of its area are therefore those offered
by clear channel stations ; and their
program selection is largely limited to
those carried by such stations.
5. The present situation of clear
channels (night time) with respect to
chain programs is : Number of clear
channels. 40 ; number with NBC stations, 26t ; with CBS stations, 121 ;
with MBS stations, 3* ; having no
chain stations,
(* — one
cluded on both1. NBC
andstation
Mutualin-;
t— one channel has both CBS and
NBC stations.)
6. Duplication of programs on
clear channel stations reduces the
value of clear channels to persons
dependent on secondary service (for
whom the channels were set apart)
and tends to defeat the announced
purpose in the establishment of clear
channels.

ent Le viei

Ruling on 1932 Tax Law
REVOCATION by the U. S. Intel
nal Revenue Bureau of a decisio
holding transcriptions taxable ui
der the 1932 tax on phonograp
records lifts a cloud that has ho*
ered over this form of rendition f<
several years.
The decision, made public No
6,
holds
"electric transcri]
tions
forthat
broadcasting
purposi
and motion picture records of tl
'sound-on-disc' type are not 're
ords for phonographs' within tl
meaning
607 are
of the
enue
Act ofof. section
1932 and
not Re'
su
RADIO'S LITTLE COLONEL —
Here you have Col. Leo J. FitzpresiNAB seated
the WJR,
son of of
patrick,
dent andII,director
in his radio-equipped buggy. The
bumbershoot, if you please, is an
antenna. The set was designed
and installed by Merrill Mitchell,
WJR chief engineer, and is an allwave receiver. The body, it is understo d, isby Fisher. Rumor has
it that the dial is locked at 750 kc.
(WJR's
clear channel)
we have
no
verification
of that.but Col.
Leo,
19 months old, was appointed to
Gov. Laffoon's staff last summer.
Buyer, Agent and Seller
Are Urged by Mr. Kobak
To Assist Media Audits
ADVERTISING volume will reach
for an all-time peak in 1936, Edgar Kobak, chairman of the Advertising Federation of America
and NBC vice president in charge
of sales, predicted Nov. 1 in an
address before the AFA 10th District banquet in Oklahoma City.
Coordination of marketing plans,
advertising and selling has developed from the depression, he said,
bringing
tion waste.a reduction in distribuTo profit from lessons learned in
past experience,
Mr. to:
Kobak
vised AFA members
Tell adthe
truth about advertising; assist
schools and colleges and all efforts
in education; stop bribery in advertising; stop criminal practices
and rackets; eliminate "media
knocking"; support and develop
audits of all media; direct advertising at the consumer; repulse
attacks against advertising; fight
for "truth in advertising".
Referring to the circulation question, Mr. Kobak, a member of the
ANA-AAAA-NAB "Committee of
15" which is studying radio audit
plans, said that "radio broadcasting is giving birth to an audit in
its field", and called for support
of all audits by buyer, agent and
seller alike.
Longest Talent Series
DRUG TRADE PRODUCTS, Chicago (proprietaries), has launched
a series of two-hour programs over
WBBM, Chicago, broadcast from
2:30 to 4:30 p. m. Mondays through
Fr'days
to 12:30
and
from and
5 tofrom
5:45 11:30
on Saturdays.
The program is of the folksy type,
with a hill - billy master of ceremonies who gives the commercials
in an informal way. Show is said
to be the longest live-talent series
on the air. Agency: Benson &
Dall Inc., Chicago.

On tothe
recordinj
that section."
under hand,
tax other
ject
"which are commonly and comme
daily known as phonograph re
ords, even though they are fr
quently played over the radio, a:
nevertheless 'records for phon
graphs'
and are Bureau
taxable as
such <
The Revenue
acted
the
theoryit that
"fromthateviden
submitted
is obvious
in tl
industry concerned a very defini
distinction is made between phon
and electrical tra
graph records
scrlptions
and that the latter a
not commercially known as 're
Protests Filed
ords for phonographs'."
FROM
the beginning transcri
tion pressing firms have contend
that the Bureau was mistaken
calling upon them for payment
the phonograph
record tax
transcriptions. In some cases t
tax, which amounts to 5% "of t
price aforprotest
which note
sold",attached
was pa
with
each check. In other cases, ta
payers filed formal protest wi
revenue collectors, the taxes beii
held in abeyance under regul
Federal tax procedure.
Revenue officials stated they a
unable to give any estimate as
the amount of tax already p
which must be rebated to tra
scription firms. If the tax has be
paid, but passed on to the pi
chaser, the taxpayer is not entitl
to recover.
Assessments as high as $500 a
known to have been made by rev
nue collectors on small transcr:
tion series, exorbitant valuat^
having been given talent in ma
instances. Fear of Federal impo;
is believed to have frightened
many sponsors contemplati
transcription programs. Asse;
ments frequently were made
talent, master records and finish
transcriptions.
NAB Opposed Tax
FROM the beginning the Ni
and American Association of A
vertisers have contested Rever
Bureau interpretations which i
plied the phonograph records t
to transcriptions, which are lj
sold to the public and are made
pecially for broadcasting purpos
The tax, incorporated in Secti
607 of the Revenue Act of 19
originally was interpreted as 1
ing applicable to transcriptk
and sound-on-disc records un(
S. T. 550 and S. T. 651, hanc
ruling.
down by the Bureau. These r
ings are modified under the lat>
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Don't

let Network

Competition
SCARE

MORE

YOU!

BUFFALONIANS

LISTEN

TO

LOCAL

BROADCASTS

BASEBALL

THAN

NETWORK

FACTS
ANALYSIS OF COMPLETED CALLS
Total number of completed calls giving information
Do not own radio
Own radio
Radio sets off
Radio sets on

Federal Research
convincing

argument

right kind

of local program.

matters — in favor
WGR-WKBW.

we can present in favor of the

of Buffalo

And

—

not to mince

Broadcasting

Stations

1
For only BBC gives you the right set-up for successful local programs. Each of our two stations carries a
generous

share of the outstanding

Columbia

Network

ANY

PROGRAM

2297
36
2261
1455
806

PROGRAM POPULARITY FIGURES
Tuesday, September 3, 1935 (Radio sets on — 131)
Baseball Game WGR
57
39
48
Ben Bernie, Fred Waring, Eddie Duchin
Thursday, September 5, 1935 (Radio sets on — 120)
Baseball Game WGR
53
Show Boat, Paul Whiteman
Wednesday, September 11, 1935 (Radio sets on — 196)
Baseball Game WKBW 8:30 to 10 PM; WGR 10 to 10:30
Wayne King, Broadway Varieties, Town Hall, Burns & Allen 75
98
191
74
Summary of Four Daytime Games (Radio sets on — 359)
Baseball Game WKBW
All other Buffalo stations

HIS TABLE, compiled by RossCorporation, is just about the most

TO

1.57%
100.0 %
98.43%
64.35%
35.65%
43.51%
29.77%
40.00%
44.17%
37.76%
38.26%
53.20%
24.51%

Any carefully planned program with similar local interest would be just as popular
— command
— you

just as large an audience.

can command

But

this large audience

only if you pick BBC.
Remember that when you're planning a
radio campaign in the Buffalo Area. Remember, too, that WGR-WKBW
the most

complete

coverage

give you

in the Buffalo

Productions and BBC
to draw any diagrams

Presentations. We don't need
or charts to show you that this

Area — and that we'll be only too glad to
send you the complete detailed survey from

division enables

to buy

which

you

advantageous

time

on

the table in this ad was

prepared.

either station in a way that's unique in the country —
and impossible where one station must carry all network broadcasts.
Incidentally, just because

this survey

was

made

by

Ross-Federal during the baseball season shouldn't
lead you to believe that baseball broadcasts are the
only way to reach the major
ovember
L

15, 1935

Buffalo Area Audience.
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REPRESENTED BY FREE SL SLEININGER, INC
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How

Utilities

Can

Utilize

Radio

Effectively

BY DR. HERMAN
S. HETTINGER
Wharton School of Finance & Commerce, University of Pennsylvania

Medium
Due

Peculiarly

to Its Close

to

With

Contact

SHOULD public
utilities broadcast for new
business? May I
reply categorically in the
affirmative. Ibelieve
radio to be parwellsuited for ticularly
this
type of advertisMr. Hettinger jng
In 1927 advertisers spent little
more than $5,000,000, at the most,
for radio advertising. This year
the purchase of facilities by advertisers will total close to $90,000,000, while their talent expenditures
will amount to approximately $25,000,000. The American business
man is a hard-headed individual.
He demands a return for money
expended. The tremendous rise of
radio advertising is therefore the
best proof of its efficacy.
There is ample room for expansion of the appliance business. It
is estimated that the electric refrigerator market is but 30% saturated; washers 46%; vacuum
cleaners 48%; clocks 42%, and
ranges 6%.
The development of this power
market seems to be the most fertile field for increased public utility business. Selling it involves
the stimulation of the fundamental desires which might impel consumers to buy electric appliances,
and of showing the public how the
possession of these goods will fulfill their desires with particular
effectiveness. The actual advertising problem involved in this
task is three-fold: (1) Dramatizing electricity and gas and their
importance in the community; (2)
educating the public as to their
specific usefulness; and (3) establishing consumer confidence in the
company and its service, essentially a good will proposition.
Radio's Advantages
RADIO, in common with other
media, must meet two basic requirements of advertising effectiveness: (1) That it reach the
prospective customers, and (2)
that it be suited to carrying the
advertising message. All media
fulfill these requirements in their
own individual fashion and therefore possess advertising value. But
each medium also possesses certain
unique characteristics which recommend its use in particular instances.
The unique characteristics of radio advertising arise out of the
following factors:
1. Radio programs are broadcast
over the air and may be heard
wherever the station signal can be
received satisfactorily.
2. Broadcasting deals in sound.
3. Broadcasting exists mainly by
reason of furnishing the listener
Text of an address Nov. 15 to the New
Jersey Utilities Association, meeting in
Atlantic City.
Page 14

Suited

Public

the

Service

Family

Concerns

Circle

uses the energy that public utilities

MOST

everyone

supply
at least
and has
to have

for operation of home and place of business —
most everyone who lives in a good market area
money to spend. And most everyone would like
a house full of the conveniences which are de-

pendent on utilities for their operation. With its intimate relation to the fireside, radio offers a particularly
effective medium

for utilities — and here Dr. Hettinger

tells about it, giving an exhaustive treatise on the advantages of radio as an advertising medium.
with entertainment and useful information.
4. Broadcasting exists in time.
Important results emanate from
these characteristics. The fact that
radio signals are scattered far and
wide gives it a tremendous potential circulation. There are in this
country at the present time approximately 21,500,000 radio families. Since the possession of a radio receiving set is proof positive
that at least one station can be
heard, the 70,000,000 listeners represented by these sets constitute
the
potential audience for broadcasting.
Potential Audience
THESE radio families also constitute the most logical prospects for
new public utility business. It is
estimated that more than 16,000,000 of these homes are wired for
electricity. Already they are public utility customers. The average
radio family represents an income
almost twice that of the non-radio
home. If they are within the range
of public
utility
service,
these radio families
should
constitute
an
especially fertile potential market.
Let me say a word regarding radio circulation. It is obvious that
the entire potential audience in a
given area will not listen to your
program.
Some persons will be kept from
listening at specified hours by emnecessary
activitployment
ies. It isand other
interesting
to note,
however, that in from 12,000,000
to 15,000,000 radio homes someone
is
usually available for daytime
listening.
A number of persons will prefer
to do something else than listen
to radio at particular periods. A
portion of these may be induced to
listen if a sufficiently attractive
program is presented and if it is
called to their attention by proper
merchandising and promotion. It
seems safe to say that more than
thi'ee-quarters of the radio sets are
turned on for a time each day. In
each instance some program has
been duce
sufficiently
attractive to inlistening.
Other listeners will prefer competing programs broadcast at the

same hour. If your program is attractive enough and is properly
merchandised you may be able to
win
self. some of this audience for yourThis situation is no different
from any other advertising medium. Not everyone who subscribes to a newspaper or magazine sees or reads every advertisement appearing in it. Advertising
executives usually are satisfied if
10% or even 7% to 8% of a periodical's gross circulation see their
particular advertisement. A wellproduced and intelligently planned
radio program should be able to
reach at least this proportion of
the
trict.total audience in a given disThe particular point regarding
radio circulation which I wish to
emphasize is this : In addition to
offering a large potential audience
at any time, radio broadcasting
gives the advertiser a remarkable
degree of control over the circulation of his own advertisement.
Radio Offers a Bonus
IN RADIO you possess the unique
advantage of furnishing both the
editorial material — here the program and entertainment — and the
advertising message. Potentially
you may place your advertisement
opposite the feature story; that is,
the best program of the day. You
control this. To the extent to which
you build an outstanding program
and call it to the attention of listeners, you may make large segmentsof
. the effective potential
audience your own. I know of no
medium which affords the skilful
and enterprising advertiser a
greater
does radio."bonus" circulation than
Two final remarks regarding circulation. The audience you win for
yourly with
program
will notof vary
the amount
moneydirectyou
spend. Skill is very much more important than dollars. The total
audience you secure for your program is very much less important
than what the listeners do after
hearing it. Sales are the only test
of advertising efficacy.
Radio deals with sound. Music
and the human voice constitute its

principal
ment valuevehicles.
of music The
and entertainits ability
to stir feelings and emotions, provide a unique background for the
advertising
message. does
The not
commercial announcement
exist
in a vacuum. An announcement
which follows a pleasing, restful
musical program, and which is
skilfully hearing.
inserted therein, wins a
friendly
In utilizing the human voice, radio makes use of the oldest and
most elementary form of communication. Psychologists have shown
indisputably that we remember
what we hear longer than that
which we read. This is not surfor the race
learned
to listen longprising,before
written
language
was invented.
All of the emotional power of the
human voice — command, persuasion, warmth and friendliness and
individual appeal — are at the service of radio. Radio is more than
advertising. To a degree it is personal salesmanship; for the anseems to orspeak
each in-M
dividual nouncer
listener
smallto group
of
listeners,
rather
than
to
composite!*
H
unseen thousands.
The Mind's Eye, Too
IN UTILIZING sound, radio em
ploys the ancient story-telling psychology first used around someM
seeP''
we eye:
So often
campfire.
primeval
more
clearly
withsight.
the
mind's
than
with
actual
The imagi-|
nation idealizes and refines. Healing an opera is often preferable to
dramatic
do not
alway
am'
voices
since good
seeing it,presence
go together. In radio drama, or i
a radio talk, you stir the imagina
to
tionactivity.
and challenge the mind's ey
Radio's principal stock in trad
is furnishing listeners with enter
tainment and useful information
This is the
reason offormost
radio's
istence.
A number
importex
ant listener characteristics are im
plied in this function. We listen to
the radio because we want to hear
something
which pleases
us. Listening is voluntary.
We approach
the radio in the belief that we will
be entertained. There is no initia
resistance to be broken down.
If we are entertained, or receive
something of value, we are appreciative. Our expectation of being
pleased has been fulfilled. Our
kindly mood is continued, and w«
are in a particularly receptive
frame of mind for what the pro
gram sponsor has to tell us. It b
now up to the sponsor to tell us
his message in a tasteful manner,
The listener's appreciation oi
the program
fact thatoften
he does
not listen
is increased
by'
alone. A large portion of listening
must be done in family groups. It
is sound psychology to say that
our feeling of enjoyment is height
ened by sharing our enthusiasm
with others. This is the keystone
of much of the success of the theater. It is also an important force
in home listening to the radio. It
also is worth noting that family
listening enables the advertiser to
address{Continued
his message
to the48)various
on page
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know
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WMAQ

or WENR

you'll

"home

Chicago

find

that

folks''. . . who
and

its people

. . . will give

you

that

necessary

to the

extra

full success

selling efforts.

COMPANY,
SUBSIDIARY

* CHICAGO
WMAQ & WENR

INC.

★ SAN

■ SPRINGFIELD, MASS. — WBZA • SCHENECTADY — WGY
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in the
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BROADCASTING
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
★ WASHINGTON
WRC & WMAL

either

radio

local
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course

it up, and
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well

spurt

NATIONAL

sales

back

these

Win!

FRANCISCO
KGO & KPO
• PITTSBURGH— KDKA • CLEVELAND — WTAM
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Only

One-Seventh

of

Stations

CITY POWER SERIES
Los AngelesMunicipal Plant on

KFI Twice a Week
1
Have
Signed
ASCAP
Contracts
LOS ANGELES Municipal Bureau
Deadline Six Weeks Away for Signing of Extensions ; of Power and Light on Nov. 12 inaugurated a twice-weekly afterWarner Bros. Still at Odds With Society
noon quarter-hour series over KFI
through
Dan
B. Miner Co., with
WITH THE DEADLINE on pres$300,000 annually it is now receivClyde Scott as account executive.
ing. It has been pointed out that
ent contracts for performance of
in order for the motion picture
music controlled by the American
Agnes White, home economist, and
Society of Composers, Authors & houses to collect a net of $1,000,- Ann Martin, specialist with the
bureau,
handles the program under
Publishers only six weeks away,
000 under their own licensing organization, they would have to the caption The Electric Kitchen.
less than one-seventh of the naAs the result of a city election late
realize a gross of perhaps 2%
tion's 620 broadcasters
have signed
extensions
of their contracts
for times that amount, to defray the in October the Bureau retired certain bonds and reissued others at
overhead now handled through
the ensuing five-year period, it was
ASCAP.
a lower interest rate. The result
learned Nov. 12.
will be a 10% rate reduction to
E. C. Mills, ASCAP general
Many music publishers have
consumers in January.
manager, informed Broadcasting
withheld signing of ASCAP conthat his board of directors is in al- tracts until they learned what
The dentsKFI
urges resito use program
more electricity
and
most constant meeting preparing
Warner
Bros,
would
do,
it
was
into set its own house in order. The
purchase new appliances, though
dicated. There is the possibility
offer to extend the contracts of all that Warner Bros, will be per- the Bureau itself sells only electricity. Its display room includes
suaded back into the ASCAP fold
stations, he said, still stands under
various makes of refrigerators,
through the setting up of another
present
terms
but
with
the
"rider"
stoves and other electrical applithat broadcasters must pay the compensation system under which
same percentage for music if the the money will be divided on the dealers.ances, but visitors are referred to
basis of usage, which, it is believed,
ASCAP catalog is "substantially
The broadcast series includes a
will mean a substantial increase
diminished"
or
else
cancel
their
contracts.
for Warner Bros, although it will menu service in printed form twice
Warner Bros., motion picture not approach the $1,000,000 asked. a month given away by dealers.
Mr. Mills asserted that about 80
producers who control music pubnot particularly anxious to have
lishing houses having some 40% of stations already have signed re- is
stations sign extensions with the
the ASCAP catalog, Mr. Mills
newals. Of these, he said some 55 "rider" at this time, and that it
were under the exact terms of would prefer to set its own house
said, are still unsigned to remain
in ASCAP, although conferences
their present contracts, without
in order first. The view was that
now are in progress. The purpose
the "rider" covering diminution of there will be ample time in which
the catalog, since the contracts
of the "rider" added to present conto work out the extensions. Moretracts is obviously to safeguard
were executed prior to the ASCAP
over, the cancellation clause in the
ASCAP in the event the Warner
decision to affix the rider. The re- "rider" will enable stations to neBros, houses withdraw from the
maining 25 or 30 are with the
gotiate new contracts should the
rider.
music combine.
worst happen by the withdrawal of
Warner Bros.
It appeared clear that ASCAP
Delay From Litigation
MR. MILLS said there will be full
opportunity given broadcasters to The Timid Soul
. . . Webster
negotiate "new contracts" should
the ASCAP catalog be diminished
by the withdrawal of Warner
Bros., or any other publishing
houses, as of Dec. 31. The basis for
negotiations, he asserted, naturally
cannot be foretold.
Current conversations of ASCAP
with Warner Bros, have to do with
renewal of its contract. They have
been held up, Mr. Mills said, because Warner Bros, executives
have been engaged in litigation in
St. Louis, and have not been in position to confer. During the last
week the ASCAP board has been
considering not only the contract
renewals with its publishers, many
of which were said to have signed
already but also the Government
anti-trust suit and the Duffy copyright bill passed by the last Senate and pending before the House.
It is a "battle on all fronts", according to Mr. Mills.
Along Tin Pan Alley it is expected that Warner Bros, finally
will fall into line with ASCAP and
that the ASCAP catalog therefore
will remain substantially the same.
That would mean that the "rider"
to the contracts being offered
broadcasters would become unnecessary, since the danger of a "substantial diminution" of the catalog
would be eliminated. With WarMR.AOILOUCTOAST has hearo
ner Bros, controlling 40% of the
how fussy -me /v*)e«<cAM society
ASCAP catalog, assuming that it
OF COMPOSERS, AUTHORS A^O
does withdraw, the broadcasters in
PUBLISHERS »5 A©OUr ^FRt^GeM£MTS.
signing the ASCAP offer with the
V~in MAK6S IT A POIMT Tfc> Si\i<b O/v/CY
"rider" would be in the position of
obligating themselves to pay what
they are now paying ASCAP (5%
V*/H«CH -TH€ COPYRIGHT HAS
AGO
of "net" receipts, plus an arbitrary
sustaining fee) and getting 40%
less music.
Warner Bros, has been holding out for a $1,000,000 cut of the
New York Herald~Tribune Syndicate
ASCAP melon as against the
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State

Tax

on

Radio

Is Adjudged Invalid
Court Holds That Washington
May Not Tax Gross Receipts
THE WASHINGTON state tax
law, imposing a tax of 0.5% on
the gross income of radio broadcasting stations was declared unconstitutional in a ruling handed
down Oct. 30 by the Federal district court for the Western district
of Washington in a suit brought
by KVL, Inc., operating KVL,
Seattle.
The decision is of great importance to the broadcasting industry
because other . states have enacted
laws similar to the Washington
tax law. It is the first clear-cut
decision holding that a state may
not impose a tax upon the gross
receipts of a broadcasting station
on the grounds that such tax constitutes aburden
upon and
and foreign
interference
with interstate
commerce.
State Court Reversed
THE Washington tax statute
sought to impose a tax of 0.5%
upon the gross income of broadcasting stations within the state
after May, 1935. The Washington
State Supreme Court in the case
of Fisher's Blend Station Inc.
(KOMO-KJR), against the State
Tax Commission had held the law
valid. Suit was instituted by KVL,
against the State Tax Commission,
in which the Seattle Broadcasting
Co. intervened as a complainant,
in the Federal District Court setting up that radio broadcasting
was interstate commerce and that
the Washington state tax imposed
an unconstitutional burden upon
such commerce.
District Judge Cushman, after
holding that all radio broadcasting
is interstate commerce, ruled that
it is elementary that a State can
neither lav a tax on the act of engaging in interstate commerce nor
on "The
gross bills
receipts
therefrom. allege
of complaint
of instrastate
that segregation
iness from interstate
business busand
complainants'
their
intrastatewithdrawal
business arefrom
all
impossible," the opinion stated.
"Such allegations are taken as
true at this state of the proceedings. It follows that if these allegations be true and the nature
of the business and of radio activityscribedand incommunication
is as dethe bills of complaint,
the statute imposing the tax is invalid, imposing, as it does, a direct
commerce."
on interstate
burden
The court
held that
the case,
arising under the commerce clause,
should control the ruling reached
by the Washington Supreme Court
in the Fisher's Blend case. The
court issued the injunction sought
by the complainants. The case for
the stations was prepared and presented by Kenneth Davis, Seattle
attorney, in collaboration with former Senator C. C. Dill of Washington. It is believed that the Tax
Commission will appeal from the
court's ruling.
THERE are now 56,221,784 radios
in use throughout the world, of
which 26,632,981 are in the United
States and 22,897,981 in Europe,
according to a new Department of
Commerce compilation.
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"WLS has done much to popularize real American Music, clean humor, good
music, and the family circle fireside. Its programs with their appeal to folks
in both metropolitan and rural areas label WLS

the
American station."
Yanktrue
Taylor
Radio Editor, Chicago Daily Times

A section of the big audience
that cheered the performance
of
theat WLS
Nat-'onal
Barn
Dance
the Harvest
Festival.

Chicago

"Turns

Out"

-25,000

Strong

Harvest

Festival

for WLS

CITY, town and country "joined hands" in a typical WLS get-together for the first WLS Harvest
Festival.
Staged
in Chicago's
vast International
Amphitheatre, 25,000 radio listeners largely Chicagoans — paid to attend the Event. 5,000 farm exhibits were sent by 2500 WLS listeners in 30 states
and Canada. And, the entire affair was created,
planned, publicized and produced by WLS staff employees.
The popularity and audience responsiveness which
causes WLS to be referred to as "the true American
station" — and draws 25,000 paid attendance to a station project — means advertising results for you! Are
you taking advantage of it?
Over 1,000,000 letters received from WLS
listeners thus far in 1935.

The edible produce exhibited at the
WLS Harvest Festival being distributed "after the show" to underprivileged boys and girls at Henry
Bruce Settlement House, Chicago.
HE

PRAIRIE

1230
3URRIDGE

Washington

D. BUTLER,

NEW

YORK

FARMER
Blvd.,

OFFICE:

STATION

Chicago,

President

GLENN

Pretty Marybeth Kemp, 1935 Michigan
Peach-Blossom Queen, ruled again on
Halloween night during the WLS
Festival.

-

Illinois

SNYDER,

Graham A. Robertson, 250 Park Ave.

WATTS

L

Manager
870

cles
KILOCYCLES
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Horlick's

Rides

Network

Local

and

Air

Waves

Broadcasts

Develop

Success

a residence neighborhood and forbidden by city ordinance to work
overtime because of the noise of j
its punch presses. Nor could any ,

a Tremendous

with enough
to beHorlick's
of any i'j
other
companycases
supply

to

Pulling Power and Sponsor's Sales Climb and Climb
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
DIGNITY— true dignity that is—
THEY'VE had to reopen a plant closed some years ago.
is a fine quality for either a perProduction executives are run ragged trying to satisfy
son or a product to possess. It adds
prestige; it sets its object on a
slightly higher plane than its fel- the demand. And all because they decided to use radio.
lows. In advertising, dignity has
It's a story that is being heard on all sides, from all sorts
its place, but it isn't much of a
of advertisers. This particular success story tells the
help
in
making
friends.
But
that's
enough moralizing; this is not a
sermon but the story of a radio
how and the why of Horlick's campaign on the air.
campaign, so let's get on with it.
Simple? Yes! Carefully planned? Yes! Now shift to
Horlick's Malted Milk Corp.,
Racine, Wis., has prestige and dig- column one and learn about Horlick's.
nity to spare. For more than 50
years its purity has never been
questioned. Its advertising has
which were being advertised for
also been dignified, stressing Hor- the first time with a couple of announcements a week, their sales
as a ahealth-building
rather lick's
than
luncheon food food
and
increased by leaps and bounds,
drink.
forcing the factory to double its
So a few years ago when the de- tablet production. All of which
cision to try radio was reached it was even more satisfying to the
was natural that the program
sponsors than the mail response.
should be one of health education,
In January, 1935, the programs
were extended, via the electrical
featuring Dr. Herman N. Bundesen, president of the Chicago
transcription route, to include five
Board of Health. For two years
more stations: WNAC, Boston;
this program was broadcast over
WOIA, San Antonio; KNX, Los
an NBC network twice weekly
Angeles; KGO, San Francisco, and
with good results. At the end of KOIN, Portland, Ore. Six weeks
this period it was decided, for va- later Horlick's launched another
riety, and to keep up enthusiasm
offer, this time asking listeners to
of the sales organization, to make
send in the wrapper from a packa change in the program.
ageder of(50Horlick's
Milk size)
powcents for Malted
the smallest
Finding a Program
and 10 cents in cash or stamps,
FOLLOWED a period of audi- offering a flashlight in return.
tions, during which almost every
Shower of Dimes
kind of musical and dramatic presentation was considered, which
THIS OFFER was broadcast for SPOTLIGHT — A typical Horlick
ended with the engagement of a three weeks, a total of 15 times,
tieupdio series.
with its "Lum & Abner" racomedy dialect serial Lum and Aband it was estimated that about
ner, store-keepers in the mythical
25,000 listeners might reasonably
village of Pine Ridge, located
be expected to take advantage of it. other reason why radio statisticisomewhere in the Ozarks.
ans die young) totaled slightly
The program was placed on A few optimists guessed as high as more than 174,000 letters, each
WGN, Chicago, for a trial period, 50,000, but no one seriously ob- containing a wrapper and a dime.
jected when the order for premiand its pulling power tested with
ums was placed with a flash-light
One day's mail brought in 20,000.
a horse-naming contest which
next problem was to get the
brought several thousand entries, factory that had 18,000 lights im- The
flashlights.
Plenty of batteries
mediately
available
and
could
proalthough the prizes totaled only
duce more as needed.
were available, but the company
$300. This seemed like a pretty
that made the shells was located in
The response (and here's angood proof
larity so on ofOct.the1, program's
1934, it waspopuput
on the four-station hook-up of the
STATION
COMMERCIAL
POLICIES
Mutual Broadcasting System,
(WOR, WLW, WXYZ and WGN)
five times a week in the early eveBeing Studied by Wharton Professor, Who Sends to
ning.
All Broadcasters a Questionnaire
After they had been on the network about a month Lum and Abthe American Medical Association, the
TO DISCOVER "out of the welter
ner offered to send a copy of The
Proprietary Association, or any other
of accusation and recrimination
public or private agencies concerning
Pine Ridge News to any one writjust what the truth is regarding
ing in, to find out whether their
the merits of products or advertisthe
policies
of
broadcasting
staingingclaims
beforePlease
accepting
advertispopularity in the Midwest was betions
with
respect
to
commercial
accounts?
indicate
the
ing duplicated in the East. When
agencies
you
have
consulted
and the
the number of requests had passed
programs",
Dr.
J.
M.
Herring,
astypes
of products
concerning which
sistant professor of geography and
information
was requested.
the quarter-million mark, the sponat the Wharton
sors were satisfied, but not the lis- transportation
4.
Do
you
prohibit
the advertising
of Finance and Commerce,
teners, who continued to write in School
over your station of certain types of
University
of
Pennsylvania,
has
until the News could boast a cir- sent a questionnaire on the subject
products, such as : Laxatives, deodorculation of more than 380,000
to all stations.
ants, depilatories,
medicalcosmetics,
"cure-alls",or
alcoholic
beverages,
copies.
others? Please indicate those you
Questions
which Dr. Herring
asks
are:
[Why Horlick's got this return,
prohibit.
when a similar offer made the year
5. Are there any types of persons
1. Do you limit the time which may
before when the boys were broadto whom you refuse your facilities
he
devoted
to
commercial
announcecasting the same program over an
such
as, astrologers, fortune tellers,
ments in commercial programs? What
faith healers, medical charlatans, or
limits do you prescribe?
NBC network under Ford sponsorothers? Please indicate those to whom
2. How do you attempt to prevent
ship had pulled only 165,000 reyou refuse facilities.
quests, is one of the things about
the making of false, misleading or un6. Do you prohibit the presentawarranted claims in commercial anradio that is driving the statisnouncements?
tion in children's programs of episodes
ticians crazy.]
3. Have you ever consulted the or scenes involving kidnapping, murder, shooting, racketeering, blackmail,
Meanwhile sales of Horlick's
Pure Food and Drugs Administration,
were steadily increasing. In the
the Federal Trade Commission, the recklessness, or other such features?
Please
indicate those you prohibit.
United States Bureau of Standards,
case of the malted milk tablets,
Page 18
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was a flashlights,
chance to buy
ahelp.
stock There
of Japanese
but ;'
J
they
did
not
measure
up
to
standI
ard.
The offer was last broadcast
about March 15, and it was May 9
25 before the last flashlight was 1
mailed. Meanwhile, despite broad- :
cast explanations, about 5,000 let- ,
ters came in asking what had hap- ,
pened,nantsome
of But
them there
ratherwasindigabout it.
not |
a single complaint on the premium
after it was received, and it was
not felt that delay had any ill effects on thewill that the ■
broadcasts
are good
building.
Sales are still increasing, to
such an extent that Horlick's have
had to reopen a plant closed some
years ago and to hire additional
people
to operate
it.
The chief
merchandising
for the
program has been through counter
cards for display in drug stores.
Each card has a space in which a j
package is inserted, thus getting
the package on the counter and impressing people with the idea that
they
enjoyasHorlick's
Milk can
at home
well as Malted
at the
fountain.
During the summer the radio
campaign was curtailed to four
stations, including one where it is
broadcast at 8 a. m. to test the
morning audience appeal of the
program. On Sept. 2, however,
Horlick's started over NBC for the
fall
and winter.
Horlick's
feel about
it may beHow
judged
from
the fact that they have taken out
$100,000 insurance on Lum and
Abner, with whom they recently
signed a two-year contract. Lord &
Thomas, Chicago, is the agency for

Horlick's.
Merry -Go -Round Series
Transcribed for Dealers I
OFFERING the discs direct to
station commercial departments,
Gruen Watch Co., Cincinnati, on
Nov. 5 began to expand its MBS
Washington Merry-Go-Round
series on transcriptions for local
dealer sponsorship. DeGarmo-Kilborn, New York, the Gruen agency, is having the transcriptions
pressed by Jean V. Grombach Inc.,
New York, direct from the WOR
studios where Drew Pearson and
Robert S. Allen, the political com-|
mentators, key their Tuesday night
broadcasts over the Mutual Net-;
work. They are also heard Saturton. day nights direct from Washing- 1
The stations are being urged toil
sell the program direct to dealers I
as a locally sponsored show with!
local announcements.
The tran-i
scriptions
beingtheoffered
with-;
out
charge. areOnly
Tuesday
night broadcasts, now heard over
the hookup of WOR, WLW, WGN!
and CKLW, are being transcribed,;
but the program is immediately!
released for local broadcasting the
same week.
GEORGE LOGAN PRICE, of
Mertens-Price Inc., Los Angeles
program producers, lost his home
in theHills
recent
forest fire in the Malibu
region.
• November
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EXPERIENCED

Serve these

MEN

14 stations located

in 12 markets.
Added
*
0
man-power and concentration on fewer stations
have resulted
1
in: First, rendering the time buyer a more comprehensive and
intelligent service; Second, serving each station with the complete type of representation it has every right to expect. No
wonder

the John Blair man "sits in" when important spot broadcasting campaigns are being developed!
* The tenth: E. F. Montgomery, who, before joining our
organization, was commercial manager of WCCO, 50,000
» watt CBS outlet in Minneapolis. . . . The others: John Blair, i
Murray Grabhorn, Lindsey Spight, George Boiling, Lincoln
Simonds, William Weldon, Arthur McDonald, Blake Blair
_ and Allan Marin.
*

STATIONS

*

*

REPRESENTED

Columbus, Ohio

WBNS

Cedar Rapids- Waterloo, Iowa
WMT*
Des Moines, Iowa
KRNT* — KSO*
Detroit, Michigan
WWJ
Houston, Texas
KTRH
Los Angeles, Calif
Omaha, Nebraska
Phoenix, Arizona
St. Paul-Minneapolis, Minn
Salt Lake City, Utah

KNX**
WOW
KTAR
KSTP
KDYL

KSFO*"'
San Francisco, Calif
Shreveport, La
KWKH — KTBS
•Forming the Iowa Broadcasting System.
"Permanent lines connect these two stations.

JOHN

BLAIR

&

COMPANY

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
341 Madison Avenue 520 North Michigan Avenue
New Center Building
Russ Building
Murray Hill 2-6084
Superior 8660
Madison 7889
Douglas 3188

ovember

15, 1935
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Third
90

Quarter

Income

Up

33%;

Million
Dollar
Year
in Sight
Principal Gains During the Quarter Are Registered
In Regional Network, National Non-Network Fields
A PARTICULARLY strong show- network advertising in the North
ing during the summer months has Central states was 49.1% above
caused broadcast advertising for the level of the third quarter of
the third quarter of this year to 1934.
Transcription business experishow a greater gain over the corenced the most marked increase of
responding period of 1934 than any
three-month period of the current any type of rendition during the
year. Broadcast advertising dur- quarter just ended. National transcription volume increased 93.1%
ing the quarter totaled $17,155,350
and was 33.2% greater than dur- as compared to the corresponding
ing the third quarter of the pre- three-month period of 1934, while
local transcription business rose
ceding year.
Broadcast advertising volume for 46.4%. Local record volume rose
the first nine months of this year 85% as compared to the same period of last year. Transcription and
totaled $62,231,322, and was 21.3%
above the 1934 level for the cor- record volume increased particularresponding period. On the basis
ly during the end of the threeof the nine months showing, gross month period.
Studio
programs increased 74.7%
time sales for the current year
should run between $85,000,000 in the national field and remained
unchanged in the local field. A
and $90,000,000.
Principal gains during the quar- tendency toward increased use of
ter were in the regional network transcriptions and recordings, undoubtedly due to transcription liand national non-network fields,
brary developments, is to be noted
despite the decline in the latter
during September. Regional net- in the local field. National announcement volume rose 22.6% as
work volume for the last three
months was 92.1% greater than compared to the third quarter of
during the corresponding three last year, while local announcement business increased 24.8%.
months of 1934, while national nonIn the national field transcripnetwork advertising registered an
tions accounted for slightly less of
increase of 68.0%.
National network advertising the total non-network volume than
showed a gain of 29.4% over the during the first six months of the
corresponding quarter of last year year, due probably to somewhat
greater seasonal fluctuations in
while local broadcast advertising
this type of business. Live talent
increased 18.5%.
For the first nine months of volume continued to hold its own
1935, national network advertising as to relative importance while announcements rose from 20% to
showed an increase of 21.3%, re23.4% of the national non-network
gional network business 16%, na- total.
tional non-network volume 24.5%
In the local field transcription
and local advertising 18.5%.
volume increased from 8.5% of the
Radio Gains Most
total to 9.4%, while records rose
RADIO continued to show the from 3.8% to 4.4%. Announcements rose from 37.3% of the total
greatest improvement of any major medium as compared with the during the first six months, to 40%
preceding year. Contrasted to the during the quarter just ended.
dropped in im33.2% gain on the part of broad- Live talentportancevolume
from 50.4% to 45.2%.
cast advertising during the third
quarter of this year, national magTrends in Sponsorship
azine volume declined 0.5%, while
TRENDS in radio advertising
newspaper lineage increased 6%
and national farm paper advertis- sponsorship during the third quarter were largely continuations of
ing 6.7%. National magazine volume for the first nine months of those in evidence during the first
this year was 7.4% greater than six months. In the national network field food advertising gained
during the corresponding period of
50.1%, confectionery volume
1934. Farm paper advertising
showed a gain of 4.4% and news114.3%, household equipment adpaper lineage of 2.4%.
vertising 62.5% and tobacco advertising 21.59% as compared to
Local and clear channel stations,
respectively, showed the greatest the corresponding period of last
gains in non-network advertising year. With the exception of slight
volume during the period. Clear declines in the clothing, beverage
channel and high-powered regional and financial advertising fields, nastation non-network business intional network gains were experienced in all major sponsor groups.
creased 43.4% as compared with
Regional network advertising
the third quarter of last year,
while local station advertising rose experienced both a marked increase
46.8%. The recent slowing up of in volume and in variety of sponnon-network business over the
sorship. New advertisers, as comformer class of stations, due prinpared with the third quarter of the
cipally to increased network vol- previous year, included automoume, will probably give rise to adtive, soap and kitchen supply, retail and tobacco advertisers.
ditional interesting developments
Marked gains were experienced in
in the non-network field. Regional
station non-network advertising household equipment, clothing,
rose 27.2% as against the corresdrug and pharmaceutical, and food
ponding quarter of 1934.
advertising over regional networks.
Non-network advertising in the Gains were fairly widespread in
South Atlantic and South
Central
the national non-network field, in
states was practically double that spite of the confused trends exof the same period of last year,
hibited in September. The only
while Mountain and Pacific non- two fields to show declines were
network volume rose 73.1%. Nongasoline and accessory advertising
Page 20

John Livingston Named
Rep Promotion Managei
JOHN LIVING
STON has beei
appointed to thr
newly - created
post of sales
pro
motion
manage
of the affiliate)
firms of Free I
Sleininger Inc
and Free, John
& Field Inc., sta
Mr. Livingston
tion represents
tives. Livingston will do no sell
ing but will devote his time to de
veloping new sales plans and pre
sentations for the stations repre
sented by both firms and the mar
kets they serve, supplying th
latest information to all office
and members of the combined or
ganization. Livingston was ;
quarterback at Northwestern Uni
versity and after graduation joinei
the aviation force of the Frenc!
army. For three years followini
the Armistice he remained in Eu

Chicago Going EST
CHICAGO'S radio goes on a
time parity with New York
March 1, 1936, when by order of the City Council it will
push its clocks forward an
hour and function on Eastern Standard Time the year
round. The ruling of the
council, however, does not
provide for pushing the
clocks forward still another
hour when New York and
many other cities go on Daylight Savings Time during
the summer. Nevertheless,
the parity of time between
Chicago and the East is expected to ease radio scheduling considerably, especially
of programs
keyed to networks from Chicago.
Frank E. Chizzini Named
To Disc Service of NBC
FRANK
E.
CHIZZINI, for
the
last on
yearand-a-half
the
advertising and
sales
promotion
staff of
NBC, on
Nov. 1 became
assistant manager of the NBC
Trans cription
Mr. Chizzini
Service. He has
been identified with the sales promotion activities of the Transcription Service, of which C. Lloyd
Egner is manager.
Prior to joining NBC, Mr. Chizzini was vice president of Robert
E. Ramsay Organization, New
York advertising agency, where he
served from 1927 until he joined
NBC in 1934. From 1924 to 1927
he was assistant advertising manager of the Lilly-Tulip Cup Corp.,
New York.

rope
a member Returning
of Hoover' t
Food as
Commission.
America he spent five years wit!
the Chicago office of the Saturda;
Evening ofPost,
one year with
Bureau
Broadcasting
(one tho
the first national radio sales or
ganizations), and three years a
western manager of Castile Films
producers of industrial motion pic
tures. Recently he has been en
gaged in special research for th
Chicago
Son
Inc. office of N. W. Ayer I
TEMPERATURE
DROl
AIDS RETAIL SALEi
RETAIL trade in November re
covered definitely from the lat
October lull as a result of a dro]
in temperature, according to a re
port issued Nov. 8 by Dun & Brad
street Inc. Sales on the averag
rose 3 to 10% for the week, am
were a5 year
to 15%
week
ago. above the sam
Wholesale buying, however, f aile
to keep up with retail purchasin
since merchants are still workin
off stocks which should have move
in October, the report states. Or
ders from industrial areas wer
running higher than those fror
agricultural districts.
Rising automobile productio
tended to offset early seasonal re
cessions in other lines. Deman
for wearing apparel responde
quickly to the change to colde
weather and special election da;
promotions helped to expand re
tail volume in the East. Recover;
in New England was slow but th
Midwest and Northwest exhibite'
substantial spurts. Employment |
the South and Southwest showe
improvement.

GUILBERT GIBBONS, up every
morning for a 7 o'clock program
on WHK, Cleveland, has labeled
himself "The Burnt Toastmaster".
which dropped 19.1% and cosmetic
advertising which declined 23.9%.
The latter is comparatively unimportant in the national non-network field.
Principal gains in the national
non-network field included a fourand-one-half increase in automotive volume, a tripling of confectionery, and retail advertising, and
more than doubling of food, soap
and kitchen supply, and tobacco
volume.
Local advertising also showed
fairly widespread increases. Clothing experienced the greatest gain,
rising 88.7% as compared to the
third quarter of 1934. Household
equipment volume increased 59.4%
and beverage advertisine 46.8%.
Other important gains included
automotive, accessory, financial,
and department store advertising.
Broadcast advertising on the
part of retail establishments increased 47.6% as compared to the
third quarter of last year. Automotive, clothing, drug, beverage,
household equipment and furniture
retailers accounted for the principal gains. Department store advertising showed a gain of 29.2%
as compared to the corresponding
period of 1934.

Farms Backward in Radi<
ONLY 20% of American farm
are equipped with radios, accord
ing to the Rural Electrificatioi
Administration, New Deal uni
created to finance the constructioi
of new electrical distribution line
in territories without electric ser
vice. Fifteen per cent of farn
homes have electric lights am
water piped into the homes, whil*
35% have telephones, and 60^
have automobiles.
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'Natural Publicity'
Marks Campaign of
Standard of Indiana
Why Sponsor Went to Europe
For Talent Used on CBS Series
THE BEST advertising campaign
is one with a natural publicity tieup, A. N. Steele, advertising manager of the Standard Oil Co. of
Indiana, told members of the Federated Advertising Club of Chicago Nov. 7 at their luncheon
meeting.
"Wherever possible," said Mr.
Steele, "we go outside our product
for our advertising story, choosing
for our copy theme some dramatic
element that will catch reader interest, which we can then focus on the
particular article we are advertising. Last year we used an animal
show at the World's Fair to put
over
"live uspower"
which our
brought
five or campaign,
six times
the amount of space in the form of
publicity that we purchased for our
advertising.
"The same considerations," he
continued, "led to our choice of our
recently launched radio campaign
featuring Jack Hylton. We are
frequently asked why we went to
Europe for talent when America
has the best in the world. We
might reply with another question:
Where could we find something new
over here? Plenty of first class
talent was offered to us, but we
don't believe that the public feels
a program and its talent are sincere when they sell cigars one year
and soup the next. Furthermore,
the same publicity that built up
an
for one
sponsor
will artist's
lessen value
his value
to the
next
sponsor. Ed Wynn will be The Fire
Chief for a long time to come, no
matter who may sponsor him.
Getting Publicity
"SO WEthing newwent
to Europe audiences,
for someto American
and we selected Jack Hylton, who
not only has had a successful
career as one of England's most
popular orchestra leaders but who
also has a lot of personal publicity
value. Mr. Hylton owns a large
racing stable ; when the racing season opens you will be reading about
it. He is a well-known cricket and
football player; at the proper
times we will release stories about
these angles that will increase the
public's
interest in Mr. Hylton and
in our program.
"We believed there would be a
controversy about bringing a foreign artist into America. There
was, and we were able to handle
it to result in further publicity for
our broadcasts. Our experience
has shown us that it is these roundabout methods that produce a tenstrike advertising campaign."
The programs, which are broadcast over a Midwest CBS network
from 9:30 to 10:30 p. m. CST
every Sunday, were launched Oct.
13 with a short-wave broadcast
from London, followed by a second
short-wave show from the Aro?-mandie in mid-ocean. Since then
the broadcasts have been staged in
the Civic Theatre in Chicago, to
audiences of Standard Oil dealers.
As soon as the more than 3,000
dealers in the Chicago area have
seen the show, tickets will be distributed through them to the public. No announcements regarding
this have been made, but the agenPage 22

Want Station Back
DELETED from the roster of
American stations last April at
the voluntary request of its operators, KFPM, Greenville, Tex.,
which with 15 watts was the lowest power station in the country, is
now seeking reinstatement on the
1310 kc. channel with 100 watts.
Its proposed purchasers are James
R. Curtis, operator of KFRO,
Longview, Tex., as president, and
Dave Ablovitch, former operator,
and Louie Lacey, of Longview, as
stockholders in the newly-formed
Voice of Greenville. Call letters of
KVOG are requested.

Congressman

Angered

By Cleveland Broadcast
THREAT of action before the FCC
against WGAR, Cleveland, has
been made by Rep. Bolton (R.)
Ohio, because of a political broadcast over the station in which he
alleges he was misrepresented.
The program in question was a
political commercial recreating a
meeting alleged to have been held
by the political bosses of one of
the parties at which one of the
mayoralty candidates allegedly was
unofficially nominated.
Rep. Bolton was mentioned as
one of the participants in this
caucus, and during the course of
the "drama" he was quoted, along
with others. A furore resulted and
daily newspapers plastered the incident in headlines. As Broadcasting went to press there was no
record at the FCC of any complaint from Congressman Bolton.
The incident was another indication of the necessity for clearcut law covering the responsibility
of a broadcasting station for libelous or slanderous statements made
over its facilities, particularly in
a commercial political program.

Series

Contracted by Fore
Becomes Biggest CBS Sponsoi
With New Lincoln Program
FORD MOTOR Co., Detroit,
comes the top CBS account witl
the inauguration Dec. 1 of a Sun
day afternoon series on 50 station
to promote the new Lincoln Zephy
V-12. The programs, to be broad
cast from 2:30-3 p. m., will featur
Jose Manzanares and his Sout
American orchestra. A rebroadcas
for
West Coast is scheduled a
5:30 the
p. m.
The contract for the new serie
is for six months with an exter
sion anticipated. Ford at presen
is paying $17,900 for time on th
Sunday evening CBS symphoni
series and $17,500 for the Fre
Waring hookup Thursday eve
nings. The new program will cos
more than $6,000 for time. Yearl
billing for the Ford accounts o
CBS thus exceeds $2,000,000, an
this does not include the Worl
Series or talent costs. In additio
Ford dealers have been using ej
tensive spot campaigns.
Plays at Auto Shows
MANZANARES was brought Ea:
Nov. 1 to play at the Ford displa
being held at the Hotel Astor dui
ing the National Automobile sho\
Visitors to the Philadelphia an
Chicago auto shows will also be ei
tertained by his music, then tl
entire band returns to New Yoi
to begin the radio series. It w£
introduced to the American publ
14 years ago and the manager :
that time was Luis Firpo, boxe
Jose Manzanares and his Soul
American orchestra recently con
pleted a season of twice-daily coi
certs in the Ford Exposition buiL
ing at the California Pacific Inte
national Exposition in San Dieg
Duringthere
theirtheyfiveplayed
months'
ment
manyengag
tinr
over transcontinental CBS hooku]
and attracted wide attention. Tl
Manzanares group is the only o
chestra in the United States fo
tered and authorized by offici
ambassadors of Latin Americ
The young maestro of the orgar
zation boasts a repertoire of i
less than 5,000 selections, most
which are privately-owned man
scripts given him, by noted compo
ers and directors.
The South Americans do n
specialize in rhumbas and tan; J
music but play a great variety j
compositions, including the classic I
ancient Inca numbers, interme j
zos, dances
uniqueprograms
songs. wT> ]
two
soloists and
on these
I
include Manzanares himself and 1
talented young singer, Dolores. 1 1
cidentally, the South Americ; |
Orchestra is composed of eig I
women and two men.

"Radio Gets It Right — There Is No Chance to Be Misquoted"
THESE words were heard in de- broadcast. We allow representatives of the newspapers to hear
bate during a special session of the
Colorado Legislature convened Oct. what is going on. Radio then
30 by order of Governor Ed. C. should not be discriminated
Johnson. The special session was against, because radio gets it
called to consider impeachment of right. There is no chance of being
youthful James H. Carr, Secretary
of State, charged with the alleged
The proposal to bar KLZ microshakedown of a wholesale liquor misquoted."
phones lost by a vote of 51 to 11,
establishment and misuse of liquor overwhelming acknowledgment by
license fees.
the legislators of the importance
Shortly after roll-call on the of radio to them and their constituents. Other intensely dramatic
opening day a resolution was proposed barring broadcasting of the incidents followed. KLZ not only
proceedings from the House of carried all the proceedings but inRepresentatives. KLZ, Denver, on
terrupted dull periods with exclupermission from the Governor, had
sive interviews with prominent political figures led by the Governor.
installed its remote control pick-up
in both the House and Senate. It The climax of the day was a broadcast from the bedside in the home
was intended as the inaugural
broadcast of KLZ's recently organ- of the accused Secretary of State
ized special features department at 5 o'clock. After the broadcast
under the direction of Matthew D. was under way but a few moments
McEniry. The presence of KLZ
it was abruptly cut off. Conjecture
microphones immediately developed as to the cause revealed no answer,
a challenge from several members
but later investigation disclosed
over the propriety and right to the wire had been cut through an
broadcast, and the resolution to error at the telephone company's
ban broadcasting followed. Among
office. Arrangements for a new
many State representatives who wire were made and a second
rallied, unsolicited, to the support broadcast by Mr. Carr was completed later in the evening.
of broadcasting, was Representative Dave C. Johnston of Boulder,
In the photograph Gov. Johnson
Colorado, who drew applause when is shown addressing the session.
he stated: "I see no reason why all The KLZ announcers and control
the proceedings should not be panel are shown at the bottom.
cy, McCann-Erickson Inc., Chicago,
reports that more than 4,000 letters have been received requesting
tickets for the performances. This,
they feel, is an indication that the
program already has a large following, although it has been heard
only four times in all and only
twice from Chicago.
The disedprogram
is being merchanwith large billboards
at every
Standard Oil service station, and
attendants are asking the motorists they serve to tune in on the
following Sunday.

CBS

CBS Coast Activity
SEVERAL officials of CBS were J
California during early Novemb 1
in connection with network actrl
ties. They included E. K. Coha I
CBS technical director, Hugh Co' 1
ham, commercial engineer, and ^1
B. Lewis, commercial program < |
rector. Charles Vanda, Artis I
Bureau representative of the ntj
work in Los Angeles, flew to N< 1
York early in the month. Enlarg I
program operations on the coa l
possibly including new studios 1
Los Angeles,
are understood to '
under
consideration.
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FCC

Is

Expected

to

Appoint

Lieut.
Jett as Chief
Engineer
Promotion of Assistant Chief to Position Vacated
By Dr. Jolliffe, Resigned, Is Now Anticipated
FILLING of the
cal disability, an officer in charge
of the Navy Department Radio
post of chief engineer of the
Central and Assistant Navy DeFCC — vacated
partment Communications officer.
Nov. 12 by Dr.
Since
joining
the Radio
Commission in 1929 Lieut.
Jett has
been
<C. B. Jolliffe— by
promotion of Asprominently identified with fresistant Chief Enquency allocation work and has
gineer Ewell K.
served on many committees preJett appeared
paring agenda for presentation at
international conferences. He was
probable as
Lieut.
Jett
technical advisor to the American
B R 0 A DCASTING
went to press Nov. 13.
delegation
to the
and Cen-in
tral American
RadioNorth
Conference
Lieut. Jett was named acting
Mexico
City
during
the
summer
of
chief engineer by the FCC on Nov.
1933. After joining the Radio Com6, pending the naming of a permamission in 1929 as a senior enginent successor. No strong candineer, Lieut. Jett in 1931 was named
dates from the outside have been
considered by the FCC, so far assistant chief engineer in charge
of services other than broadcastas known. Moreover, it is apparent
ing. Since the creation of the FCC
that political considerations, ordinarily important in posts paying in July, 1933, he has been in
$9,000 a year, are not figuring in charge of wire telegraph and cable
the selection of the new chief engi- matters, in addition to radio.
In addition to the assistant
neer, and the FCC members themselves are disposed to fill the post chief's post which would be vaby promotion.
cated in the event of Lieut. Jett's
Should Lieut. Jett be promoted
promotion, there is the post of assistant chief in charge of the telefrom his present $7,500 post, it is
phone division, vacant since the
likely that the two vacancies in the
resignation several months ago of
grades of Assistant Chief Engineer
W. G. H. Finch, who returned to
for services other than broadcasting and for the telephone division
New York to engage in a consulting practice. Both Mr. Gross and
also will be filled by promotion.
The ranking engineers in line for Lieut. Commander Webster are
considered qualified for either of
these posts are Gerald C. Gross,
these posts.
chief of the International Section
of the FCC, and Lieut. Commander
Foreign Conferences
E. M. Webster, retired Coast
Guard officer, now serving as as- MR. GROSS, recognized as one of
sistant chief of the Telegraph Secforemost
international communications
experts,
has
tion, of which Lieut. Jett is chief. the country's
attended every international radio
Dr. Jolliffe Honored
communications conference since
DR. JOLLIFFE left the FCC post 1927 as technical advisor or deleNov. 12, having completed nearly
gation member. He has been assix years of service with the FCC
sociated with communications regand its predecessor, the Federal
ulation since 1928, when he participated in the formation of the
Radio Commission. He joins the
Radio Corporation of America as Engineering Division of the Radio
Commission. Prior to that he was
its technical chief, assuming direction of its Central Frequency Bu- connected with the Radio Laboratory of the Bureau of Standards,
reau, as well as the policy and allocations affairs in the technical which association began shortly after his graduation from Haverford
line, of its subsidiary companies.
College.
These include NBC, RCA ComIn 1927 Mr. Gross was assistant
munications Inc., Radiomarine
Corp. of America and RCA Mfg. to the vice chairman of the Washington Radiotelegraph Conference;
Co. Prior to his departure Dr.
in 1928 a member of the American
Jolliffe was tendered a testimonial
dinner by members of the Engi- Delegation to the International
neering Department and was pre- Technical Consulting Committee
meeting at The Hague; in 1930,
sented with a pen desk set by members of the staff.
member of the American Delegation to the informal CanadianLieut. Jett, a veteran of 20 years
in the Navy where he worked his United States Aviation Conference, New York City; in 1931,
way from an enlisted man to commissioned rank, is 42 years old. He member American Delegation, International Technical Consulting
was born in Baltimore, and enCommittee, Copenhagen ; 1932,
listed in the Navy in 1911. During
his early naval career he served as member, American delegation International Telecommunications
a radio and wire telegraph operaConference, Madrid; 1933, member,
tor, as radio officer of the cruiser
Seattle and the battleship Georgia
delegation to the North and Cenduring the World War, and later
tral American Regional Radio Conference, Mexico City; 1934, member
as radio officer of the battleship
Texas and the U.S.S. Procyon. He American Delegation, International Consulting Committee on
was aide on the staff of the commander of the Fleet Base Force
Radio, Lisbon.
and the Fleet Base Radio Officer
Mr. Gross is recognized as an auduring his sea duty. Shore duty
thority on television and visual
included the Navy Radio station at broadcasting along with aeronautiArlington, Va., officer in charge of
cal communications. He is secreTransatlantic Radio, Navy Detary of the Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee established
partment, and for three years
to
coordinate
Government policy
prior to his retirement, for physiPage 24

New Newspaper Station
KRNR, new station authorized bv
the FCC for Roseburg, Ore., will
go on the air commercially Dec. 1,
according to Harris Ellsworth,
publisher of the Roseburg NewsReview, which owns the station.
J. B. Toles is general manager and
chief engineer and Clarence Dunlap is assistant chief engineer. The
station is a 100-watter and will
operate daytime on 1500 kc. Frank
Jenkins, president of the Southern
Oregon Publishing Co., licensee,
not only owns the Roseburg newspaper but publishes the Klamath
Falls (Ore.) News & Herald and
is part owner of the Medford
(Ore.) Mail-Tribune.
for frequency assignments in radio
communications, and to advise the
President in the issuance of executive orders on radio.
Lieut. Oommander Webster was
born in Washington in 1889, entered the U. S. Coast Guard Academy in 1909, and was graduated
three years later and appointed a
commissioned officer in May, 1912.
He completed 25 years of active
service in the Coast Guard on May
7, 1934, 15 of munications
them problems
devoted
comand to work,
and the last 11 as chief communications officer with complete charge
of the communications system of
the service.
Prior to the World War Lieut.
Commander Webster served on
various stations of the service, including the International Ice Patrol. He served in the Navy, as did
all Coast Guard officers during the
World War, his duties having included that of instructor at training camps, followed by active participation on patrol duty in the
War Zone abroad.
Following the Armistice he was
assigned to communications dutv
in the Coast Guard, and in 1923
was placed on the retired list for
physical disability incurred in line
of duty. However, he was recalled
to active duty and placed in charge
of Coast Guard communications
tions.
because
of his special qualificaLieut. Commander Webster also
has been prominently identified
with international communications.
For 12 years prior to his FCC service he was a member of the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee, and assisted in the preparation of material for nine international conferences. He attended
seven of them as a U. S. Government representative.
In the latter part of 1933 Lieut.
Commander Webster was appointed to the Interdepartmental Committee to make a study of the entire communications situation in
the United States. The report of
this cornmittee resulted in the creation of the FCC by Congress the
following year. On Nov. 1, 193r>,
he was appointed principal engineer of the Engineering Department of the FCC, and assigned to
duty as assistant chief of the Telegraph Section.
THERE are 60,000 schools in the
United States equipped with radios, and audiences up to 10,000,000 are estimated for the various
local educational broadcasts carried by individual stations and for
the national programs like the
NBC Walter Damrosch series and
the
Air. CBS American School of the

Aylesworth Named
As RKO
Chairman
Continues His Post With NBC;
Spitz New RKO President
ELEVATION of M. H. Aylesworth
to the chairmanship of RadioKeith-Orpheum Corp., control of
which was sold last month by RCA
to the Atlas Corp. and Lehman
Brothers, investment and banking
firms, will not change his status as
president of NBC in charge of
policy matters, according to official
RCA advices. Mr. Aylesworth for
several years has also been presiary. dent of RKO, devoting most of his
time to the RCA motion picture
producing and operating subsidiFloyd B. Odium, president of
Atlas, announced Nov. 7 the appointment of Leo Spitz, Chicago
attorney, as president of RKO,
with Mr. Aylesworth placed in the
chairmanship, succeeding David
Sarnoff, RCA president.
Whether
Mr. Aylesworth's
from
his RKO
presidency toshift
its
chairmanship will enable him to
give more time to NBC, remains a
matter of conjecture in radio circles. It has been frequently rumored that Mr. Aylesworth would
eventually give up his NBC connections altogether because of the
pressure of his movie work, but
this has been consistently denied.
The operations phases of NBC are
in the hands of Richard C. Patterson Jr., executive vice president.
RCA in effect indicated its intention to forsake the motion picture
field entirely last month when Atlas andholdings
Lehman ofpurchased
RCA's
entire
RKO securities
valued at $14,644,614. Half of the
securities were bought for cash
and the purchasers took an option
on the other half. RCA securities
consisted of 1,359,463 shares of
RKO common stock and $9,786,655
of 10-year
debentures.to The
mon stock amounted
48.6%com-of
the 2.593,992 outstanding shares,
and the debentures were 84% of
the $11,600,000 outstanding.
IGA

in Northwest

INDEPENDENT Grocers Aliiance, North Central division, has
launched a new twice - a - week
series over
three Northwest
sta- ;
tions
— WCCO,
Minneapolis
WDAY, marck.
Fargo,
andFred
KFYR,
BisFeaturing
Perkins,
the IGA Grocer, the program originates in Minneapolis, where it is
broadcast over WCCO Fridays
4-4:15
m. and
10:45 a.p. m.
The Saturdays
broadcasts10:30over
the North Dakota stations are at 5
p. m. Fridays and 8:30 a. m. Saturdays, being
apolis.
Music,piped
comedyfromandMinnesales
talks pushing items featured each
week at 500 IGA stores constitute,
the
program.places
McCord
Co. Inc.,'1
Minneapolis,
the account.
Nu-Enamel in West
NU-ENAMEL PACIFIC Corp., Los \
Angeles, which controls Pacific
Coast sales for the Chicago headquarters of Nu-Enamel Co., or
Nov. 4 launched a 30-day test campaign over KFSD, San Diego, with
rotated spots several times a day
The radio program is an attempt
to bolster November house paint
sales which
ordinarily
sonal
downward
trend. show a sea-,
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MEANS

SECOND

SPENT!!!
MARKET!*

FIRST

CHICAGO'S LARGEST INDEPENDENT
RADIO STATION

9^

November

NATION'S

DOLLAR

Because of the showmanship ability of WJJD's efficient
staff, our audience — now large and ever increasing, is of
such proportions and importance that because of our economically low rate for station time and facilities, we state
with confidence that per dollar spent we definitely provide
the largest audience in the Chicago market. This, we
believe, should put us in FIRST PLACE on your list of radio
stations to do a truly effective and economical job in this area.

* *: -con" . v«e "rtiVsn^ ,' ot \ a n-ia""v an» ~ stat<

■g\vo-

PER

FOURTH IN SHOWMANSHIP — no network assistance
and yet despite this factor which unquestionably goes far
toward increasing station popularity — WJJD is rated above
two of Chicago's most important network outlets.

>.tt»s9' etatei v

La*e5
pen

^

201

WJJD
NORTH WELLS STREET
CHICAGO, ILL.
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Here are the All- American

These
—

Selections for 1936!

radio stations hit the hardest

they dig in their cleats and

work

and

go the farthest

to run

up the big-

the crowd.

Sit on their

gest sales scores for you.

This

is the line-up that draws

side —

and cheer.

They'll win —
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and you9 11 win.
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(MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL)
in the first 10 months

of 1935
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-By Station Break
WITH THIS ISSUE of Broad- an auditory trade mark? From it
casting a new column makes its emerges the p.cture of a product
debut. Its purpose is to serve as asked for by every one, and sold
a clearing house for material which at the best places.
We build simplified pictures of
may suggest wider and more effective use of radio as an advertising things and situations to save ourmedium.
selves the job of fully understanding them. Walter L ppmann calls
Radio is particularly dependent
for its success upon ideas, for its these pictures stereotypes. The
essence is showmanship. It is a creation of a product personality
new field in which many of the through dramatization gives rise
fundamental rules remain to be to something akin to a stereotype;
written. These rules will emerge a simplified picture connoting prestige which should be of definite
principally from the ideas and exsales value.
periments of station executives.
* * *
The writer of this column hopes
that it may serve as a forum for SPEAKING of the dramatization
such ideas. He proposes to lead of trade marks, can you imagine
the discussion by presenting his Alexander Woollcott asking the
own theories, for better or for Cream of Wheat chef for a steamworse, with the express undering bowl of breakfast food or orstanding that any one who cares
it foritMonday's
not
be fun tobreakfast?
put Old
to do so may join in. Freedom of Would dering
speech will be strictly observed and Dutch Cleanser on the air as a personality, or to use the Campbell
any well-taken point of view will
be presented. * * *
kiddies, who for years have appeared in all Campbell soup ads?
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON
once wrote that man lives not by AND speaking of stereotypes, the
bread alone but principally by
experiments on voice
catch words; which may explain psychological
and personality appearing in The
slogans.
Psychology of Radio by Cantril
A slogan is a "natural" for ra- and Allport, should provide food
dio. It is auditory, not visual. It for thought for every radio adveris a phrase, pleasant to repeat and
tiser. These experiments show
easily remembered; the kind of how prone we are to judge a perthing we recognize instantly, which
character by his voice. This
strikes our fancy and conveys, is all son's
the more true on the radio
much better than columns of copy where we do not see the speaker.
and illustration, something distincThus the announcer is more than
tised. tive relating to the product adver- a voice which attracts attention
and secures hearing for our mes* *. #
sage. He is a person to be liked
STATION BREAK seems to have
or disliked, believed or disbelieved
heard very few slogans over the as
his voice personality may affect
air. Here and there one is suc- the listener. What an opportunity
cessfully used. The C. & O.'s for salesmanship over the air!
"Sleep like a kitten" is an out* * *.
standing example. Chesterfield STATION BREAK notes that
once wove its slogan of satisfaction into its commercial copy. many morning and afternoon programs have been shifted this seaLucky Strike has capitalized perison to early and later evening'
odically on catch phrases, and the hours.
There should be two advantages in this: The first and
HappinesshistoricBoys
from radio's
predays employed
their commore obvious one that a slight increase
in
total audience may be
pany's slogan.
Examples are more numerous of achieved; and the second and more
slogans which have not been used.
that a new audiHundreds of thousands of dollars real advantage
ence can be secured.
are spent in popularizing a slogan
Each portion of the day has its
such as "eventually, why not now,"
circulation. The wise
but in print only. Little is heard particular
broadcaster may be he who shifts
about the fact that "it covers the about throughout the day and the
earth" or regarding "economical
week to secure the different audiences available.
transportation"
or that
better autos are built,
Buick"when
will build
them." We are not enjoined to
Tribute to McCosker
"keep that schoolgirl complexion."
Yet, "L. Bamberger and ComALFRED J. McCOSKER, past
one of America's
stores, pany,
located
in Newark,great
New
president
of the Newark,
NAB andwill
president of WOR,
be
Jersey,"
is
a
slogan
that
all
of
us
tendered
a
tribute
dinner
Nov.
23
in the East remember. Possibly at the Hotel Plaza, New York, by
we need new slogans for the air.
the Ladies Auxiliary of the Infants
If so, let's write some.
Home of Brooklyn, to which he has
frequent services.
WHEREAS the slogan is the spok- contributed
Grover Whalen is in charge and
en personality of a product, a trade
among the guests will be Mayor
mark is its pen and ink personalLaGuardia,
Alfred
Smith,of Senaity. You might imagine therefore
tors Barbour
and E.
Moore
New
that trade marks are of little con- Jersey, Senator Wagner of New
cern to radio. Quite the contrary.
Radio has tremendous power of York, Postmaster General Farley,
dramatization. Trade marks can FCC Chairman Prall, David Sarnoff, M. H. Aylesworth, Jack Straus,
b"Mark"
e dramatized.
successfully"Trade"
exploited and
the Edward P. Mulrooney, Louis Bamand Mayor Ellenstein of
Smith Brothers trade mark over Newark.bergerThe
addresses will be
the air. "Paging Phillip Morris"
broadcast
over
WOR
and the Mu— is it a slogan or is it a dramaof which Mr. MctualCoskerNetwork,
tization which almost constitutes
is chairman.
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Broadcasts

From

gineer Scott climbed up what remained of the steel towers and
rigged
a
new one.
The Daily
News, prevented by
power failure from print. ng any
but several thousand of its first
extra edition, began publishing a
"newspaper on the air" over WIOD
late in the evening. Bulletins telling of the storm's passing, locations of emergency relief headquarters, safety measures recommended by safety directors and
preliminary
the storm's
damage in surveys
Greater ofMiami
were
placed on the air as rapidly as
Daily News reporters brought in
the news.
The plight of an unidentified
freighter in distress less than a
mile off Miami Beach was broadcast. A general call was issued
to amateurs in the area requesting
them to relay the position and
condition of the distressed craft to
Coast Guard headquarters in Fort
Lauderdale. This alarm was picked
up by a local amateur and relayed
promptly to the Coast Guard. The
cutter Saranac was dispatched to
the aid of the ship.
Late Nov. 4, when it was definitely known that all danger to
the Miami area had passed, WIOD
broadcast a reassuring program,
picked up by NBC.

Helena

After Quakes Sponsored
On KGEZ by Texas Co.
BROADCASTS direct from Helena,
Mont., severely shaken by the recent earthquakes, were transmitted
over KGEZ, Kalispell, Mont., which
set up lines between the two cities.
Regularly scheduled Texaco news
flashes, sponsored by the Texas
Co., New York, were broadcast
Nov. 1. Among the speakers interviewed were Gov. Frank Conney,
Federal Housing Administrator;
Barclay Craighead, State Highway
Patrol; Chief Lou Boedecker and
State Purchasing Agent Jimmy
Collins.
This broadcast, it is reported by
KGEZ, lasted an hour and so
aroused interest and sympathy for
quake victims that listeners to the
station in 72 hours voluntarily contributed $2,300 to aid them. There
was no solicitation for relief money
over the station.
Ed Yocum, KGEZ Texas reporter and commercial manager of the
station, handled the broadcasts,
with Don Gorman, chief engineer,
supervising the mechanics. Simultaneously, KGEZ announced the
opening of a news bureau in Helena, claiming to be the first 100watter outside of a capital city in
the West to do so.
H. L. KIRKE, chief of research of
the British Broadcasting Corp.,
who has been visiting in Canada,
made a flying trip to Chicago to
inspect the vertical radiator of the
new 50,000-watt transmitter of
WMAQ, Chicago.

MIAMI

LOSES

ITS ANTENNAS

Emergency Generator Gets First Test as Hurricane
Hits City and WIOD Stays on the Air
Howling winds set the tempo
THE FREAK hurricane of last
Monday completely wrecked all ra- of WIOD's broadcasting day, Nov.
when the 100 - mile hurricane
dio transmitting towers in the vi- 4,
struck the city. As early as 7:30
cinity of Miami, Fla. WQAM's new
that
the station battened
vertical radiator, built at a cost of down,morning
dug out fresh supplies of
over $10,000 was broken in half candles and lanterns and laid in a
and crashed to the ground during supply of edibles against the seige
the second half of the storm. Quick and broadcast the first warning
work by the WQAM engineers, who that the unruly hurricane was
strung a temporary antenna from heading directly for Miami.
the roof of the Venetian Hotel to Weather Bureau advisories were
the base of the destroyed tower, broadcast periodically and safety
hints were given residents for the
enabled the station to return to erty.
the air the morning after the security of their lives and propstorm.
At mid-morning,
WIOD's twin transmitting tow- pating
the inevitableWIOD,
power antic'shuters on Miami Beach were broken
down to avoid injury or loss of life
in half and badly damaged, but from fallen wires, switched to its
their new auxiliary power unit independent power plant, which
served them in good stead keeping kept the station on the air.
the station on the air continuously
Foiled on this front, the elements attacked from another anduring the storm. A line break begle. Early in the afternoon, first
tween the transmitter and studio
and then
otherdown
of WIOD's
caused their service to be inter- one
antenna
towersthewent
before
rupted briefly.
storm's fury. But Milton
All of TropicaPs Radio huge the
Scott, chief engineer, and his crew
transmitter towers were flattened set
to work and rigged an emerto the ground and considerable
gency antenna and the station was
damage was done.
back on the air within a few minNeither CBS or NBC service
utes, with warnings, advisories,
could be restored to Miami for sev- and precautionary information,, as
eral days although A. T. & T. well as music and entertainment
worked frantically on the mass of to help relieve the nervous strain
of the storm frightened listeners.
tangled and broken wires.
The FCC granted permission for Four times the antennas went
use of temporary antennas.
down — and each time Chief En-

STUDEBAKER SALES Corp. of
America, South Bend, Ind. (autos)
has recorded 12 quarter-hour WBS
transcription's for 65 stations. The
discs are being heard thrice weekly through November. Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham Inc., Chicago, is the agency. The discs present Richard Himber's orchestra.
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FREE, JOHNS & FIELD, Inc.
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"It was
was

no rabbit's foot that pulled them

WLW."

WLW

Sales executives in many

does do something

due to WLW's

out of the red.

fields are finding that

to the sales curve.

Partly this is

intensive coverage of its logical territory and to

the way in which people just turn the dial to WLW

bounds"

Watts
The

THE

World's Most Powerful
Broadcasting Station

CROSLEY

RADIO
POWEL
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and leave it

there. Partly also to the extra value — the uncountable

500,000

watts

circulation which WLW's

makes

possible.

Chances
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Jr.,

"out-of-

incredible reach of 500,000
are that we have some

esting figures right in your line. Ask

CROSLEY,

It

inter-

us for them.

CINCINNATI

President
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Color

gives printed advertising more brilliance and realism. It attracts more attention

to any magazine
when

you

more

a/tje

page, everyone

use color, your

agrees. But

space rates cost

than for black and white, because more

presswork

is required.

If the higher cost

were limited only to the increased cost of the
plates, and the same

space rates were

avail-

able as for black and white, almost all magazine advertisers would be using color!
There

is no such double expense involved in

using the greater brilliance and realism
All

the

World transcriptions. By means of its entirely
different method

difference
the

of

in

of transcribing, World

adds

life and depth and beauty to any program.
Here is color illustration on the air! The

WORLD!
TRADE M, I

WORLD

BROADCASTING
Other offices end recording studios at: 400 West Madison St. Chicago, Illinois; 555 South Flower St,, Los A'
SOUND STUDIOS OF NEW YORK, INC. (SUBSIDIARY OF V
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clarity and true-to-nature quality of the voices
and instruments has the effect of bringing the
artists in person into the room

of the radio

listener.

This

approach

personal

salesmanship

is the nearest

that has

to

ever been

achieved in advertising.*
When

radio production is only a small part of

your advertising expense, isn't it wise to get
the best? Time on the air costs the same, no
matter how you use it. First-class talent, carefully prepared programs

can hardly afford not

to use this latest development.
* Perhaps unbelievable until you have heard a
World transcription and compared it. Advertisers and their agencies are invited to apply
to any one of World's offices so that an audition may be arranged.
Hearing's believing!

NATIONAL

BROADCASTING

711 FIFTH AVENUE,
YSTEM,
Inc.
Offices also at 523 Mortgage Guarantee Bldg., Atlanta, Georgia, and 1050 Howard St., San Francisco, Calif.
ADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.), WESTERN ELECTRIC LICENSEE
November

15, 1935
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Write for WBS complimentary
booklet "For Radio Results,
Facts First — Then Continuous
Research" reprinted from an
article by the President of one
of the largest national advertisers using radio today. It is
an excellent guide to successful
broadcast advertising.

NEW

BUILDING
YORK,

N. Y.
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Not for Radio Here
SHALL American broadcasting stations, like
so many newspapers, bear the political labels
of Democratic, Republican, Socialist, EPIC —
or whatnot? Certainly not! Yet even from
high official places we have heard remarks,
dropped offhand to be sure but none the less
significant, indicating that some people are
beginning to look upon radio in that light. It
may be the case in Europe, where the government and hence the party in power operates
radio, but it isn't the case here.
The facts speak for themselves. Regardless
of their personal political bents, we know of
not a single broadcaster who looks upon his
station as the mouthpiece of a particular political group, unless it be a so-called Socialist
station in New York which is known for its
liberalistic tendencies but which has hewed to
the line so far as the "equal opportunity"
clause of the radio law is concerned.
That clause is radio's safeguard and the
public's against the wilful use of a station for
unequal partisan political propaganda. Under
it the radio managers must afford equal opportunity on the same basis — pay or no-pay —
to all candidates or their spokesmen. So far
the radio stations have not been remiss in that
respect, as political leaders of all parties (even
the Socialists in the national campaigns) will
avow. Stations and networks will adhere no
less faithfully during the forthcoming national
elections, we are certain.
Some pedantic vaporings have been uttered
to the effect that "radio fights for no rights",
implying it is not fulfilling its political obligations. That is utter nonsense. Radio is the
only non-partisan medium left for discussions
of all sides of political subjects; its prime mission is not political but entertainment, enlightenment and public service. And if any further
proof of its generous public service can be
furnished, in addition to its neutrality in politics, we cite the big blocks of time donated
freely by stations and networks to the current Mobilization for Human Needs (Community Chest) and Will Rogers Memorial
campaigns.

Pied Typos?
WILL the paradoxes of radio never cease ?
Within the last fortnight the International
Typographical Union, affiliate of the A. F. of
L., has filed with the FCC an application for
a new broadcasting station in Indianapolis.
The ITU, strangely enough, has been the ringleader among the labor unions for government
ownership of broadcasting, having adopted at
its convention in September a resolution to
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that end. The reason, it states, is that radio
has diverted almost $100,000,000 of advertising from newspapers and magazines, "thereby
depriving some 40,000 or more skilled printing trade workers of much needed employment
opportunities".
If that is true, does ITU figure it will help
the situation any by starting a commercial
station in Indianapolis ? Moreover, we would
like to know how it reconciles its governmentownership movement with an application for
a commercial station.
We would hazard the guess that ITU, or
someone in its parent organization, has a hidden Ethiopian somewhere. After all, almost
every one in radio who remembers back a
year or two recalls certain other "deals" which
resulted from threats both legislative and
otherwise.

An Old Story Revived
THE OLD, old plaint of too much sameness
of programs on clear - channel stations has
been revived. FCC Commissioner Irvin Stewart has offered a motion under which the
Broadcast Division is instructed to investigate and report on the adoption of special
regulations controlling chain broadcasting, but
with particular emphasis upon duplication of
chain programs on clear-channel stations. This
problem obviously would become more important if the super-power proposals before the
FCC finally crystallize.
Perhaps there is too much sameness of
programs. The matter has been gone into
before. But there are a combination of conflicting elements. For example, eight clear
channels are allocated to each of the five radio zones under the law requiring an equitable
distribution of all classes of broadcasting facilities. But, unfortunately, radio talent centers are not allocated by zones. The best answer to the duplication bugaboo, after all,
comes in the sponsored network program. Radio advertisers, who know their radio and
markets, are not buying "duplicated" coverage.
The fact that a secondary signal of a chain
station may be heard in the same area in
which a primary signal of another station
using the same program is picked up, does not
reflect overlapping coverage.
Moreover, the fact remains that there does
not appear to be any excessive duplication
of chain programs with worth - while signal
strength. Picking up the signal of a distant
station marred by interference and fading does
not constitute duplication. By eliminating the
duplication where it does exist, for the rural
listener, the result in all probability would be

RADIO

BOOK
SHELF
SPOT news is fast becoming obsolescent as
a journalistic asset, with radio the principal
cause, in the opinion of Silas Bent, writing in
the October issue of American Mercury under
the title Radio Takes Over the News.
Radio has advantage of the aural over the
ocular, as well as unexampled speed, Mr. Bent
recalls, in pointing out its advantages over
the newspaper. On the other hand, he observes that there remains a function for the
daily or weekly press as a reference reservoir, even after spot news has lost its pulling
power. Papers will maintain their circulation
— if it can be maintained— in the character of
entertainers and interpreters, he believes.
Looking still farther into the future, the
author has a few comments on television.
"When one can see news happen while listening to it, the newspaper as such will receive
its think
coup dewhat
grace,"
predicts.
"Onenewspaper,
trembles
to
will hebecome
of the
so far as its present capacities and appeals
and revenues are concerned, when this time
arrives.
"I believe the daily will go by the board,
and that we will have weeklies blessed with
some of the qualities of the Manchester Guardian, yet containing summaries of important
happenings with documentary material, with
interpretations of political, economic and
social events, with fewer pages devoted to
comics and to the lovelorn. In this way the
ill wind of radio may blow the press some
benefit."
GETTING a job in radio isn't much different
from getting a job in any other well-established big industry. But the neophyte, pondering the possibilities of a radio career, can
find a lot of valuable sign-posts, and perhaps
avoid many a punishing detour, by taking a
few tips from Making a Living in Radio, by
Zeh Bouch
York
$2). (McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc., New
Much of the glamor is gone, but there is
ample opportunity to make a living from any
one or more of the many types of radio employment, all the way from signing up as
"Sparks" on a tramp steamer to an announcing assignment on a network. How to go after
these jobs — with particular emphasis on the
training that is needed and how it can be
obtained — is the author's theme.
In no other field are the facilities for training so readily available, he reminds readers
in italics, and explains that the industry appeals to versatility — to a variety of abilities
or genius.
that of depriving the urban listener of good
reception, for it is in the cities that reception
is at its worse due to man-made interferences
and high noise levels.
There is no harm in looking into the duplication problem again. But we doubt whether
there will be a solution in any drastic alteration of the status quo that would provide a
better balanced program schedule for the rural
or remote listener to clear - channel stations.
After all, it is the FCC's job to see that the
"public interest, convenience and necessity" of
the listener is served in all matters affecting
broadcasting.
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PERSONAL

CALVIN

TOMPKINS

F YOU were picking the ideal
lanager for a broadcasting staSon, you would probably want a
nan who first knew advertising,
•'hen you would want him to have
■txecutive ability and experience.
|l knowledge of music and a sense
f showmanship, of course, would
ie desirable but almost too much
jo hope for in an individual who
ad the other qualifications.
A man who meets all these qualfications is Calvin Tompkins Lucy,
:eneral manager of WRVA, Richmond, Va., and advertising mana;er of the Larus & Bros. Co.,
nakers of Edgeworth tobacco. On
(sov. 2 WRVA observed its tenth
nniversary in broadcasting under
he general management of the
aaan who is affectionately known
is "C. T." by the station and to>acco company personnel.
Another anniversary for WRVA
rad the Larus Co., as well as its
genial general manager, also takes
olace this month. On Nov. 16 the
Torn Cob Pipe Club, a Virginia hillbilly entertainment feature typical
)f the Virginia countryside, starts
ts ninth year on the air over a
Toast - to - Coast WEAF-NBC net•vork. The program will originate,
is in the past, at WRVA, with the
:alent all native Virginians, most
jf whom have been featured on
the program throughout its eight
year tenure.
The Com Cob Pipe Club has
been broadcast over WRVA since
1927 with increasing success each
I year. Starting in 1932 it was heard
for two years over a nationwide
XBC network, and from March to
July 1935, was broadcast over the
Mutual and Yankee Networks and
WRVA.
The success of the club idea has
been phenomenal. Some 750 local
; clubs have been formed throughout
j the country, not to mention more
; than 75 abroad, with a total membership running into the hundreds
of thousands. And it has sold
Edgeworth tobacco.
But back to "C. T.", under whose
d'rection
Larus
pany andnot
the only
Pipe theClub
but comalso
WRVA have thrived. He was born
in Baltimore of a Virginia family
on October 8, 1891. After studying
in the Baltimore public schools, he
November
■

15, 1935

LUCY

was graduated from Baltimore Citv
College in 1909, pursued postgraduate courses in several subjects, and came to Richmond in
1912. He entered the employ of
Larus & Bros. Co. as office manager of their cigarette factory, the
Reed Tobacco Co. Came the World
War and "C. T." entered military
training at Camp Lee, about 25
miles from Richmond. He was
aboard a transport at sea when
the Armistice was signed.
Returning to Richmond, the exdoughboy became office manager
of the parent company and also
was assigned duties in the advertising department. Then, in 1925,
without advance notice, he was advised that he was to become manager of the new 1,000-watt station
which the firm had decided to establish, continuing, however, as the
advertising executive. According
to Mr. Lucy, his troubles really
began then. In 1928, under the
general reallocation, WRVA became a clear - channel station assigned to the 1110 kc. channel
with 5,000 watts. It has these facilities today, but is an applicant
for an increase in power to 50,000
watts.
Be it remembered that commercial radio was only a lusty infant
in 1925. "C. T." and his studio
director, Elmer Hoelzle, managed
to keep WRVA in operation as a
non-commercial station for several
years. The Larus Co. was deliberately taking the red figures each
year and charging them up to civic
pride
such famous
good-willpipe
as tobacm'ght
accrue and
to their
co. Then along came NBC and
WRVA finally cast its lot with
those who were making so much
headway in the use of radio as a
direct ments
selling
medium.
Developsince then
came thick
and
fast and the station now operates
more hours in one dav than it d d
in a whole week in 1926.
In the early days of WRVA, "C.
T." often announced special events,
and was most active in the daily
operation of the station. With the
expansion
of the
stat'on and
added
duties
in the
Larus-Reed
advertising department, he gradually re(Continued on page US)

NOTES

GUY EARL Jr., president of KNX,
Hollywood, brought back a handsome
pair of antlers from a hunting trip
in Idaho this month, which he enhis way
ton joyedandon New
York.back from WashingEDWIN CLAPHAM, formerly of the
New York Daily News, has joined the
advertising - sales promotion department of WOR, Newark.
ANNING S. PRALL, FCC chairman,
has been nominated to succeed himself for another three-year term as a
member of the board of governors of
the Downtown Athletic Club. New
York, of which he is a charter member.
B. J. HAUSER. with NBC since
1931. has been named by Edgar Kobak. XBC vice president in charge of
sales, as assistant manager of the advertising and sales promotion department.
FENTON EARNSHAW. son of Harry A. Earnshaw, transcription producer, left Nov. 1 for London to open
a branch.
The firm Paris.
is now Sydney,
represented in Toronto,
Shanghai. Manila and Honolulu.
J. PHILLIPS DYKES, former newsand author account
of booksexecutive
on aviation, andpaperman
a former
of Frank Presbrey Co. Inc., and
Hanff-Metzger Inc., has joined Kasper-Gordon Studios Inc., Boston protor. gram building concern, as sales direcE. K. HARTEXBOWER, formerly
of the sales promotion department of
NBC's central division, has been
transferred
the network's
local sales tostaff,
replacing Chicago
H. R.
Evans.
LORIS McGRADY. formerly in Iowa
newspaper advertising, has joined the
sales staff of WDGY, Minneapolis.
Irvin Brown, a member of the WDGY
staff, made a series of parachute
jumps at the Minnesota State Fair.
He plans to break the record of 16
consecutive jumps in one clay.
ART KEMP, promotion manager of
KNX, Holywood. is back at his desk
after a six-week trip in the East. On
the return trip he won a golf bag
at thetion atPacific
Coast AAAA convenDel Monte.
C. E. WATTS, formerly on the sales
force of KFAC-KFYD, Los Angeles,
has been named commercial manager
of KFYD. Frank Aid, newspaper
special edition specialist, has joined
the KFAC-KFYD sales staff.
FRANK P. DOHERTY, owner of
KRKU, Los Angeles, is recuperating
from a broken leg suffered when he
was pinned between two automobiles.
JOHX F. PATT, manager of WGAR,
Cleveland, has been re-elected president of the Rotary Club of Cleveland.
JAMES H. HARDY, formerly commercial manager of WGCM, Gulfport, Miss., has joined KIEV, Glendale, Cal., as announcer-salesman.
W. ARTHUR RUSH, director of recording and studio service in the Hollywood RCA-Victor division, and Miss
Mary Jo Mathews, film player, were
married Oct. 29 in Yuma, Ariz.
GORDOX OWEX, formerly on the
sales staff of KSL. Salt Lake City,
has joined KYA, San Francisco, as
account executive.
HENRY (Hank) Jackson, KFRC,
San Francisco, sales executive, was
married to Miss Pola Eichler Nov. 2.
BILL McKAMY, salesman of KMOX.
St. Louis, is the father of 9-pound
son, Kent, born Oct. 26.
ALLEN BLACKMAX, former Stanford University track star, has joined
the commercial staff of KJBS, San
Francisco, as account executive.

WALTER XEFF. sales manager of
WOR, viewNewark,
preside Mail
at a predinner of will
the Direct
Advertising Association in the Hotel
Pennsylvania Xov. 18 at which a
motion picture. A Drama of Advertising, Xov.
will 19
be toscreened.
The group
association
21 will show
exhibits of the use of various media
in connection with its "50 direct mail
leaders
JOHX ofM.1935."
GREEXE. formerly of
Paul Raymer Co., XTew York, on
Xov. 1 joined the XBC sales promotion department. Mr. Greene was with
Raymer since October. 1934, and prior
to that was with Scott Howe Bowen
Inc. and Group Broadcasters. He is
a 1919 graduate of Harvard.
KIRBY SHELLABY has returned to
the sales staff of KMTR. Hollywood,
after a year in the East.
SAM PICKARD. CBS vice president
in charge of station relations, was at
KTl'L. Tulsa. Okla.. Xov. 7 to confer with W. C. Gillespie, general
manager.
CAPEX EAMES. for more than five
years an XBC sales executive in San
Francisco, resigned effective Xov. 15
to become Pacific Coast manager for
The Family
Circle,
weekly
publica-of
tion. Lawrence
Allen,
manager
KGW-KEX. Portland. Ore., succeeds
Dec.
Eames 1. at XBC. taking over his duties
BERXARD
PLATT. circulation
manager of Broadcasting,
and Mrs. Piatt
are the parents of a daughter, Phyllis,
their first child, born Oct. 30.

THE

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

EDWARD J. HERLIHY. formerly
of WEEI. nouncing
Boston
has joined
staff at Radio
City. theHe an-is
26
years
of
age
and
a
graduate of
Boston College.
ROYAL WISEMAX, who recently resigned from the announcing staff of
KRE. nessBerkeley.
to gofather
into busifor himself,Cal.,
is the
of a
boy born Xov. 4.
CAPT. GEXE SULLIVAN, on the
announcing
Francisco, for thestaff
last offourKYA.
years,Sanresigned
Xov. 1. He conducted the Sportsman's Corner, and the weekly Ship-toShore broadcast. Hugh B. Marshall,
who came to KYA to write continuity
a few weeks ago, has also left the
station.
MISS SARAH HOBSOX, secretary
to Don E. Gilman. XBC Western division vice-president has been transferred from the San Francisco to Hollywood offices of the network.
CLAUDE SWEETEX. musical director for KFRC. San Francisco, conted a30-piece
nualducauto
show inorchestra
that city.at the anGARY BRECKXER, formerly radio
director at the California Pacific Exposition, has joined KXX. Hollywood,
as announcer
productionfootball
assistant. He alsoand
is covering
AL TAYLOR has become a regular
member of the announcing staff of
games.
WLLH, Lowell, Mass.
KEXXETH A. WILSOX, chief organist of WHDH. Boston, has been
named program director succeeding
Lloyd Dennis who becomes chief announcer.
TOM SAWYER, formerly of WCOP,
Boston, has joined WORC. Worcester,
Mass., as announcer and continuity
writer.
STAXLEY M. COOK, a onetime
Canadian bank examiner, has become
associated with the Hollywood headquarters of the Radio Transcription
Co. of America as chief auditor.
WILLIAM V. RAY, assistant manager of KFWB, Hollywood, has an
announcing part in the movie Thanks
a Million.
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Mr. Jack Regen, Manager
Tennessee
Leading Piggly-Wiggly's
Store Unit

Piggly

-Wiggly

Store
says

advertised

WSM

are

Manager

leading

sellers

products

in his

store

^"Practically every basket checked past
our cash counter contains Oxydol,
Chase and Sanborn or Maxwell House
Coffee, Faultless
Oil, Neuhoff
advertised

Starch, Jello, Wesson

Meats, or some

products.
advertised

products

other radio

In fact, the food
through

WSM

are

almost without exception the leading sellers in my store."

— JACK

REGEN

Ask your dealers and jobbers
about WSM's sales influence
in the South

50,000
WATTS
WSM

Complete
Production
Facilities

National Representatives, Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
Owned and Operated by
THE NATIONAL
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LIFE & ACCIDENT INSURANCE
Nashville, Tennessee

CO., Inc.

BILL IRWIN, formerly of the Chicago Tribune's reportorial staff, has
succeeded Yank Taylor as radio editor of the Chicago Times. The paper
now
its confusion
radio column
"Donof
Foster"bylines
to avoid
in case
future changes, in line with its policy
with movie and other columns.
JOHN HUGHES, formerly of KVI.
Tacoma, has joined the announcing
staff of KFRC. San Francisco.
ROBERT KAUFMAN, formerly in
charge of publicity at the Chicago DOLLS FOR ALL — Gordon HitCBS studios, has been appointed pro- tenmark, NBC Washington angram director, with Ben Paley and
nouncer, celebrated his 200th
Cecil Widdifield as his assistants.
program on WRC
Harold Isbell has been named produc- "Timekeeper"
tion director, with Paul Dowty as recently by announcing that his
assistant production man. John Fitz- Christmas gift was going to be a
gerald, in charge of special events and a doll for all the needy girls in the
public service broadcasts for CBS in city. The doll campaign started
with listeners bringing dolls to the
Chicago,as has
taken chief
over until
Kaufman's
duties
publicity
a suc- studio, Hittenmark in turn servcessor is appointed.
ing them coffee and playing their
MEL MERKLEY, former San Fran- favorite selections. Loew theatres
cisco radio press agent, is singing in are cooperating in the doll drive.
the KFRC Happy-Go-Lucky Hour,
afternoon Don Lee network variety WILLIAM TABER, absent from rashow.
dio three years, has rejoined KGBZ,
in charge of early mornWILLIS COOPER, former continu- York.ing andNeb.,
farm programs. Ormal Tack,
ity editor of NBC, Chicago, who resigned to free lance, has been engaged school teacher and singer, is combining a half-time announcing schedule
to write the Betty and Bob programs, broadcast Monday thru Friday with post-graduate work at York Colover an NBC-W.JZ network, spon- lege.
sored by General Mills, Minneapolis ROBERT TONG, announcer of KFI,
Los Angeles, resigned early this
( Bisquick ) . Agency : Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
month, leaving for Seattle.
JOHN GAMBLING, announcer of WALLACE McLEAN, formerly of
WOR, Newark, has been designated KMTR, Hollywood, has joined the announcing staff of KIEV, Glendale,
as special announcer for the Voice
of Experience programs, sponsored on Cal.
CBS by Wasey Products Inc.
MARTY MARTYN has joined LichRICHARD E. OSGOOD, formerly tig & Englander talent agency, Hollywood, as an associate.
dramatic director of Yankee Network,
has joined WXYZ, Detroit, as chief GRACE NORTON has joined Smallof sustaining continuity. John A. Landu, Hollywood talent agency, to
Slagle. formerly of WBNS. Colum- contact radio writers.
bus, and Lloyd Griffin, formerly of
WLW, CiHcinnati, have joined the LUCILLE DINSMORE, administrative assistant of KFAC-KVAD, Los
WXYZ announcing staff.
Angeles, was married late in October
LESTER GRIFFITH, after a year to Robert Burton, of Los Angeles.
of announcing at WOOD, Grand
Rapids, has joined the announcing TONY D'GRAZI. formerly of WGN,
staff of NBC in New York. He stu- Chicago, has joined KHJ, Los Angeles, with a program titled Cartoondied speech and drama at the Uniist of the Air.
versity of Michigan and was trouping
with a stock company when he joined RAY BROOK, announcer of WQAM,
WOOD.
Miami, has resigned to leave for the
Midwest. Phil Kelleah, former actor
JACK SHELLEY, graduate of Mis- and singer, has joined the WQAM
souri School of Journalism, and re- staff.
porter for the Clinton Herald, has
AL TRIGGS, formerly with KSO,
joinedant to WHO,
Des Moines,
as assist- Des
Moines and WJTL, Atlanta, has
H. R. Gross,
news editor.
joined the announcing staff of NBC
RALPH TROTTER, program man- in Washington.
ager of KGBZ, York. Neb., was married recently to Phyllis Bader, former JOHN MURPHY, globe-trotter and
conductor of a shopping service on writer, has joined WNBR, Memphis,
WAAW, Omaha, and daughter of as production man.
Ernest Bader, Omaha agency head.
LEO BOLLEY, sports reporter of
GARY BRECKNER, radio director WFBL, Syracuse, was presented with
of the San Diego Exposition, re- a gold cigarette case by Jack Corbett,
signed Nov. 1 and joined the an- president of the local baseball team,
for his broadcasts during the season.
nouncing-production staff of KNX,
Hollywood.
COL. RHYS DAVIES, short story
HARRY BROWN, formerly of writer and former stage producer, has
KFAB and KFOR. Lincoln, Neb., been appointed production manager
has joined the announcing staff of for the Audisk Corp., San Francisco
KMTR, Hollywood.
transcription concern.
RUTH RICHEY, who has promoted
BECK, long in newsthe Breakfast Nook program of JOSEPH H.
advertising, movie and radio
WSPD. Toledo, for the past year, work, paper,
has been named production
has resigned to return to Cleveland. manager of Midwest Recordings Inc.,
transcription producer.
LAWSON TAYLOR, veteran Southwest newspaperman, has been placed
March of Time
in charge of the new department of
public information and service of
WHETHER
Remington - Rand Inc.
KTUL, Tulsa. The department is to
serve clients as well as provide sta- and Time Inc. will continue cotion promotion.
sponsorship of the March of Time
on CBS had not been determined
CARL GEORGE, production man- as Broadcasting went to press,
ager of WGAR, Cleveland, has been
appointed night manager. Maurice with existing contracts calling for
Condon, continuity director, has been only three more weeks after Nov.
named schedule manager.
18. Meantime the sponsors, along
EDWARD L. BARRY, for five years with Batten, Barton, Durstine &
in charge of talent for WGN, Chicago,
Osborn Inc., the agency, will deand with the station ten years, has
cide if it is to continue in its presbeen named music critic of the Chient form, revert to a weekly halfcago Tribune.
hour program or be discontinued.
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January to October first — only nine months! Yet

An increase might have been expected as WTIC

in that short space of time WTIC

was on half time operation for the first four

300%

has made a

gain in listener response, as proved by

actual count of the flood of letters received from
all parts of New England. Think what this means
in terms of your advertising appropriation. A program over WTIC

now gives you three times the

selling power per dollar — for there has been no
corresponding increase in WTIC rates.

months of 1934 — but 300%
able.
Station WTIC

is almost unbeliev-

offers the one way to reach this

entire market at small cost. Talent is available for
the skilful staging of any type of program. Full
particulars on request.

WTIC
50,000 WATTS

T* /«^
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HARTFORD
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CONNECTICUT

The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation
Member

THE WTIC COMMUNITIES
A PROSPEROUS POPULATION IN A
COMPACT MARKET

•

New England and NBC-WEAF

NEW YORK OFFICE. 220 EAST 42nd STREET
CHICAGO OFFICE, 203 N. WABASH AVENUE

Networks

J. J. WEED, Manager
C. C. WEED, Manager
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J

IN THE
CONTROL
ROOM
GEORGE C. DAYIS, radio inspector
of the FCC in Philadelphia, has been
transferred
Washington
headquarters in the tobroadcast
section
of the
FCC Engineering Department. He
will take over a portion of the duties
of J. C. .Barron, engineer who has
resigned to enter a consulting practice.
RALPH L. CLARK, now assistant to
W. D. Terrell, chief of the FCC field
force, has been detailed to Washington from Detroit, and transferred to
the broadcast section of the FCC Engineering Department.
GEORGE I. JONES, formerly radio
engineer with Jansky & Bailey, Washington, has joined Graybar Electric
Co., as assistant to L. H. Whitten,
manager of the Washington branch.
ARTHUR DAVIS, formerly of Western Electric Co., has joined Olesen
Sound Studios, Hollywood. Sam Bartlett on Nov.
became
production 1manager,
C. C.Olesen's
McDonald,
formerly in charge of production, continuing as chief engineer.
EVAN LEWIS, former technician at
KREG, Santa Ana, Cal., has joined
KFAC, Los Angeles, as night engineer. William Jurek, recent graduate of Los Angeles Junior College,
has joined the maintenance engineering staff of KFAC-KFVD. Los Angeles.
Get Business in Montana
Use—

KGIR
Only Station in Butte
Montana's Largest City

A

Radio
Anti — "And Now"
NO LONGER will the bugbear "And NOW" be heard
over KFRC, San Francisco,
if Harrison Holliway, manager, can prevent it. He has
started an anti — "And Now"
campaign, feeling that the
radio audience has enough to
be bothered about without
further boredom from announcers and masters - of ceremonies who use that
superfluous expression. To
top it, he has invited dialers
to join the campaign by advising the station when they
hear infractions. There will
be penalties for announcers.
Holliway explains that there
are exceptions where use of
the expression is difficult to
avoid, such as in running ad
lib descriptions of a sports
event, or some other occurrence where action is fast.
LLOYD WINGARD. technical engineer of WGAR, Cleveland, returned
to his post early in November after
an absence of three months due to a
broken leg.
GALE SMITH has joined the engineering staff of WQAM. Miami. Eddie Davenport, remote engineer, has
been shifted to the transmitter crew.
VICTOR WELGE. former designing
engineer for the Render Co. Ltd., San
Francisco, has joined the engineering
staff of KSFO. that city, succeeding
J. J. Blanchard, resigned.
RAY SCHROEDER. chief engineer
of WJJD, Chicago, has engaged Ed
Knight to assist in the installation
and operation
of the
new
equipment.
Knight
was station's
formerly with
CKLW. Windsor-Detroit.

i

W9XPD
NOW
ON THE
AIR
The initial program broadcast over W9XPD Wednesday, October 30, was the first ultra short wave
broadcast ever scheduled in St Louis over a
station erected for the purpose.
W9XPD's
designed
a power
IOO watts.transmitter
It is of theis high
fidelityfortype
coveringof
a tonal range of 30 to 12,000 cycles.
Station KSD---St. Louis Post-Dispatch
POST-DISPATCH BUILDING, ST. LOUIS, MO.
Free & Sleininger, Inc., National Advertising Representatives
New York
Chicago
Detroit
San Francisco
Los Angeles
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Left

Commission

Untouched

Canadian

bv

Premier

Membership of Control Agency
Remains Intact for Present

PANEL IN TRUNK — This portable control booth, with trunk
clasps to hold it together, is soundproof yet ventilated. It is the creation of Frank Falknor, CBS
Western Division chief engineer.
Here is Ted MacMurray, of the
the booth.
CBS
Chicago staff, tucked away in
Deems Taylor Is Named
Music Counsel for Ayer
DEEMS TAYLOR, composer, editor and critic, has been appointed
as counsel in the creation and direction of musical programs prepared by N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.
Mr. Taylor is well known in the
field of music and is currently
heard on the air as master of ceremonies of the Squibbs' To Arms
for Peace program on CBS and
the Swift Sigmund Romberg program on NBC.
Mr. Taylor was graduated from
New York University in 1906, was
editor of Musical America from
1927-29 and prior to that he was
music critic for the New York
World. "The Echo", a musical
comedy of 1910, was one of the
first musical shows Mr. Taylor
wrote. Since then he has been
commissioned to write operas by
the Metropolitan Opera with The
King's Henchman in 1927 and
Peter Ibbetson in 1930, two of his
best known works.
Ford Motor Co. shows, Atlantic
Refining Co. and Eno Crimes Clues
are ledcurrent
programs being handby this agency.
NBC Engineers'
DanceNew
ENGINEERS
of the NBC
York Division will hold their first
annual supper dance at the Waldorf Astoria Nov. 19, with prominent officials of the NBC, announcers, production
mentheandcooperation
talent attending. Through
of Paul Whiteman, Dick Mansfield
and his orchestra will provide the
music. Graham McNamee will act
as master of ceremonies. The dance
committee of the NBC Association
of Technical Employees is composed of W. C. Resides, chairman;
Beverlev Fredendall, Andrew Waddell,
Brown.Milton Kitchen and Walter R.
EPRESENTATIVES
STATION
DIO BIDDICK
RA
WALTER
CO.
568 Chamber of Commerce BWg., Los Angeles
1358 Russ Bldg., San Francisco, California
1038 Exchange Bldg., Seattle, Washington
619 Charles Bldg., Denver

By JAMES MONTAGNES
THE CANADIAN Radio Commis- |
sion has a new lease on life. Ac- it
cording to the attitude being taken
by the newly-elected Premier, W. ft
L. M. King, the board was estab- i
lished under an act of Parliament, i
and is not directly responsible to ;
the government. Chairman Charlesworth and Commissioners Chauveau and Steel, have some time left
to serve under the act, although it
was generally expected in radio
circles that the Commission would
disappear
with the new government.
Under the radio broadcasting act
authorizing the Commission,,
passed May 26, 1932, the chairman, Hector Charlesworth, serves
for ten years, of which he has already served three. The vice chairCol. C. H. Chauveau,
re- "
cently man, appointed,
has his but
entire
nine-year period to serve, while
Lieut. of
Col.hisA. eight-year
W. Steel has
years
term five
tc '
finish.
Premier King in his electior
campaign made no mention of thf
Radio Commission, and his preseni,
attitude is probably due to pressure
of more important national anc
international trade problems
Since each of the commissioners i:
an appointment of the Conserva
tive government, it may possibly b<
some months before a change ii
made through ♦ a parliamentary
act
# #
THE Radio Commission has to pa;
$5,083 as the result of a judgmen
awarded the King Edward Hote
Co. Ltd., of Toronto, by the On
tario Court of Appeal. The hote
company claimed $10,733 fo
breach of lease of the studio
which the Commission took ove
when it leased station CKGW fror
Gooderman & Worts Ltd., distillers
Shortly after the Commission too.
over the station and changed it
call to CRCT, the studios wer
moved to a residential part of Tc
ronto. Now the Commission has t
pay Gooderman & Worts, who hav
to pay the hotel.
A FICTITIOUS town of Beave
Bend, on a Canadian Commissio
program, has become a real towr
with the establishment near th
Consolidated Mining & Smeltin
Company's
properties
at Traies
B.
C, of a townsite
by young
ecutives of the mining company
They have called their new tow
Beaver Bend, and it will be liste
in the next edition of Canada'
postal guide.
Using Western Network I
WESTERN NETWORK is thi
name
the KSFO,
hookup Sac'm-l
KNX, selected
Hollywood,for and
Francisco, which has contractef
for a series of sponsored religioul
programs
Martin
Thomas in by
addition
to theLutliel
Fathe l
Coughlin series. The Martin Luthc I
Thomas series is broadcast Sunda I
afternoons, 4:30-5 p. m. (PST I
originating at KNX. The contrac I
is for 52 weeks. Newkirk & Lav I
rence, new Hollywood radio an I
production agency, has the accoun.l;
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Advertising's
from pagein10)Recovery
(ContinuedPlace
iat it is almost a classic with its must rest. It still remains the
i l.OOOths of a cent per can for voice of business.
In the Sept. 15th issue of Sales
fivertising.
Management is a remarkable
But let's do our best to be comjetely fair. Even though buying
to 184 Non- Advertisretail a housewife finds that "Open ers".Letter
It is inspired by the decision
ere are no coins small enough to of the United States Steel Corp. to
ve her an actual saving in her employ advertising counsel and to
lily purchases, could there be embark on an aggressive campaign
>me way of working out a saving as it passes from a period when
production was all-important into
[r her on her annual budget if an
era of selling.
i|.ere was no expense for advertisThat letter illustrates a third
g ? In other words, could she be
)le to get a refund of a few dol- function of advertising to hasten
rs on her total household buying the recovery of American business.
. the end of a year?
It points out that national advertisers have a far better profit
An Economic Tool
record than non-advertisers; that
in the early days of the Roosevelt
ERE we come directly up against
administration only 17.6 per cent
ie very essence of advertising's of companies having no trademark
ulue as an economic tool. With- were paying dividends while nearly
it the volume, without the mass
cent of the companies havoduction, which advertising has 60 per
ing national trademarks were payIped to create, the unit cost
ing
dividends.
More than that, for
ould be increased far beyond the the years of 1932,
1933 and 1934
nount of advertising. Without
an average of 525 companies with
lis mass production, too, her hus- securities listed on the New York
ind and her friends' husbands
Stock Exchange paid dividends
ould have few of the jobs which
60 per cent of them were ad|iey hold today and would have and
vertisers.
ttle hope of getting new jobs as
Manufacturers who went into
ass buying gets into its stride advertising in the glorious twengain.
the feeling that "we
Anyone who has had an oppor- might tiesaswithwell
spend it this way as
inity to observe American busiit overwere
to the
government"
pss over the past 20 years can to
in hand
taxation
amazed
to find
ultiply examples of the way that that, in a majority of cases, adver:owth in volume has given the
tising paid.
■nsumer either the same value at
In the week after the Steel Corp.
lower price or added value at the made its announcement, 18 nonime price or both.
advertisers sent inquiries into the
In about 12 years, something like
of just one magazine asking
B million radio sets have been offices
for information and help in formuirchased for American homes,
lating advertising plans.
oday you can buy for one-fifth or
The strongest driving force in
ne-sixth of the price of those American life is the desire to hear
drly sets of 12 years ago an in- about new ideas and to achieve new
rument which reaches across the ambitions and the reason that
^eans and gives you fidelity and Americans like advertising is bepauty of tone beyond the wildest
cause it tells them about the new
earns of 1921.
ideas. Many of these have been
In distribution, advertising, or
by scientists in the laboreading of information to the perfected oratories
which business has been
ablic, is only one factor. The retail maintaining for the past 30 years.
J|)st of any article is made up of
Unemployment cannot be wiped
5.aterials and labor plus all the out until there is a job for every
stribution costs, which include human being who wants to work,
and the way to more jobs for more
jacking, carting, transportation,
people is to satisfy more wants by
arehousing, salesmen's expense,
more people. Wages went up in
-•edit,
collection costs, financing
id advertising.
so long as the stand■ There has been so much talk this ardcountry
of living was rising. The most
economic way to sell the output of
bout "Our million dollar expenditures in advertising" that people a factory is to make a lot of peo.nget how many millions of people
ple want what it can make and advertising isthe only force that can
just be reached. Business survives
make
them want it.
Jnd grows great and advertising,
Scientists and manufacturers
|igthe'things
main, cheaper
succeeds and
only better
by mak-so will continue to create new prodnat more people can have them,
ucts. The public wants them. The
public must be told about them.
'he average cost of automobile
res per mile today is less than Advertising alone can do it. It is
le-tenth of what it was in 1913. said that heavy industry stands
,lhe low priced cars of today are
ufmitely greater in value than the
FEATURES
Automobiles of five times their
On Transcriptions
rice 20 years ago.
Available
to Stations and Agenciei
If advertisements are sometimes
Samples on Request
(ulgar or occasionally deceitful,
3n't blame advertising.
It still
STANDARD
RADIO Inc.
imains the most potent single
Dice in creating the mass producHollywood, Calif.
lon on which American prosperity
STUDIOS
UadioStatiari
Tflmpfl •
CLEflFUUATER
SURG
WFIA-WSUN
SERVING FLORIDA'S CENTER OF POPULATION
)
THE TAMPA TRADE TERRITORY
i

Negro Announcer
JACK L. COOPER, of
WSBC, Chicago, is believed
to be the only official Negro
commercial announcer in the
United States. He made his
first radio appearance in
Washington in 1925, going to
Chicago in 1926 where he
joined WWAE as producer
of an All-Negro Hour. He
started another Negro program on WSBC in 1928, buying and reselling time. Cooper plays as many as five
characters in a program.
Fire Destroys Studio
LOS ANGELES studios of KGER,
Long Beach, Cal., were completely
destroyed by fire late in October
when a general alarm fire gutted
the department store building
where the studio was located. Ted
Gailey, program director, was at
the microphone and left his post
only when ordered out by firemen.

Gas Appliance Discs
MacGREGOR & SOLLIE Inc., San
Francisco transcription producers,
through the Jean Scott Frickelton
Adv. Agency, that city, has cut 13
quarter- hour musical recordings
for the Gas Appliance Society of
California, San Francisco (gas
ranges) , which have been placed
with the following stations: KIEM,
Eureka; KWG, Stockton; KHSL,
Chico; KFBK, Sacramento; KQW,
San Jose; KLX, Oakland; KMJ,
Fresno and KTRB, Modesto. MacGregorepisodes
& Sollie
soldmusical
13 quarterhour
of the
serial,
Sketches in Melody, to Sommer &
Kaufmann Inc., San Francisco
(shoes), through Kelso Norman
Organization,
that city,
for reproon KFRC,
San Francisco,
in a test ductioncampaign.

ready with 55,000,000 horsepower
waiting the pull of consumer buying. But the force that will put all
that horsepower to work is the will
of the people — the human beings
who are going to demand new
standards of living beyond anything that even America has known.
Advertising is ready to carry the
messages that will make these human beings throw overboard the
preachings of the pessimists and
lift this country forward in the
next few years across new frontiers of happiness and comfort.

GREATER

VALUE

COMMAND

PITTSBURGH

A

•

5000

LONGVIEW
!
— Financial Center of East
Texas Oil Field
— Home of East Texas Chamber of Commerce
—Aand City
That Is Growing
Buying
—Let KFRO Sell this Territory For You

"Voice of Longview"
Longview, Texas

WILL,

HIGHER

BASIC NBC

SOON
PRICE

RED NETWORK

WATTS

Has Increased Its Value:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

New High Fidelity RCA Transmitter
FIVE TIMES THE FORMER DAYTIME POWER
New modern studios and offices
Three times the former occupied space
ONE MILLION ADDITIONAL LISTENERS

Contracts signed before rate increase will be protected
for their term, not to exceed one year.
National
HEARST

Representative
RADIO

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

620 KC • 5000 Watts Day • 1000 Night - Full Time
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Newspapers Recall
Ban in Quaker City
On Election Results
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Scramble for Broadcast Tieups
After Having Closed Gates
By MARTIN GOSCH
PHILADELPHIA — Out of the
maelstrom of this city's Election
Day earlier this month emerges a
situation which may have a vital
effect on the national press-radio
picture.
Less than a week before balloting time, Philadelphia stations
found the bars up at all newspapers against running results on
election night returns; and 24
hours before voting deadline, four
out of five metropolitan dailies
were tied-in with the stations and
plugging the connections with front
page
The publicity.
situation goes back to June,
1935, when WFIL arranged a reciprocal advertising deal with the
Philadelphia Daily News, and
shortly after gathered in the
Morning Record with a similar
agreement. Later, WIP signed the
Evening Ledger, while on Oct. 1,
the reputedly aloof morning Inquirer set the pace for the entire
local press fey more than doubling
reciprocal advertising with WFIL
and WIP. Three syndicates have
radio representation in Philadelphia — INS at WFIL, UP at
WCAU-KYW, and Transradio at
WIP.
Although it was generally conceded that the advertising agreements were purely on a business

*
FIRST
IN
Showmanship!
Gains!!
Volume!!!
THERE

MUST
You

BE

Sell Maryland
You

A

REASON!

ELECTION DAY
Extra Editions With Vote Data
Missing in New York
ELECTION extras were conspicuously absent in New York City on
election day, a corner newsboy
summarizing the reason to a correspondent for Broadcasting thus:
"Naw, there won't be no elect:on
extras tonight; the radio has killed
all that 'cause it broadcast the
news
can get itwriting
printed."in
Saidbefore
E. L.youBragdon,
the Neiv York Sun:
"In some respects radio has not
changed at all in nineteen years.
On election night in 1916, Dr. Lee
De Forest, excited over the prospect of transmitting election returns by radio, stepped to the microphone of his small station at
Highbridge
ann o u n c e d into New
the York
smallandworld
eauipped with receivers that
'Charles Evans Hughes has been
elected President.' The morninsr
newspapers proved otherwise, but
so few people had heard the bulletin that a correction was unnecesbasis and completely eliminated
editorial tie-ins, nevertheless a feelsary."
ing of friendliness was supplanting the antagonism which had been
evidenced by the papers toward radio during the past several years.
Consequently, it was a surprise
move when, on Oct. 31, all the dailies suddenly placed a ban on servicing election news material to the
radio outlets.
Newspapers Enjoined
REPORTS indicated that AP, said
to control the Alexander Association, a politically-connected group
which gathers election data for the
five dailies, ordered the freeze-out
of UP and INS, thus preventing
affiliated stations from gathering
election returns over the wires. To
make the ban complete, all dailies
were enjoined from giving or sellvoting information
to any
radioingstation.
This ban found
WCAU
and KYW with the returns already
sold to two accounts, and WFIL,
WIP and WDAS in the process of
making such sales.
Facing a complete shut-out,
WFIL immediately arranged for
remote pickups from both Democratic and Republican headquarters, while WCAU, KYW, WIP
and WDAS followed the same day.
Figurine: that political headquarters would possibly run neck-and-

When

BUY

WEAL
10,000 Watts

. . . Basic NBC

Blue . . . I060Kcs.

* These statements are quoted from leading radio publications and
research organizations and are the results of their investigations rather
than our own claims.
National
HEARST
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Representatives
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NEW
YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

Cleveland
610 Kilocycles
An Independent Station
with
BIG Coverage
in Ohio

neck on the returns, the broac
casters at least garnered some pro
tection from the political angles
Therefore, it was even more of
surprise move when, on Nov.
the
turned
an about-fac
and Inquirer
offered full
service
to WFI]
and WIP on a sustaining basis
with the paper to receive a num.
ber of courtesy plugs. The reason
for this action still remains a mystery, although it is supposed that
the Inquirer's
terms.
with
AP enabledprimary
it to position
dictate

i
'
''j

The Sunday Inquirer, preceding J
election day, promoted its radio ,
scoop with page 1 copy, an unheard j
of action in Philadelphia. Within j
six hours of the Inquirer's first!
Sunday sale, the Daily News had;
connected with WDAS, and the following morning, WCAU and KYwJ
made
arrangements
the move
Eve- '
ning Bulletin.
Thiswith
latter
still remains the talk of the Quakei
City, in view
that newspaper's
adamant
stand ofagainst
radio. Tues
day found the air outlets reaping
a harvest of publicity, somewhat
dazed and not a little bewilderec
by the startling change of events
The election day line-up amonj
the stations was as follows: WFII
— remote at Inquirer, Democrats
headquarters and three roving re
porters; WIP — Inquirer servic
and both party headquarters
WCAU and KYW— telephone new
from the Bulletin and service fror.
both political parties; WDAS — re
motes at the Daily News and th
two party headquarters. A salien
feature of WFIL's arrangemen
with its paper was the special per
mission accorded to handle a com
mercial sponsor, American Oil C(
On the previous Saturday whe
the studio's transmitter went ou
of commission a four-hour pick-u
from the Pimlico race track unde
Amoco sponsorship was cancellec
With that client requesting a sul
stitution
of the received
night's election
turns, WFIL
permissior<1
to cut in on the account.
General impressions of the elei
tion broadcasting were that no sts
tion outstripped competitors by
large
WFIL headqua
claims
"beat" margin.
from Democratic
ters with the first rumor of retrea
The Inquirer, monitoring WFIL
its City Room, picked up the r
port, checked it, and had a speci;
edition on the streets in advant
of competing papers.
The aftermath of the Electic!
Day radio-news arrangements ha1
not crystallized at this writing,
is
sufferedto blo/i
a s'\
verebelieved
setback that
in itsAPattempt
member newspapers from rad;|
agreements. No statements ha I
been forthcoming from John Blac 1
man,
Inquirer inexecutive,
instrumental
tieing upwho
his wpj>
per with radio, and allegedly brpj
the Alexander Association baj
The stations
tight%)
awaiting
the are
next "sitting
move by
press.
NOV. 2 marked the fifteenth am I
versary of the pioneer KDK J
Pittsburgh, and from that dsT
many
reckon the beginning of mtd
ern broadcasting.
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THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience
of radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices,
BENJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATE
1023 Wallace Ave.
Wilkineburp. P:
• November

15, 19c
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RADIO
WGAR

CLINIC

FOR

AGENCIES

Tells the Story of Broadcasting in a Series
Of Special Sales Presentations

SERIES of clinics to tell Clevend advertising agencies about ra'o through actual auditions and
Lies presentations has been start1 by WGAR, Cleveland. The first
'jinic
staged
in theoffice
Hotelof
:atler was
for the
Cleveland
uller & Smith & Ross Inc., with
) executives, account executives,
jace buyers and production men
rtending.
The clinic got under way with
ash bulletins on what radio does
•r the advertiser, several WGAR
mouncers handling the audition
hich was piped to the room. Folwing were sample introductions
id subject matter on successful
istaining and commercial feaires broadcast by WGAR, includ.g network programs. Welcome
ilks were received from John
att, manager of WGAR; Eueene
'arr, assistant manager; Ellis
anderPyl, sales manager; Lloyd
enard, sales promotion director.
.11 were read from the studio by
•TGAR announcers.

Commenting on the clinic, President Billingsley of the agency
said: "So far as I know this is
the first time such a complete and
thorough attempt has been made
by a radio station to acquaint advertising agency men with radio
and its work. Before we have obtained the story piece by piece but
tonight Mr. Patt's efforts to tell
us radio's story have been successful. He and his staff have missed

Commerce Department
Co Start Series on CBS
'HE U. S. Department of Comterce will promote its activities in
ig series of programs to be broadcast over CBS beginning; Monday.
Tov. 25, 4-4:30 p. m. CBS agreed
o donate the time for this proram after the department aproached Lawrence W. Lowman,
BS vice president in charge of
perations, and E. R. Morrow, also
f CBS. The program will origi, ate in Washington with music
rovided by the Army, Navy and
• larine Bands.
Daniel C. Roper, Secretary of
ommerce, will be the guest speakr on the first program and will
T^xplain the purpose of the broadcasts which will take up each of
She
department's
10 divisions
and
resent
a dramatization
of their
• ork. Guest speakers will be seated from the various divisions
f the department and will have
ve minutes to cover their subject.
1' he program will be similar to the
Julius Klein programs of the past,
^'he initial series is scheduled for
; 3 weeks.
The MAN on the STREET
Daily 5:45-6:00 P. M.
w S100 a month on 6 month contract

25,000 to WLS Show
THE three-night Harvest Festival
held at the Inof WLS, Chicago,
ternational Amphitheatre at the
Union Stock Yards, attracted
25,000 radio fans who paid to see
the 5,000 fruit and vegetable exhibits of WLS listeners. Each of
the three evenings a performance
was given by the WLS National
Barn Dance crew. Among other
features were a pet show and WLS
artist exhibits. Square dances concluded each evening. The festival
was staged on short notice under
the direction of George C. Biggar,
WLS program promotion director.

1.000 w. K Q V O 1260 Kcffl
MISSOULA
MONTANA
m
November

15, 1935

In the photograph are: Front
nothing."
row, left to right, C. E. Horton,
vice president of the agency; John
E. Wiley, vice president; Clay L.
Reely, account executive; W. M.
Hutchinson, account executive;
Allen L. Billingsley, president. In
the background are Morrisson M.
Scott, account executive; W. J.
Staab, space buyer; Sanford
Ketchum, C. D. Mitchell, Carl
Wagner, T. R. Gymer, Lowell
Spencer and R. C. Shaw.

WWNC
ASHEVILLE,
Full Time NBC Affiliate
Leads

46

N. C.
1.000 Watts

States!

North Carolina, for the fiscal
year ending last June 30, led
46 states in Federal Internal
Revenue collections*. Station
WWNC offers the only blanket
Radio Coverage of rich resortindustrial Western Carolina!
* $283,677,545.45 (Treasury Department. Internal Revenue Bureau).
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FOUR- STATION UNIT
BEGUN IN NEBRASKA
THE FOUR Nebraska stations under purchase option to the Nebraska Broadcasting Co., subsidiary of the Omaha World-Herald,
early in November were formed
into an organization called the Nebraska Broadcasting System for
the purpose of group sales. Acting
sales manager is Alex Sherwood,
now managing KGBZ, York, Neb.,
under the direction of Lloyd C.
Thomas, operator of WROK, Rockford, 111., who is handling the
Omaha
newspaper's
radio to
plans.
The
transfer
of the stations
the
new corporation is still awaiting
FCC action and it is understood
that several of the purchase options may expire shortly.
The arrangement makes it possible to buy as a group stations
WAAW, Omaha; KGBZ, York;
KMMJ, Clay Center, and WJAG,
Norfolk. A 10% discount to national advertisers buying all four
stations for 15 and 30-minute daytimetationperiods
offered.
Represenin Newis York
is by
Aerial
Publicizing Inc., in Kansas City by
Howard Wilson of Wilson-Dalton,
and in Chicago by A. T. Sears &
Son Inc.
New Station in Rio
A NEW station to be operated
along American commercial lines,
with call letters PRF3, has been
started in Brazil by the Brazilian
Radio Transmission Co., Rio de
Janeiro. American equipment is
used. The station operates between
1250-1300 kc with 10 kw power,
according to the U. S. Department
of Commerce.

Utallan

A/ew±!

It's hot stuff these days . . . and
WMEX is providing it in full to
GREATER BOSTON'S quarter
million Italian population. Our
four 15 - minute Italian News
Periods daily assure this responsive audience all the latest developments inthe Ethiopian cam-

paign.

number of
Open to limited
participating
sponsors.

WMEX
1500 kc — 250 w L.S. — 100 w N.
HOTEL MANGER

— BOSTON

In America's Fourth Market
Tel. CAPitol 7560 — Teletype Bo». 157

* Actually
2,327
Repliesa —300%
More Than
Increase Over the Same
2 Programs in September

AFTER
THE CHANGE

Mail pours in upon CKLW in response to adult-appeal, song-guessing programs (no "give-away hook")- broadcast at a time usually devoted to children's
hours — facts which make this amazing mail response the more outstanding.
There is but one conclusion —CKLWs pulling power is greater today than
ever before— and CKLW is therefore the direct economy route to the thriving
Detroit-Windsor area! Use CKLW for greatest returns on your advertising dollar.
fl mm m
vIlL

«mv
W

serving the thriving
DETROIT-WINDSOR AREA

7Uw 0$&La±cuL WITH THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
REPRESENTATIVES
J. H. McGILLVRA, New York
UNION OfficeGUARDIAN BLDG
Detroit
Windsor
Office:
JOHN KETTLEwELL, Chicago
GUARANTY TRUST BLDG.
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and more local commercial hours than any other
station

New ALL-TIME

RECORD

In Total and Spot Sales

We

Invite Comparisons //

PAUL RAYMER CO.,
Representatives

W
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"FROM
PLACE

Television,

THE "ultimate achievement" of
communication will come "when
we, at last can see the man who is
talking to us even though he is in
a distant city when we can watch
every change of his expression,
catch
everyJ.tone
of his voice,"
said
Maj. Gen.
G. Harbord,
chairman
of RCA on Nov. 12 in an address
before the School of Engineering,
Princeton University.
Recounting the development of
radio from Marconi's first transAtlantic flash in 1901, to the present, General Harbord devoted
much of his address to a glimpse
into the future of radio, which will
see facsimile, television, and possibly the transmission of "smell"
and "taste" by radio waves.
"We may even dream of a faroff day of television in faithful
colors," he said. "It is within the
realm of theoretical possibility that
radio can release aromas and
flavors at the receiver exactly duplicating those at the transmitter.
If so, we can sniff in New York
the fragrance of a cigar being
smoked by the man in Havana,
with whom we are chatting, and
taste in Florida a freshly-picked
apple pressed against a sending
device
in Oregon."
General
Harbord said he mentioned these not as definite prophesies, but as "frankly romantic speculations illustrating the trend of
radio communication. In the radio
laboratories of today, the former
A. E. F. chief of staff declared,
progress has been made that
promises the possibility of flashing
entire pages of hand or typewrit-

local advertisers

Syracuse

Visualizes

201*
IN

Z
OUTLET

NETWORK
to

6»i?

SALES

RECORDS
One of our most important accounts just wrote
us praising the eiiective work of WXYZ's merchandising department, whereby consumer
sales in Michigan climbed "FROM 20TH PLACE
to 6TH PLACE in a state by state sales tabulation" for his products. This outstanding accomplishment proves that WXYZ is BEST BY
TEST Write for information about our merchandising department, which successfully
gets dealer representation
KUNSKY-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
(Owneis and Opeiaiois ol Station WXYZ)
300 MADISON THEATRE BLDG., DETROIT
WM G. RAMBEAU CO., Representatives
HOME OFFICES: Tribune Tower, Chicago
Western Otlice
Eastern Office
RUSS BUILDING
507 CHANIN BLDG.
San Francisco
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Transmission

Taste

and

Odors

ten letters by high-speed facsimile,
instead of by the dots and dashes
of the Morse code. When that arrives as a practical service, he said,
the sender of a telegram and the
man who receives it will have a
closer, more personal, contact.
Facsimile and Television
HE SPOKE of the close relation
of facsimile to television. The latter, he asserted, as a practical public service is not an immediate possibility, "but the
toward it
has smoothed
by path
our increasing
knowledge of ultra-short waves.
High-speed facsimile is the sending of still pictures through the
ether. Television is the sending
of pictures in rapid enough succession to give the appearance of continuous motion. The future of both
seems to lie in the field of the
micro-wave. What we have learned
from television research has aided
facsimile research, and what we
have learned about facsimile has
taught us many things about television. A fundamental requirement
in both is an efficient and reliable
short-wave radio circuit.
That radio can be put to uses
not so pleasant and constructive
as broadcasting of entertainment
and encouragement of understanding and peace through international program exchanges, also
was emphasized by General Harbord. Controlled radio-telegraphy
and controlled broadcasting, he
said, have a direct bearing on freedom of press dispatches and freedom of speech. "They may play a
serted.
part in fomenting war," he as"If war should come between any
nations today radio will be a far
more influential force than in the
last war. At that time, even in its
infancy, it gave a good account of
itself. Now it has attained full
stature. Radio communications circuits cannot be stopped by an antagonistic nation, as transoceanic
telegraphy once was, simply by the
severing of cables. News, probably
influenced by censorship, will still
come through in future hostilities."
ANGOSTURA - WUPPERMAN
Corp., New York (bitters), has
started eight weeks of one-minute
spot announcements on WTIC,
Hartford, and WTAM, Cleveland.
Donahue
the
agency.& Coe Inc., New York, is

New Consulting Servic*
Has 8 Newspaper Client
FORMATION of S. A. Melnicoe
Associates as radio consultants
with offices in the Ferry Bldg., Sa;
Francisco, has been announced
Mr. Melnicoe,
former The
manager
KFBK,
Sacramento.
compan o;'"i
proposes to serve operating sU
tions and applicants for construi
tion permits in the Pacific area,
following newspapers were liste
as its clients, all applicants o
prospective applicants for ne'
stations : Merced Sun-Star, Visali
Times-Delta, Watsonville Register
Tulare Advance, Palo Alto Time,
Hanford Journal, Ventura Count
Star, Porterville Recorder. M:
Melnicoe also announced that «
E. Burrell, chief engineer of KJB^
San Francisco, and KQW, Sa
Jose, is in charge of the engineei
ing department.
Arkansas' Newest
ARKANSAS' newest radio statioi
KELD, El Dorado, is now on th
air full time with 100 watts 0j
1370 kc, having been inaugurate
last month with ceremonies indue
ing an address by Senator Joe 1>
Robinson. The station personnu
consists of F. E. Bolls, manager
Leon Sipes, assistant manager an
announcer; Miss Gladys Morgai
program director; T. P. Thorn]
son, commercial ; Eddie LeCaptai]
operator and Transradio news n
porter; Charles Mathis Jr., chk
operator
"On thebroadcast
Hour" ove
ALLNBC
PROGRAMS
NBC networks have been put o
the air 20 seconds earlier sine
Nov. 1. In the past progran
terminated on the hour and tl
next program began 20 second a
ter the hour. Under the new pla
programs
begin on
the the
hour houar
end
20 seconds
before
CBS has been operating under th
system for a number of years.
Seeks Silent Station
WITH FCC Examiner Seward's r
port on the proposed removal <
the station to Chattanooga sti
pending, Wilton Harvey Pollard,
broadcast engineer, has applied
the FCC for authority to erect
new 100-watt station on 1200 k
in Huntsville, Ala., taking over tt
facilities of WBHS. Static
WBHS, licensed to Virgil Evan
who seeks its removal to Chatt;
nooga, has been silent since Sey
tember, 1934.

L, M. S., M. D.
Formerly Chief Drug Control U. S. Department of Agriculture and for many years engaged in the enforcement
of the Federal Food and Drugs Act.
CONSULTANT
Drugs — Medicine — Cosmetics — Foods
Label and Formula Requirements
RADIO ADVERTISING CONTINUITY
Consultant to drug
advertisers for the
vertising, formulas
medicines

and food manufacturers and
past eight years on labels, adand technical control of drugs,
and foods subject to

REQUIREMENTS OF FEDERAL AND STATE LAWS
Shoreham Building
Washington, D. C.
Telephone District 1169
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Fine Racing Colt
s Prize in Contest
3y Mars, Chicago
andy Sponsor to Enter Steed
i Big Races Next Year
NE of the most unusual contest
ffers ever made on the air — and
at takes in a lot of territory —
as announced on Oct. 28 over
GN, Chicago, on the Milky Way
inners program, sponsored by
ars Inc., Chicago manufacturer
If Milky Way candy bars. Mrs.
Ethel V. Mars, who owns one of
/pie largest racing establishments
h the country, will present a thorughbred colt to the winner of the
ontest, which consists of naming
he colt.
Each entry must be accompanied
iy two wrappers from Milky Way
andy bars, "or facsimilies of
ame". The contest will continue
or five weeks only, ending Nov.
>0, and the winner will be anlounced before Christmas. The
iiorse will be eligible for racing
»n Jan. 1, 1936, when he becomes
wo years old according to the laws
hat govern racing.
Will Enter Races
BECAUSE of the inability of the
"ordinary person to maintain and
;rain a race horse, the Milky Way
stables will train the animal, feed,
table, transport it, pay jockey
ees, and enter it in all of the leadng races on the continent for two
^ear olds, at no expense to the
pwner. Three of the two-year-old
races the colt will be entered in
are the 1936 Belmont Futurity,
*vorth $50,000, the National Staljon Stakes, valued at $15,000 and
:he famous Arlington Futurity,
ijvalued at $60,000, and as a three
Jyear old in the Kentucky Derby.
\ The horse is a bay colt by Stimulus, out of Be Careful. The sire
lof the foal is one of the best known
stallions on the American turf,
whose forebears have won $552,538.
When the horse becomes a three
ryear old, it will be turned over to
the winner of the contest who may
do as he or she pleases with the
' and
animal,
eithertherace
or sellprice.
him
receive
full him,
purchase
If the sales results are as good
las present conditions indicate, the
program and the contest will be
'repeated in other parts of the
' country, either by network or spot
'k-ampaigns. George Willard Davis,
i Chicago, is the agency.

PENNY

PROMOTION

"True Story" Sends Postal Cards
To List of Executives
TO A MAILING list of business
executives, True Story magazine
sent penny post cards promoting
its Court of Hhiman Relations
broadcast on an NBC-WEAF network, Fridays. 9:30 p. m. and on
WLW,
Cincinnati, at 6:30 Sundays.
The back of a card mailed Nov.
5 announces that True Story's
weekly drama, the Court of Human Relations, presents ''Love
Hungry". It goes on by explainingriedthat
marlife "frustration
is the cause in
of his
a young
lawyer'scomespredicament
whensecretary
he beinvolved with his
and a great scandal ensues. A
moral question concerning marriage is offered to listeners of the
program."
The time the
and message.
place of
broadcasts concludes
KROC Linked to KSTP
WITH Gregory P. Gentling, of
Rochester, Minn., as vice president and general manager, KROC,
Rochester, Minn., is now operating
full time with 100 watts on 1310
kc. in the community made famous
by the doctors Mayo. Twenty-two
nearby villages and cities participated in its recent dedicatory, in
which KSTP, WCCO and WEBC
also contributed in a special hookup. KROC is linked regularly with
KSTP, whose manager, Stanley
Hubbard, is president of the Southern Minnesota Broadcasting Co.,
KROC licensee.

Fromparthisin amateur
youth "C.
T." and
has
taken
musical
dramatic presentations, and during
the first
few years
of WRVA's
history he could
be induced
to bring
his guitar to the studios and take
the role of one of the "Four
Deuces", composed of members of
the Lucy family whose mandolin
and guitar ensemble work met with
the favor of the radio audience.
Married and the father of a son
and daughter, Mr. Lucy likes the
country and outdoor sports, with
an occasional hunting or fishing
expedition his fondest delight. He
is a Legionnaire, 32 degree Mason
and Shriner. In NAB affairs, he
has served on the Finance, Copyright and Convention committees.
AN EIGHT - PAGE tabloid - size
folder exploiting programs of
WMAS, Springfield, Mass., has
been delivered to 15,000 homes in
Springfield
and vicinity.
tures entertainment
offered Itby feathe
station, including local, Yankee
and CBS programs. Another
2,500 of the folders are being sent
to advertisers and agencies.
WFIL
adelphia
Only Philadelphia outlet
forBlue
N. B.Network
C. Basic
1000 Watts
560 Kilocycles

ON

WAAT

NEWS
was

a feature

4lA

Years

Ago

News is nothing new as an
audience - getting feature on
this station. As anciently as
4^2 years ago, international,
national and local flashes
were being flagged over the
air-waves of WAAT to all of
Northern New Jersey, clean
into Metropolitan New York.
Programming of this typical
sort has helped make WAAT
listened to — in more ways
than one, as advertisers can
tell
from dollars-andcentsyou
results.
WAAT has no illusions of
comparison with the stars of
the Very First Magnitude. It
does offer itself, however, as a
mighty brilliant constellation
in the firmament of neargreat stations definitely able
to do a checkable, productive

ACTUALLY—
Northern New Jersey is a
job.
territory of closely knit,

Ask,

and

you

shall

receive!

... if you do your
asking over WKy
SPOTS ■
... in a steady stream,
make a solid line of contact. Imagine! 100 words
on this CBS affiliate @ $3.
KTUL, only full - time
northeastern Oklahoma
station. W. C. (Bill) Gillespie, V. P. & Gen'l Mgr.

Calvin T. Lucy
{Continued from page 35)
linquished many of the previous
tasks at the station, but now continues to head the executive staff
as well as the advertising department of the tobacco company.

A Here is the tableful of letters
™ that turned up in the mail the
day after the first of a series of
contest announcements was made in
a current NBC daytime program.

NBC Affiliate

In three days 3,013 letters had
arrived in response to this one program. Since each letter contained
a box top of the product advertised,
3,013 actual sales in three days
influence.
could
be traced directly to WKT's
This, however, is just one among
many instances
of WKY's City
salesMarinin the Oklahoma
ket . . .fluenceevidence
that no statistics
can adequately express, no pie-chart
reflect, no map convey . . . evidence
which
WKY's claim
being thebacks
most uplistened-to.
the mostof
written-to, the most resultful station in Oklahoma City.

WKY

Oklahoma

large and small communities approximating 2,225,000 people — for all practical purposes equivalent to
the total population of Boston, St. Louis and Pittsburgh, put together. Can
you use this market?
The Facts Are
Yours On Request.
Write or Call For Them.

City

Affiliated with the Daily Oklahoman, the Times and the Farmer-Stockman
National Representative
E.
November

15, 1935
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NBC

FINER
Recordings
OFF-THE-AIR
AND
ELECTRICAL
TRANSCRIPTIONS
0 LESS COST
40%
Our story is short . . . and
sweet. Faithful, living reprodjct.on. Up to 30 minute program on each side — at 40%
less cost. The famous Dyer
Patents. You owe it to yourself and "Gent Treasurer" to
hear a specimen or two. Aye —
there's proof. In your offices or
ours. Write or 'phone.
RADIO
and FILM
METHODS
CORP.
1 01 PARK AVE. N- y.
C ALedonia 5-7530
NATIONAL PRESS BLDG , WASH-, D- C

to

Dedicate

Hollywood Studios
Southern California Activities
Will Then Be Centralized
WITH NBC activities in Southern
California to be centralized in Hollywood, new studios in the movie
capital are to be dedicated about
Dec. 1, according to announcement
by Richard C. Patterson Jr., executive vice president of NBC.
Both Mr. Patterson and M. H.
Aylesworth, NBC president, are to
attend the ceremonies, which will
be attended by radio, screen, stage
and music stars as well as business
and political leaders.
Mr. Patterson stated that Hollya "great
talent woodforisradio
and reservoir
we expectof that
many more programs of national
interest will originate there now
that we will have the proper faThe studios are in the building
cilities."
at 5515 Melrose Ave., formerly occupied by the Consolidated Film
Industries Studio, destroyed by fire
several years ago. They are now
fire and earthquake proof, and have
been built according to principles
followed in Radio City, including
new RCA equipment.
Second Structure
BESIDES the main building, with
its three studios and offices, a
smaller structure has been converted into a studio for auditions.
The entire project was designed by
O. B. Hanson, NBC chief engineer,
and was built under the supervision of Gordon Strang, construe-

HOTEL

AMBASSADOR
PARK

AVENUE AT 51st STREET
NEW
YORK CITY

\
Offers to visitors.. .A truly fine

MOVIE AUDITIONS
WMEXSalesmenCarryingSound
Films of Programs
WMEX, Boston, is taking sound
movies made of several of its hit
programs, with about 10,000 feet
of 16 mm. film in all. A portion
of the movies are in color.
Salesmen will carry film, projector and portable screen in calling
on prospects who ordinarily do not
have a chance to visit the studios
for auditions, thus bringing the
auditions right to the advertiser.
The novelty element is expected to
aid
in securing
"movie" auditions.
Alfred
J. Pote, managing
director
of WMEX, directed the films, which
depict the type of programs available for sponsorship.
tion engineer, and E. J. Tyler, installation engineer.
Space for the various NBC departments in Hollywood and Los
Angeles has been provided but each
department will continue to be responsible to Western Division executives in San Francisco. The
main building, two stories high, is
140 x 75 feet, the smaller 72 x 31.
The exterior of the main building
is white stucco with chromium and
black metal trim.
Across the front of the main
building on the first floor are eight
offices, to be occupied by Don E.
Gilman, NBC Western Division
vice president, when in Hollywood;
studio manager John W. Swallow,
and the program department. Four
studios are provided two of them
seating more than 200 persons and
being
after Studio 8G in
Radio patterned
City.
WLWL Hearing Ends
ALLOWING WLWL and WOV,
New York, until Jan. 1 in which
to file briefs, and giving the halfdozen respondents in the case an
additional month for the same purpose, the FCC Broadcast Division
on Oct. 31 adjourned the hearings
based on the application of the
Paulist Father station for a sweeping shift in broadcasting station
assignments in order to procure
for it a full-time status. The hearing was begun originally on June
27 and after two days was deferred until Oct. 24. WLWL, along
with WOV, which seeks full time,
were listed as applicants. Altogether, some 60 stations were affected in one way or another, in
the proposed changes, which definitely involved nine stations on five
clear channels.
Sell

The

Southwest
with

hotel... A distinguished address
...A convenient location. Large
luxurious single rooms from $5...
double rooms from $7.. . suites $10
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SBS
Twelve
Stations

Major

Broadcast
For

Year

Data

on

Census
to

Yield

Revenue

Federal Census Will Include
Facts From Whole Industry
ENLIGHTENING data on the com- \
mercial broadcasting industry will
be provided in the 1935 Census oil
American Business to be conducted j
starting in January by the Census >[
Bureau, U. S. Department of Commerce. Information on station ex- !
penditures, payrolls and operating
revenue will be made available i
when the totals are complete.
Data on census questionnaires 11
will
not for
be made
public, only
figures
the industry
beingtotal
di- ;
vulged by the government. The
census will be financed as a Federal Works Project.
The broadcasting questionnaire,
as tentatively drafted by the Census Bureau, will ask data on the
following: Description of station,
name, and license number; location;
legal form of organization; power;;
medium or short wave.
Payroll and employes: Salary of
corporation officers; supervisory
employes,
office andannouncers
clerical work-'
ers;
technicians,
and
others ; how much to part-time employes; number of employes each
month.
Operating expenditures: Payroll,
taxes, commissions to agencies.
Operating revenue: Gross time
sales national network, regional
network, national spot (transcriptions, live talent, record and spotr
announcements); local advertising,
(also byservices;
type of rendition)
; sale ol j
talent
other operating
revenue.
Roper Asks Cooperation
ASKING cooperation in the business census, Daniel C. Roper, Secretary of Commerce, stated:
"We have consulted a large num-;
ber of business men and representatives of business organizations
in the drafting and revision of ouii
schedules and every effort has
been made to simplify the inquiries. We have endeavored to avoici
any questions that will annoy or
antagonize the business man anc
have limited the amount of detail:
in order that
have no additionalyou
expensemay
in making
up

your
"Wereport.
ask for the cooperation anc
assistance of the business men oi
the United States in this undertaking and assure each of you that
your individual report will be helc
absolutely confidential. Only sworr
employees of the Bureau of th«
Census will be permitted to ex-;
amine tionyour
will bereport
given and
to no
anyinformapersor W
whether in Government service oi
private life, which would disclose
exactly or approximately, any oi
the facts or figures in your report
The information will be used foi
statistical purposes only."

for Twelve

Major Markets!
SOUTH WEST
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
General Office — Fort Worth
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Beverage

Labeling

Df Congoin Allowed
t
ii&DA Sanctions Use in Ruling ;
^ fost Office View Unchanged
Q! .WHETHER Congoin, the South
Imerican herb beverage, can be
idvertised over the air without iniplving the broadcasting stations
•emains problematical, in spite of
ie fact that the U. S. Food &
•rug Administration has disclosed
nat it may be advertised as a
palatable and refreshing" bever:- A fraud order against the Conjoin Co., alleging that it was usfig the mails to defraud through
■J;ts sale and advertising of the
; erba mate product, resulted in the
cancellation
of all ofIttheis company's
adio advertising.
estimated
hat approximately $250,000 has
een expended for such advertis2jlp.g during the last two years.
An inquiry at the Post Office De• -artment Nov. 9 brought the in; formation that the Department had
Jot modified its fraud order against
Congoin. Moreover, it was said
hat should any successor company
Lttempt to advertise and market
he same product under the same
tame, it would probably extend
lie fraud order to cover the new
ompany. Should the product be
dvertised under another name,
pith the claims modified so that it
pill be compared to tea or some
ther beverage, then there probbly will be no action by the Post
|>ffice.
Assignees of the Congoin Co.,
t was learned, have reorganized
.nd established the "Popular Food
'roducts Co., successor to the Con:oin Co." Use of this title, and of
he name Congoin, apparently
vould cause the Post Office Departnent to broaden its fraud order to
over that company and would
nean that no mail would be delivered to the new company.
At the Food and Drug Administration, however, it was said that
■ei "insofar as the laws under which
nit functions are concerned, Conrairojii or yerba mate may with propriety be advertised as a palatable
lind refreshing beverage. It said
■oi Jilso that advertising copy of this
of(»roduct may properly cover the
Romantic features involving its use
i iver many years in South AmeracjBfca. No claims for its medicinal
lvalue, however, should be made.
en the two govct betwe
(The confliernmental
agencies, it was evident,
nustbe cleared up before the ConiHriroin Co., or its successor, can proceed without molestation. The
ie!f,i?ood & Drug Administration ad: dses that the product may proptllierly be advertised as a beverage,
a ;)ut the Post Office Department innjfidicates it will not permit the sale
so »f Congoin in any way which will
allow the company to benefit from
ps advertising of Congoin as such.
The Food & Drug Administra■;ion statement was the first of
such a sweeping nature it has ever
iuthorized in connection with a ralio advertised product.

TOR

MERCHANDISING

THE

PROGRAM

Audience Should Be Built Up Through Distributors,
Direct Mail Convention is Told
RADIO will get the advertiser
into the home with what he has
to say, but merchandising is necessary to get into the home with
what the advertiser has to sell, according to Emmons C. Carlson, district sales promotion manager of
the NBC Chicago office, told the
Chicago district of the Direct Mail
Advertising Association, which met
Nov. 6-8 at Chicago.
"There are three groups of
people to take into consideration
when planning a radio merchandising campaign — viz., the manufacturer's organization — his distributing organization — and the listening
public," said Mr. Emmons.
"It is important that the advertiser keep his organization — that
is, his employes, stockholders and
directors — informed in regard to
his radio campaign. House organs,
bulletins, letters and folders can
be used to decided advantage in
playing up the appeal, objective
and romance of the radio program.
This group of people in turn will
tell their friends and before the
program goes on the air for the
first time, an interested audience
will be waiting to hear it. By continuing to keep them informed
while the campaign is running,
their constant interest will be assured.
Telling Distributors
"A GREAT DEAL of effort should
be made to inform the distributing
organization, both wholesale and
retail, for they are the bridge over
which your products must pass to
the consumer. Some advertisers
have inaugurated a radio campaign
just so that they might use it as
a tool for securing increased activity on the part of their dealers.
Advertisers' salesmen can very
easily keep alive the interest of
dealers, wholesalers and retailers
in the radio campaign by bringing
it to their attention when calling
on them. Counter cards, window
and floor displays, direct-mail campaigns, brochures, booklets and
photographs will add much to the
effectiveness of any broadcast advertising campaign. Magazines,
newspapers, billboards, street - car
cards, and trade papers can also
play an important part in building
up interest before a campaign
starts and while it is running.

"The listening audience is all important, for upon its response depends the success of any program.
Radio is the one thing that an advertiser gives to the public without
a charge of any kind — consequently, it is a goodwill bunder. That
being the case, it is wise to build
the entire advertising campaign
around the goodwill producer —
RADIO. Direct mail is an important factor in keeping the listening
public both interested and satisfied.
When offers are made on the air,
the names received in respone to
them can be used to decided advantage in a direct-mail campaign
consisting of folders, booklets and
letters. Contests, too, offer a very
fertile field for names of people
who are interested in an adverLetterscan
withbewhich
bookletstiser'sareproducts.
enclosed
sent
to all who enter contests or send
in box tops in order to secure
premiums. By sending mail to
these names, the actual consumers
can be directed to their local dealer. This will help accomplish that
most difficult step which separates
consumers from an advertiser's
products. Everything possible
should be done to bring: the consumer and dealer together."
GLASS vs. metal tubes in receiving sets will be the chief topic of
the Nov. 18 meeting of the Institute of Radio Engineers at Rochester, N. Y.
FEDERAL
RADIO

TELEGRAPH
CO.
FAMED
FOR
PERFORMANCE
TUBES

LONG LIFE • UNIFORM
CHARACTERISTICS
Made under Federal Telegraph
Company-Owned Patents
Federal Telegraph Co.
Half Tube
WaveF-3S7A
Rectifier
(Interchangeable
U. V. 857 and W. E. with
266A

During
1934
Hawaiian
Imports
From
U.S.
Amounted
to $250,000 Per Day.
♦
KG MB is the best advertising buy in this typical American
Market.

©F-357A, half wave rectifier
illustrated above, represents just
one of a long line of Federal Tele-

KAN SM CITY COV£RAC£

pp
W w

^»:-r : ;'-;f
"oiA % ir id in -th e -H a n d "

.Sovember

15, 1935

KGMB
HONOLULU
, HAWAII
FRED J. HART, PrttldcM ud Gntfal Muusct
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, CALIFORNIAN HOTEL
CONOUEST ALLIANCE COMPANY
NEW yORK, 515 MADISON AVE. CHICAGO. 100 N. USALLE ST

• BROADCASTING

Federal Telegraph Company, a M achay
Radio subsidiary, maintains a tube service
organization that realty wants to serve you.

graph Co. Radio Tubes "Famed for
Performance" ikroughoutthe world.
Federal Telegraph Co. engineers
have greatly improved this type of
mercury vapor tube by shielding it
In F-357A the arc is confined within
the shield which reduces bulb black*
ening and materially reduces the
tendency to arc back. A special
filament core material insures per,
manency of the oxide coating and
prevents flaking. Write for catalog.

FEDERAL TELEGRAPH COMPANY, 200 ML Pleasant Avenue, Newark. N. J,
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tousands of ques»ns, arising daily in
2 routine of adversing managers,
ency executives,
ation operators,
[clinicians and
hers identified
h broadcasting as
business and art,
II be answered in
ie 1 936
)0K

YEAR

of broadcast-

* and broadcast adrtising, ail indexed
d cross-indexed
ady reference.

for
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Utilities

In Cleveland
The

Yardstick

RADIO

of

VALUE

Points to

WHK
FIRST

in

Listening Preference
WHK, Ohio's oldest radio station is a basic outlet on the
Columbia Network. It not only
carries all the big CBS programs
but leads all Cleveland stations
in carrying events of local
interest.
SECOND in Power
WHK is second in Cleveland
from the standpoint of power —
2500 watts, daytime, 1000 watts
at night.
SECOND

in

Can Use Radio Effectively
(Continued from page H)
of using the radio program as a
members
of the group at the same
time.
means of further contact with the
If the listener enjoys the pro- prospective customer, preferably
gram, it is quite probable that he by getting him to visit the retail
will tune in on it a second time. establishments where the sponsor's
Thus a listening habit will be set product is sold.
up. The listener will come to feel
Devices open to the radio adverthat he has a definite appointment
tiser for calling listeners' attention
with the advertiser each week.
to the program are direct mail inThis brings us to the fourth
cluding such means as notices inserted with bills and statements;
characteristic of broadcasting of
importance to the advertiser; the newspaper, car-card and billboard
fact that it exists in time. Now
advertising; dealer displays and
time is less elastic than space, and
personal appearances of the program talent in theaters, at special
also more inescapable. You can
meetings
and similar affairs.
save the printed page until later —
Direct mail, talent appearances
an advantage for the printed page.
But you also can flit over it quick- at sales conventions and district
ly— a disadvantage. But you can- meetings, and the use of the radio
not escape time. You must either programs as a portion of the sales
listen until the announcement is presentation to the dealer, (even
carried to the point of recording
done, or you must turn to another
program or turn off your radio. If programs and reproducing them
the announcement is given in an for the dealer by means of a portable talking machine) are among
informal, friendly and tasteful
fashion you will probably keep it the means which can be used to
win dealer interest in the radio
on and will unconsciously remember something of it. Radio copy is program, and, in this way, to stir
dealer enthusiasm in the product.
relatively inescapable.
Research has shown dealer reacRadio Merchandising
tion to be particularly enthusiastic
THIS BRINGS me to a final ad- with regard to radio. Its personal
vantage of radio advertising, and
appeal, entertainment aspect and
one of particular importance in its inherent drama lend it color
the development of new public and zest which appeals to the
utility business. This is the suc- dealer. The word-of-mouth reaccess with which radio advertising
tion from customers serves to indican be merchandised. Merchandiscate to him that radio advertising
ing means the coordination of ra- produces definite sales results.
dio advertising and other promoSales Follow-ups
tional efforts for two basic purTHE
INHERENT
drama of radio
poses:
As means and
of calling
tention(1)of listeners
dealers atto also makes it particularly easy to
the program, and (2) as a means
coordinate it with point - of - pur-

Preferable Wave Length
(Network Stations)
I

WHK's power, plus its favorable
wave length, and its more favorable position on the dial means
larger and more effective coverage for the advertiser.
FIRST

chase advertising. The talent ap
pearing on a program, the person
ification of the company in th&
broadcasting period, and similar
distinctive features regarding the
sponsor's presentation, can be tiec
in with window and store display
with especial effectiveness. The us&
of contests, and even more of special offers of merchandise or attractive souvenirs to be secured by
a visit to dealers, is an importan
means of bringing the listener into
the advertiser's retail outlets
These contests and offers can b«
made much more personal and at
tractive by recourse to the human
voice than they can in cold print.
By devices such as these, the ra
dio advertiser can add to his audi
ence and secure a sales follow-up
extending to the point of ultimate
purchase to a degree hardly
equalled in the case of any other
medium.
Let us summarize quickly my
own reactions in this respect.
1. Radio is an especially valuable medium for public utilities because its audience constitutes one
of the most logical markets for
utility service.
2. The drama, personal appeal
and educational aspects of radic
make it ideally suited for carrying
out the two-fold task of public
utility advertising for new busi
ness; the dramatization of elec
tricity and gas and their service
and the education of consumers a:
to their specific usefulness.
3. The entertainment aspect o:
broadcasting: and the favorabl
and
altitudeaoproache
in whicl
the appreciative
average listener
radio make it a good will mediur
par excellence.
which
canwit'b
4. Theradio
easeadvertising
and efficacy
merchandised to dealers and con
sumers create particularly import
ant possibilities for following u
the radio effort in such a fashio
as to bring the listener into th ■
public rooms
utility orcompany's
die
play
into the own
dealer:
stores.
In an Expert's Hands
WE NOW COME to the final que:
tion: How can radio advertisin
be planned most effectively? Ma
I make several brief observatioi
in this field. The first of these
that you place your radio adve
tising in the hands of an expei
Second, view your radio adverti
ing as but one phase of your e I

in

Local Advertising
WHK is Cleveland's most
listened-to station, as evidenced
by the fact that more local advertising dollars are spent on
WHK than any other Cleveland
station.
Get the facts before you buy
Cleveland. You'll find that WHK
reaches more homes per dollar
than any other Northern Ohio
radio station.

PAYROLL
UP
110%

One

/ B3XQX5ZIZB
\ 1
/UJHK
Radio Air Service Corp.
Terminal Tower - - Cleveland, Ohio
H. K. Carpenter. General Mgr.
C. A. McLaughlin, Sales Mgr.
FREE AND SLEININGER, Inc.
National Representatives
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hundred word announcements as
low as $2.03 each
Contracts acceptable for a period of one year at present rates
Lowest time rate for equal wattage in any U. S. major market.
Mail returns show complete coverage in Minnesota, Western
Wisconsin, Northern Iowa, Eastern Dakotas. (Send for maps.)
Our signal strength second in the Northwest.
We
carry more local advertising than any other Twin City
Station.
No other Twin City Station equals our record of clients who
have broadcast continuously.
International
News Service broadcast five times daily. (Available
for
sponsorship.)
Owned and operated by same management since 1922.
NEW SELF-SUPPORTING
TRUSCON
STEEL VERTICAL RADIATOR.
HIGH
FIDELITY
WESTERN
WDGY
ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
Minneapolis
THROUGHOUT.
ERN ELECTRIC WESTTURN
and St. Paul
TABLES.
BROADCASTING

consin are 22% high!
FACTORY payrolls in Wi j
than a year ago and HO'j
above the '32 low-point. Th I
increase will buy a lot mol
of what you sell — if you u J
the one station that covers 1 1
Milwaukee-Wisconsin mark 1
thoroughly —
WTM

J

The Milwaukee Jouriu
Representatives, Ed. Petry & C
• November

15, 19c%

and promotional camBe certain to coordinate it
W sales
your other advertising, dealer
with
jlotion and display, andmen,
efforts of your sales
d, select the time of broadng and the program to be used
:rms of the audience which you
most to reach. Each hour of
ay is valuable as a means of
jjhing some particular audience.
question is whether you wish
the hus,each the housewife,
l, the children, or all members
(he family. A second problem
is to whether you wish merely
ijsecure their good will, or
her you desire to call attento the uses of electricity or
more specifically,
ith regard to programs, I
'\r ofprogram
few fieldsideas
that which
possess are
so
y
to radio advertisadapted
illy
as seem to exist in the public
,ty field. Let me suggest a few
nese which occur to me.
Building Good Will
£ ENTERTAINMENT protin, designed to build good will
to do a certain amount of
, general education regarding
iimportance of the product, is
^ys a possibility. This is espectrue where the brand name
not require a particular emsis, a situation existing in the
ic utilities field. The Ford and
eral Motors Sunday evening
ps,
the Carborundum
framandfeaturing
band music Co.'s
and
il 4ly interesting talks on the
ii 11 of carborundum, are excellent
i fcples of this type of program,
i' qph
equallyfield.
applicable to the
ic is
utilities
!j he copy themes possible in a
bral institutional program are
' 'jiendously varied. Electricity
<" 'tlmost as dramatic as is radio
Nf. A program series describiji|and illustrating recent electrifjdevelopments and their practiapplications should possess cons' a|rable appeal and selling value.
' use of electricity in medicine,
L crime prevention and similar
J.s, and the applications of in"^pions such as the photoelectric

cell are intensely interesting.
Other aspects of electricity and
public utility service likewise are
capable of dramatization. An interesting children's program — interesting to both children and parents and acceptable to both— could
be developed by a dramatization of
the story of electricity or the story
of light.
Educational programs open to
are numsponsorship
public erousutility
and varied.
The Puget Sound
Power and Light Co. has utilized
to call the attena farmtion toprogram
the uses of electricity in
coordithe farmer's work and haswith
the
nated their broadcasting
agriculefforts of the company's
tural department. There is no
reason why a similar program
might not be developed forof indusRemtrial users. The success
ington-Rand in selling office, accounting and other business machinery by radio is an indication
that this general type of selling
can be done.
One gas company sponsored a
series of programs designed to
show the uses of gas, devoting several of the series to such a prosaic item as hot water. Lighting
for the office and home is a subject possessing interesting program potentialities and splendid
merchandising possibilities. The
entire field of home-making and
home management also contains
numerous program possibilities. It
should be quite easy to capitalize
upon the present interest in housand with
practical
combine
ing,tions
of new
value suggesthe news
developments and inventions in a
program featuring The Electric
House. The orthodox program
types, such as cooking schools and
the like, also are deserving of most
careful consideration.
Fourth, merchandise your programs well. Inserts regarding the
program mailed with your bills
and statements present excellent
opportunities for building a handpicked audience. Coordination of
your radio advertising: with your
display rooms, travelling displays
— if you employ them — with the
work of your salesmen, or with

"*fAete

Mo

the appliance dealers in your territory is highly desirable.
Fifth, select your stations with
care. Power is but one criterion
of station value. Coverage, the
resultant of power, frequency assignment and the noise level to be
overcome, is sidanother
important
coneration. It determines
whether
or not the station can be heard
satisfactorily and regularly. Available information regarding the

Substitute

Going
Strong
O/V 890 KILOCYCLES. GLIMPSE THIS:
/930

1931

1932

)Uvember

15, 1935

GLENN

D.

CONSULTING
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/934

/935

fool JZxpetience

1935

GILLETT,
RADIO

1935

REMEMBER ALSO that over 90% of KFPY local
advertisers have renewed during 1935. Take a tip
from these local advertisers. You can't fool 'em!
REPRESENTATIVES
J. H. McGILLVRA,
485 Madison
and Palmolive
Building, Avenue.
CHICAGONEW YORK
WALTER BIDDICK CO., 568 Chamber of Commerce B!dg.,
LOS ANGELES, and 601 Russ Bldg., SAN FRANCISCO

1922
National Press Bldg.
Phone NAtional 3405
WASHINGTON, D. C.

station's audience should be scrutinized carefully; and your principal concern should always be with
potential audience. Past that, the
audience achieved by your proibility.
gram is largely your own responsSixth and finally, do not judge
success or failure by the ability of
your program to secure a large
portion
of the total listeners.

INC.

ENGINEER

Phone Englewood 3-3664
ENGLEWOOD, N. J.
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WHAM, Rochester, N. Y.
American Radiator Corp., New York
(heating),
5 weekly
schalk
& Pratt
Inc., N.t, Y.thru MarAmerican Molasses Co., New York
(Grandma's
3 weekly
thru
Charles molasses),
W. Hoyt Co.,
N. Y. sp,
General Baking Co., New York (Bond
bread), 5 weekly f. thru Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
N. Y.
John Lucas & Co. Inc., Philadelphia
(paint), 3 weekly sp, thru McKee
& Albright Inc.. Philadelphia.
Sterling Products Inc., New York
(Phillips cosmetics), 5 weekly t,
thru Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Inc., N. Y.
Tide Water Oil Co., New York, 3
weekly /. thru Russel C. Comer
Adv. Agency. Kansas City.
John H. Woodbury Co., Cincinnati
(cosmetics). 3 weekly f, thru Lennen & Mitchell Inc., N. Y.
WGN, Chicago
American Bird Products Inc., Chicago
(bird seed), 30 sp, thru WestonBarnett Inc., Chicago.
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co., Jersey
City, N. J. ( Supersuds) , 65 sp, thru
Benton & Bowles Inc., New York.
Dean Milk Co., Chicago (Vitamin D
milk), 156 sp, thru Henri, Hurst &
McDonald Inc., Chicago.
Bailen Inc., Chicago (canned lobster), 156 so, thru Charles Silver
& Co., Chicago.
Dr. Miles Laboratories, Elkhart, Ind.
(Alka-Seltzer), 156 t, thru Wade
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
A. S. Boyle Co., Cincinnati ( Samoline polish), 3 weekly t, thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., N. Y.
42d Street Sales Co., Chicago (cosmetics), 52 sp, thru Beaumont &
Hohman Inc., Chicago.
Modern Foods, Chicago (canned
meat), 312 sp, thru Rogers ,&
Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago.
W. A. Sehaeffer Pen Co., Fort Madison, la. (fountain pens), 312 sp,
thru Philip O. Palmer & Co. Inc.,
Chicago.
Affiliated Products Inc., Chicago (Edna Wallace Hopper cosmetics,
Jocur waveset), 260 sp and 52 *,
thru Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Inc., Chicago.
KGO, San Francisco
Phillips Milling Co., San Francisco
(flour), weekly t, thru Emil Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco.
Mountain Copper Co., San Francisco
(fruit spray), 6 weekly sa, placed
direct.
Chrysler Sales Corp., Detroit (Dodge
autos), 3 weekly t, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Utica Knitting Co., Utica, N. Y. (underwear), 3weekly ta, thru John
Thomas Miller, N. Y.
Greenbaum, Weil & Michels, San
Francisco (Crown Middy pajamas),
weekly so, thru Emil Brisacher &
Staff, San Francisco.

of

Accounts,
Apparatus;

Broadcasting

Pending
Notes

Schedules,

from

WHK, Cleveland
Dodge Brothers Corp., Detroit, 4 so,
20 so, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
N. Y.
Chrysler dered,
Corp.,
New York,
sp asInc.,
orthru Ruthrauff
& Ryan
N. Y.
Studebaker Sales Corp., South Bend,
Ind., 3liamsweekly
sp, thruInc.,
Roche,
Wil& Cunnyngham
Chicago.
Atlantic Refining Co., Philadelphia
(White Flash products), 13 sa,
thru N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia.
H. J. Heinz Co., Pittsburgh, 5 weekly
so, thru Maxon Inc., Detroit.
Socony - Vacuum Oil Co., New York
5 daily so, thru J. Sterling Getehell
Inc., N. Y.
Nu-Enamel Cleveland (paint). 99 so,
thru Campbell-Sanford Adv. Co.,
Cleveland.
Julian & Kokenge Co., Columbus, O.
(Footsaver shoes), 3 weekly so,
thru Aubrey, Moore & Wallace Inc.,
Chicago.
Willard Storage Batterv Co., Cleveland, 3 daily so, thru Meldrum &
Fewsmith Inc., Cleveland.
KFRO, Longview, Tex.
American Stove Co., Cleveland (Magic
Chef), 104 so, thru local distrib.
Sherwin - Williams Co., Cleveland
(paint), 26 so, thru local distrib.
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., New York
(Mobiloil), 312 sa, thru local distrib.
B. F. Goodrich Rubber Co., Akron
(tires), 128 sa, thru local distrib.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron
(tires), 154 sp, thru local distrib.
Coleman Lamp & Stove Co., Wichita,
Kan. (house appliances), 312 ta,
thru local distrib.
Central Shoe Co., St. Louis (Robin
Hood shoes), 26 t. thru Jimm
Daugherty Inc., St. Louis.
WHIO, Dayton
Foster-Milburn
Co.,ta,Buffalo
(Doan's&
pills), 3 weekly
thru Street
Finney Inc., N. Y.
Bay State Fishing Co., Boston (40
Fathom fish ) , weekly t, thru Street
6 Finney Inc., N. Y.
Texas Co., New York. 15 so, thru
Hanff-Metzger Inc., N. Y.
Standard Oil Co. of Ohio, Cleveland,
15
sa, thru McCann-Erickson Inc.,
Cleveland.
Plymouth Motor Corp., New York
(autos), 26 sa, ta, thru J. Stirling
Getehell Inc., N. Y.

Transcriptions,

the Stations
WGY, Schenectady
Ontario Biscuit Co., Buffalo (Club
biscuits), so 52 weeks, thru McKee
& Albright Inc., Philadelphia.
M. J. Breitenbach Co., New York
(Gude's
PeptoSmith
Mangan),
so,
thru
Brooke,
& French18 Inc.,
N. Y.
Reid, Murdoch & Co., Chicago (Monarch food), 300 so, thru Philip O.
Palmer & Co. Inc., Chicago.
Mantle Lamp Co. of America, Chicago (Aladdin lamps), 13 t, thru
Presba, Fellers & Presba Inc., Chicago.
WOC, Davenport, la.
Excelsior Springs C. of C Excelsior
Springs.Co.,Mo.,Kansas
daily City.
sa, thru FerryHanly
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance
Co., Springfield. Mass., weekly t,
City.
thru R. J. Potts & Co., Kansas
Carlsbad Crystal Sales Co., New
York (proprietary), 6 weekly t,
thru H. M. Kiesewetter Adv.
Agency Inc., N. Y.
WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
A. C. Legg Packing Co., Birmingham
( sausage seasoning ) . 13 sa, thru
Silver & Douce Inc.. Birmingham.
Johnson Motor Co., Waukegan, 111.
(ABC washers), 3 weekly sp. thru
Lamport - Fox & Co., South Bend,
Ind.
Uncle Sam Breakfast Food Co.,
Omaha. Neb. (Vanilla Sweeties),
52 so, thru Bozell & Jacobs Inc.,
Omaha.
WBT, Charlotte. N. C.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la., 6
weekly t, thru Northwest Radio
Adv. Co., Seattle.
Drug Trade Products, Chicago (Peruna, Calonite), 6 weekly sp, thru
Benson & Dall Inc., Chicago.
M. J. Breitenbach Co., New York
(Gude's Pepto
Mangan), 2 weekly
sa,
Inc.,thru
N. Y.Brooke, Smith & French
WIP, Philadelphia
Koppers Coke Co., Philadelphia, 5
weekly sp, thru N. W. Ayer & Son
Inc., Philadelphia.
KYA, San Francisco
Piso Co., Warren, Pa., (proprietary),
6 weekly ta, thru Aitkin-Kynett
Co., Philadelphia.

KDYL, Salt Lake City
Wheatena Co., Rahway, N. J. (cereal), 3 weekly t, thru McKee &
Albright Inc., Philadelphia.
M. Hohner Inc., New York (harmonicas), weekly t, thru Atheron & Currier Inc., N. Y.
ITS Co., Elyria, O. (rubber heels),
2 weekly so, thru Carr Liggett Inc.,
Cleveland.
Knox Co., Kansas City (Systex), 26
t, thru Dillon & Kirk, Kansas City.
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. (cold
remedy), 2 daily so, thru Philip
O. Palmer & Co. Inc.. Chicago.
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From Life
"You're way too loud. Bishop!"

G. E. Conkey Co., Cleveland (pal
try
sp, thru
Roger* <
Smithfood),
Adv. 26
Agency,
Chicago.
McConnon
& Co., Winona, Mi
(household products), 3 weekly
thru MeCord Co. Inc., Minneapo A
Chappel Bros. Inc., Rockford,
(Ken-L-Ration), 2 so, thru Rog I
& Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago. *
United Drug Co., Boston ( Re.\ 1
drug products),Inc., 5 N.t, Y. thru S |i
Broadcasting
Railway Express Agency Inc.. N I
York, 13 t, thru Caples Co., N. 1
Reliance Mfg. Co., Chicago (II
Yank shirts), weekly sp, tl J
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chica 4
Geppert
Studios,
finishing),
13 sp,DesthruMoines
Lessing( pbA| ji
Co.
Inc.,
Des
Moines.
Drug Trade Products, Chicago l|
runa ) , 312 sp, thru Benson & I
Inc., Chicago.
Mantle
Lamp Co., Chicago (Alad
&lamps),
Presba20 Inc.,
Chicago.
sp, thru
Presba, Fell1
Foley
&
Co.,
Chicago
(Foley's
Hoi
and
Tar),Adv.
156 Agency,
sp, thru Chicago.
Laueserrj
Salomon
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago (p,
prietary ) , 3 weekly sp, thru Fi ,
United Broadcasters Inc., Chica
Olds Motor Works, Detroit (autoi
biles), 13 t, thru D. P. Brothei
Associates, Detroit.
Wertheimer Cattle Co., St. Pt
Minn, (cattle sale), 9 so, direct
Standard Milling Co., New Yl
(Ceresota flour), 106 sa, thru B
ton & Bowles Inc., N. Y.
Mentho-Kreamo
Co., Clinton,
( proprietary
) , 156Inc.,
so. Chicago.
thru Be r
mont
& Hohman
Utica Knitting Co., Utica, N. Y. (
derwear), 26 so, thru John Thoi
Miller, N. Y.
Texas Co., New York (gasoline),:
so, thru Hanff-Metzger Inc., N.
Illinois Bottled Gas Co., Chicago ( I
Gas), 54 so, thru Wade Adv. Ag
Olson
Rug Co., Chicago (rugs).
cy, Chicago.
sp,
thru
Philip O. Palmer &
Inc.. Chicago.
Pennsvlvania Salt Mfg. Co., Chic
(Old Hickory Smoked Salt). 13
thru L. W. Ramsey Co., Chica;
Union Pacific System, Chicago (tra
portation), 21 so, thru Caples (
Chicago.
Ingwerson-Mosier-Ingwerson, Chic
(livestock sale), 3 sa, direct.
WMAS, Springfield, Mass.
Peniek & Ford Ltd. Inc., New Yf
(Brer Rabbit syrup), 4 daily !
thruY. J. Walter Thompson C
N.
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co.. Jer
City (Kwik-Solv),
3 weekly
Benton
& Bowles Inc.,
N. Y./, tl
Roxy Custom Clothes Corp.. N
York, 2 daily so, thru Peck Aj
Agency Yeast
Inc., Co.,
N. Y.
Ironized
Atlanta (prop
tarv), 3 weekly t, thru Ruth™
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Studebaker Corp., South Bend. I
(autos), 4 weekly t, thru Roc
Williams
& Cunnyngham Inc., C
cago.
Koppers Gas & Coke Co., N
Haven, Inc.,
daily N.so,Y. thru Arthur
Kudner
WFAA-WBAP, Dallas, Ft. Wo
Chamberlin Laboratories. Des Moi
(cosmetics), 7 weekly ta, thru d
idge Adv. Co., Des Moines.
Dorothy Perkins Co., St. Louis, (c
metics), 6 weekly so, thru Ri.
way Mfg.
Co., Co.,
St. Louis.
RCA
Camden. N. J. (ra,
tubes),
3
so, thru Lord
Thomas, N.weekly
Y.
Lehn & Fink Inc., New York (Hi/
cosmetics), 3 weekly sp, thru K
yon & Eckhardt Inc., N. Y.
Biinte Bros., Chicago (candy),
weekly
so, thru Fred A. Robb
Inc., Chicago.
KGEZ, Kalispell, Mont.
Dexter Washing Machine Co.. F;
field. Ia., daily sp, direct.
Texas Co., New York (Texaco), dq
sp, thru Hanff-Metzger Inc., N.
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NEW

PRESIDENTIAL

MIKES

Portable and Fixed Stands Being Built by CBS
As Old Ones Are Found Inadequate — —
fO NEW
microphone stands,
| tto which
replacehasthebeen
present
arrangein service
for
years,
and
the
second
a portr
e stand, designed for rear-end
are being built
broadcasting,
jpnPresident
Roosevelt by CBS,
s
B will be delivered before
anksgiving, Nov. 28. The stands,
! accommodate four mikes each,
! being built in the Washington
6»p of CBS under the direction of
U network's engineers.
^vVith a record radio political
1 ' oected
kipaigning
prospect, mike
it is
thatyear
the in portable
jnd will be carried with the Present wherever he goes. When
jSsident Roosevelt makes his adpss in Atlanta Nov. 29, he will
\?e the stand with him. Both
jnds are designed to provide
ximum comfort for the Presint while speaking.
LTnlike the present stand, which
s "hidden" microphones, the new
nds will have the mikes right
•k front. President Hoover was
loosed to exposed microphones,
1 3fl the present stand has attachnts out of sight.
Ready to Retire
OLD STAND, also built by
is considered too heavy and
nbersome, and after suffering
| rigors of more than 100 microone appearances by the Presint, is about ready for retireft was pointed out that during
e President's recent trip to the
fcific Coast, considerable diffiity was experienced in broad13 5ting from the rear platform of
; train. Since there was no spe1 reading desk arrangement
"fJon
the President
could
ice which
his manuscript,
attendants
"jiher
up or
thestrapped
microphones
>m theheld
ground
them
. the railing of the platform with
^ hesive tape.
. Raymond Clapper, columnist of
me Washington Post, who was a
•mber of the newspaper contins nt which accompanied the Present on his trip to the Coast, de"ibedses ofsome
of the radio expenthe President.
'It is especially necessary to be
jpj^e
''51 to detach the mikes quickly
. .ause of Mr. Roosevelt's
que when campaigning from techthe
nMain," Mr. Clapper wrote in his
C
w

s

©

Nov. 12 column. "The train stops
and a large crowd has been assembled. Usually a loudspeaker has
been rigged with portable microphone so that the entire crowd can
hear.
"Mr. Roosevelt's method, where
no set speech is scheduled, is to
wait inside almost until time for
the train to leave, and then appear
for a moment to wave and say a
few words of greeting to the crowd.
The signal to start the train is
given as soon as the President
finishes his greeting.
"That makes a more dramatic
getaway and eliminates the awkward pauses which always embarrassed Mr. Hoover. Having smiled
and said it was a nice day and he
was glad to see everyone out, Mr.
Hoover, while waiting for the
train crew to finish watering the
engine, would stand there and stare
at the crowd and the crowd would
stare at him. There would be
either dead silence or someone
would yell, 'Hello Herbie', which
was about as bad."
APPLICATION of the Continental
Radio Co., owned by Scripps-Howard Newspapers, for voluntary assignment of the license of WNOX,
Knoxville, Tenn., to it was designated for hearing by the Broadcast Division of the FCC on Nov.
12. The station was purchased
recently for around $75,000.

KRNT, Des Moines
McConnon & Co., Winona, Minn,
(proprietary), 9 so, thru McCord
Co., Minneapolis.
Schulze Baking Co., Kansas City
(.JJolly Madison products), 6 weekly sassp, City.
thru R. J. Potts & Co., KanSterling Casualty Insurance Co., Chicago, 5 weekly
sp, thru Radio Brdcstg. Inc.,
Chicago.
Union Pacific System. Omaha (railcago. way), 12 sa, thru Caples Co., ChiUnited States Rubber Co., New York.
13 sa, thru Campbell-Ewald Co. of
N. T. & Newell Co., Minneapolis
Winston
(University food), 2 weekly sp,
thru McCord Co., Minneapolis.
WBBM, Chicago
Drug Trade Products, Chicago (proprietaries), 7weekly
sp, thru Benson & Dall Inc.,
Chicago.
Studebaker Sales Corp., Chicago (automobiles), 3 weekly sp, thru
Schimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Hinckley & Schmitt Inc., Chicago
(Corinnis spring water), 26 sp,
thru Stack-Goble Adv. Agency,
Chicago.
Wylers Co., Chicago (bouillon cubes).
3Inc.,
weekly
sp, thru Neisser-Myerhoff
Chicago.
KRE, Berkeley, Cal.
Philco Radio & Television Corp. of
California, San Francisco (radios),
6 weekly sa, direct.
Alco Laboratories, Oakland, Cal. (liquor cure), 6 weekly t, thru Allied
Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
UNITED MOTORS SERVICE Inc.,
Detroit (Delco radios), on Nov. 1,
started for 26 weeks Delco Quarter Hour, transcribed musical program, in a test campaign, on a
hookup of KJBS, San Francisco,
and
KQW, San Jose, three days
weekly.
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"1935
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with
You owe"1934
it to yourself toBuying
get the facts and Habits?
compare before
you
buy
radio
time
in
Iowa.
That's
the
reason
we The
prepared
this book. It answers ten important questions about
Iowa
Network, radio stations of The Des Moines Register and
Tribune. You'll readily see why things have changed in Iowa.
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^
Transradio News
SiwSOC's 24 - hour Teletype
Service makes it possible for
us to offer wide - awake adB#vertisers a truly valuable
news program. Choice spots
already established, with
enough steady listeners to
i make your sponsorship of
fcWSOC TRANSRADIO
NEWS a real buy!

^ovember

IT'S ALL

IOWA
CBS
BASIC
Des Moines
WMT
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NETWORK
KSO NBC BASIC BLUE
NBC BASIC BLUE
Des Moines
Cedar Rapid s-Waterloo
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NETWORK
ACCOUNTS
(All times EST unless otherwise specified)
Announcement
It is with pleasure that WHIO
announces appointment of the
Sawyer - Ferguson - Walker Company as its national representative. Association with The Dayton Daily News, and the Springfield News and Sun, has given
Sawyer - Ferguson - Walker Company a complete knowledge of
the WHIO market. Intelligent
and rapid handling of requests
for program schedules, merchandising plans and market data is
possible under this new arrangement. Sawyer - Ferguson - Walker
Company offices are located in
the Palmolive Building, Chicago;
New Center Building, Detroit;
and the Daily News Building,
New York City. Your requests
will receive prompt and courteous
attention.

39 S. LUDLOW

■ DAYTON,

O.

New Business
G. KRUEGER BREWING Co., Newark (beer) on Nov. 9 started Krueger
Musical Toast on 26 CBS stations,
Saturdays, 8 :30 - 9 p. m. Agency :
Biow Co. Inc., N. Y.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL SYSTEM,
Chicago (transportation), on Nov. 17
starts musical program Headin' South
on 5 Midwestern NBC stations, Sundays, 2-2:30 p. m. (CST) with repeat at 4 :30. Agency : The Caples
Co., Chicago.
Renewal Contracts
CARNATION Co., Milwaukee
(canned milk) renews Carnation Contented Program on 43 NBC - WEAF
stations. Agency : Erwin, Wasey &
Co. Ltd., Chicago.
CALIFORNIA BREWING Co., San
Francisco (Acme Beer) on Dec. C,
renews for 13 weeks, in Woman's
Magazine of the Air, on 9 NBC-KPO
stations, Fridays, 3:45-4 p. m. (PST).
Agency : Emil Brisacher & Staff, San
Francisco.
HASTINGS CLOTHING Co., San
Francisco (clothing), on Nov. 3, renewed for 9 weeks, in Musical Esquires, on NBC-KPO, Sundays, 10 :4511 a. m. (PST). Agency: Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
CRUSADERS, Chicago (political) on
Nov. 4 renewed The Crusaders on 3
MBS stations plus WGAR, WIND,
Mondays, 7 :45-8 p. m. Agency : Marschalk & Pratt Inc., N. Y.
Network Changes
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co. on Nov.
9 changed Your Hit Parade program
on NBC-WEAF network to Al Goodman orchestra, Loretta Lee, Willie
Morris, Stuart Allen, Frim Sisters,
Rhythm Kings.

AMERICAN CAN Co., on Oct. 29
added 8 Pacific stations to NBCWEAF network.
Endows Music Museum
BELIEVING that modern American music will become increasingly allied with electricity, Paul
Whiteman, orchestra leader, has
endowed the first museum of modern American music, to be established at Williams College, Williamstown, Mass. Whiteman has
turned over to the college a collection of scripts, arrangements,
orchestrations, records and instruments typical of the development
of American music. The museum
is to be of access without charge
to every qualified person interested
in American music. Included in
the collection are many of the
Whiteman orchestrations used on
the Kraft-Phenix Cheese Co. broadcasts on NBC. The Williams College board of trustees recently
voted acceptance of the gift.
WHO Rebroadcasts
WHO, Des Moines, is providing
Geo. A. Hormel & Co., Austin,
Minn, (canned foods), with regional promotion by rebroadcasting the Hormel Chili Con Came
Studio Party from WCCO, Minneapolis. WHO for some time has
been exchanging rebroadcasts with
WOC, Davenport, la., the Omaha
Flour Mills Co. program, Mother
Randall's Open House, Crescent
Hour of Music and daily baseball
games being among the programs
picked up by WOC from an outlying receiver, piped to the studios,
and rebroadcast.

FIDELITY DISPLAY
WHIO Conceives Plan to Show
Faithful Reception
WHIO, Dayton, recently presente<
a novel broadcast which has beei
copyrighted and will be offere<
Philco dealers in each city where
there is a station with high-fidelity
equipment. The original program
was arranged primarily to shov?
the difference in the quality of the
loud speakers in the smaller sets
and those with high fidelity.
An explanation
of the
fidelity"
was made
overtermthe"hig
ai
then the listener was asked tc
check his set as to the quality o:
the reception of tone given out bj
the station's
beat-frequency
oscil-tc
lator. The lowest
tone audible
radio receivers, 30 cycles, was
broadcast as the first test and ther
tones up to 10,000 cycles were pre-,
sented with the proper explanatioi
as to the notes they correspondec
to on the piano.
If they were received on the lis
tener's set distorted he was aske<
to send his name to the station
At a Philco dealers meeting tw<
sets were placed on the stage fo
the demonstration.
The program was conceived b;
an announcer, worked out by Chie
Engineer R. H. Lingle Jr., spon
sored by Wurlitzer Music Co., pi
plug Philcos, and lasted 15 min
utes. Philco picked up the ide
and plans to use it in their meet
ings throughout the country wher
ever a station is available for th
test.

807,302
RADIO
HOMES
in

America*!]
Fastest I
-wfaa
Growing I
Market.

Dallas
l-WBAP
Ft.Nat'l
Worth
Rep.
Edtv. Petry & Cc
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TRANSCRIPTIONS

Variety

in the
1935
Annual
Variety
Community
Showmanship
Survey

♦

Pacific

Coast

Station

Rating

A

WICKER High Fidelity Recording
Service, cordingincluding
the air"
and special "off
recording
work re-of
all kinds possible with portable equipment, has been announced by Walter
Wicker, Chicago. To introduce this
new service, which is added to the
program building, radio writing and
production which Wicker's office has
offered previously, he is offering to
make sample recordings without cost
for advertising agencies and others
who would like to test his service.
R. U. McINTOSH, head of R. U. Mcintosh & Associates, Los Angeles
transcription firm, left Nov. 1 on a
six-week trip in the East. George
Preston has joined the firm as an associate. Production of three series of
discs was started early in November.
They are Gong Murder Mysteries
with three episodes for each story,
totaling 65 quarter-hour discs ; Reporter of Odd Facts, five-minute
discs; Spotlight on Sports, 65 quarter-hours with dramatizations.
MARSH LABORATORIES I n c,
Chicago has produced Neighborly
Songs and Poems by Homer Rodeheaver, Chicago Concert Co. and Mendelssohn Male Chorus, the 13 episodes
having been taken by Radioad Service, Hollywood, for national distribution.
KNOX Co., Los Angeles branch
(Cystex) has produced a series of 13
Strollin Tom discs at Hollywood
studios of Radio Transcription Co. of
America, to be released on 50 stations through Allen C. Smith Adv.
Co., Kansas City. The Los Angeles
office of Knox Co. was moved Nov.
1 to the Signal Oil bldg.
FRANK ZAMBRINO. of Radio
Transcription Co. of America, will
leave Chicago Dec. 1 to open an office in New York and appoint a field
service manager for that city.

TITAN PRODUCTIONS Inc., San
Francisco transcription concern, has
cut 13 quarter - hour dramatic and
musical recordings The Red Cross
Chrismas Seal for the California Tuberculosis Association, San Francisco,
an affiliate of the American Red
Cross. They are to be placed on 200
stations throughout the country. Titan Productions has also cut four
quarter-hour talks on temperance for
the Temperance League, Los Angeles.
Featuring Ethel Huber, lecturer, the
transcriptions are to be heard on
KNX, Los Angeles, and other Western stations. Thirteen more quarterhour episodes of Tropic Terrors, dramatic serial, written by Walter Patterson, are being recorded by Titan
for sustaining and sponsorship.
AUDISK scription
Corp.,producers,
San onFrancisco
Nov. 1, transold
26 quarter-hour episodes of Treasure
of Lorelei to the Gardner Remedies
Co., Seattle, for reproduction on KVI,
Tacoma.

Capper Gets WLBF
TRANSFER of the ownership of
WLBF, Kansas City, Kan., operating with 100 watts on 1420 kc., to
the Kansas City Kansan, was approved Nov. 12 by the FCC Broadcast Division after having been
held in abeyance for several
months. Senator Arthur Capper
(R.) of Kansas, owns the newspaper, and also owns WIBW, Topeka,
to which WLBF is being linked by
land line for commercial and sustaining programs. Herbert Hollister, whomains sold
rewith theWLBF
stationto asCapper,
manager,
although he is an applicant for a
new 100-watt station on 1420 kc.
in Waterloo, la.

FIRST
What
in

Farm

State
Income

Is
per

FIRST
capita

?

In Seattle
NEBRASKA
(According to the latest United States
Government 3 -year -average report.)

KOMO

♦

For RESULTS, go where the money is.
That means NEBRASKA — predominantly agricultural— with the nation's biggest-income farmers.
Spot Radio Advertising offers rich rewards in
Nebraska. National advertisers say Nebraska is
always high on their lists. This moneyed audience is radio-minded. You can reach these
choice prospects at very low cost. Select one or
more
state. separate markets — or blanket the whole

National Representatives

Have us give you complete data and rates. Address the association office or any separate station
shown below.

FIRST

Edward

Petry

& Company, inc.
Chicago
New York
Detroit
San Francisco
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Ice Cream Campaign
{Continued from page 9) J
where it still is an event to have i.j
cream, just as it used to be in Wichit^
Kan., when I was a boy.
You will follow my train of though;
too, when I tell you that advertisin
put to work by ice cream dealers, t
by dairy associations, not only wori
for these organizations, but direct!
for every farmer in America.
Sell farm products and you ss
manufactured goods. That is tl
teamwork of prosperity, the kind v
are going ahead to. I credit adve
tising with the phenomena which <>
curred in Detroit which brought tl
automobile
industry backtook
to peak
duction. Advertising,
the pr'o
timism which nourished in Detro
and sold it to the nation. Adverti
ing believed that as long as there wf
a need for ' a new automobile an
where,
somefind
citizen
this great
cou'
try
would
the of
means
and abilil
to pay for it.
Advertisings it seems to me, taki
for granted something that the pol
ticians and the orators, and econ^
mists, neglect. It assumes that utti
self-reliance is the national charactc
of Americans. It takes for grant*
our ability to go out and get whi
we want or need. It takes for grantf
the
fact that
we won't
relinquish
standard
of living
which
was wctl
with so much difficulty. I believe this.
That convince the mother of an Ame
ican family that her brood needs ii
cream, which is not at all diffieu
to do, with all manner of diet ar
health authorities to support jo\
claim . . . and that mother will fir
the means to put ice cream in hi
baby's mouth.

NBC Has Metropolitan >
THOUGH it has not yet signed j
sponsor, NBC has again secure!
exclusive rights to broadcast tr j
performances of the Metropolitan
Opera Company from the stag I
during the new season whicl
starts in latter December. Evet
if a sponsor is not secured, it i
indicated, the full-length opers
will be carried on Saturday aftei
noons as formerly. Last seaso
Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Lou:
(Listerine) sponsored the Metre
politan series, and the year befoi
the sponsor was American Tobacc
Co. (Lucky Strike).
THE THREE Okanagon Valle
weekly newspapers, the Kelown
Courier, Vernon News and Pentit
ton Herald, together with J. W. I
Browne, manager, have just a<
quired 51% stock in CKOV, 10(
watter station on 630 kc. in K<
lowna, British Columbia, markin
the sixteenth newspaper owned c
controlled station in Canada.

MISSOURI

VALLEY BROADCASTING ASSN.
Omaha, Nebraska
KFAB
KOIL
Omaha, Nebr. and Lincoln, Nebr.
Omaha, Nebr. and Co. Bluffs, la.
WJAG
WOW
KGBZNebr.
KFOR
Norfolk, Nebr.
York,
Omaha,
Nebr.
Lincoln, Nebr.
KGNF
KGFW
KMMJ
North Platte, Nebr.
Kearney, Nebr.
Clay Center, Nebr
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Largest Gasoline
ell's
KalispDistributor*
Uses
KGEZ Exclusively
*His brand is NOT
among the leading
five nationally

KGEZ
Box 1

Kalispell, Montana
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Jdio advertisers
iUS HEALTH Corp., Los Ani sponsoring Covered Wagon JuI daily on KMTR, Hollywood, has
5m its account with Radioad Servillollywood. In addition the com0 has started Police Reporter, a
Iseries, thrice weekly on KRKD,
Angeles, and later will extend the
:ham up the West Coast in cities
l|ig retail stores of the Owl, Best
U'hrifty drug chains.
JjRICAN CHICLE Co.. Long
Id City, N. T., using radio, makes
jsts
December.& Agency
and inBrowning
Hersey: BadInc.,
York.
ITJS
HEDDON'S
SONS. DowaMich.
(fishing tackle),
using
mal spot announcements, makes
jstsSmith
in December.
AgencyChicago,
: Rog.fe
Adv. Agency,
jtal appropriation
$25,000 to
loo.
rMATE ANIMAL FOOD Co.,
Angeles,
started
Up,
ic series, has
thrice
weeklyGrowin'
on KTM,
Angeles. Golden Bear Cookie
Los Angeles, has started Black &
a thrice-weekly disc series, on
IC, Los Angeles. Both are 65ide transcriptions produced by
ishaw Radio Productions, ■ Los
ties.
IMS Co., St. Louis (proprietary),
If radio, has placed its account
1 Kelly & Stuhlman Inc., St.
h• HALFERTY
& Co.. Seattle
rt Set salmon steak ) . is adverthrough Beaumont & Hohman
Cleveland.

HELLO JIMMY— A Western Electric portable transmitter was used
by WOR,
Newark,
to air the
return of James
J. Walker,
former
New York mayor. The set was
designed for police-radio cars. In.
ten minutes WOR engineers rigged
the tiny transmitter and established communication atop the SS
Manhattan, A frequency of 34,600
kc was used to reach a receiving
point on a New York skyscraper
and 37,600 kc for cueing and communication from shore to ship.
Charles Singer, WOR technician,
is shown at the transmitter.
SCHWARTZ GINGER ALE Co.,
Inc,. San Francisco, has appointed
Frank Wright & Associates, San
Francisco, to direct its Pacific Coast
advertising and is using a weekly
quarter hour transcription program
You Be the Judge, on KYA, that city.
WILLIAMS & Co., San Francisco
(potato chips), has placed its account
with Beaumont & Hohman Inc., that
city, and is considering radio along
with other media.

WALTER JANVIER Inc., New York
(proprietary), has named Murray
Breese Associates Inc., New York, to
handle its Rolicin and Buffalo mineral
water accounts.
KIP Corp., Los Angeles (Pyrol), has
appointed Lockwood-Shackelford Co.,
Los Angeles to be its agency.
SCHWARTZ GINGER ALE Co.
Inc., San Francisco, has placed its
account ciates,with
Frankand Wright
& Asso-to
with radio
other media
be used in a 12-month campaign titled
You Be the Judge, which started Oct.
26 on KYA. San Francisco. The
drive is to be extended to the entire
West Coast.
BERNARD SCHWARTZ CIGAR
Corp., Detroit (R. G. Dun cigars),
has named Simons-Michelson Co., that
city, to handle a radio campaign,
which began with a half-hour amateur
show over WJR. broadcast from the
Fox theatre.

Th ere

s

Power
in

Them

Thar
I

Fi

es has it —
Theig
oldur
saying
"Figures
Don't
Lie" —us which
of course pleases
very
much, because we have a
group of truth-telling figures
to quote which indicates exservice. treme "power" in WWVA

CARROLL C. SEGHERS, South Atlantic representative of Gruen Watch
Co., Cincinnati,
vertising manager.has been named adLIBERTY FOODS Co., Covington.
Ky. (Redivertising
Spread)
adwith Jesse hasM. placed
JosephitsAdv.
Agency, Cincinnati. B. Meier & Son
Inc., New York (Redi Spread) has
placed its account with the same
agency.

Saturday night, October 26,
wound up the 135th consecutive weekly public performance ofWWVA
the Nationally
famous
Saturday Night
Jamboree. It also wound up

MANY of them easily tuned on
modern receiving sets because they
operate in the 1535-1718 kc. band,
there are now 403 police broadcasting stations in the United
States, according to FCC records.

the largest
month's for
attendance on record
this
WWVA feature; 10,965 persons paid their way into the
Capitol Theatre of Wheeling
during October to see and
hear their WWVA microphone stars in action! Here
are the figures:

(jUMENT
MILLS.has Housatonic,
b. (bedspreads),
placed its
}jint with Federal Adv. Agency
New York.
HN MEDICAL
Co.. Goshen,
(proprietary), has named Miller
jjcy
t. Co., Toledo, to service its aciENTINE & Co., New York (Valj ) varnish) now is advertising dill
;ilE RUB Co., Concord. N. C.
:ie Rub), using radio, is adverg through J. Carson Brantley
Agency, Salisbury, N. C.
TLE CREEK DRUGS Inc.. BatIreek, Mich. (Bonkora), is adverIg that product through Benson
all Inc., Chicago.
iJNSYLVANIA REFINING Co.,
ler,
Pa.'placed
(Penn-Drake
oil prod), has
its account
with
S'old-Eshleman Co., Cleveland.
LVERINE - EMPIRE Refining
New York (oil) is advertising
«gh Luckey-Bowman
Inc., New

October
1742 "paids"
October 125 —— 3829
October 19 — 2330
October 26 — 3064
TOTAL — 10,965
Veteran showmen marvel at
such attendance figures in a
town of 65,000 population,
after a show has run nearly
three years, but they overlook the fact that the thousands of WWVA Jamboree
fans come from far and near.
Our October Jamboree record
represents truth-telling figures of our enormous coverage in Eastern Ohio, Western Pennyslvania and Northern West Virginia AND our
amazingness.listener
responsiveRadio advertisers
are
invited
to
check
this
superservice.
West Vi rgima
Broadcasting Corp.
Hawley Building
WHEELING, W. Va.

COMPLETE

Representative*
J. H.
McGILLVRA
485 Madison Ave., New York
JOHN KETTLEWELL
Palmolive
Bldg-, Chicago
i i i

NEWS

\ I L ■<-"• I

/ One announcement*on the KM BC Farm Program
» Brought this remarkable response
Participate in this hiqhly responsive program
to economically tell your sales message • •
50 00 WATTS DAY l/liDfl
KANSAS 1000 WATTS NIGHT
IVMDL
CITY
* ANNOUNCEMENT 6:15 A.M. TUES. OCT. IS I93S

COVERAGE

Columbia

5,000

15, 1935

WATTS

WWVA
I160

vember
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KILOCYCLES

FCC

Issues

Order

To Ban 'Haywire'
Station Equipment
A REGULATION sounding the
swan mentsong
for "haywire"
in broadcasting
stationsequipand
minimize danger to safety of life
of operators was adopted Nov. 12
by the Broadcast Division of the
FCC. Promulgation of such a regulation was indicated several
months ago as part of the techniment.cal campaign to clean up equipThe new rule (Rule 132) becomes effective immediately but
stations are allowed one year in
which to meet the requirements.
It was proposed by Andrew D.
Ring, assistant chief engineer in
charge of broadcasting, and was
concurred in by the Law Department. In his recommendation Mr.
Ring said that inspection of many
stations revealed that construction
of transmitters and protection to
human life frequently is inadequate
and in no sense could be considered
as meeting the requirements of
good engineering practice.
The Division adopted new policies governing the issuance of construction permits and modifications
of licenses before the work is completed in all details. Hereafter, a
construction permit will not be issued until it is completed in all
essential details. The same procedure was adopted respecting modifications of license.
The new rule on equipment cleanup follows:
Rule 132— (a) The transmitter proper
and associated transmitting equipment of
each broadcast station shall be designed,
constructed and operated in accordance
with good engineering practice in all
phases not otherwise specifically included
in these regulations.
(b) The transmitter shall be wired and
shielded in accordance with good engineering practice and shall be provided with
safety features in accordance with the
specifications of Article 37 of the current
National Electrical Code as approved by
the American Standards Association.
(c) The station equipment shall be so
operated, tuned, and adjusted that emissions are not radiated outside the authorized band which cause or are capable of
causing interference to the communications of other stations. The spurious emissions, including radio frequency harmonics
and audio frequency harmonics, shall be
maintained at as low a level as required
by good engineering practice. The program distortion, audio frequency range,
carrier hum, noise level, and other essential phases of the operation which control
the external effects shall at all times conform to the requirements of good engineering practice.
(d) Whenever, in this rule, the term
"good engineering
is used,
the
specifications
deemedpractice"
necessary
to meet
the requirements of good engineering practice will be published from time to time.
(e) This rule shall be effective upon its
adoption, provided, however, that existing
broadcast stations shall be allowed one year
in which to meet the requirements herein.
Construction Permit Policy
IN ADOPTING the new policies
governing construction permits and
modifications of licenses, the Broadcast Division considered a memorandum from its Engineering and
Law Departments. It was brought
out that now the Division issues
many construction permits specifying that the transmitter site is to
be selected subject to subsequent
approval. In the past few months,
it was stated, broadcast permittees
have abused this privilege and in
some six or eight cases permittees
have selected a site and constructed the station without obtaining
approval of the site and antenna
either from the FCC or the Department of Commerce Air NaviPage 56

TO SKEETS MILLER
Goes Nice Assisnment Aboard
Plane 'China Clipper'
TO William Burke (Skeets) Miller, NBC night program director
in New York, now in San Francisco where he handled the two-way
broadcast between the giant airplane China Clipper and the stratosphere balloon Explorer II while
both were thatin flight, goes an assignment will be the envy of
rman and radio
every newspape
or. When the big plane,
commentat
largest ever built in America, takes
off Nov. 22 for its first trans-Pacific flight to China, Miller will be
aboard as an NBC reporter. Accompanying him will be Harold
See, NBC engineer and a former
will broadrman. Miller
newspape
cast periodically
from the plane,
which is going into the regular air
r
mail and
between Sanpassenge
Francisco service
and China
and which is fully equipped with
radio. He formerly was director of
special events for NBC, having
joined the network after working
on the old New York World. He
was the winner of the Pulitzer
Prize in journalism for his work
on the Floyd Collins cave story as
a reporterl. for the Louisville Courier-Journa
gation Division. In cases where
the site has been objectionable, it
was declared, a difficult problem
has been presented in forcing the
permittees to move.
To avoid this abuse, the Divsion adopted the recommendation
that the construction permit not be
issued "until it can be completed
in all essential details." This, it
was said, would not work a hardship on the permittee as no construction can be begun until the
site, antenna, etc., are approved,
and if the permittee has no instrument of authorization, presumably
he will not be ready to begin construction.
Upon the
subject
to granting
approval ofof thetheperm't
site
transmitter and other technical
items, it was added, the License
Section can prepare a letter advising that the application ha?
been granted, giving its terms, but
stating that the permit will not be
issued and that it is not authorized
to begin construction until the necessary information is supplied to
and approved by the FCC.
The same procedure also was
adopted for cases of granting modifications of license which contain
some provision that must be satisfied before operation under the new
authorization can begin. This will
prevent the licensee from ignorine
the sometimes
provisional happens
clause innow,
the h'cense
as
it was
brought out.
Allen Leaves KGW-KEX
LAWRENCE ALLEN, manager
of KGW and KEX, Portland, Ore.,
has resigned effective Dec. 1 to
join the NBC sales department in
San Francisco, according to an announcement Nov. 8 by Harry F.
Anderson, NBC Western Division sales manager. At the same
time Mr. Anderson announced the
resignation of Capen Eames from
his department. He leaves Nov. 16
to become Pacific manager of
Family Circle. Mr. Allen is a native Oregonian and a graduate of
Oregon State College.

EQUIPMENT
WESTERN ELECTRIC Co., New
York, has published the first issue of
a new magazine named Pick-Vps, devoted to "news of developments in
the field of sound, and of the organizations and men who use the equipment designed by Bell Telephone Laboratories, manufactured by Western
Electric
andnumber
distributed
Graybar."
The initial
has 26by pages
with
a two-color cover. It will be issued
several times a year. Will Whitmore is sistant
editor
editor. and M. M. Beard, asRCA MFG. Co., Camden, has issued
a circular on its Piezo-eleetric calibrator No. 9572. to cheek frequencies
from 100 to 20.000 kc in 100 kc steps
and 1000 to 50,000 kc in 1000 kc
steps, with a guaranteed accuracy of
.05% of 100 and 1000 kc. The calibrator is 5%x3%x2% inches in size
and weighs 19 ounces.
WSPD, Toledo, has purchased two
complete sets of the new 700-A series
Western Electric speech input equipment. The 1,000-watt Western Electric transmitter formerly used from
the Commodore Perry hotel has been
removed and the control room is being completely revamped. The new
installation is to be completed in December. The present 5.000-watt
Western Electric transmitter was
placed in operation in August.
THE 274-foot vertical radiator of
WJJD, Chicago, recently erected at
Mooseheart, 111., has been put into
operation.

BROADCASTING

BOOTHS AT NOTRE

THE CLAIM of WEBQ, Harris)*
111., that it is the only station
1210 kc. using a self-supporting
tical radiator, is disputed by H.
Burnett, of KVSO. Ardmore, 01
who reports that KVSO went
operation last Aug. 4 with a 180-]
self-supporting vertical radiator n>
by
the Lehigh
Allentown,
Pa. Structural Steel
KIEV, Glendale, Cal.. has orcl<
complete RCA transmitter equipn
and expects to erect a new builr
early in 1936 on Glendale Blvd. r
Verdugo Road.
Packard Merchandisin
PACKARD MOTOR CAR Co.,
troit, on Nov. 5 announced on
CBS program that for the next
weeks it would give away a Pf
ard 120 each week. For the 1
120-word (which lines up \
Packard 120) letter on the sub
"Why Packard is justified in us
the slogan 'Match the 120 Aga
the Field'." All who enter this j
test must be car owners and n
visit a Packard dealer and t
a ride in the new 120. They
then be given a certified er
blank and a self -addressed stam
envelope to mail the entry blah
the sponsor. Winners will be
nounced over the air beginr
Nov. 19 and each week thereaf
All winners will have their cars
livered on Christmas Day.

DAME-KANSAS

GAME, SOUTH BEND

Ford Bond, Quin Ryan, Ted HusingT\ IDJA ever mail one of those vacation hotel _
1 IW/OT)
" postcards with an "X marks my room"? 3110.
TT jLIJj
Well li.eve us.! .It here's
at Notre
bewas noWHB
vacation
! Just Dame
a lot —ofbutwork,
giving the Missouri and Kansas folks a play-by-play description of
the
season's
opening
— with Kansas
NotreColorful
Dame celebrities
on the
air over
WHB game
exclusively,
between and
halves.
programs
like this enable WHB to compete successfully for the radio audience in
the Kansas City market area — even against strong chain competition.

FACT BOOK • FREE!
64-pages of pictures, people, programs, popularity
polls.
you're City
spending
advertisingto
in the IfKansas
area, money
you owefor itradioto yourself
read a copv. SENT FREE ON REQUEST. Shows
why WHB ofdelivers
the "most
listeners per dollar"
advertising
expenditure.
DON DAVIS, President
KANSAS

JOHN T. SCHILLING, General Manager

CITY'S DOMINANT
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DAYTIME
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ST ATI Of
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AGENCIES
AND
EPR ESENTATIVES
WARD ALESHIRE, for the last
it radio director and copy chief of
W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co., Inc.,
joined the copy staff of Lord &
|»mas, Chicago. Aleshire has had
,hy years in the radio field. Before
:,ii"ng
served as Broadcastan official
|the Kastor
ill-fatedheAmerican
' System and prior to that was ra! director of Lord & Thomas, Chile, and of Blackett-Sample-Humft Inc., Chicago.
nORGE WILLARD DAVIS, forHy of the Willard Tablet Co., Chiio proprietary company to whom
_l Davis loaned his middle name.
: v ope-ed an advertising agency at
■ N. Michigan Ave., Chicago. The
ncy is in charge of the radio cam|gn of Mars Inc., Chicago (Milky
Ey candy bars).
WYER, FERGUSON & WALK., national representative of the
a/ton Daily News and Springfield
C) News & Sun, has been named
resentative of WHIO. Dayton,
le newspapers and WHIO are
ioed by former Governor James M.
c. who also owns the Miami News.
ivyer, Ferguson & Walker mainbs offices in Chicago, New York
^8 Detroit.
^THRAUFF & RYAN Inc., New
Irk, has opened a branch in the
ancer Futch bldg., Lakeland, Fla..
•tead of Tampa, Fla., as previously
lounced by the agency, to service
Florida Citrus Commission acfint. Albert S. Whidden is the acint executive.
AUSTIN CAMPBELL Co., with
«es at 715 Broadway bldg., has
■n formed in Los Angeles by W.
istin Campbell, formerly associated
:h Roy Kellogg in Campbell, Kel(g Co. Mr. Kellogg has joined the
lio department of William Scholts
v. Service, Los Angeles.
»YERTISING
ARTS AGENCY,
s Angeles, has turned over its radepartment to Radioad Service,
I Ulywood.
'BERT A. DAVIES Jr., formerly
- ±Sleininger
N. W. Ayer
& Son
and the
New Inc.,
YorkFree
ofof KMBC, Kansas City, has been
*dined a sales representative by Norn Craig, station representative.
ION A. FRIEDMAN, formerly radirector of Cramer-Tobias Co.
:., New York, has taken a similar
it with Sterling Adv. Agency, that
jf„ARION PARSONNET, former
■ *«S production executive, now with
nnen & Mitchell Inc., New York,
DHved in Hollywood recently in conU^tion with production of the CBS
die Cantor show for Lehn & Fink
oducts Co., New York.
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UNITED ADV. AGENCY, New York,
on Jan. 1 will be absorbed by Lambert & Feasley Inc. and ChurchillHall Inc., of New York. Leonard
Dreyfuss, United founder, will devote
his time to outdoor advertising. Bert
M. Nussbaum, United president, has
been named a vice president of Lambert & Feasley, and Walter K. Porzer,
United vice president, will join Lambert & Feasley in the same capacity
early next year. F. Garrettson Mettee, United vice president, assumes a
similar
post Jan. 1 with ChurchillHall.
DIANA BOURBON, head of the Los
Angeles office of F. Wallis Armstrong
Co., Philadelphia agency, left Nov. 1
on a Northwestern trip. Ward
Wheelock, of the home office, arrived
in Hollywood early in November in
connection with the Campbell Soup
Co. Hollyivood Hotel on CBS.
FLETCHER & ELLIS Inc., New
York, has opened a Detroit branch in
the Penobscot Bldg., with Carleton
Healy, formerly of Hiram Walker
Inc., and J. Stirling Getchell Inc., in
charge.
MAX GELLER. for two years with
International Magazine Corp., and
prior to that Eastern advertising
manager of Liberty, has assumed a
vice presidency with Blackman Adv.
Inc. New York.
EVERARD MEADE, formerly of the
publicity department of Benton &
Bowles Inc., New York, has joined
Young & Rubicam, New York, in a
similar capacity.
WALTER BIDDICK Co., Los Angeles station representative, has been
appointed exclusive Pacific Coast representatives for the new KFBK, Sacramento, Cal., and for KMJ, Fresno,
Cal.
E. PODEYN, formerly connected with
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., and more recently director of
radio for Donahue & Coe Inc., is now
director of radio for Fuller, Smith &
Ross Inc., New York.
BLACKETT- SAMPLE -HUMMERT
Inc., will move to new quarters at
247 Park Ave. about Dec. 15, taking
the entire ninth floor.
MISS CAROL IRWIN has succeeded
David Crosier, resigned, as director of
radio for Pedlar & Ryan Inc., New
York.
HENRY LENOIR has joined the San
Francisco office of Beaumont & Hohman, Inc., as account executive.
T. K. QU1NN, formerly vice president
of General Electric Co. in charge of
specialty appliances, has joined Maxon
Inc., Detroit, as president. Lou Maxon
will continue in control ef the agency.
HIBBARD AYER, station representative in New York, announces the
termination of his arrangement to act
as New York headquarters for Fergason & Aston, Chicago representatives.
DAVID B. STEIN, formerly in the
production department of WIP, Philadelphia, has been appointed director
of radio of Kal Inc., Washington,
D. C. agency.
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Equipped For Radio
PROVISIONS for radio as standard equipment on pract cally all
of the new automobile models were
evident at the 1935-36 auto shows
in New York and other cities during early
is estimated thatNovember.
more thanIt 2,000,000
auto radios will be sold this year,
as against 1,000,000 during 1934
and only a few scattered thousands during the other inter m
since 1930 when auto radios were
first introduced.
Thus radio will offer another important addition to its audience of
20,000,000 or more homes equipped
with receiving sets.
This season's
radios are
described as moreauto
compact,
rugged
and sensitive and more powerful
than previous models, with General Motors featuring static elimination through static-collector
rings inside hub caps. This permits the grounding out of electrical charges accumulated during
motion.
Asks Station in Mobile
APPLICATION for a construction
permit for a new station in Mobile,
Ala., has been filed with the FCC
by Memphis Commercial Appeal
Inc., Memphis, publishers of the
newspaper carrying that name.
The applicant seeks the 950 kc.
channel,
kw. power
n'g'ht,
5 kw. to with
local 1sunset,
with unlimited time and a directional antenna
at night.

IN ALABAMA

BY

EVERY

COUNT

BIRMINGHAM'S
DOMINANT
STATION
• Oldest radio station in
Alabama.
• ONLY high - powered
station in Alabama
operating full time,
day and night.
• Operates on 1000
Watts,
andC.B.S.
night.
Affiliateddaywith
• First in sports. First
in politics. First in
Network Features.
• WBRC is regularly
used by 240 local adAdvertisers.vertisers, 114 National
• Gives 100% coverage
of North
Alabama's
rich
sales market.
BIRMINGHAM
BROADCASTING
CO.
Bankhead Hotel
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

Mow
For
A

Broadcasting

Non-Directional

Stations

. • •

Microphone

Low price — light weight
(only 3 oz.) and small
size (Ay±') make the
Brush B2S an ideal instrument for general broadcasting work. Splendid
for remote pick-up. No
distortion
from close
speaking.
No input transformer, button current or energizing voltage required.

III

111

Typical Brush construction insures satisfactory performance and freedom from breakdown
and delays. Fewer than 1/10 of 1% of all
Brush Mikes have required adjustment or repair of any kind. Fully guaranteed.
The B2S is one of eleven in a quality line
that includes studio — general purpose — theatre — desk — lapel and
unidirectional instruments. Descriptive literature sent on request.
Write for copies today.

TO

ITS AUDIENCE..."
SAYS
VARIETY

MELODIOUS ROADS
Practically All New Autos Are

. . and we couldn't
have said it any better
ourselves !
Write For Booklet "Market Coverage"
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CLEVELAND, O.
1 891 E. 40th St
MICROPHONES • MIKE STANDS • TWEETERS • HEAD PHONES • LOUD SPEAKERS
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NOTES

KH.J, Los Angeles, has started The
Newlyweas, covering the worries of a
young couple in a modern apartment.
The program is a sustaining feature
using a morning hour on weekdays
and is sent to the Don Lee-CBS network.

says: j

"IDEAS?

yUj

via . . ™

1

D. E. (Plug) Kendrick WE&
V. P. & General Mgr.

"

Represented by
I
PAUL H. RAYMER CO. - N. Y. ■ Chicago

THE Los Angeles Times, which recently failed to renew its affiliation
with KMTR, Hollywood, in October
effected a tieup with KHJ, Los Angeles. It had previously used KHJ
as the official station before joining
KMTR two years ago. Times programs four
on KHJ,
news include
broadcasts
times besides
daily, will
The Job Man, Lost and Found, a
football and sports rally, home economics periods and other special programs.
KYA, San Francisco, has inaugurated
a novel feature which is meeting with
popular approval. Titled Science
Edits the Neios, the broadcast, heard
Tuesdays at 6 p. m., and sponsored by
the San Francisco County Medical
Society Radio Committee, explains
scientificglish. Annews
layman's
Enarticlein ofthe
current
scientific
interest from the daily newspapers is
flashed by a KYA announcer and a
speaker of authority then explains its
significance.
A REGULAR feature of KSO, Des
Moines, is Station KIDD, the "Voice
of
Youngchildren
America",
with the
11 proDes
Moines
announcing
gram and supplying entertainment.
Another new KSO feature is a thriceweekly series of bridge lessons.
TO ACQUAINT listeners personally
with its talent. WCMI. Ashland, Ky.,
is staging a Radio Revue in surrounding towns.

It picks-up
Sound

IN COOPERATION with the J;
liard School of Music, New Yo
CBS on Nov. 5 started a series r(I
programs titled Understanding <)ptr,%
featuring noted guest artists and J
symphony orchestra directed by Hou|
ard Barlow. The series is an elab&r. J
tion of the Understanding Music pij.ll
grams broadcast last year by ClM
The
is broadcast Tuesdaj
6:35-7newp. series
m.
KGGC, San Francisco, has a progra
with a waiting list of retail adverti
ers who wish to be included. C
Mort Werner's Open House, the st
tion puts on, five nights weekly.
60-minute program of live talent ai
records interspersing the broadea
with spot announcements sung
rhyme. The program is presented H
the
of "openin house",
with guest
eelejj
ritiesformdropping
as studio
Mort Werner as host, sings and a I
companies himself at the piano, blen
ing his voice with various recording
also giving the commercials. Spo
sors are limited to four and mai)
merchants are asking for time on t

from

BIRD ON THE AIR — KHJ, Los
Angeles, recently presented Jimmy, famed in
talking
bird debut,
of Catalina Island,
its radio
the
program going over the Don Lee
network. The little Hill Myna starling asked his customary "What
are you doing Mondays?", whistled
for an imaginary dog, greeted newcomers to the studio with "hello"
and ended with a laconic "goodbye". In the picture are Charles
Cuccia (left), caretaker and D. L.
Mobley, superintendent of the bird
farm.
TRANSCRIPTIONS were used on
eight Los Angeles stations in October
to promote the motion picture MidDream,Hollywood.
which had The
its
premiere summer
on Night's
KFWB,
later station is devoting a nightly
quarter-hour
four weeks. to the production for
WBT, Charlotte, N. C, broadcast
Ringling Bros.-Barnum & Bailey circus from the big top, with local RCAVictor sponsorship. The circus band
also broadcast from the studio.
A NEW Hammond electrical organ
will be installed by WMCA, New
York, according to Donald Flamm,
president.
SIX concerns now are sponsoring the
Amateur Sight on Beale Street series
on WNBR. Memphis. A blank cartridge is fired instead of using a gong.
Sponsors are Bry's Department Store,
Parelver &FarmsLowenstein*s,
jewelers
Dairies ; RCAVictor.; CloLeo
Kahn Furniture Co., Pantaze stores.
WTM.I. Milwaukee, transmitted facsimile material by short-wave to the
recent Food and Radio Show held in
that city, using John V. L. Hogan's
system.

Aprogram.
COMMERCIAL series on WGA
Cleveland, has been started by R
Cat, comic magazine of Western B
serve University. Stearn Street C
Adv. Co., a Barron Collier subsidiar
has contracted for its third year
Moses
Cleveland's
on WGA
with Graves
TaylorAlbum
as narrator.
THE
NEW
"Littleis Symphony"
WNYC,
New York,
giving a serf
of free Sunday afternoon concei
titled Neighborhood
Around the "World
of Musicth
the
Playhouse,
city, the program being broadcast.
WHEN the city commission of Mia
meets, WQAM is on the job with
elaborate microphone setup whi
gives local voters a front-row versi
of
and how
run what
municipal
affairs.the "city father'
WRAK, Williamsport, Pa., rais
$341 for the local community chest
two impromptu and unannounced pi,
grams at the end of the drive f
funds. Ten hours of radio time we
donated to the campaign.
FOOTBALL games of Sunbury ( Ps
High School are sponsored on WRO
that city, by Rea & Derrick Inc., Su
bury drug chain.
WLBC, Muncie, Ind., is confining
Sunday musical programs to popui
numbers, rather than religious a
symphonic
numbers,
and claims
orable audience
response.
The f;s
tion had its microphone on the see
a few minutes after a Muncie lo
company had been held up for t
second time in two months, and
terviewed victims.
"SPORT HI LITES", a series of
terviews with the football coaches
Chicago high schools, is a new Sund
morning feature at WJ.ID, Chica;
sponsored by Hirsch Clothing Co. Ir
stores.
which operates four men's clothi

ACTUAL
SIZE

Western

Electric's new

NON-DIRECTIONAL

MIKE

Bell Telephone Laboratories has developed the first Dynamic non-directional
mike. It picks-up equally well from
all sides. Order yours from Graybar!
Western
Electric
BROADCASTING EQUIPMENT
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Sell Tacoma-Seattle
economically with KVI
FREE & SLEININOERINC0^

BROADCASTING

KVI's transmitter is located mi
way between Tacoma and Seat!
which gives two markets at tl
price of one 1000 watts
570 i
• November

15, 19c

VTEXDAXCE records of the
wfi Jamboree, produced at the
jjitol theatre in Wheeling, W. Va.,
'[(jrday nights, were broken recent■|\vhen
isnted toOctober
10,965.paid
This attendance
surpasses
the August, 1934. figure when
Jamboree played to 10,12S perduring five programs. In all.
ftrly 200,000 have witnessed the
l;vs.
SHALL FIELD & Co., Chicago
tirtment store, is sponsoring a serof Saturday morning broadcasts
i.luced by the students of Chicago
h schools over WJJD, Chicago.
jth week the music and dramatic
iartments of one high school prep and present the broadcast, which
jised to advertise clothes for high
Sol boys. Aubrey, Moore & Wal■ Inc.. Chicago, is the agency.
Id also sponsors a two-hour propi of recorded music each weekday
filing over WBBM, Chicago.
£2,600 "twin winner" contest to
(rover new radio talent has been
bched by WBBM, Chicago. Conwinners, one man and one wornwill each be awarded a 13-week
(tract to sing over WBBM at a
>ry of $100 a week. Vivian Delia
tesa, 19-year-old soprano winner
Ilast year's contest, is now feapd soloist
the Toot
grams
overon CBS
and Saver
the Shoe
Milk
iindation series over WBBM.
MIXSKI FURNITURE Co., Syrjse, found its Visit to Poland proku on WFBL last year so valuable
attracting not only the Polish
:le in its own location but new
tomers from other parts of town,
it the store has returned to the
:ion. The program is built of
ish folk melodies, with orchestra
guest soloist singing in Polish.
'io announcers are used, one speakPolish, and another doing transon, with Harry Burdick in charge.

A
ANOTHER
REASON
WHY

TAKING advantage of the current
interest in the European political situation, Charles A. Stevens & Co., Chicago department store, is sponsoring
a series of talks by Clifton Utley, director of the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations, broadcast over WGN.
Chicago, each Monday evening from
8:45 to 9, CST.
NELSON BROTHERS Storage &
Furniture Co., Chicago furniture
house, has substituted a Mati on the
Street program consisting of two announcers and a microphone stationed
on the sidewalk for informal interviews with passersby for their Romance Reporter series. Both serious
and silly questions are included in
the interviews, and a novelty has been
added by getting the casual interviewees to read the commercial announcements. Program is broadcast
for 15 minutes during the noon hour
daily
except
Sunday
over WBBM.
Chicago.
A UNIQUE musical organization,
now called Adolf and the Gold Chain
Bohemians, discovered in a Bohemian
settlement at Schulenberg, Tex., is
being sponsored by Universal Mills
Inc.. Fort Worth, on Texas Quality
Network. The programs originate at
Schulenberg. Many of the artists
play rare old instruments handed
down from generation to generation.
KTUL, Tulsa, has started Adventure
Bound, a disc series directed at children, sponsored by the Tulsa outlet of
Sears, Roebuck & Co. Tieups with
novelty premiums are used in the
thrice-weekly serial. Al & Agnes, a
newlywed feature, broadcast mornings, had five sponsors the first week.
MORE than 100,000 were the guests
of WNAX and the House of Gurney
Inc., Yankton, S. D., at their annual
Fall Festival, which lasted a week in
October. Free coffee, pancakes, cereals, hot-dogs and muffins were distributed to visitors during the week.

BLAW-KNOX
INCREASES
COVERAGE
FOR

A FAST-MOVING mid-morning program Household Revue, designed for
women, has been started by WMT.
Waterloo, la. The program is broadcast from 10-11 :30 a. m., with some
transcriptions but mostly live talent.
Sponsorship is in five, ten and 15minute units as nouncements.
well BothasWaterloo
100-word and
anCedar Rapids studios originate the
program, the control being handed
back and forth.
HIGHLIGHTS of games between
the contesting teams a year ago are
given preceding each Southwest Conference football game, on Southwest
network, with Magnolia Beer as sponsor. Humble Oil Co. sponsors playby-play accounts of the games, with
Byrum Saam. Gene Wyatt, Paul
Lindsey and other SBS announcers
at the microphones. Francis Gilbert
handles the Magnolia programs. As
manySBS.as three games are aired weekly
on
ELEMENTARY lessons in the Bohemian language are given on WHK.
Cleveland, Sunday mornings by
Benesch-Federman furniture store,
which has just renewed for the third
successive year its Bohemian proCOOPERATING with city officials
gram.
in
a safety campaign, WIND. Gary,
is presenting a series of safety playlets broadcast by students in the
Gary bershigh
schools. school
Each are
weekgiven
mem-a
of a different
chance to present a dramatization of
some phase of the safety drive.
INSULATORS
for every
Broadcasting Requirement
LAPP INSULATOR CO., INC.
LeROY, NEW YORK

Mr. E. H. Rietzke,
President
of CREIof
and originator
the first thorough
course in Practical
Radio Engineering.

MEN
GOOD
Are The Only Ones
Who Have A Chance
To Get Ahead !
CREI
Training
gives you and
the
"tools"Technical
in the form
of knowledge
background
with
which
you
can
build
real future. Men of ambition KNOW a
that they must have something BETTEE
to the
offerbigthanjobstheand"next
fellow" to get
to
big salaries.
PRACTICAL RADIO ENGINEERING
IS THE "SHORT CUT" TO SUCCESS !
Our written
comprehensive
study courses
are
the home
man - ALREADY
Radio ... for
In his
OWN
language. Wein
are
endeavoring
to
improve
rather than bring new men YOUR
in thestatus,
field
to compete with you. If you know Radio,
training.
you'll appreciate the value of CREI
FREE BOOKLET
i
Mailed on Request
Write today for your copy of this new
48-page oughly
illustratedin detail
booklet, whichquestion
thorabout the explains
school, courses every
and terms.
Capitol Radio
ENGINEERING INSTITU
Dept.PARK
B-ll ROAD
14th and
WASHINGTON, D. C.

RADIATOR
NIGHT
50

STATION

TIME

MILES
WHO

From the Central Broadcasting Company Station WHO,
Des Moines, Iowa, comes the following comment: —
"We would like to commend your company on the tower installation which you
made for the Central Broadcasting Company Station WHO Des Moines. We
have every reason to believe that from a radio standpoint this tower has given
us a signal strength increase equivalent to the best tower installation in this
country, increasing our field at one mile from approximately 1 500 to 1900 mv/m,
and increasing our fading wall distance approximately 50 miles.
Again let us thank you for your wonderful cooperation in providing us
with the means for greatly increasing our coverage."
WHO— DES MOINES
PAUL A. LOYET,

Technical Director

May we send you our recommendations and approximate prices on BlawKnox Radiators to increase the effectiveness of your own coverage. There are
now 446 Blaw-Knox Vertical Radiators in use.

BLAW-KNOX
COMPANY
2038 FARMERS BANK BUILDING
PITTSBURGH, PA.

November

15, 1935
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FEDERAL

— —

^—

—

Decisions . . .
(No decisions handed down Nov. 5 as FCC
was not in session on that day) .
NOVEMBER 12
WMPC, Lapeer, Mich. — Granted modif.
CP change equip.
WOW, Omaha — Granted modif. CP extend completion.
WROW, Terre Haute, Ind. — Granted
modif. CP change equip.
KSO, Des Moines — Granted license for
CP new equip., increase power, move
transmitter.
WCAO, Baltimore — Granted CP new
equip.
WCAM, Camden, N. J. — Granted auth.
antenna measurement.
KGIM, Stockton, Cal. — Granted license
for CP new equip., move studio locally, increase to 1 kw 1100 kc D.
KRNR, Roseburg, Ore. — Granted modif.
CP transmitter site & antenna.
WJAS, Pittsburgh — Granted license for
CP move transmitter locally, change equip.
WACF, Dothan, Ala. — Granted license
for CP change equip., increase to 250 w D,
Dchange
only. hours from D and SH-Sundays to
KTRH, Houston — Granted license for CP
1290 kc 1 kw N 5 kw D unltd.
KFIZ, Fond du Lac, Wis. — Granted
modif. license increase spec, hours.
KELD, El Dorado, Ark. — Granted modif.
license move studio locally.
WFBL, Syracuse — Granted auth. install
automatic freq. control.
WTNJ, Trenton — ■ Granted renewal license.
WGBI, Scranton, Pa. — CP in hearing
docket amended and granted, install new
equip., increase from 250 to 500 w 880
kc S-WQAN.
KOIL, Council Bluffs — Granted consent
vol. assignment license to Central States
Brdcstg. Co.. granted renewal license.
WLBF, Kansas City — Granted consent
transfer control to Kansas City Kansan.
WTAX,
Springfield, 111. — Granted renewal license.
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS — KIT,
Yakima, Wash., granted temp. auth. operate without approved freq. monitor ;
WBRC, Birmingham, same: WEAN, Providence, granted extension temp. auth. 50
w portable 780 kc for tests ; WJAY, Cleveland, granted temp. auth. operate portable: WMAZ, Macon, Ga., granted extension temp. auth. operate reduced power
KFKA, Greeley, Col., granted extension ;
temp. auth. temporary antenna ; KWEA,
Shreveport,
auth. remain La.,
silentgranted
in Dec.extension temp,
ACTION ON EXAMINERS' REPORTS
— KMAC, San Antonio, denied exp. auth.
move transmitter, change equip., change
from 1370 to 940 kc, from 100 w to 1 kw
unltd., sustaining
Dalberg
KFYO. Lubbock, Tex.,Examiner
denied CP install ;
new equip., change from 1310 to 940 kc
increase from 100 w N 250 w LS to 500
w, sustaining Examiner Dalberg ; KGKL,
San Angelo, Tex., denied CP move transmitter, increase from 100 w N 250 w LS
to 500 w N 1 kw LS. change from 1370
to 940 kc, sustaining Examiner Dalberg :
WSAR, Fall River, Mass., granted CP
change equip., increase from 250 w to 1
kw 1450 kc unltd., sustaining
Examiner
Dalberg: WWAE, Hammond, Ind.,
ed renewal 1200 kc 100 w S-WFAM,grantsustaining Examiner Hyde.
SET FOR HEARING — WGBF, Evansvine, Ind., applic. CP change equip., increase from 500 w to 1 kw D ; WDEV
Waterbury, Vt., applic. CP change
equip. \
increase from 500 w to 1 kw D ; WJBL.
Decatur, 111., applic. modif. license from
1200 to 1370 kc. from S-WJBC to unltd. •
NEW, Henry William Turkel, Los Angeles, applic. CP exp. relav 6040 kc 1 kw
unltd. : WCMI, Ashland, Ky., applic.
new equip., change from 1310 to 1350 CPkc
increase from 100 w to 1 kw ; NEW.
Jesse H. Jay, Miami Beach,
applic. CP
1500 kc 100 w
; NEW, Alex
Suss
Marysville, Cal.,unltd.
applic. CP 1210 kcF. 100
unltd. ; NEW, Symons Investment Co-w
Seattle, applic. CP 760 kc 250 N 500 w
D ltd., facilities KXA ; NEW, wWatertown
Brdcstg. Corp., Watertown, N. Y., applic
CP 1270 kc 250 w D: WHBI, N. Carlstadt, N. J., applic. modif. license from
2% to 5 kw; NEW, Cache Valley Brdcstg.
Co., Logan, Utah, applic. CP 1370 kc 100
w unltd. ; NEW, Herbert Hollister, Waterloo, la., applic. CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd. ;
NEW, Bismarck Tribune Co., Bismarck,
N. D., applic. CP 550 kc 1 kw N 5 kw D
unltd. : NEW, Fred A. Baxter, Superior,
Wis., applic. CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd. ;
Page 60

COMMUNICATIONS
(Broadcast Division)

COMMISSION

NOVEMBER 1 TO NOVEMBER 13, INCLUSIVE —
— —
— Santa Crl
B. A. Thompson,
WMEX, Boston, applic. CP new equip., authorizing location and use of studios for Cal.NEW,
—
CP
1210
kc
100
w 250 wequip.
LS unl I
change from 1500 to 1470 kc increase transmittal by wire to CKLW (10-31).
amended to 1310 kc, change
from 100 w 250 w D to 5 kw N & D,
WTAL, Tallahassee — Granted extension
NEW, Donald A. Wike, H. E. Stu'I
move transmitter; WNBC, New Britain, test period 30 days (11-7).
baker. Baker, Ore. — CP 1370 kc 100 I
Conn., applic. vol. assign, license to State
KFKA, Greeley, Col. — Granted extension
250 w LS unltd., asks freq. of KUJ 1
Brdcstg. Corp. ; WBSO, Needham, Mass., test period 30 days (11-7).
KUJ
is granted applic. for change.
applic. consent transfer control to George
NEW, Int. Typographical Union, IndiaA. Creckwell, William H. Eynen and
APPLICATIONS
NE |j
napolis— Denied petition intervene applic. Frederick
L. Keesee,RETURNED
Auburn, N. — Y.,
James K. Phelan ; NEW, J. W. Birlwell, L. M. Kennett, Indianapolis, for new sta1310
kc
100
w
unltd.,
asks
facilit
1
Johnson City, Tenn., applic. in docket
600 kcKennett
1 kw Dcase; tosethave
amended to 1370 kc 100 w unltd. ; KOL.
reporttion in
asideExaminer's
and case WMBO ; WSMK, Dayton, modif. lice I
Seattle, applic. modif. license in docket remanded to examiner for further hearing from 200 to 250 w; KMLB, Monroe, 1 1
exp. auth. 1210 kc to 12-1-35.
from 1270 to 920 kc if KOMO applic. 760
to haveat petitioner's
kc is granted, increase from 2V> to 5 kw and
applic.report
new ; station
Indianapolis pending
560 kc
1 kw 5 kw LS unltd. (facilities of WIND)
NOVEMBER 2
D ; NEW, C. G. Hill, Geo. D. Walker,
Susan H Walker, Winston-Salem. N- C, heard at same time as further hearing on
NEW, Pampa Daily News Inc., Pam
Kennett applic. now set for Nov. 7, be 1310
applic. CP 1250 kc 250 w D ; WNOX,
Tex. —kc.CP 1200 kc 100 w D, amended
postponed indefinitely pending further
Knoxville, applic. consent vol. assignment
license to Continental Radio Co. ; NEW,
hearing on both applications (11-7).
NEW, Douglas G. Boozer and Jack Ri
Fresno Brdcstg. Co., Fresno, Cal., applic.
WDEV, Waterbury, Vt. — Granted exten- ards,
Brunswick, Ga. — CP 1420 kc 100
CP 1410 kc 500 w N 1 kw D unltd
sion temp. auth. operate WDEV to 3-1-36 D, amended
re equip., change applic.
ORAL ARGUMENTS GRANTED —
pending
action
on
consent
invol.
assignBrunswick
Radio Broadcast Station.
ment license (11-6).
NEW. Riverside Brdcstg. Co., Riverside,
WMFN, move
Clarksdale,
Miss. locally,
— CP ame
chai
WOW, Omaha — Granted spec. auth. 5 antenna,
Cal., 2-6-36 ; NEW, A. Tornek, d/b Metro
transmitter
Brdcstg. Co., Los Angeles, same ; NEW,
kw 30 day (11-1).
ed
to
place
transmitter
at
3d
and
Ya
Wayne Brdcstg. Co., Hamtramck. Mi"h.,
same; NEW, Knox Brdcstg. Co. Inc.,
NEW,
Athens
Times
Inc.,
Athens,
Ga
Ave.
Schenectady, 11-27-35.
CP WTFI.
1450 kc 500 w unltd., asks facilit
Reports
. . . of
MISCELLANEOUS — City of Jackson- Examiners'
NEW,
Utah
Radio
Educational
Society,
ville, Fla.. granted petition intervene apWFBM, Indianapolis — License for CP
etc. — Examiner Hill rec- modif.
plic. A. O. Jenkins new station at Jack- Salt Lake City,
change equip., move transmit
ommended (1-126) that applic. Utah Ra- and
studio.
sonvil e ;Port Huron Brdcstg. Co., Port
dio
Educational
Society
for
CP
1450
kc
Huron, Mich., denied petition intervene 1 kw unltd. be denied ; that applic. Louis
NEW,
Bros., Taft,
Cal. — CP 1
D, amended
re equip.
aoplic. Wayne Brdcstg. Co. new station at H. Callister, Provo, Utah, for CP 1200 kc kc 100 w Kidd
Hamtramck. Mich. ; Edward Hoffman, St. 100 w unltd. be dismissed with prejudice;
NOVEMBER 4
Paul, granted petition for continuance
applic. Paul Q. Callister, Salt Lake
hearing applic. Emmons L. Abeles and that
City,
for
CP
1370
kc
100
w
unltd.
be
deNEW,
Emilio
Ramirez, Mayai_
Robert J. Dean, d/b Wise Brdcstg. Corp.,
nied ;that applic. Great Western Brdcstg. P. R. — CP 1370 Defillo
kchours.
100 w 250 w LS U
new station at St. Paul : WCBA, WSAN
Assn.
Inc.,
Logan,
Utah,
for
CP
1500
kc
amended
to
spec,
Inc., Allentown, Pa., hearing set for 11- 100 w unltd. be denied; that applic. Great
NEW, Gulf Coast Brdcstg. Co., Corf
18-35 postponed indefinitely ; Emmons L.
Brdcstg. Assn. Inc. for CP 1210 Christi,
Tex. — CP 1330 kc 250 w 500
Abeles & Robert J. Dean, d/b Wise Brd- kcWestern
w unltd. at Provo, Utah, be granted; LS
unltd., amended to 880 kc.
cstg. Co., St. Paul, granted petition take that100 applic.
Munn Q. Cannon, Logan,
NEW,
International Typographical Un
depositions applic. new station : KLO, Og- Utah, for CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd. be disof North America, Indianapolis — CP
den, Utah, denied postponement hearing
missed
with
prejudice
;
that
applic.
Jack
kc 1 kw 5 kw LS unltd., asks facilit
set for 11-26-35 ; St. Petersburg C. of C, Powers, Frank C. Carman, David G. Smith WIND.
St. Petersburg, Fla., denied amendment and Grant Wrathall, d/b Utah Brdcstg.
RETURNED — KE(
applic. new station to 100 w D only 1420 Co., Salt Lake City, for CP 1500 kc 100 LosAPPLICATION
Angeles, license for CP as modif. n
kc. also denied grant of amended applic. w unltd. be granted ; that applic. J. A.
equip., increase power, move transmit
without hearing ; WAIU, Columbus, grant- & J. M. Reeder and L. R. Jensen, d/b locally.
ed petition reconsider and grant applic. Cache Valley Brdcstg. Service Inc., Logan,
renewal; WJAS, Pittsburgh, denied re- Utah,
NOVEMBER 6
consideration and grant applic. increase denied. for CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd. be
from 2% to 5 kw D ; WIRE, Indianapolis,
KLUF,
Galveston.
Tex. — Extension e
NEW,
Bellingham
Pub.
Co.
—
Bellingham.
denied reconsideration and grant applic. Wash- — Examiner Bramhall recommended
auth. 100 w 250 w D to 7-1-36.
change equip., erect directional antenna,
(1-127)
that
applic.
CP
1420
kc
100
w
APPLICATIONS
RETURNED
— NE
increase from 1 to 5 kw D ; Ralph E. un'td he denied.
R. R. West, Rock Springs, Wyo., CP II
Smith, San Diego, denied reconsideration
kc 100 w unltd.; WBNY, Buffalo, mo<
KGBU,
Ketchikan,
A'aska
—
Examiner
and grant of auth. to Pacific Acceptance
CP move antenna locally.
Dalberg
Corp.
erectw new
increase recommended
from 500 w to(1-128)
1 kw 5that
kw applic.
LS be
1200 kcto 100
D. station at San Diego granted
NOVEMBER 7
if applicant complies with recomAPPLICATIONS DISMISSED (request respect to antenna.
mendations of engineering department with
NEW, Mary M. WhitehiD, executrix
of applicants) — NEW, Essex Broadcasters
tate of Harry C. Whitehill, Waterbu
NEW, F. N. Pierce. Tavlor. Tex. : NEW.
Inc., Detroit, auth. transmit sustaining
Vt. — Invol. assignment license to Mary
programs over CKLW, Windsor; NEW,
Eugene DeBogory, d/b Tern-Bel Brdcstg. Whitehill.
Whittle Furniture Co. Inc.. Brunswick,
Co., Temple, Tex. — Examiner Walker recWJIM, Lansing, Mich. — CP new equ
Ga., CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, W.
ommended (1-129) that applic. F. N.
H. Kindig. Hollywood, CP 1160 kc 5 kw Pierce for CP 1310 kc 100 w D be denied ; increase from 100 w 250 w D to 500
1askskw freq.
D, change
from if1210WGAR
to 1450app
applic.
Eugene
DeBogory
CP
1310
kc
unltd. : NEW, J. W. Stanford, d/b Bruns- that
of WGAR
Co., Brunswick, Ga., CP 1310 100 w D be granted.
kc 100wickw B/Cunltd.
WMMN is granted, amended
NEW, Dudley J. Connolly & Co., Chat- facilities
tanooga, Tenn. — Examiner Seward recom- 1010 kc, omit request for WGAR freq.
RATIFICATIONS:
WAML,to New
Laurel,
Miss. Radio
— Vol. Station
assignm I
mended
that applic. CP 1200 kc license
Laurel
100 w D be (1-130)
granted.
NEW, Mountain States Brdcstg. Corp.,
WTAL, Tallahassee — License for CP
KMBC. Kansas City — Granted extension
prno-ra-'i test period 30 days (10-30).
new station 1310 kc 100 w unlSalt Lake City — Examiner Seward recom- modif.
KGKB. Tyler. Tex. — Granted extension
mended (1-131) that applic. CP 550 kc 500 amended re equip.
temn. auth. specified hours (11-5).
w be dismissed without projudice.
KGBX,
Mo. —Brdcstg.
Invol. assi:
to Springfield
Co.
NEW, Willis T. Shaughenessy, New ment licenseSpringfield,
WNAD, Norman. Okla. — Granted temp,
auth. spec, hours (10-30).
York — Examiner Bramhall recommended transmitter,
WMBD, Peoria,
111.
—
Modif.
CP m
change
equip,
requesting
KQV, Pittsburgh — Granted temp. auth.
(1-132) that applic. CP 1370 kc 100 w
use old WJAS transmitter 1380 kc 25 days unltd.
proval Peoria
antenna andand Pekin,
transmitter
be dismissed without prejudice.
tween
change siteequ
pending move of transmitter (11-6).
WBHS, Huntsville, Ala. — Examiner Se- extend
KSD, St. Louis — Granted temp. auth. use
completion.
ward
recommended
(1-133)
that
applic.
renewal license be dismissed.
aux. transmitter 60 days pending removal
KGBX,1230Springfield,
— Extension
and new equip. (11-6).
auth.
kc. 500 wMo.unltd.,
directioe
WCAX, Burlington, Vt. — Granted temp,
N to 6-1-36.
auth. operate without approved freq. monitor 2 weeks (11-6).
Applications
. .1 .
NOVEMBER 8
NOVEMBER
WAGF, Dothan. .Ala. — Granted temp,
auth. snec. hours (11-6).
WBNY,
Buffalo
— Modif.at CPKenmore
approvalA i
NEW, New England Radio Corp., tenna and transmitter
KOTN, Pine Bluff, Ark. — Granted temp,
auth. spec, hours (11-6).
Bridgeport,
Conn.
—
CP
1370
kc
100
w
D,
studio
485
Main
St.
re equip.
WHDF, Calumet. Mich. — Granted temp, amended
WOR, Newark — License for CP aux. 1420NEW,
auth. spec, hours (11-6).
kc 100Nathan
w unltd.N. Bauer, Miami —
transmitter.
WAML.
Laurel,
Miss.
—
Granted
temp,
NEW.
Jefferson
Brdcstg. Co., Ormc
auth. snec. hours.
KFPM, Greenville. Tex. — CP change O. Black, pres.. Birmingham — CP 1200
increase from 15 to 50 w. change 100 w 250 w LS unltd.
WRJN. Racine, Wis. — Granted temp, equip.,
hours to D, call to KVOG, amended re
auth. portable transmitter (11-7).
NEW, Memphis Commercial Appeal It
WIOD-WMBF, Miami — Granted temp, equip., and to 100 w.
Mobile, Ala. — CP 950 kc 1 kw 6 kw
auth. use temporary antenna 30 days
NEW. Wilton Harvey Pollard. Hunts- unltd..
directional N.
ville, Ala.WBHS.
— CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd., asks
(11-7).
KWK. St. locally.
Louis — CP new equip., mc
facilities
transmitter
WQAM, Miami — Same.
NEW,
J.
R.
Maddox
&
Dr.
W.
B.
Hair,
WMFF. Plattsburg, N. Y.— Denied auth. d/b Chattanooga Brdcstg. Co., Chattanooga,
NEW,
Robert
Raymond McCulIa, C
operate LS to 7:30 p. m. 30 days (11-7). Tenn.— CP 590 kc 1 kw unltd.
Park. 111. — CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd.
WREC,
Memphis
—
Granted
auth.
extend
NEW, A.Tulare-Kings
Counties
Associat
time submit reports on directional antenna
KABR, Aberdeen, S. D. — CP change Charles
Whitmore, pres.,
Visalia,
Cal
equip., move transmitter locally.
CP 1200 kc 250 w D, amended to 1190
(11-2).
KFJM,
Grand
Forks,
N.
D.
—
CP
change
NEW, D. J. Lindberg, La Grande, 0
KTFI, Twin Falls, Id. — Granted extenchange
13701 tokw 1410
in- — CP 1420 kc 100 w 250 w LS unltd., fr
sion exp. auth. subject hearing and deci- equip., crease
from 100fromw to
5 kwkc, LS,
sion by commission (11-7).
of KRLC if it gets freq. change.
amended
re
equip.,
antenna,
and
to
1
kw
Mutual Brdcstg. System Inc.. New York
transfer
to KGMB,
Pacific Honolulu
Theaters — &Auth.
Supply
Co. cont
— Granted extension temp. auth. to 12-1-35 D & N.
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NOVEMBER 11
iFBR, Baltimore — License for CP.
'HIS. Bluefield, W. Va. — CP new
p., 1increase
from transmitter
250 w 500 locally.
w D to
Iw
kw D, move
■iW, Harmon LeRoy Stevens and HerLeRoy Stevens, d/b Port Huron
Ijstg.
0 w Co.,
D. Port Huron, Mich. — CP 1370
AU, Philadelphia — CP increase to
3W, Gulf Coast Brdcstg. Co., Corpus
sti, Tex. — CP 880 kc 250 w N 500 w
liltd., amended to 1330 kc.
hJEL,
if.
newBrady,
stationTex.1500— License
kc 100 for
w D.CP as
IPTF, Raleigh, N. C— Exp. auth. 5
I spec, hours, directional and convenmove aux. transmitter
; CPCommercial
jilantenna
EW,
Memphis
Appeal Inc.,
He,
Ala.
—
CP
950
kc 1 kw toN 55 kw
kw DD
8. directional N, amended

Stratosphere

Flight

Broadcast by NBC
NBC GAVE a complete verbal picture of the history-making ascent
into the stratosphere Nov. 11 by
Capt. Albert W. Stevens and Capt.
Orvil A. Anderson, short-wave relays keeping the world in close
touch as the balloonists rose to
74,000 feet, a height never before
attained by man.
An 8 watt RCA transmitter in
the gondola, operated by battery,
was picked up by stations at Rapid
City, S. D.; Bound Brook, N. J.;
Point Reyes, Cal., and Rocky Point,
kw. Steffen Ice & Ice Cream Co., Long Island. All these stations
participated
jiita, Kan.
— CP 1500
kc 100
w unltd.
ous times. in the relays at variRLC,
Lewiston,
Id. — CP
change
equip.,
■ease from 100 to 250 w, change from
The
first broadcast described
to fer1390
site. kc, rule 6G, amended re trans- preparations for the take-off when
yi, Tacoma — CP move transmitter, a 22-foot rip in the fabric was ref|.ge
increasesitefrom
1 to 5County,
kw D,
paired. The second described the
ndedequip.,
transmitter
to King
ima.
start of the ascent and in subseEW, Howard N. Mitchell, Sacramento
quent programs the details of the
;|3 1310 kc 100 w unltd., amended re flight were explained, the broadp. site.
casts numbering 11 in all.
NOVEMBER 12
William Lundell, director of the
NBC special events department,
;EW,
C.
A.
Rowley,
Ashtabula,
O.
—
CP
kc 100 w D, amended to 940 kc 250 w. was in charge of the broadcasts.
NAX, Yankton, S. D. — Auth. antenna NBC engineers installed and main::• gurement.
tained all RCA equipment necesiEW, Southwest Brdcstg. Co., Prescott,
sary to constant communication
.—CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd., asks fabetween the flyers and their ground
[es KPJM.
jEW, Luther E. Gibson, d/b Times- crews, weather experts, scientific
*ld
Pub.
Co.,
Vallejo,
Cal.
—
CP
1320
advisers and sponsors.
!50 w D.
At 1:50 p. m. the balloonists
|>.FRC,
Francisco — License use old
mitterSan
as aux.
broadcast from 74,000 feet, estab[J, Los Angeles — Same.
lishing a radio record. They then
vfDON,
Dei Monte, Cal.— License for CP were congratulated
i 1,-iodif. new
by Dr. Gilbert
station 1210 kc 100 w unltd.
PPLICATIONS RETURNED— WAML,
president of the Nationrel, Miss., vol. assignment license to Grosvenor,
Geographic Society, sponsoring
■ Laurel Ladies
Radio Station
; NEW, UnIn- the alflight,
and Gen. Oscar Westover,
national
GarmentInc.Workers
New York, CP 970 kc 1 kw unltd. ; acting chief of the Army Air Corps.
jfer, Vincent Hoffman, Chicago, CP 1310
During the descent the aviators
L500 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW, Donald
iWike, H. E. Studebaker, Baker, Ore., conferred with Capt. Edwin C.
1370 kc 100 w N 250 w D unltd.
Musick, pilot, and William Burke
Miller, NBC night program manager, who were flying over CaliNIB Ponders Rates
fornia in the plane China Clipper;
with
scientists
in Rapid City, S. D.,
M THE CALL of President Ed:d A. Allen, a group of officers Chicago and New York; with the
ground staff at flight headquarters;
Rational Independent BroadcastL Inc., newly formed indepen- with Hugh Chevins, English newslt station association, met in
paperman speaking from the LonTelegraph office in London. All
ai;|shington Nov. 13 to discuss rate these donconversations
were broadcast.
.tiactures and other preliminaries
Besides the broadcast conversai connection with their projected
J&paign for national business.
tions, NBC provided constant communication with the balloon, where
Wipes
O'Shaughnessy,
New
York
n ertising consultant who has the receiving set was in continuous operation. Robert Morris, NBC
y ,bm retained to set up the repretation organization, was in at- engineer, kept in touch with the
m dance. Others present included balloonists and with Capt. Randolph P. Williams, flight meteoIpjjnes W. Baldwin, NAB managrologist, who followed the balloon
'JuilBC,
director;
W.
Wright
Gedge,
Detroit, secretary of NIB; in a plane, and Capt. H. K. Baisley,
f jm Elmer, WCBM, Baltimore and flying a photographic plane.
Radio listeners could hear in',^lliam Dolph, WOL, Washington.
struments clicking in the gondola.
Capt. Stevens' voice faded frequently during the broadcasts but
5 AP Adds Assessment
he explained in a broadcast after
*SOCIATED PRESS action last the flight that he frequently was
nth, in assessing an additional as much as three feet from the
upon member newspapers
microphone while talking, being ocjich broadcast local news, has
cupied with scientific apparatus.
ill sed a furore among numerous
The New York Times in its Nov.
ii'yspapers using the reports. Sta- 12 issue carried verbatim reports
ins have been notified that the of the broadcast conversations.
. i , as of Oct. 5, has resumed the
the flight New York newst'i additional assessments, under During papers
had reporters stationed at
" tructions of its board of direc- NBC studios,
where they relayed
ts. Some twoscore newspapers,
information to their offices.
»i|vs
is flashes
understood,
are using
over stations
and local
are
iject to the additional levy. The
(>) tests are based on the contenManufacturers ot
Cr^^.TE^S
lh that only local, rather than
Everything in Speech— Remotej3] foreign news is being used and
Transcription and Microphone
ft refore should not be subjected
Equipment
Cany additional assessment. It is
FT icated that the matter will come
GATES RADIO & SUPPLY CO.
;» ore the AP board at its next
QUINCr. ILLINOIS
eting.
rkvember

15, 1935
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MPPA

NOT

TO

BAR

OFF-AIR RECORDS
"OFF THE AIR" recording for
stations, advertisers or other radio
users will not be interfered with
by the Music Publishers Protective
Association, according to a letter
to James W. Baldwin, managing
director of the NAB, from John G.
Paine, MPPA executive. The issue
arose because broadcasters have
only the performing right covering
transcriptions, whereas MPPA issues recording rights to transcription companies for which it collects
a separate fee.
Mr. Paine said that MPPA,
after mature consideration had decided not to press its rights in connection with the manufacture of
records. "We feel, however," he
added, "that the point brought up
by this discussion is one that
should not be lost sierht of because
it is going to be difficult for us
to know how far a radio station
may find it necessary to invade
our copyright in order to carry on
its own business."
KNX Exhibit Explodes
THERE was an explosion at the
FCC Nov. 13. An exhibit in the
famous "Marmola" hearings of
last month, blew up. It was a bottle of "Malk", a concentrated apple
juice product introduced in the
case involving KNX, Hollywood. It
seems the apple juice fermented
and the inevitable took place.
Stenographic transcripts of the
hearing as well as exhibits, all
stored in the same filing cabinet,
were saturated.
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A WORDtion ! Wethat pride
that many
factg radio
the
usings
statioofns theareWorld'
leadin
our "Quality" Crystals. Accuracy
guaranteed BETTER than .01%
before leaving our laboratory.
CRYSTAL SPECIALISTS
SINCE 1925
New Low
Temperature
Coeffi-in
cient Crystals
are supplied
Isolantite Air-Gap Holders in
the 550-1500
band. Fre-to
quency DriftKc.guaranteed
be less than 4 cycles per milliongradecycleschangeperin degree
centitemperature.

Approved
by Federal Communication
Commission.
Two
Crystals
$90
RfUMO SERVICE
124 JACKSON AVENUE
University Park
HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND
Send for our price list and
booklet
Dept. B-115

PRECISION
DUMMY-ANTENNA
RESISTORS

The General
designed for
put of radio
element of a

Radio Type 525 Resistor is
use in testing the power outtransmitters as the resistive
dummy antenna.

These resistors are rated to dissipate 100
watts, and are adjusted to an accuracy of
0.1 per cent.
They are available in 5 resistance sizes
from 4 ohms to 600 ohms, and are uniformly priced at $8.00.
For Complete

Details Write

for Circular P-19-B
GENERAL
30 State Street

RADIO

COMPANY

Cambridge, Mass.
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Show Must Go On
THE SHOW must go on, in
radio as well as in the theatre. Which is why plans
have been made to run a direct wire from the NBC studios
Chicago's
MerchandiseinMart
to the Evanston
home of the Paul Meads.
Mrs. Mead, who is Clara of
the Clara, Lu and Em programs, is expecting a child
sometime in January, so the
other girls will meet at her
house and broadcast from
there for several weeks before and after the blessed
event, with Clara being written out of the script only
while she is in the hospital.
Clara is the last of the trio
to become a mother. Lu (Isobel Carothers) adopted a boy
last spring, and a daughter
was born to Em (Helen
King) Aug. 20.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineer*
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
PAUL
GODLEY
and Associates
Radio Engineers
Montclair, N. J.
Phone Montclair 2-7859
EDGAR H. FELIX
1775 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes, Allocation and Location Investigations
HOLLIS S. BAIRD
Specializing in
ULTRA-HIGH FREQUENCY,
TELEVISION, AND
HIGH FIDELITY PROBLEMS
70 BROOKLINE AVENUE
BOSTON, MASS.
Telephone Commonwealth 8512

""Radio transmission
Equipment
2106 Calumet Ave.
ILLINOIS
CHICAGO

JOHN H. BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757
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Massachusetts Presenting
Technical Radio Series
A COURSE of eight lectures on
radio technique is being broadcast
by the University Extension Division of the Massachusetts Department of Education over the International Short Wave Station
W1XAL (6040 kc), Boston, operated by World Wide Broadcasting
Corp. In charge is C. Davis
Belcher, formerly of the old Radio
Commission and the U. S. Department of Commerce.
Eight blue prints illustrating
the lectures are sent to enrolled
members. The series, which began in October, is elementary in
nature, to be followed by a more
advanced series. Questions of
course members will be answered
in each broadcast. Information on
the series may be obtained from
the Division of University Extension, Department of Education,
State House, Boston.
LEHN & FINK Inc., New York
(Hind's cosmetics) has added
KMOX, St. Louis, to its local talent spot campaign over 19 stations.
STUDIO

NOTES

A TABLOID newspaper That Air
Business will make its bow Nov. 15
from KTUL, Tulsa, with a Christmas
issue. The newspaper will give program tips and suggestions to local
prospects as well as list features
available for national spots. Copies
will be sent to agencies and local advertisers.
MORE than 17,000 persons attended
32 public broadcasts in the new $600,000 studio building of WGN, Chicago, in October. As many more inspected Studio I in the preview of
four days, bringing the total number
of visitors to 34,000 at the end of the
first month.
WNBX, Springfield, Vt., observed a
double celebration recently, its extension to unlimited time and its third
anniversary on the air. Prominent
officials and station executives took
part in the program. John Wahlen,
president ; F. W. Wheeler, treasurer
and station manager, and Frank Lyman, vice president, all participated.
FOR its sign-on and sign-off, WSB,
Atlanta, has recorded Lambdin Kay's
famous signature and radio's first
theme song — "The Journal Covers
Dixie
Likeisthe
Dew."with
Mr. having
Kay's
signature
credited
changed the name of the state from
Georgia to Jaw-Juh.
WOR, Newark, has added a halfhour to its night schedule, signing off
at 1 iod:30
a. m. music.
now after a new perof dance

DISC-OVERS A JOB
Chicago Agency Man Sells His
Services by Auditions
THE accusation is often made that
advertising men are the poorest
self -advertisers and the last to use
their skill and experience in their
own interests. If this is the rule,
then Walter S. Holden Jr. is the
exception that proves it. For Mr.
Holden, after a year as director of
radio productions at Hays MacFarland & Co., Chicago advertising agency, found himself in need
of a job and used his radio technique to get one.
When he called on an agency
which might be in the market for
his services, Wally carried under
his arm not a book of sample
scripts but a 15-minute transcription, a regular radio presentation
planned and prepared to sell Mr.
Holden. The program opens with
a brief commercial announcement;
then,
the tune
Alma to
Mater,
beginsofa Michigan's
review of
Wally's career from the time of his
graduation from the University of
Michigan in 1933. To illustrate his
radio versatility Wally dubbed onto
his record parts of some of the
programs he had produced : Institutional programs such as the Minneapolisfrigerators
Symphony
for Grunow reand Montgomery
Ward's Immortal Dramas mingled
with others of the straight-selling
type. The record concludes with a
dramatized sales talk on the services and ideas Wally Holden has
to offer.
Wally asked 27 different agency
executives to listen to his presentation and only two turned him
down. As he realized, many of
those who listened had no openings then, but his unusual approach
made an impression that is not
likely to soon be forgotten. Finally he found the right party at the
right time, and Walter S. Holden
Jr. is now a member of the radio
department of the Chicago office of
Hanff-Metzger Inc.
THE FIRST two weeks of a safety
campaign put on by the Gordon
Baking Co., Detroit (Silvercup
bread), as part of their Lone
Ranger broadcasts over the Mutual network drew a total of 136,737 pledges from boys and girls,
stating they would obey the safety
rules of the "Lone Ranger Club"
and asking to be enrolled as members. The program is broadcast
Mondays,
8 to 8:30 p. m., Wednesday and Friday.

FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Across

- the - Boar

Programs
Featurj
Schedule of WMCJl
WMCA, New York, has adopted
policy of using strip programs, t
stat-on's schedule now consistii
of 71% programs of this type. 1
the 43 strip series, 19 are spa)
sored, with four being seven tinl
a week, 21 six times, and the b;
ance Monday through Friday.
The for
station's
idea is to to
"make
easy
our listeners
sele
programs appealing to their taslj
and interests since they can rea
larly tune in the same features 1
the same time day after day." !
The strip theory is that t
small advertiser with an avera.
program is much better served
such a series because he cann
expect listeners to remember wh|
he is on the air unless it is a regB
lar time every day. The local al
vertiser, it is believed by WMCH
is fighting too big a competitijj
from the networks if he has ■
weekly program whereas if he I
on every day at the same time I
can get an overflow audience frcf
the networks, a substantial auf
ence over a week's period. In
dition, it is believed that a lodj
station thus can pull a new grof
of listeners each day from amo:
the regular network listeners w|
do not care for the programs
networks offer at that period.
Among sponsors of across-th
board programs on WMCA ail
Physical Culture Magazine, Olsl
Rug Co., Radio Adv. Co. of AmJ
ica, Fitch Investment Service, rJ
tural Bloom Cigar Co., KoppJ
Coke Co., Sally's Fur Studio, A
nold's Apparel Inc., Sachs Furf
ture
Barney's
Clothes a|
Finlay Co.,
Straus
Inc.
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements
Broadcasting cost 7c per word for
each insertion. Cash must accomForms
pany order.close 25th and 10th of
month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
Salesman for local station. Substani
drawing account and commission ps
Submit references and selling record fl
letter. Box 410, Broadcasting. I
Situations Wanted
Chief Engineer of 100 Watt Station,
sires change to larger or more progress]
station. Box 408, BROADCASTING.
Operator, now
employed, first
class
diotelephone
Radiotelegraph
license,
sires employment progressive station,
years'
Location unimport
Box 404,experience.
Broadcasting.
Engineer, radio telegraph and radio tl
phone, first class license, seven years ran
experience, now employed, desires positg
with broadcast station, anywhere. Box
Broadcasting.
Manager creditable commercial and
duction background desires change. Fir
credentials of character and accompi
ment in all departmentals. Wide exp4S
ence in other media with large inst
tions. Box 406, BROADCASTING.
For Sale — Equipment
For sale cheap, two 200 foot galvani
steel towers. Highest quality and in
condition. Address Box 407, Broadcasti
One Western Electric 1KW Transmit
complete with spare tubes and parts,
eluding thermostatic Crystal Control ps
and generators. Box 405, Broadcasti
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A

TEN

STRIKE!

Down the alley and smash! slightly to
the left or right of the head pin . . .
every pin is down . . . with one ball . . .
and it's a ten strike.
Into New England with a spot program
over WBZ-WBZA

. . . four-fifths of the

market's buying power is reached . . .
and you've done a successful sales job
with the least effort and money.
Let's go even farther on with the comparison :
You've got just the right "ball" when
you use WBZ-WBZA. You've got power,
prestige. And the "alley" is smooth
and as clean as a whistle . . . free of
programs of low standard . . . attractive
because of the high ideals set by
superior management.

NATIONAL

BROADCASTING
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

COMPANY,
SUBSIDIARY

INC.

NEW
YORK
* WASHINGTON
★ CHICAGO
* SAN FRANCISCO
WEAF & WJZ
WRC A WMAL
WMAQ * WENR
KGO A KPO
SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON— WBZ
I
I

• SPRINGFIELD, MASS.— WBZA • SCHENECTADY— WGY
DENVER— KOA • PHILADELPHIA • DETROIT

• PITTSBURGH— KDKA

• CLEVELAND— WT AM

IE

"

UELOCITV

fdr

VERSATIL

IN

THE SMALL
STUDIO . . . Where space limitations might otherwise necessitate the crowding of instruments
and artists, the Velocity Microphone offers an ideal solution
for a pressing problem. Both sides being "live," the members
of the orchestra may be arranged in the manner shown in the
diagram with the resulting assurance of perfect pickup and
balance. In effect, it enlarges the studio.

FOR RADIO DRAMA.. . Modern broadcast plays
often require large casts. Here again the ability to use both
sides of the microphone is an important asset. An additional
feature is the fade-out obtained when actors move into the
side areas of minimum sensitivity, producing the illusion of
moving about the scene.
FOR SOLOISTS.. . Proper relative values for soloist
and accompaniment are easily obtained by placing the artist
on one side, and the orchestra, chorus, etc., on the other.
Crowding is avoided, with its accompanying unbalance, and
proper relative values are easily obtained.
)
IN PUBLIC. . The Velocity Microphone is particularly
effective in pickup work where sensitivity to the program is
of paramount importance, and the ability to suppress extraneous sounds is essential — as, for example, in broadcasts from
restaurants and night clubs. As indicated in the diagram, the
area of minimum sensitivity turned towards the diners prevents any audible interference with the clear, balanced transmission of the program. Not only the usual, but the very
unusual microphone problems which present themselves, may
be solved quickly and satisfactorily through the inherent element of flexibility in the Velocity Microphone.

These are but four examples of the surprising versatility of the RCA Velocity Microphone, feature
a
that joins with High Fidelity in making it a supreme instrument.
Program Type 44-AP Announce Type 44-AA Suspension Type 44-AS
Get in touch with one of these offices:
New York, 1270 Sixth Avenue; Chicago, 111 No. Canal Street; San Francisco,
170 Ninth Street; Dallas, Santa Fe Building; Atlanta, 144 Walter Street, N. W.
RCA Manufacturing Company. Inc., Camden, N. J.
RADIO

CORPORATION

OF

•

miCROPHOni

A subsidiary of the
AMERICA

ITY

I

SOONER

W

Of

LATER

NOW!

High-fidelity is the coming thing— and
we have it now! Into the buying homes
of America more and more new radio
sets, high-fidelity sets, will be singing
their way (lots of them this Christmas).
Then

people

will know

fidelity broadcasting
way

ahead

of them

what

means.
with

We

highare

our 50,000

watt transmitter— the first commercial
station in the country

to offer high-

fidelity engineering from studio microphone right straight through to antenna.

WOR

MUTUAL

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

• WGN, CHICAGO

• WLW, CINCINNATI

• WOR, NEWARK

• CKLW, WINDSOR-DETROIT

JVBC

THESAURUS

Distinguished

Presents

Another

Artist

Ferde Grofe, famous American composer, arranger, orchestra conductor,
and radio celebrity, has been added to
the imposing list of NBC THESAURUS
artists. Another great star becomes
available to over a hundred NBC THESAURUS subscriber stations.
Internationally eminent for his descriptive musical works of American
life, Ferde Grofe needs no introduction to radio audiences. His coming
helps increase the value of NBC THESAURUS tothose stations, and to those
advertisers and advertising agencies,
who avail themselves of its "Treasure
House of Recorded Programs."
NBC THESAURUS offers broadcasters unusual talent and program material with which to build effective and
economical recorded programs for use
in national and local spot markets.
Write for a copy of our new booklet which
describes our NBC THESAURUS in detail.

A Partial List of
Celebrated NBC
Thesaurus Artists:
•
NATHANIEL SHILKRET
HARRY RESER
XAVIER CUGAT
GEORGE HALL
ROSARIO BOURDON
MASTER SINGERS
WESTMINSTER CHOIR
THE HONEYMOONERS
•
Military Band under
direction of
Robert Hood Bowers

NATIONAl
ELECTRICAL

BROADCASTING
COMPANY,
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY

TRANSCRIPTION

SERVICE

.

30 ROCKEFELLER

PLAZA,

NEW

INC.
YORK,

N. Y

^ew

England.^

//

per

savings

in

United

the

/

States/

E. Central
States

Middle Atlantic
States

New England
States

capita

W. Central
States

Southern
States

$514
$361

Here's

your

market!

Here's

your

outlet were
In savings deposits, Massachusetts with $575 per
capita, greatly exceeds all other states.
New England as a whole, with $514 per capita, is far
ahead of other sections of the country, excepting only
New York State, which has $520 per capita.
Figures compiled by Savings Division
American Bankers Association

$20,930

medium!
$91

$45

as against $20,519

$37
for New

England.
How

can you reach most effectively this rich New

England market?

Use the Yankee

Network.

New England's many large centers of population
cover so wide an area that you need intense local
sales effort in many spots. This is impossible with
one station or a small network. But with the Yankee
Network,

which

ties into one

large audience

the

listeners of 12 important retail centers, you can sell
all New
JEW

ENGLAND

England as one market.

savings are the index of its

^| greater earning and spending power
portance as a market.
Though it has but 6.65%
gland earns 8.4%

—

of its
THE

of the population, New

YANKEE
NETWORK,
INC.
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON
EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC., Exclusive National Sales Representative

of the country's total income.

On the spending side, the Department of Cornice census of retail distribution for the entire
untry reports sales of $2,167,760,000

by 105,646

jw England retail outlets. This is greatly in excess
sales in other markets of comparable size, and is
en more impressive when compared with New
rk, the greatest market
member

I, 1935

of all, where

Yankee

Network

sales per
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RIDE

TO

THE

THE

FIRESIDES

RADIO
Primary

and

and

Nisht-time

REPRESENTED

CARPET

MILLIONS

HOMES

Secondary
Coverage

3,461,100

Secondary
Coverage

NATIONALLY

50,000

of

EQUIPPED

Daytime

Primary

MAGIC

WATTS—

A

nQQ

AAA

^/J77/AWV

BY

EDWARD

CBS

BASIC

PETRY

&

CO

OUTLET
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PROGRAM

Indiana

SUPPLY

Bell

SERVICE

- Radio

Telephone

Station

If. I.R.E.

Company

IN YOUR REFER
REPLY TO
PLEASE
Indianapolis, Indiana
November 18, 1935
C6V

Mr, D, E. Kendriok
Radio Station W.I.R.E,
Indianapolis, Indiana
Dear lir. Kendriok t
Confirming our conversation of even date, this is to advise that a program
such as the Geiger Candy program, conducted from 7i30 to 8i00 P.M. each Friday
evening where people are requested to call your station giving their name, address,
and request songs, in the future can only be handled through the installation of
speoial telephone facilities in your offioes and properly manned to care for the
calls.
On Friday, November 15, the last program of this type conducted over your
station, we attempted to count the calls for your station and the number recorded,
which count may not be exact, numbered 16,771 during the 30 minute period*
In a
few of our exchanges the calling was so great that no other calls could be completed,
whioh created a public hazard, particularly in the case of fire.
Other emergency
calls, such as, police, ambulance , etc, also could not be completed as our facilities
were entirely tied up.
Our Traffic Department has made a study of this volume of communications and
has indioated that if this type of program is to be continued it will be necessary
to install 225 central office lines whioh would cost approximately |1300 amonth,
with an installation oharge of approximately $800,
In addition to this, there would
be a special oharge of approximately |400 as these trunks would have to be direct
between our various central offioes and your station as against the present routing
of interexchange trunks.
In order that we may, if you so desire, have the necessary facilities installed
in your offioes for this coming Friday, an official order will have to be given us
not later than 12i00 noon, November 19, otherwise the program as previously given
must be discontinued,
I am sure that in the interest of public welfare in this oomaunity you will cooperate with us in giving the people the best possible telephone
service, and am, therefore, looking forward to either securing an order for the additional facilities or your advice that the practice will be discontinued immediately.
Very truly yours,

.gmeer

WA

cember

1, 1935
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slip up, and one of these slips in, it doesn't
stay long. The station fires us, or we fire
the station. Which makes little difference.

One of them is that power, frequency, network affiliation and such are routine facts

We

tell only part of the story about any
station. Much more important, we
is alert, aggressive management,
to serve listeners and advertisers.

For that reason, you'll find no complacent
colossi, no self-sufficient insignificants as
permanent stations in our list. When we

figgg

FREE

NEW YORK
110 East 42nd St.
Lexington 2-8660

6-

can't sell dead

ones

to our

agency

friends, and we won't even try.
That is why, when you look at the list of
stations represented over a period of years
by Free & Sleininger, you find a group
of conscientious, cooperative broadcasters
who are sincerely trying to do a job.
Moral: Pick F & S stations and avoid disappointments.

SLEININGER,

INCS

iC^fcfc
C^tefireseniaiives
to cJlaiion DETROIT
C^^adCHICAGO
LOS
SANRussFRANCISCO
C. ofANGELES
C. Bldg.
Building
New
Center
Building
180 N. Michigan
Richmond 6184
Franklin 6373
Sutter 5415
Trinity 2-8444

. . . (NBC) . . Des Moines

WGR-WKBW (CBS) . . . Buffalo
WIND-Gary —
WJJD-Chica9o
WHK . . . (CBS) . . Cleveland
KMBC
. . (CBS) . Kansas City
Page 6

&S!

1%/jAYBE we're sort of balmy, but we've
got some rather unusual ideas about
this radio business.

— and
given
think,
eager

WHO

f

KFAB
WAVE
WTCN
KOIL

.
.
.
.

(CBS) . Lincoln-Omaha
(NBC) . . . Louisville
. . Minneapolis-St. Paul
(NBC) ....
Omaha

KSD
KFWB
KOIN

(NBC)

.

.

KOL
KVI

(CBS) .
(CBS) .
(CBS) .

BROADCASTING

. . . St. L
. . . Port
. . . Se
. . . Ta«
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1SCAP-

Warner

By
iSCAP

Holds

To Disclose

Its

to

Fees

for

ITHDRAWAL of the Warner
k)S. publishing houses, control■.g between 25 and 40% of popu; music performed over the air,
bm the American Society of
•mposers, Authors & Publishers
Nov. 26, has thrown Tin Pan
ley into utter confusion. As a
suit, the broadcasting industry
.ds itself in a quandary as to
lere it will stand on performing
*hts when present ASCAP conacts expire Dec. 31.
Immediately following the withawal of the Warner houses,
3CAP steadfastly maintained
tat it will offer no reduction in
price to stations for what reams of its catalog, and that they
jst pay the present 5% of gross,
as sustaining fee for the sharply
pleted catalog, or exercise their
tion to cancel. Should any sta■ns follow the latter course, then
ey can take their chances on "regotiating"
contracts on a more
vorable
basis.
When the smoke clears, it seems
ident, broadcasters will find
emselves in the position of defling whether they prefer the
sidue of the ASCAP catalog to
at offered by the Warner houses
should buy both — thus paying
o pipers.
Feeling Is Better
E WARNER houses, aside from
issuance of strongly worded
jlatements contending that they
pre not received adequate revenue
9m radio through ASCAP, said
■thing formally about the basis
m . which they will license their
2 talogs for radio performance,
flerman Starr, president of First
Bjational Pictures and vice presi*nt of Warner, declared in New
Work immediately following his
J signation from the ASCAP
(fard, that they would sell their
usic for radio under almost any
iirmula, provided there is adequate
venue in it.
The Warner publishing houses
ifarms, Inc., M. Witmark & Son,
amick Music Corp. and New
orld Music Corp.) withdrew from
3CAP because they felt they
:,W ould procure at least $1,000,000
om the $3,000,000 ASCAP royalinl1 jackpot, as against about $340,j||i0arrthey
getting.
Mr.
statedarethatnowWarner
intended
J(j get this money direct from rao by setting up its own licensing
flW ganization.
December

I, 1935

Split
Embroils
TAISHOFF
SOL

Rates

While

Radio;

Starr

Warner
Challenges

Bros.

Refuses

Networks

Summary of the Copyright Crisis
1. Warner Bros, publishing houses, controlling between 25 and 40%
of ASCAP catalog, withdraw and say they will license radio separately.
2. ASCAP thus far refuses to compensate for Warner loss and states
contracts will be renewed after Dec. 31 on same basis as at present,
meaning
more
for that
it. if broadcasters want rights to same music they must pay
3. Warner apparently aiming at networks from which it wants to
procure bulk of revenue.
4. Broadcasters may find themselves in position of deciding whether
they want remainder of ASCAP catalog or whether they will take Warner music, forsaking one or the other.
5. Litigation against Warner by authors and composers inevitable
to ascertain its rights to license their works to exclusion of ASCAP.
6. Mysterious new company, called Transcontinental Broadcasting
Co. Inc., enters radio, with reputed backing of movie executives who
seek to invade transcription field both commercially and from music
control angle.
In submitting his resignation to
the ASCAP board, it is reported,
Mr. Starr said that his independent organization would license its
music for radio in the way that
would be productive of greatest
revenue. It will deal with broadcasters, advertisers or advertising
agencies,
on a basis,
per piece
or measured -service
a percentage
basis plus sustaining fee, outright
licensing of its catalogs on nonexclusive or exclusive basis, or any
other way that seems to it the best
revenue-producer.
Meanwhile, ASCAP insisted that,
in spite of the withdrawal of the
Warner houses, it still held the
small or performing rights of the
composers and writers attached to
these houses, and that there was
a serious question as to whether
its catalog would be diminished appreciably. Litigation on this score
was accepted as a foregone conclusion by all sides. Suits are expected before present ASCAP contracts
expire. The issue has never tested
in court.
Baldwin on Scene
WHERE THE broadcasters stand
was so much in doubt that James
W. Baldwin, managing director of
the NAB, on Nov. 28 sent to his
board a detailed report on the situation, prior to entering negotiations of any nature either with
ASCAP or with Warner. He had
hurried to New York Nov. 26, and
the following day discussed the
broadcasters' status with both E.
C. Mills, ASCAP general manager,
and Mr.
Starr, but with no concrete results.

• BROADCASTING

"Developments in the ASCAP
situation require that you hold
yourselves ready for a board meetto be called
on short
notice",
Mr. ing
Baldwin
informed
the score
of
members of his board. He submitted a detailed report of every
phase of the copyright situation,
as he understood it, preparatory
to taking steps to negotiate for
contract modifications, new contracts or continuances.
On the preceding day, he had
wired all stations as follows:
"Letter re ASCAP been delayed day to day since board
meeting
Oct. 17) anticipating new(on
developments.
Warner
Brothers today announced their
withdrawal from ASCAP end this
year. Full
particulars
ported to board.
Urge being
you resit
tight await full report and
board's recommendation and that
you refer all correspondence
Mr. Baldwin added upon his return from the round of conferences
that all of the factors involved by
virtue of the Warner withdrawal
makehere."
it impossible to give a true
appraisal of the situation now confronting the industry. Several
days at least, he asserted, must
elapse before it will be possible to
analyze the existing conditions.
It was apparent from what Mr.
Starr said in his statements and
verbally that he intended to procure from the networks the bulk
of the revenue for performance of
Warner music. Among other things
he alleged that the networks, representing more than half of the industry's gross revenues, were pay-

$3.00 A YEAR — 15c A COPY

Copyright
ing something like 1% of it, as
against 5% emanating from independent stations.
Edward Klauber, CBS first
vice president, and A. L. Ashby,
vice president and general counsel
of NBC, presumably will be drawn
into negotiations both with ASCAP
and Warner in view of the break.
The network owned and operating
stations, and about two dozen independently-owned stations have extended their present ASCAP contracts for five years, containing a
clause under which ASCAP agrees
to maintain its catalog substantially as is, which, of course, means
inclusion of Warner music. The
same clause specifies that ASCAP
will save the licensee harmless
from infringement of any of these
numbers.
When the withdrawal of Warner
was indicated even as a possibility,
ASCAP last summer declined to
extend any other contracts for the
five year period with this protection clause against substantial diminution, but attached a rider under which stations would be permitted to cancel their contracts in
the future if the catalog was substantially diminished, but if they
elected to continue, would have to
pay the full 5% plus sustaining
fees.
Tieing into this was the assertion by Mr. Starr that, after Dec.
31, any performance of numbers
of Warner subsidiaries without license would be promptly prosecuted at the statutory rate of $250
per infringement. He added that
Warner had about $10,000,000 invested in music and would protect
its rights to the limit.
He informed Mr. Baldwin that
he would meet with any representative group of broadcasters and
discuss their music problems, provided they would listen to the
problems of his own organization.
Whether and when this discussion
will take place depends upon the
reaction of the NAB board.
The Blackest Picture
IN ITS WORST aspect, it is pointed out, a situation can develop at
the end ofcastersthis
yearhave
whereby
broad-to
will not
licenses
perform either the ASCAP or the
Warner catalogs. That would mean
that stations would be limited to
performance of other minor catalogs to which they hold license and
to public domain music. Such a
contingency
would tomean
stations would have
watchthatclosely
their performances of music, and
more than likely curtail their operating schedules to conform with
available program material which
(Continued on page 50)
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Booking

Agent

Suit

Held Up by Court
Temporary Injunction Protects
Sherwin-Williams Account
A TEMPORARY injunction was
granted Nov. 23 in the United
States Southern District Court by
Federal Judge John C. Knox restraining Charles Henry Freeman
Jr., a booking agent, from claiming
any copyright or from bringing
any suit or threatening any suit
against Sherwin - Williams Co.,
Cleveland, or making false or misleading statements regarding the
paint company's radio program.
The injunction is subject to further order of the court and the
trial date for the law suit has not
been set.
Cecil, Warwick & Cecil Inc.,
New York, and NBC both filed
suits against Mr. Freeman on Nov.
5, after the defendant had placed
a two column ad in Variety warning all and sundry agents, networks and sponsors that the idea
of presenting amateurs and the unknowns of opera were copyrighted
and that all would be subject to
possible prosecution to the limit
for invasion of the defendants
rights. NBC is suing for $59,058,
the amount, less discounts, that
they would receive from the radio
program and Cecil, Warwick &
Cecil seeks $16,583 as its share of
the proceeds from the program.
Simultaneous with the filing of the
law suits both complainants asked
for
man.an injunction against Mr. FreeThe client, Sherwin - Williams,
has refused to go on the air until
it is assured that it will not be
subject to damages.
Copyright Details
IN THE ANSWER to this suit
filed by Mr. Freeman he claims
that he contacted Jack Warwick of
the agency and told him of his
plan to put the Metropolitan Auditions on the air. Mr. Warwick
claims the only time he talked with
the defendant was about placing a
singer on the Vince program some
time ago. The defendant does not
have any written agreements with
anyone for the idea or the use of
the word Metropolitan, it is said.
No copyright was on file in
Washington until after the Sherwin -Williams program was announced in the press Oct. 23, it is
alleged. A copyright was received
in Washington Oct. 26, it is understood, but did not have the necessary registration fee and was returned. The data was finally filed
some time during the first week in
November.
In the court proceedings Nov. 23,
the attorney for the defendant was
Walter Seligsberg of Seligsberg &
Lewis. Samuel Seabury, who represented Mr. Freeman in earlier
hearings, did not put in an appearance and conceded the point
that the idea was not copyrightable
and that the running of the advertisement was ill-advised.
It is not assured the program
will go on the air as scheduled Dec.
1. Jack Warwick left New York
Nov. 25 to confer with the sponsor
in Cleveland about last minute details. At no time was there a cancellation for time sent in to NBC.
Stuart Sprague is representing
NBC and Edward C. Raftery of
O'Brien, Driscoll & Raftery is representing Cecil, Warwick & Cecil.
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Butcher V-P of CBS
HARRY
C.
BUTCHER,
director of the
Washington
office of CBS and
general manager
of W JS V, its
capital city outlet, on Nov. 26
was elected a vice
president by
of the
Mr. Butcher network
the
CBS board. He will continue his
present duties. Mr. Butcher, who
celebrated his 34th birthday on
Nov. 15, has been with CBS since
1930, when he was retained as director of its Washington office. In
1932, he took over management of
WJSV. With Mr. Butcher's election, he becomes the seventh CBS
vice president. Others are Edward
Klauber, first vice president, Sam
Pickard, H. K. Boice, L. W. Lowman,lie
Paul Atlass.
W. Kesten, and H. LesTHE newly-formed Western Network, comprising KNX, Hollywood, and KSFO, San Francisco,
brought the Notre Dame - USC
football game from South Bend,
Ind., to the Pacific Coast on Nov.
23 by leasing a special telephone
line from WGN, Chicago, and the
Mutual Broadcasting System.
New

High

Record

WNOX

IS ACQUIRED

BY SCRIPPS-HOWARD
WNOX, Knoxville, Tenn., on Nov.
19 was acquired by the Continental Broadcasting Co., Scripps-Howard newspapers subsidiary, coincident with the approval of voluntary assignments of the license by
the FCC Broadcast Division. The
station, acquired for approximately $75,000, will be operated in conjunction with the Knoxville NewsSentinel, Scripps-Howard newspaper. It is a CBS outlet.
At its meeting Nov. 12 the
Broadcast Division had set the application for hearing. A motion for
reconsideration was filed, however,
and received approval at the Nov.
19 meeting. The station operates
on 1010 kc. with 1,000 watts night
and 2,500 watts until local sunset.
The station is the second to be
acquired by the Scripps - Howard
newspapers. Previously it had purchased WCPO (formerly WFBE)
Cincinnati 100-watter. James C.
Hanrahan, Continental vice president, will direct the operation of
WNOX, temporarily at least. Karl
A. Bickel, Scripps-Howard executive, is president of Continental.
in

Monthly

Billings

Is Shown
by NBC
and CBS in October
BOTH NBC and CBS reached new network can be traced to the shiftheights in monthly billings for Oc- ing of the Amos 'n' Andy program
tober, a combined total of $4,707,- to the WEAF network last sum512 having been registered during mer after a seven-year run on the
the month, with $2,777,061 for Blue.
NBC
and $1,930,512 for CBS. For the ten months the total
These totals are new records in NBC billings stand at $25,607,472,
the annals of monthly radio bill- an increase of 14% over a year ago.
ings for each network.
CBS has a 10-month total of $14,For the ten months the CBS 029,437, an even greater increase
gain over the same period last year over 1934 — 22.3%.
in 10.2%, the NBC-WEAF gain is The first figures released for
6.5% and NBC-WJZ showed a loss Mutual Broadcasting System show
of 7.3%. This loss on the WJZ a total of $168,789 for October.
Networks'
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
Total
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
Total
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
Total

Gross
Monthly
NBC-WEAF
(Red) Time Sales
% Gain
1935 Over
1934
1934
1933
1932
$1,729,137
32.0 $1,309,662
$1,031,373 $1,421,034
1,620,977
33.3 1,215,998
908,531 1,379,120
1,802,741
31.1 1,374,910
1,028,935 1,484,906
1,656,283
22.2 1,355,587
809,508 1,297,903
1,614,969
12.0 1,441,900
816,665 1,150,152
1,464,124
15.1 1,272,480
824,155 979,262
1,360,833
12.3 1,212,163
759,155 933,295
1,214,307
4.5 1,161,581
869,054 911,950
1,234,766
1.4 1,218,219
884,699 904,071
1,727,229
6.5 1,621,119
1,223,692 1,064,059
$15,420,470
17.0 $13,183,619
$9,155,767 $11,525,752
CBS
$1,768,949
25.8 $1,405,948
$941,465 $1,348,842
1,654,461
19.2 1,387,823
884,977 1,319,414
1,829,553
20.0 1,524,904
1,016,102 1,436,050
1,615,389
17.8 1,371,601
775,487 1,354,592
1,287,455
2.5 1,255,887
624,256 1,326,994
1,066,729
15.2 925,939
553,056 915,830
910,470
44.5 630,290
445,414 591,183
879,019
71.2 513,315
499,638 540,342
1,086,900
55.2 700,491
547,203 685,156
1,930,512
10.2 1,752,601
1,125,793 972,358
$14,029,437
22.3 $11,468,799
$7,413,391 $10,490,761
NBC-WJZ (Blue)
$1,093,749
10.6 $988,503
$752,052 $1,068,868
1,072,136
18.7 902,866
744,209 1,054,490
1,156,032
12.4 1,028,552
859,572 1,228,844
975,970
5.6 924,623
783,898 1,227,530
1,007,931
8.7 926,880
761,231 1,041,195
863,511
5.1 821,607
609,830 1,002,039
795,525
38.0 576,429
539,662 810,948
756,797
55.0 488,202
459,413 756,873
873,890
51.5 577,033
582,837 813,377
973,789 —7.3 1,050,856
793,199 900,772
$9,564,296
15.4 $8,285,551
$6,885,903 $9,904,936

Kansas
Said

City

to Seek

Star

KMBC!

Report Linked to Blair Death;
Church Denies, Fitzer Admits I

NEGOTIATIONS
are reported oiji
h:
progress
for the purchase
KMBC or possibly some other Kan
sas City station by the Kansas Citt
Star, owners of WDAF. KMBC
is mentioned because of the deatl j
Nov. 9 of Frederick B. Blair, it:
president and principal stock
holder. Details were lacking but i
was reported that overtures al
ready had been made to the Blai
estate for purchase of the station
a CBS basic outlet, operating oi
the 950 kc. channel with l,00i
watts night and 5,000 watts day. a
Arthur B. Church, vice presiden
and general manager of KMB(
and a large stockholder, informe*
Broadcasting Nov. 25 in respons
to a telegraphic inquiry that pre
ent stockholders of KMBC have
intention, to his knowledge, of sel
ing the station. He added that th
report that negotiations are unde
way were apparently inaccurate.
Confirmed by Fitzer
ON THE other hand, H. Dean Fit
zer, manager of WDAF, responci
ing to a telegram from Broadcast
ing, said "it is true we are mi
gotiating for a second radio sti
WDAF has been looking for
second Kansas City outlet f(
some time. The additional st;
tion, it is understood, is beiri
tion".
sought primarily to make it po
sible for the newspaper to broa<
cast a greater number of progran
of local interest. WDAF is an NB
basic outlet.
Mr. Blair died after a brief il
ness at his Kansas City home (
his 67th birthday. He organize
the Midland Broadcasting Co.
1927 which purchased the static
from the Latter Day Saints Chun
in Independence, Mo. With M
Church, he remained in active c
rectorship of the station durii
the last eight years and was at r
desk a week before his death. I
was active in Chamber of Coi:
merce and civic affairs.
Actual disposal of an existii
Kansas City station to WDA
would be subject to FCC approv
Should the arrangement be coj
summated the question of multit
ownership of stations by newsp
pers in the same community wot
be raised. No definite policy
this ever has been established b j
it has been a matter of convert]
tion for some months.
Woodbury Deferred
PAUL WHITEMAN and his cj
chestra will remain on the Kra
Phenix Cheese Co. program i]
another month after Dec. 5 wb
Bing Crosby joins the progra
The original announcement s:
that Crosby was to take this sh
over on this date and Paul Whi j
man was to go on the air tj
following month
for John j
Woodbury Co., Cincinnati. De I
has arisen in getting the time :|
the
soap took
manufacturer
so, Krai H
Phenix
the opportunity
give assumes
Bing Crosby
build-uponbefJ i |
he
full acontrol
2, emanating from the new N
studios in Hollywood. The Wo J
bury program is expected to t:|
the air late in January over
NBC-WJZ network.
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FCC

Against
Stations
under scrutiny. If any of the Federal agencies have information or
roadcast Division Calls Its Legal Staff on the Carpet
data concerning the product advertised, then the fact must be rend Orders Cessation of Reckless Program
Charges
ported to the Broadcast Division.
Conversely,
if there is no informaeffect.
The
story
is
told
that
the
fled;
the
complaint
alone
has
been
jbLICIES
pursued
by FCCagainst
law- sufficient basis on which to start an station under surveillance of the
tion, this likewise must be reirs in their
rampages
ported to the Division. In the lati|me types of commercial pro- "investigation". Usually, the sta- FCC may have its license revoked
ter instance the lawyers can recomtions have been requested to sub- with the result that it cannot fuljams, notably medical, have been
mend to the Division that the
mit in affidavit form such detailed
fill the advertising contract and
nically altered by the Broadcast
that
the
advertiser
will
lose
in
the
information
as
the
continuities
questionable
account be investigat:vision to alleviate hardships
end.
ed by the Trade Commission, upon
on broadcasting stations, adver- used in connection with the parYet in the final analysis perhaps request of the FCC. A working
ticular commercial programs,
ers and advertising agencies,
arrangement on this was agreed
less than 10% of the stations to
triking at what has become the sealed samples of the commodity
several weeks ago by members
e of the broadcaster's existence if it happened to be such rather originally "investigated" because of the Broadcast Division in a
ear of citations on programs —
than a "service" commercial, copies of complaints actually go to hear- conference with Trade Commisof contracts and similar informaBroadcast Division at a meeting, and there have been no delesion members designed to develop
tions since the FCC came into beJg Nov. 19 called in the lawyers tion.
cies.
a "liaison" between the two agenThe
station
immediately
found
ing
in
July,
1934.
That
has
been
i| supervisory charge of comcaints and program investiga- itself embarrassed and threatened because the majority of the comIt then
will betoupdecide
to the whether
Broadplaints are irresponsible or from
tes to instruct them at first hand with a hearing at which its license
cast Division
the new procedure. The Divi- renewal would be at stake. The unknown
sources,
and
because
litsteps
should
be
taken
to
conduct
tle or no effort has been made to
Ei>n members were spurred into FCC lawyers then made their "inan inquiry into the account and
tion by the growing volume of
"investigate
the complainants" in to hail the station for a hearing.
vestigation", and if they deemed it the
first instance.
Nations against stations because warranted, would recommend to
In other words, before a letter of
This entire procedure is washed
medical, lottery and other pro- the FCC that the station's renewal be designated for hearing and a out under the new policies. Here- any nature can be sent to a stajams against which complaints
tion respecting a program, Broadafter when a complaint is received,
id been made.
temporary license issued.
cast Division approval must be
Stations have complained bitter- irrespective of the source, the Law
'At present, it is estimated, there
It is thought that unDepartment will be required to procured.
ly over this procedure.
der this procedure most of the
](e some transgressions
300 "charges" alleging
check with other governmental
eiogram
against
Loss of Business
filed with the FCC will
lime 100 stations. The abandon
agencies to ascertain whether they complaints
get to the attention of the
r th which stations have been cited THEY have charged that as soon have any knowledge of the product never
station affected and will be dropped
"investigated" by subordinate as the "investigations" begin their or the service in question. The as irresponsible — something that
DC lawyers has thrown such fear competitors usually find it out and agencies with which these checks now
is done after the stations in
Ipo the hearts of practically all begin soliciting their accounts. To must be made are the Federal
cases have been harassed
nation owners that they view the lay advertiser, who has only a Trade Commission, Food & Drug many
and embarrassed.
■th scepticism accounts which or- cursory knowledge of radio regula- Administration and Post Office Detion, but who is familiar with such
New Procedure
Iharily they would not hesitate in
;cepting, and which newspapers
outstanding cases of punitive ac- partment.
Up to this time no communication as the deletion of the Brinktion of any character can go to AFTER deciding upon the change
iid other media do not question at
L This attitude on the part of ley and Baker and Shuler stations, the station informing it that the in policy the three Broadcast Division members — Chairman Sykes,
particular account or product is
any broadcasters has caused ad- this news generally has pursuasive
Vice Chairman Case and FCC
Lrtisers, in turn, to shy clear of
; dio when they ordinarily might
Chairman Prall — called in the lawyers in direct charge of this work.
liisje the medium,
and agencies
Advertising Shows Broad Improvement
i. jve reflected a similar view,
They
are George B. Porter, assistiti i
ant general counsel in charge of
Definite Policies
jj ,
broadcasting, and David H. DeibAs Result of Its Scrutiny, FTC
Claims
5 -LL THIS information had seeped
ler, lawyer immediately responsible for investigations. In no un!; .fck to FCC members and resulted "GENERAL improvement" in action usually dwindles to a fraccertain terms they were told of the
tion of the total examined.
irif the decision to declare definite newspaper, magazine and radio
new
limitations and were sharply
advertising
has
resulted
from
the
'[ !Hides under which the BroadAsks Change in Law
cautioned against the haphazard
the Federal Trade ComJ'fet Division itself, rather than work of mission
in scrutinizing copy and THE FTC recommended to Con- actions of the past.
Si dividual lawyers, will decide in
Chairman Prall called their atcontinuities through its Special
, .3 first instance whether formal
gress that Section 5 of the Federal
tention to the petition filed by one
Board of Investigation, according
Trade Commission Act be amend*;'oceedings will
be instituted to
station
which had been cited for
the annual report of that agency
ed specifically to prohibit not only
%ainst stations. Tnus, it is anWiipated, citations based on flimsy submitted to Congress and made
unfair competition in commerce
carryingcount.a The particular
medical that
acstation contended
but also unfair or deceptive acts
W "frivilous" complaints will be public Nov. 29.
a dozen or more other stations
In defining the nature of its ad- in commerce. "This recommenda'ti;,:;carded promptly, and only those
carried the same program and
vertising surveys the FTC said
U )lations of good programming
tion," it said, "is made in order to were not molested in any way. He
f°fion which definite proof and in- that in a large majority of cases
give the Commission clear jurisdic- even identified these stations and
rmation has been procured will advertisers have entered into stiption over a practice which is unulations with it to cease and desist
fair or deceptive to the public and charged the FCC with discriminafollowed through to the notifition in citing his station alone.
tion and possibly the hearing from publishing or broadcasting
is not necessarily unfair to a comAssistant General Counsel Porige on renewals of license.
misleading statements. In only a
petitor. There are times when such
responded that the FCC can
This is the reform for which the relatively few cases do advertisers
a practice is so universal in an in- only tertake
action under the law
dustry that the public is primarily
1 lustry has been hoping since the refuse to stipulate, making neceswhen a specific complaint is made
injured
rather
than
individual
sary
formal
complaints
and
possi. ; JC began its "questionable proble litigation. In many cases, it competitors. In such cases it is and cannot initiate action against
.5{jam"
campaign
a vengeance
iy this
year. with
The view
is that added, the advertiser immediately
very difficult, if not impossible, to others when it has no complaint
Mr. Prall charcancels
all
advertising
complained
'Jj actically all stations have fallen about upon receipt of the first show injury to competitors, but the or information.
acterized this as grossly unjust.
line on glaringly improper acinjury
to
the
public
is
manifest."
Mr.
Porter,
however,
contended
One such case, it was recalled,
communication and does not adverjnts and that they are now
tise again until his matter has was that involving the radio-adver- that these complaints and investiare of the meaning of "public
were kept confidential and
been adjudicated.
tised productIn"Marmola",
an anti- should gations
ijfcerest"
in commercial
not cause any hardship
Up to June 30, 1935, the report fat remedy.
ere is still
more to be credits.
accomlitigation involving
the product, unfair competition in upon the station in question. Forr Ished, it is felt, but there does said, 439,252 radio continuities,
mal action in the nature of a citacommerce could not be proved but
j. t seem to be any justification, voluntarily supplied by the broadthe product itself was condemned
tion for hearing on renewal of licasting
industry,
had
been
rejJthe minds of individual members
cense, he argued, came only after
ceived. Of these a preliminary re- in the Supreme Court opinion.
' the Broadcast Division, for helExplaining its procedure, the the lawyers were satisfied that
r-skelter citations on non-concluview had been completed on 376,they had a case against the sta539, resulting in 38,873 being re- FTC said that when it receives
■.y. e evidence.
tion. The argument, however, did
complaints or notes the existence
ferred,
as
possibly
false
or
mishold water with the Broadcast
-8jlfUp to the present, FCC lawyers
leading, to members of the board
of apparently false and mislead- not
'Jjjve
been
querying
stations
for
Division members and the changed
ing representations in advertising,
~Lll information on almost any ac- and their legal assistants for further consideration and possible ac- it initiates an investigation. A procedure was ordered.
'jfint as soon as a "complaint" is
tion. In this weeding out process,
The view is that procedure herequestionnaire
is sent
to the60)adver'reived. It has not mattered
(Continued
on page
(Continued on page 60)
• lether the complaint was justi- the number actually held up for
0ecember

Relaxes

1, 1935

Campaign
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Ice

Industry

1936

Radio

Plans
Series

Coast-to-Coast Promotion Will
Start After First of Year
A COAST -TO -COAST broadcast
series will form the backbone of a
$600,000 advertising campaign to
be launched shortly after Jan. 1
by the National Association of Ice
Industries.
National magazines will also be
used in the ice campaign, which
was unanimously approved by the
more than 1100 members present
at the Association's 18th annual
convention, held in Chicago Nov.
12-15, where the idea of a nationwide campaign to combat the encroachments ofelectrical refrigeration into the field formerly served
by ice alone was proposed.
R. C. Suhr, head of the City Ice
& Fuel Co., Cleveland, and president of National Ice Advertising
Co. Inc. (the advertising committee of the Association which incorporated to facilitate the carrying
out of an advertising campaign),
told the convention how an advertising fund of $426,000 had been
raised in less than 30 days. Some
details of the advertising, which
will feature the slogan "Cold Alone
Is Not Enough", were given by W.
L. Chesman, vice president of Donahue & Coe Inc., New York advertising agency, which will direct the
campaign. The radio program he
said, will be half-hour broadcast
titled An Evening at Pick fair and
will portray Mary Pickford as hostess to other celebrities of the
movie colony. He pointed out Miss
Pickford's unique qualifications as
spokeswoman for the Association,
referring to her as a "gentlewomis notedrather
for her
ness an"andwho charm
thangraciousfor sex
appeal. He also stressed the great
amount of publicity Pickfair has
had due to Miss Pickford's entertaining there such nationally
known characters as the late President Coolidge and Mrs. Coolidge.
A sample broadcast was presented to the convention, starting
with the theme song "Cold Alone
Is Not Enough" and concluding
with
a request
"see your local
ice man
for a todemonstration
of
modern air-conditioned refrigerators."
Dick Tracy Renewed
STERLING PRODUCTS Inc.,
New York (California Syrup of
Figs), has renewed the Dick Tracy
series, transcribed by World Broadcasting System, for placement on
18 stations, effective the week of
Dec. 30. The account is placed by
Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, Chicago.

Data on Receiving Sets
First on Joint Program
Of Radio Coverage Group
AS A PRELIMINARY venture in
the effort toward creation of a cooperative independent bureau to
authenticate station coverage and
listener data, a subcommittee of
the "Committee of Fifteen" equally representative of the three trade
associations is engaged in a study
of receiving set distribution. This
initial phase, it is learned, was
agreed to by the cooperative committee set up by the Association of
National Advertisers, American
Association of Advertising Agencies and the NAB.
The figures presumably will be
as of Jan. 1, 1936, when released
and are being procured from a variety of sources. They are expected to supplant the cooperative
receiving set distribution estimates
made during the past several years
by CBS in collaboration with the
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
Meanwhile, the Committee of
Fifteen has made no announcement
whatever respecting the basis upon
which the projected independent
bureau will be established. The effort is to provide for radio the
equivalent of the Audit Bureau of
Circulations data available for
publications. The Bureau would be
supported by assessments of the
media and advertisers using its
services. Approximately $30,000
already has been ear-marked for
the bureau's use by the networks —
$20,000 from NBC, because it has
two networks and $10,000 from
CBS.
The technical subcommittee
working on the census survey as
well as other matters submitted to
it by the full committee or by the
executive committee, comprises
John Karol, CBS research director; Paul F. Peter, RCA statistician, for NBC; A. W. Lehman,
assistant managing director of
ANA; David E. Robinson, AAAA,
and Herman S. Hettinger, NAB.
General Baking on CBS
GENERAL BAKING Co., New
York (Bond bread), now using
Terry & Ted transcriptions on a
number of Eastern stations, will
start a network series on 10 CBS
stations Dec. 2 using the same
title. The program will be broadcast Mondays through Fridays, 55:15 p. m., and is directed at children. WBS will record the network programs for stations now
using the Terry & Ted - discs.
WJSV, Washington CBS outlet, on
Nov. 18 started the transcriptions
and will not take the network
series. Batten, Barton, Durstine
& Osborn Inc., New York, is the
agency.

RCA PHOTO MURAL MOSAIC— This collection of typical pictures is
installed on the wall of the RCA License Laboratory, New York. All
pictures were taken by amateur photographers on the staff. They porPage 10

NAB
During the War
"FOR the Duration of the
War" reads one contract in
the files of WMAZ, Macon,
Ga. It calls for a five-minute
resume each evening of "The
War Today" and is sponby Mayo's,
a men's
clothingsored store
operated
by
Crane and Crane, New York
City. The contract also calls
for three announcements a
day and a quarter-hour musical each Sunday for 12
months.

W. P. Phillips Is Named
As CBS Client Counsel
W. P. PHILLIPS has been appointed by CBS as merchandising
specialist and client counsel. He
will be available at all times to advertising agencies to serve as a
merchandising consultant. This is
another new CBS service to advertisers. It will be Mr. Phillips' job
to create new merchandising ideas
and to show clients how other
clients have merchandised radio
successfully.
Mr. Phillips at one time was
connected with Erwin, Wasey &
Co., in both the New York and
Chicago offices. Recently he was
promotion
manager
the Electric Home and
Farm for
Authority
(a
division of Tennessee Valley Authority) and later was director of
visual education and in charge of
general publicity for TVA. At one
time he was an instructor at the
University of Wisconsin.
Ovaltine on Discs
"LITTLE Orphan Annie", sponsored by the Wander Co., Chicago
(Ovaltine), over NBC, starting
Dec. 3 also will be heard via World
Broadcasting System transcription
over 17 stations. The 15-minute program will be scheduled five times
weekly. Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Inc., Chicago, places the account.
Stations on which the disc program is being placed are KFJR,
KSL, KLZ, WTCN, KTSA, WWL,
WGR, KTRH, KGA, KSD, KNX,
KYA, KTUL, KJR, KTAR; CFCF,
Montreal; CFRB, Toronto.
RCA Declares Dividends
THE regular quarterly dividend
on the "A" preferred stock of the
Radio Corporation of America for
the fourth quarter of the year
1935 was declared Nov. 22 by the
board of directors, David Sarnoff,
president, announced. The dividend
is 1%% for the quarter, amounting1 to 87% cents a share.

BOARD

REJECTS

CODE RESUMPTION
BY A VOTE of the NAB board o
directors, the invitation of Georg
L. Berry, Federal Coordinator fo
Industrial Cooperation, to partici
pate in a conference designed tc
revive NRA
code practices has
been rejected on behalf of th
broadcasting industry. James W
Baldwin, NAB managing directo
queried the score of members a;
officers of the NAB as to the
views and the majority vote w:
in
the negative.
The round-tab
conference
is scheduled
for Dec. I
in Washington.
Mr. Baldwin's letter to M
Berry, sent Nov. 22, follows in ful
text:
This is in further reply to your let
ter of October 9 extending to the ra
dio broadcasting industry an invita
tion
to participate
in round-table
dis
cussions
for the purpose
of confer
ring upon the advisability of develor
ing a permanent structure, contem
plating the furtherance of prosperir
and stability in our industrial life an
an acknowledgment of the receipt o
your letter dated November 7.
It seems quite clear from the let
ters received from you that the pui
pose of these round-table discussion
is to prepare a program and determin
upon
of action which
shal
result aincourse
a reestablishment,
by legis
lative enactment, of all or a part
the Codes of Fair Competition whic
were approved in pursuance of th
provisions contained in the Nation
Industrial Recovery Act.
We, therefore, approach the ques
tion presented in the light of our e?
periences in the administration of th
Code of Fair Competition for the R
dio Broadcasting Industry. Withoi
attempting to discuss here the man
phases of code regulation, we are coi
vinced that the highly competith
character of the radio broadcasting ii
dustry must not be destroyed. We rj
gard it as practically impossible t
adopt any regulation governing hour
wages and prices which will not set
standard that will be oppressive 1
many members of our industry an
prejudicial
to the best interests of a
our
employees.
We are confident that the problen
related to your undertaking insoff
as the radio broadcasting industry
concerned can be best met by givh
due consideration to each proble
separately and giving due weight
the conditions and circumstances su
rounding
it without regard
common denomination
for the toinduai
try as a whole.
We regret to say we cannot acce^l
your invitation.
Buy News Services
INTERNATIONAL NEWS SE1
vice has announced the signing i
WMC, Memphis, and WOAI, Se
Antonio, in the last month. Unit<
Press has signed WOWO, Omah
WDRC, Hartford, and KJR, Sea!
tie; with four more stations sign**
to
the service after the fir]
of begin
the year.

tray the story of broadcast engineering, starting with the laborato
and drawing board, and proceeding through factory production lii
studio, antenna and into the listener's home.
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leasuring

Station

Coverage

Mechanically

By
ROBERT
F. ELDER*
Marketing Department, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
ock-like
Boston;

Attachment

to Set

Tells

to What

When,

AT ARE the specifications for
dtable audit of radio coverage?
irst, it should be purely and
ply a measure of coverage, not
retention or effect of advertisThe broadcaster's job is to
Jver the program through the
of the audience. It is the agen1 job to make the program rerabered. The advertiser of
rse wants to measure both, but
justice they ought to be meapd separately.
ieeond, it should measure the
ble audience and not merely
ft of it. The sample should be
jjperly proportioned both geojphically and by income groups,
'hird,
it all
should
the
ience at
hours measure
of day and
jht
without annoyance to radio
eners.
I'ourth, it should be highly im-jsonal and objective. The results
uld not be subject to the peral equation in either interview; or listeners themselves. Most
!*vey errors are due to inaccuras consciously or unconsciously
roduced by the human element.
Mechanical Way Needed
If: OTHER WORDS, it has for a
jg time been apparent to more
pi a few people that an ideal
"f'Kr to measure radio coverage
'[aid be to record in some me.nical fashion every program reved over every set in the coun. We are all in agreement that
le* i s is thoroughly impractical.
4 tripling technique, however, is
iy ill enough developed so that to
i1} ure such a record for a reason(e number of sets, properly disouted, would represent approxite attainment of the ideal,
jjrf Various projects for doing this
ye been, advanced. Some of you
y remember the suggestion that
lividual sets be wired to a cen.1 record board. At a given
lint in the program the announjjij
ask all listeners
, ■ed would
the entertainment
to push who
the
gijsen button attached to their sets,
:. d on would go the green lights at
$k control
station.
Thenchance
the disinters would
get their
to
J[?n the studio into a red light disfijlJjct. An ingenious idea, which
ght appeal to the embryo engi_-,er, but hardly to the cost acantant.
Then there is the proposal to
asure program popularity by
2 increase or decrease in the elecc power load caused by people
rning their sets on and off. In a
w cases, as with some important
ize fight or a Presidential adess, there is a startling effect on
j2 load curve. But this is a speccular demonstration, and not a
rdstick. Even the measurement
the gross listening audience is
* Excerpts from an address before
|e American Marketing Society, Atatd'atic City, Nov. 29. Only that porliitiHi of the address relating to the new
irvey method is published herewith.
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Being

Used

Station

Experimentally

Listener

Tunes

CAN RADIO coverage be measured mechanically, just
as the turnstile at the baseball park counts admissions?
"Yes", says Prof. Elder, a pioneer in radio survey work.
Beyond that he discloses what he believes to be a workable method. A clock-like attachment to radio sets
already has been devised by himself and an associate,
and is being used experimentally in Boston in 1,000
sample homes. The results of this experiment will be
known in six weeks. If it works acceptably, one of
radio's biggest puzzles will be solved.
only qualitatively accurate, and it
affords no way of measuring the
coverage of each of two programs
broadcast simultaneously.
If we want a mechanical measurement which will really tell the
story on coverage, then, we are
practically forced to a recording
instrument which can be attached
to individual sets and which will
make a record of when and to what
stations those sets are tuned. The
idea is an old one. Recording instruments have long been in use
for many industrial purposes. To
apply a recorder to radio measurement, however, involves sundry difficulties. The technical problems
are somewhat different from those
encountered in recording temperature or humidity measurements.
Installation in the many different
types of sets in use presents another series of problems. And still
further complications arise when
we consider the question of getting public acceptance of the idea
of attaching such gadgets to radio
sets.
Listening Is Mechanical
DIFFICULTIES or not, however,
there remains the fundamental
fact that no none can listen to his
radio without throwing a switch,
nor can he tune a station without
having his tuning dial and condenser shaft and plates in a definite
position. The fundamental things
which the engineer needs to produce a record of radio set usage
are there.
This is, I realize, a rather
lengthy preamble to the discussion
of a new method of radio coverage
with which a considerable amount
of experimenting has been done recently. I have gone on at this
length to make you familiar with
the line of thinking which led to
development of the method.
By this new method, the radio
audience is measured by attaching
to the radio sets in a properly selected group of homes instruments
to make a continuous record of the
times when those sets are tuned in
and the stations to which they are
tuned. Technically, the instrument
involves a synchronous motor of
the Telechron type, driven from
the main current supply to the set
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and driving a recording tape, a
marking device operated by a magnet through which current flows
only when the set is on, and a mechanical or electrical means of positioning the marking device laterally on the tape according to the
dial setting. There are several
technical ways of caring for each
of these three elements. The Telechron type clock motor affords the
best time record where A. C. current operates the set. With D. C.
or battery sets it is perfectly feasible to use a spring-wound clock
mechanism. The marking mechanism can be actuated by 110-volt
A. C. current taken across the
switch of the set or by the lowvoltage current flowing through
the set iself when in operation.
We have found it quite satisfactory
in practice to indicate the station
heard by a mechanical connection
involving a cam mounted on the
condenser shaft which moves the
marking device as the dial is
turned. This can, however, be done
electrically, or the whole recording
job can be done by photographic
means. The choice of technique
is primarily a matter of relative
costs.
The technical work of design
has been handled by Professor L.
F. Woodruff of the Electrical Engineering Department of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
who is associated with me in development of this new technique.
Without his efficiency in solving
many perplexing problems this device would probably have never
made its appearance as a practical
proposition.
Prof. Woodruff Helps
THE PROBLEM of selecting the
sample is precisely the same as in
any other study. My own preference is to use a properly balanced
sample which follows the percentage distribution of the various economic classes of homes in the area
being studied. The sample is entirely controllable, and it is possible to segregate records produced
in homes of various types. It is
possible to get records from homes
without telephones. As you know,
radio ownership far outruns the

number of telephone homes. Instal ation of the recorders is relatively simple. The instrument itself is out of sight behind or inside the set. It does not interfere
in any way with reception nor give
any other evidence of its presence.
The family being studied uses its
radio in the normal fashion. At
the end of a given time the recorder is removed, the record tape
decoded,
the results put in
form
for and
tabulation.
Boston Test City
THERE

ARE now 100 of these recorders in service in the Boston
area, from which records are being
taken weekly. Tomorrow (Nov. 30)
ends the fourth week of operation.
The initial survey is to run for
ten weeks, so that we shall have
a final sample of 1000 homes, from
each of which a one-week record of
all listening will have been taken.
We shall have a complete story,
subject to limitations of sample
size, of the total audience by hours
of the day and by days of the
week, as well as of the audience
receiving a given program on any
given rectday.
Because
are where
in ditouch with
each wehome
an installation is made, it is possible to classify the audience of
any program in terms of economic
groups.
preliminary
tions thisFrom
is going
to provideindicasome
highly
significant
facts.
In connection with the current
survey it is most decidedly in order to make an acknowledgment
to Mr. John Shepard 3rd, of the
Yankee Network. A great many
people connected with broadcasting
organizations, agencies, and advertisers' organizations, when the idea
was laid before them, were very
helpful in pointing out the difficulties which could not be overcome. Mr. Shepard alone was willing to take the technical side of
the venture on faith, without even
seeing our crude laboratory model.
(Perhaps if he had seen it, his
faith would have been shaken.)
Thus if this method of auditing
radio comes to fruition, a large
part of the credit must go to him.
Many Uses Seen
THERE ARE many uses for the
material gathered by such a survey. Most of them are obvious.
By its use on a proper scale the
advertiser can determine the size
and type of the audience his program commands. The agency seeking time for a new program can
learn when a ready-made audience
is waiting to be entertained. The
broadcaster who is anxious to increase the audience which he has
for sale can study what happens
to his listeners when a popular
program goes off the air, or when
a poor one comes on, and take
steps to provide the kind of entertainment which will hold his auditors. Preferences of different types
of people for programs of various
sorts can be studied by the advertiser who seeks a selective audience. It is even possible to determine the points where people tune
out particular programs and thus
(Continued on page 59)

Comdr.

Craven

Appointed

Is

-Year

Station

Licenses

by FCC

As Chief Engineer
Abandons Private Practice to
Accept Commission Post
IN AN UNEXPECTED move
prompted by its avowed desire to
procure "the best available man
for the job", the FCC at its meeting Nov. 20 named Lieut. Commander T. A. M. Craven, former
naval radio expert and a consulting radio engineer, as chief engineer of that agency. He succeeds
Dr. Charles B. Jolliffe, who resigned as of Nov. 12 to become engineering head of RCA. Comdr.
Craven is to take office Dec. 1.
Comdr. Craven, a recognized authority in all phases of radio allocation work, was in effect "drafted" for the assignment. He was
not an active candidate and accepted the $9,000 post at personal
sacrifice. He had established a luc r a t i v e consulting practice in
Washington since resigning from
the Navy in 1930 to enter private
life.
While Comdr. Craven was
among those originally mentioned
as a possible successor to the post
(see Nov. 1 issue of Broadcasting)
he had stated that he was not a
candidate. Questioned regarding
acceptance of the position at that
time, if proffered, he declared it was
a high honor and that he would
give it serious consideration. He
was finally prevailed upon by members of the FCC, notably Chairman
Anning S. Prall, to accept.
Realignment Plans
COMDR. CRAVEN'S appointment
at this time is of particular significance because of the impending
plan to realign broadcasting station assignments. Since his entry
in the consulting field five years ago
he has specialized in allocation
work, along with visual broadcasting and other commercial radio activities. His views naturally are
expected to figure in whatever
plans are projected for revision of
existing allocations.
Since Dr. Jolliffe's resignation
Nov. 12, Lieut. E. K. Jett, also a
retired naval officer, and assistant
chief engineer in charge of the
telegraph division activities, has
been acting chief engineer. He had
been prominently mentioned for
the permanent assignment as
chief.
President Roosevelt was assistant secretary of the Navy in 1920
and 1921 while Comdr. Craven
served in the Navy Department.
During the formative days of the
old Radio Commission, Comdr.
Craven was loaned by the Navy
Department to that agency as one
of its engineers. He served from
1928 until he returned to the Navy
in 1929 as engineer in charge of
matters other than broadcasting,
and for a time was acting chief engineer. Itwas Comdr. Craven who
was instrumental in procuring
Lieut. Jett, first as his assistant
and then as his successor with the
Radio Commission. Lieut. Jett had
served under Mr. Craven on several tours of duty in the Navy.
Comdr. Craven had a distinguished career in the Navy as a
radio expert. Since engaging in
private consulting practice he has
been intimately associated with
many advances in radio engineerPage 12

Three

Now
Being
Requested
of FCC
Extension of Present Six-month Terms, Based
on Technical Uncertainty of Early Days, Urged
EXTENSION of the terms of also should be taken into acbroadcasting station licenses to the
count and safeguarded concurrently through granting of licenses
full three-years permissible under
the law, in lieu of the present six- under the maximum terms specimonth limitation, is being strongly
fied in the law. The three-year
advocated by many broadcasting maximum licensing term has been
stations as a part of the plan to in the law since the original Radio
realign broadcasting facilities, now Act was adopted in 1927. For the
in
the preliminary stages of con- first several years under the Radio
sideration.
Commission, licenses were issued
In the discussion which has been for three months, and then extendrife since the disclosure by the
ed to the six-month period.
It has been repeatedly argued
Broadcast Division that it is considering the first phases of what
that fear of "freezmay become a general realignment, by broadcasters
ing" broadcasting allocations by
with upward revisions of power, granting longer licenses is illbroadcasters have advanced the founded, since the FCC can always
view that the major premise upon use its power of revocation in hanwhich the changes are made should
dling cases involving wilful and
be that of extending the license serious infractions of the law. The
terms. This, they say, would en- FCC, however, has elected in all
courage support of the technical cases to pursue the course of desshifts and the tremendous expendiignating license renewals for heartures which would be entailed in
ing, rather than the direct course
new equipment and rebuilding and of revocation.
Meanwhile the status of the rerelocating stations. With this increased investment broadcasters
alignment proposal on regional
feel they should be accorded a stations remained unchanged. The
greater degree of security which Broadcast Division is awaiting receipt of the Engineering Departcan only come through longer licenses.
ment recommendations governing
high-power stations, still expected
How It Started
about Dec. 15. These recommendaHERETOFORE, the FCC and its
tions, broadly, are expected to enpredecessor, the Radio Commission,
compas aproposal that minimum,
have held that short-term licenses rather than maximum power, on
were desirable to keep the industry some 25 of the 40 so-called clear
in a fluid state and make possible
channels be established at 50,000
changes in assignments that will watts, with those channels earmarked for eventual 500,000 watt
be in accord with modern engineering technique. Broadcasters
operation. The remaining chansay that since the projected renels designated
would
alignment— the first since 1928 — is be duplicated
east asand"clear"
west. About
designed to accomplish the identi- 10 of them already are in the noncal purpose of bringing technical clear category because of the asbroadcasting up to maximum
signment of other stations on the
standards and to stabilize it, the waves at night.
economic plight of the broadcaster
Members of the Broadcast Division already have declared their
intention
of setting the proposed
ing. He was largely instrumental
rules
governing
the regional and
in bringing out the opening of the clear channel recommendations
for
1500-1600 kc. band for experimengeneral
hearing
before
final
action
tal broadcasting use, on which four
stations now are operating. He is taken. Should the clear channel
also collaborated in the design of proposal be submitted about the
the first directional antenna used middle of December, it is figured
in broadcasting in this country, that the hearing will be scheduled
and was a leading advocate of the in March, to allow sufficient time
reducing of the permissible devia- for all parties to prepare for it.
tion of stations from 500 to 50
Appointment
of Lieut.
T. A. M. Craven
as Comchief
cycles as a means of reducing engineer manderof
the FCC, (reported
heterodyning.
elsewhere in this issue) may have
In his new post Comdr. Craven
will have direct supervision of all a bearing upon the engineering department recommendations. On the
engineering activities of the FCC,
embracing telephone and telegraph major points, however, it is believed that he is in accoi'd with
by wire and radio as well as
the views of Andrew D. Ring, asbroadcasting. So far as known,
sistant chief engineer in charge of
his personnel will remain unchanged, with the exception of fill- the Broadcast Division, who is in
charge of the preparaing of the post of assistant chief immediate
tion of the recommendations.
engineer for the telephone division
Another
factor that may have
which has been vacant since the
resignation several months ago of bearing upon the reallocation recom endations isthat of considerW. G. H. Finch. Mentioned as posation of the rules and regulations
sible successors are Lieut. Comdr.
now being redrafted by the FCC.
E. M. Webster, retired Coast
Guard officer, and Gerald C. Gross, Present rules in force are those
chief of the International Section
adopted in 1932 by the former Raof the FCC.
dio Commission, and only certain
The Broadcast Division is ex- of them have been revised. Promulgation of the new rules and
pected to remain intact under the
regulations is considered desirable
immediate supervision of Assistant
Chief Engineer Andrew D. Ring. in advance of the consideration and
(For biographical sketch of setting for general hearing of the
Commander Craven, see article on important realignment recommendations.
page 35).

RADIO'S NEWEST PORTIASLeft to right we have the Miss<
Mary Elizabeth Erickson, recent
of Washington State, and Viol
Lowry, of Hot Springs, Ark., ne\>
est lady members of the FCC leg
staff. Both have been with tl
FCC for about a year, having ei
rolled initially as stenographer
They have been promoted and a
signed to the Broadcast Section
the Law Department.
Five Companies Conser
To FTC Order to Ceas
Making Certain Claim!
FIVE companies which have us<
radio along with other media ha'
signed stipulations with the Fe
eral Trade Commission to disco
tinue advertising practices desi
nated by the FTC as unfair. Tl
concerns are:
Health Products Corp., Newark (Fe<
A-Mint) agrees to cease representing
"is the only thing that will relieve cc
stipation troubles satisfactorily, and tl
it is the most scientifically modern w
to get rid of constipation and headache
Wyeth Chemical Co., New York (J
Salts) agrees to cease advertising 1
preparation
"will melt
fat itaway
cleanse
the system,
keeping
clear a
waste matter, toxins and depleting poisor
as well as other assertions.
Pro - Ker Laboratories Inc., New Y<
( scalp treatment ) agrees to cease claimi
it "is a competent treatment for baldn
or
any other
and the
that amoi
it 'v I
replace
fallinghairhairtroubles,
or retain
of hair on the head at the time the use f
the product is begun. It will no longer j
advertised that this product makes ]
scalp vital, healthy, or strong, and crea ]
theMusterole
perfect hair-growing
Co., Clevelandcondition."
agrees to ce-l
asserting
Musterole
"will penetrate
the
seat ofthat
trouble,
and prevent
chest cc JI
or croupy coughs from becoming seriol
or that there is no muscular pain, s^l
throatbe orno cold
too advertised
severe for that
Musterole."
will
longer
Mustei 1I
will ease or relieve any condition wit I
any definite period of time.
Jergens - Woodbury Sales Corp., Cine 1
nati (facial cream) agrees to cease r I
resenting
"thatprotection
its products
new or unique
from constitute
the dan 1|
of blemishes, or that they will give |
skin the care that makes beauty safe, 1
change
agingwilldryness
to 'supple youtlt II
Further
no longer
Element "it
576 brings
directlybe toalleged
the s 1
vital energy, or such energy as vitam I
in food bring to the body, or that Elem 1
576 in Woodbury's cold cream causes i
oil glands beneath the skin's outer surf B
to function better."
WHEN
the annual automob
show was held in Omaha h
month, a radio amateur cont<
was featured — but not before
bitter fight against it was launcr
by
local that
musicians'
union
the the
grounds
amateur
sho fI
were depriving musicians of wo
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arnoff
Says

Urges

Television

and

Against
Other

Radio

Radio

Shakeup

Developments

Should

Be Considered Before Radical Changes Are Made
tion to the iconoscope developed by
OSPECTS of television, fac- All of these are in the offing, and
will add new problems to radio.
ile and ultra-short wave broadDr. V. K. Zworykin, former WestAny radical disturbance of the inghouse engineer now stationed at
ting, while still indefinite,
uld be sufficient to deter federal
present broadcasting system will Camden. The iconoscope he calls a
:horities from ordering any
only serve to add to confusion
duplication of the human eye and
rather than pave the way for its functions. It is the cathode ray
ndical upheaval" of the existing
tube that will be the heart of teleadcasting structure, David Sarthese
services."
Mr. new
Sarnoff
also revealed that
vision transmission and reception
T, RCA president and chairman
the first actual tests of television in the same way that the vacuum
the board of NBC, declared
transmission on the ultra-short tube is the heart of audible radio.
le on a business trip in Washon Nov. 26 in company with
The article stresses the point
waves by RCA,
to de-it
termination as topreparatory
how and when
that the research men are devoted
T. Cunningham, president of
will
be
introduced
publicly,
will
be
A Mfg. Co., and Dr. Vladimir
to television solely as a scientific
art, leaving to others the proposed
orykin, developer of the icono- undertaken soon with brand new
equipment now being installed atop practical introduction. As to when
pe
which
is
the
basis
of
RCA's
the Empire State Building in New
oratory television developments,
it will be introduced in the homes,
-isserting that he was not eriti- York. This will be the new visual that "is now being decided", acbroadcasting station promised in
,ing any specific reallocation
cording to Mr.
White's
article,
out the
statement
of
his report to stockholders last which bears
]in of the FCC but was concerned
summer,
which
it
was
at
first
David
Sarnoff,
RCA
president,
—
principle"
"general
a
with
;jy
>iiely, that the FCC and its en- thought might be erected in or that RCA's first experimental telenear Philadelphia.
vision station will be in operation
j.eers should thoroughly probe
se pending new developments in
Various types of receiving equip- — probably from the Empire State
ment will be stationed throughout
iio before doing anything drastic
Building — some time next spring.
the New York metropolitan area,
The article then quotes from the
(existing broadcasting — Mr. Sarf's remarks were obviously in- early next spring, to study the Sarnoff statement, upon which Mr.
transmission and reception effects.
red by the proposals now before
Sarnoff also amplifies some obserFCC for superpower on clear
These, however, will be in the
vations of deep significance to
hands
of
experts
and
will
not
be
everyone
interested in the business
jinnels and power boosts on cer|h of the regional channels.
offered on the market. Mr. Sar- of broadcasting.
noff said he could not predict, until
Pending Developments
the Empire State experiments are
1
"Quite a While Yet"
fcESE PLANS, now before the well under way, when a regular
IN THE interview with Mr. Sarnprogram service could be offered
I C in engineering reports and
off, Mr. White adduces "that it will
which will be a necessary fore- probably
fully in the previous
fuss
be quiteseta that
whileis yet
beesedof Broadcasting, are still
runner to the placing of televisors
fore a television
of real
iting Commission action. It has on the public market.
value
to
the
public
is
on
the
mar* * *
sen stated by FCC Chairman Prall,
ket." But Mr. Sarnoff is wholly
;h whom Mr. Sarnoff discussed
"TELEVISION,
when we get it, is optimistic about the ultimate place
on
ingt
views prior to his Wash
going to be good, so good that the of television, as indicated in the
;(it, that both the superpower and motion picture industry is already following from the interview:
jar channel boosts will be sub- beginning to wonder what will hap"In the laboratory sense," said Mr.
fts of hearings before the FCC
pen to it." Thus Owen P. White,
Sarnoff
in reply
to aa system
query, for
"television is here,
but as
the
ipetime next spring, probably in writing
in the Nov. 30 Collier's, transmission of pictures it is not here,
tyrch. Mr. Sarnoff's views, ac- concludes an article on his obser- nor
is it even around the corner.
to reflect
pres
•dingly, aretivel
of RCA's still closely
are numerous reasons why this
y umed
the stand that guarded vations
least tenta
television developments at There
is true. In the first place, from the
its Camden laboratories. Mr. White
n ing
NBC
and
RCA
by
!!y be take
standpoint,
the transmishearings.
the forthcom
is the first writer to have been ad- apparatus
sion of pictures
is entirely
different
|Mr. Sarnoff declined to state
mitted to the laboratories to de- from the transmission of sound. Any
it he was opposed specifically to
scribe his observations, and in a old sound receiver, even the amateur
oerpower of the 500,000-watt
carefully
worded article he sub- crystal sets of years ago, can still pick
l yriety, suggested for 25 clear
stantiates the increasing belief that up programs from any standard transmitting station. Thus sound sets do
ii ^annels in order to give better television is a technical reality that not become
obsolete. Unless they are
will startle the public when it is fully standardized
*rral and remote coverage. Nor
television sets will.
ultimately
introduced.
„ ^fuld he comment on the proposals
The reason is this : In television every
s • duplicate East-West Coast opMr. White devotes the larger
set must be perfectly coordiflitions day and night on 15 other
part of his article to the history receiving
nated as to number of lines, method
(ar channels, which is also underof the technical development of of scanning, size of picture and synod to be contemplated by FCC
television, paying particular attenchronization ofsignals with the trans?ineers. Still another FCC enaces
inleering proposal embr
ases to 5,000 watts in the night
vers of certain regional stations
A NEW
TERM— "APEX" STATIONS
grating on seven regional chanName for Operators In Ultra-high Frequencies Coined
rtps — a proposal dsbeing fought by
that of the 28
S on the groun
By Andrew D. Ring of the FCC Staff
ated
ted,
18 are affili
tions affec
-. :h NBC networks, five with CBS
THOSE ultra-high frequency
programs for general public recepbroadcasting stations, a dozen of
ufjfl five are independent.
tion. "Apex", according to the dicwhich
already
are
licensed
for
ex! 'I know very little about these
means "on the highest
perimental operation, more than point" or tionary,
es,"
ff,
Sarno
Mr.
said
chang
;cific
the "highest point of a
IMid I am not concerned with
likely will
be known
sta- cone". These ultra high frequency
tions in the
future —asa "apex"
term that
jHsm. Anything I say or have said
stations must be located upon a
sE addressed to the general prin- eventually will be classified along
high
point, since their signals simsjjile that nothing should be done
with "clear channel", "regional"
ulate light
and must "rain down"
the present time to change the and "local" in describing the cate- for good
reception.
gory of particular stations.
tee of the present broadcasting
It
is
probable
that power up to
• The word was coined by Andrew
j-ucture, at least not until the D. Ring, FCC assistant chief engi- 1,000 watts will be allowed on
: mmission has thoroughly studied
neer in charge of broadcasting. In these experimental stations, which
Tld determined for itself how
the new regulations governing sta- will be in the band between 25,000
tion operations it is probable that and 42,000 kc. The St. Louis PostII ;jse new things will fit into the
| neral picture.
they will be so identified. AccordDispatch recently began regularly
. i 'I see in the forthcoming devel- will ing
to Mr.a Ring
term for
"apex"
"apex" station operation
mean
stationthelicensed
the scheduled
opment of radio such important
and it is reported that CBS is conexperimental
transmission
on
the
Jjfvices as television, facsimile and
templating a new station for simiw uses for the ultra-short waves.
lar operation in New York.
very high frequencies of broadcast
ecember
lit
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NBC NOT TO MOVE
WESTERN
OFFICES
WITH NBC rushing its new $500,000 Hollywood studios and executive offices to completion for use
by Dec. 7, when dedication ceremonies are scheduled, Don E. Gilman, western division vice president, vigorously denied that the
western division headquarters
would be moved.
"It is emphatically not true
that we plan to make Hollywood
our Pacific Coast headquarters,"
Mr. have
Gilmaninvested
said. half
"It's atruemillion
that
we
dollars there and that programs
originating in Hollywood will probably become more numerous as
time goes on. But we also have a
$2,000,000 investment in San Francisco. Besides, the Southern California studios and offices wouldn't
be large enough to accommodate
our large San Francisco staff even
if we wanted to move South."
With the opening of the new
NBC plant in Hollywood, Mr. Gilman expects to spend much of his
time there. His personal secretary,
Miss Sarah Hobson, already has
moved from San Francisco to
Hollywood.
mitter at the broadcasting station, or
else it will not work. This means, as
you can ceiverssee,
in case
reare sold
to thea few
pubic,million
that the
television
art
is
frozen
to
their
capabilities because any material change in
the system, due to new discoveries,
woulders inoperative.
instantly The
rendermanufacturers
all the receiv-of
television equipment, therefore, must
be absolutely sure they are right bethey canpoint
go Mr.
ahead.
However
— "
and atfore this
Sarnoff
literally
exuded confidence — "we will be. As
the result of field tests which the radio industry is now prepared to make
we are sure that, well, let us say within a couple of years, we will be able to
produce standardized transmitters and
receivers that will provide the people
with satisfactory television for quite
a number
of years." Problems
Transmission
NEXT, as the second difficulty to be
overcome before a television system
with nation-wide coverage could be established, Mr. Sarnoff said this :
"Television is carried on ultra short
waves whose effective broadcasting
range, so far as we now know, is only
as far as you can see, or about twentyfive or thirty miles. To send a television program from New York to
Philadelphia would require three or
four relay stations and of course it
wouldn't
be practical
to cover ofthesuch
entire country
with thousands
stations. The alternative, therefore, is
aa wire
hook-up,
but here
also there
difficulty
because
television,
beingis
short wave and high frequency, requires the use of an entirely different
cable from sound, which, as you know,
can be carried over telephone wires.
Obviously then, what this means is
that, for national coverage, television
must, at a tremendous cost, construct
a network of its own ; or resort to the
impractical method of setting up many
thousand
stations.reaffirmed
But" — and
here
again relay
Mr. Sarnoff
his
faith — "we will do one or the other
becausesion.we
are going
to country
have televiThe people
in this
are
demanding it and, as you may have
noticed, whenever the public demands
anything in the way of a service it
"Yes," Igets
replied,
generally
it." "I've noticed that
that's in
so, two
but,years,
when ortelevision
does
come,
four maybe,
what effect will it have on broadcasting, and how will the public receive
"Your first question's easy," an(Continued on page 53)

Two
CBS

to Originate

Pacific Programs
Network Combines Sustaining,
Commercial Departments
COINCIDENT with the announcement Nov. 22 by CBS that W. B.
Lewis, now in charge of the commercial program department, will
become program director, it was
disclosed that CBS on Jan. 1 will
originate its own programs on the
Pacific Coast both for the Coastal
segment of its network and for
transcontinental broadcasts.
CBS announced that its commercial and sustaining program
departments will be combined as of
Jan. 1. Growing demand for program service and continual improvement in standards of entertainment, itwas said, have made
it advisable to create a single, flexible unit, staffed to deal expertly
with all phases of the radio broadcast.
Unified Direction
WITH the combination of the two
departments all the business and
administrative functions will be
placed under one head, who in
turn will be relieved of the responsibility of actual program building because the ever-increasing
scope makes it inadvisable for a
single individual to direct both
phases of the work.
Lawrence W. Lowman, vice
president in charge of operations,
whose present duties include the
sustaining phase of programming,
will be the administrative head of
the new combined department. Mr.
Lewis, former agency executive,
will assume charge of program
building activities with the title
"director of broadcasts."
Mr. Lewis and several other program and technical officials of
CBS, were on the Coast in November in connection with program
and studio arrangements of the
origination of CBS programs from
Hollywood. Studios of the Don Lee
Broadcasting System, CBS Coast
affiliate, have been used for most
of the programs originating there.
Benefits Radio Presents
To the Local Advertiser
Described by Al Rose
RADIO offers unusual opportunities for the local merchant or sectional advertiser, Al Rose, advertising director of WMCA, New
York, told the Association of Advertising Men in New York, Nov.
21, but he reminded that the local
advertiser with a limited budget
should not try to emulate network sponsors in the type of show
put on the air.
Speaking on "The Local Advertiser in Radio", Mr. Rose said
such advertisers have three important weapons at their disposal.
First of these is a tieup with a
local personality enjoying a large
local following. The second weapon
is a tieup with a local feature of
popular interest such as a sporting
event, stage show, and features of
this type.
The third weapon is a program
geared to the tastes and entertainment preferences of the local audience, Mr. Rose said, citing a hot
Harlem show to reach Harlemites,
a German band to reach Milwaukeeans and a hymn program to
reach Philadelphians.
Page 14

KWKH SHORT WAVES— Major General S. Ito, head of the engineering
division of the Aviation section of the Japanese Army, giving his impression of Barksdale Field, the great Army flying field, Shreveport. In
the photo, left to right, are Jack Keasler, publicity director of KWKH;
Col. Gerald Brandt, commander of Barksdale Field; Major General Ito
and Jack Gelzer, chief announcer of KWKH.
.KWKH
f How
—

SHORT-WAVE

EXPERIMENTS

Novel Programs Are Offered by Louisiana Station
With Little 5-watt Transmitter
FACED with the problem of creat- the signal through with good
ing new and different programs for quality and tone. The car in
a blase audience that is used to which the transmitter was installed was driven down the midhearing personalities from all
parts of the world in the span of
way and to other points of interest. Announcers interviewed perone day, KWKH, Shreveport, La.,
formers, picked up barkers and
is
experimenting
with
short-wave
the
other
interesting sounds, and
broadcasts.
The broadcast of the thrilling in general "put the Fair on the
moment when a huge gusher came
air". Listeners were generous in
to life in the Rodessa oil field, just their praise, and in turn were
north of Shreveport, convinced the promised other unusual broadcasts
management of KWKH that lis- "if and when" something unusual
teners want and appreciate un- happens.
usual events on the air.
A short time later, Major General Ito, high ranking officer of the
W. E. Antony, KWKH chief engineer and one of the pioneer ra- Japanese Army, was accorded an
dio amateurs in the South, voiced inspection tour of Barksdale Field,
the opinion that a portable short- the great Army post near Shrevewave transmitter would make acIn the Schools, Too
cessible many events which, because of their remote nature or AT THE time of the broadcast,
sudden occurrence, could not be port.
one Shreveport school dismissed all
broadcast. Application was made
classes and the students were asto the FCC and permission was
sembled in the auditorium of the
granted for the construction and building to hear the interesting
use of portable short-wave trans- and education feature. Later they
mitter KILB. The frequencies al- were asked to write themes on the
lotted were 1646, 2090, 2190, and
2830 kc, and the unit was con- subject, "What I Heard On The
structed to have an output of 5 Air From KWKH".
The car carrying the short-wave
watts.
The transmitter was constructed transmitter was driven out to the
field and a detailed account
to be carried in the trunk, or lug- flying
the inspection of planes and
gage compartment of a light sedan. of
The antenna rod was installed on pilots by the Japanese emissary
broadcast. Again comments
the rear bumper of the car, while was
came in from listeners. Cards
the tuning dials were placed in a were
received from distant points.
cabinet on the instrument board in
was once more praised for
the front of the automobile. Ar- KWKH
its enterprising policy in bringing
rangements were made
"mix" to listeners unusual events they
two microphones,
one toequipped
with several hundred feet of cable otherwise would not hear.
while the other was intended for
Later, the short-wave transmitter was used again in broadcastuse in a short radius of the car.
ing a description of a huge CharA suitable "pick-up" point was
selected, as free as possible from Field.ity Air Show staged at Barksdale
interference, and a sensitive shortThe practicability of a mobile
wave receiver was obtained to retransmitter was demonceive and boost through an ordi- short-wave
strated in dramatic fashion on the
nary telephone line to the station's latest assignment to date for
input
KILB. amplifier the signals from KILB. Late in the evening of
The first short-wave broadcast Nov. 14 shortly before ten o'clock
originated from the Louisiana KWKH received the news that a
State Fair Grounds. Despite the gas well 12 miles south of Shreveport had "come in" suddenly, gone
fact that the "pick-up" point was beyond
and caught fire.
several miles distant, the 5 w. out- Listenerscontrol
were advised over the
put of KILB was sufficient to send

Utility Groupjlj

Using Radio Seria l
Gas and Electric Association!
Have Institutional Programs *i
REGIONAL ADVERTISERS Ire
New York, for gas companies a
far West as Buffalo, South t|[
Washington, D. C, and throug j
the New England states, on
4 will launch the Mystery Chef o
11 NBC-WEAF stations, Wedne
days
Fridays,
a. m. and
Stations
to be 10:30-10:4
used includ
WEAF,
WTIC,
WTAG, WEE
WJAR,
WCSH,
KYW,
WFBI i
WRC, WGY and WBEN.
To supplement this network, tb'j
sponsors will use RCA - Victc
transcriptions on WHAM, Roche I
ter, and WSYR, Syracuse, for «
twice - weekly quarter - hour day I
time period.
The object of the program is H
increase the use of gas for cookin 1
through the enticing recipes concocted by the Mystery Chef's reel
pes. Most of the gas companir*
sponsoringof the
ai ■
members
the Mystery
American Chef
Gas Afj
sociation but membership in thl
organization is not obligatory i.i
participation
dio campaign. in the cooperative r: j
Electricity Series
ANOTHER utility program on tl,
air for a number of weeks is spov
sored under the name of Gener
Electric Co., but it is understoc;
that electric light companies in t\communities where the program <
broadcast are participating. Tl
program is a late Sunday niglj
show
over p.13m.NBC-WEAF station |
11-11:30
The Mystery Chef program hi
been signed for 52 weeks and
handled by McCann-Erickson Im
New York agency. The Gener
Electric program is handled 1
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osboi
Inc., New York, and the initi
contract is for 26 weeks.
air that KWKH's mobile transm:
ter would be dispatched to t
scene immediately, and if possit
a broadcast would be staged fro
the vicinity of the blazing g
well, which at that time was ligl
ing
up the sky for miles in i.
directions.
Within
an hour's was
time,onthetheshoia
wave
transmitter
as the car was being driven to t:
scene of the fire. Speeding aloi
at a mile a minute the announc
described the hurried preparatio
that had been made. Thirty mi
utes later the mobile transmitl
was parked in the woods 300 ft
from the blazing well. KWE
listeners heard in vivid fashion ra
roar created by fifty million cul
feet of gas escaping and sendi
flames over a hundred feet ir
the air. The gas well was locat
about 12 miles air line from t
"pick-up" point where the receh
had been installed, yet the sm
wattage
the signal
short-wave
mitter sentof the
through trai
w
suitable volume.
The poweris ofbeing
KWKH's
mob
transmitter
increased,
short wave receiver is being
stalled in the station's cont
room, and in the future the stati
will be prepared to broadcast a 1
event within a reasonable distar I
in a minimum of time.
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How

Leading

Analysis
Drugs

Breaking

and

Toilet

RUGS and toilet goods are conuing their network dominance
amount of money spent, with
ods and food beverages in second
ace, according to an analysis of
BC and CBS business. The
ures include network expendires of advertisers since the early
ys of network broadcasting.
All the leading groups of prodts advertised over the networks
d to reach new highs this year to
£ptain their place in the dollar volume column. In fact one group—
bbacco — was superseded by the
letroleum industry. This takes the
ftter industry into fourth position
hile the tobacco group falls to
jfth place. The combined NBC and
BS figures were compiled by Na;.onal Advertising Records.
Increase for Year
kOR THE first ten months of this
'lear the total network advertising
|tands at approximately $39,600,00 compared with the 1934 ten;ionth total of $33,800,000, an intease for the period of about
6,000,000. It is estimated that the
(early sales for 1935 will be well
i Ver the $50,000,000 mark, in con100,000.trast to last year's total of $42,1 Yearly totals for the combined
- fetworks since 1928 to 1934 fol1 Fpw: 1928, $10,228,000; 1929, $19,5 !!96,000; 1930, $27,694,000; 1931,
J (57,502,000; 1932, $39,107,0 00;
933, $31,516,000; 1934, $42,659,i|00.
The adjoining table reveals an
irderlv and steady advance in network business from 1928 to 1932
Tith a recession in 1933 and a rewound to new heights in 1934 and a
iif*)till greater total volume assured
cr this year. While the percentage of increase for 1935 was not
k) great as in 1934 it is recalled
iifhat the networks have had to reuse 1935 business because of nihility to clear time. The "soldiiut"
sign
has onbeen
hanging
out and
for
long time
choice
Sunday
vening . hours. Furthermore, the
ulings on laxatives, deodorants,
:tc. barred the use of radio to
manufacturers of many such prodicts.
In the financial and insurance
olumn after 1932 there was a sharp
jirop because NAR shifted the
ti Cities Service figures to the petroleum column, a sharp increase
litsi oming in the latter column in 1933.
lender miscellaneous are listed
r~
uch products
as dog politics,
food, motion
i 'picture
advertising,
the
. foung & Rubicam Radio Housei kold Institute which was disconi iinued in 1930, and coal. During
.928 and 1932 this column reached
ts highest figure because of presidential elections. No doubt this
ame trend will be noted when the
1936 figures are compiled.
Another group that goes up and
lown is the machinery column,
dropped off after 1932.
"Iwhich
'VrMAR
A x>
__ Here
/-<
moved iaccountsx_suchi_ as
General Electric and Westinghouse
into the house furnishing division,
i more logical place for advertisers
ising radio to promote refrigerf Utors, radios and lamps.
The leading radio advertisers
luring the first two years shown
December

1, 1935

Use

Industries
Down
Goods,

Expenditures
Foods

ware; and schools, camps, and correspondence schools. The sporting
goodslastcolumn
been dormant for
the
three has
years.

Networks

by Groups

Shows

in the Lead
on this table were the radio re- number of other shoe accounts
ceiver manufacturers. In 1930 using radio. When the depression
continued to deepen in 1931 most
they fell to third position; in 1931
of these companies drastically curthey fell off sharply to twelfth
tailed all their advertising.
place and this drop continued
A newcomer to this list of industhroughout 1932 when they were
tries using radio was added last
sixteenth. In 1933 part of this loss
year — wines, beers and liquors,
was recovered, the radio manufacturers coming up to ninth position although there are no wines or
liquors on the networks. Beer is
and in the last two years they have
only product advertised via the
been in eighth place. Philco, At- the
water-Kent and RCA have been networks with the Schlitz Brewing
the bulwarks behind these figures.
Co., (Schlitz beer) and PremierPabst Sales Co., (Pabst Blue RibA Steady Climb
bon beer) being the advertisers
THE DRUG and toilet goods group
during 1934 and only the latter in
1935. Recently the Pabst program
has increased its radio constantly.
was taken over by American Can
Even during the bottom depression
Co. so actually the only beer
years the group continued to climb.
The increase has been a rise from
sponsor on the networks is Krueger Brewing Co. (canned beer
fourth position with an annual
outlay of $1,000,000 to first posi- and ale) which began a new series
over
a split CBS network early in
tion in 1934, a position it retains
in 1935 with an estimated total for November. Figures for this comthe year of $16,000,000. Estimated
pany naturally are not included in
totals for the other leaders fol- the computation.
low: Food, $13,000,000; automoMany Increases
tive, $5,000,000; lubricants and
THE BULK of radio advertising is
petroleum, $3,800,000; tobacco
being concentrated in the first five
products, $3,600,000.
groups. For the last two years
All, but one of the above industries— tobacco — reached new highs approximately five-sixths of all
network
advertising has been done
for network advertising in 1935.
by
the
above
mentioned groups,
The tobacco division's peak years
namely: Drugs and toilet goods;
were in 1931-32 when the industry
was in third position with a dollar foods and food beverages; automotive; lubricants and petroleum;
volume of over $5,000,000 in 1931
and cigars, cigarettes and tobacco.
and over $6,000,000 in 1932. AmerIndustries
which showed dollar
ican Tobacco Co. (Lucky Strike)
was the big advertiser during this volume increase over their 1934
figures are: Soaps and housekeepperiod.
The years 1929-30 saw highs for
ers' supplies; confectionery and
the shoe industry with Dunn & soft drinks; radios; house furnishings; stationery and publishers;
McCarthy (Enna Jettick), Florsheim, Hamilton Brown, United
building material; office equipStates Rubber Co. (Keds), and a
ment; shoes; jewelry and silverGROSS

Industries

Are

EXPENDITURES

1928

Drugs and Toilet Goods... > 977,552
Foods and Food Beverages..
733,476
Automotive
Lubricants and Petroleum.... 1,249,000
311,279
Cigars, Cigarettes, Tobacco..
387,030
Soaps
and
Housekeepers'
182,148
Supplies
Confectionery and Soft
Drinks.
701,164
Radios, Phonographs ...
2,081,775
House Furniture and Furnishings
409,589
Financial and Insurance
656,147
Stationery and Publishers.....
602,478
Clothing and Dry Goods._
61,787
Wines, Beers, and Liquors....
Building Materials
42,144
Miscellaneous
1,407,023
Paints and Hardware.
28,092
22,760
Office Equipment
190,135
Shoes, Furnishings
Travel and Hotels.....
99,243
Jewelry and Silverware
46,596
Schools, Camps, Correspondence Schools...Garden....
Machinery and Mechanical
4,748
Supplies
13,830
Sporting Goods
44,500

FOR NETWORK
NBC & CBS

RADIO

1931

1932

1929
$1,940,562
2,025,176 $3,239,753
5,264,116
1,720,803
961,439 1,355,414
1,495,338
1,348,502 2,076,114
238,372
532,998
839,070
563,984
3,740,762 2,402,508
629,283
581,326
923,377
886,044 1,209,644
315,179 1,421,922
581,051
233,704
683,065
1,118,566
997,670
143,054
198,696
43,626
77,053
834,392
367,293
866,906
1,359,618
432,049
36,720
20,379
936
91,644
910,151
592,947
75,893
167,228

Figures released for Mutual
Broadcasting System, which cover
the month of October, show total
sales for the month of $168,789.
A break-down of this figure shows
that the business was derived
from the following groups: Drugs
and toilet goods, $68,185; foods
and food beverages, $39,010; automotive (largely the Ford world
series), $28,795; soaps and housesupplies,tobacco,
$8,174; $3,420;
cigars,
cigaretteskeepers'
and
house furniture and furnishings,
$5,100;elry and
miscellaneous,
$6,963; jewsilverware, $9,142.
WEMP on the Air
WEMP, Milwaukee, new 100-watt
daytime station on 1310 kc, licensed to the Milwaukee Broadcasting Co., was formally opened
Nov. 24 with welcoming addresses
by prominent public figures and
representatives
civic, labor,
educational andofreligious
groups.
WEMP has a Truscon vertical antenna mounted on the 14-story Empire Bldg., where its studios are
located. John C. Mevius, formerly
of WHAT,
Philadelphia,
is manager. Merrill
Trapp, formerly
with NBC, is program director
and chief announcer. Paul Skinner, announcer, formerly was with
WIBA, Madison, Wis. Charles
Golling-,
handlesannouncer,
continuity. Chicago,
Hobart Donovan,
formerly was with Boston stations.
Ray Host, chief engineer, comes
from WRJN, Racine, and Irving
Strassman was with Philadelphia
stations.
L. C. SMITH & CORONA TYPEInc., Syracuse,
in De-a
cember willWRITERS
start
Nine to Five,
dramatic program, on 18 NBCWJZ stations, Thursdays, 7:157:30 p.
mett
Co. m.
Inc.,Agency:
N. Y. Newell-EmBY INDUSTRIES*

1933

1934

1935
Jan.-Oct.

$6,106,667 \11,297,227
8,526,268 $7,999,873
9,489,963 $13,982,287
10,788,785
11,747,601 $13,211,390
8,957,021
2,318,309
3,481,632
1,313,923 1,939,014
3,772,486 2,925,868
1,183,346 2,663,857 3,589,148 2,956,347
5,371,117 6,245,223 2,909,632 3,181,988 2,741,553
1,419,883 1,119,592 1,001,082 1,957,116 1,959,985
835,977,
1,227,634 1,187,179
1,018,245
1,359,919 1,635,096
167,757
656,090
593,455
909,957
440,796
458,918
417,065
360,036
795,841
867,440
669,495
383,540
1,493,351 1,251,977
611,822
281,279
750,298
198,296
409,112
1,359,001
405,054
225,805
395.144
338,612
575,139
466,479
387,749
205,811
79,557
182,998
201,157
18,296
138,627
1,096,938 1,325,870
212,153
163,444
435,955
150,984
164,010
727,243
151,809
151,125
150,315
35,653
396,151
59,369
83,522
1,261,430
39,660
123,786
46,150
84,417
170,821
41,551
26,787
113,770
24,963
150,638
8,743
72,489
38,074
21,200
17,237
60,690
18,922
87,380
28,481
657,615
16,714
61,757
727,041
44,721
269,003
97,678

* Source "National Advertising Records."
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A

Symphony
How
When

CBS
the

Places

Fromthelnside

Its Microphones

Philharmonic

By DAVIDSON TAYLOR
Producer and Announcer of Symphonic
Concerts for CBS.
ON THE AFTERNOON of Dec. 1,
1935, Otto Klemperer is to conduct
a radio request program as the
200th concert by the Philharmonic
Symphony Society of New York
over CBS.
On Oct. 5, 1930, when the orchestra was first heard over CBS,
comparatively little was known
about picking up large instrumental ensembles from concert halls
arranged for benefit of a visible
audience.
Now, most stations in any sizeable American city have been confronted with a remote symphonic
broadcast. Big orchestras are becoming more numerous, and the
public demand for the music they
play is increasing.
CBS's technical
experience,
the
problems
met and solved,
in these
200 broadcasts may interest producers who have met, or who will
meet, similar problems. In this recapitulation, the limitations inherent in the best equipment available
will be taken for granted.
Two Kinds of Pickups
IN GENERAL, symphonic pickups
are of two kinds. In the first variety, the listener hears the orchestra much as the conductor hears
it; the perspective is close, the definition sharp, and the choirs easily
distinguishable to a critical ear. In
the second variety, the listener
hears the orchestra much as the
holder of a fine seat in the house
would hear it; the definition is not
so marked, and the ensemble is better fused.
The Philharmonic is heard on
the air much as it sounds to a man
in about Row H Center of Carnegie Hall. Fortunately, Carnegie
Hall has such fine acoustics that a
velocity microphone occupying the
best listening point in an audience
of average numbers is correctly
located. The principle of the broadcasts is to offer the performance
as it sounds in the hall.
For the last two seasons, a
single ribbon microphone has been
suspended about 20 feet above
stage level, inclined at an angle of
about 15 degrees downward and 5
degrees toward the first violins. Its
distance from the nearest player
has been half the width of the orspread. In other
words,at
the singlechestra's
microphone
is hung
the nearest point which will include the entire orchestra in the
microphone's useful angle of 90
degrees. Whether the musicians
are banked, as Mr. Toscanini arranges them, or on a flat stage, as
Mr. Klemperer prefers, this placement has proved generally satisfactory for ochestral numbers.
CBS inclines to single mike setups in all possible cases. This year,
however, we are experimenting
with two microphones, bracketed
about six inches apart at an angle
of 120 degrees to each other. One
microphone centers on the first
violins and the other on the seconds. The unit is placed somewhat
nearer the orchestra than the
single microphone was hung. We
Page 16
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and

Handles
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Air

BETWEEN SYMPHONY AND AUDIENCE — Sits Davidson Taylor,
producer and announcer of concerts for CBS. Here he is, following a
symphonic score and his own script, with stop watch ticking off the
seconds. In this article he tells how the network handles the Philharmonic broadcasts, with interesting sidelights on technical tricks.
are hoping to gain a binaural perspective from this device. It seems
to improve the string definition
slightly, while leaving unaltered
the concert blend.
The placement was determined
by the production manager of the
network in the fall of 1933, and
has not been substantially altered
since. Since the advantages of the
current experiment have not been
tested thus far with all types of
combination, the analysis will proceed upon the basis of a single
microphone for the orchestra.
When There Are Solos
IN PIANO concertos, it may be
well to move the mike a foot or two
to one side. The raised wing shuts
off a lot of strings and woodwinds,
and if the piano is centered on the
axis of a directional microphone, the
instrument's dynamic advantages
accent the solo part too prominently.
When a violinist is playing a
concerto, a second microphone is
sometimes used on the stage, dead
side to the orchestra and 12 feet
to
the on
soloist's
It is
turned
unless right.
his part
is not
too
obscured by the ensemble. Big
choral groups usually sit upstage,
and no added mike is used for
them. It is notoriously difficult to
secure definition in recording large
choruses, but Hugh Ross, director
of the Schola Cantorum, says that
in our broadcasts he can detect in
his choir flaws which have escaped
the naked ear. If a solo quartet
sits midway in the front row of
the chorus, an added microphone
is placed in front of them with the
weaker voices nearer its axis.
Sometimes a pressure or dynamic
microphone, with high fidelity but
less direction, is preferable for
these circumstances where radio
must adapt itself to a predetermined setting and yet achieve its
balance.
Vocal soloists downstage require
individual treatment. Emanuel
List, whose voice is mellow, can be
heard over a full orchestral fortis-

simo on the house mike. Other
singers with
sistance evenmore
when"steel"
they need
have as-a
pianissimo accompaniment. The
part may
badly for
tura. The lie
composer
too their
may tessibe to
blame. Wagner overrode his voices
with the orchestra at times in the
Flying Dutchman, yet in the Ring
the voice floats through an equally
loud instrumental tutti with ease.
The ear of the radio listener will
not tolerate such dominance of the
accompaniment as is permissible
when the soloist is visible. Ideally,
the conductor should be solely responsible for the relationship between soloist and orchestra. To introduce a second mike leaves the
balance at the mercy of the engineer and the producer.
Every, effort is made to represent the composer exactly as the
conductor interprets him. The CBS
producer follows the score, leaving the engineer free to watch the
volume indicator. He warns the
technician of sudden attacks. He
also anticipates crescendos, which
are modified imperceptibly by degrees, so that
their peak,
the when
needlethey
will reach'
kick
only 30. Extended soft passages
are brought up so that the needle
will barely move. The listener must
not be driven from his seat to turn
his speaker down at the fortissimo,
nor must he be dragged from his
chair to turn the radio up for the
pianissimo. Speech we allow to
peak 20,fensivebut
applause
ofon these
concertsbecomes
if allowed
to peak more than 10 on the galvanometer. But with the music, we
try to err on the side of laissezfaire, and not to modify the tonal
picture in the hall.
And the Weather
THE MORE musical the conductor, the simpler the broadcast.
Hans Lange feels that Debussy
and certain other composers do not
broadcast well. However, anything
Mr. Lange plays on Sunday afternoons broadcasts well, because he
has proportion.

Aside from failures of the radio
equipment and personnel, a wet,
warm day may rob the orchestra
of all its brilliance. Otherwise, conductors can be damaging if they
have a penchant for the bass or are
given to unpredictable bursts of
dynamic fury or are in any way
capricious.
Mr. Toscanini presents almost
no problems. He never neglects a
marking. Always he searches for
the melody and balances the parts
against each other. His transitions
are so consistent and inescapable
that they could almost be graphed.
This reverence for the logic of the
score is no small part of his artistry and it improves his broadcasts
incalculably.
Perhaps
the most
perfectwith
broadcast CBS has
ever done
the
Philharmonic was Heifetz's playing of the Brahms Violin Concerto
under Toscanini last season. The
solo mike was not turned on. Of
course the engineer and producer
followed the rehearsals but they
might have saved themselves the
labor. Mr. Heifetz and Mr. Toscanini scarcely glanced at one another. There was a perfect understanding between the two of them
and Brahms. That concert reprecasts. sents the ideal in symphonic broad- j
NBC Music Competition
Draws 1500 Entries for
Original Chamber Music
COMPETITION for the NBC
Music Guild Awards of $1,000,
$500 and $250 for new and original chamber music works by na-|
tive and naturalized composers now
involves more than 1,500 compos-l
ers.
Deems Taylor, celebrated American composer, radio commentator
and musical advisor of N. W.
Ayer & Son, was the first to enter.
Two hundred composers have sines
called at NBC headquarters in Radio City for official entry blanks;
750 have requested these by mail;
and more than 600 have obtained
stations.blanks from NBC's network
entry
Under the terms of the awards,
all manuscripts must be filed
anonymously,
composer's
true
name onwithan the
official
entry
blank enclosed in an official envelope bearing
the composer's!
pseudonym.
The necessary
blanks
and envelopes may be obtained
from NBC's associated stations or
by
the NBC Music30
Guildaddressing
Awards Committee,
Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y,
Awards are offered for compositions with a playing time of not
less than 20 minutes nor more than
25 minutes. All manuscripts mustlj
be submitted by Feb. 29, 1936.
As announced by R. C. Patter- it
son Jr., NBC executive vice presiJI
dent,
"these awards
as«
an incentive
to our are
musicoffered
writersH
to express themselves in these en-jji
during forms, and as a materiaM
recognition of merit on the part of il
American composers."
Shoe Account Spot
GENERAL SHOE Co., Nashville;
Tenn., in December will begin ajl
series of 13 five-minute transcripJ
tions on a list of stations not yetj
selected. Badger, Browning & Herjl
sey, New York, is the agency. Thel
series is being transcribed b#|
World Broadcasting System.
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Chicago Branch Office,
Ray Linton,
360 N. Michigan Ave.
Telephone • State 9493.
Kansas City, Missouri,
Tom Flanagan,
Hotel Stats.
Telephone - Grand 5310.

Vernon H. (Bing) Smith,
General Manager.
MainWREN
OfficesBuilding.
& Studios,
Lawrence, Kansas.
Telephone • 110.

The Greatest Advertising Bargain in the Middle West
December

1, 1935
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WJR

SHORT,

told

in a

SHORT

BIG.

BIG

stories

way;

WIL — St. Louis, Mo. Four quarter-hour programs
drew 26,000 pieces of mail as entries in a contest sponsored by the Missouri Insurance Co. — cost per letter —
seven mills!
WKBH — La Crosse, Wisconsin. Erickson Bakery
has used half -hour 6 days per week for 8 years; Continental Clothing has used two 1-minute spots daily for
nearly two years; Krause Clothing has been on several
spots weekly for over five years. A national automobile
account is using 150 fifteen - minute programs yearly.
WKBH brings results.
WBOW — Terre Haute, Ind. Old Trail Tonic—
WBOWs cooperation and advertising effectiveness put
Old Trail's products over in the Wabash Valley 100%—
increasing daily schedule in 1936.
WHBF — Rock Island, Moline, Davenport, East
Moline. The most potent factor in selling more merchandise inthe Quad Cities. Newspaper publicity, merchandising, showmanship, complete technical facilities.
Results like this: "* * * its splendid cooperation and
merchandising job have all combined to show an immediate increase in sales for Willard Tablet."
— First United Broadcasters
WHBU — Anderson, Ind. Every live business institution in the territory uses WHBU. "Money Talks", a
compilation of result stories and complete market statistics of this section is yours for the asking. Write for
it. Learn how this market can be sold quickly and
economically.
WSPA — Spartanburg, S. Carolina. If it's population you want — white buying population — WSPA offers
the greatest mass white population within any 50-mile
service area in the South. 860,953 by 1930 census. All
working and buying.
KARK
Little Rock, Ark. These national advertisers find KARK the most economical and effective
method of selling the State of Arkansas: Montgomery
Ward, Household Utilities (Grunow) , Blair Milling, Willard Tablet, Sterling Beer, Public National Life Insurance, Cook's Gold Blume Beer, Santa Fe Bus, AnhauserBusch, American Beauty Flour.
KJBS — San Francisco, Calif. On the air 20 hours
every day — all night long! Features United Press News,
Alarm Klok Klub (7 years) revue 10 to midnight, Owl
Program 1 a. m. to 6 a. m. (year round). All geared
to serve fast stepping metropolitan population. To buy
Frisco economically use KJBS.
KQW — San Jose, Calif. "The WLS of the West
Coast" —forniaServing
agricultural
territory
Caliwith news, richest
farm features,
weather
and in
markets
reports, closing prices on grain, livestock and dairy products. Serving the farmer and getting response. 24 national advertisers testing KQW reach and get results in
Northern California. And —
The Northern California Broadcasting System
consisting of KJBS, San Francisco and KQW, San Jose,
will tell your story for less money.
WHEN

YOU

WANT

Program Ideas
Merchandising Plans
Distributing Help
Rates and Honest Coverage Figures
Buyers, not just listeners — Facts, not Fancies
'LET

GEORGE
GEORGE

DO

IT"

ROESLER

Radio Station Representative
360 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago Central 8020
238 General Motors Bldg.
Detroit
Madison 2717
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Asks

Permit

For Right to Sell
Shares
to Public
Files Application With SEC
For 37,265 Shares, $5 Par
WJR, The Goodwill Station, Detroit, on Nov. 14 filed with the Securities & Exchange Commission
in Washington an application to
sell publicly 37,265 shares of $5
par capitalproximate
stock,
issuance setting
date as the
Dec. ap-4,
1935. The offering contemplates
original issuance of 28,065 shares
to the underwriters, W. E. Hutton
& Co., New York, with the underwriter having an option to purchase another 9,200 shares when
and if WJR acquires all of the
capital stock of WGAR, Cleveland.
According to W. E. Hutton &
Co., the details in registering the
WJR stock issue with the FCC
have been handled with extreme
care to avoid "ballyhoo" of a type
that might inspire stock peddlers
to come forth with swarms of radio
offerings. The presentation to the
SEC was designed to be a model
for any future registrations in the
radio field. The WJR stock will
not be listed on the market.
The Hutton firm some months
ago handled the transfer of a block
of stock in WCAO, Baltimore. The
underwriter bought the block and
sold it in New York at $15 a share.
The quotation at present is about
$25 a share for the WCAO stock.
The entire transaction was private.
First Radio Issue
AT THE SEC it was understood
that the WJR issue was the first
radio security to be submitted for
registration.
Of the shares covered by the proposed registration, 12,500 are
owned by George A. Richards,
president and director; 8,000 by
Leo J. Fitzpatrick, vice president,
general manager and director;
2,000 by P.andM. director;
Thomas, 700
secretarytreasurer
by M.
R. Mitchell, an employe; 300 by
Lewis Allen Weiss, assistant general manager; 65 by W. A. Alfs,
general counsel; 1,200 by John F.
Patt, second vice president and
general manager of WGAR Broadards). casting Co. ; 12,500 by Frances S.
Richards (wife of George A. RichWJR has pending before the
FCC an application for authority
to acquire all the outstanding stock
of WGAR Broadcasting Co., owned
as follows: George A. Richards,
625 shares; Leo J. Fitzpatrick, 225
shares; P. M. Thomas, 50 shares;
John F. Patt, 100 shares. The SEC
application states that the WJR
board has authorized exchange of
20,000 WJR shares of $5 par for
the 1,000 WGAR shares, which
originally
cost the owners $100 a
share.
Outstanding Stock
THE WJR charter authorizes
200,000 shares of $5 capital stock,
of which 130,000 shares are now
outstanding. They are held principally as follows: George A. Richards, 37,700 shares; Frances S.
Richards, 52,000; Leo J. Fitzpatrick, 27,040; P. M. Thomas, 6,760.
It is stated in the prospectus
covering the stock issue that the
offering does not represent new

financing "by the company and
that the company is not to receive
any of the proceeds from the sale
to September, 1935, the
of Prior
these shares."
capital stock
5,000 with
authorized consisted
shares of $10of par,
4,820 outstanding. In September
another 100 shares was issued and
sold for $13,850 in cash of which
$12,580 was credited to capital surplus. The par value of the stock
was changed to $5 in September,
two new shares being issued for
each old share outstanding. In addition a1,200% stock dividend was
declared.
On the basis of the 130,000 outstanding $5 par shares, according
to the registration application,
cash dividends in recent years
were at these rates: 1932, 14.92%;
1933, 7.46%; 1934, 22.24%; 1935,
22.52% (nine months).
Eachentitles
share the
of the
registrant's
stock
holder
to one
vote, it is explained, and it is
planned to name a representative
of the underwriter to the board of
directors if the stock issue is approved by the SEC.
The SEC stated that ordinarily
registrations are not approved
prior to an investigation period of
20 days after the last amendment
to applications is received. The
WJR application specifies that additional information is to be supplied in the form of amendments.
* * *
DETROIT — An increase in the
capital stock of WJR, Detroit,
whereby the public will be offered
28,065 shares of new stock at $25
a share was announced here by P.
M. Thomas, station treasurer.
He explained that the increase
in the structure of the company
was due to its constant growth
since 1928. Ninety-five per cent of
the old stock was owned by Leo
Fitzpatrick,
G. A.and
Richards,
Frances S. Richards
Mr. Thomas.
Under the new plan a 1,200%
stock dividend was declared, and
holdings of the present stockholders are increased to 130,000 shares
outstanding, with $650,000 paid in
capital. The 28,065 shares will
come from this block, although
theretrolwill
no change in the conof the becompany.
An additional 20,000 shares will
be traded for the present 1,000
share capitalization of WGAR,
Cleveland, under the terms of a
deal now awaiting approval of the
FCC. WGAR is at present owned
by Mr. Richards, Mr. Fitzpatrick,
Mr. Thomas and John F. Patt.
This deal would transfer control
to the Michigan corporation.
"We feel that the increased capitalization would give us funds
with which to take advantage of
any new developments in the industry, such as television," Mr.
Thomas pointed
out. being
"At present
television
is a secret
worked
out in the laboratories of radio enHe explained that the $5 pai
value stock would be sold at $2J
because of the past earning recorc
of the station.
gineers."
THE Radio Round Table is Chicago's newest luncheon group
made up of men from stations
agencies and the station represen
tative organizations who meet eacl
Friday noon to "talk shop but no
business". Nate Colwell, radio di
rector of Roche, Williams & Cun
nyngham
Inc., the
conceived
and organized
group. the ide:
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Plenty

$11,000,000.00

ASSAGE by Congress of the Minnesota Fire Sufferers' Claims Bill, and its approval by the President, means
that into the lap of Northern Minnesota eleven million
dollars is being poured.
Eleven million dollars is quite a chunk of buying power,
especially when it's velvet. And it will be spent with all
the willingness with which easy money is spent. Residents of Northern Minnesota listen in on WEBC and
WMFG from the time they tune-in in the morning until
they turn them off with one hand at
night, as they turn off the lights with
the other.
They are a natural medium for alert
advertisers and merchandisers who
warm up
'come eleven" for those
eleven million EXTRA dollars!

Send now for rate cards and
program

details; we'll fade
*

you!

JUPtWOR,'

WMFG
HEAD

OF

THE

LAKES
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HOW

WIRE

LOADED

THE

WIRES

Phone Company's Facilities Glutted as Pianist Gets
Indianapolis Listeners to Respond

*"

"0

SERVICE

• "/ ring the call box for a
Postal Telegraph messenger"
•

There is no place that Postal Telegraph cannot
reach. Postal Telegraph not only covers 70,000
points in the United States and 9,000 in Canada*, but
it maintains its own telegraph offices, attended by a
trained telegraph personnel in cities between which
95% of all the telegraph traffic of the country flows.
There is no place for which Postal Telegraph will
not accept and transmit your message with promptness, with dependability, with accuracy. Postal Telegraph not only offers efficient telegraph service within the borders of this country but through the great
International System of which it is a part, it offers
communication with the entire world . . . through the
only combination of telegraph, cable and radio service under a single management in the United States.
•k In Canada, through the Canadian Pacific Railway Telegraphs.
THE

INTERNATIONAL

ToBtal
Commercial
Cables

Telegraph
Oil Qmerica
Cables
ttlackay Kadio
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SYSTEM

A NEW commercial program idea
of WIRE, Indianapolis, introduced last month, clicked with
such dramatic suddenness that it
has all but discommoded the operations of the local telephone company on the days it has been
broadcast.
As a matter of fact, D. E.
(Plug) Kendrick, manager of the
station, to serve the public interest, has found it necessary to
change the character of the program so that the telephone trunk
lines will not be glutted whenever
it goes on. He either had to do that
or install 225 central office lines
at prohibitable expense.
It happened
way. Candy
Mr. Kendrick sold to thethisGeiger
Co.,
of Indianapolis, a half-hour program for Fridays, 7:30-8 p. m.,
featuring the Master Mind Pianist,
one Harry Bason. The Master
Mind plays nationally known selections by title, with the listeners
calling in during the program to
supply the titles. If Mr. Bason
fails to perform the number
promptly,
then thecandy.
listener gets a
bucket
of Geiger
Were They Listening!
THE PROGRAM started Nov. 1.
The response was amazing. It went
on again Nov. 8 with even more
spectacular respects insofar as
telephoning was concerned. When
the third program was over Nov.
18, the Indiana Bell Telephone Co.
took up the matter. L. M. Vollrath, Bell sales engineer, informed
Mr. Kendrick that "in the future
such a program can only be handCycle Association Uses
Christmas Spot Campaign
CYCLE TRADES OF AMERICA
Inc., New York (bicycle trade association), is using one-minute
spot announcements, once a week,
over 25 stations from Coast to
Coast to promote the sale of bicycles as Christmas presents. A total
of 50 bicycles, one to the winning
boy and one to the winning girl of
each station, will be given those
submitting the best letter on the
subject "Why I Want a Bicycle for
Christmas". The contest closed
Nov. 30. There is no limit to the
number of words to be used in the
letter and all letters must be sent
to the station over which the contestant heard the announcement.
In addition the contestant must
send in his date of birth and the
name of his father or mother. Entrants must be under 18.
The sponsor will use the two
weeks after the contest closes to
announce the winners. Over each
station at the same time as formerly used for the contest announcements, the association will
announce the winners, a boy and a
girl, of thenouncedcontest
was The
anover that which
station.
same
procedure
will
be
followed
on
all stations.
Stations used by the association
follow: WSB, WBAL, WBZ,
WBEN, WENR, WCKY, WTAM,
WFAA, KOA, WJR, WTIC,
WREN, KFI, WISN, KSTP, WSM,
WINS, WOW, WFIL, KDK A,
KWK, KGO, WGY, KJR, KFPY.
The account was placed direct.

led through installation of special
telephone facilities in your offici
and properly manned to care fi
calls.
"On Friday, Nov. 15, the
program of this type condu
over your station, we attempted
count the calls for your stati
and the number recorded, whi
count may not be exact, numben
16,771 during the 30-minute peri
In a few of our exchanges the ca
ing was so great that no oth
calls could be completed, whicl
created a public hazard, particularly in the case of fire. Othei
emergency calls, such as police
ambulance, etc., also could not bt
completed as our facilities wen
Mr. Vollrath
entirely
tied up." then pointed o
that if the program were to be co:
tinued it would be necessary to install 225 central office lines at i
cost of $1300 a month, with an in
stallation charge of about $800. It
addition, there would be a specia
charge of approximately $400 a
the trunks would have to be direc
between the various central office
and the station. He asked that ai
order for the additional facilitie
be given oi that the practice b
discontinued.
Mr. Kendrick decided that in oi
der to alleviate the situation, tb
only recourse was to have the soil)
titles delivered to the Geiger cand;
stores and placed in locked boxe
which would be opened in the stu
dios at the outset of the progran
Florida Fruit Discs
THE Florida Citrus Commissia
is using 24 stations in 19 states i
a $30,000 radio spot campaign t
encourage the use of Florida oil
rus fruit. The discs are five-mii
ute dramatizations with the con
mercials woven into the script. Ti
campaign got under way on 20 sts
tions Nov. 18, with five announci
ments a week during the daytim
The second group went on the a:
Nov. 25 with three announcement
a week during the evening hour
All contracts terminate Dec. 2
Stations in the first group ai
WTIC, WRC, WMAQ, WFBS
WSMB, WCSH, WBAL, WBI
WBZA, WJR, WBEN, WHAJ
WGY, WFBL, WTAM, WCAI
KDKA, WEAN, WMC, WSJ
WRVA. In the second group ai
WSB, WHAS, WBT, WLW. Rut
rauff & Ryan Inc., New Yor i
handles the account through i
Lakeland, Fla., office.
Two New Stations
TWO NEW local broadcasting st
tions in Florida were authorizi
Nov. 19 by the Broadcast Divisii
of the FCC. In Lakeland a ne
station on 1310 kc, with 100 watl
unlimited time, was authorized
the Lake Region Broadcasting C
The action sustained the recoi
mendation of Examiner Hill.
West Palm Beach a new stati'
was authorized on 1200 kc, wi j
100 watts, unlimited time, on a j
plication of Hazlewood Inc. E
aminer Hill was sustained in |k
case also. Applications for m
stations in St. Joseph, Mo. ; Ei I
tis, Fla.; Tampa, Fla., and Pa!
Beach, were denied.
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Cash
KID

WANTS.

. Mother

Far Western

I 'KIDS'

in on the
audience

BUYS

markets

show

over

.
I I

through

KNX.

BUILT'
largest 'READY
America.
in Western

There

476,387

are

KIDS

Between 5 and 14 years of age in
Southern California alone!
KIDS rule the Radio roost between 5-7 P. M. in California
(It's 8-10 P. M. back in New York)
More KIDS are tuned to KNX between 5-7 P. M. than any
othertime)
station (KNX features one kid show after another at
this
KIDS are more easily influenced to do as you say.

FRANK WATANABE & THE HONORABLE ARCHIE
I FEATURE SUSTAINING PROGRAM I

cember
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KNX has TWO feature 5 - day - a - week
kid shows available for sponsorship. Low
ininterested.
cost — Big in kid appeal — write if
KNX

Nat. Rep. JOHN BLAIR & CO.

British
For

Advertisers

Commercial

Pressure Being Exerted
Against Sponsorship of
PRESSURE upon British government authorities in favor of advertising by radio was being exerted
during November by the Incorporated Society of British Advertisers, which corresponds to the
Association of National Advertisers
here, protesting to the newly reelected Prime Minister Baldwin
against the efforts of Sir Kingsley
Wood, Postmaster General under
whom the regulation of radio falls,
to prevent British radio advertisers from using continental European stations for commercial
broadcasts.
This was reported in a dispatch
to the New York Times from its
London Bureau, which stated that

Clamoring

Radio

Outlets

on Government to Lift Ban
Broadcast Programs
500 British manufacturers, including some of the largest concerns
in the country and employing
many thousands, have joined in the
appeal. The dispatch further
stated that these concerns have
found
"wireless
increasesthatsales
at home advertising"
and abroad
and should not be discouraged,
especially inasmuch as it helps employment which is one of the aims
of the National Government.
Listeners' Response
"LEAST of all," the appeal states,
"should a government, avowedly
national in character, allow one of
its own departments to take official
action in a matter which, in the

Tons of Edibles
THE RECENT Tenth Annual Radio Jubilee of KMA,
Shenandoah, la., drew more
than 100,000 visitors to the
city, KMA serving four tons
of fish, half a carload of pancake flour, a thousand gallons of syrup, 800 pounds of
butter and 4000 gallons of
coffee. A horticultural and
agricultural show was held
in connection with the jubilee.
opinion of British radio advertisers, is an unwarranted restraint of
trade, unjustifiable, to the detriment of their
understood thatinterests."
Sir KingsleyIt isWood
has made representations to the
Irish Free State, France, Spain
and Luxembourg to discourage
British advertising over radio stations in those countries, which permit commercial broadcasts and
which have attracted considerable

'out

Is

"Front

Door

Resistance

Selling

. . . Then

Problem?

step with us into the homes

of * 5,327,820 potential customers.
...if you want more sales you must go
where the buyers are . . .
SELLING COVERAGE
is reaching
the BIG VOLUME MARKETS.
STATION POPULARITY
right into the home.

takes you

Columbia Don Lee Network because
of QUALITY PROGRAMS
delivers
the largest audience on the Pacific
Coast through 12-station coverage of
the 12-BIG VOLUME
MARKETS
of
California, Oregon, and Washington.
Columbia

Don

Lee

Broadcasting

System

KrtJ- . . . KFRC . . . KGB . . . KDB . . . KERN . . . KtyJ . . . KWG . . . KFBK . . . KOIN . . . XVI , . . KOL KFPY
Affiliated with COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM .... Ropre*entatt««* JSADIO SALES llNCv, New York, Chicago, Detroit^
. . . C. Ellsworth Wylie, General Sales Manager, 7th and Bixel Sts., Los Angeles. San Francisco Office, iooo Van Ness Ave. . . .
♦Radio listeners in Columbia Don Lee network's 12 Pacific
Coast Stations intensive listening areas.
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audience in the British Isles whei
they are heard clearly.
"As to whether
the Britij
public wants sponsored prograa
this, surely, is a matter they a
decide," the appeal is reported i
stating. "The response of listen*
to sponsored programs is indispi
able proof of their popularity i
their value to radio advertisers
a means
selling goods."
British ofbroadcasting
authoriti
headed by Sir Kingsley Wood a
Sir John Reith, director general i
the British Broadcasting Corj
have consistently frowned upon r,
dio advertising. The BBC chart
expires in January, 1936, and tha
is a movement on foot in Englai
for a relaxing of the non-comme
cial proviso, possibly to allow f<
the creation of new commerci
stations. [See Broadcasting, No
1, While
page 18.]
the matter of receivij
commercial
radio programs
England was being discussed thei
the noted young British author
the best-selling novelette Goodly!
Mr. Chips, James Hilton, was visi
ing these shores — and to an inte
view of the New York Times cor
mented upon our radio here,
was a dramatization of his boi
first on the BBC and then on j
NBC, where it had to be repeat
three times by popular demar
that led the NBC to engage hi
for a series of three talks
American impressions, the first
which he gave on an NBC-W.
network Nov. 22 with the others
be delivered from Kansas City a:
Los Angeles on dates to be sche
uled in December.
Interviewed by Orrin E. Dunl
Jr., radio editor of the Times, W
Hilton expressed no displeasu
with American broadcasting — i
deed, saw commercial sponsors!
as a boon to those who write
act for the radio because of t
competition it brings and the bi
ter fees for authors and artists
offers. Wrote Mr. Dunlap, signi
cantly, in one
of the
world's grett
newspapers
— and
a newspaper
itself has never evinced any p;
ticular interest in becoming a i
dio station operator like so ma
of its contemporaries:
The Englishman, nine times out
ten, throws up his hands in disgi
when he first tunes in Americ
broadcasts ; the commercial chatt
as he calls it, irks him. But Mr. E
ton turns out to be the one out of I
who confesses that "in some wi 1
commercializing the air is not so ba<
He admits, however, that at first
expected it to be vulgar, but adds,
find it is not". Sponsors by pay:
the pipers, he observes, beckon o
standing performers to the mic
phone, and as examples he points
Leslie Howard and Helen Hayes.
"At first to hear the commerf
talks mixed with the American p
grams is a let-down from the artis
performance, but one becomes acc
tomed
to it,"like
Mr. being
Hilton
eontinu
"It's exactly
pushed
abi
in a theatre lobby trying to locate
cloakafter
rooman toexcellent
retrieve show.
one's The
coat idf
hat
way, of course, is to have both sp
sored and unsponsored broadcas
America has just that."
Mennen Series on KN5
MENNEN Co., Newark, hi
started a test campaign of ;
half-hour transcriptions on K£
Hollywood. The series, dramatic
nature, started Nov. 17, runn I
through to Nov. 9 next year. 1
company's
plans ofdoradio
not adver
contc ]
plate
expansion
ing before the first of the ye
H. M. Kiesewetter Adv. Agen
New York, has the account.
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AN

ENVIABLE

REPUTATION

KWK

Has built itself a reputation
in the St. Louis market

of which

we are justly proud. In the eight years
the station has been operating
advertisers

our list of

has steadily increased.

This is due

not only to the fact that the advertiser

i
i

the importance
the excellent
This

modern

coverage

always

sively on the St. Louis
mum return for every
present
you?

Our

sales returns

area by KWK.

is one of specialization

seek a specialist. KWK

market,

thereby

dollar spent.

assuring

If you

why

and

the advertiser

are not

not let KWK

of listeners are located, assures

you

that

a program

Our

experienced

your

solve this problem

surrounding

power.

a maxi-

satisfied with

and

buying

for the

specializes exclu-

on the Metropolitan

an area of concentrated
with you in planning

of this prosperous

in this market

concentration

greatest number

of radio advertising, but principally to

age of ours

best results you

realizes

your

for

area, in which

program

the

is received

staff is only too happy

in

to cooperate

suited to your requirements.
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rocco li an J
By Station

Old

I ace

Break

SOMEONE has defined broccoli as spinach gone to seed. Perhaps so,
but we are eating a great deal more spinach and broccoli than ever
before, despite the temptation to say "the hell with it."
A short time ago Station Break noticed that broccoli was being
advertised over one of the stations of his acquaintance. This reminded
him of an announcement -which he had heard over another station
earlier in the fall. The announcement was made on a cooperative program sponsored by a group of broccoli producers. It stated that demand
had been so great that the current supply had been sold out and that
the broadcasts were being discontinued until the following season. Radio,
it seems, sells broccoli.
Now for all our increased use of spinach, both spinach and broccoli
are still comparatively new products in general consumption. Even we
adults eat it mostly because we have been sold on the fact that it is
good for us. Without being so frank about it, we subconciously emulate our young offspring, believing that it will endow us with desirable
attributes, even if not those of Pop-eye, the Sailor.
If radio can sell broccoli, it can sell other new products. Station
Break always has contended that radio is the ideal medium for the
introduction of new products.
YOU FACE two tasks when you introduce a new product. The first
is to stir the desire for the satisfaction which the product renders. We
don't buy physical goods, we buy their utility, the power to give satisfaction which they possess. If you didn't want to remain warm and
look sporty you wouldn't buy that new winter overcoat.
After you've created the desire — to stay cool in summer by air-conditioning, for instance — your second job is to prove to the consumer
that this new gadget of yours will give the satisfaction he is looking
for. We are all naturally conservative and suspicious of the new. We
have to be sold: Air-conditioning, house insulation, travel by air, facsimile broadcasting, broccoli and spinach.
Radio is the ideal way to sell the new gadget.

Long

saves
THE

Distance

LOBBY-SITTING

business

of broadcasting

tory. But your telephone

covers a lot of terri-

will take you to any one,

anywhere — swiftly, conveniently.
The man

you want

away. No matter.

may

be 30 or 300 or 3000 miles

Long Distance

whisks

you to his

desk — past lobby-lines and secretaries. You
with him

as if face-to-face. You

discuss, decide — or make
personal visit. When
back in your own
Long Distance

can ask, suggest,

an appointment

office again.
enables busy executives to visit a

trouble and dollars. Try it for a week
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and see.

for a later

you replace the receiver, you're

dozen different cities in a day — saves time,

month

can talk

or a

RADIO has mass circulation. A new product especially needs mass circulation, for its introduction is to no small measure a shot in the dark,
no matter how carefully you have planned its initial sale.
In radio the advertiser particularly controls his circulation. A smart
program can grab a very large measure of the potential audience in
the station area. The advertiser of a new product especially needs this
quick circulation.
Radio is dramatic. The new product must be dramatized. The inherent drama of any radio presentation, the power of the actual dramatic program and the dramatized announcement, the drama which can
be worked into a straight announcement if properly done — all especially
help the new product.
Radio is news. A new product is news. People like news. It is not
an accident that news broadcasts are probably the most generally popular form of program today. Not so long ago Station Break stumbled
upon a research made almost six years ago which pointed the way to
this development. It showed that when people were conscious of having
received useful information over the radio they were particularly enthusiastic about it. When they secured useful information in the commercial announcements, they cheered for radio advertising. The news
and educational value of radio is important to a new product.
Radio is persuasive. It relies upon the human voice — much more
warm, appealing, convincing, confidence-inspiring and attention-arresting than cold print can ever be; much more inescapable in time, than
can be the best illustration and copy in space. Persuasion is particularly necessary in breaking down the resistance to trying something new.
Radio can be merchandised particularly well to the public and to
dealers. A new product needs plenty of merchandising.
RADIO gains by word-of-mouth. If you like the program your first
impulse is to tell your pals at the office about it in the morning, and
your friends at bridge in the evening. Word-of-mouth advertising is
particularly important in the introduction of a new product or new
brand. The original success of Probak blades has been imputed to have
arisen as much from word-of-mouth advertising of satisfied users as
from its periodical inserts. In radio the new product gets the benefit
of word-of-mouth advertising of its program as well as of its own merits
in consumption.
You can start radio in a relatively small localized way. It usually is
necessary for the new product to start that way. Incidentally, we in
radio never have sold our medium for test campaigns — tests of new
lines, new brands, new sales approaches and new products or designs
(Continued on page 47)
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Daytime

is one of the best known

stations in the Northwest,
of the most

important

information

and

sources

of

It has a remarkably

in the ex-

clear signal,

North and South

but in most

parts of Ne-

braska, Western Iowa, Minnesota,
DAYTIME

Wyoming

the

Land

and Montana.

More

im-

portant than its vast coverage, however,
the dominant

is

hold it has on the listening

habits of radio
territory.

For many

tent and intensity of its coverage.

Dakota,

in

owners

in this far-flung

prosperous

This station is unique

not only through

Eastern

and one

entertainment

for a widespread
rural area.

Station

55
(daytime)*

years WNAX

has been

active in

"fighting the battles", civic and political,
of the Northwest, and it has been rewarded
with an enthusiastic, habitual

following.

We're betting $100,000 (in new equipment)
that ue can increase sales and distribution for
national advertisers in this area.
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'ST1 111

Metckandfalnj
Motel
Saying It With Trolleys — Helpful Hints From Lum
Abner — Labels and Sponsors — Tieup With Theatre
ALL AROUND Des Moines the
trolley cars spread the news about
programs of KRNT, that city.
Using outdoor cards which list five
principal programs, the station
not only notifies the public of its
offerings but tells advertising
agencies, as well, when their clients' programs are listed and submits a picture like the one on this
page as evidence.
* * *
KTUL, Tulsa, Okla., used a novelty
mailing piece to local accounts
tardy with spot announcement
copy. A letter headed, "Catherine's
a beautiful girl but her hair's always on end," is used. It goes
ahead to say that the reason is because of late copy. A caricature
with excelsior strands pasted to
the letter conveys the "hair on
end". Then a photograph of Miss
Catherine Spencer, in charge of
spots, is used at the bottom of the
letter
withto the
statement,
sure like
see her
as she "We'd
really
is." The letter is signed "KTUL
Salesmen".
WDGY, Minneapolis, has started a
series of weekly programs devoted
to Northwest industries. Each program takes up a separate industry
and urges consumers to take advantage of the bargains offered.
Retailers, jobbers and manufacturers are circularized in advance.

&

"LUM & ABNER'S 1936 Family
Almanac
and and
Helpful
Hints"
off the press
is being
offeredis
to listeners in exchange for an outside wrapper from a 50-cent package of Horlick's
malted milk.
In
addition
to a calendar
and the
signs of the zodiac, the booklet contains a map of Pine Ridge and a
number of contributions from the
boys and other inhabitants of this
mythical Arkansas village.
♦ ♦ -♦
WHIO, Dayton, has a tieup with
the local RKO theatre in which a
one-minute movie of the WHIO
transmitter and antenna equipment, studios and artists appears
on the screen for two weeks with
the theatre bringing its vaudeville unit to the studios for a quarter-hour program.
* * *
"THESE lips await you," was the
herald of a mailing piece sent recently by KTUL, Tulsa, to agencies and cosmetic manufacturers.
Red imprints of lips were printed
on the cover.
WITH a KNX Commercial Parade,
not broadcast, the Hollywood station displayed the program department's wares to the advertising
fraternity and acquainted the sales
force
terial. with available program maIN
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TROLLEY PROMOTION— KRNT, Des Moines, promotes its programs
with trolley cards like this, which list popular talent.
ALTHOUGH it is an inland city,
Columbia, S. C, becomes nautically-minded on Friday evenings
when The Good Ship Treasure
Chest docks for 30 minutes at its
home port, WIS. This is a 30-minute. feature sponsored by ten cooperating business concerns, handled by two announcers, one of
whom is "Skipper" Leo Downs,
navigator
of more
the "Good
Ship"years
for
its
long life,
than five
on the station. Transcribed and
local talent is interspersed between
commercials, with Downs doing
some vocals. The various merchants award gifts to persons
sending their names into the station, thus building up a big audience for those waiting to hear if
they are to be recipients of the
* * *
gifts.A LABEL contest conducted
IN
by WSYR, Syracuse, some 15,000
women and 60 organizations and
schools are competing for $1,000
in prizes. Twenty-two national
and local products are entered in
the contest, with competing groups
saving labels or portions of boxes.
Votes are awarded on the basis of
a cent to a vote. Two contest
programs are staged daily, the
event closing Dec. 11.
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Agency Appeals Verdict
RAYMOND R. MORGAN Co., Hollywood agency, sued by E. A. Seymour, formerly on the sales staff,
for 33 1/3% of the gross profit on
the sale of the John Hix Strange
as It Seems transcriptions currently on the Don Lee-CBS network
for Gilmore Oil Co., received an
unfavorable jury verdict. Executives of the agency said they
would file an appeal. The case
was solely on the Gilmore account
and does not include the Ex-Lax
Mfg. Co. sponsorship of the same
transcribed series in the East.
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Station KSD— St. Louis Post-Dispatch
POST-DISPATCH BUILDING, ST. LOUIS/ MO.
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Hormel Soup Spots
GEORGE A. HORMEL & Co.,
Austin, Minn, (canned food) is
using a one-minute spot campaign
on KFI, KNX, and KHJ in Los
Angeles. The announcements are
live and broadcast once a day, 5
days a week, by the three stations,
and are being used to introduce
four new soups which the sponsor
has just put on the market. Contracts are for 13 weeks. Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
New York, is the agency.

Independent Association
Now Studying Proposals
For Schedule of Rates
MEMBERS of National Independent Broadcasters Inc., Association
created by non-network stations to
further national spot sales, are
now studying recommendations on
national rates made by officers of
the organization preparatory to
the general sales effort, according
to an announcement by NIB Nov.
23.
The recommendations on rates
were drafted at a meeting in
Washington Nov. 13. Proposed by
W. Wright Gedge, manager of!
WMBC, Detroit, and chairman of
the NIB rate committee, the rate
plan was said to be devised to fit
the existing rate card of every station in the association. NIB has
approximately 40 members.
Present at the rate meeting
were Edward A. Allen, of WLVA,
Lynchburg, president of NIB;
John Elmer and George H. Roeder,
WCBM, Baltimore; James W.
Baldwin, managing director of the
NAB, William Dolph, manager of
WOL, James O'Shaughnessy, advertising counsellor who has been
retained to establish the NIB sales
Gedge.
organization
in New York, and Mr.
Cal-Aspirin Cited
CAL-ASPIRIN Corp., Chicago
(proprietary), is charged in a
complaint issued by the Federal
Trade Commission with unfair
methods of competition in the sale
of its product. The complaint is
based on alleged claim by the respondent that Cal-Aspirin reduces
the toxic effect of "ordinary aspirin" and that it will more quickly
and efficiently alleviate pain and
fever. The FTC takes the position
that Cal-Aspirin is not less toxic
and does not have a greater mar- f
gin of safety. General Mills Inc. I
Minneapolis, according to the FTC I
owns a portion of Cal - Aspirir I
stock and has an option on the bal I
anee. The respondent has unti l
Dec. 13 to show cause why an or I
der to cease and desist from th<|
alleged
practices should not be is I
sued.
FANCHON & MARCO, Los An I
geles theatrical organization, ex
pects to open a radio division som
time in December in charge o
Gardner
Osborne,
at one & time
wit'
the
former
McMurtrie
Osbom
program firm in Hollywood.
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lood-will

Program

jind Separate

Spots

jftective for Store
Larleston Store Spends 15%
Appropriation for Radio

PROPOSED program that comap's into
listener
dignitythewith
I'fced
Condon
store
ai brought
; radio fold, says Mr. Condon,
e shoe department started with
| children's program that was
padcast Saturday mornings from
-cheater. From this developed the
htdon Salute program. Primarily
= good-will series, says Mr. Conit has produced much favorLie comment. It is broadcast each
nday afternoon from an out'ianding Charleston institution
zh as business houses, colleges,
?h schools, Navy Yard, Fort
oultrie, Marine Barracks and
aers.
"During each program," accord11? to Mr. Condon, "a short history
: the institution is given, together
|lth a talk by an executive and
mbers by its personnel. In the
ginning the Salute program inaded commercial announcements
d special prices. However, the
od will aspects have so impressed
, that we curtailed special prices
|.d commercials. Weekly programs
d spot announcements built
ound storewide merchandise and
]aturing price as one of the appals have proven very profitable."

A'

|J0THER department store that
is joined the ranks of retailers
fo have found radio an efficient
of moving merchandise is
\ jians
r. F. Condon & Sons, Charleston,
C, which spends 15% of its adr t i s i n g appropriation with
'SC, Charleston,
ames F. Condon, president, has
md his experience with radio so
cessful that he believes other
oartment stores should enjoy
ehilar results. "If broadcasting
tions consider the department
Ire's advertising problem first,
ih from the standpoint of direct
'jes and sales created through
,od will," says Mr. Condon, "a
tar concise idea to the departilnt store together with a reasonie merchandising plan, depart!i nt stores as a whole will lean
re kindly toward radio. We beLye our experience during the
*st year is convincing enough to
stify our continuous use of this
and powerful medium — radio."
Into the Fold

*1
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New
New

POWER

Heights
Markets

Five
times more
30% itsmore
listeners!
the service
WOW power
now —
offers
clients
with itsThat's
5000watt daytime power. Just as WOW's 454-foot vertical
antenna reaches upward toward the sky, so does
WOW's increased coverage spread out to reach
new markets for the advertiser. Greater power, plus
high fidelity equipment, means improved program
quality. It means a better selling job at a lower cost
per capita, tool

It

iig Insurance Campaign
(3CAL radio programs will be
'J.tional
-ed as one
phase of acampaign
cooperativeto
advertising
3 undertaken shortly by most of
Ipe large accident and health ini ranee companies, as well as thouJnds of their local agents, accordto announcement from the C. E.
ckerd Adv. Agency, Detroit, ap]anted to handle the campaign,
ne campaign will acquaint the
iblic with the purposes and benes of accident and sickness insur. ice. The peak of the campaign
ill be reached between April 20
(id 25, Accident and Health Insur'1 acetheWeek,
concerted
effort
part when
of all
participating
1E 'incentrated.
mpanies and local agents will be
y>ecember

Out!

and

Up
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• To the left is a photo of the
new vertical antenna, 454 feet
high, weighing 29 tons, and
resting upon the single insulator base shown in the inset photograph. Over nine miles of
wire were used in laying the
120 ground wires to insure maximum coverage and high fidelity broadcast.

WDW
OMAHA,
Owned

NEBRASKA

and operated by Woodmen of the World
Life Insurance Association
JOHN BLAIR CO., Representatives
New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco
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THE

N.B.C.

RED

NETWORK
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On

Radio

in

Magazine

Industry

Are

Attack
Exposed

Jimmie Barry, Fort Smith, Ark., Agency Executive,
Shows Where Stanley Walker Made His Mistakes
in Ethiopia and that Czar Payne
SPIRITED retort to the attack
has one somewhere in his woodupon commercial
pile". This editorial had begun with
this sentence:
radio by Stanley
Walker, New
"The redoubtable George Henry
Payne, who has been on so many
York newspaperm a n , in an ar- sides of so many political fences
ticle published in and now is 'sitting pretty' as one
the weekly magaof the New Deal's radio 'czars', has
conjured up horrendous visions of
mm rT^ JH zine
Today,
delivered
in a was
let- a 'fifth estate' in our government
Mr. Barry
ter t0 the publi.
— the radio."
cation from Jimmie Barry, Fort
Mr. Barry's Reply
Smith, Ark., advertising agency
executive, and made public Nov. 16. MR. BARRY, who heads the agency of the same name, explained
The Walker article, titled "The
Fifth Estate", was published in that after reading the Walker arthe Oct. 12 issue of Today. It was
ticle he wrote in protest to Raymond Moley, editor of Today, and
based largely on the speech delivered several months ago by FCC
the former chief brain-truster. An
Commissioner George Henry
excerpt lishedfrom
his letter
wasof pubin the Nov.
2 issue
the
Payne, Republican, who had attacked commercial broadcasting
magazine with a public invitation
and had questioned the right of ra- for him to say why he disagreed
with the article. The reasons are
dio to classify itself as "The Fifth
set forth in the following letter to
Estate".
Editor Moley, published herewith
Mr. Walker is a former city edi- in
full text:
tor of the New York Herald TribI would not be satisfied to conclude
une, having left that post earlier
the correspondence we have had rethis year. An interesting repercussion to the Payne address in which
Walker's
recent the
article on garding
radioStanley
without
answering
he attacked broadcasting for its two questions which captioned the
printing of excerpts from my letter
alleged "commercial domination",
was an editorial published in the in your mail column, issue of Nov. 2.
Aug. 23 issue of this same newsThe questions were : "Do you mean
think radio is perfect?" and "Why
paper, chiding the ex-New York you
not
say why you disagree with Stanpolitician, and advancing the susThe
answer to the first question is
ley
Walker?"
picion "that all Ethiopians are not
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. . . the only station in Minnesota presenting the star programs of NBC's RED and
BLUE NETWORKS, commanding millions
of listeners.
. . . farmers, wage earners, and business
men with money to buy your goods in this
Metropolitan Trading Area where 74.3 cents
of every retail dollar in Minnesota are
spent
For authentic market data, consult:
GENERAL SALES OFFICE, KSTP,
Minneapolis, Minn., or our
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
... in New York — Paul H. Raymer
Co., ... in Chicago, Detroit, San
Francisco — John Blair Company.
DOMINATES
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Number Four : Mr. Walker, whi
referring to the fact that one poll
cian might buy advertising and
Fog and Worms
tack his opponent who is pennil
WITH a pea-soup fog at
says "Maybe it is fair, but offhand
doesn't
sound quite
This caus«
WHAM, Rochester, N. Y., reme to wonder
what right."
Mr. Walker
thin
cently came a strange horde
radio
is
supposed
to
be.
If
one po
of wire-worms which invaded
tician has the money to buy new
the transmitting station. The
paper advertising and the other po
whole force battled the pests
tician doesn't buy it to reply, th<
for 24 hours with brooms and
what's the difference between new
dustpans. The worms, larvae
paper and radio? Would Mr. Walk
of Click beetles, have been
suggest enforcing a law whereby
candidate for office, if he is penniles
seen in the section before but
may have an equal amount of new
no one can account for the
paper space and radio time, free
mob attack.
charge, with which to oppose his we
financed opponent?
Number Five : "It is not yet poi
that I do not think that radio is per- sible
to say, with any degree of a
fect ;neither do I believe that an independent journal of public affairs is curacy,
is meant
'freedom
It is
beggingby the
questioi
fair to radio and its readers when it the air'.what
presents an analysis of radio written
to say that, ' 'Well, if you don't lik>
in such a prejudiced manner by a it you that
can turn
it off.' The
the programs
are fact
on anre '
"dyed-in-the-wool" newspaperman who mains
that
millions
are
listening.
And
r
obviously knows very little about his
subject.
dio
is
not
merely
a
fad."
I
do
n
Here is why I disagree with Stanley know where Mr. Walker lives, but w
Walker. I am going to list some of his have "freedom on the radio" at on
house to a much greater extent tha
statements and answer them individu- we
expect from many other forms
ally. You may need to refer to his ar- public
communication. I find that i
ticle for clarity of his statements. Num- can receive
about 40 different thin
ber One: "THE RADIO BATTLES
on the air at one time during ti
FOR a NO
a quotation
from
talk RIGHTS,"
by Commissioner
Payne. evening. These range from barn dan
This is not a defect of radio as Mr. music to opera, and whenever we (
like a program we do not tur
Stanley's hundreds of words in this not
the radio off . . . We tune in on
regard
would
indicate.
I
see
no
reason for radio to battle for any rights. program that we do enjoy. The radi
Radio is too much the property of the industry is spending a tremendou
amount of money to find out wht
general public to assume the respon- we
do enjoy, and it is bringing I
sibility of deciding which of the thou- dozens
of brand new radio feature
sands of public policies are best and
then trying to instill its decision upon every month.
the listening public. Our newspaper
Number Six : "Ask any advertisin
industry is of tremendous size, and so agency
about the future of radio.
long as it is conducted on the present This leaves the impression that adve
agencies might be classed I
basis,that
"battling
not tising
see
radio isforatrights,"
fault inI do
failing
authorities on the future of radio,
to duplicate this work. Leading radio believe that Mr. Walker cannot sho
station operators (WLW, for ex- that as much as 10% of the broai
ample) do not believe that radio
time of the radio stations
should have an editorial column in casting
the United States is controlled or a
connection with its station-owned news fected by advertising agencies. Hi
departments.
were going to ask someone about tl
Now Number Two : "Of course, the future of radio, I would ask the new
primary
trouble
with
radio
in
Amerlife insurance companies, h
ica is that it started wrong. In any papers,
tels, colleges, churches, departme:
other industry that comes to mind, stores,
companies, manufacturei
the consumer pays. In case of radio, old-time oil
radio men, radio station ow
the consumer pays in the anguish ers and brilliant leaders of the indn
caused by having to listen to blatant try. I imagine Sol Taishoff, Edit
advertising that offends the ear and
Broadcasting
magazine,
and Nas
J. 1
Ward,
of Radio Station
WLAC,
disturbs the brain." Frankly, Mr. of
Moley, I cannot see how this ever got ville, Tenn., [former] president of t!
into print in your publication. The National Association of Broadcastei
purchaser of a radio set pays far more might answer the questions for W
per year investment and operating
expenses than several newspapers and Walker and not leave "the vital mi
magazines would cost per year, and ter of serving the public . . . 'way >
if Mr. Walker had thought about it,
From his newspaper viewpoint, Jd
he would recall that subscriptions pay Walker
laments the fact that rad
in
air."
but a very small cost of the publica- makethe $100,000,000.00
whi
tion of newspapers and magazines. might otherwise have annually
to ne^ j
The consumer not only pays more in papers and magazines. gone
Later in 1
radio, but newspapers are a parallel
article,
he
says
:
"If
there
were ofsoit 1
in every particular. Any criticism of way
in which a sensible merger
radio on its support by advertisers
press with made,
the entire
industth I
could be made a criticism of news- could
it is radio
probable
papers without changing the wording. much be
of the present dissatisfacti i
Number
"In the
first upplace,
radio
has Three
never : quite
made
its with programs could be eliminated j
mind what it wants to be. One month Most of the present dissatisfacti
programs, I believe, can be ev J
it is competing with newspapers in with
uated at $100,000,000. The newsi j
spreading news, and the next month pers
can be dissatisfied, but they ha 1
no more claim to radio than 1 j
it decides
not sure,
to compete."
This statement, I am
is applicable
only wagon
manufacturers have on t j
to adiovery
small
percentage
of
the
raautomobile
If all the ra< I
stations in the United States, and stations wereindustry.
turned over to the ne\ I
is not true of radio in general. Mr.
they would probably get abc I
Walker applies it to radio in general. papers,
as far as the wagon manufaetun 1
Right oryhere,
let
me
refresh
your
memas to what radio broadcasting have gone in the motor car busine J
consists of in the United States : There are many newspaper-owned a 1
There are 608 broadcasting stations operated radio stations received j
Smith, and there is no una
in the country. Only 175 of these are Fort
twisting of dials to these s
members of the two national net- mous
tions. In fact, the average newspap
works, leaving 433 independent sta- owned radio station is a rather p
tions. Thus, 28% of the stations are
in the national networks, while 72% ventional station and it has plenty
trouble keeping pace with the th
are independent.
When discussing radio in general as oughbred radio man in charge of m
Mr. Walker has done throughout his newspaper-owned stations.
My communication has become m
article, one must remember that chain
a manuscript than a letter, anc
programs and radio, as they have it of
in New York and Chicago, are a very will not add to my reply to I
small part of American radio in 48 Walker, any unrelated discussions
states.
(Continued on page 47)
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1 He's at the office, Junior, drawing

up a list of radio stations that will be more PROFITABLE

for his company or his client... so you can have more toys next year." Why not enjoy the coming holidays by placing HEARST
RADIO stations on YOUR list for 1936 . . . and KNOW
THAT

YOUR

JOB

will be well done.

A Merry

NATIONAL
WCAE
WINS

PITTSBURGH
. NEW YORK

Christmas

and a Happy

New

Year from . . .

REPRESENTATIVE :

KYA ... SAN
WBAL

FRANCISCO
BALTIMORE

WISN
KEHE

HEARST MAGAZINE BUILDING, 959 EIGHTH AVE., NEW YORK • COLUMBUS 5-7300
HEARST BUILDING, MARKET at THIRD, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. • DOUGLAS 2536

. MILWAUKEE
LOS ANGELES
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;
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ANTON BRUEHL

Congo explorers say that the native who hears a message on the tomtom, most elemental of broadcasting systems, recalls every phrase until
the end of his life. Here in America, radio advertising has demonstrated
extraordinary ability to imbed its message permanently in the public
mind. Months and even years after a broadcast announcement, letters
pour in from listeners who remember the most minute details. A cosmetic,
for example, that offered a free sample in one of its CBS broadcasts continued to receive inquiries for sixteen months. When a household utility
broadcaster announced free samples at hardware stores, the 62,910 inquiries made of retailers in the next 30 days, were soon dwarfed by the
95,000 requests of the 30 days following. . .while the maker of a less-than10c product kept on receiving wrappers for a premium at the rate of 2000
per month for six months after the final announcement.

So it goes. If

you want the advantages of your product to be fully understood and
long remembered

by the greatest number of people, tell them about it

through broadcast advertising on CBS, the world's largest radio network.
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Copyright Impasse
THE WORST has happened on copyright.
The Warner Bros, publishing houses, controlling between 25 and 40% of the ASCAP catalog, have withdrawn from the combine, and
little short of chaos prevails in Tin Pan Alley.
Broadcasters, except for the network owned
and operated stations and about twoscore
others, have no contracts with ASCAP after
Dec. 31. Naturally, they expect to be accorded
the right of reducing their royalty payments
to ASCAP, already considered exhorbitantly
high, by an amount corresponding to the reduction in the catalog. What the Warner
Bros, houses propose to charge for their music
is not yet known.
There appears to be only one course left
open for ASCAP. That course is to issue a
blanket extension to all broadcasters for the
right to perform whatever music it still controls until new centracts can be worked out.
E. C. Mills, ASCAP general manager, has
stated that if Warner Bros, withdrew, then
the way would be opened for negotiation of
new contracts by broadcasters. The new basis,
we believe, should not be the indefensible
method now in force, under which stations
must pay 5% of their receipts, plus an arbitrary sustaining fee. We have felt there never
was any justification for such assessments,
but ASCAP maintained that since it controlled some 95% of the music demanded by
stations, this was an equitable basis.
Now, with the ASCAP performance control
substantially reduced, it seems that the most
logical royalty basis would be a percentage of
receipts for programs in which ASCAP music
is performed. If a fair percentage is arrived
at, there would be little quarrel on such an
arrangement.
Thus, broadcasters and their advertisers,
would be relieved of the necessity of paying
tribute on programs using no music, such as
news broadcasts, skits, weather reports, and
the like. Moreover, there would be created a
basis upon which other copyright owners, such
as Warner Bros., could be paid on programs
using their music, if broadcasters want to use
it at all. Also, there is the "per piece" method
of payment which already has the endorsement
of the NAB membership. It cannot be ignored
in any new negotiations.
At the moment, it is impossible to foretell
what the outcome of the music turmoil will be.
It may mean the breaking of ASCAP. New
litigation, to test the validity of the Warner
Bros, houses attempting to license music without the consent of its authors and writers,
who happen to be ASCAP members, is a forePage 34

gone conclusion. It seems to be anybody's
guess now what will ultimately happen to
ASCAP. In an organization like ASCAP,
which has conducted its affairs in such highhanded fashion, internal strife was inevitable.
Broadcasters should not be stampeded into
signing ASCAP contracts under present terms.
They have a trade association in the NAB and
Managing Director Baldwin is on the scene to
procure the best possible deal for the industry
and to keep them apprised of every development.

Curbing Bureaucracy
ONE OF THE most welcome bits of news to
emanate from the FCC in many a day is the
disclosure that it has revised sharply its policies dealing with program citations as a means
of preventing its "cleanup" campaign from
running out of bounds. The FCC early this
year started its anti - medical program drive
for the announced purpose of helping the industry help itself by cleansing its own house.
It feels that much good has come from campaign but that in their zeal to do big things,
subordinates in its Law Department have gone
too far.
From now on the Broadcast Division itself
will decide whether and when a station shall
be called upon to supply information about
questionable programs. There will be no
more indiscriminate letters from legal
fledglings calling stations to the mat on the
flimsiest of evidence, or upon no evidence at
all. We expect to see a sharp diminution in
such irresponsible citations from now on although the Broadcast Division declares it will
drive just as hard as in the past in cases of
gross infraction of good taste in program presentations.
We have been critical all along of the haphazard and arbitrary methods used by Broadcast Division lawyers in "investigating" programs, even though we have had no quarrel
with the FCC's basic object of helping stations help themselves. But it has been apparent for weeks that the vast majority of
the program citations were sheer bureaucratic
caprice, which caused stations, advertisers and
agencies no end of embarrassment and some
loss of business.
The Broadcast Division, we believe, acted
wisely in taking over to itself complete jurisdiction over program investigations. We are
hopeful that the worst is over, not only because it will ease much of the anxiety of the
industry itself but also because it may remove
the FCC further from the suspicion that it is
indiscriminately censoring programs.

BOOK

RADIO
SHELF

SOMETIMES it doesn't sound quite the same
from the loudspeaker as it sounds at the microphone. From such phonetic accidents famous
radio mistakes originate. Lowell Thomas, newt
commentator, who claims to have made the
worst bull in the history of radio, tells aboul
it, and others, too, in Fan Mail, Dodge Publishing Co., New York ($1.50). He offers !
cross section of listener reaction, cataloguee
and usually accompanied by Thomas' reactior
to his listeners' reactions.

A

Rejection

Slip

IT PROBABLY is true that the "oute
fringe" of broadcasting stations, which accep
any kind of business that comes down the pike
tends to give the broadcasting industry as :
whole a black eye. "Per inquiry" and "cod
tingent" account propositions still are benv
made. Some of the suckers must be biting
otherwise the offers would stop.
In almost any group of broadcasters, some
one will say that the "little fellows" are th
transgressors and stigmatize the industry
That, happily, is not true. Take the case <y>
the- Norma-lite Co., of Des Moines, for e?
ample. It offered a 15-minute daily prograi
for this reducing tablet on a per inquiry has:
to many stations. The account itself falls i
the decidedly questionable category, quite asic
from the contingent proposition.
Little KGEZ, in Kalispell, Mont., in tun
ing down the proposition, wrote the compan
that "because of the pride which this statio
takes in the ethical standards of the NAB, v.
accept no advertising on a commission basis
That, to us, seems to be a pretty conci:
sort of rejection slip.
THINGS are happening in the television field, as evidenced by the increasing activity of RCA and the
statements of David Sarnoff reported
in this issue. The visual radio art
bears close watching on the part of
every
vertiser.broadcaster and broadcast ad-

A

Meritorious

Choice

IN SELECTING T. A. M. Craven as its chij
engineer, the FCC procured the services
able rac'lI
one of the inmost
engineers
the distinguished
country. Theandappointme
was on merit only. The job sought the ma I
not the man the job. Commander Craveil
background, not only as a radio expert of tl
Navy for some 17 years, but also as a brosl
cast consultant during the last five yea j
his new
admirably
him who
qualifies
were
many
were for
fearful
thatpost.
the The'
pelI
would be filled because of political considei I
tions. Happily, that is not the case. We aj
confident that Commander Craven will pre;
an able, conscientious and efficient success
to Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, who in his six-year tenu
established high and laudable standards in iJ
dio engineering.
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JAMES nouncerMILNE,
anof WICC, formerly
Bridgeport,chief
Conn.,
has assumed the managership of
AVELI, New Haven.
THOMAS D. DWYER, formerly on
the advertising staffs of Buffalo Evening News and Buffalo Times has
been named advertising director of
WBNY, new 100-watt Buffalo station
licensed to Roy L. Albertson.
MRS. NAOMI BENGSTON, formerly part-owner and director of KLZ,
Denver, has taken up permanent residence in Los Angeles. She recently
sold her interest in the station to the
publishers of the Oklahoma City Oklahoman, who also operate WKY.
L. B. WILSON, president of WCKY,
Cincinnati, left Nov. 23 for Miami,
Fla., to be the guest of former Gov.
James M. Cox, of Dayton, owner of
WHIO and WIOD, on a fishing trip.
HARRISON W. BULLARD, for
three years with NBC and for the
past year advertising production manager, has joined the advertising and
publicity department of American Can
Co., New York.
J. LESLIE POX, former commercial
manager of WSM, WLS and other
stations, has announced the closing of
his agency Radio Broadcasting Inc.,
Chicago, which he has been operating
for several months. His future plans
are not known.
BUELL HERMAN, formerly of the
sales department of the Firestone Tire
& Rubber Co., Akron, has joined the
NBC central division sales promotion
department, replacing E. K. Hartenbower, who was recently transferred
to the local sales staff.

SELMA SEITZ, president of WFAS,
White Plains, N. Y., has been named
head of the publicity of the local
Chamber of Commerce. Frank A.
Seitz, vice president, continues as a
director of International Radio Club
Miami, and has been named chairman
of the publicity and program committee of the local
chapter
Lionsjoined
International. E. A.
Lymanof has
the local sales department of WFAS.
C. STANFORD COST, staff member
of KGMB, Honolulu, is making a t
good-will tour of the United States, to
arouse greater interest in the islands,
and also to urge the networks to send
more commercial programs to their
Hawaiian island outlets. He arrived
Oct. 10, and after a trip through the
Midwest
Honolulu and
Dec.East,
19. plans to return to
F. W. SARTAIN, former newspaper
man, advertising agency executive and
official of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, has joined the sales force of
KMOX, St. Louis.
SIG A. SOLLIE, vice-president of
MacGregor
& Sollie producers,
Inc., San isFrancisco transcription
the
father of a girl born in November.
William Stronach, traffic manager for |
the concern, also became the father
of a boy in November.
WILLIAM V. RAY, assistant manager ofciated
KFWB,
and about
assowith thatHollywood,
station for
eight
yearsmanager
except for
year when
he was
of one
KGER,
Long
Beach, Cal., resigned Nov. 20 to open
his own Hollywood night club known
as "The House of Lords".
JOHN F. PATT, manager of WGAR,
Cleveland, has been named a member
of the board of directors of the Cleveland Rotary Club, and not president
as incorrectly stated in the Nov. 15
issue of Broadcasting.
ELBERT HALING, for the last year
director of publicity and continuity
for WFAA, Dallas, on Nov. 15 became assistant sales and public relations manager of KFJZ, Fort Worth.
WILLIAM STUHT, formerly with
Frederick & Nelson, Pacific Railways
Adv. Co. and Foster & Kleiser, has
joined the commercial department of
KOMO-KJR, Seattle, specializing in
men's clothing and fuel accounts.
GEORGE STORER, operator of
CKLW, WSPD, WWVA and several
other stations, sailed with Mrs. Storer
Nov. 20 aboard the S. 8. Washington
for a month's business and vacation
trip in England, France and Germany.
VICTOR RATNER, newly appointed
CBS director of sales promotion, was
presented with a floral horseshoe Nov.
25
members of the staff in honor of
his byadvancement.
FRANK S. FENTON has been
named director
of sales of WBNS,
Columbus,
O.

of the Secretary of State for
bringing
Canada. about an agreement with
It was in 1928 that Commander
Craven was loaned by the Navy
Department to the Radio Commission before it had been in existence
a full year. He took over nonbroadcasting pursuits, with Capt.
Guy Hill of the Army handling
broadcasting. Then he served as
acting calledchief
until reto naval engineer
duty.
Since his resignation from the
Navy, Commander Craven has
specialized in radio allocation engineering and antenna design. He
collaborated in the installation of
the first directional antenna at
WFLA-WSUN, Clearwater, Fla.,
which proved the beginning of a
new era in station radiating systems. He also was. the leading exponent of the opening of the 15001600
kc.
band and
for "high
fidelity"
broadcasting
he has
been
identified with practically every

movement
for introduction of modcasting.
ern engineering practices in broadCommander Craven makes his
home in Washington with his wife
and two-year-old son. Two children
by a former marriage reside with
their mother in New Jersey. He is
a fellow in the Institute of Radio
Engineers. Among his clubs are
the Army & Navy Country Club,
National Press Club, Congressional
Country Club, U. S. Naval Institute, Military Order of the Loyal
Legion of the United States, Kilocycle-Wavelength Club, Ends of
Earth Club, and Naval Academy
Athletic Association. He still holds
his commission as a Lieutenant
Commander in the Naval Reserve.
During his naval career, Commander Craven wrote several technical radio books, most of which
have been used as text manuals.
His hobbies, strangely enough, are
collection of stamps, coins, art
boxes and miniatures.

PERSONAL

IVe

Pay

JQelpectA

Gut

"To

1

TUNIS AUGUSTUS

MACDONOUGH

IF YOU turn back the pages of
radio regulatory history to those
rather dark days of 1928, you will
find the name of Lieut. Commander Tunis Augustus Macdonough
- Craven enscribed on the books of
the Federal Radio Commission as
"engineer, loaned by Navy Department". Those were the days
when the Radio Commission, withi|out experienced personnel or appropriation, had to beg and borrow its existence. But it was a
good borrower, and in the engi| neering field, at least, managed to
4 get the best men available.
Today, on a brand-new leaf in
that history, you will find the same
*■ name, but bearing the title "chief
engineer". The FCC, successor to
the Radio Commission, is in a different position, however, and has
plenty of funds for desired talent.
It was intent upon getting, as it
said, the "best available man for
the job",
it drafted
the former Navaland
officer
into service.
But it wasn't a case of drafting
the man from the military service,
for five years ago Commander
ICraven had voluntarily resigned
! from the Navy to enter private
consulting practice. His success in
I private pursuit was as great as that
j in the Navy, where he was recog|| nized among its foremost technical
radio experts. At great personal
sacrifice he was prevailed upon
last week to accept the FCC post
as successor to Dr. Charles B. Jolliffe. The latter had resigned on
p| Nov. 12 to accept the post of engineering chief of the Radio Corporation of America, after a sixwithFCC.
3 year tenure
the Radio Commission and the
In the Navy, Commander
Craven had spent 17 years in oontinuous radio service — -the longest
radio tour of any Naval officer
with a single exception. He had held
tfj numerous important radio posts.
J during his naval career, which began when he was graduated from
the Naval Academy in 1913. Acfj tually, Commander
Craven was
f;l "born" to a naval career, for his
il great grandfather and his grandi father on his paternal side were
famous naval officers who had won
"flag" rank. His cousin is Rear
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CRAVEN

Admiral T. T. Craven, who has
held almost
every service.
major assignment in the naval
Duringmanderthe
CravenWorld
was in War
chargeCom-of
all radio communications between
this country
and vessels
Europeat and
tween shore and
sea. beHe
is credited with having devised the
"intercept system" of locating
enemy stations — an attainment for
which he received a special letter
of commendation.
All during his naval career this
tall, broad-shouldered, good - natured fellow was called by his
brother officers "Tunis Algeria Morocco" for short. He was born in
Philadelphia, Jan. 31, 1893, the
son of Tunis A. and Harriet Austin Craven. His younger brother,
Thomas T., is a naval lieutenant.
After attending elementary schools
in Baltimore and other cities, he
was appointed to the Naval Academy in 19G9. Following graduation, he served continuously until
December, 1930, when he voluntarily resigned.
Other highlights of his naval
career include service as the first
fleet radio officer of the U. S.
Fleet, administrative charge of radio research and design of the
Navy Department, and in charge
of radio operations in the Office of
Naval Communications, Washington. He has been a member of
various inter-departmental boards,
including the inter - departmental
radio advisory committee, which
formulated government radio polic i e s . He has represented the
United States as technical advisor
at practically every international
radio conference since 1920, including the inter-Allied Conference
during the war and succeeding military and civil conferences.
The International Radio Conference in Washington in 1927 commended Commander Craven for
his work in bringing about an accord in the extremely difficult problem of radio frequency allocations
and formulating the basis upon
which practically all nations plan
their radio communications to
avoid interference. Following the
Short Wave Conference of North
American nations in Ottawa in
1929 he received the written thanks
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NOTES

W. CAREY JENNINGS has been appointed manager of KGW and KEX,
Portland, Ore., succeeding Lawrence
Allen, who resigned to join the NBC
sales department in San Francisco,
Dec. 1. Jennings was former commercial manager of the two stations. Allen succeeded Capen Eames who resigned from NBC to become Pacific
Coast manager of the Family Circle.
EDWARD J. HAMLIN, of the sales
staff of moted
KSD,
Louis, has succeeding
been proto salesSt. manager,
Ray C. Jenkins, resigned, it was announced Nov. 21 by George M. Burbach, director of KSD and advertising manager
the St. has
LouisnotPostDispatch.
Mr.of Jenkins
yet
announced his future connection.
A. L. CHILTON, formerly manager
of KRLD, Dallas, and the coowner
of KLRA, Little Rock, Ark., has been
named manager of WGST, Atlanta,
succeeding David Brinkmoeller, resigned. W.manager.
H. Summerville is commercial
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THE

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

R. CALVERT HAWS, director of
radio at the 1933 Century of Progress
Exposition and more recently in
charge of the series of broadcasts by
Mrs. Roosevelt, sponsored by Selby
Shoe Co., has been appointed program
and production director of WCFL,
Chicago.
GUILBERT GIBBONS, the "Burnt
Toastmaster"
WHK's was
earlymarried
morning Cleveland ofprogram,
Nov. 16 to Miss Julia Mary Smith,
of Cleveland.
LOUISE FITCH has joined the continuity and production department
staff at KOIL, Omaha. She is wellknown in Omaha as a member of the
production staff of the Omaha Community Playhouse.

Pooey!

to you

We told a Walkathon
promoter with $1200 greenback in his hand — Not up
to our standard. KTUL,
Tulsa, Okla. Columbia Affiliate. W. C. (Bill) Gillespie, V. P. & Gen'l-Mgr.

J. B. LAKE, formerly of WIT,
Cedar Rapids, la., has accepted a
position as announcer with KFAB,
Lincoln, Neb. He will handle the
Man on The Street program in Lincoln.
DON FITZGERALD, former announcer and production man of KSL,
Salt Lake City, joins KGMB, Honolulu, Dec. 1 in a similar capacity.
ERNIE SMITH, formerly of WAIM,
Anderson, S. C, has been named program director of WBIG, Greensboro,
N. C. John Miller, formerly WBIG
program manager, has been named
program
of WSJS, WinstonSalem, N.manager
C.
FRANK BLAIR, formerly announcing and producing at WCSC, Charleston, S. C, has been added to the staff
of WIS, Columbia, S. C. and is
handling Transradio news. Both
WCSC and WIS are owned and operated bycastingthe
Co. South Carolina BroadRICHARD FAULKNER, formerly
announcing markets on KDKA, Pittsburgh, is now announcing and programming for WCSC, Charleston,
S. C.
JOE KAYSER, orchestra leader for
more than 20 years, has joined the
NBC Artists Service, Chicago, as
band booker.
MAREN CARDWELL, formerly at
KMBC and before that a writer for
the movies, has joined the continuity
staff of KMOX, St. Louis.
GODFRED KULER, staff announcer
of KFJZ, Fort Worth, has been promoted to studio director, with the appointment of John Sullivan, studio
director for the last two years, as
publicity director. Kuler formerly was
with KFDM, Beaumont, Tex., and
Sullivan was formerly a stock actor.
ROBERT La BOUR, formerly of
WOOD, Grand Rapids, has joined the
announcing staff of WJJD, Chicago.

a,6r»Se
ESS
Just one of the 175 Local Advertisers and sv ^T^nas
70 National Advertisers Using WMBD
Results
the Answer
— Proving
you can-A
not coveris Central
Illinois
withoutthatWMBD!
test will prove It. Send for full information.
PEORIA BROADCASTING
COMPANY
Edgar L. Bill, Pres. & Mgr.
Chas. C. Caley, Comm. Mgr.
Free, Johns &. Field, Inc., National Representatives ^.TOF//
NewYork, Chicago, Detroit , Los Angeles, San Francisco , /— , 4h

LLOYD UNDERWOOD, formerly ot I
:
the administrative staff of KNX.I
Hollywood, but lately free lancing, on I
Nov.
returned to the station as 5
traffic 18
manager.

STEEL TRUMPET— Frank Simon,
band conductor on the American
Rolling Mill Co. program on an
NBC-WJZ network, will play the
first stainless steel musical instrument, a trumpet, on the Armco
program Dec. 2. Here is Dr. Simon,
a sheet of stainless steel, the
trumpet, and a coworker.
LARRY NEVILLE, continuity writer
at KMOX, St. Louis, left his post
for a few days recently to take the
Missouri state bar examinations at
Jefferson City. He was graduated
from St. Louis University last June.
SALLIE STEELE, formerly in the
continuity and production departments of KOIL, Omaha, has accepted
a similar position at WKBB, Dubuque. Ia. She will handle all continuity
for the station and will assist the
regular announcer on Man On The
Street program.
JAMES V. PEPPE, of Columbus,
dance-band promoter and ballroom
operator, has been named director of
the band department of CBS Artists
Bureau Inc.
WARD BYRON, NBC producer in
San Francisco, wrote the sketch in
which Helen Jepson appeared at the
annual San Francisco Opera ComOpera-tunities
show,House
stagedNov.in
the Warpany's
Memorial
Opera
15. Before coming to the West Coast,
Byron assisted in producing the MetNew York. ropolitan Opera's Surprise Parties in
JOHN THORPE, formerly of the
Yankee Network and WNAC, Boston,
has replaced
Simonds
as special events Harold
announcer
of WFIL,
Philadelphia, Simonds going to the
sales department.
ROBERT LONGWELL, formerly of
WGBF, Evansville, Ind., and Larry
Gentile, formerly of CKLW, Windsor,
have joined the announcing staff of
WJBK, Detroit. George McWilliams,
former Detroit newspaperman, is
writing continuity for WJBK.
HAL HUDSON, Chicago CBS continuity chief, on Nov. 13 returned to
Notre dressDame,
alma mater, to adthe radiohisclub.
PHIL LaMAR ANDERSON. "Intimate Interviewer" of WLS, Chicago,
has resigned to free-lance in that city.
JERRY
ball coachGEEHAN,
in Tacoma, formerly
has joinedbasketKVI,
that city, as sports announcer.
GEORGE PUTNAM, former actor,
has joined the announcing staff of
KGB, San Diego. Arthur Linkletter,
program director, was married Nov.
28 to Miss Lois Foerster of San
Diego. Vivian Merrill, department
store advertising specialist, has joined
KGB and is conducting a thriceweekly shopping
program,appealing
besides advising on programs
to
women. In addition she announces a
thrice-weekly program House in the
Stars, sponsored by Marston Co., department store.
C. A. QUADRINO, remote announcer
of WFAS, White Plains, N. Y., resigned following his marriage Nov. to
Miss Annarita Lynch, of Astoria,
Long Island. Charles Burke, of the
WFAS
announcer.Players, is doubling as relief
MYLO WESLEY, announcer at
KRNT, Des Moines, arrived in Los
Angeles tationlate
in November
with expecof locating
there permanently.

JACK SAYERS, assistant publicity |
director of KHJ, Los Angeles, oi
Nov. 18
transferred
to the station'swas
continuity
staff.
FELIX FARRINGTON, formerly of
WWVA, Wheeling, and WHIO, Dayton, has joined the announcing staff
of WSPD, Toledo.
LEWIS PATTERSON, formerly with
the general advertising department of
the Hearst newspapers in New York,
has been named publicity director of
WCAE, Pittsburgh.
CY KING,
formerly Pittsburgh,
news commentator on KDKA,
has
joined tatorWBEN,
Buffalo,
as
commenfor the Buffalo Evening News.
JACK McLEAN, formerly of WGRWKBW, Buffalo, has assumed the
post of production manager of WBNY.
Buffalo.
KENNETH RAPIEFF, former
sports announcer of WATR, Waterbury, Conn., has been named to the
announcing
staffHaye
of post.
WICC,
port,
with announcing
Lou
stepping Bridge-"
up to 1
the chief
CURTISof Radio
MITCHELL,
formerly'
editor
Stars, a fan magazine,
has become vice president and edi-|
torial weekly.
director of Radio Guide, pro-"
gram
EARL SANDERSON, former production manager of the defunct San!
Francisco station KFWI, has joined I
the announcing and continuity depart- J
ments of K.TBS in that city.
HARFIELD
WEEDIN,
di-|
rector of KNOW,
Austin,program
Tex., has
assumed a similar post at KTAT.
Fort Worth, key station of SBS. Earl
Rodell changed places with Weedin.
Marjorie Luethi, of KTSA, has been
named KNOW continuity director.
C. D. (Chuck) MILLER, formerly
announcer at WHO and KSO, Des
Moines,
has joined
Shenandoah,
Ia. the staff of KMA.
Radio
CentralhasCasting
Bureau,
H.
E. NOID
been named
head Losof"
Angeles.
PAUL RICKENBACKER, CBS program manager in Los Angeles, is the
father of a boy born Nov. 12. Mrs. |
Rickenbacker is known in radio as
Mona Lowe, singer.
ROBERT W. WILSON, new anat WMBD, Muncie,
Peoria, Ind.,
and was
formerly nouncer
of WLBC,
married recently to Miss Mary Jane
Patterson, of Muncie.
JACK BARRETT,
Detroitpublicity
newspaperman, has been named
director of WJBK, Detroit, succeedingandCharles
Sterritt
is announcing
handling
newswhoprograms.
PHIL ROSS, formerly production
manager of WJAY, Cleveland, and
WGR-WKBW, Buffalo, has been
named program director of WIBX,
Utica, N. Y.
DICK CHAPLAN, formerly with the
NBC press department in New York,
has joined the American Wild Life
Institute as publicity director. Although
Institute has
headquarters thein Washington,
Mr. its
Chaplan
will maintain an office in the Empire
State Bldg., New York.
HELEN ARLEN has been named
publicity director of KMTR, Hollywood, and will also present weekly
interviews.
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Potential Audiences Ranging from
13,000,000 to 16,000,000 Radio Homes
r- which is actually only slightly less than
the total evening home circulation. Also,
of course, weekday time audiences are
preponderantly women, and if you sell
the woman in the home, you've sold the
one person who counts most in family
buying.
Double the Time Available — at
HALF THE PRICE
The 10-hour span from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m.
— exactly double the evening span in
length— allows freer scope for programplanning today — at half NBC evening
rates. (Let us tell you, incidentally, how

Radio Housewives spend every half-hour
in the day. Figures from recent Market
Research Corporation of America sur-

*Send for our book,
"Safes Begin When

vey: have you seen it? We'll bring it!)

Programs Begin"

Intensely Receptive Mood —
LOOK AT THE RECORD!
Into these 10 hours— the 2/3 of a woman's
waking life when the bulk of home-andfamily-planning is done — Daytime Radio
pours entertainment, advice, directions,
ideas. Its hold on woman's interest is
strengthening steadily — as advertisers
have proved.* Available time, program
ideas, merchandising suggestions, and
costs — on NBC networks or local stations
—are yours for the asking.

Tune in the RCA Magic Key Program every Sunday 2 to 3 P. M., E.S. T., on WJZ and associated NBC stations
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IN THE
CONTROL
ROOM
TWO engineers named Swanson (no
relation) have been added to the
staff of WJJD, Chicago. One is Carl
R. Swanson, formerly chief engineer
at KMM.J and WHO; the other,
Harold Swanson of Chicago, who will
handle night assignments.
HARRY BARHAM MILLER, of the
engineering department of WOR,
Newark, has been shifted to the announcing staff. Miller, a native of
London, has been in the technical end
of radio for 15 years.
TOM CHURCH, plant supervisor at
KMOX, St. Louis, is now a Kentucky Colonel.
LEWIS NORTH, transmitter engineer of KVI, Tacoma, is the father of
a girl born in November.
KRNR
New and Needed
ROSEBURG, OREGON
Never before has this rich
Pacific Coast Market and
day time Reception
•
•
•
•

AP News Service
Fine Equipment
Newspaper Cooperation
1500 KC. 100 Watts

Owned and operated by the
ROSEBURG NEWS - REVIEW
ROSEBURG, OREGON

A. M. FERRES, formerly panelman
and relief transmitter operator at
WFAS, White Plains, N. T., has
joined the staff of WHN, New York.
ERNEST L. ADAMS Jr. has been
named acting chief engineer of WHIO,
Dayton, replacing R. H. Lingle Jr.,
resigned.
ERNEST ROY, technician at
WBEN, Buffalo, was severely burned
on the hands when he contacted a live
wire while installing the new ultra
short-wave transmitter.
LEO SPENCER, engineer of WGAR,
Cleveland, has taken a sales position
with Philco Radio & Television Corp.,
in Boston.
LESTER E. BESSEMER, for five
years with WMAZ, Macon, Ga., has
resigned to join Collins Radio Co.,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Bessemer was
graduated last Spring from Georgia
Tech,
taken engineering.
the five-year
course having
in electrical
W.
H. Horne,
Georgia Tech graduate, replaces Bessemer.
RICHARD KELLY has joined the
engineering staff of WICC, Bridgeport, Conn.
TRUETT KIMZEY, chief engineer of
KPJZ, Fort Worth, and Mrs. Kimzey are the parents of a daughter,
Karolyn, born recently. Mr. Kimzey
is
now experimenting with a television
installation.
George E. Graff
GEORGE E. GRAFF, president of
WRAK, Williamsport, Pa., and the
Sun-Gazette Co., died Nov. 11 at
the ageness.ofHe had
70 following
a long
illretired from
active
duty in 1932 but had maintained
contact with his interests. He is
survived by his widow.
KNX, Hollywood, has started a
presidential poll, with listeners
voting by post card.

APPROVED

by Spokane

Now

Department

Operating

Stores

On

890
Kilocycles
Of the five Spokane Department Stores, only
four use Radio. All four use KFPY, three
exclusively. Incidentally the store that has
made
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GUSTY GERTIE'S GONE— And a
brand new wind machine has replaced her at Radio City. Here is
sound techRay Kelly,
nician, NBC
shedding achief
few tears over
historic Gusty Gertie (left), a
hand-cranker, and proudly surveying his new creation (upper right).
Its innards are exposed in the third
photo (lower right).
Withycomb Honored
DONALD WITHYCOMB, manager of WFIL, Philadelphia, has
been named to head the entertainment committee of the Poor Richard Banquet for 1936. One of the
oldest and most respected advertising clubs in the United States,
Poor Richard annually presents a
banquet and show each Jan. 17th.
Mr. Withycomb's appointment
marks the first time a radio executive will guide the entertainment
for this affair. He contemplates
many unusual features for the
coming show, the basis of which
will be the presentation of outstanding radio personalities. The
following are expected to accept
membership on the entertainment
committee: Emanuel Sacks, president, WCAU Artist's Bureau ;
Harold Gilbert, attractions manager, Gimbel Brothers Store; Harold Simonds, WFIL Sales Department; Benedict Gimbel Jr., president of WIP; Martin Gosch, WFIL
press director, stage manager.
PARKER PEN Co., Janesville,
Wis., through Blackett - SampleHummert Inc., Chicago, has purchased participating spots on
WGN.WJR, KMOX, WCAU, WNAC.

7

out of 10

Listeners

to

BUFFALO STATIONS
tune in

the largest percentage of gain is exclusively KFPY.

WGR
or WKBW
between 5 and 7 P. M.

REPRESENTATIVES
J. H. McGILLVRA, 48S Madison Avenue, NEW YORK
and Palmolive Building, CHICAGO
WALTER BIDDICK CO., 568 Chamber of Commerce Bldg.,
LOS ANGELES, and 601 Russ Bldg., SAN FRANCISCO

says Ross Federal
BUFFALO BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO
Represented by
FREE & SLEININGER

Philip O. Palmer
PHILIP O. PALMER, head of the
advertising agency bearing his
name, passed away at his Chicago
home Nov. 12 of heart disease. He
was
years old.
Mr. had
Palmer's
entire44 business
career
been
spent in advertising, first with the
Thomas Cusack Co., and later as
a principal in the general advertising agency of Bailey, Walker &
Palmer. When Mr. Bailey died and
this agency was dissolved, Mr.
Palmer opened his own agency and
began to specialize in radio, one
of the earliest such organizations
in this field. Freeman Keyes, vicepresident of Philip O. Palmer &
Co. Inc., has succeeded Mr. Palmer
as president. Otherwise the company will continue to operate without any changes in either accounts
or organization line-up.
William E. Rhodes
WILLIAM E. RHODES, president
of Rhodes & Leisenring, Chicago,
publishers representatives, died
Nov. 23 on the train while en route
to Tucson, Ariz. Mr. Rhodes was
also a partner in the firm of Radio
Circulation Builders Inc., which
had charge of the radio series of
Pathfinder Magazine. Mr. Rhodes,
who was 56, had been in ill health
since last spring and was traveling
to a health resort in the company
curred.
of
his physician when death ocJoseph Bulova
JOSEPH BULOVA, founder and
president of the Bulova Watch Co.,
New York, one of the earliest and
most extensive users of spot time
on the radio, died Nov. 18 after an
illness of two months. He was 84.
Although he never retired, Mr.
Bulova left the management of his
business largely to his son Arde,
who directed the company's radio
activities and who is also financially interested in WNEW, Newark.
The son will carry on the business,
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ocia

ted

Service

Program

Recorded
recorded

on Vinylite, the quieter surface—

no warping — deeper and richer tone quality.

An initial library of fifty playing hours
lowing varied classifications of music . . .

from

the fol-

DANCE MUSIC
Waltzes
Fox Trots
Rhumbas
Tangos

BRASS

HILL BILLY
Songs with Guitar and with
Orchestral accompaniment in
novel combinations.

SYMPHONIC ORCHESTRA
In wide variety of music under
direction of world renowned
conductors.

CHAPEL CHIMES
Sacred and Secular music in
unique treatment with bells.
GRAND OPERA
With prominent Soloists and
large Chorus and full Symphony Orchestra.

LIGHT

Marches, Overtures and Concert numbers by the full Goldman Band and the Italian Fascist Band.

SAINT BARTHOLOMEW'S
CHOIR
In familiar Hymns
thems.
VOCAL

BAND

and An-

SOLOS

Wide variety of Arias and Ballads, some with Piano, others
with Orchestra accompaniment.

SALON

ORCHESTRA

Under conductors of international reputation in programs
of wide interest and use.
LIGHT OPERA
With Soloists, Chorus and Orchestra in the "Show Hits'9 of
the past.
ROMANTIC CYCLES
Soloists, Chorus and Orchestra
under direction of Louis Katzman in light opera medleys.
ORGAN
In solos — ■ also with orchestra
accompaniment
in novel combinations.

Recorded under license by Electrical Research Products, Inc. ■ — - Western Electric
Wide Range System— Vertical Cut (Hill & Dale).
Appropriate Continuities providing three hours of programs daily.
One and one-half hours of playing time will be added monthly to the fifty
hours now available.
Write for price quotation and further particulars.

Produced

by-—

ASSOCIATED
MUSIC

PUBLISHERS

INCORPORATED
25

West

her 1, 1935

45th

Street

•
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McCosker
At
Yes,

THAT

is

our

advertisement

but you
wouldn't

know

it unless we
told you.

Neither

do the

people of
Western
know

Montana

vou

are

on the air
unless you use

KGIR
NBC
BUTTE

•

MOIVT.

Representatives:
JOE McGILLVRA
New York

•

WALTER
Los Angeles
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Chicago

BIDDICK
•

San Francisco

Tribute

Honored
Dinner

WOR President Is Eulogized
By Public, Radio Notables
THE MOST remarkable tribute
ever paid any leader of the radio
industry was accorded Alfred J.
McCosker, president of WOR and
former president of the NAB, at a
dinner Nov. 23 in the Hotel Plaza,
New York, given under the auspices of the Ladies Auxiliary of
the Infants Home of Brooklyn and
attended by about 1,500 persons,
including notables in official, business and radio fields. Though the
dinner was intended as a tribute
to Mr. McCosker's benefactions to
the Infants Home, the proceeds
going to that charity, it occasioned
a spontaneous outburst of eulogies
to the veteran WOR executive for
his contributions to the radio field
as well.
During the speeches, carried by
WOR and the Mutual Network and
also by WMCA and the Inter-City
Group, several significant remarks
were made touching not only upon
Mr. McCosker's high standing in
radio but upon the radio field generally.
For the first time, it was disclosed by Isaac D. Levy, coowner
of WCAU and a founder and
treasurer of CBS, that Mr. McCosker had been offered the presidency of CBS when it was first
acquired from its former operators
about six years ago — at a substantial salary and with an interest in the company. He declined,
Mr. Levy asserted, entirely out of
loyalty to WOR and the Bamberger company, which owned the
station before its acquisition alone
with the Bamberger store by R. H.
Macy & Co. several years ago.
Not to Be Dominated
SENATOR Robert F. Wagner (D.)
of New York, another speaker, in
addition to lauding Mr. McCosker,
urged the maintenance of radio "as
a medium of education, culture and
entertainment as free as the press,
not to be dominated by any single
interest and not to be dominated
by Grover
the government."
Whalen, chairman of the
dinner, read a letter from President Roosevelt lauding the guest of
honor; FCC Chairman Prall paid
him high tribute, as did RCA
President David Sarnoff; Mayor
LaGuardia sent his felicitations by
telegram when forced to be absent
in mourning for the late Aldermanic President Bernard Deutsch;
Father Coughlin sent his congratulations, and Donald Flamm, operator of WMCA, paid tribute to him
as a friend. Other speakers included Gov. Harry Hoffman of
New Jersey, Mayor Meyer Ellenstein of Newark and Edward P.
Mulrooney, and on the dais also
were Harry Hershfield, cartoonisthumorist, who was toastmaster;
Gene Buck, president of ASCAP;
Albert Goldman, New York postm aster; Louis Bamberger, and
Jack I. Straus of the Macy Co.,
among
notables.
Radio other
was prominently
represented
on Mr. Whalen's committee, which included the following from the hroadcasting and related fields : A. L.
Ashby. M. H. Avlesworth, James W.
Baldwin, Thad H. Brown. Maj. Edward Bowes, Gene Buck, Nathan
Burkan, Dr. Walter Damrosch, Percy
L. Deutsch, Bide Dudley, Rev. Charles
E. Coughlin, Leo J. Fitzpatrick,
Donald Flamm, Ernest B. Foote,

SEASON OF PRIZES
GETS UNDER WAY
SEASON of the prize awards for
achievements in radio is under
way, with the American Academy
of Arts & Letters announcing in
mid-November its diction winner
at about the same time that the
H. P. Davis Memorial Award was
being made in Pittsburgh. Still to
come is the Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn award to the announcer adjudged best for the year
by its special committee.
The American Acadamy medal
for best diction, which had been
suspended last year, was awarded
this year to Alois Havrilla, veteran
NBC announcer. Previous winners
were Milton Cross, 1929; Alwyn
Bach, 1930; John Holbrook, 1931;
David Ross, 1932, and James Wallington, 1933.
In addition the American Academy for the first time announced
an honorable mention — Thomas
Freebairn - Smith, KNX, Hollywood. This is the nearest to a
non-network selection in the six
years of the medal award, which
is made on the basis of pronunciation, articulation, tone quality, accent and cultural effect by a radio committee acting after receiving reports from speech experts
of universities and other institutions throughout the country.
The H. P. Davis Memorial
Award of $150 in cash and a gold
medal, established by Mrs. Davis
in memory of her husband, founder of KDKA and former chairman of NBC, this year went to
Tony Wakeman, sports announcer
of KQV and WJAS. Last year
the winner was Wilbur C. Sutherland, of KDKA, and in 1933 Ted
Webber, also of KDKA, was the
winner.
CKLW Stays on MBS
SETTLINGa controversy of several
weeks'caststanding,
BroadDivision Nov.the 19FCC
authorized
the Mutual Broadcasting: System
to exchange programs with CKLW,
Windsor-Detroit, for a six-month
period from Dec. 1. The same authorization applied to other Canadian broadcast stations. CKLW
joined MBS last September, with
the shift in NBC and CBS outlets
in Detroit, and MBS since then has
been feeding its network programs
thority.
to
the station under temporary auAjax Hosiery Tests
AJAX HOSIERY MILLS Inc.,
New York (women's hosiery), is
using spot announcements five
times a week on WIP, Philadelphia. The announcements are live
with a two-minute commercial in
the morning and a 50-word announcement at night. This campaign is a test. Blaker Adv. Agencount.cy Inc., N. Y., handles the acGabriel Heatter, G. W. Johnstone,
Edward Klauber, Edgar Kobak,
Isaac D. Levy, Dr. Leon Levy, Philip
G. Loueks, Alfred W. McCann Jr.,
Frank E. Mason, Herbert Moore,
Walter S.J.Paley,
Neff,R. Harry
O'Melia,
William
C. Patterson
Jr.,
George H. Payne, J. R. Poppele,
Anning S. Prall, Ira E. Robinson,
Sigmund Romberg, Sol A. Rosenblatt,
John Royal, F. M. Russell, David
Sarnoff, Frank D. Scott, Theodore C.
Streibert, Rudy Vallee and Frederic
A. Willis.
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frequency response of the 20C is uniform within plus or minus 1.5 decibels
from 30 to 10,000 c. p. s. Total r. m. s.
harmonic content is less than 5 per cent
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of the fundamental at 95 per cent modulation. Carrier noise is held 60 deci-

9

bels (90 decibels weighted value) below
program level by generous circuit design and without resorting to "hum
All components are over-sized and
bucking."
adequately protected by overload devices. The use of the very best materials and the most skillful mechanical design gives a fine appearance inside and
out.

Every type of transmitting apparatus
is manufactured by the Collins Radio
i

Company. Microphones — Series 12
Speech Input Systems — Studio Accessories — Concentric Transmission Lines
— Tower Impedance Matching Units —
every component from microphone to
antenna is co-ordinated for best performance. * *
*
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Shows Yield to Radio
ANOTHER Broadway production
"Victoria Regina," has announced
that it will not give a public performance the night its leading
actress, Helen Hayes, is on the air.
The show is now in rehearsal,
Miss Hayes being heard in a Tuesday night NBC-WJZ program,
9:30-10 p. m., for General Foods
Corp., (Sanka Coffee). By coincidence "Jumbo" which is on
the air opposite Miss Hayes on
Tuesday nights, is the other
Broadway show that closes its
theatre on that night that the
sponsor, Texas Co., may have the
use of the theatre and most of the
principal actors. "Jumbo" is written by Ben Hecht and Charles McArthur and Mr. McArthur is the
husband of Helen Hayes.
LONGVIEW

!

— Financial Center of East
Texas Oil Field
— Home of East Texas Chamber of Commerce
—A City That Is Growing
and Buying
—Let KFRO Sell this Territory For You

"Voice of Longview'
Longview, Texas

—i

Offshore Transmitter
KDON, new 100-watt station
on 1210 kc, at Del Monte,
Cal., is believed to be the
only broadcaster to have its
transmitter in the Pacific
Ocean. It is planted 50 feet
off shore adjacent to the
Monterey (Cal.) municipal
wharf. An innovation of the
new station is a new type
radiator perfected by Richard Field Lewis Jr., engineer
in charge. With studios in
the Del Monte Hotel, KDON
opened with a gala dedication program Nov. 8. The
station is owned and operated by Lewis, well known
California radio technician,
and Allan Griffin, publisher
of the Monterey (Cal.) Peninsula Herald. Walter Biddick Co. is exclusive representative.
Suit Transferred
THE $200,000 damage suit filed
by Tess Gardella against NBC,
General Foods Corp., and the Log
Cabin Products Co. Inc., for alleged infringement of the right to
use thetransferred
name "Auntfrom
Jemima",
has
been
the New
York Supreme Court to the United
States Federal Court. No date for
trial has been set. Miss Gardella
claims she has used this name
since 1920 and that since Oct. 2,
the defendants have presented a
radio character on the Log Cabin
NBC-WEAF show who uses the
name "Aunt Jemima" and imitates
her singing style.

i m -M^r^^

w ITH this crisp, unqualified comment, Variety, the candid
journal of the show world, describes the Oklahoma City situation in
its third annual community showmanship survey published October 30.
WKY, through a sustained combination of local and network showmanship, gets listened to more attentively, written to more often,
talked about more frequently and is more a part of everyday living in
the 177,700 radio homes in its primary service area than any other
station.
The standout favorite with listeners in the Oklahoma City Market
is naturally doing the standout job for advertisers. Better business
at the box office is the reason why local and national advertisers alike
place more business with WKY than with any other Oklahoma City
station.

City

Affiliated with the Oklahoman, the
Times and the Farmer- Stockman.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE— E. KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY
Page 42

Soon

CRC Transatlantic Receiver
A SPECIALLY - BUILT isolated
receiving station for transatlantic
reception has been completed for
the Canadian Radio Commission,
which announces that it will shortly inaugurate a daily service of
overseas programs on its national
network. The new station, ten
miles west of Ottawa, will replace
the radio-telephone system.
It is equipped with two sets of
antenna, each set on four poles and
directed for best reception. The
two antennae, 1,000 feet apart, are
connected with a separate receiver
designed by Canadian Marconi Co.
The signals from the two receivers
are blended on one control panel to,
overcome fading and skip distance.
To overcome all possible outside
interference the station is built far
in from a highway and the leads
from the two antenna systems are
brought to the station through a
double set of copper tubes, the
space between the two tubes being
filled with nitrogen gas at 100
pounds
pressure.
The station
is in charge of K. A.
MacKinnon, with Charles Finlay
as operator. The best programs
received during the daytime will
be recorded on the blattnerphone
machine and rebroadcast during
the evening hours. Telephone lines
connect with
CRCO, Ottawa Commission station.
Oil, Utility Sponsors
OIL and public utility companies
are sponsoring news broadcasts
over KTUL, Tulsa, Okla. Phillips
Petroleum Co., through its Bartlesville, Okla., home office and Lambert and Feasley Inc., New York
agency, signed for 19 weeks on a
15-minute UP news period nightly
at 10 p. m. Barnsdall Oil Co. signed
for a 15-minute daily program at
6 p. m., using UP news. Public
Service Co., electric utility, is using the 7:45 a. m. period of news
and the Oklahoma Power and
Water Co., on behalf of appliance
dealers in its territory, is carrying
the 10:50 a. m. news period.

iiirniHiia

klahoma

Educational

•Announcement

KGMB
HONOLULU
, HAWAII
FRED J. HART, Pwldtntand General Manage
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, CALIFORNIAN HOTEL
CONQUEST ALLIANCE COMPANY
NEW YORK, 515 MADISON AVE. CHICAGO. 100 N. LaSALLE ST

to Be

Grou
Formed

Membership Being Recruit*
For Cooperative Committee
WITH ABOUT half of the 40 pe
sons invited to serve already ha
ing accepted, plans to set up
committee to cooperate with t
FCC Broadcast Division in develo
ment of educational and cultui
programs were well under way
Broadcasting went to press Nc
29. Dr. John W. Studebaker,
S. Commissioner of Education, w
last
namedMay.
chairman of the Committ
Funds to defray the expenses
the committee's operations may
forthcoming, half from the N
tional Advisory Council on Rac
in Education and the balance frc
the NAB. The total fund probah
will be about $25,000. It is report
that the Rockefeller Foundati
proposes to advance about $13,5
through the National Adviso
Council, with a similar amount
be furnished through the NAB.
About a month ago, followi
a series of meetings, the Broa
cast Division selected a list of ed
cators, broadcasters, Federal <
ficials, and others qualified to
on the committee and dispatch
letters to them inviting their pj
ticipation. Thus far, it is reporti
about 50% have responded fav<
ably, with one or two rejectioi
The list of members will not
divulged until the organization h
been completed.
Scope of Activity
THE DECISION to appoint t
committee, designed to be thf
oughly interested
representative
all e
ments
in the ofeducatk
al and cultural phases of bro£
casting, was reached by the Bros
cast Division immediately folio
ing the hearings last May at whi
this subject was discussed. T
scope
of the by
committee's
as outlined
Chairmanactivi
E.
Sykes of the Broadcast Divisii
will be that of devising coopei
tive methods under which edui
tional, religious and cultu:
broadcasts may be enhanced. T,
Broadcast Division itself will I
tain regulatory jurisdiction.
More than likely a month v.
elapse
before the
finally organized
and committee
holds its m meeting, because of the delay I
casioned in procuring acceptanc
from some of those invited
membership.
It is believed that members!
of the Committee will include s<
eral FCC officials along with r(
resentatives of certain of the G(
ernment departments identifi
with radio programming, such
the Department of Agricultu
Broadcasting station represention unquestionably will inch
one or two officers of the N^
representatives of the networ.
representatives of several indiv
ual commercial stations and
educational non-commercial si
tions, religious leaders and pi
haps
officers
of women's and hoi
economic
organizations.
Meetings of an organizati
committee with Chairman SyV
and other members of the Bros
cast Division have been held fro.
time to time. Chairman Stuc,
baker and representatives of sf
eral educational organizations a
the NAB have participated.
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Stations,

Agencies

JoiningDrugGroup
ADMISSION of 15 broadcasting
stations and 10 advertising agencies as associate non-voting members was announced Nov. 20 by the
Proprietary Association. Some two
imonths ecutive
ago, committee
the Association's
exagreed to admit
agencies and media to associate
Imembership to obtain closer cooperation inimproved
the organization's
campaign for
standards
in the field of proprietary drugs
'and cosmetics. An advisory com:!mittee on advertising has been set
In addition to the new admis: sions, Stanley P. Jadwin, chairman
j of the membership committee, anil nounced that 34 applications for
membership have been received
during the last month.
New associate members are anst}; nounced as follows :
Advertising agencies : Arthur
Kudner Inc., New York; J. M.
Mathes Inc., New York; Martin
Inc., Detroit; William Esty & Co.
w -;Inc, New York; Cecil, Warwick &
: Cecil Inc., New York; Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., New York; Marschalk
& Pratt Inc., New York; AitkinKynett Co., Philadelphia; Charles
icJfW. Hoyt Co. Inc., New York; Dillard Jacobs Agency Inc., Atlanta.
Broadcasting stations : WFBR,
i\ Baltimore; WSYR, Syracuse; Don
ti|:Lee Chain (Pacific Coast) -KHJ,
Los Angeles; KFRC, San Francisco; KGB, San Diego; KDB,
Santa Barbara;
KM J, Fresno;
KFBK, Sacramento; KWG, Stockton; KERN, Bakersfield; KOIN,
Portland; KVI, Tacoma; KOL, Selljattle; KFPY, Spokane.
Coloradoans Elect
WITH Elson H. Whitney, Denver
attorney, as its managing director,
the Colorado Association of Broadcasters on Nov. 18 completed organization at a meeting in Denver.
The association embraces all stations in the state, which will be
jointly represented on copyright
and other mutual matters. Rex
Howell, owner of KFXJ, Grand
Junction, was elected president.
State Senator Curtis P. Ritchie,
owner • of KGHF, Pueblo, was
elected vice president, and Frank
Bishop, program director of
1 KFEL-KVOD, Denver, was named
secretary-treasurer.
KGKO Hearing Set
HEARING on the protest against
the removal of KGKO from Wichita Falls to Fort Worth, Tex., will
be held late in January in that
city, the FCC Broadcast Division
decided Nov. 26. Originally, the
FCC had granted the transfer
application,
placing
operation under
the the
Fortstation's
Worth

fc •

Star-Telegram, without a hearing
but protests were filed by numerous chambers of commerce, which
requested also that the hearing be
held in Wichita Falls. The exact
date and the examiner to preside
have not yet been designated.
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COLORADO
HOUSE
Votes to Ask FCC to Increase
KFEL-KVOD Power
THE Colorado House of Representatives has adopted a resolution
requesting the FCC to grant
KFEL-KVOD, Denver, authority
to increase their power to 1000
watts
session.during the special legislative
A telegram to this effect was
sent to the FCC in November by
Moses E. Smith, speaker of the
House. In reply Herbert L. Pettey,
FCC secretary, wired that no request for this increase had been
received from the licensees. The
resolution (HR-3) follows:
Whereas, radio stations KFEL and
KVOD of Denver, Colorado, have been
granted the privilege by the Governor of
the State of Colorado, the Speaker of the
House of Representatives, the President of
the Senate and by a vote of the members
of this House, of broadcasting proceedings
of this General Assembly ; and
Whereas, public interest in said proceedings is state-wide, and said radio stations
have to date broadcast practically every
word
and of testimony in said proceedings ;
Whereas, we are given to understand
that versaid
stations
the onlycanDen-be
radio radio
stations
whoseareschedule
so arranged
as oftoallpermit
uninterrupted broadcast
of said the
proceedings,
and the management of said stations has
shown a desire to cooperate with this
body inginto increase
every way
possible,
to offer-of
power
for theevenduration
these proceedings if the proper authority
can be secured
from ;theandFederal Communications Commission
Whereas, the Governor of the State of
Colorado has seen fit to make a telegraphic
request to the Federal Communications
Commission, requesting that said stations
be granted authority to increase power to
one thousand watts for the duration of the
proceedings of this Special Session.
Now, Therefore, Be It Resolved that this
body authorize that the Speaker of the
House of Representatives send a telegram
in the name of this body to the Federal
Communications Commission, Washington,
D. C, making a request similar to that of
the Governor for said increase of power.
Colorado Net Jan. 1
DELAY in securing telephone line
facilities to Grand Junction, Col.,
has held up inauguration of the
recently formed Colorado Radio
Network, comprising KFEL KVOD, Denver, as key station;
KVOR, Colorado Springs; KGHF,
Pueblo, and KFXJ, Grand Junction. The network, however, will
start functioning by Jan. 1, 1936.
According to Gene O'Fallon, manager of KFEL-KVOD, who will
also be sales manager of the network, the remaining personnel will
be: Frank Bishop, station relations
director; Jerry Akers, assistant
sales manager ; Frank G o 1 d e r ,
technical director, and William S.
Wales, traffic manager.

WWNC
ASHEVILLE,
Full Time NBC Affiliate
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Prall Visits President
COMMUNICATIONS, particularly
broadcasting, were discussed by
President Roosevelt with Chairman
Prall of the FCC on two successive days during the last fortnight.
Mr. Prall visited the President Nov.
14 for a brief discussion, which
was continued in greater detail at
a luncheon meeting the following
day. Details of the conversation,
of course, were not divulged, except for mention by the President
at a press conference that the FCC
investigation.
was progressing with its telephone
ANOTHER newspaper station, to
operate on 1310 kc. with 100 watts
daytime, was authorized Nov. 26
by the Broadcast Division of the
FCC upon application of the
Pampa (Tex.) Daily News.

Smith Brothers Spots
SMITH BROTHERS Co., Poughkeepsie, N. Y. (cough drops), is
placing a series
of 18 one-minute
transcribed
announcements
on a
list of stations not yet selected.
The account is placed by Homann,
Tarcher & Sheldon, New York.
World Broadcasting System is
handling the recording.
THE HUGHES Medal of the Royal
Society of London was awarded
last month to Dr. Clinton J. Davisson, research physicist of the Bell
Laboratories staff and formerly
with Western Electric, for his
part in the discovery of electron
diffraction.

Business
in

NEWS
COVERAGE

is

Good

Seattle

Department
Report

COMPLETE

of Commerce

Says —

For

Week

Ending

November

13 —

Retail and department store business marks
substantial increase; wholesale business
ahead of a year ago; bank clearings 16.7
per cent above year ago; lumber production
up 4,000,000 feet from previous week, and
25,500,000 feet larger than the average this

On The Favored,
Uncrowded Frequency
of 570 Kilocycles

U nrivalled Reception
in The Rich Western
North Carolina Market

SALT LAKE (ITY.utai^^;
December

N. C.
1,000 Watts

Arrangements Complete
For Havana Radio Party
WITH AN attendance of more
than 100 broadcasters anticipated,
final arrangements have been completed for the Sixth Annual Convention and International Radio
Party, to be held in Havana, Cuba,
Dec. 9, 10 and 11. Host to the convention will be the Cuban Tourist
Association. Miami headquarters
are at the Columbus Hotel, and in
Havana at the National Hotel.
The program provides for a
"Round Up" in Miami on Dec. 5,
including sight-seeing and other
entertainment. On the following
day the party will embark on an
over-night cruise to Havana aboard
the steamship Florida. There will
be a round of festivities Dec. 7-12
in Havana, including a reception
at the Presidential Palace on
Dec. 9, and a reception by the
Mayor of Havana prior to departure.
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Stations and Set Makers
WHEN

PEARLOTION

WENT

Its Small, Local Distribution Jumped

"Variety's" Showmanship Poll
Thus Rates the Boston Stations
1. WNAC
2. WEEI
3. WMEX
4
5
6
7
After only one year's operation,
we feel honored to "show" with
our distinguished friends WNAC
and WEEI.

WMEX
Member of Inter-City Group
1500 Ice — 250 w L.S. — 100 w N.
HOTEL MANGER — BOSTON
In America's Fourth Market
Tel. CAPitol 7560 — Teletype Bos. 157

TAKE

Amazingly;

Regional Sales Now Getting Under Way
FOR the last five years, a hand
philosophy, with Ramona Gerhard,
lotion known as Pearlotion has
staff artist, at the organ.
On Oct. 1, the Northwestern
been on the market in Minneapolis, St. Paul and immediate vi- Drug News, house organ of the
cinity. It was made by a former
Northwestern Association of Drugdruggist who has his factory at
gists, carried the following story:
his small store on the outskirts of
"One of the outstanding merchandising successes of the past
Minneapolis. Daytimes he called
on the drug trade, sold what he several years in our Northwest tercould of his lotion, and evenings
ritory is the sensational spread of
Pearlotion sales. In the short
he went to his factory and with
the help of his wife, manufactured
space of six weeks, this preparaand bottled the preparation.
tion has jumped into first place,
The product was well received,
being the fastest selling item in its
but because of limited capital he class in the territory served by
was unable to do any advertising,
our company. Its introductory
and his sales were limited to his 'nail file deal' together with its
own efforts. While the business
merchandising and adshowed a small growth each year, aggressivevertising
program under the direction of M. W. Carter have caught
in August, 1935, it was still very
much of an unknown quantity in on with both retailer and customer.
the drug trade of the Northwest.
"A unique radio program coupAnd Then Radio
led with newspaper advertising,
counter and window displays gives
EARLY in August, 1935, a new
sales company was formed, di- the druggist plenty of ammunition
rected by M. W. Carter, who
to shoot for profit. It is price proworked out a radio campaign on
tected and therefore a welcome adWCCO, Minneapolis, and a special
dition to every retailer's stock.
"Pearlotion has joined with
sales offer for customers and druggists. The manufacturer agreed to other manufacturers in sponsoring
limit himself to the manufacturing
the special monthly selling events
and increased his facilities for so featured by the Northwestern
doing. The radio program went on
Drug Company. It has contributed
WCCO five times a week, 9:15- valuable time on the air during its
daily radio programs over WCCO
9:25 a. m. Tuesday through Saturday, starting in August. For tal- and merits the one hundred per
ent they used Hugh Aspinwall,
cent support and cooperation t of
WCCO artist who specializes in our membership."
In the first month of Pearlotion
old familiar songs and homely
programs on WCCO, more than
100,000 bottles were sold to druggists. By the first of November,
these had practically all been sold
to consumers, and, according to
Mr. Carter, a larger reorder business was coming in; so large that
the company has expanded its efforts to Iowa, recently buying time
on KSO, Sioux City; KRNT, Des
Moines, and WMT, Cedar Rapids.

A

NUMBER

RADIO

WALTER WINCHELL, the one
man newspaper, has been re-signed
by Andrew Jergens Co. (Jergens
lotion) until Jan. 1, 1937 making
his fifth year on the air for this
sponsor
NBC-WJZ Sunday
network.nights on the

-fain
J

o
PAYROLLS
LP
110%

and you won't go wrong on a trip!
1. Convenient Departure 2. Dependable Schedule 3. Genuine
Air-Conditioning 4. Observation Lounge Car 5. Library Lounge
Car 6. Radio Entertainment 7. Tavern Diner 8. ExemplaryService
9. Sleep Like a Kitten
10. Arrive Fresh as a Daisy
The ticket agent of any railroad can route you on
THE
GEORGE WASHINGTON
THE
SPORTSMAN
• THE F.F.V.
The finest fleet of genuinely air-conditioned trains in the icorld.

CHE
1785

ONE
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er
are 22%
Wisolls inhigh
FACTORY consinpayr
than a year ago and 110%
above the '32 low-point. That
increase will buy a lot more
of what you sell — if you use
the one station that covers the
Milwaukee-Wisconsin market
thoroughly —

WTMJ

sapmkewOhio

HUNDRED

AND

FIFTIETH

ANNIVERSARY

1935

The Milwaukee Journal
Representatives, Ed. Petry & Co.

Oppose St. Louis Plan to
Bar Receivers in Autos
RADIO set manufacturers and
broadcasters have united in a vigorous campaign against a proposed
ordinance in St. Louis to prohibit
automobile radios on the ground
that they divert the attention of
drivers and cause accidents. The
proposed ordinance is a part of a
safety campaign inaugurated by
Major A. J. Lambert, a member of
the board of police commissioners.
At a hearing on the proposed
ordinance in St. Louis on Nov. 25.
J. L. Van Volkenburg, manager of
KMOX, and a representative of
WIL, opposed
the broadcasters
ban as representatives of all city
and
radio advertisers. More than 100
opponents
fromappeared.
the auto andThere
radio industries
were no advocates present and action was deferred. It was considered likely, as a consequence, that
the proposal will die in committee.
Bond Geddes, executive vice president and general manager of the
Radio Manufacturers Association, 1
declared in urging opposition to
the ordinance that about 4,000,000
auto radios have been sold in the
last six years and that there is "no :
record of a single accident anyto it".there
He esti-j
mated where
thatattributable
in Missouri
are | :
about 100,000 automobile radios
representing an investment of
some $3,000,000.
Last April a similar measure
was offered in Connecticut but
failed to get out of committee.
Many investigations, he said, have
shown conclusively that radio is a
safety factor and prevents accidents by keeping drivers more
alert, reducing speed, and otherwise. Not a single city or state
has
yet
any anti-radio
ordinances adopted
of this character.
The proposed St. Louis ordinance
would impose a fine of not less
than $5 and not more than $500
upon sionany
one violating
the inproviby operating
a radio
any
vehicle on any street, alley or other
public place.
RCA Sells EMI Stock
PRESUMABLY in line with the
centralization of RCA activities
and holdings, David Sarnoff, RCA
president, announced Nov. 15 that
1,700,000 ordinary shares of the
Electrical and Musical Industries
Ltd., of England, now held by
RCA, have
sold. The
purchasers arebeen
the British
bankers,
Messrs. Morgan Grenfell & Co.,
and Edward De Stein & Co., of
London, with the price totaling
$10,220,000
cash within
three
weeks,payable
in Newin York
funds.
The shares were sold ex dividend,
and RCA therefore will receive in
addition to the purchase price, approximately $400,000 in dividends
payable this month.
Mullen Reelected
FRANK E. MULLEN, RCA direc
tor
of information,
was reelected
chairman
of the National
Radio 1 •
Conservation Council at a meeting
held Nov. 20 in Washington. Plans
for a 1936 radio series to promote
conservation were discussed. The
council was organized two years
ago and the program has included
participation in the Farm & Home
Hour on NBC.
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'SBC DISC SERVICE
PASSES 100 MARK
THE NBC Thesaurus transcripion library, introduced at the NAB
•onvention last July now has
passed the 100-client mark, accordng to C. Lloyd Egner, manager
the service.
A new sales manual designed
:'or merchandising
use by station the
salesmen
aid
:;(n
libraryto has
>een issued. It includes a list of
pot and local advertisers using
kJBC recorded programs, along
jvith success stories.
The list of subscribers follows:
WPG,
fS-CMI, WWNC, WSB, WNBF,
fVBAL, KFDM, KGHL, WCHS,
iVrAPI, WBZ, WBEN,
tVDOD, WENR, WMAQ, WSAI,
iAFLA, WTAM, MUZAK Corp. of
Cleveland, KFRU, WBNS, WCKY,
JVHIO, KOA, KRNT, KSO,
iVXYZ, WTMV, WFDF, KFJZ,
3-VGBB, WJBY, KPRC,
WHP, KWGB,
WSVA,
VDRC, WMFG, WIBX, WMAL,
KGKB,
£TUL,
WCLO,
VIRE, WIBM, WJDX, WREN,
VMBH, WROL, WJIM.
£LRA, K F I, KECA, WAVE,
iVLVA, WIBA,
WFEA, WMC,
VIOD, WALA, WSFA, WNBH,
WTAR, WKY,
jVSMB, WMCA,
0£IUN, WPHR,
WIP, KTAR,
3iCDKA, WPTF,
KROC, WHBF,
mfcCSD, KSTP, KABC, KFSD, KGO,
yfrVGY, KJR, WHBL, KTBS, WSPA,
: VBZA, KGBX, WKOK, WSYR,
rskTUL, KGBK,
WIBX, WMAL,
VRC, W1XBS, KRGV, KGBZ.
»' t Canadian Stations — CFAC,
'JCA, CJOC, CFCF, CJOR.
« » Foreign S tations — Capetown,
: :<>uth Africa; Durban, South Afs ica; Johannesburg, South Africa;
Sydney, Australia; 2GH, Sydney,
» Bluistralia ; KGU, Honolulu, Hawaii.
*« "
::
3j
ICS j Dear

Raymer Adds Romaine
PIERCE L. ROMAINE, for the
last three years
with WMCA, New
York, has been
appointed to the
New York office
of Paul H. Raymer Co., station
representatives,
Mr. Raymer an- „„
Mr" R°mame
Nov.of 18.
Anounced
graduate
Harvard,
Mr. Romaine joined the George Batten
Co. (now Batten, Barton, Durstine
& Osborn) early in 1922. Since
then he has been engaged in advertising and sales work in New
York.
Schulte Cigars on Network
A. SCHULTE CIGAR STORES,
New York, will start institutional
promotion with a 16 station CBS
series Tuesdays and Thursdays,
beginning Dec. 3, 7:15-7:30 p. m.
The tobacco stores and coupon
premiums which are offered with
all purchases will be promoted.
Talent will include Rube Goldberg,
Vera
tra. Van and Waldo Mayo orchesWildroot Returns to CBS
WILDROOT Co., Buffalo (hair
tonic) returns to the air Jan. 6
with a CBS program keyed from
WGR, Buffalo, where it is currently running as a local campaign,
featuring Roger Baker and a male
chorus. The 7:15-7:30 period on
Mondays will be used. Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
New York, is the agency.

Here's the solution to your
Christmas gift problem. A
gift which will be appreciated 24 times a year by
the recipient.

MEMORANDUM
"
*
Joe :
For the third consecutive

year

"Variety" has judged WCAE ' s showmanship first in Pittsburgh.
The station with showmanship, you
know, has listeners. And listeners buy .
As an advertiser I knew you would be
interested .
Yours
Bill
P.S. WCAE has increased its power
to 5,000 watts, adding 1,000,000 new
listeners.
No extra charge.
Good, eh?

nit•

BULK

SUBSCRIPTION

Single Subscriptions
$3.00 EACH
2 Subscriptions
$2.50 EACH

RATTS

5 to 14 Subscriptions
$2.00 EACH
Over 15 Subscriptions
$1.50 EACH

Year Book Included with all Subscriptions
Another Gift Suggestion—
An attractive binder that holds one year's copies
of BROADCASTING. $3.00.
(Name in gold 25c extra)
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City
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I AM ATTACHING LIST OF NAMES TO WHOM THESE SUBSCRIPTIONS
ARE TO BE DELIVERED
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Repeater
Devised
For Coaxial Cable

CLEVELAND -OHIO
:■: % >/- sf: +
VARIETY
says —
"WJAY practically goes
into partnership with
its accounts and gives a
demonstration of nimble footwork that establishes a gilt edge com"ON
munity popularity"
SHEER COMBUSTION
AND SOCK THIS STATION IS A LULU!"
WJA Y Dominates Local
Radio Advertising
Write for Rates
EDYTHE F. MELROSE
General Manager

Bell Laboratories' Apparatus
Handles 2,000,000 Cycles
PREDICTION that the use of the
coaxial cable for television transmission on a nationwide scale will
be small for the next ten years was
made by Dr. Frank B. Jewett,
president of the Bell Telephone
Laboratories, at a hearing before
the FCC Nov. 25 on the cable's
proposed
experimental
Philadelphia
installation.New YorkDr. Jewett,
one of
the world's
leading
electrical
communication
scientists, holds that practical television is "still quite a distance in
the future" but admitted that the
installation of the cable between
New York and Philadelphia will
lend impetus to the art of visual
broadcasting
becauseof of
the oflocation in those cities
three
the
leading American companies experimenting inthat new science —
RCA, Philco and Farnsworth.
The testimony of Dr. Jewett
came at a rehearing on the petition
of the A. T. & T. seeking to
modify purported drastic restrictions imposed by the FCC last July
in its order authorizing the experimental installation of the cable between the two cities. On Jan. 6 the
Commission will resume its study
of the coaxial cable with another
hearing when the proposed commercial uses, together with the
patents on which the invention is
based, will form the principal subWhile the new coaxial cable in
ject.
its present form will produce a
frequence band width of 1,000,000

Now! Silent Salesmen add their testimony:
"THINGS

HAVE

CHANGED

IN

IOWA"

26 strategically located poster
boards cover every arterial highway
in Des Moines. Boards repassed
every 30 days with new program
listings. Two permanent painted
boards (10 ft. x 50 ft.) are located
in business section. Estimated circulation more than 426,000.
It's
— radioscores.
programNewspaper,
advertisingmovie
on billboards.
the
Iowa here
Network
trailer, streetAgain,
car card,
window display, direct mail, and now billboard — the list grows.
No wonder the radio set-up in Iowa is changed. The Iowa Network, radio stations of The Des Moines Register and Tribune,
did it. Get the full story and compare before buying radio time in
Iowa. Write now, or call John Blair & Co., New York, Detroit,
Chicago and San Francisco.
THE
l/Q
IN INKIT I

IOWA
NETWORK
CBS
BASIC
\AI
IkA T
BASIC 8U-E f\
if JC
Nl
Dts M(f»l
WW IWM
I CtdorNBC Hapids-WaUrloo

Dog's Legal Rights
FROM Tangier, in Spanish
Morocco, comes this story of
an unusual decision of local
magistrates growing out of
a disturbance caused by radio. A listener was enjoying
a radio drama with his faithful bulldog beside him. Suddenly the action of the play
called for the barking of a
dog, whereupon the listening
animal flew at the set and
smashed it to pieces. The
set owner sued the broadcasting station for damages,
and the court decided in his
favor on the grounds that a
"broadcasting station has no
legal right to cause disturbance in a home and incite the
fury of domestic animals."
cycles, which is capable of handling several hundred telephone
conversations but is not deemed
sufficient for commercial television
broadcasting definition, the Bell
Telephone Laboratories president
revealed that a new type of repeater is being evolved in his laboratories which gives promise of
producing a 2,000,000 cycle frequency band. Thus, he claimed
these new repeaters could be
placed on the present coaxial cable
structure and would be capable of
increasing the frequency band to
two megacycles which would probably be feasible in the transmisimages.sion of well-defined television
Up to the present time, Dr.
Jewett disclosed before the Commission, RCA has been the only
television experimenter interested
in the coaxial cable to the point
of holding discussions with the
A. T. & T. about the project. But
the Bell Laboratories president
stressed that that the A. T. & T.
would open up the use of the cable
when it is installed for all reputable television concerns for experimentation inthe use of their transmitting and receiving apparatus.
True-Blue "Pro" Series
NORTHAMPTON BREWING Co.,
Northampton, Pa. (Tru-Blue beer)
has started a weekly half-hour
program Broadway Bandwagon on
WOR, Newark, with Pat Rooney
as master of ceremonies and
George Hall's orchestra. The program is aired from the stage of a
theater in New York City, with
four vaudeville acts a week. Professional acts are used, and paid
for, radio bookers and agencies being invited to submit acts according to a erationtieup
with American Fedof Actors.

Equipment for Facsimile
To Be Installed by RCA
On Four Ocean Steamers
AS THE forerunner of ultimate
facsimile for the home, RCA announced formally Nov. 15 that radio facsimile equipment will be installed on four trans-Atlantic vessels for reception of regularly
scheduled weather maps, printed
matter and pictures. Installation
of the regular service, previously
reported in Broadcasting, RCA
said, culminates several years of
experimentation within the laboratory and at sea.
The development of terminal apparatus, itwas said, has been comp 1 e t e d, and equipment identical
with that exhibited at the Second
Annual Marine Exhibition in New
York will be placed on four vessels
as soon as they make their next
call at the New York port. The
ships are of American, German,
Norwegian and Spanish registry,
arrangements having been made
previously by Charles J. Pannill,
president of Radiomarine Corporation of America, when in Brussels
last summer.
_ RCA
explained
the toextension of the
facsimilethat
service
vesof other
nationscompany
"is natural",
since selsthe
American
is the
first in the world to have developed
radio facsimile for marine serviee.
Short waves will be used in the
service. The U. S. Weather Bureau will supply Radiomarine daily
with weather maps of the Atlantic,
and these will be sent to the ships
on two different frequencies, one
adapted for transmission up to
about 1500 miles, and the other
suited for greater distances. Although the service at first will consist largely of weather maps, the
facsimile apparatus also will be
tested in reception of type matter
and pictures.
Eventually it is expected that
facsimile will revolutionize methods of communicating news to
ships. In the home entertainment
field the day is envisioned when
newspapers will be laid down in
the home by this photographic radio process by means of an inexpensive attachment to the ordinary
receiver.

FURTHER recognizing the audience appeal of lighter music, the .
British Broadcasting Corp. has an- [ ;
nounced the appointment of Les- 5
lie Bridgewater, noted music director and conductor, as its technical
expert in light music.

WTMV

GOEBEL BREWING Co., Detroit,
is reported to have paid $15,000
for exclusive sponsorship rights to
the 24 hockey games of the Detroit
Olympic team this season, all to be
carried on WJBK. Account is
handled by Maxon Inc., Detroit.

ST.
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The MAN on the STREET
Daily 5:45-6:00 P. M.
$1 00 a month on 6 month contract

#fc M
T#
M

of the
ADVERTISERS
Who Opened With
WTMV

1,600 W. KGVO
MISSOULA

Percent

are still on
TODAY I

1260 Kc.
MONTANA
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Blame the Philatelists
"TOUGHEST break" to befall any
radio reporter on assignment was
William
(Skeets)
Miller's
on Nov. 23Burke
when the
giant airplane
China Clipper took off for Honolulu and Manila with an enforced
lightened cargo due to the unexpectedly large mail load. Despite
his slight stature and light weight,
which made it possible for him to
enter Floyd Collins' cave in Kentucky to bring that entrapped unfortunate food while on a newspaper assignment for which he
won the Pulitzer Prize, Miller had
to be left behind. Arrangements
had been made to broadcast various stages of the flight over NBC,
with Miller, NBC night program
manager as the commentator.
Harold See, NBC engineer detailed to the clipper ship, who had
worked with Miller on the broadcasts from the clipper ship while
flying from
Baltimore and
to San
Fran-it
cisco via Panama
while
maintained radio contacts with the
stratosphere balloon during its recent ascent, also had to be left
behind.

adio's Supremacy
i News Described
jtE competition between radio
the press for supremacy in
Js dissemination is in full swing,
p radio now moving to the at.k, Herbert Moore, president of
unsradio Press Inc., told the In".ollegiate Newspaper Associaj convention, meeting Nov. 15
Pittsburgh. He predicted that
simile and other radio media
. replace the press.
Striking at the influence exer,:d over newspapers by adverjrs, Mr. Moore said: "We are
going to allow the sales of
•rs for radio sponsorship to
ie an advertiser any 'off-the-rec• ' tie-up for favorable publicity
;the news, as seems to be the
■p in some quarters."
Accuracy and absolute imparity are required by radio to a
ch greater extent than by newsiers, Mr. Moore said, "because
the superior impact of the
jken word. People believe what
Jy hear over the radio more
"dilyupon
and they
have come to and
de.td
the truthfulness
.iesty of the news broadcasts bese they have had two years of
:iest and accurate newscasting
I entirely to the development of
msradio."
cffe explained the operation of
;*nsradio, based on local corre• ndents, and added that "the role
Transradio is that of safeiirder of the freedom of the
jss. We refuse to get mixed up
the fight over advertising reve-

Roi-Tan Disc Spots
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York (Roi-Tan cigar), is using
daily disc announcements on 56
stations in 19 states throughout
the Midwest, Southwest, and
South. The announcements vary in
practically every city and in some
localities two stations are used.
The campaign is scheduled for six
weeks. Lawrence C. Gumbinner
Adv. Agency, New York, handles
the account.

Sterling Co. Cited
STERLING Co., Des Moines (cosmetics), is charged with unfair
methods in a prize puzzle scheme
in a complaint
issued by theInFederal Trade Commission.
its
Sterling Prize Club, the FTC alleges, the sponsor offered prizes
for solutions of problems whereas
contestants
required in addition to sell were
merchandise.

WMBG
lichnaomd

Virginia

It's the PUNCH

that

gets the audience.
The recently
following
"Names"
appeared

Fallacies Exposed
(Continued from page 30)
radio, but if you want to get some
material for a radio article that will
really be enlightening, send one of
your most unprejudiced men on a trip
around the nation. The further he
gets away from New York, the more
convinced he will become that radio
is bigger than he ever dreamed it
could be. He will find that people of
the nation
to Amos
'n' Major
Andy,
Gracie
Allen listen
and George
Burns,
Bowes and other entertainment features to which New York people
listen ; but he will also find thousands
(no exaggeration)
of other
grams covering the
wide radio
rangepro-of
American interests. Let him spend a
night and a day in a farm home in
addition to his visits in the small
towns and medium sized cities. When
he gets a cross section of "The Fifth
Estate"
you that
won't
think thatI promise
radio stations
musthebecome
radio newspapers to serve the people
best.
P. S. Statistics on number of radio
stations and members of networks
were obtained from 1935 Broadcasting yearbook.
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// you are looking for
a station and
with Punch
Superior Showmanship
USE
The CBS Outlet in
Richmond

FIRE on Nov. 15 destroyed several
thousand dollars worth of equipment in the Rasper-Gordon Studios,
Boston, causing a delay of four
days in the company's activities.

WMBG

Broccoli and Old Lace
(Continued from page 2i)
. the extent we should have done. Sales promotion departments get
distribution is full of paradoxes. Two of the oldest products known
two of today's newest commodities and services. Transportation and
rising have undergone such a course of face-lifting, weight-reducing,
ij eding up and general rejuvenation that they are becoming two of
newest and most modern industries.
;n fact they have become so new that public appreciation of what
y can offer in the way of satisfaction has in no way kept pace with
developments which have been made in laboratory and in the eximental field. Housing and the railroads therefore must resort to
same pioneer advertising required of a new product,
transportation and housing, especially the latter, are two of the most
ical markets possible for new radio advertising.
7o complete the explanation of our paradox: No product ever gets
L It is always new to someone. Old consumers must continually be
"rinded of its basic usefulness. If radio is good for a new product,
J. is just as good for an established one, and for the same reasons.

Mirrors
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You sell Maryland when you buy WBAL.

WBAL
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IN ALABAMA
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The

Business

of

Broadcasting

Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives; Notes from the Stations
WLS, Chicago
Ball Brothers Co., Muncie, Ind. (canning equipment), 26 sp, thru Applegate Adv. Agency, Muncie.
Bernard Perfumers, St. Louis, 2 weekly sp, thru Hilmer V. Swensen &
Co., St. Louis.
Father
Flanagan's
School
for Bozell
Boys,
Boys Town,
Neb., 24
sa, thru
& Jacobs Inc., Chicago.
Creosoted Pine Post Association,
Kansas City (fence posts), 27 sp,
thru
City. Ferry-Hanly Adv. Co., Kansas
Jung Seed Co., Randolph, Wis. (garden seeds), 81 sa, thru Frizell Adv.
Agency, Minneapolis.
B. Max Mehl, Fort Worth (coins),
sp,
thru Guenther - Bradford Co.,
Chicago.
Illinois
Chicago,Women's
sp, direct.Democratic Club,
Acme Feeds Inc., Forest Park, 111.
(hog feed), 39 sa, thru Wade Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Chicago (fur
market), 2 weekly sp, direct.
Oyster Shell Products Co., New York
(poultry grit), 26 sa, thru Husband
& Thomas Co. Inc., N. Y.
New Whitcomb Hotel, St. Joseph, Mo.,
2 weekly sa. direct.
Geppert Studios, Des Moines, la.
(photo finishing), 26 sp, thru Lessing Adv. Co. Inc., Des Moines.
A. S. Boyle Co., Cincinnati (Samoline), 156 t, thru Blackett-SampleHummert Inc., Chicago.
KGO, San Francisco
Cycle Trades of America Inc., New
York
direct. City (bicycles), weekly ta,
McKesson & Robbins Inc., New York
City (Pursang Copper & Iron
Tonic), 12 weekly ta, thru N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
Reid. Murdoch & Co., San Francisco
(Monarch food), 6 weekly sa, thru
Roy Alden & Associates Inc., Los
Angeles.
Packard Motor Car Co., Los Angeles,
weekly sp, direct.
W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co., Fort Madison, la. (fountain pens, ink), 5
weekly f, thru Philip O. Palmer &
Co. Inc., Chicago.
Thompkins & Eckhart, San Francisco
(Malvitone beverage), weekly sp,
thru Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Gas Appliance Society of California,
San Francisco (gas ranges), 6 weekly sa, thru Jean Scott Frickelton
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
WOAI, San Antonio
Bethlehem Steel Co., Bethlehem, Pa.
(steel fencing, etc.), 3 weekly t,
direct.
Durkee Famous Foods Inc., Chicago
(margarine), 5 weekly sa, thru C.
Wendel Muench & Co., Chicago.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 3 daily
sa, thru Biow Co. Inc., N. Y.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago (smoked
salt),
Chicago.52 sa, thru Wade Adv. Co.,
Folger Coffee Co., Kansas City, 150 t,
thru Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Inc., Chicago.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek (breakfast
food), 3 weekly sp, thru N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
Gebhart Chili Powder Co., San Antonio (canned food), 104 sp, thru
Tracy-Locke-Dawson Inc., Dallas.
WPFB, Hattiesburg, Miss.
Watchtower Bible Society, Brooklyn
(religious), 2 weekly t, direct.
Stanback Medicine Co., Salisbury, N.
C. (proprietary), 18 weekly sa,
thru J. Carson Brantley Adv. Agency, Salisbury.
A. Nash ing),Co.,
(men's cloth60 sa,Cincinnati
direct.
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KDKA, Pittsburgh
Penna. Assn. for Moderation & Law
Enforcement, Philadelphia, 10 sp,
thru Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.
Easy Washing Machine Corp., Syracuse, 39 sp, thru Henri, Hurst &
McDonald Inc., Chicago.
Union Savings Bank of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, 3 sa, thru Edward M.
Power Co. Inc., Pittsburgh.
Victor Brewing Co., Jeannette, Pa.,
455 sa, thru Fam Adv. Agency,
Greensburg, Pa.
Dr. Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart,
Ind. (Alka-Seltzer), 156 t, thru
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Hartz Mountain Products Inc., New
York (bird seed), 26 sp, thru
Ernest Davids Inc., N. Y.
Gardiner Mfg. Co., Buffalo (wall
cleaner), 104 sp, thru Warman &
Hall Inc., Buffalo.
Mantle Lamp Co. of America, Chicago (lamps), 78 t, thru Presba,
Fellers & Presba Inc., Chicago.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Drene shampoo), 52 t, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Bernard Perfumers, St. Louis, Mo.
(Love Charm), 10 sp, thru Hilmer
V. Swenson Co., St. Louis.
Cycle Trades of America Inc., New
York (bicycles), 7 sa, direct.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago, 56 sa, thru
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
D & M Finance Co., Chicago, 13 sa,
thru First United Broadcasters,
Chicago.
American Cigar Co., New York (RoiTan cigars),
2 daily sa,
Lawrence C. Gumbinner
Adv.thruAgency,
N. Y.
WPG, Atlantic City
General Baking Co., New York (Bond
bread), 5 weekly t, thru Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
N. Y.
WLW, Cincinnati
H. Fendrich Inc., Evansville, Ind.
(La Fendrich cigars), 13 sp, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Chicago.

WDRC, Hartford, Conn.
Maryland morePharmaceutical
Co., Balti(Rem, Rel), 10 weekly
sa,
thru Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
Colt Shoe Co., Boston, 7 weekly sa,
thru Broadcast Adv. Inc., Boston.
Corn Products Refining Co., New
York (Dyno sugar), 3 weekly sp,
thru E. W. Hellwig Inc., N. Y.
Johnson Educator Food Co., Cambridge, Mass. (Educator crackers),
6 daily sa, thru John W. Queen,
Boston.
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co., Jersey
City (Supersuds), 3 weekly f, thru
Benton & Bowles Inc., N. Y.
United Drug Co., Boston (Rexall), 5
daily
N. Y. t, thru Street & Finney Inc.,
WGY, Schenectady
Florida Citrus Commission, Tampa
(fruit), 26 t, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., Lakeland, Fla.
New York Diesel Institute, New York
(instruction),
weekly sa,Albany,
thru DeRouville
Adv. 6 Agency,
N. Y.
Foster Bros. Mfg. Co., Utica, N. Y.
(Ideal beds), 30 so, thru James A.
Greene & Co., Atlanta.
WJBO, Baton Rouge, La.
Stanback Medicine Co., Salisbury, N.
C. (proprietary), 2 daily sa, thru
J.
Carson Brantley Adv. Agency,
SalisburyRoberts, Johnson & Rand Co., St.
Louis (shoes), 3 daily sa, thru
D'Arcy Adv. Co., St. Louis.
WOR, Newark
Julep Co., Chicago (Julep-Ade), 3
weekly sp, thru Mitchell-Faust Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Pure Oil Co., Chicago (Purol-Pep), 3
weekly t, thru Freitag Adg. Agency, Chicago.
WBBM, Chicago
Oelerich and Berry Co., Chicago (molas es), 3weekly sp, direct.
Penn Tobacco Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
(Kentucky Winners cigarettes ) ,
312
N. Y.sp, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,

WENR, Chicago
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinna I
(Ivory shaving cream), 13 sa, thi 1
Blackman Adv. Inc., N. Y.
Carleton & Hovey Co., Lowell, MaUl
(Father
medicine),
thru
John John's
W. Queen,
Boston. 52 X
M. J. Breitenbach Co., New Yoi¥;
(Gude's Pepto Mangan), 18 all
thru
N. Y. Brooke, Smith & French Im||

Plymouth Motor Corp., Detroit fautl
mobiles), 14 ta, thru J. Stirlii |
Getchell Inc., Detroit.
Cadillac Motor Car Co., Detroit (a I
tomobiles), 26 ta, thru MacMan'i,}
John & Adams Inc., Detroit.
National Biscuit Co., Chicago (crac J
ers),
363 sa, thru McCann-Ericks< 1
Inc., Chicago.
Cycle Trades of America Inc., Xel
York (bicycles), 7 sa, direct.
WCAE, Pittsburgh
Texas Co., New York (Texaco), J|!
sa, thru
Inc., N.
Smith
Bros.Hanff-Metzger
Co., Poughkeepsie,
X. 1
(cough drops), 105 sa, thru Hort
mann, Tarcher & Sheldon In< I
N. Y.
M. J. Breitenbach Co., New Yoi|
(proprietary), 9 sa, thru Brook J
Smith & Trench Inc., N. Y.
Crew Levick Co., Philadelphia (Kocr
motor oil, gas), 156 sp, thru Loil
& Thomas, N. Y.
Numismatic Co.. Fort Worth (or
coins),
sp, Los
thru Angeles.
Guenther-Bradfo: l .
& Co. Inc.,
Kroger Grocery & Baking Co., Cij
cinnati (retail chain), 56 sp, thil
Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati, j
Capital City Products Co., Columbj,.
(Dixie margarine),
52 sa, thru 1
Horace
Lytle Co., Columbus.
WGAR, Cleveland
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Bal; \
more (Rem, Rel), 2 daily sa for . fa
weeks, thru Joseph Katz Co., B:
timore.
Grove Laboratories Inc., St. Loi
(proprietary),
Kastor
& Sons 260
Adv.sa,Co.thruInc.,H. CIA
cago.
A. C. Gilbert Co., New Haven (Er<
tor toys), 2 weekly sa, thru Char! W. Hoyt Co. Inc., N. Y.
Piso Co., Warren, Pa. (proprietary
Philadelphia.
26
sp, thru Aitken-Kynett C •'
WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
Brown Cigar Co. Inc., Quincy, F: ■
direct.
(Brown's Dot cigars), 7 weekly *
Victor
Jeannette,
(Old Brewing
Shay Agency,
Ale),Co.,3 Greensburg,
weekly
sa, thFI ~
Fam
Adv.
Guenther Brewing Co., Baltimore, . □
sa, thru I. A. Goldman & Co., Bal
more.
Walker Remedy Co., Waterloo, \

(proprietary), 3Inc.,
weekly
ta, th.1 '.
Weston-Barnett
Waterloo,
Florida Citrus Commission, Tamj
Fla. (fruit), 3 weekly t, thru Rut
rauff & Ryan Inc., Lakeland.
i%

"The

name

is O'Reilly — not Flanagan!*'
From the New York Journa

WTMJ, Milwaukee
Bunte Bros., Chicago (candy), 1 M
weekly sa, thru Fred A. Robbi
Inc., Chicago.
Campbell Cereal Co., Northfield, Mir
(Malt-O-Meal), 6 weekly sa, th.
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
John Lucas & Co. Inc., Philadelpi
(paint), 6 weekly sa, thru McK
& Albright Inc., Philadelphia. ■
Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich.,:
weekly
troit. sa, thru Maxon Inc., Ic
WJJD, Chicago
Carlsbad Crystal Sales Co., New Yc
(Carlsbad crystals), 6 weekly
thru H. M. Kiesewetter Adv. Ag(
cy Inc., N. Brewing
Y.
Westminster
Co., Chica
(English Lad Ale), 3 weekly .
direct.
Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Chicago (n
sical instruments), 13 sp, direct. -;
KQW, San Jose, Cal.
Golden
Co., 3San
Frs \ {1
Cisco Grain
(cereal Cereal
& flour),
weekly
direct.
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KMA, Shenandoah, la.
i|:rena Feed Mills Inc., Kansas City
iNutrena feed), daily sa, daily sp,
it Lyon & Co., Kansas City (fur
juyer), 5 weekly sp, direct.
H. Wright Co. Ltd., Kansas City
,. i Liquid Smoke), 2 daily so, thru
c #arrons Adv. Co. Inc., Kansas City.
Wing Casualty Insurance Co., Chithru Radio BroadEgo, 2 daily
testing
Inc., sa,
Chicago.
;erican Maize Products Co., New
:'*ork
rect. (Amaizo syrup), 2 daily sa,

I'T ' KGVO, Missoula, Mont.
lociated Oil Co., San Francisco
jFlying A gasoline), 10 football
ames, thru Lord & Thomas, San
'rancisco.
as Co., San Francisco (Texaco),
weekly sp, thru Hanff-Metzger
nc, Los Angeles.
otana Cereal Co., Billings, 2 weeklJ,y sp, direct.
WICC, Bridgeport, Conn.
do Highland Coal Co., Jeddo, Pa.,
"i so, thruPa.Donald G. Frost Inc.,
razleton,
jnson Educator Food Co., Camridge, Mass. (crackers), 312 so,
liru John W. Queen, Boston.
jC. Remedy Co., Durham, N. C.
proprietary), 364 so, thru Harveylassengale Co., Durham, N. C.
WMT, Cedar Rapids, la.
rphy Products Co., Burlington,
ta. (Vig-O-Ray poultry feed), 2
weekly sp, thru Wade Adv. Agency,
Chicago.
1-Continent Petroleum Co., Tulsa,
afllansas
weekly City.
t, thru R. J. Potts & Co.,
Hard Tablet Co., Chicago (propritary), 3 weekly t, thru First
Tufted Broadcasters Inc., Chicago.
c:
WNAC, Boston
on Inc., New York (cleaner,
:7ax), 3 daily so, direct,
nothy Smith Co., Kansas City
: store), 3 weekly sp, thru Chamu§ers & Wiswell Inc., Boston,
j ;ky Tiger Remedy Co., Kansas
||ity
(Lucky Adv.,
Tiger),Kansas
6 weekly
hru Midland
City. sp,
FT
KTSM, El Paso
J
rn Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (proprietary), 5 weekly t, thru Joseph
%:atz Co., N. Y.
, ith Radio Corp., Chicago, 52 ta,
iru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co.
aJ nc,
S. O.Chicago.
Laboratories, San Antonio
'Jtl germicide ), 15 sp, thru Pitluk
dv. Co., San Antonio
.if
KMOX, St. Louis
staff Brewing Corp., St. Louis
jbeer), 13 sp, thru Gardner Adv.
o., St. Louis.
|. othy Perkins Co., St. Louis (cosffiietics),
t. Louis.52 so, thru Ridgway Co.,
m
MVOOD-WASH, Grand Rapids
■ /kee Famous Foods Inc., Elmhurst,
gof. Y., 7 weekly so, thru Federal
.dv. Agency Inc., N. Y.
jjn|ger Grocery & Baking Co., Cin".nnati,
t, thru Ralph H.
ones Co.,weekly
Cincinnati.
KSFO, San Francisco
I
es Brokerage Co., Los Angeles
AC ,fish loaf), 2 weekly t, thru Charles
f. Mayne Co., Los Angeles.

HE SOBY YARDSTICK
ME AUDIENCE VALUE
npartial and comparable data about
le size and location of the audience
radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
-NJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
23 Wallace Ave.
Wilkinsburg, Pa.
cember
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NETWORK

ACCOUNTS

New Business
FORD MOTOR Co., Dearborn, Mich.
(Lincoln-Zephyr autos), on Dec. 1
starts Jose Hanzanares Orchestra on
43 CBS stations, Sundays, 2:30-3
p. m., with repeat at 5 :30. Agency :
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
D. A. SCHULTE Inc., New York
(retail stores), on Dec. 3 starts Rube
Goldberg, Vera Van, Waldo Mayo
Orchestra on 16 CBS stations, Tues.,
Thurs., 7 :15 - 7 :30 p. m. Agency :
Frank Presbrey Co., N. Y.
MURINE Co., Chicago (eye medicine), on Nov. 28 starts Listen to
This, musical romance, on 4 MBS
stations, Thursdays, 9 :30-9 :45 p. m.
Agency:
Neisser - Meyerhoff Inc., Chicago.
GENERAL BAKING Co., New York
(Bond bread),
on &Dec.
Adventures of Terry
Ted 2 onstarts
10 CBS
stations, Mon. thru Fri., 5-5 :15 p. m.
Agency : Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn Inc., N. Y.
FELS & Co., Philadelphia (soap), on
Nov. 18 started for 52 weeks Hometown Sketches on Western Network,
Mondays through Thursdays, 4-4 :15
p. m.Y. Agencv : Young & Rubicam Inc.,
N.
DR. MILES LABORATORIES Inc.,
Elkhart, Ind. ( Alka- Seltzer ) , on Nov.
18 started for 52 weeks News Reports
on Western Network, Sun. thru Sat.,
9-9:15 p. m. Agency: Walter Biddick
Co., Los Angeles.
GEBHARDT CHILI POWDER Co.,
San Antonio, Tex. (chili), on Nov. 28
started for 13 weeks in Woman's
Magazine of the Air on 8 NBC-KPO
stations, Thursdays, 3 :45-4 p. m.
(PSTson )Inc.,
. Agency
Dallas. : Tracy - Locke - DawPACKARD MOTOR Car Co., Los
Angeles (automobiles ) , on Nov. 16
started for 13 weeks Packard Fiesta
on 2 NBC-KPO stations, Saturdays,
9-9:30 p. m. (PST). Placed direct.
WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y.
C. F. Simonini's
Sons Inc.,
delphia (macaroni),
weeklyPhilasp,
thru Yesley Adv. Agency, Boston.
Bunte Bros., Chicago (candy), 100
so, thru Fred A. Bobbins Inc., ChiKGGC, San Francisco
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, Iowa
(plants and bulbs), 6 weekly t, thru
Northwest Radio Adv. Agency, Seattle, Wash.
KJBS, San Francisco
Golden Grain Cereal Co., San Francisco (cereal & waffle flour), 3 weekly, t,direct.

W
"A

B

Sponsored Safety
ACCIDENTS are reported
on a new program on WFBL,
Syracuse, sponsored by the
local Chevrolet dealer under
a year's
Five-a
minute
spotscontract.
three times
week tie in with a "Drive
Safely"tails ofcampaign,
with told
delocal accidents
without using the names involved. The new program is
given
by Bruffusing
Olin,forstation's
news editor,
material the police records in the
Accident Investigation Bureau. The cooperation of the
Department of Public Safety,
the Police Bureau and the
Safetyber ofDivision
of theareChamCommerce
also
enlisted.
Renewal Contracts
HAROLD F. RITCHIE & Co., New
York (Eno salts), renews to Dec. 31,
1936, stations,
Eno Crime
Clues on
25 NBCWJZ
Tuesdays,
8-8 :30
p. m.,
with repeat at 12:30 a. m. Agency:
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
MOHAWK CARPET MILLS Inc.,
Amsterdam, N. Y., on Dec. 9 renews
Five Star Jones on 22 CBS stations,
Mon. thru Fri., 12 :45-l p. m. Agency :
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., N. Y.
AMERICAN RADIATOR Co., New
York, on Dec. 15 renews Fireside Recitals on 18 NBC-WEAF stations,
Sundays,Adv.7 :30-7
:45 N.
p. Y.
m. Agency :
Blaker
Agency,
WHEATENA Corp., Rahway, N. J.
(cereal), on Dec. 10 renews Popeye
the Sailor on 26 NBC-WEAF stations, Tues., Thurs., Sat., 7:15-7:30
p.
m. Agency : McKee & Albright Inc.,
Philadelphia.
GENERAL BAKING Co., New York
(Bond Bread), on Jan. 5 renews
Frank Crumit, Julia Sanderson, Jack
Shilkret Orchestra on 29 CBS stations, Sundays, 5 :30-6 p. m. Agency :
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., N. Y.
Network Changes
LUDEN Inc. on Nov. 25 shifted program NBC-WEAF Sundays, 5:45-6
p. m., to Richard Himber's Orchestra.
PEPSODENT Co., Chicago, program
featuring Al Pearce and His Gang
transferred to NBC Chicago studios
for thrice-weekly program.
A BROCHURE describing its news
service for radio stations has been
issued by International News Service. Profusely illustrated, it graphically tells the story of INS and
radio, along with a series of letters
from station managers.

WHK

Rated

First

in Showmanship
in Cleveland

Variety's Annual Community Showmanship
survey for 1935,
Again Places WHK
First in Radio Showmanship in Cleveland.
The advertising worth of any
station lies in the number of
its listeners. To get listeners
a station must entertain
them — consistently. This
calls for a high degree of
showmanship. So successful
has WHK been in entertaining Cleveland listeners and
own
sustaining
are WHK's that
so popular programs
WHK is now feeding eleven
of its weekly sustaining programs (exclusive of dance
bands) towork.the
TheseColumbia
programs netare
only a tures
few which
of the
feahaveWHK
helped
cement its position as Clevetion. land's most listened-to staCleveland's advertisers recognize this fact by spending
more local advertising dollars on WHK than any other
Cleveland station.
This leadership has been
built on real showmanship
plus such
features as themechanical
use of the latest
equipment, ample power and
preferable wave length and
dial position.
Wire or write for a list of
popular, local programs of
provedable topulling
power, adveravailthe national
tiser.

N

SMARTLY

COORDINATED
APPROACH

TO

ITS AUDIENCE..."
SAYS
VARIETY

WBNX-New

• BROADCASTING

York

MARKS
THE
SPOT
/WHK\
. . and we couldn't
have said it any better
ourselves !
Write For Booklet "Market Coverage"

Radio Air Service Corp.
Terminal Tower - - Cleveland, Ohio
H. K. Carpenter, General Mgr.
C. A. McLaughlin, Sales Mgr.
FREE AND SLEININGER, Inc.
National Representatives
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Over ASCAP -Warner
(Continued from page 7)

they are privileged to perform.
It is seriously doubted, however,
whether that will develop. More
than likely it was thought, ASCAP
at least would issue some sort of
blanket extension, with a retroactive clause to bridge the emergency. Moreover, the possibility that
broadcasters may be in the position of choosing between the two
catalogs, and using only one, is
seen.
In the public domain field, some
consideration is being given to the
contract proposition of Langlois &
Wentworth, New York transcription producers, who claim to have
recorded more than 30 hours of
public domain music. Whether this
music, however, is fully safeguarded against possible infringement,
has not yet been ascertained and
no recommendation has gone forth
from the NAB to its member stations that they contract for it.
Transcontinental Mystery
VEILED IN SECRECY at the moment, but apparently timed for the
Warner withdrawal from ASCAP,
is Transcontinental Broadcasting
Co., Inc., an enterprise which is
offering to non - network independent stations a transcription service, with an agreement that the
music used will be protected
against infringement. The proposed contract, offered to a number of stations, states that the company would
national
advertising forprocure
the stations,
paying
them 50% of their card rates and
absorbing
missions. all overhead and com-

THE KEY TO AMERICA'S
IDEAL TEST MARKET

A Few Important
Facts to Consider
WSPD is the ONLY Radio
Station in Toledo.
WSPD is a basic Columbia
outlet.
WSPD now operates on
2500 Watts day and 1000
Watts night.

Since the installation of our
New 5 KW. High Fidelity
Transmitter — WSPD covers this great market with a
blanket signal comparable
. to a station with double the
power.
We enjoy proving our
statements and your inquiry will receive immediate attention.

Represented By:
—
John K. Kettlewell
Joseph H. McGillvra
919 N. Michigan Ave. 485 Madison Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
New York, N. Y.

WSPD
Address:
Commodore Perry Hotel, Toledo, Ohio
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Transmitter:
Perrysburg, Ohio

Split

Working on this project has been
James Waddell, San Francisco attorney. He has tentatively retained former U. S. Senator C. C.
Dill, now practicing in Washington, as counsel. The project has
been unofficially linked with Warner Bros, as a means of promoting
its motion pictures by so timing
its featured musical compositions
in its movies to coincide with release dates.
Mr. Starr denied any knowledge
of the company over the telephone
to Broadcasting, and said he did
not know Mr. Waddell. He likewise refuted a report that became
current after the Warner withdrawal from ASCAP that its music
houses had been combined with
those of Twentieth Century, Fox,
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer, and other
motion picture producers who are
large scale music publishers, and
that the new combine was behind
the Transcontinental project as a
means of breaking into radio on
large scale. Such a combine, it was
estimated, would represent control
of perhaps 85% of popular music.
While it was impossible to confirm the reports concerning Transcontinental, there seemed to be one
well-founded story that executives
of Warner and perhaps other motion picture producers, rather than
the publishers themselves, were
back of the project at this time.
The Warner board of strategy on
music, it appears, is centered in
Hollywood rather than in New
York, and Mr. Starr at this time
is apparently
simply has
following
ders. Mr. Waddell
been orin
Washington on the Transcontinental project since last August.
How the litigation affecting the
composer members of ASCAP who
publish through the Warner houses
will be brought, is still in doubt.
ASCAP's insistence that it will
continue to represent the authors
and composers in Warner unit despite the withdrawal of the publishing houses in one way is the
key to this whole controversy. It is
thought possible that the Songwriters Protective Association, of
which Sigmund Romberg is president, will institute the suit, perhaps by deliberately performing a
number over stations or networks
written by an ASCAP author member and published by a Warner
company.
The exact amount of music
controlled by the Warner houses,
which include the four major pubSell

The

Southwest
with
SBS
Twelve
Stations

Major

for Twelve

lishing firms and seven subsidi
ries of smaller consequence, is
doubt. Heretofore the figure
40%
the the
"popular
pc
formedof over
air hasmusic"
been us<;
ASCAP now says it is somethi:
less than 25%, with the compos
situation threatening to reduce
to a negligible amount.
The defection of the Warn
houses seems to be a serious bl<
to the. government suit agair
ASCAP, which is founded on t
contention that ASCAP monor
lizes the music field and th
broadcasters cannot buy music
a competitive market. The suit
scheduled to resume on Jan. 6.
Irrespective
of thrown
that, the
music
field is now
intowh'ti
moil, with the broadcasters the i
tegral part of the fight becau
they contribute the principal re^
nue. It is not impossible tli
ASCAP may be forced into diss
lution in the final analysis, accoi
ing to competent observers.
Meanwhile, the ASCAP board
in constant meeting endeavoring
reclassify its apportionment
revenues by virtue of the Warr
resignations. Whether it will ma
any new proposition to broadca
ing stations of its own volition
seriously doubted.
Starr's First Statement
FOLLOWING the board meeti
at which the resignation of t
Warner houses was submitted, R
Starr issued the following sta
ment:
Our resignation from the Americ
Society of Composers, Authors a
Publishers has been rendered nec
sary in our own interests and in thi1
of the composers and all concerr
in the music publishing enterpri
with which we are connected.
The chief reason for our action
what we consider to have been
insufficient and inadequate royalt
collected by the society from ra
broadcasters. The society is sim
an agency. The inadequate paym'
obtained by the society for the l
of music on the air — and music
the life blood of radio and has ma
ly built up its uninterrupted and
creasing prosperity — has strangled
legitimate possibilities of music p
lishing until drastic action is nec
sary if this business is to contin
This has injured the creative as v
as the business end of these enl
hereafter
shallhave
conduct
our r(t'
Therefore,we we
decided
prises.
tions with radio, so far as our mi
interests are concerned, independer
and directly, in order to secure
fair returns to which we and our
sociates, including emphatically
authors and composers, are entitled
A quick check - up indicates t
approximately 40 per cent of all
music played on sponsored radio i
grams is published by our compan
We have reason to believe that
same proportion holds on the s
taining programs.
Our five-year contract with the
ciety expires on December 31 of 1 1
year. Thereafter all our arrangemc i
with radio stations and broadcast I
chains will be made by us dire' j
and on a fair and proper basis.
The seriousness of the situal j
which has compelled us to resign fi j
the society may be judged by a c
parison between the sales of pc
lar songs only a few years ago
today. (Continued
Formerly aon hit
pagesong
5h) mi

Major Markets !
SOUTHWEST
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
General Office — Fort Worth

BROADCASTING

WFIL

adelphia

Only Philadelphia outlet
forBlue
N. B.Network
C. Basic
560 Kilocycles
1000 Watts
• December

1, 19
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. . . the editors of this important annual directory of the business of broadcasting are
deeply grateful. To date practically 95%

of the questionnaires are in hand, and most of

the data is now in the hands of the printer. The 1936 Year Book Edition will embrace the
most important features of the 1935 Year Book brought up-to-date — and in addition will
carry new and necessary directories of permanent reference value throughout the year.
Radio's Only Annual Directory Will Be Sent Free to All Subscribers
To the Regular Semi-Monthly Issues of BROADCASTING.

PUBLICATION DATE
Early in 1936

ADVERTISING DEADLINE
December
15, 1935

A

AGENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES

FAN

DANCER
can get away
with it . . . but
you . . . well . . .
you've simply gotta have
Balanced

Coverage

IN CALIFORNIA
you get exactly that from
THE WESTERN
NETWORK
and

SFO
SAN FRANCISCO -OAKLAND
560 KILOCYCLES
1,000 watts
full time
The story of balanced coverage
...the story of KSFO...is the story
of the great, new Western Network,
KSFO and popular, powerful
KNX, Hollywood. « But that's not
the whole story. Get it . . . all of it.
National Representatives :
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
KSFO — Russ Building, San Francisco
Philip G. Lasky, General Manager

With

Western

SIDNEY BURNETT and William
Gluck have taken over Radio Features, in San Francisco, and moved
from the Anglo Bank Building to 544
Market street, that city. They are
specializing in radio production.
ROBERT J. COLWELL, chief continuity writer of J. Walter Thompson
Co., has
wood untilbeen
Dec.transferred
15 in line towithHollythe
agency's
policy personnel
of shifting periodically.
production
and continuity
HART T. MITCHELL, formerly
vice president of Frederick & Mitchell
Inc., Chicago, has been named a vice
president of J. Stirling Getchell Inc.,
in charge of the Detroit office. He
has been connected with automobile
advertising
for 15 years
will continue to handle
the and
DeSoto
and
Plymouth accounts.
G. ROBERT STEWART, formerly
contact man with Carroll-Dean-Murphey Inc., has joined Morenus Adv.
Agency, Chicago, in a similar capacity. The agency also announces
a rebuilt and enlarged audition studio
and the addition of several new offices
to accomodate the growing personnel.
THE GREENLEAF Co., Boston advertising and merchandising counsellors, opened new offices at 20 Newbury Street, top floor, on Nov. 25. The
executive personnel of The Greenleaf
Co. includes A. E. Greenleaf, president ;Charles
A. Holcomb,
vice president and director
of service
and
Radio ; George R. Dunham, treasurer ;David S. Garland, Jr., production manager and art director.
WCAO,
Baltimore,
has named
Jackson & Moore,
Chicago,
as exclusive
sales representatives.

Electric's

new

NON-DIRECTIONAL

marks

the

to stand!

MIKE

spot

Duck

or Bull?

BILL CART WRIGHT, member of the Chicago staff of
William G. Rambeau, radio
station representative, is now
in Frank Buck's class. Bill,
the story goes, was out duck
hunting a couple of weeks ago
and was having very little
luck. All day his party had
lain in their boat watching
the ducks go by overhead but
without having anything
come near enough for them
to shoot at. Finally they decided to call it a day and had
just turned the boat around
when something flew up out
of the weeds and straight for
Bill, who threw up his hands
to avoid being hit and to his
great surprise found himself
holding a nice, fat duck. Despite its struggles and his
astonishment, Bill managed
to hang on and arrived home
with his prize still squawkthe day.
ing loudly, the only bag of
DAVID ELMAN, formerly director
of radio for Marschalk & Pratt Inc.,
New York, has joined Brooke, Smith
& French
of
radio. Inc., New York, as director
FRED H. FIDLER, Shell Oil Co. account executive for the J. Walter
Thompsonturned toCo.,
San Francisco,
has rehis desk
after a business
trip to New York and St. Louis. He
was East approximately three weeks.
WILLIAM JONES, of the Wade
Adv. Agency, Chicago, who has
charge
productionis ofseriously
the Alka-ill
Seltzer ofbroadcasts,
with double pneumonia.
ROS METZGER,
of the& radio
ment of Ruthrauff
RyandepartInc.,
Chicago, has written a new song
Rhythm Step, which was recently introduced by Al Roth's orchestra from
KMOX, cast.St.
on a was
CBS pianist
broadHe atLouis,
one time
and arranger for Paul Whiteman.
DALE W. ROE has been named to
the sales staff at the San Francisco
office of Walter Biddick Co., station
representatives.
RONALD DAWSON, for several
years with WJSV, WOL and WRC,
Washington,
has been named
production and continuity
chief of
Kal
Advertising, Washington. He will
work with David Stein, newly appointed radio head.
FURGASON & ASTON Inc., Chicago
representatives, have moved to 221
N. LaSalle St., having taken larger
quarters to accommodate a larger
staff. Offices are also maintained in
Detroit and a third office is planned
in New York after the first of the
JOHN BLAIR & Co., has moved its
year.
San Francisco
fromBldg.,
485 California St., to offices
the Russ
that
city. Lionel K. Bridge has been added
to the staff as account executive, assisting Lindsey Spight, manager.
WILLIAM J. LARKIN, formerly
with the radio department of Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co., San
Francisco, has joined the Ernest R.
Ham
Adv.executive.
Agency, that city, as radio
ficconnt

Western Electric
BROADCASTING EQUIPMENT

WTCN
St. Paul — Minneapolis
FREE & SLEININGER, INC.
National Representatives.

EDGAR WAITE, formerly publicity!
director of Benton & Bowles Inf..
New York, and recently serving Best?
Foods Inc. account, has resigned tC'J
join Lord & Thomas on the Wesj
Coast where he will handle legisla
tive publicity, operating from both th]
offices.
Los Angeles and San Francisec
HIXSON-O'DONNELL Inc., has
closed its San Francisco branch office
and is now centering all advertisiru
activity from Los Angeles. Rober
James, former San Francisco man
ager, has gone over to Charles R
Stuart Inc., that city, and is handling
radio along with other accounts.
COURTLAND D. FERGUSON Inc
Bldg.
Washington agency, has opened a
Baltimore branch at 714 Lexingtoi
HOWARD N. SMITH, for the last
seven years with Rogers & Smith
Adv., Chicago, has joined Carpenter:-; •
tive.
Rogers Co., Dallas, as account execu

CRAMER-KRASSELT Co., Mil
waukee, has opened a branch office ii
Penobscot Bldg., Detroit, with Nor
wood D. Craighead as manager.
MONROE F. DREHER Inc., New
ark agency, has opened a branch foi
contact purposes at 30 Rockefellei
Plaza, New York.
STONE - STEVENS - HOWCOTT
HALSEY Inc., New Orleans, hai
been formed from the former Stone
Stevens & Lill agency, with no change
in accounts.
LEON A. FRIEDMAN, formerly o
Cramer-Tobias Co, Inc., New York
has been named radio director of Ster 1
ling Adv. Agency, New York
GEORGE ROESLER, Chicago radii
station representative, has opened i
Detroit office in the General Motor:
Bldg. Earl Maxwell, who was for
merly with John Blair in Detroit an< ■
New York, has been appointed De
troit manager of the Roesler organi ;
zation
GEORGE ROESLER, Chicago, hai 3
KJBS, appointed
San Francisco,
and KQWfo '
been
representative
San Jose, Cal., George Brunton, op
erator of the two stations and thei:
hookup
as the Northern
fornia known
Broadcasting
System, Cali
an>
nounced
Nov.
20
following
his returi ;
from the East.
I. T. PORTER, sales manager o
Associated Broadcast Adv. Co., exclu
sive time sales office of WFAS, Nev
York,72dhasSt moved to larger offices 12W.
ti
Penn Tobacco News
PENN TOBACCO Co., Wilkes
Barre, Pa., has just signed Pa
Flannagan, Chicago sports an
nouncer now broadcasting footbal
gossip for Penn three evenings ;
week over WBBM, to do a quarter
hour news summary each weekda; to
evening for
during
1936 over
the sam*
station
Kentucky
Winners
cig
arettes. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryai
Inc., New York.
Folger on Discs
J. A. FOLGER & Co., San Fra
cisco (coffee), on Dec. 2 start;
Judy and Jane, 15-minute dramati
script act which has been on th
networks for two years, on 10 sti
tions
— WFAA,
WHO, WKY,
KVOO,WOAI,
WOW, WDA"
KFH
KSTP, WEBC. Blackett-Sample;
Hummert
Inc.,
Chicago,
places
th
account.
NBC on Nov. 29 began broadcast
ing of results of the Literary D\
gest straw vote on the New Dea
using the WEAF network, Thurs
days, 6:35-6:45 p. m., on a sustain
ing basis. John B. Kennedy is com
mentator. In previous polls th
Digest has sponsored daily pro* a
grams to announce results.
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PIONEER CANNERIES, Seattle
(pioneer clams), is advertising
through Beaumont & Hohman Inc.,
Seattle.
PACIFIC AMERICAN CANNERIES, Los Angeles (Shore Dinner fish
loaf), is sponsoring the Fletcher
Wiley noonsdietetic
five aftera week onprograms
KNX, Hollywood.
Charles
H.
Mayne
Co.,
Los
Angeles,
is the agency.

ADVERTISERS

CON VAN & STORAGE Co., Los
tgeles, has renewed its thricefckly transcription series for anjier year on KHJ, KFRC, KMJ,
BB, KDB. Discs are produced at
Idio Recorders Inc., Hollywood,
paries
Mayne The
Co., Los
s the H.account.
sameAngeles,
series,
led Moving Stories of Life, has been
id to Lightning Delivery Co.,
.^oenix, Ariz., for KGAR, and Intertional Warehouse Co., El Paso, for
rsM.
DGAR G. HERRMANN, formerly
I; Federal Adv. Agency, New York,
\rd & Thomas and RCA Victor, has
named advertising manager of
iiith Radio Corp., Chicago. He sucids Parker H. Ericksen, who has
fen named sales promotion manager.
:|JSSMAN, WORMSER & Co., San
I!;aneisco (S & W food) has placed
advertising account with Botsford,
i'nstantine & Gardner Inc., San
riancisco, and is planning a 193G
l[npaign for leaders in its food line.
\>M & JERRY Inc., Cleveland
"everage ingredients) has named
Ljfred
Co., Cleveland,
as its
ncy, Rooney
and is using
radio.
4 rtTCHEN ART FOODS Inc.. Chi■go (dessert)
has Ludgin
placed Inc.,
its adverting with Earle
ChipESSEL BREWING
Co., South
bd, Ind. (9 Star, Silver Edge beer)
rj$s placed its account with MacDoni-Cook Co., South Bend.
fcRBER PRODUCTS Co., Frei|i|mt, Mich, (strained vegetables) has
Insferred its advertising to Federal
juf v. Agency, ISiew York.
JJCKY TIGER MFG. Co., Kansas
jjBty (cosmetics) has named Allen C.
Mth
Co., Kansas City, to serv! its Adv.
account.

kijsEGFRIED-LO
WENTHAL
Co.,
fi sfeveland, is sponsoring
Club Hunting
tyl'lley
on WGAR,
that bycity,
with
o|[»tinuities
being checked
the Ohio
He
t'- Liquor Control Board.
i
a
lj
HI SEPH BURNETT Co., Boston
<tracts,
desserts) makes up lists in
■
it Member,
including radio. Agency :
tten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
' Boston.
ifIlIUS GROSSMAN SHOES Corp.,
Sfw York (Pedemode shoes) has
ned Sterling Adv. Agency, New
'rk, to direct its advertising.

FILM IN HAWAII— KGMB, Honolulu, has installed the first radio
film equipment from the plant of
Freeman Lang, Hollywood. Here
are Gene Goldrup, engineer (left)
and Webley Edwards, manager of
KGMB, inspecting the new equipment.
FELS & Co., Philadelphia (Fels
Naptha soap), makes up lists in December,vertising.
includingYoungextensive
radio Inc.,
ad& Rubicam
New York, is the agency.
CLEVELAND STEEL PRODUCTS
Corp., Cleveland (Toridheet burners,
air conditioning), using radio, makes
up lists in December. Foster &
Davies Inc., Cleveland, is the agency.
DEAN MILK Co., Chicago (Vitamin
D milk) has placed its account with
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
INTERSTATE NURSERIES, Hamnamedits Cole's
Moines,burg, la.,tohas
service
account.Inc., Des
Sarnoff on Television
(Continued from page 13)
swered Mr. Sarnoff. "Television will
in many respects revolutionize broadcasting. Television artists, for instance, will be both fewer and harder
to find than at present, because, especially where women are concerned,
in addition to their musical or dramatic ability they must be good-looking.
when will
they have
addressEven
their politicians
radio audiences
to change their style. Their oratorical
frenzies must be real, not merely
vocal, and no microphone can be in
sight because if a candidate wants to
get his appeal across to a voter who
is sitting in his own home he must
make it appear to that man that he
is talking to him personally.
Listeners' Habits
''BUT it is in the dramatic programs,
though, that the biggest change will
come. Actors will really have to act,
and, as no scripts can be read, they

O'CEDAR Corp., Chicago (polish,
mops) has placed its advertising with
John H. Dunham Co., Chicago.
will, fectofin their
course,parts
havebefore
to bethey
letter-pergo on
the air. Furthermore, many tricks of
broadcasting which are today acceptable will have to be discarded. For example, if a couple of 'eskimos' are to
appear theytransmitter
cannot comeinbefore
television
their a shirt
sleeves and with an electric fan blast
blowing across them to stimulate an
Arctic hurricane. Or if a door is to
be knocked down, smashing an empty
strawberry box to produce the noise
effect will not satisfy a television
audience. You can see how that is.
It goes clear down the line and therefore television can be eventually relied upon to work a vast improvement
in Then,
all phases
of broadcasting."
in replying
to the second part
of
question,
Mr. Sarnoff concluded
withmy this
:
"You want to know how television
will be received by the public. Frankly, I can't tell you. Television reception is not, cannot be, like sound reception.
radio entertainment,
is used as a back-or
ground forToday
other
by the
housewife
who
button and listens to theturns
musicthe while
she goes on with her work. Television
can never be like that, because not
only will it require close attention on
the part of the onlooker, but also it
will be necessary for the room to be
somewhat darkened. Naturally these
things will require a considerable
change in the habits of listeners who,
instead of roaming around as they
now do while enjoying a program, will
have tiontoto whatever
sit tight and
pay close
attenis being
thrown
on
their screen. But will they want to
do this?although
As I have
just occur
said, Itodon't
know,
it does
me
that most of us are too restless for
our own good and that probably it
would be beneficial to us if we had
something in our homes that would
cause us to sit quietly in our chairs
for an hour or two a day."
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$

HIGH
40%

LESS

COSTS

AROUND!

for the FINEST

RECORDINGS

Naturally
you don'tButbalkwhen
at high
costs isin tothemselves
if you
get
the results.
the best
be had —without
the usual price premium — then it's time to investigate.
Ask any radio station about our regular 16" fifteen minute
recording.
Also we offer you the only recordings that give you a full
fifteen
minute program
one side
a 12"uninterrupted
record, and the
only recordings
that canon give
you of
a full
30
minute program on each side of a 16" record.
Plus the finest reproduction quality, that any good program
deserves. Finally — 10% less costs. And — incidentally —
lower mailing, packing and storage costs.
The proof is in the hearing — either in your offices or ours.
Write or 'phone.
RADIO AND FILM METHODS
CORP.
101 PARK AVE. N Y.
CALedonia 5-7530
NATIONAL
icember

1, 1 935
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ASCAP- Warner Split
(Continued from page 50)
easily sell one or two million copies ;
as things are now, a sale of 300,000
copies is extraordinary, and even in
such a case it is problematic whether
a loss will be sustained. Radio has
simply killed off the sale of sheet
music, phonograph records and piano
rolls, on which music publishing depends for its existence. While radio
has disastrously affected the music
publishing business it has not made
any satisfactory or adequate recompense by way of royalty payments for
the use of music on the air and this
is because of the insufficient payments
which radio companies make to the
society — arrangements which we have
been unable to control or modify.
We shall therefore make our own
arrangements and the royalties de-

w

s

o

Transradio

c

News

WSOC's 24 - hour Teletype
Service makes it possible for
us to offer wide - awake advertisers a truly valuable
news program. Choice spots
already established, with
enough steady listeners to
make your sponsorship of
WSOC TRANSRADIO
NEWS a real buy!
Wire or write for prices to —
WSOC
Charlotte, N. C.

A
\
\

MB
PARK

AS

rived therefrom will come to the
writers and publishers responsible for
our music used on the air, and will
not be divided as is done by the society at present.
As an agency, we consider that the
American
of Composers,
thors andSociety
Publishers
has failed Auour
companies by its failure to obtain
adequate returns for the use of our
music so as to enable our music publishing companies to remain in busiMills' Rebuttal
LATE the same evening, Mr. Mills,
in behalf of ASCAP made public
this statement in rebuttal:
Composers and authors generally
are greatiy disturbed at this action
of Warner Brothers, which they contendalties
has received
placedfrom
in hazard
theirrights
royperforming
through the society and upon which,
in these times, their very livelihood
depends.
At a late hour this evening such
composers and authors as could be
reached indignantly denied the right
of Warner Brothers to place them in
financial drawal
jeopardy
through and
theirmaking
withfrom the society
separate attempts
to license
the per-at
formance of their works
by radio
substantially increased rates.
These composers point out that
when in years past they placed their
works with the individual firms subsequently purchased as a group by the
Warner Brothers they had no reason
to believe that these firms which were
charter members of A. S. C. A. P.
would ever withdraw.
They contend, also, that Warner
Brothers have not consulted their inbut have
acted solely
and selfishlyterests,
in the
interests
of themselves,
as motion picture producers primarily,
who purchased
music to
publishing
businesses as adjuncts
their sound
film business, and who are now specu-

SAD

AVENUE AT 51st STREET
NEW
YORK CITY

Offers to visitors. ..A truly fine
hotel... A distinguished address
...A convenient location. Large
luxurious single rooms from $5...
double rooms from $7.. . suites $10

0

R

lating, terest,
notbut those
only ofwith
their own and
inthe composers
authors,ment towho
are
helpless
at
the
moprotect themselves against
this speculation, as to the wisdom of
which they have had no voice.
A great many of the more important composers continuing as members of A.servedS.theirC.rights.
A. P. have
reThesealways
include
Jerome Kern, Irving Berlin, Sigmund
Romberg, Victor Herbert and others.
The rights in their works remain
vested in A. S. C. A. P., as well as the
rights to the music in many stage productions.
Their resignation is based upon the
belief that acting independently they
can collect much larger royalties for
the use of their catalogues than has
been represented by their share of the
royalties collected by the society. This
share last year represented about
$340,000 for all their firms.
Thus far the so-called Warner firms
are the only ones to indicate any intention of withdrawing from the society, and the composers and authors
have all renewed their current membership agreements for an additional
five years commencing Jan. 1, 1936.
Acrimonious Replies
TO MR. MILLS' statement Warner Bros, took occasion the following day to issue a reply setting
forth further reasons for breaking
away from ASCAP, which in turn
led Mills to make another reply
after Gene Buck, president of
ASCAP, declined to comment on
the Warner statement as being
"too undignified". The second
Warner statement took exception
to Mr. Mills' assertion that the
resignations were due to selfish
reasons. The statement, in part:
Such an accusation demands a reply. The self-preservation of our
companies has dictated their withdrawal from the society, which has
utterly failed to obtain adequate payments for the use of music by radio.
The society at present is being run
by a well-entrenched clique of executive officers who sign contracts and
perform other important acts on their
own authority, the board of directors
in many cases having no opportunity
to revise transactions until the society has been committed to them.
As things stand today, the society
has disposed of its rights to radio for
the next five years on a basis which
would render it impossible to keep our
music-publishing companies alive if
they retained their memberships.
These executive officers have very
little at stake financially in comparison with the publishing firms that are
threatened with extinction, although
it must be said that the salaries paid
the society's executives are certainly
not small, Mr. Mills, the general
manager, receiving about $50,000 a
year for his services, and Mr. Buck,
the president, about $35,000.
It is claimed that the Society is the
protector of the author and composer,

although the author and composer*
have suffered with the publishers from |L
the disastrous effect of radio upon theif
sale of sheet music, phonograph rec-jL
ords
and piano torolls.
Furthermore,*!
the distribution
authors
and com-*,
posers of the various funds collected jf
by
the Society
conducted
illogical
manner isbased
mainly inuponan
favoritism and politics.
The Society is on the defensive in so
many
the Unite'.
States,lawthatsuits
the throughout
sense of security
into
which many of its members have been
lulled has a very precarious founds
tion. With the Federal Government
attacking it as a monopoly, its contracts with motion picture exhibitors
and theatre chains being repudiated is .
various States on grounds of invalid I
ity and illegality, heavy taxes being i
levied upon it in numerous jurisdic- 1
tions, and a Federal income tax casf
involving over a million dollars hang- ij
ing over its head, its future is proble .
matical. In the State of Washingtor
a receiver has been appointed for th<
Society's of
business
in and
that industry
State. Th<o:
interests
the art
music in this country are too import
ant to be inextricably bound up witl
an
no'
beenagency
of a whose
qualitymanagement
to warrant hasbrigb/
hopes
Acuities.for a successful issue of its dif
The Society has not kept pace witl
the new uses of music, radio being th(
most glaring instance. Twenty yean
ago, when the Society was formed, ra
dio was unknown. The astoundim
progress of broadcasting presented i
problem to the Society which it ha:
utterly failed to solve in the fair an<
reasonable interests of the creator
and publishers of music.
While it is true that most author
and composers have signed the So
ciety's contract, they have done s
without
beingor given
the benefit
alternative
(in most
cases) ofof aiI
knowledge of the complete working
of the Society and the difficulties a .
present confronting it. One result o ;
our resignation will be the opportune
ties opened
for newfound
writing
talent -;
which
has hirtherto
it extreme
ly
membership
the difficult
Society. toTheobtain
field will
be open foi ™
unestablished
of real ability. authors and composer
The arrangements
by the S(
tions.
MUls Repliegmade
Again
ciety have unduly
favored
the big r;
dio chains over the independent st
MR. MILLS answered:
Warner Brothers Pictures are a
tempting to justify an act for whicl
heretofore, publicly and private!
their single excuse has been that the
must have more money.
They say that they have investe
$10,000,000 of their stockholdei
money in music publishing compani*
and that the only way that investmei
could be justified was for them to fin
some manner in which to produ<
substantially
greaterreceived
returns from
than thej~
have heretofore
tl
agency of the American Society
Composers, Authors and Publishers

. D.
Formerly Chief Drug Control U. S. Department of Agriculture and for many years engaged in the enforcement
of the Federal Food and Drugs Act.
Drugs — Medicine — Cosmetics — Foods
Label and Formula Requirements
RADIO ADVERTISING CONTINUITY
Consultant to drug
advertisers for the
vertising, formulas
medicines

:

and food manufacturers and
past eight years on labels, adand technical control of drugs,
and foods subject to

REQUIREMENTS OF FEDERAL AND STATE LAWS
Shoreham Building
Washington, D. C.
Telephone District 1169
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NOTES

International Kitchen, conductaily from 10 :30 to 11 a. m., over
Oakland, celebrated its third
liversary recently with an informal
jjy held in the studios during the
idcast. With Gladys Cronkhite,
ietor, as hostess, a huge birthday
it was cut at conclusion of the profn, which is sponsored by various
onal and local food accounts and
is manufacturing cooking equip|t. Featuring recipes taken from
culinary arts of all nations, the
jram is heard over KLX five days
reek. It holds the unbroken record
being on the air every week day
§ 'three
years.other
Preston
KLX
»ager, and
stationAllen,
executives
: ! :icipated in the celebration.
RO, Longview, Texas, has started
.aily morning program Know Tex: pointing out historical and geo"phical
items. The with
program
was
. ted in conjunction
the Texas
^tennial and is to run for the balj of 1935 and all of 1936.
i iRSAKING the amateur hour idea,
"bert's,
merDt,
afterNew14 York
monthsdiamond
sponsorship,
•"Nov. 24 terminated the Herbert's
iteur Hour on WMCA, New York,
! to be the first sponsored amateur
i * in the metropolitan area. The
!a|:asor has been on the air for 10
rs with various shows, and on Dec.
t^-arts Alfred Wohl and His Golden
jmgs Orchestra.
: ALLABOUGH, program direcof WJJD, Chicago, has inaugu'jj'rd
a service
for listeners
may
lending
Christmas
gifts towhoforeign
!3s by telling them a week in ad-ce the last dates on which pack; Christmas.
may be mailed for delivery beE Sidewalk News Exchange proon WFBL. Syracuse, developed
tXBruff Olin, has been sold to the
J zoil Co. for weekly broadcast for
sveeks. The programs are staged at
ws Theatre and Olin discusses
at important news items of the
Bv with passers-by. By distributI sheets containing question and
^Topics of question, Olin has found
IP broadcasts are more interesting
answers more intelligently. Five
ons of Benzoil gas are given each
son interviewed.
i jRE, Indianapolis, has shifted
-!e Hiram's Hayloft Dance to an
:iutorium seating 1,500 to accommo1|2 the demand for tickets. VonneHardware Stores, distributing
jt ;ddin Mantle Lamps, sponsor the
jf )tv and distribute tickets free. The
x m starts' a half-hour before broadaping time.
fefiTIONAL BANK of Tulsa on Nov.
J started a series of programs on
JUL using a chorus of 63 male
fees, supplemented by a weekly
:-houx program with a two-piano
n. The sponsor has options for 131 26-week renewals.
iSN, Milwaukee, brought the Martte-Temple football game Nov. 14
n Philadelphia, the sponsor signa contract just a day-and-a-half
ire the game. Allen Scott, of
!AU, Philadelphia, and Howdy
Ik, of WISN, handled the broadly
)XS of the Pioneers" quartet doing
,iscriptions for Standard Radio
.. Hollywood, won all honors in a
1-Billy Contest held in the OlymAuditorium in Hollywood. Nov. 9.
?h Farr, a member of the Pioneers,
a the $150 purse as the best fid".best
and yodler.
Len Slye won the prize for
5XX, New York, presents its news
dramatized form under the title

Reallocation
Their First Miss
AMOS 'N' ANDY, daddy of
all of the radio dialogue
shows, saw their eight - year
consecutive performance record smashed to smithereens
Nov. 22 when they missed a
show. They spent that day
at a hunting club near
Hagerstown, Md., and were
to have gone on from WRC,
Washington, for their regular 7 o'clock
stint, Bill
but Hay,
they
missed
connections.
the third man in the act,
plugged in the 15 - minute
period from Chicago by presenting to the audience biographical and background
data about the two comedians. The pair managed to
get back to the studios in
time for the 11 p. m. "repeat"
Western
stations.showTheyfor
caught
a plane
the following morning for
home-town Chicago.
Danny & August, a policeman and
delicatessen owner who pause in their
work to read the headlines.
KOIL, Omaha, is offering its listeners both straight
news news
of theonday's
happenings
and sports
the
daily resume program sponsored each
week-day evening on the American Tobacco program. From the Omaha studios part ofThe
the program
day's newsis shifted
resume tois
presented.
the Lincoln studios where Harry
Johnson, well-known sports commentator, gives
the returns
day's sports
news.
The
program
then
to the
Omaha
studios for the remainder of the news
and the commercial announcements.
WOC. Davenport, la., covered the
dedication of the new $1,500,000
bridge at Bettendorf, la., with three
announcers, several microphones and
a crew of operators on hand. The
click of the scissors that cut the ribbon that opened the bridge to traffic
was caught by the microphone.
A THANKSGIVING Day service
originating at KFUO, Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, from which the
Lutheran Hour is broadcast each Sunday, was carried on a special MBS
network of five stations Nov. 28 by
the
Lutheran
League.
The
stations
were Laymen's
WLW, WGN,
WCAE,
CKLW, WINS. Kelly-Stuhlman Adv.
Co., St. Louis, is the agency.
MARION BRAGG is again doing his
Words and Melody program over
WMAZ, Macon, Ga., being scheduled
daily at noon under sponsorship of a
Macon furniture dealer. Poems sent
in by listeners are read to an organ
background.
A NEW series of concerts by the
U. S. Navv Svmphony Orchestra was
started Nov. 27 on an NBC-WJZ network, Wednesdays, 4 :30-5 p. m. The
orchestra has been augmented to 95
pieces. Composers will be invited to
conduct their own works.
EDUCATIONAL programs are being
featured by KOMO-KJR, Seattle,
with the University of Washington,
King County Medical Society, Seattle
Council of Parent-Teacher Association. Washington State Department of
Health and Seattle Public Schools.
A NEW series has been started on
WKRC, Cincinnati, by the Federation of Churches of Cincinnati and vicinity. The thrice weekly programs,
using the 8ination:30
period, are interdenomal in nature.

Tho Corttrn\ Stn-Hrm- WHO
CLEAR ED-CHANNEL — 50*000
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Discussed

By Clear Channel Group
MEMBERS of the "clear channel
group" of stations, who favor retention of clear channels to provide service to rural and remote
listeners, met in Chicago Nov. 22
for a general discussion of FCC
plans for realignment of facilities.
They voiced support of a plan
whereby
power channels
on a specified
ber of clear
wouldnum-be
placed at a minimum of 50,000
watts, but with power allowable
to 500,000 watts.
The score of broadcasters heard
comments on the present situation
from J. C. McNary, technical advisor to the group; Philip G.
Loucks and Louis G. Caldwell,
legal advisors. In attendance were
Ed Craig and Harry Stone, WSM,
Nashville; Carl Havelin, KFI, Los
Angeles; Lewis Allen Weis, WJR,
Detroit; Lambdin Kay, WSB, Atlanta. Lee Coulson, WHAS, Louisville; Joseph A. Chambers, WLW,
Cincinnati; Carl Meyers, WGN,
Chicago; Joseph 0. Maland, and
Paul Loyet, WHO, Des Moines;
Glenn Snyder, WLS, Chicago; William Fay, WHAM, Rochester; Martin A. Campbell, WFAA, Dallas,
and Hugh A. L. Halff, WOAI, San
Antonio.
RIT PRODUCTS Co., Chicago
(Koolox brushless shaving cream),
has launched a contest to aid its
search for a new name for its
Grand Stand Thrills program
Monday evenings on MBS. The
program started as a dramatization of sporting events but now includes general news stories. Prizes
total more than $1,000.

SHOWMANSHIP

f
♦
". . . WHIO

is giving off

sparks which indicate that
the anvil is being walloped. Dayton should be
more highly regarded as
a radio market hereafter
. . ." So says VARIETY
in its Showmanship Survey, which rates WHIO
first in Dayton.

39 S. LUDLOW

■ DAYTON,

O.

Ag.C
KUNSKY-TRENDLE BROADCASTING CORPORATION
300 MADISON THEATER BUILDING.. DETROIT
Wm. G. RAMBEAU CO.. Representatives, Home Office: Tribune Tower,San Chicago
Francisco
Western Office: Russ Building.
Eastern Office: 507 Chanin Bldg.. New York
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TRANSCRIPTIONS

^QV as

Equally
Portable

THE

INSTANT

RECORDER

^4 s compact as the watch in your pocket is the precisionbuilt PRESTO INSTANT RECORDER. And as accurately
engineered to the fraction of an inch, for utility and
strength. Broadcast stations have called the Instant Recorder a"scientific
scoop" Discard
— specifying
it as partrecording
of their
high fidelity
equipment.
old fashioned
methods — get PRESTO!
The Recorder comes complete in two handsome cases. It
can be carried with ease by one man. The portability and
flexibility of this unit make it possible for it to fill countless jobs around the studio and transcription laboratory,
that ordinarily would require expensive installations.
RECORDING
EQUIPMENT
IN
ITS MOST
CONVENIENT
FORM

Another

noteworthy Presto achievement:
THE GREEN SEAL DISC!
NOW
—
received
generalbaseacclaim
by the SEAL
field. DISC
Heavyis chemically
coated disc on anwith
aluminum
— the GREEN
the result
of years of continuous research and development.
The characteristics of these discs are such that many broadcasting
stations are using them for transcription purposes.
EVERYTHING
FOR RECORDING— FROM A NEEDLE TO A COMPLETE
STUDIO
INSTALLATION.
Write for latest catalog on disc and reproducer.

Warn®
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A NEW juvenile transcription seri|
for 1936 will be ready in Decemrx]
according to C. C. Pyle, president i
Radio Transcription of America, Li^
Angeles. Field managers of the fin[
are touring their territory, J. 1
Hayes, eastern manager, having coi
pleted a New England tour with plai
to finish in New York. James Ca
penter covering the Central ai
Southern regions. Duke Ainslee, Wes
em representative, has gone to tl
Texas region. Frank Zambrino, fa
mer Chicago manager, is to arrive )
New York Dec. 1 for auditions
Transco
programs and to open t
Eastern branch.
FREEMAN LANG Studios, Holl
wood transcription firm, is producii
four series of 64 five-minute dis
Freeman Lang Radioettes in dran !
form for sponsorship by laundrie
bakeries, loan companies and insu
ance firms.
BILL LAWRENCE, of Newkir
Lawrence agency, Hollywood, is cas
ing and directing Gong Murder My
teries and Spotlight on Sports at tl
transcription studios of R. U. MclJ
tosh & Associates, Los Angeles.
CONQUEST ALLIANCE Co., Ne]
York, is distributing transcriptioi
for Qlesen Sound Studios, Hollywooj
in
New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio ai I
Indiana.

ADDITIONAL transcription accounts placed on various stations are
reported as
followsthese
by 'National
Adsupplemented vertising
to the Records,
lists carriedbeing
in previous
issues of Broadcasting :
Atlantic Refining Co., Philadelphia
(gasoline & oil)
Cadillac Motor Car Co., Detroit.
CSO Laboratories, San Antonio, Tex.
(drugs)
Drug
Trade Products, Chicago
Fox Headwaukee Waukesha
Corp., Mil(beer)
Grove Laboratories Inc., St. Louis
(nose drops & Bromo Quinine)
Mattia
New York (Bel
Paese Locatelli,
cheese)
Omega Chemical Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
(Omega oil)
Premier-Pabst Sales Corp., Chicago
(beer)
E. R. Parker Dental System, Boston
(dentists)
chandise)
Sears,
Roebuck & Co., Chicago (merStott
Briquet Co., St. Paul (fuel
briquets)
Triplex Shoe Co., Boston
STANDARD RADIO Inc.. Hollywood transcription firm, announces
the following additional stations have
subscribed to Standard Program LiChildren's Program Chie
brary : WOL, Washington ; KIUP,
Durango, Col.; KGCX, Wolf Point,
PAUL
WING, "The Story Man
Mont.; WHDH. Boston; WHBB,
been named NBC director i
Selma. Ala.; WREU, Griffin, Ga. ; has
children's
programs in a reorgan
CHWC, Saskatchewan. Current
zation of its children's branch <
Standard series in particular demand
are the first and second groups of the program department. Wit
has produced a large number i
Sons of the Pioneers and Once. Upon
for agencies,
a Time, child programs for toy de- programs
the Post Toasties
Man, includir
Magic
partments.
Buoy
to
Where
in
the
World ai
TITAN PRODUCTIONS Inc., San
Francisco transcription concern, is Magical
the pr
la
18 weeks Typewriter.
he has beenForNBC
cutting 13 more quarter-hour episodes duction
director, handling sue
of Night Editor, newspaper stories,
which Cardinet Candy Co.. Oakland,
programs as Town Hall Tonigh
Cal., sponsors
the NBC-KPO
net- Dot & Will and The O'Neills. Wir
work with live on
talent.
They are being
was graduated from University i
placed on various stations throughout
Wisconsin in 1908; reported f<
the country by Tomaschke-Elliott
Inc., Oakland. The transcription con- the Chicago Tribune; wrote Sui
day features; free lanced; turnt
cern has cut 24 one-minute announcements for the California Fertilizer out juvenile fiction, and in 1929 b
Works, Oakland, which are also being
gan tofor produce
pr>
placed
through
Tomaschke-Elliott
agencies.children's
He is marri<
Inc. A new
26 episode,
quarter hour grams
and has three children, who ai
Texas ranger serial, In Rim Rock, growing too old to serve any long<
written by Sam Moore, is being re- ideas.
as "laboratories" for his progra
corded by Titan. Thirteen 15-minute
episodes of Tropic Terrors, dramatic
serial, has been sold by Titan to
2GB, Sydney, Australia.
Kasper-Gordon Appoints
MacGREGOR & SOLLIE Inc., San THREE appointments to its ne jj
Francisco transcription producers, is business department
were
ai j
recording a 15-minute, 156-episode nounced Nov. 27 by Kasper-Gordc j
mystery drama. Black Magic, written
Studios, Boston progi-am produ,|.,
by James De Ball, former continuity
writer of KYA, that city. A series of ers. They are Elbert A. Dunca ,i
formerly
president of Nelson, DuiL
52 quarter-hour dramatic skits, each
complete in itself, titled Slices of can & Harlow, advertising agenc |who is said to have promoted tl f
Life, and written by Mason Moltzner. first
Yankee Network program; i
is also being cut by MacGregor &
Sollie Inc. The transcription concern Phillip Dykes, formerly with Hanf f
has just recorded a series of 13 Metzger and Frank Presbrey agei ^r
quarter-hour educational talks on oil cies, who in 1934 conducted Maine t
for the Associated Oil Co. of Cali- famous Potato Week, and Godfrtl
fornia, in San Francisco. They will
Wetterlow, active in radio adverti 4
be used for sales promotional work.
ing for many years who will ha:?
NATIONAL RADIO ADV. AG- die
ENCY, Hollywood transcription pro- tion. part of the company's prodiu
ducer,
has appointed
Green,
merly with
Conquest Bert
Alliance
Co.,foras
KOIL Sold to Lessees
Midwest sales representative with
quarters at 70 Sheridan Road, Chi- PURCHASE of the remaining i:
cago,Ave.,
and A.Latonia,
V. Freeman,
3505all Carlisle
Ky., for
the terests of the Mona Motor Oil C
Southern states. On Dec. 1 the stu- in KOIL, Council Bluff s - Omah
dios will start to record the second
to the
FCCBroai
la'
100
of its
Belle and Martha 5-min- was
month reported
by Central
States
ute disc
series.
casting Co., of Lincoln, Neb., whic
also operates KFAB and KF03
Lincoln. John M. Henry has bee
• • Exclusive • •
designated manager of the statior
by the Union Holding Co., parei
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
organization, with his headqua:
Station Representatives
ters
Omaha. under
KOIL lease.
has hither'
been inoperated
It
NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO
now
an
applicant
before
the FCi
for 5,000 watts day.
BROADCASTING
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NOTES

E East Coast storm Xov. 17 put
lines feeding the Flushing.
Island, transmitter of WMCA,
York, out of commission. The
^jlon log shows that 55 seconds later
Emergency transmitter on the roof
je WMCA
WMCA has
building
in operaa thirdwastransmitter
'lushing.
P, Philadelphia, has issued an atitive brochure tracing its history
i the first feeble signal in 1922
he present elaborate studios. Illusions are in a green gravure, and
irage and market data also are
color. Miniature success stories
.1 up the promotion piece.
TH the completion of Master StuA, a two-story room to allow
ranee for the new organ, decorated
:modern design and acoustically
ipped to give the fullest value to
ical programs originating there,
enlargement plans of WJJD, Chi>. have been brought to a conclu. Two other new studios, an au:>n room and additional office space
the program and continuity dements have been added to the sta's former space.
:DIOS of KRKD. Los Angeles,
j being used temporarily as the Los
geles studios of KGER. Long
eh, destroyed by fire several weeks
'aed
IG. all
Greensboro,
X. similar
C. having
laxative and
acits and limited evening commers to 109c, daytime to 15%, now
adopted a policy against use of
ion breaks on either side of netit or local commercial programs.
^'DIOS
and been
offices
of WXBR.
mphis, have
remodeled,
with
Lew office provided for Mallory
mberlin, president.
JI. Taeoma, has opened auxiliary
ios in Bremerton, the lines being
:-ied Sound.
by cableBremerton
under the iswaters
of
Met
the site
•i Xavy base and plans are being
ke to broadcast launching of twin
royers in December.
;W, San Jose, Cal., has remodeled
3 improved its studios and execuoffices at a cost of $3,000. Im• ements include a new visible reion room and studio.
OW, Oakland, Cal., has issued a
.3lement to its rate card outlining
H 'policies on acceptance of accounts
copy. The supplement explains
the station will not accept laxaaccounts ; products or services iu■jous
to health
; fear
programs
lerology,
astrology,
horoscope
con- ;
l ities ; cosmetics claiming rejuvenaDfi. etc. ; dental advertising claiming
ipe painless or mentioning prices ;
■e gifts" where purchase of prodis required ; hard liquor ; controdal broadcasts disrupting public
2e; criticism of public officials or
?rnment units except in political
2'paigns; material barred from
Ks or cited by Federal Trade Com<sion or Food & Drug AdministraKE YOUR

Phillips Petroleum Corp.
Using Midwestern Spots
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM Corp.,
Bartlesville, Okla., is using 36 stations in the Midwest in a 20-week
transcription campaign. Twentyeight of the stations are broadcasting one-minute spot announcements
daily and from three to seven times
a week. In Denver and Omaha, the
company is using two stations.
The remaining 8 stations are using
live talent and the programs consist of variety shows, time signals
and new broadcasts.
Stations in the spot announcement campaign are: KOB, Albuquerque; KFVS, Cape Girardeau,
Mo.; WMT, Waterloo; KGGF,
Coffeyville, Kan.; KVOR, Colorado
Springs; KFRU, Columbia, Mo.;
WJBL, Decatur, 111.; KOA and
KLZ, Denver; WEBC, Duluth;
WGBF, Evansville, Ind.; KFPW,
Fort Smith, Ark.; WFBM, Indianapolis; KFAB, Lincoln; WKY, Oklahoma City; KOIL and WOWO,
Omaha; WMBD, Peoria; KGHF,
Pueblo; WTAD, Quincy, 111.;
WHBF, Rock Island, 111.; KFEQ,
St. Joseph, Mo.; KSCJ, Sioux
Citv; WSBT, South Bend; WTAX,
Springfield, 111.; WBOW, Terre
Haute, Ind.; W1BW, Topeka, and
WFH, Wichita.
On the live program schedule
the refiner is using WGN, Chicago,
15-minute program, three times a
week; WHO, Des Moines, 15-minute program six times a week;
WDAF, Kansas City, three time
signals each evening 7 days a
week; KSD, St. Louis, 10-minute
news programs six times a week;
KWTO, Springfield, Mo., 15-minute news program once a day,

Maine Spud Spots
THE State of Maine through
the State Agriculture Comhas signed
contract mission
with
thea 15-week
Martha
Deane program on WOR,
Newark, at 2:15 p. m. daily.
This is a participation hour
and the commission is using
it to promote the sale of
Maine potatoes. N. W. Ayer
& Son Inc., New York, placed
the account.
WHBB Takes the Air
WHBB, new 100-watt station on
1500 kc. in Selma, Ala., was formally opened Nov. 17. Studios are
located in the YMCA building. Officials of Selma Broadcasting Co.,
operating the station, are John S.
Allen, general manager; John C.
Hughes, studio manager; W. J.
Reynolds Jr., secretary-treasurer.
Equipment includes a Western
Electric transmitter. George Fabrubel is chief engineer and James
Robbins is chief announcer.
seven days a week; WCCO,
neapolis, one-hour variety
Saturdays; KGNC, Amarillo,
KTUL, Tulsa, 15 - minute
broadcasts six day a week.
bert & Feasley Inc., New
handles the account.

ATIVES
EPRESENT
STATION
RADIO BIDDICK
WALTER
CO.
568 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Los Angeles
1358 Ross Bldg., San Fraacisco, California
1038 Exchange Bldg., Seattle, Washington
619 Charles BMg., Denver

SOMETHING
IN

Minshow
Tex.;
news
LamYork,

RADIO

NEW

SERVICE!

A DVERTISERS will find in WHN
** a background of showmanship
unique in radio history . . . combining with its own entertainment
success that of Metro-Gold wynMayerwidePictures
and Loew's worldcircuit of theatres.

Local

Color

mm
rYou can't match the intimacy of
a second-frontier station like
WAAT with anything else in
broadcasting. Dude schedule
makers too often skip the fascinating grip which it holds on its
town"
suburban
audience.
on and
our
"smallThose
geographically
client-list know better. Somehow
broadcasters just naturally turn
hard - boiled with a station like
WAAT. Mere sentiment could
never keep these friendships so
long. Cash - dollar business does.
WAAT
grew toresponse
what itit gets
is — for
on
the astonishing
its users. Operating daytime only,
WAAT has a vast following all
its own — in the rich cosmopolis
of Newark, Jersey City, Hoboken,
West New York, Passaic, Bayonne,
Union City, Elizabeth, Hackensack, the Oranges and Montclair.
Over 2,250,000 people are in its
primary reach. 87.1% of the
area's homes are radio homes
(largest ratio in the Union). Uncharged for, you get a jumbo
bonus in New York City, Brooklyn, Staten Island, Long Island
and Westchester. Rates are more
than moderate.
Full details and success examples
on request.
CASE HISTORY 16
Manufacturer establishes 2710 new customers after 41 spot
announcements.

Sincerity of purpose and a Iceen
understanding of the types of entertainment that build and sustain
audiences has brought WHN from
obscurity to leadership in local

CASE HISTORY 21
National spot advertiser found WAAT
produced the lowest
cost per inquiry in
the New York Metropolitan area.
CASE HISTORY 38
Local retailer using
WAAT exclusively
increased average

popularity.
For your service, WHN offers a
skilled production staff with first
call on unequalled talent sources
. . . WHN Artists' Bureau, Wm.
Morris Agency, M-G-M Studios
and Loew's Theatres.

RECORDINGS

CLEVELAND
in •
st modern equipment and facilifor production and recording of
'

monthly dollar volume by £5,000.00 during 1935.

Dramatized Spots
Musical Programs
)• Serial Air Programs
Slide Film Transcriptions
NERAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
0 Carnegie Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

\>eember
L

I, 1935

• BROADCASTING

WAAT
JERSEY

CITY

&

SUBURBS
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FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS
(Broadcast Division)
NOVEMBER

Decisions . . .
NOVEMBER 19
WHN, New York — Granted modif. CP
change equip., extend completion.
— Granted license
forWFBM,
CP 1230Indianapolis
kc 1 kw unltd.
WOR,
Newark
—
Granted
license for CP
aux. transmitter 5 kw.
WICC, Bridgeport, Conn.— Granted auth.
install automatic freq. control equip.
WJAS,
Pittsburgh
— Granted auth. antenna input
measurement.
WAIN, Anderson, S. C. — Granted renewal license regular period.
WALR, Zanesville, O. — Same.
WNEL, San Juan, P. R.— Same.
WBBZ, Ponca City, Okla. — Same.
WMFD, Frederick, Md. — Granted modif.
CP change equip., approval transmitter
site 2.4 miles from center of Frederick,
change antenna, modif. CP to extend completion.
Mutual Brdcstg. System Inc., Chicago —
Granted auth. exchange programs with
CKLW, Windsor, for six months.
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS —
WTMV, E. St. Louis, 111., granted temp,
auth. operate without approved freq. monitor 10 days; KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.,
same ; WHIS, Bluefield, W. Va., granted
extension temp. auth. composite transmitter; WTRC, Elkhart, Ind., granted temp,
auth. operate simul.-WLBC spec, hours ;
WFIL, Philadelphia, granted extension exp.
auth. 560 kc 1 kw N in December.
ACTION ON EXAMINERS' REPORTS
—NEW,
Brdcstg.
Joseph,
Mo., deniedNews
CP 1310
kc 100Co.,w St.
unltd.,
sustaining Examiner Dalberg ; NEW, J. L.
Scroggin, St. Joseph, Mo., denied CP 1310
kc 100 w unltd., reversing Examiner Dalberg; NEW, H. K. Glass & M. C. Kirkland, Eustis, Fla., denied CP 1310 kc 100
w 6 a. m. to LS, sustaining Examiner
Hill; NEW, Lake Region Brdcstg. Co.,
Lakeland, Fla., granted CP 1310 kc 100 w
unltd., sustaining Examiner Hill ; NEW,
C. D. Goff, Tampa, Fla., denied CP 1500
kc 100 w unltd., reversing Examiner Hill ;
NEW, Robert Louis Sanders, Palm Beach,
Fla., denied CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd., sustaining Examiner Hill ; NEW, Hazlewood
Inc., West Palm Beach, Fla., granted CP
1200 kc 100 w unltd., sustaining Examiner
Hill; WKAR, E. Lansing, Mich., granted
modif. license from 1040 to 850 kc 1 kw
D to 1 kw spec., sustaining Examiner Seward; NEW, Willis T. Shaughnessy, Bay
Shore, N. Y., dismissed without prejudice
applic. CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd., sustaining Examiner Bramhall ; WBHS, Huntsville, Ala., dismissed without prejudice applic. renewal license.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, UnionTribune Publishing Co., San Diego, Cal.,
applic. CP 1420 kc 100 w N 250 w D
unltd. ; NEW, American Brdcstg. Corp. of
Ohio, Cleveland, applic. CP new station
880 kc 1 kw unltd. ; NEW, Central Brdcstg.
Co., Eau Claire, Wis., applic. CP 1050 kc
250 w D; NEW, Daily News Corp., St.
Paul, applic. CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd. ;
WPHR, Petersburg, Va., applic. renewal
license 880 kc 500 w D.
MISCELLANEOUS— WNOX, Knoxville,
reconsidered and granted applic. assign license to Continental Radio Corp. ; WVFW,
Brooklyn, denied postponement decision in
so-called Brooklyn cases since FCC postponed date to 12-3-35 on own motion ;
KOB, Albuquerque, N. M., granted petition written appearance at hearing for
renewal ; NEW, Emmons L. Abeles, Robert
J. Dean, d/b Wise Brdcstg. Corp., St.
Paul, denied reconsideration grant of continuance hearing ; WTCN, Minneapolis, denied petition intervene applic. Wise
Brdcstg. Co. ; NEW, A. L. Chilton, Dallas,
granted continuance hearing (to be heard
with applic. Amon G. Carter new station
at Fort Worth) ; NEW, A. O. Jenkins,
Jacksonville, Fla., granted continuance
hearing ; WMC, Memphis, reconsidered and
granted applic. change equip., increase
from 2% to 5 kw D directional; KFOX,
Long Beach, Cal., reconsidered and granted
applic. renewal ; NEW, Pacific Acceptance
Corp., San Diego, Cal., reconsidered action
in granting CP vacated and applic. set for
further hearing ; NEW, Calif. Sales Contract Co., San Francisco, applic. in hands
of examiner remanded for further hearing ; KMTR, Los Angeles, applic. renewal
to be heard with applic. Pacific Acceptance
Corp. & Calif. Sales Contract Co. ; NEW,
J. R. Maddox & J. R. Richards, d/b Tuscaloosa Brdcstg. Co., Tuscaloosa, Ala., applic. CP 1370 kc 100 w D, heretofore set
for hearing, denied as in default ; KGDE,
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Fergus Falls, Minn., applic. modif. license
630 kc 250 w unltd., heretofore set for
hearing, dismissed at request of applicant.
RATIFICATIONS :
WIS, Columbia, S. C. — Granted extension
equip, test period 10 days (11-15).
KFRC, San Francisco — -Granted extension
program test period 30 days (11-9).
KHJ, Los Angeles — Same.
KECA, Los Angeles •— Granted temp,
auth. portable transmitter (11-14).
NOVEMBER 26
WNAX,
Yankton,
D. — Granted
consent vol. assignment S.license
to WNAX
Brdcstg. Co.
KORK,60 Jerome,
Ark. — Granted renewal
license
days.
KUMA,
Yuma,
Ariz.
— Granted
renewal and applic. renewal
set for temp,
hearing.
NEW, Pampa Daily News Inc., Pampa,
Tex. — Granted amended CP new station
1310 kc 100 w D.
KCMC,
Texarkana,
Ark. — Granted renewal license
regular period.
KLPM,
Minot,
N.
D.
— Granted renewal
license 30 days.
WSAJ, Grove City, Pa.— Same.
WBRE,
Wilkes-Barre,
newal license
60 days. Pa. — Granted reWJBW, New Orleans — Same.
WIP,censePhiladelphia
Granted renewal
renewalexp.liregular period ;— granted
auth.
500
w
additional
to
4-1-36
610 kc
unltd.
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— KGAR,
Tucson, Ariz., granted temp. auth. operate
without freq. monitor ; WCSH, Portland,
Me., same; WMAZ, Macon, Ga., granted
temp. auth. operate without plate voltmeter ;WWJ, Detroit, granted temp. auth.
operate temporary antenna ; KOIN, Portland, Ore., granted temp. auth. 500 w spec,
hours 1300 kc. 10 days ; KVI, Tacoma,
granted temp. auth. composite transmitter
30 days ; WOR, Newark, granted temp,
auth. operate without high-voltage meter,
associated multiplier ; WDBO, Orlando,
Fla., granted extension temp. auth. additional 750 w N ; WIOD - WMBF, Miami,
granted extension temp. auth. temporary
antenna ; KSCJ, Sioux City, la., granted
extension temp. auth. operate LS-8 p. m.
in December; WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md.,
granted extension temp. auth. 50 w spec,
hours ; WEST, Lancaster, Pa., granted
temp. auth. remain silent to move to
Easton, Pa.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, Ventura
County Star Inc., Merced Star Pub. Co.
Inc., Ventura, Cal., CP 1150 kc 250 w D ;
NEW, New England Radio Corp., Bridgeport, Conn., CP 1370 kc 100 w D ; NEW,
Northern Commercial Co., Fairbanks,
Alaska, CP 550 kc 250 w unltd. ; NEW,
Northern Iowa Brdctg. Co. Inc., Mason
City, la., CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW,
Mason Vity Glove Gazette Co., Mason
City, la., CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd. ; WAAT,
Jersey City, modif. license from 500 w to
1 kw; KFJM, Grand Forks, N. D., CP
amended re equip., change from 1370 to
1410 kc, increase from 100 w to 1 kw N &
D ; KUJ, Walla Walla, Wash., CP amended
re equip., change from 1370 to 1250 kc,
increase from 100 w to 1 kw ; WEAN,
Providence, R. I., CP in docket amended
re equip.,
crease fromsite,
500 wdirectional
to 1 kw. antenna, inACTION ON EXAMINERS' REPORTS
— KALE,
denied
cense fromPortland,
1300 to Ore.,
1250 kc
unltd.modif.
500 w,lisustaining Examiner Bramhall ; WMBC,
Detroit, denied CP change equip., change
from 1420 to 1300 kc, from 100 w 250 w
D to 500 w unltd., sustaining Examiner
Hill; WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis., granted
modif. license from 1410 to 1300 kc, 500
w to 250 w hours from S - WROK to
unltd., sustaining Examiner Hill; WOCL,
Jamestown, N. Y., granted renewal license,
sustaining Examiner Dalberg.
ORAL ARGUMENTS GRANTED —
NEW, Hammond-Calumet Brdcstg. Corp.,
Hammond, Ind.. 2-13-36 ; NEW, Natl. Television Corp., New York, 12-19-35.
MISCELLANEOUS— Utah Radio Educational Society, Salt Lake City, and other
parties involved in Ex. Rep. 1-126, granted
to 12-5-36 to file exceptions; KVOS, Bellingham,
Wash.,
denied applic.
reconsideration
action setting
renewal
for hearing
and grant same without hearing ; WCFL,
Chicago, granted postponement hearing
applic. WJJD to move transmitter ; KGKO,
Wichita Falls, Tex., hearing on protest
against removal to Fort Worth postponed,
hearing to be in Wichita Falls ; NEW,
Utah Radio Educational Society, Salt Lake
City, denied petition to vacate order grant-

COMMISSION

29, INCLUSIVE

Cal., auth.
1450 ing
kc KIEM,
500 wEureka,
unltd. ; WOR,
Newark,operate
sent
to closed files protest charging violation
Sec. 326cast;in NEW.
sponsoring
an "obscene"
James H.
Braffett, broadPrice,
Utah, granted permission to submit proof
that
he
mailed
appearances
and
statement
of facts in case.
RATIFICATIONS:
KPOF, extension
Denver; program
KRKD, Los
Granted
test Angeles
period —30
days.
WHBB, Selma, Ala. — Granted temp,
auth. program tests (11-20).
WFAM, tension
South
Bend, Ind.
— Granted
spec. auth.
Simul.
— W W Aex-E
(11-22).
WPRF, Raleigh, N. C. — Granted temp,
auth. antenna experiments 5 kw (11-22).
Worcester Brdcstg. Co. Inc. granted rehave oral argument postponed to
12-4-35quest to(11-21).
Examiners' Reports . . .
WBNX, New York; WEED, Rocky
Mount, N. C. — Examiner Bramhall recommended (1-134) that applic. WBNX for
CP increase from 250 w to 1 kw S-WAWZ
be granted if directional antenna is used ;
that applic. WEED for CP change from
to 1350
kc, increase from 100 to 250
w1420unltd.
be denied.
NEW,
George
Heiges, Sharon, (1-135)
Pa. —
Examiner WalkerE. recommended
that
applic.
CP
1370
kc
100
w
250
w
LS
unltd. to denied.
KMA, Shenandoah, la. ; KGBZ, York,
Neb. — Examiner Hill recommended (1-136)
that applic. KMA for modif. license to unltd. time, asks facilities of KGBZ, be
granted ; that applic. KGBZ for renewal
of license be denied ; that applic. KGBZ
for modif. license be denied ; that applic.
KMA for renewal license be granted.
NEW, Eastern States Brdcstg. Corp.,
Bridgeton, N. J. — Examiner Walker rec(1-137) that applic. CP 1210 kc
100 w D beommended
granted.
NEW, Big Spring Herald Brdcstg. Co.,
Big
Spring,ABCTex. Brdcstg.
; NEW, Co.,
Vernon
Taylor
Anderson,
Big Spring,
Tex.; NEW, Plainview Brdcstg. Co., Plainview, Tex. ; NEW, North Texas Brdcstg.
Co., Paris, ommended
Tex. (1-138)
— Examiner
recthat applic.Bramhall
Big Spring
Herald Brdcstg. Co. CP 1500 kc 100 w
unltd. be granted ; that applic. ABC
Brdcstg. Co., same facilities, be denied ;
that applic. Plainview Brdcstg. Co., same
facilities, be dismissed with prejudice ; that
applic. North Texas Brdcstg. Co., same
facilities, be granted.
KDFN, Casper, Wyo. ; KGHL, Billings,
Mont.; KSOO, Sioux Falls, S. D. ; KHL,
Portland, Ore. ; KEHE, Los Angeles — Examiner Seward recommended (1-139) that
applic. KDFN modif. license from 1440
kc 500 w unltd. to 780 kc 500 w unltd.
be denied ; that applic. KGHL modif.
license from 950 kc 1 kw 2% kw LS unltd.
to 780 kc 1 kw 2y2 kw LS unltd. be
granted ; that applic. KSOO modif. license
from 1100 kc 2>/2 kw ltd. to 780 kc 1 kw
2% kw LS spec, be denied: that applic.
KXL modif. license from 1420 kc 100 w
250 w LS Sh-KBPS to 780 kc 250 w spec,
be denied ; that applic. KEHE modif.
license from 780 kc 500 w 1 kw LS
Sh-KELW KELW,
to 780 kc
kw 5 kw LS unltd.,
facilities
be 1denied.
Applications . . .
NOVEMBER 15
WWRL, Woodside, N. Y. — Modif. license
spec,
hours. Baltimore — CP change aux.
WFBR,
equip., increase aux. power from 250 to
£00WFMD,
w.
Frederick, Md. — Modif. CP re
equip.,
ter site.amended re antenna and transmitNEW,
Johnw NE. 1Fetzer,
— CP
1010
kc 500
kw D Kalamazoo
unltd.
NEW, John E. Fetzer, Benton Harbor,
Mich. — CP 1500 kc 100 w N 250 w D unltd.
WJAC, Johnstown, Pa. — CP change
equip., mitter
increase
locally. to 250 w D, move transNEW, George H. Adams & Henry D.
Bratter, St. Paul — CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd.WIL, St. Louis — CP change equip.
KWTO,
Mo. — Brdcstg.
Modif. license
from
KGBX Springfield,
Inc. to Ozarks
Co.
KHBC,
Hilo,
Hawaii
—
Modif.
CP
1420 to 1400 kc, increase from 100 tofrom
250
w,
new equip., extend completion, amended
re equip.

NOVEMBER 18
WEST,
Easton,
Pa. —requesting
Modif. CPant*nme .
transmitter & studio,
change.
WPEN,
from
250 w Philadelphia
500 w D to— Modif.
1 kw D licem
& N, ti
rectional N.
WRAX, Voice
Philadelphia
— Same.
of Marshall,
— NEW,
CP 1500 kc 100
w spec. Marshall, T(
WHFC, Cicero, 111. — Modif. license
hours.
APPLICATIONS
RETURNED— KGH
North
to spec.Platte,
1 kw Neb.
N. — Modif. license from
NOVEMBER 21
WPRP.
Ponce,
P. R. — Modif. CP a
station, to extend completion.
WBEN, Buffalo — CP new transmr
increase from 1 to 5 kw, move transmit!
to Hotel Statler, amended to omit reqi*
change
kw N. transmitter site and request for
WEAN, Providence — CP new equip., i
crease from 500 w to 1 kw, move trai
mitter locally, amended to install din
tional antenna to Seekonk, Mass.
New Haven — Modif. license fit
D900WELL
toto unltd.,
930 kc.500 w D & N, change fa
NEW. Albert E. Davis, Brownwood, 15!
— CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd., amended
1420 kc, omit request for N power, chau
antenna.
NEW, Douglas G. Boozer & Jack Rit
ards,
Brunswick
Broadcast
Brunswick,
Ga.— Radio
CP 1420
kc 100Statit
w f
amended re antenna.
Hamilton,
— NEW,
CP 1370H. kcA. 100
w D. Asheville, N.
WPTF,
N. C.spec,
— Extension
auth.
aux. Raleigh,
transmitter,
hours. eJ■
Santa Rosa.
— NEW,
CP 1310Press
kc 250Democrat,
w D, amended
to chanC
name from Ernest L. Finley to Pn
Democrat.
KECA,moveLostransmitter
Angeles — locally,
Modif. increl
CP
modif.
power, new equip, amended for furtl
changes equip., move transmitter to 31
S. Cloverdale Ave., Los Angeles, ext
completion.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — NI
Hyman Altman, Detroit, CP 1140 kc
wtransmitter
D ; WJR, asDetroit,
license Memphis
use old 10C<
aux. ; NEW,
mercial Appeal Inc., Mobile, CP 950 k
kw 5 kw D unltd. direction N, amended
5 kw D & N (request of applicant) ; NE
E. L. Sherman & H. L. Corley, Trinid
Col., CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd. (partners
dissolved) ;CPNEW,
Lands: NE
Co
Honolulu,
600 kcForeign
1 kw unltd.
Harry
C,
Clara
A.
Lowe,
DuBois,
Pa.,
850 kc 250 w D ; WSPA, Spartanburg^
C, modif. license from D to unltd. 251!
N : WKBV, Richmond, Ind., license I
CP move transmitter, change antenl
NEW, Mont.,
Democrat
Newskc Co.
town.
CP 1200
100 Inc.,
w 250Leilwj
unltd. ; NEW, Ellwood W. Lippincott. Pj
dleton, Ore., CP 1500 kc 100 w D : NET
Johnson & Perry, Cedar City, Utah, t
1500 kc 25 w unltd.
NOVEMBER 22
WMFF,
Pittsburgh,
N. Y. —power,
LicensemlI
CP change equip., increase
transmitter.
GreenvS
Tex.NEW,
— CP Hunt
1200 Brdcstg.
kc 100 wAssn.,
D, amended
equip., antenna.
KCMC,
ment
licenseTexarkana,
to KCMC Ark.
Inc. — Vol. assij
KBTM,
Jonesboro,
Ark.
— License
for 1
move transmitter and studio
to Jonesbo
NEW, Navarro Brdcstg. Assn.. J.
West,
Corsicana,
50 w D,pres.,
amended
to 100Tex.
w. — CP 1310
NEW. Herald Pub. Co., Denison. Tex
CP 1200 kc 100 w D, amended re equi
change site.
hours from D to unltd. 100, chal
studio
APPLICATIONS
— NS C
Chas.
A. Pearson & RETURNED
F. L. Cy Graves,
Pacific Inland Brdcstg. Co., Sacramen
Cal., CP 660 kc 120 w unltd. ; KG8
Wichita Falls, Tex., exp. auth. 250 w I
ditional N; NEW, Denton-Record Chro
ele Co., Denton, Tex., CP 1420 kc 100
DCP: NEW,
Close, Provo, Vb
1210 kcMelvin
100 w D.unltd.
NOVEMBER 25
WJR, Detroit — License for CP a
transmitter.
WIS, Columbia,
C— Modif.
transmitter,
changeS. equip.,
560 CP
kc Imi
N 5 kw D unltd., extend completion.
WAML,to New
Laurel,
Miss.Radio
— Vol.Station
assignroI
license
Laurel
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WKBV,
Richmond,change
Ind. — antenna.
License for CP
>ve transmitter,
[WCAZ,
Carthage,
111.
—
CP
bal radiator, move transmitterchange
locally.ver|KHJ,
Los
Angeles
—
Auth.
antenna
mearement.
KFRC, San Francisco — Auth. antenna
easurement.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— WAML,
lurel, Miss., consent transfer control ;
EW, Magnolia Brdcstg. Co., Jackson,
Ijss., CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW,
Jtrst Baptist Church, Lee Nichols, paslr, Booneville, Ark., CP 730 kc 20 w D;
fHBB, Selma, Ala., modif. CP new stain change equip. ; NEW, W. P. Staurt,
tescott, Ariz.. CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd,
:eilities KPJM ; NEW, Douglas Radio
jflsn.,
Douglas,
Ariz.,Thomas,
CP 1370Bellingham,
kc 100 w
: NEW,
Gomer
hah., CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd. ; NEW,
libor Broadcasters, Huntington Park, Cal.,
1170 kc 100 w D.
decisions
NOVEMBER 27
: uip.,
KQV, move
Pittsburgh
— License for CP change
transmitter.
{WKZO,
Kalamazoo
[i to LS Omaha. — Modif. license from
KTRH, Houston— CP change equipment.
WCBD, Waukegan, 111. — Modif. license
•>ve studio to 128 N. Pulaski Rd.
(WENE, Chicago — CP change equip.
NEW, Donald A. Wike, H. E. Studeker, Baker, Ore. — CP 1370 Kc 100 w N
0 w D unltd., facilities KUJ.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW,
: J. Lindberg, La Grande, Ore., CP 1420
H 100 w N 250 w D unltd., asks freq.
RLC ; KGMB, Honolulu, auth. transfer
■ ntrol to Pacific Theatres & Supply Co.
p.
NOVEMBER 29
;WABI, Bangor, Me. — Auth. transfer
ntrol to Frederick B. Simpson.
WJAX, Jacksonville, Fla. — License for
B?msmitter.
new equip., increase D power, movev
NEW, Southland Brdcstg. Corp., Chattaaoga — CP 1200 kc 100 w D.
I NEW, Waterloo Times-Tribune Co.,
I'iaterloo, la. — CP 1550 kc 1 kw unltd.
J NEW, Times Pub. Co., St. Cloud, Minn.,
f'CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd.
I WHB, Kansas City — CP change equip.,
I rectional antenna, change from 860 to
I 20 kc unltd. 500 w N.
I APPLICATIONS RETURNED — NEW,
filrtis
Trinidad,Vernon
Col., CP
1500
100 P.w Ritchie,
unltd. ; NEW,
Brdcstg.
■ Vernon, Cal., CP 590 kc 100 w D.

BETTER
.01%
before,ra
any Piezo
Crystal ever
a°n,Bo
cyvhElectric
Accu
leaves our laboratory. Use "Scientific"
Crystals and you'll be using the BEST!
CRYSTAL SPECIALISTS
SINCE 1925
New Low Temperature Coefficient Crystals are supplied in
Isolantite Air-Gap Holders in
the 550-1500 Kc. band. Frequency Drift guaranteed to
be less than 4 cycles per million cycles per degree centigrade change in temperature.
Approved by Fedi
eral Co m m u n ic ations Commission.
50 Two Crystals

VICE
124 JACKSON AVENUE
University Park
HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND
Send for our price list and
booklet
Dept. B-I25I
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Examiners' Reports (Con.)
NEW, Steel City Brdcstg. Co., Pittsburgh — Examiner Walker recommended
(1-140)
that applic.
CP as1420in kcdefault.
100 w 250
w LS unltd.
be denied
NEW, Joplin Brdcstg. Co., Pittsburg,
Kan. ; Pittsburg Pub. Co., Pittsburg, Kan. ;
Harold F. Foraker & Ray D. Luzadder, d/b
Wichita Brdcstg. Co., Wichita, Kan. — Examiner Dalberg recommended (1-141) that
applic. Joplin Brdcstg. Co. CP 1200 kc 100
w D be denied ; that applic. Wichita
Brdcstg. Co. CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd. be
denied ; that applic. Pittsburg Pub. Co. CP
1500 kc 100 w unltd. be granted.
NEW, Black Hills Brdcstg. Co., Rapid
City, S. D. — Examiner Bramhall recommended (1-142) that applic. CP 1370 kc
100 w unltd. be granted.
KID, Idaho Falls — Examiner Walker
recommended (1-143) that applic. change
from 1320 kc 250 w 500 w LS unltd. to
500 w 1 kw LS be granted insofar as D
power is concerned, but denied for N
power.
KFDM, Beaumont, Tex.— E x a m i n e r
Walker recommended (1-144) that applic.
increase to 1 kw N be denied as in default.
Chicago Agency Changes
TWO changes in radio departments
of Chicago agencies have been announced in the last fortnight. They
are: Charles Newton named radio
director of H. W. Kastor & Sons
Adv.
shire Co.
whoInc.,
is succeeding
now with Ed
LordAle-&
Thomas; W. K. Bailey, formerly
commercial manager of WIBW,
T o p e k a , and before that with
KOIL,
Omaha, named
radio director of Schwimmer
& Scott.
Measuring Coverage
(Continued from page 11)
to learn what objectionable features exist, whether in the program itself or in the commercial
announcements. By combining the
basic data provided by this method
with other research techniques it
ought to be possible to arrive at
a measure of the effectiveness of
a particular program in developing new users of advertised products.
The objection which comes most
quickly to mind is of course that
such a method is costly. In one
sense it is, in another it is not.
The recording instruments do represent a sizable initial capital investment. The operating cost, compared with other methods of gaining the same information, is trifling. The most extensive coincidental survey made in the Boston
area, to my knowledge, brought in
during a single week a record of
about 4300 fifteen minute periods
of listening.
first week's
tabulations record Our
somewhat
over 10,000
fifteen minute periods of listening.
A single recorder installation
brings in a complete record of all
listening during 168 hours or 672
fifteen-minute periods of listening,
when local stations are on the air)
at a single installation cost.
Machines do a great many things
more uniformly, more accurately,
and more cheaply than can human
beings. There is no reason why
the process of commercial research
should be entirely immune to
mechanization. We already use
tabulating machines to assemble
and analyze our data. We hope to
go a step further, and mechanize,
in this one instance, at least, the
process of data collection.
GATES

Manufacturer* of

Everything in Speech— Remote —
Transcription and Microphone
Equipment
GATES RADIO & SUPPLY CO.
QUINCT, ILLINOIS

Dramatic Announcement
Proves Effective in West
For Philco Radio Dealers
"HOW To Use Radio To Sell Merchandise As Well As Advertise It"
was the theme of the radio departmental meeting of the San Francisco Advertising Club in the Palace Hotel Nov. 21 when Philip G.
Lasky, manager of KSFO, and vicepresident
of the committee, was in
charge.
Carlton Coveny, sales manager
for KJBS, San Francisco, and
KQW, San Jose, Cal., representing
the independent radio stations of
the Bay region, spoke on effective
campaigns over independent stations. Owens Dresden, sales manager, KFRC, the San Francisco
outlet for the Don Lee network,
briefly outlined experiences of some
local advertisers on chain stations.
Johnny Parsons, Floor Traffik Service, advertising counselors for
Philco Radio in the eleven western
states, discussed his experiences
with radio.
Philco uses radio to produce
sales, Parsons stated, and pointed
out that dramatized spot announcements have proven most effective.
"Philco periodically purchases eight
or ten one-minute spot announceday area
on a number
of stationsmentsin pereach
and floods
the
air with messages over a period
of two weeks to a month, according to the campaign," Parsons said.
"We have discovered that dramatized announcements furnished the
stations on transcriptions are more
effective than those written and
read by the announcer."
WSAI Local Shift
DISCREDITING reports that
WSAI, Cincinnati, NBC - WEAF
outlet will be sold, Crosley Radio
Corp. on Nov. 29 filed with the
FCC an application to remove the
transmitter from Mason, O., to a
location within Cincinnati proper.
The station is on 1330 kc. with
1,000 watts and 2,500 watts day.
March of Time Weekly
THE March of Time, sponsored
by Time Magazine and
jointly
Remington-Rand Inc., returns to a
weekly basis in December, the new
half -hour programs replacing _ the
five-weekly quarter-hour series.
The joint sponsorship continues.
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Inc., New York, is the agency.
EDWARD G. MARQUARD, of the
continuity staff of WNYC, New
York, and veteran musician and
conductor of the Peoples Choral
Union, died Nov. 17 at the age of
60. An emergency operation Nov.
to stay death. Mr. Mar16 failed
quard
has been writing continuity
for orchestra programs on WNYC.
UNIVERSAL
Combination FLOOR STAND
A rugged three-piece, telescoping, combination banfloor
— Compact— quet
lightand— Finished
weightstand
— smooth
operation
in fullyIn
polished
Equipped nickel
with plate
cadmium—
plated, adjustable
wid
detachable copy holder, mounton a flexible
steel armjob,—
A edclean,
workmanlike
designed
and standards
manufacturedof
to Universal
qualityplete— withList
Price,$10.00.
com8 springs,
Universal Microphone Co. , Ltd.
424 Warren Lane
Inglewood, Calif., U. S. A.
I

Craven Radio Practice
Is Purchased by McNary
J.C.McNARY, consulting radio engineer and technical director of the
NAB until a month ago, on Nov.
29 purchased the consulting business of T. A. M. Craven, who on
Dec. 1 becomes chief engineer of
the FCC.
Mr. McNary, recognized as an
expert on directional antennas as
well as allocation work, took an indefinite leave from NAB to become
technical advisor to the clear-channel group of stations. In absorbing the Craven practice he will
continue to represent the clearchannel group for the time being.
Mr. McNary, formerly connected
with the Bell Telephone Laboratories, will maintain offices in the
National Press Bldg., Washington.
"A" cut
LS
TA
YS
TZ
CR
AR
QU
* Low temperature coefficient

* For the broadcast band
* Do not exceed 4 cycles per
1000 kc per
°C
* Mounted
in genuine
isolanONLY
$35.00
tite adjustable
air-gap holder
Request Circular 52
for Complete Data
AMERICAN
PIEZO
SUPPLY COMPANY
Since 1929
Sunny Slope Sta. P.O. Box 6026
KANSAS CITY, MO.

PORCELAIN
WATER

COILS

Modernize your transmitter
with these new Lapp Porcelain
Water Coils. Permanent, secure, non-sludging, they eliminate one of the most troublesome pieces of equipment in
the modern transmitter.
Write for your copy of the
Lapp Radio Catalog describing
insulators for every Broadcasting requirement.
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc.
Le Roy, New York, U. S. A.
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Advertising Improves
(Continued from page 9)
tiser requesting samples of all advertising copy published or broadcast during the year past, along
with copies of all literature, a
sample of the article advertised
and, if a compound, the quantitative formula. This material then is
submitted for medical or scientific
opinion to other government agencies, such as the Public Health Service, Bureau of Standards, or
Food & Drug Administration.
FTC Procedure
AFTER receipt and examination
of this information, if the claims
are justified, the matter is dropped,
but if not justified the Commission
may order the docketing of an application for complaint against the
offending advertiser. The matter
then is referred to the special
board for negotiations of a stipulation. If the stipulation is executed the matter is closed, subject
to reopening if occasion arises. If
there is no stipulation from the advertiser the Commission institutes
proceedings against the advertiser
by issuance of a formal complaint.
That portion of the report covering radio advertising, follows in
full text:
Radio advertising. — The Commission began its review of advertising copy broadcast over the radio at the beginning of the
fiscal year 1934-35. At the outset the Commission, through its special board of investigation, made acovering
survey of
commercial continuities,
the allbroadcasts
of all radio stations during July, 1934. The
volume of returns received and the character of the announcements indicated clearly
that a satisfactory continuous scrutiny of
current broadcasts could be maintained
with a limited force and at small expense,
by adopting
a plan
of grouping
tions for certain
specific
periods. the staConsequently, starting in September,
1934, calls have been issued to individual

Now

Ready

.

.

.

The new loose leaf catalog of the Radio Transcription
Company of America is now available. With an attractive cover in colors, the publication makes instantly
available the complete program productions of this pioneer production group.
There are thrilling mystery dramas, romantic love
serials, syncopating musical themes, rousing songs of
the outdoors ... in fact, practically every conceivable
type of radio entertainment for present-day consumption.
In fact, you'll find some programs that are "way ahead
of the times" for Transco creates the programs from the
raw product (the idea) to the finished product (the
transcription) . Transco follows no beaten path, but beats
trails of its own. That is why they have "tomorrow's
programs today."
RADIO

TRANSCRIPTION

COMPANY

HOLLYWOOD OFFICE OF AMERICA, LTD.
CHICAGO OFFICE
1509 N. Vine Street •
• 666 Lake Shore Drive

Wrestler Beats WGAR
WGAR,
recentlylost a boutCleveland,
to Man Mountain
Dean, 315 - pound wrestler.
During an interview with
Dean, Bob Evans of WGAR
asked him how he handled
the tough boys. "It's like
this,
Dean, tossing
him Bob,"
into asaid
microphone
and
WGAR went out of commission for two minutes.
radio stations according to their location
in the five radio zones established by the
Federal Communications Commission. These
returns cover specified 15-day periods.
National and regional networks, however, respond on a continuous .weekly basis,
submitting copies of commercial continuities for all programs wherein linked hookupsatedareor member
used involving
stations.two or more affiliTo complete the observation of radio advertising, the producers of electrical-transcription recordings submit regular weekly and monthly returns of typed copies of
the commercial portions of all recordings
manufactured by them for radio broadcast. As the actual broadcast of a commercial recording is not always known to
the manufacturer of the commodity being
advertised,
the Commission's
current transcription
programsknowledge
is supple-of
mented by special reports from individual
stations from time to time, listing the programs of recorded transcriptions with essential data as to the name of the advertiser
and the article
spons'ored.
The combined
material
received from the
individual stations for specified periods,
from the weekly returns on regional and
national network broadcasts, and from the
special transcription reports, furnishes the
Commission with representative and specific data on the character of radio advertising which has proven of great value in
its efforts to curb false and misleading
trade representations.
Up to June 30, 1935, 439,253 radio continuities had been received by the Commission. Of these a preliminary review had
been completed on 376,539, resulting in
38,873 being referred, as possibly false and
misleading, to the members of the board
and their legal
assistantsaction.
for further consideration and possible
In all cases where false and misleading
advertising is detected in radio broadcasts,
the Commission is applying substantially the
same procedure as is followed in cases of
false and misleading advertising in newspapers, magazines, or other periodicals.
This scrutiny of radio advertising is being
conducted with a minimum of expense to
the Government as well as to the industry because of the cooperation of members
of the cedure
industry
developed. and the system of proIn its examination of radio continuities,
as well as of newspaper, magazine, and
other periodical advertising, the Commission's sole purpose is to curb unlawful
abuses of the freedom of expression guaranteed by the Constitution. It does not
undertake to dictate what an advertiser
shall say, but rather indicates what he
may not say. Jurisdiction is limited to
cases which have a public interest as distinguished from a mere private controversy, and which involve practices held to
be
unfair
to
competitors in interstate commerce.
Effective cooperation has obtained
throughout the last year, as for many
years, with other departments of the Government. Cases involving what appear to
be fraudulent schemes in violation of the
postal laws are referred to the Post Office
Department. Action by the Commission
in such cases as are found to be under
investigation by that Department is suspended pending the outcome of such proceedings. Valuable scientific opinions have
been rendered ministration,
by the
AdBureau ofFood
the and
PublicDrugHealth
Service, and the Bureau of Standards. Also
analyses and comments regarding the theof various
preparations haverapeutic
been properties
furnished
by the Food
and
Drug Administration. In a number of
cases, Commission action against advertisers of medical
been undertaken at the preparations
request of thehasDepartment
of Agriculture.

ONCE A SHOWMAN
Always a Showman Proves True

In Hoxworth's Case
"ONCE a showman, always
showman," holds true in the cas
of Harry Hoxworth, commercia
manager for station KFJZ, For
Worth. Mr. Hoxworth was askec
to give a talk on "Radio Advertising" before a recent meeting oi
the Fort Worth Advertising Institute. Remembering his days as a
dramatic director and trouper h(
presented his talk in an unusual
manner.
The curtain parted on a stagaj
barren except for a radio receiver f
The master of ceremonies came
from the wings and announced ir
a solemn
voice "that Mr.
due to
unforeseen circumstances
Hoxwortr
was unable to be present for tht
talk." The radio was switched or
and
Hoxworth's
voice wasol
heard Mr.
in the
opening passages
his talk. After getting well int<
his subject the voice ceased and tht
speaker himself came from th(
wings where he had been speaking
into a public address system con
nected with the radio on the stage
In conclusion, the speaker playe(
several recordings of his v o i c t
transcribed in the parts of frvi
separate characters, the transcrip
tions being a part of a radio dram;
in which Mr. Hoxworth had acted
FCC Relaxes Campaign
(Continued from page 9)
tofore followed is not only objec
tionable and unfair to stations am
to the industry generally but ate
runs into needless waste of mone;
and time on the part of the FC(
as well as the stations. Moreover
it is felt that the "program clean
up" campaign has been highly sue
cessful and that a fair, workabl
system should now be devised.
Only a portion of the 30
"charges" against stations no^
pending cover medical product
and services. A substantial num
ber have to do with lotteries an
violation of technical regulations
Under the new policies it is con J
sidered likely that the Broadcas
Division gradually will review
these eases and wipe from th
slate those that obviously fall i
the frivolous or irresponsible cate
The new FCC procedure dove i
tails
gory. with the action taken severa
months ago by the NAB on behal
of the broadcasting industry where
by stations may enter into stipula
tions with the Federal Trade Com
mission under which they agree t
abide by whatever action tha
agency takes against advertiser
using radio who are charged wit
making false and misleadin
claims. Under this procedure, sta
tions agree to accept the Trai
Commission rulings in advancj
and thereby are freed from arf
possible punitive action which ma
become necessary against the attj
vertiser.

STUDIOS
T-omPA •
CLEARUUATER
ST.PFTERSBUP.G
SERVINGTHE FLORIDA'S
CENTER
OF
POPULATION
TAMPA TRADE TERRITORY

TlaclioSinrxrm

620 KC • 5000 Watts Day . 1000 Night - Full Time
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Detroit, has joined the ranks

one of the year's outstanding

service area and improved

transmission.

for WJR,
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Electric high-fidelity stations.

This installation provides

tories, this Western

i
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Electric 50KW

Goodwill
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Engineered

Transmitter

examples

by Bell Telephone

Labora-

is building still greater goodwill

For full details: Graybar
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Electric Company.
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E Graybar
BROADCAS
Distributed
by GRAYBAR
Electric Company,
Building, New York.TING
In Canada:EQUIPMEN
Northern Electric Co.,T
Ltd,
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Chattanooga Campaign
CHATTANOOGA Medicine Co.,
Chattanooga, Tenn. (proprietaries),
will place announcements on 134
Southern stations during the holiday season to announce the Ladies
Birthday Almanac for 1936. This
company has been distributing
these almanacs in the South for
almost 50 years, and has an annual distribution of about 20 million copies. Agency: NeisserMeyerhoff Inc., Chicago.
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineer!
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
Synchronization Equipment Design.
Field Strength and Station Location
Surveys. Line
Antenna
Design. Wire
Problems.
National Preta Bldg., Wash., D. O.
N. Y. Offiee: Englewocd, N. J.
PAUL
GODLEY
and Associates
Radio Engineers
Montclair, N. J.
Phone Montclair 2-7859
EDGAR H. FELIX
1775 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes, Allocation and Location Investigations

VAN NOSTRAND RADIO
ENGINEERING SERVICE
Specializing in frequency measurement service. Field intensity surveys.
COLLINS transmitters and
speech
equipment. TRUSCON radiators.
339LelandTer.,N.E.,Atlanta,Ga.
W.

P. Milliard Co.
Tijidio transmission
Equipment
2106 Calumet Ave.
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS
HOLLIS S. BAIRD
Specializing in
ULTRA-HIGH
FREQUENCY.
TELEVISION.
AND
HIGH FIDELITY PROBLEMS
70 BROOKLINE AVENUE
BOSTON, MASS.
Telephone Commonwealth 8512
JOHN H. BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757
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Coloring the News?
To the Editor of
Broadcasting :
MEMBERS of
the Inland Daily
Press Association
(daily papers of
the Midwest) in
their recent semiannual gathering, once more
attempt to raise
Mr. Yocum
the bogey that
news broadcasts should not be
sponsored because the advertiser
who
news. pays the freight edits the
To anyone who has ever been
near a radio station, the immediate answer is obvious, namely:
That radio news is handled so
rapidly and in most instances so
far from any direct contact from
the advertiser that it is a physical
impossibility for the sponsor to
have a great deal to say about
what
in his news'
broadcast.
The goes
members
of the
Inland
Daily Press Association have apparently forgotten that the Pulitzer prize, the highest award in
newspaper journalism, once went
to Paul Y. Anderson of the St.
Louis Post-Dispatch. What was
the reason that Mr. Anderson and
the Post-Dispatch were so honored?
The answer is known by every
newspaper man in the country, and
often furnishes a chuckle — Paul
Y. Anderson and the Post-Dispatch
were honored because Mr. Anderson had the nerve to write and the
Post-Dispatch had the nerve to
print oil scandal disclosures which
reflected on one of the Post-Dispatch's largest
clients.in
To brief
the advertising
situation then,
the newspaper field if you have
nerve enough to say anything
about anyone who advertises, then
you must immediately be placed on
the list of Pulitzer eligibles.
Although this writer is in a remote part of the United States, he
happens
to have
workedof for
number of these
members
the aInland
Daily Press Association.
I would like to ask them, the
publishers of a number of these
Inland Daily Press papers, particularly those in North Dakota, to
sharpen their memories a bit.
They can recall without a great
deal of difficulty the days in which
they were fighting the Nonpartisan
League; the days in which they

Viewpoint

. . .

used every known political tri^^to
capture every conceivable vote in
opposition to the Nonpartisan
League. At that time North Dakota had on its law books a statute
prohibiting the sale of cigarettes.
The papers were very vigorous in
the support of the W. C. T. U., between legislative sessions, on behalf of the anti-cigarette law. I
wonder if they remember how
silent they were when a bill to repeal the anti-cigarette law was before North Dakota's
resentatives. Iknow House
they of
canRepall
recall the contracts from America'swhich
biggestlay
cigarette
manufacturers
on their
business
managers' desks "Insert when cigarette bill is repealed."
I wonder
if the advertiser or
sponsor didn't have at least a wee
bit to do with those changes in
editorial policy. I think I can
truthfully say that there is not a
single member of the Inland Daily
Press Association who can, with
the greatest of ease, remember not
one but many instances in which
they have suppressed news which
would have aggravated some sizeable advertiser.
To one who has worked for papers of the Inland Daily Press Association, their stand is highly
laughable. Because not once, but
many times in my reporting for
some of these well-meaning gentlemen have I been told to "forget
I wonder
that
story". why it is that these
same papers in reporting family
brawls of a poor man and his wife
are so liberal with their use of
names and
theirtime
newswhen
accounts and places
at the insame
a wealthier man, particularly an
advertiser, should happen to rather
vigorously maul his wife, we read
in the paper that "Mrs. Advertiser
is a patient in the hospital, recovering from a fall when she slipped
on Could
the icyit steps
at her
be that
Mr. home."
Advertiser
in some way had a bit of indirect
control in the editing of the news?
For the last two years it has
been my pleasure not only to sell
the Texas Co. news broadcast, but
also to edit and to broadcast that
news. In two years the Texas Co.
has never even suggested any
policy of theirs with regard to suppression or coloring of the news.
In 15 years of news reporting,
it is the first time that I have ever

FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
! Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

been
given "carte
blanche".
Laughable
as the
situation is
radio news broadcasting will havd,
to guard its news more closely than
that of any newspaper because of
the attacks to which it is subject.
Radio will have to guard extreme
ly carefully on its accuracy as ha
been
Montana'
recent demonstrated
earthquakes ininwhich
one of
the radio's finest news services wa
tricked into sending out a false
story through the ingenuity of its
newspaper competition.
If radio news broadcasting is
kept clean, kept impartial, as it
now is and above all kept exceedingly accurate, public confidence
and acceptance which it will gain
will make, in the years to come
through accumulated good will, such
attacks as the recent one by the
Inland Daily Press Association, increasingly laughable as time
passes
But, on.
in the meantime, if you entertain any serious desire to know
who is going to win Pulitzer prizes,
watch the newspapers which are
willing to print something nasty
about a quarter-page advertiser,
You probably will not find any
Pulitzer prospects among the members of the Inland Daily Press Association because of the healthy respect which its members maintain
Edward
M. Yocum,
for their
"sponsors".
KGEZ, Kalispell, Mont
Ink Spots
W. A. SHEAFFER Pen Co., Fort
Madison, la. (fountain pens), is
spotting its current radio compaigE
of quarter-hour transcriptions ovei
18 metropolitan stations from Boston to Los Angeles, six days a
week. A juvenile program, Junioi
Police Patrol, which the same sponsor has been testing over WGN
Chicago, will soon be extended tc
include the MBS hookup. Agency:
Philip 0. Palmer & Co. Inc., Chi-,
cago.
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements in
Broadcasting cost 7c per word for
each insertion. Cash must accomForms
pany order.close 25th and 10th of
month preceding issues.
Situations Wanted
Program and production executive, seveJ
years experience, excellent references, noa
employed but available in two weeks
announcer, young, eolleg<~m j
BoxExperienced
413, Broadcasting.
graduate,
and expert linguist, desires anfl
nouncing position with progressive statfcn
ittei }
or network. Thorough knowledge of radii
dramatics. Box 414, Broadcasting. ?K
Manager creditable commercial and pna
duction background desires change. Fines
credentials of character and accomplish
ment in all departmentals. Wide experfl
ence in other media with large institol
tions. Box 406, Broadcasting. I
For Sale
— Equipment
One Western
Electric
1KW Transmitted I
complete with spare tubes and parts,
eluding thermostatic Crystal Control pan
janoB
and generators. Box 405, Broadcastiki
Music — Talent
Program Managers, Artists, send fo ||
list of new songs — available for broac
casting without payment of copyright fe(
Indiana Song Bureau, Salem, Indiana.
Wanted To Buy— Station
Successful Station Manager, Chief Eng
neer and Chief Announcer, wants statici
Will buy outright, lease or operate on I
percentage basis. Box 411, Broadcast!??'
Station Outright for cash. Box 41! Sl
Broadcasting.
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WASHINGTON

THE

WASHINGTON!

ANS

DO

. . .

No doubf we're running the risk of exhausting ourselves (and yourselves) by continually repeating that "the majority of Washington
merchants prefer WRC and WMAL".
However, we fee! that it's pretty convincing evidence of what
kind of a job these two fine stations do in Washington, and can
bear plenty of repeating.
We could produce charts and figures, diagrams and facts, to
prove why WRC and WMAL can do more for you than can any
other stations in Washington. But just a quick glance at the local
"Who's clusive
Who""
story. on their clients list will tell a quicker and very con* * Potential circulation according to the
new NBC Method of Audience Measurement,
by aireas. Copies of WMAL and WRC Aireas
maps will be sent to you, upon request.

.Vf

LOCAL

ijWRC

BAKE

and

WMAL

|| 189,199
IjlADIO FAMILIES*
it

196,641
RADIO FAMILIES*

WASHINGTON,

D. C.
LOCAL

{NATIONAL

9f

R

NEW
YORK
WEAF & WJZ

BROADCASTING
A RADIO
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
★ WASHINGTON
WRC & WMAL

SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT: BOSTON— WBZ

*

DRUGGIST

COMPANY,
SUBSIDIARY

CHICAGO
WMAQ & WENR

★

• SPRINGFIELD, MASS.— WBZA • SCHENECTADY— WGY
DENVER — KOA • PHILADELPHIA • DETROIT

SAN

INC.

FRANCISCO
KGO & KPO

PITTSBURGH — KDKA

• CLEVELAND — WTAM

It's
and

a
it

Big
does

a

Tube
big

job!

Over 60% of the total power of licensed broadcasting stations
in the United States is generated by RCA Transmitting Tubes.
The RCA 100-kilowattRadiotronUV-862, largest commercial
tube ever built in the United States, does its herculean share!

RCA

TRANSMITTING
RADIOTRONS
Standard for Fifteen Years
New York i J 270 Sixth Avenue Chicago: 111 North Canal Street
San Francisco: 170 Ninth Street
Dallas: Santa Fe Building Atlanta: 144 Walton Street, N. W.
A subsidiary of
RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc., Camden, N. J.
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Canada and Foreign
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Advertising"

It

takes

KDKA

to

the

CaH^Ute

sell

Pittsburgh

Market

The Pittsburgh trading area has expanded since KDKA's
pioneer days (the early 20's). Better roads and faster transportation have pushed out the imaginary line, creating
thousands and thousands of new customers for Pittsburgh
merchants.
KDKA has kept pace with this growth. Greater power and
better technical facilities have extended its service airea so
that today it more

nearly corresponds to the complete

Pittsburgh trading area than any other radio station. You
need KDKA to sell the whole market. Nothing else will do.

KDKA is one of XBC's managed and operated stations. Others are WEAF, WJZ, New York • WCrY,
Schenectady . WBZ-WBZA,
Boston and Springfield, Mass. • WRC, WML,
Washington, D. C.
WTAH, Cleveland • WHAQ, WEAR, Chicago . KOA, Denver • KGO, KPO, San Francisco.
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FULL HOUR
XMAS
PROGRAM!

6L

M

A I

NBC THESAURUS pays another husky
dividend! A real Christmas present in the
form of a full hour Christmas program
will be sent to all subscriber stations for
presentation to their audiences as a sustaining holiday feature, or to be sold for
local sponsorship.
Consisting of a beautiful dramatization
of Dickens' immortal "Christmas Carol,"
and appropriate Christmas music as only
Ferde Grofe, Nathaniel Shilkret and
others can render it, this program has
the same high quality of all NBC
corded Programs.

Re-

A Merry Xmas and a Prosperous New
Year to our 109 subscribers from NBC
THESAURUS

. . ."A Treasure House o)

Recorded Programs"!

NATIONAL
ELECTRICAL

TRANSCRIPTION

BROADCASTING
COMPANY,
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
SERVICE

•

30 ROCKEFELLER

PLAZA, NEW

YORK

• MERCHANDISE

INC

MART, CHICAG

i

NEW

FACTS

DOLLARS

GO

ON

MAKING

FURTHER

Put these two facts together in planning your New
England advertising.
Fact No. 1 — WTIC advertisers are receiving an
average of 300% more letters today than in January of this year. That means WTIC is constantly
reaching a larger audience.
Fact No. 2 — WTIC rates are substantially the
same as at the first of the year. That means WTIC
is giving you a whale of a lot for your money.

IN

ADVERTISING
NEW

ENGLAND

Now take a glance at the map below. It's less than
100 miles square, but in WTIC's primary coverage area are 1,580,000 people. In the secondary
coverage area are 680,000 more. They're people
with buying power far above average, too.
WTIC offers the most complete way to reach this
rich market at least cost. Talent is available for
the skilful staging of any type of program. Full
particulars on request.

WTIC
50,000 WATTS
HARTFORD

•

CONNECTICUT

The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation
Member
THE WTIC COMMUNITIES
A PROSPEROUS POPULATION IN A
COMPACT MARKET

New England and NBC- WEAF

NEW YORK OFFICE, 220 EAST 42nd STREET
CHICAGO OFFICE, 205 N. WABASH AVENUE

Networks

J. J. WEED, Manager
C. C. WEED, Manager

Published semi-monthly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14 1988
at the Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
' *
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Have you noticed how difficult it is to change a man's mind
easvJ if you
can sit down and chat for a few minutes?
J

by writing him letters, how

Every industrialist has found that he can alter people's opinions, smooth
ous crises, sway obstinate labor leaders, convince
Vice-Presidents

out danger-

skeptical bankers, intrigue phlegmatic

in Charge of Purchasing — if he can only talk to them.

In your own office you can talk comfortably to perhaps fifteen people; in the directors'
room

to twice as many. But there is a way by which

you can talk to millions of people —

five, ten, twenty million and more — all at the same time, yet in as friendly and casual a
manner

as if their elbows were propped

on your desk.

That way is the way of radio broadcasting via CBS, the world's largest radio Detwork.
It brings to mass selling the friendly warmth
conversation.
has prompted

It has brought to CBS
more

than 80%

in markets

a sales volume

of Columbia

It enables you to win new

and persuasiveness of armchair-to-armchair
four times what it was six years ago,

advertisers to renew

their contracts.

users for your product at the same second and with the

same

broadcast

as far apart as Largo, Florida, and Tatoosh, Washington,

most

widely separated of U. S. towns, or

subway and skyscraper habitues, and Coon

as different as New

York, with

ten million

Rapids, Iowa, with 214 corn farmers.

Day after day, night after night, it helps CBS advertisers make a neighborhood

THE

er 15, 1935

COLUMBIA
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SYSTEM,

of a nation.

INC.
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ft

represent really good stations exclusively

't,
you
mayb
ng egrow
th haven
ced you
of this
grat,ifyi
the have
AYBE
jy/Jnoti
company
istence.

— to solicit business only where we sincerely believe we can help the customer

during our first half-year of ex-

conduct

Matter of fact, the growth isn't important
— except as it evidences the soundness

FREE,

Yes! —

the determination

to

our relationships with both customers and stations always on the basis of

permanent

good

rather than

immediate

of

our business principles.
Principles?

—

to

JOHNS

And
this isn't a Christmas message, either.
profit.
Test us — any month in the year.

&

FIELD,

■

INC

Associated with Free & Sleininger, Inc.

d&adio
NEW YORK
110 East 42nd St.
Lexington 2-8660
WCSC
WIS . (NBC)
WAIU
WOC : (CBS)
....
WDAY (NBC)
KTAT . (SBS)
Page 6

cJiahon

CHICAGO
180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373
Charleston
Columbia
Columbus
Davenport
Fargo
Fort Worth

WDRC
WKZO
WNOX
KOMA
WMBD

^Qefireseniahves

DETROIT
New Center Building
Trinity 2-8444

SANRussFRANCISCO
Building
Sutter S4I5

(CBS) ....
Hartford
. (MRN-NBC) . Kalamazoo
(CBS) .... Knoxville
(CBS-SBS) . Oklahoma City
(CBS)
Peoria

LOS ANGELES
C. of C. Bldg.
Richmond 6184

WPTF . (NBC)
Ralei
KTSA . (CBS-SBS) . . San Antor
WDAE . (CBS)
Tami
KTUL . (CBS)
Tul
KALE .
Portlai
and
Southwest Broadcasting Sysfe
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Copyright
By

AB

Board

a Key

Recesses

Position;

ASCAP

HAT WILL happen about the
Lyright situation when current
itracts expire Dec. 31 remained
iously in doubt as Broadcasting
|nt to press Dec. 13. After meet's two days in New York Dec.
nd 10, the NAB board of direcs, called into extraordinary sesn to seek a solution, recessed
:il Dec. 16, when important deopments were expected,
inclined toward effecting a "per
ce" or measured service method
paying for musical numbers, in
j of the percentage basis, the
ard tentatively adopted a reso:ion favoring this method. Final
ion, however, was withheld pendc the anticipated "important deopments". A delegation of the
ard's membership, comprising s:x
mbers, was named to inquire
p the "per piece" plan.
Depends on Networks
:E ENTIRE situation appeared
turn on what decisions the manetworks ultimately will make,
ey already have five-year extends of existing licenses with the
lerican Society of Composers,
thors & Publishers after Dec.
These contracts, however,
:ned last June, cover perfornce also of the catalogs conlied by the Warner Bros, pubjiing nouses, representing bejen 25 and 40 c/c of the ASCAP
•ertoire.
Since the withdrawal
of the
jirner houses from ASCAP, efIrtive Dec. 31, the status of these
lensibns with ASCAP is some|at in doubt. Warner, through
jfcman Starr, vice president of
picture organization, and its
sic generalissimo, has repeatedstated that it desires to enter
angements with the networks
ich, it believes, should contribute
ubstantial portion of the royal5 for music performed.
As the deadline approached,
|re were new indications that
iporary arrangements might be
|de to avoid chaos after Jan. 1.
I is considered not improbable
It the Warner houses will be
ling to issue temporary licenses
stations for perhaps a three
l six month period for payment
5 a percentage basis of something
:ween 25 and 40% of the paynts to ASCAP. ASCAP extends of present contracts also are
:hin the realm of possibility, if
s contingency develops.
This might be worked out in
ecember

15, 1935

Following

SOL

Piece"

Session;

3,000 received last year, Warner has asked §1,000,000. It contends this additional revenue should
come from the networks.
Possibility that ASCAP might
dissovle if Warner Bros, does not
return, is more than hinted.
It has been definitely ascertained
that a number of important publishers, such as Leo Feist, Schirmer, Marks, Carl Fischer and Robbins, have not renewed their
ASCAP contracts, pending action
on propositions they have made to
the ASCAP board. Because of this,
it is known that consideration is
being given to a voluntary dissolution of ASCAP as such, thus automatically terminating the contracts
it already has with the networks
and some 55 stations for five-year
extensions from Dec. 31. Then, under this strategy, it might reorganize with another name and start
afresh on contracts with networks
and stations. Under such an arrangement, Warners might be enticed back into the new copyright

as Solution

of Copyright:

Espouses the Per Piece Plan
By PHILIP G. LOUCKS
Former Managing Director, NAB
BROADCASTERS and copyright owners have been
at odds for 13 years. Broadcasters claim they are
paying too much. Copyright owners claim they are
receiving too little. From time to time temporary
agreements have been reached and each time substantial members of both groups have been dissatisfied.
Both sides to the controversy have continually
talked too much about dollars and too little about
method. Neither side has given sufficient thought to
a permanent and equitable solution of the problem.
As was to be expected, the problem has grown in importance and today both broadcasters and copyright
owners face almost insurmountable difficulties.
In the early days of broadcasting, if a station held
a license from ASCAP it had access to all of the
music that was necessary for its successful operation.
As the years passed, rights to important foreign
catalogs were lost to the Society and fell into' the
hands of other American groups. Today there are
in the licensing field, in addition to the Society, the
Associated Music Publishers Inc., the Society of European Stage Authors & Composers, the Radio Program Foundation, and, after the first of the year —
unless the breach is healed — the Warner Brothers
group of publishers. The total sum of money paid
by the industry for the use of copyrighted music has
increased very materially during recent years.
The whole problem has been made to appear far
(Continued on page 58)
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Networks

Is Intimated

order to permit adjudication of the
issue between ASCAP and Warner
on the right of the former to continue licensing Warner music because of its arrangements with
composers and authors. The "imdevelopments"
for itwhich
the NAB portant
board
recessed,
was
intimated, might be in the nature
of litigation along this line.
Meanwhile there have been
numerous conferences between
spokesmen for the networks, namely Edward Klauber, CBS first vice
president, and A. L. Ashby, NBC
vice president and general counsel,
with both Mr. Starr and E. C.
Mills, ASCAP general manager.
Both of these officials appeared before the NAB board prior to its
closed sessions Dec. 9 and reviewed
the situation.
The view was still prevalent that
Warner Bros, houses will return
into the ASCAP fold if contracts
with stations and networks are altered to yield
greater
revenues.
Instead oftoitsit share
of about
^Per

in

Doubt

TAISHOFF

Hectic

Dissolution

Status

$3.00 A YEAR — 15c A COPY

pool created under another name.
The NAB delegation, it is reported, called on Mr. Mills Dec. 11,
and inquired about arranging a
per piece or measured service
method for the remainder of its
catalog. Mr. Mills responded, according to the report, that while
he personally did not object to such
an arrangement, it would take
perhaps a year to work one out.
Warner nouses, meanwhile, were
preparing a catalog of their works,
which ablethey
by Jan.hoped
1. would be availIn any event, there has been
no clarification up to this time of
the position of stations and their
clients. The NAB board had under
consideration the adoption of a resolution favoring per piece as soon
as it could be effected and recommending to stations that they try
to get along without either ASCAP
or Warner until it could be worked
out. They would be instructed to
use only public domain music and
minor catalogs, such as Associated
Music Publishers, and Society of
European Stage Authors & Composers, available at flat rates.
The view also has been advanced,
{Continued on page 5U)
Pro

and

Con

Levy Replies, Calls it Unworkable
By ISAAC D. LEVY
Treasurer, NAB
THE Editor of Broadcasting, after informing me of
the fact that Mr. Loucks had prepared an article
indicating his views upon the present copyright question, asked me if I cared to make reply to it. In view
of the present involvements, I was curious to know
whatarticle.
Mr. Loucks' reactions really were. I have read
his
Having been so closely associated with this problem fornection
many
knowing
Mr. Loucks'
with it,years,
it is and
difficult
to understand
how conhe
can so coolly dispose of the problem now facing the
broadcaster. Mr. Loucks' reflections in his article are
equivalent to the single statement to the effect that
the "per-piece plan" is the panacea for all ills.
He suggests: "All that is necessary to make the
plan effective is that the broadcasters notify the
copyright owners that they will purchase music rights
on Mr.
the Loucks
per-piece
or per-use
. . ." are assigned
knows
that thebasis
copyrights
to ASCAP by the composers and that no rights could
be acquired directly from the composers. ASCAP
would be the one to set the price for the music.
Mr. Loucks observes that the per-piece plan has
already been attacked as being unscientific, unreliable and illogical. He does not attempt to disprove
this criticism of the per-piece plan. He does not
attempt to prove that it is logical or scientific. He
merely says that
our present
plan 59)
is no more scien(Continued
on page
Page 7

Looking-in

Iconoscope
Experiments

Camera
Next

TELEVISION isn't ready yet, but
it is on its way and coming fast —
and it is remarkably good. The direction it will take from the laboratory to the home, via broadcasting station and factory, no one can
foretell right now. But by this
time next year we ought to know
which way it is heading and possibly when to expect it on an everyday basis. Having at last seen the
Radio Corporation of America's
television system in experimental
operation at Camden and having
seen one of the two British systems which will be brought out in
London next spring, I believe that
the latest guess of two to four
years for acceptable home television here is exceedingly conservative.
In June of this year, after seeing the Baird system of television
demonstrated in England, I wrote
in these columns that I believed
that television was an actual technical achievement. Vision by radio, I wrote, still faces enormous
obstacles, chiefly economic, but I
added that it has been accomplished to a remarkable extent in
the laboratories. I now affirm these
statements.
But I can add now that what I
saw at Camden is infinitely better
than what I saw at Crystal Palace
in London, which was amazingly
good.
Now the Field Tests
TO THIS let me add the further
opinion that, if substantial field
tests of these laboratory developments shortly to be made bear out
what has been accomplished in the
cloistered halls of research, television not only is a practical reality
but even in its present stage
(which is not its ultimate by any
means) it is an acceptable medium
so far as the public is concerned.
In a word, again, RCA television
is remarkably good — probably the
furthest advanced scientifically in
the world, as RCA President David
Sarnoff has said repeatedly.
Whether facsimile will precede or
accompany it into the home, I am
not prepared to say. The purpose
of this article, like that of my last
on British television, is merely to
describe in a non-technical way the
impressions gained at the RCA
laboratories in Camden and again
to put the broadcast advertising
fraternity on notice that they must
begin to reckon with this marvelous new medium.
How to reckon now with this
new ly.medium?
don't know,and frankTests are inI progress,
more
extensive tests are to come, as will
be explained more fully later,
which will practically determine
the future course of television as
RCA and the handful of rival experimenters like Philco and Farnsworth must map it. I cannot speak
for the others, whose laboratory
workings I have not seen, nor do I
know anything about the patent
structures being built around vision
by radio, but it is apparent that
Page 8

On

and
Year

RCA
Television
By MARTIN
CODEL

Kinescope
May

Chart

Produce

Clear

Future

Course

RCA's
engineers
andthe executives
hold at least
a few of
ace cards
in their hands. The moment it is
conceded that the time is ripe for
selling television apparatus, assuming that the industry too has
become convinced that the public
will like what is offered, at that
moment the broadcasters must be
ready to acquire and construct
visual broadcasting stations — assuming also that wave and power
licenses are procurable from the
FCC and that the FCC permits
them to maintain themselves on a
commercial basis.
Television is still labeled experimental by the FCC, as by the old
Radio Commission, which means
that its offerings cannot be sponsored. The sponsorship of television programs along the same lines
as audible radio — with all that is
implied in new sales methods and
presentation technique — appears to
be the only way to support the immensely costly broadcasting structure that television will require, at
least in this country. FCC engineers
have seen what RCA can show,

at

Camder

Pictures;

and also what the other laboratories have to offer, and have expressed themselves as tremendously impressed. It is reasonable to
assume that soon the federal regulators of broadcasting will betake
themselves to the scenes of these
experiments to formulate the policies they must lay down to guide
a great endeavor making ready to
graduate from adolescence and the
paternal fireside to young manhood and an independent way in
the industrial and social world.
What It Looks Like
AS TO what RCA has revealed,
with a few comparisons with what
was seen in England, let me begin
by asking you first to look at a
good halftone news picture in any
newspaper, the measurements of
which are 6x7% inches or thereabouts. Imagine it coming to life,
the figures therein becoming animate and expressive. You clearly
recognize the characters and hear
them, you see the setting and the
background and you can feel a vicarious presence at the scene.

INSIDE THE LABORATORY— RCA Engineers Holmes and Tolsen discussing the problems of circuits in a laboratory model of a television
receiver.
the mounting
of the
on the end ofofsmaller
which
the receivedNote
images
are framed.
Note"Kinescope",
also the multiplicity
tubes required in the receiving set circuits. Because of the fact that
receiving set circuits and cabinet designs are still in a state of constant
experiment and change, RCA has declined to release pictures of either
its "television theater" model or of the received images described here.
BROADCASTING

THE "KINESCOPE" — Heart
the RCA's television receiving s;
tern, on the white convex surfs
of which its 343-line pictures £
built up and framed at the rate
60 per second. Dr. Vladin
Zworykin is shown holding 1
tube.
. Imagine the
same
on
fluorescent
screen
the picture
same size
approximately 6x7% inches. Y
watch the characters and the i
tion in sharp relief through bi
liant illumination. The lighting
a yellow sheen slightly greeni
tinged. You see the characters a
their features, even the lights a
shadows on the face or hair a
the cut and design and the ruffli
of clothes, as clearly as you mig
see them on a motion pictv
screen. But, remember, the size
still only about 6x7% inches
the size of that newspaper cut
and you sit not farther than 5 tc
feet from the screen.
Imagine then a closeup of Grt
Moore as she sings or Jascha H
fitz as he plays, still in miniati
but still as clearly as on the n
tion picture screen. And imag:
also any one of the comic strips;
your newspaper in action a
Mickey Mouse, again just as cle
ly as on the movie screen. But k<
in mind the relatively small size
the picture.
We were shown just this at \
RCA laboratories in Camden. 1
Vladimirevery
Zworykin's
"Kinescop
which
broadcast
engine
will recognize as a modified os<|
lograph tube, looking somethi
like a tall laboratory liquid boti]
or pear-shaped, was the receivil
medium. The rounded end of tl
9-inch tube pictured herewith v!
the screen, which was reflected I
an upright mirror that could j
watched at eye level. _ Tube i\
mirror were mounted in a ha: j
some console cabinet that otherw I
looked like an ordinary broadc I
receiving set.
The images were being sent fr ]
a transmitter only one mile aw
which we were told operated
ultra short waves with very 1
power. tuned
A single
dial on
the e
ceiver
in both
sight
sound and the bombardments
• December

15, 19c

I lectrons on the circular end of the
I be were figuratively "painting"
m 3 lines of electrie-to-light imrilses at a rate to produce 30 picper second,
"interlaced"
Iires
actually
to frame
60 picturesso
i|r second. More lines and faster
iaming can be achieved, but the
jA experimenters think this is
iough for good illumination and
:;tisfactory clarity.
It is ! The pictures were smaller
;an the 240-line visual images at
frames per second which Baird
2levision Ltd. demonstrated to me
London and which is one of the
stems the British will bring out
ct spring.
Baird screened a
x 9 inch picture, which was clear
t not quite as sharply delineated
the RCA picture. Baird also
eened an 8 x 6 inch picture with
e same numher
of lines and
ames, but it was again not as
arp as the RCA picture of apoximately equal size. This is not
say that the Baird images were
oor — far from it. Thev were exllent, but the RCA's are better.
It might be pointed out here that
e second system which England
ill bring out next spring, requir|g the set manufacturers to build
|ro circuits in each receiver so
at isboth
can be
that systems
of Electrical
and "tuned
Music
'tdustries
until itsa
weeks Ltd.,
ago of
whenwhich
it sold
lares, RCA was a big stockholder.
MI, as it is known, will offer
nages of the approximate size of
CA's, built up at the rate of 50
_L-amings of 405-line pictures per
. , cond. Because RCA has a technical interchange with EMI, which
;es practically the same appaitus, that system is virtually the
4rme as the one demonstrated at
pmden — and the acceptance of it
the British public next spring
.vith receivers costing about $400
»ch) may provide some clue to
jmerican observers of the eventual
zi Marketability of television receivg apparatus.
This Is Television!
C THE darkened "television the:er",
a young
engineer
ned inwhere
the received
images
on a
al that brought in the synchroned sound at the same time that it
-'amed the pictures, we were
a two-foot closeup of a stuit"town
o shot consisting of a hefty
^,oung man lighting and smoking
";'.; \ippening
cigarette at
andthetelling
us what was
transmitting
stujjSo. He
ee, thewas
smokedistinctly
of his recognizcigarette
."'.ashisdiscernible
and
even
the
glasses could be seen.gleam
The
elevision camera", of which more
rter, was then moved back to ten
."r etutandthree-quarters
we saw the young
length,man
againin
clearly as in a photograph.
V.Then the camera was pointed out
raj window of the studio and we
^€re treated with a street scene.
"e first saw a billboard whose advertising, as we were later to obj rve on the spot, was in colors so
■ at the letters and words were of
n-ying shades in the reproducpn. But
billiard and we
we could
could read
see thethestreet
'ilow
and wethesaw
houses
More
nazing,
in thenearby.
same scene
portion of the Camden-Philadelnia bridge, could make out the
ructural features, and saw7 above
ie concrete bridge rail the tops of
my automobiles speeding across
ie picture. It was every bit as
ear as a motion picture, though
(Continued on page 60)
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Television

Viewed

As Engineering

Aid

Commercial Operation is Five
Years Away, Says Mr. Cruse
WITH television and its prospects
occupying more and more attention
of broadcasters and broadcast engineers, Andrew W. Cruse, chief
of the Department of Commerce
electrical equipment division,
speaking Dec. 12 before the combined engineering societies of
Schenectady, N. Y., described television as an "engineering catalyzator" because he said he feels that
it is "a development which by its
presence is capable of inducing
changes in other branches of engineering even while remaining unMr. Cruse
changed itself."has seen practically
all of the major television experiments in laboratory or field operation,
visited the
American having
laboratories
and various
having
been dispatched by Secretary of
Commerce Roper last summer to
Europe to observe the British and
German systems. A report of his
observations, as given before the
NAB convention at Colorado
Springslished in detail
last summer,
pubin the Julywas
15 issue
of Broadcasting.
While also forseeing many economic obstacles to the public introduction of television in this counMr. Cruse
is generally
optimistictry,about
the ultimate
future.

THE "EYE" OF TELEVISION— Above is the television camera discussed in this article, showing the insides and mounting of the camera
box
itself
and theis mounting
of the Zworykin
The lower picture
a closeup within
of the it
Iconoscope
tube itself,"Iconoscope".
which is to
television what the microphone is to sound broadcasting. The deflection
of the electron beam for scanning the mosaic is accomplished by a magnetic field, the deflection coils being arranged in a yoke which slips over
the neck of the Iconoscope. The assembled deflecting unit is shown at
the right of the lower photograph beside the tube.
The "Iconoscope" is a large vacuum tube with a long neck, containing
a photo-sensitive mosaic plate which is scanned by an electron beam.
It is the mechanical duplicate of the human eye, the sensitive plate corresponding to the retina and the electron beam to the nervous system
which carries the image from the retina to the brain.
The rectangular mosaic plate in the bulb of the tube consists of several
millions of light-sensitive cells which are sprayed by electron beams
from an electron "gun" located in the tube's long neck. In the same
manner
thatofa electrons
machine across
gun sprays
bullets,
"gun"
the
stream
the plate
fromtheleftelectron
to right.
The directs
beam
traverses the plate in a series of parallel lines covering the entire surface of the mosaic in one-thirtieth of a second, and then repeats the entire
process. It takes 343 of these lines to make one complete image, corresponding to one frame of a motion picture film.
When the image is focussed on the mosaic plate, every photo-sensitive
element of the mosaic emits electrons in proportion to the intensity of
the particular point of the image being scanned. This leaves the mosaic
positively charged, thus creating a sort of electrical image on the surface of the mosaic. When the scanning electron beam touches a point
of the mosaic, it neutralizes this positive charge, creating an electric
impulse which represents electrically the information about that point
of the image.
These impulses are transmitted by radio waves just as impulses representing sound are transmitted in sound broadcasting. To eliminate
nicker, the scanning is done by alternate lines; that is, all the odd lines
(1,3,5, etc.) are traced by the electron beam from top to bottom of the
plate, then the electron spray starts again at the top and fills in the even
lines. This process takes place 30 times each second, producing 10,290
lines per second. The whole system is entirely electrical without a single
mechanical moving part.
The transmitted impulses are received by a radio receiver similar to
the receiver of broadcast sound waves, only in this case these impulses,
after being amplified, are not applied to a loudspeaker but to another
cathode ray tube called the "Kinescope". This tube is similar to the
"Iconoscope"
exceptscreen
that whose
instead purpose
of havingis ato photo-sensitive
has
a fluorescent
transform the mosaic,
electricalit
impulses back again into light, thus reproducing the picture.
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May Require Five Years
"I HAVE every confidence," he asserted at Schenectady, "of the
ability of our own engineers Xo
keep this country fully abreast of
other countries in this field." It will
be "some time", however, he added,
before we can hope to parallel our
present broadcasting networks
with a similar network of visual
transmitters, although the FCC
has already licensed about 27 experimental television transmitters.
"Television on a commercial
scale, serving millions of people in
all or most of our population centers," he said, "will not, I am sure,
materialize within five years. In
this connection I think that within
the very near future this new television industry of ours — which will
probably become known as the
Sixth Estate — will have to do something with regard to a program of
standardization in order that the
pioneer observers will be given
some assurance that their receiving sets will not become obsolete
before they get out of the packing
cases in which they are delivered."
Mr. Cruse predicted that television will "make the motion picture
industry a bigger and better industry than it has ever in its wildest dreams
to be,"
chieflyit
because
of thehoped
increased
demand
will create for film subjects. He
was certain, he said, that it will
not keep people away from the theater any more than sound broadcasting and home movies have
done. He predicted a vast new
field for research, operation and
employment for all branches of entics.
gineering having to do with acous"HI-FI" is the nickname for high
fidelty broadcasting, now coming
into greater vogue, that has been
coined in England.
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Robin

Hood

Junior
—
A
Shoe
Success
By
MILTON
M. MENDELSOHN
Vice President, Morenus Adv. Agency Inc., Chicago

With a Sure-fire Merchandising
"Hook", Radio Campaign
Doubles Sales and Dealer Outlets for Central Shoe Co.
THE PROBLEM of adapting radio
to do a job for the national manufacturer of children's shoes so that
the broadcast would definitely
divert new business to the retailer
seemed almost lacking solution.
First because the number of outlets where such shoes could be had
were far too small to expect the
commercial credit line "Go to your
nearest dealer" to mean anything.
And yet the number of existing
dealers was too great to be mentioned on one program.
Proof of sale premium ideas, or
"hooks" seemed inadequate; for
despite any desire for ownership
that could be instilled in a chilby no optimistic
stretch dren's
of audience,
imagination
could we
imagine a child going to the 15 or
20 shoe stores in his community
until such time as he found the
store that carried the shoes of the
sponsor.
This, then, was the problem of
Morenus Adv. Agency for Central
Shoe Co., St. Louis, and their Robin
Hood Shoes for girls and boys. It
was felt that the solution lay not
in creating a vehicle wherein a
merchandising hook could be developed but rather to create a merchandising hook that would do a
selling job for the dealer about
which a program vehicle could be
woven.
And Then a Formula
AFTER months of study, research
and dealer contact we felt we had
come upon the successful answer.
Its simplicity was startling. It
simply meant the creation of a
children's
newspaper
the broadcast.
Thisthat
led tied
to into
the
program vehicle itself and to this
end the character Robin Hood
Junior was established. The scene
was set in the opening program by
having Robin Hood Junior receive
a printing press for his 14th birthday. Also, as became one with so
illustrious a namesake, Robin Hood
Junior was a leader in his community and president of a children's club called the "Archers".
It was natural, then, to have Robin
Hood Junior print a newspaper
called the Archer that could be
offered to his entire listening audience absolutely free for the term
of one year; 12 issues, one each
month and mailed directly to any
child who wrote to him asking for
one. Here was something concrete
and tangible that would enable a
program audience to learn where
to buy Robin Hood Shoes and by
means of which we could inspire
a sense of loyalty through membership in Robin Hood's "Archers".
It was planned that each dealer
would then be allotted his quota
of prospective potential buyers by
the simple method of imprinting
his name on a back-page advertisement in the "Archer" newspaper
on every copy that was mailed to
children within a radius of two
miles of his store. By further
offering the child a membership
Page 10

"A Good Deed
The tionOfficial
Publicaof the Boys
and
Girls of America

Makes a Good Day"
ROBIN HOOD. JR., Editor
EXTRA! ROBIN
ARCHER LEGION WINNERS
A goodto dethas
makes a good d:J do j: the Areht : eligible
Legionbeforecotumthe
Jone
3illpress.
still beIfgoodyou
forThethe object
following
of themonth's
LegionLegion
columncontest.
is to create.
i hough!alry fulness
and kindness
to promote
chivand graciousness
amongandArcher
clu* memHere
Are
This
Month's
Winners
First
Priie Dan Heuberg
2* Point*
N. McVicker Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
Cleveland.
D. Polen Ohio
t3+49hi( Dousb' Blvd.
We are printing bel
izc winning letter.
Dan Hedberg's
W>lintgoodkinddeedFhtl,it juttvit tliemustappoint
of ;/ iton
ag->g< my dig ..g<lili- gotoyedbackthii may /■■
iouth>nda yearItgt:ffk,.
e could not use h
good deed. It Happened juit Sui
ai.tpolSunday
on a near
tut t-0

HOOD

IS IN THE MOVIES!!
'SEEMS THAT ALL I DO IS
RUN FOR HELP." HE SAYS
Robindent butHood
into the
fie suregotseems
to bemovies
havingby aacci-lor
of fun now that he's in. You all remember
how
he almost spoiled Mr. theJeffrey's
superproduction
bomb
the
aeroplanewhenthat hewastooksupposed
to blowout upot
but
Mr.
Jeffrey
changed
the
story
so
he would not have to waste the film that
and
things
from thatseemed
pointtoon.straighten themselves out
We think that Mr. Jeffrey is very serious
about his super -colossal productions but to
Robin
seem toto dobe
comediesthese
and "meller-drainers"
all he ever gets a chance
is to run for help whenever the other memthe castyougethaveinto asmake-believe
trouble.
Webers ofbroadcasts
hope
listening
ot Robininmuchthem.
Hoodfun Junior
as
heto the
seems to have acting
Let Robin Hood Know
like <o'withhaveMr. aJefirey,
picture of Robin
HoodWoutrJ
in theyoumovie*
and and
all in*let restbimofMis*
tbe Marca«rAs
Writetin, Mtor. LVsmond
Robin Hood
know.
Mr.
JeSrev
says
"It's
gigantic,
col
anal.
«upenHON^pKOLL
dous,So ifpicrutes
terrific
— ofii'iofRobin
a JeSreyHood
production.''
enough
yoangsiers
wouldmovielikecut'to
nave
and (heclub
and
Hoodcould
with}Oudo thesomething
Archer
westationcoRobindoubt
about members
it.
that )o
Sojghwriteof to>o Robin Hood Ju '

HOLDING THE AUDIENCE — This four-page publication of Central
Shoe Co. helps hold the young audience together between 13-week breaks
in the sponsor's series of transcription programs.
card, a Robin Hood button and a ultimate percentage cost would
very inexpensive gift if he would
eventually be even far less. Predigo to the dealer to enroll in the
cated upon these figures the dealers of a given community were
Robin Hood Club, all the youngsters in his community would be- approached prior to the start of
come permanently conscious of his the broadcasting program and
store identity and the fact that he asked to sign a blank contract
carried Robin Hood Shoes. From
wherein they pledged themselves to
that point on any premium plan assume the postage cost to every
would suffice and could not help child within a radius of two miles
but produce results as it would be of their store.
Dealers Respond
basically directed to members of
the Robin Hood club.
NEEDLESS to say, the dealers
There remained only the problem
of postage cost. We could well enthusiastically accepted the plan.
anticipate the impossibility of the It gave them a direct-by-mail contact with the potential customers
Central Shoe Co. assuming the cost
their community at about oneof postage for an organ whose sub- in
fourth the cost of any mailing
scription list was free. Since we
piece they
planned to put the idea into operanate. Nowthemselves
that the could
loose origiends
tion in new towns as fast as poswere cast
allstarted
tied with
together
the broadsible, the eventual list of subscriban
offer
to
the
ers might run into millions. It,
therefore, became necessary to sell youngsters of one year's subscription free to everyone who would
the dealer on the value of such a
send his or her name to Robin
newspaper to the point where he Hood
Junior in care of the station
would be prepared to assume post- to which he or she was listening.
age cost. The entire cost per name
The response was far beyond our
per year was 12 cents. We worked
on the assumption that 12 copies fondest expectations. Group lists of
of a child's newspaper chuck full names poured in from areas where
of the sort of things in which chil- youngsters were forming Robin
dren are vitally interested would, Hood "Archer" clubs en masse. The
over a period of a year, inevitably
club slogan "A good deed makes
lead to the purchase within that a good day" led to the cooperation
time of at least one pair of $4 of Parent-Teachers Associations
shoes. Upon this basis the cost to and the schools themselves.
After the mailing of the first
the dealer would only involve an
advertising expenditure of 3%, a "Archer" paper to some 60,000 enthusiastic club members the dealfigure which equaled the normal
ers reported store traffic never
healthy advertising appropriation
before
attained
in the history of
of shoe stores in general. It being
further logical that the sale of one
their business. After the youngsters were enrolled in the Robin
pair would lead to another, the

Story;

Hood Club by the dealer they wer
informed that they could ear
premiums based not only on thei
own purchases but also the pui
chases of their family and thei
friends. Inspired by this premiui
feature it soon became apparer
that the value of a club membc
to a dealer was somewhere in th
neighborhood of $20 per year, pe
member. Therefore, the store hai
ing
1,000 was
members,
entiredeve
cos
of which
$120 the
a year,
oped an increased volume <
around $20,000 per annum, redu
ing 1%.
the approximate yearly cost i
of
the dealer from 3% to only 3/
Based upon the success of tl
test plan in one locality, transcri]
tions were made of the progra
and were spotted around the coui
try as quickly as the dealers cou
be lined up to assume the postaj
cost. In many cities wherein Rob
Hood Shoes had had no represent:
tion whatever, new key deale
were attained merely upon prese
tation of the complete merchandi
ing plan. In areas where son
dealers were already establishe
increased dealer outlets rangir
from 20 to 60% were quickly o
tained. From all present indie
tions the plan seems well on tl
way to more than double both tl
dealer outlets and total year
volume of retail sales.
Holding the Audience
ANOTHER pertinent fact is th
Robin Hood Junior, as a rad|
feature, is broadcast only twice
week. Considering that most em
dren's programs are five time
week users, the success of Rob
Hood Junior at 2/5 the norm
cost is outstanding. In addition
this the plan is further develop
on a 13 weeks on the air, 13 wee
off the air basis or a total of
weeks a year. During the interv
when Robin Hood Junior is off t
air, the Archer newspaper hoi
the audience together. The iss
prior to the return of Robin Ho
to the air heralds that retui
picking
the means
audienceno where
left off. upThis
loss
audience or time and money spe
for listener build-up when t
program returns to the air.
Frankly, we believe the meth
of handling the merchandising
this campaign is largely respc
sible for its success. The progrt
idea, and the free subscription
a newspaper wholly devoted to j
venile interests, could not fail
get attention. But had we not fii|
arranged distribution of cost
the newspapers and their maili
so that that cost is a minor it(
to everyone concerned, the make
of Robin Hood shoes would ha
found the cost on the newspaj
alone so staggering as to ma
the entire idea unprofitable.
FELIX

GREENE,

recently

Broadcasting
Corp. in the
America,
pointed
Brit?'
now
in toNewrepresent
York to establi
his headquarters there. He v
arrange for relay exchanges w
the United States and Canada.
.1
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IXYDOL

MAIL

DAY-TIME

r A ATO
f/4|j

H

W

PROVES

O'S

SALES-POWER!

'n t^le ten days from October 28 to November

7, 1935, an offer made only on

I A1

Oxydol's Ma Perkins (NBC) program — 2:15 to 2:30 p. m. — drew 15,197 mail re1
sponses from WHO listeners, each with an Oxydol carton.
Mail came from every county in Iowa, and from 184 other counties in thirteen other states. Mail return from
outside Iowa was proportionately less than would normally be produced by a program on WHO alone, because
the Oxydol program was carried simultaneously on WOW, Omaha, and WMAQ, Chicago.
In Polk County, home of WHO, the offer drew one response for every nineteen radio-equipped homes. In Black
Hawk, Carroll, Cass, Cerro Gordo and Jefferson counties — all about 100 miles from Des Moines — the response
ratio was nearly as high or even higher.
That throughout the Iowa Market, WHO gives coverage comparable to the concentrated coverage in its home county, as proved by high response ratios in distant
counties.
(See map).
That its economical rates make WHO a highly profitable day-time buy for the
radio advertiser with a message for women.

CENTRAL

BROADCASTING

J. O. Maland, Mgr.
National Representatives: FREE

COMPANY

DES MOINES, IOWA

& SLEININGER,

Phone 3-7147

Inc. — New York, Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Franeiseo
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CBS
Campaign
Reformers

to
and

Cool

Agitators

Congress
to

Be

Active

Agitators
But

More

Vital

Questions Are Likely to Keep Congress Occupied
has held in demanding and getting
A RADIO legislative calendar glee- would be placed under the more
fully supported by the professional rigid terms of the bill.
its tribute from all public performers of music. The bill was
reformers and agitators and the
Rep. Chapman declared that before
his
subcommittee
reports
the
passed by the Senate in July and
various elements fostering governnow is pending before the House
ment control of broadcasting bill it will make one important
awaits the second session of the change in its terms, but he said he Patents Committee. It is being
74th Congress that convenes in could not divulge it until his com- fought with vigor by ASCAP and
Washington in a fortnight.
mittee holds another meeting after its cohort organizations.
Despite many predictions in the the new session convenes. IndiThe bill provides for elimination
of the arbitrary minimum penalty
radio "hot stove league", that dire
cations
are
that
this
change
will
things will happen at the next ses- propose transfer of control from of $250 per number for innocent
sion there seems little substance to
Department of Agriculture to infringements, and leaves the
warrant any such conclusions. the
amount of damages to the discrethe
Trade
Commission.
Ever since the last session adtion of the court. It also provides
The Italo-Ethiopian war and the
journed in August there has been
for
automatic
copyright of comtalk of a sweeping investigation of unsettled conditions in Europe and
poser's works and would allow
broadcasting, the FCC and every- Asia may lead to some discussion
thing that goes with it. Yet there as to the part radio plays in this American entry into the International Copyright Union. It has the
appears to be no basis for such picture. The broad powers over
radio invested in the President in united support in its present form
speculation.
Political oratory aplenty about time of national emergency may
of the State Department, broadradio can be expected at the com- possibly lead to legislation clarifycasting industry, motion picture
ing this situation.
exhibitors, hotel operators and
ing session, mainly because the
Affecting the radio pocketbook other users of copyright who have
subject lends itself to that sort of
display. The fact that next year also is the pending Duffy Bill (S- mands.
is a campaign year, however, will 3047) to amend the copyright laws felt the sting of ASCAP's dehave a cooling effect insofar as in- of 1909, and which would strip
Among the illusory measures investigations are concerned, ac- ASCAP of the arbitrary powers it
(Continued on page 56)
cording to observers. Moreover,
the session will be so engrossed in
neutrality, war shipments, governSTATUS OF BILLS AFFECTING BROADCASTING
ment economics, relief, soldier's
bonus, and similar matters relating
to economics, that little time will
As Congress Adjourned on Aug. 26, 1935
be available for what most legisla(All bills remain on legislative calendar)
tors construe as relativelv minor
matters.
S-5 — Copeland Bill to regulate manufacture, sale and advertising of
food, drugs, devices and cosmetics, passed by Senate, and pending before
Pending Measures
House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee.
THERE are two measures pending
S-3047 — Duffy Bill to amend the Copyright Act of 1909, and afford
before Congress having to do with
new protections for users of copyrights, including broadcasting, by
government ownership. Both are
stripping ASCAP of arbitrary powers, passed by Senate, and pending
before House Patents Committee.
so visionary and unsound that the may be expected to die within comS-541 — Capper Bill (Culkin Bill, HR-8404. companion measure in
mittees as have scores of kindred
House) to prohibit advertising of intoxicating liquors in interstate commeasures introduced in previous
merce including broadcasting, pending before Senate Interstate Commerce Committee. House measure pending before Interstate and foreign
sessions. Unless there are developCommerce Committee.
ments of unexpected proportions
dealing with broadcasting, there
S-820 — Xeely Bill to force losing applicants in contests over existing
radio stations to pay full costs of proceedings, pending before Interstate
appears to be little real basis for
Commerce Committee.
any view that serious consideraS-2243 — Wheeler Bill carrying out recommendations of FCC that
tion will be given to radical proDavis Equalization Amendment on Broadcast allocations be repealed,
posals for materially changing the
and that
be left to discretion of FCC, pending before Interstatus quo in broadcasting.
state allocations
Commerce Committee.
Food and drug legislation, which
S-3261— Walsh Bill (McKeough Bill, HR-8852, companion in House),
probably will be called the Copeto amend Communications Act by requiring State Department to apland Bill (S-5) but which will be
prove all programs broadcast by or for foreign governments, pending
far different in both provision and
before Interstate Commerce committees of two houses.
effect from the original TugwellS-4 — Copeland, Vandenberg and Murphy bill, to prevent promotion
Copeland Bill of two years a
of fraud through interstate commerce, pending before Commerce Committee.
probably will pass. Alreadv
passed by the Senate after a hectic
HR-55 — Rudd Bill to allocate one-fourth of all broadcasting facilities
two years of consideration and
to
non-profit organizations, pending before House Interstate Commerce
Committee.
emasculation, the bill now is pending before a subcommittee of the
HR-S475 — Monaghan bill to create government broadcasting network
House Interstate Commerce Comand set up Radio Commission to operate system and otherwise regulate
broadcasting, pending before House Interstate Commerce Committee.
sage. mittee and is labeled for early pasHR-3252 — -Sauthoff bill to prohibit use of mails, periodicals and broadRep. Chapman (D) of Kentucky,
casting stations to advertising loans for which interest in excess of 15%
chairman of the subcommittee
per year is charged, pending before House Postoffice Committee.
which conducted hearings on the
HR-197 — Buckee bill to prohibit untrue, deceptive, or misleading adbill last session, asserted that the
vertising through mails or in interstate commerce, pending before Inbill will be one of the first pieces
terstate and Foreign Commerce Committee.
of business to be accomplished.
HR-S9S0 — McCormack bill to allow ships to pick up radio news reThe purpose is to place the sale
ports, pending before Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee.
and advertising of foods, drugs,
HJRes-220
— Sirovich resolution to establish an executive department,
devices and cosmetics under more
to be known as Department of Science, Art and Literature, hearings
stringent regulation.
held before House Patents Committee, but no report issued.
As passed by the Senate, the
Scott Bills and Resolution (HR-9229, 9230 and 9231 and H Res-370)
bill would give the Department of
to amend the Communications Act with respect to political broadcasts,
Agriculture full jurisdiction over
censorship andResearch
broadcasters'
liabilityto for
utterances,
to setandupthea
the new law. This was oppose '
Broadcasting
Commission
investigate
the and
industry
vigorously by the Trade Commisproposals of outside groups for facilities.
sion and by certain of the affected
Petitions presented by a number of Senators requesting that publicaindustries. Broadcasting is vitally
tion of testimony at FCC hearings on broadcasting be at government
expense,
pending before Senate Interstate Commerce Committee.
interested because perhaps 259',- r '
its business, almost 825,000,000,
comes from the industries that
Page 12

and Pacific Station

Salute KGMB,

Honolul

In Dedicating New Pla
MODERN
every detail, in
microphone to ;
tenna, KGM
Honolulu, de
cated its new s
tion Dec. 14 w
a gala progra
including int
changes wi
Mr. Hart
jt
affiliat.
CBS,is with
wh
and with stations along the Pac <
Coast.
Studios, offices and transmit
of the station
are housed
picturesque
building
of Hawaiiin"
architectural design, made aim
entirely
a sugar - cane
deritive.
Newof equipment
includes
RCA transmitter, Blaw-Knox v
tical radiator, RCA microphoi
and speech input equipment. 1
ground system of the antenna
tually reaches ocean water.
The station is headed by Fred
Hart,
San Francisco
who formerly
owned broadcast
KQW, S
Jose. The resident manager
Webley Edwards. J. Howard W
rail, former executive of a lai
pineapple company, recently job
the KGMB staff as business i
personnel manager.
To augment the s e rv i c e
KGMB,
a newis full-time
station now
being built100-w
by
Honolulu Broadcasting Co. at H
on the island of Hawaii, 200 mi
from Honolulu. The station will
ready for operation early next ye
WBSO

Sale Approved

TRANSFER of control of WBJ
from the Bab;
Needham,
Statistical Mass.,
Organization to a grc
of Boston individuals — two
whom were salesmen on WNAC
was approved Dec. 3 by the F
Broadcast Division. In so doi.
the Division reconsidered a
the application for tra
granted
fer
of control without a heari
The individuals are George
acquired -I
who
Crockwell, William
shares,
H. Eynon i
James K. Phelan, who acquired
each. The latter two were forme
with WNAC. Their financial baa
was named as Natalie S. Whitw
of the Victoria Hotel, Boston. Tl
stated they purchased the stat
solely for themselves and had
idea of "selling to anyone els
New One in St. Paul
REJECTING the counter appli
tions of the operators of KS
appli'
tion
Rev. Robert
E. the
Connely,
and also
WDGY,
and of
seeking authority to erect a i
100-watt station in St. Paul
1370 kc, the FCC Broadcast
vision on Dec. 3 granted Edw;
Hoffman, St. Paul furniture d<
er, authority
to install
tion.
Examiner
Dalbergsuchhada ls
ommended in favor of Hoffman ;
against the applications of
others. The order is made efi
tive as of Feb. 4, 1936.
KPDN are the call letters assig
for the new 100-watt station
thorized by the FCC for consti
tion by the Pampa (Tex.) Dt
News.
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FAR

YOUR

NOW

(What

Junior

WANTS—

Mother

BUYS)

10 to 14 Years of Age

5 to 9 Years of Age
Trading Area
Boys

MARKET

'KID7

WESTERN

Boys

Los Angeles (County)

87,313

San Francisco (9 Bay Counties)

57,905

56,025

So. Calif. (11 Counties)

128,081

Xo. Calif. (47 Counties)
i.
California Total

107,935

Total

Total

Girls

Girls

172,860

77,104

76,372

113,930

55,460

124,997

253,078

112,629

54,281
110,680

104,381

212,316

102,086

85,547

Total
Children
(5 to 14)

153,476

326,336

109,741

223,671

223,309

476,387

200,817

413,133

236,016

229,378

465,394

214,715

98,731
209,411

41,276

40,244

81,520

41,793

40,867

Washington

69,285

66,728

136,013

70,264

Idaho

25,379

24,691

50,070

25,484

68,129
24,356

Arizona

3,968
25,622

3,882
24,835

7,850
50,457

3,619
21,745

3,443
21,116

7,062
42,861

Xew ^lexico

27,792

27,302

55,094

23,290

23,056

46,346

Utah

31,673

30,566

62,239

29,856

29,528

59,384

52,960

51,820

104,780

50,333

48,607

98,940

27,541

26,451

53,992

28,623

27,773

56,396

12,278

11,819

24,097

45,847

537,716

1,091,506

10,610
506,896

21,750

553,790

11,140
520,862

1,027,758

2,119,297

Oregon

Nevada

Colorado
Montana
Wyoming
Total 11 Western States

NX

has

this

Far

Market

Western

-ready

wrapped

for

up

P. M.

period now

available — immediately

49,840

(6:30
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93,318
101,440
121,623
203,720
110,388

Jack Armstrong

Ralston-Purina

Tom Mix's Straightshooters

Ovaltine
Sterling Products
and the incomparable

pre-

Orphan Annie
Dick Tracy's Adventures
"Frank Watanabe & the
Honorable Archie."

THE
JOHN

cember

99,910
14,912

Wheaties

ceding 'Jimmie Allen')

(NX

274,406

Here's the company you'll keep:
Richfield
AirAllen
Adventures of Jimmie

immediate

5 and 7 P. M. —

164,180

82,660
138,393

KJNX has already pioneered this child audience. Four
years of hammering 'kid shows between 5 and 7 p.m.
over KJNX' has done the trick.
You can cover the juvenile population out West with
ONE station at ONE low rate.

elivery.
6 Kid shows daily between

889,520

If you are selling the woman of the home — try
selling
her Buys!
through her child — What Junior wants
— Mother

►
ID

424,126

NEW

"VOICE
BLAIR
&
YORK

OF
HOLLYWOOD"
CO., National Representatives

DETROIT

CHICAGO

• SAN

FRANCISCO
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Church
President

Is Elected
of KMBC

QUIETING reports tiations
that negowere in
progress for the
sale of KMBC,
Kansas City, the
board of directors of the station has elected
Arthur B. Church
Mr. Church
president and
general manager
of Midland Broadcasting Co., which
operates the basic CBS outlet. Mr.
Church has been vice president and
general manager of KMBC since it
was founded in 1921. As president,
he succeeds the late Frederick B.
Blair.
Denied by Mr. Church was the
current report that the Kansas
City Star had approached representatives of the Blair estate and
other KMBC stockholders and was
understood to have made offers for
the purchase of the station. The
Star, which operates WDAF, admitted seeking a second station.
Simultaneously, the KMBC board
announced that, as of Nov. 25,
Roland R. Blair, son of the late
president, had been elected vice
president and Mark H. Siegfried,
treasurer.
Fox Named Manager
MR. CHURCH immediately announced the appointment of J. Leslie Fox, a veteran broadcaster, as
director of sales, with Mr. Blair
in charge of local sales and Merle
S. Jones as manager of regional
sales. Mr. Fox has been identified
with the management and commercial direction of several stations
and recently operated his own advertising agency.
Free & Sleininger Inc., Mr.
Church announced, will continue as
national representatives.
In connection with the published
report that KMBC might be sold,
Mr. Church informed Broadcasting that it was inaccurate. "To
my knowledge," he declared, "no
offer has been made any stockholder for purchase of stock by the
newspaper."
Mr. Church has been prominently identified in industry affairs
since the beginning of commercial
broadcasting. Recognized as a national authority on broadcast advertising, he has served for nine
years either as a director or officer
of the NAB and now also serves
as chairman of its commercial committee. He is also chairman of the
Broadcasters Committee of Five
which is working with similar committees of the ANA and AAAA
for establishment of a radio factfinding or audit bureau.
New Virginia System
FIVE Virginia stations have
banded together to form the Virginia Broadcasting System to sell
time at a collective rate to national
and regional advertisers and eventually to form a regional network.
Plans for lines for the network are
now in the formative state. The
manager of the group is Hugh M.
Curtler, manager of WCHV, Charlottesville. Other stations in the
group are WBTM, Danville;
WLVA, Lynchburg; WPHR,
Petersburg; WGH, Newport News.
Aerial Publicizing Inc., New York,
is representing the g^oup.
Page 14

Chimes Go Batty
RIGHT in the middle of a
lovely rendition by Nancy &
Eve, vocal-piano duo, a big
bat flew into the studio of
WDBJ, Roanoke, Va. Paul
Reynolds, announcer, grabbed
a chime from a nearby drummer's outfit and killed the
winged intruder.
Cultural

Programs

Increase by 400 %
AN INCREASE of 400% in radio
time devoted to world and national
affairs, due to the growth of public interest in political and economic conditions, is shown in an NBC
survey of its 1935 programs. Ten
per
cent year,
of all or
NBC's
on the
air this
1,715time
hours,
34
minutes, has been given over to
news and discussion of such problems, compared to little more than
two per cent in 1934, the survey
reveals.
Talks, including informative and
interpretive comment, comprised
6.9% of all NBC's 1935 programs
compared to 1.4% in 1934, a fivefold increase, and time devoted to
current topics increased from 0.9%
to 3.1%.
Here is a detailed analysis of
NBC programs for the entire year,
1935, based on figures for the first
ten months:
% of
Hours Minutes Total
Music
10,713
42 62.4
Literature 2,454
04 14.3
Lectures
1,181
01 6.9
Special Events 243
30 1.4
Current Topics 534
33 3.1
Women's
Programs
265
13 1.5
Physical Training 77
30
0.5
Children's
Programs
636
33
Religion
220
24 3.7
1.3
Reports
78
31 0.5
Novelty
745
57 4.4
58 100.00
TOTAL
17,150
During the year 1935 aprj^mately 562,356 microphone appearances were made by broadcasters
from all over the world. Some of
the general statistics computed
from the analysis of programs follow: Number of programs, 44,406
number of program hours, 17.151
microphone appearances, 562,356
average length of program, 23.2
minutes ; microphone appearances
per program, 12.7.
Big Amateur Contest
WHEN the registrations for the
WBBM, Chicago, Twin Winner
Unknown Singer contest closed
Dec. 9 more than 5,700 amateur
songsters had enrolled for the two
$1300 radio contracts that will be
awarded. A previous amateur contest over WBBM resulted in bringing out Vivian della Chiesa, who
not only won a WBBM sponsor but
also went on the CBS network.
MOLLE Co., Bedford, O. (shaving
cream), in renewing its Vox Pop
NBC-WEAF program, will originate the program from other cities
besides New York. The program
will be heard Tuesdays, 9-9:30
p. m., after Jan. 28.
WALTER A. PARKS, 38, for the
last five years engineer of WMAL,
Washington, died of a self-inflicted
bullet wound recently. He committed suicide in despondency over the
death of his wife a month ago.

Dellar to Assist Pickard

Personnel

In CBS Station Relations
TO CONTACT CBS stations with
the idea of improvising service
and inducing advertisers to use
bigger networks, CBS has detailed
Lincoln Dellar from its local sales
subsidiary, Radio Sales Inc., to the
office of Sam Pickard, CBS station
relations vice president. Mr. Dellar
left New York Dec. 11 for a swing
around the CBS Eastern and South
Central group of stations. He will
assist stations in solving their merchandising problems as well as in
cooperating with the network in a
mutual effort to service its clients.
Mr. Pickard, accompanied by
Mrs. Pickard, will leave New York
Dec. 20 for a vacation in Honolulu.
They will go first to Atlanta and
Miami by auto, sailing from Miami
for a trip through the Panama
Canal to California and thence to
Hawaii. They expect to return to
New York early in April.

In NBC

Sterling Extends Spots
STERLING PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (Dr. Caldwell's Syrup of
Pepsin), has renewed its serial
transcription program, The Monticello Party Line, broadcast five
days weekly over 21 stations in the
South and Midwest, for another 13
weeks, beginning Dec. 30. The program is placed by Cramer-Krasselt
Co., Milwaukee, and transcribed in
the Chicago studios of Columbia
Phonograph Co.
General Shoe Discs
GENERAL SHOE Co., Nashville
(shoes), is having a series of 13
five-minute transcriptions cut by
WBS for use by dealers. The company is furnishing the discs to the
dealers gratis, the dealer assuming
the time charges for local broadcasts. Badger, Browning & Hersey
Inc., New York, placed the order
for the discs.
YAKIMA County Horticultural
Union, cooperative at Yakima,
Wash., is scheduling a campaign,
including radio, for its Ribbon
Brand apples, with R. W. Staples
named advertising manager.
HOWARD H. HOPKINS, 32, assistant to Lee Bristol, vice president and advertising manager of
Bristol-Myers Co., died Dec. 12.
Remote

Audition

LAST summer Broadcasting reported the marriage of
the hostess of WGAR, Cleveland, to Sgt. Fred Lush of
the U. S. Army Air Corps.
Unable to follow her husband
to his post in Honolulu Mrs.
Lush resumed her post as
welcomer of radio visitors.
On the semi-annual anniversary of the marriage Mrs.
Lush had a recording made
of her voice, with two songs
included. Her husband, called
to KGMB, Honolulu, by that
station's nrogram director
heard his wife's voice for the
first time in six months. The
Honolulu radio executive offered Mrs. Lush a hostess position at KGMB as soon as
she could come to Hawaii.
She will accept as soon as

Change

Sales

Stafl

THE
NBC department
sales promotion
advertising
has an'!
alii
nounced the addition of the fjjl
lowing personnel to their depaa k
ment. These new additions weU

made
fill the gaps
left depail'
by tl"
recent torealignment
of the
ment's set-up and also to take caKu
of the vacancies left by transfer
and promotions.
Ellen Davis will serve as ass*
tant to Gar Young, who is
charge of NBC Trade News Sej
vice. She was formerly connects
with the Davis Printing and Pub
lishing Co., Philadelphia, and Le\*
Publishing Co., New York. For t
last year she has been doing fr
lance copywriting.
Harold E, Bisson will be
charge of sale promotion produi
tion. He was formerly connect
with the McGraw-Hill Publishi
Co., New York and served th
firm in various publications
Marvin D. Rae, jr., has be
pacifies.
added to the merchandising secti .-fs
of the department. Mr. Rae
cently was advertising manager
the Zoty Publishing Corp.
W. C. Roux will continue to
in charge of NBC general public
tion advertising which means
will be in charge of all advert
ing of NBC managed and operat
stations as well as the NBC tra
scription department. This mo
will concentrate all space advert
ing under one office.
General

Business Uptun

Is Noted by James Fro
AN UPTURN in business is *
ported by James L. Free, preside*
of Free & Sleininger Inc., statio
representatives, who has just g
turned to Chicago after a mo4
of travel. Mr. Free spent most o
his time in the East, visiting hi
firm's offices in New York and Ik
troit and calling on a number o
the stations his company repi|
sents. Among the stations visit*
were: WHK, Cleveland, WGS
WKBW, Buffalo, WAIU, Columba
KSD,
St. Mo.
Louis, and KMBC, Kai
sas City,
"When I last visited some c
these cities several months ago,
Mr.
Free stated, dull;
"business
comparatively
everyoiwb
seemed to be sitting around wail
ing for something to happen. 1
day the change is startling. StoH
are full of shoppers; offices a
beehives of activity; the air is f$
of optimism for the future."

possible.
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MBS Extends for Year
REELECTING its officers and 4
rectors, Mutual Broadcasting Sys
tem, at a meeting of represent!
fives of its station members in Chi
cago Dec. 6, renewed contracts an
agreements for the cooperative sto
tion hookup for another year froi
Jan. 31, 1936. All of the membe
stations reported increased into
est in the network and better bus:
ness among the individual station!
Attending the meeting were : The(
dore C. Streibert, WOR; Job
Clark, WLW; W. E. Macfarlai
and E. M. Antrim, WGN; Arc
Shawd and H. G. Wall, CKLfl
Fred Weber, coordinator of tl
network.
• December

15, 193; h

$70,000,000
law&Li

7%*

-&rte,

4fawaii,

id -@metic(zn
It is an integral part of the United
States.

Its population

speaks

American,

of 400,000

thinks

American

and buys American.
The

new

KGMB,

Premier

Broadcast-

ing Station of the 49th State,saturates
this rich market.

lean

Only six countries of the World make
larger purchases of American products
than the Hawaiian Islands. Hawaiian imports, including all of the standard
brands, aggregate more than $70,000,000 a year.
On Dec. 14, KGMB went on the air with
a four-fold power increase to 1,000 watts.
It is in new studios, and has new RCA
high fidelity studio and transmitter equipment. Its crisp, clear signals are dispatched from a new Blaw-Knox vertical
radiator. In fact, everything is new ex-

represents the best advertising buy in this typically American
Market.

It is an outlet of the Columbia Broadcasting System.

RED J. HART, President and General Manager
in Francisco Office, Californian Hotel
15, 1935

-flmet

cept its call letters.

KGMB

icemher

Hutjl
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Representatives: Conquest Alliance Company
New York, 515 Madison Ave.* Chicago, 100 N. La Salle St.
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Time

Sales

Automotive

Continue
Trade

to

Grow;

Leads

Way

Advertising Income Shows 21.3% Increase Over '34;
Regional Network, National Non-network Advance
INCREASED broadcast advertis- 10.9% above the October 1933 leving by the automotive industry
el. National farm paper advertisconstituted one of the principal
ing was 15.6% above the corresponding period of last year, while
developments in radio during October. National network automonewspaper volume rose 7.9%.
tive advertising was 29.5% greater Newspaper advertising was 5.7%
above October 1933, as compared
than during the corresponding
month of 1934, while national non- to a 46.2% increase on the part
network advertising experienced a of broadcast advertising.
gain of 638.5%. The increased
The influence of increasing network volume is to be found in the
use of non-network advertising bv
automotive manufacturers seems
decline of non-network advertising
to be a permanent trend ; automo- in the New England-Middle Atlantive non -network volume has
tic area embracing the basic netshown marked increases over 1934
work areas of the national comfor the last nine months.
panies. Non-network advertising
The ability of manufacturers to in this district was 22.1% less than
utilize this type of advertising in last October. A similar effect is
bringing special pressure in par- to be noted in the non-network
ticular markets, in coordinating volume of clear channel and highnational efforts with the introduc- powered non-network volume whi
tion of new models, local auto rose but 4.6% as compared to an
shows and local dealer advertising average non-network rise of 17.7%.
Local station volume continued
undoubtedly constitutes at least
partial explanations for this trend. to show the most encouraging gains
Local automotive advertising in- in the field, broadcast advertising
creased 90.9% as compared to Oc- for this class of station increasing
tober 1934.
58.8% as compared to the same
Broadcast advertising volume month of last year.
continued its gains of recent
Disc Volume Rises
months. Following conflicting
trends during September, radio ad- IN THE national non-network
vertising again showed the usual field live talent programs continued
seasonal upswing, rising 47.7% as their strong showing of recent
compared to the preceding month. months. Programs of this type inTotal gross time sales of the medcreased 28.7% as compared with
ium were 13.7% above the corresOctober 1934. Transcription volponding period of last year. Naume in the national field rose
tional network volume exceeded 14.8%, and announcements, 22.1%.
the October level by 56%. RegionTranscriptions, on the other
al network advertising rose more
hand, continued their growth in
than fivefold, while national non- the local field. Transcription volnetwork advertising: increased 41%.
ume was 51.3% greater than durLocal broadcast advertising volume
ing October of the preceding year.
registered a gain of 23.9%. Radio After falline off materially during
advertising volume during October
September, live talent volume again
. amounted to $8,394,893.
rose over the previous year's level,
exceeding last October by 2%.
An Increase of 21.3%
Announcement volume rose 22.1%.
RADIO volume for the first ten
General gains were experienced
i months of the current year indi- during October by all fields of
cates rate
an $87,000,000
if pres- broadcast advertising sponsorship,
■■• ent
of increase gross,
is continued
(Continued on page 57)
| for the next two months. Broadcast
I advertising during the first ten
j months of the current year was
: 21.3% above that of the corres! ponding period of 1934. National
i network advertising increased 20%,
regional network
volume 56%,
* national non-network advertising
f 24.5% and local broadcast adver,'
tising national
18.3%. non-network
Regional network
f and
adverf tising have been the principal
; fields of increase during the major
' broadcast
portion of the
current year.
advertising
duringTotal
the
first ten months of 1935 amounted
to $70,626,140.
Volume during
October for the various portions of
the medium is as follows:
September October 10 Months
National
net. $3,337,018 $5,017,900 $40,589,467
Regional
net.
81,108 132,748 854,850
National
non-net. _ 963,430 1,504,970 13,703,868
Local
1,288,300 1,739,280 15,477,955
Total ___$5,669,856 $8,394,898 $70,626,140
Broadcasting still leads the parade of advertising media on the
path of recovery. National magazine volume during October was
3.3% less than for the same month
of last year, though , remaining
Page 16

O. B. Hanson, NBC chief enginee
supervising the project. The buil<
ing is soundproof, fireproof ar
earthquake proof, and is a simp
edifice in white stucco with chror
ium and black metal trim. Wor
ing with Mr. Hanson were Gord<
Strang,
engineer; ai '.
L.
Tyler, construction
installation engineer,
the Austin Co., constractors.
Al Jolson, entertainer, who r
turns to the air in January on tl
NBC Shell Chateau, was master
ceremonies of the program. Amoi
participating artists were Pa
Whiteman and Jimmy Duranl
from New York; James Melt'
from Baltimore; Ben Bernie frc
New York; Rudy Vallee frc
Pittsburgh; Ruth E 1 1 i n g frc
FLYING BROADCASTER — Dr. Hawaii ; Irene Rich, Glad
George W. Young, manager of Swarthout, Marion Talley, Ja
WDGY,
Minneapolis,
inveter-to Benny, Anne Jamison, Edgar
ate airman
and uses ishisan plane
Guest, Phil Regan, Bing Crost
promote the station. He was re- May Robson, Wallace Beery a:
cently elected vice president of the wood.
John Charles Thomas from Holl
National Aeronautic Association.
An informal party staged
American movie stars in Lond
was brought by short wave.
Hollywood Studios
A preview of the studios w
held for the press Dec. 6, with r
Of NBC
Dedicated
dio editors from San Francisco g
Well-known Radio Officials and ing to Hollywood by plane. NI
executives arrived several days t
Talent Aid in Inaugural
fore the premiere.
Music on the opening progrs
NEW Hollywood studios of NBC
were formally dedicated at 10:30 was in charge of Meredith Willsc
NBC western division musical e
p. m. (EST) Dec,
7 with network
a two- pervisor, assisted in conducting
hour-and-a-half
inaugural
Victor Young, Johnny Gre<
program in which radio and mov- Harry
Jackson and others. A
ing picture officials as well as
prominent artists participated. The nouncing was by James Wallir
new studios are located in the old ton, Don Wilson and Sam Hay
Consolidated Film Industries buildElaborate Studios
wood.ing at 5515 Melrose Ave., Holly- THE MAIN building is two stor;
Participating in the program
high, 140 feet long, with fronta
were David Sarnoff, RCA presi- on Melrose Avenue, and 75 f<
dent; M. H. Aylesworth, NBC
wide. In it are located three si
president and chairman of the dios and various offices. To t
board of R-K-0 Corp.; Will Hays, rear and joined to the main bui
president of the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors of ing is a one-story structure abc
72 feet long and 31 feet wide,
America; Richard C. Patterson
this smaller, single studio will
Jr., NBC executive vice president;
for clients and i
Don Gilman, NBC vice president in held auditions
agencies.
charge of the western division; vertising
The only entrance open to 1
John F. Royal, NBC vice president
public — that on Melrose Avenue
in charge of programs.
Conservatively modern in style, leads into the lobby on the hie
the new studios house the latest in floor. An enclosed stairway dire
at the entrance gives access
technical facilities and utilize prin- ly
ciples followed in Radio City, with the second floor without crossi
the main foyer. Smart and eff'
tive in design, the floors of the <
trance lobby are of black terra;
with chromium metal strippin;
The walls, decorated with flexwc
in hairwood pattern, give the
feet of wood paneling. The fur
ture,
the exterior
conservativi
modernrepeating
tone of the
of \
building, is of gunmetal finish.
Eight offices occupy the front
the building, four for the progr;
department, two for Manager Jo
W. Swallow and his secretary, a
two for Vice President Gilman a
secretary. Four offices on the si
are divided between Miss Har:
barger of Artists Service,
Leuschner of the legal departme
and their respective secretari
The music library, sales, press a
auditor and cashier are in the re.
Of the four studios, one, Stu<
D, is in the center of the first flc
of the main building. The t
principal studios of the Nl
Hollywood headquarters, A and
are on the second floor of the ms
building. Very similar to Stu<
8G at Radio City, each has perir
nent theatre seats, a stage, ci
tains and stage drapes, stage ligl
ing,theetc.
one-story
buildi
at
rearIn istheStudio
C.
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E'RE

PLAYING
with,

the

MONOPOLY'

/Q&dio

Buffalo's

-Qdvettfalna

Savings

Banks

oh

....

FaR be it from us to boast, but we can't help feeling a
little chesty over the fact that every one of Buffalo's four Savings Banks spends its radio advertising appropriation exclusively
with us.
Without being too smug, we believe that is a pretty good indication of the importance of BBC in the Buffalo Area and its coverage
of the Niagara Frontier.
We

also believe that we have an unique advantage to offer any advertiser — whether his product is puppy biscuit or bath salts. And

that is the fact that Buffalo Broadcasting
WGR and WKBW.

operates two stations —

We've shouted about this before — but we're going to keep right on
doing so. You'll see why when we explain that WGR- WKBW divide
Columbia and Buffalo Broadcasting Productions between them.
This of course permits the careful selection of the most advantageous time —

and it also means

that considerably more

tageous periods are available than when
chain programs

advan-

one station must carry all

in addition to its local productions.

Being innately modest souls we'll say no more. We'll simply urge
you to consider carefully the manifold advantages of radio advertising through BBC — the precedent established by Buffalo's four
Savings Banks — and as a grand finale offer to send you facts and
figures which conclusively prove the truth of everything we've said
about WGR and WKBW.

EH OS O^THE DIAL

OPERATED

BY THE BUFFALO BROADCASTING CORPORATION, RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO, NEW YORK.
REPRESENTED BY FREE &, SLEININGER, INC.

December

15, 1935
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Radio

Dollars
Rolling
Into
Bant
By
C. W. GROVE
President, Second Federal Savings & Loan Association, Cleveland
He said that he was a machini:
and was unable to get downto-w
New Institution Turns to Air Waves and Quickly Discovers
often. One of our men attempte
to explain our savings plan but tt
machinist interrupted him and sa:
A Formula
to Bring in Flocks of Savings Accounts
he understood it clearly because 1
had been listening to our rad
PEOPLE will lisbroadcasts. We quote our man wl
ten to radio
ad- I|f^
vertising
and then
W
JB THERE'S many an old sock acting as custodian for talked to him: "This custom*
took a roll of bills out of his pock
bring their hard jl
that would do me very nicely fc
earned dollars to || I*
il Cleveland dollars. And there's many an old sock comopen new savings
Jl
ing out of the pantry cupboard as Clevelanders heed the a month's salary and opened wh;
accounts in a new
suggestion of the new Second Federal Savings & Loan
he Recently
called a 'small
there account'."
was a scho
financial institu- g
teachers'
convention
in Clevelai
tion, if, (and that |"
Association, which has learned the efficacy of the etherand during it a teacher fro
is
the
■' .- *■:
plana large
is oneif) that
Wooster, about 40 miles south >
waves. It takes new accounts to get a savings and loan
Mr. Grove
Cleveland, brought in a fine a
public wants
the the
and
program tells them about hank into operation, and as far as Second Federal is concount, stating that he had bet
it so that they thoroughly underlistening for some time to oi
stand it.
question and answer programs,
cerned, ittakes radio to get new accounts. Here's how:
is not unusual for us to open e
That is a rather broad prediction but it is based upon the ex- by the fact that since the first of then presents an officer of our As- account for total strangers wl
perience of the Second Federal last June we have had an unintersociation for a three-minute talk. come in with a handful of cu
Savings & Loan Association, of
rupted
schedule
of
at
least
two
rarency, sometimes even a stack >
These
talks
are strictly commerCleveland, one of the new local,
dollar bills.
dio programs per week on WGAR,
cial and deal in plain facts and fig- hundred
After four months of strict
mutual savings institutions, oper- and in the last three months our
ures.
The
period
is
closed
by
the
ating under national charter and receipts in local savings totaled announcer with the answers to the commercial advertising in tl
authorized by the Home Loan Act
questions and the notice of the What's the Answer? programs, v
$119,627.
of June, 1933.
When the Second Federal first next period.
decided to give our programs v
Following a limited series of ra- started using radio advertising
riety in the hope of increasing oi
From
June
1
to
July
9
we
used
dio programs, the Second Federal early in 1935, we presented two or 15 such programs which brought radio audience. For several week
received in the first ten days of three 15-minute talks in which we results
as stated above. Many of on Thursday evenings, we have i
July, 1935, new savings accounts
the entire plan of Fed- the accounts that made up the troduced Capt. Patrick Tayluer,
and additions to accounts totaling explained
eral Savings & Loan Associations. total of $55,000, reported hearing sea captain 78 years of age wl
more than $55,000, a large part Subsequently we used a few an- our programs.
is introduced by the station a
of which came in direct response
nouncer. He tells of his adve
nouncements on participating proSome Results
to our radio series. That you may
tures
at sea and in South Afric
grams. We were beginning to reunderstand the remarkable job
cord quite a few new accounts
On
this
type of program we u;
NATURALLY,
we
continued
the
that radio advertising helped to whose owners stated that they had same plan through the summer
only a commercial announceme:
do, it is necessary to explain that heard our radio talks. During the and
not a week passed without at at the close. Comments about Ca
the Second Federal was new, hav- months of April and May we dis- least one or more new accounts as tain Tayluer have been sufficie
ing been chartered in April, 1934.
continued radio advertising entire- a result of the radio advertising. to indicate an interested audienc
It had no past history; it was not
ly and the falling off in results was At the present time our schedule
A most interesting result
a Federal, converted from a state noticeable.
includes Tuesday and Thursday of broadcasts is found in our loan d
chartered savings and loan comOn June 1, we started a series
We make first mortga;
on WGAR, for an in- partment.
pany. The whole system of Fed- called What's the Answer? Each each week
loans on homes exclusively ai
definite period.
eral Savings & Loan Associations
period is a five-minute broadcast
Here are typical examples of since July 22 have only had oj
is new and therefore, the big job at
6 p. m., and the regular sched- results:
five - minute period devoted exel
that radio had to do was a combiule is Tuesdays and Thursdays.
sively to loans. On the date ju
An
elderly
woman
came
in
shortnation of educating and selling.
Around the first of each month
ly after Oct. 1 with a liberty bond mentioned we presented a 15-mi
Most for the Dollar
when we anticipate an increase in that had been called in June. She ute talk on "Home Mortgage Loai
activity we usually add a few extra
under the Federal Housing Admi
IN THE EARLY days of our or- periods on other days of the week. wanted to use it to open an account and volunteered the informa- istration." People still come in ai
ganization we faced the problem Each of these five - minute protion that she had been listening to have
of choosing an advertising medium
apply heard
for loans
stating
that ther
grams open with from one to four
our radio
programs,
for most of our expenditure be- questions asked by the station an- our program for some time.
doubt some of these people wl
cause we realized that we could
About the same time, a man in listen to our savings programs a
with explanation that the
not spread our advertising dollars answers nouncer,
will be given before the working clothes came in to open ply for loans, others still come
too thinly in many mediums. We
close of the period. The announcer what he called a small account.
answer
to our
some time
ago. loan broadcast us>
had listened to other radio programs. We could understand how
radio would sell food products, cosAs this article
is written
ha'
SALUTING
ITS NEIGHBORS
completed
six months
of we
contin
metics, and other items with broad
ous
radio
advertising
as
describ
public appeal. Frankly, we were
above. Of course, we feel that tl
WSM Starts Series in Honor of Score of Stations
skeptical of radio results, but we
were led to choose radio for these
savings plan we offer is one th
the public wants or we would gj
Rebroadcasting Its Programs Regularly
reasons: Our first method of deresults. We also feel that c
veloping new savings business was
KFXR, Oklahoma City; WOPI, no
STARTING recently, WSM, Nashradio series has brought the Se
naturally by personal contact. Each
Bristol,
Tenn.;
WAML,
Laurel,
ville, inaugurated a series of proond Federal to the attention of
new account meant a careful exgrams dedicated to and publicizing Miss.; WPFB, Hattiesburg, Miss.; large audience and that the resul
planation of our method of opera- other radio stations — but not other
tion. Each account meant first 50,000 watters. What WSM is WNBR, Memphis; WKEU, Griffin, we have obtained up to date inc
cate that a continuation of rad
educating and then convincing the planning to do in its new series of Ga.; WLBC, Muncie, Ind.; WRBL,
Columbus, Ga.; WSGN, Birming- advertising should bring consi
prospect. We had a story to tell. weekly salutes is to further cement
WCBS, Springfield, 111.; tently increasing results in t jl
We felt sure we had what the pub- cordial relations with some two WAIM, ham;
Anderson, S. C; WMFR,
future. A check of new accoun
lic wanted. We felt that we would
smaller stations now regu- High Point, N. C.
be able to get results if we could dozen larly
opened in the year ended Oct. ?
rebroadcasting
WSM
local
The idea of being saluted has shows that 27.5% of our new a
explain our savings plan in a
wholesale way. We felt also that programs.
met with instant approval of counts, by number, and 21.2%, 1
Tuesday nights at 9:30, WSM
it was desirable, in building a new
smaller stations, anxious to have volume, came as a result of rad
salutes
these
stations,
the
first
financial institution, to inject the having been WATL, Atlanta;
the world learn about them and advertising.
personality of the officers into the
also anxious to learn more about
There is no question about o
WPAD, Paducah, Ky.; WTJS,
selling. In other words, we wanted
their colleagues. Francis Craig, thing. The records show definite
to duplicate as nearly as possible Jackson, Tenn.; WROL, Knoxville;
WSM dance maestro, with his that radio has helped to put n(
the person-to-person discussion of WLAP, Lexington, Ky.; WJBY,
orchestra and entertainers are fea- dollars in new savings in the Se
Gadsden, Ala.; WCOC, Meridian,
the Second Federal. That our conond Federal Savings & Loan Ass
tured on the show.
tention was correct is Jemonstrated
ciation of Cleveland.
Miss.; WNRA,
Sheffield, Ala.;
Page 18
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Examiner
Atelckandfoinj
A/otel
Contest for Song Writers — A Contented Christmas — Voting
for Football Favorites — Checks for Advertisers
S. C. JOHNSON & SON Inc., Racine, Wis. (wax), sponsoring the
Fibber McGee & Molly program
Mondays at 8 p. m. on an NBCWJZ network, has started an amateur song writers contest. Rico
Marchelli, conducting the Fibber
McGee orchestra, is cooperating
with Irving Berlin Inc., publishing
house, the latter offering to publish the winning song. In addition
the winner will receive a $100 cash
prize. The contest started Dec. 1.
Judges are Marchelli, Carl Hohengarten, his chief arranger, and
Fred Kramer, representing Irving
Berlin Inc. The song must be in
the popular vein and typically
American in rhythm and spirit.
Marchelli will orchestrate the song
and his orchestra will play it when
the winner is announced. Needham,
Louis & Brorby Inc., Chicago, is
the Johnson agency.
* * *
CARNATION Co., Milwaukee, is
giving a Christmas party to 500
children at the Contented Hour
program on an NBC-WEAF network, Dec. 23, 10-10:30 p. m.
(EST). The Chicago studios are
to be decorated in seasonal motif.
After the program candy and toys
will be distributed and Carnation
artists will stage an impromptu
concert. _ During the broadcast
there will be no commercials in
order to provide maximum time for
entertainment. Everett Mitchell is
to announce. Erwin, Wasey & C
Ltd., Chicago, is the agency.
* * *
WORKING on one-day notice, the
KTUL, Tulsa, Okla., staff aired a
three-hour commercial salute to
the Mid-Continent Petroleum
Corp. on its 22d anniversary.
Learning of special newspaper
sections to appear, the KTUL staff
went into action on a cooperative
salute program. The program,
built in ten-minute salutes for each
sponsor, started at 12 p. m. the
next day. It ran solid for two
hours and a half, and then after
skipping for a network show, resumed for half an hour at 4 p. m.
Later that night the station itself
used 30 minutes in saluting the petroleum corporation, Tulsa's largest
industry, with W. C. (Bill) Gillespie, station vice president, congratulating the organization.
ACQUIN PRODUCTS Co., St.
Louis (proprietary), which started
a series of 26 quarter-hour programs twice weekly on KSD, St.
Louis, is distributing the Acquin
Almanac to listeners sending in
the direction leaflet from a tin or
bottle of Acquin. NBC Thesaurus
recordings are used on the program, produced by Charles F.
Kelly Jr. and Lewis B. Hagerman,
of Kelly & Stuhlman Inc., St.
Louis, the Acquin agency.
# # #
LADY ESTHER Co., Evanston,
111., is running a limited offer of a
24-page illustrated booklet entitled
Make-up Secrets to all who write
in for it. They are also including
samples of Lady Esther products.
Page 20

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem, N. C, Camels,
Prince Albert, is announcing over
its CBS Tuesday and Thursday
night program a money back offer
on both of these products. On the
cigarettes the tag is "Try ten and
if you don't like Camels return the
package with the rest of the cigarettes and the manufacturer will
mail the addressee the full price
of
the cigarettes
plus postage."
similar
offer is made
for PrinceA
Albert — smoke half a box.
* * *
MacFADDEN PUBLICATIONS
Inc., New York, is using a large
painted display sign on top of its
editorial offices on Broadway to
advise New Yorkers to tune in on
WEAF each Friday night 9:30-10
p. m. for the True Story Court of
Human Relations. The sign is
illuminated at night.
A CHANCE to vote for his favorite football player is offered every
listener to the Elgin Campus Revue, sponsored by the Elgin National Watch Co., Elgin, 111., over
an NBC network each Friday evening. Four teams will be chosen,
representing the East, Midwest,
South, and Far West, the members
of each team selected entirely on
the basis of the listeners' votes. At
the conclusion of the poll, each
player will be presented with a
watch by the sponsor.
* * *
TO PROMOTE the talent discovery hour, sponsored by Cities Service Oil Co., WHIO, Dayton, is dedicating the Sunday program each
week to a surrounding city. With
the show sponsored by Washington
Court House, O., the city sent the
high school band in uniform, the
American Legion Post in uniform,
and 200 other spectators to the
show, which was presented in the
garden of the Van Cleve hotel.
Prior to the program the unit was
paraded around Dayton streets
with a police escort.
* * #
PURITY BAKERIES Corp., Chicago (Grennan cake), using an
hour program six mornings a week
titled Breakfast Express on
WKRC, Cincinnati, has drivers
plug the program on their calls.
In addition the sponsor distributes
large cerscolored
posters to local grofor display.

Legal Interference
DON WELLER, chief engineer of WISN, Milwaukee,
and his staff were making interference tests recently in
Eastabrook Park, near the
scene of Milwaukee's recent
bombing panic. Suspicious
residents phoned the police.
After hearing the explanations, the law stayed around
a while just to make sure.
CAPITALIZING on its frequent
airing of benefit performances,
WMCA, New York, is opening
these programs to sponsorship.
Credits are deftly handled on a
good-will basis, with sponsors usually tieing in benefit programs with
regular programs,
vertising and windownewspaper
displays. adIn
November WMCA broadcast four
benefits, including the New York
American Christmas Relief Fund,
sponsored rondack
by Sanitorium
Sally's Benefit,
Studios; sponAdisored by Sachs Quality Furniture
Inc.; National Hebrew Orphan
Asylum Benefit, also sponsored by
Sachs; benefit for United Jewish
Appeal, sponsored by Adam Hat
Stores Inc.
WMCA's viewpoint is that the
station gets paid, the sponsor gets
a gala show with big-name artists,
the benefit gets a substantial dona* * * satisfied.
tion, and everybody's
FRANK PRESBREY Co., New
York agency, liked its new Schulte
Cigar Store program on CBS so
well that it mailed 1500 checks to
national advertisers. The checks
were for "15 minutes of music,
songs and foolishness". Among
those receiving them were Presbrey clients, other sponsors, and all
important broadcasting prospects.
In addition the agency forwarded
personal letters to all clerks
in Schulte cigar stores describing
the program and inviting dealers
to tune in and encourage customers to listen. The letters were
signed by Rube Goldberg, the main
talent feature. The sponsor, D. A.
Schulte Inc., New York, is using
16 CBS stations, Tuesdays and
Thursdays, 7-7:15 p. m., and went
on the air Dec.# 3.* *
FALSTAFF BREWING Corp.,
St. Louis (Falstaff beer) wanted
to check the coverage of their
Frolic Time program, broadcast on
Saturday nights over KMOX, so
they offered a set of coasters to
those writing in. Within four
days after the broadcast this single
announcement had produced more
than 5,000 replies from 36 states
and Canada.

AT
FIRST NATIONAL BANK if ENTERTAINMENT
Columbia Broadcasting System (W ABC]

payable in your home
every Tuesday & Thursday 7:15 P. M.
FRANK PRESBREY CO. ADVERTISING

A. SCHULTE CIGAR STORES
/\/ ,
MitM-C
/fr^^6^S^
C/M^
%zU*U> ^Un-

PROMOTION PIECE — Some 1500 national advertisers, among them
clients of Frank Presbrey Co., New York agency, received checks like
this announcing the new CBS program of Schulte Cigar Stores.

Favoi

Three Against Tw
SUSTAINING Examiner E
berg's recommendations in e;T|
case, the FCC Broadcast Divis ,i
on Dec. 10 authorized the constr tion of three new stations — <!|
each in Springfield, Mass., He I
ford, Conn, and Muskogee, Okla and denied applications for rji
stations in Worcester and He I
ford.
The Connecticut Valley Bro casting Co., a partnership cons •
ing of Quincy A. Brackett, Le i
B. Breed and Edmund A. Lapc ,
secured the Springfield grant c
a limited station of 500 watts i
1140 kc, the order becoming efi •
tive Feb. 4, 1936.
Stations of 100-watts power w!»
granted to the Hartford Times ; i
the Muskogee Press, the former a
1200 kc. daytime only, effect e
next Feb. 4, and the latter 1
time on 1500 kc, effective nfl
Feb. 11.
The applications of the Were!
ter Broadcasting Co. and the Hs*
ford Broadcasting Co., both askB
for 100-watt stations on 1200 gl
were denied. The head of the tP
plicant corporations is Albert >.
Moffat, operator of WMAS, Spri field and WLLH, Lowell, Ma .,
with John Shepard 3d, presid t
of the Yankee Network, repoi i
in the application as holding a c i*
tract for purchase of 25% of e
stock if the applications we
Examiner Bramhall on Dec. 0
granted.
also rendered a report favor ?
granting
a new
on
1420 kc.
to the100-watt
Abilene stat
(Tcjfin
Reporter, at the same time reo imending against an identical $>
plication of William O. Ans I
Jr., of Abilene.
NBC Opera Broadca.
Likely to Be Sustainij*
UNLESS a sponsor is signed t
the last moment, Metropolitan Op a
will return as a sustaining feat e
on the combined NBC netwoi i,
88 stations, starting Dec. 21, and.e
heard every Saturday through e
14-week season from 1:45 to El
p. m. EST. That the opera, wh*
has been signed for the third y r
exclusively
at a will
cost dl
$'A
to
amount by
to NBC
$100,000,
nitely be offered again was m m
certain in an announcement ijfl
10 which
the feature
be
carried indicated
as sustaining
with 11 1>'
1
ton Cross again the announ I
Last year the opera was sponsod
by Lambert Pharmacal Co., I
Louis (Listerine), the season I
fore by American Tobacco 1 ..
New
(Lucky
Strike).
series York
is offered
to the
Canac 1 Ie
Broadcasting Commission.
Denies Mexican Relay
EXERCISING the authority gi b
it in the Communications Act, I
FCC Broadcast Division on I*
3 denied the application of h :1
interests in Eagle Pass, Tex. o
transmit programs across e
American border to XEPN, I
called "border" station at Pied s
Negras, Mexico. The decision sfl
tained the recommendation of C 1
missioner
Thad
H. Brown,
~M
cation.
conducted
a hearing
on thewhoapii-
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Network Time Available
As Some Accounts Fail
Given in Calendar
To Continue Schedules
Of Retailing Group
ALTHOUGH sponsored time bookings on the networks are the highSpecial Events and Sales Plans
est in history, with waiting lists
on hand for time relinquished by
Are Provided in 1936 Guide
sponsors, the close of the fall
VALUABLE to stations and agen- broadcasting season will see sevcies is the Retailer's Calendar and
eral accounts fail to renew their
Promotional Guide just issued by schedules. Programs being disthe National Retail Dry Goods
continued before Jan. 1 on the sevAssn., 225 W. 34th St., New York
eral networks with their expira($2.50). The guide was compiled
tion dates follow (based on inforby Frank W. Spaeth, manager of
mation available as Broadcasting
the sales promotion division.
went to press) :
The new work combines the
NBC-WEAF NETWORK
Daily Planning Guide, published
General Foods Corp., New York
some years ago, and the Calendar
(Log Cabin Syrup), Log Cabin Reof Special Weeks and Days, formerly published annually by
vue with Frank Crumit, Conrad ThiNRDGA. Listed for each day are Dec.
bault 25.and Harry Salter's orchestra,
"important activities which help to
Elgin National Watch Co., Chicreate dominant buying impulses."
cago, Elgin, Campus Revue with the
For each month are the "important Mills Bros, and Art Kassel, Dec. 27.
P. Lorillard & Co., New York (Old
volume departments and major
promotional appeals used by well- Golds), Old Gold Sport Page of the
run stores, regardless of their Air with Thornton Fisher,- Dec. 28.
NBC-WJZ NETWORK
size."
Among data included are wedNortham
Warren Corp., New York
ding anniversaries, Jewish holi- (Cutex nail
and lipstick),
days, festivals and feasts, and Niela Goodele, polish
Dec. 22.
wedding anniversaries.
F. W. Fitch & Co., Des Moines
A sample bit of information,
(shampoo), Wendell Hall, Dec. 24.
taken at random from the daily
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey
calendar, is for June 4, 1936. It City (toothpaste), House of Glass
with
Gertrude Berg, Dec. 25.
reads: "U. S. Open Golf TournaJohn H. Woodbury Inc., Cincinnati
ment, Short Hills, N. J., June 4,
(soap).
ParadiseDec.with
5, 6. Smart stores cash in on na- Elsie
Hitz Dangerous
and Nick Dawson,
27.
tion-wide publicity given cotton
CBS NETWORK
this week. Models parade summer
fashions in restaurants. Girls in
Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., PhiladelBeach Shop model beach apparel.
Daly's
WilliamDec.
traphia
and (radios),
guest stars,
12. orches'Cool Wool' suits for men — healthier and more comfortable summer.
E. R. Squibb & Sons, New York
Peaceways'
Father's Day and Children's Day To
(drug
Armsproducts),
for Peace World
with Deems
Taycoming."
lor,
Howard
Barlow's
orchestra
and
Promotional Ideas
guest stars, Dec. 19.
IN THE MONTHLY analyses are
OPTIONS
highlights of typical activities dur- NEBRASKA
ing that period of the year, with
TO
BUY
ABANDONED
suggestions on promotion. Average
June sales are broken down by PURCHASE options on two of the
types of products, and by federal four stations in Nebraska sought
reserve districts. Dozens of pro- by the Nebraska Broadcasting Co.,
motional ideas are suggested.
subsidiary of the Omaha WorldIn a statement explaining the aHerald,
have been surrendered folguide, Paul E. Murphy, chairman
lowing the failure of the FCC to
of the sales promotion division, take action on their voluntary assaid: "It will prove a useful tool
signment. The newspaper interto every retail executive interested
ests announced they had within selling, because it will enable
drawn applications for assignments of WJAG, Norfolk, and
stores to plan their selling activities far enough in advance to in- KMMJ, Clay Center, which will be
sure adequate preparation and in- retained by their present licensees.
telligent follow-through — someThe newspaper organization was
thing sadly lacking in many stores understood to have agreed to pay
today.
$50,000 for WJAG, operated by
"We dedicate this work to the the Norfolk Daily News, and
$75,000 for KMMJ, operated by
store owners, advertising managers, display managers, store man- the M. M. Johnson Co.
agers, buyers, merchandisers, copy
The Omaha World-Herald still
writers who want to improve their holds options on WAAW, Omaha,
work in 1936. And to those out- at a price said to be $150,000, and
side the drygoods field who are in- KGBZ, York, at a price of $48,000.
Voluntary assignments are still
terested in retail sales promotion."
pending before the FCC, whose
Examiner Hill has recommended
that
KMA, Shenandoah, la., with
March of Time Weekly
which KGBZ shares day time on
TIME Inc., New York (Time 930 kc, be granted full time. This
resulted from a recent hearing at
magazine and "The March of Time"
newsreel) begins a new series of which each station asked for full
weekly half-hour programs over time, which would automatically
41 CBS stations Thursday, Jan. 2, eliminate the other. Examiner
8:30-9 p. m. and each following Hill also recommended denial of a
Thursday. The sponsor is using renewal license for KGBZ.
the same coast-to-coast network
that was used for the previous fiveweekly programs. The contract is AL JOLSON returns to the NBC
for 13 weeks. Batten, Barton, Shell Chateau Jan. 4 after an abDurstine & Osborn Inc., New York,
sence from the program since last
handles the account. John Mcln- April, Wallace Beery soon contyre will be the announcer.
cluding his series of 12 programs.
Promotional
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LLOYD E. YODER — Manager of
the NBC western division press relations department, San Francisco,
and former Carnegie Tech AllAmerican tackle, is still active in
football on the West Coast. He is
secretary and treasurer of the
Northern California Football Officials Association. Here he is, officiating the St. Mary's - Oregon
game at San Francisco. The camera
caught him just as he signalled
"a score".

Rate

Carl

Is Issued by CBi
THE NEW CBS rate card, No. I
ordered into effect Dec. 1 and corporating various changes in !j
network's rate structure, was m; 3
public on that date by Hugh .
Boice, vice president in charge f
sales. The rate card lists W. +
Detroit, which joined CBS a; i
basic outlet last Sept. 29; WV I
New Orleans, and WMMN, Fs|
mont, W. Va., the latter two cently added as supplemental: .
Advertisers are advised by *.
Boice that they may select any 1 of five "optional" basic cities c
make up the minimum requirem t
of 23 basic stations, the optic ii
stations which are all listed at t
same basic rate being WADC, :ron; WBNS, Columbus; WH
Rochester; WSPD, Toledo, d
WORC, Worcester. Another cha e
from Rate Card No. 20 requ s
the use of a minimum of at 1< sr
five of the nine CBS cities in m
Southwestern group.
For the convenience of agen je
and advertisers, Rate Card No 1
also notes the cost of some typ »1
hookups as used by different ( S
sponsors in order to help mai a
quick estimate of coverage cca.
After station-hour discounts 1 re
been deducted, but without k
10% annual discount, the tyj I
hookup
costs are given
Forty-six-station
hookup asas folk
use >js:
a drug advertiser — Night I r,
$9,922.50;
night half-hour,
$6,llSf;If
night quarter-hour,
$4,079.25.
day half-h
hour, $4,968.90;
$3,067.30
; day quarter-hour
Sixty-one-station
hookup as$2,03!
use >?2.
a toilet goods manufacturer — Nht
hour, $11,942.75 ; night half - 1 ■
$7,371 ; night quarter-hour, $5,05' 0.
Day hour, $5,984.12 ; day half-1 ir,
$3,698.10
; day quarter-hour,
Seventy-six-station
hookup$2,52
as S,
ed
by a good advertiser — * Night 1 I
$8,43';1 ■)
; night half-hour
night
quarter-hour,
$5,625. Day
$13,281.35
; day half-hour,
$6,658.05
day
quarter-hour,
$2,812.50. $4,23' I
Ninety-three-station hookup as ed
by several leading advertisers — > ht
hour, $15,235.25 ; night half-1 ir,
$9,428.12; night quarter-hour, $6 1.
half-1 ir
$7,723.10 ; day $3,27
Day hour,; day
O.
quarter-hour
$4,787.12

Elzey Roberts Seeking
St. Louis
Star Station
PROMINENT among newspaper
applications for new radio stations
being filed at the rate of several
per week, was that of the St. Louis
Chronicle Publishing Co., publishers of the St. Louis Times-Star,
seeking a new 1,000-watt station
on 1250 kc. in that city. Publisher
of the newspaper, which already
has a license for ultra-short wave
broadcasting, is Elzey Roberts,
former radio chairman of the
American Newspaper Publishers
Association, who headed its committee during the days of its bit- Truth-in- Advertising P n
terest criticism of radio.
On Dec. 6, WIL, St. Louis, also
filed an application for the 1250 Is Revived by the A A
kc. assignment, with 1,000 watts
the '&
with in-ac
day and
in lieu
of its pres■
IN CONN
the
of ON
rsaryECTI
annive
ent localnight,
channel
facilities.
The tiseme
nt,"truthnt"
the Adve is
moveme
station had filed for this assign- ing Federation of America as
drewment
it. earlier this year but with- called on presidents of ami: ec
to revive the gadvertising clubs
Among other pending recent ilance
committee method in < 'Pnewspaper radio applications, most eration with Better Business -uof which will go to hearings before reaus.
FCC examiners, are those of the
Writing to presidents of 1
St. Cloud (Minn.) Times, Water- clubs, Earle Pearson, AFA gei :a
loo (la.) Times-Tribune, Mason
manager, sent them copies oi ht
City (la.) Globe-Gazette, San Diego "Pittsburgh Plan" of advert ns
(Cal.) Union - Tribune, Bismarck
surveys and urged them to pro >tc
(N. D.) Tribune, Athens (Ga.)
the movement locally. The 7A
Times and Ventura (Cal.) County
-rj
Star. In addition, the Pittsburg will observe the 25th annivei inat its 1936
movement
the
of
(Kan.) Sun and Headlight, operatvention, date for which has no rei
ed by the Stauffer chain, has se- been set.
cured a favorable recommendation for a new 100-watt station in
that community.
REMINGTON - RAND Inc., affalo, N. Y. (typewriters), us s
one-minute spot inseries of
TRANSFER of control of KUOA,
ents7 over WHN, Wj jA
nouncem
Fayetteville, Ark., owned by Mrs. and WINS, New York, to pro >fe
Roberta Fulbright and her family, the sale of typewriters as CI st- ar
publishing the Fayetteville Demomas presents. The campaign
crat, to John Brown University,
"*r
Barton,thjac
Batten,
Dec.
Inc., placed
Osborn
stine &8-14.
was authorized by the FCC Dec. 10. count.
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Mr. Charles L. Koellein, Secretary and Buyer,
Tennessee Wholesale Drug Company Serving scores
of druggists within a 100-mile radius of Nashville.

Drug

buyer

WSM's

Late-hour Program
Proves
Successful

applauds

sales

influence

"The thorough way in which WSM
chandises acampaign

mer-

to the retail deal-

ers, makes it possible for us to adequately
stock these dealers in advance.
druggists know
when

WSM

from

Most of the

actual experience that

gets behind a product, sales ac-

tion is going to result."
— CHARLES

L. KOELLEIN

Ask your dealers and jobbers about
WSM's

WSM

sales influence in the South

50,000
WATTS

National Representatives, Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
Owned and Operated by
THE NATIONAL
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LIFE & ACCIDENT INSURANCE
Nashville, Tennessee

CO., Inc.

General Electric Getting Good
Results From lip. in. Series
IN THE FALL of 1932 General
Electric Co. started a ball rolling.
And in the manner of a small snow
ball being rolled over freshly fallen
snow it began to pick up other industries and professions, until now
it has a selling plan that is being
enthusiastically received.
What was once a small snow ball
is now known as GE's Better Light
Better Sight movement. A score
of local electric light companies,
groups of welfare organizations
and some apparently unallied industries are behind the GE drive.
To bring this movement before a
still greater audience, GE went on
the air last October over an NBCWEAF network, Sundays, 11-11:30
p. m., the Melody Master, a program which is a cross between the
old Tompkins Corners program
and the Slumber Hour. It was the
purpose of the program to be as
easy on the ears as correct lighting is on the eyes.
But why pick such a late hour
for the program? Along about 11
p. m. the average working person
is just beginning to let his
thoughts
slip day
awayandfrom
routine of the
is the
thinking
about retiring within the next
hour. Sunday is usually spent
reading cations
the during
papers
or other and
publithe evening,
by
the time the GE program goes on
the air listeners are believed to be
in the mood for soft music and
with it educational material on
eye strain.
Saving the Eyes
IT IS ESTIMATED that one half
of the persons over 30 years of
age wear glasses for one purpose
or another. Those fortunate
enough not to need them are apt
to listen to advice on how to keep
their good eyesight.
The program, as can be gathered
from the above, is a family plot.
Everyday problems are discussed.
The things that amuse and make
life a muddle are all in the plot.
And it is through this plot that
the personal appeal of the educational talks given on this program
are broadcast. This counsel,
through the warmth of the human
voice, is taken as from the voice
of a friend.
The eye - consciousness instilled
in the public mind by GE through
the medium of the radio program has sent listeners hustling
out to buy more and better light
bulbs as may be expected. Still
more, it has sent them to doctors
for eye examinations, to opticians
for glasses, to paint stores for wall
tones which will be more restful on
the eyes, and to contractors with
orders for additional electrical outlets. And the program aids power
companies by increasing the use of
radios at a late hour.
Welfare groups have talked
themselves hoarse over these same
problems which the radio program
is solving. The Melody Master
reaches more homes in the course
of one evening than the most ardent welfare lecturer could reach
in years. Welfare workers are
heartily in favor of the program.
Naturally the Better Light Better Sight campaign has been going places and it will continue roll-

Scripps-Howard Records
Disc Series FeaturingiEditorial Personalities
IN LINE with its campaign to i
promote its two-dozen newspapers ■
by radio,
News-of j
papers are Scripps-Howard
making a test series
transcriptions featuring their
editorial
celebrities.
The first
transcription, of nine minutes, features an interview with Talburt,
Pulitzer prize-winning ScrippsHoward cartoonist. The second in
the series will be a discussion of
the gathering of foreign news by
William Phillip Simms, the newspaper chain's chief foreign editorial writer..
The plan, it is understood, is to
place the transcriptions on stations in cities in which ScrippsHoward publishes newspapers. The
recordings are being made United
States Recording Co., Earle Bldg.,.
Washington,
D. C.
C, Hanrahan,
under the vice
di-.
rection of James
president of Continental Broadcasting Co., radio subsidiary of
Scripps-Howard Newspapers.
Should the test series work out
on a sustaining or exchange basis
it is planned to extend the series
to a tri-weekly schedule on stations in the 23 cities in which
Scripps-Howard newspapers are j
published.
EXAMINER

ADVISES

DELETION OF KGBZ
DELETION of KGBZ, York, Neb.,
and assignment of its facilities to|
KMA, Shenandoah, la., with which
it shares time, has been recommended to the FCC Broadcast Division by Examiner George H. Hill.
The stations share time on the 930
kc. regional channel, each with
1,000 watts night and 2,500 watts
until local sunset. In his conclusions, Examiner Hill said:
The showing with respect to the
financial condition of the applicant,
KGBZ Broadcasting Co., is unsatisfactory.consist
The only
of the applicant
of assets
the broadcasting
equipment of Station KGBZ and a
lease on the property on which the
station is located. There are several
suits pending against Dr. George R.
Miller and the applicant KGBZ
Broadcasting Co. Dr. Miller does not
expect to and
continue
in thenegotiating
broadcasting
business
has been
the
sale of Station KGBZ.
Some of the programs broadcast by
KGBZ have been meritorious
Station
but
the broadcasts of sale of stock in
"fly-by-night"
termed and
organized
what may bepromoted
corporations,
by Dr. Miller and his associates, and
medical programs containing false and
statements,
misleading
contrary
and detrimeninterest are
public
tal to the policy.
to public

Division action.
is subject to BroadThecastreport
for
up prestig
ing
Electrice. and results
General
To merchandise the radio program GE is supplying, free of
charge, as much publicity as the
light companies can use. Window
display cards, a selection of 24
newspaper spotlight ad mats, with
the station call letter to be inserted by the company using the
and envelope stuffstreamers,
ad,
ers are furnished all for the asking. Letters to employes, home
lighting advisers, managers of
stores, docdepartments
lamp tors,
opticians, etc.,in are supplied

by GE.
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Important

vxapita

M~H,K
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NEW!
• Modern studios, the last word in studio
design and construction.
NEW!
• 5000-watt RCA transmitter — high fidelity
throughout
can buy. — the finest equipment money
NEW!
• Programs produced by a brilliant staff of
artists and production men.
NEW!
• Listening audience, the highest type of
radio entertainment brought to scores of
cities and communities which never before
have been within the primary coverage
area of ANY radio station. More than
2,000,000 persons in KFBK's primary area.

SACRAMENTO
KFB

K

CALIFORNIA

Owned and operated by the James McClatchy Company,
for more than 78 yeais publishers of The Sacramento Bee,
the 1934 Pulitzer Prize Winner. KFBK is one of the McClatchy California Radio Stations, which include KMJ,
Fresno; KWG, Stockton, and KERN, Bakersfield.
REPRESENTATIVES
Walter Biddick Company
Joseph McSillvra
485 Madison Avenue
568 Chamber »f Commerce Bldg.
New York City
Los Angeles, Calif.
1358 Russ Building
San Francisco, Calif.
919 N. Michigan Avenue
1038 hxchange Bid*.
Svattle
Chicago, Illinois

pecember

15, 1935
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Season

Greetings

★

★

A

s the holiday season approaches, we bid farewell to

the year that is past with thankfulness for the definite
and encouraging

progress it has brought.

as has fallen to our lot, we
whom

owe

Such success

to the many

advertisers

we have had the privilege of serving; and we take

this opportunity

to express the hope that the services

we have rendered

them

their success. With

may also have contributed

the hope that the New

be for all of us a year of continued

Year may

progress, we extend

to our advertisers and their agencies, and to all who
chance

to read this, our sincere wishes

holiday season.

to

may

for a joyous

EflSON

S

GREETINGS

Robert
self and

T. Convey,

President

his associates,

wis

of

on behalf of hint'
clients and friends of
and

corning New

Happiness

for the

Year.

St. Louis,
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Federal
Of

Radio

Operation
Opposed

By Chairman
Prall
Points to Huge Tax Burden as
One of the Main Objections
GOVERNMENT ownership of
broadcasting "has no place in our
democratic
form of
of the
government",
Chairman Prall
FCC declared Dec. 5 in a luncheon address
before the Downtown Athletic
Club, New York, of which he is an
officer. Many notables in radio
were present.
"Proposals have been advanced
for government ownership or
operation of broadcasting in the
United States," Mr. Prall stated.
"These
out
of thepropositions
fact that inhave
most grown
other
important nations, radio is government controlled. It is my view
that government-owned broadcasting has no place in our democratic
form of government.
"To give any administration control of the air would possibly point
the way to the suppression of free
speech. In every other nation having government broadcasting, it
has been found necessary to tax
the people to defray the operating
overhead. The enormous operating expense of American broadcasting on its present scale would
greatly add to the general tax
burden."
Federal Cooperation
DISCUSSING the work of the
FCC in connection with certain
types of programs, Mr. Prall asserted that the fine degree of cooperation of most stations has resulted in widespread improvement.
"Many unscrupulous broadcasters,"
Prallstations
assertetod,be "have
permitte
d Mr.their
used
salesmen to preby high-po
wered
sent fraudulent claims while advertising quack medicines, while
others have indulged in fortunetelling, astrology, and lotteries,
which have found many gullible
victims because of misrepresentations made and over-statements
presented in the broadcast.
"In these efforts the Commission, Iam happy to say, has had
the unqualified support and cooperation of the better class of
stations throughout the country,
and we believe we will soon have
arrived at a point where such misrepresentations wil be the
tion rather than the rule andexcepthat
the standards of broadcasting will
have reached a degree of excellence
to which we may point with pride."
Taking a "glimpse into the future of radio,"
Prall broadcastsaid:
Apparatus for Mr.
facsimile
ing has been perfected, although I
understand there is still an economic
obstacle which must be surmounted
prior to large-scale distribution. When
practical facsimile arrives, photographic reproductions of your favorite
daily newspaper will emerge before
your very eyes through your receiving set. Television, I understand, will
follow very closely, and while great
technical strides have been made, the
producers of television sets are not
yet ready to place them at your disposal. However, it will not be long,
I am sure, before these new devices
will be placed in your homes.
When the era of visual broadcasting arrives and you get the news by
reproduction of your daily newspaper,
as you watch the football or baseball
game, your favorite opera, and other
activities. I trust you will think back
to the fifth day of December, 1935,
December

15, 1935

GUESTS AT RADIO
4nning S. Prall, FCC
Kilpatrick, president
Conwell, president of
club; Donald Flamm,
WHY

LUNCHEON — Prominent radio and communications figures attended the luncheon giver
chairman, on Dec. 5 at the Downtown Athletic Club, New York. Left to right are J. L
of N. Y. Telephone Co.; Walter S. Gifford, president of AT&T; Mr. Prall; Walter L
club; Roy B. White, president of Western Union; Walter P. Holcombe, vice president of
president of WMCA, among other distinguished guests.

FEDERAL

STIPULATIONS

Both Stations and Public Protected by Procedure
Adopted by FTC in Checking Advertising
By E. J. ADAMS
and, therefore, those who control
Chairman, Special Board of Investigation,
such periodicals or stations have
Federal Trade Commission
the right to reject any copy that is
not approved by them. The effect
WE ARE frequently asked why we
of negotiating stipulations with
stipulate with radio stations. The
publishers and broadcasters is:
answer is that we are following
1. To effectively bring to the
the same procedure with reference
attention of the publisher or
to radio stations that we have satbroadcaster the fact that the adisfactorily followed with publishvertising copy of those certain
ers and advertising agents for
ment ;
advertisers
is questioned and bemany years.
ing investigated by the GovernBy an Act of Congress in 1914,
the Federal Trade Commission was
2. This stimulates the pubcreated, and unfair methods of
lisher or broadcaster to watch
competition in interstate commerce
closely and scrutinize with great
declared to be unlawful. By Seccare all advertising copy pretion 5 of this Act the Commission
sented by such advertisers;
is empowered
and
directed
to
pre3. It also has the tendency to
vent such unfair methods. The
induce publishers and broadcastcourts have uniformly held that
ers to refuse to publish or broadmisleading advertising is one of
such unfair methods.
cast any copy that contains statements, claims, or representaStipulations submitted by advertions that may mislead or detising agents, publishers and radio
ceive their readers or listeners;
stations, if accepted by the Com4. To make such publishers
mission, must disclaim any interest
and broadcasters realize and feel
in the business of the advertiser,
that they are cooperating with
or the subject matter, except such
their Government to prevent
interest as an advertising agent,
false and misleading advertising,
publisher, or broadcaster, serving
and are thereby doing their part
or selling space or time at regular
to protect the public from being
rates, may have.
deceived and res nta ions ; cheated by misrepAbiding by Terms
5. To restore the confidence of
THIS disclaimer is then followed
the public in advertising, and
by an agreement to observe and
thereby increase the value of adabide by the terms and provisions
vertising facilities as a means of
of any cease and desist order that
reaching
the buying public.
may be issued by the FTC against
Execution of stipulations is a
the advertiser, or any stipulation
between the advertiser and the practical and effective way of cooperating with the Commission.
Commission, of which the broadcaster or publisher may have
This method also provides a multitude of outposts, assisting the
notice.
Commission to stop and prevent
Broadcast stations and networks,
false advertising at its inception,
and publications, are used by ad- and
before the public is deceived
vertisers to reach the buying pub- or cheated.
lic. Neither radio stations nor
periodicals are common carriers
Every publisher or broadcaster
who signs a stipulation thus becomes asentinel, watching for miswith fond recollections and pleasant
leading advertising, and ready to
memories of the Downtown Athletic
prevent its publication before the
Club's Radio Luncheon.
Numbered among the 600 in at- public is injured.
tendance were David Sarnoff, RCA
Cooperation Received
president; William S. Paley, CBS
president; Alfred J. McCosker,
THE PROMPT execution and deWOR president and MBS chairlivery of stipulations by publishman of the board; Donald Flamm,
ers and broadcasters is accepted
WMCA president; Walter Gifford,
Commission as an expresA. T. & T. president and R. B. by the
sion of good faith and a desire to
White, Western Union president.
cooperate with the Commission.
Mr. Prall's address was broadcast.
Advertisers cannot deceive and
Entertainment lasting two hours
cheat the public unless they can
was arranged by NBC, CBS, MBS,
secure contact with the buying
WOR and WMCA. H. V. Kaltenborn, CBS news commentator, also public. The cheapest and most efspoke and urged caution against
fective way is advertising. If misrepresentation is stopped before
anything that might smack of
radio censorship.
publication or broadcast, the Com-

• BROADCASTING

mission's method of prevention is
effective.
Failure or refusal on the part of
publishers or broadcasters to
promptly sign and send in stipulations must be accepted as an indication that they are not in sympathymission,
withor that
the efforts
the Com-to
they areof willing
sacrifice the welfare and confidence
of their readers or listeners for the
revenue received for space in their
periodicals,
dio stations,oror time
that over
they their
have raan
irregular interest in the proceeds
resulting leading
fromadvertising.
such false and misThe Commission has found that
practically all reputable publishers
and broadcast stations are in accord with its efforts, and they are
giving fine cooperation. The besi
evidence of this cooperation and
the good faith of publishers and
broadcasters may be found in the
large number of stipulations from
publishers, broadcasters and advertising agents in the files of the
FTC. Without such cooperation
the work of the Commission would
be more difficult, more costly, anc
less effective, and it is appreciated
On the other hand, the privilege
of stipulation is a distinct advanbroadcasters
publishers.tageIttoenables
them and
to avoid
the
trouble, expense and unenviable
publicity which would be involvec
if they were made parties respondent in proceedings against the advertiser charged with violation oJ
the law. At the same time the procedure serves to fully protect the
public interest.
Clicquot Returns to Air
After 30-Month Absence
CLICQUOT CLUB Co., Millis, Mass
30-montr
ale), after
(gingerreturns
lapse,
to thea air
on 11
CBS stations Dee. 21, using the
Saturday 8-8:30 p. m. period. L
was exactly ten years ago thai
the company first used radio to advertise the product. The first shov
consisted of Harry Reser and hi;
orchestra and was titled The Clicquot Club Eskimos. The series rai
for seven-and-a-half years.
In the new series the sponsoi
will present the same talent set-up
A special split network is bein£
utilized. Stations are concentrat
ed along the Eastern Seaboard (in
eluding New
Washington''
th<
upper
York and and
New inEng
land states. The program is con
tracted for six months. N. W. Aye:
& Son Inc., New York, is th<j
agency.
A BIG increase in travel in thi
national parks is attributed by th<
U. S. National Parks Service to its
radio broadcasts over the networks

Talk

about

your

DIVIDENDS!

60

extra selections during
December.

40%

increase
in

regular

monthly selections (increased
from 20 to 28).

50%
more
tveekly continuity (increased
from 6 to 9
hours a iveek ) .

New
"big
name'''' talent.

look
for

at

these

recent

STANDARD

Other StandardFeatures include
Kay Kyser's Orchestra, the King's Men,
the sensational
Sons
of the Pioneers —
and the new "Last
Nighter'' series described on the opposite page.

EXTRAS

subscribers!

mJBSCRIBERS to the STANDARD Library found ample reason to
^ congratulate themselves recently. Their investment in this great service
is paying dividends! More selections, bigger and better talent, more hours
of continuity — and in December alone, 60 EXTRA selections furnished
to every Standard subscriber!
That's growth! That's progress! That's why Standard subscribers swear
by Standard — and that's why more and more stations, recognizing the
quality of Standard recording, and salability of Standard talent, are coming into the Standard fold.
"Stand-out" talent, flawless RCA recording on Victrolac pressings — at an
amazingly low cost per program — that's the story of the great Standard
Library in a few words. If it interests you, write today — ■ and ask us to
show you how this famous library can help you, as it has helped over 80 of
the country's leading stations — to sell TIME !

6404 HOLLYWOOD
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STANDARD
BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

RADIO,
INC.
180 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE,
BROADCASTING
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The

NEW

TRANSCRIPTION

SENSATION

!

s*

ga

—

a

STANDARD
Featuring

JOE

TWERP
and

GRIER'S
JIMMY
TRA
HES
ORC

TRIUMPH!
Joe Twerp — the funniest comedian brought to radio in
recent years ! Jimmy Grier — leading his great band in the
smoothest of modern melodies! Standard proudly presents
this sure-fire combination in a series of thirty-nine 15-minute
programs which, we predict, will be grabbed up on first
hearing by beer and beverage accounts, automotive and gas
and oil dealers, and others looking for something really
unusual ! The "Last Nighter" is destined to go fast — mail
the coupon below for your sample program today!
MAIL

★
Here are programs that have everything! Fresh wise-cracks that stay
fresh! Screamingly funny dialect
— grand music — swell harmony!
You'll like them — your toughest
prospects will be "so/d" on them
— and your listeners will clamor
for more!

COUPON

FOR

SAMPLE

!

Standard Radio, Inc.
6404 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.
Gentlemen:
Please send me sample program of the "Last Nighter" series for
which we will pay charge of $2.50 C. O. D., to be credited upon purchase
or refunded if records are returned within 30 days.
STATION
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STANDARD
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RADIO,
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180 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE,

CHICAGO,
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U. S. Radio
TO
UP — United Press

MAJOR
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Subscribing

ASSOCIATION

NEWS

SERVICES

TP — Transradio Press Service
INS — International News Service
RNA — Radio News Association
City
(Compiled from reports from stations, practically all of which indicate availability of news for sponsorship)

ALABAMA
Service
Station
TP
WMFD
TP
WAGF
TP
WJBY
WSFA
TP
WHBB
TP
TP
WNRA
ARIZONA
City
Service
Station
KPJM
TP
Prescott
ARKANSAS
City
Service
Station
KELD
El Dorado
TP
Little Rock
TP
KARK
CALIFORNIA
City
Station
Service
KERN
Bakersfield
INS
W6XAI
TP
Bakersfield
KMPC
Beverly
INS
KHSL
Chico Hills
TP & INS
KIEM
UP
Eureka
KMJ
Fresno
INS
KFOX
UP
Long Beach
KECA
UP
Los Angeles
KFI
UP
Los Angeles
KGFJ
INS
Los Angeles
KHJ
INS
Los Angeles
KNX
TP & UP
Los Angeles
KMTR
INS
Los Angeles
KROW
TP
Oakland
KFKB
UP
Sacramento
KFXM
TP
San Bernardir,
INS
KGB
San Diego
KFRC
INS
San Francisco
KGGC
RNA
San Francisco
San Francisco
KJBS
UP
San Francisco
KSFO
RNA
San Francisco
KYA
INS
San Jose
KQW
UP &■ INS
INS
KDB
Santa Barbara
Stockton
UP
KGDM
i.WG
INS
Stockton
COLORADO
City
Station
Service
KG1W
TP
Alamo
KVOR
TP
Colorado Springs
Denver
KFEL-KVOD
TP
TP
KLZ
Denver
INS
KIUP
Durango
KFKA
INS
Greeley
TP
Grand Junction
KFXJ
KGHF
TP
Pueblo
CONNECTICUT
*IN3
City
Service
Station
*INS
WICC
Bridgeport
WTIC
TP
Hartford
WDRC
Hartford
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
City
Service
Station
WJSV
UP
Washington
WMAL
UP
Washington
WOL
TP
Washington
FLORIDA
City
Service
Station
ClearwaterWFLA
TP
St. Petersburg
RNA
WMFJ
Daytona Beach
TP
WMBR
Jacksonville
Miami
TP
WQAM
WDBO
TP
Orlando
TP
Tampa
WDAE
Tallahassee
TP
WTAL
GEORGIA
City
Station
Service
TP
Albany
WGPC
TP
Atlanta
WATL
TP
Atlanta
WGST
INS
TP
WRDW
Augusta
WRBL
Columbus
TP
WKEU
Griffin
Macon
WMAZ
WTOC
TP
Savannah
TP
Thomasville
WPAX
IDAHO
City
Service
Station
KSEI
TP
Pocatello
TP
Boise
KIDO
KRLC
Lewiston
TP & RNA
KTFI
TP
Twin Falls
'Through Yankee Network
City
Decatur
Dothan
Gadsden
Montgomery
Selma
Sheffield

PRESS

Stations

NEARLY 300 of the 640-odd broadcasting stations in the United States
are now purchasing news services for sponsorship purposes, according
to a preliminary survey conducted by Broadcasting. Thus a year and
a half after the major press associations entered into the field of selling
news to radio stations for sponsorship, the news situation apparently
has settled down to a definitely accepted part of the service of American
stations in spite of all the clamor against the broadcasting of news once
raised by certain newspaper interests.
Transradio Press, on the basis of reports from the stations, is serving
the largest clientele, namely, 153 stations. International News Service,
Hearst subsidiary, is serving 80, which includes the 12 served through
the Yankee Network with which INS has its contract. United Press is
serving 64. Radio News Association, an affiliate of Transradio, is reported by 20 stations which get what is practically the Transradio report delivered via short waves. No attempt has been made to tabulate
local news services offered for sponsorship, mostly by arrangements with
local newspapers.
Because some stations obviously did not differentiate carefully between
Transradio and RNA, it is- more accurate to regard the Transradio-RNA
total as a unit of 173, which does not include the territorial, Canadian
and foreign stations also served by Transradio and its associate RNA
nor the several newspapers now buying Transradio.
The tabulation herewith, which can be dated as of Oct.- 15 and which
necessarily would include some additions and subtractions if an up-tothe-minute check were available, reveals a surprisingly large number
of stations subscribing to two services. Significant also is the fact that
many newspaper owned stations are subscribers not only to one of the
two newspaper press associations, INS and UP, but to either UP or INS
in combination with Transradio or RNA.
This tabulation is based practically entirely upon reports from the
stations. A tabulation, dated as of Jan. 1, will be finally checked with
the various news services for inclusion City
in the 1936 Year Book edition of
Broadcasting.
City
MARYLAND
ILLINOIS
Service
*INS
Station
Station
Service Baltimore
Chicago
WBAL
UP
& INS
WBBM
Citr
Baltimore
Chicago
*INS
WFBR
TP
TP Frederick
INS
WCFL
Chicago
WFMD
TP
TP
WLS
Chicago
WJJD
INS
MASSACHUSETTS
INS
Decatur
WJBL
*INS
WTAD
INS
Quincy
Station
Service
WTAX
Boston
WAAB
Springfield
WNAC
*INS
INS
*INS
Boston
City
INDIANA
Boston
WBZ
*INS
Boston
WEEI
UP
Service Boston
Station
WHDH
TP
WSAR
WHBU
Fall River
Anderson
INS
TP
UP
Gary
WLLH
INS
Lowell
Decatur
WJBL
INS New Bedford WNBH
WIND
WFBM
WBZA
UP
Indianapolis
WMAS
City
WIRE
TP Springfield
Waterbury
Indianapolis
WATR
INS
Springfield
Muncie
WLBC
INS
UP
WORC
WBOW
INS Worcester
Terre Haute
MICHIGAN
City
IOWA
Service
Station
INS
Station
Service Detroit
WJR
RNA
WJBK
Detroit
Cedar
RapidsWMT
TP Detroit
Waterloo
WMBC
TP
KRNT
Des Moines
KSO
Detroit
WXYZ
UP & INS
UP
Des Moines
CKLW
Detroit
UP
UP
&
INS
Des Moines
WHO
WFDF
TP
WJMS
Ironwood
TP & RNA
Marshalltown
INS Flint
KFJB
WKZO
City
INS
Shenandoah
KFNF
UP
Kalamazoo
TP
Muskegon
KMA
UP
Shenandoah
WKBZ
TP
MINNESOTA
City
KANSAS
Service
Station
Station
Service
KIUL
Duluth-Superior
WEBC
TP
Garden City
WMFG
TP & RNA
TP
Hutchinson
KWBG
TP
Lawrence
WREN
INS
MinneapolisTP & UP
KSTP
St. Paul
WIBW
INS
Minneapolis
Hibbin'g
Topeka
WCCO
St.
Paul
City
KENTUCKY
Minneapolis
St. Paul
WDGY
INS
City
Station
Minneapolis
WTCN
Service
UP
St. Paul
INS
WLAP
UP Rochester
KROC
Lexington
UP & RNA
Louisville
WAVE
TP
WPAD
RNA
Paducah
MISSISSIPPI
City
City
LOUISIANA
Station
Service
Jackson
WJDX
TP
Service
Station
MISSOURI
TP
Alexandria
KALB
TP
New Orleans
Service
Station
WDSU
KFVS
TP
Shreveport
KRMD
KTBS
TP
UP Cape Girardeau
Shreveport
WMBH
KFEQ
Kansas City
KMBC
KWKH
UP Joplin
Shreveport
*INS
Kansas City
TP
RNA
*INS
City
WHB
UP
St. Joseph
MAINE
TP
KMOX
KWK
UP
INS
Service St.
Station
UP
St. Louis
Louis
INS
WIL
St. Louis
Augusta
WRDO
WLBZ
WTMV
St. Louis
Bangor

MONTANA
Billings
Butte
City Falls
Great
Kalispell
Missoula

Station
KGHL
KGIR
KFBB
KGEZ
KGVO
NEBRASKA

Servi

Station
KMMJ
Clay
Center
City
KFOR
Lincoln
KFAB
Lincoln
WOW
KGKY
Omaha
Scottsbluff
NEW HAMPSHIRE
City
Station
WFEA
Manchester
City
NEW JERSEY
Newark
City

WOR
Station

Station
WWNC
WBT
WTOC
WDNC
WGNC
WBIG
WPTF
WMFR
WEED
NORTH DAKOTA
Fargo
City
Station
WDAY
KLPM
Grand
Minot Forks
KFJM
OHIO

Eugene
Klamath
MarshfieldFalls
Medford
Portland
Portland
Portland
Portland
Salem
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Serv

NEW MEXICO

Asheville
Charlotte
Charlotte
Durham
Gastonia
City
Raleigh
Greensboro
High Point
Rocky Mount

ElkCityCity
Ada
Tulsa

It

Serv

Station
KICA
Clovis
NEW
YORK
Albany! L
Station
Buffalo |,
Buffalo
WABY
WGR
WBNY
WKBW
BuffaloYork City
New
WOR
New York
York City
New
City
WEAF
New York
York City
City
WINS
WJZ
New
WFAB
WHAM
Rochester
WHEC
Rochester
Schenectady
City
WGY
WFBL
Syracuse
WSYR
Syracuse
Utica
NORTH WIBX
CAROLINA

Akron
Canton
Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Cleveland
Cleveland
City
Columbus
Portsmouth
Toledo
Youngstown

Servi

Serv
RI
Serv

Serv

TP & 1

Serv
Serv:
Rl

WJW
Station
WHBC
WKRC
WCKY
WSA1
WLW
WJAR

i:
TP & B
TP & V

WHK
WBNS
WJAY
WSPD
WPAY
WKBN
OKLAHOMA

I]

Station
KASA
KADA
KTUL
KVOO
OREGON

1
TP &ServRt
TP & i:

Station
KORE
KOOS
KFJI
KMED
KEX
KGW
KALE
KSLM
KOIN
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PENNSYLVANIA
Station
Service
WHP
TP
UP
KYW
UP
WCAU
INS
WFIL
WIP
TP
UP
KDKA
TP
WJAS
TP
WEEU
TP
WRAW
TP
WGBI
TP
WBRE
RHODE ISLAND
*INS
Station
Service
|City
WEAN
ovidence
TP
WJAR
ovidence
UP
WPRO
ovidence
SOUTH CAROLINA
Service
Station
City
TP
iiderson
WAIM
TP
WCSC
iiarleston
WIS
TP
■lumbia
TP
WSPA
i^rtanburg
SOUTH DAKOTA
ty
Service
Station
KSOO
■ x Falls
RNA
INS
rton
WNAX
TENNESSEE
ty
Station
Service
stol
WOPI
RNA
WDOD
TP
ttanooga
UP
boxville
WNOX
WNBR
TP
Memphis
WREC
UP
emphis
WLAC
TP
ishville
TEXAS
•
C ty
station
Service
KGNC
pjarillo
■ady
KNEL
UP
UP
KGFI
TP
;rpus Christi
INS
KRLD
ill as
KFJZ
irt Worth
RNA
KTAT
<n Worth
KFRO
UP
TP
< iimgview
KFYO
ib bock
TP
ddland
KRLH
TP
KIUN
eto3
•n Arthur
KPAC
TP
Antonio
TP
WOAI
in
dt !T
KGKB
TP
UTAH
ty
Service
Station
kLake City
.
KDYL
INS
TP
KSL
it Lake City
VERMONT
Jcity
Station
Service
Ubans
WQDM
WNBX
ri ngfield
TP
WDEV
TP
aterbury
VIRGINIA
C ty
Service
Station
TP
larlottesville
WCHV
WBTM
anville
TP
WSVA
TP
arrisonburg
WLVA
'nchburg
WGH
;wport
News
Hbrfolk
WTAR
TP
ichmond
WRVA
TP & UP
I janoke
WDBJ
TP
WASHINGTON
Service
Station
TP
KXRO
KVOS
TP
INS
KIRO
KJR
UP & INS
KOL
TP
KRSC
RNA
KFPY
TP
KGA
TP
KHQ
TP
KMO
KUJ
KPQ
TP
TP
KIT
WEST VIRGINIA
City
Station
Service
WCHS
arleston
TP
RNA
WPAR
rkersburg
WWVA
UP
iheeling
WISCONSIN
City
Station
Service
WHBY
TP
"een Bay
WCLO
TP
mesville
WKBH
i Crosse
WIBA
ladison
UP
WISN
INS
Slwaukee
WYOMING
City
Station
Service
KDFN
isper
TP & RNA
KWYO
^eridan
TP
City
[ .r-isburg
iladelphia
iladelphia
iladelphia
iladelphia
:t3burgh
ttsburgh
. a ding
;eading
liranton
iilkes-Barre
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Safe
Of

Driving

General

Book

Motors

Sought by Millions
Radio Series Brings Amazing
Response From Listeners
ON THE General Motors Symphony Concerts, broadcast over an
NBC network during the winter
and spring of 1934-35, the sponsor,
General Motors Corp. began to introduce aseries of short informal
talks on safe driving. These talks
were given during the five-minute
intermission in the hour program.
The interest shown by the radio
listeners was such as to prompt
the adaption and publication of
these talks in booklet form. We
Drivers was the title selected for
the 36-page booklet.
In May, 1935, the first edition of
150,000 came off the press and it
met with such enthusiastic approval that a second printing of
1,000,000 copies was ordered for
July. A third printing in September called for 500,000 copies with
another order to follow early this
month for another 1,000,000 was
placed in the hands of the printer.
Voluntary Requests
GENERAL MOTORS has not resorted to forceful promotion to get
the booklets into the hands of automobile drivers. All distribution to
date has been the result of voluntary requests originating from the
Sunday night General Motors Symphony Concerts or from some collateral activity stemming from the
radio program. Needless to say
the sponsor has continued this feature throughout the present series
of symphony concerts broadcast
over 63 NBC-WEAF stations Sunday night. The talks are similar
to those in the We Drivers booklet. Some of the topics are from
suggestions sent in by radio listeners.
There was one time that the
booklet was mentioned in printed
advertisements, last October when
the 24th Annual Safety Congress
was in session in Louisville. The
sponsor used three full-page insertions in Louisville newspapers.
The advertisements were an expression of General Motor's interest in safety and the illustrations
from the We Drivers booklet were
more or less incidental.
The requests pour in from individuals, chambers of commerce,
safety councils, motor vehicle bureaus^ state governments, fleet owners, insurance companies, police
departments and dozens of other
organizations. The State of Michigan has sent in an initial request
for 200,000 copies to be distributed
with 1936 license plates and it is
understood that the state is considering extending this request to
more than 1.000,000 so that a book
may be mailed to every motorist
whose car is registered in Michigan.
General Motors has from time to
time published various educational
booklets but We Drivers is by far
the most popular that the corporation has ever produced. Entertainingly written and illustrated the
booklet covers such topics as curves
and turns, night driving, mist and
fog, our brakes, city traffic, slippery weather, etc. Campbell-Ewald
Co. of New York has the account.
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13: 1

%

HIGH

COSTS

AROUND!

40%

LESS

for

the

FINEST

RECORDINGS

Off-the-air and Electrical Transcriptions
k IATURALLY you don't balk at high costs in themselves — if
' ^ you get the results. But when the best is to be had without
the usual price premium — then it's time to investigate.
Ask any radio station about our regular 16", 15 minute recordings. Or ask any other recording organization about them.
(The latter may not have much to say).
Also the only recordings that give you a full fifteen minute
program on one side of a 12" record.
And the only recordings that give you a full uninterrupted 30
minute program on each side of a 16" record. Stop to think
what that means in uninterrupted selling of a program to a
prospective sponsor. To insure no breaks over the air. To sell
a new client when he is in the mood that a break might break!
Stop to think of the finest reproduction quality, that any good
program deserves. And — finally— stop to think of 40% less
costs. (Incidentally — lower mailing, packing and storage
costs). But then, you don't have to stop to think about those.
The proof is in the hearing — either in your offices or ours. Write
or 'phone.

RADIO

and

FILM

METHODS

101 Park Avenue, New York

Corp.

CAIedonia 5-7530

*
NATIONAL

PRESS

BUILDING

•

WASHINGTON,

D. C.
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WOW's New Plant
WOW, OMAHA, dedicated its new
5,000-watt transmitter and new
studios on Dec. 8 launching "radio
week" in the Missouri Valley,
which concluded Dec. 14. Virtually
all stations in the area saluted
WOW during the period, presenting programs from studios of
WOW. Equipment of WOW is new
throughout, including custom-made
furnishings.

NBC Program Coordinators
TO ACT as program coordinators
for clients, agencies and the NBC
sales staff, NBC on Dec. 3 announced the appointment of Stuart
Hawkins and Norman Morrell to
its commercial program department. Hawkins, a 1923 graduate
of Annapolis and former director
of publicity of the old WJZ from
1923 to 1925, until 1929 was radio
critic for the New York HeraldTribune after which he joined the
radio department of N. W. Ayer
& Son, serving both in New York
and Chicago. Recently he has been
writing books, having published
one titled No Man Is Single. Morrell operated his own news and
sports syndicate in New Jersey until 1928 when he joined the radio
department of Lord & Thomas.

OIL
is Texas' ranking industry and fifty per
of the
State's
25centmile
radius
of production is within a
LONGVIEW
Financial Center of East Texas Oil Field
$500,000.00
of crudeof oil
is produced
the
benefit
thousands
of leasedaily
and for
royalty
owners.
You can reach this rich market with
\ J
BOUND

"Voice of Longview'
Longview, Texas

To Give

FIRESIDE CHATS
OfWOR

Provide Listeners With

Inside View of Radio
A SERIES of
Fireside Chats
with the public
has been started
by WOR,
New1010:15 ark,p. Mondays,
m., with
Jules F. Seebach
Jr., director o f
program
operaas commenMr. Seebach tator. tions,The
series
was ordered when listeners showed
unusual enthusiasm in a discussion Dec. 2 of radio whys and
wherefores.
In his discussions Mr. Seebach
gives behind-the-scenes pictures of
radio. He covers programming,
timing, scheduling,
and revisions in schedules,changes
and explains
why some public demands cannot
be
met.inHebalancing
explained its
the programs
station's
policy
from light to serious music, from
sports to philosophy, from folk
music to news comment.
FCC Funds Considered
A HEARING on FCC appropriations for the fiscal year 1937,
which begins next June 30, , was
held Dec. 6 before the Independent
Offices Subcommittee of the House
Appropriations Committee. Appearing for the FCC were Chairman
Prall, Secretary Herbert L. Pettey, and Assistant Secretary John
B. Reynolds. The hearings were
closed.

Greater Value
A NEW BINDER has been produced, and we have contracted for
a supply, which we believe answers
your filing and library needs. It
is neat and convenient. It is
bound like a book — looks like a
book in every respect except that
you can snap each current issue
for a year into the cover and
remove it at will. The narrow
binding wire does not cut or
mutilate the copies in any way.
The binder is pictured above. It
holds 24 copies (one year's issues).
It is your perfect reference book
of the year's business of broadcasting.

Gain

of One-Third

By Southland Life
Due to Broadcasts
Insurance Firm Finds Radio
Remarkable Business Getter
SOUTHLAND LIFE INSURANCE Co., Dallas, finds business
35%over last year, using radio exclusively, and has renewed its contract with Southwest Broadcasting
one-hour
System forprogram.
another 52 weeks of its '<
Clarence E. Linz, first vice president of Southland Life, in signing the renewal, gave radio entire
credit for the big increase in the
company's business. In the first
nine months of 1935, according tt
Mr. Linz, Southland Life's volume
was boosted 18% by use of radio
September showed an increase oi
23% over the same month of last
year; October presented a 38% increase; November surprised with
a 44% jump over the corresponding month last year, even after allowing deductions for business
which may not have been influ
enced by radio.
Details of
company's
im
provement
in the
business
were des
cribed
on
the
Southland
Life
ho,
Dec. 2.
Network Expanded
THE PROGRAM is the only full
hour show originating in th(
Southwest, according to SBS, anc
it is understood to have the larg
est talent pay-roll. Recently add
ed to the broadcast is a corned}
feature
"Tony theOther
Barber",
topicain
dialect sketch.
features
elude Nelle Lowrey, dramatic so
prano; Jane Harding, torch sing
er; George Pettit, tenor, and gues
stars. Hyman Charninsky con
ducts the 16-piece orchestra an<
Mr. Linz acts as master of cere
monies.
With the renewal of the con
tract, KOMA, Oklahoma City out
let of SBS, was added to the net
work. The company places its ad
vertising direct.
Spratts on NBC-WJZ
SPRATT'S PATENT Ltd., New
ark,
(dog food)
will on
return
to thi
NBZ-WJZ
network
Saturday
January 4, 1936, 5:30-5:45 p. m
with Albert Payson Terhune an(
his dog stories. The contract call:
for 13 stations, 13 weeks, with :
weekly program. Paris & Pear
Inc., New York, handles the ac
count.

PRICE

I

$3.00
POSTPAID

(Your name in gold 25c extra)

BROADEST!
National Press Bids.
Washington, D. C.
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NG

Station KSD— -St. Louis Post-Dispatch
POST-DISPATCH BUILDING, ST. LOUIS, MO,
Free & Sleininger, Inc., National Advertising Representatives
New York
Chicago
Detroit
San Francisco
Los Angeles

BROADCASTING
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TRUSCON

VERTICAL

Correctly designed and
soundly engineered

Self supporting

at

any height

Increased primary service
area with no increase in
power

input

Assists in eliminating
night fading

Makes

better reception possible
for your listeners-in

Affords greater commercial
opportunities for you

Truscon offers its fullest cooperation
to station operators, radio consultants
and engineers in working out the
most efficient and economical design
to meet each individual condition.
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RADIATORS

INSTALLATIONS
COMMERCIAL STATIONS
KBTM
Jonesboro, Ark.
189 ft.
KFBK
Sacramento, Calif.
334 ft.
KGHL
Billings, Mont.
558 ft.
570 ft.
Seattle, Wash.
K 0 MO
Houston. Texas
375 ft.
K T K H
350 ft.
W ADC
Akron. Ohio
Cliff side. N. J.
WBNX
190
227 ft.
ft.
Boston, Mass.
W COP
WDGY
184 ft.
Minneapolis. Minn.
W D 0 D Chattanooga, Tenn.
320 ft.
oUo it.
W D R C fiartiorcl, Lonn.
New Haven, Conn.
281 ft.
WELI
W E M P
338 ft.
Milwaukee, W?isc.
W FBC
Greenville, S. C.
375 ft.
374 ft.
W GAR
Cleveland. Ohio
WHBY
Green Bay, Wise. (4) 196 ft. ea
430 ft.
W IB A
Madison, Wise.
WIS
Columbia, S. C.
352 ft.
281 ft.
Jacksonville, Fla.
W J AX
Mooseheart. 111.
281 ft.
W JJD
Cincinnati, Ohio 1,2) 322 ft. ea
W L W
185 ft.
W M F E New Britain. Conn.
180 ft.
W 0 K 0 Albany, N, Y.
W R E C Memphis, Tenn. (2) 410 ft. ea
182 ft.
W S V A Harrisonhurg, Va.
154 ft.
W T M V East St. Louis, 111.
STATE

POLICE

STATIONS

Framingham, Mass.
Springfield. Illinois
Chicago, Illinois
Atlantic. Iowa
Fairfield, Iowa

220
338
338
227
227

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
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Other offices and recording studios at: 400 West Madison St. Chicago, Illinois; 555 South Flower St., Los Atwt
SOUND STUDIOS OF NEW YORK, INC. (SUBSIDIARY OF '"W

National magazine advertising calls for the
best eye appeal — it demands the best in artwork,
copy and printing. Any advertising represents
too great an investment to put it at the mercy
of poor production. A publication advertiser
who buys poor photographs or cheap engravings
starts with a heavy handicap in the race for
results.
Radio advertising calls for the best ear
appeal. The economy of the best production
job applies with equal force. With thousands of
dollars in time costs at stake, why take a chance

World is a broadcasting system, in every sense
of the word. No matter what the requirements
may be, if they involve recorded programs,
World is ready to meet them.
Write for WBS complimentary booklet "For
Radio Results, Facts First — Then Continuous
Research" reprinted from an article by the
President of one of the largest national advertisers using radio today. It is an excellent
guide to successful broadcast advertising.

on second-rate transcriptions? It isn't worth
the small saving to stint on the quality of your
recorded program, because the audience won't
listen to a poor transcription of even the finest
artists !
There

is no finer recording

available than

that afforded by World's vertical process.
Many radio and advertising men consider
World Broadcasting System the leader in the
field of electrical transcriptions.
WORLD
keeps step with
RADIO PROGRESS
in 1936
The new offices of World Broadcasting
System at 711 Fifth Avenue, in the heart of
New York's radio and advertising districts,
represent only the latest step in a six-year
march of progress. The completion of the new
recording studios marks a new era for electrical
transcriptions. From every standpoint, they
are the finest that the science of sound reproduction has yet been able to devise.
For World is more than just a transcription
company. It is a unified organization designed
to supply a much needed service to radio.

NATIONAL
1
nC.

711
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TRADE MARK

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

BROADCASTING
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Offices also at 523 Mortgage Guarantee Bldg., Atlanta, Georgia, and 1050 Howard St., San Francisco, Calif.
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Television
'ELEVISION is inevitable as a future adjunct
f broadcasting. Of that there can be no
oubt, as reported in this issue on the basis
f first-hand observations of the amazing techical accomplishments already achieved in the
iboratory. For broadcasters and broadcast
dvertisers, vision by radio means the masterlg of a new art and technique of program and
dvertising presentation — an art partaking at
nee of the elements of sound broadcasting,
ie stage and the motion picture screen.
Radio, happily, has kept itself free from
lotion picture control and all the ballyhoo
lements that go with it. CBS is no longer
ffiliated with Paramount and RCA has viraally disposed of its interests in RKO. All
lat is to the good, for it would be a pity if
ie movie people should gain an upper hand
i either visual or audible radio. Radio formately has resisted all efforts of certain
ookesmen of the show business to drag it
awn to the level of the movies — and it must
mtinue to do so by keeping to itself this
mazing new art and science.
We do not think that television will ever
isplace the theater any more than radio has
jpplanted the newspapers. It must partake
f the best elements of both, as it has in the
ast. Television opens new vistas almost dezing the imagination. As an industry, howler, it requires no imagination to see that it
mst be kept in the hands of those best
quipped by past experience and performance
nd by technical and financial responsibility —
amely, the bona fide broadcasters who have
irned the continued right to their licenses
nd a priority right to visual wave length limses from the federal government.

Hitting the Target
ILING up day by day are radio success
ories that challenge the imagination of the
:attered advertisers who have not yet seen
ie radio light. To those who observe the
ethods used by successful radio advertisers
lere persists an unavoidable belief that smart
erchandising is the secret of much of their
lecess.
Morenus Adv. Agency, Chicago, after studyig formulas of all types, hit upon a dealer
loperation plan for Robin Hood shoes, and
)w Central Shoe Co. finds itself with doubled
itail sales volume and twice as many retail
itlets, as explained on another page.
The plan is simple, a little newspaper is
age 38

given adolescent listeners who enroll in a club.
The dealer pays cost of mailing the paper to
club members in his year. That amounts to
12 cents per member, and he gets an ad on the
back page.
But here's the interesting part: Each club
member has been found worth $20 a year in
sales volume to -the dealer. In other woi'ds, a
store with 1,000 club members pays $120 a
year in postage. Out of that he gets increased
sales volume of $20,000. The cost to the dealer
is about three-fifths of one per cent.
It's just one of thousands of merchandising
plans. The air is full of them. They are born
by the dozen every day. But still some advertisers don't take their merchandising seriously.

False

and

Misleading

A CARDINAL principle of news reporting is
accuracy. "Get your facts straight" is the
phrase city editors have drummed into cub reporters' ears since news gathering began.
The Associated Press is the pioneer in press
association activity. Though undergoing the
most competition it has ever faced, it does
have a notable record. In radio it has been
awkwardly situated because it is a cooperative
organization.
We were rather amazed the other day to
read an AP dispatch which reported that the
Federal Trade Commission estimates that
about 10% of radio advertising continuities it
had analyzed had been found "possibly false
and misleading". This was also taken up as
a fact by the newspaper trade press, which
obviously did not make an investigation of its
own but simply rewrote the AP dispatch.
If ever there was a case of "false and misleading" reporting, that is it. The facts, as
clearly shown in the Trade Commission report accurately in our edition of December 1,
were that 10% of the continuities examined by
the FTC were set aside for further scrutiny.
Using the same figures for the "periodical"
group, it was stated officially, it is found that
about 25% of the advertisements examined
were "possibly false and misleading".
In the case of radio continuities examined,
latest figures of the FTC show that during the
15 months from July 1, 1934, to Sept. 30, 1935,
a total of 452,621 continuities were examined.
Of these 42,512 were "referred for further
investigation", and as a result of these investigations, a mere 1,347 arose for possible action
by the FTC. Assuming that all of these 1,347
were really found "false and misleading"
which obviously will not happen, then the per-

centage would be less than three-tenths of 17c.
The facts are, moreover, that in more than
aing.year of radio scrutiny, the FTC has never
found it necessary to issue a complaint against
a station for "false and misleading" advertisBut to clinch the entire argument, the FTC
points out officially that it has never had a
force sufficiently large to examine newspaper
advertising, nor appropriations enough to buy
the periodicals. The radio stations and networks voluntarily send in their continuities at
no expense to Uncle Sam. It is impossible to
examine any more than the "worst offenders"
among newspapers and magazines, it was said,
for a force of at least , 50 people would be
needed for it. There are only 600-odd stations,
whereas 20,000 periodicals are published in
this country.
News note for AP and its newspaper clients:
The FTC is asking for 20 more employes to
make possible more effective review of periodical advertising.
The

Clock

Survey

THE ANSWER to the vexatious problem of
devising an acceptable method of surveying
radio audiences may possibly be found in the
mechanical device, using the electric clock and
tape recorded as its components, contrived by
Prof. Robert F. Elder of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. It is now undergoing
its first test in the Boston area, and early next
year the results will be known, as described
by Dr. Elder in our last issue.
The device is an automatic recorder. No
questions to housewives via the telephone are
necessary. No questionnaires are sent out to
be answered. Nothing is left to the discretion
of the analytical expert who "reviews" the returns. Instead, the device shows precisely
when and to what station the listener's set is
tuned. The advertiser, it appears, can determine the size and type of the audience his program commands, and what attention the "opposite" station programs get. The survey presumably can be controlled from all angles.
There is a cross-section of the audience in
every income group. The listener has but to
pursue his normal listening habits; there are
no buttons to push.
There may be "bugs" in the Elder method,
but we haven't discerned them yet. After the
10-week test in Boston is concluded, the statistical wizards can tackle the results. Should
it prove foolproof, it will effectively terminate
the 57 varieties of listener surveys now in
vogue whose shortcomings are known only too
well.
We see in the Elder method a possible basis
for the work to be undertaken by the projected
Radio Audit Bureau, now being considered by
the Cooperative Committee of Fifteen, representing ANA, AAAA and NAB. It most certainly deserves serious consideration by that
group.
An adequate radio set census, broken down
into markets, together with field strength surveys showing potential technical coverage of
stations, plus a workable mechanical surveying method along the lines of the Elder development, appear to be essential ingredients
for a method of analysis of radio coverage
which might become an adequate counterpart
of the Audit Bureau of Circulations in the publications field.
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JOHN WALTER
HEN Don E. Gilman, NBC vice
resident on the West Coast, was
ooking for someone to break down
;he resistance of film talent towards radio, he selected John
'Walter
Swallow,
beame affiliated
withwhothe thus
network
nd later became its Hollywood
anager. Now NBC has dedicated
handsome new studios in Hollywood and Swallow is in charge.
The formal dedication took place
Dec. 7 with the ceremonies being
broadcast by NBC.
Behind it all - is the story of a
^native son of California. It began
John Swallow
Iwhen
the waterfront
of hisloafed
native'round
San
'Diego and dreamed of cruising the
world over and visiting foreign
;ports. He still dreams, but the air
castles nowadays are largely concocted by roaming 'round the dial
and picking up short wave stations.
Back in 1899, Feb. 19 to be specific, John Swallow was born in
the then quiet and sleepy town of
San Diego and, as the years rolled
by, went
through
the public
schools and junior college. With
school days in the background, he
! aspired for a newspaper career
and • for some three years was
jwith the San Diego Union, with
/the last 12 months spent in the
sports editor's chair.
When the bright lights of Los
Angeles beckoned, he went Northward and became auto editor of
jthe old Los Angeles Express.
It was there that radio entered
his horizon.
One day someone
from the business office entered the
jeditorial sanctum and suggested
that Auto Editor Swallow might
ialso become Radio Editor Swallow
Iif an extra "five spot" in the
'weekly
pay check would be any
inducement.
So the last two of the five years
spent with the Express found him
in the dual capacity of automobile
and radio editor. Long were the
hours that he wrestled with radio
time schedules, interviewed aspiring radio personalities, posed technical pictures to initiate the novice
into the intricacies of set-building,
and sundry other tasks connected
with broadcasting.
When the opportunity came to
December

25, 1935
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SWALLOW
go to San Francisco and join the
advertising agency that handled
the Dodge Bros, account, he again
went Northward and his talents
naturally drifted into the radio
angles of advertising.
Swallow staged the original
Dodge series of radio half hours
and, while in that position, put
Will Rogers on his first transcontinental program. In 1928 he conceived, staged and produced the
Dodge hour that for the first time
brought to a cross-country audience the outstanding film names
of the hour. They included Douglas Fairbanks, Charlie Chaplin,
Dolores Del Rio, John Barrymore,
Norma Talmadge, D. W. Griffith
and a half dozen other screen
headliners.
The event brought Impressario
Swallow rather pointedly to the attention of NBC officials, over
whose chain the program was
broadcast, and also to the film industry, whose branch of industry
was so ably represented.
About that time he was called
to KMPC in Beverly Hills where
he remained several months as
manager, going to KFVD, Culver
City, where he was manager during 1929-31. Not long after taking the post, he negotiated with
the Los Angeles Bible Institute
for its KTBI, purchased the station, and became manager, rechristening it KFAC.
Along about midsummer of 1932,
after the term of managing the
twin stations, KFAC-KFVD, he
became a free lance producer and
was hired to stage the Hollywood
on the Air programs weekly from
the RKO studios in Hollywood to
coast NBC lines, later heard frequently as a national program.
During this period he also handled
various picture - name programs
for sponsors, including the Marx
Brothers in their only commercial
series on the air.
By this time Swallow had become known to the addicts of the
airways for his announcing proclivities. He had become known
to agencies for his management
efforts, and to radio people for a
thorough knowledge and understanding of the game.
So in May of 1932 he became
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WESTERGAARD, merchandising manager of Iowa Broadcasting System, has been named commercial manager of WNOX, Knoxville, recently
purchased
the Conti-of
nental Broadcasting
Co., by
subsidiary
Scripps-Howard Newspapers. James
C. Hanrahan,
vice president
of Continental, temporarily
is managing
the
station.
HENRY SELINGER, for the last
year on the staff of NBC Artists
Service in Chicago and previously station manager of WGN and radio director of Lord & Thomas, has been
appointed local program manager of
NBC's Chicago
WENR,
effective outlets,
Dec. 16. WMAQ and
DAVID LYON Jr., formerly with
Universal Recording Co., has joined
the sales staff of WMCA, New York.
T. B. Farrell Jr., formerly subscription sales manager of Today, also has
joined the sales force.
M. R. RUNYON, treasurer of CBS,
and J. M. McAllister, construction
engineer, were in Cincinnati recently
discussing erection of new studios,
control rooms and offices for WKRC.
Timothy S. Goodman, general manager, was in New York on station
business.
WILLIAM WARNER LUNDELL,
in charge of special events for NBC,
New York, was in San Francisco
Dec. 6 conferring with network officials. He is on an inspection tour
of the NBC studios.
VOLNEY HURD, assistant executive
editor of the Christian Science Monitor, whose duties include editing of
its radio news service to stations, has
been named a Kentucky Colonel. His
sponsor was L. B. Wilson, president
of WCKY, Cincinnati.
HERBERT MOORE, head of Transradio Press, New York, arrived in
Hollywood early in December.
RALSTON LEWIS, formerly on the
radio survey staff of N. W. Ayer &
Son Inc., San Francisco, has joined
the sales department of KFRC, that
city, as account executive.
HILDA S. LEVY, formerly on the
sales staff of KYA, San Francisco,
has joined
KRE, Berkeley, Cal., as
account
executive.
C. P. MacGREGOR, president of
MaeGregor & Sollie Inc., transcription
producers, has returned to San Francisco after a three weeks tour of
Canadian cities.
PHILLIP A. FUSS, of the sales department of WMCA, New York, is
back
illness.at his desk after several weeks
manager
of NBC's
Hollywood
studios. Since
that time
he has
been the contact man between radio and the film industry, and has
done the job well.
With the removal of NBC's Holinto spacious
studios lywood
and a quarters
building
of its own,
Manager Swallow picks up his
rosewood-topped desk and moves
over with the staff. Many of the
preliminary plans came from his
fertile brain, as well as many of
the plans for future development.
For instance, the plant has a
power supply five times greater
than its present need. That is in
preparation for television for visual broadcasting will require five
today.
times more light than pictures of
John Swallow is a model of efficiency in the office or out. For
instance, he has been known to
dictate
replies
morning's
mail
while
using toan the
electric
razor
for the daily shave. But, he avers,

EDWARD P. SHURICK Sr., who
recently joined WDGY, Minneapolis,
as a special salesman, has been named
assistant manager under Dr. George
Young, owner, and will have charge
otf sales, programs and production.
CAPT. merly
CHARLES
LEWIS, forof WTAM, A.Cleveland,
has
joined the commercial and announcing
staff of KGGC, San Francisco. Before
coming to the United States he was
a staff member of the Sydney Broadcasters Inc., Australia.
LYNDON T. MILLER, K.IBS, San
Francisco, account executive, resigned
effective Dec. 15, to become factory
representative in Denver, Colo., for
the Parker Pen Co.
A. B. HENDRY has left the commercial management of WIL, St. Louis.
He will reopen the Old Dutch Beer
Garden, which he operated last summer,ofalong
L. A.Edgar
Benson,
president
the with
station.
P. Shutz,
production manager of WIL, has
taken over the duties of commercial
manager.
DR. LEON LEVY, president of
WCAU, Philadelphia, was operated on
Dec. 7 lescing
fornicely.a hernia and is convaFRED eralJ.manager
HART,
president Honolulu,
and genof KGMB,
has been in the East for the last
month on station business and in
connection with an application for
change in corporate holdings of the
Honolulu Broadcasting Co. Ltd., operating the Hawaiian CBS outlet.
DR. MAX JORDAN,
resentative of NBC European
stationed repat
Basle, Switzerland, has returned to
his post sailing Dec. 3 aboard the
S. 8. Manhattan, after spending five
weeks in New York and Washington.
FRANK KESLER has been named
commercial
oke, Va. manager of WDBJ, RoanBURT A. MCDONALD, formerly
vice president of Advertisers Inc., Detroit agency,
and Administration,
recently with Federal
Housing
has
joined the CBS sales department.
MISS ELLEN DAVIS, formerly of
Lewis Publishing Co., New York, and i
Davis Printing & Publishing Co.,
Philadelphia, and recently a free lance
copy writer, has joined the NBC sales
promotion department in New York.
H. LESLIE ATLASS Jr. son of the
CBS vice-president, placed third in
the saddle horse event for boys the
second day of the International
Horse Show held in conjunction with
the International Livestock Show in
Chicago the first week in December,
riding Bourbon Flash. The same evening Luther B., latest addition to the
Atlass stable, won the five-gaited
event.
this procedure is not to create
more hours in which to work, but
to increase the minutes in which
to play. For hobbies he plays a
fair game of golf, is a wizard at
squash and handball and is a boating enthusiast.
Down
at the harbor basin he
has a 30-foot power cruiser which
he renovated himself during the
winter months. It has a cruising
radius of several hundred miles
and he takes out parties of radio
friends for week-end trips or longer periods during vacation days.
He has a son nearly 13 years old
who hopes some day to become a
picture celebrity, though just now
he is more interested in scoutcraft
and an outdoor life. They live in
an apartment high on the hilltops
of Hollywood where, at midnight
when the cares of the day are
over, John can watch the sparkling
lights tude
of think
theover
big city
in solinew and
plans
for
another radio day.
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THE

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

rEORGE J. G. RJCKER, for sevral years active in New York and
!alifornia theatrical and radio circles,
jlas been named production director
I WXYZ, Detroit. The move is part
f a staff enlargement begun when
VXYZ became Detroit outlet for the
fBC-WJZ network. Lowell Blanchrd, formerly of KSO, Des Moines,
as joined the WXYZ announcing
taff. Bob Longstreet, sports anouncer, resigned to take charge of
reduction at WFMD, Frederick, Md.,
tation scheduled to open Jan. 1.
OHN HUGHES, KRFC, San Franisco, announcer, is compiling a book
f his own poetry, which he writes
ir his Thursday program Reflective
loods heard over the CBS-Don Lee
etwork.

WIDE

RANGE

HIGH

FIDELITY

RECORDINGS
GENERAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
3910 - Carnegie . Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

GEORGE PICKARD, formerly of
WXYZ, Detroit, has joined the announcing staff of WSPD, Toledo.
Howard Donahoe, formerly program
director of WWVA, Wheeling, and
for six months an announcer at
WSPD, has been named manager of
the Clarksburg studios of WMMN,
Fairmont, W. Va. Fielden Farrington,
formerly of WWVA, succeeds Donahoe. David Zimmerman, University
of Michigan graduate, has joined the
WSPD announcing staff.
FRANKLIN FERGUSON, announcer at WASH-WOOD, Grand
Rapids, has returned from a honeymoon in Chicago. He was married
Thanksgiving Day to Miss Alice
Spears, Grand Rapids furniture designer.
ALEX ROBB, assistant program director at NBC, Chicago, has been
put in charge of the band booking
division
Service inofthatthecity.network's Artists
EARL SANDERSON has resigned
from the production and announcing
staff of KJBS, San Francisco, and
after the first of the year will become
associated with an advertising agency.
MAYER & KEMPNER, talent
agency, was formed early in December
in Hollywood by Gerald Mayer and
Alex Kempner. They will take over the
business of Mayer, Cutler & Landy.
CONRAD RICE, formerly of the
production department of WDGY.
Minneapolis, has joined W D A Y,
Fargo, N. D., as an announcer.
WILMAE KUEHN, former University of Chicago co-ed, has joined the
Chicago CBS studio hostess staff.

YES SUH, WHATTA GAME —
Here, ladies and gentlemen, we
have Jocko Maxwell, who claims
the distinction of being the only
colored sports announcer in the
country. The station, you will
note, is WHOM, Jersey City. A
former high school athlete in Newark, he was discovered by Roland
Trenchard, commercial manager of
the station. Interviewing sports
stars is his specialty, and he has
had plenty of them. Football and
baseball broadcasts, play by play,
he asserts,
are H.
hisMaxwell,
forte. Jocko's
pappy,
William
for 12
years was Sunday editor of the
Newark Morning Ledger. The fact
that his face is slightly darker
than the stars he interviews or the
people who hear him, says Jocko,
has no effect on him.
GEORGE
H. HEID,
formerly
ager of KVOA,
Tuscon,
Ariz., manhas
been pi-omoted from the announcing
staff of KQV, Pittsburgh, to the program directorship.
DUDLEY MANLOVE, announcer of
KROW, Oakland, is confined to his
home through illness and Kimball
Sant, formerly on the announcing and
producing staff of KQW, San Jose,
Cal., is substituting.
DON FITZGERALD, formerly with
KSL. Salt Lake City, has joined the
announcing and production staff of
KGMB, Honolulu.
DICK ROMAIN, KROW, Oakland,
news announcer for the last five
months, has resigned to do free lance
writing. His successor is Don Averv.
formerly news announcer at KPW,
Wenatchee, Wash.
DON PRINDLE has been promoted
to studio manager of KOL. Seattle.
John Forrest is announcing six news
broadcasts daily. Art Edwards, new
addition to the announcing staff, formerly was with KWSC, Pullman,
KFPY, Spokane, and KXA, Seattle.
REED POLLACK, formerly announcer of KJBS, San Francisco,
has joined KDON. Del Monte, Cal.,
in a similar capacity.

r7~f "t-i" J

/ One announcement on the KM BC Farm Program
• Brought this remarkable response
Participate in this hiqhly responsive program
to economically tell your sales message ••
I000 WATTS NIGHT
5000 WATTS DAY
* ANNOUNCEMENT 6:15 A.M. TUES.
OCT.vA
IS S
I935
KAc^
KMBC
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NEWS
COVERAGE

RICHARD McBROOM, absent from
the NBC press department in Chitwo-months leave of abcago sence,
on ais temporari
ly replaced by
George D. Livingstone.
GERREE Te GROEN, traffic manager of KMTR, Hollywood, resigned
in December, as did George Neff, announcer. Mrs. John Ness, widow of
the former manager of the station, has
joined the administrative staff.
JOHN FRAZER is batting for Fayettenuity
Krumdepartment,
in NBC'swhile
Chicago
conti-is
Fayette
extending her leave of absence until
Feb. 1.
ROBERT YOUSE, formerly of NBC
stations
in Washington,'
has joined
the
announcing
staff of WDBJ,
Roanoke, Va., handling Transradio news
programs.
CARL KENNEDY, recent graduate
of Wooster College, has joined the
staff of WKRC, Cincinnati. Dick
Bray, WKRC sports announcer, refereed college and high school football games in Ohio and Kentucky during the autumn.
JOHN THORP, formerly of Yankee
network, has been named special
events, sports and news announcer of
WFIL,
Philadelphia,
succeeding
old Simonds,
transferred
to sales. HarCHARLES BULOTTI Jr., night supervisor at KHJ, Los Angeles, is recuperating from a relapse which followed a siege of influenza.
L. SCOTT PERKINS, formerly production manager of KHJ, Los Angeles, but now radio director for the
Country Church of Hollywood, was
seriously injured in San Francisco
when he fell from an automobile.
CHARLES ANDERSON, former
NBC announcer in San Francisco,
has joined the staff of KFWB, Hollywood.
DAVID BYRN, formerly of WKY,
Oklahoma City, was married to Miss
Ida McClung, of Fort Worth, two
days before he joined the staff of
WHIO, Dayton.
GEORGErector ofPATTERSON,
program was
diWAVE, Louisville,
married in November, as was James
F. Cox of the commercial staff. Leslie
Shively joined the announcing staff
after emerging as winner in a series
of elimination contests.
HOMER GRIFFITH, the "Friendly
Philosopher", is being heard on WSM,
Nashville, twice weekly under sponsorship of Mantle Lamp Co. of America, Chicago (Aladdin lamps), after
eight months with WLS, Chicago, for
the same sponsor.
NELSON OLMSTED, production
manager of KNOW, Austin, Tex., has
been initiated into Alpha Psi Omega,
honoraryversitystagecraft
fraternity at Uniof Texas.
LES MARSHALL, formerly of
WMCA, New York, and WHAS,
Louisville, has joined the announcing
staff of WISN, Milwaukee.
HAROLD GRAY, formerly of WJSV,
Washington,
has joined
the announcing staff of WBIG,
Greensboro,
N. C.
Walter Haislip, of WBIG, and prior
to that with WHAS, Louisville, has
joined WJSV.
LEW LANSWORTH, formerly with
Lord & Thomas, San Francisco, has
joined nuity
KFRC
that city, as contiwriter andin producer.
GARNETT A. MARKS, veteran
sports cently
andwith WOR,
news announcer,
reNewark, hasand
joined
the announcing staff of WMCA, New
York.
WAYNE nouncing
CLARK
has joined
the anstaff of WBNS,
Columbus.
FRANKcently asL.
RAND, director
who resigned
republicity
of Yankee
Network,
joins
CBS
Dec.
16
as
director of publicity and special events
in the Chicago office. He takes the
post vacated by Robert Kaufman,
named director of the CBS Chicago
program department.
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Western Electric's new Non-Directional Microphone has no front ... no back . . .
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Cue Transmitter
NBC announcers, technicians
and producers working on remote control jobs now are
able to carry on conversations
behind the scenes that won't
get into the broadcast. A cue
transmitter has been installed
on the roof of the San Francisco studios building whose
15-watts will cover the entire
bay district. Operating on
31,100 kc, the new apparatus will keep the plant personnel and field crew in close
touch wherever the mobile
unit travels.

Kalispell's Largest
Washing Machine
Dealer* is Using
KGEZ Exclusively
*His brand is NOT
known nationally
•

KGEZ
Box 1

Kalispell, Montana

Arrowhead Network
WITH the assignment by the FC<)
of the call letters WHLB for 1
new 100-watt station in Virginia
Minn., Head of the Lakes Broac
casting Co., which operates WEBC
Duluth-Superior, and WMFG, Hit
bing, Minn., will proceed wit I
plans for establishing: a three-st£
tion hookup to be known as th
Arrowhead Network. With WHL;
and WMFG the company expect
to provide full coverage of th
Minnesota
iron range country
WMFG is already linked by wir
to WEBC.
WHLB is expected t
be erected and operating early i
the spring of 1936.

IN THE
CONTROL
ROOM
JAMES E. FRANCIS, Western manager of RCA Mfg. Co., Hollywood, returned early in December after six
weeks at Camden and New York.
CLYDE BOND, chief engineer of
KOL, Seattle, and Al Henderson, assistant, were painfully injured in an
automobile accident but have returned
to their duties. They are installing
new composite studio control equipment in duplicate sets. Studios are
being redecorated.
DON C. WALLACE, well-known radio amateur, has taken over West
Coast representation of Tech Laboratories, Jersey City.
KEITH WEBSTER, control operator at WDBJ, Roanoke, Va., has
earned
his aviator's wings at the local airport.
HARLOW LUCAS, transmitter engineer of WBNS, Columbus, and Carl
Bischof, maintenance engineer, recently became fathers, a girl arriving
at the Lucas home and a boy at the
Bischof home.
CLARENCE GIELOW, formerly of
Midwestern stations, has joined the
engineering
staff of WGAR, Cleveland.
JOHN HEAFER has joined WAVE,
Louisville, as part-time relief operator.
A NEW club room for engineers has
been opened in Columbus, O. It includes short-wave equipment, recreation facilities and library. Engineers
of WBNS and WCOL are eligible.
Ten out of 12 of the engineers have
amateur stations.
JOHN M. SHERMAN, inspector in
charge of FCC district No. 16 at St.
Paul, is recovering from a major
operation.

AERONAUTICAL MIKE — James
V. Piersol, aviation editor of the
Detroit News, uses this harness for
news broadcasting on WWJ, Detroit, his hands being free to operate the plane. Call letters of the
transmitter are KHPM for airway
communication and WKFB for rebroadcasting through WWJ.

NBC Hollywood Engineer
WITH DONALD DE WOLF as
signed as engineer in charge of it
new Hollywood studios, inaugurate
Dec. 7, NBC has announced th
appointment to his staff of Paul A
Greene, recently with Columbi
Pictures and at one time chief er
gineer of CBS, and Mortimer C
Smith, transferred from San Fran
cisco. A. H. Saxton, NBC wester
division engineer at San Francis
co, remains as general supervisoi

C. DAVIS BELCHER, former FCC
radio inspector, has been signed as
instructor in a technical radio course
to be broadcast, starting Jan. 6, over
short wave relay station WIXAL,
Boston, operating on 6,400 kc. The
coursedaysisunderto auspices
be heard of7-8thep. university
m. Monextension division of the Massachusetts Department of Education.
WALTER A. PARKS, 38, engineer
of WMAL, Washington, died of a
self - inflicted bullet wound recently,
despondent over the death of his wife.

PICKWICK BROADCASTINi
Corp. Ltd., Los Angeles, has file
certificate of dissolution with th
secretary of state at Sacramento
The organization at one tim
owned and operated KTAB, Sa
Francisco; KGB, San Diego, an
KTM, Los Angeles.

WJBK, Detroit, besides getting a
sponsor for the Detroit Olympics
hockey team has sold sponsorship
rights of the Detroit Red Wings to
Dodge Dealers Association.
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Dominion
Inquiry
Into General Radio
Status Is Foreseen
Investigation of Broadcast in
Recent Election Promised
By JAMES MONTAGNES
IF PRESENT plans of the government are not altered before
Parliament begins in January,
there will be another Parliamentary committee appointed to look
into many angles of radio broadcasting, including broadcasts of
the last election candidates, the
fate of the Radio Commission, the
technical development under the
Commission and the work done by
that body since its appointment
some three years ago.
Broadcasting is expected to form
a part of the new Department of
Communications which is now being planned, consolidating the departments of marine (radio licensing and ship radio), railways and
canals. Under this plan there will
be a general manager instead of a
Broadcasting Commission, to look
after nationalized radio broadcasting, and he will be responsible to
the minister of communications.
There is, however, objection even
among government supporters, to
dissolution of the broadcasting
commission, as it is felt that this
will mean that French-Canadians
will receive too big a place in the
high command of broadcasting.
Nevertheless government plans are
considered far enough advanced
that this objection will be removed.
The general manager plan was
the outcome of the last Parliamentary committee in June, 1934, but
the plan was never put into force
by the late Bennett administration.
The committee at that time recommended the retirement of the three
commissioners and the appointment
of a general manager. Meanwhile
the commission's life was renewed
annually, and it runs out again on
March 31, 1936. Before then plans
must be perfected and passed by
legislation deciding the fate of Canadian radio for some years.
One of the election programs,
Mr. Sage, will be investigated, according to reliable information.
The report is that "Mr. Sage" was
an American actor imported to run
the program, under the sponsorship of an individual, who really
represented the then government
(Conservative) party. "Mr. Sage"
did not spare the present Premier,
W. L. Mackenzie King, in his
broadcasts, and Mr. King is evidently going to have something to
say as to how political broadcasts
in future are to be conducted, by
others than those officially representing political parties.
Entertainers, listeners, and technical men, will be heard at the proposed parliamentary committee to
find out what the commission has
done with broadcasting and to decide on future policy, which will
probably include the building of
high powered (50,000 watts) staas recommended in 1929 by'
the Airtions,Commission.

Jinx Captured
TIME after time the sound
effects box has toppled from
its table in Studio B, of
WINS, New York, spoiling
many a program. Even sound
engineers were called in to
investigate the mystery. Finally they found that a certain note played by a violinist
in Louis Katzman's orchestra
hit the fundamental frequency of the sound effects
box and sent it down with a
crash. The legs of the sound
effects cabinet were shortened to take it out of the frements. quency of musical instruREPUBLICAN

PARTY

TO SPONSOR TESTS
A TEST of the script Liberty at
the Crossroads, written by Henry
Fiske Carlton for the Republican
National Committee, is tentatively
planned over a Chicago station on
a sponsored basis shortly, according to Thomas G. Sabin, its radio
director, who is now dividing his
time between New York, Washington and Chicago to formulate plans
and policies respecting the use of
radio in the forthcoming national
political campaign. Mr. Sabin returned to Washington Dec. 10 after
spending some time in Chicago. He
has extensive radio plans, including the sponsorship of programs
on behalf of the party even before
the nominating convention next
summer, but they remain to worked
out.
Mr. Sabin has opened a New
York office at 1 E. 57th St. to operate in conjunction
party's
finance
committee with
until the
funds
are
raised for the radio campaign.
After that he will establish regular offices in New York, Washington, Chicago and in one Pacific
Coast city. His Chicago headquarters temporarily are in the Palmer
House.
The station to be used for the
test of the Carlton script, which
deals with general trends in American political
life, is
remains
to be selected. Carlton
the author
of
■ Great Moments in History, Socon e y I a n d Sketches, the Stebbins
Boys and other radio hits.

i
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GOOD

AGENCY

Knows

A

GOOD

Mitchell-F

Paul

aust

Holman

STATION

Advertising
Chicago

Company

Faust Suys-.

"What better indication of our attitude toward WLS than our constant renewal of contracts. The
record - breaking success of our
Feature Foods program is a tribute
to WLS drawing power. Advertising 30-minutes each weekday morning, in the last 12 weeks Feature
Foods have received over 32,000
letters, nearly all containing box-

Director of Radio
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co.

tops and coin."
THESE

MITCHELL-FAUST

CLIENTS

now are using WLS
Campbell Cereal Company
Rap-In- Wax Company
Squire-Dingee Company
"The 'JUNKET' Folks"
Airy-Fairy Foods, Inc.
Steele-Wedeles Company
Feature Foods, Inc.

*** **:

* Each asterisk indicates one year on WLS.
Humphreys on NBC
HUMPHREY'S HOMEOPATHIC
MEDICINE Co., New York (Humphrey's remedies) will return to
the air on 3 NBC-WEAF stations
Dec. 15, 1:45-2 p. m. and thrice
a week thereafter, Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday. On the two
week days the program will go on
the air at a different time — 10:3010:45 a. m. The program, Sweethearts of the Air, will have Breen
and de Rose with Andy Sanella.
The three stations are WEAF,
KYW, WFBR. Biow Co. Inc., New
York, is the agency.

STUDIOS
Italio Station,
xompfl •
CLEARWATER.
ST. PETERSBURG
WFIA-WSUN
M\ \SERVINGTHE FLORIDA'S
CENTER
OF
POPULATION
TAMPA TRADE TERRITORY
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THEY

KNOW

WLS

THE

PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION
1230 WASHINGTON BLVD. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
BURRIDGE D. BUTLER,
President'
. A. Robertson.
. 250 GLENN
NEW YORK
OFFICE: Graham
Park Are.SNYDER, Manager

we act on it. A splendid way f'o
a service to establish consume
confidence and good will!
* * *
South

"Variety's" Showmanship Poll
Thus Rates the Boston Stations
1. WNAC
2. WEEI
3. WMEX
4
5
6
7
After only one year's operation,
we feel honored to "show" with
our distinguished friends WNAC
and WEEI.

WMEX
Member of Inter-City Group
1560 kc — 250 w L.S. — 100 w N.
HOTEL MANGER — BOSTON
In America's Fourth Market
Tel. CAPitol 7560 — Teletype Bos. 157

and

Broadway

BY STATION RRFAK
more severe depression and an
THE TREK Southward is begin- earlier
one. At least it seems so.
ning. Extra sections on trains
With this new buying trend on the
bound for warmth and sunshine
once more are being added, and part of the public, these service
industries promise to show further
plane reservations must be booked
in importance during the
in advance. Miami and nearby re- gains
next few years.
sorts are filling up. The winter
* * *
playgrounds are receiving the oldtime influx.
IN Station Break's opinion, they
* * *
should be the next important industry to take to the air in a big
UP NORTH, on Broadway, the
. . . that is if someone sells
theater crowds are swelling in way
them.
* * *
numbers. A few weeks ago football attendance was the largest
since the depression. Movie audi- RADIO is ideally suited for the advertising of a service. Advertisences are causing executives to reing a service isn't quite the same
member, less regretfully, the halas advertising a physical commodcyon days of the late twenties.
ity. You can't very well wrap up
America, having pulled in its belt
for nearly five years, is at play a service and carry it home . . . it's
an intangible. Its physical attriagain . . . and with a vengeance.
We lost our shirts in the market
butes are only of secondary importance. A stream-lined train
and the bank blew up ... so why
may catch your eye, but you are
save! So, where there's a nickel primarily interested in the degree
in the pocket, they go to the movies,
which it makes your railroad
and where there's a dollar, they to
trip more comfortable and gets you
buy a car. They're* out% for pleasure. there sooner. You're interested
mainly in the utility of the • servTO GET stodgy for a moment,
ice . . . the satisfaction it renders
economists tell us that since the
* ■* .*
World War the service industries,
ministering to our pleasures and
NOR can you look over a service
our comforts, have grown most
ahead of time, except to a limited
rapidly of all. Without them, and you.
You can't tell how a train
the millions of workers they ab- degree.
will ride until you try it, nor what
sorbed, we would have had a much
kind of service a hotel will have
unless
at it.of You've
got
to
take you
the stop
purveyor
the service
especially
trust
him. on faith. You've got to

(gmtttupB

K

from
KOMO-KJR
SEATTLE

BIRT F. FISHER,
General Manager
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WHAT a chance for radio! A
good program carries with it the
unconscious connotation of an enterprising and conscientious company
sponsoring
company has enough it.
sense"If tothepresent
that good a program, it must know
how to make a good product,"
feels, even more than thinks, the
listener. Thus he gets respect for
the sponsoring company, in addition to being grateful to it for
giving him entertainment which he
likes. We're simple folk. We're
still kindly and appreciative and

H. M. FELTIS,
Commercial Manager

F
It I
Abilene, Kansas
5000 watts 1050 kc.

Because of its central location KFBI is virtually without interference and competition, and reaches more
Kansas people at a lower
cost than can be reached
any other way.
National Representatives
WILSON-DALTON
Chicago, Kansas City
NORMAN CRAIG
New York

AS CONSUMERS, we're interest
ed mainly in the use of the servio
You can dramatize a service ove
the radio. What a job you coul
do in taking the old Statler Hot<
magazine copy of before the d<
pression and turning it into radi
drama! Grand Hotel, and the
some! What a program you coul
make out of the drama inherent i
rendering a service such as thf
of the telephone, and in depictin
what the phone has meant in t?
lives of millions of individual:
What you could do, merely wit
the right kind of friendly educi
tional copy, to dramatize a servW
or institution ! What . . . but the
we could go on for pages. ST;
tion Break would be delighted 1
retire on the advertising vali
which the motion pictures get fro
radio each year out of the phij
ging of their song hits over the ai
THE USE of a service is a pe
sonal matter. Where you boug]
your coat is less your concern ths
how satisfactory the coat is. Yoi
hotel, railroad, insurance compan
or laundry is a much more pe
sonal matter. Services are perso:
al ... so is radio. The hums
voice is the most personal form
communication.
TO SHOW what services can
we recommend the Metropolis
Life Insurance Co., Union Centr
Life and others; the Chesapeake
Ohio Railroad; Household Finan
Corp., the Man from Cooks ai
countless others. And the surfa
* *
has only been# scratched!
FRANKLY we're a prima donn
We like our fan mail . . . evi
when it calls our attention
something which we should ha
known. We got a kick out of b
ing reminded
"Oldyears
Dutclaj
was
on the air that
several
in the person of Irene Beasley. "V
looked
it up. Girl
Sureprogram
enough, wt'
Old Dutch
broadcast over CBS from Octob
1930 to June 1932. Another tra
mark dramatized
* * over
* the radio
WE'RE sorry we can't give you ;
appropriate souvenir with ea
cover of Broadcasting and coi
ment for the column mailed in
us. But we will give your cont;
butions every consideration.
RETURNING to Old Dutch Clea
ser. When it was on the air
1932, broadcast advertising
soaps and housekeepers' suppli*
totaled little more than one milli'
dollars. Last year radio advert
ing by this group of products w
two and one-half times as gre:
with further material increas
taking place during 1935. Comp;
ative newcomers to radio — th<
advertising wasn't important un
after 1930 — these products ha
shown some of the greatest gai
to be experienced in broadcast
vertising volume. And why nc
(Continued on page 49)
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Current News About Accounts, Pending Schedules, Transcriptions,
Agencies and Representatives; Notes from the Stations
STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements

WSM, Nashville
Akron Lamp Co., Akron (Diamond
irons),
thruChicago.
Guenther-Bradford & 26
Co. sp,Inc.,
John H. Woodbury Co., Cincinnati
(cosmetics),
nen
& Mitchell3 weekly
Inc., N. t,Y.thru LenFlorida Citrus Commission, Tampa,
Fla. (fruit), 26 t, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., Lakeland, Fla.
McConnon & Co., Winona, Minn,
(household goods), 3 weekly sa,
thru McCord Co., Minneapolis.
M. J. Breitenbach Co., New York
(Gude's
weekly
so,
thru Pepto-Mangan),
Brooke, Smith &2 French
Inc., N. Y.
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J. (radio
tubes), 3 weekly sa, thru Lord &
xhomas, N. Y.
WCLO, Janesville, Wis.
A. J. Krank Co., St. Paul (cosmetics),
36
sp, thru Cramer-Krasselt Co.,
Milwaukee.
Zerbst Pharmacal Co., St. Joseph,
Mo. (proprietary), 128 sa, thru
Barrons Adv. Agency, Kansas City.
Leath & Co., Chicago (furniture
chain), 6 weekly sp, direct.
Pendergrast Candy Co., Chicago
(Sparkle candy), 6 weekly sp, direct.
Household Finance Corp., Chicago
(loan service), 6 weekly sp, thru
Charles Daniel Frey Co., Chicago.
Republic Coal & Coke Co., Chicago
(Delat coal), 5 weekly sa, thru
Bozell & Jacobs Inc., Chicago.
WHK, Cleveland
Willard Storage Battery Co., Cleveland, 3 daily sa, thru Meldrum &
Fewsmith Inc.. Cleveland.
Lake Shore Electric Railway, SanO., 5 Co.,
sa, Cleveland.
thru CampbellSanford dusky,
Adv.
Air-Way Electric Appliance Corp.,
Toledo, 3 weekly t, thru CampbellEwald Co. Inc., Detroit.
KSFO, San Francisco
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 6 weekly ta, thru Street &
Finney Inc., N. Y.

WBNS, Columbus, O.
Atlantic Refining Co., Philadelphia
(White Flash), 13 sa, thru N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia.
Ex Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (proprieN. Y. tary), 78 t, thru Joseph Katz Co.,
Cities Service Oil Co., Cleveland (oil
products), 13 sp, direct.
Kroger Grocery & Baking Co., Cincinnati (chain store), 52 t, thru
Ralph Motor
H. JonesCo.,Co.,
Cincinnati.
Lincoln
Detroit
(autos),
12
sa,
thru
N.
W.
Ayer
& Son Inc.,
N. Y.
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance
Co., Springfield, Mass., 26 t, thru
R. J. Potts & Co., Kansas City.
Pure Oil Co., Chicago (gas & oil),
100 ta, thru Freitag Adv. Agency,
Chicago.
Publicker Commercial Alcohol Co.,
Philadelphia (Thermol Royal), 9
sa, thru Al Paul Lefton & Co. Inc.,
Philadelphia.
Julian & Kokenge Co., Columbus
(Footsaver shoes), 13 sa, thru Aucago. brey, Moore & Wallace Inc., Chi-

WSPD, Toledo
Lincoln Motor Co., Detroit (autos),
6 sa, thru N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
N. Y.
Dr. Miles Laboratories inc., Elkhart,
Ind. (Alka-Seltzer), 35 sa, thru
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago (radio
sets), 8 ta, thru H. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Lake Shore Electric Railway, Sandusky, O., 5 ja, thru CampbellSanford Adv. Co., Cleveland.
United Drug Co., Boston (Rexall), 5
t, thru Street & Finney Inc., N. T.
Gordon Baking Co., Detroit, 104 sp,
thru Sehl Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Standard Oil Co. of Ohio, Cleveland,
15
sa, thru MeCann-Erickson Inc.,
Cleveland.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Drene), 26 ta, thru H. W. Kastor
& Sons Adv. Co. Inc.. Chicago.
WAVE, Louisville
Hayden Milling Co., Clinton, Mich,
American Tobacco Co., New York
(groceries), 45 sa, thru Staake &
(Roi-Tan cigars), 6 weekly sp, thru
Schoonmaker Co., Kalamazoo.
Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(soap), 4 sa, thru Pedlar & Ryan
Agency, N. Y.
Boweys Inc., Chicago (Dari-Rich
Inc., N. Y.
drink ) , 2 weekly t, thru Russel C.
Casco Co., Canton, O. (proprietary),
Comer Adv. Co., Chicago.
26 t, thru R. W. Clark Adv. Agency,
Massachusetts
Mutual Life Insurance
Akron.
Co., Springfield, Mass., weekly t,
Hartz Mountain Products Inc., New
City.
thru R. J. Potts & Co., Kansas
York (bird seed), 3 sa, thru Ernest
Davids Inc., N. Y.
Swartchild & Co., Chicago (jewelry),
26
ta, thru Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc.,
KOL, Seattle
Chicago.
M. Hohner Inc., New York (harmonMaryland timore
Pharmaceutical
Co., Balicas), 13 t, thru Atherton & Cur(Rem, Rel), 3 weekly
sa,
rier Inc., N. Y.
thru Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
Gaseteria Inc., Indianapolis (gas, oil),
Hexol Co., San Francisco (proprietary), 12 weekly sa, thru Kelso
6 weekly sa, direct.
Norman Organization, San FranITS Co., Elyria, O. (rubber heels),
cisco.
2Cleveland.
weekly sa, thru Carr-Liggett Inc.,
Dr. Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart,
Ind. (Alka-Seltzer), 3 weekly t,
thru Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 2
daily sa, thru Biow Co. Inc., N. Y.
McCloskey Varnish Co., Los Angeles
(Kwik-on), 6 weekly sa, thru Bert
Butterworth Agency, Los Angeles.
ITS Co., Elyria. O. (rubber heels), 2
weekly sa, thru Carr Liggett Inc.,
Cleveland.
Knox Co., Los Angeles (Cystex),
weekly *, thru Allen C. Smith Adv.
Co., Kansas City.
WDBJ, Roanoke, Va.
Ohio Novelty Co., Steubenville, O.
(fireworks, etc.), 3 sp, direct.
Geo. S. Gunther Brewing Co. Inc.,
Baltimore (beer), 3 weekly sa,
thru I. A. Goldman & Co., Baltimore.
M. L. Clein Co.. Atlanta (MenthoMulsion, 6 weekly sa, direct.
Pure Oil Co., Chicago (carbon solvent), 12 weekly ta, thru Freitag
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga (proprietary), 7 ta, thru
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace Inc.,
Chicago.
Keeley Institute, Greensboro, N. C.
(Keeley treatment), 100 ta, thru R.
S. Williamson Co., Greensboro.
WKRC, Cincinnati
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 6
weekly ta, thru Biow Co. Inc., N.Y.
Purity Bakeries Corp., Chicago (Grennan products), 6 weekly sp, thru
Hanff-Metzger Inc., N. Y.
From the Washington Herald
Julep Tobacco, Boston (cigarettes),
"Calling car 24! New fruit stand at Tenth & State — do your stuff and
5Co.weekly
sa,
thru
Mark
O'Dea
&
Inc., N. Y.
don't forget your captain!"
Page 46

WOR, Newark
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinna;
(Oxydol), 5 weekly t,Inc.,
thruChicago
Blao i
ett-Sample-Hummert
Glame Co., Hoboken, N. J. (nail pcj
ish), 2 weekly sp, thru Donahue
Goe Inc., N. Y.
Hulburt's Fruit Products Inc., Ne>
York (citrus juices), 3 weekly s|
thru Ernest Davids Inc., N. Y.
H. (wines),
T. Deweyweekly
& Sonssp,Co.,
YothruNewFairf;
Adv. Co., N. Y.
Ex Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (propri
Co., N.2 Y.
tary),
weekly t, thru Joseph Ka J
Carlsbad Products Co. Inc., Ne;
York (Carlsbad Sprudel salts),
weekly sp, thru H. M. Kiesewett
Adv. Agency Inc., N. Y.
1
Justrite Co., Milwaukee (bird seed
weekly sp; thru Gustav Marx Ad
Agency &Inc.,
Milwaukee.
Carleton
Hovey
Co., Lowell, Mas
(Father John's medicine), 3 week
sp, thru
P. F.Commission,
O'Keefe, Boston.
Florida
Citrus
Tampa, A
weekly t, thru Ruthrauff & Ry;
Inc., Lakeland, Fla.
KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Allegheny Steel Co., Pittsbur;
(stainless steel), 260 ta, th
Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.
Studebaker Corp., South Bend, Ie
12 t, thru
Williai: J
&(autos),
Cunnvnham
Inc.,Roche,
Chicago.
Good Luck Food Co., Rochester, •
Y. (pie filling, crust, etc.), 26 i
thru Hughes, Wolff & Co., Roch<
ter, N. Y.
on, Tamr^l
Citrus Commissi
Florida
26 t, thru Rut 1
Fla. (fruits),
rauff & Rvan Inc., New York Cit j
Pure Oil Co., Chicago, 26 ta, th.j
Freitag Adv. Agency Inc., Chica? J
Ball Bros., Muncie, Ind. (mas J
jars), 26 sp, thru Applegate Ac
Muncie,
W. Agency,
A. Sheaffer
Pen Ind.
Co., Fort Ma<
son. Ia. (fountain pens), 30 t, th
Philip O. Palmer & Co. Inc.. CI
cago.
Victor Brewing Co., Jeannette, P
91
sa. thru
g, Pa.Fam Adv. Agent
Greensbur
Rieck-McJunkin Dairy Co.. Pit
burgh (ice cream), 14 sa, direct.
KFI, Los Angeles
Lehn & Fink Products Co., New Yo
, 3 weekly
(Hinds
cosmetics)
thru
Kenvon
& Eckhardt
Inc., N.
John Morrell & Co., Ottumwa,
(Red Heart dog food), 4 weekly
Henri, Hurst & McDons
thru Chicago.
Inc.,
Cycle Trades of America Inc., N
York (bicycle contest), 7 sa, dire
Union Pacific System, Omaha (r
transportation;, 4 weekly sa, th
Ernest Bader & Co., Omaha.
Max Mehl Numismatic Co., Fr:
Worth (old coins), 2 sp, th
Guenther-Bradford & Co. Inc., C.
George A. Hormel Co., Austin, Mir
thru Batten,
(soup), 65& sa,
Durstine
Osborn
Inc., N.Bartc
Y. |
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Los Ange
(retailer), 5 weekly sa, thru Da
Jones Co., Los Angeles.
KTUL, Tulsa, Okla.
Wander Co., Chicago (Ovaltine),
Blackett-Samp :
thru Chicago.
Hummert
weekly t, Inc.,
Gold Dust Corp., New York (Silv !
Dust), 6 weekly so, thru Battel
Barton, Durstine & Osborn Ie
N. Y.
Ex Lax Mfg. Co. Inc., Brooklyn (pprietary),
weekly t, thru Jose,
Katz
Co., 2Brooklyn.
KGO, San Francisco
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago (radio:
2 weekly ta, thru H. W. Kasl
& Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Reid,
Co., 6 San
cisco Murdoch
(canned &food),
weeklyFrs M\
thru Roy Alden & Associates Ie
Los Angeles.
WMAQ, Chicago
Florida Citrus Commission, Tam]
Fla. (citrus fruits), 26 t, thru Ru
rauff & Ryan Inc., Lakeland. Fla
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NETWORK

ACCOUNTS

New Business

HUMPHREY'S HOMEOPATHIC
York (proprieMEDICINE Co.,1 New
started Sweethearts
tary) on Dec.
F stations
NBC-WEA
3
of the Air on
Sun. 1:45(3 to be added Dec. 29), :30-10
:45 a.
Thurs., 10
m., Tues.,
2m.p. Agency
: Biow Co. Inc., N. Y.
CLICQUOT CLUB Co., Millis, Mass.
(gingerale, sparkling water) on Dec.
I 21 starts Harry Reser & Clicquot
• Club Eskimos on 17 CBS stations,
Saturdays, 8-8:30 p. m. Agency: N.
i W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
' CAMPBELL
SOUP Co.,Lionel
Camden,
on
Dec. 25in only
broadcasts
Barrymore
Dickens
Christmas Carol
on
i 71 CBS stations, 5-5:30 p. m., keyed
from Los Angeles. Agency : F. Wallis Armstrong Co., Philadelphia.
COX GELATINE Co., New York, on
Dec. 13 started Jack Berch on 5
NBC-WJZ stations, Fridays, 10:4511 a. m. Agency : Joseph Katz Co.,
' N. Y.
SPRATT'S PATENT Ltd., Newark
(dog food) on Jan. 4 starts Albert
Payson Terhune Dog Dramas on 12
NBC-WJZ stations, Saturdays, 5:305 :45 p. m. Agency : Paris & Peart,
j N. Y.
L. C. SMITH CORONA TYPEWRITER Co., Syracuse, on Dec. 19
starts Nine to Five on 18 NBC-WJZ
stations, Thursdays, 7-7 :15 p. m.
i Agency
N. Y. : Newell - Emmett Co. Inc.,
BENJAMIN MOORE & Co., New
York (paint) on Jan. 8 starts Betty
Moore on basic NBC-WEAF network
plus Northwestern (except WIBA),
Southwestern, Southeastern, Wednesdays, 11 :30-ll :45 a. m. Placed direct.
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago (cereal) on Jan. 4 starts program on
basic NBC-WEAF network with
WLW, KSTP, KFYR, WIBA, Saturdays, 5:30-6 p. m. Agency : Lord
| & Thomas, Chicago.
Renewal Contracts
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE Corp.,
Chicago, on Jan. 7 renews Edgar
Guest in Welcome Valley on 18 NBCWJZ stations, Tuesdays, 8:30-9 p. m.
Agency : Charles Daniel Frey Co.,
Chicago.
PHILCO RADIO & TELEVISION
Corp., Philadelphia, on Jan. 1 renews
Boake Carter on 23 CBS stations,
Mon. thru Fri., 7 :45-8 p. m. Agency :
Hitchins Adv. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
GENERAL MOTORS Corp., New
York (autos) on Jan. 5 renews General Motors Concerts on 62 NBCWEAF stations, Sundays, 10-11 p. m.
Agency : Campbell-Ewald Co. of New
York, N. Y.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Maxwell House coffee) on Jan. 2 renews Lanny Ross Presents Maxwell
House Showboat on 60 NBC-WEAF
stations, Thursdays, 9-10 p. m.
Agency : Benton & Bowles Inc., N. Y.
SINCLAIR REFINING Co., New
York (oil products) on Jan. 6 renews
Sinclair Minstrels on 46 NBC-WJZ
stations, Mondays, 9-9 :30 p. m.
Agency : Federal Adv. Agency, N. Y.
RADIO CORP. of AMERICA, New
York (radio tubes) on Dec. 12 renewed Magic Key of RCA on 61 NBCWJZ stations, Sundays, 2-3 p. m.
Agency: Lord & Thomas, N. Y.

LEHN & FINK PRODUCTS Co.,
New York (Pebeco toothpaste) on
Jan. 5 renews Eddie Cantor on 51
CBS stations, Sundays, 8-8:30 p. m.,
with repeat at 11 p. m. Agency:
Lennen & Mitchell Inc., N. Y.
SPERRY FLOUR Co., San Francisco (flour) on Dec. 25 renews for
13 weeks Male Chorus Parade on
KFRC and the Don Lee network,
Wednesdays, 8:15-8:30 p. m. (PST).
Agency
: Westco Adv. Agency, San
Francisco.
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York
(Fleischmann's
yeast for
bread)
on Jan.
5 renews Bakers
Broadcast
on NBC-WJZ network, Sundays,
7 :30-8 p. m. Agency : J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York (Fleishmann's yeast) on Jan. 2
renews Fleischmann Hour on NBCWEAF- network, Thursdays, 8-9 p. m.
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N. Y.
REAL SILK HOSIERY MILLS
Inc., Indianapolis, on Jan. 5 renews
Life Is a Song on NBC-WJZ network, Sundays, 9-9 :30 p. m. Agency :
Leo Burnett Co. Inc., Chicago.
SHELL EASTERN PETRO. PROD.
Inc., New York, on Jan. 4 renews
Shell Chateau on NBC-WEAF netSaturdays,
9 :30-10 Co.,
p. m.N. Agency : J. work,
Walter
Thompson
Y.
OCCIDENTAL LIFE INSURANCE
Co. of California, Los Angeles (insurance), on Jan. 1 renews for 52
weeks Winning the West on 5 NBC
KPO stations, Thursdays, 9:15-9:45
p. m. (PST). Agency: Charles R.
Stuart Inc., San Francisco.
TILLAMOOK COUNTY CREAMERY ASS'N, Tillamook, Ore., (dairy
products), on Jan. 3 renews for 13
weeks in Woman's Magazine of the
Air on 5 NBC-KPO stations, Fridays, 3:15-3:30 p. m. (PST). Agency : Botsford, Constantine & Gardner
Inc., Portland, Ore.
Network Changes
GORDON BAKING Co. on Dec. 11
changes Lone Ranger on MBS to
Mon., Wed., Fri., 7:30-8 p. m.
ATLANTIC REFINING Co. on Dec.
14 adds Bob Hope and Honey Chile.
J. W. MARROW Co. on Dec. 4
changed Betty Marlow to 3-3 :15 p.
m. Wed., Fri.
An Error Corrected
GROSSING $9,564,296 during the
first 10 months of 1935, the NBCWJZ (Blue) network has shown a
gain of 15.4% over the same period of 1934 — not a loss of 7.3% as
erroneously reported in the Dec. 1
issue of Broadcasting. This revenue estimate is based upon an approximate breakdown of the figures published by National Advertising Records, since NBC does not
report individual totals for the Red
and Blue networks. Broadcasting
regrets the error.

December

Montana j

15, 1935

APPEARS

OFTEN ON NETWORKS
PRESIDENT Roosevelt during
1935 spoke 20 times over the CBS
network up to Dec. 10 and 15 times
over NBC networks up to Dec. 4,
according to statistical reports issued by the respective networks on
those dates. His Nov. 29 broadcast
from Atlanta, during the Georgia
Tech homecoming, marked his first
use of the special combination
microphone stand recently constructed for him by the CBS Washington plant.
NBC reported in addition that
Secretary of Agriculture Wallace
led the 398 federal government officials who spoke over its networks
during the first 10 months of this
year, broadcasting 16 times. Each
member of the Cabinet spoke at
least once, it reported, for a total
of 65 broadcasts; 50 Senators
spoke 111 times, and 96 Representatives spoke 177 times during the
same period.
CBS reported that the Christmas
Eve speech of the President, during the lighting of the National
Community Christmas tree in
Washington, will bring his 1935
total to 21 CBS addresses, which
will mark 63 such appearances
over that network since his inauguration.
Howard

Clothes Twelfth

Sponsor
for Inter-City
A DOZEN accounts now are active
on the Inter-City Group, with the
signing of Howard Clothes Inc.,
New York, for WMCA, New York,
WIP, Philadelphia and WPRO,
Providence, it was announced Dec.
10. Of the dozen accounts, 11 run
on WIP, six each on WPRO and
WCBM, Baltimore, five each on
WMEX, Boston and WOL, Washington, four on WLNH, Laconia,
N. H., and three on WDEL, Wilmington.
The Howard program series
comprises a 15-minute musical program Monday through Friday and
on Sunday evenings. It is called
Howard Dandies and features
Beth Wilson, Jimmie Ray and the
Fenton orchestra. The account was
placed through
Edmund
sociates, New York,
for 26Linn
weeks.AsFRANCE'S government - operated
broadcasting stations must pay authors of radio plays 500 to 1,000
francs (about 35 to 70 dollars) for
each manuscript accepted, under a
recent ruling.

=WHK=
Sells

65

Coal

with

Tons

of

2 Spot

Announcements

A mild autumn had Cleveland's coal companies in the
doldrums. People just
weren't buying coal. The
Ford Coal Company refused
to sit back and wait for cold
weather to sell coal. They
ebought mentsjust
on W 2 HspotK —announc
no other
advertising had been used
this season. The results
were immediate. In a few
days they had delivered 65
tons to new customers — results which they attribute to
their W H K announcements.
The record of W

H K is

filled with many similar success stories. Advertisers
large and small, local and
national have found that
their best buy in Cleveland
is W H K and prove it by
spending more dollars on
W H K than any other
Cleveland Station.
WHK- First In
Radio Showmanship
The Variety Annual Community Showmanship Survey
FIRST
placed WHK
again
in
Cleveland.
In fact,
so
successful has W H K been
in entertaining Cleveland
that 12 of W H K's own sustaining programs are being
fed weekly to the Columbia
Network of which W H K is
a basic outlet. These and
other popular programs are
available to national advertisers. A wire or letter will
leadership
and ofsuggestions
W H K's
bring
on
howyouto proof
use it to increase
your sales in the Northern
Ohio Market.

W

B

NEW yORK'SOMETROPOLITAN AREA IS A
VARIETY OF NATIONALITIES — EACH OF
WHICH IS A BUYING
MARKET IN ITSELF.

J YES — We have had a very
good year
THANK YOU, — and
MERRY CHRISTMAS
Missoula K*G*V*0

PRESIDENT

WBNX — NeW

• BROADCASTING

York

N
MARKS
THE
SPOT
/WHK\
Broadcasting in EIGHT
languages besides English
WBNX "speaks the language of your prospect?'.
Write For Booklet "Market Coverage"

Radio Air Service Corp.
Terminal Tower - - Cleveland, Ohio
H. K. Carpenter, General Mgr.
C. A. McLaughlin, Sales Mst.
FREE AND SLEININGER, Inc.
National Representative!

AGENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES

WKY
in the

Forefront

Radio

Enterprise

of

Third station in U. S. to
start exploring the new
field of ultra-highfrequency

broadcasting

FROM radio's squawking infancy, WKY has been a pioneer ... a trail blazer. It was
the third station in the United
States to air regularly scheduled programs, and from that
early day it has pushed ahead
step by step, always ahead of
the crowd . . . always a pace
setter in broadcasting progress.
Today, WKY is again in the
forefront blazing a trail into
the undeveloped, uncharted field
of ultra-high-frequency broadcasting— a sure bet to arrive
within the next few years to
bring listeners static-free, high
fidelity reception, facsimile and
television.
WKY is now installing an
RCA 100 - watt ultra-high-frequency transmitter for experimental use — the third of its
kind in the U. S. When ultrahigh-frequency transmission arrives, WKY will be in on the
ground floor and ready.
This latest pioneering move
is a good example of the enterprising, progressive policy that
keeps WKY in the forefront of
radio progress, keeps it closely
identified with majority community interest . . . and accounts for its gilt-edge popularity with listeners and advertisers.

J. CURTIS WILLSON, formerly in
charge of the New York office of John
Blair & Co. after having been in Detroit for the same concern, has joined
the National sales staff of Hearst Radio Inc., in New York, representing
the six Hearst-owned stations.
W. VINCENT LEAHY, formerly
head of the agency by that name in
San Francisco, has been named to direct the Sussman Wormser & Co. account for Botsford, Constantine &
Gardner, San Francisco, which recently acquired the S & W advertising. Mr. Leahy is an account executive. The agency has enlarged its offices in the Russ Bldg.
GEORGE
J. PODEYN, formerly
with
and Batten,
Durstine NBC
& Osborn
Inc., has Barton,
been named
radio director of Fuller & Smith &
Ross Inc., New York office.
LORENZO KENNON, formerly national expansion manager for Congoin
Co., Los Angeles, has been made account executive for the Kelso Norman Organization, San Francisco, and
will
counts.service radio along with other acDONALD COPE, radio producer for
Benton & Bowles, New York, arrived
in Hollywood early in December on
a talent hunt.
GEORGE C. HOOPER, formerly of
Chicago, has joined Firestone Adv.
Agency, St. Paul, and will service
Kremola Co. and other accounts.
Spot broadcasts are planned for Kremola in Chicago and other markets,
supplemented by magazine advertising.
ROBERT M. HIXSON, president of
Hixson-O'Donnell Inc., Los Angeles
agency, is the father of a boy born
in November.

Kids Period
KNX, independent Hollywood station, has taken adofthe 5-7 shows
p. m. release ofvantagenetwork
on
the West Coast to establish a
Kids Period at the same
hours, bidding for adolescent
listeners. The slogan of the
campaign is "What Junior
Wants— recently
Mother Buys".
station
employedThea
sky-writer to write in milelong letters
"Kids — 6 p. 8,000
m. —
KNX".
Recently
youngsters were guests at a
free baseball game, each having obtained
the Grocery
"password"
via the
station.
outlets had distributed package
inserts calling attention to
the game.
McCARTY Co., Los Angeles agency,
earlv in December merged with Waters & McCleod. The McCarty Co.,
organized
1919,
and Waters
& McCleod,infounded
in 1920,
will maintain
offices in the Bendix Bldg. under the
name of The McCarty Co. Terrell T.
McCarty, continues as president and
H. E. Cassidy as executive vice president.
HILLMAN - SHANE Adv. Agency,
Los Angeles, has moved from the
Oviatt Bldg. to 412 West 6th St.
ROBLES & STODEL, Los Angeles
radio agency,
early& in
December
became the Stodel
Kramer
Agency.
Offices will be in the Haas Bldg.
ALLAN W. KERR, for the last eight
years with the merchandising department of the New York News and
space salesman for True Story Magazine, has joined the New York staff
of
Free & Sleininger, station representatives.

WE
BED!!!

IN

REVEL
IT!

. . . and it's caused by blast furnaces in operation around Pittsburgh. It is the Steel City's barometer of business and industrial
conditions.
The skies are RED over Pittsburgh NOW . . . and little wonder:
1. Steel production . . . highest November since 1929.
2. More persons employed than since May, 1931.
3. Payrolls heaviest since April, 1931.
4. Since July, 50,000 have returned to jobs they lost in the last
five years.
5. Where the average worker earned 35c in Feb., 1933, he now
gets 75c — more than double. (Bureau of Business Research, U. of
Pittsburgh.)
. . . RED Over Pittsburgh . . . plus Program Over WCAE . . .
equals: SALES IN THE BLACK.

SAM MOORE, in charge of Wesl
Coast editorial content of radio projj
grams for clients of J. Walter ThompJ
son' Co., went to New York recently!
Robert Colwell, of the New York ofl
fice, substituting until his return.
EUGENE J. COGAX for eight yeard
space buyer of Paris & Peart, New
York, has been named an account ex*
ecutive and is succeeded by Frank Hi
Pamentel, his assistant. John S. All
len, formerly of Kenyon & Eckhardt
is assisting Mr. Pamentel.
CARPENTER-ROGERS Co.. Dallas!
agency, has changed its corporate title!
to Rogers & Smith Adv., with associaj
tion of H. N. Smith, formerly oi
Rogers & Smith, Chicago. The twcl
agencies are now affiliated.
L. S. GILHAM Co. Inc., Salt Lakt
City, has been changed to Gillharr.
Adv. Agency, with Lon Richardson
named vice president. M. C. Nelsonis president.
BYREN & WEIL Inc is the title
adopted
former Philadelphia,
Byren-Weil
Weston by
Inc.,theagency.
following a merger of assets.
CHARLES PERRINE, San Francisco representative of Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., spent the first half of December
in Los Angeles.
WESTERN ADV. AGENCY. Inc..
Seattle,ciscohas
a San
Fran-to
branchestablished
at 307 Mills
Bldg..
service its California clients formerly handled by the main office. E. E.
Albertson, formerly, of Albertson &
Kemper, San Francisco agency now
defunct, has been appointed manager
for the branch office. Albertson was
at one time vice-president and Pacific
Coast manager
for Albert FrankGuenther
Law, Inc.
Joins Long Agency
HASSEL SMITH, for the past
three years account executive for
KFRC, San Francisco, resigned
Nov. 30 to become copartner with
Alvin Long in the Long- Adv. Service, San Jose, Cal. He has taken
charge of the newly established
San Francisco offices at 1246 Russ
Bldg. Before coming to KFRC.
Smith, and
who advertising
is nationallycircles,
know^was:
radio
general sales manager for the
Kirsch Co., Sturgis, Mich. Prior
to that he was associated with the
William H. Rankin Co., Chicago
agency. At one time he directed
his own
merchandising organization in Denver.
Bijur Joins Agency
GEORGE BIJUR, formerly CBS
director of sales promotion and
advertising, has joined Fletcher &
Ellis Inc., New York, as vice president and director. He will be in
charge of the agency's creative
departments. Mr. Bijur has abandoned plans to form his own
agency. Prior to his position with
CBS he was in charge of publicity
for L. Bamberger, Newark, and at
one time was with Macy's and
Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York.
Attacks Grid Barrier

Oklahoma
City
Affiliated with the Daily Oklahoman.
the Times and the Farmer-Stockman.
•
Repres e ntative:
E. KATZ SPECIAL
ADVERTISING AoENCY
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PITTSBURGH

•

National
HEARST

BASIC NBC

RED NETWORK

Representative
RADIO

NEW
YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

WBT, Charlotte, will send its program director,
Charles
H. Crutchfield, to
Richmond
to present
the
case of radio at the Southern Conference football meeting. WBT is
attempting
to break
Conference clause
which down
forbidsthebroad
casting of its games. The only
major intercollegiate conference
with such a restriction, WBT anticipates obtaining permission at
this session which will give it all
of the big games in the South next
season, not only for WBT but for
the entire Dixie network of CBS.
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South and Broadway
(Continued from 'page hh)
Radio is esDecially well-adapted to
advertising convenience goods.
Time for "Old# Dutch"
* * to repeat?

Radio Display in Exhibit Promoting All Media
TEAMWORK between all advertising media to produce the best
results for the advertiser is the
theme of the exhibit of the Direct
Mail Advertising Association Inc.,
which is being shown in various
cities throughout the country in
conjunction with meetings of the
local direct mail organizations.
The basic idea that direct mail
can be effectively used to tie in
with any other medium is carried
out by a series of displays contributed by radio, newspapers,
general magazines, business films,
business papers, outdoor, street
car, and window display groups.
Following the same theme is a
talking motion picture "Teamwork" in which a spokesman for
each advertising industry presents
a brief outline of the advertising
function of his medium.
Speaking for the broadcasters,
Leo J. Fitzpatrick, manager of
WJR and president of the NAB,
tells radio's story as follows:
"Three billion dollars have been
expended to date in the broadcasting industry since the inception of
its use as an advertising medium.
The bulk of this expenditure was
made at the very depths of the
depression. Such an investment in
a new experimental medium on the
part of the American business man
can only be repaid by continued
creative forces. We must achieve
a destiny worthy of the great
mechanics, of nature and of science which has made radio possible. We feel that business and
industry have thrust a challenge
Haley's M-O Discs
STERLING PRODUCTS Inc.,New
York (Haley's M-O), began a new
series of programs over WLW and
WOR, Dec. 2, using quarter-hour
WBS discs broadcast Mondays
through Fridays. The WLW program is given during the morning,
the WOR in the late afternoon.
The talent is a dramatic sketch
titled Way Down Fast. Sterling
Products acquired Haley's M-O
from Wasey Products some time
ago, this being the first radio effort on the part of the new owner.
Contracts are for an indefinite
period with expansion of the station list possible. Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., New York, is
the agency.

generally to the entire broadcasting and advertising world. Engineers and manufacturers, oblivious
to the grim facts that the nation
was weighed with depression, all
through these dark days were
creating and forming the plans and
ideas for a new era of prosperity
which is now so surely at hand.
Advertising is the medium by
which other courageous forces will
be made productive. Every form
of advertising, the printed word,
the spoken word, pictures and
radio will be employed in creating
one great irresistible force by which
the American manufacturer will be
resolved into unprecedented progress and the fruits of their labors
will be enjoyed in every home in
the country. I know that broadcasting will be in the very foreground
effort."
The radioof that
display
was furnished
cooperatively by NBC, CBS and
MBS.

your suggestions?
Or are we all
wrong
?
ANNOUNCERS at KNX, Hollywood, on Dec. 14 were divided into
two teams and staged two half -hour
shows of their own for the air with
cash awards offered as prizes.

^

our record

"LICE UQy

This

One!
Under date of November 19,
Albert Davis of Newport, Arkansas, wrote as follows:
"I am a constant listener to
your Midnight Jamboree
every Saturday night, and
like it fine; also have started
others to listen in. I am trying to get a bunch to decide
to drive East before long and
attend the Jamboree."
But, someone might add — "SO
Well, it is our opinion that any
time
a radio station puts on
WHAT"!
shows
such as our Saturday
Jamboree, which get folks in
East"
to "drive
the
(1000notion
miles from
Newport,
Ark., to Wheeling, W. Va.)
that station has something in its
general program structure. Yes,
and WWVA does have that
something — something in our
make-up that makes folks want
to drive 1000 miles to see us.
That's not an accident by any
means — we purposely reach out
beyond the microphone, put our
arms around folks and make
them like us. Is it any wonder
we sell plenty of merchandise
for a tisers
long,
who castlong
theirlistlotofwithadverus?
Investigate WWVA's legion of
responsive listeners in Eastern
Ohio, Western Pennsylvania
and West Virginia, to say nothing of the
bonus listeners — such
as Mr.
Davis.
West Virginia
Broadcasting Corp.
Hawley Building
WHEELING, W. Va.

On or off the radio, Iowa likes the way we
do
things. like
That's
reason important
exhibitions,
the the
automobile
and food
shows, come back to us every year for
their radio advertising and show talent.
It means we are getting results — results
that have changed the radio set-up in
Iowa in less than a year's time.
We brought Gypsy Nina
Write for the full story; or call local
out for' bile
the 1936
show.automooffices of John Blair & Co.

KRNT
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WHAT about Main Street Sketches
which still holds the record for
mail response to a single announcement made over a single station
. . . 165,000 requests? The old
Slumber Hour was as popular as
it was psychologically sound. Station Break hasn't found anything
to take its place to date . . . except possibly the Carnation Contented Hour and Wayne King,
. . . and neither of these quite fill
the bill. There must be many
other old offerings which would
profit
refurnishing
reintroductionby over
the air.andWhat
are

E BACK!

THE

December

SPEAKING of repeats, isn't it
time for radio to have its own revivals? The movies are bringing
out old successes from the silent
and early talking picture days.
The theatre has done it for years.
Radio has come to an age where
revivals should be profitable and
possible. Many old programs and
program names still retain a listener good will which should lend
them a ready hearing.

Ti
ie

IOWA
NETWORK
BLUE
CBS BASIC
NBC BASIC BLUE
KSO NBCDesBA5IC
Moines
Oes Moines WMT
Ccrfar Rapids-Waterloo

» BROADCASTING

Representatives
J. H.
McGILLVRA
485 Madison Ave., New York
JOHN KETTLEWELL
Palmolive
Bldg-, Chicago
Columbia

5,000

Station

WATTS

WWVA
1 160 KILOCYCLES

New

California

Favored

Station

if It Stays on

GOOD-WILL

AND

ADVERTISING

How Radio Can Be Used to Develop Responsive Public
A Strictly Local Basis
Is Explained by Mr. Frothingham
INDICATION that the FCC deWE
sires new local stations to remain
their newspaper, magazine, poste1
strictly local was supplied in the
and car card advertising.
mkgfgmHBk
\
vertising,
shunned
O
adL
S
-WIL
recommendation
Dec.
11
of
Chief
GOOD
mfto.
"Others, like Texaco, have re I
WERE
Examiner David G. Arnold (1-150)
mj^^^^^\
by some adver- versed the process, and have tran;
,|>
tisers
as
an
exf erred scenes and characters f roi
that Clark Standiford, Visalia,
Cal.,
be
granted
a
construction
luxury,
Pensive results their established magazine an>
G—
produces
W mm
newspaper advertising to their n
permit for a new full-time 100YOUN
that
cansured be
meadio broadcasting.
Others, lit
in dollars
watt station on 1310 kc, "with the
SO
„
Standard Brands in behalf of gel.
understanding that the station is
in addition to do- tine and tea, have underwritten z
to remain a local station and not
ing an "institu- sponsors, the expense of giving li::
engage
in chain
broadcasting."
Adoption
of this
report by the Mr. Frothingham cording tional
job", ac-S. teners certain programs for whic
to Roy
FCC, it is pointed out, might set
and a large following has been built u
promotion
sales
Frothingham,
INNOCENT—
a precedent in the authorizing of
Francisco.
San
counsel,
by a the
Man's Motor
Famu .
research
new local stations.
is
casestation.
in point. OneGeneral
ALACK!
j
the Ford, and others delight in givir
before
y
recentl
ng
Speaki
Back
of
the
report,
it
is
sugo
di
a ra
Graduate School of Business, Stan- listeners the finest talent availab
gested, isonthe
belief
that
such limistation, >ve never Kcovered by
tation
new
local
stations
will
•
ford University, on "Good-will in opera and concert.
lations.
were supposed to u >
conform to the intent of Congress
"Western radio observers cred
of Good Advertising", he exValue
list
orSroutlet
Standard Oil of California wi1,
-StSnw
e andu
Toment
in passing the Communications
plained how this form of promos.ened
• ^e
Innoc
tion can prove of value to the ad- the most consistent use of radio f<
Act, when a desire was repeatedly
do the same.
only to very ne**
building institutional good wi
voiced that smaller communities be vertiser.
"In California," said Mr. Froth- The Standard Symphony broadca
given radio facilities of a strictly
So we nse our e* *rg5 ^ thex nelghlocal character.
ingham, "the petroleum companies each Thursday night and the Stavrorld
Gf
rover our own
School Broadcast release
took the lead in building respon- dard
In
many
cases
new
100-watt
ence
t#0H
-e
the
leave
bors, and
and isgood-will.
publicofrelations
every Thursday morning have bee
stations soon go after power in- Their siveuse
advertising
a
story
for their local ^"^dience, at small
on the air continuously since 192
creases, this sometimes leading to
Q outlel>
fprtmary
getaloto
network affiliation. The result, it in itself. The • sales objectiveandis
"Bank of America, Richfield O
• A audiB^ chic(Igo..
rates.
station
argument
never lost. Good
Occidental Life Insurance Co.,-!
is pointed out, is that the pro- reason-why explanation accompany
Represen f^s^inger, Inc.
all put good-will into their rad
grams lose their local character
good taste and persuasion mixed broadcasting and get good-w
and the purpose of the granting
with good humor. Anxiety to sell out of it. The same holds true f<
of local stations is defeated.
doesn't give way. to 'anxiety ad- such nationally known prograr
vertising' with its exaggerated
as World Peaceways, sponsored 1
WHEN the DuPont Cavalcade of claims. All gasolines at one time E. R. Squibb & Son, Remingt<
or another have claimed 'more Rand's March of Time, and Ba
America program over CBS dramaNow their ad- basol's Voice of Experience. (4
tized the history of the medical
miles per gallon'.
vertising talks about station serv- the Pacific Coast, Snerry Floui
profession, WFBL, Syracuse, sent
ice, lubrication, octane, ethyl, and Male Chorus Parade, is a mci
a notification letter to 400 doctors
the demand of modern automobiland surgeons.
ing, on fuel. You know the Shell effective good-will builder."
rewith
campaign
minder that
75% its
of constant
your driving
is done within 10 to 25 miles of
You're In Good
home, and Standard's emphasis_ on
"I get lower cost inquiries
'Standard Unsurpassed', while
from spot radio advertising
Associated promotes its service staCompany on WHIO
tion men and 'aviation ethyl.'
Doing a Sales Job
NBC RED
"YOU WILL find those who believe
radio to be an excellent medium for
Larus Tobacco
A 8C P
in NEBRASKA
building good will, but doubt its
Alka-Seltzer
ability to do an advertising sales
American
Lucky Strike
Ludens
job. Others are confident of rathan anywhere else
dio's ability to sell, but can't_ sell
Home
Dr. Lyons
ucts Prodit for improving public relations.
American
Marrow Co.
Among
experienced
advertisers,
the
States!"
in the United
majority use radio to do a selling
Briggs
Radiator
Maybelline
-says a National Advertiser
job and also to build good will.
Bayer Aspirin
Their reasoning is very simple.
Molle
Everybody likes to be sold by perPepsodent
Bromo-Seltzer
This is but one of many similar cases we would
suasion. Everybody likes to be enPurina
Cities
Service
tertained. Everybody likes the valike to tell you about. Have us explain how Spot
riety of entertainment offered by
Texas
Co.
RalstonClimalene
radio. The radio owner, unlike the
Radio Advertising in Nebraska is obtaining volume
man with a phonograph, and recolive-Peet
mail at low cost — opening up distribution — building
Colgate-Palmords to play, is quite dependent
Williams
Sherwinheavy dealer sales.
upon the station and broadcaster
Standard
Elgin
Watch
for
his
radio
entertainment.
This
Brands
Firestone
Income here is above the average. Nebraska ranks
gives the advertiser a chance to
Fitch
Swift 8C Co.
make his radio advertising a servFIRST in farm income, per capita. Buying activity
ice to radio owners.
General Foods
radio
of
number
is better than in 4 years. The
"A number of advertisers, in the
General Motors Wheatena
listeners is large.
development of their radio programs, like Maxwell House Show
NBC BLUE
l
For complete market data and rates write the
Boat, have created characters,
Alka-Seltzer
scenes,
and
situations
which
now
R.
C.
A.
association office, or any of the individual stations
Palmolive
make the copy and illustration for
Vick's
shown below.
Super-Suds
MISSOURI VALLEY BROADCASTING ASSN.
Omaha, Nebraska
WFIL
adelphia
KOIL
KFAB
Omaha, Nebr. and Lincoln, Nebr.
Omaha, Nebr. and Co. Bluffs, la.
Only Philadelphia outlet
KFOR
WOW
WJAG
KGBZ
forBlue
N. B.Network
C. Basic
Omaha, Nebr. Norfolk, Nebr. York, Nebr.
Lincoln, Nebr.
KMMJ
KGFW
KGNF
560 Kilocycles
1000 Watt*
Kearney, Nebr. North Platte, Nebr.
Clay Center, Nebr.
39 S. Ludlow, Dayton, Ohio
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;IDEWATER OIL Co., New York,
las signed up for a year the Sports
Reporter series on WFBL, Syracuse,
le program was originally signed
>r six months with a 15-minute spot
Lily. At the termination of the conract, the renewal was increased to a
>riod of one year, with six programs
teekly added.
DNOX ANTISEPTIC Co., San
Francisco, national manufacturers and
Jistributors of Onox (athlete's foot
remedy), has appointed Sidney Garpnkel Adv. Agency, that city, to di' ct
and will
dio its
in advertising
its 1936 budget,
now include
being
ade up.
;a?o
IE 'WARTChi(radio WARNER
sets, auto Corp.,
accessories),
"jias
placed with
its refrigerator
and radio&
. dvertising
Hays MacFarland
Co., Chicago. A line of refrigerators
imderstood
to introduced.
employ unusual features is to be
■HDL AND BAKING Co., Peoria,
.Ql. (Honey Krushed bread), has
lamed Shaffer-Brennan Co., St. Louis,
s its advertising counsel.
EXTLIVRE BREWING Co., Fort
Tavne, Ind., has placed its advertisng with Suedhoff & Co., Fort Wayne.
BUSSMAN WORMSER & Co., San
rrancisco (S & W foods) has named
j:3otsford, Constantine & Gardner, that
ftity, to service its account.
iREESE GRAIN Co., Breese, 111.
Sentry pancake mix) is advertising
rough Shaffer-Brennan Adv. Co., St.
.^ouis, with radio included in its plans.
\ORTH AMERICAN CONTINENTAL Corp., New York (Plus-Four
Scotch whiskey, etc.) is placing radio
dvertising direct.
IROWN OVERALL MFG. Co., Cin:innati, has placed its advertising
"vith H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co.
He, Chicago.
:ARNSHAW KNITTING Co., Newon, Mass. (Yanta baby garments) has
•laced its advertising with H. B.
Sumphrey Co., Boston.
. XYESTORS SYNDICATE, Minne.polis, has transferred its account to
ioung & Rubicam Inc., Chicago.
MSADENA PRODUCTS Co. Inc.,
'asadena,
Cal. (proprietary)
is placng
advertising
through Guenther
Bradford & Co. Inc., Chicago. The
:adio appropriation is $2000.
JENERAL ELECTRIC Co. Bloomield, N. J., has named Maxon Inc.,
Detroit, to direct advertising of its
At conditioning
and account
hearing have
departnent.
Plans for the
not
•een announced.
I M: CHESTER, president of General Foods Corp., has been named
•accessor to E. F. Hutton, resigned,
s chairman. Clarence Francis, execuive vice president, succeeds Chester,
lis former post being abolished.
Cox Gelatine Goes Net
:0X GELATINE Co., New York
(dessert) began a new series of
musical programs on five NBCft'JZ stations on Friday, Dec. 13,
-0:45-11
a. m.,Stations
to run each
hereafter.
are FridayWJZ,
rt'BZ-WBZA,
WBAL,
WMAL.
:ontract is for 13 weeks with The
op:ion to renew. Jack Berch is the
entertainer. Joseph Katz Co., New
iTork, placed the account.

Hill

THE

SETS SET RECORD
Sales of Receivers This Year
To Pass 5 Million
SALES of radio receivers in 1935
will smash all existing records, according to the Radio Manufacturers Asosciation, by exceeding the
5,000,000 mark. Bond Geddes, executive vice president of RMA,_ announced Dec. 3 present indications
are the 5,000,000 mark will be
eclipsed for the first time in history. The previous high mark was
in 1929 when 4,400,000 units were
sold.
"Industry sales of radio tubes,
parts and accessories have shown
similar increases in the year now
closing," he said. "With the business upturn and assured broadcasting features, especially with
the presidential election, the prospects for 1936 are viewed with optimism by industry leaders."
STUDIO

NOTES

THE KMOX Radio Playhouse, an
auditorium studio seating 600, has
just been completed in the Mart
Building, St. Louis. The stage is
fully equipped with lighting effects
and is hung with velvet draperies.
UNDER the title Airology, WMMN,
Fairmont, W. Ya., is publishing a
weekly program booklet, with studio
and station gossip for fan consumption. Frequent mention is made of
"890",
the WMMN
frequency.
The
new studios
at Clarksburg,
W. Va.,
nearing completion, are described, as
well as operation of new Western
Electric microphones.
KFRC, San Francisco, is remodeling
its studios and offices in the Don Lee
Building, installing many improved
facilities for programs and auditions.
The entire business of broadcasting
will be done on the second floor, and
a new rubber tiled main foyer will
lead to the studios, offices and audition rooms. Changes are likewise
planned
for the monitoring and control rooms.
KROW, Oakland, is installing a
model electric kitchen in its new
studios now being built at 464 19th
St. The kitchen will be under direction of Arlien Betty Colon, formerly
in charge of the home economics department of WHK, Cleveland.
KOIL and the Omaha studios of
KFAB have been enlarged to occupy
half of the top floor of the Omaha
National Bank Bldg. An assembly
room is being converted into additional studio and office space.
NEARLY all of the talent of WXYZ,
Detroit, presented a two-hour personal appearance show at Maybury
Sanitarium, Northville, Mich. About
200 patients saw the show, some
2,000 others hearing it on the hospital
radio system via headphones.
WJIM, Lansing, has purchased a
Hammond electric organ.
IOWA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
has consolidated its merchandising
and sales departments with A. H.
Burtis in charge. Two new full-time
members bring the staff to four. Mr.
Burtis formerly was in charge of promotion for the AP Feature Service,
New York.

BIGGEST

LITTLE

ffll
STATION
IN THE NATION
111^
ST.LOUIS,MO.
■

Ward Baking to Present
Child Program on CBS
WARD BAKING Corp., New York
(Ward bread, cakes, etc.) will present a new series programs over
11 CBS stations beginning Dec. 17,
6:15-6:30 p. m., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays. The program,
titled The Parade of Youth, will
be conducted by Laddie Seamen as
master of ceremonies. The rest of
the cast will change as the sketch
progresses. The 11 stations will
be confined within a limited area —
Syracuse to the West, Boston to
the East and Baltimore to the
South. Contract is for 13 weeks.
In launching the new program,
aimed at the child audience, the
sponsor has announced a novel
merchandising plan. Every juvenile listener will be invited to submit
news stories
to "Scoop
Ward",
the fictional
reporter,
and for
the
best items submitted each week
prizes will be allotted. Badges will
be given to all children applying
for them through their Ward
dealer. No proof of purchase is
necessary. (The baking industry
has a gentleman's agreement not to
use this type of promotion.) The
best items submitted by the child
listeners will be dramatized and
presented on the air, supplemented
by other news written especially
for the program by the agency
handling the account, Fletcher &
Ellis Inc., New York.
HIGH praise from the critics has
greeted the first motion picture
appearance of Fred Allen, who appears for Bristol-Myers Co. weekly over the NBC-WEAF network,
in the picture Thanks a Million.

CLEVELAND,

OHIO

WE DIDN'T SAY IT!
CLEVELAND AD CLUB
said it!
"In analyzing our contest results WJAY has
complete coverage of
Cleveland — a very complete coverage of the
entire state of Ohio —
especially in rural sections. A goodly portion
outside the state and
pulling power even in
THANKS, C. A. C.
Canada."
YOU said it!
EDYTHE F. MELROSE
General Manager

1936
BROADCAST

PROBLEMS

TRANSCRIPTION

SOLVED

PROGRAMS

For Limited or Unlimited Broadcasts
1 HOLD THE PRESS
3 ADVENTURE BOUND
Thrilling newspaper series
Juvenile story of the sea
2 REPORTER OF ODD FACTS
4 BILL - MACK - JIMMY
Five minute spot series
Juvenile air series
For Regional Sponsorship
1 SCHOOL DAYS (comedy)
8 RIDERS OF THE BAR Z
2 HEROES OF THE AIR
RANCH
life)
(war aces)
(juvenile, wild west)
3 ROGUES GALLERY
9 JUNGLE TRAILS (thrilling
(true detective)
study of animal and native
4 LOVE LETTERS
(human interest)
10 THUNDERING RAILS
5 RACKETY RACKETS
(railroad adventure)
(exposing rackets)
11
SPOTLIGHT
ON SPORTS
6 FAMOUS TRIALS OF HIS
(65 different sports)
TORY
7 ROMANCE OF THE COM
12 GONG MURDER
TERIES (A chill aMYSminute)
STOCK LODE
(gold rush days)
Samples on Request

4ND
2614- W.

\$$OCIlTt$
T TH ST.

• LOS

. INC.

ANGELES,

CALIF
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PROGRAM

NOTES

FOUR football broadcasts originated
at the same time from Southwest
Broadcasting System, nine in four
playing days, toward the end of the
gridiron season. On Nov. 30 the RiceBaylor game was broadcast from
Houston for two SBS stations, and at
the same time the Southern Methodist-Texas Christian game in Fort
Worth was broadcast over a split SBS
network, over CBS and in addition a
direct wire carried the game to
KFWB, Los Angeles, with three pairs
of announcers at their respective
mikes. At 1 :45 the same afternoon a
group of SBS stations carried the
Magnolia Beer pregame broadcast,
followed by a switch to Houston at 2
p. m. for the Rice-Baylor pickup and
the Southern Methodist game at 2 :15.
WDGY, Minneapolis, has been drawing a full house for its Broadway
Broadcast programs staged from the
Lyceum Theater. The program is
sponsored by six business firms, the
plan being to get customers into their
places of business by giving tickets to
the show with each purchase.
KNX, Hollywood, on Dec. 9 inaugurated a series
13 weekly" with
afternoon
programs
in ofcooperation
the
board of education and the music
critics of local dailies. The music
appreciation series will be called Significant Aspects of Music. Staff artists are used with lectures by visiting critics and teachers.
WRC, Washington, has started the
WRC Home Forum under Mary Mason, prominent in home economics and
cultural lines. The program is aired
every week-day afternoon with participating sponsorship. Commercials
are woven into the continuity to avoid
a break- in the entertainment value.
Guest speakers are introduced from
time to time.

Birthdays
come

and

go.

Now

the Radio

.

.

.

Transcription

Company

of America

has celebrated its sixth and

embarks

on the seventh year of usefulness and

service to sponsors, agencies and stations.
The Transco production list ranges from short
series to the longer serials, from

the simple

routine to the complicated prodviction. Soloists,

A Break for Skeets After All
IT WAS radio's hardest luck story
when William B. (Skeets) Miller,
NBC night program manager, was
squeezed
by philatelists'
out
of
the maiden
trans-Pacific mail
Clipper
flight. But it wasn't so bad when
he got to take the second trip, with
Harold P. See, NBC engineer, looking after the apparatus. Miller
was assigned to the Philippine
Clipper, sister ship of the China
Clipper. Here he is in the cabin
with Capt. Edward C. Musick, commander.
KMBC, Kansas City, participated in
inauguration
of the with
new an
Chamber
Commerce president
elaborateo'
broadcast. City and chamber officials,
flying above the city, broadcast while
members of the C. of C. listened to
the short-wave broadcast. Just as the
ceremony ended the plane touched the
airport where a switchover was made
to the KMBC Newscaster Car, with
motor running. Erie Smith, KMBC
news editor, was in the car and interviewed officials on the way to the
C. of C. meeting. The program continued from the meeting.
UNIVERSITY Broadcasting Council, producers of radio programs for
Chicago universities, has inaugurated
a new series of bible stories, told by
Father Joseph Phoenix, C. M., of De
Paul University, with an organ background to match the mood of each
story created and played by Arthur
C. Becker, dean of music at De Paul.
Program is broadcast each Wednesday
afternoon over WGN, Chicago.
KLX, Oakland. Cal., has inaugurated
a series of daily Police Safety programs with Police Chief B. A. Wallman, speaking, by remote control,
from his office in the City Hall. I->
the interest of public safety, his talks
cover all phases of police work, including juvenile safety, property protection, traffic regulations and allied
subjects. Police reports on accidents
and
law violations are being used as
illustrations.
TYPICAL of its public features, according to the special events bureau
of WNYC, New York municipal station, was the broadcast presenting
Mayor Fiorella H. LaGuardia from a
hospital bed in connection with the
opening of a muneipal program to
raze 90 buildings for a Brooklyn
Bridge plaza. The mayor has used
the years.
station many times in the last
two

gag men, quartets . . . and so along to augmented
orchestras, outstanding symphonies
drama companies.
You will find a Transco program

and all-star

available for

all kinds of sponsors . . . and especially those who
are hard to sell. Transco transcriptions help yovi
sell time on long term contracts.
RADIO

TRANSCRIPTION

WWNC
ASHEVILLE, N. C.
Full Time NBC Affiliate
1,000 Watts
The ONLY Blanket
Radio Coverage of
Prosperous

COMPANY

HOLLYWOOD OFFICE OF AMERICA, LTD.
CHICAGO OFFICE
1 509 N. Vine Street •
• 666 Lake Shore Drive

Western

THE New York World - Telegn
Scripps-Howard newspaper, on D<-<
switched
all its radio programs fi
WMCA,
New York, to WHN, ,
same city. This expanded service
consist of four news broadcasts a c II
in addition to the usual noon |
closing
prices which will I
broadcaststock
from Monday through II
day. On Saturday there will be J
news broadcasts and the closing sr-J
prices. No service will be given 1
Sunday. Clifford Benet, who has b |
on the air broadcasting news j
stock prices from the editorial ro< I
of the newspaper for the last f 1
years,
WHN. will continue the program o I
KGFF, Shawnee, Okla.. has been 1
tive in directing the search for I \
Evans, prominent citizen, believed I
have been .one of the victims olil
maniac killer. Flash announceme I
have been made, with sponsors \ 1
mitting interruptions in their il
grams because of the wide interest 1
the incident.
NEW YORK police are dramatiz {
their daily program on WNYC, t '1
city, in describing persons repor I
missing
by relatives
or friends.
police endeavor
to convey
with ur'MI
lenting suspense and graphic det; I
a mental picture that will be rem* if
bered by the listener. The police i
partment has distributed display 1 J
tures promoting the program.
KFEL-KVOD, Denver, again I
broadcast the holiday charity aucti j|
of the Denver Gpodfellow Club.
WNYC, New York, broadcast >f
York hearings of a Congressio f
committee investigating patents i
the patent law system under the ch
manship of Rep. Sirovich (D) >
York.
A NEW series on WINS. New Y<
titled The Court of Literary Just
deals with modern books and tl
authors, using a dramatic cast,
program is conducted by Wilbert N
WQAM. Miami, Fla., finds its brc
casts of meetings of the City Fat?
so popular that it now has exten
gold.
the feature to include entire sessii
which consume an entire morning.
WRAK, Williamsport. located ir
hunter's
paradise,
broade;v.)
hunting news
of the daily
day, along
kills
of
deer
registered
at
differ :|
camps.
WNEW,
York, will version
broadc'
exclusivelyNewa dramatized
Bruno byRichard
Mauptmann's
Story,
the alleged
kidnaper of0
Lindbergh baby. Paul Rafael, h i
of the WNEW continuity dep;
ment, is following the exact Hau,
maun text, with a cast of actors t,
ing the parts.
ON THE Greetings! This Is Anof
Day series of WBIG, Greensboro
G, six canaries are featured by
sponsor advertising as "The Can
Singing School".
Listeners
canaries
near their
receiversbring
and tl
studio birds teach them to sin;
idea is quite successful, accordin
Bill Parker, conducting the progr
WPTF. Raleigh, N. C, broadcas|
first night recently at the pren
showing of the movie So Red the
at the State Theatre. A booth
set up in the foyer, with the brr |
cast lasting 45 minutes.
WFBL. Syracuse, is publicizing i
programs with a quarter - hour d\
program On the Air. telling all at
programs for next 24 hours. Spend
are mentioned, as well as special]
and guest artists to be heard.

North Carolina —
"The Quality Market
of The Southeast" .
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EPRESENTATIVES
WALTER
STATIONCO.
RADIO BIDDICK
56S
Chamber
of
Commerce
BWg., Los
Angel'
1358 Ross Bide., San Fraaeisco,
California
1038 Exchange
Bldg.,
Seattle,
Washington
619 Charles BWg., Denver
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{AYOR KELLY of Chicago, munipal court judges, city and state
~eials
and other
prominent
citizensof
1 be guest
speakers
in a series
grams presented by the Eagle
eouts of Chicago over WBBM.
itled The Trail to Citizenship, the
iries
is planned
to present
the objecTes and
activities
of Scouting
and
»ch program will deal with one
spect of the Boy Scout movement,
io addition to the guest speaker, each
roadcast will also include a dramatic
)isode of Scout life presented by the
agle Scouts. The programs are
roadcast every other Saturday mornrf
OR the fifth successive year Low
rice Filling Station, Muncie, Ind., is
ponsoring Muncie High School basetball games, at home and abroad,
u WLBC, Muncie.
SERIES of vocational guidance
rograms, aimed especially at high
diool seniors, has been launched at
MOX, St. Louis. The programs,
jroadcast on Saturday afternoons, inude interviews with and talks by
ominent educators, business and
ofessional men in the St. Louis
ea, and are put on with the coiperation of Jefferson College of the
I M. C. A.
bVERY day is a holiday, WBNX,
few York, believes, and has started
I daily series of anniversary days,
•ith Danny
and August, headline
in charge.
limters,
HE WLS National Barn Dance
rew its 400,000th paid admission reently in its 194th consecutive week.
Is advertisers sponsor segments of
'fae program.
iETAIL grocery outlets to the number of 34, as well as four theatres and
pree newspapers are cooperating with
VBIC, Greensboro, N. C, Christias, to aid the Salvation Army's
liristmas Basket Fund. The organization, known as the "Good Fellows
pub", gives a daily program at noon.
VKRC, Cincinnati, is broadcasting
1 diet in Board of the Air every
Thursday, with announcements given
f activities of Cincinnati clubs,
chools, churches and social groups.
VGAR, Cleveland, completes its fifth
ear on the air Dec. 15 and an allWght anniversary program will inlude addresses by prominent civic
•ersonalities. At the same time the
«ew 384-foot vertical antenna will be
jsed.
jED bystudio
"Bingcanaries
Lee", professional
lanary,
of WBIG,
Greensboro, N. C, take the air at 7
1. m., with listeners placing their
>irds near receivers to absorb daily
essons from the trained choristers.
jEVHIO, Dayton, is broadcasting Sunlay half-hour programs dedicated to
nd presented by Ohio colleges. First
rollege on the program was Wittenberg, of Springfield, O.

Burlesquing Radio
STANDARD RADIO Inc.,
Hollywood transcription producer, is recording a series
of 39 discs titled The Last
Nighter, which handle the
familiar
comedy-plus-orchestra combination
in a way
that has long been successful
on the stage but that has seldom been used on the air.
Joe Twerp and his stooges
burlesquemiliarradio's
moreshort,
fafeatures in
snappy, rapid-fire gag sequences; Jimmy Grier's orchestra furnishes "hot" music. The result is a quarterhour program of pronounced
masculine appeal.
WHAM, Rochester, N. Y., broadcasts
weekly True Stories of the New York
State Police, sponsored by Rochester
Gas & Electric Co. Continuity is by
Wayne Shoemaker with Jack Lee,
production manager and announcer,
as well as a half dozen actors assisting.
WFIL, Philadelphia, has increased its
news periods to six daily in addition
to four news participation programs.
TRANSCRIPTIONS
RESEARCH Council of the Academy
of Motion Pictures, Hollywood, on
Dec. 2 inaugurated a study course for
sound recording for a period of 13
weeks with classes held at the Hollywood
in twoERPI
sections ofHigh
50 School
each. evenings
A. P. Hill,
superintendent, instructs with a subcommittee including Gordon S. Mitchell, Ralph Townsend, Burton F.
Miller, J. G. Frayne and William
Thayer. Though primarily for studio
technicians, it will include recording
on both film and transcriptions.
EASTERN RECORDING Co., with
Herbert Schorr as executive head, has
opened offices and studios at 250 S.
Broad St., Philadelphia, to service
agencies and sponsors.
AMBASSADOR Radio Productions,
Los Angeles, has been dissolved, according to Jerry Lynton, head of the
transcription production firm, which
used the studios of Elextro-Vox Inc.,
as headquarters. A new group will
be organized with Mr. Lynton as
drama head and Ted Myers as business manager.
EARNSHAW RADIO PRODUCTIONS, Hollywood, will produce in
January a new series of 260 quarterhour transcriptions titled Neio Adventures of Chandu.

AUDISK Corp. San Francisco transcription producer,announcement
has cut 26 oneminute dramatic
for
the Philo Radio & Television Corp.
of California, San Francisco. They
are being placed on stations in the
11 Western states, in a Christmas
campaign.
GRACE SANDERSON MICHIE,
formerly on the continuity staff of
NBC, San Francisco, and more recently in Hollywood, has been appointed program director for the
Audisk Corp., San Francisco transcription producers.
TED SILLS, previously connected
with network programs in Chicago
and Hollywood, has joined Grombaeh Productions Inc., New York, as
program director.
TRANSCRIPTION Service Bureau,
Los Angeles, early in December
started two 39-episode five-minute
transcribed
suranceprograms
sponsorship. adapted for inKASPER-GORDON STUDIOS, Boston, after definitely announcing the
appointment of Godfrey Wetterlow to
its staff, now reports that its announcement was premature and in
error.
BLOCK DRUG Co., New York
(Omega oil) will begin a studio
program campaign over WJZ, New
York, December 17, 7:45-8 p. m.
and each following Tuesday. Talent will consist of Phil Cook, and
the Landt Trio and White. The
program is scheduled for about 20
weeks. Husband & Thomas Inc.,
New York, places the account.

1
TACOMA
SEATTLE
MARKETS
TWO

markets at the
price of ONE
Transmitter located midway
between Seattle and Tacoma.
1000 watts
570 kc.
Pioneer CBS Station in the
Pacific Northwest
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H. J. GREIG, commercial supervisor
years.
of Southwest Broadcasting System,
addressed the Dallas Advertising
League recently on "Broadcasting in
the Southwest."
Sell

The

Southwest
with
SBS
Twelve Major
Stations

for Twelve

Major Markets!
SOUTHWEST
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
General Office — Fort Worth

ST. PAUL DISPATCH-PIONEER PRESS AND
MINNEAPOLIS TRIBUNE STATION

Facts You
Should Know:
WTCN operates on a new
5,000 watts transmitter.
WTCNage ofoffers
low-cost
the area.
Twin
Citiescoverand
their trade
1,804,964
people inliveMinnesota and Wisconsin
within WTCN's 100-mile area.
217,844
families
radio
in Minnesota
and with
Wisconsin
area.
live within WTCN's 100-mile
Annual net retail sales in
Minnesota and Wisconsin
within
100 -mile
area are WTCN's
$1,207,639,000.

v.o<
COVERING
THE

Col. & Budd Signed
STOOPNAGLE & Budd, comedy
team, have been signed by CBS
until Feb. 1, 1937. They will be
back on the air together about
Feb. 1. Meanwhile Budd is broadcasting a sustaining program 1010:30 p. m. Saturdays under the
title Budd Hulick & His Orchestra.
The two have been with CBS five

Your

Message

on WTCN
Will
Be B r o a d c ast
CO\3
Where Sales
P o t e n t i alities
Are Tremendous

1,581,872
62% ofof Minnesota'sorpopulation
2,563,mile live
area.within WTCN's 100953
196,702 or 61% of the
286,886
families live
with within
radio
in Minnesota
WTCN's 100-mile area.
$1,133,547,000 or 78% or
the
$1,452,108,000
annual
net retail
sales in Minnesota
100-mile
area.
are made within WTCN's
WTCN offers the services ot
the combined merchandising
departments of the St. Paul
D'spatch-Pioneer Press, Minneapolis Tribune and St. Paul
Daily News.

FREE & SLEININGER, Inc., National Representatives
New York - Chicago - Detroit - Denver - Los Angeles - San Francisco - Seattle
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Copyright Status Still in Doubt
(Continued from page 7)
Local

Color

rYou can't match the intimacy of
a second-f rontie-r station like
WAAT with anything else in
broadcasting. Dude schedule
makers too often skip the fascinating grip which it holds on its
geographically
"smallThose
town"
suburban audience.
on and
our
client-list know better. Somehow
broadcasters just naturally turn
hard - boiled with a station like
WAAT. Mere sentiment could
never keep these friendships so
long. Cash - dollar business does.
WAAT grew to what it is — on
the astonishing response it gets for
its users. Operating daytime only,
WAAT has a vast following all
its own — in the rich cosmopolis
of Newark, Jersey City, Hoboken,
West New York, Passaic, Bayonne,
Union City, Elizabeth, Hackensack, the Oranges and Montclair.
Over 2,250,000 people are in its
primary reach. 87.1% of the
area's homes are radio homes
(largest ratio in the Union). Uncharged for, you get a jumbo
bonus in New York City, Brooklyn, Staten Island, Long Island
and Westchester. Rates are more
than moderate.
Full details and success examples
on request.
CASE HISTORY 16
Manufacturer establishes 2710 new customers after 41 spot
announcements.
CASE HISTORY 21
National spot advertiser found WAAT
produced the lowest
cost per inquiry in
the New York Metropolitan area.
CASE HISTORY 38
Local retailer using
WAAT exclusively
increased average
monthly dollar volume by #5,000.00 during 1935.

and is being considered, of operating without the Warner catalogs.
A report was submitted to the
NAB board purporting to show
that on a selected group of stations wh.ch checked their music
performances religiously over a
lengthy period, only 18% of the
numbers performed were from the
Warner catalogs (Harms, Inc.,
Remick Music Corp., M. Witmark
& Sons and New World Music
Corp.). CBS, it is understood, is
considering an experiment under
which it would go without Warner
music in a number of programs.
There still remained the controversy between ASCAP and Warner
as to whether the former retained
the small or performing rights to
the majority of the Warner catalogs, because of the composer and
writer contracts with ASCAP. It
is generally agreed that this point
will have to be adjudicated since
there has never been any court
ruling on it.
The most that could be gleaned
following the NAB board meeting
was that a majority of the socalled "independent" station members favored per piece, whereas the
networks and certain others held
the view that it was not only unworkable but unavailable. As a
consequence of this, the delegation
was named to go into the entire
per piece picture and endeavor to
work out a basis. The delegation
comprises :
Edward A. Allen, WLVA, Lynchburg; Arthur Church, KMBC,
Kansas City; H. K. Carpenter,
WHK, Cleveland; Joseph Maland,
WHO, Des Moines; Leo J. Fitzpatrick, WJR, Detroit (NAB president), and James W. Baldwin, NAB
managing director.
On the scene in New York also
was a delegation representing the
newspaper - owned stations, which
organized at the last NAB convention in Colorado Springs to function for newspaper outlets on such
matters as the current dilemma.
The group, however, is withholding
any action until such time as the
NAB board decides definitely upon
its course, according to statements
attributed to Walter J. Damm,
WTMJ, Milwaukee Journal, chairman of the group. Others in attendance included H. Dean Fitzer,
WDAF, Kansas City Star, John J.
Storey, WTAG, Worcester (Mass.)
Telegram-Gazette; Edgar H.
Twamley, WBEN, Buffalo Evening

News; W. J. Scripps, WW J, Detroit News, a representative of
Hearst Enterprises, representing
Hearst radio stations, and Charles
A. Webb, WWNC, Asheville (N. C.)
Citizen- Times.
The executive committee of the
newspaper group, comprising
Messrs. Damm, Fitzer and Lambd.n Kay, WSB, Atlanta Journal,
have sanct.ons from 48 newspapers owning stations, to represent
them in the copyright negotiations.
Mr. Damm was invited, along with
other broadcasters, to confer with
Mr. Starr, who sought the benefit
of their experience with copyright.
Adding to the confusion which
already had existed were developments on Dec. 3 and 4 which included the sending of a telegram
to all NAB stations instructing
them to accept extensions of their
contracts from ASCAP for five
years, under present terms, and
then a second one retracting it.
Offer Withdrawn
THIS grew out of a telephone call
to Mr. Baldwin from Isaac D. Levy,
NAB treasurer and co - owner of
WCAU, Philadelphia, making the
initial suggestion. The membership of the board was polled by
Mr. Baldwin, after consultation
with President Fitzpatrick. The
first vote received on Dec. 3 was
10-to-9 in favor of sending the
telegram. Paraphrased, it read that
by vote of a majority of the board,
he (Mr. structedBaldwin)
had been
to advise stations
that in-it
is . urgent that they immediately
wire ASCAP that they would accept
of contracts
as offered extensions
on June 17,
1935.
This June 17 offer was the one
which pVoposed to renew all existing contracts under present terms
of 5% of net receipts, plus arbitrary sustaining fees, and which
also contained the clause that the
ASCAP repertoire would not be
substantially diminished. This offer, however, subsequently was
withdrawn by ASCAP General
Manager Mills, and a rider attached
which provided that if the catalog
were substantially diminished, then
stations would have the option of
cancelling their contracts, or if not
electing to do so, continue to pay
the same royalties.
Because of a reported misunderstanding of the meaning of the
telegram, two of the West Coast
board members
subsequently re-

Formerly Chief Drug Control U. S. Department of Agriculture and for many years engaged in the enforcement
of the Federal Food and Drugs Act.
CONSULTANT
Drugs — Medicine — Cosmetics — Foods
Label and Formula Requirements
RADIO ADVERTISING CONTINUITY
Consultant to drug
advertisers for the
vertising, formulas
medicines

and food manufacturers and
past eight years on labels, adand technical control of drugs,
and foods subject to

versed their votes. This develop,
after a long distance telephone co
versation with Mr. Baldwin. Th
it became necessary to send out
second telegram notify. ng rnembe
not to ask for the extensions sin
the board had reversed itself by
vote
of ll-to-8. the view was th
Presumably,
by agreeing to sign the ASCA
extensions the stations wou
strengthen the position of ASCA
in combating the Warner defects
and perhaps bring about a situ
tion wherein Warner might reco
s.der and return to the grou
Moreover, it had -been report
that while Warner had notifi*
ASCAP of its withdrawal, ai
Mr. Starr had resigned from t
ASCAP board, it had not techr
cally delivered its resignation.
Mr. Mills declared Dec. 13 th
while some 70 station applicatio
for extensions of their contrac
have been received, nothing h
been done about their acceptanc
In every case, he asserted, the e
tensions were requested under tl
terms
of the so-called
offer, whereas
this offer "June
had bei1'
withdrawn and the new rider hi
been
Moreover, state
he d:
clared attached.
that the indefinite
ASCAP's music holdings when cu
rent contracts expire Dec. 31, maf
this course advisable.
Warner's Position

MEANWHILE,
ization
continuedtheto Warner
discuss orga;
licen
ing of its catalogs for radio, b
insisted upon a prior network a
rangement. Jerry King, manag
of KFWB, Hollywood, owned 1
the picture company, was calL
to New York to consult with JM
Starr and A. M. Wattenburg, cou-!
sel for Music Publishers Holdii;
Corp., representing the Warn
houses, and has been in the Ea
for a fortnight.
:
Of great significance is the stat
ment of Mr. King that the Warn
houses are willing to place in ai
contract agreed upon with statioj.
aunder
"mostwhich
favored
nationguarant
clause'!
it would
that all stations alike would
given the benefit of the best terr
accorded any one station license
This, it was emphasized, was
eliminate any possibility of "sp^
cial deals" of the character thf
ASCAP has worked out in the pa:.
Mr. King reiterated Mr. Stan
assertion that the Warner view
that the networks are not payii
sufficient royalties for copyright
music. He said that against tl
5% of receipts paid by indepen
ent stations, the networks are pa
ing about 1%. Further, he a
serted, the Warner organization
opposed
"multiple
royalties, tosuch
as for payments"
performanc
of transcription numbers.
The Warner organization al
cost of
music might
well bethat
passt'
has
advanced
the view
along to the advertiser, as has be<
done successfully on the Pari
Coast by many stations. It is co
tended that music is just as esse
tial to the program as the arti:
for whom the advertiser pays, ai
that the cost should be an itemiz

REQUIREMENTS OF FEDERAL AND STATE LAWS
Shoreham Building
Washington, D. C.
Telephone District 1169
JERSEY
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THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience
of radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
BENJAMIN
ASSOCIATE!Pi
1023 Wallace SOBY
Ave. AND
Wilkinsburg,
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lortion of the billing paid by the
brogram sponsor.
The per piece method of compensation, according to Mr. King, is
riewed as acceptable to Warner
nouses. One method being considered is that of placing a minimum
f-eturn to the Warner houses on a
per piece basis, and of reducing
[hat fee to half, once the minimum
is reached. The minimum would be
based on station card rates. This
jvould apply only to commercial
business, excluding that received
:rom the networks.
Apropos of suggestions made for
It revised compensation arrangement whereby stations would pay
>i percentage of the return to them
j>f programs using the particular
copyright owner's music, a number
jf arguments have been advanced.
The most important is that in arranging programs, the works of
more than one publishing house
ire used. As a consequence, under
a percentage plan, it would mean
that the station, or the advertiser,
would be forced to pay two or more
bercentage fees.
The ramifications of the music
publishing field that have come to
ight since the Warner withdrawal
nave bewildered many broadcasters. For example, it is now repealed that Waddill Catchings,
chairman of the Board of the
North American Co., which is
Sponsoring
Radio"
a potential"Wired
competitor of
spaceas radio,
s also a member of the Warner
board. One of the subsidiaries of
North American is the Associated
Music Publishers, which is licencing stations, and collects about
$80,000 annually in radio fees.
Also tieing into the broad copyright discussions are the current
negotiations of the larger tranicription producers, such as World
i;Broadcasting System, NBC Tranription Service, Standard Radio
tic, and Associated Music Publishers, which recently introduced
ts library, with John G. Paine,
•a-ustee of the Music Publishers
Protective Association. These have
;o do with elimination of the present basis of royalty payments
thereby stations pay 25 cents for
oerformance of a popular number
on transcriptions, when sponsored
and 50 cents for a production number per sponsored use.

U. S. Court

Refuses

to Shift

ASC4P

a figure in excess of $1,000,000 has
been mentioned.
Many state groups have inquired
about the Washington state constitutional provision which made
possible the action against ASCAP,
evidently
a view adopted.
toward having similarwith
provisions

Case

From Jurisdiction of Washington State
A COMPLETE victory for the which had been adjudged illegal
State of Washington in its fight under the state constitution. Broadcasters have not paid ASCAP
against the American Society of since early
this year because they
Composers, Authors & Publishers,
were restrained from so doing by
was won Dec. 12 when the U. S. the
state court order.
Smith Bros. Spots
District Court for the Western DisMr.
Davis'
telegram,
to
Senator
SMITH BROTHERS Co., Poughtrict of Washington refused to in- Dill, covering the decision of Fedkeepsie, N. Y. (cough drops) is
terfere in any way on the ASCAP
eral Judge Cushman, follows:
motion that the case be removed
United States District court for the planning an extensive one-minute
from eralstate
Western District of Washington
WBS nite
discnumber
campaign
over an
Courts. jurisdiction to the Fedof stations.
Theindefifirst
Southern Division recommended today
In a telegram to former Senator
group to launch the discs effort
that the State of Washington's suit will
be WBEN, WFIL, WGAR,
and for
for the
the American
appointC. C. Dill, Kenneth C. Davis, Se- for conspiracy
a receiver
attle attorney, and managing di- Societyment ofof
WJR,
WDAF. Homman,
Composers, Authors and Tardier WTMJ,
& Sheldon Inc., New York,
rector of the Washington State As- Publishers was
legal
in
every
respect
sociation of Broadcasters, declared
and that a suit to enjoin such con- placed the account.
that the action puts the ASCAP
to restrain commerce and
case back into the state court trade inspiracymusical
compositions is not
where officials will prosecute it an action arising under the copyright
vigorously. Some months ago a re- laws and that the State of Washingceiver was appointed for ASCAP,
wsoc
ton has full right to enforce its own
constitution and its own laws. The
United States Court refused to interTransradio News
Aside from this fee, the tranfere
any respects
on toASCAP's
motion toin remove
the case
the Federal
scription companies pay to MPPA
WSOC's
24 - hour Teletype
$5 and $10 per number for such courts. That puts the ASCAP case
Service makes it possible for
recordings initially. The effort is back into the state court where the
of Washington officials will
us to offer wide - awake adto devise a system of payments at state
prosecute it vigorously.
vertisers a truly valuable
the source by the transcription
Presumably,
the
decision
opens
news program. Choice spots
companies, which the transcription
the way for triple damage suits
already established, with
producer could pass along to the against
ASCAP by stations.
enough steady listeners to
station in the form of a small ad- Claims, under
normal procedure,
make your sponsorship of
ditional rental or lease, and in that
WSOC
TRANSRADIO
can be filed with the receiver,
manner have it absorbed painlessNEWS a real buy!
Tracy Griffin, Seattle attorney,
ly. MPPA, with more than a year's
experience with library services, -is who in turn may under court jurisWire or write for prices to —
diction, dispose of the ASCAP catunderstood to be inclined to go
alogs. There is the possibility that
along with such a method.
WSOC
piece" method of disposition
Apparently fading from the aof "per
the
catalogs
will
be
worked
out.
Charlotte, N. C.
copyright picture is TranscontinenThe amount of triple damage camtal Broadcasting System, mysteripaigns
is
not
definitely
known,
but
ous transcription sales organization which from all indications was
affiliated in some fashion in Warner Bros, or with Warner officials.
This has been flatly denied by WarPEKHAPS
THEKE
IS MOKE
ner executives in New York.
The organization has offered inTHAN
ONE
dependent station contracts to sell
WAY
TO SKIN
time nationally at 50% of card
A
CAT . . .
rate, and to provide them with
transcribed programs. A proviso
also was included in the contract
to guarantee the copyrights of
music contained in the transcrip..WE
DON'T
KNOW
tions and to acquire all of the public performance rights. It is reported unofficially that several sta?£/T,WE DO
KNOW
THEKE'S
tions have signed their contracts.
ONLY
ONE
WAY
TO KEACH
14/e si em
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Radio

A subscription to BROADCASTING isthe ideal gift
for your radio friends and
clients. A gift which will be
appreciated 24 times a year.
SUBSCRIPTION

RATES

Single Subscriptions
$3.00 EACH
*
2 Subscriptions
$2.50 EACH
*
5 to 14 Subscriptions
$2.00 EACH
★
Over 15 Subscriptions
$1.50 EACH
*
Year Book Included with all
Subscriptions
Add $1 for Canadian and
Foreign Subscriptions
I enclose $

for

subscriptions

Signed _
Address
City
_
_
I am attaching list of names to whom
these subscriptions are to be sent.

BROADEST
broadcast
fisingr

In Next Congress
(Continued from page 12)
troduced at the last session and New York, operating WLWL, for
which are still pending, are those improved facilities.
of Rep. Scott (D) of California, inThen there is the bill (HR-55)
troduced just prior to adjournment. introduced during the last two sessions by Rep. Rudd (D) of New
They encompass a series amendments to the Communications Act York, to cancel all existing station
licenses
and force a reallocation of
dealing with broadcasting, as well
as a resolution for the creation of the entire spectrum with onea "Broadcast Research Commis- fourth of the wave and power facilities to be assigned to non-profit
sion", the function of which would
be to decide the future of broad- organizations. This is what the
casting, but with particular em- educators and the Paulist Fathers
phasis on the setting up of a gov- have espoused for many months.
Just as the last session ended,
ernmentowned
or controlled network.
there were introduced two bills to
These proposals, it now develops, place prohibitions upon musical
are sponsored by most of the anti- performances by foreign musicians.
commercial radio organizations. These were promptly protested on
The American Civil Liberties Un- behalf of the industry by the NAB
ion, for reasons unknown even to
which would "effecsome of the members of its radio as measures
tively reduce the opportunities for
committee, seems to be behind the employment of American musical
Scott proposals, and there are
signs aplenty that it had more
All told, there are a dozen and
than an "observer's" interest in a half measures affecting radio in
their preparation. Rep. Scott had one
talent."
fashion or another, still pendnever been known to have shown
ing. These will unquestionably be
augmented
by others as soon as
the slightest interest in radio legislation in the past.
the new session gets warmed up.
Falling in somewhat the same
Thus far, neither Chairman Wheeler (D) of Montana, of the Senate
category, except that its sponsorInterstate
Commerce Committee,
ship came from the labor and renor Chairman Rayburn (D) of
ligious agitators, is the Monaghan
bill, (HR-8475) introduced by the Texas, of the House Interstate and
youthful Rep. Monaghan (D) of Foreign Commerce Committee., has
Montana which would set up a indicated that any hearings will be
government network. This mea- held.
One of the pet radio topics of
sure is believed to have been introduced at the suggestion of Michael
Senator Wheeler is that of multiFlynn, labor legislative contact,
ple newspaper ownership of stawho also is closely identified with
tions, andstation
of so-called
"traffickine-"
licenses.
He exthe quest of the Paulist Fathers in in radio

I NG

National Press Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.

mm
hours

are

sales

dynamite

when you use WFAA-WBAP!
MORNING— Slo V Ezy received 3,841
requests for a photograph in one week.
(7:15 AM)
NOON— Steamboat Bill averages over
500 Malt - O - Meal Labels weekly on a
contest promoted through three five
minute spots. (12:25 AM)

Cluba
's on
Firemen
The Oats
AFTE
Labels
Quaker
30,647N—
drewRNOO
premium offer in its first 20 weeks.
(5:30 PM)
PETRy & CO.
National
Representative

pounded on this on several occa^
sions at the last session. If then
happen to be hearings of any char
acter at the forthcoming session
he may take the occasion to follovil
through on those views.
In any event, there have beerf
ample indications that legislative!
leaders in Congress will look morel
or less to Chairman Anning ? I
Prall, of the FCC, for advice as t<j|
whether hearings or an investiga I
tion of any character are needei l
at the next session because he is ; I
veteran of a dozen years in Con I

It is thought entirely possibL I
that before the subject of radi'J
gress.
legislation is gone into, Chairmei I
Wheeler and Rayburn will call
upon Mr. Prall and perhaps othe 1
members of the FCC, and possibl; |
representatives of the broadcast !
ing
industry,
confer on the ad J
visability
of toconsidering
legisla j
tion either to amend the Communi
cations Act as it deals with radi j
or to conduct an inquiry.
Although the legislative situaif
tion, at this writing, appears t I
be one which will not justify of
necessitate protracted considera |
tion of broadcasting, the very fac J
that minorities are lobbying t I
attain their own ends is regarde ]
as
that the situation wi] j
bearwarning
watching.

FORD SPONSORING
LIVESTOCK REPOR1]
FORD MOTOR Co., Detroit, ex I
tended its radio campaign Dec. ■j
to the seven stations of the Michi I
gan Radio Network, of whicl
WXYZ, Detroit, is the key-statior
sponsoring daily livestock report
compiled by the Michigan Liv
Stock Association, a prominent fea
ture on MRN for nearly two years
The account was placed by th
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., after be
ing arranged by K. D. Pulciphej
of the Detroit office, and Harr^
Mack, of the Ford Motor Co. Th]
program is daily at 12:45 p. m
the reports being presented b;
George Boutell, secretary of th
Michigan Live Stock Exchang(
Harold True, news commentator o
WXYZ and MRN, is handling th
commercial announcements.
The advertising on the prograr
is being devoted to Ford cars an
trucks. H. Allan Campbell, gen
eral manager of the MRN, hand
led the account for the network.
J-W-T in Seattle
J. WALTER THOMPSON Co. ha
established an office at 2012 Es
change Bldg., Seattle, Wash., wit
Norton W. Mogge, formerly Lo
Angeles manager, in charge. Rus
sell Paulson, account executive, ha
succeeded Mogge in Los Angele:
Thomas Cooper, in the San Frar
cisco offices research departmen
has been transferred to Souther
California to assist Paulson. H
will also conduct radio researc
there along with his other dutie:
The agency recently assumed d
rection of the Associated Salmo
Packers,
Seattle,
which is plannin
an
extensive
campaign.

WFAA
5 0,0 0 0 WATTS

WBAP
DALLAS
FT. WOIUH
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SPONSOR PROGRAMS
t)N CHRISTMAS
DAY
frlREE SPONSORS will present
tpecial one-time Christmas Day
programs over CBS. They are
Bears Roebuck & Co., Chicago (rejailers), RCA,
Campbell Soup went
Co.,
Camden.
As Broadcasting
p press no sponsored Christmas
brograms were scheduled for NBC.
[ Campbell Soup will present
Lionel Barrymore in a dramatizaCharles
Christmas
Earoltion ofover
71 Dickens'
CBS stations
Dec.
E5, 5-5:30 p. m. Toronto and Montreal stations are included in the
petwork.
This is the first of the five appearances before the microphone
Fvhich Lionel Barrymore will make
jfor the sponsor in the role of
(Scrooge.
Mr.
Barrymore was
signed for five years by Campbell
Roup Co. sometime ago to play the
leading role in this broadcast each
"Christmas. Last year the Nash
plotor soredCo.,
Kenosha, inWis.,
Mr. Barrymore
the sponsame
irole. F. Wallis Armstrong Co.,
•Philadelphia, is the agency.
[ Sears Roebuck will use 92 CBS
Stations Christmas, 4-4:30 p. m.,
also a one-time program. The
jtalent has not been selected, but it
e understood the program will
jriginate in Chicago. Homer Mc|£ee Inc., Chicago, is handling this
account.
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, will
tfrroadcast a special Christmas Day
(jrogram on an NBC-WJZ network,
'|jj-3
m. The Around
programthe will
be
titledp.Christmas
World*
!!he sponsor will use its Sunday
nfternoon hookup. Lord & Thomas,
New York, is the agency.

Time Sales Expand
(Continued from page 16)
with automotive advertising leading the field. Other important
gains include the following: National network field — household
equipment, 17%; soaps and kitchen
supplies, 31.8% ; tobacco, 18.2%
and miscellaneous, 75%; in the regional network field — clothing,
386.1%; drugs and pharmaceuticals, a more than tenfold increase;
confectionery, 95.9%; household
equipment, 330.9%; soap and
kitchen supplies, twentyfold increase; tobacco, 836%; in the national non-network field — clothing
47.1%; drugs, 40.2%; cosmetics,
65.3%; foodstuffs, 41.5%; beverages, 36.9%; radio sets, 356.5%;
tobacco, 52.4%; in the local field —
clothing, 81.2%; foodstuffs, 23.5%;
beverages, 29.3%; household equipment, 53.8% ; financial, 41.9%.
A number of interesting trends
are revealed by an examination of
the sponsorship of broadcast advertising during the last two-anda-half years. The marked gain in
automotive advertising in all portions of the radio medium is an
indication of the power of radio to
sell more expensive articles than
the so-called convenience goods.
National network volume has
gained markedly since July and in
October was two-and-a-half times
the 1933 volume. The entrance of
Henry Ford into the field as the
largest radio advertiser is of particular interest in this respect.
It would seem as if the national
non-network increase in automotive
advertising was a recognition on
the part of that industry of the
value of spot advertising. In Oc-

BLAW-KNOX
ANOTHER
r

REASON
WHY

V

INCREASES
COVERAGE
FOR

tober automotive advertising of
this type exceeded December, 1933,
by four-and-a-half times.
The effect of the national network
becoming
able.policies
During isOctober
drugsnoticeand
pharmaceutical
volume
dropped
below the 1934 level for the first
time, showing a decline of 10.3%.
Of special interest has been the
manner in which the tobacco industry has maintained its broadcast advertising during the past
summer as compared to previous
seasons. It would seem an indication of increased recognition of the
value of summer advertising. All
portions of the medium experienced
markedly less of a summer decline
during the past season than usual.
How much of this is due to a general upward trend, and how much
to a revised opinion as to the value
of summer radio advertising, cannot be determined at this time.
Several interesting trends have
revealed themselves in the national
non-network field. The rise of national non-network tobacco advertising, principally cigar companies,
is an indication of the value of
spot advertising to a product having regional distribution. The
growth of national non-network
food advertising since May of the
current year, and the steady upward trend of soap and kitchen
supply
of note. advertising also is worthy
Clothing and household appliances continue to be the fields
which have experienced the greatest gains during recent months.
It is probable that this will continue to be the case for some time
to come.
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single half-hour
program
16,771
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phone

requests1"
over....
^ Geiger Candy Co.
7:30-8 P.M., Nov. 15/35
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D. E. (Plug) Kendrick
V. P. & General Mgr.
Address all inquiries
DIRECT TO "WIRE?' * INDIANAPOLIS

RADIATOR
NIGHT
50
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MILES
WHO

From the Central Broadcasting Company Station WHO,
Des Moines, Iowa, comes the following comment: —
"We would like to commend your company on the tower installation which you
made for the Central Broadcasting Company Station WHO Des Moines. We
have every reason to believe that from a radio standpoint this tower has given
us a signal strength increase equivalent to the best tower installation in this
country, increasing our field at one mile from approximately 1500 to 1900 mv/m,
and increasing our fading wall distance approximately 50 miles.
Again let us thank you for your wonderful cooperation in providing us
with the means for greatly increasing our coverage."
WHO— DES MOINES
PAUL A. LOYET,

Technical Director

May we send you our recommendations and approximate prices on BlawKnox Radiators to increase the effectiveness of your own coverage. There are
now 446 Blaw-Knox Vertical Radiators in use.

BLAW-KNOX
COMPANY
20C
FARMERS BANK BUILDING
PITTSBURGH, PA.
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Western

Books

8 Hours

After Operating Month
THE WESTERN Network, comprising KNX, Los Angeles and
KSFO, San Francisco, after only
a month of operation, had eight
hours of time sold commercially,
according to an announcement by
KNX, "key" of the two-station
hookup. Of the aggregate of time
sold, 6% hours per week are during the evening and lx4 daytime.
The newest sponsor is the AlkaSeltzer Pacific Co., which purchased an evening news period
seven nights weekly. The two-station group ultimately is expected
to become a part of the Mutual
Broadcasting System, which has
used the stations on several occasions for Hollywood pickups or
coastal relays.
FRANK CHASE, in charge of disc
production for the NBC transcription department, resigned, effective
Dec. 14, to open his own offices in
the RKO Bldg., New York, as a
program producer for both transcription and live broadcasts.

Loucks for "Per Piece"
(Continued from page 7)
more difficult than it really is.
Broadcasters need copyrighted
music and copyright owners need
broadcasters as customers. Broadcasters have an interest in encouraging the creation of musical
works and are willing to pay the
creator a fair and reasonable price
for his creations. But a fair and
reasonable price can only be found
in a competitive market. There can
be no objection to the able composer receiving the compensation
which his ability commands. The
composer of lesser ability must be
satisfied with lesser rewards.
For three years the NAB has
proposed as a solution of the problem adoption of a so-called "per
piece" system of payment. That is,
a system under which the copyright owner fixes his own price for
his compositions and the broadcaster buys and pays for the music
he actually uses at such price.
That proposal is sound. It is fair
and just to both copyright owner
and user. There has been much

Charming Decoys
HOT and with shiny noses, a
girl's
college
gleestudios
club left
the New
York
of
WOR and on the way out
raided the WOR show windows in the 24th floor reception hall. They pilfered several bottles of Seagram's rye
and cream.
DaggettThe& joke
Ramsdell's
cold
was on
them, however — the rye was
tea, the cold cream, dummies.
misunderstanding and some misrepresentation about it.
How It Would Be Done
ALL THAT is necessary to make
the plan effective is that the broadcasters notify copyright owners
that they will purchase music
rights on a "per piece" or "per
use" basis and request them to supply a list of the works they actually own and control with a performance fee set over against each composition and the period during

which such prices hold good. Frothese lists the station could pr.
pare their own indices and cou
know at all times what works
had authority to perform and tl
actual cost. Compositions for whk
no prices were submitted would n
be performed. Different price
would be fixed for stations of di
ferent economic status and diffej
ent publishers would have differtrates.
In addition to removing the arl
ficial barriers between the cor
poser and his natural market, tl
plan would result in several ir
portant changes in the use of mus
at stations. Each and every nur
ber performed would have to 1
properly entered on the progra
log and payments submitted in a
cordance therewith. Network
would be required to pay copyrig]
fees for all network program
graduated in accordance with tl
number of stations taking ai
given programs.
These charges could be absorbi
by the networks as is the case wf
talent costs or they could be pass<
along to the affiliated stations. Bsince the affiliated station has i
way of knowing in advance wh
compositions will be included in
network program and is therefo
unable to protect itself against i
fringement in the absence of agre
ment with the network compan
the network should be required
clear performance rights at tl
source of the program.
There have been a r g u m e n 1 1
against a "per use" plan. It is £
leged that it is unscientific, that
is impractical, that it would co
the broadcasters more money, th
it would result in deterioration
burdensome
bookkeeping,
oth
programs, that
it wouldandinvol"J»
similar negative arguments. Ce
tainly no one familiar with t
copyright problem would say a if
firmatively that the system whi"?
has been in vogue for these mai
years is scientific, practical, ai
economical.
But if there are reasons nc ■*
why a "per use" system should
adopted these reasons will be mul
pliedtheif theInternational
United StatesCopyrig
adher
to
Convention which has been urg I
by our Government for many yeai J
Both copyright
owners nca*w
broadcasters
should realize
that temporary solutions of tfB
problem are expensive expedien 1
They should cooperate in effectii
a fair,The
justplan
and approved
permanentby soil
tion.
t}
NAB at its last three conventio
would bring this about.
General Motors Renewal
THE TWO General Motors Coi
programs
on NBC
have
been now
renewed
for networ
anoth
span of 13 weeks. Chevrolet Mot
Co., Detroit, has renewed Da
Rubinoff, Jan Peerce and Virgir
Rae over 59 NBC-WEAF static
Saturdays, 9-9:30 p. m. The )
newal is effective Jan. 11. Cam
bell-Ewald Co. Inc., Detroit, is t
agency. General Motors on Jan.
renews General Motors Sympho
Concert with Erno Rapee over
NBC-WEAF stations, Sunday
10-11 p. m. Included are also sf
tions in Honolulu, Toronto a
Montreal. The guest star poli
will be continued. Campbell-Ewe
Co., of New York, placed the ij
count, institutional in nature, t
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[■Levy Replies to Loucks
(Continued from page 7)
fic than the per-piece plan.
11 do not contend that our preset plan is the perfect solution of
business
m, but vesensible l-d
K
l not
lea a wel efined
wilble
a pro
h for a cross - country chase
ough the wilderness,
i Aside from the fact that I am
I ifewildered in attempting to unjIferstand why Mr. Loucks' article
,(iould appear at this strained peto me that the broadit seems
j (od,ers
should be entitled to some
kst
^tailed analysis of the "per-piece
". To accept Mr. Loucks' views
, janld
Iou deny justice to the broadister and result in tremendous exfense and probably ruin to him.
LI Let us consider the logic and
racticability of the per-piece plan.
ion, oflet Jer
ratic
Toe use
asus ome
illustmus
['•
thatan the
urri
ern is performed by a station,
billowing that there are more than
ns in the country and
[DO statio
iat each station would play a
articular piece of his music on
I,ke average of at least once a day,
e would have a total of approxiately 200,000 performances per
;ar. It is impossible to guess at
hat price a composer values his
ork. At the rate of only 25 cents
$50,000 would
sr performance,
1 ave to be paid to the Society by
le industry for the music of this
articular composer, whereas at
le present time he receives only
li?,000. The difference, or $43,000,
mst be supplied.
Small Stations Hit

NBC Commandments
TEN checks are used by the
NBC continuity department
to determine if programs are
in good taste and conform
to public interest. The NBC
"ten commandments" are:
Slander.
Right of privacy.
Impersonations.
Burlesque.
Reference to other products, other artists.
Unfair trade practices.
Infringement of copyright.
Plagiarism.
Controversy.
Impropriety.
definitely refused to entertain such
a proposition?
ASCAP Turned it Down
MR. LOUCKS stated that the perpiece plan approved by NAB at its
last three conventions would solve
the
problem.
Doesn't hewanted
know that
because
the members
the
per-piece plan, numerous attempts
have been made in the last three
years
to have
accepted.
Isn't he
familiar
with itthe
many meetings
held with ASCAP, particularly one
at which Mr. Mills said that "No
matter what plan you use, you will
pay more than you are paying
now", and illustrated it by saying,
"If you are paying X now, you will
be paying Y under any other plan,
andDoes
Y will
more believe
than X".that the
Mr. beLoucks
broadcaster will be satisfied with
the per-piece plan if it cost him
two or three times the amount he
is now paying?
Does Mr. Loucks believe that the
broadcaster is interested in the
theoretical rather than the practical answer to the problem?
Mr. Loucks says: "The whole
problem has been made to appear
farI wish
more he
difficult
were than
right it
! really is."

tOWEVER we might attempt to
;duce the cost to the smaller sta; :ons, they could not possibly absorb the increased expense to them.
he lowest price that the small
i tation might be expected to pay
>:pr music would be 10 cents per
■:firformance. Each station plays
bout 100,000 pieces a year. That
•ould result in an annual cost to
r ach small station of $10,000. Corn- Fire Near Office of FCC
are that with what the small sta. ons are now paying.
Slightly Damages Files
Lj Aside from its cost, would you AN
all-night fire Dec. 13 in the
s a broadcaster be satisfied to
Office Department buildiay the lower-price music? Do new ingPost
where the FCC
ou think you would be serving officesin Washington,
are located, caused only
ublic interest by doing so? Do
minor damage to FCC records but
ou think that you could retain the
offices of Chairman Prall and
our listeners by playing unpopuir music and, most important to Secretary Pettey, where dockets
are filed, were damaged by water.
ou, do you think your advertisers
The actual blaze was just across
•ould continue to do business with the
hall from their offices on the
[ ou if you lost your listeners ?
h Suppose you decide to play the sixth floor and was confined to old
General Accounting Office files.
nv-priced music. After a short
squads had cleaned up
'hile would not the authors of that theSalvage
damaged FCC offices by noon
msic raise the price?
While we have assumed that 25c Dec. 13 but a number of employes
iiffir performance
would be the had been sent home. Neither
Chairman Prall nor Secretary Petlarge, any one acquainted with
tey could use their offices during
ie situation knows that a comoser will very substantially raise the day but the rest of the FCC
operated on a business - as - usual
',. ris
rate itself,
— especially
so when
the basis. The only FCC records
:ation
by playing
his music
damaged were those on top of
epeatedly, has popularized it and desks in the two offices and they
£ reated demand for it.
soiled by water withRegardless of the merits or were outmerely
being made illegible.
• ailures of the per-piece plan, is it ■ Total damage in the fire was esossible that Mr. Loucks is unatimated at $300,000 and at least 50
are of the fact that ASCAP has firemen were overcome by smoke.

Capt. Plugge Is Elected
As Member of Parliament
CAPT. LEONARD F. PLUGGE,
chairman and governing director
of the International Broadcasting
Co., which among other activities
places spot time for British and
other European advertisers on continental European stations, was
elected to Parliament as a Conservative standing for Chatham,
Rochester Borough, in the recent
British general elections. Capt.
Plugge has long been an advocate
of advertising by radio and last
year ing
spent
about methods
six monthsduring
study-a
American
motor tour of the States.
The former British army captain
thus becomes a member of the government majority in the House of
Commons, having defeated H. Gaitskell, Laborite, by a vote of 19,212
to 13,315. Among his supporters
was the Rt. Hon. Sir Philip Cunliffe-Lister, Secretary of State for
Air.
Capt. American
Plugge's headquarters
organization
maintains
in Rockefeller Plaza, New York.

Now

Operating
On 890
Kilocycles

nr>y
Covers

Washington
Spokane
and

the

Inland
Sues Eddie Cantor
DAVE FREEDMAN, radio script
writer, has filed suit against Eddie
Cantor in the New York Supreme
Court for $250,000. The case, set
for Dec. 9, was postponed 10 days.
Mr. Freedman claims $250,000 as
commissions he should have received
Cantor'sbetween
radio appearances. from
The alliance
Cantor
and Freedman is supposed to date
back to 1931. Samuel Lebowitz is
attorney for the plaintiff and David
Podell
fendant. is appearing for the de-
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Looking-in On RCA
Television
(Continued from page 9)
remember, it was still a miniature
the RKO signoff trademark, as
even of home movies and we had plainly as if it were printed on
to sit not more than five to seven
glossy paper. The imagination can
feet away to get the best view.
what such reproAbout a dozen of us were in the readily conjure
duction, including such clear tradelittle television theater.
marks, will mean to visual broadThen we were shown a familiar
cast advertising when the time
comes.
newsreel, consisting of distant and
Now all this is what we saw
close-up sports shots. This was an
ordinary sound film being run without looking at the pictures too
through a movie projector, as dis- critically, as most lay viewers will.
tinguished from actual studio or Examining them closely for destreet scenes. An announcer was
fects, we could see the tiny strips
describing the events. Even distant of lines making up the pictures —
shots of football and tennis action but only as we wanted to see them
were again just as clear as on any — and we could see occasional
flickers on the body of the screen.
movie theater screen, even though
much smaller.
The average eye, however, rejects
such imperfections, we are told,
The focal scope of the television
camera, we were told, is that of because it wants to see the total
any professional movie camera.
image and hence looks for it and
Similarly, all the detail on any mosees it. That is true of motion pictures, which flicker badly if you
tion picture film can be picked up
and broadcast within the 1500-kilo- want to look for flickers.
cycle band required for the transSome Interference
mission.
Then we saw excerpts from a ALL THIS looking-in was not
musical picture, with the leading without its more troublesome imlady in closeups and full length
perfections by any means, howand with the chorines and male
ever. Atblurred
several
the pictures
out junctures'
entirely, showing
characters clearly visible. The
speech and song, of course, were
jagged streaks of lines. This was
perfectly
synchronized to the ac- interference on the ultra - short
tion.
waves caused by radiations from
Finally, we were shown several the ignition systems of passing
films of animated cartoons, which, motor vehicles, for a roadway ran
as line drawings, were easily tele- hard by the receiving studio building. Higher power, we were told,
vised and just as faithfully reproduced as on any theater screen. At could override such interference
the termination of these reels, as entirely. The low power radiated
at the end of the others, we saw from a transmitter one mile away
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Offers to visitors...A truly fine
hotel... A distinguished address
...A convenient location. Large
luxurious single rooms from $5...
double rooms from $7.. . suites $10
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To View Television
THE FCC'S engineers having
already visited the various television laboratories in Philadelphia,
a delegation of commissioners accompanied by Chief Engineer T.
A. M. Craven was scheduled to
view demonstrations of both the
RCA denand
Philco systems
at Camand Philadelphia,
respectively,
Dec. 13. In the official party were
to be Commissioners Brown,
Walker and Payne.
laid down an extremely weak signal, and it was said the receiving
antenna's location made it highly
sensitive to extraneous interference, these conditions simulating
those which would exist at the
outer limits of the service area of
a television station.
The building was a squat affair
located well on the edge of the
town and apparently far removed
from electrical disturbances such
as might come from elevators, refrigerators and other more commonplace electrical devices. The
antenna looked like that atop any
house; it could not have been much
more than 30 feet above the base
of the one-story structure.
From the receiving studio we repaired to the transmitter. There
we saw the televising studio, the
film projector^-and the "Iconoscope"! Dr. Zworykin is. justly
proud
of
which9
is the big the
bulb "Iconoscope",
pictured on page
and which is said to be the nearest
replica of the human eye ever contrived mechanically. This amazing device, which David Sarnoff
calls the "Electric Eye", is the
heart and soul of RCA's television
system. It is as sensitive to light
as an ordinary film; it breaks up
by an electrical bombardment on
the plate shown within the bulb
any image it views into electrical
impulses which can be shot by the
tens of millions per second from
the transmitting to receiving antenna where it is picked up and
translated again into light via the
"Kinescope".
It is to television what the microphone is to sound broadcasting.
We were televised under the
blazing lights, which we presume
are not unlike the hot kleigs used
in Hollywood studios. We watched
the other members of our party
being televised, and saw their
images and heard their voices
clearly through the monitor receiver on the control panel. The
pictures were as remarkably clear
as those we saw at the receiving
studio.
Being frankly ignorant of the
technical details, which we hope to
have described in later editions of
Broadcasting by competent engineers, the effort has been made
here to describe simply what was
seen. When we consider the economics of television, it is hard to
see the woods for the trees. You
enter a veritable forest of speculation: As to the enormous costs involved in setting up a television
transmission system, which must
necessarily be so standardized as
to lines and frames that all makes
• • Exclusive

• •

JOHN BLAIR & CO.
Station Representatives
NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO
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of tele\'ision receivers will be
to pick up all transmitters witfl
range
as in audible
as to whether
RCA broadcasti
and its 1
experimenters will ever get
gether to agree upon a sir
standard of transmission; as
who shall be licensed to broadc
television, the existing broadc; 1
ers or a new set of broadcast 1
operating solely on the ultra-sr 1
waves with both their visual i
sound transmissions; as to \
ramifications of programming t( M
nique, which manifestly will hi
to incorporate the experience I
only of sound broadcasters but 1
the movies, the stage and the el
mercial pen-and-brush artist; 1
to whether Uncle Sam will encc I
age the free, competitive, comn I
cial development of televisil
broadcasting; as to network ti
vision, which necessarily irj
await the full development and I
pansion of cable
the A.inasmuch
T. & T.'s ascoa:.|
wide-band
o|
nary phone lines cannot carry I
frequency band required for
ture detail; and as to the sol
and political significance of seel
as well as hearing through i
magical medium of the ether.
What Is to Come?

ALL THIS merely hints at I
enormous problems facing til
who will bring out television evi
tually, creating a new art and §
dustry on the new science t ft
have already mastered. Small v ft
der that the leaders in televi::!
experimentation have been loatll
talk about their plans and fcf
hesitated for some years to
writers and kindred gossips k
their
laboratory developme |
Quite aside from the fact that t *
justly fear the effects of too ml
optimism on their bread and ft
ter, which is the set and tube n ♦
ket now flourishing after threi*
four acute depression years, 1*
don't want to talk too much e
cause they
exactly
wherethemselves
they are don't
headink a
I say they ought to know by
time next year (1) because
British will have tried out sev i
excellent systems on the Lor
public from next March onw
and (2) because of projected
periments which the RCA, and
tory.
American
smaller
sibly otherwill
terprises,
shortly
undert !
outside the confines of the lab
As promised by President Si
off to RCA stockholders in his
port of last May, RCA will exr
about $1,000,000 on a series of :
tests of its television system in
New York metropolitan area
are now tentatively schedulec
begin the middle of next year,
carding its old visual and sc
broadcasting apparatus on the
floor of the tall Empire S
Building, RCA this month or :
will install a new transmitter
signed to operate on the ultra-s
waves
to "rain
nals onandNew
York. down"
Such itsa 'f
radiating point is necessary
cause
of the
peculiar ofline-of-s
radiating
character
the ul
shorts, and high power, it is
lieved, alone will be able to of
ride the multitudinous man-n j
interferences existing in Man*
tan and adjacent boroug 1
Whether these waves can be vm
to pierce the shadows and < «
spots created by both man and J»
ture in a big city like New YB
rendering reception of good vi«
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ihd sound possible, will be determined by these tests.
| A number of test receiving sets
ijill be placed at points within the
jfcrvice range of the Empire State
fansmitter for making observa;k>ns on television under field conItions. For months and possibly
.Jveral years they will study transmission and reception effects.
| Then and then only the captains
, ho guide the destinies of this
ijjience and potential industry willl
able to chart their industria
urse.
In the meantime, anything said
% written about television can
^iply be regarded as an impression,
I hope, or a conjecture on the part
|f the speaker or writer. That is
!11 this article is intended to conBy — personal impressions and (I
conjectures. Emppe) reasonable
r|hasizing
that this is merely one
»an's impression, after having
|en an inferior British system of
Revision and a superior American
.jpstem (the two systems probably
leing the best the world has to of|r up to the moment), let me conlude now, with even more conviclon, with the same observations
'ublished in these columns at the
ad of my article of last June on
hat I saw in London:
Jculd
"I have
been asked
saw
persuade
me, asif awhat
radio I fan,
) purchase one of the receivers
jr my home. It would, most dededly, though I would want some
ssurance that the receiving aparatus I pui'chased, especially if
le price were as high as $250 or
100, would not be rendered obsote overnight by some new de;lopment or improvement. I would
rjso want assurance that such a
Bt would pick up not only one ser|ce but any competitive visual
roadcasting service within its reapnable tuning range.
' "Would I be willing to look at
ne pictures through a whole eveting to see and hear full-length
hows and variety performances?
Jo, I would not. I might watch a
elevision show for an hour or two,
s I would a theater or motion piclire show. But concentrate my attention on a small screen for any
mger time, night after night, I
mid not and would not — no more
ian I would like to spend an entire evening or week of evenings
;» a movie house.
: "But I would like to have the telMsor at hand when President
oosevelt is being broadcast visual;T, when Rudy Vallee is directing
jis show or when Henry Ford is
,nnouncing and demonstrating via
-:levision his newest models.
I would
like to
d"Even
to thethen,
theater
and still
the movies
lore or less regularly, as I do
! 3w, and I would still like to listen
j» good music on the air without
eing required to focus my eyes
oon one spot in the room."
Lelm & Fink Renews
EEHN & FINK PRODUCTS Co.,
ew York, has renewed its CBS
amatic program Sundays, 8:30-9
m., with Leslie Howard, for 13
eeks. The screen star is signed
ntil the end of March. The proram promotes Hinds Honey &
lmond Cream. The sponsor also
is renewed the Eddie Cantor pro*am for 19 weeks, effective Jan.
for Pebeco toothpaste. Kenyon
Eckhardt Inc., New York, is
e Hinds agency and Lennen &
itchell Inc., New York, has the
ebeco account.
December
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Facsimile
In Radio

in Homes

Development,

REPORTED as predicting that
New Yorkers will see television
within five years, David Sarnoff,
RCA president, is also credited
with the statement that "facsimile
broadcasting into people's homes
will be the next important development in radio." These predictions
were contained in a dispatch of the
North American Newspaper Alliance, newspaper syndicate, published in the Dec. 8 issue of the
New York Times.
SarRegardi
wer Mr.
that as
intervieon,
his televisi
noff told ng
far as the immediate future is
concerned the pessimists, or technicians, have the better of the
argument while the optimists are
those who know little of the problems. But he added: "'We are all

optimists."
Amplifying Sight
"WE ARE now so far into_ the
experimental stage of television
that each day brings pressure for
more technical information," Mr.
Sarnoff explained to his interviewer. "Our knowledge comes
faster as the demand for it increases. To give you an idea of
some of the problems, take this
example:
"In receiving 'sound' from a
great distance the most important
device is the amplifier. An almost
sound can be ampliimperceptible
fied electrically until it is distinctly
heard around the world. But we do
not yet have any means for similarly amplifying 'sight'. In fact,
we are as yet limited in television
to a radius of about twenty-five
miles — about the same distance
you could actually see if you had
no obstruction.
"Television is now in about the
stage that sound-broadcasting was
when we were still using earphones instead of loud-speakers. _
"Apparatus for receiving television will for some time suffer
rapid obsolescence. That is, if you
bought a receiving outfit, the best
available now, it might be useless
a little later if a change were made
at the transmitting station when
we learn how to extend the present
limited range of transmission and
size of the picture.
"Every change in the sending
apparatus for television requires
corresponding changes in the reWe can't install
televisionceiving
on aset.commercial
basis until
we are well beyond making those
day-to-day changes.
"Such rapid obsolescence has not
been true of sound radio. When
we improve methods of sound
transmission the owner of an old
receiving set simply gets better
service. Sets that have been in use
for years are still capable of receiving programs from vastly improved sending stations.
"Right now, it is true, we know
so much more about the use of different kinds of wave lengths for
-broadcasting sound that we can see
the time coming when all present
X MARKS
W
B
C

Will

Be

Says

Next
Mr.

Step

Sarnoff

radio tions
apparatus,
the stathemselves, including
must be changed.
But such changes won't come all
Facsimile Next
at once."
ADDING that experimental television stations will be in operation
before the end of next year, Mr.
Sarnoff made these remarks about
facsimile :
"Facsimile broadcasting into
people's homes will be the next important development in radio. We
are about to begin a facsimile
message service between New York
and Philadelphia, with automatic
relay stations
tween these two located
cities. midway be"In a relatively short time, facsimile transmission will be in practical use. We shall be able to flash
a facsimile of a message, a page of
a letter or document, as easily as
you can now send a telegram. The
difference will be that the charge
will probably be by the square inch
instead of by the word.
"Facsimile broadcasting to the
home will, of course, have great
informational and educational possibilities. A natural development
will be news service that you can
see as well as hear."
HALcal HORTON,
managing
a theatri-to
troupe in Europe,
has returned
KHJ, Los Angeles for its Rise and
Shine program. David Carlile (John
Page), former announcer of KMTR.
Hollywood, has joined KHJ as a staff
singer.

Broadcasters

Expected

To Speed Television Use
TELEVISION'S major development will gain its impetus from
major broadcasters, in the opinion
of Harry R. Lubcke, television director of the Don Lee Broadcasting System and operator of its experimental short wave visual station in Los Angeles. Speaking before the Chapparral Club in Los
Angeles late in November, Mr.
Lubcke said:
"We can expect the large broadcasters to lead the television parade. The expense of televisionbroadcasting
facilities is considerable. The qualifications
required
of the broadcaster by the FCC are
high, even for permission to engage in experimental activities. It
is certain that the Commission will
require vision
highbecomes
standards
when telea commercial
meFacsimile Stations
TWO tionsexperimental
were authorized facsimile
Dec. 3 by stathe
Broadcast
Division
of
the FCC on
dium."
application of WOR, Newark, and
the Yankee Network, Boston. Both
stations will use the general experimental ultra-high frequencies.
The Newark station got_ 1,000
watts, and the Boston station, in
practically the same bands, got
500 watts.
EARLIEST studio-audience broadcast yet reported is that of the
Home Folks Hour, broadcast from
the new KMOX Radio Playhouse
at 5:30 a. m. each Saturday.
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EQUIPMENT
WBNS, Columbus, has purchased two
Western Electric 630 non-directional
microphones, and has installed a control room at Capital College auditorium using WE 618-A microphones
and Remeler AP3-18 amplifying equipment. New Jensen monitor speakers
are used in the master control room.
In pickups of the local show two pack
transmitters, W8XEI and W8XE.J.
operating with 2 watts, were used.
They employ United Transformer
midget transformers and double button WE microphones.
WTAQ, Eau Claire, Wis., 100-watter,
has completed tower construction and
operation at the Green Bay studio
will begin after the first of the year.
The four-element transmission system
consists of four radiators 200-feet
high, each self-supporting radiator being 3% feet in diameter at the base
and set on three 350-pound insulators.
DOOLITTLE & FALKNOR Inc..
Chicago equipment and engineering
service, announces a concentric transmission line (coaxial cable). It is
weatherproof, flexible, and may be
filled with dry nitrogen for outdoor
installations. High efficiency, simple
installation and safety are claimed
and no radiation can occur.
WLBC, Muncie, Ind., has purchased
aRadio
short-wave
frequency
monitor Inc.
from
Transceiver
Laboratories
INSULATORS
for every
Broadcasting Requirement
LAPP INSULATOR CO., INC.
LeROY. NEW YORK

FEDERAL
RADIO

Afor -FOOLPROOF"
remotedesigned
amplifier
short lines has been
by
Harry C. Lubenstein, chief engineer
of WFAS, White Plains, N. Y. It
has predetermined volume level, is
completelytomaticself-contained
and has auon-off control operated
by
insertion of monitoring phones, taking
one Brush 24-cell crystal microphone.
He is said to be a big time-saver and
weighs only 25 pounds with batteries.
All WFAS remotes are now equipped
for Brush sound-cell microphones.
Frank A. Seitz, WFAS vice president,
developed
a "fieldusetelephone"
which
observers
at sports system
events
to relay data to Neal Ormond, announcer, in the observation booth.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE Co.,
Inglewood, Gal., starting Dec. 15,
will include extra bushings with its
studio
floor standto
models and
to manufacturers'
make them adaptable
dynamic, ribbon or crystal micromanufacturer's
will aiso phones.
be Themanufactured
withmodel
the
option of the standard floor base, or
a new adjustable self-balancing tripod
base which can be adjusted to a minimum of floor space.
WFIL, Philadelphia, has constructed
two short-wave
pack'Frank
transmitters
for
special
events, with
V. Becker,
chief engineer,
the employ
installation in three completing
weeks. Both
ultra-high frequencies, using the 8
meter band with one watt output. The
sets weigh 25 pounds and employ 30inch telescopic antenna.
A NEW sound effects installation has
been acquired by WFAA, Dallas, with
Count Mazzaglia Cutelli supervising
the equipment. Two demonstrations
of the devices were given on the air
by Count Cutelli.
A HIGH-FREQUENCY mobile unit
is being constructed by Charles
Sprague, chief engineer of W.IIM,
Lansing, for installation in a motor
truck. It will be used for remote
pickups.

TELEGRAPH

TUBES

perTo

CO.

RMANCE

LONG LIFE • UNIFORM
CHARACTERISTICS
Made under Federal Telegraph
Company-Owned Patents

BRUNO LABORATORIES, New
York, announce two new velocity
microphones for direct connection to
the grids of vacuum tubes. One of
the types has an output impedance of
100.000 ohms, for connection to tube
as used in the pre-amplifier, and the
other has an output impedance of
5,000 ohms for circuits using special
tubes with relatively low input impedance or conventional tubes with
special grid loading. Each model
comes in two types, 50-12.000 and
60-10,000 cycles. Also announced is a
new high permeability alloy called
Nicalum. said to have a magnetic
strengthtoforefour
timesField
as great
obtainable.
piecesas ofherethe
metal are used in the new Bruno
microphones.
NBC technicians have installed a
portable 15-watt transmitter atop the
studio building at 111 Sutter street,
San Francisco,
for "cueing"
during
pickups toof usespecial
feature
short-wave programs in the bay region. Wave length is 31.1 megacycles.
INSTALLATION of the new 350foot Blaw-Knox transmitter at
WCKY, Cincinnati, is to be completed by Christmas.
WBNY, stalling
newnew RCA
Buffalotransmitter
station, is and
instudio
equipment
and
a
176-foot
Blaw-Knox radiator.

WICC, stal ed Bridgeport,
ina new Western Conn.,
Electrichastransmitter under the direction of Garo
Ray, chief engineer of the station.

©F-357A, half wave rectifier
illustrated above, represents just
one of a long line of Federal Telegraph Co. Radio Tubes "Famed for
Performance" throughout the world.
Federal Telegraph Co. engineers
have greatly improved this type of
mercury vapor tube by shielding il.
In F-357A the arc is confined within
the shield which reduces bulb blackening and materially reduces the
tendency to arc back. A special
filament core material insures permanency of the oxide coating and
prevents flaking. Write for catalog.

FEDERAL TELEGRAPH COMPANY. 200 Mt. Pleasant Avenue, Newark. N. J.
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UP 27 STORIES— And still two to
go is Nelsom Olmstead, production
manager of KNOW, Austin, Tex.,
SBS outlet. He is carrying radio
equipment
to the library
top ofbldg.,
the University of Texas
now
under construction.

AVPRO, Providence. R, I., is preparing for a typical Northeastern
winter by burying the copper ground
system deep in the salt marsh land at
Watehemocket Cove and covering
them with big blocks of cement. The
towers muneare
nowpacks.
expected to be imfrom ice

Federal Telegraph Co.
Tube F-3S7A
Half Wave Rectifier
(Interchangeable with
U. V. 857 and W. E. 2G6A)

F ede ra subsuliary,
I Telegra phmaintains
Com party,a tube
a Mackay
Radio
service
organization that really wants to serve you..

BLILEY ELECTRIC Co., Erie, ij
designing and manufacturing qui
crystals, has started a frequency n.
suring service within an accuracy]
one part in 5,000,000, or 0.3 cyL
on a 1500 kc. frequency. A Genu!
Radio Co. primary standard of !|
quency and associated measuijl
equipment are used,
WMBG, Richmond, Va., with reir J
remote program
The ill
control
equipment,service.
is expanding
''i
equipment uses three small cry. il
way
stations
and Arrivals
the airport
M
type microphones.
at "rll
broadcast
frequently.

GLENN

KFRO, Longview, Texas, is comjei
ing
a new to180-feet
vertical
scheduled
be finished
by radia
Dec. II
KFRO.
The RCA equipment is used §

Two Production Grou |
In Medical Field Mer 1
TWO ORGANIZATIONS moil
vigorously opposed to the terms f
the so-called Copeland Bill (S. m
to amend the present food im
drug laws so as to regulate rigi f
the sale, manufacture and advil
tising of foods, drugs, devices am
cosmetics, were merged Dec. lOJi
the Institute of Medicine Manuf.j
turers. The organizations wh,l
combined at a meeting in K«
York are the Institute of Medi 1
Manufacturers and the Uni a
Medicine Manufacturers. The c< A
bined organization is said to hm
a total membership exceeding t
out the country.
producers
and distributors throu itElected president of the joint v
ganization was D. E. Austin, £
Thomas Leeming & Co., New Yc
who served as president of the
stitute. Charles L. Huisking,
mer president of United,
named first vice president. Ot
officers elected include W i
Jacobs, of Clinton, S. C. sec
vice president;
P. L. Frai
Cleveland, third vice president;
B. Van Dyke, Philadelphia, sec
tary,
and T. S. Strong, Clevela
treasurer.
RCA

Income

Up

NET income of Radio Corp. £
America for the third quai r
amounted to §511,987, an mere e
over the same quarter last jtl
of $105,797. Net for the first r,4§
months was $2,801,123, an adva:*
of $623,352
last year.
figures
were over
announced
by Da rii
Sarnoff, RCA president, and Im
elude RCA and subsidiaries.
af

D. GILLETT,

INC.

Consulting Radio Engineers
Stations surveyed include:
WOAI
KSD
WCAE
WPTF
KWK
WCKY
WSMB
KTBS
WCSH
WTAG
KTHS
WNBO
WFAA
WCAO
WBAY*
WTAM
KVOO
WFLA-SUN
KDKA
WHAM
WCAP*
WKY
WGAR
KDYL
WEAF*
WWNC
KWCR
WAVE
KFSD
WIOD
WJAX
KFI
KTAR
WAPI
WTAD
WJDX
WMC
KPRC
WMCA
* Surveyed in WBZ
1922-5 by Mr. Gillett personally for A. T.
t In process.

'Tkete id A/o Substitute
BROADCASTING

WDNC
WWSW
WMBC
WFEA
KNX
KOL

KGAt
WHAS^
KGKOt
& T. Co. !]

fiot I^xpeuenc^
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Counter

Damages

Asked by Freeman
knswers Suits Filed by >BC,
find Cecil. \^ arwick & Cecil
HAELES H. FEE E MAX Jr., of
Freeman Concert Management,
'Mew York, was planning to file a
punter claim for damages against
nBC and Cecil, Warwick & Cecil
nc, Xew York agency, he said as
Jf.oadcastixg went to press.
This was to be Mr. Freeman's
eply to the damage suits filed
ipainst him by the above firms last
lonth after he had placed a two»lumn advertisement in Variety
nd had sent a letter to Sherwinffiliiams Co., planning an NBC
program. NBC asks damages of
169,058, the amount less discount
rpat it would receive from the
Srogram, and Cecil, Warwick &
Kcil seeks $16,583 as their share
rf the proceeds from the program,
•j Mr. Freeman also made it known
that he would take whatever acjpon was necessary to prevent the
Hgency or XBC from broadcasting
the idea which he contends he originated, i.e., the sponsorship of a
radio program made up of singers
Who had auditioned for the Metrooolitan Opera.
Pending Injunction
T WAS pointed out that the tem3rary injunction handed down
ov. 23 by Federal Judge John C.
nox of the United States Southrn District Court, restrains Mr.
reeman from bringing any action
gainst the Sherwin-Williams Co.,
ut it does not prevent him from
suing XBC or the agency. A letter
torn C. M. Lemperly, director of
dvert'ising
for would
Sherwinnot- Williams,
tated
that they
go ahead
rith the program until Mr. Freeman's claim had been cleared up to
le satisfaction of everybody.
In support of his claim for origlating this idea Charles Freeman
as obtained affidavits from Dale
Harrison, a feature writer for the
Associated Press; Ben H. Atwell,
N'ew
York theatrical
agent,
and several
magazine press
publishers,
lis far back as April, 1935, Mr.
Freeman tried to get someone to
aublish his Metropolitan idea under his name so that he would have
some way of protecting his radio
plan, he stated. All the publishers
turned it down at the time because
X did not come under the classification of news, he explained.
Possible sponsors to whom Mr.
Freeman says he submitted his ra-

dio idea were : General Motors
Corp.; William E. Warner Co.;
United States Eubber Products
Inc.; P. Lorillard Co.; Vick Chemical Co., and General Electric Co.
Mr. Freeman said that General
Electric Co. was the concern which
he considered the most likely client
to sponsor his program. While he
gave no written option to General
Electric he maintains that it was
in the nature of a verbal option.
He claims to have an affidavit from
Edgar Kobak, XBC vice president
in charge of sales, that in a conversation with Chester Lang, director
of publicity for GE, Mr. Lang mentioned that he had been approached
by Mr. Freeman with a radio plan
similar to the Metropolitan Auditions program. This was in September, 1935. Mr. Lang, he said,
added that he had passed the idea
to Gerard Swope, president of GE.
and T. K. Quinn and Charles E.
Wilson, vice presidents. One of
these vice presidents during the
early part of December had assured him that the company was
still interested in his radio plan,
Mr. Freeman said.
Mr. Freeman contends that it
was in June, 1935, that he approached Jack Warwick of Cecil,
Warwick & Cecil, with his Metropolitan Auditions plan. Mr. Warwick contends that the only time
he talked with the defendant was
in a telephone conversation regarding the placing of a singer on the
Vince program which is handled by
the agency.
Throughout all this litigation
Mr. Freeman feels that the sponsor of the proposed program, the
Sherwin-Williams Co., is in an unfortunate position. "The SherwinWilliams Co. is the innocent victim which is the result of a loose
condition in radio which makes a
sponsor a two-fold victim. First, t>3r
spending his good money; and, second, after spending this money he
finds that he is subject to suspicion," declared Mr. Freeman.
The Sherwin - Williams program
is to go on the air Dec. 22 over 52
XBC-WEAF stations, 3:30-4 p. m.,
but there is some doubt as to
whether the Metropolitan Auditions will be the entertainment. No
publicity had been set out on the
program at press time. There have
been reports that a fill-in program
will be broadcast Dec. 22.
EDWIX C. HILL returned to the
air with Human Side of the Neios
broadcasts over an XBC-WEAF
network Dec. 10, 7:15-7:30 p. m.,
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdavs.

FOR THE WOMEN
NBC Finds Fe minine Programs
Increasing Rapidly
1935 has not been Leap Year, but
according to XBC it has been Women's Year on XBC networks. More
programs have been given for women and by women
and before,
women'sa
organizations
than ever
survey of programs shows.
The term women's programs has
been given a new interpretation.
Once applied only to cookin°r,
clothes and household hints, it now
includes national and international
affairs, music, literature, science,
education. In all these general subjects XBC has given women a
voice; they have entered into group
discussions with men and they have
given their feminine viewpoints.
The newest XBC woman's program Let's Talk It Over is a
weekly discussion period featuring
Emily Post and Anne Hard, news
commentator. The Woman's Radio
Review, directed by Claudine MacDonald, has continued, on a schedule of five broadcasts a week, to
present leaders in thought and
public life, 11 speakers describing vocations for women and eight
"Women and World Peace."
Included among other weekly
programs were those by the Federated Women's Clubs; the National Congress of Parents and
Teachers; Your Child, under auspices of the Children's Bureau,
U. S. Department of Labor; Our
American Schools with Florence
Hale, former president of the National Education Association; and
the Xational
regular Farm
woman's
portion
the
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For the
Sunday
' Pickup
Brush T2S4P or Desk Mikes are designed specially for remote
pickup from pulpits, lecture tables and speakers rostrums. Vision
of the audience is not restricted. Speakers not accustomed to
broadcasting are entirely at ease. . .speak naturally. . .without effort.
Typical Brush Sound Cell construction gives faithful response over the
entire voice range. Leads up to 100
feet are taken directly into '"high-gain"
amplifier. No input transformer — button current or energizing voltage is required. Not affected by wind or severe changes in atmospheric conditions. Fully guaranteed.
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Brush
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Use a Brush Desk Mike on your
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FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

(Broadcast Division)

- — — —

— —

Decisions . . .
DECEMBER 3
KABR, Aberdeen, S. D. — Granted CP
■change antenna, move transmitter locally.
KRLH, Midland, Tex. — Granted modif .
CP transmitter site, antenna freq. monitor, change equip.
WTAL, Tallahassee, Fla. — Granted license for CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd.
WFBR,
Baltimore — Granted license CP
.aux.
transmitter.
KDON, Del Monte, Cal. — Granted license CP as modif. 1210 kc 100 w unltd.
WPAD, Paducah, Ky.— Granted license
CP move transmitter.
WTAQ, Green Bay, Wis. — Granted
modif. CP change equip., extend completion.
KWTO, Springfield, Mo.— Granted modif.
license to Ozarks Brdcstg. Co.
KRKD, Los Angeles — Granted license for
modif. re equip. 1120 kc 500 w 2V> kw
DCP S-KFSG.
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C. — Granted CP
move aux. transmitter to Cary, N. C.
WFBR.
.aux.
equip.,Baltimore
500 w. — Granted CP change
WIL, St. Louis — Granted CP new equip.
NEW, Memphis Commercial Appeal Inc.,
Memphis — Granted CP pickup service 5 w.
NEW, Bamberger Brdcstg. Serv. Inc.,
Newark — Granted CP gen. exp. 1 kw.
NEW, Shepard Brdcstg. Service Inc.,
Qumey,
500 w. Mass. — Granted CP gen. exp.
NEW, General Electric Co., Schenectady
— Granted CP gen. exp. portable
15 w.
W9XPD,
.gen. exp. 100St.w.Louis — Granted license CP
CPW1XEG,
gen. exp.Storrs,
500 w.Conn. — Granted license
WIOXAN, New York (NBC)— Granted
license10 CPto 40
gen.w. exp. portable, increasing
from
WNBD,
New
CP 3 w portable. Orleans — Granted license
WIOXGB, Miami
•exp. pickup 2.5 kw. — Granted license CP
NEW, Natl. Battery Brdcstg.
Paul — Granted CP pickup 25 w. Co., St.
W3XAU, Newton Square, Pa. (WCATJ)
— Granted CP increase to 10 kw.
W8XAR, Saxonburg, Pa. — Granted renewal spec. exp. to 3-23-36.
SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— WTMV,
St. Louis, granted extension temp. auth.
operate without approved freq. monitor ;
WPAR, Parkersburg,
Va., same ;
WAIU, Columbus, same; W.WQAM,
Miami!
granted extension temp. auth. temp,
an-tenna
to
3-1-36;
WGES,
Chicago,
granted
temp. days auth.
reduced
power
of
500
w
Sun4 months.
SET FOR HEARING— NEW, Port Huron
Co., Port Huron, Mich ■
WHDL, Brdcstg.
Olean, N. Y. ; NEW, John A.
Stump, Fairbanks, Alaska;
Chat.
Brdcstg. Co., White Oak, NEW,; NEW,
■Gen. Brdcstrs., Johnson City, Tenn.
Tenn.
•
NEW,
same, Rossville, Ga. ; NEW, Herbert Holhster, Emporia, Kan. ; NEW, Tulare-Kings
Co. Radio Assoc., Visalia,
; NEW
Voice of Black Hills, Rapid Cal.
City, S D ;
NEW, John E. Fetzer,
Benton
Mich. ; NEW, Kidd Bros., Taft,Harbor,
Cal. ;
NEW, Gulf Coast Brdcstg.
Co., Corpus
Christi, Tex.; WPTF, Raleigh,
N.
WHDL, Olean, N. Y. ; NEW, Howard C.N. ;
Mitchell, Sacramento KRLC, Lewiston,
Id., NEW, Nathan N. ; Bauer,
Miami.
ACTION ON EXAMINERS' REPORTS
— NEW, L. M. Kennett, Indianapolis, denied CP 600 kc 1 kw D, reversing Examiner Hill; NEW, National Battery Brdcstg.
Co., Minneapolis
, denied CP 1370 kc
w unltd., sustaining Examiner Dalberg100 ;
NEW, Edward Hoffman. St. Paul, granted
-CP 1370 kc 100 w unltd., sustaining Examiner Dalberg; NEW,
W.
Young, Minneapolis, deniedDr.CP Geo.
1370 kc
100 w unltd., sustaining Examiner
Dalberg; KGFI, Corpus
Tex., denied
CP move transmitter Christi,
locally, new equip.,
increase to 1 kw unltd.,
sustaining Examiner Walker; WALA,
Ala., denied modif. license to 1 kwMobile,
1380 kc unltd.,
^sustaining Examiner Walker;
NEW, Steel
City Brdcstg. Co., Pittsburgh, denied
default CP 1420 kc 100 w N 250 Das un-in
ltd., sustaining Examiner Walker ; KFDM,
Beaumont, Tex.,
as in default
modif. license from denied
500 w 1 kw D to 1 kw
560
kc
unltd.,
sustaining
Examiner
Walker.
ACTION ON CASE HEARD BY COM.
BROWN— Mrs. Nellie H. Morris, W. C.
Morris, Eagle Pass, Tex., denied auth.
transmit programs to XEPN, Piedras
Negras, Mex., sustaining Com. Brown.
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DECEMBER 1 TO DECEMBER 13, INCLUSIVE —
MISCELLANEOUS— WBSO, Needham,
WDZ, Tuscola, 111. — Granted consent
Mass., reconsidered & granted without vol.
assignment
permit & license to WDZ
Brdcstg.
Co.
hearing applic. transfer control ; WCOP,
Boston, denied reconsideration & grant
KUOA,
Fayetteville,
consent transfer
control to Ark.
John— Granted
Brown Univ.
applic. change from 1120 to 1130 kc, LS
Salt Lake City; NEW, Seymour C. of C,
WNEL,
San
Juan,
P.
R.
—
Granted
change equip., increase from 500 w toCP1
Seymour,
Tex., removal
granted permission
draw protest
KGKO to withFort kw N 2 y2 kw D.
Worth ; NEW, Valley Electric Co., San
KTRH, Houston — Granted CP change
Luis Obispo, Cal., granted postponement equip.
to 1-27-36 hearing applic. Long Piano Co.
KGVO,
completion.Mont. — Granted modif.
new station at San Luis Obispo, to be CP extend Missoula,
heard jointly.
KFRC,
San
Francisco — Granted auth.
antenna measurement.
RATIFICATIONS :
Kansas set
City for
— Granted
license
WIS, Columbia, S. C— Granted ext. forKMBC,
CP heretofore
hearing 950
kc
equip, test 10 days (11-25). .
1 kw N 5 kw D unltd.
KWG, Stockton. Cal.— Granted ext. proSPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONSgram tests (11-25).
KNOW, Austin, Tex., granted temp. auth.
KIIQ, Los Angeles — Granted auth. pick- operate
without freq. monitor ; WDGY,
up station 200 w 12-24-35 only (11-21).
same; KHQ, Spokane, granted
KMLB, Monroe, La. — Granted ext. equip, Minneapolis,
temp. auth. 50 w transmitter 590 kc to
test (11-25).
find
transmitter
site ; WWRL, Woodside,
WCAE, Pittsburgh — Granted ext. pro- N. Y., granted temp.
auth. spec, hours;
gram
test
(11-23).
Spokane, granted temp. auth. 50 w
WMEF. New York — Granted auth. 150 KGA,
transmitter 1470 kc to find transmitter
w 11-30-35 (11-27).
; WJBY, Gadsden, Ala., granted temp,
KGBX.
Granted
ext. site
auth. operate without antenna ammeter ;
exp.
auth. Springfield,
1230 kc 500 Mo.w —unltd.
direction
WNOX. Knoxville, granted extension temp,
to 6-1-36 (11-80).
Hewitt Wood Radio Co. Inc., granted re- auth. 560 kc pending beginning of WIS
quest continuance
argument
(11-23). tests.
Effective
date oral
decision
re WLTH,
SET FOR HEARING — WLEU, Erie,
WFVW,
WBBC,
WARD
postponed
to Pa., renewal license : NEW, Robert Ray12-23-35 (11-27).
mond MeCulla, Oak Park, 111., CP 1500 kc
100 w unltd.
; NEW,Johnw E.N Fetzer,
DECEMBER 10
mazoo, CP 1010
kc 500
1 kw DKalaunltd.;
WHIS,
Bluefield,
W.
Va.,
CP' change
WCAZ,
Carthage,
111.
—
Granted
CP
move
equip.,
move
transmitter
locally,
increase
transmitter locally, change equip.
250 w N 500 w D to 500 w N 1 kw
KWK, St. Louis — Granted CP change from NEW,
A. E. Hughes, d/b Valdosta
equip., move transmitter near Broadway & D;
Brdcstg. Co., Valdosta, Ga., CP 1500 kc
Riverview Drive.
100
w
unltd.
; NEW, Saginaw Brdcstg.
P. R. — Granted modif.
Co., Saginaw, Mich., CP 1200 kc 100 w
CPWPRP,
extend Ponce,
completion.
SH;
WWRL,
L. I., modif.
S. C— Granted modif.
cense re hours Woodside,
; WKBZ, Muskegon,
Mich.,liCPWIS,
extendColumbia,
completion.
modif.
license
1500
to
1200
kc
;
KGDM,
Frederick,
Stockton, Cal., modif. license in docket to
CPWFMD,
approving
equip. Md. — Granted modif.
D transfer
& N ltd.
; WHK,
conWMMN,
Fairmont,
Va. — sites
Grantedin 1 kw sent
control
fromCleveland,
Plain Dealer
modif. CP transmitter W.& studio
Pub.
Co.
to
U.
B.
Co.
;
WJAY,
Cleveland,
Fairmont, change antenna, extend comconsent transfer control license to U. B.
pletion.
Co. ; KVI, Tacoma, CP in docket move
WEST, Easton, Pa.— Granted modif. CP transmitter
Point Reyer, install new equip.,
twp.
antenna changes, transmitter site Williams
increase from 1 to 5 kw.
ACTION ON EXAMINERS' REPORTS
forKBTM,
CP 1200Jonesboro,
kc 100 wArk.
D. — Granted license — NEW,
Conn. Valley Brdcstg. Co., Springfield, Mass., granted
CP Dalberg
1140 kc ; 500
WCOL,
Columbus
—
■
Granted
license
for
ltd., sustaining
Examiner
NEW,w
CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd.
Worcester Brdcstg. Co. Inc., Worcester,
KWG,
Stockton,
Cal.
—
Granted
license
for CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd.
Mass., denied CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd.,
Examiner Dalberg ; NEW, HartWHFC,
Cicero, hours.
111. — Granted modif. li- sustaining
ford Brdcstg. Co. Inc., Hartford, Conn.,
cense re Sunday
Department

of Commerce

"Radio

Census"

— —
denied CP 1200 kc 100 w unltd., susta j
ing Examiner Dalberg; NEW, Hartf'
Times
Hartford, granted
1200 '>
100 w Inc.,
D, sustaining
ExaminerCP Dalbei
NEW, Oklahoma Press Pub. Co. Mus
gee, Okla., granted CP 1500 kc 100 w ti
ltd., sustaining Examiner Bramhall.
MISCELLANEOUS — NEW,
Wyom- j
Radio Educ. Assn., Cheyenne, denied
opening
hearing
and
order
take
tions applic. new station, examinerdep(nl
writing report ; NEW, Archer County !
of C Archer City, Tex., granted requ*
withdraw
KGKOOk; 1
Fort Worth;as protestant
C. of C, removal
Walters,
same; Geo. H. Adams & Henry D. Br!
ter, granted permission intervene heari
1-8-36 applic. Emmons L. Abeles & R.
Dean for CP new station St. Paul 630
250 w unltd.
RATIFICATIONS :
KMBC, Kansas City — Granted extens
program tests 30 days (12-3).
KFKA, Greeley, Col.— Same (12-5).
WOEG, Schenectady — G ranted ter
auth. 50 w 12-13-35 (12-7).
WQBC,reduced
Vieksburg,
tension
power Miss.
(12-2).— Granted
WKBV, Richmond, Ind. — Granted ext;
sion program tests 30 days (12-2). i
KNEL, Brady, Tex.— Same (12-3). J
KECA,auth.Los 250Angeles
— Granted1430extensfj
temp.
w. portable
kc 1
tests (12-4).
KGB, San Diego — Granted temp. an.
100 w portable 1330 kc for tests (12-4):
KLPM, Minot, N. D. — Granted ter?
auth. spec, hours (12-7).
KGCU, Mandan,
N. D.—
(12-7)'! !
WHBY
Inc. granted
auth.Same
intervene
plic. Appleton Brdcstg. Co., Applet]
Wis., new station (12-4).
James R. Doss Jr. denied petition
reconsideration
and grant
without hearA Ij
of
applic. new station
at Tuscaloosa,
and ordered to regular hearing doc
(12-3).

DECEMBER 2
i
Applications
NEW, Niagara Falls Brdcstg. Corp.,
agara
w eha
unl
amended Falls,
to 1420N. kc Y.100— CPw 250100 w D,
equip.
NEW, Wolverine Brdcstg. Co., John
Fetzer,
Ann Arbor,
D,
amended
to 800 Mich.
kc. — CP 830 kc 1
NEW, John E. Fetzer, Saginaw, Mid
CP 800 kc 1 kw D, amended to 630
change antenna.

Map

of the World

DECEMBER 6
transfer
control
to KGMB,
Pacific Honolulu
Theatres — &Auth.
Supply
Co. Ltd.
WSAY,
Rochester,
N.
Y.
—
Modif.
new station change site to 328 Main St. CPE,
Rochester, extend completion.
Columbus — CP increase from 100
KGVO.newMissoula,
Mont. — freq.,
Modif. increase
CP ' as w WCOL,
to 100 w 250 w D, change equip., conbdif.
equip., change
move transmitter, further extend to Toledo.tingent upon grant of WALR applic. move
Dipletion.
NEW, Steffen Ice & Ice Cream Co.,
Wichita — CP 1500 kc 100 w unltd., amendDECEMBER 3
ed to 1210 kc.
EW. Baltimore Radio Show Inc., BaltiDECEMBER 9
|»reEW,
— CP WTAR
gen. exper.
w. Norfolk, Va.
Radio 100
Corp.,
WELI,
New
Haven — Modif. license from
P gen. exper. 50 w.
D to unltd., 500 w D & N, 900 to 930 kc,
amended to 250 w N.
SAI,transmitter
Cincinnatito —Warner
CP change
equip.,
& Chickishaw
WMPC,equip.
Lapeer, Mich. — License for CP
change
tir.oe.
t
LBnc.0inna
n
. — CvPe channsgmeitteqeruip.,
o
La
M
^MCi
WJBR,
Gastonia,
N. C. — Vol. assignment
m 120 to 1210 kc, mo tra
r to CP to Virgil V. Evans.
kiwick e,St., amended re transmitte site
NEW,
J.
R.
Maddox
& J. E. Richards,
[Monro La.
d/b Tuscaloosa
Brdcstg.
Ala.—
CP
1370
kc
100
w
D.Co., Tuscaloosa,
IP.'RR.
— CP new Grounds,
equip., move
knsmitterDallas
to Centennial
NEW,
Burlington
Brdcstg.
Co., Emmons
ftion 1500 kc 100 w D, re equip. ; license L. Abeles, Sec., Burlington, la.
(•KEW.
CP asMemphis
modif. Commercial Appeal Inc., kc 100 w unltd., amended to 1310— CP
kc. 1370
NEW,
M.
M.
Oppegard,
Grand
Forks,
wnphis — CP gen. exper. 50 w.
D. — CP 1310 kc 100 w 250 w D unltd.
KEW, Star Chronicle Pub. Co., St. Louis N.KFNF,
Shenandoah,
la.
—
Auth.
transfer
CP 1250 kc 1 kw unltd.
control to Henry Field.
APPLICATIONS
RETURNED
WIL, St. Louis — CP change equip.,
Lstin F. Dean, Gainsville,
Ga., —CP NEW,
1420 change
1100 w D ; NEW, Vincent Hoffman, Chi- 250 w Dfrom
to 1 1200
kw. to 1250 kc, from 100 w
go,
CP
1310
or
1500
kc
100
w
unltd.
;
EW, San Bernardino Central Labor
WSBT. South Bend, Ind. — CP change
install directional antenna, change
iuncil, San Bernardino, Cal., CP 1310 kc equip.,
from 1360 to 1010 kc, increase from 500 w
0 w unltd.
to 1 kw, from S-WGES to unltd., move
transmitter locally.
DECEMBER 4
NEW, Southwest Brdcstg. Co., Prescott,
CP w 1500
w equip.,
unltd.,
.VICOD-WMBF. Miami — CP change
amendedAriz.to— 100
250 wkcD, 100
change
trip., move transmitter to 600 Biscayne move
transmitter locally.
■f
NEW, Ted R. Woodward, Kingsport,
CPNEW,
1310 Alex
kc 100F.w Suss,
unltd.Sacramento, Cal. —
linn. — CP 1210 kc 100 w D.
W6XKG, Los Angeles — License for CP
WEW, Springfield Newspapers Inc.,
Mo. —kc.CP 710 kc 1 kw D, gen. exp. 100 w.
:■i (ringfield,
tended to 790
DECEMBER 10
i ICSTP,
Paulwest
— CP present
change site.
equip., move
ns. to St.
3 mi.
WOKO, Albany, N. Y.— License for CP
?.'OW, Omaha — License for CP as modif. move transmitter, change equip.
ilitter.
**• equip., increase D power, move transWHOM,
JerseyLang
City &— Paul
Auth.F. transfer
control
to Joseph
Harron.
pfEW, Gomer Thomas. Bellingham,
NEW, Memphis Commercial Appeal Inc.,
| ksh. — CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd.
'Mobile,
Ala.
—
CP
590
kc
5
kw
unltd.,
i;RLO, Ogden, U. — CP increase from 500 amended re antenna, change from 590
I tto 1 kw. move transmitter, amended to 630 kc 1 kw 5 kw D, directional N. to
b|w 5 kw D directional.
KABC, San Antonio — License for CP
IMPLICATIONS RETURNED— WRAX,
equip., increase D power.
I iiladelphia, modif. license from 250 w change
NEW,
Magnolia Brdcstg. Co., W. H.
» w D to 1 kw D & N directional N ; Davis, Dixon
Pyles, W. H. Johnson, JackI SW, Herman Radner, Lansing, Mich.,
son, Miss. — CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd.
j 1210 kcWJIM
100 ;w WPEN,
250 w D Philadelphia,
unltd., asks auth.
KGHL,
Billings, Mont. — Extension exp.
[: tilities
780 kc.
\Aii. license from 250 w 500 w D to 1
Seattle — Modif. license from 1270
D & N ; KFNF, Shenandoah, la., modif. to KOL,
increase from 1 kw 2% kw D
fense from 500 w to 1 kw N ; NEW, Don- to 1920kw kc,5 kw
D, amended to omit request
< Oliver Carruth, Tillamook, Ore., CP for freq. change.
jm kc 100 w D.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED— WAML,
Laurel, Miss., auth. transfer control to
DECEMBER 5
D. A. Matison ; NEW, Albert Lea Brdcstg.
Corp., Albert Lea, Minn., CP 1200 kc 100
; WIL, St. Louis, exp. auth. 1250
)jFWJ,
Detroit — Modif.
CP new equip.,to wkc unltd.
250 w 500 w D 1-6 a. m. ; WENR, Chijve
transmitter,
ice transmitter
siteincrease
Meyers power,
& Eight
cago, CP change equip.
fl5 Road,
kw D Oak
& N.Park, Mich. ; also increase
DECEMBER 12
tTAAF, Chicago — -Modif. CP increase
WLW,
Cincinnati
jWer,
to
place
transmitter
at
Live
Stock
500 kw direction N —toExtension
8-1-36. exp. auth.
change Bldg., Chicago.
KNET, Palestine, Tex. — Modif. CP as
jUEW. Harold Johnson & Leland Perry, modif.
change equip., move studio to
i Johnson & Perry, Cedar City, Utah Maier bldg.
IP 1500 kc 25 w unltd., amended to
0 kc 100 w.
WJBC, Bloomington, HI. — Vol. assign,
to Arthur Malcolm McGregor and
HUP, Durango, Col. — License for CP license
Dorothy Charlotte McGregor.
modif., new station.
WIND,equip.,
Gary,increase
Ind. — License
PLICATIONS RETURNED— New, change
power. for CP
Jsouri
Louis, CP
exp. Brdcstg.
100 w ; Corp.,
WSVA, St.Harrisonburg,
NEW,
Missouri
Brdcstg.
Co., St. Louis —
1 transfer control to Ralph C. Powell. CP gen. exp. 100 w.
hj. W. T. Knight Jr.. Savannah, Ga.
.CP 1310 kc 100 w unltd.
ffi'HA, Madison, Wis. — CP change equip.,
•crease 21; to 5 kw.
EW, Ralph E. Smith, San Diego, Cal.
P 1200 kc 100 w unltd., amended to D
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k VELOCITY
MICROPHONES
Lower the microphone.
Tilt until parallel to floor.
For "Hanging Microphone",
raise
speaker'sto head
and tiltabove
until parallel
iloor.
ASSURES PERFECT REPRODUCTION FROM ALL ANGLES.
High Impedance Model SR80-H. Unusual brilliance and
definition. Eliminates input transformers with its. losses
and inductive hum.
\ Microphone Stands featuring POSITIVE CLUTCH that
will not slide; QUK-GRIP THREAD: and SAFETYCORD.
Wle for BULLETIN SM-1, and details of our TWO WEEKS FREE
TRIAL OFFER 1
\f4PERITE (ompany 56i broadway new york
AMPERITE
iecember

15, 1935
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APPLICATION RETURNED— W9XAL,
Kansas
consent
assignment
to
First City,
National
Television
Inc. license
Examiners'
Reports
WGST, Atlanta — Examiner
Seward. .rec-.
ommendedw(1-145)1 kw
thatLSapplic.
cense from 500
to 1 kwmodif.
N & li-D
be granted.
NEW, William S. Thellman, New Castle,
Pa. — Examiner Dalberg recommended
(1-146)
be denied.that applic. CP 1420 kc 100 w D
NEW, Arthur Westlund, Jules Cohn,
Santa Rose, Cal. — Examiner Walker recthat applic. CP 1310 kc
100 w unltd.ommended
be (1-147)
granted.
WROK,
Rockford, 111. — Examiner Sewardtimerecommended
ltd.
be granted.(1-148) that applic. unNEW, Reporter Brdcstg. Co., Abilene,
Tex. ; William O. Ansley Jr., d/b Guilford
Brdcstg. Co., Abilene — Examiner Bramhall
recommended (1-149) that applic. Reporter
Brdcstg. Co. CP 1420 kc 100 w unltd. be
granted
; that applic. William O. Ansley
Jr. be denied.
NEW,
Clark Standiford,
Cal.—
Chief Examiner
Arnold Visalia,
recommended
(1-150) that applic. CP 1310 kc 100 w
unltd. be granted on condition station
"is to remain a local station and not
engage
chainWhitaker,
broadcasting".
NEW, in Pat
d/b Tampa
Brdcstg. Co., Tampa, Fla. — Examiner
Bramhall recommended (1-151) that apCP 1370 kc 100 w unltd. be dismissed
with plic.prejudice.
NEW,
B. Sutton, (1-152)
Miami —that
Examiner
Bramhall D.
recommended
applic.
CP 1210 kc 100 w unltd. be dismissed with
prejudice.
NEW, Roberts-MacNab Co., Jamestown,
N. D. — Examiner Dalberg recommended
(1-153)
applic. CP 1310 kc 100 w
unltd. be that
granted.
NEW, St. Petersburg C. of C, St.
Petersburg, Fla. — Examiner Bramhall recommended (1-154)
kc 100 w unltd.
be that
denied.applic. CP 1310
WJAR, Providence — Examiner Seward
recommended (1-155) that applic. modif.
license from S90 kc 250 w 500 w LS
unltd. to 1 kw be granted if directional.
NEW, KWIL brdcstg. Co., Williston,
N. D. — Examiner Dalberg recommended
(1-156) that applic. CP 1500 kc 100 w
spec, be granted.
KARK,recommended
Little Rock,
Ark.—thatExaminer
Seward
(1-157)
applic.
CP change from 890 kc 250 w 500 w LS
unltd. to 500 w 1 kw LS be granted.
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RADIO SERVICE
. . . Crystals are ground to an
Accuracy of BETTER than
.01% before leaving our
laboratory.
CRYSTAL SPECIALISTS
SINCE 1925
New Low
Temperature
Coeffi-in
cient Crystals
are supplied
Isolantite Air-Gap Holders in
the 550-1500 Kc. band. Frequency Drift guaranteed to
be less than 4 cycles per million cycles per degree centigrade change in temperature.
Approved
by FederaltionsCommunicaCommission.
Two
Crystals___$90
50
VICE
124 JACKSON AVENUE
University Park
HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND
Send for our price list and
booklet
Dept. B-1252

REQUIREMENT

Type 731-A Modulation Monitor
OF THE FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
Check these features against the Commissions Rule 139, as
amended on October 29, 1935, Section D:
•fr A d-c meter for setting the average rectified carrier and for indicating percentage carrier shift
during modulation.
A peak indicating light which flashes on all peaks
exceeding a predetermined value.
■Jt A new-type high-speed meter indicating continuously the percentage modulation either on positive or negative peaks, selected at will.
Orders for the General Radio Type 731-A Modulation Monitor
(Price: $195.00) are now being accepted with delivery, if
desired, contingent upon formal approval by the Commission.
For detailed information about this Monitor,
write for Bulletin X-3512-B
GENERAL
RADIO COMPANY
CAMBRIDGE
MASSACHUSETTS
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RESPONSE!

AST at the day's
BROADC
low-point of listener-interest (4:00 to 4:30 P. M.)
the WTMJ "Corner Grocery"
program in one month
brought a mail response
from 2,479 listeners (no
"give-away hook") in 232
towns in five states.

WTMJ
The Milwaukee Journal
Representatives, Ed. Petry & Co.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
PAUL
GODLEY
and Associates
Radio Engineers
Montclair, N. J.
Phone Montclair 2-7859
EDGAR H. FELIX
1775 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes,tionAllocation
and LocaInvestigations
HOLLIS S. BAIRD
Specializing in
ULTRA-HIGH FREQUENCY,
TELEVISION, AND
HIGH FIDELITY PROBLEMS
70 BROOKLINE AVENUE
BOSTON, MASS.
Telephone Commonwealth 8512

Jenkins Joins KSTP
THE appointment
of Ray C. Jenkins, until recently sales manager
of KSD, St. Louis,
as manager of the
sales promotion
and merchandising department of
KSTP, St. Paul,
Mr. Jenkins was
Tjec. 3announced
by Stanley
E. Hubbard, KSTP manager. Mr.
Jenkins formerly operated his own
agency in Detroit, and was with
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, operator of KSD, for five years before
joining that station. He assumes
the post at KSTP vacated early
this year by Ford Billings, now
manager of WCAE, Pittsburgh. He
has been succeeded at KSD by Edward J. Hamlin, promoted from
the sales staff.
Firms Agree to Abandon
Claims Opposed by FTC
COMPLAINTS and stipulations involving advertisers have been announced by the Federal Trade Commission in the last fortnight as
follows:
ALBERT F. COOLEY, Los Angeles, trading as Rango Tablet Co., etc., charged
with inaccurate and misleading claims in
allegedly stating that the product is a
cure or treatment for over-acid condition,
neuritis, stomach disorders, dizzy spells and
other ailments, and that the laxative herb
tablets are not habit forming. Ordered to
cease from practices.
JOHN P. WINNECOUR, Chicago, trading
as Economy Tire & Radio Co., agrees to
stop
radio
sets marked
and
toselling
ceasewhen
"direct
factoryis"Victor",
tonotyou"
statements
suchfrom
allegedly
the
case.
BISODOL Co., New Haven, agrees to
cease advertising that its product is an
effective remedy for indigestion, halitosis
and other ailments unless limited to hyperacidity conditions, and to stop asserting
that product will banish or correct any
discomfort of the stomach, that it is a new
discovery,
andanything
that it else.
is today totally different from
R. B. DAVIS Co., Hoboken, agrees to stop
claiming that Cocomalt contains all the
vitamins, mineral nutrients and calories ;
that it will increase or build up strength,
energy, vitality and weight in all cases,
and that it contains all the elements neces ary to the growth of children.
MARLIN MINERAL WATER Co. Inc.,
Marlin, Tex., agrees to stop advertising
that its water or crystals will correct
faulty elimination, cleanse the system of
toxic
and uric poisons,
give children
and stamina,
and to abandon
other"pep"
like
representations.
STANCO Inc., New York, agrees to cease
allegingment or that
Mistolremedy
is a for
competent
treateffective
colds, coughs
or sore throat, or that it will do more
than relieve minor types of nasal irritations or congestions. The respondent has
discontinued the practices although not admitting that the assertions were incorrect
or misleading.

DUCE JUMPS GUN
Is Early With Speech so CBS
Misses Rebroadcast
CBS engineers were the latest victims of mixed signals from 2RO
Rome, Italy. The CBS department
of public events and special features informed the radio audience
Dec. 7, that on the following day,
they would present Premier Mussolini's address to the Chamber of
Deputies at Rome. An English
translation of the speech was to
be a part of the program.
Dispatches from Rome stated
that the Mussolini address would
be broadcast by 2RO at Rome at
10 a. m. EST. CBS blocked off
the 9:55-10:30 morning spot for
the rebroadcast, but at 9:55 it was
found that the Mussolini speech
was already finished, having started at 9 :40 a. m.
A short time ago NBC had a
similar experience with a Floyd
Gibbons broadcast from Ethiopia
which was to be relayed through
2RO. An engineer at the Broad
Street office of RCA Communications while testing some of the
short wave channels came across
the Gibbon's talk already on the
air. It was on the air exactly an
hour earlier than scheduled. After
some rapid work NBC managed
i 1 get a portion of the broadcast
on the network.
New Woodbury Series
JOHN H. WOODBURY Co., Cincinnati (soap), will launch its Paul
Whiteman program over an NBCWJZ network Jan. 5, 9:45-10:30
p. m., and each Sunday thereafter
at the same time. This program
will be preceded by the Jergens
program featuring Walter Winchell. Andrew Jergens Co., Cincin ati, is the parent company of
Woodbury and by consolidating
these two programs the sponsor
will save time discounts. Woodbury's Dangerous Paradise, early
evening program on an NBC-WJZ
network, will terminate Dec. 27.
The number of stations on the
Woodbury 45-minute program is
not definite at press time. Lennen
& Mitchell Inc., New York, is the
agency for the Woodbury account
with J. Walter Thompson handling
the Jergens program.
FREEMAN F. GOSDEN and
Charles J. Correll (Amos V Andy)
and their wives were among the
guests of President Roosevelt Dec.
11 at the first formal White House
dinner of the social season.

mm
H^adio transmission
Equipment
2106 Calumet Ave.
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS
JOHN H. BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building Washington, D.C.
Telephone NAtional 7757
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FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS,
Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Our Error
To the Editor of Broadcasting
In reviewing your columns
"The Business of Broadcasting" I
the Nov. 15 issue, we see that d
ferent key letters are used in t
description of the various mai
facturers' programs.
We would greatly appreciate
letter from you explaining 1
meaning of the letters sa, sp,
etc., that are used in the varic
paragraphs.
Thanking you in advance :
Yours verywe truly,
your cooperation,
are,
Campbell Soup Co.,
J. H. C. Gray, Adv. De
Dec. 6
Waitt Sponsors Fight
EXCLUSIVE rights to the sp.
sorship of the Joe Louis - Paul
Uzcudun fight in Madison Squ;
Garden Dec. 13 were secured
WMCA, New York, and the Int
City Group, Broadcasting v
informed as it went to press. Sp<
sor is Waitt & Bond, New£
(Blackstone cigars) , placed throi;
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osbc
Inc., New York. Clem McCart
NBC sports commentator, v
signed to handle the description
GULF REFINING Co., Pittsbui
(oil products), on Jan. 5 rene
Phil Baker, Great American To
ist, on 59 CBS stations, Sunda
7-7:30 p. m. Agency: Young
Rubicam, N. Y.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements in
Broadcasting cost 7c per word for
each insertion. Cash must accomForms
pany order.close 25th and 10th of
month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
Two experienced Radio Salesmen for
gional station in Middle West. Must 1
successful record as producers. Dra\
account against commission. Good op
tunity for advancement. Address £
Manager, WROK, Rockford, 111.
Situations Wanted
Manager
creditabledesires
commercial
duction
background
change.andFij
credentials of character and accompl
ment
in other
all departmentals.
Wide ins
ex;
ence in
media with large
tions. Box 406, BROADCASTING.
Versatile Announcer, production m,
ger, available for live station. Capable
tion
manager. Shorthand, typing. Box
Broadcasting.
Young announcer, continuity wr
three years experience. Now empk
Will go anywhere. Box 415, Broadcast
Announcer, 6 years experience ; n
sports,
continuity. Referei
Box 418,general,
Broadcasting.
Wanted To Buy— Station
Former publisher and advertising d
tor, desires to purchase small radio sti
in city of 35,000 or over ; or to lease
a station : or operate it on profit sha
basis. Box 416, Broadcasting.
For Sale — Equipment
One Western Electric 1KW Transmi
complete
with spare Crystal
tubes and
parts 1
eluding thermostatic
Control
and generators. Box 405, Broadcas'

BROADCASTING
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tailored

Just as a tailor made
in style, comfort

to

Fit

suit pays dividends
and

wear

so does

WTAM
as an advertising medium
off in increased sales.
Northern

the

pay

Ohio is a great market; WTAM

a great radio station. It is as if its service aireas were tailored to fit the concentration ofpurchasing

power

in this

notable section of the country. As a selling medium WTAM's effectiveness has
been proved time and again. And much
of its success is due to the completeness
with which it covers the important cities
from Cleveland to Coshocton and Toledo
to Erie, Pa.
1,017,600

NBC

radio families are its po-

tential circulation, a vast army of buyers
and "doers". May we send you WTAM's
Airea map? It is a graphic picture of a
great station's influence in a great market.

ailored

to

Fit

WTAM is one of NBC's managed and operated stations.
Others are WEAF, WJZ, New York • WGY,
Schenectady • • WBZ-WBZA, Boston and Springfield, Mass. • ° WKC, WMAL, Washington, D. C.
KDKA, Pittsburgh • • M MAQ, WENR, Chicago
KOA, Denver
• • KOO, KPO, San Francisco.
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Man

.

NEW

LOW

PRICES..

EFFECTIVE

NOW

Type 44-AS Velocity Microphone, with 30-foot cable and
plug and suspension mounting.

97.50

FINEST

AVAILABLE
NEW

MICROPHONES

LOW

PRICES

These substantially reduced prices reflect a

standards.

tremendous

increase in demand,

pioneering. At the new

consequent

stepping -up of production.

Lowered

with its

factory costs are passed on to

you, giving you the same high quality that
have made
RCA

these microphones

Velocity and

Microphones

so famous.

AT

Such

broadcaster

is the reward

can now

of compromising

of RCA

low prices, every

use the best instead

with an inferior product.

Get in touch with one of these offices:
New

York,

Inductor

1270 Sixth Avenue;

Chicago,

111 No. Canal Street; San Francisco, 170 Ninth

have been winning

Street; Dallas,

constantly greater success, being

Santa Fe Building; Atlanta, 144

now

Walton

Street, N. W.

Inc.,

Camden,

RCA
a

accepted as setting quality

Manufacturing

subsidiary

of

the

Company,

Radio
Corporation
H281.83

of

N.

J.

America
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